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Septic System, 619
Sewage Disposal, 435
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555, 585
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381
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682
Stockport Oak, 22
Superannuation Bille, 274

Surveyor of Bray, 587
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Surveyors' Institution, 411

Sutton Experiments, 175
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203
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175
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Typhoid Bacillus in Water Supplies, 23

Typhoid and the Soil, 45

Typhoid at Wadebridge, 173

Upheaval at Kensington, 274

Ventilation of Sewers and Drains, 227

Water and Slop-Water Closets, 147
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tricts, 353

Water Supplies, 682
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Lynn, 145
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244, 266, 295, 321, 350, 375,
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Municipal Engineering in South-
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137, 184, 217, 279, 321, 335
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Municipal Work in Burma, 664
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City Commission of Sewers, 1
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191, 216, 261, 318, 423, 450, 512, 539,
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262, 400, 453, 670, 702
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New Staines Reservoir, 484

New Waterworks at Bai-mouth,

6.M
Newington New Baths and Wash-

Houses, 341

Night Soil and Sewage, 7

Nitrogen (Ammoniacal) and the

Septic Tank, 76

Norwich Sewerage, 277

Oakwood Water Supply, 7

Open Spaces in London, 1.52, 255

Parliamentary Memoranda, 183,

212, 234, 257, 280, 313, 338,

371, 420, 445, 474, 506, 534,

566, 633, 665, 698

Paving Rollers, 156

Personal, 14, 38, 64, HI, 137, 162,

192, 217, 242, 263, 291, 320.

349, 374, 401, 426, 455, 483,

515, 543, 577, 606, 641, 671,

703
Perth Gasworks, 149

Pipe Clips, .542

Plumbers' Company, 9

Plumbers, Plumbing and Public

Health, 102

Points of Professional Practice :

—

Correspondence

—

Air-inlet Boxes with Mica Flaps,

158
Apparatus for Sterilising Cholera

Dejecta of Hospitals, 663
Chlorine in Sewage Purification, 214
City of Norwich Water Bill, 340
Combined Drainage, 9
Correction, 214

Points of Professional Practice

(nmthnifd) :—
' Fell " System of Sewage Treat-

ment, 237
Lime and Sewage Disposal, 625

Mr. Dibdin and the Septic Tank Sys-

tem, 105
Nidd Valley Waterworks : Visit of

|

Municipal Engineers, 663

Night Soil and Sewage : New Sys-

tem of Treatment, 33, 56
j

Perpetual Leases and Public Health,

340
Plans of New Buildings : Particulars

to be Supplied, 340

Polarite Filters at Nuneaton, 367

Septic Tank System, 133

Sewage Disposal : Proprietary Pro-

cesses : Books Required, 133

Sewage Purification, 282

Sewer-cleansing Appliances, 367

Sewers : Self-cleansing Velocities,

257
Somersetshire Drainage Commis-

sioners 1'. Bridgwater Corporation,

576
Suburban Drainage : Connection

with Borough System, 9

Water - Closets and Slop • Water
Closets, 189, 237

Water-finding, 427
Widnes Public Park Competition,

.598, 625
Ventilation of Sewers and Drains,

256, 282, 367
Ventilation of Sewers (Reeves' Pro-

cess), 340, 367

Qneries and Replies

—

Apparatus for Sterilising Cholera
Dejecta for Hospitals, 598

Bacteria Filter-Beds : Aeration of,

533
Books for Road Surveyors Recom-
mended, 9

Building By-Laws: Bressnmmers,
697

Cantilevers, Bending Movement of,

56
Cement - testing Machines, Makers

of, 697
Centrifugal Pumps, Discharge and
Horse-Power of, 189

Construction of Cow-Sheds; Cubic
and Floor Space, 340

Construction of Iron and Steel

Girders, Books Recommended on,

189
Deodorisation of Sewage : Method
Recommended, 473

Designing a Sewerage System

;

Storm Overflows, 341

Discharge of Compound Water
Mains, 33

Discharge of Sewage into Tidal

Estuaries : Conditions, 533
Discharge of Sewers, Formulae for,

33
Discharge of Sewers and Water

Mains : Crimp's Tables, 56
Discharge of Water Mains. 56
Discharge of Water by Open Chan-

nels, Formula for, 315
Disch.irge from Water Mains, Book

on, 33
Examinations of Municipal Engi-

neers' Association, Answers lo,

237
Expansion of Metals, Formula for,

237
Flusliing Penstocks, 697
Horse-Power of Engines: Nominal

and Indicated, 598
Hydraulics : Discharge of Water
through Orifice ; Formula for, 516

Hydraulic Tables, Book of, 9
Hydrostatics : Pressure of Water :

Rules for Finding, 516
Institution of Civil Engineers : Ad-

mission lo Associateship, 633
Institution of Civil Engineers' Ex-

aminations, 210
Isolation Hospitals, Books on, 158
Lead-lined Iron Pipe: Name of

Manufacturer Required, 697
Municipal and County Engineers'

Examinations: Books to Study,
133

Points of Professional Practice
{roiitmued) :

—

Municipal Engineers' Association

:

Admission to Membership, 2.37

New Material for Roads : Informa-
tion Required, 158

Powers of Borrowing Money by
Local Authorities : Regulations,
697

Private Street Works, Apportion-
ment of Expenses, 315

Public Health Acts and Construction
of Reads : Books on, 598

Road Scarifiers, 697
Road Surveying, Books on, 158
Roof Constructed of Asphalte : In-

flammability, 315
Sanitary Institute Exhibition of

Sanitary Apparatus, Particulars

as to, 189
Sewage AfFected by Ammoniacal

Liquor : Result, 33
Sewage Disposal: Proprietary

Process : Books Required, 107

Sewerage Engineering Contracts

:

Guide-Book for Clerk of Works
Required, 282

Sewer Cleansing Appliances, 341
Sewers : Self-Cleansing Velocities,

189, 237
Specifications, Book on, 473
Steam-rolling Roads : Particuhi' s

Required, 533
Street Apportionments, Book on, 516
Storage of Water in Iron Cisterns :

Objections, 598
Surveyors' Examinations, Books to

Study for, 9

Surveyors' Institution Examinations:
Books Recommended, 107

Surveyorshipsin England: Irish En-
gineers : How to Obtain, 392

Surveyorships in the War Office:

Subjects of Examination, 9

Testing Portland Cement, 697

The Sanitary Institute and the Sur-

veyors' Institution : Mode of Ad-
mission to, 392

The Syphon, Principles of, 282
Tradesmen's Catalogues, Method of

Arranging and Tabulating, 210
Water Mains, Discharge oP, 33, 315

Water Pipe Discharges, Effect of

Swelling and Contraction on, 473
Water Supply : Formula for Deter-

mining Storage Capacity of Reser-

voirs, 598
Water Supply : Undertakers may be

Required to Lay Mains in Private

Roads, 392
Waterworks Engineer : Qualifica-

tions, 392, 533
W.aterworks Engineering, Book on,

9, 33
Waterworks: Pumping Mains used

as Service Mains, .392

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897,

633

Pollution of the River Brent, 434,

463, 530, 554, 563
Portraits and Biographies :

—

Councillor G. T. Holmes, 688
Councillor E. de M. Lacon, 589
Dr. F. P. Frankland, 694
Mr. A. E. Collins, 654
Mr. A. H. Millar, 690
Mr. A. H. Preece, 470
Mr. C. C. Rix Spelman, 653
Mr. C. H. Cooper, 466

Mr. C. H. Priestley, 559

Mr. F. Bathurst, 496
Mr. G. B. Kennett, 688

Mr. H. W. Pearson, 176

Mr. J. W. Cockrill, 690

Mr. R. E. W. Berrington, 591

Mr. T. W. A. Hayward, 528

Preservation of Footpaths, 237

Principal Features of Electric

Lighting Systems 85, 233,276,

360
Private Water Supplies, 705

Proposals for a Benevolent Fund
fur Municipal and County En-
gineers, 92

Proposed Refuse Destructor at

Hanley, 595
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Proposed Sewerage and Sewage
Disposal Sclienie for Farn-

wortli, 442
Pi-oposed Thames Lock, 60, 440

Proposed Purcha-e of the Crystal

Palace, 31

Protection of Underground Water
Supplies, 364, 501

Public VVork in a Crown Colonj-,

597

Recent Publications :

—

Aluminimn, 218, 425
American Review of Berieirs, 6S, 218,

293, 396, 576
Analyst, 65, 396, 576
Architect's Order Forms, 65
Architectm-al Review, 65, 218, 293, 396,

576
Baily's Pox Hunting Directory for

1897-8, 293
Baily's Magazine, 65, 218, 293, 576
Black's Guide to Hath and Bristol, 396
Bonksellcr, 65, 376
Brick, 293
Builder's Merchant, 218, 425
Building Indiistrirs, 218
Cassell's Milqa zinc, 576
Gassiev's Magazine, 65, 218, 293, 396

County Councils, Mnnicipal Corpora-
tions and Local Authorities Com-
panion, 218

Digest of Physical re.s(s,2l8, 396
Directory of Titled Persons for the

Year 1898, 218
English Sanitary Institutions, 395
Expanded Metal and Its Uses in Fire-

proof Construction, 65
Gloucester Diary, 218
Hand-Book on the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act, 261

Ha rduHi re Trade Journal, 65
Hazell's Annual, 218
Journal of the Clerks of Works' Assoria-

tion, 65, 576
Journal of the Society of Estate Clerk of

Works, 65, 218, 293, 576
Journal of the Roi/at Colonial Institute,

65, 218, 293, 390
Journal of State Medicine, 218, 293,

425, 576
Knight's Annoted Model By-Laws, 65
Knowledge, 65, 293, 396, 576
Law and Practice of Compensation, 517
Laxton's Price- Book for Architects, 218
Lectures on the Principles of Local
Government, 293

Live Stock Jonrmil Almanack, 218
Lockwood's Builders' and Contractors'

Price-Book, 218
Longman's Magazine, 65
Machinery, 65, 218
Nature Chat, 396
Over the Northern Heights, Part II, 396
Plumber and Decorator, 65
Practical Forestry, 264
Preparation of Parliamentary Plans

for Railways, 264
Proceedings of the Incorporated Asso-

ciation of Municipal and County En-
gineers, 65

Proceedings of the Ontario Land Sur-
veyors' Association, 264

Proceedings of the South African Asso-
ciation of Engineers and Architects,
264

Quarry, 65, 218, 576
Rural Almanac and Sportsman's Illus-

trated Calendar and Almanac, 218
Sanitarian, 218, 293, 396, 576
Sanitary and Social Questions of the

Day, 264
Sanitary Inspectors' Journal, 293, 425
Sanitary Problem from the Sewer Gas

Point of View, 517
Specifications in Detail, 617
Spon's Architects' and Builders' Piice-

Book, 293
Stable Sanitation and Construction, 264
The Electrician Electrical Trades' Dircc-

torv and Hand-Book for 1894, 264
The Surveyor, 293
Trade Publications, 65, 241, 517
Transactions of the British Association

of Waterworks Engineers, 264
Transactions of the Geographical

Society of Quebec, 1893-7, 396

Recent Publications (continued):—
Ventilation of the Metropolitan Rail-

way, 264
Who's Who ? for 1898, 293
Willing's British and Irish Press Guide,
293'

Work, 218, 293, 576

Refuse and Sludge Destruction at

Leyton, 153
Redruth and its Water Supply, 180
Reservoirs in Western India, 129
Rhymney Sewage Sclieme, 31

Ripon Gas Undertaking, 374
River Pollution in Cheshire, 30(5

Rotherhani Gas Supply, 3()3

Rotherham Rural District, 290
Royal Institute of Public Health,

670

Sanitary Condition of St. Andrews,
290

Sanitary Conditions of Towns and
Dwellings, 600

Sanitary Engineering as Applied
to Buildings, 32

Sanitary Inspectors' Association,

5, 243, 348, 476
Sanitary Institute, 124, 219, 277,

389, 391
Sanitation at Southniolton, 122
Sanitation in Bombay, 32
Scunthorpe Proposed New Water-

works, 260
Septic Tank System, 28, 59, 76,

105, 107, 133, 619, 642
Sewage and Electric Lighting at

York, 292
Sewage Disposal and the Septic

System at Exeter, 642
Sewage Disposal at Godstone, 211
Sewage Disposal at Manchester,

427
Sewage Disposal at Midsomer

Norton, 208
Sewage Disposal in Rural Districts,

31

Sewage Disposal at Shirebrook and
Pleasley, 185

Sewage Disposal at West Brom-
wich, 255

Sewage Purittcatiou at Weardale,
697

Sewage Scheme for Rhymney, 31
Sewerage and Sewage Disposal at

Hanley, 55

Sewerage and Sewage Disposal
Scheme at Earnworth, 442

Sewerage at Walton and Hersliam,
50

Sewerage of Norwich, 277
Sewerage Scheme at Sherborne, 308
Sewerage System at Sidmouth, 37
Sewerage System of Gloucester,

24, 54
Sewer Ventilation in Cambridge,

508
Sheffield Improvements, 453
Shell Fish and Typhoid, 333
Sherborne Sewerage Scheme, 308
Shrewsbury Water Supply, 58
Shoreditch Model Dwellings, 438
Sidmouth New Sewerage System,

37
Sir Robert Rawlinson, 604
Society of Engineer.?, 138, 252, 364,

640, 664
South Africa Water Supply, 455
South London Art Gallery, 27

Southampton Electi-ic Lighting,
501

Soutlunolt.):. Sanitation, 122
Stirling KIccti'ic Lighting, 443
Street lm(iroveinent at Hull, 664
Sudbury Water Supply, 528

Superannuation Conference, 96
Supplements ;

—

Bradford Corporation Waterworks,
No. 334

Canterbury Sanatorium, No. 323
Great Yarmouth Electric Light Station
and Isolation Hospital, 336

Great Yarmouth Fish Quay Wall,
No. 336

Great Yarmouth Refuse Destructor,
No. 3.36

Norwich Sewerage Scheme, No. 335
Reservoir Embankments, No. 321
Screening Chamber, Baths and De-

structor at Norwich, No. 335
Municipal Work in Liverpool, Nos. 320
and 322

Municipal Works Projected for 1898
by Local Authorities, No. 315

Supply of Electricity, 443, 503
Survey of the Legislation of 1897,

82
Surveyors' Institution, 15, 39, 66,

107, 139, 157, 163, 182, 205,

233, 265, 290, 344, 360, 396,

411, 415, 439, 444, 484, 518,

578, 607, 640

Telephone ]\Iunioipalisation, 565,

632, 660, 699
Telephone Service, 660
Tenders, 17, 41, 68, 113, 140, 165,

195, 22], 245, 267, 296, 323,

357, 376, 402, 430, 458, 486.

519, 545, 580, 609, 644, 674,

708
I'hames Lock, 60, 440
Tramway Traction, 625
Two Metropolitan Improvements,

438
Typhoid Epidemic at Maidstone,

130, 150, 181

Ventilation of House Drains, 157
Ventilation of Sewers, 278, 307, 334

Walton and Hersham Sewerage
Scheme, 50

Water Divination, 396
Water Meters, Coupling of, 4
Watershed Areas and Sanitary Dis-

tricts, 389
Water Supply and Drainage at

Faringdon, 129

Water Supply and Typhoid, 15, 23
Water Supply in Jamaica, 27
Water Supply in South Africa, 455
Water Supply of Aberdeen, 133
Water Supply of Ashford. 341
Water Supply of Birmingham, 577
V/ater Supply of Fraserburgh, 292
Water Supply of Frome, 8
Water Supj)ly of High Wycombe,

663
Water Supply of Oakwood, 7

Water Supply of Redruth, 180
Water Supply of Shrewsbury, 58
Water Sujjply of Sudbury, 528
Water Supplies (Private), 705
Weardale Sewage Purification, 697
West Bromwich Sewage Disposal,

255
Westminster Building Accident,

605
Westminster Rebuilding Scheme,

235
Weybridge and Oatlands, 444
Wolverhampton Sewerage Svstem.

51

Worcester New Infectious Diseases

Hospital, 419
Worcester, Sanitary aiul ilnni-

cipal, 387
Widnes Corporation Gasworks, 13

York Sewerage and Electric Light-

ing, 292
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Minutes of Proceedings.

The meetinof of tbe City Com-
Exit tha City miasion of Sewers on Tuesday was
Commission

^.j^^ j^^^ ^^-^j^ that body will hold.

Sewers. -^^ ^^ have already announced, it

is to be merged with the City Cor-
poration under the title of the Public Health De-
partment, so that it is only a case of " The king is

dead, long live the king." It is worth remembering,
however, that this authority has been in existence
for over 2.>0 years ; and as it has maintained and
prided itself upon a high standard of administra-
tion, the fact of its ceasing to exist deserves some-
thing more than a mere passing mention. It was
established by the Act of l(j<)7 for rebuilding the
City after the great fire, and its title has long ceased
lo describe its work. In addition to being the
sanitary authority and burial board for the City,

the commission has carried out certain duties which
in other parts of the metropolis are carried out Ly
the county council. For example, it has been re-

sponsible for the improvement and cleansing of the
streets, for tbe paving and the lighting. As Lon-
doners well know, the condition of the streets in the

City in all sorts of weather is continually being
pointed out to the other metropolitan local authori-

ties as an example to be imitated and a standard to

be aimed at. One might imagine, from utterances in

the Press and on the platform, that the policy of

direct municipal control in the carrying out of works
was quite a recent discovery and innovation, though
we readily admit that some of its later developments
may be so described. Thirty years ago the commis-
sion, in order to ensure efficiency and promptitude,
decided to dispense with the contractor in carrying
out the street cleansing and dust removal. There
is a staff of about 700 employed in the cleansing
department, and every year upwards of 70,000 tons
of refuse and street sweepings are removed to Lett's

wharf, where, as is well known, it is p.artly burned
and partly sifted, many articles of more or less value
being found and, if possible, restored to their owners.
Workshops are maintained for the manufacture of

vans and appliances. A few of the more prominent
facts and figures in connection with the work of the
expiring body will no doubt be welcome to our
readers at this time. During the past fifty years
about £3,000,000 have been spent on street improve-
ments, and it is said that within that period almost
every thoroughfare in the City has been more or less

widened and improved. The commission was the first

body to put the Artisans' and Labourers' Dwellings
Act of 1875 into operation, beginning to clear insani-

tary areas soon after the passitig of the statute. In
the notorious, but now re-christened. Petticoat-lane
workmen's dwellings were erected, at a cost, in-

cluding site, of £202,000, the buildings accommo-
dating more than 1,000 people, among whom the
death rate is said to be only a little over 1 per cent.
An artesian well, which was sunk at the dwellings,
provides the tenants with an abundant supply of
pure water.

Among other institutions which have been main-
tained and controlled by the commission is the ceme-
tery at Ilford, which was laid out at a cost of

£82,000, and is carried on as a commercial enter-

prise. Last year there was a revenue of £6,000,
which was in excess of the expenditure. While en-

titled to raise a consolidated rate of Is. 6d. in the £1,
and a sewer rate of 4d., the commission has always
kept well within the maximum, the total rate being
now only Is. 4d. Four years ago the debt was
£1,710,000, but it is now £l,40rs000, and is being
annually reduced. Though consisting of members
appointed by the corporation, the City Commission
of Sewers has had a separate statutory existence,

working on independent lines nnder its own Acts of

Parliament and standing orders. It has been the
local or sanitary authority under upwards of thirty
statutes, which it has had to administer either
wholly or partially. The members of the expiring
body have the satisfaction of being able to look back
upon a long record of work well and honourably done,
the character of its administration having never been
called in question. There is no consideration of that
kind in the change which has been brought about by
the City of London Sewers Act, 1897. That change
is merely one of convenience and expediency. In
spite of its separate statutory, existence the commis-
sion has been virtually a committee of the corpora-
tion, and there is no reason why it should not be so
in reality. In his valedictory address on Tuesday,
which we report in another column, Mr. Smallraan,
the last of a long line of chairmen, gave an able and
dignified statement of what could be said for the
work of the commi.ssion, not only during the pnst
year but during the whole period of its existence.
In the course of his remarks he pointed out a remark-
able coincidence, for, of course, it is nothing more
than a coincidence. We refer to the fact that the
commission came in with a great fire and maj' be
said to go out with one, the recent conflagration
being generally understood to be the greatest since

that of I6()(j. It has been thought advisable to con-
solidate the municipal work of the City under one
authority, but j)ractically the Public Health Depart-
ment will carry on the duties hitherto entrusted to the
commission and, will, in fact, be the commission
under another name and constituted as an integral

and subordinate part of the coqjoration. As has been
stated in our summary of the report of the Special
Committee appointed to carry out the rearrangement,
all the official staff have been transferred bodily to

the corporation, with the exception of the clerk, ^Mr.

H. Montague Bates, whose position as the head of

a statutory authority is affected by the change. He
will, however, remain as principal clerk of the Public
Health Department for two years, at the end of which
period he has the option of retiring on full pay. In
his address, on Tuesday, Mr. Smallman paid a gener-

ous tribute to the value of the services of the stiilV,

referring specially to Mr. Bates ; Dr. Sedgwick-
Saunders, the medical officer and analyst ; Mr.
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Baylia, the solicitor ; and Mr. Ross, the engineer.

In conclusion we may quote the following extract

from the report of the Special Committee adopted

at the last meeting of the Court of Common Council:
" It is with the utmost satisfaction that we, at the

outset of our report, consider it a most agreeable

duty to recognise the very useful and valuable work

of the commission, evidences of which are to be seen

and experienced at all points of the City alike in

respect to street improvements, sanitary works, and

the daily cleansing and lighting of the streets." It

is a gratifying epitaph, if we may be allowed such a

" dei'angement."
* * #

Witney Urban District Council

Urba""SistrIct f« evidently anxious to arrange

Council. ^^"^ *"^ removal ot night-soil and

house refuse, but it would seem

that they want it done with as little trouble to them-

selves as possible. Thus it is that in a draft of by-

laws submitted to the Local Government Board they

propose that the duty should be placed upon the

occupiers, with penalties in case of neglect; but the

Local Government Board think otherwise. Dr. W.
W. E. Fletcher, one of the medical inspectors, re-

cently visited the district, and his report upon its

sanitary condition, which has now been issued, is

—

to sanitarians— interesting, if rather melancholy

reading. In his subsequent interview with members
of the council for the purpose of discussing with

them their administi-ative shortcomings, the in-

spector could really find nothing to approve of in

regard to sewerage, sewage disposal, water supply,

or the disposal and removal of house refuse and ex-

crement. Apparently the pail-closets and cesspit-

privies could not be more cunnina^l}' adapted for the

creation of nuisances and the pollution of the water
supply, which is derived from surface wells .^,unk in

a highly permeable subsoil. It is true that applica-

tion was made some time ago for sanction to borrow
£5,000 to complete the sinking of a well and lay

mains for a proper supply, but the Local Govern-
ment Board wore compelled to refuse the applica-

tion on the ground of danger of pollution by drain-

age from the surrounding arable, and presumably
manured, land. If any demonstration is required of

the absolute wisdom of such a policy, it is only neces-

sary to look to Maidstone. The Witney District

Council now propose to purchase an area of 2

acres around the well, and to lay it down in grass.

When the inspector was there it was a cornfield.

The sooner the ne,w supply is laid on the better.

The few water-closets in the place are worse than
useless for want of flushing. As for sewers, with
some trivial exceptions they maybe said to be prac-

tically non-existent, many houses draining into
blind wells or cesspools and into ditches. Such
apologies for sewers as do exist convey their contents
to a settling tank, known locally by the euphonious
title of Gunn's Hole. At the side of this tank the
inspector found "a filthy deposit of offensive black
sludge, recently removed from the tank in accord-
ance, it was said, with the daily custom." From this

seductive spot a drain, some 200 yards in lenwtb,

conveys the sewage to an outfall intoaditch, whence
it passes into a stream, which empties into the river
Windrush about 2 miles below Witney, and so
reaches the noble and long-suffering Thames. The
conservatorp, however, have been pressing, • and
accordingly Mr. Lailey, who has also advised in

regard to the water supply, by direction of the
council prepared a scheme of sewerage and sewage
disposal, the estimated cost being£7,r)00. The pre-

sent member.'!, however, were returned to oppose the
scheme, and have determined to construct outfall

works only, at a cost of something over £1,000, so

as to appease the importunate conservators. They
have also determined to pay for the work by clap-

ping on a rate of 2s. in the £1 for two consecutive

years, thus paying the cost out of current rates.

Although there are other outfalls discharging offen-

sive matter into the Thames, when the inspector

urged the council to reconsider their decision not to

carry out a proper sewerage scheme the chairman
tartly replied that the sewerage question had been
discussed and definitely settled ; they were going to

construct outfall works and nothing more. This
statement smacks strongly of the obstinacy which
with so many people passes for determination.
Respect for authority does not seem to bo one of

the few civic virtues of Witney
; but possibly they

would have found it cheaper to carry out a sewerage
scheme now than at some future date, for there
is little doubt that it will have to be carried ont
sooner or later. Needless to say, typhoid fevei' has
been no stranger to the district.

The Sanitary Inspectors' Associ-
ation are to be conffratulated onAddress

Sanitary
finding so satisfactory a president

inspectors. ^^ Sir .John Hutton in succession
to the late Sir Benjamin Ward

Richardson. Sir John's, of course, is the more
prosaic figure of the two, his title to fame—and
knighthood—being that of the municipal politician.

In his case we might even say statesman, for he is

an excellent example of the genuine municipal
worker who knows of something else than the rabid
and barren discussion of contentious problems. He
has no claim to the literary and scientific enthusiasm
of the author of "The City of Health," nor has he
anything of the air of the prophet, the teacher, or
the man with a mission. His enthusiasm for local

government, however, might be subjected to almost
unlimited strain without breaking, and when he
addresses sanitary inspectors—or any other andienco
—they can always rely upon hearing a sensible and
well-informed discourse, the outcome of knowledge,
experience and reflection. On Saturday night he
defined the function of the sanitary inspector quite
epigranimaticaily as the promotion of longevity, and
informed them incidentally that the death rate in

IfitiO was more than four times what it is to-day.

Of course he did not mean to imply by this that

there were any sanitary inspectors in the time of the
" Merrie Monarch, scandalous and poor." Much of

the address was devoted to the every-day gospel of

cleanliness, and calls for no special remark. A more
contentious topic was found in the London water
supply, and we are inclined to protest against re-

su.scitating such a bugbear as the very remote pos-

sibility of the recent Maid.stone experience being
repeated in London on a correspondingly grand
scale. The circumstances are very different. The
supply of London is derived, not from exposed sur-

face springs round which hop-pickers have been
accustomed to squat amid unspeakable filth, but
from a stream of rapid flow and great volume. The
London water is efficiently filtered, that of Maidstone
was not, though it must be admitted that authori-

ties differ as to the efficacy of filtration. There are

plenty of grounds on which a long distance supply
to London can be advocated as a prudent precaution,

without resorting to the familiar device of the scare.

Lancashire County Council have
Bridgre deposited a Bill for next session to

Management
i i it i-

j|i
make better provision respecting

Lancashire. '^^s charge and management of

county and of hundred bridges,

and for further jiowers in relation to bridges. The
county bridges, which are repairable ont of the

county fund, are now under the management of tbe
surveyor of county bridges, whilst those known as
hundred bridges ai-e, by immemorial custom, re-

pairable out of separate rates levied on the hundreds
in which they are respectively situate, and which
are under the charge and management of bridge
masters appointed for the respective hundreds. It

so happens that the posts of surveyor of county
bridges and of bridge master for each of the respect-
ive hundreds, except the Hundred of West Derby,
have'rocently become vacant, and it is considered
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expedient that for the future the same person should

be bridge master both of oonnty and of hundred
bridges. Accordingly, the Bill makps provision for

the union of the offices of surveyor of county bridges

and hundred bridge masters, and for the appoint-

ment of this officer by the county council. It also

'provides for the compensation of tlie bridge master

of the Hnndrcd of West Derby in the event of his

resignation, and empowers the county council to

contribute, or join in contributing, to the rebailding,

widening cr improvement of any bridge in the county

belonging to any railway, canal of other company.
Finally, it is proposed that the salary of the county
bridge master, together with the cost of passing the

Bill through Parliament, shall be chargeable to the

county bridge account and the hundred bridge ac-

count in such proportion as the county council may
determine.

London,
London, England, will syra-

On"t'ar'i'o. pathise with its namesake in On-
tario. The details of the appalling

accident in the Canadian town form gruesome read-

ing. The scene can be easily pictured from the

cabled accounts. Sacces.sful candidates at the muni-
cipal elections are addressing an audience of about

2,000 persons when a "ciackling sound " is suddenly

heard at the platform end, where the floor caves in,

" precipitating over "200 per.^ons into a fannel-

shaped death trap." The hist expression seems to

be literally justified when we read the ghastly in-

formation that an immense heavy safe and a hravy
steam coil fell on the top of the helpless victims, and
that the whole falling mass crashed through the

floor of the mayor's office, 20 ft. below the floor of

tlie hall, and then through another floor into a cellar.

Ic appears that there are more than twenty deaths,

and that the number of injured exceeds 100. The
whole front of the city engineer's office, we read,

wiis dismantled, while in the basement lay in a con-

fused head a mass of broken joists, planks, plaster

and broken furniture, on the top of all being the

lieavy safe and the steam pipe coils, which were the

chief cause of the deaths. The oflicial mentioned
describes the disaster to the giving way of a beam
running dii'ectly under the raised stage used as a

platform. This beam was composed of twelve
timbers, each o in. by 4 in., securely jointed together.

Apparently it had rotted from its fastenings, and
when it broke in the middle there was no support
for about 400 square feet of flooring, which accord-

ingly collapsed, rolling tlie people into a struggling,

shrieking mass. The hall was not considered danger-
ous, and the snapping of the beam is attributed to

the ' tremendous dead - weight of the enormous
crowd." The moral is that, wherever possible, halls

should be constructed on ground-floor level, or, if not,

it should be seen that they can safely stand the
" tremendous dead weight " of a crowd. Most of ns
have been under the impression that this is what
they are intended for. Among the dead and injured
are members of every class of socief}', including Eome
of the best-known men in the city.

Two Cood
Examples.

We have been gratifled to ob-

serve that the close of 1S97 was
marked by two praiseworthy ex-

amples of generous appreciation on the part of

municipal bodies of the services of their respective

municipal engineers. Wo refer to the cases of

Bristol and Dover. In each case there was not only

unstinted verbal testimony to the value of the

official's services, but that adequate recognition of a
more practical kind which devotion to duty should
never fail to bring, for the official who, unless under
exceptional circamstances, accepts less than the

value of his services does injustice not only to him-
self but to his professional brethren, and teaches his

employers a pernicious habit. ()ne of the most
gratifying features of the two cases i-eferred to was

the absence of any necessity to bring pressure upon
the authorities, and the large degree of spontaneity

which characteri.sed their action. Details of both
cases have been recently given in our columns and
need not be repeated. There was plenty of testi-

mony that the recognition was thoroughly merited

or it would not have been given. We can only hope
that the example will not be without effect upon
other authorities, great or small. We do not say

that every official establishes a right to substantial

increase of remuneration, but, unfortunately, only

too many cases have come under our notice of such

recognition having been lichly earned but never re-

ceived. To put the matter on a purely utilitarian

basis, it is surely the most economical policy in the

end for an authority to give their official adequate

indocementto continue to put forth his best energies

for the benefit of the community he .serves.

. .
Judging from some eulogistic

Wo'k'at remarks in a local contemporary,

Cirencester. ^h^ work of the Cirencester Urban
District Council during the past

year has been giving mncli satisfaction. Indeed, wo
are told that in no previous year has the work been

more varied and eventful. An extensive improve-

ment in Castle-street, the initiation of which was

largely due to Earl Bathurst's public spirit, has been

practically completed and promises to do much both

for the appearance of the town and the convenience

of the public. The scheme has included a handsome

block of municipal buildings, which provide tho

council with a well-proportioned council chamber
and other premises admirably suited for their ac-

commodation. The undertaking of the Cirencester

Waterworks Company has also been acquired during

tho jear on terms which are expected to prove of

future advantage to the ratepayers. The directors

and shareholders gave an admirable example of

public spirit in facilitating the transfer of a prosper-

ous undertaking on reasonable terms. As the year

closed the council were able to annonnce that ar-

rangements had been made for taking over tho

swimming baths, and that works for their improve-

ment and reconstruction would at once be com-

menced. Finally, a scheme providing for an efficient

system of surface-water drainage has been adopted,

and the council may be congratulated on their record

of work during jubilee year.

* * *

Mr. J. H. Lee, borough electri-

Position of the cal engineer of Southampton, has
Borough pointed out a slip which nnfortu-
lectrical ' , , ^ . ,5 ._.. „..,•. „„Elec
Engineer uately crept into our article on

this subject last week. ]\Ir. Lee

writes; I note in your issue of the .'Ust nit., in an

article on the position of tho borough electrical en-

gineer, that you mention Southampton as a town

that has no consulting engineer. Thi.s is not correct,

the consulting engineer to the corporation being Mr.

E. Manville, of ilessrs Kincaid, Waller & Manville,

of VVe.stminster. My position is this: I was the

manager to the old Southampton Electric Light

Company, whose works were purchased by the cor-

poration, and have been retained as resident engineer

by the corporation. Mr. Manville has designed the

whole of the new works, and large extensions are

being carried out. As I have no desire to get credit

for what I have not done, I shall be obliged if you

will correct your statement in your next issue.

Steam Traps.— Messrs. C.eipel & Lanjie, of 68 Victoria-

street, London, S.W., successors to Messrs. Paterson & Cooper,

electrical and mechanical engineers, inform us that during

the past year the business in Geipel's steam traporautomatio

drain-cock has incre.lsed rapidly. It is claimed that this trap

is specially suited for the more modem methods of applying

steam traps, inasmuch as its form is more compact and con-

venient for fitting to tho particular apparatus to be drained.

The old plan of using one common trap connected to ,a system

of high-pressure drain pipes, they also insist, is wasteful.
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The Coupling of Water Meters.
By F. LUX, ill La Tccliuohxjie Sanitaire, Vol. II., Nos. 1-i and 15.

Turbine wftter meters, as is well known, possess the defect

of not registering with .Tcciiracy the delivery of small quanti-

ties of water per nnit of time, and attempts have been made
eontinnonsly to overcome this disadvantage by coupling them

with small meters capable of recording these small quantities,

the valve admitting the water to the larger meter being

opened only under a certain difference of pressure. This

arrangement, however, only accomplishes the desired object

when the large and small volumes of water are passed through

-it at distinnt times—e.g., when a service pipe intended to

supply water in case of fire has a single branch pipe for

ordinary use. On the other hand, where the nnmber of

branch pipes is large the delivery will vary considerably,

according as water is being drawn from one only or from

several, or all at one time, and in sneh case the automatic

valve might only work occasionally or not at all.

Before resorting to this system it is therefore necessary to

.iscertain, which can be done by reference to the district

meter, what arc the conditions under which the main is

working

—

i.e., the maximnm and minimum yield, and whether

there is a neutral zone. Register diagrams of district meters

show that on the one hand the drawings range from zero to

1 cubic metre (35'3 cubic feet), and, on the other, from 3 to

10 cubic metres (106 to 3.53 cubic feet) per hour, there being

a neutral zone between 1 and 3 cubic metres per hour. Under
these conditions the meters would h.ave to be coupled in such

a manner that the valve would open only under a load of 1'5

cubic metres (fi3 cubic feet) per hour, the large meter taking

the higher range and the small one the lower range of de-

liveries. This method is somewhat complicated, since the

neutral zone may be absent, or at such a height that the meter
required will be incapable of recording all the lower range;

or, in course of time, the neutral zone may be eliminated by
the increase in the nnmber of branches.

Next bestowing attention on the coupling valves at onr dis-

posal, we find there are tliree fundamental differences in their

method of construction, according to which they are classified,

as (1) weighted valves, (2) spring v.alves, (3) hydraulic valves,

this third class being used at Mulhonse only. The weighted
valve (shown dingrammatically in Fig. 1) is a simple disc

Fig. 1.—WEianxED Valve.

resting on a liorizontal seat in the valve chest, and by its

weight excluding the water from the large meter nntil the

equilibrium is destroyed by the removal of a sutiicient amount
of water from the delivery pipe. In this class of valve, if we
take F as denoting the superficial area of the valve, G its

weight, P| the pressure in front ot the valve, Po the pressure
behind the valve, we have the equation FP, = FP»-|- G, whence

Pi— P2=^ , the valve remaining closed until the difference of

the two pressures is equal to—
,
plus the amount required to

overcome the friction of the valve surface. This difference
is independent of the pressure in the main.

In the case of spring valves (Fig. 2) we must substitute the

mm
5?

^-

tiG. 2.—Spcing Valve.

tension S of the taring for the weight G, and then obtain the
S

equation Pi—Pj= "p ,thevalveopeningonly when the differ-

ence of pressures is slightly in excess of that value ; and
though this tension and the consequent difference between

the front and back pressure increase as the valve is opened,
the increase is independent of the pressure in the main.
When spring valves are arranged to rise and fall vertically

G + S
the equation becomes Pj- Po= —^— tlie weight Gtendingto

lessen the increased difference between front and back pres-

sure as the valve opens.

In the hydraulic valve (Fig. 3) the pressure closing the valve

is derived fiom the water in the main acting on one side of a
small piston, the other side being in communication with the

w>->

Fig. 3.—Hi'DniCLic Valve.

open air. Then, taking Fj as the superficial area of the valvo,

r.i as that of the piston, F;, that of (he piston rod, and P) and
P., as the front and back pressures respectively, we obtain the

F,
equations (F, - F;,)Pi = PiP; -^ (Fo- F3)Pi, and P, -Po= jr= P,,

and as the difference of the pressures depends on the invari-

F.,

able valve j^ for each valve, and on the front pressure Pi,

which decreases as the delivery of water increases, the differ-

ence between the pressures in the immediate vicinity of the

valve diminishes as the valve opens, a circumstance consti-

tuting the essential difference between this class and the
weighted and spring valves.

A comparative examination of the three systems of valves

shows that in point of simplicity and constancy of action

under varying conditions the weighted valve is superior to

the spring valve. It however presents the disadvantage of

causing a loss of pressure by changing the direction of the

liquid, the result being that the valve o])ens too quickly and
sets the largo meter too o.arly in action. The inconveniences
arising from spring valves are mainly due to the increased

tension and the rapid loss of elasticity of the spring when in

use, so that we cannot count on them to close the valve her-

metically ; whereas with the hydraulic valve this can be relied

on, and the difference of pressure or the loss of pressure

determined by the load of the valve remains the same from
the commencement to the completion of opening and di-

minished as the delivery rises. The difficulty already men-
tioned with regard to the practical application of coupling

water meters can be surmounted by the use of the hydraulic

valve, by adjusting the load on the valve so that it will not

open until a delivery of between 1,200 and 1,500 litres (42 to

53 cubic feet) of water per hour is attained, thus leaving all

smaller quantities for measurement by the small meter.

To overcome the defect inherent in all systems of valves

—

viz., that from the instant the valve begins to open until it

reaches a certain point the quantity of water is too small to

be accurately, if at all, measured by the large meter— it is

necessary to arrange for the valve to open suddenly to afford

.a sufficiently large passage for the water at the outset.

Thiem proposed to accomplish this object with an ingenious

double icciprocating valve (Fig, 4), in which, when the amount

Fig. 4.—Thi

of water dvawii is small, the valve closes the lower outlet

leading to the large meter, so that all the water must pass
through the tnialler one, and when the delivery reaches a
certain rate the valve rises suddenly to its fullest extent and
allows the water to flow into the large meter. As in this

valve the whole ot the lower surface and part of the upper
surface of the body of the valve are exposed to tlie pressure

Pi, and only the upper aimular portion to the pressure P», we
have the equation F,P,= F.,Pi + (Fi-F»)P~+ G, which re-

G
solves into P,— Pj= „ _ p ) so that the valvo acts as a
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weighted valve with a difteivnce of pressure indepenaent of

that in the main, and lylien tliis difference exceeds 03 metre

the valve opens. However, since the lower aperture I3 three

times the size of the upper one, tha total section wj'l be in-

creased as the body of th;i valve is raised, and the difference

of pressure is therefore diminished; and, as the valve will

consequently assume a fresh position of eiiuilibnum for each

new alteration of tlie volume of delivery per unit of time, the

upper outlet will be closed gradua'ly and not at onc^. '' l''"^™ ^

vilve is therefore not superior to the ordinary weighted valve

for even if an attempt be made to rectify the defect just

signalised bv enlarging the aperture of the upper outlet the

only result would be, if boih were of the same size, that the

Fia. 5.—Dlfl-EUESTI-lI, Hs-DKiULIC VitVE.

valve would be in equilibrium in any position and would have

no tendency to rise or fall, and if the upper outlet were the

larn-er of the two the valve would bo prevented from rising

from its seat. Another objection to this valve consists in the cir-

<mm?tance that the conducting surfaces belon-; to two sepa-

rate bodies—the chest and its cover—so that the valve cannot

be moved without friction unless a good deal of play is allowed,

and in that case a certain amount of water would escape when

the npper outlet is closed and bo unrecorded by the meter.

A better solution of the problem is presented by the differ-

ential hydraulic valve (Fig. 5), the body of which has a larger

diameter than the seat, the excess nearly filling a hollow

cylinder surrounding tha latter. So long as the valve rests

altering the ratio of the surfaces K,» and Fib the minimum

quantity of wpter to pass through the large meter per unit of

time can be accurately freed, with a certainty that the meter

always works correctly.

A coupled meter on" this principle, 6ttcd to a -l-iu. pipe, is

shown in Fig. (j. After what has already been stated the

illustrations will need no further description, and a single

example will suffice to complete the demonstration : Given a

main pipe of 50 m.m. (2 in.) section, with a mean pressure of

35 m., what dimensions shonld be given to the valve for the

large meter of 50 m.m ? Talcing a liydraulic valve, wo will

suppose I hat when the valve is raised the difference of pres-

sure is 10 per cent., which is equal to 3-5 m., and that the

parallel meter has a section of 15 m.m. (? in.). The diagrams

representing the losses of pressure and the errors of the

meters show that the sm.all one will pass under this pressure

about 1,500 litres (^8 cubic feet) per hour, and that the larpe

one will begin to register correctly at 350 litres (12^ cubic

feet) per hour (or say 500 litres, making allowance for the

deposition of fur, certain to occur) ; so that the small meter

must pass some 2,000 litres (71 cubic feet) per hour before

the valve rises ; and this, according to the diagrams, will

necessitate a difference of pressure equnl to about 5 m. The

internal diameter of the valve being 50 m.m. (2 in.) and the

circular band of the seat 3 m.m., the to',al available surface

will correspond to a diameter of 52 m.m. (27"jin.), and the

diameter of the piston will be, according to the equation,

p
F,„ = F2 p _'p - =(Jia = 63 mm. (2iin.).

A pair of coupled meters arranged on the basis of these

calcuhi-ions has been in use for some time and act in a

thorouglily satisfactory manner. It is to be hoped that the

installation of coupled meters will be carried on in a more

rational manner in the future than in the past, and the author

is convinced that if this be done the enormous wasie of water

at present occurring in many centres (amounting in Berlin,

for example, to 4,000,000 cubic metres out of a total supply

of 46,000,000 cubic metres per annum), will be considerably

diminislicd.

Fig. 6.—Conrt.iNG wirn Diffekkntivi. HTDniCLic Vai.ve.

on the seat the excess of surface does not affect the differ-

ence of pressure, all portions of this surface being under the

same pressure. P..; but as soon as the valve is raised from the

seat the whole sui-face is enlisted, and the valve is forced at

once beyond the limits of the hollow cylinder. If we take

F,. as the total superlicial area of the valve, F,i, as the in-

terior surface, F., as the surface area of the piston, F, the

pressure before the valve. P.,, that behind the raised valve,

and P..-, that behind the lowered valvo, then, as F,b is less

than f"i, the difference of pressure is greater when the valve

is lowered than when it is ra'sed. Up to the instant the

valve is opened the amount of water passing through the

small meter is increased slightly by the rising pressure rather

than diminished when the valve commences to rise. By

SANITARY INSPECTORS' ASSOCIATION.

ADDRESS BY SIK JOHN BUTTON.

Sir John Hutton, president of the Sanitary Inspectors'

Association, delivered his new year's address to the memher.<

of the association, at a meeting held at the Carpenters' Hall

on Saturday evening. The aim of the association, and of all

sanitary inspectors, was, he said, to promote longevity, and

they had been very successful in their eiforts on behalf of

the public woal. In 1660 the death rate in London was 80

per 1,000, but in 1895 it was only 18 9, and this great diminu-

tion was all the more remarkable when one considered the

enormous increase there had been in the number of houses

in the metropolis. In 1801 there were 142,042 hous»s in

London; in 1831 they had increased to 246,839 ;
while in

1896 the number was no less than 596,030. In 1801 the

population of London was 958,788, while in 1896 the number

was 4,443,018. Surely these statistics were eloquent in praise

of the work of the sanitary inipectors. The association

specially dealt with certain forms of what might be desig-

nated prcventiblo diseases—those over which, humanly speak-

in-r, man had control. In his view no epidemic could resi.st

cleanliness— clean houses, clean air, and clean water—and

these wtre the principles upon which the association worked.

In many cases false economy prevented an efficient staff of

inspectors being employed, and often false economy prevented

reallv efficient men being .adequately paid, and these facts

did liot help those who were working in the interests of the

public health. That association certainly did its best to en-

bure the efficiency of sanitary inspectors. Light a,s was the

present death rate in Londim, itcoaUl be still further reduced

if adeqnate means were adopted. Ue hoped that the early

attention of thoughtful people would be called to the neces-

sity for securing tho purity of London's water supply. An

epidemic such as recently afflicted Maidstone might at any

time attack London, with consequences too alarming to con-

template. Committees and royal commissions seemed only

to have resulted in dangerous delays and increased compli-

cations, and he was convinced that in future years Londoners

would deeply regret their suicidal iiidift'erence as to obtaining

a better water supply, and Londoners should piotcst against

the present happy-go-lucky policy of dealing with the water

nnestion. In the course of liis address Sir J. Hutton said it

had Ion" been the wish of those interested in the association

to form a fund to encourage members in their studies and

researches in tho public interest, and a liberal proposal had

been made bv a member to fonnd a " Chadwick and Richard-

son Memorial Fund " wit* this object. The offer was to

contribute 50 guineas, provided 500 guineas were raised with-

in a period of nine months. Sir John added another oO

Tuineas to the amount already promised to the proposed fund.

Bo'nOSS.- Mr. Thoma.s Beattic, a local contractor, has

secured the contract for the cor.structitn of a new storage

reservoir at Lochcote and other works in connection with the

new wator snppiy for tho t«wn.
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Comments on the Leeds Congress.
SEWAGE DISPOSAL AND WATER SUPPLY.

br. John C. Thresh, tnfdical officer of health to the Essex

County Conncil, has prepared a report on his visit to the

Sanitary Institute congress, at Leeds, on September 14th to

18th last. As full reports of the proceedings and abstracts

of the papers read liave appeared in a considerable number
of journals, he only refe.-s in his report to those bearing upon
one or two subjects of special interest to his county. We
give the following summary of his remarks :

—

SEWAGE DISPOSAL.

With reference to the disposal of sewage. Dr. Thresh states

that he is so constantly consulted with regard to the disposal

of eewage that this subject leceived his chief attention. The
questions most usually asked are : 1, What standard of purity

should be adopted for sewage eSlnents, or, in other words,

what is a satisfactory effluent? 2, Can any system of treat-

ment be recommended whereby the use of land for irrigation

purposes can be dispensed with ? and, 3, Is it possible to adopt

any system of treatment whereby no sludge will be produced ?

With respect to the first question. Dr. 'iiiresh says he has

obtained a large amount of information wiih regard to this

subject, and that he is probably acquainted with all the pro-

visional standards adopted throughout the country. Much of

this information is of a private character, but it is generally

held that at present it would be unwise to fix any definite

standard. When this subject came up, incidentally, at the

congress, this opinion was endorsed by all those who were
conversant with the subject. The second question, he states,

receives a stereotyped .answer. Many systems have been
recommended by their discoverers as capable of so purifying

ordinary sewage as to dispense with land filtration. So far,

however, all the processes which have h.id a long and con-

tinuous trial have proved more or less unsatisfactory, and the

Local Government Board will not give their sanction to a

]o.an for any system of treatment which does not include land
irrigation. Within the last year or so other systems have
been advocated, which, it is claimed, will not only efficiently

purify sewage without being supplemented by land filtration,

but will also so affect the suspended matters that no sludge
is produced. How far these claims will be justified by ex-

perience remains to be seen. This, at present, is practically

the only answer tphich can be given lo the third question. The
papers read at the congress bearing on these points were. Dr.
Thresh considers, of a very interesting character. Thoy wero
contributed by Mr. Donald Cameron, Mr. Dibdin, Dr. Barwise
and others.

Modern research has established beyond a doubt that the
processes of purification of the future will be " bacteriological

"

rather than purely chemical. By the agency of bacteria the
organic matter in the sewage can be broken up and most
of it converted into two innocuous inorganic bodies— nitric

and carbonic acid. The problem, therefore, is—can artificial

means be devised whereby this change can be brought about
with sufficient rapidity and with sufficient economy to render
irrigation unnecessary; and at the same time can the in-

soluble, as well as the soluble, organic matter be acted upon,
or will it be still necessary to separate the former and have
the trouble and expense of dealing with the sludge? Mr.
Donald Cameron, the city surveyor of Exeter, claims that he
has devised a process—the "septic" tank system—which
prevents the formation of sludge, and so efficiently purifies
sewage that land irrigation is unnecessary. This system,
however, can only be regarded as still on trial. Mr. Dibdin,
who until recently was chemist to the London County Council,
has also conducted a series of experiments with the London
sewage at Barking, and is decidedly of opinioa that sewage
can be efficiently purified by passing it through one or more
coke-breeie filters, properly constructed and duly charged
with proper organisms. At Lichfield and Wolverhampton
filters have been constructed of fine coal, and Prof. Bostoek
Hill, who read a paper on the subject, regards the results as
very satisfactory.

The conclusion which Dr. Thresh has arrived at is that we
are within a measurable distance of the time when the puri-
fication of sewage by means of microbes will become an
accomplished fact. Coarse straining to remove masses of
solid matter will probably, he considers, always be necessary,
or at least desirable, but; the sludge nuisance will cease to
exist. The sewage will be parified without the production of
sludge, and land irrigation will no longer be required. At the
present time, however, the experimental works have not been
conducted on a suflSciently large scale or for a sufficiently long
period of time to enable him to recommend any one process
in preference to another, or to say with confidence that any
l^rocess yet devised is certain to be satisfactory.

WATER SUPPLIES.
This subject was also discussed at the Sanitary Institute

congress, especial reference being made to the importance of
greater precautions being taken to prevent the sources from
which public supplies are derived becoming polluted. Still
greater attention has been directed to this subject by the
serious epidemics of typhoid fever which broke out recently
at Maidstone and King's Lynn. In future years these epi-
demies, Dr. Thresh considers, will probably be looked npoa

as blo-sings in disguise, they having emphasised, as only such
calamities can, the imperative necessity of constant skilled

supervision over all sources from which communities, be
they large or small, derive their supplies for domestic pur-

poses. Kespecting these epidemics. Dr. Thresh tliinks that

a considerable amount of nonsense has appeared in the public

press, and some of the suggestions therein made are so im-
practicable that if acted upon many towns would be deprived
of supplies of excellent water which, by the adoption of proper
precautions, could be rendered entirely safe from pollu-

tion. There are many extensive districts in which the water
from the subsoil and superficial springs is alone available,

and there is no doubt in the minds of those who have made a

special study of the subject that in most cases such supplies

can be rendered as safe as those from deeper sources, and
safer than those derived from open streams or collected ou
exposed impermeable surfaces. All that is necessary is to

protect the area around the site from which the water is de-

rived, so as to prevent the access of any water save such as

has been efficiently purified by percolation through a suffi-

cient mass of soil.

Hitherto water companies and sanitary authorities have
been permitted to acquire merely the springs or the site for

their wells, whereas they should have acquired sufficient of

the land around in order to have absolute control over it to

prevent pollution. A stream which is known to be polluted

by sewage should not, in Dr. Thresh's opinion, bo utilised for

a i)ublic water supply if any better source is available ; but

where, for any cause, a purer source is not in command, un-
remitting attention must be paitl to every detail of collec-

tion and filtration if a catastrophe is to be avoided. Where
upland surface waters are impounded, Dr. Thresh thinks that

the example of Glasgow should be imitated, and control over
the whole watershed secured.

In concluding his report Dr. Thresh states that he is suffi-

ciently well acquainted with the water supplies of Essex to

be able to affirm that certain of them are not efficiently pro-

tected, and he thinks that the county council would do well

to consider whether they cannot do something towards safe-

guarding the public. He recommends that inspections should

be made at regular intervals, say once a year, and analyses
every quarter or every month, or even oftener, according to

the importance of the supply.

THE GREAT CITY FIRE.

THE ADJOURNED INQUIRY.
The inquiry into the circumstances attending the great

fire in Cripplegate was resumed on Tuesday by Mr. S. F.

Langham, the coroner, at the Guildhall. It was opened on
Monday, December 6th, and after lasting nine days was ad-

journed over the Christmas recees. As before, the corpora-

tion, the City police, the London County Council, and other
bodies, were represented by counsel, but no evidence of

interest was offered, the whole of the day being occupied by
an investigation into the financial posi'.ion of the firm in

whose warehouse the fire originated.

On Wednesday, Major Chas. Fox, chief of the London Salvage
Corpo, attended, and pave a description of the fire at the

time of its outbreak. There was then, he said, much flame
and little smoke, but he could not discover the reason for the

rapid spread. From time to time he had reports tnado to him
as to the condition of the city warehouses. From what he
had seen of the fire and the debris he thought the outbreak
was certainly not due to a gas explosion, and he agreed with
Prof. Redwood that it was quite impossible for it to have
been caused by the spontaneous combustion during the space
of three minutes of such a stack of goods as was seen alight.

The damage done would be under £1,000,0(X).

The inquiry was adjourned until yesterday.

DUNDEE NEW GASWORKS.

The Gasworks Committee of the Dundee Corporation had
under consideration, at their last meeting, the plans of the

proposed new works to be erected at Friarton. After con-

siderable discussion, the plans were approved, subject to

several minor alterations in the class of material to be used.

The buildings are to be mostly of brick, with concrete founda-
tions. The retort house, which is the largest part of the
building, is to be very commodious, having space for 250
retorts, the number in the present works being 109. The
stoking is to be done by West's manual stoking machinery,
which will result in a considerable saving in the cost of

carbonising. The coal is to be broken by coal- breakers, and
conveyed to different parts of the coal stores. In the other
works the newest and most approved machinery is to be put
down. When completed the works will be of the most perfect

description, and will cover an area of about 4 acres. There
will be ample railway accommodation, a branch line having
been constructed from the harbour.
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Night Soil and Sewage.
A NEW SYSTEM OF TREATMENT.

In oar issue of Djcember 18, 1396, a medical correspDndent

drew attention to a new system o( sewage treatment whicii

was beinjt experimentally tried by Stolie-upon-Trent Cor-

poration, and was understood to be giving mach satisfaction.

He gave the following general account of the .system :
" The

sewage is dealt with on qnite a new principle ; chemicals are

used, bnt not in the same manner that they have previonsly

been tried, bnt in qnite a different method, exceedingly easily

applied and not requiring a costly outlay, but ready for fi-ving

to any existing system. Every drop of efflaent pissing

through the sewage works is brought into contact with the

chemical, the action of which is to turn tlio ammonia and
soluble organic matter into nitrates aud nitiites, at the same
times causing rapid and certain precipitation of the insoluble

matter, which is deposited as sludge at the bottom of the

tanks. This system has only been in working order a short

time, but the work of precipitation is so well done that, where
formerly only 9 in. of sludge was deposited, with this new
system 27 in. remain behind in the same length of time. The
effect is to clear the effluent that flows away and render it

almost as clear as spring water, and possessing no matter
liable to undergo any secondary decomposilion, but fit to pass

at once into any river or stream."

We pointed out at the time that the system was that of

Mr. Charles Fell, who had also brought out a process of treat-

ing night-soil and sludge so as to convert them into a natural

fertiliser, which is claimed to contain 8 per cent, of nitrogen

and 30 per cent, of phosphates, and thus to be of great value
to the farmer. Of the method of dealing with effluents the

inventor says :
" The conditions for using this method are

that the solid matters mnst first be strained from the sewage,
and the sewage then allowed to pass into settling tanks.

The first part of the process is to deal with it in these tanks
by the use of inexpensive chemica's, these effectually steril-

ising the sewage, by acting upon it with a chemical which
exerts a powerful oxidising effect on ammonia and organic
matters in solution, and converting them into nitrates and
nitrites, and preventing putrefaction. The second part of

the process is to deal with the effluent as it leaves the tanks
by the outlet, passing it through a patent filter, which farther

acts upon the water with a more powerful oxidising action,

and which also possesses the power of conrerting ammonia
and organic compounds into nitrates and nitrites, thus en-
suring a double action npon the sewage and leaving a clear

inodorous effluent."

At the time above referred to we slated that we would,
as soon as convenient, give further particulars of the results

of the experiments in the shape of properly authenticated
analyses, &c. We have received copies of the following
analyses relating]to places in which the sj-stem is in operation:—

"The Cliff,"
HlGHEE BrOUGHTO.N, jrANCHKSTF.B.

October 27, 1897.

I have analysed the samples of sewage and effluent from
the Stone Urban District Council. The following are the
analyses ; all results are in grains per gallon :

—

Shaken Sewage. Kfflaent.

Total solid matter at 212 deg. Fahr... 173 ... 69
Mineral do 72 ... 37
Loss on ignition ... ... ... 101 ... 32
Free ammonia ... ... ... ... 4'5 ... 2'5

Albuminoid ammonia ... ... ... 34 ... '56

O.xygen required for four hours ... 12'3 ... 2'8

You will notice that there is a very groat difference between
the sewage aud the effluent. The percentage of purification

calculated on the shaken sewage is over 80 per cent. The
sewage is exceedingly bad, which makes the percentage of
purification so high.

(Signed) J. Carter Bell, a.r.s.m., &c..
County Analyst.

Decemler 5, 1807.

I have received the tank and land effluents from the New-
castle-nnder-Lyme sewage works, and, according to instruc-

tions, I have analysed the tank and land effluents :—
Tank. Laiiil.

Free ammonia ... ... ... ... 2 ... 11
Albuminoid ammonia ... ... ... *37 ... '14

Oxygen required for four hours' tests 23 ... 10
Ditto, at 212 deg. Fahr 7^8 ... 22
I consider this land effluent to be e.xceedingly good, qnite

free from sewage odour, and is fit to rnn into any stream or
river.

(S'gned) J. Cartf.r Bkll, a.r.s m., &c.,

County Analyst.

December 15, 1897.

S.amples of sewage and effluent from the Kochdale Corpo-
ration sewage works from December 0th to 9th inclusive

;

all results in grains per gallon ;

—

Shaken Shaken
Sewage. Effiaent.

665 .. 32-5

3.5o .. 23o
oSbft . 90
Vi •42

448 , •042
3-9 328

Total solids at 212 deg. Fahr. .

Mineral do.

Loss on ignition

Free ammonia
Albuminoid ammonia
Oxygen required for four hours

This effluent is of a very high class of purity. The differ,

ence between the shaken sewage and the effluent is over 90
per cent, in purification. ]n fact this effluent is as good as
could possibly ho produced.

(Signed) J. Carter Bell, a.r.s m., &c.,

County Analyst.

Analyses of two samples of effluent received December 11,
1897, from Er)chdale sewaga works, December 6th and 9th
iuclnsive; chemical results expressed in grains per gallon :^-

No. I. No. 2,

Raw Filtered
Sowace Effluent,.

Free and saline ammonia ... .,, I'Oo ... _0'337
Albuminoid ammonia ... ... ... On43 ... 0031
O.^ygen absorbed, three minutes' test, 1'.58 ... 0'12

,, ,, four houfB' test ... 3-96 ... 0'2.'5

Chlorine ... ... .,, .., .^i-g ,., 43
Suspended solids ... ... ... ]8'0 ... 0'7
Nitrites ... ... ... ... ... none present

Percentage reduction of impurity by filtration as below 1^
Free and saline ammonia 67 '9

Albuminoid „ ... ... 90'8
O.vygen absorbed, three ipinntes' test 924

i> I, four hotirs' „ 93 7

The filtered effluent was clear and colonrlesa, with a faint
smell of chlor. phenol ; a good effluent, and woll within the
requirements of the Mersey and Irwell Joint Committee.

(Signed) Praxk Scudder, f.i.c, f.c.s.,

For Sir Henry Roscoe.

We have also ro?cived a sewage and effluent analysis from
Stoke-upon-Trent, but as the name of the analyst is not
given wo have omitted this particular document. Full par.
ticulars can bo obtained from the inventor and patentee, 05
Lichfield.street, Hnnley, Staffs.

OAKWOOD WATER SUPPLY.

The new works, the construction of which has been in hand
for two years, have now been opened. The finding of the
water was a very difficult ta.sk, and has been obtained by
baring into a fault in the millstone grit at Carr Hill, to the
north of Oakwood. An abundant supply has thus been ob-
tained and collected in a small collecting concrete tank, and
brought by a lino of 3-in. cast-iron pipes by gravitation a
distance of over 1 milo to an underground concrete arched
reservoir at East Oakwood holding 38,000 gallons, and thenco
distributed where required. The exploring for the water was
done by day work, and the remainder of the work has been
carried otit by Mr. Gustavus Bailey, contractor, of Newcastle,
and the pipes and valves were supplied by Mes.srs. John Abbot
& Co

,
of Gateshead. The work was inspected by Mr. John

Nixon, sen., of Grottington, and the whole of the designing
and carrying out of the work has been done by Mr. Edward
Brown, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. The works are in every
way a success.

Stockton-on-Tees Vacancy.—We wish to draw the atten-
tion of our readers to an important alteration which has been
made this week in the advertisement referring to the appoint-
ment of a borough surveyor at Stockton-on-Tees. Thirty
years has now been fixed as the minimum age, instead of
thirty-five as given in the advertisement last week.

Whaley Bridgre Water Supply.—Messrs. Sterling & Swann,
civil engineers, Cliapi>l-en-Ie-Frith, have now completed their
scheiuo for a joint water supply for the district of Whaley
Bridge. The districts for which it is proposed to provide are
Whaley Bridge, Ta.xal, Fernilee, Newtown, and a small por-
tion of Chapol-en-le-Frith and Disley, with a population of
7,000, the requirements for which, at 25 gallons per head
per day, will be 175,000 gallons. The reservoir, which is to
bo of not less capacity than 12,000,aX) gallons, is to be con-
structed in Texal Woods, at such an altitude as will enable a
supply to any house within 2i miles. Provision is made for
extinguishing fires. The approximate cost of the scheme is:
Mains, hydrants, &c., £7,113; reservoir, etc.. £14,0W; legal
and engineering expenses. £1,583; branches, £3,3.36: total
£20,032. Should New Mills withdraw from the scheme it

would have to be greatly redaced, the total cnst ot-the lesser
scheme being estimated at £13,144.
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The Water Supply of Frome.

ITS COST AND PROPOSED EXTENSIONS.

Mr. Pliilip Edingor, snrvejor to the Frome Urban D'strlct

Council, recently presented to that liody a report upon the

water supply of that town and ita cost, embodying fotno in-

terestinf^ figures in regard to working fur the years from

liady-day, 1887, to Lady-day, 1897. The works wore originally

designed in 1879, and were completed and pnmping com-

menced in Soptemher, 1880. The first cost was as follows :

—
For land, being site of pumpingstation, and all water

rights, easement over fields for pipes, and site

for reservoir at eottle's Oak £1,016

Pn^ine houses, cottage, &o. ... ... ... • 2,387

Engine and boilers ... ... ... • 2,022

one of Meldnim's furnaces the whole of the town'.s refuse

taken to the wator\yorks has been burnt up. For the saku nf

comparison the following particulars are appended with reii r-

ence to the burning of screened town's refuse with coal in

189.J-6 and nnsci'eened ashes and coal now in use : Coal .ised,

400 tons; screened breeze, 1-14 loads; water pum]/ed,

79,336,859 gallons; cost of coal, M7d. per ],C00 gallons; cost

of labour, SSd. per 1,000 gallons ; total cost per 1,000 gallons,

•30d.

Mr. Kdinger cites the following figures as demonstrating
by actnal working the practical cost of pumping water by
using unscreened refuse :

—

Dates.

October 33, 1896, to February 2, 1897

February 3rd lo April

April to July 28th

Coal. Labour. Total rnst

^ per 1 ,000

gallotis of
water

pumped.
d.

nnntity
used.
T. C.

Cost.
£ «. rf.

Cost per 1,000
gallons of

water pumped.
d.

Cost.
£ «. rf.

Cost per 1 ,000

gallons of
water pumped.

d.

03 13 . 27 1.5 5 ... -26 ... 40 10 (> ... -39 ... •63

78 G . 27 16 .<5 32 11 9 ... -41 76
73 1 27 13 G ... -23 ... 47 19 .5 •37 •Go

Average

Reservoir and connections

Pipes and laying

Bundri' s .

Engineers' fees and legal expenses

Since the first completion a further expenditure, b}-

loan, for mains, cnginep, <tc., of ..

And out of the rates, for load services, Ac...

2,8U
5,456
250

1,058

15,000

455
2,303

Total 17,7.58

Mr. Edinger then continnes: " After deducting each year

since starting for dejireciation, the nctt value of the works
and mains as now standing is estimated at £13,096. The
source of supply is from a well on land at Egford, which is

capab'e of yielding 42,000 gallons per hour, or 1,008,000

gallons per day. The engines, consisting of two beam con-

flensing engines (woiking 10-in. buckets and 8-in. rams^ :jre

run so as to lift 15,000 gallons each per hour), and a duplex
compound engine lifting 27,0C0 gallons per hour to the reser-

voir, 950 yards away, againbt a head of J 93 ft. So it will be
seen that the pumping power is in excess of the water rnnning
into the well by 1.5,0(J0 gallons p»r hour. This plant was lint

down in the event of either of the engines being disabled.

The rising main, going in a straight lino from ihe pumps
through the fields to the reservoir, is 10 in. diameter. The
reservoir at Cottle's Oak is at an elevation of '125 ft. above
tea-level, or 213ft. above the Marketplace, and holds when
fall 590,(JO0 gallons. In addition to this there is placed on
girders fixed from the outer to the cross walls of the reser-

voir, a cast-iron tank holding 10,0(.0 gallons. This latter tank
is to give a supply of water to several houses near the reser-

voir which usually had a very defective supply when the
reservoir was two-tliirds full. The dstribuiion mains are of

ample dimensions and extend beyond the council's district,

supplying parts of the rural conncil's area by arrangement.
All services are laid to the liound.ary of ihe consuni-r's
property, and, with the stop-cocks, are tho property of the
council."

The cost of working for the years mentioned above is then
given in tabular form, but, owing to considerations of .space,

it may suffice if we give the figures of 1897, with one or two
general references t > those of preceding je irs of the decade.
Last year 91,000,000 gallons were pumped ; 427 tons of coal
were consumed, at a cost of £164, giving ^43 J. as the cost per
1,000 gallons pumped; wages, renewals, Ac., cost £403, or
1^49d. per 1,0<X) gallons pumped ; and the income was £1,898.
The gallons of water pumped and the tons of oal consumed
last year were the highest during the ten years, the lowest
figures having been 49,000,000 gallons of water pumped in

1889 and 236 tons of coal consumed in 1891. In the former
year the cost of 243 tons of coal consumed was as low as £94,
though the cost per 1,000 gallons pumped (^Gd.) is not qnita
so low ,as last year, which was, indeed, the lowest of the ten
in this respect. Tho lowest figure for general mamtenance
was £189 in 1894, the highest figure being thit of last year
(£403). The cost p-r 1,000 gallons pump-d vaiied from
109d. in 189t to 1-83<I. in 1895, and the income from £1,093
in 18s7 to £1,898 last year. It will be seen, therefore, that
the figures for last year compare favourably with those of
preceding years, and the table shows that during the decade
there has been ste.ady and continuous progress. In 18S9 the
pumps were fitted with new valves. Commenting on the
table referied to, Jlr. I^dinger remarks that the working
expense as shown is Ihe cost of coal and general maintenance
only, and does not include the cost of construction, rates, &c.,
nor any repayment of the loans. The system adopted since
1892, of disposing of the town's refuse by screening and burn-
ing under the boilers by forced draught, was continued up to
the end of the financial year 1897. Since the introduction of

The quantity of town's refuse so burned was 374 loads.

The value of .ashes during the summer months is very much
decreased. Mr. Edinger points out th.at in considering this

question tho disposal of the house refuse and the use to

which the clinkers (nbont 30 per cent ) are put in forming
footpaths should not be lost sight of.

Statements having been made to the effect that the con-

sumption of water in tho town and ont-distiict is wasteful,

the surveyor cites figures based npon the water used from
March 30 to June 30 of 1897. Dating that quarter 21,600,346

gallons, based on the strokes recorded at the engines, were
pumped to the reservoir. Tho number of houses sujtplied

within the council's district is 2,064, .and outside the district

eighty, a total of 2,144. In that number of houses there are

8.53 flushing ci-terns to water-closets and ninety-one baths.

The consumption of water is made up as follows : Through
seventy-six meters in the district, 3,276,000; through ten

meters out of tho district, ^9,000; throngh ope meter for

Rodden (rural district), 78,000; domestic consumption, water
troughs, fountains, urinals, flushirgsewer.'>5,_}y<ishing out mains
and street watering, &c... 18,157,316; a total of 21,600,346
gallons. This gives a daily consumption of 20^ gallons per
head for all purposes. A return embodying particul.ars of

towns simil.ir in size to Frome shows an average eonsumption
of 24 gallons per head.

In conclu'ling liis repott Jlr. Edinger recommends that an
extension of tho waterworks should be undertaken, especially

with regard to iu'-reased storage of water. He gives the
following estimate of expenditure for the needed extensions :

Second rising main for compound pnmps, 7 in. diameter,

£334; warming pipe lai I a'ongside to connect reservoir with
engine-room, £4(3; additionvil high-level tank, similar in con-

stiuclion to existing orie, and connected ^yith it, £187 ; and a
reservoir built on to the existing and connected \\ith it,

£2,300. These item', it will bo seen, give a total of £2,861.

L0ND3N LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

The iMartiuij of Salisbury has stated that he will be happy
to receive a deputation in suppott of the memorial praying
for the iriiroduction of a Bill to improve the present system
of local government in London. The conference have circu-

lated a statement claiming that as the disbursements by some
of the vestries exceed £500,000 per annum, and the pojiula-

tion and assessable value of property under their jurisdiction

is greater than that of many of the "greater towns" in the

provinces, such parishes are entitled to a form of governmcTit
corresponding* more nearly to that of the corporate boroughs.

It is stated that some of tho vestry-governed parishes are

more populous th.an some of the English counties, and by w.iy

of illustration it is pointed out that Battersea, with a vestry

as its governing botiv, has more inhabitants than the county
of Buckingham, in which a county council and three muni-
cipal corporations exercise jurisdiction, while Camberwell hag

more residents than all Oxfordshire, in which acounty council,

five municipal corporatitms, and numerous district and parish

councils, ailminister the local affairs.

Stonehaven.— Tiie burgh cimmissiouers, ttt .a recent meet-
ing, had nndiT consideration the several tenders for the ex-

tension of the water and sewer.age works, and finally decided

to accept that of Mr. William Smith, junr., of Stonehaven, at

£1,377. A low-service reservoir, which constitutes tho larger

portion of the work, will be constructed ( n a piece of land

situated between Slug-road and Station-road. It will be built

of concrete, and have a capacity of 164,000 gallons. Messrs.

Jenkins & Marr, Aberdeen, arc the engineers for the works.
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Points of Professional Practice.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Combined Di-ainage.—" P.A.S.I." writes :
As no doabt

for the fiitmo all examinations in the " Public Ilealth Acta

will contain questions on the suhject of " Combined Dram-

age," I think it wonld be of great assistance to students and

.others interested in municipal and sanitary matters if you

could devote space in yonr valued paper to summarise the

various points and legal decisions on this subject up to date—

viz., What is a drain and a sewer ?

[Our correspondent's suggestion is receiving attention.—Ed. The

SuliVEYOE.]

Suburban Drainage : Connection with Boroush System.

—Mr. Jos-jih Hall, bormi<;h surveyor, Cheltenham, writes

:

As an example of eharjres for outfall and treatment of sewage,

permit me to sav that two adjoining districts ]iay this borough

2id. in the £1 per annnna on the rateable value of tho houses

connected with the sewers, irrespective of the quantity of

sewage, but tho agreements prohibit any surface water, such

as from road gullies, being at any time connooted with the

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Skelchfri nocompanying Qturiei nhonld be miuie teparafe on Khite paper

in plain Hack-ink line,. Lettering orfinuro ,hould be bold and plain.

131. Books for Road Suri/ayors Recommanded.—"B.B."
writes : I am a district foreman over al)out (JU miles of main

roads, my principal work being supervision of workmen. I

feel an.\ious to improve my position, but have not sufficient

knowledge to warrant my success if I applied for a post

where drawing or bridge construction would be re(iuired.

Would you recommend to me a book on the construction of

bridges, also a book on the construciion of roads, or any

other book you think would be beneficial in helping me to

acquire the necessary knowledge required by one applying

for the post of road surveyor.

The following books will bo found useful to our corre-

spondent : Baker's " Treatise on Masonry Construction,"

price 21s., which contains some valuable chapters on

bridge construction, in addition to other matter on masonry

construction. The book is an American publication, but

nevertheless is applicable to English practice, and may be

obtained from B. T. Batsford, 91 High Holborn, London.

Boulnois' "Municipal and Sanitary Engineers' Hand-

book," price 153. E. & F. N. Spon and Boulnois' " Car-

riageways and Footways," price 5s. Biggs & Co., will both

be found to contain admir.ablo information in respect to the

construction of roads. Our correspondent might also pro-

cure Usill's " Practical Surveying," price 7s. Gd. Crosby

Lockwood & Son, and Major Andre's " Draughtsman's

Handbook of Plan and Slap Drawing," price O--. E. & F.

N. Spon. Purnell Hooley's " Management of Highways,"

price Is. Biggs & Co., should also be procured.

132. Surweyors' Examinations, Books to Study for.—
" Gradus " writes : I liave been recently appointed to the

post of surveyor, sanitary inspector, &c.. I have had ample

experience with building trades, and hold certificates under

the Science and Art Department in plane and solid geometry

and in building construction. At present I have no oppor-

tunities of attending classes, but am anxious to improve my
education with a view to pass examinations. Wonld yon kindly

point out what books should hi procured and suggest a course

of study which would bo helpful towards this end.

The following books will be found useful for the pur-

poses required: 1, " Mnnicipal and Sanitary Engineers'

Handbook," by H. P. Boulnois. Pric9 15s. E. & F. N.

Spon. 2, " Sanitary Engineering Notes," by Major Moore

("Royal Engineers' Handbook"). Price 12s. B. T. Bats-

ford. 3, " House Drainage Manual," by W. Spinks. Price

5s. Biggs & Co. 4, " Sewage Disposal Works," by Santo

Crimp. Price 2.5s. C. Griffin & Co. 5, " Puritication of

Sewage and Water," by W. J. Dibdin. Price 2Is. Sani-

tary Publishing Company. 6, "Students' Practical Guide

to Measuring and Valueing," by Dobson A Tarn. Price 7s. 6d.

Crosby Lockwood & Son. 7, "Practical Surveying," by

G. W.' Usill. Price 7s. 6J. Crosby Lockwood & Son. 8,

" Draughtsman's Handbook of Plan and Map Drawing," by

Major Andre. Price Us. E. * F. X. Spon. 9, " The Con-

struction of Carriageways and Footways," by H. P. Boulnois.

Price 53. Biggs & Co. 10, " Water Supply of Towns," by

W. K. Burton. Price 2os. Crosby Lookwod & Son, or

' Rural Water Supply," by Greenwell & Curry. Price 53.

Crosby Lockwood & Son. U," Notes on Building Con-

struction," 4 vols ; vols. i. and ii., |u-ioe lOs. each ;
vols. iii.

and iv. Price 21s. each. Longmans, Green & Co., or

" Practical Building Construction," by John P. Allen.

Price 123. 6d. Crosby Lockwood & Son. 12, " The Plumber

and Sanitarv Houses," by S. S. Hellyer. Price 12s. 6d.

B. T. Batsford. 13, " Practical S.anitation," by Dr. George

Reid. Price 63. C. Griffin & Co. 14, "Lumley's Public

Health Acts," by A.Macmorrau. Price 63s., or " Stratton's

Public Health Acts." Price 7s. 6J. Knight & Co. 15,

" Knight's Annotated E lition of the Model By-Laws of the

LocarGovernment Board." Price 12s. 6d. Knight & Co.

16, " Pratt's Law of Highways," by Mackenzie & Muir.

Price 323. fid. ShawA Son. 'this list of books, though not

a complete one, should be found in the library of a muni,

cipil surveyor. Our correspondent would probably find it

to his advantage to undergo a course of tnition by corre-

sp.ondenee undsr a professional" coach" who prepares pupils

for examinations for surveyors and iri sanitary science.

133. Hydraulic Tables, Book of.—" S. T." writes :
Can

you inform me where I can procure Neville's office tables for

waterworks engineers?
_ i- , j

Tho book referred to by our correspondent is entitled

" Hydraulic Tables, Coefficients and Formula^ for finding

the discharge of water from orifices, notches, weirs, pipes

and river.-', with new formulae, tables and general informa-

tion on rainfall, catchment basins, drainage, sewerage,

wa'er supply fjr towns and mill-power," by John Neville,

civil engineer. Price 14s. Published by Crosby Lockwood

&Son."
134. Waterworks Engineeringr, Book on.—" Wenning-

dale " writes : I should be pleased if you would recommend

me a ".lod book on waterworks engineering and the price of

same. I have TiuUbery & Brightmore's work, but would also

like one dealing with tho more practical side of tho subject.

Probably the best book to meet our correspondent's re-

quirements is Burton's " Water Supply of Towns and the

Construction of Waterworks, a practical treatise for the use

of engineers and students of engineering." Price 25s.

Crosby Lockwood & Son. The book is well illustrated, and

as its sub-title indicates, it is a tlmruughly practical one.

135. Surweyorships in the War Office : Subjects of Ex-

amination.—"J. B." writes: Will you please give me any

information which would be useful in respect to assistant

surveyor.^hips in the army ?
. , cl

Admission to snrvoyorships in the army is granted alter

examinations of which the following is the syllabus for

assistant survevors-riz.: Part I.— (1) Handwriting and

orthography, (2*) English composition as tested by writing

letter's from rough notes, (3) arithmetic, including vulgar

and decimal fractions. Part II.—Competitive : (1) One

of the following at the option of the candidate
:
(a) Archi-

tectural drawing, (h) enginceiing drawing, (c) preparation

of working drawings for details of builders' work
; (2)

theory of construction; (3) strength and quality of mate-

rials and description of workmanship, tools and plant
; (4)

aiialy.sis of prices; (5) measurement and estim.ate of

bnilder.s' work, including taking oft quantities from draw-

ings and propnring the abstract and bills of quaniities. In

addition to the above five subjects a candidate may take up

any of the following optional subjects: (a) Euclid (the

first three books) : (!-) algebra, including quadratic equa-

tions ;
(c) plane trigonometry; (rf) geometrical drawing

and freehand sketches in outline
;

(e) chemisti-y and miner-

alogy relating to building materials. Not fewer than four

of the optional subjects should be taken.

THE plumbers;^ COMPANY.

At the last quarterlv meeting of the Worshipful Company

of Plumbers the Registration Committee were received by

the master and wardens at the Gnildnall, and were after-

wards entertained at dinner under the presidency of Alder-

man Richard Hind. Professor Garnett, Dr. Vacher and

the representatives of the National Association of Master

Plumbers and the United Operative Plumbers' Association of

Great Britain and Ireland were among those present. Mr.

Bishop, past master of the company, spoke of registration as

distinguishing a skilled calling from a tr.ade one. Mr. W .

Titma"s referred to the old race of plumbers being better

trained in workmanship than many in the present day. Mr.

Geor.'e Taylor expressed the opinion that tho leading work-

men Sf the period are c.pial to their predecessors in point ot

manual skill and superior in technical knowledge. He urges

the development of more practical instruction among the

younger members of the craft. The master of the company

spoke of apprenticeship being essential to the training of the

plnmbpr competent to execute sanitary work with safety to

the public. Professor Garnet said the plumbers were fore-

most among those ccmnected with the building trades in re-

cognising tho value of technical instruction, and he pointed

out that the technical education board had cnoonraged tlie

establishment of classes for plumbers in Loudon. Dr.
Y'"""

instanced the Liverpool Corporation as one among the la.gcr

municipal bodies which were alive to the import,ance of the

plumbers' registration system as a branch of public health

work. ^^^^_^____^_^___

Penmaenmawr.-An application will shortly bo made to

the Local Government Board^for sanction to a loan ot

£3,000 for various purposes.
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Law Notes.
Edited by J, B. RBIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewiy Chambers, E.C„

Solicitor of the Sopreme Court.

The Editor will he pleased to answer anij questions afeclirtg

the praffict: of engineers and surveyors to local authorities.
Queries {irlm-li sliould ie written Icgihly on foolscap paper, one
side onhj) shuiilil be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices
o/The Sdrvkyob. Where possibUi copies of local Acts or docu-

ments referred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams
must lie arawn and lettered in black ink only. Correxpondcnis
who do not wish theirnanics published should furnish a nom
de plume.

Private Street Works Act, 1882 : Street "Repairable
BY THE Inhabitant.s AT LAR(iE."—We have from time to time
had occasion in our " Queries and Replies " to consider the
question, " When is a street repairable by the inhabitants at
large ? " And possibly our correspondents may souietimes
have thought that they would have preferred a short, simple
and categorical reply rather than tlie oracular and incon-
clusive remarks dealt out to them. But there is, in truth no
royal road to the solution of the question, involving as it does
a consideration of the facts of each particular case and a
weighing of possibly conflicting evidence. An illustration
of this is to be found in the recent case of Rishton v. ilnyor
of Baslingdcn (Queen's Bench Division, 21st December). The
facts are not statel in the report with all the fulness that
could be desired, but, so far as we can gather, they were as
follows : Between 1806 and 1816a street was formedSft. 6in.
only in width, called Back Pleasant-street, running parallel
to and at the backs of houses fronting on another street
called Pleasant-street. There was no evidence of Back
Pleasant-street having been repaired at the public expense,
and altho.igh there was some evidence of its having been
privately repaired, such evidence was, in the opinion "of the
magistrate, inconclusive. The matter came before the magis-
trate on the objections of a front.ager to the provisional ap-
portionment of expenses of sewering Back Pleasant-street
under the above Act. He decided that the street was not
repairable by the inhabitants at large, and therefore in favour
of the authority. Upon the frontagers appeal the High Com-t
have reversed this decision, holding tliat the street was re-
pairable by the inhabitants at Large, and consequently that
the frontagers could not be charged under the Act. It is
rather to be regretted that the decision of this point rendered
it unnecessary for the Court to determine the validity or
otherwise of a second objection raised by the frontager— ciz
that the street had already been sewered to the saHsfaction
of the authority. It appears that the street was in fact
sewered shortly after being laid out, but that, although the'
sewermg had been imperfectly done, there had been no Change
in It. In an obiter dictum Mr. Justice Channell said the
necessity for the proposed new sewer had not arisen from
any change of things in the street, but owing to the adoption
of a new general system of sewering in the district This
being so, he was inclined to think that the frontagers could
not liave been charged with the re-sewering, even had the
street not been repairable by the inhabitants at large This
point, however, the learned Judge expressly stated he had
not very fully considered, and the judgment proceeded on
the ground already indicated-r,z., that Back Pleasant-street
being a footway repairable by the inhabitants at lar.'e was
not a street with'n the meaning of the Act.

" '

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Public Health Acts: Takinx, Over Private Sewers-Making Good Defects.-" W. W. C." writes: In an urban

district council s area a person proceeds to lay out a private
estate by constructing sewers aad streets in accordance with
ocal by-laws and from plans submitted and finally approvedby the district council. Before commencing to lay the mainsewer, running through and only draining this private estateand the branch streets thereon, it is necessarv for practicalpurposes in connection with the construction o"f the proposedworks to have a ree outlet for the forementioned main sewerThe authority allow this main sewer to be connected to thetown and public system of sewers laid in a public roadrunning on one side of the estate. The connection "s paidfor by the person laying out the estate. The sewers on theprivate estate are made for profit, also the streets Nobuildings of any kind have been erected or connected to thesesewers consequently they are not in use. The sewers arebeing laid m short sections, and are not yet completed 1 A«these sewers are made for "profit," does the fact of tlidrbeing connected to the town system of public sewers at tl droutfall only make these sewers vested in the authority' Ifso, when do they become "sewers" as defined by the PublicHealth Act, 18,5 .-• 3,. Are the council not compelled nnrW.l^»Pubbe Health Act, 1875, to give facilities fofcon.re tf, g tothe system of sewers already vested in them ? 4 ^ssumim,that the sewers laid and being laid in the forenten ionedprivate streets are vested in the authority (although the worksare in the hands ot the contractor to the person layinJ outthe estate) what remedy has the authority to have niadegood, and by whom, any defects in the sewers wHch mayappear when the sewers and streets are in the opinion of ^hecontractor and his employer completed ? 5, If defects in

the sewers in these private streets are not made good, would
the authority be justified in severing the forementioned con-
nection ?

,n\t^ ??'JHh"''p''f,-^'S'",1°"'
''<='"» '"'<! fall "-ithin the exception (l)

T nn!«iJ, ? w"'''i°,^f""& ^"^^ '^'5- See the remarks of Mr. Justi.ce
liOpes m larmnd V. Mallas Land and Building Company (1893), 2 Q.B..

m»7» fn ,!,
^''"'^'' """" '^?'' P™*"' ""'»«''. in my opinion, not a sewer

™*^Lf
the mere purpose of drain«se-not a sewer made for the mere

r^,. L^I
discharging matter not in any way to be utihsed, but which

thr,™, n^f» nf "i*?"'
"'^ °' '°; ™°''ai-y purposes-but asewer made forthe puipose of rcahsinsr a profit above and beyond and independent of

tn -JnlwfS r'T'^J '^"!^u'"'
eivos as an ilhistration " a sewermade

to collect feculent matter, with a view to utilising it for manure." See

Local Board, 18 Q.B.D., 577 ; Von-ley v. Colmer (189.5) W N l' Thesewers will, therelore. when completed, vest in the local authirity ; and
Jhi „^«f,^ ?r''"'rf

'° ?;"«"<=' Queries 1, 2, 3 and 5, which are based upon
i fi". f m' .

""*' ""^ ^^'"'"'^ *« ''""S made for profit. As to Query
4, the authority can proceed under sec. 150 of the Public Health Act,
iliH'.P ?'

;
"^'^ """ Pi'OinPtly- It 'here is undue delay they may bo

whf.h ^^r If'"-''
'=.?,r>ress<^d their " satisfaction • with the sewer.,, in

7/-^ .,f ; n^ "^'^ ^^"'^- '?'' ^'^'"'^ "Sht8 under this section. SeeUornwy Local Board v. Davis (1893), 1 Q.li., 750.

Building Line : Public Health (Building in Streets)
Act, 1888, sec. .3.—" Local Surveyor " writes : A builder de-
posited plans for the erection cf three houses. The block
plan showed the building line to be in line with the front of
the building standing next. The block plan was wrongly
drawn, but this defect was not noticed, and the old building
shonld have been shown 7 ft. further back. The approval
was given to the plans, and the builder commenced work.
When three courses of brickwork had been put in for some
ot the walls the surveyor saw that the houses were being
erected in advance of the old building, and gave notice to
stop. The builder is proceeding, and has been advised by a
solicitor that he is right. The sanction being obtained by ji
false block plan, would a Court hold that the builder is right ?Any similar case that can be quoted would be useful.

I assume that " the building standing next " and the "old building "
are one and the same. In that case 1 think the Public Health (Build-ings in Streets Act, 1888 sec. 3, is applicable. Under that section abuilding cannot be brought forward beyond the front main wall of thebuilding on either side thereof without the consent of the urban author-
ity. I do not thnik the approval of the incorrect plan would be held toamount to such consent, beciusa obviously it w^a approved upon the

the'acrS'nrni- bui'lUin'"''''""''*'
^''°*^"' ^^^ "^'^ buildings in a line with

OvERH.tNGiNG Gas BRACKET. — Mr. R. Collins, engineer
and surveyor. Court House, Enfield, writes : In reference to
the question put by " Surveyor, U. D. C", and your answer
as given in the last issue of The Surveyor on the matter of
overhanging gas brackets, should yon not have directed the
attention of your questioner to the Town's Police Clauses
Ac^t^ 1847, sec. 28, incorporated with Public Health Act,
18/.5, sec. 171? This appears to give all the power required
to deal with the obstruction if the height is within 8 ft. from
the jmvement.

1 am much obliged to Mr. Collins for calling attention to this enact-ment, which impcsos a penalty not exceeding «s. for each oflence lorfourteen days imprisonment) on every person who in any street, to theobstruction annoyance or danger of the residents or passengers,
places any blind, shade, coveiing, awning or other projection over o^along any footway, unless such blind, shade, covorini^, awninf or other

''rou^nd'""
'^ ^ *' '" ''^'*^'^' ^^ '"^^^ '° ^^'"''^ P^''' 'hereof "from the

By-Laws: Committees of District CooNCiL.—"Eboraonm"
writes m connection with his former query (The Surveyor
December 17, 18S)7) : Can committees initiate business not
specially delegated to it by the council, even though in tho
line of Its function ? For instance, can a gas committee recom-
mend a lamp in a certain place, or a road committee recom-
mend the repair of a road, without the council having had tho
matter before it ?

„™^ I ''eiitl sec. .50 of the Local Government Act. 1894, all acts of a
s,^H,^'.if »r,?""'*'

'" ",'' ^""mitted to tho council fir approval except

fn, nnv ^f ,,
" '''"""'" TC «-''P'-«-'-''y ituthorisB Committees appointedfor any of the purposes of the Public Health Acts or Highwav Acts toperform other than raising loans or making rates or co.irracts-* 1 lakeIt that It IS open to a committee, as it is to an individual incuhor of tho

tlmt°^ <;,« nr'""r.'""'
^ytbing whatever. But I should not con side?

road wf^lon^^?'^^''
"'"'^ "-"'^ a lamp, or a road committee repairlroad without the previous approval of the council, unless the councilhad expressly authorised them to do so.

council

Bv-Laws: Duchy of Lancaster: Crown Property- Ex-emption.-" Higham" writes : Are the Duchy of Lancaster's
agents bound to conform to the conditions laid down in the
JModel By-Laws in respect to sending notice and plans of aproposed new building estate, or are they exempt, it bcin-Crown property ?

1 i '" "^^"a

I am not aware of any such exemption.
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Municipal VIork in Progress and Projected.

The only municipal event of importance in the metropolis

this week is the transformation of the City Commission of

Sewera. Turninp; to provincial items, wo give some informa-

tion of electric lighting schemes at Lnton and Stockport, of a

water supply scheme at Shrewsbury, drainage works at West
Hartlepool, and other smaller, though still fairly extensive,

works.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
CITY COMMISSION OF SEWERS.

The last meeting of this body, which has e.tisted for over

230 years, was held at the Guildhall on Tuesday, under the

chairmanship of Mr. H. George Smallman. Upon the propo-

sition of Mr. Deputy Pearse Morrison, seconded by Mr.

Deputy Cox, a sincere vote of thanks was accorded to the

chairman for the able and satisfactory manner in which he

had fulfilled the important obligations of his office during the

past year, recording also the fact that no one better could

have been selected to uphold the dignity of ihe commission,
with its long and honourable record, during the closing

period of its existence.

Mr. Smallman, in reply, said the year that had ju^t closed

had been one of the most eventful in the history of the com-
mission, the work had been endlesj and of a most varied and
important character as affecting the interests of the ratepayers.

That was ab.solutely the last meeting, for on Monday nest the

commission, which for upwards of 230 years had succ'essfnlly

and creditably discharged municipil functions in the City,

ceased to exist, and its work and its responsibilities would
be taken over by the corporation agreeably to the City of

London Sewers Act, 1897. He might say wi.h truth that

the commission had a brilliant record to look back upon, and
they must all feel proud that it would leave behind an
honoured name. In its last moments it could comfort itself

with the reflection that its absorption was not the result

of any wrongdoing. The corporation at its last meeting
not only made it clear that no question had arisen in

regard to the manner in which the commission had fulfilled

its trust, but bore high testimony to its useful and valuable

work. It was a curious coincidence that, whilst the com-
mission was created by the Act of 1667 " for rebuilding the

City after the Great Fire," which occurred on September 2nd
in the preceding year, its last moments should be occupied
in considering the question of impi-oving the area affected

by the recent fire in Cripplegate, which was said to have
been the greatest since the fire of 1666. The commission
was not only the sanitary and rating authority of the City,

but the burial board as well, and as it was responsible for

improving, paving, lighting, draining, and cleansing of the
thoroughfares, and, indeed, for everything that conduced to

the health and comfort of the citizens. In proof of the con-

fidence repose I in it by the legislature he might mention
that at present it was either the local or sanitary authority

under no fewer than thirty Acts of Parliament, which it

wholly or partly carried into effect. It was impossible to go
very far into the work of the past year, bnt a reference to

one or two of the more important matters which had been
under consideration might not be uninteresting. The im-
provement of Upper Thames-street had been completed, and
the question of widening a portion of Lower Thames-street
had received favourable consideration. Satisfactory pro-

gress had been made with the improvement of Fleet-street

and the western end of Cheapside, and other improvements
of more or less importance had been effected as opportunities

occurred. During the j'ear the important operations of the
Central London Railway, the City and Sonth London Rail-

way, and the Waterloo and City Railway Companies had been
rapidly advancing undorthe streets with solittle inconvenience
to the traffic overhead that doubtless it would be a surprise

to the citizens to know that they were now within measure-
able distance of having improved facilities of locomotion and
the use of the system of subways so much needed for

pedestrians beneath the space in front of the Mansion House.
The telephone system had received much attention, and the
action of the commission in its endeavours to obtain a better
and cheaper service for London appeared to have mot with
general approval throughout the country- An appeal to the
Railway Commissioners was now pending as to the action of
the Postmaster-General in laying wires for the use of the
National Telephone Company without first obtaining the specific

consent of the commission, as the local authority, to do so.

The arrangements for Jubilee Day very naturally caused
considerable anxiety, and no time or trouble was spared by
the commission and its officers in their efforts to insure the
safotyof the public and the security of the stands and balconies
on the lino of route of the royal jirocession, and it was a
matter for sincere congratulation that no accident occured
in the City to mar the festivities and rejoicings on that event-
ful day. Another question which entailed much anxious
thought was the disposal of the City dust and refu.se—about
70,000 or 80,000 tons a year. In view of the approaching
dissolution of the commission, a report of the Streets Com-
mittee, recommending the acquisition of land near Barking for
the purpose of establishing a riverside receiving depot, was ad-
journed until the present year. The sanitary prestige of the

City had been well maintained, and the death rate com-
pared favourably with that of any other city in the world.

Every possible precaution had been taken to prevent the sale

of food unfit for human consumption, and the result of in-

quiries into the foreign milk and cream supply, having just

been published, was fresh in their memory. In conclusion,

he congratulated the commission on being able to hand over

the reins of government to the corporation under very favour-

able auspices. At the present moment they had a largo

balance at their bankers; there was a sum due to them from
the London County Council of something like £.5S,IX)0 ; they
had a rating margin of 6d. in the £1, which represented

upwards of £109,(300 a year on the present assessment ; they

had a cemetery for which they paid £82,000, which was
worked at a profit; and handsome blocks of artisans' dwell-

ings, erected at a cost (including the site) of £202,000, yielding

a profit rental of upwards of £+,000 a year. The cleansing

depo's and stabling for their valuable stud of horses had cost

another £85,000, and, in addition, mortuary buildings and
disinfecting app'iratus. Sic, had been erected at a cost of

£12,000, besides depots constructed at considerable expense
for the meat condemned at the City markets. Against all

that the commission had tho comparatively small debt of

about £1,400,000, which was annually decreasing. He thought
they would agree with him that that was a most satisfactory

state of things and a matter for congratulation, not only to

themselves, but to the corporation, to which their duties and
responsibilities would be in a few days tran.sferred. They
knew, as he knew, that the commission were exceedingly well

officered, and to all the staff he returned his cordial thanks
for the assistance they had always given him and the attention

they had invariably paid him whenever he had occasion to

consult ihem upon any point. Ho referred especially to

Mr. Jlontague Hates, the clerk, Dr. Sedgwick-Saunders, the

medical officpr of health and analyst, Mr. Baylis, tho solicitor,

and Mr. Ross, the engineer.

The following resolution, moved by Mr. M. Wallis, was
then adopted: ''That the commission cannot close its pro-

ceedings without placing on record its high appreciation of

the manner in which the officers and stalT have discharged

the duties entrused to their care, without which loyal co-

operation it wonld not have been possible for this commis-
sion to have carried out the work to the satisfaction of tho

ratepiyers, and all those whose business may have brought

them in or through the City."

It was decided to make an application to the Treasury,

asking for an inquiry into the cost and efficiency of the tele-

phone service in London, and all other matters relating there-

to.—A report of the Finance and Improvement Committee
relative to a proposed arrangement for straightening the

line of frontage of 2S to 31 Bishopsgate-street Within and
for widening and increasing the headway of the entrance to

Crosby-square was agreed to. The committee, it was men-
tioned, had viewed the locality, and come to the conclusion

that the improvement would be of great advantage.— Several

suggestions of a large and influential deputation, who were
in attendance, for effecting improvements in the district

affected by the recent fire wore, after discussion, referred to

the above committee.—After the reading of a letter, which
was subsequently referred to the Streets Committee, from
the Charing Cross and Strand Electricity Supply Corpora-

tion, Limited, signifying the intention of the latter to apply

for a provisional order to supply electric energy within tho

City, and the usual notices, tho commission performed their

last official act by entering on the minutes the scheme which

was recently approved by tho corporation for their absoj'p-

tion. The meeting then terminated, the ehaii-man expressing

a hope that ho would meet his colleagues in another sphere

of municipal work.
In the evening a dinner, in which great interest was mani-

fested by reason of its being tho last function in connection

with the commission, was given at the Cannon-street Hotel

to celebrate the last meeting of the body. The lord mayor
and sheriffs were present, as were a la'ge number of politi-

cians and well-known City men.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Clerkenwell,—At the last meeting of the vestry the fol-

lowing notice of motion was handed in :
" That a letter bo

sent to the London County Council asking that, in consider-

ing tho improvements to be undertaken next year, tho council

will take into consideration tho claims of Clerkenwell in tho

matter of widening Gosivell-road and St. John-street at the

narrow part of each, the latter improvement having been
actually commenced by the Metropolitan Board of Works
when making the Clerkenwell-road in 1878.

Hackney.— It was decided at a recent meeting to increase

the vestry's contribution from £2,000 to £.5,000 towards the

expense incurred by the London County Council in tho im-

provement of the Cat and Mutton bridge.

Hammersmith.—The Finance Committee recommended
at a meeting of the vestry on the 22nd of last month, that a

technical institute should be established in the parish, and
that a special committee be appointed to report as to the best
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means to bn adopted for securinR snch an institnte. The

recommendation was carried by a large majority.

LewiSham.—The district boird of works, on the 22nd

nit, .approved the applica'ion made by the Finance Com-

mittee for a loan of £18,226 for the erection of a coroner's

court and mortuary, the board's contribution to the Wells-

road recreation ground at Sydenham, and for sewerage and

paving work.

Poplar.—The tender of Jlr. W. Gibbs, amounting to

f 12,.jl2, has been accepted by the distiict board of works

for the repaving of East India Dock-road.

Shoreditch.—A letter h.as been received from the vestry of

St. James, Westminster, asking the ve-try to follow their

lead in refusing to allow the National Telephone Company to

lay wires underground in their parish. The vestry agreed

with this .-snggestion at tlieir last meeting.

St. Ceorge-the-Martyr.—A special meeting of this vestry

was hellion Tuesday for the purpose of appointing a deputation

to confer with a committee of the London County Council

and another deput.at'on from the Newington Vestry regard-

ing the widening of Walworth -road.

St. Pancras.—At the meeting cf this vcstiy on Wednes-

day it was decided to repave Euston-road, from Goiverstreet

to Soyminir-ttrect, with Australian hardwood, at an estimated

co^t of £t-,H2s. Tlie road is at present laid with granite setts.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Middlesex.—The council have deposited a Bill for next

session by which Parliament will be asked to sanction a long

series of en.actmentsfor the purpose of preventing the pollu-

tion and obstruction of the waters of the river Brent, and of

all other streams within the county. The preamble states

that these waters are si polluted as. to cause a nuisance and

endanger the health of residents in the vicinity, whilst the

llivers Pollution Prevention Act is too restricted to enable

the council to take effective action. It is therefore proposed,

bv the cl.auses, to allow the council " to fix a standard of

purity," with powers to enforce the same " by all lawful and

proper means." The powers embrace dredging of rivers .and

streams, fhortening bends so as to improve the scour, the

slopping up of outlets of sewers, and power to prohibit the

passing of any water or liquid into the waters which might

leal to pollution. The Bill alsr) proposes to empower the

council to advance money to local authorities and to take over

the managsment of miin roads from the ds:rict coancils.

West Riding.—In order to meet the need created by an

increase of insanity in the West Riding of late years, the

Asylums Cominiitee of the county council are making ar-

r»n"'ements for the erection of an additional asylum capable

of accommodating about 2,000 patients.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Birmingham.— Local Government Board Fanction has

been received to the borrowing of a sum of £3,650 for the

purposes of a police station, library, and a recreation ground.

Bristol.—It is rep^rted that plans, prepared by Messrs. C.

B. & S. J. Loston, for the proposed new municipal buildings,

have been laid before one of the corporation commit! eea. It

is propo.'ed to take in that jiortion of St. Angnstine's-parade

which lies between Denmark-street and Pipe-lane, running
back to Orchard-street. The building would have a front-

age to the New Centre of about 400 ft., with an open space

of about 300 ft. from the end of Clare-street and Baldwin-

street. The approximate cost of a buildirg has been esti-

mated at from £90,000 to £100,000. The purchase of the

site, as estimated by the Lord Steward in 1893, was about

£150,000, together making the aggregate cost about £250,000.

Cardiff.—The council have lately been discussing the

advisability of providing a separate installation for the elec-

tric lighting of the Sanatorium, where, on the completion of

the new buildings, neaily 800 lamps will be fixed. In a
report to the Health Committee the borough electrical en-

gineer, Mr. Appelbee, says he considers that the heavy cost

of laying a supply cable from the corporation's system would
render the annual lighting bill heavier than it would be were
generating plant laid on the premises. The estimated cost

of the installation would be a little over £4,0X).

Croydon.—An application will shortly be made to the Local
Government Board for sanction to a loan of £4,.500 for the

purpose of providing extra plant at the electric supply station.

Darlington.—At a recent special meeling of the town
council the question of erecting a water-gas plant was con-

sidered. It was pointed out th.at additional plant was neces-

sary, and moved that works, with a daily capacity of 500,000

cubic feet, be erected. This, after discussion, was agreed to.

Douglas.— The corporation have obtained authority to

borrow £17,000 for new municipal buildings and public

library ; £5,7.50 for the erection of a block of artisans' dwell-

ings ; and about £7,000 to acquire property for the improve-
ment of North Quay.

Eastbourne.—-Vt a meeting of the town council, on Mop-

day, the chairman of the Sanitary Committee, Alderman
Nevill Strange, called attention to the fact that during the

past year there had been only 300 deaths in the borough, in-

cluding deaths of visitors and deaths in the hospital and
workhouse. This brought the death rate down to 8'86, or, if

they excluded non-residents, 7"6. In 188S, when the popula-

tion of the town was 28,000, the deaths were only one or two
short of 400. Now the population was 43,000. Improved
sanitaiy appliances and regulations had greatly conduced to

the health of the borongli.

ECCleS.—Sanction has been received from the Local Govern-
ment Board to borrow £4,928 for the construction of storm
outlets in various parts of the borough.—Tenders will shortly

be invited for the electric lighting of the borough.

Gloucester.—An inspector of the Local Government Board
recently hold an inquiry with respect to an application of the

city council for sanction to a loan of £6,750 for street im-

provements, £6,.500 for technical instruction, £2,480 for

sewerage, and £1,383 for water supply extensions.

Hull.—A letter was read .at a recent meeting of the Elec-

tric L'ghting Committee from the city engineer stating that

it had been decided to issue tenders for paving the south

side of Cott'ngham-road, and suggesting that the committee
should coiisitier the advisability of extending their mains
thereto, and laying down the same before the paving was
carried out. The chairman said there wotdd be time to con-

sider the matter before the work was commenced, and the

committee adopted his suggestion that the electrical engineer

should prepare an estimate of the cost, and they could then

consider the matter at their next meeting.

Leeds.—The corporation, having in contemplation the pur-

chase of the undertaking of the House-to-House Electricity

Company, have, through I heir Parliamentary Committee,
arranged a friendly interview with representatives of the

compatiy lo consider the proposal.

Liverpool.— Reference was made at a recent meeting of

the Health Committee to a probable recommendation of

another committee to pnrchase certain land at Fazakerley

for the purposes of a hospital. Several members strongly

disapproved of the proposed site.

Llanelly.—A short time ago the borough council made an
application to the Local (Tovernment Board for sanction to a

loan of £4,000 for purposes of sea defences. It was proposed

to raise the embankment at the new dock about 4i it., in

order to make impossible a recurrence of the disastrous ttood

of October, 1896. A letter has now been received from tho

London authority refusing to authori.se any money being

borrowed unless the ho'ght of the embankment be raised an
additional 3 ft., making a (otal height of 7 J ft. above the

present level. The Local Government Board added that they

were satisfied that nothing less than that would make the

work one of permanent safety. The council have instiucted

the surveyor to amend his plans and estimates in accordance

with the letter of tho board.

Luton.—Tho report of Mr.T. Snell on electric lighting has

been received by the council. It is proposed to expend a snm
of.£16,000, and the question will be considered by certain

committees at an early date.

Nottingham.—Upon the recommendation of the Health

Committee of the city council, it w.as decided on Monday to

provide an underground lavatory in Upper Parliament-street,

at a cost of £1,50J.

Oswestry.—At the last monthly meeling of the council a

communication was read from tho Local Government Board

authorising the appropriation of certain surplus funds for

the general improvement of the town and it was subse-

quently decided, on the recummendation of the Markets Com-
mittee, to expend a sum of £2,700 on the purchase of pro-

perty in Bailey-street.

Oxford.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned

a loan of £1,777 for certain works of storm-water relief drain-

age proposed to be carried out by the corporation, according

to plans prepared by Mr. W. II. White, the city engineer.

Plymouth.—An inquiry will be held to-day (Fiiday) by

Colonel Albert J. Hepper, on behalf of the Loi-al Government
Board, into an application of the council for fanction to borrow

£6,657 for the purchase of land for the purposes of street

improvement.

Shrewsbury.—Mr. W. WiUcox held an inquiry recently,

on behalf of the Local Government Board, with respect to an

application of the corporation for sanction to borrow £48,000

for the execution of a river water scheme.

Stockport.—An inquiry has been held by the Local

Government Board in regard to an application of the council

for sanction to a loan of £25,000 fur the haying down of a

municipal electric light installation. The centre of the town
will first receive attention.—A giant fossilised oak, with trunk

and two branches complete, has been discovered embedded
on land which is being excavated for the construciion of

municipal sewage outfall works. It is an exceptionally fine

specimen, e.xceeding in dimensions any cak now growing in

this conntry, and its qnaUty, in beauty of colour .and grain

and in solidity, makes it unique. The tree is computed to

weigh over 40 tons, and to contain sufficient material to pro-
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vide tlie funiitura f<>r a town hall or other public building.

Experts have declared it to bo one of ilie giants which grew
thonsan is of years iigo in the primeval forests, Prof. Boyd
Dawkins, the learned antiquary of Owens College, Manchester,

saying that the oak cannot be less tliau 10,000 years old.

Stockport Corporation lias been asked, in a petition signed by
several well-known men, including Prof. Boyd iMwkins, to

undertake the expense oi its removal, that it may be pre-

served as an historic natural history specimen, bat the ques-

tion remains undecided.

West Hartlepool.—An inquiry was hold on Tuesday, on

behalf of tlie Local tiovernment jioard, in respect of nn appli-

cation of the counc 1 for sanction to a loan of i'30,000 to

carry out certain works of drainage.

Workingrton.—At a large and enthusiastic meeting of in-

habitants, held recently, it was unanimously decided to em-
power the corporation to contribute a sum not exceeding

£150,00 towards the construction of a new deep-water dock.

Wrexham.—At the last monthly meeting of the town
council it was resolved to purchase, for £318, the beast

market site, which is .at present leased from the Crown, pro-

vided that the whole of the land be preserved as a public open

space. A resolntion was passed calling upon the I'ostmaster-

Gencral to grant telephone licenses, without inquiry as

to charges or efficiency of the present telephone servi'-e, to

any m'ltiicipalities la- companies whicli comply with the re-

quirements of the Ti'oasury minute. A dra't provi-jonal

contract, containing the terras suggested for the purchise

of the property and undertaking of tire Wre.xham Market
Ila'l Company, at tho price of £.50,000, was laid before the

meeting and agreed t'^, as was a proposal that application

be made to the Local tiovernment lioa'd to sanction tho

borrowing of £50,750 for the purchase of the Market Hall

property and the payment of the necessary expenses. It was
also resolved to borrow £2S5 to carry out snrfuce-drainage

work in the beast market.

Yeovil.—The council recirntly decided to renew their offer

of £iS,000 to the gas company for tlioir undertaking.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Bexhill.—It was receirtly decided by lire council to make

nn application to the Local Governmeirt Bo.ard for sanction

to a loan of £4,000 for the purpose of carrying out the Little

Common drainage scheme. The courrcil also i-esolved to

obtain permission to borrow a sum of £18,000 for tho execu-

tion of certain private street improvements.

CaStleton.—Plans for now council oflFices, &c., snbniittod

by the surveyor, Mr. J. P. Webster, were, after a long dii-

ctission at a recent meeting, referred lack for morlilication.

—

Certain proposals of the Electric Tramway Traction Company
vill shortly ha con.sidered by a committee.

CirenC3Ster.—The arrangements fm- the transfer of the

undertaking of the Cirencester Waterworks Company to the

town have now been completed. A resolution, recomaiend-
ing the payment of the purchase money, whielr, including all

oxp?nseg, amounts to £15,8137, was adopterl at tlie last raontlily

meeting.

DOlgpslly.—The Local G ivernment Board have written to

the council calling attention lo ihe question of water supply.

At the last meeting a committee was appointed to report
upon the matter.

East Ham.—The conncil have informed the Local Govern-
ment Board that it will rrr>t now be ireceS9nry to make an
application for s.anction to borrow money for the pnrpo.'^e of

a public library. As has .alre.ady been reported, Mr. J. Pass-

more Edwards has ofPerod to give £4,000 towjrds the erection

of the proposed building.

Keswick.— It was recently decided by the council to

transfer tlieir electric lighting provisional order, obtained
last year, to a coiirp:iny for the sum of £523.

Llanfairfechan.—Tho district council have received the
sanction of the Local Government Board to borrow a sum of

£10,500 for the purchase of the local waterworks.

Oswaldtwistle.—Minnies of a commitieo rcoimmending
thit an ajiplication b;> made to the Lical G.rvernmsnt, Bjarj
for sanction 1 1 a loaa of £2,270 for gnworks extensions wjro
adopted by the council at a recent meeting.

UrmStOn.—A Local Government Board inqiiii-ylmsbo-'n held
into an aptilication of the council for sanction to borrow £2,270
for works of sewage disposal for the joint dr^ina'^e district

of Flixton and Urmston. Mr. C. C. Hooley, surveyor to the
council, explained the scheme, and in tlieconr-c of Iri.^ rem.aiks
said that the effluent, .afier being dilute I, woul I bo discharged
into the ship canal. No opposition was olTei-ed, and the in-

spector visited the faim at the close of tho inquiry.

Whitchurch, Salop.—At an oi-dinary meeting, held on
Tuesday, it was resolved to enter into apiovisional agree-
ment with the Wlritchurch Gas Company, Limited, for tho
purchase of their undertaking for £35,000,'the conncil to have
the powi'r of accepting or declining the purchase within two
years. Tlie question of providing a more efficient lire-alarm
than the present bell was considered, and it was suggested
that an electric bell should be substituted. The question was

referred to a committee, with instructions to obtain informa-
tion and subsequently report.

Wokingr.—At a private meeting of residents, held recently

a committee was appointed to make the necessary arrange-
ments for a public nieetin'/, to be held at an early date, to

discuss tho action of the council with regard to their reso-

lntion to apply for powers to borrow £G,OOJ for the erection

of municipal buildings. This amount docs not include furni-

ture or the purchase of land. The chairmau was a'so re-

quested to write to thoLocal Government lioard asking them
to dehay fixing the date of the inquiry until the holding of

the proposed public meeting and the making of arrangements
for opposin:^ the ajiplication of the council.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Bromsgrove.— Local Government Board sanction has been

received to a fur. her loan of £984 for the drainage of Aston
Fields.—A scheme for tho drainage of Holy Cross Green,

Clent, has been approved by the council.

Chapel-en-le-Frith.— Mr. Walter Augustus Ducatt, an in-

spector of the Local (Government Board, held an inquiry la-t

week with respect to an applicarion of the conncil for sanc-

tion to bo- row £1,300 for the construction of waterworks for

the village of Baraford. It was explained that, the village

had long been without a proper supply of water for domestic
purposes, and the higher authoriries had insi.3ted on the

question being taken up. Aft^r hearing nil the evidence, the

inspector, as is usual, visited the site of the proposed works.

ShardlOW.—At a meeting of a special committee of th")

conncil, held on ihe 31st ult., it was unanimously decided to

ptirchase a 10-ton compound steam roPer, together with a
Morrison's scariiier, a tleeping van, and a waicr cirt, from
Messrs. Aveling & Porter, engineers, UichoUer.

Westbury.—An .application will short'y be made to tho

Local G.r\ernmcnt Board for sanction to a loan of £l,C(X)ior

the making and repair of pavements in the district.—At last

week's meeting of the council it was decided to proceed with
tho widcrring of the road at Town's-cnd cro.?3ing.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Leith.—A sp.'cial cciuiin'ttcc have b°cn apjj.iiritcd to confer

asaiu with the directors of the tramwa}*, to loam wliolhor

it. is possible (instoad of the proposal to arbitrate) to purchase
the system by adding £7,000 to the offer of £0'J,OUOan;l valua-

tion prices.

Perth.—The Water Committee have had under considera-

tion a report of Mr. Alex. Davidson, the manager, on tho
pumping machinery at the waterworks. Mr. Davidson has
suggested the erection of new engines, and has also submitted
the following estimates : One engine,with pumps, suction and
delivery pipes, valves, head storks, nir vessels, steam pipes",

feed pipes, orectei complete, £4,150; one Lancashire boiler-,

with all fittings, erected complete, £.500 ; one overhead travel-

ling crane, with raiN, eroc od complet-, £100; foundations
for engines, £727 ; and Liuildinjs, £2,2 )7— total, £7,750.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL
Cy\iDZSO.— The Eii-jiueuri.fj .Vcrrs, of New York, reports

that the intercepting sewers which are to connect the sewer-
age systems of the city with the main drainage canal have
again bsen nnder discussion. The constrnction of two
sewers, one IGft. in diameter and the other 20 ft. diameter,
has pra"tically been decided upon. The authorities will also

provide pumping stiti.ms of 35,000 and 40,000 cubic feet

capacity to keep up a current of water through the sewers
and the river into the drainage cairal. Tho maintenance of

the sewers and pumping plant will be undertaken by the
drainage boar.l. The city engineer has been directed to pre-

pare the nesessar}' plans for those works.

WIDNES CORPORATION GASWORKS.

NEW BKTORT HOUSE.
Tho Mayor of \Vidiics I'ocenrly ripened (he now retort

house which has boon erected for the corporation at their
gasworks. Tho building is constructed of brick, the outer
walU being relieve i with red sandstone facings. The inside

dimensions are : Length, 00 ft. 6in., width 02 ft., height from
the groiind-fl'ior level to caves 28 ft., and tonpex of roof 44 ft.

The ca' boni^-i rg plant c ms'sts of seven D-shaped retorts,

10ft. by 20 ft., anil :;0 ft. thro.igh, makini 112 morithpic?os,
having a total gas-producing capacity of 03,000 cubic feet

per d em. Tho retorts are fitted witu felfsealing lid^, and
are heated by improve I r.?g.-ner-ator frirnacas, there being
one frirnace onl\' to each thiough bed, as against two in the

old system. It, ii inteii'led during the coming jcar to ere^t

mechanical coke-elevating plant to facilitate tho storing

and rap d loading of coke in large quaniitios. The whole of

the work, when finally coinp cte, will c -st abotit £4.-5fKi.

exclusive of the proposed elevating machinery. The total

g.a^-producing capacity of the town is now alront I,C0;),('t!O

cubic feet per diem. The whole oE the work lias been carried

out under tho supervision of Mr. I. Carr, manager of the gas-

works.
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Personal.

Lisbnrn Town Commissioners at their last monthly meet-

injj decidei to increase th9 salary of the town snrveyor. __J

The Atcham Rural District Council ha^e increased the

salary of their surveyor, Mr. John Morris, to £200 per annum.

Mr. W. Stringfellow, the newly-elected surreyor to the

Eastleigh Urban District Council, commenced his duties on

Saturday last. f -

Mr. O. CI ludo Bobson, engineer and surveyor to the Willes-

den Urban District Council, is, wo regret to hear, suffering

from influenza.

^ Mr. C. F. Gettings, district surveyor to the Norfolk County

Council, has been appointed an assistant engineer on tho

Grand Junction Canal.

The president of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Sir John

Wolfe Barry, k.c.b., has been appointed a deputy-lieutenant

of the County of London.

The Menai Urban District Council have received nine sets

of competitive plans for the construction of a pier which is

estimated to cost about £3,000.

Mr. De Uance, of Manchester, will shortly be consulted by

a deputation of the Goolo Urban District Council in regard

to the water supply of tho town.

Shipley Urban District Council have asked for Mr. Dibdin's

(late chemist to the London County Council) terms to aivise

with regard to the treatment of the town's sewage.

Mr. J. Matthew Jones, the city snrveyor of Chester, has

been made a full member of the Institution of Civil Kngi-

neers, having previously been an associate member.

Goole Urban District Council have decided on the appoint-

ment of a gas and water manager, at a salary of £300 annually.

At present sub-managers and a consulting engineer control

the works.

Teignmouth Urban District Council agreed at last Friday's

meeting to grant an honorarium to the snrveyor, Jtr. C. Jones,

in recognition of his services as manager of tlio gasworks

from August last.

A letter was read at the last; meeting of the Newport Pag-

nell Raral District Council from Mr. W. Branson, the snr-

veyor, regretting his inability to bo present owing to an

attack of inflaenza.

The deputy gas engineer to the Newcastle Corporation was

recently appointed to the post of manager of the Rotherham
Corporation works. Ilis salary will commence at £200 per

annum, and be subsequently increased to £300 annually.

Wo have been informed by Mr. G. Maxwell Lawford, of 13

Victoria-street, London, S.W.,that he has entered into partner-

shi]) with Mr. K. Bailey Denton, m.i.c.k , and that his address

in future will be Palace Chambers, 9 Bridge-street, London,

S.W.

Mr. D. Balfour, of 3 St. Nicholas Buildings, Newcastle-on-

Tyne, has been instructed by the Bishop Auckland Uiban
District Council to prepare a report respecting new filter-

beds which it is proposed to construct at the council's water-

works.

At a meeting of the Southampton Town Coui^cil, on the

22nd u'.t., Mr. U. Nichols, of Arclier's-road, Southampton, was
appointed to fill the vacant position of third assistant in the

borongh engineer's ofBce. There were eighty-eight appici-
tions received ior the position.

The employees at the Nottingham gasworks recently pre-

sented Mr. G. W. Tooley with a handsome spirit case, on the

occasion of his leaving Nottingham to take up his new duties

at the Manchester Corporation gasworks in Rochdale-road.

The ceremony took place at the works.

The question of the appointment of an assistant surveyor
in the place of Mr. S. Boden, resigned, was brought forward
at the last meeting of the Ashbourne Rural District Council.

It was decided to increase the salary of Mr. Bailey, ttie sur-

veyor, to £250 per annum, Mr. Bailey to find his own assistant.

On Monday Mr. Alfred B. Lismer, tlard assistant to Mr. J.

If. Brierley, borough snrveyor of Richmond, Surrey, was
appointed second assistant in the surveyor's office. Putney,
under the Wandsworth District Board of Works. Mr. Lismer
was formerly articled pupil to Mr. Brierley, at Rugby.

A scheme, prepared by Messrs. Fairliank & Son, of York,
for providing the town of Bodale with a pure and efficient

water supply, was adopted by the Bedale Rural District

Council at their meeting last week. The scheme is estimated
to cost £2,850, and the water will bo obtained from Spring
Wood.

As regards the future management of the Cirencester
waterworks, which are now tlie propertj- of the town, the
Water Committee have rsported that Mr. E. VV^illiam Cripps
has consented to continue his assistance. The committee
ave now made arrangements with the present staff for carry-

g on the undertaking for the council.

The Suburban District Committee of the Mid-Lothiau
County Council on Tuesday decided to appoint Mr. George
W. Lumsden, of St. Andrews, to the vacant post of road sur-
veyor for their district. The names of three candidates were
submitted for consideration, the other two being Mr. Andrew
Paterson, of Norfolk, and Mr. Robert Paterson, of Eailston.
Mr. Lumsden was elected to the ofBce by ten votes to three.

At their meeting on Saturday the Belfast City Council had
under consideration the question of increasing the salaries of
certain of the officials. Mr. James Munce, the assistant sur-

veyor, has a salary of £350 a year, and began in 1888 at £300
a year. Mr. V. A. H. M'Cowen, the electrical engineer, enjoys
a salary of £3(XI, which was £250 in 1894, when he first entered
the service of the corporation. Mr. A. M. Alexander', the
assistant engineer, has £350 a year. He started in 1895 at
£300 a year.

Mr. W. A. Chamen, whose appointment as city electrical

engineer of (ilasgow, in succession to Mr. ,\rnot, was announced
in our hast issue, is thirty-three years of age. His career has
been a distinguished one. He had charge of the construction
of the electrical installation of Liverpool-street station, the
metropolitan terminus of the Great Eastern Railway. At
present he has charge of the construction of the electrical

installation for the head office of the Prudential Assurance
Company in London. The commencing salary is £8(X).

Mr. F. W. Johnson, at present assistant manager at the
Southpoit Corporation gasworks, was last week successful in

obtaining the appointment of manager of the Mossley Corpo-
ration gasworks, recently rendered vacant by the resignation

of Mr. Richard Merrell. There were forty-seven other appli-

cations for tlie appointment. We may mention that Mr.
Johnson in June last ran second for the superintendentship
of the Regent-road works of the Salford Corporation, and
also, tho week before last, he found himself in the same posi-

tion with respect to the Rotherham vacancy.

The joint design prepared by Mr. C. J. Allen, the scidptor,

and Mr. G. Hall Neale, the well-known painter, for the poles

for carrying the overhead trolley wire of the electric trams
has been approved by the Liverpool Corporation Tramways
Committee. The design, says The Liverpool Daily Post, is very
handsome and artistic, the pole being constructed to serve

the double purpose of a trolley carrier and an electric lamp
standard. With a view to making tho poles as artistic as

possible, the committee have given this matter considerable

attention, and have spent a good deal of time in inspecting

poles after the pattern of tliose at Brussels, Hamburg and
elsewhere.

The twenty-nine applications which had been received by
the Weobley Rural District Council fur the vacant post of

surveyor were considered at the last meeting of that body,

and, after careful examination, the following were selected to

attend a meeting on Monday next, the 10th inst., when tho

final selection will probably be made : Mr. Henry A. Ensor,

highway surveyor to the Potterebury Rural District Council

;

Mr. Edgar John Esmalls, assistant surveyor to the Mailing

Rural District Couucil ; Mr. Frank Gwillim, acting as assist-

ant surveyor under the Dore Rural District Council ; and Mr.

Ernest Hawkins, acting as temporary surveyor to tho Weobley
Rural District Couircil.

Mr. A. P. Fowler, the Ribble engineer, has obtained per-

mission from the Preston Town Council to maka a survey of

the upper reaches of the river Mersey. The work, it is cal-

culated, will occupy six months, during which time Mr.
Fowler will devote an average of two days per week to Ribble

matters, and he will employ at his own expense a thoroughly

efficient engineer, who has just left some important work in

South America. The chairman of the Ribble committee re-

cently referred to the apparent success of the new works for

deepening the river, and informed tlie council that Mr. Fowler
wished to stick to the Ribble, if he might be allowed ; he did

not want to leave it, as he considered that the Ribble was to

make or mar his reputation.

The result of the competition organised by the Public Parks
Committee of the Nottingham City Council for tho laying-out

and planting of a new cemetery at Basford, and also for the

erection of the lodges, chapels, crematorium and all necessary

buildings, has been made known. It will be remembered
that the competition was divided into two portions : A^ to be
competed for by landscape gardners, for the laying-out and
planting of the site; and B, to be competed for by architects,

for the buildings, &c. Premiums of £100 were oflt-red for

the design placed first and £50 for the design placed second

in each port;ion of the competition. The assessors appointed

have awarded the premiums as follows: A— first premium,
Mr. Thomas W. Mawson, The Corbels, Windermere ; second

premium, Messrs. William Barron & Son, Elvaston Nurseries,

Barrowash, Derby. B—first premium, Mr. Arthur E. McKewan,
A.R.I B.A., and Mr. Alfred I. Dunn, a.r.i.b.a , Colmore
Chambers, 1 Newhall-street, Birmingham ; second premium,
Mr. Chas. A. Nicholson, M.A., and Mr. Hubert C. Corlette,

A.R.I.B.A., 28 Theobald's-road, Gray's Inn, London, W.C.
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Water Supply and Typhoid.

THE BACTERIOLOGICAL PROBLEM.

Tlie report of Mr. M. A. AdamS, niecllcal officer of health

for tho borough, and Dr. Washboarn, bacteriologist, of Guy'a

.Hospital, upon the water supply of Maidstone, in the Far-

leigh area, at the time of the late epidemic, was issued to

members of the town council on Saturday. In their joint

introductory remarks the analysts say :

—

" It will be observed that the earliest samples were collected

on September 19th. Now, the incubation period of typhoid

fever, though variable, may be taken to be on an average
fourteen days. The disease is usually not sutficiently pro-

nounced to be notitied until four or five days after the onset,

and tho notification may be delayed a day or two after the

diagnosis has been made. In addition, an allowance inuRt_be

made for the time occupied in tho distribution and consump-
tion of tho water. Wo can thus allow three weeks or more
as the period which would elapse between the actual infection

of the water with typhoid material and notification. Making
these allowances, the condition of the water examined during

the height of the epidemic (September 19th-Septerabor27th)

could only account for the cases notified between October 10th

and October 18th, a period when the acme of the epidemic,

as shown by the notifications, had passed. We have good
reasons for believing that had the analyses been made between
August 28th and September 9th more abundant evidence of

pollution would have been forthcoming, and there would have
been a greater prospect of discovering the specific micro-

organism associated with typhoid fever. Proof of pollution

of water may be obtained either from

"chemical Olt BACTERIOLOGICAL E.XAMINATION.

" A chemical examination may give evidence of pollution,

although the bacteriological evidence is negative, for tlie

living micro-organisms may have disappeared at a time when
the chemical constituents of the polluting material are still

present. On the other hand, proof of specific contamination
with typhoid material oonld only be obtained by bacterio-

logical evidence—by the discovery of typhoid bacillus in the

water. Tho difficulties of discovering the typhoid baccillus

in drinking water are so great that it is still a debateable

question whether they have ever been surmounted. On this

account, and for other reasons, our failure to discover the

typhoid bacillus in any of the samples examined affords no
evidence against the view that the disease was conveyed by
tho water.

" The chemical analyses, when received in the light of a
knowledge of the natural characteristics of the water of the

district obtained by twenty-five years' experience, shows such

a departure from tho normal as to give most conclusive

evidence of pollution. . . . It is easy to find evidence of

pollution in various degrees of the samples examined. As
far as tho bacteriological evidence is concerned, the only

samples which showed distinct evidence of contamination
with animal excreta were those derived from tlie spring at

Tutsham-inField. That no bacteriological evidence was
forthcoming in the several cases where chemical evidence of

pollution was less strong can be accounted for by supposing that

at the time of tho collection of the samples bacterial life

had ceased. Of the different waters the Ewell springs were
undoubtedly the best. Tho bacteriological examination was
always, and the chemical analyses in most cases, satisfactory;

but on September 19th even this water exhibited ,1 decided
excess of albuminoid ammonia and .50 per cent, more oxidised

nitrogen than a good water should. The worst water was
undoubtedly that of Tutsham-in-Field spring. It gave dis-

tinct bacteriological evidence of contamination with animal
excreta, and contained a large excess of albuminoid ammonia
and an excess of oxidized nitrogen on both occasions on which
it was examined. Some of the other springs . . . wore
nearly as bad chemically. As would be expected, the samples
composed of the mixed waters ... do not manifest
evidence of pollution to a degree equal to some of its con-
stituents taken separately, the good Ewell waters, which con-
stitute a half of the source of the Farleigh yield, hiding the
impurity of the bad waters."

EVIDENCE OF POLLUTIOX.
In his separate detailed report on tho Tutsham-in-Field

spring Mr. Adams states that beyond question these waters
were thoroughly b.ad, bearing evidence of serious pollution by
organic matter, only jiart of which was oxidised, the remainder
being in a condition suitable to convey water-borne disease.

Dealing with the same spring, Dr. Washbourn says that
specimens of the water taken on September 21st and OctAber
19th were examined. The specimen of September 2 1st con-
tained 560 bacteria in the cubic centimetre. There were
sixty colonies resembling the coli colony in the cubic centi-

metre. A number of those were isolated and tested in various
ways, and were proved to belong to the coli group. Some
presented ty))ical and some atypical characteristics. The
specimen of October 19th contained 77() bacteria in the cubic
centimetre. There were about sixteen colonies resembling
the coli colony in the cubic centimetre. Some of those were
obtained in pure cultivations, and were proved to belong to
the coli group. They were all of an atypical variety. No

typhoid bacilli wore found in either specimens, although n
largo number of colonies were ex.amined. Some bacteria

isolated bore a close resemblance to the typhoid bacilli in

morphology and in the failure to produce pas in gelatine and
to clot milk. A further examination showed that these bacilli

wore not typhoid bacilli, for they either failed to react to the

serum test, or produced gas in media containing dextrine, or
in some other way differed from the typhoid bacillus. Dr.

Washbourn's general conclusion with reference to the spring

is as follows :
" The Ttttsham-in-Field spring was undoubtedly

contaminated with animal excreta on both occasions on which
it was examined. It ccntained an excess of bacteria and many
coli bacilli."

On the subject of water pollution generally Dr. Washbourn
observes that, roughly speaking, a water containing fewer
than 100 bacteria per cubic centimetre may be considered to

be a good water, providing the bacteria are the ordinary
water bacteria. An excessive number of bacteria in water
may be due to contamination with ficcal mattei', l)Ut there

are other causes. The coli groups of bacilli are constantly

present in large numbers in tho intestinal canals of man and
other animals. They are, 'par excellence^ the bacteria of alvine

excreta, and are found iiA largo numbers in sewage. These
bacteria are mdely distributed, and may be present in small
numbers even in the best of water; but if present in large

numbers they show that the water has been contaminated
with animal excreta. It is a debateable question whether it

IS possible, in the present state of our knowledge, to discover

tho presence of the typhoid bacillus in water contaminated
with animal material. Most of the cases in which typhoid
bacilli are stateil to have been found in drinking water
occurred at a time when the tests available for distinguishing

the typhoid bacillus from other bacteria were insufficient.

'1 he source of contamination of water with typhoid material

is probably always the excreta of patients suffering from
typhoid fever. Such water would contain large numbers of

coli bacilli, in addition to much smaller numbers of typhoid
bacilli. The difficulty, if not impossibiliiy, of recognising the
typhoid bacillus in these circumstances is so great that no
inqxjrtance can be attached to the failure of discovering the
tyjihoid bacillus in water suspected of being the cause of En
epidemic of typhoid fever. ()f much greater importance is

evidence of contiimination with alvinc excreta, and such evi-

dence can be obtained by the presence of large numbei'S of

coli bacilli.

INSTITUTION OF GiVIL ENGINEERS.

Ne.xt Ouiii.xarv Meeti.ng.

The next ordinary meeting of the Institution will be held
on Tuesday, at 8 p.m. With a view to discussion, a paper
will bo read by Mr. E. W. Anderson, a.m. ice., on "Tho
Machinery Used in the Manufacture of Cordite." At this

meeting the monthly ballot will be taken.

Ne.xt Stuiients'^Meetino.

The next students' meeting will bo held on Friday, when
Mr. R. Gordon Mackay, stud.inst.c.e., will read a paper on
" Mechanical Draught." Sir Albert J. Durston, K.c.u., M.l.c.i!:.,

will take the chair at 8 o'clock.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Nest Obdinary General MEETr.\B.

The next ordinary general m.eeting of tho Institution will

be held on Monday, when the adjourned discussion on the
paper read by Mr. F. Punchard at the last meeting, en-
titled " The Royal Commissioners Suggested Amendments
to the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1883," will be resumed.
Tho chair will be taken at 8 o'clock.

Junior Meetings.

The second of four meetings of examinees and students
authorised (subject to certain conditions) by the council to

bo held duiing the present session, will take place at the
temporary premises of the Institution on Monday, tho 3l8t
January, 1898, when a paper will be rend by llr. F. A. Green,
entitled " Compensation Cases." The chair will be taken at

7 o'clock.

PR0KE.SSI0NAL EXAMIXATION-S, 1898.

The students' proficiency examination will commence on
the 21st of March next.

Examinations qualifying for the cla.sses of " Professional
Associates " and " Fellows" will also commence on the 21st
of March next. All particulars as to days, subjects and
course of examination, will be forwarded on application to the
secretary.

English candidates for the professional examinations will

be examined in London. Iiish candidates will be examinep
in Dublin,
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AN D COUN TY ENGINEERS.

VoLUNTAUY Pass ExamixatiuX.

The twentj'-fifth examination for candidates for the offices

of engineer and surveyor to uinnicipal corporations and dis-

trict conncils will be lield at the Institution of Civil Ku-

pineers, Great George street, Westminster, on Friday and

Saturday, the Isfe and 2nd April, 1898. Application forms,

duly filled in by intending candidates, must be in my hands

on or before the 5th day of March, 1898.

Thomas Cole, Secretary.

11 Victoria-itreef, I-ondon, S.W.

THE BRITISH

ASSOCIATION OF WATERWORKS ENGINEER?.

We have been informed by the secretary of the above

association, llr. W. H. Brothers, that the winter meeting

will be held in London in Febinary r.ext, when a paper will

be read by Mr. H. W. Pearson, m.i.c.e., M.I M.E., engineer of

the Bristol waterworks, on " Sprirp and Wells for Town
Supplies, and works in connection with the same." At this

meeting there will be an election of " Jlembers" and " Asso-

ciates." Proposal forms and all paiticulars (an be had at

the offices of the association, 55 Parliament-street, West-

minster, S.W.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
> Icfe for ,h,>,:jicnf:^n

uutiUhejaiotcmj tr«t.

Highway Surveyor and Inspjictob op Nuisancks,

Daikus, Ac.—January 8lh.—Maldon Kural District Council.

£150.— Mr. Alfred C. Freeman, clerk to the council.

Surveyor.—.Tanuary 8th.—Urban District Council of New-
burn, Northumberland. £1.50.—Mr. George Wilkinson, clerk

to the council, 27 Mosley-strect, Newcaslle-upon-Tyne.

Watf.r Inspector, Assistant Building Surveyor, ic.

—

January lOtli.—Wakefield Kural Dittrict Council.—Mr. II.

Beaumont, clerk to the council.

Sanitary Inspector.—January lUh.—ITolborn District

Board of Works. £120.—Mr. Matthew H. Hale, clerk to the

board.

Engineer for Waterworks Department.—January 12th.

— Guildford Town Council. 40.^., with house free of rentand
ta.xes.— Mr. Ferdinand Smallpiece, tOwu clerk.

Inspector of Eoads. —January ISth.^Vestry of St. Mary,
Islington. 5Cs.—Mr. J. Patten Barber, vestry surveyor.

Fire Brigade Superixtkndent.—January 15th.—Leigh
Urban District Couuci'. £1 15s.—Mr. Peregrine Thomas,
clerk to the council.

Superintendent for Gas Mains and Services Depart-
ment.—January 17th.—Leeds City Council. £2?.0.—Mr. Jno.

Harrison, town clerk.

City Engineer.—January 18th.—Corpor.ation of the City

of Liverpool. £1,C00.—Mr. Harconrt E. Clare, town clerk.

County Inspector of Weights and Measures. —
January 19th.—County Connc.l of East Sussex. £175.

—

Mr. F. Mcrrifield, county clerk, County Hall, Lewes.

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.—January 20th.

—

Corporation of Stockton-on-Tees. £330.—Mr. Mat. B. Dodds,
town clerk.

Mai.v Eoad Surveyors (Two).—January 20th.— County
Conncil of the Isle of Ely. £170.—Mr. Edward H. Jackson,
clerk to the council, Wisbech.

Resident Engineer for Sewage Works.—Hemel Hemp-
stead Rural District Council. £4 43.—Mr. W. H. Radford,
engineer. Pel ham Chambers, Nottingham.

Engineering Assistant. — Ilfracombe Urban District
Council.—Mr. A. M. Prouse, engineer and surveyor to the
council.

Temporary Assistant Surveyor.—Barry Urban District
Council.—Mr. J. C. Pardee, a.m. i.e. E., surveyor to the council.

COMPETITIONS.
tved too laff for clarification cannot he
tmuriee until the following iceek.

BET.pEn,~-JaTiuary 8tli.—Plans and reports for Crichwnter supply,
for the rural district council. £15 loa. and £5 5s.—Mr. Joseph h*ym,
clerk to the council.

E.xsTLT.tGH.—February 7th.—Plans for the erection of public offices,

&c., onthe recreation ground, for the urban district council. 50 and
20 guineas.—ilr. Henry White, clerk to the council.

Bakrow-in-Fukkess.—February 14th.—Designs for the erection of
technical schools. £'oOand £J0.—The Borough Engineer,

BEKwrcE-upoif-TwEED.—March lith.—Plans for the erection of a
police station and lock-up on a site fronting Church-street. £50 and
£25.—Mr. Rob, Weddell, town clerk.

Belpbb.—May 1st.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the
district, for the urban district council. £52 ICs. and £26 5b.—Mr.
Joseph Pym, clerk to the council.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Adceitisemer.ts which are received too late for chiulficaiion cannot he

included in these summaries until the following week.

BiKKENHE.vD.—.Tanuarv 7th.—Supply of retorts, fire-bricks and fire-

clay required during the ensuing twelve months.—Mr. Alfred Gill,

town clerk.

WoLVERHAMproN.—February 7th.—Supply of mitor vans for road
scavenging and the cartage of road materials.—Mr. J. W. Bradley,
borough engineer and surveyor.

Si.ouGK.—January 8th.—Execution of various street works in G.W.R,
Ptation approach road and Windsor-road, for the urban district council.
—Mr. W. W. Cooper, surveyor to the council.

Wakefield.—January 8th.—Various private street works in the
street leading from Horbury-road to New Brighton.—The City Surveyor.

BuDi.EiGH Salterton.—January 8th.—Constrnrtion of a new rnad,
pathwny, sewer and manholes, for the urban district conned.—Mr. Chas,
T. K. Roberts, clerk to the council, 10 Bedford-circus, Exeter.

Darwen.—January 10th.—Painting, papering and decorating works
at the municipal offices and market inspector's house.—Mr. R. W.
Smiih-Saville, borough engineer and surveyor.

Bedford.—January 10th.—Erection of offices and store-rooms nt the
electricity works.—Sir. T. S. I'orter, town clerk.

Cbeshunt.—January 10th.—Supply of 900 tons of granite for road-
making purposes, for the urban district council.—Mr. Samuel Towlson,
A.W.I.C.E., surveyor to the council.

Manchester.—January 10th.—Erection of twenty-six three-storey
tenement buildings fronting Pott-street and Caroline-street, Ancoats,

—

Mr. Wm. Henry Talbot, town clerk.

Manchester.—January 10th.—Erection of thirteen shops, fronting
Olflham-road between Cornwnll-road and Spittal-atreet.—Mr. Wm,
Henry Talbot, town clerk.

Bfdford.— January 10th.— Supply and erection of one 420-b.h.p.

double-acting compound enclosed engine, and one 250-utiit alternator
with stationary armature, for the Electric Light Committee.—Mr. T. S,

Porter, town clerk,

BooTt.E.—January 10th.—Supply and erection of electric lighting
plant, for the corporation.—Mr. Thomas L. Miller, u.i.e.e., consulting
engineer, 7 Tower Chambers, London, N.

Harrogate.—January 10th.—Supply of 1,000 lineal yards of 0-in,

cnst-iron yupes, also a gas engine for actuating the sewnge pumps at the

sewage farm, Ripon-road.—Mr. Samuel Stead, borough surveyor.

Belfast.—January 11th.—Supply of earthenware sewer pipss as may
be reciuired during the ensuing twelve months.—Mr. J. C. Bretland,
city surveyor.

NoRTHALi.ERTON.—Januar5' lUh.—Construction of an iron bridge
across the Wiske, for the rural district council.—Mr. Wm. Fowler, clerk

to the council.

Radcuffe.—January Uth.—Erection of buildings in connection with
public baths, and the supply of all engineering works, hot and cold
water system, &c., for the urban district council.—Mr. J. Sharpies,
clerk to the council.

5^ouTHGATE.—January Uth.—Making-np of Palmerstou-rpad, Whit-
tington-road (KastI, Marlborough-road, Granville-road and Plymmes-
r.md. for the urban district council.—Mr. C. G. Liwson, surveyor to

the council.

WiLr,LSDEN.—January Uth.—Supply of 900 yards of galvanised cor-

rugated iron fencing, for the urban district council,—Mr. O. Claude Rob-
son, engineer to the council.

Warrington.—Janiinrv 12th.—Supply of two new vans and twi new
ash carta.—The Chairman of the Sanitary Works Committer, Municipal
Offices, Warrington.

Kfighlet.—January 12th.—Various materials required during the
year ending Ist January, 180i).—The Borough Sanitary Inspector.

Fei.ixtowe.—January 12th.~Construction of 700 lineal yards of 9-in.

earthenware pipe sewer, for the urban district council.—Mr. Geo. S.

Horton, surveyor lo the council.

Lancaster.—January I2th,—Supply of engine oils ; engine aad boiler

packing ; fireclay pipes ; setts, fligs and keibs (Ilaslingden rock) ; and
setts (grit rock).-Mr. T. Cann Hughes, town clerk.

Halifax.—January 12th.—Supply of various stores required during
the cDsuiiig twelve months.—Mr. Keighley Walton, town clerk.

Worthing.—January 12th.—Construction of a roof over the service
reservoir near Broadwater, for the corporatioa.—Mr. James Mansergh,
5 Victoria-street, London, S.W.
Manchester.-January 13th.—Supply of 530 tons of cast-iron gas

pipes of 'i-\n. and 4-in. diameter.-Mr. Charles Nickson, superintendent.
Gas Department, Town Hall, Manchester.

Leicester.—Januuy 13th.—Works required in the raising of the roof
of the hoiler house at the refuse destructjr works, Nedham-street.—Mr,
E. George Mawbey, borough surveyor.

Preston.-January 1-lth,—Levelling, paving, flagging and channel-
ling works in Rushton-street.^The Borough Engineer.

Kingstown (Ireland).—January Uth.—Erection of municipal offices

and stores at George's-place.— .Mr. John Donnelly, town clerk.

Dartford.— January 17th.—Erection of chapels, caretaker's house
and a boundary wall at the new cemetery at Stone, for the rural district

council.—Mr. G. H. Tait, m.i.c.e., engineer, 15 Lovvfleld-street, Dartford,

Dauwen.— January 17th.—Plant for the destruction of town refuse.—
Mr. R. W. Smith-Saville, borough engineer.

CovEKTRv.—JanuaiT 17th.—Construction of about 1,097 lineal yards
of 5 ft. by 3 ft. -4 m. brick sewers ; 3,152 yards of 27-in. and 21-in. cast-

iron rising mains^ 9,5C0 yards of pipe sewers varying from 30-in. to

7-in, in diameter; and subsidence and straining tanks, for the cor-

poration,—Mr. J. ManseTgh, engineer, 5 Victoria-street, London, S.W.

Paddingtcn.—January 17th.—Supply of granite kerb, York paving
and granite cubes for twelve months, for the vestry.—Mr. Frank Deth-
ridge, vestry clerk.

Paddington.—January 17Lh.— Supply of 7,000 yards of broken granite
for repairing roads, for the vestry.—Mr. Frank Dethiidge, vestry clerk,

Bradford.—January 17th.—Supply of two steam engines for the
electricity works at Valley-road.—Mr. Alfred H. Gibbings, Electricity
Department, Town Hall, Bradford.

Dover.—January 18th.—Erection of a boiler house, with inlet pipe,

&c., at the sea baths, Marine-parade.—Mr. Henry E. Stilgoe, a.m.i.c.k.j

borough engineer.

St. Helens.—January -l^th.—Supply of 2,000 tons 'of ^-in. granite
cubes and 200 tons of 6-lni by i-in. by 4-in. granite setts.—Mr. Geo. J. 0.
Brooaa, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

RuGBV.—January 18th.—Supply of broken stone for the repair of the
highway in the district during the year ending December 31, 1898, for
the urban di-strict council.—Mr. D. G. Macdouald, a. m.i.c.e., surveyor
to the council.

Hetwood.—January 18th,— Supply of fi,re-clay goods.—Mr, J. H. Bald-
wick, town clerk.

Rcgbv.—January 18th.—Supply of broken stone during the year
ending 31st December, 1898, for the urban <Mstrict council.—Mr. D, G*
Macdonald, t.M.i.c.K., surveyor to the ccunciU
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GLOodB8T«B.-Janaary Wth.-Supply and erection of various plant

on the low-tension system for the municipal electricity works.-Mr.

Koher" Hammond, consulting engineer to the corporation, Osmona

House, Trinity-lane, London, E.C.

T PKDS —January 19th.—Erection of a stone briilge over the river Aire

Rt Sooth Accommbdation.road.-Mr. T. Hewson, city engmeer.

GnMORGA.ir.-January lOth.-Widening of Pencoed bridire, for the

count "co°nc^i.-Mr. T. Mansel Franklen, clerk to the council. County

Offices, West<;ate-9treet, Cardiff.

Leeds -January 19th.-Supply of ironwork reriuired m the erection

of a steel girder bfirice over the river Aire at South Accommodation-

road.—Mr. T. Hewson, city enstmeer.

FuLHAM —January 10th.—Making-up and pavins; works in 1 own

Mead-road, section iii., for the vestry.-Mr. Charles Botterill, a.m.i.c.e.,

vestry surveyor.

Nav»k (IRELAND).-January 20th.-Const™ction of water supply

works, for the town commissioners.—Mr. J. a. U. tjwiney, Ji.i.i-.t.,

eucineer, Avenue Chambers, Belfast.

TACHTON.-January20th.-l,.500tonsof Powell Duffryn or Dynever

Duffryn best steam coal.-Mr. James H. Smith, borough surveyor.

LONUON.-January 2«h.-Erection of temporary stn.ctures for ,00

patients and staff at the Horton Manor estate. Epsom, fo the county

TOiincil -The Clerk of the Asylums Committee, 21 Whitehall-place, S.W.

HEKDON.-Janunry 21th.-Various sewerase works, for the urban

district co.mcil.-Mr. S. Slater Grimley, eoRmeer and surveyor to the

council.
. , c , ,

BECKESHAM.-Jnnuary 21th.-Supply of 400 C"'>"? y*"'".
°\'

V,'"-

quartzite and 600 cubic yards of U-in. Guernsey Rranite, for the urban

district council.—Mr. F. Stevens, clerk to the council.

WESTMiNSTER.-January 25th.-Disposal of aas and lamp columns,

street lante^s" guard posts, drain pipes, 4c.-Mr. T. HensmanMunsey,

vestry clerk, Vestry Hall, Piccadilly, London, W,

BooTi.E.-Janimry 25th.-Erection of a lodge at Derby Park.-Mr.

J. H. Farmer, town clerk,

LoKDOK.-January 25th.-Erection of a block of dwellings for the

working classes on the Boundary-street area, Bethnal Green, tor the

county council.—The Clerk to the Council.

Leeds —January 25th.—Various works rcfpiired in the erection and

completion of the basement of the dead meat market and nbattjiir on

the site adjoining New York-street and Harper-street.—Mr. Jno. Harri-

son, town clerk.

IpswicB.-January 2Gth.-Supply of about 360,000 red deal wood

paving blocks.—Mr. E. Buckham, borough surveyor.

.WiLLEKnJLi,.—January 27th.-Supply of various wrought-iron fencing

and gates, tor the urban disti ict council.-Mr. Chas. J. Jenkui, a.m.i.c.e.,

engineer and surveyor to the council.

WoLVERHAMPioif—Jnnuary 20th.—Construction of a shelter at the

East Park.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer and surveyor.

Leicester —January 31st.—Motor vehicles for the collection of house

refuse.—Mr. E. George Mawbey, borough engineer and surveyor.

MACCi.EsplELn.—January 31st.—Construction of 3i miles of 7-in. and

0-in stoneware and cast-iron pipe sewers, with pumping station, pre-

cipitation tanks, effluent carriers, and the underd raining of ab lutb acres

of land at Poynton, for the rural district council.-Mr. James Thorpe,

surveyor to the council.

South VMPTON.-February Ist.-Erection of an isolation hospital in

Mousehole-lane, Millbrook.-Mr. George B. Nalder, town clerk.

WoLVEUHAMPTOif.—February 7th.—Motor vans for street scavenging

and the conveyance of road materials.-Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough

engineer and surveyor.

East Retpord.—Supply of broken granite, slag and limestone as

reimired from 1st April. 1898, to 31st March, li^OO, tor tha rural d-strict

council.—Mr. Thomas Henry, surveyor to the councd.

WoLVERHAMPTOM —Supply of 1,000 new and 1,000 second-hand creo-

soted 4 ft. 81 in. gauge sleepers.-Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer.

TENDERS.
•Accepted.

.

BKDLINGTON.—For the construction of about 500 yards of 9-in. sewer

at Choppington Low Pit, and the laying of about 700 lineal yards of

channeiUngT for the urban district council.-Mr. Cuthliart Brown,

surveyor to the council :—

J. Wardlaw, Gateshead ^-fl^
J. Thompson, Gosforth ... ?'^
J.aob8on,Newcnstle-on-Tyne' .. ... - •>"-

Engineer 8 estimate, 1300,

BRANKSOME.—For a new bath-rooip, &c., at the isolation hospital

Ringwood-road, for the urban district council.-Mr. 8. J. Jewman,
surveyor to the council, 3 Tennyson Buildings, Ashby-road, Brank-

Bomo:-
F. Elcock, Bournemouth '•'?°

W. G. WalUs, Branksom3 "^
E. Allner, Branksome '

'".J
Baker & Pearcey, Parkstone ^
CASTLE BROMWICH.—For the construction of 2,600 yards of 9.in.

earthenware pipe sewer in connection with the sewerage ot the

parish of Castle Bromwich. for the rural district council.-

EdwRid Willcox, engineer. Union Chambers, Birmingham ;—

Currall & Lewis, Birmingham
J. Biggs, Birmingham
J. White, junr., Handsworth
T. Vale, Stourport
J. Mackay, Smethwick
H. Hnlloway, Wolverhampton
G. Law, Kidderminster
J. C. Trueman, Swanley, Kent
H. Law, Chester-road'

Mr. J.

£3,180
3,090
2,98J
2,389

2,300
2.273

2,200
2,073

1.787

GUILDFORD.—For the construction of 1,163 yards of stoneware pipe

sewers in the parish of Shere, for the rural district council.—Mr. J.

Dewhirst, surveyor to the council :
—

G. A. Franks, Guildford t^
M. S. Ketteringham.Twyford "=?

G. Parker, Hlackwater ""
Clift Ford, Harlesdent S^
Streeter Brothers, Godalming* • _ "^

Surveyor's estimate, £-oO.

t Received too late.

LAUNCKSTON.—For sewerage and sewage disposal works, for the

I
corporation.-Mr. A. P. I. Cotterill, a.m.i.c.e., Lonsdale Chamber.s,

Baldwin-street, Bristol :—
Contract ^o. 1.

J. Shaddock
Pethick Brothers
W. H. & A. Thomas
Mingo* Boone
J.C.Lang

£3,069
4.9<>t

4,443
4;i2l

3;977
8,966
3.»39

3,563
3.li«3

2,990

£aS9

J. Fisher
Stephens* Sons
J. C. Trueraan
W. Nanirell.it Sons .. ...

E. Shailand, Launceston*
Engineer's estimate, £3,653,

Contract No. 2.

Pethick Brothers
Min20 & Boone

j^^
J.Fisher ~,^
R.Oliver ,„„
W. L. Doige ,!;„

E. Shailand, Launceston

LONDONDERRY.—For a supply of water pipes and attings.—Sir R.

Newman Chambers, town clerk —

-

3-in. pipe. 4-in.pipe. Special.

Brown .ft Son, Limited, Londonderry ... 6

W. MacLeod & Co., Glasgow .• 6

McFarlane, Strang & Co., Ltd., Glasgow 6

D. Y. Stewart & Co., Glasgow 6

R. Laidlaw 4 Sons, Glasigow" 6

R. D. Wor.d & Co., London o

Per ton.

£ ». d. «. d.

6 \1 3 9
6 2 6
10 11

6 6 9

READING.—For improvement works in Thames-avenue.-Mr. John

Bowen, a.ji.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor:-

S. Kavanagh, Surbi ton Hill ^*
T. Talbot, Reading ""
R. Pilgrii .

W. Reeves,

261

t Recommended for acceptance.

SHOREDITCH.— For the supply of wronght-iron railings and gates,

for the vestry.-Mr. J. Rush Di.\on, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the vestry—

Mallett & Co., Lawrence Pountney-hill, E.C £490

Anderson & Co., Leadenhall-street, E.C |'"

Hill & Smith, Queen Victoria-street, E.C JJ'

Raybould & Co., Limited, Workington* ^'•'

SHOKBURYNESS.—For the mnking-up of Grove-road. Cambridge-

road. Sea View-road and West-road, for the urban district councd.—

Mr. Frederic Gregson, clerk to the council, Southend-on-Sca :

—

F. Dupont, Southend £2,2o4

A.J. Harris, Shoeburyness
J. Ford, Leicester

G. Bell, Tottenham, N
Lawrence & Thacker, Clapham Common, S.W
W. lies, Southetid
Jones ,t Son, Prittlewell

A. T. Catley, Lloyd-.'quare, W.C
Buxton & .ienner, Southend*

21
2,'il5

2,U3
2.081
2.037
2.025

2.001

1.975

SEWAGE RAIS»U

FOR RAISING

PATENT
ADAMS' PATENT LIFT CO.,

5 & 7, OLD QUEEN STREET

mSTMlNSTER, LONDON.

A»a YORK*

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY
.9

SEWAGE LIFT.
SE.WACE TO BE RAlSCO

Makers of

FLUSHING SYPHONSf

SLUICES, &c.
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SWINTON.—For the sinking of a well near Thomas-street, for the
urban district council.—Mr. E. Fowler, engineer and surveyor to the
council :

—

K. Timmins & Sons, Limited, Enncorn £1,610
Ford & Hudson, Coalville, near Leicester 680
J. H. Vickers, Limited, Nottingham* 4-0
G. E. Simpson, Newcastle-on-Tyne 319

Engineer's estimate, X'i90.

MEETINGS.
JANUARY.

10.—Snn-eyors' fiistitution : Further discussion on the paper by Mr.
F. Punchard, entitled " The Royal Commissioners' Su2;gested
Amendments to the Agricultural Act, 1883."

11.—Institution of Civil Euijineers: Ordinary meeting, Mr. E. W.
Anderson, on " The Machinery Used in the Manufacture of Cor-
dite."

U.—Institution of Civil Engineers: Students' meeting, Mr. R. Gordon
Mackay, on " Mechanical Draught."

25.—Auctioneers' Institute : A conversazione.
31.—Surveyors' Institution: Junior meeting, Mr. F. A. Green on

** Compensation Cases."
'

FEBRUARY.
22.—Auctioneers' Institute : Mr. W. Roland Peck, r.s i on " Furni-

ture ; Past and Present."

MARCH,
s' Institute: Mr. Douglas Young, r.s.i., on "London

ADVERTISEMENTS
Eeceived too late for Classification.

Dd their Solution."

NOTICES.
TnE Sdrvetor and Municipai, and CoDNxr Engineer

may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith
.J' Son's

book-stalls, or of any neicsagent in the United Kingdom.
Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all
cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (includijig postage) is as follows:

T^OIi .SALE.—Six liorse-power single cylinder
-•- portable engine. Cylinder, 8^. Stroke 12 riy-
Wheel, 5 ft. Weight, 3,V tons. Has been naed for driving
stone-breaker.—Apply to W. Hichardson, town surveyor,
Ualton-in-Fiirness, Lan c-ishire.

ncmP0RATM0N^¥lV0l7vERHAMPT0K
^ Wanted, 1,000 new and 1,000 second-hand Crcosoted
4 It. S^-in. Gauge Sleepers. State price delivered Wolverhamp-
ton and where to be seen. J. W. BHADLE Y, c.e.

Borongh Engineer.

SITUATION WANTED, in Civil Engineer's office,^ as Improver. Two years' experience. Salary less an
qb]£Ct_thanei^perience.—Apply, 10 Mill Hill-road, Norwich.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

Twelve
Mouths.

15s.

Three
Months.
3s. 9d.

43. 9d.

ane-street

United Kingdom
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, ic 19s. ... 9s. Od.

The International Neios Company, 83 and 85 Duunu-snvui
Keiv Tork City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal Neics Company, Montreal, have been appoitited
agents in the United States ayid Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation
abroad.

EDITORIAL, PUBtlSniNG AND ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

piTY OF LIVERPOOL.
^^ CITY ENGINEER.
The Council of the City of Liverpool are about to appoint

a City Engineer.
The Engineer appointed will be required to devote his

whole time and attention to the duties of hia office, and will
not be allowed to take any private practice or hold any other
appointment or to engage in any other business.

Practical knowledge of the work of a City Engineer and in
the laying of tramway lines is essential.
The Engineer will not be required to perform any duties as

Building Surveyor.
Tho appointment will ba held during the pleasure of the

Council. Candidates must either be Members or Associate
Members of the Institute of Civil Engineers, or hold licences
or degrees in engineering from some University of the United
Kingdom. Preference will be given to candidates between
thirty and forty-five years of age. The salary will commence
at £1,000 per annum, and will be subject to a contribution of
3 per cent, to the Superannuation Ennd, ,and the person ap-
pointed will bo recpiired to prove to the satisfaction of the
Controller and Auditor of Accounts that he has effected an
insurance on his life to an amount the premium on which is
equal to 2 per cent, of his salary. The City Engineer will
be required to reside in the City of Liverpool. Fuller par-
ticulars of duties may be had at the Town Clerk's office.

Applications, stating ago, previous employment and pro-

GREEN'S PATENT TRUINVERT PIPE.

AA—Holes for pouring in cement or com-
position.

BB—Strengthened am Lengthened Socket.

CC—Inner Socket and Rest.

Si~£'^'"!?'""'
'"'' <=ement or composition.

a a—ataniord Joint in new position.

To put it shortly, tliis pipe secures true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

tlie socket, three gas and water-tight con-
nections at every joint, and, while allowiuff

for a slight .settlement when first laitl, foi-ms an

absolutely rigid joint tlircctlj the cement sets.

1.-Qas and Water-Tieht Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Aliernment of Invert.
3.-Socket the strongest part of tho pipe.
4,—No special junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., HaUfax.

IMIPROYED DRAIN CJLINOIVIETER.

Sole :«akci

PRICE :- W
-W. H. HARL

THIS Drain Clinometer, which is a thoroughlv wellmade an,i rt-linhlB

Heal 'ifwr'-'/'"'"^'^"'*
''"''"' "'•" "f B"i'ders, Malical Sfflcers ol

rt ^r^' P In^Pt^tO'-s and others for testing the slope of drain pipe.The arc is fi.xed at the extreme end of the Clinometer so as t^S\nSnt\close reading and distinct graduation, and is div STon one edge to deirreet

eprijr SXh^^rg^nrd^anSlTdlr
12Jx2rx?-ii™""''"' " """^^ °' ''""^ "'"' "''^'''y fi''"'^^''' and measures

il 2s. 6d.; With Magnetic Compass e.xtra 2s. 6d.
t post fiye^ on npplicatu

'm,lS^nuTr,J}}^rf; **
'I- ?»•« ^"""^ B--^^^ FiMi"

'NG. Mathematical Drawina Afiurvev nnVL*^..T.l-iiii . """J
Post free on npp/tcatwn.^ * ourveying Instrument Manufacturer, 47 Finsbury Pavement, London. E.C.

Nineteen Medalc: ^I
^^^^^^~~"~^^"^"~^"^^"^^^~^^^—

^.,r CHICAGO EXHIBITION, HIGHEST AWARDSWM, WOOLLAMS & CO.,
_ -- ORlaiNiL MAKKH3 OF

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
B , .,. Fi'ee from Arsenic. ^«„i^ »jj ,,„ ^, ^''®® *••"" Arsenic.
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fessional qualifications, accompanied by testimonials, endorsed
" Api)ointment of City Kngineer," and addressed to the

Town ClcrV, must be sent under cover to the Town Clerk, at

the Town Clerk's Office, Mnnieipal Offices, Dale-street, Liver-

pool, on or before the IStli January, 1898. When Ihe appoint-

tncnt has been made fcy Die Council a notification will he aent

to every applicant.

Personal canvassing of members of the Connoil is not per-

mi.tted.

(By order)

HARCOURT 10. CLARE,
Town Clerk.

Municipal Offices, Liverpool.

24th December, 1897.

BOROUGH OF STOCKTON-ON-TfclBS.
APPOINTMENT OP BOROUOn SURVEYOR AND

ENGINEBIR.
The Corporation are prepared to receive applications for

the above appointment.
The ffentleman appointed will bo required to devote his

whole time to the duties of his office. Ho must be a well-

qualified Surveyor, Engineer and Arcliiteet, and must have
had competent experience in a similar office.

The salary will be £350 per annum, without extras or allow-

ances except expenses out of pocket. Offices, assistants, in-

struments and stationery will be provided by the Corporation.

.

The borough contains an area of 3,344 acres, a population

of 55,000, a rateable value of £183,534, and 33 miles of paved
streets and 7} miles of macadamised roads.

Applications, stating age and other particulars, with copies

of not more than three testimonials (which will not be re-

turned), to be sent in to the undersigned not later than 20th

January next, endorsed " Borough Surveyor."

The minimum age for candidates is fixed at thirty and the

maximum at forty-five years.

Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, will bo deemed a
disqualification.

A statement of duties maybe had on application, containing

the terms and conditions npon which the appointment will be
made.

(B)' order)
MAT. B. nODDS,

Town Clerk.

Stockton-on-Tees.

28th December, \f-97.

TTfiSTRY OF ST. MARY, ISLINGTON.
V INSPECTOR OF ROADS.
The Works CommiUee of the Vestry are prepared to receive

applications for the appointment of Inspector of Roads in one
of the divisions of the district.

Candidates must have a practical knowledge of levelling,

masons' and paviors' works, repairing roads, setting-out and
measuring-up works, squaring dimensions, and making esti-

mates, and none but those who have been engaged in a simi-

lar capacity need apply.

The person appointed will be required to devote the whole
of his time to the duties of the situation, particulars of which
can be obtained by application to the Chief Surveyor, Mr. J.

Patten Barber, at the Vestry Hall, and will be required to

pass a medical examination as to hiscoustitutional fitness for

the appointment.
Salary to commence at 50s. per week, rising by two annual

increments of 5s. per week to a maximum of £3 per week.
Applications, iu the handwriting of the candidates, stating

age and present employment, and accompanied by not more
than throe testimonials of recent date, must be delivered to

the undersigned not later than 12 o'clock noon on Saturday,
the 15th instant.

WM. F. DEWEY,
Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, tJpper-stroet, N.
1st January. 18!)8.

OUNTY OP THl^ ISLE13F ELY.
MAIN ROADS.

Applications are invited for the appointment of Main Road
Surveyors for the two districts (Northern and Southern) into

which the county is divided, and which comprises about 95
and 100 miles of road respectively.

Each Surveyor will bo paid a salary of £170 per annum,
inclusive of and to cover travelling and all other expenses,

and will be re<iuired to reside in his district, to .give approved
security, and to devote his whole time to the duties of hisoffice.

The Council will provide an office for the Surveyor of the

Northern District at Wisbech, and for the Surveyor of the

Southern District at Ely.

No person will be eligible who is at the time of appoint-

ment under the age of twenty-five years or above the age of

forlj'-five years.

Three mnntliR' notice on either side to torininnte the en-

gagement.

J. PLACE & SONS Ltd.,

Telegrams

" PLACES,

DARWEN.'

Hoddlesden Collieries and Sanitary Tube
and Fire-Brick Works,

Eccleshill Collieries and Stoneware Pipe
and Glazed Brick Works, DARWEN, LANcs.

OH 11 1 I Hlif I UDEidj from 2-in. Diameter to 42-in. Diameter.

STANFORD JOINTED PIPES, with ordinary or deep sockets, A SPECIALITY.

GLAZED BRICKS, >^HITE OR COI-OURED

ShorecJitch, London, E.
Plate and Sheet Glass,
Leaded Lights.
Sheet Lead and Pipe.

DEPARTMENTS.
Plumbers' Brass Work.
Oils and Colours.
Paper-hangings.

SANITARY
GOODS.

The "DONNOL" Registered Wash-Down Pedestal Closet, with Outlet,
A as api)iov(!d by the London County Council.

No. 1.—Raised WhiU-.
|

No. :!.— Fiivi-hiy, Wliito insiitn.
No. 2.—Wluu^ or Ivtiry.

|
Nn. -l.-Hluu Pli.luxl on Wliite!

No. c,—Brown Printed on Ivory.

The " PREMIES " Syphon Water-Waste-Prcventer, Cast-iron passed
by the following Water Companies:—

New River. I Brighton. I Guildford
East London. Folkestone. I Lambeth.
Bournemouth.

| Kent. I Margate,
And many otliers.
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Particulars of Uir duties to be performefl and fnrthor in-

formation can be obtained from the nndorsigned, at his office

at Wisbech, to whom applications (marked "Main Road Sur-

veyor"), stating age, qualifications, previous experience in

road maintenance, and references, accompanied by copies of

three recent testimonials, are to be sent so that the same may
be received not later than Thursday, the 20th January next.

The persons appointed will be required to enter upon their

duties from and after the 31st day of March next.

Canvassing is not j>erniissible.

(By order)

EDWD. H. JACKSON,
Clerk to the County Council.

Wisbech.
23rd December, 1897.

CIVIL SERVICE COMM ISSION.—Forthcoming
Examination.— Assistant Surveyor, Royal Engineer

Civil Staff (21-30), 27th January. Technical training and
qualifications necessary. The date specified is the latest at

which applications can be received. They must be made on
forms to be obtained, with particulars, from the Secretary

Civil Service Commission, London, S.W.

TENDERS WANTED.

M ACCLES FIELD RURAL
COUNCIL.

DISTRICT

SEWEUAGE WORKS.

TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
The Macclesfield Rural District Council are prepared to

receive tenders from persons desirous of contracting with
them for the supplying and constructing of about 3| miles of

7-in and 9-in. Stoneware aiul Cast-Iron Pipe Sewers, together
with manholes, lamp shafts, pumping station, precipitation

taidcs, efHuent carriers and the Under-Draining of about 6
acres of land at Poynton, between Macclesfield and Stockport.
Copy of specification, bill of qnantities and form of tender

can be obtained on application to Mr. James Thorpe, the
Council's Surveyor, at his office, 19 King Edward-street,
MaccIesHold, on payment to me of a deposit of £5, wliicli will

be retnnuMi in full to every person sending in a bona-ftile

tender, aud on the return of the documents entrusted to him.
The plans may be seen and every other information obtained
by appointment with the Surveyor.

In the event of no tender being delivered, or the tender
being informal, the deposit will be forfeited.

Sealed tenders, on the form supplied and endorsed
" Tender for Poynton Sewerage Works," are to be delivered
at my office, Churchside, Macclesfield, on or before Monday,
the 31st day of January, 1898.
The C<mncil do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

(By order)

J. FRED. MAY,
Clerk.

Macclesfield.

31st December, 1897.

WORTHING CORPORATION
WORKS.

WATER-

CONTRACT No. 4.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Corporation of Worthing are prepared to receive

tenders from competent persons willing to enter into a con-

tract for Covering their existing Service Reservoir, near
Broadwater, by means of a roof made of concrete supported
by cast-iron columns and rolled-steel joists, and other works
connected therewith.

The drawings and specifications may be seen, and copies

of the bill of quantities obtained, at the office of the Engi-
neer, Mr. .Tamos Mansergh, 5 Victoria-street, Westminster,
on aud after Tuesday, the 28th day of December, on the
deposit of a cheque or bank-note for £5, which will lie re-

turned after the receipt of a horKl-fide tender wilh the bill of

qn.antities fully priced out.

E.arly .ap]ilication for particulars is desir.able, as only a
limited number will be given out.

Sealed tenders, addressed to me, and endorsed " Tender
for Waterworks, Contract No. 4," are to be delivered pre-

piid at niv office at or before noon of Wednesday, the 12th
day nf Jariiiary, ISOS.

For UNDER SLATES, TII.ES OR METAL.
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST ROOF-LINING. As supplied to H.M. Government for over 50 years.

Lists, Sam/ties and Full Particulars free on application to —

& CrO., HEAD OFFICE, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.;
SLAG WOOL WORKS; K!RK!NTILLOCH, near GLASGOW.

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINGS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, 2 -

40 by 27 „ 3/-
53 by 31 „ 4:/-
Copies inone t<heetfiOhy lO,by nrraiuiement.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE
PROCESS,

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, l/e
40 by 27 „ 2 6
53 by 31 „ 3e
J. HALDEN & CO.,

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

<k

MONDON & ^

^LANCASHIREy

-^ F I R E A^^

Subscribed Capital • £2,127,500.

H dom { '^ ''*'-^ STREET, LIVERPOOL,
*"""

I 73™ 76 KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDOrl.

Liberal Commission allowed to SURVEYORS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for introduction of

Busiuess.

CWOOLLISCROFT&SON,

HANLEY,
STAFF'S.

FLOORS,

Specialities.
tionsard Prices on application.

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Office : .^o Queen Victoria St., E.C.
Olass of all kinds cnvcrcd by tbo Policies of

tlii.s <'(iMi]iaiiv.

MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS.
SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

Ten per cent, nf the Premiums returned everj

81-x years i7i eases where no claim has arisen.

Appllcatioas for Agencies Invited.

Liberal Terms for Business Introducea

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities, For Prices apply tc above address.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

The report of the medical officer

Medical Work to the Local Government Board for

local CoVernment 1S96-7 is largely taken np with

Board vaccination, much or the matter

in 1896-7, having ali*eady appeared iu the

form of special reports. The
volume also incorporates the separate reports of

medical inspectors made during 1896 with regard to

the incidence of disease on particular places and to

questions concerning local sanitary administration.

These reports, as our readers are awate, are referred

to in our columns from time to time as they are

issued. In speaking of the general administrative

business of the medical department Sir Richard
Thorne-Thorne states that a considerable number of

conferences were held with local authorities and
their officers in relation to such matters as the pre-

paration and application of by-laws, the selection oF

sites for hospitals for infectious diseases, and the
planning and construction of such hospitals. A
number of local inquiries were heldas to the formation
of joint hospital districts and the suitability of hos-

pital sites in connection with loans it was desired to

raise. Local investigation was made in connection

with proposals to raise loans for the provision of a
coroner's court, a mortuary and a disinfecting station

at Limehouse ; of a building to serve as a reception

house for persons in Southwark whose dwellings
were undergoing disinfection

; and of a disinfecting

apparatus at llfracombe. In a number of cases in-

quiries were made with a view to determining how
far it was necessary for the board to issue orders in

reference to requiring local authorities to carry out
public scavenging within the terms of sec. 42 of the
Public Health Act, 1875. Of the detailed investiga-

tions into outbreaks of disease and the efficiency of

local sanitary administr.itions the most important
were those held in reference to outbreaks of typhoid
at Bicester and Chichester. In the former place a

well from which 90 per cent, of those attacked ob-
tained their supply was found to be in close prox-
imity to the junction of two of the public sewers, the
junction having been so contrived as to ensure free

leakage of the contents into the surrounding soil.

This well was closed, but the cases still continued.
A second well was found in close proximity to

dangerous sources of pollution. Another batch of

cases occurred among consumers of water taken
from a third well, into which the contents of a drain
were seen to be leaking freely. Finally came a fourth
lot of cases, and the inevitable connection was traced
to a spring exposed to various forms of pollution, in-

cluding that from a sewer which had been silted up
and was leaking at many points. The inspector was
able to eliminate all other sanitary conditions and
also the milk supply as possible causes of the disease,

the localisation of which could only be accounted
for by the use of the local wells and springs referred
to. The water from them is derived from porous
and fissured strata, at all times liable to soakage
of filth, and served from time to time as a

vehicle for distributing the specific filth derived

from the excreta of enteric fever. The local

sanitary authority had not the excuse of being

ignorant of the danger of allowing water-bearing

strata to become polluted and yet serve as a .source

of water supply. After an outbreak in 1890 the

necessity of a safe water supply was urged upon
them, but when the immediate danger passed away
the matter was dropped, and the outbreak of 1896

found it still in the stage of discussion and resolution.

The medical oflicer says: " Unfortunately, Bicester

is not alone among old market and other towns which
stand upon a soil the surface of which has been in-

habited for many years, and the interstices of which,

whilst serving iu one and another way to receive the

percolations of neighbouring filth, also furnish the

domestic water supply. A seeming impunity often

attaches to long-maintained neglect of this sort, but
the introduction of a specific poison into a soil thus

polluted has often served to .show, as at Bicestei-,

how grave a danger there is in first ignoring the

risk involved and then putting oif the remedy." A
preliminary report by Dr. Sidney iMartin on the

growth of the typhoid bacillus in soil forms a most
interesting appendix, but to this we shall make
separate reference.

New York
Sanitary

Regulations.

Onr conteiaporary, Municipal En-
jineering, which provides so accu-

rate and interesting a record of the

progress in America of the section

of municipal woi'k indicated by its title, mentioned
in a recent issue that the regulations for plumbing,

drainage, water supply and ventilation of buildings

iu New Yoi'k City had been revised by the depart-

ment of buildings. Some particulars of the general

regulations will be of interest to our readers for

purposes of comparison. The entire plumbing and
drainage system of every building must be entirely

separate and independent of that of any other build-

ing. Bach building must be separately and inde-

pendently connected with the public or a private

sewer. Every building must have its sewer con-

nections directly in front of the building, unless per-

mission is otherwise granted by the superintendent

of buildings. Where there is no sewer in the street

or avenue, and it is impossible to construct a private

sewer to connect in an adjacent street or avenue, a
private sewer must be constructed. It must be laid

outside the kerb, under the roadway of the street.

Cesspools and privy vaults will be permitted only

after it has been shown to the satisfaction of the

superintendent of buildings that their use is abso-

lutely necessary. When allowed, they must bo con-

structed strictly in accordance with the terms of the

permit issued by the superintendent of buildings.

Cesspools will not be permitted under any circum-

stances for tenement and lodging houses, nor will

they be allowed outside of the " frame " building

districts. As soon as it is possible to connect with
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a public sewer the owner must have the cesspool

and privy vault emptied, cleaned and disinfected,

and filled with fresh earth, and have a sewer con-

nection made in the manner prescribed. All pipe

lines must be supported at the base on brick piers

or by heavy iron hang^ers from the cellar ceilings

beams, and along the line by heavy iron hangers at

intervals of not more than 10 ft. All pipes which
would otherwise open within 30 ft. of a window
of any building must be extended above the highest

roof, and well away from and above all windows.
The arrangement of all pipes must be as straight

and direct as possible. All pipes and traps are,

where possible, to be exposed to view, and are

always to be readily accessible for inspection and
repairing. In every building where there is a leader

connected to the drain, if there are any plumbing
fixtures, there must be at least one 4-in. pipe extend-
ing above the roof for ventilation.

A recent deliverance of the Local
Dowser Government Board .slightly varies

Local CO "ernment P'evions decisions of that body and

Board. itsomcials in regard to the "water-
finder " without materially im-

proving the mystery man's prospect of receiving fees

from local anthorities. Sleaford (Lines.) Rural
District Council have received a letter from the
department respecting a proposed loan for a water
supply at Scredington. A diviner had been era-

ployed at a fee of 5 guineas, and the Local Govern-
ment Board had previously refused to allow this

amount to be included in a loan and also £65 for

expenses in connection with the proceedings. They
have now written that they have reconsidered the
matter so far as the £65 is concerned, but they could
not allow the fee of 5 guineas to be included. The
diviuer should consult his champion, Mr. Andrew
Lang, who seems to marvel at the temerity and
stupidity of the Local Government Board. After
all, the question of the existence of an abnormal or
unusual faculty or supersensitiveuess of the kind
referred to is one thing. For our part we are not
concerned to deny its existence. We simply contend
that the present state of knowledge in regard to it is

not such as to justify the spending of public money
upon it as a substitute for recognised pi'ofessional

knowledge and training. That, of course, is a totally

different issue. Let Mr. Andrew Lang stick to the
former question, and when, by perseverance and
taking thought, he has proved the existence of the
diviner's faculty as a scientific fact we shall be
quite prepared to revise our opinions on the second
issue. If we may rely upon an account which
has appeared in a daily paper, it is interesting

to observe that a diviner has been tried in
Jamaica and proved a complete failure. As he
scooped in substantial fees, his former clients and
adherents must feel rather low - spirited. The
Government officials there do not seem to be any
more sympathetic than those at home. As the story
forms rather amusing reading, we quote the extract
in another column. It is funny to read of those con-
scienceless wags removing the pegs while the uri-

suspecting "dowser" was at lunch, thus starting him
on his return at a new point and in a totally differ-

ent direction. Bat why should that have interfered
with his operations? There is water everywhere
underground. It is only a question of going deep
enough. In Jamaica, however, they seem to have
drawn the line at a depth of 200 ft.

The question that is most prom-

''El"ctric''
inently before municipalities at the

Lighting and P'^^sent moment is that relating to

Traction *^° combination of electric light-
"-' ing and electric tramway systems.

Viewed in the abstract, it seems to

Systems

be a very desirable thing that where a corporation

are carrying out the lighting of a town and are also

considering the question of employing electric tram-
ways some arrangement should be made by which
the same plant could supply current to both. The
advantages that present themselves are sufficiently

obvious ; the idea is that the cost of management
and running of electrical plant must be much lower
if it is possible to ran for longer periods without
stopping, and this would immediately have the
effect of reducing not only the cost of electric

lighting to ronsnmers, but would al.so materially
reduce the cost per car mile of running the tram-
way service, with the result of making a larger profit

for the community and enabling the public to travel

at very low fares. Although the advantages appear
to be striking, there seem to be certain limitations,

and perhaps when the matter is carefully gone into
the benefits likely to accrue from such combined con-
trol would not be so marked. For example, it is not
yet decided to what extent it is possible to use a
dynamo that will do both lighting and traction work
effectually. It is true that both constitute a demand
for electric current, but that of a tramway system
is so irregular, and occasionally so great, that it is

questionable whether it would not sometimes seri-

ously interfere with the light. It is clear that any
flickering or jumping in the lighting would be very
objectionable, and some means would have to be de-

vised to avoid it. Points, however, such as these
will very shortly be determined, and electrical en-

gineers and the members of municipalities are look-

ing forward with great interest to the results of

the combined stations that have been suggested at

Plymouth, Blackpool and Liverpool. The Plymouth
system will no doubt be shortly completed, and we
shall then be able to put before our readers some
account of the way the difficulties we have fore-

shadowed ai'e combatted.

The Stockport , T^'^'^
liave been reprehensible

Oak, doings at btockport in connection
with the gigantic fossilised oak

which, as we mentioned last week as an item of news,
had been discovered, with trunk and two branches
complete, embedded on land which is being excavated
for the construction of sewage outfall works. It has
been described as an exceedingly fine specimen, not

only exceeding in dimensions any oak now growing
in this country, but unique in quality, whether in

regard to beauty of colour and grain or solidity. It

is estimated to weigh over 40 tons, and to contain

sufficient material to provide the furniture for a

town hall or other public building. It is regarded

as one of the giants which flourished in the primeval
forests thousands of years ago. Prof. Boyd Dawkins,
of Owens College, Manchester, considering that it

cannot be less than 10,000 years old. The fate of

this venerable piece of timber was discussed at the

last meeting of the council. A councillor wished to

know if it was true that another councillor had
caused an enormous piece of wood to be cut from
the brave old oak, which, by the way, is over 60 ft.

long. Thereupon Mr. Axon, the councillor in ques-

tion and a well-known geologist, said the tree had
been given to him by the contractor and by the com-
mon consent of the committee. The claim was dis-

puted, and the clerk was of opinion that the tree

was the property of the corporation. According to

another authority, if they got the tree out and
allowed it to dry properly there would be sufficient

material for all the fittings in the town hall, and
they would have " one of the most unique suites of

furniture in the kingdom." The chairman of the
Sewage Committee lamented that many people had
visited the works and mutilated the tree. Not satis-

fied with that, these depraved and misguided persons
had broken open the powder magazine and helped
themselves—not to powder, for there was none—but
to Borae beer stored in the magazine. Truly a dis-

covery of this kind involves no slight worry.
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The report from which we made
The Typhoid extracts last week, and which was

in

"
recently prepared and submitted to

Water Supplies. *'''^ Maidstone Town Coancil by
Mr. Adams, their medical officer of

health, and Dr. Washbourn, of Gny'.s Hospital, is an
important contribution to bacteriolopfy as bearing

upon the problem of water supply and typhoid.

The i-eport indicates very clearly the difficnltiea of

the problem and the extremely elusive character of

the typhoid bacillus. Pollution may bo detected

by chomical examination, but it is pointed out that

at the same time bacteriological evidence may be

quite absent, owing to the disappearance of the living

micro organisms while the chemical constituents of

the polluting material are still present. This is

cited as one reason why failure to discover the

typhoid bacillus in the water supply does not neces-

sarily prove that typhoid favor has not been con-

veyed by that medium. On the other hand, it is

pointed out, proof of specific contamination with

typhoid material can only be obtained by bacterio-

logical evidence—in other words, by the discovery

of the typhoid bacillus in the water—and that the

difficulty of detecting the bacillus in drinking water
is so great that it is still a debateable question

whether it has ever been surmounted. This is

another reason why the non-discovery of the presence

of the formidable bacillns does not necessarily prove
that a water supply has not been contaminated with
typhoid material. The causes which make the pre-

sence of the typhoid bacillns so difficolt to discover

are clearly pointed out by Dr. VVashboarn in his

i-emarks on the subject of water pollution generally.

The Fire
^^ ^^Y be doubted if the coroner's

Verdict. J^^T ^^'^ ^^J reasonable alternative

to the verdict they returned on
Wednesday to the effect that the great fire in the

City was wilfully caused by some person or persons
unknown. Whether any further action will be taken
remains to be seen. The verdict when supplemented
by the additional remarks of the chairman is suffi-

ciently explicit to render comment or elucidation

unnecessary. There is no reflection upon the fire

brigade, so far as the personnel of that body is con-

cerned, but there can be no question that the service

is open to considerable improvement in regard to

methods and appliances, and distinct benefit should
result from the clear and public manner in which
the shortcomings have been demonstrated. The
following sentence from the verdict, as delivered by
the foreman of the jury, is to be commended for its

conciseness: "The cause of the rapid spread and
development of the fire was the stylo and construc-

tion of the buildings, the narrowness of the streets,

the late call, and the further delay of fourteen

minutes from the time of receiving the call and
getting the first steamer to work." Another matter
which the inquiry has brought out vividly is the
practical failure of the defunct City Commission of

Sewers in the matter of street widening, in which
respect they failed as conspicuously as they suc-

ceeded in matters of purely sanitary administration.

Naturally the record of the commission in connec-

tion with street improvements did not bulk largely

in the chairman's swan-song the other day.

... „ ^ The opening of last year saw a
Ma vern Urban t * • . ! .i

District council '^J^P"*'^
^" progress between the

in 1897. Malvern Urban District Council
and the Malvern Link Uibun Dis-

trict Council as to which should purchase the Link
gasworks. Ultimately it was decided at Westmin-
ster in favour of Malvern. In March an inquiry was
held on behalf of the Local Government Board re-

specting an application for sanction to borrow
£10,500 for purposes of sewerage and sewage dis-

posal, £4,4SS for waterworks and gasworks, and
£151 for sewer extensions. In accordance with sug-

gestions from the Local Government Board, the

sewerage and sewage disposal .scheme was revised

so as to reduce the estimates to £8,100, bnt with
that modification the loans were sanctioned. In

July it was decided to apply for sanction lo a loan

of £1,314 for certain sewerage works. A new gas-

holder, with a holding capacity of 533,000 cubic

feet, was completed. The question of amalgamating
the Malvern and Malvern Links districts is in the

stage of discussion and negotiation, bnt the portents

are thought to be favourable. Quite recently an

inquiry has been held respecting an application for

sanction to borrow .£7(58 for fire brigade purposes.

ratf of thp ^^ seems now to be recognised

Crystal Palace. ^'^^^ ^'^ ^^^^ Crystal Palace is to be

saved from demolition and main-

tained for the public benefit it can only be done

by the intervention of the Government. It is to be

hoped that Mr. C. William Tagg's effort will be re-

warded by the success of the crusade he is so ably

organising for the purpose of achieving the end in

view. In another column wo print a communica-
tion from Mr. Tagg, in which he gives an account of

the present position of affairs and of the forthcoming

conference which has been convened. His forcible

statement of the case rendeis any farther comment
on our part unnecessary. We venture, however, to

hope that adequate support will be fortbcomint; not

only from metx-opolitan authorities, but, as far ns

possible, from local authorities throughout tlie

country. The quontion is not one which alTecta

merely the interests of the district in which the

palace is situated. It is a unique resort and recrea-

tion ground, not only for Londoners generally, bnt

for visitors to our great city.

A report prepared some time ago

EnSeSin b.r^f- J' 1^"^-, city engineer of

Australia. Brisbane, emboaicd a comprehen-
sive and accurate account of muni-

cipal engineering up to a recent date in the chief

cities of our Australian colonies. By the instruc-

tions of his coancil Mr. Rogers visited the principal

cities of the southern colonies, in order to inquire

into the svstems adopted by them in the conslruc-

tion, working and maintenance of the more import-

ant classes of public work, such as electric lighting

and tramways, wood paving, sewerage, sewage dis-

posal, abattoirs and markets. The places visited

included Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide, Ballarat,

Launceston and Hobart Town. Mr. Rogers grate-

fully acknowledged the courtesy and assistance

everywhere accorded to him, and spoke emphatically

of the advantage of seeing works in course of con-

struction and in actual operation as compared to the

mere perusal of descriptions. There is little doubt

that the Brisbane City Council would find the report

not only interesting but of much practical value.

Jubilee year should be all the

Lichfield

in 1897. Dr. Johnson's town in that the

city council were able to do much
to minimise the sewage disposal difficulties which

had been troubling them for a long time. Review-

ing the municipal events of the jear at a recent

banquet, the mayor referred to the "sewage bogey,"

explaining that Lord Lichfield had been interviewed

with regard to the injunction which had been hang-

ing over the city, and hud recognised that every

effort was being made to remove any cause of com-

plaint. Subsequently the council put down new
tanUsand filters, with happy results in r.gard to the

elHiient. After this question, the most noteworthy

raunijipal event of the year—apart from the usual

Jubilee celebrations— was the taking over of the

art .school by the city council.
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Gloucester Sewerage System.
REPORT FROM THE CITY SURVEYOR.

Mr. Richard Read, city surveyor of Glonoester, recently

prepared for hia authority an exhaustive and interesting re-

port upon the seTrerapje system of the city. We give the

more important passages of the report, as follows :

—

THE EXISTING SYSTEM.

The existinf? system of sewerage for the City of Gloucester

was commenced in 1852, under the powers of the Public

Health Act, 1848. The sewers were then laid down of such

capacities and upon such lines and levels as to provide for

the future extension of the boundaries, which took place in

1875, under the Gloucester Extension Act of that date. The
position of the Ship Canal caused the outfall into the river to

be placed at the City Quay, and the then area of the city was
sewered upon two main lines—the northern and southern

outfall sewers—which converge together at the City Quay,

near Priory-road, each outfall sewer being egg-shaped in

section, 4 ft. 6 in. deep by 3 ft. wide, but they had at that

time only one outlet into the river Severn—by a cast-iron

pipe 30 in. diameter, common to both.

When the extension of the city took place in 1875 Mr.

James Mansergh advised the corporation that the sewers

.were sufficient to take the sewage of the added districts, and
his plan for extendinEr them into these districts was adopted

and carried out in 1876-7. The single outlet did very well

for many years, but when the new quay wall was constructed

in 1886 I took the opportunity of giving each of these

sewers a separate outfall into the river, thus doubling their

discharging capacity. There is a good natural fall from the

north-east, east, and south-east boundaries towards the west,

but until the South-end drainage outfall was constructed in

1884 there was great diiBcnlty in draining the portion of the

districts alongside the canal, and the attempt made by my
predecessor in 1876 to drain the whole of the Bristol-ro"d

into the 1852 outfall at the quay proved a failure. By tlie

construction of the South-end outfall in 1884 the southern
outfall of 1852 became central.

THE ADDED DISTRICTS.

The district added to the city in 1875 had previously been
in charge of three local boards—Kingsholm, Barton St. Marj
and Barton St. Michael. The Kingsholm Local Board had a
separate system discharging into the river above the South
Wales Railway bridge; the other two had also a separate

system of old shallow brick sewers, which had gradually been
created by culverting the natural ditches discharging into the

Twyver and Sudbrook. The Kingsholm outfall sewer was so

exceedingly flat and had so little cover across the St. Catherine
Meadows that in 1879 a sewer was laid along a portion of the
Dean's-walk, to connect the Kingsholm system with the city

northern outfall sewer in St. Catherine-street, and the old

outfall above the railway bridge abandoned. As no provision

was made in 1875 for the abolition of the old Barton Board
sewers, nor for immediately connecting the houses directly

with the new system, the old sewers had to be temporarily
connected to the new ones where they crossed each other,

and these connections had to be maintained until the last

house drain was transferred in 1885, the old system running
at the backs of the houses across private gardens, and the
new one in the streets in front of the houses generally on
parallel lines. The South-end drainage district, formed in

1884, has a watershed partly inside and partly outside the
city. Tlie main sewer was laid along the valley of the
Tweenbrook (now Linden-road) from the Stroud-road to the
canal bank at the waggon works, where advantage was taken
of the existing syphon carrying the Tweenbrook under the
canal, and the sewer was then taken in a direct line from
the lower side of the syphon to discharge into the river
below the Llanthony weir, and the old brook course filled up
and abolished.

Directly the new sewers in the Barton district were com-
pleted in 1877 great complaints arose of the smells from
the manholes, and Mr. Mansergh, was asked to report
thereon. He appears to have assumed that the old Barton board
sewers had already been done away with, and recommended
the further ventilation of the old city sewers of 1852. Soon
after my appointment, in 1878, 1 had to investigate the whole
question of the sewers and their ventilation, and in 1881, and
again in 1884, I reported that the cause of the nuisance arose
from the gas manufactured in the old Barton board sewers,
having no other escape than through the manholes of the
new system to which they were connected. I recommended
on both occasions the abolition of these old sewers, the trans-
fer of the house drains to the new system, and the erection of
iron-pipe shafts above the houses to assist the ventilation,
with a view to convert the manholes into inlets for fresh air
instead of outlets. Thereupon numerous notices were served
upon owners urging them to connect their house drains direct
to the new system and to lay on the city water. A good
many complied, but in 1885 there were still over 1,000 houses
remaining, which were done by the corporation at a cost of
£5,000, including the erection of a number of iron shafts
above houses. The complaints of smells from the manholes
subsided, and there was a reduction in the death rate of 3 per
1,000 in the following year.

The city waterworks at Witcombe were enlarged in 1870,
and the mains extended into the added districts in 1875, at

the same time as the sewers. These districts then contained
about 3,000 houses supplied with well water, and since that
date the majority of them and about 3,000 other houses since
built have been connected with the city water supply, so that
at the end of 1896 there were only 216 houses without city

water and 320 water-closets without flushing boxes; of these
houses 141 were supplied with water by a private company
from Hempstead, but are now transferred to the city mains.
The total number of houses in the city is now 9,306.

LENGTH AND CAPACITY OF SEWERS.
At this stage of his report Mr. Read inserts a table giving

the lengths of the various sewers in the city, but we have
omitted it, as the information it contains is summarised in the
continuation, as follows : It will be seen from the above table
that the total length of I he sewers in the city is 37 miles 206
yards, consisting of 6,733 yards of brick and 58,593 yards of
pipe sewers, and that the majority of the pipe sewers are
9-in., 12-in. and 15-in. diameter, as follows : 34,656 yards of

9-in. sewer ; 13,823 yards of 12-in. sewer ; 7,494 yards of
15-in. sewer ; or 55,973 yards out of a total of 65,326, or
about five-sixths of the whole length, The northern outfall is

4 ft. 6 in. by 3ft., egg-shaped, and the gradient is 1 in 240 for

1,016 yards from the river. The central is 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft.,

and the gradient is 1 in 480 for 1,056 yards from the river.

The South-end drainage outfall is 3 ft. by 2 ft. 3 in., egg-shaped,
and the gradient is 1 in 190 for 110 yards from the river.

Their discharging capacities in twenty-four hours, when run-
ning full, is as follows; The northern outfall, 31,500,000
gallons ; the central outfall, 22,500,000 gallons ; the South-
end outfall, 13,500,000 gallons; a total of 67,500,000 gallons,

or equal to 1^ in. of rain upon 1,984 acres, or about 500 acres
more than that included within the city boundary. The
aggregate length of house drains discharging into the 37
miles of sewers will be not less than 150 miles.

I have only known these sewers to run full on one occasion
—during tlie flood of March, 1889, when there was a combined
local and river flood, and the sewers had to relieve the over-
flow of the Twyver and Sudbrook, which burst their banks
about half a mile outside the city boundary. Since that date
steps have been taken to compel the riparian owners outside
the city to keep the banks of the brooks in repair, and two
relief outlets from the brooks into the canal have been con-
structed, which come into automatic action as soon as the
brook culverts are fully charged, and these acted admirably
under the severe tests thoy were ]:iut to during the last winter.

RAINFALL AND DRY WEATHER FLOW.
The sewers are designed upon what is known as the com-

bined system—that is to say, to take combined rainfall and
sewage—and in this system the principal item is the amount
of rainfall; and as it far exceeds any amount of sewage which
can be dischai-ged into the sewers, it practically determines
the sizes, while the natural features of the gi'ound determines
the gradients of the sewers. The dry weather flow of the
sewers is arrived at by totalling the supply from the city

water mains, the soft-water tanks, and the amount of well
water in daily use, and these together will not exceed a total

of 1,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours in Gloucester; and
of this amount one-half will pass through the sewers in the
six hours from 9 a.m. till 3 p.m. This shows the immense
importance of a regular rainfall for the working of a system
of sewers, for when the outfall sewers are full self-cleansing
gradients for a

—

9-in. pipe range from 1 in 100 to 1 in 150
12-in. „ „ 1 „ 1.50 „ 1 „ 200
15-in. „ „ 1 „ 200 „ 1 „ 250
18-in. „ „ 1 „ 230 „ 1 „ 300

When the sewer is running one-half full self-cleansing

gradients for a

—

9-in. pipe range from 1 in 200 to 1 in 250
12.in. „ „ 1 „ 250 „ 1 „ 300
15-in. „ „ 1 „ 300 „ 1 „ 440
18-in. „ „ 1 „ 350 „ 1 „ 600

The engineer has therefore, in designing a system of

sewers, to so locate and proportion them that; they take the
required amount of rainfall from the areas to be drained, with
the best available gradients to be obtained from the nature
of the ground. In nearly all towns there is a large percent-
age of sewers with flatter gradients than those above stated
as self-cleansing, and these require special means of flushing.

During the last three months I have made a personal in-

spection of the sewers and taken levels of many of them, and
I find that the system generally is a good one, and if the
whole had to be reconstructed there would be no very
material alteration in tlieir general ai-rangement ; the great
majority of them are self-cleansing at all times, but about
4,765 yards, or about 74 per cent., require to run from quarter
to half full in order to render them self-cleansing, and with
any smaller flow these sewers require flushing. The longest
distance which sewage has to travel from any water-closet to
reach the river is 2 miles, and at the rate of 180ft. per minute
this would occupy less than one hour; but it must be remem-
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bered that in a city of 40,000 inhabitants there is enre lo be

a large percentage of people who use excessive quantities of

paper and pat other foreign substances into the sewers which

impede the progress of the sewage to the outfall.

The gradient of the central outfall is only half that of the

northern outfall, both being of the same size, and although

1 in 480 is an exceedingly good gradient for a 4-ft. 6-in. sewer,

this fact has probably led some newspaper correspondents

into error who insist that this sewer is a bad one ;
bnt it is

also a fact that the gi-adients of the central sewer and its

branches, taken as a whole, are better than those of the

northern outfall and its branch 33.

Daring the epidemic of 1895-6, 145 streets wore attacked,

seventy-one of these were on sewers discharging at the

northern outfall, si.xty-six on the central, and eight on the

Sonth-end drainage portion of the system, representing 19,050

yards, 19,030 yards and 4,407 yards of sewers respectively.

Upon these sewers there were 424 open manholes and venti-

lators at the street level, and 151 ditto closed by order of the

Sanitary Committee on the 5th May, 1896; and out of 1,106

houses attacked forty-six houses with seventy-five cases were

the nearest to open manholes, and forty-five houses with 106

cases were the nearest to closed ventilators. The area of the

manhole openings is 4.3 square inches, and the ventilators 33

square inches ; they average 60 yards apart and are supple-

mented by shafts, 6 in. and 4 in. diameter, above the houses.

There is nothing constant about the working of a system

of sewers, for when the flow of water is increased by either

flushing or rain there is a consequent displacement of an

eiiuivalent amount of air in the sewers. The discharge from

the house drains is also intermittent, and forces the air from

the drains into the sewers at frequent intervals; and as all

these changes are continually going on, the amount of flow is

always either increasing or decreasing, the movements are

very gradual, or thoy may be quite sudden in the case of a

storm, and they set up a kind of breathing action in the

sewer's, which makes ventilation an imperative necessity.

There is no such thing as an unventilated sewer, for although

there may be no deliberate attempt or means provided for

ventilation, nevertheless a sewer will sooner or later ventilate

itself, and the longer this is delayed the worse are the conse-

quences.
VENTILATION OF SEWERS.

After some reference to the recent developments in bacteri-

ology, Mr. Read proceeds as follows :—
The object of a sewer is therefore to pass forward all liquid

and solid matters which cannot be satifactorily dealt with by

ventilation in the confined space within the sewers, to be

dealt with elsewhere under more favourable conditions. If

the sewage remains in a sewer long enough to doeompose it;

will generate gases, which want of sufficient ventilation will

only increase, as the microbes are working without sufficient

oxygen under adverse conditions. Ventilation does not pro-

duce nor increase the quantity of gases generated, but pre-

vents its accumulation, the quantity developed in a ventilated

sewer being entirely dependent upon its cleanliness, and also

on the cleanliness of the house drains discharging into it. As

the sewage rises and falls in the sewers the sides are alter-

nately wetted and dried, and the drier the outside atmosphere

is the more vapour it is capable of absorbing; therefore,

after a long spell of dry weather, when the air and everything

on the surface of the ground is dry, the wet^ surfaces of the

sewers n.atnrally supply moisture to the air and evaporate

quicker than at any other time and as watery vapour is con-

siderably lighter than air, it takes the easiest passage it can

find from the sewer to the outer air, and if the ventilation is

not so adjusted or balanced as to cause the gratings on the

road levels to act as inlets for air having a fair velocity some

of them may at any time during dry, warm weather become

outlets and cause a nuisance. This is especially so during a

fall in the barometriG pressure of the air, which releases a

further quantity of watery vapour and air from the sewers,

much in the same way as it releases " fire-damp " in a coal

mine.
No complaints of smells from manholes are received in the

winter months when there is plenty of rain or frost. They

always occur after a spell of dry weather during the summer
months; and this is the case not only in Gloucester but in

other towns, for out of forty-two towns recently applied to,

in eighteen the sewers were ventilated at the street level

only ;"twenty-four were like Gloucester—the street gratings

being supplemented by shafts above the houses. In twenty-

one complaints were numerous, in sixteen, not numerous,

and in five confined to particular districts in warm weather.

DlKFKDtTIKS OF VENTILATION.

The difficulties of the proper ventilation of sewers are both

legal and physical. All sanitary authorities have complete

control over the streets, and this, no doubt, led primarily to

the adoption of ventilators at the level of the surface of the

streets. For ventilating at any other position they require

the permission of the owners and teuants of houses, and the

result is that in all towns the manholes and ventilators at the

street level are much more numerous and of greater area of

openings than the shafts above the houses, and as long as this

proportion exists the street gratings are liable to become out-

lets instead of inlets at any moment. The practice of most

engineers for many years w.is to enlarge the area of the open-

ings at the street level, and if a complaint arose of a particular

mianhole to put in an additional one, with a view to dividing

or diluting the smell. After this iron and other pipes were
attached to houses, in most cases in addition to the manhole

ventilators in the streets; but the latter have always been the

most numerous, owing to the want of permission above men-

tioned. Ventilation, to be of any use, requires a current of

air passing in at the street level and out at the top of the

shafts above the houses ; bnt in order to effect this the shafts

above the houses must be more numerous than, and their

aggregate sectional area must be considerably in excess of,

the inlets at the street level between which they are placed

or the current will be feeble and liable to be reversed at any

moment.
My own opinion therefore is, as the result of the last twenty

years' constant watching and experimenting and considera-

tion of the subject, that the openings at the street level should

be reduced to a minimum compatible with keeping them free

from road dirt, and about 100 yards apart, while the shafts

above the houses should be as numerous as possible. Pro-

vided always that the ventilation should not bo asked to do

more than its legitimate work—that is, to deal with the

watery vapour rising from a clean sewer, and which can be

dealt with in no other way. Every effort ought to bo made,

both by construction; and flushing, to keep the sewers and

house dr.ains as clean as possible, for with the sewers at their

best they are what the house drains make them.

The natural tendency of watery vapour is to rise vertically

from any wet surface, whether it be the surface of the water

flowing along a sewer or the wetted sides of the sewer itself,

and to carry with it a certain amount of air or gas, or a

mixture of both, in which it is floating until it strikes the

crown of the sewer ; but the flow of water or sewage along a

sewer creates sufficient friction between its surface and that

of the air in the sewer to carry the air in the same direction

as the flow of the sewage, this motion being accelerated by

every discharge from the house drains and retarded by pa's,

ing every manhole, shaft or other opening, and by friction

against the crown of the sewer. With a quick flow- of water

down a sewer the air is forced along in waves in a very

marked manner.
Another difficulty is the variation of the temperature. In

winter the sewer air is generally warmer than the outside

air, and in summer it is generally cooler. While outside air

at the ground level may vary as much as 10 deg. in twelve

hours, that of a sewer will only vary 2 or 3 deg. in twenty-

four hours, and the temperature of the air at the top of a

ventilating shaft above a house would bo slightly cooler than

that at the street level. These variations in temperature are

modified by the action of the wind blowing across the top of

the shafts above the houses or by passing over a manhole, and

it is only by getting the iron shafts sufficiently numeroua

that their aggregate areas exceed that of the street manholes

and anything like a constant current can be established, and

the only way in which this can be done is by taking advant-

age of and working in the same direction as the natural

motions of the air within a sewer—that is to say, a current of

air entering at any manhole should follow the sewage down

the sewer until it reaches a shaft ventilator, up which it would

travel by the action of the wind passing over the top, pro-

vided the sum of the shaft areas is in excess of the areas of

the manhole gratings, and not vice versa, as is usually the case.

RECOMMENDATION'S.

As regards the ventilation, therefore, of the Gloucester

sewers, says Mr. Read in conclusion, I strongly recommend
that every other one of the existing street ventilators be

closed, thereby reducing the number to one half, and that

wherever possible more iron shafts be erected against the

houses. As regards the 4,765 yards of sewers previously

mentioned as only being self-cleansing under certain condi-

tions, some of these may be improved upon. In 1892 I re.

commended that the Victoria-street sewer should be relaid.

This recommendation was not adopted, but I was instrucied

to thoroughly clean the sewer. This was done, and the sewer

has worked very much bettor since that date than it did be-

fore ; at the same time I think it would be vci-y much better

to relay the sewer, as by doing so an improved fall could be

obtained.

Last year I brought forward a proposal to relay the Lower

Barton-street sewer from Millbrook-strect to the City bound-

ary, not that this sewer in itself is a bad one, but it was one

of" the main sewers of the old Barton Board, and was adopted

into the new system in 1875, and is some 2 ft. above the level

of the 1875 sewers at the Millbrook-street manhole. There-

fore in relaying this sewer I propose to lower it to that ex-

tent, and also to enlarge the upper part of it, with a view to

draining any new streets which may be developed on either

side of it, or for extending the city in this direction, and this

will also enable us to give some of the side streets draining

into it a very much better fall than they have at present.

The sewer also in Vanxhall-road is one of the old Barton

Board main trunk sewers, 15 in. diameter, but as it now only

drains the street itself a 9-in. pipe is ample for this purpose.

I therefore recommend that this be relaid accordingly. The

Barton-street sewer from the level crossing to Nettleton-road

was relaid in 1885, and the greater part of it cannot be im-

proved. It is flushed daily by the waste water from the baths

;

but the portion between Pound-court, where the baihs con-

nection comes in, and the railway gates are always more or

less troublesome, and I propose to deal with this portion by

relaring and reversing the direction of its ficm- into the deeper
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main sewer at tlie corner of Station-road, by which a better
fall can be obtainefl for this length. In the foundry district

the sewers in AVorrall-street, Connsell-streot and Columbia-
street could be improved by relaying.
With regard to flushing, we have already nine automatic

flushing tanks in operation, twelve connections from the
Twyver, and five from the Sudbrook and its brandies. We
have also tweuty-nine sluice valves from the dead ends of water
mains connected to the summits of branch servers, which
answer the double purpose of scouring out the water mains
and iiushing the sewers. There are twenty-seven other dead
ends of water mains now terminating with fire plugs at the
road level which can be similarly treated, and I recommend
this to bo done. ... I propose to increase the nomber
of tanks to twelve.

In cases whore tlie sewers are shallow a connection direct

to the water main is preferable, because by opening the valve
we get the full pressure of from 401b. to 601b. per square
inch from the water main, whereas an automatic tank de-

pends for its etficiency rather on the volume of the water
than on its pressure, and anything less than 3 ft. head of

water in a tank is of little use.

I am of opinion that if the corporation will sanction these
recommendations the sewers of Gloucester will then be as
perfect as it is possible to make them, and I estimate the cost

of the necessary works at £3,000.

THE GREAT CITY FIRE.

CONCLUSION OP EVIDENCE.
Mr. S. F. Langham, the city coroner, resumed the inquiry

into the origin of the Cripplegate fire, on Thursday, the 6th
inst.

Lient.-Colonel Arthur Eotton, j.p., chairman of the Fire
Brigade Committee of the London County Council, was called,
and in reply to the City solicitor said that his committee only
exercised a control over the brigade through the chief officer;

but, assuming that complaints were made as to their efficiency
at any particular fire, the complaints would bo brought before
the committee. He could not enter into the report which
had been made by Commander Wells, it being of a private
nature. Never during the time that he had held office had
any complaint reached his oars as to the sufficiency or in-
eutBciency of the City hydrants, and no suggestion had ever
been made that the brigade at tlie present moment were
underhorsed. Keplying to the jury, ho said that his ccm-
mittee were partly one of finance. They considered the re-
commendations of their chief officers, and such recommenda-
tions, after receiving their consideration, wore reported to the
council. He regretted being unable to supply all the informa-
tion that was required, but said that the court must bear in
mind that a committee of the county council were very much
like the Cabinet. Whatever took place at a meeting of the
Cabinet w.as private until it came out in the Honseof Commons.
If they -were to put a Cabinet Minister in the bo.x he would,
though he might desire to give information, be unable to give
it. Continuing, he said that politics certainly did not inter-
fere with his committee, and added that, although he himself
did not belong to the party who were in the majorit}- on the
Fire Brigade Committee, he was unanimously elected chair-
man of that body. He was perfectly in accord with Com-
mander Wells in his work, and, so far as he knew, there was
nothing in his evidence to which ho could take exception.
Commander Wells was looked upon as one of the most valu-
able officers they had ever had.

Mr. John F. Dank, a consulting engineer with a record of
twenty-eight y.'ars in the Metropolitan Fire Brigiide, said
that he had had considerable experience of City fires and was
fully acquainted with the various streets and lanes. He said
he would first suggest the construction, ,at the junctions of
most of the streets where there were large buildings, of under-
ground tanks 6ft. by 6ft. and 4ft. deep, which could be sup-
plied by water from the mains. He had seen one at Salford,
and believed that several were in use at Leeds. Telephones
should also, he thought, be placed at convenient intervals for
communication with the nearest fire stations, while, in order
that the fire engines might alw,ays be under ste.am, boilers
ought to be fixed .at the fire stations for connection to them.
He advocated the keeping of two engines in each station. He
had seen a chemical fire engine at Liverpool, but; did not
recommend their use. Water towers as used in America
would not, lie thought, suit the city. He had been at an ex-
periment with one, and it took quite twenty minutes to fet
into operation. That was the great objection to it. He
could only suggest that a quicker call might have s.aved the
great conflagration. The engines of the brigade were all verv
good, .ind could throw sufficient water if they had the ste.am
up. Since he left the brigade better appliances than in his
time had been introduced. Ho believed, however, that by
the tank system the brigade might dispense with some of tlie
engines. No one had asked him to put forward his views
and it was done solely for the good of the brigade and the
public.

At the following day's sitting,

Mr. Ernest Coj,li.\-s, engineer to the New River Com-
pany, gave evidenoe in regard to. the quantity of water used
at the fire. That, he said, would give a depth of 5 ft. over

the whole area. He did not know whether there was any
city in England with a pressure in the mains as low as 35 lb.
That pressure would be equal to an 80- ft. head of water from
the p.-iyement level. He would find out the pressure in the
mains in seven of the largest cities in England, and make a
report to the coroner. In many parts of the City, he thought,
the construction of underground tanks would bo impracti-
cable, but in cases where the committee wished them put in,
his directors, he wasperfectly certain, would give them every
facility for doing so.

Mr. John Hatchett, f.r.i.b.a., stated that, in his opinion,
the spread of the fire was largely due to the well holes or
lighting areas in the buildings, which were generally badly
constructed.

Commander Wells, recalled, said that it was a matter for
tho consideration of the jury whether some very active agent
did not start the fire. He was taking into account the two
factors of time and the space covered by the fire. With re-
gard to the question of Avater tanks, lie would like it to be dis-
tinctly understood that he was the expert responsible to the
people of London, and that joining issue with.an irresponsible
consulting engineer— a quondam subordinate—was a matter
which considerably interfered with him when the fire bri.
gade, consisting of 1,000 men, had to be governed as a service
in a strictly naval sense. Ho was sure he could assist the
jury by touching lightly on the jiointe raised if they would
allow him. In the first place, he would ask them to consider
that, even if Mr. Dane could find room for the suggested
tanks in the most suitable places, observing also that the dis-
tribution should be general, was it scientific, or even common
sense, for him to lose sight of the following fact: The water
company supplied 3.51b. pressure in tho mains, and the
vacuum created by the steam engine was 15 lb. Did Mr.
Dane think it likely that he was going to throw away that;
501b. of iiressure ? He thought it right to offer them that
hint, as the matter was under consideration. Since he had
been in the brig.ide he had always encouraged his men to
suggest to him any ideas they might have for more efficient
appliances, and he had many ideas from the men in the bri-
gade. He was quite certain that had Mr. Dane had the
courage of his convictions when a member of the brigade he
(Mr. Dane) would have been welcomed for any help that he
might have been able to give to his superior oificers. The
tanks might be suitable in some places. On the question of
telephones, the system of fire-alarm was of primary import-
ance, and if the brigade had had the alarm earlier in this
case it would have been much better. It was jiurely a
matter of degree. TIio question of having the steam kept
up in the fire engines had received much consider.ation by
the authorities. There was a system of running steam from
one boiler into tho boilers of the steamers. There was
another system of keeping the fires alight in the steamers,
but it had hitherto been found best to keep the water boiling
by means of a Bunsen burner, which system had the addi-
tional advantage of keeping the fuel dry. Witness did not
wish to say that there might not be improvements effected,
but did not think the brigade had been behindhand in adopt-
ing suggestions. He thought that more bricks should be
used in the construction of lighted areas and the draught
stopped.

.SUMMING-UP AND VERDICT.
The coroner commenced his summing-up shortly before

II o'clock on Wednesday morning. In the course of his
speech to tho jury ho said the first question ts be considered
was where the fire originated, and there could be no doubt,
ho thought, on that point. A more important consideration
was as to the cause of the fire. The evidence of Prof. Red-
wood, which was very valuable, proved, he considered, that
it could not have been caused by spontaneous combustion.
The theory of a gas explosion causing the conflagration was
dealt with, the evidence read showing that that could hardly
have been the primary cause of the fire. There was no doubt,
from tho evidence of all the experts, that some powerful
flame must have been applied to produce prompt ignition.
An .all-important question was, therefore, whether tho firo
was wilfully caused. The jury, he added, would also have to
consider the question whether there had been any delay on
the part of the fire brigade when they came upon tho scene
of the disaster.

On the return of the jury into court, at twenty-five minutes
to 8, the foreman intimated that, whilst they had agreed
as to the verdict, they were not unanimous on the various
points put to them by the coroner before they deliberated.
However, as to the main question, they were agreed. The
fire, they had decided, originated on the first floor of 15 Well-
street, E.G., in the occupation of Messrs. Waller & Brown,
been 12.45 and 12.50 p.m. on Novemlier 19, 1897, by the igni-
tion of a stack of goods. It was not caused by spontaneous
combustion, nor by an explosion of gas, neither was it an
accidental fire. In their opinion it was wilfully fired by some
person or persons unknown. There was no delay on the part
of the fire brigade after the receipt of the call, theaiipliances,
steamers and water were sufficient, but the coal was not.
The cause of the rapid spread of the fire was due to the stylo
and construction of the building, the narrowness of the streets,
the late call and the furtlier del.ay of fourteen minutes from
th<. time of receiving the call to getting the first steamer to
work. They recommended that the area of the fire should
be 60 reconstrxicted as to hare greater regard for the safety
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of the adjacent property, and that in all new buildings of the

class matchboard lining should bo prohibited for walls and
ceilings, and that all walls and ceilings should be plastered

or covered with fire-resisting material.

The foreman next intimated that the jnry had added a
rider, to the effect that, while of opinion that the officers and
men of the London Fire Brigade were ecjual or superior to

any similar body of men, they were not satisBed that the

brigade's methods and appliances were such as they should

be, and they accordingly made the following recommendations

:

The fire-alarms should be fixed to or near every post-box ; that

the position of all hj-drants be uniformly indicated on the

walls or lamps throughout Greater London ; that, unless

arrangements can be made whereby steamers can bo got to

work more quickly, the pressure in the water mains should

be increased, to make the hydrants more effective ; that gas

stop-cocks should be placed outside all premises; that two
steamers be kept always on the steam at the following City

stations ; Watling-street, Whitocross-street, Whitofriars and
Bishopsgate-street ; that better means be adopted for utilising

the volume of water in the mains ; that all facilities be afforded

by occupiers of buildings to members of the fire brigade, in

order that they may bo better acquainted with the geography

of their buildings.

WATER SUPPLY IN JAMAICA.

EXPERIENCES OF A DIVINER.
The following narrative was recently received by The Ddily

Mail from its correspondent at Kingston :

—

The island of Jamaica has had a short but lively experience

of the ways and wiles of the water- diviner, writes our corre-

spondent at Kingston.

For considerably over six months one of the fraternity of

the willow wand has been exploring the nooks and valleys of

the Gem of the Antilles, and more especially her desert

places, in the hope and expectation that a full and flowing

stream of limpid water would reward his mystic operations.

But the object of his many peregrinations has not yet been
attained. He came, he saw, but he left again with the forces

of Nature in that tropical isle still unconquerod, and carrying
with him the jeers of the sceptical, the mournful complaints
of erstwhile disciples—and also a considerable sum of public

money—in return for his valuable services. In reference to

this latter, the parties responsible for his presence in the
island are experiencing an uncomfortable shaking in their

shoes, and the end of the matter, so far as this is concerned,
is not yet. The causes which led to his coming to the colony
were as follows

:

During the past two years Jamaica has suffered extremely
from long and continued droughts. Water at times was so

scarce that it had to be conveyed by the railway in tanks
from Kingston to spots where the supply was inadequate for

the necessities of the inhabitants. Those who possessed
springs on their properties had a pro tern, gold mine. ^Vater

was sold by the quart at extraordinary prices, and
WELLS HAD TO UK GUARDED

night and day by their owners to prevent theft. Tin's in a
country whose name signifies "the Isle of Springs" was
somewhat of an anomaly, and various schemes wore pro-

posed for the digging of wells and the locating of under-
ground streams.

During the discussion of the matter one of the honourable
members of the Legislative Council of the island had gone on
a visit to England. While there he was taken with the then
popular craze of water-divining. He investigated the sub-

ject, saw a diviner himself, and wrote out to Jamaica advo-
cating the engagement of one of these professional water-
finders. The chairman of one of the local parochial boards,
and an ex-member of the Legislative Council, took up the
matter vigorously in Jamaica. The proposal was made to

several of the parishes whose inhabitants had felt the drought
severely, was excitedly canvassed and discussed, and eventu-
ally the diviner was engaged. His terms were the payment
of his passage to and from Jamaica, maintenance while there,
and a foe of £50 for each parish visited. Five parishes voted
the sum required, and cventnally the diviner arrived. He
travelled over various parts of the country, and, rod in hand,
pointed out innumerable spots where water would be found.
The enthusiasm was immense. He was followed by a huge

crowd wherever he wont, and hisgoingsand comingsfrom parish
to parish became triumphal processions. He was entertained

IN A MOST ROYAL MANNKR,
the houses of all were open to him, and two local companies
were formed to carry on boring operations for water at the
spots pointed out by him. True, one or two little incidents
marred his triumphs. Once, when at Mandevillo, a charming
village in the hills, he pegged out part of the course of a sub-
terranean stream and retired to a sumptuous lunch at a neigh-
bouring hotel. In his absence some wags removed his pegs
and lined out a totally different course. On his return the
diviner took up the new direction and continued it for over
100 yards more, and did not discover his mistake until one of
his admirers pointed out the deception. But no borings for
water had yet been made, and the authoritative statements
of the diviner were unchallenged. At length the necessary
implements were obtained, ancl an attempt was made at

several points to reach the water so confidently indicated. At
one point where water was predicted as at a depth of 40 ft

a boring -of 150 ft. was made, with the only result that no
water could bo found, the machinery eventually broke down,
and after going down about 200 ft. the borer could not be
extracted. The same ridiculous result occurred in other
places, and np to the present at none of the points indicated

by the diviner has water been found.
The water-findo'r has left the island discomfited, and the

auditor-general is now asking who ia responsible for the £30
voted and paid by each of the five parochial boards. This
incredulous ofBoial fails to see how public uioney could be
legitimately used for foes to a water-divinor, and has inti-

latod that the parties regponsiblg for the payments are
I personally responsible.

SOUTH LON DON ART GALLERY.

OPENING CEREMONY.
Sir Edward Poynter, the president of the Royal Academy,

performed the opening ceremony, on Thursday, in connection
with this gallery and institute, which is situated in the
vicinity of the Camberwell Vestry Hall. Among those present
were ; Mr. D. C. Preston (chairman of the vestry), who pre-

sided, the Bishop of Rochester, Sir Wyke Bayliss, Mr. Pass,

more Edwards, Lieut. -Colonel Dalbiac, M.i'., Lady Biirne-

Jones, Mr. M. B. Adams (the architect). Sir B. Samnelson, Mr.
W. Scott- Scott (chairman of the Libraries and Museums Com-
mittee of the vestry), Mr. C. L. Barns (head master of the
institute), and Mr. C. W. Tagg (vestry clerk).

Owing to enlargements by the addition of a school of arts

and crafts and the building of a new frontage the South
London Fine Art Gallery, which was opened some years ago
by the Prince of Wales, has been practically re-modcUed. The
new frontage will form a conspicuous feature in the Peckham-
road, as the site occupies a commanding position nearly oppo-
site the Camberwell Central Library, and not far from the
well-known church of St. Giles. The purpose of the new
building is two-fold—t'i;., to furnish a suitable and more com-
modious entrance to the art galleries, which are situated to

the rear of the site, and to supply accommodation for the
Camberwell School of Arts and Crafts, which will be carried
on by the Technical Education Board and the Pnblic Libraries
and Museums Authority of Camberwell. The ground plan
includes the modelling studio, the entrance to the galleries

and schools, the director's office, men's cloak-room and con-
veniences. In the basement are workshops for metal workers,
enamellers and wood carvers. A residence is provided for
the caretaker. To the left of the basement a through way is

continued a few feet below the ground level as an approach
to the rear premises, and a public garden with greenhouses, &c.
On the mezzanine level a ladies' retiring-room is located, with
a lavatory, Ac, approached from the main staircase, and also

by waj' of tlie gallery in the modelling studio, which is 18 ft.

higli. The half-space studio, likewise at the mezzanine level,

is intended for the execution of smaller works. On the top
floor there are two largo studios extending over the whole
area of the building, excepting the part occupied by a care-

taker's-room and conveniences. The portal is flanked by
monolithic Ionic columns, and on the keystone of the arch-
way is a dedication cartouche, in copper and bronze gilt, bear-

ing the name of the late Lord Leighton, who was the first

president of the South London Art Galleries.

The building is executed in red brick, with Portland stone
dressings, and in the gable over the entrance is located a
sculptured group representing "Architecture," "Painting"
and " Sculpture." The floors and staircases throughout are
of fireproof construction. The fai^ade faces the south, so that

the large windows of the studios are situated towards the back
of the building, whore a line north light is obtained. Mr. J. O.
Richardson, of Peckham, was the builder, and the architect,

Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.i.B.A. Mr. H. Hogan acted as
clerk of works. The cost of the building, an illustration of

which appeared in Thk Sukvevor of April 10, 1S9 was be-

tween £6,U0O and £7,000.

CONTAMINATION OF WATER SUP LI S.

DUTIES OP LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
A circular has been addressed by the Local Government

Board to town councils, urban district councils and rural

district councils whose water supplies are partly within the
limits of supply of water companies, reminding each council
that, subject to the rights of any water company or other
body responsible for securing a proper and sufficient supply
of water, that it behoves them to take every precaution to

secure that the water which they deliver to the consumers
shall be protected from risk of contamination. The circular

suggests that each council shoidd make themselves ac-

quainted with the sources, nature and quality of the various

supplies in all parts of their district, and in every case in

which the result of their inquiries is unsatisfactory should

take steps to supplement or improve the supplies. It further

points out matters on which it is desirable that accurate in-

formation should be procured touching the sources of supply

and the possibility of contamiDation,
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The Septic Tank System.
CRITICISM AND DEFENCE.

We have been reqnestecl to publish the following corres-

pondence, which has appeared in certain journals in the West

of England :—
LETTER FROM MR. A. F. SOMERVILLE,

Chairman, DrniDage Committee, Somersetshire County Council.

The recent Local Government Board inquiry at Exeter has

enabled the public to form a better idea of the results ob-

tained under the system for treating sewage, to which the

patentee and inventor, the able city surveyor, Mr. Cameron,

has given the name of " The Septic Tank System." It is

evident that neither time nor labour lias been spared to bring

this system to as high a condition of perfection as was pos-

sible daring the last fifteen months. What, however, is the

result ? Unfortunately, as the scheme was not opposed, the

jiublic has not had the advantage of learning how the evidence

in favour of the system would have stood the test of cross-

examination, except so far as the official cross-examination by
one of the inspectors, Dr. Thompson, can be considered to be

a test. One of the advantages of the system claimed by the

patentee is that it "practically disposes of the sludge by
solution."

Does it do so ? Mr. Cameron said in his evidence, speaking

of the present tank at Belle Isle, " There were 80 cubic yards

of solid deposit." If precipitation had been adopted the

amount " that would have to be estimated would be over 600
cubic yards." That means that two-fifteenths are not dis-

posed of b}' solution. These SO yards were obtained from a
population of 1,500, whore there were no factories, in fifteen

months. This is equal to 6-1 yards in twelve months. Six

thousand inhabitants would proportionately yield 256 yards
in the same time, but if there are factories the insoluble de-

posit would be increased somewhat.
No evidence was given as to how this deposit u-ns to he removed;

and, though it was suggested that it was only necessai-y to

remove it once a year, no attempt has as j'et been made to

remove it.

What, at E.xeter, however, is to be done with the sewage
during the cessation of work in the tank wliile the deposit is

being removed " At Exeter the experts were in no difficulty,

for they evidently considered any intermediate treatment of

the sewage quite an unnecessary piece of work, and, as if

they were solving a problem in algebra, said " Let ai (Exe)
represent the purifying medium."

Dr. Louis Woodhead said: " No need to treat the sewage
at all if it had been taken half a mile down the river." Dr.

Dupre would " let the whole of the sewage of Exeter pass
into the Exe without treating it." Dr. Rideal said lie would
" be prepared to discharge the untreated sewage into the Exe

;

and, were it not for a sentimental objection (did he mean a
scentimental objection ?) this might be done."
That is all very well where there is a very weak sewage

and a good-sized tidal river ; but how about towns situated
on small inland streams and rivers? It is quite clear that
they would not be allowed to turn the sewage into the streams
and rivers; and to turn it onto laud near dwellings would
be to create a nuisance and render the authority liable to

proceedings to abate such nuisance.

Putting aside, however, this question, and the further one
that some time must elapse after the tank has been emptied
to re-establish the biological conditions which are necessary
for treating the sewage by this system, it is clear that the
operation of the tank is affected, moreover, by the rainfall.
Mr. Cameron said " with a dry weather Uovv the sewage
would remain forty-five hours in the tank ; but with j-in.

rainfall only seven hours." Dr. Woodhead said "a heavy
rainfall would be deleterious and interfere with the process."
Dr. Dupre expressed a similar opinion, and so did Mr. Dibdin,
who said " the storm water would wash out their living
machine, the bacteria."

To remedy this it was proposed, of course, to turn the
surplus sewage into the Exe, and though Mr. Cameron him-
self proposed to send it after passing through the tank, the
experts all advised that the surplus sewage should be cut off
by a storm overflow before entering the tank. As an alterna-
tive, it might lie turned on to some land, which, being sodden
by the rain, would, however, have no purifying eifect on it.

However, as the effluent would ultimately come into the Exe
and the Exe wotdd stand anything, the expel ts were quite
happy. What about other places which haven't an obliging
Exe '^ It would seem that they must provide themselves
with a sewage farm.
To sum up, under normal conditions the septic tank system

reduces a large amount of solids to a solntion, but it still
leaves a considerable quantity of solid deposit to be removed
from the tank; how this is to be done has not yet been dis-
closed. If, instead of normal conditions, there is a disturb-
ing rainfall, the surplus sewage, over and above the normal
amount treated by the tank, mnst be dealt with on a sewage
farm. I hardly think this is " practically disposing of the
sludge by solution or reducing the sludge to an inappreciable
quantity."

Dr. Rideal, who was one of Mr. Cameron's chief supporters
said ;

" The septic tank was not a proper method of dealin"

with sewage unaided, aud that its only use was to remove a
considerable quantity of suspended matter ; the solids in sus-

pension in the tank effluent were dealt with by the filters."

Now, it is clear from this and other evidence that the tank
effluent is not, under any circumstances, fit to be turned into

a river, except, of course, the Exe, though it might be prefer-

able to turn the raw sewage into that river. Hence it is to

the filters that we must look for the work of rendering the
effluent fit to be turned into, not only the Ese, but any stream.
Now, though it can be shown, and it follows as a matter

of course, that the effluent from a septic tank is fouler than
one from a precipitation tank, yet with a large enough filter

and sufficient rest it is still quite possible to produce an ex-

cellent filtrate. It is probably only a question of cost, but
that may be prohibitive. Very good results were obtained
at Exeter from the samples taken by Mr. Martin, Mr.
Cameron's assistant, but it is to be noted that ho says "the
samples were taken during a spell of fine weather."
At Yeovil, liowevcr, we were informed by the borough

surveyor, Mr. Armytage, that " the Yeovil Council were not
satisfied with the effluent obtained from the work as at pre-

sent constructed." Mr. Martin, under whose supervision
these works were erected, said " he was not satisfied with the
present state of the filters. As for final purification, it was
not sufficient for after-treatment on land."

There was rather an amusing conflict of evidence between
Mr. Armytage and Mr. Martin as to the construction of the
Y'eovil works. In the report of his evidence Mr. Armytage
is represented as saying that " they did everything that the
patentees asked them to do at Yeovil, except that the filter-

ing medium was not quite as fine as it ought to have been.
That deviation was made because the Yeovil Corpoi-ation acere

being pressed for time^ owing to ati injunction issued against
them." I am afraid a plea that the Yeovil Council was so
pressed for time by the injunction that they could not reduce
the filtering medium from an average of fin. to i in. will not
avail, if it is necessary to take further proceedings under the
injunction !

But now let us see what Mr. Martin says. " They decided
to provide a tank and two filters, with the addition of a re-

serve filter. The object nf this was not to purify the sewage of
Yeovil, but they were laid down as an experiment to ascertain
whether such a foul manufacturing sewage as that of Yeovil
was amenable to that treatment." Mr. Martin says nothing
about the injunction, you will observe. It is a pity that Mr.
Martin and Mr. Armytage did not agree to tell the same tale.

From the evidence, however, it is clear that they are very
hopeful at Yeovil. Hope, however, sometimes " tells a
flattering tale." There is no obliging Exe at Yeovil ; but,
instead, a sulky Yeo, which has for many years been saturated
with sewage, and refuses to make any further attempt at
purification. If the septic tank system is adopted at Yeovil
it must probably be in connection with a sewage farm, and
there will be no saving, certainly, in expense.
Now a word as to the cost of this system. In a pamphlet

issued by the patentees they say " the cost of new tanks may
be estimated at £70 to £80 per 1,000 for population between
5,000 and 10,000, and proportionately for larger or lesser
numbers. When filtration of the effluent is necessary the
cost of suitable filter-beds varies from £150 to £250 per 1,000
of the population."

Well, for Exeter, with 37,000, or say 40,000, we may take
it, 1 imagine, that tanks and filters should not exceed £300
per 1,000 population; or, for40,000 population, £12,000. Now,
the proposed new works at Exeter, as the town clerk said,
" in round numbers come to £30,000, besides £6,.500 for
purchase of land and £3,500 for contingencies, a total of
£-10,000." That would give £1,000 per 1,000 of population,
as against £300. It may be said that the £300 per 1,000
population is only for actual construction of tanks and
filters, and no extras are included, no flushing tanks or inter-
cepting sewers. If so, the estimate is misleading, and can
only be intended as a bait for unwary sanitary authorities.
At Exeter no less a sum than £14,242 is put down as the cost
of intercepting sewers .iiid flushing tanks; for the outfall
works, £15,240. If we take this last item, it will be seen that
it is considerably over the estimated cost of, say, £12,000.
One more point, and I have finished. It Avas stated in the

account given of the septic tank at the time of the inquiry
that " no trace of sulphuretted hj'drogen is found. No special
provision was made for the removal of gases formed in the
tank, nor has any such been found necessary, as at no time
is there any appreciable piessure." Mr. Dibdin also said he
" found no sulphretted hydrogen in the tanks ; there was not
the slightest smell of sulphretted hydrogen or other odorous
gas. But Dr. Eideal evidently did not agree with Mr.
Dibdin, for ho says: " A good deal of inflammable g.as was
given off by the tank during the digestion of the sewage."
But stronger proof than this was given by the unfortunate
accident to Mr. Creer, city surveyor of York, caused by an
explosion of the gases when he was in the chamber of the
septic tank at Exeter making an examination.

It may be said that the remarks are premattu'e, as the re
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port of the inqniry at Exeter has not yet been issued by the
Local Government Board; in reply, however, it maybe urged
that Exeter, with a weak domestic sewage containing prob-

ably a low percentage of insoluble soliils, and a convenient
tidal river close at hand, is in a peculiar position, and some of

the objections wliich have been put forward ia the letter

against the echeme would not apply with the same force

with regard to the sewage of Exeter as they would when ap-

plied to otlior places.

My oljject is to show that, however clever tlie sclieine may
be, and however attractive a proposal t(j do away with the
sludge difficulty must bo to sanitary authorities, the scheme
has not yet fulfilled all it professed to bo able to do ; that,

moreover, there are serious objections to it ; and that, as re-

gards cost, it will probably be found to be even more expensive,

where everything has to be taken into consideration, than
other schemes producing results certainly equal to, and in

many instances better than, those obtained under the septic

tank system.—Yours, &c.,

A. F. SOMERVILLE.
December 11, 1897.

LRTTER FROM MR. A. J. MARTIN.
City Surveyor's Office, Exeter.

December 20, 1897.

Sir,—My attention has been called to Mr. A. F. Somerville's

letter which appears in The Welts Journal of the 16th inst.

As my name has been somewhat freely used in this letter, I

shall be glad if you will give me the opportunity of replying
to it.

Mr. Somerville regrets that " the public has not had the

advantage of learning how the evidence in favour of the

system would have stood the tost of cross-examination, except
in so far as the official cross-examination by one of the in-

spectors. Dr. Thomson, can bo considered to bo a test." It

Mr. Somerville desires an abler or more searching cross-

examination than that to which the evidence was subjected
by the inspectors throughout the three days occupied by the
inquiry, he is hard to please.

He takes Exception to the claim made in behalf of the
system that it practically disposes of the " sludge by solu-

tion," the ground of his objection being that two-fifteenths
of the solids are not so disposed of. Those of your readers
who are conversant with the treatment of sewage will be
able to judge how far a system which gets rid of tliirteen-

fifteenths of the sewage solids, and, what is of still more im-
portance, does away with the necessity of running off the
sludge daily or at intervals of two or three days, justifies the
claim referred to.

Mr. Somerville surmises, not unnaturally perhaps, that "if

there are factories the insoluble deposit will be increased
pomewhat." There are factories at Yeovil ; and, after more
than twelve months' working with the exceptionally foul

sewage of this town, Mr. Armytage stated that he can detect
absolutely no deposit in the tank.

Mr. Somerville states — and emphasises the statement
with italics—that "no evidence was given as to when this

deposit was to be removed." The proposal made at the inqtiiry

was to pump it into trenches. In other places more favour-
ably situated as to levels it will run off by gravitation. In
either case the cost of removing it will be trilling compared
with the expense incurred in disposing of tlie sludge.

Mr. Somerville's difficulty as to the disposal of the sewage
while a tank is being cleaned is not insuperable. While one
tank is out of use the whole of the sewage will be sent
through the other tanks. The necessary " biological condi-
tions " will be re-established in a tank, after cleaning, by run-
ning into it a supply of ofllaent from tho other tanks.

Mr. Somerville quotes opinions expressed by some of tho
witnesses, to the effect that a very heavy rainfall would in

certain conceivable cases interfere wiih the process. But
when the facts of the case were gone into it was found that,

instead of a flow which would wash solid matter out of the
tanks, as had been suggested, the greatest velocity would be
only 5 in. per minute. Keferring to this, Mr. Thudichum
testified, not as an opinion, but as the result of long-continued
observation, that even seven times this velocity would not
interfere with the separation of the solid matter. The " living
machine " of which Mr. Dibdin spoke is present in tho
solid matter in the tanks; and as long as the How is not rapid
enough to remove this (and it never would be rapid enough)
the case referred to in Mr. Dibdiu's reply, in which this living
machine would be washed out, does not arise.

If Mr. Somerville had read tho report of the inqniry with
ordinary care he would rot have blundered into the state-

ment that " the surplus sewago " over and above the normal
amount treated bj' the tank must be dealt with on a sewage
farm, for it was given in evidence that both tanks and filters

would deal with two and a half times the normal flow before
any overflow takes place. He seems greatly exercised by tho
fact that in time of extraordinary heavy rainfall there will

be a storm overflow into the Exe, and asks, " What about
other places which haven't an obliging Exe " ? Surelj- Mr.
Somerville is not quite so ignorant as he would have us be-
lieve. It is tolerably well known that in other places under
similar circumstances the surplus sewago goes into the most
convenient watercourse, for the simple re.ason that works
which will deal completely at all times with the whole wot
weather flow of sewage would cost more than any town could
afford to pay.

Mr. Somerville is at some pains to prove that the tank alone
does not sufficiently purify the sewage to admit of its being
turned into a river. Why he should take this trouble it is

hard to see, since we provide filters for the express purpose
of completing the purification. Dr. Rideal's evidence is quoted
to the effect that " the septic tank is not a proper method of
dealing with sewago unaided." It is a safe statement. The
same thing might be said with equal or greater truth of any
other preliminary treatment. But when Mr. Somerville goes
on to say that the effluent from a septic tank is fouler than
one from a precipitations tank, he pits his imagination againsr,

ascertained facts. In the same report from which he took In's

notes occurs the evidence of Dr. Dnpre, who says that by tho
septic treatment " there is more purification than by any
chemical precipitation than I know of."

Mr. Somerville is frank enough to admit that with a " large
enough filter and sufficient rest it is still quite possible tr>

produce an excellent filtrate. It is, probably, only a question
of cost ; hut that mny be prohibitive." The italics in this caso
do not occur in the origin.il. I use them to call attention to
Mr. Somerville's peculiar preference for conjecture in placo
of fact. If the cost had been prohibitive it ia not likely that
the system would have been adopted by the Council of Exeter
or by other authorities throughout the country who have
taken it up in the plac<! of the more costly and less efficient

sytenis hitherto in vogue.
Referring to " very good results " obtained from samples

taken by me, Mr. Somerville goes on to say, " but it is to be
noted that he" (Mr. Martin) says 'the samples were taken
during a spell of fine weather.'" It will be plain to anyone
who reads the report that my words here quoted relate, not to
the samjiles before referred to as yielding very good results
(which were taken in all kinds of weather), but to a particu-
lar set of samples taken for the purpose of ascertaining the
rate of flow through the tank.

Mr. Somerville asserts that there was "rather an amusing
conflict of evidence " between Mr. Armytage and myself, but
he fails to show how or where the conflict occurred. He
quotes an extract from Mr. Armytage's evidence as to tho
circumstances under which the works were laid down, with
which I am in entire accord. Then follows a quotation from
my evidence as to the provision made and the object in view,
in which there is certainly nothing conflicting with Mr. Army-
tage's evidence. He adds that I say nothing about the in-

junction. There w.as no occasion for me to do so, for Mr.
Armytage has already stated that there was an injunction
issued

i and in any case it had bearing on the points in which
I w.as giving evidence. From Mr. Somerville's remarks—

•

" It is a pity that Mr. Martin and Mr. Armytage did not
agree to tell tho same tale !

"—it would seem that his views
on the subject of giving evidence are on a par with his ideas
of fair play.

Mr. Somerville quotes a pamphlet issned by the patentees
as to the cost of the system, comparing the figures given
therein with the official estimate for the Exeter works. On
the basis laid down in the pamphlet he takes it that the " tanks
and filters " should not exceed £300 per 1,000 population.
By dint of taking the population provided for at 40,000, in-

stead of 47,000, and adding to the cost of the above-men-
tioned works that of fencing, caretaker's cottage and irriga-

tion works, he is able to show a co.st per ],000 somewhat
above that mentioned in the pamphlet, which, by the way,
was issned close on two years ago. But in order to make a
really effective caso against the system, he further throws
in tlie cost of sewers, flushing tanks, &c., Ac, and because an
estimate eipresshj given as for septic tanks andfiltcr.'' does not
cover also the cost of sewering the city, he denounces the
estimate as " misleading " and intended as a bait for unwary
sanitary authorities. It is difficult to find words to describe
such critici.sm as this. Your readers will doubtless have
formed their own opinion concerning it.

Mr. Somerville's "one more point "is a fitting climax to

his remarkable letter. After referring to Mr. Dibdin's state-

mont that he "found no sulphuretted hydrogen in the tanks;
there was not the slightest smell of sulphuretted hydrogen or
other odorous gas," he goes on to say :

" But Dr. Rideal evi-

dently did not agree with Mr. Dibdin, for he says, ' A good
deal of inflammable gas was given off by the tank during the
digestion of the sewage.' " Where on earth does the discre-

pancy come in, or how does the fact that Mr. Creer was un-
fortunate enough to burn himself somewhat severely with
the gases of the tank, in any degree conflict with Mr. Dibdin's
statement.

Mr. Somerville says that the Exeter sewage is " weak,"
" containing, probably, a low percent.age of insoluble solids."

The city analyst finds it to be "a strong sewage," "contain-
ing a rather largo amount of suspended matter." Yonr
readers will be able to choose between Mr. Somerville's con-
jectures and Mr. I'erkins' facts.

Mr. Somerville I'epeatedly harps upon the fact that Exeter
is situated on a good-sized river, which becomes tidal a short
distance below the city, and suggests that the system pro-

posed to bo used here would not be applicable to towns situ-

ated on inland streams and rivers. If he had followed the
evidence at all carefully he would have seen that the filtered

effluent is not only " much better than water taken from the
river, ' but "such as might safely be dischai-ged into any run-
ning stream."

Mr. Somerville has advanced a largo number of objections
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to the scheme, and has failed to make good any one of them.
I feel that some apology is due to yonr readers for following
him in detail through his long and rambling letter. As, how-
ever, ho occupies .1 position in which he might fairly have
been expected to have some sense of responsibility as to his

public utterances, perhaps I may be pardoned for noticing

this letter, I am, sir, yours, Ac,
Arthur J. Martin.

MR. SOMERVILLe's SECOND LETTER.
Sir,—If one ventures to make disparaging remarks about

the child, one is pretty sure to hear some rather forcible and
personal remarks about one's self fi^om the mother or nurse
in charge of the infant, so I ought not to comijlaiu of the

tone of Mr. Martin's reply to my former letter. I will de.al

with that reply as shortly as I can. The chief points which
I raised in my letter dealt with the follovping matters :

—

1. Quantity and removal of insoluble matters.

2. Effect of rainfall on efficient working of the system, and
the treatment of the storm overflow.

3. Yeovil sewage : discrepancy between the statements
made liy Mr. Martin and Mr. Armytage.

4. The cost of the system.
5. Presence of gases in the tank.

1. Mr. M.irtin does not dispute the fact that there remains
two-fifteenths— i'.e., about 14 per cent.—of insoluble matter in

the Exeter sewage which must be removed from the tank.
From 45,000 pei'sons, on the basis obtained from 1,500 at

Belle Isle, there will be 1,920 tons of insoluble deposit in

twelve months. This, Mr. Martin now tells us, but it does
not appear in the report quoted by me in my previous letter,

will be pumped into trenches. What is to be subsequently
done with it he does not divulge, nor does he tell us whether
it is possible to extract the insoluble deposit without removing
the rest of the contents of the septic tanks, or whether the
whole of the seething mass of corrnption then present in the
tank must also be pumped out into these trenches ? I do not
think Mr. Martin lias so far brought us much nearer to a
satisfactory solution of the insoluble deposit question.
We are further informed that Mr. Armytage states " that

he can detect absolatel}' no deposit in the (Yeovil) septic
tank." If Mr. Martin wishes us to infer from this that there
is no insoluble deposit in the Yeovil sewage, he will pardon
me for quoting a paragraph from his own letter, and saying
that " he fairly might have been expected to have liad some
sense of responsibility in making such a suggestion." From
an analysis of the Yeovil raw sewage made for the Somerset
County Council in August, 1894, I find that it contained 164
parts suspended solids (mineral) per 100,000 parts. If the
septic tank be able to throw all these suspended solids
(mineral) into solution, Mr. Cameron has indeed found the
philosopher's stone of sewage disposal.

2. With respect to the clfect of rainfall on the system and
the treatment of the storm overflow, I pointed out that Mr.
Cameron's proposal to run all the contents from the sewera
through the tanks (" it was not intended to discharge any un-
treated sewage at the works,") had been condemned by the
expert witnesses, who advised that the storm overflow should
not go through the tanks at all. Mr. Martin entirely ignores
this point, which is a very material one, but lakes it for
granted that any surplus sewage may bo turned into "the
most convenient watercourse." Mr. Martin is like a good
many other gentlemen in his profession, who, if asked to de-
fine a stream, would immediately reply, " a stream is the most
convenient channel for the disposal of sewage." If he
attempted to turn untreated sewage into these most con-
venient watercourses, unless, of course, it is an obliging Exe,
he would in all probability be enlightened as to the provisions
of the Rivers Pollution Prevention Acts, and find that it

is necessary to first treat the surplus sewage on land or in
storm-water filters.

Mr. Martin, moreover, says that with a heavy rainfall the
greatest velocity of sewage through the tank would be only
5 in. per minute. This no doubt is so, but the evidence proved
that a i-in. rainfall reduced the period of rest in the tank
from forty-five hours in dry weather to seven hours in wet
weather, a reduction of 86 per cent.; or, if we take the average
of rest during the fifteen months— riz., 19-42 liours—the i-in.
rainfall means a reduction of 64 per cent, of the time of rest.
I maintain that Mr. Martin has not mot my objection as to
the effect of rainfall on the working of the tank, nor has he
suggested a reasonable or satisfactory method for dealing
with sewage over and above the amount which, in the opinion
of the experts, ought to be passed through the tanks.

I have yet to learn that the Local Government Board has
as yet authorised the adoption of this system at Exeter or
elsewhere, and without that authority it is hard to understand
Mr. Martin's statement, that it has "been adopted by other
authorities throughout the country.

3. With regard to the Yeovil sewage, my point is that Mr.
Armytage suggested that pressure for the time, caused by the
injunction, prevented the Yeovil Corporation from construct-
ing their filters so as to produce proper purification of the
sewage. Mr. Martin said " the object (they had in view)
was not to purify the sewage, but to ascertain if such a fonl
manufacturing sewage was amenable to the treatment. Mr.
Armytage naturally wanted to show that the Yeovil Corpora-
tion had been using their best endeavours to obtain an efflu-
ent that would not pollute the " Y'eo." Mr. Martin cared
nothing about the present pollution of the " Yeo," he only

wanted to experiment on the Yeovil sewage. Why he could
not have at the same time also made it his object to purify
the sewage one cannot quite understand.

In spite of Jlr. Martin's strictures, I still consider my com-
ment on this part of the evidence perfectly fair.

4. As to the cost of tlie works. In dealing with this ques-
tion I have referred to the large filtering area required by
reason of the septic tank eflSluent being fouler than one would
be from a precipitation tank. Mr. Martin says that I am
drawing on my imagination in making this assertion. No
one has denied that the filtering area adopted by Mr. Cameron
is very much in excess of that in use with precipitation tanks,

and common sense would tell one that, when you throw into

solution in a sejitic tank what you remove as sludge from a
precipitation tank, the tank effluent from the former must be
fouler than that from the latter.

Mr. JIartin complains of my having quoted estimates from
a pamphlet issued by the patentees of the septic tank system
two years ago, but he does not tell us whether or not these

estimates have not been altered, raised or lowered ? Mr.
Shorto, the town clerk of Exeter, said at the inqniry that
" the outfall works were set down at £14,640, irrigation

works £600, making a total of £1.5,240." As irrigation is a
necessary part and parcel of the outfall works, I was justified

in lumping these two items together.

In the repoi't from which I quoted the present population

of Exeter was put at 37,000, and I based my estimate on a
population of 40,000. The estimate in the pamphlet was
for tanks £70-£H0, for filters £l50-£2.50, per 1,000 head of

population for populations between 5,000 and 10,000, and
proportionately for larger or lesser numbers. Consequently,

with a population of 40,000, an estimate of £300 per 1,000

would be a liberal one. At that rate, compared with the pre-

sent estimated cost, one finds as per pamphlet £12,000, pre-

sent estimate £15,2-10; difference £3,240, an excess of over

one quarter. Taking, however, the population at 47,000, and
putting the estimate at £290 per 1,000, we get, as per pam-
phlet, £13,440, present estimate £15,210; difference £2,200,

an excess of nearly one-sixth.

5. As regards the question of the presence of gases in the

septic tank, it is admitted that inflammable gases are gener-

ated in the tank, and whether they be sulphretted hydrogen,
methane, or whatever they may be, they are a cause of

danger unless special provision be made for their combustion

or removal.

Mr. Martin says that the sewage at Exeter is a strong sew-

age ; but it is almost purely domestic, and therefore free

from the complications presented by the introduction of trade

refuse, and, moreover, as the sewers take the rainfall and
runnings from yards, I maintain that my description of it as

a weak sewage when compared with other places was correct)

Mr. Martin eays that the filtered effluent at Exeter is much
better than water taken from the river. That may well be, as

the Exe is at present receiving all the sewage except the

small quantity treated at Belle Isle.

In conclusion, I fully admit how much we are indebted to

Mr. Dibdin, Mr. Cameron, Colonel Ducat and others for their

researches into the biological treatment of sewage, and their

demonstrutions of how it may be snccessfnily so treated under

certain conditions. At the same time I maintain that the

septic tank system, though it minimises, does not remove the

sludge difficulty ; that the effect of various manufacturers'

refuse, rainfall and climatic changes on the action of the tank

has not been sufficiently demonstrated to enable the public

to decide whether the system is applicable or not to any par-

ticular locality; and the question of cost can only be settled

by experience.

Though very naturally Mr. Martin disagrees with t)ie con-

clusions I have put forward, I have found many of them
endorsed by men well qualified to give an opinion, including

the surveyors of ten boroughs certainly equal in importance

to Eseter and possessing larger populations. I am, sir, yours

faithfully,

A. F. SOMERVILLE.

December 27, 1897.

Free labour.—We have to acknowledge the receipt from
the Free Labour Protection Association, which was formed in

July last, of a report of the proceedings of the association to

the end of 1897. The central offices of the association ai-e at

7 Victoria-street, London, S. W.

London School of EoonomiCSi—The syllabna and time-

table cmbodyiug the arrangements for the Lent term at the

London School of Economics and I'olitical Science, lOAdelphi-
terrace, London, W.C, has now been Issued, and can be had
from the director. Prof. W. A. S. llewins, m.a. The term ex-

tends from January 14lh to March 25th.

An International health Exposition.—An Intcrnatiotial

Health Exposition is to be held in New York City, at the

Industrial Building, from 25th April to 31st May, 1898. The
e.xhibits will include those relating to domestic and municipal
sanitation, heating and ventilation, and fire protection. There
will also be lectures on some of these subjects. The advisory

committees include one on the " Sewerage of Cities," consist-

ing of two members, Messrs. Rudolph Hering, m.a.s.c.e., and
George II. Frost, a.a.s.c.e.
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PROPOSED PURCHASE OF TH E YSTAL PALACE.

CO-OPERATION INVITED.
For some time past the Camberwell Vestry have been talcinpf

the lead in promoting a movement for tlie purchase of the
Crystal Palace by the Government, and have convened a con-

ference on the subject. Mr. C. William Taprg, clerk to the

Camberwell Vestry and hon. secretary of the conference, has
addressed a communication to the Press on the subject, in which
he says :

—

" The municipal authorities throuf^hout England and
Wales will shortly have before them copies of resolutions

unanimously adopted by a conference convened by the Vestry
of Camberwell in favour of the Government acquiring the
Crystal Palace. The palace, which has for over forty years
been to all intents and purposes a national institution, is not
remunerative as a private enterprise, and runs the danger of

being shut up uides.'i some public assistance is obtained. It

was felt that its acquisition w'ould be a fitting memorial of

her Majesty's reign, as the buildings were originally erected

for the Great International E.^hibition held in 18.51, specially

associated with the memory of the Prince Consort." After
quoting her Majesty's remarks at the opening of the palace,

on June 10, 18.54, when she e.\'pres3e<l a hope that the antici-

pations which had been formed as to tlie future destiny of

tlie structure would bo realised, and that the treasures of art

and knowledge it contained might long continue to elevate

and instruct as well as to deliglit and amuse all classes of her
people, Mr. Tagg proceeds as follows •—

' Before referring to the progress of the movement for

purchase and the sympathy which it has awakened, permit
me to give a few facts about the present position of the
palace. Its position as a groat national centre for pleasure

and one of the best places for popular sports is well known.
It is the only building in the country capable of holding huge
national demonstrations. National temperance assemblies

are sometimes held at it, attended by .50,000 people, and it

has been the scene of the annual reunions of co-operative and
friendly societies and other organisations. As a place for

holding exhibitions and shows it is unetpialled, while it is the
only building in the country large enough to hold great choral

festivals, and has therefore been chosen as the scene of the

Handel festival. As a centre of entertainment it draws
visitors from all over the country. While its usefulness in

these directions is generally known, it is not so well recog-

nised that the palace carries on an important educational

work." In order to emphasise the general utility of the

palace as a national institution, Mr. Tagg (juotos some excel-

lent remarks written by the author of " John Halifax, Gentle-

man," in a work entitled " Concerning Men and other Papers,"

published in 1888. Wo regrot, however, that pressure on our
space prevents us reproducing this quotation.

Mr. Tagg concludes as follows: "I may state that the

capital of the company is £1,.557,718. It is not suggested
that the shareholders should be bought out, and there is no
desire on their part to make such a commercial transaction.

They are prepared to sell the palace for half the capital of

the company, but of course no negotiations have been

facilities for providing technical education. Some of the
local authorities in London have signified their willingness to
contribute towards the purchase. At this stage, however, it

is more important to discuss the general question, and I

shall esteem it a favour if you will bring tliis matter before
your readers."

THE RHYMNEY SEWERAGE SCHEME.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.
Mr, Herbert II. Law, an inspector of the Local Government

Board, held an inquiry last week concerning an application
of the urban district council for sanction to borrow a sum of
£10,000 for the execution of a scheme of sewer.ageand sewage
disposal for the district. There were present, among others,

Mr. W. Lloyd Marks, the surveyor, Mr. W. Frazer, engineer
of the proposed works, Mr. T. A. Shegog, lecturer in chemistry
to the Monmouthshire County Council, Mr. Walter Noel
Hartley, of the Royal College of Science, Ireland, and Mr.
W. Kaye Parry, M..V., a director of the O.xygen Sew.age Puri-

fication Company, Limited, Dublin. Evidence was given of

the receipt of an order from the Joint Sanitary Committee of

Glamorgan and Monmouth to discoutinue the pollution of

the Rnmney river by emptying the sewage of the town into

it. Mention was also made of the results of visits paid by a
deputation, consisting of some of the members of the council,

and their surveyor and medical officer, to several places to

inspect sewage works, with a view of choosing the best jjos-

sible system. Tlie medical officer of health, Dr. T. Hall Red-
wood, gave evidence of having come to the conclusion that
the pi'ocess patented by the Oxygen Sewage Purification

Company was the most suitable, judging from analyses of

three etBuents. Mr. Marks, the surveyor, gave evidence at

some length, as did Mr. Frazor, who, it might be mentioned,
is surveyor to the Llandatf and Dinas Powis Rural District

Council. Other gentlemen having testified to the efficiency

of the oxygen process, the proceedings came to an end, and a
visit was afterwards paid to the site of the proposed works.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL IN RURAL DISTRICTS.

WINSFORD WORKS.
In i>ur issue of 12th November, 1897, we published a re-

port on sewage disposal submitted by Mr. J. Aldcrsey Daven-
port to his authority, the Nantwich Rural District Council.

In that report ho embodied a description of the sewage works
situated at Winsford. At the request of several correspond-
ents wo give a plan and section of two out of the six filters

beds mentioned by Mr. Davenport. The following aro tho
details of the working ; The sewage passes from the sower at

A into a trench of clinker and ashes, from which it passes at

(2) into the tank, a 15-in. pipe being about 1 ft. above the

bottom. When the tank at 2 is getting full it will pass
through two pipes, where arrows are shown, into tho larger

tank, the pipes being 1 ft. above the bottom of the filter.

<-<^/K

Orizonta Scale ; Gl ft. to 1 in.

Vertical Scale : 8 ft. to 1 in.

KWAGE PfRiriCATION AT WlX^^FORD : Pl.AN AND SECTION OF TaNK,';

entered into. There is, however, tho greatest danger, the
certainty I may say, that unless something is done tho mag-
iiiflceut buildings will bo pulled down and the site sold for
building purposes.
"A conference has been held between local authoritcs in

London, which showed that they aro expecting a great deal
of sympathy for tho acquisition of the palace. A deputation
waited upon tho lord mayor, at tho JIansion House, suggest-
ing a national conference of municipal authorities to con-
sider the proposal. His lordship consented to call such a
conference early this year. As to where the money should
come from for tho purchase of the p.alace, and by whom it

should be managed, is a matter for future discussion. Tho
suggestion of the Camberwell Vestry favours tho acquisition
of the palace from imperial sources. A suggestion was also
thrown out that it might bo po.ssible for the Government to
take the place of the debenture-holders and let the palace
to lessees, who would make certain concessions to the public.
At the same time there was an anxious desire to develop the
more national features of the institution, and to increase the

When the large tank is fairly full the SGw.lge is shut oft' at 2

and turned on at 1 to tho next two tanks, and the same pro-

cess goes on, the 1 tanks resting till they are quite dry, aTid

then wiien the 1 tanks aro full the sewage is turned on to

the next tanks, so that five pairs of tanks are resting while

one pair is in use. When tho tanks are dr}- the amount of

sludge, which ia very little, and chiefly in the upper and
smaller tatik, is taken off with a barrow and shovel. The
bottom of filter is ])icked over with a pick, and the filter is

ready for work again.

RathmineS.—Mr. C. P. Cotton, inspector of the Local Gov-
ernuieut Hoard, held an in(iuiry last week concerning an

npplicaiion of the commissioners for sanction to a loan of

£2,400 to defray the expenses of constructing new sewers in

several roads. Mr. Frederick Dixon, the engineer to the

conimissioners, gave evidence, and described in detail the

nature of the proposed works, which are expected to cost

£2,200,
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SANITARY ENGINEERING AS APPLIED TO

BUILDINGS.

The monthly meeting of the SlioffieUl Society of Architects

and Sarveyors was held on 'I'uesday, at the School of Art,

Amindel-street, Sheffield. Among those present were Mr. J.

Smith, vice-president (who occupied the chair), Mr. F.

Fowler, F.s.i. (hon. treasurer), Mr. C. .T. Innocent, F.s.i.,

r.R.l.B.A. (hon. secretary), Messrs. E. M. Gibbs, f.r.i.b.a.,

Thomas Winder, A.M.i.e.E., J. 11. Wigfnll, a.r.i.b.a., J. B.

Mitchell-Withers, a.r.i.b.a., C. B. Flockton, a.r.i.b.a., J. T.

Wheen, C. Gibson, W. C. Fenton, .1. Norton, H. Webster, J.

Y. Wooliudin, T. F. Firth and A. H. Hallam. A ballot took

place, and the following were elected student members of the

society ; Messrs. G. E. Bower, F. H. Bramley, S. Spencer

Smith, Knssell Wilson and F. A. Winder.

After the ordinary business had been transacted, Mr. W.
C. Fenton delivered an interesting lecture on " Sanitary

Engineering as Applied to Buildings." Mr. Fenton com-
menced by defining sanitary engineering as embracing every-

thing in connection with buildings, from the sewers in the

street to the light and ventilation of the room, and every-

thing affecting the health and well-being of the inhabitant

for the time being. He urged the importance of architects

and surveyors carrying out the whole of the sanitary engineer-

ing details in connection with buildings and the development
of estates. Having referred to a previous lecture on the

same subject in February, 1889, he then mentioned the pro-

gress in works of sanitary engineering which had taken place

in, and for the benefit of, the inhabitants of Sheffield. The
powers conferred on the authorities by the corporation and
Public Health Acts, 1890, the Factory Acta of 1891 and 1895,

and the provisional orders (by which powers were obtained

to enforce the construction of water-closets, in preference to

the old privy middens) were discussed in detail. The High-
street improvement was instanced as a case of sanitary pro-

gress, which also afforded arcliitects an opportunity of

beautifying the appearance of the town, and in connection
with the crofts improvement, the hope was expressed that

the corporation would give architects an opportunity of

dealing with the rebtiilding of this extensive area. The
repeal of the old building by-laws, and the enforcement of

the present code, were also referred to as being the means
of producing better work in buildings and streets in their

sanitary details. By the possession of the water snpply by
the city much-needed improvements had been made possible

in the construction of water-closets and various sanitary

fittings, which had also had the salutary effect of reducing
the objections formerly raised against them. Mr. Fenton
alluded to the unfairness of some drain tests, and said that

well-laid drains, with good joints, ought not to be subjected
to a weight of water pressure exceeding 2 ft. In discussing

the various details of sanitary engineering he referred to

the construction of cesspools in the rural parts of the city,

and the different systems adopted in the constrnction of

sewers in new roads and building estates, and various methods
of ventilation in connection therewith. The opinion of Mr.
liBwis Angell, c.E., as an eminent authority on this subject
was quoted, and suggestions for improvement in sewer con-
struction made. The construction of manholes, inverts and
other details were passed in review, and the question of size

and gradients criticised. The ditiiculties experienced by
local authorities, architects and owners with reference to the
burning question of "combined drainage" was dealt with
by the lecturer, who had had special opportunities—as pre-
viously a corporation official of long experience—of observ-
ing and meeting them. The present system of arranging
drainage affected by this question was not satisfactory from
a sanitary point of view, and reasons for this opinion were
given in fnll. The construction of house drainage, size and
gradients of pipes, form of inspection chamber, and the
materials to be used for same, were described and discussed.
The system of " drainage by deflection " was referred to, and
its advantages and disadvantages shown. The different
varieties of "traps" were described, and the best forms re-
commended. Some towns were nntrapping their drains, and
Leeds was referred to in connection with this matter. The
proper arrangement of inlets and outlets for the purification
and ventilation of the drains was also noted and their con-
struction explained. Drain pipes and their joints, with
proper tests to be employed, were described and difficulties
in connection therewith met. He concluded with the hope
that the views he had that night laid before the society
would result in discussion which would be for their mutual
benefit and be productive of improvement in sanitary con-
struction.

A discussion followed the lecture.

Private Bill Legislation.—The time has expired for de-
positing memorials alleging non-compliance with standing
orders in respect of the first 100 private Bills on the general
list for consideration during the ensuing session. The Abery-
Btwith Corporation have lodged a memorial against the
Aberystwith Gas Bill, and the Glasgow and South-Western
Railway Company against the Renfrew Burgh and llarbonr
Extension Bill,

BIRMINGHAM FIRE BRIGADE.

TIIK WORK OF 1897.

With the close of 1897 the statistics of the work in con-

nection with the Birmingham Fire Brigade shows, says The
Birmingham Post, that the year has been a memorable one,

and constitutes a record respecting the number of calls the

brigade have responded to in any one period of twelve
months during its existence. Since last New Year's Day
their services have been requisitioned at 554 fires, they have
been called in seventy-five instances where chimneys were
on fire, and received eighty-four false alarms, making a total

of 713 calls. Of the fires twenty-nine were of a serious

character and taxed the resources of the brigade to no small

extent, and on the other hand it is gratifying to find that in

no less than 525 cases the outbreaks were slight. Notwith-
standing the great increase in the number of fires, it is pleas-

ing to chronicle that the amount of property destroyed was
comparatively small, especially when the magnitude of the

losses by several largo fires which have recently occurred

elsewhere is considered. The total loss in Birmingham for

the twelve months was only £38,000. The most distressing

feature of the statistics is the fact that they record the deaths

of five persons who succumbed to injuries sustained at fires.

In all 149 lives were endangered, nine firemen and six other

persons received injuries, and it was in five of the latter

cases that fatal results ensued. In eighty-five instances the

brigade were called out twice each day, on sixty-six days
they responded to tliree calls, on twenty-eight days to four

calls, and on twelve days to five, whilst on eight days in the

year they were abnormally busy and attended six fires each

day. On one occasion they attended seven fires, and on
another reached a maximum of eight calls. The totals of the

fires in the five preceding years will strikingly illustrate the

extraordinarily busy season the brigade have experienced in

the diamond jubilee vear. In 189(), there were 454 fires; in

1895, 491 ; in 1894, 405 ; in 1893, 489 ; and in 1892, 392. In

view of what the foregoing figures represent, it will doubtless

give satisfaction to those who were instrumental in raising

the voluntary fnnd to urge on the superannuation claims of

the firemen to know that the objects of their efforts have
worthily sustained their claim to be considered one of the

most valuable branches of the municipal service.

SANITATION IN BOMBAY.

THE GREAT IMPROVEMENT SCHEME.
The terrible lesson of the plague, says The British Medical

Journal, has drawn attention to the urgent necessity for ex-

tensive sanitary improvements to the city of Bombay, more
especially in respect to the removal of insanitary dwellings

and the prevention of overcrowding. The new scheme is a
thoroughly comprehensive one, and provides not only for

opening up crowded localities, the construction of new streets

with frontages for the erection of improved dwellings and the

levelling up of low-lying areas, but for improvins existing

dwellings and housing large numbers of the poorer classes in

new buildings to be let at an extremely low rent. It will

provide for the accommodation of population displaced and
allow also for the future expansion of the city. Vacant lands

to the north of the city will bo laid out, and, where necessary,

filled in. Certain areas west of Colabo are to be reclaimed

and will provide for residences of a superior class. As the

cost of such a scheme will be enormous and the borrowing

powers of the corporation only sufficient to meet the cost of

certain necessary essential sewerage and storm-water drain-

age improvements, it is proposed to create a special agency,

with a separate staff, to devote their entire energies to the

particular task before them. Large proprietary interests of

Government will be involved, but in the board to be consti-

tuted the corporation will be strongly represented. The
entire cost will not be less than five crores of rupees (over

£3,500,000), and may possibly amount to double that sum.

None of the duties of the corporation will be taken away
from it. It will still have to complete the drainage scheme,

control of civic finance, the water supply, the care of roads

and streets, the public lighting and many other duties.

The Looal Covernment Bill for Ireland.—It is reported

that the Ministry are progressing with the Local Government

Bill for Ireland, and that it will create county, district and

parish councils and remodel the municipal franchises.

Paris.— .\t a meeting of the municipal council last week a

proposal was adopted in favonr of establishing a municipal

bookbindery. For this purpose a sum of 30,000 francs was

allotted as the initial outlay. The council have a printing

establishment and issues a daily official bulletin. As the

council manage about eighty public libraries and numerous

school libraries, there is a large amount of binding to be done,

especially in the way of repairs. It was argued that a book-

binding department was a very natural and necessary supple-

ment to the printing establishment.
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Points of Professional Practice.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Nightsoil and Sewage : New System of Tfeatment—
Mr. S. S. Flatt, borongli SHi'veyorof Koclidalf, writes; in your

isaue of the 7th inst.., at pa^e 7, under the above heading,

you include analyses of sewage and effluent from the Koch-

dalo Corporation sewage works ; and in reference thereto 1

wish to say that the comparison is very misle.ading, for the

following reasons : First, the sewage was abnormal, having

been diluted by storm water for several days. Second, the

effluents were taken from land-filtration plots, the efficiency

of which formed no part of the system under trial.

[In publishing the analyses referred to we relied, of course, on the

ionifJirfM of those from whom they wore received, and we cannot but

regret that the important qualifications to which Mr. Plfttt has rightly

drawn attention were withheld.—Editor, The Suuvkyoe.]

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Sketchcg accompany ing Queries should be

in plain black-ink linen. Lettering orjlgure
uide iteparo/e on white paper
rkoiild be bold andplain.

136. Waterworks Construotion, Books on.—"J. H."

writes : I observe that you do not mention in the list of books

recommended by yon on above subject Tudsbery & Bright-

more'a " Water Engineering," in many respects the most

reliable book on the subject. Hut a careful study of back

volumes of the " Proceedings of the Incorporated Associa-

tion of Municipal and County Engineers" will be of more value

as to details of construction.

We are much obliged to our correspondent for his com-
munication. There are now a considerable number of

volumes by different authors on waterworks engineering,

most of which are well known to us, including Tudsbery <t

Hrightmore's " Principles of Waterworks Engineering,"

price 25s., E. & F. N. Spon. We have, however, no reason

to alter our opinion as to recommending Burton's "Water
Snpply," price 25s., Crosby Lockwood & Co., for the pur-

pose required by our correspondent.

137. Discharge of Compound Water Mains.—"S. M."
writes: Will you assist mo with the following ]iroblem ? The
sketch (not reproduced) shows section of ground with water
main, and at different points in its length it is I'equired to

deliver varying quantities of water. What size sliould the

mains be ? I cannot find a book on hydraulics which gives

one a clear idea how to work out such a problem, which
must be one constantly recurring in practice. I have Bo.\'s
" Hydraulics," but cannot work it out from it.

The reply to this query would involve more space than is

at our disposal. Our correspondent will find in Greenwell
& Curry's "Rural Water Supply," price 5s , Crosby Lock-
wood & Co., an example (on pages 71-4) showing the
method of calculation by which the losses of head due to

friction, and hence the hydraulic mean gradients, arc found,
which is the information he requires. We must point out,

however, that the formula given by the authors on page 72 is

not appropriate, and that the following formula should be
substituted for it

—

viz :
—

G'- X L

d = diameter of the pipe in inches.

L = length in yards.

H = head cf water in feet,

G = gallons per minute.

138. Discharges from Watermains, Book on.—" A
Surveyor" writes: With reference to the queries and answers
as to discharge of water mains, I should feel much obliged if

the example of Box's formula as given in your issue of the
Slst December were described in words without the algebraic
signs, as per the old-fashioned system. I see that Box's,

Blaokwell's & Crimp's formulas show at least 10 per cent, lees

return than the tables of Molesworth & Hirst. Where are
Crimp & Bruges tables, to be obtained?

We regret we are unable to oblige our correspondent.
The examples which wo gave in our rejily to query No. 130
(December Slst) were, we think, sufficiently explicit as to

require no further elucidation. Crimp & Bruges' tables are
published by Biggs & Co., price lOs. 6d., and may be ob-
tained from the engineering liookseller, B. T. Batsford, 9-4

High Holborn, London, W.C.

139. Sewage Affected by Ammonlacal Liquor : Result.—" T. J. S." writes: The gas company in this town lately
pumped a quantity of ammoniacal liquor into the town sewer,
which passed through the sewage tanks and on to the farm,
which is on the downward filtration principle, the drains
being laid 4 ft. 6 in. deep, there being 1 ft. of soil, the subsoil
being gravel. The stuff went through the land, killing all the
worms, and passed into the river, which is a trout stream,
killing all the fish for some miles. As this authority are
likely to have some trouble in connection with this, I should
be obliged if you would answer me the following queries:
Is land capable of dealing with ammoniacal liquor

—

i.e., of

H where

purifying sewage to which it has been added—so as to com-
ply with the requirements of the Thames conservators ? I

do not know the quantity of the liquor, but we have 1,500,000

gallons of subsoil water per twenty-four hours flowing through
the main sewer, independently of sewage proper. No pre-

cipitants were used at the time. Would lime or other ordi-

nary precipitant have made the effluent any better ?

Sewage may be purified by precipitation and passing

it over land when the quantity of ammoniacal liquor added
does not bear a greater proportion than 1 per cent, of

liquor to the normal sewage. When this proportion is ex-

ceeded purification by the ordinary process of precipita-

tion and land irrigation is impossible, and in the case

named, where the proportion of ammoniacal liquor was
apparently excessive, no ordinary precipitant would have
been effectual.

140. Discharge of Sewers, Formulas for.— "Assistant"
writes :

" Upon reading your reply to my inquiry respecting

the above, I notice th;it I gave the distance as 3,000 ft. in-

stead of 3,000 yards. The formula you gave I perfectly

understand, but will be exceedingly obliged if you will kindly
give me an answer showing the discharge of the 15-in. sewer
3,000 yards long, with a fall of 1 in 500 and with 10ft. of

water above outlet ?

In our reply to the query (No. 125, December 24, 1897)
it was shown that no sewage could be delivered by the out-

fall sewer under the conditions named, owing to the fact

that the sewer at its highest point was 4 ft. below the level

of the sea wlien the outlet was covered to a depth of 10 ft.

As now given the total fall in the sewer is 18 ft , and de-

ducting 10 ft. (the depth of the sea over the outlet), there

remains 8 ft. as the available head or fall in a length of

9,000 ft., which is equivalent to a gradient of 1 in 1,125.

On working out the above by Crimp's formula, as shown in

our previous reply, we find the velocity in feet per second
to be 1'90672. This multiplied by the sectional area of pipe

in feet, and sixty (seconds in one minute) gives a discharge
of 20215 cubic feet per minute. It is of very considerable

importance to observe that in a sea outfall, if the sewer is

made to discharge against any current in the seaway, the

discharge will be very considerably impeded ; on the other
liand, if the initfall is carried out in lines nearly parallel

with the currents, it will be found that, whenever the

current in the seaway h.as a greater speed than the current
in the sewage outfall, the sea current will produce all the

influences of an exh.auster and induce a current in the

sewage outfall which will very materially increase the dis-

charge from it.

AERIAL ROPEWAYS.

APPLTCATIONS TO LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER.
At a recent meeting of the Liverpool Engineering Society

Mr. J. Walwyn White read a paper on the above subject in

regard to which municipal engineers are likely to be suffici-

ently interested to form definite opinions. After reviewing
the various schemes which had been suggested for cheapen-
ing and facilitating the transport of merchandise between
the two cities, he said that any plan of traction on the exist-

ing highways for such immense triiffic must end in failure,

even assuming a perfect self-propelled engine, which had
yet to be produced. But for some fatal objections Mr.
Calthorp's plan of a narrow-gauge light railway hauling the
loaded horselorries, without any hauling or break of bulk, would
have been the best from both the engineering and the com-
mercial standpoints. Any plan that would retain the .ad-

vantages while avoiding the disadvantages would meet the
case. The system of carrying the loads in the air by means
of aerial ropeways seemed to meet certain of the conditions.
It did not interfere with ordinary street traffic, while it

avoided all questions of compensation for severences, pur-
chase of costly land, or building costly bridges. Only a small
foundation was needed about every 300 ft., where supporting
standards where placed, and he would use a separate rope for

each span of roadway, thus evading some difficulties, and no
rope was called to bear a greater strain than was due to the
maximum load ever upon one span at a time. There were
special advantages in the case of electric haulage. An auto-
matic and effective absolute block system was provided, the
passing load making its own electrical connections, and no
load getting within a clear span of the load in front or behind
it. The goods were to be loaded on a loose top on the horse
lorry, and this with its load would be lifted and hooked on to

the ropeway carrier. The ropeway could transport 6.000 tons
per day at a working speed of 5 miles an hour. Branches
could be taken off to .supply intermediate towns. He would
place a high signal tower every 5 miles and in telephonic
communication with each other. He estimated the cost of

35 miles of double lines between the two cities, with com-
plete outfit, at £450,000, and calculated a nett profit of £60,000
a year, or sufficient to pay a dividend of 13i per cent, on the
cost, without reckoning some of the probable sources of profit

he mentioned.
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Municipal Work in Progress and Projected.

Information as to municipal work in the metropolis is still

confined to the vestries and district boards. In St. Pancras,

it will be seen, the electric lighting is being extended. Some
very larffa nndertakings have been projected in the provinces,

notably in connection with street improvements at Birming-

ham, wood paving at Cardiii, electric Hghting at Salford and
Bexhill, tramways at Halifax and sewage disposal at Man-
chester.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.

Greenwich.—At a recent meeting of the distiict board of

works a letter was read from the secretary of the London
and Brnsh Provincial Electric Lighting Company, Limited,

asking the consent of the board to tlieir application for a pro-

visional order for the lighting of tlie board's district, adding
that in the event of consent being given the company would
be prepared to give the board the right to purchase the under-
taking on favourable terms at the expiration of seven, four-

teen or twenty-one yeai's. The consideration of the matter
was adjourned until a copy of tlie order is obtained.

Hammersmith.—The tender submitted by Mr. Wheatley,
of Kensington, for excavating the site of the extension of the

electric light buildings, Fulham Palace-road, at Is. lOd. per
yard, was accepted at a meeting of the vestry last week.
The tender of Messrs. Robey & Cj. for two engines, with
spare parts and tools, for the electric lighting station, at

£4,610, and that of the Electrical Construction Company, for

two alternators, exciters and spare parts, at a snra not ex-

ceeding £3,600, were also accepted.

Islington.—The Works Committee propose to expend
£10,500 in laying out the recreation grounds in the cattle

market areas in West Islington. The land in question was
purchased by the parish for £8,000, the corporation adding a
large part of the purchase money. It is also proposed to place
in one of the gardens a covered shelter and a museum of

curiosities, at a cost of £1,000.

Lambeth.—The Baths and Washhouscs Commissioners
have reported upon the cost of the Kennington-road baths.

The original estimate was £33,690, bnt the actual cost has
been £42,339. A number of claims for ancient lights have
had to be settled, besides which extra expense has been in-

curred in sinking an artesian well and installing the electric

light.

Lewisham.—The district board of works have refused to

Rive Iheir consent to the application of the Great Western
Electric Light Company and the County of London and
Brush Provincial Electric Light Company for provisional

orders to supply electricity in the district.

PaddingrtOn.—On the recommendation of the Works Com-
mittee it was decided that the vestry should take to the re-

maining portion of Saltram-crescent, between Bradiston-road
and Fernhead-road, and also the cross road loading into
Malvern-road to the parish boundary, as boundary roads.
The following recommendation was also adopted: "That a
ventilating manhole be constructed at the present head wall
of the sewer in Harrow-road, about 35 ft. west of Kanelagh-
road bridge, and the ventilator complained of in Upper West-
bourne-terrace abolished ; also that an automatic tank be con-
structed, with a capacity of about 400 gallons ; the whole of
such work to be carried out at a cost not exceeding £40."
A letter from the London County Council, calling attention
to the desirability of indicators being attached to the street
lamps, pointing in the direction of the nearest fire alarm, was
referred to the Works Committee for consideration.

Poplar.—At a meeting of the district board of works last

week, the Electric Light Committee recommended the board
to oppose the application of the County of London and Brush
Provinci.al Electric Lighting Company, Limited, to the Board
of Trade for a provisional order for supplying the district
with electricity. The recommendation of the committee was
adopted.

St. Luke.—At a meeting of the vestry, last week, Mr. A.
Pond moved " That it be referred to a special committee to
inquire into and report to the vestry upon some scheme or
schemes with a view to the better lighting of the parish with
electric or other light." He said he originally put down only
" electric light," bnt when he saw the successful experiments
made with another illuminant at the corner of Old-street and
the City-road he thought it was better to give the reference
n wider scope. With the alteration, " That it be referred to
the Works Committee," the motion was adopted.

St. MarylebOne.—On Thursday, at an ordinary meeting of
the vestry, a report was submitted by the Works Committee
recommending that fines for delay in the removal of slop on
the 2Sth, 29th, 30th and 31st ult. be inflicted upon the con-
tractors In terms of contract, as follows : North district, in
respect of twenty-three streets at £3 per street, £69 ; and
south district, in respect of fourteen streets at £3 per street,

£42. Mr. Hopkins, the chairman of the committee, in moving
the adoption of the report said that some time ago there was

a similar recommendation to fine the contractors for non-
removal of slop that had been swept up, and which was not
removed, when the vestry thought that it would be sufficient

if tlie contractors were cautioned and told that if delay
occurred again fines would be imposed. On the days men-
tioned in the report the slop was swept up about 4 o'clock and
allowed to remain before being removed till after 12 o'clock,

the result being that there were complaints. Unless they
were to compel their contractors to keep their contracts and
to remove the slop quickly they would never get rid of the
scandal that was abroad about the dirty state they allowed
their streets to remain in. The report was unanimously
adopted.

St. Pancras.—Mr. Menzles, chairman of the Electrical

Committee, submitted a motion at the last meeting of the
vestry recommending the vestry to sanction the extension of

the electric lialit to the Highgate portions of the parish, at

an estimated expenditnre of £7,585. Mr. E. B. Prosser moved
an amendment to the effect that before proceeding with the
extension the Electricity Committee bo instructed to send a
circular, as provided in the St. Pancras lighting order, to

every occupier in the streets proposed to be lighted, inquiring
whether they were willing to take the current and to what
extent, the committee to report the result of the inquiry to

the vestry. He warned the vestry to proceed with caution
in authorising additional expenditure on their electricity

scheme. He did not go so far as to say that the scheme was
in a bad way financially, but they should remember that the
debt on the undertaking amounted to £184,t)00, and this fresh

outlay, with other items, would bring their liabilities up to

£200,000. On the conclusion of the discussion Mr. Menzles
asked the vestry not to be alarmed by the financial bogey
raised by Mr. Prosser. It was true they had obligations, bnt
they also had one of the finest electrical businesses in the
whole metropolis. The Stock Exchange showed that elec-

trical investments were never In greater request, and theirs,

as a business, was advancing by leaps and boands. They
were increasing by 25 per cent, per annum, and the year just

ended would probably show a revenue of £.30,000. The whole
of the machinery was employed at Christmas, and unless the
undertaking was grossly mismanaged ihey must make a hand-
some return. Only eleven votes being recorded for the
amendment, on a division, the motion was carried by a large

majority.—The vestry have decided to hold, at the vestry hall,

on Thursday, the 27th Inst., the first meeting of a series of

conferences they have convened of delegates of local author-

ities to consider how labour bureaux can be best utilised in

transferring particidar kinds of labour from districts where
such labour was not wanted to localities where there was a
demand for it, the suggestion being that a common centre or

exchange should be established for the reception and dls-

Bemlnation of information supplied by the different bureaux.

Strand.—At the last fortnightly meeting of the district

board of works a communication was read from the London
County Council, in reply to one from the board, stating that

the council were prepared to contribute one-fourth of the nett

cost of the widening of the footway and carriageway east and
west of Leicester-place, on the condition that the total did not

exceed £1,000.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Birmingham.^A Local Government Board Inspector has

held an olticlal inquiry into the application of the corporation
for sanction to loans, amounting in the aggregate to £60,000,
with which to carry out certain street improvements.

Blackpool.—The town council, for the first time meeting in

their new council chamber, last week adopted a recommen-
dation of the Tramways Committee to extend the tramways
along the Qneen's-drlve In Claromont to Gynn.

Bolton.—Mr. W. Smith, the corporation's gas engineer, at

a recent meeting of the Gas Committee submitted an esti-

mate of the probable expenditure on extensions at the gas-

works during the next few years. The amount of the esti.

mate was £100,000. The committee resolved to request the
Finance Committee to apply to the Local Government Board
for sanction to the borrowing of this sum. At the town
council meeting last week the resolution of the committee
was confirmed.

Bournemouth.—It is stated that a syndicate has beeti

formed which has secured the refusal of a lease of the clifE

front from the lord of the manor, with a view to the construc-

tion of a marine drive, pavilion, shops, &c., as a speculation.

The town council have discussed the question of a marine
drive from time to time for many years past.

Bristol.—The Tramway Committee appointed to negotiate
with the Bristol Tramways and Carriage Company for the
purchase of their system recently reported to the city council
that the comjjany absolutely refused to negotiate, and were
now promoting two Bills for extending the system.
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Canterbury.—A Local Government Board inquiry was
held on Tuesday by Mr. W. A. Dncat concerninfj an applica-

tion of the council for sanction to borrow £l,l'2i for the pur-

chase of certain property adjoininf? the Guildhall.—The town
council will, at their ne.xt meeting, accept tenders for the

electricity works.— It has been decided to enlarge the free

library and institute, now under erection, by tlie addition of

a wing, at a cost of £500, .and the city surveyor has also re-

ceived instructions to prepare and submit plans and estimates

for the construction of public bathg. This ancient metro-

politan city of England has been making wonderfully pro-

gessive strides in recent years; in every direction of mnnici-

pal government the council are at present moving at a rapid

rate.

Cardiff.—In connection with the new tramways scheme,

the corporation have decided to repavc from kerb to kerb the

streets to be traversed by the tramways, as well as some
other thoroughfares, with Australian hard-wood blocks, at a

cost of £261,000. This decision has been arrived at after a

careful consideration of the results of experiments with wood
paving already carried out in the town. The corporation

contemplate importing the hard wood direct from the West
Australian plantations, and erecting machinery for cutting

up the timber into blocks, so saving the expense of middlemen.

Chesterfield.—At tho last meeting of the town council a

letter was read from the Local Government Board with refer-

ence to an application for sanctioTi to borrow £54,000 for

the carrying out of extensions to the waterworks. The board

requested to be furnished with a map showing tho proposed

and existing reservoirs and the mains already laid ; a detailed

estimate of the storage capacity of tho reservoirs, and a plan

of the filter-beds; and a report of an analysis of the water,

together with an apportionment of the scheme. It was agreed,

after discussion, to forward the information asked for.

Croydon.—On the 1st inst. Mr. J. Williams, chairman of

the district council, laid the foundation-stone of a new isola-

tion hospital which is to be erected at Beddington.—An
inspector of the Local Government Board held an inquiry on
Friday into the application of the town council for sanction

to borrow £350 for widening Sarrey-street, £350 for the pur-

chase of land in Gillett-road for a roads depot, £3,000 for

Pitlake depot buildings, £2,700 for railway siding and build-

ings at Norwood-junctioti depot, and £5,000 for electric light-

ing purposes.

DarlJngrton.—The town council have decided to ask (he

Board of Trade to amend their 1890 electric lighting pro-

visional order so as to include the whole of tlie borough with

the exception of Oxen-lc-Fields.

Derby.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been held

into an application o£ tho council for sanction to a loan of

£2,967 for purposes of street improvement, and one of £550
for the purchase of land for the extension of a yard. The
acting borongh surveyor, Mr. A. H. Clarry, was present.

ECCleS.—Tenders for work in connection with the erection

of electric supply works have been accepted ns follows :

—

For engines, alternator, switch board, motor, alternator and
transformer—Messrs. Browett Lindley & Co., Limited, £4,277

;

mains, Ac—W. T. Glover & Co., £2,849; boilers—Tinkers,

Limited, £1,620; accumulators— Pritchetts & Gold, £6-16.

ClOSSOp.—A motion to the effect that tho Infections Dis-

eases Hospital Committee should formulate a scheme for the

provision of a hospital for convalescents has been adopted by
the town council.

Halifax.— The corporation are applying for borrowing
powers to the extent of £20,000 for tramway purposes.

Harrogate.—At a special meeting of the town council,

last week, it was decided to affix the corjioration seal to

the agreement with the Earl of Ilarewood for the purchase
of the Harlow Moor estate, at a cost of £25,000. The coun-
cil also passed a resolution for powers to borrow £30,500
for the purchase of the moor and the making of roads and
other expenses.

Hull.—After a prolonged discussion, at the last meeting of

the city conncil, the following motion was unanimously
adopted :

" That it be an instruction to tho New Streets Com-
mittee to prepare plans and estimates for anew street (1)

from Salthouse-lane bridge through to the Lowgate end of

George-yard ; and (2) from the Lowgate end of Leadenhall-

squarc, across Parliament-street, to a point on the Qneen'a
Dock side opposite Cross-street; that tho city engineer pre-

pare and submit to the committee .an estimate of the value

of the property to be purchased, and also of the surplus land
which could be utilised for sale purposes ; and that the com-
mittee present their report to the conncil as early as possible."

Hyde.—Local Government Board sanction will shortly be
Bsked to a loan of £3,000 for sewage purposes. The corpora-

tion are considering the advisability of carrying out certain

extensions to the sewerage works, at a cost of about £1,860.

Ilkeston.—The town council decided last week to purchase
from Messrs. G. Waller it Co. a steam engine, elevator and
coke-breaker, for use at the gasworks.

Kendal.—On the recommendation of Mr. Ritson, the gas
and water engineer, the corporation have decided to erect an
additional gasholder, at an estimated cost of £6,000, inclusive

of site. It may be interesting to our readers to know that
daring the past four years the average increase in the con-
sumption of gas has been at the rate of 4^ per cent. For the
municipal year ending in March next it is estimated tliat the
output will be 56,766,000 cubic feet, as compared with
52,.S95,000 cubic feet for the year ended in March last. The
storage accommodation has not kept pace with this increase
in consumption ; it stands at present at 210,000 cubic feet,

while the consumption in twenty-four hours has before now
been as high as 320,300 cubic feet. It is clear, therefore,

that the additional hohler is being obtained none too soon.

Mr. Silverthorne, who acted as consnlting engineer to the cor-

poration in connection with the purchase of the gas and water
works, is to be asked to advise in reference to the proposed
increase of the storage accommodation.

Kingr'S Lynn.—In view of the destructive fira which
recently took place in the town, the Sanitary Committee
have resolved to recommend the corporation to purchase a
new steam fire-engine of the most modem type.

Leeds.—A number of motions for the purchase of pro-
perty were brought forward at last week's meeting of the
city councfl, and approved. They included an arrangement
for a widening of Pasture-lane, at its junction with Wood-
land-lane, v.'hereby tho corporation e.vchange 359 square
yards of land for a similar area belonging to the trustees of

a late citizen of the town.

Lincoln.—Plans and drawings were recently produced by
the surveyor showing the proposed conversion of a cart-shed
on the north side of the stable-yard in Harvey-street into

stables, and the erection of a new cart-shed from north to

south of the atitble-yard, along the centre of the yard, at an
estimated cost of £250. The Highways and Paving Com-
mittee had agreed to the plans and recommended the invita-

tion of tenders for the work. This was agreed to.—A com-
plaint of the Washingborough Council and a letter from the
Local Government Board with regard to an alleged contami-
nation of the Sincil dyke were considered, and the clerk was
directed to reply, embodying the statements contained in tha
surveyor's report on the subject.—Upon the recommend.a-
tion of the Sanitary Committee it was decided to apply to

tho Local Government Board for sanction to a loan of £6,500,
reqnired for the purpose of workmen's dwellings.

Liverpool.— .\n inquiry has been held on behalf of tho
Local Government Board with respect to an application of
the corporotion for sanction to a loan of £5,760 for the pur-
chase of certain land, having an area of 32,308 square yards,
at Edge-lane, and another of £2,200 for the execution of
repairs to the watercourses in Henley Park.—A loan of

£40,000 will shortly be applied for for the purpose of carrying
out certain suggestions tor protecting the city from fire.

Longton.— Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, recently held an inquiry with reference
to an application of the town council for sanction to borrow
£20,000 for gasworks purposes and £4,075 for street improve-
ments.

Louth.—Colonel C. H. Luard, a.K., held an inquiry last

week, on behalf of the Local Government Board, with refer-

ence to an application of the town council for sanction to a
loan of £1,300 for tho erection of a technical school. The
building will be erected from plans prepared by the borough
surveyor, Mr. G. H. Allison.

Manchester.—The Electricity Committee have decided to
recommend the city council to purchase land in Stuart-street
for tho establishment of a new generating station. This step
is deemed necessary in order to carry out tho electrical work-
ing of the tramways within the city and to extend the area of
electrio lighting.— Major-General U. D. Crozier, R.E., con-
ducted an inquiry last week, on behalf of the Local Govern-
ment Board, respecting an application of the city conncil for
sanction to borrow a further sum of £170,000 for purposes
of sewage disposal works. The city have already spent
£.500,000 in attempting to deal with the sewage of the city.

The application of the council also included a loan of
£10,000 for the extension of the market.

Morley.—The town council last week resolved to promote
a Bill in the next session of Parliament to obtain powers
to purchase the local gas company a undertaking and for
other purposes.

Oldham.—The council intend to shortly apply for power
to borrow £339,000 for the execution of an extensive scheme
of improvement, which includes tho construction of two
large footbridges.

Oxford.— It has been decided by the conncil to make an
apjilication to the Local Government Board for sanction to
a further loan of £4-15 fer works in connection with the
corn exchange and fire brigade station buildings. The
borrowing of £12,500 has already been aanctioned.

Peterborough.—The Loc.il Government Board have re-

fused to sanction the council's application for sanction to a
loan of £15,000 for purposes of electrio lighting, on the
ground that the latter's margin of borrowing powers is not
sufficient to enable them to bo: row the money in addition

to a sum of £1,500 which is required for hospital purposes.

Reading.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
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held into an application of the corporation for sanction to

borrow £5,000 for purposes of .public vralks and pleasure

(trounds, £4,956 for purposes of street im])rovement, and

£1,650 for the erection of certain premises at a depot in

Caversham-road.

Salford.—The borough council have resolved to apply to

the Local Government Board for sanction to a further ex-

penditure of £50,000 on the electric lighting undertaking.

Scarborough.—In view of the application by the corpora-

tion to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow

£765 for the erection of sea defences, Lient.-Colonel Albert

C. Smith will hold an inquiry, on behalf of the Board, on

Wednesday, to receive evidence in the matter.

Sheffield.—Local Government Board sanction lias been

received to a loan of £2,000 for the purchase of a site for a

small-pox hospital, and the board have written asking for

plans of the drainage works at the proposed new bnililings at

the Lodge Moor Hospital, for which a sum of £21,800 will

shortly be borrowed, subject to the usual sanction being ob-

tained.—The council are at present considering the construc-

tion of a new sewer at an estimated cost of £3,300.

Stafford.—Mr. H. P. Boulnois, Local Government Board

inspector, held an inquiry on Thursday into an application

of the corporation for sanction to borrow £20,000 for tlie

purpose of effecting a change in connection with the sanitary

arrangements of the houses of the town, and £4,000 for

purposes of water supply.

St. Helens.—Dr. G. Hopkinson, of 5 Victoria-street, Lon-

don, S.W., has submitted to the Gas and Lighting Committee
a report with respect to the introduction of electric trac-

tion upon the existing tramways. He advises that no further

extension of the electricity works be made pending the com-
pletion of the works for supplying the energy for tlie electric

traction, the committee in the meantime putting up with the

risks of any inconvenience that might arise. The committee
have resolved that the question of the extension of the pre-

sent plant be postponed, and that only such additions to the

undertaking as may be absolutely necessary be made for the

present. They have further resolved that the present

machinery for the electric supply of the town hall be left in

such a condition that, if necessity should arise, the town hall

and the Gamble institute may be connected with it.

Stockton.—Recent minutes of the Gas Committee report

the acceptance of the tender of Messrs. T. Allan & Sons for

the supply of gas-pipes during the year. Three-inch pipes

will be supplied at £4 17s., 4-in. at £4 13s., 5-in. at

£4 lis. 6d., 6-in. at £4 lis. (id. per ton, and tees, bends and
unmounted syphons at 83. 6d. per cwt.—The engineer has

reported that the cost of the proposed roof over a certaia

part of the market will probably amount to £40.

Tunbrldge Wells.—The town council have decided to

accept the lowest tender sent in for building extensions at

the electricity works—Diz.,that of Mr. W.J. Logan, at £1,059.

Warrington,—The General Purposes Committee have re-

ceived a report from the borough surveyor with reference to

the cost of improving the Warrington bridge, which is the

only outlet from the town over the river Mersey into Cheshire.

After giving statistics showing the number of pedestrians

and vehicles passing over the bridge on given dates, the re-

port states that the present bridge is inadequate for the

traffic which has to pass over it. It is suggested that the

bridge be altered and improved by throwing out cantilever

footways and adding the present footw.ays to the carriage-

way. It is mentioned that a solution to the difficulty would
be to construct an iron girder bridge, 60 ft. wide, the cost of

which, including a temporary structure while the new bridge

was being erected, would be abont £10,000.

Wednesbury.—A Local Government Board inquiry has
been held with respect to an application of the council for

sanction to a loan of £230 for the defrayal of the cost of

purchasing minerals under sewerage works, £120 for the
carrying out of street improvements, and £110 for the pur-

chase of land at Lodge Holes for the deposit of refuse. At
the conclusion of the inquiry the inspector visited the parts
of the district concerned in the application.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Bexhill.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been held

into an application of the council for sanction to a loan of

£20,000 for purposes of electric lighting.

Brentford.—Mr. Nowell Parr, the surveyor, presented a
report at last week's meeting of the district council respect-

ing the disposal of the refuse of the town. The council,

however, decided to consider it fully at the next meeting.

CoweS.—The transfer of the Cowes gasworks to the district

council was effected on the Ist inst. The directors of the
company, with their chairman, met the representatives of the
district council at the company's offices in the High-street.

A cheque for £54,559 3s. 7d. was at once handed over to the
company for the purchase of their undertaking (this sum in-

cluding the cost of the company's newly-acquired Act of Par-

liament), and in return the council received the deeds of the
company's property. A brief speech by the chairman of the

company, who expressed a hope that the works would be as

prosperous in the hands of the council as they had been in the
hands of the company, and more so, terminated the proceedings.

CriCCieth.—Mr. Owen D. Jones, "lontractor, Borth-y-gest,
Portmadoc, has secured the contract, at £1,371, for construct-

ing a sea wall.

Darlaston,—The General Purposes Committee reported,

at the last monthly meeting of the district council, that they
had inquired into the cost of providing and maintaining baths
and waahhouses for the town, and were of opinion that suit-

able buildings could be provided for £2,750. The annual
expenditure was estimated to amount to £427, £277 of which
would have to be contributed from the rates, eqnivaleiit to a
rate of 2ijd. in the £1. The consideration of the question was
deferred.

Diss.—In reply to a letter of the council asking for the

price required for a well at the Diss Brewery, the proprietors

recently forwarded a report, compiled by Mr. Walter Hunter,
of Westminster, S.W., in regard to the matter. Mr. Hunter
reported having visited the brewery a short time ago and
making an examination of the m.achinery. He estimated the
cost of the building and machinery to be as follows: Build-

ing, £1,696 ; engine, with foundation boiler with brick setting

and chimney, £400; well, with bore hole, 615 ft. from surface,

£1,480; pumps and shafting, &c, £300; tank, with girders

fixed on building, £65; total, £3,941. Some comment has

been made by the council on the fact that the proprietors had
not given a definite reply to a definite question, it being
stated that they were asked for the price of the well only, it

being intimated at the same time that the machinery would
not be of service, and only the site of the building would be
required. A further application for these particulars will

therefore be made shortly.

Elland.—The district council have under consideration the
advisability of providing the town with electric light. The
committee, who visited Nelson and other towns recently,

were very much struck with the limited space occupied by
the Nelson installation. The normal price of gas at Elland is

2s. 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet, and is supplied by a private com-
pany.

Fenton.—Tho provision of a market is being considered by
a committee of the district council.

Heanor.—At last week's meeting the council Wed
and eventually accepted, an offer from Messrs. Joseph Evans
& Son to supply a new pump and connections capable of lift-

ing 2,000 gallons of water per hour, for the sum of £350.

Hexham.—Colonel C. H. Luard held an inquiry last week
concerning an application of the council for sanction to a loan

of £1,259 for works of public and private street improvement.

Hornsey.—The council have approved the report of the
engineer mentioning the receipt of a letter from the chief

surveyor to the Islington Vestry, stating that the Works
Committee of the latter body were prepared to partly carry

out the work of paving Stroud Green-road with wood. This,

however, cannot be commenced until early in the spring.

Ilford.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned the
district council's application for a loan of £1,250 for private

street improvement works.

Kirkleatham.—At the last monthly meeting of the dis-

trict council a letter was read from the Local Government
Board statin? that their inspector, after holding an inquiry,

had reported adversely to the council's application for sanc-
tion to a loan of £600 for sewerage purposes, and ax in their

opinion the scheme was defective they were not prepared to

give their consent to the loan.

Newquay.—The council have decided to cari-y out certain
works of paving on the north side of the town, at an estimated
cost of £391.—Keference was made at the last meeting of the
council to the necessity of obtaining an efficient fire appli-

ance. There was, it was stated, not a length of hose in the
town, and, after discussion, the council decided to apply to

the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £250 fop

the purchase of a second-hand steam fire engine from Messrs.
Shand, Mason & Co.

Rhondda.—A committee has been appointed by the district

council to advise on a scheme of refuse disposal.

Romford.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held
recently respecting an application of the district council for

sanction to borrow £4,360 for private street improvements.
There was no opposition to the application.

Rushton.—A Local Government Board inspector recently
held an inquiry into an application of the district council for

sanction to borrow £1,441 for public street improvement
works, £1,890 for private street improvement works, £834
for sewerage and sewage disposal works, £130 for the
erection of a store-room and cart-shed, and £905 for the con-

struction of culverts at the Holt and Norden Wood tips.

SOUthOWram.—Last week an inspector of the Local Gov-
ernment Board held an inquiry with reference to an applica-

tion of the district council for permission to borrow £2,700
for street improvements and £500 for public lighting purposes.

Stourbridge.—The surveyor has been directed by the dis-

trict council to prepare the plans for the proposed new baths.
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His oommiasion will be the same as that usnally paid to

architects for the work.

Telsnmouth.— On Wednesday week Colonel Alfred J.

Hepper held an inquiry, on behalf of the Local Government
Board, into an application of the council for sanction to borrow

£640 for the purposes of sewerage and sewage disposal, and

for the oonstruction of a mortuary and disinfecting chamber.

Wells.—The district council have taken into consideration

the question of fire protection, tho town being at present

without any appliances.

Whitchurch.—It is reported that the district council have

decided to purchase the local gasworks, at a cost of £34,500.

Worksop.—At a recent meeting of tlio council the surveyor

reported that he had prepared plans, specilications and esti-

mates for the erection of public offices and free library, the

total being £4,.500. On the library itself he proposed to spend

£1,350.—A discussion took place as to the advisability of in-

structing the surveyor to prepare plana of stabling, Ac, to

enable the council to take over the scavenging of tho town
upon the expiration of the agreement with tlie present con-

tractor, but the matter was eventually referred back.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Blaby.—At a recent meeting of the district council a

circular was read from the Local Government Board inti-

mating that an inquiry respecting tho Oadby sewage scheme
will be held to-day. At the same meeting the plans, esti-

mates and sections of the proposed new sewerage works at

Knderby were approved and directed to be sent to the Local

Government Board for their sanction to borrow £5,000 for

the carrying out of the works.

Chapel-en-le-Frith,—A Local Government Board inquiry

has been lield into an application of the district council for

sanction to borrow £1,.300 for the provision of a w.ater supply

for the village of Bamford. Mr. Boycott, clerk to the coun-

cil, explained that the village had long been without a proper

supply of water for domestic purposes, and the higher autho-

rities had insisted on the matter being taken up. Mr. Ster-

ling, of the firm of Sterling & Swan, explained the scheme,

showing that it was limited to the village proper. Several

persons objected to the '.imitation and advocated the exten-

sion of the mains to the railway station. After hearing all

the evidence, the inspector visited the site of the proposed

works.

Cnosall.— At the last meeting of tho council. Local

Government Board sanction was reported to have been re-

ceived to a loan of £180 for works in counoction with the

Church Eaton sewerage scheme.

Llandaff.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held

last week with reference to an application of the district

council for power to borrow £4,650 and £150 for new sewer-

age works.

Mailing.— In view of the damage, caused by tho clippings

of hedges being left in the roadways, to bicycles and tricycles,

the district council have resolved to distribute the following

notice among tenants of lands adjacent to public roads :

" In view of the cycling traffic, which has become so general,

and tho expense and interruption so often experienced from
thorns left strewn upon the highways, which jiuncture and
materially damage pneumatic tyres of bicycles and tricycles,

it is requested that owners and occupiers of lands adjacent to

the public roads will exercise a careful supervision over the

catting and trimming of their hedges; the clippings to be

frequently brushed aside during daytime, and at nightfall

to be swept into heaps in the roadside or removed altogether.

Market Bosworth.—On account of an alarming outbreak

of fever, the district council have resolved to erect an isola-

tion hospital at Ibstock.

Norton.—The plans prepared by Mr. J. Somes Storey,

county surveyor of Derbyshire, for tho erection of a now
police station and lock-up at Norton Woodseats were ap-

proved by the district council at their last meeting.

Tendring.^The surveyor has been requested to inquire

and report upon the water supply and drainage of the village.

Wirral.—After some discussion at the l.ast monthly meet-
ing of the council, it was decided to make an application to

the Local Government Board for sjinclion to borrow £300 to

lay down experimental Dibdin filtration tanks to improve the

sewage disposal system at Freston.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Aberdeen.—The town council have received authority to

borrow £10,000 for electric light purposes.— Mr. Smith, gas
manager, and Mr. Blackman, electrical engineer, liave re-

ported to the Gas and Electric Lighting Committee that ad-

ditional motive power will be required at the electric station,

in view of the extension of the system. The lighting of the

qu,ays from the corporation mains will consiiierably increase

tho pressure on the plant, which is even now occasionally

very heavy. The engines at present in the station have an
aggregate of fully 1,000 horse-rower, and the committee have
been recommended to invite tenders for an additional engine
of from 600 to 700 horse-powor.

Belfast.—The Electric Committee recently reported that

the new station buildings are now progressing satisfactorily.

The contractors expect to have completed the first section of

the work by the middle of next month, and soon after that
the committee hope to be in a position to supply current,

Dumfries.—The Water Commission, at a recent meeting,
decided to proceed with the construction of a new clear-water
tank, on plana prepared by Mr. Crombie, at an estimated cost

of £3,0U0.

Dundee.—On Tuesday of last week, at a meeting of the Gas
CoiTimittee, the question of the proposed purchase of ground
to the east of the gasworks, for future extensions, was under
consideration, and the matter was deferred. In connection
with the same matter the clerk reported that he had been in

correspondence with Belfast, Brighton, Liverjiool, London and
Edinburgh on the subject of carburetted water-gas, more
especially with regard to its cost, utility and safety when
compared with coal-gas. The managers of the gas under-
takings corresponded with reported that carburetted water-
gas was as safe as coal-gas, and could be prudnced at less cost.

The letters were ordered to be printed, and reported to the
board at a meeting to be held to-morrow. The manager also

produced a letter from Mr. Corbett Wooddall, in which he
recommended the introduction of carburetted water-gas. It

was agreed that tho whole matter should be brought before
the board.

Edinburgh.—The following motion was, after discussion,

adopted at last week's meeting of the Lord Provost's Com.
mitteo :

" Tliat before proceeding with the reconstruction of

North Bridge-street themselves, the magistrates and town
council should endeavour to obtain offers from the public of

such an amount as they would be justified in accepting, and
with that view remit to tho committee to prepare suitable

articles and conditions and expose the area to public roup, in

such lots as the committee may consider advisable, at upset
prices amounting together to not less than £212,000, with
instructions to the committee to submit to the council any
amended or altered elevation plans of which the committee
may recommend the approval."

Perth.—There was exhibited on the walls of the council

chambers, at the monthly meeting last week, a sketch of the
new bridge as suggested by the engineers, Messrs. Blythe ife

Westland, of Edinburgh. The plan will shortly be considered

by the committee in charge of the bridge, and also by the
council at an early date. While the plan generally is approved
by those members of tho council who have seen it, one or two
opinions have been expressed showing how it might be im-
proved in some of the smaller details.

Portrush.—A letter was read from the Local Government
Board stating that it was not necesaary to have their approval
to the erection of a fire brigade station on a piece of vacant
ground in Main-street, at an estimated cost of £45. It was
stated that the entire cost of fire apparatus, &c., would entail

an outlay of £100. It was decided to proceed with the erec-

tion of the building.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
Buda-Pesth.—The week before last the last horse-tramcar

was taken off the streets of Buda-Pesth. The whole of the
tramway lines have been converted into electric lines for a
length of 70 English miles, while the Buda-Pesth underground
railway also has eloctrio traction for a further distanoo of 53
miles.

Elberfeld, Germany.—The municipal authorities have re.

solved on the construction of a second central station in the
west end of the town, at an estimated cost of £125,000.

SIDMOUTH NEW SEWERAGE SYSTEM.

The new sewerage system at Sidmouth, constructed by the
district council in accordance with plans prepared by Mr.
James Mansergh and Mr. G. R. .Strachan, at a cost of £10,000,
is now completed. In the carrying out of the work the most
modern a|iparatus has been adopted, and storage arrange-
ments provided in order that the sewage, by means of an
outfall at " the Ham," may be discharged into the sea at a
sufficient distance and only at hours when the current will

carry the sewage away from the town. The work consists of

a reconstruction of several of the old sewers, the provision of

an impoimding tank, and the moving of the outfall to a con-

siderable distance eastw.ard of the river mouth. New sewers
have been laid down along the esplanade, throughout Western
Town and Eastern Town, Old Fore-street, Fore-street, New-
street, Market-street, York-street, Ham-lane, Church-street,
Cobourg-road, Mill-street, Mill-lane, Salcombe-road, throngh
the meadows as far as the hamlet of Sid, Broadway-lane, and
down the Bickwell valley. The discharge is received into a
covered concrete and white brick tank, SO ft. by 40 ft., con-

structed in a field adjacent to the gasworks, and provided

with a penstock wliich allows of the contents flowing to the

outfall only at suitable states of the tide, thus preventing the

possibility of anything being washed back on the beach.

During the process of the work all defects in old drains have

been repaired. The contractor for the work was Mr. C. Laog.
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Personal.

Mr. Dixon has been appointed temporary surveyor to tlio

Bamsgate Corporation.

Mr. James Thomson, the assistant bu.-gh engineer of Uun-
doe, has had his salary increased by £75 per annum.

Nelson Town Council have increased the salary of their

assistant surveyor, Mr. C. T. Copley, by £25 per annum.

Mr. T. Mallison, surveyor to the Skipton Urban District

Council, has bad his salary increased by £30 per annum.

Mr. Charles W. Appleyard, of Bradford, has been appointed

engineer and manager of the sewage works of the Sale Urban
District Council.

An increase of £150 per annum was, at the last meeting of

the council, unanimously awarded to Mr. A. H. Campbell, the

city surveyor of Canterbury.

We regret to hear that Mr. E. J. Hughes, town surveyor of

Newhaven, has been badly burned about the hands and face

through an explosion of sewer gas.

Messrs. Bailey Denton, Son & Lawford have been in-

structed by the Isle of Thanet Rural District Council to pre-

pare plans for the sewerage of Minster.

Sunderland Town Council have decided to advertise for an

inspector of sewers, at a salary of £140, to rise by £10 per

annum to a maximum of £180 per annum.

Mr. E. Bailoy Denton has been directed by the Eton Urban
District Council to prepare plans for the erection of a now
pumping station, pumping machinery, &c.

Mr. Julian Kogers, the secretary of the Surveyors' Institu-

tion, who has for some weeks past been suffering from an
attack of illness, is, we are glad to hear, recovering.

Mr. William Ruxton, assistant manager at the Arbroath

gasworks, has been appointed to the post of gasworks manager
to the corporation of Carnarvon, at a salary of £140.

Mr. J. F. Stow has been appointed engineer and surveyor

to the Bridlington Urban District Council, in succession to

Mr, R. R. Bro^\n, who held that office for eight years.

Messrs. Handoock & Dykes, of London, have been recom-

mended by a snbicommittee of the Kendal Town Council for

appointment as electrical engineers to report on electric

lighting.

Mr. John Hallam, an assistant to a local architect and sur-

veyor, has been appointed temporary assistant surveyor to

the Fenton Urban District Council. The commencing silary

is £100 per annum.

It was decided, at a recent meeting of the Southampton
Borough Council, to ask Mr. Manville to report to the Electric

. Committee on tho question of free wii'ing and the penny-iu-

the-slot system of supply.

Mr. Lane Brown, resident engineer of the Croydon Cor-

poration sewage works, has been appointed to the post of sur-

veyor to the Municipality of Benares, India. Steps are

being taken to fill the vacancy.

The county surveyor for Northumberland has been asked

by the Berwick Town Council to adjudicate upon the com-
petitive plans sent in for the proposed new police station at

Berwick. The fee is to be 50 guineas.

Goole Urban District Council have decided to appoint a
gas and water manager, at a salary of £300 per annum,
instead of continuing the present dual control by sub-

managers and a consulting engineer.

Mr. David Balfour, m.i.c.e., of 3 St. Nicholas Buildings,

Nowcastle-on-Tyne, has taken into partnership his son, Mr.

David Balfour, a.m.i.c.k., and tlie business in future will be

carried on under the name of D. Balfour & Son.

At the last meeting of the Peterborough Rural District

Council a letter was read from Mr. T. Baldwin, the surveyor,

asking to be allowed to resign his appointment at the end of

March. After some discussion tho matter was adjourned.

Messrs. Woodhouse & Willougldjy, of Manchester, have been

awarded the first premium, of £50, for their designs for a new
technical school and public library for Colne. The second

premium, of £35, has been awarded to Mr. T. A. Buttery, of

Morley.

At last week's meeting of the Sonth Shields Town Council

the resignation of the borough surve}'or, Mr. Matthew Hall,

after thirty years' service, was accepted, and it was referred

to a committee to make arrangements for the appointment of

a successor.

Leamington Town Council have at present under consider-

ation a recommendation of the Highw.aya Committee that a

road surveyor be appointed to superintend a certain portion

of the work in the town surveyor's department, at an annual
salary of £150.

The borough surveyor of Beverley, Mr. Hird, and Mr. Gib-

. Bon, the gas manager, were present at a recent dinner given

by the mayor to the corporotion employees. A most enjoy-

a'olo evening was spent, tho dinner being followed by a
smoking concert.

Upon tlie recommendation of a committee, the Paddington
Yostry recently decided to grant Mr. G. Harnden, of the sur-

veyor's department, a sum of £24 for extra services i"endered

in the department owing to the illness and subsequent decease
of Mr. R. Gadsden.

Mr. R. I. Addiscott, assistant to the borough surveyor of

Burnley, has been appointed chief assistant under the Wands-
worth District Board of Works. Mr. Addiscott was formerly
assistant to the borough engineer and surveyor of Plymouth,
and served his articles with Mr. G. D. Bellamy, of Plymouth.

Mr. Thomas Gregory lias been appointed engineer and sur-

veyor to the Newburn Urban District Council. There wore
seventy-six applications for tho appointment. Mr. Gregory
was successful in passing the examination of the Sanitary
Institute, as sanitary inspector, at Newcastlo in November
last.

The Urban District Council of Portmadoc have unanimoxisly

voted an honorarium of £30 to their surveyor, Mr. J. D. Lewis,

for extra services rendered in preparing plans for alterations

to tho town hall, which was recently p\irchasod from a private

company. Mr. Lewis has also been appointed inspector under
the Food and Drugs Act.

Mr. H. H. Humphreys, surveyor to the Erdington Urban
District Council, was present, among others, at a dinner
given to the employees of the council last week by Dr. Alfred

Paget Evans, the chairman of the Highways Committee.
An excellent musical pi'ogrammo was very successfully gono
through during the evening.

Mr. W. F. Woods, who has held the position of head
draughtsman in the Bootle borough engineer's and surveyor's

department for three years, is about to proceed to Sierra

Leone, to take up a new appointment. During his short stay

in Bootle he is said to have made many friends, by whom
his future career will be followed with interest.

The Finance Committee of the Bristol City Council on
Saturday interviewed several candidates for the post of city

surveyor and vainer, the salary of which is £700, rising to

£1,000 a yeai-. Their choice fell upon Mr. Peter Addie, who
has for the last few years been employed by the Corporation

of Birmingham, and was previously in tho employ of the
Swansea Corporation.

Prof. Harold B. Dixon, of Owens College, Manchester,

has been appointed to test tho gas supplied by the Salford

Corporation to the Eccles, Swiuton and Pendlebury districts,

his fee to be paid in equal proportions by tho Salford Cor-

poration and outside authorities. The place for testing the

gas and the appliances to be used for the purpose have not
yet been agreed upon.

A meeting of the Lunatic A.iylnm Committee of the Bir-

mingham Corporation was held on Monday of last week, to

consider the question of appointing an assessor to advise tho

committee on the competitive plans sent in for the new
asylum which is to be erected at Northtield. After careful

deliberation the committee decided to appoint Mr. George T.

Hine, f.r.i.b.a., of Parliatnent-street, London, S.W.

An ordinary meeting of the Association of Birmingham
Students of the Institution of Civil Engineers will be held on
Thursday in the council chamber of the Midland Institute,

Birmingham, when Mr. A. Burton, A. m.i.c.e., will read a paper
on tlie '' Hanloy Sewage Woi'ks." The twelfth annual dinner

of the association will take pl.ice on the following Thursday,

the 27th inst. Mr. W. Bayley Marshall, M.i.f.E,, the presi-

dent, will occupy the chair.

At a recent special meeting of the Cannock Urban District

Council the selected candidates for the post of surveyor
attended, and were interviewed by the council. They were
as follow : W. H. Jukes, Tipton ; C. W. Shakleton, Coseley

;

Wni. Farrington, Hoyland, Barnsley ; Walter Blaokshaw,
Croydon ; G. F. Carter, Mexborough ; and A. B. Goodhall, of

Fenton. Mr. Walter Blackshaw was eventually appointed
to the vacancy. There were 116 applicants.

According to a recent decision of the Supreme Court of

Illinois, the candidates for a number of important positions

under the municipal government of Chicago will have to

undergo a civil service examination. Some of the positions

involved, with tho salaries, are as follows: City engineer,

$4,500; assistant city engineer, .?2,250; engineer of bridges,

§1,800; city ai'chitect, .51,500; superintendent of streets,

§3,600 ; superintendent of sewers, J3,600 ; superintendent of

water office, §3,650 ; city electrician, §4,500 ; and city chemist,

§1,500.

The first business of a recent special meeting of the Rich-

mond (Yorks.) Town Conncil was to consider tho appointment

of a surveyor, at a salary of £120 per annum. Out of the

twenty.four applications three had been selected

—

vis., Mr. J.

W. Wetherell, of Rotherhamj Mr. William Armond,of Gates,

head ; and Mr. C. W. Cottersell, of Stockton:on -Tees, Objec.
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tion, liowever, was raised to such au appointment being made
without somo of tho present high salaries being reduced, and

it was decided, after some discussion, to adjourn the matter

for a week.

At the ordinary general mooting of tho Institution of Civil

Engineers on Tuesday, Sir John Wolfo Barry, k.c.b., f.r.s.,

the president, before the ordinary business, referred to tho

recent death of Sir Charles Hutton Gregory, and the following

resolution, submitted by the oonncil, was adopted unani-

mously :
" That the members of tho Institution deeply re-

gret the death of Sir Charles Hutton Gregory, k.c.m.g., past-

president, whose association with the Institution during a

period of almost sixty years has been marked by unremitting

interest in its welfare."

The following district surveyors of London have been ap-

pointed members of the British Fire-prevention Committee :

Messrs. C. J. Badger, A. Crow, H. Cheston, S. F. Clarkson, H.

H. Collins, Bernard Dicksee, D. E. Dale, E. D. Drury, G.

Elkiugton, C. Foulsham, W. Grellier, Horace Gundry, E. R.

Hewitt, H. J. Hanson, C. F. Hayward, F. Hammond, P.

Hunter, H. Lovegrove, H. S. Legg, G. Legg, W. A. Large. W.
H. Lees, E. Marsland, A. Jfoseley, G. McDonnell, J. D.

Matthews, 11. P. Notley, A. Payne, E. Power, li. Plumbe, H.
W. Stock, W. L. Spiers, A. W. Tanner, B. Tabberer, T.

ToUey, T. W. Watson, F. Wallen, and E. Woodthorpe.

Mr. H. S. Jacques and Jlr. W. L. Rowland, assistants to the

borough engineer of Cheltenham, have been selected for ap-

pointment by the Crown agents for service in Ceylon, at

salaries of £300 per annum. Mr. Jacques was articled to Mr.
Hall in 1891, and has since been assistant in his office, his

work being principally in connection with water and electrio

lighting works. Mr. Rowland served articles with Mr. A. W.
Smith, county surveyor of Hertford, and was appointed

assistant to the borough engineer of Cheltenham in 1893.

Lately tho condition of the sewers has occupied his attention,

and he has been busily engaged in preparing plans for the re-

construction of the defective portions.

A minute with reference to the appointment of a city

building surveyor was submitted at a recent meeting of the

Finance Committee of the City Council of Sydney, New South
Wales. In view of the retirement of Mr. M'Rae, it was stated

it had become necessary to appoint another official to carry

on the work of the architectural department, and it was pro-

posed to appoint Mr. R. II. Broderick, the senior staff officer,

to tho post. It was further proposed to appoint Mr. .lames
Merriman as architect .and draughtsman. The salaries of both
officials would be determined by the committee for recom-
mendation to the council. Tho mayor, in moving the adoption

of tho minute, said he felt sure that with the supervision of

the new markets by Mr. M'R.ae, assisted by these officers, the

work could be adequately copod with without any additional

appointment. Both officers were young men and had been
trained in the service, and he had Mr. M'Rae's assur-anco as

to their Btncss and aViility. Generally the members expressed
themselves favourable of the minute, and it was eventually

decided to recommend it to the council for adoption.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

JfMOR Meetings.

The second of four meetings of examinees and students
authorised (subject to certain conditions) by the council to

be held dttring the present session, will take place at the
temporary premises of tho Institution on Monday, the 31st

January, 1898, when a paper will be read by Mr. P. A. Green,
entitled " Compensation Cases." Tho chair will be taken at

7 o'clock.

Prokessional E.xaminations, 1898.

The students' proficiency examination will commence on
the 21st of March next.

Examinations qualifying for the classes of " Professional
Associates " and "Follows" will also commence on tho 2 1st

of March next. All particulars as to days, subjects and
course of examination, will bo forwarded on application to tho
secretary.

English candidates for the professional examinations will

be examined in London. Iiish candidates will bo examined
in Dublin.

Special Certificate Examination, 1898
(for members).

The next special certificate examination in Forestry, Sani-

tary Science and Land Survejing, and Levelling, are proposed
to be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the 14th, 15th
and ICth of June next. Particulars of these examinations
can be obtained from the secretary.

Sti'Dents' Preliminary Examination.

The students' preliminary examination will be held on the
19th and 20th January iust. Candidates from the counties

of Lancashire, Cheshire, Vuikshirc, Durham, Cumberland,
Westmoreland and Northumberland will bo examined at
Manchester. Candidates from other counties in England and
Wales will be examined in London, Irisa candidates will be
eramined in Dublin.

ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

Mf:TRUPOLITAN DISTRICT MeKTIXG.

Notice is hereby given that a Metropolitan District meet-
ing will be held at the Institution of Civil Enzineers, Great
George-street, Westminster, on Friday evening, the 18th
f^ebruary, 1898. Members desiring to read papers before

this meeting are requested to communicate immediately with
the secretary.

Volcntakv P.vss Examination.

The twenty-fifth examination for candidates for the offices

of engineer and surveyor to municipal corporations and dis-

trict councils will be held at the Institution of Civil En-
gineers, Great George-street, Westminster, on Friday and
Saturday, tho 1st and 2nd April, 1898. Application forms,

duly filled in by intending candidates, must be in my hands
on or before the 5th day of March, 1898.

Thomas Cole, Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, London, S.W.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Next Students' Meeting.

The next students' meeting will be held to-night, when
Mr. R. Gordon Markay, stud.inst.c.e., will read a paper on
" Mechanical Draught." Sir Albert J. Dnrston, K.C.b., M.I.C.E.,

will take the chair at 8 o'clock.

THE BRITISH

ASSOCIATION OF WATERWORKS ENGINEERS.

We have been informed by the secretary of the above
association, Mr. W. H. Brothers, that the winter meeting
will be held in London in Fcbiuary next, when a paper will

be read by Mr. H. W. Pearson, m.i.c.e., m.i.m.e., engineer of

the Bristol waterworks, on " Springs and Wells for Town
Supplies, and works in connection with the same." At this

meeting there will be an election of " Members" and "Asso-
ciates." Proposal forms and all particulars can bo had at

the offices of tho association, 55 P.arliament-street, West-
minster, S.W.

The Staff of the Local Government Board.—Speaking at

.

a meeting of the Norfolk County Council, last week, the Earl
of Kimberley complained that tho staff of the Local Govern-
ment Board was wholly insufficient to attend to the business
submitted to the board for its consideration. Whether repre-
sentations upon the subject would end in the office being
supplied with a proper staff he did not know, but the existing

state of affairs was disgraceful.

ADVBETISEMENTS
Received too late for Classification.

OUNG SURVEYOR (P.A.S.I.), age twenty-
two, wishes to offer his services, without salary, in a

municipal office, with a view to future assistantship.—Apply,
" Level," Surveyor, 4 Colston-street, Bristol.

ORODGH OF RICHMOND, SIJRRPJY.
Wanted, in the office of the Borough Surveyor, a Third

Assistant, who has had previous experience in a municii)al
surveyor's office.

He must be a neat draughtsman, with a knowledge of sur-

veying and levelling.

Commencing salary, £65 per annum, rising by annual incre-

ments to £80 per annum.
Applications, endorsed " Surveyor's Assistant," accompanied

by copies of not more than three testimonials, to bo sent to

me not later than Wednesday, the 26th inst.

Personal application to members of tho Council is pro-

hibited and will disqualify the candidate.

J. H. BRIERLEY, Assoc. m.inst.c.e.,
Borough Surveyor.

Town Hall, Richmond, Surrey.

14th January, 1898.

CORPORATION OF OSWESTRY.
Wanted, liy the Oswestry Corporation, a General Fore-

man.
Conditions of service, and further particulars, may be had

on application to R. O. Wynne Roberts, Borough Surveyor.
Applications, in own handwriting, together with copies of

three recent testimonials, to be sent in by Saturday, January
22, 1898, addressed to

J"PARRY-JONES,
Town Clerk, Oswestiy,

Oswestry.

January 11, 1898,
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APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
too lale for clasaifieation cannot be

•ieg until thefollowinj tceel-.

Inspector of Roads.—January 15lh.—Vestry of St. Mary,

Islington. 50s.—Mr. J. Fatten Barber, vestry surveyor.

Fire Bbigabe Superintendent.—January 15tli.—Leigh

Urban District Council. £1 15s.—Mr. Peregrine Thomas,

clerk to the council.

Superintendent fob Gas Mains and Services Depart-

ment.—January 17th.—Leeds City Council. £250.—Mr. Jno.

Harrison, town clerk.

BuiiniNS Inspector.—January 18th.—Leyton Urban Dis-

trict Council. £130.—Mr. William Dawson, m.i.c.e., sur-

veyor to the council.

Resident Engineer for Waterworks.—January 18th.

—

Folcshill Rural District Couucil.—Mr. Alfred P. Oswiu, clerk

to the council.

City Engineer.—January 18th.—Corporation of the City

of Liverpool. £1,000.-Mr. Harcourt E. Clare, town clerk.

Road Foreman.—January 19th.— East and West Molesey

Urban District Couucil. 3.3s.—Mr. J. Stevenson, district

surveyor, Council Offices, East Molesey.

Countt Inspector of Weights and Measures. —
January 19th.—County Council of East Sussex. £175.

—

Mr. F.Merritield, county clerk, County Hall, Lewes.

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.—January 20th.—

Corporation of Stockton-on-Tees. £350.—Mr. Mat. B. Dodds,

town clerk.

Main Road Surveyors (Two).—January 20th.— County

Council of the Isle of Ely. £170.—Mr. Edward H. Jackson,

clerk to the council, Wisbech.

General Assl-jtant for Borough Engineer's Office.—
January 20th.—Corporation of Salford. £120.—-Mr. Samuel

Brown, town clerk.

Assistant for Sewerage Scheme.—January 20th.

—

Borough of Hartlepool. £2 23.—Mr. H. C. Crummack,

A, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Surveyor of Highw.^ys.—January 28th.— Chesterfield

Rural District Couucil. £150.—Mr. George Shaw, olerk to

the council.

Engineering Assistant.—City Council of Birmingham.
£3.—Mr. John Price, city surveyor.

COMPETITIONS.
•tnt! ii-hi.h are rcreived too lute far clumifioalion cannot

included in these gummarieg until the following week.

EisTLriGH.—Fehrnary 7th.—Plans tor the erection of public offices,

&c.,onthe recreation ground, for the urban district council. 50 and
20 guineas.—Mr. Henry White, clerk to the council.

Baebow-in-Fuhness.—Februar.v 14th.—Desi^is for the erection of

technical schools. £50 and £20.—The Borough Eugineer.

Bekwick-uboh-Twebd.—March 14th.—Plans tor the erection of a

police station and lock-up on a site fronting Church-street. £50 and
£25.—Mr. Rob. Weddell, town clerk,

Bklpbe.—May Ist.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the

district, for the urban district council. £52 10s. and £26 5s.—Mr.
Joseph Pjiu, clerk to the council.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
A.dt)6yH$emenU whiuh are received too late for chiuiflcaiion cannot be

included in thete summanes until the following week.

Preston.—January 14th.—Levelling, pavintj, flagpinc: and channel-

ling works in RushLon-street.—The Borough Engineer.

Kingstown (Ireland).—January 14th.—Erertion of municipal offices

and stores at George's-place.—Mr. John Donnelly, town clerk.

Bartfoed.— January 17th.—Erection of chapels, caretaker's house

and a boundary wall at the new cemetery at Stone, for the rural district

council.—Mr. G. H. Tait, m.i.c.e., engineer, 15 Lowfield-street, Dartford.

Darwen.—January 17th.—Plant for the destruction of town refuse.—

Mr. R. \V. Smith-Saville, borough engineer.

CovENTRT.-January 17th.—ConBtruction of about 1,097 lineal yards

of 5ft. by 3 ft. 4 in. brick sewers; 3, lo*- .yards of 27-in. and 21-in. cast-

iron rising mains; 0,500 yards of pipe sewers varying from 30-in. to

7-iu. in diameter; and subsidence and straining tanky, for the cor-

poration.—Mr. J. Mansergh, engineer, 5 Victoria-street, London, S.W.

Paddinqtcn.—January 17tb.—Supply of granite kerb, York paving

and granite cubes for twelve mouths, for the vestry.—Mr. Frank Deth-

ridgo, vestry clerk.

Paddington.-January 17th.—Supply of 7,000 yards of broken granite

for repairing roads, for the vestry.—Mr. Frank Detbridge, vestry clerk.

Bradford.—January 17th.—Supply of two steam engines for the

electricity woiks at Valley-road.—Mr. Alfred H. Gibbings, Electricity

Department, Town Hall, Bradford.

Dover.—January 18th.—Erection of a boiler house, with inlet pipe,

Ac, at the sea baths, Marine-parade.—Mr. Henry E. Stilgoe, a.m.i.c.e..

borough engineer.

St. Helens.—January 18th.—Supply of 2,000 tons of 4-in. granite

cubes and 200 tons of G-in. by 4-in. by 4-in. granite setts.—Mr. Geo. J. C.

Broom, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

RcGBT.—-lanuary 18th.~Supply of broken stone for the repair of the

highway in the district during the year ending Deceml>er 31, 1898, for

the urban district council.—Mr. D. G. Macdonald, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor

to the council.

HetWOOD.—January 18th.—Supply of fire-clay gooda.-Mr. J. H. Bald-

wick, town clerk.

Gloucester.—January 18th.—Supply and erection of various plant

on the low-tension system for the municipal electricity works.—Mr.

Robert Hammond, consulting engineer to the corporation, Osmond
House, Trinity-lane, London, E.G.

RuGBT.—January 18th.—Supply of broken stone during the year
ending 3lPt December, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. D. G,
Macdonald, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the councU.
Roc HDALE.—January 18th.—Supply of 500 2-in„ 500 3-in.. 500 4-in. and

250 6-in. cast-iron water pipes.-Mr. James Leach, town clerk.

Glaboow.—January 18th.—Supply of 6,000 tons of granite paving
setts.—Mr. J. D, Marwick, town clerk,

BaOMLEr.—January 18th.—Works of sewering, levelling, paving,
metalling, channelling and making good Homefield-road, for the urban
district council.—Mr. Fred. H. Norman, clerk to the council.

HiLEKowEN.—January 18th.—Widening and raising of the present
surface level of Coombs Holloway, for the rural district council.—Mr,
Bernard Perrins, surveyor to the council.

Bridgwater.—January 18th.—Extension of a 9-in. glazed stoneware
socket pipe sewer for 336 yards, for the rural district council.—Mr.
T. M. Reed, clerk to the council.

Birkenhead.—January J 9th.—Works required in the sewering*
making-up and completion of Lorn-street.—Mr. Charles Brownridge*
A.M.I.C.E., borough engineer and surveyor.

Chiswick.—January 19th.—Supply oE stores for one year, commencing
1st April, 1898, for the urban district council.—Mr. A. Ramsden, sur-

veyor to the council,

Harrogate.—January 19th.—Supply of rolled girders in connectiou
with the alterations at the Spa concert-rooms.—Mr, Samuel Stead,
borough surveyor.

Leeus.—January 19th,—Erection of a stone bridge over the river Aire
at South Accommodation-road.—Mr. T. Hewsou, city engineer.

Glamorgan.—January 10th.—Widening of Pencoed bridge, for the
county council.—Mr. T.'Mansel Franklen, clerk to the council. County
Offices, Westgate-street, Cardiff.

Leeds.—January 19th.—Supply of ironwork required in th6 erectioa
of a steel girder bridge over the river Aire at South Accommodation-
road.-Mr. T. Hewson, city engineer.

FiTLHAM.—January 19th.—Making-up and paving works in Town
Mead-road, section, iii., for the vestry.-Mr. Charles Botterill, a.m.i.c.e.,

vestry surveyor.

Navan (Ireland).—January 20th.—Construction of water supply
works, for the town commissioners.—Mr, J. H. H. Swiney, m.i.c.e.,

engineer. Avenue Chambers, Belfast.

Taunton.—January 20th.—1,500 tons of Powell Duffryn or Dynever
Duffryn best steam coal.—Mr. James H. Smith, borough surveyor,

Hdrst.-January 20th.—Various drainage works, for the urban dis-

trict council.—Mr. Jno. Whitworth, clerk to the council. Booth-street
Chambers, Ashton-under-Lyne.

St. George, Hanover-square.—January 22nd.—Supply of Thames
ballast and sand for twelve months or three years from 5th March,
1893, for the vestry.—Mr. Livingstone, surveyor, 1 Pimlico-road, Lon-
don, S.W.
East Retford,-January 24th.—Supply of broken granite, slag

and limestone, for the rural district council.—Mr. Thomas Henry, sur-

veyor to the council.

Hastings.-January 24th,—Supply of about 552 tons of 3-in., 4-in,

and G-ia. cast-iron pipes.-Mr. P. H. Palmer, waterworks engineer.
Town Hall, Hastings.

FiNCHLEY.—January 24th.—Supply of one dust-cart and four slop-

carts, for the urban district council.—Mr. Chas. Roberts, clerk to the
council.

London.—January- 24th.—Erection of temporary structures for 700
patients and staff at the Horton Manor estate, Epsom, for the county
council.—The Clerk of the Asylums Committee, 21 Whitehall-place, S.W.
Hendon.—January 2tth.—Various sewerage works, for the urban

district council.—Mr. S. Slater Grimloy, engineer and surveyor to the
council.

Bkckenha-M.-January 24th.—Supply of 400 cubic yards of U-in,
quartzite and 600 cubic yards of lain. Guernsey granite, for the urban
district council.—Mr. F. Stevens, clerk to the council,

Salpord.—January 24th.—Flagging works m Reservoir-terrace.—Mr-
Samuel Brown, town clerk.

London.—January 25th.—Construction of a 3-ft. 9-in. by 2-ft. O-in-

egg-sliaped brick sewer at Hamilton-road, Gipsy-hill, for the county
council.—The Engineer to the Council.

Tottenham.-January 25th.—Construction of stoneware pipe sewers
in St. Anne's-road, Reform-row, Pleasant-place, Tynemouth-road and
Cunningham-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. P. E, Murphy,
engineer to the council.

Manchester.—January 2oth.—Erectinn of a lodging house in Harri-
son-street, Ancoats.-Mr. T. de Courcy Meade, city surveyor.

Manchester.—January 25th.—Erection of twenty-six three-storey
tenement buildings and two corner shops in Pott-street and Caroline-

street, Ancoats.-ilr, T, de Courcy Meade, city surveyor.

MANCHESTKa.-January 25th,—Erection of thirty-six two-storey tene-
ment buildings in Chester-street, Marsland-street and Hulme-street,
Hulme.—Mr. T. de Courcy Meade, city surveyor.

Manchester.—January 25th.—Erection of thirty-two two-storey tene-

ment buildings in a new street between Cornwall-street and Spittal-

street and eighteen cottages in George-Leigh-street,—Mr, T, de Courcy
Meade, city surveyor,

Westminster,—January 25th.—Disposal of gas and lamp columns,
street lanterns, guard posts, drainpipes, &c,—Mr. T. HensmanMunsey,
vestry clerk, Vestry Hall, Piccadilly, London, W.
BooTLE.—January 25th.—Erection of a lodge at Derby Park.—Mr.

J. U. Farmer, town clerk,

London.—January 25th.—Erection of a block of dwellings for the
working classes on tho Boundary-street area, Bethnal Green, for the
county council.—The Clerk to the Council.

Leeds.—January 25tb.—Various works required in the erection and
completion of the basement of the dead meat market and abattoir on
the site adjoining New York-streot and Harper-street.—Mr. Jno. Harri-
son, town clerk,

Manchester.-January 25th.—Erection of thirteen shops in Oldham-
road between Cornwall-street and Spittal-etreet.-Mr. T. de Courcy
Meade, city surveyor.

KnareSbokough.—January 25th.— Street works in Victoria-avenue
and Albert-avenue, Starbeck, for the rural district council.—Mr. R.
Annakin, surveyor to the council, 44 Station-parade, Harrogate.

Limerick.-January 25th.—Supply of 1,200 tons of paving setts, from
5 in. to Sin. in length, 6 in. deep, by 3 in. to 3iin. in width.—Mr. W. B,
Corbett, city surveyor.

MiDDLETON.—January 26th.—Construction of pipe sewers in Man-
chester Old-road, Market-place, Lodge-street, Townley-street, Oswald-
street and Renyon-lane, for the corporation.—Mr. H, Leonard Hinnell,

M.I.C.E., engineer, 11 Corporation-street, Manchester.

Ipswich.—January 2Gth.—Supply of about 360,000 red deal wood
paving blocks.—Mr. E. Buckham, borough surveyor.

WiLLENHALL.—January 27th.—Supply of various wrought-iron fencing
and gates, for the urban district council.—Mr. Chas. J. Jenkin, a.m.i.c.e.,

engineer and surveyor to the council.

HoitNc.'.sTLE.—January 23th.—Supply of 6,404 tons of granite and
1,995 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr, J, E. Chatterton,
clerk to the council.
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HooLE.—January 29th.—Street works fa Kiltnorey-roacl, for the urban

district council.—Mr. Arthur K. Caldecutt, clerk to the council, 17 New-
gate-street, Chester.

NoEFOLK.—.January 29th.—Supply of broken granite during the year

ending 31st March, 1899, for the county council.—Mr. T. H. B. Heslop,

H.i.c.E., county surveyor, Shire Hall, Norwich.

Wolverhampton.—January 39th.—Construction of a shelter at the

East Park.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer and surveyor.

Leicestie.-January 31st.—Motor vehicles for the collection of house

refuse.—Mr. E. George Mawbey. borough engineer and surveyor.

Macclesfield.-January 31st.—Construction of 3J miles of 7-in. and
9-in. stoneware and cast-iron pipe sewers, with pumping station, pre-

cipitation tanks, effluent carriers, and the underdrainmg of about 6 acres

of land at Poynton, for the rural district council.—Mr. James Thorpe,

surveyor to the council.

Keighlet.—January 31st.— Construction of 8,000 lineal yards of

earthenware and cast-iron pipe sewers, for the rural district council.—

Messrs. Barber, Hopkinson & Co., engineers,^ Craven Bank Chambers,
Keighley.

King's Ltnn.—Febraary Ist.—Work required in the laying of 2 miles

of pipe sewers in the north drainage district of the borough.—Mr. E. J.

Silcock, borough engineer.

SocTHAMPTON.—February 1st.—Erection of an isolation hospital in

Mousehole-lane, Millbrook.—Mr. George B. Nalder, town clerk.

Swansea.—February 1st.—Construction of a masonry dam (100 ft.

high above the level of the river Craig and 450 yards long) and n

tunnel about -t.VTO yards long, for the corporation.—Messrs. G. H. Hill

& Sons, 5 Victoria-street, London, S.W.
GiLLiNGHA.'a.—February 2nd.—Construction of a series of 6-in.

earthenwsre drains, the' provision and erection of ventilating lamp-
shafts and other works, for the urban district council.—Messrs. John
Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, engineers, 27 Great George-street, Lon-
don, S.W.
Litherland.—February 2nd.—Works required in the completion of a

passage at the rear of Chelsea-road and Kilbnrn-street, for the urban,

district council.—Mr. W. B. Garten, surveyor to the council.

Radcliffe.—Febniar.v 5th.—Construction of precipitation tanks,
filter-beds, retaining walls and effluent conduits, and the formation and
drainage of filtration areas; also the supply and fixing of penstocks,
sluice valves, cast-iron pipes, gutters and all ironwork and fittings, for

the urban district council.—Mr. J. Sharpies, clerk to the council.

Wolverhampton.—February 7th.—Motor vans for street scavenging
and the conve.yance of road materials.—Mr. J, W. Bradley, borough
engineer and surveyor.

Spilsbt.—February 12th.—Supply of 8,000 tons of broken giuuite and
8,000 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. Fred. J. Dixon,
district surveyor to the council.

West Ham.—February 14tli.—Supply of fittings and furniture for
the public library at Stratford.—Mr. Fred. E. Hilleary, town clerk.

Buenlet.—February 16th.—Construction of about 2,800 yards of

16-in., 12-in. and 9-in. earthenware pipe sewers, for the rural district

council.—Mr. T. Edmondson, district surveyor, 18 Nicholas-street,
Burnley.

East Retfoed.—Supply of broken granite, slag and limestone as
required from 1st April, 1893, to 31st March, 1899, for the rural district
council.—Mr. Thomas Henry, eurve.yor to the council.

Wolverhampton.—Supply of 1,000 new and 1,000 second-hand creo-
fioted 4 ft. S^in. gauge sleepers.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer.

D. Y. Stewart & Co., Glasgow
J. R. Watson, Swansea
Stanton Ironworks Company, Nottingham
T. Spittle, Newport*
Maofsrlane, Strang & Co., Glasgow
Staveley Coal and Iron CJompany, Chesterfield..

Cochrane & Co., Dudley

BARROW-IN-FURNESS.—For the erection of an electric light station

in Bucclench-street.-Mr. W. H. Fox, borough engmeer :—

W. Bradley, Millom, Cumberland £4,031

W. Saddler, BaiTow-in-Fumess 3,510

W. Gradwell& Co., Limited, Barrow-in-Furness 3,447

T. Brown, Barrow-in-Furness 3,4*4

W. W. Fairbau'n, Barrow-in-Furness' 3,336

DOVER.—For the supply of 1,500 tons of broken Guernsey granite, 250

tons of Guernsey granite siftings and 1,000 cubic yards of broken
flints.—Mr. E. Wollaston Knocker, town clerk -.—

Guernsey
Guernsey
granite.

TENDERS.
•Accepted.

ABERDARE.—For the supply of about 450 lineal yards of cast-iron

pipes, 27 in. diameter, for the urban district council.—The Sun-eyoi-
to the Council :

—

Per ton.
d.

6 5

J 7 e

BARKING TOWN.—For the erection of an electric lighting station at
the rear of the Public Oflices, East-street, for the urban district coun-
cil.—Mr. C. J. Dawson, surveyor to the council :

—

F. J. Coxhead, Leytonstone £3,297
T. Edge, Woolwich 2,790
G. Sharp, Stratfordt 2,666

t Accepted by committee, subject to sanction of council.

SOUTHAMPTON.—For the construction of a pubUc convenience at
Northam.—Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, borough engineer :

—

F. Osman, Southampton £278
Jenkins & Son, Southampton* 256

Per ton.

«. d.

13

granite
siftings.

Per ton.
a. d.

FUnts.
Per

cubic yard.
>. d.

— — (pit) 5 9

(300 cubic yards of field) 6 6

Tj. Soinmerfeld
W. Grifliths

Pr.y Brothers
J. Mowlem & Co
A. & P. Manuelle, London*
W. Clark
E. BroaiUey, Dover'

HELMSLEY.-For various waterworks, for the rural district council.-

Messrs. Fairbank & Sou, civil engineers, 17a Lendal, York :—

C. Firth, Scarborough £2,800

Parker & Sharp, York 2,704

T. Bell, Market Weighton* 2,599

SHOREDITCH.—For the contraction of about 460 lineal feet of lo-in.

pipe sewer in New-street and 212 ft. of 12-in. pipe sewer m Willow-

street, for the vestry.—Mr. J. Rush Dixon, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the

vestry ;

—

.,

New-street. Willow-street.

W. Wadey £408 £278

T. Adams, Wood Green 332 233

J. Jackson, Plaistow 325 261

H. Clark, Finsbury Park 306 271

W. Manders, Leyton 306 232

H. Co.\, Oamberwell 262 217

C. W. Killingback & Co., Camden Town* 290 214

SUTTON COIiDFIELD.—For the construction of about 1,157 yards of

9-in. earthenware pipe sewer in Penn's-laue and Birmingham-road,
together with all necessary manholes, lampholes and other works re-

quired for its completion.—Mr. C. P. Marslon, a.m.i.c.e., borough
engineer:

—

J. Biggs, Hockley, Birmingham £870

J. Mackay, Smethwick 814

W. F. Hall, Rugby 715

J. Holmes. Ayleston Park, Leicester 630

J. C. Trueman, Oaklands, Swanley, Kent* 636

Engineer's estimate, £732.

WEST HARTLEPOOL.—Accepted for the supply of stores and
materials during the year ending 31st December, 1893.—Mr. J. W.
Brown, borough engineer :

—

Caithness Flags.-The Caithness Quarrying Company, Thurso, N.B.
Y'orkshire Flags.—W. Bancroft, Denholme.
Concrete Flsgs.-Booth, Bolton ; Casebourne & Co., West Hartlepool.

Kerbstone.— (Scotch) L. i W. McDouald, Inverkeithing; (Yorkshire)

Scotsgate Ash Company, Patley Bridge.

Channel Stone.—L. & W. McDonald, Inverkeithing.

Paving Setts.— (Scotch Whinstone) L. i W. McDonald, Inverkeithing,

and Brunton & Son, North Queensferry ; (Blue Whinstone)—
Northumberland Whinstone Company, Newcastle ; (Granite)—.V.

& P. Manuelle, London.
Broken and Unbroken Whinstone.—Summerson & Co., Cockfield;

Ord Si, Maddison, Darlington; G. P. J. Polglase, Xewcastle-ou-
Tyne.

Lime.—T. E. Bradley, West Hartlepool.

General Stores.-Jameson & Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne, shovels, sharpen-

ing stones, strickles, buckets, whitewash brushes, tarred yarn,

and mud scoops ; G. B, Troupe, West Hartlepool, Stockholm tar,

weed killer and castor oil; R. H. N. Cook, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

Russian tallow ; T. Phillips, Middlesbrough, Colza oil, cooler cream,
and neatsfoot oil ; Bosher & Co., Shetheld. iron picks, mud shovels,

draining spades. No. 3 shovels, and scythes ; Hobson, Seaman &
Co., Sheffield, steel picks ; and J. OUvor, West Hartlepool, brooms
and handles, long hair brushes, waste, and soft soap.

Sewer Pipes.—S. M. Glendinning & Son, West Hartlepool.

Hay, Straw, Corn, &c.—T. Oliver, West Hartlepool, bran, linseed and
maize; G. Foster, Greatham, old land hay and straw; J. & J.

Thomason, West Hartlepool, seed hay and oats ; Poster 4 .Arm-

strong, West Hartlepool, beans.
Coals.-(Nuts)—Baumann & Co., West Hartlepool ; (House)—J. Thomp-

son, West Hartlepool.
Cartage.—West Hartlepool. J. B. Short, Seaton-Carew; C.Lamb,junr.
Cement.—O. Trechmann and Casebourne & Co., West Hartlepool.

Metal Castings.—Meredith Brothers, West Hartlepool.

Sawdust.-W. Pearson & Co., West Hartlepool.

Disinfecting Powder.—R. H. Lakin & Co., Pendleton.
Disinfecting Fluid.—Es-sets Sanitary Flmd and .\ppliances Company,

Battersea.

SPECIAL NEW YEAR'S ISSUE.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer

Of JANUARY 2&, 1898, will he considerably enlarged.

IT WILL CONTAIN, AMONG OTHER MATTER, A

LIST OF MUNICIPAL WORKS PROJECTED for 1898
BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

For Advertising Spaces please address tlie Advertisement Manager {C. S. MASON.)
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Epsom.—A letter has been received from the Local Govern-
ment Board stating that an inqniry will shortly be held

with respect to the conncil's application to acquire certain

lauds for purposes of sewage disposal.

MEETINGS.
JANUARY.

14.—Institution of Civil Engineers : Students' meeting, Mr. R. Gordon
Mackay, on " Mechanical Draught."

20,—Association of Birmingham Students of the Institution of Civil En-
ffineers : Mr. A. Burton, a.m.i.o.s., on " The Hauley Sewage
Works."

25.—Auctioneers' Institute ; A conversazione.
27.—Associntion nl Birmingham Students of the Institution of Civil En-

gineers : Twelfth annual dinner at the Great Western Hotel, Col-
morc-row, Birmingham.

91.—Surveyors' Institution : Junior meeting, Mr. F. A. Green, on
" Compensation Cases."

FEBRUARY.
22.—Auctioneers' Institute : Mr. W. Roland Peck, p.s.i., on " Furni-

ture ; Past and Present."

MARCH.
29.— Auctioneers' Institute: Mr. Douglas Young, f.s-.i., on "London

Traffic Problems and their Solution."

NOTICES.
Thk Surveyor and Municipal and County Enginebr

may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith Sj" Son's

book-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom,
Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows:

Tvcelve Six Three
Months. Months, Months.

United Kingdom 158. ... 7s. 6d. ... 38. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, 4c 19s. ... 9s. ed. ... 4s. 9d.

The International Wines Company, 83 and 85 Dtiane-street

New TorTc City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

editorial, publishing and advertisement offices :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, PLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

Calender.—We have received from the Hathern Station

Brick Company, near Loughborough, a copy of their calender

for 1898. It is only necessary to say that it is got up in the
same tasteful way as in former years.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN. ~
BOROUGH OF STOCKTON-ON-TEES.

APPOINTMENT OF BOROUGH SURVEYOR AND
ENGINEER.

The Corporation are prepared to receive applications for

the above appointment.
The gentleman appointed will be required to devote his

whole time to the fluties of his office. He must be a well-

qnalifled Surveyor, Engineer and Architect, and must have
had competent experience in a similar office.

The salary will be £350 per annum, without extras or allow-

ances except expenses out of pocket. Offices, assistants, in-

struments and stationery will be provided by the Corporation.

The borough contains an area of .3,344 acres, a population

of 55,000, a rateable value of £183,534, and 33 miles of paved
streets and 7^ miles of macadamised roads.

Applications, stating age and other particulars, witli copies

of not more than three testimonials (which will not be re-

turned), to be sent in to the undersigned not later than 20th

January next, endorsed " Borough Surveyor."

The minimum age for candidates is fixed at thirty and the

maximum at forty-five years.

Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, will be deemed a
disqualification.

A statement of duties may be had on application, containing

the terms and conditions upon which the appointment will be

(By order)

Stockton-on-Tees.

2Sth December, 1897.

DODDS,
Town Clerk.

COUNTY OF THE ISLE OF ELY.
MAIN ROADS.

Applications are invited for the appointment of Main Road
Surveyors for the two districts (Northern and Southern) into

which the county is divided, and which comprises about 95
and 100 miles of road respectively.

Telegrams: "WILKES, BIRMINGHAM.'

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBECK, Ld., Liverpool St., BIRMINGHAIVI.

BRASS AND COPPER WiRH. HIGH CONDUCTiV^TY COPPER WIRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS: &c.

STANLEY BROS,, LTD., NUNEATOW,
MANUFACTURERS OFGT^ILZED V SvO-^C^KvE-^T I> ^ I :• F> -^E •^ S,

BLUE BEICKS AND KERBING. BRINDLED BRICKS.
ROOFING TIILiEIS IN^ REID, SXRAVirBERRY, AND JBROIATN,

WHITE AND COLOURED GLAZED BRICKS, &C., &C.
Illustrated Lists and Samples on application.

WHITE, COLOURED AND
SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

BRICKS
OP THE

HIGHEST QUALITY.

DATES & GREEN,
LIMITED,

H A I. I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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Each Surveyor will be paid a salary oE £170 per annum,
inclusive of and to cover travelling and all other expenses,

and will be required to reside in his district, to give approved
security, and to dcvoto his whole time to the duties of hisofRoe.

The Council will provide an office for the Surveyor of the

Northern District at Wisbech, and for the Surveyor of the

Southoru District at Ely.

No jierson will be eligible who is at the time of appoint-

ment nnder the age of twenty-five years or above the age of

forty-five years.

Tlu-eo mouths' notice on either side to terminate the en-

gagement.

Particulars of the duties to be performed and furthei- in-

formation can be obtained from the undersigned, at his oifice

at Wisbech, to whom applications (marked "Main Road Sur-

veyor"), stating age, qualifications, previous experience in

road maintenance, and references, accompanied by copies of

three recent testimonials, are to be sent so that the same may
be received not later than Thursday, the 20th January next.

Tlie persons appointed will be required to enter upon their

duties from and after the 31st day of Marcli next.

Canvassing is not permissible.

(By order)

EDWD. H. JACKSON,
Clerk to the County Council.

Wisbech.
_23rd^Dec^mber,JI897^

CITY OP BIRMINGHAM.
Wanted, at once, a thoroughly-qualified Engineering

Assistant having had practical experience in the designing
and construction of sewerage works on a large scale. Must
be an accurate leveller. Preference given to candidates who
are either Associate Members of the Institution of Civil

Engineers or who have passed the examination of the Asso-
ciation of Municipal and County Engineers. Salary, £3 per
week.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, giving pre-

sent employment, present and past experience, together with
not more than throe testimonials, to be sent to the under-

signed forthwith.

JOHN PRICE,
City Surveyor.

The Council House, Birmingham.
January 10, 1898.

BEDWORTH WATERWORKS.
RESIDENT ENGINEER.

The Foleshill Rural District Council require the services of

a Resident Engineer in connection with the Bedworth water-

works. Special qualification required for building.

Applications, stating salary required, with three recent

testimonials, to be sent to me on or before Tuesday, the 18th

day of January, 1898.

(By order)

ALFRED P. OSWIN,
Clerk.

Union OflSces, Foleshill, near Coventry.
5th January, 1898.

Ij^AST AND WEST MOLRSEY URBAN I)[S-
^ TRICT COUNCIL.

ROAD FOREMAN.
The Highways Committee are prepared to received applica-

tion for the appointment of a competent practical working
Road Foreman.

Candidates must be thoroughly-qualified persons having
had active jiractical experience in the construction, scaveng-
ing and maintenance of roads, and of the various classes of

pavements used therefor, the laying of kerbing and channel-

ling, and also in the management of bodies of workmen and
teams, and should be able to set-out work accurately, prefer-

ence being given to those candidates who have had similar

experience of snch work.

The candidate appointed will act under the immediate
direction of the district survoyoi-, the hours will be the same
as the working stafl^, and ho must reside within the district.

The wages will be 333. per week. The age of the candidate
must not exceed forty-five years.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age,

experience, past and present emplo3'ment, accompanied with
copies of not more than three recent t.istimonials, and endorsed
" Road Foreman," to bo sent to me, the undersigned, not later

than 6 p.m. on Wednesday, the 19th January.

Canvassing, directly or indirectly, will be considered a dis-

qualification.

J. STEVENSON,
District Surveyor.

District Council Offices, East Molesey.
8th January, 1898.

Teleg:ram8

' PLACES,

Hoddlesden Collieries and Sanitary Tube
and Fire-Brick Works,

Eccieshili Collieries and Stoneware
and Glazed Brick Works,

J. PLACE & SONS, L.

DARWEN,
SANITARYTUBES,,r.m2-...D.a...42

GLAZED BRICKS, White or Coloured.

STANFORD JOINTED PIPES, with ordinary or deep sockets, A SPECIALITY

THE "ADDISON" PATENT DRAIN STOPPER
For Testing Drains by means of Water, Sntolte, &c.

The parts are non-corrosive. The disc of galvanised iron, the nipple of gun metal, the nut and cap of brass.

LANGS.

-in. Dia.

PERFECTLY SOUND JOINT.

EASILY APPLIED.

NO PINCHING OF THE RUBBER.

THE GREATER THE PRESSURE THE

MORE SECURE THE JOINT. ^

z> xcXc z:s s-

4-inch

5-inch

6-inch

8-inch

9-inch

10-inch

7 each nctt

9 6 1"

10 6 >i

16 6 »!

.. 17 6 -,}

... 21 6 r;

BCFOflE eXPANSICN

NICHOLLS & CLARKE, Shoreditch, LONDON, E.
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RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OF CHESTER-
FIELD.

This Council is prepared to receive applications for the

office of a Surveyor of Highways for the southern district of

their jurisdiction, the area of which is 33,584 acres, with a

population of about 29,000 people, and about 126 miles of

highways.
The salary to be paid will be after the rate of £150 per

annum, which sum will include everything (stationery and
postages excepted).

The person appointed must be competent to take levels,

prepare plans, estimates and bills of quantities of any works
reqaii'ed to be done, and must personally see to the carrying

out of the same. He must also be competent to keep all

books and accounts required under the Acts, obey all orders

of the Council and other road authorities, and devote his

whole time to the duties of his office.

The person appointed will be required to reside at Tuptoii

or Clay Cross.

Security in the sum of £200, with an approved guarantee
society, for the due performance of the duties will be required,

and the appointment will be terminable by three calendar

months' notice on either side.

The person appointed must enter upon his duties on the

fourth day of March next.

Applications, stating age (which must not exceed forty-

five) and previous occupation, accompanied by three testi-

monials of recent date, to be sent to me on or before the

28th instant.

Canvassing is strictly prohibited. Only third-class railway

fare (return) will be allowed to selected candidates, no allow-

ance for hotel or other expenses.

(By order),

GEORGE SHAW,
Clerk.

Union Offices, Chesterfield.

12th January, 1898.

LEYTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
BUILDING INSPECTOR.

The Leyton Urban District Council are prepared to receive

applications for the office of Building Inspector for the dis-

trict. He must possess a thorough knowledge of building

operations and drainage construction, and must hold the

certificate of the Sanitary Institute. He will be required to

devote the whole of his time to the duties of his office.

The salary will be £130 per annum, rising by yearly incre-

ments of £10 to £180.

A list of the duties of the office may be obtained of Mr.
William Dawson, m.inst.c.e., Surveyor to the Council, Town
Hall, Leyton.

Applications, stating age, in candidate's own handwriting,
enclosing copies of not more than three testimonials of recent

date, under cover endorsed " Building Inspector," to reach

me on or before Tuesday, the ISth inst., at 4 o'clock p.m.

Canvassing members will disqualify.

(By order)

R. VINCENT,
Clerk to the Council.

Town Hall, Leyton.
6th January, 1898.

BORCJUGH OF EASTBOURNE.
The Corporation of Eastbourne require the services of a

competent Road Foreman to supervise the workmen engaged
in repairing roads. He must especially have a thorough
knowledge and experience in making and repairing macadam-
ised roads and the use of the steam roller.

Wages, £2 5s. per week, rising to £2 10s. at the end of

twelve months' satisfactory service.

Applications, on forms to be obtained from me, with copies

of three testimonials to be delivered at my office not later

than Saturday, the 15tli day of January, 1898.

(By order)

R. M. GLOYNE, Assoc. m.inst.c.e..

Borough Engineer.

Dated this 5th day of January, 1898.

orougThI^f hZrti7epooiI
Wanted, immediately, a competent person to assist in

the preparation of a Scheme of Sewerage for the borough.
Only candidates need apply who have had experience in

similar work, who have a, thorough knowledge of sewerage
work generally, and who are good surveyors, levellers and
draughsmens.
The appointment will be for six months, at a salary of 2

guineas per week.
Applications, stating age and experience, and accompanied

by not less than three recent testimonials, to be sent to the
undersigned not later than 5 o'clock in the afternoon of

Thursday, the 20th inst.

(By order)

H. C. CRUMMACK, assoc.m.inst.c.e..

Borough Engineer.
Town Hall, Hartlepool.

January 10, 1898.

EEOS FIRECLAY COMPY.. LTD
so f^k.k: e-o"w, leeus.

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA GOTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Baths, &c.

THURSTOMLAND RED FACSING BRIGKSi

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoHship
Street E.C. : i6 Charterhouse Street, EC. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N,W.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

Se-WT-a.gj'©, Sl-i:i.ds;>e, "^XTa.-fcea:-, &;g.
As adopted for the Drainage of Eastbourne, Southampton,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe and many

other places, both in this country and abroad.

For Pamphlets and Particulars apply to—

HUGHES & LA
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WATER SUPPLY WORKS.

CASTER
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Typhoid
and

the Soil.

In onr last issue we concluded a

notice of the repoi't of the medical

officer to the Local Government
Board for 1S96-97 by qnotinsr some

remarks made by him in reference to an outbreak of

typhoid fever at Bicester and the dangers of a pol-

Iniied subsoil. The case of Chichester, also referred

to in the report, is even more instructive. That
town of some 10,000 inhabitants has long bad an
unfortunate reputation in regard to enteric fever.

Fully thirty years ago the late Dr. Seaton reported
to the Local Government Board that such diseases

as "gastric, enteric or typhoid fever are never long

absent and sometimes consideiably prevail in this

city," and he specified certain localities where the

disease tended both to prevail and constantly to

recur. During- the twenty years, 1871-90, the

death rate from enteric fever and continued fever in

Chicbester has been far in excess of that prevailing

in the county of Sussex as a whole or in England
and Wales. The most recent outbreak was that of

1896, and it was found that most of the streets and
areas in which the disease occurred were the same
as those which had been attacked when Dr. Seaton
repoi'ted thirty years ago. "The localities mainly
invaded during 1896 were those which have been
repeatedly invaded in former years." No explana-
tion could be found of this fever prevalence in one or
other of the conditions with which the causation or

spread of the disease is more commonly associated.

Many of the houses in Chichester are still provided
with privy pits and cesspools situated within their

cartilage ; but in the case of many more the drains

have been connected with a recently-constructed
system of sewers which, in the opinion of some
people, was connected with the prevalence of fever.

But, unfortunately for this theory, out of the seventy-
six houses invaded fifty were nndrained and only
twenty-six drained, while of the 682 houses inside

the city walls only one drained house was invaded.
Milk did not seem to have served as a medium of

infection, and no connection could bo traced between
the conditions of water supply and the localisation

and distribution of the disease. Out of a total of

2,722 house.s in the city 1,393 were supplied by the
waterworks company from a well sunk into the
chalk marl and chalk, and thirty-seven only of the
seventy-six invaded houses received this water;
whereas of the remaining 1,329 houses deriving
their water from local wells thirty-nine were in-

vaded. It was found that while on the one hand
no suspicion could attach to the water from tho com-
pany's well, on the other hand the local wells were
sunk amidst privy pits and cesspools ; but, neverthe-
less, the incidence of fever on one class of house was
practically the same as on the other—namely, 2'6 per
cent, on the houses receiving the company's water
and 29 per cent, on the houses supplied by private
wells. The central fact which had to be faced was
that with all the changes and improvements which
Chichester has undergone during the last thirty

years the condition of the soil has remained persist-

ently foul. All along privies and cesspools have

contiibuted by eoakage to infiltrate a gravelly super-

ficial soil with filth ; and even where, under the new
system of drainage, these primitive receptacles have
been discontinued, in not a few cases they have
simply been filled up instead of being cleaned out.
" It would seem," says Dr. Balstrode, the inspector

in 1896, "that the whole gravel upon which Chichester

is built is riddled with them." It is not surprising,

therefore, that when the outbreak of 1896 began with

a few cases which cropped up in one or two of the

notoriously insanitary areas outside the city walls,

where enteric fever had often prevailed before, a

steady diffusion of the disease quickly followed.

Sir Richanl Thorne Thome draws attention to

several points in this prevalence of fever at Chiches-
ter which are of especial interest at the present time.

His main conclusions are that enteric fever, though
chiefly distributed in epidemic form by means of

water or of milk, is by no means always a water-
borne disease ; and that the question is again raised

as to how far recurring prevalence of enteric fever

in one town or spot can be due to the persistence in

moi'eor less active form in certain soils of the organ-
ism of the disease. A question of such importance
having once been raised, it was only to bo expected
that it would receive the attention it deserves from
a department so intelligently conducted as that pre-

sided over by Sir Richard Thorne Thorne. An
initial investigation was started by Dr. Sidney
Martin into the behaviour of the typhoid bacillus in

various soils, including some sent from "fever areas
"

in Chichester. Dr. IVfartin has submitted a first re-

port. The object of the investigation lie describes as
being to ascertain, under differing conditions as re-

gards temperature, moisture and organised consti-

tuents, what soils tend to conserve and enhance and
what soils tend to destroy and discount the life pro-
cesses and physiological activities of the typhoid
bacillus. The fact that the typhoid bacillus, although
aerobic, can be cultivated as an anaerobe naturally
increases its mischief-working capacity. In com-
menting upon this preliminary report Sir Richard
Thorne Thorne says :

" Dr. Jfartin's investigations

of the behaviour of the typhoid bacillus in soil tend
to justify our precautions, past and present, in the
matter of enteric fever. In dealing with indigenous
disease it has been our object to secure the earth
within our towns and villages against fjecal pollu-

tion; not only because foul matters, getting access to

the soil, are apt to pass thence into water supplies,

but also for the reason that, as already indicated, we
have come to suspect organically-polluted earth as
constituting an especially favourable nidus for the
multiplication and elaboration of the typhoid bacil-

lus. Dr. Jfartin's testing of the question submitted
to hira has not yet advanced beyond a preliminary

stage, but already ho has ascertained that the be-

haviour of this microbe is very different when, in

the absence of competing micro-organisms, it is im-
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planted in organically-poUnted soil and in soil from

an altogether uninhabited and uncultivated area.

In soil of the former sort, as, for instance, in sam-

ples of earth from Chichester, the typhoid bacillus

speedily increased and spread abroad, whereas in

tlie virgin soil, under like conditions of temperature

and moisture, it languished and quickly died out.

Dr. Martin's researches in this connection are still

proceeding."

Many other highly interesting facts and figures,

not generally known or even guessed at, can be

gleaned from this interesting volume. In illustra-

tion of the question of the persistence and the

periodic recurrence of enteric fever in certain areas

of England and Wales, Dr. Bulstrode prepared in

connection with his inquiry at Chichester a chart

and three maps, from which it can be gathered that

while enteric fever has been undergoing enormous

diminution in this country, the areas of both its

niaximam and its minimum incidences have re-

mained practically the same during the twenty years

from 1871 to 1890, which have witnessed such great

improvements in the sanitary circumstances of our

towns and villages. Among other charts and maps
incorporated in the medical ofEcei^'s report, one re-

lates to deaths registered as due to enteric fever and

continued fever. The chart shows, among other

things, that whereas this fever death rate in England

and Wales was 43 per 100,000 living through the

decennium 1871-SO, it had fallen to nearly half—
namely, 22 per 1 00,000—during the decennium 1881-

90. The rate of 43 for the first decennium dealt

with was made up of mortalities from different regis-

tration counties, ranging per 100,000 from 73 in

Durham, 69 in the West Riding of Yorkshire, 68 in

South Wales, and 60 and upwards for the other

Ridings of Yorkshire, for Lancashire, Nottingham

and Northumberland on the one hand, down to the

average of 25 for the combined counties of Suir-ey,

Dorset and Sussex orr the other hand. In the second

decennium Durham still occupied the position of

unenviable precedence; next followed the other

counties which exhibited excess of death from this

cause during 1871-80, the West Riding of York-

shire, however, taking the eighth instead of the

second place. On the other hand, the counties of

Surrey, Dorset and Sussex in conbination still held

one of the lowest places in the scale of this fever

mortality, but had been surpassed in the matter of a

small death rate hy Rutland, Bedfordshire and Here-

fordshire. A study of two of the maps incorporated

in the report illustrates in a very striking manner
the diminution referred to. In one map, dealing

with the period from 1871 to 1880, the rates of

different counties are indicated by five sets of colour;

in the second map, dealing with the years from 1881

to 1890, only two of these colours remained, the three

which altogether disappeared being those which in-

dicated the higher rates of death. In a third map a

comparison is instituted between the different death

rates from enteric and continued fever in English

registration counties during 1881-90. Sir Richard

Thome Thorne rightly says that the facts indicate

the need for a systematic study of a question which
has gradually come to acquire considerable import-

ance, and which he puts in the following terms :

" What are the local conditions by reason of which
certain ai'eas, whether registration counties, towns
or villages, have for at least a generation become
identified with such persistence or periodic recru-

descence of enteric fever as has continued to secure

for them death rates from that disease in excess of

other districts, with some of which at least they may
not unfairly be compared ?" This last interesting

report of the work of the medical department of the

Local Government Board contains plenty of those

indications to which Sir Richard Thorne Thorne
refers as serving to show that, whilst much of the
diminution in enteric fever has gone hand in hand
with the abandonment of water services which, being
subject to receive specific pollution, served for wide
diffusions and sudden outbursts of enteric fever.

much of the persistent prevalence of that disease is

associated with those systems for the disposal of ex-

creta and refuse whicli still find favour in certain

parts of the country, and which inevitably involve

organic pollution of the soil. It is rather disquiet-

ing, for example, to learn that the diminution for

the country as a whole in the death rate of a typi-

cally preventable disease would seem to bo coming
to a standstill. But, as Sir Richard Thorne Thorne
admits, the subject calls for much further study, both
in its practical and scientific aspects, and the results

of further inve.stigations will be awaited withinterest.

Sanitary Work
in

Staffordsliire.

The medical officer of health to

the Staffordshire County Council,

Dr. George Reid, is well known to

municipal engineers, among others,

as one of the most active and enlightened medical

oflicers in the country. In his annual report for the

year ended 1896 many matters of great public in-

terest and importance in sanitary engineering are

referred to. In speaking of the work under the

Rivers Pollution Prevention Acts, which includes

the systematic inspection of existing sewage disposal

works and the collection of samples of sewage efllu-

ents and river water, he tells us that 260 analyses

were made during the year, of which 140 were of

sewage effluents and the remainder of samples of

river water. It is gratifying to learn that most
of the authorities in the north of the country
are now making serious attempts either to pro-

vide efficient sewage disposal works or to improve
those that now exist. This was the result of a

detailed inspection, and a similar policy will be pur-

sued in regard to the southern half of the county.

The difficult question of the pollution of the Tame is

being diligently investigated, and it is hoped that

some sort of settlement will soon be arrived at.

Another satisfactory feature which Dr. Reid is able

to report is a continued advance in regard to excre-

ment and refuse disposal. In some places efforts are

being made to abolish the old privy system in favour

of water carriage, aird it is hoped that those urban
districts which have been lagging behind will be a

little more progressive in this matter. Another sub-

ject for congratulation is the continued activity in

the abolition of private well-water supplies in dis-

tricts where public supplies are available. The
general death rate for the county was 17'2, the low-

est rate with one exception since the institution of

the council. The ghastly tale of infant mortality is

melancholy reading, though the rate shows a slight

reduction from the figures of the previous year. The
zymotic death rate was rather higher than usual, the

figures being 2 39 per 1,000. The death rate from

that preventable disease, enteric fever, was 0'17, or

0'20 for urban and 0*09 for rural districts. In arban

districts the total number of deaths was 118, and in

rural districts 22. In discussing this matter Dr.

Reid states plainly that many contributory causes of

typhoid fever, such as polluted water supply, damp
dwellings, overcrowding, saturation and pollution of

the soil and atmosphere from bad ly-constructed closets

and defective drainage, should not be possible if

sanitary authorities discharged their duties effi-

ciently. In regard to insanitary dwellings, Dr. Reid

is able to report that the provisions of the Housing
of the Working Classes Act, 1890, and of the Public

Health Act, 1875, ai-e receiving increasing attention,

but there is room for greater activity on the part

of authorities of rural districts in condemning in-

sanitary property. The method of arranging his

report adopted by Dr. Reid is that of subject head-

ings, illustrating bis general remarks by references

to individual districts and quotations from reports

of district medical oflicers. This method of arrange-

ment has certainly some advantages. In order, how-
ever, to enable the leading features of districts to be

seen at a glance, Dr. Reid has appended summaries,

in tabular form and in alphabetical order as regards

(he districts, of the vital statistics and other prorai-
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neut facts in regard to sanitaiy conditions. There

are separate summaries for urban and for rural dis-

tricts. The utility of the report is inci'eased by the

addition of an index.

Before last year was far ad-

, CiouSr'in l--f-\
Gloucester City Council

1897. "'^•^ euterod upon some important

municipal works. At the February

meeting' an extension of the municipal schools of

science and art was decided upon, at a coat of about

£6,000, and the council also appointed a special com-

mittee to consider the quostiou of electric lighting

for the city. At the ]\larch meeting the salaries of

the town clerk and the city surveyor were revised

and increased, a proceeding which wo cannot but

commend. Show-rooms were erected on one side of

the market, and other considerable improvements
carried out, the object being to render the market

one of the largest and best in tlie West of England.

Negotiations were ojjencd with tlie rural sanitary

authority to provide joint hos[)itals for the treat-

ment of infectious disease, but on this occasion

Barkis was not willin', and the city council decided

to go on with the work themselves. The city sur-

veyor presented the special report on the sewerage

of the city which we give in the present issue, and

in which he recommended the relaying of certain

sewers, the abolition of half the street ventilators,

and the erection of more shafts. A site was decided

upon for the provision of a free library to com-

memorate the Queen's reign. Considerable sums of

money were voted from time to time for street im-

provements, and the Local Government Board were
asked to send down an inspector to confer with the

sanitary authority as to the proposed site for the

new infections diseases hospital. The medical officer,

in his annual report dealing with 1896, denied

emphatically that the small-pox epidemic of that year

was due to inefficient drainage, and attributed it to

the unprotected condition of the people through

refusal to be vaccinated. In June tenders woi-e ac-

cepted for the alterations and extensions in connec-

tion with the science and art schools. The council

decided in future to test all drains with the smoke
machine. Messrs. Waller & Son and Messrs. Med-
land & Sou were appointed architects to prepare

plans for the new hospital buildings. At the August
meeting the special committee on electx'ic lighting

presented a report, incorporating one from Mr.

Robert Hammond. It was decided to establish

woi'ks with a refuse destructor combined, and ilr.

Hammond was instracted to prepare a scheme and
report as to the suitability of a certain site. It was
decided to apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £50,000 to cover the cost of the

works, and a deputation was appointed to visit cer-

tain towns in which the electric light had been estab-

lished. It was mentioned tliat already one result of

the scheme had been to reduce the price of gas. At
a special meeting in October, to consider the com-
mittee's iinal recommendations with regard to the

electric light supply and refuse destructor works,

it was decided to lay mains to the extent of the city

boundaries in the four main thoronghfaies of the

town. It was reported that plans had been passed

for 239 new houses in addition to minor building

works. In the end of October the corporation made
an official inspection of the j)umping station, where
1,000,000 gallons of water a day can be pumped. In

the following months the general conditions and
specifications for the electric works were accepted,

tenders were invited, and application made for sanc-

tion to borrow the money. Thei-e wiis a disposition

to drop the destructor, but ultimately it was decided

to include it, in deference to a strong feeling in its

favour. Sanction was obtained to a loan of £40,000
for the market works, and an inquiry held with refer-

ence to an application for sanction to borrow £17,000
for sewerage, water, street and other purposis.

Plans for the public library have been passed, a

tender for the hot-water apparatus accepted, and the

satisfactory completion of the Newent waterworks

has been announced.

It is doubtful if there is any

niilfioff- greater authority in the United
Disposal in p,, ,

.. ' . . ,,

America. States on sanitary engineering than

Mr. Rudolph Hering, the eminent

civil engineer, of New York City. At a recent meet-

ing of the New Jersey Sanitary Association Mr.

Hering, who is chairman of a " garbage " dispo.sal

committee in connection with the American Public

Health Association, disconi'sed on a subject which
has been at least as much of a problem here as in

America, and has occupied the closest attention on

the part both of municipal and of consulting en-

gineers. In the present stage of the question lefuse

disposal, in short, is an acute problem in all large

civilised cities, and a summary of JNlr. Bering's

general views will bo of interest to engineers on this

side of the Atlantic. Needless to say, he regards the

question as still an unsettled one. All the methods

in vogue have been examined by the committee of

which he is chairman, and they had come to the

conclusion that the authorities could only work out

the solution of the problem by experience. He knew
of only two good methods in vogue— (I) that by re-

duction and (2) that by cremation, only the latter

being used in Europe, both methods being used in

America. Ho pointed out that by the method of

reduction it is necessary to separate the garbage and

meat refuse from the ashes ; the soil is taken from

the former and made a marketable commodity, while

the ashes are used on the soil. Mr. Hering says,

further, that the same objection is advanced against

both methods—that of becoming a nuisance in and

near cities, but that both processes are equally good

and satisfactory in results; that the choice of methods

should be left to local authorities; that localities for

the plant should be carefully selected ; and that only

men of the highest intelligence and experience should

be placed in charge.

"The
Retort

Courteous."

An experience which recently

befel a well-known county surveyor

makes rather a good story. The
gentleman in question was e.vamin-

inf the foundations of a bridge, beneath which was

found a burst sewer, the smell from the filth being

horrible in the extreme. The labourers, however,

worked on stoically, but the attention of the sur-

veyor was particularly drawn to a small, mild, re-

spectable-looking man, whose sufferings were possibly

indexed in his face. The compassionate surveyor's

fellow-feeling prompted him to venture a suggestion.

" Why don't you smoke ?" he asked the man. " I

ain't got no 'bacca," was the sufficing answer. Now,

it happens that the county surveyor is a votary of

the cigarette, so he offered the labourer one from his

case ; but the worthy only smiled a severe smile in-

dicative of mild contempt, and replied " No thank

you, sir! I can't smoke boys' 'bacca." And that

county surveyor retired abashed. The unexpected

retort is the more amusing from the fact that it was
probably uttered quite innocently and without any

idea of wit or sarcasm.

* • «

„ , Attention is often drawn to the
New York ,

, ,.• t 4

Water Supply, much greater consumption ot water
per head in American than in Eng-

lish cities. Now York City is a signal case in point.

New York proper has 800 miles of water mains, to

which after January Ist Brooklyn's 560 miles oi

mains were added, giving a total of 1,360 miles of

water mains for Greater New York. In New York
proper there is a daily supply of 226,000,000, while

Brooklyn has a supply oE 85,000. Thus the com-

bined water supply of the two cities will be con-

siderably in excess of 300,000,000 gallons a day, or

fully 100 gallons pur head. Yet until the inaugura-

tion of the C I oton scheme the city had a very de-

fective supply.
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Comparative Reports of General Practice.

XXI.—SEWAGE DISPOSAL : OSWESTRY REPORT.

Mr. R. 0. Wynne Eoberts, borough surveyor of Oswestry,

has collected some interesting information on the subject o£

sewage disposal in various towns, and has arranged it as

follows in a form that will increase its utility :

—

It is needless to state that this subject is a very complex
one and has occupied the attention of experts and others for

a long period. The difficulty of solving the problem has been
accentuated by the strict interpretation of the Rivers Polhi-

tiou Acts by the various authorities who are empowered to

enforce these same statutes. The admission of trade refuse

into the sewers in many towns increases the difUcnlty to a

greater or less degi-ee. Numberless schemes, systems, patents,

&c., have been devised for tlie purpose of purifying sewage
and utilising its constituents for useful purposes. Large
sums of money have been spentin working these schemes, but
with very disappointing I'esults generally. The idea which
prevailed some years ago of disposing of the sewage of a town
satisfactorily, and at the same time deriving a profit from it,

or even disposing of it without incurring considerable ex-

penditure and annual loss, has now, to a very large extent,

been found almost impracticable. The instances of sewage
disposal works carried on with financial success are few and
far between, and in those cases some special circumstances
which are not to be found as a rule in connection with such
works account for the success.

I have made numerous inquiries, visited a large number of

sewage disposal works (upwai'ds of fifty in number), and
made a special effort to secure as full and reliable an account
of them as was possible. In order to give the information
methodically, 1 have deemed it advisable to divide the various

methods of sewage purification into eight classes

—

viz.,—
1, Discharging the sewage unpurified into the sea or a tidal

river.

2, Land irrigation with crude sewage.

3, Land irrigation with sewage after partial separation of

the sludge.

4, Chemical clarification and land irrigation.

5, Chemical clarification and artificial filters.

6, Electrical treatment.

7, Miscellaneous methods.

8, Bacteriological treatment.

1. Discharging Sewage into the Sea or a Tidal River.

This advantage is not possessed by Oswestry. It is a very
questionable advantage at many places, the sewage having in

some cases to be stored until a certain period of the tide and
then discharged. The surcharged sewers and filled tanks

emit an abominable stench. In addition, sludge is do-

posited and has to be removed by some means. The shore

near the outlet of many sewers is coated with a filthy slimc,

unpleasant both to the sense of smell and to that of siglit.

2. Land Irrigation with Crude Sewage.

This process of ptu'ification is to be seen at many places

among them Wrexham, Nottingham, Merthyr Tydvil (part),

Stretford, Windsor, Bedford, &c. The effluent from these

farms was generally good. I find in some cases the adjoining

streams are occasionally polluted with sewage from the farms.

The system is an expensive one, and, roughly speaking, tlie

annual burden on the rates due to the loss, Ac, fluctuates in

inverse ratio to the area of land that is available for irriga-

tion, as a limited area is often worked under a disadvantage,

whilst more rest can be given when the farm is proportion-

ately larger. The financial aspect of tliese farms varies con-

siderably, much depending on the position and on facilities for

the sale of the produce, for letting of the land for grazing and
other purposes.

Wrejcham.—Population, 16,000. The farm comprises 210
acres, of which 180 are irrigable. The soil is light, porous and
very suitable. Prior to the corporation taking the present farm
on a lease of ninety-nine years it was allowed by the tenant
to get into disordei-, &c. The rent paid per annum is £340
with tithe. The rent received from the farmer who works
the farm is £300 per annum. He utilises the daily flow of

sewage in irrigating the land. The annual loss to the cor-

poration on this undertaking, including the repayment and
interest on the outlay, is as follows:

—

Loss on rental. Arc... ... ... ... ... ... £70
Repairs, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ... 78
Interest and repayment of loan required for the con-

strtiction of conduits, &c. ... ... ,., ... 826

£974
The capital expenditure is about £9,000. The storm water

to some extent overflows into the river. The daily volume of

sewage averages about 360,000 gallons. Dr. Bruce Low, in

his report on the pollution of the river Dee, remarks :
" The

result is not yet altogether satisfactory, although it has en-

tailed considerable cost. The letting of the land to a farmer,

who naturally regards farming as the first consideration and
sewage purification as a secondary matter, is not likely to

yield the best results, and the fortnightly reports of the

official who inspects the effluent confirms this."

Noifingham.—This farm deals with the sewage of a popula-

tion of about 250,000, and comprises 907 acres, of which 380
are freehold, and 527 leasehold at £5 per acre per annum.
The soil is gravel and sand, and very suitable. The land costs

about £150 per acre. The total expenditure on land, works,

buildings, &c., was about £114,000. The average daily flow

of sewage is about 7,000,000 gallons. It ought to be stated

that Nottingham is not a water-closet town, there being

about 40,000 pail-closets and 8,500 water-closets. The former
are cleared at stated periods, taken to the depot, and sent off

to various localities by rail or canal as manure. The farm has

been working about twenty-five years, and in the meantime
additions have been made and others are contemplated. The
effluent from one portion of the farm was sparkling, but I

understand that the river Trent adjoining the farm is occa-

sionally i)olluted with sewage discharged into it from the

farm. Rye grass, cabbages, mangolds, kale, kohl rabi, potatoes,

swedes, clover and oats are grown, and a ready market found

for them. All, excepting oats, are irrigated with sewage. The
financial returns during the year 1895-6 were as follows :

—

Working expenses ... ... ... ... ... £7,839

Sale of produce ... ... ... ... ... 7,446

Deficit

Rent of farm
Interest and sinking fttnd charges ...

Loss or burden ... ... ... £7,231

Mr. A. Brown, the borough engineer, and Mr. Avis, the

farm manager, very kindly afforded the writer every facility

to obtain the foregoing information.
Mcrtliyr Tydvil.—This farm really comprises five farms

—

namely, Troedyrhiew Parknewydd, Navigation, Yniscaedu-

dwg and Berwerdy, and consists of 500 acres, of which about

400 are irrigable, 20 acres having been laid out for intermit-

tent filtration. It receives the sewage from Merthyr Tydvil,

Dowlais, Aderdare, Hirwaen and Mountain Ash ; the latter

pays lOd. per head per annum for the privilege, the others

bear their proportionate share of the burden, the basis being

the population. The soil is gravelly, the land being somewhat
undulating. The whole of the farm lies in the narrow valley

of the Tail, and occupies the meadow land for about 3 miles

in length, and thus possesses advantages which few towns
can claim. As the farm monopolises the whole of the best

land in the neighbourhood, high jirices for grazing and ero])s

are being secured. The population served is about 150,000.

The efUuent shown was very good. The farm has been worked
from fifteen to twenty-six j'ears. The receipts in 1895-6 were
about £500 more than the expenditure, exclusive of rent and
capital charges. The land cost from £1 to £120 per acre, a

nominal sum having been paid for a quantity of common laud

that was enclosed {Sec further reference).

Stretford.—The farm here is 40 acres in extent. Tlie

population served is about 8,000. The daily volume of sew-
age averages about 460,000 gallons. The land is gravelly and
cost about £100 per acre. Owing to the increasing pojjula-

lation, and in order to reduce the ponding as well as to meet
the exacting requii-ements of the Mersey and Irwell Joint

Committee, more laud is about to be added to the farm. Tlie

effluent is satisfactor}' and meets with the requirements re-

ferred to. The annual loss is about £45, exclusive of capital

charges. The sewage, when not required for irrigation and
during wet weather, is ponded and allowed to percolate to

the drains beneath, giving satisfactory results, but the smell

emitted from the ponding is perceptible at some distance.

New houses have been erected within 200 yards of- the farm.

A large proportion of the sewage of the district is delivered

into the Manchester sewers and treated by that authority,

Stretford sanitary authority paying for the privilege. The
carriers underground cost £16 per acre (15 in. and 12 in.),

underdraining mains are 12 in. and 9 in., and agricultural

tile drains 6 in. and 4 in. laid parallel, 20 yards apart, the cost

lieing £13 per acre. Mr. H. Royle, the surveyor, very kindly
offered every information.

Bedford.—The farm has an area of 260 acres, of which
about 170 are irrigable. The population is 32,000. The
land is very suitable. The sewage is delivered by gravita-

tion to the pumping station situated at the farm, and pumped
to where it is required, tlie lift being from 13 ft. to 21 ft.

The manager states that they scarcely ever see any effluent

except at one point. Occasioual complaints are made con-
cerning the pollution of the river. The daily volume of sew-
age averages about 1,000,000 gallons. The farm has been
worked for twenty-eight years with satisfactory results. The
corporation have purchased 92 acres, and the remainder is

rented at an average rent of £3 5s. 2d. per acre. Dm-ing the
year 1892 the loss on the undertaking was £839 ; in 1893,
£818; in 1894, £1,088; and in 1895, £795, exclusive of
pumping but including rent. The storm water overflows into

the adjoining river Ouse. In 1879 one of the prizes offered

by the Royal Agricultural Society for the best-managed sew-
age farm in England and Wales, dealing with sewage .of a
town of not more than 20,000 jiopulation, was divided between
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Bedford and Wrexham. Mr. Callett is the farm manager and
Mr. I. Lnnd the borongh engineer.

To adopt this process at ( )swestry it will be necessary to

liave 80 to 100 acres of land, or, if arrangements could be

MerTHTR TrDTir. ycKFRNtNG TWK^.

made with the owners of the property on either side of

Maesbury or Holyhead roads, the corporation could rent the

necessary land and sub-let it or work it themselves, as is

done at Bedford, &c. If the land is left in pasture, 100 acres

will be necessary, but if it be tilled and cultivated for cereals

and other crops 80 acres will suffice. In sultry weather a
slight smell may emanate from the farm. The cost of 80
acres of land, at £200 per acre, will be £16,000, the neces-

sary conduits, carriers, &c., say, £2,000, a total of £18,000. If

this amount is repayable in fifty years the interest and
aniiaal repayment of land will be about £750, and loss on
working, say, about £200 ; the total annual burden on rates

for fifty years is about £950.

3. Land Irkigation with Sewage after Partial
Separation of the Sludge.

This process may be seen at Merthyr, Wimbledon, Chelten-
ham, Walton, West Derby, Banbury, Luton and many other
towns. The rough solids and sludge are allowed to set

mechanically in tanks or are screened through coarse gravel,

lie., the object of this operation being to relieve the land as
much as possible, and so enable it to continue longer at

work, as the pores get gi-adnally choked up and filtration to

some measure is stopped until the surface is loosened. Crude
sewage without this treatment, when run on growing crops,

cause a large quantity of filthy slime to adhere to the stalks

and leaves. This decomposes and becomes rank and sour,

emitting an unpleasant odour. The above-mentioned screcn-

WiMBLEDoir Upwaed-flow Filteu.

ng process to some extent relieves the plants of this objection-

able coating and prevents the pores being choked so early.

The sludge has to be removed periodically from the tanks,

&c., and worked into land or sold as manure. At any rate

it has to be disposed of as quickly and cheaply as possible.

Merthijr.—At one part of this farm the sewage is passed
through bods of coarse gravel, and thus roughly screened.

The sludge cauglit here is periodically run on to the lower
land adjoining to dry. When in a suitable condition it is

used on the farm or sold as manure at Is. per load. The
photograph will to some extent explain the construction of

the screening beds.

Wimhledon (High Level).—This portion of the farm serves

a population of about 18,000. The sewage is conveyed by
gravitation to the farm, and there strained through specially-

constructed filters, which are explained by Mr. W. Santo
Crimp in his treatise on sewage disposal, as follows : "These
tanks are both settling and straining tanks and nitrifying

filters. The sewage is admitted at a certain point, and on
passing into the central division] the fatty and other light

matters rise to the surface, whence they are periodically

removed. The sewage next passes into one or other of the
screening chambers, through the openings, both of which are
provided with penstocks. The chambers are provided with
double bottoms, upon the upper of which rests the filters.

These are merely formed of coarse, hard-burnt clay, but having
regard to the tendency to lift in times of heavy rain, a heavy
material, such, for instance, as basaltic or granitic road stone,

would be preferable. In passing upwards through these
filters the sewage is deprived of nearly all the solid matters
in suspension, which settle upon the bottom. The filtering

material becomes charged with nitrifying organisms, and as
a matter of fact nitrates are found in abundance in the effluent,

which is also practically free from suspended matter, and is

in a highly suitable condition for application to land. An
average of three analyses made recently showed that the
suspended matters were less than 3 grains per gallon. The
clarified water overflows and passes into iron mains for dis-

tribution upon the land. The tanks are cleansed at short
intervals of time by opening the penstock, when all the con-
tents of one tank, or of both if desired, pass into a chaniiel
corarannioating with the middle-level outfall, whence they

fare conveyed to the large settling tanks; in this manner tlie

filters are readily washed and all the solid matters are flushed
out. The system affords a good example of upward filtration,

although it should be noted that the separation of tlie solids

and the production of nitrates is the sole object sought to be
attained. These tanks serve for the treatment (by straining)
of the sewage from about 4,000 persons, and have been in

successful operation for about sixteen years." {See Mr. Santo
Crimp's book on sewage disposal works, p. 260). On the date
of visit I saw this straining tank at work, but was not satisfied

that it performed all the functions it is claimed to carry out.
The accompanying photo may help to explain the foregoing
description.

Cheltenham.—This borough has a population of about 50,000,
and the average daily dry weather flow is about 1.000,000
gallons. The corporation possess two farms, of a total area of
350 acres. The farmers in this neighbourhood value the
sewage, and they irrigate about 150 acres of land, paying for
the privilege from 8s. to 16s. per acre per season. The sewage
gravitates to tanks at the Arle depot, where the refuse de-
structor, electric lighting station, &c., are also situated. The
sludge settles mechanically in underground tanks, and is

periodically pumped into lagoons on the yard with power
derived from the turbines which are actuated by the flow of
sewage. Prom these tanks the sewage is conveyed by gravi-

CHF.t,TENniM TVoKKS, SHOWING SLUDGE LiGOOSS.

tation to the farms. The lagoons for drying the sludge are
made of screened town refuse thrown into embankments,
through which the superfluous water percolates. When fairly
dried it is sold as manure. The farms have been in work
from ten to twenty-five years, and no complaints have been
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iiiiule cuiioeriiing tlieni. The cost of the land and works is

stated to be aboat £37,CXX). Sale of manure brings about

£155 per annum, and the payments made by adjoining farmers

for the privilege already referred to is £11-1. The annual loss

including repayment of loan and interest is abont£900. The
effluent shown me was not very good, and the engineer and
surveyor informed me that he was advising certain improve-

ments and construction of storm-water tanks, to avoid iilth,

itc., being scoured into the adjoining river by storm water.

The returns of this farm are very satisfactory, and it is due
to the genial engineer, Mr. J. Hall, that I should state he
was very ready and willing to afford all the information re-

quired.

Walton, near Liverpool.—The population served by the sew-

age farms is abont 40,000. The area of the farm is 175 acres,

of which 150 are irrigable. Seventy-five acres cost £180 per

acre. The remainder of the farm is leased for twenty-one
years at £-4 per aci'e per annum. 1 am unable to give the

total capital expenditure as the figures were not obtainable.

The effluent was not satisfactory, as a coloured foam was
created at the outfall and continued some distance down the

brook. The sludge settles in covered tanks, and is periodically

removed by means of tumbling waggons, which are filled by
men wading in the sludge and provided with large scoops, and
when filled are drawn out by a horse and tipped into lagoons to

dry. This farm is now under the control of the Liverpool
Corporation, as the district has been absorbed into the city

boundary. The soil is sandy, with clay subsoil. The average
daily How of sowiige is about 750,000 gallons. The manager
infornicil im' tlialnn G:! acres of land 6SJ tons of ryegrass
was gri>\i n, ,iihI siiIiI at prices varying from id. to Is. 2d., and
produced i'lij lis. 7d. On 6 acres ] 02 tons 14ewt. ofoats
were grown, and fetched £59 2s. 5d., or £9 17s. per acre. The
loss on this farm for the year 1893-4 was about £453. The
assistant city engineer, Mr. J. Price (now city engineer of Bir-

mingham) and Mr. W. Ledson (the manager) very kindly gave
me every assistance.

WALTON AND HERSHAM SEWERAGE SCHEME.

TENDERS RECEIVED.
At the usual meeting of the Walton Urban District

Council, last week, the tenders for the execution of the Walton
and Hersham sewerage scheme were considered. The matter
had been before a committee of the whole council twice pre-

viously, and now came up for decision. The teuders for the

laying of the sewers were as follows: Messrs. W. H. Sanders
.% Co., Southampton, £35,716; Mr. Henry Jackson, 181 Queen
A'ictoria-street, London, B.C., £35,927 ; Mr. George Osenton,
Westerham, £36,008; Mr. Henry Martin, Northampton,
£38,250 ; Messrs. B. Cooke & Co., Victoria-street, London,
S.W., £38,650; Mr. John Jackson, Broadwav, Plaistow,

£30,950; Mr. S. Kavanagh, Snrbiton Hill, £42,866 ; Messrs.
A. Braithwaita & Co., 13 Park-square, Leeds, £43,.570 ; Mr.
Thomas Adams, Wood Green, London, N., £43,577: Mr. Her-
bert Weldon, Birmingham, £45,213; Mr. F. G. Minter, John-
street, London, S.W., £46,946; and Messrs. Pedrello A- Co., Fins-

bury Park, London, N., £49,850. The tenders for the supply
of pipes and machinery were as follows : The Staveley Coal
and iron Company, Chesterfield (part of work only), £6,390;
Messrs. R. D. Wood & Co., Cannou-street, London, E.C.
(.\merican pipes), £11,515; Stanton Iron Works Company,
near Nottingham, £11,779; Messrs. Cochrane <fe Co., Wood-
sidc Ironworks, Dudley, £12,198 ; Mr. James Roberts, West
Bromwich, £12,431; and Messrs. Macfarlane, Strang & Co.,

Glasgow, £14,04 j.

As soon as the matter was brought up Mr. W. Negus said
that, as previous discussions of the subject had been in com-
mittee, he would now like to repeat that he and other mem-
bers of the council were greatly disappointed at the excess
of the tenders compared with what they had been given to

understand would be the actual cost. When a council was
spending other people's money it was very easy to get mud
thrown at them ; but he would like it to be known that when
they applied for a loan of £45,00(J and had a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry into the application, they thought they
were asking for what their expenses would be approximately.
If ihe pro]ier sum had been mentioned at first it would have
been better, because it was just us easy to borrow £50,000 as
£40,000. Mr. Radford's competitive estimate was £29,750.
Mr. Mansergh, who made the award, put it at £36,000. The
council had agreed to pay Mr. Radford commission upon
£37,000, and this seemed to be about the only good thing
they had done in connection with the scheme—namely, to
pay him a lumpsum instead of commission on the actual cost.

Then Mr. Radford undertook the inquiry, and advised them
to apply for a loan of £42,210 for the works, which, w'ith the
cost of the land, would bring the total up to £45,000. The
loiveat tender for the wor'is alone was £36,(X)8, and this was
increased by £11,779 for j)ipes and machinery, raakiug a
t )tal of £47,787. To this had to be added the cost of the land,

£3,703; legal and other expanses, £1,400 ; and engineer's com-
mission, £2,200 ; making a total of £55,092, iu the place of
£1.),IX1J as estimated. He thought it was at least due to the
council that these figures should be known. Along disoassion
ensued, but eventually Mr. Radford's recomaaendation was
adopted —ri's., tha' tha tender of Mr. Gaorge Ojenton bj ac-

cepted for the laying of the sewers, and that of the Stanton
Ironworks Company for the supply of the pipes and machinery.
The council then appointed Mr.F. W.Trimm clerk of theworks,
at a salary of £4 4s. per week, his duties to commence when
requiied.

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor of London, Lieut.-Colonel

Davies, M.r., has accejitod the p'residency of the above asso-

ciation, and for the convenience of its members the associa-

tion have taken commodious offices at 116 and 117 Ilolborn,

E.G., where in future all the business will be transacted. The
offices at present will be open on Tuesday and Thursday even-
ings from 6 to 10 p.m. The association during the past year
has largely increased its membership, and, with the continu-

ance of the support of members, hopes to be able to further

develope its aims and objects. Among the features of the

new year will be the starting of a legal reference library for

the use of members, in addition to which the Local Govern-
ment service papers will be filetl for reference. The attention

of municipal olEcers is drawn to this important step, and the

association will be glad to receive contributions of legal books
for the furtherance of this object. The conference of asso-

ciations and societies (conveued by the Municipal Officers'

Association), and representing all sections of Local Govern-
ment officers, have decided to reintroduce the Local Authorities

Officers' Superannuation Bill in the next session of Parlia-

ment, and officers throughout the country are eai'nestly re-

quested to use their infiuence with members of Parliament in

their respective divisions in support of the measure, and also

to obtain promises to put down their names for the ballot.

The Bill is a simple extension of the Poor Liw Officers' Super-
annuation Act of 1896, under which officers will be entitled

to superannuation in return for a percentage contribution

from their salaries or emoluments when they become unable

to discharge their duties by reason of permanent infirmity of

mind, body, or of old age. Officers duly elected by any statu-

tory Local Govcrnmeut authority are eligible for membership,
the subscription is 5s. per annum, payable on January 1st in

each year, and applications for membership should be made
at the offices of the association.

A general meeting of the association was held last week,
under the presidency of Mr. C. William Tagg, vestry clerk of

Camberwell. The business before the meeting was the report

of the Executive Council, which included the nomination of

the officers for the present year, including the loi'd mayor as

president ; and the settling of the date of the second annual
dinner, which it was decided should be held in February or

March. Resolutions were also passed to the effect that the

association should support the Local Authorities' Officers'

Superannuation Bill, which is to be re-introduced into Parlia-

ment next session ; and that the association should draw the

attention of the Government to the hardships experienced by
officials of local authorities, on account of the permissive

nature of the Superannuation Act, in having to leave the

service without an}' allowance, and should ask them to insert

in any Bill dealing with the matter a clause (1) providing for

uniformity of action by the local authorities throughout the

country, and (2) making the granting of a retiring allowance
compulsory upon the olheers contributing a percentage deduc-

tion from their salaries. Others resolution were passed giving

the association the power to ap,3ly for a charter of incorpora-

tion, and to start a quarterly or monthly journal and a general

legal reference library.

EAST GRINSTEAD SANATORIUM.

SOME BUILDING DETAILS.
The opening of the above building, which has been erected

to the south-west of the town, took place recently in the

presence of a large company. There is at present under
construction a similar building for the rural district council,

situated practically upon the same site. This arrangement
is intended to benefit both anthorities. One administration

block, however, serves for both sanatoriums. The new bnild-

ing consists of an administrative block and two ward blocks,

the administrative block having a red brick front with atone

quoins. The two ward blocks are plainly built with stock

bricks with red brick facings, and have slate roofs. The floors

are of wood blocks, anil the windows are carried up to with-

in 6 in. of the ceiling, and are made to open, thus permitting

of an abundance of air. The wai'd blocks each consist of two
wards and a nurses' duty-room. There are three beds in

each ward, thus making twelve available beds, but, in case of

emergency there is every facility for this number to be in-

creased. Such necessaries as a laundry and an ambulance
house have also been provided, as well as Throsh's current

steam disiufeetor. Mr. Ralph Wilds, the surveyor to the

council, has supervised the whole work, which is said to have
been carried out in an exceedingly careful and perfect manner.

Middlesbrough. -A poll of the ratepayers ujion the pro-

posal of the corporation to b3rrow money for the extension

of the gasworks has resulted as follows : In favour of the

proposal, 4,419 votes j against, 1,289.
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Wolverhampton Sewerage System.
BOROUGH SURVEYOR'S REPORT.

Owing to complaints of smella from the eewcrs and doubts

being cast on the efficiency of the separate system of sewer-

age, the borough surveyor, Mr. J. \V. Bradley, was instracted

by the Sewerage Committee to investigate the whole matter.

Many people had also inferred, perhaps erroneously, from a
report of the medical officer of health that an increase in the

diphtheritic case rato was perhaps in part dno to the separate

system. It was also thought advisable to ini|aire into the

existing moans for ventilating and Mushing tlio sowers and
the general conditions of the latter. Most of the complaints
had come from the districts of Blakenhall and VVhitmore
Reans, and theroforo Mr. liradloy decided to begin by making
a thoroughly exhaustive inquiry into tho sewerage Bystcm of

the first-mentioned district, dealing both with tho foul water
sewers and the storm sewers. The district in question is

prinoipally residential, and has an area of 148 acres, being

about 7 per cent, of the total built-up portion of the town,
the area of which is about 2,100 acres in extent, Mr. Bradley
then continues as follows :

—

SEWEBS.
The total length of main sowers in the district is 7,."J0o

lineal yards ; the manholes number fifty-two, and tho lamp-'

holes fourteen. Tlie average length of sewer to each man-
hole is 144 yards; the average length to each shaft (manhole
or lamphole) is 11-1 yards. Of the manholes, two liavo catch-

pits, eight have flat bottoms, while one is almost flat. Tho
inclinations of tho sewers throughout tho district vary con-
siderably—from 1 in 23'16 in Upper Villiers-strcet to 1 in

GOl'39 in part of Uudley-road, the sewer in tho latter case
being constructed of pipes 15 in. in diameter. The velocity

in a iS-in. pipe, laid at 1 in 500, when running full or half full,

is 147 ft. per minute. This gradient, oven when tho volume
of tho sewago is such as to give the greatest velocity without
putting tho sewer under pressure, cannot bo regarded as
" self-oleansing," the velocity being only about 2 ft. G in. per
second, and, as a matter of fact, the sower frequently requires

attention, and is often Hushed. The south-west intercepting

sewer, the main outfall for this district, has very good grades,
better than most of its tributaries. Tho sewer in Uudloy-
road has the worst grades of any, both as regards llatnessand
irregularitj'. Tho grades of four consecutive lengths are as

follows: 1 in 271-43, 1 in 129-94, 1 in 6650, and 1 in 42239.
The sewors in the newer streets are laid with good gradients.

MANHOLES, &c.

As mentioned above, several of these have flat bottoms,
and two have catchpits. These ought to bo altered and
proper inverts constrnotod. There are direct drops at tho
following manholes of the heights mentioned : No. 1,2 ft. 9 in.;

No. 3, 3 ft. 3 in,; No. 17, 2 ft. 1 in.; and two or throe others of

loss height. Those drops break up the sewage more or less

into spray, and thus diffuse noxious smells in a greater or
loss degree. Back flap valves are fixed at Nos. 1, 15, 17, 33
and 39 on the sewers from Drayton-street, Upper Villiers-

Btreet, Dudley-road (south section), Ranelagh-road and Knox-
road respectively. The majority of the manholes have a con-
siderable amount of silt lying in the bottom, principally road
iletritus, which obstructs tho flow and causes foul matter to

accumulate. In many cases, no doul)t, this has been one of

the causes of tho complaints which have been made regard-
ing foul smells from manholes. This road detritus no doubt
passes through the manhole covers, in part owing to their con-
struction. In soveial cases drain pipes from buildings and
street gullies discharge into manholes at considerable heights
above tho benching, fouling the brickwork. Some of the man-
holes are rather small, and in all cases the openings in tho
manhole tops are too narrow for easy access. It is also
found that the covers aro too deep, and frequently, owing to
the presence of rust and dirt and the wedging due to the
very slight taper, adhere so strongly to the frames that it

is almost impossible to remove them without damaging tho
frames.

VENTILATION.
The deep manhole covers have been designed to act as

ventilating openings and dirt boxes combined, but are rather
unsatisfactory in both respects, tho filling of the dirt chamber
preventing their action as ventilators. Moreover, it is diffi-

cult to om])ty tho dirt boxes with ease, and without constant
attention tho ventilation openings, which are somewhat
small, soon get filled up. There aro fourteen lampholos, each
9 in. in diameter. Thoio play no p.art in the ventilation of
tho sowers, as thoy havo close covers. Tho newer covers have
a look, but the old covers aro not secured in any way, conse-
quently thero is nothing to prevent rubbish being thiown
down. A lamphole at the head of Strode-road was filled up
with stones and soil. Thero is one ventilation shaft in the
district—a 6-in. diameter pipe. In some streets there are no
manholes and in others too few. Tho total length of sewers
without manholes is about 1,618 lineal yards. It would be
advisable, says Mr. Bradley, to construct in this district at
least twenty new manholes and fifty lampholos for bettor in-

spection and flushing of the sewers. The Local Government
Board recommend that manholes should be fixed at every
Changs in direction of the sewer, at every change of gradient

and diameter, and that on straight lengths icopeotlon chamberB
be constructed every 60 yards.

FLUSHING.
There are not many sewers in the district which can be

called self-cleansing. Even those with good grades would be
the better for occasional flushing. It is a very usual mistake
with builders and others to imagine that a sewer, say 9 in.

diameter, laid at a grade of 1 in 200, is self.eleansing ; this

may be the case when the sower is running full, but it is

never expected or desired that a sower should always be in

this condition ; allowance has to be made for sudden storms,

for additional property being connected to it, &c., and tho
ordinary flow in a sewer of that grado never attains a self-

cleansing velocity.

Flushing by van is carried out at lampholos Nos. 1 and 14,

in Bromley-street and Cross-street Sonth respectively, at

intervals of fourteen days, two loads, or 4 tons, of water being
used each time. Other streets in which the sewers require

flushing aro Cooke-street, Lower A'illiers-street and Dudley-
road throughout, and these havo attention at regular intervals

;

much more might be done, however, with a properly-designed
flushing van of larger capacity. At the head of Dndley-road
there is at present a 2U-gallon stoneware tipper, fed by tho

9-in. sewer from (ioldthorn Uill-road. In addition, a few of

the manholes in Dudley-road might be provided with hand
sluices and used for flushing purposes ; they could be filled

with water by means of tho flushing van, or preferably by a
hose coupled to tho nearest hydrant. Manholes Nos. 20, 30
and 43 could bo dealt with in this way, as also manhole
No. 12 in Cooko-streot and manhole No. 6 in Lower Villiers-

stroet ; tho Latter, being a summit manhole, could bo used to

flush both ways. In some cases it would bo necessary to fix

hydrants on the water mains whore thero aro none within
reasonable distance at present. Hall-street sower requires

an occasional Hushing, though an improvement in tho condi-

tion of tho sewer would bo made by the alteration of tho

existing catchpit manhole No. 26.

OUTKAI.r, AND KTORM-WATEB SEWEBS.
The surface drainage of this district, with a slight excep-

tion, dischai'gcs at two points—one small portion into tho
head of the Rough Hills brook, near Dudley-road, between
Wandcrers'-avenue and Goldthorn Hill-road, tho other and
larger portion into the Graisely-brook, near Madder-street.

The exception referred to above is the surface-water sewer in

Hawthorno-road, which discharges into the Dudley-road foul

sewer at a point midway between the ends of the two storm
sewers in Dudloj'-road, which hero commenco and fall in

opposite directions.

GRADIENTS.
The gradient of storm sowers throughout tho district, with

one or two exceptions, are good. The total length of storm
sewors in the district is about 5,560 lineal yards. Thero aro
182 gullies, or one to every 30i yards of sewer.

MANHOLES.
Tho manholes, including shaft No. 18 with lampholo cover,

aro twenty-four in number, and the average length of sower
to each shaft is 231^ lineal yards. In only one case (No. IS)
is there a shaft at llio head of the sewer; in general thero is

nothing on tho surface to indicate the termination of a storm
sewer in a street. In numerous instances changes of direc-

tion, and in at least throe cases (Kanelagh-road, Cobdeu-lane
and Park-street South) changes of gradient, occur at somo
distance from any manhole or inspection chamber. In tho
case of Hall-street, Cobden-lano, Chapel-street and Knox-
road there are no manholes, either on tho sewers in those
strests or at their junction with tho main sewer. Of the
twenty-fotir in existence, two shafts have flat bottoms, six

havo circular inverts, and tho remainder, sixteen in number,
aro catch-pit manholes. The older manholes are generally
circular in plan and conical in vertical section. Those of

more recent construction liavo square shafts. In most cases

there is no benching, properly speaking, merely a couple of

bricks projecting on each side. In one case these havo been
bi-oken off. Most of the covers are furnished with detachable
dirt backets, which do not block tho ventilating openings.
The onlv direct drops of any consequence occur in manholes
No. 2 (i ft. 3 in. drop), No.'S (1ft. 7 in.). No. 7 (1 ft. 9in,),

and No. 10 (3 ft.), and in the foul sewer manhole in Dudley-
road, opposite Hawthorno-road, where thero is a drop from
the storm sewer to tho invert of manhole of 8 ft. 11 in.

THE "separate" SY8TE.M OF SEWERAGE.
By tho " separate " system is meant that method of sewer-

age in which rain water is, as far as possible, " separated "

from tho sewage proper, the former being diverted into tho
nearest watercom-so by means of surface-water drains or
storm sewei's, and tho latter carried on to the oatfal! works
by means of the fonl-water sewers, or, as they aro called for

the sake of brevity, " foul sewers."

This system has received the approval of the Local Govern-
ment Board, and has been adopted to a greater or less extent

by many towns. It is now many years since the iibraso
" Tho rainfall to the river and the sewage to the soil " came
into popular use, and many towns have found oat the value
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of, at any rate, the 6rst portion of it. The difficulties of pro-

perly troating sewage are greatly intensified if the volnnie

of sewage arriving at the outfall works is liable at any honr

to be enlarged to eight, ten or twelve times its normal. In

districts similar to this, storm water, owing to heavy gradients,

travels so quickly from the surface of the streets in the higher

portions of the town that the low-level sewers, but for some
system of separation, would very frequently be surcharged,

unless they were designed of sach ample proportions that

the cost would be excessive, .and in times of normal flow the

capacity greater than is desirable. At the present time there

are some 387 streets in the borough ; of these 227 streets have

both a foul sewer and a storm eewcr, 147 have a foal sewer
only, and four streets a storm sewer only; seven short

lengths of streets have neither a storm sewer nor a foul

sewer, and do not require either. The separate system, as

existing in Wolverhampton, is really only so in a modified

sense, a portion only of the rainfall being diverted from the

sewers; the portion referred to being that which, Init for its

diversion, would otherwise go in bulk down to the Barnhurst

owing to its quick discharge from unretontivo surfaces, such

as roofs and roads. It is true that the lower portions of the

sewerage .system wonld at these times receive a flashing, but

against this much inconvenience would result from the over-

charging of sewers, already in many cases not larger in calibre

than is necessary at times of storm, and, in fact, I believe one
of the reasons for the adoption of the present system was the

relief which would be thus given to the older low-level sewers

and to flooded cellars. F.arther, it would be in the highest

degree detrimental to the efficient treatment of the sewage
to have so much flood water discharged in bulk in a short

epace of time at the Barnhurst.

To acquire information as to the distribution of the rainfall

between the storm and foul sewers, <i-c., three streets were
taken in Blakenhall—Franchise-street, Hall-street and Fane-

lagh-road—and the areas of p.aved and unpaved surfaces,

roofs, &c., in those streets, and the properties fronting thereto

calculated and found to give the following percentages;

—

Percentages of Total Areas in Raxelagh-road, Hall-
street AND Franchise-street.

Per cent.

Koofs discharging to street channel ... ... 19
„ ,, to foul sower ... ... ... 27'4

Paved yards discharging to foul sewer ... ... 7"8

Unpaved areas at rear of property, &c. ... ... 46'2

Street BorfacoB 16'7

Area discharging to storm sewer ...

„ ,, to foul sewer
Unpaved areas at rear of property ...

1000
180
35-2

46-2

' 100-0

From these particulars it will be seen that nearly .50 per

cent, of the total rainfall does not enter the .sewers at all, and

that of the remainder rather more than one-third is collected

by the storm sewer and is discharged into the brooks, and the

balance of two-thirds mixes with the general sewage. It

may be said that, if only one-fifth of the total rainfall is

directed from the foul sewers, it is scarcely advisable to go

to the expense of duplicate sewers; but it must not be for-

gotten that this is just the portion of the storm water which

would otherwise go en hlnc to the low levels, surcharging

sewers, flooding basements and throwing temporarily out of

gear all the arrangements for the efficient treatment of the

sewage .at the works and farm, and that by intercepting the

storm water at various points and discharging it again before

it reaches the lower levels, instead of conveying it all to one

common outlet, it m.akos it possible to employ smaller sewers

in the lower portions of the town.

The general opinion among municipal engineers is that the

separate system of sewerage is the best, and it has the sanc-

tion and approval of the Local Government Board. Of thirteen

towns to which queries were sent, nine towns have, in some
form, adopted the sejmr.ate sj'stem of sewerage, and without

exception regard it as satisfactory.

diphtueria and typhoid.

Mr. Bradley supplemented his report by lithographic plans

showing the number and distribution of cases of diphtheria,

typhoid fever, &c., during 1893, 1894, 189.5 .and 1896. Tho
position of each case of disease was marked, and distinctive

colours were used to indicate the streets draining to the foul

sewers and those which have separate storm-water drains.

In 1893 tho cases numbered—typhoid, 136 ; diphtheria and
croup, 3.5; in 1894, typhoid, 81 ; diphtheria and croup, 82; in

1895, typhoid, 134; diphtheria and croup, .308; in 1896,

typhoid, 138 ; diphtheria and croup, 360. jlr. Bradley then
proceeds as follows: The majority of the typhoid cases have
occurred in the east and central part of the borough, chiefly

in crowded localities where the streets are narrow and the

houses small and of an inferior class. Five cases (four of

them being nurses) occurred at the general hospital. The
diphtheria cases are more generally distributed over the

borough than the typhoid cases, but there is an appreciable

concentration of cases in the district surrounding the general

hospital, and in the Whitmore Reans and Blakenhall dis-

tricts. With regard to the latter (Blakenhall), the older

streets (comprising an inferior cl.ass of houses) show a pro-

portiopfltely larger number of cases than the newer streets,

It may here be noted that the ventilation of the sewers in

this district is inadequate ; indeed, in Haggar-street, Fran-
chise-street, Moore-street and the lower portion of Park-street

South, in which over 40 per cent, of the cases in the district

have occurred, there are uo manholes or other means of sewer
ventilation. That is to say that those districts in which
there are the usu.al surface ventilators in the roadway have
suffered least. Whitmore Reans district has a damp subsoil

— a- favourable condition for the spread of diphtheria. But
as the district is built up and imperviously piived, an improve-
ment will take pl.ace, because much more water will bo diverted
from the soil.

The central portion of the borough, which appears on the
plans to be comparatively free from cases of disease, is occu-
pied very largely by business premises, and consequently
there is nothing like so dense .a population as in other por-

tions of the town. Tho Monmore Green district, -which is

sewered on the combined system, has had eighteen cases of

typhoid in fifteen months, but it is not intended to suggest
that the combined system is a factor causing this disease.

Nothing, however, is more plain from the map than that this

disease—typhoid fever— is most prevalent in the older portioits

of the town, whore houses are small and close together and
the streets narrow, having little .area or air space at the rear

of dwellings, and generally a lack of free air, noticeably Fold-

street and Salop-street, Slonmoro Green, etc. Tho compara-
tive immunity enjoyed by tho Springfields district from
typhoid and diphtheria will also be noticed. It may be re-

m.arked that this district is, with the exception of one small

street—Bagnall-street—entirely on the separate system. Men-
tion may be made of the fact that London and Birmingham
have no separate system of sewerage, and yet tliese towns
have a veiy high diphtheria case rate.

sewer flushing.
Sewers may be flushed in divers ways, among which may

be enumerated : 1, Flushing by directly connecting the

sewers with a river or canal; 2, flushing direct by a hose-

pipe fixed to the nearest fire-plug; 3, flushing by means of a
special portable van, with a suitable outlet not less than
8 in. in diameter, the van being drawn into position and then
filled from an adjacent hydrant with a charge varying, as in

the case of Salford, Leicester, Ac, from 1,200 to 1,500 gallons

of water; 4, by means of tanks constructed underground in

suitable positions at the heads of sewers, which are filled with
clean water as in method 2, and the contents suddenly dis-

charged by lifting a sluice; 5, underground tanks fitted with
automatic discharging flushing syphons, as supplied by Messrs.
Adams & Co., of London ; Doulton & Co., London ; Bowes,
Scott & Western, London ; Bodin & Co., Wednesbury, and
others; 6, underground tanks fitted W'ith automatic flushing

tippers similar to those in waste-water closets, but of larger

size, and holding up to 100 gallons; 7, underground tanks,

the outlet v.alve of which is controlled by means of a small
tipper, the sluice being lifted by the action of tho tipper in

discharging ; 8, by fitting suitable manholes on tho lines of

main sewers with sluices or flushing gates, and back-pound-
ing the sewage until a sufficient quantity is accumulated,
when it is discharged in various ways, either by manual
Labour or autom.atically. If thought advisable, a disinfectant

can bo mixed with the flushing water. In methods 2 and 3

clean water is used for flushing; in methods 4, 5, 6 and 7

either cle.an water or sewage may be used, the latter only,

however, when the levels of tho sewers are suitable. Method
8 should be avoided as much as possible for several reasons.

During the time the water is accumulating silt is depositing,

which in tho upper portion of tho sewer may or may not be
removed by the subsequent flush. Pressure is being bronght
to bear from tho interior on the walls of the sewer, and tho

sew.age is in all probability escaping into and polluting the

surrounding subsoil, an event which is extremely likely to

occur if the sewers are old ones, in which case it is very

probable that neither their design nor construction fit them
for use in this Wiiy. There is always ,a certain amount of

putroscible matter left on the walls of tho sewer at high-water

mark and immediately below it, and on tho benchings of man-
holes, &c., which in all probability remains until the next
Hush, in the meantirao drying, decomposing and intensifying

tho pollution of tho sower .air, a condition of things which
enormously increases the likelihood of disease germs being

disseminated in the air of sewers. Further, tho impounded
water blocks the ends of subsidiary drains and sewers, re-

duces the velocity of the sewage flow in them, causes deposi-

tion of silt in .all those blocked, and produces in a minor
degree all tho evils mentioned in respect of the main sewer.

From a recent return, giving ji.articulars received from some
224 local autliorities, it appears that special flush tanks using

dean water .are in use in eighty-seven places and special flusli

t.anks using sewage in ten pl.aces. Fifty-four local authorities

flush direct from water mains or by hose I'onnected to hydrant,

sixty-three use vans or portable tanks, twenty draw a su])ply

for flushing purposes from streams, springs, rivers, docks or

sea; five make use of rainwater for flushing. Manholes fitted

with boards, sluices or plugs, either of a temporary or per-

manent nature, are used with clean water in fifty-two places

and with sewage in twenty-three; three local authorities

make use of tank sewers filled with clean water and ten use

sewage. In two places salt water is laid on in street main
for street watering and flushing; 117 local authorities have
flushing tanks fitted with antomatic syphons, asunder : Field
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thirty-two, Adams fifty-six, Donlton fifteen, Walker one.

Stone one, Bodin one, unknown eleven ; total, 117.

In the great majority of cases clean water is used wherever

possible for flushing. In the case of water taken from street

mains for flushing purposes it is unusual to make any charge

when the waterworks are the property of the corporation.

The present means of flushing aro undoubtedly inadequate,

consisting of one flashing van holding 440 gallons of water,

or about 2 tons weight. This is not a special van for sewer

flushing, but an old water-cart .adapted to its present use. It

.has a 6-in. outlet, which is connected by a length of leather

hose to the manhole or lamphole down which tho water is to

bo flushed. This quantity of water is discharged in about two

minutes. There is also a small (20-gallon) tipping flusher

placed at tho head of tho TJudley-road sewer, by the " Fight-

ing Cocks," which is fed by the sewage from Parkfield-road

West. In addition to tho above, there is in Peel-street a

by-pass chamber, which, though built topcrmit tho cleansing

of the catchpit with greater ease, acts as a kind of flushing

tank; it holds 150 gallons of sewage, which every other day

is discharged by a 6-in. outlet into the 2-ft. 6-in. by 1-ft. 6-in.

low-level sewer from a height of 5 ft.

The quantity of water used for sewer flushing by van in the

years ended September, 1S94, 1895 and la96, was: October,

1893, to September, 189 1, 63,360 gallons ; October, 1894, to

September, 1895, .58,080 gallons; October, 1S95, to September,

1896, 92,000 gallons. Mention may also be made of tho fact

that during the summer months some 4,700 gallons per day
is used by the Horsniau memorial fonntain, which is practi-

cally of little use as regards sewer flushing. I think, as it is

at a summit level, that if this water was collected in an under-

ground flushing tank of, say, 380 cubic feet capacity, and dis-

charged by an automatic flushing syphon twice a day, it would
be very useful.

VENTILATION OF SEWERS.
This may be effected in several ways. The most common

is by utilising the iron covers of manholes ami lampholes

fixed in the surface of the road, or in a much loss degree by
haying closed covers and taking a ventilating branch from
the chamber to the nearest house-front, tree, telegraph pole,

&c., and there fixing in a suitable position ,a vertical shaft,

with airtight joints, having its higher end well away from
any window or other opening giving access to the house.

There are also many different patented arrangements for

creating an artificial current of air, and at the same time
passing the sewer air through a heated laj'er of incombustible
material or through heated batflu plates, which, it is claimed,

destroys any noxions components of the exhausted gases.

These latter arrangements are rather costly, both as regards

first cost and in annual expenses for gas and attendance,

although they have boon favourably reported on as regards

efficiency by several observers, and they have been tried on a
more or less extensive scale in various towns.

Mr. Thomas Fletcher a few years ago made a series of

experiments on tho extractive power of a column of air heated
by tho combustion of coal gas, and found that, with a vertical

shaft 6 in. diameter and 12 ft. high, 1 cubic foot of gas burnt
per hour exhausted over 2,400 cubic feet of air in the same
time, and it is doubtful whether a bettor result eonld be
obtained by any patented appliance. Ho found that to double
the amount of air exhausted by this shaft it was necessary to

use eight times the amount of gas, reducing the effective

duty of the gas burnt to one-quarter of the original amount,
the temperature of tho air at the outlet in tho first case being
H3 deg. Pahr. and in the second 137 deg. Fahr.

Among various patented methods of extraction of sewer
air two may be mentioned—Deakin's extractor and Ilolman'a
exhauster. The former consists of a Lamp column, up which
passes tho sewer air, and it is claimed that tho gas-burners
in tho lantern render innocuous any sewer gas which issues

froni tho hollow pillar ; Holmau'a exhauster acts in a some-
vvliat simil.ar manner, but has a simcial arrangement of heated
baftlo plates at the base of the column, over which the sewer
air passes. Tho town of Hereford has six Holman's exhausters
in use and two Doakin's extractors ; tho average extracting
capacity of tho former is given as 2,079 cubic feet per hour, and
tho latter 2,291 ; tho first cost respectively being £22 18s. 8d.

and £20 3s. 8d., and tho annual cost of tho rornier being put
down at £29 16s. I believe that the Tottenliall Urban Dis-

trict Council have erected a Deakin extractor, and from a
statement appearing in a local paper the cost per annum for

gas is £17.
Returning for the moment to Mr. Fletcher's experiments,

it will be soen that under favourable conditions a con-

sumption of about 9.000 ft. per annum of gas, at a cost of

about 22s. 6d. per annum, extracted air at tho rate of 2,400
cubo feet per hour. Under the conditions as existing in

actual practice it would be wi.se to discount this output by
probably 75 per cent., to allow for bends in'pipes, extra friction

owing to increased length of pipe, &c., thus giving an exti'ac-

tion of GOO cubic feet per hour, at a cost of 22s. 6d. for gas
per annum.

It occurred to me that perhaps fans driven by electricity

supplied from tho street mains might be used for this pur-

pose. A 12-in. Blackman fan fitted with an electric motor
can be supplied for £12 ; tho cost of branch from sewer and
a 20-ft. shaft, 12 in. in diameter, with foundation and fixing,

would probably be £25 to £30. The number of cubic feet of

air moved per hoar would be about 60,000 with 8 free inlet

and outlet J but probably it would not be advisable in this case

to reckon on more than 50 per cent, of this output, or 30,000.

This size of fan will need about 90 watts to give 1,000 revolu-

tions per minute, or 50 per cent, more energy than a 16 candle-

power incandescent lamp, and the annual cost for current at

5d. per unit, the fan being in continuous work, would be
£16 8s. 6d. Chimney shafts have also been used for venti-

lating the sewers, notably in Leicester, where some sixty

shafts are so connected. I am of opinion more might be done
in this way. It must not be thought, however, that the con-

nection of one or two chimney shafts would have any appreci-

able effect on the whole sewerage system of the town ; at

best their effect would be only of a local nature, as indeed is

the effect of all ventilators, of whatever size, form or make,
the greater or less length of the radius of the zone affected

depending upon several conditions, such as size, character,

gradient and condition of tho main and branch sewers in tho

immediate vicinity, and number, condition and size of tho

ventilating covers to the manholes, lampholes, &c., upon the

said sewers, the difference in temperature between the outer

air and the sewer air, and the intensity and direction of tho

wind current. Tho great end to bo kept in view is to cause,

if possible, the surface ventilators to act as downcasts, by
erecting or utilising a sufiicient number of suitable upcast

shafts, and, if necessary, assisting these latter to perform
their work in a satisfactory manner by more or less artificial

means.
SEWER AIR.

It is a popular opinion, and one which, perhaps, is en-

couraged by a few patentees of special ventilating appliances,

that sewer air is responsible for the greater proportion of the

cases of typhoid fever or diphtheria ; but no amount of carbon
dioxide, sulphuretted hj-drogen, nitrogen, or the allied com-
pounds which are found in sewer air, ever caused a case of

either of those diseases ; and with respect to the micro-

organisms in sewer air, the following extract from a report

to the London County Council will probably be read with
interest :

" In previous reports made to tho London County
Council it was shown that the micro-organisms contained in

sewer air were not onlv less in number than the micro-organ-

isms in fresh air in the vicinity at the same time, but that

tliey were also apparently related to and derived from those

of fresh air rather than from the sewage, and further, that no,

evidence was forthcoming that sewage was able to give off

micro-organisms to the air in contact with it. The spread of

diphtheria by sewage is at least a matter of donbt, and
though sewer air has been held responsible for certain out-

breaks of the disease, it seems clear that but a small part in

tho dissemination of tho disease can bo played by such a
cause. The diphtheria bacillus can be easily recognised, and
its pathogenic power tested ;

yet, though a careful look out

was kept for this organism, we never found it. Sewer air

has no power of taking up bacteria from the sewage with

which it is in contact ; a strong argument in favour of this

view is the fact that tho very organisms which are most
abundant in sewage are precisely those which are absent from
sewer air. In the course of previous experiments on sewer
air the nature of the organisms in some 1,200 litres of sewer
air w.as carefully determined ; not once was tho bacillus coli

communis or any of the predominant organisms of sewage
found, though wo have shown that the former is predomi-
nant in numbers varying from 20,000 to 200,000 per cubic

centimetre. If this bo so, how infinitely improbable becomes
the existence of the typhoid bacillus in the air of our sewers.

That sewage is a common medium for the dissemination of

typhoid is certain ; that sewage-polluted soil may give np
germs to subsoil air is possible; but that the air of sewers
thcmsolvcs should play any part in the conveyance of typhoid

fever appears to ns, as tho result of our investigations, in the

highest degree unlikely."

Four or five yeiirs ago Drs. Carnelly and Haldane made a
series of investigations into the character of sewer air in the
sewers of Dnndeo. In this town the sewers are ventilated

by gratings placed in tho centre of tho roadway about 50
yards apart, and by open grids at each side of the road about

40 yards apart. The investigators determined simultaneously

the amount of carbonic acid gas, organic matter, and tho

number of micro-organisms in tho sewer air and in the fresh

air in the immediate vicinity. From tho observations thus

made it was found that the air of the sewers was considerably

better than was expected, that there were more micro-organ-

isms in the outside air than in the sewer air, that the quan-
tity of carbon dioxide was about twice as great and tho

organic matter three times as great in sewer air as in fresh

air. In their opinion there is little foundation for believing

that in the absence of violent splashi/ig tho micro-organisms

of sewago are disseminated in sewer air.

In March, 1.S94, the medical officer of the London County
Council (Dr. Shirley Murphy) reported upon the prevalence

of diphtheria in London, and particularly with reference to

tho increase of the disease of late years. In his report it was
shown that there had been relative!}' to the total diphtheria

mortality considerable increase in the incidents of this

disease among the population above the age of three and
under ten in tho decennium ending 1880 as compared with

that ending 1S70, and tables which were presented clearly

demonstratod that prior to the period 1871-80, although tho

total diphtheria death rate was rising, the rate between tho

ages of three and ten, though rising, also was not doing so as
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rapidly as the rate at all ages; and that when the all-ages

rate was falling the rate at ages tJiree to ten fell in a still

greater degree.

In 1870 the Elementary Edacation Act came into existence,

and from this time children have been increasingly aggre-

gated in schools, thus giving greater opportunity for the

communication of the disease. The lowest death r.ite from
diphtheria in England and Wales was in 1872, in which year
the rate was 45 per cent, below the mean death rate for the
thirty-three years ended 1891, in which latter year, [after

various annual fluctuations, it stood at 5 per cent, above the
mean. Since this date (1870) the ratio of deaths at agos
three to ten to the " all-ages" rate, instead of being a de-

creasing one, has been an increasing one. In the year 1870
the death rate per 1,000,000 in England and Wkks at all

ages was 120, and at ages three to ten, 32S. In 1891 the re-

spective rates were 173 and 622. The lowest death rate from
diphtheria in the London district was also in the year 1872,
the rate in that year being 65 per cent, below the mean death
rate of the thu-ty-three years ending 1891. In 1891 the death
rate was 105 per cent, above the mean previously referred to,

and in 1893 it was 235 per cent, .above the mean. From these
facts it is difficult to believe otherwise than that the assem-
bling of children in schools since 1870 has been a factor in

causing a greater prevalence of this disease.

GENEKAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM.MENDATIONS.
1. That the separate system cannot be shown to be a factor

causing an increase in the diphtheria case rate.

2. That while there are towns which from a combination
of local circumstances are better situated as regards the
benefits to be derived from tlio adoption of this system, objec-
tion cannot be taken to the modified or partial system which
obtains in Wolverhampton, and that its retention and con-
tinuance be advocated.

3. That all catchpits on the lines of sewers, whether storm
water or foul sewers, be abolished, excepting only those
detritus tanks at the brook or canal outlets of storm-water
sewers and detritus tanks in connection with syphon chambers
on main outfall sewer inverted syphons, and that those
chambers be specially ventilated. That the men and horses
at present engaged in eatchpit emptying be employed so as
to ensure more frequent sewer flushing and gully cleansing.

4. That all manholes and other chambers giving access for
inspection of the sewers have their benchings built up to the
height at least of the crown of the sewer, in order to decrease
the chances of an accumulation of pntresciblo matter on them.

5. That all sewers have a chamber at their head, for pur-
poses of inspection, flashing by van and ventilation.

6. That a special portable flushing tank be obtained with a
capacity of not less than 1,500 gallons, with one outlet 8 in. in
diameter, for flushing down lampholes, and another, 14 in. in
diameter, for flushing down manholes.

7. That all new sewers be laid at such gradient aa to ensure
a self. cleansing velocity of not less than 3 ft. per second
dnring the period of minimum flow. The sewage in a 9-in.

pipe laid at a gradient of 1 in 100, flowing 2J in. deep, has
about this velocity.

8. If the preceding condition cannot be obtained, then that
suitable flushing chambers of a capacity and size of outlet
dependent upon the calibre of the sewer to be flushed, bo
constructed and properly snppliod with clear water.

9. That while surface ventilation of sewers cannot be proved
to be directly conducive to disease, and indeed is still approved
by the Local Government Board, as far as possible ventilating
shafts of not less than 28 square inches of clear sectional
area be used in conjunction with open manhole or lamphole
covers, except in special positions and where closed covers
might be thought advisable ; but that in the case of com-
plaints about existing surface ventilators, closed covers be
not substituted unless the complainant offers every facility
for the erection of a shaft.

10. That, in order to prevent voilent splashing and conse-
quent pollution of the sewer air, direct drops exceeding in
height the depth of the receiving sewer be avoided.

11. That the higher portions of the sewerage system be cut
off from the lower by back flaps of light construction, in order
to prevent the sewer air from travelling from the lower to the
higher level of the system.

12. That when fixing new above-ground shafts they be
fixed as far as possible in a central position between existing
surface ventilators, in order to increase the tendency for
these latter to act as downcast or intake ventilators only.

13. That opportunity be taken to connect the sewers with
chimney shafts when desirable, for purposes of ventilation.

14. That suitable positions be selected for the erection of
large ventilating shafts, and that trial be made of different
methods of artificial ventilation.

15. That an estimate be prepared for submission of the
expenditure necessary to carry into effect these suggestions
throughout the town, with a view to including tho same in
the next application for borrowing powers.

pridd main sewer at a point near Fairook farm. The sewers
are constructed on the duplicate or separate system—that is,

the subsoil and surface water are excluded from the sewers

—

and the pipes are of sufficient size and laid to a gradient to
carry off a known quantity of sewage with slight variation
all the year round, and calculated to be of suflicient size to
megt the requirements of the district forforty years to come.
The road gratings of the manholes and lampholes are made
airtight, and cast-iron ventilators are being erected fitted with
an apparatus for the consumption or burning of the sewer
gas before being discharged into the air. Automatic flushing
tanks, each containing not lees than 1,000 gallons at each dis-

charge, are provided at suitable places. The sewers are laid
in straight lines from manhole to manhole or manhole to
lamphole, which are constructed at each change of gradient
or direction, thus enabling any obstacles or stoppage to be
detected and removed without opening out any part of the
sewers. The pipes used were t hose niannfacturod by Messrs.
Noel, of Llantrisant, with tho exception of some cast-iron and
Sykes' patent jointed pipes where large springs were met
with. Messrs. Batchelor & Snowdon, of Cardiff, were the
contractors, and Mr. William Fraser, a.jm.i.c.e., the surveyor
to the Llandaff and Diuas Fowls Rural District Council, was
engineer, while Mr. Wm. Evans acted as clerk of the works.

LLANISHEN SEWERAGE WORKS.

The above works, which have extended over twelve months,
are now completed. They consist of about 6 miles of stone-
ware pipe sewers varying in size from 9 in. to 18 in. internal
diameter, having an outfif Jl into the Ystradyfodwg and Ponty-

GLOUCESTER SEWERAGE SYSTEM.

REPORT FROM THE CITY SURVEYOR.
AVe regret that owing to an oversight a portion of Mr.

Read's report was omitted in onr last issue. The passage in

which the omission occurred should have read as follows :—

•

rainfall and dey weather flow.
The sewers are designed upon what is known as the com-

bined system, that is to say, to take combined rainfall and
sewage, and in this system the principal item is the amount
of rainfall, and as it far exceeds any amount of sewage which
can be discharged into the sewers, it practically determines
the sizes, while the natural features of the ground determines
the gradients of the sewers. Tho dry weather flow of the
sewers is arrived at by totalling the supply from the city

water mains, the soft-water tanks, and the amount of well
water in daily use, and these together will n»t exceed a total

of 1,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours in Gloucester, and
of this amount one-half will pass through the sewers in the
six hours from 9 a.m. till 3 p.m. This shows the immense
importance of a regul.ar rainfall for the working of a system
of sewers, for when the outf.all sewers are running one-third
full they then discharge about ten times the minimum flow
of tho sewage, and when running full about sixty times the
minimum.

In comparing these quantities it must be remembered that
the effect of rainfall on the sewers is not, as a rule, immediate,
but it increases slowly to a maximum, and slowly declines to

a minimnm, and also that on an average only about half tho
total rainfall reaches the sewers, and in long droughts none at

all. With anything like an average amount! of rainfall evenly
distributed the sewage is greatly diluted, and is still further
diluted to an enormous extent on being discharged into the
river, as tho flow of the river over the Llanthony weir at low
summer level is 318,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours
with tho stream flowing at a velocity of IJ^ miles per hour.

In 1895 only 1546 in. of rain fell in Gloucester in the first

nine months, and 9'47 in. in the last three months, or a total

of 2493 in. for the year. In 1896 only 940 in. of r.ain fell in

the first eight months, and 1080 in. in the remaining four
months, or a total of 20'20in. for tho year—tho lowest on
record for thirty years. During such droughts the minimum
dry weather flow of 1,000,000 gallons per day is all that could
pass through the 150 miles of house drains, and this would
be supplemented on reaching the sewers by 200,000 gallons
per day flushing from the water mains, making the maximum
dry weather flow up to 1,200,000 gallons in twenty-four hours.

TELOCITY AND GRADIENT.
The velocity of the flow in a sewer is primarily due to its

gradient, and with any given gradient it increases rapidly in

a circular sewer until it runs h.alE full, and in an egg-shaped
sewer till two-thirds full. Beyond these points the velocity

still increases, but at a less rapid rate, until the sewer runs
seven-eighths full. Twenty years ago a mean velocity of

from 120 ft. to 1.50 ft. per minute was considered ample to

make a sewer self.cleansing, but a great many observations

on the actual working of town sewers have since been made,
and it is now generally accepted by engineers that a minimnm
velociiy of from 150 ft. to 180 ft. per minute when the sewer
is running one quarter or one half full is necessary to make
a sewer self-cleansing. This means that when running one
quarter full, solf-cleansing gradients for a

—

9-in. pipe range from 1 in 100 to 1 in 150
12-in. „ „ 1 „ 150 „ 1 „ 200
15-in. „ „ 1 „ 200 „ 1 „ 2.50

18-in. „ „ 1 „ 230 „ 1 „ 300
When the sewer is running one-half full, self-cleansing

gradients for a

—

9-in. pipe range from 1 in 200 to 1 in 250
12-in. „ „ 1 „ 250 „ 1 „ 300
1.5.in. „ „ 1 „ 300 „ 1 „ 440
18-in. „ „ 1 „ 350 „ 1 „ 600
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Sewerage and Sewage Disposal at Hanley.
DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKS.

At a meetinp; of tlio Blrmlngliam AMOciatioii of Students

of tho Institation of Civil Engiuee/a, on Wednesday, Mr. A.

Barton, agai.staut to tlio borough surveyor of Ilanley, read a

_paper descriptive of the sewerage and sewage disposal of that

town, dealing with the structarul work and briefly describing

tho process of treatment adopted. Mr. Burton sai<l :

—

SEWERAGK : THE SEPARATE SYSTEM.

There are about 70 miles of sewers of all sizes. Storm
sewers are now being laid in all new sti-eels, and the differ-

ent watersheds are having the rain water diverted, one of

these, the Northwood watershed, having been recently com-
pleted; others are in contemjilation. In couaidering the

question of dual drainage certain points arise. On the one
hand flooding at the outfall is prevented to a certain extent,

but on the other hand tlie sewage is deprived of its natural

flushing water. The author thicks that the balance is cer-

tainly in the favour of the dual system, as flooding of the out-

fall works interferes most seriously with the proper and
efficient ti-eatnient of the sewage, because to obtain a satisfac-

tory efHnent it'is essentially necessary to regulate the twenty-
four hours' flow as well as possible, and tho difliculty can be
remedied by artificial means, such as by vans or chambers.
Again, during the summer mouths heavy thunder storms
frequently arise, causing vey heavy showers. The water from
the backs of houses, back yards and back passages gathered
in these times of flood does not go into the storm, but into

the sewage sewers, and is amply sufficient to flush them.
Also, in times of drought the sewage sewers require to be
flushed whether the system be dual or no, and in the case of

the former, the sewers being naturally constructed smaller

in size than they would otherwise be, will be more efficiently

flushed and with a less amount of water than would be re-

quired in tho latter case. The sewage scheme embraces also

a number of storm overflows, in the form of leaping weirs
placed on the intercepting sewers.

The work of sewering the town was carried out by Mr.
Joseph Lobley, m.i.c.p.., the borough engineer, and was com-
pleted about the year 1878. The Northwood rain-water
division scheme wns carried out by the author under the

borough engineer. Tho sewage is conducted through a 4-ft.

barrel culvert to the outfall works at the south side of the
town, in the valley of the Trent, about 100 yards from the
river. At the works are three large reservoirs for the stor-

age of sewage during times of flood and between the runs of

the pumps. When pumping is going on the sewage flows

directly from tlie ontfall through a catchpit and screen and
80 into the well. At the same time, the pumps having a
greater capacity than the amount of the ordinary flow, the

sewage from either one or the other of the reserroirs is

drawn into the well, and pumped along with the fresh

sewage, so that when the reservoirs are sufficiently empty
the pumps are stopped and the flow is allowed to accumu-
late. The ordinary dry weather flow is pumped in shifts

of six hours each. Tho reservoirs can be shut off separately
for cleaning purposes.

In connection with these tanks the author would like to

call remark to the fact that, like the dual system, they have
great advantages and also some drawbacks. In the lirst

place, the advantages lie in the fact that when an abnormal
flow of sewage and storm water is coming down the culvert

faster than the pumps can adequately cope with, they are
extremely useful in storing the surplus sewage, and thereby
preventing pollution of the stream by overflow, which is a
great conuideration. Again, in allowing the engines and
pumps to be stopped for periods of rest whilst the sewage is

accnmul.ating a great saving is effected in wear and tear, thus
considerably prolonging their life. The disadvantage is that
it renders the sewage more difficult to treat, owing to its

quality getting fouler by being stored, and putrefaction setting

in before it can bo pnmped and treated. Perhaps this may
be made a little clearer by stating that tho albuminoid am-
monia, which is our chief gnido in judging its quality, as
shown by analyses of fresh sewage taken from the mouth of
the culvert and sewage taken from the reservoirs, is about '8

in the former case and about 1'2 m tho latter so that wo can
take it that putrefaction has increased one-third in a period
of about twelve hours. This is not such an important matter
as it may seem at first sight, as with careful treatment it is

easily overcome, and the advantage obtained is more than a
recompense for not having allowed the crude sewage to flow
into the stream. Also by keeping the tanks as clean as pos-
sible the disadvantage may be still further minimised.

EUILIUXO.S ANM) MACHINERY.
The works buildings were formally ojiened in 1880. They

at that time consisted of a boiler house, meu's-room, fore-

man's and manager's room, engine and pump room and lime
house. The press house and compressor-room have since
been added. The boilers, two in number, are of tho ordinary
Lancashire type, 22 ft. in. long and 6 ft. 6 in. diameter. Tliej'

are stoked by hand, and supply steam at a pressure of GO lb.

per square inch. The feed water for tho boilers is pumped
from the effluent channel beyond tho batteries, and passed
through a small Thwaites filter, and into a small reservoir

from which it is taken as feqnJi'ed. In the engine-room are

two centrifugal pumps with 15-in. suction and delivery pipes,

each capable of raising 4,000 gallons per minute a height of

1 2 ft. 6 in. An ingenious method of charging the pumps is in use,

which was introduced by the works manager. Tho suction

pipes have no foot valves whatever. When it is desired to

charge tho pump the flap valve over the outlet pipe is closed,

and an ordinary steam ejector which is connected to it is set

to work. The H.ip valves having india-rubber faces, the suc-

tion thns caused keeps them airtight. The air is thus drawn
from the inside of tlie suction pijie, and creates a vacuum
which the sewage rushes to fill. When the ejector commences
to blow water the pump is started and keeps the delivery

fully charged up to tho flap valve pipes at the outlet, which
somewhat checks the flow, and so prevents any air getting

into the pipe and breaking the column of water. The engines

which work the pumps are of the ordinary horizontal type,

and are of 12 nominal horse-power in duplicate. The pumps
are driven by belts direct from the fly-wheel on to the vane
pulley. Tho engines, pumps and boilers were supplied by
Messrs. Tangye, of Birmingham.
The lime used in the process in mi.ved in the ordinary lime

mixers. These were supplied by Messrs. Bowes, Scott &
Western, London. They are two in number and 5 ft. high,

and 3 ft. 6 in. diameter, the rotatory arms worked from the

top with levelled cogs in the ordinary way. This, however,

is a novel feature about them also introduced by the works
manager. Horizontal perforated iron plates are fixed about

1 ft. below the rims. 'The shaft working the rotatory arms
has a piece of piping round it so as to conduct the water used

to the underside of this plate, instead of its being thrown on
the top of the lime as is usually done. The unslacked limo
is placed on the plate, and the water passing through in a
constant stream takes up as much as it will carry and becomes
a saturated solution before leaving the mixer. By this

arrangement no lime is wasted by being simplywashed into the

sewage, tho vanes of tlie mills are protected from injury from
contact with uncalcined stones, and, in addition, any nnburnt
limestone can be taken off the plate and sent back to the

kiln for recalcination, the amount being deducted from the

account. The water used in the lime mills is tank effluent

water, and is obtained from No. 5 tank, the last of the series,

by means of a small supply pipe connected to a 4-in. centri-

fugal pump, which discharges it into a wrought-iron cistern,

from which it flows by gravitation into the mills. The iron

tank containing the iron used in the process is also fed from
this cistern. This pump and the mixers or mills are worked
off a small shaft turned by a 4^ horse-power vertical engine.

The limo house also contains a small ram worked by com-
pressed air, which is used for liming the sludge before it is

pressed. This lam is 8 ft. high by 2 ft. diameter. An inter-

esting fact may be mentioned here. The lime water is at

present added to the sewage in the outlet channel from the

pumps. It was formerly conducted direct into the pump, so

that the action of the pump well vanes might thoroughly

mix it with the sewage. But it was fonnd on examination of

the suction and delivery pipes that the lime had formed a

deposit or coating on their inside periphery nearly 2 in. in

thickness, thus reducing their capacity very considerably.

This lining had been deposited in very thin layers, and in sec-

tion was precisely similar to the rii.gs to be seen on the cross

section of a tree trunk, the lamination being extremely hard
and distinct. A sharp crowbar had to be used to clean the

pipes. Compressed air was also used. Holes wore bored
into the crust and the air turned on. This cleaned out tho

pipe very effectively.

The precipitation tanks are five in number, tho first four

being about 200 ft. long by 30 ft. broad, and averaging about

Cft. deep. They are estimated to hold about 230,000 gallons

each. The fifth is much larger, and holds about 750,000.

They are worked on the continuous system, and are so

arranged that, by means of slop gates, any ono can be shut

off for the removal of sludge or for repairs without inter-

fering with the others. The top water is taken off by means
of floating arms, and flows back into the storage reservoirs,

from whence it is pumped and re-treated with the fresh sew-

age. After the top water is drawn off the sludge is forced

down a discharge pipe into a well, where lime water is forced

into it from tho ram in the lime house. The amount of lime

used varies according to the nature of the sludge, but is very

small, owing to the amount of grease it contains being very

small. The sludge presses are four in number, by Messrs.

Goddard, Massey & Warner, of Nottingham, and are of the

usual type, except that they arc not opened and closed by
moans of compressed air cylinders, but by hand. This method
has been found to be quite as speedy as that of the cylinders,

the time taken to open, empty and close up the presses ready

for re-charging being only about eight minutes. The time

taken to charge a press is about twenty minntes, and about

twenty-five presses are pressed in an average day. Each press

contains about 6 tons of wet sludge per charge, and reduces

it to about 30 cwt. of cake of about 50 per cent, moisture. The
sludge is not pressed very dry, as there is no use for it, and it
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cannot be given away for the carting. It is used to make
banks within the sewage farm ; these are covered with earth

and planted with golden elders, and make excellent screens

between the tanks and the main road.

Tlie rams which feed the presses are in dnplicate and egg-

shapod, 10ft. Gin. long and 4ft. Gin. diameter at their thickest

part, and are fixed on their ends in a bed of concrete. They
are jilaced in a chamber 30 ft. below the level of the press

house floor. It is perhaps worthy of note that, whilst this

chamber was being constrncted, as much as 40,{KX) gallons of

water per hour was being pumped in order to allow the men
to proceed with their work. The bottom of the excavation

was 20 ft. below the s.aturation lovel of the valley. When the

rams were fixed they were lowered into the hole, and the

water allowed to rise until they floated. They were then
steered to their proper position and then fixed, the water being

pumped out and concrete packed around them. The rams
are charged with the limed sludge, and eject it first of all to

a large circular storage reservoir, the sludge well not being

sufficiently large to contain the whole of the sludge from one
tank. When this reservoir is full, or the tank is cleaned, the

work of pressing commences. The sludge flows into the rams,
and is forced by compressed air up the rising main into any
one of the presses, the valves used being worked from the

press house floor. The water pressed out of the sludge is

conducted back to the pump well for re-treatment, and the
waste air from the rams, after the charge is complete, is

blown into the storage reservoir to farther disseminate the

lime among the sludge, thus serving one more useful purpose
before being allowed to escape ; this is repeated at every
press. Tlie air compressor is by Goddard, Massey & Warner,
of 14 horse-power, with tandem action—that is, the air and
steam cylinders are both driven by one piston. The receiver,

which is underneath the engine, serves as a bed for it, and is

of cast iron, 20 ft. long by 3 ft. diameter inside.

THE PROCESS.

The treatment adopted at Hanley is known as "the bacil-

lite process." The crude sewage on being pumped is first

treated with 7 gnains of lime to the gallon, and shortly after-

wards receives an addition of 3 grains of proto-chloride of

iron. These precipitants are thoroughly mixed with the

sewage by agitators in the channel leading to the tanks where
the solids are allowed to settle. The effluent is then run
through the batteries, where it is treated with carbonic acid

gas forced into the water by an induced current of carbolic

Bteam. This carbonic acid gas neutralises any alkalinity that

exists, and the carbolic steam destroys existing germ life,

thereby rendering the effluent inert. It is then passed over a
small portion of land belonging to the works; but to render it

full justice it requires to ba passed through proper filters.

The results appear satisfactory as reg.ards the analyses, but
its efficiency as a process, in the author's opinion, it is wise to

leave to the decision of duly-qualified chemists.

Whilst on the subject of the works, the author would like

to call attention to the Shone station recently erected on the
sewage farm. It is situate about 450 yards from the outfall,

and lifts the sewage a height of 12 ft. from a district formerly
discharging into the river by way of a small stream. A few
particulars may be of interest. Owing to the fact that the
level of the sewer was near the surface, a building was de-

cided upon instead of a simple chamber such as is usually
pl.aced underground. On the excavation being carried down
it was found that the bottom of the foundation was 7 ft. below
the saturation level of the valley. Consequently during the
work of excavation, and whilst the foundation, which con-
sisted of a bed of concrete 18 in. thick, all over the sito was
being put in, a pidsometor had to be continually at work in a
jack well at the side. This took nearly three weeks, the
pump being worked by two shifts of men. The flow was
about 6,000 gallons per hour. In order to prevent the matrix
of the concrete being washed away, owing to the flow of
water to the pump, a layer of in. of ballast was first laid in

the ijottom, through which it passed whilst the work was
setting. The concrete was composed of three parts ballast,

two sharp sand and one Portland cement. On this fouiulatiou
the walls were built. The mortar was composed of sharp
sand and Port,land cement in the proportion of two to one,
and great care w.as taken that all joints should be flushed
through. The construction of the walls was as follows

:

They were built in two thicknesses. The outer walls, of
14-in. work in cement mortar, were rendered with cemeait
and sand in equal proportions U]i to 1 ft., above the saturation
level of the ground to a thickness of J in., and a 4i in. lining
in cement mortar built inside this. Above, the walls were
built in cement mortar up to the ground line and 14 in. thick,
and the re7nainder in ordinary mortar. The surface of the
concrete floor was floated J in. thick with the same mixture
as the walls, on which was laid a floor of bricks on edge
thoroughly grouted with neat cement. Tlie walls and floor

have not allowed any water to percolate through up to the
present, and the station is perfectly dry inside. The ejectors
are of 100 gallons capacity, and are in duplicate and of the
usual type of Shone's ejector, working at 401b. pressure. The
rising main is 5 in. in diameter, and the air main Sin. dia-

meter, all cast-iron pipes. The air main was tested to 4.5 lb.

pressure. There is a point here which it may be useful to
refer to. The sewage before entering the ejector is dis-

charged at the outfall sewer into a catchpit with screen and

overflow. This catchpit ia 6 ft. by 3 ft. by 2 ft. 6in. deep

below the lip of the inlet to the ejectors, and has to be cleaned

out at least three times a week, and sometimes oftener. The
amount of rubbish thus intercepted from the outfall works ia

perfectly astonishing.

An ingenious and economical arrangement was devised by
the works manager as n, temporary expedient for supplying

the station with compressed air from the existing plant until

such time as a new engine may be laid down which will sup-

ply the whole of the stations. It should here be stated that

this station is the first of six which are in contemplation.

The safety valve from the existing air compressor blows off

at 801b. pressure. The blow-off pipe was continued to a
small steel receiver 5 ft. by 2 ft. diameter, and a reducing

valve to rednce the pressure from 801b. to 40 lb. placed on it.

There was also a guage fixed on this pipe between the re-

ducing valve and the receiver. The air compressor is so

regulated that 80 lb. is used at the same time for the

ejectors. A safety valve to blow off at 401b. is fixed on the

small receiver.

The station was carried out by the author under Mr. J.

Lobley, the borough engineer.

CORRESPOHDENCE.

Night-Soil and Sewagre : New System of Treatment.—
Messrs. C. Fell & Co. write : We withheld nothing when we
sent you the copies of the analyses of Rochdale, &c., sewage
and effluent. The samples are an average from December
6th to Decembsr 9th inclusive; and to speak of the sewage
being dilated by storm water is ridiculous, as a reference to

the analysis will soon show. Of course the effluent was after

our treatment and land filtration, and we never stated any-

thing else. We should have allowed Mr. Piatt's letter to pass

without notice, for the two things he niimes are nothing. The
analysis shows this. It is your stating you " relied on our

bond, fides and regret that the important qualifications to

which Mr. Piatt has rightly drawn attention were withheld."

We say we withheld nothing, aud that your remarks are quite

out of place and uncalled for. Please give this prominence

in your next issue and oblige.

[In making the remarks we did last week we bad certainl.v no desire

to do any injustice to our correspondents ; and. of course, we give the
same prominence to their disclaimer as we did to the oommunication
from Mr. Piatt.—Ed. The SniiVETOu.l

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Slccfchen aceompant/ing Queyie:f should be made xeparafe on white paper
n plain black-ink lines. Lettering orjtgures should be bold andpluin.

141. Cantilevers, Bending: Moment of. — " Collis

"

writes : The bending moment of a cantilever, length I with
weight 11' at end = in I. What is the bending moment, how-
ever, when »' falls from a height h ?

The bending moment of the cantilever, when the body
falls from a height above the point of support of the canti-

lever, is ascertained by the formula

B M = where
29

B M = Bending moment in foot pounds,
W = weight of load in pounds,
L = length of cantilever from point of support

to point whore load acts,

t''= 2gh (q = 32 and h = height through which
W falls).

142. Disoliarge of Sewers and Water Mains: Crimp's
Tables.—"Collis" writes: Am I correct in assuming that up
to the point at which a sewer is just full a formula for its

discharge, such as Santo Crimp's, should be used, and that the

moment it becomes surcharged or under pressure a formula
for water mains, such as Box's, would be more applicable ?

Crimp & Bruges' tables are, as stated in the preface, for

use " in the design of both drainage and waterivorka, in

which stoneware pipes, iron pipes and brickwork of good
quality are intended to be employed." The authors add
that if the surfaces of the channel or pipe are extremely
smooth the velocities and discharges may be as much as

10 per cent, greater than those given in the t.ables, whilst,

on the other hand, if very rough they may be as much less.

The discharge of water mains by Box's formula will be
found to be 10 per cent, greater than in Crimp's tables.

143. Disohargre of Water Main.—" IX. Seahorse " writes :

The inlet into a service reservoir has a head of 60 ft. from the

supply reservoir, and is fed from a pipe 6 in. in diameter,

except for a length of 240 yards, which is laid with pipes of

5 in. diameter. Will you kindly let me know how the dis-

charge into the service reservoir is affected by the length of

5-in. pipes ? Will the discharge be the same as that delivered

by a pipe 5 in. in diameter laid at a gradient of 1 ia 105 = 147
gallons per minute?

It will be safest to assume the discharge of the water
main under the circumstances given as that of a 5-in. pipe,

which by Crimp's tables is given as 219 cubic feet, or 13643
gallons per minute.
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London Water Supply.

FURTHER MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION.

The evidenco of Mr. 11. h. Cripps, P.-irliaiTKiiitary agent of

the London County Connc.il, was conchirlod hefore the Royal

Commission at their third sitting in the Ilouao of Lords. Ke-

plying to the chairman, Lord Llandaff, Mr. Cripps said he did

not think he had stated that he, as a representative of tlio

county council, objected to the policy of control as opposed

to purchase. The view of the council upon that matter had

been that the course they liad adopted in introducing their

Bills of 1895 and 1897 was most in accordance with the recom-

mendations of Parliamentary Committees, most in conformity

with practice, and most likely to prove feasible. They had

to consider not only what was theoretically most advan-

tageous and expedient for the ratepayers of London, but

what was practicable. There had never been submitted or

suggested to the council any scheme of control as distinct

from purchase which had ajipeared lo them to be feasible, llo

was prepared to say that if any such scheme were suggested

of a definite and practical character it would receive very

careful consideration by the London County Council. Until

there was some definition of what was meant by control

ho hardly know whether to s.ay if the council wore op-

posed or not to any practical and elBcicnt scheme of

control as opposed to purchase. Asked whether ho could

assist by suggesting any additional powers of control, he said

that was a matter upon which he was not authorised to speak.

What the Water Committee of the council desired was that

there should bo a final settlement of the water question, and

as at present advised they think none of the systems of con-

trol suggested would attain that end, but must lack the

element of finality. Having regard to all the circumstances

of the case, they were unable themselves to formulate any
proposal as to what the powers of control raiglit be. At the

same time, in the event of any definite proposal being made,

the committee would give it their most serious consideration,

and would be glad that the commission should hear their

views upon the subject. He was in favour of purchase, be-

cause ho believed that if the undertakings of the water com-

panies were purchased on fair and reasonable terms the county

council would be able to give to every consumer a continuous

supply of better water. It was not suggested that the exist-

ing amount of water within the control of tlie water com-

panies was too little for present requirements, but as i-egards

the future the council were advised that there was a neces-

sity for further provision to a much larger extent even than

was contemplated by the water companies. He did not see

liow the system of regulation applicable to gas companies
could with any chance of success be made applicable to water

companies in the manner suggested by Sir William Har-

court's committee. Neither could he see how the alternative

of an independent water supply could bo adopted unless it

was coupled with a scheme for purchasing the undertakings

of the companies, than which he thought nothing could be

better in the interests of the ratepayers; but it would not be

submitted to by the water companies without the most severe

fight ever known. But for the fact that outside tho powers

of their statutes the eight water companies were in an alliance

together, under which none would sell unless all were bought,

he did not believe there would be any material difficulty in

arriving at an agreement for the purchase by the county

council of tho undertakings of some of tho water companies.

In these circumstances it appeared to be impossible to como
to terms with all the companies otherwise than by open arbi-

tration.

The inquiry was resumed on Monday, with Lord Llandaff

presiding, as before.

Sir Ai.KXANDER II. BiNNiK, chief engineer of the London
County Council, in examination by tho chairman, stated that

ho had devoted many years to the question of London water
supply and to tho various schemes which had boon brought
forward from time to time. There were eight water com-
panies in London, and in 1890 another body was formed under
tho Staines Reaerroira Act. The area of tho Administrative

County of London was 121 square miles. The population in

1861 was 2,808,862; in 1871 it was 3,2(!6,9s7 ; in 1881 the

figures were 3,83-1,194; in 1891 tho population was 1,232,118;

aud in 1896 it was 4,413,118.

Tho Chairman said he was not quite sure as to wluvt the

commission liad to do with Greater London.
Witness replied that there was a large area outside tho

administrative county which was supplied by tho existing

companies. Taking the whole metroptditan police urea,

the population in 1861 was 3,222,720; in 1871,3,885,641; in

1881,4,766,661; and in 1891, 5,633,806. From these figures

he found that the population of the outer ring, which between
1861 and 1871 increased 495 per cent., and between 1S71

and 1881 at the rate of 50'7 per cent., and increased between
1881 and 1891 at tlio rate of only 50-3 ; so that tho whole
population within the outer ring was increasing at a decrea-

sing ratio. Water London contained 620 sciuaro miles, of

which 426 were within and 144 without tho area of Greater
Loudon.

AREAS OP THE COMPANIKI?.— OVERtArPINO.
The Southwark and Vanxhall Company, Sir A. Binnicsaid,

had a total Parliamentary area of 50^ square tnileS, of which

39J^ were within tho County of London, and 11 square miles

without, and it was overlapped by the Parliamentary area of

the West Middlesex C(jmpany l7i miles, by the Lambeth 41

miles, the Kent Comjiany 7.1 miles, and the Richmond Cor-

poration 2 square miles. Within the Southwark area Lam-

beth supplied 19 square miles, and within the Kent Company's

area 3,} square miles. Witness gave similar details respecting

each of the conqjanies, explaining that overlapping did not

mean competition. Tho Lambeth Company had 104 square

nnles, of which 42 were within and 62 without London

County area; Kent Company, 212 square miles, of which 38

were within and 174 without the County of London ; East

London, 139 square miles, 21 within and 118 without, and

partially overlapped by the South Kssex Company ; the New
River Company, 107 square miles, 2r> within and 82 without

;

West Middlesex, 85 miles, 34 within and 51 without; the

Grand Junction, 52*^ miles, of which 31^ were within and 39

without; and the Chelsea Company, with 201 square miles,

entirely within the County of London. There was, witness

explained, actual competition between the Grand Junction

and the West Middlesex companies. Taking the figures in

the aggregate, tho united companies had power to supply

770J square miles, or 150 square miles more than the total

area. The competition was only on 2^ square miles out of

620. Tho total population was 5,606,920 persons, and tho

quantity supplied 197,988,052 gallons, of which 79i per cent,

was supplied within the London county, aud 20} per cent,

outside.
SOURCRS OF SUPPLY.

The sources of supply of water for London were the

Thames, the Lea, springs in the Lea valley, and the Kent
wells. The intakes of all the companies drawing from the

Thames were on tho left and right banks of the river in the

neighbourhood of Hampton and Sunbury. A further supply

for London was obtained from tlie district of Ware. Essex

wells, sunk through the London clay, were at Waltham Abbey,

Enfield Lock, Chingford and Pender's End. The chief sup-

plies of the New River Company wero in Hertfordshire. In

relation to the quantity taken from each source. Sir Alexander

referred to the scarcity in 1895, which he attributed largely

to burst pipes caused by the frost. Some of the leaks ho

believed had never been repaired, but still existed. The total

quantity authorised to be taken from the Thames was

185,000,000 gallons daily ; but provision was made for the

return of a certain proi)ortion of the water taken out. Tho
actual quantity taken from tho Thames was much below

Jho authorised quantity. In July, 1896, the average was
135,000,000 gallons, as compai-ud itith 128,000,000 gallons in

the previous month. Statistics wero also given of tho sup-

pllea from other sources.

In reply to tho chairman, he said he believed that the Lea
and the Thames would bo made for many years, if not always,

a portion of the supply of London ; but looking at the report

of Loi-d Balfour's commission, looking at the evidence given

by water companies since then, and .seeing that tho supply

must be more than doubled in forty years, it is reasonable

that a poi-tion of that supply should come from some other

som-ce. The supply from tho Thames does not require to

have some other substituted for it, but in addition to it. As
the population increased he would certainly do nothing more
than supplement it, but he would not abandon the sources of

supply at the present time.

In tho course of further evidence, given on Tuesday, Sir

Alexander Binnio referred to a question put on the previous

day as to the way in which tho streets were being occupied

by pipes and other apparatus for public convenience.
I'.NDRRQROUNIi LONDON'.

In Bayswater-road, near Netting Hill Gate, were tho main

middle-level sewers, 6 ft. by 4 ft., belonging to the London

County Council ; the mains of tho West Middlesex and Grand
Junction companies, 36 in. each ; the main of the East London

Company ; local sewers, largo gas mains iind live Hydraulic

Comuany's mains. Below these, at great depth, were two

tunnels, one that of the Central London Railway and the

other—crossing at right angles—that of the Metropolitan

Railway. In Edgware-road were tho West Middlesex mains,

the Grand Junction and East London, the local sewers and

gas mains, electric light conductors, and tho Central London

Railway which ran very deep.

THA.MKS WATKR SUPPLY.

Anything witness proposed for the future would, ho ex-

plained, bo supplementary to tho lS5,CKX),tX)0 gallons daily-

authorised by Parliament to be taken from the Thames. This

would be required to be supplemented ten or fifteen years

hence. Tho works for that purpose ought to be commenced
almost immediately—tho sooner the better. Daily tlow of

the Thames might ba put at l,350,0tX),000 gallons, reduced

in dry years to 1,120,000,000, and in the dryest year to

900,000,000. Tho London County Council h.ad charge of the

main drainage of the metropolis, on which they had spent

£7,750,000, and they wero spending £160,(X)0 a year on the

clarification of tho river. There must be some check on tho
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continued draft by tlie water companies. Ho would suggest
that at no time, and under no circumstances, must tlie flow

over Teddington weir be reduced to less than 250,000,000
gallons a day. In order to ensure this, the storage provided
should bo ninety days of tlio current average supply, and for

that tlio Staines reservoirs would bo sufficient. No water
should be taken from the Thames when it was in a turbid

condition.

PRESENT AND FUTURE WATER SUPPLY.
The total supply of water in London in 1S9G w.as

198,000,000 gallons per day on tho average. The total

capital cost was £16,.531,.346, which was at the rate of

£83,492 per 1,000,000 gallons supplied per day from the
Tliames and Lea and the wells and all. [Mr. Littler, one of

the council for the companies, interpolated the remark that

this included expenditure made 300 years ago.] The cost

would be much larger with tho reservoirs. The cost of a
supply from Wales ;must depend on the quantity introduced.

Ho was commissioned as far back as 1891 to examine the
sources of the supply other than the Thames and Lea valleys.

He found there were several sources of supply still available

in Wales—five, in fact. Taking the additional supply at

180,000,000 gallons per day, the cost would be £96,000 per
1,000,000 gallons. Calculation of the quantity required
varied from 25 gallons per head per day to 42 gallons for

domestic and trade purposes. In his opinion 40 gallons

would bo a fair estimate. The total estimated by the water
companies as to the quantity required for London in 1931
would be 253,529,086 gallons average supply. Three of tho
companies did not anticipate they would require additional

means of supply; throe other companies estimated their in-

creased requirements at from 2,000,000 to 6,000,000 gallons
per day. In recent years Parliament had sanctioned the
raising by the water companies of £4,420,000, not for the
purpose of increasing tho supply of water, but for the pur-
pose of improving that supply by increased reservoirs, better
pumping, better mains, and all matters which go to make up
the successful carrying out of water undertakings. Asked
what would be the cost of carrying out tho Welsh scheme.
Sir Alexander Binnie, after going into considerable detail,

arrived at the conclusion that for an addition of 147,000,000
gallons a day from Llangoise the cost would be £14,112,800.
In 1948 another £12,000,000 would be required, making the
total of £26,000,000. It was desirable that the supply should
be constant, and should be delivered to tho top of each house.
The companies should be compelled by statute to place their

pipes at a dejith of 2 ft. Bin. below the pavement, and where
the due supply was not afforded by the company the con-

sumer should be allowed to recover his rates.

The inquiry will be resumed on Monday next.

BRITISH FIRE-PREVENTION COMMITTEE.

As originally intended, the British Fire-prevention Com-
mittee commences active work with the new year, all pre-
liminaries ha^angnow been completed. The total number of

members of the committee has already reached 300, and com-
prises the leaders of the different professions interested, to-

gether with a particularly large general representation of
architects, surveyors, and civil engineers. The general
organisation has been in the hands of the chairman of the
executive, Mr. Edwin O. Sachs, with whom the idea of the
committee originated. Among the 300 original members
supporting the scheme may be mentioned the following:
Architects—Prof. Aitchison, A.R.A., president of the Royal
Institute of British Architects ; Sir Ai-thur Blomfield, m.a.,

A.R.A. ; Mr. Thomas Blashill, f.r.i.b.A., architect to the Lon-
don County Council ; Mr. Arthur Cates, f.r.i.b.A., surveyor to
the Crown estates ; and Mr. Darbyshire, f.s.a., Manchester.
Surveyors—Mr. H. H. Collins, president of the District Sur-
veyors' Association, practically the whole of the London dis-

trict surveyors, the city engineers and survej'ors of the large
pi'ovincial towns, and the engineers to the county councils.
Of other professions the various branches of engineering are
represented by Sir Douglas Fox and Mr. Preece, f.r.s., vice-
presidents of the Institute of Civil Engineers, Sir William
Bailey, Manchester Ship Canal, and Mr. Alexander Siemens

;

the Universities by Profs. Barr, Glasgow, and Ewing, f.r.s.,

Cambridge; the Science and Art Department by Major-
General Festing. F.R.S., and Sir Norman Lockyer, f.r.s. ; the
House of Lords by the Earls of Stradbroke and De La Warr;
the House of Commons by Major-General Russell and Colonel
Tomlinson ; and our civic authorities by Alderman Treloar.
The theatre is represented by Sir Henry Irving and Mr. Tree,
as well as by Messrs. Terry, Hollingshead and Penley; and
the lighter forms of public entertainments by Sir Arthur
Sullivan, Messrs. Kiralfy, Moul and Morland. Great care
has been taken as to the representation of the different
interests, and, though architects and engineers are naturally
in the majority, none of the sections affected have been
neglected. The general policy of tho committee regarding
fire-prevention will be decided at the meetings which will be
held shortly. The question of independent tests for " fire-

proof" materials on the lines adopted in New York and on the
Continent will, however, receive immediate consideration, as
will also questions of general construction, Building Act, &c.
The issue of publications in the interests of the committee

has already commenced, and a library has been formed
Among the papers in preparation are contributions on the
Cripplegato fire, construction, safety of electrical installation,

theatre safety, regulations, &c., and a number of abstracts
from Continental and Amei'Ican literature. Among the con-
trlbutoi's of impending papers are Messrs. Bridgman, Max
Clarke, Darbyshire, Farrow, (io.ad, Sachs and Wordinghani.
The offices ai-e at 1 Waterloo-place, and all inquiries should
be addressed to the assistant secretary.

CRIEFF ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

PROPOSED SCHEME.
Some time ago the Crieff Town Council obtained a report

from Mr. W. Arnott, late city electrician for Glasgow, with
regard to the introduction of electric light into Crieff, the
motive power to be derived from the Barrick and tho Turrett
water falls, some 3 miles to the north-west of the town. Mr.
Arnott estimated the cost at so large a sum that the scheme
was allowed to drop for the time. Now, however, Mr.
Frederick Yorke, electrical engineer, Glassrow, has come
forward with proposals to tho town council for the public and
private lighting of the town, by which, he says, tho town
will not be put to any expense in connection with the scheme,
which will be carried out by a private company. The pro-
posals briefly are : The company shall provide at tho Turret
falls duplicate turbines and dynamos, working in combina-
tion with electric storage at Crieft', dealing with 3,000 lamps
(exclusive of the power for public lighting) ; tho current for

the generating station at the Turret falls to be conveyed by
means of overhead wires to the outside of tho town and
underground through the town ; to provide in Crieff electric

storage capacity capable of dealing with 3,000 lamps con-
nected, &c. Mr. Yorke also offers to supply and erect twelve
arc lamps of approved design of 1,000 candle-power each,
placed in the most prominent parts of the town, and 160 in-

candescent lamps of 16 candle-power each; also twenty 16
candle-power all-night lamps. He further offers to supply
and fix on tho existing gas-standards approved tops and
globes to make them suitable for electric lighting, at tho
rate of £160 per annum for the whole of the current supplied
for public lighting. For the purpose of giving security to

the shareholders tho town will be asked to give a contract
for public lighting at the above rate for twenty-one years,

with a break in favour of the town at the end of ton years.

Private lighting will be undertaken at 6d. per Board of Trade
unit, which is equivalent to gas at 3s. per 1,000 cubic feet.

The rent of meters to be Is. 6d. per quarter. It has been
decided to defer further consideration of the proposal till

another meeting.

SHREWSBURY WATER SUPPLY.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.
An inquiry was recently opened at the Guildhall, Shrews*

bury, by Mr. W. George Willcocks, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, in reference to an application of the town
conncll for permission to borrow £48,000 for tlie purpose of

carrying out a new scheme of water supply for the borough.
Mr. Graham opened the case for the town council, and gave
a detailed history of the whole water problem, which, he said,

had been a constant source of anxiety to the corporation for

many years. The present system was universally condemned.
The intake was in the town and liable to serious pollution,

and the water was pumped into a service tank on Pride Hill,

whence it flowed (unfiltered) by gravitation. Under the new
scheme the river would bo utilised as the source of supply.

The intake, however, would be fixed 1| miles above the present
one, and an impounding reservoir, capable of holding a seven-

days' supply, would be constructed at Shelton. There would
be four lilter-beds, and after the water had been dealt with
by these it would be pumped through a composite main into

a service reservoir to be erected at Hanwood. This reservoir

would be capable of holding 1,000,000 gallons, or one day's

supply. Mr. Edward Brougli Taylor, engineer, of Messrs.

Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, gave a description of the new
works. He considered the river was a proper sovirce from
which to take a water supply for the borough, and with proper
and efficient filtration the Severn water would be perfectly

safe and wholesome. Mr. Edward D. Marten, of Wolver-
hampton, gave evidence of the flow of water in the Severn at

Shrewsbury. The minimum liow was estimated at 85,000,000

gallons per day. The ordinary summer flow would average
about 120,000,000. By taking the 1,000,000 gallons from the

river, as proposed, the surface of the river would not be re-

duced by more than one-tenth of an inch.

Hammersmitll.—The tenders for additional plant required

at the electric supply station were considered at tho last

meeting of the vestry. After careful deliberation the vestry

accepted tenders as follows : For two 375 horse-power vertical

engines—Messrs. Robey & Co., Lincoln, at £4,610; and for

two 3(K) kilowatt fly-wheel alternators—The Electrical Con-
struction Company, at £3,600.
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The SeptsG Tank System.
CRITICISM AND DEFENCE.— II.

In ortr last issue \Vo publislieil two letl.ora on Una subject

from Mr. A. F. Somnrville, chairman of tlio Drainage Com-
mittee of the Somersetaliire County Connc-il, and one from Mr.

A. J. Martin, of the city surveyor'.s office, Kxeter, in reply to

Mr. Somervillu's first letter. Mr. Martin has now published

the following reply to Mr. Somervillo's second letter :
—

SECOND LETTER FROM MR. A. J. .MARTIN.

Sir,—Mr. Somervillo's letter in your issue of 30th nit. con-

tains some points with which I would like, with your per-

mission, to deal !

—

1. As to the insoluble deposit. It is true I did not "divulge"
what is to be done with this after it is pumped into trenches,

for the sinijile reason that no further treatment is necessary.

No liarni will be done if it remains where it is pumped. It

is possible that some of its mineral constituents, such as

phosphates, m.ay be valuable enough to make it worth while

to spread it over land if Mr. Somervillo is very anxious to do

something further with it. Wo do not propose, as a general

rule to run out the liquid contents of the tunks for the pur-

pose of removing the deposit. Mr. Somerville seems to take

exception to my quotation from Mr. Armjtage as to the

absence of deposit in the Yeovil tank, but I venture to 'think

that your readers will agree with me in regarding Mr. Army-
tage as the best possible autliority on this point, and my
quotation as fully justified by Mr. Somervillo's former letter.

Mr. Somerville is frank enough to admit that the septic

tank system does minimise the sludge difficulty, but he con-

tends that it does not remove it. lie is entitled to his own
opinion as to what constitutes a difficulty; but I would re-

mind your readers (1st) that the amount of deposit to be

dealt with is reduced by 13-I.'Jths ; (2nd) that instead of

having to remove that deposit every day or every second or

third day, it need only bo cleared out once a year (at present

it is an open question if it will be necessary to remove any at

all); and (3rd) that instead of a putrescible sludge which
needs expensive treatment and unceasing vigilance to prevent
it causing an abominable nuisance, wo have only a harmless
minora! residue.

2. With respect to the effect of rainfall on the system, Mr.
Somerville is wrong in saying that " Mr. Martin entirely

ignores this point," for in my former letter I showed that it

has been clearly proved by competent witnesses that tho con-

ditions under which it was suggested that a heavy rainfall

would interfere with the working of tho system would not

arise. He is also in error in stating that " a i-in. rainfall

reduced the period of rest in the tank from forty-live hours
... to seven hours," for it was stated in evidence that this

reduction would occur only when 1 in. of rain fell in tho
twenty-four hours, of which it was estimated that one-quarter
only would reach the sewers. He represents me somewhat
Diifairly as advocatiug the turning of sewage into a stream in

contravention of the Kivers Pollution Prevention Acts. In

order that your readers may judge for themselves how far

Mr. SomerviUe's tirade is justified, I will ask them to com-
pare my former remarks on this point with the conclusion

arrived at by the Rivers Pollution Commissioners, who say

with reference to tho same subject, "nevertheless, there is in

the case of town sewage a condition of things which ought,

in our humble opinion, to be taken into careful consideration

in the framing of a legislative enactment. The condition to

which we allude is that caused by excessive rainfall, or ' storm
water ' as it is technically called. To provide for the excep-

tional occasions when this condition pi-evails would entail in

many cases an expeuditiu-e in sewage works many times
greater than that necessary in ordinary weather. We are

therefore of opinion that, hoivever undesirable, it ^vill he neces-

sarij to permit storm icater to flow directly into rivers and
streams without preliminary cleansing." I would like them
also to compare Mr. Somorville's statement in his later letter,

where he says I shall " find that it is necessary to first treat

the surplus sewage on land or in storm-water filters," with
a remark in his former letter on the same subject that, " as
an alternative, it (the surplus sewage) might be turned on to

some land, which, being sodden by tho rain, would, however,
have no purifying effect upon it."

3. With regard to the Yeovil sewage, Mr. Somerville seeks
to justify his very unfair reflections on the evidence given by
Mr. Armytage and myself by the ridiculous assertion that " Mr.
Martin cared nothing about the present pollution of the Yeo."
Ho says this in defiance of my evidence that the works in

question were laid down " to ascertain whether such a foul

manufacturing sewago as that at Yeovil was ameiuible to this

treatment," and " to give an indication as to what was re-

quired for that purpose "—namely, of purifying the sewage
of Yeovil, and so putting a stop to the pollution of tho Y'eo.

Why we did not at once lay down works to purify the sewage
of Yeovil many of your readers are already ai>are, but for

the benefit of others 1 will very briefly recapitulate the facts

of the case.

The Yeovil council being under injunction to cease pour-
ing their sewage into the river desired to adopt the septic
tank system of treatment. Tho experience we had had down

to that time was with domestic sewage only, and although
we were confident that the same treatment would deal effectu-

ally witn the Yeovil sewage (which is one of the foulest in

England), some doubts were then entertained as to the ap-
plicability of the system to maunfactm-ing sewage by many
competent judges. Under these circumstances I submit that
we were bound before laying down works to purify the sew-
age of Y'eovil, to demonstrate by experiment with a small
part of the sewago that it was amenable to the proposed
treatment. The course adopted has been completely vindi-

cated by results. The experimental works iiave proved be-
yond question that a very large degree of purification is

effected by the treatment, and they have also shown what
modifications in details must be made in the larger works in

order to give completely satisfactory results.

4. Mr. Somerville says that " common sense would tell one
that when you throw into solution in a septic tank what you
remove as sludge from a precipitation tank tho tank effluent

from the former must be fouler than that from the latter."

His common sense apparently stops short at this point, or it

would have told him the obvious truth that when polluting
substances are changed into carbonic acid gas, methane,
hydrogen and nitrogen, their polluting power ceases.

No one wishes to deny that " the filtering area adopted by
Mr. Cameron is very much in excess of that in use with pre-
cipitation tanks," but in assigning a reason for this Mr.
SomerviUe's imagination has once more led him astray. The
restriction of filtering area in precipitation schemes is com-
monly due to the excessive cost of the tanks, sludge presses,

&c., which renders the provision of adequate filter room out
of the question. Sometimes it is due to the proliibitive cost
of tlie proprietary filtering material. Whether the filtering

area usually provided is adequate to the work it is expected
to do may be judged from the fact that the Local Govern-
ment Board, after many years' experience of precipitation
systems, refuse to accept artificial filtration without subse-
quent treatment on land. When, however, filters are laid

down on tho scale necessary for properly purifying the
etlluent, the precipitation effluent, as at Barking, requires the
same allowance as that from the septic tank. So far from
the latter system being an expensive one, its cheapness, both
in construction and working, enables Mr. Cameron to provide
at Exeter complete works to deal with two and a half times
the normal flow from tho prospective jiopulation.

Mr. Somerville states that " irrigation is a necessary part
and parcel of the outfall work." Seeing that the effluent
from our filters has been shown to bo consistently better
than that yielded by irrig.ation, it is hard to see where the
necessity comes in. It was made sufficiently clear at the in-

quiry that land treatment was offered to the inspectors, not
as a necessary part of the works, but in compliance with tho
reiterated requirement of the Local Government Board ; a
requirement framed, bo it noted, not with reference to the
system adopted at Exeter, but based on experience of systems
previously in use.

I will as briefly as possible compare the estimated cost of
the works at Exeter with tho figures given in the early
pamphlet quoted by Mr. Somerville. At the lower figure
given in the pamphlet tanks and filters for the population
provided for would cost £10,3 U), and at the higher figure

±115,510. In the official estimate they stand at £11,650. If
wo add to the cost of tanks and filters that of grit chambers,
conduits, penstocks, <to., the total is only £13,910, and even
if we throw in fences, roads, caretaker's cottage and irriga-

tion works, as Mr. Somerville would have us do, the grand
total does not reach the upper limit of cost given in the
pamphlet as for tanks and filters alone, being only £15,2-10 as
against £15,510. Is it we or Mr. Somerville who seeks to
mi.slead the public in this m.atter ?

5. Mr. Somervillo now says that inflammable gases are
generated in tho tank. Why did he not say so in the first

instance, instead of making a wholly unfounded statement
as to a disagreement between Mr. Dibdin and Dr. Rideal ?

All authorities are agreed that the organic solids of the sew-
age aro to a great extent converted into innocuous gases. But
in going on to speak of these gases as a cause of danger his
imagination once more leads him astray. The "daiy^cr"
caused by tho gases in the tank is certainly not greater than
is caused by the gas in the jiipes of an ordinary dwelling
house, if indeed it is so great. t)ne can only create a dancer
if one goes out of his way to do so. No special provision has
been found necessary for removing the gases, which pass off

g'-adually and imperceptibly by diffusion.

Mr. Somervillo says that " as the sewers (at Exeter) take
the rainfall runnings from yards" he maintains that his
" description of it as a weak sewage when compared with
other places was correct," qnito overlooking the fact that in

the large majority of other places the sewers take the rain-

fall and runnings from yards as they do at Exeter.

I must not conclude without acknowledging Mr. Somer-
viUe's graceful recognition of the services rendered by Mr.
Cameron and others in this direction, or his admission that
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Bewajro may be successfully treated biologically under certain

conditions. Nor need I complain of any honest doubts which
he may entertain of the apjjlicability of the septic tank
system under the different conditions which he names. By
way of removing; his doubts, I wonld call his attention to

some of the conclusions reached by men eminently qualilied

to judge in these matters, conclusions, let me remind him,

based not on heai'say or a single visit to the work, but on an
exhaustive study of their performance during several months,
and under most varied conditions of rainfall, temperature, &c.

Dr. A. Dnpre, PH.D., F.K.s., chemist to the medical schools,

Westminster, said ;
" The degree of purification effected in the

tank and filters, as measured by the oxygen absorbed, was
equal to that effected by a well-managed sewage farm situ-

ated on soil well suited for the purpose, and was superior to

efflueTits from many sewage farms as ordinarily managed
situated on less suitable soil. The method employed at Belle

Isle had this further considerable advantage over a sewage
farm, that it was far more complelely under control than any
sewage farm could be, and that it was practically independ-

ent of seasons and of rainfall. There is mnch more purifica-

tion than by any chemical precipitation that I know of."

" The worst of the discharge at Exeter," added Dr. Dnpre,
" was twice as good as the worst at Croydon, which had one

of the best sewage farms in the kingdom." " The average of

the effluent from sewage farms was decidedly below that

obtained after the treatment at Exeter."

Mr. W. J.Dibdin, late chemist to the London County Council,

says: " The impoi-tant point in this system was th.at the whole
of the sludge was entirely demolished and destroyed, and in

its place they had nothing bnt fine grit." " He took it that

there was a total purification of 90 per cent, as the result of

the combined action of the tanks and filters." " The filtrates

under the present scheme were exceedingly briuht and clear;

in fact, some of them might be described as brilliant ; it was
such as might safely be discharged into any rnnning stream."

Mr. 0. G. Moor, m.a., demonstrator of public health. King's

College, London, says ;
" The process was a great advantage

over the irrigation of land. Three samples sent to him from
Yeovil showed a very surprising purification. The stronger

the sewage the greater was the relative purification. The
system rendered the effluent of the filters fit to be discharged

into a stream. He was certain that as mnch purification

work was done liy the tanks as by any known chemical pro-

cess, and at the same time it did away with the sludge diffi-

culty present with the chemical processes, the organic solids

so largely disappearing." Witness gave it as his opinion that

it was obvious that no suspended matter was present in the

filtrate, and that it could not putrefy, smell, or revert to any
objectionable state."

Mr. G. Thudichum, F.c.s., late assistant chemist to the

London County Council, who for several years had charge on

the spot of the London County Council sewage experiments,

saj 8 :
" The process was well adapted from a chemical and

bacteriological point of view for the treatment of crude

sewage without the use of chemicals. By means of a tank

and filters a final effluent was obtained of a most satisfactory

character, having regard to modern requirements. He bad
never known of a case to which this system would not be

applicable." " The effluent compared well with those of

sewage farms."

I am, sir, yours faithfully,

Arthur J. Martin.

7 Bedford-circus, E.veter.

4th January, 1898.

OUR SPECIAL ANNUAL ISSUE.

The SurVeYob and MtwiciPAr, and County Enginker for

next week, January 2Sth, will be the customary special annual

issue, when, aa formerly, the paper will be considerably en-

larged.

Theissne will contain many special features, including the

following :

—

A Speciat, Supplement, containg a List of Municipat,

Works PROJEcrEi) for 1898. This will be even more
exhaustive than former lists.

The Legal Precedent-s of 1897 in Relation to Muni-
cipal Engixekkino, by J. B. Reignier Conder.

TiiE Legislation of 1897 in Relation to Municipal En-
gineering.

A Benevolent Fund for Municipal Engineers, by a

Member of the Association of Municipal and County En-
gineers, a Solicitor, and an Accountant.

Ammoniacal Nitrogen and the Septic Tank, by W. Kaye
Parry, MA.

Municipal Electric Lighting, by an Expert.

Ingress AND Egress at Public Buildings, byA. W. Lawson,
Borough Engineer, Rawtenstall.

The New Meat Market and SLAUGiiTEr.-HousES at Bir-

mingham, with numerous illustrations.

Editorial Notes, Personal Notes, Law Notes, Points of

Professional Practice, Queries and Replies, Recent
Publications, and all the usual features of the paper.

AN ANNUAL MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING RECORD.

WALSALL.
In his last annual report Mr. R. H. Middleton, borough

surveyor of Walsall, gives some interesting information in

regard to the work undertaken by his department. The
total length of sewers in the town .at the end of September
last was 58 miles 5 furlongs 219 yards. The length of sur-

face-water drains was 4 miles 2 furlongs 177 yards. During
tlui year 381 yards of 9-in. earthenware pipe sewers were
constructed, of 12-in. there were 793 yards, and of IS-in.

37 yards. The length of earthenware pipe snrface-water
drains laid was: Of 6-in. pipe 147 yards, and of 9-in. 785
yards. Since September, 1892, forty ventilating shafts have
been erected against houses and into various factory chim-
neys, whilst the adjoining manholes were closed in order to

stop the complaints regarding the offensive smells from the

sewers. During the year the number of private drains laid

and connected to sewers was 131. Mr. Middleton concludes
his remarks on the subject of the sewers by mentioning that

ho would again suggest that all hand-fiushed closets should

be supplied with an efficient flushing cistern. In speaking of

the rainfall it is recorded that the fall in August was 5'86in.;

the greatest fall in twenty-four hours was 2'39 in., the largest

registered since the fixing of the gauge.
Streets repairable by tlio corporation at the end of Sep-

tember were of a length of tii miles 2 furlongs 30 yards. The
cost of carrying out the work of re|>air8 being : For carriage-

ways, £8,241 ; footpaths, £1,271; sewers, £547. The quantity

of material used, and refuse, ttc, removed during the year
was: Broken stone, 5,512 loads; gravel, 65 loads; broken
cinders, 1,518 loads; fine gravel and binding, 1,401 loads;

rough ashes, 2,165 loads; water, 22,291 loads; refuse and
street sweepings, 13,682 loads

;
general materials, 3,044 loads;

snow, 1,510 loads; and pitching, 133 loads. The quantity of

paving executed and the materials used were : Blue brick

p.aving, 4,303 square yards ; flagging, 347ij square yards; sett

paving in crossings, 1,099 'j square yards; new kerb, 2,955J
lineal yards; gutter, 2,908 lineal yards. Of ashes used on
roads and footpaths there were 2,032 loads ; in the frosty

weather 351 loads were nsed. In addition to the above, 1,115

square yards of ashed footways, 3,658 square yards of blue

liriok paving, 2,704 lineal yards of new kerbing, and 1,906

lineal yards of new gutters were made under an old loan.

There is a tot.al number of 1,158 gas lamps (exclusive of

those snpplied by meter) in the borough. Six of this number
cost £5 Itia. each annually to light, extinguish and maintain

;

fifty-six cost £4 2s. each, and the remainder £2 7s. 6d. each.

A sum of £3(50 is expended annually on electric lighting. The
report next, in referring to public works and improvements,
states that draft plans of a scheme for the surface-water

drainage of the town have been prepared, whilst one for the

rearrangement of the scavenging of the town is already under
the consideration of a committee. Mr. Middleton hopes to

be able shortly to submit a report on the scheme for the

drainage of a part of Bloxwich. Continuing his report, Mr.
Middleton states that the cost of the nightsoil department,
iucluiling £188 establishment expenses, amounted to £3,276,

the average cost of removal per ton being 2s. 5'19d. Of the

estim.atod total weight (26,930 tons) of nightsoil removed,

5,106 tons were dis|)OSed of for agricultural purposes. Nearly

22,000 tons of rubbish were deposited at tips. The Streets

Committee, it is mentioned, are considering several schemes
for the provision of a refuse destructor. Nightsoil is largely

dealt with by corporation teams, and in the past year 5,099

loads were removed by this means. The rubbish, however,

is carted solely by the corporation.

PROPOSED THAMES LOCK.

REVISED SCHEME.
A conference of representatives of riparian authorities on

the Thames between Isleworth and Fnlham took place at

the Hammersmith Town Hall on Friday l.ast, to consider a
report from Mr. Pritchard, M.i.c.E,, respecting the construc-

tion of a lock on the lower Thames. At the last conference,

held three months ago, Mr. Pritchard reported upon a scheme
for a lock at Broomhouse Dock, midway betvi'een Wands-
Worth and Putney bridges. He was then requested to report

with regard to a site at the foot of York-place, Battersea,

midway between Wandsworth bridge and the West London
Extension Railway bridge. He now reported that this site

was much superior and more suitable, and tliat locks and
sluices could be constructed there to hold up from 6 ft. to 8 ft.

of water above low-water springs, according to requirements,

for £220,000. He advised the construction of half-tidal

movable sluices, and a bridge to connect Battersea and Fnl-

h.am, with four central spans of 110 ft. each. He also ad-

vised the construction of four locks upon the Middlesex side,

but with the omission of the boat slide provided for in the

previous scheme. The conference was well attended, a re-

presentative of the Wandsworth and Putnej' Board of Works
(which has a rival scheme of its own) being present for the

first time. It was unanimously agreed to recommend the

scheme, with conditional approval, to the varions bodies con-

cerned.
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Municipal Worl< in Progress and Projected.

There are no items of great importanee from the metropolis,

but next week the London County Council meet. Our chief

items of provincial news this week refer to Longton, Mossier,

Pembroke, Boston, Lincoln, Keighley, Newton-in-MakerlieUl,

Kanisbottom, Leyton :uul Watorford.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.

At the ordinary meeting of the managers, on Saturday—the

first since the Christmas recess— it was announced that

authority had been received to the erection of a pavilion and
the reconstruction of tlie drainage system at the South-
western Hospital, at a cost not exceeding £17,081. Per-

mission was also contained in anotlicr communication to the

execution of certain engineering works and the provision of

kitchen fittings at the new buildings at the Western Hospital,

at a cost not exceeding £5,663. The board's approval was
also reported to have been received to the plans of the pro-

posed Joyce Green small-pox hospital, and it was further

stated that an order would shortly he issued authorising the

expenditure of a sum of £227,000 in connection with the
works.—The board, it was mentioned, had expressed the hope
that there would be no unnecessary delay in the negotiations

with regard to the accjuisition by tiie managers of the schools

at SuttOTi belonging to the board of management of the South
Metropolitan District Schools, " and that, if no time lias as

yet been settled for a conference on the subject, a date for the
purpose will be fixed as early .as practicable."—Approval was
given to an estimate, submitted by the Works Committee, of

the total cost (£22,691) of the works in connection with tho
erection of the nurses' liome and isolation pavilion at the

Northern Hospital, and it was resolved to apply to tho Local
Government Board for an order sanctioning the expenditui-o,

and authorising the raising of the amount on loan.—At the
next meeting of the managers it will be moved th,at, subject

to the sanction of the Local Government Board being obtained,

the managers purchase, for the sum of £10,000, the convales-

cent home (including furniture, stock, <tc.) at Margate
belonging to the guardians of St. Pancras. — Upon tho
recommendation of a committee, the Works Committee were
instructed to submit, for the approval of the managers, the
name of an architect to be instructed to prepare plans for the
opthalmic school to be erected at Brentwood. The board
shortly afterwards adjourned.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
A meeting of this body was held at the Guildhall, on

Thursday of last week, when a report from the Library Com-
mittee recommending the expenditure of £1,600 upon the

extension of the art gallery was adjourned. It was also de-

cided to spend a sum of £70,000 upon new works and altera-

tions at the City of London Lunatic Asylum. Owing to some
mistake, the original estimate of this work, it may be remem-
bered, was £46,700. The court, it was agreed, will considor

the following resolution at their next meeting :
" That tho

resolution of the Commissioners of Sowers of the 4th inst.,

agreeing, ao far as they have power in the matter, to an
arrangement for straiglitening the line of frontage in the

rebuilding of Nos. 28 to 31 Bishopsgate-street Within, and
for widening and increasing the headway of the entrance to

Crosby-square, on condition that the owners of the premises
be allowed to extend their building over tho passageway into

the said square for a further distance of 16 ft. eastward, be
rescinded." A proposal to expend £25,447 upon the purchase
of tho freehold of Hornchurch marshes and llomford canal
adjoining was also ordered to stand adjourned.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Clerkenwell.—A deputation of local tradesmen and rate-

payers appeared before the vestry, at a meeting last week,
and presented a numerouslj'-signed memorial protesting

against the proposal of the London County Council to apply
to Parliament for powers to construct tram linos from "'I'he

Angel," to Holborn Town Hall, and to join those in Penton-
ville-road and High-street. Mr. Brunjes, in moving a recom-
mendation of the Works Committee bearing on tliis subject,

said the committee were not prepared to suggest that the

vestry should depart from the decision it arrived at last year,

and they recommend that they express dissent from the

schemes. Mr. Walton moved, as an amendment, that the

vestry approve of tho proposal of the county council, and
pointed out that the extension of the tramway system would
confer very material benefit on the district and increase the

rateable value of the property along which it was constructed.

After a discussion the vestry decided by a majority of votes

to oppose the scheme of the council.

Islington.—A report was recently received from the Works
Committee stating that they had, as directed by the vestry,

considered the memorial, signed by certain inhabitants of

Tollington Park and the vicinity, calling attention to the
necessity, on account of the heavy traffic, of the carriageway
of Tollington Park being paved with wood or other suitable

material, and recommending that tho samo be paved witli

hard wood, at au estimated cost of £G,IXK1, and that tho

amount be raised by a loan. After discussion the report waa
adojited.

ShoreditCh.—The vestry at a recent meeting had under
consideration a letter from the Fire Brigade Committee of

the London County Council pointing out the desirability of

the positions of the fire alarms in the public streets through-
out London being indicated by some nniform method. Many
householders were ignorant of the existence of fire alarms in

their locality, to say nothing of those at a distance. The
chief otiicer of the brigade suggested that fire alarms, stamped
in tho shape of a hand, should be fixed to every lamp-post, at

the expense of the local authority. The communication waa
referred to a committee.

Woolwich.—Plans for the erection of new stables to ac-

commoda'c sixteen horses have been approved by the district

board. The estimated cost is £2,140.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Derby. — The Asylum Committee, at a meeting of the

county council last week, asked to be authorised to estend
the ]U'esent county asylum at Uickleover so as to provide
accommodation for 750 patients, as against GOO at present.

It was admitted that more money would be required shortly
if lunacy were to continue to increase at the rate of the past
ten years. The matter was, after discussion, referred back
to the committee.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Bangror.—A proposal to purchase a site in tiarth-road for

the erection of electric light works has been referred by the
town council to a committee.

Blackburn.—The electrical engineer has been instructed
by the town council to obtain tenders f(jr the additional elec-

tric liglit plant which it is considered will bo required during
the year.

BOOtle. — The Finance Committee have recommended
"That, iu the interests of trade, industry and social con-
venience, it is essential that the fullest possible development
of the telephone service in this country should be promoted

;

that in order to effect such development it is necessary that
only a moderate rental be charged; that, iu the opinion of
this corjmration, the rentals at present jiuid to the monopolist
coTupany in this district are excessive ; and that it is there-
fore desirable that the Postmaster-General shonkl grant
licenses to competing companies or bodies." Another com-
mittee have suggested the appointment of a sub-committeo
to consider an oiler to sell the Beetle Institute.

Boston.—A resolution in favour of lighting the town by
electricity was carried unanimously at a meeting of the town
council last week, and a strong feeling was expressed that in
November a provisional order should be applied for. The
cost was estimated at £20,000, and it was contended that, in-

cluding a sinking fund, the system could be adopted for £800
Ijer year, against £956 now paid for gas.

Brighton.—Subject to the sjinction of the town council,
the Technical Instruction Committee have decided to purchase
£360 worth of electrical ]ilant, to serve tho double purposes of
education and of lighting a portion of the building.

—

X sub-
committeo have been appointed by the Lighting Committee
to consider fully tho question of extending the electric light
in the public thoroughfares.

Cardiff.— It is reported that, in view of the objections tliat

are being raised to the Cathays Park site for the new muni-
cipal buildings, Mr. II. Y. Lanchester, of London, one of the
authors of the lu'cmiated designs, has prepared a plan of
suggested approaches that would, in liis opinion, if adopted,
meet the criticisms to a considerable extent. Mr. Lancheoter's
idea is to extend the Cathays Park-avenue to (jucen-streot,
with an approach thereto from a spot opposite the entrance
to Frederick-street; to widen the Frederick-street end by
demolishing the block of buildings that stands between Queen-
street and the end of Union-street, and then to widen Union-
street and Mary Ann-street all tho way down to Bute-terrace.
This, he believes, would be fonnd an economical improvemeni,
as it would convert a back-street into an important business
thoroughfare, and provide an approach in a straight line from
Bute-terrace right into the park and up to the new municipal
buildings.—Mr. N. Applebee, electrical engineer to the cor-
poration, has submitted to the Electric Lighting Committee a
report upon the question of condensing water at the electricity

works, and the saving effected thereby. The report sets forth
tho different methods of condensing, one of which has been
tried at the electrical works for the past nine months, and
has worked satisfactorily. Mr. Applebee recommends an ex-
tension of the system now in nse, which is the cooling action
derived by forcing the warm water at a slight pressure
through a series of specially-shaped nozzels, which throw it

into the air in jets of spray, which effectually cool it to the
required degree. Mr. Applebee stated that over £101) would
be saved annually by adopting this system.
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Chesterfield.—Minutes of tlie Highway and Tramway
Committee, in which the council were requested to give an

opinion as to the desirability of tlie committee considering

the question of the continuation of the tramway system,

were passed at the last monthly meeting. Tlie mayor said he

had no doubt that the proposed extension would be success-

ful. There were, however, many ways of looking at it. If

they extended the tramway undertaking they would have to

consider the question of traction. Horse tramways were
rapidly becoming a thing of tlie past, and mechanical traction

of some kind was boiug adopted. There were many advant-

ages from mechanical traction for trams, an important one

being that tlie wear and tear of the streets was reduced to a

minimum. The comfort of the inhabitants on the streets

was also greater, and scavenging was not so frequently

necessary.

Devonport.—Colonel A. J. Hepper has held an inqniry, on
behalf of the Local Government Board, into an application of

the town council for sanction to borrow £2,300 for the erec-

tion of municipal offices.

ClOSSOPi—At a meeting of the council, held on (ho 12t.h

inst., an offer of the Municipal Electric Supply Company
to furnisli an installation of electric light for the borough
was discussed. A resolution was moved suggesting that an
application be made to the Local Government Board for pro-

visional orders for establishing electric light, and that a sub-

committee be appointed to consider the most economical

system to adopt. A sub-committee was eventually appointed.

—A letter was road from liord Howard's agent stating that

it was his lordship's intention to erect upon an eligible site a

technical school for the borough. It was resolved to thank
Lord Howard for his noble and generous offer, and to ask for

particulars as to the accommodation and position of the

school. It was further decided to state that the council

would be only too pleased to take over the school upon its

completion.

Harrogate.—The borough surveyor has been instructed to

make the necessary preparations for carrying out his scheme
for the erection of a temporary plant for pumping sewage on

to the high part of the farm. The cost of the works is ex-

pected to be £1,240.—Inquiries were directed to be made by
the surveyor as to the best kind of destructor, together with

the probable cost.

Keighley.—Plane for the erection of new hospital build-

ings, prepared by Messrs. W. & J. B. Bailey, have been ap-

proved by a committee of the council. The cost of the scheme,

including the purchase of land, is estimated at about £16,000

or £17,000.

Leeds.—At the last meeting of the Streets and Sewerage
Committee Alderman Harding reported that the experiments

in the bacterial treatment of sewage which were being

carried out at Knostrop, under the supervision of Mr. W. J.

Dibdin, had had very eucouraging results. Daily analyses of

the effluent were being made at Mr. Dibdin's laboratory, and
by Mr. Fairley, the city analyst. The experiments are being

watched by the West Riding Rivers Board, and analyses on
behalf of that body are also being made.

Lincoln.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the borrowing of £1,500 for land and £19,150 for electric

lighting purposes.

Liverpool.— An important conference was held at the

municipal olfices on Thursday, between tho Tramways Com-
mittee and the Lighting Committee. Tho conference, which
was attended by Dr. Hopkiuson as consulting engineer, con-

sidered a series of proposals made by Mr. A. B. Holmes, elec-

trical engineer to the corporation, outlining an important
scheme for extending the electric supply with the view, not

only to meeting the electric tram service, but of lighting the

cars, extending electrical street lighting, and supplying elec-

trical energy to users of machinery. The ])roposals included

the establishment of a large new electric generating station

on a site near the Leeds and Liverpool canal, the outlay,

estimated at £150,000, being covered by borrowing powers
inserted in the Bill to be promoted dui'ing the ensuing session.

A considerable amount of discussion of a technical character

took place. Eventually the proposals were referred to Dr.

Hopkinson, who was asked to report upon them.—At a recent

meeting of the Lighting Committee it was resolved to order

two sets of electrical plant from Messrs. Willans <t Robinson.

Longton.—A Local Government Board inqniry has been
lield into an application of the town council for sanction to

borrow £20,000 for gasworks purposes and £-1,075 for street

improvements. It was explained at the inquiry that the first-

named sum was required to extend the gasworks and put
them in a thoroughly efficient state of repair.

Market Harborough.—The council have appointed a com-
mittee to deal with the Hackney sewerage scheme, upon which
a report has lately been obtained from Mr. Everard. The cost

of its execution is estimated at £1,060.

Mossley.—Lieut.-Colonel Smith, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry recently into an application of the

town council for sanction to borrow £11,000 for gasworks
purposes. The district, it was stated, was very hilly, and
there was a large amount of leakage from the old pipes put
down by the company who previously owned the works. The
leakage at presept came to 14 per cent.

Pembroke.—The Estates Committee of the town council,

at a recent meeting, considered the question of erecting a
new town hall, with municipal and other offices attached, at

Pembroke Dock. After a discussion it was resolved to re-

commend tho town council to erect a new town hall, with
county court, post office, &c., attached, and to take steps to

acquire a site.—Sanction has been received from the Local

Government Board to loans ol' £1S,833 and £4,000 for new
waterworks at Pembroke Dock. Messrs. Beesley & Son, the

engineers, have been instrncted to prepare plans for the work.

Plymouth.—After consideration, the borough council de-

cided, at their meeting last week, to adopt a motion recom-
mending that the borough surveyor be provided with a suit-

able horse and conveyance, instead of hiring as at present. A
member said it was quite time the surveyor was at liberty to

hire whenever necessary, but if he had his own conveyance
always at his disposal he would be able to go over the town
a great deal more. Inquiries had been made from other

towns of a similar size, and it seemed to be the universal

practice that the surveyor be provided with a horse and trap.

—Tenders will shortly be invited for the erection of a refuse

destructor.—It has been decided to conclude negotiations

with the owner of certain land in Alexander-road required

for the formation of an approach road to a projected bridge

over the railway.

Sheffield.—Tlie central free library in Tudor-street and
Surrey-street has just been re-opened, after undergoing alter-

ations and improvements. The structural alterations have
been carried out by Mr. Newbold, of the city surveyor's de-

partment, and under the direction of Mr. C. F. Wike, city

surveyor.—The following resolution h.as been unanimously
adopted by the city council :

" That the chairman and deputy-

chairman be authorised to negotiate with the representatives

of the Sheffield Electric Light and Power Company on the

terms mentioned—namely, £220 of Sheffield Corporation 2^
per cent, redeemable stock for every £100 of the sum pro-

perly expended by the company upon their undertaking and
chargeable to capital account, pro^vided that the basis be that

the sale take effect as from the 29th September last, and not

from the 31st December as mentioned in the letter of Messrs.

Broomhead, Wightman & Moore ; and that the amount of such

capital expenditure shall not in any event exceed £112,000,

any further expenditure properly made being repaid to tho

company with 6 per cent, interest from the date of payment."

—Some objection was raised at a meeting of the council, held

last week, to a proposal contained in the minutes of a com-

mittee to ]inrchase an engine for the refuse destructor, but

the minutes were eventually confirmed.

Southampton.— It was recently decided, on the recom-

mendation of the Works Committee, to accept the tender of

Messrs. Jenkins & Sons, at £256, for the erection of a public

convenience at Northam.—The borough engineer having re-

ported that in his opinion the present filter-bed at the baths

was in the wrong position and sliould be inside the baths,

he was instructed by tho Baths Committee to prepare an
estimate of the cost of the new filter-bed as suggested, and

also the cost of putting the old filter-bed in proper order.

—

It was unanimously decided to instruct the Cemetery Com-
mittee to consider and report as to the desirability of acquiring

additional land for cemetery purposes.

Southend-On-Sea.—The PierCommittee have been author-

ised to proceed with the construction of a passing place for

the trams on the pier, at a total estimated cost of £4,320.

Stoke.—The council have decided, upon the recommenda-
tion of the Highway and Lighting Committee, to purchase

a new steam roller from Mes.srs. Aveling & Porter, at a cost

of £355, in consideration of their allowing £125 for the old one.

Sunderland.— Local Government Board sanction has been

received bj' the council to a loan of £14,000 for the purchase

of the Londonderry hospital. The purchase is being made
for the purpose of street iraproirements.—Considerable dis-

cussion took place at a recent meeting in regard to a proposal

to purchase a cottage in Cromwell-street, at a cost of £630,

for tho purpose of improving Hylton-road.

Wednesbury.—The application of the Midland Electric

Corporation for an electric light provisional order is to be

opposed by the town council on the grounds that they con-

sider the work ought to be in their own hands.

Widnes.—Upon the recommendation of the Highway Com-
mittee it was recently decided by the council to proceed with

the improvement of Peelhonse-lane, the estimated cost of

the first portion being £280.— Plans for the furnishing of

the council chamber have been approved.

Yarmouth.—The council has been recommended to dredge

in frout of the quay at the Fish Wharf, so as to obtain a depth

of 12 ft. of water at ordinary low tides. The cost is estimated

at £450.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
AOton.—The Local Covernmcnt Board have sanctioned

the borrowing of a fum of £3,805 for private street improve-

ments.

Felixstowe and Walton.—An inquiry was held last Friday,

by Mr. George W. Willcocks, on behalf of the Local Govern-

ment Board, in respect of an application to a loan of £750 for

the carrying out of sewerage works.
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Fenny StratfOfd. — A motion, which was eventually

adopted, was brought forward at a recent meeting- respecting

the question of clianging the name of the district to Bletoh-

ley. This proposal, it was stated, ha,d been made solely for

the benefit of the town. The tradespeople and others would

derive many advantages from the change, and the place

would become more popular than it was at present. People

had the idea, from the name, that Fenny occupied a bad posi-

tion and was damp, so that it was obvious that the alteration

would be for the better. In future, therefore, items of news
from this district will appear in The Surveyor under the

heading of " Blotchley."

Hornsey.—On the recommendation of the Highways Com-
mittee, the council decided, at their last meeting, to accept

the tender of Mr. Thomas Adam, at £7.50, for the making-up
of a second section of Pemberton-road. Mr. Adam's other

tender, at £904, for the m»king-up of a poi-tion of Felix-

avenue was also accepted.

Hunstanton.—At a recent mooting of the council, Mr.

Stevenson, tho consulting engineer, reported, with reference

to the gasworks, that tho percentage of leakage was too great,

and he recommended now retorts and other outlays amount-
ing to £1,900. For tho waterworks a new engine and pump
on more modern principles wore recommended.

Ilford.—A letter was read, at last week's meeting of the

district council, stating that Lord Salisbury could not see his

way to accept tho offer of £2.50 per acre for land near the
pumping station for the erection of artisans' dwellings. It

was resolved, however, to ask what price his lordship would
accept.

Ilfracombe.—Plans for a new market wore under considera-

tion at a recent meeting of the council, but it was eventually

decided to submit them to an architect.

Kirkhanj.— It has been decided to apply to tho Local Gov-
ernment Board for sanction to a loan of £1,500, for the execu-

tion of various improvements in tho town.

Leyton.— Colonel W. R. Slack, r.e., an inspector of the

Local Government Board, held an inquiry on the 6th inst.

into an application of the district council for sanction to

borrow £2,125 for public street improvements, £7,618 for

private street improvements, £1,530 for electric lighting pur-

poses, and £l,30U for the purchase of a site for the erection

of public baths and wash-houses.

Menai Bridge.—A Local Government Board inquiry has
been held witli respect to an application of tho council to

borrow £4,500 for the carrying out of several improvements.

Morecambe.— The chairman reported, at the last monthly
meeting of the district council, that the deputation who have
visited several towns to inquire into the systems of treating

sewerage were unanimously of tho opinion that the septic

system should be adopted. The patentees of tho scheme
undertook to prepare all tho necessary plans for carrying
out the work without any expense to the coitncil, and he
moved its adoption. Other members of tho deputation spoko
in favour of the scheme, and after some discussion the recom-
mendation was unanimously adopted.

Newton-in-Makcrfield.—An inspector of the Local Govera-
ment Board held an inquiry, on Thursday, into an application
of the district council fur sanction to borrow £15,000 for street

improvement works.

Otiey.—At a recent meeting of tho council a member in-

troduced a motion concerning the adoption of electric light-

ing. A long discussion ensued, and it closed on tho under-
standing that the matter would be considered by tho Uighways
and Lighting Committees.

RamsbOttOm.—Last week a Local Government Board in-

spector conducted an inquiry relative to an application of the
district council for sanction to borrow £15,000 for sovvago
works and £5,000 for street improvements.

South Hornsey.—The council have adopted plans for the
erection of an infectious diseases hospital aud outbuildings,
at an estimated cost of i'HUO.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Croydon.—At a recent mooting of tho district council

letters were read from the Carshalton, Sutton and (iodstouo
district councils Bgrceing to join with the council in a
monthly bacteriological examination of tho water supplied by
the water companies of their district.

Halifax.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held
last week into an application of the council to purchase
certain land on which to carry out a scheme for the treat-
ment of the sewage of Skircoat. Jn his evidence, Mr. F.
Gordon, surveyor to tho council, said he did not know of any
other site which would bo as suitablo as tho ono selected. Ho
had tested tho soil and found it satisfactoi-y. 1'ho proposed
scheme would deal with 02,000 gallons daily^ a capacity which
would allow for two and a half times the present population,
and it would effectually drain the whole of tho suggested
area. Mr. Massal, who appeared for tho rural district council
of Wakefield, and who has been chiefly engaged in tho con-
struction of sewage works for about fifteen years, said ho
had examined Mr. Gordon's scheme, aud that he considered it

well devised and capable of dealing with the sewage from
5,000 inhabitants. The land also was suitable.

Hungerford.^The council at their last meeting nnani-
mously passed the scheme of drainage and sewage disposal

submitted by Mr. E. W. Ives, of Derby, and rosolved to at
once apply to tho Local Government Board for sanction to
borrow £4,000 to carry out the scheme.

KnaresborOUgll.—The district council have appointed a
deputation, to meet a similar one from the urban district

council, with the object of discussing the advisability of pro-

viding a joint infectious diseases hospital for the district.

Nortliallerton.—The council have decided to purchase a
steam road-roller.

Shifnal, Salop.—The rural district council have sealed an
agreement with the " Universal " Sewage Purification Com-
pany for the construction of sewage dispos.^il works upon their
patent system in connection with the scheme of drainage pre-
pared by Mr. E. W. Iveg, engineer, Derby.

St. Tiiomas.—The council liave decided to make an appli-
cation to the Local Government Board for sanction to a loan
of £1,400 for the purchase of two 10-ton steam road -rollers,

two vans, two stono-breakors, and two water carts.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Dundee.—Tho (jucstion of tho extension of the centr.al

baths and the proWding of a separate entrance for females is

being considered by the Markets and Baths Committee of the
town council. The cost of carrying out the scheme is esti-

mated at £7,<X)0.

Edinburgh.—At the first meeting of the city council after
the holidays a communication was read from the engineers
of the North bridge as to the additional work on the contract.
The letter ran :

" Tho additional work was principally caused
in connection with tlio foundations, in which we thought it

advisable to substitute cement concrete for lime concrete,
which was originally- specified, that there might not bo the
slightest question as to their stability. Provision had also to
be made for extra water and gas pipes, and some extra steel
work was required in connection with tho cable tramway
tracks. When tho whole work is completed and the accounts
adjusted we expect the total cost of the bridge, notwith-
standing the additional works, will bo considerably under
£90,000."

Galashiels.—The town council on Monday considered the
terms upon which Mr. Scott, of Gala, was willing to let the
corporation have tho area of ground, measuring 6 acres ^
poles, to be used as an extension of the present cemetery at
Eastlands. The price asked for the ground is £1,900, equal
to a fen-duty, capitalised at twenty-three years' purchase, of
about £12 10s. per acre. The conditions were unanimously
approved of, and it was agreed to acquire the ground.

Glasgow,—In a discussion at a recent meeting of tho cor-
poration reg.arding the inefficiency of the arc lighting at
St. Andrew's Hall, it was stated by Mr. Prettygrew, the con-
venor of tho Lighting Committee, that if it wore found that
the system was defective tho conimittco was under an obli-

gation to introduce a new system at the end of the present
season. A report will be brought before the corporation ati

that time.

Lelth.—A recommendation to purchase the tramways for a
sum not exceeding £73,000 was approved by tho town coun-
cil at a recent meeting.

Port Glasgow.—The council will shortly consider a report
of Mr. William Mackie, tho gas manager, drawing attention
to tho necessity for an increasod storage of gas, and recom-
mending tho telescoping of tho gasworks. At present the
works are taxed to ther utmost capacity.

Waterford.—An inquiry has been held by Mr. Charles P.
Cotton, on behalf of the Local Government Board, in reiipecC

of an application of tho council for sanotion to borrow
£11,(X)4 for waterworks purposes, the erection of an abattoir,
and for the purchase of a road-roller, &c.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL
Colombo. — I'lans for tlio imiiruvenieiit of the town hall

wero presented at a recent meeting of the municipal council.
The improvement consists in adding another block to the
present building, which is oidy 60 ft. by 56 ft. The proposed
building will be 132 ft. by lOOfl, and will have a verandah
all round, enclosed by a street wall and railing. Tho old
st.aircase will be removed and a new one with a corridor erected
in its place. A new council-room will also be provided. Up-
stairs will be the chairman's office, council-room, library and
superintendent of works' department. On the ground floor

shelters for tho carriages of the councillors will be built, also

quarters for the municipal printing oflico, while the sanitary
department will also have extended quarters. The improve-
ntent is estimated to cost Ks.70,(XK'). The plans have been
prepared by Mr. Skelton, the superintendent of works.

The Sanitary Institute. —The council have accepted an
invitation from the lord mayor and City Council of Birming-
ham to hold its suvoutucnth congress and exhibition in that
city in' September next.
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Personal.

Mr. T. B. Grinstead has been elected to the post of assist-

ant surveyor to the vestry of Clerkenwell.

Mr. Marcus Hoskins, assistant surveyor to the Swansea

Town Council, has been granted an increase of .salary.

Nuneaton Urban District Council have selected Mr. Clifford

to till the vacant post of manager of the sewage works.

Mr. G. F. Skinner, of Wakefield, has been selected for the

post of surveyor under the Eural Disti-ict Council of Norman
Cross.

Prof. Kennedy has been engaged by the Croydon Corpora-

tion to act as consulting engineer, as required, at a remunera-

tion of £100 per annum.

Mr. Thomas Gregory, of Ryton-on-Tyne, has received the

appointment of surveyor to Newburn Urban District Conncil.

The salary is £150 per annum.

The Electric Lighting Committee of the King's Lynn Cor-

poration have been authorised to engage an expert to advise

and report upon an electric lighting scheme.

The Sandgate Urban District Conncil have voted an hono-

rarium of £20 to their surveyor, Mr. A. Robent Bowles, for

designing and carrying out the recent .sewerage works.

At the monthly meeting of the Worsley Urban District

Council it was decided to increase the salary of the sur-

veyor, Mr. J. T. Proffitt, from £1B0 to £200 per annnm.

A committee of the Soworby Bridge Urban District Council

have recommended that the salary of Mr. F. B. Rothera, the

surveyor, be increased. The matter will shortly receive

attention.

Mr. Edwards, who was road surveyor to the late Urmston

and Flixton Highway Board, has been granted a sum of £90
by the llrmston Urban District Council as compensation for

loss of ofBce.

Last week, at St. Michael's Catholic Church, Honghton-le-

Spring, a marriage took plaoe between Mr. Vincent Smith,

surveyor to the Houghton-le-Spring Urban District Conncil,

and Miss Julia Ada Turnbull.

At a meeting of the Surveying Committee of the Bath

City Council it was decided to recommend the appointment

of Mr. Frederick Gay, assistant in the surveyor's office, to

the position of assistant surveyor.

Mr. A. E. Collis-Adamson, of Northgate House, High-

street, Highgate, N., was appointed, on Monday, engineering

assistant to the Hornsey Urban District Council. The salary

is £150, rising to £200 per annnm.

Darlington Corporation are said to have favourably con-

sidered an application of Mr. J. S. NichoUa, the gas manager,

for an increase of salary. The application has been made in

view of the proposed extension of the works.

The Hampstead Vestry have appointed Mr. W. S. Ross, of

Sunderland, and Mr. A. H. Seabrook, of Great Yarmouth,

assistant electrical engineers, to fill the vacancies caused by

the resignation of Messrs. Hesketh and Norton.

Morecambe Urban District Council have adopted the scheme

submitted by " Forward " for the sewerage of the district.

Mr. H. B. Nichol, of Birmingham, is understood to be the

author. Twelve schemes were received by the conncil.

It has been referred to the General Purposes Committee of

the Armston Urban District Council to consider a i>roposal to

appoint a surveyor, who wonld be expected to devote all his

time to the duties of the office, at a salary of £120 per annum.

Croydon County Borough Council have adopted a resolution

of the Lighting Committee recommending the appointment

as borough electrical engineer of Mr. Minshall, at a salary

commencing at £250 per annum, and rising in September

next to £300 annnally.

Mr. Charles Wood, who has served as assistant gas man-

ager to the Bedford Corporation for several years, has been

appointed in succession to his father as manager, at a salary

of £600 per annnm. A deputy manager will also shortly be

appointed, at a salary of £250 per annum.

Mr. P. G. Killick has been appointed to the post of sur-

veyor to the Clerkenwell Vestry, at an annual salary of £300.

He has served under the late surveyor for the past seventeen

years, and is said to have discharged his duties in a thoroughly

painstaking and satisfactory manner during that period.

Mr. J. H. Brierley, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor of Rich-

mond, Surrey, on new year's day entertained the whole of

his staff at his private residence, when a most enjoyable time

was spent. This was followed, a few days later, with a dinner

given by the mayor of Richmond to tlie whole of the officials

of the various departments engaged at the town hall.

Sir Douglas Galton, k.c.b., president of the Sanitary Insti-

tute, has, on the invitation of the Leyton Urban District

Council, consented to take part in a public function, which

is to take place on Thursday next, for the purpose of enabling

other sanitary "authorities throughout the country to study

the system of dust destruction which is in operation at Leyton.

In our paragraph of last week relating to the appointment
of a surveyor to the Cannock Urban District Council we
omitted to mention that in the first instance Mr. William
Farrington, surveyor to the Hoyland Nether Urban District

Council, received the majority of votes for the position, but
conld not see his way to comply with certain conditions im-
posed by the council.

A dinner of the staff of the Leyton destructor and sewage
works was held recently, a large number of councillors and
others being present. Reference was made by several speakers
to the excellence of the work performed by the various

officials, and it was unanimously agreed that it would bo
difficult to find a finer body of men. Every one had a desire

to do his best for his council and the ratepayers.

The Waterworks Committee of the Coventry City Coun-
cil have recommended the increase of the salary of the chief

inspector of water services from £100 to £115 per annum,
and that of the assistant inspector from £85 to £95 per
annnm. A committee have also recommended the payment
of a bonus of £25 to Mr. G. E. Jenkins, chief assistant in the

city engineer's office, in respect of certain extra work done
by him.

The Highways Committee of the Leamington Borough
Council recently recommended that a competent road sur-

veyor be appointed to superintend the ontside work in the
surveyor's department, at a salary of £150 per annum. Owing
to his many and increasing duties, the surveyor, it was stated,

was un.able to supervise adequately the outside work of the

corporation, with the result that mention had been made of

the manner in which the employees carried out their duties.

The following selected candidates for the post of surveyor

to the Weobley Rural District Conncil attended a meeting of

the latter body last week : Mr. H. A. Endsor, surveyor to the

Potterspury Rural District Council ; Mr. E. J. Ennals, assist-

ant surveyor to the West Mailing Rural District Council ; Mr.
Frank Gwillim, assistant surveyor to the Dore Rural District

Council; and Mr. E. J. Hawkins, acting surveyor to the

VVeobloy Rural District Conncil. The latter, after a short

discussion, was appointed.

Since entering upon the duties of mayor of Greater New
York, Mr. R. A. Van Wyck has made the following appoint-

ments, among others : Board of Trade Improvements— Mr.
William Dalton, Commissioner of water supply; Mr. James
P. Keating, commissioner of highways ; and Mr. James
McCartney, commissioner of street cleaning; Mr. James
Kane, commissioner of sewers ; Mr. Henry S. Kearney, com -

missinnor of public buildings, lighting and supplies; and Mr.
John L. Shea, commissioner of bridges.

Mr. A. B. Lismer, third assistant in the borough surveyor's

office, Richmond, Surrey, who was recently appointed second
assistant in the office of the surveyor to the Wandsworth
District Board of Works, was on Saturday the recipient of a
handsome presentation, in the shape of a Gladstone bag, sub-

scribed for by the borough siu-veyor of Richmond and his

staff. Mr. J. H. Brierley, a.m.i.c.e., the borough surveyor,

made the presentation, and spoke in commendatory terms of

Mr. Lismer's three years of service. This makes the ninth

presentation within the last three years given to various

gentlemen leaving Mr. Brierley 's office for other municipal

spheres.

At the Cheltenham Corpoi'ation officials' second annual
dinner, which w.as held last Friday, an interesting presenta-

tion was made by the mayor on behalf of the staff. His
worship said the duty was a pleasurable one. As they all

knew, Messrs. H. S. Jacques and W. L. Rowland, two of the

assistants in the borough surveyor's department, h.id been
appointed district surveyors under Government in the island

of Ceylon. Their regret at parting with these two gentle-

men was deeply felt, but, on the other hand, they as a cor-

poration were proud at the fact that two who had been
instructed in administrative duties in Cheltenham should

have been chosen to the important posts which they were to

fill in the distant colony. Their appointments in the first

case were made for three years, and if at the end of the

time their abilities recommended themselves—as ho had no
doubt they would—to those in authority, they would become
IJermanently employed as civil servants by the Government.
Their fellow-workers h.ad seized the opportunity of present-

ing them with tokens of their reg.^rd, and it was his duty to

hand over to each of them a silver-mounted dressing bag,

accompanied by a photographed group of their late brother

officials and by an illuminated list of the subscribers. Messrs.

Jacques and Rowland having made suitable replies, the usual

toasts were proposed, and the proceedings came to an end.

Belper.—The council will shortly m.ake an application to

the Local Government Board for sanction to a loan of £350
for the completion of certain improvements at HoUoway.—It

is proposed to provide Crich with a water supply, and the
conned have appointed a committee to make the necessary

arrangements.
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Some Recent Publications.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

The last catalogue issued by Messrs. Adams & Co., London,
York and Leeds, so well known in connection with their patent

automatic sewage lift, contains full particulars of all their

sanitary apparatus and hydraulic castings. The arrange-

ments, printing and illustrations are good, most of the illus-

trations being from photographs of the goods. The frontis-

piece is an e.xample of a series of sewage flushing diagrams
published by the firm, which sliould prove very useful. One
or two of the more prominent appli.inces m.ay be mentioned:
Adams' patent antoTnatic syphon, Adams' combined penstock
valve, Adams' new patent improved automatic floating arm,
and Adams' patent wedge disc-valves.—Wo have received

from Mr. Louis Harper, a.m.i.c.e., Aberdeen, a copy of his

new illustrated price-list for 189S of steel-rope suspension
bridges, to which he hag given special attention. The price

list will be found to contain all necessary details in regard
to construction and cost. A number of testimonials from en-

gineers, surveyors and others are quoted.—From Messrs. F.

McNeill & Co., of the Patent Felt Works, Bunhill-row, Lon-
don, E.G., we have received a copy of a pamphlet describing

the application of their patent slag wool to various purposes
in connection with building construction, among these being
fire proofing, sound-deadening, and the insulation of heat or

cold. The pamphlet contains, in addition to the ngual price-

list, full particulars of the properties of the material and the

method of application.—We have i-eceived from the Thornton-
Pickard Manufacturing Company, Limited, of Altrincham, a
copy of tlieir now illustrated catalogue for 1898, which is got-

np in good style. Among the particulars respecting new
apparatus for 1898 we find a 6 in. by 4 in. size of the amber
camera, the patent film-carrier, and an aluminium shuttor
especially designed to meet the rec^uirements of those who
cannot afford to purchase the " Standard " pattern shutter.—

•

The revised and enlarged edition of the illustrated catalogue
of goods used in the building trade which has been issued

by Messrs. H. Conolly & Co., 42 Hnmpstead-road, London,
N.W., is a voluminous, well-printed and well-illustrated book
of some 200 pages. It is concise, but at the same time it

will be found to contain valuable information on all goods
of importance used in the building trade.—We have also to

acknowledge the receipt of a catalogue of sanitary speciali-

ties issued by the well-known firm of sanitary engineers,

Messrs. Thomas Crapper & Co., 50 to 54 Marlborongh-road,
London, S.W. The articles of which the specialities arc com-
prised are the improved "Kcnon" disconnecting trap, flush-

ing tanks, grease traps, manhole covers, fresh-air inlet valves,

syphon water-waste preventers, water-closets, bathe, lava-

tories, sinks, &c.—Wo have received from Messrs. Hayward
Brothers & Eckstein, Limited, Union-street, London, E.G., a
copy of their illustrated catalogue (section No. 1) of pave-
ment lights, which includes several new designs and speci-

alities in glazing, A-c. They draw special attention to Hay-
ward's patent combination non-slipping pavement and floor

lights, which have been designed to moot the want of a light

which, while affording a good foothold, will be more orna-
mental in appearance than concrete face lights. Other
articles mentioned in the catalogue include the following :

Hayward's patent "semi-prism" lights, Hayward's tile and
lens lights, Hayward's concrete face pavement lights, Hay-
ward's stallboard lights, Hayward's opening lights, Hayward's
roadway lights, and Hayward's jiatent coal-plates. The cata-
logue is well got-up and well illustrated, most of the illustra-

tions being from photogr.aphs of the original articles.

SOME SHORT NOTICES.
The attention of our readers should bo drawn to the fact

that Knight's Axnotateo MoMKr, By-Laws of the Local
Government Board has now reached a fifth edition. The
work is a standard one, and none know its value better than
municipal engineers. It is equally serviceable to authorities

who ha\'e already adopted by-laws and those who propose to

do so. In the case of a work so well known extended notice

is unnecessary. It is sulliciont to say that this last edition

has boon brought up to date both as regards new by-laws,

extended .annotation.s, fresh legal decisions and modeni dia-

grams.—The Expanded Metal Company have issued a small
booklet, entitled Eapanded Metal and its Uses in Fire-
PROOF Constructions. It gives a variety of useful and inter-

esting details concerning tho uses of the material, not only
for for fireproof construction, but for agricultural, farming,
horticultural, hardware and other purposes. The address of

the company is 33 Upper Thames-street, E.C.— Mr. Ernest
W. Savory, of the Steam Press, Cirencester, has published a
book of Architects' Order Forms for extras and additions.

They have been arranged by an architect, Mr. M. A. Green,
Fountain Buildings, Jiath, and should be fonnd useful in

saving a good deal of work in accounts at tho finishing np
of a job. It is paged and indexed, for more ready reference.—
We have to acknowledge tho receipt of vol. xxiii. of the Pro-
ceedings of the Incorporated Association of Municipal and
County Engineers, to which we expect to make more detailed

reference.

JANUARY periodicals.

It becomes merely a work of repetition to speak of the
Style in which the Architectural Review (6d.) is produced.

Among the articles this month are " The Life and Work of

Jean Ca^ri^s," " Le Pay en Velay," " The Work of John
Sedding," "Some Old World Houses," and "The Technique
of Greek Coins. The letterpress is written with ability and
knowledge, while the illustrations are not only numerous but
selected with great taste and discretion.

—

CasKier'^ Magazine
(Is.) has a somewhat scathing article, entitled "The Blight

of 'frade Unionism," and municipal engineers will no doubt
read with interest an article on " Dnstless Buildings," deal-

ing with the use of filtered air for heating and ventilating.

We observe some pertinent remarks on business training for

engineers, and there is a portrait and biographical sketch of

Mr. Edward Pritchard Martin, president of the Iron and
Steel Institute.— The Ayiicriraji Rcvievj of Reiicns is largely

occupied with such matters as the usnal summary of the

world's progress, the future of Austria-Hungary, plans for

currency reform, and the positions of the British and United
States navies. We notice, however, one interesting municipal
article, that dealing with " New York's Civic Assets," to

which wo may have another opportunity of referring.—

Ltinr/man's Magazine (6d.) has the opening chapters of a
story by M. E. Francis, and a popular scientific article, en-

titled " The Tale of the Flint," an interesting narrative of

the discoveries of (lint impletnents in recent years. Mr.
Austin Dobson writes in scholarly fashion on "The Author
of ' Monsieur Tonson,' " and Mr. Andrew Lang is quite him-
self in his monthly contribution.

—

Bailij'n Magazine (Is.) is

prefaced by a portrait and biography of Viscount Wolseley.

No sportsman should fail to read " Dianas of To-day " and
scan their portraits. After that he can turn to such articles

as " Animal Painters," "Our Army's Future Leaders," &c.—
We have also received Knnitiedge (6d.), The Pluwher avd
Decorator (6d.), Machinery (6d.), Great Thoughts (6d.), The
Hardware Trade Journal (Od.), The Quarry (6d.), The Journal

of the Society of Estate Clerks of WorVs, The Journal of the

Clerks of Works' Association (2d.), The Analyst (Is.), The
Bookseller (6d.), and Tlte Journal of the Royal Colonial

Institute.

Wokingham.—The Local Government Board have held an
inquiry with respect to an application of the council for

sanction to borrow a sum of £1,500 for gas purposes. There
was no opposition to the application, and the inspector, after

visiting the gasworks, said he quite appreciated the diflficnlty

that existed with regard to tho storage of gas, and promised
to report as early as possible.

Whitby.—The district council have instructed Messrs. D.
Balfour & Son, engineers, of Newcastle, to report on a scheme
of water supply for the township of Tylingdales, in their dis-

trict, including Robin Hood's Bay, Thorpe and Thorpe-lane.

The engineers' recommendations, which have been adopted
by the council, are the acquisition of the numerous springs at

Spring Hill and conveying to a collecting chamber, thence
the water is to be taken in .a 5-in. main to Parkgate, where it is

proposed to construct a service reservoir with a capacity of

200,000 gallons. The water will then be distributed over the
township in cast-iron mains, with the necessary valves and
other appurtenances.

Ayr.— Steps are now being taken towards securing a site

for the now town hall. The previous building, which, as an-

nounced in our colnmns at the time, was burned down some
time ago, was, so far as internal appearance went, one of the

finest in the West of Scotland. The hall, however, had the
disadvantage of not being on the ground and of having too

few exits. Tho old hall was estimated to accommodate 1,500

persons, and .a structnre calculated to hold 2,0fKl or 2,500
would suffice for the next twenty or thirty years. One of

the proposals on foot is to buy a considerable quantit v of

property fronting High-street and adjacent to the old hall,

and thereby have tho public offices and public buildings

together. The other sito which finds favour is at the head
of Sandgatc, and there being only a few hundred yards
between the two it is as central, and the cost of the property
which would have to be acquired would be considerably Icps.

Inspection of the Leyton Sludgre and Dust Destructor.
A public insi.,rti..ii of the " Beanian A lloas" sludge and
dust destructor erected by the Leyton Urban District Coun-
cil at their sewerage works is to take place on Thursday, at

12.30 noon. This meeting li.as been arranged for the pur-

pose of showing those interested in sanitary science a com-
bined system of sewage sludge and house refuse disposal.

The works were commenced over a yearago, but no inaugural

ceremony was held, as, owing to the exceptional nature of tho

^vork to be acconii)lished, it w.as considered that the de-

structor would possess far greater interest for practical men
after a fairly long period of continuons working. The whole
of the sewage and house refuse of the district, comprising a
popul.ation of 90,(XX>, is entirely disposed of within a very
limited area, and a no less interesting feature is the hirge

amount of steam-power generated from such unpromising
fuel. Among those who have decided to be present is Sir

Douglas Galton, k.c.b., d.c.l., chairroaa of the council of the

Sanitary lostitDte,
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AN D COUNTY ENGINEERS.

Metropolit.^n District Meeting.

Notice is hereby given that a Metropolitan District meet-

ing will be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great

George-street, Westminster, on Friday evening, the 18th

February, 1898. Members desiring to read papers before

this meeting are requested to communicato immediately with

the secretary.

New Members.
At a meeting of tlio Council on Saturday the following

gentlemen were elected

As Memhen :
—

John Barton, surveyor to the m-ban district council, St. Helens.

Cuthbert Brown, surveyor to the urban district council,

Bedlingtonshire.

Charles Day, borough surveyor, Chatham.
John Deane, surveyor to the urban district council, Small-

thorne, Staffordshire.

Frederick Hopkinson, surveyor to the rural district council,

Blyth and Cnekney.
John Snell, borough electrical engineer, Sunderland.

James Thropp, county surveyor, Lindsey, Lincolnshire.

David Warne, surveyor to the ui'ban district council, Sid-

mouth.
As Oraduates ;

—

C. H. Godfrey, Town Hall, Manchester.

F. C. Grimley, Royal Engineer's Office, Colchester.

R. H. Jeffes, Brabont Villa, Portsmouth-road, Thames Ditton.

C. W. Marks, 3 Shaftesbury-street, Eccles.

G. H. Smith, " Brooklands," New Maiden, Surrey.

A. R. Warren, 73 Breakspears-road, St. John's, S.E.

F. B. Wells, 1 Victoria-square, Gotham, Bristol.

A. Weston, Vestry Hall, Harrow-road, Paddington.

Transferred from class of " Qraduates " to " Menibers ".-^

Thomas Hayward, borough surveyor, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Voluntary Pass Examination.

The twenty-fifth examination for candidates for the offices

of engineer and surveyor to municipal corporations and dis-

trict councils will be held at the Institution of Civil En-

gineers, Great George-street, Westminster, on Friday and
Saturday, the 1st and L'nd April, 1898. Application forms,

dnly filled in by intending candidates, must be in my hands
on or before the 5th day of March, 1898.

Thomas Cole, Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, London, S.W.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Next Okdixarv Meeting.

An ordinary meeting of the Institntion will be held on
Tuesday, when Mr. W. L. Strange, a.m.i.c.e., will read a

paper, with a view to discussion, on " Reservoirs with High
Earthen Dams in Western India." The chair will be taken at

8 o'clock,

Ne.xt Students' Meeting.
The next students' meeting will take place on Friday, at

8 o'clock, when a paper will be read on " Condensing Ap-

paratus," by Mr. H. Williams, stud.i.c.e.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Next Ordinary General Meeting.
The next ordinary general meeting of the Institution will

be held on Monday, when a paper will be read by Mr. A. A.

Hudson (Associate), entitled "Surveyors as Ai'bitrators."

The chair will be taken at 8 o'clock.

New Members.
At the ordinary general meeting on the 10th inst. it was

announced that the following member, having passed the

requisite qualifying examination, had been transferred by the

Council from the class of " Professional Associates " to that

of " Fellows " of the Institution : Mr. Howard Pearson,

Stoughton, Leicester.

It was also announced that the following, having passed one

of the examinations exempting candidates from the prelimi-

nary examination of the Institution, had been enrolled by
the Council as " Students ": Mr. Eobert James Longley, 13

Clarendon-place, Leeds, and Mr. George Llewellyn Wynne,
Woodlawn, Killarney, Ireland.

Annual Dinner.
Notice is given that the annual dinner of the Institution

will take place at the flolborn Restaurant (King's Hall), on
Wednesday, the 9th February, 1898, at half-past 6 o'clock

precisely.

Members' dinner tickets (price 1 guinea each, including

wine) and a limited number of visitors' dinner tickets (price

£1 10s. each), to be paid for on delivery, may be obtained at

the Institution. In order to provide for the comfort of the

members, it is requested that the intention of being present

at the dinner be intimated to the secretary on or before

Wednesday, the 2nd February.
Junior Meetings.

The second of four meetings of examinees and students

authorised (subject to certain conditions) by the council to

be held during the present session, will take place at the

temporary premises of the Institution on Monday, the 31st

January, 1898, when a paper will be read by Mr. F. A.Green,
entitled " Compensation Cases." The chair will be taken at

7 o'clock.

Professional Examinations, 1898.

The students' proficiency examination will commence on
the 21st of March next.

Examinations qualifying for the classes of *' Professional

Associates" and " Fellows" will also commence on the 21st

of March next. All particulars as to days, subjects and
course of examination, will be forwarded on application to the
secretary.

English candidates for the professional examinations will

be examined in London. Irish candidates will be examined
in Dublin.

Special Certificate Examination, 1898
(for members).

The next special certificate examination in Forestry, Sani-

tary Science and Land Surveying, and Levelling, are proposed
to be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the 14th, 15th

and 16th of Jiuie next. Particular's of these examinations
can be obtained from the secretary.

THE BRITISH

ASSOCIATION OF WATERWORKS ENGINEERS.

We have been informed by the secretary of the above
association, Mr. W. H. Brothers, that the winter meeting
will be held in London in February next, when a paper will

be road by Mr. H. W. Pearson, m.i.c.e., m.i.m.e., engineer of

the Bristol waterworks, on "Springs and Wells for Town
Supplies, and works in connection with the same." At this

meeting there will be an election of " Members" and " Asso-

ciates." Proposal forms and all particulars can be had at

the offices of the association, 55 Parliament-street, West-
minster, S.W.

Aberdeen.—A sub-committee, including Mr. Rust, the

city architect, and Mr. Findlay, the superintendent of the

cleansing department, paid a visit to the Promenade, at pre-

sent in course of formation, last Friday. The sub-com-
mittee expressed satisfaction at the advanced stage of the

work, which they considered would be completed by the
summer. They aLio decided to recommend the construction,

at an estimated cost of £250, of a viaduct near the powder
magazine, to allow of the passage of horses and carts.

Survey of India Department.—We have received from
Major-General C. Strahan, r.e., Surveyor-General of India, a
copy of the general report of the operations of the Survey of

India Department during 1895-6. The report is divided into

three parts

—

viz.. Part 1, Summary ; Part 2, The operations

of the several field parties; and Part 3, The operations at the

headrjuarters offices—and contains four illustrations and
forty-three maps, besides a number of tabulated statements
giving a summary of the out-tui'ii of the work of the field

parties, the work performed at the drawing office, the photo-

graphic and lithographic office, and the mathematical in-

strument office. It has been issued from Calcutta by the

Superintendent of Government Printing, India.

Private Bill Legislation.—Tho examiners of private Bills,

Messrs. Campion and Thoms, sat in Rooms 16 and 17 of the

House of Commons, on Tuesday, to consider standing order

proofs of Bills deposited for consideration during the ensuing

session of Parliament. This was the first sitting of the

examiners for the coming session. The standing orders were
found not to have been complied with in the case of the Taff

Valo Railwaj' Bill, and in the case of the Brent, Ashbnrton
and Heathfiold Railway Bill there was no appearance. Stand-

ing orders were found to have been complied with in the case

of the London, Brighton and South Coast Railway (Various

Powers) Bill, the London County Council (Acton Sewage)
Bill, the London and North-Western Railway Bill, and the

Chelsea Electricity Supply Bill.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
,'d too l.ifr for </ng>i/ieatio» cannot le

wrieg until the Joltowing treek.

Road Foreman.-—January 24th.—Corporation of St. Albans.

£l 15s.— Mr. A. H. Debenham, town clerk.

Assistant Borough Blbctrical Engineer.—January 26th.

—West Ham Corporation. £130.—Mr. Fred. E. Hilleary,

town clerk.

Manager for Gas and Water Department.—January 28th.

—Goole Urban District Council. £300.—Mr. Geo. England,
clerk to the council.

Surveyor of Highways.—January 28th.— Chesterfield

Rural District Council. £150.—Mr. George Shaw, clerk to

the council.

Assistant Gas Engineer.—January 31st.—Bradford Cor-

poration. £250.—Mr. George McGnire, town clerk.
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Building Inspector.— February 2nd.— Corporation of

Sonthciid-on-Sea. £104.—Mr. William Gregison, town clerk.

Ci.KKK OK WoEK.s.—February 9th.—Teignmonth Urban
IJistrict Council.—Mr. Chris. Joues, engineer and surveyor to

the council.

Borough Knuinkkr and Surveyor.—February 12tL.

—

Corporation of Derby. jB6CKJ.—Mr. H. F. Gadsby, town clerk.

COMPETITIONS.
Adverfifcuinnfit which are received too lafe for clantificafion cannot be

included in these gummariet until the followinij iceirk.

Kastlkigii,—February 7tU.—Plans for tho erection oF public oIUcuh,

tVf., i)n the rerniatioM j^roiirid, fr)r tht; urban district couucil. 60 and
20 ^uiut-ab.—Mr. llciiry White, clerk to tlic couucil.

Uakkow-in-Fuknkss. rVOiiitMiy I lih.— IJcsiirus for Ibc orection of

technical Bcbools. .C'-'hinil )._'h. 'I'h..- LJ(jrouj^hRn;^iiicec,

BaiiWiCK-utOM-'rwii II. Miiiii I lib,— I'laus for the erection of a
police station and Itni. uiimiii mr fronting Church-streot. £50 and
£25.—Mr. Rob. Weddcll, town clm-k.

Belpek.—May iHt.—Schemeft for the disposal of the tsewago of the
district, for the urban district cuuncil, £52 10b. and £26 Ss,—Mr.
Joseph Pyui, clerk to tho council.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.

1 thci

r.cd too Intc for i-l.i:ixi/h;i/iau cannot be

nariea until the following iccck.

St. Geokge, Hanovkr-s«uauk.—January 22ud.—Supply of Thanms
ballast and saud for twelve months or three years from OLh March,
1H!H, for the vestry.—Mr. Livingstone, surveyor, 1 I'indiuu-road, Lou-
don, S.W.
Eakt Rktko If i>.—January 24th.—Supply of broken granite, slag

and liuiestone, for tho rui-al district council.—Mr. Thomas Henry, sur-

veyor to tho council.

Hastings.-January 2-lth.—Supply of about 652 tons of J-in., -1-in.

and «-in. cast-iron pipes.—Mr. P. H. Palmer, waterworks engineer,
Town llall, Hastings.

FiNCHi.EY.-January 24th.—Supply of one dust-cart and four slop-

carts, for the urban district couucil.—Mx-. Chas. Roberts, clerk to the
council.

LoNDoi?.—Jatniary 2lth.—Erection of temporary structures for 700
patients and staff at the Horton Manor estate, Epacun, for the county
council.—The Clerk of the Asylums Committee, 31 Whitehall-place, S.W.

Uhndon.—Jarmary 21th.—Various sewerage works, tor the urban
district council.—Mr. S. Slater Grimloy, engineer and surveyor to the
council.

Beckenham.—January 21th.—Supply of '100 cubic yards of IJ-in.

(putrtzite and 600 cubic yards of U-in. Guernsey granite, fur the urban
district council.—Mr. F. Stevens, clerk to the council.

Salforb.—January 24th.—Flagging works in Reservoir-terrace.—Mr.
Samuel Brown, town clerk.

LoMuoN.—January 25th.—Construction of a 3-ft. 0-in. by 2-ft. 6-in.

egg-shapeii brick sewer at Hamilton-road, Gipsy-hill, for tho county
council.—The Engineer to the Council.

TorrKNHAM.—January 25th.—Construction of stoneware pipe sewers
in St. Anne's-road, Reform-row, I'lcasant-place, Tyncniouth-road and
('nnuingbam-road, for the urban district council,—Mr. P. K. Murphy,
engineer to the couucil.

MANCHESTEK.-January 25th.—Erection of a lodging house in Harri-
son-street, Ancoats.-Mr. T. de Conrcy Meade, city surveyor.

Mawchehteb.—January 25th.—Erection of twenty-six three-storey
tenement buildings and two cornei shops in Pott-street and Caroline-
street, Ascoats.—Mr. 'T. -l I'.i.ti- \ M ,1 i. ,

rity surveyor.

Mamchesteu.—Jani' > I I birty-six two-storey tene-
ment buddings in 'h i

i
.

i

I street and Hulrac-street,
Hulmo.—Mr. T. de L'omv;, M. :i.i.

,
> ,i_, m \ I'yor.

Manchesteii.-.lanuary 25th,—Eicctiuu oi thirty-two two-storey tene-
ment buildmgs in a new street between Cornwall-street and Spittal-

btroot and cJ;^htcen cottages in Georgc-Leigh-street.-Mr. T, de Courcy
Meade, city surveyor.

Wehtmihstek.—January 25th.—Disposal of gas and lamp columns,
street lanterns, guard posts, drain inpos, &c.—Mr. T. HensmanMunsey,
vestry clerk, Vestry Hall, Piccadilly, London, W.
Boo ri.E.—January 25th.—Erection of a lodge at Derby Park.—Mr.

J. H. Farmer, town clerk.

LoMDON.—January 26th.—Erection of a block of dwellings for the
working classes on the Boundary-street area, Bethual Green, for the
county eouncil.—The Clerk to the Council.

Leeds.—January 25th.—Various works required in the erection and
comi)letion of tho basement of the dead meat market and abattoir on
the site adjoining New York-street and Harper-street.—Mr, J no. Harri-
son, town clerk.

Manchester.—January astb.-Erection of thirteen shoiis in Oldham-
rood between Cornwall-street ami Spittal-sLreet.—Mr. T. do Courcy
Meade, city surveyor.

Knaresbokough.-January 25th.—Street works in Victoria-avenue
and Albert-avenue, Stmbcck, for the ];ural district councd.—Mr. R.
Annrtkin, surveyor to tho council, 41 Station-parade, Harrogate.

JjIMBKICK.—January 25th.—Supply of 1,200 tons of paving setts, from
5 HI. to 8 iu. in length, li in. deep, by 'i in, to 'i\ in. in width.—Mr. W. E.
Corbett, city surveyor.

Wksi' Ham.— .bniujuy -'"itb.—Supply and fixing of 560 yards of oak
li.-nein;4id the rctit^iii um ground. Hermit-road, Plaistow.—Mr. Lewis
At,;l'II, b>>l\Ulgli cii-Murr.

AVn.i.EsntM. -January 2.JLh.—Supply of stores and materials for one
Of three year^, commencing on the 1st April, 1808, for tho urban district

oiuncil.—Mr. O. Claude Uobsoh, engineer to the couucil.

\V MFOKU.—Jimuary 20th.—Levelling, paving, kcrbing, metalling,
Ma^^ging and lighting works in Uosslyn-road, for the urbau district

cunncil.—The Kngmeer Lu the Council.

Lkuksikk.— .hiiiuary 20th.—Supply of retorts and fire-bricks, for tho
corjioration.-Ml-. Alfi'od Colson, m.i.c.k., gas engineer and manager,
gasworks otliccs, Millstonc-lanc, Leicester.

ItucKFAsTLKUiH.—January 20lh.'- Widening of Plymouth-road, for

the urban district council.— Mr. James Willcocks, surveyor to the
cuun.'il.

M I ujui.ETON.—January 26th.—Construction of pipo sewers in Man-
cliester Old-road, &bLrki,-t-placo, Lodge-street, Townley-street, t)swald-
t-cieet and Renyon-latu', for the corporation.—Mr. H. Loonaitl Hinuell,
.'i.i.r.K,, engineer, il Uorporation-strt:ot, MaucUester.

St JCK.POUT.—January 2tith.—Sewering of Winifred-road.—Mr. John
Alkm^on, A.M.t.c.k., borough surveyor.

Ipswich.—January 26th.—Supply of about 360,000 red deal wood
paving blocks.—Mr. E. Buckham, borough surveyor,

Keiguley.—Januarj- 3Gth.—Supply of about 900 yards of 12-in. cast-
iron pipes and a quantity of 6-iu. pipes and specials.—Mr, W, H.
Hopkinson, borough engineer.

Normanton.—January 26th,—Laying of a sewer m Si)eneer-street,
for the lu'ban district council,—Mr. C. B. L. Feniandes, clerk to the
council.

Wir-LENHAi.L.—January 27th.—Supply of various wrought-iron fencing
and gates, for the urban district council.—Mr. Chas. J. Jeukin, a.jij.c.e.,

engineer and surveyor to the council,

MiDDi,ESBuouGH.—Januar>' 27tb.—Formation of the footpath on the
south side of Bridge-street West, between Sussex-street and Boundary-
road bridge,—Mr, Frank Baker, borough engineer.

TcKroN.—January 27th. — Sewering, paving, llagging and other
works in connection witli the improvement of Clay-street, Back Hough-
lane, Back Wilfred-street, Wilfred-street. Back Clay-street, Hohne-
street and Back Darvven-road South, all at Eaglej', for the urban dis-

trict council,—Mr, V. W. Laithwaite, surveyor to the council.

HuLt,.—January 28th.—Flagging, Ac, works on the south side of Cot-
tingbam-road, between Bcverley-road and Ncwland Park ;alKO sewering
and pa\ing works in the backway south of Boyiiton-strect, between the
Boulevard and Constable-street.—Mr. A. E. White, city engineer.

Hoi;ncasti.k.—January 28th.—Supply of 0,404 tons of granite and
],If'J5 tcjns of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. J. E. Chatterton,
clerk to the council.

Hooi.E.—January 2Uth.— Street works in Kilmorey-road, for the urban
district council.—Mr. Arthur E. Caldccutt, clerk to the council, 17 New-
gate-street, Chester.

Bii.LEuiCAY.—January 20tb.—Making-upof Gresham-road, Shenfield,
and Cemetery-road, South Weald, for the rui^al district council.—Mr.
C. Edgar Lewis, clerk to the council, Brentwood.
NoRKoi-K.—January 20th.—.Supply of broken granite during the year

entling :jlst March, IHO'J, for the county council.—Mr. T. H. B. Heslop,
M.i.c.E., county surveyor, Shire Hall, Norwich.
WoLVEKHAMiToN.—Jauuarj' 20th.—Construction of a shelter at the

East Park.—Mr. J, W, Bra<lle3', borough engineer and surveyor,

Leicester.—January 31st.—Motor vehicles for the collection of house
refuse.—Mr. E. George Mawbey, borough engineer and surveyor.

Invekness.—January 31st.—Paving of the carriageway of the suspen-
sion bridge with timber blocks.—Mr. J. A. Mackenzie, borough engineer,

Macclesfield.—January 31st.—Construction of 3} miles of 7-in. and
0-in. stoneware and cast-iron pipe sewers, with pumping station, pre-
ci]htatiun tanks, etUuent carriers, and theundenlrainingof about 6 acres
of land at Poyuton, for the rural district council.-Mr. James Thori»e,
surveyor to the council.

EniNsuRGH.—January 31st.—Construction of a 9-in. ilrc-clay pipe
sewer in Wardie-crescent.—The Burgh Engineer, 1 Parliament-square,
Edinburgh.
HoRNSEY.—January 31st.—Construction of about 550 ft, of 24-in.

stoneware i)ipe surfJice-water sewer at Fortis Green, between Southern-
road and Dirthouso Wood; also works of sewering, levelling, paving and
channelling in Queen's-avenuc (section i. J, Mattison-read (section ii.),

Bedford-road and ?]astlield-road, for the urban district council.-Mr, E,
J. Lovcgrovo, engineer to the council.

IvEiGHLEY.^January 3l8t.— Construction of 8,0i)0 lineal yards of
eartlienware and cast-iron pipe sewers, for the rural district council.

—

Messrs. Barber, Hopkinson & Co., engineers. Craven Bank Chambers,
Kcigblcy,

King's Lynn.-February Ist.—Work required in the laying of 2 miles
of pipe sewers in the north drainage district of the borough.—Mr. E. J.
Sileock, borough engineer,

London.—February 1st.—Reconstruction of that iiortion of the Hol-
boni branch of the Fleet sewer extentlmg from Gray's l»n-road to
Southampton-street, High Ilolborn, for the county council.—Sir A. U.
Binmc, county engineer. County Hall, Spring-gardens, London, S.W.
Southampton.-February 1st.—Erection of an isolation liospital in

ilouschole-lane, Millbrook.—Mr. George B. Nalder, town clerk,

Walsall.—February 1st.—Road-making works in West Bromwich-
road.—Mr. John R. Cooper, town clerk.

Swansea.—February 1st.—Construction of a masonry dam (100 ft.

high above the level of the river Craig and 450 yards long) and a
tnunel about 4.770 yards long, for the corpomtion.—Messrs. G, H. Hill

X Sons, 5 Victoria-street, London, S.W.
1:lackburn.—February 2nd.—Supply and delivery of about 3.500

superlicial yards ot best wood paving blocks.—Mr, William Stubbs,
A. M.I.C.E., borough and water eugincer,

LiTHERLAMi).—February 2nd,—Works requii'od iu the completion of a
])assage at the rear of Chelsea-road and Kilbui'u-street, for the urbau
di.slrict council.—Mr. W. H. Garton, surveyor to the councU.

(iiLLiwGHAM.—February 2iul.—Construction of a series of 6-in.

eartlienware drains, the provision and erection of ventilating lamp-
.sliafis and other works, for the m'bau district council.—Messrs. John
Ta\lor, Sons & Santo Crimp, engineers, 27 Great George-street, Lou-
duii. S.W.
AsuTON-uNDER-LxNE,— February 2nd.—Installation of the necessary

wires, Uttings, &c., for tlu3 electric lighting of the corpoiutiou baths.

—

Mr. J. Neal, borough comptroller.

Uyde (Isle of Wight).—February 2nd.—Supply of 5,400 yards of cast-

iron pipes.—Ml*. Chas. G. Vincent, towu clerk,

PoNTEi'EAcT.-February 2nd.—Draiuage works at Carlton and Dar-
rington, for tho riu'al district council.—Mr. \Vm. A. Glover, clerk to the
council,

Broadstaiks.—February 5th.—Erection of public conveniences, for

tho urban district council.—Mr. Howai"d Huixl, surveyor to the councU,
RADCLiFrE.—February 5th,—Construction of precipitation tanks,

ItlLor-l^eds, letainiiiL; walls and etUuent conduits, and the formation and
tlniinaijo of (iltnittuii areas; also tho supply and fi\iiig of penstocks.
.sluice vtiUc.<, cnsl-inin pijies, gutters anil all ironwork aiul titliugs, for
the urlma district councU.—Mr. J. Sharpies, clerk to tho couucil.

Stokb Nkwingtoh.— February 6th.—Supply of road niaterials, &c,,
for one, two or three years, from the 20th March, for the vestry.—Mr,
S. E, Burgess, vestry surveyor.

Ekniskillkn.—February 7th.—Supply of i"oad metal, for the com-
niissionors.—Mr. William Clelaud, town clerk.

WoLVEiiHAMrioN.—February 7th.—ilutor vans for street scavenging
and the conveyance of road materials.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough
engineer and surveyor.

Tkignmoutu.—February 0th.—Rooling works at the Landscore and
Hazelduwu reservoirs, for the urban district council.—Mr. Chris. Jones,
engineer and surveyor to the council.

SriLsui-,—February 12th.—Supply of 8,000 tons of broken granite and
8,000 tons of slag, for the rural district couucil.—Mr, Fred, J. Dixon,
district surveyor to the council.

West Ham,-February 14th.—Supply of fittings and furniture for

tho public library at Stratford.-Mr. Fretl. E. Uilleary, towu clerk.

BuRHLKi\—February 10th.—Construction of about 2,800 yards of

lain., 12-iu. and 9-iu. e.irthenware pipe sewers, for tho rural district

council.—Mr. T, Edmondson, district surveyor, 18 Kicbolas-street,

Uurnley,
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TENDERS.

CARDIFF.—For the erection of a public urinal, &c., in Clare-rond,
public latrines and urinal in Fitzroy-street.—Mr. W. Harper, m.t.(

borough engineer :

—

Clare-road.

G. Hallett, Cardiff i

Knox & Wells, Cardiff
VV. T. Morgan, Cardiff*

G. Hallett, Cardiff ...

Knox & Wells, Cardiff
W. T. Morgan, Cardiff*

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.—For a supply of 335 cubic yards of 2-in. Seven-
oaks stone.—Mr. W. C. Cripps, to.vn cleik :

—

I'er culjic yard,
s. d.

R. Young, Sevenoaks 8 G
Chittenden & Simmons, West Mailing*
W. Arnold & Son, Trant 7 y

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.—For sewering, metalling, kerbing and making-
up works in various roads within the borough.—Mr. W, C. Cripps,
town clerk :

—

J. Ellis & Co., Maidstone £1,036
J. Jai-vis, Tnnbridge WelLs 1,B7H

W.H.Wheeler, Vftuxhall* l,Cd6

WALTON.ON-THAMES.— For general work, for the urban
council.—Mr. R. H. AVebb, clerk to the council :

—

Pedrette & Co., Finsbury Park, N
F. G. Minter, Westminster, S.W
H. Weldon, Bii'miugham
T. Adams, Wood Green, N
A. Braithwaite& Co.,Leeds
S. Kavanagh, Surbiton Hill, S.W
,1. Jackson, PlaLstow, E.

B. Cooke & Co., Victoria-street, S.W
H. Martm, Southampton
G. Oscnton, Westerham*
H. Jackson, Queen Victoria-street, E.C
W. H. Saunders & Co., Southampton

district

£1»,8S0

45,212
43,677
43,670
42,866
39,950
38,650
38,250
36,008
35,927

32,500

WALTON-ON-TH.^MES.—Forthe supply of cast-iron pipes and special

castings, &c., for the urban district council.—Mr. R. H. Webb, clerk

to the council :

—

Macfarlane, Strang & Co., Glasgow £14,015

J. Roberts, West Bromwich 12,431

Cochrane & Co., Dudley 12,198

Stanton Ironworks Company, near Nottingham* 11,779

R. D. Wood & Co., London (American pipes) 11,515

The Stanley Coal and Iron Company, Chesterfield (pipes only) 0,390

MEETINGS.
JANUARY.

24.—Surveyors' Institution: Ordinary meeting, Mr. A. A. Hudson, on
" Surveyors as Arbitrators." 8 p.m.

25.—Institution of Civil Engineers ; Ordinary meeting, Mr. W. L.
Strange, a.m.i.c.e., on " Reservoirs with High Earthen Dams in
Western India." 8 p.m.

25.^Auctioneer8' Institute : A conversazione.
27.—Association of Birmingham Students of the Institution of Civil En-

gineers ; Twelfth annual dinner at the Great Western Hotel, Col-
more-row, Birmingham.

28.—Institution of Civil Engineers: Students' meeting, Mr. H. Wil-
liams, sruD.i.c.E.,on " Condensing Apparatus," 8 p.m.

NOTICES.
Thk Sdbvetok and MnNiciPAL AND County Engineer

may he ordered direct, throvgh any of Messrs. Smith ij" Son's
booh-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom,
Applications to the Oj^ices for single copies iy post must in all

cases he accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Suhscription (including postage) is as follows:
Twelve Six Three
Months. Months. Months,

United Kingdom 16s. ... 7s. 6d, ... 3s. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, &c 19s. ... 9s. 6d. ... 4s. 9d.

The International Netvs Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street

New Torlc City ; The Toronto News Company, Toronto ; and
The Montreal Neivs Company, Montreal, have been appointed
agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

EDITORIAL, PUBLISHING AND ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES :

ST. BEIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
BOROUGH OF SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.

BUILDINGS INSPECTOR.
The Corporatiou invite applications for the appointment; of

Buildings Inspector, at a salary of £104 per annnm.
Tlie person appointed will be required to supervise the

erection of new buildings, and to see that the by-laws in

force within the borough witli respect to new streets and
buildings are complied with, and it is essential that he shonld
be practically acquainted with building construction and have

FOR RAISING SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY

ADAMS' PATENT LIFT CO.,

5 & 7, OLD QUEEN STREET,

WESTMINSTER, LONDON.

PATENT SEWAGE LIFT
SEWAGE TO BE RAISED

iWakeps of

FLUSHING SYPHONS9

SLUIGEiiy &c.

GREEN'S PATENT TRUINVERT PIPE.

AA—Holes for pouring in cement or com-
position.

BB—Strengthened am Lengthened Socket.

CC—Inner Socket and Rest.
EE—Chamber for cement or composition,
FF—Stanfoid Joint in new position.

To jiiit it shorll}', this pipe secures true

alignment of inYert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, ami, wliile allowing

fur a .sliglit settleniLMtt when lirst laid, forms an

absolutely rigid joint directly the cement sets.

1.—Gas and Water-Tight Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Aligrnment of Invert.

3.—Socket the strongest part of the pipOi

4..—No special junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., Halifax,
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a thoroTigli knowledge of the Model By-Laws of the Local

Governmeut Board under the Public Health Act, 1875.

Applications, accompanied by copies of three recent testi-

monials (which will not be returned), and stating age, quali-

fications, experience, and where at present engaged, to be

delivered at the office of the undersigned on or before Wed-
nesday, the 2nd February.

Canvassing members of the Town Council will be a dis-

qualification.

(By order)

WILLIAM (iREGSON,
Town Clerk.

Southend-on-Sea.
14th January, lK9a

VorougeTof rrERBY.B^ BOROUGH ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
The Corporation invito applications for the post of Borough

Engineer and Surveyor. Salary, £600 per annum, increasing

by £50 per annum to £750. The Corporation provide offices,

assistants, instruments and stationery. The person appointed

to devote the whole of his time to the duties of the office.

An abstract of the principal duties and conditionsof appoint-

ment may bo obtained on application to the undersigned.
AiJplications, stating age, present occupation and qualili-

c.ations, with copies of not more than tliroe recent testi-

monials, to be sent or delivered to the undersigned, endorsed
" Borough Engineer and Surveyor," not later than Saturday,
12th February, 1898.

H. F. GADSBY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Derby.
18th January, 1898.

EURAL DiSTRICT COUNCIL OF CHESTER-
FIELD.

This Council is prepared to receive applications for the
office of a Surveyor of Highways for the southern district of

their jurisdiction, the area of which is 33,584 acres, with a

population of about 29,000 people, and about 126 miles of

highways.
The salary to be paid will be after the rate of £150 per

annum, which sum will include everything (stationery and
postages excepted).

The person appointed must be competent to take levels,

prepare plans, estimates and bills of quantities of any works
recpiircd to be done, and must personally see to the carrying

out of the same. He must also be competent to keep all

books and accounts required under the Acts, obey all orders

of the Council and other road authorities, and devote his

whole time to the duties of his office.

The person appointed will be required to reside at Tupton
or Clay Cross.

Security in the sum of £200, with an approved guarantee
society, for the due performance of the duties will be required,

and the appointment will be terminable by three calendar
months' notice on either side.

The person appointed must enter upon his duties on the
fourth day of March next.

Applications, stating age (which must not exceed forty-

five) and previous occupation, accompanied by three testi-

monials of recent date, to be sent to me on or before the

28th instant.

Canvassing is strictly prohibited. Only third-class railway
fare (return) will be allowed to selected candidates, no allow-

ance for hotel or other expenses.

(By order)

GEORGE SHAW,
Clerk.

Union Offices, Chesterfield.

_ __12th January, 1898.

pORPORATION OF OSWESTRY.
^-^ Wanted, by the Oswestry Corporation, a General Fore-
man.

Conditions of service and further particulars may be had
on application to Mr. R. 0. Wynne Roberts, Borough Surveyor.

Applications, in own handwriting, together with copies

ot three recent testimonials, to be sent in by Saturday,
January 22, 1898, addressed to

J. PARRY JONES,
Town Clerk, Oswestry.

Oswestry.
January 11, 1898.

TEIGNMODTH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL
CLERK OF WORKS.

The above-named Council are desirous of obtaining the
services of a competent person to act as Clerk of the Works
in the carrying out of certain work in connection with cover-
ing two reservoirs with concrete roofs.

Further information to be obtained of Mr. 0. Jones, Engi-
neer and Surveyor to the Council, at the Town Hall, Teign-
moutli.

Telegrams t

" FLACIS,

DARWEN."
J

Ltd.,

t N LANGS.

-fronr^iir^Dtameter to 42-in. Diameter.

GLAZED
IlVi:¥>ROYED DRAIN CX-INOlVtETER.

THIS Dnim Clinometer, wliich is a tboioughlv well-made an,i reliaMc
mstiunient, is intended for the uso of Builders, Medical Offieei-s ol

liealth, S:initary Inspectors and others tor testingtlie slope of drain pipes.
The are is fixed at the extreme end of the Clinometer so as toallov.- of a

tlnsc rea.liii); ami <listinet graduation, and is divided on one edge todeprees
' ' '

' "^ other edge to gradients of 1 in 20, 1 in.W, 1

ri ;Oand 1 i

V meiuis of a nut and bolt,
is ground and divided.
made of teak and nicely finished, and measures

rking against a spiral

PRICE :- W
I Co

Sole rHakcr -W. K. HARL

th Electrum Fittings. £1 75. M.j With Brass Fittings, £1 2s. M.; With Magnetic Compass e.xtra 2s. Sd.

lir M i'h
Cala!o,n,r ..f l)r„m„.,„„d .VKn-cv,,,,,; /„stn„,„„(s ,n!l I..- sn,t ^.t /r.-e on application

NU. mathematical Drawing (ftfjurvcying Instrument Manufacturer, 47 Finsbury Pavement London E.C.

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, S E.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices apply to above address.
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Sealed applications, stating age and salary required, enclosing

copies of nob more tlian three testimonials of recent date, en-

dorsed " Clerk of Works," to be delivered at the Clerk's office,

at the Town Hall, Teignmouth, at or before 10 o'clock a.m. on
Wednesday, the 9th day of February, 1898.

Canvassing members will disqualify.

(By order)

W. E. HALL JORDAN,
Clerk.

Teignmouth.
15th January, 1898.

TiOOK-KEEPlNG CLERK WANTED, immedi-
--' ately, in municipal surveyor's office. Preference given
to candidates with previous similar experience and know-
ledge of shorthand. Salary £8U, rising by annual incre-

ments of £10 to £130.—Applications to be sent to Mr. E. J.

LovEGRoVE, Engineer and Surveyor, Southwood-lane, High-
gate, N.

\\7"ANTED, at once, to advise in the development
' ' of a marine property in the South of England, a first-

class Surveyor who has liad considerable ciperienco in the
development of this ptu'ticnlar kind of property and could

introduce substantial builders.—Apply, by letter, to "B. D.",

26 Dover-street, Piccadilly, W.

TENDERS WANTED.
pURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OF HORN-
-C^ CASTLE.

TENDERS FOR ROAD MATERIAL.
The above Council invite tenders for the supply of about

6,404 tons of Granite (XX) and about 1,995 tons of Slag

(If in. size), to be delivered between the 5th April and the

10th August next in such quantities and at such times as the

Council or their District Sui'veyors shall require and direct.

Specifications, conditions of contract and forms of tender,

showing the stations at which the material is to be delivered

and the approximate quantity to be delivered at each station,

may be obtained on application at my office.

The terms of payment will be cash in four months from
delivery of the monthly account.

Tenders, marked on the cover " Tenders for Road Material,"

must be sent to me by post not later than Friday, the 28th
instant.

The Council do nut bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender, and they reserve to themselves the right to accept

such part of any tender as they may deem proper.

Contractors will, if the Council so order, be required to

enter into a bond in such sum as the Council may fix for the

due performance of the contract.

(By order of the Council)

J. E. CHATTERTON,
Clerk.

Horncastle.
8th January, 1898.

pOUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.
V^ TO CONTRACTORS.
The Council hereby invite tenders for supplying and fixing

about 550 yards run of Oak Fencing, for enclosing a portion

of the Recreation Ground, Hermit-road, Plaistow, E.

Plans nuiy be seen, and specification, form of tender and
further particulars obtained, at the office of Mr. Lewis Angell,

Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Stratford, E., upon payment of

£1, which will be returned upon receipt of a hoiul-fidc tender.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Oak Fencing," to be sent

to my office not later than 4 o'clock on Tuesday, January 25,

1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender. The contractor will be required to enter into a
bond with two sureties for the due performance of the con-

tract, and no work will be ordered under the contract until

such bond has been duly executed.

The contractor wliose tender is accepted, and with whom a

contract is entered into, will bo required to pay to the whole
of his workmen such rate of wages and observe such hours of

labour as are recognised by the workmen's trades unions and
in force at the time of signing the contract. In the event of

any breach of such agreement the Council will enforce the

penalty clause in its entirety.

(By order of the Council)

FRED. E. HILLKARY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, West Ham, E.

January 12^1898.

S~
PlLSBY~RURAL"blSTRICT COUNCIL.

TENDERS FOR GRANITE AND SLAG.
The above Council arc prepared to receive tenders for the

supply of about 8,000 tons of Broken Granite and about 8,000

tons of Slag, to bo delivered in such quantities and at such
times as the Council shall require and direct.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY . LTD
so 'Fj^rRis: is,o"W", lebus.

GLAZED BRICKSr ARCHITECTURALFAiENGE7sANrTARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT.
Fire Bricks. Furnace Linings, Sinl^s, Traps, Porcelain Baths, dc.

TKURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS.

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, Wonship
Street. E.C. ; i6 Charterhouse Street, E.C. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

TRADEMARK

r^^ffi

I^
DOORS&LOCKS

LISTS
FREE

- FOR ALL PURPOSES ^J—
NEWCATE ST wndoh

X>JE&XC;XI X.X£fX:£S .A.XtfX» XSS'O^IXKE.A.MrJBS I'H.ISH.
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Specifications, conditions of contract and forms of tender,

showing the stations at which the material is to he deUvered

and the approximate quantity to be delivered at each fitation,

may be obtained on application to Mr. Fred. .T. Dixon,

A.M.I.C.E., District Snrvcsyor of Highways, Spilsliy, to whom a

small sample box of stono mnst bo sent.

Tenders, endorsed on the cover" Tender for Road Material,"

mnst ho sent to mo by post not later than the 12th day of

February next.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

(Signed)
GEORGE WALKER,

Clerl;:.

Spilsby.

6th Jannary, 1898.

OUNTY BOROUGH OP BLACKBURN.
The Corporation are prepared to roooivo tenders for

the supply and delivery of aboat 3,500 superficial yards of

Best Wood Pavinp; Blocks.

Soalod tenders, endorsed " Tender for Wood Paving

Blocks," to be delivered .at the office of tho undersigned not

later than 12 o'clock at noon on Wednesday, tho 2nd day of

Februai'y next. Persons tendering must stato in what period

they could complete delivery.

(By order)

WILLIAM STUBBS, assoc.m.inst.c.e..

Borough and Water Enginepr.

Municipal Offices, Blackburn.
January 18, 1898.

GILLINGHAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
CONTRACT No. 3.

The Council are prepared to receive tenders for the con-

struction of a series of (i-in. Earthenware Drains, to form tho

house connections with tho system of main drainage recently

completed, the provision and erection of Ventilating Lamp-
Shafts and other works.

All tho works aro to bo in accordance with tho plans, draw-
ings and specification prepared by Messrs. John Taylor, Sons

& Santo Crimp, Civil Engineers, 27 Great George-street

Westminster, at whose otlices the plans, Ac, may be in-

spected, and copies of tho specification .and form of tender

obtained upon depositing £2 2s. (cheque only), which will be
returned upon receipt of a hnvil-Jide tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " House Connections," and ad-

dressed to the Clerk, are to be delivered at the Council's

GALVANIZED

offices, New Brompton, Kent, before noon on Wednesday, the

2nd day of February next.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

.any tender.

(By order) P. C. BOUCHER,
Clerk.

Gillingham Ui'ban District Council,

Gardiner-street, New Brompton.
31st December, 1897.

OUNTY BOROUGH OF SOUTHAMPTON.c
HOUSINCr OF THE WORKING CLASSES ACT, 1890.

PROPOSED MUNICIPAL LODGING HOUSE.

The Corporation invite designs and estimates for

—

1, Fireproof Flooring, Stairs, Partitions, &c.,

2, Warming and Ventilating Pl.ant, and Fittings and Ap-

pliances for Lanndries, Kitchens, &c.,

for their proposed Municipal Lodging House.

Full details and iiarticulars may bo obtained upon applica-

tion to Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, Borough Engineer.

No pledge is given to accept any design or estim.ate.

(By order)

GEORGE B. NALDER,
Town Clerk.

Municipal OffioeB, Southampton.

18th Jannary, 1898.

EIGNMOUTH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILT
WATERWORKS.

TO CONTRACTORS.
Tho Teignmouth Urban District Council are prepared to

receive tenders fi'om competent persons willing to enter into

contracts for tho following works:

—

Contract No. 1.—Covering the Landscoro Reservoir by

means of a roof mado of concrete, supported by cast-

iron columns and rolled-steel joists, and other works

incidental thereto.

Contract No. 2.—Re-lining the Hazeldovm Reservoir with

concrete, covering tho same by means of a roof made

of concrete, supported by cast-iron columns and rollod-

steol joists, the construction of a concrete division wall

and other wnrks incidental thereto.

The drawings may be seen and copies of the specifications,

IRON

FRED'iBRABY2(C?
FITZROY WORKS

352to564 Euston R?

. TONDONj

VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.

BLAGKMAN

TRADEMARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

Telephone No. 96 HAMMERSMITH. Estab. 1840. Telegrams: "SANKEV, HAMMERSMITH.'

Chief Office: CREEK WHARF, HAIVI MERSIVIITH, W.

Sankey's Improved (Deep; INTERCEPTING GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

MASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.
Special Limes supplied for the Disposal of SEWERAGE Matter, also for Gas Purification.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

FERRIC.
THE PB^ecipitant.

SOLE MftNUFACTURERS:

PETER SPENCE & SONS,

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND CEMENT
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

ndivcred' to all parts of llio Kiiii,'(loiji.

Offices: 1 St, '; Martin's, Leicester.

Works : l!ivrro\v-on-Sortr, iir. LmiKhl.ornii-li.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

99

Cheap! Legible!! IraperlshaMe!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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bill of quantities and forms of tender obtained at the ofBce of

Mr. Chris. Jones, Engineer and Surveyor to the Council, Town
Hall, Toignmouth, on and after Saturday, 22nd day of January,

1898, on depositing i£l fur each copy, which will be returned

after the receipt of a bond-fide tender with the bill of quanti-

ties fully priced out. Separate sealed tenders, addressed to

me and endorsed " Contract No. 1 or No. 2," as the case may
be, are to be delivered at the Clerk's oflBce, Town Hall, Teign-

month, at or before 10 o'clock a.m. on Wednesday, 9th Feb-

ruary, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

W. R. HALL .JORDAN,
Clerk.

Town Hall, Teignmonth, S. Devon.
1.5th January, 1898.

IDHTJRST RURAL DISTRICT COUISrCIL.
BORED WELL.

The Council are prepared to receive tenders for the con-

struction of a 12-in. ]3ored Well, 176 ft. in depth, or there-

abonts, lined for a portion of its depth with steel tubes, to be

made on the Council's land in the parish of Easeboume,
County of Sussex, and other works, in accordance with a

drawing which may be seen at the offices of Messrs. John
Taylor, Sons &, Santo Crimp, civil engineers, 27 Great George-

street, Westminster, where also specifications and forms of

tender can be obtained upon depositing 2 guineas (cheque

only), which will be returned upon receipt of a honA-fide tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Bored Well " and addressed to

the Clerk, are to be delivered at the Council's offices, Mid-

hurst, Sussex, before noon on Friday, the 4th day of February
next.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.
EDWIN ALBERT,

Clerk.

Midhurst.
12th January, 1898.

COUNTY BOROUGH OP NEWPORT.
WENTWOOD WATERWORKS.

The Corporation of Newport are prepared to receive tenders

for the supply and delivery of Portland Cement for the above

works in accordance with a specification to be obtained at

the office of Mr. Baldwin Latham, m.i.c.b., of 13 Victoria-

street, Westminster.
The estimated quantity required during the next twelve

months is about 2,000 tons.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Wontwood Waterworks Cement,"
to be delivered at my office not later than 10 a.m. on the 24th

day of January instant.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

ALBERT A. NEWMAN,
Town Clerk.

BROADSTAIRS AND ST. PETER'S URBAN
DISTRICT COUNCIL.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
The Council are prepared to receive tenders from persons

willing to contract for the erection of Public Conveniences at

Broadstairs.

Plans and specifications can be seen and bills of quantities

and form of tender obtained (on deposit of £2, which will

be returned on receipt of a bomi-^fJe tender) on application to

the Town Surveyor, Mr. Howard Hurd, Council offices. Broad-
stairs.

Tenders must be delivered at the office of the undersigned

before 12 o'clock, mid-day, on Saturday, the 5th February,

and marked on outside " Tender for Public Conveniences."

The contractor will be requiied to enter into a bond with

two sureties for the due performance of the contract.

No tender will be considered unless it be sent in upon the

prescribed form, together with the quantities and schedule of

price fully priced out ; and the Council do not bind them-

selves to accept the lowest or any tender.

LIONEL A. SKINNER,
Clerk to the Council.

Council Offices, Broadstairs.

18th January. 1898.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF RAD-
CLIFFE.

The Council are prepared to receive tenders for the execu-

tion of the several works comprised in the following contract

For UNDER SLATES, TILES OR METAL.
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST ROOF-LINING. As supplied to H.M. Government for over 50 years.

Lists, Samples and Full Particulars freo on application to—

& C?0., HEAD OFFICE, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.;

SLAG WOOU WORKS, KIRKINTILLOCH, near GLASGOW.

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINGS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, 2/»
40 by 27 „ 3/-
53 by 31 „ 4/-
Copies inone sheetfiOby 4f),by arrajigement.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE
PROCESS,

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, 1./6
40 by 27 „ 2e
53 by 31 „ 3G
J. HALDEN & CO.,

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

^
^^^

}»^ * ''*%

<k,

FIRE3

LONDON &
.LANCASHIRE,

'iipl

<^ F I R E —

%̂

«fe.

Subscribed Capital

.^^^

£2,127,500.

. f 45 DALE STREET, LIVERPOOL,

' I 731
Head Offices

-^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^||_|^|^n| ^miT, LONDON.

Liberal Commission allowed to SURVEYORS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for introduction of

Business.

CWOOLLISCROFT&SON.

fLOORS,

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Oflice : 49 Queen Victoria St., E.C.
Glass of all kinds co#red by tlie Policies of

this Company.
MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS'

SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.
Ten per cent, of the Premiums returned everj

8IX years in cases where no claim has arisen.

Applications for Agencies Invited.

Liberal Terras for Business Introduced

rJiNCTEEN MEDALS. CHICAGO EXHIBITION, HIGHEST AWARDS.

isnvi:. MSQoi^iuiL^ai^ & co..,
OEIGINAL MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
Free from Arsenic.

Sole Address : 110 HIGH STREET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
Special Terms for Ejport. Of all Decorators.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

„ . . This week we present our readers

tntrinol^intr with the aDiinal spscial issue,

in 1897. which we have now brought out
for three years iu succession, the

central feature of which is a forecast of the muni-
cipal works projected for 1898. Of the utility of

such a forecast, and the lessons it may teach, we
have something to say in the course of the introduc-

tory renaarks we have prefixed to the list of pro-

jected works. In this column, however, we may
more appropriately refer at greater length to a
phase of the matter to which in the prefatory re-

marks above mentioned we have only made a pass-

ing reference ; we mean the manner in which such
a list of works illustrates vividly the rapidly-in-

creasing responsibilities of the municipal engineer
;

and in this connection we may glance back through
the past year at some of the developments of muni-
cipal work, more especially as represented by the
department of the municipal engineer. In one im-
portant branch of municipal work, that of the appli-

cation of electricity to lighting and other public

purposes, it has now come to be universally and
rightly recognised that its extraordinary develop-
ment and multiplicity of details are such as to de-

mand that, in order to ensure adequate success, it

should be placed under the control of an official who
is a specialist in that particular branch of work. In

..<"//

connection with water and gas services special ofll-

cials are in some cases employed, bat not to the

same extent as in connection with electrical work,
the necessity, of course, not arising to anything like

the same degree. We have made an arrangement
that the development in electrical work as applied

to municipal purposes will be coniinentod on from
time to time in our columns by a writer who is

thoroughly conversant with the subject. We have
also arranged for the publication of a series of

articles dealing with the essential features of electric

lighting. Daring the past year there has been no
check to the progress of electric lighting for public

as distinguished from private purposes. Scarcely a
week passes but we have to record the decision of

local authorities either to undertake electric lighting

or to extend existing works. That the tendency
still shows undiminished force can be conclusively

seen from the number of applications that have been
lodged for provisional orders, details of which have
been incorporated in our list of projected works for

the present year. Next to public lighting the most
important of the applications of electricity for pub-
lic purposes is probably in connection with tramway
traction, and nothing that has happened in the

course of the year makes it necessaiy that we should
modify the statement we made a year ago—that the

future of mechanical tramway traction seems to be

^r

Council Chamber, Bath Municipal Buildings.
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with electricity, and that, in spite of any disadvan-
tages which may ba urged against it, the overhead-
wire system practically holds the field. For some
time past a distiuct tendency has been observable on
the part of local authorities, in connection with elec-

trical work, to enter upon .schemes which may con-

veniently be described as " combines," to borrow an
expression from the slang vocabulary of the com-
mercial world. So far, the forms in which this

tendency has manifested itself are (1) combined
tramway and lighting schemes, and (2) combined
lighting and dust destruction schemes. No doubt
thei-e is a good deal to be said on both sides in re-

gard to those schemes, and both forms of combina-
tion have been discussed from time to time in our
columns. They must still be regarded as in the
expeiimental stage, and much additional information
is required before local authorities can be un-
hesitatingly recommended to adopt them. Shcre-
ditch has been the pioneer in combining the genera-

tion of an electric supply with dust destruction, and
further details of the working of the experiment are

being awaited with interest. The idea, however,
has evidently found favour with local authorities,

and quite a number have decided to take any risk

that may be involved and follow the example of

Shoi-editch without waiting for further particulars

of the experiment there.

So far as regards a direct bearing upon the public
health, the most important branches of municipal
work are water supply on the one hand and sewer-
age and sewage disposal on the other. Maidstone
is only just i-ecovering from one of the most terrible

visitations of typhoid fever on record, and the ex-
perience of King's Lynn from the same scourge,
though less severe, has been grievous enough.
There is no rea.son to doubt that in each case the
epidemic was water-borne—that is to say, the public
supply had in some way become polluted with typhoid
matter, and had thus been the means of conveying
its virulent germs broadcast. At Maidstone the
supply was in the hands of a private company, who
seem to have neglected reasonable precautions to
protect it from pollution. At King's L}nn, again,
a source of supply which has long been emphatically
condemned as unsafe has had to be continued, owing
to the factious opposition which has prevented the
corporation from carrying out another scheme. The
two lessons of these epidemics are that it is the duty
of local authorities not only to provide an adequate
supply of pure water, but to take the necessary pre-
cautions to protect it from contamination, in the
first place by acquiring such control over watersheds
or other sources of supply as will admit of adequate
supervision, and, in the second place, by means of
regular and frequent chemical and bacteriological ex-
amination. In connection with sewage disposal, the
most conspicuous feature has undoubtedly been the
amount of attention which has been attracted to the
progress made in connection with what is described
as the bacteriological or biological method of sew-
age treatment. There are many workers in the field

—Mr. Dibdin, Mr. Donald Cameron, Mr. Adeney
and Mr. Kaye Parry being the best known—and
though all are presumably working on the same
broad principle, there seem to be considerable
divergences in regard to actual practice. For
example, Mr. Dibdin considers that filtration alone
can safely be relied on, and that no tank or other
prelimmary treatment is necessary. In connection
with the divergent opinions found among those who
are investigating this difScnlt, but almo.st vital,

problem, the article of Mr. Kaye Parry, which ap-
pears in this i.ssue, will be read with special in-
terest. There has been no diminution in the degree
of interest which has been attracted by the experi-
ments which have been conducted by Mr. Donald
Cameron in connection with what is known as the
"septic tank " system of treatment. As our readers
are aware, it has excited a good deal of controversy,
bnt has evidently commended itself to the Exeter
City Council. That body recently made application

to the Local Government Board for sanction to

borrow money, in order to treat the whole of the

sewage of the city in accordance with the system;
The application formed the subject of a prolonged
inquiry by two Local Government Board inspectors,

and the proceedings were fully reported in our
columns. The decision of the Local Government
Board is being awaited with much interest. In other

branches of municipal engineering—paving, recrea-

tion grounds, cemeteries, public parks, labourers'

dwellings, fire stations, public baths and wash-houses,

mortuaries, markets, abattoirs, and so forth—there is

not so much scope for new developments, and conse-

quently there is not so much that is new to which
attention need be drawn. The lines upon which
many public works are carried out must in course

of time become more or less permanent. The legal

decisions and legislation of the year affecting muni-
cipal engineers are dealt with elsewhere in the

present issue by an able and well-informed writer.

As for the position of the municipal engineer, we
think it can safely be said that it is one which is

gradually improving. Though we still from lime

to time find something to censure in the attitude

of many authorities towards officials, a disposition,

especially on the part of the larger bodies, to appre-

ciate more adequately the arduous and responsible

services of the municipal engineer is being mani-

fested. The municipal engineer, for his part, by
obtaining the best available training and experience,

by unremitting study and attention to his duties,

and in other ways, is worthily striving to merit the

appreciation which he claims. In this connection it

may appropriately be noted that for the first time in

the history of the Local Government Board a muni-

cipal engineer has received an appointment on the

inspectorate of that department, a precedent which
it is hoped will not be lost sight of in future years.

It is impossible to speak of municipal engineering

during the past year without some reference to the

work of the Incorporated Association of Municipal

and County Engineers. The able manner in which

that body has been conducted has been duly re-

warded by the singular completeness with which

the adhesion of members of the profession has been

secured. The proceedings last yeir were carried on

with remarkable spirit and activity under the

presidentship of Mr. P. J. C. May, borough engineer

of Brighton. In the course of April, May and June
no fewer than six highly-successful district meetings

were held, the places visited being Dover, Ripon,

Market Harborongh, Rochdale, Eastbourne and
Llandudno. Full reports of these meetings ap-

peared in our columns, and the proceedings have in

the usual way been gathered together into volume
form, to swell that valuable series of official publica-

tions which have been so ably edited by the secre-

tary, Mr. Cole, during his long connection with the

a.ssociation. In conclusion, we trust it may not be

considered amiss if we venture to make a brief

reference to this paper. We have striven honestly

and earnestly to make the paper professionally use-

ful in many ways to municipal engineers, and we
receive from time to time too many gratifying testi-

monies from our readers to allow any doubt that we
have been more or less successful. If any other

testimony is required, it may perhaps be found in

the fact that we have been the recipient of a good

deal of that delicate attention which is proverbially

known as the sincerest form of flattery. That, how-

evei', is by the way. What we desire to impress

upon our readers is that there will be no relaxation

of our efforts to make the paper as useful to them

as possible by advocating their interests in various

ways, by valuable contributions, by the presentation

in attractive form of useful information, and in other

respects. In striving towards this end we trust that,

with the assistance of our readers, we shall be at

least as successful in the future as in the past. We
can say with confidence that the more co-operation

we receive from readers the higher will be the

standard aimed at.
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Those who have had occasion of

^EtSette late to pernse the Sheffield papers

have had an opportunity of studying

a singular controversy which has been accompanied

by some regrettable und even questionable features.

Apparently the history of the matter, briefly put,

is this. In Sheffield the question of paving has

long evoked a considerable amount of contention,

thpagh, perhaps, that is too mild a word under the

circumstances ; but the majority of the city coanoil

have always been of opinion that, oa account of steep

gradients, traffic and other local circnmstiinces,

granite is, in regard to cost and dnrability, better

adapted for paving purposes in Sheffield than wood.

The minority holding the opposite opioioQ have,

however, been very noisy and factious. Some time

age a joint committee representing the Highways
and Tramways Coramitte brought up a report advo-

cating, in regard to the paving of streets through

which the new electric trams will run, a treatment

varying according to the special requirements of

individual streets. Ou the face of it this seems about

as reasonable a recommendation as could well be con-

ceived, but it did not satisfy the extreme opponents of •

granite, who at once initiated a determined opposi-

tion. The deadlock was only ended by a com-
promise, by which it was agreed that the paving to

be adopted in the principal thoroughfares should be

a combination of granite and wood. That meant
that granite should be used between tha rails and
wood outside the rails up to the footway. We
certainly prefer the original recommendation to

the compromise, which does not seem to have satis-

fied the malcontents. If they don't get the whole
loaf they don't want any, and their views have been
taken up by a local daily paper with a thoroughness
which is absolute and without qualification. These
views would Siera to be that no paving bnt wood is

worthy even of consideration ; that it is the least

noisy, the most sanitary, the most durable, the most
economical, the most easily repaired, maintained
and cleansed of all paving materials; and that it

ought to be used irrespective of the special circum-
stances of particular places. If that is not what
they mean, then it is difficult for a mere mortal to

know what they do mean. The climax of this in-

teresting story, however, is reached in the shape of

a peculiar expedient which has either originated

with or been suggested to the daily paper which con-
siders it desirable to support the anti-granite party.
It is perfectly well kuown that in this paving matter
the committees concerned, and the majority of the

council, are guided by the advice and opinions of the
city surveyor, who is acknowledged to be one of the
very ablest men in his profession, and the council are
to be congratulated on their courage and wisdom in

following his advice. It is easy to see that the
opposition of a minority of the council, of a minority
of the ratepayers, and of a section of the locul piess,

bimply amounts t > so many attacks upon the city

surveyor, which have culminated in the expedient
already referred to. That device consisted in de-

spatching one of the genus interviewer to obtain
opinions from certain surveyors to metropolitan
authorities who are known to be strongly in favour
of wood paving. If their views had been confined
to the suitability of wood paving for the metropolis
there would not have been so much to find fault

with, bnt, as given in our Sheffield contemporary,
they are a little too sweeping, and are to a very
large extent without any sort of qualification. In
those columns we have from time to time considered
ourselves justified in advocating wood, and especially

hard wood, paving, but only under certain conditions
and limitations, especially those of a local character.
It would be rather interesting to know whether
those gentlemen who have so obligingly placed
themselves at the service of the Sheffield interviewer,
to the temporary disadvantage of a brother official,

consider themselves more weighty authorities on
the paving question generally, or better judges of
the local requirements of Sheffield, than the surveyor

of that city. It is generally admitted that the great

argument in favour of wood paving in the metropolis

is its comparative noiselessness. Without that it

is doubtful if its other advantages would be suffi-

ciently great to commend it. In a vast business and

residential hive like London the diminution of noise

is becoming a vital necessity if the inhabitants are

to be preserved from nervous exhaustion. But is

the necessity equally great in Sheffield and other

provincial cities y Or is it sufficiently great to out-

weigh all other considerations ? Besides, the mal-

contents would evidently not be satisfied with wood

in one or two thoroughfares which might have special

claims, but evidently want it everywhere. Here

and there in London there are fairly steep gradients,

but they are not very numerous in the central parts

of the city, nor are they any where so numerous as

in many provincial cities. Nor are oixr streets

familiar with the huge " lorries " which traverse the

thoroughfares of the large provincial cities. We
know of several prominent municipal engineers who

are strongly in favour of wood pavint; under certain

circumstances, bnt would not dream of using it where

gradients are steep and traffic exceptionally heavy.

In its present stage the question of paving is one of

opinion an I experiment, and will probably remain

so for a long time to come. It is absurd, there-

fore, to talk of the absolute superiority of one kind

of material irrespective of varying circumstances.

We observe that the technical aspect of the question

has been dealt with in the course of an able and

well-informed article in The Sheffield and Rother-

hcnti Independent, the weak parts in the opposition

case being exposed with telling and amusing force.

But the main feature of the case, so far as we are

at present concerned, ii? that of the attitude of one

official surveyor to another. Whether done deliber-

ately or not, the gentlemen who have been inter-

viewed have lent themselves to what is simply an

attack on the city surveyor of Sheffield. With or

without their knowledge the object for which their

opinions were sought was that of placing them in

antagonism to facts and figures which the city sur-

veyor has from time to time placed before his com-

mittee. The probability is that that gentleman will

now have the nnuece.ssaiy and irritating task of

replying to these gratuitous professional opinions

and going over ground he has probably gone over

ad nameam. Surely municipal engineers have suffi-

cient responsibilities without themselves adding to

them in this vexatious fashion. If the professional

opinions referred to are so valuable, one wonders why
they have been so freely and gratuitously dispensed.

The charitable assumption is that the gentlemen

in question acted inadvertently, that they did not

dream of the effect of their utterances or of the use

t.j which they would be put, and that they simply

obeyed a good-natured impulse to give information.

But in any case the precedent is a bad one, which it

is to be hoped, for the sake of all concerned, will

never be widely followed.

The council chamber of the Bath
Bath Municipal nimjicipal buildings, of which we
Buildings

:

.
^. ^ '

.

Council Chamber. R'^e a view on a_ previous page is

an apartment -45 ft. long by ob ft.

broad and '22 ft. high, with seating accommodation

for fifty-six members, besides officials. The columns

carrying the ceiling are of scagliola of a rich red in

colour with white markiug.-i, the ceiling itself being

modelled in plaster. The wall panelling, doors,

windows and the public gallery are of American

walnut dull-polished. The subjects in low relief

in the circular panels in the vaults represent the

Arts and Sciences, Commerce, Justice, etc. The furni-

ture, designed by the architect, Mr. J. M. Brydon,

is of fine dark mahogany. The electrolier in the

centre of the room is of wrought and polished brass.

In the circular windows on each side of the council

chamber are the arms of England and of Bath in

painted glass.
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Ammoniacal Nitrogen and the Septic Tanlc.

Bv W. KAVK PAHKY, ma., i;. University Ex:i ill i'l'acticiil Sanitary iMitfineevinfj

Mr Dibdin is on tlie liorns of a dilemma. When
lie was reporting upon tlie septic tank lie found,

among other things, an apparent decrease in tlie

ammonia after the passage of the liquid through
the tank, and this he pronounced an eminently satis-

factoiy result. Unfortunately, some other analysts

in their examinations discovered that the quantity

of ammonia had increased after the passage of the

liquid through the tank, and they also pronounced
this I'esult satisfactory. The dilemma arises not so

much from the difficulty of reconciling apparently

contradictory analyses as from the impossibility of

justifying the favourable inferences drawn by differ-

ent chemists fi-oni conflicting evidence. One of the

speakers in the discussion which followed the read-

ing of the papers on sewage pm-ifieation at the con-

gress of the Sanitarj' Institute, held at Leeds in

September last, drew attention to these analyses,

and invited Mr. Dibdin, who was present, to furnish

an explanation, but no reply was vouchsafed.

In The Sanitary Becord of September 24, 1897, a

letter appeared from Mr. W. E. Adeney, d.sc, in

which he pointed out that the conclusions which Mr.
Dibdin had drawn in reference to the biological

action in the septic tank were not warranted by the

evidence put forward to support them. Dr. Adeney
clearly shows that, if any biological action does take

place in the septic tank, the quantity of ammonia
must be increased and not reduced ; and from Dr.

Adeney's own researches, to which the writer alluded

in his paper at Leeds, it is aLso evident that the first

stage of fermentation

—

viz., carbon-oxidation—must
be complete before any reduction in the ammonia
can take place; whereas Mr. Dibdin's own figures

show that the sewage had not i-eached this stage

when the analyses was taken. The Sanitary Record
of January 7, 1898, contains Mr. Dibdin's reply.

"After all," he tells us, "the explanation is very
simple : it is merely a question of temperature." In
support of this contention one would naturally ex-

pect that Mr. Dibdin would at least have furni.shed

the mean temperature of the air at Exeter on the
various days on which the samples wei'e collected.

But this, by itself, would have been quite insufficient

to warrant the infei'ence. Among other things, we
should i-equire to know the mean temperature of

the sewage as it entered the septic tank, the tem-
perature of the air in the tank, the various tempera-
tures of the liquid in the tank, and the mean
tempei'ature of the liquid flowing from the tank,

when the samples were collected.

It is true that Mi". Dibdin informs us " that it may
be safely assaraed that the temperature of the sew-
age would follow the season." Are we to infer that,

in his opinion, the temperatures both of the air and
of the sewage will follow the dates, or that the
temperature of the sewage will vary in the same
ratio as that of the external air at different seasons.

I am afraid that he would not find many civil

engineers prepared to agree with him that either

assumption is a safe foundation upon which to build
a conclusion.

When we look over the evidence which Mr.
Dibdin does bring forward in support of his explana-
tion, we find that it merely consists of the analyses
themselves and an enumeration of the daj's upon
which the several samples were collected ! Slender
threads surelj' from which to ask a logician to sus-

pend such a weighty deduction. But even insufii-

cient premises must be given their proper place in

an argument, provided they be not overbalanced by
stronger evidence. Let us therefore see what we
are to place at the other side of the scales.

'J'he contention which Mr, Dibdin has put forward
is completely at variance with all published experi-

mental records of destructive metabolism by puti-e-

factive organisms, or, in other words, of the influence

of such organisms on the organic matters on which
they can thrive and multiply. Mi'. Dibdin gives

seven sets of analyses by various eminent chemists
of samples of sewage and of tank eflluent ob-

tained by the pi-ocess know as the septic tank
system. Five out of these seven sets of analyses

show an increase of ammonia in the samples of tank
effluent over the corresponding samples of raw
sewage ; the remaining two sets show a large de-

crease of arnmouia in the tank effluent compared
with the corresponding raw sewage. Mr. Dibdin
contends that the increase and decrease of ammonia
shown in the tank effluent ovei' the raw sewage in

the five sets and two sets of analyses respectively

are to be explained by supposing them to be due to

differences of activity of the micro-organisms caused

by variations of temperature in the contents of the

said septic tank. This deduction is opposed to our
present knowledge of the chemistry of bacterial

fermentation when conducted under both aeiobic

and anaerobic conditions.

The particular knowledge which I lefer to may
be summarised as follows :

—

(1) All published records of accurate expei-imental

investigations of the action of micro-organisms on
ammoniapresent in a liquid con tainingfi'esli ferment-

able organic matters ofanykind, including those found
in ordinary town sewage, show that the ammonia is

not affected at all during the fermentation of the

organic mattei'S, and remains undiminished in quan-
tity until all the organic matters present have been
fermented

.

(2) That the fermentation of these organic matters,

whether submerged or held in solution, takes place,

even under the most favoui'able conditions possible,

but very slowly, the time inquired in the case of

ordinary town sewage amounting to several days
for completion ; and that during such changes a»?i-

inonia is formed, 9mA if any nitrates or nitrites be

present they are destroyed.

The obvious explanation of the fundamental dif-

ference in results indicated by the sets of analyses

brought forward by Mr. Dibdin is that the samples

of sewage and tank effluent compared are really not

comparable one with another. This is not sui'prising,

as the septic tank i-eferred to has a capacity of 54,000

gallons, equal to twenty-four hours" average flow of

sewage. It would, of course, be practically impos-

sible to obtain samples of sewage flowing into, and
of effluent flowing away from, such a tank that could

be regarded as exactly comparable one to another.

It is only iiecessaiy to remember how variable in

composition is ordinary town sewage from honr to

hour and from day to day, and to remember,
furthei', that sewage contains matters, both in sus-

pension and in solution. To convincel the mind of

an impai'tial observei' that the exjjlanation now
offered of the difference in result of the sets of

analyses which Mr, Dibdin brings forward is on all

points moi'e justified than the one that he has pub-

lished, and which I here call in question.

Mr. Dibdin complains of the adverse criticism

with which his ideas have been met. But I do not

think he is justified in regarding any criticism as

captious so long as he makes statements as to the

chemical effects of micro-organisms on sewage, which
are fundamentally at variance with the published

researches of some of the ablest chemists of the day
who have made a special study of the chemistry of

bacterial fermentation, and. which he does not sup-

port on his own part by reliable scientific evidence.

The published researches by various chemists in

what may now be called bacterial-chemistry prove

beyond doubt that the sequence of the changes which
sewage undergoes under the influence of micro-

organisms, whether the conditions be wholly aerobic

or partially aerobic, as in the septic tank, are :

—
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(1) The formation of ammonia, H„0 and GO2, and,

in addition, if aerobic conditions be not maintained

throughout the fermenting sewage of the products

of putrefaction.

(2) After the completion of this first stage a

diminution in the quantity of ammonia begins to

set in, owing to the oxidation of ammonia to nitrous

and nitric acids ; but it is of the utmost importance

to emphasise the fact that the first stage of change

must be complete before any diminution in the

quantity of ammonia can occur. This statement is

founded not only on experimental facts, but follows

also from thermo-chemical pi-ijiciples.

(3) These are the changes which can he effected

by organisms in sewage when retained under con-

ditions such as those described as obtaining in the

septic tank. But a factor of fii'st imi)ortance in the

technical consideration of the purification of sewage

is that of the time required by the organisms to

effect the changes under the conditions here named.

We know, from bacterial-chemical researches, that

under the said conditions micro-organisms bring

about these purifying changes comparatively slowly,

and that a given volume of sewage would have to

be retained in the septic tank referred to by Mr.

Dibdin, undisturbed by any fresh additions of sew-

age, for a considerable number of days before any
diminution of free ammonia could be effected by the

micro-organisms therein.

The writer desires to do the fullest justice to the

value of Mr. Dibdin's own contributions to the

literature of the subject, but it is to be regretted

that he has adhered to the older methods of analysis,

and has not availed himself of the facilities afforded

by modern appliances for the accurate determina-

tion of the dissolved gases in the liquids under ex-

amination ; without this information his analytical

work must be always both incomplete and incon-

clusive. The apparatus designed by Dr. Adeney,
to which the writer referred in his paper at Leeds,

places at the disposal of every chemist a rapid and an

accurate means of making these determinations, and
the author is not without hope that Mr. Dibdin may
yet be induced to follow Dr. Adeney in adopting

these methods. It is quite true, as Mr. Dibdin says,

that the student in scientific work, when he has

verified his results, should have the moral courage

to adhere to them, heedless of the carping criticism

of those who are too indolent or too incompetent to

repeat his experiments ; but, on the other hand,

those who continue "deaf, dumb and blind" (to

quote Mr. Dibdin's own words) to the labours of

others ai'e not likely either to find out their own eri'ors

or to be able to confirm or contradict the experi-

mental work of their professional brethren.

Tn conclusion, let jne suggest to Mr. Dibdin a

simple experiment, which, if properly carried out,

will set this controversy for ever at rest. Let Mi'.

Dibdin make a model septic tank, say, of 100 or 200

gallons capacity ; let him fill it with sewage from the

septic tank at Exeter; and then let him preserve its

contents undisturbed for three or four weeks, simpl}-

taking small samples daily from it, and determine

the free ammonia in each sample without delay. I

have no hesitation in stating Mr. Dibdin would find

during the first eix to ten days, even in summer
weather, an increase of free ammonia, and that a

diminution in quantity of the ammonia would only

commence after several moi'G davs of observation.

Fire Protection in London.

THE BIG IMPROVEMENT SCHEME OF THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

Tlie i'ire Brigade Committee of the London
County Council have been for some time past con-

sidering the subject of the means of tire protection

now afforded in London, with a view of determining

the extent to which the protection should be in-

creased. They have now concluded their labours,

and at the meeting of the council on Tuesday they

presented their report. The recommendations ran

mainly on lines suggested from time to time by Com-
mander Wells, the chief officer of the brigade.

The committee stated that the general principles

which, in the opinion of the chief officer, should

govern tire brigade woi'k in London are as follows :

1, It should be practicable to cgncentrate 100 men
under tifteen minutes in any dangerous area for

large tire occurrences ; 2, on any call the firemen

ought, if the machine leaves the station at once, to

I'each the scene of the fire in less than five minutes
;

'A, the principle of station work should be this—each
station is responsible for a certain area, and on any
fire occuri'eiicc within that area the station concerned

should be prepared at once to use its entire strength,

with two or more appliances, and reserve stores, if

necessary, at that fire, the first supplemental aid

coming from the adjacent stations ; 4, in order to do
this effectually at each station there should be- (I.)

choice of apparatus
; (11.) a good proportion of men

on duty at the station
;

(III.) sufficient firemen and
a coachman, ready clothed, to ride iit once with the

first machine, two horses being also in readiness, so

that the first turn-out may be a matter of seconds

instead of minutes ; 5, a sub-station should have one
man at least besides the duty man, ready clothed, to

assist in horsing the escape, or, if necessary, to run
the station escape by hand. The committee pro-

posed that a sub-station should occupy the same
space as a full station, and that the engine-room
and stables should be in each case of exactly the
same size. They also recommended that each fire-

engine station should be equipped with at least a

steam tire-eugine, a fire-escape di-awn b}' horses, a

hose-cart and a light manual escape, and that the

staff of the station should consist of one officer, nine

firemen and two coachmen, with four horses ; that

each sub-station should be equipped with at least a

fire-escape drawn by horses, a hose-cart and a light

manual escape, and that the staff of the station

should consist of one officer, five firemen and one

coachman, with two horses ; and that the principle of

dispensing as a rule with fire-escape and hose-cart

stations within a radius of about three-quarters of a

mile of a station at which there is a fire-escape

drawn by horses be approved. The committee's

scheme embodied the provision of new fire-engine

stations in substitution for existing ones at Padding-
ton, Islington, Buston-square, Lewisham and East
Greenwich; additional fire-engine stations at South
Battersea, Shepherd's Bush, Perry-vale, Strealham,

West Hampstead and Lea-green; and sub-stations

with horses at North End, Fulham, Kilburn, Bays-
water, Caledonian-road, Highbury, Upper Hollowaj-,

Homerton, Limehouse, Plumstead. Charlton. Eltham,
Rushey Green. Vauxinill, Camberwell Xew-road,
Heme Hill, Penge. Bi'ixton Hill and Roehampton.
This will involve the provision of eight new steamers,

twenty-nine horsed escapes, and the employment of

122 additional officers and firemen. The capital ex-

penditure for sites, buildings and appliances is esti-

mated at £197,185. The details of the estimated

annual cost of £28,200 for maintenance included

£10,328 for the pay of the staff and £4,900 for

horses. The estimated capital expenditure at 3 per
cent, will involve a repayment of principal of £3,2S7
each year and of interest in the first year of £4,927,

but the interest will decrease yearly by £82 until

the whole cost is paid off' at the end of sixty years.

The committee proposed to make provision in next

year's estimate for sixty-one additional firemen, from
thirty to forty additional coachmen, and for six

steam fiie-enerines.
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The Legal Precedents of 1897 in Relation to
Municipal Engineering.

By J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, Solicitor of tlie Supreme Court.

As on previous occasions, we have confined this

brief resume of the legal decisions of the past year

to esses which have already been noted in our
columns during that period. In adopting this course

we are influenced partly by considerations of space

and partly by those of convenience of reference.

While not claiming to be exhaustive, the recapitula-

tion will, we think, be found to contain a reference

to the more important decisions of the Superior

Court in relation to matters in which our readers

are interested. On the other hand, several cases

have been noticed (such as magisterial decisions,

&c.) which, though comparatively unimportant from
the point of view of the legal student or practi-

tioner, and having strictly no claim to rank as
" precedents," are, nevertheless, likely to be of some
use and interest to those engaged in the multifarioiis

duties connected ^vith municipal engineering.

Public Health Acts.

There have been several important decisions during
the year upon various points arising under these Acts.

In Heston and Isleworth Urban District Council v.

Grant (vol. xi., p. 636) it was held by Mr. Justice

North that where the Private Sti'eet Works Act,

1892, is adopted pending proceedings under sec. 160
of the 1875 Act, those proceedings are not thereby
rendei'ed abortive, but may be continued ; and this

notwitlistanding sec. 25 of the 1892 Act, which ex-

cludes, where that Act is adopted, the application of

the earlier enactment. This decision (which was
confirmed on appeal {see vol. xii., p. 135) was based
on sec. 38 of the Interpretation Act, 1889, and is

useful as setting at rest any doubt which might have
arisen on this point.

Less satisfactory from the point of view of local

authorities is the judgment of the Court of Appeal
in Ho-yisey District Council v. Smith (vol. xi., pp. 267
and 426), to the effect that a charge for paving
expenses (under sec. 267 of the Act of 1876) upon
a school vested in trustees cannot be enforced by a

sale of the building fi-ee from the school trust. This
was a reversal of the decision of Mr. Justice Keke-
wich, who had held that the charge could be so

enforced. An unenforceable charge is somewhat in

the natui-e of a white elephant.

In Durrant v. Branksome Urban District Council

(vol. .xi., pp. 426, 617) the right of a local authoi^ity

to empty siu'face water and purified sewage into

natui'al watercourses was upheld, and an injunction

at the instance of a landowner (through whose
estate flowed a stream into which the council di'ained

sui'face water) was refused by Mr. Justice North.
The extent and meaning of the term " vest " in

sec. 149 of the 1876 Act (which provides for the
" vesting " of public streets in the local authority)

have frequently been considered by the Courts, and
the tendency of the decisions has been considerably

to restrict the scope of the expression. The past

year has contributed yet another case illustrative of

this in The Salt Union, Limited, and Others v. Harvey
(vol. xi., p. 372), where salt manufacturers having
(tinder a license from the authority) laid down in a
public street pipes for caiTjdng brine from pits to

their works, were restrained by injunction from main-
taining these pipes. The ground of this decision was
that there was no such vesting of the street in the
authoiity as would entitle them or their licensees

to use the subsoil for such a pui'pose. The case of

Mayor of Tunbridge Wells y. Baird (vol. i.x., p. 427)
ma}' usefully be compared with this.

The difficult question, " What constitutes a new
street ? " was considered in Wetherby Bural District

Council V. Neicling (vol. xi., p. 267), where a land-

owner proposed to erect eight houses, fronting on an
ancient highway, opposite to six houses a century

old. The result does not afford a very valuable pre-

cedent, inasmuch as the Court simply remitted the

case back to the magistrates (who had dismissed a
summons against the landowner for not widening
the road) with an intimation that they must decide

whether the latter had begun a building plan which,
when finished, would constitute the road a street

;

and that there was sufficient evidence to justify a

finding either way.
It will be convenient here to notice West Hartle-

pool Corporations. Robinson (vol. xi., js. 267; vol. xii.,

p. 748), which may be considered as virtually a case

under the Public Health Act, 1875, although actually

governed by a local Act containing provisions as to

making-up private I'oads similar to those of the public

Act. This case establishes the following important
principle

—

viz.. Where two adjoining owners, in pur-

suance of a scheme sanctioned by the local authority,

agree to contribute strips of land to fonn a road, and
these strips are thrown in at different times, the

owner of the strip last thrown in can be compelled,

as a frontager, to contribute to the cost of making-up
the other strip ; and this although he has himself

made up his own strip at his own expense. This
decision of Mr. Justice Stirling was confirmed by the

Coiirt of Appeal.

Although not deciding any new point, the case of

Tottenham District Council v. Smith (vol. xi., p. 425)
is useful as illustrating the modus operandi of en-

forcing a paving charge where the owner of the pro-

pei'ty affected cannot be found. Upon the applica-

tion of the council a receiver was appointed to collect

the rents, thus at the same time stopping the sup-

plies of the contumacious owner and starting a fund
to liquidate the claim.

A few cases relative to water supply next claim

attention.

In Hnddersfield Corporation v. Bavensthorpe Urban
District Council (vol. xi., pp. 403, 663) two points

were decided

—

viz., (1) That where a portion of a

township included in the limits of supply of a water
authority is transferred by order of the county council

to another district, this alteration of boundaries does

not take the transferred portion of the township out

of the water authoritj^'s area ; and (2) that where
the water authority of the district to which a portion

of a township has been so transfen'ed takes steps to

supply such transferred portion, the necessary works

do not amount to " constructing waterworks " within

the meaning of sec. 52 of the Public Health Act,

1875 (which prohibits such constmction unless the

existing water authority have first refused to under-

take the supply).

In Liverpool Corporation v. Brady (vol. xii., p. 619)

the decision turned upon the construction of the pro-

visions of certain local Acts, which are too lengthy

to be stated here. Suffice it to say that substantially

the point in dispute was whether the corporation

were bound to furnish a constant supply to a particu-

lar house ; and that in order to decide this point it

was necessary to determine whether an elevated

tank (erected subsequently to the construction of,

and fed by pumping from, their reservoirs) formed

part of their " works ;" and whether (the tank being

at a higher level than the house) the latter could be

said to be " supplied by gravitation," having regard

to the fact that the tank was fed fi-om the reservoirs,

which wei-e at a lower level than the house. The
decision was against the authority on all points, both

questions being answered in the affiimiative.

In Williams v. Llandudno District Council (vol. xii.,

p. 619) the High Coui-t affirmed the conviction of

the appellant, who (in order to prevent the service

pipe from bm-sting whilst her house was left empty

during the winter) had fixed a stop-pipe for stopping
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the supply of water to her premises. This seems a
hard case, as so far from being calculated to waste
water the appellant's action tended to prevent such
waste.

Another case bearing on the question of water
supply is Tyldesley District Council v. Atherton Dis-

trict Goimcil (vol. xii., p. 239), which shows the im-
portance, where an authority is contracting for the

purchase of a supply of water, of having a special

'clause inserted in the contract compelling the water
authoi'ity to maintain sufficient pressure. For lack of

such a clause the Atherton board sustained judg-

ment at the suit of the plaintiffs for water rate, not-

withstanding that the water supplied by the latter

failed, thi'ough insufficient pressure, to reach parts

of the locality.

Llandrindod Wells ITrhan District Councils. Walters

(vol. xii., p. 440) was a case of alleged nuisance from
smoke, the prosecution being under sec. 91 (sub-sec.

7) of the 1875 Act. The evidence was of a some-
what conflicting character, but in the absence of any
medical evidence on behalf of the cou.ncil the magis-
trates dismissed the summons.
On the important subject of re-sewering private

streets there is a valuable decision in Handsivorth
District Gnuncil v. Dorrington (vol. .xii., p. 134). In
that case it was held by Mr. Justice Kekewich that
where a new road contains several drains made by
various owners, and each serving several houses and
connecting with a main sewer in another road, the
new road cannot be said to have been " sewered " at

all ; and that, at all events, the time allowed to the
authority for determing whether it has been sewered
to their satisfaction cannot be considered as ex-

hausted if the street has been in the meantime
growing.

Leeds Corporation v. Lord Hawke (vol. xii., p. 210)
is worthy of note, as showing that, where it is pro-

vided by statute that a street which shall not have
been actually repaired by the surveyors of highways
before a given date shall not be deemed to be a high-

way repaired by the township or district, the burden
is with the authority to prove that it has not been
so repaired before the specified date. Fortunately,
in this particular case there was evidence from which
the jtidge was able to decide in favour of the authority.

A useful illustration of the rule that a local

authority cannot lay down a general regulation for

the conversion of privies into water-closets, but must
deal with each case separately on its merits, is afforded

by Wood V. Corporation oj Widnes (vol. ,xii., p. 210).
In that case a resolution of the corporation ordering
such conversion in all future cases of nuisance, " as

far as practicable," was held to be invalid, and a
magistrates' order against the owner for payment of

the cost of conversion was quashed.

Although not a legal tribunal, the Local Govern-
ment Board e.xercise certain quasi-judicial statutory

functions in various matters, as arbitrators and other-
wise, and it may be of interest to recall one of their

decisions in connection with a subject which occa-
sionally gives rise to differences between county and
urban councils

—

viz., main roads. In an arbitration

between The Blandford TTrhan District Council
and The Hampshire County Council (vq\. xii., p. 470),
the board held that where the ui-ban authority
retain the control of a main road they have power
to consent to the bi'inging forward of a window of a
building fi'onting on the i-oad, under sec. 3 of the
Public Health (Buildings in Streets) Act, 1888, and
that the county council have no voice in the matter,
notwithstanding that they contribute to the main-
tenance of the road.

In Attorney-Qeneral v. Teddivgton Urban District

Coimcil (vol. xii., p. 620) the authority were allowed
to retain certain land acquired, and which would
ultimately, though not immediately, be required, for
sewage disposal, and in the meantime, and until so
required, to turn part of it into a recreation ground.
This, however, was conditional upon their discon-
tinuing the use of the remaining portion for dust-bin
purposes ; and they wei'e further ordered to pay the

plaintiffs' costs of the action, which was brought to
compel a sale of the land, the plaintiff having been
misled by the conduct of the authority into the
belief that it was no longer requii-ed for sewage dis-

posal.

An important point was decided in Premier Land
Company v. East Ham Urban District Council (vol.

xii., p. 696)—namely, that having once approved a
new road, an authority cannot subsequently rescind
that approval, and the Court will restrain them by
injunction from interfering with the constmction of

the road.

Statutes Relating to the Metropolis.
Turning to the Public Health (London) Act, 1891,

we find several cases dealing with questions which
have arisen under various sections.

In Vestry of St. John's, HacJcney, v. Hutton (vol xi.,

p. 517) it was held by the Divisional Court (Queen's
Bench) that in proceedings under sec. 37 (as to
water-closet accommodatioii) the magistrate has no
jurisdiction to inquire as to the sufficiency of such
accommodation, that being a matter for the decision
of the sanitaiy authority (subject to appeal to the
county council).

An interesting- point in connection with the pro-
vision of small-pox ho.spital accommodation and the
enfoi'cement of the vaccination Acts was determined
in Regina v. Guardians of Leivisham Union (vol. xi.,

p. 546)

—

viz., that a mandamus will not be granted
at the instance of the sanitary authority to compel
guai-dians to enforce these Acts, such enforcement
being the pi'ovince of the Local Government Board
under the provisions of the Acts themselves.

In Attorney-General v. Todheatley and Others (vol.

xi., p. 295) the Court of Appeal (reversing Mr. Jus-
tice Kekewich) granted an injunction against the
owner of a piece of waste land upon which filth and
refuse had been allowed to accumulate, causing a
public nuisance. The defendant's contention was
that it was not his duty, but that of the vestry, to
keep the ground clean and in order.

A curious attempt to stretch the word " drain " in
sec. 43 of this Act to cover a public sewer was made
in Fnlham Vestry v. London County Council (vol. xi.,

p. 635). The section enables the sanitary authority
to deal with nuisances arising fi-om ponds, ditches,
drains, &c., and the vestry summoned the council
thereunder in respect of a nuisance alleged to exist
in a sewer. The summons was dismissed by the
magistrate, whose decision was upheld by the High
Court, on the ground that the section obviously ap-
plies to nuisances arising from the acts or default
of property owners, and not to those ai'ising fi-om

faulty construction of public works.
In London Govnty Cotincil v. Schieger (vol xii.,

p. 267) the magistrate held that a demolition order
in respect of a temporary structure could be made
under sec. 170 of the London Building Act, 1894,
irrespective of any question of the ownership of the
structiu-e, and notwithstanding any change of owner-
ship between the dates of the first conviction and
the demolition order.

The last-mentioned statute has figured in several
other cases, some them tending to demonstrate the
uselessness of the dictiouaiy where Acts of Parlia-

ment are concerned. Foi' instance, tejnpoi-ary seat-

ing might be thought by the uninitiated to be a
" work," if not a " sti-ucture." But it is neither, at
least not within the meaning of sees. 78 and 145
(Venner v. McDonnell, vol. xi., p. 663). On the other
hand, a builder who is merely in possession of laud
under a building agreement is the " owner " of the
land under sec. 5, sub-.secs. 29 and 90, of this Act,
and is entitled to party wall and stnictiu-e notices

from the adjoining '"owner" {List v. Thurp, vol. xi.,

p. 663).

We must not omit the case of Clarice v. Lendon
(vol. xii., p. 440), in which a builder, who did cer-

tain work by instruction of a sanitary inspector, re-

covered judgment in the City of London Court
against the owner of the premises repaired for the
amount of his account. As we pointed out in our
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note of the case, this decision appears to us to be

quite unjustifiable.

In Begina v. Mead (vol. xii., p. 619) it was held

that a summons under the London Building Act,

1894, cannot be served under sec. 188 by fixing a

copy on a building unless there be evidence that

reasonable diligence has been exercised to discover

the owner of the property.

One of the most important decisions having
reference to this Act is that in the two
cases of Lcndon Gonvty Council v. Dairs and
Same v. Eowton Souses, (vol. xii., p. 748), which
were argued together. The Coui-t, confirming the

magistrate, decided that neither of the build-

ings in question was a " dwelling house to be in-

habited by persons of the working class " within the

meaning of the Act. One building consisted of a

shop in front, with living rooms behind (occupied

by a clock maker), and upper floors used as sleeping

and dwelling rooms by cabinet makers. The other

building was used as a club or hotel for single men.
Under the Metropolis Management Acts the first

case that calls for notice is Firth v. Staines

(vol. xi., p. 635), which is of considerable importance

with reference to the powei-s of committees of vestries.

By sec. 58 of the 1855 Act the acts of committees

are to be submitted to the vestry for approval. This

case shows that this enactment does not invalidate

a nuisance notice served pursuant to a resolution of

the committee without any previous formal approval

by the vestry. As Mr. Justice Hawkins tersely put

it, " If the committee can do no act without the

approval of the vestry, then there can be no act done
by the committee of which the vestry can approve."

In a case in which the Hackney Vestry claimed

certain paving expenses from several frontagers, the

magistrate held that a road with a gate and posts at

one end, and on which fi'onted eleven old houses,

had become a " new street "' by reason of the erection

of twenty-two new houses ; and the frontagers were
held liable accordingly fvol. xii., p. 470).

Combined Drainage.

Taking', first, cases relating to the metropolis, we
have to note the confirmation by the Court of Appeal
of the decision of Mr. Justice Hawkins in Appleijard

V. LamhefJi Vestry (vol. xi., p. 425), referred to in our

review of the precedents of 1896 (vol. xi., p. 30), to

the effect that a combined system constructed before

the constitution (and therefore without the approval)

of the Commissioners of Sewers is a " sewer,"

although made with the sanction of theii" prede-

cessors, the Commissioners of Siu-rey and Kent.

Perhaps one of the most curious in connection

with this subject is Holland v. Lazarus (vol. xi.,

p. 517). where a combined system for di-aining four

houses, constmcted under order of a vestry (and con-

sequently falling within the definition of a " di'ain"),

was held to have become convei"ted into a " sewer "

by reason of the unauthorised connection therewith

of a rain-water pipe from a fifth house.

In the Vestry of St. Matthetv, Bethnal Green, v.

The School Board for London (vol. xii., p. 748) the

House of Lords held that the absence of the sanction

of the Metropolitan Board of Works to the con-

struction of a sewer by the vestry does not neces-

sarily render such construction unlawful, and that

the sewer is none the less a sewei' on that account.

Foremost among the decisions relating to com-
bined systems outside the metropolitan area is the

very unsatisfactory one (fi'om a local authority's

point of, view) in The Q^teen v. Mayor vf Hastings

(vol. xi., p. 267), to the effect that the general

liability of local authorities to repair combined drains

is left untouched by sec. 19 of the Public Health
Act, 1890, and that the powers conferred by that

section only apply where there is an " actual

nuisance." , It seems also, if this case is to form a

precedent, that the contamination of wells by leakage

from a combined drain is not an " actual nuisance
;"

which rather takes one's breath away.
In Seal v Mer.thyr Tydfil District Council (vol. xii.,

p. 134) the local authority were more successful; a

combined system for draining twenty houses (eleven

of which belonged to one owner and nine to another)
being held to be a " single private drain," and a

conviction against one of the owners in respect of a

nuisance arising therefrom being upheld.

Sewage Disposal, and Sewer Construction and
IMaintenance.

This ever-present difliculty is responsible for the

appearance of several local authorities in the couits

in the character of defendants in various cases.

One of the most impoi-tant of these is Beehles v.

Oswaldtwistle Ih'strict Council (vol. xi., pp. 116, 403),

in which the vaiious sections of the Public Health
Act, 1875. and the Rivers Pollution Act, 1876, re-

lating to liquids arising fiom manufacturing pio-

cesses were considered, and the decision of Mr. Justice

Chai'les (granting a mandamus to the coimcil to con-

struct sewers for di'aining the plaintiff's nianufac-

tui'ing premises) was reversed by the Court of Appeal,
on the ground that the proper remedy for any breach
of duty in this lespect is an application to the Local

Government Board under sec. 299 of the Public
Health Act, 1875.

In Boherts v. Wrexham Corporation (vol. xi., p. 425)
an unsuccessful attempt was made to obtain damages
from the authoi'ity in respect of a nuisance ai'ising

from a sewer which in times of abnormal stonns

became overcharged and oveifiowed into plaintiff's

house. Here, again, the latterwas"sentemptyaway,"
with what comfort he might be able to derive fi-oni

sec. 299.

Under this heading may also be noticed the case

of Dighy v. East Ham Urban District Council (vol. xi.,

p. 635), in which the authority were cast in £225
damages for the death from sewer gas of one of theh-

workmen, who by order of their foreman went down
a manhole to clean a screen, there being no ci-adle or

life-line, no proper ventilation, and no previous test

of what by a stretch of courtesy was termed " the

air " in the manhole.

In Chester-le- Street Bural District Council v. Wilson

(vol. xii., p. 470) the magistrates dismissed a sum-
mons against the defendant for obstructing the

officers of the council in constructing a sewer in

front of his house ; the ground of dismissal being

that the defendant claimed the ownership of the soil.

As we pointed ou.t in our note of this case, assiiming

the locus in quo to have been pai't of a street (which
appears to have been the case), the question of the

ownership of the soil is irrelevant, and the summons
ought not to have been dismissed, at all events on

the ground stated.

Durrant and Another v. Mayor of Great Yarmouth
(vol. xi., p. 403) was a case of an unsuccessful claim

by executors for damages for death of their testator

from typhoid, alleged to be due to the pollution of a

well in the course of sewage operations by the cor-

poration. The fact of pollution was undisputed, but

it was suggested that the source of contamination

was a privy in the I'eai' of the house occupied by the

deceased, and this was the view adopted by the jui-y.

The local authority were not equally fortunate in

Metiers v. Coventry Corporation (vol. xi., p. 425), in

which the plaintiiJ recovered £300 damages for in-

jui-y to health aiislng fi-om the pollution by sewage

of the river Sowe, and for expense and inconvenience

attendant upon his consequent removal from the

neighboui-hood.

In Somersetshire Drainage Commissioners v. Bridg-

water Corporation (vol. xii., p. 696) an injunction

was granted resfraining the corporation from com-

pleting cex'tain works for conveying sewage into the

river Parrett, from cutting through the banks of the

river without the permission of the commissioners,

and from conveying house sewage containing any foul

or noxious matter into the river.

Extraordinary Traffic.

Two cases of some importance in connection with

this subject claim a brief notice, both having refer-

ence to the interpretation of the expression " person

by whose order " the traffic is conducted.
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In Lord Gerrard -v. Kent Gountij Council (vol. xi.,

p. 216) the traffic consisted of the conveyance by
traction engines of materials for alterations to and
extensions of Lord Gerrard's mansion house. No
contractor was employed, Loi'd Gerrard himself

ordering the materials at a price inclusi,ve of delivery,

and employing a works superintendent ; but he did

not give any special directions as to the mode or

route of delivery. Under these circumstances it was
held by the Court of Appeal (reversing the decisions

of the magistrates and the Queen's Bench Divisional

Court) that he was not a " person by whose order
"

the ti'affic was conductetl.

In Colchester, Weniiiss ^~ Co. v. Ihe Gloucestershire

County Council (vol. xi., p. 216) the appellants were
sub-contractors for the carriage of stone to the site of

a reservoir in coui-se of construction for the Glou-

cester Coi'poration, no special insti-uctions being

given them as to the mode of carriage. The mode
which they adopted was the use of engines, and the

Divisional Court of Queen's Bench held that they

were liable for this " extraordinary traffic," as being

persons by whose order it was conducted, thus con-

firming the magistrates' decision.

By-Laws.
Several attempts have been made in the coiu'se of

the year to impeach the validity of by-laws, but in

most instances they have failed. Only one or two
of the more important cases need be noticed here.

The following by-laws have survived attack and
been pronounced reasonable and valid :

—

(tt) "No person shall in any house, building,

garden, land or other place abutting on or near to

a street or public place, make use of any violent,

abusive, profane, indecent or obscene language,

gestui-e or conduct, to the annoyance of any person
in such street or place " (Munter v. JorJaii, vol. xi.,

p. 517).

(h) " Every person who shall construct a cesspool

in connection with a building shall construct such
cesspool at the distance of 50 ft. at least from a

dwelling house or public building, or any bviilding

in which a person may be, or may be intended to be,

employed in any manufacture, trade or business
"

(Simmons v. Mal'iiig Rural District Council, vol. xi.,

p. 663).

(c) A by-law requiring that all buildings should

be consti-ucted of incombustible materials ( Whitehead
V. Wisehy, vol. xi., p. 372).

(d) A by-law providing that no person should on
any pai-t of the seabeach, foreshore or esplanade
sell, or offer, or expose for sale any commodity or

article, or let for, hire or offer, or expose for hire

any chair, seat or other thing except by direction of

the sanitary authority (Gray v. Silvester, vol. xii.,

p. 620).

A somewhat novel point arose in Birlionhead Cor-

poration V. Maples, (vol. xii., j). 106), in which it was
held by magistrates (contrary to the contention of

the corporation) that three sides of a new square did
not together constitute a single street within the
meaning of a by-law reqiiiring a new street exceed-
ing 150 yards in length to be 36 ft. in width.

In Ilfracomba Urban District Council v. Copeland
(vol. xii., p. 440) a temporary structure, 8 ft. or 9 ft.

high, constructed of canvas and without foundations,
was held not to be a " building " within the meaning
of by-laws requiring plans of new buildings to be sub-
mitted for approval.

This will be a convenient place to notice the case
of Baker v. Williams (vol. xii., p. 619), where it was
decided that a regulation mad« by a local authority,
by virtue of an order of the Privy Council under the
Contagious Diseases (Animals) Acts, was not ultra

vires by reason of its I'equii'ing a certain '" air space
"

for each animal, instead of being confined to the
matter of " ventilation " in the narrowest sense of

that term.

Highways.
A question of some importance to local authorities

in seaside towns arose in -Kent County Council v.

SanrJgate Urban District Council (vol. xi. .p. 617)

—

namely, whether a sea-wall and gi-oynes form part
of the adjoining main road. The decision turned to

a great extent upon the facts of this particular case,

and the Coui-t upheld the award of an arbitrator

who had held that parts of the wall and groynes
did, while others did not, form part of the main
road. Of course the interest of the question lies in

the fact of main roads being (wholly or partially)

repairable by county councils.

Gilson V. Flumstead Burial Board (vol. xi., p. 425)
is indirectly interesting to highway authorities, as

deciding that a landowner who erects an iron

boujulary fence with perpendicular spikes next the

highway, but on his own land, is not responsible

for damage to a horse which stumbles and falls on
the spikes.

Another important case upon this subject is Harris
v. Northamptonshire County (Jouncil (vol. xii., p. 134),

which confii'ms the already-established principle

that a highway authority may abate an encroach-

ment on the highway, whether the soil is vested in

them or not, and whether or not all or any part of

the gi'ound encroached upon is to be regarded as

roadside waste.

In connection with the disturbance of public

thoroughfares the Irish case of Taafe v. Dublin
and Southern District Tramways Company (vol. xii,,

p. 134) is well woi-thy of note. The company having,
with the sanction of the local authority, altered the

level of a roadway, it was held that such actioii was
not justified, and an inquiry was directed as to the

damage thereby occasioned to the plaintiff, a shop-

keeper occupying premises abutting on the J'oad.

l\'e//iva V. WilUnvis (vol. xii., p. 135) is a rather

tantalising case, because an interesting point as to

the effect of sec. 25 of the Local Govenimcnt Act,

189 t, upon the common law liability to repair a road
ratione tenurm was raised, but, owing to the some-
what surprising verdict of the jury, left undecided.

The defendants contended that this enactment i-e-

lieved them from liability ; but although thej- had
repaired the roads in question from 1851, the jury
found that they had not done so " by reason of their

holding," which was tantamount to an acquittal.

In a case again.st Eddison and De ifatfos (vol. xii.,

p. 440) the Chard magistrates hold that a steam
roller is not a "locomotive" within the meaning of

the Locomotives Act, 1868, and the Highways and
Locomotives (Amendments) Act, 1878.

Another case indirectly bearing upon the subject

of highwaj's is Walley v. Whitchurch Urban Distiict

Council (vol. xii., p. 591), in which damages were
recovered against the council for injuries to a mare,

owing to the collapse of a road at a point whei'c a

sewer had been laid, the trench not haring been pro-

perly filled up.

The authority were more fortunate u\ Devlin v.

Londonderry Corporation (vol. xii., p. 620), which was
an action for personal injury sustained bj" the plaintiff

owing to a hole in a footpath which had been allowed

to get into bad repair. This being a case of mci'e

non-feazance, as distinguished from mis-feazance, the

action failed. Also in Tregellas v. London County

Council (vol. xii., p. 696), where it was held that the

council were not liable for personal injuries sus-

tained by the plaintiff, who while riding on a ti-\ni-

car was struck in the eye by the overhanging brancli

of a tree growing in a public park vested in the

council.

In Locke-King v. Wokinj Urban District Council

(vol. xii., p. 696) the plaintiff asked for a declaration

that he was entitled to enclose certain strips of waste
land lying between his boundary fence and the

metalled part of the highway, instead of which the

Court made an (u-der declaring that the strips foinied

part of the highway. _ '
'

'

In liegina v. Budden (vol. xii., p. 748) tke'Court

refused to quash a conviction for enci"oaching on a

highway, notwithstanding that the defendant claimed

the ownership in the soil of the land encroached

upon. The question of ownership in such pi'oceed-

ings is irrelevant. The only question is whether the

D
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land forms pai-t of the highway, and that is a ques-
tion of fact for the niagisti'ate to decide.

Rating.

Finally, ive have to note the important decision

of the House of Lords in Overseers of Lambeth r.

London County Council (vol. xii., p. 135), in which it

was decided (confirming the .Coui-t of Appeal) that
a park vested in the council as custodians and
trustees for the public, and incapable of becoming a
source of pecuniary profit, is not assessable to the
poor rate,

A Survey ©f the Leglstation of 1897
IN CONNECTION WITH E^UNICIPAL ENCINEERiNC.

The past session has not been very productive of

legislation affecting matters of public health so far
as England is concerned. The Public Health (Scot-
land) Act, 1897, however, has the distinction of being
the longest statute of the year, comprising 196 sec-

tions. It consolidates and amends the law relating
to public health in Scotland, and is divided into

twelve parts. Part I. appoints the Local Govei-nment
Board for Scotland to be the central authority for the
execution of the Act, and confers on that board
power (upon the application of a parish council or
ten ratepayers, or on the report of one of the board's
own inspectors) to hold an inquiry as to the sanitary
condition of a district. Part II. nominates the vari-

ous local authorities for tlie execution of the Act,
and provides for the appointment of medical oflieers

of health and sanitary inspectors. Part III. consists
of sanitary provisions directed against nuisances, and
is framed to a great extent upon tlie same lines as
the nuisance clauses of the Public Health (London)
Act, 1891, with the variations necessitated by the
diii'erences of locality and legal procedure. Special
powers are confen-ed for the replacement of foul
ditches, &c., by sewers, for . the erection of public
conveniences, the prohibition and regulation of offen-

sive businesses, the licensing of slaughter-houses,
and the regulation of pig-styes. There is one im-
portant provision in this j)art of the Act which -we

think is of a rather novel, though undoubtedly of a
very salutary character—namely, that a local autlior-

ity may be proceeded against by the county council
in respect of nuisances caused in connection with the
removal, treatment or disposal of street or house
refuse. This part also contains clauses relative to

the scavenging and cleansing of highways, the jiuri-

fication of filthy houses, the cleansing of boundary
watercourses, and the periodical removal of manui-e
from mews, stables and other premises ; as well as
provisions for the inspection and destruction of un-
sound food. Part III., which is directed to the pre-
vention and mitigation of disease, renders the Infec-

tious Diseases (Notification) Act, 1889, applicable
(whether adopted or not) to every district in Scot-
land, and provides for the inspection of premises
where infectious disease is supposed to exist, the
disinfection of premises and bedding, &c., the inflic-

tion of penalties on persons letting non-disinfected
premises or making false statements in relation
thereto, the removal to hospitals and detention of
infected persons without proper lodging, and pro-
hibitions (sanctioned by jienalties) against the ex-
posure of infected persons and things, the sendino-

to school of chikU'en infected oi' fi-om infected houses,
the carrying on of business by infected persons, and
the carriage of such persons in public conveyances.
There are also clauses empowering the medical
officer of health, in the case of infectious diseases
attributable to milk, to inspect dairies and prohibit
the supply, and for compelling dairymen to give
lists of customers, and of the fai>mers, &c,, supply-
ing them ; and provisions prohibiting the retention,
in a living-room, or the removal from a hospital
(except for bui-ial) of the bodies of persons dying
from infectious diseases, and for securing the dis-

infection of public conveyances used for conveying
such bodies, and for the making of by-laws as to
public conveyances. Local authorities are further
empowered to provide hospitals, conveyances for
infected persons, mortuaries (to which latter the

shei-iff may in certain cases order the removal of
bodies), and post-mortem hovtses, and to make by-
laws as to houses let in lodgings. This part of the
Act concludes with clauses for the regulation of
dwelling tents and vans and underground dwellings,
and a short section empowering the authority to de-
fray the cost of vaccination of " such persons as to
them may seem expedient." Part IV. deals with
the prevention of epidemic diseases, the central
authority being empowered to make regulations for
the mitigation of such diseases, which are to be en-
forced by local authorities as well as (if so directed
by the board) by customs and coastguard officers.

Part V. provides for the registration and regula-
tion of common lodging-houses, the local authority
being empowered to make by-laws, to require addi-
tional water supplj', to order reports from lodging-
house keepers, and to remove sick persons to hospitals,

&c. Part VI. deals -witli the important subjects of
sewers, drains and water supply. All sewers (not
being private property or under the management of
special commissionei-s), with their appurtenances
and appliances, are to vest in the local authority.
There is no definition either of a sewer or a drain in
the interpretation clause of the Act, but the exclu-
sion of sewers which are private properiy from the
vesting clause will, no doubt, tend to simplify in
Scotland the solution of the troublesome combined
di'ainage question with Avhich we are so familiar
here. Powers are given to the local authority both
to make and purchase sewers, and where necessary
for purposes of outfall or distribution tlie powers of
construction are (subject to an order of the central
authority after inquiry) to extend to places without
the district, there beirfg clauses for the protection
of railways, canals, &c., affected by sewers. The
utilisation of sewage and entiy by the authority on
private lands for sewer pm-poses are also provided
for, and further sections deal with the i-ight of
owners and occupiers of premises to connect their
drains with sewers, j)enalties for unauthorised con-
nections, building over and trapping sewers and
drains, the disposal and purification of trade refuse,
obstruction of sewers, house drainage and special
drainage districts. Then follow provisions enabling
the local authority to require water to be supplied
to houses, to themselves undertake water supply,
and for that piu-pose to combine with other author-
ities ; and for the constitution of special water supply
districts. Penalties are imposed on manufacturers
emptying trade refuse into streams, &c., used for
water supply, and the Waterworks Clauses Acts,
1847 and 1863 (with certain exceptions from the
former), are incorporated. The I'emaining portions
of the Act deal with rating and borrowing powers,
acquisition of lands, legal proceedings, port sanitary
authority, miscellaneous matters, saving clauses and
repeals.

Turning from the longest Act of the session to
one of the shortest, we note the Cleansing of Persons
Act, 1897, which empowers a local authority on
application to allow the free use of apparatns for
cleansing the persons and clothing of applicants from
T'ermin, with a proviso that the use of the apparatus
is not to be considered as parochial relief. Sanction
is also given to the expenditure of money by local

authorities on buildings, appliances and attendants
for the carrying out of- the Act, the expenses to be
payable ou4 of any rate or fund applicable for
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general sanitary pui-poses or the relief of the poor.

This Act extends to the whole of Great Britain and

Ireland.

Another short but useful addition to the statute-

book is the District Councils (Water Supply Facili-

ties) Act, 1897, which is to be read with the Im-
provement of Land Act, 1864. The latter statute,

we may remind our readers, contains numerous pro-

visions enabling owners of limited interests in land

to execute certain improvements (in which, by sec.

31 of the Public Health Act, 1875, sewage works
are included) and to charge the land with the cost.

The object of the present Act is the giving of facili-

ties for a pure water supply in rural districts, and
it is thereby enacted that where any such limited

owner contributes to the cost incurred by a district

council in supplying water to his land his contribu-

tion may, with the sanction of the Board of Agri-

culture, be charged on the land in the manner pro-

vided by the Act of 186-i. Where the owner and the

council agree that the contribution shall be payable

by half-yearly instalments the charge may be in

favour of the council, in addition to water rate, but
no charge is to extend beyond a term of twenty-five

years. The Board of Agriculture have a discretion

to sanction the charge, (notwithstanding that the

water supply will not enhance the yearly value of

the land), in cases where it will be beneficial to resi-

dents or labourers on the land. Moreover, where
the annual payments under a charge would not ex-

ceed the amount of the v.-atci' rate the board may
execute the charge on such information as they think

fit, and the requirements of the Act of 1864 with re-

spect to the foiTualitics to precede a charge are to be

dispensed with.

The Infant Life Protection Act, 1897 (which was
promoted by the London County Council) repeals

the Infant Life Protection Act, 1872, and contains

fuller and more stringent j)rovisions for the attain-

ment of the object indicated in the title. Any per-

son taking for hire more than one child under five

yeai's of age foi' uui'sing, &e., apart from their

parents, for more than forty-eight hours, must within

that period give notice (with particulars of names,
ages and sex of the children, names of the persons

fi'om whom they were received, &c.) to the local

authority

—

i.e., in the County of London the London
County Council, in the City of London the Common
Council, and in other places the board of guardians.

When a child is removed from the care of such per-

son further notice has to be given. The various

local authorities are to provide for the execution of

the Act in their distiicts, and for that purpose to

make inquiries and appoint inspectors and other

ofiicers (who may, when necessary, apply for a

magistrate's order to enter premises for the purposes
of the Act) ; also to fix the number of infants under
five yeai's of age to be retained on any premises. Any
person taking a child under two yeai's of age in con-

sideration of a payment down not exceeding £20,
without any agreement for further payment, as value
for its bringing up, is to give notice to the local

authoi'ity within forty-eight hours, upon pain of foi--

feiting the premium paid; and, if necessary, the child

may be removed to the workhouse by direction of the

Court having cognizance of the case. Should any
child in respect of which the Act i-equires notice be
kept in unfit or overci'owded premises, or be taken by
an unfit person, it may be removed to the workhouse
by direction of the local authority, enforceable by
magistrate's order. A person who has been convicted
under the Prevention of Cruelty to and Protection of

Children Acts, or Irom whose care any child has been
removed under the present Act, is disqualified from
taking a child for hire imless with the consent of the
local authority (which it is to be hoped would never
be given). In case of the death of a child in respect
of which the Act requires notice, its custodian must
notify the coroner within twenty-four hours, and
unless a doctor's certificate of the cause of death can
be fui'nished an inquest is to be held. The failui'e to

observe any requirement of the Act constitutes an

oifence punishable by a maximum penalty of £5 or

not more than six months' imprisonment. Expenses
incurred by the authority in the execution of the Act
are to be defrayed out of the local rate, and all penal-

ties are to be paid to the authority and applied (o

pui'poses to which that rate is applicable. The Act
is not to apply to relatives or guardians of children,

to persons taking childi-en under Poor Law provisions

or Local Government Board order, or to hospitals,

convalescent homes or charitable institutions. The
Act applies also to Scotland and Ireland -with the

necessary variations.

An instance of thecui'ious lack of system, character ••

istic of some of oui" legislation, is afforded by the

amendments to tJie Local Government Act, 1894.

Although these amendments extend to four short

sections only, they are contained in two separate

statutes

—

viz., the Local Government Act, 1897,

and the Local Government (Joint Committees)

Act, 1897. The first of these repeals Rule (1)

in Part I. of the fii'st schedule to the principal

Act (requiring the annual assembly of the

parish meeting to be held within seven days of the

25th March), and provides that such assembly shall

be held between 1st March and 1st April, both inclu-

sive ; also that any person who has entered into

residence on or before 25th March shall (if other-

wise qualified) bo eligible as a parish councillor at

the elections of the succeeding year, although his

period of residence may be under a year. The second

Act enacts that where a joint committee is appointed,

under sec. 53 of the principal Act, for the purposes

of the Burial Acts, the expenses, money borrowed

and receipts .shall be divided by the councils appoint-

ing the committee in such proportions as they may
agree, or (in default of agreement) as may be deter-

mined by the county council or (if one of the ap-

pointing councils is the council of a county borough)

by the Local Government Boai-d. The consent of

the latter body is required to borrowing for burial

pui'poses, but that consent is to be conclusive, and

no other consent is required. Part IV. of the first,

schedule to the principal Act is to apply to the pro-

ceedings of the committee, and any difference asto the

constitution of that body may be determined by the

Local Government Board. Wliere there is no parish

council references in this Act to a council include a

parish meeting, which is to have the same borrowing

powers for burial purposes.

The Parish Councils Casual Vacancies (Scotland)

Act, 1897, is to be construed as one. with the Local

Government (Scotland) Act, 1894. Its scope is

sufficiently indicated in the title, which bears a

measurable proportion to the dimensions of the Act

itself.

The Public Offices (Whitehall) Site Act, 1897,

provides for the acquisition of a new site for the

War Office " and such other public ofiices as may bo

determined." For this purpose the Act authorises

the issue out of the Consolidated Fund of a sum not

exceeding £500,000. The site being Crown property,

subject to certain outstanding leases, estates and
interests, the consideration paj-able to the Crown is

to be agreed between the Treasurj- and Commis-
sioners of Woods, or in default of agreement to be

fixed by a surveyor appointed by the former, and is

to be paid to such commissioners and applied as

part of the capital of the land revenues of the Crown.

Other claims are to be settled under the Lands
Clauses Acts, with certain modifications. There are

also provisions for the extinction of rights of way
and other easements, powers of entry for surveying,

&c., and protection of gas, water and electric works.

In order to provide money for the issue of the re-

quired snm, the Treasury is authorised to borrow by

means of terminable annuities for not exceeding fifty

years.

The Public Works Loans Act, 1897. contains pro-

visions for the granting of moneys for the purpose

of certain local loans, for the amendment of the law

respecting the local loans fund and loans made there-

outj and for the remission of cei-tain loans by the
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Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland and the

Public Works Loans Commissioners.

The County Dublin Surveyor's Act, 1897, provides

for the appointment of one and the same person to

hold the office of county or distiicl sLiiveynr for both

the road districts in that county, mid lor t lie ;i|i|ii>int-

mentof assistant surveyors audllio regulation of the

salai'ies of these officials.

The Congested Districts (Scotland) Act, 1897,

contains provisions for the adniiui.sl ration of sums

available for the improvement of ron-cstcd districts

in the highlands and islands of Scotland. Among
other powers conferred on the commissioners thereby

appointed, they are authorised to aid the providing of

lio-hthouses, piers, roads, bridges and footpaths,

and such assistance may be given either by way of

gift, loan, or sale at cost pi-ice.

Reference may also be made hei-e to the Parish

Councils Casual Vacancies (Scotland) Act, 1897, and

the Post Office and Telegraph Act, 1897. The scope

of the former is sufficiently indicated in its title.

The latter contains provisions {hitcr alia) with

respect to expenses incurred by parish councils in

Scotland under the Post Office Acts.

Before proceeding to notice the Metropolis Water
Act, 1897, it may be of interest to i-efer briefly to

the proceedings in connection with the Bills pro-

moted by the London County Council for acquiring

the undertakings o E the metropolitan vv ater companies

.

Upon the motion for the second reading of the Bill

relating to the Chelsea company, Mr. Chaplin an-

nounced that the Government proposed to oppose

the second reading of these Bills and to appoint a

Royal Commission upon the subject, and that in the

meanwhile something might be done by the intro-

duction of a measure to strengthen the position of

the water consumer in the metropolis. The Bill

being thrown out, the seven others were withdrawn,

and the Act already inferred to was subsequently

passed. It empowers any water consumer or local

authority to complain to the Railway and Canal

Commission as to any breach of statutory duty or

as to the quantity or quality of water supplied ; the

Commission being authorised to hear and determine

the complaint and make an order, inflict penalties

and award damages against the defaultiBg company.

Local authorities may aid any water consumer in

obtaining the determination of any question of in-

terest to consumers within their district with respect

to the quantity or quality of water supplied or the

charges made by any of the metropolitan companies.

The Metropolis Water Acts of 1852 and 1871 are to

extend to the whole of the area which any of the

companies is authorised to supply. Meanwhile the

promised Royal Commission has been appointed to

inquire whether it is desirable that the undertakings

of the companies should be acquired and managed
by one or more, and what authority or authoiities

;

and, if not, whether any and what additional powers

of control shoiild be conferred on local or other

authorities, and whether and how it is possible to

connect any two or more of the companies' systems.

The Land Transfer Act, 1897, is directed to ren-

dering compulsory the voluntary system of land

registration which has been such a conspicuous

failui-e under the Act of 1875. It provides that her

Majesty may, by order in council, declare, as respects

any county or part of a county, that after a given
date registi'ation of title to land is to be compulsory
on sale. Before any oi'der is made, however, six

months' notice, with a copy of the proposed order,

has <o be given to the council of the county selected

as the corpus vile for experiment. If within three

months after receipt of the notice the county coun-

cil, at a meeting specially called for the purpose,

at which two-thirds of the whole number of the

members shall be present, resolve that compulsoi-y

registration would not be desirable, the order is

not to be made. It is understood that it is in con-

templation that the first experiment shall be tried in

the county of London. It is to be hoped, however,

that the London County Council will seriously con-

sider, before the time limited for the exercise of their

veto has expired, what is likely to be the effect of

the sudden influx into an untried public department
of the numerous dealings with land which daily take

place in this county, and the vast, various and com-
plex interests therein involved. The experiment of

compulsion, if tried at all, should surely be first tried

in some smaller field of operations, where the risks

of failure are not so great. " Good wice needs no
bush," and if this new scheme should be proved to

be successful in some small area, it would doubtless

be welcomed by degrees all over the kingdom.

Among the Bills brought forward dui-ingthe ses-

sion vs'hich were either rejected, dropped or with-

drawn, may be mentioned the following

—

vis., the

Burials Grounds Loans (Scotland) Bill, the Burials

Bill, the Cemeteries Rating Bill, the Commons
Regulation Bill, the Congested Districts Board
(Ireland) Compulsory Purchase Powers Bill, the

County Councils (Advances) Bill, the County Coun-

cils (Qualification of Women) Bill, the County
Councillors (Qualification of Women) Scotland Bill,

the County Government (Ireland) Bill, the Coimty
Secretaries Superannuation (Ireland) Bill, the County
Surveyors (Ireland) Amendment Bill, the Electric

Lighting Acts Amendment Bill, the Highways Bill,

the Local Authorities (Scotland) Loans Bill, the

Local Authorities Officers' Supeiunnuation Bill, the

Local Government Act, 1894, (Amendment) Bills

(two in number, one bi'ought in by J\Ir. Hobhouse
and one by Mr. Cozens-Hardy) , the two Local Govern-

ment Act, 1888, Amendment Bills (respectively in-

troduced by Mr. Bigwood and Mr. Broadhurst), the

Local Government (Aldershot and Farnborough)

Bill, the Local Government (County Council Clerks)

Bill, two Bills to amend the Local Government
(Scotland) Act, 1894, the Locomotives on Highways
Bill, the London Water Companies Amalgamation
Bill, the Plumbers' Registration Bill, the Public

Health Acts Amendment Bill (dropped after the

second reading), the Rating of Machinery and Rating

of Machinery Suspensory Bills, the Rating (Places

of Worship and Schools) Bill, the Retirement of

Vestrymen and Auditors (LondonJ Bill, the Rivers

Pollution Prevention Bill, the Street Koises Bill, and

the Vehicles (Lights) Bill.

Among the local Acts which have been added to

the statute-book during the past year are sevei-al pro-

moted by the London County Council, by which the

following schemes received the sanction of Parlia-

ment : A new street from Tabard-street to Borough
High-street and a widening of Long-lane, South-

wark, at an estimated cost of £207,400 ; the widen-

ing of Battersea Park-road and improvement of a

railway bridge, estimated cost £20,930 ; the widen-

inc of Holloway-road, estimated cost £8,950 ; the

widening of Old-street and Goswell-road, estimated

cost £193,000 ; the making of a new street (Tower

bridge northern approach), at an estimated cost of

£219,000; the widening of the Strand between

St. Mary's and St. Clement's churches and the de-

molition of the Holywell-street block, estimated cost

£569,130 ; and the widening of Tottenham Coiirt-

road at the Oxford-street end, estimated cost

£53,860. The enactments relating to the three last-

mentioned schemes include " betterment " clauses.

By one of the Bills as drafted it was proposed to

extend the Chelsea embankment, but this part of

the scheme was thrown out in committee. Another

Act empowers the council to construct a passenger

subway under the Thames between Greenwich and

Millwall, the cost being estimated at £70,500. In

addition to the above, schemes have been approved

under the Housing of the Working Classes Act deal-

ing with areas at Euston-road, Clare Market (in-

cluding part of the site of Millbank penitentiary),

Drury - lane. Borough - road and Falcon - street.

Borough. Last, but not least, in this connection we
may mention the Highgate Woods Presei-vation Act,

authorising the acquisition by the council of Clnirch-

yard Bottom Wood, Highgate, for a public open

space,
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Amonff other local Acts may be speciBed two

Birkenhead and Bonrnemouth Corporation Acts, the

Bristol Corporation and Dock Acts, the City ot

London Sewers Act (dissolving the Commissioners

of Sewers and transferrin,;; their powers and duties

to the corijoration) ; the Dublin, Edinburgh, Glas-

gow Great Yarmouth, Harrogate, Huddersheld,

Kingston-upon-Hull, Leeds, Leicester, Plymouth

andljheffield Corporation Acts ; the Liverpool City

Churches, Corporation Loans and Coi-poration Tram-

ways Acts ; the Llandudno Urban District Council

Act the Southampton Corporation Tramways^Act,

and'the Torquay and Tynemouth Coiiioration Water

Acts.

The Principal Features of Electric Lighting

Systems.—1.

Having regard to the extraordinary growth of

electric iTghting stations in this country during the

past eight years, it is worthwhile dwelling upon

some of the main features that present themselves

in the working of these various systems. It is,

perhaps, hardly necessary to say that the electricity

supply of this country is divided into two great

systems—the high-pressuro alternating current and

the low-pressure continuous current. For some

time opinions were sharply divided as to which was

the better of the two, and many fierce controversies

raged in the various electrical institutions on the

advantages and disadvantages of each. There were

ardent advocates who maintained against all comers

that the high-pressure alternating system was the

one best adapted to meet the needs of electricity

consumers ; on the other hand, the apostles of the

low-pressure system pointed out the dangers of the

alternating, the difficulty of introducing it into

the house.s the impossibility of combining it with

storage, and the difficulty of using it for motive-

poweV purposes. The low-pressure continuous cur-

rent was held to be perfectly safe, both at the gener-

ating station and in the consumers' houses; it

readily lent itself to a system of storage, and was

applied to power purposes with as much ease as it

was to lighting. Even now there is much divergence

of opinion as to which system is destined to settle

the question ; and, althongh the din of controver.sy

has somewhat died away, one now and again finds

the question very sharply discussed in town councils

and other places.

CHOICE OP A SYSTEM.

A consideration, however, of the growth of elec-

tric lighting in this country seems to reveal one

thing very clearly, and that i.s that advance has

beeirmadc not on one system alone, but on both
;

and althongh at the present time there may be a

larger number of alternating current stations, low-

prepare continuous stations have lagged behind

very little. Altogether there are at the present

time some seventy-two high-pressure alternating

stations and sixty-seven low-pressure continnona

current. There is little doubt that the whole ques-

tion of determining the most suitable system depends

entirely upon the district which has to be served.

It is obvious that in a long, straggling and scattered

district, where buildings are not thickly clustered

together, a system of electricity snpply must bo

adopted which will be economical in transmission

and will not necessitate extraordinary oatlay in con-

ductors. The pressnre or voltage of a system may

be increased irrespective of the size of the copper

mains; and as we have to deal with the product of

voltage multiplied by amperes, which gives us watts,

it is clear that we reeiiiire a copper main of less si/.e

if we increase the voltage rather than the amperes.

To give a practical illnstration, if we want to trans-

mit electric energy equivalent to 50,000 watts, we

may do this in two ways—we may send it through

the conductors in the shape of an electric current of

50 amperes at a pressnre of 100 volts. Now, 50

amperes will require a certain definite-sized main.

We will assume for the moment that it will be one-

twentieth of an inch, because one of the rnlea that

more or less govern the distribution of electric

energy states that the carrying capacity of a copper

conductor is 1,000 amperes per square inch. Sup-

posing, however, we transm.it our 50,000 watts iil

anotirer form ; we can do it in the form of 5 amperes

at 1,000 volts, and by doing this we can at once re-

duce the size of the main to one-tenth of what is

necessary when transmitting 50 amperes at 100

volts. ;df coarse, these are impracticable figures and

are never met with in actual work, but they serve to

show what an important bearing the voltage has

upon the size of the main.

Coming back to the straggling districts referred to,

it is clear' that the initial expense of the undertaking

will be materially reduced if we employ less copper

in the mains. Of course it is hardly necessary to

remark that copper is a somewhat expensive product

at the present moment ; therefore, if we can get our

enero-y delivered at a certain point with a smaller

main than is necessary with another system, it is

obvious such a system will be generally employed.

Diloreover, there is another point to consider, and

that is that there is a certain amount of loss in any

conductor when a current of electricity is passing.

The loss arises from the resistance of the conductor,

and if we send in a current at one end of a line which

is of considerable length we shall find at the other

end a certain drop in the pressure or voltage. This

drop in pressure is a very important question, because

it may mean all the difference between a good light

and a bad light ; and when an incandescent lamp,

which is usually employed at a pressnre of 100 volts

is supplied with current at a voltage of 92, we

we get very little more than a red-hot filament. One

or two volts would not be appreciable, but it is an

important clause in the Act of Parliament that the

pressnre at the terminals of a lamp shall not vary

more than -1 per cent. ; that is to say, if any 100- volt

lamp is being supplied at 95 volts it is open to

the consumer to r.iise very serious objection. We
see, therefore, that in a long length of conductor it

is cheaper, in the first place, to use a current which

necessitates less copper, and which to some extent

guards against any loss of energy.

HIGH I'KF.SsrKK.

It has come to be regarded that in a district

covering a wide area ' the only system that

can bo effectually adopted is a high-pressure

one. When a high-prassure current is u.sed it is

usually of an alternating nature, and this arises from

the fact that an alternating current is more readily

transformed or converted into a usable condition

I

than any other form of high-pressure current. For
' example, in using a high-pressure continuous cur-

rent it is necessary, in order to convert it into u.sable

form, to employ some form of revolving mechanism,

generally termed rotary transformers; but the de-

tails of "this apparatus will be considered subse-

quently. An alternating high-pressure current is

transformed down to the lamp voltage by means of

static transformers, which ara nothing more than

pvimarv coils of wire surrounded by thicker or

secondary coils. It is these features which have to

some extent been responsible for the progress in the

general use that has been made in the alternating

systems.

But there are some objections, and although they

are not to-day as apparent as they were fonr or five

years ago, they are still very real. It is impossible

to use with this system any method of storage, for

one of the fundamental laws is that you cannot charge
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an accnmDlator or secondary Lattery by means of an
alternating cnrrent ; therefore by this system we
are precluded from employing any system whatever
of secondary batteries unless some special machinery
is provided, the function of which will be spoken of
later; moreover, an alternating current does not
lend itself veiy readily to driving purposes. This
is a very important question in manj' towns, and
when we consider that at Bradford there are elec-
tric motors on the circuits equivalent to COO
horse-power, it is clear that in some cases it would
be more advantageous to adopt some system which
gives facilities for tlie application of electric motors

Low FHKSSIKH.
There is, of course, always more danger in nsing

currents of high pressure than when employing
those of low pressure, but at the present moment
this danger may be said to be entirely confined to
those who have charge of the running of electrical
machinery. It would be a very remote contingency
indeed with the present arrangement of systems for

a high-pressure alternating current to enter a con-
sumer's house. Formerly the conversion of an
alternating cnrrent was done in the consumer's pre-
mises by means of a static transformer, and to some
extent this is still being done in some of the other sys-
tems, but in no works that have been erected during
the past six years have electi-ical transformers been
introduced into the house. In a small and compact
district a general pr,ictice is to employ a low-pres-
sure continuous system; and, of course, where a
small area is covered there is not likely to arise
much loss of energy, and, moreover, the size of the
distributing mains would not be larger than those
required in the distribution of a high-pressure alter-
nating system. Such a system at once gives us all

the advantages that accrue from the storing of elec-
tricity—it needs no expensive apparatus for trans-
forming, there is practically no danger either to the
consumers or to persons engaged in running
the plant or working on the mains ; moreover,
there is a point that has not been referred to

in which this system gains, and tiat is, it

is not necessary, as a rule, to take such pre-
cautions in insulating the mains as in the case of a
high-pressure alternating system. In small towns
the storage of electricity is a very important con-
sideration, for by means of accnmnlators it is pos-
sible to shut down machinery at a late hour of the
evening and rely entirely on the accumulators meet-
ing any demand that is likely to arise. It permits
of the entire staif going home, and the central station
employing accumulators can bo completely shut up
and left to take care of itself. An alternating station
necessitates some portion of the machinery being
always kept running

; all through the night a de-
mand is likely to arise, and there must be some
means of meeting this, even if it be only one lamp.
The necessity of always keeping the machine in
motion may be occasionally a somewhat expensive
one, for it means that the machine which is capable
of supplying several hundred lamps is sometimes
only supplying a few

; that is to say, the machine
under such circumstances cannot be running very
economically. The case is entirely different, how-
ever, with accumulators, for they can meet all de-
mands with practically the same efficiency.

There are many cases in this country where high-
pressure systems have been used in towns that one
would have thought would have been better supplied
by a low-pressure continuous system, and there are
cases where exactly the reverse has been done, and
we see towns in which a low-pressure continuous
system is strugging to cope with the demands of an
outlying district which could well and effectually
have been done by a high pressure. It might have
been expected that with tho marked advantages pre-
sented by a low pressure it would have shown a
greater economy in the cost of working; but such,
however, is not the case, for to all intents and pur-
poses there is not a great variation in the cost. As
a matter of fact a low-piessuro continuous and a
high-pressure alternating station are practically alike
in the total cost per Board of Trade unit.

iunscipai Work In Biritiingham.

THE NEW CITY MEAT MARKET AND SLAUGHTER-HOUSES.

On Wednesday, October 27th, the new city meat
market and slaughter-houses at Birmingham were
opened by the lord mayor, the Right Hon. Sir James
Smith. Being in Birmingham on a recent occasion,
we did not fail to take advantage of our opportunity
to visit a mnnicipal structure which is probably
unique of its kind. But before recording our im-
pressions and giving details of the building we may,
by way of introduction, give a brief account of the
inception and realisation of the scheme. For many
years it had been recognised that the provision of
a new wholesale meat market, combined with public
slanghter-honses, was not only one of those muni-
cipal works of a public character which the corpora-
tion should take in hand, but that it was also one of
the most urgent. The necessity for the abolition of
private slaughter-houses and the substitution for
them of public abattoirs under the direct control of
the municipal authorities is universally admitted
and anay now be said to have passed beyond the
stage of discussion. Inadequate accommodation, in-
sanitary surroundings and needless cruelty to animals
areonly a few of the many objectionable conditions
which make municipal working of slaughter-houses
absolutely imperative. In the case of Birmingham
two causes had for some years past combined more
prominently than others to render the old St. Martin's
market quite inadequate and unsnited to the busi-
ness carried on there. The rapid increase in the
population of the city and district had necessarily
brought with it a large development in the meat
trade, and the conditions under which the slauo-hter

of aniTuals had been conducted had, from a sanitary
point of view, been most unsatisfactory.
An important considei'ation for Birmingham was

the retention of its position as the centre for the meat
trade of the midland counties, and it was obvious,
rtnder the circumstances, that, if this supremacy
was to be permanent, provision of new ])remises
should not only be no longer del.tyed, but that when
erected they should fulfil certain conditions. They
would require to be adequate in ai'ea, centrally situ-

ated, and convenientlyandcommodiously constructed.
In January, 1891, the city council authorised the
purchase of the site upon which the new meat
market and slaughter-houses have been erected, coin-
prising 12,243 square yards. The cost, including
the acquisition of certain leasehold interests, was
£39,553. The area now built upon comprises 11,605
square yards, the remainder of the freehold pur-
chased being held on an unexpired lease, which the
corporation have not acquired.
The Markets and Fairs Committee, in order to

obtain the fullest possible information as to the
erection by other authoiities of buildings specially
adapted for this particular business, appointed a
sub-committee to visit markets and slaughtering
establishments in Germany and at home. An ex-
haustive report was prepared by this sub-committee,
showing the progress which had been made in other
places with respect to the provision of such estab-
lishments, and dealing fully with the general princi-

ples upon which they have been designed and are
being conducted. Plans were then invited from a
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lirjiited number of architects, the late ilr. James

Mm-gatroyd, F.E.i.B.A.,of Manchester, being appointed

consulting architect to the committee. The design

selected was that of Messrs. Essex, Nicol & Good-

man, Birmingham, who were entrusted by the city

council with the carrying out of the scheme. Tenders

were invited for the erection of the buildings, and

tliat of Mr. John Bowen, of Birmingham, was ac-

cepted. Tlie foundation-stone was laid by the

chairman of the Markets and Fairs Committee,

Councillor E. Parkes, m.p., on July 24, 1895.

The committee, not without reason, hold that the

accommodation now provided will be of considerable

advantage to the city in general and to the meat

trade in particular, and that the improved sanitaiy

conditions under which the business will be con-

ducted and the general convenience of the buildings

and fittings will give satisfaction to all concerned.

For pui'poses of description the building may be

divided into the following sections : (1) Market hall,

for the sale of meat; (2) official block and slaughter-

houses, for the wholesale trade, adjoining Sherlocke-

street East
; (3) basement, in which is situated the

engine-rooms, cold stores and chill-rooms
; (4) block

of buildings to be used as tripery, &c.; and (5)

slaughter-halls.

WHOLESALE MEAT MARKET HALL.

The visitor who makes his way to the Bradford-

street front of the building, of which we give an

illustration, will find himself facing the central and

largest building of the block. This is the wholesale

meat market hall, which runs straight through from

Bradford-sti^eet to Cheapside, and, as will be seen

from the ground plan, which we reproduce, it is

separated on each side fi-om the slaughtering estab-

lishments by a covered roadway for carts and

waggons. The position and dimensions of the market

hall, together with the roadways, are as decided by

the committee in consultation with the consulting

architect. Both ends are out of square, one side

being longer than the other, owing to the necessity

for the twenty slaughter-houses on one side being

made as wide as possible. The difficulty of roofing

so large a space with hipped ends has been overcome
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Birmingham Meat Market: Interior of Market Hall.

by the introduction of a long column at both ends,

which carries a lattice girder supporting the irregu-

lar rafters. It has been objected to the arrange-

ment that externally the end of the building next

Bradford-street is not parallel with the water tower,

but this objection is considei'ed to be more than

counterbalance 1 by the practical and economical

reasons which have lead to the airangement adopted.

The eaves of the roof project beyond the line of the

wall, to ke?p out the direct ray.s of the sun as much
as possible. The roof lights are continuous, having

also projecting eaves. The hall is 365 ft. in length

by yO ft. broad, the height of the side walls

being 35 ft., and the height to the ridge 65 ft. It

is fitted for hanging over 3,000 sides of beef in

seventy-three market stands, and is divided by two
longitudinal and three cross avenues.

What a strangely interesting sight met our gaze

on stepping into this vast hall ! It is one of the first

establishments where a complete .system of overhead

travelling rails has been carried out. The meat, on

being hoisted to roller-hook height, may remain

BjKMiKiiHAM Meat Market: View in Market Hall,
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suspended while being conveyed to and from the

market ; it may be taken to any of the ^^ventj -thiee

market spaces for sale; it may be °o^\ey«d to he

covered roadways for carting away or <" to the

lifts and taken down, still suspended, (o the chill-

rooms in the basement, from which ^t may subse-

quently be returned in the same way. Considerable

Lnble was taken by the committee and he nrchi-

tects to obtain the best system of travelling i ails

fvnd switches, the ultimate decision lying bet vvecn

a foreign system of twin trave hug rails with catch-

point switches and the usual single rail fitted ho^^-

ever with Ma.^cwell's balanced rising lever-bridge

switches. Ultimately the latter system was adopted,

on account of its simplicity. The wonderful com-

bination of mechanism to be seen m this great ha

is an ino-enious and complicated arrangement ot wail

hoists, Vi^lleys, chains, hooks, rails and hangers.

The contractors for the completion o these over-

head rails and hoisting gear, as well as tor the

cattle, sheep and pig pens, scalding tubs, oammerals,

&c., were Messrs. Lockerbie & Wilkinson, Birming-

ham, who, we believe, are prepared to supply tnll

details to any surveyor who contemplates the erec-

tion of abattoirs. It is gratifying to learn .that all

the materials for this extensive municipal under-

taking have been manufactured at home. ihe

amount of the contract completed by this hrm was

£9 870
Let us crive a few more details of the central hall,

and then we shall ask our readei^ to accompany us

to other parts of the building. The market hall is

fitted with 1,216 incandescent electric amps ot 6^

and 25 candle-power and fifty-seven lamps ot .A)

candle-power. The salesmen's offices are placed m

the centre of the hall, over the stands, so as not to

take up the floor space below, and are approached

by two staircases, under which are public scale

offices. Two hydraulic lifts in the centre of the ha 1

communicate direct with the cold stores and chill-

rooms which have been constructed in the l)aseinent.

The floor of the hall forming the basement ceiling is

constructed of suspended concrete.
„ ^ . , ,

Two of our illustrations give an excellent idea ol

the interior of the hall and of the fittings.

OFFIOIAI, Br.OCK AND SI.AUGHTER-HOUSKS.

Tumino- out of the market hall by the Central

Cross-avenue on the occasion of the visit, we passed

into the covered roadway, on the opposite side ot

which is found a row of twenty slaughter-houses for

wholesale salesmen. Each slaughter-house is fatted

with the necessary apparatus for two sets ot men t^o

work at the same time. The series is fatted with

119 incandescent electric lamps of 32 candle-power

each and ninety-seven of 50 candle-power each. In

the yard outside the slaughter-house doors pens are

constructed for animals about to be slaug;litered ;

and, as wll be seen from the ground plan, this sec-

tion of the buildings can also be reached by the cattle

entrance in Sherlocke-street East. It will also be

seen that the buildings actually adjoining Sherlocke-

street consist of the offices for the superintendent ot

markets and meat inspector, caretaker s house, mess-

rooms, stable and van yard, and hide and fat stores.

Over the slaughter-houses lairage is provided tor

about 200 beasts, and over the block of offices for

about 500 sheep, &c., adjoining Sherlocke-street.

From the yard into which the cattle entrance leads

we found om- way to the lairage by means of a

sloping incline. This sloping way is divided into

New meat MARl^CTand SLAUGHTEIRHOUSES
BlF^MINCKAM

Gkound Pt.an.
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New Meat Market and Suaughterhouses
Birmingham
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three parts, one for ascent and one for descent, with
a drover's passage between. At the Cheapside end
of the yard a hydraulic lift is provided, to be used in
connection with the lairage, for casualties, or as may
be required.

A general view of this range of buildings illus-
trates a very important point-—the drainage. Prom
the concrete floors of the lairs the drainage flows
into open iron troughs i-unning along the outside
wall. From these it descends by iron shoots into
shallow open channels in the pavement of the yard.
The slaughter-house floors are arra,nged so that the
swilhngs flow directly into open gutters, and so into
the channels outside. At the boundary wall a catch-
pit IS provided. This has three levels, with meshed
screens successively increasing in fineness, so that
practically all solid matter is removed before the
drainage reaches the sewer. Nowhere in the place
IS there any pipe connected with the public sewer

;

in fact there is not a single pipe-drain except in the
basement, where, owing to the shallowness of the
sewers in the neighbourhood, pumping is necessary.
The solid refuse must necessarily be removed
promptly by hand, since otherwise it will accumu-
kte and form not only a nuisance but an obstruction.
To facilitate the systematic cleansing of the floors
and channels and the removal of refuse a small
trolley runs along rails in the yard adjoining the
slaughter-houses.

BASEMENT, TRIPEEY, &C.,
Before pursuing our fiu-ther investigations above

ground we descended into the basement, which, like
the lairs, is reached from the open yard entered
from Sherlocke-street East by the cattle entrance,
and has also a through connection with a roadway

opening both into Bradford-street and into Cheap-
side. At the Bradford-street end of the basement,
and underneath the wholesale market hall, is placed
the electric light engine-house, containing three P5
British horse-power Crossley gas engines, running
at 200 revolutions per minute, and driving by means
of belts three dynamos for generating electric energy
at 200 volts pressure. There is space for a fourth
engine and dynamo, which will shortly be required,
as the market will be more fully occupied immedi-
ately after theopeningthan was originally anticipated.

_

The engines are started by means of compressed
air, and the cooling water is circulated by electric-
ally-driven pumps. The wiring throughout is on
the concentric system, requiring no wooden casino,
and, being waterproof and safer than ordinary wir-
ing laid in wooden casing, is particularly adapted
for the purposes of this building. Storage batteries
are provided for lighting certain portions of the
building when the engines are not running. The
total cost of the electric light installation was about
£10,500. The engineers were Messrs. Henry Lee
& Thornbery, Birmingham, and the contractors
Messrs. Mavor & Coulson, Limited, Glasgow.
The Linde British Refrigeration Company, LimTted,
having leased from the corporation about two-
thirds of the market hall basement, have fitted
up, adjoining the electric light engine-room, an
engine-room containing three gas engines, ammonia
compressors, together with a dynamo for their own
electric light and motors. The cold stores and chill-
rooms have also been constructed by the Linde
Company, and will accommodate about 25,000 car-
cases of mutton and 300 sides of beef. Havino-
examined the cold storage andchill-rooms, weobserve
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that a considerable part of the basement has been
left unallotted, and ultimately we found ourselves

in the passage which leads from the cold stores to

the cattle entrance in Cheapside. On the left side

of this roadway is a continuous block of buildings

placed along the southern boundaiy of the site. On
the lower floor of the block, starting from the Brad-
ford-street end, is the boiler-house, containing two
large Lancashire boilers, for supplying hot water
and steam for all purposes connected with the

slaughtering of cattle and the treatment of tripe,

ropes, &c. Steam is conveyed to steam heaters

situated in the various departments, from which hot
water is supplied through taps in each slaughter-

house or other compartment. Steani is also con-

veyed to the scalding tubs in the pig slaughter-

house, and power is obtained from these boilers to

work two small pumps connected with the drainage
of the basement, which is below the level of the
Bradford-street sewer. Adjoining the boiler-house

is a small slaughter-house and a room for condemned
meat. On the ground floor, at the Cheapside end
of this block and immediately opposite the pig
slaughter-hall, is a lairage capable of accommodating
about 200 pigs. The first floor of this block of

buildings is set apart for the treatment of tripe,

ropes, blood, &c., and is connected with the yard
opposite by two small bridges, and with the ground
floor by a sloping way at the back.

SLACGHTEE-HALLS FOR PIGS, SHEEP, BEASTS, &C.

On the south side of the market hall, and on the
right-hand side at the top of the roadway leading
from it, is the pig slaughter-hall. This hall is 96 ft.

long by 40 ft. broad. It is divided, so far as its roof

is concerned, so as to collect the steam arising from
the scalding tubs. Pens are provided outside the
hall, with .special doors opening into small pens
inside, immediately in front of which the scalding-

tubs, six in all, are placed. The pigs are here
scalded, scraped and dressed on one side of the hall,

and the carcases hung on the opposite side. The
gearing and fittings are arranged for twelve sets of

men to be working at one time. The slaughter-hall
for beasts, sheep, calves, &c., is the continuation of

the same line of buildings, completing the block
fi'om Cheapside to Bradford-street. The fittings are
arranged at present for twenty-six sets of men, the
slaughtering to take place on one side of the hall

only. Should moi-e accommodation be required, the
other side of the hall may also be fitted for slaughter-
ing. A portion of this hall at the Bradford-street
end has been partitioned off, fitted up, and is being
used as an ofl'al market.

These halls ai-e constructed on the system princi-

pally adopted on the Continent, where slaughtering
is generally carried on in large open halls. Over
the large hall, and approached by two sloping ways,
one up and one down, from the yai-d at the rear, is

lairage accommodation for about 200 beasts and
500 sheep, &c. Lavatories, &c., are placed in con-
venient positions in the yards at the rear of both
blocks of slaughter-houses. At the Bradford-street
end of the yard adjoining the slaughter-halls is the
water tower. This contains at the top a tank 20 ft.

deep, holding about 45 tons of water. About one
day's supply of water will be kept here as reserve.
A large rain-water tank is also placed in the tower
and this, with four other tanks placed in various
positions on the site, is intended to serve the double

PIJVN or ENCINe ROOM

Birmingham Meat Market: Electr _,iqht Installation.
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PLAN OF LAIRAGE
New Meat Market and Slauohteirh.ouses

BlBMlNOHAM

purpose of stopping the rush of storm water from
the roofs, so as not to overcharge the drains in the

adjoining streets, and of supplying water for flush-

ing pui'poses.

The Markets and Fairs Committee cnnsisted of

Couucillor E. I'arkes, .M.i'. (chairman), the Lord
Mayor, Alderman E. W. Bowkett, and Councillors

H. Allen, J. Hunt, R. C. Jarvis, R. C. Marsh, R.

Nixon and J. Skinner. Mr. P. H. Edwards is super-

intendent of markets.

Proposals for a Benevolent Fund for Municipal

and County Engineers.

Tn the report of the council of the Association of

Municipal and Countj- Engineers presented at the

twenty-second annual meeting, held at Halifax in

1896,there was a paragraph to theeffect that theques-
tion of a benevolent fund had been again considei-ed

by the council, " and referred to a special committee
for considei'at^on and report."' So far as we are

aware no decision has since been come to on the.

subject, and the matter may therefore still be pre-

sumed to be under the consideration of the com-
mittee. It is an important matter—perhaps one of

the most important that has been dealt with in our
pages. There are, no doubt, difficulties in the way
of accomplishing what most, we imagine, will deem

i.—BY AN OLD MEMBER
MEMORANDUM AS TO GENERAL OUTLINES i

OF SCHEME.
Object.—To afford assistance to necessitous members,

|

their wives and families, and the widows and families

of deceased members. Qualification for assistance, five

years' membership.
Capitdl and Income.—Members to subscribe 5s. per

annum, and an entrance fee of lOs. 6d. for members

a most desirable object. That these difficulties are

not insuperable is shown by the fact that they have
been overcome in other professions, but how far the

conditions differ we do not at present propose to

discuss. What we do now is to set before Sdeveyor
readers a draft scheme for some such benevolent

fund as might be considered worthy of discussion, a

legal opinion thereon, and a third view of the matter-

in its financial aspect. If those most directly inter-

ested are enthusiastic for the establishment of a fund,

the material set forth below should provide a broad

basis for discussion, and something may be evolved

upon which future action n'lay be taken.

OF THE ASSOCIATION.

admitted after (date to be fixed). Members may com-
pound for their subscription on payment of .£10

('? £8). Accumulations of income to be invested.

Management.—The Fund to be managed by a Com-
mittee of 13 members consisting of the Prei-ident and
12 members (of whom four shall be members of the

Council) elected annually. One half tlie elective

members to retire every year, but be eligible for re-
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vacancies may be filled up by
election. Casual

Committee.
, ^ . „„^

Grants —The Committee to make giants in proper

cases and determine the mode of application nature

of recommendations in support, merits of applicant^,

amount of grar.t, application of grant, and advisability

of renewal. Committee not to anticipate income ot

future years. Names of applicants and recipients not

to be published.
. a ^

Trustees.— ^hrea Trustees to be appointed at tirst

annual meeting, and all accumulations of income shall

be invested. Trustees to be members of Association,

and vacancies to be filled at annual meeting.

Meetinris and Report.—Committee to report at

annual meeting as to names of subscribers and

amounts, number and amounts of grants and general

state of fund. Accounts to be produced duly audited.

Extraordinary meetings may be called on the requi-

sition of twenty members specifying the object.

Provision to be made for calling general and extra-

ordinary meetings.

Ditto for altering objects of the fund.

Auditors.—Two auditors shall be elected to examine

the accounts and report to the general meeting.

Neiv Rules and Alterations.—Yrovisiom to be made

as to alterations of rules and new rules.

Roles and Regulations.

1; iVame.—This institution shall be called "The

Benevolent Fund of the Association of Municipal and

County Engineers."

2. 06/ec«.—The object of the Benevolent Fund is to

afford assistance to necessitous members of the Associ-

ation of Municipal and County Engineers and their

wives and families, and the necessitous widows and

families of deceased members. Also to anyone who

may have been a member of the Association and shall

have paid his subscriptions for five years consecutively

at least or to the family of any such person.

3 Capital and Income.—The Fund shall be sup-

ported by means of Donations and Bequests, and an

entrance fee of 10s. 6d. from all members and an

annual subscription of Five shillings from each member

of th'e Association admitted. Members may compound

for their annual subscription by a payment of ien

pounds (? £8).

4 Annual subscriptions shall he payable in advance

and due on the 1st of May in each year, and no sub-

scriber whose subscription is in arrear one year shall

be entitled to any privileges as to voting or otherwise

5 The annual subscriptions and all dividends and

interest arising from capital shall be considered as

income and shall be applicable to the payments of

grants and the assistance of applicants and to the

payment of necessary charges and expenses.

6. The accumulations of income, unexpended dona-

tions and bequests (if any) which may arise from year

to year after payment of the grants and other charges

and liabilities of the Fund, may, in the discretion of

the Committee of Management, be invested m such

securities as are permitted under the Trust Investment

Act, 18S9, in accordance with Rule 18.

7 Management.—The affairs of the Fund shall be

conducted by a committee called "The Benevolent

Fund Committee," consisting of 13 members and

composed as follows: The President for the time

being of the Association of Municipal and County

Engineers, and 12 members of the Association, 4 of

whom at least shall be members of the Council of the

8. These' 12 members shall be elected by the mem-

bers' of the Association at the annual general meeting.

One halt the elective members of each class shall retire

annually, but shaL be eligible for re-election.
_

_

9 The President of the Association of Municipal

and' County Engineers shall be Chairman of the

Benevolent Fund Committee, and in his absence the

members present shall choose a chairman from

amongst themselves. Four members of the Com-

mittee shall be a quorum, and a majority may make

grants and do all acts within the powers of the full

Committee. . ...

10. In the event of de.ith, resignation, or inability

to act of any of the Committee, the Committee shall

have power to elect another member to fill the vacancy

until the next annual meeting.

11 The Committee shall have the appointment and

removal of such officers connected with the Fund as

they may from time to time think necessary, and may

from time to time fix the remuneration to be paid to

and the services to be performed by such offlcere.

12 The Committee may for the conduct ot the

affairs of the Fund, from time to time make such

regulations not being inconsistent with these rules as

they shall deem to be expedient.

13 Grants —The Committee shall have full power

to make grants and afford assistance to any necessitous

member or to their wives and families, or to the

widows and families of any deceased member, also to

anyone who may have been a member, and shall have

paid his subscription for five years consecutively at

least, or to the wife or family ot any such person, but

the fact ot having been a subscriber to the Fund shall

not in any case constitute a claim to participate in it

14 The mode of application for grants and assist-

ance, and the nature of the recommendations to be

required in support thereof, the qualifications and

merits of the applicants, the amounts ot the grants in

individual cases, and also the purpose to which such

grants shall be appUed and the advisability of their

renewal, shaU in every case be left to the determina-

tion of the Committee.

15 The Committee shall not make any grants or

payments by which the donations, bequests, or income

of future years shall be anticipated or appropriated.

16 The names of applicants for, and the recipients

of, grants made by the Committee shall not be stated

*"
17 'dJ uninvested funds shall be kept, in the

name of "The Benevolent Fund of the Association of

Municipal and County Engineers," at a_ Bankers to be

selected by the Committee, who may sign aU cheques

for grants and for all other payments and disburse-

ments, such cheques to be signed by the Chairman

and one other member of the Committee present at

the meeting at which such grants shall be made or

payments and disbursements ordered respectively.

18 Trustees —Three Trustees shall be appointed

at the first Annual General Meeting, in whose names

the Committee shall invest any accumulations ot

income from donations, bequests, or subscriptions, as

provided in Rule 6.

19 The Trustees shall be members of the Associa-

tion 'of Municipal and County Engineers, and when

any vacancy arises in the office of Trustee by death,

resignation, or other cause, it shall be filled up at the

next annual general meeting.

•^0 The Trustees shall from time to time pay over

the" capital and income arising from the property of or

belonging to the Benevolent Fund to, or permit the same

fc, be received by, the Committee for the time being,

as such Committee may direct, and the direction of the

Committee shall be a sufficient authority to the

Trustees for making such payment.

•n It shall be competent for a general meeting to

revoke the appointment of any Trustee and to appoint

a fresh Trustee to supply the vacancy.

2'> The Trustees for the time being shaU execute a

Declaration of Trust ot the property standing in their

names belonging to the Fund.

0-3 Each of the said Trustees shall be chargeable

onfy for such moneys, funds, and securities as he shall

actually receive, notwithstanding his s'g°>"g ^°>'

I receipt for the sake of conformity, and shall be

answerable and accountable only for his o^yn acts

receipts, neglects, or defaults, and not for those ot the

1 other Trustees, nor for any Banker, Broker, or other

1 person with whom any trust-moneys or securities maj

i

be deposited, nor for the insufficiency or defac.ency of

1 the said moneys, funds, or securities, nor for an>

1 other loss unless the same shall happen through his

I

own wilful neglect or default.
, ,, ,. t

' 24. Meetin,,s.-At the Annual General Meeting o

!
the Association the Benevolent Fund Committee shall
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present a Ueporb containing the names of all the sub-

scribers, with the amounts subscribed by each member
either by way of donation or subscription during his

membership ; also a statement of the number and
amouiils of all the grants made and assistance afforded

during the past year up to the 30th April, and of the

general state of the Fund on the last-named day. The
accounts shall be produced with the report of the

auditors thereon,

25. An extraordinary general meeting of the Asso-

ciation may be called as often as t he Benevolent Fund
Committee shall deem necessar}', and also whenever
the Chairman of such Committee shall be required in

writing to do so by twenty members of the Association,

specifying the object for which they desire such meet-
ing to be called, but no business shall be transacted at

such meeting, or at anj' adjournment thereof, other

than that specified in the Requisition.

26. The presence of at least ten members shall be

necessary for the transaction of business at either a

general or extraordinary general meeting, and if that

number be not present within half-au-hour of the time
appointed, the members present may adjourn the meet-
ing to any day not more than tlirty days from the day
of the original meeting.

27. At every meeting the President cf the Associa-

tion for the time being shall take the chair, and in his

absence a chairman shall be chosen from amongst the

members present.

2S. All General and Extraordinary General Meetings
shall be called, either by advertisement in such papers

as the Committee direct or by notice sent to the

members seven days before the day of any such

meeting and in all cases ; if anything more than the

current business is to be transacted it shall be specially

stated in the advertisement or notice.

29. All questions introduced at anj* General or

Extraordinary General Meeting shall be decided by
the votes of those present in accordance with llule 4,

and should the votes be equal the Chairman shall give

a casting vote. Provided always that no motion for

altering the objects of the fund or for diverting any
portion of the funds from the purposes herein specified,

shall be adopted, unless at an Extraordinary General
Meeting summoned for the express object of discussing

such motion, and unless the same be carried by a

majority of at least three-fourths of the votes of those

present or voting by proxy at such meeting, and be
also confirmed by a like majority at another General
Meeting specially convened for that purpose, such
last-named General Meeting to be held not more than
two months nor less than one month after the first-

named meeting.

30. Auditors.—At the Annual General Meeting two
auditors shall be elected to act for the ensuing year,

and they shall meet as often as ne"cessary to audit the

accounts of the fund, and they shall examine the

accounts and the books and inquire into the state of

the property and finances of the fund and report

thereon to the Annual General Meeting.

31. The Auditors shall go out of office at the annual
general meeting next after election, but the Auditor
last appointed shall be eligible for re-election

32. No person shall be at the same time an Auditor
and a Trustee or a member of the Committee.

33. New Eides and Alteration of Existinj Rales.

—Any new Kules may be made and any of the
foregoing Rules may be altered, amended or revoked
by a general meetiiij;, provided that the nature and
effect of the proposed new Rules or alteration, amend-
ment or repeal, be distinctly specified in the notices
convening the meeting, and that the enactment,
alteration, amendment or repeal be determined upon
by a majority of at least three-fourths of the votes of

those present, or voting by proxy at such meeting
;

and no such ena-'tment, alteration, amendment or
repeal shall be valid until confirmed by a like majority
at another general meeting specially convened for that
purpose, such last named general meeting to be held
not more than two months, nor less than one month
after the first named meeting.

FORMS.
A.

—

Form of Lesacy or Bequest to the Benevolent
Fund of the Association of Municipai, and County
Engineers.
I give and bequeath to the Benevolent Fund Committee of

the Association of Municipal and County Engineers for the
time being the sum of , free of legacy duty,
to be paid exclusively out of such part of my personal e.state

as may lawfully be given for that purpose to be applied
towards carrying on the general purposes of the said Com-
mittee, and I direct that the receipt of two members of the
said Committee shall be a sutficient discharge for the said
legacy, and I direct that the legacy duty be paid by my
executors out of the same fund.

B.—FORM OF APPLICATION.
1. Member or Ex-Mem bek.

Applicants for relief must strictly conform to the following
rules :

—

(d) The candidate for relief must be of good moral
character and known to be honourable in his practice,

and have paid his annual subscription for five consecu-
tive years.

(^) No one who has embarked in transactions incon-
sistent with his profession can be admitted as an
applicant.

(«) Applications for relief must be transmitted to the

honorary secretary certified by two members, one of

whom must state his knowledge of the truth of the
statement made.

(d) Relief can be afforded only occe within twelve months
to the same applicant unless in an urgent case of

sudden distress occurring after relief lias been granted.

Questions to be Answered by Applicant.
1. To whom were you articled or otherwise professionally

educated, and where ?

2. What has been the extent of your professional practice,

giving the names of towns in which appointments have been
held, dates of appointment and leaving, and whether appoint-

ment was as surveyor, assistant, or otherwise, and extent of

works executed '.'

3. What is your age 1 Are you or have you been married 1

4. Have you any children, if so give names and ages 1

5. If any employed state how many, and at what occupation ?

6. Have you any means of support other than your pro-

fession ?

7. From what cause do your present difficulties arise ?

8. Are you a member of any club or annuity fund? Have
you made application to any ot;her society or fund for

pecuniary aid? If so, at what date and what has been the

amount granted in each case ?

I hereby declare that all the questions contained in this

piper are herein fully and truly answered to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Dated this day of 18

Signature of applicant
Address

Signature of member of the Association
Signature of member of the Association

C—FORM OF APPLICATION.
2. Widow.

Applicants for relief must strictly conform to the following
rules :

—

(rt) The candidate for relief must be of good moral
character, and must be the widow of a gentleman who
was a member of the Association of Municipal and
County Engineers,

(h) The candidate for relief must transmit the certificate

of her marriage and of the burial of her husband.
(e) Applications for relief must be transmitted to the

honorary secretary, certified by two members, one of

whom must state his knowledge of the truth of the

statements made,
(jl) Belief can be afforded only once within twelve
months to the same applicant unless in an urgent case

of sudrlen distress occurring after relief has been
granted.

Questions to be Answered by Applicant.

1. To whom was your late husband articled or otherwise
professionally educated, and where ?

3, What was the extent of his professional practice, giving

the names of towns in which appointments have been held,

dates of appointment and leaving, and whether aiipointment
WHS as surveyor, assistant, or otherwi-e, and extent of works
executed 1

3. Have you any children, if so give names and ages ?

i. If any employed state how many, and at what occupa-
tion.

5. Have such children respectively any income or other
aid ? Hiw is it d-rived, and to what amount ?

15, Have yuu any income or source of relief certain or un-
ceriaiu ? How derived, and to what amount?

7, Have you made application to any other society or fund,
for pecuniary aid ? If so, at what date and what has been
the amount granted in each case ?

1 hereby declare that all the questions contained in this
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paper are herein fully and truly answered to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Dated this day of 18

Signature of applicant

Address
Signature of member of the Association

Signature of member of the Association

D.—FORM OF APPLICATION.
3. Obphan.

Applicants for relief must strictly conform to the following

rules ;

—

(a) The candidate for relief must be of good moral

character, and must be the orphan of a gentleman who
was a member of the Association of Municipal and
County Engineers.

(b) The candidate tor relief must transmit the certificate

of his or her parents' marriage, and of his or her own
baptism or registration or other satisfactory evidence
of identity.

(c) Application.s for relief must be transmitted to the

honorary secretary, certified by two members, one of

whom must state his knowledge of the truth of the

statements made.
(d) Relief can be afforded only once within twelve months

to the same applicant unless in an urgent case of

sudden distress occurring after relief has been granted.

II.-BY A
We have been favoured with an opportunity of

perusing the draft of a scheme tor the institution of a
" Benevolent Fund" in connection with the Incorporated

Association of Municipal and County Engineers. The
object of the proposed Fund is, as its name implies, to

afford assistance to necessitous members of the Associa-

tion, their wives and families, and also to the widows
and families of deceased members. It is proposed that

members shall have the alternative of paying a small

annual subscription (with au entrance fee in the case of

those joining after a given date) or of compounding for

such subscription by payment of a lump sum down,
which would constitute them life members.

The desirability of some such institution will, we
think, be readily admitted by municipal and county

engineers generally throughout the country. We hear

a great deal now-a-days, alike from pulpit, platform

and press, in praise of thrift, and in condemnation of

luxury. To the young and struggling professional man
who has much ado sometimes to " make both ends

meet " these utterances must seem somewhat of a

mockery. Most forms of thrift he practices perforce,

but that particular form which consists in " putting

by something for a rainy day " is for him a luxury

which (like other luxuries) he regards as perhaps

attainable " in the dim and distant future," but for

the present scarcely " within the range of practical

politics." To such a one the proposed scheme would,

we think, offer a distinct advantage, while it would
doubtless meet with at least equal support amongst
those who, though of more assured position, have
learned from experience that fortune is fickle, and
that

"When misfortunes come,
" They come not single spies, but in battalions ;

"

or who, being themselves tolerably well secured

against adversity, would rejoice in the simple and
effective method afforded them by such an Association

of holding out a helping hand to their less fortunate

brethren.

We do not for one moment mean to suggest that

a subscriber to this Fund should regard it in the light

of a savings bank and insurance office combined (or of

either separately), or should refrain from or discontinue

making such provision for the future as he may be able

to afford through the agency of such institutions. But
we do think that an Association of this kind is calcu-

lated to be of the utmost benefit, not merely by

reason of the actual material aid which it may afford

in particular cases, but also, and perhaps to an even
greater extent, by the moral support to be derived at

critical junctures (from the knowledge that in the last

resort such aid may be relied on), by many who may
thus be encouraged to encounter and overcome diffi-

culties to which, but for this alleviation of their worst
anxieties, they might have succumbed.

Looking at other professions we find that the advan-

QtTBSTIONS TO BE ANSWERED BY APPLICANT.
1. To whom was your late father articled or otherwise

professionally educated, and where ?

2. What was the extent of his professional practice, giving

the names of towns in which appointments have been held,

dates of appointment and leaving, and whether appointment
was as surveyor, assistant or otherwise, and extent of works
executed ?

3. Are you married 1

4. If so, have you any children ? How many, aud what
are then- respective names and ages 7

5. If any employed, state how many and at what occu-

pation.

6. Have such children respectively any income or other

aid ? How is it derived and to what amount ?

7. Have you any income or source of relief, certain or

uncertain ? How derived and to what amount ?

8. Have you made application tu any so ;iety or fund for

pecuniary aid ? If so, at what date, and what has been the

amount granted in each case ?

I hereby declare that all the questions contained in this

paper are herein fully and truly answered to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Dated this day of 18

Signature of applicant
Address

Signature of member of the Association

Signature of member of the Association

SOLICITOR.

tages and even the necessity of such Associations have

been long recognised. In connection with the medical

profession there are no less than three benevolent

societies (one of them, the Society for the Relief of

Widows and Orphans of Medical Men, having been

established as far back as 178S), in addition to the

Lancet Relief Fund, which comes under a somewhat
different category. Turning to the legal profession,

there are The Law Association (established in 1817),

and The Solicitors' Btjnevolent Association, both of

which have an excellent record, not to mention the

Victoria Jubilee Pensions instituted in the present

year. The various clerical societies are too well-known
to need enumeration here.

So much for the objects of the scheme, which has

our hearty goodwill. We do not propose, at the

present moment, to criticise its details or the rules and
regulations, and forms in connection therewith, which

hfive been drafted. We should like, however, to refer

to one point which, although a matter of detail, is

nevertheless of vital importance, affecting as it does

the question of the proper legal constitution of the

proposed fund. As our readers are no doubt aware
the existing Association is incorporated under a special

Section (the 23rd) of the Companies Act 1867, under

which societies for promoting commerce, art, science,

religion, charity, or '" other useful object" are enabled,

on satisfying the Board of Trade as to their objects and

of their intention to apply profits in promoting those

objects, and to prohibit payment of dividends to

members, to be registered with limited liability, with-

out the addition of the word " limited " to their title.

An Association registered under this section is of

course tied down, just as much as is any commercial

company registered under the Act of 1862, to the

particular "objects" specified in the "Memorandum
of Association," which has to be filed with the registrar.

Now after a careful perusal of the "Memorandum " of

the existing Association of Municipal and County
Engineers we arc forced to the conclusion that it is

not wide enough to admit of the institution of a Benevo-

lent Fund as one of its objects, or to applj' its assets to

the purposes of such a Fund. In order, therefore, that

the proposed Fund should be placed upon a satisfactory

basis it will have to be formed and registered as a sub-

stantive and separate As3ociation, with a Memorandum
and Articles of its own, which will require somewhat
careful drafting. Of course, if thought desirable, the

Articles could provide that membership of the present

Association should be a necessar}- qualification for

membership of the Benevolent Society, and thus

ihe latter could be virtually affiliated to the former,

though having a separate legal status.

In conclusion, we heartily commend the pr.'p >.-ed

Benevolent Fund to our readers, and we trust and

believe that it will meet with the support which, as wo
have endeavoured to show, such a scheme dcretves.
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Ill.-BY A CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT.
With regard to the financial question it seems to us

that the proposed annual subscriptioTi of 5s. ought to

be increased to a guinea, in order to enable the Fund
to carry out the excellent work for which it is pro-

posed to be formed. The experience of o^he^ similar
fands shows that the amounts received from the annuil
subscriptions must for a good many years form the

bulk of the income, and it is therefore upon the suffi-

ciency of the annual subscriptions that the ability of

the Fund to serve its purpose depends. We feel sure
that the large majority of the membars of the Associa-
tion of Municipal and County Engineers who would be
willing to become subscribers of 5s. per annum would
al^o be willing and able to subscribe a guinea. Such
an alteration would, by the way, have the effect of

adjusting the considerable disparity which appears to

exist between the annual subscription as at present
proposed and the comparatively large amount payable
for compounding this.

After carefully perusing the proposed regulations as

to the division between income and capital we still

IV.-WHAT SOME OTHER BODIES ARE DOING.

remain in some doubt as to the important line to be
drawn to distinguish clearly the one from the other,
and we suggest that the proper principle upon which
this question should be settled is to provide that the
sum available in each year for donations and annuities
shall, after setting aside sufficient to meet the expenses
of the Fund, consist of the net income derived from
investments and amounts received from annual sub-
scriptions, whether accruing in the year of its applica-
tion or in any previous year, and whether the same
may have been temporarily invested or not. With
regard to the capital it should be provided that all

donations (including entrance fees and amounts
received for compounding annual subscriptions) and
legacies given or bequeathed to the Fund shall form
the capital and be invested accordingly, but power
ought to be given to the committee to transfer any
part of the surplus income irrevocably to capital to be
permanently invested in the same manner as provided
in the ease of donations and legacies.

At present we do not enter with any completeness
into the action taken by other bodies in tlie matter
of benevolent funds, bat for the purpose set forth in
the introduction to these articles a few notes may be
added hero. The thi'ee benevolent societies associ-

ated with the medical profession have been referred
to above, as well as similar organisations in connec-
tion with the legal and other professions. A benevo-
lent association has been formed in connection with,
but separate from, the Institute of Chartered Ac-
countants of England an 1 Wales, its conatitntion
providing for vice-presidents, governors and ordinary
members, who elect a ])resident from among their

members. The qualification for a vice-president is

a donation of not less than 50 guineas, for a governor
a donation of 30 guineas or an annual subscription
of 3 guineas, for an ordinary member 10 guineas and
1 guinea respectively. The Institute of Secretaries
have a benevolent fund which appears to be directly
managed by the conncil of the institnte; and archi-
tects have also their benevolent fund.

The Institute of Journalists have had since 1891
a benevolent fund for the maintenance and education
of the orphan children of deceased members of the
institute, with a capital of about £-7,000 and an
income of about £600. Subscriptions and donations
are voluntary, the former ranging in amount from
2.S. 6d. to £25, the latter from a few shillings to

£1,000. The management is carried on by a com-
mittee of representatives of all the districts of the
institute, with certain ex-o;§icio member. Grants
are made of from £10 to £25, according to the cir-

cumstances of the case, and as far as possible children
are left with the surviving relatives nndei' super-
vision of local members of the management com-
mittee. There are four trustees of the fund under
a trust deed which leaves the fund subject to control
by members of the institute. The management
committee report only to the conncil of the institute
and to the annual conference of the institnte. The
accounts are audited by the auditors of the insti-

tnte and are kept quite separate. The distinctive
feature of the fund is that no single penny is spent
in management. The fund is managed by the officers

of the institnte, and such expenses as postao'e,

stationery and the like are borne by the general
funds of the institnte. The only expenditure account
in the books is the amount of grants to orphans.
At the present time the council of the Institute

of Journalists have under consideration a schemefor
a larger benevolent fond than that which benefits
only orphans, but the details have not yet been
settled.

The Incorporated Oaa Institute have a benevolent
fund conducted by a committee consisting of the
president for the time being of the institute, three
members of the Finance Committee, and six other
members elected by subscribers and donors to the

fund. The fund is supported by donations and be-
quests, and by annual subscriptions of not less than
lO.s. 6d.

As another instance, the Metropolitan Board
Teachers' Association may be quoted. Their fund
is not a benevolent fund, but a mutual insurance
fund. On the death of a member a "call" of Is.

per head is made, and at present this produces about
£115 ; £100 is paid to the nominee of the deceased
member, and the surplus is set aside until £100
accumulate^, when that amonnt is ready to be paid

over without a call being necessary.

It will be seen from the above that there is more
than one way of arriving at a desired result in the

direction of making provision for necessitous cases

which must arise in every profession. Such provi-

sion may assist only orphans, may be extended to

widows, or may apply to workers whom sickness or

age incapacitates. It may be first arranged for on
the humblest of scales. We have confidence that

the matter for discussion set forth above will lead

to earnest consideration by municipal engineers of

the desirability, or otherwise, of following the pro-

vident examples of otlnir prosperous organisations.

SUPERANNUATION CONFERENCE.

An important meeting of the conference rei:)resentine:

Ijocal Government officers throughout tlie country was lield

on Monday evening, at the central offices of the Municipal

Officers' Association, 117 Holborn, E.G. Mr. C. William Tagg,

chairman of the conference and vestry clerk of Camberwell,
presided, and there were a large number of delegates present.

The Local Authorities Officers' Superannuation Bill, which
ia to be reintroduced in the next session of Parliament, was
carefully considered in conjunction with some suggested

amendments, and it was decided to strike out of the draft

Bill the words " Except officers on the teaching staff of a
school board," the effect of this amendment being that the

Bill as now drafted will be made applicable to the teaching

staff of a school board. It was also decided to insert a new
clause enabling local authorities iu the case of an officer' ob-

taining a new appointment to transfer the amount of his

contributions to the local authority under which he will in
,

future serve.

It is thought tliat those amendments will result in uniting

every section of municipal officers, and the members of

Parliament who were opposed to the Bill of last session, con-

sequent upon the exclusion of the teaching staff, will now
give the Bill their he.arty support. Mr. C. J. F. Carnell, hon.

secretary to the conference, will be glad to furnish any in-

formation on apjilioation to him at 117 Holborn, E.G.

Plumbers' Work.—To-night, at the Town Hall, Maidstone,

a public iiiii'liiin «ill be held, at which a lecture on the sub-

ject ol' lOuiulicrs' work in relation to the health and comfort
of the conimuuily will be delivered by Dr. Mansel-Howe, of

London. Mr. Joseph Barker, the mayor, will preside, and ha
will be supported by a deputation from the Worshipful Com-
pany of Plumbers. The chair will be taken at 8 o'clock.

Mr. Philip E. Pilditch has been appointed as oue of the Bur-

veyoi'3 and umpires to the Board of Trade.
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Comparative Reports of General Practice.

XXII. DRAINAGE OF NEW BUILDINGS: HORNSEY REPORT. I.

In April, 1896, Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer and
surveyor to the Hornsey Urban District Council,

presented to the Plans Comniittee of that body an
exceptionally interesting and compiehensive re-

port upon the drainage of new buildings, par-

ticularly in respect to the systems adopted at the

time in other municipal towns and districts. The
rapid development of building land in the Hornsey
district, the frequent finding of defective drainage

beneath houses, and the difficulty of maintaining

drainage in an efficient condition, owing to the

nature of the soil, were the chief considerations

which prompted the council to instruct the

committees concerned to consider carefully the

question of external drainage, especially in deal-

ing with estate plans. In his introductorj

remarks Mr. Lovegrove correctly remarks that

the question is complex, and is surrounded

with more legal and practical difficulties than

probably any other subject connected with muni-

cipal work. It will be seen from the number
and character of the replies that Mr. Lovegrove
obtained a gratifying response to his inquiries as to

the course adopted by other towns, rightly con-

sidering that such information must prove of the

greatest value with respect to the practical side of

the question. Mr. Lovegrove, tlierefore, expresses

his indebtedness to the municipal engineers who so

readily and courteously responded to his queries.

As some time has elapsed since the information

was obtained, and in order that it may be as much
up to date as possible, we have taken the pre-

caution of sending for corrections or additions to

the borough engineer of each town mentioned

a proof of the matter relating to his own town, and
no correction or addition of importiuce has been

omitted.

THE SUEVEYOR'S REMARKS.
In referring to the general principles involved,

Mr. Lovegrove says :

—

The Hornsey by-law affecting the question of

laying drains under houses is as follows :

—

He shall not construct any such drain so as to pass under
any building, except in any case where any other mode of con-

struction may be impracticable, and in that case he E-hall

cause such drain to be so laid in the ground that there shall

be a distance equal at the least to the full diameter thereof

between the top of such drain at its highest point and the

surface of the ground under such building.

Plan

He shall also cause such drain r,j ba laid on a solid founda-

tion in a direct line for the whole distance beneath such
building, and to be completely embedded in and covered with

good and solid concrete at least 6in. thick all round.

He shall likewise cause adequate means of ventilation to

be provided in connection with such drain at each end of

such portion thereof as is beneath such building.

With the exception of the words " solid founda-

tion," the above by-law is the Local Government
Board Model By-Law generally adopted.

It will be seen, on reference to the replies, that

the application of the words " except in aiiij case

where any cthar mode of construction may bo im-

practicable " is varied ; in some towns the excep-

tion is applied to an ordinary row of terrace (or

attached) liouses and in others it appears to be

applied to exceptional cases only.

The chief point for consideration involved in the

notice of motion is the drainage cf terrace (or

attached) houses, as in the case of both detached
and semi-detached buildings the drains can con-

venienlly be laid externally. The practice in

Hornsey has, for some years past, been to require

a separate drain to each house, and as the sevrers

are generally in the front streets, terrace houses
are drained with two lines of pipes (the foul drain

and rain-water drain) passing under the buildings

to the sewer:^. {Sec, plan No. 1.) The drains are

disconnected from the sewer with an intercepting

trap, and well ventilated, all pipes being laid on
concrete ; those passing under the buildings

being surrounded with 6in. of Portland cement
concrete. The drains when laid are twice tested

with water, once before the trench is filled in,

and also at the completion of the building.

Having regard to the rapid development of outer

London and the increasing value of land in the

district of Hornsey, the tendency to erect terrace

houses, both of large and small value, will

naturally increase, and therefore, if the present

system is to be altered, back drainage in one
form or another must obviously be admitted.

The types of back drainage generally adopted
are shown on plans Nos. 2 and 3. Plan No. "1

shows the drains connected to a sewer laid in a

back passage or right of way. This system would
considerably increase the mileage of sewers. Plan
No. 3 shows the drainage of terrace-houses in

blocks of six or more, a side passage being left

between the blocks for the connection to the

No. 1.
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sewers in the front street. There are several

methods adopted for the connection of tlie house
drains to the manhole at the top of the side

passage, but in a town where a dual system of

sewers and drains exists, I am of opinion that the

plan shown would, as regards this method of

drainage, be in the end the most satisfactory. This
system would be subject to the influence of the

legal i^hases of combined drainage referred to in

the solicitor's report.

DKAINAGE SYSTEMS ADOPTED IN OTHEK TOWNS AND
DISTEICTS.

Throughout the whole of the replies there is

evidence of the complicated and unsatisfactory

state of the legal bearing of the drainage question

and the need of fresh legislation; but a careful

analysis of the answers shows that the present

practice, despite the law, is largely in the direction

of external drainage. With regard to the nature
of the soil, which is a point introduced into the

consideration of the subject, three-fourths of the

towns have more or less a clay soil ; but this does
not appear to govern the methods adopted to a
marked extent.

Taking the drainage of terrace houses as the

leading feature : In 28 towns or districts the

urban authority requires separate drains to each

house, terrace houses being apparently either

allowed, or required to be drained under the buildings

on the lines shown on plan No. 1. In 102 towns or

districts the urban authority either prohibits

or discourages the laying of drains under the

buildings, back drainage of some kind being

adopted; in 83 of these cases the system is

definitely described, 33 being on the lines of plan

No. 2, and 50 on the lines of plan No. 3. In four

towns "combined drainage'' is allowed subject to

an agreement being signed by the person erecting

the houses, the object being to relieve the urban
authority from any responsibility they may become
liable to. (This point is referred to in the

solicitor's report.)

CONSTRUCTION OF DRAINS UNDER BUILDINGS.

The systems adopted may be classified as

under :

—

Stoneware pipes surrounded with

Gin. of Portland cement concrete . 63

Iron pipes do. do. do. 6

Iron pipes jointed in lead only 13

Either stoneware or iron pipes sur-

rounded with concrete 39

Patent pipes .

.

Not described

.

130
The use of iron pipes with run lead joints has its

advantages both in respect to the reduction of the

number and security of the joints, and, so long as

the proper dipping of the iron in Dr. Angus Smith's
fluid can be rehed upon, there is no objection to

their use ; but without this the pipes are liable to

rust and corrode, with bad results.

FLUSHING OF HOUSE DRAINS.

This is a work which is being taken in hand by
several authorities, and is one which will un-

doubtedly play an important part in regard to

the health of districts, especially where (as in the

greater part of Hornsey) there are two systems
of sewers and drains, and where the foul water
pipes, being distinct from the surface water pipes,

have not the advantage of the natural flushing

produced by rainfall. The responsibility of this

work is obviously the householder's, but in

practice, it is a duty, rarely, if ever, performed.

It is interesting to note the replies under this

head. In 22 towns, house drains are flushed

under the following conditions :
—

In 8 towns at the request of the householder at a

charge ranging from Is. to 5b. per

time.

,,3 ,, the terms are not stated.

,, 1 town free once every two years and also

at a charge when re-

quested.

,, 1 ,, ,, ,, in six months.

,, 1 ,, ,, ,, in six weeks.

,,1 ,, ,, if requested.

,,1 ,, ,, on receipt of a complaint of

nuisance.

,,1 ,, ,, during epidemics.

,,1 ,, ,, ,, hot weather.

,, 4 towns ,, incasesof combined drains only.

22

111 many instances smells from the sewers are

caused by the discharge from foul house drains of

liquid, impregnated with putrid and stagnant

sewage ; and a system by which householders

could have their drains flushed by the Council's

staff at a stipulated charge, is one which would
probably be much appreciated, and the result of
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which would be unquestionably most beneficial to

the sanitaiy well-being of the district.

GENEKAL KEMARKS.
With regard to the main prmciple mvolved,

undoubtedly the most satisfactory system of

drainage is to keep all pipes external, and, only in

exceptional cases, where this course is abso-

lutely unavoidable, to allow them to be laid

underneath the buildings. All drains, even when
laid with the greatest care and subjected to the

severest test, may sooner or later become defective

owing to settlement, shrinkage, or other causes,

and the risk of this is increased when laid under
buildings on hilly clay soil. Defective drains under a

building are obviously more likely to be productive

of disease than those laid outside ; on the other

hand, however, the alternative system of external

drainage is beset with complications.

THE SOLICITOR'S EEPORT.
Mr. Leonard J. Tathaui, solicitor to the Hornsey

Urban District Council, at the same time submitted
the following remarks on the subject:

—

The question of combined drainage is one of

considerable difficulty, and raises several important
points.

Section 4 of the Public Health Act, 1875, in

effect defines a " drain " to mean any drain of and
used for the drainage of one building only, and a

"sewer " to be a drain which receives the drainage
of more than one building. By section 1.3 it is

provided that all sewers (with certain exceptions

which are immaterial for this purpose) shall vest

in, and be under the control of, the local authority,

and under section 15 the local authority have to

keep iu repair all sewers belonging to them.
Under section 19 of the Public Health Acts

Amendment Act, 1890, and section 41 of the Act
of 1875, where two or more houses, bclowjing to

dijfercnt owners, are connected with a public sewer
by a single private drain the local authority may, in

case of detective drainage, require the owner or

occupier to remedy the same or upon their default

do the work themselves, and recover the expenses
incurred from the owners in such shares and pro-

portions as shall be settled by the surveyor or (in

case of dispute) by a Court of Summary' Jurisdic-

tion. And it is enacted that for the purposes of

section 19 of the Act of 1890 the expression "drain

"

includes a drain used for the drainage of more than
one building.

In the case of Travis v. Uttley, 1894, 1 Q. B. 233,
it was held that where a drain passed under the

basements of three houses, and received the drainage

first of one and then of the other two, which it con-

veyed into a sewer, the whole of the drain, from

end to end, was a " sewer," and, consequently, was
repairable by the local authority. This case, how-
ever, was from Halifax, where the Act of 1890 had
not been adopted.

In the case of Self v. Hove Commissioners, 1895,

1 Q. B. 686 (the Act of 1890 having been adopted)

where two semi-detached houses, belonging tn

different owners, drained into a common drain, it

was held that the local authority could compel the

respective owners to repair the drain.

In the case of Hill v. Hair, 1895, 1 Q. B. 906,

where there was a drain taking the drainage of

several houses belonging to different owners, wliich

was in existence prior to 1848, it was held that this

drain was not a " single private drain " within the

meaning of section 19 of the Act of 1890, because

on the passing of the Public Health Act, 1848, such

drain became, and had ever since been, a sewer

vested in the local authority, and repan-able by
them.

It appears, therefore, that, as the law at present

stands, in all cases of combined drainage con-

structed before the Act of 1890, as well as after

the Act, where the houses belong to the same
owner, the combined drain is a " sewer," and, as

such, vested in and repairable by the council. But
where the combined drain is constructed after the

Act of 1890, and the houses belong to different

owners, for the purposes of section 1'2 of the Act

of 1890, the combined drain is a " single private

drain," and repairable by the owners.

I may mention that a Bill has been, or is about

to be, introduced into Parliament, entitled " Public

Health (Sewers and Drains) Bill," but, as it is a

private member's Bill, it is uncertain how soon, if

at all, it will become law.''

With regard to the suggestion that before

approving plans tor combined drainage the council

should obtain an agreement from the ownei', with

a covenant to keep the combined drain in repair,

or to pay the expenses thereof, I consider that such
an agreement, even if binding personally upo i the

property owner who signed u, would not be bind-

ing upon subsequent purchasers of the property,

although they purchased with notice of the agree-

ment. A covenant of this natm'e is not such a one

as will run with the land so as to bind subseqaent
purchasers. It has been clearly decided that only

• This Bill has not yet become law. Its vicissitude & are Julv recorded
in our oolumns.^Ed., Tul Scbvexor.
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restrictive covenants, or those of a negative nature,

will run with the land, as, for instance, where the

purchaser covenants not to build upon a piece of

land, if he sells it, it is still subject to the same

restriction. But covenants of an affirmative nature,

i.e., to do a certain thing, do not run with the land

so as to bind subsequent purchasers. The authori-

ties on this point are Haywood v. Brunswick

Building Society, 89 B. D., 403, Austerberry v.

Corporation of Oldham, 29 ch., div. 750, London
and South-Western Eailway Company v. Gomm,
20 ch., div. 562.

POINTS OF INFOEMATION.
The following are the points in regard to which

information was asked : (1) Area of district. (2)

Population. (3) Nature of soil. (4) Is a separate

drain required for each house? (5) Where the

drains are laid under the house, do you require

iron pipes or stoneware pipes, surmounted with

concrete ? (6) Does your authority prohibit the

laying of drains under buildings ? if so, what system

of drainage is adopted for terrace houses ? Have
your authority undertaken by their own staff the

periodical flushing of house drains—combined or

otherwise? General remarks.

ACCEINGTON.
The district has an area o£ 3,425 acres, and a population of

42,000. The soil of the district is stated in the report to be

blue clay. A separate drain is required for each house, iron

pipes b^ing laid under the buildings if unavoidable ; such

cases, however, are r,Hre. The laying of drains under build-

ings is prohibited, and all terrace houses are drained Into a

back street. With the exception of house drains, the flush-

ing of all pipes and sewers is undertaken by the council.

ACTON, MIDDLESEX.
The district, which is on a clay soil, with superficial gravel

deposits, has an area of 2,305 acres, and a population of over

29,000. A separate drain is stated to be required for each

house. Where drains are laid under houses, stoneware pipes

may be used with a surrounding of concrete. The council

have no power to prohibit the laying of drains under a

building where the owner has no land surrounding it. Some
combined drains are flushed by the authoiity, and all drains

are tested by means of water under pressure.

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE.
Area of district, 1,391 acres

;
population, 41,000. The soil

is composed of clay and gravel. The council do not require

a separate drain for each house, and also prohibit the

practice of laying them under houses. In a row of houses

the drains are all taken down the back passage or street.

;

they are flushed by the council's workmen when necessary,

but at ownei's cost ; the town sewers are also flushed by the

council's workmen.

ASTOS MANOK.
The district has an area of 913 acres, and a population of

76,256. The soil is composed of gravel and saun. A separate

drain for each house is not required ; where a drain is laid

under a house, heavy cast-iron pipes have to be used. The

laying of drains under buildings is not prohibited. The

authority does not undertake the flushing of drains.

BARNES
Area, 2,494 acres

;
population, 16,000. The soil is of

gravel. A separate drain is required for each house, and

where drains are laid under a house they have to be con-

structed of stoneware pipes in concrete. The laying of

drains under buildings is not prohibited. Flushing is not

undertaken by the council's employees. In the column of

the report reserved for remarks the surveyor mentions that it

would be more preferable not to drain under the houses but

out to the back if it were not for the " combined drain
"

difficulty.

BAENSLET.
This district has an srea of 2,400 a^res, and a population of

40,000. Clay and rock compose the toil. Separate drains are

not compulsory. Stoneware pipes embedded and sun-ounded

in Portland cement concrete are preferred where the drains are

laid under houses. The laying of drains is not prohibited, but

the council never sanction the method unless there is no other

course open. There are few terrace houses. Only the main

sewers are flushed by the council's workmen.

BARROW-IN-FURNESS.
Area of district, 21,000 acres

;
population, 54,000. The

subsoil is chiefiy of cl ty. Separate drains are required ; and in

cases where they are laid under houses they can be either of

iron or stoneware. The laying of drains under houses is not

prohibited in cases where no other method can be adopted.

The authority do not carry out the flushing of house drains

themselves.
BATH.

The area of the district, which has a population of 51,844,

is 3,382 acres. The soil is stated to be composed of clay and
oolite rock. A separate drain is required for each house.

Iron pipes are occasionally used for drains under buildings,

but glazed stoneware pipes are more frequently laid. The
placing of drains under buildings is prohibited by the couQcil

except under very sp'jcial circumstances. The main drains

are laid at rear and brought through to front in a passage or

subway, to which the authority reserve right of access with-

out compensation, etc. House drain flushing is not under-

taken.
BECKENHAM.

The area of the distric is 3,881 acres, and the population

24,0)0. The soil is composed of clay and gravel. A !-eparate

drain is required for each liouse unlnss a signed and stanip"d

agreement is entered into by the owners to maintain combined

drains at own cost. In cases where drains are laid under

houses, stoneware pipes surrounded by 6-inch Portland

cement concrete, are used. The authority do not prohibit

the practice of laying drains under houses, thtir by-laws not

empowering them to do so. except where other means of

drainage are practicable. House drains are not flushed by

the council's employees. In the space allowed for remarks,

it is stated that where combined drainage is allowed, inspec-

tion chambers have to be built at the interceptor, and at all

bends and dead ends. A by-law requiring a manhole at the

interceptor on all drains, whether combined or not, has been

sanctioned by the Local Government Board. All drains are

tested by water.
BEDFORD.

Area, 2,200 acres; population, 82,003; soil principally

gravel. In the case of detached houses, each one must have

a separate drain. This is not required with other dwellings,

but not more than three are allowed to be drained into one

drain. Whenever a drain passes under a building (an

infrequent occurrence in this town) stoneware pipes, bedded

in concrete, are allowed. The owners, however, invariably

put iron pipes. The authority undertake the flushing of house

drains at a minimum charge of 2s. 6d.

BIRKENHEAD.
This district has an area of 3.849J acres, and an estimated

l)opulation of 107,4H8 (this was in 1895)- Clay and new red

sandstone ooustitute the soil. The council require a separate

drain for each house, and where they are laid under the

hou.se. stoneware pipes, with a surrounding of concrete, must

be used. Tlie laying of drains under buildings is generally

prohibited. Terrace houses are drained thiough back and

cross passages- Flushing has not been systematically under-

taken by the stsfE, but the council consider it very desirable.

BIRMINGHAM.
This city has an area of 12,705 acres, and a popuUtion of

505,772. Its soil is varied ; there arc sand, gravel, marl, and

sandstone rock in places. A separate drain is now required

for each house. Drains are not allowed under buildings if

they can be avoided. Where so laid, impervious joints are

required, together with a covering of 6 inches of concrete.

The authority do not undertake the flushing of house drains.

BLACKBURN.
Area, t>,973 acres, population (estimated) 131,000. Gravel

and clay principally compose the soil The council enforce

the use of a separate drain for each h. use. Iron pipes have

to be employed in the construction of drains under houses.

The practice of laying under houses is only allowed ^it no

other method is possible. All terraces are provided* with

back roads into the sewer, into which each house is sepa-

rately drained. The fronts are drained into the street sewer.

The periodical flu.shing of house drains has not been under-

taken by the council's employees.

BLACKPOOL.
The district's area is 3,495 acres, and its population, accord-

ing to the census of 1891,23,846. The soil is composed of

sand, peat, and clay. Unless otherwise impossible, a separate

drain is required for each house ; both iron pipes and stone-

ware pipes are allowed to be laid under houses, but the pipes

have to be surrounded with concrete. As far as possible the

practice is prohibited. Flushing of house drains is not

undertaken.
BOLTON.

This district has an area of 2,361 acres, and, according to

the last census, a population of 120,000. Sand, gravel, and

clay constitute the soil. Where the waste paper closet is

adopted a separate drain is required for each house, but

otherwise one outlet is accepted foi- every three. In cases

where the drains are laid under the houses iron pipes, caulked

with cement or lead, have to be used. The authority do not

undertake the flushing of house drains.

BOOTLE.
Area of district, 1,590 acres ;

population (last census), 49,217.

The soil is of sand, with a clay subsoil. A separate drain is

required lor each house, and where the drains are laid under

a building the use of stoneware pipes, with a surroutiding of

concrete is insisted upon. The council iirohibit the laying of

drains under buildings except in any case where another mode
of construction is impracticable. A passage at least 4 feet

in width is constructed at the rear and along one end of

terraces ; in this a sewer is laid to receive the drainage of the

houses. The flushing of house (h-ains is done periodically

and systematically by the surveyor's own staff.

BOURNEMOUTH.
This district has an area of 2,592 acres ; its population is

about 55,000. The soil is composed of sand and gravel.

Each house is required to be provided with a separate drain,
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and In casea where the latter are laid underneath buildings

concrete of a thickness of li inches must surround thera. As

far as possible the system is prohihiteil. When back drainage

is proposed for terrace houses tlie authorities insist upon
having a properly constructed sewer, with a manhole at each
house connection. House drain flu.sliiDg is not undertaken.

BRADFORD.
Area, 10,776 acres; population (last census), 216,361. The

soil is composed entirely of clay. A separate drain is re-

quired for each house, and in the case of tliose which are laid

ilnder the house, iron or stoneware pipes, with a surrounding
of concrete, are required. E.tcept in cases where it is

absolutely necessary, the authority prohibit the laying of

drains under buildings. Front and back roads are required

in all such oases. House drain flushing is not undertaken.

BRENTFORD.
Areaof district. 1,166 acres; population, 16,000. Gravel and

sand constitute the soil. A separate connection is not always
required for each house. When drains are laid under a
house iron pipes are required. They have to be sur-

rounded with six-inch concrete, to be in a direct line, and
with a manhole at each end with inlet anrl outlet from the

manholes respectively. In terrace houses the council require a
passage at least i feet wide to carry ten houses (not more),

the passage to be in the centre. The owners have to urider-

take that the drain shall not be considered a sewer from the

point where one house drain joins another. The flushing of

liouse drains is not undertaken All new drains, it is stated

in the column tor remarks, ai-e subjected to the water test

for forty-eight hours.

BRIGHTON.
This district has an area of 2,620 acres, and a population

of 120,000. The soil is of coombe rock and chalk. The
authority require a separate drain for each house. Either
stoneware or iron pipes are allowed to be used in the con-
struction of drains under buildings, but it is imperative thcit

they should bo bedded in and covered over with 6 inches of

concrete. No drain is allowed to pass under any building,

excepting where any other mode is impracticable. In terrace

houses the drains pass underneith. The flushing of house
drains is not undertaken by tlie authority.

BRISTOL.
Area, 4,751 acres ; popuUtion 2.j0,600. The soil is of clay,

gravel, lias, new red sandstone, coal measures, and mountain
limestone. The authority re(;uire a separate drain for ench
house. Stoneware pipes in concrete have to be laid under
houses, although iron pipe's have been occasionally used.

Drains under buildings are not prohibited, but the council
encourage the practice of back drainage when possible,

BROMLEY, KENT.
This district has an area of 4,706 acres ; its population is

about 25,0n0. The soil is of gravel and clay. The council
do not require a separate drain if the owners themselves sign
an agreement declaring that they and their successors in

title will maintain the combined drain at their own cost. In
any ca«e of drainage passing under a building, iron or stone-
ware pipes with a surrounding of concrete are requii'ed The
authority prohibit the laying of drains under buildings
unless otherwise impracticible. In a few instances only, for

example, the cottage hospital and the workhouse, has the
work of house drain flushing been undertaken.

BURNLEY.
The district has an area of 4,015 acres, and its popula-

tion is estimated to be 100,000. The soil is chiefly blue
clay and loam. A separate drain is a'equired for each
house, and where one is laid under a house, iron pipes,

jointed with lead, or earthenware pipes, with cement
joints, and a surrounding of concrete, are required. This
system of laying under buildings is not prohibited, but the
council strongly deprecate it. The flushing of house drains
is undertaken by the council's workmen, and the cost is

charged to the owners, who previously requisition for the
work to be carried out All house drains, it is remarked at
the conclusion of the report, are jointed with cement and laid

under the supervision of the corporat'on.

B0RSLEM.
Area, 2,585 acres

;
population, 32,251 ; nature of soil, clay.

The authority require a separate drain for each house. When
drains are laid under houses stoneware pipes are used. The
authority flush the sewers, but not hous^ ilrains.

BUBTON-ON-TEENT.

The area of the district is 4,025 acres, and a population of

51,000. Gravel, clay, marl, and rock compose the soil. The
council do not require a separate drain for each house. It is

very rarely indeed that any drains are laid under houses, as
the by-laws strictly prohibit the practice when any other
coui'se is possible. When so laid they have to be surrounded
with 6 in. cement concrete laid in a direct line and venti-

lated at each end of the portion beneath the building.
Houses in the town are chiefly built on the terrace system, ard
there being no back streets in the borough, each block of

houses is provided with an ''entry "or open passage, along
which access is gained to tlie rear of the houses, and down
which the main drain is laid. This drain generally receives
the drainage from two to six houses.

BURY.
Area of district, 5,835 acres

;
population, 60,000 ; nature of

soil, gravel and clay. The authority require a separate drain

for each house, and, where the drains are laid underneath,
they permit the use of stoneware pipes surrounded with con-
crete. E.ijcept under unavoidable circumstances, the laying
of drains under builiiings is prohibited. There are no terrace

houses. The flushing of house drains U not undertaken by
the council.

CAMBRIDOR.
This district has an area of 3,278 acres In 1891 the popula-

tion was 36,983. The soil is gravel, chalk, marl, and gault. A
separate drain is not required for each house. Stoneware
pipes surrounded with concrete have to be used when drains
are laid under houses. The council do not prohibit the
system of laying under houses, but terrace houses are gener-
ally drained by a combined drain at the back of the property.
Flushing of house drains is not undertaken.

CARDIFF.
Area, in acres, 8,408 ; population, 170,000. The soil is of

gravel and clay. The authority require a separate drain for

each house. Stoneware pipes, surrounded with concrete, have
to be used in the construction of drains uniler houses, the
system of laying under buildings not being prohibited. The
flushing of house drains is not undertaken by the council,

CARLISLE.
The district's arei is 2.020 acres, and its population, calcu-

lated from the result of the last census (.^9, 176), about 42,000.
Gravel, clayey gravel, and clay constitute the soil. The
council require a separate drain for each house and, in the
case of drains being laid under a house, their construction of
iron in a surrounding of 6 inches of cement concrete. Unless
any other method is impracticable the council prohibit the
laying under buildings. Back streets, 12 or 15 feet in width,
are the invariable rule in the town, and in these a sewer is

laid to which the house drainage is connected. Therefore,
it is not necessary for any drain to go under buildings. The
sewers of the urban district council are periodically flushed
by special gangs, but any private individual can have the
drains of his house flushed, a nominal charge of one shilling

being made. In the case of old estates where back streets
have not been provided, the drain or sewer is allowed to be
earned through consecutive yards or gardens upon the owner
signing an agreement that this shall be a private drain, made
anrl m^dntained entirely at the cost of the owner or owners.

CHELTENHAM,
Area of district, 4 677 acres : population (in 1891), 47,514.

Sand and clay (lia<) compose the soil. The Council require a
separate drain for each house. Iron pipes and lead joints are
required when drains are laid under houses. The laying
of drains under buildings is prohibited as far as possil)le.

House drains are not flushed by the authority.

CHESTER.
This district, which has an area of 3,000 acres, possesses a

population of 37,000. The soil is of red sam'stone, clay,

sand, and gravel. A separate drain is not required for each
house. No rule is enforced in connection with drains laid

under houses, but side passages are preferred for the drainage
of a range of houses. Iron pipes, however, are used occa-
sionally. The council do not prohibit the laying of drains
under buildings. Flushing of house drains is not undertaken
by the council.

COLCHESTER.
Area, 11,824 acres

;
population, 40,000. Sand and gravel

compos-e the soil. Houses are not required to be furnished
with separate drains. When it is found impossible to con-
struct a house drain without pissing it under the building,
the pipes are encased first in clay, and then in concrete.
The laying under buildings is not prohibited by the council,
who, however, advise otherwise. House drains are not
flushed by the corporation employes. In the town there are
several rows of houses draining into one sewer at the rear
but the council do not take any responsibility beyond their
own main sewers.

COVENTRY.
Area of district, 3,144 acres

;
population, 62,500. The soil

is of clay and rock. Separate drains are required for
each house ; but if drains are laid under houses, iron pipes,
surrounded by concrete, have to be used. Except where un-
avoidable, this is not allowed. The council do not undertake
the periodical flushing of house drains.

CROYDON.
The area of this district is 9,014 acres, and its population

117,000. Clay, chalk, and gravel compose the subsoil. For
large houses a separate drain is required, but for cottages in
terraces six are allowed into one sewer connection, each cottage
being connected separately into one or two inspecti )n cham-
bers in the rear. Stoneware pipes, surrounded witli Portland
cement concrete, have to be used in cases of laying under
houses. Where unavoidable, this practice is allowed. House
drains are flushed all round once in about two Tears, a gang
of four men being continuously at work upon them. If a
special flushing is reijuired, 5s. is charged for it, but if four
times annually, 10s. All drains, it is remarked, are tested
with water before the trenches are filled in, and, on the
completion of each building, by smoke.

DARLINGTON
Area of district, 3,929 acres

;
population, 43,000. The

soil is of clay and gravel. A separate drain is required for each
house, and if it is laid underneath the building (an infrequent
occurrence) cast iron pipes are usually .-vsked for. There are
back streets in connection with nearly the whole of the
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houses in the borough, and the sewers are laid therein.

It is therefore unnecessary to prohibit the laying of

drains under buildings. House drain flushing is not under-

taken.
DERBY.

The district has an area of 3,445 acres and a population of

100,000. The soil is chiefly composed of clay. A separate

drain is not required for every house in cases where there is

an open passage leading to the backs of two or more houses.

If any other method is impracticable the laying of drains

under buildings is allowed, but the pipes must be strong and
constructed of cast iron with lead joints. The flushing of

house drains is not undertaken by the council's workmen.

DBVONPOET
Area of district, 1,760 acres ; estimated population, 60,000.

The soil is composed of hard shale. In cases of new houses

separate drains must be laid, and stoneware pipes, with a sur-

rounding of concrete, have to be used in laying under houses.

This system, however, is not allowed where another course is

practicable. House drains are not flushed by the council's

workmen. In many cases there are lanes at the backs of the

houses where the sewers, with which the drains are con-

nected, are carried.

DOVER.
The district's area extends over 1,779.J acres ; its population

amounts to 35,000. The soil is of clay, chalk and gravel.

The council require a separate drain for each house, and
where drains are laid under buildings, the use of stoneware
pipes encased in 6 inches of Portland cement concrete.

Wherever it is possible, the sjstem is avoided ; in the case of

terrace houses, there is a back line of drainage. House drain

flushing is not undertaken.
DUDLEY.

Area of district, 3,602 acres
;
population, ^6,000 ; nature of

soil, clay. Houses are not required to be provided with
separate drains. Store Aiare pipes with a surrounding of

concrete are, as a rule, used in the construction of drains

under houses, but in some cases, iron pipes are used. Very
few drains are, however, laid under houses, except for cellar

drainage. The periodical flushing of sewers is not carried

out by the council's workmen.

EAL7NC4.

Area of district, 3,225 acres; population, 30,000. Cliy

and gravel compose the soil. A separate drain is required

for each house, and when drains are laid under houses, either

iron or stoneware pipes with a surrounding of concrete must
be used in their construction. The council have no power to

prohibit the laying of drains under houses if they are sur-

rounded with concrete. In some cases they have a right of

way 3 feet wide at the rear under which the sewer is laid,

and the house drains are connected with this. Tlie council

undertake the flushing of the top ends of drains of old

property.
EAST BARNET VALLEY.

This district has an area of 2,686 acres, and a population

estimated at 9,350. In 1891 it was 7,750. The soil of the

district is clay. Except in certain special cases a separate

drain is required for each house, and when drains are laid

under houses iron pipes on a bed of concrete have to be used

in their construction. A drain under a building is prohibited

except where unavoidable. Terrace houses have generally

been sanctioned with combined drainage. House drain

flushing is not undertaken.

EASTBOURNE.
The area of this district is 5,410 acres, and its population

42,000. Clay, gravel, green sand, and chalk compose the soil.

Separate drains are required for every house, but "common
drains " exist, and are now being jiiit in on several estates.

Plans, however, have to be endorseil to the effect that the

corporation will not be held liable for maintenance or repairs

of such common drains. When drains are laid under a house,

stoneware or iron pipes with a surrounding of at least 6 inches

of concrete have to be used in their construction. Except
where no other mode of construction is practicable, however,

the system is prohibited. The council's workmen do not

undertake house drain flushing.

EAST HAM.
Area of district, 3 266 acres

;
population, 68,000. Nature

of soil mostly gravel, but much marsh. The council do not
require a separate drain for each house. Where it is necessary

for drains to be laid under houses they are constructed of

stoneware pipes surrounded with cement concrete, but the

system is avoided wherever possible although it is not

prohibited. The flushing of house drains is not undertaken,

but the authority always carry out the work of clearing

combined drains and sometimes flush them. There is little

or no trouble here with combined drains, a couple of men
being employed to keep them clear. The authority have
always recognised the combined drains as " sewers."

EDMONTON.
Area of district, 3,890 acres; population, about 35,000 ; soil,

chiefly of clay and gravel. Workmen's cottagesare not expected
to be provided with separate drains, t.iut where the drains are

laid under a house, iron ur stoneware pipes, with a sunound-
ing of concrete, are required. The practice is not absolutely

prohibited, and the sjstem of combined back drainage,
whii;h is ailopted here by the engineei*'s advice, is a drain-

with a manhole at every liend, discharging into a manhole in

the main sewer. At the top end of the back drain, a bianch

pipe is taken through to the front with a manhole at the top
end, on the footpath for flashing, and a hydrant adjoining.
At every pair of cottages there is a manhole on the main
drain, into which each sink and water-closet discharges
separately, no junction being used. Each pair has a 4 inch
or 5 inch ventilating pipe carried up above the roof. All
sewers and drains are water-tested and the combined back
drains are periodically flushed. The authority have a some-
what similar, but modified ai.d less expensive, sy.stem of

combined drainage for the surface water, in which the latter

is kept separate from the sewerage.

ENFIELD.
This district, which is on a soil composed partly of gravel

and partly clay, has an area of 12,600 acres, and a population
of 37,000. Every house must be provided with a separate
drain. In laying under house, stoneware pipes, with water-
tight joints, have to be laid. Having been tested with water,
the pipes are surrounded with cement concrete at least

6 inches thick, and, in some cases, again tested with water.

The laying of drains under buildings is not prohibited. In
the case of terrace houses having no sewer at the back, each
house must have a separate connection with the sewer in the
street. Two men are constantly engaged in flushing sewers
and combined drains, but the council do not undertake the
flushing of single house drains.

EXETER.
The district has an area of 1,820 acres ; its population is

38,000. The soil is of clay, new red and small patches of

gravel and trap. A separate drain is required for each house
and in laying under houses, stoneware pipes, cased in fine

Portland cement concrete, have to be laid, with an inspection
chamber at each end. Laying drains under buildings is

avoided, however, and only done when no other course is

open. In terraces, sewers are laid at the rear, and under no
circumstances is a sewer allowed to be constructed beneath
houses. Drains are not flushed by the corporation workmen.

PINCHLEY.
Area, 3,384 acres

;
population, 20,500 (estimated) ; nature

of soil, gravel and clay, with an admixtitre of chalk. The
council require a separate drain for each house. They have
adopted a rule that in the case of a terrace of houses, if the

applicant provides an open space at the end of the terrace for

the main drain to pass from the back of the terrace to the

street, they will, under certain conditions, allow them to be
drained into one main drain. If terrace houses are built

without the open space at the end, the houses are required to

be separately drained into the sewer, in which case the drain

is required to be surrounded with 6 inches of Portland
cement concrete. The water test is applied. Flushing of

house drains is not undertaken by the council.

PEIEN BARNET.
Area of district, 1,305 acres

;
population (including 2,500

in the L.C. Asylum), 10,076. The soil is of sand, gravel, and
clay. A separate drain is required for each house, and where
drains are laid under houses, stoneware pipes which have pre-

viously been tested with water must be used, together with a

suiTounding of 6 inches of cement concrete. Laying under
building is not prohibited. Tlie work of flushing house
drains is not undertaken by the council, but is considered
very necessary by the surveyor.

GATESHEAD.
This district has an area of 3,010 acres, and a population of

102,000. Clay and rock compose tlie soil. A separate drain is

required for each house, but the practice of laying under
buildings is absolutely prohibited. The back streets provide for

drain and branches from back premises. In reply to the
question in regard to the system of drainage adopted for

terrace house, the report states that 13 or 14 feet back streets

(accoriling to length) are provided with drainage. House
drain flushing is not undertaken, but the flushing of main
drains in back streets is periodically done.

GLOUCESTER.
The area of this district is 1,666 acres ; it has a population

of 42,000. The soil is composed of lower lias clay, with
deposits of drift gravel in patches. Separate drains are not
required in the houses, but the council do not allow more
than four houses to one 6-inch connection. Stoneware with
cement joints and concrete have to be used in the construction

of drains under houses. The laying of drains under houses is

opposed, and wherever [lossible the council endeavour to build

in blocks of one to eight houses, with separate drain to each
block outside, and two drains if more than four houses
in block House drain flushing is only undertaken ou the
request of owners and at their cost.

GRKAT GRIMSBY.
Area, 3,120 acres

;
population, 60,000. The soil is of clay

and gravel. A separate diain is require!! for each house, and
when drains are laid under a house stoneware pipes have to

be laid in a surrounding of concrete. In some cases there is

no alternative but to pass under the buildings, but as much
of the drainage is provided at the back of houses it is seldom
necessary to do so. A staff is regularly engaged on the work
of house drain flushing.

Toronto.—The city council, at a meeting on Monday, passed
a resolution to the effect that no aliens, especially citizens of

the United States, should be employed in municipal work.
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The Chicago Lake Tunnel.
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS.

The water supply of tlie city of Chicago is, or will be
states our contemporary, Brick, provided for by a number
of tunnels, extending out into Lake Michigan at a sufficient

distance to escape the contaminations of the water near the
shore. Two and a-half miles out, where the water is 32ft
deep, a huge caisson was put down about a year a^o • thewater was pumped out of it, and into the earth which hadbeen the bottom of that part of the lake a Ihaft was sunk toa depth of 75ft. m the ground, or over 100ft. below the level
of the water. At that depth a horizontal tunnel was driven
in one direction towards the shore, in the opposite direction
towards where would, later, be the permanent crib, or water
intake, half-a-mile further out to sea. The tunnel, when
complete, will run from a convenient place some distanceinland out under the bottom of the lake, in this case at adepth of about 70ft., until it reaches a shaft which

has been sunk from the permanent caisson, or " crib
"

ior convenience in working a temporary crib was placed
in position, about half-a-mile nearer the shore and
a shaft sunk, and the work of boi-ing the tunnel was
done from this. Here the earth was taken out and
tne bncks and cement put in; it was only a few weeks
ago that the permanent crib was towed out to its
position and let down on to the bottom of the lake. This
permanent crib consists of a submerged portion of wood
upon which IS built up two concentric circular walls of steel'
Ihe wooden portion is 27ft. in depth and 112ft. in diameter
It was built solid of hemlock lumber, as hemlock is found to
be indestructible under water. Upon this wooden bottom
the two concentric steel walls are carried up on a continua-
tion of the lines of the wooden substructure ; that is to sav
the outer steel wall is a big tube about 112ft. in diameterwnue the inner tube is only G2ft. in diameter. This leavesa space of 25ft. between the two steel ualls or tubes, which
alter the crib was put in place, was filled in solid with concrete

If,in course of time, the steel plates rust away, no harm will
happen, for the monolithic cylinder of concrete 25ft thick
will be more than .sufficient to resist aU the pressure and all
the storms of the lake. The quantity of hemlock timber'in
the structure is about 2,500,000ft. The total weight of the
structure, before floating it out, was 8,500 tons and the
concrete filling between the two steel skins nearly doubles
this weight.
On the 12th of August last, the crib, which had been

hauled out to a sheltered place near a breakwater, waitin°-
for a calm day, was towed to the spot, marked by buov.s"
designated for it. Arrived hero, it was a simple matter to

on"..
'

1
," 1' 'T^*"

already drawing, when afloat, about
2.)tt., and had only to go down a few feet more to reach the
bottom. A hose pipe was carried over into the well from
one of the tugs equipped with a pumping apparatus, and as
the stream of water poured in the huge machine settled
steadily, but imperceptibly, without a jar or a quiver until
a gentle sliock gave notice that bottom had ' been
i-caohofl. Wr.rk x^as begun without delay in dumpin<r

scow loads of rockjaround the ba.se, to form a rip.rap and
prevent any possible shifting by the action of wind or wave
Immediately after this the filling of the double steel walls with
i ortland cement concrete was commenced

; this is mixed bymachines on scows alongside the crib, and dumped into place
as It IS made The crib has openings at about Oft. from the
bottom, to let m the water; these openings are closed by
gates, so that the flow of water can be regulated or shut off
altogether

;
as a matter of cour.se these sates remain closed

until the work of buildino; the tunnel is complete
The tunnel itself is circular, and that portion under the

lake, from the crib to Oak-street, will be 10ft. in diameter
Ihis IS being built in two sections, one being driven fromthe crib towards the shore, the other starting out from theshore to meet it The line which it was intended the tunnelshould take and the location of the crib was first deter-mined by the m,th..d of surveying called triangulatipn

^rZL^ 1 't'^P'^™'-y crib, a mark, or flagstaff, was
erected, and another mark was erected on land. With thesetwo marks and a surveyor's transit a line could very easily
be set out anywhere above the surface of ground or water
the nest step was to transfer this line below ground. Let usconsider the land end first. A shaft is sunk in line with thetwo marks to a depth of Gft. below the centre of the future
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tunnel. This shaft is 12ft. in diameter. A thm steel wire

(the smallest size piano wire, No. 18) is suspended in line

with the marks near to one side of the shaft. The wire,

which carries a plumb weighing 41b., goes down to the

bottom of the shaft. Another similar wire is hung, also

exactly in line with these marks, near the opposite side ot

the <ihaft find by sitjhtiug with the transit the two wires

WOOOEK SUBSTT OCTORE OP Cl IB.

are broughtlnto line withjthe marks with the utmost accu-

racy, the instrument being then taken to the bottom of the

shaft. Here a short tunnel or'cutting of about 30ft. in length

is driven from each side of ^the shaft and, approximatel)

,

in the direction in which the tunnel is to go. Tliese cuttings

are made for the purpose of enabling the transit to be set up

at a sufficient distance from the suspended wires, when,

by means of the instrument sighting on the two wires

hanging down from above, a new line is set out under-

ground and marked by pegs driven into the roof of the

tunnel ; from these pegs other wires are suspended, so as to

continue the line as the tunnel proceeds, but the direction of

the entire mile and a-half, or more, of the tunnel depends

upon the accuracy of the first two wires which are hung

down the shaft from above. The distance between these

forms a base line, and this is a very short one, for the shaft

being only 12ft. in diameter, the wires cannot be more than

lift, apart. A first-class instrument, the best skiU and

extreme accuracy on the part of the engineer are necessary

to obtain such successful results as have been achieved. At

the temporary crib a similar shaft was sunk to start the

tunnel from the other end and exactly similar operations

were carried out, two wires being dropped down the shaft

and a base line formed below. The above is an attempt to

If^.

^'1^ .^ ?

makes a well-rounded hole, and braces up the 15ft. of earth

tunnel. At 3 in the afternoon the masonry shift goes

down and performs the final act of construction. The work-

men knock out the supports left by the trimmers, fill

in vacancies caused by the dropping out of chunks

of earth from the top and sides, and carry on the long

tube of brickwork up to the face of the drift. At

the commencement of the work Utica cement was used

to lay tlie bricks, and the wall of the tunnel was four bricks

thick. It was afterwards concluded that it would be better

to use a higher class of cement and only three bricks. Now
the best quality of Portland cement is put in. Section No. 1

of the tunnel,' coming in from the lake at Oak-street, goes

on to Green-street and Grand-avenue, where it divides into

two branches. Up to that point the tunnel is 10ft. in

dc.-^i.Lu vL. ...:.u..J ,: „atiij;4 llic uligiiiiieiit, so that the

work shall nut deviate an inch either to the right or to the

left. The level of the tunnel is carried down from the city

datum, and is not such a difficult operation.

The work in the tunnel goes on night and day, except on

Sundays. There are three shifts of eight hours each, each

shift of from twelve to fourteen men, for this is as many as can

work below without getting in another's way. The three

bodies of workmen are known as the driving or heading, the

trimming, and the masonry shift. The driving shift goes

on duty at 11 o'clock at night, and works until 7 in the

morning. Whatever of difficulty and danger there is, is in

this part of the work, for every blast and every stroke of the

pick is liable to start a vein of quicksand, water, gas, or black

sand, and, though the boring is at such a depth and raostly

in good solid clay, there are quite enough possibilities to

prevent the task becoming monotonous. Blasting is a

dangerous operation at the best ; in a tunnel it is about at

its worst ; and it speaks well for the care and vigilance

exercised that only one serious accident so far has occurred.

At the intermediate shaft alone 1 ton of dynamite a month

is used.

The men of the driving shift have to push ahead for about

15ft., 15ft. or 16ft. being considered a good rate of progress

in eight hours. They only cut the upper half of the

circular hole, and put up such temporary braces as are neces-

sary to hold up the roof until the trimming shift arrives.

The trimming shift foUows, and takes out the lower half,

Takims Buicks iNi'o UaiB.

internal diameter, but the branches are only 8ft. in diameter.

The capacity of the tunnel, when complete, will be

120,000,000 gallons every twenty-four hours.

Our final illustration will excite some curiosity and

interest. The following story explains it. One day, in

the course of the operations, some black sand began to be

brought up out of the hole, and caused some uneasiness to

Superintendent F. Mclsaac. This gentleman was sitting at the

tip at the edge of the caisson, where the trucks of earth

are upset to dump their contents into the lake. He was care-

fully watching the earth as it was dumped, studying the

quantity and character of the black sand it contained, when

he noticed in the sand as it streamed down a peculiar black

lump, and following this with his eye he noticed that the

strange lump bobbed up and floated on the water. His

curiosity was excited, and immediately ordering a boat to be

lowered, he himself went after the floating object and

took it out of the water. The floating object was

a toad afterwards nicknamed " Methuselah." He was

as black as the sand that accompanied him. He was quite

torpid, except that when handled he appeared desperately

frightened, and gave the peculiar squeal of a toad in agony.

Methuselah was very lean, too, like one who had^ not

had a meal for many a long year. He was carefully nourished

by his new owner on a succulent diet of flies, and in a short

time he began to change his characteristics. He slowly

lost his torpidity, lost his black complexion, and, after a few

weeks took on the bright and variegated hues of the

modern, up-to-date toad. He hopped about quite lively,

caught his own flies, and did not appear to object to any

amount of handling or petting.
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London Water Commission.

The sixth mestiiif? of tho Royal Commission appointed to

iiiquii-e as to the best means of dealing witli the water supply

of the metropolis was held on Monday, in the House of Lords.

Lord Llandaff presided.

Mr. B.iLFOUB Brownk, q.c, on behalf of the London County
Council, disclaiming any desire to " make a case" before the

commission, said all the evidence tendered had been in direct

response to a written request on the part of the commission.

With regard to the results which had followed the purchase

tif waterworks in provincial cases, he desired to have direction

as to whether the commission desired that the county council

should prove the results of provincial purchase in proof of

the contention that tlie metropolitan waterworks should be

similarly transferred, or whether it would be permissible to

give the evidence which had been collected from these sources

through an officer of the county council.

Tlie Chaibman.— You would give second-hand evidenc?, in

fact ?

Mr. Bat.four Brownk.—Yes ; the witness to whom I refer

has done his best to obtain accurate information.

Mr. Pkmber, on behalf of the water companies, did not

raise any objection, but intimated that, if necessary, they

would have to test eueh evidence.

Mr. Balfour Browne, refolding to the decision of the

commission that they would not go behind the report of

Lord Balfour's commission, pointed out that a great many
things had happened since that commission which might
tend to vary the findings of tlie present tribunal.

The Chairman.— You will remember tliat in certain cases

we have allowed Sir Alexander Binnie to go behind the report

of Lord Balfour's commission.
Sir Alexander Binnie, engineer-in-chief of the London

County Council, in further e.xamination, referred to the area

in which the mains of two companies were laid side by side,

and stated that it amounted to between 2 and 2^ square miles,

not acres, as had been erroneously stated. He gave details

of the regulations which had been enforced by the corporation

of Bradford for the purpose of preventing waste of water.

By General Scott.—Some of the London water comiianiea
carried out a similar system of checking waste.

Examination by the Chairman continued.—He could not

say what proportion of the mains of the eight London com-
panies were laid at a less depth than 2 ft. 6 in.; therefore he
could not calculate what would be the cost of the operation

of relaying the mains. During the frost of 1896, out of 6fty-

three cases of bnrsting in the Lambeth company's district

and 190 cases in tho Southwaik and Vauxhall company's dis-

trict, only one was at a greater depth than 2 ft. 6 in. It was
only in very exceptional cases that he would expect to find

pipes frozen at a depth of 2 ft. 6 in. He handed in a table

showing the estimated, average and maximum supplies of

the New River Company, from which it appeared that in

1895 tho average daily supply throughout tho year was
38,115,88.5 gallons, and that the supply was 45,274,642 gallons

a day during the week of maximum consumption. It was
estimated that the quantities in 1901 would bo 47,236,000
gallons and 56,107,000 gallons; in 19U6, 56,481,000 and
67,089,000 gallons; in 1911, 67,538,000 and 80,221,000
gallons; and in 1915,77,921,000 and 92,554,000 gallons re-

spectively.

By Sir George Bruce.—These estimated increases were
based not only upon an increase of population, but upon an
increased supply per head. It was calculated by Mr. Francis,,

the engineer of the New River Company, that as one result

of the introduction of constant supply the consumption during
the summer months would amount ill 1931 to as much as 60
gallons per head per day.

Sir George Bruce.— Upon all the data available it might
just as well be estimated at 120 gallons as at 60 gallons.

Mr. Pemrer pointed out that before Sir Joseph Pease's

committee Sir Alexander Binnie stateil that in his opinion 35-

gallons per head per day was a liberal allowauco to make for

the immediate future.

Witness retorted that the committee referred to were
under an instruction from tho House of Commons, inquiring
only as to tho requirements of the immediate fntnre. He'
then stated that 35 gallons was the least, and ho would prefer
40 gallons. This opinion he still held. In farther examina-
tion by the the chairman, witness handed in another table,,

which he said had a very important bearing on the future
water supply of London. From these figures it appeared that
the percentage of the maximnm monthly or daily supply over
the average daily supply for the year 1896 was in the case of

the Chelsea company 21 per cent,; East London, 16'7 percent

;

Grand Junction, 20 3 per cent.; Kent, 205 per cent,; Lambeth,,
269 per cent,; New Eivor, 212 per cent.; Southwark and
Vauxliall, 124 per cent.; West Middlesex, lo'4 per cent ; and
iri tho case of all the companies combined 16 98 per cent. As
showing the amount of water which English. speaking people
could and did use, and what an excessive demand a froiir use
of water might produce, he laid before the commission figures
which showed that the consumption per head per day was
I09'3 gallons in Baltimore, 1119 in Boston, 856 in Brnoklvn,
325-8 in Buffalo, 1907 in Chicago, 128-5 in Cincinatti, 16'l-8

.u Detroit, 705 in Montreal, 1039 ia New Y'ork, 1711 in

Philadelphia, 101-4 in St. Louiii and lOO'S jrallons in Toronto.

In Paris the consumption was 47 gallons per head per day.

He estimated that in the year 1931 the population of water
London would be 11,191,934, and that the average annual

daily supply should be equal to 40 gallons per head per day,

or 447,677,360 gallons, or with an addition of 20 per cent, to

meet the demands of the maximum month 537,212,832 gallons

By Mr. Mellor.— In the event of the water supply of

London being placed under the control of one central author-

ity, there would be no difficulty in making physical connec-

tion between the mains of all companies, and in case of pur-

chase by the county council he did not think this would
involve any great expense to them over and above the

amount of the purchase money. The advantages to the con-

sumer of placing the water supply of London in the hands

of a public representative body might be summarised as

follows ; (1) It would put an end once and for all to the con-

tinued inquiries in the London water question, which have

been going on since 1811, carried out by Royal Commissions
and by Parliament ; at the same time it would carry out the

recommendations of the Duke of Richmond's commission,

Sir William Harcourt's commission. Sir Matthew White
Ridley's committee in 1891, and the recommendations con-

tained in the report of Sir Joseph Peace's committee in 1896.

(2) It would place London in a similar position to that which
it has been found most expedient to adopt in almost all other

large town, in Great Britain and Ireland, and \vhich has been

found most conducive in the public interest in the United

States of America ; and it is a duty which the Government
of India places in the hands of almost all the municipal

bodies in their Indian Empire. (3) That, according to all

authorities on the subiect, Lord Balfour's commission, the

recent evidence of the water companies, and the investiga-

tion of the county council, the present water supply of London
must be more than doubled within the next thirty or forty

years, and it is expedient that these new works should be

carried out by some'public body and not by commercial com-

panies. The supply of water from the present sources may
bo taken for the year 1896 at 198,000,000 gallons a day. This

cost in capital expenditure, £16,531,346, or at the rate of

£83,492 per 1,000,000 gallons supplied per day. Had these

works been carried out by the Metropolitan Board and the

county council they would no doubt have been treated

as the main drainage expenditure of the metropolis has been

treated, especially when we regard the long period over which

the expenditure has ranged. In the case of the main drain-

age works, since 1855 about £7,7.50,000 of capital had been

expended,;of which £3,,500,(X)0;had been paid off; so that at

the present time the main drainage debt stands at only tboat

£4,200,000. Under the above circumstances it is expedient

that tho large expenditure which is inevitable in the future

should be placed in the hands of a public bcdy rather than in

the hands of commercial companies.

At the request of Mr. Balfour Browne, Mr. Mellor asked

the witness whether the companies could be forced under any

Act setting up a central control over them to go for water to

Wales when the necessity arose.

Sir Alexander Binnie, in reply, expressed the view that

Parliament conid not possibly impose upon a commercial body
any such obligation to do that which was undertaken volun-

tarily by public corporations. If water were brought from
Wales it would be pumped into the present high-service reser-

voirs of the companies, and would gravitate thence into the

different parts of London.

Tho inquiry was adjourned until Monday next, when Sir

Alexander Binnie will be cross-examined by council for the

water companies.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Mr. Dibdin and the Septic Tank Systerili— " Alanhole
"

writes: 1 have read with considerable advantage and amuse-
ment the correspondence published in your valuable paper on
the septic system of sewage disposal, but there is one point I

think manj- of your readers would like more information

upon. For instance, Mr. Dibdin, who is an eminent authority

on this subject and has given evidence in favour of the septic

system, has not, so far as I am aware, recommended the

adoption of this system where he has been called in to advise

the local authority, but, instead, has recommended the cheaper
and simple process of filter-beds made on his system and
termed "bacterial beds." Well, as a ratepayer desiring in-

formation, I would like to know what is the advantage of the

septic tank if the same result can be gained, at a much less

cost, by Mr. Dibdin's bacterial beds ?

The Leyton Sludge and Dust Destructor.—Yesterday a
public inspection of tlie sludge and refuse destructor, which
is erected at the sewage works of tho Leyton Urban District

Council, was held by Sir Douglas Calton, k.c.b., and others.

In our next issue we expect to refer further to the matter.
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Law Notes.
Edited bt J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewry Chambers, E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

I%e Editor ^oill he pleased to answer any questions affecting

[ the practice of engineers and stirveyors to local authorities.

Queries (tvhich should he written legibly on foolscap paper, one

side only) should be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices

o/TiiE Sdbvetor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Water Supply: Pollution of Spring from Pool on

Adjoining Land : Public Health Act, 1S75, sec. 175.

—

" Kosmos " writes : My uouiicil recently applied to the Local

Government Board for sanction for loan for -yvaterworlcs

scheme. The source of supply is a spring. The Local

(iovernment Board refuse the loan on account of the sup-

posed liability of spring to pollution from a cattle drinkinji-

place or pool on land of adjoining owner. This owner has
. absolutely refused to allow the council, on any consideration,

.
to touch the pool for the purpose of preventing the pollution.

Can the Local Government Board grant anj' power to the

council by provisional order, or can any power short of an
Act of Parliament be acquired by the council to enable them
to either purchase the pool and adjoining land compulsorily
or enter on the land for the purpose of carrying out specific

works uecessaiy to prevent the risk of pollution. I may add
that the water from the spring is now iised for drinking pur-

poses by the inhabitants of the parish. The council simply
propose to build a storage reservoir and lay pipes. Do you
think any action would lie against the owner of the pool for

causing pollution of a spring used for drinking purposes, or
could an injunction be obtained.

The authority cnn apply to the Local Government Board for an order
empowering tliem to put in force, with regard to lands reiuired for any
of the purposes of the Pubhc Health Act, 1S75, the powers of the Land

' Clauses Consolidation Acts as to compulsory purchase (I'nblic Health
- Act, 1S75, sec. 176). The necessary formalities to be observed are fully

set out in the section. If actual pollution of the spring by percolation
from the pool can be proved, an action will lie against the "owner of the
latter, since " no one has a right to use his own land in such a way as
to be a nuisance to his neighbour ; and therefore, it a man puts filth or
other poisonous matter on his land, he must take care that it does not
escape so as to poison water which his neighbour has aright to use,
although his neighbour may have no ()roperty in such water at the time

. when it is fouled " (aef? Lumlev's " Public Health Acts," 5th edition,

p. 49 ; Ballard V. Tomliimou. 29 Ch. D., 115). This was a case in which
two adjoining owners had each a well. One of them turned sewage into
his well, and thus polluted the other well, and the Court of Appeal held
that the owner of the latter had a right of action. Probably an injunc-
tion could be obtained if a strong case were made out.

, Re-seweking Private Streets : Public Health Act,

1875, sec. 150.—Referring to "Query and Reply" in The Sur-
veyor for 24-th December, 1897, " H. R." writes : My second
query was baaed on a case which we had some three or four

years .ago, where a street had been sewered when originally

laid out eighteen years ago, and when, four years ago, the
council made the street under sec. 150 of the Public Health
Act, 1S75. The owners objected to pay for the sewers,

because the latter h.ad been originally constructed under
the supervision of the authority, after the plans of streets and
sewers had been formally approved, and that, consequently,

the sewers vested in the local authority the moment they had
been constrncted and approved. This view was upheld by
the Court, and the council had to make a fresli apportionment
excluding the cost of all work done in relaying the sewers.

- It was not denied that tlie sewers required relaying or repaii--

ing. Jly point is that in the case of the road I am asking
about the .street gullies are -connected to the foul sewer, and
have been for many years, and the system of separate drains

for storm water having been adopted since, the construction

by the landowner of the sewer and gullies in the road, are we
bound now to do, at the expense of the ratepayers at large, all

that is required.as regards sewers and drains ?

This is undoubtedly an important point, and, fortunately, it is one oq
which the reported cases afford clear guidance. The leading case is

Bonella V. Tinckenham Local Board [L.'Jt. 18, Q. B. D., 677), in which
- the Court of Appeal laid down this principle ;

—

viz., '* If after the lapse
of a reasonable time after the vesting of sewers in a Icial authority
they da nothing and express no view on the subject, it must be taken
to be conclusive that at the time the sewer was origmally constructed
they were satisfied with it for the purpose for which it was then used."
This proposition was accepted in the subsequent case of B'irrow-in-1-ur-
nefn Cor/)oraf!on V. Van-son, in which it was also held that it is a question
of fact, to be decided on the evidence, whether an authority were or were

. not eatisfied with the sewer as originally constructed.

Fencing Highways.—" R. C. C." writes : I should be glad

if you would give mo your valuable opinion on the following :

In the district over which I have charge we have several

lengths of highways crossing through fields and open to the

,
land. Gates exist at various points which are both inconvenient

and a nuisance to persons using the roads. Have we power
to compel owners of the land to fence off their " respective "

frontages? If so, what width of clear road should be left

from tlie centre ? These are district highways, " not main
roads." Tour opinion will be esteemed.

" The owners of lands adjoining a highway are not in general bonnd
to fence them from the highwiiy " («<< Lumley's " Public Health
Acts," 6th edition, p. 174). " In general " I take to mean in the
absence of any special circumstance, such as a local Act of Parliament,
yendering the owners liable to fence.

ments referred to should he enclosed. All explanatory diagrams
must be drawn and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents
who do not ii'ish their names ptibJi.shed should furnish a nom
de plume.

ExPENSE.s OF Curbing and Channelling.—" Inquirer

"

writes : In an urban district there is a street under the mean-
ing of the Act 36 ft. wide. On one side there is a parapet,

on the other there is none. On the side where there is no
parapet the owner of the lands adjoining submits plans to

the urban district council of a row of shops, setting back the

building line 6 ft. from the read fence, but 7!0( showing any
curbing and channelling on the deposited plans. The plans

were passed, the shops were built, the G it. thrown into the

street, and the owner called on the council to curb and
channel in front of his shops. This the council refused to do.

Accordingly the owner did the necessary curbing and channel-

ling under protest, and now calls on the council to refund

the expense. Whose duty is it to do the curbing and channel-

ling—the local authority or the owner ?

The answer to this question depends upon whether the owner ia laying
out a new street and what are the provisions of the by-laws applicable
thereto. Frinui facie upon the facts stated there seems to be nothing
rendering him liable to do the curbing and channelling. On the other
hand, he appears to have done this work as a purely voluntary act ; and
that being the case, I do not see how he can, in any event, recover the
cost from the local authority.

CHERBOURG AND irS QUARRIES.

VISIT OP MUNICIPAL SURVEYORS.
At the invitation of the Kent Road Maintenance and

Stone Supply Company, Limited, of Gravesend, a party of

ofKcial surveyors and other gentlemen left Waterloo station

on Saturday evening en route for Cherbourg, to visit the

qnartzite quarries worked by the company in conjunction
with the Societe des Carrieres de I'Ouest. The party, who
were personally conducted by Mr. Moreland Gi:eig, managing
director of the company, Mr. II. W. Clarke, secretary, and
Mr. L. Cadic, included Mr. Ruck (county surveyor of Kent),
Mr. Dryland, Mr. Ginn, Mr. Gow (Plumstead), Mr. Hawkinga
(Bromley Urban District Council), Mr. Palmer (Heme Bay),
Mr. Harris (Tonbridge Rural District Council), Mr. Tait

(Dartford), Mr. Bennett (Southampton), Mr. Lacey (Bourne-
mouth), Mr. Ilookins (Dartford), Mr. F. Beadle, Mr. Jesse

Ellis, Mr. G. Arnold and Mr. Marriage.
After an e.xcellent dinner (supplied by Messrs. Spiers &

Pond) and a pleasant passage across the Channel, Cherbourg
was reached on Sunday morning, and the day was spent in

visiting the varioas places of interest in the town and sur-

rounding district.

On Monday morning the party were conveyed to the

qnartzite quarries, situated on the Montagne de la Bonle,

about .3 miles from the town, and witnessed the Wasting of a
large face of cliff by means of Favier powder and dynamite.
Tlie charge—about 22 cwt. of Favier powder and 3 cwt. of

dynamite—was inserted in boreholes in a horizontal gallery

42 ft. Gin. in length, driven in the rock at a height of 13 ft. 6 in.

above the foot of the qnarry, and in two branch g.alleries,

each .about 25 ft. long, proceeding from the main drivage;

and there were also a couple of smaller galleries higher up the

fence. The blast was highly effective, and produced a large

fall without any dispersion of fragments, the face of the

qnarry being instantly and almost noiselessly riven with
numerous fissures, the rock heaved forward gently by the

irresistible force behind, and then falling with a dull rumble
on to the terrace below. The blocks of quartzito thus dis-

placed vary from abont 80 to 100 tons in weight down to

fragments of a few pounds, the largest being employed by the

Societe des Carricres do I'Ouest for harbour work, whilst the

smaller stones are broken up for road metal by the Kent
Road Company, who also grind a portion to a medium sand,

which—the qnartzite being pure silica—is used for cement-
testing by the French Government. The work of breaking-

up and dressing employs a large number of hands, women
and children taking a share of the lighter tasks.

At the dinner which concluded the events of the day the

valuable qu.ilities of Cherbourg quartzito for road-making
purposes was testified to by several of the professional

gentlemen present, and a belief expressed in the future before

this stone for localities which are deficient in good native

stone but are accessible at moderate rates of freight.

Tlie homeward journey was commenced on Monday night,

and after a smooth passage a most enjoyable trip came to a
conclusion at mid-day on Tuesday.

In our next issue we expect to give some general notes

about Cherbourg which will be of in terest from a municipal

pnd sanitary point of view.
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The SeptBO Tank System.
CRITICiSM AND DEFENCE.— IBI.

The following letter, addressed by Mr. A. F. Somerville to

the editor of The West of England Advertiser in reply to the

last letter from Mr. A. J. Martin, has been sent to na for

pnblication :

—

LETTER FROM MB. A. F. SOMERVILLE.

Sir,—The lengthy letter from Mr. Martin, which appeared
in ybur last issne, does nut seem to me to throw much more
lisht on those jjoints raised by my former letters.

As regards the disposal of insoluble deposit, it is quite clear

that at present the patentees have no definite plan for its re-

moval. Mr. Martin tells ns that it is to remain in the trenches.

At E.xeter it will be accumulating at the rate of about 1,900

to 2,000 yards a year ; so the trendies will have to be on the

scale of a railway cutting, it would seem.
As a general rule it is not proposed to run nut the liquid

contents of tanks; fi'om which the natural inference is that

on occasions this mass of horrible corruption is to be run out.

Everyone who has resided in a country village will have
probably some idea of the results from the emptying of a

single cesspool—how the air around is poisoned for nearly half

a mile
;
jnst fancy what the result will be when those glori-

fied cesspools pour their essence into the air ! Poor Exonians

!

But Mr. Martin, like the experts, is never at a loss ; though
we are told the insoluble deposit is equal to two-fifteenths

of the sludge—that is nearly one-fifth of the depth of the tank
—and consequently wonld completely fill it up in five j-ears;

yet Mr. Martin now says, " At present it is an open question

if it will be necessary to remove any at all." The bacilli, the

little gentlemen who chaw up everything, after finishing off

the soluble matter will, as the conjuror says, " proceed to

swallow the plates."

The suggestion is too absurd really to be taken any notice

of ; but anyone can see that to allow the insoluble deposit to

accumulate in the tanks is to reduce their capacity.

In a paper which was read before the Sanitary Institute,

at Leeds, in September, 1897, Mr. Cameron s.aid :
" Once a

year it may be desirable to remove the deposit from the tank
;

by proper arrangements this can be done by the one man who
acts as caretaker." I can only suggest one way in which the

caretaker, in his spare intervals, could remove the 2S0 tons

or thereabouts of insoluble deposit from the tank and yet not
keep the tank out of use for too long a period, and that is by
a shoot into the obliging Exe. I would not, however, suggest

that such a plan is recommended by the patentees. But, as

I said before, the removal of the insoluble deposit is at present
an unsolved problem.
With regard to the effect of the rainfall, Mr. Cameron, in

reply to Dr. Thomson, is reported to have said as follows :

" Taking the present population, the sewage would remain in

the tanks about forty-five hours with the dry weather flow,

but with a qtiarter-inch of rain it would only remain seven

hours." That is the reported evidence; if the report is in-

correct, why does not Mr. Martin say so ? If correct, my
previous statement is also correct.

Again, Mr. Martin avoids the point as to the excess of

sewage-flow caused by rain. Is the advice of the experts to

be followed and the surplus sewage diverted before it enters

the tank, or is Mr. Cameron's proposal to pass all the sewage
through the tank to be followed ?

Mr. Martin's excuse for not attempting to complete the
purification of the sewage at the experiment works at Yeovil
is, he must pardon me for saying, a very lame one. It is,

however, no excuse for the contradictory evidence between
himself and iHr. Armytage.

Truly this sepkic tank is a veritable conjuror's c.ibinet.

The insoluble deposit is to disappear in some mysterious way,
known, it would seem, at present only to Mr. Armytage, but
taken on faith by Mr. Martin ; while the polluting substances
are to wend their w.ay, in various forms of gas, into thin air

through the arch of the tank, which we are told are con-

structed of " cemented brick " (see Dr. Woodhead's descrip-

tion of the septic tank). Precipitation tanks may well now
take a back seat, for they only profess to remove by precipi-

tation matters in suspension, leaving the clarificrs to arrest

any small floceulent matter in suspension which may escape
in the tank effluent, while the purification of inatters in

aolution is entirelv carried out by the filters.

The "irrigation" I referred to in my former letter is for

surplus sewage in times of rainfall, though it is quite evident
the Local Government Board will insist on the subsequent
treatment of the filtrate on land.

As to whether or not Exeter's is a weak or a strong sew-
age, it is a matter of comparison with other places. It is

weaker than London sewage, which has always boon recog-
nised as a weak sewage, and far weaker than any of those
places in Somerset the sewage of which has been analysed
for the Somerset County Council.

Tot homines, quot soilentiic ! The .leptic tank has its

ajiostles and its opponents among the leading authorities on
the treatment of sewage ; it is easy to pit the opinions of one
against the other, but—cut bono ?

Time will show whether the septic system as at present

devised is a good and economical method of sewage disposal,

or whether some important additions or modifications of the

present system are or are not required. My object has been,

as a "layman," to direct attention to what in my opinion

are weak points. If in the opinion of your readers Mr.

Martin has swept away my objections, he has probably in

that event strengthened the case for the septic tank; if not,

then possibly I may have done some good by pointing out

difncultiea previously unforeseen.—Yours faithfully,

A. F. Somerville.

January 11, 1898.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Skefchps accompanying Queries should be made separate on white paper
in j'tain black-ink lines. Lettering orjigures should be bold andplain.

144. The Surveyors' Institution Examinations: Books
Reoommended.— " J. B." writes : Canyon inform me what
are the best books for a j^oung surveyor to study who wants
to prepare himself for an examination of the Surveyors' In-

stitution ?

Tlie Surveyors' Institution publish a syllabus of subjects

and examples of papers set at the preliminary and profes-

sional examinations, price Is. 6d. Copies are obtainable

from tho secretarj-, Mr. Julian C. Rogers, Savoy-street,

Victoria-embankment, London, W.C. The syllabus recom-

mends the text-books to be used in preparing for the ex-

aminations.

145. Sewage Disposal : Proprietary Processes : Books
Required.—"Assistant" write.s : Would you kindly inform

me how to obtain information for the treatment of sewage
on the following systems—ric, Bacillite, Universal, Intel"-

national, Lockwood, Lowcoclc, Magnetite, Standard, Septic,

Birch, Oxygen Sewage Purification Company's, and ^Yollheim

processes. I should like some good book on the treatment of

sewage.
We know of no publication in one volume containing a

description of the proprietary )irocesses of sewage puri-

fication. A reference to our advertising pages will give

tho addresses of the patentees of most of the systems, from
whom full particulars will be obtainable on applii'ation.

Probably the best book on t;he ti-eatmentof sewage is Santo
Crimp's " Sewage Disposal Works," price 303., C. (Iriffin &
Co. Robinson's " Sewerage and Sewage Disposal," price

12s. 6d., E. & F. N. Spon, is also a reliable book. In addi-

tion to the above, the pamphlet on " Sewage Disposal,"

containing papers on the subject by Messrs. Kaye PaiTV,

Dibdin and Thudichum, S. Barwise, Bostock Hill, and
Donald Cameron, re.ad at the Sanitary Congress, Leeds, and
published by tho Sanitary Institute, price 23. 6d., should

bo procured.

THE SURVEYORS' I NSTITUTION.

Annual Dinner.
Notice is given that the annual dinner of the Institution

will take place at the Holborn Restaurant (King's Hall), on
Wednesday, the 9th February, 1898, at half-past C o'clock

precisely.

Members' dinner tickets (price 1 guinea each, including

wine) and a limited number of visitors' dinner tickets (price

£1 10s. each), to be paid for on delivery, may be obtained at

the Institntion. In order to provide for the comfort of the

members, it is requested that the intention of being present

at the dinner be intimated to the secretar)- on or before

Wednesday, the 2nd February.
Junior Meetings.

The second of four meetings of examinees and students

authorised (subject to certain conditions) by the council to

be held during the present session, will take place at tho

temporary premises of the Institution on Monday, the 31st

January, 1898, when a paper -will be read by Mr. F. A. (ireen,

entitled " Compensation Cases." The chair will be taken at

7 o'clock.

Professional Examinations, 1898.

The students' pi-oficiency examination will commence on
the 21st of March next.

Examinations qualifying for the classes of " Professional

Associates " and " Fellows" will also commence on the 21st

of March next. All particulars as to days, subjects and
conrsc of examination, will be forwarded on application to the

secretary.

English candidates for the professional examinations will

"be examined in London. Irish candidates will be examined
in Dublin.

Maidstone Water Supply.—The council decided on Wednes-
day to seek I'arliatiientary powers to acquire their own water
supply. Seven fresh cases of typhoid have occnrred during

tho past fortnight, increasing the total since the outbreak to

1,910.
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Municipal Woric in Progress and Projected.

The London C'oiinl y Conncil liiive got to work again. Their

biy^Ejest projected undertaking's are the proposed new tram-
Way lines, bnt the Victoria-embankment scheme will meet
with some opposition. Below will bo found information of

extensive nndertakings at, among other places, Plymouth,
Yarmouth and St. Pancras.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

The London County Council resumed their deliberations on
Tnesday, and, as usaal after a recesa, they found they had
plenty of business to face. The new manager seems to be
puttinsT a better aspect on the Works Department, and a dis-

cnssion on this subject monopolised a large part of the sitting.

There are signs and portents that the proposed Embankment
tramway will meet with a lot of opposition.

Loans for Public Worlis.—Upon the recommendation of the

Finance Committee, it was agreed to lend the Hampstead
Vestry £5,900 for paring works and additions to the vestry

hall ; the Lewisham District Board £18,225 for sewerage and
other works, coroner's court, &c.; and the Wandsworth Dis-

trict Board £-1,000 for paving works.
Electric Light on the EmhanVment.—The Highways Com-

mittee submitted a scheme for electrically lighting the Em-
bankment. They estimated that the capital expenditure
would amount to £25,300 and the annual cost of maintenance
to £3,.509, and they recommended the council to approve the

scheme and to authorise them to invite tenders for the work
and for the supply of the material. The consideration of the

scheme was adjourned till the next meeting.
The Fleet Sever.—The IHain Drainage Committee stated

hat a part of the foreshore outside the apron-piece of the

Fleet sewer storm-water outlet at Blackfiiars was recently

washed away, and that, as the bed of the river was thereby
rendered dangerous to navigation, directions had been given
for the cavity to be filled up with chalk.

The Worl-ii Department.—A paragraph in the report of the
Finance Committee stated that, in response to a request made
to their chairman at a recent meeting of the council, they

had prepared a statement of the whole of tho estimated

works commenced and completed and certified since the

change of management of tho Works Depai'tment in Decem-
ber 1896. In this statement nineteen estimated and jobbing

works in all were reported upon. These works were esti-

mated to cost £39,655, but had been executed for £33,832,

thus showing a saving of £5,823, or 14^ per cent. After an
unnsually long discussion the statement was adopted.

The Proposed " Elcjihant and Castle" Improvement.—

A

long report dealing with a scheme of widening iu front of

this well-known pnbbc-house was postponed for a week.
Fire Brigade Improvements.—Next week the council will

consider a report of the Fire Brigade Committee, who pro-

pose to spend £197,185 on the improvement of the tire

brigade by the provision of new stations, more men and more
apparatus.

Tenders.—The following tenders were opened : For the

construction of a sewer near Hamilton-road, Gipsy Hill—F.

A. Jackson & Son, Limited, £1,698 ; T. Adams, Wood Green,

£2,145; J. Mowlem & Co., Westminster, £2,.504; Pedrette &
Co., Finsbury Park, £2,526; and G. lies, £3,056. For the

erection of a block of working-class dwellings, to be known
as " Cookham Buildings," in connection with the Boundary-
street scheme— Leslie & Co., Limite'l, Kensington-square, W.,

£14,316; R. A. Yerbury & Sons, Kilbnrn, N.W., £14,693;
Holloway Brothers, B.attersea, S.W., £14,900; and G. E.

Todd & Co., Shoreditch, E., £15,173.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Creenwich,— Upon the recommendation of a coium ittce,

the board have decided to execnto .several works of paving in

the district, at a cost of nearly £5,000.

Islingrton,—The vestry on Friday decided to spend £8,.500

in laying-out the land at the cattle market, recently pur-

chased from the Corporation of the City of London, for the

purpose of a public park.

Shoreditch.—The Works Committee recently reported

having considered a ratepayers' memorial asking the vestry

to widen a portion of tho carriageway at the east end of

Rivington-street so as to enable two vehicles to pass without
drawing over the footway. After viewing the place they
had decided to recommend that the footways be narrowed
on each side to the extent of 15 in., and the extra width of

2ft.6in.be thrown into the roadway, at an estimated cost

of £105. Tlie recommendation was agreed to.—Upon the
recommendation of the same committee it was also decided
to carry out the following works of paving : Pitfield-street,

from Old-street to Ashford-street, with hard wood, £2,117 ;

Waterloo-street, with asphalte, £366; Ilaggerston-road, with
old re-pressed setts, where already sett paved, £1,212 ; Hert-
ford-street, with asphalte, £300 ; Loanda-street, with York
stone, £379.

St. Luke.—On Tuesday, at a meeting of this vestry, the

chairman of the Wharf Committee said he had a very serions

matter to bring forw.ird. Amongst the lo.ads of refuse
brought in that day for tlie dust destructor was a box con-
taining sixty revolver cartridges and twenty-seven Snider
rifle cartridges. This might have been sent in by acci-

dent or design; bnt it was very evident that had not the
cartridges been discovered the newly-erected dust destruolior

would have been blown up, and probably a number of lives

lost. Independently of the Wharf Committee's lives, there
were others to be considered, .and he thought that the vestry
should take some steps to ascertain who was 'responsible
for Bending this box in. In reply to the chairman of the
vestry, he said he had his own opinion about the affair, l)ut

did not think it was wise to state it. After some di.scnssion

it was decided to inquire into the matter.—The tender of the
Improved Wood Paving Company, Limited, of Queen Vic-

toria-street, London, has been accepted for the paving of the

carriageway of Chiswcll-street with jarrah wood, at the sum
of £1,734.

St. Martin-in-the-FieldS.—Tho minutes of the Public
Health Committee submitted at a vestry meeting last

Thursday, contained the following portion of a report pre-

pared by the Public Healtli Committee of the London
County Council relative to the enforcement of by-laws as to

houses let in lodgings in the several sanitary districts ot

London :
" In this parish regulations have been in force

since 1884. They have been largely used. I visited a
number of registered houses in company with the inspector

who has the duty of seeing that the regulations are enforced.

The registered houses are clean, well maintained, and free

from the ordinary sanitary defects. Their condition is the
more remarkable from the close and confined situation of

many of these houses, and from the fact that they are for

most part of considerable age. The houses are inspected

once a month, and biennial cleansing is carried out. I did

not find any evidence of overcrowding. These houses are a
striking instance of the beneficial resnlt produced by the
persevering use of the power to i-egniate by by-law houses
let in lodgings."—At the same meeting the vestry surveyor
was instructed to prepare a plan and section for the proposed
reconstruction of the sewer in Chandos-street, and to present

it at the next meeting of the vestry.

St. Pancras.—The vestry at their last meeting adopted a

report of the Electricity Committee, together with plans. Sic,

in regard to the proposed extension to tho Stanhope-street
generating station, which is situated at Regent's Park. The
scheme, which has been prepared by Mr. Sidney Baynes,
chief electrical engineer, estimated the total expenditure at

£26,439, £21,440 of which would be spent during the year.

There was a short discussion.

Strand.—The board have approved a resolution of the
Improvements and P.arliamentary Committee opposing the
London County Council's Westminster Bridge and Embank-
ment Tramways Bill for the construction of a tramway over
Westminster bridge and along the Victoria-embankment to

Blaekfriars bridge. A petition will indue course be lodged with
counsel.—A long discussion took place on the question of a
union of the districts of the St. James's Vestry, the Strand
Board of Works, and the vestry of St. Martin-in-the Fields

(the three local authorities comprising the Strand borough),

so as to form one municipal area, whicli wonld at once be
coterminous with the Parliamentary borough and the county
council division. The members were in favour of the pro-

posed amalgamation, and two members were appointed as

representatives of the board to support the resolution when
it was jiresented to the Government.

Wandsworth.—The General Purposes Committe, at a
meeting of tl)e vestry last week, recommended, with refer-

ence to the Bill to be promoted by the county council to em-
power-them to construct tramways over Westminster bridge
and along tlie A'^ictoria-embankment, that they be informed
that the board regretted to learn tliat it is proposed to con-

struct a tramway along the Embankment, and tliat the

members of the conncil for the district be requested to oppose
the scheme. This was unanimously agreed to.

Whjtechapel.—The hoard have adopted a resolution re-

commending that the contract entered into for the purchase
of certain land in George-yard, adjoining the destructor

premises, and used as a colour factory, be taken over, and
that the necessary arrangements should be made for tlie

payment of the jnirchaHe money.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Holland, Linos.— A return bearing upon the allotment

movement in South Lincolnshire, prepared by the county
council, shows that the allotment accounts of the county
council exhibit a nett deficiency of £104. In three of the
cases in which there is a deficiency the land has been pur-

chased and the repayment of principal and interest on loan
is reckoned aa the annual cost. Whilst the council have pro-

vided land for some 200 labourers, the county has sustained
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no actual loss, and whilst there ia a deficiency of £104, the

connty has paid o£E £H00 of principal in respect to the land

they have purchased, and tliat at the expiration of fifty years

this laud will be the property of tlio parishes.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Bedford.—A member has given notice that at the next

meotiii}^ of the coinril ho will move tliat a committee be ap-

pointed to consider the dcsirabiiity of applying to the Post-

master-General for a license to constrael and work a nnni-

cipal telephone exchange for the borough of Bedford, giving

Post Office trunk facilities with London and provincial towns

upon payment of the usual royalty, terminal and trunk fees.

Birmingham.—Last week Mr. H. H. Low, on behalf of

the Local Government Board, held an inquiry respecting an

application of the city council for sanction to borrow £1U,0U0

for lunatic asylum purposes, and also to borrow £12,510 for

the erection of a refuse destructor at the Montgomery-street

wharf.

Cambridge.—The town council have adopted the report

of the Paving, Drainage and Lighting Committee recom-

mending the making-up with macadam of a road in the vicinity

of Little St. Mary-lane, at a cost of about £160.

Carmarthen.—A special meeting of the town council was
held on Wednesday of last week to consider and confirm the

provisions of the Bill to be promoted by the council during

the next session of Parliament. The town clerk said the Bill

dealt with four matters, involving an outlay of £33,550, ex-

clusive of the expenses in connection wiih the promotion of

the Act. The first was the extension of the borough boundary.

The next and main portion authorised the provision of a new
water supply. The others were the Citension of the cattle

market and the purchase of four fields for a recreation ground.

The council confirmed its provisions nnanimously.

Chatham.—The arrangements for the Princess Christian's

visit to this town on Tuesday next are now complete. Her
Royal Highness will lay the fonndation-stone of the new town
hall, and afterwards attend the dedication of the new Victo: ia

tower at the parish church of St. Mary.

Cheltenham.—Three h)cal inquiries were held at the muni-
cipal oftices last week by Colonel Coke, an inspector of the

Local Government Beard. The first had relation to an appli-

cation for a provisional order to enable the corporation to

borrow £30,000 for the purposes of the water undertaking

(though it was stated that mdy £8,000 would be spent at

once) ; the second to an application to borrow £550 for the

erecfiion of cleansing baths at the Alstone swimming bath

;

and the third to an application to borrow £928 for the paving
of Sherborne-street, Upper Park-street and Rosehill-street.

There was no opposition to either application.

Chester.—The council have adopted a resolution of the

Lighliug Committee recommending that a feeder be laid to

increase the pressure in the electric lighting mains in Brook
and Foregate streets, at a cost of £2,050.

Croydon.—An inspector of the Local Government Board
held an inquiry on Friday into an application of the town
council for sanction to borrow £300 for the purpose of erect-

ing a dwarf wall and fence along the brook adjoining the

Thornton Heath recreation ground.

DoncaSter.— On Saturday last an inquiry was held by the

Local Government Board with respect to an application of

the corporation for sanction to borrow £1,250 for the pur-
chase of land for the purposes of street improvements.

Falmouth.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held
on Tuesday relative to an application of the corporation for

sanction to borrow £3,340 for street improvement purposes,
and for the issue of an order to modify the provisions of

Article xxi. of the Borough of Falmouth Order, 1892.

ClOSSOp.—The adjourned action of the Mersey and Irwell
Joint Committee against the corporation came on for further
hearing, before Judge Waddy, at the GIossop County Court,
on Thursday. Mr. T. W. Ellison, on. behalf of the corporation,
stated that a scheme had been adopted mutually satisfac-

tory to both parties, and the corporation had entered into a
contract for the construction of the remaining part of the
sewage works, and had also accepted a tender for the con-
struction of the outfall works. He now applied for the
original order, made in January, 1894, to be suspended or
varied to allow for the works to be completed within twelve
months from that date. The judge granted the application,
each party to pay their own costs.

Hastings.—The corporation have appointed a committee
to see if a site can be obtained for the new town hall. With
the recent extension of the borough boundaries, and the con-
sequent enlargement of the town council, greater accommo-
dation than that afforded by the present municipal buildings
is required, and it is thought if a suitable site could be
secured it would be better to have an entirely new town hall
than to add to the existing building.

Leicester.—Acting upon the advice of the Local Govein-
menl Board, a committee have considerably altered the
scheme for the erection of houses for the working classes on
land in Winifred-street. They have now submitted the revised
plans, prepared by Mr. T. H. Fosbrooke, comprising two

blocks of buildings, each of three storeys and providing forty-

two private tenements. The accommodation is very varied,

to meet different requirements, and consists in each case of a

living-room, scullery (with copper and sink) and a separate

water-closet. Eighteen of the tenements have one bed-room
and twenty-four two bed-rooms, and a few are provided with
additional larder and cupboard conveniences. The two upper
floors are each provided with an open yard and balcony, and
access to each block of six tenements is afforded by a fire-

proof stone staircase. The buildings generally are plain and
substantial in design, and the materials red brick with Derby-
shire stone dressings, roofed with Welsh slates, and the esti-

mated cost, including architect's fees, is £5,293. The cost of

the land (1,240 square yards already belonging to the cor-

jjoralion and 1,449 square yards to be purchased, at a cost of

£1,231) is estimated at £2,315 53., making a total estimated

cost of £7,608.—The Highway and .Sewerage Committee have
recommended the council to approve the purchase, at £200,
of a piece of land on the eastern side of Abbey-lane for use

as a depot for the storage of paving material. The land con-

tains an area of .about 270 square yards, and ia at present the

site of two cottages.

LOUght>OrOllgh,—The town council are at present con-

sidering a scheme for the erection of new offices.

Maidstone.—The Local Government Board have inti.

mated to the corporation that they do not consider sufficient

ground has been shown to justify a postponement of the

public inquiry with reference to the late typhoid epidemic,

and the inquiry will therefoi'e open at the town hall on
Monday.

Morley.—A meeting of owners and ratepayers, convened
by the mayor, was held last week for the purpose of deter-

mining upon the expediency of consenting to the promotion
by the town council of a Bill to empower the corporation to

purchase the nndertakings of the Morley Gas Company and
the Churwell Gas Light Comjiany, and also for the purpose of

consenting to the opposition by the town council of a Bill

which is being promoted by the Morley Gas Company to ex-

tend the limits of their supply, and conferring further powers
ni)on the company. Resolutions in favour of the measures
being taken were passed.

Norwich.—At the last meeting of the council the Execu-
tive Committee were authorised to invite tenders for

100,000 wood blocks for street paving. It w.as agreed that
Barn-road from Heigham-street to Dereham-road, and Station-

road from Heigham-street to Oak-street (except the bridge,

which is to be paved with creosoted blocks), be paved with
granite setts, kerbs and channels, and the footpaths tar

paved, at a cost not exceeding £1,700. It was ahso agreed
that application be made to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £1.700, the estimated cost of paving the

last named streets, .and that all necessary steps be taken to

obtain sanction of the board to the application.

Plymouth.—The town council recently held a special meet-
ing to consider the desirability of promoting in the next ses-

sion of Parliament a Bill empowering them, among other
things, to carry out an extensive scheme for the construction

of a dock in the Cattewater. The cost of the undertaking is

estimated at £660,000. The proposal was carried bj- forty-

nine votes to one, nine members of the council remaining
neutral.

Southampton.—A Local Government Board inquiry has
been held respecting an application of the corporation for

sanction to borrow £1,080 for the erection of public con-

veniences.—The Parliamentary Committee have adopted a
recommendation that the sum of £40,000 be offered the tram-
way company for their undertaking.

St. Helens.—A special meeting of the Health Committee
was held on Tuesday to consider the tenders for the erection

of refuse destructors, in connection with which it is proposed
to establish an electric generating station at Boundar3'-road.

Messrs. Horsfall, Beaman & Dcas and Manlove & Elliot had
been asked to tender on a general specification. The members
of the committee spent a considerable time discussing the
tenders, but were unable, owing to the difference in the forms
of tenders used, to come to any decision. It was resolved to

submit the tenders to Dr. Hopkinson, the corporation's elec-

trical adviser, for his remarks. The CDmmittee will at a
subsequent meeting consider his report.

Yarmouth.—The town council will shortly bo recommended
to adopt ,a new pier scheme, involving an outlay of .£70,000.

It is proposed that the jetty be entirely demolislied to make
Wily for the new strucruro.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Alnwick.—At their meeting last week the council adopted

a resolution of the Streets Committee recommending that
tenders be invited for the repavementof a portion of Narrow-
gate with whinstone sett paving, pointed with fine gravel or

with pitch alternatively. The loan for the work has already
been sanctioned by the Local Government Board.

Bridlington,—On behalf of the Local Government Board,
Lieut. -Colonel Albert C. Smith held an inquiry last week
into the application of the council for sanction to borrow
£1,000 for purchase and construction of a public lavatory on
Ship-hill at the qviny, £1,100 for the purchase of land and
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construction of a wall to enlarge the council's stone yard,

£1,000 for the relaying and construction of sewerage ontfall

works on the north side of the beach, and £1,000 for the

making of a new street from High-street by way of lug's-lane

towards the quay, so as to relieve the traffic in St. John-sti-eet.

Burnhanii—An inspector of the Local Government Board

conducted an inquiry, on Thursday, relative to an a|iplication

of the district council for sanction to borrow £7,000 forcarry-

ing out the first section of the sea-front improvement scheme,

which includes the construction of a new promenade, the

provision of public conveniences, and the erection of shelters,

&o. Tlie plans for the work have been prepared by Mr. W.

J. Press, surveydr to the council.

Mansfield WOOdhOUSe. — The following resolution was

adopted at a meeting of the district council last week : That

the council adopt the second scheme in Messrs. Hodson's

report to obtain a supply of water from the Mansfield Cor-

poration, and that an immediate application bo made to the

Local Government Board for sanction to a loan of £3,000 to

carry out the scheme.

Rawmai'Sh.—At the last meeting of the district council a

letter was read from the Local Government Board adverting

to the inquiry, held on 12th November last, for sanction to

borrow £i,o6o for the purchase of the Rose Hill Park as a

recreation ground. The board stated " that, having regard

to the strong opposition in the locality to the scheme, the

board are not prepared at the present time to sanction the

desired loan."

RunOOrn.—Mr. R. II. Bicknell held an inquiry, on behalf

of the Local Crovernment Board, recently with respect to an

application of the council for sanction to borrow a sum of £300

for the purpose of providing additional office accommodatioa

at the town hall.

Tottenham!—A Local (iovernment Board inspector re-

cently held nn inquiry relative to an application of the dis-

trict council for permission to borrow £1,500 for the extension

and enlargement of the water mains in Phillip-lane and West
Green-road. There was no opposition, and the inspector

(Colonel G. W. Willcox) promised to make his report at an

earlv date.

RURAL DiSTRiGT GOUNGiLS.
BfOmyafd"—Local Government Board sanction has been

received to a loan of £3,550 for tlio purposes of sewerage and

sewage disposal for the parishes of Beauchamp and Kib-

worth Harcourt.

Evesham.—The Local Government Board have held an

inquiry respecting an application of the district council for

sanction to borrow £2,000 for sewage works at Badsey. The

parish council of the latter place opposed, chiefly on the

question of cost.

Lichfield.—At their last meeting the district council unani-

mously resolved to purchase a steam road-roller, scarifier, &c.,

from Messrs. Aveling & Porter, Rochester.

Newark.—A motion was brought forward recently sug-

gesting that the regular employment of road foremen be dis-

continued, and that the surveyor should pay the roadmen
himself. It. was contended that the surveyor, Mr. T. Vickers,

was seriously throwing the ratepayers' money away by em-
ploying the foremen, and should himself carry out their

duties. A member, in opposing the motion, said he thought

it was more economical and also necessary to have foi'emen.

If any district councillor liked to loo'ic after the roads and

the men (as had been suggested), he could do so, but the sur-

veyor would have no responsibility then, and he would

not act at all. He was compelled conscientiously to oppose

the motion, and vote for the foremen, economy and efliciency.

The resolution was, however, adopted.—Mr. Vickers, shortly

after the commencement of the meeting, gave an explanation

of the various duties of the foremen, and produced a map
of the district showing the different areas over which they

had charge. He made perfectly clear the advantages of the

present system, and said that, in his opinion, the employment
of foremen only at a time when they were absolutely neces-

sary would not work well, as an important sanitary work
might crop up at any moment. Therefore, he thought, the

foremen should be always at hand and ready to execute his

instructions.

NorthWiCh.—A Local Government Board inspector held

at! inquiry last week with reference to an application of the

district council for sanction to borrow £520 for water supply

works for the townships of Cuddingtou, Hartford and
Weaverham.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Clydebank.—A start has been made with the construction

of a new reservoir at Greenside, on the Kilpatrick hills, for

the Dnnt«cher and Dalmuir special water district. This step

was rendered necessary by the rapid growth of the district,

which includes the burgh of Clydebank, which town now con-

tains a population of nearly 20,000 inhabitants. The reser-

voir will be situated across the Loch Humphry burn, and its

construction is expected to extend over two or three years

and cost between £30,000 and £40,000. The filters are

situated near the policies of Cochno,

Haddingrton.—A special meeting of the town council was
held on Monday to consider a new bridge scheme, and it was
agreed, after discussion, to employ an engineer to inspect the
different sites suggested for the structure and advise generally.

A division then took place as to the engineers to be employed
in the first instance, and ultimately it was decided, on a vote,

to employ Messrs. Belfrage & Carfrae, Edinburgh.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Next Oedinasy Meeting.
An ordinary meeting of the Institution will be held on

Tuesday, at 8 p.m., when the paper entitled " Reservoirs with
High Earthen Dams in Western India," read by Mr. W. L.

Strange, a.m.i.c.e., at the last ordinary meeting, will be further
discussed. At this meeting the monthly ballot will be taken.

It is announced that at subsequent meetings papers will

be taken entitled '* The Security of Locomotive Fire-Boxes,"

by Mr. William Trow, m.i.c.e., and " Friction of Locomotive
Slide-Valves," by Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall, m.i.c.e.

Next Stddents' Meeting.
The next students' meeting will be held to-night, at 8 o'clock,

when a paper will be read by Mr. H. Williams, stud.i.c.e.,

on " Condensing Apparatus."

Students' Visit.

Arrangements have been made for the students to pay a
visit, on Thursday, to the London and South-Western Railway
locomotive works at Nine Elms. Those who intend to be
present are requested to assemble at the Locomotive and
Stores Department gate, Wandsworth-road, at 2.30 p.m.

Association of Municipal Corporations.—At a meeting
of the council of this association, la-st week, it was resolved

to hold the annual meeting on Saturday, the 26th March
next, in the Guildhall of the City of London, and the annual
dinner on the previous evening, in the Whitehall rooms of

the Hotel Mi'tropole. Sir Albert Rollit, m.p., will be again

nominated for the office of president, and Sir James Wood-
house, M.P., for that of vice-president.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Received too late for Classificatiou.

FOB. DISPOSAL.—"Transactions of the Sur-
veyors' Institution from Vol. IV. to XX 1 V'., both inclusive,

in paper covers, as issued, except about twelve parts missing.

Price £3.—Borough Sorveyob, Rochdale.

BOROUGH OF HARROGATE.
SCHEME FOR ADDITIONAL WATER SUPPLY.

Assistant Engineer required for works of water supply.

He must be a good draughtsman, also accnrate leveller and
surveyor, accustomed to setting out work and taking quan-
tities, and must also be qualified to take general supervision

of works.
Applications, stating age, experience, and salary required,

accompanied by recent testimonials, to be sent to the Town
Clerk, Harrogate, on or before Wednesday February 2, 1S9S,

and marked " Assistant Engineer."

THE URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF HOY-
LAKE AND WEST KIRBY.

The Council invite applications for the appointment of an
Assistant, to act as Assistant Strrveyor and Inspector of

Nuisances. Salary, £100 per annum.
The applicants must have had experience in a municipal

office, aud have a thorough knowledge of building construc-

tion.

Applications, stating age and experience, accompanied by
copies of three testimonials of recent date, to be sent in not

later than 9t,h February, 1898, endorsed "Assistant Surveyor,

&c."
THOMAS FOSTER,

Surveyor-.

Public Offices, Hoylake, Cheshire.

January 25, 1898.

YESTRY OF SAINT MARY, ISLINGTON.
WOOD PAVING.

The Works Committee of this Vestry are prepared to re-

ceive tenders for Paving with Wood Blocks the carriageway

of Tolliugton-park and a portion of the carrriageway of Copen-
hagen-street, at present macadamised.

Conditions and specification may be seen, and forma of

tender, with quantities, obtained, upon application to the

Chief Surveyor, Mr. J. Patten Barber, at the Vestry Hall, any
morning between the hours of 10 and 12 o'clock.

Tenders, endorsed" Tender for Wood Paving," must be re-

ceived here not laterthan 3 p.m. on Monday, the 14th February.
The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

WM. F. DEWEY,
Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Upper-street, Islington, N.
27th January, 1898,
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Personal.

E'lstleigh Urban District Council have decided to pay a sum
of £20 to Mr. Whieldon for his services as surveyor since the

leaving of Mr. J. Evans.

The Bristol City Council have been recommended by a

committee to increase the salary of Mr. James Kane, superin-

tendent of baths, to £250.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell, a son of Captain Bioknell, chief constable

of Lincolnshire, has been appointed an engineering inspector

of the Local Government Board.

Mr. H. A. James, 32 Leigham-vale, Streatham, London,

S.W., has been appointed resident engineer at the waterworks

of the Foleshill Rural District Council.

Mr. Octavius Thomas, of Pontymister, was recently ap-

pointed manager of the gas and water works of the B.hondda

Urban District Council, at a salary of £350 per annum.

Mr. Frank Clowes, on taking the position of chief chemist
to the London County Council, has been elected Emeritus Pro-

fessor of Chemistry of the University College, Nottingham.

At a meeting of the North Sydney (Australia) Town Coun-

cil, held last month, consideration was given to a recom-

mendation to increase, among several others, the salary of the

engineer.

Upon the recommendation of the South Streets and Roads
Committee, the Aberdeen Town Council have decided to in-

crease the salary of Mr. James Harvey, street inspector, from
£120 to £1-40 per annum.

It was announced at last week's meeting of the Glasgow
Corporation that the new electrical engineer, Jlr. Chamen,
had written to say that he would be prepared to enter on his

new duties on the 28th of this montli (to-day).

A meeting of tlie Belfast City Council was held on Monday
to consider and determine npon the appointments and pro-

motions to be made in the staff of the surveyor's department.
The salaries also received consideration, but no decision was
arrived at.

Mr. J. W. B. Rooke, engineer and surveyor to the Biggles-

wade Urban District Council, has been granted a further

honorarium of 150 guineas, together with a testimonial, for

his services in connection with the sewerage scheme which
is shortly to be carried out.

Mr. E. A. Sandford Fawcett, F.u.s., of 1 Victoria-street,

London, S.W., has been appointed a temporary engineering
inspector of the Local Government Board, and Mesbrs. John
Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, of 27 Great George-street,

London, S.W., have taken over his practice.

At a recent special meeting of the We.ston-supor-Marc
Urban District Council the plans and specitications for im-
pi'oving and enlarging the priv^ate baths at Knighstone were
considered, and those endorsed "Sunbeani" were accepted.
This was found to be the work of Mr. S. J. Wilde.

The principal business at last week's njeeting of the Bath
Town Cotincil was the co7isideration of a report from the
Electric Light Committee recommending that Mr. Metzger,
the engineer, should receive a salary of £500 per annum, and
that he be allowed to have two-thirds of the premiums re-

ceived from the apprentices. After eome discussion the re-

port was adopted.

At a meeting of the Water Committee of the Aberdeen
Town Council, held recently, it was resolved, on account of

pressure in the burgh surveyor's department, to grant Mr.
Dyack's request for permission to employ the services of an
additional assistant while he is engaged in the work of re-

porting on the condition of the aqueduct, on which subject
the town council had resolved to obtain information.

Mr. F. W. Mager, surveyor to the Dorchester Rural Dis-
trict Council, has been appointed surveyor to the Walsall
Rural District Council. There were seventy candidates, out
of which four were selected for interview by the council and
an examination by Mr. R. H. Middleton, borough surveyor of

' Walsall. The district being now in the hands of several
"parish surveyors " under the old Highway Act, an entire
reorganisation will have to be carried out.

The Finance Committee of the Kenilworth Urban District
CouQcil recently reported, with regard to the ajjpointmeut of
an inspector of plans and consulting engineer, that thej' had
requested that the terms of appointment should bo framed and
shown to Mr. Trepass, with a view to his applymg for the
office. The committee's minutes were agreed to, and a letter

was afterwards read from Mr. Trejiass, applying for the vacant
post. The communication was referred to the committee.

The second annual dinner of the Willesden Urban District
Council staff wns held at the Rostam-ant; Frascati, Oxford-
street, W.,on Thursday last, and among others pi-eseut were
Mr. O. Claude Robson, engineer and surveyor to the council
(who presided); Mr. Humphries, assist.int surveyor; Mr.
Willis, building inspector; and Mr. T. Charles, surveyor to
the Harrow Urban District Council. A good musical pro-
gramme was gone through aud an exceedingly enjoyable
evening was spent.

At the la-st meeting of the Sanitary and Building Plans'
Committee of the Grimsby Corporation five selected candi-
dates for the post of building inspector were interviewed.
There were over thirty applications for the appointment, and
those chosen to appear before the committee were : Messrs.
George Hipkins, K. Phillips, J. T. Wdkinson, George Dodda
and W. H. Emerson. It was eventually decided to submit
tlie following names to the council for the final voting : G.
Hipkins, R. Phillips and G. Dodjs. The salary attached to

the post is £120 per annum.

The following appointments have bspn provisionally made
in the Public Works Department of Colombo, Ceylon: Mr.
H. T. S. Ward to be acting assistant director of public works;
Mr. Bingham, district engineeiv^3Jo[ihboV to be acting pro-

vincial engineer, western proviiJ®*:^!a;j^Mayes, assistant en.
gineer, Colombo, to be dist»iH-(*Tf5S(rol^6'olomteo • Mr.' Tatfs,

on his return from leave on 2Sth Februa-i-y, -to take up duties
of assistant engineer, Colombo

;
pending Mr. Taffs' return,

Mr. Mayes with-Mr. Churchill to perform duties of assistant

engineer, Colombo,, and district engineer, Colombo.

A letter was received at a recent meeting of the Cannock
Urban District Council from the county council stating that,

in their opinion, it was highly objectionable that Mr. W.
Blackshaw, the newly-appointed surveyor, should also hold
the post of inspector of nuisances. They had protected to
the Local Government Board, objecting to, make any contri-

bution to the salary. A letter was read from the Local
Government Board, who pointed out that they had strongly
urged the making of separate appointments. After con-'

sideration, however, it was agreed to reply that the appoint-
ment met with the unaniiuoas approval of the council.

In consequence of the resignation of Mr. H. W. String-
fellow, the Finance Committee of the Chichester City Coun-
cil recently recommended the separation of tlie offices of
city surveyor and inspector of nuisances, and the engagement
of a successor, competent to supervise the drainage and
waterworks, at a salary of £200 per annum. A member, in
moving the adoption of the recommendation, said that the
committee had not yet been able to go into the matter
thoroughly, and required a little more time to separate tho
duties exact!}-. They were of opinion, however, that the man
appointed nmst have the qualifications mentioned above.
The motion was eventually adopted.

Mr. C. D. Coplaiidrthe borougli electrical engineer of New-
port, Mon., and Mr. H. M. Taylor, assistant manager, having
applied for an increase in their respective salaries of £200
and £150 per annum, pointing out the satisfactory progress
which had been made during the past year, and stating ttiat

they were considerably miderpaid as compared with tho
salaries for similar appointments in other towns, the appli-

cations were discussed and considered at a recent meeting of
tho Electricitj- Committee. It was resolved to recommend
that the sulary of Mr. Copland be raised from £200 to £250
per annum, and that of Mr. Taylor from £1.50 to £200 per
annum, and that the latter's title be altered to assistant
borough electrical engineer. After a considerable amount of

discussion, at a meeting held the other week, the council de-
cided to increase tho salary of Mr, Copland by £25 per annum
and that of Mr. Taylor by £20.

SL^cty-nine applications were received for the post of city

estate surveyorand valuer to the Bristol Corporation, and, as
we have already reported, tho Finance Committee, at a meet-
ing on the 8th inst., resolved to recommend Mr. Peter Addie
for tho arpointment. Mr. Addie is thir ty-eiglit years of age,
and a Fellow of the Surveyors' Institution. For upwards of

five years he held the office of steward to the Swansea Cor-
poration, and subsequently was engaged to lay-out, manage
and develop an est.ate as a seaside residential town, and while
so engaged was selected from 222 applicants for the post of

manager of the improvement department of the Birmingham
Corporation, an office which ho has hehl for the last two and
a half years. Mr. Addie's experience, in tho opinion of the
committee, appeared to have been such as to especially
qualify him for the duties of the post for which they had
recommended him, and his testimonials both as to ability

and character being thoroughly sat isfactor}', they decided to

recommend his appointment.

Two reports of committees to the City Council of Coventry
concerning the salaries of officials were adopted at a recent
meeting. The council agreed to an increase of the salai-ies

of Mr. \V. Burrows, chief inspector of water services, and Jlr.

G. Tye, assistant inspector ; that of the first-named from £100
to £115 per annum, and Mr. Tye's from £85 to £95. One
report concerned Mr. G. E. Jenkins, chief a-ssisfant in the
city engineer's office. The committee had dealt; with an
application from Mr. Jenkins for an increase of salary, but
were of opinion that they conld not give more th.an £200a
year for tlio position held by him. They i-ecommended iho
granting of a £25 bonus for the extra work he had performed.
There was a general concensus of testimonj'as to the abilities

and faithful discharge of duty by Mr. Jenkins, and it appeared
that it was the faultof the position, and not of the holder,
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that an increase could not be given. The council had the

matter fairly thrashed ont, and ultimately supported the re-

commendations of the committee.

A committee presented to the Marylebone Vestry, at their

last week's meeting, a report in regard to the proposed re-

organisation of the works department. Information had been

obtained from several of the more important metropolitan

parishes and an investigation made into the duties of the

surveyor, the surveyor's assistant, and the district superin-

tendents. After much deliberation the committee had decided

that, in addition to the appointment of a successor to Mr.

Tomkins, an assistant surveyor should be appointed, and that

the former staff should be continued. As regards the dnties

discharged by the present surveyor's assistant and the other

oflBcers of the department, the committee were of opinion

that the subject could be better dealt with subsequent to the

appointment of the new surveyor. They recommended that

invitations be issued for applications for the post, and that a

salary of £7(X) per annum be offered in connection therewith.

The salary of the assistant surveyor, they suggested, should

be £250 annually. This, after discussion, was agreed to, and

the committee will take the matter into their hands. A
district superintendent will also be appointed, at a salary of

£150 per annum.

ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AN D COUNTY ENGINEERS.

Metropolita.n District Meeting.

Notice is hereby given that a Metropolitan District meet-

ing will be held at the Institution of Civil Kngineers, Great

George-street, Westminster, on Friday evening, the 18th

February, 1898. Members desiring to read papers before

this meeting are requested to communicate immediately with

the secretary.

Voluntary Pass Examination.

The twenty-fifth examination for candidates for the offices

of engineer and surveyor to municipal corporations and dis-

trict councils will be held at the Institution of Civil En-

gineers, Great George-street, Westminster, on Friday and

Saturday, the 1st and 2nd April, 1898. Application forms,

duly filled in by intending candidates, must be in my hands

on or before the 5th day of March, 1898.

Thomas Cole, Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, London, S.W.

THE BRITISH

. ASSOCIATION OF WATERWORKS ENGINEERS.

We have been informed by the secretary of the above

association, Mr. W. H. Brothers, that the winter meeting

will be held in London in February next, when a paper will

be read by Mr. H. W. Pearson, m.i.c.e., m.i.m.e., engineer of

the Bristol waterworks, on " Springs and Wells for Town
Supplies, and works in connection with the same." At this

meeting there will be an election of " Members" and " Asso-

ciates." Proposal forms and all particulars can be had at

the offices of the association, 55 Parliament-street, West-

minster, S.W.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
ed too lute for clmsijicatipn

larieg until the j ollowinj week.

Manager fob Gas and Water Department.—January 28th.

—Goole Urban District CouDoil. £300.—Mr. Geo. England,

clerk to tlie council.

Surveyor of Highways.—January 28th.—Chesterfield

Rural District Council. £150.—Mr. George Shaw, clerk to

the council.

Assistant Gas Engineer.—January 31st.—Bradford Cor-

poration. £250.—Mr. George McGuire, town clerk.

Building Inspector.— February 2nd.— Corporation of

Southend-on-Sea. £10-1-.—Mr. William Gregson, town clerk.

Electrical Engineer.—February 2nd.—Corporation of

Sonthend-on-Sea. £200.—Mr. W. Gregson, town clerk.

Inspector of Nuisances.—February 2nd.—Wellingborough

Urban District Council. £80.—Mr. J. T. Parker, clerk to the

council.

Surveyor of Highways.—February 3rd.—Tutbury Rural

District Council. £120.—Mr. C. F. Chamberlin, clerk to the

council. Union Offices, Burton-on-Trent.

Engineer and General Manager for the Gasworks.—
Febmary 7th.—Corporation of Bury, Lanes. £350.—Mr. John

Haslam, town clerk.

Sewaue Works Manager.—February 7th.—Haslingden,

Rawtenstall and Bacup Outfall Seweiage Board.—Mr. R. W.

Bugler, clerk to the Board, Westview, Haslingden.

Electrical Engineer.—February 8th.—Corporation of

Barrow-in-Furness. £200.—Mr. C. F. Preston, town clerk.

Road Foreman.—February 8th.—Corporation of Evesham.
25s.—Mr. Thomas Cox, town clerk.

Clerk of Works.—February 9th.—Teignmouth Urban
District Council.—Mr. Chris. Jones, engineer and surveyor to

the council.

Inspector of Nuisances and Sorvetor of Ns.w Works
AND ButLDiNGS.—February 10th.—Dorchester Rural District

Council. £105.—Mr. Arthur H. Look, clerk to the council.

Water Inspector. — February 12th. — Corporation of

Basingstoke. £1 10s.—Mr. George Fitton, borough surveyor

and waterworks manager.

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.—February 12th.

—

Corporation of Derby. £600.— Mr. H. F. Gadsby, town clerk.

COMPETITIONS.
00 lute for clanifioation cannot he

i until the following Keek.

Eastlf.iqh.—February 7th.—Plans for the erection of public officep,

&c., on the recreation ground, for the urban district council. 60 and
20 guineas.—Mr. Henry White, clerk to the council.

B*RROw-iK-FuBNBss.—Februnrv Uth.—Designs for the erection of

technical schools. £50 and £20.—The Borough Engineer.

BEKWlCK-upoif-TwEED.-March 11th.—Plans for the erection of a

police Ftation and lock-up on a site frontmg Church-street. £50 and
£25.—Mr. Rob. Weddell, town clerk.

Belper.—Mny 1st.—Schemes for the disposal nf the sewage of the

district, for the urban district council. £53 10s. and £26 6s.—Mr.
Joseph Pym, clerk to the council.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Adi-ertiie.iienlti which ure received too lute for clumificution cannot be

included in these summariea until the following week.

Hull.—January 28th.—Flagging, &c., works on the south sideof Cot-

tingham-road, between Boverley-road and Newland Park ;
al.so sewering

and paving works in the backway south of Boynton-street, between the

Boulevard and Constable-street.-Mr. A. B. White, city engineer.

HoENCAsTLE.—January 28th.—Supply of 6,401 tons of granite and

1,995 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. J. E. Chatterton,

clerk to the c ^uncil.

HooLE.—January 29th.—Street works in Kilmorey-road , forthe urban

district council.—Mr. Arthur E. Caldocutt, clerk to the council, 17 New-
gate-street, Chester,

BiiiEiiioAT.—January 29th.—Making-upof Gresham-road, Shenfield,

and Cemetery-road, South Weald, for the rural district councU.—Mr.

C. Edgar Lewis, clerk to the council, Brentwood.

NoRFoiK.—January 29th.—Supply of broken granite during the year

ending 31st March, 1899. for the county council.-Mr. T. H. B. Heslop,

M.I.C.E., county surveyor. Shire Hall, Norwich.

Wolverhampton.—January 29th.—Construction of a shelter at the

East Park.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer and surveyor.

Leicester.—January 31st.—Motor vehicles for the collection of house
refuse.—Mr. E. George Mawbey, borough engineer and surveyor.

MiCciESFiELD.—Januar.y 31st.—Construction of 3} miles of 7-in. and
9-in. stoneware and cast-iron pipe sewers, with pumping station, pre-

cipitation tanks, effluent carriers, and the underdrniumg of about 6 acres

of land at Poynton, for the rural district council.—Mr. James Thorpe,

surveyor to the council.

Keigblet.—January 31st.— Construction of 8,000 lineal yards of

earthenware and cast-iron pipe sewers, for the rural district council.—

Messrs. Barber, Hopkinson & Co., engineers, Craven Bnnk Chambers,
Keighley.

IsvERSERS.—January 31st.—Paving of the carriageway of the suspen-

sion bridge with timber blocks.—Mr. J. A. Mackenzie, borough engineer.

HoENSET.—January 31st.—Construction of about 550 ft. of 34-in.

stoneware pipe surface-water sewer at Fortis Green, between Southern-

road and Dirthouse Wood ; also works of sewering, levelling, paving and
channelling in Qiieen's-avenue (section i.l, Mattison-road (section ii.),

Bedford-road and Eastfield-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. E.

J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

EDiNBCRGn.—January 31st.—Construction of a 0-in. fire-clay pipe

sewer m Wardiecresceut.—The Burgh Engineer, 1 Parliament-snuare,

Edinburgh.

King's Lynn.-February 1st.—Work required in the laying of 2 miles

of pipe sewers in the north drainage district of the borough.—Mr. E. J.

Silcock, borough engineer.

LosDOK.—February 1st.—Reconstruction of that portion of the Hol-

born branch of the "Fleet sewer extending from Gray's Inn-road to

Southampton-street, High Holborn, for the county council.—Sir A. R.

Binnie, county engineer. County Hall, Spring-gardens, London, S.W.

Southampton.—February 1st.—Erection of an isolation hospital in

Mousehole-lane, Millbrook.'—Mr. George B. Nalder, town clerk.

WiLSAi.T..—February Ist.—Road-making works in West Bromwich-

road.—Mr. John R. Cooper, town clerk.

Market Bobworth.—February 1st.—Erection of an iron hospital to

contain eight beds, for the rural district council.—Mr. W. M. Sykes,

surveyor to the council.

Leyton.—February 1st.—Construction of about 260 lineal yards of

3 ft. 6 in. diameter circular surface-water culvert in 9-in. brickwork, for

the urban district council.—Mr. William Dawson, m.i.c.e., engineer and

surveyor to the council.

Letton.—February 1st.—Supply of one seven-stall circular or octa-

gonal iron urinal, for the urban district council.—Mr. Wm. Dawson,
M.I.C.E., engineer and surveyor to the council.

Bkanksome.—February 1st.—Construction of a footpath about 500

yards long on the south side of Ringwood-road, for the urban district

council.—Mr. Samuel J. Newman, surveyor to the councd.

Swansea.-February 1st.—Construction of a masonry dam (100 ft.

high above the level' of the river Craig and 450 yards long) and ii

tunnel about 4.770 yards long, for the corporation.—Messrs. G. H. Hill

& Sons, 5 Victoria-street, London, S.W.

BliCKUUEN.-February 2nd.—Supply and delivery of about 3,600

superficial yards of best wood paving blocks.—Mr. William Stubbs,

A.m.i.c.e., borough and water engineer.

Liiheehnd.-February 2nd.—Works required in the completion of a

passage at the rear of Chelsea-road and Kilburn-street, for the urban
district council.—Mr. W. B. Garton, surveyor to the council.

Rtde (Isle of Wight).—February 2nd.—Supply of 5,400 yards of cast-

.ron pipes.—Mr. Chas, G. Vincent, town clerk.
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GiLLnrGHAM.—Pebmary 2nd.—Construction of a series of 6-in.

earthenware drains, the provision and erection of ventilating lamp-
shafts and other works, for the urban district council.—Messrs. John
Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, enerineers, 27 Great George-street, Lon-
don, S.W.
AsHTON-urrDEK-LvNE,—February 2nd.—Installation of the necessary

wires, fittings, &c., for the electric lighting of the corporation baths.

—

Mr. J. Neal, borough comptroller.

PoKTBFRACT.—February 2nd.—Drainage works at Carlton and Dar-
rington,for the rural district council.—Mr. Wm. A. Glover, clerk to the
council.

RuGBT.—February 3nd.—Under-draining of the low-level sewage
farm, extending to about 33 acres, for the urban district council.—Mr.
D. G. Macdonald, a.m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to the council.

MiDDLETON.—February 2nd.—Sewei'ing, draining, levelling, paving
and flagging works in various streets in the borough.—Mr. W. Wilbum,
borough surveyor.

FuLHAM.—February 2nd.—Making-up and paving works in Rylston-
road.for the vestry.—Mr. Charles Botterill, vestry surveyor.

Ravenbthorpe.—February 2ud.—Laying of about 2G0 lineal yards of
kerbing and 520 square yards of flagging at the P'ire Cottage extension
of the Huddersfieid-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. Thomas
Hemingway, surveyor to the council.

Leamikgton.—February 3rd.—Laying of about 8,000 yards of lime-
stone tar pavement.-Mr. de NormanviUe, borough engineer.

Belfast.—February 3rd.—Sinking of a well bore at Ormeau-avenue
baths.- Sir Samuel Black, town clerk.

Hampstead.—February 3rd.—Construction of about 200ft. of 3-in. by
2-in. brick sewer, for the vestry.—The Vestry Surveyor.

Kensington.—February 4ib.—Various materials and stores, for the
vestry.—Mr. Wm. Chambers Leete, vestry clerk.

MiDHUEST.—February ith.—Construction of a 12-in. bored well, 176 ft.

n depth, for the rural district council.—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons &
Santo Crimp, engineers, 27 Great George-street, London, S.W.
Denton.—February 5th.—Construction of 15-in. by 12-in. stoneware

pipe sewers in Manchester-road, Thorpe-street and Old Broom-lane, for
the urban district council.— Messrs, Lomax & Lomax, engineers, II

Fold-street, Bolton.

Broadstairs.—February 5th.—Erection of public conveniences, for
the urban district council.—Mr. Howard Hurd, surveyor to the council.

Radcliffe.—February 5th.—Construction of precipitation tanks,
filter-beds, retaining walls and effluent conduits, and the formation and
drainage of filtration areas; also the supply and fixing of penstocks,
sluice valves, cast-iron pipes, gutters and all ironwork and fittings, for
the urban district council.—Mr. J. Sharpies, clerk to the council.

Stoke Newington.—February 5th.—Supply of road materials, &c.,
for one, two or three years, from the 26th March, for the vestry.—Mr.
S. E. Burgess, vestry surveyor.

Enniskillen.—February 7th.—Supply of road metal, for the com-
missioners.—Mr. WiUiam Cleland, town clerk.

Wolverhampton.-February 7th.—Motor vans for sti-eet scavenging
and the conveyance of road materials.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough
engineer and surveyor.

Leadgate.—February 7th.—Construction and completion of Back
Durham-road from the Queen's Head Inn to opposite Leadgate farm,
for the urban district council.—Mr. T. B. Longstaff, surveyor to the
council.

PUDSET,—February 7th.—Sewering, lovelling, paving, metalling and
channelling works in St. Vincent-road and Brick Mill-road, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Joseph Jones, surveyor to the council.

Buckfastleigh.—February 7th.—Construction of outfall and purifi-

cation works, for the urban district council.-Mr. James Willcocks,
surveyor to the council.

HippERHOi.ME.—February 7tb.—Erection of ofiices, caretaker's house,
store-sheds, &c., at Whitehall, for the urban district council.-Mr.
Joseph F. Walsh, architect, Lancashire and Yorkshire Bank Chambers,
Halifax.

Rhtl.—February 8th.—Extension of the west promenade and the
construction of a sea-wall, groynes, &c., for the urban district council.
^Mr. Robert Hughes, surveyor to the council.

Teignmouth.—February 9th.—Roofing works at the Landscoreand
Hazeldown reservoirs, for the urban district council.—Mr. Chris. Jones,
engineer and surveyor to the council.

Belpek.—March 9th.—Supply of road materials, for the rural dis-

trict council.—Mr. Robt. C. Cordon, surveyor to the council. Hazel-
wood, Derby.
HAi.iFAx.—February 9th.—Supply and erection of the cast-iron and

steel work required for the new purifj'ing house, for the corporation.—
Mr. Thos. Holgate, gas engineer.

BiRKOw-iN-FuRNEss.—February 9th.—Supply of stores and materials
as may be required during the year ending the 25th March, 1899.—The
Borough Engineer.

Birmingham.—Feljruary 10th.— Supply of various materials and
goods for one year ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. John Price, city sur-
veyor.

Nottingham.—February 12th.—Formation of a new road, 1\ miles
long and 180 ft. wide, along the northern bank cf the river Trent from
the Trent bridge to Wilford bridge.—Mr. Arthur Brown, m.i.c.e., city
surveyor.

Ilkley.—February 12th.—Supply of about 390 tons of cast-iron
socket pipes varying from 3 in. to 12 in. in diameter, for the urban dis-

trict council.—Messrs. W. B. Woodhead & Son, engineers, 18 Exchange,
Bradford.

OuNDLK.—February 12th.—Supply of slag and granite, for the rui-al

district council.—Mr. N. E. Dixon, surveyor to the council.

Alnwick.—February 12th.—Improvement of the Houndean bridge,
near Warkworth station, for the rural district council.— Mr. H. W.
Walton, clerk to the council.

SriLSBT.—February 12th.—Supi>ly of 8,000 tons of broken granite and
8,000 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. Fred. J. Dixon,
surveyor to the council.

West Ham.—February 11th.—Supply of fittings antl furniture for
the public library at Stratford.—Mr. Fred. E. Hilleary, town clerk.

Hendon.—February 14th.—Supply of various materials, for the urban
district council.—Mr. S. Slater Grimley, engineer and surveyor to the
council.

Birkenhead.—February IGth.—Supply and delivery of various stores
and materials as may be required from 25th March, 1898, to Slst March,
1899.—Mr. Chas. Brownridge, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.

Burni.ey.—February 16th.—Construction of about 2,800 yards of
15-in., 12-in. and 9-in. earthenware pipe sewers, for the rural district

council.-Mr. T. Edmondson, district surveyor, 18 Nicholas-street,
Burnley.

Worcestershire.—Supply of Rowley and Leicestershire road stone
during the year ending the 31st March, 1899.—Mr. J. H. Garrett, county
road surveyor, Worcester.

Lincoln.—Purchase of 13 tons of osiers at the irrigation farm.Washing*
borough-road.—Mr. R. A. MacBrair, city surveyor.

West Bridgford.-Road works in Musters-road, for the urban dis«
net council.-Mr. Wm. Pare, surveyor to the council.

TENDERS.
•Accepted.

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE.—For sewerage and sewage disposal works.
—Mr. J. T. Earnshaw, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer :—

C. Braddock, Manchester... £2,844
R. C. Fish, Ashton-under-Lyno 2,681
Tate& Gordon, Manchester 2,311
Underwood & Brother, Dukinfield* 2,126

BTJDLEIGH SALTERTON.—For the construction of a new road, path-
way, sewer and manholes, for the urban district council.—Mr. Chas.
T. K. Roberts, clerk to the council, 10 Bedford-circus, Exeter:

—

Mingo & Boone, Exeter £888
J. Fisher, Plymouth 850
E. Burch, Budleigh Salterton 735
G. Bennett, Budleigh Saltertoii 705
G. Hillman, Sidford* 610

HUNSTANTON.—For street works in Lincoln-street, for the urban
district council.—Mr. J.C. Walker, surveyor to the council :

—

J. Beeton, Hunstanton £76
J. Nelson, Hunstanton 70
Leach & Son, Hunstanton* 68

Surveyor's estimate, £75.

FULHAM.—For making-up and paving works in Town Mead-road,
section iii., for the vestr^'.-Mr. Charles Botterill, a.m.i.c.e., vestry
surveyor:—

Roadway.—J. Wilson, Stephendale-road, Fulbam, £320; G. Wimpey,
Hammersmith, £405 ; J. Greenham, Hammersmith, £365 ; B.
Norrell & Co.. Kensington, W.,£454.

York Stone.—B. Norrell & Co., Kensington. W., £245.
Victoria Stone.—Victoria Stone Company, Bishopsgate-street Without,

E.C., £171.
Imperial Stone.—Imperial Stone Company, East Greenwich, £159.
Jonew Annealed Concrete. — Jones Annealed Concrete Company,

Middlesbrough, £117.

RADCLIFFE.—For the erection of buildings for public bathe, and
the supply of all engineering works, liot and cold water system.
&c., for the urban district council. — Mr. J, Sharpies, clerk to the
council ;

—

Contract No. 1.

W. Winnard, Wigan ... £5,019
J. Byron, Bury ... 4,333
S. Sedden, Bolton ... 4,236
W. Rigby, Radcliffe 3,874
J. Allen, Radcliffe*... ... 3,747

Contract No. 2.

C.S.Matlett & Co., London . ... 2,380
W. Summerscales & Son, Keigbley ... 2,051
Joel, Polter& Co., Limited, London ... 1,884
D. & P. Tullis, Manchester 1,777
R. Dawson & Co., Stalybridge ... 1,084
T. Bradford & Co., Manchester 1,519
\V. Bailey & Co., Manchester ... ... 1,503
Thomas *& Taylor, Stockport . 1.386
W. Matthews, Manchester 1,299
J. Wolstenholmc, RotlclilTe" 1,262

ST. LUKE.—For wood paving works in Chiswell-street, for the vestry,
—Mr. G. W. Preston, clerk to the vestry '-^

F. A. Jackson & Sou, Limited, Finsbury Park, N £2,293
Acme Wood Flooring Company, Limited, Victoria Park, E. ... 2,062
S. Hudson, Streatham Hill station 2,033
W. Griffiths, Bishopsgate-street Without, E.C 1,923
Improved Wood Pavement Company, Limited, Queen Victoria-

street, E.C* ,734

WEST HAM.—For various wood paving works in West Ham-lane.—
Mr. Lewis Angell, borough engineer :

—

W. Manders, Leyton £449
Acme Wood Flooring Company, Victoria Park, E 434
W. Griffiths, Bishopsgate-street Without, E.C 410
Improved Wood Pavement Co., Queen Victoria-street, E.G.* ... 387

MEETINGS.
JANUARY.

-Iiistitutiuu of Civil Engineers: Stncicuts' meeting, Mr. H. Wil-
liams, sTrD.i.c.E-.on "Condensing Appfiratus." 8 p.m.

-Surveyors' Institution : Junior meeting, Mr. F. A. Green, on
" Compensation Cases."

-Royal Geoffi'apliical Society : Mr. H. S. H. Cavendish, on " Through
Somaliland to Lake Rudolf."

FEBRUARY.
-Chatham : Princess Christian lays the foundation-stone of the new

town hall.

-Surveyors' Institution: Annual dinner at the Holbom Restaurant.
6 p.m.

-Sanitary Institute : Sessional meetinj^, di.scussion on ** The Purifi-
cation of Water for Barracks, Prisons, and other Institutions."

-Auctioneers' Institute : Mr. W. Roland Peck, f.s.i., on " Fami-
ture ; Past and Present."

NOTICES.
The Sdrveyor a.nd Municipal and ConNTY Kngineer

may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith ^' Son's
book-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom.
Applications to the Offices for single copies by post tnust in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.
The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows:

Twolvo Six Three
Months, Months. Months.

United Kingdom 15s, ... 76. 6d, ... 38. 9d,
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, 4c IDs. ... Os. 6d. ... 48. 9d.

The International News Company, S3 and 83 Duane-street
Kew Torh City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal Neivs Company, Montreal, have been appointed
agents in the United States ayid Canada for the sale of The
SCTRVETOR. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

EDITORIAL, PUBLKSHINU AND ADVEKriSElIE.NT OKfK'ES :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE.LANE, FLEBT-STKEET
LONDO.V, E.C.
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APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

HASLINGDEN", RAWTENSTALL AND
BACIJP OUTFALL SEWERAGE BOARD.

SEWAGE WORKS MANAGER.
The Board are prepared to receive applications for the

above appointment.
Persons applying should have had previous experience in

the purification of sewage, and be competent to undertake
the efficient treatment of sewage by chemical precipitation,

ariifici.al filtration and land filtration, and the cultivation of

the land and the management of the farm.
The pprson applying should also have had experience in

slndge-preasing machinery, engines and boilers.

A manager's house will be provided at the works for the

person appointed.
Applications, stating age, previous experience and salary

required, together with copies of three testimonials, to be
sent to the undersigned not later than 7th February, 1898.

R. W. BUGLER,
Clerk.

West View, Haalingden, Lancashire.

I9th January, 1898.

RAWMARSH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYOR.

The Council are prepared to receive applications for the
above appointment.
The person appointed will be required to devote his whole

time to the duties of his office. He must be fully competent
to carry out the orders of the Council, and thoroughly con-
versant with the Public Health Acts, &c.

A practical knowledge of surveying, levelling, road-making,
Ac, indispensable.

The salary will be £2 per week.
Applications, stating age, experience and other particulars,

with copies of not more than three testimonials (which will

not be returned), to be sent to me, the undersigned, not later

than Saturday, the 29th January, 1898, endorsed "Surveyor."
Canvassing will be a disqualification.

(By order)

J. W. BELLAMY,
Clerk to the Council.

Council Offices, Rawmavsh.
January 20, 189 <.

RURA.L DISTRICT COUNCIL OF DOR-
CHESTER.

APPOINTMENT OF INSPECTOR OF NUISANCES
AND SURVEYOR OF NEW WH1RKS AND BUILDINGS.
The above Council are desirous of receiving Applications

for the appointment of Inspector of Nuisances and Sur-
veyor of New Works and Buildings for their district, which
comprises thirty-seven parishes, with an area of about 68,000
acres and a population of about 10,300.

For the joint appointment the salary will be £105 per
annum, to include all travelling and other expenses.

As Surveyor the person appointed will be required to pre-

pare and examine plans, specifications and estimates, and to

keep all books and accounts prescribed by the orders of the
Local Government Board, and generally to carry out the in-

structions of the council which may from time to time be
given him.
As Inspector he will be required to perform all the duties

of an Inspector of Nuisances as prescribed by the various
Sanitary Acts and the orders and regulations of the Local
Government Board. He will also be required to act as In-

spector under the Dairies, Cow Sheds, and Milk Shops Order,
188.5.

The person appointed must hold the certificate of the
Sanitary Institute, will bo required to devote the whole of his

time to the duties of his offices, and to reside in the district.

The appointment as Inspector will be subject to the sanc-
tion of the Local Government Board, and in the first instance
will be for one year.

Canvassing is strictly prohibited and will be considered a
disqualification.

Applications, stating age and qualifications, accompanied
by copies of not more than three testimonials of recent date,

to be sent to me not later than Thursday, February 10, 1898.
The appointment will be made on February 19th, and

selected candidates will receive notice to attend.
The person appointed will be required to enter upon his

duties forthwith.

(By order)

ARTHUR H. LOCK,
Clerk to the Council.

Dorchester.
24th January, 1898.

OROUGH OF EVESHAM.
ROAD FOREMAN.

The General Purposes Committe is prepared to receive ap-
plications for the appointment of a competent practical work-
ing Road Foreman.

Candidates must be thoroughly qualified persons, having
had active practical experience in the scavenging and main-

tenance of roads, and also in the management of a staff of

workmen and teams.
The candidate appointed will act under the directions of

the Borough Surveyor. The hours will be the same as the
working staif. and he will have to assist them generally in

their work. The wages will be 2.5s. per week.
Applications, stating age, experience, present and past em-

ployment, ,accompanied with recent testimonials, to be sent

in to me not later than 8th February next.

THOS. COX,
Town Clerk.

Town Clerk's Office, Evesham.
January 19, 1898.

BOROUGH OF SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.
BUILDINGS INSPECTOR.

The Corporation invite applications for the appointment of

Buildings Inspector, at a salary of £104 per annum.
The person appointed will be required to supervise the

erection of new buildings, and to see that the by-laws in

force within the borough with respect to new streets and
buildings are complied with, and it is essential that he should
be practically acquainted with building construction and have
a thorough knowledge of the Model By-Laws of the Local
Government Board uTider the Public Health Act, 1875.

Applications, accompanied by copies of three recent testi-

monials (which will not be returned), and stating age, quali-

fications, experience, and where at presept engaged, to be
delivered at the office of the undersigned on or before Wed-
nesday, the 2nd February.

Canvassing members of the Town Council will be a dis-

qualification.

(By order)

WILLIAM GREGSON,
Town Clerk.

Southend-on-Sea.
14th January, 1898.

TEIGNMOUTH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL
CLERK OF WORKS.

The above-named Council are desirous of obtaining the
services of a competent person to act as Clerk of the Works
in the carrying out of certain work in connection with cover-

ing two i-eservoirs with concrete roofs.

Further information to be obtained of Mr. C. Jones, Engi-
neer and Surveyor to the Council, at the Town Hall, Teign-
month.

Sealed applications, stating age and salary required, enclosing
copies of not more than three testimonials of recent date, en-
dorsed " Clerk of Works," to be delivered at the Clerk's office,

at the Town Hall, Teignmouth, at or before 10 o'clock a.m. on
Wednesday, the 9th day of February, 1898.

Canvassing members will disqualify.

(By order)

W. R. HALL JORDAN,
Clerk.

Teignmouth.
loth January, 1898.

DRAUGHTSMAN (EFFICIENT) WANTED.
Industrial buildings, steam plant transmission, general

machinery; pome surveying. State experience, age, last em-
ployment and salary to " Manarer," Bath-road, Chippenham.

TENDERS WANTED.
pOUNTT BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.^ TO CONTRACTORS.
The Council hereby invite tenders for the following works

at the Hermit-road Recreation Ground, Plaistow, E. :

—

1, The erection of about 256 yards run of Dwarf Wall, and
2, The supply and erection of about 2.56 yards run of

Wrought-Iron Fencing, with Gates.
Plans may be seen, and specification, form of tender and

farther particulars obtained, at the office of Mr. Lewis
Angell, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Stratford, E., npon
payment of £1 for each contract, which will be returned
upon receipt of a ho7tA-fide tender.

Tenders to be enclosed in envelopes, to be supplied, and to

be sent to my office not later than 4 o'clock on Tuesday,
February 8, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest
or a.ny tender. The contractor will be required to enter into

a bond, with two sureties, for the due performance of the
contract, and no work will be ordered under the contract
until sncli bond has been duly executed.
The contractor w^hose tender is accepted, and with whom

a contract is entered into, will be required to pay to the
whole of his workmen such rate of wages and observe such
hours of labour as are recognised by the workmen's trades
unions and in force at the time of signing the contract. In
the event of any breach of such agreement the Council will

enforce the penalty clause in its entirety.

(By order of the Council)

FRED. E. HILLEARY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, West Ham, B.

January 20, 1898.
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COUNTY OF WORCESTER.
MAIN ROADS.

Tenders are invited for the supply of Rowley and Leicester-

shire Road Stone during the year ending 31st March, 1898.

Tender forms, with full particulars, will be supplied on

application to Mr. J. H. Garrett, County Road Surveyor,

County Hall, Worcester.

GITT OF BIRMINGHAM.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.

The Public Works Committee are prepared to receive

tenders for the supply of certain Materials and Goods for one

year, ending March 31, 1899

—

viz., Haslingden and Granite

Kerbs, Granite Setts, Granite Crossing Stones, Granite Chip-

pings, Rowlpy Setts, Flags, Paving Bricks, Wood Paving
Blocks, Ragstone, Pebbles, Gravel, Sand and Slag.

Forms ot tender, copies of conditions and specifications

may be obtained, on and after the 2.5th instant, at the City

Surveyor's office. Council House, Birmingham, on payment
of £1 for each copy, which will be returned on the receipt

of a hond-fide tender for the whole or any portion of the

materials required.

Samples of materials tendered for must be sent, carriage

paid, to the City Surveyor, Council House, Birmingham.
Tenders must be made out on the forms provided, and de-

livered at the undermentioned offices not later than 12 noon
on the 10th day of February, 1898, addressed " Tender for

Stone, lie," the City Surveyor, Council House, Birmirgham.

The tender of any firm or person paying less than the

minimum standard rate of wages current in the districts will

not be accepted.

The person whose tender may be accepted will be required

to provide approved sureties in sums of £300 each for the due
performance of the contract.

The committee do not pledge themselves to accept the
lowest or any tender, and reserve the right to accept portions

only of a tender.

JOHN PRICE,
City Surveyor.

The Council House, Birmingham.
January 24, 1898.

OITT OP BIRMINGHAM.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.

The Public Works Committee are prepared to receive

tenders for the supply of certain Materials and Goods for one
year, ending Mirch 31, 1899

—

viz.. Lias Lime, Portland

Cement, Drain Pipes, Gullies, Gully Pans, Broim Bricks,

Timber, Drysaltery, Castings, Iron and Steel Ware, Clothing,

Lamps, Glass, Brooms and Miscellaneous Stores.

Samples and patterns may be seen on application to the

Storekeeper at the Lamp Department, Park-street, and the

Corporation Wharf, Sheepcote-street.

Forms of tender, copies of conditions and specifications

may be obtained, on and after the 25i.h instant, at the City

Surveyor's office, Council House, Birmingham, on payment
of £1 for each copy, which will be returned on receipt of a

bond-fide tender for the whole or any portion of the stores

required.

Samples of goods tendered for must be sent, carriage paid,

to the City Surveyor, Council House, Birmingham ; the

samples of Portland cement, 5 lb. in weight, to be delivered

by the 31st inst.

Tenders must be made out on the forms provided, and de-

livered at the undermentioned offices not later than 12 noon

on the 10th day of February, 1898, addressed " Tender for

Stores," the City Surveyor, Council Hunse, Birmingham.
The tender of any firm or person paying less than the

minimum standard rate of wages current in the districts will

not be accepted.

The Committee do not pledge themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender, and reserve the right to accept portions

only of a tender.

JOHN PRICE,
City Surveyor.

The Council House, Birmingham.
January 24, 1898.

G<
ILLINGHAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.

r CONTRACT No. 3.

The Council are prepared to receive tenders for the con-

struction of a series of fi-in. Earthenware Drains, to form the

house connections with the system of main drainage recently

Teleg:ra.ms i " WILKES, BiRMINGHAM,'

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBECK, Ld., Liverpool St., BIRMINGHAM.

SOLID DRAWN & BRAZED BRASS & COPPER TUBES.

BRASS AND COPPER WIRE. HIGH CONDUCTIVITY COPP£R WIRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS. &c.

STANLEY BROS., LTD., NUNEATON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

GvLvAvZvEvO V SvOvCvKvEvT : I>:-I vl> -E vS,
BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING. BRINDLED BRICKS.

ROOFING TILES IN RED, STRLAWBERRY, ANO BROViTN,
WHITE Af^D COLOURED GLAZED BRICKS, &C., &C.

n/iistrrrleit Listf and Samr!,'^ nn avplicatinn.

WHITE, COLOURED AND
SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

BRICKS
OF TIIK

HIGHEST QUALITY.

GATES & GREEN,
LIMITED,

H A L. I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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completed, the provision and ei-ection of Ventilating Lamp-
Shafts and other works.

All the works are to be in accordance with the plans, draw-
ings and specification prepared by Messrs. John Taylor, Sons
& Santo Crimp, Civil Engineers, 27 Great George-street,

Westminster, at whose offices the plans, Ac, may be in-

spected, and copies of the specification and form of tender

obtained npon depositing £2 2s. (cheque only), which will be
returned npon receipt of a hoiid-fide tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " House Connections," and ad-

dressed to tlie Clerk, are to be delivered at the Council's

offices. New Brompton, Kent, before noon on Wednesday, the

2nd day of February next.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

(Bv order) F. C. BOUCHER,
Clerk.

Gillingham Urban District Council,

Gardiner-street, New Brompton.
31st December, 1897.

EIGNMOUTH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILT
WATERWORKS.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Teignmouth Urban District Council are prepared to

receive tenders from competent persons willing to enter into

contracts for the following works i

—
Confrar.t Ho. 1.— Covering the Landscore Reservoir by

means of a roof made of concrete, supported by cast-

iron columns and rolled-steel joists, and other works
incidental thereto.

Contract A'o. 2.—Re-lining the Hazeldown Resei voir with

concrete, covering the same by means of a roof made
of concrete, supported by cast-iron columns and rolled-

steel joists, the construction of a concrete division wall

and other works incidental thereto.

The drawings may be seen and copies of the specifications,

bill of quantities and forms of tender obtained at the office of

Mr. Chris. Jones, Engineer and Surveyor to the Council, Town
Hall, Teignmouth, on and after Saturday, 22nd day of January,

1898, on depositing £1 for each copy, which will be returned

after the receipt of a bond-Jidc tender with the bill of t|nanti-

ties fully priced out. Separate sealed tenders, addressed to

me and endorsed " Contract No. 1 or No. 2," as the case may

be, are to be delivered at the Clerk's office, Town Hall, Teign-
month, at or before 10 o'clock a.m. on Wednesday, 9th Feb-
ruary, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

W. R. HALL JORDAN,
Clerk.

Town Hall, Teignmouth, S. Devon.
l.'jth January, 1898.

IDHURST RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL
BORED WELL.

The Conncil are prepared to receive tenders for the con-
struction of a 12-in. Bored Well, 176 ft. in depth, or there-

abouts, lined for a portion of its depth with steel tubes, to be
made on the Council's land in the jiarish of Easebourne,
County of Sussex, and other works, in accordance with a

drawing which may be seen at the offices of Messrs. John
Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, civil engineers, 27 Great George-
street, Westminster, where also specifications and forms of

tender can be obtained upon depositing 2 guineas (cheque
only), which will be returned upon receipt of a bonA-fidc tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Bored Well " and addressed to

the Clerk, are to be delivered at the Council's offices, Mid-
hurst, Sussex, before noon on Friday, the 4th day of February
nest.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

EDWIN ALBERT,
Clerk.

Midhnrst.

12th January, 1898.

BROADSTAIRS AND ST. PETER'S URBAN
DISTRICT COUNCIL.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
Tlie Council are prepared to receive tenders from persons

willing to contract for the erection of Public Conveniences at

Broadstairs.

Plans and specifications can be seen and bills of quantities

and form of tender obtained (on deposit of £2, which will

be returned on receipt of a hond-fide tender) on application to

the Town Surveyor, Mr. Howard Hurd, Council offices, Broad-

stairs.

Tenders must be delivered at the office of tlie undersigned

before 12 o'clock, mid-day, on Saturday, the 5tli February,

and marked on outside " Tender for Public Conveniences."

J. P
Hodcilesden

a.n

Cccleshill C
G

SANI
STINFO

Telegrams t

" PUCES,

LI lli| OARWEN."

EN 3 LANGS.

eter to 42-in. Diameter.

sockets A SPECIALITY.

WHITE OR COE-OURED.

THE "ADDISON" PATENT DRAIN STOPPER
Fof Testing Dfains by means of Water, SmoSie, &c.

The parts are non-corrosive. The disc of galvanised iron, the nipple of gun metal, the nut and cap of (jrass.

PERFECTLY SOUND JOINT.

EASILY APPLIED.

NO PINCHING OF THE RUBBER.

THE GREATER THE PRESSURE THE

MORE SECURE THE JOINT.

X"X«,XCXSS : --

s. d.

4 inch 7 each nett

5-inch 9 6 !J

@ inch 10 6 !J

8 inch 16 6 SJ

9-Eiicii -^7 6 SJ

10 inch 2^ ® SJ

eSFORZ CXPANSICN

NICHOLa-S CLARKE, Shorediitehs LONDOI
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The contractor will be required to enter into a bond with
two surelieg for the dne performance of the contract.

Xo tender will be considered unless it lie sent in npon the

prescribed form, together with the qu.intities and schedule of

price fully priced out i and the Council do not bind them-
selves to accept the lowest or any tender.

LIONEL A. SKINNEK,
Clerk to the Council.

Council Offices, Broadstairs.

18th January, LS98.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF HENDON.
TO CONTRACTORS, GRANITE, LIMESTONE,

IRONST(JNE, SLAG, GRAVEL, C')AL, COKE AND OIL
MERCHANTS, IRONMONtiKRS, CHEMICAL

MANUFACTURERS, PRINTERS AND OTHERS.
The above Council hereby invite tenders for the su23ply of

ths following materials, &c., within their district for one year
from the 1st. day of April, 1898 :

—
1

,

For the supply of about 3,000 tons (more or less) of broken
Leicestershire Granite (2i in. in gauge) ; for the supply
of about 2,000 tons (more or less) of iDroken Ironstone
Slag (2:5^ in. in gauge) ; for the supply of abont 3.50 tons
(more or less) of Limestone Chippings (i-in. gauge) ; for

the supply of abont 400 tons (more or less) of Hoggin
;

for the supply of about .500 tons (more or less) of Flints.

2, For the hire of Horses, Carts and Drivers, for cartage of

materials, day cartage, slopping, horsing water vans,
rotary brooms, &c.

3, For the hire of Cab and other conveyances.
4, For the Collection of Dnst and House Refuse in the three
wards of the district.

5, For the supply of abont 70 tons (more or less) of Aln-
mino-ferric.

6, For the supply of about 70 tons (more or less) of Ferozone.
7, For the supply of about .50 tons (more or less) of Ferric

Sulphate.

8, For the supply of Coal and Coke.
9, For the supply of about 300 gallons (more or less) of best

Petroleum, " Royal Daylight " or " Tea Rose " brands,
delivered to the three depots in the district.

10, For the execution of House Drainage and Jobbing works.
1 1, For the supply of Disinfectants.

12, For the execution of Printing work,
13, For the supply of Iron Castings.

14, For the supply of Ironmongery and Engineer's sundries.

Specifications, forms of tender and all further particulars
may be obtained of Mr. S. Slater Grimley, Engineer and Sur-
veyor to the Council, Public Offices, Hendon, N.W.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the Council,
endorsed " Tender for " (as the case may be), to
be sent to mo not later than 4 o'clock p.m. on Monday, the
14th day of February, 1898.
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

Dated this 26th day of January, 1898.

HENEY HUMPHBIS,
Clerk to the Council.

TO QUARRY PROPRIETORS, CONTRACTORS
AND OTHERS.

The Corporation of Birkenhead are prepared to receive
tenders for the supply of Flags, Granite and Rawtenstall
Kerbs and Channels, Granite Setts and Cubes, and Penmaen-
mawr Breaking Stone, to be delivered free, as required, from
the 25th March, 1898, to the Slst March, 1899, at the railway
stations or upon the dock quay within the Borough of Birken-
head.

Specifications, forms of tenders and all particulars may be
obtained at the office of Mr. Chai'les Brownridge, a.m.inst.c.e..

Borough Engineer and Surveyor, Town Hall, Birkenhead.
t Tenders, upon the printed form supplied, sealed, and en-
dorsed " Tender for Road Materials," to be sent in to me not
later than 5 o'clock in the afternoon of Wednesday, the 16th
day of February, 1898.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the lowest
or any tender.

(Bv order)

ALFRED GILL,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Birkenhead.
21st Jannary. 1898. _____^___

THE RHYE URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
The Council are prepared to receive tenders for the

extension of the West Promenade, the construction of a Sea-
Wall, Groynes, &c. *

Drawings and specification may be seen, and a copy of
bill of quantities, with abstr.act of the specification and form
of tender obtained, on or after February 1st, by application

to Mr. Robert Hughes, To^^^^ Surveyor, at his offices, Clwj'd-
street, Rhyl, on payment of 1 guinea, which sum will be re-

funded to each contractor making a hfinn-fide tender, fully

GALVANIZED

lliii^

ijl^prSTERN

lliliiiililiiiiiil

RON

FRED^ BRABY2(C?
FITZROY WORKS

352to3G4 Euston R?

. TONDONj

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
fRADE MARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

Telephone No. 9G HAMMERSMITH. Estab. 1840. Telegrams: "SAHKEY, HAMMERSMITH."

Chief Office: CREEK WHARF, HAM IVIERSIVIITH, W.

Sankey's Improved (Deep; INTERCEPTING GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.
Special Limes supplied for tho Disposal of SEWERAGE Matter, also for Gas Purification.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

ALUMINO-
FERRIC.

THE Precipitant.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

PETER SPENCE & SONS,

c; zx x: .A.x> x: £i rr j

NAVVY BARROWS
Barrows for All Purposes.

CONTRACTORS' TIMBER,
PoUiiiK Boiii-fis ana Ruiii.piv t" mts, Kliglish
Timber, Plank nnd Si-aiitlin-. Wii-L-.m Wood,
Fenein:;, Joinerr, Tick un.l llH[:iincr Shafts.

JOHN ASHWORTH & CO.,
Rossendale 5aw AlilLs,

WATERFOOT, MANCHESTER.
KMab. l^.ic. l)L>li(it.-: Livorp.iiil.Ilull, Fleet won.l

The "STRATFORD"
LABELS.

Clieap! Legible!! Imperishable!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

ROYAL L.\BKL F.\CTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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priced out, on the forms provided and returniBg the docu-

ments entrusted to him.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Sea-Wall, &c.," and addressed

to the undersigned, to be delivered at the Counoil's offices on

or before 10 a.m. oa the 8th day of February next.

Approved secnrity will be required.

ARTHUR ROWLANDS,
Clerk to the Council.

Council OiBces, Clwyd -street, Rhyl.
18th January, 1898.

CITY OF NOTTINGHAM.
TO CONTRACTORS.

The Public Parks Committee of the City Council is pre-

pared to receive tenders for certain works required in the

formation of a new road, 1^^ miles long and 180ft. wide, along

the northern bank of the river Trent from the Trent bridge

to Wilford bridge.

The works required consist of

—

viz.,—
The removal from barges and depositing where required

on the road of 180,000 cubic yards of filling, which will

be provided and delivered in barges by the corporation

at the river's bank.

14,000 cube yards excavation.

2,000 lineal yards piling along the river bank, consisting

of 12-in. by 12-in. king piles and 11-in. by -l-in. sheeting.

(^,7,600 cube yards cement concrete, to form foreshore.

Retaining walls and other appurtenant works.

Drawings may be seen, and specification, bills of quantities

and forms of tender obtained, at my oflice on payment of a
deposit of 3 guineas, which will be returned on receipt of a

bond,-1iite tender and the copy of the specification.

Teuclers, endorsed " New Riverside Road," are to be sent

in to the Town Clerk on or before Saturdav, the 12th Feb-
ruary, 1898.

The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted,

and tenders will only be accepted from persons who conform
to the conditions of contract as regards paying the local

standard rate of wages, &c.

(By order)

ARTHUR BROWN, m.inst.c.e..

City Engineer.

Guildhall, Nottingham.
20th January, 1898.

pOUNTY BOROUGH OV SOUTHAMPTON.

ISOLATION HOSPITAL.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
The Council are prepared to receive tenders for the Erec-

tion of an Isolation Hospital on their land in Mousehole-

lane, Millbrook, Southampton, comprising the following

buildings and incidental works :

—

Administrative Block.

Four Pavilions.

Out-bathing and Mortuary Block.

Laundry.
Porter's Lodge.
Entrance Gates, Boundary Walling and Fencing.

Formation of Roads and Paths.

Drainage, &c.

MWa of quantities may be obtained at the Municipal Offices,

Southampton, on and after January 1, 1898, between the

hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., Saturdays excepted, on payment
of a £10 Bank of England note, to be deposited with the

Borough Accountant (which sum will be refunded on receipt

of a boiu)._fi,le tender).

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPV ' LTD
SO t^^^i^k: I^ow", leeids

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT.
Fire Bricks. Furnace Linings, Sinh, Traps, Porcelain Baths, dc.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS.

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, Wonship
Street E.C. ; i6 Charterhouse Street EC. ; and Vomers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

Se-vx/'a^Sre, SX'u.ds'e, 'VCT'a.-fcea?, ^Icc
As adopted for tlie Drainage of Eastbourne, Southampton,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe and many

other places, botli in this country and abroad.

For Pamphlets and Particulars apply to—

HUGHES & LANCASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WATER SUPPLY WORKS.

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, S E.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices apply to above address.
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Copies of the drawings and specification may be seen eitlier

at the Mnuicipal Offices, Southampton, or at the offices of

the Architects, Messrs. Greenaway & Sraitli, 21 Queen Anne's-

gate, Westminster, during tlie same hours.

Sealed tenders (on the forms supplied), accompanied by
fully-priced bills of quantities, to be sent to me not later than

noon ou Tuesday, the 1st February next, endorsed " Tender
for Isolation Hospital."

The contractor will be required to pay not less than the

minimum standard rate of wages for the time being in each
branch of the trade.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender, and the contractor whose tender is

accepted shall enter into a formal agreement, under seal, with
sufficient sureties for the due fulfilment of his contract.

(By order)

GEORGE B. NALDEB,
Town Clerk.

Municipal Offices, Southampton.
20th December, 1897.

LINCOLN CORPORATION.
TO BASKET MAKERS, MERCHANTS, &<.

The Corporation art? prepared to receive tenders for the

purchase of about 12 tons of Osiers, at the Irrigation B^arm,

Washingborough-road.
Specification can be seen and form of tender obtained ;it

mv office.

R. A. MACBRAIR,
City Surveyor.

Coriinration OfficP.s, Silver-street, Lincoln.

.1a)infiT-v L'l. ISDS.

BILLS OF QUANTITIES LITHOGRAPHED,
MANUSCRIPT COPIES OP DRAWINGS. TRACINGS,

PHOTO-COPIES AND PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY.

ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
DRAFTSMEN, LITHOGRAPHERS and MAP MOUNTERS,

Nos. 2 & 3 Tothill St., Broadway, Westminster.
Telephone No. 3,185. 'lV'lcgiii|iluc Address :

" t;artoons, London."

SITUATION WANTED.
TTODNG SURVEYOR (P.A.S.I.), age twenty-
-*- two, wishes to offer his services, without salary, in a
municipal office, with a view to future assistantship.—Apply,
" Levkl," Surveyor, 4 Colston-street, Bristol.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED accu-

rately and with despatch. METCHIM & SON,
8 Princes-street, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.
" Surveyor's Diary and Tables for 1898," price 6d., post 7d.;

in leather Is., post Is. Id.

M~
UNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS'
EXAMINATION.—Mr. Richard Parky, a.m.i.c.e.,

F.S.I., &c., 27 Great George-street, Westminster, prepares
pupils by correspondence for this examination. The course
of work may be taken to extend over three, six or twelve
months, according to previous knowledge. At the examina-
tion of last April out of the fifteen successful candidates
twelve wure jiri'ijared by Mr. Pan y.

"DIviditore, London." LONDON
DRAWING AND TRACING OFFICE,

98 Gray's Inn Road, Holborn, W.C.
(Adjoiuiiig Holborn Town Hall.)

Manager—JOHN B. THORP, Architect and Surveyor.
Cheques Crossed ... The City Bank, Ltd.

Offlce HourK—Nine to Six. Snturdays One.
Established 1883.

For the PROMPT and EFFICIENT expcutioii of all work usuallv
rci|uireii 1..V the PROFESSION', surh as

V/ORKING DRAWINGS, COMPETITION DRAWINGS,
PERSPECTIVES, TRACINGS, SURVEYS, MODELS,
iJl.ieiiiints and Black Line PHOTO-COPIES, DIAGRAMS,

Quantities, Specifications LITHOGRAPHED.
TR.\CING and PRINTING Rooms, HATTON GARDEN,

nnT,nPct..d \<-' Private Telephone,

"ACME" VENTILATING, HEATING AND SMOKE CURES.

VENTILATOR.
For Builrtinu-s, Drains, ,

Fig. 28Jt.

By Klectricil.v, Water, Gas, Steam,
Hand or Horse Power.

"ACME"
(^ EXHAUST

(^ LOUVRES.

n For li.iors,

=^ Walls, 4c.

From 98.

Gbimney

Cowl.

VENETIAN WALL

INLETS.

From Is. 6d.

Ketwokth, Livbkpool." Telephone No. 1877. Twenty-five Years' E.iiper

Contractors to H.iyi. Government Departments, Various Corporations, Railway Ccnipanies, £c.

ence. llluytrftted Price Tjists Free.

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINGS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, 2 -

40 by 27 „ 3/-
53 by 31 „ 4/-
Copies in one sheet,QO by .iO, by arrangement.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE
PROCESS,

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, 1/6
40 by 27 „ Si &
53 by 31 „ 3S
J. HALDEN & CO.,

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

J^*
" ''"%.
FIRE

<^LONDON& 1

vLANCASHIRE,

%

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

r 45 DALE STREET, LIVERPOOL,
""'

I 73T0 76XINQ WILLIAM STREET, LONDOK.
Head Offi

Liberal Commissiciii allowed to

BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for

Business.

C.WoOLliSCROFT &S0N

HAN LEY,
STAFFS-

Red
and Blue

STAFFORDSHIRE
GOOX>S.

Many Specialities. Illustpa-

tions and Prices on application.

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Oftice : 40 Queen Victoria St., B.C.
(ilKss Of all kinds ,-"Mr,d 1 iv llie I'olicies of

MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS-
SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

Ten per cent i.t the rr.'nimnn lelui !ii>d evei?

SIX vears in oim-- -> Iht.- i;.i clflini 1:hs nrisen.

Appllcstloas for Agencies Invited.

Liberal Terras for Business Introduced

NINETEEN IVIEDALS. CHICAGO EXHIBITION, HIGHEST AWARDS.

isnvi. ^i^rooi^LAivics & co.,

ARTISTIC ^ALLi PAPER^
Free from Arsenic.

Sole Address : 110 HIGH STREET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
Special Terms for Export. Of all Decorators.
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SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION EXAMINA-
TIONS.—Complete courses of preparation, in class or

by correspondence, for the Professional Associateship and
Fellowship, in all snb-divisions. Mr. Parry's courses have
been conducted continuously for seven years with increasing

success. At the last three examinations the following prizes

were obtained :

—

1895. Institution Prize, Driver Prize and Penfold Silver

Medal.
1896. Institution Prize, Driver Prize and Penfold Silver

Medal.
1897. Institution Prize and Special Prize.

At each of the two last nearly one half of the total number
of successfnl candidates were prepared by Mr. Parry. All

pupils receive Mr. Parry's personal attention and teaching.

—

Apply to Mr. Richard Parry, F.s.i., a.m.i.c.e., &c., 27 Great
George-street, Westminster (immediately opposite the Snr-

Teyors' Institution).

ANITARY INSPECTORS and other exams, of

the SANITARY INSTITUTE. Preparation by COR-
RESPONDENCE.—Terms, testimonials and all particulars of
' Inspector," Office of The Surveyor.

DRAWING and TRACING OFFICE
52 Queen Victoria-street, London, E.C.

DESIGNS, Drawings from Rough Sketches. TRACINGS.
Photo Prints. Coloring. Inking-in. Working, Detail and
Contract Drawings. PERSPECTIVES. COMPETITIONS.
QUANTITIE.S. Estimates. Specifications. Models for Law
Cases. Lease Plans. Estates laid out. SURVEYS. REPORTS.

W!!!! GLOVER &. SONS L^

WARWICK
Contractors to Her Majesty's Government.

OIL ENGINES.
(GUNDALL'S PATENT.)

w 3

OIL ENGINE EXISTENCE.
COPY OP LETTER.

•* The 35 b.h.p. Oil Engine that you supplied to drive our stone-
working machinery is doing its work satisfactorily. It is running ten
hours a day without a stop, with a consumption of rather over 1 gallon
of petroleum per hour. It consumed 42 gallons in thirt.y hours.

1 11 97. Thomas Wilkinson, Pately Bridge, Yorks."

Sole Makers: R. CUNDALL & SONS, Ld.,

Makers of the Largest Oil Engines In the World.

Telegrams; " Cundall, Shipley." Telephone No. 75.

OLDACRES & CO.,
ELECTROGRAPHERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, PRINTERS, &C.

52 CHANCERY LANE, W.C. ©
Bills of Quantities, Specifications, Reports, &o., Electrographed wilb
accuracy ami dispatch, equal to Liilmgraphy, aud 60 per cent, cheaper.
LithoErapliy at moderate rates. I'huia enlarged, reduced, &c., best style.
*' Quantit.ie?'jBox, l-lln.x9in. x5 in., drop front, 28. each • Architects
and Surveyois' Draft Papers — Quantities, Specificatiou, Abstract,
Dimension, kc, IO3. 6d. per ream. Prices and Specimejig on pplicatton.

Cr^RtAMCS

flRflfEN Foundry,

Roofing Felt.—A light asphaltic durable Roofing.

Inodorous Felt.-I'or Lining Damp Walls, Pre-

serving Wall Papers, and Deadening t^ound.

Sarking, op Slaters' Felts-—Thin in substance,

and pliable, and easily worked under slates.

Foundation Felt, or Damp bourse-—To pre-

vent Damp ri.sing from foundations, is of a fibrous nature, and
does not crack.

H4IR FELTS, .

SHOE FELTS,

FELT VARNIbl^

ANDREW POTTER, Manufacturer. Wolverhampton.

Jubilee Panel in Red and Buff Terra-Ootta, commemorative
of the sixtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.

STAIM LESrBROS.,i!^
»rTT10-x: .A. 's:'oiw

.

MANDFACTUREKS OP

SANITARY PIPES AND CONNECTIONS,

BROWN AND CANE GLAZED SINKS,

WHITE AND COLOURED ENAMELLED BRICKS,
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]V[anicipal Works Projected for 1898

BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

Once more the flight of time bring us face to f^.ce

with the duty which we have undertaken for the past

three years of presenting our readers, as the central

feature of a special annual issue, with as accurate and

exhaustive a forecast as possible of municipal works
projected for the year upon which we have just entered.

In the two important qualities referred to, as well as

in conciseness of presentation, we arc confident that

the present forecast will not be found inferior to or

less reliable than those of previous years, or less

practically useful to engineers, manufacturers, con-

tractors and others among our readers. Wo have on

previous occasions drawn attention to the interest which
such a return possesses when regarded from different

points of view. From one point of view it affords in a

concrete shape an accurate conception of the purpose,

scope and volume of municipal activity and progress in

the present day, and the vast expenditure of public

money which that activity and progress involve. Such
expenditure, however, is not that of rash speculation.

The one thing needful is that ratepayers, members of

local authorities and officials should do their respective

parts in seeing that the expenditure is carried out with

wisdom and discretion, avoiding on the one hand rash

and needless experiments which either attempt to

provide more than is reasonably necessary or launch

out in directions which are altogether outside the true

province and functions of municipal administration,

but on the other hand not holding back, through

parsimony and false economy from enterprises which
vitally affect the moral, physical and material welfare

of ever-increasing populations. Schemes which are im-

peratively demanded by the needs of the community are

invariably found sooner or later to be wise investments.

One cause of municipal stagnation and reaction we
have already pointed out—ill-advised economy. Lack
of enterprise, inadequate municipal training and educa-

tion, a low standard of civic duties and conceptions, are

among other causes which may be referred to. Happily,

there is reason to believe that the influences which
make for stagnation and reaction are becoming every

day weaker by virtue of the growing ascendency of

influences which make for progress on rational lines.

The forecast of practical municipal activity for the year

upon which we have entered is surely a strong illustra-

tion of the truth of this contention. The disastrous,

and even criminal, consequences of public negligence,

delay and factious opposition have been brought home
to the country with startling force during the past year

by the melancholy experiences of Maidstone and King's

Lynn. Another point from which our annual forecast

may be regarded is that of the municipal engineer,

for the works referred to, with of course the exception

of electrical enterprises, he is almost exclusively

responsible, so far as estimates and execution are

concerned. In certain cases, however, it is often found
desirable to call in the additional assistance of a

consulting engineer. To muncipal work from the point

of view of the municipal engineer we are referring at

greater length in another column. In concluding these

preliminary remarks we wish to thank our corres-

pondents for the prompt and comprehensive manner in

which they have responded to our request for informa-
tion, pnd to express our determination in future issues

to make the forecast even more comprehensive rather

than allow it to diminish.

Aberayron (Jlr. Jbnkin Evans, surveyor to the rural
district council).— In the rural district here there will be
no great stir iu the matter of public works during l.Sil8,

none of any great importance having been decided upon.

Aberdeen (Mr. Wm. Dyack, m.i.c.e.,

burgh surveyor). — Mr. Dyack and his
progressive corporation have generally a
good programme of work mapped out
each year, and 1898 will evidently be no
exception to the rule. Mr. Dyack sends
the following notes of the chief items :

—

(1) SfKerage.—Tenders for a low-level

main intercepting sewer for a low-lying
district of the city, amounting to £8,072 4s. 3d., have been
accepted, and a commencement recently made with the work.
This sewer is intended to relieve and supplement the
sewers in the district referred to, which are at present
over - charged in times of heavy rainfall, and it will

ultimately form part of a complete scheme for the inter-

ception and disposal of the sewage from the whole
of the city, at a total estimated cost of £160,000,
which I have submitted to the town council, and which
is now under consideration. (2) Traninays.—The town
council have made a provisional agreement with the
district tramways company for the purchase from them of

the tramways within the city, at a cost of £15 per share
(£10 paid up), and are now preparing a Bill to be promoted
in the ensuing session of Parliament for power to take over
and work the tramways within one calendar month after the
passing of the Bill into an Act. (.3) Lujhtinfi.—The town
council and harbour commissioners have decided to sub-stitute

electric lamps for the existing gas lamps in the harbour
quays, at an estimated cost of £!(,336, and this work will

probably be cariied outdaring ls;t8. The town council have
under consideration a proposal to substitute either incan-
descent gas or electric lighting for the existing gas lamps in

that part of Union-street (the principal thoroughfare, about
1 mile in length) not already lighted by electricity. What-
ever scheme may be adopted would, of course, involve the
rearrangement or removal of the arc lamps already erected
in this street. It has also been decided, by v.ay of experi-

ment in incandescent gas lighting, to remove the present
lamps in Albyn-place (a residential street in the west end)
and to substitute thirty-six new lamps fitted with incandes-
cent gas burners, (4) I'lihllc BiiiliUnffs.—Tenders have been
accepted for, and operations commenced at, the following
works for the town council:— 1, corporation lodging-house,

£10,080 ; 2, workmen's dwellings, £6.056 ; 3, extension of

bathing station and construction of swimming pond, £7,207;
and 4, fire brigade station, £11,896. In addition to the

foregoing, proposals are now under consideration for the
erection of a public slaughter-house (£30,000), extension of

the fish market (£15,000), public baths, and the reconstruc-
tion of the municipal buildings.

Abbeylex.—In this district of Queen's County 1898 will

be a period of comparative rest and quietude, no new works
worth mentioning being proposed to be carried out.

Airdrie (Mr. John Chalmers, burgh surveyor).—The
corporation are applying for a provisional electric lighting

order for the burgh. Messrs. Martin & Leslie, 27, Abingdon-
street, Westminster, S.W., are the FarliaiijeDtary agents.

Alderley Edge (Mr. A. S. Cabtwright, pa. si., surveyor
to the urban district council).—In this urban district of
Cheshire at least two important works are projected for this

year. A fire station will be erected, and it is anticipated that a
commencement will be made with the proposed new sewerage
scheme.

Aldershot (Mr. Nklson F. Dennis, surveyor].—The
urban district council have applied for a provisional electric

lighting order under the provisions of the Electric Lighting
Acts, 1882 to 1890. The agents are Messrs. Blyth, Dutton,
Hartley and Blyth, 112 Gresham House, Old Broad-street, E.G.

Altreton (Mr. E. Houfton, surveyor and water engineer).

—This urban district council, so far as present arrangements
go, may be numbered among the authorities who have not
found it necessary or expedient to project any special works
for the current year.

Alnwick (Mr. Geoffrey Wilson, surveyor to the urban
district council).—At the beginning of 1898. Mr. Wilson finds

himself face to face with quite an imposing programme of

work. The items include a scheme of sewage disposal for

the Canongate district ; the construction of a storage
reservoir or the provision of an additional water supply ; the
making up of Denwick-lane (comprising roadway, two
channels and footway), 1,250 yards in length, which will be
handed over to the county council ; the diversion of surface

water from the sewers ; the erection of a common lodging

F2
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house ; the sett paving of Harrogate-street, and the paving of

several roadways and lanes. The oomplption of the?e

undertakings should malie an appreciable difference to the

district.

Ampthill (Mr. Leonabd Foster, surveyor).—Mr. Foster
is surveyor both to tlie Ampihill Riiial District Council and
Kempston Urban District Council. It would seem that neither

council h.is decided upon any works of importance, though
possibly soane may crop up in the course of the year. A
drainage scheme for Kempston has been talked ol for a long
time, but tlie present council have determined to give a good
trial to public scavenging.

Appleby (Mr, Joseph J. Knewstl"bb, borough surveyor).

—In this Westmoreland borough the only work of importance
proposed for this year is the construction of a new carriage-

way and footpath, about 1,100 ft. in length, at an approximate
cost of £700.

Ashby-de-la-Zouch (Mr. G. H. Lillby, surveyor to the

urban district council).—This council have not drawn up
any formidable programme in advance. Among the works
in hand are the Milton water works in conjunction with
Swadlincote, which are now nearing completion ; an extension
of the main outfall sewer and of the new sewage farm,

2 miles below the present outfall ; and the renewing of the
existing water mains in the town laid about forty-five years

ago.

Ashby Woulds (Mr. C. T. Gaeratt, surveyor).—We are
informed that the urban district council have not undertaken
any special works during the la-t few months, except to
increase the number of lamps. This seeming inactivity is

due to a boundary question which has been in abeyance, and
has been referred to a Committee of the House of Commons.
The Committee have decided to add part of the area of the
district to the county of Derby, so that the council will now
be in a position to carry out any public works that may be
deemed necessary.

Ashton-upon-Mersey (Mr. Jambs Digglb, surveyor to

the urban district).—We are informed that it is not likely

that works of any importance will be carried out in this

urban district during the present ytar.

Ashton-in-Makerfleld (Mr. John
W. LiVBESlDGB, surveyor). — This
Lancashire urban district council,
,nmong other things contemplate some
important road-making works. In
addition to the general repair and
maintenance of the 27 miles of roads
within the district the following roads
are to be reformed and drained:

Chapel-street, at an estimated cost of £276 ; and Heath-
road improvement at an estimated cost of £571. Brynn-
road improvement has been completed ^at an estimated
cost of £3,845. Borrowing powers are being sought for the
exttnsion of water mains, the enlargement of filters, and the
construction of a proposed catchwater drain, at an estimated
cost, of £3,000. Ground is being acquired as a site for a
market, and paving works are contemplated. Altogether
the year should be a tolerably busy one.

Aston Manor (Mr. H. KiCHAKnsoN,
A.M.I. C.B., engineer and surveyor).—The
urban district council have important
undertakings in hand, or projected, in

almost all the chief departments of

work. Senerage.—The council is at
present constructing an intercepting
sewer in the Cheston-road and Piume-
street districts. The drainage area into
this sewer is 43 acres. The pipes used

will be almost entirely of special manufacture, the stone-
ware being Hassall's patent single-lined pipes, and the cast-

iron of Messrs. McFarlane's make. Gla-s enamelled 12 in.

and 9 in. diameter respectively. The total length is 1,427
yds., made up of 812 yds. Hassall's pipes, 512 yds
McFarlane's pipes, an^ 103 yds. ordinary cast-iron coated
pipes. In this length, 170 yds. lie under factory buildings,

and for the mo^t part the course of the proposed sewer will

be through private lands and streets. The Birmingham and
Fazeley canal will have to be twice crossed ; one instance
necessitates syphoning. The minimum fall is 1 in 623 and
the maximum 1 in 170. The manhole covers on private
property will be air-tight, and the sewer ventilated by means
of 4 in. diameter shafts, carried up the factory buildings.

The sewer will discharge into the Aston, Handsworth and
Smethwick main outfall sewer. The estimated cost of these
works is i,'2,500. Bridges.—Drawings are in course of
preparation for the entire reconstruction of two bridges over
the Birmingham and Fazeley canal at Cuckoo-road and
Holborn-hill. The width of these bridges at present between
the parapets at the narrowest point is 14 ft. and 13 ft.

respectively. When widened there will be a clear width of
42 ft. in the case of Cuckoo-road, and 30 ft. at Holborn-
hill. The present steep approaches to the Cuckoo-road
bridge will be considerably improved and the carriage-way
paved with Australian hard-wood blocks. The existing
bridges are the old-fashioned type of canal bridge. The new
ones will be girder bridges with brick parapets. The cost of
these works will be about £5,000. Tiifectiuus Diseases
//tfSji/iiai.^Drawings and estimates have been submitted to

the council for additions to the administrative block of the
scarlet fever hospital. The extension on the ground floor

will include dining hall, superintendent's office, linen store,

coal store, lobby and verandah, and water closets, and on the
first floor six extra bedrooms and water closet. Application
has been made to the local government board for sanction to
borrow a sum of £1,450 for the execution of the work.
Sanction has been obtained for borrowing powers to the
extent of £1,600 for the inirchase of 3.} .acres of land at
Upper Witton tor the erection of a new small-pox hospital.
Itestruetor.—The council are now considering theadvisabiliiy
of increasing and generally improving the destructor works
at their sanitary department, Chester-street. The present
destructor plant is by Messrs. Manlove Alliott, Notting-
ham, and consists of eight cells, which, by the aid of
forced draught, consume about 7 tons of refuse per
cell per diiy. To meet the requirements of the rapidly-
developing district, cell accommodation for the destruc-
tion of another 30 tons to 50 tons per day is necessary.
Several schemes have been submitted to the health committee
for the purposed additions and improvements. Puhl'iv Baths.
—The council propose shortly to make considerable improve-
ments at the baths in Victoria-road in the way of extending
the second-class private baths, the erecting of two new cast-

iron water tanks for stor.age and condensing purposes and
other additions and alterations in various parts of the build-

ing. Private Streets.—Instructions have been given for the
preparation of plans and sections for dealing with the re-

maining priv.jte streets in the district. Electric Light.—The
council have made application to the Board of Trade for a pro-

visional order to empower them to light their district by
electricity. The thoroughfares in which the council are to be
under the obligation of laying down e'ectric lines within two
years are Victoria-road, Aston-road, Lozells-road, Lichfield-

road, Birchfield-road, and High-street. The agents are
Messrs. Sharpe & Co., 9, Bridge-street, Westminster, S.W.

Barking Town (Mr. C. J. Dawson, p.r.i.b.a., surveyor).

—

The urban district council propose to carry out several special

works during the year. Public baths are to be erected, com-
prising a swimming pond 90 ft. by 30 ft., nine men's slipper

baths, and seven women's. The estimated cost is £7,500. A
provisional order has been obtained for the electric lighting

of the district, and application made to the Local Govern-
ment Board for sanction to borrow a sum not exceeding
£15,000 for the erection of buildings and plant. The first

section of the low level drainage scheme from outlying por-

tions of the district will be carried out, the estimated cost

including surface water drainage, engine house, boiler and
pump, compensation and legal expenses, is £5,200. The
work of laying out the recreation ground is now in progress

and will be completed in the course of the year, the estimated
cost being £5,385, exclusive of the purchase of the land. The
scheme consists of the laying out as a pleasure park of about
33 acres and the excavation of a boating lake about 410 yards
in length and an average width of about 50 yards. Private

street works at Glenny-road, Morley-road and Linsdells-court

and several important street improvements are also projected,

and the council are considering the advisability of erecting

artisans' dwellings and the construction of an electric tram-
w,ay to Becton. Mr. Dawson's department will certainly not
be idle.

Barnes (Mr. G. Bruce Tomes, engineer and surveyor).

—

The urban district council of this Thames-side suburb have a
scheme formulated for workmen's dwellings which will be
carried out in the course of the year under the Housing of

the Working Classes Act. The land has been purchased, and
it is proposed to erect seventy-seven tenements, the rents of

which will vary from 4s. 6d. to 8s. 6d. per week, the total

cost being estimated at £18,000 exclusive of the land. The
council also propose to build an additional ward-block at the
infectious diseases hospital, fitted with steam disintector, &c.,

at an estimated cost of £2,600. Application is also being
made to the Board of Trade for a provisional order for

e'ectric lighting, but it is hardly expected that a scheme
will be definitely settled this year. The Parliamentary agent

is Mr. T. Blanco White, 59 and 60, Chancery-lane, W.C.
Several street works are to be carried out at an estimated

cost of about £1,000, in addition to several private street

works, the plans for which have not yet been prepared.

Barry (Mr. J. C. Pardoe, engineer and surveyor).—In a
recent issue we gave a descrip ion of the new public abattoirs

at Barry which have now been completed and were opened
on December 20th. The work of building the infectious

diseases hospital for sixteen beds with administrative block,

laundry, mortuary, ambulance buildings, etc., will be com-
pleted in about three months. The council and their surveyor,

however, have no intention of resting so long as work remains

to be done. Plans are being prepared for a fire-engine station

and for carrying out private improvement works in thirty-nine

streets ani lanes. A Local Government Board inquiry has
just been held in reference to an application for sanction to

borrow £5,500 for constructing roads and sewers round the

proposed Komilly park at Barry. Harbour-road and Park-

roa'i will be widened. Instructions have been given for the

preparation of plans for swimming baths, refuse destructors

the laying out of Cadoxlon common as a park, and the laying

out of Romilly park, Barry. Plans have been prepared for a
proposed extension of the boundaries of the urban district.

Ml'. Pardoe should find the above work quite sufficient to go
on with.
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Basingstoke (Mr. Gkoiige I'ittox,

borough !-urveyor and waterworks uaana-

ger) —The more important works so far

arranged to be carried out in this

nrongh during the year include a uew
cheme of water supply, a nt-w isolation

li spital, public slaughter houses, the

widening of Victor'a-sti eet, the construc-

tiou of a new public street, a new scheme
of surfa e water drainage, and a number of minor improve-

ments^—a fairly comprehensive list.

Batley (Mr. Oscar J. Kirby, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer

and surveyor).—Tha works so far projected by the cor-

poration include some of considerable importance and
magnitude, among thecn being the following ;—Electricity

>vorks, estimated cost, £15,000 ; the laying out of a public

park, £10,000 ; surfdce water drainage works, £8,000,

being part of a scheme at an estimated total cost of £li,000
;

sewerage works, £3,000 ; street improvements, £2,043
;
private

street improvements, £4,200 : and granite paving on con-

crete, £9,' 00. It will be seen that these works represent the

v.ry ic pert able tot.l of £51,243. In addition there are

other matters to be taken in hand for which estimites have

uot yet been prepared, for example, a new residuum tank at

the sewage outfall works and extensions at thegas and water-

works. The Parliamentiry agents for the corporation in cjn-

iieDtion with their applic.tion for an electric lighting pr-
visional order are Me«srs. Dyson & Co., 1), Great George-
street, Westminster, S.W.

Bedlington (Mr. Cuthbert Brown, engineer and sur-

veyor).—This Northumbrian urban district council have
decided to carry out the following among other works this

year : The construction of a main outlet sewer for the

East End to the ironworks at tidal waters, the pipes being
12 in. in diameter and the C'wer a mile in length; the

sewering of the whole of Cuoppington Low Pit ; the con-

struction of a new water main to North Blyth from East
>lackbur, 2 miles in length, and composed of 4 in. and 5 in.

ca.>st iron pipes; and the laying of l.SuO yards of 9 in. pipes

at different places in the district.

Belper (VIr. li bkrt C. Cordon, surveyor to the rural

district council).—The most important works projected by the
council for this year are the provision of a water supply to

five parishes at an estimated cost of £3,000 ; a scheme of

sewera;.e and sewage disposal for two parishes at an
estimated cost of £4,000. and the alteration, by widening
and improving gradients, of two lengths of roads, at an
estimated cost of £550.

Berwick upon-Tweed (VIr. R. Dickinson, surveyor).

—

Not a great number of works have so far been projected for

the current year, the list comprising the repairing of Palace-
ireet, Oil Milllane. and High Gieens, and the provision of

a water supply for the township of Tweedmouth.

Bewdley (Mr. AW Humphkkso.v,
borough surveyor).—The corporal i n
are considering schemes of water
supply and sewage disposal. Applica-
tion has been made for sanction 'o
borrow £1,000 for a new river wall to

be built on f^evern Side South, and it

is hoped that the work will be com-
menced this spring.

Bexhill-on-Sea (Mr. G. Ball, a.m.i.c.e., engineer and
surveyor to the urban district council). The council have
ju^t approve! a complete sewerage i-cheme for T/ittle Common,
within the district, and have given instructions for the
nectrssary plans and estimates to be prepared and sent to
the Local Government Buard with a view to an inquiry.
The estimated cost is £4,000. This work will be carried out
during the year. The construction of fourteen new streets

under the Piivate Street Works Act, 18'.)2, 1 mile 1,340 yards
in length, will be carried out at an estimated co^t of £18,000,
An electric lightini.' scheme has been approved at an
estimated cost of £2 t,000, Mr. W. H. I'reece, of London,
is the electrical engineer, and a Local Government Board
inquiry will be held shortly respecting this scheme. Other
works are in contemplation, including the laying out of
pleasure grounds at a cost of £550. The planting, fencing,
and draining of a large area of common land will be com-
pleted during the year. Several large buildirg ejtates are
being laid out, and uew streets for the buildings are no%v in
progress, which entail a large amount of work in the
surveyor's department. The year should be an active one
for Mr. Ball.

Bilston (Mr. G. L N. Wilson, a.m.i.c e., surveyor and
water engineer).—The most important woi ks to be carried
out l>y the urban district council this year will be in connec-
tion with the waterworks, which will be extended by the
addition of a service reservoir; the installation of two new
Lancashire boilers at a working pi essure of ItiO lbs. ; the con-
struction of a manager's house, and of a new 10 in. main,
and the installation of the electric light at the pumping
station. Street works will also he carried out to the extent
of £li,0(j0, and among other woiks will be a teli phone about
7 miles in length, fencing round the fever ho.-pital, altera-
tions to the market hou.-e, tree plantintj alor^' the road-, a

mortuary, and several street and road improvements, in
addition to the ordinary town work. In Bil-ton the council
evidently believe in munic'pd services, for the council own
the waterworks, sewage works, maiket house, cemetery, fever
hospitals, baths, town hall, free library, and technical school.
The last mentioned was erected at a cost of £7,000. In
matters municipal Bilston is thoroughly progressive.

Birkdale (Mr. F. C. Hodgkinson, engineer and surveyor).—1 he urban district council are making application for a
provisional order for the establishment of an electricity
( apply station and the electric lighting of the district.

Messrs. Wood & Brodie, Liverpool, are the engineers.
Borrowing powers for the following works will also shortly
be i pplied for: Fire-station, road-roller shed and stores,

£700 ; lodge at the Victoria-park, £400 ; re-making 1 mile
of main ro'id, £2,500 ; and extension of public sewers for

J mile, £500. Private works, executed by the council
consisting of sewering and road-making, to the estimated
value of £5,500, have just been started. The following
works are at present under consideration by the council :

New public offices and extension of town hall, £3.500 ; new
sanatorium for infectious diseases, £4,000 ; improvement
and enlargement of the sewage disposal works, and road
improvements, £1,000. There is evidently no municipal
lethargy at Birkdale.

Birkenliead (Mr. Chas. Browneidge,
A.M I C.E., borough engineer and surveyor).
— The current year should be a tolera'oly

busy one for this important borough The
sptcial works proposed to be carried out
during the year, so far as at present known,
include the erection of a set of public
baths, including salt water supply; the
completion of an extension at the Holt

School of Science and Art; and the construction of a pier
and floating landing stage at Rock Ferry, together with the
reconstruction and repair of the ferry buildings there. It

is possible that extensive additions and enlargements to the
existing sewerage scheme will be cariied out. The corpora-
tion have decided to municipalise the tramways, and are
considering a scheme for equipping the lines for overhead
electric haulage. An experimental number of arc lamps are
about to be fixed, and if these are successful no doubt an
extensive system of electric street lighting will be carried
out in conjunction with the tramway scheme. A further
number of streets at present macadamized will be relaid
with granite sett paving laid on concrete. Schemes are
being lonsi lered for the provision of piny grounds in con-
gested areas. A number of dwellings, under the provisions
of the Birkenhe.id (Egerton-street) Improvement Scheme,
1896, will have to be erected.

Birmingliam (Mr. J. Peicb,
M.i.c E , city surveyor).—This year
the corporation will undertake the
important work of straightening,
deepening, and executing other works
in connection with the river Rea,
over which three bridges will also be
constructed, and the Bourne Brook
will be diverted. The Rea main
sewer, 6 ft in diameter, will be

diverted for a distance of over half-a-mile. The construc-
tion of the Queen's ride. Cannon Hill, and of a n^w recrea-
tion ground at Harborne, will be undertaken, and, among
other woiks, will be the construction of a new de(.6t in

Edward-street, Balsall Heath, the widening of Bull-street,

Digbeth, Steelhouse-lane, and other street improvements;
various sewer extensions and reconstructions, and new baths
at Small Heath The Tann and Rea district drainage board
having obtained their Act of Parliament for the extension of
the Saltley farm by some 1,400 acres, the purchase of the
land is now rapidly proceeding, with the result that the
works, which are estimated to cost £150,000, will be com-
menced during the year and proceeded with until completed.

Birstall (Mr. John T. Longden, surveyor).—The urban
district council have made application to the Local Govern-
ment Board for sanction to borrow £3.500 for the purposes of
kerbing, flagging, and sewering a number of streets and
roads in the course of the year. The inquiry has already
been held, and the council are awaiting the reply of the
Local Government Board, which they have every reason to
think will be favourable.

Bolton (Mr. W. H. Brockbank,
borough engineer).— The corporation have
ippliedforan electric lighting provisional
orr.er. The agents are Messrs. Dyson i;

Co., U, Great George-street, Westminster,
S.W. The area to be supiplied will

incUidethe county audmunicipal borough
of Bolton, the urban district and town-
ship uf Astley Bridge, the townships of

llcatoa, Smitliills, Darcy Lever, Breightmet, Lnstock,
Ueane-over-Hulton, Middle Hulton, Tonge, and Great Lever,
within the Bolton rural district.

Brackley (Mr. Artbuu A. Green, borough surveyor).

—

No works of any great importance beyond the ordinary
routine huve yet l ecu decided upon.

^^^S^^A^^^-^^^^iifrfn
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Bradford (Mr. J. H. Cos, m.i.c.b.,

borough surveyor).—The special works
for which arrangements have been
made, if not very numerous, are of con-

A siiierable importance. The Council will

J
j^ , lay down 9 m'les of tramways, which
J ^' will be worked by e'ectric traction ; and
'* 8 miles of telephone cables will be

S^ "c^ placed underground, partly in perforated
-«• "^ co-icrete blocks and partly in cast-iron

pipes. Road and beck improvements
will be cirried out in the valley at Frizinghall, and a site will

be prepared for the new sew.ige works Progress will be
macle with the Kidd Valley Waterworks, and a service

reservoir and filter-beds will be constructed at Chellow
Heights, Bradford.

Bridgend (Mr. M Willtams. surveyor).—.4mong the

works projected for 1898 are the carrying out of private

street works at an estimated cost of £2 900 ; the paviup,

kerbing, channelling, and improving the width of some of

the public streets ; and the erection of a mortuary. A
sewerage board, representing the urban district and the

populous poitions of the rural district, has been formed
under the title of the Penybont Main Sewerage Board, and
Mr. Edward Cousins, Westminster, has been appointei to

prppare plans for a main outfall sewer. The attention of

the council and their surveyor will now be devoted to formu-
lating a scheme for the sewerage of the urban district, which
will be connected to the main outfaJl sewer referred to.

Brechin (Mr. Wm Eggie, burgh surveyor).—This cor-

poration are applying for an electric lighting provisional

order. The Parliamentary age its are Messrs. Clarkson &
TooYey, 98, Great Tower-street, E.G.

Bridgwater (Mr. F. Parr borough
surveyor).—The corporation are apply-

ing for an electric lighting order, the

Parliamentary ajents being Messrs.

Torr & Co., 19, Abingdon-street, West-
minster, S W. The corporation maintain
the water supply, markets, allotments,

baths and library. The borough has an
area of 721 a'-res, and a population of

15,000, with a rateable value of £43,000.

Brighton (Mr. Francis J. C. Mat,
M.I.O.U., borough engineer and surveyni).

—There will be no cessation in the
cirrjing out of the long series of

municipal works which have marked the
present borough surveyor's term of office.

There will be some additions to the
extensive sea defence works, the new
town hall, the technical school, and the
sanatorium will be completed. A new

building will be erected on the Pavilion e'state to contain a

free library and rea'ling rooms, museum, and art galleries.

All these diversiied works have been designed by the
borough engineer, and will be carried out under his direction

and in accordance with his plans.

Broadstairs and St. Peter's (Mr.
Howard Hukd, surveyor). — So far
as at present arrange! the two most
impoitaut works to be carried out this

year by the Broady'-airs and St. Peter's
urban district council are: (1) Amain
drainage scheme, comprising about
10 miles of stoneware pipe sewers
varying in diameter from 24 in. to 9 in.,

with manholes, flushing chambers, &c.,
at an estimated cost of £17,800, the engineers being Messrs.
H Law & Son, 17, Victoria-street, Westminster, S. W. ; and
(2) The construction of public sanitary conveniences for
ijoth men and women at Broadstairs Bay at an estimated
cost of £1,060, the plans having been prepared by Mr. Hurd.

Burnham (Mr. W.J. Press engineer and surveyor).—The
urban district council have applied to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £7,000 for the improvemeut of

the promenade, and the erection of stieltors and public
conveniences. The plans have been prepared by Mr. Press,
under whose supervision the works will be carried out and.
It is hoped, completed in the course o£ the year.

Burnley (Mr. S Edmondson, surveyo- to the rural district

council).—This rural district council propose to carry out
several important schemes during the year 189S. It is

intended almost imniedia'ely to put down an installation of
the Septic system for the treatment of sewage at Altham.
The plans have been prepared by Messrs. Cameron, Commin,
aid Martin, of Exeter, and the work will be carried out
under the supervision of Mr. S. Edmondson, the surveyor to
the council. Sewerage schemes have been prepared for the
townships of Hapten, Simonstone. and Read. Local Govern-
ment Board inquiries have be.--ii held, and the council are now
waiting the re.-!Ult. The schemes have been prepare i by the
surveyor, the estimated cost being b?twcen £^,000 and
£l,OuO. A water supply scheme for the township of

Fonbri ige is waiting the approval of the Local Government
Board. The surveyor lias prepared this scheme, and esti-
mates the cost at £2,500. A new girder bridge is intended to
be constructed across Cockden Water, B iercliile, at a cost of
£250. Plans are being prepared by the surveyor for this work

Burslem (Mr. K. BKXTANy, borough surveyor).—The cor-
poration are ajplying for a provisional order for electric
lighting. The Parliamentary agents are Messrs Sharpe &
Co., 9, Bridge street, Westminster, S.W.

<H,^:t

,_I5SO,.

Buxton (Mr. Wm. Hedlbt
Grikvks, surveyor and waterworks
engineer).—Theurban district council
of this popular inland health and
pleasure resort will mark the coming

ril^ year by the introduction of the
^; electric light under the council's

. provisional order obtained three
years ago. The matter has been
placed in the capable hands of

Professor A. B. W. Kennedy, who is

retained on behalf of the council to submit a report and
estimates. In consequence of the completion of a new
storage reservou- costing nearly 1'20,000, which will be
opened e.arly in the year, a re-arrangement of the water-shed
area will probably fake place and an additional water supply
will be obtained by gr.avitation from an old level colliery,

which will necessitate the laying of several miles of pipes
and new mains to different ] arts of the district. New
stables, cart sheds, loose boxes, steam roller fhed, town's
yard, and re-arrangement of cattle market are projected.

Other works are the construction of sewage filter beds ; the
completion of the concreting of the bed of the river Wye
below the sewage works for the distance cf nearly 4,000 ft.

;

diverting tonic bath water from the sewers into the river,

and also diverting the course of the main sewer from under
the lake in the public gardens ; the construction of a new
bridge over the river; improvement of St. John's-road

;

improvement and widening of footpath in Terrace-road ; and
re-sewering of part of London-roid, in addition to the
ordinary private .street, making works under the Public
Health Act, 1875, the extension of surface-water drains, and
footpath and road repairs. This tolerably extensive list of

works should not leave Mr. Grieves with a great deal of time
on his hands during 1898.

Burton-on-Trent (Mr. GEORat!) T.

Ltnam, A. m.i.c.b,, borough engineer and
surveyor). — Quite a formidable pro-
gramme has been mapped out at Burton-
on-Trent The new sewerage scheme for
the Stapeuhill and Winshill portions of
the borough will be carried out and there
will be a further e.'itension of the scheme
for re-sewering the central and western
portions of the borough. The extension

of the sewage farm will be completed ; Trent bridge and
Little Burton bridge will both be widened ; lime treatment
works will be constructed at the pumping station ; labourers'

dwellings will be erected in Park-street and the destructor

works will be extended. Among other undertakings may be
mentioned the following : Alterations for a new depot in

NeA(lon-road, the erection of a new fitting shop at the
pumping station, sundry small street improvements, private

street improvements, a scheme of water supply to P.ark Hill

house and the sewage farm cottages, an electric lighting

i'lstallatioa at the pumping station, alterations at the town
hall for the provision of offices, the erection of stores and
workshops, and alterations to cotta,9es in Union-street. Mr.
Lynam is having plenty of scope for justifying his fitness for

the important post upon which he entered last year.

Caerphilly (Mr. Alfredo. Harpur,
engineer and surveyor).—Theurban dis-

trict council promise to have a busy
year. The most important scheme wil\
l>e the main drain-ge and sewage dis-

I

lal for the greater portion of the dis-

I

I

ict. The council intend also to carry
uut the following works during the year:
The completion of a small sewerage
scheme for that portion of the district

which lies in the valley of the Tafl, at a cost of £2 OOO ; the
erection of an isolation hospital ; several street improvements
under the Private Street \Vorks Act, 1892 ; additional water
sup jly works and extension of water mains -, the improve-
ment of the main tboi^nghfare of Caerphilly, and many other
works consequent uuo 'the rapi I development of the district.

The council will proDabiy consider the advisability of erect-

ing new council offices.

Canterbury (Mr. A. H. Campbell, a.m.i.c b., city
surveyor).—Preparations have been made for carrying out
several important works during the year in this ancient
archiepiscopal city. The following will be included— (1)
The construction of new main intercepting and relief sewer,
and the reconstruction of sewer disposal works

; (2) Con-
tinuation of the paving of tlie city and of the street improve-
ments now in progress

; (3) A combined scheme of electric

lighting and refuse destruction
; (4) The provision of public

baths ; and (5) The completion of the Beaney Institute (the

^^
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new public library and museum building which was recently
described and illustrated ii) our columns). In addition to
these the proposed extension of the Guildhfill will receive due
consideration. The magnitude of the various works men-
tioned may be gauged from tlie f^ct that the total estimated
expenditure is no less than £70,000.

Carlisle (Mr. Henry C. Marks,
A.M.i.c E (City engineer and surveyor).
—During the ensuing session of Parlia-
ment, this corporation will promote a
Bill for a gravitation scheme of water
supply from Geltsdale, the e.stimated
cost of which is about £130,000. The
engineers for the scheme are Messrs. C.
B. Newtou, of Carlisle, and Edward

M. Eaton, of Westminster. Under the adviof of Pro-
fessor Kennedy, the corporation have decided to put
in force the powers which they have obtained for lighting

the city by electricity. Many of the contracts have already
been signed, and tenders will shortly be invited for the con-
Btruction of the central .station from designs by the city

surveyor. The corporation have made application to the
Local Government Board for sanction to a scheme for the
erection of artisans' dwellings. They also propose to lay out
a public park and erect lodges. During the year it is also
intended to erect a new fire engine station. The surveyor has
been instructed to prepare a scheme for the disposal of the
sewage of the city and it. is intended to deal effectually with
this subject during the year 1898. Contracts have been let

jor the construction of a public bowling green and pavilion
costing close upon £I,O00, which it is believed will be greatly
appreciated hy the general public. This will be opened
during the coming year. It is intended too^rry out a scheme
for the widening of Bridge-street in connection with which a
large amount of freehold property has already been acquired.
The rapid development of the city causes a large number of

private streets to be re-formed under the 150th Section of the
Public Health Act, 1875. In addition to these works which
are being carried out from the designs and under the super-
vision of the city surveyor, a private company is applying for

a provisional order for the construction of a complete system
of tramways, which it is believed will be constructed at as
early a date as pcssible after the sanction is obtained.

Carlton, Notts (Mr. R. Whitbread, surveyor).—The
chief work to be carried out by this urban district council
during the year, will be the making up of si.xteen private
streets at Carlton and Netherfield.

Castleford (Mr. Wm.Gbbbn, engineer
and surveyor).—The chief works which
this Yorkshire urban district council
propose to carry out so far, are the
[laying out of a public park, 17 acres

extent; the provision of water
storage ; the widening and altering of

Bridge-street; the repaving, etc., of
Albion-street; and the provision of

electric lighting.

Castleton (Mr. R J, Webster, surveyor).—It is expected
that this urban district council in the vicinity of Manchester
will, in the course of the year, erect new olfices. fire station,

stables, disinfector, mortuary and other buildings, .'some

other works may be undertaken as necessity and occasion

arise, but no arrangements have been made in advance.

Caversham (Jlr. Walter R. Locke, surveyor) —So far

the only works projected by this urban district council for

18'.)8 are certain street wideniugs, extensions of water mains
and the making up of private streets.

Chelmsford (Mr. J. C. Smith, surveyor to the rural

district council).—The council have applied for a provisional

order for the electric lighting of the parishes of Writtle,

Great Baddow, Broomlield, Springfield and Widford.

Cheadle, near Manchester (Mr, E. Sykbs, a.m i.c.e.,

surveyor) —Among the works which the Cheadle and Gatley

urban district council propose to carry out this year will be
various undertakings connected with the recreation ground, a

cemetery, sewerage, private street works, and, at the recrea-

tion ground in Oak-road, a boys' and also a girls' shelter.with

conveniences, swings, etc. Sanction to borrow the money
has been obtained from the Local Government Board. A
plot of land suitable for a cemetery for the distiict ia being
sought, and as soon as it is acquired application will be made
to the Local Government Hoard for sanction to borrow the

necessary amount of money required for the purchase of the

ground and the laying out of the cemetery. It is anticipated

that the Edgeley and Cheadle Heath portion of the district

will be sewered to the outfall works at Gatley, a distance of

about 3i miles. Six private streets will be sewered, (lagged,

and corupleted, the [sanction of the Local (iovernment Board
to borrow the money having already been obtained.

Cheltenham (Mr. J. Hall, a.jllc.e,,

borough surveyor).—Some of the works in

contemplation during the year is;),s, are
only small in number, though of consider-
able importance. It is hoped that ihe con-
sent of the local government board will be
given to a district being resewered, about
three miles of outfall sewer being made,
and improvements at the sewage farms
carried out. At the electric light station

the foundations, for a new chimney 200 feet in height'
and 8 feet 6 inches internal diameter, are being put in'
as well as new cell room stores, testing room and boiler
house. Additional machinery, delayed in delivery owing
to the strike, will it is hoped be erected early in the
spring. Application has bei-n m,de for a provisional order
to borrow £30,000 for waterworks extensions including new
filters, rough and filtered water storage engines, pumps and
boilers at the Tewkesbury works. Plans are being prepared
for an extension of the abattoir and completing it as to
cold storage and the proper preparation of tripe, .vc. The
scheme for a kursaal, kc, which was in contemplation a year
ago, has been shelved, and it is doubtful whether anything
will be done in the matter this year. An attempt will be
made under a provisional order to obtain a decision from
Parliament in respect of the vexed question of sewer or drain.
The lighting of the promenade by arc lamps suspended over
the centre of the roadway having proved so successful, it
is intended to light the road to the Midland Railway
Station in the same manner, and when all the lamps now in
hand are finished, there will be 175 arc lamps in use and all the
main thoroughfares leading to the centre of the town will be
lighted by electricity. We hope shortly to give a view of one
of the new pillars specially designed for incandescent electric
street lighting by the borough engineer. Street improve-
ments will deal with about one and a half miles of thorough-
fares in length, and about a mile of footway. Warm cleansing
baths are to be added to the existing swimming baths.

Chepstow (Mr. F. Feather,
surveyor). — The urban district

council of Chepstow are considering
the question of relaying about 2,627
superficial yards of pavement and
1,13G lineal yards of kerbing at an
estimated cost of £900. Thia is

not a very extensive programme,
but it is hoped that other works
may be uiidcrt;iken in the course
of the year, and that this Mon-

mouthshire district may continue to justify its motto.

Chichester (Mr. H. W. Stringfellow, city surveyor).—
Application is being made by the corporation for a provisional
electric lighting order for the city.

Chipping Norton (Mr. Geo. F. Mace, borough surveyor).
—The corporation are now taking steps in connection with
the preparation of a large scheme of scwaae disposal. The
population is 4,250. Mr. Lailey has been appointed engineer
to carry out the work, but the details have not yet been
definitely settled. The council are also taking measures to
obtain permission from certain owners of land to get a
further supply of water for the town. There is storage
capacity for 920,000 gallons, but throughout the summer the
spring fails very much.

Chislehurst.—The parish council have applied for a
provisional order for the electric lighting of a portion of the
district.

Chorley (Mr. W. Leigh, borough surveyor).—An electric

lighting provisional order is being applied for for the borough.

;"S;"ix
Christchurch. Hants (Mr. John

XvlJj^F^iw/^--, Stansfield-Brun, borough engineer

0^
and surveyor) —Among the worL_

S\ which the town council propose to

_^ ^<l carry out during the year are street

w\ .^1 paving to the extent of £100, the
V,l \,/ construction of a new road (Station-
'-;^ yn>'" road) under the Private Streets Works

'''iM,',S."'"'""'" '^'^^ 1892. As opportunities occur,
incandescent lighting will be adopted.

The council will probably act upon the surveyor's report
as to the most practicable method of dealing with the
sewerage of the borough. Other wor-ks to be carried out will

depend upon the circumstances which may arise. L'nder the
Light Railways Acts, two tramway companies propose to con-
struct, or rather apply for powers to construct, lines from
Bournemouth through to the boundary of the Christchurch
district at Purewell Cross.

Church, Lanes. (Mr. W. E. Woods,
surveyor). — The works which it is

proposed to carry out during the year
comprise the paving of the main road
betwixt the Accrington boundary and
Oswaldtwistle boundary, the sewering
of Tanpits-road to Church bridge, the
resewering of Bridge-street and Fox-
street, the seweiing of several back

streets, and the paving of several front streets are recom-
mended.

Cirencester (Mr. T. Hibbert, surveyor).— Outside the
ordinary routine the council propose during the current year
to execute improvemtnt works in connection with an open-air
swimming bath at an estimated cost of about.£550, and to

carry our a portion of a comprehensive scheme of surface

water of the street drainage, the estimated value of the por-

tion proceeded with being about £l,fiOO. A street improve-
ment work at a cost of about £340 will also be carried out.

2
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CIayton-le-Moor«, nearAccring-
ton (Mr. Arthur Dodgeon, surveyor).

—This urban district council contem-
plates paving Whalley-road with
granite and grit setts, from the tram

iiiiiMiimiiii •' terminus to the Altham boundary in

'p^i ffJBlM}^^''' the direction of Accrincton, kerbing
M'' I - CM .. I s/M and channelling the same thoroughfare

from Hyndburn bridge to Sparlh-road,

the flagging of portions of Wballey-
road, Burnley-road and Blackburn-

road, and also kerbing and channelling of the two last-named
roads. The paving will be on a concrete foundation Bin. thick.

The estimated cost of these works is about £4,500 for which a
loan will be applied for. In addition to theabove a consider-

able amount of re-paving will be done in Lower Barnes-
street, Pickup-street,and Barnes-square, some slight additions

to the main sewers and a fair amount of private improvement
works.

Cleethorpes-with-Thrunscoe
(Mr. EcEEHT RuSHTON, Surveyor).

—The urban district council con-
template the widening of Grimsby-
road, a mile in length, taking in

and piping a large fresh-water
dyke. A steam fire engine will be
purchased, and new premises built

for the housing of it. Several
private streets are to be made up,

and, generally speaking, there will be the usual work, such as

new streets, etc., incidental to a rapidly-growing district.

Mr. Rusbton has at various times reported to the council that

the two main sewers leading to the sea outfalls are already
too small, but nothing has yet been done, we regret to

observe. The growth of the place may be inferred from the
fact that by the 18U1 census the population was 4,300, whereas
a census taken two months ago showed the present population
to be 10,254.

Colne (Mr. T. H. Hartley, borough
engineer).—During ISOT.agreatamount
of municipal works have been under-
taken of various descriptions and of

an extensive nature, and it is expected
that 18!)S will be as busy. We append
some notes referring both to the work
of last year and to that proposed for

the present yesr. Soriit/e ilorl-s.—The
sewage works, the filtration area of which is 18 acres in

extent, have been redrained on improved principles, and
much better results are being obtained in consequence. It

is anticipated at an early date to put down additional pre-
cipitating tank accommodation or supplement the present
system by some arrangement of artificial filtration. Snver
JCrtejisivns.—A considerable activity has been manifested in

the building trade of the town, extensive additional sewers
have had to be laid, and it is proposed during the year to
follow up with other extensions as buildings proceed. The
corporation have decided to adopt a partial separate system
of drainage. All surface water in front streets will be
delivered into the nearest streams and rivers. The surface
water in back courts will as before drain into the sewer,
because the back courts in the borough are not scavenged,
whereas, front streets are, hence the surface water is of a
polluted nature. Private Street /iiiprorements.—During last

year £11,000 has been expended upon this work, and during
the new year it is proposed to proceed further with an ex-
penditure of £23,000, all of which is for paving and sewering
works. Market.—The market offices and storerooms are now
completed and the market hall is fast approaching completion,
and is expected to be opened at an early date. The market
hall is so arranged that the new open cattle market just com-
pleted can be used in conjunction with it, and both together
contain an area sufficient for about 120 stands including
eleven lock-up shops. The completed scheme in all will cost,
including the paving and sewering of adjoining streets, £8,000.
It is proposed during the year to proceed with the erection of
public abattoirs upon the same si'.e at a cost of £3,500.
Refttse Destrnetor.—A commencement has been mpde with
the two-cell refuse destructor which, including chimney and
flue, destructor building, offices, weigh bridge, approach roads,
boundary wall, and buildings for engine house, mortar mills,

mess rooms, bath room, etc., is to cost £8,000. Already the
chimney has been brought from the founaation 10 yards
below the surface of the ground up to 10 ft. above ground
level (this extraordinary depth was necessary owing to the
bad material met with in the foundation. The furnace is

one of the improved type patented by Messrs. Beaman and
Deas, of Warrington, and is calculated to destroy 24 tons of
refuse per cell per 24 hours. Ii)fectiov.i JJospital.—Land
has been purchased for this purpose, and the surveyor has
received instructions to prepare plans for laying out the
necessary buildings, including hospital, mortuary, administra-
tion block, I'cc, in connection with the same, and no doubt
something will be done in the matter during the year.
Storeyard and Stables.— ti p rtion of this scheme has just
been completed, and it is expected that the erection of stables,
cart sheds, &c., will be pushed forward at an early date.
Eleotric Lighting.—Powers are being sought in the next
session of Parliament to put down electric lighting plant, and
a scheme has been got out for that purpose. The Parlia-

mentary agents are Messrs. Baker & Co., 22, Great George-
street, Westminster, S.W. Hecreation. G^r»?»irf.— During last

year a recreation ground of fifteen acres was provided for ths

borough, and various works have been carried out for adapt-
ing the land to that purpose at a cost of about £1,600.
Vemetery.—The corporation having taken over the cemetery
from the late burial board, improvements of various kinds
will be carried out, the plans of which are not yet properly
settled. Main Iload Paring.— During the year probably
£10,000 will be expended on main road paving with Lonkey
setts (this embraces a portion of the Keighley-road, and the

full length of Albert-road and Primet-hill). North \ alley-

road.— A commencement is to be made early in the year with
making the North Valley-road, which includes retaining walls

and culverts at a cost of about £10,000. The sanction of

Parliament has been obtained for this scheme, deneral.—In
addition to the above, twenty miles of main roads ai-e to be
kept in repair, as well as a large amount of incidental work,
so that it will be at once observed that the borough surveyor
and his staff have plenty of work for some time to come.

Criccieth (Mr. M. Williams, surveyor).—The only
important work so far decided on by the urban district

council is the construction of a retaining wall on the beach
(on the western side of the Castle), at an estimated cost of

£1,700.

Cumberland (Mi-. G. J. Bell, a.m.i.c.e., county surveyor
and bridgemaster).—No very important works have yet been
sanctioned by the county council for the present year, though
a number of important improvements has been mentioned.
An oblique bridge of 150 ft. square span at (JO degrees at

Mumps Hill, Gillsland, just clear of the Northumberland
border, is being finished. The important Sty Head scheme,
which has been referred to from time to time in our columns
is still alive.

Darlington (Mr. T. Smith, borough surveyor).—The
corporation are applying for an electric lighting provisional

order for the whole of the borough, except the detached
portion or civil parish of the district know as O.xen-le-Field.

Important extensions of the gasworks are also contemplated,

it being proposed to put down a plant for the manufacture
of carburetted water gas for domestic purposes. 'Ihe

Parliamentary agents for the provisional order are Messrs.

Durnford & Co , 38, Parliament-street, Westminster, S W,

Dartford (Mr. Sledman, surveyor to the urban district

council).—An application is being made for a provisional

order for lighting this district by electricity. Messrs.

Baker & Co., of 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.,

are the Parliamentary agents.

Desborough (Mr. W. T. Strbather, surveyor).—The
urban council are this year undertaking a scheme of water
supply, to be carried out at an estimated cost of £7,000 ; and
a new cemeterv, with chapels, &c., will be laid out at a cost

of £1,000.

Doncaster (Mr. Wm. H. R. Crabtbee,
borough surveyor).— The following works are
contemplated :—The construction of a new
bridge over the Don, the temporary diversion
for this purpose being all ready ; the extension
of the sewage farm ; and the construction of

an additional service reservoir. Application
is being made foraprovisioral electric lighting
order, the agents being Messrs. Sherwood & Co.,

7, Great George-street, S.W. The joint work
for the supply of water to Sheffield, Rotherham,

and Doncaster is in hand in the hills above Penistone, the
works being executed by Sheffield.

Dorchester (Mr. G. J. Hunt,
borough surveyor).—The following
are some of the principal works con-
templated, and which will probably
be carried out during the year 1898 :

(1) The new scheme of sewerage and
sewage disposal prepared by the
borough surveyor, which has been
in abeyance during the past year, is

now being pressed forward and will

probably be commenced ; (2) a new band-stand and memorial
fountain is to be erected in the borough gardens

; (3) the

extension of the borough gardens and alterations to the

existing greenhouses, etc., will be carried out; (4) the

widening of a further portion of South-street and Trinity-

street, for which a loan of £2,000 has been applied for, will

also be undertaken, the Local Government Board inquiry

having been held ; (J^) two new public conveniences (under-

ground) are proposed to be erected; (6) iidditional paved
standings for cattle and further accommodation at the

cattle market will be provided
; (7) the renovation of the

elevated reservoir at the waterworks and extensions andl

improvements of the water supply will be taken in hand.

Dorchester (Mi-. F. W. Mager, surveyor to the rura

district council).—The principal items which will occupy the

attention of this council, are the continuation of new roads,

plans of which, t n a total of about 5 miles in length, have been
approved during the present year. Works of water supply

for Maiden Newton have been delayed, owing to legal

difficulties, but will now be commenced, the necessary water

rights having been obtaiced, and the detail plans prepared by
the surveyor, are row deposited with the Local Government
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Board. A scheme of water supply prepared by the smveyor
for Toller will also be carried out

;
the drainage of the

Dorchester Union will be remodelled, while the surveyor's

scheme of sewerage and sewage disposal for the Fordington
district, estimated to cost £2,500 will probably be merged in

a larger scheme in contemplation by the Dorchester Town
Council. Bye-laws for new buildings will be extended to a
further area and fuller urban powers will be obtained.

Dover (Mr. Heney E. Stilgoe,
A.M. I. C.B., borough engineer and surveyor).

—Dover corporation have made them-
selves so busy of late years with tramway
and other schemes that they find them-
selves at present confronted with com-
paratively few works of magnitude in the
immediate future. The chief works corf-

templated for this year are, however, the
pier dwellings improvemert, the provision of two new pump-
ing engines at the waterworks, and the erection of additional
carts and shcis.

Drumcondra, Clonliffe, and Glasnevin (Mr. M. J.

Buckley, a.m.i.c e., township engineer).—The commissioners
are about to seek the sanction of the Locil Government Board
for a loan for the construction of new sewers, new footpaths,

and laying new water mains. They have recently ordered that

the number of lamps in the township be increased, and also

that certain important alterations in the sewage outfall

works be carried out. The Great Southern and Western
Railway Company have just commenced the construction of
the Drumcondra Link Railway which will cross several of the
most important thoroughfares by lattice girder bridges, that
over Drumcondra-road having a span of about 70 ft. The
construction of the railway will necessitate the alteration

and reconstruction of several of the township sewers. The
Dublin United Tramways Company lately applied to the
commissioners for permission to further extend their system
of tramways towards the northern boundary of the township.
Several large areas in the township are being laid out as
building estates and the number of houses is at present
rapidly increasing.

Dunfermline (Mr. Andrew W.
Bell, a.m i c.e., borough engineer and
surveyor).—We are informed that the
town council do not contemplate any
new works of importance this year.

Having acquired the gasworks and
completed the drainage of Townhill,
the council intend to re.st for a year
without promoting anything involving

any considerable expenditure.

Dungarvan, Co. Waterford (Mr. Michael Beary
borough surveyor).—The town commissioners here have not
yet fixed on an improvement programme as to drainage or

other sanitary improvements. In connection with the

deepening of the harbour channel they contempl.ate applying
for a loan of about £500 to blast some rocks and dredge sand
and gravel banks which at present impede the passage of

vessels up the channel immediately near the quay. The
dredged material will .aid another project for which plans
have been prepared, namely, the widening and improving the
esplanade and la<lies' bathing-place. Paik improvements will

also be carried out. A park and bathing-place for males have
already been provided. The town and harbour commissioners
intend to do the concrete walling of the esplanade, and
generally it is expected that a great improvement will be
effected in the east or Strand end of the town.

Dunoon (Mr. CnAs. J. M. Mack-
-AAfivAtiy INT08H, F.S.I. , burgh surveyor).—The

^, I Z!Z (t^i
suiveyor has plans in hand, and the worksW >2P^j ]'i -nill be proceeded with in the spring, for

"^ - a new road, forming an improved
eutiacce to the burgh from the south,
and to be known as Castle Hill-read.

Plans are also in hand for improving the
gradients of the Pier-road and esplanade
in connection with the new pier works.

The scheme for the electric lighting of the burgh is now
before the council, and though the whole public lighting may
not be proceeded with next year, there is sure to be an exten-
sion of the present plant "in the Castle Gardens, for the
requirements of the new pier, etc. The pavilion for the
Castle Gardens will also be under consideration, and a start
may be made with it during the year. The new open space
in Hanover-street is to be proceeded with in the spring. In
connection with the waterworks two new filters and a clean-
water tank are being commenced, the contractors being Mr.
W. R. Gall, Stirling, and Mr. Wm. Clarke, Ayr.

Dunstable, Beds (Mr. Frank Keliy, borough surveyor)
—Mr. Santo Crimp, of Messrs. Taylor, Sons and Santo Crimp,
27, Great George street, S.W., has been conferring with the
council on the proposed sewerage to be carried out for the
borough, and it has been proposed to unite Houghton Regis
in the sanitary area. The matter has been deferred pending
the recent appointment of Mr. Kelly. Mr. W. H. Leete, the
county surveyor, has submitted a scheme on the broad irriga-
tion of the intermittent downward filtration principle. The
estimated cost is £t;,OCO. There is also a proposal for electric
lighting.

Dundee (Mr. Thomas Kisxbab,
burgh engineer).—The corporation are
jiromoting a Bill authorising them to
take over the lease of the tramways
within the burgh from the Dundee and
District Tramways Company, to acquire
the rolling- stock and property of the
company, and thereafter to work the

tramways by animal power, or electric or other mechanical
jjower.

East Ham (Mr. W. H. Savage, a.m. i. c.e., surveyor to

urban district council).—The council are applying for a pro-

visional electric lighting order. The Parliamentary agents

are Messrs. Baker i; Co., 22, Great George-street, West-
minster, S.W.

East and West Molesey, Surrey (Mr. John Steven-
son, surveyor to the urban district council.)—The following

are the municipal works, beyond those of an ordinary nature

which are expected to be carried out in this district during

1S98. (1) Completion of house drainage and its connection

with the new main sewers in the East Jlolesey ward of the

district. (2) Completion of surface water drainage scheme
for the East Molesey ward of the district (3). Making up
three private roads, including surface water drainage, kerbing,

forming footpaths, and other incidental works in the East

Molesey ward. (4) Construction of and laying several new
main sewers for several roads in the East .Muk-sey ward in

addition to extension works. (5) Improving the filtration

area at the sewage disposal works. Other municipal works

such as a new bridge, various necessary sewerage works,

extensions, flood prevention works, and the making up of

several new roads will be considered in their initial stage but

it is not expected that they will be sufficiently far advanced

to be carred out in 1898.

East Retford (Mr. J. D. Kennedy,
borough surveyor).—The most important
work proposed to be undertaken by the

corporation in 1898 is the sewerage
scheme for the borough and the pro-

vision of sewage disposal works. The
scheme, prepared by the engineer, Mr.
J. C. Melliss, has already been approved

by the town council, and application has been made to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £40,000, the

estimated cost of the works. The renovation of the town
hall, including painting, decorating, ventilating, fire pre-

vention arrangements, and an iron staircase for additional

gallery exit, will be completed during the year. The fire-

station for housing the new steam-engine and other appliances

purchased from Messrs. Shand, Mason & Co. will be completed,

and the Fire Brigade Committte are now considering the

question of a system of electric alarm calls. The building

trade promises to be busy. The new year will see the com-
pletion of a new 120-quarter malt-kiln for Messrs. Walker &
Company, of Salford, and it is understood that the firm

contemplate building two other kilns, each of equal capacity,

in the near future.

East Stonehouse (Mr. A. W. Debnam, surveyor).—The
urban district council are applying for an electric lighting

provisional order, the Parliamentary agents being Messrs.

Baker & Co., 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.

Eccles (Mr. Akthuh C. Tubley
A.M.i.C.E.,borough engineer and suiTeyor).

— It is expected that the following toler-

ably extensive undertakings wiU be com-
pleted by the corporation in the course of

the year : Private street works, estimated

to cost £4,G00 ; a storm water drainage

scheme, estimated to cost about £5,000 ;

a scheme of sewerage for Irwell park,

estimated cost, £4,000; an electric light installation, esti-

mated cost £11,000 ; extensions to the town hall, estimated

cost £5,000 ;
public paving works at a cost of £7,144, and

underground conveniences, £500.

Edinburgh (Mr. J. Cooper, city engineer).

—The Edinburgh and District Water Trust are

promoting a Bill authorising the construction

of additional works, the deviation of authorised

works, and other collateral powers. The Edin-

burgh and Leith Corporations Gas Commis-
sioners are promoting a Bill to give powers in

connection with the following matters : New
gasworks for the manufacture and storage of gas and residual

products ; acquisition of lands ; workmen's houses ;
main-

tenance of existing gasworks or discontinu.anoe and removal

of the same ; sale of existing gasworks, gas-holders, and

lands and property connected therewith ; stopping up of

roads and appropriation of sight thereof ; new road ;
breaking

up streets, Ike. ; new pier or jetty at Granton ; sea wall and
rechimation of foreshore ; culvert ; drain

;
g<as fittings

;

further borrowing powers ; agreements ; amendment and

incorporation or repeal of Acts, and other purposes.

Epping (Mr. Gaius Whiffin, surveyor to the urbsm

district council). Epping Urban District Council will this

year carry out a sewerage scheme for the south side of the

district at an estimated cost of £0,000, and the making up
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of Hemnal-street will cost about £2.000. Private street

worlcs consisting ot the making up of (>t. John'.s and Chapel
roads, will cost £1,000, and sewerage works will be carried

out on the AUnutt's estate.

Erdington, near Birmingham (Mr. Hkebebt H.
Humphries, engineer and surveyor).— Sewerage works for

the Bromford district, the making up of nearly twenty
private streets, the kerbing, chaciiellirg, and paving of the

footpaths of some miles of roads, and two largo schemes of

surface drainage are among the undertakings which the
Erdington Urban Oislrict Council propose to carry outdaring
the 3 ear. Other works and public improvements are also in

contemplation.

Evesham (Mr. Robert C. Mawson,
borough surveyor).—We understand that

the works proposed to be carried out dur-

ing the j'ear, while more numerous than

usual, are not of any great magnitude.
They include the laying out of land at

the sewage work, the provision of addi-

tional power for pumping, the construc-

tion of a new low level sewer from Com-
mon-road with river crossing, the con-

struction (if a water-tower, the extension of main to Wood
Norton, and the making up and taking over of several new
streets,

Falmouth (Mr. W. H, Tresidder,
borough surveyor), — Although the
special works contemplated by the

council in the immediate futuie may
not be particularly numerous, they

may involve a considerable expenditure

both of time and labour. The following

are the chief : (1) The paving of the

footpaths : (2) the enlargement and

extenMon of Ihe public landing places; (S) improvement of

the public lighti ng ;
and (1) the extension of the drainage

works,

Farnborough (Mr, R, Walter Knapp, surveyor to the

urban district council),—The bacteriological system of sewage

disposal is being adopted here. Considerable interest is

evinced in a scheme for extending the sewerage of the

district which is being prepared by the suneyor at the re-

quest of the council, A house-to-house sanitary inspection

of the district is being made, and there appears to be a

general desire for rapid sanitary progress,

Featherstone (Mr, W. A. Palliser, engineer and
surveyor to the urban district council),—During the year

1898 it is the intention to carry to completion the sewerage

scheme recently commenced for the Inydal, Loscoe, and

Ackton portions of this district. The value of contracts

already let amount to £8,000, 'J'he intended process of

disposal of the sewage is a departure from piesent-day

practice, in so far as the settling, screening, and filtering

tanks are combined into one large circular tank, and will be

worked automatically. The design of this arrangement is

that of Messrs. G. & V. W. Ilodson.of Loughborough. The
matter of augmenting or supplementing the water supply

will be taken in hand. 'J'te original scheme was designed for

a maximum population of 7,000. This at the present day is

about doubled, and it is to meet this and also the very extra-

ordinary trade demand that the work is required. The scheme

will possibly include a new service reservoir ;
the enlarging

and repair of the present reservoir, and the substitution of

several miles of larger mains for the present srr all ones. A
scheme for the improvement of the main street, nearly a mile

long, connecting North and South Featheisti.ne, is under con-

sideration, and portions of the Viork are to be carried out

immediately. There are other works which will during the

1 ear assume definite form. The above are the special matters

in hand, but of course there is the routine work usual in such

an extersive and busy district,

Fleetwood (Mr. Robert T, Hayes,
A.M I c,E„ engineer and surveyor to the

urban district council).—A perusal of

what follows will show that the council

have mapped out a tolerably compre-
hensive list ot works for the year. A
new landing stage, ferry works, and
waiting-room will be constructed at

Knot End. The main drainage scheme
throughout the district is be overhauled and the outlet put

at a more convenient point than at the estuary cf the Wyre.
Private street improveruents to the estimated extent of

£3,000 will be carried out, and finally there will be schemes
of elecb'ic tramways arrd electric lighting.

Flint (Mr. Hugh Owex, borough surveyor),—We under-

.stand that nothing beyond the ordinary routine work has
teen projected for 1898,

Foleshlll, near Coventry (Mr, F, A, Dblamotte, sur-

veyor to the rural district council),—The chief undertakings

in this district during the year will be .some schemes of water
supply and sewage disposal. There will be schemes of \\ater

supply for Bedworth Park, Ansty Park, Foleshill, Keresley,

Exhall, and Wa)sgrave-on-Sowe ; and sewage disposal schemes
:it Stoke, Bedworth and Foleshill, Church-lane, Foleshill,

and Perkins-road, .Stoke, There has been a local government
inquiry with reference to the erection of an isolation hospital.

Arrangetnerrts will be made for the ventilation of tie Bed-
worth sewers.

Folkestone (Mr, John White,
A.M.l.c.E,, borough engineer and sur-

veyor).—The town council have already
many important works in progress,

public baths, artizans' dwellings,
artesian wells, several important street

improvements, and extensive additions
to the infectious diseases hospital
consisting of new administrative offices

and ward block. The following works
are under consideration, dust destructor, installation of

electric light for street lighting, public ab.ittoir, underground
conveniences, extension of police station, electric trams, &c.,

and a Bill is being promoted iu the ensuing session of

Parliament for the purchase and extension of the water
works.

Galashiels (Mr. Wm. Fox, burgh surveyor).—Among
the works which the corporation propose to carry out this

year are an extension of the cemetery and the laying out of

a new public park, the site of which is at present being
drained and enclosed,

Glasgow (Mr. A. B. Macdonald, m.i.C.b., city engineer).

—The corporatiorr are promoting a Bill to confer uporr them
powers to acquire additional lands, and to construct additional

works for sewage disposal purposes. The municipal
supremacy of Glasgow is universally admitted. The
additional sewage disposal works, for which powers are now
being sought, will form a supplementary scheme to that for

which powers were obtained some time ago, when the
estimated cost of the works was £600,000,

Gloucester (Mr, Richard Read,
A.M.l.c.E., city survej'or).—A week
agt) we ga\e .-^ome idea of what bad
been done last year by this enterpris-

^^ ing and juogr-essive corporation, and
it may be taken as air earnest of what
they intend to do this year. The
part'culars which follow will show
that they have no interrtion of resting

iqion their laurels. A provisional

order was obtained in 18il(j authorising the installation of

the electric light. The consulting engirreer is Mr. Robert
Hammond, and the eoriroration have already adopted his

report embodying a scheme which combines refuse destruc-

tion and electric lighting at an estimated co.st of £40,000.

Specifications have been prepared for the central station,

plant and mairrs, and tenders advertised for. An bpijlicatiorr

IS now before the Local Government Board for powers to

borrow about £10,000 for street improvements, alterations

and extensions to stwers and watermains. Plans are now
being prepared for a new permanent hospital for infectious

disea,ses, consisting of administration block, observation
block, and two fever blocks upon the pavilion system for

thirty-two beds. Additions to the municipal technical

schools have recently been commenced and plans are now
being prepared for a new free library in ccnnection there-

with.

Golborne, near Newton-le-
Willows (Mr. C. S. Bennib, clerk and
surveyor to the urban district council).

—The chief item in this urban district

council's programme for the current

year will be road-making and sewering
in connection with private street

works at a total estimated cost of

£5,t00. Other works may of course

be added to the list in the course of

the year,

Gosforth, Northumberland (Mr. C. J. Baep, surveyor

to the urban district council).—We understand that the only

work of importance the council have in hand so far for 1898

is about 3J miles of asphalte footway. Several new streets,

however, will be laid out in the district by the owners of the

building estates.

Gravesend (Mr. W. GouLD, borough smveyor).--The

corporation are applying for an electric lighting provisional

order. The Parliamentary agents are Messrs. Deacon it

Co., 9, Great St. Helets, E.G.

Grays (Mr. Arthue C. James,
A.M,i,c,B,, surveyor to the urban

district council),—The urban district

council have already decided to carry

out the foUowiug works this year : (1)

Channelling the whole of the streets

not at present channelled, at an esti-

mated cost of £4,000; (2) The pur-

chase ot land, about eight acres, part

to be laid out as a recreation ground and part to be utilised

as a store yard, where stable, cartshed, and stores will be

erected. The price ot the land is £2,100. Estimates for

laying out, &c,, have not yet beeu prepared,

Greenock, Port Glasgow, and Gourock.—The North

British Eleetricitv Supply Company are applying for a pro-

visional order authorising them lo supply these Scottish

burghs on the Fiith of Clyde with the electric light. The
Parliamentary agents are Messrs. Shciwoud & Co., 7, Great

George-street, Westminster, S.W.
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B Grimsby |(Mr. Mahshah, Petrbb,
A.M.I.C.B., borough engineer and surveyor).

—So far as can be seen at present it is not
anticipated that any work of more than
ordinary- ini]iortance will be entered upon
this 3'ear. The corporation, however, are

engaged upon the question of electric

lighting, and it is considered quite probable
that this will be put in hand, in which case

it is proposed that not only will the town be lighte'^, but

the tramcars will be run bj' electric traction instead of horse

haulage as at present.

Guildford (Mr. C G. Mason, a.m.i.c.B., borough surveyor).

—The corporation propose to reconstruct the greater portion

of the surface water drainage in the borough, and to repave

some of the footways in the principal thoroughfares with a
more durable material. Alterations are also contemplated at

the sewage disposal works, and an extension of the borough
boundaries is under consideration. The following works are

also contemplated, and will no doubt be carried out during

the year : The construction of an underground convenience,

one abjve ground, of new rising mains from the water-mills

to the reservoir, and the extension of the cattle market
buildings.

Guisborough (Mr. B. Dunning, surveyor to the urban
district council ;. — It is expected that only two undertakings
will be dealt with in the immediate future— surface water
drainage and street improvements.

Hailsham (Mr. J. Huxley, surveyor to the rural dis-

trict council).—At the close of last year the Local Govern-
ment Board held an inquiry respecting an application of this

council for urban powers. The works now in progress, and
which are expected to be completed during the year include
the following : Extension of the town sewer ; improvements
in the ventilation of old sewers ; erection of . an isolation

hospital at the union ; the paving of the footwalk in North-
street ; and the re-metalling of the highways. The Hailsham
Water Company intend to tix duplicate pumps and to sink a
new well at their station at Magham Down. The medical
officer of health. Dr. Hugh Stott, and the surveyor recently
made a thorough inspection of the well, filters, reservoirs and
fittings of the company, and the report to the district council
was " very satisfactory." A company is now being formed
for the purpose of introducing a system of electric lighting
into the district for both public and private purposes. Several
estates are being cut up for the formation of new roads, and
this should enable builders to look forward to a busy year.

Halifax (Mr. E. R. S.Escott,m.i.c.b., borough engineer).

—

The corporation have decided, during the year, to promote a
bill empowering them to construct new waterworks, to lay
down and work electric tramways through twelve districts,

to widen several streets, to manufacture carburetted water
gas, and to render corporation property liable to rates, with
the exception of the infirmary, and the Waterhouse and
Crossley charities. A clause had also been proposed in favour
of the betterment principle, but it was delet^ed from the Bill,

the Parliamentary agents having advised that Halifax would
have no chance of getting such clauses through Parliament
unleis modelled on the lines of those of London and Man-
chester.

Halstead (Mr. H. W. Farkow, surveyor to the rural district

council).—We are informed that it is not proposed to carry
out any works of importance during this year.

Hamilton (Mr. Robt. Watson, burgh engineer.)—The
corporation are applying for an electric lighting provisional
order, the Parliamentary agents being Messrs. Grahames,
Currey atid Spens, 30, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.
The waterworks commissioners are also promoting a Bill to
obtain autliority to make and maintain additional waterworks,
to obtain further powers, and for other purposes.

Hampton (Mr. J. Kemp, a.m.i.c.B., surveyor to the urban
district council).—The district council would appear, from
the following, to have majiped out a very busy year in
municipd improvements. The main sewerage and sewage
disposal works now being carried out at an estimated cost of
£55,000will, it is hoped, be completed. Two new iire stations
will be erected and several works of street widening and
improvements carried out. Other works which will occupy
the attention of the surveyor during the year, will he the
construction of 1} miles of additional sewers, 2J miles of
surface water drains, and six miles of new streets. The main
drainage and sewage disposal works are being carried out
departraeiitally without the intervention of a contractor. A
subsoil dr.dn is laid beneath all the sewers in order to
permanently lower the ground water. The sewers are all

tested by hydraulic pressure before being covered up.

Hartlepool (Mr. H. C. Crummack,
a.m.i.c.B., borough engineer and sur-
veyor).—The corporation in November
last pledged themselves to the mayor
(it being a condition upon which he
would only accept office) to take steps
for the improvement of the sewerage,
and they have now instructed the
borough engineer to submit a report on

the existing sewerage, and to prepare a comprehensive

scheme for satisfactorily resewering the Borough. The
provision of a new Cemetery is in the hands of a special
committee. The erection of public baths, and the con-
struction of a direct road from Northgate to High-street are
contemplated, and land has been bought, upon which to

erect a refuse destructor. Several private streets are being
constructed, others will follow, and the first poition of the
South Cliff improvement has been commenced. The North
Eastern Railway Company are taking steps to considerably
increase their Dock -yard accommodation, and for this purpose
have purchased from the corporation, for £10,000, several
leasehold properties whicli are to be pulled (:own, and the
ground added t'j the wharves This is one of the most
important works of 1898, so far as Hartlepool is affected.

Hastings (Mr. P. H. Palmer, a.m.i.c.e., borough en-
gineer).—The corporation are applying for an electric light-

ing provisional order. The Parliamentary agents are Messrs.
Birtcham & Co., 46, Parliament-street, Westminster, S.W.

Haywards Heath (Mr. J. Bartlett, surveyor to the
urban district council).— The council contemplate during the
year effecting a change in the system of sewage disposal, viz.,

from broad irrigation to filtration on the bacteriological

system as at present at work at Sutton. Several streets are
also proposed to be ijiade up, and a loan is being negotiated
for paving works. Last year 13 acres of land was purchased
by the council for the purposes of a public park and the lay-

ing out and the construction of the paths will be can-iod out
shortly.

Hebburn-on-Tyne (Mr J. B Renton, surveyor to the
urban district council).— It is expected that the infectious

diseases hospital mentioned in our last New Year's number
will be erected, the plans having been approved and applica-
tion made to the Local Government Board for sanction to

borrow £3,300 for the purpose. The Local Government Board
are to be asked to sanction a loan of £3,50J for the purpose
of draining, fencing, and laying out the park, and for

erecting a caretaker's lodge ; also for sanction to a loan for

constructing a new sewer to communicate with the sewers of

the adjoining authority of Jarrow. Other works con-
templated are the widening of Shields highway, and the
making up of several streets.

Hereford (Mr. J. Parker, a.m.i.c e., city surveyor).—The
municipal works in progress and projected by the city council
for 1898 are many and important, as it will be seen fr^m the
following notes : Widcrtvorks. —In pursuance of an agreement
with the city and county asylum the city council are about
to lay a water-main from their high-pressure service at the

water-works. Broomy Hill, to a storage cistern in the tower
of the asylum, their present supply having been found
dangerously inadequate in quantity. The pipe line is

5,27.H yards in length, being for the most part laid on the

public roads and supplied with necessary wash-out, sluice,

and air valves, hydrants, &c. The cost is estimated at

£2,160, exclusive of a 15,000 gallon tank to be fixed at the
asylum. Setvernrji' Works.—The council have also arranged
to take the asylum sewage into the city sewers, and this

involves the laying of 3,143 yards of new sewers, together

with manholes, lamp-holes, ventilators, and flush-wells, at a
total estimated cost of £1,175. Befiise Destructor.—The
sewers committee are now fitting up at their outfall works
refuse destructor furnaces with a view of utilising a
portion of the town's refuse for raising steam. After
tidly considering a report of the city surveyor and Covm-
oillor Hewitt, who accompanied him on a visit of inspection,

describing the various destructors in use at Rochdale,
Bradford, Leeds, Blackpool, St. Pancras, Shoreditch, Leyton,

and elsewhere, it was clearly demonstrated that with the

exception of Rochdale, Shoreditch, and Leyton, the calorific

value of house refuse was not being fully utilised, and of

these three systems that in use at Rochdale was decided upon.

It consists of Meidrnm's furnaces with large combustion
chambers erected in front of the existing Galloway boilers.

The surveyor expects to raise sufficient steam to work the

pumps (lifting 1,250,000 gallons per diem) and also the

sludge presses, lime mixers, mortar mill, etc., entirely dis-

pensing with the use of coal, which has cost nearly £300 per

annum. The total outlay is estimated at £750. Bridge.—
The Vicliiria .Tubilee bridge, the plans, specifications, and
quantities of which have been prepared by the city surveyor,

is .shortly to be proceeded with, the estimated cost being

£1,200. The invitations for tenders have been dclayeil for

some months, awaiting a settlement of the engineers' strike.

Artinan.s' Dwellings.—The sanction of the Local Government
Board to a loan of £3,000 has just been applied fiir under the

Housing of the Working Classes Act, 189o, with the object of

pulling down an insanitary area and effecting street im-
provements,— Electric Lighting.—The Council have applied

for a provisional order for electrically lighting the city, which
will be carried out in due course. The agents are Messrs.

Andrews and Fawcus, 18, Essex-street, Strand, W.C. General.

—As the estimates for 1898-9 are not prepared until March,
it is difficult to forecast what other new work is likely to be

carried out, but it is probable that considerable cement and
other new pavements will be laid, and numerous other im-

proxements effectel, although there has recently been a con-

siderable falling oft" in the number of plans of new buildings

submitted for approval.

H2
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Hexham (Mr. R. T Subtebs, surveyor to the urban
district council).—The works projected by the district

council for 1898 areas follows:—The paving of Back-street
and Hall Stile Bank with setts, the naaking up and paving of

iSt. Culhbert's-terrace, Millfield-terrace, and several private
streiits, and the carrying out of sewage disposal works at the

Tyne Green ontfall. These last two works were being con-

sidered when we published our Special New Year's Number
last year.

Higham Ferrers (Mr. John Yoekb, borough surveyor).

—

The only works of importance that the town council have up
to the present decided upon are an entirely new sewerage
and sewage disposal scheme and a water supply scheme. The
cost is estimated at £6,000 a.nd £S,.50O0 respectively.

Highworth and Swindon (Mr. O. Kimbbr, surveyor to

rural district council).—The only important works contem-
plated by tlie district council for this }'ear are the following :

A water supply scheme for Wanboro', estimated to cost

£3,D00, the engineer for which is Mr. Titley, of Warminster
;

and a drainage scheme for Upper and Lower Stratton, esti-

mated to cost £7,000. The engineers for the latter scheme
are Messrs. Beesley & Son, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.

Hornsey (Mr. E. J. Lovegrovb, a.m ice, engineer and
surveyor to the urban district council).—The engineer's and
surveyor's department of the district council will certainly

not be idle this year. Among the ' works at present in

progress are the following :—The erection of new stabling
sheds, stores and housekeeper's cottage at the Highga'e
depot, the erection of new stabling, harness-room, mess-
room, shed, and foreman's cottage at the Hornsey depot, and
additions at the Burghley-road depot, stabling, cottage, and
ambulance buildings at the isolation hospital, at an e.sti-

mated cost of £9,0Q0 ; the erection of 108 workmen's
dwellings at Hornsey, with roads and sewers, at an
estimated cost of £2,700 ; the erection of hydraulic
machinery for the manufacture of paving slabs from the
clinker pro iuced at the refuse destructor furnaces, at an
estimated cost of £2,000; widening improvements in

Muswell Hill-road and H jrnsey, estimated to cost £3,000

;

and the erection of 150 fire hydrants, at an estimated cost of

£1,-500. The works to be commenced this year include the
following : The erection of a central free library at Hornsey,
at an estimat-.d cost of £7,000; asphalte carriage-way
paving at Crouch End, at an estimated cost of £4,500;
the construction of a stoneware pijie- surface water-
sewer at Tottenham - lane and High-street, at a cost
of £2 000; construction of a 6-feet diameter storm water
culvert in Pembroke-road, at a cost of £2,200; hardwood
paving works in the Stroud Green-road, at an estimated cost

of £4, .500 ; and various private street sewerage and improve
raent works. Other works which it is contemplated will be
carried during the year are the erection cf a new highway
depot at Wightman-road, Harringay ; the erection of public
swimming baths ; the laying out of Hornsey pleasure
grounds ; and the erection of a branch fire station at
Muswell Hill. In addition to the above, the council have
decided to apply for an electric lighting provisional order.

Mr. Leonard J Tatham, 17, Bedford-row, W.C, is the Parlia-

mentary agent.

Horsham (Mr. Robc.rt Rbnwick,
suiveyor to the urban district
cfiuiicil).'—No works of any import-
avice are projected for 189H, the
council being content with finishing

the works announced in our last New
Year's issue.

^

Hove (Mr. H. H. ScOTT, A.M.I.C.B., surveyor to the urban
district council. The district council are" applying for an
electric lighting provisional order. The Parliameiitary agents
are Messrs. Bircham & Co., 46, Parliament-strf et, S.W.

Houghton-le-Spring (Mr. Vincent Smith, engineer and
surveyor to the urban di.strict council).—The chief work upon
which this authority will be engaged this year will be the
erection of an isolation hO'pital for infectious diseate^, at an
estimated co t of £2,000. The Allotments Act and Artisans'
Dwellings Act will also be carried out, but to what extent
it is not yet dednitely fettled.

Howden, East Yorks (Mr. J. Andeksc n, sunejor to the
rural district council).—Up to the jjresent no works of any
importance have been decided to be carried out by the
district council.

Hoyland (Mr. William Fakeington, a.m.i.c.b,, sur-
veyor to the urban diatriot council). We have been informed
that the following works are most likely to be carried out by
the district council during 1898 : Completion of the sewerage
scheme

;
private street improvement works ; widening of

main thoroughfares
; aod the construction of public con-

veniences. The council are also considering the question of
lighting the district with electricity. I\Ir. Robert Hammond,
M.I.C B , Great Trinity-lane, EC, has been appointed
engineer for the last-named work.

Hucknall Torkard (Mr. Wm. Swann, surveyor 'and
water engineer to the urban district council).—The only
work of importance that the district cmncil have decided to
execute during the year is the making up of Portland-road,
at a cost of £1,200; Bolsover-street, at a cost of £645;
Titchlield-street, at a cost of £59; aud Jlcrbvshire-lane, at a
cos^, of £625.

Hull (Mr. A. E. White, m.i.c.e., city

engineer).—The following are the works
proposed to be undertaken by the cor-
poration during 1898 :—The entire re-

construction and electrical equipment
of the tramways, including the wood
paving of the full width of the main
roads for a length of about ten miles

;

the construction of new streets to con-
nect Prosppct-street with.Tunction-street,

and George-street with Chariot-street; and the erection of a
bascule bridge over the river Hull at Scott-street. New
baths for East Hull are now being erected at a cost of
about £12,500, and it is expected they will be opened
sometime during the year. A new electric lighting station is

also in course of erection. The electrical engineer has at
present his attention engaged in erecting new generating
plant and in carrying out extensions to the mains, at a cost
of about £40 000. This work, it is anticipated, will be
brought into use early in the year. 'The water engineer is

also not idle. He has in hand the construction of new bores
and adits at the Cottingham works, the erection of new
engines at the Springhe id works, and the laying of a great
length of additional and duplicate mains. Taken altogether,
the year should prove a very busy one for the corporation.

Hyde (Mr. J. Mitchell, borough
surveyor).— iSeveral large schemes are

to be carried out by the corporation
during this year, but as nothing defi-

nite has been decided we are unable to

give any particulars. The borough has
an area of 3,042 acres, and a poiwlation
of 32,00'X The corporation own the
water supply, markets, cemetery, and
large estates which bring in an annual
revenue of £655.

Ilford.—The urban district council are applying for an
electric lighting provisional order. The Parliamentary agent
is Mr. John W. Benton, clerk to the council, 3, Cranbrook-
road, Ilford.

Ilfracombe (Mr. 0. M. Peouse,
A.M.l c B , engineer and suiveyor to

the urban oistrict council).—During
the present year it is proposed to

rebuild the markets, and plans are

being prepared for this purpose,

together with a scheme for the re-

modeling of the sewerage of the

t jwn. 'This improvement is receiving

the attention of Mr. Jas. Mansergh,
its execution having become neces-

sary owing to the rapidly increasing area of the town. An
application for an ele ;tric lighting provisional order has

already been made. Additional laundry and ambulance
accommodation is to be provided at the sanitarium. A
scheme for the widening of the Capstone Parade is now
being carried out, and it is expected that a section of the

work will be completed shortly. A scheme, which is also

receiving consideration, is for increasing the present water
.supply so as to meet the demands of the large number of

houses which are being erected, active measures being taken

to conserve the present supply and to safeguard it from
pollution at the source. In addition to the above, several

private streets will be made up. An application for a
provisional order for electric lighting has been made, Messrs.

Baker and Co., 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.,

being the Parliamentary agents.

I Ik ley (Mr. T. H. Smith, surveyor to

to the urban district council).—The
improvements which it is proposed to

execute during the year are as follows :

Works of sewerage at Ben Rhydning
(recently commenced), and the extension

of the llkley sewerage works. The
estimated cost is £10,000. Extensions
to the waterworks, including the pro-

vision of a new reservoir, conduits, c&c, at an estimated cost

of £20,000 are also coutemplated. Public oflfices, the rost of

which has not yet been decided upon (probably about £5,000).
will be erected during the year ; and several private roads
are to be taken in hand and afterwards adopted by the
authority.

Ipswich (Mr. E, Buckham, m.i.c.e.,

borough surveyor).—Several important
works are ])ro))Osed to be carried out
during 1898 in this town. An inter-

cepting line of sewer will be laid in

the portion of the borough known as the

Californian district, at a cost of £7,000
;

seven streets will be paved with wood
at an estimated (^ost of £3,000 ; £2,500
will bs expended on the erection of a

new fire station : and a sum of £2,000 will be spent in con-
structing storm water relief sewers.

Keighley (Mr. W. H. Hopkinson, A.m.ice., borough
engineer). — It is int-^nded to construct a steel girder
liridge over the River Woith, along with the necessiry
approach roads It is also proposed li commence the
widening of North-street and Cavendish-street, the property

"^^^^^^SKj^
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for which has been bought. Also, it is intended to carry out

the drainage of the districts of Hainworth, Thwaites Brow,

and Mdss Carr, and extensive private improvement works will

be executed. The corporation have a IJill before the next

session of Parliament for the cons-truction of a large re.servoir,

and extensive street improvements.

Keith (Mr. F. D. Robinson, bnrgh
surveyor).—The principal works proposed

to be undertaken in this burgh are the

((instruction of a complete system of

drainage and the provision of sewage
purification works.

Kirkleatham (Mr. J. Howceoft,
engineer and surveyor to the urban
district council).— This year several

thousand pounds will be sj^ent on
private street works. The area of

this urban district of the North
Riding is i,330 acres, the population

in 1891 was 4,209, and the rateable

value in 1895 was 20,753.

Knaresborough (Mr. George Wilson, engineer and
surveyor to the urban district council).— During 1898 t he-

council propose to carry out a sewerage scheme, costing

about £700, for the Borobridge-road district, and it is

thought that steps will have to be taken to obtain another
source of water supply. The river at present provides the

supply, and if the additional works are discovered to be
necessary about £10,000 will require to be laid out. The
flagging, as)ihalting and paving of roads Is expected to cost

some £1,000, and the council are at pre.sent considering a
suggestion to provide an infectious diseases hospital at a
cost of about £800.

Kiveton Park (Mr. William Atkinson, suneyor to the

rural district council).—The probable works for the current

year include the erection of an infectious diseases hospital

and new sewage works at Anston (Local Government Board
inquiry pending), Woodsctts, Harthill, and Wales. Works
for a water supply for the Waks district, for which plans have
lately been completed, the lighting of Anston. the erection

of a new bridge at Harthill, are also proposed to be carried

out. There are various other suggested improvements,
notably tbe asphalting of causeways and the laying out of a
burial ground for the Wales district.

1

Lancashire.—With the exception of the usual repairs, 1

nothing exceptional is likely to arise during the year in the

county.

Lancaster (Mr. John Cook, a.m.i.c.e..

borough Purveyor and water engineer).

—

'I'he corporation are now constructing a
new storage reservoir, and during the year
extensions to abattoirs, stab'es, and work-
thops are expected to be carried out. A
new cattle auction mart, smallpox hospital,
and additional plant at the electricity

works will be provided, while several large
street improvements will be put in hand.

Leicester (Mr. E. G. Mawbet
A.M.I.C.E., borough surveyor).—Below wil'
be found a statement of the improvements
intended to be carried out in this borough:
(1) Ne%v 50-teet paved road from the
Newarkes to the Western Boulevard, and
completion of a two - arched concrete
and stone bridge over the Flood course

;

(2) The reconstruction of 30 miles of old
sewers

; (3) A new scheme of sewerage
and sewage disposal for the Belgrave

district ;"(4) The^^construction of two detritus tanks at the
]iumping station on the line of the main outfall sevvers

;

(5) The widening of St Nicholas-street, and the construction
of a 50-reet granite paved street in connection with the new
Great Central Railway

;
(tj) The widening of Apjilegate-

streetand Bridge-street.ancl the improvement of the approach
to the West Bridge and new Great Central Railway

; (7) The
erection of two six-cell destructors and appurtenances

;

(s) The ere(;tion of stabling for twelve horses, with the
necessary shedding, at each of the three existing destructor
stations, and at each of the two new stations

; (9) The
erection of two baths (swimming and slipper), one for Ayle-
stone and Knighton, and one for Humberstone and Evington

;

(10) The abolition of 6,000 pail closets, and the substitution
of an e(iual number of clean water closets

; (11) The comple-
tion of footway paving under Loan

;
(12) The construction

of the new wholesale fish, fruit, and vegetable market
; (13)

The construction of three wrought iron bridges over the
Willow Biook, three over the Beeby Brook, and the comple-
tion of the authorised portion of the \ViUow Brook improve-
ment works

; (14) The completion of the trade water
diversion scheme.

Leith (Mr. Thos. B. Lainu, town clerk).—This corporation
is proceeding with the construction of public baths and oflSces

for the registrar of the southern district of the burgh, and

plans are being prepared for the erection of suitable buildings
tor a municipal electrical installation. Negotiations are now
in progress for taking over the tramway undertaking, it being
intended to substitute cable traction on a portion at lea-t of

the system. Sewerage works for the drainage of certain streets

within the burgh will also be carried out. A hydraulic
bridge will shortly be erected across the water of Leith at

Bernard-street, and adapted for the tramways. The new
dock works which are being carried out by the Dock Com-
mission are proceeding satisfactorily. As usual several streets

of the burgh will require to be repaved. The value of build-

ings (exclusive of the works before-mentioned) erected during
the year, and for which plans have been passed by the Dean
of Guild Court, is estimated at £250,000.

Lincoln (Mr.R. A. MacBrair, city surveyor).

—The erection of a suburban police station and
an electric lighting station has been decided
upon and will shortly be carried out. Bacteria

filters will also be constructed. Land for the

new buildings has already been purchased
(provisionally in the first case), and the neces-

sary plans are being prepared. About forty

workmen's dwellings are to be erected as an experiment ; in

addition to which an infectious diseases hospital is to be
built, together with the public abattoirs in connection with
the cattle market extension.

Litt leborough (Mr. G. H. Wild, surveyor to the urban
district council).—The only work of note which it is intended

to execute this year, in addition to several private street

improvements, is the .sewering of the Smithy Bridge district.

This will necessitate the use of about a mile of sewer pipes,

which will be carried under the railway and canal. They
will be mainly of earthenware, and vary in diameter from
15 to 18 inches.

LlandafT and DInas Powis (Mr. W. Fraser, a m.i.c.b.,

engineer and surveyor to the rural district council).—The
works proposed to be carried out during the ensuing year

include the construction of a storage reservoir and the

exten>ion of the Pentyrch water supply at an estimated cost

of £2,000. The sewerage system of Llandaif will also be

extended at a cost of £4,500, as will those of Eastbrook and
Dinas Powis at a cost of £5,000. An infectious diseases

hospital will, in addition to the above works, be erected at an
estimated cost of £3,000. Other smaller works are also

contemplated.

Llandilo (Mr. D. Jenkins?, surveyor to the urban district

council).—The water supply is being augmented by the

laying down of five miles of 5 in. and 6 in. cast iron mains, at

a cost of £3,200, from Llandfair Spring to the present mains
from the reservoir at Maestfan. The surveyor is acting as

engineer, Mr. Pritchard Davies, of Llandilo, being the con-

tractor, and the works are expected to be completed by
March next.

Llandudno (Mr. E. P. Stephenson
A JI.l.C. E., engineer and surveyor fur the

urban district council).—The chief works
proposed to be carried out, or at arry rate

started, during the ensuing year are :

—

(1) An electric light scheme with a
refuse destructor combined upon th(^

Beaman and Deas principle, the whole of

which work is estimated to cost £25,000,

and for the electrical portion of which Mr. A. H. Prcece is

engineer. (2) Murrioipal buildings, for which a tender has

just been accepted. Messrs. Silcock arul Reay, of Bath,are

the architects. (3) Public slaughter houses. (4) The com-
pletion of the sewerage extension, which consists of a new
outfall arul relieving sewer. (5) The laying of the first

portion of a new 16-in water main, iircludirrg a diversion of

the route across the new bridge at Tal-y-cafn. (8) The
completion of an additioir to the infectious diseases hospital.

(7) Exten.sions at the gas work.=, including the completiorr of

a new retort house. (8) The widerring of various roads and

the carrying out of several private street improvements. The
council have recently acquired power to purchase the marine

drive (the drive round the Great Ormes Head), which is four

miles long, and this will come urulcr their control in February

next. They have also just deposited plans for tramways in

their district, and, amongst other thirrgs, have completed a

new siding to their gas works, nirreteen workmen's cottages,

and a new market and several public conveniences.

London County Council (Sir Alex-
ander R. BiNNlE, M.I.CE, engineer) —
The Bills deposited in Parliament for oon-

sider-ation during the errsuing session in

most cases give some particulars not

afforded by the preliminary notices.

Thus the General Powers Bill of the

Londorr County Courrcil contains estimates

as to the arirount which the council will

re(iuire to expend out of borrowed money
or money raised by the creation and issue of stock for the

purposes of tire .-ict, these estimates being as follows: For

the construction of a new street in continuation of Koe-

hampton-street, Westminster, £r),700 ; a widening of Vurk-

road (Buttersea and Wandsworth), £87,150; a widening of

the Albert-embankment (Vauxhall), £37,100 ;
reconstruction

of luiserrrary Branch bridge over the Regent's Cana', £l5,800,
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and for other purposes of the Act. including a site for the pur-

pose of a fire brigade station at Streatham, £1,200 ; total,

£137,9.50. Local Authorities to Contribute.—The local

authorities are to contribute towards the cost of the short

new street in Westminster, of the widening of York-road,

the reconstruction of theKosennry Branch bridge ; and also

towards the purchase of lands for an addition to Riivens-

oourt-park. Hammersmith, and towards the purchase of lands

lying between Putney-bridge-road and the river Thames
for an open space or recreation ground, the con-
tribution of the Wandsworth District Board tr.wards

this last purchase being fixed at £10,000. The Bill

also provides for the removal of certain gates, bars,

and other street obstructions in Camberwell and other parts

of London. The Einbanlnnint Tramway Scheme.—Two Bills

of the council have relation to tramways. One of these two
proposes to enable the comicil to construct and maintain
lines from the termination of the tramways of the London
Tramways Company, and of the South London Tramways
Company in Westminster Bridge-road and Stangate respec-

tively, crossing Westminster Bridge and passing thence along
the Victoria-embankment, and terminating at the eastern

end of the embankment. The council may provide, maintain,

and work carriages en the tramways, and the_y may agree for

the working and the leasing of the lines. The fare is not to

exceed one penny, and for the purposes of the construction of

the lines it is proposed to expend a sum not exceeding
£24,000. Tramivay Along Rosehery-arenve.—The other Bill

proposes the construction of lines from Holborn town hall

along Rosebery-avenue, St. John-street-road, into High-street,

Islington, by "The Angel." There is power to make three

small junction lines. Another line is to be from the termina-
tion of the tramway in Theohald's-road, alorg Vernon-place,
the south sire of Bloomsbui-y-square, Hart-street and Bury-
street. A third line is from the tramway in High-street,

Shoreditch, along Bcthnal Green-road, terminating in Cam-
bridge-road by a junction with the existing tramway near the

east^end of the Bethnal Green-road. The passenger rat« is

not in any case to exceed Id., and the money to be raised

for the purpose of the Act is not to exceed £32,000.

London, Bermondsey (Mr. Frank
Sdmnke, a.m.i.c e., engineer and sur-

veyor to the vestry) — It is almost
impossible, we are informed, to state

what work will be carried out during
the year, as the consideration of the
principal works is deferred until the
making of the new rate at the end of

March. The vestry, however, are con-

sidering the desirability of providing

a refuse destructor, and they have already made an applica-

tion for a provisional order for electric lighting. The parlia-

mentary agent to the vestry is Mr. Sydney Morse, of 4,

Fenchurch-avenue, E.G. At the present time, the extension
and widening of Kirby-street, and the paving with asphalte

of Osborne and Bermondsey-buiklings, is occupyirg the

attention of the vestry. It is also intended to reconstruct
several sewers, to widen Flockton-street (for a length of

200 ft.) and Wild's rents, and to extend Sun-street so as to

conntct it with Kiley-street.

London, Bethnal Green (Mr. F. W. Baebatt, vestry

surveyor).—An electric lighting pirovisional order is being
applied for, the agent being Mr. Sydney Morse, 4, Fenchurch-
avenue. E.G.

London, Holborn (Mr. Levfis H. Isaacs, surveyor to the
board of works).—Two applications are being made for pro-

visional orders for electric lighting. The parliamentary
agents are Messrs. Wyatt & Co., 28, Parliament-street,
Westminster, S.W., and Mr. Sydney Morse, 4, Fenchurch-
avenue, E.G.

London, Lewisham (Mr. John Caeline, a.m.i.c.b., sur-

veyor to the board of works).—Two applications are being
made for electric lighting provisional orders. The agents are
Mr. Templer L. Down, of 3, Pope's Head-alley, Gornhill, E.G.,

and Messrs. Walter Webb & Co., of 23, Queen Victoria-
street, E.G.

Plumstead (Mr. William Gumming Gow, vestry sur-

veyor).- A large amount of work is contemplated for the
year. Sewerage schemes wiU be executed in the Shooter's Hill,

Bleak HiU, and Plumstead Common districts, while works of

sewer reconstruction and ventilation ( this by a special method),
paving, flood prevention, street widening, and others are also
intended to be cai'ried out. New streets will be laid out on
Church Fields Estate, between Ghnrch Manorway and Abbey
Wood, and others on the Dallin Estate, Shooter's" Hill. It is

fmther proposed to erect a new mortuary and coroner's court,
a disinfecting house, stables, an underground convenience, a
municipal hall and offices, and various other buildings, so it is

evident that the staff have plenty to employ them.

Rotherhithe(Mr NoEMAN Scoegie,
A M.I.C.B., engineer and surveyor to the
vestry) —This year will most probably
see the comptetion of ihe wharf and
depot by the erection of a refuse
destructor on the Beaman and Deas
system. The chimney shaft is now in

hand, and stables for the accommoda-
tion of about twenty horses in connec-
tion with the depot are in the course of

erection. About £30,000 is being spent upon the clearance
of the " Braddon and Fulford streets insanitary area," and
the formation of new streets.

London, St. George the Martyr,
Southwark (Mr. Olivee E. Winti'E,
A.M.I.C.E.. vestry surveyor) —The special
works which will probably be under-
taken by this vestiy during 1898 will

include the re-construction of con-
siderable lengths of defective sewers,
for which application is about to be made
for a loan. An underground convenience
for men and women is about to be

constructed near the junction of Old Kent-road and New
Kent-road, and a tender for the work has been accepted.
Another convenience is to be constructed at the junction of
St. Georges-circus and Borough-road, together with an
underground urinal at the other end of Borough-road. It is

also pi obable that a dust destructor scheme will be under-
taken. What special paving works will be carried out cannot
yet be specified, but a considerable quantity of asphalte
paving, chiefly for footpaths, will be laid by the vestry's
staff. Application has already been made for an electric
lighting provisional order. The parliamentary agents are
Messrs. Wyall & Company, 28, Parliament-street, West-
minster, S.W.

London, St. Giles (Mr. G. Wallace, engineer and sur-

veyor to the board of works).— It is not likely that any
municipal work will be executed during 1898 with the
exception of such repaving of public ways and reconstruc-
tion of sewers as may be found necessary. An application
is being made for an electric lighting provisional order. The
parliamentary agents are Messrs. Wyatt & Co., 28, Parlia-
mert-street, Westminster, S.W.

London, St. Marylebone (Mr. H. T. Tomkiks, vestry
surveyor).—Three applications are being made (one by the
vestry') for provisional orders for electric lighting, the agents
being Messrs. Sherwood & Co., 28, Parliament-street, West-
minster S.W. ; Messrs. Milner & Bickford, 1, Great Tower-
street, E.G. ; and Mr. Sydney Morse, 4, Fenchurch-avenue,E C,

London, St. Pancras (Mr. William Nisbbt Blaib,
M.l.c.E , vestry engineer and surveyor).—A subject which is

receiving the closest attention of this vestry, and which is

uppermost in the minds of the officials at present, is the

question of Parliamentary Bills. The latter, which have all

been deposited by railway companies, and are therefore of no
interest to our readers, will, it is expected, interfere with the

parish to a rather considerable extent. To come to work
more distinctly of local interest, perhaps the question of

public baths may be regarded as the most important. It is

expected that within the next few weeks the vestry will have
purchased a site in the northern part of the parish upon
which it is proposed to erect an establishment of public baths
and wash-houses of a character much more up-to-date than
the two existing baths, which were built about thirty years ago,

and were about the first in London. The baths committee also

intend to make considerable alterations in one of the existing

establishments, with the view of facilitating access to the

public laundry. Improvements will be carried out within the

buildings, while the machinery will also receive attention.

In spite of one very unprofitable construction, the vestry still

regard it as a duty to provide accommodation for the public
by the construction of underground conveniences. One new
structure will be completed in the course of another month.
This is situated near the western end of Mansfield-road, and
on one of the lines of large traffic approaching Parliament
Hill-fields. Arrangements have also been made to commence
the construction of another underground convenience near
Kentish Town station as soon as the winter weather is over

;

but the provision of this form of accommodation is not an
unmixed benefit to the public, for while the advantage may
be great during the busy hours daily, yet the removal of the

ordinary form of street urinal, which was always open, is the

cause of some inconvenience and considerable nuisance to

the public who may be abroad after midnight ; and that is

no small number in Londtn. There is every probability that

the coming year will be a busy one in the reconstruction of

some of the main roads, whereon wood paving will be
used. It is proposed to remove the last length of granite

paving now remaining on Euston-road and to substitute

hard wood, so that the wood paving will then be con-

tinuous from King's Gross away to the West End of

London. The length to be reconstructed will be about
1,350 ft. A length of Gower-street, southward of Euston-
road, almost of equal length, also requires reconstniction.

Similar work will be executed on various other streets, but

not quite to the same extent, during the coming year.

Attention recently given to or;e of the bridges over the

Regent's Canal has led the vestry to seek for some improve-

ment of this bridge (Albert-road, Regent's Park), but, while

seeking to increase the protection of the public who may use

this bridge, the intention does not go so far as to suggest the

construction of a new bridge (which would be an un-

doubted advantage). But, as the canal company are

responsible for the existing bridge, it is not deemed
reasonable to relieve them entirely of their liability at the

cost of the ratepayers, who would have to pay for the

new bridge if that Trere determined upon by the vestry. The
system of electric [lighting will ,be very materially extended
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duiing the coming year, for under a recent decision of the

vestry the light is to be extended up to Highgate, and many
of the streets branching from the main roads will share the

advantage of the new system. I'rivate consumers are being

connected to the mains more rapidly than the extension

of plant at the producing stations pmceeds, Imt contracts

have already been made for so far augmenting the plant as

to necessitate the c.xter.siou of the .-tations. During the

year now ending, the vf stry have been working the collection

of house refuse in a portion of the parish with their own
planf, and the (luestion will doubtless lie decided early

in the current year, as to whether the system is to be made
general throughout the district. The subject will afford

con>ideralile dincus.sion, luit we canuot pretend to forecast

the decision of the vestry.

London, Shoreditcli (Mr. J. Hush
DI.XON, A.li.I.C.E., vcstjy suiveyor).

—

Paving works in hard wood, granite,

and aspbalte, for which the vestry

are nov/ acquiring a further lean of

some £14,(J0O, will shortly be proceeded
with. The underground conveniences
which are in course of construction in

Shoreditch High-street and New North-
road will be compleM'd, and another

convenience in Hoston-street probably commenced. In the
Haggerston district the reconstruction of sewers will be
completed at a cost of about £12,000. The gradual work of

improving other sewers in the parish will be proceeded with
as far as possible. AVorkshops and a water-van store will be
built at the scavenging wharf. The new public baths and
wash-houses and the free library will be opened during the
year. A new street will be formed off East-road to I'l-ovo.st-

strect, and the contract is being entered into for building
the artisans' dwellings on the Moira-place site. The church-
yards will be provided with protective railings, so that they
may be kept open as public spaces. The widening of Rose-
maiy Branch Bridge over the Regent's Canal, which has been
taken over by the London County Council as a metropolitan
improvement, will probably be commenced.

Londonderry (Mr. W.J. Robin-
son, A. M.I. O.K., city surveyor).—In
no former year during thi.s city's

history has there been so much
advance in the making of new

' streets and additional buildings,

aiul the corporation consequently
found it necessary to largely extend thewatermaicsla.st year.
Important purchases of property were also made for the
purpose of widening streets where the traffic wa.s congested.
Improvemetits to the Guildhall are now being carried out,

and for these and some other works permission has already
been obtained from the Local Government Board to borrow
money. Plans for two underground conveniences and a
number of additional urinals were prepared, and are likely to

be carried out during the current year. The townland of

Gransha. which contains some 315 acres, and is situated one
and a half miles from the city, was purchased by the
F)Oard of Control for the purposes of a lunatic asylum.
Competitive plans were obtained for this building and,
although no decision has been arrived at, it is expected that
its cost will be at least £120,000. In consequence of the
very strenuous efforts which were made to have the ai-ylum
built at a distance fi'om the city, the coTporation undertook
to lay four miles of new mains and supply it with water at 3d.
per 1,000 gallons. The Bishop's Gardens, which occupies a
site in the centre of the city, was recently purchased by the
council for the sum of £.5,700. The land is required for the
improvement of the markets and plans arc now being pre-
pared for the work, which will shortly be carried out. The
very important question of dealing with hou.'^e and yard
cleaning aixl general street garbage occupied the attention
of the council during the year. The city surveyor presented
a very exhaustive report aiming at the project cif connecting
a refuse destructor with the electric light system in order to
utilise the combustion of the refuse in the generation of steam,
but after very full and careful consideration, the proposal was
rejected, it being deemed inadvisable to enter upon such a
scheme at present. A standing committee exists, however,
and they will again bring up the question as soon as they are
satisfied that there has been sufficient development to warrant
the adoption of the system. A\'orks of water supply, compris-
ing the construction of a new reservoir and the laying of
pipes, are expected to be commenced shortly, and it is hoped
that a pulilic park, for which a sum of £11,000 has been left
by a late citizen, will also be provided,

Luton (Mr. A. J. L. Evans, bor-
ough engineer and surveyor).— The
first part of the works of main and
storm-water drainage, designed by
the borough engineer, has now been

' commenced, and will be carried on
during the next three years, the
time calcul.ated to finish the .scheme.
A loan of £40,000 has been obtained

for the purpose. Land has been obtained for the widening of
the High Town and Hitchin-roads, which will shortly be
widened to 36 feet. The drainage, kerblng, channelling and

metalling of the roads will also be carried' out. The widening
of Old Bedford-road will be carried out in addition to the

above works, as will a number of private street improvements,
together with the repaving of a number of public footpaths.

A report is being prepared by Mr. Albion T. Snell,the electrical

engineer for supplying the town with electricity under the

provisional order already obtained.

Luton (Mr. Jno. Astke, surveyor to the rural district

council) —We are informed that the surveyor has received

instructions to carry out several important street works and
tci prepare for an estimate for a water supjdy for a part ot

the district.

Lymington (Mr. J. Bym Jones
borough engineer and surveyor).—The
erection of a town hall and municipal
otlices will probably be proceeded with
this year, as will the drainage of the

new cemetery, and an extension of

storm civertlows from the li>w level sewer.

Auxiliary pumiiing power will be pro-

vided at the sewerage pumping station

either by means of Kollason's Patent
Wind Motor or oil engines. In adili-

tion to the above, the ordinary routine work of roael main-
tenance, paving repairs, new roail crossings, &c., will, of

course, have to be carried out as usual.

Lymm (Mr. Jamis Moet, surveyor

to the urban district council).—No
spcciul works are, we utderstand,

proposed for 1 his year. The area of

lliis Cliesbire Urban District is 4,375

acM-, the population in LS91 wes
l.'.i'.iy, and the ratealilo value in 1895

was £18,459.

Lynton (Mr. W. H. ChowiNS, surveyor to the urban
district council). -It is intended to improve the existing
water .supply early in the year by constructing a new storage
reservoir and filter beds, and laying new mains, &c. Tlie

council have also decided to er-ect a new town hall early in

thejear. The building will consist of a hall, capable of
accommodating fi-om 5(j0 to 600 people, and retiring rooms
on the first floor, anel a council chamber, surveyor's offices,

collector's office, reading room, recreation room, free library,

and caretaker's apartments on the ground floor. The probable
cost is between £4,000 and £5,000.

Maesteg (Mr. Joseph HDMniREYS, sirrveyor to the
urban district council).—Among the works proposed to be
carried out by the district council during 1898 will be the
complete drainage of the town and the adoption of the
septic tank system of sewage disposal. Plans for the former
work are now being prepared by the surveyor, and w-ill

include the construction of an 18 in. intercepting sewer and
9 in. and 12 in. tributary sewers. It is proposed to provide
automatic flushing chambers at the head of all the sewers,
and each sewer will be provided with a manhole and
ventilating shaft every 100 yards. The latter work is

estimated to co.'.t £10,000, and it is hoped a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry will be held eai'ly in the year.

Maidenhead (Mr. P. Johns, a.m.i c,b., borough surveyor).

—The corporation are applying for an electric lighting

provisional order. The Parliamentary agents are Messrs.

Sharpe & Co., 9, Bridge, street, Westminster, S.W.

Maidstone (Mr-. T. F. Bunting
borough surveyor).—The eorpoi'ation

are in negotiation for the purchase of

a considerable area of land for the

extension of their stables anel for the

purpose of forming a central town
de|.ut. The plans for the work have

been prepared, and the cost is estimateel

at £3,000. .Several schemes of carriage-

way paving, with wood blocks and
aspbalte, are in contemplation, and some drainage schemes

which have been under consideration for some time are also

likely to be CRrried out. One ot the chief items of this

year's work will probably- be, not the erection ot buildings,

but the pulling down of the various structures which have

been erected as temporary hospitals for battling with the

recent typhe>id epidemic.

Margam, Glam (Mr. John Cos, surveyor to the urban

district council).—The district council have applied for an
electric lighting provisional order, Messrs. Baker & Co.,

22, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W., being the

Parliamentary agents.

Market Harborough (Mr.HERBERTG.CoALBS.AM.i.c.E.,
P.Sl.,et)giceer and surveyor to the urban district conncil).

—

The district council are promoting a Bill to acquire the gas-

works from the gas company. This is the only work, so far

as is at present settled, likely to be carried out during the

year.
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Matlock (Jrr. Albert M. Claeke, surveyor to the urban
istrk-t council).—The following are some of the principal

works to be undertaken by the district council during the

current year : The waterworks will be purchased from the

waterworks company, the price being £19,500. A new water
supply scheme will be carried out at an estimated cost of

£45,000, as will also a sewerage scheme and outfall works at

a cost of £12,000. A promenade will be constructed along

the river side at an estimated cost of £3,000, including the

erection of a retaining wall. A new county bridge will be
erected at a cost of £3,500. Four new open spaces will be
laid out at an estimated cost of £400, and one small
leasure ground at a cost of £(J00. Extensions will be carried

out at the town hall, estimated to cost £200, and several

street improvements, including the following : Dimple-road
at a cost of £180; Jackson-road at £1,200; Noolley-road at

£400; and Nillersley-road at £440. A subsidiary water
supply will be provided for Starkholme at an expenditure of

£200, and an improvement will be carried out in Causeway-
road at a cost of £200. Alterations at tire offices of the

council will entail an expenditure of £450, and the construc-

of new footways throughout the district £400. Besides this

long list of works the public lighting of the district will be
extended at an estimated cost of .£60. These works will by
no means exhaust the activity of the district council and
their surveyor, but they are sufficient to indicate that Mr.
Clarke has plenty to occupy Iris attention during the current

year.

Melton Mowbray.—The Melton Mowbray Electric Light
Company, Limited, are applying for an electric lighting

provisional order in respect of the urban district of Melton
Mowbray and the parishes of Sysonby, Welby, Eye, Kettleby,

Burton Lazars. and Thorpe Arnold in the rural district of

Melton Mowbray. The parliamentary agents are Messrs.

Rees and Frere, 5, Victoria-street, "We.stminster, S.W.

Merthyr Tydfil (Mr. Thos. Flktciier Harvey, engineer
and surveyor to the urban district council).—This South
Wales District Council are constructing an impounding
reservoir at the head of the Tail Fechan river to contain
350,000,000 gallons of water, at a site half a mile north of

their No. 2 Kesevvoir under the Brecorshire Beacons in the
old red sandstone formation at an altitude of 1,506 ft. above
Ordnance Datum, the engineer-in-chief being Mr. G. F.

Deacon, of Westminster, with the councils surveyor acting
as resident engineer. The dam is of masonry and concrete,
and the contract for the excavations, earthworks, and the
providing and delivery of all building materials, and the
erection of machinery and accessory works has been
entrusted to Messrs. Holme & King, but the council do the
actual building of the dam by their own worknren, the
contractors' men not having any work whatsoever oir the
dam itself. Aberthaw pebble lime is used in preference to

Portland cement in making the mortar for both concrete and
masonry (except where running water has to be contended
with), the hydraulic lime being treated in a special
manner. When the works are complete the council will

have a surplus yield, after allowing for prospective
increased population, of about 1,750,000 gallons per day for

disposal to outside, districts or otherwise. New and com-
modious public offices will shortly be opened, which will give
accommodation for all the officials of the council, county
court, and other public bodies. The building when complete
and furnished will have cost abtut £16,000. A new infirmary
hospital is also in course of construction, at a cost of about
£11,000. Numerous extensions of the sewerage systems to
outlying districts are corrtemplated, also the laying of a new
trunk watermairr for a distance of 17 miles, and the construc-
tion of serTice reservoirs and other works. The coimcil are
considering the question of providing urrder the Housing of
the W^orking Classes Act, accommodation for the working
classes, in lieu of unhealthy areas now condemntd. During
the past year the council won an appeal in the case of Seal v.

Merthyr Tydfil Urban Di.^trict Council before the late Mr.
Justice Cave on the vexed question of combined drairrage,

which is of great importarrce to public authorities, being the
latest decision of importance on this matter. Petitions for a
charter of incorporation have been presented to the Privy
Council, and an inquiry recently held by H.M. Commissioner,
C. N. Cresswell. As this application is the fifth since Her
Majesty's accession the result is awaited with great interest.

Mitchelstown, co. Cork.—The guardians are applying
for an electric lighting provisional order, the parliamentary
agents being Messrs. W. & W. M. Bell, 27, Great George-street,
Westminster, S.W.

Middlesbrough (Mr. F. Baker, borortgh sirrveyor).—The
Corporation are applying for an electric lighting provisional
order. Mess'S. Durnford & Co , 38, Parliament street, West-
minster', S. W., are the parliamentary agents.

MIddleton (Mr. W. Welburn, borough
surveyor). — The most important works
contemplated by the corporation for the
ensuing year include the following :—(1)
the erection of an electric light station

;

(2) the laying out of 21 acres of land for
purposes of a public park

; (3) the laying
out of a recreation ground of 9 acres

; (4)
the erection of new offices at the gas works,
at an estimated cost of £600

; (5) the con-
struction of a light railway to be worked by electricity ; and

(6) the execution of several streets works, at a cost of
£1,000, under the Private Street Works Act. In addition to
the above it is proposed to spend £3,000 irr intercepting the
sewers.

Montrose, N.B. (Mr. J. R.
FtNDLiY, boi-ough surveyor).—The
corporation have applied for an electric

lighting provisional order. The parlia-

niontary agents are Messrs. Clarkson
& Toovcy, 98, Great Tower-street, E.G.

Mountain Ash (ilr. John Williams, surveyor and gas

and water manager to thi- urban district council).—Several

important works have been mapped out by the district

council to occupy the atterrtion of the surveyor's department

during 1898. A new works depot is to be corrstructed at

Twysybwl, and an improvement is to be executed in Oxford-

street. A cemetery is to be laid out at AbercynoD, and the

same place will be further improved by the addition of new
sewerage system.

MotLram-in-Longdendale (Mr. J. Hepworth, surveyor

to the urban district council).—No works of any special im-

portance are likely to be carried out by the district council

during the year.

Mytholmroyd (Mr. S. Sutclifpe, surveyor to the urban

district council).—Last year a part of a National school was

converted into offices by the district council from designs

prepired by the surveyor. During the present year the

council intend to utilisi the renuiining part of the building

tor a fire brigade statioir arrd a caretaker's house. Plans for

the work have been prepared and submitted to the Local

Government Board, and it is expected an inquiry will be held

ver}' : hortly.

Nelson (Mr. B. Ball, a.m.i c.b.,

p ^C i\ Ijoruugh engineer).— Amongst the works
.«rP'tr-^SB?i'<;-W to be" carried out in this progrefsive

borough during the ensuing year, are

tlic paving, flagging, and sewering of

about eighty streets, and the paving

with granite of the maiir roads, at an
estimated cost of £20,000. This latter

work is being executed by the cor-pora-

tion's own workmen. Plans, eslimate.s,

&c., have been approved for the erectiorr

of air infectious diseases hospital, a refuse destructor, and

a public improvement at Bradley, all of which, it is

anticipated, will be commenced as soon as possible. Works

of main drainage, estimated to cost £11,400, are being

rapidly pushed forward. It will appear from the above

pr-ogramme that the corporation intend to continue its rapid

march along the line of murricipal improvement.

Newbold and Dunston (Mr. Willis Glossop, surveyor

to the urban district council).—The only important work

which the district council contemplate carrying out daring

1H9S is the erection of stsbles and outbuildings, including a

caretaker's hoitse, in St. John's-road, Newbold. Tenders for

the work have already been sent in, arrd the council are at

present engaged in considering them.

Newport (Mr. Robt. H. Haynes, borough engineer and

surveyor).—The works the borough engineer and surveyor

has in hand for 1898 are as follows : Several extensions are

to be carried out to the tramways. Three miles of double

and single line are to be laid for electric traction, at an esti-

mated cost of £30,000. Wood paving works are to be carried

out in Commercial-street and High-street at an estimated

cost of £5,000. The new municipal buildings, now in course

of erection at Maindee, will be completed and opened in the

course of the year. The electric light staiion will be

enlarged, and the work of lighting the principal part of

Maindee with electricity will be brought to completion. A
new road is also to be constructed to Liswerry at an esti-

mated cost of £4,000. In addition to the above works,

other projects under consideration and which will probably

be carried out within the next twelve months, include the

construction of new roads and sewers, the laying out of a
public park, and the erection of either a subway or bridge

across the river.

Newton Abbot (Mr. H. G. Warne, highway surveyor to

the rural district council).—There is nothing to report con-

cerning works proposed to be carried out by the highway

department in this district during the current year, no special

undertakings biing contemplated.

Norden (Mr. J. AV. Suxderl.and, surveyor to the urban

district council).—The district council do not contemiilate

carrying out any special work.s during 1898.

Northfleet (Mr. SaMuel Hoxeycombe, surveyor to the

urban district council).—No special works are projected by

the district council for 1898.

Norwich (Mr. Arthur E. Collins
A. M.I. C.B. , city engineer).—The principal

works contemplateil by the corporation

to be carried out during the current

year under the direction of the city

engineer are as follows :—The extension

of the city asylum (including what is

believed to be a new depirture in the

design and construction of day rooms)

at an estimated cost of £6,500. In this
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case two additional day rooms are to be provided, and these
will be constructed to a large extent of glass, which in all

cases will be double with air spaces between. Special
arrangements are being made as resjards the construction of
the root to ensure relative warmth in winter and coolness in

summer. The works to be carrie.i out also include the
ext^en^ion of the electric installation and heating. The
foundations of the new technical institute adjoining the
riyer Wensum have been constructed. The consent of the
Local Government Board is awaited before contracts are
entered into for the erection of the building which is

estimated to cost £22,000. It is proposed to enlarge the
isolation hospital at an estimated cost of about £7,000. The
new public baths are approaching completion, and will be
opened early in the year. These baths have been fitted up in
buildings formerly forming a portion of the palace of
the Dukes of Norfolk, and more recently utilised as a
museum. The Horsfall refuse furnaces, boiler, turbines, river
sluices, air compressing plant. &c., have been fixed in the
new mills, and are expected to be working before Easter.
A new recreation ground is to be laid out at a cost of £3,000.
In this case no paths whatever will be made, and the whole
area will be made available for games of various kinds.
Improvements are to be effected at the existing Chapel Field-
gcrrdens in addition to those carried out during the past
twelve months. The main sewerage works, which have made
very gi'eat strides in the past year, are still being vigorously
pushed forward, and it is hoped the main features of the
scheme will be completed during 1898. Apijlicatiou has
recently been made to the Local Government Board for
borrowini; powers for a further £12,500 for sewerage puii^oses
necessitated by the rapid extension of the city in various
directions. Many of the streets in the city will be entirely
altered in charac;ter during the year. By an arrangement with
the Xorwich Electric Tramways Company and the Corjjoration
a large sum is to be jo'ntly provided by these two bodies for
the widening of considerable lengths of several of the ancient
streets of the city 'I'hese widenings have been necessary
for mauy yeirs, but the recent great development of traffic
and the approximate construction of electric tramways will
not allow the work tn be further postponed. As soon as
these streets are widened the extensive tramways for which the
Norwich E ectrio Tramways Company have obtained an
Act of Parliament will be laid. They will form, it is believed,
the most extensive and complete system of street tramways
in any city of the same size in the country. Throughout the
overhead trolley wire system will be employed.

Nottinghamshire (Mr. E. Puk-
NULL HOOLEY, A.M.I.C.E., COUnty
engineer).— As the estimates and
proposals are not made up till March,
particulars as to projected works
are naturally not available till then.
However, besides the ordinary road
improvement works, police station
repairs, &c., the county council are
contemplating no special works,
except the erection of a new county

asylum at a cost of £100,000. This latter work is to be com-
menced early in the summer.
Nottingham (Mr. AbthueBrown,m.i.c.b., city engineer)— i'he following are some of the principal works which will

be carried out or undertaken by the corporation duriii<» the
current year

: The Meadows drainage works, which were
alluded to m our last year's special issue, are being pushed
torward. Briefly described, these works consist of 3,700
lineal ft, of 5 ft. 6 in diameter brick sewer, and 3,350 ft of
5 ft, diameter brick sewer, together with three crossinos
uoUer railways, and large syphons under the Nottingham
canal and the river Leen. The pumping-station, boiler-
house, cottages, &c.. are well advanced, and it is hoijed that
the works will be completed by the end of the year The
street imjirovements referred to last year will be proceeded
with as quickly as possible, but; the buildings to bo imlleddown are principally occupied by the working classes, and
as schemes for their reinstatement have to' ba approved
before the property can be acquired, the progress will be
somewhat slow. The contract drawings for the new road
adjoining the river Trent are nearly completed, and opera-
tions will be commenced in a few months; this road, including
the grass foreshore, will be l.sO ft. wide and 2,150 yards long
Ihe whole length of the fore.^liore adjoining the river will
be pUed and about 22,5,000 cubic yards of material will be
required f,-,r the embanking and forming of the road Theimprovement flf the .Irainage of the Lenton and Radford
tlistricts in times of heavy storms will be considered, and ascheme has been devised by the city engineer for the con-
struction of a new sewer 9 ft. by 7 ft. 3 in., about a mile \ougand a sewer 7 ft. diameter, about a mile and v half longihe estimated cost of this work is £45,000. rarliameiitarv
powers are being sought for extending the sewao-e farm The
present area of the farm is about 900 acres, and it is proposed
to add a little over 900 acres, so that the area will be doubled
Jt IS intended to extend the destructors at the Eastcroft
oepot. At present the city is badly provided with appliances
for burning refuse, there being only five ci'lls for the
destruction of the dry refuse of the whole of the town Thecity council have completed the purchase of the tramwaysand now one of the most important questions to be con-
sidered IS the reconstruction of the existing ten miles of

I

tramways. It is proposed to lay down considerable exten-
sions and to adopt and equip the lines with some method of
mechanical traction. The subject has not yet received full
consideration, but so far the general opinion appears to be in
favour of the overhead electric system. Several underground
lavatories will be undertJkeu during the year, and plans are
being prepared for a group of buildings comprising a branch
library and reading-room, police-stition, fire-station, and
public mortuary, at a cost of about £15,000. The laying out
of a new cemetery, having an area of 35 acres, will also be
undertaken during the year, and competitive drawings have
been advertised for. A crematorium on the newest principles
will form part of the scheme.

Nuneaton (Mr. J, S. Pickhring, Am.i.c e , engineer and
surveyor to the urban district council).—Owing to the
transfer of the water undertaking from the East Warwick-
shire Waterworks Company to the District Council, the
proposed new scheme of water supply alluded to in our last
New Year's issue, has been delayed, but it is anticipated that
it will be commenced during the year. An Act has been
obtained for securing a supply of water from Kingsbury,
twelve miles from Nuneaton. During the course of the year
a new free library will be built from plans prepared by
Messrs. Wood and Kendrick, of Birmin.;ham and West
Bromwich. The Nuneaton Electric Company. Limited, are
also applying for a provisional order to light the district
by electricity. The parliamentary agent is Mr. Cecil F. Twist,
5, Bedford-row, W.C.

Oban ^Mr. John Alcorn, burgh su'--

veyor).
—

'I'he re-puddling of one of the
embankments at the principal reservoir
and the erection of stores on the North
Pier are the oaly works of a municipal
nature which are likely to be carried oat
in this town during the year.

Old bury (Mr. T, H. SniPTON, surveyor to the urban dis-
trict council).—An application is being made for au electric
lighting provisional order. The parliamentary agents are
Messrs, R. W, Cooper & Sons, of 5, Victoria-street, S.W.

Oldham (Mr. S. A, Picicebing, a m.i,c.e., borough
surveyor).—The corporation are promoting a Bill in the next
Session of Parliament to construct a large viaduct, 420 yai-ds

in length and 16 yards wide, at a cost of £80,000, and to
carry out public street improvements to cost £96,000, an
extension of the markets at a cost of £40,000, the conversion
of the present pail system (of which we have 23,000 in use)
into the water carriage system at a cost of £104,000, and for
completing and furnishing the infectious diseases hospital at
a cost of £20,000. They are also asking for powers to work
the tramways, the lines at present lieing leased to two private
companies. It is a'so intended to proceed with the erection
of two other refuse destructors of six cells each at a cost of

£12,000, and the construction of a new main sewer to cost
£15,000. The wh'>le of thi' plans, &c., for the above works
are being prepared in the Itorough surveyor's office. Plans
have also been prepared for the extension of the town hall.

A committee have under cuusideralion sites for recreation

grounds proposed to be acquired in several districts of the
borough

Oswestry (Mr. B. O. Wynne
Roberts, borough sui-veyor). — At
piesent sewage disposal works are in
thL course of construction in this town,
but among other works intended to be
earned out are included the erection of
a public abattoir, science and art
school, and an isolation hospital,
topethor with certain market extensions
and street improvements.

Oxford (Mr. W. H White, borough
rngineer),—The corporation intend this
year to extend the sewage farm, acd
for this purpose have acquired upwards
of 600 acres of land, about a quarter of
which will at once be laid out for
irrigation. A number of farm buildings
and cotlages will also be built in con-
nection with the scheme, which is

estimated to cost £11,300, An extension of the tramways
to the village of Summertown. a distance of three-quarters
of a mile, is also contemplated. The lighting of the whole
of the cit}', with the exception of certain of the principal
streets (lighted by electricity), by means of incandescent
gas lamps, is also proposed ; and a" suggestion that lamps of
powers varying from 150 to 750 candles should be placed at
tpecial points, has been included in the scheme. In
addition to the cnnversion of an old disused churchyard into
an open space and gardens, the council intend to lower and
widen a bridge over the river Thames, and execute several
highway improvements. The latter work v.iU include the
substitution of tar macadam over a rather considerable area
of paving and ordinary macadam. Several sewer extensions
will be made during the year, and the provision of storm
water relief works is proposed.

Ossett (Jfr, A\'. Hirst, borough engineer).—The corpora-
tion have deposited an application for a provisional order
for electric lighting. Their parliamentary agents are Messrs.
Baker & Co., 32, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.

:r-."
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Padstow (Mr.B. M. Habvbt, surveyor to the urban district

council) —No important works are projected by the district

council for the current year. The council, however, are

trying to float a water supply ,sohem'>, but up to the present

very little progress has been made.

Partick, Lanarkshire (Mr. Joseph Potts, burgh sur-

veyor).—The Kelvinside Electricity Company, Limited, have

applied for a provisional order under the provisions of the

Electric Lighting Acts, 1883 to 1890. Mcs.srs. Burchell & Co.,

5, The Sanctuary, Westminster, S.W., are the parliamentary

agents.

Penarth (Mr. E. J. Evans, surveyor to the urban di.-itric''

cjuncil).— The Penarth Electric Lighting Company, Limited,

have applied for an electric lighting provisional order for the

district. Thi parliamentary agent is Mr. J. C. Ball, 3, Vic-

toria-Street, Westminster, S.W.

Penrith (Mr. Wm. Speddy. surveyor to the urban distric'

council).—The district council are applying to Parliament

for compulsory power to purchase the land at present used

by them for sewage disposal purposes on the broad land

irrigation sys'em. It is proposed, if they become the owner.^,

to reconstruct and build additional precipitating tanks, the

main outfall, and most of the sewers in the town. A water

supply scheme has also been under the consideration of the

district council for some years past, but nothing is yet

settled.

Perlh, N.B (Mr. E. McKillop, burgh survcjor).—The
burgh commissioners are applying for a provisional order

under the provisions of the Electric Lighting Acts, 18S2 to

ls;iO. Jtessrs. Wm. Robertson & Co., 45, Parliament-ttrcet,

Westminster, S.W., are the parliamentary agents.

Peterborough (Mr. J.W.WalshAW.
borough surveyor).—The most im-

portant works projected by the cor-

ll\t",>-<'
V'J''''\

poration for the current year are the

»^iViii,4«k 4* ]\ erection of an isolation hospital at an

fjA "^xTJ/ .stimated cost of £-J.5O0 ; a scheme nf

1 ftb ' 'lj^ V electric lighting, estimated to cost

-1^;^-^^^^ £15,000; and tlie construction of.Tlniit
'^ - - 700 yards of public sewers. The cor-

poration are aUo considering the ques-

tion of extending the water works, but nothing has yet been

decided upon.

Plymouth (Mr. James Paton,
borough engineer and surveyor).—The
following is a list of the principal

works proposed to be carried out by the

corporation during the current year : (1)

erection of a refuse destructor
; (2)

the development of the Prince Rock
es'ate; (3) erection of new stabling

and the construction of a depot
; (4) construction of a new

road across the railway and railway bridge
; (5) reconstruc-

tion of the subsidiary sewers
; (0) extension of the tram-

ways
; (7) erection of two underground conveniences; (8)

erection of houses for the working chisses under the Housnig

of the Working Classes Act, IsflO
;

(ti) erection of electricity

works; and (10) the widening of Old Town-street, Tavistock-

road, lowe-street, and Love-slreet. Judging from this

extensive list of works, Mr, Paton will not have very much
time for rest during this year.

Pokesdown (Mr. E. Wembbidge IngAmblls, engineer

and surveyor to the urban district council).—The chief work
to be carried out by this district council during 1898 will be

the making up of several private roads under the Private

Street Works Act, 1892. A sewerage scheme is also very

likely to be carried out.

Portishead (Mr. T. J. Moss Flowbk, A.m.i.c.b., engineer

and sur-veyor to the urban district council).—The district

council are at present in the midst of their sewerage scheme,
but this does not prevent them from going on with other

works. The laying out of the new burial ground will shortly

be commenced and also the making up of some new roads

and streets. House drainage works and the provi.sion of in-

creased bathing accommodation comjjlete the list of works

which the council have already decided to carry out during

1898, but other works may, of course, be added to the list in

the course of the year.

Portland (Mr. Ernest J. Elfokd,
engineer and surveyor to the urban
district council).—First in importance
and magnitude of the works proposed
to be carried out by the district council
during 1898 is the new water supply
scheme. The wells from which the
water will be derived have been sunk
and the supply tested both as regards

quantity and quality, with most satis-

factory results. The whole of the scheme (which is estimated

to cost £35,000) has received the sanction of the Local
Government Board, and the work is to be commenced at

once. At the present time, the inhabitants of the district

have to depend upon a few public wells ard the private rain-

water tanks by which most of the houses are supplied.

Practically the whole of the district is devoid of any effectual

means of drainage, so that it is imperative that a compre-
hensive system of sewage should be undertaken immediately
the works connected with the water supply scheme are well

in hand The council have already approved and adopted a

scheme for laying out a portion of the Common as a public

recreation ground, and, subject to the sanction of the Local

Government Board, this work will probably be carried out

during the year. The council have also purchased a site in

a central position for the erection of council chamber, offices

&c. The building at present used as such is most incon-

venient and unsuitable, so that the work will be pushed

forward as rapidly as possible. Other projected works include

a considerable amount of footpath and other improvements,

and the making up of certain pirivate roads.

Quarry Bank (.\Ir. John T. Adbiss, suiveyor to the urban

district council).—This district council experience great

difficulty in carrying out any extensive works, as a large

portion of the district is being ruined by the operations of

the Earl of Dudley's mines. However, during 1898. the

council propose to carry out the following works :—A system

of internal drainage to connect with the Upper Stour valley

main sewer is in co.itemplation, at an outlay of some

thousands. Portions of this work will be laid down where

the mining operaiioas may not be likely to interfere with the

work when constructed. It is proposed to proceed with the

kerbing. channellins', and olue brick p.aving of footpaths in

the upper p .ition of the district as early as possible.

Arrannemenis have been completed whereby an extension of

the church luiryiut; ground will be carried out, two acres of

land having bsen secured from the Earl of Dudley on a site

free from the likelihood of subsidences from mining opera-

tions. The council are demolishing two cottages to secure

an approach to a proposed new street which will open up a

way to the new burial ground, and to land which is proposed

to be used for building sites. This land, being on an area

free from mines, will be a great boon to the district, as there

are but a few places where" land which is safe for building

purposes can be obtained. The propo-ed new street will be

constructed by M ssrs. T. Vale & Son, of S'ourport. who

secured the contract for the work, their tender being £580 10--.

Ramsgate (Mr. Henry Di.-con, borough engineer and

surveyor) —The Electric Supply Corporation, Limited, have

applied for a provisional order under the provisions of the

E.ectric Liahting Acts, 1882 to 1890. The parli.amentary

agents are jMessrs. Deacon &. Oo., 9, Great St. Helen's, E.C.

Rawmarsh (Mr. J. W. Wetheeill, surveyor to the urban

district council).—The district council have applied to the

Board of Trade for an electric lighting provisional order.

Jlessrs. Baker & Co , 22, Great George street, Westminster,

S.W., are the parliamentary agents.

Rawtenstall (Mr. Albert W. Law-

son, a.m.i.c.b., borough engineer and sur

vevor),—The corporation, it is expected

will shortly let several further heavy con-

tracts in connection with the main sewer-

age sclieme. The work of carryaig out

house connections is proceeding steadily,

also the work of converting the pail

closets to the slop water system. The

new fire station is about to be roofed in, the contract price for

the work being £3,125. About thirty private streets are

to be made up, and contracts for the work will be let as soon

as possible. In addition to the above the corporation contem-

plate carrying out during tlie year a considerable amount of

paving and flagging works.

Re'igate (Mr. W. H. Peescott,
borough engineer and surveyor).

—

The corporation contemplate carry-

ing out several important schemes

during the current year, chief among
which are the fallowing : The
erection of a new infectious diseases

hospital ; the erection of workmen's
dwellings; a scheme of sewerage

for the suburban districts of South

Park and Woodhatch; alterations

and additions to the sewage purification works ;
and

an electric lighting scheme ; the ventilation of the whole of the

public sewers ; the demolition of property and the acquisi-

tion of land for street improvements ; the erection of new

stables ; and many other works of a minor character. With

such a programme- as the above before them, Mr. Prescott

and his staff will have plenty of work to occupy their atten-

tion for some time to come.

Reigate (Mr. Nimrod Walter, surveyor to the rural

district council).—The only important works which will

occupy the attention of the surveyor of this council during

the current year are an extension of sewers in the Parish of

Horley, and a small sewage scheme for the parish of

Nuffield. The latter work will necessitate the construction

of a pumping station, filter beds, &c., and the laying out of

6 acres of land for irrigation purposes.

Rochdale (Mr. S. S. Platt m.i.c.e,

borough engineer and surveyor).—During

this year the corporation purpose acquiring

the Todmorden Waterworks Company's

reservoir, with all rights and lands adjoin-

ing, for the purpose of extending their own
water undertaking. For this purpose a Bill

is being promoted in Parliament, and it

will be considered this session. The engi-
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neer for the sch:me is Mr. James Man»ergh, 5, Victoria-

street, Westminster, S.W. An electric lighting i>rovisional

order is also being applied for, the parliamentary agents

being Messrs. Djson & Co., 'J, Great George-street, West-

minster, S.W. Other important works contemplated by the

corporation include the following : Tlie extension of the

main sewerage system ; the construction of artificial filters

and other works at the sewage works ; the erection of a

steam laundry and disinfecting apparatus at the infectious

diseases hospital ;
and the extension of the art section of

the technical school.

Rotherham (Mr. George Jbnning.s,
borough surN'eyorand waterworks manager).
—The corporation have applied to the

Board of Trade for an electric lighting

provisional order under the provisions of

the Electnc Lighting Acts, 1882 to 1890.

The parliamentary agents are Messrs. Baker & Co.. 22,

Great Goorge-street, Westminster, ,S.W.

Rotherham (Mr. Beunaud Godfrey, a m.i.o.k., surveyor

to the rural district council).—The list of municipal works
proposed to be carried out by the district council during
the present year include the erection of a new joint infec-

tious diseases hospital for the southern portion of the

district, at an estimated cost of £6,000 ; the re-scvvering of

Swallownest (estimated cost, £2,000), Wentworth (£1,000),

and Whiston (£1,000) ; the sewering of Tinslcy (i'7,000),

and North Staveley (£350) ; and the extension of tlie water
supply at an estimated cost of £2,000. In addition to these

items it is hoped that several other schemes will also be
commenced in the course of the year.

Rothesay (Mr. John Morrison, burgh surveyor).—The
corporation are applying for an eleoric lighting provisional

order for the burgh. Messrs. Loch & Co., .36, Great George-
street, Westminster, S.W., are the parliamentary agents.

Rushden (Mr. W. B. Madin, surveyor to the urban dis-

trict council).—The list of municipal works proposed to be
undertaken by the district council during the current year
include the following :—The carrying out of the main drain-

age works embraced in the second outfall district. This
work will include the construction o£ about two miles of main
sewers and works in connection tlierewith, including the
house <lrainage connections, &c. A general system of sewer
flushing and ventilation will also be carried out together with
various improvements at the sewage disposal works. A con-

tract has been entered into for the construction of a bore-hole
with a view to sinking a well to augment the present water
supply. Although the present works have only been opened
a few years, so rapidly is the population increasing (about

1,000 a year) that the present supply available is totally in-

adequate to meet the growing demands. In connection with
these proposed works the council liave ajjpointed Mr. John
Eunson as their adviser. Water mains will have to be laid

during the year in several new streets now being laid out for

building purposes. The making up of several private streets

under the Private Streets Works Act will be undertaken
shortly, Plans have been prepared for several street impro\e-
ments, and these will also be commenced forthwith. The
construction of new footpaths and paving works will also be
undertaken during the year besides the usual works con-
nected with every surveyor's office.

Ryde (Mr. C. Matthew, borough surveyor).—The Ryde
Electric Light and Power Company, Limited, are applying
for an electric lighting provisional order for the borough.
The parliamentary agents are Messrs. Clarkson & Toovey, 98,

Great Tower-street, E.G.

Ryton-on-Tyne (Mr. John 1'. Dalton, engineer and
surveyor to the urban district council).—The principal works
proposed to be undertaken by the district council during the
current year are as follows : (1) The erection of an isolation

hospital
; (2) the construction of an outfall sewer

; (3)
sewerage and sewage disposal works at Greenside ; and (4)
sewage disposal works at Stargate.

St. Albans (Mr. G. Ford, borough surveyor).—An appli-

cation has been made for a pro\ isional order for electric

lighting. The parliamentary agents are Messrs. Rees &
Frere, 5, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.

St. Anne'son-the-Sea (Mr. G. Hodkinson, a.m.i.c.e.,

surveyor to the urb.in district council).—An application has
been made by the council for an electric lighting pro-
visional order. The parliamentary agents are Messrs. Baker
Ik. Co., 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.

St. Ives (Mr. John Grbnfell, sur-

veyor to the urban district council) —
Having compli'ted the works of drainage
of tlic town at a cost of £8,500, the
council now propose to compel every
dwclliiighouse to be at once provided
with sutlicieut water-closet accommoda-
liiin. This they are eiiableil to do, seeing
that tlie water supply is now more than

fcuBicient for the flushing purposes of the district. The water-

works are, however, vested in the mayor, aldermen, and
councillors of the borough, who act as trustees, and the
council are now endeavouring to obtain jiowers from the

Local Government Board to enable them to acquire these

works, which, when obtained, would give them statutory

powers beuefieial to the management of the water supply.

:^v **^i^^

A pleasure ground, known as Porthminster Hill, which com-
mands a view of the far-famed St. Ives Bay, will shortly be
completed. The Imilding of villa residences causes the
necessity for making new streets, and these the council are,

and will be for the next twelve months, laying out to a large

extent.

SafTron Walden (Mr. G. William
Lacby, borough engineer).— It is

probable that a considerable quantity
of new paving and kerbing will be
laid down, particulaidy on those
main roads where gravel paths are
at present existing. This matter
having been impressed on the
council, they are becoming of the
opinion that nothing more improves

the appearance of a town than well-paved footways. The
sewage disposal problem, which has been in abeyance for

some time, may possibly receive serious consideration during
the forthcoming year.

Salop Qlv. A. T. D.vvis, M.I.C.E., F.S.I., county engineer).
—Nothing important is contemplated for the year, but in

addition to the ordinary maintenance of main roads, of which
there are 700 miles, and the maintenance of 300 bridges, the
county surveyor ha? been instructed to lay a sewer from the
county asylum into Shrewsbury for the purpose of connect-
ing the drains of that institution with the new sewerage
scheme now in course of construction by Messrs. Taylor,
.Sons & S.anto-Crimp. It is also proposed to make additions
to the county police station at Oswestry.

Sandbach (Mr. Amos Wood, surveyor tp the urban
district council).—The council propose to enlarge the water-
works by constructing additional settling tanks, and also to

lay out certain land as a park and recreation ground. It is

also hoped that the works for the treatment of sewage may
also be completed.

Sedbergh (Mr. M. Haygarth, surveyor to the rural

district council).—The Dent sewerage scheme, which is ex-

pected to cost i;900, is, we hear, about half finished.

Selby (Mr. Bruce Mc G. Gray, a.m.i.c.e , surveyor to the
urban district council).—It is proposed by the council to lay

out as a park, certain ground which has been jiresented to

the town. The work wiU cost about £700. Baths and gas-

work are also shortly to be erected at costs respectively of

£5,000 and £7,000, subject to the necessary Local Government
Boird sanction being obtained to the loans. Several other
smaller improvements, including the laying out of a new
road at a cost of £425, are also proposed for execution during
the year.

Selby (Mr. Thomas Braithwaite, surveyor to the rural

district council).—For several years past the council have
had considerable trouble with a portion of the highway at

Cawood, adjoining the river Wharfe. and with the foreshore

of the same river, a considerable portion of the foreshore

having been washed away by very heavy floods and titles

from the rivers Ouse and Wharfe. The floods also dislodged

a portion of the highway which i> about 90 feet from the

river and about is feet higher. Several attempts have been
made to repair the same, but without success. In the month
of June last the newly appointed surveyor, etc., Mr. Thomas
Braithwaite, who had the matter placed in his hands, Srst

ascertained the nature of the ground. He found a bed of

sand about 9 feet in thickness, then a bed of clay. He com-
menced to have trenches, some of them about 13 feet deep,

opened up, placing in sanitary pipes at the bottom, and
having each trench charged with stone. The whole portion

of the foreshore affected was substantially charged with
stone, and now presents a safe appearance, entire satisfac-

tion being expressed with the method adopted by Mr.
Braithwaite.

Sheffie.d (Mr. C. ¥. Wikk, m i.c.e.

city surveyor).—As usual, this important
city has a large number of improvements
under contemplation. The plans for an
iron bridge about 35 feet wide over the
river Don in three spans of 60 feet each
are in hand, and it is expected that the

contract will be let during the early part of the year. Three
other smaller bridges are also being designed at a probable

cost of about £3,000. The annual amount spent upon new
sewers out of revenue amouots to nearly £10,000. In

addition, applications to the Local Government BoiU'd for

sanction to loans amounting in the aggregate to about
£35,000 are pending, and extensions of the sewage disposal

works are also contemplated. The annual expenditure upon
the repair and repaviug of streets in the city amounts to

about £65,000, but in addition to this a large paving loan
has been applied for. The reconstruction of the tramways
on the overhead electric system, together with the construe

tion of numerous extension is just being commenced.
Altogether, 36 street miles will be dealt with, and an
estimate for paving the streets first to be taken in hand
amounting to £110,000 has just b.en approved. The
electrical work in connection with a 5-mile section (10
single miles) amounting to £41,000, has been let to the

British Thomson Houston Co. The power station, including

buildings, will cost at least £10,000 more. The estimate for

the whole of the tramways exceeds £600,000. An extensive
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scheme of street improvements, estimated to cost £325,001,

is in progress at present. The erection of baths, the plans

of which have been prepared by the city surveyor, is now in

hand. The buildings are being erected under his super-

vision; their cost will be £17,000. The following works are

contempL-ited : abattoirs, £20.000 ; .additional cells to the

present refuse destructor, £10,000 ; new refuse destructor,

i,'10,000 ; extension of stabling, &c., at the Olive-grove

depot, £10,000 ; lodges in parks ; and an isolation bouse in

connection with fever hospital. The corporation have now
purchased nearly the whole of the buildings upon an
unhealthy area of about five acres, and preparations are

being made for pulling down the buildings on one section,

laying out new streets, kc. The original estimite for this

work was £80,000. The whole of the work above-mentioned
is under the superintendence of the city surveyor, but many
other public works are in hand or proposed, including the

erection of new infectious diseases hospitals, at a cost of

about £20,000. A new police and fire brigade station are

also proposed.

Shrewsbury (Mi- \V. C Eddowes, borough engineer).

—

The corporation have deposited an application for a pro-

visional order for electric lighting. The agents are Messr.-.

Sharpe & Co., 9, Bridge-street, Westminster, S.W.

Smethwick (Mr. J. C. Stitabt, surveyor to the urban
district council).—The corporation have made an application

for an electric lighting provisional order, the Parliamentary
agents being IMessrs. R. "W. Cooper & Sons, of 5, Victoria-

street, Westminster, S.W.

Soothill Upper (Mr. Thomas Fenn, survoyor to the
urban district council).—This year's intended improvements
include the widening of High-street, which will be reformed

;

the footpaths will be keibed, channelled, and flagged with
concrete flags. The Leeds and Dewsbury road footpath will

also be reformed for some 984 yards in the same manner, and
the crossings to the gateways pived.

Southgate (Mr C. G. L.4w.3on, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the

urban district council).—The cuuucil have decided to esta-

blish a system of telephonic communication with the
engineer's residence, the four fire stations, and the firemen's

houses and police stations. As the result of inquiries, the

Local Government Board have sanctioned loans for £3,900
for sewage works, £3.485 for private street works, and £260
for a mortuary and postmortem room at the depot. The
council have instructed the surveyor to prepare plans for a
permanent infectious diseases hospital for 22 beds, and,
to expedite matters, have applied to the Local Govern-
ment Board for a loan of £1.600 to erect an entrance lodge,

form roads, provide main surface water and foul drains, gas
and water mains, and enclose with a fence a portion of the
nine acres of land purchased two years ago. The provision

of a small temporary hospitil is at present being considered.

South Molton (Mr. J. Dayb, borough surveyor).— A new
gas engine, exhauster, and house are shortly to be provided
at the gasworks. The question of an art or technical school

is now receiving the consideration of the council. Instnic-

tions have been issued for the laying of the land.s, Ijelonging

to the latter, as building sites.

Southwick (Mr. Thomas Young, .surveyor to the urban
district council).—In the early spring the council intend
carrying out certain works of paving, macadamising, flagging,

and concreting in the district at a cost of about £3,000, but
there is nothing else, beyond the general work, which is

likely to be executed.

Southwold (Mr. AViLLiAM A. Clingo, borough surveyor)

—Since the high tides of November last the council have
determined to erect groynes on the sea front. A new road
bridge is also shortly to be erected at the entrance to the

town. Consideration is being given to a scheme for the re-

opening up of the harbour, so that there is a chance of once
more seeing a return of prosperity to the borough. Why the
harbour has been allowed to become useless, however, no one
seems to know. It is further intended to mark out the town
farm estate in building plots, and to sell them byauciioii
during the year. Certain marshes will bo converti<d into

allotment gardens, and there is a possibility of a scheme for

the erection of workmen's dwellings coming forward. Year
by year the number of visitors increases very largely, and
these necessary impro\ements must, therefore, be carried out

.

Soyland (Mr. John Wadswobth, surveyor to the urban
district).—A reservoir, &o., is intended to be constructed at
Black House Farm during 1898, for the purpose of supplying
water to the district, and the preparatory work is now
proceeding.

Stafford (Mr. William Black-
SHAw, A.M.I.C.E, borough engineer
and surveyor).—The corporation do
not propose to undertake any special
works during the year, and have
sufEcient to carry out by completing
the private drainage and substituting
the water carriage for the pail closet
svttem.

Stoke-upon-Trent (Mr. W. Bowen, Ijorough surveyor).

—

An application has been made by the corporation for an
electric lighting provisional order, the parliamentary agents
being Messrs. Sharpe & Co., 9, Bridge-street, Westminster,
S.W.

Stone (Mr. A. E. Ridout, s\irveyor to the urban district

council).—Plans and specifications have been prepared by
the surveyor for the making up, &c., of several roads in the
district, and a scheme will probably be formulated shortly
for doing away with pail closets and substituting water
closets.

Stou rbrldge (Mr. Wm. FiDDlAN, p.8.T.,surveyor'to the urban
district council).—The puljlic works proposed for this year in-

clude the construction of baths and a refuse destructor, and
the provision of an electric lighting plant.

Stretford (Mr. Henry Rotlb, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the
urban district council).—Nothing, with the exception of the
laying ot tramways, is contemplated by the council.

Strood (Mr. Walter Brooke, a.m.i.c.e., district surveyor
to the rural district council).—Nothing beyond the ordinary
repairs and maintenance of the district works is contemplated.

Sunbury-on-Thames (Mr. Harold F. Coales, surveyor
to the urban district council).—The drainage scheme, which
has been in progress during 1897, will be completed in the
spring of the year, and the house connections will then be
commenced without delay. The council have made applica-

tion to the Local Government Board for a provisional order
to acquire 2J acres of land for a cemetery, to be laid out in

accordance with a plan prepared by the sui'veyor. The work
of putting the roads into a proper state of repair will be
energetically proceeded with, and various improvements for

the watei-ing and lighting of the district will also be carried

out.

Sunderland (Mr. R. S Rounthwaitb, a.m.i.c.e., borough
engineer and surveyor).—The works which are likely to be
carried out will be the improvement of High-street West, the
extension of Chester-road sewer, the construction of a new
bridge from Hylton-road to Westbourne-road, the erection of

a hospital, pavilion, a technical school, and workmen's dwell-

ings. Extensive works of public and private street paving
and channelling will also be proceeded with.

Suffolk (Mr. Henry Miller, m.i.c.b., county surveyor).

—With the exception of a new police station at Southwold,
no other works of a special character are contemplated for

this year.

Sutton, Surrey (Mr. C. Chambers Smith, surveyor to

the urban district council).—The council, being in the unique
position of having been the first local authority in the kingdom
to lead the way in the construction of bacteria filters or tanks
for the treatment of crude sewage, obviating sludge pressing

and its attendant nuisances (which filters have now been
working successfully for over twelve months) have decided to

apply to the Local Government Board for a loan for the con-

struction of filters of sufficient capacity to treat the whole of

the sewage flow of the town. In addition to the above, a
technical institute is to be built during the year, contracts

for the building of which have been let. Numerous street

works arc to he carried out, an extensive system of surface

water drainage is contemplated, and it is conjectured that the

erecfiou of municipal buildings will be commenced in order

to keep pace with the requirements of this rapidly growing
and popular suburban town.

Sutton, Coldfield (Mr. C. F. Marston, a.m.i.c.e.,

borough engineer and surveyor).—During the current year

the corporation propose to make a commencement with

the sewering of Penns-lane, and a portion of the Birming-
ham-road. Certain sewerage extensions will be imdertaken
in several parts of the borough, including Reddicap Heath,
Whitehouse Common, Little Sutton, Mere Green Hill, and
Four Oak.s. It is probable that a number of private roads

will be made up, under the provisions of the Private Streets

Works Act, and also the erection of two new lodges in

Sutton-park will be commenced.

Sutton-in-Ashfieid (Mr. Mc. W. Bishop, surveyor to the

urban district council).—The principal works proposed to be

undertaken by the district council during 1898 are the

erecuon of public baths and the erection of a free library,

the site of which has been gi\ en to the town Ijy His Grace
the Duke of Portland. Tenders for the former work are to

be invited forthwith.

Swindon New Town (Mr. H. J. Hamp, surveyor to the

urban district council).—Subjoined is a list of the principal

works proposed to be carried out by the district council

during 1898: (1) The construction of ninety-four streets;

(2) the extension of the chemical precipitation tanks at the

sewage works; (3) the laying out of two acres of filter beds

for the sewage effluent; (4) the construction of a new brick

sewer, 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft.; (5) the construction ot manual
workshops at the technical schools; (6) the erection of an

iron foot-bridge at Marlborough-street ; (7) the laying out of

a small public park
; (8) the erection of dwellings for the

workmen at the sewage farm
; (9) the laying of cement

paving in the main thoroughfares ; and (10) the channelling

of all the uuchauuellcd public streets in the district. It will

be obsened that Mr. Hamp does not intend to be idle during

this vcar.
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Swindon (Mr. W. H. Shepherd, clerk to the water board).

The water board have no important worlds contemplated to

be carried out during this year. They, however, intend to

continue an excavation in the chalk hills to increase the water

supply.

Tadcaster (Mr. Thomas Scott, surveyor to the rural

district council) —The current year will be a very busy one

for the district council, several imf ortant schemes being con-

templated. An extensive sewerage scheme is to be carried

out at Crossgatcs. the present scheme being wholly inadequate

for the rapidly increasing population of the paiish. A water

and sewerage scheme is proposed to be carried out for the

town of Tadcaster (the great brewery town of Yorkshire), as

well as an extension of the water system from New to OM
Mickleford. A new system of surface water drainage is to

be laid down in the main streets of Abcrford and Sherburn,

which will involve, it is anticipated, considerable expense.

Besides the above, there will be the usual ami unt of minor

works which generally take up a considerable amount of time

of every surveyor.

Teignmouth (Mr. Chris. Jones, surveyor to the urban

district council).—The district council contemplate carrying

out during the year several alterations and additions to the

water supply at an estimated cost of £9,000. A Local Govern-

ment Board inquiry was held in May last relative to this

work, but up to the present no answer has been received from

the Board. Other important works, which it is expected, will

be undertaken during the year, will be the extension of the

gasworks, at an estimated cost of £7,500 ; the provision of an

isolation hospital for part of the district ; the laying out of a

plot of land for the purj ose of a pleasure ground, at an

estimated cost of £1,000; the widening of the Cliif-road to

form a marine drive, at a cost of £1 000 ;
the alteration and

extension of the sewage tank ; the erection of a disinfecting

apparatus ; and the erection of ii public mortuary and post-

mortem room.

Tenby (Mr. J. Pueecb James, borough
engineer and surveyor).—Urder the re-

cently acf|uir(d provisional order (Tenby
Pier and Harbour Order) powers were
granted to the corporation for the borrow-
ing of £15,000 in connection with the

harbour and other works, and the exten-

sion of the pier and landing stage will be
at once carried out according to the

plans passed by the Board of Trade and prepared by Mr. R.

tSt. George Jltore, M.l.c. B., of Westminster. The other

works in connection with the harbour are being carried out
from the borough engineer's plans. Application is also

being made for a loan of £3,0C0 to carry out the extension of

the Western outfall sewerage to the sea by means of 4-ft.

diameter iron pipes laid on concrete, the surveyor's plans

being under consideration. Powers are also being sought
for in connection with other sewerage works and extension

of water-mains. Some months ago the Wreclsfield estate was
laid out for the erection of workmen's dwellings, and as the
whole of the sites were at once taken and built upon, the
surveyor, acting upon the council's iiisti uctions, has prepared
plans for the development of the Lower Knowle park for a
similar purpose. It is also the intention of the corporation,

under powers already granted, to erect a pavilion on the
Castle Hill adjoining the museum at a cost of about £2,000
as soon as the surveyor's plans are approved. The result of

the Water Committee's visit of inspection to the springs in the
Vale of St. Florence and the surveyor's report, combined with
the analysis showing the water to be absolutely pure, has deter-

mined the corporation to proceed at once with this long-

delayed scheme, so that before many months will have
elapsed Tenby will be provided with a bountiful supply of

pure water. The fire brigade committee are considering
the most favourable site whereon to erect a new fire station,

the worthy and rcsfiected mayor, Mr. H. J. Gregory, who is

captain of the fire brigade, hoping to commemorate his year
of office by the building of the station. Since the Great
Western Railway have taken over the Pembrolse and Tenby
Railway increased facilities are given travellers, and the cor-

poration are full; iletermined in the coming year to do all

they possibly can to improve and develop this sadly neglecteil

but beautiful Brighton of Wales."

Tenterden (^Mr. W. L. C. Turner, surveyor to the rural

district council).—We understand that the district council
do not intend to carry out any important works during 1898

Tiverton (Mr. J. Siddalls, borough surveyor). — The
corporation have po.-tiioned their decision on a scheme for

the disposal of the sewage, until the decision of the Local
Government Board as to the merits of the "Septic " system
has been made known. The patentees of the system have
offered to lay down an installation and work the same
for five years, on the condition that if not successful the
council shall incur no further liability, for a payment ot

£5.50 per year, but if successful the council are to pay the
cust of the works (as certified by the borough surveyor at

the time of their execution), estimated at about £5,000,
with an addition of 25 per cent, for royalty. The Local
Goverirment Board, meanwhile, have refused to allow the
council to proceed with the scheme devised by the borough
engineer for the sewerage of the West Exe district, until the
scheme for .sewage disprsal is settled. It is hoped, however,
that both these schemes will lie proceeded with during the

next year. The borough engineer is engaged in preparing
a report and scheme for improving the water-supply

of the town, which is derived from three separate soitrces,

the principal one of which is from a spring rising

about five miles away from the town, and flowirg in

an open stream down the valley for three miles, until

the course is intercepted by the filtering-beds and service

tanks, whence it is carried to the town in iron pipes.

The stream is liable to pollution in heavy rain from the

washings of the land, and in very hot weather the heat sets

up a growth of low forms of vegetable life in the very soft

water. The.se sources of pollution, though not bad enough
to prove dangerous, yet lower the standard of purity, and it

is this which the council are now seeking to remedy. A
' deputation from the Sanitary Committee with the borough
surveyor, have recently visited various towns to inspiect the

different types of refuse destructors with a view to presenting

a report thereon at an early date, and the Sanitary Committee
are also considering the provision of a public abattoir. The
joint hospital board propose to proceed in the spring witJi

j

the erection ot the new infectious diseases hospital at a cost

I

of £5,000 from designs by their architect, Mr. J. Siddalls.

I

TodmoPden (Mr. C. R. Pease, borough engineer and sur-

veyor).—Plans for a sewerage scheme for the whole of the

borough and amended plans for a new sewage disposal

scheme will be deposited with, and an application made to,

the Local Government Board for borrowing powers to carry

out the schemes at an estimated cost ot about £46,000.

Local Government Board inquiries have been held for the

purpose of borrowing £6,500 for a new depot, stables, fire-

engine station, &c , and i:4,150 for the purchase of an estate

and laying out for public walks and pleasure grounds. A
small refuse destructor will be erected at the Fielden in-

fectious diseases hospital. All the silt and dfebris will be

taken from the bed of the river Calder in the Burnley Valley

for the purpose of preventing floods. A good number of

private streets will be paved, &c. Extensive alterations have

been made in the town hall for the better accommodation of

the increased number of councillors. The Charter of Incor-

poration was granted June 2, 1896. A new exhauster and

scrubber washer house is being completed at the gas works

at a cost of £500. _ A new public free library has been

presented to the town by the Todniordeu Industrial Co-

operative Society. A school and extensive grounds has been

presented to the town by Mr. John Ashton Fielden, to be

used for educational ijurposes. The council are promoting

two Bills in Parliament : (1) for the compulsory purchase of

the Todmorden Waterworks Company's undertaking, &c.

;

and (2) for powers to make and maintain reser\-oirs and

other waterworks in the Gorpley ^'alley, and several other

powers in connection therewith.

Tow Law, Durham (Mr. John Hillaet, surveyor).

—

This is a comparatively small urban district council of about

1,000 houses and 5,000 inhabitants, dependent chiefly on

coal mining. As might be expected there is not much in the

way of building or other public works. It is expected that

during the year there will be further provision in connec-

tion with street lighting.

Trowden (Mr. John Tatham, surveyor to the urban dis-

trict council).—The district council do not contemplate

carrying eut any important works during the current year.

Tunstall, Staffs. (Mr. A. R. Wood,
borough surveyor).

—
"The authorities of

this town have in hand a new sewerage

and sewage disposal scheme to be

carried out at an estimated cost of over

£20,000. A number of private streets

are to be made up. and a public park,

30 acres in extent will be laid out, land

having been provisionally purchased,

subject to the consent of the Local

Government Board. A tramway is being constructed through

the district by the British Electric Tramway Company.

Turton, near Bolton (Mr. V. W. Laithwaite. surveyor

to the urban district council).—Several works of considerable

importance are likely to be carried out during the year. The
council will proceed with the new sewage works consisting of

precipitation tanks and land prepared for intermittent domi-
ward filtration for the treatment of the sewage from the

eastern watershed, and also the townships of Edgworth, Bromley

Cross, Quarlton, Harwood, and Bradshaw. Street works to

the estimated extent of £3,000 will be carried out, and Turton

Bridge will be widened. The council are seeking powers to

extend their boundaries to include the townships of

Bradshaw, Harwood, Quarlton, Entwistle, Longworth, and
BeloGont

Wakefield (Mr. Frank Massib, a.m.t.c.b., p.s.t., surveyor

to the rural district council).—This council mean to be busy

themselves during the year, and keep their surveyor busy, as

the following information will .show. Jfnin Drainage and
Serfage Disposal (f'cris.—A system of surface water drainage

for Alverthorpe will be carried out at an estimated cost of

£1,100. The sewage disposal works at the same place will

also be extended and altered, including the provision of

additional precipitation tanks, new artificial filters, the

adoption of sludge pressing, and the laying out of 8 acres of

land for filtr.ition at an estimated cost of £5,140. A system

of main drainage and sewage disposal works for the town-

ship of Crofton at an estimated cost of £3,850, and the
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extension of the existing sewers and sewage disposal works
for the township of Sharlston, at an estimated cost of

£1,550 will also be undertaken. Main sewers will be

extended in the townships of Crigglestone Outwood,
Shitlington, Stanley, and Walton, at an estimated cost of

£2,500. Instructions have also been given for the preparation

of systems of drainage any disposal works for the Painthorpe

and Chapelthorpe hamlets of the township of Crigglestono,

for the township of Walton, and for the district of Bottom-
boat in the township of Stanley. WaterworJts.—The water-

mains in the township of Alverthorpe will be extended at an
estimated cost of £200, and an improvement of the supply

to the high levels of the township of Crigglestone, including

the provision of a small reserve tank, will be effected at an
estimated cost of £1,100. Jtond Maldng.—In addition to the

ordinary repair and maintenance of 25 miles of main road at

an average yearly cost of £6,200, and (f 61 miles of district

roads at an average yearly cost of £4,200, it is proposed to

widen the Alverthorpe-road at a cost of £440, and to hiy

down improved footpaths along the Wakefield and Denby
Dale-road and the Wakefield and Austevlands-road. The
council also contemplate the purchase of a light steam road
roller, in addition to the two heavier ones they already possess

for use on the narrow district roads. Mr. Massie has a
substantial programme here, prepared with considerable

foresight.

Warrington (Mr. T. Longdon,
borough surveyor).—The municipal
requirements for the year will include a
considerable amount of street and road
making, a small-pox hospital, an
enlargement of the infectious diseases

hospital, new police courts and the
laying out of a park. An electric

-4li^yj^j--'' lighting provisional order has been
applied for, the jiarliamentary agents

being Messrs. Baker & Co., of 22, Great Geoi-ge-street,

Westminster, S.W.

Waterloo-wlth-Seaforth (Mr. F. Spencer Yates,
A.M.I c.E , surveyor to the urban (Jistrict council).—The
year in this district promises to be a busy one. The council
have applied for a provisional order empowering them to lay
and work tramways, and there is every prospect that as soon
as the order is granted the work will be put in hand. A new
disinfector and buildings will be erected during the next few
months. The surveyor has made a repoit on the sewerage
system, and recommended a system for the relief of storm
water. The scheme is now under the consideration of the
council. The question of the disposal of house refuse will

also require to be definitely settled during the year.

Wednesbury (Mr. E. Maetin Scott,
borough surveyor).—Among the works pro-

posed for the year is the completion of the

supplementary woiks at the sewerage outfall

at Bescot, the sewering and making up of

several streets, ard the imprcvement and
widcnirg of Canal Bridge, Hol.yhead road. It

is also intended to provide a site for a new
fire station and firemen's houses, and con-

sideration will shortly be given to the proposal to provide a

site for the buildings of a permanent isolation hospital build-

Welshpool (Mr. Geobge Snook,
borough surveyor).—It is the intention

of the corporation to increase the water
storage, and to dredge and cleanse the

I)resent reservoirs. A system of sewerage
will shortly be carried out in a village

adjoining the borough.

West Bromwich (Mr. Albert D'
Gebatobex, A.M.l.c.ifi., borough engineer)'

— In the course of the year the corporation
will make certain additions to the admin-
istrative block at the hospital, at a cost

of £400 ; also they will provide and fix a
new disinfecting stove at the hospital at a
cost of £350, and erect a lodge at Kenrick
park, at a cost of £450. A band stand is

now being erected at Hill Top park, the
estimated cost being £180. It has also

been decided to proceed v/ith the erection of new buildings
at Hill Top park at a cost of £2,600 instead of the proposed
alterations to the Old Meyrick house, proposed at the

beginning of this year. The old house has been taken down
Ttje corforation will proceed with the alterations and
additions to the swimming baths at a cost of £3,500.
Tenders for these two works have lately been accepted.
Works of blue brick paving, costing £2,000, and the
drainage of areas at the sewage farm together with the
construction of carriers, are also contemplated. The council

have decided to lay down about 500 square yards of blue

brick paving for carriage ways, as a test of their capabilities

for this class of -work. Special bricks are being made for the

purpose by Messrs. Wood & Ivery, West Bromwich, and this

will be the first sample of this class of paving in this country.

The town council are also applying for a provisional order

for power to supply electricity for private and public lighting

at a proposed expenditure of £20,000. As regards the treat-

ment of the sewage at Friar Park, a special report has been
submitted during the year by the borough engineer. A report

has also been submitted by Jlr. Dibdin, and a further one
has been presented to the council by the borough engineer,

with plans, estimates and details for dealing with the whole
of the sewage of the borough on biological lines at an esti-

mated cost of £11,000. The council have decided to at once
construct three bacteria beds at an estimated cost of £1,500.

These beds will be 120 feet long by 60 feet wide, and capable

of dealing with about 150,000 gallons of sewage per day, and
are to be tried for six months. If, as it is expected, they

prove successful, the entire scheme, as recommended, will be
adopted. The surveyor is responsilile for all the works which
we have mentioned.

Westgate-on-Sea.—An application has been made for

an electric lighting provisional order. The parliamentary
agent is Mr. R. E. A. Fisher, 9, New Inn, Strand, W.C.

West Hartlepool (Mr. J. W. Brown,
A M.I.O.E., borough engineer). — The work
which seems likely to be the most prominent,

and which will engage the attention of the

corporation during the year, is the electric

lighting scheme, plans of which are nearly

ready. Professor Kennedy acts as adviser

in connection with the scheme, which is

estimated to cost £.S0,000. A new sea wall

and promenade is shortly to be constructed at Seaton Carew.

The other works include the completion of the Burn Valley

pleasure gardens, the erection of a refuse destructor, the

execution of a sewerage scheme at a cost of £70,000, and
the formation of se\eral miles of new streets.

Weston-super-Mare (Mr. H. Nbttlbton, surveyor

to the urban district council).—An application has been

deposited for an electric lighting provisional order. The
parliamentary agents are Messrs. Robbins, Billing & Co.,

Surrey House, Victoria-embankment, W.C.

Weymouth (Mr. W. B. Morgan, borough surveyor).—

A

provisional order for electric lighting has been applied, the

Parliamentary agents being Messrs. Dyson & Co., 9, Great

George-street, Westminster, S.W.

Whiston (Mr. Jjr. S. Frasbb, surveyor to the rural

district council). — An application has been made for a

provisional order for electric lighting. The parliamentary

agent is Mr. Sydney Morse, 4. Fenchurch-avenue, E.C.

Widnes (Mr. John S. Sinclair
A.M.I.C.B., borough surveyor). — Street

works in progress in this town are

expected to cost some £18,300, and the
erccti. .11 of buildings, &c , £17,300. The
contemplatcHl works include alterations

and additions (costing £900) to public

offices ; the reconstruction of the outlet

part of the centre outfall into the river

Mersey at a cost of £3,300 ; the exten-

sion of a sewer at a cost of £350 ; the laying-out of park and
recreation ground, at a cost of £9,500; an extension of the

West Bank Promenade, costing £4,5C0 ; an extension of the

infectious diseases hospital, costing £6,400; and the con-

struction of open-air baths at a cost of £600. The laying out

and planting of open-air spaces and other public and private

improvement works, are expected to cost about £9,000. All

the above works, except the infectious hospital, for which

Mr. Frank U. Holme, A.R i.b.a,, is architect, are being carried

out from Mr. Sinclair's plans and under his supervision. The
whole of the street works, including the laying-out, draining,

and boundary walls of a cemetery are lieing carried out by
the corporation without the inte vention of a contractor.

Willesden (Mr. O. C. Eobson, surveyor to the urban
district council).—An electric lighting provisional order has

been applied for. The parliamentary agents are Messrs.

Holmes, Greig & Greig, of 18, Abingdon-street, Westminster,

S.W.

Wimbledon (Mr. C. H. Cooper, suvvejor to the urban
district council).—The works in hand at the present time
include the construction of streets at a cost of £8 400, the

erection of a fire station and cottage at a cost of £600, and
the provision of store yard buildings costing £9,500 An
air compressor will shortly be purchased for £fiOO. Local
Government Board inquiries have already been held into the

council's applications for sanction to borrow money for the

purposes of an isolation hospital, paving and kerbing, private

street improvement works, flood prevention works, additional

filters and tramway at farm, and electric lighting. New
baths are also proposed.
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Wirksworth (Mr. D. J. Divbe, a.m.i.c.b., surveyor to the

urban district council).—A proposal was recently made to

increase the town's water supply. This, if adopted, would,

in all probabiliiy, mean the acquirement of additional lands

adjoining the present water-ground, and the building of a

reservoir with a capacity of 3,000,000 gallons.

Withington (Mr. A. H. Mountain, a.m i.ce., surveyor to

the urban district council).—The council during the present

year will probably proceed with the erection of a hospital

for infectious diseases, it having become necessary from the

fact that the Manchester Corporation have given notice to

this authority that after June, 189!), the patients who have
hitherto been sent to the Monsall Hospital of that corpora-

tion can no longer be received. The council have therefore

applied for a provisional order for the purc'hase of 25 acres of

land situated in the Burnage District of the Fallowfield

Ward. The council have also decided to put down at their

refuse destructor a full hydraulic plant for the construction

of concrete flag.=, using the clinkers from the destructor as

the material. A scheme of the surveyor for the construction

of new outfall sewers, storm water o\erflow calverts and
works at outfall, is to be reported upon liy Mr. J. Mansergh,
M.l.c.B,, and will involve an estimated cost of upwards of

£50,000. The resewering of the Whalley Range District of

the above council's area will al.so probably be put
in hand during the year, together with a large

amount of private street works and highway improv-
ments which are also contemplated. Application for

the loans of these works (£15 000) are now before the Local
Government Board. It is hoped that a proposal to drain
c>ertain properties in Burnage into the adjoining sewers of the
Heaton Norris urbin district council (whu have hitherto been
objected to by the Local Government Board under their

powers by Section 28 of the Public Health Act 1875) will be
permitted. Seeing that the terms have been agreed to by the
local authorities concerned, it seems strange that the action

of the principal authority should be preventive of what would
undoubtedly be a great sanitary improvement. Owing to its

proximity to Manchester, this district is increasing at a great
rate, 112 houses having been built during the past twelve
months. All new drains are water tested before being
approved, and all drains velaid under sanitary notices also

undergo the water test. The council have obtained powers
to lay about ten miles of tramways in connection with those
already in existence ; their construction will shortly be con-
sidered. A provisional order has been obtained for supplying
electricity for lighting and motive power. The quest on of

putting down the plant or of banding over the powers to the
Manchester Corporation, with a view to their suj^ph ing the
same, is also having the anxious consideration of the council.

Professor Henry Robinson was the consulting electrical

engineer in this matter. During the past two years the
council have constructed, in various parts of the district, five

recreation grounds, having areas of from 2 to 5f acres.

Three areas of allotment gardens have also been laid out,

and are managed by committees consisting jointly of

members of the council and representatives of the allotment
holders.

Withnell (Mr. T. Beaver, surveyor to the urban district

council).—The council propose to carry out the following
works during the year, the Local Government Board inquirlis

having already been held : (1) Covoiing over of the service

restrvoir; ,
2> construction of a 15-inch earthenware sewer

1,500 yards in length
; (8) extension of the outfall works

(International system) (Abbey Village district), including the

laying out of four acres of lanii for irrigation purposes; f4)
the construction of several 9-inch sewers, and the connecting
up of about 100 houses which at present drain into stone
soughs; (5) the construction of two precipitation tanks and
ferrozzone in the irrigation land at Brinscall

; (6) the con-
struction of certain 6-inch and 9-inch sewers with outfall

works at Withnell Fold.

Witney (Mr. Gborub A. Graham, surveyor to the urban
district council).—The council promise to have a busy year.

Schemes for the main drainage of the town and the provision
of sewage disposal works, are shortly to be commenced.
Works of water supply are also intended to be carried out.

The plans for the latter have been prepared by Mr. C.
Nicholson, A.M.I.CE., p.g.s., of Great George-street, West-
minster, S W., and Mr. Graham will act under him as
resident engineer.

Wolverhampton (Mr. J. W. Bradley,
borough engineer and surveyor).—The
principal schemes to be undertaken in

1898 will be : (1) Extension of granite
and wood paving, for which contracts
amounting to £25,000 have been recently
let, footway paving in rock asphalte,
£5.000, of which a commencement has

been made
; (2) erection of a new swimming bath, £5,000.

tenders for which will shortly be sought; (3) extension of
the sewerage system by the construction of storm-water and
foul sewers

; (4) erection of cold stores and ice manufactory,
estimates for which are at present under consideration

;

(5) formation of central promenade on the site of the
Exchange Hall

;
(G) erection of a new free library, £10,000,

competition plans for which have to be delivered by
February llth, 1898. Plans have been prepared for
important extensions at the cattle market for a superinten-
dent's house and new abattoir. It is also proposed to
rearrange and refurnish the market hall. A report is now
under consideration respecting the adoption of motor vans
and stone waggons. Further progress will be made with the
scheme for transforming disused burial grounds into parks,
borrowing powers having been granted for St. George's
Churchyard, and contracts let. New shelters will be erected
at the East Park, and 150 new seats obtained. As the
statutory peridd in respect of the working of the tramways
by the Wolverhampton Tramways Compiny expires this

year, the question of municipalisati<in is under di.scussion
;

in any event, the lines will be largely reconstructed and
important extensions made. A scheme for artisans'

dwellings or model lodging houses is likely to receive con-
sideration, and the question of a town hall extension will

probably be again brought forward.

Worcester (Mr. T. Caink, a.m.i.c.b., city
engineer and surveyor). During the year 1898
it is hoped to commence the sewage disposal
works, the Local Government Board having
been recently ask.ed to sanction a loan for

£52,000 to carry out the amended scheme.
The Pitchcroft having now been acquired by
the city council, it will probably be fenceil

in and laid out as a recreation ground. A
provisional order having been obtained for widening the
Foregate, one of the principal streets in the city, a much-
needed improvement will be taken in hand by setting back
the frontage of the Hop Market Hotel and several shops.
The infectious diseases huspital, which is being erected at a
co.st of £12,000, will in the course of the next two or three
months be completed. A further extension of wood paving
in several of the principal streets is contemplated. The
consideration of the enlargement and extension of the
water mains rendered necessary by the development of new
building premises, and the growth of manufacturing and
business e^tates will probably lead to this much needed work
being carried out. A sum of £500 was voted at a lecent
meeting of the council to construct a new fish pa's at Powick
weir, and a large addition is to be made early in the year to

the generating plant at the electricity works.

Worcestershire (Mr. H. Rowb, county surveyor).

—

Among the numerous improvements which are intended fur

execution during the coming year is one for the kerbing and
channelling of new roads, the laying of new footpaths, &c

,

at a cost of £1,621. Steps are being taken for the purchase
of Eastham Bridge, with a view to the extinction of the tolls,

and it is proposed to lay blue brick paving and certain pived
crossings (setts and bricks) on a number of main roads, at

an estimated cost of £1,332.

Worthing (Mr. Frank Roberts,
bdrough engineer and surveyor).—The
more important works to be carried
out by the Borough of Worthing include
an electric light installation, pa-ale
improvements and extensions, works
of sea defence, tlie erection of a publi''

library and technical instruction build-

ing, of a band stand, shelters and
promenades, and of an entrance lodge

and lavatories at the park. There will thus be no lack of

construction work, and in addition there will, of course, be
the usual new road and sewer work.

Wrexham (Mr. J W. M. Smith, borough surveyor).—The
year 1898 is exijected to be one of considerable importance
to Wrexham, as several schemes already foruiulated are

expected to be well in evidence before the expiration of that

period. These include baths, coiporation depot, electric

light installations, and considerable developments in con-

nection with the markets. Several streets and building

estates are to be further opened out. Works relating to

further development of the Great Western Railway property

in the vicinity of the town all point to a fairly busy year.

Yarmouth (Mr. J. W. Cocksill,
A.M,i,c.B,, A.R.I, B, A., borough surveyor).
—The works proposed to be carried out
by the corporation during the current
year include the following : Extensions
are to be undertaken at the isolation

hospital, at an estimated cost of £4,000.

a, ^,i^^ Tenders for the work have already been
~ "*'

"

invited. Subject to the sanction of the
Local Government Board, a refuse-

destructor is to bo erected at a cost of £12,000. Power was
obtained in the last session of Parliament to erect pier,

pavilions, and baths, and a scheme has now been prepared
which is estimated to cost £70,000. An application is to be
made to the Local Government Board for sanction to a loan
of £5,000 for the erection of a shelter-hall and a pavilion in

Gorleston-road, The corpor£.tion arc con.-idcring an electric

tramways scheme which is estimated to cost £40,000. The
oorporation have also decided to commence as soon as
possible the Beech-gardens scheme.
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Ynysoynhaiarn (Mr. John D. Lkwis, surveyor to the

urban district council).—The following are some particulars

of works which the district council propose to undertake
daring the current year : Ncrv Setveraye W07I1S.—Sections

Nos. 2, 3, and 4 of the Tremadoc sewerage scheme are to te

carried out during the year. Section No. 1 is now in course

of construction. Public. Buildings.—Several renovation and
improvement works are to be carried out at the town hall, a

portion of which is to be converted into public offices. Kre

brigade depot, and public library. In connection with this

work a large underground convenience is to be erected.

Public Slaughterhouses.—The district council recently decided

to erect public slaughterhouses in the district, and in all

probability the work will be commenced some time during

1 he year. Fire Bydrants.—The council have decided to fix

a number of fire hydrants throughout the district in the
course of the year.

Ystradgynlais (Mr. Thos. Wakiks, surveyor to the rural
district couocil).—During 1898 a bowstring girder bridge
with a 70 ft. span is to be erected across the river Tawe to
carry the highway, 16 ft. \vi ie, and the water mains of the
Swansea Coiporation tor the Cray water supply scheme.
The bridge is to be erected at the joint cost of the Brecon-
shire County Council and the Swansea Corporation. Another
similar bridge is also to be erected with a 90 ft. span. The
contractors for both bridges are Messrs. J. Aird & Sons, and
the ironworks will be supplied by Messrs. R. Nevill & Co , of

Llanelly. 4. sewerage and water supply scheme is also being
considered, but it is not sufficiently developed to give details.

GEORGE JENNINGS,
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Cherbourg:
Sanitary
and

Municipal.

Last week we gave an account of

a visit which had been paid to

Cherbourg by a party of municipal
engineers and otliers on the invita-

tion of the Kent Road Maintenance
and Stone Supply Company, Limited. Afewsupple-
mentai'y notes on some of the municipal and sanitary

aspects of the town may therefore be of interest.

Oar correspondent, who accompanied the party,

writes: From the point of view of the municipal
and sanitai'y engineer Cherbourg is far from being
an ideal town. It is picturesque enough, the houses
being mostly built of grey native stone, plentifully

sprinkled with dormers, and roofed with heavy grey ish

slate, which imparts an appearance of a perennial

slight fall of snow, or as thongli a flour-dredger had
been actively shaken over the wiiole town; and the

universality of latticed shutters adds to the quaint-

ness of the scene. The public buildings ai'e few, and
not very striking, the Palais de Justice, for example,
being disfigured and almost completely hidden by
posters advertising circus performances, tonic bever-

ages and the like. There are no manufactures of

importance, and, in fact, the interest of the place

centres in its harbour works, arsenal and fortifica-

tions, which latter are large and powerful, but in-

accessible to foreigners. The breakwater is a massive
structui'o, the main embankment being about 3 miles

in length and the foundation about 700 ft. wide, and
the enclosed harbour is capable of accommodating a
very large number of vessels. The main streets are

well paved with stone setts, which, though merely
set in loose sand—of course resting on a harder sub-

stratum—and left nngrouted, appear to stand well

and evenly. No cement is used in setting, the

paviors simply throwing a few handfulls of sand
over the surface of the blocks, brushing it into the
interstices, and sweeping the surplus away again.

Consequently the state of that sand when the road-

way is taken up for repair is enough to make a sani-

tai'y inspector shudder. The sidewalks in the main
streets are very good indeed, being set diamond-wise
with quartzite cubes, which make a clean and durable
pavement ; but many of the side streets are devoid
of pavement, and these and the macadamised roads
(including the " National " road, maintained by the

State) are in a muddy condition from the soft stone
used in their construction. Street cleaning is per-

formed in a casual kind of way, the " permanent
men " being mostly women. There is a rotary

sweeper hidden away in a corner of the butter

market, but it does not seem to have been used lately

;

and, in recognition, no doubt, of the vested interests

of the chiffo)ders, the piles of garbage and household
waste thrown into the streets are allowed to remain
until about mid-day, or later, before removal. The
water supply of Cherbouig is delivered from a pump-
ing station on the hillside above the town to public
drawing-places in the various streots, whence it is

conveyed by the inhabitant.s according to their re-

quirements. Drinking water is obtainable from

public fdters (of the " Filtre Rapide " type), also
situated in the streets, and down one or both gutters
of every street there is a continuous stream of water,
in a more or less dirty condition, meandering round
corner after corner, and presumably finding its way
eventually into the drains, but traps and gratings, if

existent at all, are few and far between. In sani-
tary arrangements Cherbonrg is behindhand, the
public urinals being either without any screen or, at
best, with one reaching from a height of 2 ft. from
the ground up to an average man's shoulders. The
domestic sanitary appliances are in a deplorable state,
the flush of water evidently proceeding from a ))ipe
with a diameter of not more than one-sixteenth of
an inch working under very low pressure. All
these causes, coupled with the fact that the drains
empty into the outer harbour, combine to burden the
air of Cherbourg with an odour which in hot weather
must be a veritable " extrait triple " of stinks. The
river Divette, too, lends its quota to the general
total, since at low tide there is a black bed of mud
some 50 yards wide extending along the edge of the
" route Nationale " for over a quarter of a mile, and
exhaling a smell which recalls that of the LifFey in
its palmiest and most aromatic days. Cherbourtr
possesses a very good service of steam trams, which
make good speed, though occasionally the Serpollet
motor is overcome with lethargy and has to be coaxed
to move at all. In the matter, of public lighting
there is not much to be said. On the quai. and in
the principal streets arc lamps diffuse their illumi-
nating rays, but elsewhere ordinary gas lamps are
employed, the incandescent burner having hitherto
only made its way into a few shops.

Fresh-Air
Inlet

Boxes.

" All Urban District Council
Surveyor" writes: I should be
pleased if some of the readers of
The SuitVEYOK would give their

experience and opinion on fresh-air inlet boxes with
mica flaps, applied under the following circum-
stances : Being engaged in an ancient town where
sewers are laid in the main streets, and where nearly
all the house drains have to be laid through the
houses and the inlet boxes placed in the wall abut-
ting the street (as the houses and shops are in nearly
every case without forecourts), for some time past
I have been troubled, having had constantly to call

the owners' attention to the defective air boxes, and
in many instances my attention has been called to
the nuiFance existing. The boxes have been damaf^ed,
1 should imagine, by children kicking the fragile
bars and bending them, thereby preventing the mica
flap from fitting closely, and allowing the free escape
of sewer gas into the street, which, of course, is an
intolerable nuisance, and one that I should like to
obviate, but know of no other kind of inlet suitable.
I have thought of having the boxes placed about 7 ft.

above the pavement, but this method would have its

disadvantages. One is that the wall would have to
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be chased to admit the pipe, and another and a

greater is that the inlet would be so far away from
the interceptor. If anyone would offer any practical

suggestion to get over the difficulty I should be

obliged, as it would not only meet my particular

case but assist others who, no doubt, are placed in a

similar position.

A number of extensive works
Municipal Work

^j,, ^^ i^jji^ted in this Lancashire

St. Helens. borough during the current year,

and we are now in a position to

give some information of the most important under-

takings. A scheme of refuse destruction will be
combined with the construction of an electrical

generating station for the purpose of providing
electrical traction for the whole of the tramway
system, both inside and outside the borough bound-
aries, together with the necessary road works. This
scheme will involve the construction of a chimney
200 ft. in height. Ten miles of tramways will be
relaid with girder rails properly equipped for elec-

trical traction. Granite setts will be used for the

repaving throughout the entire length of the tram-
way line. The work is estimated to cost £60,000.
A Bill is being promoted in the coming session to

authorise a further extension of the tramw.ays to

outlying districts in and around the borough. The
lengtli of this proposed extension is about 10 miles,

and it also will be equipped for electric traction.

The 3 miles of streets through which the tram lines

will run will be repaved over their entire width with
granite setts laid on a bed of C in. of Portland cement
concrete. The formation and paving of twenty-five

streets and of a number of back passages, together
with the necessary sewerage and drainage works,
will al.'io be undertaken, and an intercepting sewer
for the Sutton and St. Helens Junction district will

be constructed. Two recreation grounds will be laid

out in commemoration of the diamond jubilee. The
areas are respectively 20 acres and 12 acres. A
number of underground conveniences will be con-
structed during the year, which is also expected to

see the completion of the extensive additions to the
sanatorium and to the town hall, and of the re-

frigerating plant and additions to the abattoir. It

is estimated that the works to be cariied out in the
course of the year will ccst about £120,000, but
of course it is not expected that they will all be com-
pleted in I89S.

Hendon in
^^'^'- G^rimley, engineer and sur-

1898. veyor to the Hendon Urban Dis-
trict Council, expects to have a busy

year. Sewerage schemes will be carried out for the
districts of Hyde and Highwood Hill, at an esti-

mated cost in each case of £2,000. These works will

bring the expenditure on sewerage works since 1883
up to the respectable figure of £120,000, of which
amount the work carried out from the designs of

Mr. Grimley and under his supervision is repre-

sented by about £50,000. In connection with the

sewage outfall works, artificial filters, new sludge
pumps, mains, &c., will be put down, at an esti-

mated cost of £2,000. Private street works will be
carried out, at an estimated cost of £4,000, bringing

the expenditure on this work during the last ten

years up to £25,000. The kerbing and paving works
contemplated are estimated to cost £1,500, which
will bring the total expenditure under this head up
to £10,000. It is understood that a company will

run electric tramways through both the Hendon
and Finchley districts. The provision of a cemetery,

the erection of public offices, and a scheme of elec-

tric lighting, are among the other works contem-
plated. The council claim, with some justification,

that their district is one of the best-sewered and
healthiest suburbs of London, and they pride them-
selves on the work being done on modern lines.

In our last issue we deemed it

Sheffield Pavins'
necessary to draw attention to what

Question. ^^ regarded as rather doubtful

proceedings in connection with the

controversy in regard to paving which has been
going on in Sheffield for some time past. We en-

deavoured to put the most charitable construction
possible upon the action of the gentlemen who so

readily lent themselves to the wiles of the inter-

viewer, and we have now sincere pleasure in stating

that in probably every case the information was
given to the interviewer under a misconception.

There was no intention of doing anything likely

to embarass the city surveyor of Sheffield, and
nothing was said as to the use to which the in-

formation given would be put. It was given as

indicating the practice prevailing in the metropolis,

and the facts were not quoted as having any special

application to Sheffield. The explanation is both

welcome and gratifying, for it was difficult to believe

that any municipal engineer would knowingly do
anything calculated to injure or annoy another.

* * *

.. . . , ,., .
It is expected that the year

Municipal Work ^ju ^^ ^ {^^^ ^^^ municipally

Barrow-in-Furness, ^or Barrow-in-Furness. Next
month a commencement will

be made with an electric lighting installation,

which is estimated to cost £30,000, and a permanent
fire-station will be constructed, at a co.^t of £4,000.

Extensive additions to the technical schools will bo

made, at a cost of £9,000. The new impounding
reservoir at Harlock, which will have a storage

capacity of 221,000,000 gallons, will be completed.

Public abattoirs and chill-rooms will be constructed,

and alterations will be mnde to the old and the new
town halls, including the provision of an electric

lift at the latter. The expenditure on private street

improvements will amount to over £3,000. Designs

and estimates have also been recently siibniitted to

the corporation for a bridge across Walney Channel,

to cost £80,000, and for public baths, at a cost of

£6,000.

It is generally admitted that the
Thelnsmution ^^^ departure made last year by

Civil Engineers. ^^^ Institution of Civil Engineers,

by inaugurating an engineering

conference, was an unqualified success. It is obvious

that in the proceedings at such a conference there

must be much that is of direct interest to municipal

engineers, and this proved to be the case at last

vear's meeting. We are informed that the council

have decided that the conference shall be biennial,

and that accordingly the next meeting will be held

in London, in the spring of 1899.

SOUTHMOLTON SANITATION.

At a tiieeting, held last week, the Southraolton Rural Dis-

trict Council adopted the report of a committee appointed to

inquire into the water supply of Kingsympton. The com-
mittee reported that they had made a very careful inspection

of tlie sanitary condition of the village and found the water
supply to be most unsatisfactory. There were several wells

in and near the village, and the water from some of them was
unfit for use. The committee recommended that the water
from the four wells should be tested. Fifteen cottages were
scheduled by the committee, on the owners of which it was
recommended notices should be served. The committee
regretted having to report a far more serious state of things

than even the water supply—a state of things they felt to be
a disgrace to any civilised community. House after house
was without any privy accommodation, and in some instances

one closet was shared by two families. There were cesspools

in the most filthy and indecent state, and in close proximity

to wells. Out of a total of forty-two houses visited the com-
mittee complained of the insanitary state of thirty-nine. A
more prolific hot-bed for typhoid and diphtheria it would,

they thought, be difficult to procure. The committee felt

that notices should be at once served on the owners to carry

out the recommendations, and in case of default the authority

should, without unnecessary delay, do the work, and charge
the owners with the cost.
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Ingress and Egress at Public Buildings.

By A. W. LAWSON, a.m.i.c.e., Boroiigh Engineer, Rawtenstall.

Mr. Albert W. Law-son has sent us the following remarks

dealing with the means of ingress and egress at places of

pnljlic resort, under sec. 36 of the Public Health Amendment
Act, 1890; means of escape in case of fire; and sanitary

accommodation in factories and workshops :

—

The letter of Mr. Cotterell, surveyor to Horfield Urban
District Council, referred to in a recent issue of The Sur-

veyor, is one of interest to many surveyors, particularly those

in comparatively small towns, where an official, though some-

times compelled to suggest improvements representing con-

siderable outlay, has generally to face the want of capital by
the owners or lessees of such premises as schools, clubs and
public rooms.
The writer has instructions to examine and report upon

the additional provision for safety needed in the places of

public resort in the district he serves, but finds it almost

impossible to devise any fixed rules as to exits, staircases,

doors, &c., as no two cases can be treated alike. As the

existing conditions are all widely difi^erent, so are the require-

ments relating to alterations. Anyone, hswever, having such

work in hand will find the theatre regulations of the London
County Council very suggestive when dealing with the sub-

ject. The regulations, which aro very exhaustive and ex|)licit,

may be obtained from Messrs. Stanford, Cockspur-streot,

Charing Cross, London.
It is very desirable, while inspecting the buildings, to have

a note-book embodying the headings of information to which
reference may be necessary when reporting to a committee
or council. The wi'iter has arranged such notes (see below).

The book* is in field-book form, 8i in. long by 5| in. wide,

has 150 pages, with printed headings (one set for each build-

ing dealt with, on two pages facing each other) extending

througli the first fifty pages, whilst the remaining pages aro

seotionally ruled with eiglit divisions to an inch, for facility

in sketching on site. Sufficient space is left between the

headings or questions to enable the requisite answers or in-

formation to be written in.

The writer has also adopted notes of similar character to

the ones just described for the following matters :

—

(o) Means of escape in case of tire at factories

:

Factory and Workshops Act, 1891, sec. 7.

(b) Sanitary accommodation in workshops : Public

Health Amendment Act, 1890, sec. 22.

Copies of these, which may prove useful to many sui'-

voyors, as it is incumbent on all local authorities to observe

and carry out the sections of the Acts here mentioned, are

appended. Such note-books as are now described are pro-

ductive of much saving of time, as by their means a junior

assistant or a building inspector can, in the first instance,

obtain and record the necessary information to enable the

chief surveyor on further inspection to decide more rapidly

on the improvements needed.

The forms of " Reports to the Authority " and of " Notices

upon Owners," needed in connection with the three subjects

above referred to may be obtained from Messrs. Knight &
Co., local government publishers, with the exception of
" Notice Respecting Ingress and Egress," a draft for which
(appended) the writer has prepared himself.

In conclusion, it is suggested that prior to visiting factories

and workshops, if not also in the case of places of public

resort, it will be fonud desirable to prepare the way for in-

spections and reports by forwarding a circular letter (with a

copy of the section of the Act) to each owner, directing at-

tention to the requirements of ParUament.

Inspector's Name.

Notes as to Means of Ingress to and Egress from
Places of Public Resort.

Description of building

Situation

Name, address and description of owners or agents
Purposes for which building is used
Date of inspection

W hom received by
Whether accompanied by superintendent of fire brigade
Nature and date of any reports from do. do.

Number of persons likely to be assembled in building at any
one time (number on each floorer portion of budding to be
stated separately)

Description of present means of ingress and egress (width,
natiu'e of fastenings on doors and how doors open, descrip-

tion of staircases, corridors, passages, &e. ; whether stair-

cases or part or whole of building fireproof). Provisions
for coping with an outbreak of fire, mode of artificial light-

ing and heating, particulars of steam or other boilers,

stoves, fireplaces, &c. , and of water supply
Any further remarks (for skstches, see pp ) ;

—

• The uote-booke are neatly bound in cloth IjorfcIs, fastened with
clflt.tic bands, are suitably labelled, and have been printed by the pro-
prietor ot the Xouejtdide Free JPiess, Kawtenstall.

Date of report to committee as to alterations required

Date and No. of notice to make alterations

Date of inspection of alterations

When reported complete to committee
Remarks

Inspector's signature

Inspector's name
.189.

Notes as to Sanitary Accom.modation in Workshops, &e.

Situation of premises
Name, address and description of owner or agent

Name, address and description of occupiers

Nature of business

Date of inspection
Whom received by
Whether accompanied by sanitary inspector

Natni-e and date of any reports from sanitary inspector

Number of persons employed

^lales. Females.

(a) Basement
(b) Ground floor

(c) First

(d) Second „

((,) Third „

(/) Fourth „

(g) Fifth „

(h) Outbuildings

Totals, separate.

Collective..

Descriptton of present accommodation on each floor

Present mode of drainage; description of outlet to drains, &c.

Remarks (for sketch plans, see p.p )
:—

Date of report to committee as to alterations required

Date and No. of notice to make alterations

Date of inspection of alterations

When reported complete to committee
Remarks

Inspector's signature

Inspector's Name
.189...

Notes as to Means of Escape from Factori.es, &c.

Name, address and description of owner
Name, address and description of occupier

Factory or workshop
Situation of premises
Natiu-e of business

Date of inspection

Whom received by
Whether accompanied by superintendent of fii'e brigade

If difforeat Nature of
Occupiers, give No. of Employees. Work on each

Names. Males. Females. Floor.

(a) Basement
(b) Ground Floor...

(c) First Floor

((J) Second ,,

(e) Third „ ...

(/) Pom-th

iu) Fifth

Totals

Total number of both sexes..

Description of present means of escape on storeys above
ground floor: cnstraction, width, &c. If wood, state

timber
Description of exits from ground floor and basement
Description of floors: construction, &c
Provisions for coping with an outbreak of fire

Mode of artificial lighting

Remarks (for sketch plans see pp ):

—

Date of report to committee as to alterations required

Date and No. of notice to provide satisfactory means of

escape
Date of inspection of alterations

When reported complete to committee
Remarks

Inspector's signature

PUBLIC HKALTH ACTS AMEND-
MENT ACT. 1890.

Section 36.

Notice requiring iiigreta and egrest to

andfrom places of Fiiblic Sesorl.

BOROUGH OP RAWTENSTALL.

Plklic Health Acts Amend.\ient Act, 1s90.

To.

Whereas it appears to the Urban Authoriiv for the Dis'riet
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of llawtenstall that the biiil<1inp; situate aiul being*

of which yon are thct , is not supplied to their satis-

faction witli ample, safe and convenient means of ingi'ess and

egress for the use of the public, regard being had to the pur-

poses for which such building is intended to be used and to

the iiunibcr of persons likely to be assembled at any one time

therein.

Now, TiiKRKi'ORK, WE, being the Urban Authority aforesaid,

require yon, the of the said building, within

a reasonable time from the service of this notice, to make
such alterations in the said building as will provide proper

means of ingress and egress as aforesaid, and for that pur-

pose to I

Dated this day of. 189 ..

Clerk to the L'rhau Aiitlinrily.

IMPROVEMENTS AT MQREGAMBE.

si<;\vera(;e scheme adopted.
As already announced, the Moreeambe Urban District

Council have accepted a scheme of Mr. H. Bertram Nichols,

of Birmingham, for the sewering of their district. In the

engineer's opinion it is necessary to provide at once for a

residential and visiting population of 60,000, and ho bases hi.s

calcnlations on the following: That by the time the sewei'-

age works are completed the normal population will reach

about 1.5,000, for which provision should bo made during five

months of the year; that during a period of three months

—

at the beginning and end of the visiting season—the popula-

tion would be increased to the extent of about 25,000; and

that during the summer season for four months tho popu-

lation would be increased to about 45,000; In the near future

it may therefore be taken, on the above basis, that the poinila-

tion is likely to reach at times f!0,000, and the works should

be so laid out as to cope with the sewage from this jiopnlation.

METUOn OF TREATING THE .SEWAGE.

It is ]«-oposed, after screening, to raise tlie sewage thi-

required height into precipitation tanks by means of centri-

fugal pumps, so arranged in sets as to work independently

for tlie normal flow, increased flow from visitors, and during
the Slimmer season. The total lift is 19 ft. fi in. Tho tanks

are specially designed, and would be suitable for every pro-

cess of treatment at present known. They arc arranged in a

set of twelve, and the capacity of the tanks is calculated for

a population of 60,000. Bach tank can be worked separately

by the arrangement of bye-pass channels. Tlie author lias

provided the tanks the maximum capacity likely to be re-

(juired, but if, on fuller investigation, it was found that a less

size would be sutlicient the cost would be reduced accord-

ingly. The sludge will gravitate to the end of each tank

—

into a sludge culvert leading with a good gradient to the

sludge pressing house. Considering tlie importance ef the

town and its rapid increase of population, it is not only

advisable, but necessary, to press the sludge by machinery.
It will be much more ine-xpensive in the long run. The only

alternative would be to pump the liquid mud on to the air

drying-beds, and this might become an intolerable nuisance.

The buildings would be of a substantial character. The
walling will be of red brickwork, and the roof will be slated.

Lonvre ventilators will he fixed the whole length of the press-

room, the door to which will be of York stone or granolithic

concrete. The buildings, tanks, &c., are arranged on tlie site

so that convenient access will be given direct on to the works.
The motive power the auilior..recommends is electricity,

supplied from the generating station at present being con-

structed within a short distance of the site for treatment of

the sewage. The electric light being in the hands of the
council, a great annual saving would be effected by adopting
electricity as the motive power for actuating the punijis and
sludge-pressing machinery.

STORAGE CL'LVERT AND OUTLET TO SEA.

The treated sewage after leaving the tanks would pass
into an underground storage culvert having a capacity of

800,0CX) gallons. This culvert would stoi'e the treated sewage
during high water, spring and neap tides. Tho treaKil
sewage would be stored for about nine hours, and would com-
mence to leave the culvert and be discharged iuto the bay a
little before half-ebb. It would take less than three hours to

empty the culvert of its full capacity, and the whole of the
treated sewage would have .been discharged while there wa<
still one and a half hours of the ebb-tide to run. The lasi

remnant of the sewage would thus be washed miles out to sea
before the tide turned. The sewage from the normal popula-
tion of ].5,000 would be discharged from the culvert in con-
siderably lejs than an hour.

SUMMARY.
Most of the main sewers in front streets will be taken uji

and relaid, whilst other existing main sewers will be used as
storm-water outlets. The sewage will be received in tanks at
the|soutli end of Sclmla Greeu-lane, there treated, and the
effluent sent out to low water in the parish of Hej'sham,
south of Borrovv's fishing baulks. Pumping, Ac, is done by

electric motor power from council's' works. The scheme pro-

vides for a population 0^^.60,000, including Bare and Torris-

liolme, whilst the cost is £.39,227 and the annual working
expenses £620, but the estimated cost does not include way-
leaves, engineering or land. The lowest price submitted was
£16,538—a scheme which provides for the sewage to be dis-

charged into tho sea unpurificd at a poiut near " Tom Stone "

—whilst the highest was £66,942, the latter not inchiding the

price of 5J acres of land or engineering.

BIRMINGHAM WATER DEPARTMENT.

PRESENT AND FUTURE SUPPLIES.
The Water Committee, in a report to the city council, state

that the temporary plant purchased for the Perry sinking

has now been erected, and pumping has been comuieiiced at

that station. The pump at present is lowered to a depth of

200 ft., the water being t.aken at 180ft., and at this depth the

yield is found to be almost exactly 500,000 gallons per day.

It is probable that by lowering the pump a greater yield can
be obtained ; but even for tiie 500,000 a day the cnnmittee
consider that, in view of tho exigencies of the department
until the arrival of the Welsh water, it is worth while to con-

tinue the operations and to lay the necessary mains for

bringing the water into distribution. The committee pro-

pose to convoy the water to the middle reservoir at Witton
by means of a main, of which the estimated cost is about
£5,500.

IIANDSWORTII.

In Jnly last a serious insufficiency of supjily was experi-

enced in Ilandsworlh. On investigation it was found that
the leading mains for the supply of the district had become
insufficient in consequence of the rapid growtli of the popula-
tion. The committee have undertaken the laying of the hew
mains required, the total estimated cost of which amounts to

£4,942. In their report of July 7, 1896, the committee re-

ferred t'l certain arraugements which had b?en made for

utilising the storage in Aston reservoir, and at the same time
saving the waste of the water used for condensing purposes
at the Aston pumping station. These arrangements have
been in operation during the past summer, and a saving of

water estimated at about 1,000,000 gallons per day at the
height of the demand has been thereby effected. This saving
is equivalent to an additional supply of that quantit^^ of

water, and as the success of the arrangement depends en-

tirely upon tho constant working of the water-power pum]i
used to raise water from the reservoir to tho filter-beds, the

committee have given instructions for a second jiunip to bo

provided, so as to have a stand-by in case of any temporary
breakdown of the first pump, and also to provide sufficient

power for drawing up<m the storage in the Aston reservoir,

should it bo necessary under any circumstances to do so. The
cost of tlie second pump and the mains in connection there-

with is estimated at £700. The cost of both of these pumps,
in common with any further additional plant provided in

connection with temporary .supplies, will be written off during
the five years which will ohipse before the arrival of the Welsli

water.
THE Kr.AN WORKS.

Concerning the Elan Valley works, the committee report
that a contract has been entered into with Mr. Thomas Lant,
of Rhayder, at £1,771, for tho erection of a new church, to

replace that at Nantgwillt, which will be submerged. The
site chosen for the new church is on the rising ground to the
south of the submerged dam at Careg-ddn. The works in

the Elan valley have made good progress during the }iast year.

At Cuban Coch the culvert on the Breconshire side of the
river has been completed, and on the Radnorshire side the
temporary dam te enable the excavation to be carried on in

the lied of the river has been prepared, and the excavation
on that side is now well advanced. The work of erecting the
retaining walls is also proceeding. This dam has been parried
through to its entire height on the south side, and a start

has been made on the excavation for the north side. Ci'aig

Goch, the tunnel intended to serve the purpose of a culvert

for the diversion of the river, is nearly finished. A contract

has been entered into with Messrs. Moi'rison & Mason, Limited,

of Glasgow, who are already carrying out the works from
D.ilau to Knighton, for the further section (contract No. 7)

from Knighton to Downtou, comprising the Downton syphon,

two crossings of the river Teme, and an overflow at Knighton.
The length of the aqueduct covered by this contract is 9 miles

33 chains, the whole of which is in pipe syphon. The amount
of the contract is £234,817.

THE SANITARY INSTITUTE.

* State the name of tl

t Insert oitner, occupu
Section 36 (1).

J aet out in detail the works required to be done.

ect, ic. ia which the builtlnij; ii>.

i/.anu^er, as each case may recjuire. 1 -fie

Next Sessional Meeting.

A sessional meeting of the Institute will be held at the
Parkea Museum, on Wednesday, the 9th inst., when a dis-

cussion on " The Purification of Water for Barracks, Prisons

and other Institutions " will be opened by I'rof. J. Lane
Nottei', Ji.A., u.!i.,uuB. The chair will be taken at S o'clock

by Dr. Louis C. Parkes, m.d., d.p.h.,lond.univ.
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Comparative Reports of General Practice.

XXII.-ORAINACE OF NEW BUILDINGS : HORNSEY REP0RT.-2.

GKEAT TAKMOUTH.
Area of districh, 4,300 acres

;
population, 50,000. The

(?reator part of the soil is sandy, and the remainder of clay.

Up to the present the provision of a .separate drain for each
house has rot been insisted upon, but where drains are laid

under buildings a surrounding of concrete hai to be used.

The laying of drains under buildings is not prohibited.

J'lushing of drains is not undertaken by the council.

HALIFAX.
The area of the district is 8,201) acres, .nnd (he populnt'on,

95,000. Sandstone rock and clay constitute the soil. Housc-s

are required to have sepatate drains, which, when laid under-

neath, must be surrounded with concrete. This practice has

not yet been prohibited. The periodical flushing of house
drains is not undertaken by the council.

HANDSWORTH, STAFFS.
Area of district, 3,617 acres. It has a population of 40,000,

with a soil of clay and gravel. Separate drains are not
required for the houses Laying under houses is not per-

mitted except where unavoidable, and then iron pipes are

required. The council prohibit the laying of drains under
houses, and in the case of terrace houses, combined drains

are laid. The flushing of hou*e drains is not undertaken.

HANLBY.
This district ha? an area of 1,768 acres, and a population

of 57,000. The soil is chiefly clay. Each house is required

to have a separate drain, which, if laid underneath the

building, must be fitted with Parker k. Hassell's patent

joints, or any other approved joint. Drains are not allowed
to be laid under new property, and all houses built since 1869

are required to have a back way. House drain flushing is not
undertaken by the council.

HARTLEPOOL.
The area of the district is 972.| acres, and the population

(estimated) 21,600. The soil is of saud. A separate drain

is required for each liouse, and, where drains are laid under
houses, iron or stoneware pipes surrounded by cuncvetc are

used. The laying of drains under buildings is prohibited

except iin the conditions before mentioned ; in all cases there

are back streets, and the sewers therein receive the house
drainage. No staff is engaged to carry our the flushing of

house drains.

HASTIKGS
Area, 4,400 acres

;
population of di^trict. 76,000 ; soil,

Ashdown sand. Each house is expected to be fitted with
its own drain, and in cases where the drains are laid under
houses stoneware pipes, with a surrounding of concrete six

inches thick, have to be used. Drains are twice subjected

to the water test. The r uncil prohibit the laying of drains

under buildings ; they do not undertake the tlushing of

house drains. In the column of the report reserved for

remarks it is stated that the corporation allow a terrace to

be drained at the back, but each hou-e must be separately

trapped off from such drain, and the main drain properly
ventilated, &c.

HBNDON.
Area of district, 8,383 acres

;
population, about 18,750 The

soil is composed of clay. In most cases a separate drain is

required, the council having passed a resolution to this efl^. ct.

There have been, however, many cases of combined drainage
hitherto. Either iron or stoneware pipes, with a 6-inch
surrounding of concrete, have to be laid when running under
buildings, but the council have no power to prohibit the
practice. According to a resolution of the council, the
construction of a separate drain for each house should be
enforced. House drain flushing is not undertaken except
where old combined system is in use.

HESTON AND ISLEWORTH.
This district is 6,893 acres in extent. It has a population

of 27.550, while its soil is gravel and clay. Separate drains
are required lor each ho\ise, and iron pipes have to be used
in the construction of drains under buildings, this system not
being prohibited. The flushing of house ilrains is not carrieil

out by the council's workmen.
HOVE.

The area of this district, the population of which is 32,000.

is 1,548 acres. Its soil is of clay, ocraceous loam, coombe rock,

an<l chalk with flints. .\11 houses are required to have separate
drains, constructed of stoneware pijies embeddeil in and sur-

rounded by concrete. The laying of drains un<ler buililings

is permitte'l in the case of terrace hoiises. Houss drain
flushing is not undertaken.

HUIJDBHSFIBLD.
Area of district, 11,788 acres; population, 100,000; soil,

clay. Each house has to be fitte<l with a separate drain, and
when a drain i.s broufjht under a building the pipes have to

be embedded in and covered with cement concrete. They
have also to be ventilated at both the back and front of the
buildinp:, to which they are connected by 4-inch pipes, these
pipes havint; to be carried to above the eaves of such build-
ing. Unless unavoidable, the laying of drains under buildings
is prohibited. In a terrace of houses the drains are brought
through passages, which are left with a height of the ground-
floor storey. The council carry out the work of house drain
flushing themselves.

The area of the district is 9,'i!02 acres, and the population

230,000. The soil is composed mostly of clay and silt. Separate

drains are not required in each house, but stoneware pipes have

to be used in their construction, together with a surrounding

of concrete. The laying of drains under buildings is prohibited

except in any case where another mode of construction may
be impracticable. The sanitary staff do a good deal of

private drain flushing when an epidemic is considered to be

threatened.
HYDE.

Area of district, 3,040 acres
;
population, 32,000; nature of

soil, clay. Houses are not required to have separate drains,

as each has a branch to the main drain at the back. If a

drain cannot be connectel to the main sewer without going

under the house, a surrounding of concrete is insisted upon.

There are, however, few cases of this description, and then

only in old p-operty. The laying of drains under buildings

is prohibited, and there are no terrace houses but which can

drain into the main sewers from the back. House drain

flashing is not undertaken.
IPSWICH.

This district possesses an area of 8,500 acres ; it has a
population of 60,000. The soil is mainly of flint, gravel

and sand, with a little chalk and clay in places. Separate

drains are not required for each house. Wlien drains which
are laid under houses are constructed of stoneware, a
surrounding of 6 inches of concrete is required. In some
cases iron I'ipes are a necessity, but when iron is used no
concrete is needed, because as a rule they are above the

basement floor level. The laying of drains under builiings

is prohibited if another course is open. Terrace houses aie

drained, circumstances permitting, through a pissage war,

but of course where this cannot be done the drains come
through the houses. House drain flushing is not carried out

by the cor|i3ration's employ ('. The authorities are, and have
been for some time, in a good deal of difticulty with regard to

the house dra'nage question owing to the clause in the Act
which classes a drain receiving two houses as a se\s er. This

has kept back the house drainage works in the town
consi'lcrably, but a recent rlecisinn in one n£ the Superior

Courts has somewhat modified this decision.

.JARROW-ON-TYNE.
This district, which has an area of ".•39s acres had a popu-

lation of 33,682 ill 1891. The soil is of c'ay. Each house
must Vie provided with a .separati' drain. There are oirly four

drains passing under houses, as far as is known, but the

system is prohibited. The scwci's arc laid in The back
streets. The flushing of house drains is not undertaken.

Very few sewers, it is remarked in this report, have been laid

in front streets in the borough, and all occupving this

position a'o intended to form coiiacclions to ottiers from

back streets.

KBIGHLKY.
The area of tlie district is 3,6uo acres. The population

is 35.000. Silt, gravel, and rock compose the soil. Every
house has to be provided with a separate drain, which,

if laid undenrcath the building, must be suiTOimdid
with concrete. Drains, however, are only allowed tn

be laid this way when no other course is practicable.

All drains must be connected sepai-ately into sowers at

the front or rear of houses ; and such .sewers, if in

private streets, are, under the present conditioir of things,

considered public, and are cleansed and repaired by the

corporation. House drains a'e not flushed by the corpora-

tion.

KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES.
Area of district, 1,114 acres; population (in 1891), 27,059.

The soil is of clay and gravel. Separate drains arc required

for the houses, and iu cases where they are laid under houses

iron pipes are preferred. If stoneware pipes ai-c laid, a sur-

rouniling of cement concrete is required. Laying di-ains

under buildings is not actually pi-ohibitod, but is discouraged

as much as pos.sible. In the case of terraces of houses with-

out passages from front to rear-, advantage is generally taken

of a back road or passage parallel to the back of the houses.

This is made to accommodate a pipe of sufficient size to

receive the separate drains, in each of which an interceptor

and ventilating pipe must be fixed before reaching the main
pipe. Bouse drain flushiirg is not undi>rtaken by the council.

LANCASTER.
This district extends over 1.680 acres, and it has an

estimated population of 38,224. The soil is principally gravel.

Each house is required to have a seiiarate drain, and where
drains aie laid under the house iron or stoneware pipes,

with a surrounding of concrete, are laiil. If possible, the

laying of drains niioer buihliiigs is prohibited. There are no

terrace houses. The town has a purely water carriage

system, and if any flushing is required it is done by corjior-

ation men.
LEBD3.

Area, 21,572 acres
;

population, 416,618 ; soil, mostly

gravel and clay. Separae drains are required for each

house, and in ca«es wher-e they are laid under the house,

stoneware pipes, surrounded and embedded in concrete with
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a thickness nf 6 inches all round, have to be used. Drains

are not allowed to pass underneath any building vinless any
other mode is impracticable. Flushing of house drains is

not undertaken.
LBTTON.

The area of the district, which lias a population of 00,000,

is 2,.'i00 acres. Gravel composes the soil. Separate drains

are not required, but combined drainage is only permitt3d

in very e.xceptional cases. When the drains pass under
l)uildings, stoneware pipes, surrounded with concrete, are

required. The water test is applied. Side passages have to

be left in tlie erection of terrace houses. 'J'he flushing of

house drains is not done by the council's workmen. Although
combined ilrainage is still allowed, it is not thought that it

will ever hi any ex|iense to the district, as jiroper manholes
are jarovided at both back and front,

LINCOLN,
Area of district, 3,S91 acres

;
population, 46,000. The soil

is of sand and limestone, .Separate drains are not reifuired,

but iron pipes have to hi used under houses. The system of

laying under buildings is nut allowed, except where there is

no other course open. The work of flushing house drains is

not undertaken.
LIVERPOOL.

This district's area extends over 13.236 acres, its population
amounting to 641,063, The soil is of clay and new red .sand-

stone. Separate drains are required for every house, and
those which are laid under buildings have to be constructed
of stoneware, and laid in concrete. This method, however,
is only allowed where no other is practicable ; terrace
houses are drained into a sewer in a passage at the rear. All
drains are flushed twice annually, and sewers four times.

LONGTON.
The area of the district is 1,934 acres, and its population

34,337, Clay composes the soil. Separate drains are
required for each house, and, where they are laid underneath
the latter, either stoneware or iron pipes must be used in

their construction. The laying of drains under buildings is

not prohibited. Flushing is not undertaken by the council,

MAIDSTONE,
Area of district, 4,007 acres ; its population is 34,000.

The soil is of ragstone. A separate drain is required for
each house, and in cases where they are laid under houses,
stoneware pipes, with a 6-inch surrounding of concrete, have
to be employed in their construction. Where it is possible to
avoid laying drains under a dwelling-house the jiractice is

not allowed. House drains are flushed by the council's

workmen. The council are at present somewhat undecided
as to the method of draining terraces of houses, some
favouring sepaiate drains, whether under the house or not,
and others a single drain in the passage (if provided), and
separate drains from a manhole at the back of the passage to

each house at the rear. Separate drainage is insisted upon,

MANCHESTER.
The area of this district is 12,911 acres; its population

is 524,865 ; and its soil, clay, gravel, and red sandstone.
Separate drains are required for each house; and for soil,

slop, or waste-water, oue downspout connection for every
four houses, but in no case more than five. Where there are
gardens in front of the houses, one conneot'on to every four
cellars (bat in no case more than five) is allowed under
special agreement. Drains are not allowed under buildings
unless otherwise impracticable. Stoneware or earthenware
pipes, with a surrounding of 6 inches of concrete, h.ave to be
used. The system is not allowed except in special cases.
House drains are not flushed by the authority.

MEETHYU TYDVIL.
The area of the district, which has a population of about

67,000, is 1S,050 acres. Clay and gravel constitute the soil.

As far as practicable, in view of recent legal decisions,
separate drains are insisted upon in new houses. When the
drains are laid under bouses cast-iron pipes with leaded
joints are preferred, but stoneware pipes in concrete are
allowed. The svitem is not prohibited if these rules are
observed. In terraces the mains have hitherto been laid at
the rear, proper inspection chambers and ventilation being
provided. Only in certain cases are the house drains flushed.
The question of the liability for what are really private drains
is one. it is remarked in the return, of serious importance to
the council.

MIDDLESLROUGII.

Area, 2,824 acres; popul.ation 90,000; soil, chiefly clay.
Each house is required to bo fitted with sej^ararte drains, and
in cases wliere the latter are laid under buildings, slonev.-are
piped, embedded and surroum-led with concrete, have to be
used. Except where unavoidable, the laying of drains under
houses is prohibited. All houses are drained into the sewers
in a back street. The Council do not undertake the work of
house drain flushing. Terrace houses are adopted in the town
but a back street at least 9 feet, with a sewer for house
drains, must be provided.

XEWCASTLE ON-TJNE.
The area of the district is 5,371 acres; its population is

223 000. The soil is clay, A separate drain is required for
each house, but they are not allowed to run underneath the
buildings except where unavoidable. 'I'hey must then be
constructed of either iron nr stoneware I'ipes, embedded in
concrete. All houses are drained to the back streets as laying

under bouses is prohibited. House drains are flushed by
request and at regular charges.

NEWPORT, MON.
Area of district, 4,924 acres

;
population, about 70,000,

Old red sandstone and marl compose the soil in the hill

di-trict ; in the river district there is an alluvian deposit.

Separate drains are required in every house, and where they
are laid underneath, stoneware pipes, which have to be
jointed with cement and covered with 6 inches of concrete,

are expected to bo used. The council do not prohibit the
laying of drains under houses ; all such drains are laid in

straight linos. House drain flushing is not undertaken by
the council. The provisions of the Model Bye-Laws relating

to drainage are strictly observed.

NORWICH.
This district has an area of 7,582 acres. It has a population

of 112,000, and its soil is of chalk, covered in most places
with gravel, sand, etc. Every house is not required to have
a separate drain, but if the latter should be laid underneath,
iron or stoneware pipes, with a surrounding of concrete, are

required. Unless it is practically impossible to avoid it the

laying under buildings is prohibited. House drain flushing

is not undertaken. Groups of liouses are permitted to drain

through common drains if the latter are under common
passages open at all times to the tenants and owners, and to-

the corporation,

NOTTINGHAM,
Area of district, 19,935 acres; its population is 230 000

;

the soil is of clay, sandrock and gravel Houses are not re-

qaircd to be provided with sejiarate drains. There are certain

cases where the laying of a drain under a house is unavoid-
able, and then either Ha.ssall's patent pipes or ordinary in m
pipes have to be used. The system is, however, discoun-

tenanced as a general rule. The flushing of house dr.'dna is

not carried out by the council's workmen.

PETERBOROUGH.
The area of this district is 1,784 acre?, and its population

(1891 census), 25,172 ; the soil is of clay and gravel Separate

drains are not required for each house. Drainage under
houses is not allowed where other means can be adopted, and,

where drains are so laid the pipes are sui'roundecl with con-

crete. Iron pipes are occasionally used. In draining a
terrace or row of houses, tire drain is taken along the

back and end of houses, or through a passage. The council

do not carry out the work of flushing house drains unless

requested to do .?o.

PORTSMOUTH.
This district has an area of 4,678 acres. The estimated

population is 185,000, Clay and gravel compose the

soil. Separate drains are not required for each house,

but where they are laid underneath, stoneware pipes, with a
surrounding of concrete, have to be used. All joints are re-

quired to be made with Portland cement. Drains are not
permitted to be laid under buildings. House drain flushing

is not undertaken,
PRESTON.

This district has an area of 4,030 acres, and a population of

115,103. The soil is half clay and halt loamy sand. Two
houses are allowed to be drained together, stoneware pipes,

with a surrounding of concrete, having to be used. The drains

run to a back road, the construction of which is required at

the time of laying out the land. House drain flushing is not
undertaken.

EADCLIFFB.
The area of the district is 3,110 acres; its population i.s

26,000. The soil is principally composed of gravel ; there is

some clay. A separate drain has to be provided in eaclr

dwelling house, but cannot be laid underneath. Where laid

under other Ijui'dings the stoneware pipes are surrounded
with concrete. In all cases of new property erected in the

district during the past thirty years the provision of a back
street 18 feet wide in the rear has been enforced. A sewer is

laid bj" the local authority in this back street, into which
each house drain through the back yard discharges. The
flushing of house drains is not undertaken.

EAMSGATE,
Ai'ea of district, 2,343 acres

;
population, 25,676. Tlie soil

is composed of chalk. Separate drains are not required for

each house ; in cases where the drains are laid underneath
the houses they have to be constructed of stoneware and
surrounded b.v concrete. The laying of drains under houses
is not prohibited. House drain flushing is not undertaken by
the council,

RAWTENSTALL,
The district has an area of 9,528 acres, and a population

of 30,000, The soil is composed of clay and rock, with a
deposit of 9 or 10 feet of gravel in the valleys. Sepaiate
drains are required for each house, and when the drains are
laid under tlie buildings, iron or earthenware pipes, with
cement joints, have to be used. No drains are allowed under
buildings except where unavoidable. The. drainage falls to

the sewer, which exists in nearly all cases in back streets.

Drain flushing is not undertaken.

READING.
This district, which is 5,878 acres in extent, has a popula-

tion of about 68,000. The soil is chiefly clay. Separate
drains are not required, but when they .are laid under liouses,

stoneware pipes, with a surrounding of concrete, have to be
used in their construction. The system of laying under
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houses is not prohibited. House drain flashing is not

required.
HBIGATB.

Area of district, 6,000 acres
;
population, 2.",000 ; soil, bog,

clay, and gravel. Sep irate drains have not been insisted

upon, but in cases where they must go under a house, stone-

ware pipes, cement jointed, and enveloped in 6 inches of

concrete, are required. The laying of drains under buildings

is not prohibited, but in the case of terrace houses the
.council insist upon each connection with the sewer at rear,

being trapped and ventilated. 'I'iie flashing of house drains
is not undertaken. Nothing more, it is remarked, in con-
clusion, can be done till the construction of the word
" sewer " is altered by Act of Parliament.

RICHMOND, SURREY.
Area, 2,53t acres; population, 30,000; soil, gravel and

clay. A separate drain is not required for each house, but
drains under buildings, when uo othiT mode (if construction
is practicable, must be i'om|iletely surrounded with cement
concTete 6 Inches thick. Liying under buildings Is not
prohibited, but this method is only jierniissilile, voider the
authority's bve-laws, where any other is impracticable. The
combined .system is allowed fur terrace houses. In isolated

instances portions of combined systems are Hushed, but only
where the portion of the drain .so flushed is under :i common
passige. It is believed that with a good system of inspection
and the provision of manholes at short distances, combined
drains, having a fall of aliout 1 in 80 might safely be
permitted. The multiplication of intercepting traps means
further difficulty in the matter of ventilation.

ROCHDALE.
This district lias an area of 4,185 acres, and a population

of 71,401 (last census). Sand, gravel, and clay compose
the soil. Sepirate drains are required in every house, and
where they are laid underneath, iron pipes of the waterworks
strength—-or where below the floor, stoneware pipes, sur-
rounded with concrete—have to be used. As far as possible,

however, the system of laying drains under houses is pro-
hibited, and every house is expected to have a passage at the
back. The flushing of house drains is not undertaken.

ROCHESTBB.
Area of district, 2,90G acres

;
population, 28,000 ; soil,

chalk. Each house is required to be j^rovided w th a separate
drain, and where they are laid under house, either stoneware
or iron pipes have to be used in their construction. Laying
under houses is not prohibited, and houses are allowed to be
drained in blocks. House drain flushing is not undertaken by
the council.

ROTHBRHAM.
The area of this district is 6,995 acres. It has a population

of 50,000, and has a soil of clay and rook. Houses are not
required to be provided with separate drains, but all drains
laid under buildings have to be embedded and covered in

cement concrete. No drains are allowed under buildings
unless absolutely necessary — an infrequent occurrence.
Generally speaking, the flushing of house drains is done on
request, if required by sanitary inspector or the owner.

ST. HELENS.
The district, which possesses a population of 85,000, is

7,218 acres in extent. Its soil is of clay, sand, and rock. Each
house is required to be jirovided with a separate drain, and
no drains are allowed under houses unless under exceptional
circumstances, when cast-ircm pipes with lead joints, or

earthenware pipes with a G-inch surrounding of concrete,

have to be used. The council prohibit the laying of drains
under buildings ; all buildings have a back or side passage,
and the drains are carried down the passages. House drain
flushing is not undertaken.

8ALF0BD.
Area, 5,195§ acres

;
population, 215,702. Sand, gravel,

clay, &c, over red sandstone rock constitute the soil. At the
time when the report was prepared, separate drains were not
required ; a new building byedaw which was then awaiting
sanction, would, however, ask for their construction. Drains
are never allowed under houses except in very s|)2cial cases

;

they are then cased in concrete, isolated and ventilated.
There are usually sewers along passages behind the houses, or

through the gardens, into which the back drains are branched.

SCARBOROUGH.
Area of district, 2.292 acres

;
population (in winter)

33,776 (in summer) 55,000. The soil is of boulder clay.
Each house is required to have a separate drain, and when
the drains are laid under the houses iron or stoneware pipes
surrounded with concrete are reipiired. The latter system,
however, is prohibited in the erection of new buildings, which
have all to drain to a back passage on an 18 feet back road in

the rear. House drain flushing is carried out by the council.
'I'hey have special powers under a private Act to enforce the
coastraotioa of an 18 feet back road bahiii 1 terrace houses.

SHEFFIELD.
This district has an area of 19,1)51 acres; its population is

about 350,000. The soil is clay and rook. Separate drains
are only required for a short distance, but where it becomes
necessary for drains to pass under Viuildings, either iron
pipes or fire-clay pipes have to be used, together with a
surrounding of concrete. This is in accordance with the
byolaws, which are the same as the Local Government
Board's model bye-laws on this point. Unless absolutely

necessary the laying of drains under buildings is prohibited.

Terrace houses, in blocks of four, hare their back drains taken

sepai'ately to an inspection chamber at the back oS a central

passage, from which a combined drain or,sewer is taken to

the sewer in the road. The flushing of house drains is not

undertaken by the council. The question of combined drains

involved in the above arrangement is causing the city great

trouble and expense in clearing out or releasing stoppages.

The corporation consider the state of the law on this jioint

most unsat'sfactoiy, and that all corporations should join in

asking the Local Government Board to effect an alteration.

SHIPLEY, YORKS.
The area of this district, the population of which is about

25,000, is 2,087 acres. Clay and gravel compose the sod. A
separate drain is required for each house, and no drain is

allowed to be made under a house. The council do not

undertake the flushing of house drains. The model bye-laws

of the Local Government Board were adopted in 1883.

SHRBWSBUEY.
Area of district, 3,470 acres; population, 27,000. The soil

is of clay, gravel, sand and water. Each house is required to

have separate drains, and when the latter are laid under-

neath either iron pipes, lead jointed, and coated with Dr.

Angus Smith's varnish, or G. S. pipes, with cement joints,

embedded in and covered with concrete, have to be used.

They are disconnected on the street side. Where unavoidable,

the laying of drains under buildings is allowed, but in build-

ing a terrace or a number of houses sufficient room is ex-

pected to be left for them to drain at either end down
passage. The flushing of house drains is not undertaken by
the council.

SMBTHWICK.

Area, 1,882 acres; the population is 44,000, and the soil Is

gravelly. Separate drains are not required, but either iron or

stoneware pipes, with a surrounding of concrete, have to be

used in their construction under buildings. The system of

laying under buildings is prohibited if possible. Terrace

houses are drained at the back. House drain flushing is not

carried out by the council.

SOUTHGATB.
This district has an area of 3,800 acres and a population of

13,000. The soil is of clay principally. Separate drains are

required for both sewage and surface water, and when they

are laid under a house stoneware pipes have to be used in

their construction. Concrete has also to surround them, and
they are twice tested with water. Terrace houses are allowed

to be drained umierneath. No flushing is umlertaken for

single houses, but in a few cases combined house drains are

flushed. One hundred gallon syiihon tanks are introduced

for this purpose ; these will be supplied by meter and llusheil

twice in each week. Combined drainage for terraces are

preferred by the surveyor when a flushing manhole can be

placed in an adjoining street.

BOUTHPOHT.
The area of the district is 7,52G acres, and the population

48,445. Sand, and in the rural portions of the (Ustrict a

little clay, compose the soil. Separate drains are required for

each house. There are no houses with drains underneath,

the system being prohibited. If under a covered passage,

with or without rooms over, the dram has to be of iron with a

surrounding of concrete. Terrace houses, of which there are

but few, are all drained to the back. Every house drain is

flushed by the council's own staff about once in six weeks,

public buildings, schools, ice, being done more frequently.

The houses in the town are almost all detached or semi-

detached. Shop property in central portions invariably have

roads or passages at the back to which they drain.

SOUTH SHIELDS.

Area, 1,800 acres; population, 97,000. The soil is mostly

clay. Separate drains are required, and laying under the

houses is prohibited as far as possible, i.e., except where
unavoidable. There are, however, very few drains laid in

this manner, but when such is the case the pipes have to be

jointed with cement and covered with a layer of cement

concrete. All the streets and terraces have back lanes 16-feet

wide in which are the main sewers. The council only flush

main drains except on special occasions. Private drains are

flushed on a payment of us.

STAFFORD.
This district, which has an area of 1,084 acres, has a popu-

lation ot 21,170. The soil is chiefly composed of gravel.

Separate drains are required for each house, unless the same
person owns adjoining houses ; in'such cases one drain serves

a group or block of houses. The byedaws require drains under

houses to b2 constructed with stoneware pipes embedded
in and surrounded with Portland cement concrete. House
drain flushing is not undertaken.

STOCKPORT.
The area of the district is 2,200 acres ; its population is

78,000. Sand and gravel compose the soil. Each house ha.i

to be provided with separate drains which, when laid under-

neath, have to be constructed ot earthenware pipes laid in

concrete six inches all rouiul. The council prohibit the laying

of drains under buildings, and all houses are drainerl into a

passage at the back. An intercepting trap is put on passage

drainat face line. House drain flushing is not undertaken.

The model bye-laws have been adopted.

STOCKTON-ON-TEES.
In this case the area is omitted. The population of the
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district, which has a soil composed chiefly of clay, is 54,000.

Every house is required to have a separate drain, which, if

laid under the house, has to be constructed of iron or stone-

ware pipes incased in concrete. The terrace houses have

back streets 10 feet in width, with the exception of some of

ancient date, which drain through the back yards to covered

passages opening into the main street ; in such cases the

sewers run through the back passages and covered passages

between houses. Except by special request, when a charge

is made, house drains are not flushed by the council.

STOKB-UPON-TRENT.
Area, 1,720 acres

;
population, 26,000 ; sell, clay, rock, and

gravel. Separate drains are required for every house ; and
when they are laid under houses stoneware pipes jointed in

cement and surrounded with concrete have to be used in

their construction. The laying of drains under buildings is

not absolutely prohibited, but there are cases where it cannot

be avoided. There are no terraces. The corporation employes
flush many of the back passages, but the house drains are not

dealt with.
SUKDEBLAND.

Area of district, 3,739 acres; population (estimated),

140,38G. The soil is generally composed of clay overlying

the magnesian limestone formation with sand pockets.

Houses are required to be provided with separate drains,

which are rarely Uid underneath ; they usually run from
the yards into the sewer in back streets. Either iron or

stoneware has to be used, but In either case embedded in and
covered with concrete. Except where unavoidable, the laying

of drains under buildings is prohibited. All drains are

carried from the rear of premises to back streets. Only
sewers are flushed by the council.

BWAN3EA.
Area, 5,963 acres. In 1894 the population was estimated at

95,350. Clay, gravel, and rook constitute the soil. The
council require each house to be provided with a separate

drain and stoneware pipes, imbedded in concrete, have to be
used in their construction when running under houses. A
system of subordinate sewers laid in the backs of houses has
hitherto been adopted, but the council have expressed them-
selves in favour of front drainage. Housj drains are not

dealt with.

SWINDON NEW TOWN.
Area, 1,310 acres

;
population, 37,500 ; soil, olay and sand.

Each hou.se is required to have a separate drain, which if

running underneath, has to be constructed of iron pipes with
proper lead joints and ventilators at each end. The laying

of drains under buildings is prohibited except where no other
outlet can be obtained. The drains all empty into a sewer
which runs at the back of the houses. The flushing of house
drains is not carried out by the council's workmen. Back
drainage is po.fsible on account of there being back roids
with a width of 10 feet.

TORQUAT.
This district possesses an area of 1,462 acres, and a popu-

lation of 27,000. The soil is very rocky, with shellate and
marl. Separate drains are required ; they have to be con-
structed of stoneware pipes, bedded on and surrounded by
concrete, when laid under buildings. Unless otherwise
impracticable, this system is prohibited. The bye-laws
provide for every house to be drained separately, but the
council have during the last few years, in the case of terrace
houses, allowed a single drain to be laid from the public
sewer along a back pathway. With this eacl> house is con-
nected separately, thus avoiding the laying of the drains
under the houses separately. This system is now universally
adopted in the borough. The flushing of house drains is not
undertaken.

TOTTENHAM.
The area of the district is 3,033 acre?, and the population

83,000. Clay and gravel compose the soil. la all new
houses separate <lrains are required ; ami these, when laid
underneath, have to be constructed of stoneware pipes and
surrounded by concrete. Iron pipes are not objected to,

however. Sanction is sometimes given to the laying of
drains umler a building. House drain flushing is not under-
taken by the council's employes.

TWICKENHAM.
This district has an area of 2,415 acres ; its population is

17,000. Gravel composes the soil. Separate drains are not
required, but where they are laid under a dwelling-house,
iron pipes, jointed with lead, or stoneware pipes (patent
joints preferred), jointed in cement and bedded in Portland
cement concrete, have to be used. The council do not pro-
hibit the system of laying under buildings, but they
encourage external drains as much as possible and allow
three or four, or even more, small house.s on the same drain
it by so doing the drains are kept external to the house.
House flushing is not undertaken except in a few isolated
cases where, from sjiecial causes, it is desirable for the
authority to do this. There has not been much trouble from
combined drains (sewers), and they have been dealt with, as
f«r as possible, under the Public Health Acts Amendment
Act, 1890.

TYNHMOUTH.
The district has an area extending over 4,317 acre', and a

population of 48,000. The soil is of gravel and clay.
Separate drains are required for every house ; when they are
laid under house iron pipes, with a surrounding of cement
concrete, have to be used in their construction. The laying

of drains under buildings is not prohibited. House drains
are not dealt with.

UXBRIDGB.
Area, 496 acres

;
population, 8,500 ; soil, gravel and clay.

The council do not enforce the provision of separate drains
to the houses ; if the drains are laid underneath they must
be constructed of stoneware pipes in concrete. Except
where unavoidable the council prohibit the laying of drain*
under buildings. House drain flushing is not undertaken,

WALSALL.
The area of this district extends over 8,711 acres. It«

population, at the last census, was 71,791, and the soil is sand
and gravel, clay and rock. Separate drains are not asked
for, but if they are laid under a house they have to be
constructed of stoneware pipes, with a surrounding of
concrete 6 inches thick, and ventilated on each side of the
house. Drains are only allowed under buildings where un-
avoidable, and in several cases the council have refused to

approve plans unless a sufficient width of land was left for

drainage purposes. The flushing of house drains is not
undertaken. Th« council have a special clause in their Act
of Parliament dealing with the Public Health Act question
of a private drain becoming a sewer.

WALTHAMSTOW.
Area, 4,355 .iore.s

;
population, 71,000; soil, clay and

gravel. Separate drains are not requ red, and the council do
not prohibit the laying of drains under bniUlings, but
endeavour to get all drainage outside ; they encourage com-
buied drainage, joining the sewer in the road through a
passage. The council do not undertake the flushing of house
drains, but have delivered notices to all householders point-

ing out the necessity of individual flushing.

WARRINGTON.
Area of district, 3,115 acres; the population is 62,000.

The soil varies, but is chiefly of gravel and clay. A separate

drain is required for each house ; when these are laid under-

neath stoneware pipes ba\e to be used together with a sur-

rounilint; of concrete. Drains, however, are not allowed
under buildings except where absolutely necessary. House
drain flu.shint;' is not undertaken. The houses are generally

built in Ijloeks, each yard ha\ing its own drain leailing to a
drain laid by private owners in the passage behind and con-

nected with the main sewer in the street.

WEDNESBURY.
The area of this district is 2,130 acres, and its population

25,311. The soil is chiefly clay, with some gravel. iSeparate

drains are not enforced. Where it is obligatory for a drain

to run underneath a house, iron pipes with lead-caulked
joints, or stoneware pipes surrounded with cement concrete,

have to be used. The council have had no difficulty with
terraces because there is either a back road or passage
available. In a few instances it has been absolutely necessary

to lay drains underneath buildings. The flushing of house
drains is not undertaken by the council.

WEST DROMWICH.
Area of district, 5,860 acres; population, 63,000. Clay,

gravel, and sand, with some rock and coal underlying,

compose the soi'. Each house must have a separate drain

where practicable, and where several houses are drained
by one main, there must be a separate drain from each
house to a manhole or chamber. The main from the

chamber to the sewer in the street is recognised as a
sewer. All pipes laid under houses have to be of heavy
cast-iron, black varnished, and jointed with yarn and
lead. The layiuL; of drains under buildings, although not

prohibited, is only permitted where it is impracticable to

drain otherwise. House drain flushing is not dealt with.

WEST HAM.
In consequence of a disturbance of the law in regard to

combined back drainage shortl.v before the compilation of

this report, the surveyor was not able to state the practice of

the corporation. It varies according to circumstances, and
the council were then endeavouring, in common with other

authorities, to obtain an alteration of the law, as intei-preted.

WEST HARTLEPOOL.
Area, 2,470; population, 50,000. The soil is of clay. Sepa-

rate drains are required for each house. Stoneware pipes are

preferred when running under houses. They are required to

be embedded in Portland cement concrete and jointed with

cement ; they have also to be trapped before entering, and
ventilated after having passed under. Drains are not per-

mitted under the house if it can possibly be avoided, but in

all cases a separate drain is required for each house. House
drain flushing is not undertaken.

WIGAN.
This district possesses an area of 2,1 88 acres and a popula-

tion of 59,600. Clay, gravel, and sniA compose the soil.

Separate drains are not required, but where drains are laid

under house it is necessary that they should be constructed

of stoiiew<ari' jiipes and surrounded by concrete. Except
where it is absolutely necessary the jiractice of laying under
buildings is prohibited. Under the building bye-laws the

council insist iqion a back jiassage or "secondaiy means of

access," and this is used for the purpose of laying drains.

The council do ni>t cany out the flushing of house drains.

The maximum width of back passage required by the bye-

laws is 12 feet, so that there is plenty of space for two or

more lines of pipes.
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WILLESDEN.
Area of district, 4,384 acres

;
population, S7,000. The soil

is clay. Each house is required to be provided with a
separate drain, and tlie Ijye-laws ask for stoneware pipes in

concrete when the drains are laid under houses. E.Kcept

where unavoidable, the council prohibit the system. In

special complaints as to foul odours from road veotilators or

gullies within private premises, a special flushing of house

drains is carried out by the council's staff.

WITHINUTON.
Area, 5,728 acres; population, 32.000. The soil is chiefly

sandy giavel 10 feet deep, on hard boulder olay, holding

water in large quantities. Separate drains are required by
the council where passible. The drains are laid with water-

tight joints and outside the houses only ; in exceptional cases,

earthenware pipes, encased in concrete, are allowed. The
drains from the rear of terrace hoiises go to a sewer in a
9 feet back street, and the front drains of houses to the

main sewer in the street opposite. House drains are flushed

by the council.
WOOD GREEN.

This district has an area of 1,631 acres, and a population

of 30,000. Its soil is clay. The council now require

.separate drains. In the case of the latttr passing under the

house they allow stoneware pipes, if encased in I'ortland

cement concrete (4 to 1) si.x inches thick all round. They
discourage the laying of drains under buildings as far as
possible. House drain flushing is not generally undertaken.

WOOLWICH.
Area of district, 1,200; the population is 41,314. The soil is

of gravel and sand chiefly. Separate drains are not required

for each house ; when the drains run under buildings, stone-

ware pipes, with cement joints, and a surrounding of concrete,

are required. The laying of drains under building is not
prohibited. House drains are not generally flushed by the

Board of Works ; a few are flushed periodica'ly.

WORCESTER.
Area, 3,242 acres

;
popu'ation, 44,000. Gravel with sand,

and marl compose the soil. Separate drains are not required
as far as the public sewer, but when they are laid under the
houses they have to be either of stoneware in concrete, or of

iron. UnlesK any other mode is impracticable the system of

laying under buildings is prohibited. The flushing of house
drains is not carried out by the corporation.

YORK.
The area of this district is 3,692 acres, and the population

70,000. The soil is composed of clay, gravel, silt, &c. Each
house is expected to have a separate drain, which it laid

underneath, must have smoke-tight joints and a surrounding
of concrete. The system of laying under buildings Is not
prohibited ; back drainage is largely adopted. House draios
are flu-hed during hot weather and when zymotic disease is

prevalent.

TSTRADYFODWe.
The area of this district, which has an estimated population

of about 122,000, is 24,tj80 acres. Its soil is clay and gravel.

A separate drain for every house is not insisted upon, but when
the drains are laid underneath the house, they must consist

of stoneware pipes, jointed in cement and surrounded by
concrete. The bye-laws, however, prohibit this where any
other way is practicable. Terrace houses are built principally

against the hill sides and have their drains running along the
back between the houses and retaining wall. The flushing of

house drains is not undertaken.

RESERVOIRS IN WESTERN INDIA.

HIGH EARTHEN DAMS.
At the ordinary meeting of tlie Institution of Civil Eu-

gineers, on the 2.5th ult., Sir John Wolfe Barry, k.c.b., f.b.s.,

in the chair, a paper on " Heservous with High Earthern
Dams in Western India" was read by Mr. W. L. Strange,
A.M.I.C.E.

Heaervoirs, he said, were required in India for irrigation as

well a'? for tlio supply of towns. The storage capacity neces-
sary tor the former purpose greatly exceeded that for tlie

latter, and hence tlie dams for irrigation reservoirs or " tanks "

wore usually much larger than those for town supply works.
The author dealt tirst with the general conditions of rainfall,

geology, niateri.al, labour, Ac, influencing the construction of

such dams, and proceeded to describe the modern construction
of Indian reservoirs, considering separately each principal sec-

tion of the work. The puddle trench was excavated along
the centre line of the dam to a depth of not more than 30 ft.

It should have a broad base, drained at the down-stream side,

and as steep side slopes as the soils would permit to be exca-
vated without timbering. It should extend to the high-flood
margin of the reservoir, and should be bounded throughout by
slopes. The filling- should be the most compact clay |)ro-

cnrahle, free from the admixture of stones, and consolidated
as dry as possible. It should be carried up quickly in layers
rolled down to 3 in. in thickness, as little water as practicable
being used, and it should be allowed to consolidate under
the weight of the dam as long as possible before it was ex-
posed to the infiltration of water from the reservoir.

In the foundations of a dam every precaution should be

taken on the up-stream side of the puddle trench to prevent
the creep of water between the ground and the embankment.
On the down-stream side the base should be drained, and all

percolation water should be passed off (preferably by under-
ground drystone drains) to the natural drainage lines. The
whole base of the dam should he benched so as to give the
embankment a tendency to slip towards the centre rather
than outwards. Owing to the nature of the materials used
and the methods of construction, paddle walls were not intro-

duced in Indian dams. The material of the dam should bo
homogeneous throughout, save for thin protective casings on
each slope ; and should be formed of an intimate mixture
approximating to two parts clay to one part grit. As little

water should be used in construction as possible ; the maxi-
mum amount of artificial consolidation should be given ; the
earthwork should not be raised more than 30 ft. vertically iu
one season, and should, when completed, bo allowed one
season before the water was allowed to rise against it. The
object of these precautions was to prevent infiltration of water.
The closure of the dam gave the Indian engineer the greatest

anxiety, as a temporary passage for an immense quantity of
water had to be provided until the beginning of the last season's
woi'k, when the last gap had to be completed within seven
months, as no considerable amount of work could be carried
on during the monsoon, and the reservoir was liable to be
filled within a few days after its commencement. Daring all

this time a very large body of labourers must be kept con-
stantly at work. The tear of cholera, an outbreak of which
would effectu.ally stop all progress, was also ever present. In
the usual method of closure the tlanks were first constructed,
leaving the narrowest possible gap in the river bed for the
passage of the monsoon discharge. The central part had then
to he completed during the last season of work. The author
described a new method of closure he had adopted at the
Hubli waterworks, Dharwar coUectorato, and pointed out
sever.al advantages it afforded. The application of the method
to Maliidivi and Tarlu dams was also described and illustrated.

In comparing the different classes of dams the author
showed that the ordinai-y earthern dam was the cheapest
form of construction. For heights up to 60 ft. it was quite
safe, but its closure was difficult, and if this were not carried
out in the way ho had described it was likely to prove danger-
ous to stability. It did not require such expensive and solid

foundations as were necessary for masonry dams. As all

materials for its construction wore obtainable close at hand,
labour on it could be concentrated and easily supervised.

This rendered it the best class of work for famine labour, and,
under the present financial conditions of India, it was likely

that such large constructions would be sanctioned only as
" famine relief works." It had the great advantage that it

could bo raised from time to time to meet the demands tor

more water, or to restore the deficiency of storage produced
by the silting up of the reservoir. Its construction would
generally be the quickest, thus enabling the work to be put
iu operation at the earliest date. For it the bulk of the labour
required was nnskillodand could thusbemost easily obtained.

The author also described a " compound dam," which shored
all the advantages of the ordinary earthern dam, but, in addi-

tion, could be safely raised to a considerably greater height,

and its closure was safe and comparatively easy. It was,
however, somewhat more expensive. The occurrenoc and re-

pair of slips in earthen banks was next dealt with, and the
paper concluded with a description of various forms of reser-

voir outlets.

FARINGDQN WATER SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.
Colonel W. R. Slacke, R.E., held an inquiry on the 21st nit.,

on behalf of the Local (iovernment Board, relative to an ap-

plication of the Faringdon Ilui-al District Council for sanction

to the constitution of a special drainage district, to comprise

a part of the parish of Great Faringdon, and for sanction to

borrow £4,000 for works of water supply for such drainage
district. Colonel Edwards opened the iiroceedings. and gave
a full history of the undertaking, and Mr. Alan G. Haines,

the clerk to the council, gave a general outline of the proposed
district and other information. Mr. George Winshi]), of

.\bingdon, the engineer to the council, produced the plans and
estimates of the water scheme, and described tlio various

strata in the district, and the depth of each through which a
shaft-hole had been sunk, and said that from the gangings
made daring the execution of the works and the period of

experimental pumping, and by the rapid rise of the water
after pumping had ceased, that 60.000 gallons per day was
the minimum yield, equal to 20 gallons per head per day of

the population. The water had to be lifted 80ft., the velocity

through the rising main was 1'38 ft. per second. The motive
power would be by either a wind engine or an oil engine.

The reser.-oir, in two compartments, would hold 180.tK)0

g.allons. The distributing mains varied from 6 in. diameterto
Sin., the hydrants were of the metropolitan ball pattern, and
the pressure upon the mains varied from lS'661b. to the

square inch to 38 51 lb. Other evidence having been given,

the inquiry closed, and the inspector, in company with the

engineer, proceeded to inspect the sites of tie well and reser-

voir.
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The Typhoid Epidemic at IVIaidstone.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.-I.

An inqniry respecting the recent outbreak of typtoid fever

at Maidstone was opened on Monday by Mr. J. S. Davy, Mr.
G. W. Willcocks and Dr. Theodore Thomson, inspectors of

the Local Government Board. Mr. J. F. Parker, and Mr.
Lance Monckton, deputy town clerk, appeared for tlie Maid-
stone Corporation ; Mr. Dickens, cj c, and Mr. Hohler for the

Maidstone Water Company; Mr. Talbot for the rnral district

council ; Mr. J. Brennan for tlie Maidstone Ratepayers'
Association ; and Mr. Hewlett for tlie county lunatic asylum
at Barraing, There was a large attendance of the general

public. At the opening of the proceedings Mr. J. F. Parker
explained that he appeared for the llaidstone authorities, be-

cause they had no power to engage counsel under the Public

Health x\ct without the consent of the Local Government
Board, which had declined to sanction the expenditure.

Mr. Percy Ad.\ms, examined by Mr. J. F. Parker, said that

he acted as deputy medical officer to the town, without salary,

during the absence of his father, the medical officer of health,

and was so acting last August and September. He was struck

by the number of deaths from diarrhcea in the registrar's

returns made on September 13th. Six cases of enteric fever

were notified to him on September 12th, and, looking to the

prevalence of diarrhcea, he thought it advisable to issue a
public notice warning the people to boil their water and take

other precautions. This was done on September 15th. On
the same day he saw Dr. Washbourn, of Guy's Hospital, with
a view to obtaining his assistance, and the mayor subsequently

authorised the engagement of Dr. Washbourn. By September
16th thirty-eight cases had been notified, and their distribu-

tion exonerated the milk supply, into which he had been in-

quiring; but some suspicion attached, in his mind, to two
vendors of mineral waters made in the town with Farleigh

water. On September ISth he called on the water company,
from whom he received every assistance. The cases notified

np to that time were absolutely coincident with the Farleigh

water supply, which he therefore strongly suspected. On
the 19th ho visited the sources of the water supply with the

manager of the water company. The witness presented a
diagram showing the arrangement of the various springs and
mains, and described the locality at Tntsham in particular.

He said he saw signs of recent encampment on the ground
and noticed quantities of human excrement. From 250 to

850 hop-pickers had been there from .Vugust 26th to Sep-

tember 13th. He learned that diarrhcea had been very pre-

valent in the cottages near the spot, and that a child had died

in the hopper houses with symptoms suggestive of enteric

fever. He took samples of water for chemical analysis, and
reported the result of his inquiries. On the following day he

heard from the water company that the Tutsham water had
been cut off. The epidemic was then at its height. The
chief incidence was felt from September 19th to 27th, after

which it declined. The witness presented a map of the town,

showing the distribntinn of the various water supplies, and
drew attention to a special area. It was marked as supplied

with Cossington water, but the prevalence of enteric fever

excited his suspicion, and on inquiry he found that the streets

affected had been temporarily supplied with Farleigh water.

Certain isolated houses were also attacked in the Cossington

district, but were in every case found to have been supplied,

for special reasons, with Farleigh water. • )n September 22nd
he again visited Tntsham with Dr. Washbourn and took

further samples of water for analysis. On September 27th

Dr. Theodore Thomson arrived, and the witness accompanied

him in his investigation. In his opinion the general cause of

the outbreak was undoubtedly the Farleigh section of the

Maidstone water supply, and, as to the particular portion of

the Farleigh supply, he had more evidence to implicate the

Tutsham springs than any others, but he preferred to leave

that point to be dealt with by his father.

Cross-examined by Mr. Talbot, Mr. Percy Adams said he
had examined the filter-beds of the company, and regarded

them as very important. There were two beds of sand and
gravel. They were in order, but were not habitually used,

and had not been used for some time previous to the out-

break. If properly constructed and in order filter-beds would
be an efficient protection against the fajcal pollution of which
he had spoken.

Cross-examined by Mr. Dickens, Q.c, he said he had made
the suggestion that the Tntsham springs should be cut off

on Saturday night and that it was done on Monday morning.

The whole of the Farleigh supply was cut off on September
29th. He understood that Cossington water was pumped up
into the Barming reservoir in the evening, so that there was
an area jointly supplied with Farleigh and Cossington water.

There were also areas supplied by Cossington and byBoarley
water alone. The portion of tlie town supplied by Farleigh

water was on the liighest level. Then came the Boarley

zone, while the Cossington was the lowest. In the Farleigh

area there were many houses provided with privies and
water-closets without water, and where the drains were only

flushed by,.hand. There might be 4,000 unflashed house

<lrains in Maidstone j and those in the Farleigh area, being

on higher groiiQd, wpulcl be more exposed to sswer ga? rising

if it were not for the trapping. As a rule the house draius

were trapped. A case of typhoid was notified in the " special

area" on July 6th, before the water was turned on there.

Another case was notified on August 20th, but not in the
special area, and a third case in the rural district on Sep-
tember 4th at a house supplied with Farleigh water. The
first case at Barming asylum occurred on September 10th.

The previous diarrhoea of which he had spoken began in July

;

they had it at the asylum in August. The number of typhoid
cases which had occurred subsequently to October 10th, and
therefore after the Tutsham water ceased to operate, up to

the present time was 357. Some had occurred in the Boarley
and Cossington areas, and a few were still occurring from
time to time. He paid attention to the drainage and general
sanitary condition of the houses in which the earlier cases

occurred. He had inquired in regard to the hop-pickers, and
had found no traces of one having had typhoid fever; and in

the cottages on the spot there had only been one case, notified

in November. There were two houses in the High-stieet
supplied with Farleigh water in which no typhoid fever oc-

curred.

Re-esamined by Mr. Parker, he stated that in his visit to

Tutsham he found that the catch-pit of the orchard spring

was sealed down n'ith cement, but at Ewell the same care

was not taken, and two dead rabbits were taken out of the
centre catch-pit. The fever had exercised no selective action

as between rich and poor. He attributed the secondary cases

in part to want of care in home nursing and neglect of pre-

caution.

Mr. Matthew Adams, examined by Mr. Parker, said that

lie had been medical officer of health to Maidstone for twenty
years, and county analyst since 1874. His annual report for

1896 showed that the town was generally very healthy and
snfilered very little from typhoid fever and diarrhoea. He had
prepared tables showing the death rates from typhoid fever

in England and AVales, Kent and Maidstone, respectively for

a series of years, The figures for Maidstone were 121 per
1,000,000, against 179 for England and 180 for Kent. He
had been absent in Switzerland at the commencement of the
outbreak, of which he was informed by private letter, and
immediately returned to Maidstone. The correspondence
which passed between himself and his son showed that he
divined the cause of the outbreak while still in Switzerland.

He attended a meeting of the Sanitary Committee on Sep-
tember 2Ith, and found that all possible steps had been taken
by the deputy medical officer, who was well seconded by the
town authorities. The whole of the Farleigh water had not
been cut off when he returned, but that was done on Sep-
tember 29th. In conjunction with Dr. Washbourn he pre-

pared an interim report on the water, which was presented
to the Sanitary Committee on September 27th. He expressed
the opinion that specific pollution of the Farleigh water was
the cause of the epidemic. Dr. Theodore Thomson was pre-

sent at a meeting of the committee on September 28th, and
expressed his satisfaction with all the steps taken under the

advice of the deputy medical officer. On the 25th the witness
had recommended cutting off the whole of the Farleigh water,

and that recommendation was repeated on the 29th and sup-

ported by Dr. Washbourn. Special medical assistance was
engaged and emergency hospitals were opened. At the be-

ginning of the outbreak no accommodation was available, the

fever hospital being fully occupied with diphtheria and scarlet

fever patients ; but no time whatever was lost in providing

for the emergency. A nursing staff was obtained and a public

laundry erected. Considering the urgency and magnitude of

the occasion, the organisation of everything was carried out
with wonderful success. After the middle of October he re-

garded the cases subsequently occurring as due to secondary
infection. In that connection he had drawn attention to the

carelessness on the part of the milk dealers. In one case he
found milk cans on premises where the fever was present so

placed that clothes, which had been rough washed after being
exposed to contamination by typhoid material, might drip

into the cans. He did not regard the ventilation of sewei'S,

and street smells arising from them, as an important factor.

This concluded the first day's proceedings, the inquiry

being adjourned until the following morning (Tuesday).

SECOND day's teoceedings.

When the inqniry was resumed on Tuesday,

Mr. Matthew Adams, continuing his evidence, said that he
had repeatedly drawn attention in his annual reports to

the insanitary condition of house drainage in Maidstone, but
without any effect on the large owners of house property.

No complaints had been made against the sanitary authority.

His reports had been sent to the Local Government Board as

a regular p.art of his duty, but no representations had been
made by the board to the town council.

A difficulty here arose with regard to the joint report on
the water by Mr. Adams and Dr. Washbourn presented on
October 27th. Mr. F. R. Parker, for the. town council, ex-

plained" that they oonsidorod themselves precluded from
calling Dr. 'Waslibourn by the refusal of the Local Govern.

meat Board to grant preliminary sanction for the payment
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of expenses incuri-ed by expert evidence out of the rates.

The town council had originally asked for the inquiry under

a misapprehension, and finding that it would not answer the

purpose they had in view, they would have preferred to with-

draw, but the Local Government Board had i-efnsed to alter

their decision. As advised by counsel, the town council now
declined to incur the expense of calling expert evidence.

Mr. J. S. Davy said that the inquiry was not held to assist

the town council in an action against the water company, but

in the public interest, for the purpose of ascertaining the

facts. The Local Government Board had intiuuited that

they could not sanction the payment of expenses out of the

rates until after the inquiry was over and the facts were
before them. He considered that the attendance of Dr.

Washbonrn was very desirable, and he would take the per-

sonal responsibility of any costs that might be incurred. It

was subsequently arranged that Dr. Washbourn should be

called.

Mr. F. R. Parker referred to the report in question, and
pointed out that it condemned the spring at Tutsham-in-Fields

on account of the excessive number of bacteria present, in-

cluding a large quantity of bacillus coli. The same report

stated that the chief obstacle to the rapid suppression of the

outbreak was the prevalence of hand-flushed closets in the

town.
Mr. Adams, continuing, submitted a table showing the in-

cidence of typhoid in the three areas of the town supplied

by the Cossington, Boarloy and Farleigh waters respectively.

Out of 1,681 cases which had been fully inquired into there

were in the Cossington area twenty-nine, in the Bdarley

sixty-nine, and in the Farleigh 1,583. The percentage of

houses attacked was : Cossington, 2'8 ; Boarley, 446 ; and
Farleigh, 27'5. The percentage of persons attacked was :

Cossington, 086; Boarley, 0-97 ; Farleigh, 8-08. Moreover,

the incidence in the Farleigh area was remarkably regular
;

in the other two irregular. He drew the inference that a
general cause was operative in the first case and an acci-

dental one in the second. In other words, in the Farleigh

area people were att.acked through habitually drinking pol-

luted water, in the other areas through casually drinking it.

-He next presented two diagrams showing the dates of notifi-

cation and of attack throughout the epidemic. The dates of

attack had been ascertained by personal inquiry into every
single case, and attack meant, generally speaking, the time
when the patient had to go to bed. The diagrams showed
that the great mass of the disease occui-red before the in-

fluence of the Tutsham springs was removed. A marked fall

occurred fourteen days after that water was excluded, and a

further fall fourteen days after the whole of the Farleigh

supply had been cut off. The daily average of cases in the

first period was 50'S ; after Tutsham had been cut off it was
14, and after Farleigh had been cut off only 5'7. He next sub-

mitted an elaborate diagram showing the rainfall and the level

of the subsoil water for every day in the year. A compari-

son of these observations with the incidence of the epidemic
revealed a remarkable correspondence between the outbreak

and the movement of the subsoil water. Hia explanation of

the facts was that during the summer the subsoil water
gradually fell and the ground became exceedingly dry and
baked. Deep cracks were formed in the clay, leading down
to the subsoil water, and so permitting any polluting matter
to pass from the sm-faco without undergoing the usual purify-

ing processes in the intermediate soils. Just previous to the

outbreak of typhoid fever heavy rain fell, and was followed

by a very marked and singular rise in the subsoil water, due
to the fact that the ground had become too hard to absorb

the rain rapidly. Any polluting matter that might have been
deposited on the surface of the ground would bo washed into

the cracks. The date of this rainfall corresponded with the

occurrence of a large number of typhoid cases, and it was
followed some days later by a repetition of the same sequence

of events. A heavy fall of rain caused a second rise of the

subsoil water, and polluting matter which had remained
lodged in cracks since tlio previous rain and had undergone
incubation was washed down, resulting in a second and much
larger outburst of typhoid. He thought the previous out-

break of diarrhoea could be explained on the same theory.

He had taken these observations for a great many years, and
the condition of the subsoil water last summer was quite

unprecedented. He was satisfied that the cause of the

epidemic was pollution of the Farleigh branch of the com-
pany's water supply with the specific organism of typhoid.

With regard to any particular source, the evidence bore heavily

against Tutsha7u-in-Fields, but other sources might be in-

volved. In reply to Mr. Brennan, the witness said that ho
did not attribute the outbreak in any way to the drainage

of the town, though it might be responsible for secondary
cases.

Gross-examined by Mr. Dickens, Q.c, Mr. Adams said that

up to the year 1890 he had analysed the water once a month,
but in that year the analysis was made quarterly for eco-

nomical reasons. He thought that a mistake, for reasons

given in his annual report for 1890. The Boarley supply was
added in 1SS5, in consequence of a scarcity through drought
in 1884, and it turned out a very good water. The. Farleigh

supply, which was older, varied a good deal in composition

at that time, and in his report for 1887 he suggested that the

company should discriminate between the good and the

do\ibtfB), It vyae jiiuch improyed in the followjng.y.ears, ancl

in 1891 it rivalled the conduit water, which is regarded as
the standard of purity. In 1894 the conduit water became
contaminated by insuction tlirough a hole in the main, and
again in 1896. His last analysis in 1897 previous to the out-

break was made on June 29th, when he found all the waters

satisfactory. The condition of the soil which he had de-

scribed as accounting for the outbreak could not have been
foreseen at the time. With regard to the sanitary state of

the town, he regarded the unflushed house drains as danger-

ous to tho public health. He had drawn attention to them
repeatedly, and in his report of 1893 had estimated their

number at about 4,000. The owners of the houses were alone

responsible. Tho remedy for the evil was the provision of

proper mechanical means of flushing, and they should be
insisted on by tiio sanitary authority. With hand-flushed

drains traps were practically useleis. These were precisely

the conditions likely to fix the disorder upon them. Putting

the water aside, and supposing that tho analysis had been

found all right, he certainly did not think that the stato of

the drains might be the cause of the outbreak. Typhoid fever

might be disseminated by means of unflushed closets, but

only slowly and locally. With regard to the chemical analysis,

an excess of nitrates might be derived from artificial manures
under the conditions which he had described. He did not

pin himself down to the Tutsham water as the cause. The
immunity of the cottagers living on the spot and drinking

the undiluted water tended to the contrary view, but it might

possibly be explained by tho peculiar manner in which their

water was drawn from tho main. Ho regarded all the cases

occurring after the Farleigh water had been cut off and suffi.

cicnt time' had elapsed to allow for the incubation of the dis-

ease, as of a secondary character.

At this point the inquiry was adjourned until the following

day (Wednesday).

At a meeting of the Maidstone Corporation, last week, the

mayor stated that the town council now owed their bankers

£11,200 14s. 4d. on account of the typhoid epidemic. This

money would presently have to be raised by rate, or by loan

if they could get one. The Water Committee presented a re-

port recommending that a special Act of Parliament be ob-

tained for the purchase by the borough of the undertaking of

tho waterworks company. The recommendation was ap-

proved, the whole of the members of the council entitled to

vote supporting it. The mayor remarked that they liad not

at the present time a water supply sufEcieut for the town,

and he questioned whether it would be right, looking at the

action that was likely to bo brought against the water com-
pany, to ask them, in addition to their existing heavy re-

sponsibilities, to expend thousands of pounds in improving

the supply. It was clearly the iaty of the council to see that

the town did not suffer fi-om a water famine in the summer,
and the visit of the Royal Agricultural Society would render

a large supply necessary. It was proposed by the committee

to purchase the waterworks by arbitration or agreement. In

the course of the discussion the opinion was expressed that

the ratepayers when polled would sanction the council's

present proposal, after their recent experience, although

twelve months ago they rejected a similar resolution by a

very large majority. The council afterwards went into com-
mittee to receive the opinion of Sir R. T. Reid, Q.c, M.P., Mr.

Alexander Macmorran, Q.c., and Mr. Henry Sutton, upon
various points subinitted to them in connection with the

late epidemic and the public inquiry which was opened on
Monday.

Counsel's replies to the different questions laid before them
were as follows : 1. AYe aro of opinion that the corporation

have no right of action against the water company upon the

facts stated. Whatever remedies there are attach to the in-

dividual persons who have suffered. 2. We consider that, it the

water supplied by the company to their pipes was not pure
and wholesome, any owner or occupier paying water rate who
has sustained danger thereby may recover compensation. If,

after the company having supplied to their pipes pure and
wholesome water, it is polluted by others without any fault

of the conipan}', then we do not think there is a liability. It

is not possible without full inquiry as to the facts to stat6

definitely that the epidemic was duo to tho pollution of the

water before entering the company's pipes, but there certainly

is strong evidence that such was the case. 3. It is only in

the case of persons whose illness was directly caused by the

polluted water that there is any right of action. 4. If illness

would Jiot have been caused but for the condition of water-

closets and drains, the com])any is not liable. 5. As things

stand, we think the corporation cannot safely expend money
for this purpose (defraying the costs of professional repre-

sentation and expert evidence at tho public inquiry) with

preliminary sanction of the Local Government Board under

sec. 294 of the Public Health Act, 1875. If at any stage tho

corporation is attacked for neglect of its duties during the

inquiry, they will be able to spend money in their defence and

to recoup themselves out of the general district rate. 6. We
think it riglit to draw the attention of the corporation to the

Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893. It seems to us that

actions against the water company for damages caused by
I poisoned water ought, in prudence, to be commenced within

the six months specified in that Act, though it is diffigi4t tg

think the framets of the Act intended such a resnlt,
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PLUMBERS, PLUMBING AN D PUBLIC HEALTH.

LKCTURE AT MAIDSTONE.
On Friday Dr. Mansel-Howe delivered a lecture at the

Town Hall, Maidstone, on the above Bnbject. He said much
of the plumbing done to-day was not done by properly-trained

plumbers, with the result that much of the work was neither

efficient nor reliable, and, unfortunately, exposed the inmates

of many homes to disease which might and could be averted.

Referring to the matter of sewer gag, ho affirmed much sick-

ness was tr.aced to this finding its way into onr dwellings,

and stated that quite recently Prof. Corlield and Dr. Payne

had signified their belief in its powers of spreading typhoid.

Dr. Robert Farqnharson, M.P., had said, " we all know that

the modern system of drainage if not carried out perfectly is

simply an elaborate machine for introducing disease into onr

homes," and Dr. Shirley Murphy had pointed out that the

recent outbreak in Shoreditch was probably due to insuction

of sewage matter into a defective water main. The lecture

advocated the soil pijie being kept uniformly outside the

house, and that both it and a separate relief pipe from the

service drain should be carried to a point above the level of

the highest portion of the house roof, not too near to the

chimneys, and that all inside waste-water pipes should consti-

tute a system apart, and never communicate with the soil

pipe or service drain, but made to discharge over an outside

and properly-trapped gully. Similarly, all outside rain-water

]iipe8 should empty over outside gully trap?, and never com-
municate with the soil pipe for the purpose of emptying their

contents, and never with the service drain with the object of

serving as relief pipes. He advocated efficient classes, in con-

nection with technical institutes, for the better education and
training of the rising generation of plumbers, and expressed

tlie hope that Parliament would very shortly place the regis-

tration of plumbers under national recognition, so that when
sanitary work had to be done it might be undertaken by
competent and responsible workmen. The lecture was illus-

trated with magic lantern slides, the subjects being for the

most part examples taken from Dr. Vachoi's work on plumb-
ing defects.

MUNICIPAL WORKSHOPS.

BATTERSEA A'ESTRY'S XEW VENTURE.
On the 22nd ult. the new municipal workshops which have

been erected by the Battersea Vestry were formally opened
by Mr. W. Davies, chairman of the vestry, in the presence of

a large gathering of vestrymen and others. The opening of

the workshops marks the final outcome of an experiment first

started by the vestry some years ago, with the idea of be-

coming independent of the contractor in regard to parochial

public works by carrying them out themselves. The experi-

ment answered so well that out of twenty-six new works
accomplished since October, 1895 (when the vestry definitely

resolved on doing all their own work), the estimated cost has

been exceeded in only three instances, representing a total of

£204; while on an actual expenditure of £21,818 the saving

on the estimates represents over £2,000. Experience showed,
however, that the aspiration for complete parochial inde-

pendence of the middleman could not be obtained until the

vestry had a set of workshops where it could make all. or

nearly all, its own apparatus and appliances ; and hence the

present provision of a range of lofty, well-lighted and well-

ventilated workshops, fitted with an elaborate set of machinery
for which all the latest improvements in regard to mechanical
contrivances are claimed. The principal block covers a space

of 280 ft. by 25 ft., and is built is two storeys. On the ground
rtoor there is a joiners' machinery department, an engine-

room, a wheelwrights' shop, a forge for smiths and farriers,

a harness makers'-room aiid a painters'-room. so large that

the opening proceedings took place there. On the upper
floor there is a joiners' shop, which has twelve benches and
"lantern" lights in the roof as well as side windows; a
vanbody-makers' shop, and also departments for plumbers,
and smiths and fitters. Connected with the vanbody-makers'
shop there is a lift which raises 30cwt. from the ground floor.

Ab for the machinery itself, it seems to be of the most
complete and perfect typo. Among other things, there are
circular-saw benches, a band saw, a planing machine, a
" copying" lathe, on which the spokes of a wheel are shaped
automatically according to a given pattern, a buffing machine
for sand-papering the spokes, and a "' general wheelwright,"
by which everything necessary to the making of a wheel,
except the actual shaping of the aforesaid spokes, can be
done. There is a turning lathe 14 ft. long, a metal drilling

machine, a saw-sharpening machine, a mortice and boring
machine, a screw-cutting liithe, and a variety of other
machines hb well. The " forge" is a shop 50 ft. long by 22ft.

wide, where one finds at each end a " patent self-contained
blacksmith's forge," with cast-iron hearth and hood forming
one piece, while in place of the familiar bellows there is an
easily-regulated blast produced by means of a fan. The
motive power for making all this machinery is supplied by an
" Otto" silent gas engine of 25 horse-power. The total cost
of workshops and machinery is £8,000, but it is estimated
that henceforward a saving of 10 per cent, will be effected by
the vestry on all the work it does. The workshops were de-
signed by the vestry's surveyor, Mr. J. T. Pilditch, and they

are now in charge of the superintendent of works, Mr. Thomas
Sheppard, who also has the responsibility of looking after

the whole of the men employed by the department, some 800

in number.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY.

FURTHER MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION,
Lord Llandaff presided at the seventh sitting of the Royal

Commission, at the House of Lords on Monday.
Sir Alex.inder Binnie, chief engineer to the London

County Council, questioned as to the way in which the public

parks of London were supplied with water, said the Serpen-
tine was supplied from wells at its upper end, from which the

water was pumped, passing out where it joined Rotten Row,
whence it ran back again through a culvert along the south

side to the ornamental filter-i)eds in Kensington Gardens. If

necessary, it was there filtered and pumped back again. In

this way the water continually circulated, and any loss by
evaporation was made up from the wells.

Mr. Pope, q.c, on behalf of the water companies, then
cross-examined, stating that his object was simply in order

that ho might understand what Sir Alexander Binnie sug-

gested, and might test it in certain particulars.

Sir Alexander Binnie said that his object was to submit
to the commission a practical scheme for the solution of the
London water question. Sjieiiking roughly, his suggestion

was that the undertakings of the water companies should be
purchased by a central water authority, preferably the

London County Council ; that the existing supply should be

maintained as at present as long as might be reasonable; and
that any supplemental supply should be drawn, not from ths

Thames, but from some other source. It would be prejudg-

ing the question to lay it down absolutely that the London
County Council should be the central authority, but what he
advocated was a central authority on which the water con-

sumers of Loudon should be represented in proportion to the

quantity of water which they consumed. In speaking of tho

county council, he wished it to be understood that he spoke
of them in conjunction with the City of London. In his view
the purchase of the water undertakings should be carried out

in the first place by the London County Council, bec.auso

there was no other authority with the same amount of in-

terest in the matter which could find the money. His idea

of a central authority was one upon which the county council

should be represented to the extent of 80 per cent.; but in

this matter he must not be taken as representing the views
of the county council, as other witnesses would give evidence
upon questions of policy. The London County Council w^ould

acquire no additional jurisdiction ; they would simply be re-

presented upon that central authority, whatever it might be,

in tho proportion which he had stated. According to his

scheme the undertakings of the water companies were to be
purchased as soon as a Bill for the purpose has passed through
Parliament. He thought the purchase of all the undertakings
should take place at one and the same time. In his opinion
the price would be ascertained, failing agreement, by arbitra-

tion under a special clause. The arbitration should not pro-

ceed as other municipal arbitrations had proceeded, because
the complications of the London water question were such
that a special clause was required. Asked if for two genera-
tions no diminution in the price of water might be expected.

Sir A. Binnie replied that the general effect of municipal
supply was reduction of rate. It was true that the companies
gave constant supply .at present, but that was due to pressure

from the London County Council. It was not done volun-

tarily by the companies. As to the flow of 250,000,000
gallons daily over Teddingtou weir, which he wished to see

maintained, he agreed that would have little effect on the

4,0t)0,000,000 gallons at London bridge as a scouring agent
on the sewage outfall at Barking and Crossness; but he still

maintained that if 300,000,000 gallons were taken from tho

393,000,000 gallons now flowing over the weir the effect at

Hammersmith, Fulham and down to the Houses of Parlia-

ment would be very serious.

THR FUTURE.
Up to 1931 there would be a sufficient supply in the Thames

valley, but he did not agree that they need not at present
look further than that. Present supply cost £16,500,000, and
it was not likely that a supply for the future would be got

for less than '£I5,fX)0,000. Referring to the cost of the
Staines reservoir, he agreed that there must be reservoir

capacity to store 27,000,000,000 gallons for ninety days. If

the Welsh plan was carried out the Staines reservoir would
not be required. A reservoir for 16,00tl,000,000 would cost

about half that of a reservoir for 27,000,000,000 gallons. For
200,000,000 gallons a day from Wales one aqueduct wimld be
sufficient, and it would be largely through tunnels in the solid

ground. Pumping would still be required for the heights of

Hampstead, Highgate and Sydenham. Parliament might
impose obligation to snpply communities en route from Wales,
as was done in the cases of Manchester, Liverpool and Bir-

mingham, though none had boon called upon to fulfil that

obligation. Witness could not agree that corporations were
more high-handed than companies in their dealings with
ratepayers. Quite the reverse.

No evidence of engineering interest was offered at Tuesday 's

ineetiugof the commission, -which will l^assetnble on Monday.
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The Septic Tank System,

CRITICISM AND DEFENCE.-IV.

The following letter has been ,nldi-esscd to th(^ editor of

The Wells Journal and Weal of England Advertiser by Mr. A. J.

Martin, in reply to tlio letter from Mr. Somerville :

—

LETTER FROM MR. A. J. MARTIN.

'Sir,— In his letter which appears in your issue of the 13th

ult. Mr. Somerville complains that my previous letter does

not throw much light on the points which ho has raised. If

this is so, my apologies are due to yourself and your readers.

I did my best to enlighten him, and will now, with your per-

mission, deal as clearly and briefly as I can with the points

raised in his last letter.

It is hard to see how he can jnstify his statement that " the

patentees have no definite plan " for the disposal of insoluble

deposit. Is not the pumping of it into trenches and allowing

it to remain in them a sufficiently definite plan, or is there

any objection to adding to our land year by year a couple of

thousand yards of inoffensive matter of the nature of garden
mould ? Taking Mr. .Somorville'a higher figure, and allowing

Is. per cubic yard as the cost of digging trenches to receive

the deposit, we have a sum of £100 per annum, surely not an
extravagant charge for dealing with the solid residue from
the sewage of 47,000 people and the washings from the roads,

of a city. If instead of dcsl roving the sewage solids in the

tanks they were to be precipitated with chemicals, we should
have, in the place of 2,000 cubic yards of innocuous deposit,

15,000 cubic yards of putrescible sludge to dispose of. Can we
not fairly claim then to have got rid of the sludge difficulty?

Those who have visited the works at Exeter will be amused
by Mr. Somorville's description of tho liquid contents of the

tank as " a mass of horrible corruption." For seventeen
months this " mass of horrible corruption " has been running
over our filter-beds at Exeter, which are, nevertheless, still

fresh and wholesome; and the " poor Exonians " who live

within 70 yards of the works have not been ])oisoned, nor have
the hundreds of others whose favourite walk leads close by.

I am sorry that I have failed to make the matter of rain-

fall clear to Mr. Somerville. Possibly a quotation from the

report of the inquiry may help him. " Dr. Thompson (to

Mr. Law) : Do you still adhere to the opinion that it would
take 1 in. of rainfall to get a quarter of an inch into the

sewers ? Mr. Law : Yes ; looking at all the fe.atures of Exeter,

that would be so." It is not true, as stated by Mr. Somer-
ville, that I avoid " the point as to the excess of sewage flow

caused by rain." I showed in my last letter that only in the
event of 1 in. of rain falling would a quarter-inch reach the
sewers, whereby the stay in the tank would be reduced to

seven hours. I pointed out also that it had been proved at

the inquiry that the velocity in the tank in such a case would
be only one seventh of what might safely be adopted. It is idle

to ask me whether or not Mr. Cameron's proposal to pass all

the sewage through the tanks is to be followed. The decision

lies not with me, but with the Local Government Board.

Mr. Somerville's assumption that I am not attempting to

complete the purification of the sewage at tho experimental
works at Yeovil is incorrect. These works as they stand
having conclusively shown that the Yeovil sewage can be
completely purified by our jirocess, the alterations necessary

to secure such complete pni-ification in these works have been
]iut in hand. His remark as to the contradictory evidence
between myself and Mr. Armytage is unfair and unjustifiable,

for the simple reason that there is no contradiction in our
evidence.

Mr. Somerville's statement— " As to whether or not Exeter's

is a weak or strong sewage, it is a matter of comparison with
other places "—is undeniable, but it is too often forgotten that

if the comparison is to be a fair one the samples compared
must be taken under the same conditions. There ought to

be no need to point out that a sample of our average sewage
over twenty-four hours cannot fairly be compared with a
single sample, taken pos.sibly at the time when the sewage is

strongest, nor a sample taken during wet weather at Exeter
with a dry weather sample from elsewhere. Mr. Somerville
goes on to say that the Exeter sewage " is weaker than London
sewage, whirh liaa alivaya been, recognised as a n-eak se^rage."

But the committee appointed by the president of the Local
Government Board to inquire into the several modes of treat-

ing town sewage say in their report— "At London about
600,000 tons per day of Ihr richest sewage in England is poured
into the river Thames." When Mr. Somerville tells ns that

the " richest sewage in England hag always been recognised

as a weak sewage," it is perhaps unreasonable to complain of

his including that of E.xeter in the same category.

The remark that " the Septic tank has its apostles and its

opponents among the loading authorities on the treatment
of sewage " needs amjilification. The opponents, as a rule,

have either never seen the tank in operation, or a.t moat paid
it one or two visits, and perhaps analysed one sample or one
set of samples. The friends of the Septic tank, on the other
hand, include, without any exception that I know of, all who
have made a careful study of its working, no matter whether
their fc'naer leanings.were hostile or the reverse.

Mr. Somerville deserves credit for his zeal and pertinacity

in directing attention to what he regards aa the weak points

of the system, but he must not suppose that the difficulties

he has pointed out were unforeseen or unprovided for.

Vonrs faithfully,

Arthur J. M.^rti.v.

Slat January, 1898.

ABERDEEN WATER SUPPLY.

SERIUU.S DISCUVEKV.
In consequence of a recent discovery of paraffin in the

water supply of Aberdeen, the Water Committee of the town
council made an examination last week of the aqueduct
between the reservoirs at Mannofield and Milltimber. The
inspection revealed the fact that at Cults the aqueduct runs
for a considerable distance in close proximity to dwelling-
houses, the cesspools of which are very near, if not in some
cases directly above, the conduit. At one point a ditch or
open drain crosses the course of the aqueduct, which is only
2 ft. 4 in. beneath the surface ; while at another point in the
vicinity of some outhouses a heap of rotting vegetable matter
had been piled above a manhole leading into the aqueduct.
It was also discovered that near by there was a pit used as a
receptacle for dung from stables, and that at another place
several trees wore growing directly above the aqueduct,
although the planting of trees within 10 ft. of the structure is

prohibited by Act of Parliament. The committee also ex-

amined the store in which the paraffin was discovered to have
leaked from a cask and found its way into the aqueduct. At
first it was thought that the oil had passed tlirough an ashpit
before reaching the aqueduct, but that supposition was found
to have been incorrect, the paraffin having merely soaked into

the ground and run along an underground channel. At several
other points it was ascertained that the aqueduct was in such
a leaky condition that it coidd easily be percolated by water
and other deleterious matter. Notwithstanding the result of
their inspection, the committee did not seem to think that
there was any immediate cause for alarm, nor did they appear
disposed to favour the substitution of a cast-iron pipe for the
present brick aqueduct. A report on the wliole matter will

be presented to the council by Mr. William Dyack, the burgh
surveyor, and Mr. G. G. Jenkins, who is making a thorough
inspection of the aqueduct on behalf of the corporation, and
when that report is submitted the subject will be fully dis-

cussed.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Septic Tank System.—Messrs. Cameron, Commin &
Martin, 7 Bodford-circns, Exeter, write : On page 105 of your
issue of January 28th appears the statement that this system
is more expensive than another which is mentioned. Kindly
allow us to state this is not the the case.

["The statement referred to occurred in the course of a communication
from a corresimndent whose letter was signed " Manhole," but was at
the same time duly authenticated by name and address.—Ed. The Scr-
VKTOK AND MUNICIPAL AND CoUNTtEnGINEER.]

Sewage Disposal : Proprietary Processes : Boolts Re-
quired.—Mr. W. S. Bissell, Parkdalo, Wolverhampton, writes :

I notice in last week's issue of The Sdrvevor that a ques-
tion is asked by an assistant, nnder the heading of " Queries
and Replies," as to the best books on sewage disposal. "As-
sistant " would do well to pay a visit to the next exhibition
held in connection with the Sanitary Institute. He would
there see the working of most of the newest and important
processes for dealing with sewage, as well as obtain any
pamphlets dealing with the same. The information thus
obtained will well repay the trouble taken, especially if he
intends setting for the Association of Municipal and County
Engineers' exam.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Slrelc\e» accompanying Qufritt ihould be mult uparale on whUt paper
in plain black-ink liitet. Lettering orjfguret t/ioultt be bold andplain,

146. iMunicipal and County Engineers' Examination :

Book to Study.— " E " writes : 1, along with many others,
would be very grateful inileed if you could see your way to
give a list of books you would recommend to an intending
candidate for the Municipal and County Engineers' exami-
nation.

If our con-espondent will refer to Queries 131 and 132, in
oiu- issue of January 7th, he will find in our replies thereto
a list of books recommended for candidates for the exami-
nation referred to. We shall be glad to further advise him,

, . if required.
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ASSOCIATION OF BIRMINCinAM STUDENTS.
The twelfth annual dinner of the above association was

held on January 27, 1898, at the Great-Western Hotel, Bir-

mingham. Tlie chair was taken by the president, Mr. W.
Bayley Slarsli.all, m.i.c.k., f.s.s., and among others the follow-

ing were present : Messrs. J. E. Willcox, G. R. Jebb, m.i.c.k,,

J. C. Vaudrey, M.I.C.E., John Price, m.i.c.e. (city Bnrreyor, Bir-

mingham), il. C. Adams (hon. secretary of the association),

\V. B. Worthington (chief engineer of the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway, and president of the Manchester Asso-

ciation of Stadonts), F. W. Webb, m.i.c.e. (engineer, London
and North-Western Railway), F. Henman, E. V. Hiloy, J. Guy
Till and J. H. T. Tudsbery, m.i.c.k. (secretary of the Institu-

tion).

The toast of " The Queen " was proposed by the president

and cordially honoured.
In the absence of the Lord Mayor (who was unable to be

present owing to ill-health), the toast of " The City of Bir-

mingham " was proposed by the president.

Mr. H. P. Raikes, in proposing " The Institution of Ci%'il

Engineers," referred to tiie examinations, and hoped that in

future the examiners would not be quite so hard with the

students when qualifying for associate membership, as their

time to a large extent was pretty well occupied in their daily

business. Mr. F. \V. Webb, in responding, said he was very

pleased to see the enormous growth of the association during

the thirty years ho had been a member, there being now
nearly 7,000 members. He also gave a few facts about the

works of the London and North-Western Railway, which were
very interesting.

The toast of "The Association" was proposed by Mr. J.

H. T. Tudsbery, who informed those present that the council

of the institution had been seriously considering whetlier a
repetition of the engineering conference which was in-

augurated last year should also take place this j'ear, but they

•arrived at the conclusion that, whilst it was qnite a success

last year, they did not consider it wise to make the conference

an annual fixture, but a biennial one, but that this will not

affect the usual festivities in the spring in the form of a con-

versazione, when he hoped all the Birmingham and district

members would join them as heretofore. Mr. II. C. Adams,
in responding, said that the association was in a better condi-

tion than it had been for a long time past. The average

attendance at meetings during the past year had been
twenty-Dine, this being six or seven higher than ever re-

corded ; still the officers were far from satisfied, and, con-

sidering there are about 370 members, this would only mean
an average attendance of about 8 per cent. There h.ave been

nine meetings during the past year (which was three over

the usual number), and there could have been several more,

but papers had to be refused.

The toast of "Our Visitors" was i)roposed by the president

and responded to by one or two visitors.

Mr. A. B. Blackburn, in proposiug the toast of "The Presi-

dent," said that Mr. W. W. Bayloy Marshall had, during his

term of office, done everthing he could to further the interests

of the association, which was proved by the increased attend-

ance and the fact that he had not missed a single meeting.

Mr. W. W. Bayley Marshall responded, i

Letters of apology for non-atteudanoe were read from Sir

Douglas Fox, Sir William Anderson, Mr. James Mansergh and
others. The proceedings terminated with votes of thanks to

all concerned.

COUNTY COU NCILS' ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the executive council of this association was
held at the Gnildhall, Westminster, last week, under the pre-

sidency of Sir John Hibbert. Among those present were

Lord Thring; Mr. E. J. Halsey, chairman of the Surrey

County Council ; Mr. Hussey Packe, chairman of the Leicester-

shire County Council; Mr. R,. D. M. Littler, Q.c, chairman of

the Middlesex County Council ; and the clerks to the Staf-

fordshire, Shropshire, Yorkshire (West Riding), Warwick-
shire, Northumberland, Leicestersliire, Essex, Monmouth-
shire, Lancashire, Derbyshire, Bedfordshire, Sussex, and
Worcestershire councils. The council considered the report

of the committee appointed to examine the scheme proposed

by the county council of the West Riding of Yorkshire for

the devolution to county councils of certain powers and duties

of Government departments. With slight amendments the

report was adopted. The secretary reported that the follow-

ing connty councils had, by resolution or otherwise, taken

action in support of the resolution of the exocntive council

affirming that it is most desirable that the power of promo-

ting Bills in Parliament should be conferred on county coun-

cils: Durham, Essex, Kent, Leicestershire, Middlesex, Rut-

land, Shropshire, Somerset, East Suffolk, West Suffolk,

Surrey, Warwickshire and York.shire (West Riding). Mr. S.

Thomeley, clerk to the Worcestershire County Council, drew
attention to the discontinuance of building grants by the

Science and Art Department, and it was resolved that a depu-

tation wait upon the dopartmont in order to nrgo the recis-

sioo, or at least the postponement, of the Treasury minute

abolishing the grants. Beaolutlojis adopted at a conference

of local swtborJties and others, held at the County Hall,

Kingston-on-Thames, last month, in regard to the regulation
of gipsies, tent and van dwellers, were considered. The chief
resolution affirmed that, for the purpose of effectually dealing
with the nuisances and inconveniences caused by the gipsy
class and the dwellers in vans and tents, fresh legislation is

urgently required, not only in the interests of the general
public, but also in those of these nomad classes themselves

;

and it was resolved that a copy of the resolutions be for-

warded to each connty council, with a request that they
should state the extent to which the evil exists in their

counties and the remedy, if any, suggested. It was re-

solved that Lord Thring be requested to introduce into the
House of Lords a Bill similar to the Prevention of Floods
Bill introduced in the last session.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF WATERWORKS
ENGINEERS.

Special General Meeting.
A special general meeting of the above association will be

held at the Westminster Palace Hotel, Westminster, on Satur-

day, the 12th inst., when tho chair will be taken by the pre-

sident, Mr. H. Ashton Hill, m.i.c.e., at 10 a.m. precisely, for

the consideration of the following proposed alteration of rules :

In substitution of Rules 7 and 18.

7. Associates shall be (Class A) engineers or engineering
assistants, not under twenty-one years of age, holding respon-
sible positions in waterworks undertakings, and (Class B)
such other persons as by reason of their professional know-
ledge or experience are qualified to assist in promoting and
advancing the objects of the association.

18. Every Associate in Class A shall pay an entrance fecof
1 guinea and a subscription of half-a-guinea per annum.
Every Associate in Class B shall pay an entrance fee of 2
guineas and a subscription of 1 guinea per annum.

In substitution of Rules 30 and 31.

SUBSEQUENT COUNCILS AND TERM OF OFFICE.

The council shall, after the above date, consist of the presi-

dent, past presidents (who are eligible for election as herein-
after provided), two vice-presidents, honorary secretary and
treasurer, and ten ordinary members. The president, vice-

presidents, honorary secretary and treasurer, and ten ordi-

nary members, shall go out of office each year, but shall bo
eligible for re-election, Voting papers, in a form to be de-
termined by the council, shall be sent to each member by the
secretary fourteen days before such annual general meeting,
to be returned to the secretary at or before such meeting.
Nominations for the vacant offices sh.all be sent to the secre-

tary thirty-one days before the annual general meeting. Two
scrutineers shall be appointed at the meeting to examine and
report upon the voting lists. The result of the voting shall,

upon the report of the scrutineers, be declared bj' the chair-

man. Every past-president shall at the expiration of five

years from the termination of his presidency go out of office,

but shall be eligible for election to the council in tho ordinary
way.

General Meeting.
A general meeting will also be hold at tho Westminster

Palace Hotel on the same date, at 11 a.m., when Mr. H. W.
Pearson, m.i.c.e,, engineer of the Bristol waterworks, will

read a paper, entitled " Springs and Wells for Town Supplies

and Works in Connection with Same," A discussion will fol-

low the reading of the paper. At this meeting there will be
a ballot for the election of members and associates whoso pro-

posals have been received and approved by the council.

NATIONAL REGISTRATION OF PLUMBERS.

PUBLIC MEETING AT EXETER.
A public meeting was held at the Guildhall, on Saturday

last, under the i>residency of Alderman Domville. In pre-

senting certificates of registration to several plumbers who
had complied with the necessary regulations, the chairman
said that he considered it I'ight, being a medical man, that he
should accept the invitation to preside over a meeting which
had such far-reaching results in the matter of public health.

The object which the Plumbers' Company had in view was
worthy of the assistance of every citizen. Mr. W. J. Addis-
cott then read a paper explaining the work of the Plumbers'
Company and the object it was hoped to obtain by the

passing of the I'lumbers' Registration Bill. He proposed
the following resolution, which was seconded by Mr. Coun-
cillor Cole, supported by Mr. Harvey, and carried unani-

mously :
" That this meeting of public representatives,

master and operative plumbers of Exeter and district, de-

sire to express their approval of the efforts of the Worship-
ful Company of Plumbers to elevate the craft, protect the

public from bad plumbing, and give effect to these objects

by a Bill about to be promoted in the House of Commons
during the forthcoming session of Parliament." A cordial

vote of thanks to the chairman for presiding concluded the

meeting.

HOKShatn.—The district council have decided, to obtaia

information ag to the cost of electrically lij»htiDg the district,
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Municipal Woric in Progress and Projected.

Electric lighting installations arc still tlio works of greatest

magnitnfle projected by local authorities. Noteworthy cases

of which wo give information this week are found in connec-

tion with West Hartlepool, Southauiptoii and Walsall.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

As the election slowly draws nearrr some matter or other

is each week made the subject of a party question. At the

usual weekly meeting of the council, on Tuesday, a long debate

took place on tho report of the Fire Brigade Committee, par-

ticulars of which we published in our last issue. The council

also resumed the discussion of the report of the Local Govern-
ment and Taxation Committee on tho subject of the taxation

of "ground values," " site values," or "ground rents." Both
discussions, however, wore adjourned without auy decision

being arrived at. A summary of the chief items of bueiness

transacted is given below.
Loan.—Upon the recommendation of the Finance Com-

mittee it was agreed to lend £5,800 to the I'oplar and Step-

ney Sick Asylum District, for tho purpose of carrj'ing out

alterations .and additions to tho Bromley asylum.
Fire Protecfion.—The Fire Brigade Committee presented a

long report, which we fully described in our last issue,, re-

commending the expenditure of £197,18.5 on the improve-
ment of the tire brigade. A long debate followed the presen-

tation of the report, but eventually it was adjourned.

An Improvement at " The Elephant and Castle."—The Im-
provements Committee presented a report recommending the

council to pass the estimate of £9,.550 for tho acquisition of

land near " The Elephant and Castle," so as to widen the

roadway at that point. The consideration of the report was,

however, adjourned.
Trainivays Extension.—The Highways Committee, having

in view that in the course of a very few years the council

will be in a position to acquire almost the whole of the tram-
way system in London, should it so decide, submitted a re-

port stating that they are of opinion that it is not desirable

that any further extensions of existing tramways, or any new
tramways, should be constructed within the county of London
except upon certain terms. The council, by themselves con-

structing tramways or acquiring them at actual cost price as

soon as constructed, would, the committee pointed out, secure

an immediate revenue from the capital so invested, and would
also bo in a position to develop tho existing systems accord-

ing to a definite plan, and with a view to the whole tramway
system in London being worked as practically one under-
taking. They proposed later to advise the Parliamentary
Committee with reference to the details of the schemes, but
in the meantime they thoaght it would be well to put their

view before the council, and to ascertain whether the council

were prepared to adopt tho line of policy above indicated.

They proposed also to confer with the representatives, of the

promoters of the two schemes above referred to, but before
doing so they thought it right to bring the matter before the
council. They recommended " That the Highways Com-
mittee be authorised to negotiate with the promoters of the
London United Tramways Bill, and the Woolwich andSouth-
East London Tramways Provisional Order, with a view to an
arrangement being made for the council to themselves con-
struct, or to purchase upon completion, such portions of the
I'espoctive tramways referred to in the Bill and Order as
would be in the county of London, and to afterwards lease

the same to the companies interested." The report was ad-
journed.

Tenders.—The following tenders were oi)ened for the recon-
struction of the Holborn Ijranch of tho Fleet sewer : C. W.
Killingback & Co., Camden Town, N.W., £9,978; E. lies,

Mitcham Common, £10,392 ; J. Mowlom & Co., Westminster,
S.W., £10,688; J.Dickson, Gray's In n-road, W.C, £12,933

;

F. A. Jackson & Son, Limited, Stroud Green, N., £13,299

;

Podrette & Co., Finsbury Park, N., £13,311 ; T. Adams, Wood
Green, N., £13,763; J. H. Neave, Fulham, S.W., £14,469.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.
A meeting of the managers was lielfl on Saturday, when a

letter was received from the Local (iovernnient Board sisking

to bo furnished with specific iuformation as to the points re-

ferred to in a passage of a memorandum, prepared by their
architect, Mr. Gordon Smith, having reference to the plans
of the new chief office. They mentioned that on receiving a
satisfactory explanation they would approve the plans, and at
once issue an order authorising the liorrowing of £3,400, tho
estimated cost of the excavations and foundations. The
latter was referred to the Works Committee.—By a majority
of one vote it was decided to purchase, at a cost of f9,0(Xl,

the convalescent home at i\Iarpate belonging to the Guardians
of St. Pancras. The Local Government Board will, at an
early date, be asked to issue the necessary order. Estimates
for the lighting of the additional buildings now in the course
of erection at the Northern Hospital were submitted. These
gave the cost of gas and electricity respectively— rir., £1,500

,

per annum for the former and £1,400 for tho latter, showing
a balance of £100 per annum in favour of electricity. Elec-
trip lighting, in the opinion of the comxi;ittee who had charge

of the affairs of Die hospital, possessed many advantages, and
they accordingly recommended that the principle indicated in

Messrs. Burstall & Monkhouse's report be adopted, and that

the Works Committee be instructed to recommend an engi-

neer or firm of engineers to prepare a scheme for lighting the

hospital on such lines. In addition to this, the necessary

drawings and specifications for the work would have to be
prepared. The report was adopted.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
A meeting of the above body was held at the Guildhall on

yesterday week. The Streets Committee presented a report

with reference to tlie question of the disposal of the City's

refuse. The report, however, was ordered to stand over.—Mr.
Deputy Pearse Morrison presented a petition from owners and
occupiers of land, houses, shops and other premises in West-
minster Bridge-road and on the Victoria-embankment, pray-

ing the court to refuse to sanction the construction of the pro-

posed tramway along those thoroughfares.
,

After some
discussion the petition was referred to the City Lands Com-
mittee.—The court approved of the adoption of the arrange-

ments for setting back 77 and 78 Gracechurch-street for the

sum of £314, and 23 White-street for the sura of £300.—The
Library Committee recommended that the art gallery should

be enlarged by various alterations, at a cost not exceeding

£1,600, and offices provided for the departments displaced

—

via., for tho mayor's court offices by utilising the space now
occupied by the land tax commissioners on the ground Hoor
level, and for the land tax commissioners in or about the

Guildhall. The recommendation of the committee was
adopted.—The Bridge House Estates Committee recom-
mended that 4 Cheapside and 68 Paternoster-row, part of

which it was proposed to take for an improvement, should be

conveyed to the corporation for the sum of £21,230. This

was agreed to.—Authority was given to carry out certain

repairs to the underside of the arches of London bridge, atau
estimated cost of £200.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Islington.—Tho vestry have decided to lay a new cable

and conduits from tlie works through Wellington-street to

St. James's-road, and along one side of Liverpool-road to

Upper-street, the total cost being estimated by the engineer

at £3,164. The arc lighting is also to be extended throngh
Liverpool-voad, at a cost of £2,500, including about forty are

lamps. Application is to be made to the London County
Council for sanction to the borrowingof tho necessary- amounts.

ShOreditCh.—^The vestry recently considered a scheme for

heating tho baths and wash-houses, so as to utilise in the

most economical manner the steam supplied from the electric

lighting and dust destructor engines. Messrs. Berry & Sons
have quoted £4,695 as the cost of the necessary condensers

and plant for the purpose. Mr. Henry Ward, has been ap-

pointed consulting engineer, at 5 per cent., to advise tho

vestry in tho matter, and to supervise tlio can-ying out of the

works.

St. Ceorge'S-in-the-East.—By a large majority it was
decided, at the last meeting of the vestry, to expend a sum of

£4,000 on tUe enlargement of the vestry hall. The improve-
ment is to be carried out so as to enable a music and dancing
license to 'oe obtained from the county council.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Herefordshire.—At the last meeting of the county council

the Committee of the Burghill lunatic asylum asked for

authority to enter into contracts for the enlargement of the

asylum, at a cost not exceeding £52,000, the plans having
been approved by tho Lunacy Cooimissionei-s. An amend-
ment, however, was carried, appointing a committee to ex-

amine and report upon the question of the enlargement, and
instructing such committee to confer with tho Committee of

Visitors and the Committee of the City Council. A resolution

was also adopted requesting the committee to consider the

question of purchasing or erecting a separate building for

imbeciles and harmless lunatics instead of enlarging the
Burghill asvlinu.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Birmingham.— It is reported that the Stanton Iron Com-

pany, of Nottingham, have secured a contract for 2.5,000 tons

of •)2-in. cast-iron pipes for the corporation works.

Blackpool. '"After a long discussion last Frid.iy, the General
Purposes Committee of the Blackpool Corporation sanctioned
the expenditure of £40,000 upon the extension of the elec-

tricity works. It was stated that the necessary machinery
had been provisionally secured, that engineering firms would
not undertake to fulfill further orders in less than two years,

and that without more plant the demand for current could
not be met.

Bolton.— -V Local Government Board inspector recently

conducted an inquiry into an application of tho council for

eanotiou to borrow sums of £10,255 for pnrpoges of refnsa

disposal and £3,000 for pwpose^ of technical instruction,
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Bournemouth.—The owners of the Alnm Chine estate

have offered to the corporation over 2 acres of land on the

cliff front for the purpose of pleaaare grounds. At a recent

meeting of the town council the offer was referred to a com-
mittee for consideration.

Bristol. —The council, on Friday last, unanimously adopted

a report of the New Streets Committee having reference to

the proposed improvement at Lawrence-hill bridge. It was
proposed that sanction should be asked to the borrowing of

£24,600.— The electrical engineer to the corporation, Mr.

Faraday Procter, is to prepare a report as to the cost of

placing the electric light in the Cabot tower which is now
being erected.

Cardiff.—The electrical engineer, Mr. Appelbce, recently

reported that the total number of 8 candle-power lamps
supplied on 31st December was 15,431, compared with 14,136

in the corresponding period of 1896; an increase of 1,298.

The lamps connected and applications received during De-
cember were 208, and the total number of lamps awaiting

connection at the end of the month was 1,296. The number
of units generated during December was 63,783, compared
with 59,365 in the corresponding period of 1896 ; an increase

of 4,418. The calculated revenue for last month was £78
from arc lamps and £786 from private supply ; total, £864.
The revenue in December, 1896, was £819 193. Id. The lamp
connections were less than could be wished, bnt the depart-

ment was hampered for want of plant. The sale of current

for the year 1896 was 308,430 units, compared with 342,461

units in 1897 ; an increase in the latter year of 34,031. The
rates now charged were 6d. for the first two hours and 3|d.

afterwards. lie suggested that the rates should be 7d. for

the first hour and 3|d. afterwards.

Chestor.— it has been decided to lay a feeder, to increase

the pressure for the light in Brook-street, Foregate-street,

and other thoroughfares, at an estimated cost of £2,050.

Conncillor Roberts stated at the last town council meeting
that the Electric Lighting Committee's expenses had been
about £2,400, and their receipts had been close upon £5,000.
The winter quarter ended December had realised close upon
£1,800. They were told by Mr. Thursfiold, who had had the
management of the works as Messrs. Parker's representative,

that they might look forward to a gross income next year of

about £8,000. Notice has been given to Messrs. Parker that

the corporation intend to take over the works at the end of

March. The sab-couimittee were going to recommend that the

price during the current year should be 5d. instead of 6d. per
unit. Two consumers of 2,000 units had received discount,

enabling them to have the light at the nett price of 4.Vd. per
unit.

ChiOhBStor.—The waterworks undertaking of this town has
been transferred to the corporation, at a total cost of £52,659.

Derby.—A quantity of land has been acquired by the cor-

poration, at a cost of £1,150, for the purpose of widening
Babington-lane and St. Peter's-street. It is also proposed to

purchase 184 square yards of land on the London-road, at a

cost of £1,656, for widening purposes.

Dingwall.—The town council recently considered the terms
of a proposed agreement with the company which intends
electrically lighting the district.

Dudley.—At the last monthly meeting of the town council
it was stated that the Sanitary Committee had further con-
sidered the two sites offered for a cemetery, and would shortly
recommend the council to pnrchase that offered by the Earl
of Dudley. The site recommended is over 29 acres in extent,

and the price is £6,000. The mines and minerals aro to be
included, with the exception of about 7 acres to be worked
and gotten for fifteen years, without encroachnent upon the
surface. The laying out of the land will necessitate the
diversion of Farthings-lane. The council would have power
to use a portion of the land as a recreation ground as long as
they think fit.—The Watch Committee have recommended
the installation of electric alarms between the police station

and the dwellings of the members of the fire brisiado. They
have also recommended the acceptance of a tender to connect
the corporation yard and the town hall by telephone.

Douglas.—A meeting of the council was held last week to

consider the (juestion of the improved lighting of the town.
Tenders had been received from the tramways company for
electric lighting and the gas company for incandescent gas
lighting. The first-named tender was reported to work ont
at a little over 9d. per candle-power on the year's working,
while the tender for gas at 3/„d. The g.as company's tender
was, after discussion, accepted, but a report on electric light-

ing will shortly be obtained.

Dover.—The following tenders were received at a recent
meeting for the construction of a new boiler house and other
works. The surveyor's estimate was £660. The three tenders
were : £1,078 53. lOd., £1,099, and £975. The acceptance of
the tenders was adjourned for the attendance of the sur-
veyor. It was reported that the sewer outfall buoy had moved
considerably from its position, and recommended that Messrs.
Beeching & Sons be employed to replace it after effecting
certain necessary repairs. 'This was agreed to.

Falmouth.—The council have adopted a resolution of the
Impro^^meIlt Committee reconimeDding that plans of the

proposed Market Strand improvements be sent to a civil en-

gineer for comment. It was also suggested that the engineer
should be asked to give an estimate of the cost of carrying
ont the work.

Liverpool.— It has been decided by the Tramways Com-
mittee to recommend the adoption of electrical traction

throughout the city. Penny fares are also recommended for

adoption from the city to the different termini.

Manchester.—The city council have been recommended
by a committee to make an application to the Local Govern-
ment Board for sanction to borrow £15,000 for the purchase
of a steamer for the transhipment of cattle and other pur-
poses connected therewith.—Local (TO\'ernment Board sanc-

tion has been received to the borrowing of a sum of £22,939
for the carrying out of street improvements and the erection

of labourer's dwellings in the Chester-street and Pott-street

areas.

Middlesbrough.— It was decided, at a recent meeting of

the corporation, to invite tenders for the laying-out of Victoria-

square with turf, diagonal walks, and a post and chain en-

closure. The estimated cost of the work is £1,557.

Norwich,—The town council have approved of the applica-

tion to be made to Parliament in the ensuing session by the

Norwich Electric Tramways Company for an Act to authorise

that company, among other things, to make and maintain
additional tramways.

Oswestry.—The experiments for the bacterial treatment
of the sewage of the borough initiated some months ago by
the borough surveyor, Mr. 11. O. Wynne Roberts, have, says

The Border Counties Advertiser, created considerable interest

among sanitary authorities in many parts of the kingdom,
Oswestry being probably the first town to deal with its sewage
on thia system. The works have already been visited by
representatives of the sanitary authorities of Tarvin, Harrow,
Wrexham, Lincoln, Hexham (m-ban and rural), Congleton,

Nantwich, Chester (rural), Malpas, Morecambe, Atcham
(rural), Hereford (county), Brooklyn, N.Y., and Hamburg.
The deputation from Hamburg, which visited the works on
Saturday, consisted of the -jhief engineer, the assistant en-

gineer, the chief medical officer of health, the port medical

officer of health, and Mr. H. A. Hoechling, of Leicester. All

the dcjiutations have expressed their opinions of the system in

favourable terms.

Poole.—A Local Government Board inspector recently held

an inquiry relative to an application of the town council for

sanction to borrow £351 for works of street improvements
and £271 for sewage works.—The town council have decided

to construct a slipway for the accommodation of the fishing

boats of the port, at an estimated cost of £125.

Portsmouth,—The town council will shortly be authorised

by the ratepayers to carry out their proposal to acquire the

tramways, which at present are being worked by a private

company. The cars will, in the event of the necessary powers
being obtained, be run by electricity, and it is expected that

the system will cost about £70,000.

Southampton.—The third extension, just finished, of the

corporation electricity works brings up the capacity to five-

fold what it was when, but three years since, the works were
inaugurated. A fourth extension has been already set afoot,

but even this will hardly overtake the estimated demand for

next winter. The recent addition to the plant is a dynamo of

the " ironclad " type, the alternators being placed on the peri-

phery of the fly-wheel. The new dynamo is driven by a 500

horse-power engine, and can supply 10,000 8 candle-power

lamps at one time, thus i-aising the total of the installation

to 22,750 8 candle-power lamps. The coat to date of the

electric works has been £60,000, and the extension just com-
mencing involves £21,000 more.—The Parliamentary Com-
mittee have recommended the corporation to offer the tram-

ways company £40,00(_) for their undertaking.

SOUthport.— It is believed that overtures have been re-

ceived from a syndicate for the pnrchase, with a view to its

modernisation, of the pier. As appears from the annual re-

port, no agreement with the corporation for the setting back

of the pier entrance and other needed improvements has been

reached. The latest proposal from the directors is that the

corporation should spend the £3,000 recjuired to make a

crescent in the promenade, and put a rent charge on the pier

equal to two-thirds of the expenditure. So long have the

negotiations been pending, that the public of Southport have

nearly lost hope in the promised improvements, the aspira-

tions born of the fire on the pier four months ago haying

been since damped, and the corporation beingagain criticised

for holding their hand in regard to the marine pavilion. With
the Victoria baths, however, already sold, and the winter

gardens on sale, the corporation will probably still leave the

erection of a pavilion to private enterprise, while the transfer

of the pier would certainly lead to the erection of a pavilion

on that structure, its most natural place.

Walsall.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held

last Friday with respect to an .application of the town council

for sanction to borrow £7,000 for the extension of the electric

lighting plant, £5,500 on works of surface-water drainage

(part of an undertaking estimated to cost £23,000), and £1,100

for the acquisition of certain property for the widening and

improvement of Green-lane.
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Personal.

We much regret to hear iliat Mr. 0. S, Brown, the surveyor

to the Camberwoll Vestry, is still indisposed.

We regret to announce that Mr. William Sumirlons, the sur-

veyor to the Milford Haven Urban District, died on Sunday
morning.

Mr. Matthew Harold Sykes has been appointed borough
engineer and surveyor of Stockton-on-Tees, at a salary of

£3.50 per annum.

Mr. H. E. Stilgoe, the borough surveyor of Dover, was, we
regret to state, absent from a recent meeting of the council

owing to indisposition.

The resignation of their surveyor, Mr. Baldwin, has been
accepted by the Peterborough Rural District Council. An
advertisement will shortly be issued.

Mr. John W. Harrison, of Bradford, has been appointed
building inspector to the Birkenhead Corporation. There
were 13-1 applications for tlie position.

Mr. W. S. Till, who was for many years city surveyor of

Birmingham, is, we are sorry to learn, confined to his house
owing to the indifferent state of his health.

Bristol City Council have adopted the report of the Finance
Committee unanimously recommending tlie appointment of

Mr. Peter Addie as city estate surveyor and valuer.

The vacant post of burgh surveyor of St. Andrews has been
filled np by the appointment of Mr. W. S.Drummond, master
of works, Fife and Kinross Asylum. There were twenty-nine
candidates,

Mr. A. Geils, bnrgh surveyor of Peterhead, was present, as
a guest, at the first annual supper of the recently-formed
Master Builders' Association of Peterhead, which was held on
the 20th ult.

Upon the recommendation of the Works Committee it was
recently agreed by the Southam])lon Borough Council to in-

crease the salary of Mr. Matthews, the waterworks engineer,
from £410 to £450 per annum.

Mr. Harry Holmes, of the borough engineer's office, Burton-
on-Trent, has been appointed engineering assistant in the
city engineer's office, Birmingham. Mr. Holmes has pre-
viously served under the Walsall and Hull Corporations.

We have been informed that Mr. R. B. Newton, of Wake-
field, has been appointed water inspector for the townships
of Outwood and Stanley, and Mr. B. L. Illinerworth for the
township of Alverlhorpe, under the Wakefield Rural District
Council.

Mr. Cottam, electrical engineer to the Hampstead Vestry,
has had his salary increased from £400 to £4.50 per annum.
The salary of the chief assistant engineer has been advanced
from £200 to £225, and those of three assistant engineers
from £117 to £130 each.

Out of the seventy-five applications received for the vacancy
of burgh surveyor, the Girvan Commissioners have selected
the following for further consideration : Messrs. John Steven-
son, Ayr; J. D. Kerr, Bathgate; J. C. Thomson, Govan ; J.

Henderson, Moffat ; Peter Caldwell, Gilbert Carswell and
Thomas Wilson, Girvan.

The plans of Mr. Fredk. Smith, Bank Chambers, High-
street, New Bronipton, Kent, have been adopted by the
Gillingham Urban District Council in a limited competition
for the extension of the technical institute. The estimated
outlay is £l,tJOO, and the additions will consist of a cookery
school, manual instruction-room and three large class-rooms.

At a meeting, held last week, the Finance Committee of
the Aberdeen City Council adopted a motion recommending
the appointment of a new official, to be called the city
architect and clerk of works, who would liave charge of all

the new works except when specially ordered by the council.
The salary, it was proposed, should not exceed £300 per
annum.

As we have already announced, the Norman Cross Rural
District Council have appointed Mr. F. G. Skinner, of Wake-
field, to the post of highway surveyor. The following were
the other candidates selected for the final consideration : Mr.
Felix Bower, of Orton Longuoville ; Mr. F. G. Whittaker, of
Norwich; Mr. W. Whitely, of Cambridge; and Mr. W. Clarke,
of Lochee.

At the quarterly meeting of the North Riding County
Council, held last Friday, the appointment as assistant sur-
veyor of Mr. Norman K. Wilson was recommended. Some
170 applications h.id been received for the vacancy. Messrs.
N. S. Stobbs, J. H. Walker and Wilson were eventually selected
for the final voting by a committee, who decided to recom-
mend as above. The motion, after a short discussion, was
carried.

On the termination of the usual bnsincss of a recent meet-
ing the Warminster Urban District Council went into com-
mittee to consider the question of tlie surveyor's appointment.
When the late surveyor, Mr. W. T. Bayley, left the town, some

twelve months ago, for South Africa, for the benefit of hig
health, Mr. A. F. Long, a former surveyor, was appointed
l>ro tern.. Mr. Bayley having decided not to return, the ques-
tion of making the appointment permanent came up, and it

was decided to continue Mr. Long's appointment.

The Heaton Norris Urban District Council have had under
consideration the competitive designs for the erection of new
public offices submitted by architects, and at a meeting on
the 21st ult. they announced their decision. Having con-
sidered the report of Messrs. Royle & Bennett on the various
plans, they came to the conclusion that the plans under the
motto " Queen Bess," submitted by Messrs. Woodhouse &
Willoughby, should be placed first in order of merit ; those
under the motto "Auld Lang Syne," by Messrs. Darbyshire &
Smith, being second ; and those under the motto " Order,"
by Messrs. Potts, Son& Pickup, third.

No fewer than 148 applications have been received by the
Isle of Ely County Council for the vacant office of surveyor
of main roads for the county's two districts. A salary of
£170 per annum is offered. The Highways and Bridges
Committee met last week, and, after a careful examination
of the applications, selected about a dozen for further con-
sideration. The original list is understood to have included
the names of nearly all the district surveyors in the county
of Norfolk, who have, of course, had considerable experience
in the work of road sarveying, so that it is evident that
the task of selection was a very difficult one.

A special meeting of a sub-committee of the Health Com-
mittee of the Liverpool Corporation was hold this week to

deal with the applicants for the position of city engineer,
rendered vacant by the resignation of Mr. H. Percy Boulnois.
Fifty-two applications had been received, and by virtue of

the instruction of the Health Committee the sub-committee
proceeded to reduse the number to ten. After careful con-
sideration they agreed upon a preliminary provisional list of
thirteen, who will be invited to have an interview with the
sub-committee on Thursday week. It was understood that
the sub-committee are not bound to pick the ten who are to

be submitted to the Health Committee from the thirteen
already selected.

Messrs. Fairbank & Son, of 13 Lendal, York, are engaged
in carrying out the following works in addition to those
mentioned in our list of projected works for 1898 in our special
issue : Waterworks— at Nunnington and Stonegrave, for the
Helmsley and Kirby Moorsido Rural District Council ; at
Farlington and Sutton, for the Easingwold Rural District
Council ; .at Bedale, for the Bedale Rural District Council ; at
Pewsey, for the Pewsej' Rural District Council ; and at Pet-
worth, for the Petworth Rural District Council. Sewerage
and sewage disposal works— at Marlborough, for the Marl-
borough Corporation ; at Darfield, for the Darfield Urban
District Council; at Northallerton, for the Northallerton
Urban District Council ; at Cudworth, for the Barnsley Rural
District Council ; at Hartley Witney, for the Hartley Witney
Rural District Council; and at Limpsfield, Oxted and God-
stone, for the Godstone Rural District Council.

A reference was made by the chairman, at the last meeting
of the Cirencester Urban District Council, to the salary of
Mr. T. Ilibbert, the surveyor. The matter had, he said, been
postponed since the acquirement of the watei-works, as Mr.
Hibbert's duties, in reference to that section of the council's
work, were not yet entirely settled. There had, however, been
work which had occasioned him a very great deal of extra
thought and additional labour, and, in consideration of thip,

the Streets Committee recommended that he be granted a
special payment of £30. He had had assistance from a com-
petent man, but the onus of the work had fallen upon his
shoulders, because he had really taken the place of an en-
gineer, who under those circumstances was very frequentlv
employed by authorities like their own, especially for a large
work of that kind

;
and, as he had been able to undertake

that personally, they felt that it was due to him that the
payment which they recommended should be made. The
committee's projiosal was adopted without discussion.

Old Age Pensions.—We have to acknowledge the receipt
of a pamphlet, entitled ' Old Age Pensions." Its author is

Mr. William Uirkmyre,of Innellan, Argyleshire, and it is pub-
lished by Messrs. Aircl & Coghill, 263 Argyle-street, Glasgow.

The Local Government Board.—The president of the
Local Government Board has appointed Major-General C. P.
Carey, r.e., chief engineering inspector, in the place of Major
Tulloch, C.B., R.E., who has retired. Colonel J. O. Hasted,
R.E., has been appointed deputy chief engineering inspector.

Municipal Officers' Association.— The annual general
meeting of this association will be held (by the kind per-
mission of the corporation) in the Council Chamber, Guild-
hall, London, on Tuesday, the 22nd inst., at 7.30a.m. At this
meeting the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor will be elected as
president, the report for the past year will be presented, and
the executive council elected for the ensuing year.
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

New Memhers.
At the ordinary genoi-al meeting of the Institution, on

Tuesday, it was announced that three "Associate Members"
had been transferred to the class of " Members

—

viz., Messrs.

F. J. Preston, W. Roberts and H. R. Stocliman. At the same
meeting' it was reported that twenty candidates had been

admitted as " Students"

—

viz., Messrs. VV. Blackaddcr, is.sc,

Dundee ; C. B. Blackbnrn, E.sc, Wolverhampton ; A. D.

Craigr, e.e., Sydney; J. L. Cridlan, Leeds; C. R. Dewhirst,

Leeds; C. Pishwiok, Hastings; A. tt. Forbas, B..A., Clovedon

;

H. B. H. Harrison, Cape Town ; G. S. Hewett, London ; T.

H. HiKKlns, B.A., Louth; W.Hutchinson, Stirling;; J. McF.
Kennedy, London ; S. F. Mott, London ; J. TL Otway, Water-

ford ; B. Price, Dumbarton; G. S. P. Rutty, B.A., Leather-

head; 0. A. G. St. John-Kneller, London; H. B. Unwin,
London; J. H. Williams, Abergavenny ; and C.G.Wright,
London. The monthly ballot resulted in the election of

one "Member"

—

viz., Mr. T. R. Johnson, Great-Northern

Railway; and of fourteen "Associate Members"

—

viz., Messrs

R. C. Allen, Wimbledon ; J. N. Beatty, b.e., Hartington
;

T. W. Bracken, Lagos ; H. G. W. Chetwynd, P.W.D., New
South Wales; M. J. (4. Colyer, B.7.., P.W.D., Western
Australia; J. Grant-Browning, P.W.D., Straits Settlements;

A. Haselden, Liuares; E. K. Haselden, La Carolina, Spain;

J. S. Lewis, Salford ; J. L. McCarthy, b.e., Wimbledon ; E. M.
Proes, Southern Mahratta Railway : A. E. H. Sonneborn,
STUD.i.c.E.. Acol-road ; B. Stapleton, North-Western Railway,

India; and J. Stuart, Glasgow.

Next ORniXARV Meeting.
An ordinary meeting of the Institution will be lieUl on

Tnesday, when the following papers will be read and dis-

cussed : "The Security of Locomotive Fire-Boxoa," by Mr.

William Thow, m.i.c.k.; and " Friction of Locomotive Slide-

Valves," by Mr. John A. F. Aspinall, m.i.c.e. The chair will

be taken at 8 p.m.
Nkxt Stupents' Meeting.

A meeting for the Students of the Institution will be held

on Friday, at 8 p.m., under the presidency of Dr. John IIop-

kinson, r.R.s. (member of the council). A paper will be read

by Mr. John T. Morris, stud.i.o.e., on " The Protection of

Power Transmissions from Lighting."

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

Next Obdinary Meeting.

The first ordinary meeting of this society for the year 1898

will be held on Monday, at the Ro}'al United Service Institu-

tion, Wnitehall. At this meeting the president for the past

year, Mr. George Maxwell Lawford, will present the premiums

awarded for papers read during the year, and the president

for the current year, Mr. William Worby Beaumont, will

deliver his inaugural address. The chair will be taken at

T..30 p.m. precisely.

ADVERTISEM E N T S
Received too late for Classification.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.

The Public Works Committee ai-e prepared to receive

tenders for the supply of certain Materials and Goods for one

year, ending March 31, 1899— rw.. Lias Lime, Portland

Cement, Drain Pipes, Gullies, Gully Pans, Brown Bricks,

Timber, Drysaltery, Castings, Iron and Steel Ware, Clothing,

Lamps, Glass, Brooms and Miscellaneous Stores.

Samples and patterns may be seen on application to the

Storekeeper at the Lamp Department, Park-street, and the

Corporation Wharf, Sheepcote-street.

Forms of tender, copies of conditions and specifications

may be obtained, on and after the 25th instant, at the City

Surveyor's office. Council House, Birmingham, on payment
of £ L for each copy, which will be returned on receipt of a

honH-fide tender for the whole or any portion of the stores

required.

Samples of goods tendered for must be sent, carriage paid,

to tlie City Surveyor, Conncil House, Birmingham ; the

samples of Portland cement, 5 lb. in weight, to be delivered

by the Slst inst.

Tenders must be made out on the forms provided, and de-

livered at the undermentioned offices not later than 12 noon
nn the 10th day of February, 1898, .addressed " Tender for

Stores," the City Survej'or, Council House, Birmingham.
The tender of any firm or person paying less than the

minimum standard rate of wages current in the districts will

not be accepted.

The Committee do not pledge themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender, and reserve the right to accept portions

only of a tender.

JOHN PRICE,
City Surveyor.

The Council House, Birmingham.
January 2i, 1893.

CITY OF BIR3IIXGHAM.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.

The Public Works Committee are prepared to receive

tenders for the supply of certain Materials and Goods for one
year, ending March 31, 1899

—

viz., Haslingden and Granite
Kerbs, Granite Setts, Granite Crossing Stones, Granite Chip-
pings, Rowley Setts, Flags, Paving Bricks, Wood Paving
Blocks, Ragstone, Pebbles, Gravel, Sand and Slag.

Forms of tender, copies -of conditions and specifications

may be obtained, on and after the 25th instant, at the City
Surveyor's office. Council Honse, Birmingham, on p.ayment
of £1 for each copy, which will be returned on the receipt

of a hond-fidc tender for the whole or any portion of the
materials required.

Samples of materials tendered for must be sent, carriage

paid, to the City Surveyor, Council House, Birmingham.
Tenders must be made ont on the forms provided, and de-

livered at the nnderraentioned offices not later than 12 noon
on the 10th d.ay of February, 1898, .addressed " Tender for

Stone, &c.," the City Snrveyor, Council House, Birmingham.
The tender of any firm or person paying less than the

minimnm standard rate of wages current in the districts will

not be accepted.

The person whose tender may be accepted will be required
to provide approved sureties in sums of £300 each for the duo
performance of the contract.

The committee do not pledge them.selves to accept the
lowest or any tender, and reserve the right to accept portions

only of a tender.

JOHN PRICE,
City Surveyor.

The Conncil House, Birmingham.
January 24, 1898.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES, &e.

The Council hereby invite tenders for the supply of

Paving Materials.

Broken Granite, Chippings, and Dust.

Road Flints.

Smokeless Welsh Coal.

House, Steam Coal and Coke.
Tar and Pitch.

Ironmongery, &c.

Iron Castings.

Chalk, Plaster, Slates, &c.

Portland Cement.
Rope and Tarpaulings.
Timber, Deals, &o.

Hardwood.
Lead, Zinc, and Plumbers' Requisites.

Oils, Colours, and Chandlery.
Stoneware Pipes, &c.

Brooms and Brushes.
Charcoal Baskets, Sieves, &o.
Firemen's Clothing, &c.

Boots.

Sulphurous Powder.
also for

The Supply of Disinfectants.

Forms of tender and further particulars maj' be obtained
at the Borough Engineer's office. Town Hall, Stratford, E.,

upon the p.ayment of £1 for each form of tender, which will

be returned upon the receipt of a-boni't-fidc tender.

For the Supply of New Books for Public Libraries.

Forms of tender and farther particulars may be obtained
at the Public Library, Rokeby House, Stratford, or the Branch
Library, Barking-road, Canning Town, E.

For the Supply of

Milk.

Bread and Flour.

Grocery.

Meat.
Vegetables.

For use in the council's hospital at Plaistovi'.

Forms of tender and further particulars may be obtained at

the hospital, AVestern-road, Plaistow.

Tenders for the whole of the contracts to be enclosed in

endorsed envelopes supplied with the forms, and sent to my
office not later than -1 o'clock on Tnesday, February 22, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or
any tender. The contractor will be required to enter into a
bond, with sureties, for the due performance of the contract,

and no goods, materials, &c., will be ordered under any con-

tract until such bond has been duly executed.

The contractor whose tender is accepted, and with whom a

contract is entered into, will be required to pay the whole of

his workmen such rate of wages and observe such hours of

labour as are recognised by the workmen's trades unions and
in force at the time of signing the contract. In the event of

any breach of such agreement the Council will enforce the

penalty clause in its entirety.

(By order of the Council)
FRED. E. HILLEARY,

Town Clerk.

Town Hall, West Ham, E,
February 2, 1898.
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

jWetropot.itan' District Meetixg.

Notice is hereby given that a Metropolitan District meet-

ing will be held at the Insfcitntion of Civil Knsrineers, Great

George-street, Westminster, on Friday evening, the ]8th

February, 1898. Members desiring to read papers before

this meeting are requested to communicate immediately with

the secretary.

Voi.DNTARY Pass Examination.

The twenty-fifth examination for candidates for the offices

of engineer and surveyor to municipal corporations and dis-

trict councils will be held at the Institution of Civil En-

gineers. Great George-street, Westminster, on Friday and
Saturday, the 1st and 2nd April, 1898. Application forms,

duly filled in by intending candidates, must be in my hands
on or before the 5th day of M.irch, 1898.

Thomas Cole, Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, London, S.W.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Next Ordinary Meeting.
An ordinaiy general meeting will be held on Monday, when

the adjourned discussion on the paper read by Mr. A. A.
Hudson, entitled " Technical Tribunals and Surveyors as

Arbitrators," will be resumed. The ohtjir will be taken at 8
o'clock.

Anxiai- Dinner.

Notice is given that the annual dinner of the Institution

will take place at the Holboru Restaurant (King's Hall), on
Wednesday, the 9th February, 1898, at half-past 6 o'clock

precisely.

Members' dinner tickets (price 1 guinea each, including

wine) and a limited number of visitors' dinner tickets (price

f 1 10s. each), to be paid for on delivery, may be obtained at

the Institution. In order to provide for the comfort of the
members, it is requested that the intention of being present
at the dinner be intimated to the secretary ou or before

Wednesday, the 2nd February.

Professional Examinations, 1898.

The students' proficiency examination will commence on
the 21st of March next.

Examinations qualifying for the classes of " Professional

Associates " and " Fellows" will also commence on the 21st

of March next. All particulars as to days, subjects and
course of examination, will be forwarded on application to the
secretary.

English candidates for the professional examinations will

be examined in London. Irish candidates will be examined
in Dublin.

Special Certificate Examination, 1898
(for mbmbeks).

The next special certificate examination in Forestry, Sani-

tary Science and Land Surveying, and Levelling, arc proposed
to be heldon Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the 14th, 15th
and 16th of June next. I'articulars of these examinations
can bo obtained from the secretarv.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
Advertlaemcnfn vhich iire re ehed loo lute for elaitlfieafion

uulnded in these tumiimries until the Jolloieiiij u-eek.

Engineer anT) General Manager for the Gasworks.—
February 7th.—Corporation of Bury, L,anc3. £350.—Mr. John
Haslam, town clerk.

Sewage Works Manager.—February 7th.—Haslingden,
Ravvtenstall and Bacup Outfall Seweiage Board.—Mr. 11. W.
Bugler, clerk to the Board, Westview, Haslingden.

Electrical Engineer.—February 8th.—Corporation of

Barrow-in-Furness. £200.—Mr. C. F. Preston, town clerk.

Road Foreman.—February 8th.—Corporation of Evesham.
253.—Mr. Thomas Cox, town clerk.

Sanitary Inspector.—Febrnarv Sth.—Lewisham District

Board of Works. £100.—Mr. Edw. Wright, clerk to the council.

Sanitary Inspectors (Eight).—February 9th.—Vestry of
St. Mary, Battcrsea.—Mr. W. Marcus Wilkins, vestry clerk.

Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.—February 9th.

—Glyncorrwg LTrban District Council. £11)0.—Messrs. Cnth-
bertson & Powell, clerks, 58 Water-street, Neath.

Clerk of Works.—February 9th.—Teignmonth Urban
District Council.—Mr. Chris. Jones, engineer and surveyor to

the council.

Assistant Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.—
February 9th.—Hoylake ami West Kirby Urban District

Council. £100.—Mr. Thomas Foster, surveyor to the council.

Road Surveyor.—February 10th.—Axbridge Rural Dis-

trict Council. £150.—Mr. E. Fry Wade, clerk to the council.

Inspector of Nuisance.s and Surveyor of New Works
AND BuiLDi.VGS.—February 10th.—Dorchester Rural District

Council. £105.—Mr. Arthur H. Lock, clerk to the council.

Assistant Road Surveyor.—February 10th.—Axbridge
Rural District Council. £100.—Mr. E. Fry Wade, clerk to

the council.

Water Inspector. — February 12th. — Corporation of

Basingstoke. £1 10s.—Mr. George Fitter, borough surveyor
and waterworks manager.

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.—February 12th.

—

Corporation of Derby. £600.—Mr. H. P. Gadsby, town clerk.

Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.—February 12th.

—Corporation of Christchnrch. £125.—Mr. John Druitt,

town clerk.

Baths and Wa.sh-Houses Engineer's Assistant.—Feb-
ruary 12th.—Vestry of St. Mary, Newington. £2.—Mr. L. J
Dunham, vestry clerk.

Sanitary Inspector.— February 12th.—Vestry of St. Mary,
Newington. £110.— Mr. L. J. Dunham, vestry clerk.

Superintendent of Scavenging and Cleansing De-
partment.—February 12th.—Vestry of St. Luke, Middlesex.
£200.—Mr. George Whitehead Preston, vestry clerk.

City Surveyor.—February 14th.—Corporation of Chiches-
ter. £200.—Mr. Edward Arnold, town clerk.

Temporary Surveyor's Assistant.— February 15th.—
Erdington Urban District Council. £3.— Mr. Herbert H.
Humphries, engineer and surveyor to the council.

Surveyor of Highways.—February IGth.—Peterborough
Rural District Council. £135.—Mr. J. W. Buckle, clerk to
the council.

COMPETITIONS.

invlnded t

lafe for clanijtcation cannot he
until the followijig week.

Kastt.tigh.—February 7th.—Plans for the erection of public offices,

&c., onthe recreation ground, for the urban district council. 50 nntl
20 guineas,—Mr. Henry White, clerk to the council.

TuLL\MoitE (Ireland).—February 7th.—Erection of houses under the
Housing of the Working Classes Acts, 1S90 and 1S93.—Mr. C. Quirke,
town clerk,

BARitow-rx-FrRNKSs.—February Mth.—Designs for the erectioii of
technicul schools. £50and £20.—The Borough Engineer.

WiNcnEsTEii.— Ft!bruary 2Sth.~Eroctiou ef public baths. £25 and
£15.—Mr. Walter Bailey, town clerk.

EEuwiCK-rpoN-TwEED.—March Hth.—Plana for the erection of a
police station and lock-up on a site fronting Church-.Htreet. £50 and
£25.—ilr. Rob. Weddell, town clerk.

Belpek.—ilfly 1st.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the
district, for the urban district council. £52 10s. and £2G 5s.—Mr,
Joseph Pjm, clerk to the council.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
c./ too lafe fur dus^tficatwn cannot be
larieit until thefolloxcing ueek,

KETfSTNGTOiT.—February 4Lh.—Varioug materials and stores, for the
vestry.—Mr. Wm. Chambers Leete, vestry clerk.

MiDHDRST.—February 4th.—Construction of a 12-in. bored well, 176 ft,

in depth, for the rural district council.—Messrs. .John Tavlor, dons &
Santo Cnmp, engineers, 27 Great George-street, London, S.W.
DEirroN.—February Bth.—Construction of 15-in. by 12-in. stoneware

pipe sewers in Manchester-road. Thorpe-street and Old Broom-lane, for

the urban district coiincil.— Messrs. Lomax & Lomax, engineers, 11

Fold-street, Bolton.

Broadstaths.—February 5th.—Erection of public conveniences, for

the urban district council.—Mr, Howard Hurd, surveyor to the council.

Radcmffe.—Febrnaiy 5th.—Construction of precipitation tanks,
filter-beds, retaining walls and effluent conduits, and the formation and
drainage of tiltration areas; also the supply and lixing of penstocks,
sluice valves, cast-iron pipes, gutters and all ironwork and fittings, for
the urban district council.—Mr. J. Sharpies, clerk to the council.

Stoke Newisgtow.—February oih.—Supply of road materials, &c.,

for one, two or three years, from the 26th March, for the vestry.—Mr.
S. K. Burgess, vestry surveyor.

KNNisKir.LEW.—February 7th.— Suiiply of road metal, for the com-
missioners.—Mr, William Cleland, town clerk.

WoLVERHAMPTOif.—February 7th.—Motor vans for street scavenging
and the conveyance of road materials.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough
engineer and surveyor.

liEADGATE.—February 7th.—Construction and completion of Back
Durhom-road from the Queen's Head Inn to opposite Leadgat« farm,
for the urban di&lrict council.—Mr. T. S. Longstaff, surveyor to the
couucU.

PunsET.—February 7th.—Sewering, levellinfr, paving, metalling and
channelling works in St. Vinceiit-nmd and Brick Milt-road, for the
urban district council.—Mr. JosejUi Jones, aurveyorto the council.

BucKFASTLEiGH.—February 7th.—Constrnction of outfall and purifi-

cation works, for the urban district council.—Mr. James Willcocka,
surveyor to the council.

HiPPKitHoi.ME.—February 7th,—Erection of offices, cai-etafcer's house,
store-sheds, Ac, at Whitehall, for the uiban district council.—Mr,
Joseph F. Walsli, architect, Lancashire and Yorkshire Bank Chambera,
Halifax.

Rhti..—February 8th.—Extension of the west promenade and the
construction of n sea-wall, groynes. Ac, for the urban district council.

—Mr. Robert Hughes, surveyor to the council.

Abkrdkkn.—February Sth.—Construction of a pipe sewer, with ven-
tilating manholes, Ac, in Craig-place, Torry.—Mr, WilUaoi Dyack,
burgh surveyor.

TKIGNMOUTH.—February 9th.—Roofing works at the Lnndscore and
Hazeldown reservoirs, for the urban district coaucil.—Mr. Chris. Jones,
engineer and surveyor to the council.

Halifax.—February 9th.—Supply and erection of the cast-iron and
steel work rofiuiretl for the new purifying house, for the corporation,—
Mr, Thos. Holgnte, gas engineer.
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Steetford.—February 9th.—Sewering and other works in Cooke-
street, Chorlton-green, Wright-street. Chorlton-Brove, Hyecroft-road
and Barton-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. H. Royle, surveyor
to the council.

Bireow-in-Fdrkess.—February 0th.—Supply of stores and materials
as may be required during the year ending the 25th March, 1899.—The
Borough Engineer.

BiRMiNQH.tM.—February 10th.— Supply of various materials and
goods for one year ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. John Price, city sur-
veyor.

IiKLKT.—February 12th.—Supply of 39(1 tons of cast-iron socket
pipes varj'ing from 3 in. to 12 in. in diameter, for the urban district
council.—Mr. Frank Hall, clerk to the council.

BtiCKBPRif.-February 12th.—Supply of various materials for twelve
months endinsr the 26th March, 1899.—Mr. William Stubbs, a.m. i.e. E.,
borough and water engineer.

NoTTiNOHiM.—February 12th.—Formation of a new road, 1} miles
long and 180 ft. wide, along the northern bank cf the river Trent from
the Trent bridge to Wilford bridge.-Mr. Arthur Brown, M.I.C.E., city
surveyor.

Ilklet.—February 12th.—Supply of about 390 tons of cast-iron
socket pipes varying from 3in. to 12 in. in diameter, torthe urban dis-
trict council.—Messrs. W. B. Woodhead & Son, engineers, 18 Exchange,
Bradford.

OojtDLK.—February 12th.—Supply of slag and granite, for the rural
district council.—Mr. N. E. Dixon, surveyor to the council.
AiMWicK.—February 12th.—Improvement of the Houndean bridge,

near Warkworth station, for the rural district council.— Mr. H. W.
Walton, clerk to the council.

SptLSBT.—February 12th.—Supply of 8,000 tons of broken granite and
8,000 tons of slftg, for the rural district council.—Mr. Fred. J. Dixon,
surveyor to the council.

West HiM.—February Uth.—Supply of fittings and furniture for
the public library at Stratford.—Mr. Fred. E. Hilleary, town clerk.
H ENDOir.—February Uth.—Supply of various materials, for the urban

district council.—Mr. S. Slater Grimley, engineer and surveyor to the
council.

IsLiSGioN.-February 1-lth.—Wood paving works in Tollington-park
and a portion of Copenhagen-street, for the vestry.-Mr. J. Patten
Barber, vestry surveyor.

KiST Retfoed.—February Uth.—Supply of granite.—Mr. J. D. Ken-
nedy, borough sur^'eyor.

LiMBETH.—February Uth.—Supply of materials for one year from the
25th March, for the veetry.-Mr. J. P. Norrington, a.m.i.c.e., vestry
Burvej'or.

BANBrRT.—February 14th.—Supply of Hartshill stones and chippings,
for the rural district council. — Mr, E. Lamley Fisher, clerk to the
council.

Rbdditch.—February Uth.—Electric lighting works, for the urban
district council.—Mr. J. A. McMullen, consulting engineer, Homchurcli,
Essex.

Clitheroe.—February Uth.—Construction of a iiew4-in. water main
in Chatburn-road from Longsight Villas to the workhouse.—Mr. J. K.
Sharpe, borough engineer and surveyor.
Sheerkess.—February 15th.—Construction of a pier, 1,291 ft. in

length, 15 ft. in width, and the same height as the present pier, for the
urban district council.—Mr. C. A. Copland, surveyor to the council.
Chestertoh.—February 15th.—Supply of 6,000 tons of granite, for

the rural district council.—Mr. J. Dunn, district surveyor, North-
terrace, Midsummer Common, Cambridge.
Shoeeditch.—February 15th.—Wood-paving works in Pitfield-street

between Old-street and Ashfleld-street, for the vestry.—Mr. J. Rush
Dixon, A.M.I.C.E., vestry surveyor.

WEnNBsBCRT.—February 16th.—Widening of the north side of the
bridge over the Birmingham canal on the Holyhead road, near Moxley.—Mr. E. Martin Scott, borough engineer and surveyor.
Birkenhead.-February 10th.—Supply and delivery of various stores

and materials as may be required from 25th March, 1898, to Slst March,
1899.—Mr. Chas. Brownridge, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and sun-eyor.
BcENLEr.—February 16th.—Construction of about 2,800 yards of

15-in., 12-in. and 9-in. earthenware pipe sewers, for the rural district
council.—Mr. T. Edmondson, district surveyor, 18 Nicholas-street,
Burnley.

Cheadle.—February 16th.—Construction of about 450 yards of 9-in.
Bewer and six manholes in High-street and Cross-street, for the rural
district council.—Mr. F. T. Inskip, surveyor to the council.
Sevenoaks.—February 16th.—Extension of the Crouch House-rond,

for the rural district council.—Mr. George F. Carnell, clerk to the
council.

MiDDLETOs.—February 16th.—Supply and erection of two new 30 ft.
by 20-ft. purifiers at the gasworks.-Mr. Timothy Duxbury, gas en-
^neer to the corporation.

St. .Iames, Westmikstee.-February 17th.—Carriageway paving
works in Old Burlington-street, Jermyn-street, Rose and Crown-yard
and other streets, for the vestry.—Mr. T. Hensman Munsey. vestry
clerk.

AsTOjf Makor.—February 17th.—Construction of a 12-in. pipe sewer
at the rear of Villa-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. H.
Richardson, a.m.i.c.e., engineer to the council.
UsBRiDGE.—February 18th.—Construction of about Umilea of stone-

ware and iron pipe sewers, for the rural district council.-Mr, Johu
Anstie, engineer, 17 Victoria-street, London, S.W.
PoETLAKD.—February 19th.—Various waterworks, for the urban dis-

trict council.—Mr Ernest J. Elford, engineer to the council.
Lotterwoeth.—February 19th.—Construction of a main sewer in

Sutton-lane, Broughton Astley, for the rural district council.—Mr. Thos.
C. Bodycote, clerk to the council.

YifTscTHHAiARN.—February 21st.—Supply of flre appliances, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Jno. Jones, clerk to the council.
Pltmocth.—February 21st.— Erection and completion of a refuse

destructor.—Mr. James Paton, borough engineer and surveyor.
HEADiKaTOK.—February 21st.—Supply of picked flints and Hartshill

or other stone, for the rural district council.—Mr. Thomas W. Mallam,
clerk to the council.

Martlet.—February 23rd.—Water supply works at Clifton-on-Teme,
for the rural district council.-Mr. A. W. Knott, clerk to the council.
Oldham.—March 2nd.—Construction of 673 lineal yards of concrete

sewer with blue brick invert, 9 ft. in diameter ; and also 437 lineal yards
of concrete sewer with blue brick invert, II ft. 6 lu. in diameter.—Mr.
S. A. Pickering, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor.
Be LPER.—March 9th.—Supply of road materials, for the rural dis-

trict council.—Mr. Robt. C. Cordon, surveyor to the council. Hazel-
wood, Derby.

WoECESTEESHiEE.—Supply of RowIey and Leicestershire road stone
during the year ending the 3l3t March, 1899.—Mr. J. H. Garrett, county
road surveyor, Worcester.

LiNco Lir.—Purchase of 12 tons of osiers at tbe irrigation farm.Washine-
borough-road.—Mr. R. A. MacBrair, city surveyor.

West Bbidgpord.—Road works in Musters-road, for the Urban dis-
trict council.—Mr. Wm. Pare, surveyor to the council.

TENDERS.

ABERDEEN.—For the construction of waterworks and sewerage works
at Cults, for the Aberdeen District Committee of the county council.

—

Mr. John Watson, county engineer, County Buildings, Aberdeen;

—

Waterworks.
A. G. Elmslie, Aberdeen £10,696
P. Tawse, Aberdeen 6,899
G. Pirie, Aberdeen 6,696
A. Pirie, Insch 6,228
G. Mackay & Son, Stirling 6.176
J. McAdam & Sons, Aberdeen* 5,637
J. McPetrie, TorphiDs 4,892

Sewerage Works.
W. Pollock, Glasgow 4,820^
A. Pirie, Insch 4,669
J. McPetrie, Torphins 4,179
G. Pirie, Aberdeen 4,033
Q. Mackay & Son, Stirling 3,974
A. McKay, Aberdeen 3,973

P. Tawse, Aberdeen 3,957
D. Cruickshank, Cults 3,863

R. McKav, Aberdeen 3,849
J. McAdam i Sons, Aberdeen 3,848

J. Warrach, Abenleen* '
... 3,479

HURST.—For various drainage works, for the urban district council.—
Mr. Jno. Whitworth, clerk to the council, Booth-street Chambers,
Ashton-under-Lyne :

—

T. W. Meadows, Stockport £1,321
J. Ainscroft, Oldham 3,694

Underwood Brothers, Dukinfield 3,556

J. C. Varley, Werneth Hall 3,632

G. Bell, Manchester 3,496

J. Ridyard, iVshton 3,450

A. Kellett, Manchester 3,282

C. Braddock, Mount-street, Manchester* 3,080

P. Smith, Manchester 2,778

KNARESBOROUGH.—For street works in Victoria-avenue and Albert-
avenue, Starbeck, for the rural district council.—Mr. R. Annakin,
surveyor to the council, 41 Station-parade, Harrogate ;

—

J. Speigh, Leeds £1,930
F. U. Simpson, Burton Leonard, via Leeds 1,651

W. Annakin, Harrogate 1,598

G. Parsons, Harlow Hill, Harrogate l,54i

A. Eshelby, Sharbeck, Harrogat«* 1,406

SOUTHGATB.—Forthe making-up of Palmerston-road, Marlborough-
road, Granville-road and Plymmes-road, for the urban district coun-
cil.—Mr. C. G. Law son, surveyor to the council :

—

E. & A. J. Nicholls, Wood Green £5,107
Fry Brothers, Greenwich 6,068

F. A. Jackson & Son, Finsbury Park 4,819

G. Bell, Tottenham 4,767

C. Ford, Harlesden 4,717

W. Griffiths, Bishopsgate 4,608

T. Adams, Wood Green* 4,550

MEETINGS.
FEBRUARY.

7.—Society of Engineers : Onlmary raeetinp at 7.;J0 p.m., Mr, WiUiam
Worby Beaumont will deliver his inaufrunil address.

0,—Society of Arts : Mr. Prnvand, m.p., ou " Compensation to Work-
men."

9.—Surveyors' Institution : Annual dinner at the Holborn Restaurant.
6 p.m.

9.—Sanitary Institute : Sessional meetinor, discussion on " The Purifi-

cation of Water fur Barracks, Prisons, and other Institutions."

12.—British Association of Waterworks Enjfmeers : Special general
meeting at 10 a.m. ; ordinary general meeting at 11 a.m., Mr. H.
W. Pearson on " Springs and Wells for Town Supplies, and W orks
in connection with same."

NOTICES.
ThK SnRVETOR AND MUNICIPAL AND ConNTT ENGINEER

may he ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith ^ Son's

book-stalls, or of any neivsagent in the United Kingdom.
Applications to the Offices for single copies iy post must in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows:
Twelve Six Three
Months. Months. Months,

United Kingdom 16s. ... 7s. 6d. ... 38. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, 4c 10s. ... 9s. 6d. ... 43. 9d.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street

New Tm-k City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States a7id Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

EDITORIAt, PUBLISHING AND ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET
LONDON. E.G.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
XBRIDGE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL,

SOMERSET.

HIGHWAYS.

TO ROAD SURA'^EYORS.
The above Council are prepared to receive applications fdl*

the appointment of a Road Surveyor and Assistant Road
Surveyor.
The gentlemen appointed will be required to devote their

whole time to the dnties of their respecti\ e offices, to com-
mence work on the Ist April next, and to reside within the

district at snch place or iilaces as the Council may decide;
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The snrvevor must be fully qnalitied, and the Assistant will

in all respects (subject to the special direction of the Council)

be required to act under the orders of the Surveyor.

Tliere are thirtj'-seven parishes, 297 miles district roads,

and 48 miles main roads, the latter repaired by the Council

under contract with the County Council, and the annual ex-

jienditure for both about £7,400.

The system is contract, and all payments are made by the

Council through the Clerk. The materials to be measured by
the Surveyor or Assistant, and certified by the former.

There are two steam I'oUers working in the district, and
two more are contemplated after the 25th March next, all of

which will be supervised by the officers appointed.

The age of the Surveyor must bo over twenty-five and not

exceeding forty-six, with a salary of £150 per annum ; and
that of the Assistant not under twenty-one nor over thirty,

with a salary of £100 per annum, both to include all expenses
except postages and stationery.

Three mouths' notice at any time to determine the re-

spective engagements. Canvassing in any form will be deemed
a disqualification.

Sealed applications, endorsed "Highways," stating age and
qualifications, with copies of not more than three recent testi-

monials, to be sent to the undersigned on or before the lOtli

day of February next.

bated 28th January, 1898.

E. FRY WADE,
Solicitor, Axbridge, Somerset,

Clerk for Highway Purposes.

HASLINGDEN, RAWTENSTALL AND
BACUP OUTFALL SEWERAGE BOARD.

SEWAGE WORKS MANAGER.
The Board are prepared to receive applications for the

above appointment.
Persons applying should have had previous experience in

the purification of sewage, and be competent to undertake
the efficient treatment of sewage by chemical precipitation,

artificial filtration and laud filtration, and the cultivation of

the land and the management of the farm.
The person applying should also have had exijerience in

sludge-pressing machinery, engines and boilers.

A manager's house will be provided at the works for the
person appointed.

Applications, stating age, previous experience and salary

required, together with copies of three testimonials, to be
sent to the undersigned not later than 7th February, 1898.

R. W. BUGLER,
Clerk.

West View, Haslingden, Lancashire.
19th January, 1898.

piTY OF CHICHESTEK.
'

^ CITY SURVEYOR
wanted, by the Corporation, competent to take charge of

drainage and waterworks, fully qualified as regards the con-

struction and repair of streets, roads, footpaths, sewers and
drains, the supervision of repairs of engines and boilers, the
taking of levels and surveys, and the preparation of plans,

specifications and estimates.

Not above forty-five years of age.

Must reside in the city and devote the whole of his time to

the duties of the office.

Preference given to candidates holding tlie certificate of

the Surveyors' Institution.

Salary, £200 per annum.
Applications, stating age, present occupation and qualifica-

tions, accompanied by not more than three recent testimonials,

must reach me not later than the 14th day of February next,

endorsed " Surveyor."
Applicants must give the date they could commence duties,

if appointed.

(By order)

EDWARD ARNOLD,
Town Clerk.

Town Clerk's Office, Chichester.

January 21, 1898.

PETERBOROUGH RURAL DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

SURVEYOR OF HIGHWAYS.
The Rural District Council of Peterborough are prepared

to receive applications for the office of Surveyor of Highways
for their district, which comprises eighteen parishes ami
about 21 miles of main roads and 119 miles of pai'ish high-
ways.
The salary will be £135 per annum, inclusive of all expenses

(except stationery and postages)

.

Age twentj'-Gve to forty-five years.

The person appointed must be fully competent to carry out
the duties aiipertaining to the office, devote the wliolo of his

FOR RAISING

PATENT
ADAMS' PATENT LIFT CO.,

5 & 7, OLD QUEEN STREET^

WESTMINSTER. LONDON.

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY

SEWAGE LIFT.
JL

SEWACE TO BE RAiSEO

makers of

FLUSHSNG SYPHONS^

SLUICES, &c.

GREEN'S PATENT TRUINVERT PIPE.
To pnt it shortly, this pipe secures true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and v/ater-tight con-

nections at every joint, ami, while allow ing

lor ;i slight seuleiueui when first laid, foi-ms au

absolutely rigid joint directly the cemeut sets.

1-—Gas and Watcr-Tjght Joints easily made
under >vatcr.

2.—True Alignment of^ Invert,

3.— Socket the strongest part of the pipe.

4.—No special junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., HaJifax

AA—Hok's lur pu

BB—atrenglhtiiiya

ivu\y, m cement

am Leugchened

or corn-

Socket,

OC—Inner Socket auil Utat,
KE—Ohuinbor lor cement o> compositiou,
FF—StanfoT'ii Joint in new yobiiion.
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time thereto, and obey the lawful orders of the Council. A
practical knowledge of surveying, levelling, road making, &c.,

indispensable.

The appointment will be sabject to two months' notice to

terminate on either side, and the person appointed will be

required to give security in the sum of £100 and enter into a

written contract for the due performance of the duties of the

office.

Applications, on printed forms to be obtained from the

undersigned upon receipt of stamped directed foolscap

envelope, stating age and qualitioations, accompanied by

copies of not more than three recent testimonials, to be sent

to me not later than the 16th instant, marked " Surveyor of

Highways."
Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, is prohibited and

will be deemed a disqualification.

Farther particulars may bo obtained on application to

J. W. BUCKLE,
Clerk.

Peterborough.
1st February, 18'JS.

OEOUGH OF DERBY.
BOROUGH ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.

The Corporation invite applications for the post of Borough

Engineer and Sm-vcyor. Salary, £600 per annum, increasing

by £50 per annum to £'750. The Corporation provide offices,

assistants, instruments and stationery. The person appointed

to devote the whole of his time to the duties of the office.

An abstract of the principle duties and conditions of appoint-

ment may be obtained on application to the undersigned.

Applications, stating age, present occupation and qualifi-

cations, with copies of not more than three recent testi-

monials, to be sent or delivered to the undersigned, endorsed
" Borongh Engineer and Surveyor," not later than Saturday,

12tli February, 1898.

H. F. GADSBY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Derby.
18th January, 1898.

ST. LUKE'S (MIDDLESEX) VESTRY.
APPOINTMENT OF SUPERINTENDENT OP

SCAVKNGING AND CLEANSING DE1>ARTMENT.
The St. Lake (Middlesex) Vestry invite applications from

competent persons for the office of Superintendent of the

Scavenging and Cleansing Deiiartment.

The duties which will devolve upon the superintendent

relate generally to the cleansing and watering of the streets

and the removal and disposal of the house, trade and other

refuse of the parish and the charge and management of the

wharves and dust destructor.

The superintendent will be required to reside in the parish.

The officer appointed must possess practical acquaintance
with the management and direction of workmen and be a

strict disciplinarian.

The salary will be £200, rising to £230 per annum by
annual increment of £10.
The ages of the candidates will be limited to between

thirty and forty-five years.

Forms of application for the appointment and list of duties

may be obtained on application (if by letter the envelope
should be marked, and should be accompanied by a stamped
directed envelope).

The application must be made upon the printed forms
before mentioned (which alone will be recognised), and these

must be endorsed outside "Application for Superintendent,"

and should reach me not later tlian 12th February inst.

Candidates may be required to attend the committee of

selection and also the vestry, but travelling expenses only

will be paid. Canvassing, directly or indirectly, will disqualify

any candidate.

(By order of the Vestry)

GEORGE WHITEHEAD PRESTON,
Clerk to the Vestry.

Vestry Clerk's Office,

St. Luke's Vestry Hall, City-road, E.G.

28th January, 1898.

BOROUGH OF CHRISTCHURCH.
SURVEYOR, INSPECTOR OF NUISANCES, RATE

COLLECTOR, &c.

1. The Town Council and Urban Sanitary Authority of the

above Borongh invite applications for the offices of Inspector

of Nuisances and Sanitary and Municipal Surveyor (under

the Public Health Act,-1875, and amending Acts), at a total

salary of £125.

Preference may be given to holders of the Sanitary Insti-

tute's certificate.

2. The above authority also invite applications for the

offices of Collector of District Rates (under the above Acts)

and School Attendance Officer, at a total salary of £40.

STANFO

GLAZED
MT X C? XXO X« X<

ShiOB*ecSit:cK, B.oncion,
.li^^ X& X^. frw 3

Plate and Sheet Glass.
Leaded Lig:hts.
Sheet Lead and Pipe

DEPARTMENTS.
mbcrs' Brass Work.

Oils and Colours.
Paper-hangings.

SANITARY
GOODS.

The "DONNOL" Registered Wash-Down Pedestal Closet, with Outlet,
as approved by the London County Council.

No. 6.—Brown Printed on Ivory.

The " PREMIER " Syphon WiUer-Waste-Preventer, Cast-iron passed
by the following Wafer Companies:

—

New River. I Brighton. I Guildford
East London. Folkestone. Lambeth.
Bournemouth.

| Kent. | Margate.
And many others.
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The successful candidate will as Collector be required to

enter into a bond with an approved surety or guarantee society

in the sum of £200 for the faithful perfornianccs of his duties.

The persons appointed to the above offices will be required

to commence their duties immediately.

It is optional for candidates to apply for either or both of

the above appointments (Nos. 1 and 2).

Applications in wi'iting, accompanied by copies of not more
than three testimonials of recent date, are to be sent in by
Saturday, 12th February instant, to

JOHN DRUITT,
Town Clerk, Christchurch.

Christcliui'ch.

2nd February. 1898.

BECKENHAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
CORRESPONDENCE AND SHORTHAND CLERK

wanted, immediately, in the Surveyor's office. Preference

given to candidates with previous experience in a similar

capacity. Salary, £80 per annum, rising by annual incre-

ments (subject to satisfactory performance of duties) of £10
to a maximum of £120.

Applications to be sent to Mr. J. A. Angell, Surveyor,

Council Offices, Beckenhara, on or before Monday, February
14th next.

RDINGTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.

The above Council require the services of a Temporary
Assistant in their Surveyor's department.
The salary will be £3 per week.
Applicants must be thoroughly competent to make surveys

and take levels, be fair draughtsmen, and have a good and
practical knowledge of the construction of sewerage works.

Applications, stating age and qualifications, accompanied
by three recent testimonials and endorsed " Surveyor's As-
sistant," to be delivered to the undersigned not Inter than
Tuesday, February 15, 1898.

HERBERT H. HUMPHRIES,
Engineer and Surveyor.

Public Hall, Erdington, Birmingham.
2nd February , 1898.

\\7"AN I'EU.—Draughtsman, for twelve moHths
;

' ' experienced in filtration and service reservoir work.

—

Apply, by h-tter, to C. Clemesha Smith, Waterworks Engineer,
Town Ilnll, Wakefield, stating age, experience and salary
ii'qiiircd.

TENDERS WANTED.
CORPORATION OF WOLVERHAMPTON.W ANNUAL CONTRACTS FOR STORES, &c.

The undermentioned Committees of the Wolverhampton
Corporation invite tenders for the supply of Stores for the

year ending 31st March, 1899.

Public Works Committee.
JIacadam and chippings.

Setts.

Flags (artificial and stone).

Kerbs.
Bricks.

Ii'On tree-guards and gratings.

Brass door-numbers.
Pick-shafts, mauhole blocks and timber sundries.

Sand and gravel.

Brooms.
Drysaltery.

Pitch and creosote oil.

Draughtsman's materials.

Parks and Baths Committee.

Seeds, balbs, trees, shrubs, &c.

Garden tools and requisites.

Coal, slack, &c.

Oils, soap, &o.

Towels and bathing drawers.

Sewerage Committee.
Pipes, gullies and earthenware goods.

Cast-iron manhole and lamphole covers.

Footway troughs and ventilating shafts, &c.

Building bricks.

Lime.
Portland cement.

Specifications and forms of tender may be obtained upon

application at the Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall,

Wolverhampton.
Samples can be seen at the Central Depot, School-street.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the Chairmenof the respective

Committees, and endorsed " Tender for ," as the case

may be, to be left at the Town Clerk's office by Saturday, the

26th Feliruary, 1898.

Contractors will be required to enter into an undertaking

to pay not less than the minimum standard rate of wages of

the district, and to observe certain honrs of labour, in accord-

ance with the resolution of the Town Council.

GALVANIZED IRON

rRED'^BRABY2(C?
FITZROY WORKS

v352to3G4 Euston R?

TONDONj

BLACKHIAN
VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
TftAOEMARK 63 FORE STREET, T.OTSTD'^N. EC. ard Branches

Telephone No. 96 HAMMERSMITH. Estab. 1840. Telegrams: "SANKEY, HAMMERSMITH."

Chief Office: CREEK WHARF, HAIVI MERSIVIITH, W,

Sankey's Improved (Deep/ INTERCEPTING GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.
Special Limes supplied for tho Disposal of SEWERAGE Matter, also for Gas Purification.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

ALUMINO-
FERRIC.

THE Precipitant.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

PETER SPENCE & SONS,

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND CEMENT
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Delivered to all parts of the Kingdom.

Offices : 1 St, . Martin's, Leicester.

Works : Barrow-on-Soar, nr. I,ouu'hl.oroui.'h.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

The "STRATFORD"
LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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The respective Committees do not biud themselves to ac-

cept the lowest ov any tender.

J. AV. BRADLET, as.soc.m.in.st.c.e., f.s.i.,

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.

Tovfn Hall, Wolverhampton.
Jannary, 1898.

CHESTERTON RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TENDERS FOR GRANITE.

The Chesterton Rural District Council are prepared to re-

ceive tenders for 5,000 tons of Granite.

Further particulars may be obtained of Mr. J. Dunn,

District Surveyor, 6 North-terrace, Mid-snmmer Common,
Cambridge.

Sealed tenders to be delivered at my office, 9 Bene't-street,

Cambridge, before 5 p.m. on the 15th day of February inst.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.
JOHN F. SYMONDS,

Clerk to the Council.

1st February, 1898.

EURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OF HEADING-
TON.

SUPPLY OF FLINTS, HARTSHILL OR MANCETTER
OR OTHER APPROVED STONES.

The above Council are desirous of receiving tenders for the

supply of the Best Hand-picked Flints (clean and free from

dirt), the Best Selected Hartshill or other Stones (broken to

2-in. gauge, the pieces not to exceed 2 in. and not to be less

than 1 J in., free from dirt and fragments, or unbroken), to be

delivered free of carriage and wharfage.

Tlie wliole to be delivered before the aOth August next,

after which date the Council may refuse the same, and will

hold the Contractors liable for any excess in price they may
incur in the purchase of materials in the place of the quanti-

ties not so delivered.

Each contractor will be required to sign an agi-eement for

the due performance of his contract, to serve the contract

himself, and not to underlet it ; and the Council do not

pledge themselves to accept the lowest or any tender.

Each nerson tendering for the supply of Hartshill or other

stones must forward to me, with his tender, samples of the

materials for the supply of which he shall so tender.

Tenders must be actually received by the District Sur-

veyor through the post, prepaid, endoi-.ied " Rural District

Council of Headington," "Tender for Materials," up to

Monday, the 21st day of February, 1898.

Further particulars may bo obtained from the District Sur-

veyor, Mr. Lee Turner, Hartfiold Cottage, New Headington,

Oxon, of whom forms of tender can be obtained.

(By order of the Council)

THOMAS W. MALLAM,
Clerk.

126 High-street, Oxford.

4th February, 1898^

MARTLEY RURAL DISTRICT.

CLIFTOX-ON-TEilE WATER SUPPLY.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Rural District Council of Martley are prepared to

receive tenders for the above Works of Water Supply, con-

sisting of a covered service reservoir to cdntain 20,000

gallons, catch-pits and heading, and about 2 miles of 3 in.

cast-iron mains with hydraulic ram, and other works in con-

nection therewith, at Clifton-on-Teme, near Worcester.

Plans and specifications can be seen at the offices of Mr. A.

W. Knott, the Clerk to the District Council, at No. 14 Fore-

gate-street, Worcester, or of the Engineer, Mr. Frederick

Redman, Newport-street, Swindon, wliere forms of tender

and schedules of quantities may be obtained on payment of a

fee of £2 2s., which will be refunded on receipt of a lond-fide

tender.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender, and the person whose tender is accepted will be

required to enter into a formal agreement, under seal, with

sufficient sureties, for the due fulfilment of his contract.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned and endorsed

"Tender for Waterworks," to be sent in not later than Wed-
nesday, the 23rd of February, 1898.

(Bv order)

A. W. KNOTT,
Clerk.

Worcester.
25th January, 189".

pOUOTY^OROUGH OI^'^BLACKBURNT
^^ The Corporation of this borough is prepared to receive

tenders from persons willing to contract for the supply of the

following Materials, Tools, Labour, ifcc, for a period nf twelve

months ending the 25th of March, 1899.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY-. LTD
so t>jle,k: k,o"W", lheus

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA GOTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Batlis, do.

THURSTONLAND RED FAOING BRICKSi

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, Wonship
Street F.C. ; i6 Charterhouse Street EC; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

IlVIt^ROYEU DRAIM CX-INOJVIETER.
THIS Drain Clinometer, which is a thoroughly well-made an*l reliable'

instrument, is intended for the use of Builders, Medical Otticers ol

Health. Sanitary Inspectors and others for testingthe slope of drain pipes.
The arc is fixed at the extreme end of the Clinometer so as to allow of a

close reading and distinct graduation, and is divided on one edge to degrees
and quarter degrees, and on tlie other edge to gradients of 1 in 20, 1 in 30, 1

in 40. 1 in 50, 1 in 60, 1 in 70 and 1 in 80.

The adjustment is by means of a nut and bolt, working against a spira'
spring. The " Bubble " is ground and divided.

The Clinometer is made of teak and nicely finished, and measures
12ix23xl-ins.

PRICE :-\Vith Electrum Fittings. £1 7s. 6(!,5 \. un ijr.t&s 1 ittings, '£1 2s. 6d.; With Magnetic Compass extra 2s. 6d.
A Comphte lUvMraU'^i Cnt<i!o<!iif of /)raw*.n»7 find .-iurve'jing lastnnntiifx irxll he ^cut post firf on npphcation

Sole '.Maker -W. W. HARL^NG. Mathematical Drawing «Mt Surveying Instrument Manufacturer, 47 Fin&bury Pavement. London, £.C»

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LASIBETH, S E.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities For Prices apply to above address.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

We need not remind our readers

andTyphtMd at
°^ ^^^ opinions we have already

King's Lynn. expressed in connection with the

epidemic of typhoid fever at King's
Lynn, which was second in virulence only to that of

Maidstone. We did not hesitate to ascribe the out-

break to the pollution of the water supply in the

first place and to the perversity of a large section

of the ratepayers in the second place in opposing
the scheme proposed by responsible technical ad-

visers, and adopted by the town council in preference

to a preposterous and impossible scheme of im-
proving the present supply. The matter was fully

and impartially investigated by The Times special

correspondent, and we earned some violent objnrga-
tiou by giving the details of pollution at consider-

able length. The outbreak, however, was investi-

gated by Dr. F. St. G. Mivart, on behalf of the Local

Government Board, and his report, which has now
been issued, will enable the reader thereof to judge
how far our position was justified. It is well known
that in 1892 a very similar outbreak, thongh on a
smaller scale, was undoubtedly disseminated by the
water service, and that neither King's Lynn nor the

village of Gaywood have since that date been free

from enteric fever. Dr. Mivart does not find it neces-

sary to enter into the general sanitary circumstances
of the localities, apart from investigating the causa-

tion of the recent outbreak, as that was done by Dr.

Bruce Low in 1892, and things have not changed
very much. One of the characteristics of the
epidemic was its extreme suddenness. To the end
of August last year the town and its neighbour-
hood suffered no more than its customary amount of

entei'ic fever, but during successive fortnights of

September and in early October the disease became
twice to three times as prevalent as in any previous
month of the year. Then occurred an extiaordinary
outbreak. In the fortnight ending the 26th of

October fever in Lynn and Gaywood increased
thirty to forty fold, and maintained daring tlie next
succeeding fortnight a nearly equal degree of preva-
lence. Afterwards it quickly declined, so that by
the beginning of December the epidemic, as such, was
practically at an end. Between 1st September and
30th November there occurred in Lynn and its

neighbourhood 453 cases, and forty-four deaths re-

ferred to enteric fever; an attack rate by the disease

of 23"45 and a death rate of 228 per 1,000 of the
census population. Another remarkable character-

istic of the epidemic was the indifferent distribution

of the cases. Not until the disease had become fully

established as an epidemic was there the least ten-

dency to grouping of cases. Both during the great

outburst and previously the disease was " broadcast
over the whole district, spread abroad, that is to say,

in a fashion inconsistent with the operation, before
late October, of any agent of fever dissemination that
had not a range co extensive and co-terminous with
the total area of combined Lynn and Gaywood."
Considering all the circumstances, Dr. Mivart does

not hesitate to say that they afforded a strong pre-
sumption that the epidemic was due to the faulty
character of the public water service. The sudden-
ness of the outbreak, its simultaneous appearance
in Lynn and the suburb of Gaywood, the distribu-
tion of the fever throughout the entire length and
breadth of both places, and the past history of the
place, are among the chief circumstances in question.
Dr. Mivart reminds ns that such outbursts—sudden
and widespread throughout a large and populous
area—have again and again been referred on incon-
testable evidence to specifio pollution of public water
supplies. The inspector, however, in the true
scientific frame of mind, did not accept such pre-
sumption, but first examined "other accredited
agents of enteric fever, some of which had been
thought of locally as being quite as likely as the
water supply to be responsible for the outbreak.
These agents, which Dr. Mivart examined in turn,
were: (1) Sewerage and drainage, (2) general sani-
tary circumstances, and (3) milk supply. It is not
necessary for our purpose to dwell at any length on
these matters. It is admitted that there are defects
in the sewerage system, but a scheme has already been
drawn up, which is only being postponed because it

is rightly recognised that the provision of a proper
water supply should take precedence. The chief
defect is the damming up of the sewage by the tide
for several hours a day, and the consequent flooding
of streets, yards, and even houses, in times of heavy
flooding. It happened that the two most conspicu-
ous instances of flooding in King's Lynn occurred in

September of last year, water bursting from gully
and drain openings and invading houses to a depth
of several inches. The water was described as foul-

smelling, black as ink, and leaving behind a deposit
of black mud ; and, all things considered, it is not
surprising that the coincidence of heavy rainfall and
flooding should be associated locally with the fever
epidemic which followed. Dr. Mivart admits that
heavy rainfall had something to do with the
epidemic, but scouts the idea that it could be
thought of as operating through the sewers. The
insanitary conditions of one area, coupled with the
flooding, may have conduced to exceptional spread
of fever in that particular locality after the disease
was implanted there on the occasion of the initial

outburst in mid-October. Similar flooding, how-
ever, occurred in other localities in which there was
no noticeable excess of fever over that observed in

other parts where no flooding had occurred. Nor
was the inspector able, after careful examination, to

discover that there was any special grouping of cases
upon the course of any particular sewer or sewers,
while the incidence of fever on houses draining to

the old type of brick culvert sewei's was in no way
difierent from that observed on houses draining to

the recently-laid pipe sewers. The conclusion,

naturally, is that faulty sewerage and drainage
could not be held responsible for the sudden out-

burst of enteric fever. Now come the general sani-
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tary circumstances ; bat Dr. Mivart conld not find

that the incidence of the fever had been heavier upon

the inhabitants of the worst class of dwellings, or

that the epidemic outburst in October had specially

aSected the least-wholesome quarters of the town.

Not a few of the closest courts and alloys had either

altogether escaped the visitation or had only mild

cases, while, on the other hand, on residences which

could not be classed among those styled poor the

incidence was very severe, even where no sanitary

defects were found. On the whole, the inspector

found an absence of any evidence that general sani-

tary circumstances had been responsible for the

simultaneous appearance of cases of enteric fever

throughout the district. A very brief inquiry was
sufficient to dismiss the suggestion that milk had
been the means of conveying the disease. There

remained only the water supply, and at great length

Dr. Mivart entei's into an account of the various

forms of pollution to which the Gaywood stream is

subjected. This story has been told at various times

by Mr. W. Whitaker, the well-known geologist, by
Dr. Bruce Low, the inspector in 1892, and by special

representatives of The Times and The Lancet. We
gave some of the savoury details in our issue of

December 10th, and need not repeat them. The
quality of the water has frequently been called in

question. Dr. Bruce Low in 1892 wrote that the

water furnished to the town had " multifarious

opportunities for becoming polluted by human excre-

ment, not to speak of other impurities directly dis-

charged into it or washed into the stream by heavy
rains or melting snow." The opportunities occur

(1) at the source of the river, (2) in its course to

the intake, and (3) at the waterworks themselves.

Dr. Bruce Low also referred to reports that the

water was thick and discoloured ; that it deposited a

sediment and was occasionally stinking; that dead
eels, email frogs and "epidemics of small leeches"

were among its inhabitants. Dr. Mivart also shows
by ample quotations that chemical testimony has

been almost uniformly hostile to this water, and that

local medical opinion long ago utterly condemned it

in a joint letter published in the Lynn newspapers
in 1893. " Nevertheless," says Dr. Mivart, " in-

credible as it may appear, a large and influential sec-

tion of the inhabitants of Lynn maintain, or at any
I'ate have maintained until now that this water,

manifestly polluted though it be, is of excellent

quality. One individual went so far as to exhibit in

his window during the height of the epidemic a
vessel of water drawn from the town mains, with a

placard attached stating that no better water can be
obtained." He goes on to point out the difficulty of

defining the particular point or points at which
specific infections material entered the stream, but
he has no difficulty in showing " when " it entered.

As in 1892, the epidemic was preceded, at an inter-

val corresponding to the incubation period of the

disease, by exceptional meteorological conditions

causing sudden flood in the Gaywood river, when
large quantities of foul matters must have been
swept into the stream, to find their way in due course

to the Lynn waterworks. Thus, previous to the
epidemic, water, suddenly and dangerously befouled,
was being delivered to the inhabitants of Lynn and
Gaywood. A couple of weeks is taken as the aver-

age incubation period, and an e.ttra week allowed to

cover diagnosis, so that an interval of three weeks
is assumed to be the period which elapses between
a flood and the recognition of a deleterious influence

in the causation of enteric fever to be referred to it.

This applies with special force to an exceptional
rainfall on the 29th September, which was followed
at an interval of three weeks by an outburst of

fever on a verjf large scale indeed. On the 20th and
21st October the notified cases in Lynn and Gaywood
suddenly mounted to twelve. Next day they were
twenty-six, and in the four succeeding days to the

26th October no fewer than seventy-five additional

attacks were notified. In this outburst the cases

were distributed from end to end of Lynn and Gay-

wood, in circumstances which, as the inspector has
pointed out, made the conclusion inevitable that the
outburst had been caused by the water supply ; in

other words, that the epidemic was directly due to

the admittance of enteric fever infection to the

waterworks, as a result of the rain storm of 29th
September. It is true that a previous befoulment
apparently did comparatively little mischief, but it

is quite conceivable that the downpour of 29th Sep-
tember, by the floods which it caused, may have
tapped more dangerous sources of pollution, and Dr.

Mivart reminds us that outside the animal body the

microbe of enteric fever is subject to conditions

which within a short space of time may check alto-

gether its multiplication and annul its virulence, or

may greatly enhance its activities in one or both of

these directions. In his concluding remarks Dr.
Mivart pithily sums up the position of affairs as

follows :

—

It cannot be too stron?:Iy insisted on tliat, so lonp; as the
sn]:)ply of drinking water for the borough is derived from
the Gaywood river, so long will the borongh be at the mercy
of waterborne disease. Ever since 1876 the more thoughtful
section of the inhabit.ants have been engaged in a struggle,

the bitterness of which only those resident on the spot can
realise, to obtain for themselves and their families a whole-
some supply of drinking water. In 187.5, Mr. Hawksley,
being consulted by the town council, recommended that the
water should be brought in pipes from one of the springs

direct to the town. Since then, until recently, in vain have
medical officers of health and engineers and surveyors pro-

tested, and e.xperts like Mr. Whitaker and Mr. Mansergh
reported and advised. The party with whom no argument
but the one as to the cost had any weight wei'e too strong.

It might certainly be thought that after the severe outbreak
in 1892, which was traced in the clearest manner by Dr. Bruce
Low to the infection of the public water supply, all opposi-

tion to a new source of supply would cease. But such was
not the case. In the end, however, a provisional order of

the Local Government Board enabled the town council to

cany out a scheme which might otherwise have been frus-

trated by the opposing section of the inhabitants. The works
in connection with the new scheme for bringing water from
deep wells in the chalk near Grimstone are being actively

pushed forward, but I am informed that it will be six or eight

months before they are completed.

No mention is made in the report of the extra-

ordinary alternative scheme proposed by the opposi-

tion, the inspector, no doubt, considering it beneath

notice. So far as we know, all competent judges do.

Dr. Mivart has probably given the coup de grace to

the opposition, and we should be glad to know what
the local Press organ of that faction has to say on
the subject.

" Surveyors
On Monday a very interesting

discussion took place at the Survey-

Arbitrators." oi's' Institution in connection with
the paper which had been read at

the previous meeting by Mr. A. A. Hudson. In his

paper Mr. Hudson had summarised the various

methods of settling disputes as follows : (1) Trial

in the High Court, whether by a judge alone or by
a jury

; (2) trial by an official referee
; (3) trial by

an architect or surveyor as arbitrator
; (4) trial by

a barrister, with or without an architect or surveyor

as as.sessor ; and (5) trial by an architect with a
surveyor as valuer. Proceeding to refer specially to

the settlement of disputes by architects and sur-

veyors, he distinguished between the different

capacities in which they may be called upon to

act. These capacities he described as follows:

(1) They may be required, in the performance of

their duties as arbitrators, to act in a strictly judicial

manner, taking evidence on oath and conducting the

inquiry as a judge would do in the High Court ; or

(2) they may be required to use their own skill and
knowledge of the subject matter in dispute and form
their opinion without hearing evidence ; or (3) they
may be required to act partly in one capacity and
partly in another. After considering the qualifica-

tions required for the proper performance of such
duties, Mr. Hudson went on to consider the means
of appointing arbitrators and assessors, and the ex-

tent to which the Courts use their powers of appoint-

ing assessors. The question of technical tribunals
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generally was dealt with from the following among
other points of view: (1) The fairness or otherwise

of trials by such means, (2) tlie economy or other-

wise of such trials, {'i) the desirability or not of

extending their operations, and (4) the wants of

litigants. Among the existing technical tribunals

are the Admiralty Court in England for the trial of

Admiralty matters and the Dean of Guild Courts in

Scotland for the trial of building matters and ques-

tions of light and air, disputed boundaries and other
similar subjects, and Mr. Hudson pointed out clearly

the scope and working of these tribunals. Finally,

he discussed the oft-mooted proposal for the creation

of a tribunal for the trial of building and engineer-
ing cases. On Wednesday evening the annual dinner
of the institution was held with great success, but to

that function we are referring on another page.

International
Hygienic
Congress.

Sir Douglas Galton, writing on
behalf of the British Committee
of the International Congress of

Hygiene and Demography, has
done well to draw public attention to the forth-

coming congress at Madrid, to be held between
April 10th and 17th. It will be divided into the
following ten sections : (1) Microbiology

; (2) pre-

vention and cure of infectious disease
; (3) medical

climatology and topography
; (4) hygiene of towns

;

(5) hygiene of food and clothing; (6) hygiene of

childhood and schools
; (7) hygiene of exercise and

work
; (8) military and naval hygiene

; (9) veter-

inary hygiene
; (10) sanitary architecture and en-

gineering. There will be three sections of demo-
graphy : (1) Statistical methods

; (2) statistical

results ; and (3) practical demography. Papers to

be read at the congress are to bo sent to the secre-

tary-general, Df. Amalio Gimeno, by March 15th, at

the Ministry of the Interior, Madrid. An exhibition

will be held in connection with the congres.i, and
will remain open until the middle of July. It will

be divided into classes, generally following the classi-

fication of the sections of the congress ; and intend-
ing exhibitors should note that goods for the exhi-
bition will be admitted duty free, and also that a
reduction of 50 per cent, will be allowed on the
carriage by the Spanish railway which takes them
there and back. Sir Douglas points out that theie
are many articles of sanitation and of hygiene which
would find a ready market in Spain, and that it

would bo advantageous, both to Spain and to this

country, that advantage should be taken of the op-
portunity afforded by this exhibition for bringing
them to the notice of Spaniards.

There was a vacancy recently in
The Question ., ax t i i

•

of
omce or borough engineer in

Pupils. '^" important Midland town, but
we should imagine that at least one

of the items in the list of duties must have con-
siderably reduced the number of the best class of

candidates. The person appointed was to be at
liberty to take two pupils, but the proniiums wore
to be paid into the borough fund ! Where would
the advantage to the surveyor come in r" He would
have all the trouble of their ti'aining, but the council
would have the benefit of any services they might
prove able to render, and also the benefit of the
premiums. It is well known that professional men
of good standing can obtain pn])ils without dilli-

culty, and there is really no adequate reason foi'

j>lacing so unjust and irksome a restriction upon
municipal engineers. How can they bo reasonably
expected to give the necessary time and attention to

the instruction and training of a pupil whose pre-
mium has been swallowed b_y tsomcone else. There
is thus a double injustice—to the pupil and to the

engineer, to say nothing of the temptation offered to

councillors of a certain class to seize the oppor-
tunity of thrusting a son, or othor relative, into a
good profession, perhaps using lii.s iulluouoo to obtain
the acceptance of a very low premium.

Mr. Arthur E. Collins, city en-

cil«*" gineer of Norwich, has drawn up
Slop- o

. .
' . , '

Water Closets. ''' series or questions in retraid to

the subject of water-closets and
slop-water closets, and has forwarded them to us

for publication. He hopes to receive as many replies

as possible from other municipal engineers in regard

to the practice of the respective districts. These
replies will be addressed to himself, and Mr. Collins

having kindly offered to send on a copy to us, we
shall in due course include them in our series of

"Comparative Reports of General Practice" for

the benefit of our readers generally. The list of

questions drawn up b^^ Mr. Collins is as follows :

—

(1) N.ime of town ?

(2) Is tlie water supply in tUe hands of a private company
or of the corporation ?

(3) What amount of water do you obtain to flush each
water-cloaet ? Do you think it sufficient ?

(4) Do you sanction or encoui'ago the use of any form of

waste-water closet ?

(.5) Do you sanction or encourage the use of (clean water)
trough closets ?

(6) Have you any difficulty with your water authority re-

specting either of the above things P

(7) Is the water revenue in your district derived from
water rates or water rents ?

. After this week we shall resume
The Opening

^^^. ^^^^^ entitled " Parliamentary

Parliament. Memoranda." On Tuesday was
opened the fourth session of the

fourteenth Parliament of her Majesty the Queen
and the twenty-sixth Parliament of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. There is

not, as a rule, anything in the opening day's pro-

ceedings which calls for record in our columns, but
two announcements in the Queen's Speech are of

interest. A measure is to be introduced " for the

organisation of a system of local government in

Ireland substantially similar to that which within
the last few years has been established in Great
Britain." Then there is London. " A measure for

facilitating the creation of municipalities in the ad-

ministrative County of London" will be brought
in. The House of Commons met again on Wed-
nesday, but private business will not be much in

evidence until the close of the debate on the Queen's
Speech. There are plenty of indications, however,

that the session will be a busy and eventful one.

NEW ISOLATION HOSPITAL FOR CHESTER.

LAYING OF foundation-stone.
The foundation-stone of the new infectious diseases hospital

which is to be erected by the Chester Corporation at Sealaud
was laid recently by the mayor of Chester. The site of the

hospital forms part of the Sealaud estate, which is already in

the possession of the corporation. The buildings, designed by
Mr. H. Beswick and contracted for by Mr. W. W. Fi-eomau at

J6I4,000, are to be constructed in wire-cut Ruabon bricks with
dressings of terra cotta. The foundations are to be built on
Pi)rfclan<l cement concrete footings, and all the ground under
tlio building is to be covered with a bed of Portland cement
(j in. thick. The hospital will provide buds lor forty-eight

patients, and an administrative block of sufficient size to meet
a future extension to eighty patients. It is proposed to pro-

vitlo one isolation pa\iliou containing four wards of two beds
each for undeveloped cases or for paying patients—eight;

two ward pavilions conlaiiung two wai"ds of si.'f beds each

—

twouty-four; one ward pavilion containing one ward for four

acute cases and one ward for ten convalescent cases—four-

teen. All these buildings will be of one storey in height. In
order to obtain a south aspect to the wards, the buildings .ire

placed iliagonally and in echelon. The space allowed between
the ward buildings is 40 ft. The administrative block and
the laundry blocks are separated from the wards by the main
drive, 21 ft. wide. The isolated pavilion will bo divided by a

wall carried through the entire width. Kacli pair of wards is

separated by a niuses'-rooni, with inspection windows into

each waril. All doors open out on to a, i-oofed-in verandah.

A capacity of 2,(AI0 cubic feet is allowed for each patient, and

a wall space of 12 ft. line for each bed. Tlio wood lloors of

tho wards and nurses'-rooms will be of pitch pine, grooved

anil tyngned, the walls to be plastered and finished in adamant.

The adnunistrativo Wook will be a threc-stoiey building, with

kitchen department one storey in height in tho rear. The
building will be lighted with electricity.
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XXI.-SEWACE DISPOSAL : OSWESTRY REPORT.—(2.)

3. Land Irrigation with Sewage after Partial
Separation of the Sludge (continued).

Went Derly.—The population served is 33,000. The farm
is 207 acres in extent, and has the usual settling tanks for
sludge. During wet weather and storms the sewage is ponded
on plots of land and allowed to percolate. This process is

not pleasant to the nose or eyes, ,as the smell is obnoxious
and the sight of the large area of sludge, &c., not pleasing to
behold. The Ijiverpool Corporation, who have taken over the
farm and district, ai-e constructing large roughing filters for
storm water, the filtering medium being brickbats, stones,
gravel, Ac, and are laying a portion of the farm in terraces,
undercb-aining the same. The appended particulars may be
interesting.

Tlie following tabulated statement gives particulars of the
outlay in acquiring the farm :

—

Purchase money of the land paid to owners
(being equal to £146 10s. per acre)

Amount paid to owners for rent and interest
prior to payment of piix-chase money

Compensation to tenants
Cost and disbursements for obtaining Parlia-
mentary powers for compulsory purchases,
&c., &c...

d.

30,325 2

507 7

2,055 10

Making the total cost of land £36,134 18 7

The following statement sets out in detail the pai'ticulars
of the cost of laying-out and developing the farm :

—

£ s. d.

Wnges and piece work laying the farm out,
including (inter alia) levelling, filling up
pits, straightening river Alt, making car-
riers for distribution of sew.age, &c. ... 6,098 14

For drain pipes and tiles, cartage, timber,
lime, rock, cement, cindei-s, horsu keep, Ac, 7,57U 16

Engineer, reporting and superintending the
laying out of the farm 5.52 10

Weighing-machine cottage and drainage
thereof, reconstructi(m of clock house, alter-

ation at Plum Tree House 1,097 10 3
Incidental e.xpense.s 1,62!) 8 2

Making the total cost of development... £16,948 18 11

The following statement contains particulars of the cost of
the tanks, engines, pumps, boiler and engine house at farm :

—

Wages and materials ...

Mortar mill and engine, &c. ...

Engineering expenses ...

5,533 2

934 16 3
250

Making the total cost of tanks, eng
pumps, boiler and engine house £6,717 18 3

The above statements are up to and inclusive of 1878-79.
There have since been expended in 1879-80, £75 in erecting a
cart shed; in 1880-81, .t'407 4s. lid. iu permanent works; in
1881-82, £117 9s. 4d.; in 1882-83, £100 18s. 4d. ; in 18H3-81.,

£17 5s. lid. in drainage ; and in 1884-85, £166 Os. 6d. in per-
manent works.

Tabulated Statement of Income of Farm.

Receipts from Receipt. Recei Dt.s from
from Sale

Produce, i of Horse So irces.

£ «. d. £ , 1. d. £ .. d. £ ,. rf.

1872-73 224 5 10 — 71 5 3 295 11 1

1873-74 1,090 19 4 — 6 13 7 1,097 M>, 11
1874^75 3,122 15 11 161 65 14 11 3,349 10 10
1875-76 3,087 5 6 105 15 6 181 l(i n 3,374 17 11
1876-77 3,446 2 7 35 210 7 3,691 3 2
1877-78 2,903 9 9 17 10 15 12 2,936 1! 9
1878-79 3,603 15 9 1 31 15 3,636 10 9
1879-80 2,724 4 — 51 7 6 2,775 11 6
1880-81 3,421 14 4 1 5 40 17 2 3,463 16 6
1881-82 3,011 6 7 — 71 8 10 3,082 15 5
1882-83 3,520 9 9 17 15 6 3 S 1 3,.541 13 4
1883-84 3,155 4 10 9 14 11 11 7 ;i 3,176 '/

1884^85 3,296 it 5 17 4 6 7 13 3 3,321 9 •?,

1885-86 2,826 7 a 1 18 6 6 2,845 14 5
1886-87 2,820 1 8 — 3 15 8 2,823 17 4
1887-88 3,334 16 2 2 5 14 1 11 3,351 3 1

1888-89 3,459 7 1 — 23 6 4 3,482 13 5
1889-90 2,802 17 2 9 5 13 9 6 2 825 11 8
1890-91 2,741 18 1 — 11 5 6 2,753 3 7
1891-92 3,101 JO 1 — 24 3 5 3,125 13 6
1892-93 2,943 9 — 55 8 H 2,998 9 5
1893-94 3,267 16 y 2 15 270 2 3,540 13 9
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MEMORANDUM.

The earlier defieiences (\o not represent losses inctuTed in

the actual working of the farm, but were caused by expendi-
ture in development out of the rates, loans having been ex-

hausted.

From 3872 to ISQ-i receipts more than ex-

penditure £681 5 11

From 1874 to 1894 receipts more than ex-

penditure £4,718 14 3

• This item of £1,563 16s. includes £1,240 Os. 5d., the cost of the steam
plough, eDgme and apparatus.
fThis item includes £519 15s. lOd. for compensation, Ac, re action

by River Alt Comraiasioners.

§ This item includes £1,762 16s. 8d. foi law costs and £&12 Os. 3d. for
permanent works.
JThis item includes £410 Os. for new boiler and new pump.
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Banbury.—With ii population of 13,000 and an average daily

flow of sewage of about 450,000 gallons, Banbary has a farm
of 232 acres, of which 138 are irrigable. The cost of farm
and pumping station was about £24,000. The sewage gravi-

tates to underground tanks at the sanitary depot in, the town
where the sludge settles. The liquid is pumped on to the

farm, and the sludge is periodically carted from the depot to

the land where required. All the steam-power is raised by
burning town refuse, and thus saving the cost of fuel. The
effluents, where shown mo, were not satisfactory on the day
of visit, about 6 in. of yellow foam floating round the outlet

pipes and down the river. The soil is stiff loam on clay

subsoil. The animal cost, including pumping, repayment of

loan and interest, is £1,353. The land costs £100 per acre.

The farm has hitherto been let to a farmer at £2 lOs. per
acre, but the corporation are not satisfied with the arrange-
ment and results, and are seriously thinking of taking over
the farm and working it themselves. Tlie town clerk very
kindly sent me particulars of an analysis made last April, of

which the following is a copy :

—

Report on a sample of effluent water (received 1st April,

1896, date 31st March, 1896) from the outlet into the Cher-
well, Banbury sewage farm.

Appearance—Somewhat turbid.

Sediment—Small.

Odour—None.
Sulphnretted hydrogen—None
Colour after filtering—Slight yellowish tint.

Grains.

Total matter in suspension ... ... ... ...

—

Mineral matter ... ... ... ... ... ... —
Organic and volatile matter in suspension ... ... —
Total dissolved solid matter ... ... ... ... 37'8

Chlorine as chlorides ... ... ... ... ... 4'45

equals common salt ... ... ... ... 7'28

Ammonia free and saline ... ... ... ... 1'51

Albumenoid ammonia ... ... ... ... ... '07

Nitrogen as nitrates and nitrites ... ... ... '021

equals nitric acid ... ... ... ... ... '094

Oxygen absorbed by organic matter in three hours... '322

REMARKS.
This is in all respects a very satisfactoi'y efUuent. The

([uantity of suspended solid matter is small, the dissolved

solids are moderate in amount, the albumenoid ammonia, the

oxygen absorbed by organic matter, are both well under the

prescribed limit, and the effluent is quite free from any
offensive characteristics in respect of colour, smell, &c.

\V. W. Fisher, f.i.c,

I'ubic Analyst for Banbury, &c.

Oxford, 6th April, 1896.

Luton.—This town has a population of about 35,000 and an
average daily How of sewage of about 2,120,000 gallons. More
than one-half of this quantity is clear subsoil water whichjhas
leaked into the sewers in the town, but which Mr. A. J. L.

Evans, the borough engineer, has intercepted and conveyed
separately to the sewage works. The sewage gravitates to

the tanks, and from there pumped to the farm, which lies on
a liillside at an elevation of from 50 ft. to 1.50 ft. above the

pumping station. The soil is chalky gravel, and 1 understand
no trouble is encountered in disposing of the sewage by irri-

gation and no effluent is to bo found. The sludge settles in

the tanks, and is pumped separately on to tlie lagoons made
in the ground. Here it is allowed to dry, and afterwards
worked into the land. The farm is 79 acres in extent, and
cost about £10,000. Tanks, engines, buildings, &c., cost

£13,000. The following balance sheet will show the receipts

and expenditure for the year 1894-95 :

—

RECEIPTS.

Sale of mangolds, brussele, strawberries, rye grass,

after seed, Ac. ... ... ... ... ... ... £444
Sale of manure ... ... ... ... ... ... 5

Snipe shooting ... ... ... ... ... ... 5

Osiers 8

Carrots, barley and peas ... ... ... ... ... 26
Sundries ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5
Cauliflowers ... ... ... ... ... ... 15

Stock in hand, December 31, 1895

Allotments, 3 roods 27 poles, at 6d. jier pole

Stock sent to horse-keep...

K.XPENDITURK.

Labour, manual
Labour, team
Horse hire ...

Seeds
Tools, repairs, &c. ...

Straw thatching and threshinj;

Commission on sales

Loss on sale of i-ye grass ...

Bates and taxes

Kent of Marsletts & Brochc
Kstiniated stock, season 1893-94

£508
51

£906

£626
111
49
51

14

12
13

£876
26

£1,184

Deficit

Instalment of loan and interest ,

278
740

£1,018
Pumping not included.

The consulting engineers whom the corporation called in
to advise them on the question of sewage disposal recom-
mended this process, which included about 52 acres of land,
three upward-flow screening tanks similar to those in opera-
tion at Wimbledon, pressing machinery, aiid the necessary
buildings, costing as follows :

—

Land, 52 acres £9,200
Laying out land and providing works for dealing
with the sludge ... ... ... ... ... 5,750

£14,950
The consulting engineers estimate the annual cost for sixty

years as follows :

—

Repayment of capital and interest on land, sixty years
at 3i per cent £350

Repayment of capital and interest on works, thirty
years 303

£653
79Dealing with the sludge

Annual cost for sixty years ... ... ... ... £732

It will be noticed that no allowance is made for loss on the
working of the proposed farm, which is the experience of

Luroir Tanks.

most other towns, and the cost of dealing with the sludge is

abnormally low. It appears that the cost of pressing the
sludge varies from 2s. to 4s. 6d. per ton. Assuming the cost
to be 3s., the total burden for this work would be about £1.50,

and assuming the loss on the farm to bo £100, the annual
burden for sixty years would be... ... ... ... £732
Loss on farm ... ... ... ... ... ... 100
Dealing with sludge (£150-79) 71

Total

If sludge-pressing is omitted, tho
somewhat lighter.

. £9i)3

will be

PERTH GASWORKS.

rROPOSED NEW SCHEME.
At a special meeting of the Works Committee of the Perth

Gas Commission, held recently, the report of Mr. J. Hep-
worth, M.I.C.E., Edinburgh, who was appointed to report on
the plans of the new gasworks at the Shore as designed bv
Mr. Andrew Wilson, the manager, was read. Mr. Hepworth
reports that the site on which the works are to be erected is

4; acres in extent, and will be sufficient for the manufacture
of 30,000,000 cubic feet per day. It is well provided with
railway accommodation for dealing with the coal and the
residuary products. The plans of the buildings submitted to
him showed that those buildings were well adapted for the
purpose they were intended to serve, and that they were well
designed and substantial in character. There was ample space
for the extension of the plant when necessary. Mr. Hepworth
said that he was informed that it was proposed to introduce
electric light into Perth, but notwithstanding there should be
no difficulty in developing the consumption of gas to such an
extent as to amount to 5 per cent, per annum. He was not
sure if his opinion was sought as to the cost of the new works,
but he had obtained from Mr. Wilson his estimate, which he
found amounted to £52,4a). That estimate he did not re-
gard as excessive, nor should the cost of the works as now
designed exceed that amount, provided that the specifications
were all considered and the work carefully superintended.
The committee considered the reports very satisfactory, and
subsequently instructed a special snb-committee to examiue
and report upon tho tenders received for tho execution of the
various contracts.
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The Typhoid Epidemic at Maidstone.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.— II.

In onr last issue we carried our report of the inquiry re-

cently opened on behalf of the Local Government Board
by Mr. J. S. Davy, Mr. G. W. Willcocks and Dr. Theodore
Thomson, into the recent outbreak of typhoid fever at Maid-
stone, to the close of the second day's proceedings. We now
give the proceediuKS of the third day.

THIRD day's proceedings.
On the resumption of the inquiry, on Wednesday of last

week, Mr. M.itthew Adams, medical officer of health, Maid-
stone, was recalled. In reply to Mr. F. R. Parker, he said

that he had not received any notifications from the barracks,

or the gaol, or the post office. Establishments belonging to

her Majesty were exempted from the Act.

Dr. Theodore Thomson intimated that the inspectors

would require to know whether any cases had occorred in the
buildings mentioned.
The WlT.\ESS, continuing, said that proper filter-beds woidd

have modilied the danger arising from the conditions which
he had previously described, but they must be on an adequate
scale. He liad found fissures in the ground over 3 ft. deep.

With regard to the suggested derivation of the nitrates sliown

by analysis from chemical manures, he had ascertained that

as a fact no such manures were used on the ground in ques-

tion. It was the universal experience that epidemic typhoid

was always caused by water or milk. Local outbreaks might
be due to drains, sewers, or water-closets, but no general

epidemic. He had no experience of an eiiidemic extending
rapidly over a town from insanitary conditions. The hand-
flushed closets had existed for tweutj' j-ears, during which
typhoid fever had never been wholly absent, but no epidemic
had occurred.

In reply to Dr. Theodore Thomson, the witness described

the laundry arrangements which had been made for washing
the linen coming from typhoid patients, and the disinfecting

measures taken. The laundry was erected in a few days,

and 40,000 articles had been washed and disinfected in it.

He further explained the work done by the special medical
staff engaged, and various details concerning the hospital

accommodation provided. With regard to the nursing ar-

rangements, a lai'ge staff of district nurses had been engaged.
The procedure was for notice to be sent to headquarters, on
receipt of every notification, and for a nurse to be despatched
to the house. She reported on the necessities of the case,

and nursing was provided in accordance with her report. A
most careful watch had been kept on the milk throughont
the epidemic. The total number of deaths was 132. There
had been three cases of typhoid in the previous January

—

namely, on the 7th, 10th and 2Sth, a foui-th case on April 2nd,

and a fifth on July Cth. Those were all the cases that had
occurred previous to the outbreak. The total number of

houses iu Maidstone was 6,007. With regard to the pre-

ceding prevalence of diarrhoea, to which a special character

attached, he put in a report giving the number, distribution

and ages of the patients.

Mr. J. S. Davy observed that they Lad it that diarrhoea had
also occurred at the Barming asylum, but it was desirable to

have more information on the point.

The Witness, replying further to the inspectors, described

the geological formation from which the vai'ious Farleigh

springs were derived. Briefly, they all came from the Hythe
beds of lower green sand, locally known as "ragstone." The
geology of Maidstone itself was very complicated, the under-

lying Atherfield clay having been overlaid by various alluvial

deposits brought down by the three rivers in the angle of

which the town was situated. With respect to the 357 cases

which he regarded as secondary, every one had been separately

investigated, and he had prepai'ed a return giving details of

each. The epidemic had entailed months of work, and it

had been impossible to get through it all. His salary as

medical officer of health was £200 a year, of which the town
paid half. Previous to 1890 ho made a monthly analysis of

the several waters, for which the fee would be 4 guineas

—

1 guinea per sample. After 1890 the analysis was made
quarterly from motives of economy. He also had a retaining

fee from the borough of 10 guineas per annum. He held

the appointment of analyst to the county. He had made no
personal examination of the springs in the paet. It could

not be done without the assistance of the water company, as

there was nothing to be seen on the surface. He had no
right of access, and did not consider it part of his doty as

medical officer to inspect the ground belonging to a private

company. The sanitary committee had directed him to make
an analysis quarterly instead of monthly. There had been
defects in the levels at which the town sewers were laid, and
sometimes sewage had been found flowing the wrong way

;

but these defects had been remedied, and he had never had
to make complaints of injury to health arising from them.

Dr. Washbourn was called and examined by Mr. F. K.

Parker. He said he was assistant physician to Guy's Hos-

pital, demonstrator of bacteriology and lecturer on physiology.

He had been called on by Jlr. Percy Adams in reference to

the epidemic, and eventually he came to Maidstone on Sep-

tember 21st. Ho was informed of the steps of precantion

that had been taken, and ajiproved of them. On the 22nd
he visited the gathering grouuds with Mr. Ware, manager of

the water company, who gave every assistance. The catch-

pit at Tutsham-in-Fieldshad previously been opened. There
was a good deal of human excreta on the ground within a few
yards, and in dangerous proximity to the catch-pit. At Tut-
sham-iu-Orchard there were two catch-pits, one of which he
saw opened. It was on a level with the surface of the ground,
and 2 ft. or 3 ft. deep. He took samples from both springs.

On September 26th he again visited Maidstone, and examined
the collecting grounds at the railway springs. Some of them
were front gardens, and he found the ground fouled with
excreta. He alio visited the Ewell springs, which were situ-

ated in grass land, and not affected in the same way. Samples
from these springs were taken on September 27th. He wrote
the interim report to which reference had been made. It

stated that the bacteriological examination indicated danger-

ous pollution of the Tutsham-in-Fields water. The subse-

quent complete report presented in December stated that

the large number of coU bacteria found constitnted definite

proof of contamination with animal excreta. There was no
such proof of contamination in any of the other waters ex-

amined. He regarded the Tutsham-in-Fields sjirings as the

most dangerous.

Cross-examined by Mr. Dickens, (J.c, witness said the sub-

ject of ty])hoid fever was very debateable and imperfectly
understood. All he had proved was pollution of the water by
animal excreta. The colt hacillus might be derived from animals
as well as from man, and the two could not be distinguished.

There were other hacilli very closely resembling the coli

bacillus. The tests he had applied for identifying the latter

were cultivation in different media and at different tempera-
tures, and the examination of the resulting colonies both by
the naked eye and by the microscope, and the chemical
changes produced in the media. He did not consider multi-

plication in water or inoculation a reliable test. He relied

upon all the characters taken collectively, not on a single test.

He found several varieties of cali bacilli in the samples he
examined. He had studied bacteriology in Germany, Austria,

Paris and Italy. The tests he had applied were the usual
ones, and adequate in his opinion. It was impossible to dis-

tinguish between coli bacilli of animal and human origin. He
attached no importance to the failure to find the typhoid
hacillids.

Dr. Sims Woodhead -was called and examined by Mr.
Holder, on behalf of the Maidstone Water Company. He
said he was director of the laboratories of the Royal Col-

leges of Physicians and Surgeons, and the author of various

works on Pathology. He had been called in by the water
comjiany on October 11th, and he advised the sterilisation of

the town reservoir and the mains of the Farleigh area with a
solution of lime. He did so merely as a measure of precau-

tion. He also visited all the sources of supply, and took

samples on October 29th from the mains and on November 5th

from the springs. The water from Tutsham-in-Orchard
showed a comparatively small number of colonies—about 17

per cubic centim^tre—and those consisted exclusively of

harmless water organisms ; that from Tutsham-in-B'ields

showed 1,750 organisms per cubic centiraHre, but he found
no typhoid and no coli bacilli. A further sample from the

same spring taken on December 11th showed 950 organisms,

but no typhoid and no coli. The conclusion he drew was
that the largo number of organisms indicated surface con-

tamination, but the absence of coli showed absence of sew-
age contamination, whether of human or animal origin. The
Ewell spring No. 1 showed slight trace of surface contamina-
tion and No. 2 rather more, but the number of bacteria was
low, ranging from seventeen to fifty-three. Examinations of

Boarley water showed a very low number of organisms and
absence of surface relations in three tanks out of four ; in

the fourth the organisms numbered sixty-five and ninety

with some evidence of the surface relations. Cossington
water was found to be equally pure, except in one case in

which it turned out to have been mixed with Mid-Kent water.

The last-mentioned water contained 110 organisms, or a
larger number than any of the Maidstone springs except
Tutsham-in-Fields. He had heard Dr. Washbourn's evidence,

and agreed with it generally, but he disagreed with respect

to the classification of the coli bacilli. The subject had got

into a muddle, and organisms were now included under the

heading which in his opinion, ought not to be included. He
would strictly limit it to those answering to certain tests which
Dr. Washboxu'n had not applied, and, therefore, he thought
they had not sufficient evidence before them to determine
definitely that contamination had taken place.

Cross-examined by Mr. F. R. Parker, witness stated that

he was not called in to restore confidence in the water supply;

that was his advice. He considered the sterilisation of the

mains a most necessary precinition. The statement in Dr.

Washbourn's report that pollution had diminished between
the dates of the two examinations was a fair inference from
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other waters he would recomn.end. J'«

--J^^ -^.J^l^'^^
to eontradict Mr. Adama' statement tliat the out beak was

due to Far e gh water. There was not sufficient evidence o

decide the c\!e of tlie outbreak for certain
;
he had not made

"^In'reT To"t. Theodore Thomson, the witness described

the process of sterilising the mains. .H^^^'^^ acquainted with

IJr. Sidney Martin's researches on l''«. '^"StH.of ime that

pathogenic organisms might live ni soil organically polluted

.and at high temperatures.

Mr T F Bunting, borough surveyor, was calleu ana ex

amined by Mr. L. Monckton. He submitted a map ot the

town showing the temporary hospitals -«^
"''--^.^.-"'.f^^^^^f

buildings used daring the epidemic, and the dist.ibut on of

the water supplies. He did not consider the «««-«V'^''tX [n
in the town generally bad. There was great difficulty in

erecting ventilating shafts on acconnt of the oPP"^>tion o

neighbouring houses. The witness described t'- -easn e

taken for cleanintr, flushing and disinfecting. The drains

were constantly tiished wFth carbolic acid -^ 1™-, -d

water for flushing was pumped f.-oni the ^'-er -'.d distribu ed

in carts. He did not attribute the spread of the fever to the

sewers because it would then have been more evenly d.s-

tr bated The sewers were most defective in the area where

there had been least fever. All drains in new houses were

doublo-trapped, and about half the old houses were prov,d?d

with intercepting traps between the sewer and the house

drain The " conduit " water was only supplied to stand-

pipes and wash-houses. Everything was done that could be

Sone in his department to check the spread of the epidemic,

and he had every assistance in carrying out hia ' "f«^-

At this stage the inquiry was adjourned until the iollownig

day.
FOURTH day's PBOCEBDINGS.

AVhcn the inquiry was resumed on Thursday, Mr BtTNTiNG,

the borough surveyor, presented a map sliow.ng the d.str bn-

ton of the sewers and a diagram illustrating the method of

trappTng and ventilating house drains adopted in all new

Snfs and in the reconstruction of old ones. He esti-

maed^that about half the house drains were so trapped

The distribution of sewers showed that se.^^ge fron, eveial

infected districts drained into sewers which passed thiongh

the portions of the town that had not been aftectcd by ever.

The sewers were flushed by automatic flushing cl>«™l'"J-

Mr S Lancklot Monckton, deputy town clerk, wap caueu

and examined by Mr. F. B. Parker on the administrative

w" rk done by the town in connection with the epidemic. He

had charge of the sanitary department and was l'on;<="«^

tary of the relief fund. A special emergency comm ttee was

formed and sat daily from September 21st t-' October 2bli.

Hospital accommodation was provided as rapidly as possi e

?he e were in all ten hospitals and three Berthon tents, he

nrst was opened on September 25th and -"'-""'
f'^^;'^

beds The engagement of nurses was authorised at the hrst

meeting on S'eptember 21st; 139 trained day nurses and

twenty seven night nurses were engaged, and they were as-

srsted by voluntary watchers. Local relief committees were

formed by the central committee in October, and they divided

the work Into districts. Soup kitchens were similarly formed

Orders for stores might be signed by an medical man, any

minister, member of the town council, or the emerge.icy

committee. The result of all this organization was that all

appliances and necessaries-medicine food bedding ic-
were supplied to every one who applied for them llie tov™

Tounc 1 s^t weekly instead of fortnightly during the epidemic

and all the work of the sanitary departmen was --t.oned

and went on continuously. On September 23rd a let^ter was

written to the water company requesting that the Farleigh

Tupply might be passed through the fllter-beds. On the 2oth

a second letter was written, on the advice of Mr. Adams,

urging that the whole ot the Farleigh water should be cut oft

oi- if that was impossible, all the -Swell spring. On the 2«tl

D,' Theodore Thomson met the committee and recommended

the same step, which was again urged on the water company

On October 2nd fresh public notices of Precautions to be

observed were issued. On the same day tl>e disinfection of

the mains was urged upon the company. Dr. Woodhead

advised the latter to the same effect, and arrangements were

jointly made to carry it out. Public notices explaining the

measure to consumers were issued on October Uth Ihe

dismfection was carried out on October Kith, and tor the pur-

pose the supply was cut oft from the town from 6 p.m

October 16th to 6 a.m., October 18th. The expenses incurred

by the town authorities were met by a loan arranged by the

Kentish Hank. The amount spent up to January 28th ex-

clusive ot the relief fund publicly subscribed andofiml vidua

expenses, was £12,385 8s. ItW. The public relief fi ml

amounted to £27,888 17s. 8d., but that did not include the

Cd mayor's fund, of whioh only £4,003 had been received.

Out oiL whole amount £13,727 10s. lOd. had been already

distributed to local committees and soup kitchens leav-ing

£14 161 6s. lOd. in hand and not yet allocated. No com-

muAication had over been received from the Local Govern-

ment Board with reference to any complauits as to sewers oi

drains. No order had .been made by tlio Board investing the

sanitary authority with any ot the powers or duties of the

Public Health (Water) Act ot 1878.

Mr HoiiLER here presented the following resolution, passed

by the water company on October 11th: "That Dr Sims

Woodhead be requested to make a thorough inqmry into the

outbreak of typhoid fever at Maidstone, and to advise the

companv (1) what further steps, if .any, should be taken to

prevent'its increase ; and (2) as to the cause of the outbreak.

In answer to a question by Mr. J. S. Davy, he said he pre-

sented the resolution to show that Dr. Woodhead was engaged

to make a thorough inquiry, and not to serve a particular

°
Dr Jaaifs Tew was called and examined by Mr. Talbot.

He said he was medical officer of health for the West Kent

combined sanitary districts, which included the rural district

of Maidstone. The nolilications ot typhoid in his district

were as follows for the twelve successive weeks beginning

with that ended September -Ith : 1, 0, 2, 17, 6, 8, 4, 3, 1, 1,0,

2-total, 45, of which twenty-two were in Banning, twelve

in East Farleigh and the rest in other villages.
_
There were

other cases in the workhouse. Pari of the district was within

the area ot the water company's Farleigh supply-namely

portions of East Farieigh, West Farleigh and Banning. All

Uie cases in these parishes e^-cept six occurred in houses

supplied with Farieigh water. In two of the exceptions tho

patients had their mid-day meals in a house supplied with

ihat water, which they drank. No part ot the parish of

Barming was in connection with the sewerage system ot

Maidstone, but part ot the East Farleigh was so conneoted

The witness then detailed the steps taken to provide for the

patients. They had sufficient nursing. On September 22na

he took two samples of water from delivery taps, one in East

Farieh'h and the other from Barming. Bactenological

examination carried out by himself showed the presence of

typical bac7(«s coU in both samples, but no typhoid f^'^ci'f"^

was found He drew the conclusion that the water had been

contaminated with alvine excreta. Exanunation by Mr

Foullerton, of the Institute of Preventive Medicine, gave the

'^CroTs'examined by Mr. Hohler, he stated that there were

many hacilU resembling the coli bacillus, but they could he

distinguished without the inoculation test. Samples had also

been chemically analysed. The result showed absence of

recent contamination, but indicated a mixture of old con-

taininated water with a purer water. After he whole of the

Farleigh water had been cut off from Maidstone, the lur 1

district previously using it was supplied from Ewell only.

There had been no typhoid at the Tutsham cottages until

November ; he could only obtain a history of ordinary summer

diarrhoea previous to that.
-i t> „ ™

In answer to Mr. S. L. Monckton, witness said Barming

was inside the water and outside the drainage area of Maid-

stone. He was convinced that the typhoid was conveyed by

the water and not by the drainage.
„„;„.,ncps

Mr SvnXEY Stai.laru, surveyor and inspector ot nuisances

to the rural district council, was called and examined by Mr.

Talbot He confirmed the evidence given by Dr. Tew. All

the cases occuring in the rural district in houses not supplied

with Farieigh water were traceable to Jlaidstone or to the

incriminated water in some other ^ay with two or three

exceptions. The population of East Farieigh was 1,611, an

of Barming 704, out ot which the number ot persons snPl '"r^

by the Faiiigh water was 220 in East Farieigh and 120 in

Barming. In those paris of West Farleigh and Raiding

where Klwell water only was used no cases occurred. The

cost ot the epidemic had been from £200 to £2oO.

In reply to Mr. J. S.Davy, witness submitted the by-l.aws

relating to hop-pickers. They contained'no clause requiring

the provision of privy accommodation.

Mr J S Du-v described the correspondence which had

passed between the Local Government Board and the district

council on the subject ot the by-laws. In 18-6 the board

pointed out that thi by-laws were defective, hut the council

replied that they saw no reason tor amending them. In lS8b

the council proposed to amend them, but the board refused

o confirm them' on account of several defects After some

correspondence they were eventually conhrmed in 1888.

The witness, continuing, said he had received no complaints

of offensive deposits. Of course he could see <leP°f«""''«;•

the hedgerows and so on, but notning to give nse to com-

plain s He always inspected the hopper bouses. Pnv.es

were quite useless, Ld when provided were a greater nuisance

Uian if there were none. Hoppers went to work at 6 o clock

and often to a considerable distance, so that it was impossible

?or them to return during the day. The hoppers came on

Vu-u r26th and left on September 13ili No case of typhoid

had occurred among them to his knowledge. He had inquired

into the case of Margai-et Brooks, a hop-picker. She was

admi ted to the workhouse from East Farleigh, on September

5tl"for her confinement. It was followed by puerperal fevei,

and afterwards she had typhoid.

Dr Tew, recalled, said he agreed to a great extent « ith the

last witness. Privies were improperiy used, and became a

nuisance ; it would be very difficult to enforce proper use. A

UenchraB dug for soldiers, would be much better. Such a

trpnch was, he believed, used in some places.

Mr Fletcher, chairman of the rural sanitary author, y

said he was a very large hop-grower m tie distnct. He

hought the by-laws were better without provisions for the
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rnvy accommodation: As nsed in-ines ^^ere a -real nuisince.
AVith regard to the East Farlei^li scriools, they' were stipplied
solely by company's water and were attended by about 250
children, bnt so far as they knew no illness had orrnrred
among them.

Mr. Wm.iA.M jroitTiNti volunteered to give evidence. }Jo
said he was a town coiincillm-, and had visited Tutsham earlv
in October. He liad found the gi-onnd polluted and no
accommodation provided forthe hoppers, and he thought that
if such accommodation had been provided this epidemic miWit
never have occurred.

°

Dr. Oliver, ex-mayor of Maidstone, who was mavor at the
time of the outbreak, explained that ho led the local author-
ity to fix the responsibility on the water supply. There was,
lirst, the sudden character of tlie outbreak, " suggestive of
water-borne infection, then the pollution of the ground at
tutsham, and, thirdly, the incidence of the disease in the
areas supplied with Farleigh water. These considerations,
taken together, and supported by the results of analyses, con-
vinced tlie town council that the water was tlie cause

In reply to Mr. .T. S. Davy, the witness said that he had
started the relief fund. They had had a very tryin.^ time
but had received the greatest assistance from every one in
the town, as well as from a great many outside and at a
distance.

Mr. FiEr.n, a ratepayer, volunteered to give evidence, and
drew attention to some alleged sanitary defects in the town,
and laid stress on the influence of sewer gas.

iv^i'^
inquiry was then adjonrned, and resumed on Tuesday

\Vednesday and yesterday. A report of these proceedings
will appear in onr next issue.

THE DRAINAGE OF SIOFORD.

THE QUESTION OP OUTFALL.S.
M. a meeting of the Honiton Rural District Council, on the

22Dd ult., Mr. E. G. Warren, architect, of Exeter, wrote
stating that, with reference to the letter of the Local Govern-
ment Board in regard to the sewerage of Sidford he con-
sidered the board were of opinion that this was a case for
application for compulsory powers to acquire land for sewage
outfall. To unite the higher and lowersystems would necessi-
tate a redramage of the village, the ioints of the present
pipes being of clay and not cement, lie should like to say
that at the time of preparing his scheme he susgested to the
council the desirability of bringing the sewage to one outfall
or to endeavour to obtain sanction for laving down a proper
system of carriers to the higher level outfall ; but it was re-
garded as unnecessary to consider any other than the lower
outfall suggested to be in Ford's meadow or near it. He was
of opinion that the Sidbury outfall, as at present laid down
could be made a success, bnt it would have to receive proper
attention and treatment. The cost of the sewer, with proper
manholes, fiuslnng chambers, &c.. would be about £3 000 and
to this must be added the amounts for compensation Sup-
posing, however, that a tank and filters had in the future to
be constructed at Sidbury, the cost would be about £.500
The entire re-drainage and tank and filters at Sidford would
cost about £.300, and the construction of a sewer at Salconibe
Regis connected with Sidford main outfall would bring the
total expenditure up to something like £2,000, adding to the
separate outfalls the cost of land at Sidford and Sidbury and
at balcombe Regis the amount of compensation which mir^ht
or might not be demanded. Under these circumstances "hewas ot opinion that it was advisable for each of the villages
in question to be kept entirely distinct and separate A com-
mittee was appointed to visit the spot and report

LONDON OPEN SPACES.

At the Inst monthly meeting of the Metropolitan Public
tiardens Association, 83 Lancaster-gate, W. Sir William
Vincent, vice-chairman, presiding, progress was reported in
regard to the laying out of the East-street and York-street
Walworth, recreation grounds, and it was stated that the im-
prnyements, as arranged, were being carried ont at the Jewish
burial grounds in Fulham-road and at St. Nicholas church-
yard, Deptford. A letter was read from Lord Llan^attock's
representatives stating that, the Building Acts Committee ofthe London County Council having withdrawn their obiection
to a proposed new road, the scheme sugge-sted by the a'ssocia-
tion for the preservation of the " Paragon " open space New
Kent-ro.ad, which they had agreed to lay out as a pnblic "arden
conld now be proceeded with. It was announced that thePaddington and Charing Cross Railway Bill for the construe-
tion of a railway under the parks had been abandoned, thatthe Edmonton District Council had introduced a Bill for the
acquisition of Pymmes Park, and that a member of the asso-
ciation had provided a drinking fountain for the Guy's Hos-
pital ground, Bermondsey, now being laid ont. It was agreedto offer to pay for the opening on Saturdays of certain schoolplaygrounds in Wandsworth, and to take steps for the aconi-
sition as public open spaces of sites in Bermondsey, Islington
the Strand, Hampstead, New Cross, Camberwell, Wandsworth

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

MR. HAWARD'S EVIDENCE.
Tlie Royal Commission inquiring into the water supply of

London re-assembled on Monday in the House of Lords,
Lord LlandafE presiding. The greater part of the evidence,
as was the case at the previous meeting, was chiefly of a
hnancial nature and dealt with the amounts annuallv ex-
pended by the various companies on the management of their
undertakings.

Mr. IlAWABD, comptroller of the financial department of
tlie London County Council, in the course of his evidence,
said that it the council acquired the companies' properties,
they might have in some respects to spend more for main-
tenance than the companies had done. But directors' feesand allowances, amounting to £28,345 annually, would be
saved He did not think directors need be compensated,
though officers should be.

Counsel pointed out that in the last two Bills compensation
tor directors was contempleted.

fr*^i'An*'^''.^''^°;'^'^°"°"'I™'' '» salaries .and .superannuation,
±0,000 might be saved, and £10,000 on law expenses. Taking

°u . iJro'?
P^Portionately, Mr. Haward calculated that

about £.j8,345 might be saved annually in cost of manage-ment it the waterworks were taken over by the LondonCounty Council. Cross examined, he put the Stock Exchange
valiie ot the water companies' works at £30,000,000. He was
unable to agree that the London County Council staff is at
present overworked. They had a staff of (J,700 persons, and
paid in salaries £460,000 a year. He could give no instance
where^a corporation's taking over the water had reduced the
cost of management. Asked if he thought it would not be an
inconvenience to add the waterworks, he pointed out as an
analogous case that of the management of the asylums by a
committee of the council. No doubt the London water
supply was a larger undertaking than any undertaking

^f^^nJ'^
a corporation at the present time. It would be

-00,000,000 gallons a day against 40,000,000 gallons a day at
Manchester, which was tlie next largest. No doubt "the
management of the water would be a 'considerable addition
to the work of the council, which, however, had really fewer
duties than the corporations of Liverpool and Birmingham
tor the council had not to manage the gas or the police.
The next meeting of the commission will take phice onMonday next.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF WATERWORKS
ENGINEERS.

Special Genf.rat, Mketinq.
A special general meeting of the above association will be

held at the Westminster Palace Hotel, Westminster to-
morrow, wlien the chair will be taken by the president, Mr.
H. Ashton Hill M.I.C.E., at 10 a.m. precisely, for the, considera-
tion ot the following proposed alteration of rules i—

In substitution of Rules 7 and 18.
7. Associates shall be (Class A) engineers or engineering

assistants, not under twenty-one years of .age, holding respon
sible positions in waterworks undertakings, and (Class B)
such other persons as by reason of their professional know-
ledge or experience are qualified to assist in promoting and
advancing the objects of the association.

18. Every Associate in Class A shall pay an entrance fee of
1 guinea and a subscription of half-a-gninea per annum.
Every Associate in Class B shall pay an entrance fee of 2
guineas and a subscription of 1 guinea per annum

In substitution of Rules 30 and 31.
SDBSEQUENT COUNCILS AND TER.M OF OFFICE

The council shall, after the .above date, consist of the presi-
dent, past presidents (who are eligible for election as herein-
atter provided), two vice-presidents, honorary secretary and
treasurer, and ten ordinary members. The "president vice-
presidents, lionorary secretary and treasurer, and ten ordi-
na,ry memhers, shall go out of office each year, bnt shall be
eligible for re-election. Voting papers, in a form to he de-
termined by the cmmcil, shall bo sent to eaoh member by the
secretary fourteen days before such annual general n.eetinif
to be returned to the secretary at or before such meeting
Nominations for the vacant offices shall be sent to the secre-'
tary thirty-one days before the annual general meetin" Two
scrutineers shall be appointed at the meeting to e.xamine and
report upon the voting lists. The result of the voting shall
upon the report of the scrutineers, be decl.arcd by the chair-
man. Every past-president shall at the expiration of five
years from the termination of his presidency go out of office,
but shall be eligible for election to the council in the ordinary
way. •'

General Meeting.
A getieral meeting will also be held at the Westminster

falace Hotel to-morrow, at 11 a.m., when Mr. H. W. Pearson
M.I.C.E., engineer of the Bristol waterworks, will read a paper!
entitled Springs and Wells for Town Supplies and Works in
Connection with Same." A discussion will follow the reading
of the paper. At this meeting tliere will be a ballot for the
election of members and associates whose proposals have been
received and approved by the council.
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Refuse and SSudge OestryetBon at Leyton.

THE RESULTS OF AN INTERESTING EXPERIMENT.

On the 27th illt., at the invitation of tlie chairman of tlie

Leyton Urban District Council, a visit of inspection was paid to

thatcouncil's sewage sludge and dustdestrnctorbySir Donglas
GaIton,K.c.r,., thechairmanof tlie council of the Sanitary Insti-

tute, and about 150 other gentlemen interested in sanitary
science, including the chairmenot the sanitary committees and
surveyors of most of the London vestries and of the principal

corporations and disti'ict councils nf the country. The de-
structor has now been working for about eighteen months,
and, no doubt, a brief description of the buildings will bo of

interest to our readers.

HISTORY OF THE EXPERIMENT.
It was three years ago when the council were first called

upon to consider the very serious question of the disposal of

the refuse and sewage sludge produced in tlieir district of

over 90,000 inhabitants. Until that time both the refuse and
sludge had been deposited on waste ground which was then
available, but the council recognised that, in the interests of

public health, such a method could not bo considered per-

manent. The disposal of the refuse was, relatively speaking,

an easy matter, but the question of burning the singe in such
quantities as were being produced daily was in itself a matter
of great difficulty. A committee was, however, appointed to

make inquiries as to whether there was any destructor of

sufficient power to burn the sludge and refuse combined, and,
after visiting several towns where destructors were estab-

lished and testing some with Leyton sludge, a contract was
entered into with the Beaman and Deas Syndicate, Limited,
32 Victoria-street, London, S.W., who undertook to erect a

destructor which would burn the sludge and refuse, in the

proportions of one to two respectively, at the rate cf 14 tons

per cell per day, without the assistance of any other fuel, and
without causing any nuisance in the process. These under-

takings, it is satisfactory to report, liave been fully earned
out, and the following fignres show the actual quantities of

sludge and houf.e refuse burned in the four cells of the de-

structor during the year 1897 : Refuse, 10,962 tons ; sewage
sludge, 5,795 tons— total, 16,757 tons. Each week consists of

five and a half working days only, and, consei|uently, it will

be observed that the figures shov,' an average daily consump-
tion of 14.1 tons per cell.

DESCRIPTION OP THE DESTRUCTOR.
The destructor furnaces are built in pairs, of which there

are four, and each has an inclined hearth leading from the
tipping platform to a horizontal fire-grate, lieyond the grate

is a fire-bridge, the space behind the bridge forming what is

known as the combustion chamber, which is common to both

furnaces. A reverberatory arch stretches over the chamber

fire-grate and hearth from front to back. The ashpit is

hermetically sealed, and forced draught let in by means of a

fan. In order to utilise the heat generated, two 96 horse-

power water-tube boilers of the Babcock & Wilcox type are

erected behind the two centre pairs of furnaces, this style of

boiler having been found to give the best results. The refuse

is carted on to the ripping platform witliout undergoing any
process of screening or selection, and charged through a

hopper on to the inclined hearth. .V chai-ge is mcanuhilo in

course of <lestruction on the horizontal fire-grate ; when this

charge has been consumed the fire-grate is clinkered, and the

charge lying upon the inclined hearth, which has been to a
considerable extent dried by the heat defiected from the

reverberatory arch and the general heat of the furnace, is in

tni-n drawn into the furnace, a fresh charge taking its place.

The forced draught which passes from the ashpit through the

fire-bars and the charge lying upon them is fcnind to keep the

bars cool, the wear and tear being infinitesimal. The clinker-

ing and recharging of the furnaces is done alternately, the

bettor to preserve the heat in the combustion chamber, which
is often as high as 2,500 deg. Fahr. Inasmuch as all the

products of combustion must pass through this chamber, it

is quite impossible for any nndecomposed vapours to escape

into the fiues. Whilst four pairs of furnaces are installed,

two are found sufficient for the quantity of refuse and sludge

at present produced.

REPORT AND TESTS BY SIR DOUGLAS FOX.
In accordance with the request of the chairman and

directors of the Beaman and Deas Syndicate, Sir Donglas
Pox, M.I.C.K., and Mr. Francis For, m.i.c.e., made a careful

examination of the destructor, and, as many of the questions

involved are jiurely chemical, they availed themselves of the

assistance of Messrs. Stranger & Blount, consulting chemists

and analysts, the results of the trials and analyses conducted

by them being en\bodied in the report. The following is an
extract from the report :

—

METHOD or' TRIAL.

A twelve hours' trial was carried out on Tuesday, March
30th. Two pairs of cells were used, the remaining two
pail's being left cold throughout the run. In the course of

the trial the chai'acter of the refuse burned and the quantity

of refuse consumed, the amount of water evaporated in the

boilers, and the weight of clinker produced, were observed

and determined. A special examination was also made of

the nature of the escaping gases, and numerous samples for

analysis were taken. The temperatures of the combustion
chamber and of the flue gases were also ascertained. The
refuse consumed consisted of a mixture of ordinary house

Leyton Sewage ant> Destri-ctok Works.
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SECTION OF Drstrittoh FrnxACFs.

refuse ami lilter-press cakes nf sewage shulge from the sew-

age works. These were nsed as nearly as possible in the

• ])roportioii of two parts ot house refuse to one part of sewage

sludffe by weight. An observation of the character of the

house refuse during the day showed that it was fairly dry

(the weather being fine), but of a rather poor quality from a
• hoatrprodncing point of view; that is to say, the quantity of

cinders was email, such refuse of household fuel as was present

being to a great extent merely tine ash containing but little

combustible material. A considerable ])art of the refuse con-

sisted of old tins and crockery, and there was also a good

deal of green vegetable refuse, i)robably more than the usual

average. The other material consumed—the sewage sludge

—arrived from the filter-presses in a wet, pasty condition. It

was analysed both for moisture and the percentage of com-

bustible material (carbonaceous matter) which it contained.

The proportion of water exhibited some fluctuation, as is

apparent from the following analyses :—
Water.
Per cent.

Sample A 61'23

Sample B 68-.50

Average ... ... •• . • 6486
The average amount of combustible carbon was also deter-

mined, it being 18'49 per cent. This quantity corresponds

with 6'50 per cent, of combustible carbon on the wet sewage

cake containing 64 86 per cent, of water. It will have been

seen from these figures that not only is the sewage cake very

wet, but that it contains only a small percentage of combust-

ible matter. A mixture of one part by weight of this material

and two parts ot bouse refuse of low quality is therefore a

very poor fuel.

STEAM-RAISING VALUE OF THi: REFUSE AND SEWAOE CAKE.

On the 30th .March, 1897, a trial was carried out to deter-

mine the steam-raising value of the refuse and sewage cake.

The trial lasted for twelve hours, and there were four cells in

the destructor in use. The following are the detailed re-

sults :

—

Weight of house refuse consumed...

Weight of sewage cake consumed ...

Proportion of bouse refuse to sew-

age cake ... •

Total weight of material burnt
Average weight of material burnt

per cell per hour . .

.

Total weight of clinker produced ...

Proportion of clinker produced to

material burnt
Average steam pressure in boilers ...

Average temperature of feed water
Weight of water evaporated (3,192 gallons) 31 ,920 lb.

Weight of water evaporated per

hour 2,6601b.

Weight of water evaporated per lb.

of burnt material .. ... ... 0426 lb.

Co7Te!<ponding loifh

Weight of water evaporated per lb.

of material burnt from and at

212dcg. Fahr 0-.-)07 lb.

Average pressure of air in ash-pit 2 in. of water.

49,840 lb.

25,1161b.

100 to 50-4

74,956 lb.

1,561 lb.

22,008 lb.

294 per cent.

105 lb.

65 deg. Fr.

The extremely low quality of the material consumed (poor

house refuse an<l wet sewage cake) is indicated by the small

quantify of water evapor.ated per lb. of fuel (0'4261b.). In

spite of this the total power produced was considerable

;

taking the total weight of water evaporated as 31,9201b.,

and assuming an average consumption of 201b. of water per

indicated horse-power, the horse-power available would be

133 indicated horse-power; the equivalent amount of steam
coal which would be required to obtain this result is IJ tons,

representing a cost of £1 lis. 6d., assuming the price of coal

to be 18s. per ton delivered at the works.

The total heat available was more than sufficient to heat

the boilers, and these in their turn supplied more steam than
was required for the need of the works, which was served by
a 45 horse-power engine in the sewage works and by a 12

horse-power engine in the portion occupied by the deitructors.

A smaller engine drove two fans delivering air to the ash-pits

of the cells, a dynamo lighting the works and a steam hoist

for raising the sewage to the charging floor, and a feed water

pumping engine was also provided with steam from the boilers.

Tlie larger engine drove a pump lifting sewage from low to

high level, an air compressor for the filter-press, and all minor
plant in the sewage works.

COMPLETENESS OF THE DESTRUCTICV OF REFUSE.

During the above trial attention was specially directed to

the question as to how far the destructor accomplished its

work in consuming the wet and objectionable refuse sup]ilied

to it in such a manner as to leave nothing but innocuous pro-

ducts. This portion of the inquiry appears to us to be of

fundamental importance in that complete combustion of

noxious and putrescent refuse is of greater moment than is

the production of power at an incident in its consumption.

The ultimate materials constituting the output of the de-

structor are clinker and gaseous products of combustion ;
both

should be as fully oxidised as possible. Accordingly, analyses

of theclinker and gases were made, with the followingresnlts :

—

(i) Cliider.—The quantity of unbnrnt carbonaceous matter

was determined— carbon, 21 per cent. The amount of com-

bustible material left in the clinker is therefore extremely

small ; moreover, it is present as well-charred particles, and

is no more objectionable than that commonly present in fur.

nace ashes.

(ii) Gaseous FTodncts of Combnstion.— Samples were taken

both from the combustion chamber of one of the destructor

cells and from the boiler flues at the point where they were

connected with the underground flue leading to the chimney
A. Gases from combustion chamber

—

Percentage by Volume.

Carbonic anhydride (CO;)

Carbon monoxide (CO)...

Oxygen (O)

Nitrogen (N)

Corresponding with free air

B. Oases from boiler flue^
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rercentage by Volume.

Carbonic auhy dride (CO..) 27 4-2 50 3-6 4-9

Carbon mouo.\ide (CO).., 71 ll. nil. 0-4 nil. 0-2

Oxygen (0) ]7'2 I-IH U-5 15-9 14-4

Xitrogen (N) 80-1 81-0 80-1 80-5 80-5

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

Corresponding with free air, 81-9 70o 690 TS'T 68-6

From these figures it is evident that substantially com-
])l ete combustion is effected, carbon monoxide (a product of

in complete combustion) being usnally absent, and, when
present, existing only in negligible qaantity in the flue gases.

That the combustion was thorough was further proved by
requent observation of the smell of the due gases; they were
ound to be free from offensive odoui', and to contain no evil.

smelling product of destructive distillation or imperfect oxida-

tion. This is of importance, becanse the consumption of wet
refuse is likely to give rise to objectionable gaseous products
unless steps are taken, as in this case, to oxidise tlie.se jiro-

ducts thoroughlj' before they pass into the chimney flue.

On account of this fact it is desirable that there should be
an ample supply of air over .and above the calculated qu.an-

tity necessary for tlie complete oxidation of the carbonaceous
matter. In the case of the samples examined this condition

is fulfilled, inasmucli as they contain from 01 per cent, to

81'9 per cent, of free air. It is possible that it may be found
practicable somewhat to diminish this large excess of air

without impairing the completeness of combustion and with
a gain in efficiency in heating the boilers. At present, how-
ever, the total heat available is so much greater than that
which can be usefully employeil that this increase of efficiency

is of no immediate importance.
RETENTION OF DL'ST BY THE DE.STRUCTOR.

Not only is it necessary that the products of combustion
from an efficient destructor should be fully oxidised, but it

is also highly desirable that they should be as free as pos-

sible from dust and smoke. The behaviour of the destructor

in tliis respect was ascertained by filtering a known volume
of gas drawn from tlie combustion chamber, and determining
the weight of dust thus separ.ated. The quantity found was
0'18 grains ])er cubic foot of gas. The amount is therefore

inconsiderable, even at a point so close to the grate as to

allow but little time for the deposition of any suspended
matter whicli might be scattered by the blast of air supplied

to the ash-pit. Many large particles of slag (as distinct

from fine dust) passed over into the combustion chamber in

a state of incandescence. These being in a semi-fused state,

adhered to the walls of the chamber and formed a protective

coating on the brickwork against injury either by heat or

attrition. A trial was also made of the gases passing from
the boiler flue to the chimney. In this case the quantity of

dnst was found too small to estimate. Observation of the

smoke from the chimney, made at frequent intervals during
the trial, showed that the amount emitted was unusually
small. It WHS light brown in colour, and was readily dis-

sipated within a short distance of the mouth of the chimney.
Considering these facts conjointly, it is evident that during
the trial almost complete retention of dust was effected.

TEMPERATURE OF THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER AND FLUE GASES.

The temperature of the combustion chamber when the

charge was burning freely was determined and found to be

850 deg. Cent. (1,562 deg. Fahr.). This c<uTe8ponds with a
moderate rod heat, and is sufficient to complete the com-
Imstioil of any nnburnt products escaping from the grate.

Naturally, if refuse only of fair average quality was con-

sumed, the heat would be much greater, probably more than
2,000 deg. Fahr. An observation of the gases in the under-

ground flue, leading to the chimney was made at inter-
vals during the trial. It was found to fluctuate somewhat;
according to tlie stage of firing the cells. The temperatures
taken are as follows :

—

No. of Observation. Temperature of the Flue Gase.>i.

1 230 deg. Cent. = 446 deg. Fahr.
2
3

320 „ „ = 608
250 „ „ = 482
270 „ „ = 518
238 „ „ = 460
227 „ „ =440

The comparatively high temperature of the flue gases is

due to the fact that during the trial more heat was being
produced bv the destructor than could be absorbed by the
boilers, the furnaces being, indeed, capable of genorating a
good deal more power had a third boiler been available,

The two boilers in use were blowing off at 1101b. px'essura

throughout the test.

CONCLUSIONS.

From a consideration of the results of this trial we have
ariived at the following conclusions :—

•

1, The destructor is capable of consuming wot sewage cake
and house refuse of poor character in a complete and satis-

factory manner.
2, The oxidation of the combustible matter in the material

fed into the destructor is complete, and the gaseous products
of combustion are inoffensive.

3, The gaseous products of combustion are sensibly free

from any suspended matter by the time they pass into the
flue to the chimney.

4, The clinker is well burnt and free from offensive half-

charred carbonaceous matter.

5, Even when working with a wet sewage cake and poor
house refuse, the destruct»r generates more heat than can be
used with the present plant at Leyton.

Wo therefore consider that your destructor provides an
efficient and economical method of destroying the refuse of

towns without injury to the neighbourhood. So far as wo
are aware, it is the only form of furnace yet adopted capable
of burning a considerable proportion of sewage sludge—even
when containing, as in this case, a high percentage of moisture,

KEMARKS OF MR. AV. DAW.SON.
Mr. William Dawson, m.i.c.k., engineerand surveyor to the

council, states in his annual report for the year ended 3l9t

March, 1897, that the destructor buildings, which were com-
menced in November, 1895, were so f.ar completed that the

burning commenced on the Ist October, 1896. Since then
the destructor has been kept constantly going, day and night,

and not one farthing has been spent in repairs. The steam
generated, besides driving all the pressing, mixing and pump-
ing machinery at the sewage works, di'ives a dynamo, which
lights not only the destructor buildings, bnt the sewage works
adjoining. The wiring of these buildings was done by the

council's own workmen, under the direction of Mr. H. Ceilings

Bishop, the resident electrical engineer. The drainage of

the buildings was also done by the council's workmen, and a
mess-room, with bath-room, has been jirovided for the use of

the workmen. The incombustible residuum has been found
to average about 25 to 30 per cent., and forms a very hard

clinker, valuable for road formation and other ]>iirpose.-;.

The whole of the clinker and fine ash has been sold under
contract for twelve months, the clinker at 6d. per one-hurse

load and the fine ash Is. 4d. per oneliorse load.

THE rUBLIC INSPECTION.
The following gentlemen wci'e among those who W(}rc pre-

sent at the public inspection of the destructor on the 27th
ult. : Messrs. W. J. Brown, Northampton; I'. Uodd, Wands-
worth ; A. Ventris, Strand ; W. Weaver, Kensington: J. Hall.

Pla.v or Dem'Ructor I'u8.\aci:s,
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Cheltenham ; G. A. 'VVilson, St. George-in-the-East ; Major
L. Flower, Lee Coiiserv.incy ; H. J. Marten, Streatham ; J. A.
Angell, Beckenham ; J. H. Brierley, Richmond ; O. C. Robson,
Willesdeu; T. Douglas Fox, Westminster; S. Steail, Harro-
gate ; J. Cartwright, Bury; C. Bottcrill, Fnlham ; W. Gow,
Plumste.ad ; Nowell Parr, Brentford; S. E. Btirges?, Stoke
Newiugton; H. Kilgour, Cheltenham; J. White, Folkestone

;

F. W. Barratt, Bethnal Green ; W. H. Savage, East Ham ; F.
.Samuer, Bermondsey; G. R. Wheeler, St. John's, Westmin-
ster; J. Patten Barber, Islington; C.Mason, St. Martin-in-
tlie-Fields; C. Jones, Wood Green ; J. P. Waddington, White-
chajiel; A. J. L. Evans, Luton ; X. Scorgie, Rotherhithe ; O.
K. Winter, Sonthwark; D. J. Ebbetts, .'Vcton ; A. H. Preece,
Westminster; H. Mair, Hammersmith; C. H. Cooper, Wim-
bledon ; G. J. C. Broom, St. Helens; K. P. Campbell, Stock-
ton.on-Tees; E. J. Hewatd, Greenwich; E. Holmes, Wal-
thamstow; L. Angell, Stratford; W. Fail ley, Morilake; H.O.
Thomas, Woolwich ; W. Dawson, Leyton ; and W. H. Maxwell,
Leytou. The inspection lasted over an hour, and everybody
was highly iotereated in the working of the destructor and
also in the sewage works adjoining.

THE LU.NCHEON AND SOME SPEECHES.
After the inspection the whole company sat down to a

Bumptuons luncheon in the Town Hall. After the luncheon a
short list of toasts was gone through, the first, that of " The
Queen," being submitted by the chairman of the district

council.

Councillor J. Tkumble, chairman of the Sanitiry Com-
mittee of the council, proposed the health of the principal
guest that day. Sir Douglas Gallon. He said that after many
trials and efforts on the part of the district council to discover
an efficient system of sewage disposal he believed that, so far
as Lejton was concerned, they had solved the problem. 1'hat
being so, the council tliought it was only due to the inventors
of the destructor that they should make it known to other
people and let them have an opportunity of seeing how it

worked. Sir Douglas Gallon, noiwithstanding the numerous
calls he had upon his time, willingly acceded to the council's
request that he should take a leading part in that day's pro-
ceedings.

The tonst having been honoured. Sir Douglas Galton said
that he felt it a very great honour to have been asked to visit

the destruclor that day, and he should like to recall to mind
some of tlie things that have happened in past times in re-

spect to those efforts which have been made to destroy the
refuse of the community. It has often been Eaid that one of
the most marvellous feats which has to be performed in this
vast city of London is the way in which it has to be supplied
with food, but he thought that the removal of refuse from our
midst is at least equally wonderful. He then wont on to
describe the methods of the disposal of liquid refuse in our
large towns, and said that Leyton, with the assistance of
Messrs. Beaman & Deas, had done much better than London
now does. They had obtained a destructor which deals in a
marvelloas way with the refnse sludge, for it avoids the cost
of barging, for after removing it from the tanks they only
have to squeeze it thoroughly and throw it into furnaces, and
then the heat from its perfect combastion assists in working
the necessary machinery, and the claritied effluent passes into
the river. With respect to the disposal of the solid refuse, he
said some years ago Messrs. Rosser & Russell devised most
ingenious machinery for sorting the dust. The dust cart was
emptied into a revolving cyclinder, formed of open bars,
through which a strong current of air was drawn. The Larger
and heavier matters were dropped tlirough the bars of the
cylinder, the lighter matters were carried np by the air cur-
rent and deposited according to their weight in different
localities. Small and comparatively heavy articles were
dropped on to a revolving table, round which were seated
small boys to sort thorn. The paper was carried by a cun-ent
of air to a press, where it was washed and deposited iu tanks,
to be pulped and made into rough cardboard. The vegetables,
the broken coal and ashes were set aside for fuel, the coal
dust was carried to barges and sold as breeze. The machinery
for working the apparatus was moved bj- steam power ob-
tained chiefly from the burning of the refuge, and electric
light was also obtained from the jjower generated. This
arrangement, however, does not meet the objection which is

alleged against dust-bins, of the danger that they may spread
infection. On account of this assumed danger m anj- local
authorities have taken refuge in burning the refnse ; but the
burning of refuse, although it is hygienic, is an absolute
^vaste unless some method can be devised of making use
of the hurning refuse itself, and apply the heat generated
from its combustion to some useful purpose. Probably the
earliest of recent forms of destructor was tliat of Fryer.
Various others have followed, such as Jones', Crane's, Hors-
fall's, and, indeed, many borough surveyors and others have
devised forms more or less ingenious, until the destructor
which had been e.xamined that day—namely, that by Messrs.
Beaman & Deas. A destructor should possess three qualities

:

1, It slionld burn up perfectly the refuse put into it without
preliminary treatment; 2, It should emit no deleterious fumes
or smell ; 3, It should supply heat to perform some useful
operation. He thought that the success of the Leyton de-
strtictor la"y to a groat extent in the following arrange-
ments ; The charging, the openings and the drying hearth
are as far removed as possible fi-om the entrance to the flue,
and the gases arising from the drying process must pass over

the fire itself ; ample space is provided for the mixing of the
gases, whilst, finally, the double construction of the furnace
—that is, the arrangement of the cells iu pairs—the com-
bustion chamber and the alternative system of working
these cells secure the destruction of any fumes of a
no.Nious character which might otherwise possibly escape
into the flues. It is impossible with any destructor cell to
ensure a continuous high temperature in the cell proper. The
cell must be more or less opened to be charged and clinkered,
and the charge must be started from a comparatively cool
condition. Therefore, unless special provision is made com-
paratively green gases must necessarily pass into the atmo-
sphere. That was the origin of the old detached cremator.
In the Beaman & Deas destructor each cell of a pair acts
alternately as a fume cremator to the other; when the gases
in one cell are comparatively green the gases from the other
are at their hottest, and with ordinary refuse a miniraura
temperature of 2,000 deg. Fahr. is maintained in the common
combustion chamber, where the gases unite, provided only a
reasonable suppl3' of refuse be maintained. He said that he
had been informed that a pair of cells of the destructor could
consume .50 tons of refuse per day. This large consumption
is accomplished because of the use of forced draught. The
success of forced draught lies largely in the details of the
arrangements and the skill with which it is applied. It is to
the skilful application of the forced blast in this destructor
that we owe the consistent high temperature iu the combus-
tion chamber and the complete combustion of the refnse.

There are other peculiarities about this destructor which
afford most interesting objects of speculation to the engineer,

as, for instance, the way in which the silicate particles from
tlio road sweepings melted by the high temperature form a
protective coating to the brickwork in the combustion
chamber. In conclusion, he offered his congratulations to the
town of Leyton for the excellence of their sanitary adminis-
tration, under which they have obtained so efficient a method
of dealing with their refuse.

The Chaie.max, in proposing the toast of " Success to the
Dust Destructor," strongly emphasised the great boon which
the destructor was proving. He said they had a practical
surveyor, and it was due to his efforts and those of a small
committee that Leytou now possessed such a splendid de-
structor. Mr. Dawson gave the Sanitary Committee very
prosaic reports at their monthly meetings, and he read the
following, in which he (Mr. Dawson) spoke of the dust de-
structor iu his report to the committee the Tuesday before :

" Since the last meeting of this committee, four weeks ago,

we have burned some 794 tons 4 cwt. 1 qr. of house refuse, and
.530 tons 3 cwt. 3 qr. of pressed sludge, making a total of

1,324 tons 8 owt., being at the rate of 16i tons per cell per
twenty-four hours.

Colonel SnAiiRATT,Mauchester, the chairman of the Beaman
& Deas' Syndicate, Limited, replied, and proposed the toast of
" The Chairman and Members of the Leyton District Council,"
to whom, he said, the syndicate owed much for the courtesy
and consideration they had extended to them all along. Mr.
Muagrave, the chairman of the council, replied, and Councillor
E. Bare proposed " Success and Prosperity to Borough En-
gineers." Ho coupled with the toast the names of Mr. Lewis
Angell, borough engineer. West Ham ; Mr. John Angell, his
nephew, surveyor to the Beckenham Urban District Council

;

and Mr. \V. Dawson, surveyor to the Leyton District Council.
These gentlemen briefly replied. The next toast, that of
"The Visitors," terminated the proceedings, which were
throughout of an exceedingly interesting and enjoyable nature.
For the information contained in this article we are in-

debted to the Beaman .t Deas' Syndicate, Limited, and Mr.
William Dawson, engineer and surveyor to the Leytou Urban
District Council.

PAVING ROLLERS.

For some years Mr. Alex. Gilchiist, 23 Eglinton-street,
Glasgow, has made a speciality of brass rollers, groovers,
stamps and name-plates for concrete and similar kinds of
artificial pavements, having erected special machinery for
the production of these goods, and from time to time intro-

duced improvements. There is now no possibility whatever
of the teeth becoming loose and dropping out, as tho rollers

are made in one piece. With the extended use of granolithic
and cement pavements the demand for the rollers has natur-
ally increased, and some of them have .already been sold for
shipment to the Cape, Australia, &c. They can be taken to
pieces by merely unscrewing the spindle, so that they can be
packed very conveniently. Many corporations and local

authorities throughout Great Britain have adopted them, as
well as the Works Dejiartment of the Admiralty.

The Eleoti-ic Metal Working: Syndicate, Limited.—We
have been informed that Messrs. Scott, Anderson A: Beit, of
Royal Insurance Buildings, Sheffield, have been appointed sole
agents for the Voltex process of electric welding, brazing, &c.,
for the following counties : Yorkshire (south of a line through
Whitby, Nori;hallerton and Richmond to Kirkby Stephen),
Lauoasljire, Nottingham, Derbysljire, Staffordshire, Cheshire,
Worcestershire and Warwickshire.
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THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

ANNUAL DINNER.
The anuual dinner of the Sni-veyors' Institution was hold

on Wednesday night, at the Ilolborn Restaurant, being at-

tended by about 200 members. The chair was taken by Mr.

Christoplier Oakley, the president, and among tlio guests were
the Earl of Jersey, Sir Richard Webster, q.c, M.P., Mr. Jesse

Collings, M.P., Sir J. Wolfe Barrj', Sir Alexander 11. Biunie,

Sir Ernest Clarke, the Hon. G. Lascelles, Mr. Cripps, Q.c , M.p.,

Mr. G. M. Freeman, Q.c, Mr. K. J. Castle, Q.c, Mr. B. Watney,
Mr. E. Stafford Howard, and Mr. Julian C. Rogers, secretary.

After the usual loyal toasts, those of ''The Houses of Lords
and Comraons " and "The Bench and Bar,"

Mr. Whkeler, q.c, propcsed " The Surveyors' Institution,"

and alluded to the remarkable progress which the association

had made iu recent years. He showed that since 1868, the
year of its foundation, it had grown fi-om 150 members to

3,000, while the number of students had increased from two
to 300. After referring to the handsome building which is

now in course of erection in Great George-street, and which
is estimated to cost £30,000, he expressed a hope that the
progress of the Institution would be as rapid in the future as
it had been in the past.

The Ch.-iirman, in responding to the toast, said he attri-

buted the success to the straightforward manner in which
their business had been conducted, and to the disinterested

view which they took in regard to the profession's interest.

VENTILATION OF HOUSE DRAINS.

NEW FURM ()F FRESH-AIR INLET.
We illustrate a useful invention for the ventilation of

sewers, consisting of a combined air inlet and dirt box, which
is the invention of Mr. Percy Mnnro Beaumont, .um.i.c.e., sur-

veyor to the Maldon (Essex) Town Council. In view of the

letter from "An Urban District Council Surveyor" which
appeared in our last issue, and the correspondence which
appears in another column of the present issue, the following

technical details will no doubt be of interest.

Section through top of manhole, showing combined f

dirt box in position.

The object of the invention is to provide sewers with means
which will allow fresh air to pass into them, but will prevent
the escape of the sewer gases through the opening provided
for the admission of fresh air. Like most other engineers
who have open manholes in their borough, Mr. Beaumont was
constantly receiving complaints of the great nuisance arising

from them. The difficulty was to know what to do with
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them. Some local authorities direct their engineers to close

the manhole covers and erect ventilating shafts where pos-
sible, whilst others simply have the manholes closed and pro-
vide no outlet for the sewer gases. In the opinion of Mr.
Beaumont, however, the closing of the manhole covers is a
mistake; they should be made to act as air inlets, iu conjunc-
tion with veutilatiiig shafts, gas destruclors, or other foul-air

extractors, and it was to meet this \'iew that be designed bis

combined air inlet and dirt box, as being a simple and cheap

way of carrying out this object. The invention simply takes

the place of the ordinary dirt box, and can be made to suit

any manhole cover, so that there is no expense of altering or

providing now covers. In many cases the existing dirt boxes

could be converted at a small cost.

According to the specification, the manhole or other opening

in the sewer is provided with a dirt basket or receptacle

forming a trap for the interception of stones, dirt, or other

foreign matter passing through the grating. The dirt basket

or receptacle has an inner tube or channel, which forms an

air passage to the sewer ; to the lower end or sides of this

Seciioh of Aib iNtEi Cover, showing Valve.

passage one or more non-return valves is or are arranged

opening towards the sewer. More than one of such inner

tubes or channels may be used if required. Air passing through

the ordinary grating of the manhole or other opening iu the

sewer enters the sewer through the valves in the inner tube

or tubes. Should the pressure of the sower gases be greater

than that of the air in the dirt basket or receptacle, the

valves will be closed and the exit of gases tlvrough the man-

hole or other opening thus prevented.

We may mention that the manufacturers of this new form

of fresh-air inlet, which complies with the requirements of

the Local Government Board, are Messrs. Ham, Baker & Co.,

13 Gro3venor-road, Westminster, S.AV.

ARBITRATIONS WjD AWARDS.

On B''riday Mr. Baldwin Latham conducted an arbitration

at Rhyl with respect to the claim of £3,500 made by Mr.

Jacob Biggs against the Rhyl Urban District Council for

extras and for damages for delays in connection with the

carrying ou« of the new sewerage works at Rhyl, of which he

wasthe contractor. The council counterclaimed against Mr.

Biggs the sura of £3,507 for penalties and for non-comple-

tion of the contract within the specided time. Mr. Bray, Q.C,

appeared for Mr. Biggs, and the council were represented by

the Town Clerk (Mr. Arthur Rowlands), with Mr. F. J.

Gamlin as legal adviser. After a lengthy hearing, the arbi-

trator said he would make his award in due course.

Mr. Richard Horsfall, F.s.i., of Halifax, has issued his award

in the arbitration case of Longley v. Leeds Corporation, which

was heard at the end of last year. The claim, which amounted

to £15,069 lis., was in respect of the acquirement of the

claimant's property in Lands-lane, Leeds, for street improve-

ments. Mr. Benjamin W. Jackson, f.s.i., was the arbitrator

for the claimant; whilst Mr. J. M. Fawcett, f.s.i,, Leeds,

acted in a similar capacity on bohalf of the corporation.

Evidence for the claimant was given by Mr. John Hepper,

F.S.I., Leeds, Mr. Thos. Winn, F.s.i., Leeds, and Mr. Jos. J.

Mosley, estate agont and vainer, Leeds ; and for the corpora-

tion, by Mr. Thomas Ambler, architect and surveyor, and Mr.

W. D. Hollis (Messrs. Hollis & Webb), Leeds. The award is

for £11,785 3s. 9d., including the sum of £145 3a. 9d. agreed

upon for fixtures.

"The Plumber and Decorator" on "The Surveyor."—
Just as we are on the point of going to press, says The Plumber

and Dccuiatin; the third annual special issue of The Scrvetor
reaches ns. It is in every respect a credit to editor and
publisher alike, and contains much interesting reading. The
special feature is again the forecast of municipal works pro-

jected by local authorities for the current year, occupying

over twenty pages of matter that cannot fail to be of prac-

tical service to engineers, contractors, manufacturers, &c.

The number also contains many special articles, among these

being " Fire Protection in London," dealing with the im-

proved scheme of the London County Council ;
" The Legal

Precedents of 1897 in relation to Municipal Engineering";
" A Survey of the Legislation of 1897 " in connection with the

same profession ; an illustrated account of recent municipal

work in Birmingham ; a description of the Chicago lake

tunnel ; and the usnal information as to what municipal

authorities are doing in London and the provincial towns and

districts. Our contemporary has produced a special number
of which it may be well proud.
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Points of Professional Praotice.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Air- Inlet Boxes with Mica-Flaps.—Mr. T. F. liunting,

borough surveyor of Maiclstouu, writes: Your corrospondent,
" An Urban District Council Surveyor," has I'aised a question of

considerable importance in the matter of providinf^ a proper
and efficient fresh air inlet to house drains. In this town the
" C reegeen " is generally used, and these I consider can be
made more serviceable by using " Beaumont's" patent with
them, but they have, however, this great disadvantage that
the openings are almost always choked with mud, while,

imless locked ones are used, they provide capital sport for

boys to fill up the intercepting irap with bricks, &c. The
ordinary mica-flap boxes, or any such as I have seen, unless
lixed inside the forecourt or out of reach of mischief are a
complete failure, as when fixed in exposed positions they are
generally smashed in abont a week. As we have had a good
deal of difficulty with these things, an idea occurred to my
chief assistant, which he has since put into practical use, a

Impkoveu Air iNLti.

(Invented by Mr. F. T. Grant, assistant borough surveyor, Maidstone.)

sketch of which I enclose, thinking it may be of use to your
readers. I am fixing several of them, and up to the present
with complete success, so much so that it has since been pro-
tected. It consists wholly of cast iron, with an aluminium
flap on a brass seating. To my mind its chief advantages
are tiiese : It prevents the trap being choked by brickbats,
&c.] the grating is stout and strong and not easily broken by
kicking against it, and being in a vertical position cannot
easily become blocked ; the Hap arrangement is out of sight
and cannot easily be damaged, while it is easily got at by
unscrewing two screws vyhich secure the cover; the advant-
age of the ui)right shaft is not done away with for the pur-
pose of plunging tlie trap should it become choked. As there
are doubtless many surveyors in the same difficulty as your
correspondent, 1 thought the particulars of this interesting
enough for publication.

Mr. P.M. Beaumont.A.M.i.c.K., architect and anrveyor.Maldon,
Essex, writes; I notice in your issue of 4th inst. "An Urban
District Council Surveyor " gives his experience with refer,
enoe to air inlet boxes with mica-flaps placed against walls,
and asks your readers to give their ejcperionce and opinion
on this aubiect. , I may say that my e.^perience has been very
similar to his own, but I also found that tho fixing of this
kind of air inlet neceseitftted cakingup, or in the ease of an
1)1 iitii pavement, cutting through tho pavement and leaving,
after repair, an ujfly patch across the footpath ( to olj\!ate

this 1 huvo patented an air inlet which is dropped into a
vertical pipe brought up from the intercepting trap, or other

point on the drain, to the level of the footpath, and there

covered with a cast-iron grating fitted with a lock, to prevent
children playing with and damaging the valves. 1 have had
these air inlets in use in this borough for nearly two years,

and they have proved in every way thoroughly efficient ; they
may be lifted out at any time for the purpose of inspecting

or cleansing the intercepting trap, and replaced without any
trouble. Messrs. Ham, Baker & Co., of 1.3 Grosvenor-road,

Westminster, are the manufacturers, and if your correspond-

ent will use this air inlet I feel sure the difficulties he now
has to contend with will no longer exists. I shall be very

pleased to give him any further information lie may require

if he will communicate with me.
Messrs. Ham, Baker & Co., 13 Grosvonor-road, West-

minster, write drawing attention to the new air inlet in-

vented and patented by Mr. Beaumont, surveyor to the

Maldon (Kssex) Town Council. We had already, however,
made arrangements to describe and illustrate this invention,

and the matter will bo found in another column of this issue,

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Sicetchci aocompanyiiig Qiterief should be miute teparaU on whifp paper
in plain hlack-ink lines. Lettering orjtgures fhonld be hold and plain.

147. Road Surveying, Books on Required.—" J. P."

writes : I an\ jin.xions to procure a book on practical road sur-

veying. Will yon kindly recommend and say where I can
get the same 'i

The following books on the subject may be recommended,
any one of which will ho found useful ;

" The Maintenance
of Macadamised Roads," by Thos. Codrington, m.i.c.e., price

63., E. & P. N. Spon ;
' The Mnnicipal and Sanitary En-

gineer's Handbook," by H. P. Boitlnois, m.i.c.e., price 15s.,

E. & F. N. Spon ;
" Carriageways and Footways," by the

same author, price 5s., Biggs & Co.; " A Treatise on
Highway Construction ; designed as a text-book and work
of reference for all who may be engaged in the location,

construction or maintenance of roads, streets and pave-
ments." by Austin F. Byrne, price 25s., E. & F. N. Spon

;

" Pavements and Koads, their Constrnction and Mainten-
ance " (reprinted from The Engineering and Building
Record), compiled by E. G. Love, price 21s., E. & P. N. Spon

;

" The Construction of Beads and Streets," by H. Law and
D. K. Clark, price 5s , Crosby Lockwood & Son. Copies of

(he books may be obtained through a local bookseller, or

from Mr. B. T. Batsford, 9-1 High Holborn, London, W.C.,the
engineering bookseller. We may add that we hope shortly

to publish in our columns a specially-contributed article on
this subject.

148. New Material for Roads: Information Required.—
" Inquirer " writes : Can you inform me where a new kind of

material is made, 1 am informed, of macadam and pitch, or

asphalte run in the joints hot; whore it can he seen, and who
the manufacturers are ? I am told it is somewhere in Oxford-

street.

We regret wc are unable to give our correspondent the

desired information. Perhaps some of our coi respondents
will he good enough to assist.

149. Isolation Hospitals, Books on.—" Hospital " writes

:

Can you inform me whether there is a book or books published
on the erection of isolation (infectious) hospitals for small
towns. If so, what hook would you recommend ? I am anxious
to obtain a reliable book on tho subject.

Probably the best hook on the subject is Sir Richard
Thorne Thome's " Use and Influence of Hospitals for In-

fectious Diseases," with plans, Ac, being a supplement to

the tenth annual report of the Local Government Board,

price 5s., Ej're & Spottiswoode. The Local Government
Board also publish a memorandum " On the Provisions of

Isolation Hospital .Accommodation by Local Authorities,"

and obtainable from Eyre & Spottiswoode. ( >ther hooks on
hospitals are :

" Hospital Construction," by Sir Douglas
Galton, price lOs. (id.. The Clarendon Press. " Hospitals

and Asylums of the World : their origin, history, construc-

tion, administration, management and legislation," with
portfolio of plans, by H. C. Burdett, price lG8s.; vols. i. and ii.

are devoted to asylums, and vols, iii.and iv. to hospitals, the

price of the two last volumes being 120a., J. & A. Churchill.

Useful papers on the subject will also be found in the

published volumoa of " Proceedings of the Incorporated

Association of Municipal and County Engineers," which
should be consulted.

The Liberty and Property Befence League.—The Liberty
and Property DefeneQ Leagno, 7 Victorla.street, London,
S.W., have just published their annual report for 1897— the
tifteonth financial year. A oopj of tho report can be obtained
on application at the offices of the league.
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Municipal Viork in Progress and Projected.

Tliere is no fulling away in tlic number of important elec-

trical and othor manicipal sclicmcs reported from the pro-

vinces. Manufacturers and others will be interested in Tues-
day's decision of the London County Council in connection
with the firo bii'4'adr, as reported below.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

On Tuesday the council resumed eonsideratioii of the

great scheme for spending nearly £2UH,000 on the iii'o

brigade, and at last the scheme was adopted. Another
feature of the sitting was that the debate on new sources of

revenue. Of course it has simply been a debate, and nothing
more, bat Mr. Costelloe has been delegated to lay the council's

views before the Uoyal Commission. It will be seen that,

like Glasgow Corporation, the council banker after a muni-
cipal telephone service.

Loans.—Upon the recommendation of the Finance Com-
mittee, it was agreed to lend the St. Fancras guardians £2,000
for works at the Levesden schools, and to the Metropolitan

Asylums Board £73,710 for works in connection with the

hospitals.

Fire Protection.—The consideration of the report of the
Fire Brigade Committee recommending the expenditure of

£197,185 on additional fire protection for London was re-

sumed. After a long discussion the report was adopted.

Tlie TelepJwiie Service.—On the recommendation of the

General Purposes Committee it was resolved to apply to the

Postmaster-General for a license to establish a municipal
telephone service, so as to obtain an inquiry relative to the

telephone service of London.
The Electric Lightinrj of the Embatilcment.—The Highways

Committee again recommended the council to invite tenders
for the erection of a generating station and for the supply of

the necessary appliances and plant for lighting the Victoria-

embankment and Westminster bridge by electricity. The
consideration Of the matter was furfelier adjourned.

' New Fire Station at Euston.—On the recommendation of

the Fire Bi'igade Committee it was decided to purchase a site

in Kuston road and square, at £6,000, for the purpose of erect-

inga new fire station in the place of the one at Portland-road.
• Sandi/s-row Iwprovcment.— With respect to the City Cor-

poration's application for paymeno of the council's contri-

bution towards the cost of the portion of the Sandy's-row
improvement within the City, the Improvements Committee
reported that they saw no reason why the council's contribu-

tion should not now be paid, and recommended that the

amount of the council's contribution to the City Corporation

in reS2)ect of the portion of the Sandy's-row improvement
within the City be £29,875, and that the matter be referred

to the Finance Committee, with a view to the payment of the

money. The money was ordered to be paid.

Churchyard Bottom Wood.—The Parks and Open Spaces
Committee reported that with a contribution of £5,000 (in-

stead of £2,500 as recommended by the committee in De-
cember last) from the council, all the money necessary for the

completion of the scheme for the acquirement of Churchyard
Bottom Wood would be provided. Under these circumstances
the committee recommended the council to contribute £5,000
for the aci[uisiti()n of the land in question. The consideration

of the proposal was adjourned.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Bermondsey.—The vestry have a.sked the county council

to reconsider their decision to remove the floating fire station

from Cherry Gardens ])ier to Deptford, as the removal of the

station so far down the river would seriously affect the

granaries and other promises in Bormoudsey-wall.

HampSteadi—The Finance Comtnittee were instructed, at

a meeting of the vestry on Thursdn)', to consider the advisa-

bility of raising a further loan of £40,000 for the electric

light undertaking.

Lambethi—A recommendation from the Baths Committee
that the Ferndale-road baths property bo offered for £4,000
to the Technical Education Board, for the purpose of a poly-

technic for Brixton, was carried unanimously at a meeting of

the vestry on Thursday.

Newington.- Last week the vestry resolved to accede to

the request of the county council and carry oat the paving
works which will be rendered necessary by the adoption of

the proposed plan for rebuilding "The Elephant and Castle"
tavern, Nevvington Butts, and widening Short-street, with a

view to relieving the congested traffic at that spot. By this

step the improvement is practically arranged.

Padding^On.—At the vestry's last meeting it was suggested
by a member that a trial should bo given to cork paving, but
after some discussion they resolved to instruct the Works
Committee to take the matter into consideration and decide

as t& the kind of material to bs used. The renewal with
wood of several streets in the district will bo delayed until

the submission of the conimittre's recommondatioKS.

Shoredltchi—At a lueeting of the veeti-y, laJt week, Mr.

H. E. Kershaw, chairman of tlie Electric Ligiit Committee,
said that, owing to the unprecedented success of the vestry's

efforts in the combined scheme of the generation of electricity

from the steam supplied by the dust destructor, the com-
mittee recommend the vestry to reduce the charge for elec-

tricity from (id. per unit for the first two hours and 4d. per
unit for the surplus to 6d. per unit for the first hour and a
half ami 2d. per unit afterwards. This would work out to

consumers of electricity using the light for three hours per
day at -Id. per unit; four hours per day, 3\d. per unit; six

hours per dny, 3d.; and so on, reducing the cost in proportion

to the number of liours the light was in use. This, be be-

lieved, was a record in municipal electric light undertakings.

After existing for six months only, they were supplying elec-

tricity within a little as cheaply as any municipal installa-

tion in the country. During the past quarter they had sold

95,000 units of electricit}-, and the engineer's estimate for the

current quarter was 150,000 units. The committee felt ex-

ti'emely gratified that their elforts had been attended with
such marked success, fully justifying what had been re-

peatedly termed a most expensive and dangerous experiment.

Some discussion took place, and the vestry resolved to defer

the committee's recommendations till after the financial year's

statement in March.

St. Ceorge, Hanover-square.—A resolution was moved
at last Thursday's meeting of the vestry in favour of adding
£l,0tXJ to the lighting contracts, so that electric light could

be introduced into the palish. The motion was, however, lost.

St. Ceorge-in-the-EaSt. — By a narrow majority the
vestry have decided to spend the sum of £4,000 in extending
the accommodation of the vestry hall, in order to secure a
music and dancing license. A gallery will be added, with
accommodation for GOO persons, and a committee has bee^
instructed to bring up the plans, &c. The scheme is to in _

elude the enlargement of the committee-room, additional

office accommodation, and the provision of a coroner's court

St. James.—The vestry have decided to co-operate with
the Corporation of London in an aj^plication to the Treasury
for .an inquiry into the cost and efficiency of the telephone
service in London and all matters relating thereto.

St. PancraS.—It was recently decided by the vestry to

borrow a sum £2,518 for the jiaving of Gowcr-stroct with
wood, and to purchase, at a cost of £17,000, a site for new
baths for the northern portion of the district. The tender of

the Fowler-Waring Cable Company, Limited, at £4,196, was
accepted for the execution of work in connection with certain

electric lighting extensions.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Leicestershire.—.\t the last <|uarterly meeting of the

county council the County Buildings Committee reported

that their attention had been directed to the dilapidated state

of the Castle Inn, and also to the fact that an alteration was
necessary for the purpose of doing away with the existing

road through the licensed premises to the gardens adjoining

the river. Plana anil estimates had been prepared for re-

building the house, at a cost of £1.425, and it was now recom-
mended that the work should be caniedont. The report was
approved.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Bedford.—At a special meeting of the town council, on

Thursday, it was resolved to present a petition to the Post-

master-General praying for a license to establish a municipal

telephone exchange for the town.

Birltenhead.— -The tender of Messrs. Morgan & Halewood,
329 Cleveland-street, Birkenhead, amounting to £442, has

been accepted by the town council for works required in the

sewering, making-itp and completion of Lorn-street.

Birmingham.—The Gas Committee of the corporation are

proposing a ver3' large scheme of capital expenditure. They
contompl.ate the outlay of £330,000, to be spread over five

years, for the reconstruction of existing works and the pro-

vision of additional works, capable, when the alterations and
extensions are finished, of providing an extra supply of

10,000,000 cubic feet of gas per day. The projiosuls were,

after some discussion, adopted by the corporation at a meet-
ing last week.

BtacltpOOl.—The General Purposes Committee have fanc-

tioned the expenditure of £40,000 upon the extension of the

electricity works.

Bradford.— it has been decided by the Street Improve-
ment Committee to recommend the council to purchase

certain pj'operty and to improve the tramway terminus at

Allerton, at an egtimated cost .if about £1,500.

Burnley.^.An inquiry has been held by the Local Govern-

meiu Board with respei.''t to an application of the council to

borrow ££6,000 for pnrposas of electric lighting. It is in-

tended to e.vtend the plant and the mains into the oat districtg

of the boroutii.
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Carnarvon.—The corporation have for some time been
considering the question of giving jiractical effect to the

Housing of the Working Classes Act. An important scheme
of town improvement i3 now under consideration, by which
a new main tlioroughfare will be cut through the worst slum
district in Carnarvon, where the sanitary authorities have
already condemned a number of houses as unfit for habita-

tion. Coloiicl Urown, of Chester, lias consented to sell an
adjoining plot of ground for the erection of a number of

workmen's model dwellings, and the plans provide for tlie laj'-

ing out of tliree new streets of such model dwellings. The
corporation will require to obtain borrowing powers to the

extent of £10,000 to carry out the scheme.

Cardiff.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held with respect to an application of the council for sanction

to borrow £2lt,500 for electric lighting purposes.

Chatham.— Priucees Christian last week visited Chatham
and laid the foundation-stone of the new town hall, which is

now in course of erection from plans prepared by Mr. G. E.

Bond, .V.S.A., High-street, Rochester.

Derby.— The Improvements Committee reported at the

last monthly town council meeting that arrangements had
been made for the purchase from Sir Alfred Haslam of 184
square yards of land on the London-road for £1,656, for

widening that road. Some discussion ensued, but eventually

the report was adopted.

COdatniing'.—At last week's meeting of the town council

it was unanimously decided to acquire the water supply of

the borough and adjoining districts from the Godalming and
Frith Hill Water Company. It was reported that the directors

of the company were almost unanimous on the question of

disposing of their jiropertj-, which had greatly improved in

value during recent years, they being of opinion that it

would be in tlie interests of the town that the corporation

bad the control of its water supply. The action of the

directors awaits the ratilication of tho shareholders. It is

estimated that the waterworks will cost upwards of £30,UOO.

Halifax.—The following tenders have been accepted for the

work required in the erection of a new court house and police

station : Exca\'ators', masons' and bricklayers' work, Messrs.

J. Charnock & Sons, Pellon-lane, £6,828 ; slater and plasterers'

work, Mr. T. Throup, Keighley, £970; concreting, Messrs. G.
Greenwood & Sons, £1,059 ; smith and ii'onfounders' work,
Dorman, Long & Co., Limited, Manchester, £620; painting

and decorating, Mr. John Viney, £55; joiner and carpenters'

work, J. Charnock & Sons, £1,662; plumber and glaziers'

work, Mr. T. Boocock, £1,225 ; heating apparatus, G. Fawley
& Son, £640. The total amount of the tenders is £13,060.

The old buildings as they now stand have been sold for £326.

Hastings.— Jlr. H. Percy Boulnois, inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry last Friday with respect

to an application of the corporation fur sanction to borrow
£145,174 for purposes of water suppl}-, sewerage, street im-
provements, sea defence, Ac; £139, .531 was required for pur-

poses of water supply; £2,114 for works of sea defence;
£1,680 for purposes of public works and pleasure grounds

;

£470 for works of street improvement; £310 for the improve-
ment of the esplanade ; £303 for works of sewerage ; £260
for the improvement of the market hall ; £744 for works of

water supply ; £650 for the provision of covered seats on the

parade ; and £110 for works of suiface-water drainage. The
borough engineer. Mr. P. H. Palmer, was present and gave
in detail the jiarticulars of the works fur which the loans were
required.

HeywOOd.—The plans for the arrangement of the proposed
new town's yard prepared by the borough surveyor, Mr. J,

Ainsworth Settle, have been adopted by the town council.

The fire station is to face Hind Hill-street, and adjoining will

be the firemen's dwellings, a dozen in number. Behind the

fire station there will be stables for the horses of the brigade,

and also stables for sixteen horses of the health and sur-

veyor's department. Masons' sheds, store-rooms, &c., will

also be built.

Hull.—The city council have now acquired nearly the whole
of the property required for the construction of a bridge
across the river Hull. It is estimated that the bridge will

c:ist about £30,000.

Leamington. —The corporation are about to build a tech-

nical institute and free library, at an estimated cost of

£14,000 exclusive of site.

Leicester.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held with respect to an application of the corporation for

sanction to borrow £54,000 for the erection of a new isolation

hospital at Gilroes.

Maidenhead.— Certain subcommittees of the town council

liave been directed to consider proposals to spend £8,0()0 in

the carrying out of private street improvements and £2,000
in the erection of stables, &c.

Manchester.—The Local Government Board have signi-

fied their approval of the specifications, plans and sections

for new streets in the Chester-street and Pott-street areas,

and the plans of the labourers' dwellings to be erected on
those areas. The board have authorieed the city council to

carry out their new proposals in regard to the erection of

dwellings on the Oldham-road area and a lodging-house for

men on the Harrison-street area. In regaid to a further
loan required for the completion of the re-housing and re-con-

strnction schemes, the total expenditure alr.^ady incurred

and the estimated cost of the works now to be carried out

amount to £276,314, towards whicli the board have sanctioned
loans amounting to £253,375. The amount now required is

therefore £23,939, and formal sanction to the borrowing of

tliat sum is now given.

Plymouth.—At the Guildhall, last week, a meeting of the
townspeople was asked to express approval of the proposal of

the corporation to apply to Parliament for a Bill in connec-
tion with tlie expenditure of £660,000, chiefly in connec-
tion with improving the Cattewater. By an overwhelming
majority the meeting approved of the town council's action,

A poll was, however, demanded.

Sheffield.—On Wednesday, at a meeting of the city council,

it was reported that the working of the tramways by the

corporation during the last six months had yielded a profit of

over £8,000, notwithstanding the fact that tho wages of the
employees had been increased nearly £1,000. The nett profit

made during the eighteen months the trams had been in the

possession of the corporation was £16,000.

Swansea.— A. meeting of the Electric Lighting Committee
was held last week, when the question of the collapse of the

triple scheme was again under considei'ation. Since the re-

sumed negotiations with the tramway company have come to

a standstill the committee have been endeavonring to dis-

cover a way in which the town may still be lighted with
electricity, although the tramways do not form the principal

customer by taking the day load. The meeting was private,

but it is nndersteod that a new scheme was submitted where-
by electrical lighting under the powers already in the cor-

poration's possession could be carried out both to public and
private consumers and sufficient customers for the day load

obtained. The details are to be discussed at the nest meeting.

Torquay.— it was decided, at a recent special meeting of

the town council, to instruct the Harbour Committee to take
the steps necessai'y for the erection of a pavilion npon, or in

conjunction with, the Princess jaer and gardens.

West Hartlepool.—Active preparation is being made for the
installation of the electric light in the town. For £1,000 a
site has been secured near the paper works, and it is sup-

posed that £30,000 will cover the cost of the entire scheme.
In taking the matter in their own hands the council hope
that it will prove remunerative within two years. The low-

tension continuous-current system will be employed, as it is

considered the best adapted for a compact area and can be
used for motor purposes.

Winchester.—The corporation have purchased a site fo

the erection of public baths.

Worthing.—On Tuesday of last week an inquiry was
lield, on behalf of the Local Government Board, by Sir. H.
Percy Boulnois concerning an application of the corporation
for sanction to borrow £2,000 for the purpose of erecting a
band-stand and shelter seats, also £425 for a park-keeper's
cottage at Homelield Park, and £373 for sewerage works.
There was a large attendance of ratepayers, and a most
determined opposition was offered to the part of the applica-

tion respecting the baiul-stand and shelters.

Yeovil.— It was explained at the last meeting that befoi'9

the resolution dealing with the proposed purchase of the gas-
works could be confirmed it was necessary to have an abso-
lute majority of the council in favour of it. The council,

therefore, would adjonrn until Tuesday, the 8th inst. Before
dealing with the above matter a short discussion took place
with regard to the suggested improvement of the water
supply. It was stated that the council were not in possession

of the whole of the facts, so far as the capacity of the springs

and other matters were concerned, and it was argued that

before this matter was settled the information should be sup-

plied. The further discussion was also adjuurned in this case.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
AlfretOn.—The district council have decided to asphalte

the causeway in Mansfield-road.

Barry.—At a recent meeting of the Health Committee of

this council a plan was submitted of a proposed building to

be constructed on Barry Island, at a spot opposite the main
entrance to Whitmore Bay, for the purpose of a reading-

room, museum, lavatories, cloak-rooms, &c., the estimated

cost of which was £3,000. The committee agreed that this

price for such a building, which would be used for the pur-

pose of depositing .some of the things discovered in the island,

was exorbitant, and a desire was expressed in favour of a leas

costly structure.

Beckenham.—The district council on Monday resolved to

carry out an electric light scheme for the district, at an esti-

mated cost of £36,000.

Bilston.—The council have decided to make an application

to the Local Government Board for sanction to a loan of

£6,500 for purposes of water supply.

Bishops Stortford.—An inquiry was held last week by
Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, one of the inspectors of the Local
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Government Board, relative to an application of the district
council for sancti'in to borrow the sum of £750 for tha pur-
pose of erecting a new fire-enijine station. There was no op-
position to the scheme, and the prooeeding-.s were of a formal
character.

Bradford-on-Avon.—A Local Government Board inqniry
has been held into an application of the council for sanction
to borro(v a sura of £800 for the repair of footpaths.

Elland.—The district council have decided to ask the elec-
tricahenginoer of Nelson to visit Elland and make a report as
to the character of an installation suitable for the needs of the
town.

COOle.—The water question was under discussion at a
recent meeting of the Gas and Water Committee, when two
alternative proposals came before that body. One was to
purify the water from the new bore by the pnleometer system
and the other to utilise the pure water from the old bore at
Rawchffe bridge, and to soften, by the Mather & Piatt pro-
cess, sufficient water from the new bore to meet the defici-
ency. The matter will be further considered at another
meeting.

Cosport.—Mr. JI. Frost, surveyor to the district council
has been instructed to prepare a second set of plans for the
erection of artisans' dwellings to be let at a rental of 43. per
week, ^

Heavitree.-The surveyor to the council will shortly re-
port as to ills inquiries respecting electric lighting.

Hove.—Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, an inspector of the LocalGovernment Board, has held an inquiry with respect to an
application ot the council for sanction to borrow £6 500 forpurposes of street improvement.

'

Kirby.—Plans, &c., of the proposed water scheme, which isestimated to cost £9,200, were submitted by Mr. Radford ata recent special meeting of the council, who decided to for-ward them to the Local Government Board, together withan application for sanction to obtain the necessary loan.

Mansfield WoodhOUSe.-At the last monthly meeting ofthe district conncil a letter was read from the Local Govern-

T'^''-, n.'^n f"* "'"'^-V""
''"' '"'nial sanction to the borrowing

oi £3,000 for works of water supply. With respect to thesame matter, Mej^srs. Hodson & Son,.of.Longl,borough, alsowrote stating that as soon as the sanction of the Local

^Q r,r,a"rr' ^°'V^
^'"' •"""' ''^''-'eived for the borrowing of

£3,000 they would put the contract drawings in hand.
Newquay.—An inquiry has been held bv Colonel A JHepper, on behalf of the Local Government'Board with 're'spect to an application of the council to borrow £1 277 forthe purchase ot land and the erection thereon of public officesand convenience.

Penarth.—A Local Government Board inqniry was held
last week with respect to an application for sanction toborrow a, sun, of £1,500 for the purpose of erecting a bridge
over the Taff Vale Railway, so as to connect the West Cottage
district with the business portion of the town. Mr E J
J!-vans, the sui-veyor to the council, described the new brid<rewhich It was proposed to erect. The bridge, he said, wouldprovide a carriageway 24 ft. in width and a footway 6 ft inwidth, the whole to be carried on steel girders, with a flooring
of Strickland s patent steel troughs. There was no opposition
to the scheme.

Ripley.-Local (.•overnment Board sanction has been re-

IVJltn"
"^ "' ,"' ^'"' '

-

f"'' '""1'"'^''^ "f "-^'^i- supply tothe outlj-ing wards. 1
1 j ""

St. Th0ma8-the-Ap0Stle, Devon.-A Local GovernmentBoard inquiry was held by Colonel Albert James Ilepner

FrMa v^'vpi r
'^""""•'^1'^^ ^"---^ Government Board on[r day, lelative to an application of the council for sane ionto borrow £2,159 tor purposes of sewerage, storm-water drain

"

water supply, street improvements and public offices. Theplans for the work were prepared and explained by the snr-veyor to the council. There was no opposition, and the °,
-

specter promised to make his report at an earlv date.

.

Swindon and Pendlebury.-A Local Government Boar.l
.1 quiry was held on the 28th ult. respecting the upplicatimof the distru..t council for sanction to borrow £6^535 forsewerage and sewage disposal works. £7,470 for private streetimprovement works, £9,210 for public road works, £1 190fora surface-water scheme, and £1,700 for the erection of sludgepresses at the Slack Brook .sewage ivorks.

^
Tottenham.-Oii Thursday of last week Mr. W. EMeade-^king held an inquiry, on behalf of the Local Govern-'men Board respecting the application of the counc7l forsanction to borrow £500 for fire brig.ade purposes It was«spla,ned that the council wished to provide'firelevt nguishTngapparatus and to establish a volunteer fire brigade.^ The"!was every probability of the town coming to a permanentagreement with Wolverhampton.

peimanent

WaltOn.on.Thames.-A contract for the supply of cast-

nanv'^No,
"',''"'"

^T^-^*^^"*
"^ ^'^^ Stanton Ironwork Com-pany, Nottingham, whose tender was £11,779. The other

raLrr T'J- '1°°^ * C°' Philadelphia, £11,515 , Coc"
and tr».f ' V'"^'°Cl*^-'^'^* =

J- Koberts,Birmingham, £12,431and Macfarlane, Strang & Co., Glasgow, £14,045,

K r^r P??'^'^-~w
"''^' ^"^^ '^^''^ '^'^ '"^1°"T la^t week onbehalf of the Local Government Boanl, into a.f appIicatioA ofthe council to borrow £5,000 for works of sewerage and sew-age disposal. It is intended to adopt the septic tank systemand the boards decision is therefore of great interest to

municiijal engineers.
i.t>icsi, lo

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
°®'^,^'!-~'^'':^ '""','''"'"" ""^f'°" '^'^ '*en adopted bv thecounci

:
that application be made to the Local GovernmentBoard for tneir sanction to a loan of £350, to cover the expensesto be incurred in a certain street improvement proposed to be

anltl rfh'
' 1"^"'' °*' Dethick.Lea and Holloway!and that the same be borrowed.

BiggleswadO.-A Local Government Board inquiry willbe opened on Wednesday by Colonel W. R. Slacke Lpectii,"certain waterworks schemes. °

.^Tffi"^''",'!""*^
^""^^ Government Board inquiry was heldrecently with respect to an application of the council forsanction to borrow £4,000 for works of water supply.

„..?!f®'''."r';^'
*" '^^"^"^ meeting of the district council itwas decided to apply to the Local Government Board forsanction to an additional loan of £1,360 for the Bedworth

about 800 yards of sewer at Courthouse Green, at an esti-mated cost ot £770. The tender of Messrs. OWer i- Sons

Carlton.—On the recommendation of the Finance Com-mit ee, the district council decided, at a meeting last week! tomake an application to the Local Government Board for sanc-tion to borrow £2,130 for private street improvements
Crediton.—At a recent meeting of tlie district council aspecia committee recommended the purchaseof a steam roadroller from Messrs. Aveling & Porter! of Rochester. A repre-sentative of thehrm was present, and stated that a compound

eZndpH ";l''
'^PP'i''"^- "-Id cost £540 when payment

inZt '^/''
^'"T-

^^^'"' "^ discussion it was decidedto obtain prices from other firms, and for this purpose the recommendation of the committee was referred back.
Isle of Wight—At a recent meeting of the cmmcil a letfpr

TnTeXl It /!"
^°'^''' .^-—nt Board stldu^iltt^yintended to hold an inquiry into an application of the council

ZoZT" ° ^'"'•°-,^2,000 for the sewerage of Carisbrooteand other purposes.-Upon the recommendation of tlie GeneralPurposes Committee it was decided to make an offer to the

rh«r fTtf'
^^ °^ '^ ^"'^^""^ ^^'-^""^ C'""P'^"y for the purchase of the gas and water works, subject to the approval ofthe Local Government Board being obtained.

Tiwerton.-The Local Government Board have written to

borronrinn /'-r''
'° •*'"'' ^VP^'^'^-^'on for sanction toboirow £1,200 tor the provision of sewage works at Thorver-ton asking m what way the land was to be acquired, its ex-

plans of the land with sections showing how the effluent was

lr.^1
distnbuted and recommended ti-ial pits to show soil

fn ir °* ^''^«°'' ^«t«r. A committee have been requested
to consider the matter. '

Uxbridge.-Local Government Board sanction has been
1 eceived to the borrowing of a sum of £13,000 for the purposeof executing certain schemes of sewerage and sewage dis-
posal tor Eastcote and Northwood.

wl!!m'!f^""""^""'''^T\"°"
""« recently given to a scheme

p f f fK u'^
proposed to make a ne;v road through the

Lydbr:okt Lydfe;.'
""''"' '''' —"' '"^ ^^^' '^''^"' f^"

Winchester.-A Local Government Board incpiiry was held

oi san^.r; Vt""'"™]."^
'"' ''PHicatioi. „f ihedistiit council

foi sanction to borrow £5,000 for the purpose of carrvin- outa drainage scheme for Bishopstoke. The plans for the workwere prepared by Mr. Barringt.m, of Wolverhampt.m,

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Kirkcaldy.-The question of introducing electric tramwavs

shape, all the necessary particulars having been supi^ied to aprominent electrical engineer to report on the subject. TheRatepayers Association have adopted a resolution that thetown council should undertake this scheme. The proposal iso have ten cars placed on a circular route, five running each

the^;ontp"Tr
P'^^P"^*^? t° ^"PP'y ^'leetric lighting alongthe route. The scheme is most favourably received.

Neath.-A Local Government Board inquiry lias been heldnito an application of the town council for sanction loboriwi.SOO for purposes ot street improvement and the providinc,of Hushing tanks. There was no opposition offered

the Iff f
"'""er.-The fourth annual dinner of the heads ofthe staff of Messrs. ^oung A Marten took place at the HolbornRestaurant on the 29th ult. Mr. H. H. Marten occupied the

chair, and Mr E. Montague Edwards, general manager, the
viee-ohair. The party numbered over thirty, and the whole
proceedings, which were enlivened by a good musical pro-gramme, passed off in a very satisfactory manner.

'
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Personal.

The salary of Mr. W. Turner, the borough electrical engineer

of Salford, hag been increased from £2(iO to £300 per annum.

Mr. F. A. Delamotte, surveyor to tho Foleshill Rural Dis-

trict Council, has had his salary increased from iillio to £175

per annum.

Mr. E. J. Hughes, surveyor to the Newhaven District Coun-

cil, has tendered his resignation, after having eerved foarieen

years with that body.

Mr John AV. I!. Kooke, engineer to the waterworks pro-

posed by the Biggleswade Rural District Council, was recently

presented with a testimonial by that body.

In deference to a wish from the council, a special com-

mittee will reduce the number of applicants for the vacant

borough surveyorship of Derby to three or four.

Mr. W. T. Ilowse, surveyor to the Hinckley Ucban District

Conncil has been granted an honorarium of £50 for extra

services as resident engineer of the sewage disposal works.

Mr M. C. Warne, of Sidmouth, Devon, was last week ap-

poijited to the post of highway surveyor to the Maldon Rural

District Council, at a commencing salary of £150 per annum.

At the last monthly meeting of the Sheffield Society of

Architects and Surveyors, Mr. Hugh Siannns, f.r.i.e.a., of

ihe Royal College of Art, delivered au intorcsiing lecture on

" Proportion.

"

Tlio City Council of Bristol have been recommended by the

Docks Committee to increase the salary of Mr. H. C. Parkin-

eon, mechanical engineering assistant to the docks engineer,

by £50 per annum.

Mr John Stevenson, of Ayr, has been apjiointed, from a

list of seventy-live applicants, to the post of burgh surveyor

to the Gil van Commissioners, in the place of Mr. David Robert-

son, appointed to Saltcoats.

It was agreed, at a recent meeting of tho Axbridge Rural

District Council, to increase the salary of the surveyor, Mr.

T. Smith, to £150 per annum. The assistant surveyor's

salary was also raised to £100.

Southampton Borough Council have decided to retain Sir

Frederick Bramwell, Mr. E. I'ritchard, of Birmingham, and

Mr John Fell, of Leamington, in connection with the arbitra-

tion proceedings resulting from the proposal to purchase the

tramways.

On the recommendation of the Law and Parliamentary

Commiitee,the Fulham Vestry resolved at the last meeting

to <^rant a testimonial to Mr. W. P. Jones, superintendent ot

roads and works, who had served the vestry for a period of

over twenty-eight years.

It was agreed at last week's meeting ot the Hexham Rural

District Conncil to increase the salary of Mr. W. R. Temper-

ley surveyor to the Allendale district, from £80 to £tOO per

annum. Mention was made of the etheient manner in which

Mr. Temperley had discharged his duties.

It has been proposed by the Highway and Sewerage Com-

mittee of the Shettield City Council to appoint Mr. D. Coney,

who has been manager of the Sutton sewage works in Surrey,

to the post of manager of the corporation works. Mr. Coney s

palary would commence at £220 per annum.

Mr Hawksley, it was mentioned at last week's meeting of

the Derby Town Council, has been retained, at a fee of JO

"uineas per year, to advise in connection with works ot water

supply. He" will, in addition to this amount, receive a com-

mission of 5 per cent, on all works carried out.

The Rural District Council of Scarborough will shortly

consider an application from Mr. J. A. Iveson, the surveyor,

for an increase of salary -, but in consideration of tho extra

work done by him for the council ill connection with sanitary

matters, they have in the meantime allowed him a sum of

£10 as extra remuneration.

A member of the Birkenhead Town Council, in moving the

proceedings of a committee at the last monthly meeting, said

there was"a recommendation passed by the committee on the

;3rd nit. to increase the salary of Mr. W. Bennett, the water

superintendent, from £175 to £185 per annum. The matter

will be considered next month.

The annual dinner of the Nottingham Master Builders'

Association took place on Friday evening, at the Albert Hotel,

Derby.road, Nottingliam. Mr. J. Wright, president of the

association, occupied the chair, and there wa^ a large attend-

ance of members. After dinner a fairly long toast list was

gone through, together with a musical programme.

The Town Council of Christchurcli, at a recent special meet-

ing^ decided to accept the resignation of Mr, J, S; Brun, the

borough surveyor, and this will take effect as toon as pro-

vision can be made for the taking over of Mr. Bmn a duties.

Tbe salary attaoUetJ- to the post of suwoyor, tor whioU ap-

plications will shortly ba considered, is £1^3 per annum.

Mr WiUiaai SommenB, whose death we auuouuced in our

last issue, tield his position under tlie MilfOfd Haven Vrbaa

District Council for many years. He was sixty-e.ght yeais

of age, and, although he had not enjoyed good health tor

some time past, was able to attend to his duties up to the

day before his death. He leaves a widow and several children.

Mr Alfred H. Gibbings, borough electrical engineer of

Bradford, has, it is reported, been chosen president of the

Municipal Electrical Association for the coming year, lie

will it is thought, prove an able and efficient president, for

he has from the first taken a very active interest m tho work

of the association, contributing papers to each of the annual

meetings.

Mr. F. Palmer, formerly pupil and for the past three years

assistant to the borough engineer of Dover, has, it .8 reported,

succeeded in obtaining first place in a recent open e^^n^na-

tion for an assistant surveyor in her Majesty s Office of

Works. He took fourth place last year in an exaui.nalioii

for the post of assistant civil engineer to the Admiralty, but

unfortunately, only three appointments were given.

At a meeting of the Streets and Roads Committee ot' the

Aberdeen City Conncil, held last week, fourteen applications

were submitted for the post of street inspec-tor for the

northern division of the city, in place of Mr. Smith resigned

After consideration the committee appointed Mr. Will am

Bruce who resides in the town, at a salary of £120 per annum

Mr. Bruce, it is stated, has had twelve years experience ot

streets and roads work.

The junior staff ot the surveyor's department of t'^e City

of London held their annual dinner last
f-^^^^-

^r- E

Shury presided. The vice-chairman, Mr. J. H. WiUe.t in

propo^sing the toast of " The City Surveyor " expressed plea-

Z.i at their chiefs restoration to health. He also commented

upon Mr. Murray's great business capacity, and ^^t hed t"

his great kindness on all occasions to the members of his staff.

Mr. J. A. Murray responded on behalf of his lather.

, Mr. Thomas Arthur Peace, who is at present serving as an

assistant engineer on the staff of the London County Comic

under Sir Alexander Binnie, has been recommended by a

committee of the Bristol City Couuc. for ^PP"'"''"
'^

.'' '^

chief assistant to the docks engineer, at an annual saUiyot

£400. The appointment has become necessary owing to the

coi^nued and ve.y serious illness of Mr. F. W. Hudson, the

preset official. Six-y-two applications had been received

for the vacancy.

On Friday last Mr. G. Y. Lumsden, burgh surveyor of

St. Andrews, who will shortly take up another appointment

was presented with a very handsome Queen Anne s her

tea and coffee service with ebony mountings, also a S'Jyer

mounted oak tray and silver hot-water 3 "S- \''e
P-^^f

"''^*'^^^

was made by Provost M'Gre<.or, after which Mr. Lumsden

Tde a repl^ in a few suitable words The tray bore the

following inscription: "Presented to Mr. George ^ •
Lums-

den bur|h surveyor, as a token of esteem by a number of

Mends and well-wishers on tho^ occasion ot his leaving

St. Andrews. 1st February, 1898."

An interesting lecture on " Incandescent Gas Ligbting
'

was delivered at. the London Institution on Monday by Irof

vtvian Lewes, before a crowded audience. n his opening

remaiks the kcturcr spoke of the invention ot oo^l gas and

afterwards described and gave praetica ''l^^^^^ '°"^
"^^/J;^

working of the first gas-burners, and, subsequently, the more

Tc'ent hicandescent burners. The latter, he mentioned were

first ex iW ed in 1882 at the Crystal Palace, the mantles at

thatfme being constructed ot platinum gauze, with which

asmightbeim"agined,a very fierce flame was required tor

any degree of incandescence to be obtained.

A vacancy has occurred in the surveyorship to the Vestry

of St Martin-in.the-Fields, owing to the present survc^o ,

Mr. Charles Mason, a.r.i.b.a., having accepted a Partnership

in the old-established firm of Messrs. *»'*'=••„ *,,^^™
I

horticultural builders and heating e"S'"eers ot Beesto ., e

Xottincham Mr. Mason's resignation was accepted with

mucrreiet by the vestry at their meeting on the 3rd inst

he having held the position for the P-* eigl\\yX' W^^^,
nuestion of appointing a successor was referred to the Works

armmTtee fo^r'consideration and report This IS now thesexW

vacancv in connection with a '"etropoitan district the other

being Marylebone. We regret e'^ceedingyo hear that tho

surveyor to a third vestry is so seriously ill that his ultimate

recovery is despaired of.

Previous to the commencement of a recent meeting of the

Stockton Town Council the General Purposes Committee

met to consrder the question of appointing a borough sur-

ve^^r in tTe place of Mr. Campbell, who has been appomted

to Huddersfield There had been ninetyfive applications lot

the vest he value of which is £350 a year, and the following

ixie e soketed to appear before the committee
:

Mr. M-

Hodgson, Sundorland.-e'ight years assistant «y7°^'
'^a'"

M H. Sykes, llorley, borough Buvv<.;s-or: Mr. .F- Wood,

WakoBcld^ssistant surveyor, fifteen years' expenencei Mr.

Arthur HawiBOD, Kowpott, Mon., deputy siarveyor Mr.

W G Sr, Soathanipton. uinetecn years' exper.eme{
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and Mr. W. Dawson, Bradford, deputy surveyor. The com-
mittee after discussion recommended to the council the

name of Mr. Sykes as tlioir clioice. and at tlic meeting of the

council this was moved and agreed to. Mr. Sykus, who ivas

present, tlianked tho corporation for the confidence shown
him, and said he would spare no effort on his part to carry

out his dnties with credit to himself and satisfaction to them.
lie intimated that he had to gife one month's notice, but the

chairman of his committee said if he wanted to be earlier

aWay no doulit he would be able to arrange it.

ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AN D COUNTY ENGINEERS.

Metropolit.^n District Meeting.

A meeting will be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Great George-street, Westminster, on Frid.ay, tho 18th Febru-
ary, 1898. The chair will be taken at 7.30 p.m., and dis-

cussions will be invited on the following subjects:—
(n) The proposed Hill to extend the provisions of the Poor

Law Officers' Superannuation Act, 1896, to the officers

and servants of other local authorities.

(h) The proposed Bill to amend the Metropolitan Officens'

Superannuation Act, 1866.

((') The proposed Bill to amend the Metropolis Manage-,
ment; Acts with respect to sewers and drains.

Mr. Weaver to introduce the subject matter.

(d) Tho proposed conference of metropolitan surve}-ors

called to consider tho question of sewer ventilation.

Mr. Lowe to introduce the subject matter,

(p) The collection of house refuse from blocks of Hats.

Mr. WiiRKLEK to introdnce the subject matter.

(/) Any other business affecting the metropolitan district.

G. P. W. Wheeler, a.m.i.c.e., Tiioma.s Cole, a.m.i.c.e.,

Town Hall, Westminster, l^ecrrtnry,

jfun. DIftrlrl HccreUrni.

INSTITUTION OF GIViL ENGINEERS.

Nkxt Ordinary Meeting.
An ordin.lry meeting of the Institution will be held on

Tuesday, at 8 p.m., when Mr. P. M. Crosthwnite, B.A.i..

a.m.i.c.e., .will road a' paper, entitled "The Stability of

Channels through Sandy Estuaries." A discussion will

follow the reading of the paper.

StudeNt.s' Visit.

On Thursday a visit will be paid bv tlie students of the
Institution to the London and North-Western Railway goods
v.'arehouse, Broad-street station. Those who intend to be
.present are requested to assemble at the entrance of the

works in Finsbury-avenuc, at 2 p.m.

Ne.\t Students' Meeting.
A meeting for the Students of the Institution will be hold

to-night, at 8 p.m., under the presidency of Dr. .lohn Hop-
kinson, e.r.s. (member of the council). A paper will be read
by Mr. .lohn T. Morris, STUn.i.C.K., on " The Protection of

Power Transmissions from Lighting."

Municipal Officers' Association.—The Right Hon. the

Lord Mayor of London will preside at the annual general

meeting of this association, to be held in the council ch.amber
of the Guildhall, London, on Tuesd.ay, February 22nd, at

7 p.m., supported by J. L. Wanklyn, Esq., M.P.; James Bailey,

Esq., M.P.; Major Dalbiac, m.p.; L. Atherley-Jone,", Esq., M.P.;

J. H. Rutherglen, Esq.; and others.

An Annual Report.—Mr. David Dunbar, chief sanitary in-

spector to the Dumbarton County Conncil, has presented to

his authority his si.^th annual report, for the year 1890. He
states that there were 1,017 nuisances dealt with during the

year, 573 of which were in the eastern district and 574 in the

western district. Of these 886 were removed. There weie
3,537 inspections made for the detection of nuisances, defects

in dairies, &c. There were also 329 cases of infectious diseases

in the county, a decrease of 178 as compared with 1895.

ADVERTISEMENT
Received too late for Clasfiification.

OROUGH OF BURrON-UrON-TKENT.
SUIIVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.

Wanted, an Assistant in tho Borough Surveyor's depart-
ment. Must be a good surveyor, leveller and draughtsman :

accustomed to street works. Salary. £120 per annum.
Applications, with copies of three recent testimonials, must
be lodged with the undersigned not later than the first

postal delivery on Saturday, tho 19th inst., and applicants
must be prepared to commence dxities on or before the
14th prox.

GEORGE T. LYNAM,
Borough Surveyor.

Town Ha'l, Bnrton-nn-Tienf.
10th Februarv, 1898.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Pkofkssio.xal E.xa.minatiox.s, 1898.

Tlie students' proficiency examination will commence on
the 21st of March ne.xt.

£.xaminations qualifying for the classes of " Professional

Associates " and '' Fellows " will also commence on the 21st

of March next. All particulars as to days, subjects and
course of examination, will be forwarded on application to the

secretary.

English candidates for the professional examinations will

be examined in London, Irish candidates will be examined
in Dublin.

Special Certificate Examixation, 1898

(for members).

The next special certificate examination in Forestry, Sani-

tary Science and Land Survej'ing, and Levelling, are proposed
to be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the 14th, 15th
and 16th of June next. Particulars of these examinations
can be obtained from the secretary.

Meteorology of Nottingham.— Mr. Arthur Brown, M.I.C.E.,

city engineer, Nottini^liuin, and Mr. Phillip Boobbyer, M.B.,

medical officer of health, Nottingham, have compiled the
usual tabulated statements in reference to the meteorology of

their city for the year 1897.

Sea Trout at London Bridge.—Mr. C. J. Cornish, in an
interesting article in the CornhilL Magnzine on " London Fish

and Fish Shops," declares that if we do not soon see salmon
at London bridge there is a fair prospect of our catching sea

trout there before long. The main cause is the gradual
cleansing of the Thames water, largely through the action of

the London County Council in securing better treatment of

the sewage, while a minor contribution is made by the efforts

of the Thames Conservancy to render the Thames not only a

navigable waterway but a clean one.

Street KiOSltS.—The street Syndicate, Limited, baring
asked the St. Pancras Vestry to reconsider their decision not
to allow kiosks in the parish, and to jierniit these structures

in a few approved positions " as an experiment during the
pleasure of the vestry," that body at their last meeting
adhered to their original refusal. A ground of that refusal

was that for tho sale of newspapers it would, in all probability,

interfere with the industry of many poor itinerant vendors
as well as small shopkeepers. Further, the veslrj' deemed it

inexpedient to allow a syndicate to have possession of any
portion of the ijnblic way.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
red too luir fur i-lnmjiculioji

marifg until the joUoKinj Keek,

Water Inspector. — February 12th. — Corporation cf
Basingstoke. £1 10s.—Mr. George i'itton, borough surveyor
and waterworks maiiagei".

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.—February 12th.^'
Corporation of Derby. £600.— Mr. H. F. Gadsby, town clerJt.

Sdrvetor and Inspector ok Nuisance.^.—February 12th.

—Corporation of Christchurch. £125.—Mr. John Druitt,

town clerk.

Batii.s and Wash-Hou.ses Enginekr's Assistant.—Feb-
ruary 12th.—Vestry of St. Mary, Newington. £2.—Mr. L. J.

Dunham, vestry clerk.

Sanitary Inspector.— Febru.ary 12th.—Vestry of St. Mary,
Newington. £110.—Mr. L. .]. Dunham, vestry clerk.

Superintendent ok Scavenging and Cleansing De-
partment.—February 12th.—Vestry of St. Luke, Middlesex.
£2(K).—Mr. George Whitehead Preston, vestry clerk.

City .Sl-rveyor.-Febiu.ary 14th.— Corporation of Chiches-
ter. £200.— Mr. Edward Arnold, town clerk.

Water Inspector.—February loth.— Bilston Urban Dis-
trict Conned. £1 123.—Mr. John D. Wassell, clerk to the
council.

Clerk of Works.— February loth.— Tottenham Urban
District Conncil.—Mr. P. E. Murphy, engineer to the council.

Temporary Sirveyor's Assistant.— February loth.^
Erdington Urban District Conncil. £3.— Mr. Herbert H.
Humphries, engineer and surveyor to the conncil.

SuRVKYOB OF HIGHWAYS.—February 16th.—Peterborough
Rural District Council. £135.—Mr. J. W. Buckle, clerk to
the conncil.

Clfbk of Works.— February 17th.— Shoreditch Vestry.
£3 3s.—Mr. H. Mansfield Robinson, vestry clerk.

Electrical Engineer.—Februarv ISth.— Corporation of
Birkenhead. £300.—Mr. Alfred Gil'l, town clerk.

In,spector of Nuisances.—February 19th.— Corporation of
the City of Hereford. £150.—Mr. Joseph Carless, town clerk.

Borough Engineer and Survey'or.— Feliruary 2l8t.— Cor-
poration of South Shields. £500.—Mr. J. Moore Hayton,
town clerk.
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HiGHWAT SfKVETOK.—February 22iid.— Uxbridga llural

District Coundl. £150.—Mr. Charles AVoodbndge, clerk to

the council.

' SuRVEVOK ov Hif.mvAYS.—February 22nd.—Witney Rural
District Council. £250.—Mr. Henry T. Kavenor, clerk to the
coancil.

Clerks of Works (Fotir).—February 22nd.— Corporation of

Manchester.—Mr. Henry Talbot, town clerk.

COMPETITIONS.
Adcernsem'>}ifs which are received too Infe for clamjicati<

included in thene iummartes uv.til the following wei

BARRow-iw-FrRiTEss.—Vebruary lith.—Pesio;ns for tbe erection of
technical schools, £50 and £20.—The Borough Engineer.

WrscHKSTER.—February 28th.—Erection of public baths. £25 and
£15.—Mr. Walter Bailey, town clerk.

BKKwicK-rpoiT-TwEEn.—March 14th.—Plans for the erection of a
police station and lock-up on a site fronting Church-street, £50 and
£25 —Mr. Rob. Weddell, town clerk.

CiKsiARTHEy.—March Utli.—Erecf inn of a stone bridge over the river
Towy at Dryslwyn ford.—Mr. W. Jowen Davies, county road surveyor.
Broad Oak, Llaudilo,

Bblper.—May 1st.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the
district, for the urban district council. £52 lOs, and £26 6s.—Mi-,
Joseph Pyra, clerk to the council.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Adcertitement* which are received too late for cbi»»;fication cannot be

included ni thene summaries until fhefoUouing week.

Ir.KLET.—February 12th.—Supply of 390 tons of ca.=it-iron socket
pipes varvitip" from 3 in. to 12 in. in diameter, for the urban district

council.—Air. Frank Hall, clerk to the council.

Blackburn,—February 12th.—Supply of various materials for twelve
months endinp the 25th March, 1899.—Mr, William Stubbs, a.m,i.c.e.,
borough and water engineer.

Nottingham.—February 12th.—Formation of a new road, U miles
long and 180 ft, wide, along the northern bank cf the river Trent from
the Trent bridge to Wilford bridge,—Mr. Arthur Brown, m.i.c.e., city
surveyor.

Ilklet.—February 12th.—Supply of about 390 tons of cast-iron
socket pipes varying from 3in. to 12 in. in diameter, forthe urban dis-

trict councd.—Messrs. W. B. Woodhead & Son, engineers, 18 Exchange,
Bradfoi'd.

OoNDLK.—February 12th.—Supply of slag and giunite, for the rural
district council.—Mr, N. E, Dixou,"surveyor to the council.

Alnwick.—February 12th.—Improvement of the Houndean bridge,
near Warkworth station, for the niral district council.— Mr. H. W.
Walton, clerk to the councd.

. Spilsbt.—February 12th.—Supply of 8,000 tons of broken granite and
8,000 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. Fred. J. Dixon,
surveyor to the council.

West Ham,—February 14[h.—Supply of fittings and furniture for

the public library at Stratford.-Mr. Fred. E. Hilleary, town clerk.

Hendon,—February 14th.—Supply of various materials, for the urban
district council.—Mr. S. Slater Grimley, engineer and surveyor to the
council.

Islington.—February' 14th.—Wood paving works in Tollington-park
and a portion of Copenhagen-street, for the vestry.—Mr. J. Patten
Barber, vestry surveyor.

East Retford.—February 14th.—Su])ply of granite.—Mr. J. D. Ken-
nedy, borough surveyor.

Lambeth,—February 14th.—Supply of materials for one year from the
25th March, for the vestry.—Mr. J. P. Norrington, a. m.i.c.e,, vestry
surveyor,

Banbury.-February 14th.—Supply of Hartshill stones and chippings,
for the rural district council. — Mr. E. Laraley Fisher, clerk to the
council.

Redditch.—February 14tb.—Electric lighting works, for the urban
district council.—Mr. J. A, McMnllen, consulting engineer, Hornchurch,
Essex,

Clitheroe.—February 14th.—Construction of a new4-in. waterraain
in Chatbnrn-Toad from Longsight Villas to the workhouse.—Mr. J. E.
(Sharpe, borough engineer and surveyor.

Shierness.—February loth.—Construction of a pierj 1,291ft. in

length, loft, m width, and the same lieight as the present pier, for the
urban district council.—Mr. C. A. Copland, surveyor to the council.

Chesterton.—February loth.—Supply of 5.000 tons of granite, for

the rural district council.—Mr. J. Dunn, district surveyor, 6 North-
terrace, Midsummer Common, Cambridge.

Shoreditch.—February 15th.—Wood-paving works in Pitfleld-street

between Old-street and Ashfield-street, for tue vestry.—Mr. J. Rush
Dixon, A.M.I. C.E., vestry surveyor.

St. Martin-in-the-Fields.—February 15th.—Sewerage and other
works.-Mr. Chas, Mason, surveyor to the vestry.

St, Maetin-in-the-Fiklds.—February 15tb,—Construction of 4-ft. by
2-ft. 8-in. brick sewers in Chando-s-street and Craven-street.-Mr. Chas.
Mason, vestry suiveyor.

Wednesburt.-February loth.—Widening of the north side of the
bridge over the Birmingham canal on the Holyheiid-road, near Moxley.
—Mr, E. Martin Scott, borough engineer and surveyor.

Ham (Surrey).-February 10th,—Sewerage and sewage works, for the
urban district council.—Mr. W, Warner, surveyor to tlie council.
" Kdinbdrob.—February 16th.—Construction of a pipe sewer.-The
Burgh Engmeer, 1 Parliament-square, Edinburgh,

Hove.—February 10th.—Supply of stoneware drain pipes, traps, &c.
—Mr. M. U, Scott, town surveyor.

Market Bosworth,—February 16th.—Drainage works in the parish
of Newbold Verdon, for the rural district council.—Mr. Frank Bouskell,

. clerk to the council.

Birkenhead.—February 10th.—Sujjply and delivery of various stores
and materials as may be required from ^ioth March, 1898, to 31st March
1899,—Mr. Chas. Brownridge, a.m.i,c,k., borough engineer and surveyor]

BuENi.ET.—February iGth.—Construction of about 2,800 yards of
15-in., 12-in. and 9-in. earthenware pipe sewers, for the rural district
council.—Mr. T. Edmondson, district surveyor, 18 Nicholas street,
Burnley.

Hampstkad.—February 16th,—Supply of various stones and materials
or one or tbiee years from March 26th.—The Vestry Surveyor,

Dewsbukt.—February IGth.—Reconstruction of the boundary wall on
the west side of Boothroyd-lane.—Mr. H, Dearden, borongh surveyor.

SEVEi!OAK^.--i->bruary 16Lh.—Extension of the Crou'/h House-road,
for the rural district council.—Mi*. George F, Carnell, clerk to the
council.

MiDDLEiON.—February 16th.—Supply and erection of two new 30ft.
by 20-ft. purifiers at the casworks.t—Mr. Timothy Duxbury, gas en-
gineer to the corporation.

Cheadle.—February 16th.—Construction of about 450 yards of 9-in.
sewer and six manholes in High-street and Crosvstreet,' for the rural
district council.—Mr. F. T. Inskip, snrvej'or to the council.

Burton-on-Trent.—February 17th.—Supply of goods, tools, &c.—Mr.
George T. Lynam, borough engineer and surveyor.

Sr. James, Westminster.—February 17th.—Carriageway paving
works in Old Burlington-street, Jerniyu-streec, Rose and Crown-yard
and other streets, for the vestry.—Sir. T. Hensman Munsey, vestry
clerk.

AflTON Manor.-February 17th.—Construction of a 12-in. pipe sewer
at the rear of Villa-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. H.
Richardson, a. m.i.c.e., engineer to the council.

Bristol.—February 17th.—Alterations to the Gazette market, Post
Ofhce-passage and Nicholas-street. — Mr. Thos. Henry Yabbiconi,
A. m.i.c.e., city engineer.

Macclesfield.—February 17th.—Alterations and additions to the
school on Park Green.—Mr. W. Fredk. Taylor, town clerk,

Bristol.—February 18th.—Erection of the superstructure of a granary
at Avonmouth, for the corporation.—Mr. John M. McCurrick, docks
engineer.

Darwen.—Febniary 19th.—Construction and erection of three sale
shops at the tish market.—Mr. W. R. W, Sinith-Saville, borough sur-
veyor.

Glasgow.—February 18th.—Tramway works.—Mr. J. D. Marwick,
town clerk.

Vxbridoe.—February 18th.—Construction of about 14 miles of stone-
ware and iron pipe sewers, for the rural district council.—Mr. John
Anstie, engineer, 17 Victoria-street, London, S.W.
Tamworth,—February 18th.— Removal of night-soil, and otherworka

connected therewith, in certain portions of the district.- Mr. H. J.

Clarson, surveyor to the rural district council.

BoOTLE.—February 19th.—Supply of stores and raatei'iala and the
execution of repairs.—Mr. J. H. Farmer, town clerk.

Portland.—February 19th,—Various waterworks, for the urban dis-

trict council,—Mr Ernest J. Elford, engineer to the council.

Lutterworth.—February 19th.—Construction of a main sewer in
Sutton-lane, Bronghton Astley, for the rural district council.—Mr, Thoa.
C. Bodycote, clerk to the council.

Yntsctnhaiarn.—February 2l9t.—Supply of Are appliances, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Jno. Jones, clerk to the councd.

Plymouth.-February 21st.— Erection and completion of a refuse
destructor.—Jlr. James Paton, borough engineer and surveyor.

Headington.—February 21st.—Supply of picked flints and Hartshill
or other stone, for the rural district council.—Mr. Thomas W. Mallam,
clerk to the council,

Dknholme.—February 21st.—Erection of about 89 roods of dry fence
wall at the sewnge farm at Doe Park, for the urban district council.^
Messrs. W. B. Woodhead & Son, engineers, 18 Exchange, Bradford.

Denholme.—February 21st.—Construction of a 14-'n. brickwork cul-

vert 6 ft. in diameter, tor the urban district council.—Messrs. W. B,
Wf^odhead & Son, engineers, 18 Exchange, Bradford.

Bridqnokth.—February 21st.—Laying of a 7-in. water main, for the
corporation,—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, engineers, 27
Great George-street, London, S.W.

Dover.—February 22nd.— Supply of iron and stoneware pipes,
together with manholes, ho'ise connections, ic.—Mr. Henry E. Stilgoe,
borough engineer.

Portland,—February 22nd.—Various waterworks, for the urban dis-

trict council.—Mr, Ernest J. Elford, engineer to the council.

Hacknet.—February 23rd.—Supply of stores and materials for one,
two or three years from I^ady Day, 1898,—Mr. James Lovegrove, vestry
surveyor.

Martley.—February 23rd.—Water supply works at Clifton-on-Teme,
for the rural district council.—Mr. A. W. Knott, clerk to the council,

Dartfokd.—February 24th.—Paving of a flight of steps in a private
street leading from Mount Pleasant-road to Mount Pleasant-terrace,
for the urban district council.— Mr. W. Harston, surveyor to the
council.

CoNWAY,—February 25th.—Sewerage and other works, for the rural
district council.—Mr. T. E. Parry, clerk to the council.

Carlisle.—February 25th.—Erection of a central electric lighting
station,—Mr. Henry C. Marks, a.m.i.o.e.. city engineer and surveyor,

Leicester.—February 2oth.—Construction of foundations, wing walls
and abutments for the erection of bridges over the Willow brook at
St, Banabas-road, Bridge-street and Stonebridge-atreet.—Mr. E. Geo.
Mawbey, borough surveyor.

Wolverhampton,-February 2Gth.—For the supply of various stores
for the year ending March, 1899.—Mr, J. W. Bradlej', borough engineer
and surveyor.

HuNSLET.—February 23th,—Sewerage and other works, for the rural
district council,—Mr. W, E. Pindar, clerk to the council.

BiRMiNQHAM.—February 23th.—Supply of 6,000 tons of welded steel
pipes, 41 iri. diametei-, for the corporation.—Mr. James Mansergh, 5
Victoria-street, London, S.W.
Lyme Regis.—February 28th.—Erection of five almsho uses and offices

—Mr. M. C. Preston, town clerk.

AsHBY-DE-LA-ZoucH.—March Ist.—Laying of new G-in.,4-in, and 3-in.
cast-iron mains throughout the streets of the district, for the urban
district councii.—Mr. W. A. Musson, clerk to the council.

Wakefield.-March 1st.—Supply of various stores and materials for
one year ending 31st March, lb99, for the rural disti-ict council.—Mr,
Frank Massie, a. m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to the council.

Malvern.—March 1st.—Erection of a santorium, for the Malvern
Hospital Committee.—Mr, William Lambert, clerk to the committee.

SouTHwoLD.—March 1st.—Construction of a bridge over the Bus
creek.-Mr. E. R. Cooper, town clerk.

.—March 2nd.—Supply of various stores and materials.-Mr,
S, A. Pickering, a,m.i.c.e., borongh surveyor.

Oldham.—March 2nd.—Construction of 573 lineal yards of concrete
sewer with blue brick invert, 9 ft. in diameter ; and also 437 lineal yards
of concrete sewer with blue brick invert, U ft. Om. in diameter.—Mr.
S, A. Pickering, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor.

Belper.—March 9th.—Supply of road materials, for the rural dis-
trict council,—Mr, Robt. C. Cordon, surveyor to the council. Hazel-
wood, Derbj'.

WoRCESTERHHiRE.—Supply of Rowlfiy and Leicestershire road stone
during the year ending the 31st March, 1899.—Mr. J, H. Garrett, county
road surveyor, Worcester.

Lincoln.—Purchaaeof 12 tons of osiers at the irrigation farm.Washing-
borough-road.—Mr. R. A. MacBrair, city surveyor.

West Bridgford.—Road works in Musters-road, for the nribfth dis-
trict council,—Mr, Win. Pare, surveyor to the council.
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TENDERS.
---.-»_ -ACCEPTED.
D0\ ER.^Por the evef tioii of a boiler house, with inlet pipe, ic, atthe sea baths, Marme-paimle-Mi-. Henry K. Stilgoe 1 i i c eborough engineer. ^ '

"•"•'•'-•''•>

R. W. Parnmor, Dover i>i non
Austen & Lewis, Dover ... I'Vr?.
Tlio Locking Joint Comijaiiy, Reading* .'

.'

.,. ';; '' 'g-?

""JhJ'^^^i^'^'-T^"'' I'"'
«,''''<^t'0" or hniUlings ami boundarT walls at

CMmrC^r IZf"^- '^"'"'^' ^°'- "'" "•'«^° '•^''<^' council -Mr!Lnaries J. Jenkm, a.m.i.c.e., engineer anrt survevor—
J. Tiklesler, Willenhall

'

„, -„
T. Tildesley, Willenhall*

,,. V.'. V.'. V.'.
''

i'49?

^Y-es?rv -Trr°oi^ri''J"5'".^
an.i^nl works in Rylston-road, for theyestrj.—jir. Charles Bottenll, vestry surveyor—Wimpey & Co., Hammersmith, W.

'^

„-n
.T. Means, Fnlham, W. *^'„
J. Greenham, Hammersmith, W...! J-fi
Norrell& Co., Kensington, W. ...

'.'.]
',,] ]'[

^5,5

in^d B'.Xorrttru"n^-!i--!"--
^'"'-'" °—

•
"-"t^n^g^n^eT

Adams, Wood Green, N. ... „„,„
H. Clark, Andover-road, N. *•!;';

J. Jackson, Le.yton, K. '
"

' '"'

A. W. Porter, Leyton, E. ..]
'..'. ]'[ ™?

^f™'n'^,ri7af"for'','he' n'rS
«f'°^^ven...t*ll ciro.lar or octagonalI on unnai, tor the nrban district connc .—Mr. William DawsonM.I.C.K., engineer and surveyor to the council—

""*" i'awson,

G Smith & Co., Clippens, near Glasgow
. .

. „-aMoDowall, Stephen &Co
I

*™

''fhytL',!to?.'^is7i:?/er's'U?r"T"^"'S 1^'^ -PP'^ --l^.^. f-
Avenue Chambers, Belfast:- ^^' " '•''•^' engineer,

H. R. Blnckburn, Donegal
J. Cunningham, Dublin i(,JS4
C. J. Quirke, Dublin M8.5
K. S. Barnes, Navan "'5^*

M. Delaney, Navan 6,246

W. Baird,' Dublin 6.034

J. McNally, Cookstown j f.926W. McLarnon, Belfast* bi""
" 0,601

MEETINGS.

l^.-Bntish Association of Waterworks Encrjneer?- gnscial ^e>,»™imeeting at 10 a.m.
;
ordinary general m™in|at Ham Mr H

''-^^^T^^^'^L^r- W. Roland Peck. ..s.,., on • Pnrni-

00 » . , , MARCH.
29.-Auctioneer3' Institute: Mr. Douglas Youns psi n„ ••Tr.^it^

Traffic-Problems and their Solution;-
' °'"'°°

NOTICES.
The StjRVETOR and Municipai, and Codktt E.noineeb

bool-sfalh, or of any newsagent in the United Kinqdom
fPP^^canons to the Offices for single cop,.,, by post .nustfn^Mcases be accom-panied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) it a, follows :

Twelve Six Three
United Kingdom .. "is'*"'- ^J""-^^- SI"°tlis.

Continent, the Colonies, India, ' '" '«• "Q- — 3a. 9d.

United States, 4c. ... ig, 9^ f.^
The International News Company^'sS and 85 Duane-siree't

fhe"m t
^"^ The Toronto News Company, Toronto ; andThe Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

ZTJ"" '^'J^T.''^
S'«'" -"'^ Canada for the salZfTnl

ulroad
^"*'"" "^'''"" " ^""'^'^ ''" ^ircllatfon

EDITORIAL, PUBLLSUING AND ADrERTISEMENT OFFrr«-<i
ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET STREET

LONDON, E.G.

office, and not carry on private practice, or be engaeed directlr
I

or indirectly ,n any other b.,smeS5 or profession
^

Ho will not bo allowed to take any fee, commi.^Mon pre-minm or Rratuity beyond his salary, but any fee, commies onpremium or gratuity which he may receive shall be paid over
to the Corporation.
The Council will provide the necessary staff of assistantsand oftice.«, instruments, books and stationery
J he appointment will be determinable by three months'

notice by either party.
" ""'•"a

Applicants must be at least thirty and not exceed fortyyears of an;e. •'

Applications, stating age and giving particulars of e:<peri.
cnce, accompanied by copies of not more than fonr testi-n.omals, are to be delivered at the office of the undersi-ned
under coyer, endorsed "Appointment of BorouRh Engineerand Surveyor," not later than 10 a.m. on Monday, the 2UtDebrnary instant.

J. MOORE BAYTCJ.V,

ri i T. M-.. ., Town Clerk.
Conrt Buddings, South Shields.

4th February. 1898.

TJXBRIDGE RURAL DJSTRICT CwTncTT
f„. *i

'^^"'

""^"r
Council are prepared to receive applications

RurarDistriit
" ""

H'f?hway Surveyor for the U.xbridge

The district comprises nine p.arishes and about 90 miles ofparish highway.".
.

nJ.''f '^""fy°.''
^'" J'e required to devote th9 whole of histime to the duties, and to reside within the district or in Ux-bridge as may be approved by the Council

K.f''''"^'«*^^°
per annum, to include nil travelling expense^.,

Comicn
provided by or at the e.xpense of the

The person appointed will be required to enter upon hisduties on the 1st April next, or such earlier date as the Coun-
cil may decide, and the appointment will be determinable bythree months' notice on either side.

Applications, in candidate's own 'handwriting, stating aireprevious experience in road maintenance, and keeping thj
accounts, Ac, relating thereto, accompanied by three recent
testimonials as to character and practical knowledge of roadwork, to be sent to me on or before Tuesday, the 22nd Feb-ruary instant.

in Ti:: ruTori'iot*"'
"""' "^ "''"''"' '° '"'^^ ""° « '^--^

to atfend Wor'eMTcoL^df.
^^"'''^^'^ ''''° "'^^ "^ '•^^-'-^

Canvassing, directly or indirectly, is prohibited

^
Any fnrther particulars may be obtained on application to

CHARLES WOODBRIDOE,

Council Offices, .18 Higli-stroet, Usbridge.
'^^'^'^^'

2ud February, 1898.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
pOUNTYBOROUGfToFsOIITH SHIELDSV^ APPOINTMENT OF BOROUGH ENGINEER ANd'

SURVEYOR.
The Town Council require the services of a fullyqualilied

dXsTtro';;r^°'-'
^^'^°'""^' ^^- '^' -^^-''--'^ "'

huHirr^ -^^'^"'^ "" ^^^ duties which may devolve upon

.n n^w
^^"'!!'"' ^"""Z'^'' °'- Architect to t he-Corporation inconnection with or arising out of the Municipal CorporationActs, Public Health Act.., Public Libraries Acls, the Technica"

Plectrfo
1°"

m''''
^'^'^^^^ ^"^ """' Provisional Ord"Electric Lighting Acts and Provisional Orders, and all othergeneral Acts, and the local Acts, By-Laws and Provisionalrders now in force in the borough or hereafter to be passedthe maintenance and repair, reconstruction or extension of

a us?in'?r
" '^"'.''^i"KV''°'' I^-P^'-t'e". and such other du ie

d rect h.m to perform in connection therewith, and amongstother things he must be prepared, if reouired, o take chargeof and be responsible for the cleansing of streets, privies a^dashpits, and the dispo.sal of refuse
pr'^ies ana

He must .levote the whole of hia time to the duties of the

WILLE.SDKN URBAX DlSrEICT COUNCILT » ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT FOR
rrv. u r.

SEWAGE WORKS.
The above Conncil invite applications for the appointmentof au Assistant Superintendent at the Sewage Works o"theBrent district, within the Parish of Willesde'n

the trcTm."''.'''^;""
"""''

^'^I^
^""^ P'-^^'°°^ experience ofthe t.catment of sewage, and should specify i„ their appli-cation the nature of treatment at the works upon which fheyliave iieen engaged. •'

Salary, £2 per week with residence

Pn^»l"''r
"'?"'• "'"""^ "^^^ ""'^ previous experience, withcopies of not more than three testimonials, to be delivered tothe undersigned not later than 4 p.m. on Tuesday, the 22nd

(Gy order)
0. CLAUDE ROBSON,

Engineer to the Council.

Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilburn, N.W.
February 9, 1898.

T^EUkLNHAMURBAX DISTRICT COUNCIL^ C()RKESPONDENCE AND SHORTHAND CLFRKwanted immediately, in the Surveyor's office. Prcfcm^egiven to candidates with previous experience in a sim ih^rcapacity. Salary, £80 per annum, rising by annual incre'ments (subject to satisfactory performance of duties) of £10to a ma.vimum of £120. ^
Applications to be sent to Mr. J. A. Axgell, Surveyor

Utnex?. '

^^'''^""'^'""> °" °r before Monday, February

fwTOF CHICHESTEK^ ~
^-^ CITY SURVEYOR
wanted, by the Corporation, conqieient to take charge ofdrainage and waterworks, fully qualified as regards thereon
struction and repair of streets, roads, footpaths, sewers and

?akWn?V"P,'"""r''^ repairs of engines and boilers, the

l?w« !•'/""' •'""''y''''"'^ "^^ preparation of plans,specihcations and estimates.
Not above forty-five years of age

the dnt;!r'i m'" 'm
"'^' ''"'^ '^'^^"'^ "'« "•''"''" -^f '"« """e tothe diities 01 the ofhce.
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Prcfcre^^^T^i^io candidates holding the certificate of

the Surveyors' Instilntioii.

'^l;^:Z^^e, present occupation ajul,n.ii^^

lions acconipauied by not more than three recent testimonials,

must readme not lat.r than the 14th day of February next,

'^1;'p'ucant'"m;Tgive the date they could commence duties,

if appointed.
^^^ ^^^^^^

EDWARD ARNOLD,
Town Clerk.

' Town Clerk's Office, Chichester.

JannaryH^iJ^S:

7^aTY~0F 31AXCHESTER.
\J \PPOINTMENT OF CLERK OF WORKb.

The Sanitary Committee nre prepared *°
>-''<^^';''3J"!J;

tionsfor the posts of four Clerks of Works-.n. Uiree at

£3 3s per week and one at £-1 43. per week-for dwelling,

thops a:," model lodging-house, ^^VJ^'^f^^^'^Z':^
hw copies of three recent testimomals (which will not be re

L^rne^ to be forwarded not later than 1" o'clock on Tuesday

the 22nd February, to the City Surveyor, To«n Ha
,

Man

Chester, marked on the outside " Application for Clerk of

Works " Canvassing, directly or indirectly, will disqualify.

WM. HENRY TALBOT,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall^anchester. -

WITXEY RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SURVEYdR OF HIGHWAYS.

The Rural District Council of Witney are prepared to re-

ceive applications for the office of Surveyor of H.gl>wayB for

their Witney West District, which comprises twentytwo

parishes and about 35 miles of mam roads and 112 miles ot

district roads. . , . . -ii „_

The salary will be £150 per annum, inclnsive of all ex

pehses (except stationery), and applicants must not be over

forty years of age.
. , , t „ii iho

The person appointed will be required to carry 0"t 'il >h«

duties usually attaching to the office of Surveyor of High-

ways, including the keeping of nil necessary books and

accounts, to devote the.whole of his time to the di^es of the

office, and to give security in the sum of £jO"j"th an a,

proved guarantee society for the due performance of tho

'ireapp^hftmentwillbe subject to termination by three

calendar months' notice on either side and t - Surveyor ap-

pointed will be required to enter upon his duties on the dlst

''A^pllcTtLs, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age

and qualifications, accompanied by copies of tl ree testi

menials ot recent date, mnst reach me not latoi than iu

o'clock a.m. on Tuesday, the 22nd February.

Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, is piohibiica .uui

will be deem'ed a disqualification.

(By order of the Council)

HENRY T. RAVENOR,
Clerk.

Clerk's Office, Witney, Oxfordshire.

January 27, 1838. _„_jr:rr~ •

TENDERS WANTED.
—5ioTjGiroF scout^sneTon^seaT

TO ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.

The Corporation invite tenders for the Widening of a^por^

tion of Southend Pier and the constrnction of a Tramway

^=^:;:^S?»aybe seen, and inns,, quantity

and form of tender obtained (on payment of £3 3s., wn o i

win be returned on receipt of a hona-fide te^^e"-), upon appl -

r^ntion to Mr Alfred Fiddler, assoc.m.inst.c.e. borough en

gtneer, Souuietd-on.Sea, on 'and after Saturday, the 12th

'teXftenders, endorsed "Tramway ,Pa-y^KJ^-/' to he

delivered at my office not later than 5 o clock on WednesUay,

1
^'^^ThrCor;orS will not be bound to accept the lowest or

anV tender.
- (By order)

WILLIAM QREGSON,
Town Clerk.

Southend-on-Sea.
I 8lh February, 1898. .,

Telegrams! "WILKES, BIRMINGHAM."

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBECK. Ld., Liverpoo! St., BIRMINGHAM.
— ~" -~%

SOLID DRAWK & BRAZED BRASS & COPPER TUBES.

«.l"»ND COPPER WI..E.~;;^C.HDl.CT.»ITY COPPER WB. m, TA-E. TuHeT ..LIED METMS. &0

STANLEY BROS., LTD., NUNEATON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

**
2llu,t,aled lists an I Samlcs on „rphcaU..n.

^

WHITE, COLOURED AND

SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

BRICKS
OF THE

HIGHEST QUALITY.

OATES & GREEN,
LIMITED,

H AI.I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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CITY OF CARLISLE.
TO IRONFOUNDERS, &c.

The Corporation of Carlisle invito tenders for the supply of

about 600 lineal yards of 3-in. Cast-iron Pipes.

Form of tender, &c., maybe had of the undersigned.

HENRY 0. MARKS, assoc.m.inst.c.e.,

City Surveyor.

36 Fisher-street, Carlisle.

February 9, 1898.

OITT OF CARLISLE.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

The Corporation of Carlisle invite tenders for the erection

of a central Electric Lighting Station, consisting of engine
house, boiler house, office, stores, chimney, &c., situate in

Jamea-street.

Persons desirous of tendering for the above works may in-

spect the drawings, stipulations and conditions of contract

and obtain a copy of the specification, bill of quantities and
form of tender, on or after the 10th instant, at the office of

the undersigned, on the deposit of 1 guinea for each trade, or

3 guineas for the full set, X'eturnablc on receipt of a honii-fide

tender and the return of the specification and bill of quantities.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Electric Lighting
Station," to be delivered at my office not later than 10 o'clock

a.m. on Friday, the 25th instant.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted, and
parties tendering must do so at their own cost.

HENRY C. MARKS, assoc.m.inst.c.e.,

City Engineer and Surveyor.

36 Fisher -street, Carlisle.

February 3, 1898.

BOROUGH OF FOLKESTONE.
TO STONE MERCHANTS.

The Highways, Public Works and Drainage Committee in-

vite tenders for the supply of the following materials

—

vis.,—
2,000 tons Guernsey, Qnenast or Belgian Granite, or Cher-

bourg Quartzito, broken to 1-in. gauge.

1,000 tons Guernsey, Quenast or Belgian Granite Chippings,

broken to ^J-in. g.auge.

7,000 ft. run of Norwegian Granite Edge Kerb, 6 in. by 12 in.

7,000 ft. run of Norwegian Granite Channel, 12 in. by 6 in.

1,000 yards super, of 2i-in. York Stone Paving Flags.

SpeciHcations and forms of tender may be obtained upon
application to the undersigned.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Stone," must be de-

livered at the Borough Engineer's office, 29 Dover-road, Folke-

stone, not later than 9 a.m. on Tuesday, the 22nd inst.

The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

JOHN WHITE,
Borougli Engineer.

Borough Engineer's Office, Folkestone.

7th February, 1898.

OROUGH OF FOLKESTONE.
The Highways, Public Works and Drainage Committee

invite tenders for the supply of Drain Pipes and Cement for

tho year ending 31st March, 1899.

Specifications and forms of tender may be obtained upon
application to the undersigned.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Drain Pipes " and
"Tender for Cement," must be delivered at the Borough En-
gineer's office, 29 Dover-road, Folkestone, not later than 9 a.m.
on Tuesday, the 22nd inst.

The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

JOHN WHITE,
Borough Engineer.

Borough Engineer's Office, Folkestone.

7th February, 1898.

EAST SUSSEX COUNTY COUNCIL.

MAIN ROADS.

TENDERS FOR MAIN ROAD MATERIALS AND
CARTAGE.

The Roads and Bridges Committee invite tenders for the
supply of Materials and for Cartage for the Maintenance of

the Main Roads in the West, South, Central and East Districts

of the county

—

viz.,—
1, The supply of Flints, Stone and Quartzite, or other ap-

jjroved material, delivered to various railway stations and
wharves.

2, The supply of Flints, Stone, Local Stone, or other ap-

proved material, delivered to the sides of the main roads.

3, The cartage of Flints, Stone and Quartzite from railway

stations and wharves to the sides of the main roads.

Further particulars and forms of tender can be obtained on
application to me after February 9th next.

J. P
Hoddlcsde

Cccleshill

SANI
STANFO

GLAZE

Telegrams t

" PLACES,

DARWEN."Ltd.,

til- LANGS.

eter to 42-in. Diameter.

sockets A SPECIALITY.

CO I.OU RED.

THE "ADDISON" PATENT DRAIN STOPPER
For Testing Drains by means of Wafer, Sntolie, &c.

The parts are non-corrosive. The disc of galvanised iron, the nipple of gun metal, the nut and cap of brass.

PERFECTLY SOUND JOINT.

EASILY APPLIED.

NO PINCHING OF THE RUBBER.

THE GREATER THE PRESSURE THE

MORE SECURE THE JOINT.

x>xe.xc:z:s

4-inch

5-inch

6-inch

8-inch

9-inch

10-inch

7 each nett

9 6 „

10 6 „

16 6 „

17 6 „

21 6 „
BfrORE EXPANSION

NICHOLLS & CLARKE, Shoreditch, LONDON, E.
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Tenders are to be delivered to nie, at my office, County
Hall, Lewes, on or before Monday, the 28th day of Februarj',

1898.

HENRY CARD,
County Surveyor.

County Hall, Lewes.
January 20, 1898.

BOROUGH OF BURTON-UPON-TRENT.
TO STONE CONTRACTORS, COAL AND LIME
MERCHANTS, TRADESMEN AND OTHERS.

Tlie Mayor, Aldermen and Burgesses of the Borough of

Burton-upon-Trent, acting by the Council as the Urban Dis-

trict Council for the said Borough, hereby invite tenders for

the supply of the undermentioned Materials, Goods, Tools,

&c., during the year ending March .31, 1899

—

viz.,—
Broken Granite.

Granite Setts and Kerb.
Coal.

Iron Manhole Covers and Gullies.

Stoneware Pipes.

Sanitary Pans.

Cement.
Lime for Sewage Treatment.
Iron for Blacksmiths' Shop.
Timber for Wheelwrights' Shop.
Workmen's Tools.

Disinfectants, &c.

Eoims of tender may be had on and after Tuesday, the 8th

inst., on application to the Borough Surveyor's office, and
samples may be inspected at the Bimd End stores on appli-

cation to the storekeeper.

No tender will be accepted from any party who pays his

employees, whether artisans or labourers, less than the

standard rate of wages in this borough, or does not conform
to the hours and conditions of labour generally recognised in

each branch of industry affected. A clause to ensure com-
]>liance with this regulation will be inserted in the conditions

of contract.

Sealed tenders to be delivered to me not later than 10 a.m.

on Thursday, the 17th inst., endorsed " Tender for ."

The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted.

GEORGE T. LYNAM,
Borough Engineer and Surveyor.

Town Hall.

February 3, 1898.

rPO QUARRY PROPRIETORS, CONTRACTORS
-JL AND OTHERS.
The Corporation of Birkenlicad are prepared to I'eceive

tenders for the supply of Flags, Granite and Rawtenstall
Kerbs and Channels, Granite Setts and Cubes, and Penmaen-
mawr Breaking Stone, to be delivered free, as required, from
the 25th March, 1898, to the 31st March, 1899, at the railway

stations or upon the dock quay within the Borough of Birken-
head.

Specifications, forms of tenders and all particulars may be
obtained at the office of Mr. Charles Browuridge, A.M. INST. C.E.,

Borough Engineer and Surveyor, Town Hall, Birkenhead.

Tenders, upon the printed form supplied, sealed, and en-

dorsed " Tender for Road Materials," to be sent in to me not
later than 5 o'clock in the afternoon of Wednesday, the 16th

day of February, 1898.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

(By order)

ALFRED GILL,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Birkenhead.
2l8t January, 1898.

YESTRY OP ST. MARTIN-IN-THE-FIELDS,
WESTMINSTER,

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Vestry of the above parisli are prepared to receive

tenders for the taking-up of Defective Sewers in Chandos-
street and Craven-street, and for the construction of 4-ft.

by 2 ft. 8-in. Brick Sewers in lieu thereof, including manholes,
gullies and other works appurtenant thereto.

Specifications, schedules and forms of tender may be ob-

tained on application at the office of Mr. Chas. Mason, C.E.,

surveyor to the Vestry, on deposit of 1 guinea, which sum
will be returned on receipt of a boml-fide tender.

Tenders to be delivered at the Town Hall, Charing Cross,

on or before Tuesday, February 1.5, 1898, and not later than
12 o'clock mid-day, endorsed " Tender for Chandos-slreet and
Craven-street Sewers."
The Vestry do not bind themselves to accept tlie lowest

or any tender.

(By order)

GEO. WEBSTER MURNANE,
Clerk to the Vestry.

Town Hull, Charing Cross, W.C.
February 7, 1898.

S FIRECLAY COMPY > LTD

CLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Baths, So.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING RRIGKSi

BALTIC WHARF. WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoBship
Street, E.G. ; i6 Charterhouse Street E.G. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

So-wra,s:e, Sl-is.ds'e, I^Ta^-fcea*, Sec
i\m As adopted for the Drainage of Eastbourne, Southampton,
)^ Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe and many

other places, both in tliis country ami abroad.

For Pantphlefs and Particulars apply to—

HUGHES & LANCASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WATER SUPPLY WORKS.
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pOUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM,^ TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES, &c.

The Council hereby invite tenders for the supply of

Paring Materials.

Broken Granite, Chippings, and Dust.

Road Flints.

Smokeless Welsh Coal.

House, Steam Coal, and Coke.
Tar and Pitch.

Ironinongery, &c.

Iron Castings.

Chalk, Plaster, Slates, Ac.

Portland Cement.
Rope and Tarpaulings.

Timber, Deals, &c.

Hardwood.
Lead, Zinc, and Plumbers' Requisites.

Oils, Colours, anil Chandlery.
Stoneware Pipes, &c.

Brooms and Brushes.

Charcoal Baskets, Sieves, &c.

Firemen's Clothing, &c.

Boots.

Sulphurous Powder,
also for

The Supply of Disinfectants.

Forms of tender and further particulars may be obtained

at the Borough Engineer's office, Town Hall, Stratford, E.,

upon the payment of £1 for each form of tender, which will

be returned upon the receipt of a bond-fide tender.

For the Supply of New Books for Public Libraries.

Forms of tender and further particulars may be obtained

at the Public Library, Rokehy House, Stratford, or the Branch
Library, Barking-road, Canning Town, E.

For the Supply of

Milk.

Bread and Flour.

Grocery.
Meat.
Vegetables.

For use in the Council's hospital at Plaistow.

Forms of tender and further particulars may be obtained at

the hospital, Western-road, Plaistow.

Tenders for the whole of the contracts to be enclosed in

endorsed envelopes, supplied with the forms, and sent to my

office not later than 4 o'clock on Tuesday, February 22, 1898.

The Council do not bind theniselves to accept the lowest or
any tender. The contractor will be required to enter into a

bond, with sui-eties, for the due performance of the contract,

and no goods, materials, &c., will be ordered under any con-

tract until such bond has been duly executed.

The contractor whose tender is accepted, and with whom a
contract is entered into, will be required to pay the whole of

his workmen such rate of wages and observe such hours of

labour as are recognised by the workmen's trades unions and
in force at the time of signing the contract. In the event of

any breach of such agreement the Council will enforce the

penalty clause in its entirety.

(By order of the Council)

FRED. E. HILLEARY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, West Ham, E.

Febroary 2, 1898.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF OLDHAM.
TENDERS FOR MATERIALS.

The Surveyor's Committee is prepared to receive tenders

for the supply of

Pitch and creosote oil.

Lias lime,

Cement,
Sand,
.Scavenger brooms,
Shovels,

Timber,
Coal,

Oils, &c..

Granite setts,

Kawtenstall setts.

Flags (Local),

Flags (Concrete),
Curbs,
Ironwork,
Bricks (Red),

Bricks (Blue),

Earthenware jjipes,

Limestone chippings,

for the year ending March 2.5, 1899.

Specifications and forms of tender may be obtained on appli-

cation at the Borough Surveyor's office. Town Hall, Oldham.
Sealed and endorsed tenders, addressed to the Chairman of

the Surveyor's Committee, must be loft at my office not later

than Wednesday, March 2, 1898.

A. NICHOLSON,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Oldham.
February .3, 1898.

O BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
SANATORIUM, Ac.

The Malvern Hospital Committee are prep.ared to receive

tenders for laying out Site (about 2( acris), emlnsiiii;- sauio.

GALVANIZED IRON

FRED'^BRABY2(C
FITZROY WORKS

352to364 Euston R?

TONDONj

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

GO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
TRADE MARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

Telephone No. 96 HAMMERSMITH. Estab. 1840. Telegrams: <>SANKEY, HAMMERSMITH."

Chief OtRce: CREEK WHARF, HAMMERSMITH, W.
Sankey's Improved (Deep; INTERCEPTING GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.
Special Limes supplied for tho Disposal of SEWERAGE Matter, also for Cas Purification.

PRICES ON APPUICAnON.

FERRIC.
THE Precir>i±eint.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

PETER SPENCE & SONS,

c; xs: :£: ^^k.£^ xs £» <27

Barrows for All Purposes.

CONTRACTORS' TIMBER,
Pr.lUnsr Rnards and Runners to sizos, English
Timber, Plauk and Scflntlinc, Wasrcron Wood,
Fencing, Joinerv, Pick and Hammer Shafts.

JOHN ASHWORTH & CO.,
Roiisendale 5aw .Mills.

WATER FOOT, MANCHESTER.

The "STRATFORD"
LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! ImperisliaMe!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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and erecting thereon the several Buildings and Pavilions for

a Sanatorium at Great Malvern, in accordance with plans and
specifications prepared by the Committee's Sm-veyor. Printed
forms of tenders, si)ccification and bills of quantities may be
obtained at the office of the Surveyor on and after Monday,
the 14th day of February, upon the payment of a deposit of

£5, for which a receipt will be given.
The amount so deposited will be retui'ned when a bond-fide

tender has been received.

The successful contractor will be required to enter into a
bond with approved sureties for £500 for [the satisfactory
completion of the works.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Sanatorium," must
be delivered at my office not later than 10 a.m. on Tuesday,
March 1, 1898.

The Committee do not bind themselves^to accept the lowest
or any tender.

WILLIAM LAMBERT,
Clerk to the Malvern Hospital Committee.

Malvern.
February 8, 1898.

T\7'AKEP1ELD RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
' ' The above Council invite tenders for the year ending

March 31, 1899, for tlie supply of the following materials :

—

(o) Broken Granite. Approximate quanitity required, 3,960
tons.

'

(&) Broken Furnace Slag. Approximate quantity required,

8,895 tons of dross and 1,430 tons of ballast,

(c) Cast-Iron Manhole and Lamphole Covers, Gulley Grates,
and Manhole Foot Irons.

{d) Cast-iron Pipes,

(e) Shovels and Picks,

(.f) Brushes.

{<j) Flags and Kerb Stones.

And the provision of the
Qi) Team Labour required for the removal of the above

broken granite and furnace slag from tlie various rail-

way stations or canal wharfs at whirli they are de-
livered to the several roads for which they are required.

Forms of tender and full particulars may be obtained from
Mr. Frank Massie, Assoc. m.in.st.c.e., the Engineer and High-
way Surveyor to the Council, at his office, at Tetley House,
47 Kirkgate, Wakefield, on or after Monday, the 14th February.

Separate tenders, properly endorsed, accompanied by
samples where so required, are to be delivered to me not
later than Tuesday, the 1st March, at 12 noon.
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

(By order)

H. BEAUMONT,
Clerk to the Council.

Council Offices, Tetley House, 47 Kirkgate, Wakefield.
February 8, 1898.

rRBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF PORTLAND
WATERWORKS.—CONTRACT No. 4.

The Council are prepared to receive tenders for the execution
of the following works :—

•

Enlarging, deepening and completing the Upwey Well.
Providing, building, erecting and completing a Pumping

Station, Pumping Machinery and Reservoir at Upwey.
Providing, laying and completing about 27,000 lineal yards

10-in. and other Cast-Iron Pipes.

Drawings may bo seen, and specification, bill of quantities
and forms of tender obtained, on and after Monday, 7th
February, at my office, on depositing a £10 Bank of England
note, which will be returned on receipt of a hona-fide tender
and all documents, except in the event of a tender being
withdrawn or failure on the part of the person whose tender

BAYLISS, JONES &
BAYLISS'

IRON <#^

rENCiNG,
HURDLES, GATES, &c.

WOLVERHAMPTON.
London OlDces and Show-Rooms-

139 & 141 CANNON ST., E.G.
Pleai^c mention this Journal.

RAILING No. 427R.

MiiiMiMii

With Channel Steel Horizontals
and Wrought-Iron Heads. i

\

LOW PRICES ON APPLICATION.

GEORGE JENNINGS,
VITRIFIED SALT-CLAZED STONEWARE SOCKET DRAIN PIPES,

From 2in. to 24m. diameter, always kept in stock for immediate delivery.

Patent Double-Seal Jointed Pipes.

STILl!tFOTi.J>

Patent Joint on Stoneware Pipes.

Tested Pipes in all sizes. MarkMl

"JENNINGS' TESTED."

STRUCTURAL and DECORATIVE

TERRA-COTTA,

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED TO BE OF THE BEST UUALITY, and MADE FROM SELECTED DORSETSHIRE CLAYS

WORKS, SOUTH WESTERN POTTERY, PARKSTONE, DORlETTTohlDON DEPOtTlAMBETH PALACE RD., LONDON, S.B.

EASTWOOD & CO., LlivilTED.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices apply to above address.
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is accepted to enter into a formal contract and bond in accord-

ance with the terms of the specification.

The council will not necessarily accept the lowest or any
tender.

Tenders (npon the forms and enclosed in the envelopes

supplied) to be delivered to me not later than noon on Tues-

day, the 22nd day of February next.

(By order of the Council)

EBNEST J. ELFORD, c.e..

Engineer.

Council OiEces, New-road, Portland, Dorset.

January 29, 1898.

ASHBY-DE-LA-ZOUCH WATERWORKS.

CONTBACT No. 2.

TO CONTRACTORS FOR WATERWORKS.
The Ashby-de-la-Zouch Urban Council are prepared to

receive tenders from competent contractors for providing and
laying new 6-in., 4-in. and .3-in. Cast-Iron Mains throughout

the streets of Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch, together with all necessary

sluice valves, hydrants ami services.

Plans and specification may be seen at the Loughborough
office of the Engineers, Messrs. George & F. W. Hodaon, on
or after the 12th day of February, and schedule of quantities

may be obtained on deposit of £5 5s., which will bo returaed

on receipt of a bond-fide tender and the return of the docu-

ments.
Tenders are to be made out on the form supplied, and sent

to the undersigned not later than the 1st March, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

Dated this 2nd d.ay of February, 1898.

W. A. MUSSON,
Clerk to the Council.

Ashby-de-la-Zouoh.

BOROUGH OF PLYMOUTH.
Tenders are invited for the erection and completion of

a Refuse Destructor, with all necessary flues, fittings,

boilers, &c.

Specification, form of tender and full particulars may be
obtained at the office of the undersigned on receipt of a honA-

fide tender.

Should the contractor withdraw his tender, or fail to send
in one, the amount of deposit will be forfeited.

Sealed tenders to be deposited not later than the 21sfc

February, at 5 p.m.

Persons tendering must bind themselves to pay the standard

rate of wages and adopt the standard hours of labour con-

sidered fair in the district of the three towns.

The lowest or any tender vnW not necessarily be accepted.

JAMES PATON,
Borough Engineer and Surveyor.

Municipal Offices, Plymouth.
January 31, 1898.

TO URBAN AND RURAL DISTRICT
COUNCILS AND OTHERS.

The Urban District Council of Cowes have for disposal a
quantity of 20 candle-power Oil Lamps and Street Lanterns,
in good condition, as used for public lighting, and are pre-

pared to receive offers for the same in large or small
quantities.

Further particulars may be obtained on application to Mr.
John W. Webster, Town Surveyor, Cowes, Isle of Wight.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Teuder for Oil Lamps, &c."
should be delivered to me on or before Saturday, the 5th day
of March next.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept any tender.

H. C. DAMANT,
Clerk.

High-street, Cowes, I.W.
Stli February, 1898.

"ACME" VENTILATING, HEATING AND SMOKE CURES.

Fia. 23jr.
By Electricity, Water, Gas, St

Hand or Hoi'se Power.

,
"ACME"

K EXHAUST

(5 LOUVRES.

O For Doors,
^ Walla, Ac.

From 98.

VENETIAN WALL

INLETS.

From Is. Sd.

Chimney

Cowl,

Tele^ams :
'* Kbtworth, Livbrpool.'* Telephone No. 1877. Twenty-fivo Years' Experience. Illustrated Price Lists Free.

L^ " '%r^xt.-ti±3st,-tiXxt.^~ a,Jca.*SL JEX^^-fcixa.s' Coxx^xs^xiLsr, Xaa.-vr^x^X>ool
Contractors to H.M. Government Departments, Various Corporations, Railway Companies, &c.

Copper
and
-Colfa.

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINGS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, 2/-
40 by 27 „ 3/-
53 by 31 „ •*/-
Copies in one sheetfiOhy -iO, by arrangement.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE
PROCESS,

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, 1/6
40 by 27 „ 2S
53 by 31 „ 3
J. HALDEN & CO.,

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

JS^ * '^*%.
FIFtE

^LX3NDON & ^

aLANGASHIRE

*. ^£^^

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

u ,nm { ^ "A'-E STREET, LIVERPOOL,
man utlx.es

y ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ \i\VV\m STREET, LONDON.

Liberal Commission allowed to SURVEYORS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, tor iutroductiou of

C.WOOLIISCROFT&SON,

HAN LEY,
STAFFS.

Red
and Blue

'STAFFORDSHIRE
GOOZftS.

^ Many Specialities. Iliustra*

tions and Prices on application.

LONDON PLATE - GLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Office : 49 Queen Victoria St., E.C.

Glass of all liin^Is covered by tbo Policies of

this CMOipniiv.

MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS-
SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

Tenpcr cent, nl' Ibc i'viniiuiiii rrtiirned ever*

Applications for Agencies Invited.

Liberal Terms for Business Introducea

NINETEEN IVIEDALS. CHICAGO Exhibition, highest awarps.

ORIGINAL MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
Free from Arsenic.

Sole Address : 110 HIGH STREET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
.Special Terms fur Kxpnrt.. Of all Decorators.
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TTRBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF HENDON.
U TO CONTRACTORS, aRANITE, LIMESTONE,
IRONSTONE SLAG, GRAVEL, COAL, COKE AND OIL

MERCHANTS, IRONMONGERS, CHEMICAL
MANUFACTURERS, PRINTERS AND OTHERb.

The above Conncil hereby in%-ite tenders for the supply of

the following materials, &c., within their district for one year

from the 1st dav of April, 1898 :

—

% ., i

1 For the supply of about 3,000 tons (more or less) of broken
'

Leicestershire Granite (2i in. in gauge) ; for the supply
.

of about 2,000 tons (more or less) of broken Ironstone
|

Slag (2iin. in gauge) ; for the supply of about 350 tons

(more or less) of Limestone Chippings (1-in. gauge)
;
for

the supply of about 400 tons (more or less) of Hoggin
;

for the supply of about 500 tons (more or less) of Flints.

2 For the hire of Horses, Carts and Drivers, for cai-tage of

'materials, day cartage, slopping, horsing water vans,

rotary brooms, &c.

3 For the hire of Cab and other Conveyances.

4,' For the Collection of Dust and House Eefuseln the three

wards of the district.
% - a i

5, For the supply of about 70 tons (more or less) of Alu-

mino-ferric.

6 For the supply of about 70 tons (more or less) of V erozone.

7, For the supply of about 50 tons (more or less) of Feme
Sulphate.

8, For the supply of Coal and Coke.

9 For the supply of about 300 gallons (more or less) ot best

Petroleum, "Royal Daylight" or " Tea Rose " brands,

delivered to the three depots in the district.

10, For the execution of House Drainage and Jobbing Works,

ll', For the supply of Disinfectants.

12, For the execution of Printing and Stationery Works.

13, For the supply of Iron Castings.

14 For the supply of Ironmongery and Engineer s Sundries.

Specifications, forms of tender and all further particulars

may be obtained of Mr. S. Slater Grimley, Engineer and Sur-

veyor to the Council, Public Offices, Hendon, N.W.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the Council,

endorsed " Tender for " (as the case may be), to

be sent to me not later than 4 o'clock p.m. on Monday, the

14th day of February, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

Dated this 26th day of January, 1898.

HENRY HUMPHRIS,
Clerk to the Council.

EURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OF HEADING-
TON.

SUPPLY OF FLINTS, HARTSHILL OR MANCETTER
OR OTHER APPROVED STONES.

The above Council are desirous of receiving tenders for the

supply of the Best Hand-picked Flints (clean and free from

dirt), the Best Selected Hartshill or other Stones (broken to

2-iQ. gauge, the pieces not to exceed 2 in. and not to be less

than li in., free from dirt and fragments, or unbroken), to be

delivered free of carriage and wharfage.

The whole to be delivered before the 30th August next,

after which date the Council may refuse the same, and will

hold the contractors liable for any excess in price they may

incur in the purchase of materials in the place of the quanti-

ties not so delivered.

Each contractor will be required to sign an agreement for

the due performance of his contract, to serve the contract

himself, and not to underlet it; and the Conncil do not

pledge themselves to accept the lowest or any tender.

Each nerson tendering for the supply of Hartshill or other

stones must forward to me, M'ith his tender, samples of the

materials for the supply of which he shall so tender.

Tenders must be actually received by the District Sur-

veyor through the post, prepaid, endorsed " Rural District

Council of Headington," "Tender for Materials," up to

Monday, the 21st day of February, 1898.

Further particulars may be obtained from the District Sur-

veyor, Mr. Lee Turner, Hartfield Cottage, New Headington,

Oxon, of whom forms of tender can be obtained.

(By order of the Council)

THOMAS W. MALLAM,
Clerk.

126 High-street, Oxford.

4th February, 1898.

i

HAYWARD'S PATENT SEMI-PRISM REFLECTING-LENS LIGHTS
PJH LIGHTING 3ASEMENTS. CELLARS AIHI UMDERGROUND APARTMEWTS.

UNDERGROUND CONVENIENCE, CHARINO CROSS-LIGHTED BY HAYWARD'S PATENT LIGHTS ALSO AT OVER 100 OTHERS THROUGHOUT THE COUHTBY.

Forty in London-at the Law Courts Hyde Park-Oxford Circus-South Kensington, &c. And at Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds,

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Brighton, Hastings, St. Leonards, Eastbourne, Margate, Bournemouth, etc., etc.

HAYWARD BROTHERS & ECKSTEIN, L^' Union St., Borough, London.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

A Sanitary
Survey.

A supplement, in continuation of

the report of the medical officer of

the Local Government Board for

1894-95, has been issued. It consists of a valuable

summary of a general sanitary survey of urban dis-

tricts in Enj!;land and Wales, undertaken when
cholera on the Continent veas an ever-recurring

source of danger to this country. Owing to the

unfortunate accident, illness and subsequent death
of Dr. Barry, to whom the supervision of the survey
had been entrusted, the summary relates almost
exclusively to work done in urban sanitary districts,

though the survey took account of a large number of

rural districts as well. Sir Richard Thorne Thorne
does not omit to pay a high compliment to his do-

ceased colleague, especially in connection with this

sanitary survey. " Never before," says the medical

officer, " has so sixstained and so important apiece
of administrative work been undertaken by the

medical department." The utility of such a survey
as this is admirably described in the following re-

uiarka of the medical officer:—

•

It indicatea the directions in which English sanitary ad-

ministration proceeds when danger of imported infection

arises ; and it serves to emphasise the point that our main
trust in the control of exotic disease lies, not in futile attempts
to keep away from our shores all chance of infection, but in

urging those who are responsible for the health of our com-
munities, whether urban or rm'al, to maintain, by continuous

and systematic work, sueli a standard of cleanliness as regards
air, soil and water, that their districts shall not afford to any
chance infection that may reach them the opportunities for

multiplication and diffusion.

In the course of an unfinished introduction by the

late Dr. Bari-y we are told of the principles on which
the survey was based. When the more important
port and riparian districts had been inspected, cer-

tain selected districts, both on the coast and inland,

were taken in hand. In the selection of the districts

to be inspected the que.stion of the purity of the water
supply largely influenced the board, as was only

natural when we consider that cholera is a " water-

borne " disease. Primarily districts were chosen in

which, for any reason, the water supply was sus-

pected of being liable to pollution. Subsequently a

number of districts were scheduled for inspection

in which the administration was believed to bo de-

fective or in which former experience had shown
that filth diseases prevailed. Each inspector, before

proceeding to a district, was supplied with a set of

forms containing definite questions as to the several

matters to which his attention was to be directed.

The matters to be inquired about comprised, broadly
— (a) General sanitary circumstances, (ii) sanitary

administration, and (c) cholera precautions. Under
the first heading the inspector was directed to inquire

with respect to (1) the condition of dwellings and
their surroundings

;
("2) the purity and sufficiency

of water supply
; (3) the efficiency of public sewer-

age, domestic drainage and sewage disposal
;

{-i)

methods of excrement and refuse dispo.sal and re-

moval ; and (5) conditions, and nature of supervision

over registered premises and trades. With heads

(J<) and (c) we arenotsodirectly concerned. Incarry-

ing out the actual inspection the inspector attended
a meeting of the authority, at which he explained

the object of the proposed survey, obtained informa-

tion on such matters as did not require personal

inspection, and conferred generally with the

authority. He then made a detailed inspection

of the district, accompanied by the officials and
any members who wished to be present. Thea
came a detailed report, with a draft series of

recommendations as to the matters most urgently

requiring attention, and finally, after consultation

with the medical officer to the Local Government
Board, formal recommendations were drawn up in

regard to the matters found to be defective at the

time of the survey. At a final conference with the

sanitary authority the inspector stated the results of

his inspection, drew attention to defects observed,

and advised as to remedies. The formal recom-
mendations were deposited with the authority, who
were requested to communicate with the Local Gov-
ernment Board as to any action subsequently taken.

During the detailed survey 220 urban districts

(comprising fourteen county boroughs, sixty-six

municipal boroughs, and 140 urban districts other

than boroughs) were inspected, and abstracts of the

220 urban reports are given in the volume. Only a

list of the rural districts inspected is given, as it is

considered that abstracts of the reports for such
districts—each as a rule embracing numerous town-
ships and parishes—would be of little practical value.

Inclusive of port and riparian districts, reports re-

garding 396 districts were made duiing the survey,

which included, in addition to the coast line districts,

a majority of the more important manufacturing and
mining districts of the north and midland counties.

We agree with the late Dr. Barry that there can be

no question as to the value of such a sanitary survey,

especially when conducted on such intelligent and
thorough lines as we have described above. Its

utility is very far from being confined to the pre-

vention of cholera, but bears at every point on
the general public health, and we hope that " the

exigencies of the public service," to which Dr. Barry
referred, will permit of the work being continued.

If such a survey could be completed, it would form a
sanitary Domesday Book which, with occasional re-

vision from time to time, would be a standing work
of reference the value of which could not easily be

exaggerated.

Typhoid
at

Wadebridge.

The unusual magnitude of the
outbreaks at ilaidstone and King's
Lynn last year no doubt caused a
number of smaller outbreaks to be

lost sight of for the time being. That those out-

breaks were unusually numerous is well known.
One of them occurred at Wadebridge, on the north

coast of Cornwall, in August, and Dr. G. S. Buchanan's
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report to the Local Government Board on the sub-

iect has just been issued. The first part of the re-

port is general, and its effect is to show that the

town has been allowed to i-emain in want of such

essentials to public health as a pure water supply,

a proper system of sewers, and a system of scaven-

ging. All but a few newly-built houses are with-

out d<amp-proof course, and many are damp in con-

sequence, dampness of walls in some of the cottages

being aggravated by the absence of eave-gutters.

The back-to-back evil is not unknown. An old so-

called "sewer" leading directly to the river, where

its outlet can be seen at low tide, is by courtesy

known locally as a "stone " sewer, though it is de-

scribed as a mere channel below the surface of the

roadway, rectangular in shape, the floor being earth

or rook, the sides three or four courses of stone, ap-

parently put together without mortar, cement or con-

crete, while laTge flat stones form its roof. Other
" sewers " of similar construction are also to be found

in the town, but their positions are quite uncertain.

The positions of the outlets are not always so un-

certain, as some of them are to be observed on the

river bank. The majority of houses are served by

privies in the yards or gardens. There are few
water-closets, and those few are habitually foul.

There is no system of public scavenging, and no by-

laws imposing upon householdei-s the duty of period-

ically removing excrement and refuse. The out-

break induced the local authority to employ a public

scavenger, but the inspector was informed that

previous to the appointment of that functionary

collections of excrement and refuse, numerous and
objectionable, were to be met with in every part of

the town. Tiie water supply is derived from a

number of public wells sunk in the rock to a depth

of 20 ft. or 30 ft. The inspector describes in de-

tail one which has a depth of 25 ft. and is said to be

very similar to the others. For only a few feet

below the ground level it has a steining, consisting

of courses of stone not cemented together and per-

mitting leakage into the well from the surround-

ing soil. The remainder of the well shaft has no

steining, the wall being formed by the rock of the

place. In support of his statement that wells

are exposed to numerous risks of pollution Dr.

Buchanan mentions that at many points in the

town soakage of liquid filth into the pervious

rock constantly occurs from accumulations of ex-

crement and refuse heaped on the surface soil

and from privy-pits and middens. Worse still, the

rock is traversed by rubble drains—underground
channels—the positions of which no one knows, and
from which liquid refuse and water-closet sewage
can easily escape. In dealing with the sanitary ad-

ministration of the district Dr. Buchanan is com-
pelled to bring a very serious indictment against the

St. Columb Rural District Council, the local author-

ity for the district. They had taken no steps to

avail themselves of the important powers in sanitary

matters which the legislature has made available in

theshapeofadoptiveActsandof by-laws. They could

not even pot forward the doubtful excuse of igno-

rance of the conditions prevailing, for their attention

has been repeatedly drawn by the medical oflicer to

the sanitary shortcomings ot the town; but still they
continued to neglect to authorise the necessary sani-

tary improvements. The second part of the report

is devoted to the circumstances of the outbreak, and
Dr. Buchanan has no difficulty in showing that when
some isolated case or cases of enteric fever occurred
the sanitary deficiencies, culminating in the infection

of the water of a group of wells, operated to produce
an outbreak of fever severely affecting others besides

the inhalntaiits of the area concerned. The report

concludes with a wholesome and pertinent admoni-
tion from the inspector to induce the council to give
heed to the lesson of the outbreak. There can be no
protection until the provision of a wholesome and
sufficient water supply, of proper sewerage, and of

systematic scavenging, has been effected. We ob-
serve that the inspector advises the council to appoint

an efficient surveyor, and in conclusion he says

:

" Clearly it behoves this council to give far more
serious consideration than heretofore to representa-

tions respecting insanitary conditions in their dis-

trict, and to take prompt and efficient action to

remedy such conditions." His admonitions are cer-

tainly more than justified by the conditions disclosed

by his investigation.

Applications
for

Information.

Among municipal engineers it is

a recognised practice to obtain in-

formation and assistance in connec-
tion with their professional duties

by means of queries addressed to one another, refer-

ring especially to the professional practice in some
particular direction prevailing in each town. From
this recognised policy have resulted many returns of

the greatest value to the piofession, some of which
we publish from time to time under the title of
" Compai'ative Reports of General Practice." We
have had many testimonies to their utility, from the

younger members of the profession especially. At
the same time it is also recognised that the practice

should be kept within certain limits. For example,
the questions put should not be such as to impose
an " intolerable strain " upon the time and attention

of those to whom they are addressed, and they
should not, if possible, ask for information of a

nature which the applicant should be able to supply
from his own experience, or which should more appro-

priately be obtained by the employment of a skilled

expert. Above all, it is essential that the queries

should be addressed by one municipal engineer to

another, and should refer exclusively to the depart-

ment of the municipal engineer. The members of

the profession, it is well known, are strongly

animated by a feeling of obligation to assist one
another in every reasonable way, but when the re-

quest for information comes from some other source

—even if municipal— it is absurd to say that the

same motive or obligation should hold good. A cor-

respondent, who signs himself " C. E.," writes to us

in the following indignant strain :

—

I enclose yoa copy of application for information to be
supplied gratia npon electrical subjects to tlie

. Anything more monstrous it is difficult to conceive.

The clerk seems to think that borough engineers

have nothing to do but answer questions, and are so devoid

of common sense as to lay themselves open to serious com-
ment in supplying information upon matters with which they
have probably nothing to do. Just fancy thirty-seven ques-

tions and " any general remarks . . . would be highly accept-

able." Let go to some professional man, and not seek
information in such a manner.

It must certainly be admitted that thirty-seven

questions of the kind indicated constitute a stiff test

of good nature, especially when, as seems to have
been the case here, the replies are wanted on the day
following the receipt of the letter. Altruism is a

lofty theory, but in practice a little of it goes a long
way in the present stage of the world's evolution,

unless, perhaps, with some of those people who have
more time and money than they know what to do
with.

It is announced that the Health
Uucrpools Committee of the Liverpool Cor-

EnKineer. poration have decided unanimously
to recommend the appointment of

Mr. J. A. Brodie, m.i.c.e., as city engineer in succes-

sion to Mr. H. Percy Bonlnois, who has joined the

engineering staff of the Local Government Board.

Mr. Brodie, who has been selected from fifty-two

applicants, thirteen of whom were chosen for inter-

view, has had a good all-round experience in engi-

neering, and was at one time a chief assistant in the

office for the full control of which he is now the

selected candidate. He resigned hia assistantship to

go into partnership with Mr. J. T. Wood, m.i.c.e., as

a consulting engineer, in Liverpool. Mr. Brodie,

who is a Whitworth Scholar, has had considerable

experience in sewerage and tramway work, and this,
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it is felt, will be of great value in connection with
the duties of the post for which he has been recom-

mended. As the selected applicants included some
of the ablest and best-known men in the profession,

the task of the committee in making a selection could

not have been a light one. It may, we think, bo

taken for granted that they have good grounds for

the selection they have made, and if the appointment
is confirmed, as no doubt it will be, the corporation

may be congratulated on having secured not only a

capable official who has many strong qnalificationa

for the post, but a gentleman whose personal qualities

are widely appreciated. The recommendation will

come before the council on the first Wednesday in

March.

One does not hear so much now-

Sewage a-days about the treatment of sew-

by Ele '.tricJty. age by electricity, and, indeed, for

a considerable number of years it

has been more or less discredited. It was amply
demonstrated years ago by Mr. Webster and many
others that electrical methods might, under some
circumstances, prove an exceedingly valuable means
of treating sewage. The chief objection to Mr. Web-
ster's methods, which within certain limitations

were extremely successful, was the large amount of

space taken up by the apparatus. The principle

involved in this system is that the sewage actually

passed through electrical tanks, and was there de-

composed and separated ; but it is obvious that to

deal with the sewage flow of a largo district necessi-

tated a very large number of electrical tanks. More-
over, it was found that the operation necessitated

the introduction of the sewage at a rather slow rate.

More recent developments have indicated that per-

haps a greater measure of success would be obtained
in treating sewage by an electrolysed solution, and
this, as a matter of fact, is the basis of the system
that has been used for some time on an experimental
scale at Ipswich and Netley Hospital. In these cases
the modus operandi ia to pass large currents of elec-

tricity through sea water aad use the resultant fluid

as a means of destroying the dangerous constituents
of the sewage. Some measure of success has been
obtained by these methods, but it is generally held
among electro chemists that, although deserving of

encouragement, they are not likely to be extensively

employed. According to a well-known chemist " the
future of purification lies in the use of chlorine,"
and as it has been amply demonstrated that chlorine
can be produced by electrical methods in vast quanti-
ties and very economically, no doubt we shall shortly
see some attempts made in the direction of purifying
sewage by this means. It is also claimed by advanced
electro chemists that the purification of water by
electrical means is only a matter of time.

CheaDetiine
" '^

^*^'T
gratifying to find that

gf
the municipalities of this countty

Electricity. are leaving no stone unturned to

bring electricity within the reach
of the poor man. At Brighton, in bringing the
electric light within the reach of the poorest, they
do not claim that they are doing philanthropic ser-

vice, but they say that there is more real business
done with the small households and shops than with
the larger mansions that form a conspicuous part of
Hove. It is not difficult to divine the reason of this,

for it means that the small shop proprietor is a con-
tinuous and steady consumer ; he may have no more
than half-a-dozen lamps fixed, but they are in con-
stant use ; whereas in the larger houses it fre-

quently happens that the numerous lamps installed
are not used more than a few months during the
year, though it is necessary for the corporation (o

have sufficient machinery to supply these lamps
although they are required for so short a peiiod.
Tlierefore, it is not ditHcult to see that electric light
stations, even in poor localities, might obtain a better

revenue than electricity works situated in a more
favoured district. This fact is becoming very widely

recognised, and, judging by the wholesale adoption

of the method that has made the Brighton system

so conspicuous in the country, there is very little

doubt that we may consider ourselves within mea-
surable distance of the period when electricity will

be really the poor man's light. The latest returns

from all parts of the country show that very consider-

able reductions in the price of electricity are being

made, and it is particularly interesting to know that

the municipalities are the first to recognise the im-

portance of nursing the small consumer.

* * *

There are signs and portents
Rochdale learns that the experience of Maidstone

Maidstreand and King's Lynn will be taken to

Lynn. heart in other parts of the country.

Rochdale has just supplied a timely
illustration. For some time the corporation have
been contemplating the provision of an additional

water supply, to meet the growing needs of the town.

To be more precise, they desire to purchase the

works of the Todmorden Waterworks Company and
construct additional reservoirs. A short time ago,

however, a town's meeting negatived the scheme by
a large majority, but a poll was demanded on behalf

of the corporation, and the result was declared on
Friday, when it was found that the inhabitants had
voted in the proportion of two to one in favour of

the scheme. Certainly during the interval the tide

of public opinion seems to have turned to a remark-
able extent, if the town's meeting was indicative of

public opinion at the time. It is considered that

in some respects the poll is the most important that

has taken place in the town during the last quarter

of a century. Previous to the last few weeks the

corporation were prevented by negotiations in pro-

gress from giving all the necessary information, and
the opposition turned their silence against them.
During the fortnight before the poll, however, the

authorities were released from their obligations as

to silence, and the i-atepayers were put in possessiou

of all the facts in regard to the proposed scheme,
with the result above described. It ia not likely

they will have any cause to regret the mandate they
have given to the corporation and the advisers of

the latter. A Bill has already been deposited in con-

nection with the scheme.

Sutton ^^® have from time to time given

Experiments, information as to the jjrogress of

the interesting experiments in sew-
age disposal which were initiated at Sutton (Surrey)
by Mr. Dibdin. Another stage has now been reached,
as, owing to the success achieved, it is not improbable
that an important extension will be decided upon.
At the last meeting of the Farm and Sewage Puri-

fication Committee of the urban district council an
important report on the working and cost of the

bacterial Biters was presented by the engineer aud
surveyor to the eouucil, Mr. C. Chambers Smith.
The report dealt with the amount of work done by
the filters since they were first put down—that is

to say, from November, 1896, to December .SI, 1897

—

and showed that a saving would be effected by an
extension of the filters, so as to render them capable
of treating the whole of the daily flow of sewage.
Plans illustrative of the proposed extensions were
also submitted. The committee recorded on the
minutes their appreciation of the value of the en-

gineer's report, and agreed to decide as to the pro-

posed extensions at their next meeting.

Royal Commission on Local Taxation.— Meetings of the
Roj'al Commission on Locui Taxation were lield last week at
16 Victoria-street, S.W., wlieu the following witnesses •wevs

examined: Mr. W. Male, inspector of taxes; Mr. R. Cl.ii-k,

snrveyor of taxes ; Mr. K. .F. Harjier, assistant valuer to the
London County Council ; aud Mr. ii. L. Gomme, st^itistical

officer of the London County Council.
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BritBSh Association of Waterworlis Engineers.
GENERAL MEETING IN LONDON.

A general meeting of this young but progressive body was
held on Saturday, at the Westminster Palace Hotel, Victoria-

street, S.W., the chair being takeTi by the president, Mr. H.
Ashton Hill, M.I.C.E., at 10 a.m. There was a good attendance,

and the proceedings were of a very successful character.

The following is a list of the gentlemen present :

—
President : Mr. H. Ashton Hill.

Members of Council : Messrs. C. E. Jones, consulting

waterworks engineer, Leyton ; W. Matthews, water engineer,

Southampton ; C. H. Priestley, water engineer, Cardiff ; H.

Roberts, water engineer, Ipswich ; E. Sandeman, water en-

gineer, Plymouth; P. II. Swindlehurst, water engineer, Bol-

ton; \V. Watts, water engineer, ShefBeld ; B. A. B. \Yoodward,

water engineer, Wolverhampton ; W. G. Peirce, water engineer,

Richmond, Surrey (hon. secretary and treasurer); and W. H.

Brothers (secretary).

Members: Messrs. F.J. Bancroft, water engineer, Hull;

J. Deas, water engineer, Wai-rington ; F. Griffith, water en-

gineer, Leicester ; P. Griffith, London ; F. Hunter, water

engineer, Sevenoaks, Kent ; F. Johnstone, water engineer,

Brighton ; J. W. Lewis, waterworks manager, Farnham , Surrey

;

W. Millhouse, water engineer, Scarborough; T. H.Plowright,

water engineer, Brackley; H. Preston, water engineer, Gran-
tham ; J. T. Rodda, engineer, Eastbourne waterworks; S.

Simmelkjaer, London; C. Sainty, water engineer, Eton; A.

T. Walker, water engineer, Reading; W. J. Ware, water en-

gineer, Maidstone; and A. Wells, waterworks manager, Lewes.
Associates : Messrs. P. Bright, London ; C. J. Hobbs,

London; W. Kent, London; R. Macintyre, London ; S. Mars-

land, Kent waterworks, Deptford, London ; G. D, Robertson,

London ; G. Watson, London ; and W. Whitaker, Croydon.
Visitors : Messrs. M. Andicoli, London ; A. G. Cloake,

London ; R. W. Francomb ; W. Gore, London ; F. R. Hunter,

Clacton-on-Sea ; W. B. Kendal, London ; and J. Lees, Ton-

bridge. Apologies were mentioned as having been received

from several eugineers who were unable to attend.

Consideration was first given to a proposal to substitute the

following rules for Nos. 7, 18, 30 and 31 respectively, and
motions were eventually adopted effecting the alteration :

—

Associates shall be (Class A) engineers or engineering as-

sistants, not under twenty-one years of age, holding respon-

sible positions in waterworks undertakings, and (Class B)
such other persons as by reason of their professional know-
ledge or experience are qualified to assist in promoting and
advancing the objects of the association.

Every associate in Class A shall pay an entrance fee of 1

guinea and a subscription of half-a-guinea per annum.
Every associate in class B shall pay an entrance fee of 2

guineas and a subscription of 1 guinea per annum.
The council sliall, after the above date, consist of the presi-

dent, past presidents (who are eligible for election as herein-

after provided), two vice-presidents, honorary secretary and

treasurer, and ten ordinary members. The president, vice-

presidents, honorary secretary and treasurer, and ten ordi-

nary member.-), shall go out of office each year, but shall be

eligible for re-election. Voting papers, in a form to be de-

termined by the council, shall be sent to each member by the

secretary fourteen days before such annual general meeting,

to be returned to the secretary at or before such meeting.

Nominations for the vacant oUcbs shall be sent to the secre-

tary thirty-one days before the annual general meeting. Two
scrutineers shall be appointed at the meeting to e-xamine and

report upon the voting lists. The result of the voting shall,

upon the report of ihe scrutineers, be declared by the chair-

man. Every past-president shall at the e.xpiration of five

years from the termination of his presidency go out of office,

but shall be eligible for election to the council in the ordinary

way.

The secretary having read the minutes of the last meeting,

the next business was the appointment of scrutineers of the

ballot for new members. It was pi-ojiosed, seconded and

agreed that Messrs. W. Millhouse and G. Sainty be appointed.

An interesting proposal was made in connection with the

above matter by Mr. J. Johnstone, of Brighton, who said he

thought it would be a great convenience if the members could

have the list of candidates laid before them a few days before

the meetings. The present arrangements were probably sat-

isfactory to the council, who doubtless made all the necessary

inquiries as to the eligibility o£ the applicants for member-
ship ; but perhaps it would be better if the list were sent to

the various members beforehand, so as to allow of more care-

ful consideration being given to each case. Other members
took this view, and agreed that the course suggested was a

very desirable one. It was explained, however, that the

matter would be a difficult one to arrange. The council were

fully alive to the trust reposed in them, and always took the

greatest care to prevent the admission of any ineligible per-

sons; they had, in fact, refused several applications. The
matter would receive consideration.

All the candidates proposed for election, it was announced,

had been elected, their names being as follows : Members

—

Messrs. H. G. F. Barham, water engineer, Jersey; R. Gallon,

water engineer, Aylesbury ; J. Diggle, water engineer, Hey-
wood; G. Greenslade, waterworks manager, South Hants
Water Company ; G. F. Harvey, water engineer, Ryde ; F.

Hamjnond, waterworks manager, Chepstow ; C. Jones, water
engineer, Teignmouth ; Dr. Kenna, waterworks manager,
Antwerp; W. J. Nash, waterworks manager, Guernsey; H.
B. Nichols, consulting water engineer, Birmingham ; O. M.
Pronse, water engineer, Ilfracombe ; R. W. Smith-Saville,

water engineer, Darweu ; E. O. Seeker, water engineer,

Slough; H. Turner, water engineer, Folkestone; aud A. P.

Wood, water engineer, Shanghai. Associates—Messrs. H. C.

Adams, engineer, Evesliam Village waterworks ; J. E. Ask-
with, Consett waterworks; C. A. Bowser, Glasgow; J. Chalk,
assistant water engineer. South Staffordshire Water Company

;

A. E. Douglass, assistant engineer, South Staffordshire Water
Company ; W. W. H. Drayson, London ; W. Goldsworthy,
resident engineer, Southwark and Vauxhall Water Company

;

J. A. McPherson, waterworks, Bristol; N. S. Moore, water-

works, Sheffield ; N. J. Peters, waterworks, Southampton
;

C. M. Saville, Massachusetts Water Board, Boston ; J. Scott,

civil engineer's assistant, Edinburgh; W. Watts, junr., water-

works, Sheffield.

At the conclusion of the above business the chairman re-

ferred to the desirability of establishing water boards through-

out the country, and spoke of the careful consideration llie

idea was receiving in the Press. It was a large question, one in

which they were very directly concerned, and be would suggest

that a resolntion should be moved approving the movement.
The suggestion was complied with by Mr. P. J. Bancroft, who
said he agreed with the chairman's remarks. The question

was an imperial one, and, in his opinion, the proposed bodies

should be formed over the whole of England. At present it

was a grand scramble as to who should get the watersheds
of the country, and the state of affairs generally was not
satisfactory. The carrying out of the proposals would be a
step in the right direction. The motion was subsequently

declared carried, after which the cliairman called upon the
reader of the following paper ;

—

SPRINGS AND WELLS FOR TOWN SUPPLIES, AND
WORKS IN CONNECTION WITH SAME.

By H. W. Pe.arson, m.inst.c.e., m.inst.mech.e., f.g.s.

Engineer of the Bristol Waterworks.

[Mr. H. W. Pearson, enpneer to the Bristol Waterworlcs Conipnuy,
has been connected with that body since the year 1872, when he re-

ceived the appointment of assistant engineer. He has acted as chief
engineer for the past twenty-two years, daring which time the water
supply and works of the company have vastly increased, large exten-
sions having been made to meet the demands of the increasing area of
supply. This now embraces a population of considerably over 300,000.
Mr. Pearson is president of the Bristol Assoaiation of Engineers, and
is also a jiatentee of several useful waterworks and engineering appli-
ances, including an apparatus for making largo branch connections to
trunk mains under pressure.

J

Having been approached by the secretary of this associa-

tion (Mr. Brothers) with reference to a paper, and although
the subject perhaps has been treated before, yet the author
thinks it may not be tedious to the members to liave i)laced

bafora thorn a few remarks concerning springs and wells,
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and experience in connection with obtaining water from that

source.

Boring and well-sinking for obtaining water dates a long-

way back. In fact, we read of wells in Scripture, in the time

of the ancient Egyptians, in the plain.'* of Syria and Egypt

;

and M. Dejousee, a French engineer, mentions in his " Gnide

dii Sondeur " work of that class for opening wells for the

Paaha of Egypt of probably 4,000 years' existence. China
has also very ancient records of boring with the trepan or bit

wells for obtaiuing water. Again, ia France, in the province

of Artois, in 1126, mention is made of an artesian well being

sank at Lillera. Jn Great Britain, ia the latter part of the

eighteenth century, borings were made use of for testing

strata and obtaining water in the Lincolnshire district, and,

later on, in the London basin, at Tottenham.
Rain is the feeder of all springs, whether surface or in the

form of wells. It may, perhaps, be of interest to touch upon
the subject. It is well known to water engineers that from
30 to 40 per cent., or somewhat more than a third, of rainfall

is found to percolate through the strata, to go to springs and
wells, the remainder being left to shed off and evaporate.

Taking the smi'ace of England and Wales as 58,320 square

miles, and allowing a third of the average ascertained rainfall

from a mean of a variety of observations which is found (to

put it practically) to bo equal to 3 ft. of rain and snow piled

up on the surface of the ground, we get a quantity of water
sinking into the bowels ef the earth equal to sixteen hundi'ed

and twenty-five thousand eight liundred and sixty-eight
" million " two hundred and eighty-eight thousand cubic

feet, or 10,161,682,800,000 (10 million, 161 thousand, 682
" million " eight hundred thousand) gallons ; or, to be able to

grasp this quantity better, I have compared it to the Vyrnwy
lake, lately completed for supplying Liverpool (which con-

tains thirteen thousand three hundred "million" gallons),

this vast subterranean reservoir being, therefore, nearly 800
times larger than that lake.

It must be borne in mind that the percolation taken is the

average percolation over the area of England and Wales; this

varies somewhat according to the latitude and longitude or

geographical position of the area

—

viz., in England, whether
it is in the north, south, east or west, or geologically, whether
in chalk, sandstone, millstone grit or otherwise, and accord-

ing to the changes of temperature due to the periods of the

year, which necessarily result in more or less evaporation.

The average rainfall on the Mendip hills is equal to 44 in.;

out of this an allowance for evaporation (if calculated for

yield) would have to be made of 15 in. to 16 in. In the sand-

stones, with which the author is more conversant, in the area

west of Bristol—at Chelvoy, and neighboiu'hood adjoining

Nailsea—the author would allow from experience a percola-

tion of from 45 to 50 per cent., owing to the level at which
the country lies, and the fact that there are no streams having
their origin from natural springs, but are produced by the

overflowings of a waterlogged strata issuing in the form of

bottom springs in the bed of the stream. In chalk, which is

more compact, from 15 to 25 per cent, only percolates ; and
in the county of llertfordshh'e, from the New River Company's
sources, it is estimated that the natural percolation amounts
to 4 in. out of 26 in. of rainfall; but pumping opens the hori-

zontal apertures in the chalk, owing to carbonate of lime
being dissolved and carried away by the water with the action

of pumping.
The cycle of climate in England over which a series of

gaugings should be taken is about seventeen years, during
which time wet and dry years will occur, and also excessively

dry years, in which the rainfall is small, and consecutive dry
years occur, which necessarily affect the percolation of water,

and is the measure of the yield which can be relied upon in

wells. In Bristol district there have been instances of such
years

—

viz., in 1864, when the rainfall was 34 per cent, below
the average of forty-two years, and in 1887, when it was 19
per cent, below, and again in 1893, when it was 13 per cent,

below the same average.
WELL-SINKING SIIISS.

In sinking wells for large water supplies it is, of course,

necessary to select the site which will be most likely to

prove favoui'able to a good yield, and this entails a certain

amount of geological knowledge to ensure the success which
should attend the operation ; for, although it is pretty gener-
ally known in what strata the well should be sunk, it does
not always follow that the position of such strata is favour-

ably situated for obtaining water.

For instance, we should not select the lias formation cap-

ping the top of a carbonaceous limestone hill, where there
would be little or no watershed, unless wo knew of the exist-

ence of water under such strata indicated by springs, which
would most probably arise from some other formation (say

the New Red Sandstone), from which water was thrown up
by the superimposed clay ; nor should we search in the New
Rod Sandstone where its elevation was considerably above
sea-level, or on the crest or flank of a hill with a sharp incli-

nation towards a valley drained by natural springs and
rivers; nor, again, should we seek water in a compact mass
of mountain or carboniferous limestone, which is generally
of immense thickness (2 ft. to 3,000 ft. in Bristol area), and
sheds water through large open joints and fissures at a high
angle to any depth, although huge quantities of water are
stored up in the largo caverns so frequently met with in the
M.L.S., notably at Cheddar and in the sinking of the Severn

tunnel shaft at Sndbrook, which drew the water from a large

tract of M.L.S. district between there and Wentwood.
These limestone areas generally store their water in this

manner, which finds its w.ay through " swallets" or under-

ground channels, or gushes out in large volumes (where it is

thrown out by faults or other dislocations) like the springs at

Cheddar, and also on the north side of the Mendips, at Rick-

ford, near Blagdon (11 miles south-west of Bristol), where
it flows out of the chasm in the almost perpendicular side of

the limestone at the rate of 3 to 4 million gallons per day,

increasing very quickly and copiously after heavy rainfall.

Again, at Banwell there has been another instance of tho

outlet or final appearance of one of these swallets or under-

ground rivers draining the M.L.S area on the southern and
western side of the Mendip range, yielding from 3 to 8

million gallons per day; in the driest summer the pond at

Banwell, covering about 1J acres and 4 ft. to 5 ft. deep, filling

in two hours.
THE CHALK FORMATION.

The chalk formation which surrounds London—stretching

southwards to Hampshire, Kent and Sussex, and eastwards,

taking in a great part of Hertfordshire and the whole of

Norfolk, as well as part of the north-east of Lincolnshire

and Yorkshire—is a very fruitful source of water supply. It

covers an area of 15,000 square miles in England. Wells are

sunk into this formation in the London basin and districts

adjoining aronnd Newbury, Wokingham, Leatherhead and
Rickmansworth, and on tho outcrop of the chalk of the Lon-

don formation, and also at Southampton and Portsmouth, and
numerous other places.

The London clay superimposing the chalk renders it more
dense than it would otherwise be where it is withont such

weight, and would consequently leave a freer passage for

water through its interstices, owing to its having a line of

least resistance ; and a well sunk in such chalk would deliver

water more freely than the other. Wells sunk in chalk always

get a free sup])ly of water from the upper flint beds, where
the underground spring water is flowing to some natural out-

let, say a river spring ; and as sinking is contiiiued the water

has a very slow movement through the horizontal fissures and
comes up milky ; but, as before mentioned, these fissures are

opened by pumping, and a freer circulation and issue is set up.

Aronnd London and at Wokingham the wells are sunk to

a depth of from 300 ft. to 400 ft., the chalk bed being about

650 ft. in thickness. The wells at Trafalgar-square are 395 ft.

into the chalk, yielding 500,000 gallons per day.

The New River Company (London) pump very largely from

the chalk, as also do the Kent Waterworks Company (tho latter

entirely) from wells at Deptford, Woolwich and Crayford. The
New River Company have numerous wells around London

—

viz., at Amwell-road and Amwell-hill, and along the line of

the New River into Hertfordshire vid Broxbourne and Hod-

desdon. The water from these wells is mostly delivered into

the New River (to which they are very closely situated),

which forms an open conduit terminating at the company's

station at New River head into storage ponds, the site of tho

original works fornied by Sir Hugh Myddlelon about 280

years ago. This company deliver into their district from

these wells and the Lea river an average daily supply of

abont 38 million gallons, and the Kent Company 9 to 10

million. The chalk wells and springs singly yield from a

minimum of 5 to a maximum of 600 cubic feet per minute,

equal to 5 million gallons per day average.

Pumping in the chalk around London has had the effect

of permanently depressing the level of water, as (!vidcnced by
the sudden lowering of the water from an inclination of 10 ft.

to 14 ft. a mile to a sudden depression of from 20 ft. to 30 ft.

at Kilburn. In the Kent district the inclination is abont

47 ft. in a mile, while between Dunstable and Hertford the

inclination is again 14 ft. a mile.

Chalk absorbs water to a large extent in saturation in its

pores

—

viz., about one-third of its bulk—that is, a cube foot

of chalk will hold just over 2 gallons, and parts with it very

slowly; the springs met with in sinking, it must be borne in

mind, being mainly due to free water passing .along the cracks

and fissures which traverse it in all directions down to its

lowest portion.

NEW RED SANDSTONE WELLS.

The new red sandstone formation, both in tho Keuper and

Bunter series, is always looked upon as an area which can be

relied upon for yielding supplies of water of abundant and

good quality. The author does not know that any computa-

tion of tlie area has been made, but, taking it approximately

from the geological map of England and Wales, it covers an

area of about 10,000 square miles, chiefly in England, and

situated mostly in the midland counties.

The new red marls and sandstones of the Keuper ai-e geo-

logically situated in the trias formation, and immediately

under the lias. The Keuper marls come first in order, and

;ire so named from their similitude to the age of the Keuper

of Germany. They consist of either soft white or grey sand-

stones, and red and variegated marls, and gypsum, more or

less thinly bedded. The series immediately under this, form-

ing a hardly perceptible line of demarcation, is the Bunter,

consisting of red and variegated marls and Bunter ssandstons

resting upon the dolomite conglomerate, a watertight rock

(so called after Dolimenx, a French chemist), and is the salva-

tion of tho coalpits (which it overlies), being called by the

miners the watertight overlie.
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It is from these sandstones (the Kenper and Bunter) that

some of the largest cities in England are mainly snpplied,

notably Birmingham, Liverpool, Wolverhampton, Nottingham,

and also Sonth StafEordshire. In Liverpool there are fonr

wells averaging to the bottom of the boreholes of 4-in., 6-in.,

to 8-in. and 18-in. diameter, from 245 ft. to 369ft. below mean
sea-level. These wells being (most of them) sunk within the

city boundary (and the eastern area being a bare drift of

boulder clay), gives high evaporation and a low percolation of

not more than from 20 to 30 per cent, of the rainfall as the

result. The yield of these wells gave an average daily

qnantity of from 7 to 8 million gallons per day. There is

also the Rivington Pike system of reservoirs, about 27 miles

from the city (principally constrHCted by the late Mr.

Thomas Hawkesloy), between Wigan and Blackburn, in the

basins of the Ribble and Douglas. Seven reservoirs cover

60O acres ; drainage area, 10,000 acres ; capacity, 4,059

million gallons. The supply is now augmented by the

Vyrnwy lake, finished about nine years since, and situated in

the lower Silurian rock, with a drainage area of 34 square miles,

or 22,000 acres. This reservoir, with accessory works, costs

about £2,000,000 sterling, and was brought into use as soon

as the tunnel under the Mersey at Kidler's Ferry was com-
])leted.

Turning now to tlie West of England, the localities in this

stratification, with which the author is more closely acquainted,

are those situated about 9 miles to the w'cst of Bristol, near

Vatton, and to the south-west in the valley of the Yeo, 11

miles from Bristol. The rainfall in these districts averages
from 30 in. to 40 in. per annum ; of this not more than 14 in.

to 16 in. jiercolates into the sandstone. The chemical con-

stituents of this sandstone are silica, alumina, magnesia,
lime and iron. The sandstone takes up or absorbs about
l-22nd of its weight of water, or nearly 1 gallon per cube
foot, especially it of an open nature. The quantity which
will pass through a square foot of from 10 in. to 12 in. thick

v,%rie3 with the head: Thus, at 23 ft., 4i gallons; 66 ft., 7.^

gallons; 105ft., 19 gallons; the increase being directly as

the pressui-e. The author would take in the Chelvey district

an annual percolation of 16 in. of rainfall, equal to 700,000
gallons per square mile per diem, as it is very heavily satu-

rated, and the surface stands only 50 ft. above mean sea-

level, with an absence of any streams having their origin

from head springs. The author estimates the area con-

tributing to the yield of water from these wells as = 8i squiu'e

miles, which gives a quantity of nearly 6.J million gallons per
day, which is borne out by the amount of pumping which has
had to be resorted to.

The form of well which lends itself to the least labour and
expense is undoubtedly the circular form, but it is not always
adaptable to the pumping plant required to be placed in il.

The well, the sinking of which the author is about todescriln',

is one of a series sunk at Chelvey, and is of a circular form.
This well is 7 ft. diameter and 160 ft. in depth. For the first

18ft. of its depth it was sunk througli the red marls, a small

quantity of water being met with. The sinking then went
on at the rate of 10 ft. per week down to a de)ith of 67 ft., when
the water proving too much for the small pump in use, a

10-in. pump (fixed from timbers near the top of the well) was
brought into use driven by a 12 horse-power horixontal en-

gine. The sinking was then stopped for a few months, and
when again renewed a cast-iron kerb was jnit in of the form
si o vn on section, and 9-in. walling to break joint being
brought up to the surface from tlie kerb.

These kerbs wore nogged into or set back in the marl upon
a benching in segments, with internal flanclies, having lips

forming a trough standing out beyond the face of the steining

about 3 in. for the purpose of catching the water so that it

could be conducted to the bottom of the sinking, by wooden
and canvas shoots, to the suction of the pump. The sinking
was then proceeded with to a depth of 72 ft.. when it was
suddenly interrupted by the tajiping of a strong volume of

water= 300 gallons per minute under abed of hard stone,

severely taxing the pump. This water had now to be dealt

with, and it was clearly seen that if the sinking proceeded
with this water coming in the pump would be overpowered

;

it was therefore determined to wall this water back.

Before doing this the sinking was further carried dowu
8 ft. to 10 ft., so as to get well below this water-bearing
strata; and to protect the sinkers and enable the work to

proceed, shields of wrought iron jilales, J in. thick, were de-

jiended and fastened from the kerb above, the water being
conducted down from behind these shields with temporary
bnitticiiig cloths and wooden garlands to the pump suctions,

wl.ich were made sliding to enable them to be easily accom-
modated to the gradually-increasing depths. In this manner
the water was conducted down until the fisaares through
which it issued were passed, thus occupying a little over a
month, at the rate of about 2 ft. 6 in. a week.
Another permanent cast-iron kerb was now fixed in the

manner before described, and from this kerb 18-in. brickwork
in cement was raised, the iron shielding being brought down
to it, and so allowing the brickwork to be brought up fairly

dry; spaces being left at the foot of this section to allow the

water to flow to the pump from the back of the wrought

-

iron shields. As the cement lining was raised it was allowed
time to set, and at intervals cocks, fitted into cast-iron boxes
bnilt in the brickwork, were inserted into spaces behind thn

walling, from which shoots or piping were carried, which

were kept open as the brickwork was raised to allow the

water free egress. In this manner a tight walling was ob-

tained, care being taken to bring up at the back of the wall-

ing pipes of lead, to allow of the esca.i)e of air penned in by
the water. When the cocks were finally closed and the

masonry had set these were (after a few days) hammered up,

it being previously ascertained that all the air was out.

The sinking was again proceeded with, the work of pump-
ing being reduced from aljout nineteen strokes per minute
to three or four. A depth of 100 ft. was reached in March,
1872, or a little over four weeks, being at the rate of about
25 ft. a week, when the strata reached showed itself to be
more of a sandy nature and with more water, and it was
therefore deemed advisable to fix extra jmmping power, and
pumps of 14 in. diameter, with a 5-ft. stroke, were decided

u]>on, and one was fixed first in addition to the 10-in. pump
already at work. The arrangement of fixing this pump was
by securing it by the flanches upon transoms or cross timbers
fixed at intervals in the well (provision was also made for the

second 14-in. pump when necessity arose), strutting pieces

being put under the flanches to accommodate the different

levels to which the flanches might come in lowering the punijis

down. The walling was here dispensed with. A gantry was
also fixed over well for lowering the pumjis and putting in

extra rising pieces as the sinking proceeded.
An engine house was erected for working this pump, in

which a 20-in. cylinder horizontal engine of 4-ft. stroke was
erected. The author may hero mention that this method of

fixing pumps has since been su]>erseded by hanging them in

sling rods from the surface so that they arc able to be raised

or lowered without employing a diver, which had to be done
(owing to the pumps not being able to cope with tjie water)

when any alter.ations w'cre retfuired.

At a depth of 120 ft. a further yield of water was obtained

in the sandstone in pebble pockets and beds, necessitating

the lowering in to the shaft of the second 14-in. pnmp in

place of the 10-in. pump, which had to be removed, the clack

seat having burst through too fast driving. Sinking now
went on at the rate of 2 ft. per week, with a quantity of water

to bo pumped of 500 gallons per minute, the strata passed

through being variegated sandstones, and a grey stone in beds

of from 9 in. to 10 in thick, giving out water.

The author may here mention (to show the large amount
of water hold in this area) that a small well only 80ft. dis-

tant, with boreholes to a depth of 140ft., was overflowing the

surface of the ground at the rate of 190 to 200 gallons per
minute at the same time as the sinking was going on in this

well.

Another stage of sinking to n depth of 142 ft. was reached,

at which depth further yields of water were met with in the

pebbly joints before mentioned, these pebbles being quite

loose in the fissures, which were large enough to allow of the

hand and wrist being inserted, and had evidently been rolled

about by the action of the water in its passage through the

joints of the sandstone. It was here decided to sink the well

to a depth of 160ft., with the view of driving headings at a

depth of 140 ft. To prove the ground, a 4-in. borehole was
put down, and at a depth of 177 ft. to 180ft. a spring of 200
gallons per minute was tapped.

The sinking to the stage of 160 ft. proved to be slow, on
account of the difficulty experienced in coping with the water,

taking six months to accomjilish the depth of 20 ft., the

buckets and valves of pumps having to be constantly with-

drawn for examination ; for if the least worn the pumps
were overpowered. The quantity pumped at the termina-

tion of the sinking was l;i million gallons a day, the cost

of which was 30s. a day, or at the rate of 20s. a million

gallons pumped 100 ft., and so on in proportion for lesser or

greater depths.

At the completion of the sinking to this' depth, the results

of j'ield of water were so satisfactory that larger and more
extensive wells have been sunk; one, an oval well, with a
major axis of 13 ft. 6 in. and a- minor of 9 ft., walled through-

out, and fitted with permanent bucket and plunger pumps,
24 in. diameter and 4 ft. S in. stroke, worked by rotary (con-

densing) beam engines, with 45 in. cylinders and 5 ft. 6 in.

stroke, lifting 3 million gallons per day in two lifts. This

well cost at the rate of £30 a yard to sink, owing to the large

quantity of water met with (exclusive of brickwork), most of

which was pnt in in cement, at a cost of £2 a onbe yard.

After a lapse of time the anthor was instructed to sink an
IS-in. borehole at the bottom of the 7-ft. shaft; this was cut
with a diamond ro?k drill by the Sub-Aqueous and Diamond
Rock Boring Company, of Guildford-street, London, which
brought up solid cores of the strata jiasscd through, specimens
of which I have here for inspection. In thi.'i boring the dolo-

mitic conglomerate was pierced at a de})th of 282 ft., and
proved to be about 30ft. in thickness, and overlying the blue

dunns of the coal. At this stage the boring was stopped.

The sinking of this borehole so augmented the water that

a further large pump of 26 in. diameter and 6 ft. stroke had
to be put in by the author to deal with the water. This was
a work of consideraVjle difficulty and required a good deal

of scheming, as the timbers supporting the 14-in. pumps had
to be removed under water, and the pumps slung from the

top to make room for the 26-in. pump on account of the

smallness of the shaft, or rather the number of pumps crowded
into it.

In this borehole the author has fixed a plug to seal this
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water back, so as to enable the pamps to free tlie well to the

bottom for the purpose of driving headings from the ad-

joining shaftg. To accomplish this, a plug was designed to

fit into a tabe fixed in the borehole—a securely watertight

fit. In this tube a step was put, upon which the scat of plug

rests. The outer shell of plug has fitting in it a telescopic

slide carrying upon it india-rubber rings, whicli bear upon a

collar in the slide, seating upon the set-off in shell. As the

telescopic part of plug is depressed by its being weighted or

by the screw the rubbers are expanded against the sides of

tube, forming a perfect seal. The author has a small model here

illustrating the working of the plug, somewhat similar to the

one described; but inasmuch as the 18 in. plug had to be fixed

underwater and with a strong uprush from the borehole, it

had to be designed to meet the exigencies of the case.

The water obtained from this sandstone is remarkably fine

and free from organic matter. Its hardness varies from 15

to 16 deg. (which is mostly temporary), and which can be

rednced to a permanent hardness of 3'6 to 46 deg.

The cost of sinking wells in the sandstone varies very much,
according to the sizes of the wells and the difficulties experi-

enced with water and other contingencies. At Wolverhampton
a well sunk to a depth of 100 ft. to 130 ft. cost £') per yard for-

ward, headings £10 per yard ; 7 ft. well, Chelvey, to a depth

of 160ft., inclusive of pumping, £1,.500; engine house, 30

horse- power engine, pumps, Ac, £1,300; wells of 14 ft.

diameter and 170 ft. deep, sunk at same plac?, £12 a cube

Pearson had for his statements. To his mind there was
very little evidence to show that the figures were correct. At
this point Mr. Bancroft produced a diagram of the water
supply and levels of the Springhead and Cottingham pumping
stations of his district, which supply a population of 228,000.
The wells from which the supply was taken, he said, were
perhaps the most remarkable in the kingdom, both yielding
some 7,'KX»,00U g.'xilons daily. Following his explanation of

the diagram, he referred to the necessity of finding ont when
the maximum demand fur water was reached. That, he
thought, was an important i)oint, and one which required
careful consideration. Unless it was done an undertaking
was likely to be brousht into disgrace.

Mr. Prksto.n' (Grantham), referring to the well mentioned
in Mr. Pearson's paper, which was overflowing the surface of

the ground at the rate of 190 to 200 gallons per minute, asked
whether any other variation had been noticed.

At this stage the discussion was adjourned for luncheon,

and at the reassembling at 2.15 it was reopened by
Mr. Matthews (Southampton), who said he differed very

much from Mr. Pearson in regard to the amount of water
which was available after passing through chalk and sand-

stone. He thought that rather more than a third that went
in was available, and it was very erroneous to say that the
natural percolation amounted to 4 in. out of 26 in. of rainfall.

Gaugings should extend over thirty years, rather than seven-

teen years. The results, however, should be accepted with a

diACRAM o^ Water 5

(r- Hull Waterworks. ?

PLY Axa LevcLi Springhead a>,o CorTiNCHAt<

[Note.—In regard to vertical scale, it will be seen that the fl^ares on the left hand represent feet, and in the original from which our reduced
diagram has been reproduced 10 ft, = l in., and, as wdl be seen from the figures on the right, 1 in. = l,O0O,O(A) galloLS of water.

J

yard ; 9-in. brickwork in mortar, £2 a square yard on face ;

pumping, 20s. a million pumped 100 ft.; drifting at depth of

170ft., 6 ft. by 4 ft., £,30 to £40 a lineal yard.

The author may mention that the additional wells put
down (one of which is 14 ft. diameter, referred to in schedule

of prices) have permanent engines andpnnips fixed over them
equal to a total pump horse-power of 750, and capable of

raising 9 million gallons per day. To show the yielding

capacity of those wells, the author has, in the driest periods

of 1887 and 1893, pnmped from these sources for snpply a
quantity equal to 6 million gallons per day.

THK niSCUSSION.

The Chairman, previous to the commencement of the dis-

cussion, stated that the council had been recommended to

hold the annual meeting this year at Southampton, in the

third week of May. It was rather soon after the present one,

but after due consideration they had agreed that it would be
better held in the spring or the autnmn. The council there-

fore thought that May was the best month.
Mr. Bancroft (Hull) said that, having to deal with a water

undertaking which derived its whole supply from wells, he
had great pleasure in joining in the discussion, dealing more
particularly with the portion of the paper relating to chalk.

He disagreed with the figures given in regard to the amount
of percolation through the strata, for they all knew that it

varied in accordance with the nature of the subsoil, vegeta-
tion, &e., and he would therefore like to know what data Mr.

great amount of reservation. Temperature and climatic in-

fluences should be considered, but the results depended almost

entirely upon the character of the surface on which the rain

fell. Respecting the para£;raph of the paper giving the coat

of drifting at £30 to £40 per lineal yard, he said the price

appe.ared to him to bo an excessive one, in spite of tlie diffi-

culties of the work. In regard to Mr. Bancroft's diagram, he

would suggest that some other course should be taken in the

selection of the wells.

Mr. Griffith (Leicester) suggested that the author was
wrong in his statement that the London clay superimposing
the chalk rendered it more dense than it would otherwise be
where it was without such weight, and would, consequently,

leave a freer passage for water through its interstices, owing
to its having a line of least resistance ; and a well sunk in

such chalk would deliver water more freely than the other.

It was an unqualified statement and appeared to be incorrect.

He (Mr. Grillith) was interested in the question of borings,

for the reason that he was at present carrying out a large

scheme, which, however, had rather a larger boring than the

one referred to by the author. It had a depth of 700 ft., the

soil being practically impermeable and containing little water,

but below that depth there was a splendid supply. The
principal difficulty met with by Mr. Pearson appeared to have
been the superabundance of water. He objected to the latter's

refeience to a" sinking" which was stopped for a few months.

That was a ver/ casual way of describing the works, and,
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besides, no explanation was given for the stoppage. Neither

was the cost of the 20-in. boring, which would have been an

interesting figure, given. The cost of pumping was a very

small figure—under |d. per 1,000 gallons.

Mr. WoonwARn (Wolverhampton) spoke of the excessive

cost of the work described in the paper, and furnished a state-

ment showing the relative costs of certain borings carried out

by the corporation and a contractor. The results were in

favour of the latter. In boring a well 140 ft. deep, with a

diameter of 12 ft., the corporation expended a snm of £17 8s.

for every cubic yard, while the contractor's expenses for a

well of a similar diameter, 120 ft. in depth, amounted to £12.

Mr. Watts (Sheffield) thought that some qualification

was required in the information concerning percolation in

Mr. Pearson's paper, otherwise there was likely be a mis-

understanding.
Mr. JoH NSTONE ( Brighton) also quest ioned the statement that

from 30 to 40 per cent., or somewhat more than a third, of

the rainfall was found to percolate through the strata and
to BO to springs and wells. The author did not say that that

amount was available in those districts afterwards mentioned
in his paper, so he thought he must bo wrong somewhere.
From ins own experience ho certainlj' was wrong. The
amount available depended entirely upon the various strata.

It was ridiculous to think that 60 or 70 per cent, evaporated.

In his own district they relied entirely upon the rain for their

supply.

Mr. WniTAKER (Croydon) thought that the statement that

the natural percolation in chalk amounted to 4 in. out of 26 in.

of rainfall was not an error on the side of excess. He drew
attention to a paragraph in the part of the report dealing

with the chalk formation round London, and suggested that

the words " nearly always " or " generally " should be added
after the first two word, of the first sentence, which ran :

" Wells are sunk into this formation in the London basin and
districts adjoining, around Newbury, Wokingham, Leather-
head and Rickmansworth, and on tlie outcrop of the chalk

of the London formation, and also at Southampton and Ports-

month and numerous other places." The paper presented
by Mr. Pearson was certainly a good one, and the latter mast
be amply satisfied with its results.

The Chairman, before calling npon the author to reply,

alluded to the differences in tlie prices upon which Mr. Pear-

son had been taken to task, and said that the various circum-
stances of the cases should be considered. One never knew
what was going to be met with when boring wells, and prices,

therefore, could not be fixed.

Mr. Peakso.v, in reply, mentioned that his first duty was to

thank evei"yone present for the way in which they had
listened. It was very gratifying to him. He did not lay

claim to having experience in the chalk formation ; rather

with the sandstone. The statistics regarding the percolation

through the chalk were from very reliable information, and
in reply to Mr. Bancroft's allusion to them he would say
that different areas gave different results. With regard to

the cost of pumping, this result was simply the wages ex-

pended ; he was sorry he could give no figures regarding the

cost of boring, as asked for. The period of seventeen years

fixed in connection with the work of ganging was, in his

opinion, likely to give a very fair idea of what was likely to

be met with. They might take the figure as a fair sample,

although better results could be obtained. He thanked them
very much for the gracious way in which they had listened

to the remarks he had made.
On the proposal of the chairman, it was decided that the

very best thanks of the association be given Mr. Pearson for

his valuable paper, and the proceedings thereupon came to an
end.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

TWO MORE MEETINGS.
Fnrther meetings of the, commission were held on Monday

and Tuesday in tlie House of Lords, Lord Llandaff presiding

as before.

Mr. G. L. GoJiMir, statistical officer of the London County
Council, gave evidence as to the results of the purchase and
administration of water undertakings by municipal bodies.

He dealt first with the case of Glasgow, which was supplied

originally by the Glasgow Waterworks Company, and after-

wards in competition by the Gorbals Company. In 1834

these companies sought poiver to amalgamate, but the cor-

poration opposed the scheme on the ground that it would de-

prive the inhabitants of the benefits of competition, and
create a monopoly. The Bill was thrown out, but in 1838 the

amalgamation was sanctioned, subject to stringent conditions.

The cases of Sheffield, Stockton, Middlesbrough and Man-
chester were also quoted, the experience of the latter city

bringing forth a remark from the chairman that it seemed
that purchase had not benefited t'ae consumer there. The
consumers had not got a reduction, and the owners of pro-

perty had had a 3d. rate put upon them.

In reply, Mr. Gomme said : My evidence is simply put for-

ward to show the result of municipal experience. The differ-
' ences as regards administration, the sonrces from which the

water is obtained, and the cost of obtaining it, are so great

that the difficulties of comparing London with these other

places are enormous. Although recent cases of provincial

purchase have been more beneficial to the companies, it has
been beneficial to the consumers that the companies' control

of water capital has been brought to an end. The general

advantages of munici]ial supply are a smoother administration

—that is to say, less friction and irritation between the con-

sumers and the administering authority, for the reason that

consnmers pay attention to the rales of corporations because
they are conscious of the fact that the water supply is their

own. The special advantages consist of services performed
by the municipalities for the beneKt of the consumers which
are not undertaken by the companies, such as tlie repair of

supply pipes under the pavement up to the premises of the

consumer, the registration of a body of plambers in certain

places who do their work under the eyes of corporation officials,

facilities to traders and manufacturers using water in large

quantities, the settlement of the scale of charges in accordance
with the circumstances of each class of cases, better insjiec-

tion and prevention of waste, the keeping of the works in a

perfect state of rejiair, economical expenditure of capital,

securing the necessary pressure to force the water up to the

highest point requisite both for fire extinction and for domestic

use, and, last, but by no means least important, affording the

pnrest and most copious supply.

Recalled at the second day's meeting, Mr. Gomme gave de-

tailed evidence with regard to the revenue, expenditure and
dividends per 1,000,000 gallons of average daily supply in the

case of the eight London water companies. From this it

appeared tliat in every case the amount devoted to dividends

and interest exceeded the amount devoted to expenditure on
services. As regards the cost of water used for domestic and
trade purposes, it appeared that the East London and South-

wark and A'auxhall consumers got their water at an average
of 5d. and 4'fd. per 1,000 gallons, whilst the Grand Junction

and Kent consumers paid about 7d., the Lambeth and West
Middlesex V.Jd., the Chelsea SJ-d., and the New River nearly

lOd. In all probability the consumers, as a whole, paid more
than the average of the trade charges allowed by Parliament.

The next meeting of the commission will be held on Monday.

REDRUTH AND ITS WATER SUPPLY.

COMPLETION OP THE SCHEME.
For many years past the town of Redruth has been suffer-

ing from an inadequate water supply, and to remedy this the

l.ate local board at the end of 1891 called in Mr. H. Bertram
Nichols, A. M.I. O.K., of Birmingham, to advise them and report

upon the best means of supplying the town with water. In

the January of the following year Mr. Nichols proposed a
gravitation scheme from " Bolitho" about Smiles from the

town, estimated to cost about £17,000. This, however, was
considered too comprehensive a project and several public

meetings were held and it was suggested that a good supply

could be obtained from the Lower Penstruthal adit about 1

mile away from the town. Careful gaugings were taken over

a long period from this source and in November 1892 a
scheme was prepared to include intercepting the existing
" Gordon" supply and provide for connecting the Drump and
Trefula sources which supplied the lower parts of the town.

This scheme was estimated to cost £9,900. After considering

the question of having two storage reservoirs—one at Sandy-
lane and the other at Lanner—and applying for sanction from
lUe Local Government Board to borrow £10,500 it was ulti-

mately decided, in view of the opposition of the Ratepayers'

Association, to construct one storage reservoir to contain

4,500,000 gallons at the Sandy-lane site, and sanction was
given to borrow £9,.'i00 for this purpose in July, 1894, and the

works were commenced in the following October. The con-

tractor for the works was Mr. A. Delbridge, of Camborne,
whose tender was accepted at £7,301. When the works were
completed about twelve months afterwards and the water

was turned into the reservoir a leak was discovered and
serious apprehensions arose .as to the possibility of making
it watertight. Mr. Deltridge, however, entered into an
undertaking to locate the leakage and make the reservoir

watertight and keep it in repair until the end of 1897. For
several months now the reservoir has remained full and upon
a final inspection by the engineer at the end of last year, he

was able to report that the work was perfectly sound and the

supply satisfactory.

At Lower Penstruthal a gauging and intake chamber is

constructed, the supply main to the reservoir is 6 in. in

diameter, and the service mains througliout the town range

from in. to 3 in. in diameter. The depth of water in the

reservoir is 16 ft., and the water is drawn off by means of a

floating outlet having valve chamber in connection. The top

water level gives a pressure over the centre of the town of

about 230 ft. The total cost of the works has amounted to

£10,050. The population of the town at the present time is

10,324, so that the cost works out at the low rate of a little

less than £1 per head of the population.

At a meeting of the urban district council on the 10th lilt,

much satisfaction was expressed at the completion of the

scheme, and the clerk was instructed to inform Mr. Nichols,

the engineer, of this, and give expression to his ready and
careful attention at all times during the progress of the worka
to ensure its success.
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The Typhoid Epidemic at IVIaidstone.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.-III.

We confcinne Our report of the proceedings at the interest-

ing Local Government Board inquiry recently opened by Mr.

J. S. Davy, Mr. G. W. Willcocks and Dr. Theodore Thomson
with respect to the outbreak of typhoid fever at Maidstone.

FIFTH day's PR0CEF.DING9.

When the inquiry was resumed on Tuesday of last week,
Mr. Jacklino, sanitary inspector to the Maidstone Corpora-

tion, gave evidence on the sanitary improvements effected in

the town during the last few years, especially in regard to the
flushing and testing of drains. His annual reports since 1891
showed that slow bnt continuous progress had been made.
There were seventy-five wells still in use in the town ; thirty-

eight had been condemned and closed during the last seven
years. Whenever he suspected a well he reported it and had
the water analysed. When a well was condemned it was
always closed. There were about thirty cesspools within the

drainage area of the town attached to houses that could not
be drained into the sewers on account of the distance. About
3,000 honses had closets unprovided with water. He had had
much difficulty with this point in years past, but had less

now. The difficulty chiefly arose from the cost to owners.
A house-to-house inspection was being carried on, and every
house unprovided with proper flushing was reported, and in

due course the defect was made good. In his opinion drain-

age had nothing to do with the outbreak. The most insani-

tary parts of the town had escaped. The hand-flushed closets

were not in the houses, but in the gardens.
Cross-examined by Mr. Dickens, Q.c, witness said that

there had been frequent ''omplaints of emauations from the

sewers. He had nothing to do with them himself, bnt had
heard of defects in them. He had made no general report
since the epidemic. A large number of hand-flushed closets

were choked every year, but he believed the number was con-
siderably less than usual last year.

Mr. S. L. Mo.NXKTON, deputy town clerk, recalled, said that
certain old defective brick sewers had not been reconstructed,
because the Local Government Board had refused to sanction
a loan for the purpose so long as the present defective system
of sewage disposal was continued. The town authorities had
taken some steps towards adopting a new method, and were
now contemplating the establishment of filter-beds on the
biological system.

Mr. Matthew Adams, medical officer of health, recalled,

said that he laid great stress on constant analysis of water, and
also on inspection of gathering grounds, which should be
effectually protected against the possibility of contamination
by human traffic, manure, or any other means. At present
all the Farleigh sources were more or le.ss open to risks.

Mr. Percy Adams, recalled, submitted various returns
which had been asked for. The total number of cases occur-
ring in the Boarley area was seventy, in the Cossington area
eighteen, and in the workhouse nineteen. Thero were not
any cases in the barracks, the gaol, or the post-office; none
of these establishments were supplied with Farleigh water.
He had prepared an analysis of the returns of the diarrhoea
that had prevailed before the outbreak of typhoid fever. Out
of 1.5.5 cases inquired iato 116 were in the Farleigh area,

twenty-six in the Boarley, and thirteen in the Cossington.
It followed the same distribution as the typhoid. It was also

marked by a striking preponderance of adnlt cases, which
was very unusual with summer diarrhoea; there were 102
adults, twenty-two children, and thirty-one infants. The
prevalence of diarrhoea began on .luly 14th, and lasted until

the beginning of the typhoid epidemic.
Dr. H. E. Durham, of Cambridge, examined by Mr. S. L.

Monckton, said he came to Maidstone on October 19th, and
took samples from Tutsham-in-Pields and from the church
spring. In the Tutsham sample he found both typical and
atypical coli bacilli. They were in very considerable numbers,
but he had notcountedtlicm. Ho should say it might be a good
drinking water in the Soudan, but not in England. The other
sample was a good water. The absence of coli in Dr. Wood-
head's sample might be explained by the lapse of time before
it w.as taken. Their presence indicated animal contamination.
He had often found more atypical than typical coli in the in-

testines.

Mr. Jacksox, medical superintendent of the asylum at

Barming, said that there had been 107 cases of typhoid at the
asylum, including nineteen attendants, with eleven deaths.

The first case fell ill on September 5th, tho last on Novem-
ber luth. There were 1,600 patients in the asylum, and
about 130 attendants, Farleigh water had been distributed

all over the asylum. They were now using Ewell water. The
general sanitary condition of the asylum was good. Previous
to the typhoid there had been an outbreak of colitis, which
was a severe form of diarrhoua.

Mr. W. .1. Ware, manager and engineer to the Maidstone
Water Company, said that the total Farleigh snpply averaged
2,500,000 gallons a week. The Tutaham-in-Fields spring
yielded 5,0(X) gallons a day; Tutsham-in-Orchard, 1,500;
Ewell, 190,000; and the other springs about 100,tX)0. The
Tutsham water was cut off on September 20th, the South-

Eastern Railway springs on September 2oth, and the whole of

the Farleigh water on September 29th.

At this stage the inquiry was adjourned till the following
day.

SIXTH day's PROCEEDI.SGS.

On the resumption of the inquiry, on Wednesday week, Mr.
Dickens, Q.c, on behalf of the water company, handed in a
series of analyses made in September last.

Mr. Ware, manager and engineer to the water company,
continued his evidence, and submitted a detailed description

of the waterworks. Mr. J. S. Davy here intimated that it

would be published in full in the in.spector's report to the Local
Government Board. Continuing, witness said th.at he had
never taken samples for analysis before last September. He
visited the Tutsham sources on September 19th with Mr,
Percy Adams. He had last visited them a month or five

weeks before; he made a practice of visiting all source.s of

supply once a month. His visit in August took place previous
to the arrival of the hoppers, and there was no sign of pollu-

tion of the ground. There was a great difference in the ap-

pearance of the ground on the two visits. The hoppers came
every year. Ho had never suggested to his directors nor
they to him the propriety of taking steps to avoid surface

pollution. The description given by Mr. Percy Adams of the
ground and the catch-pit at Tutsham-in-Finlds was correct.

He had not uncovered the catch-pit in 1897 before that occa-

sion. On his return he received orders to place himself at

the disposal of Mr. Adams, and cut off any springs which he
might desire to have cut off. At Tutsham there were three

cottages supplied from the orchard spring alone, and seven
cottages, together with the mill house, supplied from the

main containing combined water from both the orchard and
field springs. They were served by a pump and a suction

chamber. He had not examined the suction chamber in the
year 1897. Water conveyed by the main would not enter the
suction chamber except when the pump was at work, bnt
would flow past. It had not occurred to him to exclude
hoppers and fruit-pickers from the Tutsham gathering
ground. He would not advise fencing in this spring any
more than the others. Fencing would be an advantage if

practicable, but to enclose only a small area would be useless.

With regard to the Ewell catch-pit, from which a dead rabbit

had been taken, he explained that it was necessary to havo
an overflow pipe from the spring, into which a frightened
young rabbit might bolt. It might be prevented by a wire
netting. The collecting reservoirs or settling tanks through
which the Farleigh water passed were scrubbed out every
month or three weeks. The last occasions before the out-

break were August 5th and 6th, and August 25th and 26th.

Tho filter-beds were used only four or five times a year, when
the water happened to show turbidity from very heavy rains.

They liad 7iot been used last August, and were not used now.
They were being reconstructed on a new system under the

direction of Dr. Woodhead. The Barming service reservoir

had not been cleaned out for about two years previous to the

epidemic. It had been cleaned three times since he had
been engineer. The Farleigh water was analy.sed every three

months by tho medical officer of health, and the water com-
pany relied on his analysis ; they did not have an independ-

ent analysis. The Farleigh water was cut off on September
29th. It was not possible to cut it off before, because a targe

quantity of water was being used for flushing .and other pur-

poses. Tho Boarley and Cossington supplies were insufficient

for domestic consumption and at the same time to keep
enough stor,age in the reservoirs to provide for fires. He
decided to keep up a supply from such sources as he had
every reason to believe were free from pollution—namely,
the Ewell and Church springs. If he had cut the supply ofi:

when he received the letter from the town council urging
that cotu'se Maidstone would have been dry in twenty-four
hours. Later they got assistance from the Mid-Kent Water
Company, but in order to do so they had to lay a 5-in. main
for a mile and a quarter. They had done everything that

could be done. The sterilisation of the mains was successfully

carried out without any breakdown, but some of the highest
districts had to be separately done afterwards, on account of

a f.all in the pressure due to all the taps being left open. No
analysis of the separate springs was ever made, except when
a new snpply was added. A quarterly analysis was not
enough ; if weekly or bi-weekly it would be a safeguard. No
objection would be made by the company to the medical
officer taking samples from the springs for analysis.

In answer to questions by Mr. J. S. Davy, witness stated

that the collecting pipes at Tutsham were open-jointed
earthenware pipes, placed about 3 ft. below the surface of the
ground. He was quite certain that the Farleigh pumping
station pumped up no water but that from the springs ; it

pumped up no subsoil or river water. When the river was
in high flood it overflowed the reservoirs and the pumping
station and put the flues out. That happened last four or

five years ago. The conduit through which the water passed
when the filters were in use was not watertight ; some old
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springs entered it, but it was seWom used. The Farleigh

snpply was about 3,000,000 gallons a week, the other two
about 5,000,000 gallons.

Mr. A. G. Ellis asked permission to explain, on behalf of

the Mid-Kent Water Company, that the reference to the

quality of the company's water in Dr. Woodhead's evidence
was made under a misapprehension. An examination of the

water made on October i2th by Sir E. Frankland showed a

high degree of purity.

Mr. Cask, secretary of the Maidstone Water Company, I'e-

lated the Acts of' Parliament under which the company's
works had been carried out. In 1860 two alternate schemes
for obtaining water from Cossington and another chalk source
were thrown out by Parliament. In 1896 the ratepayers of

Maidstone rejected by a large majority a proposal to take
over the water supply.

Dr. CoRFlELD, professor of hygiene at University College,

said he had made a special study of typhoid fever for about
thirty years. It was often communicated by water and milk,

but also in his experience very frequently by foul air contain-

ing excremental pollution. He believed it could be spread in

epidemic form by that means. In his opinion the state of

the drainage in Maidstone, which had been described, would
be suiKcient to cause the epidemic, and he was contirnied in

that view by the fact that nearly one-fifth of the cases had
occurred after the water had been cut oft'. He considered
that the chemical analysis of the Tutsham water did not
indicate sewage pollution. There was service pollution of

some kind, no donbt, but he should say it was some vegetable
matter that had got in. The sample taken " from all sources "

on September 20th indicated a remarkably pure water. Typhoid
fever was more often spread by water, in hia experience, than
by sewer air.

This closed the evidence.
Mr. Dickens, q.c, on behalf of the water company, said

that tlie epidemic had caused great anxiety to the directors
of the water company, who had done everything in their
power to cut it short. Tlie company had met with great
difficulties in supplying the town with water since they began
to do so in 1S60. The Farleigh supply had served them very
well for many years, and the result of Mr. Adams' examina-
tions was to show an increasing pnrity year by year. That
went on do^v^l to the analysis made on June 29, 1897. Then
the epidemic arose, which, he contended, no mortal could
have foreseen. Assuming that the w.ater was at fault, nothing
more could have been done than the company had done. It

was sugge.sted that more frequent analyses should have been
made, but the past history of the water showed them to be
unnecessary and useless. During the eindemic they gave
every assistance to the authorities, and made every eft'ort,

not only to stop the disease, but to discover its cause. The
suspected water was cut ott' at the first suggestion, and the
rest as early as practicable. It had been suggested that the
catch-pits should be protected, but the question was how far
the protection should be e.xtcnded. He maintained that they
were protected so far as was possible. With regard to the
rise and spread of the epidemic, lie demurred to the sugges-
tion that the water had been proved to be at fault. He did
not venture to make any affirmative proposition, but submitted
that it was a very difficult question to decide. There were
difficulties on both sides. Some things pointed to the water;
but, on the other hand, there was the grossly insanitary con-
dition of the town, the continuance of tho di.sease after the
water was cut off, and the immunity of the cottages at Tut-
sham who drank the water. Manyfacts favoured the theory
that it arose from the drains. The preceding prevalence of
diarrhoea might have led up to it in the foul condition of the
drainage, and the distribution of the early cases suggested it.

It was clear that the hop-pickers could have had nothing to
do with it, as they did not arrive until after the outbreak had
begun. The relative distribution of cases was in accord with
the drain theory. Most occurred in tho area of the Farleigh
supply, which was on the highest ground, and therefore most
exposed to pressure of gas from the sewers. 1'heu came the
Bo.arley area next in situation and in number of cases, and
lastly the Cossington area, which lay lowest and had fewest
cases. The occurrence of 3.57 cases after the water had been
cut off was incompatible with the water theory, but quite in
keeping with tho drainage. The distinction be'tween primary
and secondary cases was purely arbitrary and illusory. He
begged the inspectors to keep an open mind and to ask them-
selves if the evidence was sufficient to condemn the water as
the cause.

At the request of Mr. P. R. Parker and Mr. S. L. Monckton,
on behalf of the town council, it was decided to adjourn the
inquiry until the next day.

CONCLUDING DAY's PROCEEDINGI?.

When the inquiry was continued on Thursday,
Mr. HowLE'i'T, on behalf of the county asylum at Barming,

said the water company was under contract to supply the
asylum with ''good and wholesome " water. It was supplied
from Farleigh, and he contended that this water was the
cause of the outbreak in the asylum. Neither bad drainage
nor sewer emanations, which had been put forward as alterna-
tive explanations, could apply to the asylum. He suggested
that the reservoirs might be contaminated by percolation, and
pointed out that the water company had kept up no analyses.
The chemical e.xamination made since the ontbreak had been

kept back, because it confirmed tlie conclusions reached by
Dr. Adams. As for Dr. Woodhead's evidence, no inmate of

the asylum even would be so insane as to suppose that an
examination made on November 5th had any bearing on an
outbreak which occurred in September.

Mr. F. R. Parker, for the town council, explained their

position with reference to the inquiry. They had asked for

it under a misapprehension, and might have withdrawn, but
they preferred to give such assistance as they could. He pro-

tested against the assumption that there was a preconceived
opinion against the water sui)ply. With regard to drainage,

the corporation was responsible for the sewers but not forthe
house drains. Any attack on the sewers ought to have been
made by a competent engineer ; but though the water com-
pany had employed Mr. Santo Crimp to examine them he had
not been called to give evidence. The theory that a single

case in Scott-street, notified in July, had started the disease

and spread it by means of the drains could not be maintained,

because the man did not have the fever in Scott-street but in

the hospital. He drew attention to the fact that in the

Boarley area twcnty-thrco streets, including many of the

largest, had escaped attack, but in the whole of the Farleigh

area only four escaped, and those containing very few houses.

He contended that in all the evidence the water was respon-

sible. As soon as it was cut off the epidemic subiided. The
analysis of the water, the admitted pollution of the ground,

and its peculiar condition on account of the drought, all

pointed to the same conclusion. The theory of sewer air was
incompatible with the character of the ontbreak, and Prof,

Corfield, who was called to put it forward, did not venture to

attribute the epidemic affirmatively to that cause. With
regard to the failure to analyse the water, he submitted that

no duty rested on the corporation to analyse the company's
water and that they possessed no power to do so. If the

medical officer visited the springs to take a sample ho was
trespassing and taking that which did not belong to him. As
for the sewers, he admitted defects, but maintained that

ventilation was carried out as well as it could be, and that

insufficiency had nothingto do with the inquiry, as it was not

the cause of the outbreak. Blocked house drains and un-

flushed closets were more important ; but he submitted that

the sanitary authority was not entitled to order a householder

to adopt a mechanical means of flushing. In the case of a

nuisance the authority could only move on the receipt of a

complaint, and until it was set in motion any person who
chose to keep his house dirty must be held responsible for it.

He pointed to the steady improvements that had been effected.

In conclusion, he asked that the costs incurred by the town
council in relation to this inquiry might be ordered by the

Local Government Board to be borne by tho company, on the

ground that it was really an inquiry into the water supply.

Failing this order, he made a second application, that tho

costs might be borne by the consolid.ated fund, on the ground

that the inqniry had been held for the benefit of the country

at large. If neither order were granted, he asked that the

costs might be charged to the district fund.

Mr. J. S. Davy, in closing the inquiry, said he wished to

say, on behalf of his colleagues and himself, that they had re-

ceived the greatest assistance and help from everyone con-

cerned. But for that their task would have been much more
difficult. He hoped that the result of the inquiry will be tho

removal of many apprehensions and the establishment of a

better feeling in Maidstone.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Ordinary General Meeting.
An ordinary general meeting of the Institution will beheld

on Monday, when a paper, entitled " Legal Liability for Pro-

fessional Opinions," will be read by Mr. Wheeler, Q.c. The
chair will be taken at 8 o'clock.

Professional Examinations, 1898.

The students' proficiency examination will commence on

the 21st of March next.

Examin.itions qualifying for the classes of " Professional

Associates " and " Fellows" will also commence on the 21st

of March next. All particulars as to days, subjects and
course of examination, will be forwarded on application to the

secretary.

English candidates for the professional examinations will

be examined in London. Irish candidates will be examined

in Dublin.

Special Certificate Examination, 1898
(foe members).

The next special certificate examination in Forestry, Sani-

tary Science and Land Surveying, and Levelling, are proposed

to be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the 14th, 15th

and 16th of June next. Particulars of these examinations

can be obtained from the secretary.

The Dwellings of the Poor.—Mr. H. Leonard, MICE.,
presided on, Tuesd.ay of last week, at the monthly meeting of

the Mansion House Council on the Dwellings of the Poor.

The secretary stated that insanitary conditions had been dealt

with in seventeen parishes, and that 592 houses had been

visited daring the past month.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.

On Thursday, in the House of Commons, petitions in favour

of the taxation of ground rents by local authorities were pre-

sented from Exmouth and Tonbridge. Two returns, pre-

sented on the previous Tuesday, dealing respectively with the

compulsory purchase and hiring of land and the amount ex-

pended on the London County Council Water Bills, were

ordered to be printed. A return ordered in Angust last and
dealing with the conditions of contracts in urban sanitary

districts, in continuation of Parliamentary Paper, No. 435, of

Session 1893, was presented.—Colonel Hughes gave notice of

a Bill to amend the Metropolitan Officers' Superannuation

Act, 1866.—Notices of motion were given for leave to bring

in the following, among other Bills : The liivers Pollution

Prevention Bill, to make more effectual provision for the

prevention of the pollution of rivers and streams ; a Bill to

amend the Public Works Loans Act, 1897 ; a Bill to

provide for the taxation of ground values in cities, boroughs

and towns in Ireland ; a Bill to grant certificates to persons

in charge of steam engines and boilers; a Bill to provide for

the registration and inspection of boilers.

On Friday, in the House of Commons, the chairman of

Way and Means reported that he had arranged with the

chairman of committees in the House of Lords that the

following, among other private Bills, should originate in the

House of Lords : Aberdeen Corporation (Tramway.s), Aberyst-

with Gas, Bacup Corporation Water, Bakewell Gas, Belfast

Corporation (Hospitals), Belfast Harbour, Blackpool and
Fleetwood Tramroad (Tramway Extensions), Blackpool Im-
provement, Blackpool 1'al.atino Promenade Pier, Blackpool

Sea Water, Buckie (Cluny) Harbour, Bury Corporation,

Carlisle Corporation Water, Central Electric Supply, Chelsea
Electricity Supply, Clontarf and Hill of Howth Tramroad,
Dover Harbour, Dundee Corporation Tramways, Edinburgh
and District Water, Edinburgh and Leith Corporation Gas,

Felixstowe and Walton Water, Filey Water and Gas, Folke-

stone Corporation Water (Transfer), Folkestone Gas, Folke-

stone Water, Forres Water, Great Orme Tramway and Tram-
road, Halifax Corporation, Hamilton Water, Heywood Corpora-

tion Water, Kettering Water, Liskeard Corporation (Water),

Market llarborough Gas, Mersey Docks and Harbour Board
(New Works), Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (Various

Powers), Metropolitan Electric Supply, Milford Docks,

Morley Corporation (Gas), Morley Gas, Newcastle and Gates-

head Water, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Corporation, Newhaveu
and Seaford Water, Newhaven and Seaford Water Board,

Newhaven Harboar, Newhaven Harbour and (Juse Lower
Navigation, Newtown Water, Norton and Halton Roads,
Paislej' Corporation (Loans), Portsmouth Corporation Tram-
ways, Redhill and Reigate Gas, Reigate Gas, Roclid.alo Cor-

poration Water, Seaham Harbour, Slieringham and Beesfcon

Protection, Sheringham Gas and Water, Stirling Gas, Swan-
sea Gas, Todmorden Corporation Water, Todmorden Corpora-
tion (Water Transfer), Tyne Improvement, Tynemouth Cor-
poration Water, Waterford City Gas, Wath-upon-Dearne
Urban District Council, Yeovil Corporation and Yeovil Gas.—

•

The return, referred to above, as to conditions of contract in

urban sanitary districts, wag ordered to be printed, and a
report was presented under the Light Railways Act, 1896, of

the proceedings of the Board of Trade during the period
ended December 31, 1897, and of the Light Railway Com-
missioners during the period ended November 22, 1897.

—

The Rivers Pollution Prevention Bill, the Public Works Loans
Act (1897) Amendment Bill, the Taxation of Ground Values
Ireland (Bill), the Steam Engines and Boilers (Persons in

Charge) Bill, the Boilers Inspection and Registration Bill were
read a first time! and ordered to be printed. Sir F. Powell
(Wigan) has charge of the Bill to make more effectual pro-
vision for the prevention of the pollution of rivers and streams.
—Mr. Gerald Balfour gave notice of a Bill to amend the law
relating to Local Government in Ireland.

In the House of Commons, on Monday, it was reported
that the standing orders had not been complied with in the
case of the petitions for the Norwich Electric Tramways Bill,

the Renfrew Burgh and Harbour Extension Bill and the
Wigan Corporation Bills, and in the case of the following
Bills, originating in the House of Lords : The Filey Water
and Gas Bill, the Newhaven and Seaford ^Vater Board Bill

and the Sheringham and Boeston Protection Bill. In the
case of the other private Bills originating in the House of
Lords, as given above, the standing orders had been complied
with. The various reports wore referred to the Select Com-
mittee on Standing Orders.— Petitions in favour of the taxa-
tion of ground routs by local authorities were received from
the Isle of Wight, Halifax and Skelton.—In reply to Mr.
Provand, who asked what were the working expenses of the
intertown telephones and how much the intertown wires had
earned since the date on which they were taken over from
the National Telephone Company to December 31, 1897, Mr.
Hanbury (Secretary to the Treasury) said that the capital
expenditure—partly estimated—to December 31, 1897, was
£1,190,000. This ' sum includes the amount paid to the
National Telephone Company. The gross earnings up to the
same date amounted to £200,832. The working expenses,
being included in those of the telegraph service, cannot be
separately stated.

On Tuesday, in the House of Commons, the following Bills

were read a first time, the petitions and the Bills having
been ordered on the previous day to be brought in : Bolton,

Turton and Westhoughton Extension Bill, to extend the
borough of Bolton and the urban districts of Turton and
Westhoughton and for other purposes, be read a second
time. Cardiff Corporation Bill, to confirm two agreements
made by the mayor, aldermen and burgesses of the county
borough of Cardiff for the acquisition and appropriation to
public objects of Cathays Park, to empower them to con-
struct new tramways in the borough and to work the same
and other tramways hereafter acquired by them ; and for other
purposes. Carmarthen Improvement Bill, to authorise the
extension of the borough of Carmarthen, and to make
further provision in regard to the water supply and for other
purpose.*;. Corporation of London (Foreign Cattle Market,
Deptford) Bill, for the extension aud enlargement of the
foreign cattle market .at Deptford, and to authorise the Cor-
poration of the City of London to construct, maintain and
work certain railways and a tramway between the market
and the Deptford Wharf branch of the London, Brighton
and South Coast Railway, and for other purposes. Coventry
Corporation Gas Bill, to confer fm-ther powers upon the

mayor, aldermen and citizens of the city of Coventry in re-

gard to their gas undertaking, and for other purposes. East
Ham Improvement Bill, to confer further powers upon the
urban district council. Edmonton Urban District Council
Bill, to enable the Edmonton Urban Di.strict Council to

acquire Pymmes Park for a public park and recreation ground
;

for conferring further powers in relation to building streets

and sanitary matters ; for making further and better provision

for the improvement, health and local government of the
district, and for other purposes. Glasgow Corporation (Sew-
age, ifec.) Bill, to authorise the Corporation of Glasgow to

acquire additional lands and to construct additional works
for sewage purposes ; to raise further moneys, and for other
purposes. Great Yarmouth Port and Haven Bill, for en-

larging the powers of the Commissioners of the Port
and Haven of Great Yarmouth, and for other purposes.

Haslemere District Water and Gas Bill, for supplying with
water and gas the district of Haslemere, Surrey, and adjacent

places. Ilford Improvement Bill, to confer further powers
upon the urban district council of Ilford, Essex. Ilkeston

Corporation Bill, to make further provision in regard to the
water and gas undertakings of the mayor, aldenuen and bar-

gesses of the borough of Ilkeston, and for other purposes.

Ipswich Dock Commission Bill, to enable the Ipswich Dock Com-
missioners to make certain works in connection with their

dock, and to confer various further powers upon them, and for

other purposes. Kcighley Corporation Bill, to empower tho

mayor, aldermen and burgesses of the borough of Keighley
to construct additional waterworks; to purchase lands for the

protection of their waters and waterworks ; to make new
streets and street improvements; and to extend the powers of

the corporation in regard to tho health, local government and
improvement of the borough, and for other purposes. Kew
Bridge and Approaches Bill, to empower the county councils

of the administrative counties of Middlesex and Surrey to

rebuild Kew bridge, to m.ake new approaches thereto, and to

execute other works in connection therewith. Lancashire

County Council Bill, to make better provision respecting the

charge and management of county bridges and of hundred
bridges in the county of Lancaster, and to confer further powers
on the count)' council of the county palatine of Lancaster in

relation to bridges, and for other purposes. Leyton Urban
District Council Bill, to emjiower the Leyton Urban District

Council to work tramways within their district, to exempt
the district from the jurisdiction of certain commissioners of

sewers, to make further and bet ter provision for the good govern,
mentand improvement of the district, and for other purposes.

Liverpool Corporation Bill, for authorising the corporation of

the city of Liverpool to execute certain street improvements
and to acquire and appropriate permanently as open spaces

certain burial grounds within the city ; for conferring further

powers on the corporation in relation to children and others

trading in the streets, and other matters; for amending vari-

ous local Acts in force within the city; and for other pur-

poses. London Building Act, 1891, Amendment Bill, to

amend the London Building Act, 1891. London County
Conncil (Acton Sew.ago) Bill, to prevent or regulate the dis-

charge of sewage into the metropolitan main drainage system
from tho urban district of Acton, Middlesex. London County
Council (General Powers) Bill, to empower the London
County Council to make certain street improvements, to

purchase lands, to make provision for contributions in cer-

tain cases by local authorities, to remove obstructions in cer-

tain streets, to make various miscellaneous provisions relating

to the London County Council, and for other purposes. Lon-

don County Council (Westminster bridge and embankment
Tramways) Bill, to enable the London County Council to

construct tramways over Westminster bridge and along the

the Victori.a-embankment, and for other purposes. Matlock

Urban District Council Bill, for authorising the Matlock
Urban District Conncil to acquire the water undertaking

of the Matlock Watei-norks Company, Limited; to c-iif tract
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waterworks and sewage works ; for conferring farther powers
in relation to police matters, and for making further and
better provision for the improvement, health and
local government of the district, and for other purposes

Middlesbrough Corporation (Gas) Bill, to confer further

powers upon the mayor, aldermen and burgesses of the borough
of Middlesbrough in relation to the supply of gas. Middlesex

County Connoil Bill, to make more effectual provision for

preventing the pollution and obstruction of the streams in

the county of Middlesex, and to confer further powers on
the County Council of Middlesex for that purpose; to give

to the council powers in relatiou to making loans to local

authorities, main roads and other matters ; and to enlarge in

Bome respects the powers of district councils in the county.

Northam Urban District Water Bill, to authorise the Urban
District Council of Northam to construct waterworks for the

supply of their district, and for other purposes. North AVar-

wickshire Water Bill, for supplying with water certain parishes

in North Warwickshire. Nottingham Corporation Bill, to

authorise the corporation of Nottingham to establish a lire

insurance fund to make better provision in regard to the

driving of carts in the citj', and for other purposes. Paignton
Improvement Bill, to confer powers upon the Urban Dis-

trict Council of Paignton, Devon, with respect to the purchase
and laying out of land for a recreation ground ; to make
better provision for the improvement, health and local

government of the district, and for other purposes.

St. Helen's Corporation Bill, to authorise the construction of

tramways in and near the borough of St. Helen's ; to exteud
the boundaries of that borough ; and to confer further

powers on the corporation in regard to streets, buildings,

sewers and drains, and the health, local government, and
improvement of the borough ; and for other purposes. West
Ham Corporation Bill, to confer further powers upon the

mayor, aldermen and burgesses of the county borough of

West Ham, and to make further provision for the good
government of that borough, and for other purposes. Wishaw
Water Bill, to authorise the Commissioners of the Burgh of

Wishaw to provide an additional water supply to the burgh,
and to make and maintain new and additional waterworks,
and for other purposes. "Wymondham Water Bill, for supply-

ing with water the parish of Wymondham and other places

in the county of Norfolk. All the above-mentioned Bills

have been put down for second reading.—The Bill to amend
the Superaimuation (Metropolis) Act, 1866, was also read a
first time. It was ordered to be printed and was set down
for second reading on Tuesday, April 5th.

On Wednesday, in the House of Commons, the Plymouth
Corporation Bill was read a first time and set down for second
reading. The Bill proposes to vest in the Plymouth Corpora-
tion the undertaking of the company of proprietors for em-
banking part of the Lairy, near Plymouth ; to empower the
corporation to make new street works and tramway ; to vest

in the corporation the undertaking of tho Cattewater Com-
missioners ; to extend the boundary of the borough ; and to

effect other purpotes. Extensions of time were granted until

yesterday for presenting the petitions in connection with the
Blackburn Corporation (Tramways) and the Burnley Corpora-
tion (Tramways) Bills.

The Local Government (Ireland) Bill was set down for

yesterday.—Sir Alfred Hickman has given notice of a Bill to

amend the Public Health Acts.—The following Bills will

come np for second reading on Monday: Bolton, Turton and
Westhoughton Extension, Cardiff Corporation, Carmarthen
Improvement, Corporation of London (Foreign Cattle Market,
Deptford), East Ham Improvement, Great Yarmouth Port
and Haven, Haslemere District Water and Gas, Ilford Im-
provement, Ipswich Dock Commission, Kew Bridge and Ap-
proaches, Leyton Urban District Council, Liverpool Corpo-
ration, London Building Act (1894) Amendment, London
County Council (Acton Sewage), London County Council
(General Powers), Matlock Urban District Council, North
Warwickshire Water, Northam Urban District Water and
Paignton Improvement.

Tho second reading of tho London County Council (West-
minster bridge and embankment) Bill will bo taken on Tues-
day. Mr. Boulnois has given notice that ho will move that it

be read on that day six months.

Tangier.—The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has
received a despatch from her Majesty's Minister at Tangier,
stating that tenders have been requested by the Hygienic
Commission for the supply of drinking water to Tangier.
Tenders are to be delivered to the president of the Hygienic
Commission before July 3l8t. Particulars can be seen on
application to the Commercial Department of the Foreign
Office any day between the hours of 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Dumfries.—At a meeting of the town council recently
consideration was given to a proposal to provide a couple of
swimming baths in connection with the wash-house and
plunge baths now in course of erection, aud it was eventually
decided to approve the constructiou of such baths. A com-
mittee will take the matter in hand. Authority was given
for the purchase of a band-stand for Dock park, at ^ cost of
£300. Messrs;, McFariane & Co., of Glasgow, will -provide

the structure. '

.

'
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MUNICIPAL OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION.

Annual Meeting.
The fifth annual general meeting of this association will be

held in the council chamber of the Guildhall, London, E.C.,
on Tuesday. The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor (the presi-

dent) will take the chair at 7 p.m., and he will be supported
by Mr. J. L. Wanklyn, m.p,, Mr. L. Atherley-Jones, M.P., Mr.
James Bailey, M.P., Colonel Dalbiac, M.p., and others. At this

meeting tho following business will be transacted : Kesolution
that the annual rejiort aud statement of accounts be received
and approved ; election of officers for 1898 ;

presidential
addi-ess welcoming the members ; election of members to the
executive council ; and the submission of the following resolu-

tions— (a) That this association resjiectfully desires to draw
the attention of the Government to the hardships experienced
by officials of local authorities in the metropolis on account
of the permissive nature of the Superannuation Act, 1866,
inasmuch as in several recent instances, officials who had,
after long and faithful services, been compelled by infirmity

of mmd or body to resign office, were refused a retiring allow-

ance without any reason for such refusal being assigned,
while in the case of other officials substantial allowances
were granted

; (6) that the Government be earnestly urged
to insert in any Bill now before or to be introduced into

Parliament with reference to local government a clause

providing for uniformity of action by the local authorities

throughout the country, and making compulsory the granting
of retiring allowances (except in cases of dismissal from office

for official misconduct) upon the officers contributing a per-

centage deduction from their salaries.

Annual Dinner.
The annual dinner of the association will be held in the

International Hall, Cafe Monico, Piccadilly-circus, on Satur-

day, March 26, 1898. All those who intend to be present are
requested to inform the secretary at their earliest conveni-
ence, as a large demand for tickets is anticipated. The prica

of the tickets is 5s., as on the last occasion.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Next Ordinary Meeting.
An ordinary meeting of the Institution will be held on Tues-

day, at 8 p.m., when the following two papers will be read
and discussed :

" The Theory, Design and Practical Working
of Alternate-Current Motors," by Mr. Llewelyn B. Atkinson,
A.M.i.c.E. ; and " Dublin Electric Tramways," by Mr. H. F.

Parshall, m.i.c.e.

Next Students' Meeting.
A meeting for students of the Institution will be held on

Friday, when Mr. C. E. Wolff', B.sc, stuh.i.c.e., will read a
paper on " The Problem of Train Resistance." Mr. B. Elliott

Cooper, M.I.C.E., will take the chair at 8 p.m.

Calcutta.— Jnd»a?i Engineering states that it has at last

been definitely settled that a scheme should be taken in hand
for building the necessary offices to accommodate the several

departments of the corporation in one group of biiildings.

The scheme which has been agreed upon is one which pro-

vides for erecting new buildings round the present municipal

offices in such a manner as to include the old building, and it

has been prepared by Mr. W. Banks Gwyther, a.r.i.b.a.

Sofia.—Her Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs has received a despatch from her Majesty's Agent and
Consul-General at Sofia to the effect that the municipality

of Sofia have issued a notice inviting tenders for supplying

the town of Sofia with electric light and tramways. The
concessions for the lighting and tramways are to be taken
together. Tenders will be received up to 11 a.m. on March
17, 1898. Further pai'ticulars may be obtained, and a copy
of the specification and other papers may be inspected, on
application at the Commercial Department of the Foreign
Office, between the hours of 11 and 5.

Lanark.—The ratepayers have, during the past few weeks,
been put into a state of excitement owing to a proposal that

the moor be converted into an immense loch. Tho proposal

was originated by a local clergyman, who during the past
few days has been striving to enlist the support of some of

the prominent citizens in having the scheme carried out. The
outlines of the scheme are that the present loch be extended
so as to make it at least half as large as that of the loch at

Cobbingshaw. Small boats would be placed upon it, and it

would be stocked with fish of various descriptions. This
would entice many visitors to come to Lanark in the summer,
and those who wished to enjoy the jileasuros of boating and
fishing would be charged so much per day. Again, in the

winter time, when the frost set in, a charge would be made
upon curlers and skaters. The water will be taken from a
burn that runs close to the moor, and the expense is estimated

at little over £1,000. Measurements and levels have already

been taken, and all that is necessary now is the sanction of

the town council and the raising of the £1,000. The ground
has been visited by the provost and other members of the
council, and th,e originator ift the meantime is Svaiting on the
opini<ja of these gentlemen before taking further steps in the
matter. '

' ' -
-

'
l
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BATLEY DRAINAGE SCHEME.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOAKD INQUIRY.
The, recent application of the Batley Corporation to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £13,494 for

works of surface water drainage was the subject of an inquiry

conducted by Colonel A. J. Hepper, R.E., on Wednesday, the
9th inst. Among those present were Alderman J. W. Black-
burn, the mayor ; Alderman J. lUingworth, chairman of the
General Works Committee ; Mr. 0. J. Kirby, borough sur-

veyor; and Mr. Mallison, assistant borough surveyor.
The estimate of the cost of the proposed works was pre-

sented to the inspector as follows : 18,238 lineal yards of 6-in.

sanitary pipes, laving and jointing in cement, £3,177 17s.;

14,587 yards39-in; ditto, £2,829 63. 6d.; 4,721 yards, 12-in.

ditto, £l,3o5 2s. lid.; 118 yards, cast-ii-on pipes, jointed with
lead, £135 14s.; 1,727 yards, 15-in. sanitary pipes, laid and
jointed in cement, £544 14s. 6d.; 682 yards, 18-in., £266 18s. 6d.;

401 yards, 21-in., £178 13s. lOd.; 430 yards, 24-in.. £752 10s.;

572 yards, 30-in., £1,290 7s. lOd.; 190 manholes, £1,084; 192
ventilators, £144 ; 1,950 connections to street gullies, £975

;

twenty-two connections to becks, £11 ; 248 connections to

intercejjting drains, £02 ; 5,839 superficial yards, repaying
streets broken np, £486 lis. 3d.; for cleaning out water-
courses, £200; total, £13,493 16s. 9d.

The town clerk, Mr. J. H. Caink, in opening the inquiry,
said the population of the borough at the last census was
28,719, but at the present time it was estimated at upwards
of 31,000. The assessable valae to the general district rate

was £91,117, and twice that amount represented the borrow-
ing powers of the corporation, with the sanction of the Local
Government Board, under the Public Health Act. The present
outstanding loans under this Act amounted to £62,981, and
the unexhausted borrawing powers, £43,619; a total of

£106,600, which, deducted from the amount of two years'

assessable value, left a balance of £75,634—the amount the
corporation were still at liberty to borrow, with the Local
Government Board's approval. The present application was
for a loan to enable the corporation to defray tho cost of a
system of surface drainage for the borough. At present sur-

face and storm water went into the sewers, and in times of
heavy rainfall these were insufficient to take away the large
volumes of water. Serious complaints had been made of

cellars being flooded, bat when tho proposed drainage scheme
was completed there would bo no cause for further grumbling.
In answer to a question by tlie insjiector, he said that the
new sui'face water di-ains would be discharged into the beck
•—the natural outlet.

Alderman lUingworth, in proposing a vote of thanks to

Colonel Hepper, said there were very strong reasons why the
tjwn should have a perfect system of surface draining. The
borough was divided by a long valley—Bradford-i'oad— into

wliich all the water from the hillsides drained. The sewers
were too small to carry the huge volume of water with which
they were charged after a storm, and the water had been
seen to shoot up through the manholes like a fountain to a
height of 20 ft. or 30 ft. This had at times resulted in ad-
joining buildings being flooded, and the corporation had thus
been in danger of having to resist claims for compensation.
Some eighteen months ago the committee decided to pave
Bradford-road permanently with granite, and during the
progress of that work surface water drains had been laid, so
that a portion of the money for which they asked permission
to borrow had actually been spent.

The mayor seconded, and the inquiry then closed.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL AT SHIREBRODK AND

PLEASLEY.

COMPLETION OF WORKS.
On the 2nd inst. the new sewage disposal works which

have been constructed at Shirebrook and Pleasley, within the
jurisdiction of the Blackwell Rural District Council, were
formally taken over by that authority. The system adopted
is tho Cosham principle, .which consists of a combination of
chambers or tanks, arranged in a group and enclosed in a
wall of cylindrical, polvgonal or rectangular formation. The
sewage is first subjected to the precipitating action of chemi-
cals, after which it passes through a bafHo-race into tho first

or larger chamber, where, owing to the churn-like action
produced, the solid matter conglomerates and falls to the
bottom, leaving but a slight scum on the surface. From this

tank tho sewage is carried through a floculent chamber,
which constitutes tho real essence of the system and which
serves the purpose by a gentle jjercolation so that the deposit
at the bottom is not disturbed, into the second chamber, and
in turn, in like manner, through the five others until when
the effluent leaves tho last it contains but a minute percentage
of suspended matter, and is, to all intents and purposes, so
clear that it can be discharged over the land and into the
river without filtration. The greatest proportion of the
solid matter is collected in the first chamber by reason
of the rapid commingling.of the suspended solids and fatty
matters, and reduces in pfecipitatiotf as it Sows through the
Bucceeding" chambers until finally it leaves behind little or no
Bediment.* In' strong coiilrast to other methods o£ treatment,

in which special provision has to be made for periodically
cleansing the tanks, the removal of the deposit from the
various chambers is effected automatically, the pressure of
water above forcing the organic matter which has settled at
the bottom through a gully, the mouth of which is opened by
a valve, into the beds prepared for its reception, where it

solidifies, to be afterwards distributed over the irrigation area—which is 2k acres at Shirebrook and 2 acres at Pleasley

—

or carted away at leisure for fertilising purposes. It is

claimed on behalf of the system, and with more than ordinary
appearance of truth, that with reduced labour and less chemi-
cals far better results are obtained than by any other. Tha
Shirebrook scheme is in the rectangular form, but the two at
Peasley are of circular construction, as best adapted to tho
fall of the land. Tho whole work has cost close upon £6,000—£1,000 less than the amount of tho loan granted—and has
been carried out by Messrs. Lane &, Son, contractors, under
tho supervision of Mr. Herbert Walker, of Nottingham, who
is contemplating the adoption of the game principle in several
places in Nottinghamshire.

HOYLAKE N^WjrOWN HALL.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING.
The new town hall which has been erected by the urban

district council of Hoylako, Cheshire, was opened on the 2nd
inst. The council offices are all situated on the ground floor,

and are approached from Market-street by a central entrance,
consisting of a porch, laid with encaustic tiling. The council
chamber, which measures 38 ft. by 22 ft., stands at the right
of the main entrance. By means of pilasters tho walls aro
formed into a series of panels, the lower portion having an
oak dado. The whole of the furniture and mantels are oak,
designed by the architect. Adjoining the council chamber
aro the medical officer's room and the general waiting-room,
whilst the clerk's, surveyor's and accountant's departments
are to be found on the left of the main entrance, provided
with lavatory, strong-room, etc. The public-room, which is

on the first floor, is approached by three entrances, two
general entrances and one stage entrance. The main entrance
is from Albert-road, and the staircase, the width of which is

7 ft., is provided with a ticket-office on the first landing.
Accommodation for about 500 person.s has been provided in
the hall. Tho stage has been provided with a movable pro-
scenium and other requisites for theatrical performances.
Ladies' and gentlemen's dressing-rooms, lavatories, refresh,
ment-rooms, promenades, and a caretaker's residence, are also
provided in connection with the hall. The remaining depart-
ments included in the scheme are the fire-station and the
technical class-rooms, which were erected as a first section.
As yet the buildings are illuminated by means of gas ; but
provision has been made for the future introduction of elec-
tric light, and the wires have been laid throughout. Heat is

supplied to the building by means of hot-water pipes, open
fires and a ventilating radiator. The general contract has
been carried out by Mr. W. H. Forde, from the designs and
under tho superintendence of the architect, Mr. T. W. Cubbon,
of Birkenhead, who was placed first in open competition. The
total cost of tho complete sohemo has been about £6,500,

THE BRITISH FIRE-PREVENTION COMMITTEE.

SPECIAL COMMERCIAL SECTION.
We have been informed that a special commercial section

has now been added to tho British Fire Prevention Committee,
obvious reasons having made it impossible for trade interests
to be directly represented on that professional body. The
section has been inaugurated not only with a view of bringing
together those commercially interested iu the various inven-
tions, systems and appliances, which aro to have the con-
sideration of the committee, but also with the view of having
the assistance and advice of the trade as to independent fire

tests such as are advocated by Prof. Aitchison, R..1., president
of the Royal Institute of British Architects (one of the original
members), and similar important matters. The section will

be presided over by an architect or engineer of standing
elected from outside, and ho alone will represent the co-
operate opinion of the section on tho committee. Individual
preferences will thus be avoided, and the independent posi-
tion of the section retained. The organisation of the section
was the result of protracted consultations between the
managers of the leading London firms and Mr. Edwin 0.
Sachs for the executive. Among the firms already repre-
sented on the section the following are primarily interested
in questions of materials and construction : The Adamant
Company (Birmingham), Asbestos Company, Bell's Fire-Re-
sisting Doors Company, BrabyA Co., British 'Thomson-Honston
Company, Dawnay A- Co., Dowson, T.iylor & Co., Edison &
Swan Company, Elder & Co. (Glasgow), Ewart A Sons, Ex-
panded Metal Gomjiany, I'uwcett i Co., General Electric

Company, lloman & Rogers, Hydraulic Engineering Com-
pany (Chester), Jones A Co., Lindsay & Co., Owen Stone
Companj', Potter it Co., Pulham & Son, Pilkington Brothers,
Rashleigh, Phipps & Co., Robinson &- Co., Strode & Co.,
Stuart's Granolithic Company, United Kingdom Terra Cotta
Company and Patent Victoria Stone Company. . _•
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ARBITRATIONS AND AWARDS.

On the 24th nit. an arbitration was held at Morecambe with

respect to matters in dispute between the council and the old

Electric Light and Power Company, Limited, on the former

taking over the latter company's undertaking. The respect-

ive arbitrators were Mr. Thurstield, city electrical engineer,

Chester, and Mr. Gibbings, city electrical engineer, Bradford.

The principal point at issue was' that the district council

agreed to give £3,897 for the Electric Light and Power Com-
pany's undertaking and portion of plant, main cables and

fittings; and a deed executed in February, 1896, contained a

covenant stipulating that until the Local Government Board

and the Boaril of Trade's sanction were obtained and the under-

takiug formally taken over the company were to keep the plant

in the same state of repair as at the original valuation. The
council now alleged that the plant had deteriorated in value

through being improperly stored and the main cables not

properly looked after, the latter being stated to be now use-

less for the council's system and worth £2,000 less than

at the time of the valuation. In support of this conten-

tion, Mr. Parkinson, resident engineer, gave evidence as to

recent tests, and was corroborated by Mr. Woodson, electrical

engineer, Lancaster Waggon Works; Mr. Hedgecock, of the

British Insulated Wire Company ; and Mr. Burton, of Messrs.

Callendar & Co., Loudon. The chairman and surveyor also

spoke to the unsuitable place in which the stores were kept.

On the other sid» it was contended that the mains were prac-

tically as good as vrhen originally valaed, except for 10 per

cent, allowance for depreciation. On behalf of the company,

Mr. Clirehngh, consulting engineer, Manchester, and Mr.

Davidson, from Messrs. Glover & Co,, Salford, who supplied

the original cables, were called to show that the council's

tests were not taken under favourable circumstances, wit-

nesses' tests giving 4,000,000,000 ohms, as against 45,000

ohms by Mr. Parkinson. It was further contended that the

cables could be put right for £.50. The proceedings lasted

several hours, and at the close the arbitrators intimated they

would personally test the mains.

Recently, at the Westminster Palace Hotel, an arbitra-

tion involving a sum of between £180,000 and £24,0,000 was
brought to a termination. It was a case in which the cor-

poration of Harrogate are acquiring, under an Act of last

session, the undertaking of the Harrogate Waterworks Com-
pany. Mr. Shiress AVill, Q.c, sat as umpire, with Mr. J. Man-
sergh and Mr. Fenwick as arbitrators, the former for the

corporation and the latter for the company. Mr. Tindal

Atkinson, Q.c, and Mr. Uonoratus Lloyd appeared as counsel

for the company, while the corporation were represented by
Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.c, and Mr. W. Mackenzie. In the

course of the evidence ft appeared that the company was
formed in 1846, and that its share capital stood at £76,000
and the loan capital at £19,000. It paid no dividend till 1857,

when some interest was paid on the 10 per cent, stock ; in

1884 full dividends on all classes of stock were paid ; and
after a while so much profit was earned that the arrears of

dividend were cleared off, this operation being completed a

year ago. So sound was the position of the company, that

between 1886 and 1896 the nett profits increased from £4,4.50

to £8,790. The company's valuers assessed the maximum
dividend payable at 36 36 years' purchase, taking the ordinary

stock to be of equal value to that of the preference. Some
4i per cent, debenture stock they capitalised at forty years'

purchase. The company also claimed a large sum in respect

of the conversion of some of their mortgages, which they
contended could be effected at 3J per cent, and would result

in a considerable saving. The total of the company's valua-

tion was about £220,727, on which the usual allowance of 10
per cent, for compulsory sale was put. making £242,800. For
the corporation it was stated that the proper basis to test

waterworks was to take their capacity over a period of three

dry years, such as 1887, 1888 and IS^O On that basis it was
held that the available quantity would be insufficient for the
requirements of the town, and it was pointed out that, owing
to the high class of residents and visitors, the already large

consumption was likely to increase by the further use of

baths and lavatories. Tlie valuations of the corporation's wit-

nesses ranged from £170,000 to over £180,000. Ex])ert wit-

nesses stated that in case of another very dry year they should
anticipate a water famine. Eventually the umpire reserved
his award.

ADVERTISEMENTS '
Received too late for Classification.

ESTRY OP CAMBERWELL. LONDOIs\
ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

To GnERNSEY Granite, Croydon and Kent Flint,
Kentish Rag Stone, Paving Stone, Thames Ballast, &c.,

Merchants, Tar Paviors, Lime and Cement
Manufacturers and Others.

The General Purposes Committee of this Vestry will meet
at the Vestry Hall, Peckham-road, on Monday, the 28th day
of Kebruax}' inst , at 4 o'clock in the afternoon precisely, to

leceive tenders for the requisite materials in connection with
the above.

To Drain Pipe Manufacturees and Othebs j To Sewbr
Ironwork Contractors and Founders; To

Manufacturers of Carbolic Powder, Dealers in

Deodorant.s and Disinfectants.

The Sewers and Sanitary Committee of this Vestry will

meet at the Vestry Hall, Peckliam-road, on Tuesday, the Ist

of March prox., at 4.30 o'clock in the afternoon precisely, to

receive tenders for the supply of Carbolic Powder, Disinfect-

ants, &o.

To Timber Merchants, Ironmongery, &c.

The Plant and Scavenging Committee of this Vestry will

meet at the Vestry Hall, Peckham-road, Camberwell, on

Wednesday, March 2, 1898, at 5 o'clock in the evening pre-

cisely, to receive tenders for the requisite matei-ials in con-

nection with the following :

—

Timber for wheelwrights' work ; harness leather, materials

and fittings; loin cloths, sacks, «S;c.; white andred lead, painters'

sundries, oilman's sundries ; lard, oil, tallow, candles, soap,

&o.; hire of drivers, horses, carts, &c.; brooms and brushes ;

shovels, pickaxes and other tools ; shoeing and bar iron, steel,

Ac; coach and general ironmongery ;
gas fittings ;

tyreing

;

coal and coke ; gas engine and chaff machinery maintenance,

&c.; clock winding, &c.

Forms of tender and all particulars may be obtained from

the Surveyor, Mr. 0. S. Brown, Vestry Hall, Peckham-road,

Camberwell, as follows: For General Purposes Committee, on

and after Monday, the 21st inst.; for Sewers and Sanitary

Committee, Tuesday, the 22nd inst.; for Plant Committee,

Thursday, the 24th inst.; and no tender will be received ex-

cept on such form.

Tenders are to be delivered at the Vestry Hall, Peckham-
road, Camberwell, at tl\e times and dates first above-men-

tioned, when contractors or their agents are required to be in

attendance.

The Vestry does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any

tender.

Approved sureties will be required for the due performance

of the contract.

Persons tendering must comply with the conditions as re-

gards rates of wages and hours of labour as contained in the

form of contract and schedule annexed to the tender.

(By order)

C. WILLIAM TAGG,
Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Camberwell.
February 16th. _^

pOUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.

LUNATIC ASYLUM, CHADWELL HEATH, ILFORD,
ESSEX.

CONTRACT No. 3.

The Council are prepared to receive tenders for the erec-

tion of the Superstructure of the above Asylum, to contain

800 patients, with administr.ative block, offices, &c., the

foundations of which are already constructed.

Persons desirous of tendering are requested to send their

names not Ititer than March 14, 1898, together with a deposit

of a Bank of England note for £50, which will be returned

after the tenders have been considered by the Council, pro-

viding the tender is bonii-fide and has not been withdrawn.

To each person making such deposit will be sent a copy of

the bills of quantities and form of tender. The plans, specifi-

cations and conditions of contract to be seen at the offices of

the Architect, Mr. Lewis Angell, f.r.i.b.a.. Town Hall, Strat-

ford, London, of whicli notice will be given.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender. The contractor will be required to enter into a

bond, with two sureties, for the due periFormance of the con-

tract, and no work will be ordered under the contract until

such bond has been duly executed.

The contractor whose tender is accepted, and with whom a

contract is entered into, will be required to pay to the whole

of his workmen such rate of wages and observe such hours of

labour as are recognised by the workmen's trades unions and

in force at the time of signing the contract ; a schedule of

such wages may be inserted in the contract. In the event of

any breach of such agreement the Council will enforce the

penalty clause in its entirety.

(By order of the Council)

FRED. E. HILLEARY,
Town Cler'rc.

Town Hall, West Ham, E.

February 15. 1898.

OROUGH OP SODTHEND-ON-SEA.
TEMPORARY ASSISTANT.

Wanted, immediately, in the Borough Engineer's office, a

Temporary Assistant, to prepare plans for private street

works. The engngement to last about two mouths.

Salary, £2 2s. per week.
Applications, stating age and experience, to be deliveied

at my office before 5 o'clock on Wednesday, the 33rd inst.

ALFRED FIDLEB, assoc.m.jnst.c e..

Borough Engineer.

. Municipal OflBcef, Clarence-road,^ £outbend-oi;-Sea.' -
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Law Notes.
Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewry Chambers, E.C„

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor will be pleased to aiiswer any questions affecting

the practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities.

Queries (which should be ivritlen legibly on foolscap paper, one

side only) should be addressed to " The Law Editor " at the Offices

of Th,s SnaVEYOE. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Frivatr Street Works; Rbtaininc; Wall: Repair of

Footpath.—"S. T." writes: 1, Enclosed you will please find

plan and sections of proposed private street improvement.

All one side of the street is built upon and half the other side,

the other half being orchard. In carrying out this work have

the local authority power, under the 1892 Act, to build a i-e-

taininpr wall from A to B, so that the whole of the street can

be made at one time, or must I do It as shown on section ?

inents referred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams
must be drawn and lettered in black ini only. Qomspondents
who do not wish their names published should furnish a nom
de plume.

London Building Act, 1H91, the London County Council have power to
jrive to any person who has put up an obstruction without being law-
fully authorised notice to remove it within two days, and on hia default
the vestry may themselves i

Disqualification for Office of Urban- District Coun-
( ILLOR.

—
" Q. E. D." writes: A member of a firm who has

rented some property from an urban district council for five

or six years at a fi.ted rental is desirous of contesting a
vacancy in the council in March next Is he, through being

CcH^ao;

SgcHonJl)!.

2, Will you kindly inform me under what section I can give

notice to owners to put public footpaths in repair which pass

over private property ? One of the owners refuses to repair his

footpath, which he states was used as a public footpath prior

to 1835, and is now repairable by the local authorities. Is

this so ? Some two years one of the aforesaid footpaths was
in very bad repair, and I repaired it. Have I committed my
council to all future repairs to such footpath ?

1, If the retaininp: wall is necessary for the proper execution of the
work, I think it is justifiable. If objected to under sec. 7 of the Private
Street Works Act, 1892, the magistrate would determine the point. 2,

If the footpath was dedicated before 1835, it is, primafaeiet repairable by
the inhabitants at large ; and in any event the landowner would not
be responsible for its repair unless it can be shown that he is liable

either rations tetturie, by prescription or under a local Act of Parlia-
ment. The fact of the path having once been repaired by the authority
is not conclusive against them, but it would, nq doubt, have weight with
the Court in the event of any legal proceedings {See Query and Reply
at p. 14 of vol. vii. of Thb Sdrvetok).

Obstruction in Street.—" Querist " writes : About three

years ago the London County Council condemned a building

as dangerous and sent their own staff of workmen to erect a
hoarding in front of the building, which occupied within about
18 in. of the total width of the footway. A few days after

the hoarding had been fixed the owner's builder took over
same and began demolishing the condemned building ; to

secure the premises on either side ho erects a raking shore
against each house, and after a lapse of three years these

Btill remain to impede the passage along the footwaj', not-

withstanding the fact he has been served with a notice

from the local authority to remove them. The owner of

the demolished building i-efuses to remove them, as he
is of opinion it would be dangerous to the building they are
fixed against, until the space between the two is again built

upon, but he will not state when the new buildings are likely

to be erected, and it is Just probable it may be another three
years and even longer. Kindly advise what power the vestry
have in the matter, orfailng them the London County Council.

Under tec. 119 of the Metropolis Local Government Act, ISoo, the
vestry can give fourteen days' notice to the occupier or owner of the
-premises m front of which an obstruction isfijced to remove it, and in
default the vestrj- may themselves do 6o; and under sec. U8 of the

-^<^^"'oi'' B I. ,

a joint tenant of the council, debarred from contesting the

seat, or, in other words, if elected, can he legally hold the
seat ?

I think the person in question is disqualified under sec. 48, sub. sec. 1

(e) of the Local Government Act, 1S91. The relationship of landlord
and tenant subsisting between the council and this person implies a
" contract entered into with the council " (whether verbal or in writing
is not material), in which he is "concerned." The e.xception in sub.
sec, 2 (a) has reference to a lease to, not ij/, the council.

New Street : Old Footpath.—" W. B." writes : There is

a public footpath, the soil of which belongs to A. The land
on the other side of the footpath belongs to B. B intends
making this into a road (by the district regulations 40 ft.

wide), and utilising the present public footpath as footpath
for one side of the new road. Can A take proceedings against
U for so doing, or must B make good the road and use only
his own land leaving the old public footpath alongside ?

If the footpath is irrevocably dedicated to the public I think it would
be a sufficient compliance witli the by-law if B throws in so much of his
own land as, with the footpath, will make a Ki-f t. road ; and in this case
I do not think A would have any right of action against B, assuming
that the latter simply carries out what is required by the by-law.

HousK Drainage: New Sewerage System: Public Health
Act, 1875, secs. 21-24.—" Separate " asks : (n) Can a cor-

poration which has adopted a new " separate " system of

drainage for a town, where a " combined " system has been in

use for fifty or si.xty years, enforce the provision of a rain (and
surface) water drain on private owners who are already con-
nected with the old sewers in the "combined " system H (b)

Can a corporation also make the owners of property discon-

nect all rain (and surface) water gullies, down pipes, &c.,

from their present drains before connecting them with the
new sew ers on the " .separate " system ? (<•) Can a corpora-

tion compel the owners to lay a new sewage drain to take
the foul water from properties already drained when the
owners prefer to retain the present drain (connected with
the " combined " system) for rain (and surf.ace) water? It

is to be understood that .sou hJh^ss and suitability of present
drains for " effectual" drainage is indisputable in each case.

{it) I do not think the corporation have any such power. (A) By s c.

21 of the Public Health Act, 1875, an owner may cause his drams to
empty into sewers on giving notice to the authority and complying
with their " legulations " as to the mode of communication. "Regu-
lations " is a more elastic term than " by-laws," and regulations are
in the entire discretion of the authority {tide " Lumley's Public Health
.\ct6," oth edition, p. 52). Whether a regulation to the effect suggested
in the query could be properly said to be a regulation " as to the mode
of communiention," and hence justifiable under this section, is doubtful;
but the authorit;\' might very well make such a regulation for what it is

worth, and leave it to the owners to raise the t^uestion of" ultra cires."

(a) I think net.
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Private Street Works.—" Silsden " -writes: This cor-

poration has served notices of provisional apportionment under

sec. 6 of the Private Streets Works Act, 1892, to owners oi

property in a nnmber of streets among which are the streets

shown on the plan enclosed. The cost of paving ^ueen and

Albert streets shown on the plan has been apportioned by

frontage in the usual way to the owners fronting on to the

gtreets. The owners of the premises have served notices of

Drains.—" J. W. W." writes : The District Council of R
have put down sewage works, which are worked on the pre-

cipitation and filtration principle of the " International

"

Company, the precipitant used being ferozone. Previously

storm water from streets, houses, back yards, &o., passed into

the sowers. Now, in consequence of the cost of ferozone,

the council have passed a resolution, and refuse to pass plana

of new houses unless water from the roofs of houses and from

I
tf £ c r

objection on the corporation to the proposals, on the grounds

of sec. 7, snb-sec. (e) and maintaining in their objection that

the corporation should have used the discretionary power

given them in sec. 10, sub-sec. (a) In support of thoir ob-

jections they say that one-half the cost of paving, &(.., Queen-

street should be charged to the owners of the blocks of

honses on the west side of Queen-street and that the other

half of Queen-street should be charged to the block of houses

between Queen and Albert streets and -the vacant land on

the east side of Queen-street. They also contend that Albert-

street should be apportioned in a similar manner

—

viz., one-

half to the block of houses on the west side and the other

half to the block on the east side. My own opinion of the

case is that sec. 7, sab-sec. (e) and sec. 10, sub-sec. (o ) do

not apply in the above cases and that the objections under

the sections in question could only be upheld in the case of

premises which do not front on to the street but to which

access is only obtained through some passage or court from

such street. Tlie blocks of houses shown are all through

houses and do not depend for access to the back on Albert

and Quesn streets except for vehicular traffic. I should be

pleased if you would favour me with your opinion on the

matter.

Under this Act paving expenses must be apportioned accordine to

frontage unless the authority resolve to exercise the power conferred by
sec. 10. In the note to the "7th section in Lumley's " Public Health

Acts " (5th edition, p. 68i) the opinion is expressed that " an owner
may object on the prround that this principle " (i.e. regard to the benefit

derived by premises) " should have been adopted." The objectors in

the present case have taken this ground, and the decision of the matter

will, under sec. 8, rest with the magistrates. Upon the face of the

plan, and in the absence of information as to any special circumstances

which may exist, it would appear that the whole of the several blocks

of buildings on the east and west sides of Queen-street and Albert-

street would derive about equnl benelit from the making-up of those

streets.

backyards is conveyed to the sewer in a separate drain from
sewerage. There is no by-law in regard to storm-water

drains or sewers. 1st, Can the said council refuse to pass

plans which are in accordance with their by-laws, but which
do not show duplicate drains ? 2nd, The council not having

storm-water sewers in their streets, can they rerjuire owners

to put duplicate drains in back yards and begin a separate

system of drainage until they provide storm-water sewers

themseltes to receive the said storm water ? 3rd, Can the

council compel owners in making new streets, under the 150th

sec. of Public Health Act, to lay down storm-water drains as

well as a sewer when they have both to be connected together

until such times as the council provide a separate system ?

4th, What would bo the action when a person submits plans

for thirty-fivo houses, which plans comply with existing by-

l.aws, but are refused passing owing to not having duplicate

drains from back yard in street sewer.

1, 2 and 3- I cannot discover anything in the Public Health Acts

giving the authority any such powers in the absence of by-laws dealing

with the subject. 4. The person submitting plans could either apply

for a maiidamai to compel thoir approval, or (which would be the course

he would probaWy adopt) he could proceed with his building notwith-
standing the disapproval.

Eaisinr Height of Weir in River: Quarry Fencing

Act 1887.—" R. W. D." writes : Will you kindly give me
your opinion on the following matters : 1, The owners of a

weir .across a river which flows through this town have raised

the height of the said weir about a foot. My council are of

opinion that the owners had no power to do so, as the altera-

tion of height is likely to cause damage to property above the

weir, and also to the streets of the town. Wo have sufficient

evidence to prove that the present height of weir is highe

Private Streets Works Act, 1892 : By-Laws :
" Sub-

scriber " writes: Can owners be charged with—1, Cost of

trimming trees which now hide light from standards ? 2,

Cost of street name-plates ? 3, Cost of raising and altering

doorways to bring same up to new path level, including work
inside house necessitated by same ^ 4, A street has at one

end a pair of lodge gates, with piers, &c.; these are to be re-

moved. Should they be handed over to the adjacent frontager,

who owns both sides of street ? 5, " A " presents plans, which

are passed, for an office and workshop to be erected. Before

receiving certificate of completion "A" pnts in a shop-front,

not shown on plan. Can he be ordered to remove same ?

(By-laws enclosed).

1, 2 and 3. I do not think any of these expenses are chargeable to

owners. It is true that the authority is not bound to raise doorways to

new path level, but it they neglected to do so the owners would prob-

ably be entitled to compensation under sec. 308 of tlie Public Health
Act, 1875, or even, if unnecegiary damage could be proved, to an injunc-

tion (»ee Lumley's " Public Health Acts," 5th edition, pp. 172 and 173).

It is also to be observed that the power of altering the level of a street,

conferred by sec. 119 of this Act, applies only to highways repairable by
the inhabitants at large, i. By sec. 19 of the Private Street Works Act,

1892, when the works are done the street may be adopted and declared

to be *' repairable by the inhabitants at large." By sec. 149 of the

Public Health Act, 1875, streets so repairable " and all buildings, im-

plements and other things provided for the purpose thereof," vest in the

authority. These w ords appear wide enough to include gates and posts,

but the point has not (so far as I am aware) been the subject of judicial

decision, and the fair thing would seem to be to return them to the

parties at whose expense they were put up. 5. I think " A " has infringed

By-Law 90. At the same time (whether subsequently or prior to sending

in plans) he " intended to erect a buildiug " with shop-front. He has
hot submitted plans, 4c., " of such intended building," but of a different

one. This seems to me the common-sense view of the meaning of this

by-law, otherwise it could easily be evaded. If I am right, "A" has in-

curred penalties under By-Law 96, and can be compelled to remove the

gbop-fnmti ;

Siobm-Wateb Sewees: Power to EEquiss Sepabaie

than the original height from 8 in. to 9 in., and also to prove

that the projierty above the weir is liable to be flooded. Will

you kindly throw some light on this question, as my council

are anxions, if they have the power, to compel the owners to

reduce the height of the weir to its original place before the

winter floods ? 2, Have the council jiower under the Quarry

Fencing Act, 1887, to compel owner of clay-pit to fence

around the said clay-pit when it is situate within lees than 50

yards of a public footpath, as in sketch.

(1) The proprietors of the land on each side of a river haveprimii facie

a right to the course of the stream being kept free from any interrup-

tion or disturbance to their prejudice by the acts of other persons from
without and in other parts of the stream, whether consisting in a

diversion, obstruction or pollution of the water. This right may be

divested by express agreement or by long usage (Stephens' " Com-
mentaries on the Laws of England "j. It therefore follows that unless

the owner of the weir has acquired the right to obstruct the stream

(either by agreement with the other riparion owners or by long usage)

he has no right to raise the heightof the weir so as to cause the property

of other riparian owners to be flooded. If the latter suffer damage by
his so doing an action would lie against him, and an injunction would
in all probability be granted to compel him to restore the weir to its

original height. The action, however, would have to be brought by the

riparian owner or owners whose lands were flooded. (2) The owner
can be compelled to fence if the quarry (a) is dangerous to the public,

(Jj is on open or Cinenclosed land, and (c) within 50 yards of ahighway
or iilace of public resort dedicated to the public. As to (c) , the Act con-

tains no dfefinition of a highway, but it would probably be construed

'toeoordjngt* the definition in the Highway Acts), as including a foot,

way. ' -
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Points of Professional Practice.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Water-closets and Slop-Water Closets,—Mr. A. E.

Collins, city engineer, Norwich, writing in reference to the

circular and list of questions on this subject, to which wo
drew attention last week, says : In addition to my circular

I have made the foUowing.inquiry, whioh, in oonsequonee of

an oversight, was not included in tho list of questions :
" Do

you consider the use of slop-water ulosets increases the waste

of water ?"

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Skeiche$ accompanying Queries should be made separate on white paper
in plain black-ink lines, Letteying orJigurvs should be bold and plain,

150. Construction of Iron and Steel Girders, Books
Recommended on. —"Assistant Engineer" writes : Would
you kindly inform me of a good practical book on the con-

stmotional side of girder designing. I have Rivington'a

notes and Pi'of. Adams' book on designing iron structures,

but these only give very elementary examples of construction.

I should like to see details of lattice girders, Ac, for spans
from 50 ft. to 100 ft. I have also several books on the calcu-

lation of strains and am well acquainted with that part of

the subject, but I think there is a scarcity of some good notes
and sketches of the best forms of actual construction.

Any of the following books will be found useful for the

purposes required by our correspondent

—

viz., (1) " Bridge
Construction (a Practical Treatise on)," being a text-book

on the construction of bridges in iron and steel, with
numerous illustrations and thirteen lithographic plates, by
T. Claxton Fidler, m.inst.c.e., price 30s., C. Griffin & Co.

(2) "The Strains in Framed structures," with numerous
applications to cranes, bridges, roof and suspension trusses,

braced arches, pivot and draw spans, continuous girders,

also determination of dimensions and designing of details,

specifications and contracts, complete designs and working
drawings, illustrated with several hundred cuts and thirty-

live full page and fourteen folding plates, by Prof. A. Jay
Du Bois, price, 42s., Chapman & Hall. (3) "Bridges:
Estimates and diagrams of railway bridges for turnpike,

public and occupation roads, &c., with form for calculating

quantities in skew structures, also culverts of various

dimensions and at station buildings," by J. W. Grover,

M.iNST.c.E., with thirty-seven coloured plates, price 31s. 6d.,

E. & F. N. Spon. (4) " The Theory and Practice of Modern
Framed Structures," designed for the use of schools and
for engineers in professional practice, by J. B. Johnson,
Professor of Civil Engineering in Washington University

;

C. W. Bryan, engineer of the Edge Moor Bridge Works;
and F. E. Turneaure, Professor of Bridge and Hydraulic
Engineering, University of Wiseonsin, price 42s., E. & F. N.
Spon. (5) " Plate Girder Railway Bridges," by Mauriae
Fitzmaurice, b.a., b.e., m.inst.c.e., plates 8vo., price 6s.,

E. &, V. N. Spon. (6) " Examples of Iron Roofs of all De-
signs and Spans up to 75 ft.," with complete details, weights
and diagrams of strains for each principal, simplified and

. tabulated, by Thomas Timmins, C.E., price 12s. 6d., B. T.

Batsford. A smaller and less expensive book than any of

the above is " Iron Bridges of Moderate Span, their con-

struction and erection," by Uamill on W. Pendred, with forty

illustrations, price 2s., B. T. Batsford. Any of the books
named may bo obtained at discount prices from the en-

gineering publisher and bookseller, Mr. B. T. Batsford, 94
High Holborn, London, W.C.

151. Centrifugal Pumps, Discharge and Horse-Power
of.
—

" T. H." writes : Can you givo mo a formula for deter-

mining the nett effective horse-power expended in a centri-

fugal pump, and for calculating tho delivery of such pump
when the size and length of suction and delivery pipes, and
the pressure shown by a gauge on the outlet of j)amp, are
known ? Take as an illustration a 4-in. pump drawing its

water through a 4-in. vertical suction pipe from a depth of
12 ft.; it has a delivery pipe 80 yards in length, with an outlet

10 ft. above the pump, and when the pump is working a gauge
on its outlet indicates that it is working under a head of 15 ft.

How would (1) the nett effective horse-power expended on
the pump or its efficiency be arrived at, and (2) tho delivery ?

There is not, 1 take it, in a centrifugal punqi a fixed quantity
delivered at each revolution irrespective of the speed at which
it is driven in the same ni.inner as there is a fixed quantity
delivered per stroke in a plunger or other similar pump.

(1) The efl'ective horse-power required to drive a centri-

fugal pump may be obtained by the foi'mnla

GxlOxHxJ ^ „
E.H.P. = -

33^000 = >< H X -000202

where
E.H.P. = effeetive horse-power required,

G- = gallons pe^ minute,
•H = height in feet to which water is to be raised.

(2) To determine the discharging capacity of a centri-

fugal pump an orifice should be provided at the outlet end
of tho discharge pipe. Tho orifice may consist of a i-in.

iron plate, with a circular hole cut through, 3 in. in dia-

meter, and this should be fixed to the end of the delivery

pipe. The head of water at the back of the orifice as

shown by a gauge is noted, from which the velocity of the

discharge may be calculated by the formula

= 8V r
(^y

where V = velocity of the current in feet per second>

}i = head in feet measured to the centre of the

orifice,

a = area of orifice,

A= area of discharge pipe.

The discharge through the orifico may now be obtained

by the formula,
Q=a.xVxc,

where y = discharge in cubic feet per second,

a — area of orifice,

V = velocity of tho current through orifice in

feet per second,

c = co-efficient of discharge ('65).

There is no definite quantity delivered at each revolution

by a centrifugal pump, the discharge being influenced by
the velocity of the pump, the head against which it is work-
ing, the size of the pump, tho lift, and various other circum-
stances.

152. Sewers ; Self-cleansing Velocities.—" A Constant
Reader " writes : Could you supply mc with particulars of the
formula (evidently a new one) for ascertaining the self-

cleansing gradients of pipes of various dimensions which
would give results similar to those mentioned on page 24 of

your issue of tho 14th instant ? I have seen several books on
tho subject, but the whole of them state that tho velocity

(i.e., the cleansing power of the flow) of a pipe, whether run-
ning full or half full, is the same.

The querist cannot, we are of opinion, have carefully

pernsed the table referred to. There is no new formula
introduced. The velocity of sewage, we may observe, is

affected by the diameter of the sewer, the depth of sewage
flow, and the gradient or inclination at which the sewer is

laid. Mr. Baldwin Latham, in liis " Sanitary Engineering,"

found that in order to prevent deposit in small sewers or

drains, such as those of 6 in. and 9 in. diameter, a velocity

of not less than 3 ft. per second should be produced. Sewers
from 12 in. to 24 in. should have a velecity of not less than
2Vft. per second, and in sewers of larger diameter in no
case should the velocity be less than 2 ft. per second. In
order to maintain the velocities in sewers it is absolutely
requisite that a certain rate of inclination should be secured.

Thus small sewers will require a greater rate of fall than
large sewers, and large sewers, on the other hand, must have
provided a much larger volume of sewage so that the proper
velocity through them may be maintained. The velocities

would require a fall of from 1 in 140 to 1 in 200 for sewers
from 6 in. to 9 in. in diameter, and from 1 in 400 to 1 in 800
for sewers from 12 in. to 24 in. in diameter, and for larger

sewers less than 1 in 800. Inasmuch, however, as the
velocities named can only be obtained when the drain or
sewer is running full or half full, and as in practice this is

generally found impossible, especially in house drains and
smaller sewers where the sewage flow is intermittent, it is

always advisable to increase the gradients beyond those
referred to. In the tables mentioned by the querist the
author has very properly made the necessary allowances
for retardation of velocity due to intermittency of flow in

order to provide for the sewers being self-cleansing.

[Note.—Wliile we make it a rule in this column not to pul)lish the
names of our correspondents, we must request that they will, however,
furnish tfl'.eir niimes to us as a guarantee of good faith.

;

153. Sanitary Institute Exhibition of Sanitary Appa-
ratus, Particulars as to.—" Subscriber " writes : Will you
kiiiil'.y inform me when and where tho next exhibition of
sanitary appliances is to be held, and al.so what steps are
necessary to get an exhibit into the exhibition. Any par-
ticulars about cost would be very acceptable.

Tho next exhibition of sanitary apparatus and sanitary
appliances in connection with the Sanitary Institute is pro-
posed to be held at Birmingham in September next. In-
tending exhibitors are required to make applications for

. space on the official form supplied by the Institute. Mr.
W. H. Knight, curator, The Sanitary Institute, 74a Mar-
garet-street, Regent-street, London, W.,wiU fm-nish a copy
of regulations for exhibitors and also application forms for

spaces. We believe the scale of charges for floor space is

usually about 15s. per foot frontage with a depth of 6ft.;

corner and special places are charged for at higher rates.

Wall space is about Is. per foot super. The last day for

receiving applications is generally about the 2ath August.
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Municipal Worl( in Profress and Projected.

It -will seen that Sir Alexander Biiinie has presented fresh

designs for the new Vanxhall bridge. Provincial nndertakings
of note, of which we give some information this week, include

sewage purification works at Morley, market improvements
at Wolverliamptou, a technical school and library at Colne
and baths at Hirkenhead.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

It is to be feared that, so far as the proceedings at the
weekly meetings are concerned, the more solid bnt less showy
matters will for a time be subordinated to those of a more
electioneering character. On Tuesday the Works Depart-

ment came in for the lion's share of attention. There is no
doubt the new manager is putting a better appearance on
things, but the department has still to bear some obloqny in

connection witli jobs begun under the former management.
It is as well the council are acqairing a locus sfandiin regard

to the proposed embankment extensicm scheme, about which
there seems to be a good deal that is questionable and a good
deal that wants clearing up.

Lnansfor Public TT'oi'is.—Upon the recommendation cf the
Finance Committee, it was agreed to lend the Fulham
Guardians £2,100 to defray the cost of alterations and ad-

ditions to the infirmary; the Guardians of Wandsworth,
£•4,200 for drainage works at the St. John's Hall infirmary

;

the Paddington Guardians, £2.5,000 for the purchase of land

on which to enlarge the workhouse ; and the School Board
for London £150,000 for school buildings and sites.

The Electric Lighting of the Emhanhment.—T\\& Highways
Committee once more submitted a report recommending the

council to approve an estimate of £3,300 for providing a
generating station and plant for lighting the Victoria-em-

bankment and Westminster bridge by electricity. This was
at last agreed to.

Churchyard Bottom Wood.—The propos.il of the Parks and
Open Spaces Committee to contribute £o,0(X) toivards the

purchase of Churchyard Bottom Wood was again considered.

The proposal was opposed by Colonel Rotton, who moved that

£2, .500 should be substituted. A discussion followed, and
eventually the matter was further adjourned.

Heath Asylum, Bexletj.—The Asylums Committee reported

that one-half of the Heath Asylum, Bexley, would be finished

in September, and the remainder nine months afterwards.

They estimated that the cost for equipment would reach

£60,000, and recommended that this sum be submitted for

the approval of the Finance Committee. The recommenda-
tion was adopted.

The Westminster Improvement Scheme.—On the recom-
niendation of the Improvement and Bridges Committee, it

was decided to oppose the Victoria-embankment Extension

and St. John's Improvement Bills.

TJie Neic Vau.rhall Bridge.— Since the last design for a steel-

arched bridge was rejected in July, 1897, the chief engineer has

given the subject his unremitting attention, and has endea-

voured, within the limits imposed upon him by the estimate to

meet the views of all parties by preparing a design which
will give, as far as can be expected, general satisfaction.

After matm'e deliberation and a visit to a similar structure on the
Continent, and conferring with the engineers engaged in their

construction, he has prepared a design embodying the prin-

ciple on which his predecessor constructed the Thames em-
bankments—namely, a granite bridge backed with concrete.

If this is adopted the stracture will have the appearance of

a granite bridge, and it will be possible to erect it like

Waterloo or London bridges. Moreover, the heaviest leads

will be able to pass over it, and the annual expense of paint-

ing will be saved, resulting in an economy of at least £1,000
per ani:mn. The structure will also be practically perma-
nent. Similar bridges have been constructed over the

Danube, the Neckar, and the Rhone, with equal spans to, if

not larger spans than, those proposed at Vanxhall, and have
been tested in the most severe manner by passing over them
locomotive engines weighingas much as 78 tons. )n recommend-
ing the council to approve this design, the Bridges Com-
mittee stated that at present it was projjosed that the bridge
should be faced with red and grey granite of various tints in

such a manner as to bring out the features of the work in

pleasing relief. The bronze lamp fittings and the designs

for the top or finials of the columns were indicated in a
general way upon the sketches, bnt might be modified if the

general structure was approved by the council. An amount
had beeii set aside for the ornamentation of the bridge.

They, however, did not propose to leave the pedestals un-
filled, but intended to deal with the matter and to report

upon it after the council had approved of the general design.

In deliberating upon the subject they had had the benefit of

the advice of those gentlemen who objected to the proposed
steel-arch bridge, and in presenting the piesent design rhey
believed that if the bridge were constructed in accordance
therewith it would prove to be one of the handsomest bridges

over the Thames. The Parliamentary estimate for the cost

of the bridge was £380,000. By the adoption of the present
design some £20,0C0 would be saved.

The Worls Dcparliiient.—The Finance Committee submitted
a return showing the financial position of all works in course
of erection by the works department. Tho fignres given in-

dicated various losses, but nothing definite was stated, as none
of the works were certified as completed.
A long discussion took place on the presentation of the

report.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.
At a meeting of this body on Saturday, the tender of Mr.

W. Irwin, of 143 New North-road, N., was accepted, at £477,
for the carrying out of certain alterations and additions to
the building known as Nortli Lodge Stores. The following
is a list of the other tenders received

—

viz., Messrs. J. Ham
& Son, 69 and 71 Denmark-hill, Camberwell, £489 ; Leslie &
Co., Limited, Kensington-square, W., £491 ; General Builders,

Limited, 15 Southampton-row, W.C, £530; W. Johnson &
Co., Limited, Wandsworth Common, S.W., £5.58 ; and Messrs.

H. Wall & Co., Carlton Works, Kentish Town, £574. The
revised estimate for the work was £500.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
The usual fortnightly meeting of the Court of Common

Council was held at the Guildhall on Thursday. Mr. Baddeley
moved tlie adoption of a report from the City Lands Com-
mittee on the subject of the proposed construction of tram-
ways from Westminster bridge along the Embankment, and
recommending that the London County Council (Embank-
ment Tramways) Bill should be opposed. After some dis-

cussion the motion was agreed to. The Cattle Markets Com-
mittee recommended that an additional steamer should be
provided, at a cost of £2,500, in order to meet the further
requirements of the service in the transhipment of cattle.

Tho recommendation was agreed to. The court approved
of the construction of new resting places and the rearrange-
ment of the existing ones at the Blackfriars bridge crossing,

at a cost of £300. The court authorised the construction of

an underground convenience, with accommodation for both
sexes, in West Smithfield, adjacent to the Great Western
Railway Company's approach, at an estimated cost of about
£3,200, exclusive of the expense of altering any gas, water or

other mains that it might be found necessary to divert; and
ot another, for men, beneath the footway and carriageway of

Fenchurch-street, on the south side, and adjacent to Railway-
place, at an estimated cost of about £2,200. The Court also

gave authority for the construction of a similar convenience
for both se.\es in Queenhithe, at a like cost.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Bermondsey.—It has been decided to apply to the Local

Government Board for sanction to borrow a sum of £25,000
for the provision of new baths. Sanction has already been
obtained to a loan of £],.500 for carrying out an enlargement
to the central library at Lavender-hill.

Islington.—At the vestry's last meeting a letter was read
from the Clerkenwell Vestry stating that they had considered

the proposal of a tramway from the " Angel" to Holborn, but

they had felt unable to support the scheme. Upon the re-

commendation of the Electric Lighting Committee, it was
decided to place the following additional plant on order :

Two boilers, 1,.500 horse-power engine and 1,300 kilowatt

alternator, £7,180; steam and exhaust pipes, feed pipes,

heater, pump and ejector, £818; foundations, &c., £1,282
;

battery, instruments, regulators, cable, Ac, £2,720. Total,

£12,000.

PlumStead.— The vestry, at their last meeting, were re-

commended to take steps to obtain an electric lighting pro-

visional order for the parish. Consideration of the question,

however, was adjourned.

St. George, Hanower-SquarO.—The vestry have accepted

the tender of Mr. H. Covington, Railway Wharf, Battersea,

for the supply of Thames ballast and sand for one year from
the 5th of March next.

St. Luke.—At this week's meeting of the vestry the medi-
cal officer of health, Dr. G. E. Yarrow, reported upon an
attempt to ins]ject the Government property in the parish.

There appeared to be a general rule that local authorities

were not permitted to inspect such property, but, in the in-

terest of the employees and general public, he thought the

local authorities should have power of entry and of ordering

sanitary defects to be remedied. At the post office. No. 5

City-road, considerable insanitary conditions were found. An
intimation, followed by a statutory notice, was served, but

no steps to remedy had been taken. Instead of this, the

person in charge of the premises had been censured for

allowing the sanitary inspector to go over the premises. At
the Worship-street police court the magistrate, with regret,

declined to allow the sanitary inspector to go over the

premises without an order from the Receiver of Police. At
the police station in Old-street the inspector in charge de-

clined to allow a sanitary inspection without an order from
the Beceivctf- of Police. At the headquarters of the Hon.
Artillery Company, the London Rifle Brigade and 2nd Mid-

dlesex Artillery the sanitarj- inspector was admitted and the
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arrangements found to be aatisfactory.
of the chairman, the vestry decided to
tlie medical officer to the Government.

St, Paticras.—On Wednesday it was
for a new fire brigade station had been
tion of Eiiston-road and Kiiston-square,
existing Great Portland-street station,
considered a suitable one, situate as it

densely-populated ncislibourhood, and
space for the engines and other aj>plian(.
on receiving a call to a lire.

Upon the auggeafion
forward the report of

reported that a site

acquired at the junc-
in substitution of tlio

The site selected was
is in the vicinity of a
there being ample

:es leaving the station

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
East Riding:.—The county council have refused to authorise

the borrowing by the Market Weigliton Parish Council of
£1,000 for the purpose of providing a public hall and council
offices.

Hampshire.—The county council propose to extend their
asylum, at an estimated cost of £26,8U0.

Northumberland.—At a recent meeting of the county
council the report of the Committee of Visitors regarding the
proposed water supply to the county asylum at Morpetli was
unanimously adopted. The scheme provides for the convey-
ing of water in a 6-in. main from a spring at Doe Hill, in the
Witton Shields district, to the asylum, a distance of over 7
miles. The mains are to be of cast-iron pipes, properly
coated and to be tested to a head of 600 ft. at thoinaker's works,
and after being laid and jointed in the trenches are to be
tested to a pressure of 50 per cent, more than the working
head, thereby minimising any chance leakage. Sufficient stop,
scour, and air valves will bo placed on the system. The
spring, which can give the present inhabitants of the asylum
100 gallons daily per head, being much in e.vceaa of the
quantity of 40gall<nis required by the Lunacy Commissioners,
is subject to very slight seasonal variation. At the source
an iron cylinder will be sunk down to the level of spring, the
water being then convoyed to a storage tank adjoining, built
of concrete, with arched roof, at which a meter will be placed,
as well as at the asylums, to record water leaving reservoir
and delivered at asylum before entering the water towers
there. The water has been examined baoteriologically and
chemically, and found to be of excellent quality. The scheme
hag been designed by Messrs. D. Balfour & Son, engineers, New-
castle, who will shortly advertise for tenders for the works.

Staffordshire.—The county council have resolved not to
oppose the scheme for the construction of the proposed light
railway to Kinvor, excepting so far as the Main Koads and
Bridges Committee may have grounds of objection as regards
any main roads or bridges which may be affected.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Birltenhead.—New public baths are about to be erected

by the town council in the north end of the town, at an esti-
mated cost of £13,000.

Bootle.—At last week's meeting of the town council it was
decided to adopt a resolution of the Watch Committee recom-
mondmg the acceptance of the following tenders in connection
with the electric supply works : Thomas Parker, Limited
Wolverhampton, contract No. 1—boilers and economiser, and
contract No. 2—engines, dynamos and other plant, £1179]
with allowance by contractor for present engines dvnamos
and switchboards, £650; British Insulated Wire Companv
Limited, Prescot, contract No. •l-feeders,disiributing mains'
potential and service lines, and maintenance of same for ten
years, £10,096 6s. 9d.; Thomas Parker, Limited, contract No 5—running of electricity supply works, and supply of current
lor public and private purposes, as follows: For each 10ampere arc lamp, run for one hour after sunset to one hour
before sunrise (3,620 hours per annum), £2t per annum- foreach lO-ampere arc lamp, run for one hour after sunset tomidnight (1,810 honrs per annum), £12 per annum; for eachlamp hour added or deducted from .above, I'SGd • for each
incandescent lamp used for public lighting, 3d. per unit- forrcmiamder of current up to guarantee of 100,000 units perannnm for public and private purposes, 3-75d. per nnit - for

• f.lS''
°";'^ "''"'" eaaranteo, 1 75d. per unit; for second

-5,000 units above guarantee, l-25d. per unit ; for everv unit
in excess of 1;JO,000 units. Id. per nnit.

Burton-On-Trent-The defects in the supply of electric
light were recently the subject of an important statement bya member of the council. He said the committee had com-municated with about thirty other cities and towns whei-o
electric light was used, and liad ascertained that the breakdowns were due almost in every case to the cables Mrirank Bailey, the engineer to the City of London Electric
Lighting Company, had recommended the substitution of the

IS'to £w""^
''""'"'''^ '"'"^^' '' ^ '"'' "' ^'"^

Cheltenham.—The corporation had an ambition to start akursaal on the Continental watering-place plan. They haveabandoned the idea, but have some £3,414 to pay as the orelimmary expenses of the architect and surveyor.

Colne.—At a town council meeting, last weeV, the chairman
of the Technical Instruction Committee stated that the com-
niittee had practically settled that tlie provision of new
technical schools and a public library should be underia'ien,
with the corporation's consent, at a cost of £10,000. The
Bite selected for the buildings is in Albert-road.

Eastbourne.—The Finance Committee have come to no
deHnite determination with reference to the proposal that
the corporation should raise £12,000 for the erection of the
new pavilion on the Eastbourne Pier on conditions as to
control, &c. They recommend a further interview with the
pier directors. The borough engineer has been directed by
the Highways Committee to clean the Bourne stream, if it be
the duty of the corporation, and to prepare plans for culvert-
ing it.

Codalmingr.—The town council have decided to purchase
the public hall and stone house for £3,525, as a site for the
proposed municipal buildings, which are to bo erected at an
estimated cost of £10,000.

Leeds.—The contract for the construction of a lavatory
and convenience at the Corn Exchange has been secured by
Mr. Edward Tattersall, of Leeds. His tender amounted to
£310 15s.

Liverpool.—Authority has been given the electrical en.
gineers to proceed with a portion of the extension of the
mains provided for by the estimates of this year. The work
sanctioned includes a trunk main for Paradise-street nVt
Hanover-street to Ranelagh-street ; mains dealing with the
residential district of VVavertree, Smithdown-road, Aller-
ton-road and Green-lane ; a main to join the Mossley Hill
district by Penny-lane, and the Sefton Park district via
Greenbank-drive; mains in Wavertree-road, Tunnel-road,
Lodge-lane and Bentley-road joining to Lark-lane station';
and mains in Byron-street and Scotland-place, connecting
with mains already laid. The estimated cost of this portion
of the work is £16,947. The superintendent of lighting re-
cently reported that he had perfected an arrangement by
which incandescent gas burners could be satisfactorily used
in the existing refuge lamps, and the Lighting Committee
have decided to fix fonr-light clusters of incandescent gas
burners in ninety-seven of these refuge lamps. The cost of
the work will be about £200.

Morley.—At the monthly meeting of the town council, last
week, the town clerk stated that the Local Government Board
had given their sanction to the borrowing of £16,500 in re-
spect to the sewage purification scheme and £25,630 for the
erection of the buildings for the scheme.—At the same meet-
ing the council ajiproved the minutes of a recent meeting of
the Highways Committee, which stated that the sub-com-
mittee having in hand the scheme for the erection of artisans'
dwellings had reported that, owing to certain difficulties in
connection with the levels of ground selected for the erection
of eleven liouses at Down End, they had further considered
the matter, and that in preference to the one previously ap-
proved they recommended the Fountain-street site, contain-
ing 1,3.50 square yards, for the erection of the proposed
dwellings. The recommendation had been approved by the
committee.

Ramsgrate.-—The corporation have given formal notice
that they intend to oppose the application of the Electric
Supply Corporation for permission to supply the district with
electric current.

Rochdale.—The tender of Messrs. E. & W. Haley, Bradford,
has been accepted for the supply of 500 2-in., 500 3-in., 600
4in. and 250 G-in. cast-iron water pipes.

Sheffield.—The city council resolved on Wednesday of
last week, to purchase tho undertaking of the Sheffield Elec-
tric Light and Power Company.

Southampton.—At a recenk meeting the town council had
under consideration the tenders submitted for the erection of
an isolation hospital in Monsehole-lane, Millbrook, and on the
recommendation of the Health Committee, it was decided to
modify both the plans and specification, with the view of re-
ducing the cost of the hospital. Tenders will bo again invited
at a later date, when the specifications, ic, have been revised.

Stratford-On-Al/On.—The Local Government Board have
refused to sanction the council's application to borrow £732
for purposes in connection with the purchase of certain land.

Wolverhampton.-The Markets Committee have decided
to recommend the execution of several improvements in the
cattle market and market hall, and the provision of a cold
stores and ice-manufactnring plant. They are convinced of
the necessity for providing better facilities than now exist for
the slaughtering and dressing of cattle, sheep and pigs and
they advise the council to provide public slaughter-house
accommodation sufficient for the present needs, at a total
estimated cost of £7,177, which includes £3,298 for new
abattoirs for sheep and cattle and pigs. The report recom-
mends that tho basement of the Exchange Hall be utilised as
a cold store and for the manufacture of ice. The cost of
converting the basement and the requisite machinery and
plant would be £5,992. The total expenditure recommended
IS therefore £18,960.
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URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.

Abergavenny.—A Local Govcrmiient Board inquiry was

held on the 8th inst. by Colonel A. (i. Durnford, R.E., with

referance to an application of the district council for sanction

to borrow £1,CK)0 for the construction of a high-level water

main in connection with a scheme devised by the engineer to

the council, Mr. J. Haigh, for equally distributing the water

throughout the district. Mr. Haigh attended the inquiry and

explained his plans. There was no opposition to the applica-

tion.

Beckenham.—The council have agreed to undertake the

snpply of electricity, at an estimated cost of £36,000.

Branksome.—The district council have decided to sewer

the Branksome Chine district and to apply to the Locul Gov-

ernment Buai-d for sanction to borrow £1,83.5 to carry out the

scheme.

Comersal.—Mr. J. H. Tnlloch held an inquiry last week,

on behalf of the Local Government Board, respecting an ap-

plication of the district council for powers to compulsorily

acquire certain land on the OakwtU Hall estate for sewage

disposal purposes. Mr. Waugh, of Bradford, engineer of the

scheme, attended and explained the proposals.

Sandgate.—At last week's meeting of tho conncil the

annual report of Mr. Charles Perry, the medical officer of

healtli, was adopted, the members e.\prossing their entire

satisfaction with the condition of affairs in the town. The

death rate was stated to be only 7-2 per 1,000, the lowest on

record.

St. Austell.—A Local Government Board inspeetorrecently

held an inquiry relative to an application of the district

council for sanction to borrow £1,275 for the erection of

public offices and a fire station.

Stourbridge.—Mr. W. A. Ducat, an inspector of tho Local

Government Board, held an inquiry recently with respect to

an application of the council for compulsory powers to pur-

chase a site for a refuse deatructor near the sewage works.

It was stated that tho refuse from 3,400 houses had to be

dealt with and 6,400 cart-loads were removed last year. The

site was a most suitable one, and, as it was near to tho sew-

age pumping station, heat from it would be available for the

boilers, therebv providing some return on the cost. There

were 600,000 gallons of sewage to be lifted every day. There

was some opposition.

Wallasey.—An inspector of the Local Government Board

recently held an inquiry into an application of the district

CMincil for sanction to borrow £930 for the provision of

piblic pleasure grounds.

WirkSWOrth.—At a largely-attended meeting of ratepayers,

held last week, the following resolution was passed :
" That

this meeting of the ratepayers of the united district of

AVirksworth is of opinion that the present supply of water is

inadequate in dry seasons, and that it is absolutely necessary

that steps should be taken for affording a better snpply by

means of a storage reservoir or reservoirs capable of storing

at least 3,000,000 gallons, and that the district council be re-

quested to at once take the matter into their further con-

sideration and to carry out a scheme of storage which will

meet the requirements of the district."

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.

Hendon.—A Local (iovernment Board inquiry has been

held into an application of the conncil for sanction to borrow

£2,5C0 for the work of extending the sewers in Harrow Weald.

Meriden.-The council have called in Mr. J. E.Willcox, of

Birmingham, to advise and report on a scheme of water

piipply for tlie district of Marston Green.

Tutbiiry.—Mr. J. E. "VVillcox, of Birmingham, has been

instructed by the council to prepare a scheme of sewerage

and tewagc disposal for the parish of Branstone.

Walsall.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned a

loan of £4,500 for works of sewerage and sewage disposal at

Aldridge, and at a meeting of the council, held on the 15th

inst., Mr. J. E. Willcox, of Birmingham, was instructed to at

once proceed with the sclieme.

SCOTLAND AND EBELAND.

Aberdeen.—At a meeting of the Links and Parks Com-

mittee, held recently, a snb-committee recommended that a

part of the old bathing station, recently used as a marine

aqnarium, should be converted into a grotto, and laid out

with rockeries and suitable plants. 'J his was spproved.--lt

was also decided that two vacant rooms should be utilised as

Russian bath-rooms, the cost of the alterations being esti-

mated at £110. A proposal that the esplanade which is being

constructed from the bathing station to Donmouth should be

carried on a bridge at a point near the soutii powder maga-

zine in order to afford convcnipnt access below to carts going

to the beach, was adopted. The cost of the bridge is esti-

mated at £250.—At a meeting on tho 31st ult. the Finance

Committee had under consideration the report and plans

prepared by Mr. R. G. Wilson with reference to the recon-

struction of the municipal buildings. Two schemes were

submitted, one involving a cost of £6,500 and the oth^

£8,000. After the plana had been examined and the report

gone into, it was remitted to a sub-committee to confer

further with Mr. Wilson, and to obtain fm-ther information as

to how he proposed to carry out the scheme.—The Slaughter-

house Committee have decided to recommend as a site for

the proposed new municipal slaughter-house a field at Kitty-

brewster, 8J acres in extent, acquired for the purpose twenty-

seven years ago, and of tho capital value of £8,000. The

buildings which the corporation have already agreed to erect

according to designs by Mr. W. Dyack, the burgh surveyor,

are estimated to cost £30,000.

Dundee.—The capital expenditure in connection with the

proposed communication between Ferry-road and Baffin-

street, amounting to £250 (being half of the total outlay),

has been authorised by tho Finance Committee of the town

council.—The Baths Committee had under consideration re-

cently the question of the proposed swimming pond at Clep-

ingto'n. It appeared from a memorandum prepared by the

engineer that the structure of the reservoir could be con-

verted into a suitable pond at an expenditure of £2.50, and

that the requisite boundary walls, &c., would cost an addi-

tional £250, making a total'outlay of £500; while the annual

charge for maintenance would not, it was estimated, exceed

£115. The committee decided to discuss the matter at a

future meeting.

Edinburgh.—A deputation from the Nottingham Corpora-

tion, including Mr. Arthur Brown, the city engineer, and Mr.

Alfred Baker, m.inager of the corporation tramways, visited

this city last week for the purpose of inquiring into the

conversion of the Edinburfth horse car lines into the cable

system. The Lord Provost, in welcoming the party, explained

tiiat in Edinburgh they had had some difficulty in deciding

upon the mode of traction to adopt in place of horse haulage,

as the natural beauties of the jjlaco had necessitated the

adoption of one other than the overhead trolley system. He

expressed the hope that when the cable system had been

completed the deputation would have another op])ortunity of

inspecting the works. The Tramways Committee have had

meetings with the directors of the Edinburgh Street Tr.am-

ways Company and with the lessees of the tramways from

tho corporation on the subject of the purchase of the Porto-

hello section. Tliev have made a provisional agreement,

under which it is "proposed that the corporation should

purchase this portion of the system, including the lands

and buildings of the company, for the sum of £40,000.

—A sub-committee of the town council who have charge

of the cabling of the tramways held a meeting last week,

when it was resolved that, as arrangements bad already

been made for the cabling of the lines as far as Meadowbank,

the Portobollo section just acquired by the corporation should

be cabled likewise. At one time there was some talk of this

section being worked by electrical traction. The committee

also had before them the plans of the power stations at Toll-

cross and Shrnbhilh

Glasgow.—A report lias been issued to the members of

the town council on the question of the electric lighting of

the Springburn tramway route, upon which the experiment

in electric tramway traction is to take place. The report

deals with the subject from tho point of view of the tram-

ways, electricity, and watching and lighting departments.

The electrical department report that the necessary mams
required to be laid down will cost £12,.566, which includes

provision for private lighting purposes. The cost of electric

energy for the whole of the proposed 104 lamps is estimated

at £1,872.—The Parks Committee recently agreed, subject

to certain conditions, to recommend, as an addition to the

Green the purchase of ground on the south side of the Clyde

opposite the Fleshera' Haugh. The ground consists of 42

acres and belongs to Di.xon's Trustees, the purchase price to

be £1,000 per acre. Dixon's Trustees desire tlio principle of

betterment to be excluded for all time, but they waive their

wishes on that point, and agree to the stipulation that the

ground is to bo used for recreative purposes. On that under-

standing they are selling their ground at the reduced figure

of £1,000 per acre. The committee have agreed to make a

road on the east of the ground, on condition that Dixon a

Trustees undertake to share, along with the corporation, the

cost of its future maintenance.

Couan.—The additions which have lately been made to

the Goran combination hospital were opened on the 20th ult.

The extensions consist of two new pavilions, a separate bath-

house for the use of patients on their discharge, a small inde-

pendent steam washing-house and laundry for clothes infected

with small-pox, and a further addition to the administrative

block. Tho western pavilion, which is intended for tho

treatment of scarlet fever, is divided into two wards, each

measuring 60 ft. by 28 ft., and capable of accommodatmg

twenty adults. The eastern pavilion is almost similar, except

that it is divided into four wards—two for acute and two for

convalescent cases. The former measured 48 ft. by 28 ft.

each, and the latter 24 ft. by 28 ft. Each acute ward will

accommodate eight and each convalescent ward four adults.

The administrative block, as now extended, contains apart-

ments for doctor and m.atron, nurses and servants, and

twenty-eight bed-rooms ; also a dispensary, general kitchen,

and other accommodation. All tlie buildings are heated by

steam. The cost of the e-xtensions is estimated at £12,350.

The plans for the new buildings were prepared by Mr. Allan,

the burgh surveyor.
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Personal.

We regi-et to hear that Mr. B. Smart, for many years a

managing director of Messrs. Maw & Co., Limited, died on

the 16th nit.

Mr. James K. Bock, we undersitand, has been appointed

chief assistant in the borough electrical engineer's depart-

ment at West Uam.
" House Sanitation" was the subject of a lecture announced

to be given at Elgin, N.B., last night, by Mr. Acton A. Turriff,

F.S.I., burgh surveyor.

Mr. Geils has resigned his appointment of burgh surveyor

of Peterhead, and the town council are taking the necessary

steps to appoint a successor.

The Hevenport Town Council have appointed Prof.

Kennedy, 17 Victoria-street, S.W., to jirepare an electric

lighting scheme for the district.

Mr. J. S. Brun, late borough surveyor of Christohnrch,

has been appointed engineer and surveyor to the Oystermouth
(South Wales) Urban District Council.

Mr. Thomas H. Duxbury, assistant manager at Bradford-
road gasworks, Manchester, has been appointed assistant gas
engineer to the Bradford Corporation.

Mr. Arthur Gooseman, of Grimsby, has been appointed

assistant in the office of the borongh engineer of Hartlepool

in connection with the new sewerage scheme.

The scheme of Mr. W. H. Taylor, of Birmingham, has been
selected by the Belper Rural District Council for the pro-

vision of a water supply for Crich, estimated to cost £2,790.

At tlie usual monthly meeting of the Glasgow Architectural

Association, held last week, a paper by Mr. Henry D. Walton,
A.R.i.B.A., was read, in his absence, on " Modern Detailing."

The borough surveyor of Leicester, Mr. E. George Mawbey
has been transferred from the class of " Associate Member

'

to that of full " Member" of tho Institution of Civil Engineers.

Mr. John Morgan, wlio holds several posts, including that of

borough surveyor under the Carmarthen Town Council, has

resigned certain of his appointments worth £160 per annum

On Monday Mr. Henry Tatham, at present manager of the

Burnley sewage works, was api)ointed manager of the works
of the Hasliugden, Rawteustali and Bacup Outfall Sewerage
Board.

Mr. William Fraser, Dunoon, was last week appointed
architect of the new courthouse which the Argyleshire Connty
Council propose to erect adjoining the new police buildings

at Dunoon.

On Monday the Kingswinsford Rural District Council de-

cided to invite applications for the post of surveyor. The
salary offered is £120 per annum, for which sum the person
appointed will be e.tpeeted to devote the whole of his time to

the work.

It was recently reported that Mr. Holmes, a junior assist-

ant in the ollico of the borongh surveyor of Burton-on-Trent,
had resigned in consequence of his appointment as engineer-

ing assistant to the corporation of Birmingham. The sur-

veyor has been requested to fill up the vacancy.

We are informed that Mr. F. Palmer, whose name was
mentioned in our last issno in connection with the result of a
Government examination, holds the position of junior assistant

to the borough engineer of Folkestone, Mr. Jolm While, and
not to the borongh engineer of Dover aa was stated.

The fifteenth annual dinner of the Clerks of Works'
Association was held on Monday, at the King's Hall, Holborn
Restaurant. Mr. W. Howard Seth-himith, f.r i.e. A., presided,

and there were some 300 other gentlemen present. During
the evening an excellent selection of songs was given under
the direction of Mr. II. Leslie Smith.

Tho Metropolitan Asylums Board have appointed Messrs-
C. & W. Henman, of 61 Cannon. street, E.G., architects for the

proposed opthalmic schools .at Brentwood, at a commission at

the rate of 5 per cent, on the cost of the works, except in

the case of those buildings which are a repetition of others,

and upon which the commission is to bo at the rate of 2^ per
cent. only.

Mr. J. P. Wakeford, assistant in the office of the city sur-

veyor and waterworks engineer, Dublin, has been a|)pointed

assistant waterworks engineer to the Harrogate Corporation.
There were fifty-one applications for the position. Mr. Wake-
ford has held his present position for the past fivo yesirs, and
was formerly, for a period of four years, an assistant in the
office of the city engineer, Belfast.

The result of the competition for the erection of new offices

for the Eastleigh Urban District Council has been made
known. The first premium, of 60 goineas (to merge in the
commission), has been allotted to Messrs. Mitchell & Gutter-
idge, of Southampton, and the second premium, of 20 guineas,

to Messrs. Colson, Farrow & Nisbett, of London and Win-
chester. Tho cost of the building was limited to £1,500. .

Mr. James Tart has hoen appointed by the Improvement
Committee of the Birmingham City Council as manager of

the improvement department, in snccession to Mr. P. Addie,

at a salary of £300 per annum. His appointment will date

from the 1st prox., when Mr. P. Addie takes up the city

snrveyorship of Bristol. Ho has been an assistant to the

managers of the department for several years, and possesses

a thorough knowledge of the various duties of his new
position.

At a recent meeting of the Finance Committeo of the

Peterhead Town Council it was proposed to recommend to

the town council that Mr. James Kincaid, gas manager, be

appointed to the position of water inspector. Mr. Kincaid,

it may be mentioned, has given consider.able satisfaction to

the council by tlie manner in which he has discharged his

duties as gas manager, and it is understood that he has inti-

mated his willingness to also undertake charge of the burgh

water supply, at an increased salary of £20. His salary as

gas manager is £160.

Tho Ramsgate Corporation on Tuesday interviewed the

following six candidates for the vacant post of borough en-

gineer and surveyor : Mr. Bond, assistant surveyor, Swansea
;

Mr. Bowles, surveyor, Sandgate ; Mr. R. 0. Wynne Roberts,

borough engineer and surveyor, Oswestry ; Mr. Palmer, sur-

veyor. Heme Bay; Mr. F. Dolamore. chief assistant surveyor,

Bournemouth ; and Mr. Taylor, borongh surveyor, Douglas,

Isle of Man. The selection rested between Mr. Taylor and
Mr. Dolamore, the former being ultimately elected. There

were originally 119 applications for the position.

As we have annoirnced, Fnlham Vestry have approved the

proposal of a committee to present Mr. W. P. Jones, in re-

cognition of his twcnty-oight years' services ns superintend-

ent of roads, with a testimonial in the form of an illuminated

address. At a recent meeting of the Law and Parliamentary

Committee a resolution was adopted by the members signify-

ing their high appreciation of the creditable manner in which

Mr. Jones hid executed the arduous duties of his position, and
testifying to his undeviating energy, skill, courtesy, patience

and honesty. He had proved himself to be in all respects a

model municipal officer, and they tendered him their best and
warmest thanks.

The Docks Committee of the Bristol Corporation have ap-
pointed Mr. Thomas A. Pearce chief assistant to the docks

engineer, at a salary of £4t)0 per annum, and have also raised

the salary of Mr. H. C. P.arkinson, mechanical engineering

assistant engineer, from £250 to £.300 per annum. Mr. Pearce,

who is thirty-three years of age, is ,a highly educated and
experienced engineer, and had obtained the Whitworth
Scholarship and several high honours at Owens' College,

Manchester, before taking up an appointment on the engi»

neering staff of the Manchester Ship Canal Company, where
he remained for over six years under the chief engineer, Sir

E. Leader Williams. Both there and in his present position

under the London County Council he has had great practical

experience in the leading branches of his profession, and
especially in those connected with his chief and immediate
duties here. He has produced highly-satisfactory testi-

monials as to his ability, experience and character from the

vario«3 eminent engineers under whom he has served, and
is, in tho opinion of the committee, specially well qualified

for the position he now seeks.

Mr. Charles Mason, who, as we announced last week, has

resigned his position as chief surveyor to the Ve.stry of

,St. Martin -in -the -Fields, is a native of Wainflect, in

Lincolnshire. He was educated at Loughborough Grammar
School, Leicestershire, and was articled in 1876 to Mr.

Broomley, architect to the Nottingham Tramways Company,
and other bodies. From 1881 to 1888 he served in tho office

of Mr. Arthur Broom, borough engineer of Nottingham, re-

ceiving his appointment as .assistant engineer to the cor-

poration in 1H85. Very extensive paving, sewering and new
street works were carried out during this time, to say nothing

of subways, bridges, a large cattle market, slaughter-lurases,

police lodges, fever hospital, sewage farm extension an<l

other works. In 1888 Air. Mason was elected, from among
16.) candidates, to the assistant borongh snrveyorship of

Leicester, the chief engineer at that time being Mr. Gordon,
subsecpiently the first chief engineer to the London County
Council. When Mr. Gordon received this appointment Mr.

Mason became acting borough surveyor, and his Leicester

experiences were almost as varied as those at Nottingham,
Eight years ago he came to London to take u|) the appoint,

ment he naa now resigned, Ijringing with him the highest

testimonials, and has since abundantly shown that tViey were
not undeserved. It is well known that he has had to deal

with one of the most congested districts of London, so f.ar as

vehicular traffic is concerned. He has strongly advocated

li.ard wood paving, and is the author of a number of valuable

ani interesting papers on the subject. Besides being an

active member of the Incorporated -Vssociation of Municipal

and County Engineers, he is an associate member of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers and a member of the Sanitary

Institute,
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MklROPOtiTAS- District Meeting.

A Metropolitan district meeting will be held at the Institu-

tion of Civil EnRineerB, Great George-street, Westminster, to-

night. The cliair will be taken at 7.30 p.m., and discussions

will be invited on the following subjects:—

(a) The proposed Bill to extend the provisions of the Poor
Law Officers' Superannuation Act, 1896, to the officers

and servants of other local authorities.

(h) The proposed Bill to amend the Metropolitan Officers'

Superannuation Act, 1866.

(c) The proposed Bill to amend the Metropolis Macage-
ment Acts with respect to sewers and drains.

Mr. Weaver to introduce the subject matter.

(d) The proposed conference of metropolitan surveyors
called to consider the question of sewer ventilation.

Mr. Lowe to introduce the subject matter.

(e) The collection of house refuse from blocks of flats.

Mr. Wheeler to introduce the subject matter.

(/) Any other business affecting the metropolitan district.

G. K. W. Wheeler, a.m.i.c.e., Thomas Cole, a.m.i.c.e..

Town Hall, Westminster, Secretary.

Hon. District Secretary,

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
rrf too late for clanijicafion cannot be
ittries until the J ollotcinj vreek.

IjJspector of Nuisances.—February 19th.—Corporation of

the City of Hereford. £150.—Mr. Joseph Carless, town clerk.

Borough Surveyor's Assi.stant.—February 19th.—Cor-
poration of Burton-on-Trent. £120.—Mr. George T. Lynam,
borough surveyor.

Borough E.n'oineer and Survetor.—February 21st.— Cor-
poration of South Shields. £500.—Mr. J. Moore Hayton,

town clerk.

Burgh Survetor, Water Manager and In.spector of
KuisANCEs.—February 2lst.—Maybole Burgh Commissioners.
£120.—Mr. James Gibson, clerk to the commissioners.

Highway Surveyor.—February 22nd.— Uxbridge Rural
District Council. £150.—Mr. Charles Woodbrldge, clerk to

the council.

Surveyor of Highways.—February 22nd.—Witney Rural
District Council. £150.—Mr. Henry "T. Ravenor, clerk to the
council.

Clerks op Works (Four).—February 22nd.—Corporation of

Manchester.—Mr. Henry Talbot, town clerk.

Assistant Superintendent of Sewage Works.—Feb-
ruary 22nd.—Willesden Urban District Council. £2.—Mr.
O. Claude Robson, engineer to the council.

Foreman.—February 25th.—Cirencester Urban District

Council. 35s.—Mr. Thomas Hibbert, surveyor to the council.

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.—February 26th.

—

Corporation of Morley. £200.—Mr. Richard Borroagh Hop-
kins, town clerk.

Assistant Surveyor.—March 7th.—Vestry of the Parish
of St. Marylebone. £250.—Mr. W. H. Garbutt, vestry clerk.

District Superintendent.—March 7th.—Vestry of the
Parish of St. Marylebone. £150.—Mr. W. H. Garbutt, vestry
clerk.

Surveyor,—March 7th.—Vestry of the parish of St. Mary-
lebone. £600.—Mr. W. H. Garbutt, vestry clerk.

Sanitary Inspector.-March 8th.—Holborn District Board
of Works. £120.—Mr. Matthew H. Hale, clerk to the board.

Surveyor of Highways, Inspector of Nuisances, &c.—
Urban District Council of Masham, Yorks. £90.—Mr. John
H. Calvert, clerk to the council.

COMPETITIONS.
'ed too late for claniflcatian cannot be
\artee until thefollowing week.

WisCHESTER.—February 28tli.—Erection o£ public baths. £26 and
£16.—Mr. Walter Bailey, town clerk.

BEKwicK-rpoH-TwEED.—March 14th.—Plana for the erection of a
police station and lock-up on a site fronimg Church-street. £60 and
£25.—Mr. Rob. Weddell, town clerk.

Cahmaethen.—March 1-lth.—Erection of a stone bridge over the river
Towy at Dryslwyn ford.—Mr. W. Bowen Davies, county road surveyor,
Broad Oak, Llandilo.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
AdcertieementB tchich are received too late for clns»ification cannot he

included, in thae summariee until the following vreek,

BooTLKt—February 19th.—Supply of stores and raateria'a and the
execution of repairs.—Mr. J. H, Farmer, town clerk»

LuTTEKwoRTH.—February 19th,—Construction of a main stwer in
Sutton-lane, Brou^hton Astley, for the rurtjl district council,—Mr, Tlios.
C. BoUycote, clerk to th« council.

PoEiLAiTD.— February lOLh.—Various waterworks, for the urban dis
trict cOUhcil.—Mr Ernest J. Elford, en^lueer to the council.

YiTTscTNHAi.\KW.—February 2l3t.—Supply of tire appliances, for the
urban district council.—Mr. jno. Jones, clerk to the council.

Plymouth.—February 21st.— Erection and completion of a refuse
destructor.—Mr. Jamea Paton, bOrou^h enjfmeer and surveyor.

Hbadihgton.—February 21st.—Supply of picked flints and Hartahill
or other stono, for the rural district council.—Mr. Thomas W. Mallara,
clerk to the council.

Denholmh.—February 21st.—Erection of about 89 roods of dry fence
wall at the sewage farm at Doe Park, for the urban district council.

—

Messrs. W. B. Woodhead &. Son, engineers, 18 Exchange, Bradford.

Dknholme,—February 21st.—Construction of a 14-in. brickwork cul-
vert 6 ft. in diameter, for the urban district council.^Messrs. W, B.
Woodhead & Son, engineers, 18 Exchange, Bradford.

Bridonorth.—Februai-y 21st.—Laying of a 7-in. water main, for the
corporation.—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, engineers, 27
Great George-street, London, S.W.
DovEE.—February 22nd.— Supply of iron and stoneware pipes,

together with manholes, ho'ise connections, &c.—Mr, Henry K. Stilgoe,
borough engineer.

Portland.-February 22nd.—Various waterworks, for the urban dis-

trict council.—Mr. Ernest J. Elford.engineer to the council,

FoLKESTOiCE.—February 22nd.—Supply of drain pipes and cement
during the year ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. John White, borough
engineer.

Cardiff.—February 22nd.—Execution Of various works and the sup-
ply of materials and stores tor one year ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr.
W. Harpur, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Lbwisham.—February 32nd.—Kerbing, tar paving, channelling and
metalling works in St. Mark's-road, Lower Sydenham, for the district

board of works.—The Surveyor to the Board.

FoLKHsTONE.-February 22n,d,—Supply of road materials,—Mr. John
White, borough engineer.

St. Austell.—February 23rd.—Supply of socket drain pipes from the
25th February, 1899, to Lady Day, 18U9, for the rural district council.—
Mr. M. Spear, highway surveyor to the council.

Watfoed.—February 23rd.—Street works in Wiggenhall-road, St,

James-road and Garfield-street, for the urban district council.—The
Engineer to the Council.

Halifax.—February 23rd.—Laying of 170 lineal yards of 15-in,

earthenware pipe sewer in Thrum Hall-lane.—Mr, Edward R. S.

Kscott, borough engineer.

Hackney.—February 23rd.—Supply of stores and materials for ono,
two or three years from Lady Day, 1898,—Mr. James Lovegrove, vestry
surveyor.

Martlet.—February 23rd.—Water supply works at Clifton-on-Teme,
for the rural district council.—Mr. A. W. Knott, cletk to the council.

Hull.-February 23rd.—Works of hardwood paving, flagging, kerb-
ing, channelling, &c., on the Hessle-road tramway route.—Mr. A. E.

White, city engineer,

Nottinghamshire,— February 24th.— Supply of granite, slag and
limestone, for the county council.—Mr. E. Purnell Hooley, county sur-

veyor, Nottingham.

Ecc LBS.—February 24th.—Various sewer works.—Mr. A. C. Turley,
A.M.I.C.E., borough engineer,

Dautford.—February 24th,—Paving of a flight of steps in a private
street leading from Mount Pleasant-road to Mount Pleasant-terrace,
for the urban district council.— Mr. W. Harston, surveyor to the

council,

Rawtenstall.—February 24th.—Supply of various materials, &c., for

one year ending 2oth March, 1899.—Mr, A, W. Lawson, borough en-

jjineer and surveyor.

Rhokdda.—February 24th,—Various road and sewer works, for the
urban district council.-Mr. W. J. Jones, surveyor to the council.

Withington.—February 24th.—Sewering, draining, paving, kerbing,
flagging, Ac, works in various streets and passages, for the urban dis-

trict council,—Mr. A. Mountain, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

EccLEs.—February 2Ith.—Various sewerage works.—Mr, A. C.
Turley, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Denton.—February 24th.—Construction of a 9-in. pipe sewer at
Mount-pleasant, for the urban district council.—Mr. G. H. Newton,
surveyor to the council.

Hull,—February 24th.—Supply of stores to the waterworks for the
enfcuing twelve months.-Mr. F. J. Bancroft, water engineer to the
corporation.

Newark.-March 25th,—Supply of granite and slag for twelve months,
for the rural district council.—Mr, Tom Vicker, surveyor to the council,

Conway,—February 25th.—Sewerage and other works, for the rural
district council.—Mr. T. E. Parry, clerk to the council.

Swansea.—February 25th.—Supply of cast-iron pipes, castings, water
meters, hydrants, &c., for twelve months.—Mr. Jno. Thomas, town
clerk,

Xewpoet (Mon,).—February 25th.—Supply of tramway materials.

—

Mr. R. H. Huynes, borough engineer,

Leeds.—February 2oth.—Construction of 300 yards of 24-in, water
main between the new Harehills reservoir and Hunslet»road,—Mr. Thoa.
Hewson, m.i.c.e., city and waterworks engineer.

Carlisle.—February 2oth.—Erection of a central electric lighting
station.—Mr. Henry C. Marks, a.m.i.c.e,, city engineer and surveyor.

HAEDiNGtiTONE.—February 25th.—Supply of Hartshill, Groby, Tuttle
Hill, Mountsorrel and other granite and slag, tor the rural district

council,-The Surveyor to the Council.

Walthamstow.—February 25tb.—Supply of stores and materials for
one year ending the 31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.

—

Mr, G. W. Holmes, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council,

Leicester.-February 25th.—Construction of foundations, wing walls
and abutments for the erection of bridges over the Willow brook at
St. Banaljas-road, Bridge-street and Stonebridge-street.—Mr. E. Geo.
Mawbey, borough surveyor.

Wolverhampton.—February 26th.—For the supply of various stores
for the year ending March, 1899.—Mr. J. W.Bradley, borough engineer
and surveyor.

Sleafo RD.—March 2Gth.—Supply of 800 or 1 ,000 tons of broken granite,
for the urban district council.- Mr. Edmund Clements, clerk to the
council.

Wolverhampton.—February 27th.—Erection of a swimming bath and
assembly hall in Bath-place.-Mr, J. W. Bradley, boiough surveyor.

HuHsLET.—February 28th.—Sewerage and other works, for the rural
district council.—Mr. W, E. Pindar, clerk to the council.

Brighouse.—February 28th.—Supply of stores required by the Gas
Committee during the year ending aist March, 1899,—The Town Olerk.

Birmingham.—February 28th.—Supply of 6,000 tons of welded steel
pipfs, 4iin. diamoter, for the corpuration.—Mr, James Mansergh, 5
Victoria-street, London, S.W,
CamberWELL.—February 28th.—Supply of various stores and

materials, for the vestry.—Mr. O, S. Brown, surveyor to the vestry.

Lyme Regis.—February 28th.—Ejec'iOn of five ftlrashouses and o fticea

—Mr, Ml C. Preston, town clerk,
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RipoN.—February 38th.—Construction of 1,000 yards of 15-in., 13-in.
and 9-iu. pipe sewer, with manholes, ifcc., for the city council.—Mr. H.
A. .Johnson, engineer, 14 The Exchange, Bradford.

NoKDEW .—February 38th.—Supjjly of materials during the year en ling
tlie 25th March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. J. *W. Sunder-
land, surveyor to the council.

Thame.—February 3ath.—Supply of 1,610 tons of the best selected
hand-broken Hartshill granite, for the rural district council.-Mr. John
Goodenough, district surveyor,

AsHBY-DK-Li-ZoTJcn.—March 1st.—Laying of new 6-in., 4-in. and 3-in.
oast-iron mains throughout tlie streets of tho district, for the urban
district cnincil.—Mr. W. A. Musson, clerl< to the council.
• Hasipion.—March Ist.—Supply of road materials for one year ending
IheSIst March, 1809, foi tho urban district council.—Mr. John Kemp,
surve.vor to the council.

Wakefield.—March 1st.—Supply of various stores and materials for
one year ending 31st March, 1899, for the rural district council.—Mr.
Frank Massic, a.m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to thi rojinil.
MiLTEKif.-March 1st.—Erection of a santorium, for the Malvern

Hospital Committee.—Mr. William Lambert, clerk to the committee.

Beanksome.—March 1st.—Works of making-np, channelling, kcrbing,
&c., in Albert-road, tor the urban district council.—Mr. Samuel J.
Newman, surveyor to the council.

SouTHWOLD.—March 1st.—Construction of
creek.—Mr. B. R. Cooper, town clerk.

ExMOUTH.—March Ist.-Making-np of Triiiity-niad, Point-road,
Thistle-street and Bury-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. W.
H. Beswick, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

. King's LTtrif.—March 2nd.^Con8truction of about 2 miles of |)ipe
sowers in tho north district of tho borough.—Mr. E. J, Silcock, borough
engineer.

HuoDERSFiELD.-March 2nd.—Supply of various materials, tools,
labour, &c., during the year ending 31st March, 1809.-The Borough
Engineer.

Oldham.—March 2nd.—Supply of various stores and materials.—Mr.
S. A. Pickering, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor.

LiTHEELAHD.—March 3nd.—Completion of Ininan-roa<l, for the urban
district council.—Mr. W. B. Carton, surveyor to the council.
Oldham.—March 2nd.—Construction of 573 lineal yards of concrete

sower with blue brick invert. Oft. in diameter; and also 437 lineal yards
of concrete sewer with blue brick invert, lift. 6 in. in diameter.—Mr.
8. A. Pickering, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor.

Brixwokth.—March 3rd.—Supply of tobA materials, for the rural
district council.—Mr. Wm. C. Woodford, clerk to the council, 18 Market-
square, Northampton.
Kent.—March 4th.—Supply and delivery of various materials for one

year from 1st April, 1898, for the county council.—Mr. Frederick W.
Ruck, county surveyor. Week-street, Maidstone.
Oastleton.—March 4th.—Supply of road materials. Sec, for twelve

months endmgSlst March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. R.
J. Webster, surveyor to the council.

Bekmosdset.—March 5th.—Supply of various stores and materials
for one year from 26th March next, for the vestry.-Mr. Fredk. RyaU,
vestry clerk.

Baekes.—March 7th.—Supply of various stores and materials for the
year ending 1st April, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. J.
Bruce Tomes, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

Wrexham.—March 8th.—Supply of road stone and coal for one yeai'
ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. Thomas Bury, town clerk.

Bath.—March 8th.— Supply of glazed stoneware sewer pipes, gulloy
traps, &c., for one or three years.—Mr. C. R. Fortune, city surveyor.

'

Lasibeih.—March 8th.—Supply of four sanding machines, for the
vestrj-.—Mr. J. P. Norringlon, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the vestry.
Shoreditch.—March 8th.—Supply of various materials for one year

from 26th March, 1898, to 25th March, 1899, for the vestry.—Mr. H.
Mansfield Robinson, vestry clerk.

Belpek.—March 9th.—Suiiply of load materials, for the rural dis-
trict council.—Mr. Robt. C. Cordon, surveyor to the council, ilaKel-
wood, Derby,

Norwich.—March 12th.—Erection of
Arthur E. Collins, city engineer.

Middlesex.-March 16t,h.—Supply of about 5,000 cubic yards of li-in.
hand-broken blue Guernsey granite, for the county council.-Mr. F. H.
Powuall, county surveyor, Guildhall, Westminster, London, S.W.

technical institute.-

T ENDER S.

*ACCEPrED.
BROMLEY.— For works of sewering, levelling, paving, metalling,
channelling and making good Homefleld-road, for the urban district
council.—Mr. Fred. H. Norman, clerk to the council ;—

Fry Brothers, Greenwich £1,598
R. Stockwell, Bromle.v 1,473
MowlemA Co., Westminster l|338
T. Lansbuiy, Bromley 1,329
Peill & Sons, Bromley l|325

1,254S. Hudson, Streatham*

EAST MOLESEy.—For making-up Seyqiour-road and Beauchamp-
road, section 2, for the urban district council.—Mr. John Stevenson,
surveyor to the council :—

Free.& Sons, Wimbledon*
C. Ford, Harlesdent

t Informal.

£041

HALESOWEN.—For the widening and raising of the present siu-face
level of Coombs Holloway, for the rural district council.—Mr. Bernard
I'errins, surveyor te tho council :—

A. & A. Tiinmins, Halesowen £1,614
Cuirall, Lewis A Martin, Birmingham *jj67

J. Mackay, Hercfurd ... ,', 593
S. Crumpton, Halesowen* ".

501

UKNDON.— For tho construction of 1,240 yards of 12-in. sewer, in-
eluding manholes, lampholes, flushing chamber, &c., at The Hyde,
for the urban district council.—Mr. S. Slater Grimley, engineer to tho
couiicd ;

—

For best Lon- For best ap-
don stoneware proved country

Pord, Uarlesden, N.W. ...

.S. Kitteringham, Enflold, N. ...

Mlrn Brothers, Hendon, N.W.
a. W. Holhngsworth, Hendon, N.W.
W. Neave Jt Son, Paddington, W. ...

B. Ballard, Limited, Child's Hill, N.W."
H. Lee, Southall, Middlesex
T. Adams, Wood Green, N

2,333 £3,237
2,328 2,333
1,98

1

1,910
l,il,-.H Ls-^'i
1,',14« l.>il3

1.91S l,76i
1,SS)4 1,814
1,T»9 1,898

BRANKSOME.—For the construction of a footpath about 500 yards
long on the south side of Ringwood-road, for the urbin district'coun
cil.—Mr. Samuel J. Newman, surveyor to the council :—

Guy, Branksome ... j^g;
Brixe.y, Brank.some

'*
.''

][
'" n-.

Grounds & Newton, Bournemouth '
,,',

Budden, Branksome
S. Saunders, Branksome '. '

,,,

Maidment, Bi-anksome* [][

93
90
89
82

HENDON.—For the supply of about 18 tons of 5-in. cast-iron pipes and
specials, for the urban district council.—Mr. S. Slater Grimley, en-
gineer to the council :

—

Sewerage Outfall Hyde Sewerage.
Works. Flanged

5-in. c.-i. pipes. Special. pipes.
Per ton. Per ton. Perton.
£ ». rf. £ !. d. £ t. d.

Macfarlane, Strang & Co., Glasgow 7 — 1310
Pulsometer Engineering Company,

Nine Elms, S.W u 10 (i 1110 (I —
E. k W. Haley, Bradford G 10 —
Stanton Iron Works, near Nottiiig-

lianl' 5 10 13 9 17 3
Blakeborough & Son, Brighouse ... — — 9 10

HENDON.—For the construction of an artihcial filter, pump chamljer,
concrete carriers, &c., at the sewage outfall works, for the urban dis-
trict council.—Mr. S. Slater Grimley, engineer to the council :

—

M. S. Kitteringham, Enfield, N.
C. Ford, Harlesden
Allen Brothers, Hondon, N.W
R. Ballard, Limited, Childs Hill, N.W.^
T. Adams, Wood Green, N.
H. Lee, Southall, Middle.sex

1,635 16 3
1,531 18 n
1,355 19 4
1,241 14 10
1,312 8
1,318 17 7

LITHERLAND.—For works ref|uired in the completion of a passage at
the roar of Chelsea-road and Kilbum-street, for the ui-ban district
council.—Mr. W. B. Garton, surveyor to the council :—

Executors of W. F. Chadwick, Litherland ^9,9
T. Horrocks, Liverpool* ". 97

Surveyor's estimate, £09.

MIDDLESBROUGH.— For alterations at the Cannon-street iiolice
station.—Mr. Frank Baker, borough engineer :—

Newby & Co., Fcrrr-rnnrl, Mi[l(lIo,?brnuL'h ... £5oo
Hudson Brothers, Knliri -si rrn

, M i(Ml.'.,lir,,ii -ii 451
D. Doughty, New|..Hi-i,KMl, .\l Ml.ll.-.,l,rou-h '' 447
F. Chapman, Stoclaun-strfcl. .Mi'kll.'.vhrnu^li- . .mj

MIDDLETON.—For sewering, draining, levelling, paving and flagging
works in various streets m the borough.—Mr. W. Welbum, borough
surveyor :—

T. Kilburu, Bolton £2 090
E. Partington Ss. Sons, Middletont .'.

.
" g'ofi'

J. Ainsworth & Sons, Oldhamt ..'' 1928

t Accepted foi* portion.

NEW BARNET VALLEY.- For the labour and materials for kerbing
channelling and tar paving certain roads in the district, for the urban
district council.—Mr. Henry Y'ork, surveyor to the cauucil. Station-
road, New Barnet :—

Channelhug. Kerbing,
Per lineal yard.Channelling and Kerbing.

B. Nowell & Co., Kensington, W.
F. Dupeut, Waltord
Ballard, Childs Hill, N.W
T. Adams, Wood Green, N
W. GrilHths, Bishopsgate-street, B.C. ...

H. Williams, Harpendeu ...

A. T. Catley, Lloyd-.sc|Uare, W.G. ...
'.

Grounds & Newton, South Tottenham, N.
Nicholls, Wood Green, N.* ...

4 10 n 4

4 7 6 2
4 9i 5 la
4 n 6 4S
3 31 5 9J

If Topping of
Gravel. Granite.

iar Paving Per yard super.

Glover & Sheppard, Southend 23' — '

T. Adams, Wood Green, N 22 2 5
A. T. Catley, Lloyd-sfiuare, W.C 2 2 >

t
W.B. Constable & Co.,Limited, Kentish Town, N.W. 1 91 "_
Grounds & Newton, South Tottenham, N 18 1 10
H. Williams, Harpenden i g 1 g
J. Smart, Finsbury Park, N.* 1 OJ 1 75

If Topping of
Derbyshire Kentish
Limestone. Ragstone.

Per yard super.

North of England Asphalte Co., Manchester ...

T. -Idams, Wood Green, N
A. T. Catley, Lloyd-stpiare, W.C !

'".

Asphaltic Limestone Concrete Co., Limited,
Tottenham, N

R. Ballard, Childs Hill, N.W.
W. E. Constable & Co., Limited, Kentish Town 1 llj
Grounils & Newton, South Tottenham, N. ... 1 lOJ
J. Smart, Finsbury Park, N.* 1 9'

rf.

2 4
2 2}

2 3

PENISTONE.—For the supply of 300 yards of 12-in. and 2,400 yards
of U-in. fireclay pipe sewers, and 400 .yards of 9-in. iron pine sewers

G. H. Rawson, Worksop
W. Doleman, Dewsbury
W. Underwood & Brothers., Dukiiiheid
G. Hall, Shcftleld
F. & H. Turner, Penistone
Sharpies & Moore, Accrington
Graham & Sons, Longroyd Bridge
Bower Brothers, Halifax*
Bi-aithwaite & Co., Leeds
(t. Bell, Manchester
H. Bui-rows ..^; Sons, Barnsley* ..

F. Eyre, Hillsbro', Sheffield
Hall & Son, Bradford

£3,333
3,286
2,950
2,838
2,775

2,730
3,660
3,545
2,187

2,471

UAVENSTHORPK.—Porthe laying of about 360 lineal yards of kerb-
ing and 520 sipiare yards of rtagging at the Fire Cottage extension ot
the HuddersBeld-road, for the urban district council.—Jlr. Thomas
Hemingway, surveyor to the council :—

S. Coop i: Son, Dewsbiuw £'06
H. i W. Barraclough, Brighouse ..' ioo
J. Ovei-end, Ravenathorpe*

,

"

1^3
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MEETINGS.
FEBRUARY.

-Surveyors' Institution : Ordinary general meeting, Mr. Wheeler,
Q.c, on " Legal Liability for Professional 0]3inions."

—Sanitary Institute: Dr. Lewis Parks, on "Blots in our Sanitary
Administration—Why Epidemics Occur."

—Auctioneers' Institute : Mr. W. Roland Peck, p.s.i., on " Furni-
ture ; Past and Present."

—Institution of Civil Engineers: Ordinary meeting, Mr. Llewelyn
B. Atkinson, on " The Theory, Design and Practical Working of

Alternate-Current Motors," and Mr. H. F. Parshall, on " Dublin
Electric Tramways."

-Sanitary Institute: Mr. Herbert Manley, on "Sanitary Law:
Engbsh, Scotch and Irish ; Cieneral Enactments, Public Health
Act, ls75; Model By-laws, &c."

—Institution of Civil Engineers: Students' meeting, Mr C. E. Wolff,

on " The Problem of Tram Resistance."
MARCH.

-Auctioneers' Institute : Mr. Douglas Young, f.s.i., on " London
Traffic Problems and their Solution."

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
GOUNTY BOROUGH OF SOUTH SHIELDS.

APPOINTMENT OF BOROUGH ENC4INEER AND
SURVEYOK.

The Town Council require the services of a fully-qualified

Eogiiiper and Surveyor, who must have had experience of the

duties of the office.

He must perform all the duties which may devolve upon
him as Engineer, Surveyor or Architect to the Corporation in

connection with or arising out of the Municipal Corporation

Acts, Public Health Acts, Public Libraries Acts, the Technical

Instruction Acts, Tramways Acts and Provisional Orders,

Electric Lighting Acts and Provisional Orders, and all other

general Acts, and the local Acts, By-Laws and Provisional

Orders now in force in the borougli or hereafter to be passed,

the maintenance and repair, reconstruction or extension of

all Corporation buildings and properties, and such other duties

as usually appertain to the office, or as the Town Council may
direct him to perform in connection therewith ; and amongst
other things he must be prepared, if reciuired, to take charge

of and be responsible for the cleansing of streets, privies and
ashpits, and the disposal of refuse.

The salary will be £500 per annum, rising by annual incre-

ments of £25 to £700.
He must devote the whole of his time to the duties of the

office, and not carry on private practice, or be engaged directly

or indirectly in any other business or profession.

He will not be allowed to take any fee, commission, pre-

mium or gratuity beyond his salary, but any fee, commission,

premium or gratuity which he may receive shall be paid over

to the Corporation.

The Council will provide the necessary staff of assistants

and offices, instruments, books and stationery.

The appointment will be determinable by three months'
notice by either party.

Applicants must be at least thirty and not exceed forty

years of age.

Applications, stating age and giving particulars of experi-

ence, accompanied by copies of not more than four testi-

monials, are to be delivered at the o6Bce of the undersigned,

under cover, endorsed " Appointment of Borough Engineer
and Surveyor," not later than 10 a m. on Monday, the 21st

February instant.

J. MOORE B.\YTON,
Town Clerk.

Court Buildings, South Shields.

4th February, 1898.

UXBRIDGE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
The above Council are prepared to receive applications

for the appointment of a Highway Surveyor for the U.xbridge

Rural District.

The district comprises nine parishes and about 90 miles of

jiarish highways.
The Surveyor will be required to devote ths whole of his

time to the duties, and to reside within the district or in Ux-
bridge as may be ajjiproved by the Council.

Salary, £150 per annum, to include all travelling expenses,

but an office will be provided by or at the expense of the

Council.

The ]ierson appointed will be required to enter upon his

duties on the 1st April next, or sucli earlier date as the Coun-
cil may decide, and the appointment will be determinable by
three months' notice on either side.

Aijplications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age,

previous experience in road maintenance, and keeping the

accounts, &c., relating thereto, accompanied by three recent

testimonials as to character and practical knowledge of road

work, to be sent to me on or before Tuesday, the 22nd Feb-
ruary instant.

The person appointed must be prepared to enter into a bond
in the sum of £200.

Notice will be sent to any candidate who may be required

to attend before the Council.

Canvassing, directly or indirectly, is prohibited.

Any further j)articulars may be obtained on application to

me.
CHARLES WOODBRIDGB,

Clerk.

Council Offices, 38 High-street, Uxbridgo.
2nd February, 1898.

WILLESDEN URBAN DIS I RICT COUNCIL.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT FOE

SEWAGE WORKS.
The above Council invite applications for the appointment

of an Assistant Superintendent at the Sewage Works of the

Brent district, within the Parish of Willesden.
Persons applying must have had previous experience of

the treatment of sewage, aud should specify in their appli-

cation the nature of treatment at the works upon which they
have been engaged.

Salary, £2 per week with residence.

Applications, stating age and previous experience, with
copies of not more than three testimonials, to be delivered to

the undersigned not later than 4 p.m. on Tuesday, the 22ud
inst.

(By order)

O. CLAUDE ROBSON,
Engineer to the Council.

Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilburn, N.W.
February 9, 1898.

WITNEY RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SURVEYOR OF HIGHWAYS.

The Rural District Council of Witney are prepared to re-

ceive applications for the office of Surveyor of Highways for

their Witney West District, which comprises twenty-two
parishes and about 35 miles of main roads and 112 miles of

district i-oads.

Tlie salary will be £150 per annum, inclusive of all ex-

penses (except stationery), and applicants must not be over
forty years of age.

The person appointed will be retiuired to carry out all the
duties usually attaching to the office of Surveyor of High-
ways, including the keeping of all necessary books and
accounts, to devote the whole of his time to the duties of the
office, and to give security in the sura of £200 with an ap-
proved guarantee society for the due performance of the
duties thereof.

The appointment will be subject to termination by three
calendar months' notice on either side, and the Surveyor ap-
pointed will be required to enter upon his duties on the 31st
March next.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age
and qualifications, accompanied by copies of three testi-

monials of recent date, must reach me not later than 10
o'clock a.m. on Tuesday, the 22nd February.

Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, is prohibited and
will be deemed a disqualification.

Applications must bo made upon printed forms, to be
obtained from the undersigned.

(By order of the Cotincil)

HENRY T. RAVENOR,
Clerk.

Clerk's Office, Witnev, Oxfordshire.
January 27, 18!'S.

pIRENCESTER URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL
Vy* FOREMAN.
The above Council invite applications for the appointment

of a foreman to superintend, under the direction of the Sur-

veyor, the execution of certain street works. If proved suit-

able he will probably be appointed permanent Foreman to

superintend, under the direction of the Surveyor, the work-
men employed by the Council.

Wages will be 358. per week.
His hours of work will be the same as the staff under his

care, and he must, if permanently appointed, reside within
the district. The age of candidates must not exceed forty

years. None but thoroughly experienced men need apply.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age,

whether married or single, present and previous occupation,

and accompanied by copies of not more than tliree testimonials

of recent date, should reach the office of the undersigned not
later than noon, February 25, 1898, from whom further in-

formation shotdd be obtained.

THOMAS HIBBERT,
Surveyor.

Cirencester.

14th February, 1898.

OT. MARYLEBONE.
^J APPOINTMENT OF ASSISTANT SURVEYOR.
Notice is hereby given th.at the Vestry of the Parish of

St. Marylebone are prepared to receive applications, with
testimonials, from persons desirous of becoming candidates
for the office of Assistant Surveyor of the Parish.

The person appointed will be required to reside in the
parish and to devote the whole of his time to the duties of

the office. The salary will be £250 per annum, and the ap-

pointment ivill be made upon the understanding that no pen-
sion or retiring allowance will attach thereto.

Applications, in the handwriting of the candidates, stating

age, with copies of three testimonials (only) of recent date,

to be forwarded to the Vestry Clerk, at the Court House,
Marylobone-lane, Oxford-street West (endorsed " Application
fur Office of Assistant Survej'or"), on or before Monday, the
7th day of March proximo.
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Further particulars and statement of duties can be obtained

at the Court House aforesaid.

Candidates whose attendance is required will be so informed.

Personal canvassing is strictly prohibited.

(By order)

W. H. GARBUTT,
Vestry Clerk.

Court Honse, St. Marylebone.
February, 1898.

qr. MARYLEBONE.
^ APPOINTMENT OF DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT.
Notice is hereby given that the Vestry of tlie Parish of

St. Marylebone are prepared to receive applications, with
testimonials, from persons desirous of becoming candidates
for the office of District Superintendent in the works depart-

ment for one of the districts of the parish.

The person appointed will be required to reside in the

parish and to devote the whole of his time to the duties of

the office. The salary will be £150 per annum, and the ap-

pointment will be made upon the understanding that no pen-
sion or retiring allowance will attach thereto.

Applications, in the handwriting of the candidates, stating

age, with copies of throe testimonials (only) of recent date, to

be forwarded to the Vestry Clerk at the Court House, Maryle-
bone-lane, Oxford-street West (endorsed " Application for

Office of District Superintendent "), on or before Monday, the
7th day of March proximo.

Further particulars and statement of duties can be obtained
at the Court House aforesaid.

Candidates whose attendance is required will be so informed.
Personal canvassing is strictly prohibited.

(By order)

W. H. GARBUTT,
Vestry Clerk.

Court House, St. Marylebone.
February, 1898.

ST. MARYLEBONE.
APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYOR.

Notice is hereby given that the Vestry of the Parish of St.

Marylebone are prepared to receive applications, with testi-

monials, from persons, whose age must not exceed forty-five

years, desirous of becoming candidates for the office of Sur-
veyor of the parish.

The person appointed will bo required to reside in the pansh
and to devote the whole of his time to the duties of the office.

Candidates must be fully qualified as Parochial Surveyors
and possess a good knowledge of building construction and
engineering.
The salary will be £600 per annum, and the appointment

will be made upon the understanding that no pension or re-

tiring allowance will attach thereto.

The person appointed will be required to enter into a
guarantee bond for fidelity in the sum of £1,000, to be pro-

vided with a society approved by the vestry at their expense.
Applications, in the handwriting of the candidates, stating

age, with copies of three testimonials (only) of recent date,

to be forwarded to the Vestry Clerk, at the Court House,
Maryleboue-lane, Oiford-street West (endorsed '""Application

for Office of Surveyor "), on or before Monday, the 7th day
of March proximo.

Candidates whose attendance is required will be so in-

formed.
Personal canvassing is strictly prohibited.

{By order)

W. H. GARBUTT,
Vestry Clerk.

Court House, St. Marylebone.
February, 1898'.

BOROUGH OF MORLEY.
APPOINTMENT OF BOROUGH SURVEYOR AND

ENGINEER.
The Town Council require a Borough Surveyor and Engi-

neer, who must devote the whole of his time to the duties of
the office.

Particulars of the duties and conditions of employment
may be obtained at my office at any time after the i6th inst.

The salary will be £200 per annum.
Applications, stating age and giving particulars of ex-

perience, accompanied by copies of not more than four testi-

monials, are to be delivered at my office, under cover, en-
dorsed " Appointment of Borough Surveyor and Engineer,"
not later than the 26th instant.

Canvassing prohibited.

Dated this 11th day of February, 1898.

RICHARD BORROUGH HOPKINS,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall. Morley.

otWflCE RAISI'U

FOR RAISING

PATENT
ADAMS' PATENT LIFT C0,,|

5 & 7, OLD QUEEN STREET,

WESTMINSTER. LONDON.

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY

SEWAGE LIFT.
SEWAGE TO Bt RAISED

fijaa "^OR^.

Makers cf

FLUSHING SYPHONS^

SLUIGEby &c.

GREEN'S PATENT TRUINVERT PIPE.

&A—Holes for pouring in cement or com-
position.

Bli—SU-onglhenod am Lengthened Socket.

CC—Inner Socket and Rest,
KK—Ghauiber for cement or composition,
FF—Stanford Joint in new poiiitiou.

To put it sliortly, this pipe secures true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, and, while iillowing

for a slight settlement wheu first laid, forms an

absolutely rigid joint directly the cement sets.

l.-Gas and Water-Tigrht Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Alignment of Invert.

3.—Socket the strongest part of the pipOk
4.—No special junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., Halifax.
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TENDERS WANTED.
THE URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF

BARNES.
ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

The above Conncil are prepared to receive tenders for the

supply of the following for the twelve months endini^ April

1, 1899:—
1. Broken Guernsey Granite.

2. Broken Flints and Thames Ballast.

3. Horses and Carts on hire.

4. Smith's Work.
5. Ironmongery, &c.

6. Portland Cement.
Particulars and forms of tender may be obtained of the En-

gineer and Surveyor, at the Council offices, where tenders,

sealed and endorsed " Tender for Granite," " Tender for

Flints, &c.," must be sent in not later than 12 o'clock noon on

Monday, the 7th day of March, 1898.

No tender mil be considered except on the prescribed form.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

(By order)

G. BRUCE TOMES, assoc.m.inst.c.e..

Surveyor to the Council.

Council Offices, High-street, Mortlake, S.W.
12tli February, 1898.

ITY OF NORWICH.
NEW TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.

Tenders are invited from thoroughly competent builders

for the erection, completion and maintenance for six months
of an Extensive Technical Institute.

The drawings may be inspected at the offices of the

Architect, Mr. Arthur E. Collins, City Engineer, Architect

and Surveyor, Guildhall, Norwich ; copies of the general

conditions of contract, specification, bill of quantities and
form of tender may be obtained on deposit of the sum of

£10 with him, which will be returned on receipt of a bona-

fide tender.

Tenders, enclosed in sealed envelopes, endorsed " Techni-

cal Institute " and addressed to the Chairman of the

Technical Education Committee, must be delivered at my
office not later than Saturday, March 12, 1898.

The Corporation does not bind itself to accept the lowest

or any tender. N« tender will be accepted until the Corpora-

tion has received the consent of the Local Government Board
to the raising of a loan for the purposes of the building.

GEO. B. KENNETT,
Town Clerk.

Guildhall, Norwich.
February 11, 1898.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF HUDDFRSFIELD.
CENTRAL DISTRICT HIGHWAYS COMMITTEE.

The Corporation of Iludderslield invite tenders for the

supply of the following Materials, Tools, Labour, &c., for a

jieriod of twelve months ending the 31st March, 1899.

Materials.

1. Granite setts, curb, and granite for macadam,
2. Flags and other materials for sewers and street works.

3. Whinstone macadam.
4i. Pitch and oil for asphalting purposes.

5. Cast-iron materials.

6. Portland cement.
7. Bricks, lime and sand.

S. Hay, straw and provender.

9. Plumbers' work.
10. Timber.
11. Paints and oils.

12. Scavenging brushes and brooms, ashes.

13. Earthenware pipes, junctions, bends, &c.

14. Wronglit-iron materials.

Labour.
15. Team Work.

Please state number of tender form required.

Specifications and forms of tender may be had on appli-

cation to the Borough Engineer, 1 Peel-street, Huddersfleld.

Samples, endorsed, to bo deposited at the Bridgefield depot,

Leeds-road, Hudderstield.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Broken Granite," or as the case

may be, must be delivered, free of charge, addressed in the

handwriting of the tenderer or his agent, to the Town Clerk,

Town Hall, Huddersfleld, on or before the 2nd day of March,
1898.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender.

(By order)

F. C. LLOYD,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Huddersfleld.

February, 1898.

Telegrams t

"PUCES,

DARWEN."

LANGS.

STANFO

GLAZED

eter to 42-in. Diameter.

t^^^^^glnai^^ffl^^ sockets A SPECIALITY.

WHITE OR COLOURED.

ShorGdi-tch, London, E.
Plate and Sheet Glasa
Leaded Lights.
Sheet Lead and Pipe.

DEPARTMENTS.
bers' Brass Work.

Oils and Colours.
Paper-hangings.

SANITARY
GOODS.

The • DONNOL" Registered Wash-Down Pedestal Closet, with Outlet,
a as approved by the London County Council.

No. l.^Eftised White. I No. 3.—Fireclay, White iii.-ii.

No. 2.— VMiiie or Ivorc.
I Ko. 4.—Blue Pi-iaii^d on Wliite.

Ko. tt.—Brown Printed on Ivoiy.

The "PREMIER" Syphon Water-Waste-Preventer, Cast-iron passed
by the following Water Companies:—

New River. I Brighton. I Guildford
East London. Folkestone. 1 Lambeth.
Bournemouth.

|
Kent. 1 Margate.

And maii.y otlicrs.
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HAMPTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SUPPLY OF MATERIALS, &c.

The above-named Council invite tenders for the supply of

the following- for the enaninpfycar, ending the 31st March, 1899 :

600 cube yards (more or less) of Hand-broken Bine
Guernsey Granite or Quenast Stone.

600 cube yards (more or less) Kentish Chalk Flints.

Hire of Steam Road-Roller, at per day.

Forms of tender, giving conditions and all particulars, can
be obtained at the offices of the Council, Park House, Hampton,
Middlesex, where tenders, duly filled up, must be delivered,

sealed and endorsed "Tender for Materials, &o.," not later

than Tuesday, the 1st day of March next, at 4 p.m.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

Dated this 14th day of February, 1898.

JOHN KEMP,
Surveyor to the Council.

ESTRY OP LAMBETH.
TO SANDING MACHINE MAKERS.

The Vestry of the Parish of Lambeth are prepared to receive

tenders for the supply of Pour Sanding Machines. Particu-

lars may be obt.aiued from Mr. J. P. Norrington, A.M.I.C.E.,

Surveyor to the Vestry.

Tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Sanding Machines," to be
gent to me not later than 5 o'clock on Tuesday, March 8, 1898.

The Vestry do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

H. .1. SMITH,
Clerk to the Vestry.

Vestry Hall, Kennington Green, S.E.

February, 1898.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OP HEADING-
TON.

SUPPLY OF FLINTS, HARTSHILL OR MANCETTER
OR OTHER APPROVED STONES.

The above Council are desirous of receiving tenders for the
supply of the Best Hand-picked Flints (clean and free from
dirt), the Best Selected Hartshill or other Stones (broken to

2- in. gauge, the pieces not to exceed 2 in. .and not to bo less

than 1| in., free from dirt and fragments, or unbroken), to be
delivered free of carriage and wharfage.

The whole to be delivered before the 30th August next,
after which date the Council may refuse the same, and will

hold the contractors liable for any excess in price they may
incur in the purchase of materials in the place of the quanti-
ties not so delivered.

Each contractor will be required to sign an agreement for
the due performance of his contract, to serve the contract
himself, and not to underlet it ; and the Council do not
pledge themselves to accept the lowest or any tender.

Each person tendei-ing for the supply of Hartshill or other
stones must forward to me, with his tender, samples of the
materials for the supply of which he shall so tender.

Tenders must be actually received by the District Sur-

veyor through the post, prepaid, endorsed " Rar.al District

Council of Headington, Tender for Materials," up to Monday,
the 21st day of February, 1898.

Further particulars may be obtained from the District Sur-

veyor, Mr. Lee Turner, Hartfield Cottage, New Headington,
Oxon, of whom forms of tender can be obtained.

(By order of the Council)

THOMAS W. MALLAM,
Clerk.

126 High-street, Oxford.

4th February, 1898.

COUNTY COUNCIL OP NOTTINGHAM-
SHIRE.

Highways, Bridges ami County Buildings Committee.

MATERIALS.
The above Council are desirous of receiving tenders for the

supply and delivery of Granite, Slag and Limestone to rail-

way stations and wharfs in Nottinghamshire on or befere

September 29, 1898.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

Full information may be obtn'red from the undersigned on

or after Thursday, February 17. h.

Tenders to be returned not later than first post on Thurs-

day, February 24, 1898, to

E. PURNELL HOOLEY.
Shire Hall, Nottingham.

February 10, 1898.

THE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OP
NEWARK.

TENDERS FOR ROAD MATERIALS.
The above Council invite tenders for the supply of Granite

and Slag, to be delivered during the ensuing 3-ear in such

GALVANIZED IRON

FRED'^BRABY!(C?
FITZROY WORKS

352 TO 364 EusTON R?

TONDQNi

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
TRADE MARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

Telephone No. 96 HAMMERSMITH. Estab. 1S40. Telegrams: "SANKEV, HAMMERSMITH."

Chief Office: CREEK WHARF, HAIVI IVIERSMITH, W.
Sankey's Improved (Deep/ INTERCEPTING GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.
Special Limes supplied for tho Disposal of SEWERAGE Matter, also for Cas Purification.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

ALUMINO-
FERRIC.

THE Pfeci|C>i±a.n-&:.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

PETER SPENCE & SONS,

BARROv;^ LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND CEMENT
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Dt'livciw 111 fill ports of iho Kingdom.

Offices: 1 St, ': Martin's, Leicester.

Works: Bftnow-on-Soar, nr. Loii<rli!joronjrh,

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

The "STRATFORD"
LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! Imperiskble!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

.TOXXXIO' SIKCX^rZX,
ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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quantities and at such times as the Council or their District

Snrveyor shall require and direct.

Specifications, conditions of contract and forms of tender,

showing; the stations at which the material is to be delivered

and the approximate quantity to be delivered at each station,

may be obtained on application to the undersigned.

Tenders, endorsed •' Tenders for Road Materials," are to be

addressed to W. Newton, Esq., Clerk, Middle Gate, Newark,

on or before Friday, March 25, 1898. No other form of

tender will be accepted.

Samples, conspicnonsly labelled, are to be addressed " The
Snrveyor, Rural District Council, The Ossington, Newark,"
carriage paid, on or before the above date.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender, and they reserve to themselves the right to accept

such part of any tender as they may deem proper.

(By order) TOM VICKERS, C.E.,

District Siu-veyor.

District Surveyor's Office, Lincoln-street, Newark.
February 11, 1898.

pOUNTT BOROUGH OP WOLVERHAMPTON
vy NEW BATHS.—CONTRACT No. 6.

The Parks and Baths Committee is prepared to receive

tenders for works required to be done in building a Swimming
Bath and Assembly Hall in Bath-place, Wolverhampton.
Drawings may be seen, and specification, bill of quantities

and form of tender obtained, at the offices of the undersigned.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Bath, &c.," and ad-

dressed to the Chairman of the Parks and Baths Committee,

must be delivered at the Town Clerk's office not later than

the 27th February, 1898.

The contractor will be required to enter into an undertaking

to pay not less than the minimum standard rate of wages of

the district and to observe certain hoirrs of labour in accord-

ance with the resolution of the Town Council.

The lowest or anv tender will not necessarily be accepted.

J. W. BRADLEY,
Borough Surveyor.

Town Hall, Wolverhampton.

OROUGifOF ECCLES.
TO SEWER CONTRACTORS.

The Highways Committee of the above Corporation invite

tenders for the construction of the following works— lu':.,

—

Contract No. 1.—364 lineal yai'ds of new 3-ft. by 3-in. Circular

Brick and Concrete Sewer, together with two larue ovcrllow

channels and other appurtenant works in Liverpool-road and
Pell Green-road.

Contract Nu. 2.—440 lineal yards of 4-ft. by 3-ft. Brick and
Concrete Storm-water Culvert from Pell Green-road toSalteye-

brook, together with other appurtenant works.

Contract No. 3.—17 lineal yards 24-in. Stoneware Pipe Storm
Overflow, Overflow Chamber in Barton-lane, 144 lineal yards

4-ft. by 2-f t. 9-in. Brick and Concrete Culvert, with manholes,

lamp-eyes and other appurtenant works in Barton-lane and
Fountain-street.

Contract No. 4.—Storm Overflow in Church-street, Eccles,

Storm Overflow in Trafford-road, 87 lineal yards .'j-ft. by 1-ft.

Stoim-Water Culvert between Peel Green-road and Barton
Wharf.

Specifications and bills of quantities can be obtained of the

Boi-ongh Engineer, Mr. A. C. Tnrley, a.m.i.c.e., on and after

the 17th inst., upon payment of a deposit of £1 Is. (one

guinea), which will be returned to those contractors submitting

bond-fide tenders.

Sealed tenders, properly endorsed and accompanied by fully-

priced out schedules, to be addressed to the Chairman of the

Highways Committee and delivered at the office of the under-

signed by noon on Thursday the 24th inst.

Contractors must tender at their own cost, and the lowest

or any tender will not necessarily be accepted.

(By order) GEO. WM. BAILEY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Eccles.

February 10, 1898.
,

pOUNTY BOROUGH OF OLDHAM.
vy TENDERS FOR MATERIALS.
The Surveyor's Committee is prepared to receive tenders

for the supply of

Granite setts, Pitch and creosote oil,

Rawtenstall setts. Lias lime,

Flags (Local), Cement,
Flags (Concrete), Sand,
Curbs, Scavenger brooms,
Ironwork, Shovels,

Bricks (Red), Timber,
Bricks (Blue), Coal,

Eartlienware pipes. Oils, Ac,
Limestone chippings,

for the year ending March 25, 1899.

Specifications and forms of tender may be obtained on appli-

cation at the Borough Surveyoi's office, Town Hall, Oldham.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPV-. LTD

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT.
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sin lis, Traps, Porcelain Batfis, do.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS.

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, Wonship
Street. E.G. ; i6 Charterhouse Street, EC. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

THIS Drain Clinometer, which is a thoroughly well-made an.i reliable
instrument, is intended for the use of Builders, Medical Officers o!

Health, Sanitary Inspectors and others for testingthe slope of drain pipes.
The arc is fixed at the extreme end of the Clinometer so as to allow of a

close reading and distinct graduation, and is divided on one edge to degrees
and quarter degrees, and on the other edge to gradients of 1 in 20, 1 in 30, 1

in 40, 1 in 50, 1 in 60. 1 in 70 and 1 in 80.

The adjustment is by means of a nut and bolt, working against a spira>
epring. The " Bubble " is ground and divided.

The Clinometer is made of teak and nicely finished, and measures« 12ix2axl-inB.
PRICE :- With Eleftrum Fittings. £1 7s. 6d.5 With Brass Fittings. "£1 2s. 6d.; With Magnetic Compass extra 2s. 6d,

--J Coiind'fe JItustratfti f/iffcifue of Drawino and Siuveinnq /nstruintnU uUl be sent post free on tippJicaiivn.
Sole .y!aker-W. H. HARL'*NG, Mathematical Drawing ^Surveying Instrument Manufacturer, 47 Fin&bury Pavement. London, E.C*

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENTn
In any Quantities. For Prices apply te above address.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Tlic (|nestioii ns to whether 71111111-

ol"e"Sof "l-li^f -« ^'- -gl^* ''-!'•-/"

Public Works. miaerfcaKe the sujiply or water

and ligliting has been threshed

ont in this country, and, whether or not it will

nitiraately be shown that the policy of mnnicipal

control is a good one, it is a fact that the general

feeling on the subject at the present moment is dis-

tinctly in its favoiu'. Indeed, the matter has ad-

vanced so much beyond tlie argumentative stage in

the various towns of the United Kingdom that not

only has the supply of water and lighting become
an established practice, but municipalities on all

hands are striving to acquire powers for running
tramways, and in some cases they are ambitious

enough to seek to conti'ol the local telephone ser-

vice. Municipal enterprise being therefore practi-

cally part of our every-day life, it is a little startling

to tind a writer who seeks to show that, beyond con-

trol of the water supply, municipal operations that

embrace lighting and similar objects are distinctly

liad policy. One's astonishment, however, is some-
what abated when we discover that the writer is

li;ising' his arguments chiefly on American experi-

ence ; and pi-obably if the conditions prevailing here
in the conduct of municipal matters were akin to

what is generally understood to exist in America,
tliere would be probably few in this country who
would argue in favoui' of corporations carrying out

such public work as lighting and tramways. To an
American it may savour somewhat of a socialistic

rciiuiit; when corporations do carry out such work as

we have indicated, but the whole question seems to

be wrapped up in the local conditions of the two
countries. It was pointed out a few days ago by
Lord Rosebery, with great truthfulness, that the

corrupt stage in municipal life has almost disap-

peared in this country, and, though one has sufiicient

faith in the vivacity and soundness of the American
people to expect that their mnnicipal concerns will

eventually reach a similar healthy condition, it is a
fact pervading most of the local life in the United
States that they are not yet beyond the corrupt period.

Indeed, as the writer of the article already alluded
to, Mr. T. Cai-penter Smith, in The Etigmeering Maga-
sine says, the great drawback in American city life is

that "average city employees are neither as compe-
tent nor as honest in their work, and do not do as much
for their money, as those employed in private corpora-
tions; and, again, the temptation to use the patronage
of the city business is a constant source of corruption
among city ofhcials." Without fear of contradiction
it can be said that the work carried out by munici-
pal officers in this country compares most favourably
with the best work carried out by private per-
sons. In I'oad making, in superintending the con-
struction and the working of waterworks, in the
management of gasworks, in the laying down and
siilisequent wtu'king of electric lighting plant,
English municipalities are obtaining the very best
work from their officials. Moreover, it lias been in

many cases abundnntly pi-ovod that vni-ious projects
have been cari-ied mxt more economically by local

authoritiesthan they would have been carried out ])\ a

contractor, who naturally expects to make a prolil on
undertakings of any description. At the same time
the legality of any action of the municipal body is

very closely watched in this country, and up to a
certain point, Gfovernment departments exercise a
cei'tain measure of control upon the financial o[)erii-

ti(3us embraced in any public scheme, and thus we
are to a great extent protected against what Mi-.

Carpenter Smith points out as a somewhat common
occurrence in America

—

viz., to off-set source of ex-
cessive cost by furnishing returns which are not
correct, making no allowance for interest on cost of

plant, charging no taxes against it, not making
allowance for water furnished to it by the citj-,

maldng no allowance for depreciation of machinery,
and perhaps providing no sinking fund to take up
bonds which have been issued to pay for the plant.

Those are the points in the conduct of municipal
trading, if we nuiy use the term, that are carefully

guarded against in this country, and in the electric

lighting operations of municipalities it is clearly

laid down that accounts should be rendered to a
Government department showing the cost of working
and giving the apportionment of pi'olits.

The whole questicm of municipalities carrying out

electric lighting work—and it is to this feature of

municipal activity that Mr. Carpenter Smith has
|)articularly addressed himself—is whether it is for

the benefit of the community at large to undertake
the responsibilities engendered by such work.
We coiild have uirdei-stood some exhibition of

trepidation on this point some six or seven j'ears

ago, but to-day the matter is beyond argument,
for it has been conclusively proved, and is mattei-

of daily occurrence, that it does pay for municipal-
ities to generate and distribute electricity in the
district over which they exercise conti-ol. If it

could be shown that the whole of the ratepayers

were to be taxed for the benefit of a few, then it

would be desirable by all means to pievent corpora-

tions carrying out such undertakings. It may be
said that at the present time it is impossible to

supply the whole of the members of a community
with electric lighting from the present establish-

ments ; but then exactly the same could have been
said of gas lighting when it was in its initiatcny

stages. Although for the present electricity supply
may be said to be confined to a certain section of the

community, there is no such thing as taxing the
whole body of ratepayers to provide such service,

because it is a fact beyond dispute that when a mu-
nicipal electric lighting system has been in vogue
some two or three years it invariably happens that

a profit is made which can be utilized for the bene-

fit of the whole of the membei's of the community.
It has been urged in some i[uarters that electric

lighting is for the rich, but we have shown at

different times in these pages that the great feature
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that is being developed by the niauiigers of ooipora-

tion electric light works is that the poor man is the

most useful consumer to supply ; and with that fact

held clearly before the eyes of members of munici-
palities we may be sure that the extension of elec-

tric light systems throughout the various districts is

only a matter of time and economical administra-
tion. There is one statement concerning the mu-
nicipal undertakings in this country, or rather the
statement is made generally applicable to Europe,
that one might seriously object to. Mr. Carpenter
Smith says :

" While excellent results are un-
doubtedly attained there (referring to Europe), it is

a question whether the best results of all have not

been rea(!hed in tho.se cities which, owing to public
franchises, leased them to corporations, or even
granted the franchise bodily to outsiders, making
with them strict contracts for legulation of the ser-

vice." The exact contrai'y has been found to be tlie

case. There is pending to-day a dispute of some
magnitude between the corpoiation of the City of

London and the City of London Electric Lighting
Companj', which has arisen from a want of agree-

ment as to the exact services to be rendered by the
company to the corporation for sanctioning the
supply of electricity by the company within the
City of London. Disputes in the provinces between
electric light companies and corporations have been
in the past few years notorious, and have certainly

pi-oved that there is considerable danger to the in-

terests of consumers in a coi-poration handing over
its privilegas to a joint-stock company. In the
management of electric lighting concerns it can be
maintained that municipalities have sliown greater
economy in management than electric light com-
panies. Moreover, they have done more for the
consumer than electi-ic light companies generally

;

and this may be naturally expected, for while
an electric lighting company has to consider the
interests of its shareholders, a municipality can
take a wider view, and when considering its con-
sumers it is at the same time studying the in-

terests of its ratepaj-ers. In this country we are
not troubled with the notorious office-holder that
forms so large a part of American civic life, and we
can say that tlieve are u)) and down the country mem-
bers of municipalities who are sufficiently jniblic-

spirited to aid very materially, and without reward
of any sort, in the management of electric lighting
concerns. There are many conspicuous examples of

this nature before us at the present moment. The
towns of Portsmouth, iiristol, Manchester and Brad-
ford have in t'le conduct of their electric lighting
business been aided in a most remaikable way by
the chairman of their respective electric lighting
committees, and it is in a great measure due totheii-

enterprise that these works occupy the foremost
positions among similar undertakings. Those
systems stand out to-day as monuments to the un-
paid labour of members of municipal bodies. Muni-
cipalities in this country have not been dazzled by
the prospects before them when entering upon elec-

tric lighting business. They have been solely im-
bued by the idea that, undertaking such work, they
would be materially benefiting the interests of their
ratepayers, and, with the magnificent results that
are on record, it would be futileto deny that in this
direction at least local authorities have shown most
remarkable results.

The Plaa-ue
'I'hepaper read before the Society

and "^ ^ '*•'* '^•''^ '^^•eel^ by Mr. Birdwood,

Sanitation. '*** "f tlie Governor's (Council,

Bombay, was one of extraoi'dinary
interest. His desci'iption of the specific germ of the
disease, and of its discovery by the two Japanese
(lofjors sent to Hong Kong in 1894, is quite fasci-

nating. But it is with his remarks on the con-
nection between the plague and defective sanitation
that we are more immediately concerned. He testi-

fied that all authoritie.s are agreed that the accumu-

lations of filth in streets and houses, the defective

disposal of I'efuse of all kinds, the overcrowding and
insufficient ventilation of dwellings, the frightful

miseiy resulting fi-om the disregai-d of considera-

tions of )'ational hygiene, in all that relates to

dwellings, clothing and the like, had always fostered

the epidemic prevalence of plague. As for the

future, all Mr. Birdwood could say was that it was
open to them to cheiish the hope that in the new
Bombay, with an effective diainage system, well-

ventilated streets and ])roperly-i'egulated dwellings

for the poor, the plague germ would never again
find a congenial home. As to whether the plague
bacillus can be eradicated is not quite so cei'tain.

In the course of the discussion which followed Sir

Richard Thorne Thorne attributed the outbreak
lai'gely to the soil, and pointed out that it was not

so much the removal of the bacillus that was wanted
as the I'emoval of the conditions under which
it multiplied. He particularly condemned the
' cliawls " in which the chief part of the poorer

native classes in Bombay are housed, as offering a

fertile soil for the spread of the plague, and ex-

presseil an opinion that it was a marvel that half

the ])opulation was not carried away, and that it

would be a good thing if the whole of the ])ortion

of Bombay in which they are situated were bui'nt

down. As our readers are aware, investigations are

being conducted undei the auspices of Sir Richard
Thorne Thorne as to the behaviour of germs in the

soil, and the theory—and a highly plausible one it

is—has been broached to the effect that disease-

)iroducing or pathogenic gei-ms may simply be

modifications of other.s which in oi'dinary condi-

tions are hai-mless. In other words, the theory
means that a bacillus normally harmless, or only
moderately hui'tful, may be developed into forms
of greater activity and virulence by soil, tempera-
ture, food and other circumstances. If the hypo-
thesis can be verified at all, it would explain much
that is at present ])uzzling in connection with other

epidemics besides the plague. It is a very different

state of affairs if we have to consider each disease-

producing bacillus as a distinct species and an in-

fectious disease as something which can only arise

from a pre-existing case. In the course of Thcrs-
day's discussion Mr. Ackworth, late municipal com-
missioner in Bombay, desci'ibed the difficulties

experienced by the authorities in inducing the

municipalitj'^ to improve the sanitation of the city.

He considers that at pre-ent the great sanitai'y need
of Bombay is effective drainage on the water-cari-iage

system and the burning of all street sweepings.

London
A good deal has been said from

County Council *""® *" ^i"''' f *^'® money spent by

Water Bills. t^e London County Council in pio-

moting water Bills. Those who
wish to know the exact state of affairs should secure

a copy of a Pai'liamentary retuin showing exactly

what the council have expended fi'om 1890 to August
I-). 1897. In the first place, the council have expended
<£5,()00 in prosecuting and conducting inquiries and
negotiations I'elative to the supjjly of water, or com-
panies supplying water, in or near the administrative

county of London, under the London County Council
(General Powers) Act, 1890. In this case the sum
to be spent was limited to £5,000. The London
Water Act of 1892 authorised the council to spend,

in addition to the above-mentioned sum, £10,000 in

making inquiries as to the existing supply of water
within the meti'ojjolitan watei' ai'ea, the charges
made, and the jsossible sources of supply. Of the

authorised sum of £10,000 the council have spent

£7,026. The I'etuni also distinguishes any sums
expended upon like pui'poses dui'ing the period in

question which may have been considered as pi'opeily

ajiplicable to the cost of the pi'onu]tion of any Bills

in Parliament dealing with the genei'al question of

water supply within the whole of the metropolitan

water area. With i-egard to the last item the comp-
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troller of the London County Council says :
" There

are no sums expended under heads (a) and (b) which

are to be ' distinguised ' as properly applicable to the

cost of the promotion of Bills in Parliament, but as

tlie council are anxious to avoid any misapprehension

that might arise if they confined themselves strictly

to the information asked for, I am du-ected to add
that the total sum expended by the council in pro-

moting Bills in Parliament relative to that supply of

water in the administi'ative county of London has

amounted to £29,900 13s. 3d., and this sum is addi-

tional to the sums specified above."
# * *

Tliei"e was quite a field night at

The Association Friday's meeting of the Incorpo-
"^

. rated Association of Municipal and

County
*^'°^"''y Engineers. The programme

Engineers. varied from the usual practice bj'

the absence of printed papers. A
number of matters which are of pressing intei'est

were set down for discussion, each debate being

opened by a speaker who is thoroughly conversant

with the subject. Mr. Weaver led off with a
sensible and temperate speech on the sujserannua-

tion question, and we think Mr. Price was scarcely

quite fair in saying that Mr. Weaver represented

the metropolitan and the largei' Bill as antagonistic.

The action suggested by Mr. Weaver, and still more
the resolution ultimately adopted, 'show that the

metropolitan officers are prepai'ed to act in a dis-

interested manner. After all, there is a good deal

to be said in favour of municipal engineers acting

in conjunction with other municipal officers. The
efforts of those who have pi'omoted the Local

Authoiities Officeis' Superammation Bill have been

energetic and well-directed, and deserve to meet
with success. The discussion on combined di-aiu-

age was something in the nature of an old friend,

but it is satisfactory to know that the subject is not

being lost sight of. Mr. Blair pointed out the

difference between the Bill now proposed and pre-

vious Bills which had been iiitrodiiced, the difference

consisting in a new provision inserted to tiy and
conciliate Mr. Boulnois, w.i'., and the property owneis
for whom he speaks. So far as length goes the most
important discussion of the evening was that on

sewer ventilation, which was initiated on account of

the conference which the metropolitan surveyors are

to hold to-day with Sir Alexander Binnie, not in his

capacity of president of the association, but as chief

engineer to the Loudon County Council. We shall

i-eport both discussions fully in onr next issue. So
far as can be seen, opinions seem to be pi'etty equally

divided between surface ventilators and high shafts.

In fact, sepai-ate resolutions favouring the respective

methods were adopted by the meeting, to be sent to

the council meeting on the following day for con-

sideration. The meeting wound up with a bi-ief but
interesting discussion on the collection of house
refuse from flats, the discussion being introduced by
the honorary district secretary. We understand
that at Saturday's meeting of the council a decision

was arrived at, which will, no doubt, constitute dis-

appointing news to many leaders. Under the cir-

cumstances, however, there was no alternative to the

decision. It has been well known tor some time
past that the idea had been entertained of holding a

meeting in Paris at Easter, the only time when Sir

Alexander Binnie would be available, and no doubt
many membei's have been looking foi-ward to the

meeting. The council, however, have been reluc-

tantly compelled to postpone the meeting for various

reasons, the chief being that the present time is not

opportune for our French friends, a fact to which
the daily papers bear eloquent testimony both morn-
ing and evening.

* * *

„ ^ . ., ^ . The development of electricity
Electricity Supply

^,^pp,y -^ ,^^,i ^^^^^ ^,^^ ^j,,^^/^

Small Towns. ^^^ been most marked during the
past few months, and, judging by

what has been achieved in installations on a small

scale, there is reason to believe there will be con-

siderable extensions in this direction. One of the

moat notable instances of a district council taking

upon themselves the responsibility of electricity

supply on a small scale is at Treeton, in Yorkshire,

where the council have entered into arrangements
with a colliery company to light the streets for a

given sum of money, and also to supply consumers
at low rates. It was pointed out some time ago that

district councils were in a somewhat peculiar position

with regard to taking upon themselves the responsi-

bilities of electric lighting. It was laid down that

they could not undertake the responsibilities of

laying down the necessary electrical works to supply
the district, and the Treeton District Council, per-

haps a little more persistent than the majority of

snch bodies, got out of the difficulty in a somewhat
ingenious way. They were debarred from erecting

their own works, but the law did not prevent thenx

from entering into arrangements with private persons

to put down plant and supply the council with the

electric currents thus generated. The arrangement,
we believe, was made with adjacent colliery pro-

prietors, who pat down the plant at their own ex-

pense, and supply not only the council with the

necessary electrical energy for lighting the village

streets, but also those householders who rerjuire it.

No doabt the success that has been achieved at

Treeton will seive as a good example to many other

small towns and village.s.

Treatment
of

There is very little doubt that

when we are able to obtain ozone

Impure' Water cheaply and in large quantities the

by Ozone. question of the treatment of water
by it will become a very important

one. Mr. Andieoli, who has worked on the subjuct

of the production of ozone for a good many years,

claims that water after ozonisation is freed from its

impurities, and that, moreover, the purified water
contains a slightly larger proportion of oxygen. It

is almost beyond dispute that, althoogh ozone in a

dry state has little effect upon bacteria, it has been
proved to possess the properties of ridding water of

nearly all forms of bacteria ; moreover, it is claimed
that when ozonised air is brought into contact with
water it has distinct disinfecting and stei-ilising

effects. The whole question, of course, depends upon
the cheap introduction of ozone, because it is obvious
that to treat large quantities of water will necessi-

tate a very large output indeed of ozone ; but so

much success has been achieved durmg the past few
years in the production of ozone, that one niay

reasonably expect to be shortly in a position to obtain

it in sufficiently large quantities to enable us to try

its real sterilising effects upon drinking water. In
the meantime we await with interest developments
in this direction.

In his ably-written, and of course
Legral Liability «ell-informed paper, on this subject

Professional f, ^^f ^^^^^I'^'t,-^ nM '"5'°°' ""

Opinion." J>londay, Mr. i . W . VV heeler. Q.c,

pointed out that at first profes-

sional opmion was not received in our coiu'ts as

evidence, but is now received on questions of " art

"

and " knowledge.' The " expert witness, ' in fact, is

living in quite a halcyon age and has multiplied and
flourished in spite of the unflattering character be-

stowed upon him by Lord Romilly. His opinion, in

fact, may be acted upon judicially. After comiucnt-

. ng upon the weight to be attached to professiujial

'opinion and the real duty of the expert witness, Mr.
Wheeler proceeded to express an opinion that the
objections to evidence of this kind wei-e over-stated,

and examined some of the cases decided on the point.

He then dealt with the responsibility thrown upon
surveyors by the Trustee Act of 1893, with legal

liability for negligence and the measures of damages
recoverable. Finally, he quoted some reported cases

bearing on professional negligence.
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Association of IVIuiiicipal and County Engineers.

METROPOLITAN DISTRICT MEETING.

On Friday evenlnp, at 7.30, a Metropolitan District inet't-

ing was held at the Institution of Civil Engineers, when the

followinp; were present :

—

Vice-President : Mr. C. H. Lowe, Hampstead.
Past-Pkesidents : Messrs. Lewis Angell, West Ham ; J.

T. Eayrs, Biimingliam ; and E. Pritchard, Birmingham.
Members of Council : Messrs. W. Weaver, Kensington

;

and G. R. W. Wheeler, Westminster.
Members : Messrs. T. W. .T. Barnes, Hanwell ; W. N.

Blair, St. Pancras; E. R. Capon, Epsom; J. R. Cartledge,

East Sheen; C. H. Cooper, Wimbledon; W. W. Cooper, Bed-

lington; W. A. Davies. Honnslow; P. Dodd, Wandsworth;
W. Fairley, Rirhmond ; W. C. Gow, Plnmstead ; M. Hains-

worth, Teddington ; T. W. A. Hayward, Weston.snper-Mare ;

T. W. E. Higgins, Chelsea; C. G. Lawson, Sonthgate ; H. .1.

Marten, Streatham ; J. P. Norriugtou, Lambeth ; J. Price,

Birmingham ; J. C. Radford, Putney ; R. Read, Gloucester

;

E. J.Reynolds, Friern Barnet; C. C. Smith, Sutton, Surrey;

A. Sontham, Clapham; J. A. P. Waddington, Wtitechapel

;

O. E. Winter, Southwark ; and H. York, East Barnet Valley ;

Visitors: Messrs. F. Ashmole, P. M. Beaumont, T. H.

ITayward, P. D. McRugo, and J. I?. Thwaites.

In the absence of the president. Sir Alexander Binnie, who
was detained by an important engagement at Bradford, Mr.

Lowe (Hampstead) took the chair. A letter of regret for

absence was read fi'om Mr. Mair (Hammersmith). There
were no formal papers to be read, but several subjects of

great interest to members, and especially to metropolitan

members, were set down for discussion. Incidentally Mr.
Wheeler, the district secretary, mentioned that he liad en-

deavoiu'ed to get Mr. Ramsden, of Chiswick, to read a paper
on motor cars, but that gentleman had been unable to com-
ply with tlie request.

The Chairman called upon Mr. Weaver to open the first

discussion, which dealt with

SUPERANNUATION.
Mr. Weaver (Kensington) said that the question of super-

annuation was personally interesting to all of them. There
were now two Bills before Parliament dealing with the super-

annuation of oflficers serving local bodies. The first was tlie

Local Anthorities OfKcers' Superannuation Bill, which was
introduced under the auspices of the Municipal Otlicers'

Association. It applied to the whole of the country, in-

cluding the metropolis, and proposed to make all officers and
servants appointed by any board entitled to a superannua-
tion allowance computed in accordance with the terms of the

Metropolitan Officers' Superannuation Act, 1866. One
important point was that it made all service continuous.

That was to say, if an officer served one body for ten

years, and soon, his services were reckoned as continuous in

calculating his pension. The two points ho had mentioned
distinguished that Bill from the second Bill, the Metropolitan
Officers' Superannuation Bill, which was a very short and
simple measure. It simply sought to convert ths word
" may " into " shall " in the Metropolitan Officers' Super-
annuation Act of 1866. Under that Act the vestry of any parish

or a district board might gi'ant superannuation, and it was pro-

jiosed to make the provision read that" the vestry of any parish
sliiill grant to any surveyor," etc. It would be admitted thatin
the Actof 1866 it was the intention of the Legislature to make
it compulsory to grant a pension if the officer had not
forfeited his right by some misconduct. The giving of an
option.al power had led to abuses in its application. Many
officers at the end of their service had been obliged to retire

without any compensation whatever, owing possibly to some
radical change in the constitution of the body he had served,

and he did not think that was the intention of the legislature.

The second Bill was to apply only to the metropolis, but in

both the .schedule of contributions was the same. An officer

who had less than five years' service had to contribute 2 per
cent, of his salary, an officer who had served more than five

and less than fifteen years 21 per cent., and an officer who had
more than fifteen years' ser\-ice 3 per cent. It was supposed
that after a few years the fund would be more than sufficient

to meet the demands upon it, and that prospect was appa-
rently borne out by tlie actuarial calcidations made and ten-
dered in support of the Bill. The first Bill had been con-
sidered by the council of the association, who had come to

the conclusion that, owing to its e.vtended scope in applying
to all officers and servants of any board, there was not the
slightest chance of its passing the legislature, and they with-
drew after contributing a check towards the e.xpenses of the
negotiations. The association would be only too glad to find

the benefits of superannuation extended to the whole countiy,
but if there was no chance of the Bill going through and a
good chance of the smaller Bill going through, they did not
think it would be wise to wreck the chance of the smaller
Bill m the hope of the larger Bill going through. The point
they had to consider was whether they should support the
larger or the smaller Bill. They did not want surveyors at
large to accuse metropolitan surveyors of selfishness, but they
had to adopt the best method. At the last meeting of the

council he had thrown out a suggestion, which had been left

in the hands of Mr. Barber, who, unfortunately, was unable
to be present that evening. That suggestion was that in the

forthcoming Bill to reform the government of London a
few words should be inserted to secure the benefits of

the Act of 1866. Mr. Barber, when he had brought
the matter before the proper C|uarters, would report

to a future meeting of the council. But no matter by
what Bill the question was settled, evidence in support

would have to be tendered, and it would be a good plan for

any member of the association to give details of any case of

unjust treatment of any officer within their knowledge in re-

gard to compensation, so that it could be all docketed ready
as evidence in support of the Bill. He had given evidence

before the Royal Commission on the unification of London,
and he had been very carefnl to impress the question of

superannuation strongly on the members. He told them that

within his knowledge many surveyors at the end of a long

official life had been throwTi out of employment without any
provision for their old age, owing to some radical ohnnge
in the constitution of their board. The chairman (Mr.

Courtney) a.sked if he could cite cases, and he had to rely

on his memory. The first Bill included all who were in

the service of a board, and thus it might be applied to

scavengers under certain conditions. It only required the

presence of a certain element on the board, and they would be

pensioned. Surveyors would be only too glad to see anyone
who had done goc^d service put in a position to make pro-

vision for his old age, but such a state of affairs as he had
indicated would be very inconvenient, as surveyors would
hesitate to discharge a man at a day's notice if it would mean
the sacrifice of a provision for his old age. They wished to

send a resolution for the consideration of the council to-

morrow as the wish of the meeting. He thought they might
urge the council to support the larger measure if there was
any chance of its going through Parliament, and in default

of that to push forward the smaller measure.

Mr. John Price (Birmingham) expressed surprise that

Mr. Weaver should have represented the two Bills as an-

tagonistic. He considered that the question should be dealt

with by the association as a whole, and not at a district meet-
ing. He did not think that the bringing in of any rivalry

between the two Bills was in accordance with the ideas of

the association. In regard to the larger Bill, every member
of the association would welcome a Bill on such lines. At
Birmingham last year they had a Bill on somewhat the same
lines, but it was a poor Bill. It was certainly not so good a
Bill as the one they were considering. It provided for a

contribution of 3 per cent, per annum, and the officer retired

at sixty-five years. An official with a salary of £500 could

only get one-half or thirty-sixtieths of his average salary for

t he previous thirty years. An officer with a salary under £.500

could receive a pension up to two-thirds. In Liverpool they
had probably the best of all the superannuation Acts, as it took
fiftieths for a basis and gave a larger maximum up to thirty-

fiftieths, the officers retiring at sixty years of age. There
was the same contribution of 3 per cent. Mr. Price proceeded
to refer to tlie clause dealing with continuous service when
accompanied by contribution to a superannuation fund. As a

former official under another body, who paid no superannua-
tion, he would have been able to count something like twenty
years' service, but as it was he could count only eighteen

months. In conclusion he thought there should be no rivalry

between the two Bills.

Mr. Blair (St. Pancras) thought something might be said

to harmonise the view of Mr. Weaver and Mr. Price. He
took it that Mr. Weaver adopted the view that half a loaf

was better than no bread. Let them support the larger Bill

if there was any hope of its passing, but they should have the

smaller one to fall back upon. The merits of the schemes
were similar except in regard to the extent of their applica-

tion.

Mr. Davies (Heston and Isleworth) asked whether it was
not possible for the smaller Bill, in which it was proposed to

alter "may" into "shall," to be made applicable to the

whole of the anthorities in the country. If that could not be
done, why should they not join forces to make the larger Bill

a success? He hoped the council would resolve to supjiort

both Bills, which need not necessarily wreck one another.

Mr. R. Read (Gloucester) said the question was a very im-
portant one, especially for those who, like himself, had been
in office for about t^venty years. He thought, however, that

a Bill which applied only to the metropolitan district was
very inadequate.

Mr. Martin (Streatham) thought that the larger Bill would
be better even for the metropolitan officers, owing to the

reckoning of past services. They were apt to forget that by
the Act of 1866 metropolitan officers were entitled to a pen-
sion.

Mr. Lowe (Hampstead) said he would support the smaller
Bill, which was to amend the existing law, but he would also

support the larger Bill, which was a new law. The metro-
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politan officers were not clisposeil to li8 selflali ami vvouUl sup-

port both Uilla.

Mr. Prut, brought up the question ns (o whether they

BhoukI have separate resolutions or opinions in reference to

the two Bill?, and submit them to all the districts and to the

members generally.

Mr, Wr.a\RR thought that the a'<snciation should be re-

quested to support lioth Bills, giviu'r the preference to the

Bill with the larger scope so long as there was any chance of

its going forward. In the event of the council seeing no
chaucB oi that, they could then concentrate their efforts on

the smaller Hiil. Possibly the larger Bill had now a better

chance than when the council were considering it some months
ago. In the event of there being nochance of success forthe

larger measure, they should use their influence as a lever for

the support of the smaller.

Mr. Prick moved a resolution to the effect that the meeting
supported both the Bills mentioned in the .agenda, and that

the resolution be communicated to the coimcil requesting

them to support the Bills.

Mr. Davie.s seccmded, and the resolution was adopted.

[The report will be concluded in our next issue.]

A LETTER OF APPLICATION.

HOW SHK IS WUO'l'K.

The following unique lucubration was published some time
ago by a London evening paper. Whether it is genuine or

merely a clev(!r concoction, it makes e.xcruciatingly funny
reading, and is to be taken as illustrating the sort of thing .i

public works engineer has to deal with in India. The letter

—

to give it a conrtesy title— is understood to have been ad-

dressed to such an otEcial in an up-country station, and pur-

poses to be an application for a post under the Uepartment
of Public Works. In e.tplanation of a statement that might
not be otherwise understood, it may be mentioned that the

engineer in question left the service by request. The raaster-

pie.'e is as follows :
—

D. P. W. Applicant
Fr,.m Ram Syenp (poor man) To Mr P. W.

Dep.art. J h Eaqre.

Left: as Captain (formerly).—
Most preserved Sir,

1 am humble man and great family, large suns and
daugters with niaguitied appetites, much often I have written

to grate notorious gentlemens, who have terribly failed in

goodness, therefore your honor will not be considerately

angered by me, for because though not altogether com-
pletely dead for want of the money 1 am much harmed man
and magnanimously anxiously for display of my tallants. It

is great shear pity all my big education is going horribly

cast aside. Your honor I am like one man is which the

English poet calls ' born blowing unseen," and your honor is

the P. W. Depart: which is grate sirculated Depart: build-

ing big walls and bridges, which falling down no matter for

that, make the money and because your mighty honour is

now completely dismissed for procuring the cash, yet still

much influenco is with your honor in this wide place of area
of P. W. Depart : your kind honor will pass over the fury of

my great peitishan I am telling yon of my much troubles and
experiments, much learning all things I got much studies in

big Dickshunharrys (which is five six days since now I did

lost) or grate tall.ants in all chings. But this manifold family

is much grate expance, or too much hungry all the day time
long. This famdy which I h.ave generated, God knows,
every, every year, she does my wife make incremental
successions to the ramifications of this generation. ily

age was of 19 when I did begin to commence to have
childrens and now my ag^ is thirty-four and only one child

dead and by the Lord there will be no end to the mischief.

Your honor is grately kind and plail^ly say all things and
yonr honor will be much pleaced with all the works of my
hands. I am learning in all things, much constructed in long
mountaneous words (long and terrificle), of the grate Engli.sh

language, but it is much pity in my heart some ruff hog has
mizzled the books, all my big Dickshnnharry— no matter for

that so grate is the power of my surprising memory ; 1 am
mnch knowing in natural Mathimeticles and phllasfee, the

law and Manipulation. Such as the apple must come to the

ground. Isaac Newton and such like. Also your honor I

am infernally imbrowed with Latin such as abba father and
such like. Your honor I am man of long infernal lingage
and my grate father did construct me in much policy and in

the college I learned in all things and by much experiments
and thoughtfoolness and am now man of much deepness and
conversations. My Father was much old when he did expire

at last ; and left much goods and Money for the devision of

one of my Sister Jewnee, but your honor she did mizzle
allmost all together completely all and rnced off with a man
whose name is Bhaghat Ram, who is territic humbug and
compleately raskal. In this humble manner your honor, I

was left cut up by 5000 Roopees, .and my much wicked sister

(who is major to me your honor, iu ten years) is devalloping
in great many pleshures and much Lugsoories—no matter for
that I was man of thoughtfoolness and desided on the matter
of travels and experiments, and much has my eyes gazed on,

and I am now man of grate benefit, going hither and thither

with my grate family and living on stray things. My life is much
v.ariable and constructed in terrific knowledge and although
because by the power of my big education 1 have always
found works for my hands. Vet still now the money is plenti-

fully dwindled by the reason of the Simla Station which is

much dear place in rice .and all matter, and much diflicult for

works your honor yet much beautiful in all things of Sight
and Scenery—Here the trees go hither and thither in blast

of air and Rivers bubling and all birds (pink or yallow and
much color) wistling musick on the infernal landscape, also

your honor the beautiful Ladies, much colored, and Glory
Dying the Atmostfere, and highly flavoured in all things.

And the grate (iovr. General and counsel shines like big star

of terrific pleshnre. But my Soul is much sorry for want of

the work and the money or 1 would much please in telling

all things. But hunger is at the belly for the future and
therefore your Mighty honor will kindly give me the help
and the work and your honor will be mnch blessed in all

money Matters, and grate pleshnre will come upon your
honor if you will give mo the work and I will Show my
Tallants in all things and your honor will be consoled.

May almighty powers hold your honors security and may
yonr honor be safe and tight evermore in all matters, 1 much
pray for your honor's head, and waiting for your honor. Also
may all your honor's posterious children be Safe for ever ever
more. I remain your honors humble Servant,

Sd. Rui SvEXP (Poor man).

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD AND

SMALL COMMUNITIES.

Vicount Cobham, in the course of an address at Bewdley,
on Saturday, on county council matters, Tlic Times reports,

referred to the pressure of the Loe^al Government Board on
small places to carry out expensive sanitation, and the pos-

sibility of reaction against it. Bewdley and other small
places were, he said, being pressed to do sanitary works,

which in the case of Bewdley would raise the rates 2s. 6d.

in the £1. They asked that there should not be harsh and
peremptory action or jied.intic insistence on the very best

methods of water supply or sewage disposal iu such small

]ilaces as that. The inhabitants in many places were having
most formidable demands hung over their heads, and being
told to put their houFcs in order or they would be improved
off the face of the earth or out of their homes. He was very
far from counselling resistance to the Local Government
Board's requirements or from denying that sanitation was
a good thing ; but the line must be dr.iwn somewhere, and
when they saw people would rather leave a place than sub-

mit to the requirements maile on them, there would be a re-

action against sanitation. So far the country had gone in

favour of widespread sanitary reforms but if the horse was
over-driven public opinion would not go with the authori-

ties, and sanitary reforms would bo infinitely more difficult.

Lord Cobham urged that the department concerned should
set itself to work to find a cheaper system of sewerage for

small places than was now insisted on. He hoped that Par-

liament would take the matter into consideration, and that

in the meantime due forbearance would be exercised towards
small communities.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Professional Exami.nations, 1898.

The Students' proficiency examination will commence on
the 21st of March next.

Examinations qualifying for the classes of " Professional

Associates" and "Fellows" will also commence on the 2l8t

of March next. All particulars as to days, subjects and
course of examination, will be forwarded on application to the
secretary.

English candidates for the professional examinations will

be examined in London. Iiish candidates will be examined
in Dublin.

Special Certificate Examin.wion, 1898
(FOKMEillBEKs).

The next special certificate examination in Forestry, Sani-

tary Science and Land Surveying, and Levelling, are proposed
to be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the 14th, ISth

and 16th of June next. Particulars of these examinations
can be obtained from the secretarv.

Colombo. —A start has been made with the work of lajing
the rails of the second of the two lines of the electric tram-
ways in the town.— The following recommendation has been
made by a committee : "That a general approval should be
given for cairying electric mains overhead in the city of

Colombo, but that each section of main to be constructed
must be the subject of special application, and may be refused

or granted, subject to special conditions, by the chairman
after reference to the superintendent of works and the coun-
cil's special adviser on electrical maters and th? standing
committee. Each act of permission is to be r.'ported to

council at the ensuing general meeting.'
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XXi. SEWAGE DISPOSAL

of Oeeieral Practice.

OSWESTRY REP0RT.(3.)

4. CllEMHAt. Cl.AninCATION AXl. LaM. IkRIGATION.

Works on these linos may Le seen at Hereford, Birmingham,

Lincoln, Loufrhborongh, Melton Mowbi ay, Aylesbury, Wolver-

liampton, Ealing, Sutton, Wimbledon, &c. Tho process is as

follows ; The sewage passes through screens, -where floating

matter is removed. It then receives a dose of precipitants

mixed and dissolved to the proper and suitable proportions

sometimes by means of machinery and oftentimes by simply

placing a portion in the current to dissolve gradually. The

sewage then flows into precipitating tanks of various kinds

and on different principles, where the sludge coagulates and

subsides to the bottom. The clarified liquid or tank effluent

is ill due time drawn off by means of floating arms, telescopic

tubes, or other arrangements, without disturbing the precipi-

tated sludge, and is conveyed on to the land for irrigation.

The effluent is frequently good so far as appearance goes, but

iheremairg impurities in foUntion have yet to be removed.

To work this system economically and efficiently great care

is required, and methodical attention is xitie i/hi'i -non.

Hereford.—The population is 21,0CO, and the average daily

volume of sewage about ],250,(X!0 pallors. The works con-

sist of pumping station, precipitation tnnks and 34 acres of

land. A large portion of the latter has I een laid out as filters

and osier beds. The capacity of the tanks is 750,000 gallons.

The sewage is lifted from sewer to tank, a height of 30 ft.

Hekefoud Wokk?.

The capital expenditure is given as follows: Cost of site of

works, £2,372 ;
erection of works, £13,(580 ;

boilers, engines,

sludge presses, Ac, £4,421 ; fence round works, £177 ;
en-

<^ineers, clerk of works and general superintendence, £2,048;

fand for new filter-beds, £2,tK)0; laying-out new filter-beds,

£1.184; miscellaneous, £27,679.

The working expenses during the year 189j-96 were as

follows:

—

, . „

Sinking fund and interest

Kales and ta^es, &c
Salary and office e.Npenses

''!,-IS 7 2

54 15 3

122 15 4

WeeUij Labour ; Sludge pressing

and liming

Cleaning out tank and filter-

beds
Engine driver and stoker

Extra labour and repairs

Ironmongery, oil and waste

Steam coal and coke

Timber, pipes and bricks

Eepaira, &c., engines and tools...

Lime, chemicals and other mate-

rials

Miscellaneous

New beds

Hauling, carriage, &c

Decrease in value of stock.

157 10 2

83 4
ICO 10 4
123 5 4

2,S95 17 9

524 15 10
138 10 1

200 2
CO
217

157
8

2 4
6 11

S 2

3 10
37 14
44 15

4,284 15 2

18 3 9

4,302 18 U

98 3 1
Deduct value of osier, manure

sold, &c

£4,204 15 10

I was informed that about 5 cwt. of lime per l,tKX),0(X)

gallons was added to the sewage throughout the year, but in

summer time about 2 cwt. of alumino-ferric was also added.

As the river was in flood and the outlet pipe submerged, I

could not discern the nature of the effluent. The works have

been in operation over si.\ years.

Lincoln.—T\w jiopulation of the city is about 45,000. In

1880, under the able superintendence of Mr. Mansergh, m.i.c.e.,

these works were laid out. They comprise 65 acres of land

of which 56 are irrigable, pumping station, lifting the sewage

60 ft., four large and two small precipitating tanks, tlie total

capacity of which is about 950,000 gallons. The average

daily flow is about ],2(X),000 gallons. For some years these

works, I believe, were considered to be model ones, but

before 1895 the farm was found to be quite inadequate. With

a view of avoiding the heavy expenditure in extending the

farm the corporation decided in that year to adoi>t the Inter-

national Sewage Purification Company's process, and laid out

filter-beds 2,000 yards in area, at a cost of £5,500; 12 cwt.

of ferozone at 51s. per ton were added per 1,000,000 gallons.

The nett loss on the working expenses only amounts to about

LoroHBORorGH Destructor.

£6J0 per annum. After a short period it was found that

the filters were incapable of dealing with the daily flow of

sewage. The corporation are now considering what further

steps to take. Mr. MacBrair was very ready to afford all tho

information required.

Loughborough.—The population is 22,000. During winter

months there is an average flow of 1,000,000 gallons of sew-

age, and in summer of 750,000 gallons per diem. A very com-
plete arrangement of works lias been designed and carried

out by Mr. Ambrose Wootton Cross, the late borough en-

gineer, now engineer to the King's Norton Rural District

Council. The works comprise sewage pumping station, refuse

destructor, precipitation tanks and land irrigation. The town
refuse is carted to tho works and consumed in a destructor

l..,i..iiiiui.' II n.Nk^i .iiLiuuiid principle).

constructed by Messrs. Coltman & Sons, Loughborough, on
somewhat different lines when compared with other de-

structors. Sufficient steam power is obtained to drive 26

horse-power engines and centrifugal pumps to lift the sew-

age, which gravitates from the town to an underground tank,

about 24 ft, to the precipitating tanks. These tanks (three

in number) are of the Dortmund type, circular in plan, 27ft.

in diameter, 27 ft. deep to the top of the cone, and 50 ft. to

the sludge sump at the bottom. As the description given by

Mr. A. S. Butterworth in a paper read before the students'

meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers, for which a

Miller prize was awarded, is so complete 1 cannot do better

than quote a portion, as follows :
" Suspended in the centre

of each tank are a 5-ft. and a 6-in. iron pipe. The sewage,

on leaving tiie pumps, is discharged into an open concrete

carrier, along which it is conveyed to the centre of one of
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the tanks, this carrier being supported by two compound
14-in. by 10-in. steel girders, between which ooucrote arches

are turned. From these girders are suspended a cylindrical

wrought-iron down-tlow tube, 5 ft. in diameter, su]iportcd also

by a girder at the base, down which tlie sewage is conveyed

to the level at the top of the cone. At the bottom of the tube

it is enabled to spread itself all over the area of the tank by

eif^lit ridge-shaped spreading arms, open on the under side,

wliich are bolted to the down-flow tube and bedded in the

concrete of the cone wall. The sewage then rises up the

tank outside the 5-ft. tube with a very low velocity, owing to

the largely-increased sectional area. Meanwhile the sludge

is precipitated and gradually sinks to the bottom of the cone.

The sewage, having risen to its original level in the inlet

carrier (or nearly so), overflows by the weirs, of which there

are seven in each tank, each 4 ft. wide and fitted with semi-

circular scum-irons, 12 in. deep, into the circular carrier which
surrounds the tanks. The inverts of all the inlet carriers and
of this circular outlet carrier are level, and each outlet carriei

is directly connected to the inlet carrier of the other tank,

penstocks being placed at each junction. A 6-in. cast-iron

pipe runs down the centre of each tank to within about

1 ft. of the bottom of the sludge pump. At the top of

the tank this pipe is carried through to the outside of the

embankment, and is fitted with a sluice valve, the delivery

being about 6 ft. below the level of the sewage in the tank.

When the valve is opened the pressure of water in the tank
forces the liquid .sludge from the sump up the pipe, and de-,

livers it automatically about 4 ft. above the ground. At
present it is convej'ed to a specially-drained area, and is after-

wards used for filling hollow places in the land, a large

amount being also disposed of as manure. Each of these

tanks has a edacity of nearly 100,000 gallons, as measured
to the tops of the cone ; so that with the average hourly flow

of 30,000 gallons there will |be an average of six hours
quiescence, or its equivalent, when both tanks are in use.

The principal advantage of this type of precipitation tank
are: (1) A comparatively small area of land is required to

provide a large tank capacity. (2) The cost of construction

is considerably less than that of the old-fashioned tanks of

same capacity. (3) A smaller surface of sewage is exposed
to the sun in summer. (4) Owing to the method of with-

drawing the sludge, it is unnecessary to have a spare tank in

order to drain off the sewage and collect the sludge. (')) The
sludge is delivered above the ground without any manual
labour or the necessity of pumping the sludge.

" After passing through the tanks the fairly clear resultant

effluent is distributed on the land by main carriers, con-

structed of concrete in situ, with cemeut-rendered face, and
provided with penstocks at intervals, and earthenware blocks

with 6-in. flap valves, delivering into earthen channels cut as

required. The works have not yet been in operation suffi-

ciently long to enable any definite conclusion to be arrived at as

to the value of any crops which may be raised. A portion of

land alongside the brook will be devoted to osiers, so that it

may be flooded to a considerable depth if desired.

"At ao average depth of 5ft. Gin,, and 15ft. apart, 9-in.

land drains are laid, consisting of earthenware stock pipes,

with a strand of tarred yarn only in the joints to exclude the

fine sand, this object being also attained by surrounding the
pipes with turf and surface soil. At intervals 4-in. junctions

are fixed, in case of extra land drainage becoming necessary.

These 9-in. drains discharge into the main 24in. land drain,

which conveys the well-filtered and pure effluent down to the

river Soar, open manholes being carried above the ground
for the purpose of supplying fresh air for the aeration of the

effluent."

The works had been in operation about six months, and the

results were such as as to reflect great credit on the engineer.

Of the 34 acres of land purchased 18 acres are in use and 16

acres held in reserve. The effluent was good, as the follow-

ing analyses show :

—

Analyses of Loughborough sewage and effluent, taken
March 11, 1896, at 4.30 p.m. The crude sewage was taken at

the delivery from the centrifugal pumps and the effluent at

No. 5 manhole on the main effluent outfall by R. Feary (fore-

man). Analyst, Mr. S. F. Burford, p.s.i.. Corporation Build-

ings, Leicester. Mr. Burford's quantities are in grains per
gallon, reduced to parts per 100,000 by Mr. A. W. Cross.

The nett cost per annum will average about £2,100 per
annum, includirig interest and sinking fund, the latter, then,

alone will absorb £1,194 per annum. The capital expenditure
is stated to be about £20,000, made up as follows :—

£ S. d.

Pipes and special castings for cast-iron inter-

cepting sewers ...

Laying cast-iron outfall sewers, pump tank,

main effluent outfall and drain

Buildings, high-level road bridge and retaining

wall

Engines, pumps, shafting, &c. ...

Tanks of conduits (capacity exclnslre of sludge

cone 200,000 gallons)

Kiver outfall land drainage and surface prepara-

tion main carriers

Destructor, standby, multitubular boiler, en-

gines, fans, &c., shedding over destructor and
main steam piping

Chimney shaft and retaining wall, back of de-

structor ... ... ... ... ... ,,,

Electric lighting plant ...

Land, easements, compensatioiis, surveyor's and
legal cost, engineer's fees, clerk of works, &c.

Works other than contracts carried out by cor-

poration workmen, including embanked road
and fencing, improvement of canal bridge and
lane, asphalte road and footways, Ac.

Balance in hand for further land preparation ..

2,149 17 6

3,626 U
871 19 1

670

1,788 13 7

1,306 6 G

1,188 6 2

203 9
163 12

1,374

500 O

Total amount of loan rai.sed £20,000
The sludge is run into lagoons, and when dry enough,

worked into the land.

It will be noticed that one of the items is for electric light-

ing plant. Mr. Cross informed me that the steam generated
in the special destructor boiler was more than ample for pump-
ing the sewage, with the result that electric lighting plant

equal to 7,000 watts had been provided to light the woi-ks at

night. The then borough engineer, Mr. Ambrose W. Cross,

very generously afforded all the information asked for, and it

can be stated that the works are among the most compact to

be seen.

Melton Uon-bray.— The population of this town is about

7,000, and the average daily volume of sewage about 250,000
gallons. The International process has been adopted in addi-

tion to land irrigation, and has been working since 1895. The
sewage gravitates from the town to the works, and after re-

ceiving the necessary quantity of precipitants (ferozone)

MEi.TOif JIowncAT Takes {Candy's Patent).

flows through baffling chambers into the precipitating tanks,

two in number, fitted with Candy's patent sludge-removal

apparatus. These tanks are 24 ft. in diameter and 12 ft.

deep, flat bottom. The apparatus referred to consists of a

revolving perforated pipe, which is made to traverae the

bottom surface of the tank and to allow the sludge to escape

up the centre shaft, and afterw.irds run into lagoons to dry.

The tank effluent; is next passed tlu-ough Candy's patent

Solids In suspension

Ditto in solution ,.,

Chlorine ,.< •••

Free ammoni.a ,.

Albuminoid ammonia

Crude after passing
tlu-ougli

Grains
per

RHllon.

1540

60-2

4-8

1-701

2-345

Oxygen absorbed in fifteen minutes 4-301

Per cent. Per cent.
Effluent. of of

filter paper. purifl- purifi-

Parts Grftina Parts Grains Farts cation, cation,

per per per per per Colmnns Columua
100,000. Rallon. 100,000. 100,000. 100,000. lands. 2 and 3.

220 — - - -- -
-

7

2-432

3-353

C-86

0-56

— — 62-79

— — 4-39

0-70

89-78

6-27

1-638 2-542 0-273 0-390 839 833

0-434 0-6206 01645 0-23.52 930 6209

0-444 0-6357 01234 01764 97-4 722

Oxygen absorbed in four hours ... 12'255 17-51 805 1-1512 0-1967 0'2712 98-4 75-3
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clarifier filters, four in number, each 6 ft. in diameter, 7 ft.

high. Tlie duty uf these clai-ihers is to strain tlie tank eftiuent

and remove every trace of suspended matter. The elarilied

effluent is next passed on to three polarite filters, and finally

into the river. At the time when I visited these works the

clarifiers were certainly not performing the work they are

claimed to be capable of doing. Neither was the whole of the

tank effluent passed through the polarite filters, as I under-

stood they were found incapable of dealing with the whole.

Consequently, about one-half of the effluent flowed from the

precipitation tank on to the land. The gentleman in charge

of the works stated that the sewage was of a very concen-

trated cliai-acter on the day of my visit. The final effluent

as it emptied info the brook was fairly good. The cost of

the works, excluding the land, 7i acres in extent, was stated

to be about £2,500. The nett cost per annum is given at

about £600, including interest and repayment of loan and
pumping. The sludge wlien fairly dried is sold to farmers

as manure at Is. per load.

Ealing.—There are two sewage dispos.al works in this dis-

trict, which, I was informed, are about the oldest of their

kind in the neighbonrhood of London. The Rivers Pollution

Commission of 1868 paid considerable attention to these

works and reported at length. They were constructed at a

time when Ealing was but a village of .about 5,000 inhabitants,

but to-day the poiiulation is stated to be nearly 30,000. The
northern works consist of precipitating tanks and 22 acres of

land, the former costing £2,000 and tlie latter £4,000. The
working expenditure is just covered by the sale of crops,

fodder, &c. The southern works consist of a number of

settling tanks, where, after the addition of chemicals, the

clarified liquor is drawn and discharged into the Thames by
a low-level outlet. The precipitants used are milk of lime,

clay and sulphate of alumina, the proportion being about
11 grains of lime, 11 grains of clay, and 2 grains of sulphate

of alumina. The sludge is mixed with town refuse, stacked

under a shed to partially dry, and then burnt in a destrnctor.

Mr. Charles Jones, m.i.c.e., very kindly showed me all the

processes at both works. The effluent at the northern works
was good, but I cannot say the purification at the southern

works was carried out to the extent required in other places.

The cost of the latter works and the annual working expendi-

ture were not given, as Mr. Jones stated the expenses of

refuse and sewage disposal were not divisible.

Wimblcdoti.^The following is an abstract from the annual
re]3ort prepared by Mr. C. H. Cooper, engineer to the district

council, describing the works: "The sewage is conveyed to

the sewage works, Durnsford-road, by three intercepting

sewers, known as the high, middle and low level sewers. The
two first gravitate to the woi-ks, while the sewage from the

last has to be pumped at Raynes Park and again at the

works. At the Raynes park pumping station the sewage of

Cottenham Park and part of Morple-road is raised to a height

of 33 ft. by two single-throw plunger pumps, 12 in. diameter
plungers with 24 in. stroke, worked by two 3i horse-power

gas engines. During the year 1895, 26,164,200 gallons, and
1896, 26,269,640 gallons of sewage were pumped at this

station, at a cost of £199 10s. 6d. and £178 12s. Id. respectively.

At the farm pumping station the whole of the low-level

sewage and that from the Durnsford-road sewer is lifted

22 ft. by two two-throw plunger pumps, 24-in. diameter
plungers with 4 ft. 6 in. stroke, worked by two condensing
engines, 14 in. diameter pistons, with 3 ft. stroke.

"During the year 1895, 278,313,300 gallons, and 1896,

307,410,000 gallons were pumped at this station, at a cost of

£926 19s. 7d. and £606 7s. 3d. respectively. The sewage re-

ceived from the middle and low level sewers, after being
chemically treated, flows into the settling tanks, where pre-

cipitation takes place. The tanks, which are six in number,
and have a capacity of 530,000 gallons, can be worked in one
series seperately. The sewage from the high-level sewer can
either be chemically treated or passed upwards through
specially-prepared filters (see previous reference). The whole
of the sewage is then twice run over the land before being

.

discharged info the river. Special filter-beds are provided

for utorm water.

" The chemical treatment consisted of the addition to the
sewage of lime and cojiperas.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL AT MIDSOMER NORTON.

DESCRIPTION OP THE WORKS.
Last week the new sewage works which have been con-

structed by the Midsomer Norton Urban District Council
were opened by the chairman of that body, in the presence
of a large number of people. A fall description of the works,
which we fake from The !<oi!ierset Standard, was given by the
engineer, Mr. W. V. Bird, at the ceremony.

The process, he said, is that of precipitation by cliemicals

and filtration through artificial beds and land. The sewage
on admission to the works passes first through a straining
grating, where all coarse matters and foreign bodies are re-

tained, and then through a scum and detritus chamber, which
intercepts sand and fatty matters. Next the chemical pre-

cipitant (ferozonc) is added, the mixing being done by a
" Kierby " machine, the motive power of which is a smalt
water-wheel worked by a portion of the river water which
has been diverted for that purpose. After the precipitant is

added the sewage is passed over a series of iron bafflers,

which thoroughly mix the chemical with the sewage, and it

then enters the first settling tank. This tank is 16ft. in

diameter and 10ft. 6 in. deep, and the sewage enters at the

bottom by a series of vertical inlet pipes, and is discharged
from the top by means of wood collecting channels, and it is

found that by this method all the solid matters in suspension
are retained at the bottom of the tank. This is removed daily

by means of an ingenious revolving steel arm, and is run on to

prepared and drained sludge lagoons, where it is dried for

removal, the thin liquid portion which is drained off being
pumped back into the inlet chamber for re-treatment. After
leaving this tank the sewage is run through another of

similar design and size, and it is believed the present instance

is the only one where duplication of tanks has been carried

out, the engineer claiming that by means of it a better efflu-

ent is produced at a reduced consumption of chemicals. The
tanks are so arranged that the sewage can be run through
either of them separately, through both equally, or through
one after the other. From the settling tanks the sewage
effluent is now run on to the filter-beds: these are four in

number, each 40 s(juare yards in area, and are composed of

gravel sand and a patent filtering medium known as " mag-
netite." Either one or more of these beds can be used at the

same time, and by an ingenions system of valves the effluent

can be sent through any bed or beds and then brought up
through any other bed, for the purpose of washing the top
sand wnth the filtrant, and thus effecting a considerable

saving of labour in sand washing. Leaving the works the

filtrant is conveyed liy a 12-iD. pipe for a distance of about
600 yards on to the outfall land, situated near Old Welton
colliery. Of this laud about 4 acres has been laid out, chan-
nelled, levelled and underdrained, and after passing through
this the now purified sewage is discharged info the stream.

The engineer for the works is Mr. W. F. Bird, surveyor to

the district council; the engineer consulted to report upon
Mr. Bird's scheme was Mr. T. S. McCnllum, of Manchester;
contractors for the principal works were Messrs. Thomas &
Webb, of Bristol ; and for the outfall land works, Mr. W. A.

Catley, of Midsomer Norton; and the clerk of works was
Mr. A. B. Carter. The patent sludge removal apparatus was
supplied by Mr. Pullen-Candy, of Altrincham ; the chemical
mixer by Mr. Kierby, of Swinton ; the " magnetite " by the
Magnetite Purification Company, of Manchester; and the

ironwork and valves by the Glecfield Company, Limited. Tl e

cost of the works has been about £2,100.

Port Glasgow.— The offer of Messrs. D. Cunningham &
Son, Kilmalcolm, to carry through the Parkhill reservoir im-
provement scheme has been accepted by the town council.

The additional tank to be constructed will contain about
500,000 gallons of water ready for use, and the filterage

accommod.ation, which has been found to be inadequate for

some time, will be considerably increased, the committee
having decided to add two new filters in connection with the
reservoir. The contract price is about £3,665.

Lcndon Water Supply.—The report of Sir William Crookes,

I'.R s., and Prof. Dewar, f.r.s., on the composition and qnality

of daily samples of the water supplied to London for the

month ended January 31, 1898, states that of the 182 samples
examined all were foutid to be clear, bright and well-filtered.

There was a serious deficiency in the rainfall during the

month of January, rain having fallen on five days only— ri'r.,

the 4th, 5th, 6th, 16th and 31st—and then to only a small

extent, the actual figures being: Rainfall at Oxford, 0'82in.;

thirty years' average, 2'16 in.; deficiency, l"34in. For the

time of year the rivers Thames and Lea are in exceptionally

good condition owing to the lack of rain. The filtering plant

of the various companies is in good working order, and with

the exception of one or two abnormally high results, which,

after all, did not include pathogenic organisms, the bacterio-

logical qnality of the water supplied to London is excellent.
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Combined Drainage.
REPORT TO THE FINCHLEY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.

Mr. F. Smythe, surTeyor to the Finohley Urb.au District

Council, has submitted the following useful report to that

authority :^
Until the passiufj of tho Public Health Acts Amendment

Act, 1890, the definition of a sewer depended on sec. 4, Public

Hfealth Act, 1875, which states :
" ' Drain ' means any drain of,

and used for the drainage of uiie huUdiiuj only, or premises
wilhin the same curtilage, and made merely for the purpose
of communicating therefrom with a cesspool or other like

receptacle for drainage, or with a sewer into which tho drain-

ago of two or more buildings or premises occupied by differ-

ent persona is conveyed." '" Seiver' includes .sciccrs aitd

drains of every description, cxcc\)t drains to which tho word
' drain ' iuterpieted as aforesaid applies, and except drains

vested in or under tiie control of any authority having the
management of roads, and not being a local authority under
this Act."

The above definition of "sewer" is pcifcctly clear, and
included tlie drainage of two or more houses whether such
sewer was originally laid by [irivate persons or by a local

authority. There are in this district, as in many others,

sowers which were laid by the builders and owners of houses
through private lands into wliich the bouses are drained,,

and to which no access can bo obtained for the drainage of

any other buildings belonging to another owner; such sewers
were often laid without any possible inspection and were
often, from the commencement of their existence, defective,

or the defects were of such a nature that they were not made
apparent for some considerable time, probably j'ears after the
sewer was laid. It was therefore obviously unfair to the

ratepayers of a district to be saddled wiih tho expense of

making good the defects in a sewer over which they had no
control, or to which they had no access; and, in order to

remedy this state of things, a chauae (sec. 19) was included in

the Public Health Acts Amendment Act, 1890, of which the
following is a copy :—
" (1) Where two or more houses ielonging to different owners

are connected with a public sewer by a single private

drain an application may be made under sec. 41 of tho
Public Health Act, 187.5 (relating to complaints as to

nuisances from drains), and tho local authority may
recover any expenses incurred by them in executing
any works under the powers conferred on tliem by
that section from the owners of the houses in such
shares and proportions as shall be settled by their sur-

veyor or (in case of dispute) by a court of summary
jurisdiction.

(2) Such expenses may be recovered summarily, or may be
declared by tho urban authority to be private improve-
ment expenses under the Public Health Acts, and may
be recovered accordingly.

(.3) For the purposes of this section the expression 'drain '

includes a drain vaedfor the drainage of more than vne
huilding.''

I have on many occasions at the meetings of the Sanitary
Committee referred to this section and to its application, but
the committee have hitherto dissented from my views. The
only doubt that has been in my mind was whether the sec-

tion was intended to be prospective or retrospective : in the

former case its action would be greatly nullified by the fact

of the local authority being in the same position with I'egard

to the drainage of two or moi'e houses connected to a single

private drain as they were before tlie amending Act came
into force, as most of the combined diains likely to prove de-

fective have been laid previous to the date of tho Act

—

viz.,

1890—but, if retrospective, the local authority could claim
the advantages the section intended to give.

As there has been an important case lately decided

—

viz.,

Seal V. Merthyr Tyd^'il— in which it was held that the respon-
sibility of repair of a combined drain devolved upon the
owners of property draining into such combined drain, also

another case last year

—

viz., Bradford v. Magor nf Easthonmc
— I think it right to recommend that your council should re-

consider the matter. The following .ire the particulars in

the former case, as reported in The Times, dated July 12th,

and from infonnation supplied mc by the surveyor of Merthvr
Tydvil—

Within the Merthyr Tydvil urban district a number of

houses have been erected by thoTydvil's Wells Building Club
(of which the appellant is the secretary and receiver of

rents) upon both sides of a new street, called Cromwell-
street. The houses on the south side are numbered 21 to 40,
of which the appellant owned Nos. 23, 30 to 36 and 38. A
drain was made running at the back of the houses through
the gardens, commencing at No. 40 and passed along the
other houses until it joined the sewer of the urban council in

a street at right angles to Cromwell-street. A connection
from each house with the drain at the back was made by a
branch drain, and the back drain could not be used by other
houses. The district council have adopted the Act of 1890.
The respondents contended that the drain rnnninEr at the
back of the houses 21 to 40 was a private drain under the
defiuitiuu in sec. 19 ("•) of the Public Health .Vets Amend-

ment Act, 1890, and that it being out of order the appellant

must' abate the nuisance. The appellant contended that the

drain was a drain into which two or more houses belonging

to different owners were drained, and that, therefore, it came
within the definition of a sewer contained in sec. 19 of the

Public Health Act, 1875. The magistrates found that the

drain was a drain used by two or more houses belonging to

different owners, and that it was a drain for the particular

houses Xos. 21 to 40, and for no other premises. The}' de-

cided that the respondents had a right to proceed under

see. 41 of the Act of ISlo. They, therefore, made an order

on the appellant to abate the nuisance.

Mr. Macmorran said the question was. What was the mean-
ing of "private drain" in tho Public Health Act, 1890,

sec. 19. By sec. 2 of that Act the other Public Health Acts

were incorporated. By sec. 11 (3) the meanings of "drain"
and "sewer" given in the Public Health Act of 1S75 were
made applicable. He cited the following cases, and pointed

out that tho decisions were not uniform : Travis v. Vllley

(1894, 1 Q.B., 233), Self v. Hove Commissioners (1895, 1 Q.B.,

635), Hill V. Hare (1895, 1 Q.B., 906), and Bradford v. Mayor of

Eastbourne (1896, 2 Q.B., 205). This was a case which told

against him, but he contended that it was inconsistent with
Hill V. Hare, and not, therefore, binding on the Court. He
also cited Keginav. Mayor of Hastings (1897, 1 Q.B., 40).

The Court upheld the decision of the magistrates without
calling on the counsel for the other side. Mr. Justice Cave
said the case was perfectly clear on the decisions brought to

their notice. By the Public Health Acts, 1848 and 1875, all

the sewers were vested in the local authority, and "sewers"
were defined as " drains draining more than one house."

This was found to create some difficulty, for when one man
built two houses on his own land and diained them the drain

became vested in the local authority and had to be paid for

by them. That was one diUicnIty, but it was got over by
holding that the Act did not apply to houses in the same
curtilage, and that the drain, until it came out of tho private

property into public property, could not be said to be a sewer.

Then there came another difficulty. When houses belonging

to diffi'rent owners drained into a sewer, whereby they were
connected with the public sowers, in that case it was hard
that the public should have to pay for what was, in fact, a
jnivate drain. The 19th section of the Act of 1890 was
therefore passed. By that section, when two or more houses

belonging to different owners are connected with a public

sewer by a single private drain, certain consequences fol-

lowed. The definition of " private drain " included a drain

used for the drainage of more than one building. What then
was a " private drain " ? In tho opinion of the learned judge

the term applied to a drain constructed in private grounds to

whicli the public had no access. The intention was that the

public were to be relieved from paying for that which they

were not allowed to use. In this case it was found that there

was no power to drain other houses into this drain. The
rational view of a private drain was that this was one. It

was said that this view was not in accordance with Hill v.

Hare. If, however, in that case the drain was, properly

speaking, a private drain, that case was wrongly decided, and
at any rate it only determined the status of the particular

drain in question. The magistrates were finite right in their

decision, as they found, in fact, that the drain was only for

certain houses and not one into which any other could drain.

Mr. Justice Ridley concurred.

The following is a digest of the case of Bradford v. Mayor

of Eastbourne, one of the cases cited by Mr. Macmorran and
tried before Lord Chief Justice Russell and Mr. Justice Wills

last year in the Queens Bench Division being an appeal from

a decision of the county court judge of Eastbourne.

The sanitary authority for the urban district of Kastbourne

having adopted the Pnblic Healths Ads Amendment Act,

1890, served a notice upon oue Bradfcu-d under sec. 41 Pnblic

Health Act, 1875, among other owners of houses in the same
road, which were all connected with the luiblic sewer by one

common conduit pipe laid through jnivate propert}', being in

such a condition as to bo ;i nuisance or injurious to health,

to do tho necessary works for putting into proper condition.

Bradford failed to comply with the notice and the sanitary

authority having done the work sued him in the conntj- court

for his due proportion of the expenses incurred by them.

Tlie county court gave judgment for the plaintiffs and Brad-

ford appealed on the ground that the conduit pipe was a

sewer vested in and repairable by the sanitai-y authority at

their own expense.

It was contended by Mr. Macmorran, Q.c, who appeared

for the appellant that sec. 19 of the Public Health Acts

Amendment Act, 1890, was not intended to apply to drains

which at the commencement of the Act were already vested

in the local authority, and therefore, had become sewers.

The judgment of the Court was that the drain in question

was a private drain, and upheld the decision of the county

1

court judge. In his summing up Lord Russell said :
" It has

been suggested that the expression ' private drain ' might be

said to apply to drains of the character set out in i-ec. 19 of
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the Act of 1890, which were constrncted after tlie passing of

the Act of 1890 ; in other -words, that tlie Act of 1890 had no

retrospective force. That would be a very simple way of

getting out of the difficulty of the section. But the words of

the section are not ' shall be ' but ' are ' and therefore when
it says that where two or more houses belonging to different

owners are connected wi.h the public sewer, it points, i

think, to a state of thing in existence at the timo of the pass-

ing of the Act which is to be altered."

Mr. Justice Wills added :
" It seems to me that the section

itself shows clearly enough what is meant. The 'private

drain ' is contrasted with the 'public sewer.' The 'public

sewer 'is obviously here meant to indicate a sewer which
serves the ])nblic generally, and lias, or may have, an in-

definite number of houses connected with it, either directly

or because branch sewers come into it ; whereas the ' private

drain ' serving two or more houses is that of which the natural

use is confined to those houses, and with which other drains

belonging to other houses could not be connected without

the consent of the person thi-ough whose land it runs. The
•provision so understood does not seem to be unreasonable.

A drain of this character is generally an economical substi-

tute for separate drains from each of the houses served by it

to the public sewer. As a general rule no public use can be

made of such a drain ; and there does not seem any reason in

the nature of things why the owners of houses so drained

should, by reason of the mere fact that two or more of them
use the same private drain, csctipe the burden which would
fall upon them if each house ran its drain direct to the public

sewer."

The following were the other cases cited by Mr. Macmorran
in Seal v. Merthyr Tydfil Urban District Council

:

—
Travis v. Uttley.—In this case it was held that a pipe into

which three houses belonging to one owner was drained was
a sewer, and by reason also that the Corporation of Halifa.x,

in whose district the property was situated, had not adopted

the Amendment Act.

Self V. Hove Commissioners.— It was held that a " private

di-aiu " into which the water-closets of two houses were
drained was repairable by the owner.

Hill v. Hare.—A case stated by the justices of the city of

Carlisle. A brick culvert constructed before the commence-
ment of the Public Health Act, 1848, received the drainage

from several different houses, originally belonging to one

owner, but now to six different owners, of whom the respond-

ent was one. The culvert was entirely situated on private

property, and passed under a stable owned and occupied by
the respondent, before it debouched into what was admittedly

a public sewer, and it was out of repair, so as to give

rise to a nuisance. The urban sanitary aiithority liad never
approved of, or adopted, or repaired the culvert or drains com-
municating therewith. The respondent was summoned for

not complying with a notice from the urban sanitary authority

to abate the nuisance, caused by the non-repair of the culvert

as a single private drain. The justices dismissed the in-

forination, subject to this case, on the ground that the culvert

was a sewer vested in the local authority. It was held by
the court (Mr. Justice Cave and Mr. Justice Lawrence) that

the justices were right in dismissing the information for the

reason stated.

Mr. Justice Cave was one of the justices before whom Seal

V. Merthyr Tydvil Urhan District Council was tried, and in

delivering judgment in that case it is very refreshing to hear
him state :

" If, however, in that case (Hill v. Hare) the

drain was, properly speaking, a private drain that case was
wrongly decided; and, at any rate, it only determined the

status of the particular drain in question."

Lord Russell, in his summing up in Bradfotd v. Mayor of

Easthonr/n; states: " Tliere is no substantial difference be-

tween the drain in the case before us, and those in Self v.

Hove Comiitissinners and Hill v. Hare. In the present case it

drains houses belonging to different owners before it enters

the public sewer, and the local authority have adopted the Act
of 1890. In consequence of the impossibility of reconciling

the decision in Self v. Hove Commixsioners and Hill v. Hare I

have reconsidered the whole question independently of those

cases."

After having carefully considered the decisions in the above
cases, all of which with the exception of Hill v. Hare have
been decided in favour of throwing tho onus of repair of a
''private combined drain" upon whom it was undoubtedly
intended by the 19th sec. Public Health Acts Amendment
Act, 1890, to be cast

—

viz., the owner—provided the Act has
been adopted and the houses belong to two or more owners, I

strongly recommend that the repair be not undertaken in

-fnture at the public ex]»ense, but that notices be served upon
the owners affected, and in default tlie work be done by the

council and the cost apportioned and charged to the owners
as required liy the section ; care, however, must be taken that

sec. 41 of the Pnblic Health Act, 1875, relating to nuisances
is complied with. This section states :

" On tho written appli-

caiicm of any person to a local authority, stating that any
drain, water-closet, earth-closet, privy, ashpit or cesspool on,

or belonging to any premises within their district is a nuisance
or injurious to health (but not otherwise), the local authority
may, by writing, em)iower their surveyor or inspector of

nuisances after twenty-four hours written notice to the occu-

pier o£ such premises, or in case of emergency without notice

to enter such premises, with or without assistants, and cause

the ground to be opened and examine such, &c." If defective*

notice to do the work within a reasonable time is to be served.

and in default the local authority should, do the work and
charge each owner the cost as apportioned by their surveyor.
If the drain, Ac, is found to bo in good condition the opening
of same must be made good by the local authority.

It will be observed that a written application from any
person is required as to nuisance. The question is whether
" any person " would not include one of the officials of the
local authority, but it would certainly be best to have the

application from an independent person, not generally a very
difficult thing to do.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Sketches aecompa)iyivg Queries nhoiild he mtitle aeparufe on white paper
i« plain black-ink Unci. Lettering orJigure» ihoulit be bold undplain.

154. The Institution of Civil Engineers' Examinations.—" W. J. H." ivrites : Will you kindly furnish me with in-

formation as to the " A.M.I.C.E." examination of tho Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers or where I could write for same ?

I should like to know whether there is an age limit, also

books I should require and subjects I must take.

The examinations recently introduced in connection
with the Institution of Civil Engineers are held in Feb-
ruary and October annually, and are iu two grades—
viz., (1) applying to admission of Students, who on pass-

ing are designated " Stud.Inst.C.E.," and (2) to election

of Associate Members, " A.M.I.C.E." For the first grade
examination the syllabus comprises (1) English, (2) mathe-
matics, (3) two subjects, at the choice of tho examinee, from
the following (except that only one language may be taken)

— (») Latin, (6) Greek, (r) French, (d) German, (e) Italian,

(/) Spanish, (<;) Elementary Physics, (/i) Elementary
Chemistry, (i) Geometrical and Freehand Drawing. In
lieu of the above-mentioned examination the council may,
on a candidate having p.assed an examination at some uni-

versity, waive, either wholly or partially, the qualifying
examination. Candidates for election as Associate Members
are required to prove their knowledge of the English lan-

guage and their attainments in general knowledge by
writfng an essa)' of about 1,000 words upon a set subject

;

and as regards scientific knowledge must be examined in

—

], Theoretical and elementary applied mechanics; 2, theory

of structures and the strength and elasticity of materials;

3, one of the following optional subjects— (a) Geodesy, {h)

hydraulics, (f) theory of heat engines, {d) metallurgy, (e)

geology and mineralogy, (/) stability and resistance of

ships, (s) thermo and electro chemistry, (/i) electricity and
magnet:ism. The following university degrees are recog-

nised by the council as proving a sufficient standard of

attainment in the requisite subject.s, and the graduates will

be exempted from passing the examinations appointed by
the council : University of Cambridge—B.A. (Mechanical
Science Tripos); University of Glasgow — B.Sc. (Engi-

neering) ; University of Edinburgh— B.Sc. (Engineering),

Victoria University— B.Sc. (with honours in Engineering)

;

University of Dublin— B.A. I.; Royal University of Ireland

—B.E. and M.E.; University of Wales—B.Sc. (Engineer-

ing), providing that mathematics be passed in the final

examination for the degree. There is no prescribed age
limit for admission of students or associates. We regret

we are unable to suggest in this issue the books to be

studied. A copy of the syllabus of examinations and forms
of application may be obtained from the secretary to the

Institution, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.

155. Tradesmen's Catalogues, Method of Arranging
and Tabulating.—" E. M. B." writes : I shall be obliged if

you will kindly tell me of a good method of filing tradesmen's

catalogues for ready reference suitable for a small oflice

where space is very cramped.

An inexpensive and practical system of arranging and
tabulating tho contents of trade catalogues which has been
recommended is as follows : Take a quarto note-book (price

about Is. 6d.) and make two alphabetical indexes thei'ein,

one for the name of the firm sending out the catalogue

(this index should consist of about fifty pages), while the

remainder of the book should be formed as an index for the

contents of the catalogues. Arrange the catalogues in

alphabetical order, then number them by white gummed
labels consecutively reservijig, however, from twelve to

twenty nnmbers'between each letter of the alphabet in order

to provide for additional catalogues. The catalogues should

be placed in a book-case, and between each lot (A, B, C,

iS'c.) a thin wooden p.artition should be provided. The
catalogues should have their contentfj indexed up, if such

is not done by the manufacturers, under their proper alpha-

betical heading when the effect of the resultant index

should be shown as follows : Pipes, stoneware 3\, ^Vi i3>

The upper number refers to that of the catalogue, and the

lower number indicates the page upon which the item occurs.

Enniskillen.—The tender of Mr. Adam Johnston, of Kiuarla

Enniskellen, has been accepted for a supply of road metal at

3s. 3d. per ton.
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Sewage Disposal Scheme at Go(Sstone.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.

Mr. George Walter Willcocks, m.i.c.e., recently conducted an
inquiry, on behalf of the Local Government Board, with refer-

enoe to an application of the Godstone Rural District Council
for sanction to borrow £10,000 for the purpose of carrying out a
sewage disposal scheme for the parishes of Oxted and Limps-
field. The counsel engaged were Mr. George Humphreys,
for the rural district council ; Mr. Scott Pox, for the Limps-
field Parish Council; Lord Robt. Cecil, for several landowners
at South Limpsfield ; the Hon. Alfred Lyttlcton, for the
Oxted Parish Council; and Mi-. Hammond Chambers, Q.C.,

Mr. H. G. Farrant and Mr. H. D. Bonsey.
Mr. Geo. Himphbeys, in opening the case for the district

council, detailed the histoi'y of the proposed scheme of drain-
age for Oxted and Limpsfield.

Mr. A. F. Rook, on behalf of Mr. J. H. Master, the owner
of 1,000 acres in Oxted, gave evidence to the effect that tliat

gentleman approved of any comprehensive scheme which
should receive the sanction of the Local Government Board.

Mr. Alex. R. Stenni.ng, f.s.i., f.r.i.b.a., 121 Cannon-street,
E.G., on behalf of Mr. C. Leveson-Gower, said that gentleman
was the owner of considerable property in Oxted and Limps-
field, and, generally, ho was in favour of a comprehensive
scheme such as proposed, which would drain the village of

Limpsfield. He considered that drainage for such a neigh-
bourhood should be taken as far awa^' as possible from the
inhabited portions of the district, and, while agreeing to sell

6 acres of land selected by the authority, he thought that

before that site was finally determined upon an alternative

site on Foyle's farm should be viewed, as he was advised that

a larger quantity of land could be made available there for

sewage disposal. He had given easements through his land
in the parish of Limpsfield. Replying to counsel, witness
stated that Mr. Leveson-Gower had by his advice offered the
the district council l-l acres of Foyle's farm at £30 per acre.

The reason why the scheme was rejected in 1896 was that

the site proposed was deemed unsuitable. He could not ex-

press an opinion as to the details of the j)resent site. He
did not know anything as to the attitude of the promoters of

the present scheme to the one he was suggesting. He believed

Mr. Leveson-Gower would object to separate schemes ; they
considered that the three should be combined in one. The
population supplied would probably be over 5,000, and it was
increasing.

Dr. Oldham, medical officer of health to the district council,

explained in detail the condition of things sanitary in Oxted
and Limpsfield that led up to his suggesting to the rural

authority that drainage was needed.

Mr. T. C. Barbalet, sanitary inspector to the district

council, agreed with Dr. Oldham's description of the condition

of affairs in the district. Ho considered the present scheme
to be not only the best, bnt the only practicable one.

Mr. F. Graha.m-Fairbank gave the details of the proposed
scheme, and said that the gradients were arranged so as to

be self-cleansing. The 6-in. pipes had a fall of 1 in 1.50,

which gave a velocity of 29 ft. per second. The other
gradients and rates of velocity would be as follows : 9in.
pipes, 1 in 200, 3 ft. per second ; 10-in., 1 in 150, 3'7 ft. per
second ; and 12-in., 1 in 137, 4'5 ft. per second. The main
outfall sewer was 15 in. and had a fall of 1 in -J-53, which gave
a velocity of 2'5 ft. per second. The manholes at the ter-

minals would be provided with proper flushing doors.

Mr. W. Heasman', owner of Oxted Mill, and of laud which
ho said would be affected by the proposed deviations, ox-

plained his objections by tho plans.

Mr. F. J. CoMMiN, F.S.I., 7 Bedford-circus, Exeter, said that

in tho past few years he had been associated with Mr.
Cameron, the city surveyor of Exeter, in connection with
what was known as the septic tank system. He settled the

figures of the proposed installation for Oxted and Limpsfield.

The average flow was put down at 60,000 gallons per day.

He described the scheme. In the tanks the solid impurities

of the sewage were dealt with by bacteriological action
;

passing into the filter the efllnent was dealt with again by
bacteria and aerated. The filters worked automatically. The
installation at Exeter dealt with a population apjiroxi mating
to that proposed to be dealt with at Oxted, and had been
working since August, 1890. No chemicals were used ; the

process was perfectly natui-al. The system at Exeter was
within 50 yards of a private house, and there were other
houses of £130 to £150 rental a year within 150 to 2(X) yards.

They had received no cotnplaints as to smell. He could

supply a copy of a letter received from the gentleman living

in the private house saying that since the installation he had
experienced no interference er nuisance. The works would
need the attention of one labourer about one day per week.

Cross-examined, he stated that there had twice been an
ignition of the gas generated in the septic tank at Exotei-.

The sewage at Exeter was of an ordinary character. This
system was in use at Yeovil ; he had heard no complaints
about it ; they were at present obtaining a very satisfactory

filtrate there. He was uotawaro that people who visited the
system at Exeter had reported against it. They had no

trouble with the system owing to frost. The length of the
sewers at Exeter and Yeovil was short compared with that
of the proposed scheme. The process of liquefaction kept
pace with the flow of sewage. The filtrate came out clear
and bright, an<l without smell. The latest use that was pro-
posed for the gas generated in the septic tank was lighting
purposes. The stay of the sewage in the tank in this case would
be rather more than twentj'-four hours, which allowed quite
sufficient time for tho processes to take place. Re-examined :

he said that the gentleman who suffered through the ex-
plosions at Exeter was in favour of the .system. The proposed
scheme, however, had been altered so that such an accident
could not happen. The length or shortness of a sewer would
not affect tho efficacy of the system.

Mr. DiBDiN, F.I.C., also described the work of the septic tank
system.

In regard to the question of the possibility of affecting the
water supply at Pain's Hill, Dr. G. Vivian I'oore said he con-
sidered the reservoir and wells themselves might, for a little

expenditure, bo made absolutely secure against surface inflow.
So long as there was no leakage from tlie eesspools, or tho
drains leading to them, of the houses above the wells thero
was no danger of pollution to the sub-soil.

Mr. Robert Young, tho vice-chairman of the district
council, heartily supported the proposed scheme, as he was
not satisfied with the present condition of things.

Dr. Oldman, recalled, said that from November 11th and
November 25th in 1895 there were five cases of diphtheria at
South Limpsfield, from November 27ih to December 10th
seven cases at Pain's Hill, and on December 10th in Detillens-
laiie there were two cases. Previous to this there was an
outbreak at the Church Missionary Home; it was before the
Notification Act was adopted.

This concluded the case for the district council.

Prof. RoDixsoN, C.E., F.G.S., F.R.G.S., Said he had considered
the sewer from the viaduct to the outfall works, and came to
the conclusion that it was capable of much improvement with
regard to the route followed, and also in regard to size and
gradient. It was not possible with a population of 2,000 to
get a 15-in. sewer running half-full except under a condi-
tion of things that could not be realised. Taking half tho
maximum flow at 30,000 gallons, in six hours there would be
2j in. deep in the sewer, and a velocity of l^ft. per second,
which he did not consider to be self-cleansing ; it should not
be less than 2 ft. per second. A sewer of 1 in 453 running
half full was sufficient for 17,000 people ; running full, it;

would serve for 35,000 people. It would be a sewer that
would cause a serious amount of flnshing, and he could not
see where the water was to como from. To get the velocity
of 2 ft. per second it would be necessary to add 6,000 gallons

of water per hour to the normal flow of the sewage.
The Rev. H. MuiK gave evidence as to the number of

cottages at Pain's Hill. Most of them had earth-closets.

Water was laid on ; sink drainage, he believed, ran on to tho
gardens.

Mr. Fairbirn Moon, of Croydon, was called with the view
of showing that the residential value of Shrubhurst would be
depreciated by the position of the outfall works.

Mr. W. Heasman, of Oxted Mill, and owner of considerablo

land along the proposed line of sewers, said he considered the
gradients were very bad, and he was afraid that this being
so, the sewers would become a cesspool.

Mr. E. V. D. BousKiELii, p.a.s.j., 99 (iresham-street, E.G.,

on behalf of Major Timmis, said that he knew the Stone Hall
property ; in his opinion it was very valuable, seeing that
the district n-sia highly favoured by a superior class of resi-

dents. Ho had considered both schemes suggested, and a.s to

route he preferred that of Prof. Robinson, as it avoided the
Stone Hall property altogether.. If the original scheme had
been carried through the comi>ensation payable wonltl have
been, in his opinion, exceedingly heavy.

Mr. HrMPMREYs hero stated that under the amended
scheme of the district council the compensation would bo
much less than under the origiual. If it were wanted to con-

nect Stone Hall in-operty it would be impossible according to

Prof. Robinson's scheme, but nut to that of the district coun-
cil ; but they would not want to connect.

Other witnesses having been examined, the ihquiry closed.

Royal Institution.—On Friday, tho 11th inst., a lectnro

was delivered at the Royal Institution by Dr. J. H. Gladstone,
on " Tho Metals used by the Great Nations of Antiquity."

Mr. Gladstone traced the growth of the metal working arts

from the earliest periods of history. In connection with this

occasion, a conversazione took place at the Royal Institution

tho same evening which was well attended. At this a number
of interesting samples of alloys and rare metals were on view,

including aluminium from the British Aluminium Company,
the well known Atlas anti-friction metal, Delta metal and
rare metals from the firm of Messrs. Johnson, JIatthey i" Co.,

including a specimen of uranium valued at £7,OCiO.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.
On Thursday, in the House of Commons, the Blackburn Cor-

poration (Tramways) Bill and the Buiuley Coiporation

(Tramways) Bill were ordered to be brought in.—The second

reading of the following Bills was fixed for the following

Monday : Coventry Corporation Gas Bill, Crawley and Dia-

trict \Vater Bill," Edmonton Urban District Conncil Bill,

Frodingham (ias Bill, Ilkeston Corporation Bill, Keighley

Corporation Bill, the Lancashire County Council Bill, Middles-

brough Corporation (Uas) Bill, Middlesex County Council

Bill, Nottingham Corporation Bill, Rhymney and Aber Valleys

tjas and Water Bill, St. Helens Corporation Bill, West Ham
Corporation Bill and Wishaw Water Bill.—The second reading

of the Dublin Port and Docks Bill was fixed for the following

Tuesday. Mr. Goulding, Mr. Bnrdett-Contts, Mr. Gedge and
Mr. Bond, in addition to Mr. Boulnois, have given notice that

on the second reading of the London County Conncil (West-

,

minster Bridge and Embankment Tramways) Bill they will

move that it be read a second time ou that day six months.
On B'riday, in the House of Commons, the two following

Bills were read a first time and set down for second reading

:

Blackburn Corporation (Tramways, Ac.) Bill, to authorise the

Corporation of the county borough of Blackburn to acquire

the undertaking of the Blackburn Corporation Tramways
Company, Limited ; to construct new tramways in the

borough; to improve and work the undertaking; to par-

tially consolidate the redeemable debt and mortgages of the

corporation; to consolidate and apply sinking funds ; to re-

peal borrowing powers ; to borrow money ; and for other pur-

poses. Burnley Corporation (Tramways, &c.) Bill, to confer
further powers upon the corporation of the county borough
of Bnrnley with respect to tramways and to their electric

lighting and other undertakings; to make further provision

for the improvement and good government of the borough;
to amend and extend the provisions of the local Acts relating

to the borough ; and for other purposes.

Colonel Lockwood gave notice that on the second reading
of the Ilford Improvement Bill lie would move that it be read
a second time upon that day six months. Similar notices of

motion were given by Mr. Banbury and Mr. Herbert Robert-
son in regard to tho London Building Act (1894) Amend-
ment Bill and the Victoria Embankment Extension and St.

John's Improvement Bill.—Mr. W. F. D. Smith and General
Goldsworthy have added themselves to the goodly and
already numerous company of those who propose to perform
the same kindly service for the London County Council
(Westminster Bridge and Embankment Tramways) Bill,

which is certainl}' an unfortunate measure, judging from tho
amount of opposition it has provoked.— Mr. Alexander Cross
gave notice of a Bill to amend the Local Government (Scot-

land) Act, 189-i, and Sir Seymour King of a Bill to extend
the provisions of the Poor Law Officers' Superannnation Act,

1896, to the Officers and Servants of other local authoiities.

The second reading of the Public Works Loans Act (1897)
Amendment Bill was fixed for Tuesday, March 8th, and the

second reading of the Rivers Pollution Prevention Bill for the

following day.—Mr. Herbert Roberts gave notice that ou
Tuesday, loth March, he would call attention to the de-

sirability of fuither extending the- powers of local self-

government in the United Kingdom, and move a resolution.

—The second reading of the Superannuation (Metropolis)
Bill was fixed for Tuesday, .5th April.

( )n Monday, in the House of Lords, the following Bills were
read a second time : Bacup Corporation Water Bill, Bakc-
Avell Gas Bill, Belfast Corporation (Hospitals) Bill. Belfast

Harbour Bill, Blackpool Improvement Bill, Blackpool Pala-

tine Promenade Pier Bill, Buckie (Cluny) Harbour Bill, Bury
Corporation Bill, Carlisle Corporation Water Bill, Dover Har-
bour Bill, Dundee Corporation Tiamways Bill, Edinburgh
and District Water Bill, Edinburgh and Leiih Corporation
Gas Bill, Felixstowe and Walton Water Bill, Filey Water and
Gas Bill, Folkestone Corporation Water (Transfer) Bil',

Great Orme Tramway and 'I'ram-road Bill, Hamilton Water
Bill. Heywood Corporation Water Bill, Kettering Water Bill,

Market Harborongh Gas Bill, Mersey Docks and Harbour
Board (New Works) Bill, Mersey Docks and Harbour Board
(Various Powers) Bill, Mid-Lothian and Peebles District
Board of Lunacy (Water) Bill, Morley Corporation Gas Bill,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Corporation Bill, Newhaven Harbour
aud Oase Lower Navigation Bill, Newtown Water Bill, Nor-
ton and Halton Roads Bill, Portsmouth Corporation Tram-
ways Bill, Rochdale Corporation Water Bill, Saint Matthew,
Bethnal Green Bill, Seaham Harbour Bill, Tyne Improve-
ment Bill, Tyne Improvement Commisaioners (Constitution)
Bill, Tynemouth Cerporation Water Bill, Wath-upon-Dearne
Urban District Council Bill, Windsor and Ascot Railway Bill,

and Yeovil Corporation Bill.

In the Honse of Commons, on Monday, it was reoorled
that Standing Order 62 had been complied with in the case
of the following Bills, which will he read a second time:
Cranbrook Distiict Water Bill, Enfield Gas Bill, Hartlepool
Gas and Water Bill, Higham and Hundred of Hoo Water
Bill, Norwich City Water Bill, Souihend-on-Sea Gas Bill,

Southwark and Vanxhall Water Bill, Thanet Gas Bill, York
United Gas Bill. The undermentioned, which have com-
plied with Standing Order 63, are to be read a second time

:

St. Anne's-on-Sea Gas Bill, Whitwick and Coalville Gas Bill.

The following were read a second time and committed :

Bolton Turton and Wesihoughton Extension Bill, Cardiff

Corporation Bill, Carmarthen Improvement Bill, City and
Biixton Railway Bill, Corporation of London (Foreign Cattle

Market, Deptford) Bill, Coventry Corporation Gas Bill,

Crawley and District Water Bill, East Haui Improvement;
Bill, Edmonton Urban District Conncil Bill, Frodingham Gas
Bill. The Great Yarmouth Port and Haven Bill was with-
drawn, while the Haslemere District Water and Gas Bill was
read a second time and committed. Ilford Improvement Bill

will be read a second time on the 1st prox. The Ilkeston
Corporation Bill, Ipswich Dock Commission Bill, Keighley
Corporation Bill, Kew Bridge and Approaches Bill, Knott
End Railway Bill, Lancashire County Council Bill, Leytoii
Urban District Council Bill, Liverpool Corporation Bill, and
the Llanelly and Pontarduldis Railway Bill were all read a
second time and committed. The London Building Act
(1894) Amendment Bill will be read a second time ou the
1st March. The following were read a second time and
committed: London County Council (Acton Sewage) Bill,

London County Council (General Powers) Bill, Matlock Urban
D'strict Council Bill, Middlesbrough Corporation (Gas) Bill,

Middlesex County Council Bill, North Warwickshire Water
Bill, Northam Urban District Water Bill, Nottingham Corpora-
tion Bill, Paignton Improvement Bill, Rhymney and Aber
A'alleys Gas and Water Bill, St. Helens Corporation Bill,

Staines Reservoirs Joint Committee Bill. The Victoria Em-
bankment Extension and St. John's Improvement Bill was
ordered to be read a second time on the 1st .March. The West
Ham Corporation Bill and the Wishaw 'Water Bill were read
a second time aud committed.

Petitions and notices were deposited against the following

private Bills: Clacton-on-Sea Gas and Water, by the Clacton
Urban District; Council ; Glasgow Corporation (Sewage, &c.),

by the Commissioners of Kinning Park ; Keighley Corpora-
tion, by the Bingley Burial Board ; London County Council
(Acton Sewage), by the Acton Urban District Council ; London
County Council (tloneral Powers), by the Estates Governors
of Alleyn's College of God's Gift at Dulwich ; Mid-Kent
Water; and Victoria Embankment Extension and St. John's
Improve nont. It was arranged that the cases of the Tottenham
and Edmonton, Maldon Water and Southampton Gas Bills

would be heard by the examiners yesterday.

Mr. Gerald Balfour applied for permission to introduce a
Bill for amending the la\v relating to local government in

Ireland, the right hon. gentleman stating that the Govern-
ment proposed that local administration should be distributed

between county councils, urban district councils, rural

district councils, and boards of guardians. It was hardly
necessary, he said, that he should enter into any jnstificatiou

of the general policy of withdrawing the control of local

administi'ation fjom nominated bodies and entrusting it to

bodies chosen by popular election. Everybody was conscious

that the sj-stem existing in Ireland had become antiquated
and was no longer in harmony with the spirit of the age.

Speaking generally, the county councils would take over the

powers and duties of the grand juries and presentment
sessions of the counties at large, while the rural district

councils would take over the powers aud duties of the

baronial presentment sessions. The Bill offered to Ireland,

he said in conclusion, a system of local administration similar

to that of England aud based on the same broad democratic .

foundations.

On Tuesday, in the House of Lordi, the following Bills were
road a second time: Halifax Corporation Bill, Todmordeu
Corporation Water Bill, Paisley Corporation (Loans) Bill and
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Corporation Bill.

In the House of Commons, on Tuesday, the Dublin South-

ern Distiict Tramway Bill was ordered to be read a second
time, and the Dublin Port and Docks Bill referred to the

examiners of petitions for private Bills. The (jlasgow Cor-

poration (Sewage, <?-c.) Bill was read a second time and com-
mitted, the London County Council (Westminster Bridge and
Embankment Tramways) Bill was ordered to be read a second

time on the lOih prox., and the Bristol Tramways (Exten-

sions) Bill was read for the first time and referred to the

examiners of private Bills. The Local Government (Scotland)

Act (1894) Amendment Bill and tho Local Aullioritiea Officers'

Superannuation Bill were read a first time, and will be read a

second time. In connection with the Wymondham \Vater Bill

it was mentioned that Mr. Frederick Wilson would move its

second reading in six months time. Petitions and notices

were deposited against the following private Bills ; Hasle-

mere District Water and Gas (by the Conservators of the

river Thames), London County Council (^Westminster Bridge

and Embankment Tramways (by the united vestry of the

parishes of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminstei), Mat-

lock Urban District Council (by tho county of Derby County
Council), Middlesex County (Council (by the Conservators

of the river Thames), Staines Reservoir Joint Committee
(by the Conservators of the liver Thames), Victoria Em-
bankment Extension and St. John's Improvement (by the

united vestry of the parishes of St. Margaret and St. John
and the Conservators of the river Thames), Wey- Valley
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Water (by the Conservators of the river Thames). The fol-

lowing Bills will be read a second time on Monday : Cran-

brook District Water Bill, Hartlepool Gas and Water Bill,

Norwich City Water Bill, Southend-on-Sea Gas Bill, and

York United Gas Bill.

In the House of Commons, on Wednesday, (lie Wymond-
ham Water Bill was brought up and ordered to be read a

second time on Tuesday next. The second reading of tho

Working Men's Dwellings (No. 2) Bill was deferred till

Wednesday next. The Public Health Acts Amendment Bill

was presented and ordered to bo read a second time on
Jllne 8th.

The Bills of the Blackburn Corporation (Tramways, &c.),

Burnlej' Corporation (Tramways, &c.), and the Plymouth
Corporation were set down for second reading yesterday.

Petitions and notices arc deposited against the following

private Bills : Burnley Corporation (Tramways, itc), by the

Padiham Urban District Council ; Dublin Port and Docks, by
the Eathniines and Rathgar Improvement Commissioners

;

Glasgow Corporation (Sewage, &c.), by the Commissioners of

Clydebank ; London County Council (Acton Sewage), by tho

Chelsea Vestry; Matlock Urban District Council, by the
Matlock Bath Urban District Council, the Cromford Parish

Council and others ; Staines lleservoirs Joint Committee, by
tho Stanwell Parish Council.

CEMENT ADMIXTURES.

For the past thi-ee years investigations have been carried

on by the cement trade section of the London Chamber of

Commerce with respect to the important tjuestion of cement
admixtures. Messrs. Stranger & Blount, of Broadway, West-
minster, S.W., have been instructed to make extensive expe-

riments with mixtures of Kentish ragstone with Portland
cement; and the Chamber have also obtained valuable evi-

dence from Messrs. D. B. Butler, Gilbert lledgrave, II. K.
Bamber and Dr. Michaelis, of Berlin, and others. We have
now received a statement from the Chamber of Commerce
with a request for ils publication.

After full consideration the section recently adopted the
following resolution : That Portland cement be defined as a
mixture of two or more suitable materials intimately and
artificially mixed in the requisite proportions, and afterwards
properly calcined and ground, to which nothing has been
added during or after calcination, excepting that an addition

not exceeding 2 per cent, of gypsum is permissible for the

purpose of regulating the setting. That the following rule

be adopted ; That if .any material whatever excepting 2 per
cent, of gypsum for the purpose of regulating the setting be
axlded to the Portl.and cement clinker during or after calcina-

tion, the article so produced shall not be sold as Portland
cement, but under some other distinctive name.

Tliat tho members of the cement trade section of the
Loudon Chamber of Commerce, together with all manufac-
turers of Portland cement in Great Britain and Ireland who
are not members of that association, be invited to sign the

following declaration of conformity to tlie above rule in re-

spect of all Portland cemeut made by them wherever manu-
factured : We, the undersigned, hereby agree to conform to

and carry out tho rule of the cement trade section of the

London Chamber of Commerce as set forth in a report made
by the section and iidoptod at a meeting held on JIundaj-, the

lOth of M.ay, 1897: " That if any material whatever, except-

ing an amount not exceeding 2 per cent, of gypsum for the

purpose of regulating the sotting.be added to the Portland
cement clinker during or after calcination the article so pro-

duced shall not be sold as Portland cemeut, but under some
other distinctive name." And we further agree that if at any
time any of tho parties to this agreement shall by resolution

of a majority of those present at a meeting of such parties

duly and properly convened in accordance wiih the practice

of the London Chamber of Commerce, such resolation having
been dulj' and properly confirmed by a m.ajority of those
present at a subsequent meeting called at not less than four-

teen days' notice, be fouud to have failed to conform to and
carry out tho said rule, then in such case his or their name
or names shall be struck off the list and notice of the same
m.'ide publio in such manner as shall be resolved.

Tho above rosoluiion was based upon the evidence of vai'ious

experts, which is .summed up in tho following conclusions of

Messrs. Stranger ct Blount: " lingstone is a natural form of

calcium carbonate mixed with siliceous matter. It is an inert

substance incapable of setting when gauged with water. Kag-
stone vhen mixed with Portland cement undoi'goes no chemi-
cal change, and does not combine with cement either in tho
dry state or when the mixture is ganged with water. Mix-
tures of ragstone and cement have a specific gravity lower
than that of unmixed cement, and, indeed, correspond closely
in specific gravity with that calculated from the respective
specific gravities of the two materials. The specific gravity
of normal ragstone may be taken as 2 70, and that of normal
cement as .S1.5, so that the difference between them is sub-
stantial. Save for minor effects caused by tho slight slaking
action of moisture commonly present in ordinary ragstone,
tho part played by ragstone mixed with cement is piu'ely
mechanical. The product obt,ained from the two materials is

merely a mechanical mixture, and is in no sense a chemical

combination. In our opinion such a mixture cannot correctly

be termed Portland cement. Gypsum added to cement for

the purpose of regulating the setting time in quantities not
exceeding 2 per cent, of the weight of the cement has no
deleterious influence on the quality of the cemeut."
With respect to other materials, Messrs. Stanger & Blount

say that they are unable to give a general opinion as to their

influence on cement when mi.xed with it, and that tliey would
have to report separately as to each after long and careful
investigation ; and they express a strong opinion in conclusion
that whatever be the effects, whether good or bad, of the ad-
mixture of any material whatever with Portland cement
clinker after calcination, the article so produced cannot
legitimately be termed Portland cement. Each of the other
experts examined endorsed this view, and the section approve it.

At a meeting of the Society of Chemical Industry, held on
the 1st November, 1897, a jiaper was read by Messrs. Stanger
& Blount upon these subjects, when, after alluding to the in-

vestigations made for the section as to ragstone, they make
the following remarks, for the reproduction of which the
ciiamber is indebted to the courtesy of the society and of

Messrs. Stanger & Blount: " Ragstone is not a cementitious
substance, and its addition to cement is an adulteration.

Perfectly sound cement is weakened by the addition of rag-

stone. This weakening is not fully proportional to the per-

centage of rag.stone added, because the latter acts as a fine

filliug material and lills up the interstices naturally present
in set cement. Cement which is not perfectly sound may be
temporarily improved by the addition of ragstone. When
the cement has become sound by aeration this improvement
disappears. Many minor points were examined and deter-

mined in the course of the main investigation, bat the most
important results are embodied in the conclusions given
above.

" Additivns to Cement other tlian Rugslime.—One of these
whicli particularly came within our purview in the course of

our investigation for the London Chamber of Commerce is

gypsum. Gypsum is largely used in Germany, and to a con-

siderable extent in this country, in quantities not exceeding
2 per cent., and usually smaller than this, in order to lengthen
the setting time of the cement. Regarding cement as a

chemically-finished product in the state in which it comes
from tho kilns, needing nothing but mechanical comminn-
tion to make it saleable, the addition of any snbstauce to the
finished clinker must be considered in strictness au adultera-

tion. Thus gypsum becomes under this definition an adulter-

ant. Neverthclees, it is added for a distinct and useful pur-
pose, and in quantities smaller than 2 per cent, does not
;ifFect the cemeut injuriously, so far as our experiments indi-

cate. The last and worst adulterant with which it is oar
jjurpose to deal is blast-furnace slag. As far as our experience
goes, this most objectionable addition to Portland cement is

not employed on the Thames and Medway, but in certain

other districts it is used in large quautities for the prepara-
tion of a grossly sophisticated product which is fraudulently
sold !is Portland cement.

" We must not be understood as condemning true slag
cemejit made by mi.?ing granulated blast-furnace slag with
slaked lime and sold under its proper title. This material is

1 perfectly legitimate product, and has its own uses; no one
can re^sonfibly object to its utilisation if it is not covertly
sttbstiiuted for Portland cement. But the addition of blast-

furnace slag to Portland cement is another matter altogether.

Tho general practice of the manufacturers who seek to in-

crease their jirofits by the use of slag appears to be to add to

tlie clinker, as it goes to the crushers, as much crude blast-

furnace slag as tliey consider can be mixed with Portland
cement without risk of detection by the ordinaiy consumer,
who buys cement in quantities so small that the cost of its

anlysis is too great for him to pay. Tho quantity added
may be as much as 30 or 40 per cent., and detection is not
easy, or even always possible, for an unskilled observer.
Apart from the fiaudulent character of this addition, about
which no doubt can well be entertained, there arises the
question of itseffect on thecement. iVnd hereit is necessary
to make a small digression into the chemistry of tho sub-
ject."

After stating their objections to the tise of slag from the
chemical point of view, Messrs. Stranger .fe Blount conclude
their paper as follows: "All materials added to Portland
cement after the clinker comes fiom the kilns are adulterants,
with the exception of gypsum, which is a recognised addition

for a specific purpose in quantities not exceeding 2 per cent.

Of the two adulterants which have been specially dealt with
— CI.-., ragstone and blast-furnace slag, the latter is by far the
more objectionable, and it should be condemned and rejected

by makers and users alike. In this view we believe we are
supported by the great majority of engineers and manu-
facturers."

On behalf of the Cement Trade Section of the Chamber of

Commerce, the circular is signed by Mr. Charles Charleton,
chairman of Section (I. C. John.son i<- Co., Limited); Mr.
Leedham White, chairman of Special Admixtures Committee
(.1. B. White & Brothers, Limited) ; Jlr. William Porter
(Burnham Brick, Lime and Cement Company, Limited), Pub-
lication Committee; and bj- Mr. Kenric B. Mnrr.iy, secre-

tary, London Chamber of Commerce.
The following firms have signed the declaration : Arlesey

Lime and Portland Cement Company, Limited, Arlesey, Beds.
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Ashby & Sou, William, Limited, London ; Barron & Co., F.

C, London ; Booth & Co., Limited, London ; Borstal Manor
Cement Company, Limited, Borstal, Rochester; Burham
Brick, Lime and Cement Company, Limited, London

;

Clitheroe Portland Cement Company, Limited, Clitheroe,

Lanes; Dartford Portland Cement Company, Limited, London ;

Dix, Green & Co., Saffron Walden ; Earle, Limited, G. & T.,

Hull ; Formby's Cement Works Company, Limited, London
;

Francis & Co., Limited London ; Francis, Son & Co., Limited,

Chas., Isle of Wipht ; Gibbs & Co., Limited, London ; Globe

Portland Cement and Whiting Company, Limited, London

;

Hilton, Anderson, Brooks & Co., Limited, London ; Hooper &
Co., Southampton ; Johnson & Co., Limited, I. C, London and
Newcastle-on-Tyne; Laurence & Wimble, London ; Lee, Son
& Co., W., London ; London Portland Cement Company,
Limited, London ; McLean, Levett & Co., Limited, London

;

Martin, F,arle & Co., Limited, London ; New Rainham Port-

land Cement Company, Limited, London ; Pattrick & Son,

John, Doverconrt, Essex ; Peters Brothers, London ; Phoenix

Portland Cement Company, Limited, London ; Ponsonby,

Hon. Ashley, Artillery Cement Works, London ; Potter & Son,

Addison, Neweastle-on-Tyne
;
Qneenborongh Cement Com-

pany (Jaffray & Castle), London; Richardson, A. & W. T.,

London; Robins & Co., Limited, London ; Ragby and Newbold
Cement Company, Limited, Rugby ; Scott, Limited, Walter,

Newcastle-on-Tyne; Skelsey's Adamant Company, Limited,

Hall; South Wales Portland Cement and Lime Company,
Limited, Penarth near Cardiff ; Tingey & Son, W., London

;

Tower Portland Cement Company, Limited, London ; Trech-

mann, Weekes & Co., Limited, London and West Hartlepool
;

Tnnnel Portland Cement Company, Limited, London
;
West

Kent Portland Cement Company, Limited, London ; Weston
& Co., London; White & Brothers, Limited, J. B., London;
Wouldham Cement Company, London.

Copies of the report of the section can be obtained at the

offices of the London Chamber of Commerce, Botolph House,

Eastoheap, London, E.G., at the price of lOs. 6d. each.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A Correction.—Mr. John Scott, 13 Lovaine-crescent, Xew-
castlo-on-Tyne, writes : In your issue of the 18th inst., with

reference to the general meeting in London of the British

Association of Waterworks Engineers, I notice, among the

associate inembers that have been elected, my name is down
as Civil Engineer's Assistant, Edinburgh, this is a mistake, as

it should read Newcastle-on-Tyne, instead of Edinburgh. I

will be obliged if you can kindly make this correction.

[The mistake occurred in the list of new members and associate
members with which we were supplied.—Ed. The Suevevor].

Chlorine in Sewagre Purification.—Messrs. Fell & Co., 95
Lichfleld-street, Hanley, write : We note in your edition of

The Subvkyob of February 18ih, in the "Minutes of Pro-

ceedings," the article on " Treatment of Sewage by Elec-

tricity." In this article you quote the following :
" Accord-

ing to a well-known chemist the future of sewage purification

lies in the use of chlorine." If yon will kindly allow ns

space in your paper, we should like to point out to your
readers that this fact is really proved by oar experiments to

be beyond a doubt. There is no chemical or other method
now in use (at least none that we have read of) that can pro-

dace results such as chlorine has done, and is now doing, at so

small a cost. In most works published on the treatment of

sewage chlorine is described as being the most powerful
chemical purifier known—by its action upon sewage it not

only sterilises it, but also exerts a powerful oxidising effect

both on ammonia and organic matters in solution, converting

them into nitrates and nitrites, and effectually preventing
putrefaction. The difficulty which has hitherto been found
in using chlorine has been that of getting the chlorine into

the sewage in a definite quantity, and this quantity supplied

in a regular and constant manner, so that the action of the

chlorine shall be maintained equally in the treatment of the

sewage. The new chlorinated system of dealing with the

purifying of sewage has accomplished this by using chloride

of lime in a definite manner and definite qnantity, and to

realise what this system can do it is necessary to remember
that chlorine when combined with lime has a great affinity

for the lime, and is not readily yielded up to water, either

cold or hot, but is gradually given off. Bearing this in mind,

the method used is to fix the chloride of lime so that the sew-

age does not wash it away at once, but is allowed to pass over

the lime, thereby constantly taking up the chlorine. The results

that have been obtained in this manner are very wonderful. In

one town 13,00(1,000 gallons were treated with 2^ grains per
gallon, and this rednced the four hours' oxygen test from 35
to 1'3. In another town, with a very much smaller flow of

sewage -^ of a grain per gallon reduced the four hours' oxygen
test from 1'66 to 0'22. The effluent in all cases is rendered
neutral and not Ijnble to undergo any secondary decomposi-
tion. It is an astonishing fact, but nevertheless a true one,

that members of corporations when seeking election all cry

out economy is their sole oliject, yet when elected on to the

councils economy seems forgotten and all that corporate

bodies aim at is elaboration. Now, economy and efficiency

may go hand in hand quite readily. The treatment of sew.

age is one of these difficulties which corporate bodies have to

consider, and apparently whatever has a very elaborate and
costly appearance, no matter how indefinite the result, ap-

pears to have an attraction for them. Simple methods are

overlooked as not being imposing enough, and yet the simple
methods are often the most satisfactory. The treatment of

sewage, if not recognised now, will eventually be acknow-
ledged to be essentially a chemical problem. Bacteriological

treatment may be all right for very small quantities, but
cannot deal with large quantities except at a very costly ex-

penditure. Mechanical arrangements have proved to be
utterly useless, and hence we have to rely upon chemicals.

Of these all that have so far been used have accomplished
little or nothing definite. Some are good precipitators,

others clarify, and some even deodorise, but what is re-

quired is more than any of these have done; and this

brings our remarks back to the fact that, so far, nothing
has been found to equal chlorines. As the chemist you
quoted said, the future of dealing with the sewage purifica-

tion lies in the use of chlorine. We wonder whether the

proverbial reluctance of the English people to take up any-

thing new will stand in the way of giving chlorine a thorough
trial, or whether they will allow our Continental neighbours
(France and Germany) to be the first to avail themselves of

the system. The Continental people are awake to the fact

that this is a chemical problem, ns they realise in everything
else that chemistry plays a great part, and hence are so much
ahead of our nation in many things. Our American friends

are also rapidly availing themselves of all information in

chemical problems. We would sum up the whole subject

respecting chlorine in defining the benefits of its use as

follows : 1, Entire freedom from sewage odours (deodorising);

2, neutral effluent; 3, produces better result with four hours'

oxygen test than any other known s^'stem ; 4, effectually

sterilises sewage and prevents secondary decomposition ; 5,

iiirnediately converts ammonia and organic compounds in

solution into nitrates and nitrites ; 6, most economical and
effective system (when properly used) ever presented to the

sanitary authorities ; 7, never ceases in its action, but is

always constant and certain ; 8, requires no costly machinery
and requires very little attention. These facts speak for

themselves as to whether chlorine, when properly used, is not

the he.it sewage purifier, and many well-known chemists have
stated that those facts are auito true.

LAW NOTES.
File Editor tt'ill he pleased to anstver any questions affecting

the practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities.

Queries (which should be luritten legibly on foolscap paper, one
side only) should be addressed to " The Law Editor " at the Offices

o/The Subveyob. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

ments referred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrains

must be drawn and lettered in blaok ink only. Correspondents

ivho do not tvish their names published should furnish a nom
de plume.

Electbic Lighting : Pbovisional Obdkes : Powke to
PURCH-4SE UNDKBTAKING BY TBANSFEE OF IrKEDEEMABLE
Stock: No Ibredeemable Stock in 'Existence.—That is

the result when two conflicting Acts of Parliament are

passed on the same day ? Such was the nature of the enigma
that Mr. Justice North had to solve in The Sheffield Corpora,

tion v. The Sheffield Electric Light and Power Company,
Limited (7th December). To be absolutely accurate, the con-

tradictory clauses were actually contained, not in the statutes

themselves, but in two provisional orders of the Local Govern-
ment Board confirmed by the statutes. By one of these
orders power was given to the corporation to purchase the
comp.any's undertaking upon the terms of issuing or transfer-

ring to them an amount of corporation stock sufficient to pro-

duce £5 per cent, per annum upon the capital expended on
the undertaking. Prior to the date of these Acts the corpora-

tion had power (under the Sheffield Corporation Act, 1883)

to issue irredeemable stock ; but this latter Act was repealed

by the other provisional order in question. The result of

this curious piece of legislative juggling is that on the one
hand the company can only be bought out by irredeemable
stock, while on the other hand the corporation have no power
to issue such stock. The corporation endeavoured to get out
of the dilemma by contending that either (a) the stock men-
tioned in the first provisional order must be taken to mean
the only stock they now had power to issue— ri'"-., stock re-

deemable in 1925—or (b) they had an implied power to issue

iiTedeemablo stock for the purpose of pui'chase. As to the
first argument, the Court hold that the natural meanhig of

the words of the first-mentioned jirovisional order (" such an
amount of Sheffield Corporation stock as will produce by the
interest or dividends thereon an annuity of 5 per cent.") was
that an nnnnity of the amount fixed was to be provided in

pei-petnity, which could not be accomplished by redeemable
stock. The second contention was disposed of by a technical

consideration

—

vi^., that whereas the lighting order (which
conferred the power of purchase) came into operation "on"
the 27th June, 1S92 (the date of the twocoufirmatoiy statutes),

the order as to the stock only operated "from and after"
(i.e., on the day after) that day. Thsrefore when the former
order began to operate the corporation had powei" to issue

irredeemable stock, although on the following day that power
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was gone. His lordship also said that to insert into either of

tlie provisional orders such provision as he was asked to insert

would be going contrary to the principles laid down in the

House of Lords in tlio recent case of the West Derby

Ouardians v. The Metropolitan Life Assurance Association Cl3

The Times, L.R., 537). In the result his lordship made an

order dismissing the action, prefaced by a declaration that

the Court was of opinion that tlio Sheffield stock to be i.ssued

or transferred as purchase money for the undertaking was
irredeemable stock ; that the corporation had now no power

to issue irredeemable stock; and that they admitted that no

irredeemable stock existed to be transferred ; but, consider-

ing that under the Public Health Act, 187.5, the Local Govern-

ment Board might sanction and obtain the confirmation of a

new order giving the corporation power to issue tlie necessary

irredeemable stock, he dismissed the action without prejudice

to any proceedings the corporation might be advised to take,

in case they obtained power to issue irredeemable stock.

Conversion of Privies into Water-Closets.—At the

recent Salford Hundred Sessions a case was determined, upon

appeal from the Eccles Petty Sessions, in which an owner of

property in Ellesmere-street, Patricrof t, made an unsuccessfnl

attempt to resist the requirements of the local authority to

replace privies by water-closets {Curporation of Eccics v. Bar-

nett, 12th January). The immediate cause of these require-

ments being made was an outbreak of fifteen cases of typhoid

in the street in which the property was situate, nine of such

cases being tipon the property itself . Mr. Carlos A\'. Laskey,

the chief sanitary inspector to the corporation, in his evidence,

stated tliat the privies were constructed of soft brickwork,

the ashpits unroofed and drained with an untrapped drain,

the walls soaked with filth, the floors broken and the mortar
fallen away. In his opinion the carrying out of the require-

ments of the corporation was the only means of obtaining per-

manent and real improvement. In cross-examination, he

said that he did not know that Ellesmerc-street was the worst

drained street in Eccles, and that; he h.ad never considered

it in relation to typhoid; but admitted tliat the defective

street gullies had jirevented wafer going down in flood time.

Mr. Turloy gave corroborative e^'idence as to the construction

of the privies. In cross-examination, lie admitted having
reported that the sewer in Ellesmere-street was the worst in

the district, but stated that this was owing to the condition

of the property in question. Dr. Crocker corroborated as to

the condition of the ashpits, and said further that out of 325

reported cases of typhoid only the odd twenty-five were from
houses with water-closets. His opinion was that the soil

was saturated with typhoid germs, and that the only way to

deal with them etKciently was by water carriage. Dr. Porter,

medical officer of health for Stockport, and Dr. Sergeant,

medical oflicer to the Lancashire County Council, gave cor-

roborative evidence ; and Prof. Delepine, bacteriologist at

Owen's College, testified to the presence of thousands of

typhoid bacilli in samples of the soil. On behalf of the owner
it was contended that this was an attempt by the corporation

to save the rates at the expense of individual property owners,
that ashpits were legal under sec. 35 of the Public Health
Act, 1875, and that inasmuch as under sec. 42 of the Act, the

corporation were bound to cleanse these receptacles, that

body was liable for nuisances arising from inefficient cleansing.

A further point taken by the defence was that the owner
was not liable unless the parties causing the nuisance could

not be found, whicli was not the cases here, the corporation
themselves being the delinquents. Yet another contention
was that there was no nuisance " except a few typhoid germs,"
which would not bo destroyed by the proposed water-closet

system while the defendant was quite willing to disinfect

the drain and cement the ashpits. The following, among
other witnesses, were called for the defence: Dr. Larmuth,
who said if the corporation had used milk of lime, instead of

carbolic powder as a disinfectant, the bacilli would have been
destroyed; Thomas Holme (the builder of the houses), who
said the ashpits were coi.jtrncted with the best bricks .ind

mortar, and had a good natural drainage, and that he had
examined them in January, 1897, and found nothing defective

j

and Mr. J. H. Maybur^', architect, who had examined the
ashpits and found them exceptionally clean, and attributed

the typhoid outbreak to the foul condition of the sewer. Tlie

bench dismissed the appeal, thus confirming the magistrate's

order enforcing the requirements of the corporation.

Conversion of Privies into Wates-Closets : Pi'blic

Health Act, 1875, SKc. 36 : General Scheme.—The decision
of the Queen's Bench Divisional Court in Wood v. Corporatioti

of Widnes (noted on p. 210 of vol. xii.) has been confirmed by
the Court of Appeal (2Cth January). The facta are set out
in our previous note, and it will be sufficient therefore to

append the judgment. The Lord Chancellor said it was ad-
mitted on the part of the corporation that a local authority,
when proceeding under sec. 36 of the Public Health Act, 1875,
was bound to exercise a discretion in each particular case,

and h.ad no right to impose a new scheme of sanit.ation on a
district generally. The only question to be decided now was
whether upon the facts of the case the local authority had
complied with the statute so interpreted. He came to the

' conclusion that there was here an effort, without having re.

gard to each particular case, to enforce on the district a uni-

form scheme. On that ground the judgment ought, in hig

opinion, to be affirmed. Farther, he thought that the notice

which had been given to the respondent in this case was not

a good notice under the statute. U said in terms that, if he
did not do a particular thing, ho would not be complying
with the notice. If there had been a note at the bottom sug.

gesting tliat a particular kind of work would satisfy the cor-

poration, that, perhaps, would not have been improper. But
if there had been the addition that nothing else would satisfy

them, that would have been bad. In the present case it was
worst still, for the particular requirement was made part of

the notice itself. On both grounds— vi':., that there had been
no exercise of discretion, and no proper notice—he thought
the appeal shoidd bo dismissed. It will be observed that

this judgment is even more strongly adverse to the local

authority than the original decision ; inasmuch as the Court
of Appeal considered the notice itself to be bad for specifying

the particular thing required to be done instead of simply re-

quiring (in the words of the section) " a sufficient water-

closet, earth-closet or privy, &c." This latter (Jicdu/i of the

Court of Appeal is, we fear, likely to render the conversion

of privies into water-closets more difticult of attainment thau

ever.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Additional Model Bv-La\vs of Local Government
Board.—" Hygeia " writes : 1, Second paragraph, p. 1. In

Street

accompanying sketch would the 10 ft. have to be measured
from the back of the building ABCD to the opposite side of

the street GH, or to the side EF,
which I call the adjacent side ? If

to the side GH, with a hack street
only 10 ft. wide, it would mean
that the bnilding ABCD may ex-

tend to the side of the street EF,
and thus violate sanitary principles

by allowing buildings on each side

of a street only 10 ft. apart, es-

pecially as the clause does not re-

strict the height of the buildings.

Should not the meaning of this

part of clause be more clearly ex-

pressed ? 2. Sub-sec. on p. 7. Does
the word " hereinbefore " refer to

clause (i) directly above and re-

quire in my sketch that the area
abc shall be one-third of area bcde ?

Or does it refer back to the first paragraph relating to taper.

ing sites on p. 6, and require abc to be one-third of the 150 ft.

mentioned there ? I do not think the latter, as it would have
been simpler to state 50 ft.

1, T thint " Hygeia'a " criticism of this draft by-law is warranted.
As it stands tho 10 ft. would, undoubtedly, in the example ffiven.bave
to be measured from the back of the building ABCD to GH, which
(if there is any meaning in the English language) is the " opposite "

side of the street. The effect of this, as pointed out in the query, would
be that, except in the rare case of a street less than 10 ft. wide, the
building might be flash with the line of the street. This result would
simply reduce the by-law to an absurdity. Tho word "adjacent "should
bo substituted for " opposite" in the second paragraph on p. 1 of the
proposed by-law. The long sentence on the next page (oddly numbered
3, instead of 2), beginning *' He shall provide," is also rather involved.
It would, I think, be betterto break it up into paragraphs after the
words "an open space which shall," adding " fulfil the following condi-
tions— rf>., in) It shall exclusively," Ac, (6) " It shall be free," Ac, and
so on. This would render it far clearer and more intelligible. Then tho
phrase "the tide of the site which abuts on lands or premises imme-
diately opposite or on any street immediately adjoining such site," &c.,
is not very clear. Here again the term " opposite " seems to have been
used in the sense of "adjacent." The meaning appears to be " the
hoiitidtify tine between the site and any lands or premises or any street
(not being one of the two streets hereinbefore referred to) immediately
adjoining such site." 2, I think " hereinl>efore" must be intended to
refer to clause (i) , but in order to make this perfectly clear I would sug-
gest the addition of the words " in accordance with the next precedinj;
clause numbered (i)" It is no doubt a matter of some difficulty to give
clear expression to regulations of this kind in the abstract and without
certain examples accompanied by plans. On the other hand, if not
clearly expressed their comprehension is at least equally difficult.

Dublin.—On the 4th inst., Mr. C. P. Cotton, inspector of the
Local Government Board, conducted an inquiry in reference

to a proposal of the corporation to add two additional bays to

the new fish market, at a cost of about £4,800. The pro-

posed additions, it was stated, were necessary to the carrying

on properly of the business of the market. The factors were
quite cramped at present, and had made several complaints. -
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Municipal Viork in Progress and Projected.

It will be seen below that in DMwen it is proposed to liave

an installation of electric light at a cost of £30,000, that

private street improvements losting £15,400 are to be carried

out at Hyde, and that it is proposed to erect a town hall at

Ayr at a cost of £15,500, In London the forthcoming election

is the chief event.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At the meeting of Ihc council on Tuesday, the last meet-

ing before the eleclion, the usual votes of thanks were

accorded to Ur. Collins, the chairman, Mr. Beachcroft, the

vice-chairman, Mr. Torrance, the deputy-chairman, and the

oBicia's and staff. The Highways Committee presented a

report respecting the telephone service of London, but con-

sideration of the matter was postponed until the first meet-

ing of the new council. As will be seen, the council have at

last decided to contribute £5,000, instead of £2,-500 as at first

jiroposed, towards the fund fur the acquisition of Churchyard

Bottom Wood. Tliis completes the amount required— liz.,

£30,0C0—the remainder having been found by public sub-

scription and by the local authorities.

humis.—Upon the recommendation of the Finance Com-
mittee, it was agreed to lend the Poplar District Board of

Works £7,ti.J0 for paving and sewer woiks, the St. Pancras

Vestry £22,445 for electiic lighting, and the Shoreditch

Vestry £4,100 for public conveniences.

Churchyard Bultum TFooJ.—The Parks and Open Spaces

Committee again recommended the conncil to contribute

£5,000 towards the acquisition of this wood. Colonel Rotton

moved as an amendment that the amount should bo £2,500.

After a short discussion the amendment was rejected, and

the recommendation adopted .

The Westminster Iiiiproveincnt Scheme.—The Parliamentary

Committee recommended that such ft«ps as might be neces-

sary should be taken to secure opposition to the second read-

ing of the A'ictoria Embankment Extension and St. Jolin's

Improvement Bill. This was agreed to.

The Gas Lfjht and Coke Cvinpant/s BUI.—After a lengthy

discussion the council decided to oppose the Gas Light and

Coke Company's Bill now being promoted in Parliament.

Worlin,j-Class Du'eUiiins.—Tbe Housing of the Working
Classes Committee recommended that the construction of

Wai";;rave Buildings, one of the blocks of working-class

dwellings proposed to be erected on the Bouudary-street area,

should be intrusted to the works department, at an estimated

cost of £12,920, the amount of the architect's estimate. After

some discussion the recommendation was ado}ited.

Tramn-ay Frujilj.—In answer to Lord Onslow, Earl Russell,

chairman of the Highways Committee, said that the total sum
receivable during the cui'rent financial year under the head

of percentage on increase in gross receipts on the council's

tramways leased to the Korth Metropolitan Company was
£13,716.

Tender.i.—The Fire Brigade Committee recommended the

council to accept the tender of Messrs. Jarrow & Co., at

£8,000, for the construction of a fire float containing pump-
ing and propelling machinery, and the tender of Mr. C. F.

Kearley, at £4,895, for the enlargement and alteration of the

Battersea fire station.—The Main Drainage Committee re-

ported that a letter had been received from Mr. Thomas
Adams, whose tender had been accepted for the construction

of the Hamilton-road (Norwood) sewer, stating that, as he

had not received any intimation from the council previously,

he had entered into several large contracts, and was not, con-

quently, in a position to commence the work for some months.

The committee therefore recommended the acceptance of the

tender of John Mowlem & Co., at £2,504 5s. 6d., for carrying

out the work. The following were the tenders received:

Thomas Adams, £2,145; John Mowlem & Co., £2,.504; Pcdrette

& Co., £2,526; Edmund lies, £3,056.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Lambeth,—The Cemetery Committee, at a meeting of the

vestry on Thursday, asked for authority to let some of the

vacant land at Tooting cemetery as garden allotments, at Is.

per rod per annum. Six people had applied for 160 rods
between them. This was agreed to.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
West Riding.--The new county hall which has been

erected by the county conncil at Wakefield, at a cost of

£120,000, was formally opened on Tuesday.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Brighton.— In connection with the artisans' dwellings

scheme, the boiough Eurveyor has reported that in his esti-

mate for the formation of the roadway and sewer in St.

"Helens-road, he had included only one-half the cost, as one
side only of the street was to be built upon, and he recom-
mended thst all" additiotial loan of £250 should be raised for

the balance of the cost. The Works Committee have accord,

inyly directed that the sum to be borrowed should be £13,250.

Canterbury.— It is proposed to eBtablish an electric tram-

way between this city and flerne Bay.

Darwen.—The town council have decided to make an ap-

plication to the Local Government Board for sanction to

borrow a sum of £30,000 for purposes of electric lighting.

Hyde.—A Local Government Board inquiry has beeu
held into an application of the corporation for sanction to

borrow £15,400 for private street improvements.

Keighley.—The contract for the supply of about 900 yards
of 12-in. cast-iron pipes, and a quantity of 6-in. pipes and
specials, h.as been secured by Messrs. Clapham Brothers,

Limited, of Keighley. Their tender amounted to £677.

Portsmouth.—The tender of Mr. F. Beirs, of Portsmouth,
amounting to £3,889, has been accepted for the execution of

repairs to the corporation w'harf and quay wall at Fiathouso,

There were two other tenders submitted

Salford.—With one exception the town conncil, at a meet-
ing held last week, unanimously decided to undertake the

future working of tho borough tramways. The overhead
electric system will bo adopted, and the current for working
the cars will be provided by the corporation themselves.

Estimates of the cost of the work are to be prepared at

an early date. The tramways were originally constructed by
tlie corporation, antl comprise a road length of twelve miles

and a quarter, including eight miles and a half of double

lines, so that certain new lines which have been authorised

will increase the mileage to over twenty-four miles of single

track. The lines are at present leased by a company, who
will work them until April, lEOl. Under the leases the

corporation maintain the system.

Scarborough.—Upon the recommendation of a committee
the council recently decided to adopt a plan prepared by the

borough engineer, showing an underground urinal proposeil

to be constructed in St. Helen's-square and estimated to coat

£500. An application for permission to borrow this amount
will shortly be made to the Local Government Board.

Walsall.—The corporation have accepted the tender of Mr.
James Atkins, of Kyecroft, Walsall, for the making-up of

West Bromwich-road at£276. There were four other tenders

considered.

Yarmouth.— It was recently suggested that festoons of

coloured incandescent lamps should be suspended between
the standards of the arc lights along tho Marine Parade
during the season. The surveyor said that lamps of 8 candle-

power, 3 yards apart, would cost about £200, and the annual
cost would be £60.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Hebburn-On-Tyne.—A Loc.il Government Board inquiry

was held recently with reference to an application of the
district council for leave to borrow £3,300 for the jmrpose of

erecting an isolation hospital. Mr. J. B. Kenton, surveyor to

the council, attended and fully explained tho plans and pro-

posals.

Weston-super-Mare.—The council have adopted the plans

of Messrs. Stewart & Grace for the erection of a pavilion and
accessories at Knightstone, but the plans are to be amended
and reduced.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Lichfield.—The district council have received sanction

from the Local Government Board to raise a loan to carry
out the scheme of drainage and sewage disposal for Chase
Town prepared by Mr. E. W. Ives, of Derby. The system
sanctioned is the " Universal" and the passing of the effluent

over land.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Argyle.— The county council last week decided to erect

a court liouse adjoining the new police station buildings at
Dunoon.

Ayr.—After a long discussion, the town council recently
decided to proceed with the erection of the new town hall on
the old site. About £15, .500 will be spent on the new build-

ing, including £3,200 for additional property to increase the
size of the hall and provide additional exits. Two other
schemes were also considered.

Leith.—The new hydraulic swing bridge, which was com-
menced about six months ago, is now almost practically com-
pleted, and will, it is expected, be open for foot traffic this

week. The bridge, which spans the harbour at Bernard-
street, is a decided improvement on the old structure. The
construction of the biidge is the outcome of a scheme to pro-

vide a circular tramway route to the business centre of the
town and to join the Bernard-street terminus with that at

the foot of Sandport-street. The cost of the bridge will pro-

bably amount to over £40,000, and will be borne equally by
the Leith Town Council, Leith Dock Commission, and the
tramway company.
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Personal.

The borough ani'veyoi- of ConvVay, Mr. B. T. Parringtoii,

who has been indisiiosed for some time past, is now staying

at Harrogate.

At a recent meeting of the Madras municipality it was
decided to increase the salary of Mr. R. H. Ellis, the city

.
engineer, to Rs. 1,000 per month.

Mr. H. F. Simpson and Mr. Herbert Leete have been ap-

pointed main road surveyors nnder the Isle of Ely County
Council, at salaries of £170 per annum.

Mr. J. Peel Nelsou has been selected to fill the post of chief

electrical engineer to the municipality of Shanghai. He is

at present chief engineer to the Chelmsford Klectric Lighting
Company.

Prof. Aitchison, R.A., president of the Royal Iiistitnto

of British Architec:s, presided at the annual dinner of the
Cardiff South Wales and Monmonthshire Architects' Society,

held on Siiturday evening in Cardiff.

An interesting lecture on "()ur System of Sanitary Ail-

ministratinn and the Causes of Epidemics" was delivered on
Monday, at the Parkes Mn.senm, Margaret-street, W., by Dr.

Louis C. Parkes, M.ii., d.p.ii,, m.o.h., Chelsea.

The Rawtenstall Town Council have been recommended to

appoint Mr. James Johnson, who is at present employed in

the borough surveyor's oftice, to the post of chief assistant to

the latter official, at a salary of £100 per annum.

The Hornsey Urban District Council, at their meeting on
Monday, unanimously i-esolved t-) increase the salary of their

engineer and surveyor, Mr, E. J. Lovegrove, to £700 per
annum, with a further increase to £8lX) in two annual incre-

ments of £50.

At a meeting of the Limbeth Vestry, on Thursday, Mr.
Edwards, assistant surveyor, applied for a testimonial, as he
is trying to obt.ain the vacant post of surveyor to the Mary-
lebone Vestry. It was unanimously agreed to give Mr.
Edwards one of the warmest recommendations as a recogni-

tion of his faithful services.

Mr. Francis H. Webb, secretary of the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers, was on Monday presented with a testimonial,

which took the form of a cheque for over £f;00, in recognition

of his long and successful services in connection with that

body. The ceremony took place at the Hotel Metropole.

Mr. Webb was also the recipient of an illuminated address,

together with a diamond brooch for his wife.

Mr. Edward J. Legg, who has been in the employ of the

Gosport and Alverstoke Urban District Council for over ten

years, recently I'esigned his appointment to take np the duties

of borough surveyor of Christchurch. His election to the

latter post took place on Wednesday last, there being ninety-

four applicants. The other selected candidates were Messrs.

J. Crocker (Blandford), Palk (Poole) and Potter (Epsom).

We much regret to record the death of Mr. William Spoonor
Till, which took place on Tuesday night, at his residence in

Handsworth. Mr. Till for nearly forty years occupied the

import.ant position of city engineer and surveyor of Birming-
ham, .and was subsequently appointed consulting city engineer,

which position he still held at the time of his death. Next
week we shall give a brief biographical sketch of Mr. Till'a

professional career.

The City Council of Liverpool were recently recommended
to increase the salaries of the following officials : City en-

gineer's department—Mr. George Gore, engineer's secretary
and committee clerk, from £250 to £275; and Mr. H. G.
Westharno, chief superinte ident of destructor works and
mechanical engineering assistant, from £200 to £220. Build-

ing surveyor's department — Messrs. Beacon Hill, Thomas
Corkhill and J. M'Carthy, from £100 to £175; and Mr. W.
Unsworth from £160 to £170. The Baths Committee recom-
mended that the salary of Mr. William Richardson Court, en-

gineer and chief superintendent, be increased from £2.50 to

£300 per annum, with house, coal and gas.

A meeting of the meiribers of the Surveyors' Institution

practising in Scotland was held in the Masonic Halls, West
Regent-street, Glasgow, on Wednesday of last week. There
was a good attendance, ami Mr. Thomas Binnie, who presided,

reported that a number of leading surveyors and land agents
had availed t-hemselves of ihe opportunity granted by the

council of becoming fellows of the institution without exami-
nation. This privilege has been extended for another year,

until January, 1899, to enable others in practice throughout
Scotland to apply for membership. Meantime a sub com-
mittee was appointed to arrange for the collection of legal

decisions affecting property in Scotland, agricultural statistics

and other items of professional interest for publication in the
" Professional Notes " issued by the Institution. Arrange-
ments are also being made for the delivery of papers and
discussions on similar subjects.

In order to have the benefit of experience gained on the
Continent and in America regarding questions of fire preven-
tion, the following gentlemen, at the request of the executive

of the British Fire Prevention Committee, have become
honorary corresponding members of that body, and have pro-
mised to afford every assistance in keeping the committee
informed of matters of importance relating to its works :

Herr Hinckeldeyn, director of public works to the Prussian
Government; Herr Andreas Meyer, chief engineer of the
city of Hamburg ; Messrs. Berger, Lnzor and Stuebben,
architects-in-chief of Vienna, St. Petersburg and Cologne ;

chief officer Meir, Amsterdam ; and Messrs. Gerhard and
Constable, New Yoi'k. Messrs. Andreas, Meyer and Con-
stable, it will be remembered, had charge of the important
firei)roofing tests which were carried out at Hamburg and
New 'i'ork, while chief officer Meir organise! the first

scientific fire congress held in Europe.

Sir John llntton, the jiresldent, occupied the chair at the
fifteenth annual dinner of the Sanitary Inspectors' Association,

which was held at the Holborn Restaurant on Saturday even-
ing. The company, which numbered about 200, included the
Archdeacon of iiondon. Prof. Attfield, and many other
well-known gentlemen. In proposing " Success to the
Sanitary Inspectors' Association " the president spoke of the
work of the body during the past year, and said that the
London County Council, in view of the inade(|uate remunera-
tion awarded to many inspectors, were considering the
advisability of insisting on local authorities making some
changes in this direction in order to insure a good class of

men being attracted to the service. The past year had not

been a very eventful one to the association, but they had
tested their strength in this regard—that during a period

when there was no sjiecial cause for them to meet they had
been able to keep together in a manner which sliowed that

the association had a real and substantial foundation. Bofore
resuming his seat he presented testimonials on behalf of the
association to Mr. C. W. Raymond, hon. treasurer, and Mr.
W. W. West, past-chairman of the association, in recognition

of their services. E.ach received an illuminated address,

accompanied in Mr. Raymond's case with a gold watch and in

that of Mr. West with a writing-case. Other toasts followed.

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION.

The members of this association held their fifth annual
meeting in the council chamber of the Guildhall, London, on
Tuesday evening. It being announced by Mr. Alderman ai.d

Sheriff Frank Green, at the commencement of the proceed-
ings, that the lord mayor, who was to have presided, was
unable to be present owing to illness, Mr. C. William Tagg,
clerk to the Camberwell Vestry, took over the duties of

chairnjan. He moved the adoption of the report, wherein
the council expressed their satisfaction with the continued
progress of the association, which had trebled its member-
ship since the publication of the previous report. The asso-

ciation, the report went on, was now in a position, so long
desired, to further develop the aims and objects for which
it was formed. It was decided to adopt the report. Upon
the motion of Mr. Jones, seconded by Mr. Russell, it was then
unanimously agreed to elect the lord mayor as president for

the forthcoming year, -\mong those elected to the post of

vice-president were Sir Alexander R. Binnie, chief engineer
to the Lonilon County Council, and Mr. John Price, the city

surveyor of Birmingham. In consequence of the absence of

the lord mayor, no presidential address was delivered, and
the nest business was the consideration of the following
resolutions, which were submitted by the chairman : (n)

That this association respectfully desires to draw the atten-

tion of the Government to the hardships experienced by
officials of local authorities in the metropolis on account of

the permissive nature of the Superannuation Act, 1866,
inasmuch as in several recent instances officials who had,
after long and faithful services been compelled by infirmity

of mind or body to resign office, were refused a retiring

allowance without any reason for such refusal being assigned,
while in the case of other officials substantial allowances were
granted, (h) That the Govcrnmtnt be farnestly urged to

insert in any Bill now before, or to be introduced into. Parlia-

ment with reference to local government, a clause providing
for uniformity of action by the local authorities throughout
the country, and making compulsory the granting of retiring

allowances (except incases of dismissal fiom office for official

misconduct) upon the officers contributing a percentage
deduction from their salaries. Both resolutions were adopted,
and the election of members to the executive council con-

cluded the business.

Glasgow,—At last week's meeting of the toiporat.'on it

was decided to approve the report of a sub-committee on
gasworks stating that, having resumed consideration of the
tenders for the supply of cast-iron pipes and .special castings,

they had agreed to accept the offer of Messrs. R. D, Wood &
Co., of Philadelphia, U.S.A. Samples of the pipes had been
tested and found to be quite satisfactory.
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Some Recent Publications.

SOME Periodicals.

Among matters which form the subjects of articles of

special interest in Cassiera' Magazine (Is.) for February arc

the transmission and utilization of natural gas in the United

States, a plea for wider education in connection with technical

education and foreign competition in Great Britain, and the

status of floating clocks in modern dockyard engineering.

There is a portrait and biographical sketch of Sir James
Kitsou, Bart., and some useful comments on current topics.

—The February issue of the American montlily licvieu' 0/

Eeviews has much matter of engineering interest, bat munici-

pal topics have either been scarce or have been crowded out.

In the section, however, devoted to condensations and sum-

maries of the chief contributions to the periodical literature

of the previous month special reference is made to two articles

in other American contemporaries, dealing respectively with

electrical advance in tlie past ten years and with monicipal

lighting in small cities.—The subject of the portrait and bio-

graphical sketcli in Baily's (la.) this moiitli is Mr. Owen J.

Williams. There is another bevy of " Dianas of the Day,"

continuations of Sir Walter Gilbey's articles ou animal

painters and of Major Arthur ("irilfiths' serial, a variety of

short articles, and the nsual budget of sport and pastime.

—

In The Journal of State Medicine (2s.) iov February acconnts

are given of the hygienic institutes at Rome and Moscow,

similar institutions at Utrecht and St. Petersburg having

been described the previous month. There is a liistorical

sketch of typhoid fever in Munich, and leading articles dealing

with the growth of the typhoid bacillus in soil and water

divining. Abstracts from foreign journals, legal notes, reviews

and other miscellaneous matter, complete the number.—Oar
American contemporary, The Sanitarian (New York), reprints

the last report of the Pennsylvania State Board of Health on

the subject of preventive medicine in that State. Among
other subjects, the disposal of garbage and the pollution of

streams are touched upon. There arc a number of useful re-

views of books and periodicals. We observe with interest

that an agitation is on foot for the establishment of a national

bureau of health in the United Slates.—The last quarterly

number of The Digest of Physical Tests (Eiehle, Philadelphia)

contains a supply of highly technical information in regard to

tests of iron and steel, cement and bricks.

—

Brick (Chicago)

for February contains a report, with portraits, of the

eighteenth annual convention of the Iowa Brick and Tile

Association, and there is an interesting article on " Brick-

making and the brick trade in New South Wales." Onr
transatlantic contemporary is a valuable repository of inform-

ation in regard to the brick, tile, terra-cotta and allied clay

industries, and the style of production leaves nothing to be

desired. The Architectural Kevieic ((id.) is one of those

publications which are soothing to the eye, alike in regard to

illustrations, letterpress, paper and general arrangement.

The chief articles, all of which are abundantly illustrated, are
" Australian Architecture," specially sketched and written,

" The Mosaics of St. Mark's, Venice," " Architectural Sketch-

ing," "The Work of John Seddon," and "The Work of Jean

Carries."—Readers of a scientific bent of mind will find in

Knou-ledge (6d.) for February facts about geology, economic

botany, ornithology and other branches of science.—The

papers on " Applied Geolojy," now appearing from month to

month in The Quarrij (6d.), form a valuable feature of that

periodical which should be appreciated by the readers. The
third number of The Builder's Mercliant is also published

in conjunction with The Quarry.—We have also to acknow-

ledge the receipt of The Journal of the Royal Colonial Institute

(6d.), The Analyst (Is.), The Journal of the Societ j of Estate

Clerks of Works, Building Industries [Gd.), Aluminium (6d.),

Work (6d.), Machinery (6d.), Gr«(t Thoughts (6d.),and C/iiuns

(6d.).

SOME ANNUALS FOR 1898.

Among the yearly publications at hand awaiting notice in

our columns, "the first place, from a utilitarian point of

view, must be assigned to that invaluable cyclopiedic work,

Hazei.l's An.ntal, now in its thirteenth year of issue. In

dealing with books appearing at regular recurring periods

obvious difficulties ]iresent themselves to the reviewer at the

very outset. Successive revisions liave doubtless in most

cases reduced defects and deficiencies to a minimum, and
simply directing the attention of readers to new features and

novel points of interest is apt to appear monotonous. The
task, however, of examining this wonderful record of fact is

by no means an unpleasant occupation, and much useful in-

formation is to be gathered from even a cursory glance at

one of its 700 pages. Of the more important new ai-ticles

included in the present issue those relating to engineering,

electricity and metropolitan water supply are prominent,

whilst others on the labour movement, local taxation statistics,

railways and the Scottish Local Government Board's report,

may interest many of our readers. We observe that the

articles in previous editions referring to local government,

county councils, London Corporation, Parliamentary session,

Sanitary Institute, Surveyors' Institution, and cognate sub-

jects, have in many instances been extended, and in all cases

the information provided is well up to date. Due attention

has been given to recording recent facts find statistics

connected with " national finance " and colonial and
foreign affairs, and new maps of French West Africa,

Greco-Turkish war and Indian North-West frontier have
been introduced.—Passing by an easy gradation to the use-

ful companion of, and suoplement to, an indispensable

almanac, we have next to consider the Peerage " VVhitaker,"

or, to give its official designation, A Directory of Titleii

Persons for the Year 1898. The ornate 'title page
further aptly summarises its compass as including " An Ex-
tended List of the Royal Family, the Peerage with Titled

Issue, Dowager Ladies, Baronets, Knights and Companions,
Privy Councillors, and Home and Colonial Bishops, with a

comprehensive introduction and an Index of County Seats."

The compiler is evidently entitled to assert a claim of having
produced this season what is to a very large extent a re-

written work, and to state that the original volume, published'

last year, " has been laboriously revised, remodelled and
greatly enlarged." Works of reference of this class are some-,

what numerous, but here we have strictly a new departure,

and it seems a most successful venture. The type, though
necessarily sntall, is remarkably clear and distinct, the paper
and binding are all that can bo desired, and the book has a
neat and attractii-e appearance. We gather that Walford's
Windsor PKERAiiE is now incorporated with it, and that several

of the numerous existing improvements are due to this fact,

and have only to add that the published price, 2s. 6d., is

exti'emely moderate.—A book of reference appealing to a
more limited class, but vastly more extended in point of detail,

is The Coi'nty Councils, Municipal Corporations and
Local Authorities Companion, issued by the proprietors of

the well-known Kelly's directories. Here we have a copious

title page, comprising an abbreviated table of contents; and,

although the insertion of Post Office regulations may prove
of some utility to persons who have had occasion to consult

the book, the object of introducing the " Names of British

and Foreign Ambassadors " will not appear so obvious. This
handsome and portable volume is undoubtedly of an ex-

haustive character, thoroughly reliable in all matters of detail,

and of a convenient arrangement for purposes of reference;

With a view to achieve the latter point successfully it has

been divided into three sections : The first relates to the

counties, and local districts and authorities therein con-

stituted; the second contains full particulars as to cities and
boroughs ; and the third comprises useful information of a
general nature. The statistical facts—an important feature

in a work of this class—have been brought down to the

latest available date.—Publications of a more professional

character come under review in Laxton's Price-Book foi$

.A-Rchitects, &c., and Lockvvood's Builders' and Con-
tractors' Price-Book. The former appears in its eighty-

first year, and fully maintains its high reputation as an
acknowledged standard in all transactions of ordinary busi-

ness as well as in contentious legal affairs. Special attention

has been devoted to the subject of electric lighting and to

legal enactments relating to building and engineering matters.
—Lockwood's Builders' and Contractors' Price-Book also

seems to have been carefully revised and corrected in all

needful particulars. In the section dealing with electric

lighting the editor has availed himself of Mr. A. P. Haslam's
assistance, and the New London Building Act of 1894, with
annotations and explanations by Mr. A. J. David, of the Inner

Temple, is given in a supplement, together with the unre-

pealed sections of former Acts involved.

—

The Live Stock
Journal Almanac, though devoted to subjects alien to muni-
cipal concerns, will be found replete with valuable informa-

tion for all persons interested in rural affairs ; and, lastly,

we acknowledge the receipt of The Gloucester Diary, an
atmnal which should be of considerable local importance, and
The Rural Almanac AND Sportsman's Illustrated Calendar
FOR 1898, which should especially appeal to those of onr
readers who are interested in any of the branches of sport.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Next Ordinary Meeting.

An ordinary meeting of the Institution will be held on
Tuesday, at 8 p.m., when the discussion on the two papers

read at the last meeting

—

viz., (1) " The Theory, Design and
Practical Working of Alternate-Current Motors," by Mr.
Llewelyn B. Atkinson, a.m.i.c.e.; and (2) "Dublin Electric

Tramway," by Mr. H. F. Parshall, M.i.c.E.—will be resumed.
At this meeting the monthly ballot will be taken.

Students Visit.

On Tliursday, at 2.30 p.m., a visit will be paid by the

students of the Institution to the works of Messrs. John I.

Thoi-nycroft & Co., Chiswick.

. Next Students' Meeting.

A meeting for students of the Institution will be held to-

night, when Mr. C.E. Wolff, B.sc, stud.i.c.e., will read a
paper on " The Problem of Train Resistance." Mr. R. Elliott

Cooper, M.I.C.E., will take the chair at 8 p.m.
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

New MEMnEBS.

At a meeting of the council, held on Saturday, the follow-

ing gentlemen were elected :

—

Ak Memhen :
—

Bowles, Aupuatus R., surveyor to the Urban District Council,

Sandgate.
Madin, W. Bereaford, surveyor to the Urban District Council,

Bushden.
Nichols, Thomas W., surveyor to the Urban District Council,

Methley.
As Graduate:—

Endsor, Henry A., Yardley Gobion, Stony Stratford.

Tran.tferred from the class of " Grndtmtes" to that of
" Meiiihers" :

—
Ball, George, surveyor to tlie Urban District Council, Bexhill.

Thomas Coi.r, Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.

THE SANITARY INSTITUTE.

Examination at Gr.A.'-Gow.

At an examination for inspectors of nuisances, held at

Glasgow on the 4th and 5th insts., twelve candidates pre-

sented themselves, of which seven were certified, as regards

their sanitary knowledge, competent to discharge the duties

of inspec'ors of nuisances. The following were the questions

set for answer in writing:

—

1. What are the distinguishing characteristics of horse-

flesh and beef, and how is the sale of horse-flesh regulated ?

2. In what manner do nuisances arise in connection with
artificial manure woiks ? What regulations are necessary for

the proper conduct of the business ?

3. Describe in detail the arrangements which should be
made by a sanitary authority for the removal of infected goods
to a disinfecting station, and also for the return of tlie disin-

fected articles.

4. What are the characteristics of water obtained from :

—

(a) A moor.
(h) A well sunk in the chalk.

Would the water from either source be likely to

affect cisterns and service pipes ':'

5. Give the cnbio contents of a room, of the shape and
dimensions shown on the accompanying sketch plan, with a
semi-circular bay at one end, and 9 ft. high. Show the de-

tails of the calculation.

6. Contrast the advantages and disadvantages of heating a
building:

—

(a) By hot-water pipes.

(fc) By open fire-places.

7. Sketch and describe a combined system of back drainage
leading to a public sewer for a terrace of houses, showing the
house connections, position of traps and ventilators.

8. What is meant by house refuse and by trade refuse ?

What are the duties of a sanitary authority with reference to

each ?

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
>cd too late for claesification cannot he
mries until the Jollowjinj tceekt

BoRoroii EsniNEEK and ScnvEvoR.—February 26th.

—

Corporation of Morley. £200.—Mr. Richard B-'rrongh Hop-
kins, town clerk.

Surveyor.—March Ist.—Shanklin Urban District Council.
—Mr. J. Marsh, clerk to the council.

Second Assistant fok BoRorc.H Road Surveyor's De-
partment.—March 3rd.—County Borough of Croydon. £100.
—Mr. E. Mawdesley, town clerk.

BuildingInspectors(Two).—March 3rd.—County Borough
of Croydon. 503.—Mr. E. Mawdesley, town clerk.

Building Inspector.—March 5th.—Corporation of Scar-
borough. £90.—Mr. H. W. Smith, A.M.i.c.E., borough engi-
neer and surveyor.

Temporary Architectural Assistant.—March Bth.

—

Corporation of Scarborough. £2 23.—Mr. H. W. Smith,
A.M.I.C.E., borough engineer and surveyor.

Surveyor's Assistant.—March 7th.— Gosport and Alver-
Btoke Urban District Council. £80.—Mr. H. Frost, sur-
veyor to the council.

Borough Surveyor and Engineer.—March 7th.—Cor-
poration of Carmarthen. £180.—Mr. R. M. Thomas, town
clerk.

Inspector of Nuisance.-i.—March 7th.—Corporation of
Carmarthen. £80.— Mr. R. M. Thomas, town clerk.

Assistant Surveyor.—March 7th.—Vestry of the Parish
of St. Marylebone. £2,50.—Mr. W. H. Garbutt, vestry clerk.

District Superintendent.—March 7th.—Vestry of the
Parish of St. Marylebone. £150.—Mr. W. H. Garbutt, vestry
clerk.

Surveyor.—March 7th.—Vestry of the parish of St. Mary-
lebone. £600.—Mr. W. H. Garbutt, vestry clerk.

Sanitary Inspector.—March 8th.— Holborn District Board
of Works. £120.—Mr. Matthew H.Hale, clerk to the board.

Working Foreman for .Sf.wage Works.—March 9th.

—

County Borough of West Bromwich. 30s.—Mr. Albert D.

Greatorex, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.

Superintendent of the Sewers and Rivers Depart-

ment.—March 9th.—Corporation of Birmingham. £300.—
Mr. John Price, city surveyor.

Temporary Engineering Assistants.—Corporation of

Birmingham. £3.—Mr. John Price, city surveyor.

COMPETITIONS.
Jed too late for claudication cannot be

\ariei until thefollowtJig week.

Bekwick-upoit-Tweed.—March 14th.—Plans for the erection of ft

police station and lock-up on a site fronting Church-street. £50 and
£25.—Mr. Uob. Weddell, town clerk.

Carmarthen.—March 14th.—Erection of a stone bridge over the river

Towy at Dryslwyn ford.—Mr. W. Bowen Davies, county road surveyor,
Broad Oak,*Llandilo.

WiNCHESTEB.—March 31st.—Krection of public hatha. £26 and £15.—
Mr. Walter Bailey, town clerk.

Belper.—Maj' 1st.—Schemefl for the disposal of the gewape of the

district, for the urban district council. £52 10a. and £26 5b,—Mr.
Joseph Pym, clerk to the council.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
^rd foo late for r!.is».ftcatwn cannot he

laries until the folloiving veek,

CoNWAT.—February 25th.—Sewerage and other works, for the rural
district council.—Mr. T.E. Parry, clerk to the council.

SwAWSEA.—February 25th.—Supply of cast-iron pipes, castings, water
meters, hydrants, &c., fur twelve months.—Mr, Jno. Thomas, towu
clerk.

Newport (Mon.).—February 25th.—Supply of tramway material-.—
Mr. R. H. Haynes, borough engineer.

Leeds.—Februarj' 25th.—Construction of 300 yards of 24-in, water
main between the new Harchills reservoir and Hunslet-road.—Mr. Thos.
Hewaon, m.i.c.e., city and waterworks engineer.

Caki-ist.e.—February 2oth.—Krection of a central electric lighting
station.—Mr. Henry C. Murks, a.m.i.c.e., city engineer and mirveyor.

Hahding:titonk.—February 25th.—Supply of Uartsbill, Groby, Tuttle
Hill, Mountsorrel and other granite and slag, tor the rural district
council.—The Surveyor to the Council.

Walthamstow.—February 2.'ith.—Supply of stores and materials for
one year ending the 31st March, 1899, tor the urban district council.

—

Mr. G. W. Holmes, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

Leicesteb.—February 25th.—Construction of foundations, wing walls
and abutments for the erection of bridges over the Willow brook at
St. Banalias-ruad, Bridge-street and Stonebridge-street.—Mr. K. Geo,
Jlawljey, borough survey^or.

WoLVERnAMPTON.—February 2Cth.—For the supply of various stores
for tlie year ending March, 1899.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer
and surveyor.

Wolverhampton.—February 27th.—Erection of a swimming bath and
assembly hall in Bath-place.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough surveyor.
Hunslet.—February 28th.—Sewerage and other works, for the rural

district council.—Mr. W. E. Pindar, clerk to the council.

Briqhousk.—February 38th.—Supply of stores required by the Gas
Committee during the year ending 3lst March, 1899.—The ToVn Clerk.
BicHiNaHAM.—February 2Sth.—Supply of 6,000 tons of welded steel

pipes, 41 in. diameter, for the corporation.-Mr. James Mausergh, 6
Victoria-street, London, S.W.
Cambeuwell.—February 2Sth.—Supply of various stores and

materials, for the vestry.—Mr. O. S. Brown, surveyor to the vestry.

Lyme REOis.-February 28th.—Erection of five almshouses and offices
—Mr. M. C. Preston, town clerk.

RiPON.—February 28th.—Construction of 1,000 yards of 15-in., 12-Jn,
and 9-in. pipe sewer, with ttiatiholes, &c., for the city council.—Mr, H.
A, Johnson, engineer, 14 The Exchange, Bmdford.
NoRDEN.—February 23th.—Supply of materials during the year en:ling

the 25tli Marcb, ly99, for the urban district council.—Mr. J. W. Sunder-
land, surveyor to the council,

Thame.—February 28th.—Supply of 1,010 tons of the best selected
hand-broken Hartshill granite, for the rural district council.—Mr. John
Goodenough, district surveyor.

Halifax.-March Ist.-Construction of about 100 lineal yards of 9-in.

pipe sewer, for the rural district council.—Mr. A.T. Longbotham, clerk
to the council.

Desboko UGH.—March 1st.—Supply of pipes and specials in connection
with the construction of new waterworks, for the urban district coun-
cil.—Mr. J. B. Everard, m.i.c.e., engineer, 6 Millstone-lane, Leicester.

Letton.—March 1st.—Supply of road materials, stores, Jtc, for the
urban district council.—Mr. William Dawson, m.i.c.e., surveyor to the
council.

Desborough.—March 1st.—Supply of sluice and other vnlves in con-
nection with the construction of new waterworks, for the urban district

council.—Mr. J. B. Everard, m.i.c.e., engineer, MUistone-lane,
Leicester,

Colchester.-March 1st.—Supply of various road and drainage
materials for about twelve months.—Mr, Herbert Goodyear, a.u.i.c.e.,

borough engineer and surveyor.

Lexton.—Maich 1st.—Paving, kerbing, &c., works in various public
streets in the district, for the urban district council.—Mr, William Daw-
son, M.I.C.E., surveyor to the council.

AsHBT-DE-LA-ZoucH.—March 1st.—Laying of new 6-in.,4-in. and3-in.
cast-iron mains throughout the streets ot the district, for the urban
district council.—Mr. W. A. Musson, clerk to the council.

Hampton.—March 1st.—Supply of road materials for one year ending
the 31st March, 1899, foi the urban district council.—Mr. John Kemp,
surveyor to the council.

Wakefield.—March 1st.—Supply of various stores and materials for
one year ending Slst March, 1899, for the rural district council.—Mr,
Frank Massie, a.m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to the council.
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Malvern.—March 1st.—Eteotion of a santoriam, for the Mfilvcrn
Hospital Committee.—Mr. William Lambert, clerk to the committee.
BuANKsoME,—March 1st.—Works of making-up, channelling-, kerbin^,

&c., in Albert-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. Samuel J.
Newman, surveyor to the council.

SouTHWOLT).—March 1st.—Construction of a bridge over the Bus
creek.—Mr. E. R. Cooper, town clerk.

ExMOUTH.—March 1st.—Making-np of Trinity-road, Point-road,
Thistle-street and Bur\'-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. W.
H. Beswick,A.M.r.c.E., surveyor to the council.

King's Lvnn.—March 2nd.—Construction of about 2 miles of pipe
sewers 171 the north district of the borough.—Mr, E. J. Silcock, borough
engineer.

HcDDEKsFiELD.—March 2nd.—Supply of various materials, tools,
labour, &c., during the year ending 3'lst March, 1899.—The Borough
Engineer.

Oldham.—March 2nd.—Supply nf various stores and materials.—Mr.
S. A. Pickering, a.m.i.ce., borough surveyor.

LTTHERLAwn.-March 2nd.—Completion of Inman-road, for the urban
distiict council.—Mr. W. B. Carton, surveyor to the council.

Oldham.—March 2nd.—Construction of 573 lineal yards of concrete
sewer with blue brick invert, 9 ft. in diameter ; ami also 437 lineal yards
of concrete sewer with blue brick invert, lift. 6 m. in diameter.—Mr.
S. A. Pickering, a.u.i.c.b., borough surveyor.

Wallsend.—March 1st.—Works of levelling, &c., in Back Cecil-street,
for the urban district council.—Mr. George Holliugs, sm-veyor to the
council.

Fur.HAM.—March 2nd.—Making-up and paving of Rainville-road, for
the vestry.—Mr. Charles Botterill, surveyor to the vestry.

RocHESTEE.—March 2nd.— Supply of various stores for twelve
months ending 25th March, 1899.—The City Surveyor.
Waterloo.—March 2nd.—Painting works at the town hall, for the

urban district council.—Mr. F.Spencer Yates, a.m.i.c.h., surveyor to
the council.

GAiNfiBOBOUGH.—March 2nd.—Supply of about 8,500 tons of granite
and about 2,700 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. Richard
Maxwell, surveyor to the council.

Southend-on-Sea.—March 2nd.—Supply of about 400 tons of broken
granite.—Mr. Alfred Fidler, a.m.i.c.e., borough suiveyor.

Rtde (Isleof Wight).—March 2nd.—Laving of about 5.400 yards of
12-in. cast-iron socket pipes.—Mr. C. Matthew, a.m.i.c.e., borough sur-
veyor.

LiTTLEHAJiPTON.—March 2nd.—Laying of a 3-in. cast-iron water main
in the new road leading from Queen-street to Arundel-road, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Arthur Shelley, clerk to the council.

Watford.—March 2nd.—Supply of about 1,260 lineal yards of 18-in.,
1,240 yards of lo-in., 260 yards of i2-in., 620 yards of 9-in. and 22 A yarda
of 6-in. earthenware pipe sewer, for the urban district council.-Mr. H.
Morten Turner, clerk to the council.

Brixworth.—March 3rd.—Supply of road materials, for the rural
district council.—Mr. Wm. C. Woodford, clerk to the council, 18 Market-
square, Northampton.

Gainsborough.-March 3rd.—Construction of about 830 lineal yards
of 21-in. and 18-in, and 120 lineal yards of 12-in. earthenware pipe
sewers in North Marsh-road, for the urban district council,—Mr. Henry
Riley, engineer and surveyor to the council.

Kent.—March 4th.—Supply and delivery of varir
year from let April, 1898, for the county council.

-

Rack, county surveyor, Week-street, Maidstone.
Castleton.—March 4th.—Supply of road materials, &c., for twelve

months endingSlst March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr, R.
J. Webster, surveyor to the council.

Bermondset.—March 5th.—Supply of various stores and materials
for one year from 2oth March next, for the vestry.—Mr. Fredk. Ryall,
vestry clerk.

Manchester,—March oth.—Supply of 2,000 tons of iim3.—The City
Surveyor.

CLOWN.^March 5th.—Supply of broken slag froiii 1st April to
1 St November, 1898, for the rural district council.—Mr. H. -G. Gowerf
surveyor to the council, Post Office, Whitewell, Chesterlield.

Thorne.—March 7th.—Supj>ly of dross screenings and granite for
twelve months from 1st April, for the rural district council.—Mr. Geo.
Kenyon, clerk to the council.

Llanellt—March 7th.—Sewerage works in the Forge and Pembrey-
road district, for the urban district council.—Mr. Geo. Watkeys, sur-
veyor to the council.

Salfoed.—March 7th.—Supply of various materials for one year
ending 25th March, 1899.—The Borough Engineer.

Barnes.—March 7tli.—Supply of various stores and materials for the
year ending 1st April, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. J.
Bruce Tomes, a.m.i.c.e.,- surveyor to the council.

Wrexham.—March 8th.— Sui)])ly of road stone and coal for one year
ending 3Ist Marcli, 1899.-Mr. Thomas Burj', town clerk,

Bath.—March 8th.—Supply of glazed stoneware sewer pipes, gulley
traps, Ac, for one or three years.—Mr. C. R. Fortune, city surveyor.

Lambeth.—March 8th.—Supply of four sanding machines, for the
vestry.—Mr. J. P. Norrington, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the vestry.

HuLT-.—March 8th.—Supply of 20,000 cast-iron holding-down plates,
weighing about 4 lb. 10 oz. each.—Mr. A. E. White, city engineer,

Shoeeditch.—March Sth.—Supply of various materials for one year
from 26th March, ISDS, to 25th March, 1899, for the vestry.-Mr. H.
Mansfield Robinson, vestry clerk.

Lichfield,—March 9th.—New sewerage and sewage disposal works
at Chase Town, for the rural district council.—Mr. E. W. Ives, engineer,
20 Albert-street, Derby,

Belper.—March 9th.—Supply of load materials, for the rural dis-

trict council.-Mr. Robt. C. Cordou, surveyor to the council. Hazel-
wood, Derby.

Poktepract.—March 10th.—Supply of road materials from 1st April,

189^. to 31st March, 1899, for the rural district council.—Mr. W. A.
Glover, clerk to the council.

Norwich.—March 12th.—Erection of a technical institute.—Mr.
Arthur E. Collins, city engineer.

Telegrams : ** WBLKES, BSRMINGHAM.''

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBEOK, Ld., Liverpool St., BIRMINGHAM.

BRASS AND COP?£R WIRE. iUGH CONDUCTSVITY COPPER WIRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS. &C.

STANLEY BROS., LTD., NUNEATON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

G r- A Z E .D S O C K E T ^ l>vIP»^E>S,
BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING. BRINDLED BRICKS.

ROOFING TIXjES IN R£SD, STRAlftTBERRY, AND BROVITN,
WHITE AND COLOURED GLAZED BRiCKS, &C., 8cC.

.Illustrated Li.'its an'. Sam hs uii oppUcatiun.

WHITE, COLOURED AND
SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

BRICKS
OF THE

HIGHEST QUALITY.

OATES & GREEN,
LIMiTED,

H A I. I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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Broadstaihs.—March 12th.—Construction of 13,000 yards of stone-

ware pipe sewers varylnf? in diameter from 9 in. to 24 in.; ahout 1,200

yards of concrete sewer, 27 in. in diameter ; and 170 yards ©f cast-iron

pipe sewer, 27 in. in diameter, for the nrban district conncil.—Messrs.

Henry Law & Son, engineers, 17 Victoria-street, London, S.W.

KiVETON Park.—March 12th.—Supply of best broken slajij for roads

from 1st April to 1st October, 1898, for tbe rural district council.—Mr.
William Atkinson, sur\'eyor to the council.

Hastings.—March 14th.—Construction of a new snrface-wnter drain
manshftft and Hushing chamber in Bohemia-road.—Mr. Philip I£.

Palmer, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

West Ham.—March 14th.—Erection of the superstructure of the
lilnatic asylum at Chadwell Heath, Ilford.-Mr. Fred. K. Hilleary, town
clerk,

HoRNSEr.—March 14th.—Supply of various materials and stores for

one or three years commencing the lat April, 1808, for the urban dis-

trict oouneil.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

Pembroke.—March 14th.—Various works and materials for the water
supply of Pembroke Dock.—Mr. W. O. Hulme, town clerk.

St, HEnENK.—March IGth.—Supply of various materials for twelve
months ending 3l8t March, 1899.—Mr. Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e.,

borough engineer.

Middlesex.—March ICih.—Supply of about 5,000 cubic yards of li-in.

hand-broken blue Guernsey granite, for the county council.—Mr. F, H.
Pownall, county surveyor, "Guildhall, Westminster, London, S.W.

BuRKLEY.—Mai'ch 17th.—Construction of about 79 lineal yards of
15-in. and 171 yards of 12-in. earthenware pipe sewers, for the rural dis-

trict council.—Mr. J. S. Horn, clerk to the council.

Newark.—March 2oth.—Supply of granite and slag for twelve months,
for the rural district council.—Mr. Tom Vickers, surveyor to the council.

Sleaford.—March 2Gth.—Supply of 800 or 1,000 tons of broken granite,
for the urban district council.— Mr. Edmund Clements, clerk to the
council.

NoRMANTOiT.—Supply of 570 yards of 6-in. water pipes, for the urban'
district council.-Mr. C. B. L. Fernandes, clerk to the council.

TENDERS.

"ACCEPTED.

ALNWICK.—For the improvement of the Honndcan l)ridge, near Wark-
worth station, for the rural district couucil.^ilr. 11. W. Walton,
clerk to the council :

—

.Jeffrey Brothers, Sowburn, Glanton £949
A. Douglas, Amble 045
.1. & G. Green, Warkworth 559

A. Carse & Son, Amble* 545

MTDDLKSBROUGH.-For the formation of the footpath on the south
side of Bridge-street West, between Sussex-street and Boundary-road
bridge.—Mr. Frank Baker, borough engineer :^

.Toncs's Annealed Concrete Company, Middlesbrough £bW
,). (humbie & Son, Middlesbrough* ly.J

BECKENHAM.—For the supply of 400 cubic yards of l>i-in. quartzite
and 600 cubic yards of l^-m. Guernsey granite, for the urban district •

council.—Mr. F. Stevens, clerk to the conncil :

—

Per cubic yard.
Guen:isey Granite. x. d.

W. Griffiths. Bishopsgate-street, E.C 18 n

A. F. Manuelle, Leadenhall-street, E.C 17 8

Fry Brothers, Greenwich, S.E 17 5

Mowlem & Co., Westminster, S.W.* 17 r.

L, Sommerfeld, Great Tower-street, E.C 17 4

Quartzite.

L. Sommerfeld, Great Tower-street, E.C 14 o

Kent Road Company, Gravesend V-i 10

Cherbourg Quart/.ite Company, Mark-lane, E.C 12 11

s patent sewnge pre-
iiiL'l, inlet and outlet
ill Brancepeth village.

DURHAM.—For the construction < i m

cipitation tank, with catch-pit, liui'i

pipes, store sbed, and fence rouinl ili^

for the rural district council.—.Mi. '-eu. t_.ivL4.^on, surveyor lo me
council :

—

.T. Manners, Coundon £2.10

,T, Carrick, Durham 20.'i

W. Pratt, Durham 197

G. T. Manners, Dnrbam* IB-'i

Surveyor's estimate, £207,

fINCHLEY.—For the supply of one dust cart and four slop carta, for

the urljan district council.—Mr. Chas. Roberts, clerk to the council :—

.T. & W. Rendall, Kingsland, N.E £130
Gloucester Carriage Works, Cannon-street, E.C 129

Bloomfleld & So7i, North Finchley, iliddlesex
Glover & Sons, Warwick

\', Bristol
hMmonton, N,
liuckfl. ...

116
112

\v. i;,iii :^ .-...

HORNSEY.—For making-np various i>rivate roads and for sewerage
works at Fortis Green, for the urban district council.—Mr, K. Love-
grove, engineer and surveyor to the council :

—

Making-up of Private Roads.

Queens- Mattison-
avenue. road,
(lat Sec.) (2nd Sec.;

K. & A. J. Nicholls £.3,.-)C3

KiUinKtack & Co 3,i;.'i5

F. A. Jackson & Son, Lid. .. 3,56G

\V. Griffiths 3,.il7

Williamson & Son, Ltd. .. 3,571

G. Bell 3,6li()

J. A. Dnnmore 3,U15

Neave & Son 3,573

J. B. Bloomfleld 3,557

Mowlem & Co. 3,630

Nowell & Robson 3,737
T.Adams* 3,387

£018
907

£979
i)83

Easlfield-
road.

(KxteiLiif)
£321
3111

DAHWEN
SAN!
STANFO

GLAZED

Telegrams t

" PIACIS,

DARWEN."

LANGS.

rrom 2-irrrDlameter to 42-in. Diameter.

sockets A SPECIALITY.

WHITE OR COLOURED.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

Se-vcT-a.sre, SX-u.dsre, "^XTa-fcex-, See
As adopted for the Drainat^c of Eastbourne, Southampton,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe and iiuuiy

other phices, both in this country and abroad.

For Pamphlets and Particulars apply to—

HUGHES & LANCASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WATER SUPPLY WORKS.
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Sewerage Works at Fortis Green.

F. A. Jackson & Son, Limited
Mowlem &, Co.
Nowell & Robson
Neave & Son
WJliamson & Hem, Limited
E. &C. J. Nicholls
Killingback & Co
J. E. Bloomfield
J. A. Dunmore ..

W. Griffiths ...

H. Clark
T. Adams
G.Bell*

LEAMINGTON.—For the layinfT of about 8,000 yards of limustonc tar
pavement.—Mr. de Normanville, Ijoroui^h en^neer;

—

Rate per Hate per

W. Shepherd, Roohdale
Asphaltic Limestone Company, Bir-

.I.J.Iugham , Brad ford
B. S. Jones, Wirksworth, Derbysliire
North of Enrjland Asphalte Company,

Manchester

NORWICH.—Accepted for the supply of various materials.—Mr. Arthur
E. Collins, city engineer:

—

Gravel, Flints. Ac—Messrs. W. R. Webster, Norwich ; J. Vial, Nor-
wich ; S. W. Moore, Norwich ; H. Allen, Norwich.

Vaving Flags and Grit Setts.—Walton Brothers, Rawtenstall.
Granite Macadam.—Enderl>,y and Sloney Stanton Granite Company,

Le ster.

Granite Ciu'bing, Channelling and Setts.—Enderby and Stoney Stanton
Granite Company, Leicester, for part; J.Grordon, Analong, Newry,
for part.

Cement.—J. Patirick & Son, Dovercourt.
British Wood.—A. & W. Cushion, Norwich.
Foreign Wood.—A. & W. Cushion. Norwich,
Disinfectants.—Burt, Bonlton & Haywood, London.
Drysaltery.—C. Havers & Son, Norwich.
Ironmongery.—C. Havers & Son, Norwich.
Wheels and Axles.—Wadsworth & Sons, Hahfa.\.
Iron.—Grams & Tyce, Norwich.
Steel.—S. Peace & Sons, Well Meadow Steel Works, Sheffield.
Cast-iron Gullies, Manhole Covers, &c.—Holmes & Sons, Limited, Nor-

wich.
Engine Oils.—Vacuum Oil Company, -i? Victoria-street, London.
Engine Packings.—Orams & Tyce, Norwich.
Cotton Waste and Sponge Cloths.—Richard Bell & Co., Straugcways,

Manchester.
Brushes.—S. P. Page & Sons, Limited, Norwich.
Eaiihcuwtire.-Luke Finney. N7 St. Mary-Axe, E.C.

TEIGNMOUTH.—For roofing works at the Landscore
reservoirs, for the urban district council.^Mr. Chris,
and surveyor to the council :

—

Landscore Reservoir.
J. Shaddock. Plymouth
C. Francis, Teignmouth
E. Duke, Plymouth
Welley& Co., Exeter
Mingo & Boone, Exeter
K. P. Bovey, Torquay
W. Burden, Teignmouth ...

W. Gibson, Exeter
A. H. Slocombe, Teignmouth
Best & Hawkins, Teignmouth
Dart A: Pollard, Paignton
J. Fisher, Plymouth*

Hazelduwn Reservoir.

Willey & Co.. Exeter
C. Francis, Teignmouth
E. Duke, Plymouth
E. P. Bovey, Torquay
W. Gibson, Exeter
J. Shaddock, Mutley
5Iingo & Boone, Exeter
Best & Hawkins, Teignmouth
W. Burden, Teignmouth
Dart & Pollard, Paigntou
J. Fisher, Plymouth
A. H. Slocombe, Teignmouth*

and Hazeldown
Jones, engineer

£7,ti26

7,481
6,996
6,895

6.839
6.673
6,610
6,375
6,347

5,874
5,848
5,818

WEST SUSSEX.—Accepted for the supply of l^-in. and 2-in. broken
granite, for the county council.—Mr. W. B. Purser, county surve.yor,

31 Bedford-road, Horsham :—

C. M. ^[ 1

Kent i;

C. M. M I

; Company, Limited, Graveseud

MEETINGS.
FEBRUARY.

-Jn&titution of I'lvil Engineers: Students' meeting, Mr C. E. Wolff,
on " The Problem of Train Resistance.'*

MARCH.
-Institution of Civil Engineers; The "James Forrest " lecture on

'* Geology in Relation to Engineering," by Prof. Boyd Dawkins.
Sp.m.

-Royal Institution: Mr. James Mausergb on "The Bringing of
Water to Birmingham from the Welsh Mountains." 9 p.m.

-Institution of Civil Engineers: Annual Dinner in the Middle
Temple Hall. 7 ]).m.

-Association of Municipal Corporations : Annual dinner, at the
Whitehall Uuoms.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPV . LTD

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Baths, &g.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS.

BALTIC WHARF. WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, Wonship
Street, E.C.

; 16 Charterhouse Street, E C. ; and Soniers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd.,' N.W.

He.igu No. 3,93J. I'atcul N>'. l",^.'=i.

AIR-TIOHT MANHOLE COVER, with Flange at Bottom.

YOUNG & 3\4ARTEN'S

PATENT No. 10,825.

PARAEVIOUNT ADVANTAGES over others:-

5. Triple Locked.1. Perfectly Airtight.
2. Absolute Security.
3. Strongly Made.
i. NomiiTal Cost, 12 6 each

6. Solid Lug Hinge.
7. Cover Moveable ; but
8. Immovable y/ithout Keys.

a-lX X>^-t>:3,3LXs5 ds^^ s*i

ILLUSTRATED TRADE PRICE LIST.

3,000_Drawings. Gratis to the Trade.215 Pages 3,000_Drawings. Gratis to the Trade. Postage 6tJ.

ing Qualfty^ ^''*'\"omir,ai Prices, ^"^''i' BU"-DER, PLUMBER, DECORATOR and SANITARY ENClfSEFR
Prompt Delivery. " Should Possess a Copy.

x.c»Krx>c>x«r, jehxg-."X^OXTBSrCS- &; 3M:ja^I«,T'3B3Sr,
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The Treatment of Sewage.—It is understood that the

Government have decided to immediately appoint a Roj-al

Commission to inquire into the bacterial treatment of sewage.

NOTICES.
The Scrveyuk and Municipal and County Engineer

may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith Sf Son's

book-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom.

Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all

cases be acco7npanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows:

Twelve Six Three
MonthB. Months. Months.

United Kingdom 16s. ... 78. 6d. ... 3b. 9d.

Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, &c 198. ... 9s. 6d. ... 4s. 9d.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street

Netv York City ; The Toronto News Company, Toronto ; and
The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
SoRVEYOR. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

EDITORIAL, PUBLISHING AND ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES:

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDB-LANB, FLEET-STBEBT
LONDON, E.G.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

CORPORATION Ol'' BIRMINGHAM.
Wanted, at once, for six months' engagement, several

well-qnalified Engineering Assistants, having had practical

experience in the designing and construction of sewerage
works on a large scale. Must be accurate levellers. Prefer-

ence given to candidates who are either Associate Members of

the Institution of Civil Engineers or who have passed the

examination of the Association of Municipal and County
Engineers. Salary, £3 per week.

Applications in candidate's own handwriting, giving pre-

sent employment, present and past e.\periGuce, together with
not more than three recent testimcniials, to be sent to the

undersigned forthwith.

JOHN I'HICE,
City Surveyor.

Tlie Council House, Biniiiiiphani.

23rd February, 1898.

pORPORATION OF BIRMINGHAM.
^^ The Public Works Committee are prepared to receive

applications for the appointment of an Engineer to act as

Superintendent, under the City Surveyor, of the Sewers and
Rivers Department. Applicants must be thoroughly qualified

civil engineers, having had recent practice in the designing,

construction and maintenance of works oE sewerage and

sewage disposal on a large scale.

Preference will be given to corporate members of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers.

Salary, £300 per annum, rising by increments of £25 per

annum to £350 per annum.
Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age,

qualifications and experience, together with copies of not

more than three recent testimonials, to be sent to the under-

signed by not later than the 9th March next.

Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, will be considered

a disqualification.

JOHN PRICE,
City Surveyor.

Council House, Birmingham.
23rd February, 1898._

COUNTY BOROUGH OP WEST BROMWICH.
WORKING FOREMAN AT SEWAGE WORKS.

The Council are prepared to receive applications for the

above appointment.
Persons applying must have had previous e.xiierience in the

jmrification of sewage and be competent to undertake, under

the directions of thelJorougli Engineer, the efficient treatment

of the sewage of the borough by land filtration and the cul-

tivation of the land.

Wages, 30s. per week without house or 25s. per week with

house.

Preference will be given to persons having a knowledge of

farming.
Applications, in candidates' own handwriting, on forms to be

obtained on application, stating age and experience, accom-

panied with copies of three recent testimonials, to be sent to

the undersigned on or before the 9th day of March, 1898.

Canvassing, directly or indirectly, will disqualify any candi-

date.

ALBERT D. GREATOREX, as.soc.m.in.st.c.k.,

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.

Town Hall, West Bromwich.
February, 1.898.

\ Illustrated Catalogues -r^ss^u;''-!

^»i -.' - Free on Application!

FENClNG,HURDLES,GArES&c

-._ '>
-4g't^

BAYLISSJONES;*'? BArilSS.
WOLVERHAMf'TdN.

®,* 139 8t 141 CANNON SX LONDON. E.C. U

DON'T FAIL TO

ASK fENCINH
HURDl^ES.GATES^&c,

JONES &

BAYLISS

FOR QUOTATIONS.'

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON.
LONDON OFFICSS AND SHOW ROOMS, IJO & IJl CANNON STREET, f.X. Via,,' mfnt,m Ihr, Fuhhtatu

GEORGE JENNINGS,
VITRIFIED SALT-GLAZED STONEWARE SOCKET DRAIN PIPES,

From 2in. to 24in. diameter, always kept in stock for immediate delivery.

TYNr»AIDE'S
Patent Double-Seal Jointpti Pipes.

Patent Jjjnt on Stoneware Pipes. m^mMmmmmm

Tested Pipes in all sizes, Markei

"JENNINGS' TESTED."

STRUCTURAL and DECORATIYE

TERRACOTTA.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED TO BE OT" THE BEST aUALITY.and MADE FROM SELECTED DORSETSHIRE CLAYS

WORKS, SOUTH WESTERN POTTERY, PARKSTONE, DORScT. VUWK DEPOTrUMBETH PALACE RD., LONDON, S.^"
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GO SPORT AND ALVERSTOKE URBAN
DISTKICT COUNCIL.

SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.
Waiiteil, au Assistant in the Surveyor's department. Mnst.

lie a good leveller and di'ans'htsman, accustomed to the keep-

ing of accounts aud private street works. Age, from twenty-
one to twenty-five.

Salary, £'80 per annum, rising by annual increments of £10
to £100 per annum.

Applications, with copies of three recent testimonials, must
be received at tlie offices of the above Council not later than
the first postal delivery on Monday, March 7th, addressed to

the Chairman of the Council, and endorsed " Surveyor's
Assistant."

Personal canvassing disqualifies.

H. FROST,

Council Offices, Goaport.

Februarv 22, 1898.

Surveyor.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF CROYDON.
APPOINTMENT OP SECOND ASSISTANT IN
BOROUGH ROAD SURVEYOR'S OFFICE.

Notice is hereby priven that the Council are prepared to

receive applications for the appointment of Second Assistant

in the Borough Road Surveyor'3 department.
Applicants must be competent to survey, level, make plana

and sections, and have experience iu private street improve-
ment works.
The salary will commence at £100 per annum, increasing

by biennial inci'ements of £10 each until a maximum of £120
per annum is attained, and will be subject to an annual
percentage deduction in accordance with the provisions of

the superannuation scheme adopted by the Council under
the powers of the Croydon Corporation Act, 1893.

Applications, in candidates' own handwriting, to be made
njion forms to be obtained at the Borough Road Surveyor's
office. Town Hall, Croydon, to be sent to me with three copies

(not originals) of testimonials of recent date, by 11 o'clock in

the forenoon of Thursday, the 3rd March, endorsed " Appli-
cation for Appointment of Second Assistant in Road Sur-
veyor's Department."

(By order)

E. MAWDESLEY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Croydon.
22nd February, 1898.

CIRENCESTER URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIli
FORE.MAN.

The above Council invite apiilications for the appointment
of a foreman to superintend, under the direction of the Sur-
veyor, the e.tecution of certain street works. If proved suit-

able he will probably be appointed permanent Foreman to

superinteiid, under the direction of the Surveyor, the work-
men employed by the Council.

Wages will be 3.5s. per week.
His hours of wiirk will bo the same as the staff under his

care, and he must, if permanently appointed, reside within
the district. The ago of candidates must not e.xceod forty

j^e.ars. None but thoroughly esperienced men need apply.
Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age,

whether married or single, present and previous occupation,
and accompanied by copies of not more than three testimoniala
of recent date, should reach the office of the undersigiied not
later than noon, Februai-y 25, 1898, from whom further in-

formation slioitld be obtained.

THOMAS IIIBBERT,
Surveyor.

Cirencester.

1-tth February, 1898.

BOROUGH OP CARMARTHEN.
BOROUGH SURVEYOR.

Applications are invited for the appointment of Borough
Surveyor and Engineer for the Borough of Carmarthen.
Must be a properly-qnalifled civil engineer.
Age not to exceed thirty-five years.
Salary, £180 a year.

Will be required to give his whole time to the duties of the
office.

Applications, with copies of not more than three recent
testimonials, to be sent to the Town Clerk, Carmarthen, not
later than the 7th of March next.

Canvassing will be a disqualification.

Carmarthen.
22iid February, 1898. ,,,,; ;,,

BOROUGH OP CARMARTHEN.
APPOINTMENT OF INSPECTOR OP NUISANCES.

Applications are invited for the above appointment.
Salary, £80 per annum. .Applicants niuat holil certificate

of the Sanitary Institute.

Age not to e.xceed thirty-five years.

Applications, with copies of not more than three recent

testimonials, to be sent to the Town Clerk, Carmarthen, not

later than the 7th March next.

The appointment will be subject to the approval of the

Local Government Board.

Canvassing will be a disqualification.

Carmarthen.
22nd February, 1898.

ST. MARYLEBONE.
APPOINTMENT OP ASSISTANT SURVEYOR.

Notice is hereby given that the Vestry of the Parish of

St. Marylebone arc prepared to receive a])plications, with

testimonials, from persons desirous of becoming candidates

for the office of Assistant Surveyor of the Parish.

The person appointed will be required to reside in the

parish and to devote the whole of his time to the duties of

the office. The salary will be £250 per annum, aud the ap-

pointment will be made upon the understanding that no pen-

sion or retiring allowance will attach thereto.

Applications, in the handwriting of the candidates, stating

age, with copies of three testimoniala (only) of recent date.

THE "ADDISON" PATENT DRAIN STOPPER
For Testing Drains by means of Water, Sntolke, Ac.

The parts are non-corrosive. The disc of galvanised iron, the nipple of gun metal, the nut and cap of brass.

PERFECTLY SOUND JOINT.

EASILY APPLIED.

NO PINCHING OF THE RUBBER.

THE GREATER THE PRESSURE THE

MORE SECURE THE JOINT.

z> zc X c; x:s :—

s. </.

4-rnch 7 each nett.

5-inch 9 6

6-inch 10 6

8-inch 16 6

9-inch 17 6

10-inch 21 6
SEFORg EXntNSrCN

NICHOLLS & CI.ARKE, Slioreditch, L.ONDON, E.

EASTWOOD & 00., Limited.
JHead Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, S E.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices apply to above address.
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I.

—

Iron Tank Bargr.

II.

—

Steam Hopper Barge.

MUNICIPAL WORK IN LIVERPOOL.-I
THE DISPOSAL OF HOUSE REFUSE.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Fire

Brig^ades.

One of the glaring- anomalies

of municipal legislation in this

country is ,tlie comparatively
slight attention which has been given by the Legis-

lature to the establishment of fire brigades. (Jon-

sidering the interests involved and the results of

this neglect, the state of affairs is not a little

singular. It is well-known that the provisions of

general ajiplication in regard to fire bi'igades are

scattered throughout one or two statutes, and that,

with one trifling exception, they are permissive.

Under these circumstaiices the proposed Fire

Brigades Bill, which is being promoted by the

National Fire Brigades' Union, deserves moie atten-

tion than it seems to have received. In the first

place, however, it may not be amiss to glance at the

general statutory provisions at present in existence.

In an ably-written little pamphlet, giving an ac-

curate, interesting and easily-grasped statement of

the present state of affairs, Mr. C. Hei'bert Bi'own,

honorary counsel to the National Fire Brigades'

Union, classifies the fii-e service in England under
the following heads : (1) Brigades constituted and
regulated by special oi' local Acts of Parliament

;

(2) properly organised and equipped briuades,

maintained by local authorities in the exercise of

powers contained in general Acts of Parliament
;

(3) brigades partly equipped or subsidised by local

authorities in the exercise of powers contained in

general Acts of Parliament, but partly de])endent
for their equipment oi' maintenance on voluntary
subscriptions

; (4) brigades dependent entirely, both
for equipment and maintenance, on voluntary sub-
scriptions; (6) private brigades organised by and
at the expense of wealthy men, business firms, rail-

way and other companies, oi' other public bodies,

for the protection of their own property ; and (6) a
few brigades in various parts of the country still in

the employ of insurance companies, a survival froju

the time when such emploj^ment was much more
common. It will at once be seen that the general
statutory provisions to which we have referred
apply only to brigades under the second and third
heads. A word or two, however, may be said in

refei'ence to the brigades mentioned undei- the first

head as constituted by special or local Acts of

Parliament. The chief of these, of ccmi'se, is the
Metropolitan Fii-e Brigade, which is regulated by
the provisions of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade
Act, 1865, and is supported from three sources

—

(1) the rates, (2) a Parliamentary grant not exceed-
ing £10,000 a year, and ('.\) a contribution of £:{5

for every £'1,000,0(.0 of insurance; on propertj- in

the metropolis, imposfd by statute on the insurance
companies, 'ihe brigades of a few of the larger
provincial cities and towns, sncli as Liverpool, Man-
chester and Salford, are established and maintained
under the jjrovisions of private or local Acts, and
are generally commended for their organisation and
efficiency.

We may now briefly recapitulate the statutory

provisions of general application in regard to fire

brigades. By sec. 44 of the Lighting and Watching
Act, 1833, certain officials, called " inspectors," were
empowered, "from time to time, to provide and keep
up fire engines, with pipes and other utensils proper
for the same, for the use of the parish, and to pro-

vide a proper place or places for the keeping of the
same, and to place such engines undei' the care of

some [))-oper )iei"Son or por.sons, and to make him or

them such allowance for his or their trouble as may
be thought reasonable ; and the expenses attending
the providing and keeping of such engines shall be
paid out of the money au^thorised to be rec^eived

under the provi.sions of this Act." lu 1847 the
Town Police Clauses Act was passed, and by sec. 32
certain " commissioners " were appointed. The
same section defines their powers, and reads :

'" The
commissioners may purchase or provide such engines
for extinguishing fire, and such water-buckets, pipes

and other appurtenances for such engines, and such
fire-escapes, and other implements for safety or use

in case of fire; and may purchase, keep or hire such
horses for drawing such engines as they think fit,

and may build, provide or hire places for keeping
such engines, with their appurtenances, and may
employ a prosier numbei- of persons to act as fire-

men, and may make such I'ules for their regulation

as they think proper, and give such fii'emen and
other pei'sons sach salaries and such rewards for

their exertions in cases of fire as they think fit."

Sec. 33 of the same statute empowered the com-
missioners to send engines, with their appurten-

ances and fii'emen, beyond the limits of the town
and recover from the owner of the propei'ty the

charges and expenses thereby incuri-ed. Next came
the Poor Law Amendment Act, 18(57, sec. 29 of

which enacted that " if the vestry of any parish

where there is no town council, local board or other
authority competent to pro\'ide the same, after due
notice shall resolve that the overseers shall provide
any fire engine, ladder or fire escape for gener.al use
in the Jiarish, the overseers shall pi'ovide the same
and pay out of the poor rate the cost thereof, and of

procui'ing a proper place whei'ein to keep the same
and of niaintaining it, as well as anj' such engine,

ladder or escape acquired by the parish in any other
manner for such use, in a fit state of repaii", and the
chai'ges of such persons as may be necessary for the

use thereof, and the cost of suitable implements and
accoutrements." Then by sec. 66 of the Public
Health Act, 1875, it is enacted that " every urban
authority shall cause fire plugs and all necessary-

works, machinery and assistance for secui'ing an
efficient supply of water in case of fii-e to be provided
and maintained, and for this purpose thej' may enter

into any agreement with any watei" company or

person ; and they shall ])aint or mark on the build-

ings and walls within the streets words or marks
near to such fire plugs to denote the situation thereof,

and do such othoi' tilings for the pui-poses aforesaid

as theymay deem expedient." This is the .solitary pro-
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vision mentioned above as compulsory. The othei's

ai-e permissive only ; tliey g-ive a power but do not

impose a dutj'. With the unimportant exception of

the False Alarms of Fire Act, 1895, the various

provisions we have mentioned oompi'se all tliat has

been done by the Legislature in connection with
the jjrotection of life 8nd property from tire. Ap-
parently the only absolute duty imposed upon an
Tirban authority is the securing of an efficient supply

of water in the pipes, the provision of fire plugs, and
proper indicitions of the positions of the lattei. Of
course oar reiders are awai'e that the powers con-

tained in the Acts of 1833, 1847 and 1867 have by
subsequent legislation become vested in the urbin
district councils, the rural district councils and
parish councils, as the case niay be. It is not easy

to evolve a satisfactory explanation of this legis-

lative neglect, but it is easy enough to point to the

I'esults. King's Lynn quite recently supplied a

notable instance. It is true, as Mr. Brown points

out, that in some large towns the authorities have
adopted and are exercising their permissive powers
with excellent I'esults, and find that in actual prac-

tice the addition to the rates is small. In other

places the authorities only partially exercise their

powers, providing appliances, more or less adequate

or inadequate, and leaving the organisation, man-
ning and maintenance of the brigade entii-ely to

voluntary effort. Under such conditions the utility

of a bi'igade cannot be very great. There are also

cases in which authorities maintain brigades but

neglect to supply them with engines or other proper

appliances, the i'esults of such a policybeingobviously

disastrous. But, however surprising it may be and
howrfver difficult of belief, it is, unfortunately, true

that the most numerous class of cases of all is where
the local authorities have neglected or refused

altogether to make use of the powers conferred on

them, and a whole district is dependent upon volun-

tary effort and voluntary subscriptions not only for

the organisation and maintenance of a brigade, but

for the provision of engine house, fire engine, hose,

uniforms and other items of equipment. It would
be absurd to expect any satisfactory results from
such a state of affairs.

The most glaring defects of the present sjstem —
or want of system, rather—may be briefly summar-
ised, for it is on the basis of these defects that a

satisfactory legislative lemedy must be sought.

There is a complete absence of any system of in-

spection or contiol on the ])art of the Central

Government, and the effects on the members of

brigades of the absence of any such stimulating in-

fluence need no demonsti'iition. In the second place,

though a local authority may provide and equip a

brigade—should they see fits, which they don't

always do—there is no statutory authority for the

combination of one or two authorities for the for-

mation of a joint brigade. It is obvious that such

joint action would often provide a solution. In the

third place, the brigades which have to depend upon
voluntary subscriptions are badly equipped and de-

fective in organisation anrl general efficiency. The
firemen have no certain remuneration, and the few
who are willing to subscribe are mulcted for the

benefit of the community in general. In reality

such a state of affairs is as indefensible in the case

of firemen as it would be in the case of the polce.

The members of fire brigades are jjractically placed

in a degrading' and mendicant position, and en-

couragement is given to the fi'audulent practices of

the " bogus fireman." It is with a view to remedy
these defects that the provisions of the Fire Brigades

Bill have been di'afted. They provide, first, for the

appointment of inspectors to inquire into and report

to the Local Government Board upon the efficiency

of fire brigades, certificates of efficiency to be granted

or withheld in accordance with these reports.

In the second place, it is proposed to confer upon
county councils, a power similar to that given by
sec. 16 of the Local Government Act, 1894, in con-

nection with sanitary matters, of compelling, in a

proper case and after due inquiry, the exei'cise by
the local authority of their powers, or any of them,
with re.spect to fire extinction. The object of this

provision is not to supersede voluntary bi'igades alto-

gethei', but only where voluntary effort has been
tried and found wanting. Another pi'ovision would
confer upon two oi' more local authorities express
power to combine, at their joint expense, for the
formation and maintenance of a brigade for their

commoai protection. Xo Government grant is asked
for in the Bill, the only demand upon the Treasury
being the cost of providing inspectors, which would
be trifling when it is i-emenibered that the annual
loss of ])roperty by fire in England is computed at

£70,000,000. We may mention, in passing, that the
Bill also proposes an e.xtension of the provisions of

the Uniforms Act, 1894, to the recognised fire

brigade uniform, which is vei'y similar all ovei' the
country. This is a very different proposal from
that of the Fire Brigade Committee of the LoTidon
County Council, who wish to make it an offence for

any person not a member of the Metropolitan Fii-e

Brigade to wear within the coimty of London the
uniform of that biigade, or one resemhling it, under a
penalty of £10. It has been pointed out that a
number of queer i'esults would follow fi'om sucli a
provision. Two of them are specially worthy of

mention. Members of suburban and provincial fire

brigades could not attend reviews, tournaments and
similar gatherings in the metropolis without incur-

ring a penalty of £10, and the same dire fate ^vould

overtake the members of any suburban brigade who
crossed the boundary of the administrative county
of London to assist at a fire. Their motives would
be as laudable as human motives could well be, but,

nevertheless, they would entail a penalty of £10.
" Jamais," wi-ote Lieutenant Hemy, the general
secretary of the Federation Royale des Corps de
Sapeurs Pompiers de Belgique, in reference to this

proposal, " jamais je n'ai entendu parler d'une idee

aussi baroque que celle qui vient de surgir dans
le cerveau des meinbres du Conseil Municipal
de Londres." It has been pointed out to the

lieutenant, howevei', that it is not the jai'oposal of

the council, but only of the Fire Brigade Committee-
The adequate organisation, equipment and main-
tenance of a proper fire brigade by local authorities

are in much the same category as the provision of

adequate accommodation for the isolation of cases

of infectious disease. Their neces.sity is never
realised until .some calamity has occiu'red, and after

it is over the necessity is apt to be quickly for-

gotten. The progress of the Bill promoted by the
National Fire Brigades Union will be watched with
considei'able interest. Its provisions are not un-
reasonable, and their enactment would ensure some
prospect that the fire brigades, even in the smaller

disti-icts, would be raised to a level of efficiency

which at present is found only in the larger towns,

and not alwajs even there.

Electric Lighting
We have already alluded to the

in the
dispute that has been for some

City of London, time pending between the Corpora-
tion of the City of London and the

City of London Electric Lighting Company. It is

claimed on behalf of the City authorities that they
have in some respects been badly treated by the

City of London Electric Lighting Company, and
this feeling is so strong among certain members of

the corporation as to engender a disposition among
probably some of the more advanced memliers to

start an electric lighting system in opposition to

that of the company. The I'easons urged against

the City of London company's methods in the light-

ing of the City are based on the fact that con-

sumers aie not treated with the indulgence that
characterises the treatment outside the City. As a
matter of fact, the price of electricity in most parts

of London—indeed, it may be said, in all with the

exception of the City— is 6d. per Board of Tiade
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unit, and this is subject to cei-tain veiy real deduc-

tions, which practically bring the cost to the con-

sumer to something like 4Ad. and od. per unit. In

the case of the City company, however, a consumer

has to burn a considerable quiuitity oi electricity

before he obtains any substantial reduction, even of

the very high rate of 8d. per unit. The price in

St. Pancras per imit is SJd., in St. James's 5jd.,

imd at Kensington 5|d. It is not surprising

that with the somewhat arbitrary usage of this

monopoly the City company should contiive to

have made handsome returns to its shai'eholders
;

bnt it may be taken for granted that with the re-

cent dividend of 10 p' r cent, which has been de-

clared upon the or-dinary shares the opposition of

the City Corporation will not lose any of its force.

At the same time it cannot bo denied that the cor-

poration in seeking to start works on their own
account are in a difficult position. They can, of

coui'se, without nny difficulty put down plant for

the pnrp-'se of lighting; vni'ious corporation build-

ings, and, indeed^, a scheme is under discussion at

the present moment for generating electricity undQr
the (xaildhall for the pui'po.se of SD]iplying power
to the fruildhall, the Mansion House, the City of

London Schools, and similar buildings. If the cor-

poration had, when the electric lighting of the City

came before them, adopted a vigoi^ous policy, and
instead of selling their birthrighthad taken on them-
selves the responsibility of supplying electricity,

they would have undoubtedly prevented the serious

pass to which things have now' arrived. The un-

fortunate part about, the agreement between the Ci'y

company and rhe City authorities is that the usual

clause which permits the Board of Trade to revise the

maximum prices of electricity fi-om time to time does
not appear in the powei's of the City of London Elec-

tricLighting Company. We believe that the corpoi'a-

tion have power to piu'chase the public lighting part
of the undertaking at the end of twenty-one years

from the date of the completion of the contract or

at each succeeding seven years, but the difficulty is

to know when the electric light company will have
completed their cimtract. Certainly, if they wished
to evade that clause, it might easily be done by
leaving some portion of the City still unlighted. Jt

has been declared by American vi.sitors to this

country that the City of London constitutes tiie

finest lighting area in the world, and it is generally

admitted among engineers in this country that if

the corporation had sought to obtain powers under
the Klectric Lighting Act they would have been in

a most enviable position as a profit-earning munici-

pality. There is in one oi- two places some com-
petition against the company, and it is very curious

to observe that in the case of the Smithfield markets,
which are being lighted by a separate company, the

cost of electricity to the smallest consumer is not more
than 6d. per unit, while to those who use a fairnuniber

of lights the charge will be as low as 4d. Although
the old Commissioners of Sewers were to some ex-

tent responsible for the unfortunate agreement that

practically tiestlie hands oi the corporation, members
of the Court of Common Council have declared thai

the Board of Trade may find means of overriding

any agreement which has been entered into between
the local authority and the company if it can be

shown that that agreement is proving detrimental
to the public interest. It will be interesting to see

the development of tlu> dispute, and it can cei-tainiy

be said that the corporation are strengthened in

their opposition by the fact that they will have the
majority of the consumers at their backs.

Ventilation
Municipal engineers have many

ofleweTand jurplexing questions to deal witl,.

Drains. '"'^ none more so than this. Un
Friday the metropolitan surveyors

ami medical officers met in conference with Sir

Alexander Hinnie to discuss the subject. The sur-

veyors had wisL'lv takvMi advanta"'e of the recent

district meeting in London to discuss the subject

thoroughly with a view to ariiving, if possible, at ii

common understanding. ])unng that discussion, as

will be seen in another column, Mr. Weaver ex-

plained how the confercTice of Friday last came

about. As it was of a pi-ivate nature we are

unable to report it fnrnnilly, the question having

tr> be coiisideied by a committee of the London

County Council, pi'eparatoiy to a report being

presented to that body. We may, however, bi-ietly

indicate the scope of the resolutions that, we
understand, were ca.rried. and our i-eaders will

then be able to judge for themselves whether

the unaniniity of opinion considered so desirable

was airived at. On the motion of ^Ir. Norrington,

seconded by Mr. Lowe, a resolution was carried to

the effect that the closing of sewer ventilators in

response to complaints increases the general evil,

the diminuticm of which is to be attained by the

nmltiplication of the ventilators at regular frequent

intervals. On the motion of Mr. Weaver, a second

resolution adopted was to the effect that in connec-

tion with any intercei'tor on a main house drain it

is ad-\nsable to carry a ventilating pipe fi'om the

sewer side of the interceptor up the fi-(mt, side or

back of the house, to the satisfai;tion of the local

sanitary authority. Finally, on the motion of Sir

Alexander Binnie himself, it was decided that venti-

lators up buildings, or, where i ossible, should al-

ways be advocated in preferem-e to surface venti-

lators. Mr. Weaver also moved a resolution that

the sanitary authorities should be empowered by

statute to cany ventilating pi es up any building,

owners to have a right of apf)eal to the Ijocal Govern-

ment Board. This, however, was lost. The con-

tention which has been advanced in favour of the

views expressed by the first resolution is that surface

ventilators are necessary for the ventilation of the

sewers, and that shafts only ventilate the draiuh-,

thouu-h many people maintain that the shafts do not

ventilate anything—unless, perhaps, a grievanci^

However that may be, the third resolution carried

seems to place surface ventilators and high shafts in

direct antagonism, and it is difficult to avoid the

conclusion that it and the first resolution are some-

what contradictory.

Johannesburg
and Dust

Destruction.

An agitation has Ih'cii proceeiling

n Scai'borough in connection with

I ([uestion which may in more than

)ne sense be described as literally

a burning one- the erection of a dust destructor.

But the problem is not by any means monopolised

by Scarborough or by the towns of the United King-

dom, for wc find that in far-off Johannesburg the

battle of the sites is being waged and the inhabitants

have rejected the site selected by the town council,

so that the question has to be decided by a poll;

Justasin England on similar occasions, the local press

is adorned with letters to the editors on the subject.

One writer, however, addresses himself to the burgo-

master in the following common-sense fashion, in

the columns of the Johannesburg Star: " Instead of

havinsi- a poll, let the town council review the whole

([uestion, take your worthy chief engincei- into your

confidence, and' give him an opportunity of showing

what he has learned during his holiday in Kurope.

I think that I know sufficient of him to be sure

that what he recommends will at least be workable."'

With that opiniim we are in cordial agreement, as

we have .some knowledge of the time and trouble

expended by ilr. Aburrow in investigating the

various types, of destructors when in this count ly

last summer spending a vacation which, as in the

case of Jlr. Richards, city engineer of Sydney, was

sometimes described, with unconscious humoui-, as a

holiday.

Aberavon.—The Waterworks Comniitlce Imve approved

plans ,aiul spccitications tor the erectioa of a pnniping station

jritli nocessu-y niacUiuery on the Aberavon moors, to supply

the Sandfield portion of tlie town, at a cost of £1,000,
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Association of JViunicipal and County Engineers.

METROPOLITAN DISTRICT MEETINC.~II.

COMBINED DRAINAGK.
Mr. Blair (St. Paiicras), in introdncing tlii.s snhject, jiointed

out a distinction between the Bill to be introdnoed this session

to amend the Metropolis Local Management Acts and previous
Bills. The object of the latter was to revert back to the
point of view from which all combined di'ains were regarded
until five or six years ago—that is to say, that the responsi-
bility for these drains should lie with the owners of the
pi-operty and should not be vested in the local authority.

The present Bill was the same, with the following exception :

" It shall be lawful, nevertheless, for the London County
Council, at any time hereafter, to approve as a sewer any
drain for draining a group or block of houses where in the
opinion of the local authority of the district it will be for

th(! public advantage that such drains shall be cleansed,
repaired and maintained at the expense of the ratepayers,
and thenceforth such sewers shall be so cleansed, repaired
and maintained." That ]irovision had been inserted really to

try and escape the opposition of Mr. Boulnois, on behalf of

the Marylebonc Vestry and property owners, an opposition
wliich had been very strongly maintained. If they escajieil

that there was every probability of the Bill being <:arried

tlirough. Ovrners of property, liowever, recognised the
advantage to them of these drains being vested m the local

authority, and there would, no doubt, be strong 0]>pi)sition.

In St. Pancras thev had spent many thousands a year, and
owners would be loth to give up their advantages; but con-
siderations of that kind should not induce Parliament to reject
a most justifiable Bill. Mr. lilair concluded by saying, in

reply to a remark by the chairman, that the passing of the
Bill would not relieve municipal officers of the work and
trouble in conneciion with combined drains, but it would
relieve the local authorities of expense.

Mr. H iia;k.\s (Chelsea) asked whether, if the Bill was passed,
these combined drains would in future be private drains.
The Chairman remarked that the Bill would apjily to

drains which had been made surreptitiously and not to those
made under an order of the vestry.

Mr. JiLAiR eaid the Act would apply to all existing drains
us well as to all nuide in future.

Mr. Lewis Ankki.i. (West Ham) wished success to Mr.
Blair's ho|ies, but was afraid they would be doomed to disap-
liointment, for he thought there was very little hope of any-
thing being done through Parliament. His authority Lad
circularised the whole country, and the question had been
taken up by the Association of Municipal Corporations, but
tho Bills had been blocked time after time in the interests of
property owners. An alteration of the law was required,
but the interest of property owners was too strong.

VENTIL.'VTION OF SEWERS AND DRAINS.
The Chairman (Mr, Lowe) began by referring to the con-

ference which would be held on the following Friday between
the metropolitan surveyors and medical officers and Sir
Alexander Binnie, and of the necessity for the surveyors to
adopt some broad view of this vexed question. There was no
general rule for all districts alike. The medical officers

would probably advance theories whicli the surveyors could
not support, though, no doubt, they wanted to do their best
for all London. Probably no district in London had given
more attention to this question than the district of Hamp-
stead. It lay high, and the theory was started that they had
suffered from the up-current from London proper. They had
many complaints, both sentimental and real, and from 1877
the vestry had mnch trouble with the nuatter. Upcast shafts
had been tried with and without gas, with cowls and without
cowls. Their main lines had been dealt with by placing
reflux traps to prevent the up-draught from London. Tliey
had also tried syphons—the water to pass over the face of
the syphon. They went on for several years, until in 1886
Mr. Mansergh was called in tcrreport. Having examined the
sewers and found them in excellent condition, with good falls,

he submitted a general report to that effect, tho only sug-
gestions he could make being that there should be a little

more Hushing and a little more open ventilation. He also
recommended the employment of gratings, GO square inches
in area

;
these ventilators not to be further apart than 60

yards. Since that time they had followed Mr. Mansergh's
suggestions. They had spent a considerable sum of money;
they had now additional automaticfliishing tanks, wh'ch we're
now sixty-five in number, an<l had put in a large number of
surface veutilators. The result was that they had discovered
the source of the evil, for they had found that most of the
trouble now occurred in those districts which had modern
drains rather than in otlier districts. They did not have
complaints from the older parts of the parish, but from those
neighbourhoods in which modern systems of drainage under
the Loudon County Council and vestry by-laws had been
carried ont. The manholes were found not to be a source of
good. The syphons did not carry off the solid matter quickly
enough, and as a consequence the manhole became blocked
to such an extent that eometimea there was a high-water.

mark shown rimnd the brickwork. The sewermen said that

during a certain time in the morning up to about 11 o'clock,

when the housemaids were cleaning out the large domestic
establishments, the smells were so strong that they (the

sewermen) were almost unable to remain in the sewers.
They were able to localise complaints so far as to recommend
that extra Hushing arrangements should be provided in the

buildings referred to. 'I'he water-waste preventer was an
abomination, and should be supplemented by the flushing of

tho drains themselves. The sewers in a district like Hamp-
stead were not the same as when there was trade refuse.

They had (mly ordinary sewage. The drains themselves
were now to a great extent the source of the evil, and that

made them rather chary ofjiuttingin more surface ventilators.

The proper i)lan, ho\vc\'L'r, was to Hush the sewers when re-

quired and to put in ventilators. Where that had been done
the complaints had ceased. Where there was additional

ventilation there were no complaints. The ventilation seemed
to have divided and lessoned the smell. The old drains in

the old districts were being remedied as fast as they could,

and if they went on in the same way they 'would suggest to

builders that they should provide some means of flushing the

drains and keojiing them clear. In regard to the Hampatcad
district, the death rati! had not gone up but down, which
proved that the steps taken had been the right ones. He
was anxious to hear what form the troubles took in other
districts. If they could come to a general conclusion as to

the right tiling to do it would assist them very much in the
London County Council conference on Friday. Proceeding
to refer to Mr. Weaver's reports to his vestry on the subject

of sewer .and draiu ventilation, Mr. Lowe agreed that the
intercepting traps wei'e the culprits. Sir John Simon had
expressed himself in favour of the free diffusion of sewer air.

Ventilating )>ipes were not a success. lie had tried them
rcpea'elly wit'i the candle test. It wbs only an ea«y way of

getting out of the difficulty. So far as he was coocerned pipes

were not a success, either with or without gas.

Mr. Weaver (Kensington) began by explaining how it was
that they came to be discussing the matter that evening.

During the autumn of last year the medical officer of health

for Kensington presented his annual sanitary dish of the

parish stinks, and he (Mr. Weaver) was called upon by the

sanitary committee to reply to the medical officer's remarks,

and he expressed his indebtedness to that gentleman for

giving him an opportunity of making rem.ai'ks on an evil

which the medical officer had so largely contributed to create.

He was of opinion that the complaints wore largely due to

the advance of sanitation in the houses. In October of last

year he had made a report to the Works and Sanitary Com-
mittee of his vestry, in whicl; he had first of all recommended
his vestry to send a communication to the London County
Council, asking them to call a conference of the London
surveyors, in conjunction with Sir Alexander Birmie, and the

forthcoming conference was the result. The medical officers

of health would aljo be present, and it seemed to him that if

there was any great diversity of opinion among the surveyors

they would be outvoteel by the medical officers, who would
probably siy—make each house perfect and let the public

authority deal with the public sewers. That was very good
in theory, and it shifted the responsibility from the medical
officer to the surveyor. In view of that the council and the

district secretary thought it advisable to place the question

on the agenda for that meeting. When syphon traps first

began to be introduced into London he had contended that

they were bad in theory and would have bad results in

practice. That opinion he had maintained in a paper read

before the Medical Officers' Association, and his subsequent
experience had confirmed him in the opinion. Smells had
increased in the street in proportion to the reconstruction of

house drains on modern principles. In former days each
house had to assist in getting rid of the smells in the sewers,

but now each house tried to get rid of all connection with the

sewer. Each house ought to aid in the diffusion of the

smells it helped to create. He thought that the public

sewers and the drains of the houses ought to be treated as

one system, interdependent and assisting one another. In view
of the forthcoming conference, he had taken the liberty of

sending a copy of his report to each metropolitan surveyor,

asking them to consider his views, and if they found it

possible, after due consideration, to support the resolution he
would move at the forthcoming conference, they might have
some weight. But if about forty of them had many different

views they would carry very little weight with the authori-

ties. Under the present statute each drain mus*; be venti-

lated. In modern practice, however, the ventilation of the

drain was only partly carried out. The ventilator only
ventilated that portion of the drain between the intercepting

trap in front and its termination at the higher end. The
portion between the sewer and the intercepting trap was
not ventilated, and he contended that the whole should be
ventilated. If the London County Council insisted on the

l)rovision of an intercepting trap, then a ventilating pipe
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should be carried up on the sewer side of the interceptor. If

there was no interceptor, then a ventilator at the rear end of

the drain would answer the purpose. In hia resolution he

would recommend that when an interceptini^ trap was fixed

on a main house drain flap-traps should not be placed on the

main outlet of the house drain except when authorised by the

local authority ; for example, in order to prevent back-flow.

The almost unvarying report of the sewermen was that the

syphon trap was choked with grease. It would be great

folly, however, to attempt any step for the compulsory
removal of traps already fixed. He suggested that local

authorities should have powers to carry ventilating pipes up
buildings wherever it was deemed necessary for the ventila-

tion of the sewers, lie had erected many in snch circum-

stances. When he found a suitable spot he entered into

correspondence with the various interests, and he succeeded
in about 50 per cent, of the cases where he wished to do
away with surface ventilation and put up pipes. It was not

his experience that the rnnltiplicalion of ventilators would
lead to a cessation of complaints. In some eases it might be
so, but very often the complaints were merely sentimental.

The fact of a ventilator being opposite a man's house was
often (|uite enough, apart from the question of smell. He
had sometimes quietly plugged ventilators, and still continued
to receive complaints stronger than before. He would
expect the multiplication of surface ventilators to lead to a

multiplication of complaints. Sweepings would be forced

through the gratings into the drains, and he did not believe

in the use of buckets. Ue thought the simpler plan would be
to enforce the erection of a ventilating pipe at each liouje.

When he heard the drainage system of Buenos Ayres de-

scribed last year in a paper read by Mr. Parsons at the

Institution of Civil Engineers, he thought it was the most
perfect system he had ever heard of. Each house required

to have a pipe on the sewer side of the invert. The case of

Torquay might also be cited. It was the place where people

went when they wanted to live to a hundred. He wanted
metropolitan surveyors to have influence in the affairs of

London, and that could only be done by pulling together.

He did not want them to be too unanimous, which might
spoil the effect of their opinions, but, on the other hand, there

should not be too much diversity, which would have the same
effect. He did not recommend the adoption of any par-

ticular ventilating pipe. They all meant expense. He
advised his board to keep down the rates and not to raise

them. He merely wished to persuade the householder that it

was his dnty to aid in getting rid of the smells he helped to

create, and did not advocate that the public rates should be
burdened.

Mr. J. P. NoRRiNGTON (Lambeth) said he was very plea3ed

to hear from Mr. Lowe that his body had adopted the advice
of Mr. Mansergh as to surface ventilators 60 yards apart.

That was the original recommendation of the old Metro-
politan Board of Works, as mentioned on p. 10 of Mr.
Weaver's report to his authority. The results obtained from
the erection of these shafts were not commensurate with
their cost. Some time ago he had made experiments with
these shafts. He wiihed to urge surveyors to furnish them-
selves with facts from their own observation. His facts

were these. In 1894 he had made a number of experiments,

his attention having originally been called to the matter by
a report of the borough surveyor of Leicester, with whose
conclusions he did not agree. The result of his experi-

ments, which were very carefully made, and were published
inTHK Surveyor of December 28, 1894, was that of twenty-
six surface ventilators, all, without exception, acted more or

less vigorously, and 43 cubic feet of air passed either in or

out of the sewers. At the same time, and under the same
conditions, he examined twelve ventilating shafts in his

district, some of which had been erected by the council

and some by himself to relieve the clamour of per-

sons residing in the neighbourhood. In two cases the

shafts seemed to be acting simply as safety valves,

and the net result of the experiments with the twelve
shafts was that 425 cubic feet of air passed through
them. In reply to a (|nestion from Mr. Weaver, he replied

that he placed the anemometer at the top of the shaft and
had taken special precautions in connection with it. In nine
cases the tests were quite useless. He felt that the whole of

the money spent on these shafts, which cost in some cases as

much as £20, was utterly wasted. At the present tiine it

was a common practice among surveyors when complaints
were received to erect these shafts. In his opinion it was a
sort of subterfuge. That policy might appease the clamour
but was not worthy of their position as surveyors to local

authorities. He had heard that in an adjoining parish they
were proposing to spend thousands of pounds on shafts, but
the money might just as well be put in the Thames. They
were going wrong. The method adopted by the Harapstead
Vestry, of increasing tlie number of the surface ventilators,

was the right one and had never been fairly tried by the
London County Council, the ventilators of whose sewers were
200 and 300 yards apart, none of them being <>0 yards apart.
He wished to impress upon the meeting the consideration of
the question as to whether they shotild not revert to the
original recommendation of engineers. The past jiractiee was
right and the present wrong, and he thought it was a pity
that so much money should be wasted. He did not say that
all shafts were useless. There were special shafts which had

the assistance of gas, and a burning jet would always create
a current of air. At Hereford in two cases they passed only
12 cubic feet per hour and cost £7 per annum. To pot it

frankly, that was no good. Even Mr. Weaver admitted that

shafts were not of any great value and did not cause com-
plaints to cease. It was desirable that engineers should col-

lect and publish niore data. It was the ill-ventilated shafts

that had caused the complaints.

Mr. Read (Gloucester) asked if the twelve ventilating

pipes were in the neighbourhood of the twenty-six surface

ventilators, and, on receiving a reply in the afhrmative, he
went on to say that in that ca.se Air. Norrington should not
have expected any other result, for the outlets must be in ex-

cess of the inlets, and the outlet must have the larger area if

friction was to be overcome. Ventilation was a necessity

which could not be avoided. A sewer would ventilate itself

if no Tnoans of ventilation were supplied. It was the dictum
of the Local Government Board that drains and sewers should

bo independent!}' ventilated, the sewers by the authorities

and the drains by the owners, the sewers by ventilators and
the drains by intercepting traps. The intercepting trap was
tlie cause of all their difficulties and paralysed all their efforts.

The popular idea was that the more ventilation they had the
more numerouswere the stinks, but that was not so. The smells

depended on the condition of the drain or sewer. These inter-

cepting traps had increased the fall of the drains. They had
practically made a difference of level of 4 in. between the
inlets and outlets. They were put in regardless of the
fall between the sewer and the drain, and the result was
that the water simply trickled in at one end of the inter-

cepting trap and trickled out at the other. That had
been proved by the experiments of the Sanitary Insti-

tute. A model drain was laid down on modern principles,

with a gradient of 1 in 40, and provided with an intercept-

ing trap. The result of the experiments was to show that

about 26 per cent, of solid matter was left in the trap. If

that was the case in a laboratory experiment, it would pro-

bably be much worse in the case of drains laid underground.
The intercepting trap was no safeguard, the true safeguard

being the soundness of the drain. The intercepting trap

produced gas to poison the household. If the drain was not

sound it did not matter what was passed through it. Ventila-

tion did not jiroduce a n\ii8ance ; it sim]ily called attention

to a nuisance. No amount of Hushing in a sewer would get

rid of gas. Directly the Hush had passed the drains would
again pour in gas. The Hushing should be done in the drains.

If both drains and sewers had good falls, then there would
be good results. He might remark, in passing, that the

sewers were generally better than the drains, because the

former were generally laid by experts and the latter pro-

bably by labourers. With proper falls sewers and drains

would be acting together, and sewer gas would be reduced

to a minimum. Ventilation should consist of both inlets

and outlets, the inlets small and the outlets larger. If the

outlets were a considerable distance above the inlets, the

results would be a good deal better than Mr. Norrington

had found them. In a report on the Gloucester sewerage

system Mr. Mansergh had recommended surface ventilators

60 yards apart, but complaints had not ceased. He thought

the remedy w.as reconstruction and eHiciont flushing in

addition to ventilation, but ventilation alone was not enough.

Mr. NoRRiNUTOX, in reply to Mr. Dodd, who had asked for

further information on various points, especially as to whether
the ventilating shafts were ordinary iron pipes, said that in

all cases where a shaft was erected the nearest manhole was
closed. Ho was at the trouble to reopen the shafts to see if

there was any stoppage, but found none.

Mr. DoDi) (Wandsworth) said that all the pipes should be

galvanised or glazed inside. He quite agreed with Mr.

Weaver that there should be a pipe for each house. He
would suggest that these gratings should not be sealed but

left open.

Mr. lii.AiR (St. Pancras) gave figures resulting from obser-

vations he had taken in Bootle, where they had an outfall

sewer with ordinary manholes and surface covers 100 yards

apart. The sewer received tlie discharge from the gasworks,

and as the sewer was frequently tide-locked the whole volume

of sewer gas was displaced. They had many complaints, and

first put up one of Holman's sewer-ventilating columns, and

they found that it was passing 2,430 cubic feet per hour, the

velocity being 235 ft. per minute. Another time they found

that about 2,640 cubic feet per hour was passing at a velocity

of 260 ft. per minute. The cost for gas was from £10 to £12
per annnm. They next put up some 6-in. heavy rain-water

pipes, attached where poesible to the gables of houses. In one

case they found at one trial 2,226 cubic feet per hour passing,

and at another trial 1,492 cubic feet per hour. In the case

of another 6-in. plain shaft they found 2,520 cubic feet per

liour passing and in a third 2,3.56 cubic feet per hour. On the

average from a 6-in. plain sh.aft attached to houses, 24 ft. to

45 ft. in height, they had as much as from a Holman- Keeling

column 30 ft. in height and consuming gas. Proceeding to

give the result of his observations in London, he said the

northern part of his district was 430 ft. above ordnance datum.

The particular district in which the observations were taken

was about 230 ft. across and about half a mile in length. The
gradient was about 1 in 10 ;

the sewer followed about the

same gradient, and being connected witli the main system of

London drainage, they might naturally expect complaints of
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smella from the ventilators. He cat tlm sewer into three
lengths by means of sheets of india-rubber stiffened in light

battens, to prevent the water passing, wooden doors being a
failure. A sliort distance below those flajis }ie made a Jiipe

connection, in two cases erecting a plain shaft, and in a third

case connecting with an e.xisting Holman ventilator. He got
results very different from those mentioned in connection
with his former tests. In November, 1893, he found in the
course of fifteen minutes absolutely no movement of the
anemometer. He then made certain alteration in the column,
but leaving on the top gear, cap and lamp, and the result he
got was the passing of 10,926 cubic feet per hour. There was
no heat. Then taking the cap and the lamp off the top, he
found 16,290 cubic feet per hour passing. Then under similar

conditions, but with a gas jet at the bottom, the result was
19,320 cubic feet per hour passing. Where ventilating shafts
had been erected, even when a current found its way out by
a surface ventilator, there was no nuisance found in a road
where formerly there was a terrific nuisance. He was very
largely in agreement with Mr. Weaver, but thought there was
very little prospect of getting compulsory powers to compel
owners of property without reference to architectural features
to put ventilating pipes up the front. In London, in nine
cases out of ten, they would have to put the pipe up the front
or entirely at the back. That would mean two drains. He
did not think there w.as any chance of a ventilating pipe to
ventilate the drain below the interceptor. The introduction
of syphons had undoubtedly interfered with the ventilation
of the sewer. But when was tlie syphon introduced, and why ?

It was introduced to shut off sewer gas from the house drains,
because at that time drains conld not be relied upon in regard
to construction. Now drains were both air and water tight,

and there was no fear of air from the sewers getting into
them, so that few need liesitate to have a drain passing
under a house to ventilate the sewer. There was one im-
portant consideration, and that was that no connect'on with
any drains so constructed {i.e., to ventilate the sewer) should
be allowed within the house. The seal of a guUey was often
very slight, ,and a discharge from closets might cause a pulsa-
tion in the gulloy, whieli might thus become unsealed and
admit sewer air directly into the house. When gullies were
necessary they should not be used as sewer ventilators.
There were many cases in which drains might be so used, but
they could not compel it. It was not a statute, but a by-law,
which required people to ventilate drains, and he thought
owners could be required by the by-law to ventilate the
portion below as well as above the syphon. They conld be
required to provide an additional ventilating pipe. With
regard to Mr. Weaver's suggestion that owners should be
compelled to carry a ventilating shaft from the sewer side of
the interceptor up the front of the house, he was afraid it

would prove a disfigurement and would be lesisted. He was
in favour of manholes, but at the same time he sympathised
with Mr. Weaver's views as to surface ventilators in such a
district as Kensington, where there were many macadam
roads. No doubt grit did get into the manholes, with dis-

astrous results, and the use of buckets only added to the
trouble; but where there was no lisk of getting macadam and
grit he was in favour of these manholes.

Mr. C. H. Cooper (Wimbledon) Eaid that with regard to
the placing of surface ventilators 50 yards or 60 yards apart,
the same thing would not apply to a 9-in. pipe sewer passing,
say, 2 cubic feet per minute. As to a main sewer passing
thousands of cubic feet per minute, there was absolutely no
relation between them in regard to ventilators and the dis-
tance at which they should be placed apart.

Mr. Weaver said that he did not wish to move his resolu-
tion without it commended itself to his brother surveyors.
The matter was one the details of which might be discussed
for a week, but if there was any chance of his resolution being
approved by that meeting and the subsequent conference He
would move it. Mr. Weaver then proceeded to move the
following resolution, in the words of a proposition which he
had suggested in his report of October, 1897 :

" That in con.
nection with any interceptor hereafter fixed on a main house
drain, it sliall be compulsory on the owner of the premises to
carry up a ventilating pipe not less than 24 square inches in
sectional area from the sewer side of the interceptor, up the
front, side or back of the house, to the satisfaction of the
local sanitary authority."

Mr. Blair seconded the resolution.

Mr.NoRRiNGTON proposed " That the London County Council
be recommended to carry out the recommendations of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, as mentioned in sec. 10, page
10, of Mr. Weaver's report to the Kensington Vestry, that the
ventilation of sewers should be effected by a sufSciency of
open gratings in the roadway, and that these surface venti-
lators shou'd be placed from 50 yards to 60 yards apart." He
wislied to move that not as an amendment but as a separate
resolution. He considered that Mr. Weaver's resolution only
touched the fringe of the subject, but he had no objection to
that resolution being taken as supplementary to his own.
Mr. SoniHA.M (Wandsworth) seconded Mr. Norrington's

resolution.

Mr. Weavkr suggested that Mr. Noriiiigton should move
his resolution in the form of an amendment to the effect that
the remedy should be sought in the multiplication of open
gratings in the roads. If it were put in that way he would I

get the sense of the meeting as to the remedy for complaints
of smells from sewers.

Mr. Lowe siiid that ventilating shafts meant the ventila-

tion of the sewers and not of the drains, and he did not think
that they could call ujion householders to do that.

Mr. Weaver remarked that drains and sewers should be
treated as parts of one system.

After some further discussion it was ultimately decided to

treat the two motions as separate resolutions, and both were
carried.

Mr. Weaver remarked that he had another resolution to

propose, as follows : "That local sanitary authorities should
be empowered by statute to carry sewer ventilating pipes up
any building. A right of appeal to the Local Government
Boaid might be given to the owners of property."

In deference to the opinions expressed by one or two ,

members, Mr. Weaver agreed to withdraw the above motion,
and the discussion then closed.

COLLECTION OF HOUSE REFUSE FKOM FLATS.
Mr. G. R. W. Wheeler (Westminster), in the course of

his introductory remarks, said that his object was chiefly

to open up a discussion on the subject. The increase, he
said, in the class of property commonly known as flats, which
were very numerous in Westminster, added to the work of a
municipal authority by reason of the larger number of persons
housed per acre compared with the ordinary dwelling house,

and also the use of gas, Ac, for cooking purposes. Owners
of flats were constantly requisitioning for some concession or

other, and it was to be observed that all these requests were
made with the object of decreasing their expenditure. Promi-
nent among the demands were that refuse should be removed
during certain hours every day, from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. being
the hours asked in We.slminster, and that refuse should be
removed from eachfloor of a"flat." Hewasconstantly asked to

remove refuse before 8 a.m., but was in the unfortunate position

of working in a district where the police prohibited the load-

ing or unloading of vans in many of the streets after 10 a.m.

That regulation had led to the work in these particular streets

engaging the attention of practically all the available plant

each morning before that houi', and a non-compliance with
the special requests from other streets had resulted in the

men being sent away when they had called later in the day.

Of course the ratepayer had eventually to submit; and, it

might be added, the inconvenience was not confined to tho
individual, as other work was being delayed. In respect to

the demands for removal from various floors of buildings, the

experience in Westminster showed that the matter was not at

present a serious one. Dust was removed from the fifth floor

of one building, the fourth floor of three buildings, the
second floor of two buildings and the first floor of five build-

ings in the parish. In all other premises the dust was re-

moved from the basement or ground floors. The law com-
pelled vestries to remove refuse from all premises withirr

their parishes, and it might be taken as reasonable that the

refuse should be placed in a convenient position. The old

custom was to remove refuse from the lowest floor, aird, as

many buildings had basements, objection ought not to be
made to the dust being as far as the first floor. In other

cases he thought that if inconvenience occurred simultaneous
action should be taken by surveyors so as to secure uniform-

ity of system in London. He had a strong objection to shoots

and fixed bins, and would welcome any measure that would
lead to their abolition. In the case of "flat" property he
would advocate the provision of a duplicate set of small bins.

One set of bins should be taken from each flat daily and
placed in a position convenient of access, and the duplicate

set used. The law should be amended to make it an offence

to refuse the dustmen admission. Water and gas companies
had power of admission, and it was an anomaly that greater

respect was paid to jiroperty than to health.

Mr. NoRRiNGTON said his experience had been very similar

to that of Mr. Wheeler, but he had always refused to allow

his men to go upstairs, though he had no objection to their

going down into the basement. He insisted tn the dust

being delivered either at the back yard or in the basenrent

area in front of the house. He would suggest that some
resolution should be framed, to go to all the parishes in

London, to the effect that legislation should be passed which
would throw upon the owner of the flat the onus of delivering

the dust at some accessible point. It was not reasonable, but

cruel, to expect the men to tramp from flat to flat.

The Chairman said that he had the same difficulty with
flats in his district, where tlie house refuse was collected once
a week, and the occupants were compelled to keep the dust-

bins in the basement or on the ground floor. Demands had
been made to have the dust collected more frequently than
once a week, but that was refused unlefs a payment was
made. They were not entitled to take away the refuse more
than once a week, and the only power to enforce a charge
was to insist on its being paid in advance if the dust was to

be collected more than once a week.
Mr. Blair said that a common bin upon the ground floor

or in some accessible place was the right arrangement, but
dust shoots should always be avoided, as he had known cases

in which they had proved a serious nuisance.

The proceedings then concluded, after votes of thanks had
been awarded to the speakers who introduced the variona

subjects.
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Comparative Reports of General Practice.

XXI.-SEWACE DISPOSAL : OSWESTRY REP0RT.-(4.)

4. Chemical Clarification and Land Irrigation
(Wimbledon cnnfinncd).

" The cost of chemical treatment during the year ended
31st March, 1895, was £933 3s. 8d., equal to 443. 9d. per

1.000,000 gallons, and in 1896 £750 lis. 2d., equal to 323. 7d.

per 1,000,000 gallons. The small filter at the farm was
drained, and 3 acres of land were trenched for the disposal of

the sludge.
" The slndge works comprise a building containing four

sludge presses, worked by an air compressor in the pnmping
station, and other appliances. The sludge is pressed into cakes,

for whJch Is. a ton is obtained at the works when there is a
demand. Ten tons of sludge, as taken from tlie settling

tanks, are reduced to 2 tons of cake, 8 tons of water being
squeezed out. The total quantity produced in the year 1895

was 4,777 tons, and 1896 5,165 tons. The cost of pressing

the sludge was 2s. 307d. per ton, or 26s. 3d. per 1,000,000

gallons, in 1895, and Is. 10-76d. per ton, or 2l3. 3d. per 1,000,000

gallons. The sewage farm contains 70 acres 3 rods, of which
67 acres can be used for irrigation purjioses. The crops
grown on thefarm consist of r3e grass, mangold wurtzels, osiers

and garden produce."
The following table gives the annual receipts and expendi-

ture in connection with the farm since 1883 ;

—

Receipts. Expenditure.

1883 ... 661 10 0* ... 834 7 2

1884 ... 816 10 6* ... 690 8 5

1885 ... 782 8 1* ... 702 3 4
1886 ... 936 12 6* ... 793 10
1887 ... ... 1,019 9 2* ... 993 5 9
1888 ... ... 1,414 15 lot ... 897 2 1

1889 ... ... 1,186 7 2t ... 811 4 3

1890 ... ... 1,202 1 It ... 833 1

1891 ... ... 1,026 9 It ... 830 6
1892 ... 971 15 lot ... ... 1,134 5

1893 ... ... 1,287 12 2t ... ... 1,011 3 4
1894 ... ,,. 1,923 13 lot ... ... 1,244 4 9
1895 ... ... 1,067 12 9t ... 926 12 11

1896 ... ... 1,403 1 Ot ... 919 8 H

It has been decided to construct new 6Uer-beds about
5,000 yards in area, and at the cost of about £1,000, in addition

to the present storm-water filters, which are 2^ acres in

extent and 3 ft. deep. Tlie table quoted above shows the

actual expenditure incurred on farm only and the receipts

from the produce. The cost of treating the sewage prior to

its discharge on to the land and the capital charges are not
included. The precipitants used are 12 grains of lime and 4
grains of copperas per gallon. It appears that alumino-ferric,

iit the rate of about 5 pfrains per gallon, has been used at one
time; also manganate of soda, to prevent secondary fermen-
tation in hot weather, about 2 grains per gallon. The follow-

ing figures are given in Mr. Santo Crimp's book en sewage
disposal

—

viz.,—
The cost of the sewage farm and works have been as

follows :
—

Pumping station, machinery, tanks, buildings, &c. ... ££0,86 6

73 acres of land 24,432

Draining, levelling and prepiring land ... ... 8,141

£53,439
TliC items in the first line would be common to any scheme

at Wimbledon, and as the money paid for the purchase and
laying of the land could be borrowed upon the security of the

rates at SJ per cent, rate of interest for an indefinite period

of time, wo may take that as a basis in estimating the annual
cost of the farm.
3i per cent, on £32,.573 £1,222
Average annual working expenditure during past

three years, inclusive of every expense ... ... 901

£2,123
Average annual i-cceipts during last three years ..i 1,307

Coat of farm to ratepayers per annum .., ... £816
This sum is equal to a rate of l^d. in the £1, and it may

fairly be .said to represent the actual cost of the sewage farm.
As a matter of fact, the land is being purchased year bj- year
by the operation of the sinking fund.

The annual repayment of capital and interest on the
cost of land and works, £53,439, is £2,869

Pumping and maintenance of machinery ... ... 520
Precipitation of sewage and sludge pressing, includ-

ing insurance, rates, taxes, chemicals and every
expense ... 923

£4,312
Credit, by profit on farm on sale ,., ,., ,., 406

Cost to ratepayers £3,906

178 12 1

666 7 3

750 11 2

919 8 8

2,869

5,383 19 2

1,403 1

Collecting the figures for the year 1896, as per the ofiicial

annual report, they will stand as follows :

—

£>.<!.
Pnmping at Raynes Park pumpiiif.' station

„ ,, farm pnmping station

Chemical treatment
Sludge pressing—notgiven
Farm expenditure...

Repayment of loan and interest

Less receipts for produce ..

Cost to ratepayers .. £3,980 18 2

To adopt this process at Oswestry it would be necessary to

purchase about 20 acres of land to nnderdrain the same level

and make roads. The cost is estimated to be;—
Land. 20 acres .-it £200 £4.000

Laying-out ditto, under-drain s.tme, at £.50 ... ... 1,000

Tanks, Ac 2,000

£7,000

The annual cost is roughly estimated ns follows -.

—

Labour and chemicals ... ... ... ... ... £230
Interest and repayment of loan ... ... ... 420

Annual cost ... ... ... ... • >.. £650

Some firms of engineers who make this branch of sanitary

work a specialty undertake to construct such works for less

money, and guarantee a satisfactory effluent which would
meet the requirement of the county council and others. The
simplest and cheapest way to dispose of the slndge would bo

to run it into lagoons made of fine ashes, when fairly dry to

mix them, sell the mixture as manure, and thus derive some
revenue. This method is being worked at Cheltenham and
other places.

5. Chemical Clarification and Artificial Filters.

Works on the above lines may be seen at Wolvcrton, Fails-

worth, Buxton, Aylesbury, Sutton, Richmond and numerous
other towns. The process is similar to the previous one, with

the exception that artificial filters are used in place of land

irrigation to finally purify the tank etHuent.

Failxirnrfh.—The population is 12,000, and the daily Volume
of sewage is stated to be about 240,000 gallons. As in other

Lancashire towns, the pail system prevaila. Only 1 per cent

* Not including produce consumed by the council's horses, amounting
annually to about £300 in value,

t Including value of produce consumed l.iy the council's horses.

Failswoiith Tanks.

of the houses are provided with water-closet accommodation,

the remaining 99 per cent, have privies and ashpits or pails.

A considerable quantity of dye water is discharged into the

sewers. The works may be described as follows; The sewage,

in discharging to the tanks, drives a water-wheel which mixes

the chemicals. About 8 grains of ferozone is added per gallon.

The sewage then Hows into three large precipitating tanks,

where the sludge snbsidts. The tank effluent is then con-

veyed to the filters, which are composed of 6 in. of sand, 12 in.

of sand and polarite, 6 in. of sand, gravel 12 in., with the

usual agricultural drain tiles, &c. The filters are arranged

in an ingenious manner. There are two rows of three beds,

each bed measuring about 40 ft. by 42 ft. Between the

two rows of filters the engineers—Messrs. Lomax & Lomax,

of Manchester—have constructed a trough 6 ft. wide, divided

into three compartments, with valves connecting the latter

to the corresponding filter on either side. In each compart-

ment two automatic flushing syphons are placed, with the

air pipes coupled together, so tnat they discharge simul-

taneously. When any compartment is full the syphons act,

discharging the contents ot the compartment on the fiJter-

beds, submerging the latter about 4 in. to 6 in. Gradually the

water disappears into the filtering medium, driving the air
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out of the interstices before it, and also drawing a fresh

quantity of air into the bed as the water passes through, and

eventually the filtrate is discharged into the watercourse.

The effluent I saw was very good, but as the works had only

F.uLswoBin Filters ( I'o'.ante).

been in operation a few months it is too early to judge the

results. The sludge out of (he precipitating tanks is dis-

charged into lagoons to dry. The cost of the works is, 1 am
informed, about £7,000. T!ie working expenses wore not given.

Astley Kridge, near Bollmi.—The population of this district

is about (5,.'j0d, and tlie daily volume of sewage about 140,000

gallons. The sewage is dealt with in the same manner here

as at Failsworth, with the addition of a coke-breeze filter.

Two per cent, of the houses have water-closets. The usual

privies and pails are in use as in other Lancashire towns.

About 25 cwt. of lime and 21 cwt. of copperas is added to

the sewage daily, and then the latter is run into settling

tanks, three in number, each 27 yards long, 8 yards wide and
5 ft. 6 in. deep. The tank effluent is afterwards made to flow

on to the filter-beds—one polarite and two cinder beds—work-

ing antomatically as at Failsworth. The sludge is pumped
into lagoons, and when sufficiently di'y carted to a tip. The
works, which were constructed about eighteen years ago,

with the exception of the coke 61ter-bed whicli was made
about two yeara ago, cost: land, £16,000; works, £2,460;

total, about £4,060. The annual cost, including interest and
instalment of loan, is about £466, made up of the following

items :

—

£ t. d.

Maintenance of works
Interest on loan

Repayment of loan...

342 14 7
51 14 8
71 5 10

DUBLIN ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS.

At an ordinary meeting of the Institution of Civil En-

gineers, last week. Mr. H. F. Parshall, m.i.c.e., read a paper,

entitled " Dublin Electric Tramways.' The pa]ier embodied

an account of the Dublin southern tramways, which, said tlie

author, were to some extent peculiar in that the installation as

originally designed would not conform with the Board of

Trade regulations in the matter of tlie fall of potential in the

earth return. The machinery had been ordered, and the

work proceeded with before the author had been called in to

advise in the matter. The problem became, therefore, to

utilize as much of the machinery ordered as possible, and to

instal such other machinery as would be necessary to

distribute the electricity under the Board of Trade regula-

tions. The high-tension alternate-current method of trans-

mission was considered most suitable. It was necessary to

make use of the sites owned by the tramway company, and

to execute the work so cheaply as was consistent with safe

operatiim. The three-phase machines and switchboards were

specially designed for the installation, which was the first one

of its kind established in the British Isles. The installation

had been in operation for nearly two years, and had been

found entirely satisfactory. The operation of the sub-

Btations had been found to be very simple—so simple, in fact,

that only a boy was employed in each station to work the

machinery. Owing to the low frequency the motors were

very easily synchronized, and, even though they were thrown

in considerably out of phase, they quickly fell into step.

Since the opening of the road the load had been greatly

increased, by a considerable number of additional cars and
trailer cars

;
yet the machines had never given trouble, nor

h.id the synchronous motors fallen out of step, even in the

case of the most severe loads. The requirements of the

Board of Trade had been satisfactorily met, and, owing to the

number of points of distribution, it was possible to work some
sixty cars on the line instead of twenty, as originally de-

signed to comply with the Board of Trade regulations. As
originally designed the fall of potential in the earth return

would have been some 18 volts to 20 volts, whereas in the

present installation it was found to be 3t volts. The
installation was, perhaps, most interesting from a com-
mercial rather than from an engineering standpoint, in that

it illustrated how traffic might bo developed by an improved
'service. Formerly the traffic was worked by three dis-

jointed horse lines, none of which were profitable. They
were finally sold for ahout £14,000, whereas the value of the

present property was estimated at £300,000 and the revenues
were consistent with this figure.

At the time the instnllation was designed the total number
of cars contemplated was twenty ; since that time it had been
found profitable to work as many as fifty cars on the line,

even though the line had been subjected to the disadvantage
of not having a through connection to the centre of Dublin.
Owir'g, therefore, to the largely-increased load, the capacity

of the power house at Ballsbridge had been greatly added I0

by a large direct connected unit, which was more suited for

heavy traction loads. Likewise the sub-station at Blackrock
had been re-des!gned, and in the place of the GO kilowatt

motor-generator sets originally installed there were two 200
kilowatt rotary converters, with the necessary static trans-

formers and an improved switchboard for manipulating it.

The principal point of importance was the ease and reliability

with which such a system was shown to be operated. The
efficiency of the system was shown by the working cost to be
satisfactory, althoirgh, as might be gathered from the paper,

the efficiency of the machines in the snb-slations was not so

high as would be the case with larger machines and large

rotary corrverters. For a small tramway installation, how-
over, the snreness of oper-ation and the minimum of labour

were of vastly greater importance tharr any small gain in

efficiencv.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF LEITH.

ACCKPTED TENDERS
The contracts for the generating plant in connection With

the electric lighting scheme for the burgh liave been accepted
by the corporation, and the work is now in hand. The tenders
which have beerr accepted are : The India-Rubber, Gutta-
percha and Telegraph Works Company, Limited, Silvertown,

for engines, dynamos and accessories, £8,8-14 ; Mr. George
Sinclair, Albion Boiler Work', Leith, for boilers and acces-

sories, £3,313 ; and Messrs. Carrick & Ritchie, for an 8 ton

travelling crane, £240; total, £12,397. The distributing

mains to be laid in the streets are expected to cost close on
£8,000, and the electric lighting station buildings £8,000, so

that the total estimated cost of the installation is fully

£28,000. The electric lighting station is to be erected on
ground belonging to the corporation at Great Junction-street.

It is anticipated, if the station buildings are completed in

time, that the light will be turned on in the compulsory area

in September next.

Mr. William A. Bryson is the corporation electrical en-

gineer, and he reports that, after careful consideration of the

present requirements of the bui-gh, and keeping in view
future extensions, the total capacity of the station, when all

the space for boilers and steam dynamos is taken up, will be
equal to 80,000 lamps of 8 candle-power on circuit, or about

34,000 alight at onetime. It is proposed that only a portiorr

of the space available be rrtilised in the rrreantime, giving a

capacity of from 700 indicated horse-power in boilers and
engines. This would allow for 11,000 to 12,000 lamps con-

nected to mains. The present plant is to consist of three

Lancashire boilers, 30 ft. by 8 ft., built for a daily working
pressure of 1601b. per square inch, fitted with Meldrum'a
furnaces for forced draught and Green's economiser in main
flue ; also a complete set of steam and feedpipes in duplicate.

The electrical plant will consist of one small engine and
dynamo of 100 indicated horse-power, and four steam dynamos
of 150 indicated horse-power each; also one continuous current

transformer and two " boosters " for battery-charging pur-

poses. The type of engines is of the quick-turning type, as

made by Messrs. Bellis & Co. It is also proposed to utilise

the spare space in the dynamo-room for the erection of the

accumulator or storage battery. When the time comes for

laying down more plant the storage battery can be moved to

arrother building, which can be er'ected next to the engine

house. The battery of accumulators proposed will consist

of two sets, each of 115 cells, capable of running about 2,000

8 candle-power lamps. The delivery of the electrical plant

should commence about August.

Steam Traps.—We are informed that, in addition to

obtaining tlie gold medal at the recent Brussels Exhibition,

Messrs. Geipel i- Lange, 68 Victoria-street, London, S.W.,

have been awarded a special prize of 1,000 francs for

Geipel's patertt stearrr-trap, " in recognition of its exceptional

merits."

Party Structures.— The British Journal of Commerce, re-

ferring to " Party Structures ; London Building Act, 1894," by
Mr. Sydney Perks, a.r,i.b..\. (The St. Bride's Pi-ess, Limited.

Is.), says, " Thera is a great deal of useful information in

this little book concerning this portion of the London Build-

Act of 1894 which should be extremelv valuable to archi-

tects, surveyors and builders. There are some interesting

facts anent the litigious subject of ancient lights which will

be found of especial value. Mr. Perka has done his work
well," and the book should find a ready favour amongst those

for whom it is written."
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Principal Features of Electric Lighting Systems. II.

A slight oiTor occurred iii tlio last artiole ou this sabject.

In showing the transmission of electric energy the fignros

shonld have been 5,000 watts instead of 50,000 watts.

Electric lighting systems in this country may be practically

divided into three classes ;

—
1, High-pressure alternating

;

2, High-pressure continuous; and,

3, Low-pressure continuous.

The first of these may be said to be the generation at high

pressure of electric currents, which are sent througli mains
to distributing sub-stations which contain apparatus for the

purpose of transforming or converting the high-pressure

electric current to a low-pre.ssure one suitable for distribution

to consumers' houses. The high-pressiu'e direct current

practically follows upon the Eanie operations, the current, a
high-pressure one, being transmitted in a similar manner to

sub-stations, where it is converted to a useable form. The chief

point of difference between the sub-stations in this system
and the one already alluded to is the difference in the trans-

forming apparatus. The low-pressure dircct-cnrre.nt does

not necessitate any transforming device, and the electrical

energy is practically generated at the electricity works and
transmitted direct to the consumers' lamps.

GROWTH OF ELKI'TRH: LIGHTING.

Before passing on to consider these systems in detail it is

interesting to refer for a moment to the genesis and growth
of electric lighting .systems in this country. It is not very
material, for the purpose of these articles, to go back bej'ond

existing electricity works, except to say that as far back as

1881 electric lighting systems were tried on a small scale at

Chesterfield, York and Cockermouth. Some three years
afterwards a system having very marked and distinguish-

ing features was started at Colchester, but it failed to give

very economical results, and was subsequently abandoned.
The most notable of the pioneer stations which are still in

work to-day, though with very considerable modifications in

the plant, are Eastbourne, Hastings an 1 Liverpool, the two
first-named works being opened in the year 1882, and the

third in the following year. Moreover, it is interesting to

record that in Eastbourne and Liverpool, at least, the elec-

tricity works have long reached a dividend-paying stage.

Indeed, the curious part about the Liverpool system,
although it was started some fourteen years ago, is that it

was financially successful from the very beginning, the close

of the first twelvemonths enabling the conductors of the
undertaking to pay a dividend, and ever since then they
have paid a fair return on the capital invested. The busi-

ress was entirely taken over by the Liverpool Corporation in

1896, who paid a sum of £400,000, the cost of the establish-

ment to the company being very little more than £260,000.

Electric lighting on a commercial scale may be said to

have commenced in London in the year 1885, when tlie

famous Grosvenor Gallery electricity works began to supply
local tradesmen. This small station was eventually taken

over by a powerful combination of capitalists, who subse-

quently formed the company now known as the London
Electric Supply Corporation, who exploited Ferrantis' famous
scheme. While speaking of this system it is interesting to

point out that the basis of this scheme, which has since re-

ceived considerable confirmation, was that power generation

should be done outside cities and towns where land was
cheaj) and water and coal easily available. To some extent

the principles that guided gas companies, instanced in the

great system at Becktou, were practically followed. The
(irosvenor Gallery electricity works, although it was situated

in the midst of buildings, had very considerable plant, even
in those days, .and in 1886 the works consisted of two
Ferranti alternating-current dynamos, each of which was
capable of supplying electricity to 10,000 10 candle-power
lamps. To people of the present day one of the most in-

teresting features of the system was that the entire distribu-

tion of electricity from those works was carried out by means
of overhead wires, there being no fewer than 100 miles of

wires carried over London streets.

THE FIXANCHr. A.sl'I-CT.

Elecliic lighting generally may be said to have dated from
the famous Board of Trade inquiry, which was held in 1888,
to consider the various schemes ))ut forward by electric light-

ing companies for electric lighting in London, and from a
commercial point of view it is very interesting to record that,

(

of the nine electric lighting companies to which areas were
allotted by the Board of Trade in conseiiuence of this inquiry,

eight of them have now paid dividends for some years, and
the return of the shareholders has probably been much
greater than was experience<l by gas shareholders so soon
after the initiation of gas-lighting schemes. Much of the
development of electiic lighting in the early days was entirely
due to private enterprise or joint-stock companies. The first

corporation in the country to appreciate the growing import-
ance of electricity supply being Bradford, where Mr. Shool-
bred in 1890 laid down works which have been since enlarged
and are now among the finest in the country. In addition
they have amply demonstrated the fact that in the hands of,

a municipal body electric lighting is not only a desirable thing
from the consumers' point of view, but from the ratepaying
aspect it constitutes sound enterprise. It was not until 1893,
however, that corporations became generally impressed with
the advisability of taking up electricity supply; but since

then the difference that has been made in corporation works
has been very remarkable, and of the central stations opened
since 1893 forty-four are owned by local authorities and
thirteen by companies. It will be interesting to record the
financial progress of electricity supply in this country during
the past twenty-five years, and for that purpose we will in-

clude in this artiole a table prepared by Mr. Robert Hammond
for the " Jubilee " issue of The Electrical Review.

Statement of Fi.nan'cial Progress ok Electricity Scrri.T

INDISTRY FOR TwKNTY-FIVE YkABS.

Number of Total number Margin to the good
central of lamps of Total avQount between revenue

Year.
stations in 8-cftndle of and workin£t costs
operation power capital leiclusivo of depre-
in United connected. invested. ciation).

Kingdom.
1873~

1874
1875
1876
1877 nil. ,ul. nil. ml.

1878
1879
1880
1881

1882 3 .500 £8,500^ For these years

1883 3 4,000 18,.50O no accurate data

1884 3 6,000 25,000 of profits are

1885 4 13,000 30,000 available. Liver-

1886 5 18,000 45,000 pool company
1887 6 25,000 60,000 regularly paid

1888 7 .")0,000 150,000 dividends from
1889 14 100,000 450,000 1883.

1890 17 220,000 650,000j

1891 32 451,000 2,950,000 £60,000
1892 41 664,000 3,985,000 124,000

1893 63 1,140,000 4,195,000 174,000

1894 85 1,713,(XI0 6,246,000 275,000

1895 100 2,455,a)0 7,808,000 409,000

1896 113 3,244,000 9,528,000 580,000

1897 122 5,0(X),000 11,.500,000 800,000

Having regard to the success that has followed the intro-

duction of municipal electric lighting and the dividends that

have been paid by electricity supply companies, it is perhaps

hardly necessary to sa}' more concerning the soundness of

electricity supply at the present moment. From a com-
mercial point of view the success has been much greaterthan

was anticipated, and even under conditions that seemed to be

against the commercial success of undertakings not only has

it been found to bo possible to supply consumers at very re-

duced rates, but the suppliers have been able to show a very

handsome return. From many points of view the case of

Cambridge is a remarkable one. There the demand for elec-

tric lighting varies according to whether the colleges are

open or not. and although for a considerable part of the year

the members of the universities are in vacation, and therefore

there is little demand for lighting, the Cambridge Electric

Lighting Company have, notwithstanding these drawbacks,

been able to supply electricity at a very little more than 5d.

per Board of Trade unit, and still have contrived to return to

their shareholders the very handsome return of 60 per cent.

The same experience, however, is being repeated all over the

country, and in all the later systems where modern plant has

been employed and the mains have been laid with due regard

to probable demand the financial success has been most
marked. There is one direction in which electricity supply

is also extending—that is, in the very small towns and vil-

lages, many of which have not np to tho present been even

lighted by gas. and in these small places it has been found

possible to undertake electric lighting works with very profit-

able results.

SURVEYORS INSTITUTION.

Xext Ordinary (Iexkrai. Meeting.

The next ordinary general meeting of the Institution will

be held on Monday, when a paper, entitled " Land Survey

and Valuation in Northern India," will be read by Mr. W.
Irvine (late Bengal Civil Service). The chair will ba taken

at 8 p.m.

JoNioR Meeting.

The third of four meetings of examinees and students

authorised (subject to certain conditions) by the council to

be held during the present session, will take place on Monday,
the I4th inst.. when a paper will be read by Mr. C. G. Eve,

entitled " The Agricultural Kates Act, 1896.'"' The chair will

be taken at 7 p.m.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.

In tho House of Commons, on Thursday, it was ordered

that the Southampton Gas Bill and the Tottenham and

Edmonton Gas Bill be read a second time.—The Maldon
Water Bill will also be read a second time.—The tramway
Bdls of the Blackburn and Burnley Corporations were read

a second time and committed.— Petitions and notices have

been deposited in respect of the following prirato Bills

:

Blackburn Corporation (Tramways, Ac), by the London and
North-Western and tho La'icashire and Yorkshire Railway

Companies; Burnley Corporation (Tramwayp, &c.), by the

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company ;
Coventry Cor-

poration Ga?, by the London and North-Western Railway

Company ; Cranbrouk District Water, by the South Kent
Water Company ; Crawley and District Water, by the Cuck-

field Rural District Council ; Dublin Port and Docks, by the

London and North-Western Railway Company and Messrs.

Arthur Guinness, Son & Co. ; Haslemere District Water and

Gas, by tho Alton Rural District Council ; Ipswich Dock
Commission, by the Great Eastern Railway Company ; Liver-

pool Corporation, by the London and North-Western Railway

Company; London Building Act (1894) Amendment, by the

Great Northern Railway Company ; London County Council

(Westminster Bridge and Embankment Tramways), by the

Vestry of St. Martin-in-the- Fields; Maldon Water, by the

Maldon Corporation ; Matlock Urban District Council, by
several petitioners; Middlesex County Council, by the Vestry

of St. Mary, Islington, the London and North-Western Rail-

way Company, the Hanwell LIrban District Connci', the

Ealing District Council (against alterations) and the Grand
Junction Canal Company; Plymouth Corporation, by the

Plymouth and Dartmoor Railway Company and others; St.

Helen's Corporation, by the Corporation of Liverpool and
the London and North-Western Railway Company; Southend
Water, by the Billericay Rural District Council and a private

petitioner ; Sonthwark and Vauxhall Water, by the Surrey

County Council and the governor and company of the Chelsea

waterworks ; Staines Reservoirs Joint Committee, by the

Board of Management of the West London School District

;

Victoria Embankment Extension and St. John's Improve-

ment, by the Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, the

Lancashire and Yorkshire lUilway Company and the governor

and company of the Chelsea Waterworks; West Ham Cor-

poration, by the Lee Conservancy Board ; Wey Valley Water,

by the Alton Rural District Council ; Wymondham Water, by

the Horehoe Rural District Council.

On Friday, in the House of Lords, the Yeovil Gaa Bill was
read a second time.

In the House of Commons a petition was deposited by the

vestry of the parish of St. Mary, Battersea, in favour of the

London Conniy Council (General Powers) Bill. Petitions

and notices were also deposited against the following private

Bills : Brompton, Chatham, Gillingham and Rochester

Water, by the Maidstone Waterworks Company ; Burnley

Corporation (Tramways, &c.), by the Burnley and District

Tramways Company, Limited ; Cardiff Corporation, by the

Great Western and Taff Vale Railway Company; Carmarthen
Improvement, by the Great Western Railway Company

;

Clacton-on-Sea Gas and Water, by the Tendring Rural Dis-

trict Council ; Corporation of London (Foreign Cattle

Market, Deptford), by the London School Board ; Coventry

Corporation Gas, by the owners and occupiers of propeity in

Foleshill ; Cranbrook District Water, by the Maidstone

Rural District Council ; Cromer Gas, by various petitioners

;

Drogheda Gas, by the Corporation of Diogheda ; Dublin Port

and Docks, by the Dublin Port and Docks Board, the Com.
missioners of Irish Lijjhts, the Corporation of Dublin, and
several steamship owners; East Ham Improvement, by the

Great Eastern Railway Company, the London, Tilbury and
Southend Railway, and the National Telephone Company;
Edmonton Urban District Council, by the Great Eastern

Railwav Company ; Glasgow Corporation (Sewage, Ac), by
various railway companies, a fiim of shipbuilders, and the

Magistrates and Commissioners of the Burgh of Govan

;

Haslemere District Vt'ater and Gas, by the Southampton
County Council, the Hambledon Rural District Council,

and another; Ilford Improvement, by the Great Eastern

Railway and the National Telephone Companies ; Keighley

Corporation, by the Great Northern Railway Company,
the Board of Conservators of the Yorkshire Fishery

District, and the West Riding of Yorkshire County
Council ; Kew Bridge and approaches, by the Chis-

wick Urban District Council, the West Middlesex Water-

works Company, and another; Matlock Urban District

Council, by tho Bakewell Rural District Council ; Middlesex

County Council, by the Metropolitan and the North Metro-

politan Railway and Canal Companies and the New River

Company; Mid-Kent Water, by the corporations of Maid-

stone and Tenderden, the Cranbrook District Water Com-
panv, the Maidstone Waterworks Company, and another

;

Northam Urban District Water, by a private petitioner;

Paignton Improvement, by the Great Western Railway Com-
pany; Plymouth Corperation by the Great Western Railway

and the Sutton Harbour Improvement Companies, -and other

petitioners ; St. Anne's-on-the-Sea Gas, by the Lancashire and
Yorkshire and London and North-Western Railway Companies

and the Lytham Urban District Council ; St. Helens Corpora-
tion, by the Warrington Corporation, the Lancashire Asylums
Board and County Council, and tho Prescot District Highway
Board ; Southampton Gas, by the Corporation of South-
ampton, the South Stoneham Rural District Council, the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners for England, the Eastleigh
Urban District Council and the Hnrsley Rnral District

Council ; Southend-on-Sea Cias, by the National Telephone
Company ; Sonthwark and Vauxhall Water, by the Lam-
beth, Grand Junction and West Middlesex Water Companies
and the Middlesex Count}' Council, and vestry of St. Mary,
Battersea ; Staines Reservoirs Joint Committee, by the Eton
Rural District and the Middlesex County Councils ; Thanet
Gas, by the Corporation of Margate; Tottenham and Edmon-
ton Gms, by the National Telephone Company ; Victoria
Enibankmt nt Extension and St. John's Improvement by the
Great Northern Railway Company and others ; West Ham Cor-
poration, by the Cireat Ea.stern Railway and property owners
and others ; Wey A''alley Water, by the Southampton County
and the Hambledon Rural District Conncils and other peti-

tioners.

In the House of Commons, on Saturdny, a petition was de-

posited for dispensing with Standing Order 129 in the case

of the " Owners, Lessees and Occupiers of Premises situate

in the line of Tramways Nos. 2 and 3," in connection with the
Norwich Electric Tramways Bill. Petitions and notices were
deposited against the following private Bills: Blackburn
Corporation (Tramways, Ac), by the Darwen Corporation ;

Bristol Tramways (Electrical Power, Ac), by the Great
Western and Midland Railway Companies ; Brompton, Chat-
ham, Gidinpham and Rochester Water, by the Chatham and
Gillingham Urban District Council and another petitioner

;

Burnley Corporation (Tramways, &c.), by the Nelson Cor-

poration and Lancashire County Council ; Cardiff Corpora-
tion by the Cardiff and Provincial Tramways Companies and
other petitioners; Coventry Corporation Gas, by the Foles-

hill Rnral District Council; Cranbrook District Water, by
the Mid- Kent Water Company; Dublin Southern District

Tramways, by the Dublin, Wicklow and Wexford Railway
Company ; East Ham Improvement, by the Tottenham and
Forest Gate Railway and the North Metropolitan Tramways
Compiny; Enlield Gas, by the Barnet District (ias and
Water Company ; Glasgow Corporation (Sewage, Ac), by the

Caledonian Railway Company, the Lanark County Council,

the Renfrew County Council and Distiict Committee of First

or Upper Di.strict, and District Committee of Lower Ward of

County tf Lanark; Ipswich Dock Commission, by the
Ipswich Corporation and other petitioners; Keighley Cor-
poration, by the Oakworth Urban District Council and
others; Ley ton Urban District Council, by the Tottenham
and Forest Gate Railway Company and the North Metropoli-

tan Tramways Company ; Liverpool Corporation, by tho
Liverpool Necropolis Society and another ; London Building
Act (1894) Amendment, by the Surveyors' Institution, the

South-Eastern Railway Company, the Commercial Gas Com-
pany, the Wandsworth and Putney Gaslight and Coke Com-
pany, and others; London County Council (Acton Sewage),
by the Kensington Vestry ; London County Council (General
Powers), by the London Hydraulic Power Company ; London
County Council (Westminster Bridge and Embankment Tram-
ways), by the Corporation of London and Lambeth Vestry

;

Matlock Urban District Council, by the Midland Railway
Company; Mid-Kent Water, by the Wrotham Urban District

Council, tho Higham and Hundred of Hoo Water Company,
the Tenderden Rnral District Council and the West Ashford
Rural District Council ; Middlesex County Council, by the

London County Council, Tottenham Urban District Council,

the Southall-Norwood Urban District Council and the Hendon
Urban District Council ; Norwich City Water, by the Norwich
Corporation ; Plymouth and Stonehouse Gas, by the Devon-
port Corporation, Plymouth Corporation and other petitioners;

Plymouth Corporation, by the Saltash Corporation, the Devon-
port Co'-poration and others ; Southampton Gas, by the New
Forest Rural District Council and another; Southend-on-Sea
Ga", by the Southend-on-Sea Corporation ; Southend Water,

by the Southend Corporation and owners of land ; Sonthwark
and Vauxhall Water, by the Corporation of London, London
County Council, Richmond (Surrey) Corporation and another;

Staines Reservoirs Joint Committee, by the Corporation of

London and the London County Council ; Tottenham and
Edmonton Gas, by tho Tottenham Urban District Council

;

Victoria Embankment Extensiou and St. John's Improve-
ment, by the London County Council, the Gas Light and Coke
Company, and others ; Wishaw W;iter, by the Lanark County
Council, the Caledonian Railway Company and other peti-

tioners; West Ham Corporation, by the Corporation of London,
the Gas Light and Coke Company, the West Ham Gas Com-
pany, the North Metropolitan Tramways Company and the

Master, Ac, of Freemen of the Carpentry of the City of

London ; York United Gas, by the York Corporation.

On Monday, in the House of Commons, it was reported that

Standing Order No. 62 had been complied with in the case of

the Plymouth and Stonehouse Gas and the Southend Water
Bills, both of which will be read a second time. Reports

from the examiners of petitions for private Bills stating that
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the standing orders had not been complied with in the case

of the London Connty Council (Northern Tramways) and
Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad (Tramway Extensions)

Bills, were ordered to be referred to the Select Committee on

Standing Orders. The following Bills were rend a second

time and committed : Cranbrook District Water Bill, Dublin

Southern District Tramways Bill, Enfield Gas Bill, Higham
and Hundred of Hoo Water Bill, Norwich City Water Bill,

Southend-on-Sea Gas Bill, Thanet Gas Bill, Whitwick and
Coalville Gas Bill, York United Gas Bill. The Southwark
and Vauxhall Water Bill was ordered to be read a second

time on March 8th. Petitions and notices were deposited

against the following private Bills : Blackburn Corporation

(Tramways, Ac), by the BLackburn and Over Darwen Tram-
ways Company; Burnley Corporation (Tramways, &c.), by
the Brierfield Urban District Council and the Bnrnley Pro-

perty Owners' Association and certain land owners within the

borough; Plymouth Corporation, by the Devonport Water
Company, the Dake of Bedford and other petitioners.

On Tuesday the Newhaven Harbcur Bill was read a

second time in the House of Lords.

In the House of Commons the Maldon Water Bill, the

Southampton Gas Bill, the Tottenham and Edmonton Gas
Bill, and the Ilfor(J Improvement Bill were read a second
time and committed. The second reading of the London
Building Act (1894) Amendment Bill and the Victoria Em-
bankment Extension and St. John's Improvement Bill was
deferred. In the case of the Wymondham Water Bill, the

second reading was put off for six months; while in connec-

tion with the Wigan Corporation Petition it was decided to

dispense with the standing orders. Petitions and notices

were deposited against the Burnley Corporation (Tramways,
&c.) Bill by the Bnrnley Butchers' Association, and against
the Keighley Corporation Bill by the ratepayers, Ac, of

Stanbnry. The second reading of the Plymouth and Stone-
house Gas Bill was fixed for Monday.

In the House of Commons, on Wednesday, the Norwich
Electric Tramways and the Wigan Corporation Water Bills,

reports on which were read from the Select Committee on
Standing Orders, were ordered to bo brought in. The second
reading of the Working Men's Dwellings (No. 2) Bill was
deferred until Wednesday. A petition in connection with
the East Ham Improvement Bill was deposited by a private

petitioner for dispensing with Standing Order 129 in the case

of his own petition. A petition was deposited against the

Devonport, Plymouth and Stoke Tramways Bill by the Ply-

month, Devonport and Stonehouse Cemetery Company and a
requisition to withdraw the petition of the Maidstone Water-
works Company against the Brompton, Chatham, Gillingham
and Rochester Water Bill.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

INTERESTING STATISTICS.
Lord Llandaff presided at last week's meeting of the com-

mission, held in the House of Lords.

Mr. G. L. Gomme, statistical officer to the London Connty
Council, gave further evidence, furnishing tignres in regard

to the annual revenue and expenditure of the Glasgow Cor-
poration, in connection witli the water supply of their city.

From these it appeared that in 1856-57, the year after the

purchase of the undertakings of the two water companies
which had been previously supplying Glasgow, the revenue
of the corporation, derived from a rate of Is. 2d. levied on the

north side of the Clyde and Is. on the south side, was £62,335,
and the expenditure was £58,605. In the four years 1858
to 1862, as a result of the expenditure involved in carrying

out the Loch Katrine scheme, there were deficits of £5,642,

£14,417, £8,265, and £4,836. In the next two years, when
the rate north of the Clyde was raised to Is. 4d., there were
surpluses of £2,539 and £7,022 respectively. In 1870-71,

when for the first time the sinking fund came into operation,

the revenue was £108,152, tlie expenditure was £93,647, and
out of the balance of £14,505, £11,247 was carried to the
sinking fund, and the remainder was applied in reducing the
water rate within the municipality from Is. to9d. In 1871-72,

with a balance of revenues over expenditure of £13,518, there

was a further reduction in the rate to 8d., at which figure it

remained until 1887-88, when, with a balance of revenue over
expenditure amounting to £45,012, it was reduced to 7d.

The next reduction, to 6d., was made in 1890-01, when the
revenue was £43,353 in excess of expenditure; and last year,
when the revenue had reached £201,226, as against an ex-

peniliture of £148,901, and the sinking fund amounted to

£839.403, the rate within the municipality was still 6d. and
beyond the municipality lOd. The public water rate had
stood throughout at Id.

At Monday's sitting of the commission Mr. W. H. Dickin-
son, chairman of the Water Committee of the London Coimty
Council, was examined. He said that since 1891 the policy

of the council with regard to the water question had strictly

followed the recommendations of Sir M. W. Ridley's oom-
mittoo. In his opinion, in order to arrive at the true value of

the undertakings of the companies, there were problems to

be solved which were beyond the province of any ordinary
administrator, and an arbitrator should be appointed with
special powers. He jastified the arbitration clause in the

Purchase Bill introduced by the county council, and said the
council had always been of opinion that the result of ordinary
arbitration under the Lands Clauses Act would be to give the
water companies a present of £6,000,000 or £7,000,000.

Replying to the chairman, he said that the Water Com-
mittee accepted the conclusions of Lord Balfour's commission
so far as they went, but considered that they did not afford a
complete and satisfactory settlement of the London water
question— first, on the ground that the supply of water to be
derived from the Tliames and the Lea, in conjunction with an
increased system of reservoirs, would not be sufficient; and,

secondly, that it would be the most expensive mode of obtain-

ing it. Concurrently with the hope that it would be possible

to carry through the scheme for the purcliase of the under-

takings of the London water companies, the Water Committee
recommended that the council should apply to Parliament
for power to carry out portions of the Welsh scheme, and that

no further progress should be made with the Staines reser-

voirs. Whilst assenting to this recommendation, the council

had not as yet taken any steps to put it into practice. The
total amount of water obtainable from the Welsh scheme was
estimated at 415,000,000 gallons a day, at a cost of close on
£39,000,000 ; but it was proposed at first only to carry out an
instalment, which would furnish a supply of 182,000,000

gallons a day, at a cost of £17,000,000.

At this stage the comraissicn adjourned until Jlonday.

WESTMINSTER REBUILDING SCHEME.

OPPOSITION OF THE RATEPAVERS.
The following memorials are being signed in the area pro-

posed to be compulsorily acquired under the above scheme :

" Westminster Rebuilding Scheme. Memorial. To William

Job Collins, Esq., M.D., J. P., Chairman of the Council of the

Administrative County of London, and to the Aldermen and
Councillors in Council assembled : We, the undersigned,

residing or carrying on business within the area proposed to

be compulsorily acquired by ' the Victoria Embankment Ex-

tension and St. John's (Westminster) Improvement Bill,'

appeal to you, without distinction of party, to instruct

solicitors and employ council to oppose the said Bill at every

stage, and we make this appeal on the following grounds : 1.

That, while the necessity of a real public improvement might
warrant the eviction from their homes and places of business

of so large a number of private citizens, it is manifestly un-

just to grant such power of wholesale disturbance, which

would mean ruin to many tradesmen depending upon local

custom, to a private company seeking its own profit. 2.

That the proposals of this private company, or syndicate, do

not in any real sense provide public improvements, because

—

(a) no real extensionof the Victoria-embankment is proposed,

as the provisional plan clearly shows, the intention of the

syndicate being to acquire the valuable site between the Vic-

toria Tower gardens and Lambeth bridge for the erectiun of

residences for the rich; (6) the proposed arrangement of

streets is not based upon the necessities of traffic, but purely

upon the creation of remunerative building sites, and the

proposed junctions with Horseferry-road would be awkward
and dangerous; (c) it is proposed to block up the natural

avenue of approach to the parish church of St. .lohn the

Evangelist, to the great inconvenience of parishioners and

detriment of architectural effect. 3. It is not expedient to

entrust sites of historic interest and national importance, in

close contiguity to the greatest monuments of the nation, to

a private company Which is bound to place the interests of its

shareholders before those of the general public." "Victoria

Embankment E.vtension and St. John's (Westminster) Im-

provement Bill. Memorial. To the chairman and members
of the United Vestry of St. Margaret and St. John the Evan-

gelist (Westminster) ; Gentlemen,— We, the undersigned,

residing or carrying on business within the area proposed to

be compulsorily acquired by the above Bill, have heard with

the strongest possible satisfaction of your intention to oppose

the Bill, employing solicitors and counsel for that purpose,

and we earnestly trust that complete success may attend yonr

cffcu-ts, which we firmly believe to be in the best interests of

the united parishes."

A Surveying Bicycle.—The following paragraph recently

appeared in Tlw Daily Mail, under the above heading: Of

course you want to know what this means. Briefly, 1 will

endeavour to explain. It is not merely a machine to carry a

surveyor from town to town, but a bicycle which performs in

itself the mechanical part of the surveyor's work. Like most

startling ideas, it comes from the other side of the Atlantic.

By means of an attachment the exact topographical char;icter-

istics of a road may be ascertained with no other exertion on

the part of the surveyor except to ride along the road in

question. The rider may travel as fast or as slow as ho likes,

but when he has finished his ride every gradient or hollow

will have been accurately marked off on a long strip of paper,

which is part of the attachment in question. On the strip of

paper the exact height of the hills and dip of the hollows is

indicated. The mechanism is said to be very simple, and can

be attached to any cycle ; but it would take too long to ex-

plain it in detail, especially without diagrams.
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Municipal Worl( in Liverpool,— I.

DISPOSAL OF HOUSE REFUSE.

The disposal of house refuse, Ac, in a city like Liverpool

is, as may be supposed, an important matter, when it is con-

sidered that over 250,000 tons have to be got rid of " some-

how." The present arrangements, in order to effect this,

are threefold : (n) By barging away to sea, and letting this

waste material sink in deep water: (h) by barging the re-

fuse which has any manurial value along the Leeds and
Liverpool Canal, and selling it to farmers in its vicinity;

and (c) by burning.

The last-mentioned system was introduced into Liverpool

about seven years ago by the then city engineer, Mr. II.

Percy Bonlnois, when it became evident that eitlxer this

system must be resorted to or another steam hopper barge
constrncted in order to grapple with the increasing wants of

the growing city. The result was the construction of a

twenty-four cell Manlove & AUiott destructor in the year

1891, which has been steadily working ever since that date,

and has in that period disposed of about 60,0li0 tons of

refuse. Unfortunately, however, in all those so-called " de-

structor " processes a certain amonnl of clinker and ashes or

unbnrnable material is left behind, and the further disposal

of this waste product of a waste product is not an easy
matter. Out of the 60,000 tons passed through the des-

tructor about 20,000 tons remain behind, in the form of

clinkers and fine ash. A small quantity of this can be used
for mixing with lime and made into building mortar ; a small

quantity can be used for bottoming suburban roads or for

footpaths, &o., and a small quantity can be used for concrete
footpaths. In the case of Liverpool all these methods are
resorted to ; but even with these outputs there still remains
a large proportion to be dealt wiih in some other way, and in

the case of the twenty-four cell destructor referred to, which
was constructed on the banks of the Leeds and Liverpool
canal, the method is as follows:—

IRON TANK BiRGE.S,

Special iron tank barges have been constructed, each con-
taining twenty-four steel boxes, which hold about 2 tons of

clinker. These barges lie alongside the canal wharf, which
is close to the destructor ; and as the clinker and ashes fall

from the furnaces they are cooled by water from a iiose, and
wheeled in iron barrows and tipped into those boxes until

they are all filled. In our special supplement-plate one of

these barges is shown lying alongside the destructor works.
When the barge is loaded it is taken down the canal through
a series of locks to one of the docks of the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board, and brought alongside one of the two
special steam hopper barges which tlie Corporation of Liver-
pool have provided for taking the refuse out to sea.

A boom or derrick, 65 ft. in length, is fixed to the mast of
the steam hopper barge, which is worked from a double-
barrelled steam deck-winch, one barrel being used for lifting

and lowering the boxes and the other for slewing the boom
cut-board and in-board, as required, by means of a steel rope
and outrigged arms. This arrangement is worked by one
winch-man and four labourers, who hook on and tip the
boxes. AH the boxes can be lifted, their contents emptied
into the hopper barge, and returned into place in about twenty
minutes. The boxes are hung on beai'ings at about one-third
of their depth from the bottom, thus brioging the centre of
gravity above the point of susjiension. The steel arms by
which the boxes are suspended rise above the top of the boxes
and finish in an eye fitting into a notch in the top of the
beading of the box. Instead of the usual hook on the end of
the hoist-rope from the winch, a lever arrangement is pro-
vided common to all the boxes, which is easily hooked on to
the eyes of the arms. When a box is over the hopper of the
barge it is only necessary to depress the lever by means of
an attached cord ; this throws the side arms clear of the box
and allows it to tip over, which it does, and after discharging
its contents it returns to its upright position, when the arms
slip into the notches and the box can be returned to its jilace

in the barge without any difficulty.

8TE.\M HOPPER BARUE.

The steam hopper barge into which the tank barges are
loaded in the manner described is shown in our supplement-
plate, where she is seen lying in a dry dock for repairs.
This vessel when loaded carries about 420 tons of house refuse
or clinker. She has a large central well or hopper, divided
into ten compartments with vertical or slightly undercut sides

;

each department is provided with a pair "of doors at the'
bottom, about 10 ft. by 4ft., hinged to the keel and keelsons,
and these docjrs are raised and lowered by chains passing
through gearing worked by a small engine on board specially
provided for the purpose. The total length of the hopper is

about 60 ft. and its breadth 16 ft.

When the vessel has received her load she proceeds under
steam to the "dumping" or depositing ground, about 24 miles
in a north-west direction from the landing stage at Liverpool,
when her cargo is let go by simply lowering the doors at the
bottoms of the compartments in the hopper; and when all
has gone the doors are raised to their proper position and the

vessel returns to her berth in the docks. The total cost of

this process as enumerated above is about Is. C^d. per ton.

This is, of course, an additional cost to the burning of the

refuse, and represents about 6d. per ton upon the cost. It

naturally follows that every ton of clinker or ashes that can
be disposed of in other ways reduces the cost of burning the

house refuse, and it is in this direction that experiments, to

which we hope to refer in a subsequent i.ssue, have been made
for the purpose of utilising this material.

THE LONDON BUILDING ACT, 1894.

APPEAL BY THE LONDON SCHOOL BOARD.
At the Surveyors' Institution, Savoy-street, Strand, a tri-

bunal of appeal under the London Building Act, 1894, re-

cently sat to adjudicate upon an appeal by the London School
Board against a notice of requirement served by Mr. Ellis

Marsland, the district surveyor of Camberwell, calling upon
the board to make certain teachers' rooms 8 ft. 6 in. in height,

instead of 1 ft. 6 in., as provided for in the plans of a school

now being built at Leo-street, Old Kent-road. Mr. H. F.

Gibson, from the solicitor's department of the London School
Board, appeared in support of the appeal, and Mr. Seager
Berry, from the Building Act department of the London
County Council, represented the respondent. Mr. Gibson
said the district surveyor, by the notice he had served, had
attempted to bring the teachers' offices and interviewing
rooms within the operation of section 78 of the London
Building Act ; in other words, had attempted to classify them
as habitable apartments subject to the statutory requirement
that they should be of a minimum height of 8ft. bin. The
rooms in question, which were built on the half-floors of

every school, were assigned to the use of teachers, partly as

an office, partly as a retiring and cloak room, and partly as

an interviewing-room. It was true that a small kitchener

was erected in each, but even that could not be contended to

bring them within the definition of an inhabited room. Mr.
T. J. Bailey, architect to the School Board, stated that these

teachers' rooms were placed in all the schools built by the
board, and varied from 7 ft. to 8 ft. in height. That in the
projected school at Leostrcct would be 7 ft. 6 in. The only
furniture provided were a chair, a table, a lavatory basin,

and sets of hat pegs. All these rooms were planned to meet
the approval of the Education Department, which, by their

inspectors, exercised strict supervision over the use to which
they were put. Mr. Ellis Marsland, the respondent, stated

that it was within his knowledge that the teachers' rooms
were also used for managers' committee meetings. This was
corroborated by Mr. W. C. Williams, chairman of the West-
moreland-road (Walworth) group of schools, who added that

it was a matter of general complaint among the teachers that

their rooms were very "stuffy " in the winter and uncomfort-

ably hot in the summer. The chairman (Mr. A. Cates) said

that, taking into consideration the way in which the rooms
were used, the tribunal had decided to allow the appeal, but

he must point out that the rooms must be used strictly for

the purpose for which the Education Department allowed

them to be appropriated.

BRITISH FIRE-PREVENTION COMMITTEE.

MEETING OF THE COMMERCIAL SECTION.
At the third meeting of the newly-formed commercial sec-

tion of the British Fire-prevejition Committee the question

of independent tests with fire-resisting materials was dealt

with from the manufacturer's aspect. The sixty firms asso-

ciated with the section were strongly represented, and Mr.

Farrow, k.r.i.b.a., the new chairman of the section, presided,

and was supported by Mr. Edwin O. Sachs, on behalf of the

executive. After considerable discussion, various resolutions

were passed expressing the desirability of arranging reliable

independent tests in such a manner which would in every

way merit the confidence of the general public and of the

professions interested. Some of the principles as to the

manner of arranging the tests, the construction of testing

stations, &c., were also formulated for the consideration of

the executive. With these resolutions expressing the support

of the commei'cial section as regards independent testing the

execution of this scheme is practically decided, and it now
only remains with the executive to make workable arrange-

ments of a thoroughly scientific but practical character. One
of the most important pieces of work on the committee's

programme has thus been inaugurated, and London will at

last have a centre for reliable information regarding fire-

resisting consi ruction. New York and Hamburg, it will be
remembered, have already had some similar tests, but on a

smaller scale than here intended.
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Points of Professional Practice.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The " Fell " System of Sewage Treatment.— Mr. A. R.

Bidoat, surveyor to the Stono Urban District Council, writes :

Respecting the " Fell " system of sewage treatment at our

Works, it should be mentioned that, besides this particular

treatment, we were using either aluraino-ferric or ferozone as

a precipitant.

Waste-Water Closets.—Dr. Charles Porter, medical officer

of health, Stockport, writes : In one of yonr recent issues I

noticed a query by the city engineer of Norwich as to the

saving or otherwise of water effected by the use of waste-

water closets. In the autumn of 1896 I had occasion to in-

quire into this matter, and at my request and the expense of

the Sanitary Committee, the water company metered the

water supplied to two blocks of exactly similar property in

Edgeley, Stockport, between 7 a.m. on October 28, 1896,

and 7.30 a.m. on May 13, 1897. The results were as follow:

Lot A.—Fourteen houses with ordinary n-ater-closefs used
151,320 gallons, or 548 gallons per house per day. Lot B.

—

Ten houses with waste-icnter closets used 6.5,720 gallons, or
33'3 gallons per house per day. It thus appears that there

was a saving of 21 '5 gallons per house per day when supplied

with waste-water closets. The city surveyor of Manchester
(Mr. T. de Courcy Meade, m.i.c.e.) has since made similar

experiments, and, curious to state, the amount of saving was
exactly the same.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Sketches accompanying Queries should be made separate on white paper
in plain black-ink lines. Lettering orjigures should be bold and plain.

156. Municipal Engineers' Association : Admission to
Membership.—"C. W. A." writes: Can you please inform
me how to become a mciiiber of the Association of Municipal
and County Engineers r*

The conditions prescribed by the association are that

candidates for admission as members must be civil engi-

neers or surveyors holding chief permanent appointments
under any municipal corporation, county councils or urban
or rural sanitary authorities, and civil engineeis or sur-

veyors holding other chief permanent appointments under
any public authority of the like nature within the United
Kingdom, or in the colonies or foreign countries. A re-

commendation for admission is required to be made on a
jirescribed form, which should be forwarded to the secretary,

Mr. Thomas Cole, 11 Victoria-street, London, S.W., and by
him laid before the next meeting of the council. The re-

commendation is required to bo signed by not less than two
members, who from personal knowledge of such candidate
shall certify that he possesses the necessary qualification.

A copy of the rules and by-laws may be obtained on appli-

cation to the secretary, at the address named.

157. Sewers : Se!f-cleansing Velocities. — " Constant
Reader" writes : I fully concur with vour statement on page
119, in reply to my l^luery 1.52, that it is advisable to increase

the griidients beyond those that would be self-cleansing for a
pipe when running full or half full on account of the inter-

mittency of flow of the sewage. But in the report previously

referred to, a copy of which appeared in your i.ssue of the

14th January, p. 24, the following statements are made which
are somewhat inexplicable: "For when the outfall sewers
are/»W self-cl?ansing gradients for a 9-in. pipe range from 1

in 100 to 1 in 150. When a sewer is running one half full

self-cleansing gradients for a 9-in. pipe range from 1 in 200
to 1 in 2.50

—

i.e., a pipe running full requires a stiffor gradient
to be self-cleansing that a pipe of the same diameter does
when only running one half {idl, which is entirely at variance

with the tables given in Latham's 'Sanitary Engineering.'"

We agree with the querist that there is some inaccuracy
in the statements referred to in the report in question. We
regret we are unable to further assist him. Perhaps the
author of the report may be able to e.\plaiu what was ii;-

tencled to be conveyed.

158. Examinations of Municipal Engineers' Association,
Answers to.— " W.H.E." writes : Some time ago you promised
to give a series of papers to assist those about to sit for the
municipal and county engineers" examinations. A few valu-
able papers appeared to commence with, but have long since
been discontinued. Could you not recommence the publica-
tion of such weekly papers, which, I feel sure, would be greatly
appreciated by your numerous readers y

The matter referred to by the querist has not been over-
looked by us. We hope to be able to resume publication
of answers to questions set at the examinations of the
Municipal and County Engineers' Association thortly.

159. Expansion of Metals, Formula for.— Engineer "

writes ; I am asked for the formula as to the expansion of
metals. I note iu Molesworth that cast-iron is given as •0011

between 32 deg. Fahr. and 212 deg. Fahr., water being 100.
Will you kindly work out fully, say, a cast-iron gutter, 6 ft.

in length ? I require the linear expansion. I think Hurst
gives it as 884. How is this r*

The formula for detormining the expansion of s-ilids \i as

follows :

—

L = f (; + » O
where L = length after expansion

i= original length

a = expansion in a length of 1 ft. for each deg. rise

in temperature
(cast-iron = -00000618)

t°= increase of temperature in deg.

In the example given by the queriest L is to be deter-

mined, ( = 6ft. a = -00000318, f' = 212°-32'=180°, therefoi«

L = 6[l + (-00000618 X ISO)]

L = 6(l+ 001112)
L = 6x 1001112
L = 6-006672ft.

The expansion due to the increase in temperature will be
equal to 6006672 ft.—6 ft = '006672 ft.

The difference between the figures given by Molesworth
and Hurst is only slight, as will be seen on comparing the

two

—

viz.,—
Molesworth '0011, or 1 part in 909, expansion between 32°

and 212°.

Hurst 1 part in 889 expansion between 32° and 212°, or a
difference of 20
The figures given are those obtained in independent ex-

periments, and the difference is so slight as to be dis-

regarded. The tables given in " Kempe's Engineer's Year
Book" (83.), Crosby Lockwood & Co. on the dilatation or

expansion of substances will probably be found the most
reliable of any with which wo are aware, and might bo
referred to by the queriest.

PRESERVATION OF FOOTPATHS.

ANNUAL KEl'UKT.

The aimual report of the National Footpath Preservation
Society for the year ended 30th September last states that

three more corporations have joined the society—Bourne-
mouth, Rawtenstall and Sheffield—with two district councils

and four parish councils. Receipts from members have
amounted to £233 6s., and the total income to £283. The
expenses for the past year amounted to £259 12s., and the

balance carried over was, therefore, £23 83. The footpath

cases during the year were not quite so numerous as in the

previous year, the number being 271, pgainst 290. The past

year is stated to have been most disastrous as to law proceed-

ings respecting rights of way. The iirst important matter
was the Winter Hill case, near Bolton. It occupied the Court
at Bolton seven days in March las'-, and judgment was given

against the right of way by Vice-Chancellor Hall. The next
matter took place in Dublin almost at the same time—the

Giant's Causeway case. This also occupied seven days, and
judgment was given by Vice-Chancellor Chatterton in Dublin
against the right of way on April 29th last. Xn appeal has

been heard. The next case was ,an alleged right of way near

Spennymore in Durham ; the judgment in this case was also

adverse to the claim of the public. An appeal was heard,

but, unfortunately, failed. The fourth c ise was that of

Paddock Wood, Surrey. The jury could not agree, and the

verdict of the majority was taken against the right of way.

Albany, N.Y.—It i.s stated that, after suffering for a
number of j-ears from a notoriously bad water supply, this

city is about to construct a waterpuiification plant which is

expected to be the largest in the United States.

Parish Councils.—Lord Salisbury's sarcasm as to circuses

and parish councils has become historic. The question is

very frequently asked :
" What is the use of i>ariph councils?"

It is reported from Drirtield that at a meeting of one in that

agricultural district of the East Riding of Yorkshire the sole

business on the agenda was " to open tenders for wrapping
the parish pnmp with straw 1"

OwercrowdingI—Of the law and the Italian, s.ays ThcPalL
Mall Gazi'lli'. an amusing story is told at Ziirich, which is the

better for being absolutely true. Sanitary inspectors once
found that these men slept ten or twelve in a room. It was
decided to inspect all the poorer quarters, and to put a step

to this state of things. " But," cried the Swiss democrats,
" if you invade the house of the workman you must also visit

the villas of the rich. We will not have one law for the rich

and another for the poor." And this was done, all the many
wealthy villas iu Ziirich being submitted to the same inspec-

tion, to see how many people slept in one room. Surely this

is Republicanism 111 exxctsii '.
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Law Notes.
Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewry Chambers, E.G.

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

rhe Editor ivill he pleased to answer any questions affecting

the practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities.

Queries (u^hich should be written legibly on foolscap paper, one

side only) should be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices

of The SnRVEYOB. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

FRACTU8K OF Gas MAIN BY StEAM KoLLER OF LoCAL
Authority; Liability of Authority for Resulting Per-
sonal Injury.— In the case of DriscoU v. Poplar Board of

Works (Queen's Bench Division, 7th December) the High
Coart affirmed the decision of the county court judee, wlio

had awarded damapes to the plaintiff for personal injuries

received under the following circumstances : A gteam roller

weighing from 13 to 1.5 tons belonging to the board, passing

along Wade's-place, broke a gas main laid under the road.

The gas escaped into the drains, and a sanitary inspector who
was testing some drains in a house by means of a rocket

fired the gas, which exploded and injured the plaintiff, who
was in the street. It was stated by one witness that in his

opinion there must have been a subsidence of soil underneath
the gas pipe, otherwise it could not have broken ; and it was
contended on behalf of the board that it was not their duty
to know that a subsidence had taken place. They were en-

titled (so it was argued) to assume that the gas company had
taken all necessary precautions and made all necessary ex-

aminations; and had there been no subsidence the roller

would not have been too heavy. Mr. Justice Hawkins, in

giving judgment, pointed out that the gas main had been
properly laid, and had been in position forty years without
damage ; that the defendants repaired the roiid ; that they
did not seem to have inquireti as to the depth at which the

gas pipes were laid or the condition of the road ; and that the

steam roller was veiy near the maximum statutory weight
allowed to be used. The county court judge had found that

the road was perfectlj' safe for ordinary ti-affic, and that a
roller of less weight might have gone over the road and the

gas main. He also found negligence on the part of the de.

fendante, and that the fracture was caused by their steam
roller. The county court judge had all the matters before

him. The sole question for the Court was whether there was
any evidence on which he could come to the conclusion he
had arrived at. It could not be said there was no evidence.

All the real elements of the case were before the county court

judge, and his decision must be upheld.

Nuisance: Collecting Crowds: Injunction.—A rather

novel application was made to Mr. Justice Stirling on inter-

locntory motion on the 21st January in the pending action of

Chase V. The London County Council and Others, when the

Court was asked to restrain the defendants from collecting

together, in or about certain works which are being carried

on by the defendants npon lands adjacent to the plaintiffs'

farm, large numbers of disorderly persons without providing,

by means of proper fences or walls, for the protection of the

plaintiffs' land from injury or trespass. It appears that the
Council, having bought an estate of 1,058 acres (in order to

provide asylum accommodation for pauper lunatics), entered
into a contract with the defendants, Leslie & Co., for the con-

struction of the foundations of an asylum upon a portion of

the estate adjacent to the plaintiffs' land. The carrying out
of these works involved the employment of a large number of

workmen, and the plaintiffs' case was that in consequence of

the defendants not providing proper accomntodation for the

men and not fencing off the road by which they went to and
from the works various acts of trespass and nuisance had
been committed upon the plaintiffs' property. They alleged

that the workmen had, amongst other things, broken down
their fences, taken and used the wood for fires, trodden down
and destroyed the crops, caused the cattle to stray, slept in

the barns, used the hay, and committed acts of nuisance and
indecency upon their lands. The application was refused,

but with liberty to the plaintiffs' to renew the same in the
event of any further contract being entered into by the
council for the erection of the proposed bnilding. The
learned judge pointed out that the plaintiffs' claim went con-
siderably beyond the doctrine laid down in Rex- v. Moore (3 B
and Ad., 184), where Lord Tenderden said, " If a person col-

lects together a crowd of people to the annoyance of his

neighbours, that is a nuisance for which he is liable "
; but he

was not prepared to say that the claim was not to some ex-

tent well founded. Altogether he did not think he ought to

interfere by interlocutory injunction.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Approval oe Disapproval of Plans.—" Hygeia " wi-ites :

By sec. 158, Public Health Act, 1875, urban authorities are
required to signify in writing their approval or disapproval of

deposited plans within one month ; and Lumley in his notes

to this clause says tbat the notice should be under the hand
of the clerk to the sanitary authority. Is it customary for

the clerk to do this, and if done by the surveyor is it legal ?

Sec. 266 of this Act proricles, as to notices, orders and ether such

ments referred to should he enclosed. All explanatory diagrams
must be dravm and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents
who do not wish their names published should furnish a nom
de plume.

documents requiring authentication by the local authority, that tlie
signature thereof by the clerk to the local authority, or their surveyor
or inspector of nuisnnces, shall be euflicieiit authentication. In the note
to this section in Lumley's " Public Health Acts " (5th edition, p. 356)
it is suggested that " this should be read reddendo singula singuiiK, so
that the notices referred to must be such as each oflBcer by virtiie of his
oflBce can propeily sign." A notice of approval or disapproval of plana
would presumably be such as the surveyor could properly sign. Perhaps
some of our readers will state what is the usual practice.

Private Street Works : Sewerage: River Pollution.—
" F. B. W." writes : 1, Has a local authority power, under the
Public Health Act, 1875, or under the Private Streets Works
Acts, 1892, or under any other Act, to demand from the owners
the cost of paving new streets before the work has actually
been executed ? I understand that this forms the subject of a
memorial to be presented to the Local Government Board by
a House Owners' Association. 2, Conld a police court order
a local authority to devise a scheme for sewering a certain
district, or to cause sewage to cease to flow into a brook,
stream or river ? And conld such police court fine the author-
ity in case of default ? I have read of a case of this kind, the
line imposed being £50.

1, No. The cost cannot be recovered till the work has been executed.
2, I cannot find that either of these matters is within the jurisdiction of
magistrates. When a local authority have not discharged their obliga-
tion to provide " such sewers as may be necessary for effectually
draining their district " such obligation is entorceable by vtandamun op
by appeal to the Local Government Board («<« Lumley's " Public Health
Acts," 6th edition, p. 37). Offences under the Rivers Pollution Preven-
tion Act, 1876, are, by sec. 10 o£ tbat Act, within the jurisdiction of the
county court.

New Buildings Adjoining Old Highway.—"Urban"
writes : Will you kindly say what width must be given from
centre of existing highway (which at present is 28 ft. wide) to
line of intended new buildings by owner j also, can urban

council compel owner to metal, curb, channel and form new
footpath, nnder sec. 150, the portion marked A on enclosed

sketch, between the ditch and line|of intended new buildings?

It is not stated whether any by-laws are in force in this district as to

width of new streets. Assuming, however, that there are by-laws pre-

scribing a width of more than 28 ft. for new streets, then the question
would arise whether the erection of the proposed buildings constitutes

the laying-out of the old highway as a new street. This is a question of

fact for the decision of the magistrates. I think that if the owner in-

tends to build a row of houses, as shown on the plan he would be held
to have begun to lay-out a new street as soon as he removes the hedge
and begins to substitute a permanent fence, or begins to build the first

house. He would only be bouud, however, to set back half the required
width from the crown of the rnad. For instance, if the required width
were 36 ft., his fence neei only be 18 ft. from the centre of the roadway.
For further light upon this subject I cannot do better than refer my
corresimndeut to Lumley's " Public Health Acts " (fifth edition) pp. 208

et leq.

Waterworks Rating.—"Engineer" writes: I shall bo
greatly obliged if you, or any of the readers of The Surveyor,
will be gootJ enough to give me infoimation on the subject of

waterworks assessment and the proper method of arriving at

the assessable value of same to the poor rate. The water-

works are the property of the local authority, but the pumping
station and reservoirs are situate outside their district, the

same being carried out under the powers conferred by the

Public Health Act, and an annual rate being levied sufficient

only to cover estimated expenses and the repayment of loans.

I should also be glad to know of any reliable work dealing

with this subject. I presnme the works are rateable ?

The basis upon which waterworks belonging to a local authority are
to be assessed for rating purposes is not very cleailv settled. In the
ca^eofWorcefttr Corporation v. Droitnich I'mon (45i.J^., M.C., 81) it

was held that the waterworks of the corporation should be assessed on
the basis of the profitable occupation as it was in fact, and not what it

might be in the hands of the trading company without restriction. But
doubt has been thrown upon this decision by two subsequent cases

—

viz.,

London Couvty Council v. Erilh ChurchKardens (1893, A.C., 662) , where it

was held (with respect to sewage works belonging to the council) that

the true test of beneficial occupation is not whether a profit can be
made, but whether the occupation is of value, and that the council
should be considered as " hypothetical tenants "

; and Burton Corpora-
tion w. Burton Union (24 Q.B.D., 197) in which a sewage farm and pump-
ing station belonging to the corporation were held to be rateable,

although the corporation made no profit, but a loss, on them, and could
not find a tenement for them, even at a nominal rent. Filter-beds are

assessable as " land covered by water " at one fourth the rate imposed
on dwelling houses, under 30 and 31 Vic, c. 113, sec. 17 (Eati London
Wateru-orU Company v. Leyton 8en:er Authority, L.B. 6, Q.B., 669). A
good book on rating is " The Principles of Rating Practically Con-
sidered," by Boyle & Davies, 2nd edition.
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Municipal Ylork in Progress and Projected.

There is a lull this week in the metropolis, except in regard

to the London County Council election. The largest pro-

vincial works of w4iich wo give information this week are

found in connection with Maidenhead, Tannton, Lancaster,

Rowley, U.tbridge, Llandudno and Hoavitree.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.

The managers hekt an ordinary meeting on Satnrd.ay, when
it was reported that the Local Government Board h,ad written

.sanctioning an arrangement for borrowing the sum of £500,000
for the year ending March 31, 1899, and the snm of £100,000
for the six months ending September 30, 1899. In the report

of a special committee, in the matter of the Brook Hospital
expenditure, it was stated that the original estimate for the

erection of that building was £191,8 10, and the amount of the

tenders ultimately accepted £218,171, whilst the amount
which the managers were asked to pay in settlement of the

contractors' final claims M-as £268,507. The difference

between the total amount of the accepted tenders, £210,018,
for which the architect was responsible and the tolal amount
for which he was prepard to certify in settlement thereof was
£49,383, of which £10,723 appeared to have been sanctioned

by or reported to the board, leaving tha balance to represent

the value of work ordered on the architect's individual re-

sponsibility over and above the value of the w^orks for which
tenders were aocepted by tlie board. Mr. Aldwiiicklo, the

architect, was blamed by the committee for having under-
estimated the amount of work necessary in many cases, and
for making no provision in his original estimate for many
incidental matters. While he estimated that the cost of

extra foundations was about £.5,006, the actual value of the

measured and certified work amounted to nearly four times

that amount. It was admitted that in the Brook Hospital

the managers possessed an admirably-arranged and well-

built establishment. It was moved, as an amendment to the

committee's recommendation, that the claims of the con-

tractors as finally adjusted bo approved, " tliat the report be

referred back to the committee for them to report as to the

cause of extra expenditure, as to the several contractors not

executing the work in accord,mce with their sealed contracts,

as to the power of the architect to order additional work
without the authority of the board, and as to whether the

certificates of the architect for such work were not ultra

vires." .This was seconded, but the debate was adjourned
after a short discussion.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
The usual meeting of -the above body was held at the

Guildhall, on Thursday.—On the motion of Mr. Wilkinson, the
Streets Committee were instructed to consider and report as

to the advisability of enforcing the use of sanitary dust-bins,

with covers, in the main tlioroughfaresof the City for the re-

moval of refuse.—The Streets Committee made the following

recommendations with regard to paving works needed in the
City during the ensuing j-ear : Fishmongers' Hall-street and
Garlick-hill, at a cost of £110 ; Heneagc-lane and Bury-street,

£651 ; Sun Street-passage, Finch-lane, Heneage-lane, and
Bury-street (footways), at £714; Queen A^ictoria-sfreet (from
Fye Foot-lane to Benet's-hill), and George-yaid, Whitefriars
(footways), £320; Fishmongers' Hall-street, Banner-street,

Water-lane, Blackfriars, Glasshouse-alley, and Poppin's-court

(footways), £186; Fetter-lane (middle and north portion),

£1,232; Queen Victoria-street (Poultry to Cannon-street),

£4,116; and Bream'sbuildings, £209. The commiltee also

recommended that the contracts with the Yal de Travera
Asphalto Company for maintaining the pavements of the
undermentioned streets should be extended as follows :

Asphalto carriageways—King's Arms-yard, Telegraph-street,

Great Bell-alley, and Noble-street, for five years at lOd. per
yard super, per annum, being the same price as the existing

contr.act; Castle-sti'cet, Barge-yard, and Bucklersbury (from
Queen Victoria-street to VValbrook), for five years, at 6d. per
yard super, per annum (the same) ; Camomile-street and
Kdmund-place, for five years at 9d. per yard super, per
annum (the same) ; New Broad-street (leading to Blomfield-

street) and Great Winchester-street, for five years, at 3d. per
yard super, per annum (the same). Asphalte footways

—

Little Britain, for five years at 7d.per yard super, per annum
(the same); the Royal Exchange, for five years, at 6J. per
yard super, per annum (being an increase of Id.).—The Coal
and Corn and Finance Committee recommended that a sum
of £700 should be spent in general repairs to the (Jnildhall

library. This was agreed to.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Chelsea.—The Works Committee reported, at a recent meet-

ing of the vestry, that the present was an opportnne time
for the vesti-y to endeavour to acquire the Chelsea Electric
Snjiply Company's undertaking, and therefore recommended
that the vestry take into consideration the question of the
advisability of purchasing forthwith. Mr. Irons moved that
they add to the recommendation a clause empowering the
committee to consult experts, and report on the whole ques-
tion of purchase, and the possibility of obtaining a pro-

visional order for a municipal supply. The motion and rider

were agreed to. With regard to the proposed tramway on
the Embankment from Westminster-bridge to Blackfriars,

the vestry adopted the Works Committee's recommendation
to petition the county council to abandon the scheme.

Hackney.—At a meeting of the vestry a report has been
submitted by ihe Works Committee stating that, in pur-

suance of the instruction given them, they had considered
alternative estimates for paving a certain thoroughfare
with hard wood and granite setts, as follows : In hard wood,
the portion now sett paved £1,692; ditto, macadamised,
£832 ; total, £2,524. The committee recommended that the
paving be done according to thoir previous recommendation—
viz., the portion now sett paved to be re-paved with old re-

dressed setts, at the estimated cost of £1,212. This was
ultimately agreed to.

Kensington.—A committee have reported that they had
had before them a letter froni the London School Board ask-

ing the vestry, when considering the question of paving
streets adjoining the board's schools, to arrange for the pro-

vision of noiseless pavement to those portions of the stree's

which abut upon the school premises. The committee felt

that the vestry would fully sympathise with the object of the
school board

—

viz., the minimising of noise from vehicular
traffic passing the schools, and they had accordingly directed

the vestry clerk to address a communication to the board
intimating that several of the thoroughfares in the parish in

which the board schools were situated were paved with wood,
and that the vestry wonld, when considering the question of

paving any other streets upon which schools abut, give due
consideration to the representations which the board had
submitted. The vestry concurred.

St. Ceorge-the-Martyr.—The vestry have decided to adopt
a resolution of tlii' Electric Ligh'ing and Dust Disposal Com-
mittee recommending the submission of an application to the
Board of Trade for a provisional order to enable the vestry to
supply electricil energy throughout the parish.

Stoke Newingrton,—In response to an invitation from the
London County Council for suggestions as to tramway
junctions and extensions desirable in order to afford greater
facilities for traffic, the vestry have decided to ask the council
to arrange for the construction of a new line of tramway
from- Lea Bridge-road, Clapton, to West Hackney church, in

Stoke Newington-road, so as to give direct tramway com-
munication between Stoke Newington and Epping Forest.

Westminster.—Last week.at a meeting of the vestry, a long
discussion took place on a motion by Lord Doneraile to the
effect that it be referred to a special committee to consider
and report what improvements are possible in the cleansing
of the jjublic streets. His lordship said it was very desirable

that the vestry should pay some attention to the increasing
number of complaints against the state in which the public
streets were kept. It must be obvious to all persons who had
to walk the streets of London that something must be done
to improve the present state of affairs. It was a matter that
concerned the whole population. It was impossible in wet
weather, which prevailed during a good part of the year, for

anyone to walk in the streets withont his clothes being par-

tially covered with mud, or in summer, after a spell of dry
weather, without being almost poisoned by etfiuvia or blinded
by dust. Vestries insisted from time to ti^ue in enforcing
sanitary laws, and they should be equally pressing in this

matter. People ought to be able to walk about the streets

comfortably in all kinds of weather. The motion, slightly

amended, was agreed to.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Bournemoutll.— Mr. F. H. Tulloch, M.I.I .K., on behalf of

the Local Government Board, held an inquiry last week re-

specting an application of the town council for permission to

extend their boundary westward so as to include an extra 3C0
acres. On Thursday and Friday the Light Railway Commis-
sioners held an inquiry respecting an application of the
Bournemouth, Poole and District Light Railway Company
for permission to construct an electric tramway from Christ-

church to Ponle, passing through Bournemouth. The appli-

cation was opposed by the town council, and the commissioners
intimated that they would support the objection of the town
council.

Bradford.—On the recommendation of the Tramways
Committee the town council have decided to accept the

tender of the Westinghouse Electric Company, Limited, to

equip the now tramways to Bolton and Great Ilorton ready
for working for the sum of £14,664.

Brighton.—Local Govern'ment Board sanction has been
recci\eil to the borrowing of £3,300 for purposes of wood
paving in Western-road.

Coventry.—The city council have adopted a report of the
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General Works Committee i-ecommending the acceptance of

the tender of Mr. H. Weldon, Birmingham, amounting to

£39,734, for the execution of the first portion of the works

necessary for carryinfr out the Lodge Farm sewerage scheme,

plane and specifications for which have been prepared by Mr.

Mansergh. The tender is within Mr. Mansergh's estimate,

and includes sewers, rising mains, tanks and work on farm.

Darwen.—An inquiry has been held by the Local Govern-

ment Board with respect to an application of the corporation

for sanction to borrow £000 for street works.

Dover.—An important communication came before the

corporation in relation to the national harbour works there,

the contractors asking for extensive facilities at the east and
west end of the town. The contractors desire to be allowed

to take over the East Cliff jetty, which they will extend

1,000ft. into the biiy. They also propose to construct viaducts

east and west of the town—that to east, at a cost of £75,000,

running under the cliff in the direction of St. Margaret's Bay.

Arrangements are being made to start the harbour works next

month.

Eastbourne.—The town council have decided to purchase

the Montpellier baths, at a cost of £2,500, in order to convert

them into public baths.

Huddersfield.— It has been reported at a meeting of the

General Purjioses Committee that the I'ostmaster-General

has refused to grant a license for the establishment of a

municipal telephone service within the borough.

Hull.—Upon the recommendation of the Works Committee
it has been decided by the council to accept the tender of

Messrs. Siemen Bros, to carry out the works in the matter of

adopting a system of electric trams for the city. The amount
of the tender is £42,228.

Lancaster.—It has been decided by the town council to

make an ajiplication to the Local Government Board for sanc-

tion to borrow £10,000 for the additional plant and mains re-

ijuired by the electricity department.

Leamington.—Mr. Robert Hammond, London, has issued

a report to the members of the Electric Lighting Committee
of the corporation on their proposed electric light under-

taking. In regard to the position of the corporation towards
tlie Midland Electric Lighting Company, Mr. Hammond
points out that it would be to the interests of the corpora-

tion to arrange tliat the present works should continue their

operations until the whole of the present consumers are trans-

ferred to the new mains of the corporation. Mr. Hammond,
in dealing with the financial p ospects of the corporation's

undertaking, says that if 15,000 lights coiild be obtnined the

cost of production would not be more than 2'4d. per unit, and
if the charge to consumers were 6d. per unit, plus meter
rents and less discounts for prompt payments and to large

consumers, there would be a profit on working account of

£3,(XX) per annum, sufficient to provide for interest anil the

sinking fund on a capital of £50,000.

Leicester.— By an almost unanimous vote the town council

have decided to exercise the right they have obtained under
their new local Acts by erecting a crematorium in their new
cemetery at Silroes.

Leeds.—The Corporation Baths Committee have decided
to recommend the city council to apply for powers to borrow
£23,000 for the purchase and renovation of the Oriental Baths,

Cookbridge-street, now the property of a private company.

Maoclesfield.—The tender of Messrs. C. & A. Frith, of

Macclesfield, has been accepted for alterations and additions

to the school at Park Green. Four other firms submitted
tenders—ri;, Messrs. A. P. Cotterill, Crewe ; (i. Koylakce &
Co., Limited, Macclesfield; A. & H. Hnlse, VVinsford ; and
John Matthews, Nantwieh.

Maidenliead.—The council have received the sanction of

the Local Government Board to borrow £10,0C0 for purposes
of private street improvement, hut, with regard to their ap-
plication to borrow £1,000 for sewerage improvements, have
been advised by the board to adopt a different system to the
one proposed. The surveyor has been requested to give the
matter his attention and make an early report.

Maidstone.— At the last meeting of the town council, last

week, it was reported that there were now only twenty
typhoid patients in the borough, no fresh cases having occurred
since the end of January. The- mayor stated that the council
had overdrawn at the bank to the extent of £14,000 on
account of the epidemic, and that another £6,000 would pro-
bably bo required. It was pointed out that if the total ex-

pense were spread over a period of twenty yoar.s it would
necessitate a rate of 2.\d. in the £1 per annum.— It was
reported at the last half-yearly meeting of the Maidstone Water
Company, that for the six months the directors had expended
£1,651 in connection witli the typhoid epidemic, and that
there were further accounts to be met. This expense having
to be defrayed out of the capital account, no dividend on the
ordinary shares was declared. All the director's placed their

resignations in the hands of the shareholders. Two of them
adhered to their wish to retire, but the others were re-elected.

A special private meeting of the shareholders was subse-
quently held for. the purpose of considering a scheme for ob-
taining a further supply of water to make up for the deficiency

caused by the probable abandonment of the Farleigh springs,
and also for discussing the proposal of the town council to

purchase the company's undertaking.

Manchester.—A trial has been made of a Serpollet steam
tramcar, M. Serpollet, the inventor, himself acting as engi-

neer. A journey of about 7 miles was undertaken, and the
trip was considered to be satisfactory in every way.

Morley.—The town council have unanimonsly confirmed
resolutions, passed at a p:evions meeting, authorising the
promotion of a Bill empowering the purchase of the under-
takings of the Morley Gas Company and the Churwell Gas
Company, and also authorising opposition to the Bill of the
Morley Gas Company.

Norwich.—The town council have declined for the present
to sanction the expenditure of £7,(X)0, which the Sanitary
Committee recommended should be spent in doubling the
accommodation of the isolation hospital.

St. Helens.— it has been decided by the Highways and
Sewering Committee to construct a new main sewer and a
subway for gas and water mains, electric cables, &o., in

Church-street, at an estimated cost of £4,860.

Taunton,—The town council have decided to apply to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £10,000 for

electric lighting purposes.

Truro.—The city council have appointed a committee to

report on the advisability of entering into negotiations for

the purchase of the water and gas companies, or either.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.

Baildon.—A Local Government Boaril inquiry has been
held with reference to an application of the district council

for sanction to borrow £500 for the purchase of the Airedale
cemetei'y at Charles' own. There was no opposition.

Brentford.—A new fire station, which has been erected at

a cost of about £2,000, was opened last week by the chair-

man of the council. The plans of the building, which occu-

pies a commanding position in the High-street, were pre-

pared by Mr. Nowell Parr, the surveyor, and the work was
cai3-ied out by Mr. J. Barnes, of Brentford.

Brownhills.—The foundation-stone has been laid of the

Shelfield pumping station works, in connection with the

Walsall Wood sewerage scheme, which is being carried oirt

by the council. The cost of the engineering works is about
£11,700, and the population of the district served by the

system is between 6,000 and 7,000. The sewage farm is at

Clayhanger, a distance of 2 miles away, and is already in use

for the Brownhills district. Mr. H. B.Nichols, of Birmingham,
is the engineer for the scheme, and the contractor is Mr. H.
Holloway, of Wolverhampton. The whole of the work is to

be completed in eight months' time. The members of the

council, together with officials, were present at the stone-!ay-

ing, the ceremony being performed by Mr. J. Croft, the chair-

man of the council.

Buxton.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held into an application of the council to borrow £.560 for

the provision of a cemetery and £500 for the rmrchase of

pi-operty for purposes of street improvement. Among those

jjresent was Mr. W. H. Grieves, the sniveyor.

Gainsborough,—The council will shortly have placed
before them for consideration an elaborate and carefully-

prepared report on a scheme for the reconstruction of the
whole of the streets in the central portion of the town, at a
probable outlay of some £5,000. They will also have to con-

sider the recommendations of a deputation which has visited

several large towns for the purpose of making investigations

as to the cheapest and most etficient mode of dealing with
tlie question.

Harrow.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned

an application of the district council for permission to borrow
£I,8U0 for the purchase of about 14 acres of land for the

purposes of a recreation ground.—The district council have
applied to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
£800 for street improvements and £540 for the erection of a
trew disinfector and carriage shelters at the isolation hospital.

Heavitree,— It will shortly be proposed that the council

should forward an application to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £2,500 for the purchase and
preparation of a site at Pyiie's Hill, and for the erection

thereon of such of the hospital dwellings as were shown on
the plans adopted by the council on October 28th of last year.

Hebburn.—Mr. Herbert H. Law, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry on Thursday with refer-

ence to an application of the district council for sanction to

a loan of £3,500 for the purpose of laying oitt a park and
pleasure grounds. The clerk explained that the park and
pleasure grounds were obtained from the life tenant for a
lease extending over ninety-nine years, and at an annual
rental of £20 per acre. Mr. J. B. Reiiton, surveyor to the

council, submitted the plans for the work. A further inquiry

was held at the same time respecting an application of the
council for power to borrow £473 for the construction of a
public sewer at the east end of the district. There was no
opposition to either application.
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Hexham.—The district eonncil have decided to purchase

three-fourihs of an acre of hind sitnated in Haugh-lane, at

the price of £300, for the erection of slaughter-houses.

Hornsey.—Plans of a branch fire station for Mnswoll Hill

have been submitted by the oonncil's engineer and approved.

The work is estimated to cost £1,000.—The district eonncil

have now made arrangements to complete the ])nrcliase of

Churchyard Bottom Wood for the sum of £25,000, the whole

amount having now been received. The acqnisiiion of the

'wood has taken nearly two years to accomplish.

KnareSbOrOUgh.— On the recommendation of tha CJas and
Water Committee the district council have decided to renew
the three beds of retorts at the gasworks early in the coming
summer.

Leigh-On-Sea.—The new waterworks of the distiict eonn-

cil have been opened. They have cost nearly £14,000.

LlandUdnOi—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
lieUI into the application of the council for sanction to

borrow £8,634 fur jiurposea of water supply, £3.580 for

gasworks purposes, and £1,395 for the purchase of ground
for the purpo.ses of workmen's dwellings.

Romford.—The district council have resolved tc invite

competitive plans for the erection of public baihs, at a cost

not exceeding £4,000.

Rowley.—At the last week's mesting of the council it was
reported that a letter had been received from the Local Gov-
ernment Board stating that they demurred sanctioning the

desired loan for house connections until the scheme was
amended by the addition of ventilating shafts, inspection

chambers, lampholes, &c.; bnt after being informed that the

part of the drainage for which the loan was required did not

need these things, they gave their sanction to a loan of £10,000
for that part of the house drains which the council decided

upon. The application of the council was for sanction to a
loan of £15,000, but as the precise cost of the work could not

be stated the Local Government Board first sanctioned £10,(K)0,

with an intimation that they would be prepared to entertain

an application for sanction to a further loan hereafter.

Ruskington.—The Local Government Board have found,

as the result of an inquiry held in November on the petition

of the Earl of Winchilsea, Captain Cragg and others, that

the district council are in default with regard to providing a
proper water supply, and that such a supply can be obtained.

The council are directed to procure such a supply within three

months, and are ordered to pay the cost.s. The petitioners

have thus fully proved their case.

Sutton-in-Ashfield.—The district council have resolved to

reduce the price of gas by 2d. per ifiOO cubic feet.

Uxbridge.—The district council have decided to borrow
£13,000 for the purpose of carrying out schemes of sewer.age

and sewage disposal for Eastcote and Noithwood, in the

parish or contributory place of Ruislip.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Cuckfield.— It has been deciilod to make an application to

the Ijocal Government Board for sanction to borrow a sum of

£60,000 for the purchase of the Mid-Susse.x waterworks.

Leyburn.—The district council have instructed Mr. Wm.
Spinks, of Park-row, Leeds, to prepare a .scheme of water
supply for the district of Finghall.

Hartley.—The district council have accepted the tender
of Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, Alma Vale-road, Clifton,

Bristol, amounting to £1,290, for the execution of water supply
works at Clifton-on-Teme.

Stoke.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned the
Bucknall sewerage scheme, and it is anticipated that the
contractors will be ready to commence the works immediately.

TadcaSter.—The distiict council have approved the
scheme of seweiage and sewago disposal prepared by Mr.
Wm. Spinks, of Park-row, Leeds, for the parishes of Stanks
and New Manston, and have forwarded the plans to the res-

pective parish councils for their consideration.

WeStbury.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the application of the <listrict council for permission to borrow
£8,000 for works of water supiily for the parishes of West-
bury and Tilton Marsh.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Aberdeen.—The Gas and Electric Lighting Committee of

the town council had a conference recently with Prof. Kennedy
on the question of the extension of the electric lighting system.
Prof. Kennedy indicated that in a report which he would
prepare for the council he would deal with all the points
raised and treat generally of the anbject of electric traction.

The committee then accepted tlie off^r of Messrs. Mather,
Piatt & Co., Salford, Manchester, to supply a new 6.50 horse-
power engine and dynamo for £4,147, the firm to be paid £60
additional to adapt the engine for the supply of electricity

for traction.

Edinburgh.— It was proposed at a recent meeting of a
committee to construct a tramway from Preston-street, rid,

IJalkeith-road andNiddrie,to Portobello, returning by Meadow-
bank and Waterloo-place. The system would be worked by

electricity.—The Electric Lighting Committee have recom-
mended the supply of watertight chambers for the under-
ground switching apparatus. They also recommend the
haying down of a new " feeder " from Dewar-place to Mer-
chiston, at a cost of £1,400.

Covan,—The plans for tlie new municipal buildings, which
are expected to cost over £30,<J00, have been passed. Messrs.
Thomson & Sandilands, Glasgow, are the architects.

Kirkcaldy.— Mr. A. Eraser, junr., has secured the contract
for tlio new waterworks at this town. The price is £75,259.

Larne.—A committee has reported that the directors of the
gas company had offered to take £4,350 for their works. The
commissioners resolved to call a special meeting to consider

the offer.

Stirling.— In his report to the town council on the practi-

cability of utilising the water-power at Touch for the electric

lighting of the burgh. Prof. Kennedy finds that the maximum
theoretical hydraulic horsepower of the water coming into

Stirling from No. 3 reservoir is 26 ; from No. 4 reservoir, 7 ;

and from the Touch compensation water, 7— in all 40 theoreti-

cal hydranlic horse-power. The actual amount of this horse-
power in the mains at ^tirling for supplying light would not
bo more than half of this amount, however, and it might be
considerably less. The total horse-power provided in his

steam.power estimates was 320, which would, after making
all allowances, deliver at least 233 electrical horse-power at

the lamps. The total cost of this plant would be between
£8,000 and £8,500. If they put down turbines and dynamos
at Touch, they would have to spend about £1,600 at least,

and probably considerably more, for the sake of delivering

about 15 horse-power at the lamps. The capital expenditure
on this power would therefore be about £107 per horse-

power at the lamps, as against about £35 for the steam plant,

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
Bombay.—The text of the Bill for the improvement and

future extension of the city of Bombay has been pub-
lished. The Bill provides for the improvement of the city by
the forming of new and the altering of existing streets, by
removing or altering insanitary buildings, by providing open
spaces for better ventilation and for recreation, and by con-
structing new sanitary dwellings for certain classes of the
inhabitants of the city and for the Presidency police. The
draft Bill accordingly makes provision for the future ex-

pansion of the city, acquiring and laying-out vacant lands,

and by reclaiming and laying ont parts of the foreshore of

the island. Lastly, the Bill provides for the appointment of

a Board of Trustees endowed with special powers to carry
ont the objects of the scheme.

Calicut.—The municipal council have applied to the Gov-
ernment of Madras for sanction to a loan of Rs.9,580 for pro-
viding burials grounds for Mappilas.

Chicago.— In accordance with an order issued by the mayor
of this ciiy, some 4,000 overhead wires, owned by various
telegraph, telephone and fire-protection companies will shortly
betaken down. All of the wires within the distiict bounded on
the north and west by the river and on the south by Twelfth-
.itrett will be cut down unless steps are taken to put them
underground.

Warsaw.—The Secretary of State fur Foreign Affairs has
received a despatch from her Majesty's Consul-General at
Warsaw reporting that the municipality of that town are
prepared to receive tenders for supplying the town with
electrical power for purposes of lighting tramways, &c. Ap-
plications should be addressed to the president of the town
of Warsaw, from whom particulars can be obtained. The
secretary has also received a despatch from her Majesty's
Consul-General at Christiania stating that tenders are invited

by the Christiania Municipal Tramway Company for the de-
livery of about 5,700 metres of grooved rails, complete with
laps (Skjiid), foot-plates, curves, points and crossings. Tenders,
in sealed envelopes, marked " Anbnd paa skinner og viger,"

should be addressed to "Christiana Kommunale sporveis
Kontor, Kirke Gade 20, Christiania," and sent in by 3 p.m. on
Saturday, March 5, 1893. Drawings and full particulars can
be obtained ou application at the same address.

SOME TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Mr. John Attwood Reeve, Stony Stratford, Bucks., has sent
us a copy of an illustrated and descripti\o catalogue of his
specialities. The various articles mentioned in the catalogne
include wrought-iron continuous solid and tubular bar fencing
and hurdles, strained and barb wire fencing, wronght-iron
sheep iind cattle hurdles, nnclimbable hurdles and railing,

ornamental game-proof hurdles, wrought-iron palisading,

field and entrance gates, tree guards, wheelbaiTows and gal-

vanised corrugated iron roofing. The catalogue should be
especially useful to all those connected with the land, in-

cluding farmers, poultry-keeperr, gardeners and persons en-

gaged in esate management.—We have received from Messrs.
Hayward Brothers & Eckstein, Limited, of Union Workp,
Union-street, London, S.E., a catalogue of stable, cow-hoase
and piggery fittings. It embraces several new designs and
improvements, and is well printed and illustrated.
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Personal.

Brighouae Town Council have advanced the salary of iLeir

Snrvejor, Mr. E. Brooke, by £10 annually.

Rhyl Urban District Council have granted Mr. L. G. ITall

the gas engineer, an increase of £25 per annnm in his salary

The death has occurred, at the age of eightj'-three, of Mr.

John Woodward, a former manager of the Spalding gas-

works.

Mr. J. T. Pilditch, surveyor to the Battersea Vestry, has'

it is reported, recovered from his severe illness and resumed
his otficial duties.

Mr. Frederick James AVhittaker, of Loddon, near Norwich,

has been appointed highway surveyor to the rural district

council of Peterborough.

Mr. Geo. A. Millard, assistant-surveyor. Chipping Sodbury,

Gloucester, has been appointed assistant surveyor to the

A.xbridge llural District Council.

Mr. E. W. Ives, of Dei by, has been retained by the Don-
nington (Beiks) District Council to prepare a scheme of

drainage and sewage ilisposal.

Gourock Town Council have decided that, in view of the

large amount of work the burgh surveyor had to undertake,

his salary be increased from £150 to £175 per annum.

Mr. Arthur Wright, the borough electrical engineer of

Brighton, has received permission from the town council to

open a private practice.

Leeds City Coancil wi.l shortly consider a proposal to ap-

point Mr. Walter Hole, of Rochester, superintendent of mains
and services, at a salary of £250 per annum.

Mr. Mntt. Dunn, of Selby, has been elected, from thirty-

six candidates, to fill the post of manager of the gas and
water departments of the Goole Urban District Council.

It was decided at the la?t meeting of the Mansfield Town
Council to move a vote of sympathy to Mr. R. F. Vallance,

the borough surveyor, who has, v;e regret to learn, lost his

wife.

A paper on "Incandescent Gas Lighting " was read by Mr.

Charles Wood, the Bradford city gas engineer, last week to

the members of the Bradford Scieniific Society. A discussion

followed.

Mr. George Cook, jun., assistant surveyor to the rural

distiict council of Williton, Somerset, has been appointed

surveyor to the Axbridge Rural Disirict; Council, at a salary

of £150 per annum.

The Harrow Urban District Council liave granted their

engineer and surveyor, Mr. T. Charles, an allowance of 40
guineas as extra remuneration for carrying out several

piivate street improvtmeuts.

Jlr. B. Powell, lale of the office of Mr. H. Walker, engineer,

of Nottingham, has been appointed engineering assistant in

the office of the engineer and surveyor to the Erdington

Urban District Council, at a salary of £3 per week.

The death has taken jiImcs of Mr. Charles W. Campii n,

who un'al chi formation of district councils held the post, of

surveyor to ihe Highway Board of the Neath Union. He was
wtll-knowu in Neath, wheie l;e has lesided for forty 3 cars.

"The Dawsholm Gasworks of the Glasgow Corporation"

formed tlie subject of an interestii'g lecture delivered

recently by Mr. Alexander WiU' n, the manager of the works,

before the members of ilie Glasgow University Engineering

Society.

Mr. Arthur May, 70 Stro id Grren road, Finsbnry Park,

London, N., 1 as been appointed superintendent of the

scavenging and cleansing department of the vestry of St.

Luke, Middlesex, at a salary of £200 per annnm. Mr. May is

a' present engaged under the Islington Vestry.

irpon the recommendation of the General Purposes Com-
mittee, the Hoylake and West Kit by Urban District Council
decided, at their last week's meeting, to appoint Mr. Leslie

H. Daspher, assistant to the city sarveyor of Lincoln, as

assistant surveyor and assistant inspector of nuisances for

the distiict, at a salary of £100 per annum.

Upon his leaving the service of the West Hartlepool
Corporation, Mr. G. S. Coleman, of the borough engitieer's

ttuft', was the oiher evi ning presented by his colleagues, as a

token of respect and goodwill, with a travelling-bag and
toilette reqnisiies, accompanied by the heaitieat good wishes

of all for his future prospecs and welfare in his new office as

second engineeiing assistant to the Manchester Corporation.

We regrt t to report the death, which took i)lace on Sunday,
of Mr. hdward James Purnell, junr., eldest Eon of Mr. E. J.

Piirnell, for many years city surveyor, and now waterworks
inspector, under tlie Coventry Corporation. The deceased, in

addition to possessing a flourishing private practice as an
architect and surveyor, also held the post of sarveyor to the
Kenihvorth Highway Board and that of rannager of the

Kenilworth waterworks.

The death took pl.-ice, in his office, on Wednesday last, of

Mr. Archibald Binnie Allan, burgh surveyor of Govan. Mr.
Allan, who was forty-six years of age, was a native of

Glasgow, and was trained in the office of the master of works
there. He was appointed burgh surveyor of Go%'an in 18S0,

and filled his position in a manner which gave the utmost
satisfaction to all concerned. His sudden death came as a
great blow to all his colleagues in the burgh, and also to the

commissioners, Mr. Allan having been a general favourite.

The funeral tcok place on Friday.

The council of the Society of Arts attended at Marlborough
House on Saturday, when the Prince of Wales, president of

the society, presented the " Albert " medal to George James
Symons, k.r.s., " for the S3rvices he has rendered to the
United Kingdom by affording to engineers engaged in the
wa'er supply and the sewage of towns a trustworthy basis

for their work, by establishing and carrying on during nearly
forty years systematic observations (now at over 3,000
stations) of the rainfall of the British Isles, and by record-

ing, tabulating and graphically indicating the results of these

observations in the annual volumes published by himself,"

Mr. W. H. Gray, who for the past twenty-five years has
occupied the position of borough survej'or of Tewkesbury,
has been missing from home since Saturday week, when he
left for Sharpness Point. He did not return in the evening,
as was expected by his family, and nothing was heard until

Monday, when it is stated that a communication was received
that he was not coming back to Tewkesbury. This came by
r.ail from Sharpness, where inquiries were at once instituted,

but nothing has since been hoard of him. On Monday it was
resolved by the council to discharge Mr. Gray from the ap-

pointments which he held and to invite applications for fhe
vacant posts.

At a meeting of the city council of Chichester on Thurs-
day, Mr. James Saunders, assistant borough surveyor of Old.

ham, was elected city surveyor and waterworks engineer.

Mr. Saunders is a graduate of the Incorporated Association

of Municipal and County Engineers, an associate of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, and an associate of the Man-
chester Society of Architects. He has had considerable ex-

perience in carrying out many large and important engineer,
ing and architeciural works for the Oldham Corporation, and
also for the Corporaton of Newark, where he was previously

assistant borough surveyor. The salary attached to the post

is £200 per annum.

We much regret hiving to announce the death, in hia

twenty-fourth year, of Mr. Albert Weston, son of Mr. George
Weston, surveyor to the Vestry of Paddington. The cause of

dejth, wlrch took place on the mornii.g of February 27th,

was tuberculosis, which developed from an attack of influenza

last year. The deceased was a young man of considerable

ability and had the prospect of a bright career. He had been
in his father's office for the past eleven years. Last year he
passed the ex.aminalion of the Incorporated Association (f

Municipal and County Em?ineer?, and was shortly after ap-

pointed first assistant to his father, who will receive wide-

spread sympathy in his bereavement.

Mr. C. H. Rust hasbeen appointed city engineer of Toronto,

as successor to Mr. E. H. Keating. Mr. Rust has been in the

city's service for the last twenty years, having entered the

city engineer's dep:irtment in December, 1877. In 1881 he

was appointed assis'ant and draughtsman by Mr. Redmond.I.

Brough, who was then ciiy engineer. In 1883 he was ap-

pointed by Mr. Sproatt assistant engineer in charge of

eewers, and while in that position constructed 150 miles of

sewers, at a cost of nearly .53,000,003. in 1892 he was ap-

pointed deputy city engineer. Mr. Rust was elected a member
of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers in 1887, and last

year was appointed a member of council in place of the late

Mr. Alan Slacdougall.

A special meeting of the Dorchester Rural District Council

was held last week for the purpose of appointing a sanitary

iuFpector and surveyor in the place of Mr. F. W. Mager,

resigned. It was reported that the Sanitary Committee bad
examined the thirty-five applications received fur the post

and made the following selection ; Stephen H. Andrews,
Barry Urban District Council ; Daniel Hinchcliffe, assistant

surveyor to the Pudsey (Yorks ) Urban District Council; and
Thomas Yorke, Rushden Urban District Council. After

careful consideration the council unanimously decided to ap-

point Mr. Hinchcliffe. The unsuccessful candidates, it might
be mentioned, were allowed a sum ot 10s. each for expenses,

in addition to the cost of their travelling.

On Friday last the special committee of the Derby Cor-

poration met, in accordance with a resolution of the council,

to consider the selection of the borough engineer and sur-

veyor, and to reduce the number of applications to six. On
a previous occasion the number had been reduced to tw^enty-

six, and the result of Friday's proceedings was that the final

selectioa will have to be made from the following ; Mr. F. W,
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Allen, depnty borongli engineer, Leicester ; Mr. W. A. H.
Clany, assistant borongh engineer and surveyor and water-

works engineer, Derby ; Mr. W. Dyack, borough surveyor and
waterworks engineer, Aberdeen ; Mr. R. S. Rounthwaite,
borongh engineer and surveyor, Sunderland ; Mr. W. H.

Smith, chief engineer, Lynton and Barnstaple Railway ; and
Mr. John Ward, doputy city surveyor, Sheffield.

After a service of over fifty years, Mr. Henry Teague, the

water engineer of Lincoln, has resigned his position under the

corporation. Mr. Teague is in his seventy-eighth year, and
has been connected with the works since their opening. In
his letter to the council announcing his intention he said he

felt that it was his duty to them to retire, having regard to

his advanced age, and that he would be pleased for the relief

and rest, from that which had hitherto been a work of plea-

sure, but which was now more one of labour. The Water
Committee have expressed their un(|ualified regard for the

most efficient and unselfish service which Mr. Teague has

rendered to the city since his appointment, and they think

that he will carry with him in his retirement the goodwill and
gratitude, not only of the citizens of Lincoln, but of many a
public body who have sought his services and valued his

work. They feel assured that the corporation will desire to

be associated with this just and sincere tribute of respect,

and to join in this public record of regret and of regard.

In connection with the Association of Birmingham Students

of the Institution of Civil Engineers, an interesting paper,

entitled " Municipal Work in a Growing District," was read
by Mr. Stanley C. Eagles, at the Midland Institute, Birming-
ham, on Thursday. There was a large attendance, including,

among others, the following; Messrs. W. Bayley Marshall,

M.i.c.E. (president of the association), in the chair; J. Edward
Willco.x, A M.I c.E. (past-president) j John Price, M.i.c.E. (city

surveyor of Birmingham); W. S. Pickering (surveyor, Nnn-
eaton) ; H. Richardson (surveyor, Aston Manor) ; G. A. Jack
(assistant surve3'or, Aston Manor) ; E. J. Ketteringham
(assistant surveyor, Ilandsworth) ; R. Green, a:m.i.c,e. (vice-

president) ; Edward Dodd ; H. P. Raikes; and Henry C.Adams.
In the paper the author dealt with the following subjects-

The duties of surveyors; sewers—their maintenance, in-

cluding flushing, ventilation and connections; house drain-

age ; roads — their construction, repair and maintenance
;

and the disposal of house refuse. A very interesting dis-

cussion followed, and at the conclusion a hearty vote of

thanks was accorded the author for the able manner in which
he had prepared his paper.

The late Mr. W. S. Till, whoso death we have already

recorded, was a native of Birmingham. He was born in the

year 1830, and entered the ciiy surveyor's department in 1846
as an articled clerk to Mr. PIgott-Smith, then borough surveyor.
In 1853 he was appointe<l assistant to Mr, Smith, succeeding to

the full appointment of surveyor and engineer five yea-'S later.

He possessed, says a Birmingham contompor.iry, untiring in-

dustry and a qniet grasp of the subjects with which he was
called upon to deal, which made him a most efficient officer.

He not only commanded the respect and confidence of the
city council and drainage board, but established so high a repu-

tation for fairness andsound judgment that his advice was fre-

quently songlit in disputes and questions of drainage difficulty

arising in connection with the suburban sanitary authorities.

It was by no means an infrequent solution tnat certain things
should be left to the decision of Mr. Till, and those decision?

were invariably accepted. His relations with property owners
in matters relating to street improvements were not the less

happy, for they recognised that while he might be trusted to

do his best for the ratepayers, it was never at the cost of an
unfair advantage over private individuals who33 inter.-sts

might be affected. Mr. Till's personal demaanojr was in-

variably courteous and kindly, and he was ever ready to put
himse'f to personal trouble when he could be of assistance t^

others. A large number of persons attended the funeral,

which took place on Saturday, and among those present were
Mr. J. Price, the city surveyor; Mr. H. Price, building sur-

veyor; Mr. C.Hunt, engineer to the gas department; Mr.
11. Richardson ; Mr. B. W. Pritchard ; and Mr. l\ Marston,
>-orough engineer of Sutton Cohlfield.

Apprenticeship.—In the Chancery Division of the High
Court of Justice an application was recently made that the
apprenticeship doed of a ward of Court should be sett'ed by
the Plumbers' Company, and a form drawn up by the com-
pany bus been approved by the jndge, Mr. Justice Homer.
In .addition to the usual provisions based on the indenture for

apprentices in the City of Lorjdon, .approved by resolniion of

tlie Court of Common Council, April, 1889, special covenants
were inserted " binding the apprentice to dil'gently attend
evening classes of technical instruction as directed by the
master nnder penalty of a redaction in wages, and binding
the mastfr to provide for attendance of the apprentice at the
courses of instruction and the examination in knowledge of
sanitary plumbing and workmanship prescribed by the
Plumbers' Company or any statutory body empowered to
keep a register of qualified plumbers." These covenants were
introduced with the object of encouraging and promoting the
apprentice's efficiency, and are novel in the practice of the
City of London and the Court of Chancery.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Kew Memkebs.
At the ordinary meeting of the Institution on Tuesday, it

was announced tliat nine " associate members " had been
transferred to the class of " members," and that eighteen

candidates had been admitted as "students." The monthly
b.allot resulted in the election of two members and nineteen

associate members. Among the names of those who have
been transferred from the class of " associate members " to

that of "members" we notice the following: Messrs. C.

Aburrow, city engineer, Johannesburg, S.A., and Mr. E.

George Mavvbey, borough surveyor of Leicester.

Okdinary Meeting.
An ordinary meeting of the above Institution will be held

on Tuesday, at 8 p.m , when the adjourned discussion on the

two following papers— I'iz., (1) "The Theory, Design and
Practical Working of Alternate-Current Motors," by Mr.
Llewellyn B. Atkinson, A. M.i.c.E., and (2) " Dublin Electric

Tramway," by Mr. H. F. Parshall, M.i.c E., will be resumed.
Time permitting, a paper will be read, with a view to discus-

sion, by Mr. Henry Fowler, A.M.ice., on "Calcium Carbide
and Acetylene."

Sti'Dent.s' Meeting.
A meeting for the students of the Institution will be held

on Friday, when Mr. H. C. Adams, sti'd in.st.c.e., will reid
a paper, entitled " The Drainage of Cottage Property." The
chair will be taken, at 8 p m., by Mr. W. Santo Crimp, m.ic.e.

SANITARY INSPECTORS ASSOCIATION.

General Meeting.
A general meeting of the above association will be held at

Carpenters' Hall, London-wall, E.C , to-morrow, at 6 p.m.,

when a paper, entitled " The Sanitation of Dairy Farms,"
will be read by Mr. J. F. Skinner (Brighton). The usual
election of members and associates will also take place.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

BiTiLuiNG Inspector.—March 5th.—Corporation of Scar,

borongh. £00.—Mr. H. W. Smith, A.M.i.i .e., borough engi-

neer and surveyor.

Temporary ARCHiTECTi-RAr. As.sistant.—March 5ih.

—

Corporation of Scarborough. £'2 2s.—Mr. H. W. Smith,
A M.I.C.E., borongh engineer and surveyor.

Surveyor's Assistant.— March 7ih.— Gosport and Alver-
stoke Urban D strict Council. £8'J.—Mr. H. Frost, sur-

veyor to the councd.

Bor.ouGii Surveyor and Engineer.—March 7ih.—Cor-
poration of Carmarthen. £180.— Mr. R. M. Thomas, town
clerk.

Inspector of Nuisances.—March 7th.— Corporation of

Carmarthen. £80.—Mr. U. M. Thomas, town clerk.

Assistant Surveyor.—March 7th.—Vestry of the Parish
of St. Marylebone. £250.—Mr. W. U. Garbutt, vestry clerk.

District Superintendent.—March 7th.—Vestry of the
Parish of St. Marylebune. £150.—Mr. W. H. Garbutt, vestry
cltrk.

Surveyor.—March 7th.—Vestry of the pari.'<h of St. Mary-
lebone. £600.-Mr. W. H. Garbutt, vestry clerk.

SuRVEVOR.—March 7th.—Vestry of St. Martin-in-the-
Fields. £300.—Mr. G. W. Murnane, vestry clerk.

Inspector of Nuisances.—March 7th.—Wimbledon I'lban
District Council. £160.—Mr. W. H. Whitfield, clerk to the
coancil.

Sanitary Inspector.—March 8th.— Holborn District Board
of Works. £120.—Mr. Matthew II. Hale, clerk to the board.

Working Foreman for Sewage Works.— March 9th.

—

County Borough of West Bromwich. 30s.—Mr. Albert D.
Greatore.\, A. .M.i.c.E., borough engineer and surveyor.

Superintendent of the Skwkrs and Rivers Depart-
ment.—March 9th.— Corporation of Birmingham. £300.

—

Mr. John Pjice, city survejor.

Inspector or Weights and Measures.—March 11th.

^

Coi poration of Leicester. £1 10.— Mr. James Bell, town clerk.

Surveyor, Ixsppctor of Nuisances, &c.—March 12th.

—

Castle Bromwich Rural District Conncil. £55.— Mr. John
Noith, clerk to the council, 205 Vaa.xhall-road, Birmingham.

SUR>'EYOR, Inspector of Nuisancks, &c.—March 16th.

—

Windermere Ui ban Distric; Coancil.—Mr. J. T. Bowness,
clerk to the conncil.

District Surveyor.—March 16th —Monmouthshire Coonty
Council. £14'.>.— Mr. H. Stafford Gustird, couuty cler'«, New-
port, Mou.

District Surveycir's Assistant.—March 17th.— Gloucester
County Council.— Mr. C. U. Hopkins, district surveyor, Chip-
ping Sudbury,

Surveyor.—March 24th.—Helper Urb.-in Di-trict Conncil.
£150.—Mr. Joseph Pym, clert to the council.
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Tkmporart Enginekkino Assistants.—Corporation of

Birmingham. £3.—Mr. John Price, city surveyor.

Temporary Draughtsman.—Vestry of Shoreditch. 30s.

—

Mr. C. Newton Russell, a.m.i.c.e., chief electrical engineer to

t'ae vestry.

COMPETITIONS.
!ed too late for clauification cannot be

s until the following week.
Adverfitemn}fs wJiich ar

included in the

Petkrhorough.—March 7th.—Erection of additions to the old Gnild-

hall, at a cost not to exceed £200. £25, £15 and £10.—Mr. W. Mellows,
town clerk.

B.1KKINQ (Essex!.—March 8lh.—Erection of a band-stand at the

recreation ground in TiOngbridge-road, cost not to exceed £200, for the

urban district council.—Mr. C. J. Dawson, i.K.l.a.A., surveyor to the

council.

BEKWicK-rpoN-TwEED.—March 14th.—Plans for the erection of a
police station and lock-up on a site fronting Church-street. £50 and
£25.—Mr. Rob. Wedilell, town clerk.

CiRMABTnEK.—March Uth.— Krection of a stone briclce over the river

Towy at nrvslwyn ford.—Mr. W. Bowen Davies, county road surveyor.

Broad Oak, Llandilo.

WiifCHKSTKii.—March 31st.—Erection of public baths. £25 and £15.—
Mr. Walter Baile.v, town clerk.

Belpek.—May 1st.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the

district, for the urban district council. £62 10s. and £26 5s.—Mr.
Joseph Pytn, clerk to the council.

Warbingtoit.-.Tuly 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,

Ac. £100, £60 and £2.5.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
surveyor.

Linlithgow.—Ei-ection of county othces, for the county council.

£31 10s. and £15 15s.—Mr. W. H. Henderson, county clerk.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Adcertifemettfg uhirh are received too late for rl.issificafion cannot be

included in these fummunes until the followbig week,

Kent.—Ifarch 4lh.—Supply and delivery of vfirious materials for one
year from 1st April, 1898. for the county council.—Mr. Frederick W.
Ruck, county surveyor, Week-street, Maidstone.

CASTLETON.—March 4th.—Supply of road materials, Ac, for twelve
months endinp.'ilst March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. R,
J. Webster, surveyor to the council.

Bkrmondret.—March 5th.—Supply of various stores and materials
for one year from 25th March next, tor the vestry.—Mr. Fredk. Rjall,
vestry clerk.

Manchester.-March oth.—Supply of 2,000 tons of lime.—The City
Surveyor.

Clown.—March 5th.—Supply of broken staff from 1st April to
1st November, 1898, for the rural district council.—Mr. H, G. Gower,
surveyor to the council, Post Otlice, Whitewell, Chesterfield.

Thoene.—March 7th.—Supply of dross screenings and granite for
twelve months from 1st April, for the rural district council.—Mr. Geo.
Kenyon, clerk to the council.

Llanellt.—March 7th.—Sewerage works in the Forge and Pembrey-
road district, for the urban district council.—Mr. Geo. Watkeye, sur-
veyor to the council.

Salfobd.—March 7th.—Supply of various materials for one year
ending 25th March, 1899.—The Borough Engineer.

Baenes.—March 7th.—Supply of various stores and materials for the
year ending 1st April, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. J.
Bruc; Tomes, a.m.i.c.e,, surveyor to the council.

Wrexham.—March 8th.— Supply of road stone and coal for one }*ear
ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. Thomas Bury, town clerk.

Bath.—March 8th.—Supply of glazed stoneware sewer jjipes, gulley
traps, &c., for one or three years.—Mr. C. R. Fortune, city surveyor.

Lambeth.—March 8th.—Supply of four sanding machines, for the
vestry.—Mr. J. P. Norrington, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the vestry.

Hull.—March 8th.—Supply of 20,000 cast-iron holding-down plates,
weighing about 4 lb. 10 oz. each.—Mr. A. E. White, city engineer.

Shoreditch.—March 8th.—Supply of various materials for one year
from 26th March, 1898, to 25th March, 1S99, for the vestry.-Mr. H.
Mansfield Robinson, vestry clerk.

Bridgwater.—March 8th.—Supply of 400 tons of rough stone.—Mr.
W. T. Baker, town clerk.

Lewisham.—March 8th.—Kerbing. tar paving, cliannelling and metal-
ling works in Morena-street, Catford, for the district board of works.

—

The Surveyor to the Board.

Padiham.—March 8th.—Supply of setts, flags, kerb, bricks, limestone,
earthenware pipes, castings, Ac, required during the year ending 31st
March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. John Gregson, a.m.i.c.e.,
surveyor to the council.

Keighlet.—March 8th.—Improvement works in Spencer-street and
Croft-street.—The Borough Engineer,

Leeds.—March 9th.—Supply of stores for one year ending March,
1899, to the corporation waterworks.—The Citj- Engineer.

Wallsend.—March 9th.—Supply of various stores, for the urban dis-
trict council.—Mr. W. S. Daglish, clerk to the council.

Bklper.—March 9th.—Supjily of road materials, for the rural dis-
trict council.—Mr, Robt. C. Cordon, surveyor to the council, Hazel-
wood, Derby.

Llahellt.—March 9th.—Supply of lime, stones and various disin-
fectants during the year ending Lady Day, 1899, for the rural distiict
council.—Mr, D. C. Edwards, clerk to the council.

Knaresborough.-March 9th.—Making-up of Mount-street, Oatlands,
Pannal, for the rural district council.—Mr. R. Annakin, surveyor to the
council.

Steetfokd.—March flth.—Paving, sewering, Ac, works in Bannister-
street and Tayler's-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. H. Royle,
surveyor to the council.

Ttmemouth.-March 9th.—Supply of whinstone during the year end-
ing 31st March, 1809, for the rural district council.—Mr. John Waters,
highway surveyor, Long Benton, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Tonbridge.—March 9th.—Supply of various stone, flints and gravel,
for the rural district council.—Mr. Frank Harris, surveyor to the council,
Bidborough, Tunbridge Wells,

Stanley (Durham).—March flth.—Formation of Scott-street, Alfred-
street and George-street, for the urban district council.—Mr, Joseph
Routledge, surveyor to the council.

Lichfield.—March 9th,—New sewerage and sewage disposal works
at Chase Town, for i he rural district council.—Mr. E. W. Ives, engineer,
20 Albert-street, Derby,

Rochdale.-March 9th.—Supply of various stores for one year ending
31st March, 1899.—Mr. Jiimes Leach, town clerk.

Pontefeact.—March loth.—Supply of road materials from Ist April,
1898. to 31st March, 1899, for the rural district coancil.—Mr. W. A.
Glover, clerk to the council.

Plymouth.—March 10th.—Erection of a chimney and flues at Prince
Rock in connection with the new electricity works.—Mr. James Paton,
borough engineer and surveyor.

Plymouth.—March 10th.—Supply for one year of various materials
and goods to the corporation waterworks.—Mr. Edward Sandeman,
M.I.C.E., water engineer to the corporation.

Carlisle.—March llth.^Supply of various stores and materials for
one year from the 26th March, 1898.—Mr. Henry C. Marks, a.m.i.c.e.,

city engineer and surveyor.

Norwich.—March 12th.—Erection of a technical institute.—Mr.
Arthur E. Collins, city engineer.

Broadstairs,—March 12th.—Construction of 13,000 yards of stone"
ware pipe sewers, varyingm diameter from 9in. to2Mn,; about 1,200

yards of concrete sewer, 27 in. in diameter ; and 170 yards of cast-iron
pipe sewer, 27 in. in diameter, for the urban district council.—Messrs.
Henry Law & Son, engineers, 17 Victoria- street, London, S.W.
KivETON Park.—March 12th.—Supply of best broken slag for roads,

from Ist Aj^ril to 1st October, 1698, for the rural district council,—Mr,
William Atkinson, surveyor to the council.

Hastings.—March 14th.—Construction of a new surface-water drain
manshaft and flushing chamber in Bohemia-road,—Mr. Philip H.
Palmer, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

West Ham.—March 14th.—Erection of the superstructure of the
lunatic asylum at Chad well Heath, Ilford.—Mr. Fred. K. Hilleary, town
clerk.

Hornset.—March 14th.—Supply of various materials and stores for

one or three years commencing the Ist April, 1898, for the urban dis-

trict council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

Pembroke.—March 14th,—Various works and materials for the water
supply of Pembroke Duck.—Mr. W. O. Hulme, town clerk.

Wimbledon.—March 14th.—Making-up of Olive-grove (section 1.),

Fairlawn-road (section 1.) and Somerset-road (section 1.), for the
urban district council.—The Surveyor to the Council.

Preston.-March 15th.—Sujiply of various stores as may be required
between 1st April, 1898, and Ist April, 1899.—The Borough Surveyor.

Biggleswade,—March 15tli.—Making-up of certain footways for the
urban district council.—Mr. J. Owen Jones, surveyor to the council.

Lower Bebbington.—March 15th.—Construction of a sewer in

Stanton-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. Joseph Young, sur-

veyor to the council.

Littleborough.—March 15th,—Supply of Welsh boulder stone, flags,

kerbs, setts, sanitary pipes and iron castings required during the year
ending 31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.-Mr. George H.
Wild, surveyor to the council.

Derby.—March 15th.—Supply of various stores and materials for

twelve months ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. H. F. Gadsby, town clerk,

Plumstead.—March 16th.—Construction of about 2,600 ft. of 15-in.,

1,100ft. of 12-in. and 450 ft. of 9-in. pipe sewer at Shooter's Hill.~Mr.
W. C. Gow, vestry surveyor.

Ehdinoton.—March 16th.—Supply of three tip waggons for the re-

moval of house refuse, for the urban district council.—Mr. Herbert H,
Humphries, surveyor to the council.

St. Helens.—March 16th.—Supply of various materials for twelve
months ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e.,

borough engineer.

Middlesex.—March IGih.—Supply of about 5,000 cubic yards of H-in.
hand-broken blue Guernsey granite, for the county, council.—Mr. F. H,
Pownall, county surveyor, Guildhall, Westminster, London, S.W.
Strood.—March 16th.—Supply of materials, &c., for the rural district

council.—Mr, G. W. Prall, clerk to the council.

Croydon.—March 16th,—Making-up, metalling and draining works
in Leonard-road, Mitcham, and Park Gate-road, Walhngton, for the
rural district council.—Mr. James Wilson, clerk to the council.

Lowestoft.—March 17th.—Construction of forty groynes on the fore-

shore between the south pier and the borough boundary at Pakefield.—
Mr. Geo. H. Hamby, a.m.i.c.e,, borough engineer.

Hbndon.—March 17th.—Construction of about 2,860 yards of 12-in.

and 9-in. stoneware pipe sewers, for the rural district council.—Mr.
James A, Webb, engineer to the council.

Rotherham.—March 17th.—Construction of 9-in. pipe sewers at
Swallownest and North Staveley, and a 3-in. water main from Tinsley
to Canklow and Cutcliffe, for the rural district council,—Mr. Bernard
Godfrey, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

Long SurroN (Lines.).—March 17th.—Supply of broken granite and
slag, for the urban district council.—Mr, Samuel S. Mossop, clerk to the
council.

BURNLET.-March 17th.—Construction of about 79 lineal yards of
15-in. and 171 yards of 12-in. earthenware pipe sewers, for the rural dis-

trict council.—Mr. J. S. Horn, clerk to the council.

Chailey.—March 19th.—Supply of 3,42> yards of flints for the main-
tenance of the highways, for the rural district council.—Mr. J. Miles,
clerk to the council, 173 High street, Lewes.

York.—March 10th.—Supply of stores during the year ending
25th March, 1889.—Mr, A. Creer, a.m.i.c.e., city engineer and surveyor.

Aston Manor.—March 20th.—Works of paving, sewering, kerbing,
lighting, etc., in Priory-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. H.
Richardson, a.m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to the council.

PoKESDowN.—March 21st.—Construction of a 2l-in. cast-iron sea
outfall, 50*) yards in length, and various outfall sewers, for the urban
district council.—Mr. E. Wembridge Ingamells, engineer and surveyor
to the council.

Wakefield.—March 21st.—Construction of 400 yards of 4-ft. 6-in.

storm-water sewer in Kirkgate, 1,400 lineal yards of 2-ft. sewer on the
south side of the river Calder, and various 9-in. and 12-in. 8urface*water
drains.—Mr. R. Porter, city engineer,

FiwcHLET.—March 21st.—Supply of various materials for twelve
months from 3lBt March, 1898, for the urban district council.—Mr. Chas.
Roberts, clerk to the council.

Southampton.—March 22nd.—Supply of sludge presses to be erected
at the sewage disposal works at Chapel.—Mr. W. B, G. Bennett,
borough engineer.

Reading.—March 24th.—Supply of stores and works for one year
ending 3l8t March, 1899.—Mr. John Bowen, a.m.i.c.e., borough engi-
neer and surveyor.

Aston Manor.—March 24th,—Works of paving, kerbing, channelling,
&c., in Priory-road, for the urlian district council.—Mr. H. Richardson,
a.m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor tothe council,

Newark.—March 25th.—Supply of granite and slag during the en-
suing year, for the rural district council.—Mr. Tom Vickers, survej'or
to the council.

Newark,—March 25th.—Supply of granite and slag for twelve months,
for the rural districtcouncil.—Mr. Tom Vickers, surveyor to the council,

Sleaford.—March 26th.—Supply of 800 or 1,000 tons of broken granite,
for the urban district council.— Mr, Edmund Clements, clerk to the
council.
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TENDERS.

BARKING TOWN.—For hot-water lieatinK anil cold-water suppli

fittings in connection with the proposed public baths.—Mr.
Dawson, surveyor to the urban district council ;—

D. T. Bostel & Son
Dargue, GritHths & Co., Liverpool

J. & F. ilay, London
Palowkar & Sons, Walthamstow
J. F. Clark & Sons, London
G. F.Kir nell & Co., London* ..

T. C. Williams & Sons, Reading

BOURNKMOUTH.—For the fui

for Horse Shoe site.—Mr. F.

and surveyor ;

—

F. Morton & Co., Limited ..

Dorset Iron Foundry Company
Hill & Smith
Bayliss, Jones & Bayliss
Taylor & Gardiner*

£1,113.5

1,U03
l,.5.5n

l,:ii.5

BCURNBMOUTH.—For making-up Campbell, Heath Farm, Richmond
Park and Shaftesbury roads.—Mr. F. W. Lacey, m.i.c.b., borough
engineer and surveyor :

—

6. Troke £1,784

Grounds & Newton 1,668

W. H. Saunders & Co.* 1.657

BOURNEMOUTH.— For making-up Churchill and Westbourne Park
roads.-Mr. F. W. Lacey, m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor -.—

G. Troke £588
Grounds & Newton ... 538.

W. H. Saunders & Co.* 535

CHEADLE.—Forthe construction of about 460 yards of 9-in. sewer and
six manholes m High-street and Cross-street, for the rural district

council.—Mr. F. T. Inskip, surveyor to the council :

—

W. Allcock, Cheadle, Staff £230
W. Williams, Ktruria, Staff 227

Blnrton & Brown, Longton, Staff 200

F. Barke, Stoke-on-Trent* 176

Surveyor's estimate, £180.

DOVER.—For a Ruppl.y of iron and stoneware pipes, together with
manholes, house connections, &c.—Mr. Henry K. Stilgoe, borough
engineer :

—

Geo. Munro, Dover £846
W. H. Saunders & Co., Southampton* 730

Engineer's estimate, £712.

HAMPSTEAD.—For the construction of about 20O ft. of 3-iu. by
brick sewer, for the vesti-y.—The Vestry Surve.yor :—

W, Walker, Upper HoUoway
W. H. Watts, junr., Hampstead
E. Rogers & Co., St. Lawrence-road, W
H, Bentham A Co., Plumstead
W. Neave & Sons, Paddington
T. Bowle.y, Tottenham
C. W. KiUingback & Co., Camden Town
B. Nowell & Co., Kensington
H. Crane, Finchley
T, Adams, Wood Green
R. Ballard, Limited, Childs Hill, N.W.*

HORNCASTLB.—Accepted for the supply of 6,404 tons of granite and
1,995 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. J, E. Chatter-
ton, clerk to the council ;

—

Granite. Per ton.
». d.

J. & C. Wood, Boston, 1,500 tons Mountsorrell 11 3
Ellis & Bverard, Leicester, 1,500 tons Botts' Hill 11 o
Charnwood Granite Company, 1,500 tons Charnwood 11 o
Walter & Hensraan, Horncastle, 1,500 tons Groby 11 2
W. Mawer & Sons, Wragby, 500 tons Whitwick 9 10

Slag.
T. Sommerfeld, King's Lynn, 500 tons Cranslev .. 7 H}
W. Mawer & Sons, Wragby, 600 tons Holwell U 2
W. S. White & Co., Lincoln, 600 tons Bestwood 6 7.',

EUis & Everard, Leicester, 600 tons Wellingboro' 8 o'

MARKET BOSWORTH.—For the erection of an iron hospital to con-
tain eight beds, for the rural district council.—Mr. W. M. Sykes, sur-
veyor to the council :

—

... £445
324

Boulton 4 Paul, Norwich
.1. O. Brettell, Worcester
D. Rowell & Co., Westminster
W. Glover & Sons, Warwick
B. U. & J. Keay, Limited, Birmingh
Cross & Cross, Walsall
Humphreys, Limited, London
W, Harbrow, South Bermondsey...
T. J. Hawkins, Ashford, Middlesex'
J. Mitson, Brixton 160

RADCLIFFE.—For the construction of precipitation tanks, filter-beds,
retaining walls and effluent conduits, and the formation and drainage
of filtration areas ; also the supply and fixing of penstocks, sluice
valves, cast-iron pipes, gutters, and all ironwork and fittings, for the
urban district council.—Mr. J. Sharpies, clerk to the council ;

—
Contract No. 9.

S. Seddon, Bolton £7,058
J. Ainscough & Son, Oldham 7,908
J. & M. Hawlev, Nelson 7,241
W. Winnard, Wigan 7.020
E. Tempest, Marple 6,057
Etheridge & Clark, Manchester* ... 6,031

Contract No. 10.

Glenfield Company Limited, Kilmarnock 1,337
H. Woods & Co., Salford 799
Clay, Heuriques & Co., Dewsbury ... 779
J. VVolstenholme, Radcliffo* 577

MEETINGS.
MARCH.

5.—ganitary Inspectors' Assormiinn: General meeLinjj; Mr. J. F.
Skinner on "The Sanitation of Dairy Farms."

5.—Sanitary Institute : Inspei;tinii of the Kingdton-:ii>on-Tham es
sewage works, under the guitlauce of Mr. T. Stevens, the man-
af?er. 3 p.m.

7.—Sanitftry Institute : Prof. A. Bostock HHI, on " Trade Nuisances."
7.—Surveyors' Institution: Ordinary general meeting; Mr. W. Irvine,

on " Laud Surveying and Valuation iu Northern India." 8 p.m.

8.—Institution of Civil Eng-ineers: Ordinary meeting; further dis-

cussion on (1) "The Theory, Desi^ and Practical Working of
Alternate Current Motors," by Mr. Llewelyn B. Atkinson,
A.M.I.C.E.: and (2) "Dublin Electric Tramway," by Mr. H, P.
Parshall, m.i.c.e. 8 p.m.

1).— Sanitai-y Institute: Discussion to be opened by Mr. Christopher
Childs on " Waterborne Typhoid." 8 p.m.

10.—Sanitary Institute : Mr. J. F. J. Sykes, on " Objects and Methods
of Inspection, Nuisances, &c." 8 p.m.

II.—Institution of Civil Engmeers: Students' meeting; Mr. H. C.
Adams on "The Drainage of Cottage Property."

12.—Sanitary Institute : Visit to Friern Barnet sewage works, under
the guidance of Mr. E. J. Reynolds, a. m.i.c.e., surveyor to the
district council.

14.—Surveyors' Institution: Third junior meeting; Mr, C. G. Eve, on
" The Agricultural Rates Acts, 1896." 7 p.m.

17.—Institution of Civil Engineers; The "James Forrest " lecture on
" Geology in Relation to Engineering," by Prof. Boyd Dawkins.
8 p.m.

18.—Royal Institution: Mr. James Mansergb, on "The Bringing of
Water to Birmingham from the Welsh Mountains." 9 p.m.

NOTICES.
The Sdrveyor and Municipal and County Engineer

may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith Sf Son*s
hook-stalls, or of any ne^vsagent in the United Kingdom,
Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all
cases be accompanied hij stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription {including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three
Months, Months. Months.

0nited Kingdom 15s. ... 78. 6d. ... 38. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, Ac 198. ,.. 98. 6d. ... 48. 9d.

The International Neivs Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street
New York City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; aiid
The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed
agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation
abroad.

EDITORIAL, publishing AND ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES •

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANB, FLEET-STEEET
LONDON, E.C.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
BOROUGH OF CARMARTHEX.

BOROUGH SURVEYOR.
Applications are invited for the appointment of Burough

Surveyor and Engineer for the Borough of Carmarthen.
Must be a properly-qualified civil engineer.
Age not to exceed thirty-five years.
Salary, £180 a year.
Will be required to give his whole time to the duties of the

office.

Applications, with copies of not more than three recent
testimonials, to be sent to the Town Clerk, Carmarthen, not
later than the 7th of March ne.\t.

Canvassing will be a disqualification.

Carmirthen.
22nd February, 1898.

THOROUGH OF (Tah:\[ARTHEK
-*-' APPOINTMENT OF INSPECTOR OF NUISANCES.

Applications are invited for the above appointment.
Salary, £80 per annum. Applicants must hold certificiite

of the Sanitary Institute.

Age not to exceed thirty-five years.
Applications, with copies of not more than three recent

testimonials, to be sent to the Town Clerk, Carmarthen, not
later than the 7th March next.

The appointment will be subject to the approval of the
Local Government Board.

Canvassing will be a disqualification.

Carmarthen.
22nd Februnry, 1898.

T7ESTRY OF SHOREDITCH.
' DRAUGHTSMAN.
Wanted, a Draughtsman. Temporary appointment ; for

few months' duties, to consist of making plans of conduits
and mains. •

Salary, SOs. per week.
Apply, in own handwriting, with fuIL particulars, enclosing

two copies of recent testimonials, to

C. NEWTON RUSSELL,
Chief Electrical Engineer.

Coroncjt-street, Shoreditoh.

Wl N D E R M E RE URBAN L) FSTR ICT
COUNCIL.

INSPECTOR OP NUISANCES, SURVEYOR AND R \TE
COLLECTiiR.

The above Council invite applications for the appointment
of Inspector of Nuisances, Surveyor and Rate Collector.
Salary, £100 per annum and house rent free. Candidates
must be thoroughly qualified to undertake the inspection of
buildings, drains, Ac, the laying-out, forming, sewering,
completing and repairing of streets and roads, the makimjof
surveys and plans, collection of rates, and keeping all books
and accounts iu connection with the above offices.

The person appointed to enter upon his duties on the 24th
June next, and devote the whole of his time and attention to
the above offices. Ago not to exceed thirtv-five.
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Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age,

qualifications and experience, with cnpios of not more than
three recent testimonials, to be sent to the undersigned not
later than the 16th of March, IWfts.

No canvassing is permitted. The Council will provide the

guarantee.

J. T. BOWNASS,
Clerk.

Windermere.
Ist March. 180S.

pORPORATION OF BIRMINGHAM.
^-^ The Pablio Works Committee are prepared to receive
applications for the appointment of an Engineer to act as

Superintendent, under the City Surveyor, of the Sewers and
Eivera Department. Applicants must be thoroughly qualified

civil engineers, having had recent practice iu the designing,
construction and maintenance of works of sewerage and
sewage disposal on a large scale.

Preference will be given to corporate members of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers.
Salary, £300 per annum, rising by increments of £25 per

annum to £,350 per annum.
Applications, iu candidate's own handwriting, stating age,

qualifications and experience, together with copies of not
more than three recent testimonials, to be sent to the under-
signed by not later than the 9th March next.

Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, will be considered
a disqualification.

JOHN PRICE,
City Surveyor.

Council House, Birmingham.
23rd February, 1898.

GO SPORTLAND ALVERSTOKE URBAN
DISTRICT COUNCIL.

SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.
Wanted, an Assistant in the Surveyor's department. Must

be a good leveller and draughtsman, accustomed to the keep-

ing of accounts and private street works. Age, from twenty-
one to twenty-five.

Salary, £80 per annum, rising by annual increments of £10
to £100 per annum.

Applications, with copies of three recent testimonials, must
be received at the offices of the above Council not later than
the first postal delivery on Monday, March 7th, addressed to

the Chairman of the Council, .nnd endorsed " Surveyor's
Assistant."

Personal canvassing disqualifies.

H. FROST,
Surveyor.

Council Offices, Gosport.
February 22

, 1898^

CORPORATION OyBIRMINGHAM.
Wanted, at once, for 8i,t months' engagement, several

well-qualified Engineering Assistants, having had practical

experience in the designing and construction of sewerage
works on a large scale. Must be accurate levellers. Prefer-
ence given to candidates who are either Associate Members of

the Institution of Civil Engineers or who have passed the
examination of the Association of Municipal and County.
Engineers. Salary, £3 per week.

Applications in candidate's own liandwriting, giving pre-

sent employment, present and past experience, together with
not more than three recent testimonials, to be sent to the

undersigned forthwith.

JOHN PRICE,
City Surveyor.

The Council House, Birmingham.
23rd February, 1898.

BELPER URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
APPOINTMENT OP SURVEYOR.

The above Council are prepared to receive applications for

the office of Surveyor.
The person appointed will be required to devote the whole

of his time to the duties of his office. He must be a properly-

qualified Surveyor, capable of taking levels, drawing plans,

preparing specifications; as also to perform all dnties attach-

ing to the office of Sui-veyor of Highways, including the keep-
ing of all necessary books, accounts, wage sheets, &c.

The district comprises about 8 miles of main roads and 14
miles of other roads.

The salary will be £150 per annum, inclusive of all expenses
(except stationery' and office accommodation), and applicants

must be between twenty-five and forty years of age.

The appointment will be subject to termination by three

calendar months' notice on either side, and the person ap-

pointed will be required to enter upon his duties forthwith,

as also to give security, in the sum of £200 in an approved
guai'antee society, for the due performance of his duties.

StWACE RAISku

FOR RAISING

PATENT
ADAMS' PATENT LIFT CO.,

5 & 7, OLD QUEEN STREET,

WESTMINSTER, LONDON.

And 'S'ORK.

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY

SEWAGE LIFT.
SEWACE TO BE RAISED

Makers of

FLUSHING SYPHONS;.

SLUICED, &G.

GREEN'S PATENT TRUINVERT PIPE.

AA—Holes for pouring in cement or com-
position.

BB—Strengthened an J Longlbcucd Sotkct.

CC—Inner Socket and Rest.
KE—Chamber for cement or composition,
FF—StauSoid Joint in new position.

To put it slioftly, this pipe secures true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, and, while allowing

hjr a islight settlement when first laid, forms an

absolutely rigid joint directly the cement sets.

1.—Qas and Water-Tight Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Aligrnmcnt of Invert.

3.—Socket the strongest part of the pipe^

4.—No special junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., Halifax.
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Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age

and qualifications, accompanied by copies of three testimonials

of recent date, must re.nch me not later than first post on the

24th March next, endorsed " Surveyor."

Selected candidates will have to attend on Wednesday, the

;fOni March. Tliird-class railway fares will be allowed.

(By order of the Council)

JOSEPH PYM,
Clerk.

Clerk's Office, Belper.

February 20.2898^^

MONMOUTHSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL.
APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYOR FOR

THE NEWPORT DISTRICT OF MAIN ROADS.
The Main Roads and Bridges Committee are prepared to

receive applications for the appointment of District Surveyor
of the county, to act under the direction of the County Sur-

veyor.

The salary to bo £140, with an annual increase of £10 to a
ma.ximum of £160, to include all expenses excepting stationery

and postages.

He will be required to devote the whole of his time to the

duties, must ride a bicycle, and pi'ovide and keep a machine
at his own expense.

Personal canvassing will disqualify.

Candidates must be between the ages of twenty-five and
forty, and are to send not more than foul' testimonials to the

undersigned on or before March 16th.

Information as to duties and terms of appointment may be
obtained from tlie Connty Surveyor, at the offices of the

Council, Newport.
H. STAFFORD GUSTARD,

Clerk to the County Council.

Newport, Mon.
February 28, 1898.

ST. xMARTIN - IN - THE - FIELDS, WEST-
MINSTER.

The Vestry of the above Parish require the services of a
Surveyor between twenty-five and forty years of age.

He will be required to devote the whole of his time to the

service of the A'^estry, to attend to the duties of his office at

such times and in snch manner as the Vestry may determine,
and to perform all the duties which .a surveyor is required to

perform under the Acts administered by the Vestry.

He Avill be required to reside at a distance not greater than
2 miles from Charing Cross.

An inclusive salary of £300 per annum will be given for

the first year, rising by annual increments of £25 to £400.
Applications for appointment, endorsed " Candidate for

Vestry Surveyorsliip," must be accompanied by copies of

three testimonials of recent date, and delivered to the under-
signed, at the Town Hall, Charing Cross-road, W.C, not later

than 4 p.m., on Monday, the 7th March next.

G, W. MURXANE,
Clerk to the Vestry.

St. Martin's Town Hall, Charing Cross-road, W.C.
February 23, 1898.

(i;iODBDRY HIGHWAY DISTRICT.^ SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.
Required, an Assistant for the Sodbury Highway Dis-

trict. Preference will be given to one who has had some
previous experience in the repair and maintenance of high-

ways, and who can ride a bicycle.

Apjdications, stating age and salary required, and copies

(only) of recent testimonials, to be sent by post on or before
the iith March instant to

G. H. HOPKINS,
District .Surveyor.

Chipping Sodbury.

TENDERS WANTED.

ASTON MANOR URBAN
COUNCIL.

DISTRICT

PRIVATE STREET WORKS.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Council is prepared to receive tenders for the Paving,

Kerbing, Channelling, Forming, Metalling, Sewering and
Lighting Priory-road, Aston Manor.

Plans and specification may be seen and form of tender
obtained on application at the Engineer's office.

Tenders, under seal, endorsed " Priory-road," and addressed

to the Chairman of the Highways and Buildings Committee,
Council House, Aston Manor, to be delivered on or before

Thursday, March 24, 1898.

J. P
Hoddlesden

an

Cccleshill C
G

SANI
STANFO

GLAZED

Telegrams t

" PUCES,

DARtyEN."

LANGS.

eter to 42-in. Diameter.

sockets A SPECIALITY.

WHITE OR COI.OURED.

ShoreditcH, London, E.
Plate and Sheet Glass.
Leaded Lights.
Sheet Lead and Pipe.

DEPARTMENTS.
ibers' Brass Work.

Oils and Colours.
Paper-hangings.

Y^.
SANITARY
GOODS.

The "DONNOL" Registered Wash-Down Pedestal Closet, with Outlet,
e as approved by the London County Council.

S°- }--Ra'»'^'l \VhitL-.
I

No. :i.-l.'irec-lHr. White inside.
i^'orv.

I
No. 4.—Blue Pri.li.;d on White.

No. 6.—Brown Printed on Ivory.

No. 2.-Whue

The PREMIER " Syphon Water-Waste-Preventer, Cast-iron passed
by the following Water Companies:—

New River. i Brighton. I Guildford
East London. Folkestone. I Lambeth.
Bournemouth.

| Kent. I Margate.
Aud maiiv otljrrs.
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The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

H. RJCHAE-DSON, a.m.i.c.e.,

Engineer and Surveyor to the Council.

Engineer's Offices, Council House, Aston Manor.
Febrnary 24, 1898.

CITY OF CARLISLE.
TENDERS FOR STORES.

The Corporation of Carlisle invite tenders for the supply of

the following Stores and Materials, &c., in such quantities and
at stich times as may be ordered, for one year from March 26,

1898 :—
(Schedide A), "Granite and Whinstone " Paving Stones

;
(B),

" Lazenby and Concrete " Fla^s, Edging, Channelling and
other stones

;
(C), Portland Cement; (D), Timber

;
(E), Sewer

and Drain Pipes, etc.
;

(F), Sewer Ironwork
;
(G), Scavengers'

Broom.s, Machine Brushes and Paint Brushes; (H), Coals;

(J), Bricks and Tiles; (K), Paints, Oils and Varnishes ; (M),

Iron and Steel, Nails, Screws, Bolts, Shovels, Picks, Files,

and Spouting, etc.
;
{N}, Glass, Ropes, Twine, Sulphur, etc.

Form of tender, with specification, schedule and par-

ticulars of each of the above classes of goods, may be
obtained at the office of the undersigned.

Tenders, sealed and endorsed with the name of the

materials tendered for, must be delivered at my office not

later than Friday, March 11, 1898.

The Corporation reserve the right to divide the contracts in

any way they may think tit, and do not bind themselves to

accept the lowest or any tender. Parties tendering must do
so at their own cost.

(By order)

HENRY C. MARKS, as.soo.m.inst.c.e.,

City Engineer and Surveyor.

36 Fisher-street, Carlisle.

February, 1898.

RDINGTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.E
TIP WAGOONS.

TO WAGGON BUILDERS.
The Erdington Urban District Council are prepared to

receive tenders for the construction of three Tip Waggons,
for the removal of house refuse.

Specification, form of tender and all particulars may be
obtained on application at my office, Public Hall, Erdington.

Tenders, endorsed " Tip Waggons," must be delivered not

later than 12 o'clock noon on Wednesday, the 16th day of

March, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

HERBERT H. HUMPHRIES,
Surveyor to the Council.

Public Hall, Erdington, Birmingham.
March 2, 1898.

"DLUMSTEAD VESTRY.

SHOOTER'S HILL SEWERS.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
The Plumstead Vestry invite tenders for the construction

of about 2,600 ft. lineal of loin., 1,100 ft. lineal of 12-in. and
450ft. lineal of 9-in. Pipe Sewer, with manholes and lamp-
holes, also the taking up of the existing pipe sewers at

Shooter's Hill.

The person or firm whose tender is acceiited will, in the

case of all workmen to be employed by him or them, be re-

quired to pay wages at rates not less, and to observe hours
of labour not greater, than the rates and hours set out in the

Vestry's list (such rate of wages and hours of labour will be
inserted in a schedule and form part of the contract), and
will also be required to enter into a formal contract and bond,
with two approved sureties, for the due performance of the
contract.

Drawings may be seen, .and forms of tender, specification,

approximate quantities, list of wages and hours of labour, may
be obtained on application to Mr. W. C. Gow, i.e., Surveyor
to the Vestry, on and after the 7th March, 1898, on deposit

of £1 (one pound), which will be returned on receipt of a

bnrK'i-fidc tender, provided such teniler is not subsequently
withdrawn.
The A'estry does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any

tender.

Sealed tenders, properly filled in, must be sent to nie, at

the Vestry Hall, on or before Wednesday, the 16th March,
not later than 4 p.m., endorsed " Tender for Sewer Works."

(By order)

EDWIN HUGHES,
A'estry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Maxey-road, Plumstead.

1st March, 1808.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY . LTD

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Baths, <&c.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS.

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, Wonship
Street, E.G. ; i6 Charterhouse Street EC. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

IlVIt>ROYEO DRAIN CJLINOJVIETER.
THIS Drain Clinometer, which is a thorouglily well-made and reliable

instrument, is intended for the use of Builders, Medical Officers o(
Health, Sanitary Inspectors and others for testing the s'ope of drain pipes.

The arc is fixed at the extreme end of the Clinometer so as to allow of a
close reading and distinct graduation, and is divided on one edge to degrees
and quarter degrees, and on the other edge to gradients of 1 in ^0, 1 in 30, 1

in 40. I in 50, 1 in 60, 1 in 70 and 1 in 80.

The adjustment is by means of a nut and bolt, working against a spiral

round and divided.
e of teak and nicely finished, and measures

The "Bubble
The Clinometer is

12ix2^xl-in8.
£1 2s. 6d. ; With Magnetic Compass extra 2s. 6d

ill be sent post free on applicat'

PRICE :-With Electrum Fittings. £1 7s. 6d.5 Wilh Brass Fittings,
A Co)ii)'lete Ulitstratei/ Cattrlotjne of Drawina and Suri-eyimj Jnstr

-W. If. HARfNG. Mathematical Drawing 'ftifurveying Instrument Manufacturer. 47 Finsbury Pavement, London, E.G*

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices apply to above address.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

. . Last year was marked by \'e]y

Eleotr"ic'u|hting S''''^''^^'^^^'i substantial progress in

in 1897. electrical work, whether in regard
to lighting' or to the application of

electricity to tramway traction. To us the most
gratifying feature is the prominent part played by
municipalities in the great advance that has been
made. To sliow how tboroughly municipalities are

monopolising electric lighting undertakings, it is

sufficient to say that up to the end of last session

283 provisional electric lighting orders had been
granted, of which 202 were issued to local autliorities

and eighty-one to public companies. The total

amount of Joans authorised to bo raised for electric

lighting purposes is at present £;i,.jOI),000. It has

been pointed out already in these columns that it is

outside London where the principle of the municipal
control of lighting has been most conspicuous. In

London the various areas have been, as a rule, por-

tioned out to electric lighting companies, and, as a

matter of fact, it is only of recent years that metro-
politan vestries, with the exception of St. Paucras,

have appreciated the benefits that would arise from
a locally-controlled electric lighting system. It may
be taken for granted that much of the pi'ogress of

1897 has been mostly due to municipalities, and the

healthiest feature of the growth is shown not so

much by an increase in the number of corporation

electricity works—for, as a matter of fact, there

were not more than three or four central stations

opened last year—but by the gi'eat increase in the

number of consumers, and it is a common report

tliroughout the country that the electricity woiks
have been unable to cope with the great demand for

electric lighting that has arisen. On all hands
extensions have been common, and there is little

doubt that but lor the unfortunate engineer-

ing strike many electiicity works would have
very much increased their output during the

next few months. As it is, corporations have
in many cases absolutely refused to connect up
fui'ther customei'S until a fresh supply of plant has
been obtained. If it were necessary to quote ex-

amples to show that municipal electric lighting has
become really a paying business, one need hardly
do more than lefer to the financial results of some of

the stations after providing for interest and sinking

fund. That, of course, has proved in many cases

the great difference between a municipal under-
taking and one controlled by an electric lighting

company. Under the terms of provisional orders
municipalities are cojnpelletl to put aside every year
a certain sum of money, which bears a proportion to

the total sum borrowed, for furnishing the neces.sarj'

plant. The great difference in the case of an elec-

tric lighting company is that it has only to furnish
dividends to its shai-eholdei's, and is not troubled by
laying aside anything in the natu.re of a sinking
fund. Yet, notwithstanding the difficulties in show-
ing an immediate profit, it is very satisfactory to

hear of the marked success that has attended many

of the municipal undertakings. One of tlie most
notable cases is that of Liverj ool, where the under-
taking has only been taken over by the corporation
(hiring the past fifteen months, the financial result
up to the end of 189(3 being a handsome surplus of

£11,37G. A still better I'esult was obtained in the
case of the Manchester Corporation. For the yeai'

ended March, 1897, after setting aside a .sum of

£10,-477 and paying interest on loans to the extent
of £7,171, there was the magnificent sum of £1(3,812
in the shape of surplus on the year's work. Ports-
mouth for the financial year ended March, 1897,
showed a surplus of £2,277 ; Nottingham for the
same period showed a sui'plns of £2.284; Kdin-
burgh something over £;{,(300 ; and Brighton,
£5,8.30. We may reasonably expect, judging by the
progress indicated by the foregoing figures, that
when the accounts are published, towards the end of

April of this year, we shall find some very great and
marked improvements even upon the very remark-
able tigui'es just quoted. '<'"

' -.:
'f

-i i
'

'i

Land Survey
and

Valuation
in

Northern India.

It is not often that the Surveyors'
Institution travels beyond thelimits
of the United Kingdom in the selec-

tion of subjects for papers and dis-

cussions. On Monday, however,
Mr. William Irvine, of the Bengal

Civil Service, dealt with the system of field survey
and the valuation of land, both for purposes of taxa-
tion and for the fixing of tenant rents, in Northei-n
India, and more particularly in the North-Western
Provinces. After .some remarks on the extent of

private rights in land under the native regime and
the attitude of the State then to holders and culti-

vators of land, mention was made of the way in

which native rulers took their dues, and the conse-

quent necessity for a unit of area. A statement of

the conditions prevailing in former times was fol-

lowed by an account of the gi'adual evolution of the
present system of administiution, early mistakes
and failures, the reforms of 1822 and 1833, and of

the various field surveys since 1842, this section of

the paper being concluded by a brief description of

the country, the way it is occupied, the soils, crops
and mode of cultivation. Having pointed out the
vast importance of this branch of Indian adminis-
tration, Mr. Irvine divided the fuither treatment of

his subject into the following three heads : (1) Sur-
vey and maps, (2) statistical records and assess-

ments, and (3) the fixing of rents between landllh'd

and tenant. Under the first head an account was
given of the various agencies employed and of the

question of boundaries and boundary disputes. First

the old rough maps were described, then those of an
improved kitid, drawn to scale, and finally those of

the Cadastral Snrvey, which is cai'ried out bj' a
special department. Having defined a survey "field,"

ilr. Ii'vine proceeded to deal with record work, ex-

plaining clearly- the unit of area, such terms as
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" settlement " and " settlement officer," the process

of filling up the various statistical statements, and
the scope and binding foi'ce of these when formed

into a " settlement record." The old native method
of assessment was succeeded by our own early prac-

tice. For some years after 1822 attempts were

made to inquire into the actual produce, but they

failed, and were superseded in 1833 by an inquiry

into the actual rents. The other points taken up in

the paper in connection with assessments included

the method of inspection in force fi-om 1868 to 1883,

the division of the village into blocks, the analysis

of rent rolls, the finding of a prevailing rate, the

making of a rent roll, the assessment on improve-

ments or on futiire increase of profits, and I'ecent

modifications of the assessment rules. In connection

with tenants' rents, the rules and practice in foi'ce

for fixing them, the nature of occupancy right and
the grounds of enhancement of rent were discussed

by Mr. Ii'vine. It is interesting to note that on the

elaborate annual village accounts, through which
the administration keeps control over both landloi'ds

and tenants, are based equally elaborate crop statis-

tics, the decision of suits between landloi-d and
tenant, the maintenance of occupancy rights, and the

registration of the landlord's title.

Sanitary
Condition of
Chipping
Norton.

Last year Dr. W. W. E. Fletcher

was despatched by the Local Gov-
ernmeut Board to inquire into the

prevalence of diphtheria in the

Chipping Norton rural district in

Oxfordshire. Tt does not appear from the repoi-t

just issued that the inspector has been able to con-

nect the disease directly with sanitary conditions,

but even in such cases the leports ai'e the more in-

tere.sting from the fact that sanitary circumstances

are described in such detail as may seem desirable.

The district has an area of 63,349 acres, and at the

census of 1891 had a population of 12.664 persons

The villages chiefly affected are situated on or close

to the jiuiction of two strata—the inferior oolite and
lias—that position having doubtless been determined

by the facilities for obtaining water from the springs

which are thrown out where the permeable oolite

rests on the impervious upper lias clay. Some of

the villages are supplied with water collected in

underground tanks on land at a higher elevation

than the lespective \nllages, the water being dis-

tiibuted by gravitation to numerous taps and stand-

pipes. None of the villages visited by the iiispector

have pioper drainage arrangements, though dj'ain-

age of a kind is usually provided. Exci'ement dis-

posal is effected almost entii'ely by means of ordinary
cesspit ])rivies or of pail closets, the cleansing of

which is performed by the occupiers of the premises

lo which the closets belong. House accommodation,
we are told, is generally of such a kind as to rendei'

isolation impossible. For example, in one village

there are eighty dwellings, about seventy-five of

which have two bed-rooms each and the remainder
have one each. The inspector found that personal
infection was the only cause to which he could attri-

bute the spread of the disease. Throughout his in-

vestigation he paid careful attention to questions of

milk supply, water supply, condition of dwellings,
drainage and excrement disposal, but practically no
evidence was obtained which would connect the out-

break with the condition of the district in these
directions.

_ ... — ... ... Radical departiires fi-om well-
Double Fi tration x,.-„^ „ a i. a *i, j

and ti'ied and accepted methods cause,

Aeration. f'*^ ^ rule, universal scepticism on
the part of the more cautious ; and,

on the whole, if such scepticism be tempered with
impartiality, only good can result from placing a

slight check on startling innovations until they ai-e

absolutely proved. What appears to be a novel
departure in sewage disposal works has lately been
put in operation .at Reading, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

It consists in screening the sewage through coke,

and then subjecting it to a double process of rapid

filtration and aeration—that is to say, thei'e are two
filters one above the other, with a clear drop of about
10 ft. between the two, the filters being huge struc-

tures of steel columns and girders, the filter floors

consistingof grills or gratings of small-sized wrought-
iron piping, upon which lests the coarse bottom
layer of 6 in. of slag, supporting 2 ft. of sand. By
this means the air has free access to both top and
bottom. It was claimed by the originators of this

plant that with a filter occupying a plot of only

12,500 square feet 5,000,000 gallons of coke-screened

sewage could be dealt with per day. This is at the

rate of 7,500,000 gallons per acre per day, or, taking
into account the double filtration, 8,750,000 gallons

per day, or 200 gallons per square foot per day—

a

somewhat staggering figui'e. In order to set at

rest statements that appeared too good to be true,

oiu' contemporary, Engineering News, sent an inde-

pendent expert to examine the plant. He found
that an average of only 1,250,000 gallons passed
through the filters per twenty-four hours, that this

quantity already taxed them to the utmost, and that

the chemical and bacteriological results were by no
means encouraging. Indeed, the best part of the

purification appears to have been effected by the

coke screening previous to filtration, and the plant

as at present worked is pronounced a failui-e so far

as the originatoi^'s claims are concerned. On the

other hand, it was proved that the plant had been
to a certain extent mismanaged, as regards proper

attention to removing and washing the top layer of

the filters, and it is therefore conceded that better

results might have been obtained by proper manage-
ment. Altogetherwe are inclined to agree with ourcon-
temporary in its conclusions. We think that, though
at present a failure, there is an inhei"ent possibility

—we will not say probability—of success in this

novel installation, perhaps with some modifications,

and the final results will be awaited with interest.

The salary question, like other

of^MunictDal"
social problems, is always with us.

Salaries. ^^^ ^^ cannot but regret that local

authorities should so frequently

set a very undesirable example to private employers.

As our readers are aware, we have made a deter-

mined effort to improve the position of municipal
engineers in regard to salaries, and to give publicity

to any cases in which the circumstances are so

glaring as to justify such action. We regi'et to

observe that the position of municip.al electrical

engineei'S, and especially of assistants, seems to be
even worse than that of municipal engineers proper.

In this connection we coi-dially endorse some I'emarks

which appeared in The Pall Mall Gazette a day or

two ago. After a reference to the heavy, and in

comparison with the work done often dispropor-

tionate, fees which fall to the expert witness and to

the consulting engineer who writes reports and
makes tests, the writer points out that there are

certain hardworking branches of science which are

miserably paid, in spite of the fact that, unlike

Faraday, scientific men now rather prefer to be in-

sulted with heavy pecuniary rewards after the

manner the of Mr. Gilbert's Pooh-Bah. Our con-

temporaiy continues as follows :

—

Such are the offices of chief and assistant engineer in most
of the biff ninnicipal electricity supply worka. The engineers

applying for one of these desirable berths have usually to go
through a form of competitive canvassing, during which their

abilities and characters are freely overhauled in public ; the

lucky—or rather the successful— applicant for a chief en-

gineershi]) has to superintend the getting out of specifications

and analysis of tenders, the laying down of a large amount of

complicated plant and the general inauguration of an electric

lighting system ; he is responsible for the running of stations

in which the smallest temporary breakdown brings a sheaf

of complaints and reacts on the popularity of the system.

He even requires as much tact and patience as a doctor in

dealing with the municipality's customers, and for all this he
earns probably at the outside dE200 to £250 a year. The life

of the assistant engineer is physically even harder, and his
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salary is considerably leas. In fact, he is expected partly

to maintain himself, on the ground of the excellent training

afforded by the work; the fact that his education is an ex-

tremely expensive matter does not count. American en-

gineering papers refer scornfully to the low salaries paid for

such work over here, and attribute to this niggardliness much
of our undoubted inferiority in competition. What, it may
be wondered, will their comments be on a recent advertise-

ment by the prosperous municipality of Tunbridge Wells for

a shift engineer (that is, one who takes the night work mostly

for 365 days in the year) at the princely salary of £50 per
aunnm ? A high-class mechanic, of course, earns from three

to tour times this amount, knows far less, has fewer responsi-

bilities, and is altogether a less expensive article to produce.

We recently commented upon

Professhinal
*'^® action of one or two surveyor.s

Etiquette. to metropolitan authorities who hail

rather freely dispensed opinions to

the representatives of a Sheffield paper as to the

relative merits of wood and granite paving. We
pointed out that, owing to the time at which the

affair occui-red, the action of these gentlemen seemed
discourteous to the city engineer of Sheffield, and
was likely to cause him serious inconvenience, the

paper referred to being a persistent opponent of the

city surveyor's recommendations in connection with
paving. The matter was fully discussed in our issue

of January 28th, but the following week wo were
glad to be able to state that tlie gentlemen in ques-

tion liad acted through a misconception, and had, in

fact, probably been misled. We fear that this ex-

planation will hardly apply to another case of the

same kind which has lecently occurred ; for we regi'et

to say that the example has apparently proved con-

tagious, both for newKpaj)ers and for engineei'S.

Sheffield City Council sought the advice of other

authorities as to their expeiience of wood and granite

paving, and, among other letters, one was received

from Mr. T. de Courcy Meade, in which he supported
the use of granite. Thereupon it occiu-red to a

Manchester paper to play the same part as the

Sheffield daily already refeiTed to, and an interviewer

was promptly dispatched to a well-kno^vn engineer
engaged in private practice in Manchester and else-

where, and was evidently received with open arms.
We have perused the report of the interview

with some interest, but cannot find that anything
new has been added to the subject. It is quite a

new departui'e for engineers to dispense professional

advice gi'atuitously, though, of course, if they feel

a mandate to cany on a crusade in the public interest

in favour of a certain class of paving there is pro-

bably no substantial reason why they should not do so

beyond the fact that it seems rather unprofessional.

The time for such a deliverance might, we think,

have been better chosen than when the views ex-

pressed would be in direct antagonism to those of

other engineers, who might be seriously inconveni-

enced thereby.

The local authorities of the Mid-
The Great lands are very much pertui-bed at

distribution
^^^ present time by the proposed

Scheme. scheme which has for its object the
generation of electric power on the

coalfields of the Midlands and the distribution of

electrical energy to the towns within an area of 25
miles round Nottingham. The price at which it is pro-

posed to sell electricity is certainly a good deal lower
than what it is being sold at by the municipalities who
are supplying electricity in that area, and upon the
Bill coming before Parliament, which it is likely to

do in a few weeks, there will be a joint opposition
of the local authorities to prevent the carrying out
of thfe scheme. It is not certain, however, that they
would pievail, for there is obviously at the present
time a disposition on the part of the powers that be
to develop the general use of electricity. Probably,
however, the opposition may be simply due to the
fact that the various local authorities are anxious
to have clauses inserted that will confer upon them

certain benefits. At any rate opposition might be
caii-ied to unreasonable length, because it might
happen tliat some c)f the autlioi'ities would be able

to purchase electricity at cheaper rates than it

could be manufactured at, and they could then dis-

tribute it thi'oughout the neighbourhood as it was
wanted, and by that means be able to sliow a con-

siderable profit on the undertaking.

We have before us a copy of the

'°nfli^21!!''nirrt®"*i-eport and balance-sheet presented
Officers and ,

i^,

,

, , ^ ,

Bonds. '^*' ''i® recent annual general meet-

ing of the Poor Law and Local

Government Officers' Mutual Guarantee Associa-

tion. Limited, and we observe that the financial

condition is satisfactory. Last year a sum of

£1,324 was paid away on account of defalcations,

but after allowing for sums recovered the nett

amount paid away was £971. The total nett

amount of the claims met by the association since

its establishment is £2,861, whikst the reserve of

profit accumulated in that time is £4,868. The
actual pi'ofit on the past year's operations was £814.
The investments of the association appear to receive

a good deal of attention and to be very carefully

made. But a special feature of the wor!c and
constitution of the association is one to which atten-

tion is drawn by the correspondent who sent us the

report and balance-sheet. Writing under the nom-
de-yJumc of " Tyke," he says :

" It would be a good
thing if municipal and county engineers would do
something to ensure their having a share of repre-

sentation and fair treatment. Wliy surveyors

should pay about double the rates of other classes I

cannot see, as an analysis of the claims shows them
to be the best class of all. The only reason can be

the composition of the board of directors, as you will

notice from the enclosed list." We are certainly

quite as much at a loss as our correspondent to see

why engineers and sui'veyoi-s to local authoi'ities

should pay premium rates so much higher than

those paid by other classes of officials, especially as

comparisons seem to be very much in their favour

in regard to claims that have to be met. The
board of management is easily analysed. It con-

sists of four clerks to boards of guardians, one

superintendent relieving officer, one superintendent

of out-relief, and one collector of rates. Not much
representation for municipal engineers is to be

found there.

Prevention
of River
Pollution.

The principal object of the

Rivers Pollution Prevention Bill,

which has been inti'oduced by Sir

Francis Powell and came up for

second reading on Wednesday, is, as the title of the

Bill implies, to improve the law for preventing the

pollution of streams by extending to county councils,

joint committees and river boards in England the

main provisions of the Mersey and Irwell Act of

1892, and the West Riding of Yorkshire Rivers Act
of 1894. It is not quite the same as the Bill which

came to grief last year, as it contains new provisions

for (1) preventing the pollution of streams by canals

;

(2) qualifying justices to act, though they are rate-

payers
; (3) empoweiiug local authorities to contri-

bute to the expenses of prosecutions by other au-

thorities
; (4) empowering the Local Government

Board to order in certain cases the rating of areas

special!}' benefitted ; and (6) enabling defendants to

be witnesses in cei-taiu cases. It is to be hoped the

Bill will be more fortunate than that of last vear.

Artistic Postcards.—Messrs. Beechings, Limited, of 174

Strand, W.U., have just issned two series of illustrated post-

cards, designed and printed in England. Each series in-

cludes six portraits of popular actresses, admirably repro-

duced from photographs specially taken by Alfred Ellis.

The idea is a happy one, well carried out ; and we imagine

the curds, which are sold in Od. packets, will be popular.
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Reservoir Embankments.
MEETING OF THE SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

A meeting of the Society of Engineers was held at the

Boyal United Service Institntion on Monday, Mr. J. W.
Wilson, junr., presiding. Among those present were the

following : Members of Council ; Messrs. J. P. Barber, W.
Worby Beanniont, J. Bernays, D. B. Butler, J. C. Fell, Percy
Griffith, P. F. Nnrsey, R. St.Georgo Monre, and M. Wilson.

Members and Associates: H. U. Carr, E. G. Hellas, W. H.
Hill, W. II. Holttnm, H. Puplett, R. J. G. Read, J. F. J.

Reynolds, and H. Wontner Smith. Visitors: S. E.Bailey,

G. A. Beck, E. Benedict, W. Fox, James Goodman, R. Good-
man, W. Hnnter, R. H. Taylor, W. B. Tipp, and B. Tompkins.
On the completi(.)n of the usual I'relimin.ary business of

tiir meeting tlie chairman called upon Mr. Fo.x to read the

following ])ajier :

—
RESERVOIR EMBANKMENTS, WITH SUGGESTIONS

FOR AVOIDING AND REMEDYING FAILURES.,
By William Fo.n, m.i.nst.c.e.

During liis professional career the author has had frecjuent

opportunities of studying the construction of reservoir em-
bankments, having carried out several works of this de-

scription, iu some of which temporary failure has been ex-

perienced, causing much anxiety and trouble, although the

remedies which were applied were in all cases ultimately suc-

cessful. Some of these instances will be referred to lator

on. The author will first make some general remarks on
the subject, and will then go on to describe some instances

where difficulties have arisen and the means adopted to

overcome them. In treating the subject the author pro-

poses to confine himself to those embankments which are

constructed across natural valleys, thereby forming storage

reservoirs of greater or less magnitude, and such as are

recognised as the most economical mode of storing water for

town supplies. The general remarks the author proposes to

divide under the following heads :—

•

{A) Depth and form for the foundation for the puddle
trench, and material used for refilling the same.

(JB) Form of embankment, material used, and mode of

construction.

(A) DEPTH AND FORM OF THE FOUNDATION FOR THE
I'UDllLE TRENCH.

Even when a suitable site, from a geological point of view,
has been obtained, failure may occur through the founda-
tions for the puddle wall not being taken sulRciently deep,
not only in the bottom of the valley, but a'so into the slopes

on either side. The autlior knows of no theoretical rule

whereby, having regard to the hydrostatic pressure to which
the work is to be subject, the ]>roi>er depth into tlie solid

ground can be determined, everything depending upon the
closeness or watertightness of the material in which the ex-

cavation is made. The author knows of one instance, the
material for the foundation being boulder clay, where the
excavation was only taken oft. or ft. below the surface of

the ground ; and, although a certain amount of moisture is

visible beyond the outer slope of the embankment, the reser-

voir lias been constrncted for a number of years, and is to all

appearances Eatisfactory. But such a shallow depth of ex-

cavalion is not to be recommended, and especially in boulder
clay, where beds of gravel may be met with, and where the
only sure guarantee for safety is to take the excavation to a
very much greater depth.
An absolutely impermeable foundation is probably never

obtained; springs, more or less, even in claj*, will be found,
and only cxpeiience can determine when these are in such a
position, or of such insignificance, as to be considered harm-
less. It has been the author's practice, if water ajipears in

the bottom in quantities exceeding a mere weep, to put in a
thick layer of concrete, on which the puddle rests ; this has
the effect of preventing running water coming into contact
with the clay. He has also found it advisable to lead springs
away by means of vertical pipes placed on one side of the
(i-onch, so an to enable the concrete to set without loss of
cement. These pipes have sometimes been brouglit up to
the level of the surface of the ground, and if the water rises in

them, continued to the outer elope of the embankmeut ; and
in other cases, when it has been found that the water ceases
to overflow, they have been run with cement grout and
plugged.
The width of the trench is a question on which a great

variety of opinion exists. The author considers that, if it is

to be refilled with good clay puddle, from 8 ft. to 10 ft. is

sufficient for any depth up to'SO ft. or 100ft. below tojj water
level, and for comparatively low jn-etsures of 20 ft. to 25 ft.,

6 ft. will be enough—of course, provided the clay is of good
quality. Where the trench is to be refilled with concrete a
width of 6 ft. will suffice to avoid any possible risk of failm-e.

In several cases where trenches of groat depth have been
constructed and the water pressure to be encountered was
very great, it has been found most expedient to fill the trench,
not with clay puddle at all, but with good hydraulic concrete.
This material, when once it has set and become hard, is not
acted upon by running water, and it properly made and of
sufficient thickness is perfectly watertight. As a matter of

cost, much will depend upon the facility for procuring suit-

able material and the price of hydraulic lime or cement ; but
although a less thickness is required, and a saving effected,

not only in the material of the filling, but also in the exca-

vation of the trench, it usually turns out more ex]>ensive than

'

puddle.

Although good, fresh-burned blue lias lime, ground before

slaking, makes excellent concrete, it is more usual now to

substitute Portland cement. The greatest objection to

hydraulic lime is its comparative slowness in setting, and the

difficulty often experienced in getting lias lime uniform in its

chemical components, and sufficiently finely ground ; but, on
the other hand, if disturbed during the process, jirovided the

lime is not washed out, the concrete will reset or grow, a
jiroperty which Portland cement does not possess. If lime

is used, the author usually makes it in the proportion of 1 of

lime to 4 or 5 parts of broken stone and sand, measured by
bulk. Portland cement concrete, for puddle trenches of the

dimensions previously stated, the author makes in the pro-

portion of 1 part of cement to 5 or 6 parts of broken stone

and sand ; or, if there is much water in the trench, it may be
advisable to increase the proportion of cement to make up
for the possibility of some being washed out.

(B) FORM OF EMBANKMENT, MATERIAL USED AND MODE
OF CONSTRUCTION.

The author believes that invariably in this country, al-

though elsewhere the method is departed from, it is usual to

render the embankment watertight by a wall or core of clay

puddle brought up from the trench previously described.

The designing of this part of the embankment is a subject of

greater diversity of opinion than any other. The author's

experience has been to briug the puddle up to within a foot

of top b:ink level, where it is 8 ft. or 9 ft. thick, and increase

downwards with a batter of 1 in. in the foot 'on each side, so

as to be 18 ft. or 19 ft. thick at 61 ft. below top bank level.

An instance will be referred to later on where, having had
to cut into and remove some of the puddle wall, it was found
to be quite sufficient, the wall being entirely impervious to

water, even with a pressure of 50 ft. or 60ft., although the

clay obtainable for puddle was far from being of the best

possible description.

The height between top bank level and top water level of

course depends upon the depth that the water is calculated

to run over the waste weir, and the estimated height of the

wave which may be formed by the wind blowing down the

reservoir, having regard to the length of reach and position

of the embankment with reference to prevailing winds ; but,

in the author's opinion, this height, even with small reser-

voirs, should never be less than 4ft. after the embankment
has done settling, and with large reservoirs 6 ft. to 8 ft. may
be desirable.

The width of the top of the embankment is not, in the

author's opinion, so material as the width at top water level,

which is governed by the distance between top water level

and top bank level and the slopes to which the embankment
is to be constructed. Assuming these slopes meet at top

bank level at the centre lino, the top water is 5 ft. below top

banV, and the slopes 2 to 1 on the inside and 3 to 1 on the

outside, the width at top water level will be 25 ft. This will

leave ample protection to the puddle to ])revent its cracking

iu di-y weather, which if not protected may become a great

source of danger.

It is convenient that the embankment should be at least

10ft. to 12 ft. wide at the top, and this may be obtained

either by making the slopes above top water level somewhat
steeper, or, instead of their joining at a point at top bank
level, to design them any convenient distance apart or by a

combination of both arrangements. In addition to this, the

author has in two instances where the reservoirs have been
made in the lias clay formed the lower part of the toe of

each slope of dry rubble or burnt ballast with very satis-

factory results. The inner slope of the embankment is of

course always protected from wash by dry rubble pitching,

brick or concrete.

The author has found that clay spread in layers about 8 in.

or 9 in. thick, well watered, twice cut and trodden, gives a
very satisfactory result, although it is necessary sometimes
to use tempered cl.ay in the trenches on account of the diffi-

culty of cutting and treading the clay between the timber
used for supporting their sides. Tlie author believes that the

mode above described is cheaper than tempering the clay

beforehand, but it is not so ex])editious, as the latter system
permits of clay being dug and tempered at such times as arc

convenient, and when the weather may be unsuitable for

other progress being carried on. The author requires {hose

]).arts of the embankmeut nearest to the puddle to be made
of the finest and most argillaceous material obtainable, and
put in in 2-ft. layers; the most atoney material being retained

for the outer parts of the slopes, which may be put in in 4-ft.

1 lyers, the layers being concave towards the centre of the

embankment.

It generally happens that in districts in tin's country where
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large storage reservoirs m'O being made the rainfall gives

sufficient water to consolidate the material a3 it is put in place,

and althougli it is desirable th.at the material should not be
too dry, if it is watered artificially it should be very carefully

done, in order that the whole of the material gets an equal
quantity of water.

In the construction of the embankment it is the author's

practice to set the profiles of the slopes somewhat steeper

than the slopes are eventually intended to be, and to finish

tlie top somewhat higher, in order that when settlement takes
place the embankment will assiame the shape intended. The
amount of this allowance must depend upon the height of

the embankment, the time taken in its construction, and tlie

character of the weather during construction.

The author will now proceed to describe a few instances

within his experience where difticultics have occurred, and
the courses which were taken to render tlie work satisfactory.

He will also describe another instance where these difficulties

were anticipated, and the methods adopted which successfully

prevented failure.

DEN OF Or.IL RESERVOIR OF THE F0RF.\R WATERWORKS.
The embankment of this reservoir is placed across a narrow

glen or gorge, the length being .'ilO ft. and the greatest height
(iOft. The greatest depth of water is .50 ft. Trial holeswere
sunk before the work was commenced, in order to arrive at

some idea of the depth that it would be necessary to excavate
for the foundation for the puddle trench. At the south end
of the trench rock was met v.'ith at about 7 ft. below the sur-

face, and near the bottom of the valley, on the same side,

and less than 100 ft. off, another trial hole disclosed rock at

about 5 ft. from the surface. It was concluded that between
these points the rock woidd be found at no great depth, and
the contract depth for the trench was fixed at this part at

from 2.") ft. to 30 ft. from the surface. On opening the ground
a totally different stato of things was discovered, for between
the two points a deep bed of gravel was found, and the ex-

cavation had to betaken down as much as 80 ft. below the

surface before the rock was met with. The sections (Figs. 1

and 2) show the contract depth of the trench, the actual

depth excavated, and the nature of the rock met with. The
arrangement for discharging the water from the reservoir is

by a 24-in. pipe laid in concrete, which was bedded on rock
for almost the whole length, a short distance only at the outer

and inner ends being upon hard gravel ; the valves for regu-

lating the (low being placed at the outer end.

The work was commenced in May, 1879. By September,
18S1, the trench had been excavated and refilled, and the
puddle wall and embankment carried up some height. With
about 26 ft. of water in the reservoir a leakage appe.ared

around the discharge pipe at the outer slope of the embank-
ment. To ascertain the cause of this, a heading was driven
from the outer end alongside the concrete which surrounded
the pipe to the concrete foundation of the puddle wall. Water
was met with coming through the concrete surrounding the
pipe, and it was expected that the pipe had been fractured.

This was not, however, the case. The concrete showed no
signs of fracture, and when some of it was removed to get at

the Jiipe the leakage was discovered to bo running through
the concrete, which was much honeycombed, and, althongh
set very hard, was imperfectly put in place. This was not
the only source of leakage, for at the end of the heading
water was seen coming up outside the concrete foundation of

the trench. To follow and locate this was the only course to

pursue. A shaft was sunk from the top for ventilation and
for facilities for moving the material, and a second trench
was sunk outside the original one {See Fig. I.). It will be
noticed that at the deepest part this was taken rather further

than the original foundation, as it was found that .a small
flow of water was coming through the rock underneath the

foundation on the reservoir side, but by far the greater pro-

portion of leakages was coming through the concrete, which
in places was very badly and carelessly put in.

When it was thought that the faulty part of the concrete
was all exposed the second trench was refilled with concrete,

the face of the first wall being scored both longitudinally and
horizontally with deep grooves, to form a tie between the two
and to prevent water following along. The concrete for the

original and all subsequent work was formed of one part of

Portland cement and five parts of broken stone and sand, no
stone to exceed 1| in. in size. The specification required

that the concrete shoidd be spread in 8-in. layers, and not
thrown loosely into place ; from what subsequently transpired

it is doubtful whether this was dime in the original work.
The cement was tested in the usual manner, .and found to be
satisfactory.

Although tlie greatest care was observed in refilling the
second trench, the result was not entirely succcs.sful. When
the second wall had been taken up to within .about 6 ft. of the
top of the excavation the reservoir was allowed to fill, and in

February, 1883, with about 39 ft. of water in it, the leakage
from all sources amounted to over 1,000,000 gallons per day.
Several pipes had been put in during the construction of the
second wall, in order to convey any leakage to a basin at the
outer slope of the bank, from which it could be sent to Forfar,

or down the stream as compensation, as might be desired, the
intention also being to be able to control the leakage when
collected in these pipes by means of stop valves.

The bulk of the leakage was from a pipe which had been
placed vertically between the two concrete walls, with an

open end at a spot where the first wall was leaking badly,

and there was also a large quantity of water springing up
between the two concrete walls. A pipe which was brought
up from the bottom on the outside of the second trench, and
which was laid to take any leakage which might come under-

neath from the reservoir, yielded very little water, and the
leakage from this source did not increase to any great extent

as the reservoir was filled. The result of this work was to

collect the leakage and utilise it for the town supply. As
time went on the leakage also diniinislied in quantity, until,

in June, 1883, it w.as about 354,000 gallons per day, with
water 30 ft. deep in the reservoir; this quantity compared
with 590,000 gallons, the amount a few months previously

with the same pressure from the reservoir.

The valves on the pipes conveying the leakage referred to

before were not put on, it being feared that the result of

stopping the flow would be to cause the leak to burst out

elsewhere, and possibly at a level from which it could not be
conveyed into the pipe to the town. Tlie headings were left

open, and the filling of the reservoir continued, in the hope
that the leakage, which was all, or nearly all, coming through
the concrete, and was perfectly clear, would gradually de-

crease.

In Seiitember, 18S3, a fresh leak occurred, the water
coming through the concrete of the first wall near its junc-

tion with the puddle, and although the quantity was insigni-

ficant, it was much coloured, indicating a probable waste of

the puddle. The water in the reservoir at this time was
44 ft. G in. deep, or .5 ft. 6 in. off being full. When the water
level was reduced to 44ft. 2 in., the leakage ran clear. The
level was then kept at about -1-2 ft., at which level the leak-

age from between the two walls was reduced to 233,000

gallons per day. By the end of 1883 the leakage from be-

tween the two walls had further decreased, and the small

leak discovered in the jirevious September had not increased,

althongh at limes it was discoloured. Early in 1884 the last

leak began to be again discoloured, and a slight settlement in

the embankment was noticeable on the surface.

It was then decided that some further remedy must be re-

sorted to. A shaft (Fig. 1) was sunk on the inside of the

puddle trench to the level of the top of the concrete founda-

tion. In sinking this shaft a large cavity was discovered

about 15 ft. from the surface in the original ground, which
doubtless to some extent accounted for the settlement as well

as the discoloration of some of the leakage. When the shaft

had reached the top of the concrete foundation of the puddle

wall a trench was excavated alongside it similar to one which

had been made on the outside, and taken down for a depth

of about 25 ft. This excavation disclosed much faulty con-

crete ; although in places it was close and watertight, in

other places it was so open that water when poured in ran

away freely. When the excavation was taken down to the

depth stated it was decided not to go deeper, as the second

wall put in would arrest any leakage which might como
through the first below that "level. The excavation which

had been taken beyond the 24-in. discharge pipe, so as to cut

off the water which viaf known to follow along the concrete

surrounding that pipe, was then refilled with eoncrete to a

little above the level of the old concrete foundation, and in

order to ensure a thorough connection being made with

watertight work, it was connected through the first wall^ to

the second (Fig. 1). Tins connection was made by catting

out the first wall bit by bit, in lengths of 9 ft. or 10 ft., and

as each section was taken out the wall above was supported

by a cast-iron pillar about ft. long, and the concrete put in

and allowed to set before the next section was commenced.

By this means the concrete connection was made without

the slightest settlement appearing in the first wall or in the

puddle above. The whole of the ground above the top of the

third wall was then cut open from the surface and refilled

with puddle and concrete, thus entirely cutting of those

parts of the original concrete and puddle through which

leakage had appeared in such a form as to cause any appre-

hension. The headings from the outer slope to the concrete

foundation of the puddle wall, and along the top of the second

wall, had been kept open all this time, and remained so until

January, 1887, when the reservoir was full and overflowing

for the first time.

At this time the only leakage that was visible was coming

from the pipe that had been fixed between the original

foundation and the second wall put in, the bottom end of

which was below the concrete connection that had been made

between the second and third wall, and therefore not aflected

by the construction of the third wall. The leakage from this

sotirce amounted to about 135,000 gallons per day, and as it

was perfectly clear, and no apprehension of a further increase

taking place, the headings were filled up. Since that date to

the present time everything has been satisfactory, and with

the reservoir full, in April, 1892, the leakage from all sources

had decreased to about 30,000 gallons per day. It will thuj

be seen that from September, 1881, to June, 1885, or for

nearly four years, the work of discovering and remedying

these leaks was going on. Many delays arose throuch having

to make alterations in the mode of proceeding, and although

the work was of no great magnitude, progress was slow on

account of its having to be carried out in a confined situation

and step by step.

It may be Bnggested that the work on the outside of the
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]inddle wall might have been digpensed with, and a new wall

on the inside would have been cheaper and more effectual,

besides the saving in time that would have resulted. But it

was ojily by sinking outside the puddle wall that the leakage

conld be located and the effect of tilling tho reservoir could be

noticed, and when the trench was sunk it was obviously better

to refill with concrete than with earth or loose rock. Tho
author considers that the whole cause ot the trouble was due

to the concrete being carelessly put in.

It is worthy of remark that in no other part of the work
where concrete was used were there any signs ot failure. This

particular part ot the trench was relillcd just before the frost

of 1879-80 set in, and it may have been in the hurry to get

the concrete doue that the carelessness arose. Be that how
it may, the anthor never wishes to have to undertake again

such a tedious operation as discovering and remedying aleak

wliich occurs somewhere in work buried from 70 ft. to SO ft.

underground.
THK DOWDESWEJ.L RKSERVOIR OF THE CHELTENHAM

CORPORATION WATERWORKS.
This reservoir is on the river Chelt, about 4 miles above

Cheltenham, and is situated on the lias clay. The Chelten-

ham and Banbury Railway follows the hill on one side of the

valley in which the reservoir is constructed. At the time the

reservoir was designed, in 18S2, great trouble had been ex-

perienced in the embankments of this railway, owing to the

gfound nnder and adjacent to tha embankment yielding and
the banks slipping. It was therefore evident that unless

some unusual course was adopted difficulties would arise.

The embankment {Sec Fig. 3) is 730 ft. in length, and 39 ft.

in height to the surface of the ground as it then stood ; but

this was, in the deepest part, 17 ft. above the original surface

of the ground, the valley at this point having been the site of

an old mill-dam, which through disuse had become silted np.

Trial holes in this silt showed it to consist of very line oolitic

debris and clay and a large percentage of water, giving it the

appearance of very fine running sand. After the water was
drained off it was naturally much firmer, but it was thought,

before it was removed, to be unfit for the formation of the

embankment, and it was therefore decided that it should be

run to spoil.

The material available for forming the embankment was
chiefly lias clay of a very treacherons nature. There was,

however, a limited amount of oolitic gravel found within the

site of the reservoir, which was available for forming the

onter part ot the slopes.

The slopes on both sides ars at 3 to 1 (See Pig. 4), with the

exception of the top 6 ft. of the outside slope, which is 2 to 1.

The 3 to 1 slope on the inside is taken down to 16 ft. below

top water level, where there is a bench 15 ft. wide. The
whole of the toe across tho valley to this level is formed of

burnt ballast. The outside slope is 2 to 1 for the top 6 ft.,

and then 3 to 1 to 22 ft. below top water level. At this level

a bnrnt ballast toe commences, which is kept within the 3 to 1

•slope. Beyond the 3 to 1 slope there is a bench formed by the

soft material excavated from underneatli tlie base of the em-
bankment. This bench is 35 ft. wide, and terminates against

the original ground with a 3 to 1 slope. Il was originally in-

tended to burn the lias clay obtained from the inside of the

reservoir to form burnt ballast, but it was found th.at tho silt

from the base of the bank, after it liad time to drain, burned
into excellent ballast, forming clinkers sometimes of several

tons in weight. It was burned in nifu, thus saving the ex-

pense of conveyance to the position where it was to be used.

Although during construction the embankment settled

downwards to a considerable extent, there have never been

any signs of lateral movement. The work has now been com-
pleted about ten years, and has shown no signs of failure. It

may therefore be fairly assumed that the precautions taken

have been proved to be successful.

MONKSWOOn RESERVOIR OF THE BATH CORPORATION
WATERWORKS.

This reservoir is situated partly on the upper lias formation

and partly on the ooliiic sand, the puddle trench being en-

tirely in the lias clay. Along the centre of the valley across

which the embankment has been made a deposit of oolitic

debris and peat was met with, varying in depth up to 17 ft.

or 18 ft. This, of course, was removed on the line of puddle

trench, in order to obtain a watertight foundation, and under
the outer halves of both slopes of the embankment it was
also removed and refilled with rubble stone, to avoid its

S(|neezing and oozing out by the superincumbeiit weight of

the embankment to be placed upon it. In the main puddle
trench a few small springs were met with in the lias clay,

but these were either cut through or else kept back by
cement concrete. Also, in the oolitic sand in the arm trench

on the north side of the reservoir a good deal of water was
from time to time met with, although it was, no doubt, to a
large extent due to surface water tunning off the hill side

beyond.
The material at hand for the formation of the .embank-

ment, although much of it was excellent for puddle, was of a
most difficult character to deal with in the formation of the

embankment on each aide of the puddle. To guard against

the possibility of slipjiing, the toe of the inner slope, for a
width of about 55 ft. and for a height of about 18 ft., was
formed of dry rubble, which with the rubble filling below
made a total maximum depth of stone of about 38 ft. and a

maximum width of about 75 ft. The rubble was thus bronght

to 20 ft. below top water level, where it terminated with a
beam 20 ft. wide. Beyond the outer slope a spoil bank of

peat, excavated from the inside of the reservoir, was fonned.
The material for the embankment was rendered worse by the

very bad weather which prevailed during the first winter
that the works were in progress. The clay became exceed-
ingly slippery, and the oolitic sand, which was quite dry and
easy to handle in summer time, became almost running sand
in wet weather. The difference in the specific gravity of this

material when wet and when dry was very marked ; a cubic

foot when measured dry and loose weighing about 631b.,

whereas a cubic foot when wetted and pounded weighed
1161b. It was in consequence of 'this that, as tho embank-
ment approached completion, there were evident signs that it

would not stand at the slopes originally designed—namely, 2
to 1 on the onter slope and 3 to 1 on the inner slope.

At this time the puddle wall was within a few feet of its

full height, and the embankment on each side was practically

taken to top bank level, the last 8 ft. or 10 ft. having been
put together with practically no moisture to consolidate it,

except the surplus water from that used in making the

puddle wall. The consequence was that the puddle, which
was much heavier than the earth on each side, settled down
to an abnormal extent, and probably squeezed into the earth,

causing a slight sign of bulging on the outer slope above the
top of the peat spoil bank. This was remedied by bringing
some stony material from an adjacent qnarry and placing it

on the outer slope, flattening the slope to 2J to 1 ; but befo re

this had been completed the pitching on the inner slope just
above the rubble toe also showed signs of lifting. The
rubble toe below was unmoved, and from the form that tho

pitching took it was evident that the toe had not moved, but
w^as doing its work by upholding the earth behind it. It was
then decided to weight the 3 to 1 slope with rubble. When
this was done the embankment was completed without
difficulty, although it continued to settle vertically for some
time, and this settlement is probably not even yet completed.
The author attributes these difficulties to the great differ-

ence in the material forming the puddle wall and the earth
used for the bank, aggravated by the latter being put
together practically without moisture. He thinks the surplus

water from the puddle only made matters worse, as it was not
distributed evenly through the embankment. He is of

opinion that in this instance a judicious use of water on the

bank might have had a good effect, especially as the slope of

the cutting from which the material was taken stands at a
slope of 1 .', to 1.

DISCUSSION.
The Chairman said it was his pleasant duty to ask those

present to accord a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Fox for his

useful paper. A similar one was read some time ago, and
Mr. Fox expressed the opinion that his own ought to have
been withdi'awn, but the council would not consent. He (the

chairman) thought the papers were not exactly the same, as

Mr. Fox had brought before them the various difficulties ho
had met with in his own experience. He had read no pre-

vious paper before the society, but it was his hope that he
would contribute others.

Mr, St. George Moore supported the vote of thanks, and
after briefly commenting upon the character of the paper
asked whether the author would mind saying how the con-

crete was tipped into the puddle trenches mentioned by him
in his paper ; and, further, what depth was put in at the time.

These details would, he thought, be of great benefit to en-

gineers. Figures giving the rate at which the concrete was
deposited would be useful, and he would also, he continued,

like to know whether any difficulty was experienced in keep-
ing the upper portion of the dam watertight. The only ex-

jierience he had had was with canal dams. He thought the

difficulty was to keep the puddle embankment sufficiently

damp to be watertight.

Mr. Walter Hdnter said he was a visitor, and was very
much interested in the paper. He thanked the author for

pointing out the difficulties spoken of, but, owing to the fact

that he was unprepared, he could not make any substantial

addition to the discussion.

Mr. E. Benetjrt was afraid that his experience had been
with railway work and not with water. The paper was an
eminently practical one, but he agreed with the question as

to the method of putting in the concrete. Concrete was
about the most difficult thing to make watertight. Clay was
easier.

Mr. J. BeRNAYS said he had had a little experience with
embankments. Referring to the plans of the Forfar reser-

voir, lie thought the way in which the third wall had been
supported was very remarkable. It seemed to Iiim that at

times there must be a liability to drive the walls forward,

because the height w.as bo very much greater than the width.

He asked for further explanation.

Mr. D. B. Butler thought they all were indebted to the

anthor for his paper, which was especially useful to engineers.

His own experience lay chiefly with cement, and he agreed
with Mr. Fox in his statements regarding the use of lime.

He suggested that, whether a lot of water was present in the

trench or not, quick-setting cement should be used to prevent
washing out. Regarding leakages, he also was of opinion

that the trouble was due to the concrete being carelessly put

in; and possibly, the failure described by the author was, aa

the latter had thought, due to the action of frost, .\^
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Mr. Percy Griffith remarked that he had very little to

say with regard to the detail of tho paper, and, in fact, had
only one question to aek. That concerned tho part relating

to tlie Cheltenham works. Mr. Fox had said that in the con-

struction of the reservoir, which occupied a position adjacent

to a railway embankment situated on rather yielding ground,

it was evident " that unless some unusual course was adopted
difficulties would .arise." It did not appear to him what the

unusual course was, but possibly a little explanatian would
clear up the point. The author had broached his subject with

evidently a considerable amount of experience, but he would
have desired that the paper had been a more extended one.

It was originally longer, but, unfortunately, rather too long,

and would have taken up too much time. All engineers must
be gratified to know how difficulties had been overcome, and
he was sure that they would all agree that they were indebted

to any gentleman who supplied such valuable information.

Mr. Fox had not gone far enough to give any information as

to the costs of the various works ho had spoken of, and he
(the speaker) thought something concerning them would be
interesting. There had evidently been great trouble in

furnishing the costs of the schemes, because of tho difficul-

ties which had been met with, but the question of cost being

such a vital one any figures would be useful.

Mr. R. Taylor said the work at Cheltenham, which had
been carried out very successfully, had cost £33,000.

Mr. E. J. RuMSBY pointed ont that in the paper the author
said his experience had been to bring the puddle up to within

1 ft. of top bank level. That was too high, as the water never
reached that height. Then, again, he said that the width of the

top of the embankment was not so material as the width at

top water level. He, however, suggested a greater width
than th.at given in the paper. A little further on it was
stated that those parts of the embankment nearest to the
puddle should be put in in 2-ft. layers, but he did not think
such a thickness of material would consolidate. Respecting
the thickness of clay, 8 in. was too much, although two parts,

each of 4 in. and consolidated to 3 in., would not be. When
this course was adopted there was no fear of honeycombing.
It was false economy to use too little concrete. Mr. Fox had
said :

" The arrangement for discharging the water from the
reservoir is by a 24i-in. pipe laid in concrete, which was bedded
on rock for almost the whole length, a short distance only at

the outer and inner ends being upon hard gravel, the v.alvea

for regulating the flow being placed at the outer end." By
having the valves in that position he cut himself off from any
regulation on tho land side. The valves were at the wrong
end, .and should be on the water side of the embankment.
In his (Mr. Rumsby's) opinion the figures in relation to leak-

age were enormous. Mr. Fox's method of putting in walls

was most ingenious.

Mr. McPherson made a brief reference to a practice of

using dry clay.

Mr. J. P. Bariier quite agreed with the author in his

methods of dealing with springs encountered during the pro-

gress of the works, and thought it might be taken for gr.anted

that it was far safer to lead the water away than to dam it

out. He never encouraged the use of blue lias lime concrete
for the construction of dams, on account of its alow-sotting

qualities. In speaking of embankments he made a reference
to a certain embankment at Tunbridge Wells. This, he
heard, was constructed entirely of earth, without a puddle
wall. He had heard nothing of it since, and presumed that
it was acting satisfactorily. Mr. Fox had referred to the
character of blue lias clay. He was glad of that, as he once
had some experience with it, having refused to accept it as a
satisfactory clay for puddling. In dry weather it cracked
and in wet weather it changed to a slimy earth. He very
much admired Mr. Fox's measures for preventing the failure

of embankments in the Bath waterworks.
Mr. R. J. G. Read spoke of the value of the works described

in the paper. Tho first one, he thought, was the most in-

teresting, as difficulties did not seem to have arisen in the
other two cases. He asked whether any difficulty was met
with in the joining of tlie walls mentioned in the works first

described by Mr. Fox.
The Chairma.n thought that they might congratulate them-

selves on having liad a very interesting discussion, and he
lioped Mr. Fox had been gr.atified with tho result. Many
points had been raised, the one in connection with the faults
found in cement being an interesting one.

Mr. W. Fox, in reply, first asked to be allowed to thank
those present for their attention. On the whole ho thought
he might congratulate himself on the result, and he would
try to answer the questions put to him. Mr. St. George Moore
liad asked how the i-oncrete was tipped into the puddle
trenches he had sjioken of, and also wiih regard to the ram-

.
ming. Tlie material onglit to have been put in in 8-in. layers.
Mr. Rumsby thought that 8 in. was too groat a depth, but he
could not agree with him. The more water tliat was used in

- the concrete the better, and he himself had put it in so wet
that the men could not stand in it. No ramming was neces-
sary if it was mixed gradually. The time which should bo
allowed for concrete to set depended on the quality of the
lime or cement that was being used. Another thing was to
get manufacturers to grind it fine enough. In testing he
thought that a mesh of not less than 2,500 to the square inch
should be used. Mr. Benedict liad referred to the wafer-

^
tightness of concrete, and he agreed there was no doubt it

required care. It should first be tipped upon a stage, and
then shovelled into place—not tipped in. The walls in the

Forfar reservoir referred to by Mr. Bemays could hardly

press forward as he had suggested, because they were all

below the ground, which would first require to be displaced.

In regard to the proportion of sand in concrete, he had made
many experiments and had decided that 20 per cent, was a

safe fitrure. With that a good material was obtained. The
diminishing of the leakages discussed by Mr. Butler was due,

as suggested, to the apertures in the concrete becoming filled

up. Mr. Griffith had asked for some information as to the

costs of the works. Mr. Taylor had said £33,000, but he
thought it depended a great deal upon the size and shape of

the embankments, and upon other things. He quite agreed

with Mr. Rumsby as to the width of the top of embankments;
and it should vary according to requirements. The 2-ft,

layers he had mentioned gave good results. The valves he
had spoked of in his paper had been designed twenty years

ago, when the pr.actice was different. He would now put

them on the inside. In this country it was rather a difficult

matter to get the dry clay spoken of by Mr. McPherson, but

so long as it was of a fairly suitable quality large quantities

could be used. He did not know that at Tunbridge Wells

the reservoir had been constructed without a puddle trench,

and personally did not advocate such construction.

Mr. Fox illustrated his paper by sections of the works at

Forfar, Cheltenham and Bath. In our special supplement
plate we reproduce the sections of the Forfar and Cheltenham
works. The sections of the Bath waterworks will be found

in our issue of September 10, 1897.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL AT WEST BROMWICH.

LOCAL GOVERXMKXT BOARD INQUIRY.
On Thursday last Colonel W. R. Slacke conducted an in-

quiry, on behalf of the Local Government Board, into an
application of the corporation for sanction to expend a sum
of £3,500 on works of sewage disposal. Mr. A. D. Greatorex,

the borough surveyor, was present. The council, it was stated,

wanted filter-beds to be so constructed on the biological

system that if they had to resort to chemical treatment they

would be available for that purpose. It was proposed to put

down two filter-beds in the low-level system, at an estimated

cost of £1,000, and one in the high level, at a cost of £500.

It was also proposed to spend £2,000 for the underdraining

of certain areas of the sewage farm. It was understood that

the Local Government Board were opposed to expenditure on
the bacteriological process, but would consent to the present

application, as the improvements at West Bromwich sewage
works were much needed. The total expenditure on the

work, when carried out in its entirety, would be about £14,000,

but the council did not desire to borrow such a liirge sum, as

they had a balance in hand. Mi% Greatorex said he was
formerly surveyor and engineer to the Sutton (Surrey) Dis-

trict Council, where the biological system had been so success-

fully carried out. That system would mean a saving of

£1,500 a year.

LONDON OPEN SPACES.

At the last monthly meeting of the Metropolitan Public

Gardens Association it was stated that tho Leathersellers'

Company had contributed 10 guineas towards the funds of

the association, and that the London County Council had
acceded to the application of the joint committee for a grant

of £5,000 towards the acquisition of Churchyard Bottom
Wood, Highgate. Progress was reported with regard to

schemes for securing as public open spaces Albion-square,

Dalston, the Paragon, New Kent-road, and some vacant land

at Golder's Hill and Hatchani. It was stated that the work
of laying-out disused burial grounds in Kipling-street and
York-street, and aplayground in East-street, was approaching

completion. It was decided to lay out a disused and neg-

lected churchyard at Plaistow provided its maintenance

could be secured, and take steps to oppose the Inner Temple
Building Bill, which sought powers to build on part of the

frontage of the Temple gardens, reserved as an open space

by the Thames Embankment Act. It was agreed to further

memorialise tho Home Secretary and the London County
Council not to give facilities for the conversion of the Cross

Bones disused burial ground, Southwark, into a building site;

to ask the Lords of the Treasury to receive a deputation from
the association in reference to the "Postmen's Park" and
the promised Treasury grant towards its enlargement; and
to protest against the frontage or any portion of the Acton
recreation ground being utilised by its custodians, the district

council, for building purposes. It was announced that through

the co-operation of a vice-chairman of the association, who
was the owner of the property, a new park of 25 acres in ex-

tent had been secured at East Ham and was being laid-out.

Watei^borne TyphOidt—On Wednesday, at a meeting of

tho Sanitary Institute, held at Parkcs Museum, Margaret-

street, W., a lecture on this subject was delivered by Dr.

Christopher Childs, M.A., M.n. (oxon), r.iMi, Dr. Shirley F.

Murphy occupied the chair.
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Foliits of Professional Practice.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Tiie Ventiiation of Sewers and Di-ains.—Jir. Tliomas
Caink, city eiigiiieer, WorceadT, writes : The want (if iinnni-

mity manifested at the dJBCussinii un " Sewer Ventilation " at

tlia Metvopolitaji ])istriet meeting of the Association of

Municipal and County Engineers is an eloquent testimony to

the futility and hopelessness of tlie attempt to solve that

li'oublesome problem by air circuhition and dilution within

the sewer. Tliii ty years have been spent in the attempt, the

efforts of tlie ablest engineers have been engaged upon it,

and endless devices have been tried to obtain it, with the

hope that sufficient dilution of pure air would render the

sewer air odourless and harmless. The first, the most
obvious, and the simplest method of ventilating a sewer is

the common one of providing an opening therein comnmni-
cating with a shaft tei-iainating with a grating at the surface

of the roailway, and practically every departure froui tliat

method has been forcedupon engineers by the complaints from
the public of the nuisance arisiiig from it. It is not neces-

sary to mention the numerous devices which have been tried,

most of which have aimed at accelerating the air movements
in the sewer, with the view of obtaining the object I have
mentioned ; some, however, have sought to render the air

odourless by charcoal, chemicals, &c. The only departure
from the surface-grating method which has to any consider-

able extent survived is that of the t.all shaft. Engineers, how-
ever, are by no me.ans agreed as to the object of erect-

ing these shafts. Some think thereby to increase the velocity

of air along the sewer for the purpose of increasing dilution
;

others erect them with the hope of converting all the surface

gratings into air inlets, so as to prevent the exhalation of

sewer air at the street surface ; while many, and I fancy the
majority, fix them to get rid of the complaints by removing
the outlets as far as possible away from tlie olfactory organs
of the public. But such outlets are often almost of necessity
in proximity to sleeping apartments, where polluted air is

incomparably more dangerous. The discussion on the 18th
nit. taught us that few engineers who have tried tall shafts

are quite satisfied with that expedient, and there was evinced
a general tendency towards the old method of surface
gratings, the failure of which has given rise to the trial of so

many devices for ridding the municipal engineer of so fruit-

ful a source of complaint, with this difference, however, that
there was a consensus of opinion that the number of ventila-

tors should be increased, 60 y.ards or 100 j'ards apart being
considered desirable. But surely the reversion to this

method is little better than a bold confession to the public of
the in.ibility of municipal engineers to solve this important
question—a question the solution of which affects the health
and comfort of millions. Increasing the number of ventila-

tors is no solution of the difficulty. Engineers who try it will

gain the same experience as Mr. Weaver has

—

viz., that it

does not cause the complaints to cease. The chief factor in
setting up air currents in sewers is the wind, which blows in

at some vetitilators and out at others, according to the force
with which and direction in which it may happen to be
moving ; and it certainly is not snrprising that a rapid stream
of air, carried possibly for hundreds of yards over foul faecal

matter, which may have been flowing for hours along the
sewer, should carry into the atmosphere obnoxious odour?,
not to say worse, if perfect freedom is given to it. There is

no need to put the responsibility of the bad smells upon the
interceptors ; there is plenty to .account for it without. The
remedy for the evil which Mr. Weaver has suggested is

either to remove the interceptors or to cause every house to
provide a ventilator for the sewer by tapping the drain on
the sewer side of the interceptor, and presumably to erect a
tall shaft in connection with such ventilating drain. That
proposal seems to mo a very serious one. To open a com-
munication Ijetween the atmosphere immediately surrounding
the thousands of dwelling-houses in our towns .and the sewer
into which the excreta from thousands of persons in every
conceivable condition of liealth is discharged as well as every
other possible pollution, is a remedy which discloses the
desperate straits in which engineers find themselves. Isola-
tion is the very watchword of those whose duty it is to prevent
the spread of infectious diseases, and for my part I carry it

in the case of house drains to its extreme limits. The
medical officer's maxim mentioned by Mr. Weaver, "make
each house perfect and let the public authority deal with the
public sewers," is an excellent one. Mr. AVeaver admits that
it is good in theory, but complains that it shifts the responsi-
bility from the medical officer to the surveyor. I strongly think
that eilher removing the interceptor or otherwise making the
private drains ventilate the public sewers would vastly in-

creaiie the responsibility and anxiety of the surveyor. No
surveyor would be likely to live in such a fool's paradise as
to imagine that foul smells would never emanate from these
ventilators. But if such smells were followed by cases, say,
of typhoid or diphtheria, whether they were the real cause or
not, the patient, or in the case of his death the friends, would
Stand a very good chance of recovering heavy damages from

the local authority. The King's Norton case is sufficiently

analogous and the consequences sufficiently grave to make a
surveyor pause before taking upon himself the responsibility
of advising such a cour.se; where (housands of such cases are
concerned the risk would be enormous. Yet sowers must be
ventilated, for, as Mr. Read remarked, if they are not (hey
will ventilate themselves—the water seals of the private
drains will be forced and inflict I he same kind of evil which
the removal of the interceptor would create, f lake it that

the answer to the question how to provide such ventilation

as will ijrevent the air of the sewer being driven into the pri-

vate drains on the one hand, wilhont causing any inconveni-
ence or danger to the public health on the other, is the solution

of this important but extremelj'-vexed question. A layer of

cotton wool filling the entire cro.ss-sectioual area of the surface
ventilating shaft accomplishes that result perfectly so long as

the wool is kept tolerably dry. The violent air currents due to

the external action of the wind are prevented, while such neces-

sary movements of the air as arise from conditions within
the sewer—as difference of temperalnre, variation of volume
of liquid, velocity of flow orbaromeric changes—proceed un-

interruptedly, air being inspired and expired from the sewer
so slowly as to be imperceptible at the surface grating when
placed at suitable distances apart. At the same time the
sewer is entirely relieved of any internal pressure to which it

might otherwise be subjected. I have stated that a layer of

cotton wool is capable of performing this function, provided
it is kept fairly dry. The problem then resolves itself into

discovering a method by which that desideratum can be
secured. There is little difficulty in preventing the water from
outside wetting the wool ; but what was found to happen,
particularly in the winter time, when I first experimented
with it, was that the wool, exposed to the external atmo-
sphere, was sometimes colder than the air within the sewer;
and as the sewer air was usually saturated with moisture,

the resnit was that the inoietnre condensed in the wool,

and very soon saturated it, rendering it virtually an air-

tight plug. That difficulty has long since been overcome by
an arrangement whereby the moisture is condensed before it

reaches the cotton wool, the temperature of which is raised

above that of the air passing through it. The result is that

the wool remains comparatively dry. There is another very
important function performed by the layer of wool

—

i-iz.,

that of arresting any disease germs that may be carried in

the sewer air. There seems to be ample evidence that some
diseases are caused by living in near jiroximity to sewer ven-

tilators, and that is presumptive evidence that specific germs
issue from them, oven though it may be extremely difficult

to catch them for cultivation, and any provision whereby the

dangerous element of sewer air— apart from the nitisance

—

is removed, it seems to me, should be favourably received.

Mr. Richard Read, city surveyor, Gloucester, writes to say
that some confusion crept into our report of his remarks
during the discussion of this subject at the recent meeting of

the Association of Municipal and County Engineers. It was
probably due to the necessity for a certain amount of con-

densation, but we have pleasure in printing the following

revised version of his remarks, with which Mr. Read has

favoured us :
" He asked Mr. Norrington if the twelve venti-

lating pipes were in the neighbourhood of the twenty-six

surface ventilators, and on receiving a reply in the affirma-

tive he went on to say that in that case Mr. Norrington
should not have expected any other result. Tlie number of

the outlets must be in excess of th.at of the inlets; the total

area of the outlets must exceed that of the inlets if friction

was to be overcome. Ventilation was a necessity that could

not be avoided, and a sewer would ventilate itself if no
ppecial means of ventilation were provided. It was the

dictum of the Local Government Board's model bye-laws,

pnbli.shed in 1877, that drains and sewers should be indepen-

dently ventilated, the sewers by the authorities and the

drains by the owners, the sewers by surface ventilators at the

road level, and the ventilation of the drains cut off from the

sewers bj' interccpt'ng traps. The intercepting trap was the

cause of all their difficulties and paralysed all their efforts at

ventilation. The popular idea was that the more ventilation

they had the more numerous were the stinks; but that was
not so; the smells depended upon the condition of the drains

and sewers. These intercepting traps reduced the fall of the

drains by 4 in., the difference of level between their inlet and
outlet, which would be much better distributed over the

length of the drain above them, and the result was that the

water simply trickled in at one end of the intercepting trap

and trickled out at the other. They caused an obstruction

practically Sin. deep in a 6-in. drain, and contained about 3

gallons of stagnant sewage. This had been proved by the
experiments of the Sanitary Institute in 1893 ("Trans-
actions," vol. 14), when a full-sized 6-in. drain was laid down
50 ft. long with a gradient of 1 in 40, with a modern closet

pan at the top end and an intercepting trap at the lower end,

the results of over 300 experiments being to show that about
26 per cent, of solid matter was left in the trap with a
3-gallon flush and 37 per cent, with a 2-gaIlon flush. If that

was the case in a laboratory experiment, with a drain laid in
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a trongh above groand, it would be probably much worse in

the case of drains laid underground. The intercepting trap

was no safeguard, the true safeguard of the house being the

soundness of the drain. If the drain was sound it did not

matter what passed through it, but if the drain was leaky the

intercepting trap produced gas enough to poison the whole

household. Ventilation did not produce a nuisance, it simply

called attention to its existence. No amount of iiushing in

the sewers alone would get rid of sewer gas, for directly the

flush had pussed tlie drains would again pour in gas from the

intercepting traps. The majority of the tlushing should be

done in the drains themselves, as the sewers afterwards got

the benefit of it. If both drains and sowers had good falls,

well laid, there would be good results. With proper falls,

sewers and drains would be acting together and sewer gas

would be reduced to a minimum. Ventilation must consist

of both inlets and outlets—the inlets few and small and the

outlets large or numerous. If the outlets were a considerable

height above the inlets, the results would have been a good

deal better than Mr. Norrington found them. In a report on

the Gloucester sewerage system in 1877 Mr. Mansergh
I'ecommended surface ventilators 60 yards apart, which were

put in, but complaints did rot then cease. The proper

remedy was reconstruction of defective sewers and drains

combined with efficient flushing and ventilation, but ventila-

tion alone was not euoDgh."

Sewers : Self-cleansing: Velocities.—Mr. Read also

writes as follows with reference to query and reply No. 1.57

in our last issue :
" I notice, under the above heading in your

issue of 4th March, that ' Constant Reader ' refers to my re-

port on the ' Gloucester Sewerage System,' but lie has only

seen the portion published in your issue of the 1-lth January,

page 24, where, owiug to a printer's error, a portion of the

report was omitted and the table of self-cleansing velocities

printed in its wrong position. If ' Constant Reader ' will

look at the following issue, on the 21st January, page 54, he
will find the table reprinted with its proper context, and
from that he will see that the comparison is between a sewer
I'nnning one-quarter full and one-half full, giving the gradients

to produce velocities of 180 ft. per minute and 150 ft. per

minute respectivelj', as being necessary to make a sewer self-

cleanEing."

PARLIAMENTARY iVIEMQRANDA.

On Thursday, in the House of Commons, an order was
issued for the second reading of the Wigan Corporation Bill,

which asks for further power in regard to the construction of

tramways and street improvements, and other matters. The
Norwich Electric Tramways Bill was referred to the E.iaminers

of Petitioners for Private Bills, and a petition from Carlisle re-

lating to the Local Government Act (1894) was oi-dered to

lie upon the table, together with another from Barnstable

having reference to rural district councils. A petition was
deposited by the proprietors of the Bristol Brewery against

the Bristol Tramway (Extensions) Bill.

On Friday, in the House of Lords, the Forres Water and
Milford Docks Water Bills were read a second time.

In the House of Commons a petition in relation to the East
Ham Improvement Bill was deposited by certain private

petitioners. Petitions and notices were also deposited against

the following private Bills : Bristol Tramways (Extensions),

by owners, lessees and occupiers of property in Bond-street,

Bristol; Devonport, Plymouth and Stoke Tramways, by the
Cii"eat Western Railway Company; Wigan Corporation, by
the Liverpool Corporation.

Petitions and notices have been deposited in relation to the
Sheffield Corporation Bill and against tlio Bill of the Bristol

Tramways (Extension) by the Bristol Waterworks Company
and other petitioners ;

Wigan Corporation, by the Lancashire
County Council; Blackburn Corporation (Tramways, &c.),

by the Darwen Corporation.

On Monday, in the House of Commons, it was reported
that Standing Order 62 had been complied with in the case
of the Norwich Electric Tramway Bill, which was ordered to

be read a second time. The Devonport, Plymouth and Stoke
Tramways, the Pl^iouth and Stonehouso Gas, and the Shef-
field District Railway Bills were read a second time and com-
mitted. The second reading of the Local Government (Ire-

land) Bill was deferred until Mondaj-.

In the House of Commons, on Tuesday, Standing Order 63
was reported to have been complied with in the case of the
Cromer Gas Bill, which was ordered to be road a second time.
The Southend Water Bill, Wigan Corporation Bill, and the
Southwark and Vauxhall Water (by order) were read a second
time and committed.

A petition has been deposited against the Nonvich Electric
Tramways Bill by a private petitioner, and a requisition to
withdraw a petition against the Tottenham and Edmonton
Gas Bill by the National Telephone Company. Cases of locus
standi appointed to be considered include the Crawley and
District Water Bills, the petitioners obiected to being re-
spectively the Cuckfield Rural District and the Corporation
of Coventry.

Rivers Pollution Prevention Bill.—In the House of Commons,
on WedneEday, Sir J. Dorrington (for SirF. S. {"owcll) moved

the second reading of this Bill, the object of which was to
make general the law already prevailing, under private Acts,
in the West Hiding and the districts of the Irwell and the
Mersey. It was found that in those districts, the seat of
manufactures, the general Act was nnworkable, and certain
alterations were made in it by private Acts, which experience
had proved might now be extended to the country.— Mr. S.

Hoare, in moving the rejection of the Bill, which he thought
might have serious consequences, s.aid he objected to two
clauses, under one of which (clause 11) there would be inter-

ference with a public authority which might make use of a
river or stream for the disposal of surface drainage. If the
House were to pass this Bill a great deal of the money which
the Corporation of Norwich had spent upon its drainage ar-
rangements would be practically thrown away, although they
believed there was the minimum of pollution from discharging
the surface water into the river. If the existing River Pollu-
tion Acts were not sufficient to do all that was necessary to
jM-eyent injury to their rivers, then it was, he m.-iintained, the
duty of the Government themselves to Ijring in a Bill dealing
with the matter. The amendment was seconded.—Mr. T. W.
Riissell said that the whole question of the disposal of sewage
was becoming more and more serious every day, and it was
the intention of the Government shortly to issue a Royal
Commission to inquire into the best method of dealing with
what all admitted was a troublesome question. The real

question before the House in this Bill was whether the powers
which were given to Lancashire and Yorkshire should not bo
conferred upon county councils and other authorities in the
country. The clauses of the Bill would require very careful
consideration, and that could be given by the Grand Com-
mittee. He s.aw, therefore, no reason why the House should
not give the Bill a second reading. The debate was shortly
afterwards adjourned.

A report from the Select Committee on Standing Orders
in regard to the Renfrew Burgh and Harbour Extension Bill

was ordered to be brought in. Tlie second reading of tho
Working Men's Dwellings (No. 2) Bill was deferred until

Wednesday. A petition was deposited against the Wigan
Corporation Bill by the London and North-Western Railway
Company, together with a requisition to withdraw a petition

against the North Warwickshire Water Bill.

Durban, S.A.—The town council are considering a proposal
to seek Parliamentary authority for borrowing £3lX),0IX), for
public works, over a term of five years. Tho works include
the purchase of Addington lands, electric Ught extension, pre-
paring acquired War Department land for occupation, a new
waterworks reservoir, a new police station and a new market
house.

Noise'ess Pawing.—The London School Board have sent to
all the vestries a communication asking that noiseless paving
should be laid in those portions of the streets which abut upon
school premises. With respect to this communication, the
Marylebone Vestry on Thursday decided, on the recom-
mendation of the AVorks Committee, to inform the school
board that when the pavements in question require renewal
the request shall receive full consideration, but that it does
not appear that the scholars at utiy board .ichool in ilarylc-
bono are detrimentally affected by the noise of vehicular
traffic.

The Fire Brigrades of London and New York.— T/u- Cii;i

Press states that last year the area of Greater New York
spent £700,000 on its fire brigade, or more than four times
as much as was expended on the Loudon fire brigade. The
New York firemen are paid twice as much in wages as the
London men. During 1897 the American brigade were called
upon to attend 5,853 fires, or eighteen a day. The cost of
putting each of these out averaged £120, while the ten tires

a day in London cost about £40 each to subdue. Greater
New Yoi'k spends annually about 4s. a head of its total popu-
lation in maintaining the fire brigade in a state of efficiency.

Health Exhibition at Madrid.—As we havo already stated
in our columns in comicoiiuu with a letter addressed to The
Tinted by Sir Douglas Gallon, K.f.B.. an international exhibi-
tion will be held at Madrid from tho 10th April to the lOtli

July, in connection with the International Congre.ss of
Hygiene and Demography, and under tho patronage of tho
King and Queen-Regent of Spain. Tho e.^hibitiou will be
divided into ten sections, as follows: (1) Didactic hygiene;
(2) prophylaxis of transmissible diseases; (3) urban hygiene;
(4) liygiene in relation to dwelling houses; (5) hygiene in re-

lation to exercise and work
; (6) naval and military hygiene

;

(7) hygiene of infancy and schools; (S) food and dressing;

(9) demography and statistics; (10) miscellanea. No charge
will bo made to exhibitors for space occupied at the exhibi-
tion

;
goods will be imported into Spain free of Customs

duties, and the Spanish railways will make a reduction of 50
per cent, on their freight tariff. For tourists attending the
congress the railw,ays will also reduce their fares by 50 per
cent., and the Transatlantic Spanish Steamship Company will

make a similar reduction on their return tickets to Spain.
Full particulars, both of the exhibition and of the Con.gress of
Hygiene and DcDiography, maybe obtained from the Spanish
Chamber of Commerce. 2o Billiter-streci, L.C.
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Law Notes.
Editkd by J. B. REIGNIER CONDEE, 11 Old Jewry Cliambers, E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

Ike Editor will ie pleased to answer any questions affecting

the practice of engineers and surveyors to local autliorities.

Queries {which should he written legibly on foolscap paper, one

side only) should he addressed to " Tlie Law Editor," at the Offices

o/The Surveyor. Where possihle, copies of local Acts or docu-

Telf.gkaph Act, 1863, sec. 5, sdb sec. 3 : Telegraph Act,

1878 : Consent by Local Authority to Placing Wires
UNDER Streets : Conditions.—An important point under the

above-mentioned Bub-section w.ts delivered by the Bailway
and Canal Commissioners in the case of Ihe Postmaster-

General V. The Corporation 0/ Xoiidou (10th February). By
a Treasury minute dated May 23, 1892, the respective rights

and duties of the Post Office and of the National Telephone
Company were defined, and subsequently an agreement was
entered into, upon the basis of the minute, by which the

main trunk lines of wires used fcr telephonic purposes were
to be laid down by the Post Office and to be the property of

that department, while local systems of exchange were to be
constructed by the company and to be worked for their bene-

fit. By the Telegraph Act of 18G8 a highway authority may
sanction the placing of telegraph wires under a ttreet or road,

and section 5, sub-section 3, provides :
" Any consent may

be given on such pecuniary or other terms or conditions

(being in themselves lawful), or subject to sucli stipulations

as to the time or mode of execution of any work, or as to the

removal or alteration in any event of any work, or as to any
other thing connected with or relative to any work, as the

person or body giving consent thinks fit." In 1897 the Post
Office anthorities decided to make various changes in the

working of the exchange system in London, and applied for

consent to open up the streets in order to do the necessary

work. The Commissioners of Sewers (now succeeded by the
Corporation), as the highway authority, desired to attach to

their consent the condition "that the pipes in question were
to be used for public purposes only by the Post Office authori-

ties, and that the}' would not be let or handed over to

others." Later on the Post Office were informed by letter

"that the commission do not object to the opening of streets

by the Post Office authorities for laying underground tele-

graph wires for their own purposes, but that the commission
still objects to giving any consent to wires being laid for the

use of the National Telephone Company unless the telephone
company are prepared to provide an improved service at a

reduced cost, in accordance with the evidence given on behalf

of the Commission to the Select Committee of the House of

Commons in 1895." The matter was, therefore, referred to

the commission under the Act of 1878. The commission
decided in favour of the Post Office. Mr. Justice Wright, in

delivering judgment, said that the corporation, in seeking to

restrict the consent given to the Post Office, had no doubt
been actuated by no captious or unfriendly spirit, but tad
striven to give effect to their view that when companies were
making a profit by using streets for public purposes they
should be compelled to give good value in return for conces-

sions allowed to them. But the question arose as to whether
they had the right, of control which they claimed. It was
clear that the stipulations mentioned in the latter part of sub-

section 3 had reference merely to matters in connection with
the construction of the work, and, reading the whole section

together, it was clear also that the " pecuniary " terms and
conditions mentioned were intended to be of a class with
which the authorities could concern themselves in their

character of road authorities. Even if it were open to them
to seek to impose such conditions as were in question in this

case, the Court were of opinion that they were not reasonable,

and would, according to the terms of the Act, "consent"
that the streets should be opened by the Post Office authorized
under the conditions usually imposed in such cases.

Private Street Works Act, 1892.—The powers conferred
on magistrates by the 8th section of this Act are undoubtedly
very wide. "The Court" (to quote from the section) "may
quash in whole or in part or may amend the resolution, plans,

sections, estimates and provisional apportionments, or any of

them." It thus rests with the justices of a locality, iti effect,

to determine the modicum of thoroughfares and efficiency to

l)e allowed in making-tip the private streets of that locality.

We believe that in many instances a tendency has been
shown on the part of magistrates rather to pare down the
proposals of local authorities in these matters in favour of

various objections raised by frontagers. An illustration of

this is afforded by a recent case in which The Corporation of
Bournemouth had an estimate for the making-up of West-
bourne Park-road considerably cut down at tlie instance of

seventeen out of the thirty-one owners afl'ectcd. The esti-

mate included the cost of tar paving on both sides of the

road, and also the renewal of certain stoneware catchpits,

which, it appeared, had been put down about three years ago
under the supervision of the corporation, but had been sub-

seq-uently found to be defective. Mr. F. W. Lacey, the

ments referred to should he enclosed. All explanatory diagrams
must he drawn and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents
wlio do not wish their names published should furnish a nom
de plume.

borough stu'veyor and engineer, gave evidence on behalf of

the corporation, and stated that, in his opinion, the estimate
was a reasonable one. In cross-examination, he admitted
that there were many roads on the West Cliff which had tar

paving on one side only, and that some of the roads on the
Kast Cliff were not tar paved at all. But he explained that

the roads on the West Cliff were wider than Westbourne Park-
road, and that it was inadvisable to tar pave those on the East
Cliff owing to the special character of the district. He also

said that experience showed the stoneware catchpits to be
tmsatisfactory and defective. In the course of the case it

transpired that the total estimated cost of the proposed works
was £'.570, or about tis. per foot frontage, whereas other roads
had been made up from 2s. to 3s. per foot ; the latter, how-
ever, were not tar paved, and it was stated that with regard
to some of them the frontages were greater than in the case

of AVestbourne Park-road and the class of property different.

The town clerk also expl.ained that more mud accumulated
on comparatively narrow roads than on wider ones, hence the
need of additional catchpits in this instance. On behalf of

the objectors it was contended that there was no necessity

for tar paving in this road, nor for the proposed new and addi-

tional catchpits, all that was necessary being channelling on
each side of the road. Several witnesses were called in sup-

port of these contentions, after which the corporation called

Dr. P. W. G. Nunn, their medical officer of health, who ex-

plained the insanitary character of the present catchpits, and
stated that they weie being replaced where necessary by the
" Westminster" gulley, which was calculated to prevent any
escape of foul air. In cross-examination, he said it was pro-

posed to put these gulleys in Westbourne Park-road in con-

sequence of the additional risk to which that neighbourhood
was exposed, owing to the sewerage system terminating close

by. The Bench allowed tar paving on one side of the road
only, and disallowed the proposed new and additional catch-

pits, thus reducing the estimate by some £130.

Highway : Railway Line Crossing Public Footpath :

Railway Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, sec. 46.—The
existence of an unsatisfactory state of things is shown by the
case of Dartford Rural District Council v. Be.vley Heath Rail-

icay Company, in which the House of Lords have upheld the
claim of the defendants to carry their line, without a bridge,

over a public footpath. The above section provides that if a
line crosses a public highway, then (except where otherwise
provided by the special Act) either such road shall be carried

over the railway or the railway shall be carried over such
road by a bridge of the height and width and with the ascent
and descent by that, or the special. Act provided, with a pro-

viso that with the consent of two justices the line may be
carried at the level over any liighway not being a carriage
road. In this case the company (without either constructing
any bridge or obtaining the consent of justices) carried their

line on an embankment across a public footpath in the parish
of Crayford. One of the earliest Acts of the council of that
parish waste pass a resolution calling upon the rural district

council to assert the right of the inhabitants with regard to

the footpath so obstructed. The council, in pursuance of this

resolution, obtained a rule for a mandamus against the com-
pany in the Queen's Bench Division. We regret to say, how-
ever, that the rule was discharged by the ^onrt of Appeal,
and that this decision has been confirmed by the House of

Lords. The view taken by the learned Lords was that the
section in question has not of itself any operation unless and
until it is brought into effect by the speoral Act of any given
railway company. Now, in the special Act of the defendant
company there was nothing whatever to bring the section

into operation; that is to say, there was no provision prescri-

bing the dimensions of bridges. Therefore the section of the
public Act did not apply. It appears, therefore, that all that

a railway company has to do is to carefully omit, in framing
its special Act, any clauses as to bridges, in order to entitle it

to carry its line, either on the level, on an embankment, or in

any other w.ay it pleases, over (in the words of Lord Herschell)

"any road whatever, whether carriage, footpath or turnpike."

If so, it is time for further legislation on this subject. Mean-
while local authorities would do well to keep a sharp look-out

on future railway Bills affecting their localities, with a view
to getting the needful clauses inserted.

Public Health (London) Act, 189), Secs. 10, 11.5, and
110: Power of Entry of Sanitary Authority.—Section I Oof
the above Ace provides that the sanitary authority shall have a
right to enter from time to time any premises " for the purpose
of examining as to the existence therein of any nuisance liable
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to be dealt with summarily under this Act." By sec. 115 th

authority may enter premises " by any officers or persons

authorised by them," and by sec. 116 " if any person wilfully

obstructs any member oi officer of a sanitary authority or

any iperson duly employed in the execution of the Act ho is

liable to a fine of £5." In Cor v. Abels (North London Police

Court) the complainant (who was one of the sanitary in-

spectors of the Stoke Newington Vestry and ono of the offi-

cers enRaj;ed in a house-to-house inspection) had been five

or six times refused admission to the defendant's house. He
told the defendant that ho was a sanitary inspector, and that

he was making the inspection for thevestiy; but the defend-
ant bundled him out and shut tlie door. A summons was
therefore taken out for obstruction under sec. 116. In de-

fence, it was contended that the inspector had no authority

to enter the house unless a complaint had been made. The
magistrate, however, characterising this as an erroneous
view of the law, adjourned the case for a week for the in-

spection to be made, and ordered defendant to pay the costs

of the summons. It is, we think, abundantly clear from a
perusal of sec. 10 of the Act tliat the magistrate's view is the
correct one. That section confers powers of entry in three
distinct cases

—

viz., (a) for the purpose of examining as to

the existence of a nuisance, {bj where a nuisance has been
ascertained to exist, or a nuisance order has been made, and
(c) where a nuisance oi'der has not been complied •with or has
been infringed. Clause (a) if it stood alono might possibly

be open to the charge of ambiguity ; but tho addition of the
other clauses shows conclusively, in our opinion, that the
power conferred by the preceding clause was intended to

cover cases where there had been no complaint of the exist-

ence of a nuisance, and where none may in fact actually

exist.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Private Strket Works.—" Theodolite " writes : (1) A

rural district council, under powers granted by the Local
Government Board, is about to make up a certain private
street under sec. 150 Public Health Act, 1875. The i-oadway
(A) in question leads down to some large works, and is prac-
tically a ciil-de-sac, although a branch road some distance
down leads back to the main road from which the said private
street (A) also starts. Can the proprietors of tlie works in

:.-±J

question be charged with part of tho cost, .and, if so, in what
proportion? In sketch—A, street to be made up; B, short

length, made up and maintained by owners of works from

road A to gates ; C, private street, unmade at present, but

leading round to High-street; II, High-street. (2) The
same authoritj', under similar powers, wish to repair and
make up a street leading to the goods yard of a railway, also

to factories, but before that point the holdings are not built

upon. Could the council make up a portion of the street

only, and do the other portion at some future time if ncceg-

jooij, yl n-^Uu

sary ? Tho order of the Local Government Board expressly
covers the whole length of the street in the powers given,

but there are no stipulations as to how or when such works
shall be carried out. In sketch—H, High-street ; A, private

street, about half of which it is proposed to repair and make
up; Band C, other private streets, I'eturning to the High-
street. (3) The order of the Local Government Board ex-

pressly states th.it sewering the said streets is not included
in the order, but would this prevent pipes being put in, with
necessary gullies, &c., to carry off storm water, and the same
charged to owners ?

(1) I gather that it is only that portion of the road marked A which
is now to bo paved, &c., and that the short length, marked- B (having
been made up and mnintained by the owners of the works), is not in-

cluded in the acheine. In that case I do not think the owners of these
work.s would be liable for any part of the cost of makintj up, i:c., portion
A. The o^\^le^8 liable under sec. 150 are the owners of *' the preraiees
fronting:, adjoining or abutting: on such parts of the street as may re-
c|uire to he eewcred, levelled," &c. Tho works do not front, adjoin or
abut on portion A. If, however, portion B is to be included, then the
owners of the.se works would be liable. (2) The authority can make
up the whole street at once if they think it right to do so. The fact of
the adjoining land being unsewered makes no difference, and the
owners of such land would be liable for their proportions. (3) I am
inclined to think that the cost of storm-water pipes could be charged
to the frontagers as included in "making good" the road. I cannot,
however, tind any reported case upon the point.

New Street.—" W. H. P." writes : A builder has sub-
mitted plans for the erection of a villa on the east side of a
road known as Chart-road, together with plans for three villas

on the opposite side of tho said road. The road in question
(not a highway) is 28 ft. wide, and was made before tho pre-
sent by-laws were in operation. I have disapproved tho
plans on the ground that he is creating a new street ; he lias

expressed Ids intention to build on both sides, and it seems to

me that the road therefore changes its character and becomes
a new street, and a new street under tlie by-laws must be
S6 ft. in width. Since the date of disapproval the builder
has written a letter withdrawing the plans for tiie villa en
the east side, and declares his intention to proceed with the
erection of the three villas on the otlier side. By so doing
does he escape the jurisdiction of our by-laws as regards the
width of the street? He has once given evidence of his in-

tention to build on both sides, and I have held that he has
rendered himself amenable to tho by-laws and that he must
make the street 36 ft. wide. I enclose a plan showing the
road, the bouses jjroposed to be built, and the land owned by
the builder in question. What is your opinion on the whole
of the points at issue ?

It is always a question of some nicety whether or not a person by
erecting or proposing to erect a building or buildings abutting on an
existing road is " la.ying-out a new street." See the various cases cited
in Lumley's "Public Health Acts" (5th edition) pp. 208 et seq.,

some of which have been more than over -referred to in these columns.
The question is one of fact for the decision of the magistrate before
whom proceedings may be taken. In the present case there is, in my
opinion, ample evidence of the intention of the builder to lay out a new
street, but I do not think he can be proceeded against until he carries
out such intention by building (or beginning to build) one of the houses.

New Street.—" W. H. P." writes : Another builder has de-
posited plans for the erection of two villas in a road known
as Ringiey Park-lane ; the land on the opposite side is being
laid out for building purposes (plans of which have been de-
posited) by a second person. The road is 25 ft. wide, and
was made some thirty years ago, before the present by-laws
were in operation. I have disapproved the plans on tho
ground that a new street is being created, and have asked
them to each dedicate a strip of land to make the road 36 ft.

wide. The reply is that the road is a private one and is

intended to be kept as such, and that we have no power to

deal with the road as regards its width. The first person
has disregarded our notice of disapproval, and proceeded with
the erection of the two villas in question. I enclose a plan
showing the road and the houses proposed to be built. May
I ask for your views hereon ?

See reply to "W. H. P.'s" other query. The road, having been in
existence for thirty years, is presumably a highway. But even if it is
not this makes no difference. See the remarks of Jessel, M.K.,in liobin-
eon V. lliirtoH Local Board (L.X., 21, ch. D., 632.)

By-Laws : New Streets and Buildings.—" X.Y." writes
Can you give me any information on the following points as
early as possible ? 1 am surveyor to a small rural district

council just adopting the Streets Improvements and Building
By-Laws. (1) Several estates laid out jnst before the adoption
have 30-ft. roads and were sold by public auction. My by-
laws require 36-f t. roads, as is usual. Can I enforce 36-ft. width
of roads for new buildings' limit, of course half difference to

come from each side of road. (2) Also, re thickness of build-

ing walls. Several districts in the neighbourhood allow two
storeys of 9-in. work, and do not count storeys in the roof,

whereas tho by-laws in all these and also my own district

count storcjs in roof, and require, say, for a three-storey

building 1-1-in. work up to the top storey (not, of course, in-

cluding top storey). What is my best course to adopt under
the circumstances ?

(I) "When the roads are laid out as "now streets" the by-laws will
apply. What constitutes laying out a new street is a (juestion of fact
in each particular case, and in the event of jiroceedings iKing taken to
enforce the b.y-laws this tiuestion would be for the decision of the magis-
trate. The erection of a single house would probably not be sufficient
unless as the commencement of a scheme which when completed would
make or start a street. See tho cases quoted in Lumley's " Public Health
Acts" (fifth edition), pp. 200 ef teti. (2) If the by-laws are clear and
explicit there should be no difEculty in enforcing them under sec. 2i)l

of the Public Health Act, 1875.

Bv-Laws : Xuisante.'! Arisinu vrom Snow.—" Snow "

writes: Conld you give me particulars of any provisions in

.any of the Acts dealing with the clearance of snow from
footways by the inhabitants ? Does this power apply to all

" frontages " or only those immediately in front of houses ?

Are there any provisions by which .a town council could pre-

vent the throwing of snow on the footways and road off roofs

and out of private property, and, if so deposited, whose duty
is it to cart it away ?

By sec. 41 of tho Public Health Act, 1S75, where the local authority
do not themselves undertake or contract for the cleansing of foot^vavs

and pavernents adjoining any premises they may make by-laws im-
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posing the duty of sucli cleansing on the occupier of any such premises.
By the same section an k/*Ju?i authority may also make by-laws for the
prevention of nuisances ansmg from snow. Apart from any by-laws
made under this section there appears to be no provision dealing with
the subject of snow.

Siokm-Wateb Dhaixs.—" Separate " writes : Keferriiig to

your answer to the query by "J. W. W." iu your last week's

issue, page 188, my council have passed a similar resolution

with the same object. Can the resolution be enforced under
our by-laws, see page 8 copy enclosed, and the council refuse to

approve plana of jiew buildings unless separate drains for sewage
and surface water are shown thereon. By-Laiv XXI.—The
house drainage shall be so constructed, either with additional

earthenware pipe drains or otherwise, as to drain the subsoil

off the premises whenever tlie dampness of the site appears

to the local board to render this necessary. And all rain

water shall be so drained or conveyed from the roofs of

buildings as to prevent its dripping upon the ground and
causing dampness in the walls.

Having regard to by-law XXI., I think the resolution can be enforced
in this case—that the council would be justified in refusing to approve
plans not in accordance with that by-law.

HAMPTON NEW FIRE STATION.

Hampton is the latest addition to the long list of district

councils who can boast of the possession of an up-to-date firo

station. On Saturday week the new fire station, which has

been erected by the urban district council in Thames-street,

and of which we give an illustration, was formally handed
over to the volunteer fire brigade.

The station is a most commodious building, constructed of

red brick, with Mansfield stone dressings, from the designs of

Mr. John Kemp, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council. Ample
room is provided for all the various ojiparatus of the brigade,

including the manual and hose-reel. On the top floor there

is a spacious room for the use of the firemen on duty, while
at the rear of the building a lavatory, stores and other neces-

sary accommodation have been provided. The contractors

for the erection of the building were Messrs. J. Wright &
Sons, of Station-road, Hampton.

Mr. G. Sanderi, chairman of the council, was called upon
by the chairman of the Fire Brigade Committee to commit
the premises to the care of the captain of the brigade. In
complying witii this request, he said that the district council
had been much exercised in trying to obtain a permanent and

SCUNTHORPE PROPOSED NEW WATERWORKS.

suitable building as a home fur the brigade, as the old build-
ing was neither more nor less than a shed. Happily, they
had accomplished that task, and now they had to congratu-
late the parish of Hampton on the possession of such a build-
ing. Having alluded to the action of the council in regard
to the purchase of the present site, the chairman said that
he, for one, was anxious that they should not only have a use-
ful bnilding for a fire station, but one which would be orna-
mental as well, and he believed that they would agree with
him that they had succeeded in that respect. Iu fact, the
building was much better than he had ever thought it would
be. The cost of the fire station had been £-135, and that, he
thought, was a very moderate sum indeed for a building of
that kind. He then handed the key of the bnilding to the
captain of the brigade, who briefly returned thanks on behalf
of his officers and firemen.

This concluded the ceremony, and subsequently, in the
evening, a social gathering was held, at the invitation of the
captain of the brigade, to further celebrate the opening of
the station.

An inquiry respecting an application of the Scunthorpe
Urban District Council for powers to borrow £5,000 to carry
out Contract No. 1 of the proposed new waterworks was
held on the 3rd iust., on behalf of the Local Government
Board, by Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, m.i.c.e. Among those
present were Mr. J. Fletcher, J. p., chairman of the council

;

Mr. H.M.Hett, clerk to the council; Mr. A. Timmins, a.m.i.c.k.,

consulting engineer to the scheme) and Mr. A. MacDonald
Cobban, surveyor to the council.

Mr. Hktt, tho clerk, iu opening the inquiry, reviewed the
steps that had been taken to provide a scheme for supplying
the district with an clficieut supply of water, and gave out-

lines of the schemes which the council had considered

—

vh.,

the gravitation scheme on Risby Common and the deep bore
scheme. He also spoke of the fruitless endeavours made by
tho Barton Water Company to obtain powers to supply the
district with water.

details or THE SCHEME.
Mr. A. MacDonald Cobban, the surveyor to the council,

gave the statistics and general physical features of the dis-

trict. The population, he said, was 6,250, the number of in-

habited houses 1,191, and the acreage 1,041. In estimating
the quantity of water required to be provided for in the
scheme ho thought that there should bs at least 300,000
gallons per diem, or 109,500,000 gallons per annum, equiva-

lent to a daily supply of 30 gallons per capitem on 10,000 in-

habitants. Though this appeai-ed a very bountiful estimate,

he considered it advisable to make ample provision for the
development of the town. The present .source of supply was
derived from shallow wells, 12 ft. to 14 ft. in depth, with a
diameter of 4Jft. to 5 ft., sunk to the ironstone. The wells

were fed by surface or soak water, Avhich percolated into them
and collected into the sump at the bottom of the wells. That
surface or soak water largely consisted of rainfall washings,
and might contain zymotic germs, particularly in the more
thickly-populated districts. The highest point in the district

was the site of the service reservoir, about a quarter of it

mile be}'ond the town. Tho present supply, he considered,

was sure to diminish iu volume yearly as the quarrying for

ironstone to the north and east of the town progressed, owing
to the mining operations lowering the " level of saturation."

Speaking of the gravitation scheme, he pointed out that the

catchment area was only 500 acres. The average yearly

rainfall extending back for the last thirty years, as recorded

by the late Canon Cross at the vicarage close by, was 25'23 in.,

or an equivalent to 67l'205 galloTis per acre, or a total for the

whole catchment area of 285,602,500 gallons. Of this quantity

only one-third, at the utmost, could be relied upon for de-

livery into the conduit mains, hence there was a deficiency

of 14,299,170 gallons per annum, or a forty-nine days' supply

on the quantity estimated for. From this must be deducted
tho amount of waste and leakages. In periods of drought,

as in 1872 and 1873, the average was only 20'30 in., and in 1887
the rainfall was only 15'96in.,or equivalent in 1887 to a de-

ficiency of 58,658,650 gallons. To ensure an adequate supply
during a dry season impounding reservoirs would have to be
constructed to conserve the waters of wet seasons, but this,

however, would entail great expense. One-third of the rain-

fall, he estimated, would be conserved, one-third re-evaporated,

and one-third used as compensation water, as the stream, pro-

posed by this scheme to be impounded, had a defined course,

and riparian owners' lower down the stream would have a
vested interest and could claim compensation. His principal

objections to this scheme were (a) insufficiency of catchment
area, hence insufficient supply

;
(b) source of supply vested

with suspicion from cultivated land
;

(r) cost of undertaking

not commensurate with benefits to be derived ; and ((/) diffi-

culties to be encountered iu crossing the ironstone quan-ies

intervening the town and the pumping station, and the objec-

tion to placing portions of the undertaking out off the district

and in such an inaccessible spot. The scheme adopted was
to obtain a supply from the Bunter bed of the Trias by a deep

bore on the side of the Scotter-road, and he advocated the

scheme because (a) it was one eutailing reduced capital out-

lay and less upkeep ; ( fc) the works were entirely within the

council's district; and (c) the source of supply was one the

well-known qualities of which were universally admitted.
COXCLCDI.NG EVIDENCE.

Dr. Behreniit, medical officer of health to the council,

gave evidence proving from analysis he had made that the

quality of the present supply was such as caused it to be
vested with suspicion, and pointed out several cases of sick-

ness which were proved to be due to this source.

Mr. X. Timmins, consulting engineer to the scheme,

thoroughly explained the scheme and the geological aspects

of the district. His explanations were purely technical, and,

reviewed from an engineering point of view, very interesting.

Mr. Fletcher, chairman of the council, stated that ho had
listened to the inquiry with great interest, and he quite

coincided with the evidence submitted.

No objection to the scheme was raised, and the inspector

e.tpressed his pleasure at the way tho matters had been
placed before him, and the inquiry closed. After the inquiry

the inspector, in company with the engineer and surveyor to

the council, went over the town and district and inspected

the sites of the proposed works.
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Municipal Worl( in Progress and Projected.

Once again the provinces pracucally monopolise tlie news

ill regard to municipal works, the most important of which

are referred to in the paragraphs relating to Edmonton,

Northwich, Shorehani, Cardiff, Leeds, Pljiiiciuth, Nelson and

Wolverhampton.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITSES.
VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.

Shoredjtch.—The following tenders have been received

by the vestry for the laying down of hardwood paving

:

Jlesars. Mowlem & Co., 15s. 6d. per super, yard ; The Acme
Wood Pavement Company, 15s. Id. ; Mr. William Griffiths,

14s. 9d. ; and the , Improved Wood I'avoment Company,
133. lid.

St. George, Hanouer-Square.—On Thursday the vestry

resolved to grant, on the recommendation of the Works Com-
mittee, an increase of wages to almost every section of their

servants, from the surveyor and medical officer down to the

sweepers and general labourers. They also sanctioned a slight

reduction in the hours of labour of emploj-eos in the several

departments.

8t. Luke.—The vestry have accepted tenders as follows

:

For the jobbing and paving works required in the parish from
Lady Day next, Mr. W. Griffiths, .35 to .39 Hamilton House,
Bishopsgate-street Without ; for the asphalte paving works,

the Val do Travers Asphalte Paving Company, Limited,

Hamilton House, Bishopsgate-street Without; for the paving
works required in Finsbury-square, Mr. W. Griffiths, Hamilton
House, Bishopsgate-street Without ; for gas-titter's work,
(tc, Messrs. S. Pontife-x & Co., 22 Coleman-street, E.G.

Strand.—The district board of works have decided to lodge
a petition against the London County Council's Westminster
Bridge and Embankment Tramways Bill, and to authorise

tlie Parliamentary agents to concur with other opponents in

presenting reasons against the second reading of the Bill.

They have also decided to adopt a report of the Wharf Com-
mittee recommending the erection of a dust destructor at

Shot Tower wharf.

PROVINOiAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Middlesex.—The Local (iovernment Board have consented

to the council contributing £5,000 towards the acquisition of

Churchyard Bottom Wood, Highgate.

West Riding.—The General Asylums Committee of the
county council have purchased a site of over 200 acres at

Ackworth, upon which to erect a fourth pauper lunatic

asylum. The cost of the land was about i'4-6,000, and the
building itself is expected to cost between £-150,000 aud
£50Ci,000.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
ACCringtOn.—The mayor last week opened a cottage

hospital, which has been erected at a cost of £7,000. The
hospital will accommodate eighteen patients.

Bournemouth.—The town conncil have received a letter

from the New National Telephone Syndicate, Limited, seek-

ing the support of the town in favour of competition in

the telephono system. The National Telephone Company
propose to lay their wires underground.—The British Electric

Traction Company have intimated to the corporation that
they propose to take steps with a view to the formulating of

another scheme of electric tramways.

Brighton.—A committee of the town council, who have
had under consideration the suggestion that the corporation
should start a telephone system of its own, have decided in

favour of the jiroposal, and have resolved that application be
made, under the Telegraph Act, 1892, to the Postmaster-
General for a license empowering the council to provide and
work an independent telephono system for the county borough.

Cardiff.— Plans were recently submitted by the borough
engineer, Mr. W. Harpur, for an extension to the sanitorium.

The cost of the work, which comprises the erection of three
pavilions, is estimated at £34,000.

Halifax.—It has been decided to purchase certain property
at the junction of King Cross-street aud Regent-street, for

the purpose of widening the first-named street to 54 ft. The
land will cost £20 per yard.—The council have confirmed the
purchase of a block of houses at Ward's End for £2,850. The
property is required for widening the approach to St. John's-
lane.

Leamington.— Boring operations at the new well at
Lillington have ceased, and it is yielding about 430,000
gallons a day. It is possible that this amount may be con-
siderably increased, but the present yield comes quite up to
anticipation. Although the supply of the new well and that
of the old oils in Campion-terrace are the same water-bearing
stone, the actual sources are wholly independent. The two
AvcUs will give the borough a plentiful water supply for many
years to come.

Leeds.—The city council at their last meeting decided to
spend £10,400 on improving the Kirkgate market. It was
also agreed to purchase the Cookridge-street baths for
£18,000, and to borrow an additional £5,000 for carrying out
desirable improvements in the premises. A lengthy discns-
sion took place regarding the Bradford and Leeds Light Eailway
scheme, aud a resolution was passed approving the opposi-
tion to it which had been offered by the Parliamentary Com-
mittee.

Loughborough.—The town council have appointed a com-
mittee to consider and report on the advisability of taking
steps to acquire the undertaking of the gas company, and
also with respect to the establishment of the electric ifght in
the borough.

Maidstone.—The Maidstone Water Company's offer of
£3,000 as compensation to sufferers by the late typhoid
epidemic has been rejected, and it has been decided in
numerous instances to commence actions against the company
forthwith. The offer of the waterworks directors was accom-
panied by the condition that no subsequent cases should be
brought against them, and its rejection is mainh- on account
of the impossibility of giving any guarantee on this point.
No legal liability is at present admitted by the company.

Matlock.—At a meeting of the town council on Monday
Sir George Newnes, Bart., presented the undertaking of the
Matlock Cable Tramway Company to the town. The gift,

which is worth £20,000, was unanimously accepted.

Middleton.—The corporation have accepted the tender of
Messrs. Etheridge & Clark, Norfolk-street, Manchest»r, for
the construction of pipe sewers in Manchester Old-road,
Market-place, Lodge-street, Townley-street, Oswald-street
aud Renyon-lane.

Morpeth.—The town council have decided to prosecute
the gas company for breaking up a road without their consent.

Nelson.—Colonel Slacke, k.b., an inspector of the Local
Government Board, opened an inquiry on Tuesday relative to
an application of the town council for sanction to borrow
£11,400 for sewerage works, £8,000 for the extension of the
sewage works, £6,000 for street improvement works, and
£7,000 for the erection of a destrnctor in Charles-street,
Reedyford.

Newcastle.—The following report has been adopted : The
Town Improvement Committee have had nnder consideration
the desirability of paving the main thoroughfares of the city
with wood, and, as a first instalment, they recommend the
council to sanction the laying of wood pavement in (1)
Grainger-street West, at an estimated cost of £3,150 ; (2) in
Clayton-street from Newgate-street to Derwent-place, at an
estimated cost of £5,860 ; and (3) in Grainger-street from
Newgate-street to Blackett-street, at an estimated cost of
£3,680; and that application be made to the Local Govern-
ment Board to sanction the borrowing of £12,700 to defray
the cost of the work.

Plymouth.—The corporation have applied to the Local
Government Board for sanction to a loan of £70,000 for the
improvement of Tavistock-road and Tavistock-place, £10,215
for the erection of houses for the working classes, £2,750 for
works of street improvements, £2,600 for sewerage works,
and £2,070 for the erection of a police station.

Sunderland.—A Local Government Board inquiry has
been held relative to an application of the corporation for a
provisional order to empower them to acquire compulsorily
lands for widening High-street West, and also for sanction to
borrow £2,020 for electric lighting purposes.

WenlOCk.—The town council having made an application
to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £2,750
for the purpose of a water supply. Colonel W. 15. Slacke, an
inspector of the board, held an inquiry last week. No opposi-
tion was offered.

Wolverhampton.—At a special meeting of the town conn-
cil, on Monday, it was decided to apply to the Local Govern-
ment Board for borrowing powers to the extent of £20,000
in respect of the scheme submitted by the borough surveyor
for the erection of new abattoirs, cold storage, ice factory, &c.

Yarmouth.—All electric lights in Yarmouth were on
Saturday night suddenly extinguished, through an explosion
at the generating station, where two engines were wrecked
through the condensers being blown out. The works have a
capacity for supplying 14,000 lamps. The street lighting was
subsequently restored, but the service to private users,
mostly for shops, failed utterly. Some days will bo occupied
in repairs before the private service can again be available.
Traders transacted Saturday night's business with candles
and lamps.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Bradford-On-Avon.—A Local Government Board inquiry

has been held with reference to the alleged default of the
district council in not providing an efficient sewerage system
iu their district.
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ChiSWiCk.—A meeting of the ratepayers of the district was
held recently, in pursuance ot a requisition to pass resolutions

to consent to the district coancil opposing; in Parliament (1)

aJ5ill for conferring further powers on the London United

Tramways Company, Limited, for constructing tramways and

•widening and altering roads for using mechanical power on

their tramways; and (2) tie Bill to empower the county

councils of Middlesex and Surrey to rebuild Kew bridge, and

tD make new approaches thereto, and to execute other works

in connection therewith. Tlio questions were most fully

discussed, and it was explained that if the council did not

oppose they would give away their right to purchase the

tramways in 1903. A vote being taken, the resolution was
lost. A demand for a poll of the parish was then made, and

it was agreed that this should take place to-morrow.

EdmontOlli—The district council have received an intima-

tion from the Local Government Board that they will hold a

public inquiry as early as possible i-elative to the application

of the council for sanction to loans of £20,000 for private

street works, £2,500 for sewerage, and £183 of firo brigade

purposes.

Hornsey.—The Highways Committee reported, at the last

meeting of the district council, tliat they had had before

them the letter from Messrs. W. Webb & Co., on behalf of

the proMiotcrs of the proposed Highgate andFinchley Tram-
ways Provisional Order, 1898, staling that the promoters

would be prepared to drop the spur from the existing cable

lino to the Great North-road and to modify the purchase

clause in the event of the London County Council, in con-

junction with the local authorities, desiring at any time to

acquire and work or lease the proposed line, and to take

the current from the district council in the event of the

council being iu a position to supply it at tlio rate to be settled.

The report was adopted.

NOrthWiCh.—At a recent meeting of the district conucil

the clerk reported that he had written to the Local Govern-
ment Board asking what were their intentions with regard

to sanctioning bacteriological treatment of sewaee, and point-

ing out that the council, like many other authorities in

Cheshire, were undertaking sewage schemes, and were anxious

to ascertain whether the bacteriological system might be
adopted. Only a formal acknowledgment of tlie letter has as

yet been received. The council have under contemplation a
sewage scheme which will involve a cost of at least £16,000.

Ormskirk,—It was recently proposed that the council

should take into consideration the advisability of purchasing

the undertaking of the local gas company. It was thought

that it must be admitted that the lighting of the town at

present was anything but satisfactory. No doubt if the

works were luider the council's control a better state of things

would result, and from a financial point of view the rate-

payers would be benefitted.

Portland.—Three tenders have been received by the eonncil

for pi'oviding the island with an adequate water supply. The
firms who tendered were : Messrs. B. Cook & Co., £30,924;

Messrs. W. Jones, £28,710; and Messrs. Bostol, Sons & Peattee,

Oxford, £28,.'370. The last-named was accepted.

ShOreham.—At the last meeting of the district council a

detailed scheme for the lighting of the town by electricity

was presented by Messrs. K. E. Churchill-Sliann and M. H.
Churchill-Shann, of the Southern Cross Engineering and
Shipyard Company. The cost of the entire installation was
estimated at £6,000, provision being made for fifty-six 1,000

candle-power arc lights for street lighting and 1,.500 6 candle-

power lamps for private consumers. The calculated revenue

from incandescent lights was £1,625 and the estimated yearly

expenditure £1,255, showing a profit of £370. The proposed

charges of l|d. per unit were based upon those in force at

Brighton. The council deferred consideration of the matter

to a future meeting.

SOUthgate.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held relative to an application of the district council for

sanction to a loan of £700 for works of public and private

street improvements.

SuttOn-in-AShfield.—The new sewage works constructed

by the district council from plans and specifications pre-

pared by their surveyor, Mr. McW. Bishop, have been formally

opened. The works have been utilised for some months, and
were constructed at a cost of over £7,000. The process is

that known as the " International." The dry weather flow is

about 26O,00<-) gallons per day, and of a highly concentrated

character. The contractors for the works were Messrs. Lane
& Son, of Skegby.

Sutton, Surrey.—At the last meeting of the district

council it was unanimously resolved to ajjply to the Local
Government Board for sanction to a loan for the construction

of additional bacteria filters at the sewage works of suflBcient

capacity- to treat the whole of the daily sewage flow. The
plans for the filters have been prepared by Mr. C. Chambers
Smith, engineer and surveyor to the council.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.

Blaby.—In consequence of alterations suggested by the

Local Government Board with reference to the Oadby sewer-

age scheme, it was decided to increase the amount of loan

from £5,200 to £5,320, and in connection with the same
matter the council decided to purchase the necessary land.

Celllgaer and RhigOS.—On Saturday, at a meeting of

the council, it was announced that formal sanction had been
received from the Local Government Board to a loan of

£1,000 to defray the building expenses of the new public

offices at Hengoed.

New Winchester.—The district council have approved a
scheme ot sewerage for the parish of St. Faith Without.

MidhurSt.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held respecting an application of the district council for a

provisional order to empower them to put iu force, with
reference to certain lands required by them for the disposal

of the sewage of Midhurst and parts of Easebonrne and West
Lavington, the powers of the Lands Clauses Act with res])ect

to the purchase and taking of lands other than by agree-

ment.

Rothwell.—Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, an inspector of the

Local Government Board, has held an inquiry relative to an
application of the district council for approval of the con-

stitution of a special drainage district, to comprise the parish

of Brinsworth and a part of tlie parish of Whiston, and for

sanction to borrow £4,000 for purposes of water supply,

sewerage and sewage disposal.

Thame.—The contract for the supply of 1,640 tons of best

selected hand-broken Hartshill granite has been let to Mr.
W. A. Judkins, ot Nuneaton. Mr. Judkins offered to supply
the granite at a cost of 10s. 9d. per ton,

Tonbridge.—A Local Government Board inspector has
held an inquiry with reference to a petition of the district

council requesting the Board to issue a provisional order
empowering the council to put in force the Land Clauses Act
in order to acquire certain land for the purpose of a sewage
scheme for Pembnry.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Belfast.—The tender of Mr. James Kidd, Leadbetter-street,

Belfast, amounting to £4,500, has been accepted for the erec-

tion of the new fire station in Whetla-street.

Drogheda.—The corporation have decided to purchase the
undertaking of the gas company for £21,000.

Dundee.—At last week's meeting of the Gas Committee of

the town council the question of reconstructing the gasworks
and of introducing carbnrretted water-gas was discussed. It

was moved and seconded that, having regard to the additional

ground now acquired, a i-ecommendation be made to the
council to set aside any proposal for carbnrretted water-gas

in the meantime, and to instruct the manager, ai'ter consulta-

tion with Mr. Powlis, Glasgow, to bring up plans and esti-

mates for extensions and improvements on the works, in order

that an additional supply of coal-gas might be produced. An
ameiidment was proposed that the matter be delayed for

further consideration at a future meeting, but the motion was
eventually carried.— The work of introducing the electric

light into the streets is making very satisfactory progress, a
large number of pillars having been already erected in central

thoroughfares.

Clasgrow.—The difiiculties with regard to double-decked

cars for the Springburn route of tramways has now, according

to the minutes of the committee presented at the corporation's

last monthly meeting, been solved. The level of the street

spanned by a bridge of the Caledonian Railway at St. RoUox,

it has been decided, will be lowered, at a very considerable

cost.—The town council have decided that, " in view of the
unsteady character of the electric light in St. Andrew's Hall,

of the noises emitted by the arc lamps, and of the fact that

the roof is practically invisible under the present method of

lighting, a system be adopted which will be both efiicient and
silent."

North Berwick.—On Monday the town council and gas
commission had before them the recommendation of the
committee as to new gasworks and the engineer's report, and
it was agreed that inquiry be made respecting new ground.

The question of the introduction of the electric light arising

out of the discussion, and the feeling being that the town
should not lag behind in the matter, a committee was ap-

pointed to get information respecting it.

Renfrew.—The town council have decided to proceed with
the erection of an additional gasholder.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL
Versailles.—The municipality have voted a considerable

sum for now works, including the restoration of the hfitol do
ville and the erection of a hospital.

Vienna.— It has been decided to lay 660 metres of new
water pipes in the town, at a cost of 4,000 florins.

Algiers.—The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has
received a dispatch from her Majesty's Consul-General at

Algiers, stating that tenders are invited for the construction

of a new harbour in the Bay of Agha. Tenders should be
sent to M. Coustolle, Rue Mahon No. 1, Algiers, before the
30th inst. Further particulars can be seen on application to

the Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, between
the hours of 11 a.m. a,nd 5 p.m.
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Personal.

The Perth Gas Commissioners have decided to call in an

engineer to advise respecting the cost of the new gasworks.

Mr. Wm. Atkinson, surveyor to the Kiveton Park Rural

District Council, has been reappointed surveyor, inspector of

nuisances, &c., to the council.

Mr. Silverthoruo has been instructed by the Gas Committee
of the Kendal Corporation to report on the question of the

proposed increase in storage accommodation.

Over thirty applications were received for the appointment

of surveyor to tlie Knaresborough Urban District Council,

and a committee have selected five for further consideration.

Mr. William Stout, who for forty-two years acted as gas

manager to tlie Boston (Lines.) Corporation, has died at

M'Lonth, Kansas, U.S.A. He was eighty-eight years of age.

Mr. Harold S. Tebbilt, of Nottingham, has received the

appointment of surveyor of highways to the Tutbury Rural
District Council. The commencing salary is £120 per

annum.

Mr. Robinson VValmsley has been appointed assistant gas
engineer to the Southport Corporation, in succession to Mr.
F. W. Johnston, who has been appointed gas manager at

MoBsley.

At Monday's meeting of the Morley Town Council it was
resolved to confirm the appointment of Mr. Thomas Frost, of

Morley, as inspector of streets and buildings, at a salary of

£100 per annum.

It has been decided by the Pokesdown Urban District

Council to .allow an additional sum of £100 per annnm to the

surveyor, Mr. E. W. Ingamells, during the carrying out of the
sewerage works.

A useful paper, entitled " Heat of Combustion of Metals in

the Formation of Alloys," was read by Mr. Alexander Gait,

B.sc, official assistant to Lord Kelvin, at the Royal Insti-

tution, Edinburgh, on Monday.

Mr. T. Prothcroe, district sanitary inspector to the Sheffield

Corporation, has been appointed inspector of nalsances to

Hertford Town Council, at a salary of £150 per annum.
There were 125 applications for the post.

Mr. D. M'Coll, superintendent of the cleansing department
of the Glasgow Corporation, was present, among others, at

the fifteenth annual soiree and concert given by the depart-
ment. The proceedings were in every way successful.

Mr. J. M. Lockerbie, of the firm of Messrs. Lockerbie &
Wilkinson, abattoir fitters, Exeter-street, Birmingham, was
last week elected a director of the Lion Foundery Company,
Kirkintilloch. The firm are manufacturers of sanitary and
architectural work.

The usual monthly meeting of the Sheffield Society of
Architects and Surveyors was held on Tuesday, when a
lecture was delivered by Mr. Charles Castle, of Sheffield, on
" Timber for Construction and Decoration." The lecture was
followed by a discussion.

Five candidates for the post of borough engineer and sur-

veyor of Morley appeared before the council on Monday,
when it was decided to appoint Mr. W. E. Putman, who is at
present in the office of the city engineer of Leeds. The
salary is £200 per annum.

Thirty-nine applications were received by the St. Helen's
Corporation for the position of resident electrical engineer.
The Electric Lighting Committee have appointed Mr. J. S.

Highfield, who holds a similar position at Stafford. His
salary will commence at £200.

At a meeting of the Association of Stiidents of the Insti-

tutions of Civil Engineers at Glasgow, on Monday, a paper
was read by Mr. diaries M'Croath on "Dunoon Burgh Pier
Extension." A discussion, opened by the chairman, followed,
and the usual votes of thanks brought the proceedings to a
close.

The lord mayor and sheriffs dined on Tuesday, at the
Grand Hotel, with the Port of London Sanitary Committee,
of which Mr. T. H. Brooke-Hitching, who presided, is chair-
man. The list of toasts included "The Houses of Parliament,"
"The Lord Mayor, Sheriffs and the Corporation," and " The
Chairman."

At the last meeting of the Liverpool County Council the
appointment of Mr. John Alexander Brodie as city engineer,
at a salary of £1,000 per annum, and that of Mr. Arthur
Bromley Holmes as electrical engincer-in-chief for both the
tramway service and for the electric lighting and other elec-

trical purposes, with a yearly salary of £1,600, were confirmed.

In connection with their departure from Douglas, the
borough snrvcyor, Mr. T. .1. Taylor, and the town clerk, Mr.
T. H. Nesbitt, last week entertained the whole of the work-
men in the employ of the corporation at a dinner given at

CorkiU's Palace Hotel. A very pleasant evening was spent,

a good selection of music helping to enliven the proceedings.

w^Ir. H, Simmonds, gas engineer to the Colne Cprj-oration,

was on Thursday elected by the Bury Town Council to fill

the position of engineer and manager of their gasworks.
There were fifty-one candidates for the position, which can-iea

with it a salary of £350 per annnm. Mr. Simmonds has been
manager at Colne since 1890, he having succeeded Mr. Varley
in that year.

It was mentioned at last week's meeting of the Manchester
City Council that instructions had been given for tiie opinion
of an electrical engineer to be obtained with regard to the
water supply of Longdendale. There was, it was stated, a
difference of opinion concerning the value of the supply for

the generation of electricity. A member suggested the en-
gagement of Mr. Wordingham.

The Finance Committee of the Peterhead Town Council
met on Monday and further reduced the number of selected

candidates for the vacant post of burgh surveyor. The follow-

ing will shortly be interviewed by the council and the final

selection made: Messrs. Fleming, Dundee; Burge, Leith;
Black, Edinburgh ; Shand, county engineer's office, Aberdeen;
and Chisholm, burgh surveyor, Buckie.

The engineer's department of the city of Nottingham, in

accordance with their annual custom, held their fifth annual
social on Thursday evening. The city engineer, Mr. Arthur
Brown, presided, and the whole of the staff, with the excep-.

tion of absentees through illness, were present. After the
nsual dinner a capital programme of music was gone through,

interspersed with the usual loyal and other toasts.

The employees of the Streets and Roads Committee of the
Aberdeen City Council recently jiresented Mr. James Smith,
road surveyor, with a picture as a mark of respect on the
occasion of his retirement from the service. The picture

bore the following insci-iption :
" Presented to Mr. James

Smith, road surveyor, as a token of respect and esteem by
the employees of the Streets and Roads Department. Aber-
deen, Slst December, 1897."

The rural district council of Burford, Salop, have accepted
with regrot the resignation of Mr. J. Banbury, who has held
the post of surveyor for the past two years. Previous to his

appointment under the council Mr. Banbury served foP

thirty-two years under the late Bampton West Highway
Board. Sixty applications have already been received for the
post vacated by Mr. Banbury, and a committee have been
appointed to make the usual selection.

At last week's meeting of the Wallasey Urban District

Council consideration was given to the salaries of the officials

of the various departments, and among those of the engineer
and surveyor's department that were raised was that of Mr.
Thomas Moulding, the assistant engineer and surveyor. Mr.
Moulding will in future receive £200 per annum. Mr. Edwin
Earp, an assistant in the sewerage department, has also had
his salary increased from £120 to £130 per annum.

In order to take up the appointment of surveyor to the
urban district council of Cannock, Mr. AValter Blackshaw,
A.M.I.C.E., has resigned his position at Croydon. Mr. Black-
shaw has occupied the post of chief assistant in the office of

the borough road surveyor, Croydon, for the past six years,

and as a token of the confidence repcsed in him the Highways
Committee, previous to his departure, presented him with a
special testimonial. His brother officers also presented him
with a handsomely-engraved liqueur stand.

At a recent meeting of the Hinckley Urban District Council
a letter was read from Mr. Geo. Helps tendering his resigna-

tion of the m,anagership of the gasworks. On the letter being
read several members expressed their regret that Mr. Helps
should leave at a time when there was much work to be done
of which he only had complete knowledge. Ultimatelj- it

was agreed to refer the letter to a special committee of the
whole council. A meeting of the committee has since been
held, and Mr. Helps was offered £2-10 per annum to remain,
but declined.

Mr. David Robertson, late burgh surveyor of Girvan, who
now occupies a similar position in Saltcoats, was recently the
recipient of a handsome testimonial from his friends. Pro-
vost M'Creath, who presided, referred to Mr. Robertson's
well-known abilities, and wished him much success in his
now sphere, and on behalf of the subscribers presented him
with a valuable case of drawing instruments and a purse of
sovereigns. Mr. Robertson in a few words acknowledged
the gifts. The newly-appointed official, Mr. John Stevenson,
was present at the ceremony and was heartily welcomed.

In connection with the surveynrship to the vestry of St.

Martin-in-the-Fields, now vacant through the resignation of
Mr. Charles Mason, out of seventy-four candidates the fol-

lowing six have been selected for interview : Mr. F. A. Cole-
man, assistant surveyor, Hornsey L^rban District Council;
Mr. F. J. Finglah, assistant surveyor, Heston and Isleworth
Urban District Council; Mr. George Green, assistant sur-
veyor, Islington Vestry; Mr. H. J. Hills, assistant surveyor,
Shoreditch Vestry ; ilr. Humphreys, assistant surveyor
Willesden Urban District Council ; and Mr. Lawrenson,
assistant surveyor, Hackney Vestry. - -
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Some Recent Publications.

SOME SHOKt NOTICES.

Stable Sanitation and Construction, by Mr. T. K.

Coleman, f.s.i. (Spon), is a concise and practical hand-book,

conveniently arranged, clearly written, well printed, and
copiously illustrated. The book brings together in a com-
pact form numerona important facts and principles relating

to the sanitary construction of stables, and fall and accurate

details are supplied as to the simplest and best means
calculated to produce efficient results. The practical side of

the question has received exhaustive treatment in tho careful

description and illustration of the various methods and
arrangements of stabling, and of the most modern and
approved fittings and appliances. The work will prove

extremely useful to architects, estate agents, and others

professionally engaged in stable design and building, as well

as to the majority of horse and stock owners.

Sanitary ANii Social (Juestions op the Day, issued by the

Cotton Press, consists of a republication in book form of a

series of articles contributed to medical journals and to the

Stinitary Record^ some of which present important features of

social subjects in an interesting form and a new light. We
refer in particular to those headed '' Legislation and Sanita-

tion," " On Building Sites and Soils," " Barrack Dwellings,"

and " Health Resorts."

The Ventilation of the Metropolitan Railway is a

booklet advocating the employment of fans for this purpose

at intermediate points between the stations. The data in

support of the case is founded on a memorandum submitted

by Mr. James Keitli, Assoc. m.inst.c.e., to the Board of

Trade Departmental Committee on the ventilation of London
underground railways. It will be remembered that the

committee considered that this proposal would involve very

considerable expense, and finally decided " that the most
satisfactory mode of dealing with the ventilation of the

metropolitan tunnels woidd be by the adoption of electric

traction."

Practical Forestry, by Prof. Chas. E. Curtis, f.s.i.

(Lockwood), is a neat and handy volume designed to

promote and encourage the study of forestry among land-

owners, land agents, and occupiers of land. We fully

endorse the views of the author that " there are few districts

of the United Kingdom incapable of being improved by wise

and judicious tree-planting," and that in these days of

agricultural depre.ssiou the utility of such methods of

improvement should receive more practical attention, and the

ultimate benefits should be more clearly understood and
seriously considered.

The Hand-Book on the Workman's Compensation Act,

1897, by Mr. M. Roberts-Jones, barrister-at-law, is an excellent

little book, giving a clear, concise, and readable exposition of

the act by a gentleman well qualified by practical experience

to treat the subject in a thorough manner. It cannot fail to

prove useful to solicitors, employers of labour, and to secre-

taries of insurance companies and friendly societies. That it

has already done so to a large extent is conclusively shown by
the fact of the last edition, consisting of 5,000 copies, having

been disposed of within a month of its issue.

The Preparation of Parliamentary Plans for Rail-

ways, by Mr. H. J. Fuller, c.E., issued from the otiice of

The Engineer, will be a valuable and trustworthy guide

especially to those who may be professionally connected with

projected new railway lines for the first time. Tho book,

which does not extend beyond forty pages, is thoroughly

practical in all points of detail, and is handsomely printed on
gtont paper and tastefully bound.

The Proceedings of the Ontario Land Subveyokk'
Association, 1897, besides containing minntes of the annual

meeting, includes some interesting papers read by members.

A USEFUL annual.

"The Electrician" Electrical Trades' Directory and
Hand-Book for 1898 (10s.) is a work essentially represent-

ative of the progress made in the application of electricity

to every-day requirements, and its practical utility is con-

siderably enhanced by revision and corrections extending to

the early part of February in the present year. A reference

to its pages will afford abundant evidence of the recent

remarkable growth of the electrical and allied industries.

The past year, memorable in other respects, was especially

marked by various fresh developments of electrical engineer-

ing throughout the British empire, and by new applications

of important discoveries in electrical science to practical

industrial purposes. These facts are duly exemplified and
their results carefully notified in the increased store of

information supplied by this useful hand-book. An examina-
tion of the book inspires confidence in the accur.^cy and com-
pleteness of the details recorded, and it deservedly maintains

a high reputation as a work of reference for the purposes

intended. Two large sheet-tables are included in this

edition; one comprises full particulars of the electric supply
works of tho United Kingdom, and the other gives useful

information, systematically arranged, with regard to electric

railways and tramways. From the former it will be observed

that the electrical industry has only within the last few years

become firmly established in this country, as veiy few supply
J

stations existed previous to 1S90. At present the London
district possesses nineteen electric supply works in active
operation, 106 have been completed in tlie provinces and
sister countries, and nineteen are in progress of construction.
Assuming this rate of extension and development to continue
unimpeded for a further period of eight or ten years, most
urban districts will have tho advantage of possessing elec-

tricity for light, power, and traction purposes. From the
second table it may be gathered that there are twenty-three
electric railways in complete working order in the British
Isles, and twenty-five in progress. In addition, we have
nine projected underground railways in the metropolis, and
forty-eight light railways and tramways proposed for the pro-
vinces and for Scotland and Ireland ; all to be worked by
moans of electricity. We maj' supplement these statistics by
remarking that 149 limited liability companies connected
with electrical engineering and allied industries, and with
capitals ranging from £1,000 to £400,000, have been regis-

tered during the past year. The miscellaneous details and
statistical facts recorded in this publication are both interest-

ing and valuable, and a commercial directory embracing
Canada, the Argentine Republic, Japan, and the Australian
colonies should satisfy all reasonable recjuirements. A con-
siderable amount of new and varied information, incorpor.ated

tills year, has materially increased tlie size of the volume,
without, however, rendering it too bulky for convenient use
in case of reference. A notable feature of the hand-book is

the biographical section, containing carefully-compiled
sketches of the past careers of tho most prominent British

electrical experts, and fnlly interspersed with portraits.

Among the obituary notices, which ajjpear in another part of

the work, we observe several well-known and respected
names, particularly of electricians who had been associated
with the telegiaphic branch of electrical industry. In con-

cluding this notice we may say that, while the directory and
hand-book will undoubtedly remain an indispensable
auxiliary to all persons professionally engaged in or con-

nected with electrical engineering enterprises, it vs'ill also

prove a valuable instructor and guide to many who feel

interested in one of the greatest scientific developments and
inilastrial triumphs of the present century.

engineering thansactions.

The Transactions of the British Association of Water-
works Engineers (Vol. II., 1897), includes a full report of

the presidential address and an account of the' general pro-

ceedings at the second annual meeting. It further contains
several important papers read by members, with the dis-

cussions that followed in each instance. Those contributed
by Mr. A. Fowler, "On pumping machinery," Mr. W. Watts,
"On drainage areas," Mr. W. G. Kent, "On the Venturi
meter," and Mr. W. Coles Finch, "On electrical water-level

recorders," are of an exhaustive nature, carefully compiled,
and well illustrated by figures and diagiums. Mr. W. Whit-
aker supplied an interesting and explicit snininary of geo-

logical facts relating to seveial Middlesex well sections, Mr.
W. Ingham a detailed account of the Torquay waterworks,
while Mr. L. Holme Lewis gave an historical sketch and a
description of the Manchester Corporation works as exem-
plifying effective hydraulic power supply, and Mr. T. N.
Ritson described the methods employecl for tho removal of

internal corrosion from the mains of the Kendal waterworks.

The Proceedings of the South African Association of
Engineers and Architects (Vol. III., 1895-7) is compiled on
somewhat similar lines as regards reports of meetings and
record of the papers read and discussed. We observe that

Mr. Arthur H. Reid's efforts towards promoting instruction

and mental recreation by the production of a paper of con-

siderable interest on " History and civilisation as evidenced
in art and architecture," received inadequate encouragement
at Johannesburg, as is testified by a note appended to the

eft'ect that, owing to the small attendance at the meeting, the

paper was taken as read, and a vote of thanks accorded to the
writer. Of a more practical nature is a contribution by Mr.
Theodore Reunert on " A Rational Sewerage System," in

which he deals in an exhaustive and explicit manner with the
water-borne system now prevailing almost universally in

urban districts, and compares it unfavourably with Liernur's

pneumatic system, which has been adopted at Amsterdam,
and a few German and Russian towns. The latter method of

sewage disposal he considers has manifest advantages from a
financial point of view, and, what is more important, superior

advantages in a sanitary aspect. Tho opinions expressed

in general during the discussion of the paper were opposed to

Mr. Rennert'a views, but this gentleman at a subsequent
meeting adduced evidence, from statements of Sir Andrew
Noble, the late Mr. Thomas Hawksley, and other expert

authorities, in support of his contentions, and in a prolonged
address brought forward a considerable array of facts and
figures to prove that he had not exaggerated tho defects of

the water-carriage system nor over-estimated the advantages
of the vacuum method. We have entered thus far into detail

with a view to direct our reader's attention to what will be
found an interesting and important contribution to yjractical

sanitary questions.
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LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

MR. DICKINSON'S EVIDENCE.
The fourteenth meeting of this body waa held in West-

minster Town Hall on Monday, under the presidency of Lord
Llandaff.

Mr. Dickinson, for the London County Council, continaing

his evidence on the past .action of that body in regard to the

water supply, stated incidcntly that the jModerates were afraid

that if the purchase of the companies was effected the control

would be transferred to a water trust. Asked by the chair-

man whether what the conncil required was legislative

control snfEcient to enable them to take over the rates,

dividends, capital and so on, witness said that in any system of

control there must be revision of the position of the com-
panies. If the companies went on in their present position

they would take everything the law allowed them to take,

and it was to restrict them from doing what they had been
doing for the last forty years that the council desired the
change. He agreed with the chairman that a purchaser would
have to incur an expenditure not far off £20,000,000. He had
little doubt that both parties in the council would agree that
it would be desirable to go to Wales for water rather than
attempt to take more water from the Thames, even through
the Staines reservoir. In reply to Mr. Le ISrock Porter, Mr.
Dickinson added that the taking of water from Wales would
be capable of future development, and would not limit the
sources of supply to the Thames and the Lea. (Questioned
by Mr. Cripp.^, he said that the county conncil and the water
companies had been leading a cat and dog life for some years,
at a cost of something like £38,000 for Parliamentary and
other action. There was now a grand opportunity for putting
an end to the contention.

AN IMPROVED SYSTEM OF WIRING.

Since Mr. Frederick Bathurst, a.i.k.e,, who obtained the
" Fothergill " prize of the Society of Arts for a paper on
" The Prevention of Fires due to the Leakage of Electricity,"

introduced his steel-armoured insulating-conduit system of
electric wiring the system h.as been considerably modified
and improved. We give an illustration of this conduit,
which now forms the most recent development of the system.
At first the conduit consisted of a tube of insulating material
with or without an exterior br.ass sheathing. It was found.

The Conduit and Insulation Company, Limited, Ormoud
House, 63 Queen Victoria-street, E.G., has been formed to

maunfacture and supply the conduit and accessories.

INSTITUTION OF CIVI L ENGINEERS.

()Ri>iNAi!V Meeting.
All ordinary meeting of the above Institution will be held

on Tuesday, at 8 p.m., when Mr. Henry Towler, A. M.I.O.K.

,

will read a paper, entitled " Calcium Carbide and Acetyline."

A discussion will follow.

SpEci.al .MrETlNci.

A special meeting of the Institution will be held on Thurs-
day, at 8 p.m., when the sixth " James Forrest " lecture will

be delivered by Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins, M..\., f.e.s., a.i.c.e.

The subject of the lecture will be " Geology in Relation to

Engineering."
Stubknts' Vi.<it.

On Thursday, at 1 1 a.m., an inspection will be made by the

students of the Institution of the ventilating, heating, light-

ing and drainage arrangements of the House of Commons.
Stviients' Meeting.

A meeting for the students of the Institution will be held

to-night, when Mr. H. C. Adams, sti'd.inst.c.e., will read

a paper, entitled " The Drainage of Cottage Property." The
chair will be taken, at 8 p.m., by Mr. W. Santo Crimp, m.i.c.e.

SURVEYORS^^NSTITUTION.

Junior Meeting.
The third fif four meetings of examinees and students

authorised (subject to certain conditions) by the council to

be held during the present session, will take place on Monday,
the 1-tth inst., when a paper will be read by Mr. C. G. Eve,

entitled " The Agricultural Rates Act, 1896.' The chair will

be taken at 7 p.m.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
veil too lute for clatgificaticn cannot bt

mariri until the joUoicinj Keek.

Inspector oe Weights and Measures.—March 11th.

—

Corporation of Leicester. £110.—Mr. Janips Bell, town clerk.

however, that in order to withstand severe usage a stronger

mechanical protection was needed than a brass covering, and
iron piping with an insulating lining was introduced. Now
Steel pipes are provided, the object being to secure great

mechanical strength without making the lined pipes unduly
thick and weighty or in any way sacrificing efficiency. The
outside diameter of the insulated conduit is the standard for

gas piping, but it has been found desirable to depart from
the standard gas thread in favour of one better suited to the

thinner steel armour and to electrical requirements. The
screw thread now used is based on that employed in connec-

tion with brass work, which is lighter in cut and contains

more threads to the inch than that employed for iron. It is

considered that this lighter and longer thread has the effect

of making the coupling sockets connecting the lengths to-

gether more watertight, and iu the case of the larger sizes

of conduit reduces the labour of thread cutting so that one
man can, with the ordinary tools, quickly and easily cut and
thiead all si/ps of c nduit re juired upon an installation.

\\ e also give an illus-

tiation of a joint, inter-

section and outlet box
fitted with insulated

linings. These circular-

shaped metal-armoured
insulating boxes are

indispensable for the

^^^ T

installation of a good

VS' jafsMBSI/JJm conduit system, and
.9?#i^BMK,S' ,^, )j a view to redu-

cing the cos*^, which
has hitherto been an
obstacle to their more
extended use, arrange-

ments are being made
for their production in largo quaiitities. In the compai.y's
trade publications fall details can be found of the other
accessories of the system, which space prevents us from
describing or illustrating here. These include insulating
elbows, sockets or couplings, standard boxes, covers, in-

sulated drawD-in boxes, bushings, plugs, tube ends, &r.

Surveyor, Inspector of Nuisances, <ic.—March 12th.

—

Castle Bromwich Rural District Council. £55.— Mr. John
North, clerk to the council, 205 Vauxhall-road, Birmingham.
Inspector of Nuisances.—March 14th.—Pndsey Urban

District Council. £bO.—Mr. Benjamin Dufton, clerk to the
council.

Surveyor.—March 14th.—Newhaven Urban District Couu-
cil. £90.—Mr. Edward Knightley, clerk to the council.

Surveyor of Highways.—March 16th.—Rural District

Council of Seisdon, Staffs. £180.—Mr. Herbert Taylor, clerk
to the council.

Surveyor, Inspector of Nuisances, &c.—March 16th.

—

Windermere Urban District Canncil.—Mr. J. T. Bowness,
clerk to the council.

District Surveyor.—March 16th.—Monmouthshire County
Conncil. £140.—Mr. H. Stafford Gustard, county clerk, New-
port, Mon.

Borough Surveyor.—March 17th.—Corporation of Tewkes-
bury. £140.— Mr. H. A. Badham, town clerk.

Inspector of Nui.sances.— March 17th.—Corporation of

Tewkesbury. £30. — Mr. H. A. Badham, town clerk.

District Surveyor's Assistant.—March 17th.— Gloucester
County Council.— Mr. C. H. Hopkins, district surveyor, Chip-
ping Sudbury.

Assistant for Borough Surveyor's Office.— March 19th.

—County Borough of Oldham. £120.— Mr. S. A. Pickering,

borough surveyor.

Gasworks Engineer and Man-.^ger.—March 21st.

—

Hinckley Urban Listncc Council. t*25U.—Mr. J. V.'. Preston
,

clerk to the council.

BoRocoH Surveyor.—March 23rd.— Douglas Town Conn-
cil. £200.—Mr. Thomas H. Nisbett, town clerk.

Inspector of Markets.—March 23rd.— Corporation cf

Manchester. £180.—Mr. Wm. Henry Talbot, town clerk.

SuRVKVOH.—March 24th.— Belper Urban District Conncil.
£150.—Mr. Joseph Pym, clerk to the council.

Engineering Assistant.—March 29th.— Corporation of

West Hartlepool. £2.—Mr. J. W. Brown, borough engineer.
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AdverlitemfjilB «-Heh or,

included in the

COMPETITIONS.
ived too hjff for* clasttijicafion

Difil the following week.

Bekwtck-upon-Tweed.—Mflrch Itth.—Plans for the erection of a
police Ftation and lock-up on a site fronting Church-street, £50 and
£25.—Mr. Rob. Weddell, town clerk.

Carmaiithen.—March 14th.—Erection of a stone bridjje over the river

Towy at Drvslwvn ford.—Mr. W. Bowen Davies, county road surveyor,
Broad Oak, Llandilo.

SALFonn.-March 2oth.—Erection of a new generating^ station.—Mr.
Samuel Brown, town clerk.

Wtnchestek.-March 31st.—Erection of public baths, £25and£15.—
Mr. Walter Bailey, town clerk.

Belpek.—May 1st.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the
district, for the urban district council. £52 lOs. and £26 58.—Mr.
Josepli Pyni, clerk to the council.

Warrington.—.July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,
&c. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
Burveyor.

Linlithgow.—Erection of county offices, for the county council.
£31 10s. and £15 los.—Mr. W. H. Henderson, county clerk.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Advertisements tchich are received too late for clamfieation cannot he

included in these summaries until the following week.

Norwich.—Marcb 12th.—Erection of a technical institute.—Mr.
Arthur E. Collins, city engineer.

KivETON Park.-March 12th.—Supply of liest broken slag for roads,
from 1st April to 1st October, 1898, for the rural district council.—Mr.
William Atkinson, surveyor to the council.

Hastings.—March 14th.—Construction of a new surface-wfiter drain
manshaft and flushing; chamber in Bohemia-road.—Mr. Philip H.
Palmer, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

West Ham.—March 14th.—Erection of the superstructure of the
lunatic asylum at Chad well Heath, Ilford.—Mr. Fred. E. Hilleary, town
clerk,

HoKN.iEY.—March 14th.—Supply of various materials and stores for
one or thi-ee years commencing the 1st April, 1898, for the urban dis-

trict council.-Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

Pembsokk.—March 14th.—Various works and materials for the water
supply of Pembroke Dock.—Mr. W. O. Hiilme, town clerk.

WniBLEDON.—March 14th.—Making-up of Olive-grove (section 1.),
Fairlawn-road (section 1.) and Somer.-^et-road (section 1.), for the
urban district council.—The Surveyor to the Council.

Preston.—March l£th.—Supply of various stores as may be required
between Ist April, 1898, and 1st April, 1S99.—The Borough Surveyor.
Biggleswade.—March 15th.—Making-up of certain footways for the

urban district conned.-Mr. J. Owen Jones, surveyor to the councd.
Lower Bebbingtok.—March 15th.—Construction, of a sewer in

Stanton-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. Joseph Young, sur-
veyor to the coxincil.

Littleborough.—March 15th.—Supply of Welsh boulder stone, flags,
kerbs, setts, sanitary pipes and iron castings required during the year
ending 31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. George H,
Wild, surveyor to the council.

Derby.—March 15th.—Supply of various stores and materials for
twelve months ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. H.F, Gadsby, town clerk,

London.—^March 15th.—Erection of the superstructure of a fire

brigade station in Bridge-road, Battersea, for the county council.—Mr.
C. J. Stewart, clerk to the council.

St. Giles.—March 15th.—Supply of various materials and stores for
twelve months from the 25th inst., for the district board of works.—
Mr. Henry C. Jones, clerk to the board.

RcGBT.—March 16th.—Reconstruction of about 00 yards of the ceme-
tery wall in Lower Hillraorton-road, for the urban district council.—
Mr. D. G. Macdonald, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

HoLLiNGBOURN.—March IGth.—Supply of stone and flint from March
to September, 1898, for the rural district comciU—Mr. H. J. Bracher,
clerk to the council, 33 Earl-street, Maidstone,

Dakwen.—March IGth.—Supply of two 20-in. gas governors.--Mr.
Charles Costekcr, town clerk.

LTVEiiPOOL.-March Kith.—Construction of an open air bath on land
'at Maiden's-bower and Gore-street, for the corporation.—Mr. W. R.
Court, 15 Great George-square, Liverpool.

' South Hoenset.—March 16th.—Erection of a galvanised-iron hos-
pital building capable of containing twelve beds and the necessary
-offices, for the urban district council.—Mr. Edward B, Bennett, clerk
to the council.

--.Hammrrsmith.—March IGth.—Constntction of a river wall in front
of Rosebank Wharf, for the vestry.—Mr. H. Mair, vestry surveyor.
Plumstead.—March 16th.—Construction of about 2.600 ft. of 15-in.,

1,100ft. of l2-in. and 450 ft. of 9-in. pipe sewer at Shooter's Hill.^Mr.
W. C. Gow, vestry surveyor.

. Ekdington.—March 16th.—Supply of three tip waggons for the re-
moval of house refuse, for ihe urban district council.—Mr. Herbert H,
Humphries, surveyor to the council.

•--St; Helens.—March 16tb,—Supply of various materials for twelve
months ending 31st Marcb, IbOy.—Mr. Geo. J. C. Bioom, m.i.c.e.,
borough engineer.
' MiDDi-ESEi.—March 16ih.—Supply of about 5,000 cubic yards of U-in.
hand-broken blue Guernsey granite, for the county council.—Mr. F. H.
"Pownall, county surveyor, Guildhall, Westminster, London, S.W,

Steood.—March IGth.—Supply of materials, &c.,for the rural district
council.—Mr. G. W, Prall, clerk to the council.

Croydon.-March 16th.—Making-up, metalling and draining works
in Leonard-road, Mitcham, and Park Gate-road, Walltngton, for the
rural district council.—Mr. James Wilson, clerk to the couucil.

Lowestoft.—March 17th.—Construction of forty groynes on the fore-
shore between the south i>ier and the borough boundary at Pakefield.—
-Mr.- Geo. H. Hamby, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

"

• HendjON.—Mnrch 17th.—Construction of about 2,860 yards of 12-in.
and' 9-in. stoneware pipe sewers, for the rural district council.—Mr.
James A. Welib, engineer to the council.

'TUwHfiRiiAM.-March 17th.—Construction of 9-in. pipe sewers at
Swallownest and North Staveley, and a 3-in. water main from Tinsley

. to Canklow and Cutcliffe, tor the rural district councd.—Mr. Bernard
- Godfrey, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

Long Su-iton (Lines.).—March 17th.—Supply of broken granite and
slag, for the urban district council.-Mr. Samuel d. Moasop, clerkto the

' council,

BcKNLEY.—March 17th.—Construction of about 79 hneal yards of
15-in. and 171 yards of 12-in. earthenware pipe sewers, for the rural dis-
trict council.—Mr. J. S, Horn, clerk to the council.

St. Pancras.-March 17th.—Erection of a brick chimney shaft, about
240 ft. high, at the Regent's Park electricity station, for' the vestry.-
Mr. C. H^F. Barrett, vestry clerk.

Salpord.—March 17th.—Conversion of a cellar at the Pendleton Town
Hall into a police parade-room.—Mr. Samuel Brown, town clerk.

BiTRNLEY.—March 17th.—Supply of limestone and granite macadam,
for the rural district council.—Mr. S. Edmonilson, district surveyor,
18 Nicholas-street, Burnley,

Durham.—March 18Lh.—Supply of road metal, &c., during the year
ending 31st March, 1%90, for the rural district councd.-Mr, Geo. Greg-
aon, surveyor to the council.

Oldbury.—March 19th.—Supply and fixing of a purifier at the gas-
works m Dudley-rond, for the corporation.—Mr. A. Cooke, general
manager, Gasworks, Oldbury,

Chaii.ey.—March 19th.—Supply of 3,421 yarda of flints for the main-
tenance of the highways, for the rural district council.—Mr, J. Miles,
clerk to the council, 173 High street, Lewes,
York,-March 19th.—Supply of stores during the year ending

25th March, 18S9.—Mr. A. Creer, a.m.i.c.e., city engineer and surveyor.

Huntley (Scotland).—March 19th.—Extension and improvement of
the water supply of the town, for the commissioners.—Mr, James
Barron, m.i.c.e., 156 Union-street, Aberdeen,
East Riding.—March 19th.—Supply of upwards of 6,000 tons of

broken and unbroken whinstone or gravel, tor the county council,

—

Mr. Alfred Beaumont, county surveyor, Beverley.

Aston Manor.—March 20th.—AVorks of paving, sewering, kerbing,
lighting, etc., in Priory-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. H.
Richardson, a. m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to the council,

PoKESBOWN,—March 21st.—Construction of a 21-in. cast-iron sea
outfall, 500 yards in length, and various outfall sewers, for the urban
district council.—Mr. E. Wembridge Ingamells, engineer and surveyor
to the council.

Wakefield.-March 2l8t.—Construction of 400 yards of 4-ft. 6-in.

storm-water sewer in Kirkgate, 1,400 lineal yarda of 2-ft. sewer on the
south side of the river Calder, and .various 9-in. and 12-in, surface-water
drains.—Mr. R. Porter, city engineer,

FiNCKLEY.—March 21st.—Supply of various materials for twelve
months from 31st March, 1898, for the urban district council.—Mr. Chas.
Roberts, clerk to the council.

HoRNSBY.—March 2l8t.—Construction of about 2,200 ft. of 21-in., 18-in,

and 12-in. stoneware-pipe surface-water sewers in High-street and
Tottenham-lane, and about 350 ft. of U-ft. brick storm-water culvert in
Pembroke-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove,
engineer to the council.

Erith.—March 21st.—Erection of a building and the construction of
foundations for a gas plant at the sewage disposal works, for the urban
district council.—Mr, G. Chattertou, m.i.c.e., engineer, 46 Queen Anne's-
gate, Westmiaster, S.W.
Stafford.— March 21st.—Suppl7 of stoneware socket pipes, and

drains and sewer pipes from Lady Day, 1898, to Lady Day, 1899.—Mr.
W, Blackshaw, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Ehith,—March 21st.—Supply of granite, Ac, during the year ending
31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. Fred. Parish, clerk

to the council.

Stoke-upon-Trent.—March 21st.—Erection of a boiler house, pump-
room, chimney, &c., at Bucknall for the new sewage works, for the
rural district council.—Mr. Larner Sugden, surveyor to the council,.

Miles Bank Chambers, Hanley,

Langport.—March 21st.—Laying of about 3 miles of cast-iron water
mains and the construction of a covered concrete service reservoir,

for the rural district council.—Messrs. Bailey Denton, Son & La>vford,
engineers. Palace Chambers, Westminster, London, S.W".

Leigh-on-Sea.—March 21st.—Laying of about 4,300 yards of cast-
iron water pipes, 3 in., 4 in. and 5 in. in diameter, for the urban district

council.—Mr, James Mansergh, engineer, 5 Victoria-street, Westmin-
ster, S.W.
Bacup.—March 21st.—Supply of various materials required during

the year ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. Wilson, borough surveyor.

Bournemouth.—March 21st.—Supply of various stores and materials
during the year ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr, F. W. Lacey, borough
surveyor.

Basford.—March 21st.—Kerbing, channelling and metalling works,
&c., in SIX streets in the parish of Newthorpe, Greasley, for the rural
district council.—Mr. G. W, Hawley, surveyor to the council, York
Chambers, King-street, Nottingham.

Beckenham.—March 21st.—Making-up and widening of Station-road,
Shortlands, for the urban district councd.—Mr. F. Stevens, clerk to

the council.

Cheshunt.—March 21st.—Supply of 450 tons of steam coal, for the
urban district council.—Mr. S. Towlson, a. m.i.c.e., engineer and sur-

veyor to the council.

Weston-supke-Mare.— March 22nd.—Alterations and additions to
the market house and the erection of two new shops in connection
with the same, for the urban district council.—Mr. Sydney C. Smith,
clerk to the council.

Blackpool.—March 22nd.—Supply and erection of various electrical

plant at the corporation electricity station.—Mr. T. Loftus, town clerk.

Swinton.—March 22nd.—Construction of precipitation tanks, filter-

beds and other works, for the urban district council.—Mr. R. Fowler,
engineer and surveyor to the council.

Southampton.— March 22nd.— Execution of certain camp-sheeting
works.—Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, borough engineer.

Southampton.—March 22nd.—Supply of sludge presses to be erected
at the sewage disposal wo rks at Chapel.—Mr. W, B, G. Bennett,
borough engineer.

Horhset.—March 23rd.—Erection of new bath and discharge rooms
at the isolation hospital, Muswell Hill, for the urban district council.—
Mr, E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

Readino.—March 24th.—Supply of stores and works for one year
ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. John Bowen, a.m.i.c.e., borough engi-
neer and surveyor.

Aston Manor.-March 24th.—Works of paving, kerbing, channelling,
&c., in Pnory-road, for the urban distnct council.-Mr, H. Richardson,
a-m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor tothe council.

Sutton.—March 24th.—Supply of various materials for one year end-
ing 31st March, 1899.—Mr. C. Chambers Smith, engineer and surveyor
to the council.

Eccleh.—March 24th.— Supply of various stores and materials for
twelve months commencing on the 25th inst.—Mr. A, C. Turley,
a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor,

Derby.—March 24th.—Electric wiring of the lunatic asylum and
premises at Rowditch.—Mr. H. F. Gadsby, town clerk.

Bath.—March 24th.-=-Supply and delivery of about 60 tons of 3-in.
and 2-in. cast-iion socket pipes for the Shoscombe water supply, for
the rural district council.—Mr. C, H. Sheppard, surveyor to theco'uncil.

Newark.—March 25th.—Supply of granite and slag during the en-
suing year, for the rural district council.—Mr, Tom Vickers, surveyor
to the council.
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Sleaford.—March 26th.—Supply of 800 or 1,000 tons of broken nrranite,

for the urban district council.— Mr. Edmund Clements, clerk to tho
council.

HcNsLET.—March 26th.—Supply of about 110 tons of 3-in. cast-iron
Roclcet pipes, for the rural district council.—Mr. W, B, Pindar, clerk to
the council.

CoT.NE.—March 26th.—Supply of various materials for one year end-
ing 25th March, 1S99.—Mr. T. H. Hartley, borough surveyor.

Birkenhead,—March 2Sth.—Erection of an iron pier, bridge and
floating' landin^-stag^e in the river Mersey at Rock Ferry.—Mr. Charles
Brownridge, a.m.i.c.k., borough engineer and surveyor.

Wing.—March 29th.—Supply of 900 tons of granite, 420 tons Of best
broken slag and 1,100 yards of picked flints or gravel, for the rural dis-

trict council.—Mr. John Newton, clerk to the council.

Brighton.—March 29th.—Construction of two covered service reser-
voirs at Patcham waterworks pumping station.—Mr. Francis J. Till-

stone, town clerk.

BouRNtiMourff.—April 4th.—Supply of motor vehicles for the collec-
tion of house refuse, street scavenging and the conveyance of road
materials.—Mr. F. W. Lacey, m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor,

NoRFoi-K.—April 7th.—Reconstruction in steel and iron of Pirnough
bridge, near Ditchingham station, for the county council.—Mr. T. H.
B. Heslop, M.I.C.K., county surveyor, Nonvich.

TENDERS.

LEYTON.—For a supply of road materials, for the urban district coun-
cil.—Mr. William Dawson, m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council :

—
Blue Guernsey Granite.

W. G. Harris, Stratford, E.—2-in., 138. Sd. per ton ; li-in.. Us. 2d. per
ton.

Mowlem A Co., Westminster, S.W. — 2-in., 13s, lOd. per ton; l^-in.,

14s. 4cl. per ton.
A. F. Manuelle, Leadenhall-street, E.G.—2-iu., 13s. lOd. per ton ; li-in.,

14s. 4d. per ton.
W. GritBths, Bishopsgnte, E.G.—2-in., 13s. per ton; IJ-in., 133. CJ. per

ton.
Alderney GranitP.

Sommerfeld, Great Tower-street, E.G. — 2-in., Us. psr ton; 11-in.,

146. Od. per ton.
Quenast Granite.

C. M. Manuel, Lime-street, B.C.—2-in., 123. lOd. per ton ; U-in., 13s.'ild.

per ton.
W. G. Harris, Stratford, E.—2-in., 13s. 8d. per ton ; Ifin., 143. 2d. per

ton.

Hard Core.
W. Iszard, Lea Bridge-road, K.—28. f.d. per cubic yard.
W. G. Harris, Stratford, E.—Is. Od. per cubic yard.
W. Griffiths, Bishopsgate, E.C.—28. 6d. per cubic yard.

Best Kentish Flints.
W. Iszard, Lea Bridire-road, E.—7s. 8d. per cnblc yard.
Shelbourne Sc Co., Finchurch-street, E.C.—9s. 9d. per cubic yard.
W. Griffithj,, r; .;,

1
- in

, E.G.-7s. 2d. per cubic yard.
' screened Thames Ballast.

W. Iszaril, 1. ;
i; il, E.—Gs. 4d. per cubic yard.

W. G. Ham-, Hi [ :ii s h .1, I-;.—5s. 3d. per cubic yard.
W. Grifliths, Bishop&yate, E.G.—53. 9d. per cubic yard.

BRANKSOME.—For works of makin^r-up, channelling, kcrbin;?, &c.,
in Albert-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. Samuel J. New-
man, surveyor to the council :

—
H. C. Brixey, Branksome £313
G. T. Budden, Branksome 872
.S. Sauuders, Branksome* 865

BURNLEY.—For the construction of about 2,800 yards of 15-in., 12-in.

and 9-in. earthenware pipe sewers, for the rural district council.

—

Mr. S. Edmondaon, district surveyor, 18 Nicholas-street, Burnley :—
Smith & Bookcock, Bacup £2,590
T. Dent & Sons, Nelson 1,920

Smith Brothers, Burnley 1,841

T. Nelson. Burnley.
T. Horrocks, Liverpool ...

.1. Wndge, Burnley
E. Riley, Hebden Bridue
H. Fotiierby 4 Sons, Burnle
G. Read & Sons, Burnley
J. & J. Lee, Stockport
M. & J. W. Heap, Burnley
E, Heap, Burnley
J. & G. Dusbury, Fadiham
E. Cheetham, Pendleton ,

Metcalfe & Dinsdale, Nelsoi
C. Bray, Burnley
W. Sutcliffe, Burnley
J. & M. Hawley, Colne* ...

1,930
1,716

1,715

1,701
I,G9S

1,612
1,039

1,620
1,000

1,501)

1,402

1,437
1,3^5

1,288
1,257

HEADtNGTON.—Accepted for a supply of picked flints and Hartshill
or other stone, for the rural district council,—Mr. Thomas W. Clallam,
clerk to the council :—

Henry Norwood Trye, Hartshill, Athorstone £700
Wm. Arthur Judkins, Tattle Hill Granite Works, Nuneaton ... 533
Charles Abell, Hartshill Granite Quarries, Atherstone 444
Griff Granite Quarry Conijiany, Nuneaton 74

Teteerams : "WILKES, BlRMiNGHAM.'

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBECK, Ld., Liverpool St, BIRMiNGHAEVf.

BRASS AND COPPER V/iHE. ESiC^ CONDUCTIVITY COPPER WIRE A^D TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS. ScC.

STANLEY BROS., LTD., NUNEATON.
MANUFACTURERS OF

G- Xji^i^ SiE ES J3 SO O ISI.IB T? K» X S» i: S5,
BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING. BRINDLED BRICKS.

WHITE AND COLOURED GLAZED BRICKS, &c., &c.
lllinilmlfd IJxt.i ami f^ainplcf on api>Ucal i,.n.

1
WHITE, COLOURED AND

SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

HIGHEST QUALITY.

DATES & GREEN,
LIMITED,

H A I. I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED -

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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CHESHUNT.—For the supply o£ 900 tons of granite for road-making
purposes, for the urban disriot council.—Mr. Samuel Towlson,
A.M.i.c.E., surveyor to the council :

—

Guernsey Granite.—W. Griffiths, 1-ls. Sd. per ton.
Quenast.—llanuelle, 128. 9d. per ton.
Enderby Granite—Enderby and Stoney Stanton Co., Us. M. per ton.
Cherbourg Quartzite.—Kent Road Maintenance and Supply Company,

lis. 6d. per ton.*

FULHAII.-For the making-up and paving of Rainville-road, for the
vestry.-:Mr. Charles Botterill, surveyor to the vestry.—

Paving.
Road- Vork Vic- Im-
way. stone, toria perial

stone, stone.

Imperial Stone Company, Kast Greenwich
Norrell & Co., Kensington
Wimpsy & Co., Hammersmith
Victoria Stone Company, Bisliopsgate-

street Without
.T. Mears, Hammersmith
J. Greenham, Hammersmith

iWa £363

£250 —
395 — —

HAMPSTEAD.—Accepted for the supply of various stores and
materials for one or three years from March 26th.—The Vestry Sur-
veyor :—

Hand-broken Xarboro' and Enderby Granite and Siftings.—B. Nowell
& Co., Warwick-road, Kensington, W.

Hand-broken Penlee Granite and Sittings.-J. Runnalla, Penlee Elvan
Stone Quarries, Penzance.

Hand-broken Clee Hill Granite.—Clee Hill Granite Company, Lurtloiv,
Salop.

Hand-broken Hartahill Granite and Siftings.—C. Abell, Hartsliill
Granite Quarries, near Atherstone.

Pit Flints, Screened Gravel, Hoggin and Burnt Ballast.—R. Ballard,
Limited, Child's Hill, N.W.

Broken Kentish Ragstoneand Shingle.—J. Walker, Lower Lawn-road.
Brick Rubbish.—F. A. Jackson & Son, Limited, Pratt Wharf, St.

Pancras, N.W.
Thames Ballast and Sand.—W. H. Martin & Co., Bewlay Cliff Wharf,

Camden Town, N.W.
Lime and Cement.— W. H. Martin & Co., Bewlay Cliff Wharf, Camden

Town, N.W.
Bricks.—Wakeley Brothers & Co., Limited, Honduras Wharf, Bank-

side, S.E.
Country-made Drain Pipes, &c.—Sutton & Co., Overseal, near Ashby-

de-la-Zouch.
Town-made Drain Pipes, &c.—Hosea Tugby & Co., Canal Potteries, Old

Kent-road, S.E.
Iron Castings.—James Gibb & Co., Fenchurch-street, E.C.
Coals and Coke.—Wigan Coal and Iron Company, Limited, Hampstead

Heiith railway station, N.W.
Timber and Wheelwright's Work.—H. & W. Grey, Flask-walk, Hamp-

stead, N.W.
Oilman's Goods.-Adcock, Eustou & Co., Cliarteris Works, Finsbury

Park, N.

Providing Shoot for Clay, *c.—R. Ballard, Limited, Child's Hill, N.W.

LEYTON.—For pavinsr, kcrbing, ic, works in various public streets in
the district, for the urban district council.—Mr. William Dawson,
Bi.i.c.K., surveyor to the council :

—

Private Street Improvements.
G. Bell, Tottenham, N £8,786
T. Adam.s, Wood Green, N 8,693
G. Wilson, Walthamstow 8,022
J. Jackson, Leyton 7,822
W. Griffiths, Biahopsgato, E.C 7,734
G. J. Anderson, Poplar, E 7,302
Bonnett & Co., Chelmsford 7,072
A. W. Porter, Leyton, E , 7,028

Surveyor's estimate, £7,618.

Public Street Improvements,
G.Bell, Tottenham, N 4,070
T. Adams, Wood Green, N -1,591

G. Wilson, Waltlmm.stow 4,409
W. Griffiths, Bishopsgate, E 4,167
Bennett & Co., Chelmsford 4,103

G. J. Anderson, Poplar, K 4,047
Surveyor's estimate, £4,198

MACCLESFIELD.-For the construction of 3i miles of 7-in. and 9-in

.

stoneware and cast-iron pipe sewers, with pumping station, precipi-
tation tanks, effiuent carriers, and the underdraming of about Oacres
of land at Poynton, for the rural district council.—Mr. James Thorpe,
surveyor to the council :—

T. & W. Meadows, Stockport £5,B80
W. Underwood & Brother, Dukinfleld 6,113

A. Kellett, Manchester 4,782

M. Hall & Sons, Bradford 4,761

.1. Slinger & Sons, Cleckhenton 4,599

A. Taylor, Hazel-grove, Stockport 4,475

.1. Randall, Salford 4,415

F. Barke, Stoke-on-Trent* 4,070

BUCKPASTLEIGH.—For the construction of outfall and purification
works, for the urban district council.—Mr. James WiUcocks, surveyor
to the council :—

J. E. Wilkins, Buckfastleigh £2,683
E. Duke, Plymouth 2,600

J. Shuddock, Plvmouth 2,341

T. Webb, Bristol 2,321

J. Fisher, Plymouth 2,238

TO. Gib.sou, Exeter 2,228

Dart & Pollard, Paignton 2,109

T. Lang & Sons, Liskeard 2,099

G. Aiscott, Buckfastleigh* 2,025

A. Thomas, Bodmin 2,029

CHE.SHUNT.—For laying 9-in. stoneware pipe sewers in Hammond-
street and Appleby-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. S.

Towlson, A.M.I.C.E., survej'or to the council:

—

Adams, Wood Green, N £2,095
Killingback, Camden Town, N.W 2,040

Nicholls, Wood Green, N 1,971

Dixon, St. Albans 1.875

Kitteringham, Enfield* 1,733

Bell, Tottenham, N 1,039

J. P
Hoddlesden

an

£ccleshill

SANI
STANFO

glazed'

EN

Telegrams t

DARWEN."

LANGS.

eter to 42-in. Diameter.

sockets A SPECIALITY.

WHITE OR COI.OURED<

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

Si^-^asTm^s^G, JSX-u.d^e, "Wra,-fc©a», Sec
As adopted for the Drainage of Eastbourne, Southampton,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe and many

other places, both in this conntry and abroad.

For Pamphlets and Punliculars apply to—

HUGHES & LANCASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOB DRAINAQE AND WATER gUPPLV WORKS,
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HUNSLET.—For sewera^te and other works, lor the rural dis

council.—Mr. W. E. Pindar, clerk to the council :—
J. S. J. Aliffe £
M. Hall & Sons
.T. Bentley
H.Wilson
W. Simpkiss
M. Anmdel, Ai-dslcy, Wakeflold
W. Doleman
8. Neale, Morley
J. Slinger & Sons
J. Keightley, Hunslet*

MIDHTJRST.—For the construction of a 12-in. Ijored well, 176 f

depth, for the rural district council.—Messrs. .John Taylor, So,

Santo Crinjp, engineers, 27 Great George-street, London, S.W. :-

W. Matthews & Co., Manche.ster
T, Matthews, Manchester
B. Timmins & Sons, Limited, Runcorn
R. D. Batchelor, London ...

J. Wilson & Co., Runcorn
Vivian's Boring & Exploration Company, Limited, Whitehaven,
Cumlierland

Neill & Booth, London
Le Grand & Sutcliff, London, S.E
Mcrrywcather & Sons, Limited, London, S.E.
.T. Walter Titt, Warminster, Wilts
W. Brown & Son, Tottenham, N
J. Thorn, Patricroft, near Munchester
Duke & Ockenden, Littlehampton* 268

NORDEN.—Accepted for the supply of materials during the year end-
ing the 25th March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. J. W,
Sunderland, surveyor to the council ;

—

Macadam.—Shap Granite Company, Limited, Shap, Westmoreland;
Kussell Brothers, Wardleworth Siding, Rochdale.

Setts, curb, &c.—.T. Whitlaker & Sons, Shuttleworth, near Bury, Lanes.;
G. Holt, Lanchoad, near Rochdale.

Sett dressing.— T. Mill, Laiiehead, near Rochdale.
Paving.—J. Worrall, Shawclough, near Rochdale.

PORTLAND.—For various waterworks, for the urban district council.
—Mr. Ernest J. Elford, engineer to the council:

—

Cooke & Co., Westminster, London £30,924
W, Jones, Westernmoor, Neath 28,710
B'jstal, Sons & Peathie, Ebury-street, London' 28,570

SPILSBY.—Accepted for the supply of 8,000 tons of broken granite and
8,000 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. Fred. J. Dixon,
surveyor to the council :

—

Granite.

Matthew Jackson, Louth {average price per ton)
The Groby Granite Company, Groby, Leicester (average

price per ton)
The Mountsorrel Granite Company, Mountsorrel (aver-

age price per tun)

Slag.

The Tslip Iron Company, Limited, near Thrap.ston
(average jirice per ton)

The Holwell Iron Company, Asfordby (average price
per ton)

». d. Tons.
11 3 for 3,607

1,163

.-,,9M

NORWICH.—For the execution of private street works in Ashby-street
Barker-street, Paddock-street and Railway-street.—Mr. Arthur E
Collins, A.M.I.C.E., city engineer :

—

J. Hum, Surrey-road, Norwich
R. Clarke, iunr.. Silver-road, Norwich
W. J. Botterill, Aylsham
G. Rackham, Bishop Bridge-road, Norwich
A. C. W. Hobman, Cliftonville, South Bei-mondsey
W. A. Read, Derby-street, Norwich*

£1,135
1,104
1,054

WATFORD.—For street works in Wiggenhall-road, St. James-road and
Garfield-street, for the urban district council.—The Engineer to the
Council :

—

Wiggenhall-road.

B. Howell & Sons, Kensington, W £790
A. B. Catley, Lloyd-square, W.C. 710
G. R. Mann, Edgware 025
F. Dupont, Market-street, Watford 600

St. James-roail.

B.Howell & Sons, Kensington, W £852
A. T. Gatley, Lloyd-square, W.C 740
G. R. Mann, Edgware 656
F. Dupont, Watford 020
Heam & Bailey, Cross-Street, Watford* 653

Garfield-street.

Howell & Son, Kensington, W £304
A. T. Catley, Lloyd-square, W.C. 330
F. Dupont, Market-street, SVatford 295
H. B. Watkins, Watford 287
6. R. Mann, Edgware 202
Beaeey & Clarke, Leansden-road, Watford* 280

NOTICES.
The Surveyor and Municipal and County Enginker

may he ordered direct, throvijh any nf Messrs. Smith ^ Son's
boolc-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom.
Applications to the Offices fur single copies iy post tnast in all

cases he accompanied b?/ stamps.

The Prepaid Suhscriplion {including postage) is as follows:

Twelve Six Three
Months. Mouths. Months,

United Kingdom 16s. ... 7s. Od. ... 3s. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, &c 19s. ... 9s. 6d. ... 4s. 9d.

The International Neivs Company, S3 and 85 Diiane-street

New York City; Tlie Torotito Neivs Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed
agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

ahroad.

EDITORIAL, PUBLISHING AND ADVERTISEMENT OEKICES :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET
LONDON, E.C.

C€ 99

ENCLOSED ARC lAHP
(LONG HOUR BURNING^.

150 to 200 hours with ONE pair of
Carbons.

Singly on SO to 120 Volts.

2 in. Series on ^80 to 240 Volts. /

5 in. Series on 450 to 600 Volts.

Our SPECIAL Lamp Burns SINGLY
on 180 to 240 Volts.Single Parallel

Indoor Lamp. —

^

BEST in Quality, HIGHEST in Efficiency, ''"umr°°'

LONGEST in Life, SHORTEST in Length,

XjiO'«^ress't> iDn. Write for NEW PRICE LIST of
all PattBrnsm

THE STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE, Ltd.,
5 New Compton Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

DOUGLAS C. BATE, Assoc.M.lnst.C.E., Managere
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MEETINGS.
MARCH.

-Institution of Civil Engineers: Students' meeting; Mr. H. C.
Adams on *' The Drainage of Cottasre Property."

-Sanitary Institute : Visit to Frieru Barnet sewage works, under
the guidance of Mr. E. J. Keynolds, a.m. i.e. e., surveyor to the
district council.

-Surveyors' Institution: Third junior meeting' ; Mr. C. G.Eve, on
" The Agricultural Rates Acts, 1896." 7 p.m.

-Institution of Civil Engineers: Ordinary meeting; Mr. Henry
Fowler, on " Calcium Carbide and Acetylene." S p.m.

-Institution of Civil Engineers: Students visit to the ventilating,
heating, lighting and drainage arrangements of the Houses of
Parliament. 11 a.m.

-Institution of Civil Engineers: The "James FoiTest" lecture on
" Geology in Relation to Eugineering," by Prof. Boyd Dawkins.
8 p.m.

-Royal Institution: Mr. James Mansergh, on "The Bringing of
Water to Birmingham from the Welsh Mountains." 9 p.m.

23.—Institution of Civil Engineers : Annual Dinner in the Middle
Temple Hall. 7 p.m.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
TDURAL DISTRICT OF SEISDON (STAFFS.).
-*-*' The Seisdon Rural Disiriot Council invite applications

from experienced and competent surveyors for the post of

Surveyor of Highways in the above district, at a salary of

£180 per annnm.
Road mileage, abont 200.

^ The Surveyor will be required to devote his whole time lo

the duties of his office, and to keep a horse and trap for nse
in connection with such duties.

Any necessary stationery and office accommodation will be
provided by the Council, but the above-mentioned salary to

be otherwise inclusive.

The person elected will also be required to give security for

the due performance of his duties in the sum of £500, but
the Council will pay the premium on any guarantee policy in

an office selected by them.
The engagement to bo terminable on three months' notice

from either side.

Applications, in writing, accompanied by copies only of not
more than three recent testimonials, to be received by me not
later than 12 noon on Wednesday, the 16th inst., endorsed
" Surveyor of Highways."
Bach candidate will please state whether he holds the

certificate of the Sanitary Institute.

All canvassing prohibited, and any attempt to evade this

prohibition will disqualify.

HERBERT TAYLOR,
Clerk to the said District Council.

Lichfield-stroet, Wolverhampton.

INDBRMERE URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL. Cn~1

INSPECTOR OP NUISANCES, SURVEYOR AND RATE
COLLECTOR.

The above Council invite applications for the appointment

BAYLISS,JONES&BAYUSS' IRON 4<«^

FENGING,
HURDLES, GATES, &.C.

Also Maaufacturers of all klads of Wire

Feaclag Material, Palisading, Wheelbarrows,

Wlae Bins, Garden Seats, &c.

CATALOGUES FREE.

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, &c.
ALL AT VERY LOW PRICES.

VICTORIA WORKS,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
London Offices and Show-Rooms—

139 & 141 CANNON STREET, E.G.

Please mention this Journal.

^^ACME" VENTILATING, HEATING AND SMOKE CURES.

Fib. 28m.
By Electricity, Water, Gas, Steam,

Hand or Horse Power.

VENETIAN WALL

INLETS.

From Is. 6d.

' Ketwokth, Livbrpooi,." Telephone No. 1877. Twenty-five Years' Experience. IlliiBtrated Price Lists Free.
" 'V^n.'fcU.EB.-tiixs.gr Ei,xxca. ^X^^-fclxx.s* C*>xxn.-j£*Bt,xa.sr, Xai-v^s^x>ool'
Contractors to H.M. Government Departments, Various Corporations, Railway Companies, &c.

Readily
swept

;

prevents
down-

draught.

269. to 36s.

"ADDISON" PATENT DRAIN STOPPER
For Testing Drains by means of Water, Smoke, &c>

The parts are non-corrosive. The disc of galvanised iron, the nipple of gun metal, the nut and cap of brass.

PERFECTLY SOUND JOINT.

EASILY APPLIED,

NO PINCHING OF THE RUBBER.

THE GREATER THE PRESSURE THE

MORE SECURE THE JOINT. ^^^m^ ——"-"
10-inch 21 6

NICHOLAS & CL.ARKE, ShoroditcK, L.ONDON, E.

x>x&xc3e:S:--

s. d.

4-inch 7 each nett.

5-inch 9 6 „

6-inch 10 6 II

8-inch 16 6 II

9-inch 17 6 ,,
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of Inspector of Nnisatices, Surveyor and Rate Collector.

Salaiy, £100 per annum and house rent free. Candidates

must be thoroughly qualified to undertake the inspection of

buildings, drains, &c., the laying-out, forming, sewering,

completing and repairing of streets and roads, the making of

surveys and plans, collection of rates, and keeping all books

and accounts in connection with the above offices.

The person appointed to enter upon his duties on the 24th

June nefit, and devote the whole of his time and attention to

the above offices. Ago not to e.xceed thirty-five.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age,

qualifications and experience, with copies of not more than

three recent testimonials, to be sent to the undersigned not

later than the IGth of March, 189S.

No canvassing is permitted. Tlie Council will provide the

guarantee.
J. T. BOWNASS,

Clerk.

Windermere.
lat March, 1898.

BOROUGH OF WEST HARTLEPOOL.
ENGINEERING ASSISTANT.

Wanted, in the Borough Engineer's department, a fally-

qnalifled Engineering Assistant, who must be an accurate

and expeditious surveyor and leveller, good draughtsman, and
have had a thorough training in the routine of a borough pn-

gineer's office.

Salary, £2 per week.
Applications, in candidate's handwriting, stating age and

qualifications, accompanied by three recent testimonials, en-

dorsed " Assistant," and addressed to the Chaii'man of the

Works Committee, are to be delivered at this office not later

than 4 p.m. on Tuesday, the 29th instant.

(By order)

J. W. BROWN,
Borough Engineer.

Borough Engineer's Office.

4th March, 1898.

MONArOUTHSHIRE COUNTT COUNCIL.
APPOINTMENT OP SURVEYOR FOR

THE NEWPORT DISTRICT OF MAIN ROADS.
The Main Roads and Bridges Committee are prepared to

receive applications for the appointment of District Surveyor
of the county, to act under the direction of the County Sur-
veyor.

The salary to bo £140, with an annual increase of £10 to a

maximnm of £160, to include all expenses excepting stationery

and postages.

He will be required to devote the whole of his time to the

duties, must ride a bicycle, and provide and keep a machine
at his own expense.

Personal canvassing will disqualify.

Candidates must bo between tlio ages of twenty-five and
forty, and are to send not moro than four testimonials to the

undersigned on or before March 16th.

Information as to duties and terms of appointment may be

obtained from the County Surveyor, at the offices of the

Council, Newport.
H. STAFFORD GUSTARD,

Clork to the Connty Council.

Newport, Mon.
February 28, 1898.

pOUNTY BOROUGH OF OLDHAM.
^-^ Wanted, a thoronghly-qualified Assistant in the Borough
Surveyor's office. Must have a knowledge of architecture.

Preference given to candidates wlio have passed the examina-
tion of the Association of Municipal and County Engineers.

Salary, £120 per annum.
Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, giving present

employment, experience and age, together with not more than

copies of three testimonials, to bo sent to the undersigned not

later than the 19th inst.

S. A. PICKERING,
Borough Surveyor.

Borough Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Oldliam.

7th March, 1898.

CORPORATION OP DOUGLAS.
The Douglas Town Council invite applications from pi'O-

perly-qnalified persons for the position of Borough Surveyor
—including the duties appertaining to the Water Department
— and Inspector of Nuisances, at a salary not exceeding £200
per annum.
The person appointed will be required to devote the whole

of his time to the duties. Applications, in candidate's own
handwriting, stating age, qualifications, experience and salary

required, accompanied by copies of testimonials, which will

not be returned, to be forwarded to the undersigned not later

than noon on Wednesday, the 2.3rd day of March instant.

THOMAS H. NESBITT,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Douglas.
March ?; 180S.
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BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
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VENTILATING AND WARMING.
TRADEMARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

Established 1840.
Telephone No. !)l) Ha IIH. 'Ctlru'I-amS :

" SANKBr.HAMMEKSMTTlI.",

SANKEY & CO.,
Chief Office: Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.

Agent for HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

SANKEY'S IMPROVED (DEEP) INTERCEPTING
GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

Speciar LIMES supplied for the Disposal of SEWERAGE
Matter, also for Gas Purification, rriccs un Applicaiiun.

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND CEMENT
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.
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Offices : 1 St. Martin's, Leicester.

Works: Barrnw-oii-Siiar, nr. LoiiffhliorouKh.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

NAVVY BARROWS
BARROWS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

CONTRACTORS' TIMBER.
Poling Boards ami Runners to sizes, P^nglish
Timber, Wfl^ETon Wonri, Feiicinij, .Toinoi-y, Ac.

PICK AND HAMMER 5HAFTS.

JOHN ASHWORTH & CO.,
Rossendale Sawmiils^

WATERFOOT, IMANCHESTER.
Estiib. 1850. Ilepot.:,: Liverpool, Hull, Fleetwood.

The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

99

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

JO^BO' SIKEXOTEC,
ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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PUPIL.—The Borough Engineer of a popular sea-

side watering place (within an hour by rail from London),
where many important public works are in progress, has a
vacancy for a well-educated youth as an articled pupil.

—

Address '' Pupil," office of The SuKyEYOB, 24, Bride-lane,

Fleet-street, B.C.
"

TENDERS wanted!
COUNTY BOROUGH OP SOUTHAMPTON.

WEST QUAY-ROAD IMPROVEMENT.
The Corporation invite tenders for executing certain Camp

Sheeting at the Pl.atforra.

Plans and specification may be seen, and bills of qnantitios

and forms of tender obtained, upon application to Mr. W. B.

G. Bennett, Borough Engineer, on aud after the 9th instant,

upon payment of 2 guineas, to be deposited with the Borough
Accountant (which sum will be i-eturnod on receipt of a homU
rtdc tender).

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Camp Sheeting," to be left

at my office before 2 p.m. on the 22nd inst.

No pledge is given to accept the lowest or any tender.

(By order)

GEORGE B. NALDER,
Town Clerk.

Mnnioipal Offices, Southampton.
4tji March, 1898. _

C^HESHUNT URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO COAL MERCHANTS.

The Cheshnnt Urban District Council desire to receive

tenders for the supply of 450 tons of Steam Coal.

S])ecit!catiou, with particulars and conditions of contract,

may be obtained of the Engineer and Surveyor to the Coun-
cil, Mr. S.Towlson, .^.m.i.c.e., District Council Offices, Cheshunt.

Tenders, to be made only on forms to be obtained at the

Engineer's office, must be endorsed " Tenders for Coal," and
sent, addi'essed to The Chairman, Cheshunt Urban District

Council, St. Mary's Hall, Cheshunt, not later than Monday,
the 21st March, 1898.

The Council will not be bound to accept any tender.

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE,
Clerk to the Council.

Cheshnnt.
9th March, 1898^

SUTTOl^ TSURRET) URBAN D[STRICT
COUNCIL.

TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
The Council invite tenders for the supply of tlie following

materials during the year ending the 31st March, 1899 ;—
1. Broken Qaenast or Guernsey Granite.

2. Gravel Flints.

3. Hand-picked Surface Flints.

4. Granite Setts and Cubes.
."5. Jarrah or Karri Wood Blocks.

G. Granite Kerb.
7. Keinton Kerb.
8. Concrete Kerb.
9. Chalk Lime.

10. Portland Cement.
11. Stock Bricks.

12. Manganate of Soda.

13. Sulphuric Acid.

14. Carbolic Acid.

Specifications and forms of tender may be obtained on ap-

plication to the undersigned. Sealed tenders, on the forma
supplied, and endorsed " Tender for Materials," to be de-

livered to me not later than 12 o'clock ou Thursday, the 24th

March, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any teiuler.

C. CHAMBERS SMITH,
Engineer and Surveyor to the Council.

Public Hall, Sutton, Surrey.

Miirch 7, 1898.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPV-. LTD

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA GOTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sin lis, Traps, Porcelain Baths, <&c.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS^

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoHship
Street, E.C. ; i6 Charterhouse Street. EC. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

GEORGE JENNINGS,
VITRIFIED SALT-GLAZED STONEWARE SOCKET DRAIN PIPES,

From Sin. to 24in. diameter, always kept in stock for immediate delivery.

TYNUAI-E'S
Patent Double-Seal Jointed Pipes.

Patent Joint on Stoneware Pipes. \Wm

Tested Pipes in all sizes. Markei

"JENNINGS' TESTED."

STANFORD
1 \\m ^ mu^^^ki^^^ ^, ^ ^J STRUCTURAL and DECORATIYB

TERRA-COTTA.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED TO BE OF THE BEST aUALITY. and MADE FROM SELECTED DORSETSHIRE CLAYS

WORKS, SOUTH WESTERN POTTERY, PARKSTONE, DORSET. LONDON DEPOtTlAIVIBETH PALACE RD., LONDON, 8.t

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, L.AMBETH, S E.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT.
In any Quantities. For Prices apply to above address.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

" The first report of the com-

Covernment '"ittee appointed by arrangement

Board. between the President of the Local

Government Boai'd and the Chan-
cellor of the Kxohequer" has now been issued as a

Parliamentary paper. The committee was appointed
" to inquire into the sufficiency of the clerical staff

and secretariat of the Local Government Board,

having regard to the duties devolving on the board,

and into the existing divisions of the work, the

salaries of the officers and the oi'ganisation of the

department generally, and to recommend what
changes should be made in the existing ai'range-

ments." The report embodies some surprising de-

tails, but it had long been an open secret that the

department had been starved by the Treasury, and
in consequence had been hopelessly under-staffed

and disorganised, with the natural result that the

work had fallen alarmingly into arrears. Of course

the work of the department was enormously in-

creased by the legislation of recent years, but the

augmentation of the staff need not have been de-

layed quite so long. Not only was the general

clerical staff inadequate for the work, but each of

the special departments was undermanned. The
enactments which have chiefly burdened the Local

Government Board of late yeais have been the Local

Government Acts of 188S and 1894 and the Agricul-

tural Rates Act of last year; but, as the committee
state, scarcely a year passes without one or more
statutes imposing additional duties on the depart-

ment. Apart from this there has been a continuous
increase in the other work of the dep.ai'tment, a fact

which may be illustrated I)}' a few figures. The
number of letters received and registered increased

from 119,000 in 1885 to 168,000 in 1896, in spite of

the fact that a large number of (communications

which were formerly I'egistered are not now entered

in the i-egisters. The year 189(5 showed an increase

of 32,700 as compared with 1894. Moi-e than 70,000

returns were received in 1896. The total amount
of the loans sanctioned by the lioard to local author-
ities other than i'oor Law authorities in 1883 was
£'2,3()(i,0<IO, in 18iMi the amount so sanctioned was
£6,775,000. The number of local inquiries held by
engineering inspectoi'S of the board in 1896 was
more than double that in 1889. The expenditure
audited l)y tlie district auditors of theboard amounted
in 1896 to £50,000,000, as against £24,500,000 in 1882,
whilst the number of local authoi'ities whose accounts
were audited by them increased from about 10,000 in

1882 to upwards of 20,000 in 1896. The amount of

the outstanding debt in respect of which local

authorities are required to make an annual return,

with the view to its being ascertained that jn-oper

provision is being made for repayment, was in 1883
£40,000,000, and it now exceeds £102,000,000. The
sums distributed to local authorities by the boai'd
out of the local taxation account amount to not
much less than £8,000.000 annually, as against
some £1,300,000 distributed l.y them prior to the

passing of the Local Government Act, 1888. We
agi'ee with the committee that these figures suffi-

ciently iiuiicate the enormous growth that has taken
place in the woi'k of the department in tlie last few
years. Some indications are given in the report of

the backward condition into which the work of the
board fell in the various sections. There has been
a lai'ge accumulation of cases, especially in connec-
tion with appeals against the decisions of the

auditors and with the approval of by-laws. In the
public health department the work of examining
the annual reports of medical officers of health fell

several months in ari'ear, and inquiries which had
been directed many months previously had not been
held owing to the want of staff. At the end of 1896
more than a hundred cases for local inquiries by
engineering inspectors with regard to applications

for sanction to loans were unallotted to inspectors in

consequence of the cases already assigned to them
not having been disposed of, and there has also been
much delay in dealing with cases in the department
a ter the inspectors have made their repoi'ts. The
committee also point out that much very desirable

work lias not been attempted owing to the insuffi-

cient staff'.

We may now glance briefly at the proposed
remedies. After full considerution the committee
ari-ived at the conclusion that'-ttie work of the de-

partment, as it now exists, can best be conducted by
gr uping the nine departments of which it is com-
posed into five main divisions : (1) Poor law

; (2)
public health and audit appeals

; (3) audit, .statistics,

local finance and local Acts
; (4) sanitary adminis-

ti'ation (including loans) and local areas
; (5) legal

and order. The general clerical staff" will, of course,

be augmented, but it is only wath one or two of the
detailed recommendations in regard to the staff and
with certain departments that we are directly con-

cerned. Few, we imagine, are likely to take ex-

ception to the recognition which has been made of

the services of Sir Richard Thorne by increasing

his salary from £1,200 to £1,500. in view of the

additional important work which has l)ecn thrown
upon him, especially in connection with attendance
at foreign medical conferences. In connection with
the engineering department appointments have been
made which it is hoped will very materially reduce
the ai'rears of work now existing. In concluding
their report the committee advance a number of

reasons in justification of their recommendations, the
adoption of which they admit will involve a con-
sidoralile addition to the Local Government Board
cstablisluuent and increase in its cost of main-
tenance. Two considerations are pointed out. In
the first place, much of the expenditure is I'eproduc-

tive. The fees paid by the local authorities and
other bodies for the audit of their accounts,andior the

conduct of local inquiries by the engineering staff" of

the Local Government Boaid, <lcfray by far the larger

portion of the cost—£56,757, out of a total expendi-

ture of £71,714. In addition, the committee see no
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I'eason why the charges mado to tho local authorities

should not in future be fixed upon a scale sufficient

to cover the entire cost of a service which is con-

ducted solely for their benefit. If the Ti'easury

chooses to be stingy, we may conclude that there

is no help for it ; and probably the committee are

quite right in their opinion that loealitips will not
object if they feel that the work is being well and
promj)tly done. In the second case it is pointed out,

in justice to the Local Government Board, that the
nett cost to the State, after allowing for the repay-
ments by local authorities above referred to, has not
increased since the date of the report of the previous
cummittee in 1884. In that year the total uett cost

of the l.i(ical Government Board was £123,1)11. In
lS8!t-;KI, the year following the passing of the Local
Government Act of 1888, it was £l'22,67(i, and in

1896-97, the last completed year, it had fallen to

£121,770. But, apart from these considerations,

there is the question of the enormous development
of local govei-nment in recent years ; and surely the
intei'ests involved are sufficiently gi-eat to justifj'

even a considerable increase of expenditure to secure
efficiency and promptitude in the working of the
centi-al body which controls the machinery of

local government. The report is signed by the
various gentlemen constituting the committee,
as follows : Sii' J. T. Hibbert, formei'ly Parlia-
mentary secretary to the Treasury ; Sii- Francis
Mowatt, permanent secretaiy to the Treasui'y ; Mr.
T. W. Russell, Parliamentary secretary to the Local
Government Board ; and Mr. H. W. Primrose, chair-

man of her Majesty's Customs. Mr. Victor Maslin
acted as secretary, aiid the committee express their

sense of the great assistance they received from that
gentleman in the conduct of the inquiry and the
preparation of the report. In a futuj'e I'eport the
committee will consider whether, and to what ex-
tent, it is j.ossible to relieve the Local Government
Board of certain works which it now pei'forms, but
which, under the Local Government Act of 1888,
might be ccmtided to local autliorities.

Municipal
Electric

Tramways
in 1897.

Although the progress made
liming the jiast year in electric

tramways has been on nothing like

the same scale as in connection
with electric lighting, still the pro-

gress that has been made in many respects supplies
convincing proof that a great future lies before
municipal electric tramways. The most notable
municipal .systems that have been inaugurated have
been at Leeds and at Dover, and in both cases the
overhead-wire system has been adopted. But pei-
haps the most remarkable feature in connection
with municipal tramways is the fact that eight of
the largest corporations in the United Kingdom
have I'esolved to equip some portion of the tramway
lines in their municipal areas with electrical traction.

These towns are Blackburn, Glasgow, Halifax, Hull,
Liverpool, Plymouth, Sheffield and Manchester. In
Glasgow progress is already being made in laying
down the liiies ; the Halifax system may be expected
to be open to the public at Easter; some progress
is being made at Hull ; and very shortly we may
expect that both in Liverpool and Manchester a
real start will be made in equipping the present
lines for electric working. The combined system of
electric lighting and traction at Plymouth is well
under way ; and Sheffield has practically completed
the laying of the rails throughout the system. Con-
siderable doubt has been ex2)ressed in many places
as to whether electric tramways are really econo-
mical in working. It is generally assumed by elec-
trical enginecT-s that 6d. per car mile is an outside
figure, and it is not necessary nowadays to go abroad
to seek for corroboi-ation. The short length of line
which was equipped .some years ago by the Leeds
Coi-poration never cost more than 6^d. per car mile,
and in this case it must not })e forgotten that the
plant, considered in the light of modern experience,
was ill-adapted for electric traction. The Bristol

company have been able to show that the total cost
of working their electrical section tram lines has not
exceeded 5|d., and in this case it is possible to make
a direct comparison between electric tramways and
horse lines, for the Bristol company own a very ex-

tensive system, the most difficult sections of which
are worked by electricity and the remainder by
hoi'ses. The horse lines in this case cost practically

9|d. per car mile, as against 5Jd. for the electric

tramways. A result, however, which will appeal
more strongly to the municipal autliorities than the
two foregoing is that obtained on the Dover muni-
cipal ti"amways, which have been practically inopei'a-

tion since September. It has been found that the
total cost of \^'orking this system does not exceed
5|d., and in this connection it ought to be pointed
out that the Dover municipal tramways work under
a distinct disadvantage, in the fact that the corpora-
tion do not manufacture their own electrical eiiergy,

but buy it from the local company at somewhat high
prices. At all events, a higher price is paid for elec-

tricity per unit than its manufacture by the coi'pora-

tion directly would cost, yet the total cost of working
is inside 6d. pei- unit. The greatest interest attaches
to the system that is being put down by the Plymouth
Corporation, aTid the results achieved in this town
will have a very important bearing on the subject of

combined electric lighting and tramway systems. It

is hardly necessary to point out that, even if the same
plant is not used for both pui-poscs, there is a distinct

advantage in having the whole of the machineiy,
both for tramwiiys and lighting, undei' the control

and supervision of one engineer, in this way effect-

ing a saving, not only in cost of labour, but also in

the initial cost of providing buildings for the neces-

sarj- plant.

Payment of

Municipal
Electrical
Engineers.

We had occasion last week to

refer to the remuneration that in

many places is considered sufficient

for an assistant electrical engineer.

The question of salaries has for a
considerable yeriod caused some perturbation in

municipal electrical engineering circles, and it is

only fair to say that in the majority of cases muni-
cipalities have recognised the importance of the

position occupied by the borough electrical engineer,

and have taken steps to pay a salary in some ac-

cordance with the position occupied. At the pre.sent

moment most of the chief electrical engineers in

charge of municipal systems ai-e fairly well paid,

and the grumble does not arise so much on their part

as on that of the assistant electi'ical engineei-s, who
in many cases are paid exceedingly low salaries.

There are, of course, many young electrical men
who are perfectly willing to enter into electi'icity

works at a low salary, in order to get expei'ience of

the running of electrical machinery, and it is to be
feared that this desire to obtaiii experience has to

some extent fostered a parsimonious method of deal-

ing with their remuneration. It is very desirable

indeed, in connection with municipal electrical work,

that wages .should be kept as low as possible, but no
one will deny that it would be somewhat foolish to

underpay any man who is likely to have under his

charge such an important department as the electi'ic

lighting of a district. The real improvement, in his

opinion, that an assistaiit looks for is to be made a
superintending engineer; but it is obvious that there

must come a time when new positions of this nature

will be few, and in many cases an assistant may be

an assistant for a veiy long time. It is in the interests,

therefore, of all that a fair remuneration should be

paid to assistant electrical engineers, and certainly

anything like the salary recently offered by a south-

em town

—

viz., £50—is cutting the matter a little

too fine. Not very long ago a chief electrical assist-

ant was advertised foi' at £1.S0 per annum, and this

figure excited considerable comment in the American
press. One of the leading technical papers made
some vigorous I'emai-ks, from ^vliich we extract the

following :

—
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If this case is a fair index of the value of engineering ser-

vice in England, it is no groat matter for wonder tliat that

country is so far behind in electrical progress, nor is it re-

markable that contracts come from there to this country,

where there is a more proper recognition of the value of en-

gineering service. A state of things that offers little better

than a labourer's wage to trained and skilled engineers can-

not be productive of a high degree of ability among members
of the profession, nor does it offer much incentive to young
men to imdertake the laborious course of preparation neces-

,sary to lit themselves for its e.xerciso. Even in this country,

where electrical engineering is notoriously overcrowded, such

a rate of wage for such service would be regarded as ridicu-

lous. It seems that in England the rate of wages for en-

gineers are not much more than a high-class mechanic's; there

a competent mechanic earns $10 a week, here he earns §21.

Yet, notwithstanding this great difference and a further

difference against us in the cost of tnost of the raw materials

of mannfjictiu'e, we can undersell English makers of electrical

machinery in their own market.

A Wavering
Policy.

We are afniid the most o;enet'ous-

iiiiiidud could not do otherwise

than accu.se the Hackney vestry

of a somewhat vacilhiting policy with I'egavd to

the electric ligliting question in tliat district.

Considerable ti-ouble lias arisen over the matter
at different times, and although the vestry

have gone to considerable trouble and expense
in inspecting many municipal .systems of light-

ing, and to some extent have utilised the services

of a consulting engineer, tliey have practically,

at the last moment, decided to hand over
their powers holus bolus to a syndicate. It is

difficult to understand, when considering the success

that has attended the various municipal schemes of

the country, that a vestry should be so insensible to

the interests of the ratepayers as to hand over their

powers to an outside company. Of course if there

were considerable risk attaching to an enterprise of

this nature there might be something to be urged in

favour of the course adopted by the vestry, but it

has been shown ovei' and over again that such
undertakings as electricity supply should essentially

be carried out only by the local authoi'ity. The
plain fiict stands on record that the municipal
supply is better from both consumers' and rate-

payers' points of view when it is in the hands of

their direct representatives. There is no necessity

to dilate further on the fundaiuental differences

between the interests of a company and those of a
municipality. In the case of the decision arrived at

by the Hackney vestry one could not quarrel with
it on the grounds of the selection of the syndicate

who are to carry out the work. The scheme
embraces the collection, destruction and dis-

posal of dust at 4s. per ton, and the syndicate also

undertake to supply public and private lighting at

3|d. and 5d. per unit respectively and for power
purposes at 2id. per unit. The committee of the
vestry who have gone into the question declare

themselves to be satisfied that the work will be
carried out promptly and will also be of the highest
quality. As the syndicate deposit £5,000 with the
vestry, and further undertake to contribute £500
towards the expenses of obtaining and transferring

the vestry's provisional order, it may be a-ssumed
that Hackney is at last within measurable distance
of obtaining a supply of electricity within the
district; bat it is, ncverthele.ss, regrettable, no matter
how well the work may be carried out—and there
is little doubt that it will be carried out well—that
the vestry should have been content to allow theii'

privileges to pass away in such a manner.

An evening conteniporary has
upheawa

o-iven an amusing account of a

Kensington, novol strike which has disturbed
the genteel serenity of Kensington,

but In its main objects proved a disnnil failure. It

.seems that some days ago the occupants of the Town
Hall, High-sti'eet, were confronted with the unusual
spectacle of the boy street-sweepers mHrching up in

full force to the front door with a demand to see the

surveyor. When that gentleman made liis appear-

ance "the future voters of London, with all the

polish of speech associated with school board-bred
urchins tempered with life spent in dodging omni-
bus wheels and cabmen's language, requested an

interview." The surveyor, with a cool and wary
apjn-eciation of the position, invited his unexpected
visitors into the council chamber, the benches of

which were duly occupied, each boy being armed
with brush and shovel. When the surveyor desired

to know to what he was to ascribe the honour of

such a visit, the reply came, not from some duly-ap-

pointed spokesman, but from the united vocal organs
of the company, " We're 'ere on .strike, guv'nor."

It seems that long ago the surveyor had ctiuse to

complain of the lads as being unruly and their work
as being unsatisfactoiy, and he suggested that their

services might be dispensed with. The committee,

however, were not willing; and after that time

matters became gradually worse, until they reached
a culminating point the other day, wiien, without a
moment's warning, the youths left the streets in

order to ilemand tin advance of (Id. a day. They
had, howcvei', made a fatal mistiikc. The surveyor
had caged them strategically, iind tliey were asked
to file out of the dooi-. As they performed this

evolution each youth was handed the wages due to

him, accompanied with an intimation that his .ser-

vices were no longer required. For each one it was
a case of summary dismissal on the sjiot, and at the

next meeting of the Wharves and Plant Committee
the surveyor was able to repoi-t that by a new
arrangement f(n' sweeping' the streets a saving of

nearly £5 a week would be effected. Tims ended
the great strike ; but those who know anything of

the Kensington surveyor will not be greatly sur-

prised at its ignominious _/i(i.<.'co. He is not one to be

intimidated either by children or by children of a
larger srrowth.

Superannuation '" '''^i' ''^^"c "'' I'V-bn.ary 25th we

Bills. remarked, in connection with the

discussion on superannuation at the

recent Me(i(jpolitan District meeting of the As.socia-

tioii of Municipal and County Engineers, that the

meeting had probably arrived at a very wise deci-

sion in the matter. That decision, briefly put, was,

in the first place, to co-opeitite with other municipal
officers in supporting the Local Authorities Officers'

Superannuation Bill, the more comprehensive of

two Bills to be brought before Parliament ; but in

the event of there being no hope of its passing, to

support the smaller measnre —-the Metropolitan

Local Government Officers' Superannuation Bill.

It must, of course, be remembered that in the metro-
polis the superannuation of local government offic^ers

is permissive, and metropolitan officers can scai'cely

be blamed for desiring to make the superannuation
compulsory. But they are willing to co-oj>erate in

support of the larger Bill, Mdiich is promoted by the

Municipal Officers' Association. From the circular

letter we publish in another column it will be seen

that the council of the as.soeiation have adopted the

policy indicated, and have taken steps to arouse
each individual member to use his inrtuence in sup-
port of both Bills. The circular draws attention to

a jioint on which we have insisted all along—namely,
that Poor Law officials are already protected in re-

gard to compulsory superannuation by the Poor Law
Officers' Superannuation Act of I89(i, and, in the
words of the circular, "it is obviously unfair and in-

consistent that other officials who are similarly paid
from the local rates should be denied the same privi-

leges and protection. " It is true that in the case of

Poor Law officers the superannuation was previously

permissive, as in the case of metropolitan oliicers,

but we fail to seehowthat makes their claim stronger.

In such a matter there should be con.sistency and uni-

formity, and uuinicipal engineers are wise in remem-
bering that union is strength.
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Principal Features of Electric Lighting Systems.lll.
When dwelling apou the various systems of supplying' elec-

tricity some reference, perhaps, ought to have been made to

the fact Chat in a few towns a sort of combination system has
been adopted with very considerable success ; that is to say,

combination in the sense that high-pressure alternating-cur-

rent machines and low-pressnre direct machines are housed
in the same building, the low-pressure machinery being used
to supply tho immediate neighbonrhood and the alternating

machinery being employed to supply electric energy to out-

lying areas. Edinbirrgh is a very pronn'nent exami)le in

which such machinery is grouped together. Beyond the fact

that they have steam from tho same boilers and that a
similar type of engine is utilised to drive both alternating-

current machines and direct current, and also that the

same management controls both systems, there is practi-

cally no further relation, because each system is handled
and worked separately in the sense of having different

switchboards, different attendants, Ac; the idea, in fact,

being to consider them almost as two stations in one
building. It is at Edinburgh where probably the most
marked results have been obtained in any municipal elec-

tric lighting works in the country, for not only do these
works practically hold the record for low-cost production,

but the inhabitants have taken up the light more rapidly than
they have in any other town in the Dnited Kingdom. Other
towns that have started with direct-current machinery have,
in order to meet the demand from tho outskirts of the town,
been com])ellcd to put down alternating-carront machinery
which would economically meet that demand.

BOILERS.

In speaking of steam-raising plant as being the first stage
in considering electric lighting systems, it may be said at the

outset that whether the system of electric lighting be on the
alternating or on the direct-current systems, the question of

the boilers is not much affected; that is to say, we find just

the same variation in the types of boilers both in the
alternating and in direct-current works. At the present
moment tlie types may be di^^ded into five : The water
tube, the Lancashire, the locomotive, the dry-back marine,
and the marine. In many cases the question of space
occupied by the boiler is a very important one, and as an
instance of this, in the extension of one of the metropolitan
works owned by a local authority it was found necessary to

use that type of boiler which took up the least room. The
question of efficiency was not affected, because the particular

type of boiler adopted in this case, the dry-back marine type,
gave most excellent results. It is a matter of some import-
ance to many engineers which class of boiler is most likely to

give steam in the shortest time—which is the most i-apid

steam -raiser. At the same time the question of price is a
matter that is sometimes closely considered, but in many
cases it is the engineer's fancy that has alone decided the
question. It is hardly necessary to point out that in the
present race for low-cost production which obtains in electric

lighting the boiler may play a very conspicuous part. The
Lancashire type of steam-raiser seems at present to be the
most popular among electric lighting engineers, and the fact

that it has been so long in general use demonstrates, at any
rate, that it possesses very special advantages. One of the
chief points in its favour, and one which is generally ad-
mitted, is that it does not require any great amount of atten-

tion and, when necessary, the cleaning and inspection are not
difficult matters, statements which cannot be made of some of

the water-tube types of boiler. The Lancashire, however, takes
much longer time to raise steam than does the water-tabe
boiler. Some engineers, seeking to obtain the advantages of

both, have in their battery' of boilers put down both Lanca-
shire and water tubes, and this practice is apparently finding
a certain number of adherents. The marine boiler, which has
been gradually growing in favour, seems to possess some
marked advantages, the chief of which is that it takes up
very little room, and, moreover, will give steam very rapidly.
Mr. A. B. Mountain, the borough electrical engineer for
Huddersfield, very recently contributed to the Northern In-
stitution of Electrical Engineers a very able paper on this

subject, and it will be interesting to quote from that a table
which gives a certain amount of interesting details concerning
the various types of boilers.

There are one or two curious facts that this table demon-
strates, and one is that tho water-tube boiler is lowest in
price, and, as Mr. Mountain points out, possesses the great
advantage of being a steam -generator which may be forced
beyond its usual limit. One of the best points probably in its

favour is that it possesses practically no limit as to the speed
with which steam can be ready, should another boiler be
suddenly needed. One of the objections that has been urged
in many quarters against the water-tube type of boiler, how-
ever, is that it falls off very rajjidly in efficiency if it is not
properly and fiequently cleaned. One of the most notable
features in connection with the steam-raising plant of a
central station is the great use that is made of mechanical
stokers, and at one time it appeared as though no central

station woxdd be complete without some methods of mechani-
cally feeding the coal to tho furnace. It has been pointed
out, however, that there is a limit to the economy that might
be effected when using this form of stoker. In small stations,

where only two or three boilers are at work, it seems to be
not altogether advisable to put in a mechanical stoker, when
the stoking could quite easily be done by one man, who
would, of course, bo required, even with mechanical stokers.

In considering the use of mechanical stokers it is necessary

that tho whole matter should be very careful.'y thought out.

For example, such stokers would almost seem to require some
easy means of getting the coal into them. In many of the

large American stations coal falls by gravity, as required, into

the various stokers, and this is a very imjiortant point, because
it seems rather adding to the work of the stoker if coal be
dumped down upon the floor of the boiler house, and the

stoker has to lift the coal from the floor into the mechanical
stokers.

In connection with the steam-raising plant of a central

station there are various accessories which have a very im-

portant bearing on the subject of economy. No matter what
the type of boiler may be, there is generally used in con-

junction with it an apparatus which will raise the water to a
certain temperature before it enters the boiler. There are

two or three different methods of doing this, one of tho most
notable being the Green's economiser. The principle, how-
ever, of most feed-water heaters is to utilise the heat from
the furnace gases for raising the temperature of the water,

although there are certain forms which depend upon the

utilisation of the exhaust steam for such a purpose. The
action of the Green's economiser is that the water passes

through tubes, the outer surfaces of which are exposed to the

furnace gases, and an interesting part of this apparatus is

the mechanical scraper, which by a continuous action keeps
the outer surface of the pipes clear of deposited soot. Some
idea may be obtained of the value of such an apparatus when
it is mentioned that in one large central station the feed-water,

after passing through the tubes of the economisers, is raised

to 270 deg. Fahr. from an initial temperature of 90deg. Fahr.

It is hardly necessary to say that by bringing the water up
to such a temperature before permittingit to enter I he boilers

there ensues a considerable saving in coal ; moreover, the

boilers are probably kept in good working order a much longer

time than if water was simply fed direct into them. It is also

claimed on behalf of feed-water heaters that they not only

raise the temperature of the water, but they remove air, and
it is suggested in the case of hard water that lime and other

substances held in solution are deposited in the heater instead

of being passed into the boiler, where they would form scale.

In many of the large central stations the steam, when
raised by the boiler, may be subjected to another refinement,

which, no doubt, has very material influence upon the

economical working of the station. We refer to the use of a

method of superheating steam. Generally speaking, when
steam leaves a boiler in the ordinary course there is present a
considerable quantity of moisture, but it is possible to raise

the temperature of this steam, and, of course, the direct re-

sult of superheating is that less steam is required per horse-

power than would be required if the steam were not super-

lieatcd. In central electric light stations, where superheated

ste.am has been used, very important results have accrued,

and, as showing the importance of this, it may be interesting

to mention that from experiments made in 1892 by the

Alsatian Association of Steam-Users on a large number of
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Water Tube . 180 17,.500 200 6,500 9,000 11-5 1,827 350 565 360 14-2

Lancashire ... .. 3G0 43,000 200 6,.50O 7,r>oo 100 l.O.-iO 600 575 720 19-7
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Marine . 150 17,000 180 6,500 7,500 110 1,500 600 675 300 15
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engines furnished with superheaters it was shown that super-

lieating effected a saving of coal to the extent of about 20 [ler

cent. From some e.xjieriments made on tlio Willans engine,

when using superheated steam, it was found in some cases

that the consumption of steam per hour per indicated horse-

power without superheating was 26"7 lb., whereas with super-

heating the consumptiim of steam per hour per indicated

horse-power was 246 lb. Those, of course, are not very

marked results, but more recent experiments have shown the

saving to be much greater than is indicated by the foregoing

figures; they are sufficient, however, to show what an im-

portant bearing the question of superheating has upon the

consumption of steam. A superheater in many respects is

similar to tlio feed-water heater already alluded to, and

simply depends for its action upon jiassing steam from the

boilers to a set of tubes, the external surfaces of which are in

direct contact with the furnace gases. Many central stations

have, in conjunction r/ith their steam-raising plant, methods
of forcing and inducing drauglit, and the results have cer-

tainly justified their adoption.

THE SEWERAGE OF NORWICH.

INAUGURATION OF TllK SllONK SYSTPiiVI.

Good progress is reported l>y Tlw Kustern Daily Press in

connection with the entensivo sewerage works which .the

Corporation of Norwich at present have in hand. Of the

eight districts into which the city was divided for the pur-

poses of the scheme the operations in one are now complete.

The first of the districts drains in tho ordinary way by means
of gravitation to the main outfall sewer. The second deals

with the sewago on the high ground on the northern and
eastern sides of the city, which is conveyed by means of cast-

iron sealed mains across the river, delivering by gravitation

into the outfall sewer already named. The other six dis-

tricts, which cover the low-lying portions of the city, drain

to ejector stations, at each of which there will be two ejectors

at work. The station put into work last Wednesday by the
Mayor of Norwich is the largest of the six, and is situate in

Lower Westwick-street', near the old New Mills-yard, where
now the corporation are erecting a destructor with which to

deal with the city refuse, and where they have already placed

the plant that is to operate the Shone system. To this ejector

runs all the sewage from an immense district, extending from
the waterworks on the west and St. Augustine's on the north,

to Bridge-street on the east and Dereham-road, St. Benedict's,

and St. Andrew's Broad-street on the south, and comprising a
population of somewhere about 25,fX)0 people. New main sewers
have been laid in almost the whole of this district below the
level of the river, but the quantity of water that finds its

way through the sewers is very little indeed. The sewerage
has been constructed on the duplicate system, one sewer being
for the surface water, which will find its way through various
outlets into the river, and the other being for the sewage
proper, which will be conveyed to Trowse. The machinery
for effecting this is in working order, the motive power being
the river, which works a Victoria turbine that has been
placed on the site of the new mills. The works were inspected
by the mayor, the town clerk, and the members of the Sewer-
age Committee. Among those present were Mr. A. E. Collins,

city engineer, Mr. Marshall, assistant engineer, Mr. Frank
Delves, representative of Messrs. Hnghes & Lancaster, the
contractors for the engines, rising mains and ejectors, Mr.
Millett, agent for Messrs. Cooke & Company, tho builders of

the power station, and Mr. Hose, agent for Messrs. Monk &
Newell, of Liverpool, tho contractors for the sewers. The
company descended the manhole at the corner of Barn-
road and Lower Westwick-street, and inspected the injector

at work, and afterwards went through the engine house at
New Mills, whero the compressed air is made that drives the
sewage from the low level to the high level. Here a few
short congratulatory speeches were delivered, a warm tribute
of praise being paid to the city engineer, who, in responding,
expressed his gratitude towards his staff, and said he had
perfect confidence that the work they had in hand would be
finished to the entire satisfaction of the citizens, and that
this would be the last sewerage scheme Norwich would need
until after the next earthquake. He was anxious the Asso-
ciation of Municipal and County Engineers should have a
meeting in Norwich, and, subject to the approval of the
mayor and corporation, he wished to invite them here some
time in June, and then formally to open the sewerage works.

NATIONAL REGISTRATION OF PLUMBERS.

ANNUAL MEKTlXCi AT liRAUFdlil).
Tho annual public meeting of the -Bradford District Council,

in connection with the National Registration of Plumbers,
was held on the 9th inst., at the Technical College, Bradford.
Mr. Charles France, architect, presided, and was supported by
Alderman Richard Hind, Master of tlio Plumbers' Company;
Dr. Evans, medical officer of health ; Mr. James Watson, city

waterworks engineer; Mr. J. H. Co.x, city surveyor; and Mr.
F. W. Richardson, city analyst.

Dr. Evans, in seconding the adoption of tho report, said the
work of registration was certainly progressing. He hardly

needed to point out the value wliicli all sanitarians attached

to the efficiency of plumbers' work. It was very often the

scamping of jjlumbers' work, or the employment of unquali-

fied people, which was the cause of the preventable diseases

which were the scourge of communities. He hoped the Bill

for the Registration of Plumbers would have better fortune

than it had previously had.

Alderman Hind said he was very glad to see the names of

two medical officers on the list of public representatives of

the council, for much of the sanitary progress of any com-
munity depended upon the interest of these gentlemen. He
acquiesced in Dr. Evans' expression of the hope that the

Plumbers' Registration Bill would meet with a better fate

this year than it had hitherto experienced. It was admitted
on all hands that much of the preventable disease of the

country was caused by bad plumbing work inside the house,

and it was therefore regarded as most important that some
provision slioidd be mado whereby any person who wanted to

employ a plumber should be able to know whether or not the

person whom he liad in view had had the necessary and proper

training. Speaking of the Plumbers' Company, ho said that

though for a time it had passed out of the hands of the

plumbers, it was now interesting itself in the trade in a very
practical way.

Mr. James Watson proposed a resolution :
" That this meet-

ing re-affirms the desirability of the speedy passing into law
of the Plumbers' Registration Bill." He said he had had
something to do with the initial stages of the Registration of

Plumbers in Scotland, for he was convinced that the plumbers
very largely had control of the public weal, es|iecially in con-

gested communities. He contended that it was the bounden
duty of Parliament, whose first object should be to see to tho

public health, to give the qualified plumber a status and
standing by registration, in order to encourage him to do his

best for the community in which he lived.

Mr. F. W. Richardson, city analyst, then delivered a lecture

on " Microbes and Sanitation," in which he described and
illustrated the nature of microbes, the poisons formed by
disease germs, the causes of the various preventable diseases,

the conditions favourable to diseases and epidemics, the influ-

ence of filth, bad water supplies and defective plumbing, and
the importance of sanitation generally in regard to disease.

Votes of thanks to the chairman, the lecturer and Alderman
Hind closed the meeting.

SANITARY INSTITUTE.

EXAMINATIONS AT EXETER.
At an examination in practical sanitary science, held by

the Sanitary Institute at Exeter, on the 4th and 5th inst.,

three candidates presented themselves, and the following two
satisfied the examiners: Mr. S. H. Page, 23 High-street,

Maidstone ; and Mr. E. H. Quick, Laraeldale, Lympstone,
Devon. The following were the questions set for answer in

writing :

—

1, Explain the principle of the mercurial standard baro-

meter and the method by which its readings are corrected.

What is meant by " capillarity " and " index error " ':'

2,

What laws govern the diffusion of gases ? What bearing have
they upon the question of ventilation? 3, What are the chief

powers in the regulations under the Canal Boats Acts? 4, Con-
trast the advantages of close stoves and 0[)en fires. Give a
sketch, with measurements, of a good form of open fire-place.

5, A cubical cistern, the side of which is 2 ft., is half filled

with water. Find the pressure on one of the vertical sides

and on the bottom. 6, Describe the properties of good Port-

land cement and the method of testing it. Specify the com-
position of good cement concrete. 7, Explain the construction
and give sketclies of solid floors (a) of brick arches and con-

crete
;

(t) of iron and concrete; and (c) of iron, concrete
and wood combined. 8, Of what materials may drains be
constructed ? and describe the laying of a drain tlu-ough a
waterlogged soil.

On the same days an examination was held for inspectors

of nuisances. Eleven candidates presented themselves, and
five were certified, as regards their sanitary knowledge, com-
petent lo discharge the duties of inspectors of nuisances. Tho
following were the i|nestions set for answer in writing :

—

1, What kinds of food are most liable to becouie imwhole-
some? What statutory provisions are there which deal with
the sale of unsound food ? 2, For what purposes may it be
necessary for the sanitary inspector to open up the ground
on private premises ? What powers does the Public Health
Act give for this purpose ? 3, What precautions should be
taken after a case of ptierperal fever to prevent tho spread of

tho disease ? 4, Describe what is meant by constant and what
by intermittent water supply. State what are the dangers
of pollution in each case, and how far they are aggravated by
the effect of prolonged frost. 5, Describe the various ways
in which the wind may bo used in the ventilation of houses.

G, How much water could be collected from a slate roof cover-

ing a space of 220 square feet in the three winter months,
the rainfall during this period being 11 in. 7, What aro the

different kinds of manure receptacles in nse in stables ? Which
do you consider tho best for sanitary reas(ms ? 8, What are
the essential points as regards the materials, coustruction,

dimensions, position and course of a soil pipe.
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The VentiSation of Sewers.
THE PROBLEM IN BECKENHAM : ENGINEER'S REPORT.

As tlic. i|iii'Stiori of sewer vriitilatioi] is ;il, present one nf

the most prominent in conni^clion with Tnanici|jMl eni^incer-

ing', s'ttentioii may ajipropriately lie drawn to an interestiiif;;

report recently presented to tlie Beckenliam Urban Uistriet

Conncil by the engineer and srirveyor, Mr. J. A. Antrell,

A.M.i.c.K. A svimmary of his remarks on the subject will no
doubt be welcome to onr readers.

MR. MANSEUCill's RRPOKT.

The (|ucsti<m of sewer ventilation appears to liavc attracted

attention in the district ever since the abolition of ce^.'sjiools

and the construction of the i)resent sewerage system in lUM^i,

and some eighteen months b?fore Mr. Angell ]n'esenled In's

report, Mr. Mansergh had i-eportcd on the subject. Acting
probably on the recommendaliomi of some early repor;s, the
erection of the existing column or slmft ventilators was under-
taken, the (irst column being erected about the year 1SH7,
since which date about 190 columns and shafts have been
connected to the sewers, at an estimated cost of £2,500. Mr.
Angell remarks: " The system then inaugurated haa doubt-
less benefitted the district, and certainly, in the light of

present-day knowledge, appears to have been sound, inas-

much as sewer ventilation by columns or shafts is now ap-
proved by many experts, among others (but with reserva-
tions and in special reference to Beckenliam) by the
distinguished engineer, Mr. Mansergh. Ventilation by shafts

or columns is also now being applied by Mr. Baldwin Latham,
at Bideford, and, as shown hereafter, has been adopted in very
many large towns."

Mr. Angell then proceeds to summarise Mr. Mansergh's
report, in which it was stated that the investigations were
started " from the basis that there was n substantial griev-

ance over the whole district, by the escape of sewer gases
from the snrface openings." It was found that in the whole
sewerage system there were 924 ventilators— i.e., an average
of one ven'ilator to every K2 yards of s?wer, and it was thei'c-

forc concludisd that the annoyance experienced froTU tlie sur-

face gratings did not arise from a deficient number of venti-

tators." In regard to flushing, Mr. Mansm-gh's report stated
that 256,3tX) gallons of water were used fi-om forty-ai.\ auto
matic tanks and 242 loads of water were used at otlier parts
of the system (in a fortniglit). In addition, the fluRliing

plates on the sewers were used at twenty-nine places. This
was regarded j£s satisfactory, and it was added that an exami-
nation of the books at the beginning of his investigaiion

showed that the Hushing of the sewers was systenuwic illy

and regularly done, and that it was certain that theannoyance
by foul smells did not aiise from deficient flushing. 'I'he

opinion was expressed that complaints of sewer smells occurred
when there was something defective in connection with the
sewers or with tlie flow of the suwagi;, but that no defects
had been discovered in the Beckenliam sewers to account for

the complaints of the fmil smells.

In conclusion it wiiSJBtated that the sewerage system was
elliciently and creditably managed; that the flashing and
ventilation were sufficient, using the term ventilation without
regard to the offence caused by it; that the columns in use
in the district were suitable substitutes for surface ventilators,

but that, leaving offence out of the question, it could not be
said that they were as etticicnt as surface ventilators ; and
that from incpiiries elsewhere, where sucli substitution had
been made, it had not been found that any disadvantage had
ensued. Mr. Mansergh, however, was not prepared to name
a limit where this change ceases to be effective, and in reply
to a question as to how far the local authority were justified

in complying with requests to close surface ventilators, he
stated tliat they " would be justified in closinga surface venti-

lator provided a lamp column or tall shaft ventilator is sub-
stituted for it." The following questions then arose: (1)
Whether, in the erection of the existing 170 columns and the
closing of an ai>proxiniately simihir number of manholes, the
effective limit fiad been ailiiined; or, (2) to what further ex-
tent this coiii\><e might bi' carried out with advantage and
safety; and (;ij whether, |.:m li,- ,r-.,n^ to the frequency of
tlie sm-face ventihitors (avn.rj, .u,, m Mi yards), it was neces-
s:iry to erect a column for .',, ., -khiml; cdosed. J n order to

detcimine these points the cii;;iiirers :idvised : (ii) The closing
of every surface ventilator in the district

;
(b) that J.'jUyards

might be reg:irdi-d as the requisite average intervals, oxtend-
i.ig under s|iccial c.ircum.s,'ance:< to 200 yards; (c) the future
use of longer cdlinrins than tliosi: now er'.-cted, and ]n-eferablv,
wherever possible, tall shafl,s can ied up trees or sides of houses.

CAUSlSOl'' SKWER SMf;Ll.S.

J 11 commenting upon tlii.-^ remark Mr. Angell says it will be
gathered that the smells cmn plained of arise in tiie sewer.=,

despite their generally exrell- nt ventd.ition, satisfactory
gl'adients and good condition. He continncs as follows :

—

•My own invesn'gation?, ext-'nding over eighteen months,
lead rne to the s:niie conclusions as Mr. Mansergli— iii2., tliat

no defects exist ot a sufficiently s-eiious character or order to

explain the smells. Nptwi.hs'andir.g, llierefore, Sir Itobert
Uawlin,son'« stateinent that siirells cannot cccur in properly-
ventilated seviers, it iirnst be accepted that, jnst as in the

very nature of things sewage and fermenting matter icill give
rise to ofj'ensivc suiells, so also that their intensity and foul-

ness will depend not merely on the ventilation and general
efficiency or otherwise of the sewerage system, but also on
special and local conditions, such as trade, quantity, &c., of

immufactnring refuse,,.and especially on degree of dibiticm of

acwcu/c proper hy siihsoil or xurfuce water and proportion of

liquids to solids, periods of retention of sewage, &c.
"Whilst, however, smells ema7iating from a skilfully de-

signed, executed and numaged sewerage system will under
favonrable local conditions be at a minimum and probably
attract hut little attention, where the reverse is the case in

respect lo the load conditions (more especially where a dual

system exists, as at Beckenliam, involving separation of

sewage and surface water) the degree of nuisance arising

from the sower gases will be more pronounced. The more
scattered the district and tlie fewer tlie number of houses dis-

charging into any given length of Bewer the more objection-

able will such smells become and the greater the necessity

foi' providing special ventilating outlets. Doubtless, also,

where a separate system prevails, the house drains aggrav.ate
the nuisance. Having regard to the long length of many of

such private drains in high-class residential districts, the

obstruction caused by the intercepting traps, the absence of

any artificial flushing to compensate for the excluded surface

water, and possibly in some cases to insufficient gradients,

it is probable that a comparatively large quantity of

sewage is unduly retained in these private drains, so as to

reach the main sewers ultimately in more or less decomposed
condition. Escaping either from the sewer ventilators or

from the air inlets situate on the private drains, the smells

are frequently attributed to faulty and imperfect sewers.

The desirability of private flushings, especially in the case of

large detached dwellings standing far back from the road or

where infectious disease is present (and then in conjunction
with disinfection), should be insisted upon. In the latter

case, too, the air inlet," idinost under the nose of pedestrians,

sJioidd he iernjiorurilij closed. No special ]iowers exist, either

at Beckenliam or elsewhere, to compel flushing of private

drains; even if they did exist the difficulty of enforcement
would bo very great.

"The lengths of house drains, also, situate between the

sewer and intercepting trap, being sealed hy the latter and
therefore unventilated, form innumerable cids-de-sac, retain-

ing the sewer gas^s ]jossibly for weeks, their discharge into

the streets occurring only at intervals when exceptionall.y

powerful forces (such as high winds, ]iartial vacuum formed
by sewers running full, or fall of barometer or temperature)
are at work. T'he mode of oliniinating such objectionable

euls-de-suc is indicated on anotlier page.
" In relation to the question of duplicate sewers, it is not,

of course, su,ggested that a dual system is a blunder, but
rather that aniongsi; its many obvious advantages certain

special difliciilties present themselves. These difficulties are

more accentuated in high-class residential districts with
scattered populations than in more densely-populated areas

with closely-built streets. These latter districts, however, have
to meet difficulties in relation to their sewers equally great

but of a different chai*acter ; nor do they receive assistance,

as in the case of districts such as Beckenliam, Wimbledon,
&c., from the naturally pure and unjiolluted atmosphere, free

from the smoke of thousands of chimneys, fumes of factories,

and exhalations of crowded populations. Whilst, of course,

the importance of ridding the district of sewer smells is rot

to bo underrated, the low death rate at Beckenham, and
especially the low zymotic death rate (on./)/ ahoiit one-sixth

the general oreraije), is a sufficient indication of the com-
paratively little real injury sustained."

UNVKNT1I,ATK0 SI':WKU.s.

(hi this jioint Mr. Angell remarks that the simple issue of

venlriliition or non-ventilation is determined -overwhelmingly
in favour of the former, in S]iitc of tlie few advocates of the

simjile jirocess of " bottling up " who still exist. He linds

that a)i|iarently only six or sevmi towns—Bury St. Edmunds,
Bristol, lOecles, Eye, Launceston, Yeovil and Kingston-on-

Thames— favour non-veiitilation, whilst of absolutely modern
nnveiitilated systems no single instance exi.sts, nor is the

pr'actice approved by a single engineer of eminence. Mr.
Angell further i-emarks :

—
"An absolutely unventilated sewer may, indeed, be said to

be an impossibility, inasmuch as, if no other outlet be pro-

vided, the sewers will (owing to ebb and flow of sewage,
pressure of g:iscs and higher temperatureof houses) ventilate

into the houses, traps or no traps, than which no worse form
of ventilators can be imagined. Instances of the immense
force exerted by air pressure have occurred within my own
experience at West Ham, where, in storms, manhole tops

weighing from 2 to 3 cwi. have been bodily lifted from their

frames, anil at Leicester, where, according lo the borough en-

gineer, several closed manhole covers have been forced from
their seatings.

' The formatioii'fef' tbe w'oSi injurious sewer gases is also
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prevented by free aeration
;
gases, malignant both in character

and intensity, being formed in non-ventilating sewers, such

as carbonic dioxide (choke damp), aulphurreted hydrogen,

ammoniacal and foetid organic vapours; the first gas deadly

in its .suffocating effects, and the three latter (always more
or loss present where putridity has commenced) absolutely

poisonous in their concentrated form."

Mr. Angoll then jiroceeds to refer to the remarks of Dr.

Clark, medical officer of health for Lowestoft, who, speaking

of several towns in which the sewage system is not ventilated,

said that, judging from the deatli rate, no serions evils appear
to have accrued, and that this tends, therefore, to show that

the dangers of deficient ventilation have been grossly exag-

gerated, mainly by fears " in consequence of a misconception
of the elementary law of physics, and especially of the laws
of diffusion of gases and absorption of gases liy liquids nnder
pressure." Commenting upon these opinions Mr. Angell says:

—

" It may, however, be that non-ventilation (or rather venti-

lation direct into houses in lieu of into exiernal air) makes
itself felt less in actually increased death rates than in

lessened vitality and general health, or it maybe that the

full effect of anli- ventilation like anti-vaccination, will not be
felt until an epidemic, dne to some cause or other, does break
out. Evidence of tlie occasional deadly character of the

atmosphere of an uuvcntilated sewer has been freouently

afforded, and recently, in the terrible fatalities at Kast Ham,
where five men lost their lives by entering an unventilated

Bewer chamber.
" The preventive means to the formation of such deadly

gases is, therefore, ample ventilation, and the question to be
solved is not whether sewers shall or shall not be ventilated,

but what system is best calculated to minimise or neutralise

the gases and to permit dispersion without nuisance."

SFWER AIR ASA CAL'SF, OF SPECIFIC DISEASE.

Mr. Angell regards it as proved that sewer gases when con-

centrated may prove fatal to life, or when diffused may
lessen vitality, but points out that recent scientific experi-

ments do not indicate that specific diseases are generated or

propagated by sewer air. Reference is made to the interest-

ing reports of Mr. J. Parry Laws, f.i.c, on " Sewer Air as a
Source of Disease," in which the following conclusions were
arrived at: (1) That the microorganisms of sewer air

are not related to those of the sewage, but to those of the

external air. (2) That the micro-organisms of sewage do not
become disseminated in sower air by the ordinary splashing

produced by discharging house drain, nor yet when consider-

able air currents prevail in the sewer. (3) That no micro-
organisms were disseminated in the sewer air from the walls

of a pipe sewer which had been empty for twelve days,

although immense numbers of microbes mast have been
clinging to the sides. (4) That, even where the sewage is

stagnant and highly putrescent, microbes are not disseminated

in the air subjacent to the liquid sewage. From a subsequent
report by Mr. J. Parry Laws and Mr. F. W. Andrews, m.d.,

M.R.C.P., D.p.ii., on "Typhoid Fever and Diphtheria in Rela-

tion to Sewage " the following passage is quoted :^
" The spread of diphtheria by sewage is at least a matter of

doubt .... It seems clear that but a small part in the

dissemination of the disease can be played by such a cause
(sewer air) .... Though a c:ireful look-out was kept
for this organism, we never found it. Typhoid fever, how-
ever, stands on a different footing ; there is no question that

the specific poison of this disease .... passes from
the body .... and that the fiBces of typhoid fever

patients constitute the main channel of infection ....
It hence results that sewage becomes a very important agent
in the dissemination of the disease, and contamination of

water supplies by sewage the chief cause of typhoid epi-

demics."

ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

METROPOLITAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICERS'
SUPERANNUATION BILL. LOCAL AUTHORITIES

OFFICERS' SUPERANNUATION BILL.

The following circular letter has been addressed to the

members of the association ;—
Dear Sir,— I am directed by the council of this associiit ion

to call your attention to the promotion of the above-men-
tioned Bills during the present session of Parliament, and to

ask you to use your best influence with the member or

members of your division, and any other member of Parlia-

ment with whom yon may be acquainted, in order to secure
their active support to both measures.

In the first-mentioned Bill the officials of the metropolis
are alone dealt with, whilst in the second it is intended to

secure superannuation for all oflioers and servants in the

service of local avithoritics in England and Wales not already
dealt with by the Poor Law Officers' Superannuation Act,
1896. Thus the one Bill deals with the metropolis only, and
seeks to render compulsory what is now only permissive,
according to the provisions of the Superannuation Allowances
Act, 1866. In the provinces no powers whatever exist (ex-
cept in private Acts) for superannuation of officials nnder
ninnicipal corporations or district councils, which omission

is now sought to be remedied by the promotion of the Local
Authorities OHScers' Snperannuati<m Bill.

I need not point out the importance of these measures to

the members of the association, and the council earnestly
hope that you will, therefore, energetically assist to the fullest

extent of your power in bringinjr the motion to a successful

issue by personally corresponding with the member, or, if

possible, obtaining an interview and advocating the cause
pertaining to the measures now being promoted.
The Poor Law oflioials are already protected by the .above-

mentioned Superannuation Act of 1896, and it is obviously
nnfair and inconsistent that other officials who are similarly

paid from the local rates should be denied the same privilege
and protection.

The powers now sought are similar to those embodied in

the Poor Law Officers Act, 1896, involving a contribution of

a percentage of the official's salary towards the fund set

apart for superannuation purposes by those desiring to benefit.

Thus the allowance made to retiring officials is not altogether

a burden upon the rates, nor is it a new departure, inasmuch
as the principle has been adopted for many years with re-

gard to civil servants under the Crown. The council there-

fare deem it only just that all public servants should receive

similar advantages, and trust that the members of the asso-

ciation may, by their influence, induce Parliament to show
justice to the measures referred to.—I am, dear sir, yours
faithfully,

Thomas Cot.e, Secretary.

P.S.—I should be glad if you will kindly reply to this

communication at your convenience, stating what steps you
have been enabled to take to further the suggestion of the

council in this m.atter, which is of such vital importance to

eve.y member of the association. T. 0.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING IN SOUTHAMPTON.

SEWERAGE AND REFUSE DE.STRUCTION.
The following report, prepared by the borough engineer

and surveyor, Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, has been adopted by the
council. Good progress, it states, has been made with the
sewerage scheme. The contractor has already laid the 4-ft.

6-in. by 3-ft. egg-shaped brick sewer from the pump wells at
the Chapel wharf along Wharf-street and Elm-place to

Chapel-road, and the 4-ft. by 2-ft. 8-in. egg-shaped sewer
from Chapel-road through Melbourne-street nearly to Bevois-
street ; he has carried the 18-in. pipe sewer under the Chapel-
road level crossing, and is continuing the same for the re-

drainage of St. Mary's-street ; he has completed the new pipe
sewers along Marine-parade and Millbank-street, also the
ejector chamber in Rochester-street. The other works in

connection with this contract No. 9 (Mr. George Bell, con-
tractor) are being rapidly continued. Messrs. Hughes &
Lancaster have erected the two ejectors in the ejector chamber
mentioned ; they have also completed the erection of the air-

compressing plant at the Chapel wharf, and the air main
from the same to the Northam ejectors. Many of the exist-

ing subsidiary sewers have been intercepted and connected
up to the new sewer. Several tests with these pumps have
been carried out, and a daily return was given of the quantity
pumped. It will be interesting to note that on February
13th 2,755,814 gallons were pumped in twenty-four hours,

but of this quantity 2,104,154 were pumped in twelve lionrs,

the house refuse furnishing suRicient fuel to accomplish this.

The larger quantity dealt with on the 18th was due to an
inrush of tidal water. The old destructor put down by
Messrs. Manlove & Co. over twelve years ago, which has
been working without cessation day and night, requires over-

hauling and thoroughly repairing ; and the small boiler is

now practically useless, and should be taken out and replaced

with one of Messrs. Babcock & Willcox's 100 horse-power
boilers ; this will cost, together with repairs, between £400
and £5(X). They would then have two destructors, each
capable of driving the pumping and air-compressing plant

independent of the other. "The stokers employed at the de-

structors should be directly under the control of the chief

engineer. As the quantity of refuse brought in on Saturdays
is much less than im other days, it will be requisite to supple-

ment the same with a few hundredweight of breeze coal,

which can be obtained at lOs. per ton.

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.
Mr. T. M'Kinnon Wood, the new chairman of the London

County Council, will preside at the second annual dinner of

the above association, which is to be held on Saturday, the

2Gth inst., in the International Hall, Cafe Monico, Piccadilly,

London. He will be suppoited by the Bt. Hon. Viscount

Cross, G.C.B., Mr. J. L. Wanklyn, m.p.. Colonel Dalbiac, M.P.,

Mr. S. Atherley-Jones, M.r., and Sir Samuel Johnson, the

town clerk of Nottingham. As a very large attendance is

expected, applications for tickets (5s. each) should be made
at once. They can be obtained from the Eocrelary of the

association, Mr. C. S. F. Carnell.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.

The Filey Water and Gas Bill, among; others, was read a

second time in tlie House of Lords on Thursday.

Electrical Generating SfalionK.—The following motion was

also agreed to on Thursday :
" That it is desirable that a

Select Committee be appointed, to Join with a committee of

the House of Commons, to consider and report— 1. Whether,

notwithstanding the provisions of sec. ]2 (1) of the Electric

Lighting Act, 1882, powers .should be given in any cases for

acquiring land compnlsorily for generating stations; and, if

so, under what conditions as respects liability for nuisance,

notices to surrounding owners and otherwise. 2. Whether
compulsory powers of acqiiiiing land for generating stations,

if proper to be given in any cose, should he given where the

proposed site is not within the area of supply. 3. Whether,

in case of a generating ftation, however acquired, rot being

situate within the area of supply, power should be given for

the breaking up of streets between the generating station

and the boundary of the ai-ea of supply. 4. Whether powers

should be given in any case for the supply of electrical energy

over an area, including districts of numerous local authorities,

involving plant of exceptional dimensions and high voltage;

and, if such powers may properly be given, whether any, and
what, conditions should be imposed— (n) with respect to

system and plant, and to the construction and location of

generating stations, in view of tlie powers of purchase con-

ferred upon local authorities by sees. 2 and 3 of the Electric

Lighting Act, 1888
; (6) with respect to the relations of the

promoters to other undertakers and to local authorities within

parts of the area. 5. Under what conditions (if any) ought
powers to be conferred upon promoters seeking to supply

electrical energy to other undertakers and not directly to

consumers."

f )n Thursday, in the House of Commons, the second reading

of the London County Council (Westminster Bridge and Em-
bankment Tramways), the Plymouth Corporation, the Gas
Light and Coko Company, and the London Building Act
(1894) Amendment Bills, was deferred. The Renfrew iSurgh

and Harbour E.xtension Bill was ordered to be read a second

time.

A petition relating to Standing Orders, &c., has been de-

posited in respect of the London Building Act (1894) Amend-
ment Bill, and one against the Bill by the Corporation of

London. The locus standi of the Cnckfield Eural District

Council, in connection with their petition against the Cowley
and District Water Bill has been disallowed.

On Friday, in the House of Commons, a copy of the Housing
of the Working Classes Act, 1890 (Metropolitan Improvement
Schemes), was presented and ordered to lie upon tho table.

The consideration of tho Norwich Electric Tramways Bill

was also deferred.

Requisitions to withdraw petitions against the Dublin Port

and Docks, Frodingham Gas and St. Helens Corporation Bills

have been deposited.

In the House of Lords, on Monday, Lord Thring presented

a Bill to give further powers to county councils with a view

to the prevention of iloods and other damage arising from,

rivers and watercourses. The Bill was read a first time. The
Seaham Harbour Bill was read a second time.

In the Honse of Commons the Lancashire County Council

Bill was considered and read a second time. The Norwich
Electric Tramways Bill was read a second time and com-
mitted.

Requisitions to withdraw petitions have been deposited in

respect of the following Bills : Haslemere District Water and
Gas Bill, Northam Urban District Water Bill, North War-
wickshire Water Bill, Whitwick and Coalville Gas Bill, Car-

marthen Improvement Bill and the Corporation of London
(Foreign Cattle Market, Deptford) Bill. Petitions have also

been deposited against tlie Devonport, Plymouth and Stoke
Tramways Bill and the Norwich Electric Tramways Bill.

Private Bill legislation is now in full swing in the com-
mittee-rooms of Parliament. On Tuesday four committees

—

two representing the Upper House and two the Lower

—

began work. In three out of the four municipalities ap-

peared eit'her in the part of the promoters or opponents. One
of the fights is likely to prove long. The only opposed Bill

which was decided on Tuesday was that proposed by the

Society of the Inner Temple for the erection of new build-

ing.'". It had to face the poweiful opposition of the County
and City of London and of the Metropolitan and District

Railway Companies. The Bill was llirown out.

The City "f Nom-ich Water Bill.—This was a Bill, promoted
by the Norwich Waterworks Company, for tho purpose of ob-

taining Parliamentary authority to raise new capital to the

amount of £120,000, with the usual borrowing powers, and
also for obtaining power to construct a new reservoir and
fiUer-bed for tho execution of other new works. It was
opposed by the corporation of the City of Norwich on
account of the refusal of the waterworks company to con-

struct " ducketts" or .slop-closets. The corporation also de-

sired the insertion of a clause in the Bill to enable them to

purchase the nndert.aking, bnt this the company strenuously

opposed. The House of Commons Committee before whom

the Bill was heard consisted of Mr. Alexander Brown (chair-

man). Sir James VVoodhonse, Mr. Bathurst and Mr. Brigg.
The counsel for the promoters were Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.c,

Mr. J. D. Fitzgerald, and Mr. Ram, while the municipal
council were represented by Mr. Freeman, Q.c, Mr. Rigg,
and Mr. Wild. The greater part of the day was occupied
with the evidence of the manager of the waterworks, who
testified that the remarkable growth of Norwich in recent
years rendered an extension of the mains and the construc-
tion of reservoir .and filter-bed absolutely necessary. He
considered that to postpone these works further with a
view to tiieir beijig undertaken by the corporation would mean
a serious danger of scarcity of water. The witness was cross-

examined at great length by Mr. Freeman as to the financial

position of the company, and to that counsel he admitted that
the total capital autliorised up to the present time w.as

£200,000, and out of that £185,890 had been issued. This
left upwards of £14,000 as an unexpended balance. It was
explained, however, that .although the latest accounts showed
these figures, there was an overdraft of £5,400 at the bank.
The witness would not admit that the company had a sum of

£36,809 to place against the overdraft. He was decidedly
opposed to allowing builders to put up slop-water closets.

The fact that such closets had been constructed in the House
of Lords would neither induce himself nor the company to

change their views on this question. They might be intro-

duced ill other towns and cities, but that mattered nothing to

him. After Mr. Ayros, the manager of the waterworks, had
concluded his evidence he was followed by a large number of

witnesses for the company, including Mr. Hawkesley, and it

was not till Wednesday afternoon that the corporation wit-

nesses had the ojiportunity of presenting their case. Mr.
Arthur E. Collins, the city engineer of Norwich, was the first

to take his place in the witness chair. He said he h.ad been
accustomed to the use of the slop-closets since 1884, and he
had had practical experience of the Fowler closet in use at

Salford. These earlier closets were not, strictly speaking,

satisfactory, as the discharge of a concentrated flow of water
caused inconvenience; but improvements came in time, and
the best modern patterns were without defects of any kind,

and they were eminently suitable for cottage property. As
an experiment they had tried eleven of these closets in

Norwich during the past two years, and he had never seen

any waste of water in consequence of their use. They had
always been left in a satisfactory condition, .aud as the result

of inquiries sent to various large towns and centres of popu-
lation, such as Bolton, Barnsley, Ashton-under-L3'me, Eccles,

Heywood, Manchester, Nottingham, Oldham, Southport,

Stockport, Wolverhampton and Widnes, he had come to the

conclusion that they had served their purpose admirably.
They were largely used, and led to no waste of water. The
Norwich Water Company claimed to have power under their

Act of 1858 to interdict or veto the slop-closets, and they
were clearly not favourably disposed to their use, because
they thought they caused a waste of water—a supposition

which, in witness's opinion, was entirely erroneous. Among
the objects which the corporation liad in view in

introducing these closets were the impi-ovement of the
sanitary condition of the town by tho additional flow

of slop water, and the encouragement of owners of pro-

perty to use these appliances instead of privy pans. The
Norwich Water Company h.ad gone so far as to intimid.ate

builders by threatening to carry the question of the construc-

tion of the closets to the House of Lords itself. Witness
added, with reference to the inquiries he had made in towns
in all parts- of the country, that in no case was it considered

that waste was caused. He objected to the water company
insisting so strongly on the use of meters, and considered that

the use of such meters added largely to the cost of the

water supply. He thought that the usual tap under the

control of the water company was a saflScient safeguard of

the interests of the company. Mr. Collins thought that the

ownership of the public water supply by a company for the

purpose of profit was highly objectionable and detrimental to

the best interests of tho public, and that such supplies ought

to be in the hands of the local authority, for the local authority

would be able to use a larger supply of water than ,a com-
pany without increasing tlie cost of it. In his opinion the

Norwich Water Company had been far too severe—far too

rigid—in insisting upon these regulations as to fittings.

Other witnesses gave evidence on belialf of the corporation,

including Sir Frederick Bramwell, Mr. Eaton, Mr. Parry, of

Liverpool, and several members of the corporation, who de-

clared that if the company would give something like a

reasonable undertaking that they would not spend the large

sum of money which they proposed to raise, and thus increase

the cost of the undertaking when the corporation were pre-

pared to buy it, they would not have so much to say against

the Bill, but they did not think the company ought to have the

power of veto over the slop-closets. It was after 5 o'clock when
tlie committee ga^e their decision. They found the preamble
proved, but reduced the capital which the company proposed

to raise from £100,000 to £60,000. They stipulated that the

new capital borrowed on mortgage should be submitted to

the public by auction, as well as the new share capital, but
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they declined to deprive the water company of their power
of veto over the slop-closets.

tVluhricIc and Coalville Gas Bill.—Before .1 House of Com-
mons Committee, consisting of Sir James Kitson, who pre-

sided, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. E. R. P. Moon and Captain Pirio, the

merits of the Whitwick and Coalville Gas Bill were investi-

gated. The Bill provides for the incorporation of the pas

company— in other words, by raising its statns from a limited

liability company to that of a corporation. Powers are also

sought to raise £5,000 additional capital and .a further sum of

£2,500 on the security of the undertaking. The measure was
opposed by the district council on the ground that it was un-

necessary. It was stated that the gas company and the local

authority had lived together amicably for a period of forty

years, but now a serious difference had arisen. The gas
company required the new capital in order to extend their

system of supply. The council objected to the roads being
broken up by the laying of pipes ; but it was replied that very
rarely had they heard of any complaints in this respect in

the past, and there were likely to be fewer in future, for they
had secured the services of a more competent engineer. The
case for the gas company was resumed on Wednesday, but
it did not occupy tlie committee long. Mr. Stevenson,

M.IN.ST.C.E., was called, and gave evidence in support of

the Bill. No witnesses appeared for the district council,

but the views of that body were very clearly stated

by Mr. Balfour Browne. He argued that he saw no
necessity for the council going to Parliament with a Bill of

their own for the ])urpos9 of acquiring this undertaking.

They were willing to give the company a fair price for tlio

undertaking, and that ought to satisfy them. If the Bill wore
passed, there ought to be inserted what had become known as

the Cowes clause of last year to protect the consumers of gas
and ratepayers from being overcharged. The committee
passed the Bill, but decided that the Cowes clause referred to

by Mr. Balfour Browne should be inserted with a modification

to the effect that the council should themselves introduce a
Bill into Parliament next session, and promote it in ahona-fide
manner, and that it should not be opposed by the company,
except so far as was necessary for the protection of their

interests. The committee also flsed the standard price of gas
at 43. per 1,000 ft.

Aberdeen Corporation Tramways Bill.—The Bill promoted
by the Aberdeen City Conncil for the purpose of enabling

them to acquire the undertaking of the Aberdeen Tramways
Company provoked a very keen contest before a House of

Lords Committee presided over b_v Lord Pirbright. The op-

ponents to the measure were the (Ireat North of Scotland
Railway Company and the Caledonian Railway Company, who
were represented by a powerful array of counsel, among them
being Mr. Littler, (i.e., Mr. Pember, Q.C., Mr. Worsley Taylor,

q.c, and Mr. Claude Baggallay, Q.o. The cause of the promoters
was championed by Mr. Pembroke Stephens and Mr. Lewis
Coward. It is not by any means a novel thing, as our readers
are aware, for a corporation to apply to Parliament for powers
to acquire tramways in order to run or lease them. This
has been done in the case of London, Shefiield, Halifax, Leeds,
Birkenhead, and many other cities and towns, but the case of

Aberdeen presents some novel features. The tramways com-
pany wore incorporated under the Public Tramways Act of

1870, but the company subsequently went to Parliament on
many other occasions, and in 1872, 1878, 1888 and 1896 for

various purposes, including the doubling of the lino. By the
general Act of 1870 the corporation had the right of purchase
twenty-one years after 1888—that is to say, in the year 1909

;

but under the subsequent Acts powers to purchase were
given in 1895 and in 1902. In 1896 the Tramw.iya Company
approached the corporation with a view to the sale of their

undertaking, asking £16 per share for it. The corporation

referred the matter to the Finance Committee for inquiry,

and the result was that the terms of the company were re-

fused ; but the corporation m.ade an offer of £14 a share,

whereby the company, on their side, declined to accept. The
Great North of Scotland Railway Company subsequently
appeared on the scene with an offer to purchase the tram-
ways and work them, or at least a portion of them, in con-

nection with their proposed line through the parishes of

Skene and Echt. They proposed to give £16 per share, and
wrote to the corporation a.^king their sanction to the arrange-
ment, the tramway company being quite willing to part with
their property on such terms. The corporation referred the
matter to a special committee, who considered it and re-

ported to the full council. Upon tlus report the conncil

acted. They emphatically declined to authorise the pur-
chase by the Great North, but now volunteered to pur-

chase the undertaking themselves at £15 a share, pro-
vided Parliament could be induced to give its sanction.

This was considered satisfactory by the tramway company,
and the Bill now before Parliament was the result. The
present subscribed capital of the tramway company, it may
be explained, is ratlier more than £75,000, the sum of

£56,000 odd representing shares and the remainder prefer-

ence stock. The tramway company paid no dividend for the
first two years of its existence, but it then began to yield a
dividend of 21 per cent., and for the last ten years it has paid

5.^ per cent. The companj- have contributed altogether 14
miles of tramway ; 3J miles of their system are double line.

The Bill is, of course, opposed far more vigorously by the
Great North of Scotland Railway Company than by tlie Cale-

donian, but both companies fight it first of all as railway
companies, on account of the injury it would do their system,
and next as ratep.ayers—the largest ratepayers in the city

they claimed to be—because it would increase the rates. The
Great North further contended that were the tramways in

the hands of the council, the latter body would resort to a
policy of rate-cutting in order to benefit the ratepayers by
cheap fares. This would be from points where the Great
North Railway and the tramway were competing for tr.affic.

It would have the effect of compelling the railway company
to lower their fares also, and that policy would be disastrous;

but the council had, of course, the rates to fall back upon. It

was denied by Lord Provost Mearns that there was any in-

tentiim of competing unfairly with the railway company, and
the idea of the "trams" being worked at a loss was tabooed.

The Lord Provost mentioned that the corporation were the

owners of the gas, water and electric light supply, and none
of these public works had been a burden upon the rate-

payers. Only four witnesses were examined during the day,

two on each side. The Lord Provost and Mr. Bissett, the

city treasurer, represented the corporation, and Mr. Moffatt,

the general manager of the Great North Company, and Mr.
Blytii, civil engineer, the opposing railways. The day closed

with the addresses of Mr. Worsley Taylor, Q.c, for the Great
North, and Mr. Pember, Q.c, for the Caledonian, who cora-

mented at great length on the fact that the council had for

a large number of years actiiiiesced in the condition of the

General Tramways Act of 1870, which entitled them to pur-

chase (he tramw.ays in 1909. Why, asked Mr. T.aylor, had
they changed their attitude now ? Simply because the Great
North wanted to purchase. Another point made by counsel

was that in, the interest of the ratepayers, the council ought
to ha%'e waited until 1909, for they could then have acquired

the undertaking for something like £80,000, whereas they

now had to pay £105,000. The committee on Wednesday
forenoon, without calling on Mr. Pembroke Stephens to reply

to the addresses of the counsel for the opjiosing railway com-
panies, declared that they had unanimously arrived at the

conclusion that the preamble had been proved. Five minutes
afterwards the clauses were adjusted and the Bill was ordered

to be reported to the House.

The Abenjshoyth Gas BiU.~ln the Bill promoted by the

Aberystwith Gas Company, which came before a House of

Lords' Committee presided over by the Earl of Lauderdale,

on Wednesda}', powers were sought for the removal, of the

gasworks from their present site to a piece of land outside

the town. There was no objection to the removal for it was
generally .agreed that the existing site was anything but

satisfactory, and was, in fact, objectionable to the inhabitants.

The company proposed, however, to raise the standard prices

of gas from its present price of 4s. 7d. for lighting purposes

to 5s., and to m,ake a corresponding increase in the price of

gas used for heating. This part of the Bill was strongly op-

posed by the corporation of the town, wlio contended that

the maximum price ought to be lowered and not raised. The
committee took very little time to make up their minds to

pass the Bill, but they limited the maximum price to 4s. 3d.,

instead of 5s. proposed by the company.

Local Government.—It was moved that in order to relieve

the congestion of business in Piirliament and in the various

public departments, and in order to give speedier and fuller

effect to local requirements, it was' urgently necessary that

there should be devolved upon bodies representative of the

different parts of the United Kingdom a large measure of

self-government. The urgency of the claim of Ireland to

self-government was admitted fully, and there was nothing,

it was said, in the resolution which could impair the validity

of her demand. It was also asserted emphatically that the

supporters of the policy advocated had no wish to weaken
the su]ireme authority of Parliament. An alteration was
suggested in the wording of the resolution, but the House
was counted out.

The Cromer Gas Bill, the Metropolitan Common Scheme
(Barnes) Provisional Order Bill, and the Metropolitan Common
Scheme (East Sheen) Provisional Order Bill were read a

second time and committed. Debate on the Rivers Pollution

Prevention Bill was further deferred until Wednesday. The
second reading of the Working Men's Dwellings (No. 2) Bill

will take place on Wednesday : the Public Works Loans Act

(1897) Amendment Bill and the Commons Regul.ation Bill

will be read a second time on Tuesday. A petition relating

to standing orders has been deposited in respect of the

Keighley Corporation Bill. Petitions have also been de-

posited against that Bill and the Renfrew Burgh and Harbour
Extension Bill.

A message was received from the Lords stating that they

had appointed a committee of four to consider and report on
electrical energy (generating stations and supply). They
expressed the wish that the House would be pleased to ap-

point an equal number of members to join with the said com-

mittee.

A petition has been deposited by the Renfrew County
Council against the Renfrew Burgh and Harbour Extension

Bill; and requisitions to withdraw petitions have also been

deposited in respect of the following Bills : Keighley Cor-

poration Bill, St. Anne's-on-the-Sea Gas Bill, Southend-on-

Sea Gas Bill, and the Victoria Embankment Extension and

St. John's Improvement Bill.
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Points of Professional Practice.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Sewage Purification.—Mr. Andrew Howation, A.M.l.c.E.,

bf 88 Aveiine de Neuilly, Nenilly-sur-Seine, near Paris,

writes : This interesting problem is now so well ventilated

that its solution seems to me iu the near fature, and particu-

larly so as a Royal Commission is about to take the matter in

hand. Sewage farming has proved that in cases where the

cmditions are favourable sewage can be efficiently treated

and an effluent produced which gives general satisfaction
;

but, unfortunately, for reasons quite independent of the

principle, this system can never have a general application.

Chemical treatment, on the other hand, can be applied in

every case, and if properly and scientifically carried out no

system can cope with it as to results obtained. The only

bugbear is the sludge ; but I hope to prove very shortly

that sludge can be made a marketable article and be

sold at a price in any case sufficient to cover all the

working e.vpenses of the sewage treatment. The bacterio-

logical treatment of sewage has recently come to the

front, and it could not be otherwise, patronised as it is

by such an eminent authority as Mr. W. J. Dibdin. It is

doubtful, however, whether ii is not a violation of Nature's

laws to allow such a rich and valu.able material to be eaten

up by bacteria, instead of utilising it for enriching the Boi), as

it evidently was intended. On the other hand, notwithstand-

ing the extended trials at Barking, Sutton, Exeter, Yeovil,

Leeds, Blackburn, etc., no definite figures are forthcoming as

to the cost. On this side, if an engineer proposes the scheme,

he stakes not only his reputation, but also his purse. You will

see, then, that it is necessary to have figures on which we can

rely with confidence. A scheme for sew.ige farming as well

as for chemical treatment can be prepared nowadays with

sufficient accuracy ; but such is not yet the case with the

bacterial treatment, even eminent chemists disagreeing as to

the results obtained. Taking Exeteresperiments as an example,

we have a variation of from 11'2 free ammonia (Rideal) in

November to 22 (Dibdin and Thudichum) in June. This result

goes to prove that in the winter months, in order to obtain the

same result as in summer, five times more filtering surface must
be employed, and it would appear that no one has yet attempted

the application of a principle which forms one of the claims

of my patent—to balance the work of the bacteria all the year

round. When a bacteriologist takes a sample of water and
sewage for examination he is careful to place it in a box

filled with ice, to prevent the development of the bacteria,

and he is certain that, although the bacteria have an abun-

dant supply of oxygen, still they remain torpid on account of

the low temperature. When he arrives at his laboratory he

inoculates his gelatine or bouillon, as the ea?e may be, with

the water or sewage, and places his samples carefidly in glass

cases, and in a specially heated chamber which he keeps at a

constant temperature of from 70 to 75 deg. Fahr. The
bacteria, which were torpid at a low temperature, now begin

to develop in the heated chamber, and in a very short time

they become so numerous that it is impossible to count them.

This laboratory experiment corresponds absolutely with the

practical results obtained on a large scale at Exeter ; that

is to say, in summer the work of the bacteria is five

times more than in winter. In my patent I laid great

stress on aiiration, bat with heated air to bring up the tem-

perature of the bacterial filters to 70 deg. Fahr., the tempera-

ture most suitable for the rapid development of bacterial life,

all my experiments go to show th.at heat is as necessary as

oxygen to enable the bacteria to complete their destruction

of the organic matters. The heat necessary can be obtained

from the waste gases of the destructors or steam boilers, and,

even if it was necessary to erect a small furnace to heat the

air, the expense is nothing compared to the results obtained,

as it means an enormous reduction of the filtering area, and
the bacteria are placed in a modicum enabling them to pro-

duce the greatest amount of work in the shortest space of

time, whetlier in summer or winter.

The Ventilation of Sewers and Drains.—" East Coast

"

writes : I have read with much interest the discussion and
correspondence regarding ventilation of sewers and drains,

and would like to say a word or two as to what has been done
in this burgh. The sewers here discharge into tidal waters,
and are tide-locked about twelve hours out of the twenty-
four, and in some parts are laid on very flat gradients, not by
any means self-cleanslng. Formerly they were ventilated by
surface gratings on the roadway, and complaints as to smell
were numerous and frequent. Duiing the last few years I

have closed all the surf.ace gratings and erected a 6-in. venti-

lating shaft in nearly every street. These are simply carried
np the gables of houses (where possible) to chimney head,
care being taken to keep clear of all windows. Since the
erectisn of these shafts I have not had a single complaint
No attempt is made at extracting the sewer air ; I simply
look on these shafts as so ni.any safety-valves. So long as
the sewer air is confined to the sewers it can do no harm, and
if from any cause (such as a sudden rainfall) pressure is put
on the air in the sewers, it finds immediate relief at these
shafts and wonld naturally escape there rather than force the

water seal of the intercepting traps of house drains. These
shafts have been erected at the very moderate cost of about
£4 each, and seem to answer their purpose admir.ably.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Skefches accompanying
n plain black-ink linet.

Queries should be made sepa
Lettering orJit/u

i-- u i

nane separate on trhife paper
should be bold and plain.

160, The Syphon, PrinCipleSOf.—" X.Y.Z." writes: An urban
district is supplied with water from a r^3^^voir situate about
4 miles distant. The level of reservoir is 532 ft. above ordn.ance

datura, and the top of the highest building in district supplied

is 350 ft. above ordnance datum. The reservoir is fed through
a rising main, about half a mile long, by means of pump.",

from a well, the lowest water level of which is 370 ft. above
ordnance datum. The diameter of the rising main is 6 in.,

and that of the delivery pipe 5 in. It has been suggested that

the rising main from well pumps and the deliveiy to the dis-

trict be connected at the h'^hest point, so as to form a syphon.
The reservoir would be connected by means of valves at

highest part of syphon, eo that the syphon might bo charged
as occasion required. By this arr.angement it is contended
that the pumping may be dispensed with and th.at the water
from the well can be syphoned over the hill to supply the

district. The surveyor of the authority is of opinion that the

syphon would not answer, as the shorter leg of the syphon is

1G2 ft. long, and he states that no syphon, no matter what the

length of the longer leg may be, can act if the shorter leg

exceed 32 ft. Please say if the syphon scheme is practicable,

and, if not, why ?

There is evidence of a misapprehension of the principles

and working of a syphon. It is, perhaps, necessary to ob-

serve that a syphon is a pipe through which a liquid may,
by the action of gravity, be transferred from one place to

another place .at a lower level over an obstruction which
must be lower than a height which depends on the specific

gravity of the liquid. Water cannot theoretically be
syphoned over obstacles more than 33 ft. higher than the

surface of the water to be removed, or that at which the

pressure of the air will sustain a colamn of water. Prac-

tically it must be less, to .allow for the friction of the flow-

ing water and for air which forces its way in. At places

far above the sea level it must be less, for at such the re-

duced weight of the atmospheric column will not balance

so great a weight of water. It is incorrect to state, as is

sometimes done, that the outer leg of the syphon must be
longer than the inner one, but it is necessary that the outer

leg extend to a point lower than the surface of the liquid

in the reservoir. In the case named by the querist it is

suggested, if we interpret his query correctly, that the water
from the well can be delivered by syphonage to a point

162 ft. above the level of the surface of the water in the

well. The suggestion is an absolutely impossible one. As
we have shown above, water caitnot be delivered from a
lower level to a higher one by syphonage, nor can it be
transferred from a higher to a lower level when the ob-

struction to be surmounted by the syphon approaches 33 ft.

Practically the obstruction must not be higher than 28 ft.

The querist might with advantage study Balfour Stewart's
" Elementary Physics," 4s. 6d., Macmillan & Co.

181. Sewerage Engineering Contracts : Cuide-Boolt
for Clerl< of Worlds Required.—"Invert " writes : Can you
suggest a book on practical sewer construction, dealing not

with the design but the actual cxrrying out of sewerage
schemes, and containing instructions how to deal with ditii-

culties likely to be met with in executing contracts, treating

the subject from a clerk of works' and contractor's point of

view.

We do not know of any book published which wotild

serve as a guide-book to a clerk of works on engineering

works. Information such as th.at required by the querist

is only obtained by practical experience. Hoskin's " Clerk

of Works; a vade inccnm for all Engaged in the Superin-

tendence of BuilJing Operations," price Is. 6d., E. &, F.

Spon, may be indirectly of use, as also will " Scamping
Tricks ; and Odd Knowledge (Jccasionally Practised upon
Public Works, Chronicled from tho Confessions of some
old Practitioners," by .John Newman, a.m.i.c.e., price 2s. 6d,,

E. & F. N. Spon. Much, however, may be gained from a
perusal of the published volumes of the Incorporated Asso-
ciation of Municipal and County Engineers, in the papers

read by municipal engineers descriptive of sewerage engi-

neering works. Dempsey and Cl.ark's " Drainage of Lands,

Towns and Buildings," price '.s. 6d., Crosby Lockwood &
Son, will also probably be found useful.

Belfast.—The water commissioners at their last meeting
decided to accept the tender of the Glenfield Company, Kil-

marnock, for the engines, pumps and boilers required for the
Ligoniel and Ballysill.an supply, at the sum of £4,180.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.

By WILLIAM H. MAXWELL, Assistant Engineer and Suive_yor, Leyton Urban District Council.

any considerable progress. Conscious of this truth, the

Romans seem to have paid particular attention to the con-

sfrucHon of roads in the distant provinces; and those of Etig-

land, which may still be traced in various ramifications, pre-

HISTORICAL SKETCH.
Before entering upon the discussion of the design, construc-

tion and maintenance of modern roads and streets it will be

advantageous to review concisely the history of the evolution

of this very important branch of civil engineering practice,

illustrating very forcibly, as it does, and probably more
univei-sally so than any other branch of engineering work,

Mr. Tredgold's deBnition* of the profession of the civil

engineer

—

viz., " The art of directing the great sources of

power in nature for Ihe use and cuiivciiiencc of man."

Good roada are among the most influential agencies of

society, and road-nmkers have proved the most effective

pioneers of civilization. By opening up such lines of com-
munication the city and the town are brought into connection

with the village and the farm, markets are found for field

produce, and outlets provided for manufacturers. Thus the

natural resources of the country are developed, travelling,

intercourse, industry and commerce are rapidly fet on foot,

and, in fact, " the road is so necessary an instrument of social

well-being that in every new colony it is one of the firi^t

filings iliotif/lit of. . . The new country, as well as the old,

can only be effectually ' opened up,' as the common phrase

is, by roads, and until these are made it is virtually closed."!

The invention of paved roads is given to the Carthaginians.

Their example was afterwards adopted by the Romans,:!; who
were the first to bring the art of road-makinrj into England !

The roads of ancient Rome are the earliest about which we
have any accui'ate knowledge, one of the oldest and most
important of these being the great paved military highway
called the " Appian Way " {Via Appia), which was construc-

ted partly by Appiiis Claudius, about 312 B.C. This road
extended from Rome to Capua, a distance of 120 miles, and
was long afterwards continued in a south-easterly direction

across the Appennines to Brundusium (now Brindisi), in the

south of Italy.
" Roman roads are remarkable for preserving a straight

course from point to point, regardless of obstacles which
might have been easily avoided. They appear to have been
often laid out in a line with some prominent landmark, and
their general straightness is perhaps due to convenience in

setting them out. In solidity of construction they have
never been excelled, and many of them still remain, often

forming tho foundation of a more modern road, and in some
instances constituting tho road surface now used."II

The mode of runslruclion was as follows :
" Two parallel

trenches were first cut to mark the breadth of the road ;

loose earth was removed until a solid foundation was
reached; and it was replaced by proper material consolidated

by ramming, or other means were taken to form a solid

foundation for tho body of the road. This appears, as a rule,

to have been composed of four layers, generally of local

materials, though sometimes they were brought from con-

siderable distances. The lowest layer consisted of two or

three courses of fiat stones, or, when these were not obtain-

able, of other stones, generally laid in mortar ; the second
layer was composed of rnbble masonr}- of smaller stones, or a

coarse concrete ; the third of a finer concrete, on which was
laid a pavement of polygonal blocks of hard stone jointed

with file greatest nicety. Tho four layers are found to be
often 3 ft. or more in thickness, but the two lowest were dis-

pensed with on rock. The paved part of a great road
appears to have been about 16ft. ^ wide, and on either side,

and separated from it by i-aised stone causewaysjl were
unnaved side-ways, each of half the width of the paved road.
Where, as on many roads, the surface was not paved, it was
made of hard concrete, or pebbles or flints set in mortar.
Sometimes clay and marl were used instead of mortar, and it

would seem that where inferior materials were used the road
was made higher above tho ground and rounder in oroSF-

section. Streets were paved with large polygonal blocks laid

as above described and footways with rectangular slabs.

Specimens are still to be seen in Rome and Pompeii."' In
flat districts the middle part of the roads was raised into a
terrace" above the adjacent country.

" The pnblio and the senate held the roods in such estima-
tion, and took so great an interest in them, that under Julius
Caesar tho princijml cities of Italy all communicated with
Rome by paved roads. Their roads from that period began to

be extended into the provinces.'''
" One of the grand causes of the civilisation introduced by

that ruling people into the conquered states was the high-
ways, which form, indeed, the first germ of national industry,

and without which neither eommei'ce nor society can make
• Adopted b.y the Institution of Civil Kngiueers in tfieir charter.
t Smiles' ** Lives of tlie Engineers," vol. i.

J See French Encyclopa'dia.
• " Eiict/clopiriiia Britaiiiiica," art'.c\e on "Roads and Streets," by

Thomas Cocb-ington, C.E.
S Roman feet.

,, Two feet wide.
' " Enayclopcrdia Britannicn."
- TredRold on " Railways."
' French Encyclopa'dia.

sent a lasting monument of the justice of their conception,

the extent of their views and the utility of their power. A
grand trunk, as it may be called, passed from the south to the

north, and another to the west, with branches in almost every

direction that general convenience and expedition could re-

quire. What is called ' Watling-sfreet ' led fi-om Richborough,

in Kent, the ancient Rutnpia-, north-east, through London
to Chester. The 'Ermine-street ' passed from London to

Lincoln, thence to Carlisle, and into Scotland. The Foss Way
is supposed to have led from Bath and the western regions,

north-east, till it joined the Ermine-street. The last cele.

brated road was ' Ileneld,' or ' Ihneld,' supposed to have ex-

tended from near Norwich, southward, into Dorsetshire."*
" There .are no traces of Roman influence in the later roads

in England, but in France the Roman method appears to have

been followed to some extent when new roads were con-

structed about the beginning of the eighteenth century. A
foundation of stones on the flat was laid (.Sec Fig. 1), and

SRoKtfr STO/ves

Fig. 1.— Cross Section of a French Road Previous to 1764

over that two layers of considerable thickness, of larger and
smaller stones, bordered by large stones on edge, which ap-
peared on the surface of the road. In 1764t Tresaguet set
the foundation-stones on edge (Fig. 2) and reduced the thick

Fig. 2.

—

Cross Skctkjn ok a French Road as Aro
M. Tresagdet (1764).

Rite of cross section about 6 in. at the crown or 1 m 30.

ness of the upper layers, and his method was generally fol-

lowed until the influence of Macadam began to be felt."+

French road-makers a century ago wei'e very much ahead
of their English contemporaries. This will be evident upon
comparing the cross-section of the English road of 1809 with
that of the French road of about 1775.

Macadam's princlplesof road construction were, it is stated,

officially adopted in France about 1830, and became general
not many years later.

The Roman roads in Britain continued to be the main high-

ways of internal communication for a considerable period
after the occupation of that people; but having been subse-

((uently neglected and allowed to fall into decay, they were
in most instances overrun with forest and waste until tho
roads of England became probably the worst in Europe.
Thus the means of communication between towns in early

times were both difficult and dangerous ; tho roads or ways
consisted of mere horse-tracks or footways across the country,

and were traversed chiefly by pack-horses, which then formed
the principal means for the transport of inland commerce
from town to town.

" In very early periods of English civilisation, while tho
population was thin and scattered and men lived by hunting
and pastoral pursuits, the track across the down, tho heath
and the moor sufficiently answered their purpoce. Yet, even
in tliose districts unencumbered with wood, where tho first

settlements Avere made—as on the downs of Wiltshire, the

moors of Devonshire and the wolds of Yorkshire—stone

tracks were laid down liy the tribes between one village and
another. In some districts they are called trackways or

ridgeways, being narrow causeways usually following the

natural ridge of the country, and probably serving in early

times as local boundaries—on Dartmoor they are constrncted

of stone blocks, irregularly laid down on the surface of the

ground, forming a rude causeway of about 5 ft. or 6 ft. wide."^

vol. i 20.* '* Pmkerton'b Geography,
t French roads were, down to the year 1764, maintained by statute

labour, and the repairs effected only twice annually, in the spring and
autumn, thus necessitating a thickness of 18 in. at the middle and 12 in.

at the sides. After this date the average thickness was reduced to
about 10 in. throughout the cro6.s-scction.

X" Encj/clopipdia Brifannica,"
•" Smiles' " Uves of the Engineers," vol. i.
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As to the origin of the present Uiies of roadways, the fol-

lowing is snfcgestetl in a pamphlet, entitled " The Landed
Property of England "

:
" Most of the old roads of the king-

dom (the remains of the Roman ways excepted) owe their

present lines to particnlar circumstances—many of them were,

no donbt, originally footpaths; some of them, perhaps, the

tracks of the ahoriginal inhabitants ;
and these footpaths

became, as the condition of society advanced, the most con-

venient horse-paths. According as the lands of the kingdom

were appropriated the tortuous lines of road became fixed

and nnalterable, there being no other legal lines left for

carriage roads, and hence the origin of the crookedness and

steepness of existing roads."

"In some of the older-settled districts of England the old

roads are still to be traced in the hnllow ways or lanes which

are met with, in some places 8 ft. and 10 ft. deep. Horse

tracks in snmmer and rivulets in winter, the earth became
gradually worn into these deep furrows, many of which, in

Wilts, Somerset and Devon, represent the tracks of roads as

old as, if not older than, the Conquest. When the lidgeways

of the earliest settlers on Dartmoor, above allnded to, were

abandoned the traclrs were formed through the valleys, but

the new roads were no better than the old ones. They were

narrow and deep, fitted only for a horse passing along laden

with its crooks, as so capitally described in the ballad of The

Vevonsliire Lave.**'*
" In the neighbourhood of London there was a hollow tray

which now gives its name to a populous metropolitan parish.

Hagbnsh-lane was another of such roads; before the forma-

tion of the Great North Road it was one of the principal

bridle-paths leading from London to the northern parts of

England ; but it was so narrow as barely to afford passage for

more than a single horseman, and so deep that the rider's

head was beneath the level of the ground on either eide."t

Attempts were, however, made from time to time for the

preservation of the highways, the state of which may be in-

ferred from the following :
" One of the first laws on the

subject was passed in 12S5, directing that all bushes and trees

along the roads leading from one market to another should

be cut down for 200 ft. on either side, to prevent robbers

larking therein ; but nothing was proposed for amending the

condition of the ways themselves. In 1346 Edward IH.
:iathorised the first toll to be levied for the repair of the roads

leading from St. Giles-in-the-Fields to the village of Charing
(now Charing Cross), and from the same quarter to near

Temple Bar (down Drury-lane), as well as the highway then

called Perpoole (now Gray's Inn-lane). The footway at the

entrance of Temple Bar was interrnpted by thickets and
bushes, and in wet weather was almost impassable. The
roads farther west were so bad that when the sovereign went
to Parliament faggots were thrown into the ruts in King-

street, Westminster, to enable the royal cavalcade to pass

along."

In the first Act (passed in 1532) for paving and improving

the City of London the streets were described as " very foul,

and full of pits and sloughs, so as to be mighty perillous and
noyous, as well for all the king's subjects on horseback as on
foot with carriages."
" The first attempt to put the roads of England into order

occurred when the turnpike system was introduced. The
ancient method employed to mend roads, until after the

restoration of King Charles II,, was by a £1 rate on the land-

holders in the respective counties, and by the supply of carts

and horses by parishes for a limited number of days. But
when, after the last-named period, commerce so generally

increased, and in consequence thereof wheel-carriages and
pack-horses were extremely multiplied, tlie first turnpike road

was established by law (the 16 Charles II., cap. 1., anno

1653) for taking toll of all but foot passengers on the northern

road through Hertfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Huntingdon-
shire, which road was then become very bad by means of the

great loads of barley and malt, &c., brought weekly to Ware
in waggons and cart?, and from thence conveyed by water to

London.''^
Hume, in his " History of England," speaking of the " in-

ternal state of England " during the reign of James II. (16S5

to 1688), says :
" The means of crmmunication throughout

the kingdom were wretched in the extreme. Canals did not

exist; the roads were execrable and infested with highway-
men. Four horses, sometimes six, were required to drag the

coaches through the mud ; and the traveller who missed the

scarce discernible track over the heaths, which were then
frequent and extensive, might wander lost and benighted.

Some improvement was effected by the introduction of posts

in the reign of Charles I., which were brought to more per-

fection after the Restoration But no very considerable

improvement in the roads took place till the reign of Geojge
II.," when the Rebellion in Scotland (1745) gave ccnsiderablo

impulse to the construction of reads for militaij' as well as

for civil purposes. After its supfrcEsion the Government
directed attention to the best means of securing pel manent
subordination of the Highlands, and with this objf ct the con-

struction of good highways was considered indispensable.

" Even till towards the end of last century the roads in

•This ballad amusingly describes miirr'mge as being "just like a
Devonshire Lane," into which, the travellei' having once entered " th'ere

is no turning round," &c.
fSiniles* " Lives of the En^'iiieer.^."

J
" A Treatise on Roads," hy Sir Heury Pivrnell.

many parts of England were execrable. The best coaches on
a long journey cleared no more than 4 cr 5 miles an hour.

After the Peace (of Paris, 1815) the roads were very much
improved by the use of broken stones and granite introduced
by Macadam, and the pace was in many instances accelerated

to 10 miles an hour."
" The almost incredibly bad state of the roads in England

towards the latter part of the seventeenth century also appears
from the accounts cited by Macaulay (Hist., c. iii.). It was
due chiefly to the state of the law, which compelled each
parish to maintain its own roads by statute labour; but the

establishment of turnpike trusts and the maintenance of

roads by tolls do not appear to have effected any great im-
provement."*

Little or no thought was given to the scientific construction '

of roads, and the persons engaged to make and keep them in '

repair were altogether incompetent and ignorant of the most
elementary principles involved in their proper construction.
" Road-making as a profession was as yet unknown. . . . Men
of eminence as engineers—and there were very few such at

the time—considered road-making beneath their considera-

tion ; and it was even thought singular that, in 1768, the
distinguished Smeaton should have condescended to make a
road across the valley of the Trent, between Markham and
Newark."t The adoption of a good system of road-maliing,

like most great reforms, was a very gradual process, and grew
only with the education of the public mind as to the im-
portance of having better and more rapid means of com-
munication.
The introduction of " stage coaches " about the middle of

the seventeeth century formed a new era in the history of

travelling by road. They were at first no better than a sort

of waggon, and the pace did not exceed 4 miles an hour.

The jolting to which the passengers were treated in the
earlier vehicles without springs and travelling over such bad
roads must have been very considerable. I Probably the

first coaches for pnblic accommodation were run between
London and Dover. Their introduction was regarded with
much prejudice, and had much opposition to encounter.

An idea of the state of some of the roads in the north of

England may be gained from Arthur Young's " Six Months'
Tour," ptiblished in 1770, from which it appears that up
to that time the roads had undergone little improvement.
He says :

" To Wigan Turnpil-e. I know not, in the whole
range of language, terms sufficiently expressive to describe

this infernal road. Let me most seriously caution all travellers,

who may accidentally propose to travel this terrible country, to

avoid it as they would the dovil, for a thousand to one they
break their necks or their limbs by overthrows or breakings
down. They will here meet with ruts, which I actually

measured 4 ft. deep, and floating with mud only from a wet
summer ; what, therefore, must it be after a winter ? The
only mending it receives is tumbling some loose stones, which
serve no other purpose than jolting a carriage in the most
intolerable manner. These are not merely opinions, but
facts ; for I actually passed three carts broken down in those

18 miles of execrable memory."
In " 1736 we find Lord Hervey, writing from Kcnsiitgtiw,

complaining that ' the road between this place and London is

grown so infamously bad that we live here in the same solitude

as we would do if cast on a rock in the middle of the ocean
;

and all the Londoners tell us that there is between thera and
us an impassablegulf of mud.' The mud was no respecter

ol persons either, for we are informed that the carriage of

Queen Caroline could not, in bad weather, be dragged from
St. James's Palace to Kensington in less that two hours, and
occasionally the royal coach stuck fast in a rut, or was even
overthrown into the mud. The streets of London themselves
were no better at that time, the kennel being still permitted
to flow in tho middle of tho street, which was paved with
roiind stones, flagstones for the pedestrians being as yet un-

known."If

The extension of the turnpike system encountered violent

opposition from the people, especially in Yorkphire, Somerset-
shire and Gloucestershire. Armed bodies of men assembled
to destroy the turnpikes, and they burnt down the toll houses

and blew up the posts with gunpowder. The country people

in some places would not even use tlie improved roads after

they were con8trncted§ ; but the ojiposition did not retard

the progress of the turnpike and highway legislation, as may
be seen from the fact that from 1760 to 1774 no less than 452
Acts were passed for making and repairing highways.
From the " Third Report from Parliamentary Committee on

Turnpikesand Highways, 1809," it appears thatahighly convex
cross-section (Fig. 3) was at that time generally adopted, with

tho view of keeping the road dry ; but the convexity was
usually so great as to render the sides dangerous for the passage

of traffic. Vehicles, therefore, kept entirely to the centre, and
deep ruts, retaining large quantities of water and mnd, very

soon resulted.

*" l^uri/ctoffPtlia Jh-ifttiniica."

t Smiles' " Lives of the Engineers."

t It used to be said of the drivers that they were " seldom sober, never
civil, and always late !

"

f Smiles' " liives of the Engineers."
§ The Blanford waggoner is reported to have sRid :

" Roads have
but one object—for waggon driving. He required but t-ft. width in a
lane, and all the rest might go to the devil," He continued; " The
gentry ought to stay at home and be d d, and not run gossiping up
and down the country." Robert's "Social History of the Southern
Counties."
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The first real improvement in the business of road-making,

and the first application of scientific principles to their con-

struction and repair, is associated with the names of Metcalf,

Macadam and, more especially, Telford.

Metciilf's Roadtt.—John Metcalf, born at Knaresborongh in

1717, was the son of poor working parents, and, though

totally blind from the age of six years, he was possessed

throughout his career of extraordinary activity, spirit of

enterprise and a daring boldness. After having been succes-

sively a fiddler, soldier, chapman, fish dealer, horse dealer and
waggoner, he entered upon the main business of his remark-

able life—vis., that of a road and bridge conalructor. He con-

structed numerous important turnpike roads throughout
Yorkshire, Lancashire, Cheshire and Derby, amounting to a

total mileage of about 180 miles, involving the building of

many bridges, retaining walls, culverts, &c. Ho also success-

fully crossed several difficult bogs by putting down largo

Fig. 3.

—

English Road about 1809,

Showing its state before and after repair. Well " barrelled !"

quantities of furze and ling bound together in little round
bundles, and laid in longitudinal and transverse layers alter-

nately,* and then spreading coatings of stone and gravel over
same.
Macadam's roads are so named after John Loudon Macadam,

who about the 3'ear 1816 undertook the management of the
roads iu the Bristol district. The distinguishing character-

istic of his system was, to use Mr. Macadam's own descrip-

tion, " to put broken stone upon a road, which shall unite

by its own angles so as to form a solid, hard surface.

It follows that when that material is laid upon the road
it must remain in the situation in which it is placed with
out being moved again; and what 1 find fault with in

putting quantities of gravel on the road is that, before it

becomes useful, it must move its situation and be in constant
motion."t
Macadam's practice was to lay the " road metal " directly

upon the natural ground, the only preparation being the

levelling of inequalities and the digging of side drains. The
maximum thickness of metalling adopted was about 10 in. in

depth, and consisted of a layer of flints, or some other hard
material, broken to a uniform size, of approximately cubical

shape, about l.V in. to 2 in. in diameter, and weighing not more
than 6 oz.J The broken stone was spread evenly over the

road surface and consolidated by the traffic, the whole surface

being regularly raked over and levelled during consolidation.

Additional materials were added, as found necessary to main-
tain an even surface, in thin uniform layers, either after rain

or after a thorough moistening with water, thus insuring a
complete incorporation of the old and new metal.

Macadam strongly condemned the use of any " binding
material " for filling the interstices in the metal (a practice

now universally adopted), which he left to work in and unite

by its own angles by means of the tratfio.

He adopted only sufficient convexity of cross section as

was necessary to keep the road dry by drainage of rain water
to the side channels.

Macadam appears to have been connected more with the
repairs of old roads than with the making of new ones. Ho
first used his system in jSvrshii-Cj where his attention was
directed to the subject while acting as one of the trustees of

a road in this county.

In 182.5, having proved before a committee of the House
of Commons an expenditure of several thousand pounds from
his own resources in carrying out his improvements, the
amount was reimbursed to him with an houorarv tribute of

£2,000.T

It is said, however, that "he did not invent the method in

question of breaking stone, because it had long been the
practice of Sweden, Switzerland and other countries, and was
long know to every observing traveller." § Also the system
was advocated by a Mr. Edgeworth in "An Essay on the
Construction of Roads and Carriages," a second edition of

which was pnbli-shed in 1817.

The term " macadamised roatis," strictly speaking, does
not apply to roads having a pitched foundation, but only to

those constructed wholly of broken stones. The expression
now, however, is generally understood to include all roads
composed of, or repaired with, broken stone.

• A Bimilnr plan was adopted by Geoi-ffo Stephenson when constriict-
ins a railway across Chat Moss.

t " Report of the Select Committee on the Highwavs of the Kinirdoni,
1819."

i
" Macadam directed eacli road inspector to carry a email balance, so

as to be able to test the weight of a few stones from each heap." (Itojt-

f. Smiles' " Lives of the Engineers."
§ The Weitmimter Ueview, vol, iv., p. 3)1.

MUNICIPAL WORK IN LIVERPOOL.HI.

UTILISATION OF WASTE MATERIALS FOR PAVING.
In continuation of our remarks on the methods adopted in

the city of Liverpool for the disposal of the clinker and fine

ash from their 24-cell destructor, in which we described the
process of barging these materials out to sea, we find that

efforts have been made to utilise these waste products instead

of merely " throwing them to the fishes." For instance, those
materials make excellent concrete when mixed with proper
proportions of Portland cement, and this concrete can be used
in a variety of ways. For example, such a concrete can be
used for the foundations of paved streets, and this has been
tried in Liverpool, though not with much success, owing to

the heavy nature of the traffic where specially hard syenite

setts have to be laid on a specially-prepared concrete founda-
tion, which is of a heton character, composed of broken stone

laid dry in layers, the whole being bound together by layers

of fine concrete well beaten into these dry layers. In our
supplement we give an illustration of a paved street iu pro-

cess of construction in Liverpool, taken from one of the slides

.shown on the screen by Mr. H. Percy Boulnois during his

interesting lecture, which he gave last year, at Leeds to the
members of the Sanitary Congress.

A further method for dealing with the clinker and fine ash
is to mix these ingredients with lime in a pug mill, and manu-
facture mortar which is of an excellent description and is

readily bought by builders and others at a remunerative price.

A special method, however, has been introduced in Liver-

pool for dealing with clinker and ash, which has met with
marked success. It consists of a special plant for the manu-
facture of clinker concrete paving slabs underpressure. This
plant has been patented by Messrs. C. &, A. Musker, of Dundas-
street, Bootle, and comprises an hydraulic press, which works
upon a mould in which the clinker concrete is placed. The
process may thus be briefly described. The clinker is broken in

a small stone bunker to a size of about -„ in., and is mixed with
cement and fine ash in the following proportions : Two parts
of broken clinker, one part of fine ash and one part of Port-

land cement. These are incorporated—together with rather
an excess of water—by hand in a bunker, and when ready
this " compo." is placed in the mould and smoothed off with
a trowel. It is then covered with a cloth of felt or other
suitable material, and the mould containing the concrete is

pushed into the hydraulic press by a horizontal ram. The
press is set to work, and after about one minute, when the

bulk of the water has been expressed, the mould is withdrawn,
the cloth removed, and the whole mould containing the flag

is turned bodily over by the man in charge. By an ingenious
hydraulic arrangement a platform (on which a small trolley

has been previouslj' placed with a wooden carrier on it) rises

from the ground level and presses gently upon the concrete
flag in the mould. The man in charge then loosens a gripping
arrangement which holds the bottom of the mould in position,

the platform is lowered and the flag follows, pushed out by
the weight of the loosened bottom of the mould. The mould
is then turned over, the bottom falls into its place and it is

ready for another charge of concrete. Meanwhile the slab on
the trolley is drawn away for a short distance, and is carried

oft' on the wooden carrier to mature for forty-eight hours,

when it is up ended and stacked ready for use. Our second
illustration (set' Supplement) shows this machinery with a
slab which has just come out of the mould, after passing
through the press, I'esting on the board and trolley and about
to be wheeled off by the man. The slabs are made of a uni-

form width of 2 ft., and vary in length from 3 ft. to 2 ft., so as

to comply with varying widths of footpaths. About 100 slabs

are made every day, and wo understand cost less than Is. 9d.

per square yard, including labour and materials, interest and
depreciation, rent of yard, &c.

MofTat.— .V special meeting of the burgh commissioners
was held recently to decide upon one of three systems of

sewage purification recommended in a report prepared by Mr.
T. O. Niven, of Glasgow. It was resolved to adopt the
system known as Mr. Dibdin's, or the Sutton system, by
which the sewage receives biological treatment, being
purilied by bacteria before being discharged into the river.

At Moffat, owing to the substratum of land being porous, the
tanks will require to be built of brick instead of being cutouli

of clay, where this is available. It is proposed to proWde an
installation capable of dealing with 200,000 gallons in

twenty-four hours, which will necessitate an area of about
670 square yards for tank and filter accommodation. The
total estimated cost of the system is £2,350.

Paisley.—The town council recently had before them the

proposal of the British Electric I'raction Company to confirm

the agreement made between them and the Paisley Tram-
ways Company. They ask a tuenly-eight years' lease of the

streets of the burgh, and promise to lay the overhead trolley

system, the same as in Glasgow, and to ask for powers to

extend to the north, south, east and western extremities of

the burgh, connecting with Glasgow on the east. The
council instructed Mr. Teague. electrical engineer, to report

to the committee.
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Some Annual Municipal Engineering Records.
WILLESDEN.

The animal repoii of the work execnted in the department

of the enRineer and surveyor to the Willesden Urban Dis-

trict Council (Mr. 0. Claude Robson, m.i.c.e.) during the year

ended March 31, 1897, formed a very substantial volume

of some 240 pages. The report has been very carefully com-

piled, and we have made a selection of some items of general

engineering interest.

The length of roads now exceeds 46 miles, over IJ- miles

having been added during the year; of pathways there are

85 miles. Mr. Robson suggests that the system which has

been adopted of macadamising carriageways where the in-

creasing traffic renders it desirable should be still further

extended. Consideration has been given to a proposal to ex-

pend £39,777 on works of wood paving in several thorough-

fares, the extra cost, in his opinion, being small as compared
with the extra comfort afforded. In addition to that, a con-

siderable saving is effected in the cost of watering and
scavenging. Owing to the general adoption of wood for

paving in the metropolis, the public also now require a better

standard of repair in the adjoining suburban roads than was
formerly the case, and demand the extension of wood paving

upon all main roads leading from the metropolis to the

suburbs around. Mr. Robsou is also of opinion that the

creosoted timber is superior to any other hitherto adopted.

The creosote should be forced into the blocks under pressure,

and equal care taken in choosing the timber as is necessary

in the case of plain fir blocks. In many cases the tar paving

has Ijeen laid for ten years and shows but little sign of wear,

but in some of the more important thoroughfares it may be
found necesssary at an early period to substitute a more
duraWe material for the tar paving. To add to the difficulties

encountered in consequence of the extensive building opera-

tions which are being carried out in the district, the depart-

ment have also to contend with the complaints of the cyclist,

but every endeavour is made to keep the highways in good
condition, the large expenditure of £27,506 for maintenance
during the year being some evidence of the earnestness of

the council in that respect. In the previous year the ex-

penditure amounted to £20,716.

The question of contributing towards the maintenance of

pathways still remains undecided between the Middlesex
County Council and this authority. Two propositions have
been made by the first-named body : In one, two thirds of the

actual maintenance has been offered, and in the other the

amount payable is estimated at the rate of Jd.peryard super,

for pathways and lid. per foot lineal for curbing. The result

would be almost the same in each case ; but as it is now agreed
that the cost of repairs to pathways is to be considered as a
portion of general expenditure upon county main roads, it is

somewhat difficult to understand why any distinction .should

be made in the method of payment. A still more satisfactory

method of arrangement with the county council, Mr. Robson
thinks, would be the entering into an agreement for a fixed

annual payment for a certain number of years to defray
the cost of maintenance both to carriageways and foot-

paths. The principal item of increase in highways expendi-

ture has been in the maintenance of rural roads, which has
sprung from £6,163 in 1895-6 to £9,700 in 1896-7. This
great increase was caused by the excessively unsound
condition at which the former country lanes had arrived,

owing to undue economy in previous years, increased general
traffic, and destruction by building operations.

Mr. Robson again calls attention to the great necessity for

consideration being given to the provision of more adequate
surface-water drainage in various parts of the district where
the rainfall from roadways is diverted into a separate system
of drainage. In many localities it is now received by small
pipes that were laid in roadside ditches during buildina
operations, which proved of sufficient capacity for the time
being, and so long as no contribution was made beyond the
water from roads immediately adjoining. As new roads are
constructed, however, these small pipes have proved inade-
quate in capacity for the increased area received. Although
not so extensive as last year, the operations of the Gas and
Water Committee have nevertheless caused considerable dis-

turbance of various roadwa}-?, the total area interfered wiih
being nearly 3 acres. The toial length of trenches was about
9 miles. Large numbers of additional trees have been planted
in thoroughfares wide enough to insure immunity from
damage to property, and light and air to the road and the
trees themselves. Over £395 has been expended in con-
nection with this work dnring the jiast year. Great care is

taken with the work of watering, every road, with the ex-
ce]>tion of certain mews and cotmtry lanes in the extreme
north of the district, being dealt with. Some £2,085 has been
spent in this direction, the number of doys upon which watei ing
was carried out having been 124, a.i compareil with 119 in the
preceding year. The length of road watered by each cart
varies according to its width or importance, the " beats

"

varying from 2,267 yards to 2,967 yards, or an average of
2,632 yards per cart. No addition has been made to the
hydrants of the preceding year, which were sixty-five in
number. The expenditure inpidental to the "slopping," or

scavenging, of various roads has been £3,274, this being con-

siderably beyond any of the previous years.

Mr. Robson again impresses upon the council the desir-

ability of consideration being given to the ac({uisition of land
situated as centrally as possible, where the subsoil may be
excavated and burnt, and the excavations utilised as shoots

for slop or road sweepings. A very moderate area of 5 or 6
acres, if excavated to a depth of 7 ft. to 8 ft. and properly
drained, would suffice for many years, and when of no further

use for the purpose could be levelled down and utilised for

allotments or a small recreation ground, either of which
might prove a great boon in what may have then become a
thickly-populated neighbourhood. Failing some snch ar-

rangement, it would eventually become a necessity to ac-

quire waterside promises, and remove the refuse by barge,

as is now the case with many metropolitan vestries.

Sewer flushing has been administered by means of special

flushing vans, by sluices in sewers, and automatic flushing

tanks at the head of certain sewers. In the late autumn and
winter the flushing is administered at irregular intervals as

necessity arises, but with the additional rainfall experienced

in these seasons it is seldom that the work is requisite, ex-

cept in the case of sewers with an especially Hat gradient.

The automatic tanks at the heads of sewers are found to be
of but little practical utility, they being of a ca])acity of 600
gallons only, the discharge of which proves of but little use

beyond the first 10(J yards of the sewers to which they may
be attached. This being the case, the water was discon-

nected from them in October, 1896, and they thus re-

mained in disuse until March, 1897. To be of any appreci-

able utility it is desirable that these tanks should be of much
larger capacity, extending to 5,000 gallons, and fed from
natural watercourses. But few facilities, however, exist in

Willesden for this system, it being only at one or two points

where this would be possible.

A considerable reduction has occurred in the number of

complaints received from residents as to foul odours emanating
from the ventilators attached to sewers. This is ascribed to

the large number of ventilating shafts that are now attached

to buildings and to the system of flushing-out all house drains

in the vicinity of a ventilator that is the subject of especial

complaint. Wherever practicable, endeavours are made each
year to augment the number of shafts erected, and during
1896-7 it has been found possible to obtain the assent of the

owners and occupiers to the fixing of twelve additional venti-

lators. Many are of opinion, says Mr. Robson, that these

shafts are of but little utility, and that oftener than not the

air currents assume a downward rather than an upward direc-

tion. There is no doubt but that the currents vary according

to climatic influences, but from a careful series of experiments
taken dnring the year 1891 it was found on seventeen occa-

sions only that no current in the shaft was experienced. The
upward currents, however, varied fi'om 16373 cubic feet to

603 cubic feet per minute, the higher velocities beingobtained
during high wind pressures. Mr. Robson has no hesitation,

therefore, in strongly recommending the extension of this

system of ventilation where jiracticable, closing the two
nearest manholes over the sewer to which they may be ad-

jacent. The number now fixed throughout the district is 128,

averaging one for every 709 yards of sewer, and he is able to

report that in no case has a rental been required for them, nor
has the owner or occupier required their removal in a single

instance when onca fixed.

Many other interesting particulars are given in regard to

the rainfall, lighting, the means employed for disposing of

sludge and other matters, but considerations of space prevent
us from doing more than briefly referring to these. In addi-

tion to facts and figures, the report is brimful of interesting

comments on many matters closely concerning municipal on-

giiffeers.

Sofia.—The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has re-

ceived from her Majesty's agent and Consul-General at Sofia

a copy of a notice issued by the municipality of Sofia, invit-

ing tenders for the supply of drinking water to that town.
The date fixed for the adjudication is the25th April. Further
particulars m.ay bo obtained on application to the Commercial
De]iartmcnt of the Foreign Office, between the hours of

11 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Waterford.—Local Govorinnent Board sanction has been
received to a loan of about £18,000 for the carrying out of

various local improvements. All the plans were prepared by
Mr. Fleming, borough surveyor. The items sanctioned are
fis follow: Sewerage works, £11,004 4s. 5d. ; waterworks,
£4,292 9s. 6d. ; abattoir, £2,2.")0; road roller, £360; stone-

breaker, £300; fire escape, £90; road scaritjer, £110; two
mud carls, £60.—Upon the recommendation of the Sanitary
Committee it has been decided to accept the tender of Mr.
P. Costen, at £1,700, for the erection of an abattoir, and that
of Messrs. Alexander Mather & Son, at £184, for the supply
of the necesarv fittings. .
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Law Notes.

Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewry Chambers, E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor will be pleased to answer any questions affecting

the practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities.

Queries (which shoald he written legibly on foolscap paper, one

aide only) should be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices

of The Subvbyob. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

QUERIES AXn REPLIES.
By-Laws: Space at Rear or Biilking.— " Plaiiib Rule"

writes : I enclose extract fi'om our code of by-laws, which are

virtually identical with the Local Government Board Model By-

Laws. The query is as follows: A and Bare existing buildings,

B is a residence and banking premises. The bank is about to

bo enlarged by building on a vacant piece of land belonging

to Ihe banking company situated between A and B and as

shown at C. Now there is ranch more than the required

space at the rear of the domestic or residential portion of the

premises, which is situated in the block B, both so far as area

and lateral distance is concerned, as will be seen by the

dimensions shown. There will be no exit at the rear of C,

that simply being an enlargement of the public portion of

the bank. The by-law which I enclose states that there must
in any case be 10 ft. distance from a to h, but where the

height of the building exceeds 15 ft. the distance across must
be 15 ft. The height of the building C will be about 18 ft.,

which is the height of the buildings A and B. The by-law, as

far as the letter goes, seems pretty clear on the point, but I

should like to have your opinion as to whether the spirit of

the by-law is that C, which is a small extension of premises
B, cannot be carried up more than one storey in height, be-

cause there is only 10ft. lateral space at the rear, although

Main St R E ELT

both A and B are carried np two storeys. This would
seem to me rather a straining of the spirit of the law. The
by-law is as follows :

" Every person who shall erect a new
domestic building shall provide in the rear of such building

an open space exclusively belonging to such building, and of

an aggregate extent of not less than 1.50 square feet, aiid

free from any erection thereon above the level of the ground,
except a water-closet, earth-closet or privy, and an ashpit.

He shall cause such open space to extend laterally through-
out the entire width of such building, and he shall cause the
distance across such open space from every part of such
building to the boundary of any lands or premises immediately
opposite or adjoining the site of such building to be not less

in any case than 10 ft. If the height of such building be 15 ft,,

he shall cause such distance to be 15 ft. at the least. If the
height of such building bo 25 ft., he shall cause such distance
to be 20ft. at the least. If the height of such building be
35 ft. or exceed 35 ft., he shall cause such distance to be 25 f*.

at the least. A person who shall make any alteration in .r

addition to such building shall not by such alteration or addi-

tion diminish the aggregate extent to open space provided
in pursuance of this by-law in connection with such building,
or ill any other respect fail to comply with any provision of
this by-law. For the purposes of this by-law the height of

fruch building shall be measured upwards from the level of

the ground over which such open space shall extend to the
level of half the vertical height of the roof or to tho top of

the parapet, whichever nuiy bo tho higher."

I think that tinth in spirit nnil in letter tho effect of tho by-law is that
if C be erected to a height of IS ft. there must be at least 15 ft. of open
space at tho rear of C. 'J'he fact of there beinj; a superabundanee of
open ."^jwcc at the back of B does not affect the question.

,
PunLic Health (Building in Strfets) Act, 1888, sec. 3.

—

" Nemo " writes : The above sketch illustrates a portion of an
estate laid out. In the conditions of sale a building line is

stipulated, in Johns-street 9 ft. back from road except for
corner plots, which are allowed to conie right up to the street.

But on a person depositing plans for a proposed house at
corner the following questions arise, cm which 1 shall be glad
to be favoured with the valuable opinion of your Law Editor

:

1. Can the authority compel the owner to keep back to the
line of existing buildings on same side of street if such bnild-

ments referred to should he enclosed. All explanatory diagrams
must be drawn and lettered iii black i7ik only. Correspondents
who do not wish their names published should furnish a iiom
do plume.

ing be, say, several plots away, as at A on sketch ? 2. Would
the line require to be drawn straight from A to the proposed
plot or follow the bend in the road, keeping the same distance

back from road ? 3. If building were erected at A, would the
same line of such building apply to the poition of same street

on opposite side of Midland-road at B or up to its junction with

Midland-road only ? 4. Supposing no buildings at all existed
in Johns-street—except an old building at C, a portion of which
was taken down on laying-out the estate, the remaining por-
tion being an inhabited house with its corner about 6tt.from
the street—will this corner give the line which, the council
could be called upon to accept, and up to which an owner
could build without seeking any sanction from the authority,
and, similarly, could the authority compel the corner owner,
as shown, to keep his line 6 ft. back from street, taking tho
corner of the old house as a bas's ? (When I say old house I

do not mean to infer that it will soon be taken down ; it is a
permanent and good building.) 1 think I need hardly have
mentioned the conditions of sale, as they have no reference to
my points. I am aware that the council's authority is quite
apart from any conditions of sale.

1. It has been held that the words *' house on either side thereof " in
this section mean "a house within some near distance, within some
degree of proximity, and not one standing some considerable distance
away" {Puventlhorpe Local Board v. Uinchcliffe, 24 Q.B.D., 188). In
that case there was a distance of 300 or 400 yards between an old bouse
and a propo.5ed new one, and it was held that the section did not
apply. The ciuestion whether one house is sufficiently near another u
be on one side thereof within the meaning of the Act is a question of
fact for the magistrates to decide (If'arren \'.Muitard,fil i-.J., M.C. IS).
Bvery case must be determined with regard to its own particular cir-
cumstances. In Kegina v. Ormeibi/ Local Board (43 W.R., 90) a house was
proposed to be erected at a distance of 90 ft. from some cottages, and it

was held that the owner could not be compelled to set back the house
to the line of the cottages. In the present instance no distances are
given on the plan, but evidently there is sufficient distance between
the projjosed new house and each of the old ones to raise a question
whether either of the former is on one side of the latter within the
meaning of the Act, which question (as already stated) it would be for
the magistrates to determine. 2. Tlie line would follow the bend of
the road, keeping the same distance from the latter at every point.
3. I think a building at A would be held 1 1 be on one side of a building
at B within the meaning of the Act. But, again, it must be remem-
bered that this would be a riuestion of fact for the magistrates. 4.
Tho prohibition is against bringing forward a building " bevond the
front main wall " of the house on either side thereof, not " beyond any
part of the front main wall." I think that keeping back to that i>oint of
the wall which is nearest to the road would be a compliance with this
requirement. As regards a building near enough to tho old house to be
on one side of it within the meaning of the Act. the authority could, in
my opinion, compel the owner to keep back to this point.

Disqualification fok Office of Urban Di-strkt Cot x.
ciLLORiFoiiL Ponds.—"J. B." writes: 1. A member of onr
council is the owner of property, and his name is in the rate-
book as the owner. He is on the Finance Committee of tho
urban district council. The property is leased to the council,
and he takes a yearly rental. About £100 has been spent by
the council in improving this property— lire brigade station,
isolation hospital, council's yard, stables, and offices for sur-
'oyor and collector of rates. The gentleman next on the poll
at the last election thinks he can claim the scat. 2. There
are ponds in this district which are considered to be foul.

The medical oflicer was asked :
'" If cows drink foul or con-

taminated water, will the same affect the milk y " The
medical officer thought not—only in certain cases of impurity.
The clerk, in answer to the question what powers tho council
had, rep'ied they had no authority unless there was a nuisance
complained of. There are a number of members on tho
council who keep covrs and sell tho milk for public con-
sumption.

I. Sub-sec. (2) of sec. 40 of the Local Government Act, 1694, pro-
vides that a person shall not be di.-(|uaUfied tor being elected or being a
member of a council of a district or parish tiy reason of being iniorestcd
in the sale or lease of any lands, or in any loan of raoncv to the council.
This e.xreplion is similar to those contained in the Public Health Act,
1875, schedule ii.. rule 64 (repealed by the Act of 1S91). Under that
provision it was held that the words were intended to cover a lease of a
form for agricultural and sewage purposes, whether made by or to the
sanitarj' authority (per Lush, i.,mR'g. v. Oiitkarth,oQ.B.V)., 3211, and
that the letting of a building for tho fiurposes of a polling station at an
flection IS within the exception (-VrH \ . Ltiir/lMllom ^1894' 1 Q.B., 767).
There seems no icason to doubt that the lease mentioned" in the query
falls within the proviso, in which case the owner would not be dis^iuali-
fled. 2. The clerk's answer is correct. >•(• sec. 91 of the Public Health
Act, 1875, But under sec. 8, sub-sec. (11 of the Local Government Act,
1894, a ;icjrf«A council have power to deal with any pond "likely to be
prejudical to hejilth," but so as not to interfere with any private right.
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Municipal Viork In Progress and Projected.

The London County Council is itself again, but routine

work, of course, had not much chance on Tuesday. In the

provinces big schemes are projected at Morecambe, Sunder-
land, Yarmouth, Sheerneas and elsewhere.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

As wag to bo expected, the chiof feature of the first meeting
of the new council was the election of a new chairman in

succession to Dr. Collins. Earl Carrington proposed Mr. T.

M'KinnonWood, who, he said, was the unanimous choice of the

Progressive party. This was seconded by Mr. W. H. Dicken-
son. Mr, Jerome then proposed, and Mr. Dodson seconded,
the election of Mr. Jinrns, M.P., as the chairman. Mr. Burns,
however, asked the nominator and seconder to withdraw his

name, and this was agreed to. On a show of hands, ninety-

eight were held up in favour of Mr. M'Kinnon Wood and none
against. The motion was therefore declared to be carried
neiii. con. Lord Welby was then elected the vice-chairman
and Mr. H. P. Harris the deputy-cliairman. The now chair-

man, who is said to have considerable literary talent, gradu-
ated at London University, where he gained high honours.
He has been a member of the council for the past six years.

The council afterwards appointed ten new aldermen and a
committee to consider and advise the council as to what
number of members each of the standing and special com.
mittees should consist of, and also to submit for the considera-
tion of the council a list of the members proposed to be
nominated on each of the committees, and then devoted them-
selves to the transaction of a little ordinary business, most of

which was held over from the last meeting.
The Crystal Palace.—The General Purposes Committee re-

commended that the Camberwell Vestry should be informed
that the council was not prepared at present to appoint dele-

gates to attend the propo.sed conference on the question of

the acquisition of the Crystal Palace. This was agreed to.

The Telephone Question.—The Highways Committee recom-
mended that an agreement should be framed between the
council and the National Telephone Company, who for the
use of the streets should give a telephone service for £12 a
year on a five years' agreement and £15 for a year's agree-

ment. This was agreed to.

Tree-planting on Uampstead Ueaih,—The Parks and Open
Spaces Committee presented a report with reference to

objections which had been taken to the action of the council
in planting a number of trees near Willow-road and Spaniards-
road, Hampstead Heath. The committee expressed the
opinion that the trees which had been planted were suited to

the heath and would tend to its preservation. They recom-
mended that their report should be approved. After some
discussion the report was referred back to tlie committee.

A'eic Open Space.—The Parks and Open Spaces Committee
reported that the Earl of Northbrook and Viscount Baring
had offered to present to the public, in commemoration of

the Queen's diamond jubilee, a piece of land nearly 7
acres in extent in Bromley-road, Lee, for the purpose of a
recreation ground. They recommended the council to accept
the gift and to undertake the maintenance of the land as an
open space. The recommendation was adopted.

Tenders.—The following tenders were opened and referred
to the Fire Brigade Committee : For the erection of a
fire brigade station at Lewisham, Messrs. B. L. Whitehead &
Co., Limited, £13,500; Holloway Brothers, £13,6(X); L. H.
HoUoway, £13,800 ; HoUiday & Greenwood, £14,040 ; Stimp-
son & Co., £14,200; Higgs & Hill, Limited, £14,313 ; J. N.
Try, £14,407; Patman & Fotheringham, £14,909 ; and R. A.
Yerbnry & Sons, £17,733. For tlie erection of the super-
strncture of a fire brigade station at Battersea, Messrs. C. F.
Kearley, £7,756, and R. A, Yerbury & Sons, £9,241.—The
Fire Brigade Committee recommended the council to accept
the tender of Messrs. Yarrow & Co., at £8,000, for the con-
struction of an entirely new kind of fire-float for use on the
Thames. The recommendation was adopted.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.
A meeting of this board was held on Saturday, Sir Edwin

Galsworthy, the chairman, presiding. An order was reported
to have been received from the Local Government Board
authorising the erection of a nurses' home at the Northern
Hospital, and the expenditure for that purpose and for addi-
tional work on the isolation block of a sum not exceeding
£19,500. The board proceeded with the adjourned considera-
tion of the report of the Special Committee in the matter of
the Brook Hospital expenditure, which had exceeded the esti-

mate by about £50,000. The committee had recommended
the payment of the contractors' claims as finally adjusted by
the architect, and the renewal of an application to the Local
Government Board for an order authorising the further ex-
penditure on loan, in respect of the erection, equipment, &c.,
of the hospital, of ilie sum of £100,000 in lieu of the sum of
£75,000 applied for on October 10, 1896. As reported in The
SuRVEYOE of the 4th inst., the following had been moved as
an amendment :

" That the report be referred back to the
committee for them to report as to the cause of the extra ex-

penditure, as to the several contractors not executing the

works in accordance with the sealed contracts, as to the power
of the architect to order additional work without the author-
ity of the board, and as to whether the certificates of the
architect for such works are or are not ultra vires." A short

discussion took place on the matter, various opinions being
expressed, and ultimately the committee's recommendation
was adopted.—It was agreed, upon the recommendation of

the General Purposes Committee, to inform the Local Gov-
ernment Board that the managers were not prepared to incur
any further expenditure on the provision of temporary ac-

commodation for pauper lunatics, as proposed by the guardians
of the Poplar Union in a letter to the board.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
A meeting of the court was hold on Thursday, under the

chairmanship of the lord mayor. Authority was given the
Bridge House Committee to take all steps necessary for op-
posing the West Ham Corporation Bill, and the court adopted,
without discussion, a resolution proposing " That it be re-

fen-ed to the Streets Committee that in the restoration of the

asphalte sidewalks the words ' Keep to the Right ' be inlaid

at intervals along such paths in brass letters or otherwise."
The following recommendations from the Finance and Im-
provement Committee were approved : That notice should be
served to acquire so much of the ground belonging to 1 War-
wick-lane and 9 Newgate-street (one building) as was re-

quired to widen the north-western end of Warwick-lane

;

that an arrangement should be made for effecting an im-
provement in front of 24 and 25 King William-street, in

rebuilding, on the principle of give and take ; that an arrange-

ment should bo approved for effecting an improvement in the
rebuilding of 27 to 31 Jewry-street, 3 to 31 George-street and
5 to 10 Little George-street, without any cost to the corpora-

tion.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
BermOndsey.—On the invitation of the Battersea Vestry,

the vestry have decided to join in opjiosing the Bill now being
promoted in Parliament to grant to the Southwark and Vaux-
hall Water Company powers to draw additional water from
the Thames.

Chelsea>—At the last meeting of the vestry the veatry
clerk drew attention to the schemes of the electricity supply
companies affecting the parish now abont to be brought before

the House of Lords. Mr. Irons moved that the vestry pro-

test against the measures. This was agreed to,

Lewisham.—The assistant engineer to the London County
Council recently suggested, with regard to the sewers in the
district, that the district board of works should give the coun-
cil a general permission to erect on the line of footway, near
the entrance shafts, steel tubes 9 in. in diameter and from
25 ft, to 30 ft, in height, so as to enable the council to close

the existing road surface ventilators, and so reduce the number
of complaints of bad smells. At the last meeting of the

board, the Works Committee, a sub-committee ef which had
inspected a ventilating shaft in Church-street, Deptford,

similar to those proposed, recommended that permission
should not be given for the erection of such columns, as they
were of unsightly appearance, and the advantage was but
slight. The recommendation was adopted.

PlumStead.—Tlie vestry have decided to commence the

sewerage scheme for the Shooter's Hill district, and also to

construct an underground convenience for both sexes by
Plumstead railway station, in accordance with plans prepared
by their surveyor. They have also resolved to fix seventy
incandescent gas lamps as an experiment in Plumstead-road,
High-street, Burrage-road and Herbert-road.

St. Ceorgre-the-Martyr.—A communication having been
received from the Board of Trade stating that the latter

were nnable to grant the parish a provisional order for elec-

tric lighting, as two companies had already powers to lay

down plant, the vestry last week decided to send a strong

protest against the board giving such support to monopolist
companies,

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Birmingham.—The Works Committee of the Birmingham,

Tame and Rea Drainage Board have received from the rnrjl

district council of Kings Norton a request for consent to an
extension of the area of the united drainage district, so as to

include a portion of the district of that council, and asking
for an interview on the subject. On this application the com-
mittee informed the rural sanitary authority that they could
not recommend the board to accede to the request; and that,

it being impossible for the board to add to its already serious

duties and responsibilities by any extension of the united dis-

trict, the committeo were of opinion that no practical purposes
could result from any interview on the subject.
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Chorley^—Mr. Critchloy, chairman of the Gas Committeo,
recently submitted to the town council a statement a3 to the

working of the gas undertaking during the year ended Slat

December last. The make of gas for the year, he stated, had
been 95,307,000 cubic feet, as compared with 93,310,000 cubic,

feet in 1896 .and 89,817,000 cubic feet in 1895. During the

two years th.vt have elapsed since Mr. M'Cubbin, the present

manager, entered npon his duties the leakage has been re-

duced from 10'9 to 7'8 per cent. The number of consumers
has within the same period increased by 710. There are

now 1,547 prepayment meters in use in the borough. Tho
make of gas and of tar per ton of coal carbonised was less

than in the previous year, owing to the poorer quality of the

coal used in the twelve months ended December, bnt the

make of coke and of sulphate of ammonia was greater. The
year shows a gross profit of £6,4.30 (as compared with £5,805
in 1890), and a nott profit, after meeting annuities, sinking

fund, Ac, of £1,402 os. 4.d.

GIOSSOp.—At the last meeting of the town council Coun-
cillor J. J. Whelan gave notice of motion that the council

apply to the Board of Trade for a provision.al order empower-
ing tho corporation to supply electric light in the borough.

Liverpool.—A deputation representing the Improvement
Committeo and the Health Committee of the Birmingham
Corporation paid a visit hist week to Liverpool, to inspect the

provision made by the corporation for the housing of the
working classes and to inquire into the working of tho durtl

system of house building adopted in that city. Tho deputa-
tion were accompanied by Mr. J. I'rice, the city surveyor of

Birmingham.

Manchester.—A deputation from the Glasgow Corporation,

including Mr. A. B. Macdonald, tho city engineer, and Mr.
T. S. Melvin, manager of the corporation sewage works, paid

a visit to the Manchester Corporation sewage works at Davy-
hulme last week.

Morecambe.—An inquiry was held last week by Colonel
Hepper in reference to two applications made by the council

for sanction to borrow £1,1.00 for works of water supply and
£10,000 for electric lightirgpurposiM. For the latter purpose
a sum of £26,000 had already been borrowed. It was stated
that the extra money was required on account of the increas-

ing of tho number of arc lamps on the promenade from 75 to

100, and tho great demand for electric light at the west end
of the town. With respect to tho water supply, it had be-

come ab.solutely necessary to incre.ase tho size of the mains
at the west end. There was no opposition to either scheme.

Newport, Mon.—A Local Government Board inquiry has
been held into an application of tho borough council for sanc-
tion to borrow £5,000 for tho purpose of street improve-
ments in the town.

Oxford.—The city council have purchased a plot of land in

Blue Boar-street, and are about to erect thereon a residence
for the chief constable, at an estimated cost of £1,250. Tho
site is at tho rear of the new municipal buildings, and will

communicate with them.

Reigate.—Lady Henry Somerset has sold to the corporation,

for £300, l.V acres of land in the centre of the town, as a site

for municipal buildings, on condition that if such buildings
are not erected her ladyship shall have the option of re-

acquiring the land at valuation.

Scarborough.—At last week's meeting of the council a
committee reported having received tenders for the erec-
tion of a receiving house on the North Foreshore-road, and
recommended the acceptance of the tender, amounting to

£376, of Mr. William Atkinson, of Scarborough.—The Lamp
Sub-Committee have had under their consideration the ques-
tion of lighting two of the streets in the borough with the
incandescent light, and tho town clerk has now been in-

structed to write to the manager of the gas company asking
him what tho additional cost would be of fixing, with anti-

vibrators and the most suitable kind of lantern, one incan-
descent light on each of tho single burner-lamps, and two
incandescent lights on each of tho Bray's lamps in Aber-
deen-walk and II untris-row respectively for a period of three
months.

Sunderland.—The Lighting Committee have decided to
recommend the town council to apjily to the Local Govern-
ment Board for sanction to a loan of £26,000 in connection
with tho projiosed electric light extensions.

Taunton.—The town council have decided to adopt the
septic tank system of sewage treatment, now at work at
Kseter, and have instrncted Messrs. Cameron, Comniin &
Martin, of Exeter, tho patentees, to prepare plans and
estimates.

Walsall.—The town council have been recommended to
accept the tender of Messrs. Hall Brothers, of Walsall, at
£130, for providing and fixing a 4 horse-power horizontal
engine, one rotary washing machine, one hydro extractor
and shafting at the public baths.— It has also been proposed
that application should bo made for sanction to borrow £700
in connection with the supply of new washing and drying
m.achini'ry.

Wednesbury.—Tho Gas and Water Committee have under
consideration a scheme of improving the public lighting of

the town.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned the
borrowing of £2,055 for the provision of a new fire brigade
station, and also £389 for works at the recreation grounds at

King's-hill.

West Bromwich.—The town council have approved a
report of the Gas Committee recommending that £500 should
be spent in improving the retort settings at the gasworks.

Yarmouth.— Sanction was given at last week's meeting of

the town council to the erection of a kiosk, to cost £.50, at

the south-east corner of the beach garden, which is now in

conr.se of formation. The kiosk is intended as a model for
the stall-holders on the beach and sea front to follow, it

being thought that the introduction of a better class of
stalls is desirable. The resolution of a committee recom-
mending the construction of a corpcr.ition pier npon the site

of tho jetty was, after discussion, adopted by a large
majority.—Local Government Board sanction was reported
to have been received to a loan of £12,000 for the building
of a desfcrnctor.—It was resolved to make the following new
motor charges: Up to 100 units, 3'.d. per unit ; 100 to 300,
3d. ; 300 to 500, 2id.

; over 5(X), 2d.
"

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Chertsey.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been

held respecting an application of the district council for leave
to boriow £900 for the purchase of land, now used as a depot,
near Fordwater bridge.

Cromer.—It was recently announced that Mr. Robert H.
Bicknell would hold an inquiry on Tuesday into the council's

application for sanction to borrow £1,.500 for the provision of
public convenience?, £1,200 for works of public street im-
provement, and £1,100 for extensions of the outfall sewer.

Finedbn.—The district conncil have adopted a scheme, pre-
pared by Messrs. Morley & Anderson, of Northampton, for

providing tho town with a supply of water. The estimated
outlay is £6,500.

Hampton,—A Local Government Board inspector has held
an inquiry respecting an application of the district conncil
for sanction to borrow £5,104 for works of private street im-
provement.

Ilford.—A letter has been received from Lord Salisbury's
agent stating that his lordship was prepared to sell 2 acres of
land at Ilford, at £000 per acre, as a site for the erection of
houses for the working classes. The matter is under consider-
ation.

Littlehampton.—The district council recently met in com-
mitlee for the piiqjose of considering a special report as to the
proposed new water supply.

Melton Mowbray.—The surveyor reported at a recent
meeting of tho Waterworks Committeo that Mr. Baldwin
Latham had inspected the proposed new .sources of water
for the town supply at Scalford and the vicinity. The results
of the gauges taken during the last nine months were stated
to have been highly satisfactory, and it is confidently antici.
pated that a more adequate su|)ply will be forthcoming.

Newquay.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
hold in reference to an application of the district "conncil for
sanction to borrow £3,030 for various purposes, including that
of providing a steam (ii-e-engine, street improvements, and tho
extension of the present drainage system.

Otiey.—The Local Government Board have refused to
sanction the borrowing of £4,000 for improving tho sewage
disposal works.

Prestwich.—On the recommendation of tho Kleotric Light-
ing Committee the district council have decided to apply for
a provisional order to empower them to snpply electric light
in the district.

Romford.—The district conncil have received Local Govern
mcnt Board sanction to tho borrowing of £4,360 for works
of private street improvement.

Sheerness.—Tho Local Government Board have been
askeil by the district council to sanction a loan of £13,700for
tho constrnclion of a new iron pier in place of the present
wooden structure, which was built in 1833, and which was
partially destroyed in the gale of the 29th November last.

Skipton.—A Local Government Hoard inquiry has been
held with reference to an application of the tlistrict council
for sanction to borrow £1,200 for their Broughton-road sewer-
ago scheme, and with reference to a further application for
sanction to borrow £400 for a new steam fire-engine and ap-
pliances. There was no opposition.

SurbitOn.—A Local GoTernmcnt Board inquiry has been
hehl into an application of the conncil for sanction to borrow
£0,000 for the erection of mnnicipiil offices and £4,500 for
the carrying out of certain road improvements.

Tottenham.—The borrowing of £1,500 by the district
council for the extension of the watermains in the district
has been sanctioned by the Local Government Board.

Wallasey.—With a view to improN ing the water supply of
tho town, tho Water Committee have decided to carry out
boring operations at th^ Liscard works, at an estimated cost
of £I,.500.
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Wembley.—A Local Govei'nment Boai-d inquiry was to

}iave been held on Wednesday by Colonel W. L. Coke rela-

tive to an application of the council tor sanction to borrow a

sum of £11,600 for the execution of various works of private

street improvement.

Wimbledon,—The council have refolvcd to shortly con-

sider a resolution suggesting the preparation of plans for the

erection of a sludge and dast destmctor, as described in a

report made by the chairman and surveyor in reference to

their visit to Leylon, and as recommended by Mr. Preece.

WithingtOn.— Dr. W. W. E. Fletcher, an inspector of the

Local Government Board, has held an inquiry respecting an

application of the district council to borrow £5,500 for the

purchase of the Baguley Lodge estate as a site for the erec-

tion of an infections diseases hospital.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
East Westmoreland.—A Local Government Board inquiry

has been held respecting an application of the district council

for sanction to b(UTOw £700 for purposes of water supply for

the township of Kirkby Stephen.

Lutterworth.—The tender of Mr. Richard Hodgson, of 30

Oxford-street, Rugby, amounting to £62 lis. 6d., has been

accepted for the construction of a main sewer in Sutton-lane,

Bronghton Astley.

WeltOn.—The council on Tuesday decided to contribute a

sum not exceeding £30 towards the erection of a new bridge,

which is estimated by the county surveyor, Mr. Thropp, to

cost £120. The bridge will cross a ford, which is at present

spanned by a narrow footbridge.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Ayr.—The new Victoria bridge is to be opened next month

by the Earl and Countess of Eglington.

Coleraine.— j\ Local Government Board inquiry has been

held with reference to an application of the commissioners

for sanction to borrow a sum of £5,000 for carrying out a

water supply scheme for the townsliip.

Edinburgh,—The Lord Provost's Committee have decided

to recommend the formation of playgrounds at Allan-street,

Stoekbridge, and Campbell's-close, Canongate.—At a special

meeting of the council, held last week, a report relative to the

new bridge scheme was submitted by Messrs. Caifrae & Bel-

frage, of Edinburgh. The engineers report in favour of the

Market-street route, and estimate that a bridge, plans of which

were produced, could be erected for the sum of £5,000, ex-

clusive of approaohe.'. The council agreed to ask the engi-

neers to supply detailed figures regarding the various routes

suggested. A proposal to causeway the ford at the Nungate

bridge was not entertained.

IMPROVEMENTS AT ASTON-CUM-AUGHTON.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INt^UlKY.

An inquiry was held a short time ago by Mr. H.Percy

Boulnois, on behalf of the Local Government Board, into an

application of the Rothorham Rural District Council for

sanction to borrow various sums of money for the purposes of

sewerage and sewage disposal for the township of Aston-

cum-Aughton. Mr. B. Godfrey, surveyor to the council,

stated in his evidence concerning the Aughton scheme that,

in consequence of complaints and threats of prosecution from

the Rivera Board, the council had promised to carry out an

improvement. The complaints were to the effect that the

sewage went into the ditch loading to Dlley brook in a crude

st.ate. He took levels of the existing sewers, and ascertained

that the drainage had been expected to go uphill. On his

advice the tanks were placed at a lower level and certain

other necessary work done. Of the original £1,2(X) loan for

Aston, £600 was spent on Aughton and the remainder on

Swallow Nest. The amount remaining unpaid was £328.

The present expenditure at Aughton was really in replacing

old work, and had been incurred as a matter of urgency and

under pressure of the Rivers Board. The Swallow Nest

scheme was afterwards gone into. The outlay was £1,433,

and was exceedingly desirable, owing to the large population

of the district. At North Staveley there was £3.50 for similar

purposes. At the conclusion of the inquiry the various oat-

fall works were visited by the inspector.

RDTHERHAM RURAL DISTRICT.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.

Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, inspector of the Local Government

Board, held an inq^iry recently with respect to an application

of the Rotherham Rural District Council for permission to

constitute a special drainage district, to comprise the parish

of Whiston, and for sanction to borrow £4,287 for pur-

poses of water supply, sewerage and sewage disposal, and

lighting for such special drainage district. In the proposed

new area, it was explained, the colliery and other works of

Messrs. John Brown & Co., Limited, were situate, and they

were tlie owners of a very large quantity of cottage property

put up for the convenience of their workmen. The company
had erected and now owned a somewhat extensive sewage
works, which dealt with the sewage from the existing houses,
and which was capable of dealing with the whole of the sew-
age of the district, having regard to the position of the out-
fall. There was also plenty of room for extensions when re-

quired. The object of borrowing money for drainage was
primarily to acquire from Messrs. John Brown & Co., Limited,
the sewage works which they had established. At present
it was only necessary to work the plant eight hours a day in
order to deal with tho sewage, but a much greater quantity
could be passed through, and there was land for extension.
The works were giving every satisfaction, and were meeting
with the approval of the Rivers Board. The total cost of the
scheme w.as £2,387. Mr. Bernard Godfrey, the surveyor to

the council, was nnder examination for a considerable time.
His evidence related to the purcliase price of the sewage
works constructed by the colliery company, the requirements
of tho district, the facilities for obtaining water, and other
matters. Opposition having been offered on behalf of the
Rotherham Corporation, the jiroceodings came to an end, the
inspector promising to make the annual report to his Board.
It is reported that, ca the result of a visit to the sewage
works at Canklow shortly afterwards, he expressed his entire

satisfaction with tho undertaking.

SANITARY CONDITION O F ST. ANDREWS.

DRAINAGE SCHEME DELAYED.
The reforming zeal of " .Sanitas " is again attracting atten-

tion to the sanitary or insanitary condition of this old uni-

versity town across the Border. Writing to The Tinuv a day
or two ago he said : I am constrained to address you once
more on the above subject. The latest meeting of the

St. Andrews Town Council shows that we are no further
forward in this matter than we were in 1896.

At that meeting, held on the 23rd ult., two schemes of Mr
Brenan, c.E

, of Oban, were considered.

The Drainage Committee of the council lejiorted generally
in favour of one of Mr. Brenan's schemes for disposing of the

sewage, but an amendment was carried to the effect that the
report lie on the tabic and that the question be remitted back
to the committee with instructions to place an iron inter-

ceptor on the mouth of the sewer as an experiment. By this

means it is hoped thst the solids will be intercepted and pos-

sibly pounded up.

This is the magnificent result of nearly two years' labour
on the part of the council

—

" Parlio-iunt monies nancetur
ridiculus inws."

I am not an expert engineer, but I do not think I shall be
far wrong if I venture to predict that tho only result of this
" experiment " will be the blocking of the sewer, and con-
fusion worse confounded. Mr. Basillie at an early stage of

this controversy promised to publish the report of the first

engineer called in, Mr. Crook, c.K., of Manchester. Why has
this report never reached the light ?

I notice that some members of the council describe the
complaints as to a drainage nuisance at St. Andrews as senti-

mental. Mr. Crook's report must either confirm them or

confute them. Why do they not publish it ? If everything is

for tho best in the best of all sanitary worlds at St. Andrews,
why try needless and expensive experiments ? Either the
drainage system is excellent and adequate, or it is not. In
tho former case nothing need be done ; in tho latter an entire

alteration is necessary.

Let us hear what Mr. Crook says and learn how matters
stand.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Next Mektixg.
An ordinary general meeting of the Institution will be held

on Monday, when a paper, entitled " Tithe-Rent Charge
Recovery," will be reacl by Mr. H. M. Grellier. The chair

will be taken at 8 o'clock.

ADVERTISEMENT
Received too late for Clflssification.

OVE, SUSSEX.
'

WOOD PAVING.
Tenders are invited for providing and laying Wood Paving

(abont 5,642 yards superficial) in Westeni-road, between the

east side of Holland-road and the west side of Little Western-
street.

Plans and specification uiny be sent and particulars, with
forms of leniler, obtained at the oSce of the Town Surveyor
(Mr. H. H. Scott), Town Hall, Hove.

Tenders, on forms supplied, addressed to the undersigned
and endorsed '' Wood Paving," will be received np to 6 o'clock

on Wednesday, the 6th April next.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

II. ENDACOTT,
Clerk.

Town Hall, Hove.
16th March, 1898.
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Personal.

Mr. Giles, manii<i;er Of tlie EfiWagd farm of the Bnrton-on-

"Trent Corpoiatioii, has had his 6a'ai-y increased from £225 to

£250 per annum.

At last Wednesday's meeting of the Hoywood Town Ooaucil

it was decided to increase the salary of Mr. J. Diggle, the

borough surveyor, to £175 per annum.

Mr. jV. Wilson, gas manager to the Perth Gas Commissioners,
recently delivered a lecture before the Perth Architectural

Association on " Gasworks Construction."

Tlie Council of King's College, London, have appoiuted
Dr. W. J. Simpson, ii.i'.ii., late medical officer of health of

Calcutta, to the professorship of hygiene.

A committee of the Coventry City Council have recom-
mended the increasing of the salary of Mr. A. S. Batterworth,
second assistant in the city engineer's department, from £15U
to £175 per annum.

Mr. Walter Brenan, of Oban, engineer to the county council

of Argyll, has been consulted by the Sanitary Committee oE

the St. Andrews (Fife) Town Council with reference to the
disposal of the sewage of the town.

The L'ghting Committee of the Cardiff Corporation have
permanently appointed Mr. J. K. Teasdel as electrical assist-

ant, at a salary of £1.50 per annum. Mr. Teasdel had pre-

viously only held a temporary appointment and received an
annual salary of £130.

Mr. A. Taylor Allen has been reajipointed surveyor and
inspector of nuisances to the Steyniiig East Rural District

Council. The latter body, in view of certain changes at

Portslado, have also decided to increase his salary from £150
to £170 per annum.

Mr. George Weston, surveyor to the Vestry of Paddington,
desires to return his warmest thanks to the many friends

from whom he h.as received letters and other tokens of

sympathy in the severe bereavement sustained by him in the
death of his dearly-loved son, Albert John Edward Weston.

The resignation of Mr. E. J. Silcock, borough engineer of

King's Lynn, who is reported to have obtained the post of

engineer to the King's Lynn Harbour Conservancy Board, has
been accepted liy the council, who have, however, decided to

retain his services until the completion of the water supply
and sewerage works.

The police commisnons of Stirling have, after considera-

tion of Prof. Kennedy's report on the Touch reservoirs as a
source of power for electric lighting, agreed to a suggestion
that it be remitted to the Lighting Committee to engage an
electrical engineer, who is a specialist in the use of water
power, to prepare a further report on the subject.

In the opinion of Tlie Ide of Wight Herald, surveyors
nnsious to secure appointments at a salary from £100 to

£250 are fairly plentiful, the Shanklin District Council
having close on eighty applications for a vacancy of this sort.

It has been decided to eliminate from the list all those who
put their professional worth at over £150 per annum.

At their meeting last week the Court of Common Coancil
sanctioned the raising of the salary of Mr. J. Gass, the
superintending engineer at the Tower bridge, from £2.50 to

£300 per annum. Mr. W. Hind, deputy superintendent of

machinery, will in future receive G53. per week. Both offi-

cers are furnished with residences by the corporation.

Mr. W. S. Drummond, who has mw entered on his duties

as burgh surveyor oi St. Andrews, has, on the occasion of his

leaving the Fife and Kinross asylum, where he has acted as

clerk of works for over si-f jears, been made the recipient of

a handsome marble timepiece, while a cake basket was pre-

sented to Mrs. Drummond. The articles were subscribed for

by members of the asylum staif and by a number of friends

in the district.

The requirements of Birmingham having of lato taken up
the whole time and energies of Mr. Pi ice, the surveyor, that
gentleman has, as a result of a conference between the Public
Works Committee of the city council and the Works Com-
mittee of the liiriningham. Tame and Bea District Drainnge
Board, resigned his post of deputy engineer to the lutter body.
Mr. Knight has been jiroposed for election to the vacancy, at

a salary of £600 per annum.

On Thursday, at a meeting of the Gosport and Alverstoke
Uiban District Council, Mr. A. E. Di.Kon, of Sutton, Surrey,
was appointed assistant in the surveyor's department, in

succession to Mr. E. J. Legg, who was recently appointed
borough surveyor of Christchurch. 'Ihe other candidates
who were selected for interview weie Mr. J. \Y. Hipwood,
surveyor's department, Gloucester, aud Mr. F. W. Cockle,
surveyor's department, King's Lynn.

Mr. T. H. Dnxbury, who is resigning the assistant manager-
ship of the Bradford-road gasworks of the M.anchester Cor-
poration to take up the position of assistant engineer of Brad-
ford, recently entertained the officials and leading men to a
knife-and-fork tea. Mr. Councillor Jcnnison, chairman of

the Works Committee, presided, an 1 in the course of the
evening Mr. Du.xbury was presented with a silver-mounted
walking stick (suitably incribed), umbrella, fountain pen and
letter wallet.

On Thursday last Mr. Alexander Geils, who has resigned
his appointment of burgh surveyor of Peterhead, was pre-
sented by a number of the employees of the corporation
with a handsome aneroid barometer, as a token of the appre-
ciation of the pleasantness that had always characterised the
relations between them and Mr. Geila. The instrument bore
the inscription: "Presented to Mr. Alex. Geils, burgh sur-

veyor, Peterhead, by the Burgh Commissioners' employees as
a token of respect. March, 1898."

On Tuesday, Mr. Percy C. Mawbey, son of the borough
engineer of Leicester and assistant surveyor to the Rugby
Urban District Council, was married to Miss Eihel Richmond,
daughter of Mr. Edmund Richmond, of Leicester. He
received handsome presents of plate from the office staff and
workmen in the employ of the Rugby Urban District Council,
and also from the staff of Messrs. Everard & Pick, engineers
and architects, of Leicester, where previous to his present
appointment he was three years engaged as an assistant.

The Leicester Corporation have adopted the repoit of Mr.
John Belchei-, f.r.i.b.a., of Hanover-square, W., the assessor
in the competition for laying-ont the new cemetery on the
Gilcross estate, and have awarded tho first premiom, of £.50,

lo Messrs. Goddard & Paget, the second, £30, to Mr. Stock-
dale Harrison, and the third, of £20, to Mr. Chas. Kempson,
Tho original estimate of Messrs. Goddard & Paget was
£27,573, but the premlated plans have been revised and re-

duced in cost to £20,7y7, and with these modifications will be
carried out.

The plans prepared by the six elected local architecls in

competiiion for the new lunatic asylum which the Birming-
ham Corporation propose to erect at Holly Moor, near Rubery,
have been deposited at the Council House in that city. The
names of the competitors are as follows : Messrs. Cossins,
Peacock & Bcwiay, Colmore-row ; Messrs. SLansell & Sons,
Colmore-row ; Messrs. Ingall & Sons, Temple-row West;
Messrs. Cross, Brooks & NicholN, Temple-row; Mr. Frank B.
Osborne, Bennetts-hill ; and Messrs. Manin & Chamberlain,
Colmore-row. Mr. G. T. Hine, f.k.i.b.a , of Parliament-street,
London, S.W., has been appointed as assessor.

At the last meeting of the Rhondda Urban District Coun-
cil a committee jjresented their report and their award on
the ten plans submitted in competition for the erection of an
isolation hospital at Ystrad. The committee recommended
that plan numbered 6 shoidd be placed first. The report
was adopted, and the successful competitor was found to be
Mr. W. W. Morgan, of Ton Pertre, Rhondda Valley. The
plans accepted provide for the accommodation of thirty-two
patients, matron, nurses, and a non-resident medical officer,

with laundry, disinfecting and discharging blocks, &c. The
cost of the building was estimated at about £10,000.

On Thursday evening the roadmen emjdoyed in the Walton
district of the Norfolk County Council held their annual
dinner at the "Crown" Hotel, Mundford. In the unavoid-
able absence of Mr. Heslop, the county surveyor, the chair
was occupied by the district surveyor, Mr. T. Brown. After
the removal of the cloth some capital music and songs were
rendered and the usual loy.al toasts given. The chairman,
with a few appropriate remarks, submitted the toasts of " The
Norfolk County Counc'l" and "The County Surveyor,"
which were received with enthusiasm and drunk with musical
honours. After a hearty vote of thanks to the chairman and
others, a most enjoyable evening was brought to a close with
the national anthem.

A committee of tlie Sunderland Town Council have recom-
mended that an inspector of sewers be appointed, at a salary
of £1-10 per annum, rising by £10 yearly until £180 per
annum be reached, to supervise the laying of all new sewers,
and the relaying, repair, inspection, and cleansing and flush-

ing of sewers. Also, that in future the duty of superintend-
ing the laying and testing of house drains and sanitary fittings

be discharged under the Health Committee by an inspector
specially appoinled for such purpose, at a salary of £130 per
annum, increasing by £10 yearly until £150 per annum be
reached. Thirdly, that a road surveyor be advertised for at
once at, a salaiy of £130 per annum, to discharge all the
duties of a surveyor of highways for the borough, the person
appointed to give his whole time to the office.

A short time ago a meeting of the South Shields Town
Council was held for the purpose of considering the applica-
tions and testimonials of the candidates for the post of borough
surveyor, in the place of Mr. Matthew Hall. The salary of
the office, it will be remembered, was fixed at £500, rising to

£700. In all forty-three applications were received. The
following six gt"ntlomon were chosen to come before the
council for final selection : Adam H. Campbell, borough
engineer and city surveyor, Canterbury ; John Witts, chief
surveyor for paving, sewerage and improvement works, Leeds

;
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Jolin F. Smillie, borough surveyor, North Shields; William
Dawson, deputy city surveyor, Bradford; S. E. Burgess, en-

gineer and surveyor to the Stoke Newington Vestry ; and John
Ezra Miller, chief assistant to the county surveyor, Durham.
At a subsequent meeting of the council, held last Wednesday,
the final voting resulted in Mr. Burgess being appointed to

the vacant post. The first vote gave Mr. Smillie twelve votes,

and Mr. Burge.ss and Mr. Campbell ten votes each ; a second
resulted in thirteen votes each for Mr. Bnrgess and Mr. Camp-
bell, and twelve for Mr. Smillie. The last numbers were
twenty-four to fourteen, Mr. Burgess being elected by a
majority of ten votes over Mr. Campl^ell. Upon being in-

formed of his success he thanked the members in suitable

terms, and promised to serve them to the best of his ability.

Mr. Burgess, it might be mentioned, received his training

with Mr. E. Parry, m.i.c.e., at present chief engineer of the
Great Central Railway and formerly county surveyor of

Nottinghamshire, and has had a long and varied e.xperience

in public work. He was for seven years in Notiinghamshire,
four years at Stocktonon-Tces, a similar period at Banbury,
and has completed his fourth year under the Stoke Newing-
tou Vestry.

The City Council of Liverpool, sitiing as a spec'al com-
mittee, hist Wednesday gave their consideration to recom-
mendations for the increasing of the salaries of 139 officials in

various departments. Of these recommendations, which
altogether involved an annual increase of £3,031, we give the
following : Mr. A. Clough, works manager, from £400 to

£420, increasing £20 per annum to £500; Mr. F. H. Uolford,
chief assistant surveyor, from £230 to £240, to be increased
in twelve months to £250 per annum; Mr. T. Y. Hough,
second surveying assistant, from £150 to £160, to be increased

in twelve months to £170 per annum ; Mr. F. E. P. Edwards,
architectural assistant, from £150 to £170; Mr. George
Anderson, draughtsman, from £170 to £180 per annum ; Mr.
S. J. Wheelton, draughtsman and registrar of private drain-

age, from £150 to £160 per annum ; Mr. William Paton,
special assistant and draughtsman, private street works, from
£160 to £170 per annum ; Mr. Henry G. Westharne, chief

superintendent of destructor works and mechanical engineer-
ing assistant, from £200 to £220 per annum ; Mr. J. W. B.

Carrathers, assistant, from £170 to £1S0 per annum; Mr.
Arthur C. Pole, sarveyor and draughtsman, from £150 to

£170 per annum ; Mr. Beacon Hill, district building surveyor,
from £160 to £175 per annum; Mr. Thomas Corkhill,
district building surveyor, from £160 to £175 per
annum ; Mr. J. M'Cartliy, district building surveyor,
from £160 to £175 per annum; Mr. William Uns-
worth, district building Eur%'eyor, from £160 to

£170 per annum ; Mr. James Hatch, superintendent of

markets, from £3.50 to £400 per annum ; Mr. Thomas Dun-
canson, assistant engineer, from £450 to £475 per annum, to

be subsequently increased to £500 per annum ; Mr. H. Shaw-
cross, superintendent of drawing office, from £280 to £290 per
annum, to be increased in twelve months to £300 per annum
as a maximum ; Mr. A. Sontheran, surveyor and draughts-
man, from £150 to £160 per annum ; Mr. W. Jones, mech-
anical draughtsman, from £175 to £190 per annum; Mr.
J. N. T. Holliday, surveyor and draughtsman, from £140 to

£150 per annum ; Mr. F. W. Gaskin, engineering assistant,

from £125 to £150 per annum ; Mr. R. Shimmin, superinten-
dent of turncocks and shipping supplies, from £180 to £200
per annum, to be increased in twclre months to £220 per
annum ; Mr. W. Mason, superintendent of waste water
inspectors, from £170 to £180 per annum ; Mr. T. Foulkes,
testing officer of water fittings, fro:n £160 to £175 per
annum ; Mr. W. Faragher, superintendent of flushing, from
£2 10s. per week to £150 per annum; Mr. R. T. Martin,
Buperintendent of Rivington works and estate, from £280 to

£300 per annum, with house, coal and light; Mr. Edward
Smith, foreman of Rivington filter-beds, from £104 to £110
per annum, with house, coal and light; Mr. John Kirby,
superintendent at Prescot, from £120 to £125 per annum,
with house, coal and light; Mr. R. Evans, superintendent at

Chorley, from £190 to£200per annum ; Mr. William Richard-
son Court, engineer and chief superintendent of baths, from
£250, with house, coal and gas, to £300 per annum, with
house, coal and gas ; and Mr. Henry Ileibert, chief superinten-
dent of parks and gardens, from £300, with house, coal, gas
and garden, to £325 per annum, increasing on the 1st Jan-
uary, 1899, to £350 per annum, with house, coal, gas and
garden. The whole of the above recommendations, after
some discussion, were adopted.

Extension Of the Wallasey Landing-Stage.— On the re-

commendiition of (he Works Committee, the Mcisey Docks
and Harbour Board have unanimously decided to proceed
with the extension cf the Wallasey landing-stage, at an esti-

mated cost of £24,oC0. The stage will be extended 250 ft. at

its northern end.

Incandescent Cas Lighting at Liverpool. — Messrs.
Falk Stadelman & Co., Limited, of the " Veritas " Lamp Works,
Farringdon-road, London, B.C., have supplied sixty of their

well-known " Veritas" arc lanterns to the Liverpool Corpora-
tion for the incandescent street gas lighting.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

A meeting of the commission was held in the Westminster
Palace Hotel on Monday, when tlie county council of Kent
were represented by counsel for the first time since the open-
ing of the proceedings. Lord Llandaff presided.

Mr. W. H. Dickinson, chairman of the Water Committee
of the late London County Council, in reply to questions,

said the policy of the council with regard to the outside areas

was to hand over to them entirely the distribution and a
proportionate share of the light to draw water from the
Thames according to the number of consumers. It was not

in contemplation that tho county council should supply any
of tlie outside areas, but to give them as far as possible

rights similar to those cl.aimed by the county council them-
selves. Asked whether, supposing that the companies were
amalgamated and a rate fixed for the whole of London, he
thought the ratepayers would be satisfied with a body exer-

cising administrative control, he said that administrative
grievances with regard to pressure and so forth could, no
doubt, be rectified in that way. He did not, however, think
such a system would be better than the scheme under which
the county council would purchase the undertakings of the

water companies and afterguards resell to the various county
authorities certain portions of the works so purchased. It

would not be permanent, as the tendency all over the country
was for the water supply to be in the hands of the consumers
themselves.

Sir John Lubbock, m.p., who was the next witness, said he
was of opinion that the purchase of the London water
companies' undertakings was expedient on many grounds,
and would lead to an increase in the charges to the con-

sumers. In case the London County Council assnmed the

management of these huge water undertakings, they would
be involved in difficult questions in regard to rates and wages,
which would have prejudicial effects. The staff would
manage the council, instead of the council managing the staff.

Ho was aware tlie»-e was a certain amount of sentiment in

favour of purchase, bat he thought it was largely due to the

fact that the intricacies of this great question were not

properly understood. Ho was equally opposed to purchase
by water trust, and thought a better system of control built

up on existing lines might bo considered.

The commi.ssion will reassemble on Monday, when the

examination of Sir John Lubbock will be continued.

SEWAGE AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT YORK.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BO.\RD INQUIRY.
Colonel A. G. Dnrnford, inspector of the Local Government

Board, held an inquiry last Friday into an application of the
corporation for sanction to borrow £23,OUO for works of

sewerage, £20,000 for the purpose of electric lighting, and
£11,852 for street improvements. Mr. A. Creer, the city

surveyor, was present. The inquiry with respect to electric

lighting was taken first. Prof. Kennedy, who explained the
system of lighting proposed to be adopted, said that the
generating station was to be erected on Foss Islands, a piece

of land belonging to the corporation, situate at the side of

the river Foss. Evidence was then taken respecting the loan

required for sewerage works, and the city surveyor detailed

the diflflculties that had arisen, and dealt at length with tlie

estimates and the excess of expenditure. Ho said he dis-

covered the unsuitability of the land when he was requested
to report to the committee ou the subject. The effluent was
first discharged into the river in 1895, and from that time to

the present nothing had been done in the way of filtration.

The opinion of the committee was that such progress was
being made in the treatment of sewage that it was desirable

to hold their hand until they saw what was the result at

Exeter and other places, where experiments were being tried

for the purification of sewage by filtration through the
ordinary filters. The town clerk having explained the vari-

ous street improvements, the inquiry terminated, and the in-

spector shortly afterwards proceeded to make an inspection

of tho districts concerned in the proposed improvements.

FRASERBURGH WATER SUPPLY.

INAUGURATION CEREMONY.
At a recent special meeting of the burgh commissioners of

Fraserburgh it was reported that the work in connection
with the laying of a 12-in. pipe between the reservoir and
the town for the better supply of water to the higher dis-

tricts had been completed, the connections all made, and the
necessary valves put in for dividing the town into two districts

—a higher and a lower. The present 9-in. and 6-in. mains, it

was stated, would be used for the lower, and the new main
for the higher level. Immediately after the meeting the

members of the council made an inspection of the new reser-

voir and wstervvorks at Hillhead, after which the water was
turned on by the provost. A high compliment was paid to

Mr. Alexander, the burgh surveyor, for the very able, capable
and expeditions way in which he had carried out the work,
the cost of which amounted to £1,744.
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Some Recent Publications.

tiik principles op local government.

Lectures on the Principles ok Local Government,
delivered at the London School of Economics, Lent term,

1897, by George Laurence Gomme, f.s.a., statistical officer of

the London County Council, author of " Municipal Offices,"

"Literature of Local Institutions," "The Village Com-
munity," A'c. (Archibald Constable & Co., 2 Whitehall-

gardens, 123.), is the tide of an interesting volume com-
prising a series of seven lectures. These, as Mr. Gomme
tells us in his introduction, were designed to set forth the

lines upon which the principles of local government should

be studied. Wo think it must be admitted that the general

attitude towards this important subject is well described by
the author when ho states that " principles of local govern-

ment are not in this country considered at all. There is a

vagne sort of idea that local government is a good thing for

Parliament to occupy itself with, but there is no serious

attempt to consider it as a subject which is governed by
principles and not by fancy, which should not, therefore, be

left to the sudden energy of Parliament's desiring to be busy
with something new." This volume is eminently calculated

to induce a more intelligent mode of regarding the subject.

Opinions may differ as to what are the principles upon which
legislation should proceed in conferring or extending- the

functions of local government, and as to the conclusions and
inferences to be drawn from the historical aspect of the

question. But the main desidcrntum is to secure a general

recognition of the importance in such legislation of pro-

ceeding upon tome principle, and not hap-hazard. Noth-
ing can be more conducive to this end than the historical

mode of investigation employed by Mr. Gomme. We imagine
that there are few who realize the fact, which he emphasises,

that the county, the township and the parish are not, or at

all events were not originally, artificial divisicns carved out of

the country by law, but constituent parts moulded by a com-
bination of geographical and social conditions, and owing
their origin and their powers of self-government to quite

other forces than Acts of Parliament. Upon the primitive

simplicity of ancient local government law, however, grew up
a complex patchwork of statutory institutions, which resulted

in a confusion of overlapping boundaries and jurisdictions.

Ab to the condition of affairs prior to the Act of 1888 (to

quote from the first lecture), " there then existed localities

(country and parish) without government . . . and thera

existed governments (highway authorities, lighting authori-

ties, drainage boards, and the like), without localities . ."

And, again, " while the localities to be governed were 15,039

in number, the governing authorities for these localities were
some 27,000, having conflicting jurisdictions, conflicting

areas, and all the expensive luxuries of separate and indepen-

dent life." The Acts of 1888 and 1894 did much towards
•remedying this chaotic state of things—the latter Act
abolishing nearly 8,000 of " these redundant authorities "

—

but much remains to be done. On the other hand, as pointed

out in the lecture on " Local Ta.xation," the tendency of the
changes made by the Local Government Act of 1888, the

Finance Act of 189-1, and the Agricultural Rates Act of 1896,

has been to simplify imperial at the expense of local taxa-

tion, in which they have produced " something like chaos."

It is impossible in the space at our command to attempt an)'-

thing like an analysis of this work, still less to examine
critically the writer's conclusions. Our purpose will have
been achieved if our readers are induced to study the book
and the subject for themselves. A few points of minor
criticism, however, we venture to add in conclusion. Here
and there we find a tendency to a redundancy of style,

which, though excusable in a vivd race address, is a blemish
from a literary point of view. As, for instance, on page 7,

where the following unwieldy sentence occurs : " Some of

these new functions will be of a character which governing
authorities might strongly desire to possess, which they
might separately attempt to obtain the sanction of Parlia-

ment in order to possess, o?- uliich Ihcij might conjointly

attempt to ohtain ttic sanction of I'arliitment in ordey to

jM.sse.-i.f," &c. Here the redundant phrase, which wo have
italicised, might easily have been dispensed with by inserting
" or conjointly " after " separately " in the preceding phrase.

There are also several sliglit inaccuracies of expression, such,

f(ir example, as " different to "
(p. 130), and " upon the model

and upon the same principle of very ancient lines" (p. 131),

which may bo due to lack of careful revision. More serious is

the statement on page 1G8, that this " this common law right
"

(i.c , the right of a person whoso house was burnt to sue a
neighbour in whose house the fire originated) "was suspen-
ded by the statute of 1702 (ti Anne, cap. 31) for three years,

but wax made perpetual in 1711 (10 Anne, cap. 14) and in

177-1! (14 Geo. III., cap. 78)." The italics are ours, the fact

being that it was not (as Mr. Gomme states) the right, tut
the suspension of that right, that was made perpetual by the

later statutes—a most important difference. It is also

rather Confusing to read (on page 14.5) the following : " It

is not within the province of local government to enter into

competition with the private trader unless and until prii-atc

trade is abolished." If and when" piivate trade is abolished"

there will, ex hypothesi, be no " private trader " left to compete

with.
some more annuals.

Willing's British and Irish Press Guide, 1898 (Is.),

now in the twenty-fifth year of issue, fully maintains its past

reputation for completeness, conciseness, excellent arrange-

ment and facility of reference. In matters of detail other

books of the same class may embrace a more comprehensive

range, but none surpass it in respect to the useful features

mentioned; and the portable form in which the volume

appears renders it more easily available for practical pur-

poses. The important omission of The Quaiierlij Journal of

Science, now edited by fc^ir W. Crookes, is no doubt due to an

oversight.— Spon's Arihitect.s' ami Bdilhers' Pkke-Book,

1898, also in its twenty-fifth year of publication, and edited

by Mr. W. Young, is an accnrate, reliable and convenient

hand-book. The alphabetical arrangement of previous editions

is still adhered to, and a considerable amount of new informa-

tion has been added. A chapter on electricity, with complete

specifications and estimates of electric lighting installations

carried out by the author, is now included, as are also extra

divisions on concrete, fireproof floors and granite.

—

Who's

Who for 1898 (Black, 33. Cd.) appears in the secondyear of

the new, and jubilee year of the original, issue. This hand-

some, well-printed and neatly-bound volume may, indeed, be

considered an indispensable adjunct of every library table

and most desirable ailditiou to every new.ipaper and business

olEce. The last division in the previous edition has now been

dispensed with, to provide space for extension in other re-

spects; and all official information is included in the fir.st

part, and biographical matter in the second. The most note-

worthy additions to the latter section are biographies of

Prof. Rontgen, Signer Marconi, President McKinley, M.

Blowitz, Dr. .1. A. II. Murray, Lieutenant Peary, Baron

Nordenskjiild, Dr. Sven Hedin and Prince Ranjilsinbji. The

names here mentioned are snggestive, to some extent, of the

variety of information afforded by upwards of 1,100 distinct

notice's. The more prominent new features of the first divi-

sion are the introduction of tables giving the correct pronun-

ciation of peculiar proper names; a complete list of uni-

versity degrees, with their proper abbreviations; enumerating

the principal societies—royal, national and learned—with the

requisite information for those who desire to join them ; and

the leading English newspapers and magazines which are

represented in London. As at present revised and extended,

the editor, .Mr. Douglas Sladen, has succeeded in producing a

most valuable and thoroughly practical reference companion.

— Bailv's Fox-hinting Directory for 1897-8 (London:

Offices of Daily's Magazine of Sports and Pastimes, Bride-

street, E.C., 5s.) is a publication which completely answers

the purpose for which it has been compiled— namely, to give

in clear and compact form a brief history of each hunt, with

a list of former masters, a description of the country covered,

names of veterinary surgeons accessible, particulars of hunter

sires standing in the district of each hunt, and of hotel

accommodation ; and, in fact, .all the practical iTiformation

fox-hunters want. Four short papers, on kennel management,

hnnting equipment, fox coverts and artificial earths, and

course choosing for a " point-to-point," arc included, as well

as tables showing the results of point-to-point races and fox-

hound shows for the last few years, with a full list of the

thoroughbred sires which received Queen's premiums as suit-

able for getting hnnting stock. Finally, the book is well

printed and well indcted.

MARCH PERIODICAL.-*.

This month Cassier's Magaxiyie (London. Is.) has articles of

interest to the mining, naval and railway engineer, while

those who are interested generally in matters of construction

will no doubt peruse the article on " The Dangers of Tall

Steel Structures." It is maintained, however, that the

dangers arise only from carelessness or want of skill, and

that they can be completely guarded against by experienced

architectural engineers. There is a portiail and biographical

sketch of Sir Wm. II. Bailey.—Our .Vmericnn contemporary,

The Sanitarian (New York), is more th^n usually medical this

month, but mention may bo made of papers and articles on

such subjects as the vitality of pathogenic germs in water

and other media and the pathology of a healih resoit. Some

attention is evidently being given in America to the Maid-

stone epidemic and the lessons it teaches.

—

Ihc Architectural

BcvicH' for March is a double number of unusual interest. A
special art supplement makes its appearance, the chief

feature being the first instalment of aseries of articlesunder the

general title of "The Collector," thosubjectlhismonth being tho

ivories in the Louvre. The supplement also contains three

whole-page plates by Jrseph Pbnnell, Oliver Hall and J.

Burgess. The chief of tho geiieral contents relate to Canter-

bury, the work of Welby Pugin, plaster work at Cartledgc

Hall, the mosaics of St." Mark's, Venice, the work of Jean

Carries, and the work of John Sedding. In the article on

Canterbury some interesting Norman drawings are repro-

duced which illustrate the waterworks and other arrange-

ments in connection with Christchurch Priory. Of these
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Prof. Willis has written: "Tlio two drawings are, in my
opinion, tlie work of the engineer Wibert or his assistants,

executed to record his system of waterworks and drainage,

.and not, as is usually supposed, for the purpose of delineating

the architectural arrangement of the priory. ... In the

great drawing all the monastic bnildings are delineated, so

as to indicate completely the course of the various pipes

from one to the other, and the exact places of their cisterns

and stand-pipes, as well as the contrivances for carrying
off rain water and sewage, explained by appropriate in-

scriptions, which show the dr.iwing to have been made
by a mechanist anxious to record and explain every par-

ticular of his contrivances." After comparing the draw-
ings with the buildings they would represent, he adds that they
are " the work of an engineer and not of an architect, and
therefore principally useful for its ample details of the
method of water supply to monasteries or towns in the

twelfth century."

—

Tlic Amcricayi Montldy Review nf Revieirg

(New York) for March is chiefly occupied with such absorb-

ing questions as the search for the North Pole, the peacs
movement throughout the world, British problems and
policies, the Cuban situation, politico in the United States,

critical international problems, and generally subjects of

current interest. Two municipal subject.?, however, are

touched npon in the lightingof small cities and the electrical ad-

vance of the past ten years.—In Baily's Magiizine (Vinton) Mr.
E. E. IJarclay, master of the Puckoridge hounds, Herts , is the
subject of the portrait and biographical sketch. Sir W.alter

Gilbey tells how to rear racehorses. Major Arthur Griffiths

continues his narrative, entitled " My Grandfather's Journals,"

and there is a third bsvy of " Dianas of To-day," drawn this

month from the old Dorset country. An article on cricket in

Australia puts the best possible construction on the none-too-

glorious achievements of the English team.— The Journal of

State Medicine (Balliere, Tindall & Cox: 2s.) contains

original communications on the isolation and identification of

the typhoid bacillus, the removal of sludge from sewage, the
laboratory of hygiene of the faculty of medicine in Paris,

a leading article on the duty of county councils under
the Rivers Polluiion Acts, and o:her interesting matter.

—

Bricl; (Chicago) has for its chief feature an account of the
annual convention of the National Brickmakers' Association,

at which many useful papers were read.—Astronomy, natural

history and botany supply the balk of the matter in Know-
ledge for March (London: 6d.).—From Messrs. Cassell we
have received Chums (6d.) and Work (6d.), the latter con-

taining articles on brass founding, determining the dimen-
sions of gas engine cylinders for given powers, the making
of a small steam engine, and other subjects.—We have also

received The Sanitnrij Inspectors' Journal (6d.), The Journal

of the Society of Estate Clerks of Works, The Analyst (Is.), The
Surveyor (Sydnev) and The Journal of tlie Rvijal Colonial

Institute (bd.).

THE DRAINAGE OF COTTAGE PROPERTY.

At a meeting of the students of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, on Friday, Mr. Henry C. Adams read a paper on
the above subject. In his paper !>e described tha drainage of

Henley-in-Arden, a township in the parish of Wootton
Wawen, in the county of Warwick, with a population of 1,300.

The old sewer, or "culvert," was originally an open brook
running into the river; it was at various times covered in,

but being built of loose sandstone rubble, the ground became
very foul, and the new scheme of sewerage was to do
away with this. The house drains were composed of

various materials, none of which were satisfactory, and
they were mostly filled with deposit. The traps in

the few cases where they were used were of curious

design. The drains h.ad all been " pissed " some twenty
years ago, when they were laid, and the council found
that the cost of relaying these in an eflicient manner was
thereby incurred. Plans were made of all houses to a scale

of 8 ft. to 1 in., the number on each sheet being arranged as

nearly as possible in the groups in which they would be
drained. Agreements were entered into with the owners
whenever the drain for one property crossed another. In all

cases where a drain served a single house 4-in. pipes wore
used, and 4-in. pipe branches were laid to all closets. The
author considered that drains to all small property should be
4 in. in diameter, with 3-in. branches. They would be largo

enough to take anything they could reasonably be expected
to carry, and would keep much cleaner and sweeter. If the
drain is made large enough for brush-heads, meat-tins, &c.,

to pass through, and the sewer is only 9 in. or 12 in. in

diameter, the drain would perhaps keep clean ; but the sewer
might get stopped, and there would be no chance of finding

the offender. The drains are not tested as they were laid,

it being found that the method of jointing adopted and the

supervision given gave perfectly satisfactory results. Ven-
tilation was carried out in accordance with the Local Govern-
ment Board Model By-Laws, and necessitated the placing of

inlets and outlets in many unsatisfactory places, and several

complaints had been made. The author considered the sim-

plest wav would have been todo without the syphon trap and
fresh-air inlet altogether, and believed that ventilation would
be more efficient, It was an open question whether in modern

sewers, with self-cleansing gradients and the sewage carried

right away before decomposition set in, the house drains were
not frequently more offensive than the main sewer. If that

was so, it would be rather an advantage than otherwise to

admit the sewer air through the drains. All sinks and waste
pipes were disconnected from the drain and discharged on to

specially-made stoneware channels leading to a gulley. The
average number of houses served by one connection was 2'41,

and the average cost per liousc was £4 Is. .5d., or £9 IGs. 8d.

per connection.

LIGHT RAILWAYS FOR LONDON.

OFFICIAL 1X(,IU1RY.

Mr. Fitzgerald and Colonel Boughley have t)pened an in-

quiry, on behalf of the Light Hallway Commissioners, respect-

ing the scheme of the Hendon and Finchley Districts Light
Railways Company. Mr. Vesey Knox, m.p., for the promoters,
said that the line would serve what was practically a remote
agricultural district, though within 7 miles of Charing Cross.

The line, which would be worked by electric traction, with
overhead wires, would start at Canfieldgardens, Hampstead,
opposite the Metropolitan Railway station, following up the

miin road to Church End, Finchley, while another ran through
Hendon to the Hendon station of the Midland Railway.
It was 7 miles 3 furlongs long, a little over a mile
of this being in the parish of Hampstead and the county of

London, 7 furlongs in the parish of Finchley, and the rest in

Hendon. Many of the people who lived in that part of this

district, which was within 6 miles of Charing Cross, were 2
miles from the nearest r.aitway stations. The service from
Finchley to Hampstead would be one car in fifteen minutes,
and from Hendon one in ten, making a service of one oar in

six minutes through Hampstead.
Evidence in support of the scheme was given by Sir

Douglas Fox and Mr. Wragg, the engineers, Mr. J. T. Firbank,
.M.P., and Mr. W. M. Murphy, the promoters, Mr. Hearne,
chairman of the Hendon District Council, and others.

Mr. Lewis Coward, for the Hampstead Vestry, objected to

the serious damage to property that the scheme would cause,

and said that nowhere did it leave the highway, and was a

deliberate attempt to defraud the public of the benefits and
protection of the Tramways Act.

Evidence having been given in support of this,

Mr. Ernest Moon submitted, on behalf of the London
County Council, that it was contrary' to public policy that a
scheme of this kind should be permitted in London. The
line was admittedly a tramway, and so seriously did the
London County Council regard this attempt to come into

their area without the protection given by tha Tramways
Act, and to override the public right to purchase the line

which they had already so extensively exercised, that they
would be compelled, if this scheme were passed, to consider
the introduction of fresh legisl.ation to limit the scope of the
Light Railways Act.

Mr. Dix, on behalf of the Middlesex County Conncil, took
objection on similar grounds, a5 ilid Mr. Colam, representing

a committee of Hampstead residents, and after a great deal
of evidence against the scheme had been giren the titt'ng

was adjourned.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Next Ormnary Mekti.no.

j

An ordin.iry meeting of the Institution will be held (m
Tuesday, at 8 p.m., when a paper will be read by Mr. Henry
Fowler, a.m.i.c.e., entitled " Calcium Carbide and Acetylene."
Time permitting, Mr. E. W. Stoney, M.E., m.i.c.e., will also

read a paper, entitled '• Extraordinary Floods in Southern
India: Their Causss and Djstructive Effects on Railway

j

Works."
I Students' Meeting.

A meeting for the students of the Institution will be held

on Friday, when Mr. H. 0. Eurieh, sTCd.i.c.k., will read a

1 paper on " Internal Governor Friction." The chair will be
taken, at 8 p.m., by Dr. A. B. W. Kennedy (member of council).

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
'ived too late for clasttification Cannot
nmaries until the ^ ollowinj Keek.

Assistant for Borough Surveyor's Office.—March 19th.

—County Borough of Oldham. £120.—Mr, S. A. Pickering,
borough surveyor.

Surveyor and Engineer.—March 19th.—PlymptonSt.Mary
Rural District Council. £1.W.—The Clerk to the Council.

Superintendent of Artisans' Dweulinos.—March 21st.

—

Corporation of Liverpool. £120.—The Town Clerk.

Inspector of Nuisances.—March 21st.—Corporation of

Northampton. £100.—Mr. W. Shoosmith, town clerk.

Gas Engineer and Manager.—March 21st.—Corporation
of Colne. £225.—Mr. Alfred Varley, town clerk.
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Gasworks En&ineer and Manager.—March 21st.

—

Hincklpy Urban r.islrict Councii. £2.50.—Mr. J. '.V. Preston,

clprk to the conncil.

Tkmporary ARcniThXTrRAi, Assistant. — March 22nd.

—

Corporation of Cardiff. 4-2 Ids.— Mr. J. L. Whcath^y, town
cleric.

Inspector ok Wkichts ami Measures.—Marcli 22nd.

—

Wincliester Town Conncil.— Mr. Walter Bailey, town clerk.

lioKOUGii Surveyor.—March 23rd.—Donglas Town Conn-

cil. £2U0.—Mr. Thomas H. Nisbctt, town clerk.

Inspector of Markets.—March 23i'd.— Corporation of

Manchester. £18".—Mr. Wni. Henry Talbot, town clerk.

Assistant Inspkitor ok Nuisances.— March 23rd.

—

Hornsey Urban District Conncil. £120.— Mr. F. U. Askey,

clerk to the council.

Surveyor.—March 24th.—Belpor Urban District Conncil.

£150.—Mr. Joseph Pym, clerk to the council.

liAiLiKK KOR Sewage Farm.— March 25tli.—Walthamstow
Urban District Council. £104.—Mr. E. J. Gowen, cU^rk to

the council.

Steam Roller Driver.—March 2."jtli.—Lichliekl Hural Dis-

trict Council. £07 12s.—Mr. John Deny, clerk to the council.

Road Foreman.—March 2.5th.— Lichfield Rural District

Conncil. £52.—Mr. John Deny, clerk to the council.

Inspector.—March 25th.—Corporation of Leeds. £i)0.

—

The Town Clerk.

Clerk ok Works.—March 28th.—Corporation of Wolver-

hampton. £3.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer and
surveyor.

Engineering Assistant.—March 29ih.— Corporation of

West Hartlepool. £2.—Mr. J. W. Brown, borongh engineer.

Surveyor's Assi.stant.—March 29th.— Caerphilly Urban
District Council. £2.—Mr. A. (). Harpur, surveyor to the

council.

Engineer's Assistants (Two).—March 29th.— Willesden

Urb.an District Council. £85.—Mr. (). Claude Robson, en-

gineer to the council.

Clerk ok Works.—April 7th.— Pontefract Rural District

Council.—Mr. Wm. A. Glover, clerk to the council.

Temporary Assistant.—Bromley (Kent) Urban District

Council. £2 .5s.—Mr. S. Hawkiugs, surveyor to the council.

COMPETITIONS.
re rectived too laff for vlamti/iotHon cannot be

naries until the following week.

Sai.fokd.—March 25tli.—Erection of a new gencralin;^ slalion.—Mr.
Samuel ISrowii, town clerk.

GoDALMiNG.—March 20th.—Erection of new municipal builcliuj^a in
Bridge-strtct, at a cost of £5,000. £52 10s.—Mr. J. Herbert Norria,
bull

Win. 1 1 1
-

1 h; . —March 31st.—Erection of public baths. .£25 and £1 5.

—

Mr. U;ili.rr I ;;iili'y, town clerk.

Km ill,. .Miiv lst.--SchemeK for the (Ubposal of the sewage of the
(li.sLini, lur ihc urban district council. £52 10s. and £2(i 5b.—Mr.
JosepU Pyui, clerk to the council.

Waiciunc roN.—July 2iid.—Erection of a police station, court house,
Xc. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Lon^idin, borough en^^ineer and
surveyor.

Linlithgow.—Erection of county oliices, for the county council.

£:Jl 10s. and £15 15b.—Mr. W. H. Henderson, county clerk.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
iceiti»ement» which are received too late for classification cannot be

included in tkeae summaries until the following week.

DuKHAM.—March 18th.—Supply of road metal, &c., during the year
ending 31st March, 18119, for the rural district council.—Mr. Geo. Ureg-
son, surveyor to the council.

Oldbukv . -;M;i!rh T.iili.—Supply and tixing of a purifier at the gas-
works 111 I >Mill(\ n>:iil, lor the corporation.—Mr. A, Cooke, general

('uAii.Kv. .Miiirh I'.'i h.— Sui)ply of 3,42'> yards of Hints for the main-
tenance cf till' hlL-^liwuys, for the rural district council.—Mr. J. Miles,
clerk to the council, 171 High street, Lewes.

YoKK.—March lUth.—Supply of stores during the year ending
2jth March, isso.—Mr. A. Creur, a.m.i.c.e., city engineer and surveyor.

HuwrLKY (Scotland).—March I'Jth.—Extension and improvement of
the water supply of the town, for the commissioners.—Mr. James
iJiinon, M.i.e.K., 150 Unioii-streut, Aberdeen.
Kast RiniNii.—March I'Jth.—Supply of upwards of G.OOO tons of

broken and unbroken whinstono or gravel, tor the county council.

—

iMr. Alfred Uenumout, county surveyor, lleverley.

AsioN Manor.—March 2ULh.—Works of paving, sewering, kerbing,
lii^hting, etc., in Priory-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. H.
Ku-liardson, a.m.i.c.k., engineer and surveyor to the council.

I'oKKSDOWN.—March 21st.—Construction of a 21-in. cast-iron sea
outfitll, 500 yards in length, and various outfall sewers, for the urban
district council.—Mr. K. Wembridge lugamells, engineer and surveyor
to the council.

Wakefield.-March 21st.—Construction of 400 yards of 4-ft. 6-in.

storm-water sewer in Kirkgate, 1,K)0 lineal yards of 2-ft. sewer on the
south side of the river Calder, and various U-in. and 12-in. surface-water
dinius.—Jlr. U. Porter, city engineer.

FiNcHLEY.—March 21st.—Supply of various materials for tweWe
months from 31st March, 1898, for the urban district council.—Mr. Cbas.
Roberts, clerk to the council.

HoKNSEV. -Manli LM.t.--Con.strui-tion of about 2,200 ft. of 21-in., 18in.
and 12-111. t vvM. i.ipr Mivr,-u-c-u;iU'r sewers in High-street and
TotteidiJi I

> .; 1 1 ;
I' 11 . .-i tMi. brick storm-water culvert in

l'eiubrok( Mil, 'I iiii iiilpiin ili-iiui t ouncd.—Mr. E. J. Lovegi-ove,
engineer t" r i,i .:.

EuiTH.—March 21st.—Erection of a building and the construction of
foundations for a gas plant at the sewage disposal works, for the urban
district council.—Mr. G. Chatterton, m.i.c.b., engineer, Mi Queen Anne's-
gate, Westminster, S.W.
Stakfoied.^- March 2lst.—Supply of stoneware socket pipes, and

drains and sewer ])ipes from Lady Day, 1898, to Lady Day, 1899.—Mr.
W. lilackshaw, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Ekith.—March 21st.—Supply of granite, &c., during the year ending
31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. Fred. Parish, clerk
to the council.

Stoke-upon-Tkent.—March 21st.—Erection of a boiler house, ]mmp
room, chimney, &c., at Bucknall for the new sewage works, tor thu
rural district council.—Mr. Larner Sugden, surveyor to the council.
Miles liank Chambers, Hanley.

Langpout.-March 21st.—Layin? of about 3 miles of cast-iron water
mains ami the construction of a covered concrete service reservoir,
for the rural district council.—Messrs. Bailey Denton, Son & Lawford,
engineers, Palace Chambers, Westminster, London, S.W.
Liar.n-ON-SEA.—March 2l8t.—Layinir of about 4,300 yards of cast-

iron water pipes, 3 in., 1 in. and 5 in, in diameter, for the urban district

council.—Mr. .lames Mansergh, engineer, 5 Victoria-street, Westmin-
ster, S.W.

Uacui*.—March 2l8t.—Sup(jlv of various materials reqnireil tiuring
the year ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. Wilson, borough surveyor.

BouuNEHOUTn.—March 2Ist.—Supjjly of various stores and materials
during the year ending 3l8t March, 1899.-Mr, F. W. Lacey, borough
surveyor.

Basfoud.—March 21st.—Kerbing, channelling and metalUng works,
&c., in SLX stree*^s in the parish of Newthorpe, Greasley, for the rural
district council.—Mr. G. W. Hawley, surveyor to the council, York
Chambers, King-street. Nottingham,
Heckenham,—March 21st.—Making-upand wifleniugof Station-road,

Shortlands, for the urban district council.—Mr. F. Stevens, clerk to
the council.

Chksuuht.—March 21st.—Supply of 450 tons of steam coal, for the
urban district council.—Mr. S. Towlson, a.m.i.c.e., engineer and sur-
veyor to the council.

CuoTDON*.—March 21st.—Extension of the electric light buildings in
Factory-lane.—Mr. E. Mawdesley, town clerk.

Wkston-sui'EU-Make.— March 22nd.— Alterations and additions to
the market bouse and the erection of two new shops in connection
with the same, for the urban district council.—Mr. Sydney C. Smith,
clerk to the council.

Blackpool.—March 22nd,—Supply and erection of various electrical

plant at the corporation electricity station.—Mr. T. Loftus, town clerk.

SwiNTON.—March 22nd.—Construction of precipitation tanks, filter-

beds and other works, for the urban district council.—Mr. U. Fowler,
engineer antl surveyor to the council.

SouTUAMproN.— March 22nd.— Execution of certain camp-aheeting
works.—Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, borough engineer.

SoDTUAMPTON.—March 22nd.—Supply of sludge presses to be erected
at the sewage disposal works at Chapel.—Mr. W, B. G. Bennett,
borough engineer.

PoNiTPooL.—March 22nd.- Construction of a cattle market for the
urban district council.—Mr. H. H. Haden, clerk to the council.

BuANKsoME.—March 22nd.— Supply of various materials rcfpiired
during the year eniling 31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.
—Mr. Samuel J. Newman, surveyor to the council.

Lancaster.—March 22nd.—Erection of an auction mart, and also
rooting works at the cattle market.—Mr. T. Caiin Hughes, town clerk.

BuKY.—March 22nd.—Supply of Hags, kerbs and setts.—Mr. J. Cart-
wright, M.I.C.E., borough engineer.

Chkrtskt.—March 22nfl.—Supply of road materuils, etc., for twelve
months ending 31''t Manh. ivp'.t, tur the urban thstrict council.-Mr.
A. W, Smith, surveyor U\ ilir coiincil.

BucKLOW.—March 2i'nil. - Sm|i]i] , i>r viiriou.s tnatciials from 1st April.
1898, to 31st Marcli, l^'.'H. i..r mi.' :mi;i; .ii.-irin rMimuil.—Mr. George
Leigh, clerk to ilir rwunnl. CM..;.,- i. . , i-. , ...iM.

BicANKsoMi:.- .Mairh li^'ii.i. I, i. i
I - iil;c works iu The

Avenue, Lind.-^a.v-road, \V.,.ir, ,, ,
,
u 1 ;iii.| t .. .^ rr-f,.ad. tor the urban

district council.-Mr. Saumel .1. Nuumiii, Mirvi-yor to the council.

HoKNaEY.—March 23rd.—Erection of new bath and ilischarge rooms
at the isolation hospital, Muswell HiU, for the urban district council.—
Mr. E. J, Lovcgrove, engineer to the ciaincil.

Halifax.—March 23rd.—Supply of irrejjnlar castings retiuired during
the year ending 31st March, 1899.— Mr. Ivuighley Waiion, town clerk.

GiiiMSUY.—March 23rd.—Supply of various road materials for twelve
months ending 31st Marcli, 1899, for the runil district council.—Mr. J.

F. Wintringham, clerk to the council.

Reading.—March 24th.—Supply of stores and works for one year
ending 3lst March, 1899.—Mr. John Bowen, a.m.i.c.e., borough engi-

neer and surveyor.

AstonM\.noi:.—March 2-Uh.—Works of paving, kerbing, channelling,
&{.'., in Priory-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. H. Hicbardson,
a.m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to the cotmcil,

SurroN.—March 24th.—Supply of various materials for one year en<l-

ing 31st March, 1899,—Mr. C. Chambers Smith, eugiueer and surveyor
to the council.

EccLEs.—March 24th.— Supply of various stores and. - materials for

twelve months commencing .on the 25th inst.—Mr. A. C. Turley,
A.M.I.C.E., borough surveyor.

Dkuiiy.—March 2Rh.— Kh'ctric wiring of the lunatic asylum and
premises at Howdilch.—Mr. H. F. tiadsliy, town clerk.

Batu.—March 2lLh.—Supidy *^"*f liclivcry of about 50 tons of 3-in.

and 2-in. cast-iioii socket pipes ka- the Shoscombu water supply, for

the rural district council.— .Mr. C. 11. Slr^ppard, surveyor to iIil-couhciI.

Bangou.—Mttrcli 24th.^Ercction ol a two-lilt gasholder.—The Chair-

man of the Corporation Gas and Electric Light (Jommittee.

Stockvokt.—March 2ith.—Erectiini of electric light buildings ori the

site of the old Millgatc gasworks.—-Mr. Walter Hyde, town clerk.

BiuMiNGHAM.- March 24th.—Ciui&trnction of a stoneware pipe sewer
in Turks-lano and a portion of Court Oak-roatl, llarborne ; also the re-

construction of sewers in portions of Hagley-road and Grejit Tiudjii-

streot.—ilr. John Price, city surveyor.

CucKFiELD.—March 24t1i.— Supply of about 1 40 tons of 3-in. cast-iron

water jjipes, for the rural distru-t council.— Mr. James Mansergh, .»

Victoria-street, London, S.W.

Fareham.—March 24th.— Supply of general ironmongery, lime,

gravel, oeinent, granite and drain pipes irom 31st March, 1?98, to 3lst

March, 1899, for the rural district council.—Mr. Graham W hillock, clerk

to the council.

Newark.—March 25th.—Supply of granite and slag during the en-
suing year, for the rural district council.—Mr. Tom Vickers, surveyor
to the council.

Shrkwsiiury.—March 26th.—Supply of about ISO lineal yards of

wrouffht-iron fencing.—Mr. W. Chappie Eddowes, borough surveyor.

Sleaford.—March20th.—Supply of sOO or 1,000 ton.s of bi-okeu granite,
for the urban diistrict council.— Mr. Edmuml Clemeuts, clerk to tho
'Council.
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HuNSLET.—March 26th.—Supply of about 110 tons of 3-iu. cast-iron
socket pipes, for the rural district council.—Mr. W, B, Piudar, clerk to

the council.

Coi.NE.—March 26th.—Supply of various materials for one year end-
ing 2oth March, 1899.—Mr. T. H. Hartley, borough surveyor.

Burnley.—March 26th.—Supply of various materials durinj? the year
ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. G. H. Pickles, a.m.i.c.e., borough sur-
veyor.

Clayton-le-Moors.—March 26th.—Supply of flags, channels, kerbs,
setts, broken granite, cob limestone, earthenware pipes, etc., from the
1st April, 1.S9S, to the 31st March, 1890, for the urban district council.

—

Mr. Artbur Dodgeon, surveyor to the council.

Denton.—March 26th.— Sewering, paving, &c., works in Egerton-
street and Palatine-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. G. H.
Newton, surveyor to the council.

Birkenhead.—March 28th.—Erection of an iron pier, bridge and
floating landing-stage in the river Mersey at Rock Perry.—Mr. Charles
Browniidge, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.

Perth.—March 23th.—Construction of a new steel girder bridge over
the river Tay.—Mr, Wm. Macleish, town clerk.

Darwen.—March 28th.—Supply of various electrical plant at the
electricity works in Robin Bank-road.—The Town Clerk,

Alton.—March 28th.—Supply of oil engines and pumps for the pur-
pose of pumping the sewage, for the urban district council.—Messrs.
R. B. Grantham &. Son, engineers, 23 Northumberland-avenue, London,
W.C,
Bradford.—March 2Sth.—Erection of underground lavatories in

Town Hall-square.—Mr. J, H. Cos, city surveyor,

St. Helens.—March 28th.—Supply of about 500 tons of («) steel tram
rails and fish-plates, together with the necessary (i) steel bolts, tie

bars, points, crossings, Ac-Mr, Geo. J. C. Broom, m. i.e. e., borough
engineer.

Wing.—March 29th.—Supply of 900 tons of granite, 420 tons of best
broken slag and 1,100 yards of picked flints or gravel, for the rural dis-
trict council.—Mr. John Newton, clerk to the council.

Brighton.-March 29th.—Construction of two covered service reser-
voirs at Patcham waterworks pumping station.—Mr. Francis J. Till-

stone, town clerk.

London.—March 29th.—Erection of afire brigade station at North
Woolwich, for the county council,—Sir, C. J. Stewart, clerk to the coun-
cil.

Southend-on-Sea.—Mai-ch 29th.—Supply of various stores and
materials for twelve months ending 25th March, 1899,—Mr. Alfred
Fidler, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Blackpool.—March 29th.—Erection of houses, new stables, work-
shops, &c.—Mr. J. Wolstenholme, borough engineer.

Blaby.—March 30th.—Supply of granite during the year ending
March 31, 1899, for the rural district council.—Mr. G. E. Bouskell, clerk
to the council.

Staines.—March 30th.—Supply of 1,500 tons of hand-picked flints,

for the urban "district council.—Mr. Barrett, surveyor to the council,

Winchester.—March 30th.—Supply of thirty-one 9-in. cast-iron pipes
for sewage works.—Mr. Walter Bailey, town clerk,

Bolton.—March 31st.—Various works at the isolation hospital.—Mr.
R. G. Hinnell, town clerk.

Litherland.—March 30th.—Completion of the passages at the reiu-

of Langton-road aud Phelps-street, for the urban district council.—Mr.
W. B. Garton, surveyor to the council.

Sunderland.—March 31st.— Supply of one steel Cornish boiler.—The
Borough Siu'veyor.

BoGNOR,—March 31st.—Tar-jMiving works for the urban district

council.—Mr. Oswald H. Biidges, surveyor to the council.

Hammersmith.—March 31st.—Erection of buildings upon land ad-
joining the present electric light station.—Mr. H. Mair, surveyor to the
vestry.

Islington.—March 31st.—Erection of a mortuary chapel at the ceme-
tery at East Fiuchley.—Mr. Wm. F. Dewey, vestry clerk.

Bucks.—April 2nd.—Supply and delivery of about 15,000 tons of

granite, for the county council.—Mr. R, J. Thomas, county surveyor,
County Hall, Aylesbury.

Sddbury,—April 4th.—Supply of gi-anite, slag, &c.—Mr. T. W. A.
Hayward, borough engineer and surveyor.

Heston and Isleworth.—April 4th.—Supply and delivery of various
materials and goods required during the year ending 31st March, 1899,

for the urban district councd.—Mr. W. A. Davies, engineer and sur-

veyor to the council.

Paddington.—April 4th.—Erection and completion of a public under-
ground convenience for men in Pickering-place, by Westboume-grove.

—

The Vestry Surveyor,

Leyton.—April 4th.—Extension of the electricity works for the urban
district council.—Mr. H. Collings Bishop, electrical engineer to the
council, Cathall-road, Leytonstone.

Bournemouth.—April 4th.—Supply of motor vehicles for the collec-

tion of house refuse, street scavenging and the conveyance of road
materials.—Mr. P. W. Lacey, m.i.c.e,, borough engineer and surveyor.

Droitwich.—April 5th.—Erection of buildings, plant, &c., at the gas-
works.—Mr. S. John Tombs, town clerk.

Aldehshot.—April 6th.—Erection of an isolation hospital, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Nelson F. Dennis, a.u.i.c.e.^ surveyor to
the council.

Norfolk,—April 7th.—Reconstruction in steel and iron of Pirnough
bridge, near Ditchingham station, for the county council.—Mr. T. H,
B. Heslop, M.I.C.E., county surveyor, Norwich.
Claypole.—April 12th.—Supply of about 2,500 tons of granite and

2,700 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. C. D. M. Trinder,
district survej'or. Brant Broughtoc, Newark.
Acton.—Supply of materials for tar jiaving for the urban district

council,—Mr. D. J. Ebbetts, surveyor to the council.

TENDERS.

CASTLETON.—Accepted for the supply of road materials, Ac, for

twelve months ending 31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.

—Mr. R. J. Webster, surveyor to the council :

—

Macadam.—Benedict & Co., Limited, Liverpool.
Setts, Kerbs, Ac—R. Jackson & Sons, Whitworth.
Sanitary Pipes, Jfcc.—Turton Moor Sanitary Pipe Company, Limited,

Darwen,

DESBOROUGH.—For the supply of pipes and specials in connection
with the construction of new waterworks, for the urban district

council.—Mr. J, B. Everard, m.i.c.e., engineer, 6 Millstone-lane,
Leicester :

—

Stanton Ironworks Company, near Nottingham £1,559
Cochrane & Co., Dudley 1.470

Staveley Coal and Iron Company, Chesterfield 1,353

CLOWN.—For the supply of broken slag from 1st April to Ist November,
1898, for the rural district council.—Mr. H. G. Gower, surveyor to the
council. Post Office, Whitewell, Chesterfield :

—

g. d.

W. Prestwich, Dronfield
H. Morten, Sheffield
J. Rhodes, Dronfield
J. Carr & Co., Dronfield
Sheepbridge Coal and Iron Company, Sheepbridge
M. Morrison, Renishaw*
Staveley Coal and Iron Company, Staveley*

3 8
3 7

3 7

3 7
3 4
3 4
3 2

DESBOROUGH.—For the supply of sluice and other valves in connec-
tion with the construction of new waterworks, for the urban district
council.—Mr. J. B. Everard, m.i.c.e., engineer, 6 Millstone-lane,

Miuiufiicturing Company, Leadenhall-street, E.C. £450
111.'. Riulclille, Lnncs 391

Wm 1 \ r,,., Wiilti-u-uu-Nnze, Essex 378
GleiiiK-Ut t^iiupany, Kdiuaiiiock 342
Hamilton Woods & Co., Salford, Manchester 334
Blakoburough & Sons, Brighouse, Yorks .-. ... 305

.1. W.

HAMPTON.—Accepted for the supply of road materials for one year
ending the 31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. John
Kemi), sm-veyor to the council :

—

Kentish WhHe Chalk Flints.—Smeed, Dean & Co., Sittingbourne, Kent,
7s. per cubic yard.

Broken Granite (Quenast stone).—C, M. Manuelle, 12 Lime-street, E.G.,
13s. lid. per cubic yard.

HORNSEY.—For the supply of about 350 lineal yards of wrought-iron
fencing, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, en-
gineer and surveyor to the council ;

—

3 ft, 6 in, high. 4 ft. high.
». d. s. d.

Mallett & Co., Lawrence Pountney-hill, E.G. .. 10 10 11 5
Goddard, Massey & Warner, Nottingham ... 7 6 8 6
Smith & Co., Johnstone 6 7 7 2
Walker Brothers, Walsall G 5 6 10
Bayliss, Jones & Bayliss, Wolverhampton ... 6 1 6 6
Raybould & Co., Workmgton 5 3 5 7

Hayward & Sons, Wolverhampton* 5 3 5 7
Priest & Sons, Bristol 5 3 5

M. McVey, Kennington Park-road, S.E. ... 5 2 5

HORNSEY.—For the painting of the administrative block at the isola-

tion hospital, Muswell Hill, for the urban district council.—Mr, E. J.

Lovegrove, engineer and surveyor to the council:—

T. Knapp, Wood Green, N £171
H. E. Sdk, Bowes Park. N 149
Marchant \ Hirst, Uii;hgate-road, N.W 147

J. F. Peiin. Waltlmmstow, E 127
W. J. Canning, lliL^'hgate, N 118
F. De Jong & Co., Camileu Town, N.W 108

T. Willson,01d Gnivol-laiie, E 99
C. H. Freeman, Wiilthamstuw, E 79
W. Dudley, New Suuthgatc, N.* 76
Collier & Mackenzie, Kensal Rise, W 76

KNARESBOROUGH.—For making-up Mount-street, OatlandB,Pannal,
for the rural district council.—Mr. R. Annakin, surveyor to the coun-
cil :

-

J. L. Matthews, Harrogate ^^^f
H. Leedham, Harrogate 66°
W. Auuakiu, Harrogate 63'

J. Pearson, Harrogate ... 63^
F. U. Simpson, Burton Leonard ' "604

G. Parsons, Harlow Hill, Harrogate* ... 520

KING'S LYNN.—For the construction of about 3 miles of pipe sewers
in the north district of the borough.—Mr. E. J. Silcock, borough en-
gineer :

—

w! J. KipU-.Till, Avlsham £9,845
K. M. r,ii!aii~')ii, Peterborough,.. 6,973
F. r;iili-nn. Uitskington 5,850
H. r<,lliMMi. King's Lynn 5,736
Johnson Jt Langley, Leicester 5,730

Bardell Brothers, King's Lynn 5,695

LITHERLAND.—For the completion of Inman-road, for the urban dis-

trict council.—Mr. W. B. Garton, surveyor to the council:

—

Paving. Asphalting.
J. Keating & Sons, Commercial-road, Liverpool... £605 £565
E.vors. of F. Chadwick, Leeds-street, Liverpool ... 547 488

T. Horrocks, Greenwich-road, Walton, Liverpool* 533 480
Surveyor's estimate ... 529 489

NEWPORT, MON.—For the supply of tram rails, fish-plates, tie bars,

nuts, bolts, &c.—Mr. R. H. Haynes, borough surveyor :—
Tram Rails and Fish Plates.

The Leeds Steel Works, Limited, Leeds £2,808
Boiling & Lowe, Lawrence Pountney-hill, E.C , 2,595

The Bari'ow Hematite Steel Company, Limited, Barrow-in-
Furness* 2,595

The Ebbw Vale Steel, Iron and Coal Company, Ebbw Vale, Mon.
(fish plates only) 115

Tie Bars, Nuts, Bolts, &c.
Sheepbridge Iron aud Coal Company, Limited
WilkR

h. ri

Liimted. G nd .hinction Works, Darlaston
\rwp,

,
Mr.

HurLuii i Suu>, LuaiU'd, Alma Wurkt, Diirlu.stun .

Patent Nut and Bolt Company, Cwmbran, Mon.*.. 147

NEWPORT, MON,—Accepted for the supply of materials for the year
ending March 31, 1899.—Mr. R. H. Haynes, borough surveyor :—

Bricks.—Star Brick aud Tile Company. Llantarnam, Man.
Scavenging Brooms (Greenslade's) and Broom Handles,—W, E. Dudley,

Dock-street, Newport, Mon.
Scavenging Bi'oums (own make).—J. Periain, Rogerston, Mon.
Machine and Lime Brushes.—H. W. Townsend, Commercial-street,

Newjjort, Man.
Granite Curl) and Channel and Irish Paving.—Hainpson & Co., Dum*

bells-road, Cardiff.
Mynyddshvyn Curb Channel and Flagging.—W. & J. Cos, Cross Keys,

Mon.
Lamp Columns jiud Inm.s.—Spittle. Limited, Newport, Mon.
Lamp Llltil-'i n- . r. i:. . .mrn -rv, I

',11 'AaA.

Lime.— .f.iM
; .. <

. .
,<.,

.
r ir, Newport, Mon.

Portland i - .!
.

i. |-. J . . n-liir.

Limestuiir \|.i' ! !,LMj. i;.. i-
I

'.i mI hers, Chepstow.
Granite -M<i<niliini.--.S(. l i

i pauy, St. Ives, Cornwall.
Sanitary Ironwork.—Tin i -i (*. Jordan, Newport, Mon,, and

T. SpitLlo. LimiLcil, N.
,

., 1 n.
Stoneware Pipes.—The Sta: JJuek Cuiupany, Llantarnam, Mon.
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PORTISHEAD.—Fur the supplying and fixing of iron railings and
gates at the new burial ground, for the urban district council.—Mr.

T. J. Moss Flower, Carlton Chambers, Baldwin-street, Bristol ;—

Allen, Senr., & Sons, Glasgow £30*
W. B. Brettle, Worcester 1?*

Light Brothers, Clevedon l'>*

F.& R. Edbrooke, Bristol 1"'

S.H. Gibson, Bristol l^W

Priest & Son, Bristol' 121

PORTISHEAD.—For the construction of a combined entrance porch

and shelter, boundary wall, etc., at the new burial ground, for the

urban district council.—Mr. T. J. Moss Flower, Carlton Chambers,
Baldwm-street, Bristol ;

—

J. & T. Binns, Norwich and Poitishead J-G".?

G. Biss & Sons, Portishead* 573

RIPON.—For the construction of 1 ,000 yards of 15-in., 12-in. and 9-in.

pipe sewer, with manholes, &c., for the city council.—Mr. H. A.

Johnson, engineer, 11 The Exchange, Bradford :—

Grange & Jennings, Pateby Bridge £'^'J

A. Braithwaite & Co., Leeds
'>lf

J. Keightley, Hunstal **i3
F. A. Simpson, Burton Leonard* '^So

STOCKPORT.—For sewering works in Wiaifred-road.—Mr. John
Atkinson, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor ;

—

J. W. Wai'burton, Hazle-gtove £231
Worthington & Pownall, Manchester 195

M. Briscoe & Sons, Stockport
P. D. & T. D. Hayes, Stockport*

TYNEMOUTH.—For the supply of whinstone during the year ending
31st March, 1899, for the rural district council.—Mr. John Waters,
highway surveyor, Long Benton, Newcastle-on-Tyne :

—

M. Appelby, Embleton, Northumberland ... ... ... ... £958
Northumberland Whinstone Company, Newcastle-on-Tyne* ... 937

119

MEETINGS.

,—Royal Institution
Water to BirmnT_-liai., tr..i., ll

.—Surveyors' Instii i' i
i" <

Grellier, on"'l'iil I t n
,—Institution of i'i\ i 1, jm' i

Fowler, A.ji.r.c.t., ou " i:)i1liu

.—Institution of Civil Engineer
Temple Hall. 7 p.m.

.—Institution of Civil Engineers

MARCH.
;.raes Mansergb, on "Tlie Bringing of
MM f tic Welsh Mountains." 9 p.m.

i 1 ry general meeting ; Mr. Harley M.
I

t HL'e Recovery." 8 p.m.
H '

I : Ordinary meeting; Mr, Henry
nlcmm Carbide and Acetylene." Hp.m.

Annual Dinner in the Middle

Students' meeting; Mr. H. O.

Enrich, stcd.i.c.e., on " Internal Governor Friction." Sp.c
i.—Association of Municipal Corporations : Annual dinner, at the

Whitehall Rooms.
APRIL.

) and 21.—Surve.yors' Institution : Visit to Manchester.

NOTICES.
The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer

may be ordered direct, throu<jh any of Messrs. Smith Sf Son's

book-stalls, or of any neivsagent in the United Kingdom.
Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all

cases be accom/panied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription {including postage) is as follows:

Twelve
Months,

I5s.

Six
Months,
7s. 6d.

Three
Months,
38. 9d.United Kingdom

Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, Ac 19g. ... 98, Gd. ... 48, 9d,

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street

New York City ; The Toronto News Company, Toronto ; and
The Montreal Neivs Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor, A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

EDITORIAL, PUBLISHING AND ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES:

ST, BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
pONTEFRACT RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
-J: Carleton

I p^^rishes.
Darrington )

DRAINAGE WORKS.

CLERK OF WORKS.
Wanted, a thoroughly trustworthy, competent and practical

person as Clerk of Works.
Each parish must have a separate person and appointment.
Applications, stating terms per week, with three copy

testimonials of recent date (which will not be returned), to be
sent in, endorsed " Clerk of Works for Parish,"

addressed to me, on or before the 7th day of April, 18'J8.

(By order)

WM. A. CLOVER,
Clerk to the said Council.

Address to

Pontefract Union 0(Bc38, Pontefract.

15th March, 1898.

FOR RAISING

ac RAI&>.u

PATENT
ADAMS' PATENT LIFT CO.,

5 & 7y OLD QUEEN STREET
WESTMINSTER, LONDON.

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY
.9

SEWAGE LIFT.
S EWACE TO BE RAiStD

Makers of

FLUSHING SYPHONS,

SLUICEb, &c.

$m

GREEN'S PATENT TRUINVERT PIPE.

AA—Holes for pouring in cement or com-
position.

BB—Strengthened an i Longthercd Socket.

-Inner Socket and Rest.
-Chamber for cement or composition.
-Stanloiil Joint in new position.

To jmt it sluirtly, tliis pipe secures true

alignment of invert, Increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, ami, wliile allowing

tor a slight settlemeul when first laid, forms an

absolutely rigid joint directly the cement sets.

!•—Gas and Watcr-Tieht Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Alignment of Invert.

3>—Socket the strongest part of the pipe>

4.—No special junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., Halifax.
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pORPORATION OK DOUGLAS.
v^* The Douslas Town Council invite applications from pro-

perly-qualified peisons for the position of Boroufrli Surveyor

—including the duties appertaining to the Water Department

— and Inspector of Nuisances, at a salary not exceeding £200

per annum.
The person appointed will be required to devote tlie whole

of his tiniL- to the duties. Applications, in candidate's own

handwriting, stating age, qualifications, experience and salary

required, accompanied by copies of testimonials, which will

not be returned, to be forwarded to the undersigned not later

than noon on Wednesday, the 23rd day of March instant.

THOMAS H. NKSBITT,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Douglas.

March .S, 1898.

BOROUGH OF WEST HARTLEPOOL.
ENGINEEKING ASSISTANT.

Wanted, in the Borough Engineer's department, a fully-

qnalified Engineering Assistant, who must be an accurate

and expeditions surveyor and leveller, good draughtsman, and

have had a thorough training in the routine of a borongh en-

gineer's office.

Saliirv, £2 per week.
Aiiplications, in candidate's handwriting, stating age and

c|ii;ilitications, accompanied by three recent testimonials, en-

dorsed " Assistant," and addressed to the Chairman of tlie

Works Committee, are to be delivered at this office not later

than 4 p.m. on Tuesday, the 29th instant.

(By order)

J. W. BROWN,
Borough Engineer.

Borongh Engineer's Office.

4th March, 189a

TTRBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF BROMLEY,
U KENT.
;P1!IVATE STHEKTS AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS.

Wanted, at once, an Assistant, for tour weeks, for making

surveys and taking levels for above works. Salary, £2 5s.

per week.
STANLEY HAWKINGS,

Surveyor.

Local Ofhces, Bromlpv.

pORPORATION OF CARDIFF.
V7 The Corporation of Cardift' invite applications for the

appointment of Temporary Architectural Assistant in

Borough Engineer's office, for the preparation of drawings

for refuse disposal works and destrnctors.

Salary, £2 10s. per week.
Applicants must be fully qualified to prepare designs,

working drawings and specifications, and be capable of

taking out bills of quantities.

If further particulars are required, they may be obtained

from the Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Caidiff.

Applications, stating age, general experience, and if candi-

date has had experience in the particular class of work for

which he is rpquiriil, past and present employment, and

accompanied by copies of not more than three recent

testimonials (n-inch will not he rctmnc,l),mastbe delivered

to me on or before 10 a.m. on Tuesday, the 22nd iiist.,

endorsed " Architect."

The person appointed (if suitable) will be required for a

period of about two years.

(By order)

J. L. WUEATLEY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Cardiff.

20th March, 1898.

T ICHFIELD RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
JU APPOINTMENT OF STEAM ROLLER DRIVER.

The above-named Council arc prepared to receive applica-

tions for the position of Steam Roller Driver. Applicants

must have had some previous experience in the driving and

management of steam engines, and be competent to execute

any necessary repairs thereto. The person appointed will be

required to devote the whole of his time to the service of the

Council and to act under the instructions of their Surveyor.

The salary will be £67 12s. per annum, payable monthly,

without any other extras or allowances, but a sleeping van

will be provided by the Council.

Applications, stating age and particulars as to competency,

Ac, with cojiies of not more than three testimonials of recent

date, to be sent to the undersigned on or before 10 a.m. on

the 25tli instant, endorsed " Steam Roller Driver."

APPOINTMENT 0¥ ROAD FOREMAN.
Applications are also invited for the position of Road Fore-

man. Applicants innst have had some previous experience^

Telegrams t

•• PUCES,

DARWEN."
J

Ltd.,

AARWEN, LANcs.

SANIT
. STANFO

GLAZED
]!(iridi:ox.

-fronrl-inrDlameter to 42-in. Diameter.

sockets A SPECIALITY.

WHITE OR COLOURED.

ShoreditcH, London, E.
DEPARTMENTS.

Plate and Sheet Glass.
Leaded Lights.
Sheet Lead and Pipe.

ibers* Brass Work.
Oils and Colours.
Paper-hangings.

SANITARY
GOODS.

The "DONNCL" Registered Wash-Down Pcdcr.i.al Closet, witli Outlet,

C a:i atiiiowcv. uy tlie London County Council.

No. 1.—liaised Wbile. I No. 3.—Fireclay, White inside.

No. 2.— While or Ivory. I
No. 1.—Blue Priiitod on White.

No. 3.—Brown Printed on Ivory.

The "PREMIER" Syphon Water-Waste-Preventer, Cast-iron passed
by the following Water Companies:—

New River. I
Brighton. I Guildford

East London. Folkestone. I Lambeth.
Bournemouth. |

Kent. !
Margate.

And ninny others.
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in the laying-out and repairs of macadamised roads, and be
competent to instruct and organise men in the spreading and
consolidation of metal; also to keep the accoants of men
while working with the roller.

The salary will be £52 per annum, payable monthly, with-

out any other extras or allowanoea, but a sleeping van will be
provided by the Council.

Applications, stating age and particulars as to character,

previous experience, &c., to be sent to tho undersigned on or

before 10 a.m. on Friday, tho 2.'5th instant, endorsed " Road
Foreman."
Any fiu'ther particulars as to hours of labour, duties, Ac,

may be had on application to Mr. R. J. Knapman, Surveyor to

the Council, London-road, Lichfield.

(By order)

JOHN DERRY,
Clerk to the Council.

Lichfield.

11th March, 1898.

WILhESDKN DISTRICT COUNCII..
APrdlNTMENT OF ASSISTANTS.

The Willesden District Council I'eqniro tlic services of two
Assistants in tho Engineer's department.

Salary to commence at £8.5 per annum, progressing by
annual increments of £10 to a maximum of £175.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, and accom-
panied by copies of three testimonials only, to be submitted
to the undersigned on or before Tuesday, the 29tli inst.

(By order)

O. CLAUDE ROBSON,
Engineer to the Council.

Public Offices : Dyne-road, Kilbnrn, N.W.
March 16, 1898^

pABRPHILIiY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIJi.^ SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.
Wanted, a thoroughly-qualified Assist.int in tho Surveyor's

office. Must be an .accnrate and expeditions surveyor, leveller

and draughtsman, able to take out quantities, and well up in

the design and constrnction of works.

Candidates must be competent to prepare without super-

vision plans, Ac, under tho Private Street Works Act, 1892,

and must have h.ad at least five years' experience in a borough
or council surveyor's office.

Salary, £2 a week. The engagement to be terminable at

any time by ono month's notice on either side.

Canvassing, directly or indirectly, will disqualify.

Applicnt.ions, st.ating nge, experience, Ac, must be sent in

candidate's own handwriting, accompanied with copies of
not more than three recent testimonials, endorsed "Assistant,"
and addressed to the Clerk to the Council, are to bo delivered
at the Council offices not later than Tuesday mox'ning, the
29th inst. (By order)

A. <). HARPUR,
Surveyor to the ('onncil.

Council Offiies, Caerphilly.

March 17, 1S98.

"pUPIL.—The Borough Engineer of a popuharsea-
-*- side watering place (within an hour by rail from London),
where many important public works are in progress, has a
vacancy for a well-educated youth as an articled pupil.

—

Address " Pcpil," office of The Surveyor, 24 Bride-lane,
Fleet- street, E.G.

TENDERS WANTED^
STALYBRIDGE AND DUKINFIELD JOINT

SEWERAGE BOARD.
CONTRACT NO. 4.

The .Joint Board invite tendiTS for tho construction of

Sewage Purification Works on Bradley Hurst Farm, Dukin-
field. The works comprise llie construction of tanks of

various descriptions fully equipped, also of culverts, drains,

levelling and laying-out of land and other works for tho
jiurposes intended.

Plans may be seen and specifications, bills of quantities,

and forms of tender obtained at the offices of the Engineers,
Messrs. Newton, 17 Cooper-street, Manchester, on p.ayment
of £5, which will be repaid provided the documents supplied

are returned with a Iwna-fide tender on the specified form and
with the quantities fully priced, S"u^h tender not being sub-

sequently withdrawn.
Sealed tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the .Joint

Board, (o be sent to the undersigned not later than April

lat.h.

WM. SMITH,
Clerk to the .biint Board.

Council Offices, Dukinfield.

March 16, 1898.

iTY~op Birmingham!
The I'ublic Works Committee invite tenders for the

construction of a Stoneware Pipe Sewer in Turks-lane and a
portion of Court Oak-road, llarborne ; .al.so for the re-

construction of sewers in ])i)rtioiis of llagley-road and (ireat

Tindal-street, the whole within the City f {' Birmi'iirham.

JANDUS PATENT ARC LAMP
The Hermetical Closing of the Outer Globe effectu-

ally Prevents any Escape of the Inert Gases into the

Room. Contains no obsolete Clockwork or Racks.

White, Soft and Steady Light. No HiSSJUg.

Can be Trimmed without Removing the Globe.

Cannot get Out of Order, as it has Only One Working Part.

The Only Aic Lamp accepted by Insurance Companies at Ordinary Rates.

NOTICH IS Iloroliv llivLMi lliat tlic .lANIHIS A1!(J LAMP AND KLKCTRIC UOMIWNV, I.iiiiitcil, in adihtum to Iho iiiitoiu-.

by .lANDtJS k U A RTON, control also tlio Knglisli Pateats of THK ELKCTRK; ARO LIGHT CO.MP.YNY, of Now York;
and ]iurchaserR are warned aprainet oblaininp: Arc Lamps made on the principle of the above patents by makor.s other tliari
those mentioned m tlie followinf;r list :—

Messrs. JOHNSON k rillLLfPi?.
The STRWART Kr.Ki'Tlili'Ar. SYNDICATE. (The Stewart
Company's li.-eMsi' is i..r 1

1

:irnui!icinent alone to use the
Double KiieluMir,'. iiikI !i|.|.liis ,,iily to lamps identioil in descrip-
tion tfi the S7iiii|il<' Ijiirip 111 tlie iiossessioii ol' the lieensurs )

Messrs. fiUlPKI. \ I.ANiiK.

Messrs. DRAKR k (lORITAM.
.Messrs. CRii.MPTON A CO.. Ud.
Messrs. KOII'I'INd .V M A'l'll IKSKN.
The BRU8H m.KC'I'lilCAL KNiilNEKRING CO., Ltd.
Tho GENKRAL KliKUTKtU CO., Ltd.
,1. D. P. ANDREWS, K.«i.

Sole A,i<'}ihfnr Ihe J'hujli^^h Conipainj : -VlE^^ViS.

DRAKE & GORHAM, ^
Head Offices: 66 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

Branch OffiCBs at MANCHESTER and GLASGOW.
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Drawings and specification may be seen, and forms of

tender obtained, on application to this office on and after

Thursday next, the ITtli instant.

'I'he contractor whose tender is accepted will be required to

pay not less than tlie minimum standard rate of wajces

current in the district.

Tenders, sealed, and endorsed " Tender for Sewers, Tnrks-

lane, &c.," to be delivered here not later than 10 a.m. on

Tluu-sday, the 2-lth instant.

The Committee reserve to themselves the right to allot the

whole or any of the works as they may think fit, and do not

bind themselves to accept the lowest or any tender.

(By order)

JOHN PRICE,
City Surveyor.

The Council House, Birmingham.
March 14, 1898.

OGNOK URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO TAR PAYING CONTRACTORS.

The above-named Council invite tenders for the under-

mentioned Tar Paving work within their district, to bo e3;e-

cnted in the month of May next, the re-laying and re-topping

to be done with best limestone tar paving, and the rc-facing

with refined tar and limestone dust, or other suitable and ap-

proved material. The quantities are :

—

About 192 square yards to be relaid 2.V in. thick.

„ 556 ,, „ ,, rc-topped 1 in. thick.

„ 5,950 „ „ „ re-faced.

Further particulars, if required, may be obtained of the

Town Surveyor, Mr. Oswald A. Bridges, at the offices of the

Council, Bognor, and tenders must be sent in to the under-

signed on or before Thursday, the 31st March instant, marked
on the outside " Tender for Tar Paving." Security will be

required for due performance of contract.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.
HENRY LAYTON STAFFURTH,

Clerk.

High-street, Bognor.
1.5th March, 1898.

CHERTSEY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.

The Chertsey Urban District Council are prepared to

receive tenders from persons willing to contract for the

following :

—

For twelve months ending March 31, 1899.

1. Flints and Path Gravel.

2. Broken and Unbroken Granite.

3. Disinfectants.

4. Steam Rolling.

5. Tools.

Forms of tender and specifications may be obtained on
application to the undersigned, at his office, Eastworth-road,

Chertsey, between the hours of 9 and 10 a.m.. daily, and to

whom sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for ," must be
delivered not later than noon on Tuesday, the 22nd day of

Marcli next.

The Council do not liind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

(By order)

ARTHUR W. SMITH.
Chertsey.

March 10, 1898.

BOROUGH OF SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.
The Corporation invite tenders for the supply of about

300 tons of Broken Granite (2[-in. gauge), about 300 tons of

Broken Kentish Rag (2j-gauge) ; about 300 tons of Broken
Ironstone Slag (2i-in. gauge); also alternative tenders for

each of the above imfcroAeii. To be delivered, carriage paid, to

Sudbury station, G.E.R., or over side into "Lighters" at

Mistley, Port of Harwich.
Sealed endorsed tenders to reach my office on or before

Monday, 4th April 7iext.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

T. W. A. HAYWARD, c.e.,

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.

Town Hall, Sudbury.
16th March, 1898.

ACTON DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TAR PAVING.

Tenders are invited for the supply of prepared Material for

Tar Paving — IJ-in. Limestone, J-in. Limestone, and fine

Derbyshire Spar, delivered to the Acton (N. & S.-W. Juno.

Railway) station.

(By order)

D. J. EBBETTS,
Surveyor to the Council.

242 High-street, Acton.

IGth March, 1898.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPV . LTD
20 r'JLE-IC H,0"W", XjEEIISS.

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT.
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinhs, Traps, Porcelain Baths, dc.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS.

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, Wonship
Street. E.C. ; i6 Charterhouse Street EC. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

IlVIl^ROVED DRAIN - CJLiINOlVIETEI^.
THIS ni\iin Clinometer, whicli Is a thoroughlv well-made an,I reliable

ni-triiioent. is intended for the use of Builders, Medical Officers of
III lit li, -- iiiitary Inspectors and others for testingthe slope of drain pipes.

'11 II III- is lixed at the extreme end of the Clinometer so as to allow of a
clii^r if.iiiitig and distinct graduation, and is divided on one edge to degrees
and quarter degrees, and on the other edge to gradients of 1 in 20, 1 in 30,

1

in 40. 1 in 60, 1 in 60, 1 in 70 and 1 in 80.

The adjustment is by means of a nut and bolt, working against a spiraf
spring. The " Bubble " is ground and divided.

The Clinometer is made of teak and nicely finished, and measures
12ix2fxl-ins.

£1 2s. 6d.; With Magnetic Compass extra 23. Gd.
'it jmst free on irppfication

PRICE
A Ct,

W. H. HARL

th Blei-tnim Fittings. £1 7s. 6d.e With Brass Fitting!
nplrte lllustraM r,,tiih,,i,,r r,f Ih-aMTMii ami Sun-ei/in,, 1%

NG. Mathematical Drawing & purveying Instrument Manufacturer, 47 FinKbury Pavement, London, E.Ca

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices apply to above address.
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Municipal
Trading.

There seems to be a disposition

on the part of some municipalities

that have undei'taken the public

supply of electricity to add what is rather an im-

poitant branch to their undertakings—namely, the

wiring aiid fitting up of buildings for electric light-

ing. It has been for a long time a doubtful point as

to the exact legal position of a corporation in cariy-

ing out such work. It is not difficult to see that

there are many objections to a municipality doing

wiring work, and one that has been urged with con-

siderable force is that it constitutes a department of

trading which brings the municipality into open
competition with many of its own ratepayers.

Another reason urged against such a course is that

there is an element of speculation in it, and there

might arise circumstances in which municipalities

could be held to have risked the ratepayers' money.
With regard to the element of speculation, we take

it that that is not altogether absent from the supply

of gas, water or electricity ; at any rate, the under-

takings have to be conducted on commercial lines,

and there seems to be no branch of commerce which
is entirely free from the risks incidental to trading.

It is only necessary to refer to some of the municipal
electric lighting systems in the country to show that

there is considerable difference in many cases in the

profits made upon the capital invested. The ques-

tion is whether a municipality is, by taking up
wiring work, going to benefit the majority of the

ratepayers. Municipal undertakings are generally

based upon this fact, and it is necessary to inquire

into the wiring question. It is an undoubted fact

that electric wiring of any description is at the
present moment one of the most strenuously com-
petitive of the branches of electrical work, and if

municipalities are desirous of doing such work it is

necessary that they should be able to enter into

competition. They possess, however, distinct advan-
tages in competing with wiring contractors, because
a potential consumer of electricity would probably
have more faith in a corporation than he would be
inclined to have in the case of a contractor. But a
rather important point arises in connection with
wiring, and that is—that all suppliers of electricity

are obliged to examine every building before supply-
ing electricity to it, in order to see that the wiring
and fittings have been properly erected. Moreover,
if a body which undertakes the supply of electricity

considers any installation dangerous it is within its

rights in refusing to supply electricitj-. Therefore
a corporation which both undertook the supply of

electricity and cairied out wiring would occasionally

find itself in the position of having to examine and
report upon its own work. It might also happen
that the workmen engaged upon carrying out mu-
nicipal wiring did work so badly that it would be
dangerous to furnish a supply of electricity. Under
such circumstances it is uot difficult to realise that
a corporation might have to condemn woi-k of one
of its depai'tments, which would of necessity entail

additional expense upon the wiring department of

the corporation in order to put the defective work
right. There might even be a little leniency ex-

hibited by the engineer of the electricity works
towards work carried out by the wiring department
—a leniency which would not always be exercised

when considering the work which had been cariied

out by an outside contractor. That the question

has reached a very acute stage in the towns where
corporations are undertaking wiring is evident from

the fact that in Leicester a local el_ectrical contractor

has thoTight fit to challenge the right of the munici-

pality to undertake wiling work. It is an action

between the corporation and Mr. Warren Hill, who
had refused to pay a certain sum of money in re-

spect of goods sold and delivered. The point at issue,

of course, was whether the corporation were entitled

to sell and recover money for articles and apparatus

used in connection with the supply of electi'ieity.

On behalf of the corporation it was maintained that

the Electric Lighting Act gave them powers not

only to undertake the supply of electricity, but also

powers to deal in apparatus and appliances. It is

clear, however, that no provisional order gives power
to any municipality in specific terms, but it certainly

gives them authority to execute work in connection

with the supply of electricity. It is probably upon
the reading of this clause that the is.sue of this action

will dej)end. Judging by the feeling that has arisen

in Leicester, thei'e seems to be good groiinds for as-

suming that the local wiring contractors have been
to some extent injured by the competition of the

corporation. It will, of course, be moi-e satisfactoiy

if the question is brought directly before the High
Courts, and no doubt this will be done, because both

parties to the action already alluded to have ex-

pressed the determination to carry the matter to an
appeal. Considering the subject all round, one can-

not help thinking that there should not be anything
to pi'event a municipality undertaking wiring woik,

and it is very important indeed that they should be

enal)led to execute such woi-k, because thej- might in

many in'Stances desire to modify the conditions of

wiring that exist at the present time. In order to

bi'ing electricity into use among the poorer classes,

it might be necessaiy to institute a system of free

wiring, an ari'angement binder which a consumer of

electricity paid for his wiring and fittings by instal-

ments, or paid a rental for them ; indeed, it is a

general opinion that corporations will in many
cases eventually meet the question of extending the

supply of electricity in some such manner. In many
towns the municipalities have delegated certain

powers to a .syndicate, the object of which is the

introduction of what is termed free wiring. The
modus operandi of this company has already been
alluded to in these columns, but it may be well to

repeat the main facts : In the event of a consumer
ac([uiring a supply of electricity, if he is not pre-

pared to go to the initial expense of having his

premises wii'ed and fitted up, arrangements could
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be made by whicli his bouse would be equipped

witb all necessary wiring, and in return be could

pay a sligbtly increased price on the average charge

for electricity ; that is to say, if the local pi'ice per

unit was 6d., he would probably be asked to pay 7d.

per unit, and the extra Id. obtained by this means

would be handed over to the syndicate. Such a

system has been adopted in Wallasey, Nottiug Hill

and many other places, and, as far as one can judge

by the results, the principle seems to be a very suc-

cessful one. Therefore, so far as wiring and kindi-ed

work is concerned, it is sincerely to be hoped that

ooi-porations will not have their hands tied, but that

they may be free to make any arrangements they

think necessary in their own district. There are

rare instances, however, where municipalities have

undertaken wiring outside their own district, which

is a reprehensible system and cannot be upheld on

any ground, because in such a case the corporation

are clearly going outside their district to can-y on

trading operations, and no charter or local govern-

ment Act can possibly give any such powers, and we

may take it that if those instances we have alluded

to are repeated it is more than likely that the Local

Government Board will have something to say on

the subiect.
# * #

Once more our attention has been
More drawn to an official appointment

Appointments, accompanied by some remarkable

features, and once more we deem it

to be our melancholy duty to give some publicity to

the matter. Buckley (Flintshire) Urban District

Council have recently invited applications for the

combined appointments of inspector of nuisances,

surveyor, and collector of rates. The salary is to be

a grand total of £100, being £60 as inspector, £20
as surveyor, and £20 as collector. In addition to the

separate duties attached to the three diiferent offices,

there were certain general conditions in connection

with the appointment which, when we remember the

phenomenal salary, deseive the prominence imparted

by different type, as follows :

—

The person appointed will be reqnired to reside within the

district, to devote the whole of his time to the duties of the

varions offices, to enter into an agreement with the council

that he will not resign any one of the three ofBces at a time,

but will hold all thi-ee concurrently, and to give such secnrity

as the council may require up to £500.

The duties of the successful candidate as inspector

are duly detailed, but with these we ai-e not directly

concerned. As surveyor, however, " he will be re-

quired to examine plans, specifications, survey .nnd

report thereon, to act as inspector of roads, to super-

vise and direct the council's workmen." Finally, "he
will be required to keep all books and accounts pre-

scribed by theoi'ders of the Local Govej-nment Board."

Needless to say, canvassing was strictly prohibited,

and we sincerely hope that the tempting salary did

not induce any weaker vessel to disregard the pro-

hibition. Those who cb-ew up the advertisement

carefullj- refrained from giving any information as

to area, population and rateable value, and, as the

district is a newly-constituted one, the particulars

ai'e not yet to be found in the usual works of refer-

ence. It can safely be said, however, that the area,

population and rateable value would justify a more
liberal treatment of an official whose responsibilities

are so gi>eat, and wliose work demands both skill

and experience. The Local Government Board con-

tribute £30, half the salary as inspector, so that all

the ratepayers are out of pocket is £70. It is simply
brain-sweating of a peculiarly aggravated kind. In-

formation has also reached us as to the peculiai'

method adopted by a Yorkshire urban district

council in filling up the combined office of surveyor

of highways, inspector of nuisances, and rate col-

lector. In spite of the fact that the candidates

included several properly-trained, qualified and
experienced men, this council—the Masham Urban
District Council it was—actually appointed a farmer,

who, we imderstand, is a relative of one of the

councillors and is on terms of personal friendship

with the majority. In our last issue we inserted a

paragraph to the effect that an urban district council

in the Isle of Wight had received about eighty ap-

plications for the appointment of siu'veyor, the

salaries suggested by the candidates themselves

varying from £100 to £250. The task of selection,

however, was marvellously facilitated by the simple

expedient of deciding to eliminate from the list all

who estimated their professional worth at more than

£150 a year. This is one of those occasions when
we feel tempted to take refuge behind a venerable

joiirnalistic device, and say that comment is needless.

After all, it is.

A Report
on

Lancaster.

Last year Dl-. 1'heodore Thomson
was instructed by the Local Gov-
ernment Board to investigate an
epidemic which had bi-oken out in

the borougli of Lancaster. It was not typhoid,

small-pox or diphtheria, but the more prosaic

disease of measles, which is practically confined to

the juvenile members of the community, and has

not the direct relation with sanitary conditions

which is often traced in cotmection with other

epidemics. Some interesting facts, however, in

connection with the town are embodied in the

report. At the censiis of 1891 the borough had
a population of 31,038 persons, occupying 5,483

houses ; but at the middle of last year the popula-

tion was estimated to have risen to 38,228. The
borough covers an area of 1,577 acres, and has a

rateable value of £139,368. The town is described

as consisting of an older portion, which lies around

and at the base of the eminence on which Lancaster

Castle stands, and of a newer portion, spreading

from the older on all sides, but extending more
especially in a southerly direction. The older

portion of the town, says the inspector, shows not a

few instances of houses huddled together in a

fashion depriving them of proper light and air

space, while the back streets and yards are often

indifferently paved and less clean than is desirable.

In the newer parts of the town, on tlie other hand,

the above conditions—air space, light, paving and
cleanliness—are distinctly superior to those in the

older parts of the town. Working-class houses in

newer Lancaster have usually two rooms and a
scullery on the ground floor ; in older Lancaster
accommodation in houses of this class is scantier.

The prevailing system of excrement disposal is by
water cairiage, the town being sewered throughout.
House refuse is stored in brick ashpits, and is

removed periodically by the town council as the

sanitary authority. There is a public water supply,

derived from the millstone grit of Wye Pell, some
9 miles from Lancaster. The epidemic, we need
scarcely say, was largely due to facilitie.s for the

spread of infection from one person to another.

. The facts of the recent epidemic
From Maidstone

^^ typhoid at Maidstone, and the

Philadelphia, lessons to be drawn from it, are evi-

dently being carefully studied in

certain quarters in America. A medical contempo-
rary in the United Statesj after giving the chief facts

as to the pollution of the water supply and the re-

missness of the authorities, goes on to say that such
authorities are not unknown in America, and are in

no place better known than in Philadelphia. The
board of health rejjorts, we are further informed,

have long been notorious for the large ratio of

deaths from typhoid fever—from 400 to 800 annu-
ally—representing from 4,000 to 8,000 cases. It is

estimated—probably with good cause—that the

enormoiis tax of this sickness and death i-ate during
the last twelve or twenty years has cost the city

more than tenfold the amount it would cost to purify

the present water supplj' by filtration—assuming
that that would be less costly and more easily

practicable than the prevention of the pollution

would be—or to provide, a new som-ce of supply alto-
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gether free from pollution. At n lecent meetiug in

Pliiladelpliia several medical men attended to en-

force tlie necessity for action. One referi-ed to the

experience of various cities in tlie purification of the

water supply. Lawrence, Mass., reduced its rate of

typhoid 59 per cent, in twelve months by the intro-

duction of a filter plant; wliile in Vienna, where
river water was used, the introduction of pure water

reduced the typhoid rate from 13 to 2 deatlis pei-

10,000 people. The city bacteriologist cited the death

i-ate fi'om typhoid fever in ten cities in Europe
having filtered water as 8-6 per 100,000; while in

fourteen cities in the United States—namel}', Phila-

delphia, Atlanta, Grand Rapids, Cincinnati, Albany,

Troy, Jersey City, Pittsburg, Lowell, Camden, Louis-

ville, Washington, Ale.xandi'ia and Cairo—receiving

a polluted supply, the rates are between 3ii in Phila-

delphia and ovei- 100 in Cairo, with an average of

46 pev 100,000 for the fourteen cities.

The Manchester Corporation

—

Problem. scheme for the construction of a

culvert, at an estimated cost of

£258,(300, to convey the efHuent from the corpora-

tion sewage works at Davyhnhiie to a point in the

Mersey estuary about 20 miles from the city rejected

on a poll of the latepayers in Octobei' last—set

about the task of providing an alternative scheme
without delay. The Rivers Committee of the city

council appointed in November a sub-effluent com-
mittee to make exhaustive inquiries as to the treat-

ment of sewage in various towns in the kingdom,
and have now, we gather from a Manchester con-

temporary, draw n up a valuable report on the sub-

ject. As a result of these inquiries the committee
have, it is stated, given prominence to what is known
as the ''biological system," and have recommended
its adoption in Manchester. The conclusions of the

committee, we imderatand, are ths^t no practical

system of precipitation by chemicals alone has been

laid before them which would meet the requirements

of the Mersey and Irwell Joint Committee, and that

the most practical system for adoption is that of the

biological filter oi- bacteria beds similar to those at

work at Sutton and Barking. With the view of carry-

ing out the scheme, the city surveyor has been in-

structed to prepare plans for the laying-out of 4 acres

of bacteria beds on the corporation sewage estate at

Davyhulme. This area vvill allow of the erection of

twenty-six beds, and it is estimated that 1,000,000

gallons can be tieated to every acre of land. The
average daily quantity of sewage dealt with at

Davyhulme is 20,000,000 gallons. The estimated

cost of the filters will amount on one authority to

about £50,000 at the most, but to cover any possible

nnder-estimation the sub-committee recommend that

£60,000 be borrowed. The scheme, if proceeded

with, will be watched with considerable interest.

It has yet, we understand, to be submitted to the

city council for final adoption, but appears to find

considerable favour in the eyes of the members of

the council.

It is interesting to be able to
Municipalities quote some recentl^'-expressed

riof'r opinions of municipalities on the

Tramways. subject of electiic ti'amways. The
expression of opinion has arisen in

reply to inquiries made by Mr. J. Clifton Robinson,

the manager of the London United Tramways, who
is anxious to introduce electric traction on the com-

pany's lines, and, in order to fortify himself with
arguments to In'ing before the various local author-

ities thi'ough whose districts the lines pass, he has

sought information from town clerks in places where
the overhead wire system has been adopted, and
their replies are distinctly interesfing. The specific

inquiry of Mr. Robinson was whether the introduc-

tion of the overhead trolley electric tramways de-

preciated the value of j)roperty and lowered the

character of districts through which the cars run.

The town clerk of Coventry said that in the case of

Coventry " the streets thi'ough which tramways
ran were among the most progressive in the city."

The town clerk of Dublin, in which place the

electi'io ti'amway system has been working for some
two or three years, replies that " the overhead

trolley traction has increased the value of property

along the electric line, and experience says that this

form of traction is more advantageous to the public

on scientific, sanitary and economic grounds."' The
town clerk of Wednesbury says that " no deprecia-

tion of property has followed the introduction of

the overhead system there, and, moreover, not one

accident has happened since its introduction some
five years ago." Such opinions as these, which have
lieen selected from sevei'al, are sufficient to show
that the disadvantages that are said to follow in the

wake of electric tramways aie very much overstated.

The story of neglected and pol-

also'"^
luted water supplies is confined to

in tlie List. "" o"^ hemisphere, continent or

quarter of the globe. Instances

come indiscriminately from Em'ope, Asia, Africa,

America, and now Australasia, for Melbourne must
also be included. A medical authority of that city,

in reporting on the water supply of Melbourne and
other places in Victoria, describes that of the capital

city as being in a dangerous and filthy condition. The
water is obtainedby the surface drainage ofcatchment
areas, and is not subjected to filtration before being

supplied to consumers. We read that the deposit

in the reservoirs consists of " black bubbling tilth

some feet in thickness," which contains the decom-

posing bodies of beetles, snakes, rabbits, &c. The
writer of the repoi't was often "unable to stand

within many yards of the disgustingly offensive filth

issuing from the water mains when subjected to the

process of cleaning," and that eels and other fish

are often arrested and putrefy in the pipes. The
mains are laid in close pi'oximity to the street guttei'S,

so that when the fire-plugs are opened liquid filth is

chawn in. Nearly eveiywhere he found the water

pipes in direct connection with closet basins, urinals

and stable drains in such a way that if the pressure

in the pipes is reduced there is great danger of foul

gases, and even liquid sewage, being sucked in. For

years past typhoid fever and diphtheria have been

exceedingly prevalent, and under the cii-cumstances

it is not to be wondered at. For years past efforts

have been made to persuade the authorities to remedy
the state of atfaii-s, but without avail.

Ill another column will be found

ines for East '"' advertisement inviting designs

Ham. ^°^' pnblic buildings for East Ham.
Acting upon the advice of the

engineer and surveyor, Mr. W. H. Savage, the

council have secured the freehold of 5^ acres of

land in the centre of the district, upon which they

propose to erect all the public buildings enumerated
in the advertisement, at a cost of £55,000. There
will then be room foi' a tramway depot, dwellings,

and for the enlargement of any particular section of

the buildings. In a new and rapidly-growing

district it is certainly <a wise policy to secure a large

site while it is available, although the investment

may on supeificial examination seem to be extrava-

gant. In the case of East Ham the price paid was
£5,000, but we are assured that the site is worth at

least £7,000, and was only acquired at the price

named with considerable difficulty and by the exer-

cise of some personal influence. It is a significant

illustration of the ra]>id appreciation of ground
values in the outlying districts of London that a few

years ago the land in question would have been

considered dear at £200 an acre.
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House Drainage: Its Inspection and Testing.

I.—DRAINAGE INSPECTION.

By R. JENKINS, M.S. A., p.A.s.i.

Testing, so generally insisted on by all authorities on liouse

drainage, must not be solely relied on, the fact of a drain

standing the water or other test by no means proving that it

is perfect. It is necessary, apart from testing, that the sur-

veyor, with his knowledge of construction and of hydro-

mechanics, should thoroughly examine the drain as to its

foundation, its materials, its design, and its workmanship.

General Planning.—The drain sliould bo laid in straight

lines, from point to point, with means of access for roddiiig

provided at least at each change of direction, and, better still,

at eacli branch connection. In unimportant work "stop

ends " (see Fig. 1) may be tolerated to some extent as the

Fig. 1.

means of access, but inspection chambers are certainly pre-

ferable and often cheaper to the owner in the long run. That

the drain is of sufiBcient size, and laid to a regular .and ample

fall, must also be ascertained ;
particular attention being

paid to the inspection of the drain where tunnelled for, as in

passing through headings drains have sometimes an unac-

countable way of losing both their direction and regular fall.

The pipes themselves should be of stoneware, truly round,

perfectly straight, and with sockets at least 2 in. deep.

Foundation.— It must be clearly remembered that a drain

needs a sound foundation as much as a wall. It it does not

get it the chances are that it will settle, crack, and become de-

fective. It is necessary, then, to see that the whole length of

the drain is well bedded, and that the pipes do not boar only

from socket to socket. Whether concrete is used or not, the

drain must not pass over "made ground" without proper

precautions being taken—a glance at the sides of the cutting

will show if it is supported by virgin soil or not. One of the

most frequent drain defects is the settlement of yardtraps

and water-closet apparatus. In the case of a yardtrap,

generally through faulty paving, water often washes away

the supporting soil, the trap sinks, and the nearest joints

crack or a pipe snaps. AVitli a water-closet apparatus the

same result occurs where it is set on brickwork which has

perhaps an insufficient foundation, the settlement in this

latter case originating from water escaping tlirough a de-

fective flushing pipe connection, or being thrown over the

edge of the pan when emptying slops. For tliese reasons the

setting to yardtraps and water-closet apparatus must be

especially good and brought up from a solid bottom.

Inspection Chambers.—Great attention must be paid to

the inspection chambers, as when improperly formed they

often mar an otherwise good system of drainage. One of

their principal uses is to afford means for clearing the drain

should it become choked ; and as drains are cleared by screw-

socketed bamboo rods, which are screwed together in 3-fi.

lengths in the inspection chamber, it is evident that tl e

cha^mber should be not less than 3 ft. square. The walls should

be built with non-absorbent bricks laid in cement mortar;

and the cover should be a single stone cemented down, or^

much better, a cast-iron air-tight cover. No doubt, however,

the bottom of the inspection chamber is of the most import-

ance. Should it be formed with Winser's or other special

invert channels, little is to be feared. When, however, cement

inverts are allowed great supervision is needed. To take an

every-day example, as shown in Fig. 2, first ascertain if there

be sufficient fall from B to C, say. 3 in. ; and that the main

channels, AC and BC, are smoothly-faced U-shaped in cross

sections, and not on the contrary square. See also that the

curves of the invert on plan are geometrically true, other-

wise they will impede the flow of sewage. Then insist on

the point; X being kept at the same height as Y, right out

to the point, or the sewage coming down B will jump across

Fig. 3.

X and discharge up A. It is not unusual with flat gradients,

and the point X very low, or entirely omitted, to see the

contents of the drain oscillate between A and B, lose its

momentum, and deposit the solids, the liquid portion finally

draining off down C to the sewer, this, of course, entailing

stoppage before long. The surfaces X, Y and Z should not

be sloped more than about 1 in. to 1 ft., or they will not afford

a convenient foothold. A cross section through an inspec-

tion chamber invert, say, on the line SS, supposing the drain

is to be t) in. diameter, should be as shown in Fig. 3. The
U-shaped invert is in this case shown as being produced by
bedding a blue brick on each side of a half pipe. The
reason for the U-shape being insisted on is to prevent

any possibility of solids being thrown up on to the

dishings X, Y and Z (by the momentum of the sewage),

and there putrefying and giving off offensive gases. In

the case of side inlets into an inspection chamber, see that

the same principles are carried out of directing the sewage in

Fig. 4.

the same direction as the flow of the main drain, and keeping

the point X sufficiently high (Fig. 4). The invert of the

drain C must not, however, be at tlie same level as that of

AB, or the sewage will be found in passing from A to B to

eddy round into C, acting detrimentally to the velocity. A
section through AB on Fig. 4 .should bo as shown in Fig. 5.

It is not an unheard of thing, with a cement bottom to an

inspection chamber, to find the invert at the lower end level

vrith the bottom of the socket of a pipe (see X in Fig. 5).

The evils of a jump, thus formed, are too apparent to need

pointing out.

Details.— Besides the inspection chamber there are other

details to be carefully noted. The " Eye," which forms the

connection between the drain and the main sewer, must have

been " cut in " carefully, if a pipe sewer, to point in i he direc-

tion of the flow. It should not be cut into the lower part of
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he sewer, or it will lie constantly full of sewage, and thns

be liable to choke. The interception trap must be put in level

or it will untrap itself, hocominfj thus abortive; aud an

inspection chamber should be contiguona, so that the trap

may be easy of access in case of need. Should, however,

from motives of economy or otherwise, an inspection chamber
not be so provided, the fresh-air inlet should come
straight up from the trap, so that it may be "plunged"

generally, within a very few months, remove the most vulner-

able part of the joint—the bottom. Or, failing that, the first

time the drain is choked the hydrostatic pres=;ure of the

water, "backed up" by the c.hokage, will without doubt blow
the clay out of the pipe sockets, leaving the sockets empty,
the result being iu either case that sewage is allowed to

leak out at every socket and permeate the subsoil. To

clMJ2-

Fici. 5.

in case of stoppage. A further advantage of having the air

inlet perfectly upright when there is no inspection chamber
is that, when so, hard substances can be removed by means
of special iron tongs made for the purpose. That a fresh-air

inlet with suitable top really is provided is, of course, another
detail needing attention ; and equally so that a ventilation
shaft is fixed at the upper end of the drain, going well above

C~]

T Junction. Y Junction.

Fig. 6.

the eaves and dormer windows to act as an outlet. All

junctions, when allowed, must be Y, not T, junctions (.see

Fig. 6), for reasons that will be inferred from the remarks on
inspection chambers.

A, bross S0ckef7ctmtnrj«nK to

B. lead 4oii pipt soidcr.dr:

SockfrAllVfcrruleC.

run andcaulkej bcCwccn iT'l^cosr'ir
D. cosr.ron 50.I pipe

j

Fig. 7.

prevent this Portland cement is the now generally recog-
nised medium for drain pipe jointing. True, it gives a
rigid drain, but if laid on a sound foundation (which
surely any practical man should be able to devise) this

is no detriment. Remember, when inspecting joints, that

Fig. 8.

a good workman always gives himself sufficient room to finish

off the underside of a joint with a pointing trowel as neatly
as the top (see Figs. 8 and 9), and from whether this has, or
has not, been done a fair estimate of the care with which the
drain has been laid can generally be made. Care, however,
must be taken to see that each joint has been carefully raked
out, so that no cement projects into the interior of the pipe to

cause obstruction. This can only be ascertained with

Joints.—As in isolated cases there are still found persons
who believe in clay joints, a few words on the matter will

perhaps here not be out of place. If the joints are made with
clay, the practical experience of those who have to super-
intend the opening np of old drains shows that worms will

certainty by looking through the drain fioni one iu.-.pectio-.i

chamber to the next ; or, with less precLsion, by having a stiff

plunger of the size of the drain passed through it, by means
of the rods, and noting any obstruction met with. Whether
the cement is of a regular width all round the joint should
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also be noted, as it is an indication of the trueness of the
invert of the drain. If any joint is of less width at the

bottom than at the top, it may be fairly inferred that the
inverts of the eontiguons pipes are not truly in line, and that

sewage will have to jump up from one pipe to the other, re-

tarding the velocity of the flow, if not nltimately resulting in

worse evils. The joints to cast-iron soil pipes should be rnn
and canlked with lead ; the corollary to which is that tli»

pipes must be of sufficient thickness to withstand the strain

of caulking. A brass ferrule should be soldered to the ends
of lead pipes where desired to connect thoni with either iron

or stoneware. The joint is then made between the brass fer-

rule and the socket of the iron or stoneware ]iipe with leader
cement respectively. I'erhaps the joint which is most imjiDrt-

ant is that between an upstair water-closet apparatus and
the soil pipe. This is well done where a brass socket is

soldered to either a lead soil pipe, or a short lead connection
leading to a east-iron soil pipe (see Fig. 7). The socket thus
added is so arranged, by shortening or lengthening the lead
pipe, as to just fit over the outlet to the water-closet ap-
paratus ; a cement or, if preferred a sulphur, joint then being
made in the usual way. Unfortunately, a cheap and reliable

joint has not yet been devised for use where a cement one
is impracticable, red lead and oakum being unsatisfactory. In
any case this joint should be made bo as to be always in

sight, and not cased in.

Fittings.—The main pi-inciple to be observed in inspecting
the fittings is, that only in unavoidable cases should the drain
come within doors. This, it is generally conceded, is tanta-
mount to allowing only water-closets and housemaid's sinks
to be connected directly to the drain. Baths, sinks, lava-
tories, stone-paved sculleries, &c., should have a waste pipe
or open gutter brought through the wall and arranged to
discharge into a yardtraj) fixed in the open air, outside the
building. Down each water-closet may be thrown a large
bucket of water, the momentum of which should not untrap
the apparatus. Sliould it do so, it is of an undesirable patteiii.

See that no water-closet is double trapped, or syphonic action
is likely to take place, resulting in the upper of the two traps
becoming unsealed. A similar evil will result if the soil pipe
be not carried on up as a ventilator; and, even if this has
been d(me, the same thing may occur if there are a series of

water-closets connected all on to one soil pipe, unless anti-

syphonage pipes are fi.xed to each apparatus.

RIVER POLLUTION IN CHESHIRE.

The Dukinfield Urban District Council have been summoned
before the Hyde county magistrate by the Mersey and Irwell
Joint Committee for polluting a tributary stream of the river
Tame on January 21st. Mr. Wilson, who prosecuted, said
the offences were being committed at the present time.
Large quantities of polluting matter had been thrown into
the river after the council had been warned. Inspector
Morrison Tatton, the committee's chief engineer, and Dr.
Edward Sargeant, medical officer of he.alth to the Lancashire
County Council, gave corroborative evidence. Mr. Wilson
said the offence was one of the worst they had to deal with.
Mr. Garforth, for the defence, said the committee had
threatened to take High Court proceedings against the coun-
cil, unless in two months they did something with the whole
of their sewage, and while that was pending they thought
this one offence should not have been grabbed at. They had
partly remedied the cause of offence by the erection of a

wall, and the offence would not have occurred if the outfall

works had been completed. Alderman Beeley, the presiding
magistrate, said that towns like Dakinfield, which had spent
most money on sewage treatment, were prosecuted oftenest,
whilst others, like Ashton, Stalybridge and Mossley, which
did nothing, got off scot free. However, the bench would
insist on a strict understanding that the tipping complained
of should cease. A fine of £5 and costs was inflicted, and an
order made to abstain forthwith from committing the offence,
three months being allowed for carrying out the necessary
works.

LIGHT RAILWAYS FOR LONDON.

f)n Saturday, Mr. Fitzgerald and Colonel Boughley, on
behalf of the Light Railway Commissioners, concluded the
inquiry respecting the scheme of the Hendon and Finchley
Districts Light Railways Company to connect Finchley and
Hendon with Ilampstead by means of a " light railway "

—

otherwise an electrical tramway—along the Finchley-road,
starting from Can field-gardens. South Hampstead, near three
railway stations. The scheme was strongly opposed by the
Hampstead Vestrj-, an opposition committee of Hampstead
residents, the London County Council, the Finchley Urban
District Council, &c., but was supported by the Hendon
Urban District Council. All the parties were rejiresented
by counsel, and numerous witnesses were called. The pro-
moters were Mr. J. T. Firbauk, m.p., and Mr. Murphy, and
the engineers. Sir Douglas Fox and Mr. Wragg. In the re-

sult, the commissioners said that the necessity for the "light
railway" had not been proveil, and they therefore declined to
grant an order for its construction.

CITY OF CANTERBURY.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES HOSPITAL.
This building, the block plan and bird's-eye view of which

we illustrate in a special supplement, has just been erected
by the Corporation of the City of Canterbury on a most
eligible and suitable site, well elevated and thoroughly
isolated, about IJ miles from the centre of the city. The
area enclosed with the fence is 3 acres, purchased from Earl
Cowper, at a cost of £350.
The corporation have had the provision of this essential

sanitary defence before them for a considerable number of

ye.ai'S. Difficulties, in the shape of finding suitable site and
ojiposition to the needful expenditure, which for some time
prevailed, combined to cause delay which, however, has only
resulted in the city now having an infectious diseases hospital

quite up to date, if not abreast of the times.

The hospital has been erected upon the most approved
principles of infections diseases hosjiit.al construction, from
plans by the city surveyor (Mi'. A. H. Campbell). Whilst
carefully observing the customary requirements of the Local

Government Board, and adhering to their code of suggestions,

the buildings as designed by the city surveyor embody several

unique features adding to the comfort of occupation and to

the general amenity of the design. These points are in the

disposition of the several blocks of buildings, which are suit-

ably arranged in quadrangular form, with grass la^\'n in

centre .and carriage-drive around. This disposition of the

ward blocks, whilst imparting a pleasant appearance, effects

good isolation between each of the blocks; centralises the

administration block in relation to the surrounding buildings,

and places each block under complete sight and surveillance

of the resident staff. It also affords the best and readiest

means of separating the patients suffering from the different

zymotic diseases and under treatment in the separate build-

ings.

The buildings are arranged so as to obtain the maximum
of sunshine, and comprise— (o) scarlet fever block, twelve

beds; (b) typhoid block, six beds; (f) isolation block, two
beds; ((?) administration block, seven beds—total, twenty-
seven beds for adult patients; (e) discharging block, com-
prising undressing-room, bath-room and redressing-room ; {/)
married porter's lodge

; (g) offices block, comprising laundry,

wash-house, incinerator chamber, ambulance and mortuary, lic.

The buildings are constructed of brick walling, and tiled
;

local bricks, relieved by white Ruabon brick bands, and stone

window sills; and all covered in by Kentish tile. The walls

are built hollow throughout, and are plastered internally with
Keene's cement on Portland base for the wards, and ada-

mant cement plaster for halls and lavatory wings. The walls

are furnished with "Duresco" distemper, and have a
number of beautiful fresco designs, executed directly

upon the plaster by students from the Sydney Cooper
School of Art, Canterbury. The floors are all laid

solid, those of the wards being in polished pitch pine
blocks (Ebner's patent hydrofuga system of wood-block
flooring), and the verandahs and halls in mosaic. All

angles, vertical and horizontal, of the ward blocks are

well rounded off to prevent the accumulation of dust, and
this circular idea is carried out in the doors, windows and
internal facings of wards. The wards are heated and venti-

lated by Shorland, of Manchester, to special designs of the

architect, all inflowing air being warmed before admission
to the wards. The windows are designed on the double-sash

principle, with special deep ventilating sills, and fanlights

opening backwards, hopper shape, on glazed frames ; the

fittings for the last named being by the N.A.P, Window Com-
pany's patent. Attached to each ward, and yet separated
from it by cross ventilated air passages, is the lavatory, bath
and water-closet accommodation. The lavatories are of

glazed enamelled ware, to prevent breakage. The baths are

to special design of tinned copper, enamelled, mounted on
wheels, and made by Ewart & Co., London ; the water-closets

are of the "Century" wash-down description by Jennings.

Hot-water supply is laid on through the different lavatories.

The drainage from each block is kept distinct, and is rnn into

covered tanks all properly tapped and ventilated. Each of

the ward blocks are in telephonic communication with the

administration block, and this in turn with the telephonic ex-

change in the city. The town water supply is laid on through-

out, and the buildings are at present lit by oil lamps, which,

however, it is intended shortly to displace by the electric

light, at present being installed in the city by the corporation.

The hospital has now been in actual work for four months,
and has been found to answer admirably to the daily de-

mands upon such an institution.

The contractors in chief were Messrs. George H. Deaue &
Sons, builders, of Deal, whose excellent workmanship is re-

flected thronghout the whole work. The clerk of works was
Mr. Healey Dore, formerly o'f Tannvorth. The furnishings

were by Messrs. Court Brothers, of Canterbury, .\tthe public

opening of the buildings satisfaction was expressed by the

mayor and chairman of the committee and otliors with the

thoroughness of the work and the suitability of the design.

The total cost, inclusive of site, furnishings and fencing in,

is just under £8,500. Canterbury is to be congratulated on
this latest and most useful sanitary e(|uipment.
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The Ventilation of Sewers.
THE PROBLEM IN BECKENHAM : ENGINEER'S REPORT.— 11.

In dealing with "sower air as a cause of specific disease
"

Mr. Angell quoted the following passage also from Sir. J.

Harry Laws :

—
" Laboratory experinionts pi'ove that altliongh an attein|it

a( growth may occnr ilnrins the first twenty-four hours, the

typhoid bacillus gradually but surely dies out in sewage, an<i

is quite incapable of active gruwtli therein .... But this

degree of resistance may be .<afhcient to allow for their beinp;

carried in sewage to renioie distances, and of their being able

to produce disastrous results ^hoiddtheij give acceni' In any iciiler

,v»pp/;/. As our knowledge accumulates it becomes more and
moreevidentthat the water supply, and, as an incident.'xl result,

oar milk supply, constitutes the chief channels of infection by
which typhoid fever is communicated, and this is true of cholera,

.and possi'^ly also of other infections diseases That
sewage pollution may give up germs to subsoil air is possible,

hut that (lie air of 6eu-era should plaij any part in the con-

veyance of typhoid ferer appears to its, as the result of our

investigations^ in the liigltest degree unlikely."

Proceeding to make further reference to various views on
the subject, Mr. Angell points out that Mr. Laws considers

the hypothesis that sewer air is capable of disseminating the

morbificgermsof disease wu.s- proved beyond all reasonable doubt
to bean erroneous one. Prof. Klein, speaking of the vitality of

the typhoid bacillus in sewage, is of opinion that "the
bacillus of typhoid fever shows considerably less vitality

and soon diminishes in number till it absolutely dis-

appears, long before the nutritive material is exhausted."
The same authority also considers that typhoid fever

may be regarded as a specific disease derived from ante-

cedent cases, and not, as has been suggested on bacterio-

logical evidence alone, as cipable of originating de novo.'

Mr. Angell then goes on to say that these views, which
are supported by other distinguished medical experts, are

opposed to those generally accepted, in opposition fu this

scientific testimony being a mass of circumstantial evidence
as to tho spreading of fever by sewer air, which at least sug-

gested the desirability of relaxing no previous preventive
measures. These considerations are evidently recognised by
Mr. J, Parry Laws himself, for he remarks :

" Although one
is led irresistibly to the conclusion that tho organisms found
in sewer air probably do not constitute any source of danger,
it is impossible to ignore the evidence, though it be only cir-

cumstantial, that sewer air in some instances has had some
casual relations to zymotic diseases. It is (|uite conceivable,

that although at present no evidence is forthcoming that tho

danger of sewer air causing disease is an indirect one, it may
contain some highly poisonons chemical substance
producing, in conjunction with the large excess of carbonic
acid, a profound effect upon general vitality."

In concluding this section of his subject, Mr. Angell says
that these reports mark the first serious attempt to deal
Bcieutifically with the subject, and that conclusions of so

valuable and precise a character should somewhat reassure
those who imagine every unpleasant whiff from a sewer to be
fraught with more than possibilities of typhoid fever, &c.

FORCES AFFECTING VENTILATIOX.

On this subject Mr. Angell has the following interesting

remarks :

—

" The most important factors determining efficient ventila-

tion are (1) quantity of air required, (2) thoroughness of

circulation, (.S) position and proportionate area of inlets and
outlets, and suitability of construction. Having reg.ard, on
the one hand, to the comple.v conditions of a sewerage system
— ii';., the ramifications of miles of sewers of various sizes and
shapes, multitudinous house connections, variation of tem-
perature due to influx of heated water, specific gravity of the
gases, for the most part heavier than the external atmosphere

—

and, on the other hand, to the variability of the natural venti-

lating agencies at work, tho whole question of sewer ventila-

tion is by no means simple of solution. Present methods are,

it must be admitted, of an empirical character, neither the
requisite frequency of air renewals, or the precise mode of
effecting such changes, having received scientific solution.

"In sewer, as in all ventilation, simplicity of arrangement
should beaimed at, mechanical agencies being discountenanced
as being for the most part uncertain, expensive and liable to

get out of order. Natural, rather than mechanical, motive
forces should, therefore, be tho agencies employed. These
are (1) wind, (u) by direct impact in openings, (h) by in-

direct action in blowing across openings; (2) vaiiation of
barometrical pressure (and consequent variation in amonnt
of offen>ive gases retained in the sewer air)

; (3) variation of
internal and external temperature; (4) specific gravity of
gases, also variation of pressure of internal atmosphere caused
by ebb and flow of sewage, ikc; (o) air currents induced by
flow of sewage. Of these forces the most powerful is the
wind, so powerful, indeed, that objections (referred to more
particularly hereafter) are raised by the advocatt?s of 'vent,'
as opposed to ventilation, to its being permitted free and un-
controlled play in connection with sewers."

VARIOfS .STSTE.MS OF SEWKR VF.NTIf.ATlON.

Mr. Angell then proceeds to glance at the forms of sewer
ventilation adopted in various towns, in order to show how
limited is the choice of practicable and .available metliods.
" I'or many years,"' he says, " surf.aco ventilation has been
practically the method. Not only has ventilation by street

gratings received the highest and most influential support,

iis chief exponent, if not its aitual originator, being Sir K.

Rawlinson, i R., formerly chief engineering inspector of tin-

Local Oovernment Hoard, but its effectiveness, simplicity and
cheapness has recommended it to engineers generally. Thongh
not quite so universally in use as heretofore, this method is

still that most adopted. . . . This system of ventilation is not

altogether dissociated from nnisanco. The fault, apparently,

is that of excessive energy rather than ventilating inertness,

air cuiTenta of high velocity being generated and considerable

disturbance created in tho sewers during high winds, with the

result that their gaseous contents are forcibly ejected into

the streets, frequently resulting in nuisance. Nor is any
improvement effected by ventilation through street gullies in

lieu of centre manholes; except that these gully openings do
not subject the .sewer to the same violent action of wind, the

former system has the same merits and failings as the latter.

In addition, also, owing to the proximity of footways and
honses, the sewer gases more readily reach the nostrils of

pedestrians and residents. Although adopted at Derby,
Dundee, Hnddersfield, Leeds and elsewhere, the practice is

generally condemned as insanitary and a nuisance. The use

of street gullies for ventil.iting purposes is not, however,
possible at Beckenham, owing to their connection to the sur-

face water system, this being one, and not the least, of the

advantages of the separate system."

In regard to "vent" versus ventilation and the f'aiuk

system, Mr. Angell says :
" The advocates of ' vent,' as opposed

to ventilation, regard this energetic action set up by numerous
surface gratings as at once unnecessary and undesirable, urging
that sewers merely require sufficient ' breathing' capacity to

prevent undue internal pressure. Mr. Caink, city engineer of

Worcester, an exponent of this theory, holds that the less,

within limits, the air in the sewer is disturbed the better.

Admitting the necessity of free ingi-ess and egress of air to

compensate for and prevent undue pressure from differences

in level, temperature and volume of sewage, he considers

that strong currents should be avoided. More or less similar

views are held by Dr. Chart, medical officer of health,

Lowestoft. In order to check all such violent currents,

and prevent needless scouring and sweeping of the foul walls

of the sewer, Mr. Caink has invented a special manhole top,

containing porous plugs or 'germ arresters,' consisting of two
layers of cotton wool, .a receptacle for disinfectants being

also provided as an additional safeguard. The cou.struction

of these filters is simple, and such, it is stated, that whilst the

wool remains dry and efficient for a prolonged period, the

pressure of air in the sewer is so regulated as never to .ap-

preciably exceed that of the outer air. Whilst no alteration

is effected in the sewer gases, these, it is said, pass out lo

gradually and imperceptibly, and freed from germs by filtra-

tion, as to bo perfectly harmless. This method of ventilaticn

is in use, thongh on a comparatively small scale, at Worcester,

with the result that complaints of foul smells have ceased.

The co.st of each manhole casting (containing the entire

apparatus) is stated to be £8 at Worcester, and the cost of

maintenance and renewals »ii7."

Mr. Angell here remarks incidentally, that though the

system of ventilation by commnnicition of the sewerage
system with manufactory furnaces and flues is adopted in

many towns with more or less success, the absence of manu-
factory chimney shafts in Beckenham renders this system
impracticable there. Proceeding next to consider the ques-

tion of ventilation through the house drain, Mr. Angell re-

marks that it has been urged that as each house coniributes

its share of sewage, and so helps to create any nuisance, con-

sequently it should assist, by means of its soil, ventilating or

rain- water pipe, towards preventing such nuisance. Though
ho admits that this may be logical in principle, Mr. Angell

advances some serious objections which exist in practice, ex-

cept where effected as described further in the report. The
chief objection which he points out is that the interceptirg

trap and the direct commnnicatiou of the house drain and
sewer is necessarily involved, with the result that sewer
guses find a ready outlet into basements, bed and other roomr,

through defective drains and soil pipes, fittinus, &c. Where,
however, drains do not pass under houses (as in back drnin-

age, lie.) the objections hTc considered less serious. lo the

other objections Mr. Angeil does n^t consider it necesparv 'O

refer. The system prevails in thefollowingtowns : Lenunng-
ton, Lincoln, Liandndno, Ashion-uuder-Lynf, Carlisle, Dart-

mouth, Glossop, Munchester, Lancaster, Morpeth, Mossley,

and Wokingham. Reference is next made to the cremation of

sewer gases by means of the Kecling-Holman's sewer gas ex-

hausters, which take the form of a ventilating column con-

nected to the sewer, through which the sewer air is drawn
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and at tlie same time disinfected, by the action of a gas

turiiaco placed in the base of the cohTmn, the perms and

foul air being scliorched to harmlefsness. Tlion<i;h effec-

tive and of value under special circumstances, i\lr. Angell

does not consider that these lamps possess any advantage
commensurate with their cost over ordinary vertical columns
or shafts. The exhausters are said (o be in work in the

metropolis and in over a hundred pi'ovineial towns and dis-

tricts. The next method considered is the separation of the

high and low level sewers. The disconnection of the high

from tlie low level sewers by ine;ins of flaps, vi'.lves, or

syphons, in order to prevent the ascent of sewer gases,

though frequently effected with advantage, should, Mr. Angell

considers, be adopted at Beckenham only with great caution,

the elimination of surface water and the ciimparatively large

])roportions of anlids to liquids rendering it advisable that no

itnpediment sh.all bo offered to the flow of sewage. Mr.

Angell then proceeds with the following remarks on disinfec-

tion and deodorisation :

—

" The object of disinfection ,and deodorisation is to prevent

the formation of deloteiious sewer gases, or, where formed, to

destroy them whilst confined witiiin the limits of the sewer,

and before noxious compounds and germs have been dis.semi-

nated in the external air. The disinfection of sewer gases by
charcoal placed in wire baskets or tr.iys fixed in tlie manhole
shafts hag, nntil comparatively recently, been popular.

Though a capital absorbent and antiscjitic, and withal cheap,

the fact that its useful pro])erties are almost entirely

obliterated by moisture is now leading to its general disuse.

Gradually also, as the charcoal becomes damp, the various

pieces become more or less consolidattid, when, in lieu of dis-

infection being effected, ventil.Ttion is retarded. The man-
holes at Beckenham are rot adapted to its u.=e unless B.ald-

win Latham's patent spiral charcoal manhole tops be substi-

tnted for the manhole tops now in use.

'Occasionally also chemicals for the destruclion of the

dangerous and offensive characteriEtics of sewer air (as

distinct from sewage treatment) have been introduced into

tlie manholes by means of Sjiecial apparatus—chemicals such
as sulphurous ponder (the black ash waste of alkali works)
.and hydrochloric acid or pcrmanganrite of soda and .sulphuric

.acid (Reeve's proces.s). For isolated cases of smells the.se

methods are undoubtedly effective, but to thus treat the flitt-

ing smells from scores of manholes would prove dlflicult as

well as undesirable on grounds of finance and of health, the

effect of releasing so laige a quantity of powerful chemical
fumes being doubtless deleterious. IJeodori/.ation and disin-

fection of sewage whilst ^/?o(rij((; in the seicer^ on a sufficiently

large scale to delay decomposition has been frequently

attempted. Permanganate of soda and sulphuric acid in com-
bination have proved effective agents for the purpose, but
cost and difficulty of application to long lengths of sewers
constitute serious objections."

Electrical treatment is next taken up by Mr. Angell,

though this is confined to the " £Termit(! '' process, which was
the subject of a paper read by the city engineer of Ip.swich

before the British Association. Mr. Angell remarks that by
the electrolysis of sea water or in its absence ni.agnesium

chloride (artificial sea water), ,an antiseptic fluid said to be
more powerful than caibolic acid, is produced. This liquid

is allowed to enter the sewers at convenient points,

wiiili the result that deodorizati-jn is said to be instan-

taneous and complete. "The sysiciu," says Mr. Angell
in conclusion, ' is specially, though not exclusively, adapted
to seaside towns, and is, 1 believe, now in use at Worthing
and also at Ipswich, tho authorities of the latter town be-
lieving that a large saving will be effected in disinfectants,

and the necessity of further expenditure on ventilating columns
removed."
The system with which Mi-. Angell de.als at greatest length

is that by columns and shafts, lie says :

—

"The systcDi of ventilation by colnmns or shafts (as

partially adopted at Beckenham) appears to be, next to venti-

lation by surface openings, the most in vogue. Fiom returns re-

cently compiled by the Douglas Commissioners it appears that

of 202 towns, the sewers of seventy-one towns are ventilated

by surface grids, of serenty-six towns by surface grids com-
bined with vertical pipe.', and of twenty-nine by columns and
shafts, tha rem.aining twenty-six being either ventilated by
other systems or not ventilated at all. In almost every ease
where colnmns aroused the statement is made that the system
was satisfactory and th.at few or no complaints were received.

Mr. A. E. Collins, city engineer, Norwich, indeed, states that

these columns have proved quite as satisfactory as Keeling'a
destructors. Opponents exist to this special form of ventila-

tion, as, indeed, they do to every other form, it being held

by some that ventilation into the open air is fuudamentallj''

wrong, and that the discharge of hnr.dreds of such shafts
creates a poisonous upper atmosphere. In respect to Torquav,
however, where over 2,000 shafts are iixed to houses, it was
stated, at a recent meeting of the .-V^sociaticn of MnnJeipal
and County 'Engineer.^, that no case of en' eric fever or diph-
theria had occurred in any house to which a shaft was fixed,'

but that cases had occurred where there was no such shaft.
' The alleged general ventilating inertness of the system

is regarded by some as an objection, it being stated that,

owing to the little differei!C3 between the external and in-

fernal temperature of the sewers and to the cooling: of the
sewer air in passing up the Bha't's, the induced air currents

are but feeble and ineffective, except on the occasion of high
winds. Anemometer experiments certainly do indicate that
occasionally this is so. Mr. 'Walker, borough engineer of

Croydon, however, states that the velocities in tall ventilating

columns are very seldom found not registering there, and
Mr. E. (!. Mawbey, borough engineer, Leicester, states in

respect to the ide.a that the .atmosphere is sometimes stag-

nant for days together, that the slowest rate at which
atmospheric air usu.ally travels horizontally clear of house
tops in calmest weather is about 4 miles per hour, sometimes
1 mile, but rarely. The secretary of the meteorological office

states that 'the mean velocity, when reported calm, is. 3 miles
per hour, ranging from to .5 miles.' These average rates in

themselves are sufficient to induce considerable currents in

the shafts.
" While it is admitted that the induced air currents due to

difference of external and internal temperature are not so

strong as those duo to impact, Ac, of wind, such currents are

a decided factor in ventilation. During the greater part of

the year the sewer air is considerably the warmest, when the

shafts act as chimneys independently of wind. In any case,

liowever, the shafts serve as safety valves, I'elieving the

sewei's of undue pressure, and, if suitably placed, discharging
the gases without offence. So far from regarding the com-
pnrative feebleness of the air cm-rents induced in the shafts

as an objection, Dr. Francis W. Clarke, medical officer of

health, Lowestoft, writes that 'if we are to avoid outbreaks
of disease consequent on the cont.amination of our atmosphere
V)y the emanation from sewers, we must aim at comparative
stillness of the sewer air, and be content to provide small

outlets here and there, at high elevations, which shall act

solely as safety valves, giving exit to the sewer gas when the

internal pressure is greater thaii that of the atmosphere, and
ricr-verja, admitting air to the sewers when the internal

pressure becomes negative.'
" Whilst, doubtless, the substitution of shafts for snrface

gratings will result in increased foulness of the sewers and
internal smells, judgment being exercised in placing the

shafts, those gases will be diffused innocuously in the upper
atmosphere. Admitting, therefore, the greater effectiveness

of sniface gratings where not a nuisance, e.xperience leaches

that no danger is incurred by relying solely on the column or

shaft system of ventilation.
" Whilst, doubtless, the snb.stitution of shafts for surface

gratings will result in increased foulness of the sewers and
internal smells, judgment being exercised in placing the

shafts these gases will be diffused innocuously in the upper
atmosphere. Admitting, therefore, the greater effectiveness

of surface gratings where not .a nuisance, e.xperience teaches

that no danger is incurred by relying solely on the column
or shaft system of ventilation.

" Whilst modificatiouR of each class may exist, the pre-

ceding alternatives practically exhaust tho reasonably avail-

able systems of sewer ventilation. Briefly, it may be said

that none ap])ear to offer equal combined advantages in

respect to cost and efficiency, at the preaent time and under
existing local conditions, as ventilation by columns."

SHERBORNE SEWERAGE SCHEME.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.
On the 15th instant Mr. Walter A. Ducat, Local Govern-

ment Board inspector, held an inquiry into an application of

the Sherborne Urban District Council for sanction to borrow
£8,000 for works of sewerage and sewage disposal. Mr.
Thomas Farrall, the council's engineer, gave evidence as to

the new outfall and other sewers which are to be constructed.

The purification works are de.?igned on the latest and most
approved system. The sewage, on leaving the 2-ft. outfall

sewer, passes into screening and detritus chambers, tXen to

mixing chambers, and thence into two Candy circular pre-

cipitation tanks, 23 ft. in diameter by 13 ft. deep, fitted with
automatic sludge removal apparatus, and finally on to the
oxidising and aei-ating polarite filter-beds. The two precipi-

tation tanks have a capacity of 40,000 gallons each, and are

capable of eflSciently treating upwards of 400,000 gallons per
d.ay, and the four polarite filters, each of 136 square j'ards,

will eft'ectually purify 500,000 gallons per day. On account
of the small tank and filter-bed are.a required for the " Inter-

national " process the system is the most economical, it being
much cheaper than those methods which involve the nse of

very large areas of tanks and filters. The International
Company's constantly aerated polarite-beds may be described
as the highest form of biological filter, effecting rapid puri-
fication by Oxidising the organic matter, the results obtained
by the oxidation and aeration system of filtration (originated

.and successfully carried on by the International Company for

ma'ny years) being now generally attributed to the action of

bacteria.

Expanded Metal.—The Expanded Metal Company, Limited,
39, Upper Thames-street, London, E.G., have just received
an important order for a large quantity of expanded steel,

to be used in an extensive area of concrete warehouse
floors in Manchester, according to one of their patented de-
signs, a construction which, it is claimed, congtitues an im-
provement upon the Monier system.
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Comparative Reports of General Praotioe.
XXI.-SEWACE DISPOSAL : OSWESTRY REPORT. (5.)

5. Chemical Clarification' an'd Artificial Filters
CcontinucdJ.

Tjldeslcy.—The population of this district is about 10,000,

but only about 10,000 are served by the Bowago works. About,

twelve years a^o 133 statute acres of land were purchased
and laid out as a sew.age farm, at the cost of £15, .589, but the

results Latterly were not satisfactory to the Mersey and Irwell

Joint Committee. The urban district council, with a view to

improving the effluents, directed their surveyor, Mr. J. Brooke
Smith, to desiffu new works, which lie did, adoptin<; the magne-
tite system. This scheme was .approved of, loan obtained, and
the work carried out at the cost u(£Z,'i2\. The Fewage ^nvi^

into sm.all tanks, where the rongh solid matter settles, and
then on to the special precipitation tanks. The How works a
water-wheel to drive .a Keirby mi.ver, in which the precipi-

tant—aelite— is added at the rate of about 10 grains per
gallon, and at a cost of about £2 5a. per ton. After being
thoroughly mixed with the precipitant, the sewage is ad-

mitted to the precipitation tanks by means of an overflow
or distributing trough or channel the full width of the tank,
to ensure an eveti and steady flow without causing an excess
of current in any p.articular pl.acc. The precipitation tank is

divided laterally and with divisions of brickwork into forty-

eight small compartments, and the sewage, in a 8t,ate of pre-

cipitation, is caused to flow downwards in the first division.

The water off the sewage is carried .around by the higher
curves of the " inverted bottle-neck " into the upward flow of

the next division, whilst the solid particles, in a state of

floccidation, are mechanically aided by the downward im-

petus and gravitate into the quiescent portion of the lower
part of the bottle-neck. A channel is formed laterally at the
bottom of this neck, covered with tiles of a sjiecial shape, with
slot holes at the sides, and communicating at each side of the

tank with a slndga pipe outside the tank. The latter is con-

trolled by a hand valve with sight-box attached, in order to

determine when the sludge ceases to flow. l!y this means
the sludge can be drawn off while the tank is working, and
can be delivered at any height outsiile the tank up to within
18 in. of the top w.ater level, thus saving considerable expense
in the treatment of the sludge, by delivery at a height to dis-

pense, in many cases, with after-pum])ing of the sludge. By
the assistance of the downward flow it is stated that a much
better precipitation is obtained with .a small amount of chemi-
cal reagent. Prom the precipitation tanks the efHuent is

conveyed on to the filters, eight in number, measuring 38 ft.

by 24ft. by 5 ft. 3 in. The filters are constructed as follows:

Tyltieslky Tank.s (Magnetite Process).

On the floor of the filter a false bottom is constructed of salt-

glazed perforated tiles, resting on brickbats, the joints of the

tiles being filled with cement. On tho tiles is a layer of

coarse " m.agnetite" (Vin. to 1 in.) 3 In. thick, above this is a

3-in. layer of medium " magnetite " {\ in. to I in.), and over
this a layer of fine "magnetite" (Aiin. to iin.) Gin. thick,

the whole being covered with a layer of sharp sand 3 in. thick.

This tatter is for the purpose of arresting any light flocculent

matter th.at may escape from tho precipitation tank. Air
pipes, with downcast and extract cowls, are fixed at opposite

sides of each filter, communicating with tho air space between
the perforated tiles and the floor of the filter. The effluent

as it left the filters was good and sparkling. The annual cost

of working the farm is stated to be as foUovrs :
—

£ «. d.

General expenditure
One-fortieth of loan annually
Interest at 3i per cent.

Bent received from farm

Annual cost ... ,.. ... ... 637 17 9

The cost of working the new precipitation tanks and filters

could not be given, as they had only been working for

three months.

131 10
307
399 7 9

837 17
200

9

Nuneaton.—The population of this district is about 10,000,
and the daily flow of sewage averages about 450,000 gallons,
which gravit.ates to the works, and is there lifted 50 ft.

to the mixing channel, where the precipitanis .are added. The
nature of the sen-age changes many times during the day,
which adds to the difficulty of purification. The doses of

chemicals range from G grains to 40 grains per gallon, and
consists of coppera.o, carbferalum or alnminoferiic. The pre-
cipitation tanks have been recently altered, and now work on

XrxEATox Taxks.

Cosham's system. The sewage is made to pass through n

number of precipitation tanks, and finally on to the filter-beds

2,000 square yards in extent. They consist of a layer of
rough stones, 8 in. thick, above which is a layer, 4 in. thick,

of smaller stones, 4 in. of still smaller stones, 2 in. of fine

gravel, 12 in. of coke breeze and Gin. of sand. After passing
through the filters the effluent flows along .a channel 12 ft.

wirle, and finally through an oxidising medium composed of
stone, gravel and polarite, to the brook which passes the
works. The works occupy 5.V acres of hand, and have been
working for about twenty years, bnt were remodelled about
five years ago. Tho ]ioIarito filters, which were originally laid

down on np))royod lines, were not satisfactory and had to bo
removed. The elHucnt w.as good. The working expenses are
stated to bo roughlj- about £1,500 to £1,600 per annum. Tho
following figures, culled from the borough engineer's annual
report, may be interesting : The quantity of sewage dealt

with at tho outfall works during the year was 163,256,000
gallons. Owing to the fold condition of the sewage, about
2,770,000 gallons were returned to tho outfall sewer, necessi-

tating re-treating and re-pumping. The quantity of sewage
then actually pumped was 166,056,000 gallons. Thus the daily

average flow of sewage pumped during 1S95 was 455,000
gallons, including Sundays, and 530,000 gallons, excluding
Sundays. As.iuming the poimlation contributing to the sewers
to be 13,000, the average daily quantity per head of sewage
pumped, including Sundays, is 35 gulloii.s, or about 175 gallons

per house. During the ye.ar 15,077 tons of sewage sludge
were received and prcss-?d info 3,015 tons of solid manure.
This gives an average of 41 tons of sludge received daily, in-

cluding Sundays, or 48 tons, excluding Sundays. The sludge
is reduced to about one-fifth its weight by pneumatic pres-
sure, and is carted away in the form of cakes, which contain
about 50 per cent, of moisture. Tlio whole of the pressed
cake has been disposed of to farmers and others. The medi-
cal oflicer of health of Xuneaiou speaks very highly of the
Cosham system, and states that the results of six analyses
carried out by him sho^^•ed 70 per cent, of purification after

going through the Cosham tank, and although the samples
of raw sewage were bad in the extreme—the foulest sewage in

England (one containing no less than 44S parls of albuminoid
ammonia iu 1,000,000 parts of sewage)—yet tlio effluent was
bright and sparkling, containing little or no suspended matter
and fit to go into the river, but filtration after precipitation

is always recommended.

1,'iHh'horou'jh.—The population is 11,000, but only 7,00(3 are
connected to the sewers. The average daily flow of sewago
is about 220,000 gallons. When scrutinising the annual
report of the Mersey and Irwell Joint Committee I noticed,

says ilr. Wynne Roberts, that the e.fflnent was stated to be
very satisfactory. The works consist of four tanks, 70ft.

long, 36ft. wide, Oft. deep, with a capacity of about 350,000
gadons ; two filter-beds, with a total area of 290 square yards,

a depth of 2 ft. 6 in., and consisting of broken stone, rough
and fine ashes ; and 4 acres of land. The sewage gravitates

to the works, nlnminoferric is added, then the sludge .is

allowed to precipitate in the tanks. The average quantity
of chemicals used per week is 8i cwt. Tho effluent is then
passed on to the filters, and finally into a brook. The sludge
is pressed into cakes and sold to the farmers at 6d. per lo^d.

The cost of pressing is stated to be 4s. per ton. The cost_of

the works was about £3,4.50, inclnding machinery. Thailand
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(12 acres) cost £4,000. The cost of working, with principal

and interest on £3,450, is aboat £415 per annum, bnt adding
the repayment and interest on the land, the coat will be about

LiTTLEBORODGII C'OKE-IiRF.EZE FILTERS.

The£G88 per annum. Ten water-closets have been erected,

works have been in operation about four years.

Aylesbury.—The population is 9,000, .ind the average daily

flow of sewage abont 250,000 gallons. About twenty years
ago the " A.B.C." process was adopted, and was worked until

Aylesbury Coke-Breeze Filters.

recently. The works consist of the usual settling tanks,

buildings, &c., and 6 acres of land, which is entirely stiff clay.

A portion of the land has been laid out for the cultivation of

osiers. The council having received complaints from the
riparian owners, and also an intimation from the Thames
Conservancy that the effluent was not satisfactory, the sui--

veyor, Mr. J. H. Bradford, was instructed to prepare plans of

new works. He submitted several schemes, but the cost was
too great, and land being expensive and unsuitable they were
rejected. The council then decided to experiment on coke-
breeze filters, as described by Jlr. W. J. Dibdin. The results

were stated to be very satisfactory, as the following analysis
will show :

—

" Received 2nd April, 1896, dated 1st April, 1896, from
J. H. Bradford, Esq.

" No. 95 coke-breeze filter, after standing three hours iu

filter; Appearance, almost dead; sediment, none; odour,
none; sulphuretted hydrogen, none; colonr after filtering,

none. The results of the analysis are stated in grains per
gallon. Total solid matter in suspension, none; mineral
matter, none ; organic and volatile matter, none ; total dis-

solved solid matter, o4'6. Chlorine as chlorides, 5'5, equals
common salt, 903 ; ammonia free and saline, 1'76 ; albuminoid
ammonia, "056, nitrogen as nitrates and nitrites, 115, equals
nitric acid, 7'97; oxygen absoi'bed by organic matter in three
hours, '301. Remai'ks : The effluent is in the highest degree
satisfactory in character, and shows that the filter has .at-

tained a high degree of efficiency. The albuminoid ammonia,
compared with the unfiltered effluent, shows 71'5 per cent,

purification, and the oxidisable organic matter is removed also

in the same ratio (714 per cent.). The nitrates in this sample
show a remarkable increase, giving evidence of the biological

activity of the filtering material.

(Signed) W. W. Fisher.
Oxford, April 6, 1896."

The late Dr. Tidy recommended 8 grains of lime, 6 grains
of alnminoferric, and 4 giains of carbon per gallon, bnt no
lime is now used, the two other chemicals being added in
increased doses. The council decided to ask the Local
Government Board to sanction a loan of £6,000 for the con-
struction of new works, to consist of new tanks, balf-an-acre
of coke filters, etc. The usual local inquiry was held, and
evidence given which emphasised the difficulty of purifying
sewage effectually and economically on stiff clay l.ind. The
scheme was rejected by the Local Government Board because
additional land was not included. The cost of the sewage
disposal works is stated to be £1,200 per annum, equal to 9d.
in£l.

Sutton {Surrey).—The population of this district is stated

to be 12,000, and the average daily volume of sewage abont
300,000 gallons. I think it can be stated that here we can
see sewage disposal works of three kinds working—namely,
sewage farm, precipitation tanks with sludge-pressing
machinery, and biological filtration. The original works
were laid out at a cost of £15,(X30, and include six settling

tanks, 55 ft. by 30ft. by 5 ft., pumping house, sludge presses

ScTTON Works.

and 28 acres of land, of which 2| acres are laid out as osier

beds. The chemicals used aie 7 grains of lime and 3 grains

of iron per gallon. The cost of working was given as follows

:

Sewage disposal ... ... ... ... ... . . £500
Purification 200
Farming 180
Works account ... ... ... ... ... ... 150

Credit bv sales

1,030

160

£870
To this can be added capital charges, say. at the rate of

5 per cent, on £15,000, or £750, making a total of £1,620 per
annum. The land is stiff' clay. Reference will be made to

these works later on.

Richmond.—A report presented by Mr. W. Fairley, a.m.i.c.k.,

the engineer to the Richmond Main Drainage Board, contains

a concise account of these works. The following in a short

extract : The board's works are at Mortlake, on the south
side of and adjoining the river Thames. They were designed
by and carried out under the superintendence of Mr. J. C.

Melliss, c.E. The area of land purchased is about 11 acres.

Of this about 8 acres have been enclosed with a substantial

embankment and iron fence, and the level of the surface

raised from 12ft. to 15 ft. above ordnance datum. This
portion is in the occupation of the board; the remainder,
available for future exteusions, is at present used as market
garden ground. The works consist of a series of buildings

l!li UMONIl WMiih>.

in two blocks, with cottages, whaif and dock, and comprise
the following: Straining chamber, pump chamber and pump
house, engine house, boiler house and coal store, chemical
stores, prpssiug house and sludge chamber, workshops, store-

rooms and workmen's mess-rooms, auxiliary engine and pump
house, board-room, office.", laboratory, precipitation tanks,

filter-beds, dock wharf and tramways, stables and cart house,

foreman's house and four cottages for the employees of the

board. The total cost of the works, including the sewers
and the land, was as follows :^

,C I. d.

Land, including dock and wharf . .

Compensation, easements, <4c. ...

Sewers
Buildings, Ac.

Pumping machinery, engines, Ac.

Sludge-pressing pl.^nt

Cottages and stabling ...

Engineering, law charges and supervision

Law costs...

£123,886 16 3

13,.-jOO

450
45,503 2 5

38,546 7 11
1],6S0 15 1

2,012 19
2,435 10
7,309 10
2,4.50
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The works deal with the sewage of a district comprising

the parishes of Richmond, Kew, Petersham, Mortlake and

Barnes, having a total area of 4,983 acres, a population of

43,924, and an assessable value of £343,729. For conveying this

sewage to the precipitation works and pumping station the

board have a system of deep intercepting sewera laid through-

out the district, the total length amounting to 4 miles 800

yards. The si7,es vary from 12 in. to 40 in. in diameter. There

are practically five sections, including the main joint sewer,

into which all the parishes deliver before entering the works.

The gradients vary from 1 in 250 down to 1 in 1,200. The
fall from the most remote part of the board's system—namely,

at the junction of Petersham to the work—is 174 ft., and the

gradients are sufficient to keep the sewers clear of sewage

KicHMOND Filters.

deposit. The sewers are all laid at a considerable depth, and
connections exist only with the pnblio sewers of the con-

stituent authorities. When the works were opened on the

28th September, 1891, the average amount of sewage pumped
did not exceed 500,000 gallons in twenty-four hours, but with
the next few months, as the various parts of the district were
put into communication with the board's sewers, the quantity
of sewage increased in proportion to the area drained, until

within twelve months of the opening an average quantity of

approximately 2,000,000 gallons had to be lifted and treated

in the twenty-four hours. The plant, provided for the special

purpose of pumping the sewage from the low-level sewers to

a sufficient height in the woi'ks to gravitate to the river, con-

sists of three compound condensing engines, each engine
driving by means of gearing two single-acting ram pumps.
The capacity of each set of pumps is approximately 2,576
gallons per minute, or, for the three sets, 7,728 gallons ))er

minute, being at the rale of 11,128,320 gallons in twenty-four
hours. This is assuming that the pumps ran at the maximnni
speed specified—namely, fourteen revolutions per minute.
These figures do not represent a theoretical quantity, but the
actual quantity, after making certain deductions for the slip

Ricii.MO.Mi Tanks.

past the valves, &c., the percentage of loss having been deter-

mined during the first j'oar that the works were opened by
lengthened trials extending over several months. The pumps
are capable of lifting the above quantities a height of 40 ft.,

the difference between the bottom of the well and the sewage
channel into which the pumps deliver being 43 ft. Taking
the total amount of pumping done during 1893-4, it works out

at 45o gallons per head of population per day, including all

leakage, a figure certainly not excessive ; the cost of pumping
1,000,000 gallons was 30s., made up as follows :

—

Coal
Waste
Oil

Fluid, <ic., boilers

Oiher expenses... ... ... ... . .

£1 10

or niae tweoty-fifths of a Id. per 1,(X)0 gallons, lu the above
ligiues the necessary additional expense for pumping the

11 8
17

2

5

5

4

effluent water from the filter-beds during high water of spring
tide is included, this having to be done according to the state

of the tide from periods ranging from one to four hours per day.
The sewage, on entering the works, passes through a large

screen situated in a straining well between 30 ft. and 40 ft.

underground, where the rougher material is taken out, the
screen being cleared once a day. After leaving the straining

well the sewage is run into the pump well, and on entering
receives a small dose of diluted carbolic acid and iron salts.

After being pumped up to the higher level it passes through
chemical store No. 1, where it receives the addition of a
stream of milk of lime, the proportion varying very much
according to the season of the year, and also according to the
condition of the sewage, but it may be said that approxi-
mately the average quantity added to the sewage does not
exceed 4 or 5 grains per gallon. The lime used is the best
Buxton lime. After flowing a few yards from store No. 1 the
sewage is led into chemical store No. 2, where the dose of

precipitating agent is added. The chemicals at present used
consist of block alum (the same as that used by paper makers)
and carbferalum, a compound of sulphate of alumina, carbon
and iron. The average quantity varies in the same manner
as already stated for the lime, but 7 grains per gallon may
be taken as the fair average of normal sewage. The chemicala
are not added in proportion to the volume of the sewage,
bnt according to its condition. If the custom was pursued
of adding chemicals in proportion to the volume much waste
would result. After receiving the dose of chemicals the
sewage is led into the precipitation tanks, of which there are

eleven, having a total capacity of 1,210,000 gallons. After
being allowed to settle the effluent water is run through the
filter-beds, and finally discharges into the river. The area
of filters provided is li acres. Of this, 1 acre is situated at

a high level and is divided into 4-acre plots. The remaining

i acre is situated at a level 2 ft. lower than the other beds,

and is divided into four plots of ^ acre each. The thickness

of the filtering material varies from 15 in. to 2 ft. 6 in. The
top is covered with a layer of loam, sown down with a
selected mixture of grasses. Up to the present moment,
although these filter-beds have been in almost daily use, no
repairs or renovation of the filtering media or surface soil

have been required. Practically the only expense incurred

has been that of cutting the crop of grass nine times in the
year and removing any coarse grasses or weeds. The time
during which they have run, considering the quantities of

water passed through them, is exceptional, but there can be
no doubt that the system pursued—namely, in endeavouring
to have the water leave the precipitation tanks as clear as
possible and with the least possible amount of suspended
matter in it—relieves the filtering area and has tended
materially to lengthen the life of the beds. The total amount
of wet sludge produced in one year is approximately 30,000
tons, equal to 4P1 tons per 1,000,000 gallons of sewage
treated, or 1'8 tons per 1,000 persons daily. This latter

figure is above the average, but is due to the fact that the
population during a portion of the year exceeds that taken
as resident in the district. The average cost per ton of pressed

sludge tui'ued out during working hours throughout the day,

that is between the hours of 6 a.m. and 5 p.m., was as

follows:

—

Labour
Lime
Cloths
Coal, oil and stores

2 6-6

Although the cost for lime, cloths, &c., is the same for both
night and day work, yet, owing to the smaller qnantity that

can be turned out by the night workmen, the extra expense
for labour, &c., raises the cost to 2s. lOd. per ton. All the
sludge produced is removed by a contractor iu covered
sailing barges, each barge taking an average of about 80
tons. The price paid at the present moment is 2s. per ton,

equal to about Is. 6d. per cubic yard. All the sludge cake
barged away by the contractor is utilised for agricultural pur-

poses in Essex and Kent. Previous to November, 1S93, the
works were lighted by gas, the number of burners being 103.

The cost was approximately £150 per annum. In the begin-

ning of 1893 the board gave instructions for plans and specifi-

cation to be prepared, and tenders invited for fitting the
works throughout with electric light, together with the neces-
sary appliances for generation. The total number of lamps
is seventy-one, and the total candle-power, 2,464. The price

per unit to the board works out as follows :

—

1 0-4

9-2

40
30

Coal, <tc. . .

Oil, waste, &o.

Interest, lamps and sundries

105
-20

-25

loO
Of course, no charge is made in the above for wages or labour,

as no additional labour is required beyond what was formally
required for the pumping engines. These works, says Mr.
Wynne Roberts, have been carried out iu the most substantial

manner, and reflect the greatest credit on the engineers. The
effluent was excellent. I was informed by Jlr. Fairley that
the albuminoid ammonia rarely exceeded r2partsper 1,000,00C^

Speaking of the application of this systeni to Osn estry, Mr
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Wynne Roberts Bays : To adopt this process— i-iz., precipita'

tiou tanks and artiticial filters—land is also required, gener-

ally at the rate of 1 acre per 1,000 of the population. The
cost would be approximately as follows :

—

10 acres of land, at £200 £2,(;00

Wurks and filters 3,500

The annual cost is estimated to be :

Labour and chemicals
Interest and J'epayment of loan

£5.500

£550
A portion of the land might not be required for actual

parification works, and therefore could bo let to the adjoining

farms. The rent would reduce the annual coat. The sludge

could liR run iuto the hiy;oons, dried and sold as niannre. The
' A. B.C." process, which, I believe, is in operation at Kin-^sfrn-

on-Thames, could be adopted at the capital cost of about

£4,000, and an annual expenditure of over £1,100. The con-

strnction of tanks and filters on the " Universal " system would

cost about £4,700, the annual cost being about £490. The
adoption of the Maaneiite Filter Company's process would cost

about £;!,500, exclusive of land, which would increase it to

£5,.50O. The annual cost is estimated at £250 for labour aiul

chemicals, to wliick must be added the interest and repay-

ment of loan amounting to, say, £300, making an annual

buideii of £500.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

SIR JOnX LUB1!0CK',S EVIDENCK.
The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the cir-

cumstances of the water supply of the metropolis resumed
on Monday at the Westminster Town llbll. Lord Llandaii'

presided.

Sir John Lijbbock was recalled and further examined. He
said his idea that additional control might be secured by
appointing representatives of " the outside body " upon the

boards of the companies had not been discussed by the Water
Committee of the London Coucty Council. Ho thought the

same sort of control might be desirable in the interests of the

public with re>;ard toother undertakings, where the dividends

were limited to a certain amount. Asked whother his obj* c-

tiims to purchase applied equully to a body constituted fi'r

the purpose, ho said there weie some points in which that

would be preferable, but the financial objection would be

equally strong. Moreover, he under.^tcod that tho local

authorities of the outside areas objected on the ground that

they would have a very small share of representation on such

a body. The memb. rs for various distriets would also h'ok

after various interests, which miglit be corHicting. A company
which failed to meet its statutory obligations with regard to

the supplv of water would not be able to collect its rates, and
would also bo subject to lieavy penalties, uidess they could

show that their failure was owing to causes over which they
had no control. It was rot entirely on financial grounds that

he objected to purchase in London. There was the question

of the purity of the water. At present the cour_cil had aveiy
effective control over its purity, but if they purchased, who
would control the council ? It wimld have to be a very t-trong

case before the Local Uuvernment Board interfeied. When
waterworks were transferred from a company to a municipal

authority the supply was not less pure, but in cei tain cases

mentioned tho water supply came fiom largo lakes, and
there was less need for perfect filtration than in London,
where river water was dnmk. He was aware that

there were many municipalities where the water was quite

as dependent oti iiltration as in London. It would be almost
impossible, even if it were so desired by the inhabitants of a
town, to carry out a return to the water company. He was
not aware that there had been instances in which, many
years ago, corporations had been authorised to supply the

water, but being unable to do so had handed over tho power
to a company ; and then, years after, had re-buught from the

company. It was asugsestion of the London County Council

that a new supply should be brought from a distance, as the

great towns of the North had done. He was disposed to

think that was a wife course, and one which, either of

the companies could be required to take in tho event of

it, becoming necessary to sn])plcment the present supply by
going to Wales or elsewhere. He thought there might be
an advantage in joining some of the eight compiinies. As
rr-gards the Thames supply there would be no need, sup-

posing there were two companies—one for the north and one
for the south of London— t'oi requiring eitlur of them to go
to such a place as AVales for' a new supply. The companies,
who had never suggested such a thing, might amalgrimnte
for this purpose, as they did for the Staines reservoir. Ho
had never known a municipality brirg a water supply into

their own town, as had been suggested by him, and then hand
it over to a local company for distribution. Further CNamined,
Sir John said the Main Drainage Couitriillee of the London
•bounty Council were a most important body, administering

their own works, ic. If the water compauits were taken
over they would either have to employ a paid staff in tho

place of the existing directors, or countj- conncillors wou'd
have to devote the M:hole of their time to the multifarious

duties. That would not be favourable to " the continuity "

of management so necessary for a great undertaking. He
calculated th.at the transfer to the London County Council
of the undertakings of the water companies would involve
the existing ratepayers in a financial deficit of £40,000 a year,

wiihoat taking into account the expenditure that would be
necessary for an additional supply. In addition to this,

lowering the water rates to tho level of tho rates of the four
lowest companies would involve a further loss to the rate-

payers of £160,000 a year. Tho financial results of unification

of tho companies' undertakings in the hands of a water trust

would be about the same as the finauci.al results of purchase
by the county council. The advantages of consolidation

would be lost by reason of the fact that the place of the eight

wa'er companies woidd bo taken by eight local areas, con-

trolled by an external and independent body.
Jlr. C. A. WiiiTMORE, ,M p., expressed tho opinion that if the

water comp.iuies' undertakicgs were purch.ased the London
County C'ouncil, in name or virtually, must become the
authority to own and manage them. The creation of a new
elected public authority would be intolerable, and it would be
most inconvenient to increase tho number of local elections.

There were already too many metropolitan administrative

bodies. In his opinion it was not in the public interest that

large industrial undertakings, such as those of the water
companies, shonid be owned and managed by the London
County Council so long as tho council remained the political

body that it was at present.

The commission adjourned until Monday.

ARBITRATIONS AN D AWARDS.

An arbitration case was held early last month at Newcastle,
before Mr. Christopher Oakley, as umpire, to determine the
amoant of compensation to be paid to the Newcastle Corpora-
tion for about 22 aci-es of land at St. Anthony's, required by
the Newcastle and Gateshead Gas Company for the erection

of new and additional gasworks. The umpire has published
his award, and the amount to be paid for the land, including
tho interests of the cor]ioration as to the minerals under it, is

£18,5C0. Tho amount claimed by tho corporation was £45,000.

Mr. Under-Sheriff Burchell and a special jury concluded
last week the hearing of the case of Williamson & Joseph,
Limited, r. The London County Council. This was a claim
for about £8,.S0Oas compensation for the leasehold interest in

piemises in Caxon-place, Horselydown, and for injury to the
business of electrical engineers which the claimants carried

on therein. Mr. Dickens, Q.C., and Mr. Charles Church ap-
peared for the claimants ; and Sir William Marriott, Q.c, and
Mr. 11. 0. Richards, M.i'., represented the London County
Council. At the request of the parties the under-sheriff

referred to arbitration the question of the value of the fixed

plant, machinery and tenants' improvements, and the cost of
removal and replacement of stock, stores and loose plant.

The questions left for the jury were, therefore, the improved
rental value of the pi-emises in question and the injury to

the business. Among tho experts who gave evidence for the
claimants were Mr. Edward Stimson, Mr. Francis J. Bisley,

Mr. Frederick Smee and Mr. Henry Shirley Price. It was
stated that the nearest soitabln premises were at Highbury,
and that in consequence of the great activity in the engineer-
ing trade it would be impossible for the claimants to replace
their machinery in less than three or four months. Sir

William Marriott offered on behalf of the London County
Council to allow tho claimants to transfer the whole
of their plant to tho new premises. Mr. Dickens, q.c,

said that offer should ha^o been made earlier in the
proceedings ; it was practically useless now. The case
for the county council was opened by Sir William
Marriott, who contended that £100 would amply compensate
the claimants for any improved rental value which there
might be in the pi'emises for the remainder of the term, and
that £250 in addition would cover any loss of business during
removal from Caxon-place to Highbury. The experts who
gave evidence for the council included Mr. James F. Field,

Mr. Andrew Young, Mr. William Eve, Mr. Henry Stock antl

I'rof. Henry Robinson. The under-sheriff, in summing up,

reminded the jury that the greater part of the claim had been
referred to arbitration, and that they had ordy to assess the

value of the leasehold interest and the injury to the business.

The jury awarded £ii50 in respect of the leasehold interest

and £1,1(M in respect of probable loss of trade, making a
total compensation of £1,450. The under-sheriff stated that
he had appointed Mr. E. Terry Horsey as umpire in regard
to those items of the claim wdiich are to be referred to

arbitration—namely, the value of the fixed plant, machinery
and tenants' improvements, and the cost of removal and re-

placement of stock, stores, and loose plant. The arbitrators

will be—for the claimants, Mr. Shirley Price, and for the
London County Council, Prof. Henry Robinson; and the
amount of their award will be added to the sum of £1,450
awarded by Iho jury.

Worksop.—The district council have decided to borrow
£5,300 for the purpose of erecting new offices for the council

and a free library.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.
On Thursday, in the Houeo of Lords, the Blackpool aud

Fleetwood Tramroad (Tramway Extensiona) Bill and the

Filey Water and Gas Bill were read a second time.

In the House of Commons Standing Order 63 was reported

to have been complied with in the case of the Gloucester Gas

Bill. The Lancashire County Council Bill was read a second

time. Petitions were deposited in respect of the Fishguard

and Rosslare Railways'and Harbours Bill.

On Friday, in the House of Commons, the Renfrew Burgh
and Harbour E.^ten8ion Bill was ordered to be read a second

time on April 22nd.

Petitions have been deposited against the Middlesex

County Council Bill by the Paddington Burial Board, against

the Crawley and District Water Bill by the Cuckfield Rural

District Council, and against the St. Anne's-on-theSea Gas
Bill by the Lytham L^iban District Council.

A petition for dispensing with Standing Order 129 in the

case of the petition of the Marylebone Vestry against the

Middlesex County Council Bill has been deposited. Peti-

tions have been deposited against (he Renfrew Burgh and
Harbour Extension Bill by the Glasgow and South-Western

Railway, the Glasgow aud Renfrew District Railway Com-
pany, the Greenock Harbour Trustees, the Corporation of

Glasgow, aud the Trustees of the Clyde Navigation. A re-

qnisition to withdraw a petition has also been deposited' in

respect of the St. Anno's-on-the-Sea Gas liill.

(5n Monday, in the House of Lords, the Belfast Corporation

(Hospitals) Bill, the Norton and Halton Roads Bill, and
the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (Various Powers) Bill

were read a third time aud passed.

In the House of Commous the Claclon-on-Sea Gas and
Water Bill was read a second time and committed, and a
petition of the Sanitary Institute in favour of the Rivers

Pollution Prevention Bill was ordered to lie upon the table.

The Irish Local Government Bill, after a debate extending

over seven hours, was read a second time.

In the House of Lords, on Tuesday, the Aberdeen Cor-

poration (Tramways) Bill and the Aberystwith Gas Bill ivere

read a third time and jjassed.

In the House of Commons the Gloucester Gas Bill was
read a second time, and a petition from Leeds against the

Local Authorities C)fBcers' Superannuation Bill was ordered

to lie upon the table. The adjourned_debat6 on an amend-
ment to the second reading of the Rivers Pollution Preven-

tion Bill was deferred until March 30tli. The following Bills

were read the first time and referred to the examiners of

petitions for private Bills : Belfast Corporation (Hospitals)

Bill, Norton and Halton Roads Bill, aud the Jlersey Docks
and Harbour Board (Various Powers) Bill. Consideration

was given to the message of the Lords relating to the appoint-

ment of a joint committee on electrical energy, and it was
subsequently decided to carry out the request contained in

the message.
A petition relating to Standing Orders has been deposited

in respect of the Gainsborough Gas Bill ; and requisitions to

withdraw petitions against tho Ipswich Dock Commission
Bill have been deposited by the Corporation of Ipswich and
other petitioners.

On Wednesday, in the House of Commons, a petition from
St. Giles against tho Local Authorities Officers' Superannua-
tion Bill was ordered to lie upon the table.

A requisition to withdraw a petition has been deposited by
the Corporation of York in respect of the York United Gas
Bill.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COSIMITTKE.

Morley Corporation Gas Bill.—A House of Lords Com-
mittee, presided over by Lord Eookwood, liad under con-

sideration on Thursday and Friday the Bill promoted by
the Corporation of Morloy to acquire the undertaking of the

gas company. The gas company themselves presented a

Bill to extend their system, so as to include C'herwell within

the area of supply. Mr. Worsley Taylor, Q.c, Mr. Balfour

Browne, q.c, and Mr. Squarey appeared for the promoters,

and Mr. Pembroke Stephens, q.c, and Mr. Moon for the gas
company. There is an interesting story attached to these

two Bills. Ijast autumn the Morley Town Council, the Morley
Gas Companj', and the ChcrwoU Gas Company began to take

steps to come to Parliament for powers— the two former by
promoting Bills and the latter a provisional order. Tho
Morley Corporation in their Bill desired to acquire the gas-

works, both of Morley aud Cherwell ; and the gas company
sought to end the Cherwell compan}''s monopoly by intro-

ducing a rival supply within their district. The corporation

were rirst in the Held with their Bill, and they soon came to

terms with the Cherwell company to buy up their undertaking

in the event of tho former getting their Bill through Parlia-

ment. Tho Cherwell company are admittedly weak, and the
corporation might, as the gas company have done, come to

Parliament for authority to set up in opposition, bm they de-

termined, although tho Cherwell plant was old-fashioned, to

give a fair price for it. Negotiations were opened some time
in November last by the corporation, with the object of ac-

quiring the gasworks from the Morley company. These were
'conducted between the chairman and one or two directors of

the gas company and some members of the council. The town

council prepared a draft agreement, and sent it to the chair,

man of the gas company for signature. On the following

day the council received the draft back from the gas com-
pany's solicitors, denying that formal negotiations had been
opened, and stating that the matter would proceed no further.

The corporation at once prepared their Bill, which was de-

jiosited in due course. It was contended that it would ba

greatly to the advantage of the ratepayers were the gas-

works to become the property of the town. Among the wit-

nesses examined in support of the corporation Bill were Mr,
R. B. Hopkins, town clerk, Mr. Charles Scarth, mayor, Dr.

Steele, medical officer of health, and Mr. Matthew Harold
Sykes, lately borough surveyor, and now borough surveyor at

Stockton. The gas company fought very hard for the pre-

servation of their monopoly, which has yielded the maximum
dividend allowed nuder the Act. The case for the company
was still in jirogress when the committee rose on Fridaj-.

The committee decided on Monday to pass the Bill promoted
by the corporation, but in the event of any difficulty arising

as to terms, either upon the adjustment of clauses or before

the liill comes on for hearing before a committee of the

House of Commons, the gas company will be at liberty to

proceed with their Bill.

Teoril Corporation Qas BUL—The Bill promoted by the

Yeovil Corporation for the acquisition of the gasworks of the

town was dealt with by the Committee of the House of Lords,

who are presided over by the Earl of Lauderdale, on Friday.

The gas company themselves decided to apply to Parliament

for an act of incorporation, so the two Bills were heard

together. It appears that on two previous occasions the

Corporation have made overtures to the gas company for the

purchase of their undertaking, but the present was deemed
an exceptionally favourable time for taking thera over,

because the gas company were about to embark on a scheme
of extension which would, when carried ont, considerably

enhance the cost. In July of last ye.ar the gas company
expressed a desire to extend their system and to raise the

necessary capital, so they submitted their scheme to the

council. This was laid before the council, but that body
refused to pass the pl.ans. Mr. W. Marsh, the secretary, then

intimated to the council that the company intended to apply

to Parliament in the ensuing session for an act of incorpora-

tion, in order that they might bring their undertaking under
proper control. Mr. Batten, the town clerk, wrote, in

obedience to the directions of the council, stating that the

corporation were desirous of purchasing the undertaking, and
that they desired to know if tho company would be willing to

sell, and, if so, upon what terms. The secretary replied that

the company had no desire to sell. To this the to\<ra clerk

replied tliat the council were strongly of opinion that it was
expedient that the gasworks should be acquired by them,

and that they intended to apply for compulsory powers for

the purpose of carrying their object into effect. He inti-

mated that the council, in order to avoid a Parliamentary

conflict, would 'uo prepared to meet the company in a liberal

spirit, provided an amicable settlement could be arrived at.

It was pointed out that, in the event of an unfavourable reply

being received, there wonld probably be two applications to

Parliam.ent, both of which would be opposed. In due course

came the answer tliat the directors could not alter their views

as to the undesirability of selling. After this the coiTioration

volunteered an offer to purchase the undertaking for £-t8,(XX).

Tho proper market value of the shares was £22 10s. each, and
tho price offered by the corporation was at the rate of £24.

Again came tho reply from the directors that thej' would not

dispose of tho concern. The corporation made one more
effort. They invited a deputation from the gas company to

meet them. The meeting took place, but it was equally

fruitless. There was no allegation that tho gas company
had in any way failed in their duty to the public, and no
complaints had been made against them. The committee
passed the corporation Bill, aud, as a matter of coarse, the

13111 presented by the gas company was thrown out. Parlia-

ment has thus t.aken another step forward in the municipalisa-

tion of monopolies.
Ediiihiirgh and District Water Bill.—In their two closing

sittings, last week, the House of Lords Committee, presided

over bj' the Duke of Richmond, had before them the Edin-

burgh and District Water Bill. The water supply of that

city is controlled by a trust, on which the corporation arc rep-

resented by tho Lord Provost and other members. It was
this trust—who supply Edinburgh, Portobello and Leith with
water—who promoted the Bill for tho purpose of extending
their works to renu'dy the defectivesu]>ply. So bad had matters
become that there was not enough pressure on Sundays to

supply air to the church organs which were driven by w.iter.

The Bill was opposed by the Clippins Oil Company, Major
Gilisone, of Pontland, and tho Invcresk P.iper Company. It

Eooms that in 1871- tho trust first applieil to Parliament to

take a supply of water from tho Moorfoot hills, and they

obtained it. Under tho first Act tho trustees were authorised

to erect, in addition to Gladhouse reservoir, for compensation
tho Edgelaw reservoii-, but in 1S76 they went to Parliament
again for powers to change the site of the reservoir at Edge-
law, and to erect for further compensation the Rosebery
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reservoir. It was originally inteDdod that two pipes should

be laid from Gladhonse to bring the water to Alnwick hill

reservoir. At that time the trustees did not consider it

necessary to lay both pipes, bnt now, in consequence of the

lack of water last summer and in the previous summer, they
were desirous of laying the additional pipe, and for this they
asked Parliament for the necessaiy power. In 1893 they had
to consider the expediency of increasing the water supply,

and in 1893 they got permission from Parliament to go on
with what was known as the Talla scheme, the Talla being
a branch of the Tweed. Talla was about 3(5 miles from
Edinburgh, whereas the Gladhouse reservoir was only about
14 miles. The Talla works were on a very large scale, and
Parliament allowed ten years for their completion. The Lord
Provost believed it would take the whole of that time to finish

the works—that was till the year 190.0. If the present Bill

went through they would be able to tide over the interval be-

tween now and the completion of the Talla works. The pro-

moters were anxious to get a supply of water into Edinburgh
as soon as possible, and they were of opinion that they had
power without coming to Parliament to construct aqueduct
No. 2. They were attacked, however, by the owners of the
minerals, who said they had no such power. The question
was fought iu the Court of Session, and the Lord Ordinary
said the trustees had power. The case was carried to a
higher court, which decided that the trustees had no such
power, and now there was an appeal to the House of Lords.
Pending the result of this appeal, it was thought necessary to

apply to Parliament for authority to increase the existing
supply. As they were coming to Parliament they thought it

was far better to see if they could get an independent line

which would enable them to avoid the minerals altogether.
The new route now proposed was somewhat longer, but the
pipes would pass through a rock formation where there was
no possibility of shale being found. The opposition of the
Clippins Oil Company was based on the fact that the new
pipe would interfere with the working of their minerals, and
that of the Inveresk Water Company on the ground that the
raising of the Inveresk reservoir to give an increased storage
of upwards of 100,000,(X)0 gallons, which was one of the pro-
Tisions of the Bill, would diminish their supply. Major
Gibsoue's petition alleged that the proposed new works were
not required in the public interest, but had been promoted
for the purpose of defeating the rights of the petitioner and
his tenant in minerals under the old pipe track. The com-
niittee deferred the announcement of their decision till

Monday. The greater part cf Monday's sitting was devoted
to the addresses of counsel, and at the close the committee
decided to pass the Bill.

The Portsmouth Corporation Tramicay Bill.—The Bill pro-
moted by the Corporation of Portsmouth, with the object of
obtaining powers to run their tramcarsovercertain sections of
the tramway company's lines, was expected to be bitterly con-
tested. When the Bill was called on Monday forenoon, how-
ever, the air was full of compromise. A few hours were de-
voted to consultation, with the result that counsel were able
to announce that an agreement had been reached, by which
the company would dispose of their entii-e undertaking to the
corporation at a price which had been fixed. The matter
had, however, to go before the council for approval, and in
order that the necessary steps mizht be taken to complete
the bargain the Bill was removed from the group.

The Swansea Gas Bill.—The Bill promoted by the Swansea
Gas Company for the consolidation of their capital, and power
to increase it, came before the Earl of Lauderdale's House of
Lords Committee on Monday, under simievvhat singular cir-

cumstances. As soon as the counsel and parties were ordered
to be called in an application was m;ide by Mr. Balfour
Browne, Q.c , for the pi-omoters, for its postponement. It ap-
peared that there had been an application iu the Court of
Chancery, before Mr. Justice North, on Friday and Saturday
last, for an injunction to prevent the Corporation of Swansea
opposing the Bill, or, rather, to restrain tlie.n from spending
the borough funds in opposition. They had not had a rate-
payers' meeting, and the question as to whether they could
spend the corporate funds at all in opposition to the Bill was
not yet decided. Mr. Justice North postponed the further
argument on the case until Friday next. Mr. Pember, Q.c

,

who represented the corporation, pointed out that it was only
a question of who paid the cost of the opposition that was
before the judge—not whether the opposition would go on.
The Borough Funds Act provided that the cost of promoting
or opposing a Bill in Parliament required the sanction of a
special meeting to apply the borough funds to it. The fact
of the matter was that, supposing next Friday Mr. Justice
North were to decide that thei-e ought to have been a
borough fund's meeting, and that, therefore, if he opposed he
must oppose on the basis of the corporation paying the costs
and not tlie borough fund, he would go on for the simple
reason that he had iucurred all the expenses, and was as a
matter of fact opposing for the purpose of protecting the
rights and interests of the corporation. The status of the
corporation then would be no different in the one case to
what it would be in the other. The committee granted a
temporary postponement, but without assigning any reason
went on with the Bill later in the day. The first object of
the measure was the consolidation of the capital. It was
proposed to alter the £135,000 of capital which had
been issued to £202,000, which placed the wltole of the

capital on a o per cent, basis, so that instead of having to pay
10 per cent, on £6,000, and £7 10s. per cent, on another portion

of the capital and so forth, the whole of it would be o per
cent, capital, but the result of it would be to enable the

same amount of intciSit payable in cash to be paid to-day.

Another object was to obtain additional capital, the amount
asked for being £120,<X)0. Of this sum £25,000 was imme-
diately required, because it had been either borrowed or spent

out cf these funds, and a huge portion was required for exten-

sion of the works. The corporation objected to the consolida-

tion of the share capital and the increase in the ordinary
capital, because the proposed changes would operate in-

juriously to the corporation and to the consumers of g-Js.

They contended, moreover, that the proposed increase iu

the capital would enable them to largely increase the reserve

fund at the expense of the consumers, that the additional

share and loan capital was far in excess of the requirements
of the company, that the maximum price of gas was unduly
high, and that the proposal of the company to reduce the rate

of interest from .j per cent, to 4 per cent, ought not to be
authorised. It was maintained by the corporation representa-

tives that the gas supplied by the company was of very in-

ferior quality, that its illuminating power was deficietit, and
that if further powers were conferred upon the company they
should be required to increase the illuminating power of their

gas, to afford greater facilities for its being tested by the

provision of a testing place at some central and convenient
situation in the borough, and elsewhere than at the company's
works. The committee decided against the corporation on
all points raised, and allowed the Bill to proceed.

The West Hum Corporation and the Great Eastern Railway
Bill.—The Corporation of West Ham were the only opponents
encountered by the Great Eastern Railway Company to their

omnibus Bill, which contained an infinite variety of provisions,

bnt only a few of public interest. Among other things

the company sought power to convert into a fixed structure

the existing swing bridge by which their line leading to the
" iiepper warehouses " is carried over the river Lea, at Bow
creek, and to widen on the south-eastern side the bridge
carrying the company's Cambridge and Colchester main lines

over the river Channelsea. To both of these schemes the

Corporation of West Ham objected, but opposition to the first

was abandoned. The company sought to acquire certain

lands in the borough of West Ham, and the corporation in-

sisted that they ought to be laid under the obligation of

keeping the limit of their proposed works sufficiently distant

from Temple Mills-lane for the street to be made a uniform
width of 40 ft. It was stated on behalf of the corporation

that they proposed to dredge the Channelsea and other back
rivers, so as to practically form a dock which would be avail-

able for barge traffic, 'fhe barges would be unable to pass
under the company's bridge over the Channelsea unless 9 ft.

were added to the structure— that was 5 ft. more than the
company proposed. The committee passed the preamble of

the Bill, but decided that amendments should be inserted in

clauses to provide for sufficient land being left to widen
Temple Mills-lane to the extent of 40 ft., and to raise and
lengthen the bridge sufficient for river traffic.

The Hartlepool Gas and Water Bill.—A Committee of the

House of Commons, presided over by Sir James Kitson, had
under consideration on Tuesday the Hartlepool Gas and Water
Company's Bill. The object of the company was to extend the

supply of water for manufacturing purposes by constructing

two new reservoirs—one at Crookfoot and the other at Dolton
Piercey—and to raise £150,000 new share capital, and to

borrow £37,500 for the purpose of carrying out these exten-

sions. The corporation of West Hartlepool opposed the Bill

on the ground that the charges wei'e too high, that the water
which the company supplied was liable to pollution, and that

the illuminating ]iowers of the gas were too low. The cor-

poration also sought the introduction of a clause to enable

them to purchase the undertaking. The case for the pro-

moters had not concluded when the committee rose for the day.

The Thanet Gas Bill.—A House of Commons Committee,
presided over by Mr. Alexander Brown, were occupied on
Tuesday with the Bill promoted by the Thanet Gas Company
for the purpose of acquiring a new site for the gasworks. Mr.
Balfour Browne, q.t., and Mr. Boyle appeared for the com-
pany, and Mr. Freeman, q.c, represented the Corporation of

Margate, who opposed the Bill. The company do not propose

to give up their present tite, but they seek powers to establish

new works some distance beyond Margate. The corporation

objected to the new site, because it was over the " adits" or

wells and the driviopr galleries whence the water supply was
obtained. They contended that the foul matter from the

gasworks would contaminate this supply, and that the illumi-

nating power of the gas ought to bo raised to 15 cat idle,

whereas it was now only 14 candle. The evidence had not

concluded when the committee rose.

Edinburyh and Leith Corporations Gas Bill.—Tho Home ( f

Lords Committee presided over by the Duke of Richmond
passed, on "Wednesday afternoon, the Edinburgh and I leith

Corporations Gas Bill, after an inquiry occupying three days.

The object of the Bill was to obtain anthority for the Edin-
burgh and Leigh Corporations Gas Commissioners ts ccn-
struct new gas and other works at Granton, to acquire Ian Is,

and to obtain further powers. In support of the Bill, which
encountered very vigorous opposition, appeared Jlr. Pember,
q.c, Mr. Worslev Taylor, q.c, Mr. Balfour Browne, q.c and
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Mr. Charteris; -nhile tlio opponents, Mrs. Diindas, of Craig-

royeton, and Mr. Davidson, of Minehonse, were represented

by Mr. Pope, Q.c, Mr. Littler, qc, Mr. Erskitie Pollock, (}c,
and Mr. Pitman. It may be explained that up to the year
1888 a company was in possession of the right to supply gas

to the city of Ediubargh and part of L=ith, called the Edin-

burgh and Leith Gas Company. The undertaking was in that

year purchased by tl>e corporations of Edinburgh and Leith,

and it is now managed by commissioners representing the

t\T0 corporations, the Lord Provost of Edinburgh being the

chairman, and the commissioners consisting of fifteen mem-
bers of the Edicbnrgh conncil and six of Leith, a year or

two ago the property of the Portobello Gas Company
was purchased and added to the concern. At the present
time there are three separate gasworks and six gasholder
stations in Edinburgh, but the works aie very crowded,
especially in Leith, so much so that the manufacture of gas
thei'e is risky. There are no means of enlarging tlie existing

sites, and the consumption of gas is increasing very rapidly.

With a view to making the supply equal to the demand, the

commissioners s^t about securing a new site, and after

examining ten they had decided upon ono tliat was pro.

nounced by far the best. The site at Granton, which is the

property of the Duke of Buccleuch, consjsts of 106 acres of

sound land and about 43 acres of foreshore. With the
exception of one small house, which is on tlie site itself,

there are only two houses that are even remotely affected by
the proposed works, and these belong to Mrs. Dundas and
Mr. Davidson. Tho case of Mrs. Dundas was the loss of

amenity. The lady lived in a neighbourhood which was once
pleasant enongh, but is now ceasing to be residential and
becoming industrial. It is close to Granton harbour, where
foundries, shipbuilding yards and other public works are
opening up. If the commissioners do not cover the land
with their gasworks, it is pretty certain that it will soon be
covered by other industrial concerns. Mr. Davidson's house
is some considerable distance off the land of tlie commis-
sioners, and it would not have been necessary to give him
notice had it not been that he happened to possess a
little house near to the proposed entrance gate of tlie

gasworks. This gave Mr. Davidson a luois standi. The
Mnirhouso property is 300 or 400 acres in extent, but the
house itself is halfa-mile away from the projrosed site. As
the commissioners are paying the Duke of Buccleuch something
like £1,100 an acre for the land, it is pretty clear it has con-
siderable industrial value, and very likely the estate will soon
be utilised for some industrial purpose or other—so at least

thought several of the witnesses for the promoters. Mr.
Walter Hcrrin?, the chief engineer for the gasworks, was put
through a rather severe cross-examination by Mr. Pope. Ho
admitted that there was a strong sentiment against gasworks,
but they must be built somewhere. Sundry gasworks were
situated right in the heart of the city, near valuable
terraces of house*, but no complaints ever came from the
residents of nuisances. The corporation fully believed that
they were doing the least possible injury to private indi-

viduals by selecting this particular site. Tho counsel who
spoke in opposition to the Bill made a strong appeal for the
special compensation to their clients, but the committee
declined to grant this. In passing the Bill they did, however,
make a restriction with regard to a certaiu roadway forming
the boundary of the property.

Haiileponl (las and Water Bill.—The whole of Wednesday
was spent in the examination of witnesses in support of the
case for the company, and the evidence on that side was not
completed when the committee rose for the day. One of the
arguments of the company in favour of their new site was
that coal could be brought there more cheaply from London
than it could to the existing works, but a coal merchant who
was called on behalf of the corporation proved that it would
cost more and not less. Mr. Corbett Woodall. c E., who is

advising engineer to a great number of gas companies and
corporations, gasworks both at home and abroad, thought
that had it been necessary to acquire a now site for the gas-
works a far more satisfactory one could have been procured,
but he declared that a new site was [innece^sary, inasmuch
as the existing works could more than double their present
output. With the exception of the necessity for an additional
gasholder the works were suHicient for present purposes,
and there was certaiidy no immediate necessity tor their

transfer elsewhere. Tho committee found that the preamble
of the Bill had been proved, but ordered that a clause should
be inserted in tho Bill with reference to the site for the
works proposed to be erected, providing that it should be ap-
proved of by an engineer appointed by the corporation, in

order to ensure that tlieie should bo no contamination of the
water supply. In the event of there being a ditference of
opinion between tiiis engineer and the engineer for the gas-
works, the president of the Institution of Civil Eugiueers
should be called upon to act as umpire.

Heywood.— It was reported at the last meeting of the cor-
poration that half of the work in connection with the
Btrengihening of the embankment of the higher reservoir in

the Hayden valley had been completed, and the cost up to
date had been £6,080, exclusive of £4,008 for plant and
material.

i„l,l^

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

'fckrg ncjovipaiiying Qtterie/t should tie made fieparotf? on tchife paper
im l,lucli-i,ik Itiiei. Letterinij orfguresihould be bold andplain.

162. Water Mains, Discliargre of.—"Student ' writes:
What would be tho actual delivery of water through a 5-in.

cast-iron main 11,800 yards long, with a total head of 167 ft.,

allowance to be made for friction ; also, what would be the
quantity if the main were Kin. diameter)'

The delivery of water from mains is obtained by

Box's formula where G •V^
M)'x K

which gives the
actual discharge.

In the formula
ti = gallons per minnie,

d — diameter of the pipe in inches,

H = head of water in feet,

L = lengtli in yards.

In the query G is to bo determined,
d = 6in.,

H= 167 ft,

L = 11,800 yards.

thenG=^ (3 X 5)^ X 167 ^/ 10,747 103'6 galls,

per min.11,800

If 6 in. be substituted for 5 in. in the last example,

^167 v'^t),742 = 163-5 galls.G will be_ I
la X 6)^ X 1(

'V 11,800 per min.

163. Disoharg:e of Water by Open Channels, Formula
for.—"Rex" writes: What would be the discharge of an
open channel, the length of which is 1,760 yards, fall 1ft.,

cross sectional area of tlie stream 15 square feet, wetted
perimeter 11 ft.

Box's formula for the discharge of water in open channels
is one of the simplest and easily worked, and is as follows :

—

/874520xFx A\,V
c = (- ALxP

where C = cubic feet discharged per minute (to be asccr
tained),

F = the fall or difference of level at the two ends of

the channel in inches (12),

A = cross sectional area of the stream in square feet

(15),

L = length of channel in yards (1,760),
P = the wetted perimeter in feet (11).

Taking the example
/874520 X

1

2 X \h\ \
C = \ 1760x11 ~) xl5

= 1,353 cubic feet per minute.

164. Private Street Works, Apportionment of Expenses.—"Constant Subscriber" writes; 1, Is it usual to make any
difference in assessing the cost of niaking-up a road or street

at per foot frontage as to whether the property has its front,

side or back to such road or street? 2, Sec. 1.50 of the Public
Health Act, 1875, describes it as fronting, adjoining or abut-
ting. Should the same value per foot be assessed on each ?

If the local authority .are proceeding under sec. 150 of
the Act of 1875 the expenses of paving, &c., must be appor-
tioned among all the owners of premises fronting, adjoining
or abutting on tho street, in proportion to the frontage,
without any reference to direct or consequential benefit, or
as to whether a building has its front, side or back to the
street. Thus, under Sec. 150, a railway and canal company
whose premises lay along one side of a street were held
liable to pay their proportion iif the expens»s, although they
had no immediate access to the street. See Re<i. v. .Vcic-

jmt L,cnl Board, 32 1,.J.. M.C. 97; and Pohc» v. .V<-i,-p,.r?

LornI Board, 27 J.P-. 389, Ac.

165. Roof Constructed of Asphalte: Inflammability.—
" E. A. S." writes: I should be glad if you would inform me
whether an asphalte roof laid 6at, composed of ordinary
tar and Thames shingle, is inflammable. Tho construction is

9-in. l>y 3-in. joists, about 12 in. apart, boarded above and
below, the tar asphalte being then laid on the top. The who'e
forms tlie roof of a cirpenter's shop.

Wo are of opinion that a roof constructed as described
will be an inllammable one. The querist, however, may
definitely ascertain the matter for himself by obtaining a
sample of the asphalte, and after applying a small quantity
of petroleum thereto ignite the latter, when the a«phal'e,
especially if new, will also ignite.

DeS Moines, la.— Mr. L. Higgins, city engineer, has sub-
mitted to tho city council estimates for a municipal water-
works plant. The estimated cost of complete works is

§1,472,000. This includes a supply of 16,000,(X)0 gallons per
day for infiltration galleries near the Des Moines river, with
a capacity of 75 gallons per square foot. It is expected that
the yield of the galleries will be at leist double the above
rate. \ large stand-pipe is proposed. The city is now sup-
plied by a private company.
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS. II.

By WILLIAM H. MAXAVELL, Assistant Engineer and Svuneyor, Leytou Urban District Council.

Telford's roads.—Telford first gave attention to tlie con-

struction of roads in 1803-4; liis practice lay more with
the constrnction of new roads than with the repair of

old ones. He constructed the high road from London
to Holyhead and Liverpool, many miles of roads in the
Scottish Highlands and elsewhere in the North. His
special object was to ensure the entire separation of

the broken stone or " road metal " from the subsoil,

and for this purpose he first laid down " n pitched founda-
tion" or " bottoming," " connstmg of pieces of durable, but

nearly cubical as possible, so that the largest piece in its

longest dimensions may pass through a ring of 2i in. inside
diameter.

" The paved spaces on each side of the 18 middle feet are
to be coated with bioken stones or well-cleaned stony gravel
np to the footpath or other boundary of the road, so as to
make the whole convexity of the road 6 in. from the centre to
the sides of it, and the whole of the materials are to be
covered with a binding of 11 in. of good gravel free from olay
or earth " {See Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4.

—

Cross Section- of Telforh's Roads, as Specified.

not necessarily hard, stone measuring from 4 in. to 7 in. in

each dimension. The largest of those pieces are set by hand,
with their largest sides resting on the ' founaiion,' and be-
tween these the smaller pieces are packed, so as to foi'm a

compact layer about 7 in. deep in the centre of the road and
4 in. deep at the sides, part of the convexity being made in

this manner."* Upon the foundation was laid a thickness of

road metal of broken stone similar to Macadam's, which de-

creased in size towards the finished surface.

Telford looked to tliorough drainage, the use of suitable

materials, and, instead of the exaggerated roundness above
referred to, he adopted for the form of cross-section of the
conve-\ity of the carriageway a very flat ellipse.

Attention was also yiaid to the setting out of now roads, to

the rates of inclination,f and to the acclivities to be attained
— avoiding all needless ascents— so that traction may be
effected with the minimum expenditure of power. As an
instance of Telford's skill in road engineering, the case of

the old load, 24 miles in length, across the island of Angle-
sea may be cited, which was so undulated (hat a horse
ascended and descended 1,283 ft. (vertical height) more than
was found to be necessary by Telford. Also the line of his

new road was 2 miles 592 yards shorter than the old one.
Another example of the serious injury which the public sus-

tain through the lack of engineering skill in the laying-out of

roads may be found in the case of the road between London
and Barnet, " on which the total number of perpendicular
feet that a horse must now ascend is upwards of 1,300,

although Barnet is only 5(X)ft. higher than London ; and in

going from Barnet to London ahorse must ascend 800 ft.,

although London is 500ft. lower than Barnet."X
Telford's sj'stem of road-making was afterwards followed

by his assistant, Mr. (afterwards Sir John) Macneil, and there
is little or no essential difference between that method and
the practice followed at the present day.

The following specification of a 30-ft. roadiray as designed
by Telfordiy will be of interest§ :

" Upon the level bed
prepared for the road materials a bottom course or layer of

stones is to be set b}' hand in form of a close, firm pavement

;

the stones sot in the middle of the road are to be 7 in. in

depth ; at 9 ft. from the centre 5 in. ; at 12 ft. from the centre
4 in. ; and at 15 ft. 3 in. They are to be set on their broadest
edges lengthwise across the road, and the breadth of the
.upper edge is not to exceed 4 in. in any case. All the
irregularities of the upper part of the said pavement are to

be broken off by the hammer, and all the interstices to be
filled with stone chips firmly wedged or packed by hand with
a light hammer, so that when the whole pavement is

finished there shall be a convexity of 4 in. in the breadth of
1.5 ft. from the centre.

"The middle 18 ft. of pavement is to be coated witii hard
stones to the depth of 6 in. Four of these 6 in. to be first put
on and worked in by carriages and horses, care being taken
.to rake in the ruts until the surface becomes firm and con-
iSolidated, after wlii;^h the remaining 2 in. are to be pnt on.

" The whole of this stone is to bo broken into pieces as

"Manual of Civil EDgineering," by Prof. W. J. Macquom Rankine
(C. Griffin & Co.).

t Some of which he reduced from about 1 in 6 to a minimum of 1 in 20.

t " A Treatise on Roads," by Sir Henry Parnell.
• " A Treatise on Roads," by Sir Henry Pai-nell,

§ For a portion of the Holyhead road.

The Select Committee of the House of Commons, in report-

ing as to the manner in which the works in connection with
the Holyhead-road had been carried out, stated as follows

;

" The professional execution of the new works upon this road
greatly surpasses anything of the same kind in these countries.

The science which has been displayed in giving the general
line of the road a proper inclination through a, country whose
whole surface consists of a succession of rocks, bogs, ravines,

rivers and precipices, reflects the greatest credit upon the en-

gineer who has planned them ; but perhaps a still greater
degree of professional skill has been shown in the construc-
tion, or rather the building, of the road itself. The great
attention which Mr. Telford has bestowed to give to the sur-

face of the road one uniform and moderately convex shape,

free from the smallest inequality throughout its whole breadth;
the numerous land dr.ains, and, where necessary, shores and
tunnels of substantial masonry, with which all the water
arising from springs or falling in rain is instantly carried off;

the great care with which a sufficient foundation is established

for the road; and the quality, solidity and disposition of the
materials that are pnt upon it, are matters quite new in the
system of road-making in these countries."*

ROAD ROLLING.
The application of steam rolling, as we now know it, for the

proper consolidation of macadam roads has, like most other
improvements enjoyed at the present day, been the subject of

gradual evolution. An interesting history of this subject, in-

cluding hoi'se road-rolling and steam road-rolling, is given in

a report,t addressed to the Metropolitan Board of Works,
1870, by Mr. Frederick A. Paget, c.E.,and according to which
the first recorded allusion to road-rolling (/lorsc-power, of

course) seems to have been made in the letters patent granted
in 1619 to a certain John Shotbolte, who speaks of using cer-

tain " strong and massy engines in the making and repairing
of highways and roads."

" The first proposal of a road-roller, on a sound and scien-

tific basis, was made by a French royal engineer of roads ; and
in 1787 M. de Cessart, then Inspectcnr General des Fonts et

Chaussces, recommended a cast-iron roller for rolling down
newly-metalled roads."

Patents for horse road-rollers were taken out in England by-

Philip Hutchinson Clay in 1817, and by John Biddle in 1825;
and wooden rollers, filled with stones, sand or clay, are said to
have been in use in France about 1840.

Although the rolling of macadam roads seems to have been
applied in actual practice in 1830 or thereabouts, it appears
to have been regarded somewhat as an unnecessary luxury in

England, and was therefore not properly appreciated until

about 1843, when, according to the report above mentioned,
" the first recommendation in the English language of horse
road-rolling as a measure of economy was published by Sir

John F. Burgnyne, r.e.,J when chairman of the Board of

Works of Ireland. He was one of the first engineers who
nsed it in their own work, and certainly the first in England
to scientifically recommend it, not as a refinement, but as a
necessity."

* " Report from t!ie SelcL:t CommiLtee on the Road from London to
Holyheiid m the year 181U."
+ *' Report on the Economy of Road Maintenance and Horse Draft

tlirough Steam Road-rolling, with special reference to the Metropolis,"
by Frederick A. Paget, c.e., 1870.

J Paper (written in 1843) " On Rolling New-made Koads," by General
Sir John F. Burgoyne, Bart.
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Municipal Work in Progress and Projected.

The Loudon County Council have not yet projected any
now works of magnitude, but bslow will be found some iu-

formation as to important undertakings by the vestries of

Islington and St. George, Hanover-square. In the provinces

electric lighting schemes or extensions are projected at

Bristol and Southport.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

The chief feature of Tuesday's council meeting was the

e'eclion of committees. Tiiis occupied the greater part of

the time, and con.<:equently not much administrative work
was disposed of. A long discussion, however, took place on
the report of the old Finance Committee with reference to

the espediency of inserting a clause in the council's Money
Bill authorising them to use the money of the sinking fund
for the purchase of well-secured ground renls within the

metropolitan area. Eventually the report was referred back
to the committee for further consideration. As will bo seen

below, the council also had again under consideration (he

report of the Highways Committee with reference to the

telephone service, but this was likewise referred back to the

committee.
The TfU-plione Sarvice.—The report of the Highways Com-

mittee, originally submitted on the 22nd February, was again

submitted to the council. Last June the council consented,

subject to certain conditions, to the placing underground of

the National Telephone Company's system in connection with

fourteen exchange stations. At the conclusion of a long

report the committee recouiniended that the council should

approve the agreement between the council and the company
that, as a consideration for the concessions proposed, the charge
on a five years' agreement for the first connection should be

£12 a year, for second and additional connections, £10 a year

;

and for private houses £8, while for a yearly agreement the

charges should be £1.5, £12 lOs. and £l(i, those tariffs to

comprise an area of 609 square miles, embracing Dartford,

Redhill, Reigate, Croydon, Epsom. Richmond and Kingston
on the south of the Thame", and Tdbiiry, Woodford, Homford,
Epping, West Ham, Harrow, Ealing and Hampton Court on
the north side of the Thames. After some discussion the

report was referred back to the committee, with instructions

to report on the terms imposed on the National Telephone
Company in the leading provincial cities for the protection of

the streets and for securing reasonable charges to telephone
subscribers.

Fire Escape and Hose Cart Stations.—The Fire Brigade Com-
mittee recommended inter alia that the hose cart and escape
in St. Helen's-place, Bishopsgate, and the fire escape and
hose cart station in Finsbury-circus should be discontinued.

This was agreed to.

Lahuiir Bureaux.— Mr. Nathan Robinson presented a peti-

tion from the St. Pancras Vestry asking the council to take
the necessary steps to legalise labour bureaux throughout the
metropolis. The petition was refcn-ed to tlie General Pur-
poses Committee.

Tenders.—The following tenders were opened by the chair-

man : For the construction of the Greenwich tunnel— Messrs.
J. S. Pearson & Son, Limited, £1.55,000; and Messrs. J. Mowlem
& Co., £119,732. For the supply of furnaces for the ss. Barking
^Messrs. A. W. Robertson & Co., Royal Albert Dry Docks,
£690; Messrs. Fletcher, Sou & Fearnall, Union Docks, Lime-
house, £806 ; Messrs. Brown's Dry Dock and Engineering
Company, 10 London-street, EC, £846; and the Thames
Ironworks and Ship Building Companv, Limited, Blackwall,
E , £1,055.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Chelsea.—.-Vn influential deputation appeared at the last

meeting of the vostry to protest against the Bill now pend-
ing in Parliament to empower the Chelsea Electricity Supply
Company, Limited, to .acquire lands and erect generating
stations in the parish. It was urged that if the proposals
were carried into effect a great hardship would bo done to
the poor persons who would have to leave their homes and
that surrouTiding property would bo injuriously affected. The
vestry decided to seal a petition against the Bill.

Clerkenwell.— l)n (ho rccommondation of the Electric
Lighting Committee, the vestry have unanimously resolved to
apply for a provisional order to empower them to supply the
parish with electricity.

Fulham.— .V sub-committee liavo been appointed bv the
vestry to consider and report respecting the Superannuation
(Metropolis) Bill.— t)n the recommendation of the Works
Committee tho vestry have resolved to support the Corpora-
tion of London iii making an application to the Treasury for
»n inquiry into the cost .and rfliricncy of tho telephone
service.

Haokney."A Irtlor signed by soma 300 ratcpayer.«, asking
for wood piving to be put down in a ccitain part of Dalstoii"^
lane has been referred to the General Purposes Committee for
consideration.

Hammersmith.—The vestry have approved plans for the
erection of a new fire station at the corner of Pennar's-road.

Hampstead.—The following motion was carried at last

Thursday's meeting of the vestry; "That the question of

erecting kiosks in the parish be referred to the Works Com-
mittee for consideration and report, and particularly : (a)

The cost of a kiosk
;

{b) the probable income to be received

from a kiosk for rent and advertisements; (c) the probable
lent that ciu be obtained for the right to erect a kiosk."

Islington.—The vestry at a recent meeting decided to

expend £20.000 on the enlargement of the baths and wash-
houses in Uornsey-road. Twelve months ago the vestry
sanctioned a minor scheme of enlargement, but this has been
withdrawn, and a more comprehensive one agreed to. This
provides for additional machinery, storage tank, nearly forty
more private baths, and a new first-class swimming bath for

women, with a pond 75 ft. by 25 ft., fitted in the most
approved manner, at a cost of £7,000. Artesian wells are
being made, and it has been estimated that a saving of £600
per armum, or about one-half the total, will be effected in tho
preseut water bill.

Lambeth.—A report was last week brought up from a
special committee on water companies' charges as to the
supply of water for road purposes. The Lambeth company
supply the vestry unde.' an agreement, and the price charged
by the Southwark companj' is governed by an award made
by Mr. Chance, the Lambeth magistrate, in 1883. The com-
panies having declined to reduce their charges, the committee
recommended that notice should be given to terminate the
agreement with the Lambeth comp.any, and that an applica-

tion be made to the police magistrate to reduce the price

chargeable by the Southwark company. These recommenda-
tions wore adopted without discussion.

Lee.— .\t last week's meeting of the Board of Works it was
decided to fo.'ward a memorial to the Londou County Council
in regard to the defective sewerage of the loA-er part of
Charlton. The memorial pointed out that wlien the main
(southern outfall) sewer was constructed by the Metropolitan
Board of Works in 1861 no provision was made for the drain-

age of tho lower part of Charlton and adjoining land in Wool-
wich and Greenwich, and that omission had never been
remedied. Tho consequences of the defective drainage were
calculated to be very serious and dangerous. In case of the
council refusing to accede to the demand, the memorial
intimated that the board would proceed by mandamus. The
memorial was approved, and the clerk was thanked for the
able way in which he had stated the matter.

Newington.—The vestry have decided, on the recommend,
ation of the Electric Lighting Committee, to purchase No. 20
Penrose-strcet, at a tolal cost of £1.000, for tho erection of a
generating station.

Poplar.—On Wednesday afternoon the dust destructor
erected by the district board of works on land in Glaucus-
street, Bromley, at acost of £ll,Ot)0, was opened by Mr. Mark
Dalton, J. p., chairman of the board, in the presence of a large
number of representatives of the board. The site was pro-
cure;! at a cost of £3,500. The destructor, which contains
fourteen colls, is calculated to destroy about 130 tons of refuse
per diem, and the shaft is I-jOft. from the surface of the
ground.

ShoreditOh.—The following motion has been adopted by
the vestr}' :

" That this vestry expresses its indignation at the
notice of the (ras Light and Coke Company of their intentio'n

to increase the already high charge for gas to private con-
sumers in this parish, and, in view of tho groat difference in

the price of gas north and south of the Thames, hei'eby re-

quests tho directors to give some explanation of their extra-
in-dinary notice to consumers, and that a copy of this resolu-

tion be sent to the London County Council and the local

authorities supplied through the system of this company.''

St. George, Hanover-square.—The vestry have decided
to borrow the sum of £1 l,tX)0 for the extension of wood and
othtu' p:ncinents in the parish.

Strand.—An ordinary meeting of the board of works was
held last Wednesday, when a long discussion took place on
tho report of the Wharf Committee recommending the erec-

tion of a dust destructor on the Horsfall system at Shot
Tower «harf and the opening of negotiations to co-operato
with the corporation for an extension of the existing lease of
the wharf. The adoi)tioa of the report wae moved, and it

was pointed out that tho tendency at the present day was for
the disposal of refuse by the mode suggested in preference to

the more costly and offensive systems now in use. Tho ap-
proximate present cost of barging away tho refuse was £2,6CX)
a year, and the cost by the adoption of a destructor was £2,-l00
a year, including interest on and repayment of capital.

Several amendments were submitted, and ultimately one was
carried to the eft'ect that the board approved of the erection
of a destrnctor on Shot Tower wharf, provided that an ex-
tension of tho lease of the latter could be obtained. The
recommendatiou of the Improvements Committee for the
widening of Drnry-lane by Craven-yard and the carrying oat
of an improvement in Dean-street near Oxford-street was
agreed to..
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PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
BreCOnShire.— It -n-as recently resolved tb.tt application

slionld he made to the Loral Government Board for a Pro-

visional Order to extend the borrcwing powers of the conncil,

BO as to enable them to raise by a loan the monevs reonired by

tho building of the asylum, the loan not to exceed £73,(X)0. It

was also resolved that application shonld be made to extend

the limit of repayment of the loan be3'ond the limit of thirty

j'ears imposed by the Local Government Act of 1SS8.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
AndOVei*.—An inspector of the Local Government Board

recently held an inquiry with reference to an application of

the town council for permission to borrow a sum of JtT.oOO

for the execution of a scheme for the diainage of the town.

Mr. W. II. White, the borough surveyor, gave evidence.

Barnalsy.-It has baen decidsd, upon the recoaimeudation

of a committee, lo obtain tenders for making up Crookes-

Btreet and to pave a portion of ShefBeid-road with Crowdeu
Kdge sett.a, at an estimated cost of £387, and another portion

with redwood blocks, at an estimated cost of £1,083. The
council also accepted tenders as follows : Main sewers laying

—Blenheim-road, Mr. Henry Medley, £161 ; and St. (Jeorge's-

road, £17.j. Street making—Agnes-ioad West, Mr. John llood,

£1,081 ; Spring-Street, Mr. G. F. Brown, £019.

Birmingham.—The city council have adopted a resolution

recommending the widening of Cherry-street between Temple-
row and Canuon-street, at a cost of £12,300.

Bournemouth.—At the last meeting of the town council a
deputation of influential residents on the East Cliff presented

a memorial against the proposed lease by Sir George Meyrick
to a private syndicate <f the cliffs and foreshore between
Bournemouth and Boscomhe pier, for the purpose of erecting

shops and houses on a proposed nndorcliff diive, and against

any such marine drive being carried out except by the govern-

ing body of the town. The memorial was referred to a com-
mittee. There is considerably diversity of opinion among the

ratepayers as to whether drives should be constructed at all.

Bradford.—The tender of Messrs. Cole, Marchant & Jlorley,

at £1,679, has been accepted by the council for the supply of

anotber set of condensing plant at the electric supply works.

—A depntation recently left England for the Continent for

the purpose of collecting information regarding the supply of

energy for lighting and power purposes.

Brighton.—The price of electricity will shortly be reduced

irom lid. to Id. per unit after the first hour.

Bristol.—Local Government Board sanction has been
received to a loan of £23,000 for purposes of electric lighting

Buxton.— It has been decided by the conncil to proceed
with a municipal electric ligbting scheme on the lines

suggested by Prof. Kennedy.

Cardiff.— At a recent meeting of the Health Committee of

the corporation the question of the tipping of the town's
refuse \v<^a brought up, and the importance of getting the

refuse destructor erected as speedily as possible was urged.

The borough engineer said it would not be possible to make a
start with this work for twelve months.

CarlislO.—The corporation have accepted the tender of Mr.
Jno. Laing, Denton-street, Carlisle, for the erection of a
central electi-ic lighting station, at a cost of £7,668.

Chesterfield.—The boring opeiations which have been
prosecuted, under the direction of the water boird, in the

vicinity of their reservoirs at Linacre are likely to prove
much more successful than even the most sanguine member
of the boiird had dared to hope. Some weeks ago. at a depth
of only 40 ft., water was met with. But recently, at a depth
of about 150 ft., a copious sprins; ha? been pierced, which
sends up a flow cotai)Uted at 200,0(X) gallons per diem. It is

expected that by means about to be adopted this quan'ity
can be considerably augmented.

CoventlY-—A- Local Government Hoard inquiry has been
held relative to an application of the to«n coiinc 1 for sanction

to borrow £2,350 for street improvements.— Tlie corporation
are considering the advisability of erecting a corn exchange
and public hall.

ECCleS.—A Local Government Board inquiry was lield on
Friday last by Lieut. -Colonel Albert ('. Smith, r.e., in re-

sponse to an application made by the corporation for powers
to borrow money for the following purposes : £1,475 for
public street improvements, £4,754 for private street im-
provements, £100 for a public urinal, £7.56 for a boundary
wall, and extension of cow house at the sewage farm. De-
tails of the various schemes were explained by the borough
engineer, Mr. Arthur C. Turley.

CrImSby.- -The town council have appointed a committee
to report on a proposal to purchase the gas and water under-
takings.

Hastings.—It has been decided by the town council to adopt
a system of trams in the borough. It is intended to have
commuuicalion with the boroxigh; but the front will be

excepted, in consequence of the strong opposition which has
been offered.

Huddersfield.— Last week, upon the recommendation of
the Electric Lighting Commitiee, it was .agreed by the
conncil to .iccept the tender of Messrs. Siemens Brothers, at
£13,054, for the supply of two sets of generating plant

—

Siemens' alternaiors with McLaren enaines.—The council
approved the proceedings of the Electric Lighting Committee,
who reported having jiassed a resolution supporting a claim
of tlic New Mutual Telephone Company.

Leeds.—The Local Government Board have granted a pro-

visional order for the construction of a street through the
Shambles into Vicar-lane, parallel with Kirkgate. The
cost of the street, which is estimated at £30,(,00, is to be de-

frayed by the Leeds Estates Company, on account of the
enhanced value tho new thoroughfare will put tipou their

adjoining properly. The only cost it will entail on the cor-

poratiort is £1,000, the amount of sewering and flaggiiig.

Arrangements have also been made for the purchase of the
last two blocks of properly in Vicar-lane that are required for

the necessary widening of that thoroughfare. As foon as

this proposed purchase has received the fanction of the council

the A'icar-laiie improvement scheme will likewise be complete,

Lincoln.— In consequence of the refusal of the corporation

(o permit the use of slop-water closets in the city, on the

ground that such closets were insuHicient within the meaning
of the Public Health Act, 1875, a Local Government Board
inquiry was held on the loth inst. by Mr. E. P. Burd, in-

spector, a considerable amount of expert evidence being given

on both sides. Among those who gave evidence in favour of

slop-wiiter closets were Messrs. F. S. Button (Burnley), J. T.

Eayrs (Birmingham), F. Pickering (borough surveyor, Old-

ham), W. Spinks (Leeds), J. \V. Bradley (borough surveyor,

Wolverhampton), W. J. Newton (borough surveyor', Accring-
lon), Drs. Carline and Thompson (of Lincoln) and others.

Evidence against the system wus given on behalf of the cor-

jioration by Mr. MacBrair, the city surveyor, Mr. G. Broom,
(borough surveyor, St. Helens), Dr. Littlejohn (medical officer

of health, Edinburgh, late of Sheffield), Dr. Robertson (medi-

cal officer of health, Sheffield, late of St. Helens), Dr. Snel',

(medical officer of health, Coventry), Dr. Wheatley (medical

officer of health, Blackburn), Mr. Stansfield (chief inspector

of nuisances, Manchester), and others. The i-esult of the in-

quiry will bo watched with considerable interest by municipal

engineers throughout the country, and our readers will have
observed from our report of the Parliamentary proceedings in

the Norwich Water Bill last week that the question of the

right of veto by the water company to the use of slop-water

closets was raised in that measure.

Lowestoft.— It is reported that tho boi-ough surveyor has

been asked to prepare, in conjunction with Mr. W. C. C.

Hawtayne, the consulting electrical engineer, a plan showing
the position of the proposed refuse destructor relative to the

proposed electric supply station. Plans and specifications of

a four-cell destructor, <tc., are being obtained by the Joint

Sanitary and General Purposes Committee from the Ilorsfall

Furnace Syndicate, of Leeds.

Maidstone.—A Lccal Government Boo^ inquiry has been
held with reftrence to an application of the corporation for

sanction to borrow £1,023 for the constructioir of a new street

and for street improvements.

Monmouth.—A lengthy discussion took place at a i-ecent

meeting of the town council regardingthecostof thenewdraic-
age scheme now being carried out by Jlessrs. Johnson Brothers
The original estimate of the engineer', Mr. Lailey, was about
£12,000, and the original cotitract was £8,(J0o. A report pre-

sented to the council by Mr. Lailey estimated that it would
now take £16,432 to complete the work. The question of

borrowing £10,000 more was adjonmod, and it was decided to

hold a special mf^ting and invito Mr. Lailey to attend and
explain.

Nelson.— A Local Government Board inquiry was held on
Tuesday into an application of the town conncil for sanction

to borrow a sum of £32,400 for carrying out various improve-
ments.

Newport, Isle of Wight.—An inquiry was held last week, on
behalf of the Local Gcjverumont Board, by Mr-. Herbert H.
Law. in respect to a dispute which has arisen between the
coirncil and the Isle of Wight Rural District Council concern-
ing the terms upon which the corporation are prepared to

sanction the parish of Carisbrooke being connected with the
sewerage system, also upon the application of the rural

district conncil to the Local Government Board for permissiorr

to borrow a sum of £2,000 for the purposes of the works of

sewerage for the village of Carisbrooke.

Norwich.—U has been decided by a committee of the city

conncil to accapt the following tenders : Mr. ^^^ A. Read, of

Norttich, to makegood .\shbj--street. Barker's-street, Paddock-
street and Railway-street, for £810; The Haskin Wood-
vulcanising Company, Limited, of Loudon, to deliver 100,000

uucreosoted deal paving blocks for £732. In reference to

the wood blocks, it was stated that it was desired to try a
process of preparing wood other than by means of creosote.

Having seeu some specimens of this wood, the engineer

advised the cotfimittee to trv it. If it turned out satis-
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faotorily the trouble and nuisance caused by cieosoted wood
ill wet weather would be avoided.

Reigate.—The council have decided to undertake the

work of electric lighting in the borough, and authorised the

Klectiic Lighting Committee to take the professional advice

of another electrical authority. The committee will visit any
work they may deem necestary and advise the council as to

which system tliey should adopt and the manner of carr^ iiig

out the work.

Ryde.—The town council have decided to light one of the

jinblic streets with incandeacsnt gas lamps, at an estimated

coat of £oi).

Saffron Walden.— The borough snrvfyor, Mr. G. William

Lacey, having submitted reports and estimates fur paying,

kerb ng and channelling various streets in the borough, the

highway cninniittee, after consideration of the various classes

of pavement suggested, recently recommended the adoption

of Victoria indurated paving. The recommendation has

since been confirmed by the council, after some discussion.

The Local (rovernment Hoard's sanction will be applied for in

due course for a loan of £1,100 to carry out a portion of the

work.

Scarborough.—The new Pea wall has been constructed

as for south as what is locally known os Coffee-pot lock, a

distance of abiut 400 yards from tlie existing Royal Albert

drive, and there are already manufactured blocks for 2.'i0 ad-

ditional vards. The date fixed for ihe completion of the

contract "is August, 1899, and both l\lr. J. R. Everett, the

resident engineer, wiio looks after tlie interests of the

corporation in the matter, and also the contractors (Messrs.

Cooke & Co., Battersea) are of opinion that the work will be

completed by that time, especially if the weather next winter

is rca-tonably fine; £10,00(J has already been paid on account
of the contract (£C0,27O), so that, as a proportion of the

amount is retained until after the work i.s completed, it may
fairly be estimated that between a si.xth and a seventh of the

labour has been performed.

Sheffield.— On Monday the shareholders in tlie Sheffield

Electric Light and Power Company met to consider the

proposal of the corpiration to purchase the undertaking .at

an agreed price. The ordinary annual meeting was lirst

held, and a dividend declared at the rate of l^J per cent.

Figures were quoted showing the remarkable growth of the

company and profits, and a special resolntion for the sale of

the concern to the corporation was moved. The terms of

purchase are that the corporation shall pay an agreed amount
of capital expenditure, fixed at £124,472. Of this sum
£5,972 is to be paid in cash, and the remainder, £118,.500, is

to be satisfied by the corporation issuing for every £100 of

the sum in question £22) of corporation 2V per cent, stock,

redeemable in 1925. T'here were oi her terms in the resolu-

tion to sell, and the sale was unmimously confirmeil.

Southampton.— It was reported at the last meeting of the

cDrporation that, on the instructions of a committee, the

borough engineer, Mr. \V. B. G. Bennett, had reduced the

estimated cost of the proposed municipal lodging house from
£14,500 to £10,030, the changes including the reduction in

accommodation from 22.3 to 189 beds. After a prolonged dis-

cussion the repoit was adopted.

SOUthport.—An inquiry was held last week by Colonel

C. H. liuard on behalf of the Local Government Board into

an application of the council for sanction to borrow £21,178
for purposes of electric lighting and £18,070 for street im-
provement purposes.

Truro.—The corporation have abondoned the scheme for

the purchase of the gas company's undertaking.

Wakefield.—The Hospital Committee of the city council
recently approved the plans of the proposed works at the
Clayton Hospital )irepared by Mr. W. Watson, .architect, and
the council have since adopted them. The consulting-rooms
are to be enlarged, a new mortuary is to be erected, antl a
laundry is to be built.

West Ham.—At an ordinary meeting of the town council,
held last week, the following clause in a report of the Public
Health Committee was p:isFed without discussion :

" That
with reference to the resolution to select a more suitable site

for the public baths in the northern part of the borough than
the one suggested in IdmiHton-road, they have had two bites

nft'ered in Romford-road and one suggested in VVoodgrangc-road,
and as there appears to bo a greiit difference of opinion on
the subject, recommend tliat the various sites proposed be
referred to the council in coinmittce i'nr consideration."

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Biggleswade.— The district council have decided to make-

up a number of footways in their district, ut an estimated
cost of £1,0HG.

Colwyn Bay.—At the council's last m.eeting a depntation
attended to protest against the expense incurred in laying
down a 9-iu. water mnin being charged to Llysfaen, "and
against the action of tho contractor in taking np the sewer
and water main and constructinsr a new sewer.

Dartford.—The contract for the paving of a flight of steps
in a private street leading from Mount Pleasant-road to
Mount Pleasant-terrace has been let to the Kent Road Main-

tenance and Stone Supply Company, of Gravesend. The
contract price is £89 133.

Horsham.—The principal business of last week's meeting
of the council was the reception of the report of a special

committee in regard to electric lighting. The report, which
recommended the making of an application for a provisional

order and the appointment of Mr. Hawtayne to prepare a

scheme and an estimate of costs, was, after discussion, adopted.

South Hornsey.—The General Purposes Committee of the

council h.ave been instructed to consider and report upon the

tenders received for the erection of a temporary infectious

diseases hospital. The olfers were as follows : Messrs.

Croggon & Son, London, £325; W. Glover & Son, Warwick,
£39+ : Wrinch & Son, Ipswich, £441; J. Willson, Brixton,

£274; J. Priest & Son, Bristol, £2.58; W. Harbrow, South
Bermondsey, £.'531; Humphreys, Limited, Knightsbridge,

£291 ; aiid'E. C. A J. Keay, Limited, Birmingham, £295.

St. Mary Church.—The district council have decided to

reduce the price of gas from 3s. 9d. to 33. 6d. per 1,000 cubic

feet.

Surbiton.—A Local Government Board inspector has held

an inquiry in reference to an application of the district council

fur sanction to borrow £li,0ot) for the erection of municipal
offices and £4,500 for the making-np of five roads at Isle-

worth under Ihe Private Sireets Works Act, 1892.

Swanage.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held relative to an application of tho district council for sanc-

tion to borrow £8,50<J for sewerage purposes.

Tonbridge.—Colonel Marsh, r.k , an inspector of the Local
Goverument Board, held an inquiry on Friday with reference
to an application of the council to borrow £700 for street im-
provements and £1,2.50 for works of sewerage. Mr. W.
Laurence Bradley, the council's engineer, explained the plans,

which had been prepared by him, and also accompanied the
inspector to view the sites of the various works. The sewer-
age work now contemplated forms a second portion of a
general scheme for extending, renewing and improving the
existing sewerage of the town. The first portion of the scheme,
for which a loan of £5,(XX) was sanctioned by the Local Gov-
ernment Board in October last, is rapidly approaching com-
pletion, the work having been carried out departmentally by
the council's engineer, and includes an installation of three
Shone ejectors and a new outfall sewer, the latter, owing to

the extremely wet ground, being constructed with 21-iii.

Sykes' patent pipes.—The Local (Jovernment Board have
sanctioned a loan of £9,000 for the purchase of the historic

Tonbridge Casile and grounds, for use as public pleasure
grounds, and £8,.550 for street improvements.—A further
application has been made to the board for sanction to borrow
£5,000 for the pur^iose of building a, new free library and
technical institute, sanction fur the site having already been
granted.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Axminster.—Mr. Walt.r A. Ducit, Loral Government

Board inspector, held an inquii}- last week concerning an
application of the council to borrow £1,0(X) as a contribution
towards the erection of a new bridge for vehicular traffic over
the river Axe at the village of Whitford. The contractor for

the work, Mr. K. Harris, of Clysthidon, commenced the con-
struction of ihe new bridge in the latter end of last August,
and hopes to have the work completed in about two months
from the present date. The new bridge is of wrought steel,

160 ft. ill length and 10 ft. in width, and rests on two piers
8 ft. in thickness, which stand in the river. The foundation,
which is 20 ft. deep, has been dug in a limestone rock, and
is built of granite from Meryville quarry, Dannioor. Some
of the blocks of granite and cap stones used in the construc-
tion of the bridge weighed 50cwt. each. The amount of the
contract for the work is £3,600.

Basford.—An azent of Lord Howe attended the last
monthly meting of the council in connection with the pro-
posed new water supply for Gotham. It was explaineJ that
at the previous meeting a scheme and plans had been pre-
pared by Mr. Ilodson, engineer to the council, who estimated
the cost of the work at £1,500. It was then ordered that the
estimate and plans be forwarded to the parish council, who
subsequently replied that they did not wish to comment
thereon, and simply let it pass. Mr. Burnett hail esamiued
the pliins, and had prepared an amended scheme, which he
proposed ^llould ba carried out, at considerably less cost

—

about £500. It was piac ically the same scheme with modi-
fications as Mr. Hodson's, and it was now suggested that it

should be passed on to Mr. Hodson, who should modify his
original jilaus in accordance with it. The suggestion was
approved.

Plomesgate.—-Vt tlie last meeting of the district council
the following letter was read from ilr. A. D. Adrian, assistant;

secreiary of the Local Government Board :
" 1 am directed bv

the Local Government Board to advert toyour leitcrrelativeto
the proposed scheme by the Rural District Council of Plomes-
gate for ihe sewerage and the disposal of the sewage of the
parish of Sasmundham, and X am to state that the buard are
advised that the scheme is open to objection upon several
grounds, and they are not therefore prepared to entertain tha
application."
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Personal.

The salary of Mr. P. H. Palmer, tlie borough surveyor r)t

Hastings, lias been increased to £800 per annnni.

Coventry City Conncil have increasetl the salary of Mr. A.

S. Bnfcterworth, assistant snrveyor, from £150 to £175 per

annum.

Mr. Frederick J. Rnyner, of Sntton, Surrey, has received

the appointment of snrveyor to the Newhaven Urban District

Conncil.

Mr. William Meredith, snrveyor of highways to the Kings-
winford Rural District Council, has been appointed to the
position of surveyor of main roads.

We much regret that in onrparagraph of last week relating

to the salary of the borough surveyor of Heywood that gentle-

man's (Mr. J. Ainsworth Settle) name was incorrectly given.

Mr. II. Bertram Nichols, of liirmingliani, has been in-

structed by the Lndlow Rural District Conncil to prepare ii

scheme of sewerage and sewage disposal for the district of

East Hamlet.

On Friday, Mr. Frederick .1. Finghih, as«islaut surveyor to

the Heston and Isleworth Urban District Council, was ap-

pointed borough engineer and surveyor of Carmarthen, at a,

salary of £180 per annum.

Mr. Samuel Broadhead, of Stockport, has been appointed
by the Milford Urban District Council to the jiost of surveyor,

in succession to Mr. William Summons, deceased. lie was to

have entered upon liis duties this week.

Mr. R. Hughes, surveyor to the Rhyl Urban District

Conncil, has been voted an honorarium of £60 for work in

respect of ergineeriug services rendered by him in connection
with the proposed West Promenade extension.

The funeral took place last Wednesday, from his residence

in Dublin, of the late. Mr. W. G. Strype, who for a number of

years occupied the position of engineer to the Kingstown and
Blackrock Drainage Board, Bray Ilaibonr, and other large en-

gineering works.

Mr. Clothier, assistant electrical engineer to the Stafford

Town Council, has been appointed lo the position recently

vacated by his chief, Mr. Highfield, who has accepted an ap-

pointment under the St. Helens Corporation. Mr. Clothier's

salary will commence at £125.

The Streets and Buildings Committee of the Scarborough
Town Conncil havo approved a resolution suggesting the

invitation of applications for the post of tempora,ry additional

draughtsman in the borongli engineer's department. The
salary would be 2 guineas weekly.

The following arc the selected candidates for the vacant
position of snrveyor to the Marylebone Vestry : Mr. !•'. Sumner,
surveyor to the Bermondsey Vestry ; Mr. .T, Rush Dixon, sur-

veyor to the Shoreditch Vestry; and Mr. J. A. P. Wadding-
ton, surveyor to the Whitcchapel District Board of Works.

Five of the ninety candidates for the post of surveyor to

the Staines Rural District Council were interviewed recently,

the council eventually deciding to .appoint Mr. W. L. Lock,

of Caversham, to the vacancy. Mr. Lock, whoso salary com-
mences at £200 per annum, will take up his new dntios next
Friday.

Messrs. R. Sutherland, Daniel Jlacnanghton, William R.

Macfarlane, William A. Patrick, Archibald Gillespie, Aler-

and.er Sliand and Charles Fenwick were present, among
others, at the annual supper of the Glasgow Corporation

Waterworks officials, which was held on Friday, at the Bank
Restaurant, Qaecn-street.

Sir .1. AVolfe Barry, president of the Institulioir of Civil

Eugineers, presided on Wednesday at the annual dinner of

that body, which was held in Middle Temple Hall, and in

replying to the toast of " The Institution," proposed by Sir

Nathaniel Lindley, Master of the Rolls, he remarked that

they had never been in a more flourishing condition than at

the present moment.

Mr. Walter Blackshaw, who has resigned liis posiiion of

chief assistant in the office of the borough road surveyor of

Croydon, was the reci|iient, prior to his dcpartnre for Can-
nock, where he has l>een appointed tothepo:^t of surveyor, of

a special testimonial from the Highways Committ?c of the

town council. His brother-officers also made him a hand-
some presentation. He will take up his new duties next
Friday.

At a meetin? of the Maybole Police Commissioners last

Monday Mr. William Watson, assistant to Mr. William
Stewart, burgh surveyor of Arbroath, whs appointed to the

post of snrveyor to the burgh of Maybole. Mr. Watson,
who is twenty-four years of age, served his apprenticeship

at Arbroath, where he has since remained. His new appoint-

ment, which he Is expected to fill in a month's time, is worth
£120 per annum.

At the last monthly meeting of the Troon Commissioners
a letter was read from the secretary of the Troon Gas Light

Company, stating that the comp.any had decided to sell their
works and plant to tlie town, and further intimating that they
had appointed Jfr. William Falrweather, of Kilmarnock, as
their valuator. The commissioners have retained the services-
of Mr. James M'fiilchrlst, gas man.ager, Dumbarton, to act<

in the same capacity for them.

A letter was received from the surveyor, Mr. D. II. W.;
Powell, at the last meeting of the Kingswood Urb.an District
Council, resigning his position. The resignation, which takes
place in six weeks, was accepted by the council, who con-
gratulated Mr. Powell upon his appointment to a position in

the western district of Witney, Oxfordshire, at a salary com-
mencing at £IiJ0. Consideration will shortly be given to the
question of a gratuity to the snrveyor for past services.

Wo greatly regret to record the death, which occurred on
Monday after a long illness, of Mr. O. S. Brown, the sur-
veyor to the Vestry of Camherwell. Mr. Brown's service
with the vestry has extended over some twenty-eight years,
but it is barely five years since he was appointed to the sur-

veyorship, in succession to Mr. Reynolds, under whom he
worked as practically surveyor-elect for a considerable period
antecedent to that gentleman's decease. He was a fiiiiet but
assiduous worker, .and the vestry have lost by his death one
of their most valuable officials. Tlie interment will take
place at .1 o'clock to-inoirow, at Forest Hill cemetery.

The appointment of a surveyor occupied the attention

of the Shanklin Urban District Conncil for some considerable
time on Tuesday last. There were originally seventy-nine
applications, but the council in committee had reduced the

number to three, recommending, by a majority vote, the ap-

pointment of a Mr. Matthews, of Hastings. The conncil, how-
ever, adopted an amendment, which was carried by six votes

against three, appointing Mr. Ernest Cooper, a son of one of

the cotmcillors, to the vacant pust. Mr. Cooper's salary has
been fixed at £120 per annum.

Mr. William J. Fetch, having Intimated to the Scarborongh
Town Council that he had been appointed surveyor to the
Urban District Council of Rawmarsh, and having tendered
his resignation as inspector of new buildings to the corpora-

tion, the Streets and Buildings Committee recently adopted
a resolution expressing their congratulations to Mr. Petch on
his appointment, and their appreciation of the diligence and
ability with which he has carried out his duties during the
sixteen years which he has been in their service, and
ordered that a sealed copy of the resolution be given to Ifr,

Petch.

The following five candidates for the appointment of

superintendent of the sewers and rivers department of the

Birmingham Corporation, appeared before the Public Works
Committee on Thursday : Mr. Mason, assistant, Burton-upon-
Trcnt ; Mr. J. S. McKie, city engineer's department, Man-
chester; Mr. Greenshiels, chief draughtsman, city engineer's

office, Birmingham ; Mr. E. B. Savage, city engineer's de-

partment, Norwich ; and Mr. Frank Wood, resident engineer,

Wakefield sewage works. After the interview the committee
decided to appoint Mr. E. B. Savage. The salary is £300,
rising to £350 per annnni.

Dr. W. J. Simpson, who, as we have already announced in

our colnmns, has been appointed Professor of Hygiene in

King's Collegel, Loudon, graduated M.B. and CM. at

Aberdeen in 1876, and took his M.D. degree in 1880. in

the same year he obtained the diploma in Public Health from
Cambridge Univoisity. He was for some years lecturer in

hygiene at Aberdeen, and in 1886 was appointed medical
officer of Calcutta. While holding this post, which he resigned

last year, he did much to organise the health administration

of that city on satLsfactory lines, and carried out nsefnl in-

vestigations with regard to the prevention of cholera. He is

the author of several v.aluable papers on matters relating to

public health

Mr. William Robertson, who was until lately snrveyor in

the Glasgow Corporation water department, has been ap-

pointed the first town clerk of Buluwayo, South Africa, at a

salary of £720 per annnni. Mr. Robertson's health broke
down recently, and he was ordered to South Africa. He left

with te.stimonlals from several influenti.al members of the

town council and leading corporation officials, and on arriving

at Capo Town he heard of the Buluwayo post. This he ap-

plied for, and was subsequently unanimously appointed out of

a large number of applicants. His many friends are said to

be delighted that, with restored health, he has the prospect of

guiding the mnnicipal destinies of the bustling and progres-

sive South African city of Buluwayo along the lines which
have achieved world-wide fame for Glasgow.

Consideration was given on Wednesday last by the Derbv
Town Conncil to the appointment of a borough snrveyor. The
original long list of applicants had been reduced by a special

committee to four, but by the withdrawal of Mr. Eyack, of

Aberdeen, the number was reduced to three—ric, Mr. Roun-
thwaite, borough engineer of Snnderland ; Mr. Howard Smith,

engineer of the Lynton and Barnstaple railway; and Mr.

John Ward, assistant borough surveyor of ShefEeld. These
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gentlemen were called before the council and questioned at

some length, after which the council proceeded to vote by
ballot, the result being the appointment of Mr. Ward. Ilis

salary will commence at £600 per annum. A writer of TJie

Sheffield and Rotherha)nIndi:pcndenl,ina.\]aiVmg to the appoint-

ment of Mr. Ward says i
" His promotion to the higher ranks

of municipal service is certainly deserved, if length and
breadth of experience count. It is just thirty years since

Mr. Ward began his professional training in his native town
of Chesterfield, and he has held places of eradually rising

importance there, at Derby, in East London, at Nottingham,
freston, and, lastly, Sheffield, where he has been nine years

in the post he is relinqnishing."

On Thursday the Vestry of St. Martin-in-the-Fields adopted
a report of a committee recommending that Ml'. George (ireen,

assistant surveyor to the Islington Vestry, be appointed to

the vacant post of surveyor. Seventy-two applications were
originally received for the appointment, but this number was
reduced by a committee to six for interview. The names of

the other five selected candidates ore given in our issue of

the 11th inst. Mr. Green commenced his professional career

in 1878, when he was articled to Mr. John Pagan, A.M.I.C.E.,

the then borough surveyor of Wakefield, for a term of four

years. At the expiration of that time he was appointed an
assistant in the Wakefield office. In 188^^ lie was appointed
assistant to Mr. Arthur Brown, m.i.c.k., city engineer of

Nottingham, which jjosition he held until 1892, when he re-

ceived his present position as assistant surveyor to the Vestry
of St. Mary, Islington. While at Islington Mr. Green has de-

signed and supervised the construction of brick and pipe
sewers, the reconstruction and remodelliugof existing sewers,

the widening and improving and making-up of streets, the
paving with wood, asphalte, gianite and other materials of

public roads, the construction of underground conveniences,
a disinfecting station and shelter honse, and the drainage of

new, and the redrainage of old, premises. He has charge of

the northern district of the parish, and it is his special care
to superintend the lighting, cleansing, watering, paving and
repair of the roads; cleansing, flushing and ventilating of

the sewers ; the removal of snow, and the control of a large
number of road and sewer men, attendants, street orderly
boys, five foremen, and inspectors. Mr. Green is an associate

member of the InsHtution of Civil Engineers, having been
elected in 1887.

ASSOGIATiON OF

MUNICIPAL AN D COUNTY ENGINEERS.

New Membkrs.
At a meeting of the council on Suturday the following

gentlemen were elected as

ilemhcr.< :

—

H. W. Bowen, surveyor to the Rural District Council, Wig-
more.

T. Gregory, surveyor to the Urban District Council, Ncw-
bnrn-on-Tyne.

J. Huxley, surveyor to the Rural District Council, Hailsham.
H. J. G. Leete, main road surveyor, Isle of Ely County

Council.

W. H. Prescott, bofougli Surveyof, Relgate.
J. F. Stow, surveyor to the Urban District Council, Brid-

lington.

Ti-anKferred to the Clans of Ucmhers :
—

J. A. Settle, borough surveyor, Heywood.
Thomas Coi.e, Scd'elayy.

II, Victoria-street, S.W.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Okm.narv Mf.i;ti.\(..

An ordinary meeting of tlie Institution will bo held on
Tuesday, at 8 p.m., when Mr. E. W. Stoney, M.E., m.i.c.e., will

rend a paper, entitled "Extraordinary Floods in Southern
India: Their Causes and Destructive Effects on Railway
Works." A discussion will follow.

STroENTs' Meeting.
The student members of the Institution will pay a visit on

Thursday to the Great Central Railway works, including the
terminus. Those who intend to bo present are requested to

meet at iilO Marylebone-road at 2.30 p m.

MUNICIPAL OF FICERS' ASSOGIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.
Ml'. T. M'Kinnon Wood, the new chairman of the London

County Council, will preside at the second annual dinner of
the above association, which is to be held to-morrow, the
26th inst., in the International Hall, Cafe Monico, Piccadilly,

London. He will be suppoited by the Rt. Hon. Viscount
Cross, G.c.B

, Mr. J. L. Wanklyn, M.P., Colonel Dalbiac, Mr.,
Mr. S. Atherley-Jones, M.p., and Sir Samuel Johnson, the
town clerk of Nottingham. As a very. large attendance is

expected, applications for tickets (5s. each) fhonld be made
at once. They can be obtained from the Eecretary of the
association, Mr. C. J. F. Carnell.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
L'ed too late for chnvijlcafion cannot he
maries until the j ollowinj iceek.

Bailiff for Sewage Farm.—March 2.^th.—Walthamstow
Urban District Council. £104.— Mr. E. J. Gowen, clerk to

the council.

Steam Roller Driver.—March 2oth.—Lichfield Rural Dis-

trict Council. £67 12s.— Mr. John Derry, clerk to the council.

Road Foreman.—March 2.5th.—Lichfield Rural District

Council. £52.—Mr. John Derry, clerk to the council.

Inspector.—March 2oth.— Corporation of Leeds. £90.

—

The Town Clerk.

Cr.ERK OF Works.—March 28tli.— Corporation of Wolver-
hampton. £3.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer and
surveyor.

Enoinbering As.sistant.—March 29th.— Corporation of

V/est Hartlepool. £2.—Mr. J. W. Brown, borough engineer.

Surveyor's Assistant.—March 29th.—Caerphilly Urban
District Council. £2.—Mr. A. O. Harpnr, surveyor to the

council.

Engineer's Assistants (Two).—March 29th.—Willesden
Urban District Council. X85.—Mr. (). Claude Robson, en-
gineer to the council.

Assistant Sanitary Inspectors (Two).—March 29tb.

—

Corporation of Hove, Susaei. £75.—Mr. H. Endacott, town
clerk.

Electrical Engineer.— March 29th.— Corporation of

Brighouse.—The Town Clerk.

RoAi5 StiRVEYOR.—March 31 sf.— Corporation of Snnder-
land. £130.—Mr. Eras. M. Bowey, town clerk.

BoiLniNG Inspector.—April 2nd.—Corporation of Scar-
borongh. £130.—Mr. H. W. Smith, a.m.i.( v., borough en-
gineer and surveyor.

Temporary Architectural Drauqht.«man.—April 2nd.

—

Corporation of Scarborongh. £2 2s.— Mr. H. W. Smith,
A. M.I.C.E., borough engineer and surveyor.

Clerk op Works.—April 4ih.—Ham Urban District Coun-
cil. £3 33.— Mr. W. Warner, surveyor to the council.

Junior Assistant.—April 4th.—Corporation of Eastbourne.
£80.—Mr. R. M. Gloyne, a. m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Sewage Farm Manager.—April 6th.—Corporation of Leeds.
—The City Engineer.

Clerk of Works.—April 7th.—Pontefract Rural District

Council.—Mr. W^m. A. Glover, clerk to the council.

Surveyor anp Inspector of Nuisances.—April 7th.

—

Kingswood Urban District Council. £13.'j.— Mr. Percy Bald-
win, clerk to the council.

Surveyor anh Inspector of Buildings.—April II th.

—

Swadlincote Urban District Council. £200.—Mr. W. A.
Mnsson, clerk to the council.

Temporary Assistant.—Bromley (Kent) Urban District

Council. £2 5s.—Mr. S. Hawkiugs, surveyor to the council.

Draughtsman for Borough Encineer anh Surveyor's
Office.— Corporation of Cambridge. 303.— Mr. E. Wareham-
Harry, borough engineer and surveyor.

COMPETITIONS.
Adperfhrmenft lohich are received too Infe for clanificafion cannot he

included in these tummaries until the following tceek.

Salford.—March 25th.—Erection of a new generatinR station,—Mr.
Samuel Brown, town clerk.

GoDALMiNQ.—March 26th,—Krcction of .new municipal buildings in
Bridge-street, at a cost of £5,000. X'53 10s.—Mr. J. Herbert Norris,
boroiiji^h surveyor.

WiNciiF.sTEit.—March 31st.—Krection of public baths. £2oftnd£15.—
Mr. Walter Bailey, town clerk.

Chicki-ade and Woottow Bas-sett.—April 30th.—Dosif^na for a water
supply lor the town of Crickiade, for the rural district couDCil. £21 and
£10 lUs.—Mr. Hurry Bcvir, clerk to the council.

Eelper.—May 1st.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewag-e of the
district, for the urban .listrict council. £52 IDs, and £26 6s.—Mr,
Joseph Pj'm, clerk to the council.

TiPTON.—May ^oth.—Laying out of 3.1 acres of land for a public park
and recreation ground, at a cost of £4.0<?0, forche urban district council.
—Mr. W. H. Jukes, surveyor to the council.

East Ham.—June 24th.—Election of public ofllces, library and tech-
nical institute, fire engine station, pub ic baths and oJBces for sanitary
department, the whole to cost about £55,OtiO, for the urban district

council. 100 guineas and 50 guineas.—Mr. W. U. Savage, eurveyor to
the council,

Warrittgton.—July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,
JlC. £100, £50 and £i5,—ifr. Thomas l.ongdin, borough engineer und
surveyor.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Adcerfltcments tcMcH are rfceived too late tor chnr^fication cannot be

included in these tummurieg until the following Keek,

Newark.-March 25th.—Supply of granite and slag during the en-
suinsrycar, for ihe ruriil district council.—Mr. Tom Vickers, surveyor
to the council.

SnREWSBrBT.—March 2oth.—Supply of about ISO lineal yards of
wrou^ht-iron fencing.—Mr. W. Chappie Eddowes, borough surveyor. -

Sleaford.-March 2Gth.—Supply of SOO or 1,000 tons of broken granite,
for the urban district council.— Mr. Edmund Clement^ clerfc!-to the
council.
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HuNSLET.—March 2Gth.—Supply of about 110 tons of 3-in. cast-iron

socket pipes, for the rui-al district council.—Mr. W. B. Pindar, clerk to

the council.

CoLWE.—March 2flth.—Supply of various materials for one year end-

injT 25th March, 1839,—Mr, T. H. Hartley, borough surveyor.

BuEHLFT.—March 2eth.—Supply of various materials during tlie year
ending 31st March, 1S99.—Mr. O. H, Pickles, a.u.i.c.e., borough sur-

veyor.

Clayton-i.e-Moors.—March 2Cth.—Supply of flags, channels, kerbs,

setts, broken granite, cob limestone, earthenware pipes, etc., from the
1st April, 18518, to the 31st March, 1899, for the urban ilistrict council.—
^fr. Arthur Dodijeon, surveyor to the council.

Henton.—Marrli 2Cth. — Sewermg. paving, &c., woiks in Kgertou-
street aud I'alntiiie-street, for tiie urbaa district council.-Mr. U. H.
Newton, surveyor to the council.

Birkenhead.-March 28th.—Erection of an iron pier, bridge and
floating landrnp-staj-'e in the river Jlersey at Rock Peny.—Mr. Charles
Brownridge, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor,

Perth.—March 25th.—Construction of a new steel girder bridge over
the river Tay.—Mr. Wm. Macleish, town clerk.

Uakwen.—March 28tb.—Supply of vnrious electrical plant at the

electricity works in Robin Bank-ioad.—The Town Clerk.

Alton.—March 28th.—Supplv of oil engines and piiraps for the pur-

pose of pumping the sewage, for the urban district council,—Messrs.
R. B. Grantham i Son, engineers, 23 Northumberland-avenue, London,
W.C.
Bradford.—March 2'^th.—Erection of un derground lavatories in

Town Hall-square.—Mr, J. II, Cox, city surveyor.

St. Helens,—March 28th.—Supply of about 500tona of (u) steel tram
rails and lish-plates, together with the necessary (i) steel boles, tie

bars, points, crossings, Ac—Mr. Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e., borough
engineer.

Wing.—March 29th.—Supply of 000 tons of granite, 420 tons of best
broken slag and 1,100 yards of pickeii flints or gravel, for the rural dis-

trict council.—Mr. John Newton, clerk to the council.

Brighton.—March 29th.—Construction of two covered service reser-

voirs at pHtcham waterworks pumping station,—Mr. Francis J. Till-

stone, town clerk,

London.—March 29th,—Erection of a fire brigade station at North
Woolwich, for the county council.—Mr. C. J. Stewart, clerk to the coim-
cil.

Southend-on-Sea.—March 29th.—Supply of various stores and
materials for twelve months ending 25th March, 1899.—Mr. Alfred
Fidler, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Blackpool,—March 29th.—Erection of houses, new atablea, work-
shops, &c.—Ml*. J, Wolstenholme, borough engineer.

Welton.—March 29th.—Supply of 4.123 tons of broken granite and
4,035 tons of sla?, for the rural district council.—Mr. W, B. Danby.
clerk to the council, 2 Bank-street, Lmcoln.
Longton.—March 29th.—Supply of about 1,200 yards of 8-in. and

about 700 yards of 6-in. main gas pipes.—The Chairman of the Corpora-
tion Gas Committee.

Blaby.—March 30th.—Supply of granite during the year ending
March 31, 1899, for the rural district council.—Mr. (;. E, Bouakell, clerk

to the council,

Staines.—March 30th,—Snpiily of 1,500 tons of hand-picked flints,

for the urban district council.—Mr. Barrett, surveyor to the council.

WiNCHKSTER.-March 30th.—Supply of thirty-one 9-in. cast-iron pipes
for sewage works.—Mr. Walter Bailey, town clerk.

Newburn.—March 30th.—Supply of various materials from the Ist

April, 1898, to the 3lst March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr.
Thomas Gregory, surveyor to the council.

WniTEnAVEN.-March 30th.—Various works for the water supply of

Hcwgate, Moresby, for the rural district council.-Mr. George Boyd,
surveyor to the council.

Bolton.—March 31st.—Various works at the isolatiou hospital.—Mr.
R. G. Hinnell, town clerk.

LiTHERLAND.—March 30th.—Completion of the passages at the rear
of Langton-road and Phelps-street, for the urban district council.—Me.
W. B. Garton, surveyor to the council.

Tanfikld.—March 30th.—Supply of about 1,00'J tons of limestone and
about 400 tons of broken slag, for the urban district council.—Mr, Robert
Heslop, surveyor to the council, Burnopfleld, R.S.O., Durham.
Sunderland.—March 31st.— Supply of one steel Cornish boiler.—The

Borough Surveyor.

BoQNOK.—March 31st.—Tar-paving works for the urban district

council.—Mr. Oswald H. Bridges, surveyor to the council.

Hammersmith.—March 31st.—Erection of buildings upon land ad-
joining the present electric light station.-Mr. H. Mair, surveyor to tlie

vestry.

Islington.—Marcli 31st,~Erection of a mortuary chapel at the ceme-
tery at East Finchley.—Mr. Wm. F, Dewey, vestry clerk.

Shardlow.—March 31st.—Supply of broken granite, limestone,
gravel and slag during the year ending 25th March, 1899, for the rural

district council.—Mr, Walter G. Briggs, surveyor to the council, Alvus-
ton, near Derby.

Lanchesteb.—March 31st.—Supply of 7,490 tons of limestone, 760 tons
of whinstone and 4fiO tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr,
Wm, Curaming, surveyor to the council.

Telegrams : "WILKES, BIRMINGHAM.''

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBECK, Ld., Liverpool St., BIRMINGHAM.

BRASS AND COPPER WIRE. HIGH CONDUCTIVITY COPPER WIRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS. &C.

STANLEY BROS., LTD., NUNEATON.
MANUFACTURERS OF

€3h X.^A. Z 3ES 13 SO C XiZ.XS O? » 3E» X X> JES SS,
BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING. BRINDLED BRICKS.

xcoox<xzia-<a- •miL.ns ixa 3es,x3x>, srx:xc.A.-^xr;BZ3xcxs,-3Z' ./vnrx) rsxt.o'^i^rzs'.

WHITE AND COLOURED GLAZED BRICKS, &c., &C.
Ulii^tnited I.l.<ls and Sampler on ir,.pjl,;,tu,„.

WHITE, COLOURED AND
SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

BRICKS
OF THE

HIGHEST QUALITY.

aATES& GREEN,
LIMITED,

MALI FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED r

PIPES A SPECIALITY.

I
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Rochdale,—March 31st.—Supply of various gas stores for the twelve
mouths from the 1st April, 1898.—Mr. James Leach, town clerk.

Smethwick.—March 3l8t.—Supply of various articles during twelve
months endiiip: 31st March, 1809, for the urban district council.—Mr.
C. .T. Fox AlUn, surveyor to the council,

Mansfield Woodhouse.—March 31st.—Laying of about 5^ miles of
6-in., 4-in. and 3-in. cast-iron water pipes, for the urban district council.
—Messrs. George & F. W, Hodson, engineers, Lougbborough.
Ramsey.—April 1st.—Supply of 1,600 tons of broken granite, for the

urban district council.—Mr. Fred. R. Serjeant, clerk to the council.

Bpckh.—April 2nd.—Supply and delivery of about 15,000 tons of

,
granite, for the county council.—Mr. R. J. Thomas, county surveyor,
County Hall, Aylesbury,

Sudbury.—April 4th.—Supply of granite, slag, &c.—Mr, T. W. A.
Hayward, borough engineer and surveyor.

Heston and Islewoeth.—April 4th.—Supply and delivery of various
materials and goods required during the year ending 31st March, 1893,
for the urban district council.—Mr. W. A. Davies, engineer and sur-
veyor to the council.

Paddington.—April 4th.—Erection and completion of a public under-
ground convenience for men in Pickering-place, by Westboume-grove.

—

The Vestry Surveyor.

Leyton--April 4th.—Extension of the electricity works forthe urban
district council.—Mr. H. Collings Bishop, electrical engineer to the
council, Cathall-road, Leytonstone.

BouKNEHouTH.—Ai^ril 4th.—Supply of motor vehicles for the collec-
tion of house refuse, street scavenging and the conveyance of road
materials.—Mi*. F. W. Lacey, m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.
Glahtonbury.—April 4th.—Laying of a 9-in. main sewer in George-

street, for the urban district council.—Mr. Stanley Austin, town clerk.

PuDSEY.—April 4th.—Construction of 459 yards of 15-in., 491 yards
of 12-in. and 31 yards of 9-in. circular earthenware pipe sewers in
Richardshaw-lane, for the urban district council.—Mr. J. Jones, sur-
veyor to the council.

Droitwich.—April 5th.—Erection of buildings, plant, &c., at the gas-
works.—Mr. S, John Tombs, town clerk.

East Sussex.—April 4th.—Laying of about 73 yards of 12-in. stone-
ware pipe drain at Battle, for the county council.—Mr, Henry Card,
county surveyor. County Hall, Lewes.
WiTHiKQToN.—April 4th.—Supply of various materials, for the urban

district council.—Mr. Arthur H. Mountain, surveyor to the council.

ToNG.—April 4th.—Sewering, metalUng, channelling, &c., works in
Railway-street, Bright-street, Cross Bridge-street and Prospect-street,
for the urban district council.—Mr, James Smith, surveyor to the
council.

St. Pancras.—April 4th.— Construction of a block of underground
conveniences at the junction of Fortesa-road and Kentish Town-road.

—

Mr. William Nisbet Blair, vestry engineer and surveyor.
Southend-on-Sea.—April 5th.—Erection of three covered shelters on

the Marine-parade,—Mr. A. Fidlor, a. m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Eppinq.—April 5th.—Construction of 50 yaids of 6-in., 570 yards of
9-in., 366 yards of 12-in. and 905 yards of i5-in. earthenware sowers,
and 20 yards of cast-iron sewers, forthe rural district council.—Mr.
Edmond Egaii, a.k.i.b.a., engineer to the council, Holmdale, Loughton,
Essex.

Jaueow.—April 5th.—Laying of about 350 yards of 9-in., 12-in. and
15-in, pipe sewers to Back Wilberforce and Beaumont streets.—Mr, J.
Petree, boron L'-h surveyor.

WiCKHAM.—April 5th.—Supply of broken slag, whinstone and lime-
stone during the half-year ending the 29th September, 1898, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Thomas Lambert, clerk to the council.
Town Hall, Gateshead.

Aldershot.—April Gth.—Erection of an isolation hospital, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Nelson F. Dennis, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to
the council.

Hove.—April 6th.—Laying of about 5,642 yards of wood paving in
Western-road.—Mr. H. H. Scott, town surveyor.
Plumstead.—April Gth.—Erection of an underground convenience in

High-sti-eet, for the vestry.—Mr. W. C. Gow, surveyor to the vestry.

Norfolk.—Aj)ril 7th.—Reconstruction in steel and iron of Pimough
bridge, near Ditchingham station, for the county council.—Mr. T. H.
B. Heslop, M.I.C.E., county surveyor, Norwich,
RoTHWBLL.—April 7th.—Supply of about 5,000 tons of whinstone,

granite, dioss and hmestone, also a quantity of flags, kerbs, &c., for
the urban district council.—Mr. Wm. Tuley, surveyor to the council.
Tyrone.—April 9th.—Erection and completion of a new courthouse

in Cookstown, for the grand jury of county Tyrone.—Mr, B. Stuart,
secretary to the jury, Omagh,
Church.—April nth.—Sewerage works in Back Market-street (west).

Back Lion-street, Back Blackpool-street (east). Market-street (east),
Albert-street and Princess-street, for the urban district council.—Mr.
John R, Reddish, clerk to the council,

Claypole,—April 12th.—Supply of about 2,500 tons of granite and
2,700 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. C. D, M, Trinder,
district surveyor, Brant Broughtou, Newark.
Wbdnesfield.-April 14th.—Construction of about 8,420 yards of

15-iu,, 12-in. and 9-in. earthenware pipe sewer, and about 870 of 15-m.,
12-in. and 9-in. cast-iron pipes, for the urban district council.—Mr, R.
E. W. Berrington, engineer, Lichfield-street, Wolverhampton.
AcxoN.—Supply of materials for tar paving for the urban district

council.—Mr, D, J. Ebbetts, surveyor to the council.

TENDERS.

•accbptbd.
KIVETON PARK.—For the supply of best broken slag for roads, from

1st April to l8t October, 189S, for the rural district council.—llr.
William Atkinson, surveyor to the council :

—

Per ton.
«. d. s. d.

Staveley Coal and Iron Company, Limited, Staveley*... 2 3 to 3 8
W. Prestwich, Dronfleld ... 3 2,36
J. Can & Co., Dronfleld 2 9 "

4 2
Sheepbridge Coal and Iron Company, Limited, Chester-

field 2 8 „ 5
P. S. Whitworth & Co., Sheffield 2 n ,, i 2
N. Chambers &. Co. Limited 4 6

'*
5 (i

JS. .1. Turner, Swinton ... .'." .'

'

3 " 3 11

LAMBETH.—Accepted for the supply of various works and materials,
for the vestry.—Mr. J. P. Norrington, survej'or to the vestry :—

J. PLAGE& SONS,
LIMITED,

OARWEN, LANGS.

SANITARY TUBES

A in. to 4z in. diam.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS
5

FOR RAISING

Se-iwra^sre, Sl-u-dsre, TXro,-fcex-, Ssc
As adopted for the Drainage of Eastbourne, Southampton,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe and many

otlier places, 'noUi in this country and al)road.

For Pamphlets and Particulars apply to—

HUGHES & LANCASTER.
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WA-.|' SUPPLY' WORKS.
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Barpincr Dnst.—Smeed, Dean &Co.,at £1 17s. 6d. per freightof 110 cubic
yards.

Barging Slop.—W. R. Cunis, at Is. 5d. per cubic yard.
Portland Cement.—A. H. Lavers.
Clean Broken Flints,—Marsh, Bishop's, Prince's, Vauxhall, Stookwell

and Brixton wards, H. Covington; Tulse Hill ward, .1. Guyatt;
Norwood ward, J. Frost ; at vestry wharf, by barge, H. Covington.

Thames Ballast.— Marsh, Bishop's, Prince's, Vaushall, Stockwell,
Brixton and Tulse Hill wards, H. Co\ington ; Norwood ward, J.
Shelbonrne & Co.; at stations and wharf, H. Covington.

Screened Ballast.— Marsh, Bishop's, Prince's, Vauxhall, Stockwell,
Brixton and Tulse Hill wards, H. Covington; Norwood ward, J.
Frost; at stations, H. Covington.

Crushed Ballast (a in.).—All the wards and at stations, H. Covington;
at the vestry wharf and at Dorset depot, the Thames Sand Dredging
Company,

Crnshed Ballast (I in.).—All the wards and at stations, H. Covington.
Thames Sand.—All the wards, J. Shelbourne & Co.; at vestry wharf,

the Thames Sand Dredging Company.
Sharp Pit Sand.—Marsh, Bishop's and Prince's wards, H. Covington;

Vauxhall, Stockwell, Brixton and Tulse Hill wards, J. Guyatt

;

Norwood ward, J. Frost ; atstationsand vestry wharf, H. Covington,
Rough Pit Gravel.—Vauxhall. Stockwell, Brixton and Tulse HiU wards,

W. Hedgecock ; Norwood ward, J, Frost.
Fine Pit Gravel.—Vauxhall, Stockwell, Brixton and Tulse Hill wards,

J. Guyatt ; Norwood ward, J. Frost.
Hoggin.—All wards and at stations, and vestry wharf by barge, H.

Covington.
Shingle,—Norwood ward, J. Frost.
Hard Dry Rubbish.—Vauxhall, Stockwelland Brixton wards, J. Guyatt;

Tulse Hill ward, W. Hedgecock ; Norwood ward, J. Frost.
Burnt Ballast.—Norwood ward, Simpson & Rottenbury.
Bricks.—All the wards, depots and at vestry wharf, Wakeley Brothers,

at £2 5s. per 1,000.

Grey Lime.—Ail the wards and depots, Wakeley Brothers.
Ground Lias Lime.—All the wards and depots, Wakeley Brothers.
Gi"anite.—Guernsey Broken Granite, in orders of 1,000 yards ; Guernsey

Broken Granite, in orders of 25 yards ; Granite Chippings, A. & F.
ManucUe.

York Paving, Kerb and Paving Setts.—New 2i-in. York paving (Silex

^^ brand) ; Aberdeen Granite Edge, circular, flat, flat circular, flat

^-. kerb for channelling; Norway Edge Kerb, circular, flat, flat cir-
cular, flat kerb for channelling ; Aberdeen Carriageway Paving Setts,

f^^ 9 in. by 3 in., 9 in. by 3 in. half-dressed, 7 in. by 4 in., 7 in. by 4tn, half-

^^ dressed, 6 in. by 4 in., 6 in. by 4 in. half-dressed ; Leicester Granite
Paving Setts, 4 in. by 4 in., A. & F. Manuelle ; Patent Victoria Stone.
the Patent Victoria Stone Company.

Oils and Colours.—Middleton Brothers.
Scavengers' Brooms.—G. B, Kent & Son, at the suui of i;2f>0.

Rotary Brooms.—G. B. Kent & Son, at the sum of £124.
Stable Broom Heads, Brushes^&c.-G. B. Kent & Son, at the sum of £45.

Broom Handles, &c,—Moser & Co., at the sum of £24.

Dust Baskets.—A. Jeffrey, at the sum of £30 12a.

Sewer Castings.-J. Gibb & Co.

Ironmongery, Tools, &c.—Road Scrapers, Shovels, Axes. Gully Ladles,
&c., .1. Knox & Co., at the sum of £108; Picks, J. Knox & Co., at
the sum of £53; Mason's Tools, G.Pearson & Co., at the sum of
£116; Pails, Road Lanterns and Brands, J, Knox & Co., at the sum
of £29; Asphalte Dipping Pails, J. Knox & Co.. at the sum of
£1 lis. tjd.: Sieves, J. Knox & Co., at the sum of £13 16s,; Lanterns
for Sewer Work, &c., J. Knox & Co., at the sum of £2 !7s.

Stoneware Pipes.—Doulton & Co. and Stiff & Son.

mEDS.—Accepted for the supply of stores for one year ending March,
1899, to the corporation waterworks.—The City Engineer :—

Cast-iron Pipes,—The Staveley Coal and Iron Company, Limited, near
Nottingham, £2,072.

Stop-Cocks.—The Glenfield Company, Limited, Kilmarnock, £131.
Lead, Ac—J, Lindley, Leeds, £387.
Oils, &c.—Atkinson, Dillon & Co., Leeds, £105.

LEEDS.—For the construction of 3,000 yards of 24-in. water m
tween the new Harehills reservoir and Hunslet-road.-Mr. ']

Hcwsou, w.i.c.E,, city and waterworks engineer:

—

Casting.
J. Abbot & Co
Cochrane & Co., Dudley
The Stanton Iron Works Company, Limited, Stanton Iron-

works, near Nottingham
Cochrane, Grove & Co., Middlesbrough
The Staveley Coal and Iron Company, Limited, Staveley, near

Chesterfield* .'.

Laying.
J. Jowett, Southport
T. Young & Co., Cullingworth, near Bradford*

be-

4,295

1,264

LITTLEBOROUGH.—Accepted for the supply of Welsh boulder stone,
flags, kerbs, setts, sanitary pipes and iron castings required during
the year ending 3lst March, 1899, for the urban district council.-Mr,
George H. Wild, surveyor to the council :—

Macadam.—Darbrshires, Limited, Penmaenmawr.
Flags, Curbs and Setts.—Brooks & Brooks, Cloughfold, near Man-

chester; and J. Lord, Wardle, near Rochdale,
Sanitary Pipes,—John Tetlow & Sons, Limited, Littleborough.
Iron Castings.—Ebor Engineering Company, Limited, Littleborough.

NOTTINGHAM.—For the construction of a new road along
side.—The City Engineer :—

W. Wilson, Scotland
J. H. Vickers, Limited, Nottingham
Bmnton and Son, Hull

,

G. R. Hall, Nottingham
,

H, Vickers, Nottingham
B. Cooke & Co., London
J. Greenwood, Mansfield

,

G. Lawson, Glasgow
,

Parker & Sharp, York
H. H. Barry, Radcliffe-on-Trent ,

R. M. Parkinson, Peterborough
W. Braithwaite & Co., Leeds
J. Tomlinson, Derby
Bower Brothers, Halifax „
J. D. Nowell & Sons, Nottingham ,

J. A. Ewart, Warrington
A, Kellett, Manchester*

the ]

£57,210
39,270
38.884
34,263
29,980
27,900
26,500
25.690
25,207
25,000
24,850
24,723
24,460
24,278
24,099
23,619
20,750

STOKE NEWINGTON.—For making good and paving with iarrah and
karri hardwood of Church-street, for the vestry.—Mr, S. E. Burgess,
A.M.I.C.E., engineer aud surveyor to the vestry ;—

Wnrk bv ^^^^^ ^*y

W. Griftith, Kingsland-road, N
G. J. Anderson, Poplar
Improved Wood Paving Company, City*

"^^y^'-'^-continuoSsly.
£3,173 £3,463
3,010 —
3,010 3,290

€<STEWART 99

ENCLOSED ARC LAMP
(LONG HOUR BURNING),

Single Parallel

Indoor Lamp.

BEST in

150 to 200 hours with ONE pair of
CarbonSr

Singly on 90 to 120 Volts.

2 in. Series on liSO to 240 Volts.

' 5 in. Series on 450 to 600 Volts.

Our SPECIAL Lamp Burns SINGLY
on 180 to 240 Volts.

Series Outdoor
Lamp.Quality, HIGHEST in Efficiency,

LONGEST in Life, SHORTEST in Length

XaO~^^resi't> ±xr Wfite for NEW PRICE LIST of
all Patterns.

THE STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE, Ltd.,

5 New Compton Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
DOUGLAS O. BATE, Assoc.M.lnst.C.E., Manager,
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MEETINGS.

MARCH.
25.—Institution of Civil Enj;ineers : Students' meeting; Mr. H. O.

Eurich. stud.i.c.e., on " Internal Governor Friction." 8 p.m.
25.—Association of Municipal Corporations : Annual dinner, at the

Whitehall Rtjoms.
31.—Institution of Civil Eiij^inecrs : Students' visit to the Great Central

Railway Works. 2.30 p.m.

APRIL.
20 and 21,—Sarveyors' Institution : Visit to Manchester.

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer
may be ordered direct, ihrov.rih any of Messrs. Smith Sf Son's

book-stalls, or of any newsarfent in the United Kingdom.
Applications to the Offices for single copies by post ^nust in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three
Months. Months. Months.

United Kingdom 16s. ... 7s. 8d. ... 3s. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, &c 19s. ... 93. 6d. ... 4s. 9d.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Dmme-street
New Tork City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed
agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

editorial, publishing and advertisement offices :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, B.C.

COMPETITIONS.
TIPTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.

TO CONTRACTORS, SURVEYORS, LANDSCAPE
GARDKNERS AND OTHERS.

The Tipton Urban District Council are prepared to receive
plans and designs for the Layinff-ont of a piece of Land,
about 33 acres in extent, for the )iurpose of a Public Park
and Recreation Ground. The total cost must not exceed

£4,000. A lithographed plan of the site and copy of con-

ditions, together with full particulars, may be obtained on
application to Mr. W. H. Jakes, Surveyor to the Council, at

his offices, Owen-street, Tipton, on payment of 1 guinea,
which will be returned on receipt of bona-fide designs.

A premium of £25 will be given to the author of the de-

signs selected, which will merge into the commission if the
work is carried out, and one of £10 to the author of the de-

sign placed second. Plans, designs, Ac, to be sent in to me,
the undersigned, carriage paid, on or before May 2.5th next.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept any design.

(By order)

JOHN W. WARING,
Clerk to the Council.

Public Offices, Tipton.
March 15, 1898.

EAST HAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO ARCHITECTS.

The East Ham Urban District Council invite architects to

submit competitive designs for Public Offices, Library and
Technical Institute, Fire Engine Station, Pnblic Baths, and
Offices for Sanitary Department, the whole to cost about
£.5.5,000, proposed to be erected upon a large site belonging
to the Council.

Premiums of 100 guineas and .50 guineas will be awarded
for the designs adjudged of suffi client merit and placed first

and second respectively. The Council will probably be ad-
vised by a professional referee in the selection of the plans.

The premiated plans will become the property of the Council,
and should they decide to appoint the architect of either of

the designs to carry ont the work or any part thereof the
premium will merge in the commission.

Particulars of the accommodation required, the conditions
of the competition, and plan of the site, can be obtained on
application to Mr. W. H. Savage, the Surveyor to the Coun-
cil, on or after the 29th March, on payment of 1 guinea,
which will be returned on receipt of bowl-fide plans. The
plans to be sent in on or before the 24th June, 1898.

(By order of the Council)

C. E. WILSON,
Clerk.

Public Offices, East Ham, E.

BAYLISS, JONES &
RAILING No. 427R

FENGING,
HURDLES, GATES, 8cc.

WOLVERHAMPTON.
London Offices and Show-Roonis

139 & 141 CANNON ST., E.G.
Vlcasc mcntittn this Jtnu-nal

.

With Channel Steel Horizontals
and Wrought-lron Heads.

LOW PRICES ON APPLICATION.

MANHOLE COVERS. YOUNG & MARTEN'S

PATENT No. 10,825.
Design No. 3,933. ratcnl N.i. Id.sss.

AIR-TIGHT MANHOLE COVER, with Flange at Bottom.

Tfade Ensign i—
Sterling Quality. Nominal Prices.

Prompt Delivery.

PARAMOUNT ADVANTAGES over others:

Perfectly Airtight.

Absolute Security.
Strongly Made.
Nominal Cost, 12 6 each.

5. Triple Locked.
6. Solid Lug Hinge.
7. Cover Moveable ; but
8. Immovable without Keys.

lXX X^^-t^i^il^ st,^

ILLUSTRATED TRADE PRICE LIST.
KT IS "l^r X3 X> X a? X O TO".

215 Pages 3,000 Drawings. Gratis to the Trade. Postage 6d.

Every BUILDER, PLUMBER, DECORATOR and SANITARY ENGINEER
Should Possess a Copy.

3 i.c»3V"x>OKr, :Ei»r«3r.riroxTBrc^i- &; nnji.SLrr'xsiKr
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APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
>ONTEFBACT RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.

Darrington )

DRAINAGE WORKS.

CLERK OF WORKS.
Wanted, a thoronghly trustworthy, competent and pi'aotical

person as Clerk of Works.
Each parish must liave a separate person and appointment.

Applications, stating terms per week, with three copy
testimonials of recent date (which will not be returned), to be

sent in, endorsed " Clerk of Works for Parish,"

addressed to me, on or before the 7th day of April, 1898.

(By order)

WM. A. GLOVER,
Clerk to the said Council.

Address to

Pontefract Union Officas, Pontefraot.

15th March, 1898.

ILLESDEN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
APPOINTMENT OF ASSISTANTS.

The Willesden District Council require the services of two
Assistants in the Engineer's department.

Salary to commence at £85 per annum, progressing by
annual inci-ements of £10 to a maximum of £175.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, and accom-
panied by copies of three testimonials only, to be submitted
to the undersigned on or before Tuesday, the 29th inst.

(By order)

O. CLAUDE ROBSON,
Engineer to the Council.

Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilburn, N.W.
March 16, 1898.

CAERPHILLY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.

Wanted, a thoroughly-qualified Assistant in the Surveyor's
office. Must be an accurate and expeditious surveyor, leveller

and draughtsman, able to take out quantities, and well up in

the design and construction of works.
Candidates must be competent to prepare without super-

vision plans, &c., under the Private Street Works Act, 1892,
and must have had at least five years' experience in a borough
or council surveyor's office.

r, £2 a week. The engagement to be terminable at

any time by one month's notice on either side.

Canvassing, directly or indirectly, will disqualify.

Applications, stating age, experience, &c., must be sent in

candidate's own handwriting, accompanied with copies of

not more than three recent testimonials, endorsed "Assistant,"

and addressed to the Clerk to the Council, are to be delivered

at the Council offices not later than Tuesday morning, the

29th inst. (By order)

A. 0. HARPUR,
Surveyor to the Council.

Council Offices, Caerphilly.

March 17, 1898.

KINGSWOODURBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SURVEYOR AND INSPECTOR OF NUISANCES.

Wanted, immediately. Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.

Salary, £85 and £50 respectively.

The person appointed must devote his whole time to the

duties.

Applications, in candidate's handwriting, stating age,

qualifications and experience, with three testimonials of

recent date, to be sent to me not later than the 7th April next.

Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, will disqualify.

PERCY BALDWIN,
Clerk.

The Council Offices, Kingswood.
I7th March, 1898.

BOROUGH OF SCARBOROUGH.
APPOINTMENTS OP BUILDING INSPECTOR AND

ARCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTSMAN.
The Corporation of Sca)'borough invite applications for the

following appointments in the Borough Engineer's depart-

ment—namely :

—

1. Building Inspector.—Salary, £130 per annum. Age,

between thirty and forty-five years. Candidates must
be accurate surveyoi-s and levellers, neat draughtsmen,
and well up in building construction. A detailed list

of duties can be obtained on application to the Borough
Engineer and Surveyor, Mr. H. W. Smith, a.m.i.c.e..

Town Hall, Scarborough.

2. Temporary Architectural Draughtsman.—Salary £2 2s.

per week. Engagement certain for a period of twelve

months. Candidates must be well up in building con-

struction, details, specifications, quantities, &c.

Applications, in respective candidate's own handwi'iting,

stating age, qualifications and experience, with not more than

GALVANIZED IRON

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
TRADEMARK 63 FORE STREET. LONDON, E.O., aud Branches.

Esta.blished 1840.
Telephone No. 90 Ham me ' Sanket, Hammersmith."

SANKEY &
'liief Otrice: Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.
Agent for HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

SANKEY'S IMPROVED (DEEP) INTERCEPTING
GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

Special LIMES supplied for the Disposal of SEWERACE
Matter, also for Cas Purification. Pnccs on. Application.

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND CEMENT
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Delivered' to all parts of the Kingiloiii.

Offices : 1 St. Martin'Si Leicester.

Works: Barrow-on-Soar, nr. Lonsrhborouffh.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

Sanitary ironwork.
PATENT CONCRETE MIXERS.

CESSPOOL PUMPS,
HOSE, VANS,

A^ used at JiEXLEY, Gravesend, Richmond,
(.'hatham, Enfield, Staines, Plumstead, &c.

PENSTOCKS.
GEORGE WALLER & CO.,

165 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.

The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

9i

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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three recent testimonials, sealed and marked ontside " Bnilding

Inspector " and " Architectural Assistant " respectively, must
be sont in to me on or before Saturday, the 2nd day of April

next.

Canvassing members of the Corporation will be a disquali-

fication.

JOHN C. T. GRAHAM,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Scarborough.
2l8t March, 1898.

SWADLINCOTE URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYOR AND INSPECTOR
OF BUILDINGS.

The Council invite applications for the above appointment.

The gentleman appointed will be required to devote his whole
time to the duties of his oiSce.

The salary will be £200 per annum.
The district contains an area of 3,41.5 acres, a population

of 14,000, and a rateable value of £51,770.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age
and qualifications, witli three recent testimonials, must be
sent to me, the undersigned, at my office, Market-street, Ashby-
de-la-Zouch, not later than Monday, 11th April, 1898, endorsed
" Surveyor."

Three months' notice at any time to determine the engage-
ment.

Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, will be deemed a
disqualification.

(By order of the Council)

W. A. MUSSON,
Clerk.

Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
21st March, 1898.

"DOROUGH OF EASTBOUBNE.
-*-' A Junior Assistant is required in the Borough Engineer's
ofiice, Ea&tbourne. Applications, in candidate's own liand-

writing, stating age, experience, <S'C., and accompanied by
copies of three recent testimonials, will be received by the
undersigned up to and including April 4th next. Salary, £80
per annum.

Candidates must have had previous experience in a Bornuifh

Engineer's office.

(By ordei-)

R. M. GLOYNE, a.m.inst.c.e..

Borough Engineer.
Town Hall. Eastbourne.

22nd March, 1898.

npUPIL.—The Borough Engineer of a popular sea-
-*- side watering place (within an hour by rail from London),
where many important public works are in progress, has a
vacancy for a well-educated youth as an articled pupil.

—

Address " Pupil," office of The Soevetob, 24 Bride-lane,

Fleet-street, E.G.

TENDERS WANTED.

HIGHBRIDGE (SOMERSET) URBAN DIS-
TRICT COUNCIL.

The Council are desirous of purcliasing a second-hand
Watering Cart, for street watering. Must be in good work-
ing order and condition.

B. C.

Uiban Council Office, Highbridge.
Ifiili March, isys.

BOARD,
Clerk to the Council.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPV.. ltd

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. QLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Baths, dc.

THURSTONLAND RED FAGIIMG RRIGKSi

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoBship
Street. E.C.

;
i6 Charterhouse Street, EC. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd.,'N.W.

GEORGE JENNINGS,
VITBiFIED SALT-GLAZED STONEWARE SOCKET DRAIN PIPES,

From 2in. to 24iii. diameter, always kept in stock for immediate delivery.

T-VN^DAXLE'S

Patent Double-Seal Jointed Pipes.
|

Patent Jcint on Stoneware Pipes.

Tested Pipes in all sizes, Markeil

"JENNINGS' TESTED."

jrxw-.MM^ZwTW^^S^I STRUCTURAL and DECORATIVE
mmMM^MmMMM TERRA-COTTA.

ALL GOODS QUAEANTEED TO BE OF THE BEST aiTALITY. and MADE FROM SELECTED DORSETSHIRE CLAYS

WORKS, SOUTH WESTERN POTTERY, PARKSTONE, DORSET. LONDON OEPOT, LAMBETH PALACE RD., LONDON, 8.S-

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited,
Heail Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
Ih any Quantities. For Prices apply to above address.
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BOROUGH OP SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.
TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

The Corporation invite tenders for the erection of Three
Covered Shelters on the Marine-parade.

Plans and specifications may be seen and forms of tender
obtained on application to Mr. A. Fidler, assoc.m.inst.c.e.,

Borough Engineer, Clarence-road, on or after Saturday, the
26th March.'

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Covered Seats," to
be delivered at my office before 12 o'clock noon on Tuesday,
the 5th April.

The Corporation will not bo bound to .accept the lowest or
any tender.

(By order)

WILLIAM H. SNOW,
Town Clerk.

Essex Hall, Sonthend-on-Sea.
23rd March, 1898.

WEDNESFIELD URBAN" DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

SEWERAGE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL WORKS.
CONTRACTS Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

The Urban District Council are prepared to receive tenders
for the construction of about 8,420 yards of 15-in., 12.in. and
9-in. Earthenware Pipe Sewers, and about STOyardsof 15-in.,

12-in. and 9-in. Cast-iron Pipes, including Canal Crossings,
Railway Crossings, Precipitation Tanks, Distributing Carriers,
and other works connected therewith.
Drawing may be inspected, and specifications, qnantitiea

and form of tender obtained, on or after Thursday, March
24th, on payment of 5 guineas (returnable if a botuX-fide

tender be made), on application at the office of the Engineer,
Mr. R. E. W. Berrington, 1, 2 and 3 Bank Buildings, Lich-
iield-street, Wolverhampton.

Sealed tenders must be delivered at the office of the nnder-
signed before 12 o'clock noon on Thursday, April 14th next,
endorsed " Tender for Sewerage Works."
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

J. W. STIRK,
Solicitor, Clerk to the Council.

Lichlield-stroet, Wolverhampton.
March Ki, IhflS.

PLUMSTEAD VESTRY.
J- NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
The Plumstead Vestry invite tenders for the erection of

Underground Convenience m High-street, by Plumstead
railway station.

The person or firm whose tender is accepted will, in the
case of all workmen to be employed by him or them, be re-
quired to p-ay wages at rates not less and to observe hours of
labour not greater than the rates and hours set out in the
Vestry's list (such rate of wages and hours of labour will be
inserted in a schedule and form part of the contract), and
will also be required to enter into a formal contract and bond
with two approved sureties for the dae performance of the
contract.

Drawings may be seen, and form of tender, specification,
and approximate quantities, as also lists of wages and honrs
of labour, may be obtained on application to Mr. W. C. Gow,
C.E., Sui-veyor to the Vestry, on and after the 28th March,
1898, on deposit of £2, which sum will be returned on receipt
of a bonA-fide tender, provided such tender is not subsequently
withdrawn.
The Vestry does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any

tender.

Sealed tenders, properly filled in, must be sent to me, at
the A''estry Hall, on or before Wednesday, the 6th April, 1898,
not later than 4 p.m., endorsed " Tender for Underground
Convenience."

(By order)

EDWIN HUGHES,
Vestry Clerk.

A'estry Hall, Maxey-road, Plumstead.
18th March, 1898.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OP NEWBUIIN
TO ROAD CONTRACTORS AND QUARRY OWNERS

AND OTHERS.
Tenders are invited by the Urban District Council of New-

burn for the supply of the following Materials from the Ist

day of April, 1898, to the 31st day of Mnrch, 1899. The
materials to be delivered in such tpiantitirsand at such times
as may be required by the Surveyor : Granite and Whinstone
Kerbs, Whinstone Setts, Macadam and Chippings, Limestone
Macadam, Simpson's Patent Earthenware Gnllies, Castings
for Sewerage Works, Sand and Gravrl.

HAYWARD'S PATENT "SEMI-PRISM" PAVEMENT LIGHTS. HAYWARD'S PATENT SAFETY

For Lighting Basements, Cellars, and Underground Apartments.

Universally acknowledged to be the BEST.

COAL PLATES.
SELF-LOUKING AND SELF-FAS TENING.

Used by all Local Boards and Vestries,
Solid Iron, Ventilation or Illuminating.

Cross Section throngh Hay ward's No. 2B "Semi-Prism " Pavement Light,

IRON STABLE FITTINGS.

'

'ii|iipiSiif

/immmM

12 in, 14 in , 111 m , 18 m Diameter

IRnil CTAIRP/CCC PATENT METAL LATH.
InUll O I AInur ltd. '^°<' I-'ireprooang Buildings.

^„^^„ iS MEDALS AWARDED.
GENERAL CASTINGS AND FOUNDRY WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ON SHORTEST NOTICE.

Catalogruea and Eatimatea on receipt of Particulars, to

Hayward Brothers & Eckstein,
ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUMDERS, '""''°

187 to 193 raiOI STREET, BOROUGH, LOOOI, S.E
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Refekences : The soil drains and water mains are indicated by continuous lines; rain-water' drams and hot-water service by dotted lines; voutilntors at

head of each drain by V ; liot-water taps by X ; disconneotinp traps by D.T. ; inlet ventilating pipes by I.V. ; stop taps on water mains by S.T. : inspection eyes

by I.E.; and manholes by M.H

CANTERBURY SANATORIUM.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

The recent confei-eiice wliicli

and"^* took place at the Guildhall on the

Municipalities, subject of the telephone system of

London was participated in by re-

presentatives of most of the local authorities in

London. In its way the conference was an import-

ant one, but, as it did not go beyond an official dis-

cussion, it is not surprising to find that the only

conclusion aiiived at was that there was need o1'

improvement on the present system, and that the

present state of things was sufficient, in the opinion

of the conference, to justify the Treasury holding' an

inquiry as to the best means of improving the pre-

vading system. It is admitted, even by the National

Telephone Company, that the existing system is in-

adequate to meet the very special conditions which
aiise in London

; but the coinpany represent that

they are prevented from making any very drastic

improvements on account of the various governing
bodies refusing to sanction the laying of wires under-
ground. While the vestries persist in their refusal

to this measure of improvement, the National Tele-

phone Company have a good ai'gunrent in theii'

hands. It is notoriovis that the telephone monopoly
at the present time is woi'king- under very stringent

conditions. It not only meets with tremendous
difficulties in the way of securing wayleaves for the
proper erection of overhead wires, but it pays to

the Post Office a very heavy royalty, which last yeai-

amountedto something between £15,OOOand £16,000.
Moreover, it has arrayed against it the ill-will of

many subscribers who have admittedly suffered a

good deal in the use of the telephone. We' have
pointed out in these cohimns more than once that
the opposition to the present telephone monopolv
has been a steadily-growing one, and we have noted
that on all hands local authoi'ities are seeking to

improve the jjresent methods by adoptinif a system
of their own. With this great agitation now in

operation, it is only reasonable to expect that some
measures will be taken either to improve the present
system or to curtail the powers of the existing com-
pany. It will be i-emembered that, in deference to

the agitation that existed in the city of Glasgow
some months ago, the Treasury instituted an in-

quiiy as to whether it would be advisable to

permit the Glasgow Corporati< n to work a mu-
nicipal system. We are still awaiting the resiilts

of that inquii'y, but from infoi-mation that has
gradually leaked out it is generally supposed that
the Treasury commissioner will find that, although
there are good grounds for complaint concerning
the system of telejihony at present in use in Glas-
gow, it would not be advisable to grant the corpora-
tion powers to work a system of their own. But
with the combined opposition that now fares the
National Telephone Company the Government will

no doubt find it necessary vei-y shortly to go further
than that. No doubt they will fail in with the
wishes of the Guildhall conference, and appoint a
commissioner to inquire into the general telephone

system of London; but it is more than doubtful
whether, whatever the i-esults of that inquiry may
be, the Government will sanction any system of

municipal telephones. The present license granted
to the National Telephone Company by the Govern-
ment has something like twelve years to run, and
either the Government will be compelled to buy up
the pi-esent system and place it on a sound basis or
enlarged powers will have to be granted to the com-
pany for improving the present service. It must not
be forgotten that in a way the present compauv is a
department of the Post Office, and it must not be
expected that reasonable protection will not be ac-
corded, especially if it can be shown by the present
owners of the .system that they are doing their best
to cope with the difficulties that beset the working
of any system of telephony. There is one very im-
portant argument that can be advanced by the
present monopoly, and that is this—that where they
have been granted privileges by local authorities to

lay their lines undei'ground the system has been
materially benefited, and as an argument against
Governmental control of telephones it must not be
overlooked that complaints are very rife at the
present time as to the difficulties of transmittinu-

messages through the trunk lines, which are operated
solely by postal officials. To sum up the whole posi-

tion, it may be said that the Government will

scarcely be inclined to sanction any municipal
systems, and it is doubtful if a Governmental system
would effect much more than the company could do
if pi'ivileges were granted to enable the present
overhead wires to be dispensed with. To bring for-

ward statistics relating to Continental towns does
not, in our opinion, constitute any argument against
the system at present in operation in London, because
the conditions that obtain in the metropolis are
totally and distinctly different to anything obtain-

ing elsewhere. On the question of charges some-
thing may be said in favour of subscribers, but it

m.nst not be forgotten that the ai'ea over which a

subscriber has the privilege of conversing in London
for £20 per annum is probably six or seven times
the size of districts on the ( ontinent, whei-e the
charge is only £6. The adequate telephoning of
London is a vast problem, and municipalities have
probably little conception of the ti-ouble that arises

in keeping such a system in anything like a fair

condition.
* * #

The action of her JMajesty'.s

. ...
'•°?-*' ^ Office of Works and of the jiletro-

Authorities and ,. n r ^
Covet-nment P"litan I'ohce, m refusing to re-

Buildings, cognise the jurisdiction of the local

authorities of the metropolis with
regard to drainage and to the abatement of nuis-

ances at bnildings which are vested in the Crown or
in the Receivei' of Police, will no doubt precipitate

such legislation as will place the powei-s of the local

authorities I'especting these mattei-s beyond ques-
tion. Two cases which have recentlv arisen verv
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forcibly illustrate the necessity for immediate action.

At a meeting of the St. Luke's Vestiy it was
reported that considerable insanitary conditions at a

post office had not been remedied, notwithstandinsj

the service of both an intimation and a statutory

notice ; there was, however, s 'me indication of

activity, though not in a direction which could be

appreciated by a sanitarj' authority, as it took the

form of a censure on the person in chai-ge of the

premises for having permitted the sanitary inspector

to make the examination which resulted in the

discovery of the conditions complained of. At the

Old-street police station the sanitary inspector was

informed by the inspector in charge that he could

not be allowed to make an examination of the

premises without an order from the Receiver of

Police. Thus it appears that at public buildings,

sach as post offices and police .stations, where

insanitary conditions may result in extensive

mischief, the local authorities will neither be allowed

opportunities of discovering the nuisances which

exist nor of enforcing their abatement. The Isling-

ton Vestry have had under consideration a claim

advanced by her Majesty's Office of Works as to the

exemption of post offices and Government factories

from the provisions of the Metropolis Management
Acts and of the Public Health (London) Act, 1891.

The vestry are advised that they have no jurisdic-

tion over drainage and sanitary work cai-ried out at

buildings which are the property of the Crown.

They have accordingly decided to call the attention

of the Govex-nment to the necessity for an alteration

of the law, in order that local authorities may have

the same powers with respect to work on Govern-

ment property as they now have at all other build-

ings in their districts. All the sanitary authorities

in the meti'opolis have been asked to take similar

action, and thei'e can be little doubt that the

example of Islington will be followed by those

authorities who desire the assurance that every

building in their district shall be properly drained

and furnished with satisfnctory sanitary fittings,

whether such buildings are the property of the

Crown or of private individuals. There can be no

justification for the exclusi ^n from Government
buildings of authorities who have been invested with

statutory powers and obligations respecting work

affecting the health of the inhabitants of evei'y other

building in their district ; and in the interests of the

iniblic who have to transact business in premises

which are national property, as well as of those

whose daily work is carried on therein, it is of the

greatest importance that the sanitary arrangements

at such buildings should be under the control of the

local authorities during construction, and that their

officials should have the same uninterrupted access

to the buildings as to any private house for the pur-

pose of ascertaining the conditions of the buildings.

In addition, the sanitary authority should have

the same powers of compelling the abatement of

nuisances at all public buildings, Avhether owned

by the Crown or othei' authority, as thej' have if

nuisances exist on the premises of ordinary propei'ty

The Coi'poration of Birmingham
The Cleansing have just adopted a policy which

. , „ mig-ht be copied with great advan-
Birmingham »

, ,, ' , - . . . .

Courts and ^age by other urban authorities m
Alleys. the kingdom. Under the 27th

sec. of the Public Health Act
Amendment Act, 1890, an urban authority is

empowered, "where any court or passage leading

to the back of several buildings in separate occapa-

tions, but being a highway repairable by the

inhabitants at large, is not regularly and
effectually swept and kept clean and free from
rubbish, or other accumulations, to their satisfac-

tion, to cause such court or passage to be swej)t and

cleaned, and charge the occupiers with the cost."

This power is rarely put into force systematically.

It has, however, been left for the typical and pro-

gressive municipality of Birmingham to lead the

way, and after some agitation the corporation have
adopted the policy of enforcing—and in case of

neglect themselves doing—the work of cleansing the

courts and alleys in the city. Some 600 notices

have beeu served, and measures have been taken to

ensure that the work is regularly and effectually

cai'ried out. Upon a dirty court being reported by
the inspectors of the health department, the occupiers

are sei-ved with a notice, under the section of the

Act previously referred to, to effectually sweep
and cleanse within forty-eight hours, failing which
the work is cairied out by the staff of men specially

employed. Four men, provided with bine jackets

and top-boots, do the scraping and scrubbing work
with a liberal supply of water, and they are fol-

lowed by two other men who pei'foi'in the lime-

washing. The total number of courts cleansed

since the initiation of the system on the 1st March
is 143. It is .stated that the owners of property
view the syste;n with favour, and that the cost of

lime-washing, which is chargeable to them, is

readily paid, while the cost of chansing and scrub-

bing has to be borne equally by all the tenants in

the court. The system is one which must eventually

tend to an improvement in the conditions of slums
and slum life, and we hope the example set by
Birmingham will be followed by other corporations

and urban authorities.

Two annual celebrations of a

? municipal character took place last

Superannuation, week—the annual meeting of the

Association of Municipal Corpora-
tions and the second annual dinner of the Municipal
Officers' Association, and brief reports of both func-

tions appear in this issue. At the dinner of the

Municipal Officers' Association the key-note seems,

very appropriately, to have been superannuation.

Vi.scount Cross led oft', and his advice to municipal

officers in this matter, if somewhat conventional, was
certainly sound enough. He evidently coisiders that

the Houseof Lords would be in favour of the principle;

and if Mr. Atherley Jones could not speak foi' the

House of Commons as a whole, he could at least

pi'omise strong support on the part of himself and
other members. Mr. McKinnon Wood, who was in

the chair, gave the principle of superannuation the

support not only of a member of the London County
Council but of the chairman of that body. Mr.
MacmoiTan, y.c, indicated the direction in which
lies the chief hope of success when he spoke of the

necessity for union among all classes of municipal
officers. This point was also emphasised by Mr. C.

William Tagg, the energetic clerk to the Camber-
well Vestry, who has been so prominently identified

with the success of the Municipal Officers' Associa-

tion and with the fight for ^uperannuation. He re-

ferred, among other things, to the progress that has

been made during ihe past year, and probably the

chief result has been that the members of the Incoi'-

porated Association of Municipal and County En-
gineers can now see their way unreservedly to sup-

port the Bill which is again being introduced into

Parliament. .411 classes of local government officers

being united, the prospects of the Bill passing into

law should now be extremely good.

MuniciDal
Probably the chief outcome of

Policy, ^^^^^ year's meeting of the Associa-

tion of Municipal Corporations was
the resolution in regard to the taxation of ground
values. This resolution was to the effect " that in

view of the growing burden on the occupying rate-

payers in ui'ban districts, it is ui-gent to provide

some means by which the owners of land (whether
occupied or vacant) shall contribute directly to

the local revenue." The resolution in favour of

extending the ("ity of London Fire Inquests Act,

1888, to the United Kingdom genei'ally can be sup-

poi'ted by plenty of arguments of reason and common
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sense, and there is a good deal to be said also in favour

of a consolidation of the various Public Health Acts.

We have had somethingtosayof lateinthese columns

in connection with telephones, and we note with in-

terest that the subject of the jurisdiction of local

authorities over telephone companies being curtailed

or interfered -svith by the Postmaster-General in the

undiie exercise of his rights or privileges under the

Telegraph Acts was brought forwai-d and referred

to the council. Tt will be observed that in the

course of his opening address Sir Albert Rollit, the

president, supported, among other things, the aboli-

tion of the distinction between county and non-

county boroughs, betterment, an extension of local

government such as to avoid the cost and delay of

going to Parliament in connection with impi'ove-

ments, and, finally, the taxation of ground rents.

The significance of the declaration of this influential

body in favour of the taxation of ground values will

be better appreciated if it is remembered that the

association now practically represents the boroughs
of the United Kingdom, and that the resolution was
apparently passed without opposition.

We have made more than one

.^UttuH^*^?^^ reference in these columns to the
and the Wiring

i
• . r .1 t \ n

of Houses. subject 01 tlie wiring 01 houses tor

electric lighting, and we have
pointed out that if some system could be devised

by a corporation under which the consumer could

have his wiring done for him on easy terms, there

would be much likelihood of the poorer class of

customers taking up electri<; lighting. The system
adopted by the Free Wiring Syndicate has been de-

scribed, and it will be remembered tjiat the principal

feature of this is tliat the consumer practically pays
for his wiring by an enhanced charge for the elec-

tricity consumed. In this respect, perhaps, the

word " free " is a misnomer, and the wiring is only

free in the sense that the consumer has nothing to

pay down for it ; but, nevertheless, he pays a con-

siderable portion off every year towards the original

cost of wiring and fittings. Mr. Rider, the electrical

engineer to the Plymouth Corporation, seeks to

institute a system in Plymouth which will perhaps
be more satisfactory to the small consumer than the

methods of the Free Wiring Syndidate. Under the

arrangements suggested a consumer will pay for his

wiring', but the payments will be spread over a cer-

tain number of years in such a way that the annual
cost would be small. The consumer would pay the
regular price for current. Mr. Rider states that his

scheme recognises the wiring contractor as an ex-

cellent friend to the electricity department, for, in his

own interests, the wiring contractor vigorously can-

vasses the area of supply for orders, and all work
carried out means an increased revenue to the cor-

poration. Mr. Rider's scheme so far recognises the

use of wiring pi^actice as to permit contractors to

tender for the wiring of houses, the cost to be borne
by the corporation. Work would have to be carried

out to the satisfaction and under the supervision of

the corporation officials, and then all that would
remain to be done would be for the consumer to pay
to the corporation, by means of eight instalments,

the oi'iginal price paid to the contractor's. No doubt
the scheme will be a successful one, for it may be
mentioned that it is based to some extent on that
instituted by Mr. Rider when he was engineer to

the Bolton Corporation, which has worked very
satisfactorily.

Waterworks
Engineers.

For the next annual meeting of

the British Association of Water-
woi'ks Engineers, which is to be

held at Southampton on Tuesday, May 24th, and
three following days, a very interesting programme
has been di'awn up. On the opening day the pro-
ceedings will be inaugurated by a welcome to the
•association from the mayor, and the rest of the day
will be devoted to general business, including, we

presume, papers and discussions. Tlie members
will be the guests of the mayor at luncheon. On
the following morning the general business of the

meeting will be resumed, and after luncheon a visit

will be paid to the works of the South Hants Water-
works Company, when the wells, headings, pump-
ing stations and the softening works on the sub-

siding system will be inspected. On the evening of

the second day the annual dinner will be held. On
the third day there will be some further attention

to general business, and after luncheon a visit will

be paid to the Southampton waterworks, where an
inspection will be made of the wells, headings,

pumping stations, quarries and the softening works
with mechanical filtration. Friday will be devoted
to visits to the Portsmouth waterworks, including

pumping stations and springs of extraordinary

volume, and to the Gosport waterworks, where an
inspection will be made of the pumping station,

wells and the steel tank in course of consti'uction.

There will be an election of new members and
associates. Though comparatively young, this

association has certainly all the apyiearance of

being in a prosperous and firmly-established position.

* * #

In electrical engineering circles
Municipalities it has been felt for a long time

Electrical
that the specifications used by

Contractors. consulting engineers stood in need
of considerable re-modelling before

contractors could be expected to work to them with
any degree of satisfaction to themselves, or with the

view of giving the best plant that was possible. It

is satisfactory to observe that some of the leading-

contractors, in conjunction with the municipal
electrical engineers, have been able to come to some
arrangement for tlie insertion of common clauses

in specifications, the operation of which will be

mutually advantageous to the municipalities who
buy machinery and to the contractors who make
machinery. It was notorious that many of the con-

ditions imposed in the specifications were impossible.

Indeed, it was quite a common practice for electrical

engineering firms to take up contracts without any
ielea of carrying oat some of the clauses. The con-

ditions which have been agreed upon by both pai'ties

will not only prevent undue laxity in regard to fulfil-

ling contracts, but will also facilitate the putting in

of machinery, which will be in entire accordance
with the experience of manufacturers. The muni-
cipal electrical engineers have been able to show by
means of this discussion that their opinion is a

very powerful one, but it is particularly noteworthy
that contractors and borough electrical engineers,

who are in a measure con.sultants, have been able

to meet and come to such amicable conclusions.

Railways and
Itisone of the duties of a highway

Public
authority to prevent the stopping

Footpatiis. ^^' obstruction of any public right

of way, and the Local Government
Act of 1S94 contains a declaratory provision (sec. '2G)

expi'essly indicating this as one of the duties of

every district council. This may sometimes involve

the careful watching of the passage of new railway
Bills, in order to ensure that clauses are inserted

therein prescribing the height, width, ascent and
descent of bridges for carrying the line over or under
highways. In the absence of such a clause it appears
that there is nothing to prevent a railway company
from carrying its line at the level or on an embank-
ment over any public carriage-road or footpath. The
Railway Claiises Act of 1845 contains a general clause

providing that either the line or the road shall be
bridged, but the bridge is to be of such dimensions

as are specified in the special Act ; and the H(uise

of Loi'ds have decided in the case of Bartford liural

District Council v. Be.rlri/ Heath Bailway Company
that where the special Act is silent on this point the

general Act does not apply. Let district councils

take warning accordingly, and be on the alei't when
railway schemes are on foot.
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House Drainage: Bts Inspection and Testing.

II.-DRAINACE TESTING.

By R. J. JENKINS, m.s.a., p.a.s.i.

Access.—A drain genei'ally resolves itself into several sec-

tions. If inspection chambers have been ijrovided at the

ends of each section the access to the drain for testing thus

given is ample, but the access provided for rodding, in the shape

of stop-ends, is generally of no use for testing. If inspection

chaml)ers have not been provided, then at or near the frontage

line and at other necessary points access pipes must be put

in. An access pipe is preferably a special pipe with an oval

hole and loose top to it, of mncli the same pattern as a sludge

hole to a boiler. If, however, a special-made access pipe is

not obtainable, a T junction set "on its back" will do (see

Fig. 8 in our last issue). When the testing is over the special

top is sealed down with cement into the special access pipe ;

or an ordiuaiy stoneware stopper, into the top branch of the

T Junction.

Stoppers.—Whether water or smoke is used for testing,

temporary stoppers must bo fixed at least in the lower end of

the section being tested, to prevent the t(!sting medium from
going on out into the main sewer. The stoppers used are

either expanding or pneumatic. The expanding stopper is

an india-rubber ring (the diameter of the ring being a little

less than the pipe), made to expand by screwing together two
cast-iron flanges until it closely presses the pipe all round

and completely stops up the drain. The stopper made by

BEFORE CXPKNSIC

Pu;. 10.

—

Thk "AnpisuN" E.xpANniNG Deain Stopi'er.

A. & C—Hubber Ring. B.—Movable Flange.
E.—Handle for Actuating Flange.

F.—Cap to unscrew so as to let water flow off through Piije I), on
completion of test.

Jones, of Chelsea, as well as the " Addison " stopper (.see

Fig. 10), is very neat and substantial, bnt .a little awkward to

fix. That made by Keiup, of Brixton, is, perhaps, not (inito so

durable, but is handier to fix owing to its having a supplemen-

tary handle ; the second handle is also useful in preventing the

stopper from being carried down the drain in case of an acci-

dent. The pneumatic stopper (see Fig. 9 in our last issne) is a

Ion" circular bag blown out to the size of the drain by means of

an airpump connected to it by a length of rubber pipe. Theso

bag stoppers are very useful if the pipes run a little more or

less than the nominal size, as they adapt themselves better to

circumstances

—

i.e., a 6-in. bag will stop anythiug from 4 in.

up to 6i in. diameter.

Xest.—The test may be either by water or smoke ; tlio

former, however, is the only one reliable. A chemical olfac-

tory teat is also useful as an extra and final precaution.

Watek Test.—The water test, which is simply filling the

drain with water, is in no wise too severe, being no more
than a drain is called on to undergo when it becomes choked

;

and the best of drains will choke if, as they often are, un-

fairly used. For instance, take .an every-day occurrence : A
nail-brush is thrown down the drain and is stopped by the

interception trap, a few pieces of paper bind round it and ,an

impromptu stopper forms itself. Now, the first thing the

owner knows about it is that no more water will go

down the drain—in other words, the drain is full

of water, which is nothing more nor less than the

water test applied by force of circumstances. It is

patent then, if the drain cannot stand the water

test, the first time it chokes every fault will spew

out slop-water and sewage matter, to saturate the

soil and possibly find its way under and into

human dwellings. Stoppers having been fixed at

each end of the section to be tested, the water can

be admitted by a hose through one of the branch

drains, if branch drains leading into jiiuetions 'S.
.

have been allowed. An untrapped branch, and

one which at the same time gives the greatest

"head," should be selected for this purpose, say,

that to a soil pipe or ventilation shaft. Untrapped is said

advisedly, for if the branch selected is a trapped one

and precautious are not taken it will become air-bonnd,

and the drain appear to be full up when it is not so.

By referring to Fig. 9 (see our last issue) the reason of

its becoming air-bonnd will be seen. So soon as the pressure

of the air in the branch is equal to the head of water, AB, no
more water can be got into tlio di'ain until the compressed
air is in some way given vent. A case in point happened to

the writer some time since, whom a bucket of water appeared
to fill to overflowing six 4-in. pipes and a 5'ard trap. If, how-
ever, the water must be admitted through a trap any water
in it must be first removed, the hose pushed well up beyond
the lip and into the straight ]iipes. When this precaution

has been taken the air escapes by the side of the hose as the

water ascends. For the same reason, all the rest of the yard
traps connected with the section, on being tested, should have
any water lying in them dipped out. When the water is

just on the point of overflowing from the branch which
finishes at the lowest level, all air having been expelled from
it, a stopper must be inserted if a pipe or round trap, bnt if

it is a sqnare-shaped yai'd trap a difficulty occurs. For
stopping down yard trajis no reliable stopper has yet been
put on the market, partly owing, no doubt, to the fact that

no two manufacturers make their yard traps of precisely the

same pattern. The pneumatic bag stopper will, however, often

prove effective. The water having finally arrived at the

hiehest point the supply of water is turned off. n,nd the drain

allowed to remain charged, if possible, for at least half an
hour, while defects are searched for. Of course, if the highest
connection stands full up, with no signs of movement, that

is sutficient. Should the drain not stand the test, however,
it is best to make a note of each defect that presents itself,

in order that attention may be paid to it when the test is

once more applied after making good defects. Not only
joints must be watched, but the pipes themselves, for it is

not at all unusual to see apparently good pipes display

serious defects when pnt under pressure. Should the trench
be sloppy through inclement weathei' or other cause, a little

Jay's disinfecting fluid poured into the drain will colour the

contents and make any le.aks easily discernible by their

exuding a milk-colour liquid. When pressed for time the

water used for the higliest section can be partly re-nsed in

the second by inserting a stopper lower down to catch it,

and so on, section by section. This assumes importance
when, as is often the case, the sole supply is from A-in. water
service and the surveyor's services are needed elsewhere.
Much trouble is s.aved and a greater "he.ad " often obtained
by inserting a stopper in the lower end of the drain and fill-

ing up the whole system, inspection chambers inclnded ; but
in practice there are often circumstances which prevent this.

Smokk Test.—For a length of, say, Sft. or 10ft. of 6-in.

pipe, a smoke rocket, lighted, pnt into the dr.ain, and the

drain stopped up at each end immediately with stoppers, will

give fairly good results, but nothing to be compared to water.

Smoke rockets may also be used to ascertain if the ventilation

shaft is working satisfactorily by dropping a lighted one into

the lowermost manhole and then watching for the appearance
of the smoke from the shaft. Beyond such uses smoke rockets

are of little jiractical use. When any considerable length of

drain is to bo tested by smoke an asphyxiator, which has the

power of continuously producing smoke (a rocket burns out in

ten minutes),mustbeused. Burn Brothers' " Eclipse "asphyxi-
ator (see Fig. II) is perhaps the best smoke producer and the

least troublesome. Within what may be called for want of a

better name, a small gasometer, which is surrounded with water,

is placed lighted oily cotton -waste or tow. A miniatui'e black-

smith's bellows is then worked at only snch a rate as will

make the cotton-waste smoulder and give out through a pipe

a dense white smoke. Should the bellows be worked so fast

that the smouldering cotton-waste breaks into flame, an ex-

plosion may be expected, accompanied by a shower of hot
water from tlie gasometer. The same unpleasant result may
also be obtained by letting the smoke pipe of the machine get

choked. If the " Eclipse" is used properly, however, no in-

FiG. 11.

—

The "Eclipse" Drain-Tester.

convenience need be expected ; it is certainly much better

than those actuated by a fan. The smoke is introduced into

the highest part of the drain, and readily falls and fills any
small-sized system of drains. It may be trusted to point out
at least gross defects. When the smoke is seen to have filled

the system the outlets should be stopped down, and as much
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pressure as the machino is capable of put ou to the di-ain.

Soil pipes and ventilation shafts are readily tested by this

apparatus.
Chemical Test.—The drains having boon benched up with

concrete to at least half their height, quite tinished in all

their details and sanitary fittings, and the trenches filled iu,

Kemp's or " Sanitas " chemical tests may be applied. These

will prove to the nose whether the manhole covers are- tight

and the joints to tlie water-closot apparatus still good after

having been perhaps knocked by the bricklayer, plasterer,

carpenter and painter, while finishing off, subsequent to the

water tost being applied. Full directions are enclosed with

each of these testers, to the effect that the end of the string

should be held in one hand while the tester is dropped into

the drain with the other, an assistant meanwhile flushing it

over the trap with a large bucket of, preferably, hot water.

SHELL FISH AND TYPHOID.

PROMISED LEGISLATION.
A deputation waited on Hr. Chaplin, on Thiu'sday, at the

Local Government Board oHices, to lay before him their views

as to the alleged connection between the eating of oysters

and other shell fish froiri polluted sources and typhoid fever.

Several well-known gentlemen were included in the deputa-

tion, which was introduced by
Mr. LoDER, M.P., who said they desired to impress upon

the Local Government Board the danger to which public

health was e.\posed by the existence of certain places for

the cultivation and storage of shell fish in close proximity to

the outf.ill of sewers, and also by the unrestricted sale of

such food when it could be shown to have come from

A.= Cbenv.cal tester giving tfff,Smoke

cmd odour.

B.=« String <x!ir vcillidrawini) teiti-f

after use.

X,. = Defective joirit^

.

In Fig. 13, the drain is represented as filled iu and the sani-

tary fittings completed. The chemical tester has been washed
down the water-closet, and the spring has just ejected the

chemicals, which ou contact with the wot sides of the drain

give out a most pungent odoiu'. The water in the water-

closet trap prevents this odour from escaping through the

closet pan, the water iu the interception

trap keeps it from escaping into the

sewer, and the stopper in the top of

the vent, shaft prevents it drawing off

above the roof, so that if the chemicals

are smelt it is manifest they must be

escaping through some bad joint. Should
the stopper not be put at the top of

vent, shaft, the chemical smell may beat

down from the open top, and lead to

the unfounded belief that souio defect

exists. If one of these testers has been
just used do not immediately try a
smoke rocket in the drain, as a slight

explosion, sufficient to imtrap the neigh-

bouring yard and water-closet traps, may
occur. After applying the water test

and the chemical test, and also making a
thorough inspection of the construction

of the drain, the siu'veyor may at least

console himself that ho has used every reasonable care.

But, when drains are found having knives, forks, spoons,

cross garnets, scrubbing brushes, kittens, cinders and such

like thrown down them, to say nothing of inexperienced

persons trying to clear them out with J-iu. iron bars, the

surveyor can never be held responsible for the state of the

drain when once he has left it.

Fig. 13.

Kemp's Chemical
Tester.

A string ia attached
for lowering; into

The Dover National Harbour.—A cuninurKcmont wns
msule last week with the uatioii;il harbour works at Dnvei, by
the enclosure of an area of foreshore between the Admiralty
I'ier and Shakespeare Cliff, at the western end of the town.
Tho cuclosui-e will be used I'ur the purpose of making the
concrete blocks for the cKlciisiou of the Admiralty Pier
section of the work, which is tu be continued to a distance of

1,000 ft. into the sea.

contaminated (|uarters. They therefore asked that local

authorities should bo obliged to direct the outfall of their

sewers in such a manner that tho latter should not con-

taminate such places, or that those who were engaged

in shell-fish cultivation should be compelled to place their

storages at a sufficient distance from the outfall of sewers.

They also asked that analogous powers with regard to shell

fish should be given to medical officers as they already

possessed in reference to milk, which had been proved to

be a source of disease.

Mr. Chaplin, iu reply, said he quite realised the import-

ance of the subject, and he had heard with great pleasure

the views laid before him, as to a great extent they re-

sembled his own. There coifld be no doubt whatever as to

the dangers arising to the public from the unrestricted sale of

shell fish coming from polluted sources, and his department

had had reports on tho subject from Dr. Bnlstrodo and Di-.

Buehanau, two of its officials, one of them specially relating

to tho rccout outbreak at Brightlingsea. He was, and ha4
been, engaged upon tho consideration of measiu'es which

might bo necessary and appropriate to deal with it, and he

did not think it was beyond legislative ingenuity to accom-

plish tho object they desired to gain.

Sanitation of St. Andrews.—At last week's meeting of the

police commissioners of it. Andrews the report of the medical

officer was read. It stated that the number of deaths in tho

entire p;u-ish of St. Andrews ;ind St. Leonards during the year

1897 was 132, or nearly eight below the average for the lu.st

ten years; 107 of these occurred in the burgh, which is

about three below the average for the last seven yeai's— the

youngest being five minutes old and the oldest ninety-thri'e.

The death-rate was 150S per 1,000 of estimated population,

which is nearly one below the average for the last seven

years. Reference was made to the commnnication of " Sani-

tas," published iu our lust issue, to The Times regai-ding the

sanitary condition of tho burgh, and a proposal thnt a copy

of tho report bo sent to the author of the letter was adopted.

Instructions were also given for ;i copy, signed by the provost

on behalf of the coiuinissioners and" the city, to be sent to

The limes.
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The Ventilation of Sewers.
THE PROBLEM IN BECKENHAM : ENGINEER'S REPORT.— III.

The system of vertical columns or shafts, with or without
surface ventilation, is no novelty in Beckenham, 190 such

columns oi shafts being fixed at irregular intervals through-
out the district. Their present unsystematic disposal, Mr.
Angell remarks, is chiefly due to the closing of the surface

gratings here and there on complaint and the substitution of

a column for such closed grating. Apparently, however, the

result has been to trausfer the smells from the closed surface

grating, either wholly or in part, to the next open grating,

complaints of sewer smells being still general. Mr. Angell
does not consider that a subsequent recommendation that

one intervening surface grating shall remain open indicates

any inconsistency.

In one part of the district, Southill Park, systematic venti-

lation by tall columns has been in operation for over twelve
months, and, so far as can be ascertained, with satisfactory re-

sults ; only one or two complaints (and those in relation to

smells alleged to proceed from short columns) having been
received during the year, as against dozens in previous years.

From being one of the worst spots in the district it has now
become one of the best, so far as freedom from sewer smells

is concerned. A complaint as to smells from certain cloned

surface gratings in Queen Ann-avenue was investigated ; six

smoke rockets were inserted into a section of sewer, 150 ft.

long, at its upper or dead end, the lower part being temporarily
cut off by an air-tight wooden plug, with tlie result that not

the sliglitest trace of smoke or smell was observed issuing

from the surface gratings complained of. This very powerful
test is accepted as conclusive evidence that the mode adopted
for closing surface gratings, by the fixing of circular iron

plates or plugs, is perfectly satisfactory.

In regard to the spacing of columns, Mr. Angell says: "In
order to reduce the ultimate cost of this system and to render
it more effective, it is proposed to anticipate smells, so to

speak, rather than to await then;, and at the worst spots to

erect columns or shafts at regular intervals, and on a pre-

conceived plan and systematic basis. So far as details are

to hand from the towns referred to as having adopted this

system of ventilation, the intervals appear to bo from 80 yards
to 500 yards, the average distance being about 200 yards.

Mr. Collins, city engineer, Norwich, informs me, that where
possible, he adopts intervals of 100 yards, but that where, as

m many cases, the intervals are upwards of half a mile, no
bad results arise. As previously stated, Mr. Strachan recom-
mended intervals of 150 to 200 yards. The ])lans prepared
iu conjunction with the present report show the new columns
at average intervals of about 150 yards, the maximum intervals

being about 200 yards, the average distance apart of the

existing surface gratings being 82 yards. Under the old

system the closing of all surface gratings would have involved

the erection of a corresponding number of columns

—

viz.,

1,021 ; under the proposed system this entire closing can be
safely effected by the substitution of 430 columns, 140 of

which ai'e already erected.

In regard to the closing of surfaee gi-atings, Mr. Angell
considers that anemometer experiments prove that where
columns alternate with surface gratings, whilst the currents

are occasionally reversed, the surface openings generally act

iis inlets and the columns as outlets. It is, therefore, recom-
mended that "i« (/ic^i-sf iiisiaHce oie hiirface gratimj ahould
be left open, between evevy two colttmtis. Should they on the
rare occasion when acting as outlets prove offensive, they
can be closed immediately and permanently. Where a
column and surface grating ail) in direct communication, the

surface grating should always be closed, othenvise a fictitious

current is induced ; in other words, the one supplied air to

the other, the useful effect of both beiug almost destroyed.

In such cases the current circulates merely between the

surface opening- and column without entering or assisting

(but rather retarding) the ventilation of the sewer itself."

In regard to size and position of columns, Mr. Angell says :

" The present columns iu use are, in my opinion, inadequate,
both in height (13 ft.) and diameter (5 in. internal.) Whilst
columns of this height may be used occasionally, alternated
with longer columns, in wide thoroughfares with houses well

set back, the new columns should be 6 in. iu diameter and for

the most part 20 ft. in height. This size and spacing should
suffice to relieve all pressure in ihe sewers, which for the
most part do not exceed 18 in. in diameter. When a imisance
is found to occur, or when new houses may be erected in close

proximity, the height of the present short columns should also

be increased by the addition of a ti-ft. lengthening piece, as
already effected in sciveral cases."

Proceeding to refer to tlie connection of the column to the
sewer, Mr. Angell continues as follows: "The columns or
shafts should be connected to the sewers at existing manholes,
or specially constructed chambers, to collect the sewer gases.
Whenever builders can be prevailed upon to construct inspec-
tion chambers in connection with the drains of new houses,
the ordinary position of an intercepting trap should be
reversed

—

viz., placed on the liouse side of the chamber,
instead of on the sewer side, and a ve/itilating shaft carried

from such chambei' up the wall of the house. In the absence of

such chamber, the vent pipe should be connected by an
ordinary junction to the drains as before on the sewer side of

the trap. By this ineans the objectionable cuts de sac previously

referred to will be avoided, and, whilst the sewer itself will be
as efliciently ventilated, the expense of an entirely now con-
nection will be avoided. This method has already been
partially adopted in Beckenham, and is also extensively adopted
at Torquay, where the lord of the manor refuses to permit
the erection of any building upon his land which does not
provide for the ventilation of the sewers in the manner indi-

cated.

Mr. Angell's ideas in regard to the design of the columns
are embodied in the following passage :

" Whilst the design
of the columns should be at once as pleasing and as unob-
trusive as possible (the design of the present columns being
very suitable), it is not improbable that in the opinion of

some their erection at frequent intervals may detract from
the pleasing aspect of the district. Great judgment should,

therefore, be exercised in the selection of sites, that is, so far

as any choice exists. Where it is proposed to erect any con-

siderable number of columns I suggest that the matter should
receive the special attention of a sub-committee. Wherever
possible the new columns should as heretofore faJic the place of

existing lamp-posts," As to shafts up houses, and the difficulty

of obtaining the consent of the owners, Mr. Angell says :

" In order to reduce the number of columns on footways to a
minimum, rectangular cast-iron shafts (Bin. by 4 in.) should
wherever possible becarried up the walls of adjacent houses

;

or circular shafts, 6 in. diameter, carried up trees to a height,

where possible, of 25 ft. to 30 ft. The shafts up houses would
be fixed in the most suitable positions, having regard to

general architectural effect (to which no impairment would
be caused) and to the positions of windows and chimneys ;

would be carried well above the roofs, so as to be as much
exposed to the wind as possible, and would have perfectly

air-tight joints. The shafts would require periodical examina-
tion, re-painting and (should ordinary cast-iron pipes be used)

removal of internal rust, for which purpose b^'ick catch-pits

will be built at the foot of each sh.aft and oleansiug doors cast

on the pipes. Possibly, however, it may be found desirable

to use galvanised cast-iron pipes, with a view to prevention of

rust.
" Some difliculty has been experienced at Beckenham in

obtaining necessary consents to the erection of these shafts,

the lack of public spirit having rendered futile the recent

attempts of the late local board to deal with the ventilation

of the sewers on the Birkbeck estate. At Torquay, Scar-

borough, Wimbledon, &c., but little difficulty, however, has

been met with, which it is to be hoped will bo the case

in future in Beckenham. The removal of a shaft, should

it be required by the owner at any time, would immediately

be effected on application to the local authority."

Mr. Angell did not recommend that the district should

be dealt with as a whole. Indeed, he thinks it possible that

only a comparatively small portion might ever require

radical or expensive treatment, and considers that a sub-

stitution of vertical columns for inoffensive surface gratings

was to be deprecated. It was recommended, however, that

certaiu localities or roads where smells were known to

prevail during hot seasons should be dealt with systematic-

ally. But whether a single column only, or a series, be

erected, Mr. Angell is of opinion that, however gradual the

work may be, the object should be tiiat ultimately systematic

shiift ventilation of the whole district (or the special parts

dealt with) will prevail, and that without unforeseen or un-

necessary expenditure.
FtCSHINU.

Mr. Angell introduces his remarks under this head by saying

tliat the importance of copious flushing to effect the remov,al

of sewage before decomposition, and the cleansing of the foul

sides of the sewer, could not be overrated, especially where,

as at Beckenham, a dual system existed. Apart from flushing,

he says, ventilation, whether artifi(--ial or natuial, must result

in a nuisance and be in itself a distinct source of evil, the

principal function of ventilation being to remove the harmless

organic vapour of fresh sewage, and not to deal with the

fuetid products of putridity. Mr. Mansergh had recom-
mended the extended use of flushing-tanks in lieu of water-

vans, as being most effective and in the end cheapest. The
proposed new by-laws already provide for the ccmstruction of

aiiioinatic tanks in connecdon with all new estates. "It is

questionable," he adds, "whether the custom in vogue here

of temporarily damming the sewage at certain points, in

order to obtain a subsequent flush, is altogether advantageous.

It is possible that the liquid sewage may leave a coating of

filth on the sides of the sewers, bevoud tlie reach of ordinary

flow, wliich, subsequently drying, becomes the source of

smells." M r. Angell concludes his remarks on the subject of

Hushing with the following observations in regard to disin-

fectants :

—

" The continuous but limited use of disinfectants with the

flush water, has been discontinued diu-ing the past year a^

useless and wasteful. The useful minimum proportions is
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aboat 1 in 50. The actual proportion fortnrrly used in the

tanks was about half a pint to a 1,000-gallon tank, or 1 in

16,000, which, thouffh involving considerable expense, was too

diluted to be of real service; nor is it practicable to disin-

fect miles of sewers to any useful extent without entailing

very great expense. As a set-oit' to this discontinuance, how-

ever, the practice now is to adequately disinfect with car-

bolic acid all sewers situate in roads where infectious or con-

tagious disease occurs, in order to destroy the special disease

germs before they can pass into other branches of the sewer,

to mix generally with the sewage and spread disease."

Mr. Angell's valuable and comprehensive report is supple-

mented by some usef q1 tables and plans. One of these sum-

marises the methods ef sewer ventilation, and analyses the

death rates (in 1893) in various towns, compiled from sta-

tistics collected by the Douglas Town Commissioners. In

fifty-six towns, surface ventilation was adopted, the general

death rate was 19-69 and the zymotic 2-68; in fifty-seven,

surface ventilation and vertical pipes are employed, the death

rates, general and zymotic, being respectively 18 34 and2'3S;

in two towns in which surface ventilation and charcoal trays

are employed the death rates were 160i and 1-14; in three

cases rain-water pipes were used, and the death rates were

2373 and 2'32 ; and in nineteen cases vertical pipes only

were used, and the death rates were 18'35 and 2'02. The
general and zymotic death rates in Beckenham are 10'7 and
0'4. It is pointed out, however, that, as other conditions

besides sewer ventilation affect death rates, such a comparison

must be taken for what it is worth. Another table gives the

estimated cost of erecting ventilating columns throughout

the whole district (including roads sewered, but not built over)

at £4,040, a loan for which amount has been sanctioned by

the Local Government Board.
SUMMARY.

The report concludes with the followingsnmmary of recom-

mendations :

—

1. Ventilating columns or shafts substituted for surface

gratings, to be erected in the positions shown on the

plans.

2. Certain localities to have precedence in respect to the

erection of new columns and closing of surface venti-

lators.

3. Every surface grating connected to a column or shaft to

be closed.

4. One surface grating interveninghetwoentinytwo columns

to remain open, and, on coinplnint, closed permanently;

all other surface gratings to be closed.

5. Ventilating columns to be of not less than 6 in. internal

diameter and (for the most part) not less than 20ft.

high ; shafts up houses to be not less than 6 in. by 4 in.

and carried above the roof.

6. Lengthening pieces to be affixed to the existing columns

when found to be a nuisance.

7. General design of new columns to be similar to that of

existing columns.

8. Shafts up houses or trees to be used in lieu of columns

where practicable; columns to take the place of exist-

ing lamp- posts.

9. Shafts, where possible, in the case of new buildings, to

be connected to house tirains on the sewer side of trap,

so as to avoid cuts de sac and expense.

10. On notification of infections disease, a circular to be for-

warded to occupants, advising daily flushing of drains,

followed by disinfection ; air inlet, whci'e in close

proximity to the footway, to be closed.

11. Use of automatic flushing-tanks, in lieu of water-vans,

to be extended as may from time to time be found
advisable, and automatic flushing-tanks constructed on

all new estates (as provided for in the proposed 7iew

hy-lawx).

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

A meeting of this body was held on Monday at the West-

minster Town Hall, Lord Llandaff presiding.

Mr. Whitmore, m.p., resumed his evidence, and said that he

did not think the London County Council, as a body who were
committed to purchase, would be disposed to accept a scheme
for the control of the amalgamated water companies by a

statutory committee, upon which the representatives of the

ratepayers would always have a majority and all other bodies

interested would be represented. Such a scheme would not

satisfy any of the elements of purchase, and might perhaps

be unfair to the water companies. In his judgment, if the

water companies were amalgamated it would be quite un-

necessary to have any further coiitroIUug powers. He would
not oppose a scheme of purchase by a fairly representative

statutory committee. He would prefer a scheme of purchase

by one representative body, if he were convinced that it was
a just scheme of purchase which would be profitable to the
consumers and ratepayers of London. By profitable he
meant either that the purchasing authorities would reduce
the water rate or effect a saving in the general rate of London.
He would like to see the water companies amalgamated either

into tliree or into one, whether voluntarily or as the result of

strong recommendations ; and then, if after giving time to

watch the effect of that amalgamation it was found that it

failed to give satisfaction or gave rise to popular discontent,

he would not object to the purchase and subsequent manage-
ment of the water undertakings by a reformed and improved
county council, whom he hoped by that time would have
become less political and partisan. Briefly, he thought that

purchase by .any other body than the London County Council

would not satisfy the public demand, and he doubted whether
purchase by the London County Council would be expedient

financially, and was sure it would be inexpedient administra-

tively. In his opinion the county council ought not to be

entrusted with the management of any very large body of

labour, such as the employees of the water companies, because
of the liability to raise wages with political motives. The
working classes naturally preferred a man who voted for a

rise of wages to a man who voted against it, and a member
would certainly prefer not to be placarded over the walls of

his constituency as having voted against a rise of wages.

Mr. G. Prior Goldnry, the City Remembrancer, who was
next examined, said there was no reason to assume that if the

county council bought up the water companies at the present

market value of the undertakings they would be able to

reduce to any great extent the costs of management, whilst,

on the other hand, the nett income must be seriously

lessened, as the charges of the dearer companies would
inevitably have to come down to the level of the cheaper

ones, and provision would also have to be made for a sinking

fund.

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.
Mr. T. McKiNXON Wood, chairman of the London County

Council, presided on Saturday at the annual dinner of the

Municipal Officers' Association, which was held in the Inter-

national Hall of the Cafe Monico, Piccadilly-circus, W. The
company, which numbered over 200, included the Right Hon.
Viscount Cross; Sir Samuel Johnson, town clerk of Notting-

ham ; Colonel Dalbiac, m.p.; Mr. L. Atherley-Jones, M.P.; Mr.

A. McMorran, Q.C; Mr. John Price, city surveyor, Birming-

ham ; Major Isaacs, surveyor to the Holbom District Board ;

Mr. C. William Tagg, vestry clerk, Camberwell ; Mr. A. E.

Prescott, borough engineer, Luton ; Mr. C. H. Cooper, sur-

veyor to the Wimbledon Urban District Council ; Mr. Haw-
tayne, engineer, Ilford; Mr. H; Shaw, surveyor to the Ilford

Urban District Council ; Mr. S. A. Pickering, surveyor to the

Oldham Corporation ; Mr. 'J. P. Waddington, surveyor to the

Whitechapel District Board ; Mr. J. Hookins, surveyor to the

Dartford Rural District Council ; Mr. E. Van Putten, assist-

ant surveyor to the Lewisham District Board; and Mr. Frank
Sumner, surveyor to the Bermondsey Vestry.

In responding to the toast of " The Houses of Parliament,"

proposed by Sir Samuel Johnson,

Viscount Cross said he appreciated enormously the work
that was done by municipal officers. He was aware that they

took great interest in the question of superannuation, and he
admitted that they had as much right to expect it as any
other public servants. It acted very well in the other ser-

vices, and he saw no reason why there shoidd be any difficulty

with them. The order-book of the House of Commons was
rather full at the present time, and he was afraid they could

not get what they wished for some time. But he understood

the association had approached the Government on the matter,

and he advised them to persevere, to go on and peg away
until they got what they wanted. In conclusion, he ex-

pressed the opinion that if the Bill passed the House of

Commons and got to the House of Lords there would be very

little further trouble.

Mr. Atiierley-Jones, after alluding to the success which
had attended the application of a system of superannuation in

the case of other public officers, said he thought there was
every reasonable hope th.at the measure would bo passed in

the present session of Parliament, and he assiu'ed those

present that no effort would be spared to secure it a tri-

umphal passage.

The Chairman, who proposed the toast of "The Muni-
cipal OSicers' Association," briefly referred to the important

part which municipal officers played in the self-government

of the cottntry. He was bound to say that he had never met
a body of men who were more courteous and obliging.

Mr. Alexander Macmorran, q.c, who replied, thought that

all were agreed that a scheme for the superannuation of public

officers was required, and he trusted that they were all

united in the matter and would continue to be so.

Major Isaacs, who also replied, thought there w.aa little to

say in addition to what Mr. Macmorran had said, except that

the association wanted all the assistance they could possibly

get from old Parliamentary and municipal hands. They
were much indebted to those who had done them the favour

to be present at the proceedings.

Mr. C. William Tagg spoke of the progress that had been

made since the previous dinner, and called upon those present

to strengthen the hands of the association by working for it,

as they would be the pei-sons to reap the benelits which

would ultimately result. He asked them to work with their

representatives in Paidiament, and he commended the care of

the Bill to them, for whose interests the council were working.

Other toasts followed.
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Comparative Reports of General Practice.
XXI.-SEWACE DISPOSAL : OSWESTRY REP0RT.-(6.)

5. Chemical Clarification and Artificial Filters, &c.

fcontinuedj

.

Birstal (Torkn.).—The population is 6,500. There are few
water-closets. At this place an ingenious plant may be

seen, which has been invented, patented and constructed by

llr. William Birch, Manchester, for the purification of the

Birstal sewage, the average daily flow of which is stated to be

about 90,000 gallons per day. The sewage is conveyed to the

iron precipitating tanks, along a baffling race, where the pre-

cipitant aluniinoferric is added. The sewage in its passage

through the tanks parts with its sludge, which settles to the

bottom. The clarified sewage, after leaving the tanks, is

conveyed on to the Birch's filter. This consists of a long

tank, with a revolving endless band of felt or canvas, form-

ing at once a false bottom and filtering medium, on to which

the water to be filtered flows, and as it flows to the machine

in a thin fihn it is stated to be in some degree oxidised. The
felt, while readily permitting the water to flow through,

retains all solid imparities which remain in the water, and

this it does in a very effective manner. The filter is self-

cleansing; the felt or canvas is an endless one, and is con-

tinually travelling through the machine. After filtering the

water the canvas passes out at one end of the tank, carrying

with it all the solid impurities which have been removed
from tlie water over a large cylinder, thence between two
other cylinders situated above the centre of the tank. Here
ai'e washed out, by an ingenious cleansing and washing
arrangement, all tlie solid impurities it has collected, thus

leaving the felt in a clean condition ; from these central

cylinders it passes over another cylinder at the opposite end
of the tank, and so into the tank again to filter more water.

The water which runs through the felt passes away to the

river or elsewhere, and in doing so it is caused to pass over a
water-wheel which supplies the power required to work the

machine, so that one merit claimed for the Birch's filter is

that it supplies its own power, the speed of which is governed
by the amount of filtered effluent. The solid matter which
has been removed off the filtering canvas during the cleansing

operation passes back to the tank previously referred to, and
so through the system again. The patentee claims that the

effluent by its exposure to the air during its agitation, as it

trickles through the felt and as it falls over the wheel, is

aerated or oxidised. The sludge in due time is discharged

from the precipitating tank into a chamber, and is raised

by an elevator to a special filter. It consists of a broad

band of calico kept in tension over two circular drums, and
having a continuous but slow forward motion. The diluted

sludge is delivered on to one of the drums, and is carried

forward by its rotation between the drum and the calico

band. The excess of liquid is squeezed out throtigh the band,
and the sludge proper remains on the drum, from which it is

removed by means of a scraper automatically operated. The
sludge is delivered into a shoot and falls into a waggon or

wheelbarrow, by which it can be removed for tipping or burn-
ing. The floor of the precipitating tank has been formed
into ridges and furrows thus, VVV, and at the end of each
furrow a valve is fixed. When a snfliicient quantity of sludge

has accumulated the valve is opened and the pressui-e of

water above forces out the sludge, which flows into a chamber,
to be lifted up to the sludge compressor already referred to.

The whole process is practically automatic. If the effluent

was filtered through sand or coke breeze the results would be
satisfactory. The cost of these works is stated to be about
£3,000; annual cost of working about £350. The works
have been in operation about two years. So far as I know
the Local Government Board have not sanctioned any loan
for these works, nor has the county council approved them.
The expenditure will be out of revenne if the county council
approve the effluent, &c.

The Bacillite Process.—This process may be seen in opera-
tion at LifEord, near Birmingham, in the district within the
jurisdictiou of the King's Norton Eural District Council.
'The works consist of baffling or mixing race, precipitation

tanks, " bacillite " battery, Thwaite filters, &c. The sewage
on reaching the works receives a dose of milky lime and per-

chloride of iron, with n hich it is thoroughly mixed in the raoe.

The tanks are worked alternately, so that when one is full it

is allowed to stand in a quiescent state, when the sludge pre-
cipitates. The clarified liquor is drawn ofi^ and is now passed
through the bacillite battery, and is subjected to the action of

steam and carbonic acid gas, the steam being charged with a
germicide composed largely of carbolic acid. The action, it is

claimed, effectually destroys the putrefactive organisms in

the sewage. The liquid is now conveyed to the Thwaite
filters, which are capable of passing 27,000 gallons per square
yard per day. They are 8 ft. in diameter, and by reversing
the flow of the liquid are self-cleansing. From the filters

the effluent passes direct into the river. Irrigation could
not be adopted, owing to the unfavourable character of the
subsoil ; and, although 14 acres have been purchased, only
part is used for the buildings and some osier-beds. The cost
of establishing works of this character in Oswestry and the
annual burden Mr. Wynne Roberts is unable to give.

Oxygen Process.—This process is the outcome of extensive

experiments carried out by Mr. W. Kaye Parry, m.a., e.e., and
Mr. W. B. Adeney, Dublin. The first experiment was carriel

on in Kingstown, and gave good results. The process was
adopted by the Board of Works (Ireland) for the purification

of the sewage from the criminal lunatic asylum, Dundrnm.
Mr. Kaye Parry describes the process as follows : The sewage
from the asylum as it entered the works flowed over a water-

wheel, which it kept in motion, and passed into a tank
(similar to a Dortmund tank) sunk in the ground. It was
conducted through a timber trunk to the bottom of the tank,

and before it could escape it had to rise again to the surface.

The heavier suspended particles fell to the bottom, while the

gelatinous matter formed a kind of filter which entangled

and retained a large percentage of the finer particles, so that

from 80 to 90 per cent, of the matter in suspension in the

sewage was intercepted in this tank by a purely mechanical

process. The clarified liquor then flowed under the floor of

the tank to a mixing race, the object of which will be do-

scribed hereafter. The liquid passed on into tank No. 2, which
was similar in construction to No. 1. It was conducted to the

bottom as before, and then rose to the surface. It tlien passed

out into tank No. 3, through which it was carried in a similar

fashion, and finally it flowed out of the works and ran away
through an ojien ditch. The sewage as it entered the works
caused a small water-wheel to rotate, and the velocity of rota-

tion was obviously proportionate to the volume of the sewage.

Each revolution of this wheel actuated a valve placed at the

bottom of a hopper, containing dry manganate of soda; a

small quantity of the chemical was released by each rotation,

the manganate fell into a little stream of water, and the
chemical solution was conducted into the clarified sewage on

its way to the mixing race. The object of the latter was to

mix the solution with the sewage, and after this the treated

liquid passed into tank No. 2. The manganate of soda was
decomposed, and the brown oxide of manganese was collected

in the tank owing to its special form. As tlic liquid passed
into tank No. 3 a solution of sulphate of alumina was added,

and the quantity was regulated by an automatic feed, which
was also actuated by the wheel already described, and was
therefore always in proportion to the volume to be treated.

This alumina was recovered in tank No. 3, and before the

effluent left the works it received its " dose " of nitrate of

soda, the qnantity of which was also regulated by the same
machinery. As regards the matters collected in the three

tanks—namely, the crude sewage sludge in No. 1, the oxide

of manganese in No. 2 and the alumina in No. 3—they were
all wiihdr.iwn from the tanks daily in a very simple way. A
sludge pipe is fixed in the centre of the timber shoot of each
tank, which passes down into a pump; these sludge pipes

are connected with wrought-irou closed cylinders, which are

fixed on suitable stands. The air is partially exhausted from
each of those cylinders by a vacuum pump. Tlie stop-cocks on
the sludge pipes are then opened, and the several deposits

pass np into the cylinders. Beneath each cylinder is a sludge-

cock, from which is suspended a canvas sack. When the

cylinders are filled the sludge-cocks open and the deposits

fall into the sacks, the liquids gradually drain away and are

conducted back into the tanks from which the deposits were
removed. When the liquids have drained away the sacks are

lifted off. It will be noticed that in the first tank mechanical
subsidence takes place, thus relieving tlie next tank of part

of its function and also economising the chemicals. The
second tank completes the clarification, and in the third tank
the oxidising process takes place. A fomth tank is required

to complete tlie purification. The oxidised effluent from the

third tank is here treated with nitrate of soda, which carries

oxygen to the " benevolent " microbes. The Halifax Cor-

poration have experimented on this system, and I was in-

formed that the effluent from the 70,000 gallons treated

daily is certainly a very good one. The corporation have not
decided to adopt this process, but contemplate further experi-

ments. The cost of works on this system for Oswestry is

estimated at £975, exclusive of land and machinery, but
utilising the present tanks; the land, 10 acres, would cost,

say, £2,000 ; machinery, £200 ; making a total of about £3,200.
The working expenses would be :

—

Chemicals, about £275
Labour 100
Repayment of loan andinterest... ... ... ... 192

Annual burden... ... ... £567
The patentees claim that the land would not be used, so about
9 acres could be let to a farmer, and thus reduce the annual
cost.

Amines Process.— -This process may be seen in operation at

Eaton Hall, Chester, the residence of his grace the Duke of
Westminster, and has also been tried at Wimbledon and
Salford. The works at Eaton Hall consist of accumulation
tanks, mixing channel, pi'ecipitation tanks, and a building
containing three rooms— one for engine, another formixeis
for prejaring the chemicals, and the third used as a chemical
St ore. The sewer gravitates to the accumulation tanks (the
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object of the latter is to store the sewage for treatment in

bulk and not in small quantities). From these tanks it

gravitates along a mixing channel, where the chemicals are

addetl, and then to the precipitating tanks. The sludge is

deposited here, and the clarified and sterilised liquor is drawn
off and discharged into the river Dee. The sludge is also

drawn off and ran into lagoons to dry. The chemicals added
are lime, about 2.} tons, and bearing brine one-fifth of a ton

per 1 ,000,000 gallons, and the cost of treatment is stated to

be about 38s. 6d. per 1,000,000 gallons. The use of the lime

is for clarification, that of hearing brine for sterilisation.

When Ume alone is used there must always be secondary

decomposition, and, as the microbes and germs are not de-

stroyed by lime, they set up subsequent petrefaction in the

effluent or in the watercourse or rivers by their rapid

multiplication. Mr. Wardle, in his treatise on " Sewage
Treatment," explains that the object of the Amines process is

to kill all micro-organisms and make the media in which they
live and propagate impossible for them to feed upon ; in fact,

to extirpate and destroy them entirely. The reagent is pro-

duced by the action of lime on certain organic bases belong-

ing to the Amine group, notably trimethylamine. When
these organic bases are acted upon by lime a very soluble gas

is evolved, which spreads rapidly through every part of the

liquid, and is held in solution therein with great tenacity.

The gaseous reagent has been found to be antagonistic to

the existence and propagation of every species of bacteria

occurring in sewage and other similar or impure waters, for

it is claimed that it thoroughly extirpates them in a remark-
ably short space of time. The effluent from such waters,

after treatment by this process, is actually sterilised ; it

shows no living micro-organism whatsoever, even under the

most powerful microscope, and its sterility is confirmed by
that latest and most severe test known to modern science

—

I'i'j., inoculation and growth on gelatine broth and other

nutrient media, and by " plate " cultivation. As a natural

consequence of the sterilising action of this reagent decom-
position of organic matter, whether incipient or far pro-

gressed, and the objectional phenomenon of putrefaction,

attendant on such decomposition, is completely arrested, and
even new infection cannot beget fresh putrefaction as long

as there is a sufiiciency of the gas remaining in solution.

6. Electric.il Treatment.
This system has been tried at Salford, Crossness, &c., but

hitherto has not been adopted on permanent works in this

country. The experiment carried out at Salford may be re-

ferred to here as showing what this system is capable of

doing. The apparatus consisted of a brick channel, through
which sewage at the rate of 2,300 gallons per hour flowed

into the tanks. This channel was divided into twenty-eight
cells, in each of which were fixed vertically thirteen cast-iron

plates, measuring 4 ft. by 2 ft. 8 in., the alternate plates

being connected respectively with the positive and negative

terminals of a dynamo, worked by a small compound tandem
steam engine of vertical type. It is claimed for this system
that the sewage in passing through the electrolytic channel
or shoot becomes " entirely split up by the electric action,"

and that the organic nuatter is not only lessened by precipita-

tion, but that " the soluble organic matter is oxidised and
burnt up by the nascent o.xygen and chlorine oxides evolved."

On leaving the channel or shoot the decomposed sewage
was passed through a series of five small tanks, containing

together 16,500 gallons, and then on to the filters or into a

settling tank, containing 8,800 gallons, where it is allowed

to rest for a few hours before being filtered. Observations

were made, during which time 353, .500 gallons of sewage
passed through the shoot. The engine and dynamo worked
162 hoursandforty minutes, on two occasions for forty-two and
a half consecutive hours, and the electrodes, cr iron plates,

were reduced in weight to the extent of 1641b. during this

time, representing a loss of 3'19 grains of elements, derived

from the plates, per gallon of sewage operated upon. The
filters were not constructed in the best manner, and were
altogether too small for the purpose, each comprising 6 super-

ficial yards only. Messrs. J. Newton & Son, consulting en-

gineers, Manchester, stated that the electrical process had a

marked effect, the treated sewage, although showing floating

and suspended flakes as solids, which were not entirely pre-

cipitated, either in the continiious flow or quiescent tanks,

appeared to have its chemical compounds broken up under
the influence of the electric current and the flocculent pre-

cipitate produced, consisted largely of iron. This suspended
matter was afterwards arrested by the sand filters, the final

result being a perfectly well-clarified effluent. Dr. Charles
A. Burghardt, PH.D., f.m.s., Ac, Analytical and Ccmsulting
Chemist, Lecturer and Examiner in the Victoria University,

Manchester, &c., stated iii his report to the Salford Corpora-
tion that, after studying closely the residts of tho analyses

and of some laboratory experiments, also taking into con-

sideration the uniformity of its working, ho was of opinion,

as the final result of his investigation, that the electrical

process was the most reliable one of those experimented on
at the Salford sewage disposal works.

GLASGOW'S PROGRESS.

A SPLEXDID RECOKD.
The Corporation of Glasgow are much disappointed, says The

Pall Mall Gazette, at the decision of the Government, acting

on the recommendation of the commissioner appointed to in-

quire into the subject, not to grant them the control of the

telephone system in the city. About £4,000 was spent in

support of the application. The decision is regarded as a

serious impediment to the extraordinary progress of the city.

Few people outside Glasgow are aware of the enterprise of

its municipal legislators. They long ago acquired the gas

and water undertakings; in 1894 they took over the tram-

ways. They are about to establish a municipal bank ! The
city owns a labour bureau, and the corporation have charge

of ten churches, which they are bound to maintain. The
municipality provides baths at 2d. "a swim," and public wash-
houses for the convenience of housewives who have not

the facilities for purifying clothes at home. The city owns
several model lodging-houses, not to speak of a family home.
On Saturday afternoons during the winter months there are

corporation concerts, the admission to which is Id. The
council have laid out a golf course, the rate for a day's play

on which is 2d. In the summer months they have occasion-

ally a dozen bands performing in the public parks on one
day; they deal with cases of infectious diseases at their own
hospitals ; they have built, and are still building, houses where;

the working classes can live at moderate rents. Only quite

recently the corporation opened a " People's Palace," in

which musical entertainments are given free.

Apart from other projects on hand, such as acquiring the

telephone system, the cleansing of the odoriferous Clyde at

a cost of over £1,000,000, the establishment of free libraries

and the installation of an electric system of haulage for the

tramways, the corporation seriously contemplated a measure
the other day for the reform of the " corner boy," and have
resolved to build for themselves, on tho banks of Loch
Katrine, a house for what one member called a home for de-

cayed councillors." Then a scheme for the municipalisation

of the public-houses is shortly to be discussed.

No wonder, therefore, Glasgow is looked upon as a "go-
ahead " city. People from all parts come to study its enter-

prise. The decision of the Postmaster-General regarding tho
telephone has really touched the amour propre of the coun-
cillors. So a deputation was speedily got together and de-

spatched to London, to convince the Duke of Norfolk of his

error, and point out the absurdity of the conclusions of the
commissioner.

CIRENCESTER DRAINAGE.

New Thames Lock.—The new lioveney lock, between
Windsor and Surly Hall, which has been constructed by the
Thames Conservancy, will shortly be opened for river traffic.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.
An inquiry was held recently by Mr. H. Percy Boulnois,

on behalf of the Local Government Board, concerning an ap-
plication of the Cirencester Urban District Council for sanc-
tion to borrow £3,278 for the execution of certain works of
surface-water drainage. There were present, among others,
Mr. T. Hibbert, surveyor to the council ; Mr. Robert Phillips,

county surveyor; and Mr. W. Payne, surveyor to the Ciren-
cester Highway Board. Mr. Ellet, the clerk to the council,
briefly explained the various matters. In 1876 the then urban
area was extended, and in 1879 a sewerage system for the
entire district was adopted by the then local board. That
system was devised by tho late Mr. R. B. Grantham, and was
carried out, after an inquiry held by Major Tuiloch, at a cost
of about £12,000, including the provision of the sewage farm.
The scheme was, in view of the treatment of the sewage farm,
to exclude the street or surface water from the sewers then
laid down. It was largely in consequence of the character of
the land they had to deal with at the sewage farm, and of
the fact that they discharged there into a stream immedi-
ately connecting with the Thames, so that it was extremely
important that they should not be prevented by a great bulk
of flood water from treating the sewage in such a way as to
discharge a pure effluent. And he was happy to say that the
system had been in operation for nearly twenty years, and
they had had practically no serious difficulty in that respect.
The present urban district covered 5,900 acres, but, of course,
only a small part of that area was affected by this scheme

—

viz., the old urban area. Tho population .at the census of
1891 was 7,521, and it was now estimated at 7,900. The rate-
able value was £32,292, and the assessable value between
£26,000 and £27,000. The present outstanding loans amounted
to £10,822. A vote of thanks to the inspector closed the pro-
ceedings.

South Stoneham.—A Local Government Board inquiry
was held last Thur.sday into the subject matter of a petition
presented to the Local Government Board to issue a pro-
visional order to empower the council to put in force, with
reference to certain lands required by them for the disposal
of the sewage of the parishes of St. Mary Extra, Sholing and
Bitterne, the powers of the Lands Clauses Acts with respect to
the purchase and taking of lands otherwise than by agree-
ment. Messrs. Lemon & Blizard, of Southampton, are the
eng^ineers for the scheme.
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ParHamentary Memoranda.
In moving the second reading of the Floods Prevention

Bin on Thursday, in the House of Lords, Lord Thrinor ex-

plained that the measnre had been prepared by and on

behalf of the Association of County Councils, and that its

object was to give further powers to county councils with a

view to the prevention ot floods and other damage arising

fi-om rivers or watercourses. It was pointed out that the

measnre, however, under the guise of an enabling Bill, gave

the county council rather drastic powers affecting the owners
of private property, and suggested that after being read a

second time it should be sent to a select committee The
Bill was accordingly read a second time and referred to a

select committee.
On Thursday, in the House of Commons, it was ordered

that the Dublin Port and Dock Bill be read a second time;

while the following Bills were read a first time and referred

to the examiners of Private Bills: Aberdeen Corporation

Tramways Bill and the Aberystwyth Gas Bill.

Requisitions to withdraw petitions have been deposited in

respect of the Liverprol Corporation Bill b}' the Lancashire

and Yorkshire Railway Company and the London and North-

western Railway Company.
The Lancashire County Council Bill was read a second

time in the House of Lords on Friday.

In the House of Commons the Norwich City Water Bill, as

amended, was considered and ordered to be read a third time.

The second reading of the Plymouth Corporation Bill was
deferred until the 10th iiist. A petition from Neilston against

the Local Government (Scotland) Act (1891) Amendment
Bill was laid upon the table. A petition was received from
the Paddington Burial Board for dispensing with Standing

Order 129 in the case of their petition against the Middlesex

County Council Bill ; another petition was received in respect

of this Bill from the-Willesden Urban District Council. This,

however, was favourable.

On Monday, in the House of Lords, the Great Orme Tram-
way and Tramroad Bill was read a third time and passed.

In the House of Commons it was reported that the Stand-

ing Orders had been complied with in the case of the follow-

ing Bills, which were ordered to be road a second time

;

Aberdeen Cirporatinn (Tramways) Bill, Ahervstwyth Gas
Bill, Norton and Halton Roads Bill and the Belfast Corpora-

tion (Hospitals) Bill. The Whitwick and Coalville Gas Bill

was read a third time and passed, while the Northern Urban
District Water Bill, as amended, was considered and ordered

to be read a third time. Petitions in favonr of the Local

Authorities Officers' Superannuation Bill were received from
Croydon and Mile End Old Town, and ordered to lie upon the

table.

A petition has been received for dispensing with Standing

Order 129 in the case of a petition relating to the Crawley
and District Water Bill. A petition has also been deposited

against this Bill by a private petitioner.

In the House of Lords, on Tuesday, the Sheringham Gas and
Water Bill, the Edinburgh and District Water Bill, the Swan-
sea Gas Bill and the Waterford City Gas Bill were read a
third time and passed.

In the House of Commons the Norwich City Water Bill

was read a third time and passed ; and it was ordered that

the Windsor Dock (Cardiff) Bill and the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board (Various Powers) Bill should be read a second
time. The DubUn Port and Docks Bill was read a second
time and committed, and the Metropolitan Common Scheme
(Barnes) Provisional Order Bill and the Metropolitan Common
Scheme (Sheen) Provisional Order Bill were read a third

time and passed. Petitions from the West of Scotland and
Glasgow in favour of the Local Government (Scotland) Act
(189-1) Amendment Bill were received.

A petition has been deposited by the Clyde Navigation
Trustees against the Renfrew Burgh and Harbour Extension
Bill.

On Wednesday, in the House of Commons, the second
readings of the Victoria Embankment Extension and St. John's
Improvement Bill and the Local Government (Scotland) Act
(1894) Amendment Bill were deferred. The Public Buildings
Expenses Bill was read a third time and passed.

Requisitions to withdraw petitions have been deposited in

respect of the Crawley and District Water Bill and the Wigan
Corporation Bill ; the petitioners, in the case of the latter

Bill, are the Lancashire County Council.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEE.
With the present week the Parliamentary Committees will

suspend their work until after the Easter recess. We may
say, therefore, that the first stage of the session has passed.

Some interesting Bills have been dealt with, but it can hardly
be said that there have been any fights of ftrst-class magni-
tude or importance, with the exception of the Metropolitan
project for the improvement of the co7iditions of travel on
the inner circle by the introduction of electricity. The
scheme itself has not been assailed, but the local authorities

have presented a united front in opposing the opening of
" blow-holes," which the company think necessary in order

to alleviate, temporarily at least, the discomfort of under
ground travel. There have been a fair number of Bills in

whiohraunicipalitios have been concerned, chiefly as opponents

of monopolies, and advocates of municipalisation have every

reason to be gratified at the result. Two tramway and several

gas undertakings have fallen into the hands of corporations

as the result of the inquiries which have been made into the

methods of working, but the great majority of undertakings
of this character have yet to come up for consideration.

There is every prospect that the committees will have a busy
time after the holidays.

Prodingham Gas Bill.—A Bill for the incorporation of a
company, with a capital of £18,000, to supply the district of

Frodingham witli gas, came before a committee of the House
of Commons on Thursday and Friday. It was opposed by
the district councils of Scuntharpe, Bramley and Proding-

ham. Part of the district has in the past been supplied with

gas by the Frodingham Iron and Steel Company, but the

service was admittedly insufficient, and hence the scheme to

for7n a new company to purchase the gasworks and extend
the supply. The intention of the promoters was to fix the

standard price at 43. 2d. and to provide gas of 1.5-candIe

illuminating power. The principal opposition came from the

Scunthorpe District Council, who desire to establish gasworks
of their own to supply the district. The committee favoured

the district council's proposal, and it became apparent on the

second day ot the inquiry that a compromise would be

.arrived at. Late in the afternoon Mr. Littler, q.c, on behalf

of the district council, submitted a clause which Mr. Balfour

Browne, (J.c, representing the promoters, accepted. It was
to the effect that the company should withdraw their Bill,

the council undertaking to pay £500 towards the cost of pro-

moting it. The council also undertook to promote at Bill on

their own account next year, and to acquire within two years

the gasworks of the Frodinsham Iron and Steel Comoany.
Tlie Stirling Gas BilL—Ihe House of Lords Conimiitee,

presided over by, the Duke of Richmond and Gordon, had
under consideration on Thursday and Friday a Bill pro-

moted by the Stirling Gas Company for the incorporation of

the company under Act of Parliament, and for the increase

of their capital and the extension of the area of supply. The
Corporation of Stirling opposed the Bill on the ground that

it would enable the company to increase the cost of gas to

th3 ratepayers ; that it would swell the capital unnecessarily ;

.and that it would not leave the corporation the power of

acquiring the gas undertaking under the Borough Gasworks
Act of 1876, except at an unreasonable cost. The company,
as at present constituted, have lighted Stirling for a period

ot fifty years. At present they are free from the control of

Parliament, and, on the other hand, they have no protection

from Parliament. They have no power to bi'eak up the

streets, and can only do so by permission of the governing

body ; and it the latter refused permission the streets

might be left in darkness. The consumers have no con-

trol over the company, and the latter are subject to no
penalties. They are under no conditions as to the raising

of capital, as to the price to be charged for gas, as to

the amouut of profit they may make, or as to the illumi-

nating power of the gas. The company, who were formed
in 182.5, served a population of between 22,000 and 23,000.

The original capital was £6,200, but when twenty years later

they amalgamated with a competing company, it was increased

to £12,400. Since that time the supply had developed from

4,500,000 cubic feet to 67,500,000 cubic feet. The profits also,

instead of being reckoned by only a few hundreds, were last

year £2,600. The price at which gas was supplied was
originally 63. 6d. per 1,000 ft., but now it was ."is. 4d. They had
applied surplus revenue in the course of the last half century to

the development of the supply, but further improvements were
urgently needed, and it was in respect of these that they
were anxious to raise additional capital. It was proposed by
the Bill that the original capital should be taken as £40,000,

bat the company only proposed to take the maximum dividend

allowed by Parliament on £30,000 of that, and on the balance

of £10,000 they would take 5 per cent. They now asked the

authority of Parliament to raise £10,000 more capital, upon
which also the dividend would be limited to 5 per cent. As
to the quality of gas supplied, they proposed to fix it in the

Bill at 22 candle-power, while the price at present was 3s. 4d.,

and they did not propose to increase it ; yet, in view of the

possibility of strikes, they asked a margin up to .Ss. 8d.

The counsel for the corporation (Mr. Bleumerbusset, tj.c.)

contended that the committee ought to allow 10 per cent,

interest only on the capital that had actually been subscribed

and 5 per cent, on the remainder. He also argued that the

standard price of gas ought not to exceed the actual price

—

3s. 4d. per 1,000 ft.—and then went on to say that the Bill

ought either to be rejected altogether, or a clause should be
inserted in it preserving to the corporation their present right

to acquire the gas undertaking by agreement or by arbitra-

tion. The committee, without calling on the counsel for the

promoters to reply, passed the Bill, but the chairman (the

Duke of Richmond) intimated that they were not quite satis-

fied witli the portion of it which set forth a decree of Sheriff

Lees in the arbitration proceedings of 1897, when the council

endeavoured to acquire the undertaking, fixing the price of

tho concern at £62,697. It was explained that this was not a,

vital part of the Bill, so it was struck out. The chairman
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next expreasod some donbts as to whether they should

anthorise the whole of the now capital asked for, but eyen-

tnally the committee decided to leave it as proposed in the

Bill. With regard to the standard price per 1,000ft., it. was
decided that it should be 3s. Od., instead of Ss. Sd., and that

there should be no increase of dividend to the company until

the present price dropped below 3a. 6d. 1'he illnminatiug

power was left as proposed in ttie Bill. The corporation took

no part in the adjustment of clauhes, so it may be a.s3umed

that they will carry their opjjosition to the House of Commons.
IThe Corporation of WeU Ham mid the Great Eastern Rail-

way.—The Great Eastern Railway Company's General Powers
Bill came up for adjustment of clauses on Friday, when
several new provisions wore brought up for the protection of

the Corporation of West Ham. One provided that if the com-
pany, under the authority of the Bill, acqnired and pulled

down any houses in the boroui^h fronting on Temple Mills-

lane, they should so arrange the sites that the lane should be
left a thoroughfnre 40 ft. wide. Another clause provided that

in the event of any drains, pipes, watercourses, &c., being in-

terfered with by the works which the company proposed to

carry out the latter should bear the cost of the work neces-

sary to put them in proper condition.

Hartlepool Qas and Water Bill.—The Bill promoted by the

Hartlepool Gas and Water Company, of which some par-

ticulars were given in our last issue, went through its final

stages before the House of Commons Committee presided
over by Sir James Kitson on Monday. It will be remembered
that the cotnpany asked for powers to construct two reser-

.

voirs for the supply of water, both for domestic and trade
purposes. The corporation opposed the Bill on the ground
that the water from the reservoirs would be impure coming
from contaminated sources, and utterly unfit fur drinking
purposes. It was, moreover, agued that the water supply of

the town ought not to come from two sources, the present
domestic supply being pumped from magnesian limestone
wells. The committee allowed the Bill to proceed, but re-

stricted the supply from the new reservoirs to trade purposes
only.

The Ventilation of the Underground.—The London County
Council and the vestries of St. Pancraa, St. Marylebone and
Paddington were up in arms in the early part of the week
against the Metropolitan llailway Bill, in which various powers
were sought, among them being the right to introduce elec-

ti ie power for the working of their system, and thus to remedy,
once and for all, the defective ventilation of the Underground.
It was not to this part of the Bill that the cotmty council and
vestries objected ; but the Metropolitan had to spend the
whole of Monday fighting their ancient ally and partner iu

one part of their system—the Great Western—who conceived
that their agreements would be violated aud their rights in-

fringed by the introduction of electricity in the working of

the Metropolitan trains. The Great Western are under an
obligation to run a certain number of trains daily over the
inner circle, aud it was contended in their behalf that if these

had to be worked by electric power the Metropolitau ought
to bear the cost. This was just what the Metropolitan do-

clined to do. The question was not disposed of when the
committee ruse for the day. The discontent of the Great
Western was appeased on Friday by the insertion of a clause

in the Bill guaranteeing that nothing should prejudice their

rights under old agreements as to the working of their trains

after the introduction of electricity on the inner circle, and
referring to arbitration all questions regarding the method
of adapting the engines and carriages to the new system of

working, as well as the cost which any alterations that might
have to be carried out would entail. The opposition of the

London Couuiy Council and the vestries was then taken up in

detail. The Vestry of St. Pancras, represented by iilr. Pem-
broke Stephens, Q.c, were the staunchest opponents. They
objected strongly to the proposal of the company to construct
a series of " blow-holes," or as Colonel Bell, the chairman of

the company, preferred to call them, " lateral openings," in

the thoroughfares between King's Cross and Portland-road,
to allow the foul air to escape from the tunnels. The com-
pany only asked for authority to maintain these openings
for a period of three years, by which time it was hoped
that the electric system would be in full operaticm and
the necessity for the " blow-holes " would be far less

urgent. Mr. Pembroke Stepheus was somewhat sceptical

as to the sincerity of the intentions of the company as re-

gards electric traction, and expressed a decided preference
for ventilation by fans. The committee intimated that

they were fully satisfied with the assurances given by
Colonel Bell that the company were serious in their inten-

tion to introduce electricity, and were adverse to imposing
upon them the obligation to constrnct fans which were far

more costly than the " blow-holes." It was e.x])lained

that the openings contemplated by the compatiy would be
protected by walls of an ornatncntal character to a height of

8 ft. above the street level. M r. Talbot, who appo irod for the
county council, put some questions to Mr. Bell as to what the

company proposed to do in the event of tho introduction of

electric power being foiittd, after all, not to be feasible. Mr.
Bell expressed his firm belief that electricity would be the
real soltitioti of the problem, but should it fail the " blow-
holes" would be closed. Mr. Talbot feared that were the
" blow-holes " once constructed there would be some tlifficulty

in getting them closed again. The objections of the other

vestries were the same in character as those of St. Pancras.
The subject was still under discussion when the committee
rose for the day. Nearly the whole of Wednesday was occu-
pied with the addresses of counsel representing the various
vestries and witli the eridence called on their behalf. The
company offered one more witness. Sir John Wolff Barry,
consulting engineer to the Metropolitan, facetiously described
as the father of the '' blow-hole " system. He advocated
"blow-holes " as a temporary means of relief, but the real

cure for the bad ventilation he declared to be the introduc-
tion of electric power. The vestries of St. Marylebone and
Paddington sought to obtain the insertion of clauses in the
Bill to absolutely limit the existence of the " blow-holes " to

a period of three years, and to ensure their being jjlaced in

such positions that they would not be a nuisance to people
passing along the thoroughfares. The St. Pancras Vestry
went a step further, and advocated the rejection altogether of
the part of the Bill relating to " blow-holes." This, Mr. Pem-
broke Stephens, (J.c, who represented their interests, con-
tended would ensure the more speedy adoption of electric

power. The matter was still under disctusion when the
cotnmittee rose for the day.

ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.

ANNUAL MEETING AND BANQUET.
The annual meeting of the Association of Municipal Corpo-

rations was held under the presidency oi Sir A. llollit, .m.p.,

at the Guildhall, on Saturday. Following his re-election as
president of the association for the forthcoming year and the
adoption of a resolution thanking him for his past services,

The President moved the adoption of the council's report,

and in the course of an address he said that the association

had made a continuous advance, and now practically included
the boroughs of the United Kingdom. It had made a long
and strong protest, which still continued, in regard to the
Local Government Act of 1888, against the arbitrary and
artificial distinction between county aud non-county boroughs
—a distinction which was against the principle of local

government. The legislation which had been passed for New
York would probably be a precedent for ourselves, and the
principle of betterment must, he thought, be introduced here.

More local government all round would be better for the
localities and for Parliament itself, enabling improvements to

be made without the cost and delay of going to Parliament,
and the principle ought to be applied to Ireland. The presi-

dent advocated a wide extension of corporate activity, e-x-

pressed approval of some taxation of ground rents, and held
that a public dock board was essential to London if London
was to hold its own. The motion was seconded by Mr. Tom-
linson, m.p., and the report was agreed to.

The City Solicitor proposed :
" That it is desirable to ex-

tend the provisions of the City of Loudon Fire Inquests Act,

1888, to the United Kingdom, and that the council be em-
powered to take such action iu relation thereto as it may
deem advisable." He said that, as a result of the inquiries

which had been held, fires wore diminishing. Besides the
actual verdict in the case of the Cripple gate fire, the jury had
it in their power to inquire into all the circumstances con-
nected with the fire, such as the efiicicncy of the (ire brigade,
aad iu consequence improvements had taken place. The reso-

lution was agreed to.
'

Mr. BiLLSON, M.P., on behalf of the Halifax Corporation,
moved: "That in view of the growing burden on the occu-
pying ratepayers in urban districts, it is urgent to provide
s-ime means by which the owners of land (whether occupied
or vacant) shall contribute directly to the local revenue."
This was carried, together with resolutions in favour of the
removal of the rating restrictions of Id. in the £1 imposed
by the Technical Instruction .'Vet, 1889, and of the Govern-
ment being asked to promote a Bill for consolidating and
amending the Public Health Acts. The subject of the juris-

diction of local authorities over telephone companies being
curtailed or interfered with by the Postmaster-General in the
undue exercise of his rights or privileges under the Tele-
graph Acts was brought forward by the City Solicitor, iu the
interest of local authorities, and especially of street autho-
rities, and the matter was refered to the council.

The annual banquet of the association, which took place
on the previous night, was also presided over by Sir A.
Rollit, and was attended by a large number of well-known
politicians, lord mayors, mayors, town clerks, and others.

Viscount Ckoss, in his response to the toast of " Her
Majesty's Ministers," said he was one of those who had
always held in high estimation the work that our munici-
palities had done in the earliest times in defence of liberty,

and in the latest of modern times iu the way in which thov
had opened themselves out to every improvement in science
upon which they could lay their hands for the benefit of those
who were under their rule and guidance.
The Pkesidknt proposed the toast of " The Lord Mayors,

Mayors, and Municipalities of tho United Kingdom," to
which Sir Walter Wilkin, the lord mayor of Dublin and the
lord mayor of York responded.
Tho toast of " The Association of Municipal Corpora-

tions, and the President, Vice-President and Secretary,"
which was acknowledged by the President, brought the pro-
ceedings to an end.
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Points of Professional Practice.

CORRESPONDENCE.

City of Norwich Water Bill.—Mr. Artluir E. Collius,

A.M.I.C.E., city engineer of Norwich, writes : Referring to your

report in The Surveyor for March 18th, under "Parlia-

mentary Memoranda," respecting the City of Norwich Water
Bill, some errors due to tlie crush and hurry of the eom-

niittee-room are present. Concerning my own evidence, my
objection to the early closets was not due to there being a dis-

charge of a concentrated flow of water, but to the fact that

the slop water passed away in driblets and was not concen-

trated, the result being that it had no flushing power. I

scarcely think ] went so far as to say that the modern pattern

of slop-closets were without defects of any kind. I did say

that for outdoor closets to cottages they were better in many
respects than water-closets, partly because the}' are not liable

to be put out of action by frost, and partly because they do

nut entail any further use of water beyond that necessary for

ordinary domestic purposes. I did not state that one of the

objects of the corporation in introducing slop-closets was to

cause any additional flow of slop water. I argued that they

did not cause any additional flow of slop water. As to my
inquiries to towns in all parts of the country, 1 said the re-

jilies from the towns enumerated above was to the effect that

there was no waste of water. Sir F. Bramwell, Mr. Eaton
and Mr. Pariy were witnesses for the water company, and not

for the corporation. I hope during the next few weeks to be

able to send you a synopsis of the information I received from

various towns respecting this matter in accordance with my
[u-omise.

Ventilation of Sewers (Reeves' Process).—Mr. William
Brown, of 45 Leadenhall-streef, E.G., writes: I must call

your serious attention to the publication in your last week's

issue of the report of Mr. Angell (Beckenham) to his council,

in so far as he says, referring to the Reeves' process, that its

" cost and difficulty of application to long lengths of sewers
constitute serious objections." This is quite inconsistent

with the fact, as a reference to Sutton and Epsom and other

places that could be named will prove. The following, taken
from an article on Sutton in The Couitcih' Ga-^ctfc of the

lUih inst., is only one proof out of many how unfair Mr.
Angell's reference is :

" Unlike most towns, whose troubles

with the sewer-gas nuisance are ever present, Sutton appears
to be in the enviable position of having removed them by
that process of ventilation and deodorisation of sewers,

known as the ' Reeves' System.' This process consists of

the automatic application of chemicals in sewer manholes,

whereby the sewer air is deodorised before passing out

through the sewer grids ; and also, in part, dcfiecation of the

sewage whilst in transit. This system is not only com-
paratively inexpensive, but effectual, and in a distinctly

residential district, such as Sutton, where fastidiousness in

matters sanitary is frequently carried to extremes, it speaks

much for the efficiency of this system that its ado])tion has
practically put an end to complaints as to the offensive sewer
gas." I feel sure that when Mr. Angell understands the true

state of the case that he will take such steps as may be open
to him to prevent the damage to the proprietors of the

Reeves' process as his statement must entail as it stands,

and meantime I trust you will insert this in the next issue of

The Surveyor.

Perpetual Leases and Public Health.—Mr. James Hays-
man, president of the Tradesmen's National Union and the

Working Men's Home Union, writes: Short terminable build-

ing leases, the foster parents of " jerry building" and the dire

enemy of healthy sanitary homes, should promptly on equit-

able terms (such as a slight increase in the ground rent) be
converted into "perpetual leases," with covenants, subject to

present approval and (if necessary) future revision of the
local county council. Under the present pernicious system

—

whereby the house becomes, at the end of a short lease of

from seventy to ninety -nine years, the property of the gi'ound

landlord, who has not expended one penny on its construc-

tion and maintenance—nobody has any substantial interest

in rendering it (as it should be) the best suited for human
habitation. The ground landlord seeks the highest possible

ground rent. The leasehr)lder, who erects the building, puts
into it cheap materials to last only the term of his lease, and
e.xacts from the tenant the highest obtainable rent. The
tenant does the least he possibly can towards the mainten-
ance or improvement of the property. Under " perpetual
leases" these disreputable circumstances would be entirely

changed. Bricklayers', carpenters' and plumbers' work would
all be of the most durable and efficient quality, to secure the
solidity and permanence of the building to be possessed as

long as it can be made to last for the benefit of the man who
builds or purchases it, and for his own descendants after him.
Parents possessing house property would take pride in im-
proving it in every way, in order to hand it down to their

children in the best possible condition. Then, indeed, would
owners of houses, shops, &c., be absolutely without excuse for

badly-drained, ill-ventilated dwellings. In my opinion the

landlord who lets a house as a habitable homo is under equal

i-eaponsibility with him who sells an article as wholesome
food—neither is justified in receiving money as payment for

food or for rent for that which is unwholesome or injurious

to health. With the key of the house the new tenant is justi-

fied in demanding a certificate from the local authorities

(whose duty it is to protect him) that the house is a healthy,

habitable dwelling. Additional sanitary inspectors would
doubtless be required, but the cost Of their salaries (and much
more) could readily be provided by enforcing that " all who
benefit by local expenditure shall pay their share thereof."

Owners of ground values, unlet houses and shops, the letting

price of which is chiefly maintained by local expenditure on

drainage, cleansing, lighting, police protection, &c., of the dis-

trict, pay (except in the city of London) little or nothing
towards the local rates. The half-rating of such property

(as has been carried out in the city of London since 1838)

would be both justifiable and expedient. These much-needed
reforms, which would bring enormous benefit to all sections

of the community, should promptly become national ques-

tions—earnestly agitated throughout England.

Plans of New Buildings : Particulars to be Supplied.—
Mr. J. Freebairn Stow, surveyor to the Bridlington Urban
District Council, writes : Some time ago you published an
article by Mr. Egbert Rushton, surveyor to the Cleethorpcs

Urban District Council, showing the method employed by
him in dealing with plans submitted by builders for the

approval of his authority. I beg to enclose a copy of one of

our forms, which all builders are required to fill in on deposit-

ing their plans. I examine both plan and form, and if there

is any discrepancy between the former and the statements

set forth in the latter the plan is not taken into committee,

but returned for amendment to the owner. This clearly pre-

vents a builder from incorrectly filling in the form with state-

ments not in accordance with his plan. The council in this

town have lately revised the by-laws regulating the con-

struction of new buildings, and the method adopted for de-

posited plans works well.

[copy.]

THE BRIDLINGTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.

Particulars required to be supplied liy Ai'plicants for Per-

miesion to Construct or Alter Bnildiiirjs and Drains.

Date of Application
Name and Address of Applicant
Name and Address of Builder
Situation of Property
Whether Water-Closet, and situation of the same
Privy with Soil-Tub
Area of Yard
Size and Description of Drains
Fall o f Drai ns
Whether passing under any part of the House or Building...

Sewer to which Drains are to be connected
Level of Lowest Floor, with reference to the adjoining Footpaths
Description of Dust-Bin or Aah-Pit
Number of Floors

Water Supply, how obtained
Height of Lowest Room

Signature of the Architect
Every person who shall intend to erect any new building

shall give a fortnight's notice to the urban district council of

such intention by writing, delivered to the local surveyor, or

left at his office, and shall at the same time leave or cause to

be left at the said office detail jilans and sections of every
floor of such intended new building, drawn to a scale of not

less than 1 in. to every 8 ft., also a block plan drawn to a scale

of not less than 1 in. to every 40 ft., on drawing paper, tracing

cloth or paper, and shall be drawn in ink.

J. Frekbairn Stow, Surveyor.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Skefckcs accompanying Queries should be made separate on white fm/itr

in plain black-ink lives. Lettering or,figures should be bold and plain.

166. Construction of Cow Sheds: Cubic and Floor

Space.—"Alteration" writes: In preparing plans for the

alterations of existing shippons so as to obtain 800 cubic feet

of air space per cow, I have met with the difficulty that, the

superficial area being small, it necessitates the roof being

lifted to an extreme height if the same accommodation is

ju-ovided. A stall 7 ft. wide is here considered by the farmers

as antplo for two cows. Could you supply me with particu-

lars of a model shippou in which the air space is considered

sufficient—I'is., (1) The width of feeding alley ; (2) width of

stall for two cows ; (3) width of shippon wall to wall ; (4)

height of shippon; and (5) the greatest height a shippon
should be ?

In the construction of now shippons the following

dimensions will be found to comply with the v(.'(|uiicmciitH

UK to superficial area and cttbiu space— u/';., (1) Width o-
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feeding- alley, 3 ft. 6 in. ; (2) width of stall for two cows,

7 ft. ; (3) length of stall, 7 ft.
; (4) width of rear gangway,

5 ft. 6 in., or a total width of shippon of 16 ft. In order

to obtain a cubic space of 800 ft. per cow iu this superficial

area the height of the building must be not less than

14ft. 6 in. Any height above 16ft. is usually not allowed

to be reckoned in calculating cubic capacity of cow houses.

In buildings constructed with a double row of stalls a

slight modification of these dimensions will be necessai-y,

qs one feeding alley will be sufficient for the, double row.

Some authoricies suggest that the superficial area of cow
houses should equal one-twelfth of the cubic capacity.

167. Desig:ning: a Seweragre System: Storm Over-

flows.— " StudcMit " writes : In designing a slorm-water out-

let for a new length of sewer, how do you arrive at the correct

height of overflow weir above invert of sewer 'i

There is no formula for detoruiining the height of storm-

water overflow weirs above the invert of the main sewer.

.This can only be arrived at by first fixing the quantity of

sewage and storm water to be allowed to pass along the

nuiin sewer, then finding the velocity of flow and calcula-

ting the necessary area required for the delivery of the

fixed quantity, or, in other words, the cross sectional area

of the flow, if this area be plotted on a cross section of

the sev\'er, the height of the flow will then be found and
also the height of the weir. As an example, suppose Ave

take a sewer 2 ft. in diameter, having a fall of 1 in 500, and
which is capable of discharging 6.58 cubic feet per minute.

Out of this quantity it is required that 396'77 cubic feet

only should be allowed to pass along the main sewer, while

the remaining 261'23 cubic feet should pass into the overflow

sewer over the weir. To facilitate the calculations, tables

showing proportional velocities, areas, depths, &c., such as

those given in Crimp and Bruges " Tables and Diagrams,"
(Biggs & Co., 10s. 6d.) should be used. From these tables a

sewer, such as the one given in the example, will discharge

the 396'77 cubic feet per minute when flowing with a cross

sectional area of 1'81 square feet; the velocity will be
219'744ft. per minute, and the depth of flow will be 13'44in.

A small allowance should be made from this height, as

ihe surplus water will have to change its direction from
the main flow, so that a height of 13'3 iu. would give fairly

correct results for the case given in the example.

168. Sewer Cleansing Appliances.—"E.B." writes: Some
time since I had an illustration sent me of an endless chain

arrangement, with discs on, for cleaning out small-sized sewers
between manhole and manhole, and the chain was worked by
a windlass placed over one of the manholes. Could yon or any
of your readers toll me the name of the maker of this or any
similar appliances for cleaning out small-sized flat sewers?

We have endeavoxired to discover the maker of the appa-
ratus referred to, but regret we have not been successful.

Perhaps some of our readers may be able to furnish the

information. We doubt, however, whether such an appa-
ratus will bo found to satisfactorily answer the purpose for

which it is intended, especially for sewers of small diameter.

The time and labour involved in floating a line through a
small sewer which contains much deposit is found by exjio-

rionce to be considerable, and this, it appears to us, will be
absolutely necessary before the chain can be introduced.

Whether the travel forward of the discs will interfere with
the return discs on the endless chain in a small sewer is a
point which can only be determined by actual experience.

Drain cleansing rods, such as those supplied by Mr. J. Hor-
wood, 19 to 25 Stratford Broadway, London, E., and by
Ashford, Essex-sti-eet, Birmingham, as advertised in The
Sduveyor, and formed of malacca cane, and also Ben
Reid's iron drain cleansing rods, will often be found best

suited for clearing deposits m small sewer. Where the de-

posit is formed of material of a solid character, such as

road detritus, some surveyors use \-m. or -f-in. galvanised

tubing in 2-ft. 6in. lengths, with male and female threads

at opposite ends of each length, and by means of which a

scoop is used for removing the deposit. Another method
which is sometimes employed is by using a rope inti'o-

duced into the sewer between two manholes to which a
scoop is attached. The scooii is pulled through the sewer
by a labourer in each manhole to him with its contents,

thou reversed and pulled in the ojiposito direction by the

labourer in the adjacent manhole, ouch labourer always
maintaining control of his end of the rope and discharging

the contents of the scoop.

Municipal Control of Builtlingrs.—An interesting lecture

WHS delivered by Dr. G. B. Longstaff, L.C.C., in the hall of tho

Carpenters' Company, last Monday, on " The Municipal Con-
trol of Buildings." The lecturer gave in detail the various

measures wliich are taken by the county council to ensure the
stability of buildings, tho means for fire-rcsi.stance and fire-

escape, for bettor sanitation and ventilation, for the preven-
tion of overcrowding, and for stopping other evils which have
tended to make London less healthy and uglier than itahonld
be. Interesting illustrations wcro given at every step, and
comparisons indulged in to show how much of the Liverpool
regulations have been adoplcd iu London.

NEWINGTON NEW BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES.

OPENING CEREMONY.
On Saturday afternoon, Mr. J. A. Dawes, chairman of the

Newington Vestry, formally opened the handsome new baths

and wash-houses which have been erected by the vestry in

Manor-place, Wal worth-road. The site of the building is a
central one, and forms part of the old Surrey Gardens estate.

The building has an architectural faijade 284 ft. long, in the

Renaissance style, freely treated. At the eastern extremity

of one of the two wings is a tower, furnished with a clock

having illunjinated dials. Part of the building has two floors,

but the central portion, surmounted by a turret, has three,

besides one which is situated under the roof and which is

lighted by mansard windows. Tho men's first-class swimming
bath is 120 ft. long and 40 ft. wide at the water line, while

the second-class bath measures 144 ft. long by 35 ft. wide. To
fill them both 321,896 gallons of water is required. There is

also a swimming bath for ladies, numerous private baths, and
wash-houses with laundry aiid mangling-rooms fitted with
steam machinery. Messrs. E. L'Anson & Son are the archi-

tects, Messrs. Balaam Brothers the builders, and Messrs. Clarke

& Sons the engineers. The vestry agreed to a loan of £33,000
in May, 1894, to carry through the work.

Mr. J. A. Dawes, to whom a ceremonial key had been pre-

sented, said that this great public improvement formed jiart

of a series due to the progressive policy of the vestry. He
claimed credit in municipal enterprise for Newington, his

proofs including the vestry hall, the free library, an
excellent method of dealing with refuse, and the new baths,

the handsomest and most commodious in London.
LoKD Reay, chairman of the London School Board, spoke

of the benefits which the institution would coni'er on the

neighboitrhood, and said he hoped that every child in the

parish would become proficient in the art of swimming.
Lord Welby, vice-chairman of the London ConnHy Council,

pointed out the enormous progress which had been made in

London during late years with regard to such institutions.

Some people deprecated the cost, but he could not help think-

ing that the public had good value for their money.
The chainnan then formally de^olarcd the baths open to

the public, and votes of thanks closed the proceedings.

THE WATER SUPPLY OF ASHFORD.

Among those present on the 2nd inst. at the opening of the

new reservoir constructed by the Ashford Urban District

Council were the chairman and members of the council, Mr.
Logan, the contractor, and Mr. Terrill, the surveyor to the

cojmcil. After the usual inspection of tho works, which were
described by Mr. Terrill, luncheon was served in a com-
partment of the reservoir, the following details of which
are interesting. The new reservoir is constructed in two
compartments, which are each capable of holding from
140,000 to 150,000 gallons of water. The inside area of each
compartment is 47 ft. 6 in. by 40 ft., the depth being 13 ft.

The floor of the reservoir is composed of concrete 3 ft. 6 in.

thick, the walls, which are composed of brickwork and
cement, having a thickness of 5 ft. 3 in., while the wall

dividing the two compartments is 4 ft. 9 in. thick. The roofs

of the compartments are supported by rolled-steel girders,

with two rows of longitudinal piers, both the roofs and the

piers being constructed of Buckley blue bricks. The tower,

which is intended for use in connection with the high ser-

vice, has an altitude of 60 ft. and is built of Faversham
stock bricks, with local red-brick piers. The tower contains

a tank, the holding capacity of which is 2,500 gallons, and by
moaks of the new arrangements a great improvement will be

effected in the service in the higher districts of the town.
Iu the construction of the reservoir everything has been done
to maintain the puritj' of the water, fresh-air inlets and foul-

air outlets being provided, while the water can be run off and
the compartments cleansed out with a minimum of trouble.

It might be mentioned that while the old reservoir only con-

tained a four hours' supply for the whole of the town, the

new one is capable of holding suSicient water for a three

days' supply in the winter or two days in the summer.

"Excel Silwer."—Mr. Cecil 11. Cribb, B.sc.LOKnox, y.ix.,

and Mr. Alex. E. Tucker, K.i.c, K.c.s., Birmingham, have issued

rejiorts on " Excel Silver," which is manufactured and sup-

plied only by Webbs' Engineering Company, Limiied, 52 Queen
Victoria-street, London, B.C. In tho report Mr. Cribb states

that he has had " Excel Silver" under examination during

the past twelve months, during which period he has tested it

in a great variety of ways with regard to its liability to

tarnish under the influence of moist air, various gases and
natural waters of various composition. At the end of the report

Mr. Cribb says :
" As the result of all my experiments 1 am

of opinion that ' Excel Silver ' is practically untarnishable in

the air, and would be almost unacted on even during long

periods of contact by any water likely to be used for a public

supply. For water and gas fittings, and pipes subject to con-

tact with alcoholic liquids, fats, and oils, 1 consider it superior

to cvcrj- mclal with wliicli I have experimented."
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.— III.

By WILLIAM H. MAXWELL, Assistant Engineer and Surveyoi-, Leyton Urban District Council.

BOAD ROLLING (continued).

" The first patent for a steam road-roller was talven out iu

France, at the begintiing of 1859, by M. Louis Lemoine, of

Bordeaux," and in 1863 Mr. W. Clark, chief engineer of the

municipality of Calcutta, quite independently of the French
inventors, " conceived the idea of a self-propelling steam road-
rolling engine, with its weight uniformly distributed over the
whole width of the rollers," and, in conjunction with Mr. W.
F. Baths, of Birmingham, patented a design in 1863, which
was that of the first steam road-roller ever tried or patented
in Great Britain; and although "the first e.xperimeuts were
made in France, yet his steam roller was the first thoroughly
successful implement of the kind."
Among other makers and patentees who appeared in the

field before very long was the well-known firm of Messrs.
Aveling & Porter, who " determined to adopt their form of

traction engine to this purpose. The result is a combination
of their simple and efficient form of traction engine with the
arrangement of rollers and turn-table patented in 1863 by
Messrs. Clark & Baths." In 1867 a 30-ton steam roller was
supplied to the borough authorities of Liverpool, "and was
in use for some time, when it had to be abandoned, principally

on account of the great width of the rollers, which would not
conform to the contour of the carriageway,"* but its great
weight was also, no doubt, found to be very undesirable.
The steam roller has now become to be almost universally

used, aud generally weighs from 10 to 15 tons, this weight
having been found from experience to be the most suitable

for the purpose.

.STONE PAVEMENTS.

Large pebbles or rounded boulders from 6 in. to 9 in. in

depth, and bedded in gravel or sand, or frequently upon the
natui'al, formed the surface of early pitched roadways in the
metropolis and other large towns. Such roads naturally pre-

sented very uneven surfaces, and the joints being very wide,
large quantities of slush and filth were retained and ruts soon
appeared nnder the influence of traffic.

As an advance unon the boulder pavement, roiighly-sqvMred
hlocTcs of stone, measuring from 6 in. to 8 in. across the surface,

were used; but these not being properly dressed, made wide and
irregular joints ; and stones of varying breadths were placed
In the same course, thus admitting water, which softened the
subsoil and caused an irregular settlement of the stones under
tlie inflnence of traffic.

In 1824 Mr. Telford was called upon to reportf on the
street pavements, &c., of the parish of St. George, Hanover-
square, and he then pointed out the deficiencies of the exist-

ting system in the following terms :
" The notorious imper-

fection of the carriageway pavement having been the cause
of this report, it is needless to state that the surface is

generally uneven, and not unfrequently sunk into holes, so as

to render it not only incommodious, but dangerous, to horses
and wheel carriages.

" The causes of this imperfection are various, .and of an
extensive and serious nature.

" The stones, though generally of a tolerably good natm-e,
are so irregular iu their sliape, that even their surfaces do
not fit; they almost universally leave wide joints, and instead
of these joints being dressed square down from the surface,
that is at right angles with the face, they more frequently
come only in contact near the upper edges, and by tapering
downward in a wedge-like form have their lower ends very
narrow and irregular, leaving scarcely any flat base to bear
weight.

" This form also unavoidably leaves a great portion of space
between the stones, which the workmen fill with loose mould
or other soft matter of which the bed or subsoil is composed.
"Another great defect is caused by inattention to selecting

and arranging the size of stones; they are but too commonly
so mixed that large and small surfaces are placed alongside
of each other, and, acting unequally in support of pressure,
create a continual jolting in wheel carriages, which, adding
percussion to weight, is a powerful and destructive agent.

Also, the bed on which the stones are placed " has hitherto
but too generally been formed of very loose matter, easily
convertible into mud; and this matter, instead of being com-
pressed by artificial means, has unavoidably been loosened
by a sharp-pointed instrument, to suit the irregular depth
and narrow bottoms, and to fill the chasms between the
joints of the paving stones. From the width and irregularity
of the joints, water easily sinks into and converts the before-
mentioned soft matter into mud, which by the continual and
violent action of carriage wheels is woi-ked upon the surface
aud le.aves the stones unsupported."
As to " the best mode of constructing pavements " in order

to remedy these defects, he recommended the entire separa-

* "Municipal and Sanitary Engineers' Hand-book," by H, Percy
Boulnois, c.E. (Messrs. E. & P. N. Spon).
t " This report is printed in Sir Henry ParnoU's " Treatise on Roads"

(second edition).

tion of the subsoil from the paving stones by the introduction

of a good foundation or bed cousisting of 6 in. of clean river

ballast consolidated by the trafhc before laying the pitchers,

or, better, a bottoming 12 in. in depth of broken stones put on
in layers 4 in. thick and rendered solid by the passage of

traffic. Upon this bed the granite pitchers, worked flat on
the face, and true and square on the sides in order to make
close joints and to ensure the bottom and top superficies of

the siiones being equal, were theit laid. The stones used
were large, and vai'ied in breadth from 41 in. to 7^ in., iu

depth from 7in. to 10 in., and length from 7 in. to 13 in. ; also,

they were selected, in order to place stones of equal breadth
in the same course and so obtain a better joint.

Later experience has not been in favour of the use of such
wide stones as those employed by Telford, as, although having
a larger base, they do not appear to better support the weight
and jolting of heavy traffic, but have a tendency to rock, to

wear round at the angles, to become slippery, and do not afford

a good foothold for horses.

The introduction of modern sett pavements is due to Mr.
Walker, who in 1840 paved Blackfriars bridge with granite

setts* 3 in. broad and 9 in. deep, laid upon a bed of concrete
J 2 in. in thickness and well jointed wifih mortar. Since this

time the use of 3-in. setts has been generally followed, and a
concrete foundation is now also usually adopted.

WOOD PAVE.MENTS.
" Pavements formed of blocks of wood appear to have been

first employed in Russia, where, according to the testimony
of Baron de Bode,t it has been, though rudely fashioned,

used for some hundreds of years"!
Pavements of wood were laid down in New York on

difi'erent systems by way of experiment during the year
1835-6, and the first wood pavement in London was laid in

front of the Old Bailey in 1839, and was on the system of

Mr. David Stead, who was the first to introduce these pave-
ments into England. The Old Bailey pavement was laid

without a proper fotmdation, and was not a success.
' Stead's wood pavement, patented in 1838, consisted of hex-

agonal fir blocks, measuring from 6 in. to 8 in. across and 4in. to

6 in. in depth, bedded on 3 in. of gravel (or sometimes on
concrete), and laid upon a foundation previously prepared by
levelling and ramming. The blocks were either chamfered
on the edges or grooved across the face, in order to afford a
better foothold. Ste.ad also used round hlocks, placed with
the grain vertical, the interstices being filled with gravel or

sand.

Other systems of wood paving were patented and tried iu

London about this time, but were not satisfactory.

Carey's wood pavement was one of the best of its time, was
patented in 1839, and consisted of blocks measuring from 6| in.

to 7V in. wide, 13in. to 15in.long,and about8in.or9 in. in depth.

The blocks were cut with projecting and re-entering angles,

so as to interlock on all sides, the object being to prevent
unequal settlement by distributing the pressure over adjoin-

ing blocks. This pavement was first laid in the Poultry in

1841, and in the same year in Mincing-lane, and in Grace-
church-street in the following year. The blocks were laid

upon a layer of Thames ballast or sand on the old surface of

the street, and were grouted with lime aud sand.

As regards the width of wood blocks, similar experience

has been gained as with stone pitching

—

viz., that smaller

blocks of about 4 in. iu width and of 6 in. in depth answered
better. Also lateral support by interlocking angles was
found to be irnnecessary.

The " improved wood pavement " was first used in London
in the year 1871.

A vast amount of experience in the laying of wood pave-
ments has been obtained in the streets of the metropolis and
other large towns, and its construction has now reac'hed a
high degree of perfection.

ASPHALT PAVEMENTS.
According to the Century Magazine^ asphalt first attracted

attention in Europe as a material suitable for paving in 1849.
" It had long been in demand for commercial uses, and while
being transported from mines in France and Switzerland
particles falling from the waggons were crushed under the

wheels, their compression being aided by the heat of the sun,

thus forming a very good road surface, which suggests the

idea of trying it in street paving. The first experiment,
which was on a macadam road, was encouraging, and in 1854
a portion of a street§ in Paris was paved with asphalt en a
concrete foundation. It mfjt expectation, and four years

* Pitchers are known, accordinef to their dimensions, either as " tetti/'
" cubes " or " blocks." A stone measuring

&\ in. by 3Hn. by 5 in. to 7 in. long is termed a " tett."

4 in. by 4 in. by i in. long is termed a " cube."
4in. by 4in. by 6in. deep is termed a '* block."

t " Wood Pavement,'" by A. B. Blackie, 1842.

X " The Construction of Roads and Streets," by Henry Law and D, K.
Clark.

T Vol. xlvi., p. 903.

§ Tlie Rue Bergere, laid with Val do Travers asi)halt.
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later other streets were similarly paved. It grew rapidly in

favor, and in 1869 asphalt pavements were introduced in

London ;* but not until 1880 were they given a trial in

Berlin."

This pavement is now very extensively used in England
and in Continental cities for paving both streets and foot-

ways.

SELECTION OF LINE AND LEVELS OF A NEW ROAD.
The following observations will refer principally to the

constraction of common roads through country where none
()r6viou8ly existed.

From an engineering standpoint, the main object to be kept
in view in the determination of the route and levels of a pro-

posed line of communication, such as a new road, is to convey
the traffic with a minimum expenditure of motive power,
consistent, of course, with reasonable economy in construction.

The points, therefore, to be secured, so far as the circum-
stances of the case will admit, are directness of line, including

minimum length of route, easy curves, low summit levels and
easy inclinations or gradients.
To enable an engineer to select the most advantageous

line for any proposed works it is essential that certain data
be first obtained by him as to the physical features of the
surface of the country to be traversed, including the disposi-

tion of the hills, valleys, rivers, &c., in the district, all of

which information may be conveniently considered under the
heading of Engineering Geodesy, the general order of the

operations of which is usually as followsf :

—

1. The reconnaissiince or ecplorationoi the country to ascer-

tain generally the facilities afforded for the proposed works,
also to approximately determine the best route, noting the

geological structure of the ground, the sonrces from which
materials may be obtained, and inquiring as to the trade,

population and traffic of neighbouring towns. The engineer
should also possess himself of the best plan of the district

that can be obtained accurately showing the main features of

the country.^
2. Flying Levels are often taken for ascertaining the eleva-

tions of detached points of importance as regards the practi-

cability and cost of the work and the selection of the line,

such as passes across ridges and valleys, and points where
structures of magnitude may be required.

A more definite selection of the line may now be determined
by making

3. Preliminary Trial Sections, by taking continuous lines of

levels, meastu'ing both horizontal distances and heights, thus
enabling the line to be set down with a degree of precision

proportionate to the accuracy of the preliminary operations,

and the extent of ground to be included in the detailed survey
to be fixed upon.

4. Detailed Survey and Plan.—The labour required on this

will vary with the precision of previous operations. A suit-

able scale will bo that of the ordnance " parish maps"

—

viz.,

Wnu = 25'34-iin. to a mile = 208'33 ft. to an inch. The plans
should be shaded or marked with figured contour Unes\\ to
exhibit the undulations of high ground and valleys, and
should show all " ridge lines," " valley lines," " passes,"

watorcoui'ses, buildings, orchards, ponds or other conspicuous
objects. A scale of distances may be marked on the plan
along the centre lineot the proposed road showing ouch mile&nd
furlong from its commencement, also hcnch marks distributed
along the line of work at distances of at least half a mile aud
nearproposedstructuresof importance, as bridges, &c. It is also

convenient to have a copy of the plans and section of the works
on which to mark the results of trial pits and borings, and
the estimated cost of each part of the work shown opposite
its position on paper. In regard to the detailed survey aud
plans, Mr. Tredgold, in his work on" Railroads," recommends
that the survey be made " by rectangular lines, as infinitely

superior to surveying by triangles," in giving an exact know-
ledge of the surface of the country. The accompanying
diagram (Pig. 5), showing longitudinal and transverse sec-

tions, is given to ilhistrate the method. " Let AB be a por-
tion of the intended line, and CD the breadth of the country
to be included in the survey. At any suitable distances choose
stations, a, a, a, their distances apart depending on the changes
of level, and let the principal line AB, and also the cross

lines bb, bb, &c., be accurately levelled, and then draion,

as shown in the figure, on the plan of the line of road. If the
distance bb is required to be considerable, perhaps an addi-
tional line in the principal direction may be necessary. The
etched lines show the form of the surface at the lines AB, bb,

hb, Si'c., on the plan ; and the latter being sections at right
angles to AB, there is no difficulty in seeing the extent of
cutting or of embankment that may be avoided by varving
the position of the principal lino. In f.act, a plan of this kind,

• When Threadueedle-street, near Fincli-lane, was paved (May, 1S69),
bj the Val de Travers Asphalt Ctnupany.

fSee Prof. Raukino's "Civil En^ineorinff." Although some of the
points mentioned in the following gfeneral order of operations ma.v
apply more particularly to railway or canal work, it will probably be
instructive to give the entire, outline of the mothtKU of procedure on the
part of the engineer in the design of lines of communication generally,
as well aa for roads m particular.

X The maps published by the Ordnance Survey Department are
generally used whenever available, aud the C> in. to the mite county map
will probably be sufficient for a prehminai-y exploration.

II The exhibition on plans of the levels of the ground by moans of
contour linet is a very useful method, especially tor the selection of
lines ef communication, drainage of towns, water supply, irrigation
and drainage of lands, &c.

to a person familiar with sections, is better than a model of th c

country."

5. Additional Trial Sections, longitudinal and transverse,

are now made with the aid of the above detailed plan, in

order to determine exactly and finally the best line obtainable.

6. Marking the Line.—The line being laid down upon plan is

now to be staked out npon the ground by driving in, at distances

Fig. 5.

—

Diagram Illustrating Tredgold's Method of
Surveying by Rectangular Lines,

and showing Longitudinal and Transverse Sections along the main
or centre lines.

usually a chain (66 ft.) apart, wooden stakes, IS in. in length,
along the centre line of the road.

7. The Detailed Section can now be prepared by accurate
levellings over the line marked out. The section should show
a horizontal datum line,* a line representing the natural sur-

face of the ground, and lines showing the "formation level
"

and " finished surface" of the proposed works. Also tigutes

should be given on the datum line for the horizontal distances

corresponding exactlj'with those on the plan, and the heights

of the surface of the ground above datum require to be marked
at each chain's length, as well as the depths of cuttings or
heights of embankments to the formation level. The heights
of the formation level and thoraxes of inclination must be
figured on at each change of gradient, also any alteration in

level necessitated to existing lines of communication, the
heights of greatest floods, and the sectional area and velocity

of rivers crossed, all require to be clearly shown.
8. Trial Pits and Borings to ascertain the nature of the

strata of the ground traversed will be proceeded with simul-
taneously with operation No. 7, and the actual results ob-
served should bo marked on a plan as suggested under
heading No. 4. Borings are less costly, but pits are more
satisfactory. The borings usually consist of vertical holes,

about 4 in. in diameter, in the ground, aud from which por-
tions of the materials passed through are brought up, but
are, of course, unfortunately reduced to a powder or paste
by the action of the boring tool, thus necessitating trial-shafts

or pits for more complete information of the strata at im-
portant cuttings.

9. Designsand Estimates.—The foregoing information haWng
all been duly obtained and recorded, the engineer will now
be in a position to desigji the proposed works with sufficient

precision as will enable him to estimate the probable cost of

same. The estimated cost of each part of the works may
with advantage be entered upon a plan as suggested under
heading No. 4.

10. Parliamentary Proceedings.—If the works are such as
will necessitate the application for an Act of Parliament to

empower their execution, a plan and section and boojt of refer-

ence to the plans must be prepared and copies deposited, as
required by the standing orders of the Houses of Lords and
Commons.

11. Improving Lines and Levels under Powers of Deviation.—
The plans and sections prepared for obtaining the authority
of Parliament are usually somewhat hastily made, and after-

wards oftentimes require amending in respect to the precise
lines and levels ; therefore certain powers of deviation from
the Parliamentary plan are t.aken to afford opportunity for

such amendment as may afterwards be found necessary. The
extent of these po vers of deviation is usually as follows :—

Limits of Lateral Deviation.— }n towns, 10 yards each side
of centre line ; in the country, 100 yards. This devia-
tion is indicated on the Parliamentary plans by dotted
lines.

Deviations of Level.—-In towns, 2 ft.; in the country, 5 ft.

Greater or less powei-s are conferred in special cases.
12. Survey for Land Plans— i.e., plans to be used for the

purchase of land and execution of the work, and surveyed
carefully for plotting to a larger scale than w.is necessary
under operation No. 4 above. If the centre line (whether
straight or curved) of the proposed works has been carefully
ranged and staked out, it maj' be utilised as a base for the
secondary triangulation in this surrey, and each stake used
as a " st,ation."

13. Ranging and Setting-out the Line— i.e., marking the
centre line of the work, as finally fixed upon, on the ground
by means of wooden stakes.

* A datum line=9.u imaginary line imrallel with the horizon and with
the lines of collimation. The ** ordnance datum'* —IhQ approximate
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Some Annual EVlunicipal Engineering Records.

WOLVERHAMPTON : BURNLEY.

The annual report of Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough surveyor

of Wolverhampton, for 1897, shows that the works undertaken
by his department have, as usual, been numerous and varied.

A number of public street improvements have been carried

out, and plans for others, including the Exchange Hall

improvement, have been prepared. A large nnmber of trees

have been planted in the various public streets, and there is

now a total of 664, of which 542 are limes, sixteen maples,

thirteen poplars, thirty-six elms, forty-four sycamores, seven
birches and six chestnuts. Twenty-four new streets have
been completed, involving the execution of the following

works : 35,715 super, yards of excavation, 7,119 lineal yards of

main sewers, 1,063 yards of branch sewers, 152 gullies, 81

manholes, 7,748 yards of kerbs, 14,268 super, yards of footway,

7,775 yards of channels, 32,599 super, yards of underbed,

32,201 super, yards middle layers, 31,214 super, yards of

macadam. The total cost of these works was about
£15,000. In addition to the above, thirty-one streets

have been conijjieted and taken over as pubUc high-

ways, repairable by the town. As showing the continued

growth of the town, we may mention that 922 building plana

were reported on and approved during the past year, as com-
pared with 383, 419, 536, 514 and 885 in the five preceding

years. The total number of plans of houses and shops

approved was 651, or nearly as many as in the two years,

1892 and 1893, together. This represents accommodation
for over 3,000 persons. The floor space provided in

the new workshops, warehouses and factories amounted
to 26,000 super, yards, or as much as would be provided in a

one-storey building, 21 ft. wide and over 2 miles in length.

The estimated value of workshop and warehouse buildings

alone is nearly £100,000, and the total value of the buildings

approved was probably over £250,000. The prosperity of the

building trade was very general throughout the borough,

indicating that trade has been flourishing in all brandies, and
that the new buildings are not simply being erected by a few
speculating builders, but by the tradesmen and manufactui'ers

of the district, whose expanding trade needs more accommo-
dation. Eight plans for now streets have also been approved
during the past year. It is gratifying to notice that it has
only been necessary to serve tifty-Iive notices in respect of

dangerous structures during the year, as compared with 105

in 1896 and 347 in 1895. Tliese decreasing figures plainly

point to the fact tliat dilapidated buildings are becoming mnch
less numerous in the town ; 108 notices were also issued with
respect to contraventions of the building by-laws.

Si.x depots are now being used for the purpose of effectu-

ally dealing with the disposal of street and house refuse. The
orderly-bin system of street cleansing has been adopted for

the central district of the town, and Mr. Bradley reports that

it proves very satisfactory. The road-men engaged in this

work are to be supplied with a uniform outfit, and the various

inspectors and foremen with bicycles. Several analyses of

mortar have been made, and 330 tests of different samples of

Portland cement, as well as miscellaneous tests of other

materials of construction, general stores and road materials.

Two lumdred and fourteen main sewer connections have also

been made by the corporation's own workmen during the

year. The carriageways of 151 streets have been macadam-
ised to a greater or less e.xtent ; footways, or portions of foot-

ways, in 111 streets have been bricked, flagged, kerbed, or

asphalted ; 61 crossings liave been newly-paved or re-paved
with granite setts ; and channelling has again been repaired in

40 streets. The accepted tenders for stores showed an increase

on previous rates, particularly in the case of road-stone, the

price of which advanced 20 per cent. The amount of macadam
used was 11,351 tons, which, if spread 3 in. thick, would
cover 158,000 super, yards, or equivalent to 13 miles of street

macadamising, and if formed into a pyramid, 30 ft. square at

the base, would reach to a height of 1,000 ft. The work of

wood and granite paving, amounting to £22,000, is being
rapidly pushed forward, as is also the rock asphalte footway
paving work, the estimated cost of which is £5,000.

The principal materials used by corporation workmen,
apart from materials used by various contractors, during the

past year have been : G56 brooms, 404 loads of ashes, 36,000
chequer bricks, 110 tons of cement, 120 tons of coke, 4,000

yards of earthenware pipes, 1,960 loads of cinders, 726 bends,

241 junctions, 76 traps, 140 gullies, 165 grates, 40 waste-water
closets, 50,000 bricks, 70 step irons, 310 yards of flags, 890
yards of kerbs, 50 tons of mortar, 620 tons of lime, 2,700

gallons of creosote, colza and "White Rose" oils, 390 loads of

pebbles, 10 tons of pitch, 9,500 loads of whinstone, 2,100 tons

of sand, 200 tons of granite setts, 40 cast-iron manhole and
lamphole covers, and 874 tons of coal. One hundred and
sixty cast-iron footway troughs have been fixed, of a length

of 1,083 ft. Ten of the smaller main sewers, having become
blocked, were duly opened, aud the cost in some instances

was recovered from house occupiers who caused the stop-

pages. At the outfall works 1,465,000,000 gallons of sewage
were treated, 18,500 tons of .sludge pressed and 11,850 tons of

sludge cake made. At the sewage farm the farm buildings

were repaired, 5 miles of ditches deepened and cleansed,

thirty-seven manholes and distributor chambers built or re-

built, sixty chambers repaired, 226 yards of brick main carrier

repaired and enlarged, new main and distributing grips

formed in twenty fields, 17 acres of additional land brought

under irrigation, 200 yards of main eflluent laid, new store-

house built, new pump fixed to the high-level tank, and ten

new brook bridges constructed.

The report also states that 34,945 streets were hand-swept,

2,884 machine-swept and 332 machine-scraped ; 37,683 streets

were picked up, 11,200 watered and 1,241 ashed ; 33,930

gullies were cleansed, 21,450 tons of mud removed and 427
loads of snow cleared away ; 449 loads of ashes were used

during frosty weather; 160,000 gallons of water were used
for flushing the sewers, by van, in seventy places ; and 1,900

manhole ventilators, 8,969 footway troughs and 1,590 catch-

pits were cleansed. There are now in use in the borough 1,379

gas lamps, 562 being annual lamps and 817 season lamps.

The average annual cost per lamp is £2 9s. for gas, lighting and
cleansing. All the lamps in the borough have been inspected,

nnmber tablets fixed and a register compiled. Plans have also

been prepared showing the position and character of each lamp.

Seventy tests have been made of the pressures, 130 of the

illuminating power and fourteen of the chemical quality of

the gas.

In addition to the ordinary work of the department, plans

were prepared for an extension of the sewerage system
for both storm and foul water sewers. Special I'eports were
also prepared on the separate system, sewer ventilating,

fiushing, markets, market hall, slaughter-houses, cold storage,

tramways, &c.
« « #

The third annual report (dealing with the work earned out

in his department during 1897) has been submitted by Mr.
S. Edmondson, surveyor to the Burnley Rui-al District Council.

The area of the district is 41,100 acres, the i-ateable value

£130,000 and the estimated population 17,309. The death
rate during 1897 was 12j per 1,000, which is the lowest re-

corded for j'ears. After giving these statistics, Mr. Edmond-
son proceeds to call attention to the state of the water supply
and of the sewers in each, or nearly all, of the parishes in the

district. With respect to the sewerage in general, the report

states that the Ribble Committee of the county council have
drawn attention to the pollution of the Ribble by the sewage
from Wheatlcy-lane, Worsthornc and Altham. So far as re-

gards Altliam it has been decided to adopt the septic tank
system, and the Local Government Board have been asked to

sanction the borrowing of £350 for this purpose.

The length of the highways in the district is at present

about 631- miles, several lengths of ratione lc)ivr:c roads
having been taken over during the year. The cost of main-
tenance of the highways was £3,853, made up as follows;

Materials, £1,624 ; manuallabour, £1,474; and team labour,

£754. As the accounts are made u]) half-yearly, these

figures apply to the twelve months from the 30th Sep-
tember, 1896, to 30th September, 1897, and include all

expenses upon secondary, district and ratione tenuriv roads.

Of the total amount £978 has been expended in putting
ratione tenuriv roads into repair. The private street im-
provements carried out were few, but this year a fairly

formidable programme has been mapped out, which, it is

expected, will keep the surveyor's department busy for some
time to come.

Four Local Government Board inquiries ^vere held during
1897, one relating to the sewerage of Hapten, one to the

sewerage of Read and Simorstone, one to the Foulridge
water scheme, and one to private street works at Hapton.
Three of the schemes have been sanctioned— I'ts., the

Hapten and Read and Simoustone sewerage schemes, and the

private street works at Hapton. The Foulridge water scheme
has not yet been approved, the Local Government Board
being advised that the proposed supply is liable to pollution.

The committee, however, believe this view to be altogether

erroneous, and they are supjiorted by the evidence of Mr.
Chas. Newton, m.i.c.e., I'.g.s., of Manchester.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Next Ordinary Generai, Meeting.

The next ordinary general meeting of the Institution will

be held in the lord mayor's parlom- at the town hall, Man-
chester, on Wednesday, the 20th inst. The meeting will

commence at 11 a.m., and the following papers will be read

:

(1) " Manchester from 1847 to 1897," by Mr. John Uolden ;

(2) " Lessons from Fire and Panic," by Mr. T. Blashill
; (3)

" A Consideration of some of the Present-Day Difficulties mot
with in a Land Agent's Practice," by Mr. C. P. Hall; (4)
" Notes on the Construction of Town Buildings," by Mr.

Howard Chatfeild Clarke.
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Law Notes.

Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewi-y Chambers, E.G.

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

I%e Editor will he pleased to answer any questions affecting

the practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities.

Queries (which should he written legibly on foolscap paper, one

'side only) should he addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices

o/The Surveyor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

Action for Libel by Surveyor to Local Authority.—
" Public servants must expect to have their condact criticised,

and this criticism was of tlie highest value when it was fair

and reasonable." We quote from the summing-up of Mr.

•Insticc Bruce, in Haynes v. Baler and Others (16th March),

which was an action by the surveyor to the Isle of Wight
Rural District Council for libel. The libel complained of

had reference to a certificate given by the plaintiff of the

completion of two catch-pits and a fence which had been con-

structed for the council, and consisted of a letter written by

the nineteen defendants to and published in two local news-

])apers, from which the following la an extract: "That Mr.

llaynes, the surveyor, rode ])ast in the contractor's van, and

did not oven get out of the van to examine these pits, but

(«rtitied that payment be made to the contractor. Now, sir,

for the posts and rails above referred to. Of all the scientific

laying-out and construction this beats all, for, after its con-

struction, it was far more dangerous and a thorough ob-

struction. But now the secret comes out. This work has

now to be done over again; but who will have to pay?
Should not the cost be deducted from the surveyor's salary ^

This is where the extras come in, and where the contractor

can recoup himself, which happens in nearly all the contract

jobs in tlie West Medina.. We would like to know why this

alteration to the posts and rails is not being tendered for

;

and why is it that all the contract work is given to one
man ? But if, after the action of the em-veyor, it is going to

be passed over by the rural district council, more will be
heard from us later on." The plaintiff, in his evidence,

stated that lie had examined the work properly before giving
his certificate, and that he had no authority, without the

sanction of the highways committee, to give the job to any
jiarticular individual. The learned Judge, after the pre-

fatory remarks already quoted, directed the jury that they
must consider whether the words used were true and were
ill substance fair comment on matters of public interest; and
that if they meant that the plaintiffs had been guiltj' of

fraud and collusion, they would not be fair comment. The
jury were at tirst unable to agree, but after a further direc-

tion from the judge that they nmst look upon the letter as a
whole, and not dwell too much on isolated passages, they
returned a verdict for the plaintiff for £10. It transpired in

the course of the case that a committee of investigation, ap-

]iointed by the council, had reported that, although the sur-

veyor had been negligent, there had been no collnsiou

between him and the contractor. The jury evidently thought
that, though guarded in expression, the letter conveved, and
was intended to convey, an innuendo of the charge of collu-

sion, from which the committee had exonerated ihe plaintiff.

We tliink there can be no doubt that such ia the case, and
we congratulate Mr. Haynes upon the result.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
What Constitutes a Town.—"Surveyor" writes: A

place of 5,600 population has recently been conferred with
urban powers, thus it becomes an urban diatrict council.

Can the surveyor call himself town surveyor, and what con-
stitutes a town y

The fact of a rural district council liavin^ urban powers conferred
upon it does not convert it into an urban district council. The tenu
" town " cannot be said to have any pi'ecise legal nieaninjj at tlie pre-
sent day. The town was originally a sub-division of the hundred, as
the latter was a division of the county—each town (or titling, as it was
called) consisting of ten freeholders and their families. But the word
has " by the alteration of times and languages now become a general
term, comprehending in it several species and varieties" (Stephen's
Commentaries). According to Wharton's " Law Lexicon" a town is
" any collection of houses larger than a village," which is rather vague,
as in order to apply the definitiou wo want to know how large a village
is. When we look at his definitioa of a village it is still vaguer, and
though he does not precisely say " a village is any collection of houses
smaller than a town," that'is pretty much what it comes to. There are
two reported cases in which the meaning of the term " town " has been
discussed. In ISx mn-te The In iimhe-nt of Brampton (23 L.J., N.S.
Oh. 281) a testator had given a legacy for the benefitof"the town of
Kensington." The town of iveiisington had not any definite metes or
bounds, and it was lield that the legacy was to be lield in trust for the
benefit of the whole of thePcr/ji/i of Kensington, Parker, V. C, said :

" 'Town ' is a word, in acise of this kind, of more or less doubtful mean-
ing. There is no such thing in law as the town of Kensington." In
Ellioft V. South Deoon Eoilway (2 Exch., 729) the point arose whether the
railway lino passed through a town, and the judge who tried the case
merely told the jury that the word town was to be understood in its
oi*dinary popular sense. Upon appeal this was held to be a misdirec-
tion, as the judge ought to have given such a definition as would have
enabled the jury to decide the issue : and that the word, as used in the
Railway Clauses Act, meant "a collection of inhabited houses so near
to each other that tlioy may rcaso'iably be said to be continuous ; and
tlie term will iuclutlc a spiicM- of open ground surrounded by contiuuous
houses." In faL-1, the iii'i'Iication of the word "town ""is almost as
much a matter nf niilix iilu;\l • tasli- and fancy " as the spelling of the
name of the eldei- Mr. Wcllcr. II it pleases the inhabitants of " Sur-
veyor's " haljiliit (to use a natural leim) to call it a " luwn," and to call

ments referred to should he enclosed. All explanatory diagrams

must he drawn and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents

who do not wish their names published should furnish a nom
de plume.

him the "town surveyor " England is a free country, and it is open
to them to do so, but in strictness the latter's proper designation will

stUl be, as heretofore, " Surveyor to the Rural District Council of " so-

and-so.

By-Laws : Continuous A'eranuah.—"Nomen" writes: In

an urban district where the Model By-Laws (with slight

modifications) are in force a rovy of liouses is being erected,

each of which has a bay window, and in front of the houses

at about the level of the first floor there is a continuous

verandah, which projects a little in advance of the front of

the bay windows. The bay windows are entirely of wood
framing, and the verandah has an ornamental woodwork front

with a boarded roof covered with tiles. It will be seen that,

in case of a fire occurring in one of the houses, the fire

may easily be communicated to the adjoining house liy means
of this wooden verandah, which connects directlj- with the

woodwork of the different bay >vindows. The main roofs of

the different houses are properly disconnected by the party

walls being carried up above the same and by a propel ly-

eonstrncted projecting corhel at the eaves. Your opinion i.s

asked whether the local authority can require the roof of the

verandah to be separated in front of each party wall.

In my opinion there is nothing in the by-laws which would enable the
authority to insist upon such a requu-ement as that mentioned. By-Law
25, which seems to be the one bearing on the subject of the carrying up
of party walls, certainly does not seem to have been intended to meet a
case of this kind, or if it was it is very badly drawn, and I do not think
it can be stretched so as to cover this case.

Improvement oe Streets: Spkciai. District Rates.—
" Light and Air" writes: An urban district council desires

to carry out a sanitary improvement in a closely-built area in

their district, in which proper streets were not originally

laid out, the approaches to the several properties being

narrow and more or less tortuous passages. With this object

it is proposed to take certain properties, so as to allow the

construction of streets. The council think that this can be
done under the powers given by section 154 of the Public

Health Act, 1875, and for the pui'pose of putting the cost on
the owners in the locality (the improvement being local), it

is proposed that a district shall be formed, comprising tlie

improved ai'ea, and separately assessed under section 211,

sub-sec. -t of the same Act. There seems to me to be difficul-

ties in the way of this being done. Will you be good enough to

give me your opinion upon it, and to make any suggestions you
think fit as to the best course to take in effecting the im-

provement of the nature stated ^ 1 am aware that there are

certain Acts which have been passed for this piu-pose, but

the cost of working these is chargeable on the general dis-

trict rate and not on the improved area.

I do not think there is any difficulty in the course suggested as to
compulsorily powers of purchases. See sees. 175 et $eq. of the Public
Health Act, 1875.

By-Law : Space at Rear of Building.—" Urban " writes :

I beg to submit to you the ground floor plan of a block of

shops, and shall be pleased to receive your opinion as to

whether shops No. 3 and 7 have the open space in the real'

sufficient to comply with No. 54 of the Model By-Laws.

I do not think either of the open spaces is in conformity witli the by-
law. There may be a iiuestion us to what is the meaning of the ex-
pression, " the entire width of such building," in the case of such
irregularly shaiied structures, though I see no reason for restrict-
ing the meaning to the width of the back of the bmldiug, as the de-
signer of this plan has aiiparently done. If this were admissible the
by-law could be altogether evaded by erecting an absolutely triangular
building (with the apex of the tnaiigle at the back). 1 think " width "

must mean " greatest width." But, apart from this, it seems to me that
neither of these spaces can be said to " extend laterally throughout

"

the width of the building. The by-law docs not merely rcpiire an ojien
[space of the gatne wi ith a* the building, but an ojien space extending
laterally throughout such width. Now the width of a building extends
at right angles to its Icngtli, and it seems to me that, in order to comply
with the by-law, the open space should be comprised within parallel
lines drawn at right angles to the line of width. If this view lie correct
it is unnecessary to go into auy further questions which might arise
under those clauses of the by-law which require specified distances
(according to the height of the building) across the open space to ad-
joining boundaries and to which clauses the open spaces In quostiou
may also possibly bo obnoxious, though the data l>efore me are not
sufficient to determine this positively.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.—A meeting of
this society was held on the 17th nlt. at the Hotel Victoria,
Northumberland-avenue, W.C, Mr. W. Coopor-Penn, c.E., one
of the vice-presidents, occupying the chair. A paper on " The
Theory and Practice of Evaporation, its applied to some
Industrial Purposes," was read by Sir. W. N. Twolvetrees,
M.I.M.E., and illustrated by a largo number of diagrams and
reference tables.
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Mynicipal Work in Progress and Projected.

This week we liave some information in regard to an ex-

tension of electric lighting at Hammersmith, the cost being

estimated at £31,000. A municipal tramway scheme at

Halifax is estimated at £20,000, and at Bristol it is proposed

to spend £45,000 on the erection of a lunatic asylum.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The council had a tolerably fall agenda to consider on

Tuesday, but it contained nothing of a very contentions

nature. A rather long discussion, however, look place with

respect to the recommendation of the General Purposes Com-
ir.ittee relative to the site of the late Mr. Thomas Thorny-

croft's Boadicea statuary group, but on a division the

recommendation, as will be seen below, was carried by
seventy-eight votes to thirty-six. We notice that the council

are about to follow the example of the Local Government
Board in inquiring into the need of better accommodation for

the council and staff.

Loans for Public Worlcs.—Upon the recommendation of the

Finance Committee, it was agreed to lend the Fnlham Vestry

£2,500 for paving works; the Greenwich District Board of

Works £980 for street improvements; the Hammersmith
Vestry £9,820 for furnishing vestry offices, erecting coroner's

court and carrying out street improvements; the Lambeth
Vestry £1,400 for paving works ; the St. Martin's Vestry

£1,705 for drainage woi-ka ; and the Wandsworth District

Board of Works £3,000 for street impiovements.
The Boadicea Statue.—The General Purposes Committee

recommended the council to approve as a suitable site for the

Boadicea statuaiy group the extreme end of tlie Victoria-

embankment wall by the corner of Westminster bridge, and
that the Highways Committee be authorised to make the

necessary alterations to the embankment wall to enable the

group to be placed in the position referred to. After a long

discussion a division was taken and the committee's recom-

mendation was adopted by seventy-eight votes to thirty-six.

The Purchase of the Soiith London Tramways.— Replying
to Mr. Frank Smith, Mr. Benn, chairman of the Highways
Committee, said that the negotiations for the purchase of the

greater portion of the South London tramways were nearly

completed, the case being before the House of Lords that

day. The remaining portion of the lines would become pur-

chasable in August next, and due notice would be given of the

statutory meeting to agree to serve the notices for purchase.

The Telephone Service.—In reply to Sir John Hutton, Mr.

Benn said that, in accordance with the conncil's resolu-

tion, a letter was addressed to the Postmaster-General on

March 15th asking for an inquiry into the telephone service

of London, but up to the present no answer had been received.

The Westminster Improvement Scheme.—The Improvements
Committee brought up a report with reference to the exten-

sion of the Thames embankment to Lambeth bridge, and it

was agreed to refer to the committee to prepare and bring

up at the earliest date practicable a scheme for the embank-
ment of the Thames from the Victoria Tower garden to

Lambeth bridge, including the widening of Millbank-street

and the utilisation of any surplus land which remains after

the carrying out of the improvement.

Office Accommodation.— On the presentation of the report

of ihe Establishment Committee several questions were
asked with reference to the need of better accommodation
for the council and staff. Mr. H. P. Harris, the chairman of

tlie committee, in reply, said that the question would be
properly considered, but it would have to be thoroughly gone
into before any scheme could be brought up.

Lambeth Palace Grounds.—On the motion of Colonel Ford,
it was resolved to refer to the Paiks and Open Spaces Com-
mittee to consider and report as to the expediency of the

council applying to Parliament for power to ac<|uire the
grounds of Lambeth Palace as an open space.

Cemcteric,<i and Burial Grounds.—On the motion of Mr.
Shaw Lefevre, it was agreed to refer to the General Purposes
Committee to inquire into the condition of the cemeteries
and burial grounds within the metropolitan area, and to re-

port whether any further provision for such purpose is

necessary, and also whether it is expedient that any regula-
tion should be laid down in respect of such places in the
interest of public health and decency.

Tenders.—The following tender was opened for the erec-

tion of a fire brigade station at North Woolwich : Mr. E.

Proctor, Walpole-place, Woolwich, £3,182. This was the
only tender received.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.
At a meeting of the managers, held on Saturday, a letter

was received from the Local Government Board approving
the purchase of the convalescent home at Margate, belonging
to the St. Pancras Guardians, for the sum of £9,000. The
board asked for the estimated cost of the furniture, stock
and other contents, and this information the clerk was in-

structed to supply.—A uthority was given the Northern Hospital
Committee to employ the labour and purchase the materials

required for the execution, under the supervision of the

steward assisted by a competent foreman, of certain neces-

sary external painting and other work at the hospital. The
work consists of cleaning off and re-painting all the external

iron and wood work in the hospital, and renewing the point-

ing round the windows, &c., where necessary. The work was
last undertaken about five years ago. The estimated total

cost of the work is £1,452.—The South-Western Hospital

Committee presented a report, prepared by Mr. Aldwinckle,

the architect, upon the subject matter of the accounts in

connection with the contract entered into between the

managers and Messrs. W. Johnson & Co., Limited, for the re-

construction scheme at the South-Western Hospital. In
this it was stated that the amount of the contract, as sealed,

was £24,300, and that the total accounts now amounted to

£28,857. The difference between the contract sum and the

final accounts was thus £4,557. The report was referred to

the Finance Committee.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
The usual meeting of the Court of Common Council was

held on Thursday, under the presidency of the lord mayor.'

—

On the recommendation of the Streets Committee it was
decided to request those innabitants who are permitted to

place their dust and refuse in receptacles upon the footways
for collection to in future use a proper portable sanitary dust
bin or skip for the purpose.—The court resolved to renew
the tenancy for another year of the piemises in Cotton-street

which are fitted up as a shelter for persons during the disin-

fection of their houses. The rental is £275 per annum.

—

Authority was given for the expenditure of £400 for re-point-

ing and re-painting respectively the boundary walls and
fences at the City of Londun cemetery.—The Finance and
Improvement Committee reported that they had duly received

the sum of £29,875 from the London County Council as their

contribution, in accordance with the London County Council

(General Powers) Act of 1892, towards the cost of the City's

portion of the Sandy's-row improvement.—The same com-
mittee submitted for adoption an arrangement for acquiring

the freehold interest in the ground needed to widen the

public way in front of 50 and 51 St. Paul's-churchyard for the

sum of £2,500, and another arrangement for acquiring the

leasehold interest in 126 Fenchurch-street for the sum of

£5,550. The committee also presented for adoption arrange-

ments for acquiring the ground needed to widen the public

way in front of 91 Gracechiu'ch-street : For tlie freehold in-

terest, £75; and the leasehold interest, £125. Relative to the

pulling down of 67 Basinghall-street and 10 and 11 Bread-

street, the committee stated that in their opinion it was not

expedient to take any steps to effect improvements thereat.

The court agreed to the committee's recommendations.—On
the recommendation of the Bridge House Estates Committee,
the court decided to sell the freehold of Southwark police

court to the Receiver of the Metropolitan Police for £9,620.

—

The town clerk read a letter from the clerk to the London
County Council stating that the conncil had decided that

whenever a horsed fire-escape was kept at afire-engine station

the fire-escapes in the public thoroughfares within a certain

radius of that station wonld be discontinued ; and that, inas-

much as a horsed fire-escape was now kept at Bishopsgate

station, the fire-escape in Finsbury-circus wonld be with-

drawn. The letter went on to state that it was not the inten-

tion of the council to reduce the number of firemen in the

City, as the men who were taken from the outside stations

would be employed at Bishopsgate as members of the

"crews" of the horsed fire-escapes. After some discussion

the court instructed the town clerk to communicate with the

county council, asking that body to adjourn the final con-

sideration of the matter. The question was then referred to

the Streets Committee for consideration.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Hackney.—On the subject of the proposed municipalities

for London, the Law and Parliamentary Committee recently

reiiorted that they had considered all the correspondence on
the matter, including a letter from Viscount Horncastle, in

which that gentleman offered to bear all the expense of

creating Hackney a municipality. They recommended the
vestry to adhere to their former resolution on the matter

:

" That they were of opinion that, for the benefit, advantage
and good government of London as a whole, there should be
but one municipality, and that the creation and maintenance
of separate interests in the London area would be to the
great disadvantage of its millions of people, more especially

those residing in the ijoorer parts." The recommendation
was adopted.

Hammersmith,—Tenders for the construction of a con-
crete river wall in front of Rosebank wharf were opened last
week by the vestry, and it was ultimately agreed to accept
that of Mr. Cireenham, at £925.—Sanction was also given to
the Electric Lighting Committee for obtaining a loan of
£31,000 for the extension of the electric lighting works.

Newington.—The chairman of the Roads and Depot Com-
mittee, Mr. F. Colo, opened, on Tuesday last, the new stables
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which the vestry have erected, at a cost of £9,000, on a site

adjoining the public baths and wash-houses in Manor-place,

Walworth. In an interestini;: speech re<?arding the work of

the vestry he said he desired to point out that the new build-

insc did not provide stable accommodation only. It contained

a cart shed large enough to shelter the whole of the vestry's

vehicles, a mess-room for the men, and oat-orushing, bean-

splitting and chaff-cutting machines worked by electricity.

The cost of the building miv:ht bo looked upon as e.-coessive,

'but they had many difficulties to encounter in getting a good
foundation. The building was a credit to Messrs. Balaam
Brothers (the builders), to Mr. Roland Plumbs (the architect)

and to the vestry.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
BBVerley.—The breakdown of a gasholder was reported by

the Gas Committee at the last meeting of the town council,

and it was resolved to accept the tender of Messrs. W. C.

Holmes & Co. for new brackets to repair the damage. It was
also resolved to renew a certain main at a cost of £490.

Bristol.—An inquiry was held last Thursday by Colonel A.

G. Durnford, r.e., into an application of the corporation for

sanction to borrow £45,000 in connection with the extension

of the city lunatic asylum. It was stated that the asylum' at

present contained 751 patients, but for years past there had
been pre.ssing need for an enlargement. Originally the house
was planned to accommodate a like number on the men's and
women's sides, but the women had increased of late years

more rapidly than the men. The Commissioners of Lunacy
had pressed time after time the necessity of increased accom-
modation, and now that additional laud had been purchased
difficulties which had previously existed as to e,\tension were
surmounted. The liabilities for the purpose of extension in-

cluded £36,926 for ordinary building, and possibly another

£10,000 for fireproof floors, ceilings, heating, voutilation pur-

poses, &c.

Conway.—A Local Government Board inspector has held

an inquiry with respect to an application of the town council

for sanction to a loan of £1,500 for the purpose of municipal
buildings and £310 for gasworks purposes.

Falmouth.—At a recent meeting of the council a letter

was read from the owners of certain land required by the

corporation for the formation of a continuous cliff drive

offering to sell the ground for £3,000. It was agreed, how-
ever, after discussioH, to adhere to the previous offer

—

viz.,

£2,500.

ClOSSOp.—It was recently recommended that the building

of the now municipal offices, which are estimated to cost

£3,000, should be proceeded with. This was agreed to.

Codalming.—By a c-ianimous vote of the members of ihe

town Cduncd it has been decided to acquire the w.ater supply

of the borough and adjoining districts from the Godalming
and Frith Hill Water Company. It was reported that the

directors of the company were almost unanimous on the ques-

tion of disposing of their property, which had greatly im-

proved in value during recent years, they being of opinion

that it would be in the interest of the town that the corpora-

tion had control of its water supply. The action of the
directors awaits the ratification of the shareholders. It is

estimated that the waterworks will cost upwards of £30,000.

Halifax.—Major Cardew has held an inquiry, on behalf of

the Board of Trade, with reference to an application of the
town council for permission to borrow the sum of £20,000 for

tramway purposes, chiefly to meet the cost of the proposed
depot in Gibbet-street. Mr. Wilmhurst, the engineer, ex-

plained the proposals.

Haslingden.—The corporation have decided to acquire
and lay-out land at Rough as a cemetery, at an estimated cost

of £7,700, including site and chapels.

Hull.—Millers' Karri and Jarrah Forests, Limited, have
received an order from the corporation for the supply of

3,000 loads of their timber for paving pni'poses 2,000 loads
being jarrah and 1,000 loads karri—for delivery daring the
present, year. We understand that, in addition to the Hull
contract, this company have booked other large orders for

paving timber for London and several provincial towns.

Leicester.—The chairman of the Finance Committee an-
nounceil at a recent special meeting of the town council that
the council had devoted £160,000 for street improvements
during the past twenty-eight months; had devoted £230,000
more dm-ingtho same time to the acquisition of parks, lunatic
asylum, cemetery and baths ; and had spent £183,000 on the
extension of the gas and electric lighting plant, uiaking an
aggregatie of £573,000. At the same meeting special com-
mittees wore appointed to consider tlie expediency of acquir-
ing the tramways and erecting a block of two-storey buildings
for the housing of the aged poor at rentals not involving any
chai-ge upon the rates. It was also decided to spend £6,200
on the maintenance of the municipal technical and art schools.

Loughborough.—The borough surveyor recently presented
an estimate, amounting to £273, for tho erection of a continu-
ous iron fence i-ound the pleasure ground, and another of £274

for the laying-out of the ground. The report was adopted, and
authority was given for the commencement of the works and
the making of an application to the Local Government Board
for sanction to borrow the money.

Lowestoft.—A Local Government Board inqniry has been
held respecting an application of the corporation for sanction

to borrow £1,400 for the erection of an additional pavilion at

the infectious diseases hospital. The plans were explained

by Mr. G. Hamby, the borough engineer.

Newbury.—The corporation are experimenting with Denay-
rouze burners for street lighting.

OSSett.—^A Local Government Board inquiry has been held

respe'-^ting an application of the corporation for sanction to a
loan of £4,200 for tho purchase of property as a site for the

proposed new town hall.

Ramsey.—A report was recently read from Mr. J. Walker,
who supervised the construction of the extensive sewage
works in Ramsey. He said the board's policy in laying aside

a sum of money for any future necessary flushing and ventila-

tion was wise, but in formally announcing the completion of

tho works he said that the system of sewerage in Ramsey is

now of the most perfect description and one that cannot be
improved upon.

Southampton.—A committee have recommended the

corporation to locate the fish market on the Long Rooms site,

in accordance with plans which have been submitted by the

engineer, at an estimated cost of £200, and to make applica-

tion to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
the amount.

Tunbridge Wells.—A Local Government Board inspector

has hold an inquiry respecting the application of the corpora-

tion for compulsory powers in respect to the provision of

dwellings for the working classes, public pleasure ground and
street improvements.

Wakefield. —Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry on Tuesday with refer-

ence to an application which had been made by the council

for sanction to borrow £200 to defray the cost of extending
the water mains at Alverthorpe. There was no opposition,

and the pi'oceedings were purely formal.

Wednesbury,—Considerable consternation exists among
the inhabitants in Bridge. street, owing to a subterranean fire

having broken out on land adjacent to the engine-house on
the Lion Colliery estate. The colliery has been closed several

years, but recently it was discovered that the thick coal

under the land on which the engine boiler was formerly
placed had became ignited, and, although the representatives

of the trustees of the owners of the land have expended up-
wards of £200 in making trenches in separating the burn-
ing meund from the house property, the flames continue to

spread, and have make a great fissure in a stable, and also

caused a boundary wall to collapse. There are also a good
number of fissures in the land, from which volumes of sulphur
are emitted and are proving very offensive to the inhabitants.

As the owners of the land have hitherto been unable with the
means they hare adopted to prevent the progress of the fire,

the town council have decided to take very decisive action

to protect the adjacent property, and also to extingnish tho
flames as speedily as possible. It has been ascertained that
the flnmes have extended to land only 25 yards distant from
Bridge-street. Considerable progress, it is satisfactory to

state, is now being made in the extinguishing of the fire at
King's Hill, which is a distance of about 1 mile from Bridge-

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Adiingrton.—The council have decided to make certain ex-

tensions to their sowage purification works. Mr. McCallum,
of Manchester, is the engineer.

Alvaston and Boulton.—The district council have decided
to take steps to secure a site for the erection of an isolation

hospital.

Ardsley.—The council have instructed Mr. T. S. McCallum,
of Manchester, to prepare drawings, Ac, for dealing with the
sewaae of the Measboro' Dyke and Hoyle Mill districts. The
main works of the council have already been completed by
the same engineer.

Barnet.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held with reference to an application of the district coancil

for sanction to borrow £1-,102 for sewerage purposes.

Cleethorpes.—A London syndicate contemplate spending
a largo sum of money in erecting sea defence works and
developing the southern end of Cleethorpes. The scheme
includes the laying-out of winter gardens and a recreation
ground with a 50-ft. front road. Terms have been offered to the
landowners interest oil, and negotiations have been entered
into between the syndicate and the district conncil.

Fareham.—The Local Government Board will shortly be
asked to sanction the borrowing of a sum of £2,900 for addi-

tions to the electric lighting station plani.

Fairfield.— It has been decided to make an application

to the Local Government Board for permission to borrow
£2,000 for waterworks purposes. The works are to be
commenced immediately.
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COSport.—Mr. John Croad, of Gosport, has secnretl the
contract for the erection of a sanatorium. There will be
throe distinct bnildings, the hospital itself being quite apart
from the administrative and laundry blocks. Internally there

will be two distinct hospitals, each having an entrance of its

own. Altogether there will be room for sixteen beds. Separate
wards for men, women and children will be provided at both
ends of the building ; that at the western end for women
being 36 ft. in length by 22 ft., and containing five beds,

while that for men will be 24 ft. by 16 ft., and will contain

two beds. The eastern end will be similarly arranged, the
exception being that the women's ward will be 19 ft. in width,
for three beds only. Nurses'-rooms are also provided, and a
verandah, 40 ft. long by 10ft., will snrmount the necessary
offices. In the administrative block will be a nurses' sitting-

room on the first floor, a second storey furnishing two large

and three small bed-rooms, with an attic floor above. Mr. G.
E. Bolshaw, of Southport, is the architect.

Horsham.—At a recent meeting of the urban district

council, Mr. R. Renwick, the surveyor, presented a report on
his sysreniatic inspection of the fittings used in connection
with the town water supply. The inspection began on
November 4, 1896, and ended March 20, 1897. The delay in

presenting the report was explained by the fact that he had
waited to see the defects made good and the result on the
pumping. In all he found 114 defects, all of which, with the
exception of one, had been remedied. As a result the con-
sumption of water as compared with the previous year had
been reduced by 5,173,702 gallons, and that in the face of an
addition of sixty-three new water services and the dry
weather that was experienced in the summer. Taking the
average daily consumption of 1896 as a basis, the saving
effected was equal to thirty-one and a half days' pumping.
In no way had the nse of water been restricted, but was^e
had been prevented and fittings were abolished, which, in

additien to being wasteful and insanitary, were also a possible

source of pollution of the water supply. The report was re-

ferred to the Waterworks Committee with instructions to

take proceedings in the case of the one defect that had not
been remedied.

Mablethorpe.—At last week's meeting of the council the
surveyor produced and explained plans, sections and estimates

of the proposed promenade and tunnel head improvements.
He estimated the cost of constructing the tunnel head at

£1,200, but he put it down at £1,320. The construction of

the promenade along the concrete front of the tunnel head
and fencing along the basin he estimated would cost £260,
and £700 was his estimate for the construction of a concrete
slope and promenade from the tunnel head to the Pullover.

The construction of a cab-stand, urinals, lavatories, cloak-

room, &c., would probably cost £450. The council would
gather from these figures that the sum which would be re-

quired to be provided by them was £1,850. The plans were
adopted, and it was decided to send them to the Com-
missioners of Sewers for approval, and to make application

to the Local Government Board for permission to effect the

loan.

PortmadOC.—On Wednesday of last week a Local Gov-
ernment Board inquiry was held by Colonel A. J. Hepper,
R.F., with reference to an application of the district council

for sanction to borrow £3,000 for the purchase of the town
hall, and for carrying out certain improvements, including

the construction of two iron approaches to assembly-rooms,
large verandah in High-street and Bank-place, new public

offices, fire brigade depot and underground public conveni-

ences. The chairman of the council gave statistics as to out-

standing loans, and Mr. J. D. Davis, surveyor to the council,

explained in detail the proposed works. Considerable in-

terest was manifested throughout the inquiry, and there was
no opposition to the application.

Queensbury.—A Local Government Board inquiry was
held liere last week concerning an application of the council

for powers to borrow £1,5U0 to provide a water supply
scheme for the mountain portion of the district. The
scheme has been rendered necessary owing to the fact that

the present reservoir is on a level below this portion of the

district, which has a population of about 600.

Sutton-in-Ashfieldi—The district council have applied to

the Local Government Board for sanction to a loan for the

erection of public baths.

Swinton and Pendlebury.—At a recent meeting of the

council it was decided to again retain the services of Mr.
T. S. McCallum, of Manchester, in connection with the Pendle-

bury sewage works. It is proposed now to erect sludge-

pressing machinery, &c.—The council's surveyor, Mr. H. Ent-

wistle, is also preparing an important scheme in connection

with the separation of the surface water from the sewage.

Wallasey.—The new marine park at New Brighton, acquired

by the council, was formally opened on Saturday by Mr. R. R.

Greene, chairman of the council. The park is where the old

switchback railway used to be, and comprises about 16,500

square yards. The expenditure on purchase and laying-out

amounted to £10,370. Mr. Greene said the transformation

of that bare sight reflected great credit on their engineer,

Mr. W. H. Travers, and it would be a distinct acquisition to the

district,

Warminster,—A special meeting of the council was held
last week to consider a letter from the Local Government
Board declining to pass the septic tank scheme presented for
their approval and directing the council to prepare a fresh
scheme. After discussion it was decided that a scheme of

broad irrigation, pure and simple, be prepared. The ques-
tion of site was postponed for further consideration.

Windermere.—The council have adopted the plans of the
proposed new offices, and have decided to make the usual ap-
plication to the Local Government Board for sanction to
borrow a sum of £2,500 for the carrying out of the work.

WitllingtOn.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held in respect of an application of the council to borrew
£5,500 for the purchase of certain land as a site for an in-

fectious diseases hospital.

WorltSOp.—The waterworks company have given notice
that, owing to an unavoidable accident to the well and
reservoir and the necessary repairs consequent upon such
accident, they would not, after 6 o'clock a.m. on Wednes-
day, be able to supply the owners and occupiers of houses
and premises within the district of Worksop with water for

drinking or cooking purposes, as the water pumped up
during the execution of the necessary repairs will be unfit

for such purposes. Arrangements, however, would be made
for a supply of water to persons using steam power, to

horse-keepers and cow-keepers, and for washing, flushing

and cleaning purposes. The company hoped that the con-

sumers would not be deprived of the drinking and cooking
water for a louger period than seven days, but every effort

would be made to complete the necessary repairs within that

period.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Cliapel-en-ie-Fritll.—Local Government Board sanction

has been received to a loan of £1,300 for the provision of
waterworks at Bamford. The beard, however, suggested a
further expenditure of £402 for the extending of the mains
to the railway station. Instructions have been given for the
preparation of a water scheme for Chapel Miltou and Chinley.

Dorcliester.—The Local Government Board have declined

to sanction the alteration of the building by-laws of the dis-

trict council by the insertion of a clause allowing timbers in

some cases to be inserted in party walls, as they consider that

precaution highly necessary as a preventative against tire.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

<3rdin.\ry Meeting.

An ordinary meeting of the members of the Institution

will be held on Tuesday, at 8 p.m. The paper read at the

last meeting by Mr. E. W. Stoney, m.e., m.:.c.e., entitled
" Extraordinary Floods in Southern India: Their Causes and
Destructive Effects on Railway Works," will be further

discussed, and, time permitting, Mr. A. H. Preece, a.m. i.e. E.,

will read a paper on " The Electricity Supply of London." At
this meeting the monthly ballot will be taken.

Students' Meetins.
A meeting of the students of the Institution will be held

on Friday, the 22nd inst., when Mr. W. M. llenty, stud.inst.

C.E., will read a paper on the "New Cut Swingbridge, Swan-
sea." Mr. J. C. Inglis (member of the council) will take the

chair at 8 p.m.

Students' Visit.

A visit by the students of the Institution will be paid on
Friday, the 15th inst., at 2.30 p.m., to the Grand Junction
Waterworks, Hampton. A train will leave Waterloo station

for Hampton at 1.18 p.m.

SANITARY INSPECTORS ' ASSOCIATION.

General MEETiNti.

A general meeting of the members of the above association

will be held to-morrow, at 6 p.m., at Carpenters' Hall, London-
wall, E.C., when a paper will be read by Mr. T. J. Moss-
Flower, of Portishead, entitled " Sanitation in the Homes of

the Working Classes." At this meeting an election of mem-
bers and associates will take place.

ADVERTISEMENT
Received too late for Classification.

PERSONS willing to tender for the Re-arrange-
ment and Re-construction of the Drainage System in

connection with the Sunderland Borough Asylum and the

Buildings adjacent thereto, are requested to send their names
to me, accompanied by references as to their experience and
to work executed by them of a similar kind, on or before the

16th April.

Bills of quantities will be supplied to those whose references

are considered satisfactory.

JOHN LITTLE,
Sanitary Engineer.

Viaduct Chambers, Carlisle.

March 31, 1898.
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Personal.

Mr. Slater is at present .acting as surveyor to tlie Vestry of
Camberwell.

Mr. O. Ford, assistant water engineer to the corporation of
Torquay, has received an increase of salary.

Mr. C. R. Spencer has been appointed to the post of sur-
veyor to the Belper Urban District Council, at a salary of

£150 per annum.

Mr. E. W. Code, of the borough surveyor's oflBce, Tiverton,
has been appointed district engineer under the Ceylon Public
Works Department, and has been the recipient of a testi-

monial from the town council.

At the last meeting of the Harrow Urban District Council
it was decided to increase the salary of Mr. T. Charles, the
engineer and surveyor, by £.50 per annum. Several members
spoke highly of the services rendered by Mr. Charles.

We are informed tli.it twenty applications have been re-
ceived by the Caerphilly Urban District Council for the ap-
pointment of surveyor'.s assistant. These will be considered
at the next meeting of the council, which is to bo held on the
12th inst.

Mr. R. S. W. Perkins, chief assistant to Mr. R. J. Thomas,
county surveyor of Buckinghamshire, has been selected by
the Monmouthshire County Council for the appointment of
district main road sm-veyor under Mr. William Tanner, the
county surveyor.

Owing to incorrect information, Mr. Walker R. Locke, sur-
veyor to the Urban District Council of Caversham, was last

week reported by us as having been selected to fill the vacant
post of surveyor to the Staines Rural District Council. Mr.
Geo. W. Manning, of Biggleswade, we have been informed,
was the gentleman appointed, and we much regret the mistake.

Mr. Thomas Iliggins Nesbitt, who resigned the town clerk-

shipof Douglas to take up the appointment as clerk to the Vestry
of St. George's, Hanover-square, and Mr. Thomas George
Taylor, who resigned the borough surveyorship of Douglas
for that of Ramagate, left Douglas per mail steamer last

Friday. The majority of the town council assembled on the
pier to bid them God-speed.

The question of assistance in the department of the borough
surveyor of Loughborough was last week considered by the
council, who ultimately resolved, having regard to the various
schemes and works which it was proposed to carry out in the
immediate future and the extra work which would thereby
devolve upon the department, to employ a professional
assistant, in order to provide the surveyor with temporary
assistance, at a salary of 2 guineas per week.

It is reported that the surveyorship to the Douglas Corpo-
ration, the commencing salai-y for which is £175, has already
attracted eighty applications, and another score is anticipated.

The applicants range from comparative youths to mature men
of nearly fifty years of ago, and, judged by the testimonials,

there is not one that is not considered highly qualified for the
post. The council were to have sat on Tuesday to make a
selection. The acting surveyor is among the applicants.

At last Thursday's meeting of the Windermere Urban Dis-

trict Council it w.as reported that the committee appointed
in connection with the election of a new surveyor had e.\-

amined sixty-one applicants, out of which number three had
been selected for fui-ther consideration. It is under.ntood

that the gentleman to whom the committee are most favour-
ably inclined is Mr. C. E. Hines, of Tiverton, Devonshire,
who has had over si.x years' experiencg as an engineer and
surveyor.

It is with regret that we announce the death, which
occurred on Monday morning, after a long illness, of Mr.
Thomas Rigby, manager of the Bury Corporation Water,
works. Mr. Rigby, who was in his fifty-sixth year, was ap-
pointed manager of the Bury and Radclilfo waterworks in

1867, and was retainetl on the purchase of the concern by the
Bury Improvement Commissioners, and has held office ever
since. Formerly he was secretary of a local cotton manufac-
turing company.

At last week's meeting of the Ashford Urban District
Council the Finance Committee recommended that, in con-
sideration of his extra work in connection with the construc-
tion of the new reservoii', the surveyor, Mr. W. Terrill, should
be awarded a sum of £100. The chairman, in moving the
adoption of the resolution, said that ail would agree that Mr.
Terrill had done his work splendidly, lie had spared no
time, having worked from early morning till late at night to
execute the work in a proper way. The proposal was even-
tually almost unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Robert Hammond read a paper on Thursday last before
the Institution of Electrical Engineers on " The Cost of the
Generation and Distribution of Electrical Energy." He pre-
sented a voluminous and exhaustive analysis of the returns
filed at the Board of Trado by electricity works operating
under the electric lighting Acts throughout the kingdom, and

he concluded by prophesying that, in view of the results
already accomplished by the works laid down by him at Leeds,
electrical energy on a large scale would be generated and dis-

tributed in industrial centres at a cost of jd. per unit.

Mr. Renwick, surveyor to the Horsham Urban District
Council, has proved himself a most energetic servant, says
The Horsham Times, ever since he took over his present duties.
Ho has seen many important works carried through, notably
the extension of the waterworks and the inauguration of the
sewage farm in succession to the chemical system. In a re-
port presented to the council at their last meeting ho showed
how, by attention to defective water-fittings, he had saved over
5,000,0(X) gallons of water during 1897, representing thirty-
one and a half days' pumping. Not a bad help to the rate-
payers.

The Corporation of Birmingham have selected Mr. E. B.
Savage, who has for several years been actively engaged in
connection with new sewerage and other works of the town,
to fill the post of superintendent of the Sewers and Rivers
Department. The following gentlemen also came before the
Public Works Committee for the final selection, which took
place last week: Mr. Green shiels, assistant to the city
engineer of Birmingham

; Mr. J. S. McKie, assistant to the
cii^y engineer of Manchester ; Mr. Mason, assistant under the
Burton-on-Trent Corporation ; Mr. Savage, chief assistant at
Norwich; and Mr. Woods, resident engineer at the Wakefield
sewage works.

On Thursday the members of the Peterhead Fire Brigade
held a meeting for tho purpose of presenting Mr. Ale.xander
Geils, the burgh surveyor, with a silver-mounted briar pipe
and a silver-mounted walking stick. The chairman expressed
the regret that they felt upon severing connection with Air.

(ieils, who had always shown great tact and ability in the
management of the brigade. Mr. Gills, in replying, said that
his relations with them had always been very harmonious,
and he had always found tliem ready and willing when there
was work to do. He thanked them for their kind gifts, and
hoped they would be long able and willing to perform their
duties to his successor.

Consideration was on Friday given by the Plympton Rural
District Council to tho question of the appointment of an en-
gineer and surveyor. There were seventy applicants for the
position, which carries with it a salary of £150 per annum
and a commission of 2J per cent, on all works executed. No
additional allowance is made for travelling expenses. The
following six candidates had been selected by a sub-com-
mittee to appear : Messrs. F. A. Clarke, Plymouth ; K. R.
Holman, Taimton; R. C. Merson, Yelvertou ; R. H. B. Ncale,
Plymouth; J. F. Pannell, Plymouth; and R. II. Worth, Ply-
mouth. There were thirty-three members present, and the
first round of voting was as follows : Clark, eleven ; Holman,
one ; Merson, three ; Neal, three ; Pannell, one ; and Worth,
fourteen. Ou the second round Mr. Clarke received seventeen
votes, and this being a majority he was declared elected.

After announcing the death of Mr. 0. S. Brown, the sur-
veyor to the Camberwell Vestry, the chairman of that body,
at last Wednesday's meeting, proposed that a vote of condo-
lence should be passed with the members of the late gentle-
man's family, giving expression to the loss tho members had
ustained, not only in so far as Mr. Brown was their surveyor,
but also as their friend. Mr. Brown was not only a surveyor,
but an architect, and throughout the whole of tho period he
had served the vestry he had done his work with diligence
thoroughness aiul without ostentation. The members of the
vestry, who had meanwhile remained upstanding, unani-
mously agreed to the vote of condolence, which, inter alia,
placed on record the fact that Mr. Brown had "served the
parish for upwards of a quarter of a century, during the past
five years in the important position of surveyor," and that
" his faithful and honest service will ever remind the vestry
of a life spent in the best interests of the parish."

The appointment of a surveyor to fill the vacancy caused
by the retirement of Mi\ Tomkins came nnder the considera-
tion of the Marylobone Vestry last Thursday, when three
nauios were submitted. It, w'as resolved to inWte Mr. F.
Sumner, of Bermondsey, and Mr. J. Paget Waddington, of
Whitechapel, to come up for the final ballot. Mr. Sumner is

thirty-four years of age, and has served as chief engineer and
surveyor to the Vestry of Bermondsey since 1892. Previous
to that date he had served as assistant nnder the borouo-h
engineer of Grantham, as assistant engineer and surveyor to
the Kettering District Council, and in a similar position
under the Willosden District Council. His whole professional
training, it might be mentioned, has been devoted to public
work. Mr. Paget Waddington, who is Mr. Sumner's senior
by three years, has hold his present position nnder tho White-
chapel District Board for three years, his previous experience
being with the Vestry of St. Mary, Newington. tho Keighley
Corporation and the Islington Vestry, under whom he served
for eight years as chief assistant surveyor. At a meeting of
tho vestry yesterday the final choice fellupoa Mr. Waddington,
who was elected by forty-eight votes, forty-six being given in
favour of Mr. Sumner.
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APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

BniLDiNG Inspector.—April 2nd.—Corporation of Scar-
borough. £130.—Mr. H. W. Smith, A.m.i.c.e., borough en-
gineer and surveyor.

Te.mpokart Architectural Draughtsman.—April 2nd.

—

Corporation of Scarborough. £2 2s.— Mr. H. W. Smith,
A.M.I.C.E., borough engineer and surveyor.

Clkrk of Works.—April 4th.—Ham Urban District Coun-
cil. £3 3s.—Mr. W. Warner, surveyor to the council.

Junior Assistant.—April 4th.—Corporation of Eastbourne.
£80.—Mr. R. M. Gloyne, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Sewage Farm Manager.—April 6th.—Corporation of Leeds.
—The City Engineer.

Temporary Draughtsman.—April 5th.—Hackney Yestry.
£2 5s.—Mr. James Lovegrove, surveyor to the vestry.

Chief Sanitary Inspector.—April 5th.—Corporation of

Edinbnrgli. £400.—Mr. Tliomas Hunter, w.s., town clerk.

Temporary Surveyor's Assistant.—April 5th.—Corpora-
tion of Loughborough. £2 2s.—Mr. A. H. Walker, a.m.i.c.e.,

borough surveyor.

Temporary Surveyor's Assistant.—April 5th.^—Corpora-
tion of Southport. £2 10s.—Mr. Richard P. Hirst, a.m.i.c.e.,

borough engineer.

Clerk of Works.—April 7th.—Pontefraot Rural District
Council.—Mr. Wm. A. Glover, clerk to the council.

Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.—April 7th.

—

Kingsvvood Urban District Council. £135.—Mr. Percy Bald-
win, clerk to the council.

Electrical Engineer.—April 9th.— Corporation of Dews-
bury. £250.—Mr. G. Trevelyan Lee, town clerk.

Water Inspector.—April 11th.—Rugby Urban District

Council.—Mr. T. M. .Wratislaw, clerk to the council.

Surveyor and Inspector of Buildings.—April 11th.

—

Swadlincote Urban District Council. £200.—Mr. W. A.
Museon, clerk to the council.

Assistant Surveyor AND Building Inspector.—April 16th.

—Litherland Urban District Council. £110.—Messrs. North,
Kirk & Cornett, clerks to the council, 15 Lord-street, Liver-
pool.

TEMPORARY Assistant.—Bromley (Kent) Urban District

Council. £2 5s.—Mr. S. Hawkings, surveyor to the council.

Adverfii nts tvhich ar,

included in the

COMPETITIONS
late fur classification

ifil the followivg week.
nnot he

Cricklade and Wootton Bassett.—April 30th.—Designs for a water
supply for the town of Cricklade, for the rural district council. £21 and
£10 lOs.—Mr. Harry Bevir, clerk to the council.

Belpek.—May 1st.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the
district, for the urban .listrict councU. £52 10s. and £26 6s.—Mr.
Joseph Pym, clerk to the council,

Tipton.—May 2.5th.—Layin]^ out of 33 acres of land for a public park
and recreation ground, at a cost of £4,0(.'0, for the urban district council.
—Mr. W. H. Jukes, surveyor to the council.

East Ham.—June 24th.—Erection of public offices, library and tech-
nical institute, fire engine station, public baths and offices for sanitary
department, the whole to cost about £55,000, for the urban district
council. 100 guineas and 50 guineas.—Mr. W, H. Savage, surveyor to
the council.

Warrington.—July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,
&c. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
survej'or.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Advertisements which are received too late for chimfication caiuiot he

included in these summaries until the followUig week,

ScDBtJHT.-April 4th.—Supply of granite, slag, &c,—Mr. T. W. A.
Hayward, borough engineer and surveyor.

Heston and Islewoeth.—April 4th.—Supply and delivery of various
materials and goods required during the year ending 3lst March, 1899,
for the urban district council.—Mr. W, A. Davies, engineer and sur-
veyor to the council.

Paddington.—April 4th.—Erection and completion of a public under-
ground convenience for men in Pickering-place, by Westbourne-grove,

—

The Vestry Surveyor.

Leyton.—April 4th.—Extension of the electricity works forthe urban
district council.—Mr. H. Collings Bishop, electrical engineer to the
council, Cathall-road, Leytonstone.

BouENtMODXH.—April 4th.—Supply of motor vehicles for the collec-
tion of house refuse, street scavenging and the conveyance of road
materials.—Mr. F. W. Lacey, m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.
Glastonbury.—April 4th.—Laying of a 9-in. main sewer in George-

street, for the urban disti'ict council.—Mr, Stanley Austin, town clerk.

PuDSEY.-April 4th.—Construction of 459 yards of 15-in., 491 yards
of 12-in. and 31 yards of 9-in. circular earthenware pipe sewers in
Richardshaw-lane, for the urban district council.—Mr. J. Jones, sur-
veyor to the council.

Paisley.—April 4th.—Various works in connection with the erection
of additions to the model lodging-house in Well-street.—Mr. J. W.
Moncur, master of works. Municipal Buildings, Paisley.

East Sussex.—April 4th.—Laying of about 73 yards of 12-in. stone-
ware pipe drain at Battle, for the county council.—Mr. Henry Card,
county surveyor, County Hall, Lewes.
WiTHiNGTON.—April 4th.—Supply of various materials, for the urban

district council.—Mr. Arthur H. Mountam, surveyor to the council.

ToHG.—April 4th.—Sewering, metalling, channelling, &.C., works in
Railway-street, Bright-street, Cross Bridge-street and Prospect-street,
for the urban district council.—Mr. James Smith, surveyor to the
council.

St. Panceas.—April 4th.— Construction of a block of underground
conveniences at the junction of Fortess-road and Kentish Town-road.—
Mr. William Nisbet Blair, vestry engineer and sui-veyor.

DsoiTwicH.-April 5th.—Erection of buildings, plant, &c., at the gas-
works.-Mr. S. John Tombs, town clerk.

Kestevew.—April 5th.—Excavating and foundation works for the
proposed new asylum at Rauceby, near Sleaford, for the county council.
—Mr. George T. Hine, 35 Parliament-street, London, S.W.
Southend-on-Sea.—April oth.—Erection of three covered shelters on

the Marine-parade.—Mr. A. Fidler, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Epping.—April 5th.—Construction of 50 yards of 6-in., 570 yards of
9-in., 366 yards of 13-in. and 905 yards of i5-ia. earthenware sewers,
and 20 yards of cast-iron sewers, for the rural district council.—Mr,
Edmond Egan, a.r.i.b.a., engineer to the council, Holmdale, Loughton,
Essex.

Jarrow.—April 5th.—Laying of about 350 yards of 9-in., 12-la. and
15-in. pipe sewers to Back Wilberforce and Beaumont streets.—Mr. J.
Petree, borough surveyor.

WicKHAM.—April 5th.—Supply of broken slag, whinstone and lime-
stone during the half-year ending the 29th September, 1898, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Thomas Lambert, clerk to the council,
Town Hall, Gateshead.
Baknsley.— April 6th.—Draining, paving, flagging, &c., works in

Crookes-street.—Mr. J. Henry Taylor, borough surveyor.

Cardipp.—Api'il 6th.—Alteration of the old post office buildings in
St. Mary-street.-Mr. W. Harpur, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

RiPON.—April 6th.—Construction of a now road for the rural district
council.—Mr. Chas. F. P. Edmondson, clerk to the council.

Leigh.—April Gth.—Supply of various stores and materials for the
year ending 31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. Tom
Hunter, engineer and surveyor to the council.

Buxton.—April Gth.—Supply and erection of a cast-iron tank, 35 ft.

by 25 ft. by 4 ft. deep, for the urban district council.—The Chairman of
the Gas Committee of the Council.

Clacton,—April 6th.—Supply of a cast-iron tank to hold 30,000
gallons and the laying of 6,600 yards of cast-iron 3-in. to G-in. water
mains, for the urban district council. Mr. A. R. Robinson, surveyor
to the council.

AldersHOT.—April 6th.—Erection of an isolation hospital, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Nelson F. Dennis, a.m.i.c.e., purveyor to
the council.

RipoN.—April Gth.—Construction of a new road, for the rural district
council.—Mr. Chas. F. P. Edmondson, clerk to the council.

Hove.—April 6th.—Laying of about 5,6i2 yards of wood paving in
Western-road.—Mr, H. H. Scott, town surveyor.

Plumstead.—April Gth.—Erection of an underground convenience in
High-street, for the vestry.—Mr. W. C. Gow, surveyor to the vestry.

NoKFOLK.—April 7th.—Reconstruction in steel and iron of Pimough
bridge, near Ditchingham station, for the county council.—Mr, T. H,
B. Heslop, M.I.C.E., county surveyor, Norwich.
Rothwkll.—April 7th.—Supply of about 6,000 tons of whinstone,

granite, dross and limestone, also a quantity of tlags, kerbs, &g., for
the urban district council.—Mr. Wm. Tuley, surveyor to the council.

Edinburgh.—April 8th.—Erection of a public convenience in Dumbie-
dykes-road.—The Burgh Engineer.

Ipswich.—April 8th.—Erection and completion of a central fire

station.—Mr. E. Buckham, borough engineer.

Middleton.—April 9th.—Supply of a steam fire engine.—Jlr. Fredk
Entwistle, town clerk.

Tyrone.—April 9th.—Erection and completion of a new courthouse
in Cookstown, for the gi-and jury of county Tyrone.-Mr. B. Stuart,
secretary to the jury, Omagh.
CflURCH.—April 11th.—Sewerage works in Back Market-street (west),

Back Lion-street, Back Blackpool-street (east). Market-street (east),

Albert-street find Princess-street, for the urban district council.—Mr,
John R, Reddish, clerk to the council.

Manchester.— April Uth.—Supply of about 500 tons of steel tram
rails.-The City Surveyor.
Bideford.—April 12th.~Erection of a public slaughter-house at the

new cattle market.-Mr. Chas. Wm. Hale, town clerk.

Derby.—April 12th.—Electric wiring of the Ford-street yard and
pi-emises.-Mr. H. F. Gadsby, town clerk.

Shokeditch.—April 12th.—Supply of arc lamps and accessories and
electric cables, for the vestry,—Mr. C. Newton Russell, chief electrical
engineer. Electricity Supply Department, Coronet-street, Shoreditch.

Dukinfield.—April 12th.—Construction of sewage purification works
on Braaley Hurst farm, for the Stalybridge and Dukinfield Joint Sewer-
age Board.—Messrs. Newton, 17 Cooper-street, Manchester.

Leamington.—April 12th.—Supply and fixmg of deep-well pumps and
a gas engine.—Mr. W. de Normanville, borough surveyor.

Claypole.—April 12th.—Supply of about 2,500 tons of granite and
2,700 tons of slag, tor the rural district council.—Mr. U. D. M. Trinder,
district sui-vej-or. Brant Broughton, Newark.
Devonport,-April 13th.—Construction of a bathing platform at the

Morice Town bathiag-place.—Mr. John Burns, borough surveyor.

Cannock.—April 13tti.—Supply of granite slag and land stone, forthe
rui-al district council.—Mr. J. W. Roach, clerk to the council.

Wednbsfield.—April 14th.—Construction of about 8,420 yards of
15-iu., 12-in. aud 9-ui. earthenware pipe sewer, and about 870 of lo-in.,

12-iu. and 9-in. cast-iron pipes, for the urban district council.—Mr. R.
E. W. Berrington, engineer, Lichfield-street, Wolverhampton.
PocKLiNGTON.—April 16th.—Supply of best blue stone and slag, for

the rural district council.—Mr, Thomas Rubsou, clerk to the council.

Beckenham.—April 18th.—Supply of 240 cast-iron sewer ventilating
columns, 13 ft. 6 in. high, together with 100 extension pieces, 7 ft. 6 in,

long, for the urban district council.—Mr. John A. Angell, surveyor to
the council.

HoRNSEY.—April 18th.—Supply and erection of about 1,300 yards ru
of unclimbable wrought-iron fencing, with gates, &c., complete, for the
urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

HottNSEY.—April 18th.—Works of widening, kerbing, channelling,
paving and improvement in Tetherdown, Muswell Hill, for the urban
district council,—Mr. E. J, Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

St. Panceas.—Api-il 19th.—Erection of buildings in connection with
the extension of the Regent's Park generating station, for the vestry,
—The Chief Clerk, Electricity Department, 57 Pratt-street, London,N.W.
Mansfield Woodhouse.—April 19th.—Laying of about a\ miles of

6-in., 4-in. and 3-in. cast-iron water pipes, for the urban district council.
—Messrs. George and F. W. Hodson, engineers, Loughborough.

Ilpoed.—April 21St.-Construction of setthng tanks (capacity, 600,000
gallons), &c., for the urban district councU.—Messrs. Jehu Taylor, Sons
a. Santo Crimp, engineers, 27 Great George-street, London, S.W.
Ilpoed.—April 31st.—Various sewage disposal works, for the urban

district council.—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, engineers,
27 Great George-street, London, S.W,
Sheffield.—April 22nd.—Erection of a new fire and police station at

the junction of Westbar and Westbar-green.—Mr. Henry Sayer, town
clerk.

Caenaevow,—April 39th.—Construction of a light girder bridge over
the river Seiont.—Mr. J. H, Boelvel-Roberts, town clerk.
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TENDEiRS.

BASFORD.—For kerbind. chanuellinp; and metalling works, &c., in six

streets in the parish of Newlhorpo, Greaeley, for the rural district

council.—Mr. G. W. Hawley, surveyor to the council, York Chambers,
King-street, Nottingham :

—

F. Messom, Nottingham £1,680

Bower Brothers, Halifax 1,S70

H. H. Barry, Radcliffe-on-Tri3Ut
Cope & Raynor, Lenton
E. Westerraan, Bingham
Allcock & Bentley, Eastwood
C. Cox & Son, Ilkeston*

1,433

1,401

1,320

1,313

1,304

BRANKSOME.—Per the execution of sewerage works in The Avenue,
Lindsay-road, Western-road and Tower-road, for the urban district

council.—Mr. Samuel J. Newman, surveyor to the coimcil ;—

W, H. Saunders & Co., Bournemouth £2,222

G. T. Budden, Branksome 1,855

S. Saunders, Branksome* 1,743

BRIGHOUSE.—For the supply of stores required by the Gas Com-
mittee during the year ending 31st March, 1809.—The Town Clerk ;—

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings.—A. Crowther, Limited, Hudders-
fleld.

Oils and Paints.-J. W. Miller, Common, Rastrick ; T. Ludgate, Pond
Works, Brighouse ; C. Hanson, Lightcliffo-road, Brighouso ; J.

Drury & Co., Birds Royd, Brighouse ; D. Macpherson & Co., Knott
Mill, Manchester.

Ironmongery.—Nicholson & Co., Northgate, Halifax ; J. F. Brown &
Co., Bethel-street, Brighouse; H. Dale & Co., New-street, Hudders-
field.

Wrought Iron.—J. Taylor, Kirkgate, Huddorsfield.

Fireclay Goods.—J. Morton & Co., Ovonden, Halifax; J. Morton,
Limited, Cinderhills, Halifax ; Gates & Green, Limited, Range Bank,
Halifax.

BURNLEY.—For the construction of about 70 lineal yards of 15-in.

and 171 yards of 13-in. oarthenwaro pipe sewers, for the rural district

council.—S. Edmondson, surveyor to the council :

—

G. Cunlifte & Son, Acorington £178
E. Heap, Burnley 174

T. Horrocks, Liverpool 104

Sharpies &. Moore, Accrington 113

KCCLES.—For the supply of various stores and materials for twelve
months, commencing on the 26th inst.—Mr. A. C. Turley, a.m.i.c.e.,

borough sm-ve.yor :—

B. Wild, Fletcher Bank, Bury.—6-in. grit setts, lis. 6d. per ton.

Welsh Granite Company, Carnarvon.— 6-in. by 3-in. granite setts,

26s. 6d. per ton.
Darbishires, Limited, Penniaenmawr.— 6-in. by 3-in. granite setts,

268. 6d. per ton ; 2-in. Welsh macadam, Os. Od. per ton ; li-in. Welsh
macadam, 10s. 3d. per ton.

Walton Brothers, Rawtenstalt.—Flags, kerbs, channel stones, 6-in.
Lonkey setts and 6-in. dressed Lonkev crossing setts.

H. Heys, Stackstead.—2-in. Welsh macadam, 10s. per ton ; IJ-in. Welsh
macadam, lOs. per ton.

P. Wild.—^S-in. cubes limestone, 7s. Gd. per ton.; |-in. chippings, 6s. lOd.
per ton.

Brookfteld Foundry Company, St. Helens.—Manhole tops and dirt-

boxes, 23b. each; lamp-eye, 7s. 6d. each; gully grates and frames,
lis. each.

Dean Brothers, Patricroft.— Simpson's patent earthenware gullies,

15s. 6d. each.
Johnson Brothers.-Gravel, 4s. 3d. per load of 35 cwt.

ERITH.—Accepted for the supply of granite, &c., during the year end-
ing 31st March, 1890, for the urban district council.—Mr. Fred.
Parish, clerk to the council :

—

Broken Guernsey Granite.—R. L, & .T. Flemings, Wellington
Chambers, London bridge, 12s. 5d. per cubic yard.

Broken Cherbourg Quartzite.—Kent Road Maintenance, &c.. Company,
Limited, Gravesend, lis. lOd. per cubic yard.

Caen Granite Setts.—Kent Road Maintenance, &c.. Company, Limited,
Gravesend, 358. 8d. jier ton.

Pit Flints.- Wills &, Packham, Limited, Sittingboume, 4s. per cubic
yard.

Kentish llagstone Tar Paving.—A. C. W. Hobman & Co., South Ber-
mondsey, S.E., bottoming, 14s. 6d. per cubic yard ; topping, 16s. 6d.
per cubic yard.

Kentish Ragstone Random Channelling.—W. H. Bensted & Son, Maid-
stone, 7s. per culnc yard.

Norway Granite Edge Kerb.—Blichfeldt & Co., Water-lane, Great
Tower-street, Is. 3d. per foot run.

Illuminating Oil.—H. F. Fidge, Southwark-street, S.E., " Tea Rose,"
4.jd. per gallon.

HUNTLY (Scotland).—For the extension and improvement
water supply of the town, for the commissioners.—Mr. James ]

M.r.c.E., 166 Union-street, Aberdeen :

—

G. Rliind, Helmsdale
J. Adam & Co., Glasgow
P. Stewart, Aberdeen
.T. Smith, Aberdeen
P. Bisset & Son, Aberdeen
J. Wilson, Huntly
J. McConnachie, Huntly
J. Hunter Clark, Uichniond-place, Elgin*

£2,388
2,140
1,811
1,789

1,785
1,658

1,6*3
1,550

KENT.—Accepted for repairs to the main roads during the year 1898-9,

for the county council.—Mr, F. W. Ruck, county siir\-eyor ;

—

Section 1.— Darttord.— 10m. If. 12 p.— The Kent Road Company,
Gravesend, £2,492.

Section 2.—Darttord.—14 m. 7 f.—The Kent Road Company, Gravesend,
£2,397.

Section 3.—Bromley—9 m. 1 f. 20 p.—The Kent Road Company, Graves-
end, £2,368.

Section 4.—Bromley.—in m. 3 1.—Peill & Sons, Bromley, £1,686.
Section 5.—Wrotham.—10 m.—Chittenden & Simmons, West Mailing,

£1,393.
Section 6.— Rochester.— 10 m. 6f. 24p.— Tufl & Miskin, Rochester,

£1,977.

lWACE RAlb>»

FOR RAISING

PATENT
ADAMS' PATENT LIFT CO.,

JSNGINEEKS,

5 & 7y OLD QUEEN STREET, J
WESmiMSTER, LONDON.

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY

SEWAGE LIFT.
SEWAOE. TO BE RAISED

Makers of

FLUSHING SYPHONS,

SLUICES, &o.

GREEN'S PATENT TRUINVERT PIPE.

AA—Holes lor puurm^ in cement or com-
position.

BB—Strengthened am Lengthened socket.

CC—Inner Socket and Rest.
EE—Chamber for cement or composition.

L new position.FF—Stanfoirt Joint i

'J'o put il shortly, tin's pipe secures true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, and. while alidwin

liir ii slii;lii scltleiiiuut when tirst laiii, forms an

absolutely rigid joint dii-ectly the cement sets

1.—Gas and Wixtcr-Tight Joints cacily mado
under wratcr.

2.—True Aligrnmcnt of Invert.

3i—Socket the strongest part of the pipo

4.—No special Junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., Halifax,
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Section 7.—Rochester.—5 lu. Of. aip.—H.T. Bensled, Teynham, JE575.

Section 8.—Hoo.—11 m. 5 1.—Tufl & Mibkm, Rochester, £1,513.

a p.—The Milton Rural District Council,Section 9.—Milton.—7t
£9sa.

Section 10.—Milton.—

a

Section 11.—Sheppey.—
oil, £65S.

Section 12.—Seveuoaks.— li

Section 13.—Sevenoaks.

—

Vc

Section 14.—Sevenoaks.—

6

Section 15.—Tonbrid^e.—1:

Gravesend, £2,883.
Section 16.—Tonbridge.—

1

£3,149.
Section 17.—Tonbridge.—IS

Section 18.—Mailing.—-4m
Mailing, i3s2 1.

Section 19.—Mailing.—13 m. 6f. 34 p,

MaUing, £2,3U.
Section 20.—Mailing.—11 m. -It. 19 p.-

Mallmg, £2,301.
Section 31.—Maidstone.—6 m. 3 1:. 30 p,

£1,376.
Section 33.—Maidstone.— 10

1

Mailing, £937.
Section 23.—Maidstone.—7 n

£1,018.
Section 34.—Maidstone.—10 ]

£1,558.
Section 25.—Ui"anbrook.—15

£3,390.
Section 36.—Cranbrook

5 r.—The Milton Rui-al District Council, £366.

1. 2 f. 34 p.—The Sheppey Rural District Conn-

.. 3 1.—P. Bagwell, Sevenoaks, £1,109.

I. If.—T. Wood & Sons, Swanley, £1,490.

1 f.—F. Playfoot, Kdenbridge, £829.

1. 4f. 16 p.—The Kent Road Company,

a. 6 1. 13 p.—J. Ellis & Co., Maidstone,

. 6f. 16 p.—W. & G.Arnold, Prant, £2,219.

if. 30 p.—Chittenden & Simmons, West

Chittenden & Sir

-Chittenden & Sii

nons. West

uons. West

31 p.-

-J. Ellis & Co., Maidstone,

Chittenden & Simmons, West

If. 35 p.—J. Klhb & Co., Maidstone,

3f. 30 p.—J. ElUb i Co., Maidstone,

3f. 30 p.—Tufl 4 Miskin, Rochester,

f.—W. Lambert, Horsmoiidcn, £1,578.

Section 27.—Cranbrook.-11 m. 6f. 20 p.—W. Lambert, Horsmonden,
£1,359.

3 t.—Tuff & Miskin, Rochester, £760.

. 4f.—Tufl& Miskin, Rochester, £715.

. 2 f. 30 p.—J. Ellis & Co., Maidstone,

Section 28.—Hollmgbourne.—

9

Section 39.—HoUingboume.— i:

Section 30.—Hollingbourne.—li

£1,100.
Section 31.—HoUingboui
Section 32.—Faversham
Section 33.—Faversham.—11 m.

Council, £1,754.

Section 31.—West Ashtord.-13
£783.

Section 35.—West Ashford.—13

1

£1,160.
Section 36.—East Ashford.—10 :

Council, £1,31

!.—Bm. If.—Tuff & Miskin, Rochester, £315.

9ro. 5 f.31p.—U. Chapman, Lenhain, £3,332.

-The Faversham Rural District

1.7 f.i p.—Tuff & Miskin, Rochester,

..Of. p.—Tufl & Miskin, Rochester,

1.—The East Ashtord Koral District

Section 37.—East Ashtord.—9 m. 7 f.—The East Ashtord Rural District

Council, £706.
Section 38.—Ea.st Ashtord.—13m. 3 f.—Tuff & Miskin, Rochester, £1,376.

Section 39.—Tenterden.—Om. 6 f. 27 p.—J. KUis & Co., Maidstone, £976.

Section -W.— Tenterden.- 9 m. 3 f . 27p. — J. Ellis Jt Co., Maidstoue,

£1,051.

Section 11.— Tenterdcu.— 7 m. Ct. 32 p.— J. Ellis & Co., Maidstone,
£1,012.

Section 42.—Romney Marsh.—7 m. 2 f. 2 p.—J. ElUs & Co., Maidstone,
£718.

Section 43.—Romney Marsh.—8 m.—J. ElUs & Co., Maidstone, £577.

Romney Marsh Level.—3 m. 2 f.—The Lords of Romney Marsh Level,

£480.
Total amount of accepted tenders, £61,129.

County Surveyor's estimate, £69,903.

PADIHAM.—For the supply of setts, flags, kerb, bricks, limestone,
earthenware pipes, castings, &c., required during the year ending
31st March, 1899, for the urban district council.—Mr. John Gregson,
A.M.I.C.E., surveyor to the council :

—

Flags and Curbs.—H. Keys & Co., Stacksteads ; R. Siddall, Stackbteads.
Pipes and Bricks.—Brooks & Pickup, Burnley.
Ironwork.—Brookfield Iron Company, St. Helens.
Setts.—J. Crabtree, Whalley.
Limestone.—Briggs & Sons, Clitheroo.
Granite.—Brundnt & Co., Penmacnmawr ; Threlkeld Gmnite Company,

Keswick.

Swallow North
nest. Staveley
£932 £500
030 463
aoo 110

Turf. Ashes. Ballast.

ROTHERHAM.—For Lhc construction of 9-in. pipe sewers at Swallow-
uebt and North Staveley, and a 3-in. water main from Tinsley to

Oanklow and Gutcliffe, for tho rural district council.—Mr. Bernard
Godfrey, a.m.i.c.k., surveyor to the council :

—

C. A. Walker, Handaworth, Sheffield ...

W. H. Treherne, Rawmarsh, Rothorham
R. Snell,Masbro', Rotherham
M. Hall & Sons, Bradford
W. Doloman, Dewsbury
T. FrankUa, Sheffield*

R. Snell, Masbro'

C. A. Walker, Handsworlh

T. Fiunklin, Sheffield ...

W, Doleman, Dewsbury

W. 11. Treherne, Rawmarsh

M. HaU 'i Son, Bradford

C. Green & Co., Rotherham*
1 9 1 11

ST. GILES.—Accepted for the supply of various materials and wtorc*

for twelve months from the 35th inst.,for the district board of worka
—Mr. Henry C. Jones, clerk to the council :

—

Coal and Coke.—W. Cory, Sons & Co., Limited, Mark-lane, E.C.
Disinfectants.—Adcock, Easton & Co., Chartoris-road, Finchley Park.
Stone.—W. Griffiths, Hamilton House, Bishopsjjate-street Without.
Gravel, Ballast and Shells.—Mowleui & Co., Millbank.
Cartage of Materials.—Jackson & Sons, Limited, Fmsbury Park.
Hire of Road-Rollers.—Jackson & Sons, Limited, Finsbury Park.
Supijly of Iron Castings.—S. Pontifex &, Co., Colcmau-street, E.C.
Gasfitter's Work, Ac.—S. Pontifex &. Co., Coleman-street, E.C.

PLACE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The compositiou beiiig east on the lower half of the

jiipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessarily

follows that immediately the pipes are put together and

fastened with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

pipe is absolutely watertight and perfect alignment of

invert is secured.

POINTS:-
easily and quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.

SANITARY TU

A in. to 4xin. diam.

. PLAGE& SONS,
LIMITED,

DARWEN, LANGS.
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MEETINGS.

APRIL.
2.—Sanitary Institute : Inspection and demonstration at Morden Hall

farm, Morden, Surrey. 3 p.m.

2.—Sanitary Inspectors' Association : General Meeting ; Mr. T. J.

Moss-Flower on " Sanitation in the Homes of the Working

•1.—Sanitary Institute : Mr. W. C. Tyndale.M.i.c.E., on "House Drain-

agre." 8 p.m.
5.— Institution of Civil Engineers: Ordinary meeting; further dis-

cussion on the paper read at the last meeting by Mr. K. W. Sioney

,

entitled " Extraordinary Floods in Southern India : Their Causes
and Destructive Effects on Railway Works." 8 p.m.

6.—Sanitary Institute : Inspection and demonstration in the parish of

St. George, Hanover-square, conducted by Mr. Alber Taylor,

chief sanitary inspector. 2 p.m.
15.—Institution of Civil Engineers : Visit by Students to the Grand

Junction waterworks at Hampton. 2.30 p.m.

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer
may be ordered direct, throtir/h any of Messrs. Smith Sc Son's

book-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom.
Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all

cases he accompanied by stainps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three
Months, Months. Months,

United Kingdom 153. ... 78. 6d. ... 3ii. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,

United States, &c 193. ... 9s. Cd. ... Is. 9d.

The International Nerus Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street,

Neio York City; The Toronto Neivs Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal News Convpany, Montreal, have been appointed
agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad,

EDITORIAL, PUBLISHING AND ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONnON, E.C.

COMPETITIONS.
TIPTON URBAN DISTRTOT COUNCIL.

TO CONTRACTORS, SURVEVORS, LANDSCAPE
GARDENERS AND OTHERS.

Tlie 'J'ipton Urban District Council .'jie preijarefl to receive

plans ami designs for the Layinpj-ont nf a pi.^cp of Lnnil,

about 33 acres in extent, for the purpose of a Public Park
and Recreation Ground. The total cost must not exceed
£1,000. A lithographed plan of the site and copy of con-

ditions, together with fall particulars, may be obtained on
application to Mr. W. H. Jnkes, Surveyor to the Council, at

his offices, Owen-street, Tipton, on payment of 1 guinea,

which will be returned on receipt of bonei-fide designs.

A premium of £2.5 will be given to the author of the de-

signs selected, which will merge into the commission if the

work is carried out, and one of £10 to the author of the de-

sign placed second. Plans, designs, &c., to be sent in to me,

the undersigned, carriage paid, on or before May 25th next.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept any design.

(By order)

JOHN W. WARING,
Clerk to the Council.

Public Offices, Tipton.

March 15, 1898.

EAST HAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO ARCHITECTS.

The East Ham Urban District Council invite architects to

submit competitive designs for Public Offices, Library and
Technical Institute, Fire Engine Station, Public Baths, and
Offices for Sanitary Department, the whole to cost about

£55,000, proposed to be erected upon a large site belonging

to the Council.

Premiums of 100 guineas and 50 guineas will be awarded
for the designs adjudged of sufficient merit and placed first

and second respectively. The Council will be advised

by a professional referee in the selection of the plans.

The premiated plans will become the property of the Council,

and should they decide to appoint the architect of either of

the designs to carry out the work or any part thereof the

premium will merge in the commission.
Particulars of the accommodation required, the conditions

of the competition, and plan of the site, can be obtained on
application to Mr. W. [I. Savage, the Surveyor to the Coun-
cil, on or after the 29tli March, on payment of 1 guinea,

which will be returned on receipt of hontl-llde pl.ans. The
plans io be sent in on or before the 2-lth June, ISHS.

(By order of the Council)

C. E. WILSON,
Clerk.

Public Offices, East Hu E.

JANDUS PATENT ARC LAMP
The Hermetical Closing of the Outer Globe effectu-

ally Prevents any Escape of the Inert Gases into the

Room. Contains no obsolete Clockwork or Racks.

White, Soft and Steady Light. No HlSSiug.

Can be Trimmed without Removing the Globe.

Cannot get Out of Order, as it has Only One Working Part .

The Only Arc Lamp accepted by Insurance Companies at Ordinary Rates.

NOTICE is Hereby Given that the .IANDU.S AllC LAMP AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, Limited, in addition to the patents
by JANDUS & BARTON, control also tlio Knglish Patents of THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT COMPANY, of New York ;

and purchasers are warned a^^aiiist olitainin*^ Arc Lamps made on the principle of the above patents by makers other than
those mentioned in the following list:

—

Messrs. JOHNSON & PHILLIPS.
The STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNniCATE. (The Stewart
Company's license is for their arrangement alone to use the
Double Enclosure, and ai)plies only to lamps identical in descrip-
tion to the sample lamp in the possession of the licensors.)

Jlessrs. GEIPEL & LANGE.

Messrs. DRAKE & GORHAM.
Messrs. CROMPTON & CO., Ltd.
Messrs. KORTING & MATHIRSEN.
The BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.
The GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.
J. D. F. ANDREWS, Esq.

Sole Agents for the EnqJkh fouipaiiy .-—MESSRS.

DRAKE & GORHAM,
Head Offices: 66 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

Branch Offices at MANCHESTER and ASCOW.
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APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

"DOYAL BURGH OF EDINBURGH.
-*-*' Tlie Corporation invite applications for the office of

Chief Sanitary Inspector. Salary, £400 per annum.
Copies of the regulations for regrilating the duties of the

office may be had from the Subscriber, with whom applica-

tions may be lodged not later than the 5th proximo.

THOMAS HUNTER, w.s..

Town Clerk.

City Chambers.
22nd March, 1898.

BOROUGH OF LOUGHBOROUGH.
SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.

Wanted, a thoroughly-qualified Assistant in the Borough
Surveyor's office, for a period of twelve months. Must have

a good knowledge of architecture, and be fully qualified to

prepare working drawings and specifications, and be capable

of taking oat bills of quantities, and must have had a thorough

training in the routine of a borough surveyor's office.

Salary, £2 2s. per week.
Applications, in candidate's handwriting, stating age,

present employment, qualifications and experience, together

with copies of not more than three recent testimonials, to be

Bent to the undersigned not later than Tuesday, April 5th.

A. H. WALKER, a.m.i.c.e.,

Borough Surveyor.

Borough Sm-veyor's Office, Loughborough.
24th March, I89S.

AN ASSISTANT SURVEYOR OF ROADS
required immediately, for an appointment on West Coast

of Africa. Candidates must be between the age of twenty-

five and forty, and have had previous e.vperience in estimates

of cost, surveying, setting-out, and maintenance of roads and
bridges. Salary, £250 per annum, with free quarters, first-

class jiHSsages out and home, .and liberal leave allowance. A
strict medical examination will be required.

Applications, stating age and experience, and acc<mipauied

by copies (not originals) of testimoniuls as to )iersonfil

character and qualifications, with the names and addresses of

the references, to be marked " Assistant Surveyor," and
addressed to Box No. 66, Office of The Surveyor, 24 Bride-
lane, Fleet-street, E.G.

KINGSWOOD URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SURVEYOR AND INSPECTOR OE NUISANCES.

Wanted, immediately, Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.
Salary, £85 and £50 respectively.

The person appointed must devote his whole time to the
duties.

Applications, in candidate's handwriting, stating age,

qualifications and experience, with three testimonials of

recent date, to be sent to me not later than the 7th April next.

Canvassing, either directly or indirectly, will disqualify.

PERCY BALDWIN,
Clerk.

The Council Offices, Kingswood.
17th March, 1898.

WANTED in Agricultui-al College, a resident.

Lecturer on Surveying, Bailding and Elementary En-
gineering ; also to take practical classes and oversight of

college workships.—Apply, by letter, to Box 67, The SnavEyoB
Office, Bride-lane, E.C.

TENDERS WANTED.

WANTED.—Two secoiicl-hand Mud Carts, about
250 gallons each. Must be in good condition. —Apply,

Thomas Robinson, Sons & Company, West Hartlepool.

TTESTRY OF ST. PANCRAS.
^ The Vestry are prepared to receive tenders for Buildings

in connection with the extension of the Regent's Park
Genei-ating Station, 47 Stanhope-street, N.W.

Copies of specification, conditions of contract and form of

tender to be obtained upon application to the Chief Clerk,

Electricity Department Offices, 57 Pratt-sti-eet, London, N.W.,
on payment of a deposit of £l, wliich will be returnable on re-

ceipt of specification, accompanied by a hnnii-tiilf tend«i'.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY. LTD
so f^kk: e,o"W", IjEeijs.

GLAZED BRJCKSrARCHITECTURAL FAIENGE. SAmTARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Baths, dc.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS.

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoBship
Street H.C.; i6 Charterhouse Street EC: and omers To vn Goods St tion .'' uston Rd., N.W.

Shored i-tch. London, E.

C^ ^La -CA. .Ar&

Plate and Sheet Glass.
Leaded Lights-
Sheet Lead and Pipe.

DEPARTIMENTS.
Plumbers' Brass Work.
Oils and Colours.
Paper-hangings.

SANITARY
GOODS.

The "DONNOL" Registered Wash-Down Pedestal Closet, with Outlet,
as approved by the London County Council.

No. 1.—Raised White. I No. 3.—Fireclay, White inside.
No. 2.—Wlntc or Ivorv.

| No. -J.— Blue ITiBtod on White.
N(i. C—Brown Printed on (vory.

The " PREMIER " Syphon Water-Waste-Preventer, Cast-iron passed
by the following Water Companies:—

New River. I Brighton. I Guildford
East London. Folliestone. I Licmbelh.
Bouniemouth,

|
Kent. I Margate.

And luaijy others.
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Tenders to be sent to the undersigned, endorsed " Tender
for Buildings," by 12 o'clock noon on Tuesday, the 19th April,

1898.

The Vestry do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.
C. H. F. BAERETT,

Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Pancras-road, London, N.W.
29th March, 1898.

HorjS'sey urban district council.
TO IRONFOQNDERS.

The Hornsey Urban District Council are prepared to re-

ceive tenders for the Supply and Erection in the Council's

district of about 1,300 yards run of Uuclimbable Wroaght-
Lron Fencing, with Gates, Ac, complete.

Plans may be seen, and forms of tender and specifications

obtained, on application to Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, Engineer to

the Council, at the offices mentioned below, on any morning
between the hours of 10 and 12 o'clock, on a snnr of £2 being
deposited with the Clerk to the Council, which sum will be
retained by the Council and deemed to be forfeited if a hund-

fide tender is not made by the depositor.

If a tender is made which is not acsepted the sum de-

posited will be returned, and if a tender is accepted such sum
will be retained by the Council until the contract has been
executed by the depositor, and will be forfeited in the event
of his or his sureties failing or neglecting to execute suoh
contract, or the bond accompanying the same, within seven
days after he or they respectively shall have been recpieeted

to execute the same.
No tender will be considered except on the prescribed form.

Sealed and endorsed tenders to be deposited in the tender-

box in my department, not later than 4 o'clock p.m., on Mon-
day, the 18th day of April proximo.
The Council reserve to themselves the right to decline all,

or any, or any portion of, the tenders so sent in.

(By order)

F. D. ASKEY,
Clerk to the District Council.

Offices : Sonthwood-lane, Highgate, N.
28th March, 1898.

HORNSEY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO CONTR.\CTORS AND OTHERS.

The Hornsey Urban District Council are prepared to re-

ceive tenders for Works of Widening, Kerbing, Channelling,
Paving and Improvement in Tetherdown, Mnswell Hill.

Plans and specifications may be seen, and form of tender
and all information obtained, on application to Mr. E. J.

Lovegrove, Engineer to the Council, at the offices mentioned
below, on any morning between the hours of 10 and 12

o'clock, on a sum of £2 being deposited with the Clerk to the
Council, which sura will be retained by the Council and
ileemed to be forfeited if a bona-fide tender is not made by
the depositor.

If a tender is made which ia not accepted the sum de-
posited will be returned, and if a tender is accepted such sum
will be retained by the Council until the contract has been
executed by the depositor, and will be forfeited in the event
of his or his sureties failing or neglecting to execute such
contract, or the bond accompanying the same, within seven
days after he or they shall have been requested to execute
the same.
No tender will be considered except on the prescribed form.
Sealed and endorsed tenders are to be deposited in the

tender-box in my department, not la'er than 4 o'clock p.m.,
on Monday, the 18th day of April proximo.
The Council reserve to themselves the right to decline all,

or any, of the tenders so sent in.

(By order)

F. D. ASKEY,
Clerk to the District Council.

Offices : Southwood-lane, Highgate, N.
28th March, 1898.

TTRBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OP LEI(3-H.
^' TENDERS FOR MATERIALS.
The Urban District Council of Leigh are prepared to re-

ceive tenders for the supply of the following materials, de-
livered, carriage paid, as required at the Leigh and Bedford
station, L. and N.-W. Railway, for the year ending 31st
March, 1899:—

Granite Setts, approximate quantity, 2,300 tons ; 7-in. Grit

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Bead Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices apply tc above address.

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINGS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, 2/-
40 by 27 „ 3/-
53 by 31 „ -a/-
Cojiies in oiiesheetfiOhy-tO, by arrangement.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE
PROCESS,

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, J./e
40 by 27 „ 2e
53 by 31 „ 3&
J. HALDEN & CO.,

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

& 14*/

Jjr FIRE "^
/LONDON &>
\tANCASHlRE

^ F I R E _-^

^i ^'

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

{
« DALE STREET, LIVERPOOL,

73 TO 76 XING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON.

Liberal Commission allowed to SURVEYORS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for intioductioD of

CWOOLLISCROFT &S(

HAN LEY,

Red
and Blue

STAFFORDSHIRE
GOODS.

Many Specialities. Illustra-

tions a d Prices on application.

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Office : 49 Queen Victoria St., B.C.
Glass o£ all kiuds covered l).v the Policies of

MODERATE RATES." PROMPT REPLACEMENTS.
SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

Ten per cent, of ilie I'ren.iunis returned cverj

SIX years in cases u lure no claim has arisen.

Appllcatioas for Agencies Invited.

Liberal Terms for Business Introduced

NINETEEN MEDALS. Chicago Exhibition, highest awards.

mnvi. Mvooi^T^ATiaLS & co..
ORIGINAL MAKERS '

ARTISTIC WALL PAPER^
Free from Arsenic.

- Sole Address = 110 HIGH STKEET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
.Speciiil Terms for Kx/mrt. Oj nil llecorntors. .-]
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Setts, approximate quantity, 3,000 tons; G-in. C4i-it Setts,

approximate quantity, 6,000 tons ; 3-in. Best Barns, 3-in.

2ncla Barns and 2J-iii'. York Flags, 6,000 yards : 12-in. by 7-in.

Kerbstones of Leicester, Hull or other stone equal in quality,

5,800 lineal yards; 10-in. by 6-in. Channel Stones, 800 lineal

yards; Pitch, -ISS tons; Creosote Oil, 18,000 gallons; Lime-

stone Chippings, 700 tons; Sewerage Pipes ; Cast-iron

Gullies, 180 ; Brushes.

Specifications, conditions of contract and forms of tender,

together with any other information required, may be ob-

tained on application to Mr. Tom Hunter, Engineer and Sur-

veyor, Bank Chambers, Leigh-lane.

Tenders, sealed, and endorsed with the name of materials

tendered for, and accompanied by samples of each class of

material, addressed to the Chairman of the Highways Com-
mittee, must be delivered to the undersigned on or before

12 o'clock noon on Wednesday, 6th day of April, 1898.

The Council reserve the right to divide the contracts in

any way they may think fit, and do not bind themselves to

take the quantities stated above (which may be more or less

as occasion may require) or to accept the lowest or any tender.

PEREGRINE THOMAS,
Clerk to the Urban District Council of Leigh.

Town Hall, Leigh.
24th March, 1898.

BECKENHAM URBAN DISTBICT COUXCIL.
TO CONTRACTORS.

The Beckenham Urban District Council invite tenders for

the supply of No. 240 Cast-iron Sewer Ventilating Columns,
13 ft. 6 in. high, together with No. 100 Extension Pieces,

7 ft. 6 in. long.

Lithographeddrawings and bills of quantities, specifications

and forms of tenders may be obtained on application to

Mr. John A. Angell, Surveyor, on or after March 28th, on
deposit of £2, which will be returned on the receipt of a bona-

fide tender.

Tenders, duly sealed and endorsed " Tender for Ventilating
Columns," to reach the undersigned not later than 4 p.m.,

Monday April IS, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or
any tender.

(By order)

F. STEVENS,
Clerk to the Council.

24.th March, 1S98.

"LFORD URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Ilford Urban District Council are prepared to receive

tenders for the Construction of Settling Tanks to hold 600,000
gallons ; Buildings for use as Stores and for Sludge-Pressing
Machinery ; Artificial Filters, 6,000 square yards in area, and
other contingent works, in accordance with plans prepared
by Messrs. John Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, and which can
be inspected at their offices, 27 Great George-street, West-
minster.

Copies of the specification, with form of tender and bill of

quantities, may be obtained from the aforesaid firm of engi-

neers upon payment of £5 (cheque only), which will be re-

turned upon receipt of a bojiA-fide tender.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

Sealed tender's, addressed to the Chairman, must be sent

to me here on or before the 21st April next.

JOHN W. BENTON,
Clerk.

Council Offices, Ilford.

24th March, 1898.

MANSFIELD WOODHOUSE WATER-
WORKS.

TO CONTRACTORS FOR WATERWORKS.
The Mansfield Woodhouse Urban District Council are pre-

pared to receive tenders for the execution of Works of Water
Supply, consisting of providing and laying about 5J miles of

6-in., 4-in. and 3-in. cast-irou pipes, together with all neces-

sary sluice valve.*!, hydrants and apparatus.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the Loughborough
office of the Engineers, Messrs. George & F. W. Hodson,
after the 21st March, 1898, and schedule of quantities may
be obtained on deposit of £5 5s., which will be returned on
receipt of a bond-fide tender and the return of the documents.

Tenders are to be made out on the form supplied, and sent

to the undersigned not later than the 19th day of April, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

Dated this 21st day of March, 1898.

W. F. WARNER,
Clerk to the Council.

Mansfield Woodhonte, Notts.

GALVAN5ZED IRON

riTZROY WORKS
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BUCKMAN VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND CEMENT
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Deliverec] to all parts of the Kingfdom.

I

Offices : 1 St. Martm's, Leicester.

Works : Barrow-on-Soar. nr. Lou£rht lorouffh.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

TO LET.

TRADE MARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.
Established 1840.

Telephone No. 96 HA^rsiEicsMiTH. Telegi'ams :
*' Sankey, Ha rB."5

The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

SANKEV & CO.,
"hlef Office: Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.
Agent for HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

SANKEY'S iMPROVED (DEEP) INTERCEPTING
GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage. I

Special LIMES supplied for the Disposal of SEWERAGE
Matter, also for Cas Purification, Pi/ccs on AppUcaUoa. \

Cheap! Legible!! ImperishaWe!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free,

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON,
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Minutes of Proceedings.

The Woi'kmen's Compensation
Compensation

^^^^ jgg^^ ^^j^j^j^ ^^^^^^ -^^^^ ^^^'^^

Workmen. '^^ ^^^ ^^^ J^^ly> 1898, is one which
will demand attention from muni-

cipal engineers, inasmuch as it appears that it will

aifect a considerable number of employees under
local authorities. In cases of accident to workmen,
suffei'ed in the course of their employment, causing
injury or death, they or their relatives will derive

important benefits from its provisions. The Act is

one which, it ajipears to us, is most comprehensive
and does away with the doctrine of " common em-
ployment," and also with the defence of " contribu-

tory negligence," so frequently set up under the
Employers' Liability Act of 1880. As an instance

of its comprehensiveness, it may be observed that

hitherto only about 12 per cent, of the accidents

which happened in those ti'ades to which the new
Act applies derived compensation, whereas the
Workmen's Compensation Act of 1897 will, it is

contemplated, bring certain compensation or relief

in each case of the 88 per cent., except where the
disablement does not exceed two weeks in duration,

or where the injui'ed workman has been guilty of

serious and wilful misconduct. It is estimated by
the Home Secretary that the new Act will apply to

about 3,600,000 workmen in factories, docks and
wharves, to 730,000 in mines, to 465,000 on railways,

to 104,000 in quarries, to 700,000 builders and brick-

layers, and 800,000 navvies and general labourei-s.

Altogether about 6,000,000 workmen will be in-

cluded in the Act. There are, however, about
7,000,000 employees not included, these comprising
agricultural labourers, seamen and fishermen, do-

mestic servants, workshop operatives, shop assist-

ants, and those engaged in the transport services.

The new Act, however, applies, it may be observed,
to " employment in or about a railway, factory,

mine, quarry or engineering work, and to employ-
ment in or about any building which exceeds 30 ft.

in height, and is either being constructed or repaired
by means of a scaffolding, or being demolished, or
on which machinery driven by steam, water or other
mechanical power is being used for the purpose of

the construction, repair or demolition thereof." It

is by the phrase "engineering work" that local

authorities will probably be chiefly affected. This
is defined by sec. 7 to mean " any work of construc-
tion, or alteration, or repair of a railroad, harbour,
dock, canal or sewer," and includes " ani/ other work
for the construction, alteiation or repair of which
machinery driven by steam, water or other mechani-
cal power is used." Any other work means, accord-
ing to the doctrine of ejusJem generis, other work of

a similar nature, such as excavating, road repairing,

drain laying, &c., although it may be observed that
whereas sewers during construction are " engineer-
ing works," they are, when complete, not included
within the provisions of the Act. It will, we think,
often be difficult to define the meaning of "alteration
or repair" of, say, a sewer, and whether the Act will

apply in cases of accidents to men employed in the

repair of I'oads, in the cleansing of sewers, and works
of a like nature. It appears to us, however, that it will

not apply in the case of men engaged in cleansing

roads, those employed in collection of house refuse,

on sewage works, on street lighting, and other work of

a like nature. The amount of compensation payable
under the Act', where death results from the injury,

is as follows : Where the workman leaves any de-

pendants wholly dependent upon his earnings, a sum
equal to his previous three years' earnings, or the
sum of £150, whichever is the larger, but not ex-

ceeding £300 ; in case of total or partial incapacity

for work, resulting from injmy, a weekly payment
dui'ing the incapacity after the second week not

exceeding 50 per cent, of his average weekly earn-

ings during the previous twelve months. Reduced
sums are payable where the workman leaves de-

pendants in part dependent upon his earnings, or

where he leaves no dependant. It is to be observed
that employers are allowed and encouraged by the

provisions of the Act to provide schemes of compen-
sationby mutual agreement with their employees, and
no doubt the Act will result in a multiplication of

such schemes, to the great benefit, eventually, of the

employees. By such mutual schemes better pro-

vision may be made than is possible under the Act,

such as for payments during ordinary illness, when
incapacitated from work by old age, &c., and we
imagine that local authorities will be generally dis-

posed to provide a fund in which all their employees
may jiarticipate, whether they are included in the

Act or not.

The
Members of the Institution of

" Institution " *-''^i' Engineers assembled in great

Dinner. force on the 23rd iilt. to do honoui*

to their president in the noble old

hall of the Honourable Society of the Middle Temjjle,

which had been most kindly lent them for the
occasion. Including the guests, of whom there was
a good sprinkling, about 240 persons sat down
punctually at 7 p.m., when the Right Rev.
Bishop Barry, a brother of the president, said

grace. Lord Reay was the principal guest, and in

returning thanks for the toast of " The Houses of

Lords and Commons " he made a graceful allusion

to the value of the work of civil engineers at home
and in our colonics towards assisting the Legislature

in coping with various political and social p)roblems.

Mr. Lowther, Cliainnan of Committees, humorously
referred to engineers' evidence before committees
of the House ; but the speech of the evening was
that of M. Loreau, the president of the French
Society of Civil Engineers, who received quite an
ovation when he rose to reply to the toast of the
guests. He spoke in clear fluent French, which was
almost tiuderstandable by those who knew nothing
of the language, and he paid graceful compliments
to the Institution, the president, the Prince of
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Wales and lier Majesty the Queen. Amonp;
those at the " top " table we noticed several Agent-

Generals of oiu' largest colonies ; Sir Spencer Wal-
pole, of the Post Office ; the Master of the Rolls,

who, by the way, in replying to the toast of the

guests had his knife into examinations ; Admiral
Sir George Nares, of Arctic fame ; General Sir

Henry Norman, soldier and diplomat ; and many
other distinguished men, not the least of them
being that veteran engineer, Sir Frederick Bram-
well, who shows his devotion to the Institution by
his attendance at nearly all their meetings and
functions of every description. Of representative

engineers of all branches there was a goodly muster,

save and except municipal engineers, for, out of

about 1,000 who belong to the Institution, there

appeared to be only Mr. T. de Courcy Meade,
the city surveyor of Manchester, Mr. Ventris, of the

Strand Board of Works, and Mr. McDonald, of

Glasgow. Of course Sir Alexander Binnie was
present, presiding over one of the tables, but with
these exceptions there were no other representatives

of municipal engineering. Of those who once held

such positions we noticed Mr. Mansergh, Mr. Boul-

nois, Mr. Santo Crimp, Mr. George Deacon and Mr.
Baldwin Latham—but what are these among so

many ? The dinner was good, the music excellent,

and the speeches, especially those of the president,

of a high-class character. The next president will

be Mr. W. H. Preece, C.B., f.k.s., the eminent elec-

tiician.

The attempt of the Corporation
Highway of London to secure by a side wind

*Undei-&romuJ ®°°^^ improvement in the metro-

Telephone politan telephone service has been
Wires. frustrated by the interpretation put

by the Railway Commissioners
upon the section of the Telegraph Act, 1863, which
deals with the placing of telegraph wires in streets.

This enactment (sec. 5, sub-sec. 8) provides for the
consent of the highway authority being given " on
such pecuniary or other terms or conditions (being in

themselves lawful), or subject to such stipulations

as to the time or mode of execution of any work, or
as to the removal or alteration in any event of any
work, or as to any other thing connected with, or
relative to, any work, as the person or body giving
consent thinks fit." The Commissioners of Sewers
(now merged in the corporation), upon being applied
to for their consent to open up the streets for the
purpose of certain changes in the system, sought to

attach to their consent a condition that the pipes
were to be used for public purposes by the Post
Office only, and not to be let or handed over to

others. In a letter to the Post Office it was ex-
plained that the object of this condition was to
prevent vrires being laid for the use of the National
Telephone Company unless that company wei'e pre-
pared to provide an imjsroved service at a reduced
cost, in accordance with the evidence given on behalf
of the Commissioners of Sewers to the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons in 1895. Upon
the matter being referred to the Railway Commis-
sion tliat body considered that the " conditions " re-
ferred to in the section must be of a class with
which the corjjoration could concern themselves in
their character of road authorities, and, hence, that
they had no power to impose the condition in ques-
tion. We have no intention of quaiTelling with this
intei'pretation of the section ; although as to the
further dictum of the commission

—

viz., that the
condition, even if it had been legal, would not be
reasonable—opinions may perhaps differ. But it is

evident, from the letter before referred to, tliat the
condition was intended merely as a means to a very
desirable end

—

viz., the cheapening and improve-
ment of the telephone service by forcing the hand
of the company—and it is to be regretted that the
attempt of the corporation to secure this result was
unsuccessful.

Very satisfactory progress seems

ElectricitJ^WorkS
*° ^^ave been made during the past

Accounts. year at Kmgston-on-Thames in the
operation of the public electric

lighting- system, for after the payment of all works,
costs for generation of electricity, maintenance, and
repair of machinery and mains, and all management
expenses, there remains a balance of £860, as com-
pared with £301 for the previous year. This sum
is sufficient to pay interest for the year on the

capital expended on the undertaking, leaving a

balance towards repayment of principal. Probably
there is a deficit on the year's working, but the un-
fortunate part about municipally-operated electricity

works is that the corporations are usually obliged

to repay the capital borrowed within twenty-five

years, and accordingly any siu-jdIus after payment of

interest is used for paying off a portion of the capital

annually, and if the electricity works do not make
sufficient to pay the annual charge the balance is

drawn from the rates. In other words, if the Kings-
ton-upon-Thames works were the property of a

company there would be sufficient profit to pay
interest at the rate of 3j per cent., and to leave

a sum of £43 to be carried to the reserve fund.

It is all the more satisfactory to note the progress

that has been made in this town, because it may be
considered to be among the least successful of cor-

poration electricity works. The Corporation of

Hanley, in the operation of their electricity works,

are apparently very near the stage when they will

be able to show a nett profit on the result of work-
ing their electricity works. After paying all estab-

lishment charges, maintenance of apparatus and
other things, there is a nett revenue on the year's

working of £2,619, out of which £1,392 has been
paid as interest and £1,315 has been transferred to

the " sinking fund " account, leaving practically a

sum of £188 to be borrowed from the district rate

to meet all charges. This is a very satisfactory item,

because the corporation not only provide an effi-

cient system of street lighting, but their charge for

electricity is exceedingly low, and, indeed, a very

few additional customers would have converted the

small loss of £188 into a nett profit. In fact, the
engineers in their report to the local authorities said

that the new customers that have been already ob-

tained warrant the belief that such a sum will be

cleared off in the first half of this year.

London Traffic
, f"

°"y present issue we give an

Problems. able and interesting paper, which
was read last week by Mr. Douglas

Young at the Auctioneers' Institute. Owing to

pressure on our space the paper was unavoidably

crowded out last week, but, as it embodies some
remarkable facts and figures in regard to London
and deals with some problems of considerable public

importance, we think that the paper deserves atten-

tion and publicity, and we therefore give it at con-

siderable length. Mr. Toung has certainly succeeded
in bringing out vividly the congestion which pre-

vails in the metropolis in connection with traffic, the

loss which it entails on the community, the causes of

the congestion, and the directions in which remedies
maybe sought. First of all, in our opinion, comes
the question of important street improvements, some
of which are imperatively necessary, but appear to

be as far off as ever. The excuse is generally a
financial one, and we are told that some new
source of revenue must be found before the im-
provements can be effected. The loss entailed on
the community generally by hindrance to trade is

probably far in excess of what the cost of the im-
provements would be. Possibly the resolution

recently passed by the Association of Municipal
Corporations in regard to the taxation of ground
values indicates the quarter in which the fresh

source of revenue may be found. At all events it

should not be impossible for London to obtain some
of the advantages—so generally found in colonial
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cities—which arise from reasonably wide thorough-

fares. A question which so closely affects the

metropolis may be said to concern the country at

large, and we hope that a continuous agitation will

be maintained until something is done, not only in

connection with improvements, but in other direc-

tions so clearly indicated by Mr. Young. For our

part we shall do what wo can to see that the question

is not lost sight of even temporarily.

In another column will be found
Examinations some particulars in regard to the

Municinal '^^^ examination held by the lu-

Engineers. corporated Association of Municipal
and County Engineers for can-

didates for the offices of municipal engineers and of

sui'veyors to district councils. There are one or

two features in connection with this last examina-
tion to which attention may appropriately be di'awn.

For a considerable time past examinations for in-

tending candidates for the offices mentioned have
rightly been conducted exclusively by this associa-

tion. The examinations, of course, are voluntary,

but the success which has attended them and their

increasing popularity are demonstrated conclusively

by the fact that the numbei's of entries showed a

remarkable advance on all pi'evious numbers. We
understand that the examination was very success-

fully carried out ; but natui'ally it involved a con-

siderable strain on both examiners and examinees,
in which connection it should be reraembei-ed that

the whole of the second day was occupied with
viva-voce work. The best of all testimony as to

the popularity of these e.xaminations and the satis-

factoiy manner in which they are carried out is

that which comes from the candidates themselves,
and which never fails to be forthcoming. The
success and popularity of the examinations, again,

afford evidence that the certificate of the association

is rapidly becoming—as it ought to be—an absolute

sine qua non for those who in future enter the pi'o-

fession.

Manchester
Sewage
Problem.

In our issue of March 25th we
referred to certain proposals foi-

treating the sewage of Manchester
on what is variously known as the

"biological" or "bacteriological" system. As a
result of a meeting of the Rivers Committee, which
has since been held, some fui'ther information has
been made public. A letter has been received from
the Local Government Board refusing to sanction

a scheme for dealing with the effluent of the city on
the lines proposed unless the cox'poration will under-
take to acquire 200 acies of land on which to carry
out the system. The pi'obable cost of dealing with
the effluent ou 36 acres of land was estimated at

£127,000, a sum which was thought by several

members of the council to be excessive, but 4 acres

were to have been at once prepared with the neces-
sary bacteria-beds. It is estimated that the pur-
chase of 200 acres additional land would involve an
expenditure of something like £150,000, and this,

added to the city surveyor's estimated cost of works
upon less than one-sixth of the area, would bring up
the total outlay to more than the estimated cost of

the culvert scheme—£268,000—which was rejected
last autumn as the result of a ratepayers' poll. It

was decided to hold a special meeting to consider
the situation.

_ . .. On Monday, before the Society
Protection

^^ Engineer.s, Dr. J. C. Thresh,

Water Supplies, medical officer of health for the
London County Council, read a

paper on a subject to which he has devoted con-
siderable attention—the protection of undergi'ouud
water supplies. In another column will be found a
summary of the paper and some notes of the dis-

cnssion which it elicited. The two most prominent

speakers, apart from the reader of the paper, were
Mr. Baldwin Latham and Mr. Whitaker. The former

reminded the meeting that Dr. Thresh's views were

those of a chemist and not an engineer, and in criti-

cising them he evidently did not attach much im-

portance to the suggested protective zone, supporting

the more drastic proposal of forbidding the sinking

of a well in any district liable to pollution. Mr.
Whitaker, however, whose eminence as a geologist

gives considerable weight to his opinions on such a

matter, evidently considers that protective zones

would not be altogether without value. Of the

public importance of the problem there can be no

question, and after last year's epidemics it cannot

be too thoi'oughly debated, with a view to action

being taken on right lines. It will be observed that

the discussion will be I'esumed at the next meeting

of the society. On Wednesday, at the Sanitary

Institute, Mr. R. E. Middleton discoursed on a some-

what kindred subject—the desirability of making
watersheds and sanitai-y areas coterminous. We
shall give the substance of his j^aper in oui' next

issue.

Sewers
on

Private Property.

As far back as October, 1894, we
had occasion, apropos of a case at

Portsmouth, to comment on the un-

satisfactoiy state of the law with

reference to the powers of local authorities in rela-

tion to sewers on private pi'operty (The Sueveyor,

vol. vi., p. 277). The legislature, while carefully

insisting upon the duties of the authority as to the

construction, ventilation and maintenance of sewers,

has not been equally careful in defining their rights.

Hence, in the discharge of their duties they are

liable to be harassed by a litigious landowner. Such
has recently been the fate of the Bromley Urban
District Council, who, having occasion to relay a

sewer running through the gardens of si.x^teen houses,

were j)romptly sued by the owner for trespass. The
plaintiff's contention was nothing more than a quibble,

and amounted to this—that, admitting the council's

right to carry a new sewer through his land, that

did not entitle them to re-lay the old sewer. Fortu-

nately, in spite of the vague and unsatisfactory

nature of the enactments relating to this subject,

this argument did not carry conviction to the mind
of Mr. Justice Hawkins, who tried the case. But
the fact that such a contention could be seriously

raised in open covu-t is sufficient to show the need of

legislation, and it is to be hoped that in any future

amendnient of the Public Health Acts this matter

will receive proper attention.

From the report which we give
Manchester j^ another column it will be ob-

n 3! p served that a commencement was

Contracts. made on Monday with what must
be, so far as municipalities on the

one hand and contractoi's on the other are con-

corned, an arbitration case of exceptional import-

ance. We refer, of course, to the dispute between
the Manchester Corporation and a firm of contractors

with respect to the construction of three sewers,

forming part of the ilanchester main sewerage
scheme. It is neither necessary nor desirable that

we should do anything in the nature of pre-judging

the case by commenting upon it at the present stage,

or expressing an opinion on either one side or

the other. This week w'e are able to give only the

first part of the proceedings, consisting chiefly of the

opening statement of counsel and of the evidence of

the city surveyor. Next week wc shall continue

the report, and thus enable our readers to form an
opinion for themselves ou the merits of tbe question,

which acquires additional importance from the

extent to which it has beou previously discussed

and the amount of feeling which it has certainly

urou.sed in Manchester.
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Principal Features of Electric Lighting Systems. IV.

It is hardly necessary to point out that the steam motor in

a central electric light station is probably the most important

part of the sj'stem, and it is interesting to note the evolution

that has been brought about in central station practice with

regard to engines. Upon looking doivn a list ot electricity

supply works one is struck by the many different types of

• engines, all of which have achieved a distinct measnre of

success in their application to dynamo driving. But of the

various types of motors that have been used, probably the one

that has been most successful is the high-speed direct-coupled

engine, and there is little doubt that this has had a very

marked influence upon the development of electricity supply.

Anicng the most notable types of liigh-speed engines for

electric lighting purposes the Willans and Bolliss engines

are tlie best kuoin i. Indeed, it may be said that the former
of these engines was really designed to meet the special

conditions set up by the generation of electricity. It is

scarcely necessary to give any special details about this

engine, except to say that the princijial features are its ex-

treme efBciency in regard to the consumption of steam and
the small space which it naturally occupies as a consequence
of the high speed. Attention may also be di-awn to the fact

that it is possible to make it in practically all sizes. Although
this engine has probably been mostly iised for low-pressure

electric lighting works, it has been adopted with conspicuous

success in many high-pressui'e alternating stations.

SOME NOTABLE SYSTEMS.

Probably the most conspicuous example of electric lighting

generation and distribution in this country is that of the

London Electric Supply Corporation. In this case elec-

tricity is generated at Deptford, which, in a direct line, is

some 5 miles from Charing Cross. Here electricity is gener-

ated by very large dynamo machines, and is transmitted to

London at a very high pressure. In fact, the jircssnre is 10,000

volts, which is the highest used in this country, and, indeed,

was for many years the only system in the world nsing such
high pressnre. The electricity is conveyed by mains of special

construction (the principal feature of which is that they are

insulated by paper) to sub-stations placed at various points in

London, one being at Ti'afalgar-square, one in Blackfriars,

one in Pimlico and one in the Grosvenor Gallery, Bond-
street. At these points the high-pressure electric current is

transformed by means of slationaiy transformers down to a

current of 2,(J00 volts, and is then distributed to the con-

sumers' houses, where house-transformers further reduce tlie

pressure to something over 100 volts for the lamps. The
principal featiu'e of the works at Deptford is the size of the

plant, the most recent additions being practically 1,400 horse-

power engines driving dynamos. In the second article of

this series it was pointed out that what led to the adoption

of this system was that, by generating electricity outside

London, it was possible to obtain land cheap, and also be in a
favourable position for coaling operations, there being also an
abundant supply of water at hand. Although this system
lias not been copied in its entirety in this country, there is

no doubt that the principle is one that is accepted by many
engineers.

One of the most recently-completed systems in this country
is that of the Vestry of Hammersmith, which has only been
in operation some few months. It is as well to consider

this a little in detail, beciuse it may be said to represent

the most modern practice of the high-pressure systems.

In this system water-tube boilers are fitted with super-

heaters, for the purpose of raising the temperature of the

steam ; there is also a Lancashire boiler, which is fitted

with a Green's economiser, for the purpose of raising the

temperature of the feed water. It may be remembered that

it was mentioned in the last article that the tendency among
central station engineers was to combine the advantages
derived from water-tube boilers with those of the Lancashire
type, and we see in this case an arrangement to derive the

benefits obtainable from the two different types ot steam
raisers. In the economiser it is interesting to observe that

the soot-cleaning apparatus, which is for the purpose of

removing deposited soot from the outside surface of the tubes,

is driven by means of an electric motor. As indicating the
precautions taken to provide againstany breakdown, it is worthy
of notice that the pumps which feed the water to the boilers

are arranged in duplicate. Thus each pump is capable of

supplying all the boilers with the requisite quantity of feed
water. Jloreover, the feed pipe arrangements are such that

any or all of the boilers can be supplied independently, or at

the same time, \vith hot or cold water, and the failure of any
portion of the system would not interfere with the working
of the boilers. Following the safety principle still further,

we find the steam pipes for taking steam from the boilers to

the engines are arranged on what is known as the ring prin-

ciple. It is possible to divide up this ring by means of valves

into sections, so that if any portion of the steam pipes were
to fail it would be pDssible to cut f)ut the faulty section so

tliat the failui'c of any portion would only aETcct the runniug
of the engine or boiler connected lo that jiarticular system.
These steam pipes are all fitted with the latest devices for

draining the condensed steam, and the water thus formed is

taken to a hot well and used over again iu the boilers.

It is very important in a modern central station that

means should be provided for making full use of the steam
which has done duty in the engine cylinder. Instead of let-

ting the steam exhaust into the atmosphere, it is now
customary to provide what is known as a condensing plant,

and in the case ot Hammersmith the condenser known as

Ledwards' evaporator type is employed. The exhaust steam
is taken into a series of cast-iron pipes of coiTug.ated pattern,

and on the outside surface of tliese pipes cooling water is

pumped, which has the effect of condensing the steain inside

the pipes. In this condenser there are altogether 160 of

these pipes, each pipe being 5 ft. long, and the condenser is

designed to bo able to deal with the steam required for 400
horse-power. Beneath the condenser is a large storage tank,

which is so arranged that it can catch the cooling water of

the condenser. This tank, which has a capacity of 4,000

gallons, forms the main storage supply to the building, and is

connected to the main water supply of the parish. Still

bearing in mind the safety principle, arrangements have been
made with the water company so that a duplicate supply is

provided to the station, taken from two different points of

their system. Thus, if there should be a failure in connec-

tion with one portion of the public water mains the stations

can still be supplied from another section. Moreover, the

feed j5umps of the boiler house, to which we have already
alluded, can, if necessary, draw water direct from the
comp.any's mains instead of from the tank. Going back a
little to the point where we left the condensed steam, we
ought to mention that this is drawn up from the condenser
by an air pump and delivered into the hot well, which is a

cast-iron tank capable of holding 500 gallons. This hot well

is connected to the feed pumps, and is fed into the boilers as

required. Water thus condensed very frequently contains

oil and dirt which it has extracted daring its journey from
the boiler through the steam engines, and in order to extract

this filters are provided which sutEciently cleanse the water
before it is pumped into the boilers.

The steam engines and generators used at Hammersmith
are distinctly interesting, the principal features of the en-

gines being that they are of the vertical compound type, with
most of the working parts enclosed, the most important im-
provements being that they obtain the advantages of the open
type engine without the splashing of oil and water which is

very common in some cases. The high-pressure and low-

pressure cylinders are placed on either side of the generator

;

the generators themselves are of a type which has become
generally accepted as one of the best in tlie English central
station practice, and are of Ferranti manufacture. Tliese four

machines are of considerable size, and to obviate the running
of any of the larger machines when there is very little de-

maud for electricity

—

viz., during the day—a small plant is

provided, which is capable of lighting 750 8 candle-power
lamps at one time. In the case of Hammersmith the vestry

do both street and private lighting, and the arc lamps in the

streets are fed with what is known as a rectified cui'rent.

Before this series of articles is finished it will be necessary to

allude to the system of rectifying electric current. The high-

pressure i. Iternating ciu-rent generated by these machines is

controlled and regulated from a switchboard arranged in a
convenient part of the station, and from there is transmitted
to six underground sub-stations, where the high-pressure
electric current is transformed to one of low pressure. The
sub-stations are about 8 ft. by 9 ft. by 7 ft. high, and access is

provided to them by means of a manhole about 3 ft. square.

In reference to the street lighting, an interesting system is in

vogue which is worth alluding to. The street lamp-posts carry
an arc lamp of 1,200 candle-power, and, in addition, two in-

candescent lamps of 32 candle-power, each placed about 14 ft.

above the ground, and connected to the low-presstu'c mains
by means of an ingenious switch ; the turning out of the arc
lamps, which is usually done at midnight, turns on the incan-

descent lamps. This is a very important featiu'e in the eco-

nomical lighting of the streets; moreover, this switch is so

arranged that if the arc lamps wore to go out by accident the
glow lamps would be automatically lighted by means of the
switch. We have simply alluded to the foregoing features to

show the most conspicuous parts of a modern high-pressure
system. The question of distribution will be considered sub-
sequently.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Next Ordinaey General Meeting.

The next ordinary general meeting of the Institution will

be held in the lord mayor's parlour at the Town Hall, Man-
Chester, on AVediiesday, the 20tli inst. The meeting will

conmiunco at 11 a.m., and the following papers will be read ;

(1) " Manchester from 1847 to 1897," by Mr. Julm Holden
;

(2) " Lessons from Fire and Panic," by Mr. T. Blashill
; (3)

" A Consideration of some of the Presant-Day Difficulties met
with in a Land Agent's Practice," by Mr. C. P. Hall; (4)
" Notes on the Construction of Town Buildings," by Mr.
Howard Chatfeild Clarke.
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London Traffic Problems.
HOW TO SOLVE THEM.

The members of the Auctioneers' Inetitate held their fifth

and last meeting of the present session last week in

the Lecture Hall of the Institution, Chancery-lane, E.G. Mr.

James F. Field, the president, occupied the chair, and Mr.

Dpuglaa Young read an interesting paper, entitled " London
Traffic Problems and their Solution."

THE GROWTH OF I.ONOO.N.

After a brief introduction, the lecturer reminded his audi-

ence of the extraordinary antitiuity of the city of London.

It was supposed to have been built 1,107 years before the

birth of our Saviour, 350 years before the building of Rome,
and 600 years before the fall of the Assyrian monarchy, lu

the time of Charles II., before the Great Plague, there were
said by Sir John Gaunt, a Fellow of the Royal Society, to be

within and without the wall.i 57,600 houses and 4-60,800

inhabitants, probably a greatly-exaggerateil estimate. At
the beginning of the present century there was a population

of 86t,84.5 persons in 124,225 houses, this being the first ap-

proximately accurate estimate made under Imperial registra-

tion. To-day the administrative area of London under the

London County Council, with its fifty-eight Parliamentary

constituencies, measures 16, miles in length east to west,

stretching from Plumstead to Bedford Park, and llj mileS

in breadth from north to south, from Stamford Hill to

Anerley, an area comprising 75,490 acres, or nearly 119

srinare miles. In 1896 it contained nearly 600,000 inhabited

houses, there being a population of 4,433,018 persons, equal

to lifty-one to the acre, 32,640 to the square mile, and 7'8 to

each house. Mr. Young then proceeded as follows : Unfor-

tnnatoly, with this rapid growth our rnlers have displayed

statesmanship insufficient even in tlealing with questions in a
city of normal growth, but utterly inadequate to the growth
of a city through which throbs the life of an empire of

3.50,000,000; where human beings are massed to an e.itent

which the world has never known, so that administra-

tively and physically the latter end of the Victorian age,

with a thonsand times the resource.'? of any other, finds

us, the mightiest city of all the ages, as it were, with the

clothes of a child to cover the bodj' of a giant. Within
the life of many here London will number 10,000,000 souls.

When we contemplate the enormous difficulties of locomotion

to-day, who shall say how near the time of this cessation of

growth may be ? Leaving, however, the obvious tronbles of

posterity, bnt not unmindful of our responsibilities towards

them as practical citizens and business men, with the lessons

of the past and the resources of scientific engineering to

guide us, it is our duty to grapple with these problems, and
see what can be done to relieve London of the congestion of

its traffic to-day. Money cost is the great obstacle of any
comprehensive scheme, and until our rulers grasp the fact

that the loss to the community far exceeds in a few months,

or years at most, the cost of almost any sane attempt at im-

provement I fear nothing very serious will be attempted.

How is the cost to be met ? By recoupment, says one

;

betterment, says another. Meanwhile worsement with a
vengeance is inflicted upon Londoners by the delay, while

our so-called rulers, with narrow vision, fight their wordy
battles and let things drift. Have we ever tried to realise

what the yearly capital loss to the community is, even in

respect of one main street being constantly blocked 'i It has

been computed that the loss in the usual delay of vehicles,

horses and individuals in the Strand, to take one typical

thoroughfare only, owing to stoppages of one sort and another,

would represent the interest on a capital sum of upwards of

£1,000,000 per annum.

AN K.STIMATR OK THE VOLDME OF TRAFFIC.

The General Omnibus Company have passing through the

Strand every day 2,222 omnibuses, and other owners about
800 omnibuses, or, say, in all 3,000. The number of passengers

for each omnibus is about fifteen persons, making a total per

day of 45,000 persons. A fair average per day on vehicles of

all kinds passing through this street, therefore, is 12,000,

leaving a balance of persons for carriages, cabs, carts, &c., of

9,000. Taking each to carry only one person besides the

driver, we have a further 1,800 persons, or in all 63,000

persons. Taking the loss of time to each vehicle in conse-

quence of the narrowness of the street in question, to say
nothing of block from other causes, to be three minutes, we
arrive at a loss of 3,115 honrs, which, at Is. per hour, is equal

to £157 lOs. money loss per day, or in a year of 300 days

£4)7,250, which is tlie interest at 4 per cent, on a capital sum
of £1,181,250. In this rule of thumb calculation no provision

is made for the loss of time to 6,000 drivers und conductors,

or the value of the horses and the demumige of vehicles;

nothing, either, is added for the conseqiietitial loss in the delay
and delivery of goods; but it is sufficient to illustrate my
BUuject, and to remiud us that the mere money consideration

in first coat of street improvement should be looked at upon
broad economic lines, and not as to what this or that con-
stituent may say about the r.ites going up, which is usually

the uuiin guiding impulse in these matters. The metropolis

is plethorically rich— it is assessed under schedule D ai more

than twice the amount of seventeen of the principal cities and
towns of England, while the city of London assessment under

the same head is e<|ual to more than the whole of the seven-

teen towns taken altogether. Daring the past thirty years

less than £35,000,000 has been spent in various improvements
by the Commissioners of Sewers, the Metropolitan Board of

Works and the London Connly Council respectively, a sum
not so large as subscribed to Hoat various companies during

three months, institutions wliich to-day are, but which to-

morrow may not be ; while London, which is, and will be

when the last trump shall sound, Macaulay's " New Zea-

lander " notwithstanding, the homo of countless multitudes

whose prosperity depends mainly upon easy access from one

part to another.

CAUSES OP THE BLOCKAGE IN THE .STREETS.

Now let us discover and state briefly the physical causes

of the congestion of which we complain. They are: 1, In-

adequac}- of street accommodation; 2, the indiscriminate

mixing of heavy and fast traffic ; 3, the want of subways to

contain pipes and electric wires and conduits of various

kinds, the repairing and laying of which break up surfaces

of roads ; 4, want of passenger subways under crowded
centres, and low-level roadways under crowded cross roads

;

5, the failure to make continuous shifts in repairing central

and main thoroughfares ; 6, the inadequacy of underground

railway communication ; 7, the antiquated methods of

vehicular traction ; 8, the inadequacy of river locomotion ;

and 9, the inadequacy of bridge or sub-aqueous communica-
tion.

The first problem we have to try and folve is the in-

adequacy of street accommodation. The centre throngh

which the traffic passes fi-om east to west, and again reversed

from north to south, presents the greatest of our problems.

The Mansion House and Bank centre is the pivot of the

world's finance, trade and insurance—the narrow neck of a

huge bottle, towards which and throngh which an enormou.s

proportion of Londoners daily go. To widen tiie streets at.

this point is almost impossible, and so we look for relief in

other directions. The width of a, street in most of our groat,

colonial towns is lOOft. ; the average of London central

streets is 20ft., or thereabouts. Here is a list of the typical

ones : Billiter-street, narrowest or average width of cai'riage

way, 15ft. llin.; Barbican, 24ft. 3 in.; Chancery-lane,21 ft.;

Crutched-friars, 18ft. 8 in.; Fore-street, 22ft. 3 in.; Giltspur-

street, 32 ft. 9 in. ; Gresham-street, 18 ft. ; Honndsditch, 24 ft.

4 in.; Lower Thames-street, 17 ft. 5 in.; Minories, 30 ft. 7 in.;

Old Bailey, 16 ft. ; Princes-street, 23 ft. 7 in. ; Threadneedle-
Btreet, 23 ft. 10 in. ; Upper Thames-street, 23 ft. 6 in. ; Regent-
street, 52 ft.; Westminster-bridga, 56 fc. 8 in.; Oxford-street,

48 ft.; Piccadilly, 50ft. As a chain is oidy as strong as its

weakest link, so a street, for all practical purposes, is only as

wide as its narrowest part, and the greatest part of our
problem is the converging in the narrow streets of central

London of vast crowds of passengers and vehicles, principally

around the Bank and the Royal Exchange. Having lost for

ever the opportunity of obt.aining straight and rectangular

streets when Wren's scheme for rebuilding London was
abandoned, any improvements must bo made with special

regard to present alignment. In giving the following rough
outline of the proposals of exports, it i» impossible to explain

in detail.

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS.

First and foremost of all urgent improvements is the
widening of the approaches to London bridge. Until this is

done any widening of that structure would be practically use-

less. The cost would be enormous, but the cost and waste to

the community, as those thoroughfares are at present, is

simply beyond calculation. In order to relieve Cheapside,

Poultry and Bank neighbourhood, and intercept the trafiic

coming from the north at the Post Office, and also, in the

east, of the traffic at Bishopsgate-street, Leadenhallstreet,
Cornhill and Gracechurch-street, it is proposed to form a new
main street running east and west from Holborn-viaduct to

Tower-hill. It would stnrt at the back of Christ's Hospital

at the north end of St. Martin's-!e-Grand, and proceeding
thence, and including the widening of Gresham-street and
Lothbury, after running at the back of Bartholomew-lane, it

would pas< behind the .Stock Exchange, cross Threadneedle-
street at the end of Old Broad-street, continue in a straight

line to the intersection of Bishopsgate-street, Leadenhall-

street, Cornhill and Gracechurch-street, cross Lime-street to

Fenchurch-street, thronah the site of Ironmonger Hall, skirt-

ing the south-west angle and side of Pencliurch-street rail-

way station, and finish at Little Tower-hill, thus giving com-
munication to the new Tower bridge. It is proposed to form
a second line of stre-t, east and west, still further norh of

Gresham-street, to relieve the iralfic from tlie central moat
markets and the goods depots in the vicinity of Whitecros.-)-

street, Farringdon-road, as well as those at Whitechapel and
Deptford, St. Katherine's and Victoria docks, and the %'ast

tlock and railway busine?s gener.illy in the east, as well as
the omnibus and cab traffic to Broad-street and Livsrpool.,
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street station, nearly all of which could be received into and
dispersed from this street. It would run from the south-east

corner of Long-lane, Smithfield, to the south-cast corner of

Jewin-street ; thence eastward to and including the whole

length, with widenings, of London-wall and Wormwood-street.

Intersecting Bishopsgate-street, it would continue in a straight

line eastwards, generally through property, across Middlesex-

street to the corner of Commercial-street, Whitechapel-road.

CENTRAT, LONDON IMPROVKMENTS.

A third street would commence at Queen A''ictoria-street,

east of Tlie Times office, and run, first to the south-east

corner of Ludg.ate-hill, setting back the railings of St. Paul's

on the north side, and setting back the frontage of Messrs.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co. and the other shops there. It

would reach Cheapsidc at Peel's statue ; thence it would run

obliquely to the north-east until it joined the street I

mentioned first at the junction of Wood-street and Grcsham-
street. Crossing Grcsham-street in the direction of, and
involving the widening of, Aldermanbury, it would run
directly northward, crossing London-wall, Fore-street, and
eventually reaching Chiswell-street opposite Bunhill-ro\v,

which would give diract access to Old-street and the City-

road. A fourth street would comprise the widening, more or

less for its whole length, of Upper and Lower Thames-street,

with a new street curving northwards opposite the Custom
House, intersecting Great Tower-street at the back of the

Corn Exchange and Mark-lane to Fenchurch-street station,

and joining the street first referred to at that point. A most
needful improvement would be a street running in continua-

tion of Gray's-inn-road to the Record Office at Fetter-lane, and
thence (including the widening of that street) to Fleet-street,

and thence, curving to the south-east and skirting King's

Bench-walk, across Bouverie-street and Temple-street, and,

absorbing a widened William-street, to New Bridge-street at

the back of De Keyser's hotel. Old B.ailey should also bo

widened and continued across Pilgrim-street into Broadway
and down Water-lane southw.ards to Qneen Victoria-street,

opening up and improving the present tortuous lanes in that

locality, and materially facilitating access to Ludgate-hill

station, the approach to which is in great part from this

direction; as well as eiving improved and ready access from
Ludgate-hill to Queen Victoria-street. Fleet-street is

gradually being widened on an excellent plan, but, at the

present rate, many generations of citizens must be born and
die before any practical relief is given by it.

SnBSIDIARY CITY IMPROVEMENTS.

Before leaving the City area certain subsidiary, but almost

imperative, widenings may be mentioned. The wideuing of

King-street, thus making a good approach from Southwark-
bridge to Guildhall. The widening of a part of Coleman-
street ; also Basinghall-street. The widening of Thread-
needle-street, already partially accomplished. Tho widening
of a part of Throgmorton-street, near the London and West-
minster Bank. The further widening of Broad-street

throughout its entire length. The wideuing of Fenchurch-
street and Leadenhall-street in places, and at tho junctions

with Gracechurch-street and Aldgate respectively. The
widening of Walbrook from the JIansion House to Cannon-
street; and of Central-street in continuation of Golden-lane,

to obtain direct communication northward into City-road.

AT.TEB.iTIOXS IN THE STR.VND.

The long-proposed new street to "onnect High Holborn
with the Strand will no doubt soon become an accomplished
fact, since the clearaiice of the Clare Market insanitary area
will enable most of the property through which it passes to

be obtaiuad cheaply. This we will call County Council-avenue.

The latest proposal is to widen Southampton-roWj beginning
at Theobald's-road, a few yards west of St. John the Evan-
gelist church, following the line of Little Orange-street, run-

ning directly south parallel with the west end of Lincoln's

Jnn-fields, and thence into the Strand opposite the church of

St. Mary-le-Strand. Some think that this road might be so

diverted before reaching that point, so as to leave a large

area, triangular in shape, for the accommodation of the
London Hotel de Ville, the site thus procured having its base
and longest frontage to the Strand, and its apex towards
Drury-laiie and Stan'nope-street. To relieve the Strand from
its ever-increasing co7igestion, the only practical way is by
forming a second line of traffic just north of it, commencing
at St. Martin's-place, north of St. Martin's chnrch, taking
Chandos-street, Maiden-lane, Tavistock-streetand York-street
in its course, all of which should be widened, and then cross-

ing Catherine-street, connecting with County Council-avenue
on the west side of the Hotel de Ville, and giving easy access
to the Law Courts. From Somerset House to Charing Cross
the Strand is to be widened on the south side to SO ft., but
here, however, as in Fleet-street, our generation is not likely

to obtain much relief. As a further relief to the Strand, and
also to Oxford-street, a new street should be constructed equi-
distant between these thoroughfares. That is to say, starting
from the centre of Wardour-street, opjiosite Broad-street, it

would run to Cambridge-cirens, following the line of a
widened Little Earl-street and Great Earl-street (Seven
Dials), and thence into Urury-lane. Great Queen-street will

then give a route running diagonally into County Council-
avenue opposite Lincoln's Inn-fields, which will give vet
BBOther wide thoroughfare eastwards.

TO THE SOUTH OF THE RIVER.

Dealing with tho south side of the river, from tho approach
to tho new Tower bridge and from Tooley-street and further
eastwards on the south side, a street should be constructed
by w.ay of Snowsfields to the Borough High-street, and con-

tinued to Soiithwark Bridge-road, across Great Suffolk-street

into tho Waterloo-road near the A''ictoria theatre, by widening
the present Friar-street and Webber-street. From this trunk,

three branches should run. One a continuation of Great
Dover-street into Southwarlc Bridge-road by Southwark-
street ; another consisting of Gravel-lane, widened and con-

tinued into Southwark-street by Blackfriars station ; the
third being ashort branch from Snowsfields into Tooley-street

in a line with the Thames subway. By this means tlie enor-

mous traflic going north and east, instead of passing over
London bridge, would be intercepted and taken over the new
Tower bridge. Improvements of less magnitude, though of

some importance, on the Surrey side of the river might be
effected by connecting Belvedere-road and Commercial-road
by a more direct way, and by continuing the latter street

eastwards, widening and straightening the existing narrow
and crooked streets into the proposed approach to a southern
embankment. An embankment on the south of the river

from Westminster to Blackfriars bridge would prove of great
utility, not only as an important main artery of traffic in the

metropolis, but also as a means of preventing the constant
overflow of the Thames, with its accompanying dangers and
losses. It should form a coutinnation of the line of the
Albert-embankment by St. Thomas's hospital.

THE INDISCRIMATB MIXTURE OF GOODS AND PASSENGER TRAFFIC.

Dealing with the second problem :
" The indiscriminate

mixing of heavy and fast traffic," the heaviest class of vehicles

is largely in the majority in our streets, and the inconveni-

ence of this is especially felt in the City. There seems
nothing to prevent our police, so skilful in the management
of the traffic, from confining the heavy through traffic in

certain well-defined routes. At first there would be incon-

venience and some delay, with, perhaps, a few prosecutions ;

but in time the natural instincts of civic discipline and order

in the Anglo-Saxon race would enable the plan to work auto-

matically, and snch streets as Cheapside and the Poultry,

Threadneedle-street, Fleet-street, and even the Strand, might
be left free for passenger and light traffic. The pedestrian

traffic of London is so enormous that but for ofiicial statistics

one could not believe it. The total number of foot passengers
entering the City in a day of twenty-four hours in May, 1891,

was 1,186,09-1, and this at fifty-four entries. Emerging from
sixteen railway stations within the City area there was the

enormons number per diem of 2(56,711 persons, or per annum
of 300 days of 80,000,000. The speed with which these

pedestri.ans can travel is necessarily circumscribed, but the

acuteness of the congestion has not been felt so severely in

pedestrian as in the case of the vehicular traffic. With wider
streets we shall have wider footways, and increasing facilities

for cpiick underground electric communication, with stations

at short intervals, must greatly relieve the crowding by foot

passengers. The enormons loss incurred in the stoppage of

traffic in conse<|uence of the breaking up of the roads for

many purposes has been well illustrated by the alterations to

the New Kiver mains at the Bank during the last two months,
and the laying of electric wires previously. The time has
arrived when continuous [subways sufficiently large should

be made for the accommodation of water, gas and electric

pipes and telephone wires, together with fresh air and other

conduits necessary for every-day life

E.XTENSION OF SUBWATS.

We shall soon have the convenience of foot subways at the

Mansion House ; but why were these not placed there years

ago, and not only there but at every congested crossing ?

The provision of underground conveniences during the last

few years has shown the ease with which this mode of con-

struction can be carried out, and the early provision of glazed

and lighted subways under all our principal crossings will be

a not inconsiderable item in the solving of our traffic diffi-

culties. When the Inner Circle Railway was made and com*
pleted it was supposed that it would meet the demands for

relief of the traffic for a long period ; and no doubt it has

done much towards this end, but to nothing like the extent

that would have been possible had the service been less ex-

pensive, quicker, and the atmosphere of the tunnels purer.

Having described the method in use for constructing under-
ground railways, and enumerated the schemes already com-
plete or in the course of completion, the speaker referred to

overhead railways, saying that he doubted if they would be
tolerated in London. He spoke in favour of tramways
worked by electricity communicated by overhead wires. By
their use, he urged, 50 per cent, would be added to our time-

table speed for tho present expensive, cruel and slow horse

tram action. Tho average speed of the District and Metro-

politan Railw.ay train is 5 miles an hour, including stop-

pages ; and that of the electric line is 8 miles an hour.

THE ADVENT OF THE MOTOR CAR.

Referring to the motor car, Mr. Young said the motor car

of all kinds has come to stay. To remove many thousands
of horses from the streets will make an enormous difference

to space, aa well as to the hygienic condition of the road

surfaces, to say nothing of the saving in animal suffering and
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tho delay and loss in horses falling. Tlie shameful neglect of

the Thames as a roadway for passanger and goods traffic

appears to me to be a scandal. Those of us who hare seen

tho service on the Clyde and Hudson realise what a comfort-

able and i-apid sei'vice of steamers, with piers at frequent

intervals, would do for rclievinj,' tlie London traffic, aud there

is no doubt that an enormous amoinit of goods traffic, now
carried by road, might also bo carried on the river in light

steam barges or boats. Although well supplied with bridges,

more are required, or, as an alternative, subways as at

Plackwall. The central street congestion is largely dne to

the throwing of enormous crowds from certain bridges on

to one spot throughout the day. London bridge discharges

per day of twenty-four hours 107,421 persons and 14,367

vehicles; Blackfriars, 69,888 persons and 8,287 vehicles.

As an instance of what bridge accommodation will do to

relieve traffic, within t'vvelve months after the opening of the

Tower bridge there was a decrease per diem of traffic in

Aldgate of 946 vehicles; Cornhill, 107 ; Eastcheap, 2.193;

Leadenhall-street, 5,156; Fenchurch-street, 31.986; King
William-street and Arthur-street West, 4,218. If we cannot

liave bridges, let us have subways ; and after the magnificient

engineering success of Blackwall there is no reason why they
should not be provided. Although 1 have not exhausted my
subject, I fear I have exhausted you. My time has gone, and
I can only hope that the tlioughta expressed and the facts

given will have the result of making us, as an institute and
as citizens, do all in our power to help forward all measures
having for their object the lessoning of this congestion, the

more we examine which the more serious does it become in

its connection with the loss of time, wealth, pleasure and
beauty in our daily lives.

A discussion followed, inany of the speakers raising interest-

ing points, which were dealt with by Mr; Young in replying.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Young for his paper was then carried

unanimously. A similar vote was accorded the chairman for

presiding, and the meeting closed.

IMPROVED INTERCEPTING DRAIN AND

MANHOLE TRAP.

Messrs. J. & M. Craig, Limited, of Kilmarnock, draw the

attention of architects, builders, sanitary engineers, plumbers
and the public generally to the new patent intercepting drain

and manhole trap of which we give an illustration. The de-

mand for improvements in intercepting drain traps has led

Mr. David W. Buchan, son of tho late Mr. W. P. Buchan, to

make further improvements upon the well-known " Buchan
Trap." The object of the latest improvements is to make
the traps more accessible for drainage work, and especially so

for manhole purposes. The enamelled bricks and channel
intercepting manhole have been much advocated, but it is

claimed that the introduction of " Buchan's 1897 Trap,"
provides for all necessary requirements in house drainage and
at much less cost. The traps are made in various forms, and
it is claimed that they not only possess all the good points of

the former "Buchan Traps," but have also some valuable

improvements added to them. The following are some of

the advantages claimed for the traps by the manufacturers :

1, They are thoroughly self-cleansing, the inlet being con-

tracted to allow for the sewage passing through the traps at

a great velocity. 2, They form an effective barrier to the

entrance of sewer air, wliich is often charged with the germs
of fever, the trap having a water seal or lock of fully 2i in.

3, The elongated oval top opening of the trap makes it

especially suitable for manhole or other purposes. This

opening, in the case of the 6-in. traps, measures about 22 in. by

9 in., being ample to allow of easy access for inspection pur-

poses on either the house or tlie sewer side of the trap, every

facility being also available for cleansing rods to enter on
either side. 4, A trap of this form is also equally suitable at

.at surface of ground, .as it affords easy access to either side of

the dr.ain, an air-tight manhole cover being put over the

trap and the air inlet to the drain admitted as shown by the

side inlet F. The traps are generally supplied with perfor-

ated iron gratings, &c., as shown in our illustration. They
can also bo supplied with 4-in. side I'reah-air inlets, as indi-

cated by the dotted circle F (see illustration), so that a close

iron lid may be used, if preferred, instead of the grating. This

air inlet may bo had either on the right or on the left hand,
looking down tlie drain. Messrs. J. & M. Craig, Kilmarnock,
are the sole makers of t)ie trap.

ROTHERHAM GAS SUPPLY.

A committee of the Rotherham Town Council have recom-

mended the adoption of the following report of Mr. F. A. Win-
stanley, the gas engineer, and suggested the preparation of a n

estimate of the cost of renewing the gas mains in the principal

thoroughfares of the town :
" The capacities of the mains sup-

plying gas in certain parts of the borough are totally inade-

quate to meet the increasing demands of the consumers in such

districts. The incapacity is causing very considerable incon-

venience, and leads consumers to form erroneous opinions

that the quality of the gas is inferior, whereas the correct

reason of their having a poor light lies in the fact that there

is not a sufficient quantity of gas to allow of satisfactor\'

illumination. The quality of the gas supplied to our con-

sumers, 1 may here remark, is good, and will compare very

favourably with many other towns, but under the existing

condition of the mains complaints are certain to arise, and
will become more general still, until the mains in the districts

affected are replaced by larger ones. I would suggest that I

am instructed to prepare an estimate of the cost of renew-

ing the mains in the principal thoroughfares for your con-

sideration at next committee meeting." The consulting

engineer of the gasworks has reported as to the alterations

and additions necessary to the existing gasworks plant in

order to fully and efficiently provide for the requirements,

the greater part of the existing plant being either worn out

or of insufficient capacity. Sliould the work he recommends
be carried out, the gas undertaking would be capable of deal-

ing with a make of gas equal to 2,000,000 cubic feet per day.

The committee have recommended that such furtlier exten-

sions and alterations as are now actually necessary, as sug-

gested by the consulting engineer, should be carried out.

INSANITARY GIPSY CAMPS.

For a long time past a great deal of public indignation has

existed in the neighbourhood of Edmonton owing to the fact

that numbers of gipsies have formed encampments on vacant

land in various parts of the parish, which, although private

property, is so shortly to be built upon that no proper super-

vision has been exercised over it by its owners. The Ed-

monton District Council, while quite recognising the danger
to public health from these encampments, have no power to

act, neither have the police, unless instructed to do so by the

land owners on the ground of trespass. Kecently a large

camp of Servian gipsies, men, women and children, accom-

panied by no fewer than ten bears, pitched in a vacant field

between the high road aud the river Lea, in a district which
is practically surrounded by working-class dwellings, and the

sanitary condition of affairs is said to have been shocking.

So intolerable had the nuisance become that last week a
deputation from tho council waited upon a committee of the

House of Commons which is now considering a Bill pro-

moted for the local government of the district. On Monday
Mr. Rowe, a member of the deputation, stated that though

the Servians had unexpectedly gone away with their bears,

there was no telling how soon they would return, and in fact

he had that afternoon seen three or four parties of gipsies

making for the camping ground. They were not content

with squatting, but erected rude huts after the manner of the

ancient Britons. Drastic measures would have to be at once

taken in the interest of the public health.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

PROPOSED PURCHASE BY GOVERNMEKT.
Tlie Lord Mayor presided at a conference of local authori-

ties, held at the Mansion House recently, when about

100 delegates, appointed by various London vestries and pro-

vincial councils, attended. The Lord Mayor, in opening tho

proceedings, said he wished it to be clearly understood that

he took no part in the deliberations him.self, because he

knew so little of the subject. Mr. D. C. Preston, chairman of

the Camberwell vestry, at the end of a brief speech proposed

a resolution, but it was ultimately unanimously agreed to

adopt the following amendment, proposed by Mr. T. Huggett,

of Kensington ;
" That in the opinion of this conference the

present is an opportune time for the Government to secure

as a permanent place of instruction and recreation the Crystal

Palace and its grounds as a national institution ; and, further,

that this conference is of opinion that every means should be

taken to prevail on the (lovernmont to acquire and maintaiu

the same for the enjoyment of the people for ever."

Annan.—The to^vll council are considering the question of

erecting a public slaughter-house.
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Protection of Underground Water Supplies.
PAPER AND DiSCUSSION AT THE SOCiETY OF ENGINEERS.

At a meeting of the Society of Engineers, held at the
Royal United Service Institution, Whitehall, on Monday even-
ing, Mr. W. Worby Beaumont, president, in the chair, a paper
was read by Mr. John C. Thresh, D.sc, M D., Ac, entitled
" The Protection of Underground Water Supplies."

The author pointed out. in the first place, that recent out-
breaks of epidemic disease, due to polluted water supplies,
had demonstrated in a terribly emphatic manner that there
was either much wilful carelessness wliich required to be
rebuked, or much ignorance which required to lie dispelled.
The discoveries of bacteriologists had proved that these water-
borne diseases were due to specific organisms, and these
organisms might gain access to, and be carried by, a water
otherwise organically pure, as well as by an organically-con-
taminated water, altliough the latter water would almost
certainly be mure liable to specilic pollution, and therefore
be more dangerous. Underground water was derived from
that portion of the rainfall which passed by percolation into the
subsoil. In this country nearly the whole of the exposed surface
of the permeable strata was under cultiviition, and on account
of the facility with which water was obtainable the popula-
tion thereon was considerable. The subsoil water must there-
fore be contaminated at its source, and were it not that there
were jiowerful natural agencies at work, cap.able of producing
perfect purification, underground waters would be too danger-
ous to be utilised for public supplies. Where such water was
collected in close proximity to houses, from wells sunk in a
sewage-sodden subsoil, it was notoriously liable to pollution,
and was a prolific cause of the dissemination of disease. The
records of the outbreaks of typhoid fever and cholera in this
country were sufficient proof of that. These impurities, how-
ever, were not carried far in a compact permeable subsoil,
although in a fissured stratum they might be carried very
considerable distances. During the progress of the pollnted
water through the subsoil the organic matter became broken
down, and finally oxidised or burnt up, the ashes (carbonates,
chlorides, phosphates, sulphates) alone remaining to afford
evidence of the previous contamination. The particulate
luatter, including the uiicro-organisms, was more oi-lcss com-
pletely removed by the process of natural filtration implied
by the percolation, and it seemed certain that specific organ-
isms gaining access to the subsoil water speedily perished.
There was no record of any outbreak of typhoid fever being
caused by underground water taken from a wisely-selected
and properly-protected site.

The investigations of Pettenknfer, the researches of Ilanser,
and the recent experiments of Martin and Robertson, all

tended to prove that the typhoid and cholera bacilli could
only flourish near the surface and in a polluted soil, and
Fraenkel liad shown that the subsoil, even where the soil

above had been grossly contaminated for a long period, was
quite free from germs. That result, the author stated, he
had recently been able to confirm in the examination of sand
taken from various depths below the ground surface. At
4 ft. very few organisms were found ; below 5 ft. none were
discovered. These f.acts supported Koch's statement that
" we hare no reason to keep out of consumption the subsoil

w.ater, which can be found nearly everywhere. On the con-
trary, we cannot find a better filtered water, and one more
protected against infection." Although the use of water
from shallow wells sunk in populous neighbourhoods was not
to be commended, there was very little doubt that in many
such places a perfectly safe water could be obtained from
the subsoil, from a properly-constructed well, with clean im-
mediate surroundings. Shallow wells, supplying only a few
houses, drew water from an exceedingly limited area, the
cone of depression rarely exceeding 5 ft. or G ft. in diameter,
and it was the ground surface over that cone which required
special protection. A shallow well yielding 43,000 gallons of
water per day, and depressing the water level 9 ft., would
produce a cone of depression with a base abont 34 ft. in

diameter in a sandy subsoil. Round such a well there should
be a protective ai-ea with a radius of 30 ft., upon the surface
of whicli no contaminating matter should be deposited, and
which should be so guarded as to prevent the public having
access. Kncircling this should be an outer zone, which might
be used for grazing purposes, but not otherwise manured.
The area of this outer zone would have to be decided upon
in each case after a due consideration of all the factors in-

volved, such as the contour of the ground, the direction of
flow of the groand water, the depth and fluctuations of the
water level, ic. In certain cases an elliptical area would be
preferable to a circular one, especially in the case of springs.
Where collecting channels fed the well these should be not
less than 10 ft. below the gronnd surface, and included within
the protective area, and within the inner zone of that area if

possible.

Where wells were sunk in figsured strata the form and ex-
tent of the protective area would require even more careful
consideration, and should include the surface at which the
fissures were most likely to outcrop. The water from the
wore freely flowing fissures should from time to time be ex-

amined, to ascertain whether any show signs of contamination

.

and if after a heavy rainfall the water became in the slightest

degree turbid danger was indicated. In the construction of

deep wells the greatest care should be taken to exclude sub-
soil water, and, further, an area round the well should be pro-

tected, so that if any subsoil water did gain access, it would
be free from the possibility of specific pollution. The use of

the bore tube as the pump suction pipe was not to be com-
mended, since the external atmospheric pressure would force

air or water through the most minute aperture. Where the
outcrop of the stratum yielding the water was within a few
miles, it should be siibject to examination, as impurities enter-

ing fissures might travel such a distance.

\\'hether underground water be drawn from a deep or

superficial stratum, the chief factor in guarding it from pollu-

tion was the provision of a protective area round the well or

spring under the absolute control of the purveyors of the

water, the inner portion of the zone immediately surrounding
the source being so protected that neither tram]>s, hop-pickers

nor the general public could gain access. Kxisting sources
of supply should be examined, and steps taken, if necess.ary,

to secure adequate protection. Where, unfortunately, pro-

tection wjis irTipossible it would be better to voluntarily

abandon the works than wait until an outbreak of disease

aroused public indignation and compelled their abandonment.

DISCUSSION.
The CiiAiR.M.iN made a brief reference to the importance of

the paper, the subject of which, he said, was now occupying
the attention of ttie public more than usual, and, aftei' pro-

posing that a vote of thanks be accorded Dr. Thresh, he
expressed the hope that those present would show their

appreciation of the latter's contribution in the discussion.

Dr. Anuell, who said he had listened to the reading with
a considerable amount of interest and profit, took exceptio7i

to certain of the paragr.aphs in the paper. The first was one
stating that it was apparently totally immaterial ^^hether

water naturally was classed by the chemist as pure, sus-

picious or impure. If that were right, he thought certain

remarks at the end of the paper would be somewhat out of

pl.ace. Then Dr. Thresh had said that the purest of natural

waters would disseminate disease if the specific microbe were
present, whilst waters which were chemically polluted might
be nsed with perfect impunity so long as the .specific microbes
were absent. lie suggested the ommission of the word natural.

Mr. B.VLDVviN Latham said he had heard the paper with
very great interest, but he certainly looked upon it as the

paper of a chemist and not that of an engineer. After an
allusion to the wonderful provision which Nature had made
for the protection of underground water supplies, and to the

state of matters which at present existed in connection with
the storage of water in the South of England, he wont on to

say that it was a nistake to think that by drawing a zone
around a well it

,
ave safety, for if the pollution entered

a mile below it could not be stopped. Ills view was that no
well should be allowed to bo sunk in a disti'ict where it was
liable to be polluted. Mr. Latham then made a reference to

an outbreak of fever which occurred at a certain institution

in consequence of the pollution of the water supply. In this

case it was proved that the whole of the sewage of the place

passed into " swallow holes " which were connected with ,a

spring from which the water supply was derived. In con-

clusion he drew special attention to the necessity for freeing

all water supplies of the various sources of pollution. It

was lamentable, he said, how little regard was paid to the
matter, and one almost despaired of ever effecting an altera-

tion.

Mr. William Whittaker, in the course of a short speech,

referred to what he termed a very I'eassuring remark of Dr.

Thresh's—that at a very limited depth below the surface of .i

compact, porous soil the subsoil and the subsoil water were
practically sterile. This fact, he thought, should not be
trusted in to any great extent, and we should at all times bo
ready to assist nature. He did not think they would agree
that there should be no such thing as a protective zone.

Mr. Ware (Maidstone) thought that at the present time it

wonld hardly be wise for him to make any substantial addi-

tion to the remarks of the previous speakers. He, however,
favoured periodical analyses of water, both by chemical and
bacteriological methods. It was wise to make these examina-
tions, although by making them he did not say that pollution

could be prevented.

Mr. Preston (Grantham) expressed the opinion that more
care would in future be exercised in the protection of water
supplies.

Mr. John Shaw also .spoke, but was unable to finish his

address before the adjournment of the meeting.
The discussion will be concluded on May 2nd.

Business Announcement.—We have been informed that
the Dick's Asbestos Company, of Canning Town, have taken
offices at .51 and 62 Fenohurcb-street, London, K.C,
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Manohester Msdn Drainage Oontracts,
IMPORTANT ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS.

Oq Monday, at the Westminster Palace Hotel, Victoria-

street, S.W., Sir Benjamin Baker, as arbitrator, opened a case

—which has been remitted to him by the Ilish Court of

Jastice—between the Corporation of Manchester and Messrs.

terkins, Graham & Co., Limited, contractors, ia which the

former claim the sum of £lli,000 from the latter as damages
for having improperly carried out certain e.xtensive works of

seweranje in the city of Manchester. Mr. Iv Sutton appeared
on behalf of the corporation, while Mr. Pickford, cj.c, and
Mr. Acton appeared on behalf of the defendant company.
Mr. Bradbury appeared for Mr. Perkins.

COUNSEL'S OPEXIXG STATEMENT.
Mr. Sutton, in his opening speech for the corporation, ex-

plained that the action arose out of a certain contract which
was entered into in 1.S93 between the Manchester Corporation

and a limited company, Perkins, Graham & Co., for the con-

struction of three lengths of sewer. At the time of the con-

tract, and before, the corporation were carrying out an
extensive seweraf,'e scheme, which included an outfall sewer
along Ueansgato to City-road, and forward to the place

where the sewage was dealt with. The sewers now in

question were certain sewers which were connected with

this main sower. The main sewer ran along Deansgate
as far as the junction with City -road, and the three

sewers in question were to join this main sewei'. The
first sewer ran along Ellesmere - street, and this was
called sewer C ; the next, sewer E, commenced in

Hegent-road, and ran down Liverpool-road to its junction

with Deansgate, and the third, sewer F, ran down Albert-

place and Water-street to its junction with Deansgate. Mr.

Perkins had previously to this entered into contracts with
the corporation, and the corporation had had very satis-

factory references with regard to Perkins, Graham & Co.

This might have had some effect in leading to the extra-

ordinary state of things with regard to these three sewers
that was afterwards found to exist. The learned counsel

read extracts from the contract and the specifications to

show what it was exactly that the defendants undertook to

do and wliat the precise terms of the contract were. Some
portions of the sewer were to bo (ionstructed in tunnel, and
other portions were in open cutting, and the question be-

tween the parties arose entirely with respect to the work
done in tunnel ; as to the open cutting work, there was no
complaint at all. To put it sliortly, the defendants under-

took to construct these sewers in a perfect manner, according
to the drawings aud specilications, and to be responsible for

the work until the city surveyor gave his certificate that the

work had been dono to his entire satisfaction, and also to main-
tain the work for twelve months after that. Tlie drawings and
specifications required that the sewers should be constructed

with two rings of brickwork—an inner ring of blue brick and
an outer ring of red brick, the whole to be completed and made
perfectly firm and sound. The plaintitTs' complaint now was
that, inste.ad of doing tho work as it should have been done,

the defendants had done it absolutely contrary to the con-

tract ; and, on the face of it, the work was fraudulent.

Instead of there being two rings of brickwork for the greater

part of the sewers in tunnel there was only one ring.

Certainly at intervals there were small portions where there

were two rings, his suggestion being that these were done by
direction, evidently for the purpose of meeting the very un-
satisfactory system of supervision which he admitted had
been carried on by the corporation with regard to this work.
Tho plaintilfs further complained that what work had been
done had been badly done, and not according to contract ; in

fact, the work had been done in dry brick instead of in

mortar. The result was that the sewer was entirely unsafe,

and that with the heavy traffic on the streets above there was
a serious danger of a collapse and consequent damage. The
plaintiffs said then that the work on the face of it was a
fraud, aud that no final certificate ot its having boon com-
pleted to the satisfaction of the city surveyor had over been
given. Ho failed to see what possible answer the defendants
could have to the plaintiffs' claim. They undertook to do the
woi'k according to the contract, the speciiicatious and the
drawings, and they had entirely failed to do so. They had
paid £1,900 into court, but the plaintiffs said that that
sum was totally inadequate for the work which the corpora-
tion had had to do to make the .sewers right. At
the time the contract was settled Mr. Allison, the city

surveyor, had been for a considerable time in ill-health, and
did not himself supervise the work. As a matter of fact, he
died not long afterwards. A resolution was therefore passed
by the corporation that the control of the work should be left

to the resident engineer, a Mr. Olive, who had been appointed
in 1S89. Mr. Allison died in February, 1894, and it was not
until the 3rd August following that Mr. Meade, his successor,
entered upon his duties. For some time, therefore, the cor-
poration did not have the advantage of having the work
supervised by the city surveyor, and Mr. Olive, the resident
engineer, being apparently much occupied with other work, did
not seem to have ever been do^^^l the place at all, and did not

give the amount of attention to tho supervision of the work
that might have been given under the terms of the contract.

He (counsel) supposed it might be said to be in consequence
of this slackness of supervision that the state of things of

which tho corporation complained came about. But, of

course, the want of supervision was not in the slighest

degree an excuse for the contractors, who were bound to

see that tho work was done according to their contract.

While the work was going on interim certificates were given
from time to time by Mr. Olive. Mr. Cooper, the assistant

engineer, gave the quantities to Mr. Olive, who ascertained

by the schedule of prices what was the value of the work done,

always on the basis that the work had been dono according

to the contract. On September 10, 1894, Cooper drew up
the tenth certificate with regard to contract No. 14, and it

was with reference to this certificate that Mr. Meade first

came to deal with the work as the city surveyor, not having
previously had an opportunity of making himself acquainted

with what was being done, lie (counsel) wished to call par-

ticular attention to this certificate, because it was in connec-

tition with it that the defendants, as he claimed, first had
notice that it was the city surveyor who would in future have

to countersign the certificates and also certify as to the com-
pletion of the work. Then on October 8th Cooper gave the

eleventh certificate. Mr. Meade refused to countersign it,

and never had signed it, and that certificate was, in fact,

never signed by the only man who had authority to sign it.

Mr. Meade was not satisfied with tho way in which the

measurements had been done. Again, on November .5th,

Cooper drew up a certificate and signed it, giving the value of

the work done as on October 8th, but leaving .a larger sum as

retention money in the hands of the corporation. That certi-

ficate also Mr. Meade refused to sign, and the defendants were
in this position—that they had never had any certificate

which would show that the work had been done, and
they had never had the certificate of the city surveyor show-

ing that the work had been completed to his entire satisfac-

tion. In February, 1895, Cooper had to be dismissed from
the service of the corporation. In the meantime, however,

Mr. Perkins, on belialf of the defendants, wrote on the 12th

November to Mr. Olive, aud asked him for a confirmation

that the sewer had been completed in September. Cooper
wrote in re)jly to this, as the assistant engineer, and stated

that the work of the sewer was completed on September 1st.

Cooper had no right wliatever to give such certificate, as

the city surveyor alone had the right to give such a certificate,

and Mr. Meade had already refused to give any certificate.

Mr. .Jackson, a quantity taker, of Mani'hester, was app'.ied to

on November 19th to examine the (|uantities and the certifi-

cates and upon that Mr. Olive, the resident engineer, resigned

his position. It might be mentioned here, as being probably

some cause of tho laxity of the supervision, that for almost

the whole time the work was being done the staff of the cor-

poration's engineering department had been turned out of

their usual offices in tho town hall, and had to be accommo-
dated in some outside building, and it was only in December,
1893, that they got back to their own quarters. But in

any case, it was, he admitted, most extraordinary that the

officials of the corporation should have failed to the extent

they did in their duty. Had they not so failed, perhaps this

fraud would not liave been perpetrated. Cooper was appointed

resident engineer on December 2.5th, in place of Mr. Olive.

So far as the defendant company was concerned the claim of

the corporation was simply one of money as compensation for

the work having been improperly done. But as regarded Mr.
Perkins a more serious and more painful question arose. He
was the person who actually carried out the work and who
was responsible for suppl3Mng to the engineers the quantities

and measurements showing that the work had been done
according to contract, on which the certificates were based,

and if he allowed these certificates to be made out and passed

on the basis that the work had been properly done, knowing
all the time that it had not been projierly done, that amounted
to fraud, aud fraud that made Mr. Perkins personally liable.

Did Mr. Perkins know that tho woi'k had not been properly

done ? It was incredible that the gentleman engaged on behalf

of tho company to supervise the work could have gone
down into these sewers and failed to see what was going on.

The plaintiffs' case was that not only did he know that tho

work was wrongly done, but that he actually urged it on.

The result of an examination, ordered by Jlr. Meade, showed
that not only was there none of the lu'ick and cement pack-

ing upon which a claim for e.xtras hud been based upon, but
that practically in the tunnel part of the work there was only

one ring of brickwork, except in small lengths at intervals.

A thorough examination was then made of the work, with the

result already described. It was estimated that there were
3tX),000 fewer bricks used in the work than should have been

used under the contract. Upon this being discovered tho

corporation were obliged to take tlie work in hand and have

it propei-ly done, and they now claimed that the defendants

wore liable to make good the expense to which they had been
put.
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THE CITY SURVEYOR'S EVIDENCE.
Ml-. T. iiK CoDRi'V Meade, city surveyor, next gave evidence

in support of Mr. Sutton's opening statement, corroborating

the details given, and the hearing; was adjourned till the

following day.

On the resumption of the hearing of the case on Tuesday,
Mr. T. DE CocRcv Meade was cross-examined by Mr.

Pickford, Q.c. He stated that he had had previous experi-

ence in the coustrnction of sewers in tunnel in Hornseyfrom
]S89 to 1892. In the Hornsey sewers they were carried

through blue clay ; in Manchester thoy were carried through
sandstone rock. In the Manchester main sewer system there

was a portion of Contract No. 16 where there were single-

ring arches of 4i-in. bricks, but not for any continuous
lengths. He agreed with a statement made in a letter by
Mr. Bower that in work of this kind in tunnel the brick-

layers had great opportunities of scamping their work, and
in this particular work the slackness of the supervision made
it even easier for scamping to be done. In Contract No. 16

defects in the work were discovered about the time when
the work was completed, and on these defects being pointed
out the contractors remedied them. In the case of the de-

fendants' contract he had not himself made the calculation

as to the number of bricks, but in some portions of the work
he could see clearly, without any calculation, that the proper
quantity of bricks was not there. He was aivare that Mr.
Perkins paid his bricklayers by piece, but he had no idea

whether the rate paid was a fair one. He himself always
objected to piecework in work of this kind, as it offered

greater inducements to the workmen to scamp their work.

The C and V sewers were practically all in tunnel, and ad-

ditional shafts were sunk in order to carry out the work of

making them good. That work could not have been equally

well done by means of the m.inholes, as that would have made
the task of inspection very difficult. In the case of Contr.net 24
some defects were found in the work. Most of that sewer was
in open cut, but a poition was in tnnnel, and it was in the
tunnel portion that the defects were found. In that case the

defective pieces of work were taken out and replaced by
good work. In Contracts 2o and 26. for a large sewer, lie did

not think there was any defective work. It was possible to

walk through that sewer and inspect it from the inside.

There were other contracts in which defects were found, but
not to the same extent as in ilie defendants' contract and in

Contract 24. In Contract 21 only ] J per cent, of the work
was found defective. These defects were made good by the
contractor, it being possible to inspect the sewer from the
inside.

Cross-examined liy Mr. Biadbury, Mr. Meade said that in

September, when he saw Mr. Perkins, he told that gent'eman
what was the nature of Mr. Norton's report on the sewers and
what had been discovered. Mr. Perkins said at once that it

was news to him that the work was defective, and he had
always maintained that the scamping of the work had been
done entirely without his knowledge. With regard to Mr.
Jackson's measurements, the basis from which he started

his calculations was Mr. Cooper's certificate as to the com-
pletion of the work. Mr. Cooper certified that the work
done amounted to £10,998, that £10,000 had been paid, and
that a balance of £99iH was left. From this amount Mr.
Jackson made various deductions which reduced the balance
due to the defendants to £462. The chief item of deduc-
tion was with regard to the ex'ra brickwork over the arches.

Mr. Cooper had allowed 117i- yards of extra brickwork and
cement over the arches, and Mr. Jackson thought that

onght not to be allowed. Mr. Jackson did not deal with
the amount of work done; the only question was as to the
price of the work, and not as to its quantity or quality.

Jlr. Cooper had allowed 25s. a yard for the work, and Mr.
Jackson reduced that price to 5s. 6d. per yard. This
question of price was referred to witness to settle, but
when he came to look into the extra brickwork on the arches
the question arose as to where that extra work was. The
defendants' contention was that under the contract they
were only called upon to put in dry hard packing, and that if

they had to put in brickwork packing it would be an extra.

Mr. Jackson's contention, on the other hand, was that, as the
defendants had to put in dry packing, they could only recover
a portion of the price of brickwork packing, and ultimately
that figure was fixed at 5s. 6d. a yard. After the interview
at which this question was decided Mr. Jackson made out
his final measurement account on July 2Gih. That was sub-
mitted to the committee, and on tiie 9th August witness
wrote to the defendants, asking them to settle some small
matters of paving, in order that the account might be closed.

At that date, lie admitted, he was prepared to close the
account on that, basis. On August 12th Mr. Perkins wrote
asking th.at the highway department should do the necessary
jiaving and deduct the cost from the account. At that time
lie had not the slighest suspicion that the work was not being
properly done. In August he found that the work on
Contract 24 had been scamped. He gave an order to

examine the work shortly after the interview with Mr.
Perkins and Mr. Jackson, because Mr. Perkins could not
point out where the extra work was. He, however, decided
to allow him for the work, but he also decided to open the
sewers to find out where the work was. He did not open it

to find bad work, as they had no idea at the time that they
would find bad work.

In re-examination by Mr. Sutton, Mr. Meade said he was
quite clear that at the interview with Mr. Perkins he (the
witness) suggested cutting down to the sewer, with a view of

finding where the extra work had been put in, and offered to

allow interest on the money during the delay. Mr. Perkins
then said that his men were not in Manchester, and that he
would not agree to the proposal. He also said, just as he
was leaving the room, that he would leave the whole matter
of the extra work to witness.

George Dean, examined by Mr. Sutton, said he was a
bricklayer, and was formerly in the employment of Perkins,
Graham & Co. He did work in the sewer in Quay-street at

the dip end of No. 1 shaft, near Deansgate. Altogether he
worked at 16 ft. or 17 ft. of sewer. Heywood was his

labourer at that portion of the sewer. Witness also worked on
a section of the sewer in Liverpool-road, in shafts 2, 3, 4 and
6. In the end near Deansgate he did some arching, and in

other portions he did the complete work himself. Mr. Per-
kins employed him, and paid him 12s. for each 15 ft. The
sewer was all driven in rockwork. He was told that the
brickwork he had to put in was 9-in. work, but ho found that
at No. 2 shaft only 4i-in. work was being put in. He reported
this to Mr. Perkins and Mr. Tomlinson, who came down and
saw the work, and Mr. Bowers also came down on the fol-

lowing Monday and saw it. Mr. Perkins told him to go on
with the work in the same way, and that they had permission
to do it as best they could. When Bowers came down and saw
the work he also told witness to go on with the work and get it

done as quickly as possible. Witness did similar 4i-in. work
in other parts of the sewer. Mr. Preston and Mr. Tomlin-
son saw the work, and Mr. Bowers came down and measured
it regularly every week. In some places there were two
rings of brickwork, bnt there was a lot of the work done
with a single ring. When Mr. Perkins and Mr. Tomlinson
came down they could not see how the work was being
done unless they pulled out the face of tho arch. They
Would see the solid face of the arch, because it was made
that way for the inspectors to see, so that they would
think it mt>s all solid. He did not say anything to Mr.
Perkins about tho work. When the rock was tight, and they
could not put in the two rings, Mr. Perkins said he might
go on and put in what he could, but when there was room to

put in the two rings Mr. Perkins did not tell him to do the
work in that way. The reason why they did do it in that way
was because they were paid so much a length for it, and they
w.anted to do it as quickly as they could. Witness considered

they were not properly looked after. They did not sec the
inspectors more thm twice or three times a week. He said

in the statement 1)6 made that the work he did was done en-

tirely by Mr. Perkins' directions, but that did not refer to all

the work. Mr. Perkins allowed him to put in the 4^-in.

work, and he (Mr. Perkins) said that if he used as much
material as was I'equired for 9-in. work he would ruin him.
He was told to get up early in the morning and use some bad
blue bricks. Those bricks had been condemned. The falls-

man at the top of the shaft gave him a signal when the in-

spector was coming, so that in a short time ho could run up
a course of red brick round tho blue for the inspector to see.

Mr. Perkins did not tell him to do the work as he was doing
it, in 4^-in.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bradbury, the witness said he wag
now^working for Mr. Biron, a contractor under the corpora-

tion. He was doing brickwork in tunnel and open cutting.

James Baldwin, bricklayer, said he was employed by the
defendants in the sewers in Liverpool-road and Quay-street

for three or four months. He was first eng.aged at New
Quay-street, and the work he did there was all right—9-in.

brickwork, as it ought to have been done. Then he went to

work, by tho instructions of Mr. Perkins, at a manhole to

join the running work up to the face of tho manhole. He
found in one place that II ft. of sewer had a second ring of

blue bricks instead of one ring of red bricks, and the second
ring was put in without any cement at all. There was
nothing to prevent anyone coming down tho shaft and seeing

how the work was being done.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bradbury, the witness said that

that was a place where the rock was close up, and there was
scarcely room to get the bricks in. Mr. Tomlinson was angry
at the blue bricks being used in that way, because they were
more expensive than the red bricks.

Acetylene Cas Apparatus.—The Times reports that the
council of the Imperial Institute have authorised the holding
of an exhibition of acetylene gas apparatus in the grounds of

the institute at an early date, and, in order to ensure that no
apparatus should be .admitted to the exhibition unless it was
shown to fulfil the requisite conditions of safety, the council
of the Society of Arts have appointed a committee to decide
upon those conditions, and to lay down rules for the admission
of apparatus. The following gentlemen have been appointed
to act on this committee : Major-General Sir Owen Tudor
Burne (chairman of tho council). Sir Frederick Bramwell,
Prof. James Dewar, Mr. Harry Jones, m.inkt.c.e.. Prof. Vivian
B. Lewes, Prof. Boverton Redwood, Prof. W. C. Roberts-
Austen, Prof. J. M. Thomson and Sir Henry Trueman Wood
(secretary). Full particulars will shortly be issued as to the
regulation and rules laid down.
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Points of Professional Practice.

CORRESPONDENGE.

Sewer Cleansing Appliances.— " East Coast" writes:

We are at present using a very simple apparatus for remov-

ini; sand and road detritus from the sewers liere. Fully half

a mile of 15-in. or IS-in. pipes have been found to be nearly

halt full of silt. We had a rod made of .V-in. iron, about 2 ft.

loufT, with screwed oyelet at each end, to which a rope is

attached. A disc of stout leather, the diameter of the pipe, is

put on to each end of the rod, with a plate of J -in. iron put

alongside the leather, but made an inch or two smaller than

diameter of pipe. The screwed eyelet is then put on and
the rope attached, and this is then hauled through by a

horse. By making; the metal plate smaller than the diameter

it allows the leather to give way to the pressure if it is very

great, and prevents any risk of damage to the pipes. Care

must be taken to attach a rope to the tail-end of the scraper

also, so that it may be pulled back in case of its getting fixed.

A roller is wedged to top and bottom of manhole, to allow the

rope to run smoothly. I find this a very expeditious and
satisfactory way of removing the silt when it is too deep to

remove by tlushing.

Ventilation of Sewers (Reeves Process).—Mr. .lolm A.

Angell, surveyor to the Beckenham Urban District Council,,

writes; With reference to the abstract of my report on the

ventilation of the Beckenham sowers and to Mr. Wm. Brown's
letter in your last issue, demurring to the statement contained

therein as to the expense and difficulty of chemically treating

sewage in sewers and deodorising sewer air, my report had
regard only to the special features of the Beckenham sewer-

age system, and to the best moans, from a sanitary and eco-

nomical point of view, of dealing with the particular diffi-

culties in connection therewith. Criticism of any particular

method or process, therefore, was intended to be specific only
(t'iz., in relation to the Beckenham sewers merely) and not

to be of a general or sweeping character. Whilst, of course,

of opinion that no one system or process is capable of universal

application with entire succe^, I am, nevertheless, aware
that the Reeves process has been in successful operation for

some time past in several districts ; further, that it is one of

the most efficacious systems of its kind and deserving of

every consideration by those whose province it is to deal with
offensive emanations from sewers.

Polarite Filters at Nuneaton.—Mr. Frank Candy writes :

I notice on page 309 of The Surveyor of March 25th, in

the article entitled " Oswestry Eeport," a description of the
Nuneaton Sewage Works and the following paragraph with
reference to the use of polarite at these works :

" The polarite

lilters, wliich were originally laid down on approved lines,

were not satisfactory and had to be removed." As this may
mislead some of your readers i shall bo glad if you will

kindly allow me space to quote an extract from a paper read
by Mr. J. S. Pickering, surveyor to the Nuneaton District

Council, on 10th August, 1891. Mr. Pickering stated :
" Re-

ferring now to tho polarite filters. During the prolonged
period of drought during last summer, when there was
scarcely any water in the brook, the whole of the sewage
was passed successfully through the filters, with a result that

the complaints previously made as to the pollution of the
stream ceased for the simple reason that there was nothing
to complain of. But an unlooked-for difficulty appeared.
The introduction of the filters unmistakably proved the fact

that the clarification of the sewage did not remove the smaller
fatty matters which it contained. These are present in ex-

tremely fine particles, which can by close inspection be seen
floating about in a glass full of tank effluent taken almost at

any time. This fatty matter in time partially blocks tho
filters, and, as the area is somewhat limited, a quantity of the
tank effluent is discharged into a brook without filtration

with a result that the river again becomes polluted. If the
area of the filters had been double their present area I do
not think we should have experienced this difficulty, as more
time could have been given for the rest they require to effect

revivification. In deciding upon the area of filters the ex-
ceptional sewage to be dealt with was insufficiently realised.

But this is a matter which could scai'cely have been arrived
at except by practical experience. .•Vssuming the sewage is

four or live times stronger than ordinary sewage, the usual
area of filtering medium should at least ba considered in tho
same proportion. I am satislird that the polarite filters

effect a very considerable chemical change in tho tank
efiiaeut, and, having ascertained their practical utility from
the marked improvement in tlie river during the drought of

last summer, it now only remains to find some method of

intercepting the f .atty matters which have given rise to the
temporary difficulty." The foregoing will, 1 think, show
your readers the good work ett'ected by the pol.arite. The
insufficient filteriug area, and the then incomplete method
of dealing with the sewage, led to the polarite being used
in a different manner from that in which it was originally
employed, but the polarite which at tho present day is work-
ing so satisfactorily at Nuneaton is the same that was laid
down about seven years ago. The importance of constantly
supplying atmospheric air to filter-beds was not then so
generally adopted as it is bow, although we were tho first to

advocate the necessity of frei|Uont aeration, and thereby

brought the method of successful filtration of sewage into

general practice. The latest installation of polarite filters,

with our patent upward-flow circular tanks and clarifiers,

will be publicly opened at Mangotsfield, near Bristol, this

week, and the results obtained can be known on application

to the engineer, Jlr. Le Maitre, of Bank Chambers, Staplehill,

Bristol.

Ventilation of Sewers.—" Meliden " writes : I have read

witk interest the correspondence and reports of discussions

on the above subject, and yet from what I can gather it

seems that the ventilation of sewers is far from being satis-

factorily solved. It appears to me that neither the open
grating system, the column system, nor both combined, are

giving good results. The Holman's patent sewer-gas ex-

hausters, to my mind, are very well for inducing a current

of air, but tho great drawback to that system is the expense
and tho shortness of the columns. I think, myself, these

columns would answer much better if they were made longer,

say, 35 ft., and so carry the burnt gas high enough above.

But the remarks I chiefly wish to make on this subject are to

point out that, to my mind, the ventilation of sewers is a thing

that can be done with certaint}', effectually, and in such a
manner that no more bad smells would be experienced.

I believe that Mr. Angell in his report has laid down very
plainly the following factors for determining efficient ventila-

tion : 1, Quantity of air required ; 2, thoroughness of circula-

tion ; 3, position and proportionate area of inlets. Now, I

think if we could obtain these we could say we were on tho
right track to get rid of bad smells. The question then is.

How is this going to bo done ^ Mr. Angell says by natural
agencies rather than by mechanical means. He points out
that it should chiefly be done by the wind. Now, this is

where I don't quite agree with Mr. Angell's views. It has
been found from experience that surface ventilators and
ventilating columns are entirely governed by the action of

the wind, and that sometimes they act as inlets as well as
outlets, just as the wind pressure affects them. If we could
always depend on their acting as either inlets or outlets wo
might succeed in remedying the evil, but they are entirely

under the influence of the wind, and that is a thing we havo
no control over. Now, what we require is to have these ven-
tilators under the influence of an agent over which we have
some control, and that agent is mechanical power If

wo employ any agency to perform what we require we must
have it under control. So 1 firmly believe the difficult problem
of ventilating sewers can bo solved by mechanical means.
The question is, Which is the best means? I should Uke to

indicate what, in my candid opinion, is the best. I believe

the best direction in which to liave the current of air is with
the flow of tha sewage, and that the best placo for the outlet

is the outfall works. Take, for example, a house drain in

which the air inlet is at the lower end of the drain near tho
interceptor. When a 2-galloii flush is discharged dcwii the
drain it will bo found that the mica flap closes, and conse-
quently the air must meet and to a certain extent impede the
flow ; whereas if it wore at the top end of the drain, when a
discharge islet down the drain, the mica flap would open and
allow a current of fresh air to enter the drain. The current
would follow the flush and would also drive out any foul air

that was iu the drain up the ventilating pipe, if it was
fixed at the lower end of the drain. The same thing applies

to a sewer, especially when a system of automatic flushing

is carried out. I have also found that the worst smells are
not always at the highest points, but at the lowest points
or as you get nearer the outf.all works, and I take it that the
sewer gas is carried along with the flow of the sewage. I am
also of opinion that, as tko flow of sewage carries the sewer
air with it, it would be the best direction in which to have
the curreut for ventilation purposes. Now, if sewage will run
from one end of the sewer to the outfall, why cannot air do
the same thing ? And if we could get a current of air from
one end of the sewer to the other, what more is there re-

quired ? My idea is that a fan or a Blackman air-propeller

should be placed at tho end of the sewer at the outfall works,
which would extract the air, and seal down all tho manhole and
lamp-hole gratings in the streets, with the exception of the
dead ends. If these were left open at the street level the air

could enter the sewer and travel to the outfall works, which
would be all that is required. Another reason why it should be
extracted at tho outfall works is that theso places are generally
isolated and would not cause any more smells than that from
the sewage itself. Again, there is generalh' some kind of
power available at the outfall, and no extra labour or expense
would be necessary. The cost would be very slight as com-
pared with other methods, and 1 think everything is in favour
of the outfall works as the best points at which to ventilate

sewers. Another method is by means of a current of air

produced by heat. Wo know that some coal mines are
ventil.ated on this principle, and destructors are being built

to dispose of house refuse, the heat therefrom to be utilised

to raise steam to produce electricity. Then why not use the
air from the sewers for combustion instead of outside air ? I

do not see why this should not be done where the destructors
are at tho outfall works.
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.-IV.

By WILLIAM H. MAXWELL, Assistant Engineer and Surveyor, Leyton Ui-ban District Council.

SELECTION OF LINE AND LEVELS OF A NEW EOAD
Cconlinucdj.

1-i. Tlie Woi-Jcing Sections are made from exact levels taken

along the line finally settled upon and staked out. These

sections should contain similar information to those men-
tioned under heading No. 7, but with greater precision, and

be plotted to a larger scale. In adjusting the line of the

formation level of the proposed works there should be an
endeavour to equalise the earthwork— i.e., to arrange that the

earth from thecuttings shall equal, or oiih slightly exceed,'^ the

quantity required for the embankments, and thus avoiding

the expense of either obtaining more earth from " side cut-

tings," or of disposing of any surplus by forming it into

"spoil hanlis."

1.5. Setting-out the Breadths of Land required for the works

on the land plans and also on the ground is the next opera-

tion. On the ground the half-hreadths of the work, and the

total half-breadths, as calculated, are laid off at right angles

to the centre line, and the ends marked with stakes, and
sometimes lines are also nicked out between the stakes show-

ing the boundaries. A temporary post and rail fence of

larch or oak is then erected, before tlie earthworks is com-
menced, enclosing all the ground required for the work,

usually including a narrow strip of land beyond the outer

edge of the earthwork. The execution of the works is

now proceeded with.

THE BEARING OP GEOLOGY UPON ENGINEERING
WORKS.

In any large undertakings, such as the construction of

roads, railways, canals, reservoirs, drainage, water supply,

&c., which may involve deep and extensive " fii^iH;;*," the

engineer is brought into close practical contact with the

subject of Geologg—a science which treats of the structure

and constitution of the earth's crust, and of its history as

regards rocks, mountains, minerals, rivers, valleys and other

prominent physical features of its surface ; so that to him
some knowledno of this important subject must be of the

greatest service, affording, as it does, a considerable amount
of valuable information as to the nature and relative position

of the various strata of the earth through or over which his

works may have to cut or pass.

Examples of almost all known geological formations are to

be found in Great Britain, and, so far as is known, it fur-

nishes a histoiy more complete than that of any other tract

of similar extent. A good general knowledge of the location

of the various formations and the " outcrop " of any particular

stratum may be readily obtained from a study of a coloured

geological map with sections of the country, and displaying the

superficial exposures of the various strata, such, for example,

as that issued by the Geological Survey.

The general geological structure of Great Britain may be
learnt from a careful examination of the map, and it will

be observed that the Mksozoic and Caixozoic rocks occupy
the middle, eastern and south-eastern portions of England ;

while the older, or P.^l.eozoic, rocks occupy Cornwall and
Devon, Wales, North of England and Scotland. The Ter-
tiary rocks, it will be seen, lie principally in two districts,

called the London basin and the Hampshire basin respectively.

AVhen the Tertiary clays and sands of the London basin are

penetrateil by borings or wells the clialk is reached, and beyond
the limits of the Tertiary strata the members of the Cre-
TACKOUs strata come to the surface in succession.

Tracing the cretaceous formations towards the west, we at

length find the Oolite coming up from under them; the
members of the Oolite haWng, like the Cretaceous strata, a
general " dip " to the east. Passing across the " outcrop" of

the Oolitic series as they come to the surface one after

another, we come to the Lias ; the Oolite, in many places
along the boundary, forming an " pscarpme7if " which over-

looks the Lias, plainly showing that at one time the Oolite

extended farther to the west than it does now. The chalk,

however, extended even farther than the Oolite ; and an
isolated patch will be seen on the map, which rests directly

on the Trias and Palneozoic rocks in Devonshire. Still

farther to the west, we reach the Trias, ctnning up from
under the Lias. Proceeding farther, we come upon the
Pal.bozoic rocks, which cover at least two-thirds of the
whole island. Being more disturbed than the newer rocks,

the Palaeozoic strata have not the same uniformity of dip as
the former ; but still, the general dip is to the east, and we
find the lowest members, for the most part, in the extreme
west and north— the oldest known rocks, the Laurentian,
occurring in the Hebrides and north-western extremity of
Scotland.

"The Pahpozoic strata are usually highly indurated, often
metamorphosed, and associated to a great extent with
igneous rocks, and having suffered much by denudation on

• Newly-formed embankments always experience a settlement, more
or less, and will, therefore, require to be made up to a proper level, re-
quiring more earth.

account of their great age, confer upon a great portion of the

island a rugged and mountainous character."*

The order of succession of the different strata composing the

crnst of the earth, and the principal sub-divisions of geo-

logical time, are set out in the following :—

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AS TO ROUTE OP LINE
OF ROADWAY. INCLINATION, &c.

The primary object for the construction of a line of road-

way through a new district is usjually for the connection of

two or more distant towns with each other, or, probably, with
the sea coast or a port. In the design of snch a line of com.
munication a first consideration would be to make the road
aa ehsrt as possible between the various points to be con-

nected ; the endeavour obviously being, therefore, as far aa

possible, to preserve a perfectly straight line from point to

point. Straightness, however, has often to be sacrificed in

order to secure good gradients and to keep down the cost of

construction which would otherwise be greatly enhanced by
passing through deep cuttings or by building heavy embank-
ments. Although the length of the circuitous route may ex-

ceed that of the direct line, yet if the inclinations of the

former are less than those of the latter, with the same
expenditure of horse-power, the loss through increase of

distance may be exceeded by the gain in speed due to

the flatter gradients. Suppose, for example, one road has
an inclination of 1 in 20, and another inclines at the rate of

1 in 40, then the same power will propel (at the same rate)

a load through 20 ft. of the one and through 40 ft. of the

other. The advisability of so winding the route of a road as

to avoid crossing elevations in the direct line, and thus, pro-

bably, save many feet of perpendicular height, will therefore

depend upon the length by which the road will be increased

by so doing.

In laying down a new line across undulating country the

relative advantages and disadvantages of the various curves
andinclinationsmust bo considered, with a view to ascertaining

what rate of inclination may be adopted for a given decrease
in length. This will depend upon the amount of resistance

offered to traction upon the road.

The cosf of any undertaking will necessarily depend largely

upon the uniformity or otherwise of the surface of the country
traversed, upon the number of rivers and watercourses or

lines of communication to be crossed by means of bridges or

tunnels, upon the nature of the strata, and also upon the

amount of deviation en route necessary either to avoid tunnel-

ling or cuttings of a deep and expensive nature, or to serve

neighbouring towns or villages.

In carrying a line of road across a deep valley, it should
generally cross as high up the valley as practicable, where the
descent and ascent will be less. A narrow part of the valley

should also be chosen, and an endeavour should be made to

find firm ground for the foundation of the embankment or

viaduct, and the crossing should be as nearly at right angles

to the direction of the valley as possible. This latter principle

applies to bridges over rivers, or over or under other lines of

communication. According to Prof. Rankine, " the cost of a
skew bridge increases nearly as the square of the secant of

the obliquity."

If the sides of a valley are considerably contracted at some
point lower down the stream, or if there should be at such a
point isolated hills standing in the valley, it may then require

leas embankment to bring the road to the necessary height,

and thus be advantageous for the line of road to cross here.

Accurate cross sections would therefore require to be taken
through the valley at various likely points, in order to satis-

factorily ascertain the most economical position to cross.

In passing deep valleys or ravines in mountainous countries

high arches of masonry may be found necessary. Snch were
adopted by Jlr. Telford in some parts of Scotland—one of the
most important erected by him being the bridge over the
Mouse Water at Cartland Craigs, on the Lanark road. This
viaduct consists of three arches, each of 50 ft. span, the soffites

of which are 120 ft. above the surface of the water below.
In crossing a "ridge" adv.antagc may generally be taken of

the lowest " piss " for so doing if conveniently accessible.

The crossing should be made as nearly at right angles as

possible. " When a line of communication runs along oi\e

side of a valley, the obstacles which it has to cross are (chiefly

the small branch valleys that run into the main %'alley, and
the promontories or ends of branch ridge lines that jut out
into the main valley between the branch valleys. In this

case the greatest economy of works is attained hy faking a
serpentine course, concave towards the main valley in cross-

ing the branch valleys and convex towards the main valley in

going round the promontories, except where narrow necks in

the promontories and narrow gorges in the branch valleys

enable a more direct course to be taken with a moderate
amount of work."t ^

• " Geoloey," by W. S. Davis.

t Prof. Rantine'e " Civil Engineering."
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QEOLOQICAL TABLE.

Periods t

Cycles.
Siib.divisions.

,
, , , -, f ConsistiDK of deposits of vegetable soil, peat, i-iver gravels, deltas

fRkcent (the present epoch)
-^ ^^^.^i^^^.^ d°positg_ l„d coral reefs.

IHHts Post-Pliocene or Plkisto-

wO'-' ^ CENK

fNEWER Pliocene

Older Pliocene

"] Time of th(! deposit of the "glacial drift," consisting

I

of loose sand, earth, clay and stones transported by
[glaciers during the "glacial epoch," and chiefly met

I
with in Scotland, Cumberland and Wales, but not in

, Noririch Crag J the southern part of England.

( Red Crag.

i. Coralline Crag.

( Upper.
.

-; r Represented in England only by the Hampstead beds (near

(. Lower ^ Yarmouth) and the beds of clay and lignite at Bovey Tracey,

(. in Devonshire.

l-H ^
O td

^ Hampstead Beds
., 3 Bembridge Beds
upper i Osborne Beds

(. Headon Beds

Middle j Bagshot, Brackleaham and Barton Beds

C London Clay
Lower -] Woolwich and Reading Beds (Plastic Clay)

(. Thanet Sands

r White Chalk, with flints.

.05

bo

\- I

«5 2

s ~

White Chalk, without flints.

fCRETACEOUS

Q ^

Tchalk ]

I

( Chalk marl.
' Upper Greensand.

. "I Gault.

Lower Greensand '^

I

-iir ij f Weald Clay f Neocomian.
L^^^'*''^«° I Hastings Sands 5

( Upper
rPurbeck Beds -l

Middle
1

Middle •

Lower

Lias

Trias ..

^Permian

O 2
" O fCARBONIFEBOnS

f^„ I
(.Lower

tjpper
-^ poj.tiand Oolite

I

I Kimraoridge Clay
( Coral Rag
( Oxford Clay

I

Cornbrash

I
Forest Marble
Bath or Great Oolite

Stonesfield Slate

1
Fuller's fjarth

I Inferior Oolite

f Upper Lias, Clay and Sand

I

Marlstone

I Lower Ijias, Clay and Limestone J

f
Rhajtic or Peuarth Beds

1

{ Keuper (New Red Marl)
|

( Bunter (Now Red Siindstone)
[

( Magnesian Limestone
j

\ Kothlicgende J

fCoal Measures.

I
Millstone Grit.

•j Upper Limestone Shale.

I

Carboniferous Limestone.

l^Lower Limestone Shale.

Poikilitic (variegated).

Devonian and Old Red Sand-
| ji;!,)]

'

ST'""'^ 1 Lower.'

1^ < A Silurian"

fLndlow Gronp.
'^ Upper { Wenlock Group.

i
i Upper Llandovery Beds.

I
fLower Landovery Beds.

I I

Bala and Caradoc Beds.

I^Lower { Llaudeilo Beds.

I

Tremadoc Slates.

(_Lingula Flags.

f A series of sandstones and slates (older than the Silurian) occurring

... «j at the sm-face in North Wales.

l^ " Cambria " = ancient name of Wales.

( A series of highly contorted gneissic rocks, beiof

~( sedimentary rocks in the world.

the oldest known
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Parliamentary Memoranda.
On Thursday, in the House of Loi'ds, the Public Buildings

(Expenses) Bill was put through the whole of its stages and

In the House of Commons the IMid-Kent Water Bill was
ordered to be read a second time. The Northam Urban Dis-

trict Water'Bill and the North Warwickshire Water Bill were
read a third time and passed, while the followinf^ were read

a first time and referred to the examiners of petitions for

private Bills : Sheringham Gas and Water Bill, Swansea Gas
Bill and the Waterford City Gas Bill.

Requisitions to withdraw petitions have been deposited in

respect of the Matlock Urban District Council Bill and the

Wey Valley Water BiU. The conservators of the river Thames
were the petitioners in the latter case.

In the House of Lords on Friday the Morley Corpora-

tion (Gas) Bill, the St. Matthew, Bethnal Green, Bill, the

Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (New Works) Bill, the

Yeovil Corporation Bill, the Stirling Gas Bill, the Folkestone

Gas Bill and the Lancashire County Council Bill were read

a third time and passed.

In the House of Commons it was ordered that the Drog-

heda Gas Bill should be read a second time. The Edinburgh

and Leith Corporation Gas Bill and the Tyne Improvement
Bill were read a first time and referred to the examiners of

petitions for private Bills ; while the Thanet Gas Bill, aa

amended, was considered and ordered to be read a third time.

The London Building Act (189i) Amendment Bill was read

a second time and committed.

A requisition to withdraw a petition has been deposited by
the London Hydraulic Power Company in respect of the

London County Council (General Powers) Bill.

The following resolution was proposed, but, after along de-

bate, negatived without a division :
" That the continued

refusal of the Post Office to grant licenses and to allow

municipal corporations and other responsible bodies to com-
pete with the National Telephone Company is contrary to

the Treasury Minute of May 23, 1892 ; is inconsistent with

the letter and spirit of the agreement entered into with the

telephone companies when the Post Office tookoVer the trunk

lines ; and is calculated to prevent the establishment of a

cheap, adequate, and efficient telephone service in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and to increase the

difficulties and costliness of any arrangement for the assump-
tion by the State of the whole telephone systems, should that

step ultimately be considered desirable.'' In the course of

the debate, Mr. Hanbnry, Parliamentary Secretary to the

Treasury (Preston), said that one question which the Select

Committee which the Government proposed to appoint would
have to decide would be whether the telephone service

was a matter of such general benefit to the community
as to justify the local authority in using public funds

for the purpose of starting telephone work within that

area. Then there was the further question whether

in the ease of large municipalities it was desirable to

include certain suburbs and outlying districts within the

limits of the exchange. Therefore, what the Government
proposed was to appoint a Select Committee of this House to

investigate these two points.

On Monday, in the House of Commons, the following Bills

were ordered to be read a second time : Great Orme Tram-
way and Tramroad Bill, Edinburgh and District Water Bill,

Swansea Gas Bill and Waterford City Gas Bill. The Hartle-

pool Gas and Water Bill, the Tottenham and Edmonton Gas
Bill, and the Southend-on-Sea Gas Bill, as amended, were
considered and ordered to be read a third time. The Aber-

deen Corporation (Tramways) Bill, the Aberystwyth Gas Bill,

the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (Various Powers) Bill,

the Norton and Halton Roads Bill and the Windsor Dock
(Cardiff) Bill were read a second time and committed.

Petitions have been deposited by the Groat North of Scot-

land Railway Company, the Caledonian Railway Company
and other petitioners against the Aberdeen Corijoration Tram-
ways Bill. A requisition to withdraw a petition has also been
deposited in respect of the Plymoutii Corporation Bill.

In the House of Lords on Tuesday the Liskeard Corpora-

tion (Water) Bill was read a third time. On the motion of

the Duke of Devonshire it was agreed to adjourn until the

21st of April.

In the House of Commons it was ordei'ed that the Folke-

stone Gas Bill, the Morley Corporation (Gas) Bill, the

St. Matthew, Bethnal Green, Bill, the Yeovil Corporation

Bill, the Edinburgh and Leith Corporations Gas Bill, the Tyne
Improvement BiU and the Local Government Provisional

Orders (No. 2) Bill should bo read a second time. The
Thanet Gas Bill was lead a third time and passed, the London
United Tramways Bill was read a first time and referred to

the examiners of petitions for private Bills; and the Local

Government (Ireland) Provisional Order (No. 1) BiU was
read a second time and committed. Petitions were received

in respect of the Local Authorities Ofiicers' Superannuation

Bill, the Local Government (Scotland) Act (1804) Amend-
ment Bill and the Private Bill Precedure (Scotland) Bill. A
petition relating to rural district councils was also received

from Chorley. The Liskeard Corporation (Water) Bill waa

read a first time and referred to the examiners of petitions

for private Bills.

The House will re-asscmble after the Easter holidays.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEIO.
Metropolitan Raihvnij BiU and Local Autharitiex.-—When

the House of Commons Committee, presided over by Mr,
Samuel Hoare, passed the preamble of the Metropolitan
Railway Bill and adjusted its clauses on Friday last, the
Private Bill legislation for the first of the three periods into

which the session is divided came to an end. The Bill went
through with very little in the way of emendation. The
adoption of electric traction on the inner circle was sanc-

tioned, but a clause was inserted giving the Great Western
Company, if not all the protection they aekod for, a sub-

stantial guarantee that their rights under their old enact-

ments and agreements would be duly respected, and allowing
them the benefit of arbitration as regards any alterations

that might be demanded in their engines and rolling stock in

order to adapt them to the new conditions under which the
line would be worked. The opposing vestries of the London
County Council were not so successful in the matter of their

rec^uirements as regards the construction of "blow-holes" in

Enston-road and elsewhere ; but they secured a clause

limiting the operation of " blow-holes " to three years, and
giving jjower to the Board of Trade to step in at the expiry

of that period and sanction their continuation for the fur-

ther period of two years if they were satisfied that the com-
pany were seriously undertaking the introduction of elec-

tricity. Should electric traction not be adopted at the end
of five years the company have again to come to Parliament.

The committees will resume work on Thursday, the 21st

inst., when a number of corporation and gas and water bills

will be dealt with.

EXTENSIVE WORKS AT CROYDON.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INQUIRY.
Mr. H. H. Law, an inspector of the Local Government

Board, recently held an inquiry respecting an application of

the Croydon Town Council for sanction to borrow £40,355 for

works of kerbing, channelling, &c.; £1,475 for the further

improvement »f George-street; £7,000 for the Norbury
drainage scheme ; £550 for the construction of an outfall

sewer at South Norwood ; and £500 for the construction of

an additional settling tank on South Norwood sewage farm.
The first items taken were threo, amounting to £8,050, for

drainage purposes. Mr. T. Walker, borough engineer, ex-

plained the plans in detail to the inspector, and stated that

they had a provisional agreement with Messrs. Carter for

land on which to erect the pumping station at Norbury, which
was the lowest portion of the borough. The settling tank
would be circular in form, composed of concrete, and the size

would be about 60 ft. The outfall sewer would be close to

Norwood Junction station, and was intended to replace very
old sewers put in forty or fifty years ago. The proposal was
to lay a new sewer through into Love-lane, instead of coming
down the Harrington-road and meeting at a junction there.

In the item of £1,475 for widening George-street, the town
clerk stated that the widening was being carried out gradually

as premises were pulled down. On the application for per-

mission to borrow £40,355 for kerbing, channelling, &c., the

town clerk observed that the items of £8,000 for kerbing and
£14,.500 for channelling were mainly for .actually now works,

not for replacing defective ones, but for channelling and kerb-

ing where heretofore there had been none at all. Mr. Morgan,
the road surveyor, stated that Val de Travers asphalte was
to be used to replace worn-out tar paving. There was an
item of £3,083 for wood paving and concrete for laying in

front of shops in narrow footways, and £2,000 for new granite

crossings.

Cement Pipes.—Pipes for the carriage of ^vater have
from time to time been made of all kinds of materials, from
the hollowed tree trunks, which are occasionally unearthed
in our cities, to the paper contrivances soaked in pitch, which
have been recommended as efficient in more modern times.

A Frenchman has recently invented a novel form of pipe,

which should be valuable for drainage and other purposes.

A trench is dug in the ground where the pipe is required to

be laid, and is partly filled in with good cement. Upon this

soft substratum is laid a rubber tube covered with canvas and
tightly inflateil with air. The trench is now filled up with
cement, so that the tube is completely covered with 1 in. or

more of the plastic material. As soon as the cement sets

the air is let out of the tube, and it is easily extracted from
the pipe of which it for a time formed the core. The tube
can then be again infiated to serve for a fresh section of the
pipe, which can be aa much as Gin. in diameter if required.

It is said that a cement pipe of this thickness has been
successfully laid by the new method at a cost of about Is. per
yard.
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Municipal Viork in Progress and Projected.

It will be seen that the Islington Vestry have negotiated

considerable loans with the London County Conncil for elec-

tric lighting and for paving works. At Dadloy there is a
considerable scheme on foot iu connection with electric

tramways.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.

loumn COUNTY council.

Po.'i.'-ibly the chief feaiure in connection with Tuesday's
meeting of the council was the discussion which arose when
the Improvements Committeo presented their report recom-
mending the council to inform the City Corporation that none
of the schemes suggested for improvements in Cripplegate

would, if carried out, prove to be of such general advantage
to the through traffic in London as to justify the council in

contributing any part of the cost. Several amendments to

this recommendation were submitted, but eventually it was
carried. After transacting other business, the i^hief items of

which we give below, the council adjourned for the Easter
holidays until Tuesday, the .3rd May.

Loans.—On the recommendatioTi of the Finance Committee,
it was agreed to lend the Islington Vestry £13,tjGO for electric

lighting works and £11,3.50 for paving works, and the Wands-
worth District Board of Works £5,000 for paving works.

,

The Council and Confractorn.—The Fire Brigade Committee
recommended that the work iu connection with the enlarge-

ment and alteration of the Hampstead fire station should be
carried out by the Works Department, at an estimated cost of

£4,900. Tenders were inviced for the work, and several were
sent in, the lowest amounting to £4,8.54, but in this case the
tenderer intimated that he could not accept the council's

paj-ment clause. The architect's revised estimate for the
work was £4,637. The next tender amounted to £4,986.
The recommendation was, after discussion, agreed to.

The Telephone S>ji<fem.—On the presentation of the report
of the Highways Committee, Mr. Beachcroft asked the chair-

man of the committee whether, in view of the expressed
intention of the Government with regard to the appointment
of a select committee to inquire into the question whether
municipalities should be given power to work the telephone
system, the committee was prepared to reconsider the (pies-

tion of the obstacles placed in the way of the telephone
companies in laying their wires underground, and whether
the council might expect a report on the subject directly after

the recess. Mr. Benn, chairman of the committee, in reply,

said that the recent decision of the Government would, of

course, be considered by the Highways Committee. He did
not know that it would affect the decision of the council,

because if the Government decided to gr.int licenses to

munioipalities the conncil would have yet to establish a case
for London, and that would probably involve the inquiry
sought by the council.

The Tramways Purchase.—Mr. Benn, in reply to a question
by Mr. Frank Smith, said that they hoped almost immediately
to have a decision of the House of Lords in favour of the
council with reference to the 2.V miles of the London Tram-
ways Company's undertaking, which had become purchasable
by the council some two years ago. The council were plead-
ing in the High Court at the present time in order to secure
the prolits on these undertakings which accrued during the
lengthened litigation.

Proposed Improvements at Crippler/ale.—The Improvements
Committee reported the receipt of a communication from the
City authorities asking for a, contribution toward.s the cost of
carrying out certain pro|)05cd street improvements in Cripple-
gate, where so many buildings were recently destroyed by tire.

The plans submitted by the City authorities showed a pro-
posal for the widening to 60 ft. of the thoroughfare through
Jewin-street, commencing at the junction of Foro-street with
Whitocross-street and terminating at Aldersgate-street. The
plan also showed a possible continuation of the street at some
future time from Aldersgato-street to Smith field. This is

known as scheme A, and it.s cost as ostim.ated by the council's
officials is £629,000. An alternative proposal has been laid

before the committee by the council's engineer for the forma-
tion of a new street 60 ft. wide, commencing at London-wall
at the junction with Wood-street and passing westwards
through Hart-street and Edmund-place to Aldersgate-strect.
This is known as scheme B. The committee recommended
" that the City Corporation be informed that, in the opinion
of the council, none of the schemes suggested for improve-
ments in Cripplegate would, if carried out, prove to be of
such general advantage to the through traffic in London as
to justify the council in contributing any p.'irt of the cost."

After some discussion the rccommondation of the committeo
was agreed to.

Proposed Municipal Trninway.—On the motion of Mr.
Crooks the following resolution was agreed to: That it be
referred to the Highways Committee to consider and report
as to the practicability of (lie council laying and itself work-
ing a tramway along the top of the iiortheru outfall sower
embankment from Stratford to Barking; and also what
system of traction would bo the most suitable dnd economical
for such a tramway, and at what intervals the cars should be

run in order to meet the roqniroments of the public travelling

between Stratford, Old Ford, Barking-road, Beckton, Albert
Docks, &c.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Chelsea.— .Mr. .lohn Humphrey, chairman of the Bath

Conimissioners, last week opened the now baths and wash-
houses which have been erected by the commissioners at

Kensal Town at a cost of £27,000. The building contains

tu'O swimming baths—one SO ft. by 30 ft. and the other 60 ft.

by 25 ft.—a large number of private baths aud a laundry,
with offices for the staff. Messrs. Harnor& Pinches were the

architects and Mr. C. Wall the builder.

Clerkenwcll.—A discussion took place last week with re-

spect to electric lighting, and it was eventually resolved to

take the necessary steps to obtain powers.

Hackney.—The committee of the whole vestry met again
last week to further consider the question of their electric

lighting order. After a stormy debate the matter was again
adjourned for three weeks. A motion that the vestry do not
part with the order to a private company received the support
of twenty-four members on a division, and was opposed
exactly by the same number. We understand, however, that
there is a growing feeling in favour of the vestry carrying
out the order thi^mselves.

Hammei-sniitll.—The tender of Mr. T. W. Thomas, of

Hammersmith, amounting to £3,504, has been accepted for

work in connection with the extension of the electric lighting

station.—A special meeting of the vestry is to be held on
Wednesda}' to further consider the advisability of adopting
the Baths aud Wash-Houscs Acts.

Hampstead.—After careful consideration of the matter,
the vestry, at their meeting on Thursday, decided that the
only feasible way of overcoming the present congestion of
traffic in Fleet-road was to have separate up and down lines,

and the recommendation of a committee suggesting th.at the
London County Council be requested to consider the advisa-
bility of adopting this course was adopted.—It was decided
to shortly make an ai>plication to the Local Government
Board for sanction to the compulsory purchase of land for
cemetery purposes.

Lambeth.—Ujion the recommendation of the General Pur-
poses Committee the vestry, at their last meeting, decided to
pave the sidewalk between Water-lane and the entrance to
Brockwell Park with asphalto or concrete, in lieu of tar, at a
cost of £250.

St. Pancras.—Last week, at a meeting of the vestry, the
tender of Mr. B. G. Elliott, to supply 1.56,000 4-in. jarrah
paving blocks at £8 12a. 6d. per 1,000 was accepted.
These Mr. Elliott was prepared to deliver immediately, but
for the remainder of the total wanted (415,000), delivery
guaranteed in August, his price was £9 3s. 6d. On the other
hand, Messrs. Palfrcyman, Foster &, Co. offered to contract
for the whole quantity at £8 16s. 9d., aud expected delivery
in April. The committee were influenced by the fact that
Jlr. Elliott's supply would enable them to at once undertake
the most pressing work in (iower-street. For the remaining
-115,000 blocks the tender of Messrs. Palfreyman, Foster &
Co., at £8 163. 9d. per 1,000, was accepted.

Strand.—The board of works, at their meeting on Thurs-
day, resolved to adopt the report of their Improvements and
Parliamentary Committee recommending that White Hart-
strciet be widened so as to give a straight line for the present
congested traffic of the Strand 40 ft. wide from Catherine-
street to Clare Market. As the result of negotiations with
the representatives of tho ground landlord, the Duke of Bed-
ford, the committee wore able to arrange that the Strand
Board's contribution towards the £32,000, the estimated cost
of the improvement, should not exceed £3,000, the St. Martin-
in-the-Fields Vestry having agreed to contribute £5,000, and
tho London County Council contributing the remaining three-
fourths of the nett cost of what was described as a most
desirable and long-needed improvement. It was decided that
the work be carried out in co-operation with the county coun-
cil and St. Martin's Vestry, subject to an agreement with the
Duke of Bedford, and providing that the new frontages on
White Hart-street between Drury-lane and Catherine-street,
when widened, shall bo utilised as building fronsages, in

contradistinction to back entrances, and to the reasonable
satisfaction of the surveyor of the Strand District Board of
Works.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Bangor.—A special meeting of the town conncil was held

last week to consider a letter from tho Local Government
Board, refusing to entertain an application of the conncil for
sanction to n, loan of £450 for the purchase of land adjoining
the gasworks until a definite scheme for the utilisation of the
land was submitted. It was resolved to direct the town clerk
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to ask the board to reconsider the matter in view of the

straitened circumstances the conncil were in with regard to

the gasworks, and also to ask for permission to open a sus-

pense account, so as to complete the purchase of the land,

pending the council being in a position to present the definite

scheme asked for.

Basingstoke.— Colonel H. E. Luard, r.k., a Local Govern-

ment Board inspector, held an inquiry on the 29th ult. into

the application of the corporation for sanction to liorrow a

gum of £1,470 for public street improvements. The borough

surveyor, Mr. Geo. Fitton, explained the plans. There was
no opposition.

Bath.—On Thursday a special couference of the Surveying,

Markets and Corporate Property Committees of the town
council was held, under the presidency of the mayor, to con-

sider an important letter read at last Tuesday's meeting of

the town council from Mr. A. K. Holland, proposing to erect

on the old slanghter-house site a hotel of the value of £25,000,

provided the corporation made a new road from Pierrpont-

street to Bridge-street, and demolish certain houses belong-

ing to the city, so as to opeu up the site. The meeting was
favourable to the scheme, and a committee of nine members
were appointed to conduct negotiations with Mr. Holland and
to report to the council.

Birmingham.—Upon the recommendation of a committee
the city council on Tuesday decided to accept the sum of

£1,200 from a private firm in Cherry-street towards the

widening of the latter thoroughfare. The cost of the im-

provement to the city will now be £11,300.

BrighOUSe.—The town council have arranged to take over

the electric lighting plant and business of Mr. A. B. Brook,

who has for some years past been supplj'ing electric energy

in the town. It was mainly with the object of buying him
out that the council obtained an electric lighting provisional

order last year.

BriStOi.—At Thursday's meeting of the Sanitary Committee
a letter was read from Messrs. Wainwright and Co., of London,
with reference to kiosks in the public streets. They stated

that the buildings they proposed were for advertisements,

telephone call-rooms and the sale of newspapers, and on the

top of the structure would be an electric light. They desired

to know whether the local authority would favourably con-

sider the proposition, and, if so, on what terms. The engineer

said they were similar to the ones in the streets of Paris.

Without discussion the committee decided not to entertain

the plan. A plan was presented giving building lines for

widening the roadway from Clarence-road to Moorlields. One
line gave a 50 ft. roadway and the second a IJOft. thorongh-

fare. It was decided to adopt the 60-ft. line.

Canterbury.—The corporation are about to commence the

erection of a city lunatic asylum on the Stone House estate,

Littlebourne-road. Mr. W. J. Jennings, of Canterbury, is the

architect; and buildings, two stories in height, will be built

for 250 patients behind the existing premises, which will be
utilised tor administrative purposes.

Cardiff.—At Friday's meeting of the Waterworks Com-
mittee Mr. Priestley stated that there was a great abundance
of water in all the reservoirs. The tender of Messrs. Gonld
A Wheeler, Bute Docks Foundry, Cardiff, at £175, for the

supply of cast-iron surface covers and stop-tap pipes, was
accepted.

Chester.—The electric lighting works at this town are now
in the hands of the corporation. Since the 17th December,
1896, the date of the first installation in Chester, the concern

has been run by the contractors, Messrs. Thomas Parker,

Limited, Wolverhampton, the agreement being that at the

expiration of a stipulated period the corporation had the

option of taking over the works. That period has expired,

and from the 25th ult. onwards the new light will be supplied

to the consumers by the corporation direct, and not through

a third party. All the staff is taken over, with Mr. F. Thurs-

field as resident engineer, and it is understood that for the

future Prof. Kennedy will not be called in for extensions, &c.

Darwen.—The town council have been recommended to

give notice to the tramways comjiany of their intention to

purchase such portion of the Blackburn and Darwen tram-

ways as is situated within the borough.

Dudiey.—The report of Mr. R. Wilson on the electric tram-

way scheme was considered by the town council at their last

meeting, and, after a brief discnssion, adopted. He estimates

the cost of taking over that part of the Dudley and Stour-

bridge Tramway Company's system that is within the borough,

of converting it to overhead electric traction, and of con-

structins an electric line to Netherton and Cradley, at just

under £50,000 ; and this expenditure would enable the cor-

poration to make a nett profit yearly of about £4,000, after

allowing for interest and sinking fund.

Exeter.—A report has been received from the Electric

Lighting Committee stating that the lamps for street lighting

have been delivered and examined by an electriciau sent from
London, who had satisfied himself that they were incapable of

being adjusted to meet the requirements of the council. A
correspondence has taken place with Messrs. Drake & Gorham,
the manufacturers of the arc lamps to be supplied, wherein

they undertook to make a new set of lamps, properly adjusted,

to meet the requirements of the council's system of electrio

lighting, in lieu of those already delivered, and guaranteed
the delivery within five weeks from March 8tli. The council
have decided to apply to the Local Government Board for per-

mission to borrow £7,000 for additional plant and cables.

Falmouth.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned
a loan of £3,570 for the improvement of certain footpaths in

the town,

Hastings.—The contract for the construction of a new
surface-water drain, manshaft and flushing chamber in

Bohemia-road has been let to Mr. C. Outsell, of Sedles-
combe-road, Silverhill, St. Leonards. The contract price was
£109.

Hereford.—Nine tenders were received for the erection of
the Victoria bridge over the Wye, near Hereford Castle
Green, and the council at a recent meeting decided to ac-

cept that of Messrs. Alexander Findlay & Co., of Glasgow,
at £599, for the execution of the ironwork. The supports
will be of masonry, the exact cost of which is not at present
known, and there is no doubt, eays a local paper, that the city

surveyor (Mr. J. Parker) will be having the foundations pre-

pared directly the water has sufficiently settled down. The
design adopted is graceful and elegant, and that of a bridge
to add another charm to the natural beauty of waterscape,
and it is believed that the committee have decided not to

sacrifice any of the beauty of the structure in order to keep
down the expense, but rather to rely upon tlie appreciation

and generosity of the citizens to meet any slight deficit in

the present subscriptions.

Huli.—The formal transfer of tlie undertaking of the
Kingston-npon-Hull Gas Company to the corporation took
place on Thursday in the offices of the company. The legal

formalities connected with the transfer took over an hour to

complete.

Leeds.—An inspector of the Local Government Board held

an inquiry on Thursday in respect of an application of the
corporation for a provisional order empowering them to pur-

chase the undertaking of the Yorkshire House-to-Honse
Electricity Company, Limited. The company, it was men-
tioned, were constituted in 1890, and their total expenditure

on capital account to the end of December was £161,(XK).

They h,ad laid 21 miles of mains, while notice had been
given of their intention to hiy others extending over some
12.1 miles.

Liverpool.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
lield with reference to an application of the corporation for

power to borrow £2,000 and £6(X) for purposes of recreation

gronnds. The deputy town clerk and Mr. Shelmerdino, the
city surveyor, represented the corporation.

Manchester.—At a recent meeting of the Electricity

Committee of the corporation, held on Thursday, considera-

tion was given to a proposed extension of the city electrio

lighting system to Withington and Moss Side, under agree-
ments with the Withington and Moss Side authorities. The
estimated cost of extending the system to these suburbs and
of completing certain works is £138,000. It was decided to

apply for sanction to borrow £150,000.

Nottingham.—The city council, who recently acquired the
tramways of the town, were to have been asked on Monday
to adopt a rejiort of a special committee which will involve the
expenditure of £425,000. The committee, who have visited

several towns in the country, recommend that the whole
system be reconstructed, that the electric overhead system be
adopted, and that certain extensions be made which will

have the effect of connecting all the outlying districts of the

city with one central junction in the great Slarket place. In
adopting the overhead system the committee point to the

small cost as against the accumulator sj'steni, pointing out
that at Birmingham, where the only tramway worked in this

way in this country is to be seen, the cost per car mile is

18'43d., as against 4|d. to 5^d. for overhead traction and 8d.

per car mile for horse traction as at Nottingham at present.

OSSett.—Local Government Board sanction has been
received to a loan of £1,000 for the purpose of technical

instruction.

Penzance.—The town council last week met in committee
to consider certain proposed improvements in Green and
Market-Jew streets. In regard to the former, which means
an improved road between the Promenade and the railway

station, the corporation have acquired certain properties.

Mr. G. H. Small, the borough surveyor, ])resented alternative

plans, and the one which it is understood found most favour
will mean the widening of tlie thoroughfare to 40 ft., so as to

make a fine road from the Promenade on to the quay.
Instructions were given as to the negotiations for the acquire-

ments of the properties. The two improvements will, if

carried out, cost about £20,000.

Richmond, YorltS.—The town council have decided to

build a farmhouse and buildings on the estate of 201 acres at

Aislebeck, from plans prepared by theii' borough surveyor,

Mr. Wetherill. The estate, which has hitherto been leased,

will be managed as a dairy farm.

Salford.—The town conncil on Wednesday had under con-
sideration a resolution of the Irwell Conservancy Committee
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recommending that application be made to the Local Govern-

ment Board for sanction to borrow £2,000 to cover the cost

of constructing storm-water overflows on the main intercept-

ing sewer at Hongh-lane bridge, Springfield-lane bridge,

Kegent-road bridge, and at the sewage works
;
also a resolu-

tion of the Buildings and Improvement Committee recom-

Jiiending an application to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow the sum of £16,000 to cover the cost of

widening Rsgent-road from the bridge to Ordsall-Iane, and

half the cost of widening Regent-road bridge in accordance

with the estimate prepared by the borough engineer.

Sandwich.—A tender for tlie erection of a new gasholder

was accepted at the last meeting of the town council, and it

was resolved to apply for power to borrow £2,385 for the

purpose of providing the holder and for other purposes. It

was explained by the mayor that the total sum required foi-

the completion of extensions, &c., was £10,695. They already

had power to borrow £8,410, and the further sum to be ap-

plied for would be ample for all purposes.

Stafford.—Messrs. R. Ashworth & Co., Limited, of Little-

borough, Manchester, have obtained the contract for the sap-

ply of stoneware socket pipes and drain and sewer pipes from

Lady Day, 1898, to Lady Day, 1899.

StratfOrd-upon-Auon.— .Vn application having been made
to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £8,300

for purposes of street improvement, £2,600 for purposes of

street improvement, £375 for the provision of a steam road-

roller, and £327 for the purpose of a contribution towards the

cost of widening Maidenhead-road bridge, an inquiry into

the matter was held on Tuesday by Colonel A. J. Hepper and
Mr. S. W. WheatoD on behalf of the board.

Stoke-on-Trent.—The corporation last week inaugurated

at their gasworks a new gasometer, which has been built, at a

cost of £7,000, by JMessrs. W. C. Holmes & Co., of Huddera-
field. The new gasometer will hold 430,000 ft. of gas, and
meets a thirty hours' maximum demand. It is on the tele-

scopic principle, with three lifts, and has a steel tank 25 ft.

deep by 90 ft. in diameter, wliich will contain 1,000,000 gallons

of water.

Torquay.—The new Torquay and South Devon Club, which
has been built by the corporation at a cost of £2,500, was
opened by the mayor on Wednesday last.

Widnes.—An inspector of the Local Government Board
held an inquiry recently relative to an application of the town
council for sanction to borrow £3,850 for works of sewerage.

The town clerk, Mr. Oppenheini, said the money was required

to construct anew sewer in place of the central ontfall sewer,

which was the oldest sewer in tlie borough. Mr. J. Sinclair,

the surveyor, gave evidence as to the need of tlie new sewer,

and produced reports and plans.

Woltferhampton.—The tender of Messrs. Bradney & Lloyd,

Lizard Works, Shifnal, has been accepted for the construction
of a shelter at the East Park.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Barking;'.—At a recent meeting of the council it was re-

ported that the provisional contracts for the erection of the
electric, light station and for the supply and erection of gener-

aung plant had been entered into, and that the remainder of

the contracts would be completed shortly.

Belper.— In his annual report to the council, the medical
officer. Dr. Allen, said : "The opening of a new water supply
and of an isolation hospital for infectious diseases in the near
future, and with a scheme of efficient drainage and sewerago
disposal under consideration, shows that little by little we
are advancing in the van of civilisation. Still there is much
to be done. I should like to see the old, obsolete, low, badly-

ventilated cottages eiiher entirely swept away and new ones
substituted or gutted, and comfortabla modern sanitary
artisans' dwellings made of them. I should also like to see

public baths erected."

Bexllill.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held here
last Wednesday by Colonel A. Smith in respect of an applica-

tion of the conncil to borrow £4,.')00 for the purpose of carry-
ing out a drainage scheme at Litile Common.

Bilston.—On Thur.sday Colonel Coke held a public inquiry
relative to an application of the council to the l.ocal Govern-
ment Board to borrow £7,000 in connection witli the exten-
sion of the waterworks. It was explained that the estim.ate

of the cost of the waterworks was originally £53,7.50, but the
execution of the works was exceeded by over £6,000 and other
work was necessary. It was therefore desired to borrow
another £7,000 to defray tlie cost. These matters having
been explained, and there being no opposition, the inquiry
closed.

Bridlington.—Loc.il Government Board sanction has been
received by the council to the borrowing of £1,000 for the
purposes of sewerage works, and also to the purchase of the
undenakiug of the Bridlington Water Comp-my.—Tlie order
for the construction of a light railway to Flamborough has
been confirmed by the Board of Trade.

ClSSthorpaS.—Con.iideration was last week given to an
offer made by the National Industrial Trust, Limited, in re-
gard to the ere;iion of a sea-defence wall and promenade.

The company, it was stated, would pay about £8,000 out of

the £12,000 for their portion of the improvement. This

would leave £4,000 still to be provided. 'Then the company
would contribute half of this as being opposite their property,

and, divided between the council and other property owners,

there would only be £2,000 to pay. It was moved and agreed :

" That the conncil suegest to the company that they pay one-

half of the whole cost of the road and sea-wall, the council

two-thirds of the remainder, and the property owners the

remaining third, so that if the whole cost was £12,000 the

company would pay £6,000, the council £4,000, and the pro-

perty owners £2,000."—The following was also carried

:

" That the council write to the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests for a lease of the foreshore up to Hnmbertone rails

from the end of the present promenade, and that they ask

the Sidney Sussex College authorities for a lease of the sand-

hills past Cleethorpes, known as the Golf Links."

Benton.—The district council have accepted the tender of

Mr. William Bennison, of Itoniiley, near Stockport, for the

construction of 9-in. pipe sewer at Mount-pleasant.

Edmonton,—A Local Government Board inquiry was held

last Wednesday by Mr. H. H. Law into the applications of the

district council for sanction to borrow £20,000 for private

street improvement, £183 for fire brigade ptirposes, £4,571

for works of sewerage and surface drainage, and £4,837 for

works of public street improvement.

Epsom.—The district council have entered into a contract

for the purchase of a piece of land for a recreation ground.

Farnworth.—Colonel A. C. Smith, inspector to the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry on the 17th ult. into an
application of the council to borrow £22,160 for works of

sewerage and sewage disposal and £9.600 for works of

private street improvement. Mr. D. Crossley, clerk to the

council, gave evidence as to the street improvements to be
carried out, and the council's engineer, Mr. W. .1. Lomax, of

the firm of Lomax & Lemon, of Bolton and Manchester, de-

scribed the proposed works, stating that the Mersey and
Irwell Joint Committee required the council to improve their

effluent. In order to accomplish this it was intended to con-

siderably alter the present precipitation tanks, to construct a
range of six roughing filters with an area of 1,800 square
yards, and a similar range of polarite filters. These will be
intermittently and automatically aerated by Jtessrs. Lomax's
system, which has been succossfullj- applied at Astley Bridge,

Fftilsworth, Denton, Bewness and other towns. The purified

effluent from the filter-tanks would be passed on to land, to

meet the requirements of the Local Government Board, who
when the " International" system is adopted only require

that land shall be provided at the rate of 1 acre for every

2,(X)0 of population. The population to be provided for in the

present case is about 26,000. There was no opposition to the

scheme.

HandSWOrtll.—The forty-odd acres which have been pur-

chased by the council as an addition to the Victoria Park
were formally opened last Wednesday by the Earl of Dart-

mouth.

Harrow.—The district council have decided to make-up
Lyon, Byron, King's Field and Valentine roads in accordance
with plans and estimates prepared by Mr. T. Charles, the en-

gineer and surveyor to the council. It has also been decided
to lay down new sewers in Sudbury-hill and Bonner's Field-

lane, and to extend the private road sewer.

Hornsey.—Last week, on the recommendation of the Works
and General Purposes Committee, the temlers of Mr. Thomas
Adams were accepted for storm-water culvert, &c., in Pem-
broke-row, and surface-w.ater sewers in Tottenham-lane and
High-street, Hornsey — £2,397 and £2,211 respectively.

Having had several letters with regard to the condition of

Cross-lane, the council, on the recommendation of the High-
ways Committee, resolved to inform the writers that they
would contribute £50 towards the putting of that thorough-
fare in repair, provided that the adjoining property owners
would among them contribute £lOO towards snch cost. If

they were not acceded to the committee could not recommend
any expenditure on that head.

Ilfracombe.—The district council are about to apply to

the Lociii Government Board for sanction to a loan of £3,590
for the provision of a new market.

Queensbury.—An inspector of the Local Government
Board has held an inquiry respecting the application of the
district council for piermission to borrow £l,.50o to provide a
water supply scheme for the mountain portion of the scheme.

RadCiiffe.—Mr. E. A. Sandford Fawcett held an inquiry, on
behalf of the Local Government Board, into an aoplication
of the cmncll for sanction to borrow £2,t)00 for works of sur-
face-water drainage. Mr. Uothwell, the snrve3-or to the
council, was present, and he said that the surface water ac
present ran into the sewers, and as they were treating the
sewage they were handicapped by the street sludge. Some-
times as much as 200 tons a week were dealt with at the
sewage works. This was particularly noticeable after heavy
rains. The sewage was treated by means of settling tanks
and filter-beds. Many of the old brick eyes wore defective
from a sanitary point of view, and many of them were crushed
in by the heavy traffic on the streets, and they were in a
dilapidated condition.
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Personal.

Mr. W. H. Preece, c.B., has been nominated president of the

Institution of Civil Eogineers for the forthcoming year.

The Urban liistrict Council of New Mills have decided to

ask Mr. Bancroft to report on the Rowarth water supply.

Edinburgh City Council have decided to increase the s.al.ary

of their resident electrical engiueer from £500 to £000 per
annum.

Si.xty-two apjjlications have been recci\-ed i'or th(> vacant
position of gas manager to tlie Coins Corporation. Six have
been selected for further consideration.

There being over fifty applications for the vacant appoint-
ment of surve}'or to the Tewkesbury Town Council, it has
been decided to make a selection shortly.

The Horsham Rural District Council have complied wiih an
application of their snrve3'or, Mr. W. Dengate, for the ad-
vancement of his salary to £180 per annum.

The Birkenhead Corporation Electrical Committee have
selected Mr. B.ates, of London, for the appointment of borough
electrical engineer. The salary is £300 per annum.

The Garston Urban District Council have selected Mr. F.
H. Medhurst to act as electrical engineer in connection with
the erection of a refuse destructor and electricity station.

Permission has been granted the parish council of St. Mar-
garet by the Dover Town Council to consult Mr. II. E. Stilgoe,

the borough surveyor, in regard to the sea defences of the bay.

Mr. Noah Deeks, janr,, of Erdington, has been .appointed

to the position of surveyor and inspector of nuisances to the
Castle Bromwich Rural District Council, at a salary of £55
per annum.

It has been announced tliat Mr. .1. E. Jenkins, chief assist-

ant engineer and survej'or nnder tlie Coventry City Council,
lias resigned liis position in order to enter npon private practice
in that city.

Mr. Fred. Lee, manager of the Marsden gasworks, has been
appointed to the position of gas engineer to the Hinckley
Urban District Council, at a salary of £210 per annum, with
house, coal and gas.

Mr. Ernest Hawkins, surveyor to the Weobley Rural Dis-
trict Council, lias succumbed to an attack of diphtheria. The
deceased was quite a young man, and had not long been ap-
pointed to the office.

The plans prepared by Mr. R. K. Freeman for the erection
of new public baths adjoining the High-street library have
been approved by the Baths Sub-Committee of the Bolton
Corporation Sanitary Committee.

Mr. J. E. Parker, a.m.i.c.e., contributed a paper at the last

meeting of the Newcastle Association of Students of the
Institution of Civil Engineers. The paper was entitled " Some
Details of Waterworks Construction for Large Schemes."

The fnneral of the late Mr. Francis Audsley, ©f Idle, who
was one of the last survivors in that locality of the boards of
surveyors who were responsible for tlie management of local

affairs prior to tlie formation of local boards, took place on
Tuesday.

The appointment of Mr. E. B. Savage, deputy city engineer
of Norwich, in succession to Mr. Knight, as snpeiintendoui;
of the Birmingham Sewers and Kivers Department, has been
confirmed by the city council. Mr. Savage's salary will com-
mence at £300 per annum.

The Mersey Docks and Harbour Board have decided to in-

crease the salaries of Mr. Vf. Brodie, nead of the drawing and
general offices, from £450 to £500 per annum ; and of Mr.
W. L. Wallace, surveyor and measarer-up of all work done
under contract, from £330 to £350.

Of the ninety-four applicants for the post of borough sur-

veyor to the Corporation of Douglas the following were last

week selected for further consideration : Messrs. A. B. Pres-
cott, deputy i:)orough surveyor, Luton ; H. J. Weaver, deputy
city surveyor of Gloucester; and T. L. Lewis, assistant sur-

veyor, Bristol.

Mr. F. II. Pownall, surveyor to the Middlesex County
Council, has resigned his post, and has been appointed con-
sulting engineer, at a salary of £200 per annnm. His late

otEce, the salary of which commences at £700 per annum, is

now open ; and a deputy and two assistants will also shortly
be appointed, at salaries of £250 per annum.

Mr. J. S. Naylor, manager of the Droylsden station of the
Manchester Corporation gasworks, lias been appointed deputy-
manager of the Bradford-road g.asworks, the largest, of the
Manchester gas stations. Mr. Naylor was formerly assistant
manager and manager respectively at Cleckheaton andSelby.
Four years ago he left Selby to take cliai-ge of the Droylsden
station of the Manchester Corporation gasworks.

The city council of Birmingham, at their meeting on Tues-
day, adopted a resolution of the Public Works Committee

recommending the advancement of the salary of Mr. John
Price, the city surveyor, to £1,000 per .annum. Mention was
made by the committee of the gre.at ?.eal and ability with
which Mr. Price had devoted himself to the arduous duties

of his position, and also respecting the probable increased
work whicli would devolve upon him in the near future.

A meeting, called by the mayor of Eyde, was held recently
to consider the desirability of recognising the conscientious
performance of his duties for forty-three years by Mr. F.

Newman, the late borough engineer .and surveyor. A resolu-

tion, suggesting the presentation of a testimonial, was unani-
mously carried, reference at the same time being made to

Mr. Newman's valuable services and to the interest which he
took in all matters appertaining to the welfare of the town.

Carlisle, says Tho Carlisle Journal, is evidently a good
training ground i'or borough surveyors. It was rather a
feather in the cap of Mr. W. Howard Smith, our late city

surveyor, that he lately came so high as second in the com-
petition for the appointment of borough engineer at Derby.
There were originally eighty candidates for the post, in-

cluding the surveyors of Sunderland, Aberdeen, Middlea-
brongh, Wolverhampton, Eastbourne, Walsall and Grimsby.
Mr. Howard Smith came out on the short list, and when the
final voting came he was only beaten by a Derbyshire man,
with very strong local interest in his favour.

A special meeting of the Peterhead Town Council was held
recently to appoint a successor to Mr. Alexander Geils,

the burgh surveyor, and the following candidates, who had
been selected at a previous meeting, were in attendance

:

Messrs. James A. Budge, Leith ; John Chisholm, Bnckie

;

Richard P. Fleming, Dundee; and W. B. Shand, Aberdeen.
The voting resulted in Mr. Chisholm being elected by a good
majority. Mr. Chisholm, wlio is a comparatively young man,
is a native of Inverness, and comes to Peterhead with
excellent credentials. He served his apprenticeship in tlie

othce of Mr. J. A. M'Kenzie, burgh surveyor, Inverness, and
during the last two years he was there he had the whole
charge and responsibility nnder Mr. M'Kenzie. On the
19th March, 1894, he was appointed burgh surveyor and
sanitary inspector under the Police Commission of Buckie.
Here he had the whole charge of these departments, and on
no occasion since his appointment had any outside assistance

been asked for any burah engineering or architectural works.
The Aberdeen Jonrnal, in alluding to his record, thinks that,

with his acquaintance with the requirements of a fishing

population, it may confidently be expected that he will be no
less successful in his new sphere of duty.

RIPON GAS UNDERTAKJNG.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held with re-

gard to the application of the Ripon Corporation for a pro-

visional order for the supply of gas. The town clerk sketched
the financial history of the gas undertaking. The corporation,

he said, wished to be allowed a further term of ten years in

which to repaj- tho present outstanding debt of £3,120,
allowing the sinking fund on the balance of £14,880 repaid
to drop, and thus relieve the revenue account to the amount
of £640 per annum for sinking fund and interest. The total

amount of the capital proposed to be borrowed under the
provisional order was £10,000, which provided for retorts

altered to the regenerative system, condensers, purifiers

and house, station meter, &c., £2,400; new gasholder and
governors, £4,120; new gas mains, land and contingenees,

£3,480. The manager, Mr. E. E. J. Anderson, said that

dui'ing the past four years the make had increased by 22
per cent. Since 1894 the consumers had increased from 800
to 1,043, and the public lamps from 228 to 268. During last

year 177 consumers had been added and ninety-nine new
cooking stoves iixed. It, was estimated that when all the im-
provements were made there would be an annual saving of

£190 to £270, and much leakage would be saved by the new
mains.

Crystal PaSace School of Eng:ineei-in§r.—On Wednesday,
at the Crystal Palace, Sir Henry C. Mancc, M.INST.C.E., pre-

sented the certificates to the successful students of the Crystal
Palace Company's School of Practical Engineering. There
was a large company present, including the varions officials

and others connected with the school.

Registration of Plumbers.—At a public meeting recently
held at the Town Hall, Durham, the following resolution was
unanimously adopted : That this annual general meeting of
the North of England District Council for the National
Registration of Plumbers is of opinion that an organised and
efficient sj'stem of registration of qualified plumbers is essen-
tial to the protection and preservation of the health of the
community, and records its approval of legislative sanction
being given to the registration movement and its desire that
the members of Parliament in the district will support the
Bill now before the House of Commons,
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

VOLUNTAET PaSS EXAMINATION.

The twenty-fifth voluntary pass examination of candidates

for the offices of municipal engineers and surveyors to dis-

trict councils, carried out by this association, was held at the

Institution of Civil Enijinpers, by the kind permission of that

body, on Friday and Saturday, the 1st and 2nd inst.

There were forty-nine entries for this examination, the

written portion of which was taken on tlie first day. The
whole of the second day was occupied with the viva-voce

portion of the examination. The examiners were : 1, For
Engineering as applied to Municipal Work, Mr. A. M. Fowler,

M.lNST.c.E., past president ; 2, for Building Construction, Mr.

James Lemon, m.inst.c.e., past president, and Mr. Joseph

Lobley, m.inst.c.e., past president ; 3, for Sanitary Science, Mr.

Francis J. C. May, m.inst.c.e., past president ; 4, for Municipal

and Local Government Law, Mr. Charles Jones, m.inst.c.e.,

past president. Mr. A. M. Fowler, of Manchester and West-
minster, was the superintending examiner.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Students' Meeting.

A meeting of the students of the Institution will be held

on Friday, the 22nd inst., when Mr. W. M. Henty, stud. inst.

C.E., will read a paper on the " New Cut Swing Bridge, Swan-
sea." Mr. J. C. Inglis (member of the council) will take the

chair at 8 p.m.
Students' Visit.

A visit by the students of the Institntion will bo paid on
Fridaj', the l.'ith inst., at 2.30 p.m., to the Grand Junction

Waterworks, Hampton. A train will leave Waterloo station

for Hampton at 1.18 p.m.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
ved too late for clastiification cannot
mariet until the Jollou-inj week.

Electrical Engineer.—April 9th.— Corporation of Dews-
bury. £250.—Mr. G. Trevelyan Lee, town clerk.

Water Inspector.—April 11th.—Rugby Urban District

Council.—Mr. T. M. Wratislaw, clerk to the council.

Surveyor and Inspector ok Buildings.—April 11th.

—

Swadlincote Urban District Conncil. £200.—Mr. W. A.

Mnsson, clerk to the council.

Sewage Farm Manager.—Ajiril luth.— Corporation of

Leeds.—The City Engineer.

Surveyor of Highways.—April 15th.—Weobley Rural Dis-

trict Council. £130.—Mr. F. H. Leather, clerk to the conncil.

Assistant Surveyor and Building Inspector.— Ajiril I6th.

—Litherland Urban District Council. £110.—Messrs. North,

Kirk & Cornett, clerks to the council, 1.5 Lord-street, Liver-

pool.

Surveyor of Highways.—April 20th.— St. Faith's (Norfolk)

Rural District Council. £120.—Mr. Charles Row, clerk to the
council.

Steam Roller Driver.—April 21st.—Erdington Urban
District Council.^Mr. Herbert H. Humphries, engineer and
surveyor to the council.

Assistant Surveyor.—May 2nd.—Vestry of Paddington.
£300.—Mr. Frank Dethridge, vestry clerk.

County Surveyor.—May 3rd.—County Council of Mid-
dlesex. £700.—The Clerk to the Council, Guildhall, West-
minster, London, S.VV.

Vestry Surveyor.—Vestry of St. Mary, Stoke Newington.
£300.—Mr. Geo. Webb, clerk to the vestry.

Temporary Assistant.—Bromley (Kent) Urban District

Council. £2 5s.—Mr. S. Hawkings, surveyor to the council.

COMPETITIONS.
Td ton !„fe for clasfijtcution cannot he

iu-ief ttntil fhefollowiny iceek.

CuicKLiDE AND WooTTOiT Eassett.—April 30th.—Designs for a water
supply tor the town of Cricklade, for the rural district council. £31 and
£10 10s.—Mr. Harry Bevir, clerk to the council.

Belpbr.—May 1st.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the
district, for the urhan .listrict council. £52 10s. and £26 58.—Mr.
Joseph Pym, clerk to the council.

Tipton.—May afith.—Laying out of :^3 acres of lund for a public park
and recreation *Ki"otind, at a cost of £t,O0O, tor the urban district council.
—Mr. W. H. Jukes, surveyor to the council.

East Ham.—Juno 24th.—Krection of public offices, library and tech-
nical institute, fire engine station, public hatha and offices tor sanitary
department, the whole to cost about £55,000, for the urban district

council. 100 guineas and GO guineas.—Mr, W. H, Savage, surveyor to
the council.

Warhingtow.—July 2nd.—Erection of a T>o]ice station, court liouse,

&c. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thouaas Longdiu, borough engineer and
surveyor.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
'prf too late for rlatsification cannot he

laries until the foUotchig week,

Edinbckgh.—April 8th.—Erection of a public convenience in Dunibie-
dykes-road.—The Burgh Engineer.

Ii'SwrcH.—April 8th.—Erection aiid completion of a central fire

station.—Mr. E. Buckbam, borough engineer.

MiDDLETON.—April 9th.—Supply of a steam fire engine.—Mr. Fredk.
Entwistle, town clerk.

Ttieone.—April 9th.—Erection and completion of a new courthouse
in Cookstown, for the grand jury of county Tyrone.—Mr. B. Stuart,
secretary to the jury, Omagh.
Church.—April 11th.—Seweran:e works in Back Market-street (west).

Back Lion-street, Back Blackpool-strreet (east), Market-street (east),
Albert-street and Princess-street, for the urhan district council.—Mr.
John R. Reddish, clerk to the council.

Manchestbe.— April 11th.—Supply of about 500 tons of steel tram

-

rails.—The City Surveyor.

BiDEFOKD.—April 12th,—Erection of a public slaughter-house at the
new cattle market.—Mr, Chas. Wm. Hale, town clerk.

Deebt.—April 12tb.—Electric wiring of the Ford-street yard and
premises.—Mr. H. F. Gadsby, town clerk.

SnoKEDiTCH.—April 12th.—Supply of arc lamps and accessories and
electric cables, for the vestry.—Mr. C. Newton Russell, chief electrical
engineer. Electricity Supply Department, Curonet-street, Shoreditch.
Ddkinkield.—April 12th.—Constniction of sewage purification works

on Bradley Hurst farm, for the Stalybndge and Dukinfield Joint Sewer-
age Board.—Messrs. Newton, 17 Cooper-street, Manchester,
Leamingtoit.—April 12th.—Supply and fixing of deep-well pumps and

a gas engine.—Mr. \V. de Normanville, borough surveyor.

Clatpole.—April 12th.—Supply of about 2,500 tons of granite and
2,700 tons of slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. C. D. M. Trinder,
district surveyor. Brant Broughtou, Newark.
Caklwp.—April 12th.—Forming, metalling, paving, kerbing, Ac,

works in AUdworth-road, Wedmore-road, North Clive-streot, Avoca-
place and Maitland-place.—Mr. W. Harpur, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Beomley (Kent).—April 12th.—Supply of various road materials, for
the urban district council.—Mr. Fred. H. Norman, clerk to the council.

RisHTorr.—April 12th.—Construction of sewage tanks, Ac, for the
urban district council.—Mr. J. J. Adams, clerk to the council.

Bury.—April 13th.—Supply of setts, flags and broken stone, for the
rural district council.—Mr. James Isherwood, clerk to the council.

Cannock.—April 13th.—Supply of granite slag and land stone for the
repair of the highways, for the rural district council,—Mr, J, W. Roach,
clerk to the council.

Devonport.—April 13th.— Construction of a bathing platform at the
Morice Town bathiog-placc.—Mr. John Burns, borough surveyor.
Cannock.—April 13th.—Supply of granite slag and land .stone, for the

rural district council.—Mr. J. W. Roach, clerk to the council,

Hull.—April 13th.—Erection of a stable, cart-shed, &c., at the West
Park.—Mr. A. E. White, city engineer.

Wednesfiei-d.—April 14th.—Construction of about 8,420 yards of
15-in., 12-in. and U-in. earthenware pipe sewer, and about »70 uf 15-in.,
12-in. and U-in. cast-iron pipes, for the urban district council.—Mr. R.
E. W. Berrington, engineer, Lichfield-street, Wolverhampton.
MoRLET.—April 15th.—Supply of ornamental wrought-iron gates in

the town hall.—Mr, W. E. i'utman, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and
surveyor.

PocKLiNGTON.—April 16th.—Supply of best blue stone and slag, for
the rural district council.-Mr. Thomas Roljson, clerk to the council.

Rothwell.—April ISth.—Sewering, paving andmaking-up works in
Evison-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. W. T. Pearson, sur-
veyor to the council.

Newington.—April 18th.—Erection of an electric lighting station ia
Penrose-fctreet, Walworth-road.— Mr. L. J. Dunham, vestry clerk.

Beckenham.—April 18th.—Supply of 240 cast-iron sewer ventilating
cohimns, 13 ft. 6 in. high, together with 100 extension pieces, 7 ft. 6in.
long, for the urban district council.—Mr. John A. Angell, surveyor to
the council.

HoRNsKY.—Apn 18th.—Supply and erection of about 1,300 yards rua
of unclimbable wrought-iron fencing, with gates, &.C., complete, for the
urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to tne council.

HouNSEY.—April 18th.—Works of widening, kerbing, channelling,
paving and improvement in Tetherdown, Muswell Hill, for the urban
district council.—Mr. K. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

Ilkley.—April 18th.—Laying of about 5,500 lineal yards of cast-iron
pipes, for the urbtiu district council.—Messrs. W. B. Woodhead & Sou,
16 The Exchange, Bradford.

St. Panckas.—April 19th.—Erection of buildings in connection with
the extension of the Regent's Park generating station, for the vestry,
—The Chief Clerk, Electricity Department, 57 Pratt-street, London.N.W.
Man^^fielo Woodhouse.—April 19th.—Laying of about 5^ miles of

C-in.. 4-iii. and3-in. cast-iron water pipes, for the urban districtcouncil.
—Messrs. George and F. W. Hodsun, engineers, Lou«ihborough.

Ace KINGTON.—April lUtb.—Sui>p]y and fixing of various electrical

plant.—Jir. A. H, Aitkeu, tuwn clerk.

Sali'ord.—April 20th.—Construction of storm overflow chambers,
valves and culverts m Regent-road, Sussex-street and Montagoie-
btreet.—Mr. Samuel Brown, town clerk,

St, Helens.—April 20th.—Construction of a main sower in Church-
street.—Mr. Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Wallasey.—April 21st.—Boring works at the Liscard waterworks,
for the urban district council.—Mr. H. W. Cook, clerk to the council.

Mancuksteu.—April 21st.—Erection of a retaining wall at Gibbon*
street open space.—The City Surveyor.

Wallasey.—April 21st.—Erection and completion of extension to the
engine and boiler house at the electric supply station, Seaview«road,
Liarard, for the urban district council.—Mr. H, W, Cook, clerk to the
council.

Ilford.-April 2l6t.—Construction of settling tanks (capacity, 000,000
gallons), &c., lor the urban district couucil.—Messrs. John Taylor, Soiid
Jl Santo Crimp, engineers, 27 Great George-street, London, S.W.

Ilford.—April 21st.—Various sewage disposal works, for the urban
district council.—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons Jt tianto Crimp, engiueerb,
27 Great George-street, London, S.W.

AsHFOUD.—April 2l8t.—Supply of 1,000 cubic yards of broken granite,
also 2,400ft. of C-in. by 12-in. Norwegian granite kerb, for the urbau
districtcouncil.—Mr. \V'm. Terrill, town surveyor.

Sheffield.—April 22nd.—Erection of a new fire and police station at
the junction of Westbar and Weatbar-green.-Mr. Henry Sayer, town
clerk.

Watkrpord.—April 25th.—Constcoction of about 3,000 lineal yards of
C-iu., 3,000 yards of 9-in., 5,600 yar^s of 12-in. and 1,700 yards of 15-ia,
pipe sewers,—Mr, M, J, Fleming, b^rdVfgh sarveyor; x
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WiTBRFORD.—April 251,h.—Construction of about 2,868 lineal yards of

9-in., 5,-«3 yards of 12-in. and 1,637 yards of 16-in. pipe sewera, also 298

lineal yards of 21-in. by U-in., 351 yards of 2i-iu.by IC-in. and 108 yards

of 30-in. by 20-in. oval brick sewers.—Mr. M. J. Fleming, borough

surveyor.

Burt.—April 25tli.—Supply and delivery of a steam Cornish boiler,

20 -ft. by 8-ft. diameter, at the sewage disposal works, Livesey Fields.—

Mr. J. Cartwright, borough engineer.

West HiM.—April aeth.-Supply of ten slop carts.—Mr. Lewis
Angell, borough engineer.

WssT Ham.—April 2Gth.—Pitching worka in Leyton-road, Major-road,

Cobham-road, Leytonstone-road and The Grove.—Mr. Lewis Angell,

borough engineer.

West Ham.—April 26th.—Making-up and paving of various roads.—

Mr. Lewis Angell, borough engineer.

Salford.—April 26th.—Extension of the masonry abutments and the

construction of a steel girder bridge over the river Irwell at Peel Park.

—The Borough Engineer.

St. LtiEE.—April 27tli.—Various wood and paving works, for the

vestry.—Mr. G. W. Preston, vestry clerk.

CASNARvoif.—April 29th.—Construction of alight girder bridge over

the river Seiont.—Mr. J. H. Bodvel-Roberts, town clerk.

Ehfielu.-.M>ril 30th.—Supplvof cast-iron water pipes and specials

for one year ending March 31, 1898.—Mr. T. W. Scott, clerk to the

council.

WiTHisQTOif.—April .30th.—Erection of plant at the refnse destructor

for the manufacture of concrete flags, for the urban district council.—
Mr. A. H. Mouutain, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

Sheffield.—April 30th.—Erection of a steel bridge over the river

Don at Ball-street.-Mr. C. F. Wike, city surveyor.

HENDON.—For the construction of abont 2,800 yards of 12-in. and

9-in. stoneware pipe sewers, for the rural district council.-Mr. James
A. Webb, engineer to the council:—

Pedrette&Co ^W-a
Wilkinson Brothers J'J'.°
HoUingsworth
Bloomfleld, Tottenham, N
C. Ford, Harlesden, N.W
Lee, Southall, Middlesex
Bell
.Tackson
G. R. Mann, Edgware*

2,705

2,087

TENDERS.

BELPER.—Accepted for the supply of road materials, for the rural

district council.—Mr. Robt. C. Cordon, surveyor to the council, Hazel-

wood, Derby:

—

, „„^,
Granite.—Charnwood Granite Company, near Loughborough, 220 tons

;

Groby Granite Companv, near Leicester, 20 tons.
.

Slag —J. Oakes & Co., Alfreton Ironworks, 1,150 tons; W. Prestwich,

Dronfleld, Sheffield, 1,500 tons ; Denby Iron Company. Denby,

Derby, 650 tons ; R. C. Strelley, Oakerthorpe, Alfreton, 20O tons.

Limestone.—W. E. Constable & Co., Matlock Bridge Quarries, 1,200

tons ; Bowne & Shaw, Worksworth Quarries, 900 tons ; Clay Cross

Company, near Chesterfield, 1,000 tons i
W. Prestwich, Dronfleld,

Sheffield, 100 tons.

HORNSEY.—Accepted for the annual supply of various stores and

materials, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove,

engineer and surveyor to the council :—

Street Watering and General Cartage Work.—W. Walker, HoUoway.N.
Road Materials.-T. Adams, Wood Green, N.

, ,, .

Paving. Granite Kerb, Channel, Pitching and General Masons

Materials.-W. Griffiths, Bishopsgate-street Without, B.C.

Broken Stone for Macadamising.-Guernsey Macadam, W. Griffiths,

Bishopsgate-street Without, B.C.; Alderney Macadam, L. Somer-

teld, Great Tower-street, E.C.; Quenast Macadam, C. M. Manuelle,

Leadenhall-street. B.C.; Narborough and Enderby Macadam, t^e

Narborough and Enderby Granite Quarries Company ;
Blue Penlee

Macadam, J. Runnalls, Penzance. . —-.. ,

Masons' aiii Paviors' Work.—W. Griffiths, Bishopsgate-street Without,

In til'u Concrete Footway Paving.— Stuart's Granolithic Stone Com-

panv, Limited, Limehouse, K. ^ r.

Portland Cement.—The Arlesey Lime and Portland Cement Company,

Forage.—Brimage & Co., Limited, Camden Town, N.W.
Harness and Stable Requisites.-W. 4 H.Gidden.Bloomsbiiry.

General Stores and Ironmongery.—Hill & Co., Crouch Fmd,N.;G.
Tyrio, Shoreditch.E.; Gibh& Co., Fonchurch-street, B.C.; Middle-

ton Brothers, St. George-street, B.

Iron and Steel.—Pontifex & Co., Coleman-street, B.C.
,

Disinfectants.-Adcock, Eastnn k Co.. Finsbury Park, N.; and Essett 3

Sanitary Company, Battersea,

HORNSEY.— For the erection of baths and discharge rooms at the

isolation hospital, Muswell Hill, for the urban district council.—Mr.

K. J. Lovegrove, engineer and surveyor to the council :—

F. Cottrell, Crouch Hill, N £1,489

Willmott & Sons, Hornsey, N
McCormick 4 Sons, Canonbury, N
Gough & Co., Hendon, N.W
Houghton & Son, Stroud Green, N.*

Surveyor's estimate, £1,100.

1,263

1,288
1,131
1,119

Teleerams : "WILKES, BIRMINGHAM."

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBECK, Ld., Liverpool St, BIRMINGHAM.

BRASS AND COPPER WIRE. HICH CONDUCTIVITY COPPER WIRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS, &C,

STANLEY BROS., LTD., NUNEATON.
MANUFACTURERS OF

C3- X- .^^ as XSX3 ' S8'0«C'IC JESn? * I»*I*JE»*E*S,

BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING. BRINDLED BRICKS.

z&ooFx»r«3^ TiXiESS 135a- i«,ni>, ssTic-A.-i3«r:B«K,i8.-ir AJsai* asxco-virBr.

WHITE AND COLOURED GLAZED BRICKS, &C., &C.
Illustrated Lists nnd Samples on application.

WHITE, COLOURED AND
SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

BRICKS
OF THE

HIGHEST QUALITY.

OATES & GREEN,
LIMITED,

H AI.I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED ^

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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HORNSEY.—For the construction of a storm-water culvert in Pem-
broke-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, en-

gineer and surveyor to the council :

—

C. Ford, Harlesden, N.W £2,804

Jackson & Son, Limited, Finsbury Turk, N 2,567

Pedrette&Co., FinsburyPark, N 2,551

Williamson & Sons, Limited, Green-lanes, N 2,529

Neave & Son, Paddmgton, W 2,479

J. A. Dunmore, Crouch Bud, N 2,457

W. Walker, Holloway, N 2,444

G. Bell, Tottenham, N 2,430

T. Adams, Green-lanes, N 2,397

Surveyor's estimate, £3,200,

HOENSKT.—For the construction of surface-water sewers in Totten-

ham-lane and High-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. J.

Lovegrove, engineer and surveyor to the council :

—

W. Walker, Holloway, N £2,736
Williamson & Sons, Limited, Green-lanes, N 2,659

Pedrette & Co., Fiusbury-park, N 2,639

Neave & Son, Paddington, W 2,425

G. Bell, Tottenham, N 2,263

J. A. Dunmore, Crouch End, N. 2,249

Jackson & Son, Limited, Finsbury Park, N. 2,237

T. Adams, Green-lanes, N.* 2,211

C. Ford, Harlesden, N. W 2,106

Surveyor's estimate, £2,200.

LANGPORT.—For the laying of about 3 miles of cast-iron water
mains and the construction of a covered concrete service reservoir,
for the rural district council.—Messrs. Bailey Denton, Son & Law-
ford, engineers. Palace Chambers, Westminster, London, S.W :

—

Meredith, Gloucester £2,555
Lott & Walne, Dorchester 2,484
Hole, Sherborne 2,069-

Roberts, West Brcmwich 1,920

Lydford, Castle Cary 1,843

Jackson, Forest Gate, E 1,798

Poole, Ilminster 1,794

Thomas & Webb, Bristol 1,785

Hawking & Best, Teignmouth 1,658

Catley, London 1,630

Smith & Son, Clifton 1,628

WilUs & Son, Bath* 1,404

NORWICH.—For the conversion of a building in Pottergate-street for

the purpo.se of a fire brigade station.—Mr. Arthur E. Collins, city en-
gineer :^

North & Sons, St. Stephen's, Norwich £393
J. S. Smith, City-road, Norwich 349
Scarles Brothers, Surrey-road, Norwich 339
Daws, Dereham-road, Norwich 338
T. H. Yelf, Thorpe, Norwich 309
A. Hipperson, Dereham-road, Norwich 250
Tyrrell Brothers, Whitefriars bridge, Norwiclit 300

t Recommended for acceptance.

NORWICH.—For the general building contract for the erection of the

new technical institute.—Mr. Arthur E. Collins, city engineer ;

—

Scarles Brothers, Norwich £19,463
Shillito & Sons, Bury St. Edmunds 19,250

Downing & Sons, Norwich 19,100

G. B. Hawes, Normch 19,020

J. S. Smith, Norwich 18,187

T. H. Blyth, Foulsham ' 17,900

Youngs & Sons, Norwich 17,777

Kerridge & Shaw, Cambridge 17,690

S. Warburton, Miles Platting, Manohestert 16,939

t Recommended for acceptance.

ROCHDALE.—Accepted for the supply of various gas stores for twelve
months from the 1st April, 1898.—Mr. James Leach, town clerk :

—

Wrought-Irou Tubing and Fittings.—Gill & Russell, Walsall.
Glazing New and Repairing Old Street Lamps.—CoUings & Shaw,

Rochdale.
Buxton Lime.—S. Bibbington, Upper Stanley, Manchester.
Cast-iron Pipes Specials.—The Staveley Coal and Iron Company, near

Chesterfield.

Shovels, Buckets and Bar Iron.—J. J. Smithiss, Rochdale.

STANLEY (Durham).—For the formation of Scott-street, Alfred
street and George-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. Joseph
Routledge, surveyor to the council :

—

G. H. Bell, Bishop Auckland £470
Dart & Bennit, Amnfield Plain i-ia

W. .Johnson, Dipton* 406
D. Champney, Lanchester 339

Surveyor's estimate, £385.

WIMBLEDON.—For the making-up of Olive-grove (section 1), Fair-
lawu-road (section 1) and Somerset-road (section 1), for the urban
district council.—The Surveyor to the Council :—

Olive-grove.
J. Mowlem & Co., Westminster, S.W £527
E. lies, Wimbledon, S.W.* 479

Fairlawn-road.
E. lies, Wimbledon, S.W 448
J. Mowlem & Co., Westminster, S.W.* 431

Somerset-road.
J. Mowlem & Co., Westminster, S.W 864
E. lies, Wimbledon, S.W.» 682

WOLVERHAMPTON.—For the erection of a swimming bath and
assembly hall in Bath-place.—Mr. J. \V. Bradley, borough surveyor:—

G. Brown, Wolverhami)ton £4,450
H, Lovatt, Wolverhampton 3,870
B. Guest, Wolverhampton 3,600
R. Speake & Son, Wolverhampton 3,580
Bradney & Lloyd, Shifnal 3,543
G. Cave, Wolverhampton 3,527
J. Tildesley, Willenhall 3,534
H. Gough, Wolverhampton 3,495
W. Smith, juor., Wolverhampton 3,444
H. Willcock & Co., Wolverliampton* 3,374

SANITARY TUBES

2 in. to 4^[n. diam.

J. PLACE& SONS,
LIMITED,

DARWEN, ui»cs.

PUCE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The composition being cast on the lower half of the

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessarily

follows that immediately tbe pipes are put together and

fastened with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

pipe is absolntely watertight and perfect alignment of

invert is secured.

POINTS:-
easily and quickly laid by unskilled workmen.

Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.
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'MEETINGS.

APRIL.
15.—Institution of Civil Engineers : Visit by Students to the Grand

Junction waterworks at Hampton. 2.30 p.m.
18.—Sanitary Institute; Mr. George Reid, m.d., d. ph., on " Sanitary

Appliances." 8 p.m.
19,—Institution of Civil Engineers: Ordinary meeting; Discussion on

the paper entitled "The Electricity Supply of London," read
by Mr. A. H. Preece, a.m.i.c.k., at the previous meeting.

20 and 21.—Surveyors' Institution: Visit to Manchester.
23.~Institution of Civil Engineers: Students' meeting; Mr, M. W.

Henty on " New Cut Swing Bridge, Swansea."

NOTICES.

The Scrveyor and Municipal and County Engineer
may he ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith Sf Son's
book-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom.
Applications to the Offices for single copies hy post must in all

cases be accompanied by sta7nps.

Tlie Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three
Months, Months. Months,

United Kingdom 16s, ... 7s, 6d, .,. 3s, 9d,
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, &c 19s, ... 9s. 6d, ... 4s, 9d,

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street,
New Torlc City ; The Toronto News Company, Toronto ; and
The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed
agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation
abroad.

EDITORIAL, PUBLISHING AND ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES :

ST, BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STRBET,
LONDON, E.C,

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
~

ST. FAITH'S' (NORFOLK) RURAL DISTRICT
COUNCIL,

SURVEYOR OF HIGHWAYS,
The above Council are prepared to receive applications for

the office of Surveyor of Highways in their district, which
comprises about 180 miles of roads.

The salary will be £120 per annum, inclusive of all expenses
(except stationery), and applicants must be between twenty-
one and forty years of age.

The person appointed will be required to carry out all the
duties usually attaching to the officr, of surveyor of highways.

including the keeping of all necessary books and accounts,
and the payment of road-men employed, and to give security
in the sum of £200 with an approved guarantee society for

the due performance of the duties thereof.

The appointment will be subject to termination by three
calendar months' notice on either side, and the person ap-
pointed will be required to enter on his duties as soon as
possible.

Applications, endorsed " Application for Snrveyorship," in

candidate's own handwi'iting, stating age and qualifications,

accompanied with copies of three testimonials of recent date,

must reach me not later than 11 o'clock on Wednesday, April
20, 1898.

The person appointed will have to reside in the district, or

at a place approved by the Council, and will have to provide
bicycle or horse and trap to work the district. Selected can-
didates will have notice to attend.

Personal canvassing is strictly prohibited.

(By order)

CHARLES ROW,
Clerk to the District Council.

1 Redwell-street, Bank Plain, Norwich,
31st March, 1898,

ST, MARY, STOKE NBWINGTON.
SURVEYOR.

The Vestry of the Parish of St. Mary, Stoke Newington,
desire to receive applications for the appointment of Surveyor
to the Vestry, who shall also undertake the duties of Chief
Sanitary Inspector,

Candidates must not be under twenty-five nor over forty-

five years of age.

Salary to commence at £300 per annum.
Further particulars can be obtained on application to the

undersigned. Personal canvassing will disqualify.

(By order)

GEO. WEBB,
Clerk to the Vestry.

Veslry Offices, 126 Church-street, Stoke Newington, N,
March 31, 1898,

pOUNTT COUNCIL OF MIDDLESEX,
v>' APPOINTMENT OP COUNTY SURVEYOR,

Tlie County Council are prepared to receive applications
for the appointment of County Surveyor, Candidates must
not be less than thirty-live years of age, must be Members or

Associate Members of the Institution of Civil Engineers or

Fellows of the Institute of Surveyors, and must be prepared
to devote the whole of their time to the duties connected with

€€STEWART 99

Hi^ClOSED AUG LAMP
(LONG HOUR BURNING).

Single Parallel

Indoor Lamp.

BEST in

150 to 200 hours with ONE pair of
CarbonSr

Singly on 90 to 120 Volts.

I

2 in. Series on iSO to 240 Volts.

^ 5 in. Series on 450 to 600 Volts.

Our SPECIAL Lamp Burns SINGLY
on 180 to 240 Yolts.

Series Outdoor
Lamp.HIGHEST in EfUciency,

LONGEST in Life, SHORTEST in Length

!Cji€»'''«?«ro^it> ixr IP3?ic3e. Write for NEW PRICE US7 of
all Patterns.

THE STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE, Ltd.,
5 New Compton Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

DOUGLAS C. BATE, Assoc.M.lnst.O.E,, Manager,
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the appointment. The salary will be at the rate of £700 a
year, rising to £850 a year by annual increments of £25.

Travellinji' expenses will be allowed.

The officer will not be entitled to any pension or super-

annuation allowance, and the appointment will be held
during the pleasure of the Council.

Applications, addressed to the Clerk of the County Council,

Guildhall, Westminster, must be sent in on or before the 3rd

May, 1S9S.

Forms of application and further particulars can be ob-

tained from the Clerk to the County Council.

Guildhall, Westminster, S.W.
4th April, 1898.

ERDINGTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
STEAM ROLLER DRIVER.

The above Council require the services of a Steam Roller

Driver.

Applicants must have had experience in the driving and
management of steam engines and be competent to execute
any repairs.

Applications, stating age and wages required, and accom-
panied by three testimonials, to be delivered at my office not
later than Thursday, 21st instant.

HERBERT H. HUMPHRIES.
Engineer and Surveyor.

Pablio Hall, Erdington, Birmingham.
April 6, 1898.

BOROUGH OF PADDINGTON.
APPOINTMENT OP ASSISTANT SURVEYOR.

Notice is hereby given that the Vestry of the Parish of

Pacidington is prepared to receive applications from persons
desirous of becoming candidates for the office of Assistant

Surveyor. Age, from twenty-five to thirty-five. Preference
will be given to candidates who are either Associate Members
of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Surveyors' Institution, or

who have passed the osaminatiou of the Association of Muni-
cipal and County Engineers.

Salary, £300 per annum, rising by annual increments for

each year of approved service of £25 to £500 per annum.
The person appointed will bo required to undergo a medical

examination, to reside in the parish, and to devote the whole
of his time to tiie duties of the office.

He must be an accurate and expeditious draughtsman, sur-

veyor and leveller, and possess a good knowledge of sewerage

and drainage works, designing and building construction, and
capable of keeping books and preparing reports and estimates.

Application, in the handwriting of the candidate, stating

age and qualifications, accompanied by testimonials (not ex-

ceeding three), endorsed " Application for Office of Assistant

Surveyor," to be forwarded to the Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall,

Harrow-road, Paddington, W., on or before Monday, the 2nd
day of M.ay next.

Further particulars and statement of duties can be obtained
at the Sni-veyor's Department, Vesti-y Hall, Paddington, any
day between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., Saturdays excepted.

Personal canvassing strictly jjrohibited. Candidates whose
attendance is required will be so informed.

(By order)

PRANK DETHRIDGE,
Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Harrow-road, Paddington, W.
6th April, 1898.

COMPETITIONS.

TIPTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO CONTRACTORS, SURVEYORS, LANDSCAPE

GARDENERS AND OTHERS.
The Tipton Urban District Council are prepared to receive

plans and designs for the Laying-out of a piece of Land,
about 33 acres in extent, for the purpose of a Public Park
and Recreation Ground. The total cost must not exceed
£4,000. A lithographed plan of the site and copy of con-
ditions, together with full particulars, may be obtained on
application to Mr. W. H. Jukes, Surveyor to the Council, at
his offices, Owen-street, Tipton, on payment of 1 guinea,
which will bo returned on receipt of bomi-fidc designs.
A premium of £25 will be given to the author of the de-

signs selected, which will merge into the commission if the
work is carried out, and one of £10 to the author of the de-
sign placed second. Plans, designs, &c., to be sent in to me,
the undersigned, carriage paid, on or before May 25th next.
The Council do not bind themselves to accept any design.

(By order)

JOHN VY. WARING,
Clerk to the Council.

Public Offices, Tipton.
March 15, 1S9S.

I
Illustrated CMAioGUES^^zi^f
-'——— Free on. Applicatioh.

i™C|NG,HURDLES,GATES&ci;

BAYLISS,JONES^ BAYLISS:
WOLVERHAMPTON.

M 139a 141 CANNON SI LONDON. E.C. H

T FAIL TO

ASK

IRON >^^

FENCING
HURDLES, GATES. &r:

JONES &

BAYLISS

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON.
LONDON OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS, 139 & 141 CANNON STREET, E.C. I'leiiie mention ihi, ruiliealttm.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

Se-^^-ag-o, SSX-ULds'e, \W7"a,-fceac», Sec.
As adopted for the Drainaoe of Eastbourne, Southampton,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe and many

other phices, both in this country and abroad.

For Pamphlets and Particulars apply to—

HUGHES & LANCASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WAlf SUPPLY WORKS.
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TENDERS WANTED.
OUNTT BOHOUUH OF WEST HAM.

PBirATE STREIJT WOBKS.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Conncil hereby iuvite tenders for Making-Up .ind

Paring the following streets :

—

Group I.

Nursery. lane.
Group II.

Chauntler-road.

Devonshire-road.
Alnwick-road.

Group III.

Chaplin.road.
Direleton-plaoe,

Tennyson-road,
Bath-road.

Bristol-road.

Plans may be seen, specification, form of tender and further
particulars obtained, at the office nf Mr, Lewis Angell, Borough
Engineer, Town Hall, Stratford, E., on payment of igl, which
will be returned on receipt of a lond-fiiU tender.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Private Street Works," to
be sent to my office not later than 4 o'clock on Tuesday,
April 26, 189S.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest
or any tender. The contractor will be required to enter into
a bond, with two sureties, for the due performance of the con-
tract, and no work will be ordered under the contract until
such bond has been duly executed.
As regards all work to be done at the site or elsewhere

within a radius of 12 miles from Charing Cross, the eon-
tractors will be bound by the contract to pay to all workmen
(except a reasonable number of legally-bound a])prentices)
employed by them wages at rates not less and to observe
hours of labour not greater than the rates and hours set out
in the Council's list, and snch rates of wages and hours of
labour will be inserted in and form part of the contract by
way of schedule.

(By oi-der of the Council)

I'RED. E. UlLLEARY,
Town Cleik.

Town Hall, West Ham, E.
6th April, 1898.

pOUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.^ TO WHEELWRIGHTS.
The Council hereby invite tenders for the supply of Ten

Slop Carts.

Form of tender, specification and further particulars ob-

tained at the office of Mr. Lewis Angell, Borough Engineer,
Town Hall, IStratford, E., upon payment of £1, which will be
returned upon receipt of a bonil-fide tender.

Tenders, endoi-aed " Tender for Slop Carts," to be sent to

my office not later than 1 o'clock on Tuesday, April 26, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or
any tender. The contractor will be required to enter into a
bond, with two sureties, for the due performance of the con-
tract, and no work will be ordered under the contract until

such bond has been duly executed.

As regards all work to be done at the site or elsewhere
witliin a radius of 12 miles from Charing Cross, the con-

tractors vrill be bound by the contract to pay all workmen
(except a reasonable number of legally-bound apprentices)

employed by them wages at rates not less and to observe

hours of labour not greater than the rates and hours set out

in the Council's list, and such rates of wages and hours of

labour will be inserted in and form part of the contract by
way of sohednle.

(By order of the Council)

FRED. E. HILLEARY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, West Ham, E.

8th April, 1898.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.
TO CONTRACTORS.

The Council hereby invite tenders for :

—

(1) Pitching Leyion, Major and Chobliam Roads.

(2) Pitching The Grove and Leytoustone-road.

The works comprise about 18,.500 square yards of 6-in. by

3-in. Pitching, and about 14,800 ft. run ot Channel and Kerb.

Plans may be seen, and specification, form of tender and

further particulars obtained, at the office of Mr. Lewis Angell,

Borough Engineer, Town Hal', Stratford, E., upon payment
of £1, which will be returned upon receipt of a bonA-fide tender.

GALVANIZED

'<U

FRED'^BRABY2(C?^|

IRON

.^':-^ A

FITZROY WORKS
r** >352to3G4 Euston R?
* TONDONj

^^^^

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
TRADEMARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

Telo]ihone No. iiO Hi
Established 1840.

ERSMiTH. Telegrams; ** S.inke

SANKEY Sc CO.,
Chief Office: Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.

Agent for HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

SANKEY'S IMPROVED (DEEP) INTERCEPTING
GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

Special LIMES supplied for the Disposal of SEWERAGE
Matter, also for Cas Purification. Pruss un Application.

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND GEMENH
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Delivered to all parts of the Kingdom.

Offices: 1 Stw Martin's, Leicester.

Works : Barrow-on-Soar, nr. Louglibttroui^'h.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Lcl.

ARCHITECTS' CERTIFICATE FORMS.
AKJfANGED BY AN AltCHITECT.

rmiiroved Form, complete with Index, numbered
in duplicate, detachable receipt. Books of 100
forms, leather back, linen cloth sides, price 58.;

po&t free, bs. ed.; or four for 203.
Ill/ the same Author.

ARCHITECTS' ORDER FORMS.
For Extras and Additions, bound as above. 100
forms, 3s. Od.; post free, 3s. 9d.i or four for 14s.
" As certificates and orders are always hable

to be produced in law courts, it is well to have
them prepared in a way that will satisfy judftea
and jurors as well as clients. It can be claimed
;hat the new forms will sustain that sort of test
successfully."— r^s Architect, April 20, 1895.

SAVORY & COLES. Steam Press, Cirenceste».

The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

>f

! Legible!! ImperisliaMe!!!

Illustrated Catalos;ue Free.

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Sanitation
of

Worcester.

In 1896 the city of Worcester
was visited by " an extensive and
prolonged epidemic of diphtheria,"

and Dr. W. W. E. Fletcher, of the

Local Governnaent Board, received instructions to

inspect and report. The inspection was made in

June of last year, and the report has now been issued.

There are many circumstances in connection with
the sanitary condition of Worcester which are of

considerable interest. The area within the city

boundaries is 3,185 acres, but much of this is rural in

character, occupying both banks of the Severn and
extending in all directions round the ancient city.

The population in the middle of last year was esti-

mated at 45,000, and the rateable value on Lady
Day, 1897, was £176,384. The surface varies from
42 ft. above ordnance datum close to the river to

322'6 ft., but the more thickly populated parts of

the city are les.s than 100 ft. above ordnance datum.
Some of the low-lying parts of the city near the

river and on both sides are liable to floods. In
regard to water supply, practically the ^\hole city

is now supplied by public service owned by the cor-

poration, the water being drawn from the Severn,
but the inspector states that in consequence of the

limited capacity of the clear-water tank and of the

service reservoirs water has constantly to be taken
in from the I'iver, however low, and a numbei' of

serious sources of pollution are indicated. The
river " in its course above Worcester receives the
drainage of a very large area, and upon its bant.s

and the banks of its tributaries are manj- towns and
villages, which must of necessity contribute to pollu-

tion of its waters.'' Typhoid fever h s not been
absent from Worcester and other places on the
Severn, particularly Kidderminster. Since 1894,
when the cases were moi-e numerous than usual,

the area of the filter-beds has been doubled, and last

year the city siirveyor was able to report that there
had been an extraordinary reduction in the typhoid
cases in the city. It may also be mentioned as an
interesting fact that an equally satisfactory i-esult

has been obtained at Gloucester by discontinuing
the use of Severn water altogether. In speaking ef

the sewerage system, which was carried out by the
late Mr. Thomas Hawkslej', the inspector criticises

successively the construction, gradients, flushing and
ventilation of the sewers. So far nothing has been
done in the way of sewage disposal, the crude sewage
of the city being at present discharged tln'ouuh two
outfalls direct into the Severn, which natui'ally is

not improved thereby. It should be mentioned that
at the time the report was passing through the press
a scheme of sewage disposal prepared by Messrs.
Beesley & Sous was under the consideration of the
Local GovernmentBoard, an inquiry having been held
by one of the engineering inspectors with reference to
an appliciitionby the corporation forsanction to borrow
£52,000 for the purpose. The Worcester Extension
Act, 1885, required the corporation to provide a satis-

factory scheme of sewage disposal, and Dr. Fletcher's

account of the proceedings since that date indicates

that there has been a good deal of indecision on the

part of the authorities. The sanitary conditions of

the town in regard to house drainage, exci'ement and
refuse disposal and removal, and in other respects

seems to be fairly satisfactory. Excrement disjjosal

is now almost entirely by means of water-closets,

but the existence of a large number of hand-flushed
closets is not a good feature. Municipal engineers
are j)riictically unanimous in condemning hand-
flushed closets, and most people who know anything
of them agree that they are simply abominations.
The roads are described by the inspector as being in

good order and clean. An isolation hospital on an
adequate scale is almost completed, the total cost

being over £12,000. Generally speaking, the report

is an excellent summary of the municipal work of a
town in its sanitary aspects. Even when an out-

break of disease is not directly traceable to sanitary

conditions these cannot, of course, be neglected in

any consideration of the case. It is certainly satis-

factory to note that in the present instance it was
not found possible to point out any definite insani-

tary condition as associated with any special preva-

lence of disease, and the ir.Vj/ector concludes with th«

following remarks :

—

This report shows that althongh tlie Worcester Town
Conncil have been nnusnally dilatory in dealing with the

qaestion of providing sewage ontfall works, they have been
active in otlier directions, and much good work lias resulted

during recent years—for example, the improvement of courts

and yards; the abatement of e.xcremental nuisances by the

abolition of privies and the sabstitution for them of water-

closets ; extension of draiT»age arrangements and of sewers;

increased filtration area at the waterworks, and increased

storage of filtered water by the Elbury Hill reservoir ; while

at the present lime an efficiently-equipped isolation hospital

is being erected, and steps are being taken to secnre a perma-
nent suitable site for the iron small-pox hospital already

provided. Thus, while the town council are deserving of

severe censure on account of their indifference to the serious

pollution of the Severn daring many years by the discharge

into the river of the whole of the City's crude sewage, they

are to be commended for much good work in other respects.

Small Towns
and Electric

Lighting.

In spite of the very great success

that has attended municipal electric

lighting concerns, it is, perhaps, a

little surprising to find that during
1897 no very great disposition was shown on the

part of small boroughs to take u.p electric lighting,

and we assume that this was largely due to the fact

that corporations in small towns are not yet quite

convinced as to whether electric lighting is likely

to pay in small boroughs. Such figures, however,

as are available show that there is as much reasi n

to expect success in small towns as in large ones.

The success, of course, would probably not be so

conspicuous as in large manufacturing towns, but

there is no reason to think that the fiimncial result

ought not to be in exact proportion to the size of

the plant. Moreover, if it could be shown that a

small municipality could by putting down electricity
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works realise a profit of only £200 or £300, it must
not be forgotten tliat they are bringing within I'each

of the townspeople very great benefits in the shape

of an improved system of lighting, especially when
the adoption of electi'icity for street lighting is con-

templated. It is a remarkable thing that there ai'e

not more tlian one or two towns with a population

under 20,000 that have had the courage to start

electricity works. It is true that small districts

have been exploited occasionally by electricity com-
panies and the works have been eventually taken

over by the local authorities. A case in point is

that of Fareham, which is, from a population point

of view, the smallest district in which the local

authorities have taken over the lighting system from
a company. In ilorecambe, with a population of

10,000, although the coi-poration are commencing
electricity works on their own account, they are

practically indebted to a company for the exploita-

tion of electric lighting in the disti'ict. The towns
of Whitehaven and Nelson are among the smallest

boroughs to introduce municipal electric lighting

works, and it is interesting to examine some of the

results in the smaller towns so that we may compare
them with what is achieved in the larger towns.

Nelson, it may be mentioned, has not yet made any
magnificent profit. Indeed, the profit may practi-

cally be estimated as being under £160, but it has
enalsled tlie eoi'poration to bi'ing electricity within
the reach of the ratepayers and supply it at an
average jirice of 4 5.5d. per Board of Trade unit.

That is bj no means a bad result, and certainly com-
pares very favoui'ably with the pi'ice charged by
electric lighting companies in towns of a much larger

size. Comparing the cost of generating electricity

in four small towns with the figures that obtain in

four large cities, we fiad the following interesting

results :

—

Small Towns.
Cost of Number of

Production. Lamps.

Nelson l-67d. 5,108
Whitehaven ... .. l-75d. 5,536
Lancaster 2-.59d. 9,262
Tunbridge Wells 2-82J.

Large Towns.

14,999

Manche.<ter l-4.5d. 143,398
Portsmouth .. l-71d. 39,407
Kdinbnrgh ri3d. 99,967
Liverpool l-77d. 104,980

An examination of (he foregoing figui-es wll show
that the small towns have very little reason to des-

pair of the position they have a'tained in the supply
of electricity, and when we consider the number of

lamps .and the total cost of production in each case
we find every reason why the local authorities of

towns of less than 20,000, and even of less than
10,000 inhabitants, should take upon themselves the
responsibility of supplying electricity to the public.

In one respect the small towns can show equally as
good results as the large towns—in regard to the
progress achieved in bringing electricity within the
reach of the ratepayers ; and if we examine for a
moment the number of lamps jser head of popula-
tion we find the following strikina- results :

—

SM.4LL Towns.
Lamps per

Number of head of
Lamps. Population. Population.

Nelson 5,108 27,000 5-3

Whitehaven 5,536 19,236 3-4

Lancaster... 9,262 31,038 3-3

Tunbridge Wells. 14,999

Large Tgwn.s.

30,000 20

Manchester . 143,398 530,000 3-6
Portsmouth 39,407 159.255 4-2
Edinburgh 99,967 261,261 2-6
Liverpool . . .. 104,980 641,063 60

Generally spe 'king the results given in this table
.show a slight advantage in favour of the small
towns. The case of Liverjool rather indicates that
the length of time during which electric lighting
has been in operation has some influence u( on the
number of lamps per head of population, for there

the electricity works have been in existence nearly
fourteen years, while in Edinburgh the third year
of working has not yet been completed. It must
not be overlooked that in considering the ques-
tion of municipal electric lighting there is a great
deal to be done before the various systems can be
said to be within the reach of the majority of con-

sumers. It has already been pointed out in these
columns that electric lighting systems at the pre-

sent moment are supplying light onlj' to tlie minority,

and, although this fact does not impose anj' disabili-

ties upon the majority of ratepayers it is sufiicient

to show that a great deal has to be done before these
systems can be in any sense comparable with gas
undertakings. Let us take the case of Manchester
for example. At the present time there aie practi-

cally 153,000 lamps connected to the mains, and this

necessitates something like twelve engines with an
aggregate horse-power of 5,600 ; but in order to deal

with the growing demand for electricity, both for

lighting and for power purposes, we believe it is in

contemplation eventually to put down plant equiva-
lent t ) something like 20,000 horse-power. In
addition to lighting, the great demand that one may
expect in towns in which it is projiosed to work the
tramway system by electricity^ will bring np the
aggregate liorse-power in each case to something
very considerable.

The number of gas and water
Local Bills in which municipal corpora-

*"*and*'^^
tions are more or less directly

Private Bills, interested is this year considei-ably

above the usual sessional average,

as they reach the veiy substantial total of eighty-

seven. Thirty-three relate to the supply of gas,

eleven to the supply of gas and water, and forty-

three to the supply of water only. The capital pro-

posed to be raised by these eighty-seven Bills

amounts to £9,978,4-.;;5, or £4,395,097 more than
those promoted in 1897. The Bills relating to

tramways number thirty-four. By them the con-

struction of 105 miles of tramway and the raising of

sums of money amounting in the aggregate to

£1,837,580 is proposed. As compared with last

year these Bills show an increase of two, but the

proposed capital indicates a decrease of £2,892,444.

There are four Bills providing for the supply of

electrical energy, but in only one of them is the pro-

posed capital stated, and it is given as £1,000,000.

Procedure for powers for the supply of electrical

energy is usually by provisional order under the

Electric Lighting Acts, but the promoters of the

measures referred to apply for powers beyond
the scope of those Acts. Among the corpora-

tions which are promotin.^ Bills this session

are those of Blackpool, Burnley, Bury, Coventiy,

PJdinburgh and Leith, Glasgow, llkesston, Middles-

brough, Morley, St. Helens, Yeovil, Carlisle,

Rochdale, Todmorden, Wigau, Liverpool and Tyne-
mouth. Some of these municipal bodies, such as

Blackpool, Coventry and Halifax, have submitted

Bills dealing with gasworks ; others, such as Folke-

stone, Haliiax and Hey wood. Bills concerning water-

works ; and others, again, provide for tramway re-

quirements. Glasgow Corpoi'ation propose to borrow
£1,000,000 foi- the pm-poses of their gas undertaking,

and seek powers for the construction of sewage
works. Several urban district councils testify to

their activity and enterprise by the promotion of

gas and water Bills and tramway provisional orders.

Authority is asked for the cons ruction of upwards
of 50 miles of tramway, involving an expenditure of

£412,230 under provisional orders. By gas and
water provisional orders it is propt sed to I'aise

£91,750 by shares and £27,437 by loan. Electric

lighting provisional orders will, if granted, authorise

an outlay of £2,140,670. At the head of the cor-

porations seeking powers for the acquisition of tram-
ways stands Aberdeen, whose Bill onr readers may
i-emember was passed by one Parliamentary com-
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mittee early in the session. Burnlej", Burr, Cardiff,

Dundee, Portsmouth and \Yest Ham are moving in

the same direction, and if one may presume to judge

from the sympathetic attention given to municipal-

isation projects ah'eady this session, the committees

are not likely to turn a deaf ear to the appeals of

the representative bodies which have yot to be heard.

In undertakings of any kind for which the authority

of Parliament is asked this session—railways, canals,

tramways, gas, electricity and water—the very large

outlay of £53,300,579 is involved. Of this it is pro-

po.sed to raise £35,478,'207 by the issue of shares

and £53,300,579 by loan. Here siu-ely is a wonder-
ful indication of entei'pi'iso and energy.

The daily papers discovered an

^"^RCmJurs
" ^^•^*ei" egg in what they described

of Scandals. ^^ ^ gi'ave scandal in connection

with the Corporation of the City

of London, though subse(|uent reports proved to be

of a less exaggerated chai'acter. The charges, how-
ever, are quite serious enough, if true. It .seems that

some weeks ago a special committee was appointed

to inquire into certain alleged cases of bribery in

connection with what is now known as the Public

Health Department, but was formerly the City

Commission of Sewers. The charges are that cer-

tain officers of the commission had been for many
years in the habit of receiving bribes from con-

tractors, and the committee found that these charges

were of so serious a nature that they suspended ten

officers, some of whom have been in their ser\nce for

ten years. It is stated that a well-known City firm

of contractors is inriplicated. Only recently a

scandal of considerable magnitude was caused in the

City by the fact that a common councilman had
accepted £50 for using his influence in that capa-

city to obtain a highly-paid appointment for a

certain person. In that case there was a decided

effort to hush the matter up, but now that the

guilty parties are officials it may be taken for

granted that there will be no hesitation in making
an example of them pou)- piicourager les aufres. Not
that we deprecate such a course for a moment. We
are acou.stomed to pride ourselves—and not without
cause—on the purity of our local administration, as

compared with American local government for

example, and if we are to maintain this high
standard of good and honest administration it is

absolutely necessary that the detection of dis-

honourable practices should be followed by swift

and adequate punishment. There are those who
prophesy that as political conditions in this country
approximate more nearly to those now prevailing in

the United States we shall experience much the

same deterioration and corruption in matters of

government and administi'ation which we find in the
United States and in France, generally understood
to be the two most democratic and politically-

advanced countries in the world. We are not pre-

pared to accept so sweeping a conchision, for, after

all, the character of a jjeople must count for a
great deal, and we believe that in this country public
opinion will be sufficiently strong to prevent any
widespread demoralisation, such as that indicated.

It must be dealt with, however, in its inception, by
meting out prompt punishment to those to whom
offences can be bi-ought home. But it should not
be confined to officials, who, by the integrity and
ability they generally display, deserve no small
share of the credit for the high standard which local

administration admittedly rt aches in this country.
What is sauce for the goose should be sauce for the
gander, and members of local authorities, when found
participating in any financial malpractices, should be
dealt with at least as severely as officials, to whom
they should be expected to show an example. Only
by absolute integrity on the part of members of
authorities as well as on the part of officials will
local administration be, like a certain great man's
wife, above suspicion. Nor must (he dcfault-ng

contractors be forgotten, for those who deliberately

tempt officials, often not too well paid, must be
lamentably deficient in the sense of moi-al responsi-

bility.

In Saxony the falls of snow are
Snow Ploughs

,^g^ ^g y^^^^^ ^g j.^Qgg ,^^-^1^ ^^,^^^^^

Saxony. many other countries are familial'

;

but in cities and towns like Dres-

den, Leipzig, Freiberg and Glanchau the authorities

have, nevertheless, taken the precaution to evolve a

species of snow plough to clear away expeditiously

what does fall. The plough, with the exception of

the pole shown in our illustration, is of wrought ii'on,

and can be regulated so as to remove the snow either

wholly or partially. As will be seen, the plough is

in the form of a wedge, and runs on three wheels,

two of which are situated in the apex of the
wedge and one just outside its base. All three

wheels, of course, travel in the path cleared by
the plough. Either one or two horses may draw
in front, and either one or two push in the real-.

The number of horses thus varies according to the

weight of the plough, the depth of the snow, the ex-

tent to which the snow is to be removed, and the
gradient of the street or road. Ti-aces only are
emploj'ed to attach the front hoi'se or horses, while
at the rear the attachment is to a lax axial pole,

bearing or borne by the single wheel at the base of

the plough. The pole, it will be seen, pushes into

the apex of the plough. When two horses are used
in the rear they are attached to a double singletree

at the rear end of the pole. This singletree is pro-
vided with springs to lessen shocks, and the traces
also have spiral springs or else a spring singletree

is used. As the illustration shows, the driver sits

in an elevated seat in front and an assistant driver
walks behind. The depth to which the snow is to

be removed is regulated by a hand lever and quad-
rant, while the width is also adjustable.

,„ . , ^ . The (luestion of assimilating
Watershed Areas ^ i i i t "^

and Sanitary
watershed areas and sanitarj- dis-

Districts. tricts is by no means a new one,

though it is probably still far from
a settlement. If the difficulties in the way are not
insurmountable they are certainly formidable. At
the Leeds Congress of the Sanitary Institute the
question was brought iip both by Major Lamorock
Flower and b}' Mr. R. E. ]\[iddleton, M.r.c.E. As
will be seen from a repoi't in another column, the
latter has again directed attention to the matter by
the reading of a paper which served to initiate an
interesting discussion. Though the paper was in

every other respect admirable, it will be seen that it

wasdevoted ratherto illustratingthe difficultiesof the
case and emphasising the necessity for a change than
to offering any practical suggestions or details for a
remedy beyond the general statement that " the
present .systen"! of divided authoi-ity should be aban-
doned and a combined and general policy should be
substituted for it." It may be admitted, however,
that the question is too large to be dealt with in the
cour.se of a single paper, and that 'Mr. Middleton
renders a very considerable service in bringing out
clearly the extraordinary multiplicity of authorities
and the perpetual conflict of interests that goes on.

As if matters were not bad enough, legislation evi-

dently tends to a still further division of authority,

for the Local Government Act, 189-i, by the estab-

lishment of parish councils, constituted an addition
to flic already too numerous authoi'ities.
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Comparative Reports

XXI.—SEWAGE DISPOSAL

of General Practice.

OSWESTRY REPORT. (7.)

7. Biological, Treatment.

This process, if considered on its broad basis, may be fonnd

all the world over. The whole work of agricalture, forestry,

&c., depends on the biological process. Up to comparatively

a few years ago the scientist claimed to prove that certain

mysterions actions took place, causing the oxygen to be con-

densed in the soil, and that it was simply oxidation that con-

verted organic matter into food for plant life. This theory was
in 1877 proved to be a myth, as in tliat year two French
chemists, Messrs. Schloesing .and Jliintz, published pre-

liminary experiments showing that nitrification in sewage
and in soils is the result of an action of an organised ferment,

which occurs abundantly in soils and in most impure waters.

Shortly afterwards Mr. Warington was able to isolate the

nitrifying organism and to prepare successive cultures of

them. Mr. Warington also, in 1884, expressed his view.s re-

specting an artificial filter for the oxidation of sewage. Dr.

Munro, Prof. Percy Frankl.and and many others took up this

subject, and were able to add fresh light to this interesting

question.

Mr. W. J. Dibdin, the eminent chemist, in Januai'y, 1887,
expressed his views in a paper read at the Institution of Civil

Engineers in the following words :
" The researches of

Warington have demonstrated that the process known as

nitrification of the complex nitrogenous bodies existing in

sewage, during its filtration through land, is brought about
by definite organisms, who in their life-processes feed upon
the sewage matters and evolve the nitrogen in the form of

nitric acid. As with the nitrogen, so it is with the carbon,
which is absorbed as food and evolved as carbonic acid.

Without these life-processes, whether they be of an animal
or of vegetable nature, no destruction of the objectionable
matters can take place. As the very essence of sewage
purification is the ultimate destruction, or resolution into

other combinations, of the undesirable matters, it is evident
that an antiseptic process is the very reverse of the object to

be aimed at. If a preservative process be required, a receptacle
should be provided for the preserved matters ; and, in order to

ensure that the antiseptic process should be a continuous one,

any subsequent treatment or method of disposal must avoid
the destruction of the antiseptic emjiloyed. In the case of

lime, which in the form of strong solutions is a solvent of or-

ganic structures, what time will elapse before its neutralisa-

tion by absorption of carbonic acid, and consequent loss of

antiseptic properties, after the discharge of the effluent into

rnnning water ? Obviously only a very limited period, .after

which the growth of organisms, so zealously destroyed, will

recommence, by reason of the numerous spores in tlie water
of the river and in the air with which it is constantly in con-

tact, and there will thus be an end to the antiseptic properties
of system. The lesson to be learnt from the numerous ex-

periments published by various authorities, both in " this

countr}' and on the Continent, is that bacteria and other low
forms of organic life are most potent in the destruction of

all objectionable refuse. Modern experience shows that, when
this subject is better understood and thoroughly worked
out, in all probability the true way of purifying sewage,
where suitable land is unavailable, will be first to separate
the sludge and then to turn into the neutral effluent a charge
of the proper organism, whatever that may be, specially cul-

tivated for the purpose, retain it for a suflScient period, during
which time it should be fully aerated, and finally discharge
it into the stream in a really purified condition. This is,

indeed, only what is aimed at and imperfectly accomplished
on a sewage farm. It is true that knowledge on the subject

is not yet sufficiently advanced to put such a system into

practical operation, but sufficient is known to show that the
antiseptic treatment of sewage is the very reverse of Nature's
method. The author has not the slightest doubt but that the
future treatment of sewage will be a combined chemical and
biological one, as suggested elsewhere by Dr. Dupre."

These views were severely criticised by many, and it may
be interesting to refer to one speaker, who st.ated that the
theory set forth in the paper by Mr. Dibdin was founded on
the " physiological fact that organic matter diffused in a
very large volume of water, and, exposed to light and air,

became the food of minute organisms ; but, of course, these
organisms would leave their own excreta and their bodies in

the river, or on its bed, in place of the organic matter on which
they fed. He thought that Mr. Dibdin had carried that idea

a little too far in proposing the cultivation of such animals to

feed upon the sewage. The question of the space and time
in which the animals were to eat up the food accumulating
at the rate of 150,000,000 gallons a day (London sewage) was
a rather serious consideration, but Mr. Dibdin had passed it

over by simply saying, ' Retain it for a sufficient period,

during which time it should be fully aerated.' He would
ask if he had calculated how long the food would last the

animals and how fast they were to eat it. It would be a
very serious thing to have to find tank feeding room at

Barking, or to turn it into the river for them to feed upon,

where it must oscillate aboutfor six weeks either in the form
of sewage, org.anisms or excreta."

For a further account of the discussion one cannot do better

than refer to the proceedings of the Institution of Civil En-
gineers.

Since the year 1887 great strides have been made, the
science of bacteriology has developed to a wonderful extent,

and in the meantime extensive experiments have been carried

out at Massachusetts by the State Board of Health and at

Barking, near London, by the London County Council. Before
referring to the Barking and other works in this country, it

may be advisable to show what has been done at Massachu-
setts. The enormous labour incurred in carrying out the
numerous experiments, making hundreds of analyses, with
the careful investigation into every detail, and afterwards
publishing the results, undoubtedly deserves the w.aimest
thanks of all sanitary authorities. The experiments were
made with tanks made of wood, about 17 ft. diameter and 6 ft.

deep, filled with sand, gravel, peat, soil, &c. The object in

view was " to learn how to purify sewage." One of the con-

ditions which they considered necessary to ensure success

was that the presence of oxygen is essential to enable the
organisms to produce nitrification.

They filtered sewage intermittently through clean gravel

stones larger than robins' eggs, through filters made of various

grades of gravel and of sand, to a sand whose particles

average but 0'004 in. in diameter—a fine granular dust— as
well as through soils and through peat. With the gravels

and sands, from the coarsest to the finest, they found that

purification by nitrification took place in all when the quan-
tity of sewage was adapted to their ability, and the surface

was not allowed to become clogged by organic matter to the
exclusion of air.

The experiments with gravel stones gave the best illus-

tration of the essential ch.aracter of intermittent filtration of

sewage. In these, without straining the sewage sufficiently

to remove even the coarser suspended particles, the slow
movement of the liquid in thin films over the surface of the

stones, with air in contact, caused to be removed for some
months 97 per cent, of the organic nitrogenous matter, a

large part of which was in solution, as well as 99 percent, of

the bacteria, which were of course in suspension, and enabled
these organic matters to bo oxidised or burned, so that there

remained in the efflueut but 'S per cent, of the decomposable
organic matter of the sewage, the remainder being converted
into harmless mineral matter.

They found that nitrification was highest in all these filters

in the rapidly-growing months of May and Jnne. If from
any cause the surface became impervious to air, by the ma-
terial becoming so retentive of water that no air could enter
between the applications of sewage, the result was similar to

that when filtration was continuous; no nitrification took
place, and the effluent gradually grew to contain as much
organic matter as the sewage.
The purification of sewage by the several Massachusstta

filters, given in the table below, are the aver.age percentages
of removal of organic matter (albuminoid ammonia) and of

bacteria during the year 1893 :

—

Average Rate
of Filtration Per

Number of (Gallons*) per cent, of Per cent.
Filter. acre daily, for Albuminoid of Bacteria

six days in a Amzuonia removed,
week. removed.

1, Sand 106,000 86 89

2, Fine sand ... 40,50) 97 998
3a, Coarse sand ... 56,300 91 999
4, River silt ... 32,300 96 99-9

.5a, Gravel 119,000 82 77

6, Sand 73,300 91 99

7, Sand loam and soil 32,000 92 99-8

9a, Sand 111,700 92 99
11 A, Scrapings 58,900 89 95

13, Sand 154,100 91 95

14, Polarite 174,000 95 96
15b, Gravel 404,700 77 77
16b, Coarse gravel ... 415,200 75 81

17a, Fine sand .58,500 95 999
30, Coarse sand .. 55,100 90 97

31, Sand 55,100 96 999
These results show that with most of the filters the re-

moval of organic matter was over 90 per cent., while five

of them removed 95 per cent, or more.

It will be advisable to notice that the quantity of sewage
purified per acre ranges from 32,000 to 415,200 gallons per
day.

Mr. G. E. Waring, junr., has also been experimenting on
the biological treatment of sewage at Newport, R I., in

America. He adopted the use of .air under pressure, to ensure

the introduction of oxygen to every part of the filter, and he
states that " the results accomplished exceeded the most

* American gallons.
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sangaine expectations." The filtrate was collected in a large

tank, where discoloration woald have been at once apparent,

and in this tank fish lived and thrived. Engineers and com-
mittee men drank of it freely, and pronounced it good, and
frequent analy.'^es proved it actually clean—a good drinking

water. An average of the figures represented the puri-

fication to be 925 per cent.

In England experiments have been carried on by Mr. W.
J. Dibdin for the London County Council at Barking, and
for the Sutton District Council at Sutton, by Mr. Scott

Mpncrieff at Ashtead and Ilor,sliam, and by Mr. Cameron
with the septic tank at Exeter. These experiments having
proved that it was feasible to purify sewage on biological

lines induced other authorities to experiment also. To-day the
biological treatment of sewage may be found at the follow-

ing places, in .addition to those named

—

viz., Leeds, Oldham,
West Bromwich, Winsford, Yeovil, Tipton, Lichfield, Wolver-
hampton, Oswestry, Manchester, Salford, &c. The experi-

ments made by Mr. W. .1. Dibdin at Barking and Sutton
were on a larger scale than any of the others, and I think it

is but due to the gentleman named that ho should be acknow-
ledged as the greatest authority on this question. He has
devoted many j'ears to the development of the system, and
has succeeded in bringing it into practical use. The pre-

liminary experiments made by Mr. Dibdin at Barking were
to ascertain what material was most suitable, and then to

resume the experiment on a filter, 1 acre in extent. These
works were, I understand, carried out originallj' by the
engineering staff, but as the results were not encouraging it.

was suggested that they should be discontinued. However,
on further consideration, Mr. Dibdin was directed to take
them in hand, and in due time he reported to the Main
Drainage Committee the successful performance of his task.

The small preliminary experiments proved that coke breeze
(or pan breeze) was the most suitable material for sewage
filtration. Burnt ballast, sand, gravel and polarito were tried,

but coke breeze was found the best. Then a filter-bed,

triangular in shape, 1 acre in extent, 3 ft. deep, was laid

out with pan breeze and underdrained. Without going into

details as to the various objects in view, Ac, the outcome of

the experiments on the lat'ge filters is best stated by the
following table extracted fi-om the report above referred to ;

—

Date, Quantity of Effluent Oxygen absorbed in
1895. passed daily per four hours. Average of Purification

icre. Average of seven days. per cent.
Week ending seven days. Effluent. Filtrate.

May i .. 1,04.9,776 3-592 753 790
„ 11 .. 1,050,878 3-576 861 759
„ 18 .. 1,128,138 3-867 865 776
„ 25 ... 1,076,939 3 6,57 •862 76^4

June 1 .. 932,171 4-009 1-013 74-7

„ 8 .. 725,718 3-399 841 75^3

„ 15 . . 980,408 3-247 872 73^1

„ 22 ... 925,621 3-496 698 80t)

„ 29 ... 779,282 3-441 5tj6 83^6

Jnly 6 .. 959,512 3.576 614 82^8

„ 13 .. 1,049,042 3282 572 82^6

„ 20 .. 956,825 3219 531 835
>, 27 ... 964,416 2-8.52 •490 82^8

Ang. 3 .. 839,472 3 359 538 83^8

„ 10 filter not used filter not used

,. 17 .. 966,881 2-810 450 87-6

.. 24 ... 9.5:1,341 292H •485 835
„ 31 ... 966,042 2 670 •46? 82-0

Sept. 7 ... 971,502 2-683 •503 813
,. 14 ... 1,013,071 2.573 470 81^8

,. 21 ... 1,014,667 2746 461 832
„ 28 .. 1,013,071 2-889 •491 830

The above results were obtained by alternate filling, resting
full and emptying, with twenty-four hours' rest, in each week.
No elaborate masonry walls, concrete floors and other struc-
ture usually found at sewage works, were to be seen at Bark-
ing. The sides were simply earth embankments and the

Sutton Coke-Bkeeze Filteks.

disused Essex land reclamation conduit. Mr. Dibdin states
that between September, 1893, ami November, 1 896, 5t)O,O00,0OO
gallons have been treated, and about 2,230 tons of sludge have
been eliminated and oxidised. The o.xj-gcn absorbed by the
crude effluent from the tanks, amounting to about 3^5 grains
per gallon, was reduced to 07 grains per gallon in the filtrate.

Samples of the filtrate have been kept for months, but no
secondary decomposition was found to take place. It is

interesting to note the contrast between the Massachusetts
and the Barking experiments. At Massachusetts from 32,000
to 415,000 gallons per acre were treated ; at Barking an
average of 1,000,000 gallons. The purification effected at
Massachusetts was from 75 to 97 per cent.; at Barking from
73-1 to 87^6 per cent.

Mr. Dibdin also experimented on the same lines at Sutton
(Surrey) on similar material, with almost the identical re-

sults. The conclusions arrived at ai'e very important, and are
worthy of repetition here :

—

" The action of a filter is twofold : (1) It separates mechani-
cally all gross ])articles of susjjended matter, and renders the

Sdtton Filters.

effluent clear and bright; (2) it effects the oxidation of or-

ganic matters, both those in suspension and tho.se in solu-

tion, through the agency of living organisms. It is the pre-

liminary establishment and subsequent cultivation of these

organisms which is to bo aimed at in the scientific process of

purification by filtration. The ordinary putrefactive and
other similar organisms commence the work by breaking

down the organic compounds and converting them to less

complex forms, principally water, carbonic acid and ammonia

;

the nitrifying organism then acts upon the ammonia, the

nitrogen being converted into nitric acil. For this process

to go on three conditions are essential. Firstly, the organisms
must bo supplied with plenty of air ; secondly, there must be
present a base, such as lime, witli which the nitric acid can
combine ; and thirdly, the biological action must take place

in the dark

—

i.e., in the body of the filter, and not in the water
exposed to the light above the filtering material. Filtration

on biological lines of sewage, or otherfonl water containing in

solution but little free oxygen and a large quantity of oxidis-

able organic matter, therefore means:

—

" (1) Tliat the filter, by cautious increments in the quan-
tity of effluent, which in itself contains the necessary organ-

S0TTON Works.

isms, must be gradually brought to a state of high efficiency.

This condition will be shown by tho existence in the filtrate

of a constantly-increasing proportion of nitric acid.
" (2) That the contact of the micro-organisms with the

effluent to be purified must bo effected by leaving such
effluent at rest in the filter for a greater or less time accord-
ing to the degree of purification rctpiired, the process being
analogous to that of fermentation. The system employed in
many places is to run the water straight through the filter,

and thus allow insufficient time for the work, with the result
that the filtrate is soon in an unsatisfactory cimdition.

" (3) That after each quantity of eftluent has been dealt
with the micro-organisms must be sujjplied with air, which
is readily effected by emptying the filter from below, wherebj'
air is drawn into the interstices. The filter must stand empty
for an hour or more previous to another filling and a longer
period of aeration, say, twenty-four hours, must be allowed
every seven or eight days. The life of a coke-breeze filter

working in this manner is practically without a limit.
" From the general results obtained by these several trials,

under various actual working conditions, it is apparent that
there is no difficulty in obtaining any desired degree of puri-
fication by means of a system of filtration conducted on
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biolopfioal principles. It a higher degree of purity be
required than that indicated by the foregoing, it can be
obtained by an augmentation of the filtering appliances at a
comparatively small cost, as, where clay is obtainable, the

method of construction employed in making the new burnt
ballast filter-bed at Sutton may be adopted

—

viz., by simply
digging out the clay so as to form a pit about 3-ft. deep and
filiingit up with the samoclay after burning—and thus a cheap
and e8ficient filter-bed is obtained, the cost of the large filter-

bed at Satton, having one area of 4,454 square feet, or rather

more than one-tenth of an acre, being less than £100, includ-

ing all charges. By such a system the necessity for costly

farms is entirely obviated. The results are conipletely under
control, and the filters can be arranged to suit all require-

ments it is possible to contemplate."

The original works at Sutton have been referred to in a
former paragraph, but it may be interesting to state what has
been done in purifying sewage on biological lines. The illus-

trations show six small filters—two polarite, two coke breeze
and two sand—and also a large filter made of burnt ballast.

The small ones are constructed of brickwork, and the large

one with clay embankments. The experiments were so sat-

isfactory that the district council, at the suggestion of Mr.
Dibdin, decided to extend them with the view of ascei'taining

if it was possible to dispose of the sludge by this process.

To do this one of the precipitation tanks was used, filled with
coarse ballast, and in November, 1896, their new " bacteria-
bed " was started. The results were equally as satisfactoi'y

as in the former experiments.

The quantity of crude sewage which passed the bacteria-
bed was about 900,000 gallons per acre per diem. The oxi-

disable matter had been reduced 63 per cent, in this bed
alone, or 86 per cent, in the combined filters. The Sutton
District Council, being satisfied as to the capabilities of

biological filter-beds, have decided to j)urify the whole volume
of sewage by this process, and are applying to the Local
Government Board for sanction to borrow the necessary snm
to carry out the works.

THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY OF LONDON.

At an ordinary meeting of the Institution of Civil En-
gineers on Tuesday, the 5th inst., Mr. Arthur H. Preece,
A.M.I.C.E., read a paper on " The Electricity Supply of

London."

Mr. Preece stated in his paper that the supply of electricity

on a commercial scale had been started in London after the
passing of the Act of Parliament in 1888, which amended
the Act of 1882, principally by extending the date for com-
pulsory sale to the local authority from twenty-one years to
forty-two yeai's. In 1888 many companies ajqilied for pro-
visional orders, and, in determining which were to be granted
powers and the districts over which the powers were to ex-
tend, the Board of Trade decided that competition would be
advantageous to the public, and that it was advisable to
allow one direct-current system to compete with one alterna-
ting-current system. There.were now in London eleven im-
jiortant companies and five vestries supplying electricity, and
three other companies and three vestries were taking steps
to start works. The capital invested in the industry amounted
to £6,000,000, and plant was installed to the extent of 80,000
horse-power, the equivalent of 2,000,000 8 caudle-power
lamps being connected to the mains. The total annual
revenue was £800,000, and the total annual expenditure
£450,000.

Of the systems for supplying electricity in London, the
alternating current was applicable to large areas where con-
sumers were scattered, and it enabled the generating works
to be established by the riverside, or where land was cheap
and coal was easily unloaded. The undertakings using this

system were the City of London Company, the Metropolitan
Company, the London Electric Corporation, the County of
London Company, the House-to-House Company, the Hamp-
stead Vestry, the Islington Vestry and the Hammersmith
Vestrj'. The direct-current systems were divisible into two
classes, the high-pressure and the low-pressure. In the
former rotary transformers were used to reduce the high
pressure to a low pressure, while the latter produced and dis-

tributed electricity at the same pressure at which it was sup-
plied to consumers. The direct-current systems were ap-
plicable to compact areas, and, with the use of high pressure,
to scattered or isolated compact areas. The chief advantages
of the direct-current system were the possibility of using
storage batteries, which could not be employed with the
alternating-current systems, greater efficiency in distribulion
and greater adaptability to motive power. The undertakings
using the system were the Chelsea Company (high pressure).
Charing Cioss and Strand Corpor.ation (high pressure), the
Westminster Corporation, the St. .Tames's and Pall Mall
Company,, the Kensington and Knightsbridge Company, the
Xotting Hill Company, the St. Pancras Vestry and the
Metropolitan Company (at one works).

The generating works of the several undertakings in

London contained many interesting fe.itures. No less than
twenty different works had been erected. The boilers used
comprised the water-tube, marine, Lancashire and miscel-

laneous types ; but the preference for the water-tube boiler
was very marked. The works were liable to sudden demands
through fogs, and the quick-steaming properties of this type
of boiler were of great advantage. The boilers were fired

chiefly by hand with Weisli coal, but in the works of the City
of London Company and the County of London Company
mechanical stokers and cheaper coals were used. The use of

extensive systems of steam pipes was now being dispensed
with. The multiplicity of valves was unnecessary, and the
number of valves was being reduced, and arrangements were
made as simple and with as few joints as possible. The
present tendency was towards engines of the marine type
for large outputs. The high-speed engine was not used for
larger powers than 750 horse-power. Some engineers, however,
found engines of 350 horse-power sufficiently large and the
most convenient unit to adopt. The dynamos were similar
in most works, and were always connected direct to the en-
gines. Storage by secondary batteries was not extensively
employed in London, as their maintenance had hitherto
proved expensive. But a few works used them entirely for

maintaiuing the supply after midnight, and in the daytime
in summer. The anthor gave the results of a test of a small
marine engine and alternator, showing the combined efficiency

to be 85"5 per cent. The question of vibration had been of

great importance in many works ; no cure had been found
effective when once vibrations were set up. High-speed en-

gines mnst have three cranks to be free from appreciable
vibration. The favourite methods of distributing electricity

were to transmit current at a high pressure in heavily-insu-

lated cables in iron pipes, and curreut at a low pressure in

insulated cable in stoneware conduits or in cables heavily
armoured and laid direct in the ground. Rubber was now
little used, paper and jute, impregnated with insulating com-
pounds, having been extensively adopted.

The usual* system of measurement of the electricity sup-

])lied was by meter, and the average charge was 5.id. per
unit. The average charge in 1890 was 7id., so that the price

of electricity had been reduced in eight years no less than
25 per cent., equivalent to a reduction in the price of gas
from 4s. to 3s. A curve was given to show the variations in

the price of gas since 1870. The average price had varied

between 49. and 2s.; it was now 2s. 7d. The cost of gener-
ating and distributing electricity had been greatly reduced
in the last few years. In 1892 it was seldom supplied for

less than 4|d. per unit. The usual cost was how 2jd. to

3d. The actual cost of generating was about IJd. per
unit, and the cost of management, &c., about Id.. The
direct current was everywhere produced at a cheaper rate

than the alternating current. The difference was between
id. and Id. per unit, or 20 per cent, cheaper. Since 1888 an
important inquiry liad been lield by the Board of Trade re-

garding the maximum pressure permissible in consumers'
premises. The result of this inquiry, in 1896, was to increase

the pressure from 150 volts to 250 volts. A comparison was
made between the two largest companies iu London—namely,
the City of London Company, which supplied alternating

current, and the Westminster Corporation, which supplied

direct current. Both companies had nearly the same number
of lamps connected to their systems, the number of 8 candle-

power lamps connected being 270,898 and 269,939 respect-

ively. The capital expended was respectively £945,829 and
£546,434; the annual incomes per 8 candle-power lamp,

Hs. 9d. and 7s. 9d. ; the annual expenditures per 8 candle-

power lamp, 4s. 'and 3s.; and the costs per unit, 7'6d. and 5'8d.

The industry was growing so rapidly that most under-

takings had to seek new sites for generating works, and the

tendency was to erect large works on the outskirts of London,
where coal could be conveniently brought to tlie site and
where water could be obtained for condensing. The powers
granted under provisional orders were limited as regards tho

compulsory purchase of land, and further powers were being
songht by some companies from Parliament, so that they
might be placed on the same footing as railway companies.

No less than -10,000 horse-power was now being installed in

London in order to meet the demand for electricity in the

immediate future.

Vauxhall Bridge.—The girders for the new temporary
bridge at Vauxhall have been for some days lying in barges

in the middle of the river just below Westminster. It was
originally intended that this temporary bridge should have
eleven openings, the central one having a span of 70 ft. and
a height of 20 ft. above Trinity high water. It was, however,
subsequently found that such a structure would be seriously

in the way of traffic on the river, and plans were altered, at

a cost of £12,800 beyond the original £30,000 intended. The
]>ier that was to have supported the centre of the bridge has
been dispensed with, and a clear waterway of 1.50ft. thus
provided. The tremendously heavy girders are fixed up on
the barges edgewise, and the intention is to tow them up at

high water, swing them round with their ends just over the

buttresses, and so to let the receding tide drop them into

position. This, however, necessitates their being first got
under Westminster bridge, and, propped up as high as they
are, it looks as though this will be an exceedingly difficult

proceeding at the lowest of low water. The girders have
l)een made by the Thames Ironworks.
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Worcester: Sanitary and Municipal.

A LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD REPORT.

In another column we refer to the general featnrea of a
report presented to the Local Government Board by Dr. W.
W. E. Fletcher on the sanitary circnmstancea and adminis-

tration of tlie city of Worcester, but in the course of an
editorial paragraph only a limited number of the interesting

details given in the report could be reproduced. We there-

fore give here some of the more important passages bearing

on the municipal engiuecriug work of tlie city.

WATER .Sl'PPI.Y.

Practically tlie whole city, says the inspector, is now
supplied by public service, owned by the corporation. The
water is still drawn from the river Severn at a spot abont 20
yards above the outfall of the Barbourne brook and on the

same side of the river. This spot is about a mile and a
quarter (1 mile .572 yards) above the \Vorce3ter Severn
bridge. The intake is by one or other of two pipes, or

possibly by both, through which the water is pumped to one
or other of two subsidence tanks. One of these tanks, com-
prising two portions with a dividing wall, was constructed in

1858, and has an area of 1,2S)0 square yards and a capacity

of 63,888 cubic feet, equal to .399,300 gallons. The depth
varies from 5 ft. to 6 ft. The other tank w.as constructed in

1868, and has an area of 2,386 square yards and a capacity

of 129,140 cubic feet, equal to 807,125 gallons. The depth
varies from 5 ft. 3 in to 6 ft. 9 in. Thus the total area of the

subsidence tanks amounts to 3,676 square yards and the

total capacity to 1,206,42."> gallons. From the subsidence

tanks the water passes to the filter-beds, eight in number,
with a total area of •l.,93o square yards.

The depth of the filters from the top of the coping to the
bottom of the filter is 9 ft., that of the filtering material about
5ft. 6in., and that of the water from the level of the overflow to

the surface of the sand about 3 ft. The filters are composed
of sand and gravel as follows : Fine white sand, 1 ft.; coarse

river sand, 3 ft.; fine gravel, 6 in.; coarse gravel, 1ft.; total

thickness of filter, 5 ft. 6 in. The sand from time to time re-

moved from the surfaces of the filter-beds is washed by
Greenway's patent sand-washer, invented by Mr. Greenway,
the manager of the waterworks. Hy this process the cost of

washing has been reduced from Is. (the cost of washing by
mnnnal labour) to 3d. per cubic yard, a reduction of 75 per
cent., and it is stated that the washing is more thorough than
that by the old method. After a filter has been renewed or

scraped the water passing through is allowed to flow away
until a proper deposit has formed on the surface of the filter.

The length of time required for the formation of this deposit

varies with the varying conditions of the water in the river.

From the filter-beds the water passes to the clear-water

t.ank, a large uncovered tank, having a capacity of 38,808
cubic feet, equal to 242,5.50 ga'lons, whence it is pumped to one
or other of two service reservoirs for distribution to the city

by gravitation. The larger of these two reservoirs is situated

on Rainbow Hill, at an elevation of 140 ft. above the clear-

water tank at the waterworks (the latter being about 52 ft . above
ordnance datum), and has a capacity of 800,000 gtUons. It ia

constructed of brickwork and covered in by a series of arches,

with earth above them, in accordance with the plans of the

late Mr. T. Ilawksley. The other service reservoir is situated

on Elbury Hill, at an elevation of 265ft. above the clear-

water tank at the waterworks, and has a capacity of 250,000
gallons. It is constructed in a manner similar to that

already described, after plans drawn by Mr. Caink, the city

engineer. The elevation of tliis reservoir is sufficient to

secure the delivery of water by gravitation to any part
of the city. Both the reservoirs occupy situ.ations wliich

render pollution of the water by matter from outside sources
extremely unlikely, if not impossible. The question of fencing
off with an unclimbable fence the actual site of the Elbury
Hill reservoir is, however, deserving of consideration, seeing

that Elbury Hill belongs to the city and is a place of public

resort. Both service reservoirs are witliin the city boundary.
The average daily supply of water from the waterworks is

given as 1,500,000 gallons, but occasionally 2,000,000 gallons

have been supplied in one day. It is said that the ma.ximum
rate of filtration is 4 in. per hour. The throwing out of

action of more than one filter. bed atone time is, if possible,

avoided. On the supposition that the filtration is uniform
throughout the twenty-four hours of each day, that all the
filters are continuously working, and that the daily supply of

water is uniformly 1,500,0(X) gallons, the combined areas of

all the filters being 44,415 S(|uare feet, the rate of filtration

would work out at about 2 7 in. per hour. In a footnote the
inspector remarks: It must be remembered that during 1894
the area of the filter-beds was nearly doubled, so that prior
to 1891 the average rate of filtration must have been some
48 in. per hour (if the daily supply was then the same as
now) and the maximum rate very much in excess of the
" safe limit " of 100 mm. (^3'93in.) per hour. This is, of
course, an average rate only, which must frequently be ex-

ceeded, inasmuch as all the filters cannot always bo iu use at
the same time, and also because the w.ater consumed from
day to day, and at different periods of each day, is a variable

quantity, and the storage capacity of the two service tean-
voirs combined is only 1,050,0(X) gallons— i.e., nearly C00,0(X)

gallons less than the average daily supply.

As a consequence of the limited capacity of the clear-water
tank and of the service reservoirs water has constantly to bo

taken in from the river, hovvever low, or in whatever state

of flood it may be. On the occasion of the inspector's visit

to the waterworks on June 10 the water at the intake and
iu the subsidence tanks was much discoloured, and held a

large amount of matter in suspension. After filtration the

water, as seen in the dear-water tank, presented a bright

and clear appearance, and was of a pale greenish colour.

The rate of filtration at the time of his visit was 2 in. per

hour.
ruLI.UTlOX OF THE SEVER.N.

Speaking of the sources of pollution of the Severn above
the intake Dr. Fletcher says : The river Severn in its CDurse

above Worcester receives the <lrainage of a very large area,

and upon its banks and upon the banks of its tributaries are

many towns and villages which must of necessity contribute

to the pollution of its waters. Among such places m.ay be men-
tioned Kidderminster, Bromsgrovp, Stourport, Stourbridge,

Droitwich, Bridgenorth, Wellington, Wenlock Borough (in-

cluding Madeley and Ironbridge), Shrewsbury, Oswestrj-,

Newtown and Welshpool, and other smaller places. The
populations of the places named amounted at the census of

1891 to 128,786 persons. To these must be added a cjnsider-

able population living in smaller towns, and in villages and
sc.xttered rural districts along the course of the river and its

tributaiies. Evidence is to hand, from recent reports by the

board's inspectors, of pollution of the Severn by the discharge

into the stream of crude sewage, an! by the tipping of ashes

and house refuse on to its banks in the Bewdley urban dis-

trict and in the Kidderminster rural district, at the village

of Wribbenhall, the populations in 1891 being 2,,S76 and 1,278

persons respectively ; also by the discharge into the river

Worf, which joins the Severn, of crude sewage at Shifnal, in

the Shifnal rural district.

SEWERAGE.

The account of the sewer.ige system is as follows :
—

The city of Worcester was practically re-sewered by the

late Mr. Thomas Hawksley in the year 1858. There are now
in all about 56 miles of main sewers. Some of these are

brick-built, and vary in size from 4 ft. 10 in. by 3 ft. to 2 ft.

by 1 ft. 9 in., with, the surveyor believes, brick inverts in all

• case.". The larger-sized sewers are stated to be egg-shaped

and the smaller-s'zed to be oval. The remaining sewers

consist of pipes varying in diameter from IS in. to 9 in.

There are two main outfr.'.'.^, one on either side of the

Severn, by which the crude sjwage is discharged directly

into the river.

It is stated that the bricks forming the brick-built sewer.s

were set in hydraulic lime, and that the pipes forming the

pipe sewers were set in cement. A number of manholes
were, at the inspector's request, opened, and inspection of the

condition of the sewers corroborated tHe surveyor's statement

that they wfrd generally in good order. There was little cir

no smell from the open manhole'. It should, however, bo

added that some of the principal sewers were not inspected,

not being accessible without taking up the roadways, owing

to the fa'-t that the manholes were coverei by macadam.
Owing to the conformation of the ground surface, difficulty

has been experienced in providing suitable fall for certain of

the sewers, the difficulty having been increased by inter-

ference with the river level by the construction of the weir

already referred to. Of the main sewers the most unsatis-

factory OS regards fall has an inclination of only 1 ft. in

555 ft. and there are others with gradients nearly as low.

The branch sewers, generally, have a fair gradient, but flush-

ing is necessary to prevent deposit in some of them. In cer-

tain parts of the district

—

e.g., at Barbourne— it is impractic-

able, owing to surface irregularities, to construct sewers in

connection with the present system for certain of the dwell-

ings; while for the drainage of (ireen-lane, off Astwood-roail,

a sewer h.ad to be laid at a depth of about 23ft. in part of its

course. There is also a deeply laid sewer at Tunnel Hill.

There are in all 144 tanks provided for sewer-flushing pu- -

poses. Some of these are of less capacity than 5(X) gallon.s,

but most are capable of contsining from .500 to 1,500 gallons.

Xone of these tanks act automatically. The contents are

discharged by hand, generally once, but sometimes twice,

each week, h is said that, with two or three exceptions, all

sewers which require special flushing have been provided

with flushing tanks.

Street gratings are provided, and are said to be about 1.50

yards apart on an average, the limits of intervals between

any two being 60 or 70 yards in one direction and 250 in the

other. These gratings are supplemented by—some have been

replaced by—.about fifteen ordinary shafts erected against

houses, .and there are also in use twenty-nine of Caink's patent

I

sewer ventilators. .•\s regards the street gi-atings, many were

observed to be partly, .some comp'etely, choked by dust
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and dirt, while others that were open were provided with
a free-way of only 12 fqaare inches. Owing to this in-

efficient ventilation, combined, doubtless, with unwholesome
conditions dae to deposits occasioned by insuiBcient fall

and inadequate ausliinp:, smells from street gratings are

much complained of. The nuisances thus arising are said

to have been in some instances abated by the employ-
ment of Uaink's patent sewer ventilator?, which can be
fitted to the ordinary street sewer ventilators beneath the
gratings. These ventilators appear to act by reducing the

outflow of air to a minimum, iP, indeed, they do not

entirely stop it under ordinary circumstances. They are

professedly more of the nature of safety valves than of

ventilators, and (hey probably act little, if at all, unless the
sewer-air be under pressure. By their use the nuisance is,

strictly speaking, not abated, for the cause stdl remains; it

is merely smothered. Foul smells from sewers are indicative

(if foul conditions, and to disguise fnch condition?, making
no effort to remedy them, is undoubtedly commencing work
at the wrong end.

SKWAC.E DI.SrosAL

next receives attention, as follows : The crnde sewaga of the
city of Worcester is at the present time discharged directly

into the river Severn nt two outfalls. The discoloration

caused bj' the discharges from the two sewers is very marked,
and extends for some distance outwards and down stream.
At both outfalls floating excrement could be discerned, and
at the outfall on the Sr. John's (wett) side of the river it was
present in considerable quantity. Ilere also there was a
large deposit of sludge, forming a shoal in the river, and de-

composins' substances of various kinds were present thereon
in abundance. The condition of the liver in immediate
proximity to this outfall was disgusting ; but, in spite of this

fact, both here and opposite the other outfall appear tu bo
situated the favourite fishing grounds of the Worcester
angler.o, both men and bojs. Seventeen miles below Wor-
cester the Cheltenham Corporation waterworks, which in

addition tothe borough of Cheltenham supply Tewkesbury and
part of the Cheltenham rnral district, have an intake from the
Severn at Tewkesbury, by which in periods of scarcity Severn
water is taken to supplement the supplies of water from
other sources.

Sec. 108 of the " Worcester Exiension Act, 1885," provided
— (a) That the Corporal ion of Worcester should forthwith
cause to be prepared a scheme for disposing of the sewage of
the city in such a manner as to prevent any offence being
committed against the Rivers Pollution Prevention Act, 1876.
(b) That if such scheme were not carried into effect by March
2.5, 188S, the Local Government Board might make an order
limiting the time for carrying out a scheme. Such an order
would be enforceable by mandiimns.
The following information was received from the town

clerk: Mr. Thomas Huwksley, senr , was consulted subse-
quently to the passing of the Worcester Extension Act, 1885,
and he prepared plans for sew.age works at Diglis, on the east
or city side of the rirer. The site of the works was thought
to be too near the city, and the board refiLsed to sanction
a loan for their construction. Mr. ITawVsley then pre-
pared the Bromwich scheme, for similar works on the oppo-
6ite side of the river and further removed from the
city. This scheme, estimated to cost £78,000, leccived the
board's sanction. The fields for the site of the works were
purchased, and are still lield. Mr. Ilawksley was instructed
to prepare detailed phins, bat, owing to his death, this work
was carried out by his son. Tenders were then sought for
tunnelling beneath the ii%er, and the lowest tender amounted
to nearly E.0 per cent, above Mr. Hawksley's estimate. The
Water and Sewage Committee recommended the town council
to accept this tender, but, before they had done so the con-
tractor wrote adding £2.000 to the amount of his tender. A
competition was then suggested, and h.as since been held,
Mr. George Chatterlon, M i.c.e., having acted as assessor.
Reporting on May 4, 1807, he awarded the first prize to
Messrs. Beesley & Sons, 11 Victoria.street, Westminster, for
their plans tocarry out the work, at a cost of £-18,000, stating,
however, that certain necessary alterations would incur £4,000
additional expenditure. Second and third prizes were also
awarded for the plana of (wo other engineers.
On June 9, 1807, (he Water and Sewage Committee met,

and a motion to take up Mr. Hawksley's plan was made. An
amendment was then proposed to proceed with Messrs.
Boesley's plan, but was lott, the original motion— to pi-oceed
with Mr. llawkesley's scheme—being subsequently carried
by two votes. This decision of the Water and Sewage Com-
mittee came before (he (own council on Jnly (3, 1897. It
was then proposed, and seconded, that Mr, Hawksley'sscheme
be adopted. An amendment was moved in favour of print-
ing a scheme jreparcd by Mr. Caink, the cily engineer, but
was lost. Another amendment was (hen made, to the effect
that the Water and Sewage Committee should consider
Messrs. Beesley 's plarjs, inviting them to attend the nest
committee meeting. This amer.drrent was carried. The
question came before (he Water and Sewage Committee (n
July 14(h, Mr. Beesley altendtd ard explained his scheme,
and the town clerk stated (hat the mayor intended to call a
special meeting of the town council to consider the question.
It was moved, and seconded, that the committee, having
heard Mr. Beesley, recommend the council toadopt his scheme
and to apply to the Loral Government B-ard for sanctir n to

borrow £48,000 for the purpose of carrying it orit. This
motion was carried. The special meeting of the town council

took place on July 23rd, when the committee's recommenda-
tion was adopted, but the amount of the loan to be requested
was raised by the turn of £4,000, bringing it up to £52,000.
(Inquiry has been held by one of the board's engineer in-

spectors on the application to borrow this sum, and the report

of the inspector was under the consideration of the board at

the time when this report was passing through the press.)

Reference to the board's official papers gives the following
information : The corporation submitted two " precipitation"

schemes, neither of which was approved by the board, and
although the period limited by the Local Act expired in

March, 1888, nothing in the way of structural work had been
done up to November, 1890. In that month a local inquiry
was held by Colonel Ducat, one of the board's engineer in-

spectors ; default was clearly established, anel a " precipita-

tion " scheme at Diglis, again put forward by the corpora-

tion, was considered insufficient. An order was therefore

issued on February 11, 1891, requiring the carrying out of a
scheme within six months. During the year 1891 and
during the first part of 1892 successive difficulties were
raised, and nothing definite was determined upon by the
corporation ; consequently, in Jnly, 1892, the board decided

to apply for a mandamus to carry out the order of February
11, 1891. On August II, 1892, the Queen's Bench Divi-

sion of the High Court of Justice granted a rule to show cause
why a mandamus should not issue. The order lii'si came on
for argument on November 21, 1892, but with the sanction

of the Court, was allowed to stand out of the paper " for tlie

present." This action was taken in consequence of the Wor-
cester Corporation having applied for sanction to a loan of

£78,000 for the execution of a scheme of sewage disposal.

An inquiry into the subject matter of such application was
held on December 14, 1892, by Colonel Ducat. On November 7,

1893, the board sanctioned loans amounting to £77,924 for the

carrying out the above scheme- Hawksley's Bromwich scheme.
On February 13, 1896, Major-General t'rozier, another of the

board's engineer inspectors, visited Worcester, with a view to

ascertaining what progress had been made, and on the same
day reported, " Nothing has been done except to make some
attempts to acquire easements." Up to March, 1896, only

£5,000 of the loan of £77,924 sanctioned by the board had
been borrowed, and this sum was for the purchase of land.

On August i), 1896, the case was again brought before the

Conrt, when it was agreed, on the application of Sir E.

Clarke on behalf of the Worcester Corporation, that the rule

might stand over for six months. On March 17, 1897, the

case again came before the Court, and it was ordered

that a peremptory writ of mandamus do issue, elirected to the

mayor, aldermen and citizens of the city of Worcester, com-
manding them to obey the order of the Local Government
Board, dated the 11th day of February, 1891, by carrying

out a scheme for the disposal of the sewage of the said city

of Worcester in such a manner as to prevent any offence

being committed against the Rivers Pollution Prevention
Act, 1876, by the discharge of such sewage into the river

Severn. And it was also further ordered that the writ do
lie in the Crown Office until the 17th day of July next.

Costs were given against the Worcester Corporation. The
peremptory writ was issued on July 23rd.

The report also deals in detail with house drainage, excre-

ment and refuse disposal and removal, house accommodation,
yards and courts, slaughter-houses, bake-houses, dairies, cow-
sheds and milk-shops, common lodging-houses, offensive trades

and roads. Under the general head of sanitary administra-

tion particulars are given of local Acts, voluntary Acts, by-

laws, isolation hospitals, and special sections are devoted to

vital statistics and the prevalence of diphtheria in Worcester,

the inspector concluding with the remarks wo have quoted in

another column.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Ormnarv Meeting.

An ordinary meeting of the Institution will be held on
Tuesday, when a discussion will lake place on the paper read
at the previous meeting by Mr. A. II. Preece, a.m.i.c.e., on
" The Electricity Supply of London." The chair will be taken
at 8 p.m.

Annual General Meeting.

The annual general meeting of corporate members of the
Institution only will be held on Tuesday, the 26th inst., at

8 p.m., to receive the report of the council and to elect the
council and auditors for the ensuing year.

Students' Meeting.

A meeting of the students of the Institution will be held
on Friday, the 22nd inst , when Mr. W. M. Henty, stud.inst.
C.E., will read a paper on the "New Cut Swing Bridge, Swan-
sea." Mr-. J. C. Inglis (member of the council) will take the
chair at 8 p.m.

Students' Visit.

A visit by the students of the Institution will be paid to-

night, at 2.30 p.m., to the Grand Junction Waterworks,
Hampton. A (rain will leave Waterloo station for Hampton
at M8 p.m.
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Watershed Areas and Sanitary Districts.

PAPER AND DISCUSSION AT THE SANITARY INSTITUTE.

At a iiieeting of the Sanitary Institute last week, Mr. (1..I.

Symons in the chair, Mr. K. E. Middleton, M i.c.E., read a
paper entitled " The Desirability of JIaking Watershed
Areas and Sanitary Districts Coterminoos."

Mr. MiMDLETiiN began by a reference to the paper read by
himself and Major Lamorock Flower at the Sanitary Insti-

tute Congress at Leeds last year, and then went on to point

out that from the earliest times rivers and streams hail been
put to two different and antagonistic uses. They had been
considered to form the natural source of supply for water to

be used for drinking, culinary and ablntionar}' purposes, and
at the same time to be receptacles for all animal, vegetable
and mineral refuse. It hail even been maintained in quite
recent years that the latter was the natural and primary
duty of every river and stream. The first duty of a river

was to provide water for animal life; secondly, it might pro-

vide power for grinding corn, for the weaving of fabrics and
for such other purposes as might be beneficial to the riparian
inhabitants; thirdly, it might be used for carrying the per-

sons and property of those who lived near it, and the neces-
saries of life from pDi'nt to point. Lastly, and not until the
other requirements had been satisfied, it might be used in.

a

manner which should not defeat its primary obligations for

the removal of refuse matter. Having pointed out the ex-

tent to which advancing civilisation has modified the second
and third uses, Mr. Middleton remarked that, on tlie other
hand, processes of manufacture which required large
quantities of water for cleansing purposes were increasing,
and the mill, which in the old days provided food for

its district, had become a source of pollution in itself and
a centre of pollution on account of the population which had
grown up around it and which was dependent on it. In
the mining districts the banks of the rivers and streams
became tip heaps for ashes and scoria, often containing poison-
ous ingredients, all sorts of refuse were thrown into them,
they stank and were corrupt, but, filthy as they were, they
were not so offensive as were the waters which were used
for washing rags or woollen goods, for cleansing skins or near
large breweries. The most dangerous pollution, however,
was that from man himself, who in that way might com-
municate the germs of disease. Owing also to the increase
in the size of our towns, the demand for water had upset all

preconceived ideas as to the sources from which supplies
should be drawn. Manchester obtained its supply from
Cumberland, Liverpool and Birmingham from Wales, and the
London County Council wished to go to the XJsk and the Wye
for the supply to the metropolis. Hence the question was
still further complicated. He thought legislation had not
contributed towards a solution, as it insisted on drainage
before water supplj'. Consequently the Ki%-ers Pollution Act
of 1876 was exceedingly tender in dealing with vested in-

terests in sewers and in the pollution of streams. The result
had been that enormous drainage areas were becoming useless

for purposes of water supply, and large towns were com-
pelled to tap distant and at present unused and uncontami-
nated sources of supply, which some day might be wanted
for the inhabitants of those districts themselves. It seemed
reasonable that each district should supply its own needs,
both in respect of water supply and sewage disposal, but
that could not be done unle.ss water supply, a pure water
supply, be put first, and sewage disposal subordinated to it

by rigorously enforcing the obligations consequent on tho
aggregation of large bodies of men in centres of industry.
The present system of divided authority should be abandoned,
and a combined and general policy should he substituted for

it. At present every authority was in conflict with its neigh-
bour, conflict in interest if not in fact, and litigation and dis-

agreement were too frequently the result. The Rhondda
Valley and the Pontypridd combined drainage, and the three
ridings of Yorkshire, where the county councils took a con-
siderable interest in their rivers, were instances of successful
combined areas. The watershed of the Thames valley comprised
2,080 different authorities, the watershed of the Severn
twelve counties and 1,316 councils, and the Cambridgeshire
Ouse eight counties and 1,200 councils! In what manner
the watersheds should be mapped out, whether the existing
bonndaries of counties, sanitary unions and parishes should
be adhered to, or whether there should be a general re-

arrangement of these artificial divisions was too large a sub-
ject to be dealt with in such a paper. The con.stitution of
the proposed authority was also a matter of much com-
plexity, especially as regarded the method of raising the
funds to be placed at their disposal, but it might lie said that
that body should represent every class and interest, and that
its duties should consist in the conservation of the river, its

banks and navigation, if any, in the maintenance of its

purity, including that of its tributaries, and the encourage-
ment of combination and efficiency in sewage disposal and
in the prevention of floods.

DISCUSSION.
The CHAIRM.4N, after thanking Mr. Middleton, called upon
Mr. Bai,dwik Lath.am, who said he thoroughly agreed with

all that f ho author had stated in his most interesting and in-

structivo paper. The necessity for exercising some effective

control over the various watersheds of the country was of

paramount importance. He did not confine his remarks to

the surface supplies onl3', but also to those underground, for

they sometimes were as badly contaminated as the others.

It seemed that all the cases of typhoid, with very few excep-

tions, which had occurred in this country had been traced to

these underground sources, and how the question was to be

dealt with one hardly knew. Public authorities did not seem
to appreciate the necessity of securing a pure-w.ater supply.

Only a fortnight before, he mentioned, a Bill had been
brought before the House of Commons by a certain corpora-

tion, who proposed to erect gasworks in the immediate vicinity

of the adits of the waterworks of the town. When we saw
how our legislators took so little interest in these matters we
could not be surprised that there were so many small com-
munities who did not regaru the question of water supply

from a very favourable point of view. They said :
" Well, the

water supply was good enough for our fathers and it is good
enough for us." That was the state of affairs which gener-

ally existed in all our villages. It was a great question, and
he was sure all present were very mnch interested in Mr,
Middleton's remarks upon it. Concerning the area of dis-

tricts, he saw no reason why they should confine themselves

to the arbitrary bonndaries. The latter were certainly use-

ful at times, but he thought the question needed investigation.

Major L. Flowkh, after referring to the absence of control

over subterranean supplies and to the inadequate power of

conservancy boards to prevent pollution, agreed that the

matter was surrounded with a large amount of difficulty. In

a Bill introduced into Parliament this year, he observed, it

was proposed to form water committees out of the existing

county councils. He, therefore, thought the idea put for-

ward by Mr. MidiUeton in his paper an exceedingly simple

matter. Nothing reasonable was, he maintained, impossible,

and he thought there was no reason why the author's scheme
should not be carried out. He was sure, he said in conclnsion,

they would all support it.

Dr. Havilanip (Isle of Man) spoke of the absolute neces-

sity for the proper control of the watersheds of the country,

and, in referring to the question of boundaries, he said he had
lately had occasion to compare a map of the Thames basin

with one of the registration districts, and had seen how
thoroughly unreasonable these districts were. He certainly

thought that the natural boundaries should be resorted to

instead of the artificial ones.

The Chairman, in a reference to the principal points of the

paper, agreed that the system of compensation in water was
not, as Mr. Middleton had said, by any means universally

advantageous, but he was glad to hear that the Yorkshire

County Council had taken the matter in hand. With respect

to floods, the ordinary person was of opinion that floods

should never be allowed to occur, but he was sure that in

many cases, even if floods were done away with, no thanks

wouid be given. He was much surprised that Mr. Latham
should have thought that all epidemics of typhoid were due

to impure water and none to milk. The conclusions arrived

at in regard to boundaries must, he thought, be right, as so

many held the same opinion on the matter, but as these

bonndaries had so long been settled he did not think they

were going to be altered without some trouble.

Mr. Mmnr.RTON, in reply, thanked those present for the

kind way in which they had received him. You cannot, he

said, get alterations quickly, especially in matters of senti-

ment, but with the many rapid changes which were now-

taking place in the country a good deal of tli.at sentiment was

dving out. As time went on this would be more apparent

than ever.

The customary votes of thanks terminated the proceedings.

Limerick,—From a Dublin journal it seems that the cor-

poration are at present considering whether they shall light

the city by means of electricity themselves or allow the

powers, which they have hitherto held absolutely themselves,

lapse into the hands of others. I'ntil recently the municipal

council enjoyed the possession of a provisional order from the

Board of Trade to light, if they desired, the city by means of

electricity. That privilege was allowed to lapse. It is now
sought to recover it, in view of the probable competition

against the corporation gasworks, if the Shannon electric

syndicate intend to include Limerick city in their field of

operations, or, at all events, to secure from the syndicate

compensation for the loss which would ultimately accrue to

the revenue of the city in the event of the syndicate includ-

ing Limerick in the scheme which it is now seeking to pro-

mote. Objection is raised to the expense which will be

incurred in the renewal of a provisional order, and under the

circumstances the position of the corporation is not an en-

viable one.
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Manchester Main Drainage Contracts.
IMPORTANT ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS. II.

VVe continue Onl' report of this intereating arbitration case

whicli was begun last week.
George Masters, bricklayer, said that he did some of

the running work of the sewers in Liverpool-road, Water-
street and Quay-street. He was never told what thickness

to put in. In some places he put in 4^ in. of brickwork and
then filled up with another ring at the end of the drum. As
to one heading, where the full 9 in. could not be put in

because of the rock, he spoke to Mr. Tomlinson, and several

persons came down to see the work, and they had a special

order from the town hall to put in 4.V ifl. That was in Quay-
street. In Livorpool-road and Water-street the work was
done in the same way—41 in. in parts, filled up with 9 in. at

places. Ho did not Icnow that he spoke to Mr. Perkins or Mr.
Tomlinson about this port of the work.

Mr. Sutton asked to be allowed to put the witness's proof
in his hands to question him about the statements it contained
(this he also did in the case of the two previous witnesses).

Mr. BRAnBi RY objected to Mr. Sutton saying that all the
witnesses were hostile.

Mr. SiTTON' said he did not say that all the witnesses were
hostile, but only this class of witnesses. He then read pas-

sages from the witness's proof, and asked if they were correct.

The WiTNE.'iS said it was true that Mr. IVrkins and Mr-
Tomlinson came down the shaft from time to time and saw
the work that was going on. He did not know whether they
saw wit)ies8 putting in I.V-in. work, but he went on with his

work as usual when they were there. It was true that
witness got full pay for the work as if it were 9-in. work,
though it was only 4i-in. It was true that there was a
system by which bricklayers were warned when the inspectors

were coming, but the signals were not given when Mr. Perkins
and Mr. Tomlinson were coming.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bradbury, the witness said he did

not put in 4i-in. work at the instruction of Mr. Tomlinson,
except in the case of the one heading at Quay-street, where
there was no room for 9-in. In other places it was entirely

his own notion to put in 4i-in. work instead of 9-in.

Wii.liam'Green, examined by Mr. Sutton, said he was now
a bricklayer and was formerly labourer to George Dean in

the work in the sewer in Liverpool-road. The bricklayers

would put in 4.j-in. for a distance of 18 in. and then 9-in. for

a space cf 9 in., and then make it look solid. Early in the
morning they would put in perhaps 12 ft. " naked "—one ring,

that was; but at those times neither Mr. Perkins nor Mr.
Tomlinson would be coming down the shafts. In cross-ex-

amination he said they succeeded in " doing " the inspectors
all through. He did not know that either Mr. Perkins or Mr.
Tomlinson had given instructions to " scamp " the work, and
he could not say whether they knew about it or not.

Mr. Sutton then proceeded to read the evidence of Mr.
William Thomas Olive, taken on commission, which stated

that he was now a civil engineer in Cajietown. From 1)S78

to 1889 he was in the service of the Manchester Corporation
as chief assistant to Mr. Allison, the city surveyor, and from
1889 to 1894 as resident engineer on the Manchester sewer-
age scheme. This was a large work, costing some £500,000.
The work was e.xecuted by means of a large number of

separate contracts. Contract 14 was tindertaken by the
defendants, being for sewers C, E and F. At the time this

contract was in progress eight other contracts were being
carried out. Witness was nominally in charge of the duty of

inspection, but the actual work devolved upon Mr. Cooper.
This was because witness could not give personal attention to

tlie outside work, as his duties involved his attendatice at the
town hall. No additional help was supplied to Mr. Cooper.
Witness was, in fact, never once down either of the sewers
C, E or F, but he occasionally inspected the materials on the
sarface. He signed certificates from time to time for the
purpose of payments on account to the contractor. These
were signed on written measurements of work done, the
figures of which were checked liy him in a general broad
wa}», without going into details. He was bound to accept
Mr. Cooper's facts and figures. Many other contracts were
also in progress, and certificates were being given for them
also. He did not personally measure up the work in any
ease. To the best of his belief the work was finished on
August 25th, 1894, and that date was fixed as the commence-
ment of the twelve months' maintenance. At that date it

was assumed that the work was good work, and that the clerk

of the works had done his duty. From tha outset he had
great difficulty in getting the requisite assistant engineers
and clerks of the works, as the committee did not recognise
the magnititde or importance of ths work. He made re-

peated complaints that the work of inspection was being
neglected through his absence on other work. In cross-

examination, the witness said that there was every oppor-
tunity afforded for inspection of the works, and inspection
could be made at any time without notice. It, was absolutely
false to say that he was induced to give certificates as the
work progressed by fraudulent representations, and he did

cot believe that Mr. Cooper ever misled him by placing before

him false measurements or calculations. Witness performed
his duty to the best of his ability under the circumstances of

pressure in which he was situated, and he believed Mr.
Cooper also performed his duty to the best of his ability. He
was run off his feet with work.

Mr. William Cooper, now resident engineer of the Sea
Point drainage scheme, near Capetown, whose evidence also

had been taken on commission, stated that he was the assist-

ant engineer on the Manchester drainage scheme, and had
control of the works on sewers C, E and F. He could not
say how often he visited these sewers; sometimes he went
down every day and sometimes probably not tor a week, as

he had so many contracts to supervise and measure up. He
did not consider it his particular duty to inspect minutely the

brickwork and other work on the sewers, because, in consc-

(jiience of having so many contracts to supervise, his work
could only be general administrative supervision. With re-

gard to the certificates, the running work would be measured
on the ground either by himself or by Mr. Collins. Witness
never authorised the leaving out of the outer ring in any part

of the brickwork. It was impossible after the work was
closed in for any length to detect from the appearance whether
the outer ring had been left out or not. It was very difficult

to prevent a certain percentage of scamping, but such scamp-
ing should not be in a continuous length. In cross-examina-
tion ho most emphatically denied that he granted certificates

on any inducement, fraudulent or otherwise, of the contractor.

He did his work to the best of his ability, and he thought he
did it well.

Mr. John Bowden, civil engineer, said he had had experi-

ence of sewerage works, and in October, 1895, he was asked
to make an inspection of the sewers which were the subject

of the present in(|uiry, and after making as thorough an ex-

.amination as possible he reported the result. In the case of

;
shaft No. .3, in Liverpool -road, he found the outer ring of the

I

sewer without mortar and the packing was very roughly
done ; the timber left in was the only support of the roadway
above. In one shaft in Water-street there was a small por-

j

tion of a corner of the arch where there was 9-in. work, but

I the remaining portion was the usual 4.\-in. In another shaft

in Water-street he found the work was only 4.J in , and the
timber had been left in to hold the brickwork together. In
these cases where there was an outer ring it was without
mortar, and in one case the bricks were simply laid flat and
loosely side by side. In all his e.\perience of thirty years he
conld not have believed it possible for work to be so dis-

gracefully carried out. He had come across bad workman-
ship at times, but he never saw anything like this. After
making his report he attended at various times when shafts

were opened out for the reconstruction of the work, and he
came to the conclusion that the only way in which the recon-

struction conld be properly done was to take out the whole of

the old work ; that would be the least costly mode in the end.

Generally speaking, the blue brickwork was fairly well done,

but when they came to the outer ring and the packing it was
always found to be badly done, or not done at all.

In cross-ex<amination, the witness said (hat he w.as aware
that the contractors had offered to put right the work ih.at

was wrongly done, in the same way as was done with some of

the other contracts, but he had not been consulted with re-

gard to that question. Having seen the woik, however, he
should certainly hesitate before entrusting the reconstruction

of the work to the same parties who had done it so badly in

the first instance. The witness was further cross-e.^amined

as to the mode in which the work of reconstruction had been
carried out, and said he did not think it could have been done
properly in any cheaper way.

This closed the second day's iiroceedings, and (he hearing
was adjourned until the following morning.

When the third day's proceedings began on Wednesday
morning of last week,

Mr. F. J. Edoe, chief assistant in the city surveyor's office,

produced plans of the work of reconstruction which he had
superintended. In the c.ase of several sections of the work
it was found impossible, he said, to reconstruct the sewer
without diverting the sewage, which, of course, considerably
added to the expense of the reconstruction. Altogether a
distance of 531 yards was reconstructed in a tunnel and 197
yards in open cut. The defendant's men had not come pro-
perly prepared when the sewers were to be examined, and
they did not see sewer F properly. As to sewer E, when he
came to open it out he found at the south end of Water-sireet
an 18-in. pipe sewer had to be entirely relaid because it was
not laid in proper form. That open cutting commenced
opposite the abattoirs, in Water-street, to the railway bridge
in Water-street. There were two shorter lengths in Water-
street where the pijie sewer was laid. There was also

another part in Liverpool-road, near Woollam-place. The
character of this sewage was most offensive, and it would
be absolutely impossible for that sewer to be constructed in

tunnel. There was no means of diverting the sewage until

they came to Elm-street. He gave reasons why the sewer
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could not be constructed except by opening them up. They
found the timbers giving way in places on account of their

rotten state. The traffic along Liverpool-road was very
heavy on account of the tramways, the large buildings on the

side, the goods station, the Ship Canal and the market traffic,

and to attempt to replaco the sewers by any other means
than open cut would have been to cause the roadway to give
way. Tlie contractors did more work (39.5 yards altogether)

in tunnel than they ought by their contract to have done.
Ho said that some of the collars were only partially cemented,
the cement only , extending a few inches. There were
'twenty-two ]ilaces where the work was packed solid in place
of the work cemented over. These places wore from
16 ft. to 18 ft. apart. In other places in Water-street there
was brickwork which had been packed dry. Asked whether
he had been careful not to disturb any work that had
been well done, witness said that ho had never seen
any such work. They certainly did not disturb any. He
was speaking of the red brick only, not of the blue. They
adopted the specitications of the contract as a guide
to carrying out the work. Over a short length in Liver-
pool-road, from Woollam-place to Castle street, they packed
with concrete instead of bricks. The distance was in

all some 200 yards. The headway was not cut to proper
size

; in many cases it was too small for the sewer and they
had to enlarge it. The total length of brick sewer recon-
structed was 334 yards, and the total length of the pipe sewer
re-made was llti; yards. In sewer C the pipes were laid

in tunnel and they were driven zig-zag. The heading
for the pipes was not driven, as it ought to be, through
the I'ock, but partially avoided it. The pipes were partially
dry packed and p.artly packed with the rock. A por-
tion of the work was done by contract by Mr. Nuttall.
In regard to wages, he had seen the amount paid to each
bricklayer. In some cases it was £4 to £4 4g. per week.
Referring to Contract 11, which comjjrised sewer Ml, that
work was not well done, in certain places the second ring
was left out, and in other places it was left dry. The amount
expended in making good sewer E was £2,40.5 15s., and for
sp wers C and F, £2,5()3 14s. 5d., making a total of £4,9H!J !)s. .5d.

The work required so much superintendence that he thought
at least 10 per cent ought to be added.

Mr. Jamps Wilki.vson, assistant to the city surveyor of
Manchester, and Mr. Charles Jackson, a quantity surveyor,
also gave evidence, after which the inquiry was adjourned
until the following day.

'

On resuming, the subject of Mr. Perkins' relations with a
committee of the Manchester Corporation resulted in some
discussion.

Mr. Ja.mes Nuttai.i., contractor, Moss Side, who carried
out tlie works of reconstruction, 8|ioke of having examined
the sewer in Liverpool-road, and found that instead of 9-in.

work there was only 4i-in. work. The brickwork had been
so badly reconstructed that the sewage had percolated be-
tween the bricks into the soil around.

Sir E. Lkaijer Wii.lia.m.s expressed the opinion that tho
work done by the corporation and by Messrs. Nuttall in the re-

construction of the sowers was done properly, lie said that
he would not have trusted any contractor to do any work in

tunnel instead of open cut in places where the diCCerencB in cost
was so nearly approximate. The difference was only £3 33.

in 22 ft. and £2 i6s. in 10ft. The inspection of the work in

tunnel was very difficult, for the inspector would practically

stop tho work by going into tho tunnel. If the work were
inspected at meal times the workmen would be very sure to

make a good job of it just before the meal time. Then in

work carried ou under sui^h conditions as these, with a sewer
3 ft. by 2 ft., a man would have to work in a stooping postnre
all the time. He thought the work required reconstruction,
and he had advised the corporation accordingly. There were,
he added, very grave reasons why in this case the work of re-

construction should bo done in open cut. licplying to Mr.
Bradbury, he called a person, who, apart from charging for

work which ho had been ordered to do by those in authority,
))ut in a single row of bricks and charged for a douhl? one, a
fraudulent person. He would not call the work scamping.
U was not scamping in the ordinary sense of the word. If

one took the proportion of bricks put in to those which ought
to have been used, he believed it was only about ynB-lhird.
That was not scamping. It was gros.n omission on the part
of the contractor. Scamping was bad work, but in this case
it was more tiian that.

The arbitration was adjourned until yesterday, and the re-
pirt of the pmc?ed'ngs will be continued in our next issue.

Business Announcements.— Mr. Leonard p. Hodge, of
Messrs. Thompson & Hodge, has informed us that, owing to
the increase of his firm's City and L'lapham business, they
have given up their offices at S Craig's-court, Charing Cross,
8.\V., as being too far west for the majoritj' of their clients.

They have therefore resolved to carry on their work in future
•from their Clapham address— iij., 6 South-side, Clapham
Common, S.W.—The annual general meeting of the London
and Lancashire Fire Insurance Company, 45 Dale. street,
Liverpool, will be held at 12 o'clock noon on Tuesday, the 2Sth
inst., at the Law Association Rooms, Cork-street, Liverpool.

THE SANITARY INSTITUTE.

E.XAMIN'ATIONS AT BIRMINGHAM.
At an examination in Practical Sanitary Science, held in

Birmingham on the 1st and 2nd inst., four candidates pre-
sented themselves, and the following two were awarded
certificates: Mr. W. H. Woods, Meadow View, Belper, near
Derby; and Mr. R. P. Fleming, 84 Commercial-street,
Dundee. The following were the questions set for answer in
writing: 1, What conditions favour the solvent action of
water on lead pipes. What quantity of lead in wator is con-
sidered dangerous, and how may the dangers of lead poison-
ing bo obviated. 2, What is meant by the term relative
hiimiditii, and how is it determined. What bearing has
humidity on the climatic conditions of a country. 3, Explain
what is meant by specific gravity. How would you deter-
mine the specific gravity (a) of a solid and (6) of a liquid.

4, Explain the construction of a rain gauge, and give rules
for its position. What is the average rainfall at Green-
wich. What quantity does a fall of 1 in. per acre represent,
o, Describe briefly the constituents and the manufacture of
an ordinary brick. Describe at least two methods of making
secure foundations in subsoils charged with water. 6, What
traps are admissible in a good system of house drainage.
Give sketches of each, describing briefly under what condi-
tions they would be used. 7, State the advantages and dis-
advantages of the comljined and the separate systems of
sewerage of a town, and what conditions generally' determine
the adoption of either. 8, What are the powers of a sanitary
authority with reference to (a) the removal of a case of in-
fectious disease to hospital and (h) nuisance arising from
pig-keeping.
On the same days an examination was also held for in-

spectors of nuisances, thirty candidates presenting them-
selves. The following were the questions set for answer in
writing: 1, What powers have been given to local authorities
with regard to caravans, tents and sheds occupied as dwell-
ings, and under what Acts of Parliament. 2, State the most
important provisions of the milkshops, dairies and cow-sheds
order of the Privy Council, June, 1885, and mention any
points that should bo specially provided for by by-laws under
this order. 3, In what circumstances are you justified in

entering upon private premises to examine a ilrain. What
is the proce<lure required by the Pu_blic Health Act, 1875, and
what provision is made against obstruction by the owner or
occupier. 4, How would you proceed to investigate the sani-

tary condition of a small country dwelling. Give the head-
ings of your report thereon. 5, What measures are generally
employed to prevent nuisance from effluvia arising from arti-

ficial manure works. 6, The surface wells in a village are all

found to be polluted ; what steps might be taken to give a
reasonably safe supply oi water if a supply from mains was
not available. 7, The annexed sketch is the plan of a room,
the portion njarked A being 9ft. high and the portion marked
B being 10ft. f! in. high ; what :iro the cubical contents. How
many persons may be allowed to sleep in it. 8, Sketch tho
following trap.o, showing the water level when at rest; state

the advantages and di.sadvantagos of each kind : D trap,

bell trap, P Trap, S Trap, Mason's trap.

MUNICIPAL WORK IN BOURNEMOUTH.

The Bournemouth Town Council recently apjiroved a pro-
posal of the National Telephone Company to lay their mains
nndergronnd, subject to the company making an annual
payment of 5s. per subscriber. They decided to enlarge the
electric lighting scheme of the pier and pleasure grounds,
raising the amount to be spent from £800 to £l,6lXl, and
also to borrow £900 to add generating plant to their pumping
station. The surveyor, Mr. F. W. Lacey, submitted plans
and estimates for a now intercepting sower in tho Boiirno
Valley, and tho council ultiuudoly re.solvocl to carry out the
works and to apply to the Local Government Board for sanc-
tion to borrow £9,300 for tliat purpose. (Ju Thursday morn-
ing Mr. Frederick TuUock, .m.m.e., an inspector of the Local
(invernment Board, conducted an inquiry relative to au ap-
plication by tho corporation for sanction to borrow £1.730
for purposes of the Hourneniouth Corporation Act, 1897. The
corporation also askod for sanction to borrow £S,0(X) for pur-
poses of sewerage, £1,085 for cemetery purposes, £500 for

tho continuation of Braidley-road, £1,250 for purposes of
pulilic walks and pleasure gromids, £980 for works of private
improvement, £l,()0() for lighting, &c., the pier and lower
pleasure grounds with elect ricity, £2fiO for works at the Dean
Park HorEO Shoe, and for consent to tho appropriation sr the
sale of certain land to the London and South-Western Rail-

way Company for cemetery purposes, i^c. The town clerk,

Mr. J. Druitt, junr., and the borougli surveyor, Mr. F. W.
Lacey, appearecl ou behalf of the corporation.

Jarrahdale Jarrah,—The llVier, with 563 loads of Jarrah-
dale jarrah aboard, has arrived at Grimsby, and the Helena
JliiiiJ, with 548 loads of the same timber, has arrived at Hall,

both veeselsto the order of McLean Brothers A- Rigg: Limited,
1 Fenchurch-avenue, London, EC.
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Points of Professional Practice.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Sk-efcfies iicccinptntvivg Qneiiti' fhovld be made fepar'ife on uhife pape
in plain black-ink Unci. L,<ti ring orfgurei thoulti be bold luidylain.

169. Waterworks : Pumping: Mains used as Service

Mains.— " Rural Water-norks" writes : Wliat practical objec-

tions are there to the use of a rising main fur the purpote cf

a distributing or Eervicemain frcm pumping station to seivice

reservoir ?

Providing an air vessel of suitable proportions is fitted

to the rising main near the pumping engines, and that a

reflux or back-pressure valve is also inserted, there are

no practical objections to the use of a pnmping main for

water distribution purposes when used in conjunction with

a service reservoir. The object of fi.ving the air vessel ia to

equalise the pressure of water in the main and to obviate

the shock or " ramming " due to the working of the pumps,
while the back-pressure valve is to prevent the water flow-

ing out of the pipes when the pumps are not working. We
may observe that there are now many installations in which
the engines pump directly into the service mains, thei'e

being no further means of equalising the pressure other

than tliat afforded by the air iu one or more air vessels.

Such engines must follow exactly the consumption of water,

the air vessels being of use only to prevent undue shock on

the machinery and to increase the uniformity of the flow

into the mains. It is only comparatively lately that pump-
ing machinery has been brought to such perfection that it

is possible to depend for a town supply on such a system.

Such a system as the latter has, of course, the disadvantage

that there is no stoiage and that tlie pumping must bo

continuous.

170. Water Supply : Undertakers may be required to

iay Mains in Private Roads—'Rural Waterworks"
writes: Can the owiiers of properly be cliarped with the

cost of laying a water main along a road not repairable by
the inhabitants at large, for (he purpose of supplying their

property with water from the mains of and by the rural

district council ?
*

Unless the rural council have specibl powers under a private
Act of Parliament, they will not be enabled to compel theabut-
tingownerson a private read to bear the costof a water main
laid for the purposes of a domestic supply. If the Water-
works Clauses Act, 18-17, is in force in the dislrict I he council

as undertakers may be required by sec. 35 of tlie .\ct to

"cause pipes (o be laid down and water to be brought

to eveiy part tf the town or district witliin the limits of

the special Act whereunto they shall be required by so

many owners or cccupiers of houses in that part of the

town or district, so that the aggregate amount of water

rate payable by them annually, at the rates specified in the

special Act, shall be not less than one-tenlh part of the

expense of providing and laying down such pipes, provided

that no such requisition shall be binding on the undertakers

unless such owners or occupiers shall severally execute an
agreement binding themselves to lake such supply of water

for three successive years at least."

171. Waterworks Engineer: Qualifications.—" PI. E. W."
writes: Will you kindly inform me of tlie necessary qualifica-

tions required to become a water engineer, and also furnish

any other information yon know of respecting this position ?

Candidates for appointments as waterworks engineers

are usually required to jiroduce evidence of their qualitica-

tioiie, which may be substantiated by testimonials as to

their abilities from local authorities or water companies
under whom they may have been engaged, and also from

the engineer, if the candidate be a young man, under whom
he served his articles. Some authorities require that ap-

plicants must be members or associate members of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, while others require, in the

case of assistants, that the applicants shall have success-

fully passed the examinalion of the Municipal and County
Engineers' Association in engineering, Ac. The query is

somewhat indefinite, but if additional information be re-

quired we should be furnished with precise particulars as

to age of querist, present qualifications, requirements,

present occupation, Ac.

172. The Sanitary Institute and the Surveyors' Institu-

tion: Mode of Admission to.— ' Inquiier" writes: What are

the necessary steps to be taken in order to become a member
of the Sanitary Institute and also a member of the Institution

of Surveyors? If examinations are held, what .are the fees

and where do they take place ?

A person ni.ay be elected a member of the Sanitary In-

stitute if he be a medical officer of health, or have from
some examining body a sanitary science cerlilicate, the

siiHiciency of which certificate shall be recognised by the

council, or be both a surveyor, having his appointment from
some Parliamentary sanitary authority, and a member or

associate member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, or

hold the certificate of the Sanitary Institute of Great

Britain, or of the Sanitary Institute of competency for the

appointment of a local surveyor, or hold a certihcate in (1)
practical sanitary science granted by the Sanitary Insti-

tute, (2) sanitary science granted by the Surveyors' Insti-

tution, or (3) certificate of the Incorporated Association of

Municipal and County Engineers. The examinations for

the certificate in practical sanitary science are held by the
Sanitary Institute in London and also in provincial towns,
jiarticulars as to which maybe obtained from the secretary
of the Sanitary Institute (Mr. E. White Wallis), Parkes
Museum, Margaret-street, London, W. Admission to the
Surveyors' Institution is obtained on passing examinations,
particulars as to which may be obtained from the secretary
(Mr. Julian C. Rogers), Savoy-street, Victoria-embank-
ment, London, W.C.

173. Surveyorships in England : Irish Engineers : How
to Obtain.—"An Irish Surveyor" writes: Would you
kindly tell me how to get .'in entrance into English municipal
life, as up to the present I have failed to do so. I am a
graduate in arts and in engineering of the Irish University,
entailing a four years' course of study, and I have spent a
year as an articled pupil and have had a fair experience of

roadmaking, sewer laying, surveying and all the other
works usually undertaken by a town surveyor. I am taking
the liberty of sending you a few specimen examination
papers, and yet you Englishmen consider a niau capable of

getting 80 to 90 per cent, on these papers is not fit to

do anything better than make tracings—a very useful art

indeed in its own place. Only give us fair play and no
favour. I have read and studied until I know Eankine,
Turner, Clark, Stoney. Fanning, Humber, and many others.

Accept my thanks for the many useful hintj I have obtained
from your journal.

We do not quite understand our correspondent's ground
of complaint. Moreover, his animadversions are, it appears
to us, with the information before us, premature. There is

not, so far as we liave ever seen, any impediment to the

admission of Irish surveyors into English public offices. It

must be admitted that in the profession of municipal
engineers, as is the case in all professions in the kingdom,
candidates greatly exceed the number of vacancies; in

other words, the supply far exceeds the demand, and our
correspondent has no greater reason for complaint than
have numbers of English engineers, who find considerable

difficulty in securing public appointments. The examina-
tions to which our correspondent refers, copies of which
papeis he has been good enough to send us, are admittedly
unr,uestionable—so far as thoroughness goes— in testing

the efficiency of candidates in theoretical knowledge.
Nevertheless, it must not be assumed that degrees so

obtained will be held by local authorities to rank a candi-

date equal to one who can produce satisfactory evidences of

practical knowledge combined, of course, wiih theoretical

knowledge. If our correspondent will take the necessary

measures to obtain a practical acquaintance with the

duties of a municipal engineer iu the same manner as is

required of an Englisii student he will find that his candi-

dature for a public appointment will rank pari passu with
English engineers. Reference may usefully be made to

our reply to Query No. 108 in our issue of October 22nd
last on this subject.

NEW BATHS AT GLASGOW.

OPENING CEREMONY.
Lord Provost Kichmond last week formally opened the

new Glasgow Corporation baths for Springburn, in the

presence of a large company. The baths have been erected

in Kay-street, which forms a L-id-ilc-sac near the car terminus,

and on a site which covers about 2,U00 yards. There are two
entrances, one on the right leading to the swimming pond

—

which is 75 ft. by 35 ft.—and one for hot baths for men, of

which there are fifteen first-class and thirteen second-class.

There are dressing-boxes all round the pond and a gallery

overhead for spectators. The offices are in the centre, be-

tneen the two vestibules. The washing. house measures 93 ft.

by38ft., iind contains thirty-four washing-stalls, with four

entrances conveniently arranged to suit the washers. A small

private washing-honse adjoins the larger oue, and fitted

within are five hot baths for women. The roof over the swim-

ming pond is constructed of steel principals, instead of timber

as in the other baths, giving the effect of a more airy and
open appearance. The swimming pond contains 8,200 gallons

of water, which will be kept at a temperature of 70 deg.

throughout the year. The plans were prepared under the

supeiintcndence of Mr. A. B. MacDonald, the city engineer.

Financial Reforms.—An interesting pamphlet, entitled
" Shylock at the Bar," has been published by Mr. Thomas
Farrow from the offices of The Councillor, 11 Palace Cham-
bers,- Bridge-street, Westminster. ' T\Iany jiroposals forreforth

are contained in the work.
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS. V.

By WILLIAM H. MAXWELL, Assistant Engineer and Surveyor, Leyton Urban District Council.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AS TO ROUTE OF LINE
OF ROADWAY, INCLINATION, &c. CcontinuedJ.

In settling upon the rate=s of inclination in the design of a

new road it is desirable to first fix upon s, ruling or maximum
gradient. An inclination which should not be exceeded, if it

is practicable to avoid so doing, is that which will present no
impediment to fast driving either in ascending hills or in

descending. A gradient of I in 35 has been found to per-

fectly fulfil these conditions, and was adopted by Mr. Telford

on a part of the Holyhead ro;id on the north of the city of

Coventry. " It may, therefore, be taken as a general ride, in

laying-out a line of new road, never, if possible, to have a

greater inclination than that of 1 in 35.'*
" The great fault of most roads in hilly countries is that,

after ascending a considerable height, they constantly descend
again before they gain the summit of the country which
they have to traverse. In this way the number of feet

actually ascended is made many times more than would be
the case were no height, once gained, lost again."* Instances

of this defect were given in the course of the description of
" Telford's Roads."
"A perfectly Jiat road is to be avoided, if it is not to be

raised by embanking at least 3 ft. or 4 ft. above the general

level of the land on each side of it, so as to expose the surface

of it fully to the sun and wind ; for, if there is not a longi-

tudinal inclination of at least 1 in 100 on a road, water will

not rnn off, iu consequence of which the surface, by being
for a longer time wet and damp than it otherwise would be,

will wear rapidly away, and the expense of maintaining it in

order by scraping and laying on materials will be very much
increased."* So that a gradient of from 1 in 100 to 1 in

150 may be taken as the flattc.'^t that is desirable for the easy
drainage and durability of the road ; also, these moderate
inclinations are probably favourable to the ease of draught
by horses.

A road should be well exposed to the joint action of the sun
and wind, in order to keep it as dry as possible, as even the

hardest road materials wear much more rapidly when wet and
damp. It will be advantageous, therefore, in passing through
undulating country, that the road should be on the north sides

of the valleys traversed, and all high fences, walls, banks or

overhanging trees, excluding the free action of the sun and
wind, and thus not permitting the evaporation of moisture,

are detrimental to the durability of the road.

The facilities offered by any particular district for cheaply
obtaining road materials may, in some cases, afford good
reasons for deviating the course of a proposed road from the
direct line.

RIVERS AFFECTING ROUTE.
" The peculiar circumstances of a river may render it

necessary to deviate from a direct line in laying-out a road.
" A difficulty may arise from the breadth of the river re-

quiring a bridge of extraordinary dimensions, or from the
land for a considerable distance on the side of the river being
subject to be covered with water to the depth of several feet

in floods.
" In these cases it may appear, upon accurately calculating

and balancing the relative inconvenience and expense of

endeavouring to keep a straight line and of taking a circuit-

ous route, that upon principles of security, convenience and
expense tho circuitous course will be the best.

" In general, rivers have been allowed to divert the direct

line of a road too readily. There has been too much timidity

about incurring the expense of new bridges, and about making
embankments over flat land to raise the roads above the level

of high floods.
" "These apprehensions would frequently be laid aside if

proper opinions were formed of the advantages that arise

from making roads, in the first instance, in the biwriest direc-

tions and in the most perfect manner. If a mile, half a mile,

or even a quarter of a mile, of road be saved by expending
even several thousand pounds, the good done extends to pos-

terity, and the saving in annual repairs and horse labour that
will be the result will, before long, payoff the original cost of
the improvement."*

CROSSING EXTENSIVE PLAINS, MARSH GROUND, Ac.

In order to keep a roadway or other line of communication
dry, it is usually necessary to keep its surface well above the
general level of the surrounding country when carrying it

across an extensive plain, especially if the district traversed
is subject to innndations. In embanking for this purpose
trenches A, A (Pig. 6), may be dug on each side of the line of

road and the excavated material used in the embankment
B. The trenches also serve to collect the surface water, which
may be discharged into the nearest watercourse.
One of tho most difiicult antl expensive obstacles to meet

and overcome in the line of a new road is that presented by
boggy and mamh grontid, and in such cases it will generally

• " A Treatise on Road.s," by Sir H. Parnell.

be found to be the most satisfactory course to deviate from
the direct line if this kind of soil can thus bo avoided without
largely increasing the length of the road. If, however, there

is 710 reasonable alternative to the crossing to the marsh, it

will be necessary to properly drain the subsoil, to consolidate

it, and to construct a high embankment.
The following is a specification drawn up by Mr. Telford,

and successfully acted upon in forming a road over a peat bog
in Ireland :

—

" When the line of the road has been traced out to the

exact width and line of direction, main drains are to be cut

on each side 8 ft. wide at top, 4 ft. deep and 18 in. wide at

bottom. The peat dug out of these drains is to be spread
over the surface of the roadway in form of a ridge, taking

care to previously cover all the very soft and swampy places

Flu. 6.

—

Method of Embanking when Line crosses Tract
OF Flat Country subject to Floods.

with dried peat, sods or brushwood. Nnmerons drains are to be

cut across the roadway from the one main drain to the other;

they are to be 3 ft. deep at the centre of the roadway and

4 ft. deep at the main drains. After the whole have remained

in this state for two summer months the bed for the roadway
is to be neatly formed, with the sides on the same level, and

with a convexity of half an inch in the yard.
" The carriageway is then to be covered with 6 iu. of clay,

laid on evenly and firmly compressed by stampers or rollers

;

it is to have a fall of 1 in. in the yard from the centre towards

the sides. Over the clay is to be put 4 in. of small gravel;

it is to be frequently rolled, and when solid and compressed

the foundation -will be formed for the reception of the road

materials."

Should the ground to be crossed by a line of communication

be so soft that an ordinary embankment would sink in it, any
of the following expedients,* given in the order of increasing

difficulty, may he adopted as the case may require :

—

1, Increase the firmness of the natural ground by digging

side drains.

2, Give the sides of the embankment the same slope as the

"angle of repose" of the material of the natural ground, and

thereby broaden its foundation.

3, Dig a trench and fill in with solid material, as in sketch

(Fig. 7).

4, Compress and consolidate the ground by means of short

piles.

5, Make the embankment of light materials, forming a sort

of raft floating on the soft ground, as hurdles, fascines or dry

peat. George Stephenson, in carrying the Liverpool and

Manchester Railway across Chat Moss, used dry peat to form

the embankment, and upon this he placed a platform of two

layers of hurdles to carry the ballast.

6, Throw in stones, gravel and sand until an embankment

'^jfmwpm
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Fig. 7.

—

Method of Embanking through Soft Grocno.
A= *' angle of repose " of the soft mnterial.

is formed, resting on the hard stratum below. The material

thrown in takes up the same natiiial slope as if in air.

Bog Road.i, Ireland.—These roads present frequent diffi-

culty to roadmakers in Ireland—a great portion of the central

plain of that island being covered with bog land, which occu-

]>ies about two-fifths of its entire surface. The surveyor of

the county of Armagh statesf that "roads constructed over

peat bogs are very liable to get out of shape, owing either to

the movement of the bog, to one or both sides being cut

away, or to the traffic. In the latter case, owing to the bulk

of the traffic passing over the middle of the road, the centre

becomes depressed and the sides rise. No remedy appears to

have been found yet to prevent this distortion of bog roads

.... In making new roads over hogs the method usually

adopted is to cut deep drains on each side of the proposed

roadway and some 10 ft. back from the line of fences, the

stuff taken out being spread over floor of proposed roadway;

• Suggested by Prof. Rankine in his " Manual of Civil Engineering."
t " Proceedings ot the AssOL'iation o£ Municiiial and County Kngi.

ueers," vol. xviii.
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small transverse cuts are also made at frequent intervals, and
field pipes laid down and covered over. When the bog has
been well drained it should be brought to a fair level and
covered with layers of sods, nntil formation surface of pro-

posed roadway is at least 2 ft. over Hood level; on this sur-

face should be spread a layer of whins, then a coating of clay

loamy gravel, 9 in. thick, and when this has consolidated the

top metal can be spread off. It is useless to put a pilched

foundation in a bog road, as the stones lose their position in a

short time, and either rise to the surface or get lost in the bog."

EARTHWORK, EMBANKMENTS, CUTTINGS AND
THEIR DRAINAGE.

With a view to economy of construction, the longitudinal

inclinations of a road should be laid out with a minimum of
" rutling " and " cnibanliing "

; which line is to be obtained by
a judicious adaptation of the facilities offered by the undu-
lations of the conn(ry, and by calculations of the quantities

of earth to be dealt with. It is also important that, where a
road mnst be carried over a high elevation, it should be so

laid out " that it shall not have any fall in it from the point

from which it departs till it reaches the summit. The
lowering of heights, and the filling of hollows, should be so

adjusted as to secure gradual and continued ascending incli-

nations to the highest point to be passed over."*

In order to ascertain the natnre of the ground to be ex-

cavated previous to the execution of a piece of earthwork,
trial shafts should be made ,at important or deep cuttings,

and, at intervals of about 200 yards, borings may be mAde
sufficient to indicate any alteration in the strata necessitating

a shaft being sunk to obtain more accurate information. A
knowledge of the natnre of the ground is necessary to deter-

mine the safe stupes of the sides of the proposed cuttings, or

of embankments to be made with the material. It will be
convenient to have the earthworks numbered on the plans or

sections, giving opposite them the cubic contents of each and
tlio intended slopes of the sides. The working plan should
alsi show the position of the stakes along the centre line, the

width of the road, with outer lines showing the extent of the

slopes. The stakes mnst be numbered, and the widths or

half-widths of the land required (including that occupied by
the roadway, slopes, and generally an addiiional 6 ft. on each
side for a bank and ditch) can be set out upon the ground at

each chain length, stakes also being left to mark the outer
edge of the slopes. The intended levels of the formation
surface should be set up by fixing stout posts along the
centre line, marking the points of variation in inclinations

and any intermediate levels necessary, so that the line may
be " boned " through in order to obtain the required gradient.

In practice the workmen usually hold up n boning staff of a
known length between certain accurately-fixed levels (pre-

viously given them by the perpon in charge of the works),
so that when its top edge is lineable with tliese levels its foot

indicates the required height of the iutermediale point.

Embankments are formed either in one layer, by discharg-

ing earth-wagsons over the s'oping extremity of the bank
known as the *' /ip," or in tu-o or more thick layers each by
tipping over the end aiS above, but giving an interval lor

settlement before commencing the second layer, or, in the
third instance, by spreiding the earth in Ihui layers un to

18 in. thick and consolidating it by ramming. The first

method is the quickest, and is generally adopted for ordinary
embankm?nts, excepting, of course, embankments forming
dams in connection with water supply reservoirs, &c., which
require special treatment and addit'onal care in order to be
watertight and to resist the lateral pressure to which they
will be subjected.

Embankments require to be made with care, .and to pre.
vent future slipping the base must be farmed at first to its

full breadth. " The earth should bo laid on in concave

Fis. 8.

—

Embankment Formed C'o.n'c.avelt.

courses (see Fig. 8), in order to give firmness and stability to

the work. It is not at all uucoumnui in many parts of the

Fio. 9.— Emba.nkmknt Formed Coxvexlv.

countr}- to see embinkments formed convexly (Fig. 9), the

consequence of which is that they are for ever slipping."*

In the metho I of forming eudjinkments in one layer by
embanking out from one end, it is " be»t to form the outsidos
uf the embankment first and to gradually fill in towards the
centre, in order that the earth may. arrange itself in layers

* Sir H. Parnell, " Treati&e oa Roads."

with a dip from the sides inwards ; this will in a great
measure counteract any tendency to slip outwards. The foot

of the slopes should be secured by buttressing them either by
a low stone wall, or by forming a slight excavation for the
same purpose."*

For increased safety the slopes of an embankment may be
of a greater inclination than the natural slope of the earth;
and the surface water falling npon the top should not be
allowed to run down the slopes and so form channels.

Efficient drainage is necessary to prevent slips in cuttings,

but, as an additional precaution, the slope may be covered
with a closely-packed layer of stones, or a dry stone, brick,

or masonry retaining wall may be built at the foot of the cut-

ting.

The green sod and fertile soil taken from the surface of the

land cut through should be carefully collected and retained,

in order that it may bo relaid upon the slopes when formed
;

or, iu the absence of this, the slopes can be covered with
4 in, of surface mould and sown with h.ay seeds, so that they
may soon be covered with grass, which will tend largely to

prevent slipping. If stones are easily obtainable, a wall about
3 ft. high may be built to support the foot of the slopes and
prevent their falling into the ^ide channels.

" Where s/ip.s occur from the action of springs, it frequently
becomes a very difficult task to secure the side slopes. It

the sources can be easily reached by excavatiug into the side

slopes, drains formed of layers of fascines or brushwood may
be placed, to give an outlet to the water and prevent its

action upon the side slopes. The fascines may be covered on
top with good sods laid with the grass side beneath, and the

excavation made to place the drain be filled in with good
earth, well rammed. Drains formed of broken stone, covered
in like manner on top with a layer of sod to prevent the
drain from becoming choked with earth, may he used under
the same circumstances as fascine drains. Where the sources

are not isolated, and the whole mass of the soil forming the
side slopes appears saturated, the drainage may be effected

by excavating trenches a few feet wide at intervals to the

depth of some feet into the side slopes and filling them with
broken stone, or else a general drain of broken stone may be
made throughout the whole extent of the side slope by ex-

cavating into it. When this is deemed necessary, it will be
well to arrange the drain like an inclined retaining wall, with
buttresses at intervals projecting into the earth further than
the general mass of the drain. The front face of the drain
should, in this case, also bo covered with a layer of sods with
the grass side beneath, and upon this a layer of good earth
should be compactly laid to form the face of the side slopes.

The drain need only be carried high enough above the foot

of the side slope to tap all the sources, and it should be sunk
sufficiently below the roadway surface to give it a secure
footing."*

The stabililij of earthwork depends uiron the resistance

offered by its pans to slipping on each other, from the fric-

tion between the grains and from their mutual adhesion;
which latter ia reduced by the actiim of frost and thaw, by I

wetness, variation of weather, &c. The permanent stabilif'j-,

therefore, depending entirely ujion friction, whilst adhesion
afford.^ an additional stability of a temporary nature, which '

is useful in enabling new cuttings to stand with vertical faces
\

for a limited time and depth below the surface, depending I

upon the class of earth cut into.

The angle of inclination to the horizon nt which the side of

a cutiing or embankment will stand permanently stable is

known a'? t]\o " natural slope," or "angle of repose " ot the
material forming the slope.

Sir Henry l'arnell,in his important ' Treatise upon Roads,"
states that " the slopes of the banks of a deep cutting shonid
never be less, except in passing through stone, than 2 ft.

horizontal to 1 )'r. iierpoiidicular." 'Iho incliiuttlons most
gononilly adopted are 1 .1 lo 1 and 2 to 1 ; steeper slopes

exclude the Fim and wind. Also, the slopes at which cuttings
and embankments can bo safely made depends entirely upon
the nature of the soils, lor example :

—
Horizoutal. Porpeutlicular.

London and pla'tic clay, maximum slope 3

Chalk or chalk marl, ,, ,, 1

Sandstone (if solid, hard and uniform),

maximum slope ... ... |

Oxford clay, masimuni slope .. ... 2 to 1

Limestone strata (if solid), maximum
slope ... . . ..... :| to 1

Limestone strata (mixed with clay beds),

maximum slope ... . . ... il, or 2 to 1

Granite, slate and gnei.ss, maximum slope \ to 1

The natural slopes of eartli.^ (with a horizontal line) as given
by Molesvvorth .and Rankino are as follows :

—
l[..les

- •

1

Gravel, average .

Dry sand
Saiid

Vegetable earth

Compact earth ...

Shingle
Knbblo ...

Clay, well drained
Clay, wet

40

16

Degrees.

48 to 35
37 to 21

4.J to 14 (Peat)

48 lo 35

45 (Damp clay)

17 to 14

• D. II. llahan, " A Treatise on Civil Engineering."
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Some Recent Publications.

ENGLISH SANITARY INSTITtJTEONS.

There has recently been published the second edition of

Sir John Simons' elaborate and standard work, English
Sanitary Institutions, " reviewed in their course of de-

velopment and in some of their political and social relations"

,(Smith, Elder & Co., price 18s.). The circnmstaiices con-

nected with its publication are of some interest. The author

states that on his retirement fi'om official connection with tlie

public sanitary service in 1S76 flattering wishes and pressing

invitations were conveyed to him urging the re-publication, in

a collective form, of the reports on sanitary matters pre-

sented by him in an official capacity to Government de-

partments during the previous twenty-eight years. His
intention to give effect to the.se wishes was delayed by causes

beyond his power of control; and, while matters were in

abeyance he readily acquiesced in the proposal, made in 1887

by the Sanitary Institute, to issue the reports in the form
contemplated, under the able editorship of Dr. Edward Seal on.

Sir John Simon continues :

"^ During the years when I thought

I might myself be the re-publinher of the reports I had
always had in mind two accompanying hopes— first, that I

might be able to prefix to the publication some kind of histori-

cal introduction, rendering homage to those who before my
time had attained the standpoint where my work began

;

and, secondly, that when I should have strung the reports

into series, with some kind of running commentary on the

occasions and conditions to which they had related, I might
be able to append to them, as an ouUook towards the future

,
of the sanitary cause, some reflections of more general scope

on the principle and methods of public health government."
The literary work prepared in 1887 in fulfilment of these

collateral intentions was considered equally suited for a

separate publication, and subsequent reflection developed the

idea so as to embrace a more extensive and systematic survey

and criticism of sanitary progress than originally proposed.

Although the volume opens with references to early historic,

and even to pre-historic times, considerably more than half

of it is occupied with considerations and acliievements of the

present reign ; and from primary stages the chief steps of

English progress in laws and administrative organisation re-

garding public health are fully and clearly narrated, with
copious explanatory comments and forcible critical discus-

sions. As regards the general intention and spirit of the work,
the author addresses himself to lay as well as to medical
readers, and shows his appreciation of the efforts made in

various directions to promote the objects iu view in the elo-

quent concluding sentences of his prefatory remarks :
" In

every moral influence which elevates human life, in every
conquest which is gained over ignorance and recklessness

and crime, in every economical teaching which gives better

skill and wisdom as to the means of material self-mainten-

ance, in every judicious public or private organisation which
affords kindly succour and sympathy to the otherwise helpless

members of the community, the medical specialist gratefully

recognises types of contribution, often not less necessary

than his own, towards that great system of preventive medi-
cine which is hoped for by fanitary reformers.' Without
entering into a minute e.\amination and detailed criticism of

all points involved, we shall notice someof the salient features

of the book, and briefly refer to a few of the principal topics

treated therein. The first chapter of the introductory por-

tion, as already mentioned, commences with the very earliest

times, and after describing prehistoric nature and man as a
part of it, proceeds to deal with primitive mankind and the
beginnings of society ; and then passes on to a consideration

of the first evidences of co-operative effort, communal agri-

culture and food stores, water supplies, early drainage and
flood walls, and dealings with refuse matter; and concludes
by discussing the question of definite sanitary aims in the
far remote annuls of India, Egypt, Canaan and Greece.
The next chapter brings us to Roman times, and, referring in

some detail to the admirable institution of the Augustine
period, describes the organisations and regulations with regard
to sewers, pavements, aqueducts, lavatories, the removal of

city refuse and street cleansing. We note that the medical pro-

fession existed as a recognised establishment from the third

century B.C., that publio medical officers were appointed by the
State authorities, and that gratuitous medical service was
provided for the poor. Tlic civil anarchy and protracted
strife that succeeded the fall of Rome arrested civil progress,

and although new corporations for municipal, industrial .ind

scholastic purposes were among the revivals of mediaeval
times, medical science languished and remuiru'd In a dormant
condition for upwaids of ten centuries; during which con-
tagious diseases made vast strides, pestilences were of fre-

quent occurrence, and indigence, famines and squalid con.

ditions of life largely prevailed. Still, we are reminded that
with regard to London, and to a less extent many other
towns, several beneficial enactments were enforced during
the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries for the
abatement of nuisances, the supervision of trade, and the
improvement of urban administration. Further, it is es-

sential to remember that in the so-called dark ages of

European history, amid the widespread degenerating and

demoralising influences at work, we see manifested " the best

endeavours which the world had yet seen to ameliorate the
lot of the poor and to succour the sick and impotent."
Arriving at post.mediicval times, reviewed iu the next
division of the work, a brighter p'cture opens to the view, and
the legislative measures of the Tudor period, and during the

succeeding years of the Stuart dynasty, were marked by many
wise domestic reforms calculated to promote the health of the

population. The king in the tenth year of his reign founded the

Royal College of Physicians of London. A second measure of

sanitary importance was the passing of an important Act of

Parliament in 1.532, which provided for the installation of

"Commissions of Sewers" in all parts of the kingdom. It

will bo remembered that the duties of these functionaries

related more directly to floods and their attendant con-

sequences than to purely sanitary affairs as at present

understood. The existence of commissioners of sewers in

London is alluded to in official correspondence of 1582 and
1591, relative to the cleansing and conservation of the Fleet

ditch ; and during snbseuuent years various enactments were
decreed and regulations issued in connection with the
management of streets and sewers, the erection of buildingc,

and other matters. Repeated visitations of the plagne called

forth fresh orders of council ; the great plague of 1665 was
followed nest year by the great fire ; a new city arose, and
with it arrived a new era as regards the health of the London
population ; yet, for upwards of a century after this event
needful measures of sanitary reform remained in abeyance.
Under the title of "New Momenta" the author relates

somewhat minutely in the next section of the volume the
rise and early progress of British preventive medicine, the
growth of humanity in British politics, and the first ex-

periences of Asiatic cholera in Europe. In proceeding, allu-

sion is made to a series of measures of reform, com]>Ieted in

1835 by the passing of the Municipal Coi-jjorations Act. The
expedients adopted by thefiovernmentof thetime to check the

spread and combat the ravages of the first visitation of Asiatic

cholera in 1831 to 1833 are described at some length in the

succeeding chapter, where it is pointed out that, although
no direct sanitary legislation followed, many useful lessons

were gathered from the experiences afforded. The fourth,

final, and most important, division of this eshau.stive work is

devoted to a consideration of the enormous advance of sani-

tary reforms, the important growth of sanitary institutions,

and the remarkable development of sanitary appliances
during the reign of Queen Victoria, which may be regarded
emphaticaliy as a new era for England. The author, in touch-
ing upon the increased knowledge of scientific medicine
then attained, remarks :

" Disease, always enough understood
to be an evil, had gradually come to be seen as an evil which
could often be prevented ; and from the time when the com-
munity began to know that with good government it could,

at its option, escape many terrible calamities of disease, health
necessarily began to take rank as an object of j)ractical

politics." The modern demand for sanitary reform may be
said to have begun in this country in 1838, and the steady
advancement made and repeated successes gained during the
next ten years culminated in the legislative enactments of

1848, and are here described as mainly due to "the zealons
Labours of one eminent public servant," the late Sir Edwin
Chadwick. BricHy referring to the more prominent public

incidents of this active period of sanitary progress, we
may note that in 1838 the Poor Law Commissioners
drew attention to preventable disease as a cause of

pauperism ; in the following year the House of Lords
issued an instruction to the commissioners for a general sani-

tary inquiry, and in 181.2 received their report. This, as

published, consisted of two volumes devoted to local details,

and a third synoptical volume, compiled by Sir Edwin (then
Mr.) Chadwick, and entitled " General Report of the Sanitary
Condition of the Labouring Population of Great Britain." Ag
a result of the facts stated and proposals submitted, a Royal
Commission was forthwith appointed to inquire into the best

means of promoting public health and to investigate cognate
matters. Much valuable assistance was rendered by Mr. Chad-
wick, a report was in due couree presented ; and, as an embodi-
ment of the proposals enunciated, and views expressed, the
Public Health Act of 1848 was jiasscd. Want of space pre-

cludes us from following Sir John Simon's interesting ac-

count of the next chapter of the General Hoard of Health,

inatiluted by the legislation of I.'^^S. We may mention, how-
over, that this body ceased to exist in 185S, when pari of its

functions were transferred to the Privy Council and part

assigned to the Home Secretary by the Public Health and
Local Government Acts passed in that year. Full details re-

specting the earliest central and local appointments of

medical officers, and of the work performed by them, are re-

corded in the usual accurate and lucid manner, and the suc-

ceeding chapter, relating to the Medical Department of the
Privy Council, forms an epitome of the successive reports

submitted for Parliamentary consideration by the authorfrom
185'J to 1872, and consequently deals with matters that came
officially under his personal observation. It would be inter-

!
esting and instructive to dwell upon the inquirieB under-
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taken, proposals made, and the general scheme propounded

by the Royal Sanitary Commission of 1869-71, which

led to immediate legislative enactments constituting a Local

Government Board, amending the constitution, and defining

the powers, of local authorities; but we must refer our

readers to the book itself for information. In the record of

English State medicine since 1871 we are given a review of

the constitution of the Local Government Board, the nature

of the local appointments made, the supervision exercised by

the Local fiovernment Board in sanitary affairs, and the

important sanitary provisions incorporated in the local

government legislation of 1888-89. In his concluding

summary the author remarks :
" With regard to the progress

of English sanitary administration during the seventeen

years between the establishment of the Local Government

Board and the passing of the Act of 1888 for the constitution

of county councils some admixture of disappointment may be

confessed ; for if, during those years, the Local Government
Board h.ad exercised more influence of re.al sniicrvision in

favour of jirogress, and against the many local inactivities

and defaults which have been known to exist, especially if in

the first instance it had been started wiih organisation and

spirit for that branch of work, presumably the present

sanitary position of England would have been much more
uniformly adv.anced than it is." We conclude the inadequate

survey, comprised in this article, by a further extract :

" It is

peculiarly gratifying to note that the English progress of

the Victorian periol has been of infinence far beyond the

limits of the United Kingdom, not only in the colonies and

other transmarine parts of the British empire, but also in

countries under other government, and the early English

workers, who have joyfully witnessed that wide extension of

a great beneficence, have at the same time had the happiness

of finding their own pioneer work approved and honoured by

the chief foi-eign promoters of the extension."

SO.MK rERlllPUALS.

The chief contents.of The Aichitecttiml Review (Effingham

House, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., 6d.) for April comprise

such varied and interesting subjects as Beverley Minster,

coloured relief, the life and work of Welby Pugin, Albury

and Shere as illustrative of church and village, the life and

work of Jean Carries and the work of John Sedding. Mr.

Paul Waterhouse is responsible for the letterpress descriptive

of the life and work of Welby Pugin. The illustrations, as

usual, are on a lavish scale, and an excellent ppecimen of

half-tone process works.—To Cafsier'6 Magazine (Bedford-

street, Strand, W.C., Is.) Mr. S. B. Cottrell, m.i.c.e., contributes

a well-written and well-illustrated article on the Liverpool

overhead railway and docks. Other matters taken up are

trade unions and political economy, crushing and pulverising

machines, car-ferrying on American lakes, inventing for a

living, crossing the Chilkoot Pass by wire cable, the im-

provement of power plants, and the celebrated ironclad

Monitor. A number of current topics are discussed in a

bright style.—Our American contemporary, The Sanilarian

(New York), reprints a paper read at a recent convention of

health officers at San Francisco by Mr. C. E. Grunsky, an

American civil engineer, on " The Proper Disposal of Sew-

age." The paper is an excellent statement of the present posi-

tion of the question and of the various stages by which that

position has been reached, but nothing novel in the way of

comment or suggestion is advanced. The following state-

ment from another writer on the subject is quoted

without comment or contradiction : "It is actually a fact that

the effluents from certain European sewage works, as well as

from some of the sewage purification fields in Massachusetts,

are preferable from a hygienic standpoint to the public water

supplies of a number of large .Vmerican cities." " Sewage
Consumption in New Jersey" is the rather alarming style in

which attention is drawn to a polluted water supply in

that quarter of the globe. A similar state of affairs in Phila-

delphia led to a condemnation of the municipal council

by a mass meeting of the citizens. This interesting

process is described as an " inquest," but it must not

therefore be inferred that the council is defunct. There

is plenty of good matter in this periodical in con-

nection with sanitary matters.—There are too many pro-

blems of international interest at present to allow of 7nu.

nicipal matters receiving much attention this month in the

American Jiecieic of Rcvieun, but there are summaries of some
articles dealing with certain aspects of the municipal life of

American cities.

—

Knoi'ledye (London, 6d.) has a capital list

of articles dealing chiefly with botany, geology and astro-

nom}'.—The variety and excellence of the April Buily

(Vinton & Co., Is.) may be guessed from the following list of

topics : Steeplechasing, animal painters, the early trout,

umpires and the early days of the Highland regiments.

There are appreciative notices of Mr. T. B. Miller and the

late Mr. Edmund Tattersall.—We have also received the last

quarterly number of 1/ie Digest of Physical Te.sfs (Philadelphia),

The Analyst{Lon(lori,ls.),SindT}ie Journal of the Royal Colonial

Institute.

SOME SHORT NOTIl'BS.

The little book entitled N-\TnRE-CHAT, by Mr. E. A. Martin,

F.G.s., (R. E. Taylor & Son, Is.) will afford pleasant reading to

the many who love to enjoy Nature's company in the fields

and by-ways of rural England.

Over the Northern Heights, Part II. (R. E. Taylor &

Son, 6d.) is a convenient and readable little guide by " Alf
Holliday," to rambles about Windsor, Stoke Pogis, and Burn-
ham Beeches.
The new edition, by Mr. A. R. Hope Moncrieff, of Black's

Guide to Bath and Bristol (A.& C. Black) will be found to

merit its full share of the deservedly high reputation long
enjoyed by an excellent series of tourists hand-books.
The Tra.N'sactions of the Geographical Society of

(Quebec, 1893-7, is devoted chiefly to accounts of geographical
exploration in north-western lands, and contains some good
maps.

WATER DIVINATION.

Several ratepayers, Tlie Times has reported, attended the
audit of the accounts of the Ainpthill Urban District Council
on Wednesday, and objected to the payment to Mr. Leicester

Gatakor for divining for water. It was stated that on a similar

objection last year the auditor had surcharged the fees paid
to the diviner, and an appeal had been made to the Local
Government Board, but had not yet been decided. Mr.
Gataker had one divination, in which ho recommended borings
in a place called Fountaine's Field, near the surface, and in

the green sand. After some boring had been undertaken and
a water engineer had rocom mended the abandonment of the

work, Mr. Gatacre had furnished a further divination, locating

ten fresh so-called springs. These, it was objected, were con-

trary to the first series of divinations in the same field, as at

the depths indicated it was affirmed by geologists that there

could be no water at all, for the borings would then be deep
in the Oxford clay.

Mr. W. A. Casson, the Local Government Board auditor, in

giving his decision quoted Prof. Barrett, who had written

a monograph " on the so-called diving-rod," which was pub-
lished in the " Proceedings of the Society for Physical Re-
search." Though apparently strongly biased in favour of

diviners. Prof. Barrett} admitted that their general ideas of

water were absurd, as they imagined springs to exist like

buried treasure, located to an area of a few square inches, or

as imderground rivers which they professed to trace within
an inch on either side. Mr. Casson stated that he could not,

in the interest of the ratepayers, do other than surcharge the

members with the fees objected to, as he was of opinion that

Mr. Gataker had, with a view of obtaining the fee paid to him
by the council, made pretence to a power within the meaning
of the decision in the case of Regina v. Maria Giles (34 L.J.,

M.C., 54), in which it was held that " the pretence of a
power, either physical, moral or supernatural, and obtaining

money by the false assertion of such a power, whatever it

may be, is an indictable offence under the letter of the

statute and within the mischief intended to be prevented by
it." The consideration in the agreement for Mr. Gataker's
employment was therefore an illegal one, and the agreement
for such employment void in law. He regarded divination

as a survival from times when magio and witchcraft were
generally believed in, and when the " divining-rod " was used
to discover not only sources of water but lodes of metal ore,

hidden treasure, the bodies of murdered persons, and lost

boundaries of land. Where the practice of divination was
not deliberately fraudulent, it was perhaps explicable on the
hypothesis of self-deception, and the fact that where scien-

tific tests wore applied to diviners the experiments gene-
rally failed showed that much depended on what an eminent
geologist who had written to him described as the use of an
eye trained to notice the surface features of the ground.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Next Ordinary General Meeting.

The next ordinary general meeting of the Institution will

be held in the lord mayor's parlour at the Town Hall, Man-
chester, on Wednesday, the 20tli inst. The meeting will

commence at 11 a.m., and the following papers will he read :

(1) " Manchester from 1847 to 1897," by Mr. John Holden ;

(2) " Lessons from Fire and Panic," by Mr. T. Blashill
; (3)

"A Consideration of some of the Present-Day Difficulties met
with in a Land Agent's Practice," by Mr. C. P. Hall; (4)
" Notes on the Construction of Town Buildings," by Mr.
Howard Chatfcild Clarke.

Municipal Officers' Association Dinner.—In connection
with this function, the printed official list of those present on
the occasion described Mr. E. A. Prescott as borough engineer
of Luton. Mr. Prescott is assistant surveyor, the borough
engineer and surveyor being Mr. A. J. L. Evans. We regret

the mistake, which, it will be seen, did not originate with us.

At last week's meeting of the Paddington A'ostry a long
discussion ensued on the question of appointing an assistant

surveyor to till the vacancy caused by the death of Mr.
Albert Weston, son of the surveyor, and it was ultimately de-

cided to issue advertisements inviting candidates between the
ages of twenty-five and thirty-five years. The salary was
fixed at £300, two amendments to offer lower amounts being
negatived.
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Law Notes.
Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewry Cliambers, E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor will be pleased to ansiuer any questions affecting

the practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities.

Queries (which shoald be written legibly on foolscap paper, one

side only) should be addressed to " Tlie Law Editor," at the Offices

of The Sorveyor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Powers ok Rural District Cooncil.—"Rural" writes:

In this district there are no by-laws in force. In one parish

certain new roads and sewers are to be constructed. Has
the district council any power whatever with regard to these

proposed new roads ?

Under sec. 25, sub-sec. (I), of the Local Government Act, 180i, rurnl

district councils have all the powers of a highway authority, and also,

as respects highways, all the powers of an urban authority under i^ec.

HI to 148 of the Public Health Act, 1875. This is subject to the power
of the county council to postpone the operation of the section for three
years from the " appointed day," or for such further period ns the
Local Government Board may allow. By sub-sec. (3) of the same
section rural district councds shall also have such powers of urban
sanitary authorities as the Local Government Board by general order
direct. And by sub-sec. (4) the power to make such penernl orders is

to be in addition to the powers conferred by sec. 276 of the Pul)lic

Health Act, 1875, under which the board may confer such powers by
special order oh particular rural authorities. All district councils are,

under sec. 26 of the 1894 Act, bound to protect public rights of way.

Waterworks.—" VV. R. K." writes: 1, Is there any law to

prevent a waterworks company or corporation taking water
from a stream from which another company already get a
supply at a higher point in tlie stream-' 2, Are tliere any
cases in which two waterworks companies take v\ater from
the same stream ? If so, kindly name.

1, No waterworks company or corporation have power to take water
from a stream otherwise than by agreement or under the powers of its

special Act. Of course, if a special Act gives a monopoly in the whole
of a particular stream to one company Parliament would not be likely

to stultify itself by passing a subsequent Act authorising another com-
pany to take from the same stream. But if the powers of the first com-
pany were confined to a particular part of the stream there would seem
to be no reason why the second company should not be authorised to

get a supply lower down the some stream. 2, I am unable to give an
instance. Perhaps some of the readers of the "Law Notes" may be
cognisant of cases in which this has been done and will kindly commu-
nicate.

Public Footpath : Right of Landowner to Fenck : Lia-

bility for Repair.— " Surveyor " writes : lu an urban dis-

trict there is a public right of way across a Held. This is not

disputed by the owner of the field, who, at his own expense,

is engaged in making a gravelled path 4 ft. wide along the

original track, and proposes to fence the path on each side.

1. Can the owner fence the path off in this way without the

sanction of the district council ? 2. If not, can the district

council give the necessary Fanction ? 3. Who will be respon-

sible for the proper maintenance of the path in future ?

1 and 2. The owner is undoubtedly entitled to fence, provided, of
course, that he does not encroach on the public footpath. 3. It is im-
possible to determine this without knowing the facts. If the fcotpath
was dedicated to the public before 1835, it is ;)?'im(r /'"t''e repairable by
the inhabitants at large. If it was not dedicated until after the pass-
ing of the Hij^hway Act, 1835, it is not repairable by the inhabitants
at large unless the formalities prescribed by that Act, or by the Public
Health Acts for the time being in force, have been observed. But even
although the path may not bo repairable by the public, it does not follow
that the landowner is'bound to repair it. See "Query and Reply "at p. 14
of Vol. vii. of The Survetor.

Combined Drainage : Power of Local Authority to
Refuse to Sanction.—Mr. T. F. Bunting, borough surveyor,
Maidstone, writes : Has a local authority the power, having
adopted the Jlodel By-Laws, to compel a separate drain for

every new house ? In other words, wliero a bnildcr submits
plans for, say, half a dozen houses adjoining one another,
drained by one common drain along the rear (which so long
as the six houses remain the property of one owner would be
a sewer maintainable bj- the local authority), have the
authority power to refuse to sanction the plans and so prevent
the construction of a sewer for which they would, become re-

sponsible as soon as it was constructed ?

Under sec. 25 of the Public Health Act, 1875, an urban authority can
enforce in the case of a new house (or a house pulled down below the
ground floor) the construction of a drain or drains of such sixe and
materials at such level and with such falls as on the report of the
surveyor may appear to the authority to be necessary for the eftcctual
drainage of such house, Aud it is provided that such drain or drains
shall empty into any sewer which the authority are entitled to use and
which is within 100 ft. of the site of the house, or, if no such means of
drainage are within that distance, into such covered cesspool or other
place as the authority direct. I think under this section the authority
would be justified in refusing to pass a combined system, as the section
expressly re<iuires the drain of each hou.so to empty into an existing
sewer or cesspool, «S:o.

GENERAt, District Rate: Exemption: Diti ii aiuoixing
Highway.—" J. T." writes : 1, Can occupiers of land who are
liable to the repair of " occupation roads"' over which the
public have a right of way, and who have hitherto unid high-
way rates, refuse to pay the general district highway rate
when compelled by the district highway authoriiy to place
aforesaid i-oads in order for the general convenience of the
public ? 2, A boitght several plots of laud adjoining a

ments referred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams
must be dravm and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents
who do not wish their names published should furnish a nom
de plume.

district highway for building purposes. The said liighway is

only 14 ft. wide from ditch to ditch, and 18 ft. from hedge-
set to hedge-set. A is building his boundary wall in a line

with the ditch, 2 ft. beyond the hedge-sets, narrowing the
road thereby. Can he legally claim beyond tlie line of the
hedge- sets ?

1, Land, tlie occupier of which is liable to repair a particular road
ratione tenunt, ma.y be exempt from liighway rates, but it does not seem
to be very clearly laid down what is necessary to establish such exemp-
tion. The occupier must show that there is some consideration for the
exemption, and it is not sufficient to show that noneof the owners of the
landor the occupiers thereof have ever paid highway rates, {Segina v.
RolU ft, L.J. 10 Q.B. 475) . In the instance given in the query I do not
see how the occupiers can claim exemption, inasmuch as the.y have
hitherto paid rates, 2, The ordinary presumption is that a' ditch
belongs to the owner ot the adjacent hedge, he being supposed to have
dug the ditch on his own land. Unless there is an.vthing to rebut such
jiiesumption in the case stated, it would.appear that the owner is with-
in his rights in building his wall in line with the ditch, so long as he
does not encroach on any part of the highway, I assume that the rural
district council is not invested with urban powers, and that there are
no by-laws regulating the width of new streets, so that no rjuestion of
" laying out a new street can arise."

Private Strert Works : Execution of Works Deferred j

Are Fresh Notices Necessary? Lighting: Annual Sum
PHR Lamp Paid to Gas Companv : Principle of Apportion-
ment.—"Surveyor" writes: Some three years ago, in an
urban district, notices were served on owners and occupiers
requiring them to level, metal, channel, &c., cerlain private
streets, and a loan for the purpose was sanctioned. The
Local Government Board Eanctioncd the loan subject to the
streets not being made-up until the completion of the sewers,
which it was thought would be put in by the district council
within about twelve months from the time of the receipt of

the Local Government Board's sanction. Will you kindly
answer the following c[uestions : 1. (a) Is it necessary to serve
fresh notices now upon all owners, {h) upon owners of houses
built on plots adjoining the streets, and (r) upon those who
have purchased plots since the notices were given but who
have not erected houses thereon!' 2. The district council has
an agreement with the gas company to erect lamps where re-

quested within a certain distance at so much per year, the
company providing everything. Lamps have been put up in

the street above referred to. It is presumed the district

council have a right to charge the owners. IIow can this be
done, seeing the company find everything and make a charge
of so much per annum per lamp ?

1. I assume that the notices were given under sec. 150 of the Public
Health Act, 1875, also that the works have not been executed, and that
consetiueutly no final appointment has been made, so that no question
can arise as to whether the time has expired within which the expenses
can be recovered from the owners m default

—

viz., sis months from the
expiration of three months from service of notice of final apportionment
(Public Health Act, 1975, sec, 25", and 11 and 12 Vic, c, 43, s. 11), If
this assumption is correct, it is not, in my opinion, necessary to serve
fresh notices on the owners already served, nor to serve notices on the
present owners of plots (whether built on or uncovered) the past owners
of which have been served, 2, Assuming that the notices given to tlie
frontagers comprise a requirement "to provide proper means for
lighting," the expenses incurred by the authority in so doing would
be recoverable from the frontagers. This (as well as the other ex-
penses) would have to be apportioned by the surveyor. The difficulty
is that, whereiis the section obviously contemplates a capital expendi-
ture, no capital expenditure has in this case been incurred b,v the au-
thority. It seems to me that the only way out of the difficulty is for
the authority to compound with the gas company for a lump sum for
the yearly payments in respect of the lamps in the street in question,
which lump sum could then, 1 think, bo properly apportioned among
the frontagers.

Errata.—On p. 345 ante, in reply to " Surveyor's " query,
lino .5, for "titling" read "tithing," and in line 35 for
" natural" road " neutral." In reply to " Light and Air's"
query for "compulsorily " read "compulsory."

The Sanitary Institute.—The Autumn Congress of the
Institute will be held this \'ear in Birmingham, under the
presidency of Sir Joseph Fayrcr, Bart., K.c.s.i., m.d., f.r.i.p.,

F.R.cs., r.1,.11., I'.n.s., commencing on September 27th.

The Sewage Commission.—The delay in annonncing the
composition of tliis body, of which Lord Iddesleigh has ac-
cepted the chairmanship, is due, says The Times, to the fact
that the Government have agreed, in response to urgent re-
presentations from north of the Tweed, to add a Scotchman
to the list to be submitted for her Majesty's approval. Ac-
cording to presant arrangements there will be seven com-
missioners besides the cliairman— two Local Government
Board officials, two gentlemen with experience of the methods
and necessities of large urtau districts, an eminent bacteri.
ologist, a well-known chemist and a rejnesenrative of Scot-land.
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Municipal VIork in Progress and Projected.

Very little information is forthcoming; at Easter as to the

doings of metropolitan local authorities, owing to the holi-

day adjonrnment. On the other hand there is no luck of

interesting information from the provinces, as will be seen

from our news items in connection with Dewsbnry, Notting-

ham, Rotherham, Salfurd, Scarborough, Stratford-on-Avon,

Liverpool, Wood (ireen, AUon Manor, liiierloy Hill, Keyu-

Bham and elsewhere.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.

Bermondsey.— ttn the recommendation of the tieneral

Purposes Committee the vestry have decided to potiiion in

favour of the Municipal tiSicers' Superannuation Bill.

Fulhanii—The New .Streets Committee have resolved to

recommend the vestry to accept tenders as follows for the

niaking-up and paving of Margravine-gardens (section ii) :

Roadway—Mr. H. J. Greenham, £250; pavirg—the Victoria

Stone Company, £132.

Islington.—In corseqnence of the repeated neglect of the

National Ttlephone Company to deliver particulars of new
wires or supports placed in the district within one month
after the placing thereof, as required by the by-law, the vestry

have decided to inform the company that they will insist upon
full compliance with the by-law. The London Building Act

(1894) Amendment Bill, which is being promoteil by the

London County Council, has been under consideration, together

with a report of the chief surveyor thereon ; and, whilst agree-

ing wiih the proposals contained in tlie Bill, the vestry liave

suggested to the council the desirability of a clause being

inserted for the purpose of providing that the space Uft be-

tween the side of a road and the line to which a fence, wall

or building is to be set back, pursuant to clause 3, shall be

added to and become part of the public way. It was decided

to offer the strongest possible opposition to the Bill of the

Great Northern Hallway Company, in which power is being

sought to construct additional bridges over Seven Sisters and
Sirond Green roads.

Paddington.—The following tenders for the construction

of a public lavatory in Bickering- place, Bayswater, were last

week referred to a committee: Messrs. Jenning", £1,800;
the Water Engineering Company, £1,8,5(1; Messrs. Cormick
& Son, £1,537, £1,487, £1,567 and £1,572, accordirg to the

style of fittings used ; Mr. Peter Wood, £1,3S8. A letter was
read from the London County Council stating that they had
made an order sanctioning, conditionally, the formation or

laying-out of a street; for cariiagc traffic, to be named
" Salem-road," to lead out of Mofcow-road, and partly on the

site of Salem-road, as .shown by the deposited plans, sections

and particulars.

ShOredltCh,—The now free library in Pittield-strcet will

ba opened on Wediies<iay-l)y the Eight Hon. Sir John Lubbock.
—Tlie vestry at their meeting last week adopted a report of

the Lighting Committee, who asked to be empowered to ob-

tain an estimate for the ventilation of the destructor house,

the chief engineer having ad\ised the carrying of sheet- iron

u'r ducts from the existing air duct up the north end of the de-

structor house to the top, and thence right along unileriieath

the ridge. It was also decided to lix an electric fan in the

uorth end of the engine-room.

St. Ceorge-the-Martyr, Southwark.— The vettry Lave
decided to borrow £4,250 from the London County Council

for re-drainage work?.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Bradford.—The Gas and Electricity Conimittee last week

decided to make substantial reductions in thu price of electric

c'lrrent, both for lighting and for motive power. The scale

at present in operation provides for a charge of 5d- per Board
of Trade unit for lighting and liU\. Jier unit for motive
power. Tlie coniniittee decided to recommend the town
council to reduce the charge for lighting to 4.Vd. per unit and
to adopt a new scale for motive power. This will provide

that for a minimum of four hours continiiiuis use with a con-

sumption of 550 Hoard of Tin.lr uiiil.^ Hie charge shall be re-

duced to 2d. jier unit, with inlcniicdiale reductions up to

eight hours continuous use and 1,200 units coniiiniptiun, at

which the charge will be Id. per unit. It is an interesting

fact that, in order to carry out this scale, special meters will

be provided which wi.l register the consumption and show
whether the use has been continuous or not.

Brighton.— Dr. Newsholme has called the atlention of the

Sanitary Committee to a number of houses in the borough
which are unfit for habitation. The evils connected with the
houses eanno'-, in his opinion, be remedied otherwise than by an
improvement scheme for the reconstruction and rearrange-
ment of the houses, or some of them, within the area iu ques-
tion, which is bounded on the south by Edtvard-street, on
the north by Park-hill, on the Tyest by the fraiit walls of the '

houses on the eastern side of Spa-street, and on the east y
the back walls of the tack yards of the houses in Park-street.

Darwen.—The town council have decided to apply to the

Local Government Board for power to borrow £2,400 for ac-

quiring land for various purposes.

Dewsbury.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the borrowing of £10,382 in respect to the laying-out of the

proposed public pa'k.

Doncaster.—An inspector of the Local (iovernnicnt Board
has held an inquiry respecting an application of the corpora-

tion for sanction to borrow £2,0U0 for the improvement of

Piinting Office-street.

ECCleS.— At last week's meeting of the council a committee
reported that as a result of negotiations with the Manchester
Carriage and Tramways Company, it had been provisionally

arranged to lease the tramways in tlie borough to the com-
pany from March ne.xt, at an annnal rental of £900.

Falmouth.—The town council recently adopted the report

of a committee staling that'thoy had considered the question

of the purchase of the waterwoiks undertaking, and recom-
mending that the clerk write to the chairman of the company
stating that the authority desired to purcli.ase their under-

taking, and asking if they are prepared to sell, and, if so, at

what price; also that a committee be appointed to confer

with the Penryn Town Council.

Higham Ferrers.—The town council have resolved to

make an application to the Local Government Board for

sanction to boi row a further sum of £146 for sewerage works.

Leamington.—A Local Government Beard inquiry has
been held relative to an application of the town council for

sanction to borrow £2,620 for the laying-out of pleasure

grounds, and £1,100 for the purchase of a site for the erec-

tion of a new free library and technical echool.

Leeds.—The town council have decided to purchase a large

number of properties required in connection with street im-
provements a'ld the Yorb-stieet and Camp Field insanitary

areas.

Leominster.— It has been decided to apply to the Local
Government Board for sanction to a loan of £1,500 for the

propcsed new water scheme.

Lincoln.—The city council have decided to extend the wood
paving of the carriageway in High-street, St. Peter-at-Gowth,
at an estimated cost of £l,iJUi.

Liverpool.—Upon the recommendation of a committee the
city council last week decided that a piece of land between
Brecks'de Park and the Bocitle branch of the London and
North- Western Railway, to the north of Tuebrook station,

containing about 28,7u5 square yards, together with all

rights and easements appertaining thereto, should be pur-

chased for the sum of £5,5C0. It is proposed to use the land
as a *' tipping " station.— It lias been recommended for the
improvement of the tramway system in the city that a pro-

visional ordtr be sought to widen Vauxhall-road from Free-
masons-row to Marylebone.

Manchester.—The city council have adopted a scheme
for the erection of four fountains, at a cost of £700 each, in

the four principal public parks, the funds coming out of a
legacy left; for the purpose. In addition to the fountains,

four drinking troughs will bo provided for horses and cattle,

at a charge of £l(Xl a-p'ece.

Newcastle.— in considering a report of the Finance Com-
mittee recommending application to the Local Government
Board for sanction to a loan for certain expenditure on
alterations at the jiolico court buildings, a member of the

city council contended that tiie profits accruing to the cor-

poration from the police court business, amounting lo £2,000
a year, should bo used in defraying the cost of the improve-
ments. The repoit, ho>vcver, was adopted.

Nottingham.— ,\t last week's meeting of the city council

a discnssion took placi,' on the recoiiimeiidation of the Tram-
w.iys Coininittco for the reconstruction and estcnsion of the

tramways and the adi ption of the ovcrhiad system of Irac-

tfou, at an estimated cost of £425,000. Alderman Browns-
word explained the propos.als of the committee, and moved
the first reading of the report, the second reading of which
will be t.'ikeii at the meeting of the council in Mav. The re-

sulntion furlher aiilhoiised'the 'i'raiiiways Couim'il tee to in-

struct the city engineer to proceed with the necesfary sur-

veys, which will be required for the purpose of enabling the
council to promote a Bill during the next session of Parlia-

ment sanctioning the recommendations of the committee.

OSSett.— It was reported at last week's meeting of the
corporation that a provisional order Iiad been received author-
ising the council to lay down electiic lisrhting plant and to

supply elcctriciiy wiihin the borough. The Local Govern-
ment Board had also forwarded the draft of a provisional

order to amend the local Act of 1875 in regard to borrowing
powers for waterworks and the investment of sinking funds.

Rotherham.—At ^he last monthly meeting, the town conn-
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oil confirmed the decision of the Ga3 Committee to make im-

portant extensions to the ptas plant, which would involve an
expenditure of about £15,000 to £30,000. The work will be

carried out as occasion requires. As to the important sewer-

age scheme which the corporation have in hand, necessitating

an expenditure of £80,000 or £90,000, the mayor announced
that so far as the sanction of the Local Government Board
was concerned the council were getting nearer the end, and
it was hoped that very shortly the work would be commenced.

. Poole.—Mr. F. H. Tulloch, an inspector of the Local

Government Board, held an inquiry last week into an applica-

tion of the town council for aiinction to borrow the sum of

£1,332 for carrying out works at Parkstone under the

Private Street Works Act. The inspector heard several

witnesses, and was askc-d to let tlie council have the decision

of the central authority as soon as possible.

Salford.—The town council last week approved a pr.iposal

to erect, two pavilions for scarlet fever and tyi)hoid patients

at the Ladywell sanatorium, at an estimated cost of £11,800.

They also adopted a reconmieiidation to apply for power to

borrow £16,000 to cover tlie cost of widen irjg Regent -road

from Regent-road bridge to <1rdsnl-lane and half the cost of

widening the bridge. It was further agreed to apply for

leave to borrow for electric lighting purposes a sum of

£33,000, instead of the £50,000 proposed in a resolution pajsed

recently.

Scarborough.—-At a recent special meeting of the Streets

and Buildings Committee, which consists of all the members
of the town council, an important scheme of improvement
was agreed to, it being decided to purchase a mansion in

St. Nicholas-street, wiih gardens, and undercliffe adjoining,

and the exhibition buildings facing the sea, at £33,000. The
object, iti is understood, is to convert the mansion into a new
town hall and municipal buildings, and it is believed that

space will be found for consolidating on this site all the de-

partments of the corporation.

StOOkport.—The corporation have decided to enter into

negotiations for the acquirement, of the rights and property

of the Stockport and Hazel-grove Tramways Company,
Limited.

StratfOrd-On-Avon.—A Local Oovernmont B,)ard inqu'ry

was held last week with reference to an application of the

town council for sanction to borrow sums amounting alto-

gether to £1 l,H32for various purposes connected with boroiu'h

improvements. It was explained that a sum of £8,3(/0 was
required to complete the purchase of the Comyns estate at

Snittertield, in the vicinity of the waterworks; £2,600 was
required for street improvements, £375 for a steam road-

roller, £230 for hospital purposes, and £327 was the council's

contribution towards the cose of widening a canal bridge in

Maidenhead-road. With reference to the item of £8,.'i00 it

was said that the estate formed part of the gatheringgroand
of the Stratford waterworks, and it was highly desirable that

it should be under the control of the corporation as regarded

its cultivation. A tenant might cultivate in such a manuer,
in fact, as would be highly injuiions to the water supply of

the town, and when the estate came into the market a short

time ago the corporation resolved to purchase it. 'I'liere was
no opposition to any of the proposals.

Wednesbury.—The corporation have decided, on the
recommendation of the S.anitary Committee, to make .an ap-

plication under the Klectric Lighting Acts for a provisional

order for supplying electricity for lighting and other purposes.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Alnwick.—The Local Coveriiment Boaid have sanctioned

the borrowing of £700 for works of sewerage ai.d sewage
disposal for the township of Warkworth.

Aston Manor.—At a meeting of the district council on the

5th inat. plans were submitted showing suggested alterations

,to the original plans for additions to the administrative build-

ings at the infectious diseases hospital. The plans were ap-

proved, and the clerk was instructed to make an application

to the Local (iorernment Board for sinction to a further sum
of £750, making atotal of £2,200.—The Highways Committee
reported that they had had under consideration a report of the

surveyor with reference to the still defective condition of the

lines of the Birmingham and ,\ston Tramways Company in

the Aston and Lichfield reals. They stated they were unable
to impress the company with the necessity and importance of

putting their lines in order with greater dispatch than was at

present being used. Under these conditions they had in-

structed the clerk to forward a copy of the surveyor's report

to the Board of Tr.ado, and to urge the board to hold an inquiry

in reference to general complaints without any further delay.

—The Finance Committee reported that they had instructed

the clerk to apply to the Local Government BonrJ for sanc-

tion to a loan of £7,2U0 for the purchase of land and a canal

basin in Cheston-road for the purpose of a highway wharf,
the present wharf being required for the electric light station.

—The tender of Messrs. \V. & A. Heaps, Nechells Park-road,

Birmingham, was accepted at tlie price of £79(i for the con-
struction of Priory-road.—The tender of Messrs. Shand, Mason
& Co., of London, at £385, was also accepted for the supply
of a 450 gallons capacity double-cylinder vertical steam fire-

engine.

BOgnor.—Mr. Herbert H. Law, a Local Government Board
inspector, has held an inquiry respecting an application of

the district council for permission to borrow £2,000 for the

construction of a new sea wall and esplanade at the west end,

near the Black Mill.

Brierley Hill.—The'Sanitary Committee reported, at a
meeting of the district council last week, that Mr. Wilcox
had praeented his report on the proposed joint scheme of

sewage disposal with Kingswinford. The scheme, it is

estimated, will cost over £20,000.

CilderSOme.—The district council have made an applica-

tion to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
an amended sum of £2,500 for the purposes of sewerage and
sewage disposal.

Keynsham.—The Local Government Board are to be re-

qae.ited by the district council to sanction the borrowing of

£14,000 for sewage works.

Leigh. — At a recent meeting of the council over
£13,000 was voted on the Market-street improvement
account, and it was resolved that application be made to the
Local (iovernment Board for sanction to borrow a farther

sum of £23,711 for owners' and tenants' interests. The sur-

veyor was instructed to prepare plans for three suggested
sites for a new market. 'I'he question of spending £11,000
on a town's yard, &c., was referred to a committee. The
town is seeking incorporation. — The district council have
resolved to spend £10,000 on an electric supply station. .Ap-

plication is being made for leave to borrow this amount, and
also to borrow £25,000 for extending the gasworks. The
£10,000 is based on estimates prepared by Mr. John Foster,

the g.as manager, who proposes to follow the main lines of

the successful little electric supply station put down under
his supervision at Nelson. .Already promises equivalent to

4,000 8 candle-power lamps have been received, and Mr.
Foster proposes to put down plant capable of dealing with

6,600 lamps alight simultaneously, exclusive of the storage

battery. 'I'he compulsory .area is compact, and will be served

by a three-wire system giving 440 volts across the outers.

Steam will be supplied from the boilers at the gasworks, ad-

joining which the electric supply station will he erected.

The price will be 5d., less 5 per cent, discount, and a profit is

exfiectod from the first.

Milton-next-Sittingbourne.—The district council have
reduced the pi ice of gas from 3s. 4d. to 23. lid. for private

lighting, and from 3s. 4d. to 3s. for public lighting.

Rhyl.— -A Local Government Board inquiry was held last

week respecting an application of the district council for per-

mission to borrow £1,.500 for the purpose of carrying out se.a

defence works and the construction of a promenade, 20 ft.

wide, at the extreme end of the marine drive.

Shipley.— it has been decided by the council to invite four

architects to prepare designs for new offices, fire brigade
stations, baths, stabling, &c , to be built on certain land known
as the Manor House estate.

Ventnor.—Recently a letter was received from the Local
Government Bo.ard replying to a commnnication from the
council in reference to the work executed by the council iu

connection with the extension of the " Cat R(x;k " outfall

sewer. The board regretted to observe that, although more
than four years had elapsed since the loan for the extension

was sanctioned, a considerable portion of the sewer still

remained to be constructed. This delay they could not
regard but as most unsatisfactory. It appeared to them that

the reasons advanced by the council in the explanation of

such delay were wholly inadequate, and the board must
request that the whole of the work in respect of which the

loan of £410 was s.anctioned on the 12th September, 1893,

may be completed by the 1st September next. The board
desired to be informed from time to time how the work was
progressing.

Windermere.— Plans for the erection of public offices,

including surveyor's residence, have been approved by the

district council. The Local Government Board are to be

asked to sanction a loan of £2,5(X) to carry out the scheme.

Wood Green.—Mr. W. O. K. Meade-King, M.i.c,E,,has held

an inquiry on behalf of the Local (iovernment Board with
respect to an application of the district council for sanction to

the borrowing of £1,549 for works of sewerage, £2,194 for

works of street improvement, £()54 for purposes of public

p'easuro grounds, £3,062 for works of private street improve-

ment, and £900 for the provision of fire alarms and telephone

apparatus.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Alwerthorpe.- Mr. 11. Percy lioulnois, m.i.c.e,. has held an

inquiry, on behalf of the Local (Government Board, with

respect to nn apiilication of the district council for leave to

borrow £2U0 for water supply works for the parish.

BarnSley.— .\t a recent meeting of the council, a letter

was read from Mr. J. 11. Taylor, manager of the liarnsley

waterworks, reiterating that tlie reason the townslii| s of Cud-
worth, Royston, Haverscroft and Hyhill were short of water
W.VS that the council's main was not big enough, and to in-

crease the pressure was dangerous. If they would put in a

larger main they could have plenty of water. It was stated
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that since the deputation's visit, a montli ago, the supply to

Cadworth and Royston had been everything that could be

desired.

Bromsgrove.—At a recent meeting of the rural district

council the schemes of Mr. Martin for the drainage of Ped-

more and Blakedown were adopted. It was decided to en-

deavour to make an arrangement witli tlie Stourbridge Main

Drainage Board to lake and deal with the sewage of Pedmore,

and the clerk was directed to apply to the Local Government
Board f(u- permission to borrow £2,7.'JO for the Pedmore and

£1,100 for the lilakedown scheme.

East Preston.— .'Vn inspector of the Local Government
Board last week held an inquiry relative to the application of

the district council for urban powers to carry out the widen-

ing and improvement of Tarrini<-street, and for sanction to

borrow the money required to defray part of the cost of the

improvement.

FOleshill.—A letter has been received from the Local Gov-

ernment Board expressing regret that the council had been

obliged to erect a temporary iron hospital to cope with the

outbreak of typhoid fever, and urging them to endeavour to

obtain a permanent hospital.

Plympton.—A Lo^al Government Board inquiry has been

held with reference to an application of the district council

for sanction to borrow £7,350 for the purpose of providing a

water supply for Plympton St. Maurice, Plympton St. Mary
and Pl3'mstock.

Tamworth.— Colonel W. Langton Coke held an inquiry, on

behalf of the Local Government Board, concerning an appli-

cation of the council to borrow £3,600 for works of water

supply to the village of Kinsbury.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Aberdeen.—The Gas and I'.lectiic Lighting Committee

have resolved to reduce the price of electric enery formotive

power from 6d. and lid. after the first hour to 41. and Hd.

Buckie.—On the recommendation of the Lighting Com-
mittee, t-lie police commissioners have instructed their sur-

veyor to prepare an estimate of the cost of lighting Buckpool

with acetylene gas.

Dublin.—A report has been adopted recommending the

expenditure of £2,520 on the erection of additional pens for

the accommodation of cattle and sheep in the market, so as

to obviate the ever-rccnriing difhculty of reconciling diffcr-

encies between sale-masters.— Last week another rejiort was
submitted, setting out the progress made in the main drainage

works, and stating that the committee had oi^lered a cheque

for £20,000—the first instalment of the purchase money of

the Pigeon House Fort and premises—to be drawn. The
committee had decided to adopt the plan recommended by
their consulting engineer and Mr. Spencer Harty, in favour of

substitnting a tnnnel as alow-level outfall sewer from Burgh

quay to Ringsend, instead of the open-cutting work adopted

i II other parts of the city. To carry ont this suggestion would

e jtail an additional onllay of £18,C0O. The report was adopted

Dundee.— in the month of October last the town council

passed a resolution in favour of the construction of an open-

air bathing pond at the west end of the Esplanade, and an

expenditure of £2,1.'jO was sanctioned for the work. Since

then Mr. W. Mackison, the burgh engineer, has had plans

prepared and tenders submitted for the work, and these

were recently submitted at a meeting of the Finance Com-
mittee of the town council, it was stated that the pond
could be constructed at a cost of £2,0.'i9.

Edinburgh.—A subcommittee of the Cleaning and Light-

ing Committee, at a meeting recently, considered feveral pro-

posed extensions of the electric lighting in public streets.

The streets that were recommended for such lighting were :

Calton-road, Inverlcithrow, London-road, and from Donald-

son's Hospital to Coatbridge. This report was afterwards

considered at a meeting of the Cleaning and Lighting Com-
mittee, and was approved. In addition, it was agreed to

light Grange-road from Salisbury-place to Marchmont-road.

—The Plana and Works Committee have accepted an esti-

mate, amounting to £1,000, for the erection of a boundary
wall between Greyfriars' bnrying-ground and Candlemaker-

row. They have alsT decided to recommend the expenditure

of £.500 as additional expense in connection with the cabling

of the tramways.

COUrOClt.—A report on the question of an electric light

installation in Gourock has been presented to the Burgh Com-
mission. It states tliat the estiniattd cost of laying an in-

stallation would be about £8,600, including plant sufficient to

light the whole of the burgh and the erection of sixteen arc

lamps along Shore and Kenipock streets.

Haddington.—In referring to the new bridge scheme of

this town (Messrs. Belfrage & Carfrae, Edinburgh, engineers)

in a recent issue we much rrgret that the paragraph was
inadvertently placed with the matter relating to Edinburgh,
instead of receiving a separate heading.

Huntiey.—A special meeting of the burgh commissioners
was held recently to consider the following offers for the

construction of an additional water main : Messrs. George
Rhind, Helmsdale, £2,288; J. Adams & Co , Glasgow, £2,140

;

P. Stuart, Aberdeen, £1,811 ,• James Smith, Aberdeen, £1,789
P. Bisset & Son, Aberdeen, £1,785; J. Wilson, Huntley,

£1,658; J. M'Connachie, Huntley, £1,643 ; .1. Hunter Clark,

Elgin, £1,550. Instructions were given for the lowest tender

to be accepted.

Inverness.—The town council have accepted the tender
of Millar's Karri and Jarrah Forests, Limited, 72 Bishopsgate-^

street Within, E.G., for the paving of the carriageway of the

suspension bridge with timber blocks.—They have also

accepted the tender of Messrs. Peter & Mark Hurll, Glasgow,
for the supply of fire-clay goods, Ac.

Kingstown.—Mr. C. P. Cotton, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry recently with reference to the

application of the Township Commissioners for a loan of

£6,600 for the purpose of erecting municipal buildings, £1,000
for sewers, and £2,0(K)for concreting footpaths and providing
kerbing. Mr. Joseph Berry, township engineer, explained

the plans of the proposed new municipal buildings, which
include new stables, fire brigade station, stores and work-
shops. There was no opposition to the proposal of the com-
missioners to procure the loans, and Mr. Cotton said he would
report to the Local Government Board on the subject.

Larne.—A specially-convened meeting of the commis-
sioners was held recently, at which a letter was read

from the Local Government Board concerning the proposed
pnrahass of the gas undertaking. It was slated that the

value of the property liad been assessed by competent judges
at £5,500, and this sum had been brought down to £4,350.

Altogether £8,000 would be sufficient to carry out the pur-

chase, make necessary in i rovements and purchase land for

extensions. The lighting of the town by electricity was be-

coming more expensive each year. If the purchase were
made they could light the streets properly and at immensely
reduced cost, lower the price after a time to private con-

sumers, and give something from ju'ofits in reduction of

rates. On a division a resolution to purchase at £4,3.50 was
carried.

Waterford.—The Buildings Committee of the corporation

had before them, on the 31st ult., tenders for the erection of

seventeen cottages at Ballytruckle. Thev were as follows:

M. Baillie, f2,4S1
;
G. Briscoe, £2,091 ; P. Maher, £1,946 19s.;

G. Nolan, £1,853; and P. Costen, £1,78.5. The last-named

was recommended for acceptance.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
Amsterdam.—The city council have decided to lake over

the gasworks. To meet the cost the issue of 3| per cent,

municipal bonds to the amount of 18,000,000 florins has been
decided upon.

ChriStiania.—The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

h,as been informed by her Majesty's Consul-General at

Christiania that tenders are invited by the director of the

Christiania gasworks for the delivery of cast iron gas pipes.

Pipes must have their ends turned, bored sockets, and must
be dipped in asphalte. Tenders will be received up to the

12th .^pril, 1898, and should be enclosed in sealed envelopes
marked " Anbud paa Str.bejernsror," and addressed Herr S.

Svendsen, Christiania Gasvoerka Kontor, Christiania. Fur-
ther particulars may be obtained on application at the Com-
mercial Department of the Foreign Office, between the hours
of 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Johannesburg.—The price of electric current has been
fixed by tlie council at Is. per unit for dwellings, churches,

theatres and public places, while that of gas has been re-

duced from 21s. to 203. per 1,000 cubic feet. Increased dis-

counts are also given.

Paris.—In consequence of the refusal of the insurance
companies to contribute to the expense of the fire brigade,

the municipality will shortly discuss a scheme, drawn np by a
committee for the institution, of a municipal fire insurance
office. All tenants of the municipality would be required tq

join it, and the business now transacted by the companies
would, it is thought, be gradually absorbed by the rates being
one-third or a half lower.

Spezia.—The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has
been informed by her Majesty's Consul at Genoa that the
municipality of Spezia invites tenders for the supply of

2,500 tons of gas coal for the municiiial gasworks. A copy
and translation of the notice issued and of the conditions of

tender may be inspected on application at the Commercial
Department of the Foreign Office between the hours of

11 and 5. The time fixed for the adjudications isApril 8,

1898, at 10 a.m.

Workmen's Compensation Act.—At the St. Pancrag
Vestry's meeting on Wednesday it was reported with refer-
ence to the Workmen's Compensation ,\ct, 1897, which comes
into operation on the 1st of July next, that a letter had been
received from the Home Secretary, in reply to a communica-
tion from the vestry, stating that " he is advised that electric

lighting works, where electricity is generated by the use of
mechanical power and is supplied to consumers, are factories
within the Factory and Workshops Acts, and therefore the
Workmen's Compensation Act will apply in all such cases."
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Personal.

Mr. J. Baldry, surveyor to tlie ni-ban district council of

Leiston, Suffolk, has been granted an increase of salary.

Mr. Jabez Mann, surveyor to the Sevenoaks Urban District

Council, has received an increase of salary.

The post of surveyor to the Exmouth Urban District

Council will shortly become vacant by the resignation of Mr.

W. n. Bcswick.

Mr. Edward Astbury, of Buckley, has been ajipointcd sur-

veyor to the Buckley Urban District Council, at a salary of

£100 per annum.

We learn that Mr. R. J. Angel, the assistant borough en-

gineer of Walsall, has been elected an associate member of

the Institution of Civil Engineers.

Mr. Arthur Rothera, of Sowerby Bridge, has been appointed
to the post of surveying assistant to the Eawtenstall Town
Council, at a salary nf £8.5 per annum.

Mr. E. W. Cozens Hardy has resigned the surveyorahip to

the St. Faiths (Norfolk) Rural District Council, having been
appointed to a similar post at Seisdon (Staffs.).

Mr. Edwin O. Sachs, of 11 Waterloo-place, Pall Mall,

London, S.W., on Wednesday will read a paper before the

Society of Arts on " Scenic Art and Stage Mechanism."

Mr. H. R. Burnett, of the Kings-road central station,

London, N.W., has been selected by the Barrow-in-Kurness
Town Council to fill the post of borough electrical engineer.

On AVednesday, at the usual monthly meeting of the Hyde
Town Council, it was almost unanimously resolved to increase

the salary of Mr. J. Mitchell, the borough surveyor, from £.5

to £6 weekly.

Mr. Percy C. Dormer, who has for the last three years been
an assistant on the .staff of the chief surveyor to the islington

A^estry, has been appointed surveyor to the Rannds Urban
District Council.

We are informed that Mr. .James A. Budge, who was one of

the selected candidates for the post of burgh surveyor of

Peterhead, does not now reside at Leith, but is at Leven, in

the county of Fife.

The salary of Mr. Thomas Cookson, chief assistant in the
surveyor's department of the Preston Town Council, has,

upon the recommendation of the Streets and Buildings Com-
mittee, been increased from £156 to £220 per annum.

A committee of the city council of Manchester will shortly

consider a recommendation of the Town Hall Committee to

increase the salary of Mr. F. .). Edge, chief engineering
assistant in the city surveyor's department, from £270 to

£300 per annum.

The list of fifty candidates for the post of electrical en-

gineer to the Halifax Corpoi-ation has been reduced to seven

—

viz., Mr. M. Ellis, Farsley ; Mr. D. Crowther, Elland ; Mr. W.
Siddeley, Denton ; Mr. F. M. Wood, Bradford ; Mr. James AV.

Garside, Brighouse: Mr. W. Coulston, Chesterlield ; and Mr.
Philip Evans, Nelson.

The following candidates for the post of surveyor's assis-

tant have been selected to appear before the Caerphilly
Urban District Council on the 26th inst. : Messrs. John A.
Jarvis, AVaketield Rural District Council ; H. Nicholson
Lailey, Swindon New Town Urban District Council ; AVilliam

T. Bedford, borough engineer's office, Eccles.

In response to an offer of the Dukinfield Urban District

Council of prizes of £40 and £20 for the two best sets of

plans for the erection of a new town ball some twenty-two
designs were received. The prizes have now been awarded
as follows : Finst, John Eaton, Sons & Cantrell, Ashton-
under-Lyno ; second, Uiiulley A Marshall, Monton, Eccles.

Mr. W. A. Hatchings, assistant surveyor to the Islington
A'estry, has been placed iu charge of the northern district of

the parish. He has during the past five years been engaged
in superintending e.Ktensive works of wood paving, sewer
construction, new roads, underground conveniences and street
improvement under Mr. J. Patten Bai'ber, chief surveyor to

the vestry.

On the recommendation of the Ueneral Purposes Com-
mittee, the Camberwell A'estry decided at their last meeting
to make a grant of 300 guineas to the familj' of their late

surveyor as a mark of the vestry's appreciation of Mr. O. S.

Brown's valuable services to the parish. The niimev is to be
applied for the benefit of the younger children under the
direction and discretion of the Finance Committee.

At the monthly meeting of the Aston Manor Urban Dis-
trict Council, on the 5th inst., the Highways Committee
recommended that the salary of the engineer and surveyor,
Mr. H. Richardson, should be increased by £50 per annum,
such increase to take effect from that date. The recommenda-
tion was unanimously adopted. Mr. Richardson's salary is

now £300 per annum.

A special meeting of the Buckie Police Commissioners was
held on Friday, when the Bpp'icatiors for the post of burgh

surveyor were examined. It being agreed, on a division, to

reduce the number of applicants to three, the following were
elected by vote : Messrs. John F. Smith, Inverness ; Andrew
E. Black, Edinburgh; James A. Budge, Leven. These gentle-

men will attend a meeting of the commissioners to-day,

when the final selection will probably be made.

The death was announced on Monday of Mr. Henry
Teagup, who has acted as engineer of the Lincoln waterworks
forever fifty years. AVhen the undertaking was acquired by
the corporation twenty-five years ago Mr. Teagne was
retained as engineer. He had been in failing health for

some time, and he retired from his appointment under the
corporation in March, but his services were retained as con-
sultiing engineer. The valuable services which Mr. Teagiie

had rendered to the city were indicated in the resolution

passed by the Waterworks Committee and confirmed by the
city council at the time of his resignation.

Consideration was given at last week's meeting of the
Govan Burgh Commissioners to the appointment of a sur-

veyor. Forty-four applications were received for the post,

and the following wore voted upon : Mr. Lee and Mr. Reid,
Glasgow ; Mr. M'Cowat, interim surveyor, Govan ; Mr. Bell,

Dunfermline; Mr. Holmes, Stirling; Mr. Dalzell, Port Glas-
gow ; and Mr. Gray, Selby. Mr. Holmes and Mr. Dalzell were
the candidates in the final vote, and Mr. Holmes was ap-

pointed by fourteen votes to three. The appointment i^

worth £400 per annum, but the successful applicant is

required to devote his whole time to his duties in the borough.

Friends of the late Thomas Gaul-Browning, for manyyeais
the chief surveyor to the St. Marylebone vestry, will be glad
to hear of the success of his youngest son, Mr. J. Grant-
Browning, who has just been made an Associate Member of

the Institution of Civil Engineers. Mr. Grant-Browning was
a pupil of Mr. William Dawson, m.in.st.c.e., engineer and
surveyor to the Ley ton Lirban District Council, after which he
acted as chief asssistant in that gentleman's office. He was
then engaged by Messrs. Lucas i'. Aird as contractor's

engineer upon the Tottenham and Forest Gate Railway con-
struction works, and after having been upon these works for

three years he was appointed resident engineer to carry out
the Eastwood and Groasley sewerage scheme, Nottingham.
Mr. Browning is now a district engineer in the Public Works
Department, Selangor Government, Federated Malay States,

and is in charge of the construction of the Pahang Trunk
Road, opening up the gold distiict of Ulu Pahang.

Mr. J. Knight, who has recently relinquished his position

as engineer in charge of the Sewers and Rivers Department
of the Corporation of Birmingham to accept the appointment
of engineer to the Birmingham Tame and Rea District Drain-
age Board, was recently entertained at dinner at the "Old
Royal Hotel " by the members of the staff of the Public
AVorks Department, and advantage was taken of the occasion
to present him with a handsome clook and ornaments as a
mark of the esteem of his old colleagues. Mr. John Price,

city survejor, presided, and was supported by Mr. Arnall,

chief of the Electrical and Tramway Department, and up-
wards of eighty members of the staff. Mr. Knight, in re-

sponding to Mr. Price's speech congratulating him upon his

appointment, expressed his sense of obligation to the members
of his own staff' for the cheerful readiness with which they
had supported him duiing a period in which there had been
many difficulties to contend with, and he also thanked the
other officials of the Public AVorks Department for their

unvarying courtesy. The handsome present they had given
him would, he assured hia friends, always be a memento of

the cordial relations which had existed between them.

Oti Tuesday, at Upperby church, Carlisle, a marriage took
place between Mr. J. Rush Dison, chief surveyor to the
Shoreditch A'estry, and Miss Hall, of Hanab}- House, Car-
lisle. Altogether, Mr. and Mrs. Dixon have been the
recipients of over 150 presents, in addition to many ex-
pressions of congratulation from Mr. Dixon's official friends.

At a gathering of the officials at the town hall on Wed-
nesday of last week, the vestty clerk said he was pleased
to take advantage of the short break in their official

duties to present Mr. Dixon with a handsome silver salver.

Dr. Robinson reminded his audience that the vestry had
nearlj- lost Mr. Dixon's services, ho being placed third in th6
competiti(m for the more lucralive although hardly more im-
pcrl ant position of surveyor to the Marylebone Vestry, and
lie hoped that the time ^as not far distant when Mr. Dixon's
•services to Shorcdilch (one of the leading parishes of London)
would be more substantially recognised. Mr. Dixon, in reply-

ing, said that he thanked his fellow officers from the bottom
of his heart, and that he would alwa\s remember with grati-

tude his friends at Shoreditch. Mr. Dixon has also been pre-
sented by the staff at the vestry's wharf with a set of carvers,
which was handed to him by the wharf manager (Mr. Taplin),

and the employees at the stone-yard on AVednesday handed
lum a massive marble clock as a token of their regard, the
presentation being formally made by Mr. George Schofield,

who has been in the employ of the vestry for forty-three

years and is therefore the oldest servant on their staff.
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APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
ved too late for claagification

maries until the Jollotcinj week.

Assistant Si'RVeyor and Building Inspector.— April 16tli.

—Litherland Urban District Council. £110.—Messrs. North,
Kirk & Cornett, clerks to the council, 15 Lord-street, Liver-

pool.

Assistant Engineer.—April 18th.—Vestry of Lambeth.
35s.—Mr. Henry J. Smith, vestry clerk.

Highway Surveyors (Two).—April 18th.—Dockinfj (Nor-
folk) Rural District Council. £80.—Mr. J. A. Stoughton,
clerk to the council.

Surveyor of Highways.—April 20th.— St. Faith's (Norfolk)

Eural District Council. £120.—Mr. Charles Row, clerk to the
council.

Borough Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.—

•

April 20th.—Corporation of Southwold, Suffolk. £60.—The
Town Clerk.

Steam Roller Drivf.r.—April 21st.— Erdington Urban
District Council.—Mr. Herbert H. Humphries, engineer and
surveyor to the council.

Sewage Works Managkb.—April 27th.—Leigh and Ather-
ton Joint Sewerage Board.—Mr. Daniel Schofield, clerk to the
board, Atherton.

Assistant Surveyor.—May 2nd.—Vestry of Paddington.
£300.—Mr. Frank Dethridge, veatry clerk.

County Surveyor.—May 3rd.—County Council of Mid-
dlesex. £700.—The Clerk to the Council, Guildhall, West-
minster, London, S.W.

COMPETITIONS.

! the;

•ed too lafe for cla*$ification cannot he
uirteif until fhefoUoicing week.

Cricklade and Wootton Bassett.—April 30th.—Designs for a water
supply for the town of Cricklade, for the rural district council. £21 and
I'lO 10s.—Mr, Harry Bevir, clerk to the council.

Bklper.—May 1st.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the
district, for the urban .listrict council. £52 10s. and £26 68.—Mr.
Joseph Pym, clerk to the council.

Tipton.—May :;nth.—Laying out of 33 acres of land for a public park
and recreation ground, at a cost of £4,000, for the urban district council.
—Mr. W. H. Jukes, surveyor to the council.

East Ham.—June 24th.—Election of public offices, library and tech-
nical institute, fire engine station, public baths and offices for sanitary
department, the whole to cost about £55,000, for the urban district

council. 100 guineas and 60 guineas.—Mr. W. H. Savage, surveyor to

the council.

Salfoed.—June 7th.—Erection of three chapels, offices, lodge,
entrance gates and boundary wall at the proposed cemetery, Langley-
road and Agecroft-road, Pendlebury. £50, A:30 and £20.—Mr. Samuel
Brown, town clerk.

Wardington.—July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,
kc. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
surveyor.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Advertitements which are received too lafe lor clnstificafion cannot he

included in these gummariei until the following week,

PocKLiNQTON,—April IGth.—Supply of best blue stone and slag, for

the rural district council,—Mr. Thamas Uobson, clerk to tlie council.

RoTHWKT.L.—April 18th.—Sewering, paving and making-up works in

Evison-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. W. T. Pearson, sur-

veyor to the council.

Newington.—April leth.—Erection of an electric lighting station in

Penrose-street, WalworLh-road.— Mr, L. J. Dunham, vestry clerk.

Bgckenham.—April 19th.—Supply of 240 cast-iron sewer ventilating

columns, 13ft. 6 in. high, together with 100 extension pieces, 7 ft. Bin.
long, for the urban district council.—Mr, John A. Angell, surveyor to

the council.

HoENSET.—Apri 18th.—Supply and erect-ion of about 1,300 yards run
of unclimbable wrought-iron fencing, with gates, &c., complete, for the
urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

HoRNSET.—April 18th.—Works of widening, kerbing, channelling,
paving and improvement in Tetherdown, Muswell Hill, for the urban
district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

Ilklet.—April ISth.—Laying of about 5,500 lineal yards of cast-iron
pipes, for the urban district council.—Messrs. AV. B. Woodhead & Son,
is The Exchange, Bradford.

St. Pancras.—April 19th.—Erection of buildings in connection with
the extension of the Regent's Park generating station, for the vestry.
^The Chief Clerk, Electricity Department, 57 Pratt-street, London, N.W.
Mansfield Woodhouse.—April 19th.—Laying of about 5^ miles of

6-in., 4-in. and 3-in. cast-iron water pipes, for the urban district council.
—Messrs. George and F. \V. Hodson, engineers, Loughborough.

AccEiNGTON.—April 19th.—Supply and fixing of various electrical

plant.—Mr. A. H. Aitken, town clerk.

Hdll.—April 19th.—Supply of four steel Lancashire boilers, 27 ft. by
» ft., and an econoraiser to work at a pressure oE 160 lb. per sciuare inch.
—Mr, F. J. Bancroft, water engineer to the corporation, Town Hall,
Hull.

Dudley.—April 19th.—Sewering and drainage works at Blowers
Green-road and streets at Eve Hill.—Mr. John Gammage, borough sur-
veyor.

Neath.—April 20th.—Construction of a concrete reservoir of 25,000

gallons capacity, for the rural district council.—Mr. W. E. Clarson
Thomas, a.m.i.c.e., engineer to the council.

Scarborough.—April 20th.—Erection of an underground conveni-
ence in St. Helen's-square.-Mr. Henry W. Smith, a.m.i.c.e., borough
.engineer and surveyor.

FuLHAM.—April 20th.—Laying of about 580 ft. of 12-in. pipe sewer in

.
Imperial-road, for the vestry.—Mr. Charles Botterill, vestry surveyor.

Salford.—April £OLh.—Construction of storm overflow chambers,
valves and culverts m Regent-road, Sussex-street and Montague-
Btreet.—Mr, Samuel Brown, town clerk.

St. Helens.—April 20th.—Construction of a main sewer in Church-
street.—Mr. Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Wallasey.—April 21st.—Boring works at the Liscard waterworks,
for the urban district council.—Mr. H. W. Cook, clerk to the council.

Manchester,-April 21st.—Erection of a retaining wall at Gibbon-
etreet open space.—The City Surveyor.
Wallasey,—April 21st.—Erection and completion »f extension to the

engine and boiler house at the electric supply station, Seaview-road,
Liscard, for the urban district council.—Mr. H. W. Cook, clerk to the
council.

Ilford.—April 21st.—Construction of settling tanks (capacity, 600,000
gallons), tSfcc, for the urban district council,—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons
& Santo Crimp, engineers, 27 Great George-street, London, S.W.
Ilford.—April 21st.—Various sewage disposal works, for the urban

district council.—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, engineers,
27 Great George-street, London, S.W.
Ashfokd.—April21st.^Supply of 1,000 cubic yardsof broken granite,

also 2,400ft. of 6 in. by 12-in, Norwegian granite kerb, for the urban
district council.—Mr. Wm. Terrill, town surveyor,

Sheffield.—April 22nd.—Erection of a new fire and police station at
the junction of Westbar and Westbar-green.—Mr. Henry Sayer, town
clerk.

Ashford.—April 22nd.—Supply of 1,000 cubic yards of broken
granite, for the urban district council.—Mr. William Terriil, surveyor to

the council.

Torquay.—April 22nd.—Alterations to shelters at the Princess Pier
Head.—Mr. H. A.Garrett, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor.

Herefordshire.—April 22nd.—Supply of about 10,000 tons of broken
granite and 1,500 tons of slflg, for the county council.—Mr. Urban A,
Smith, county surveyor, 41 Parliament-street, London, S.W.

CoLNE.—April 23rd.—Supply of 500 yards of 14-in. cast-Iron gas
mains, for the corporation.-Mr. H. Sunmonds, engineer and general
manager. Gasworks, Colne.

Stratford-upon-Avon.—April 23rd.—Supply of unbroken road metal
during the ensuing year.—Mr. Roden Dixon, a.m.i.c.e., borough sur-
veyor.

Blackpool.—April 25th.—Construction of a brick and puddle gas-
holder tank, 152 ft. diameter, for the corporation.^-Mr. John Chew, gaa
engineer. Gas Office, Princess-street, Blackpool.

Bury.—April 25th.—Supply and delivery of a steam Cornish boiler,
20-ft. by 6-ft. diameter, at the sewage disposal works, Livesey Fields.

—

Mr. J. Cartwright, borough engineer.

Waterfobd.—April 25th.—Construction of about 3,000 lineal yards of
C-io., 3,000 yards of 9-in., 5,600 yards of 12-in, and 1,700 yards of 16-iii.

pipe sewers.—Mr. M. J. Fleming, borough surveyor.

Wateeford.—April 25th.—Construction of about 2,858 lineal yards of
9-in., 5,413 yards of 12-in. and 1,637 yards of 15-in. pipe sewers, also 298
lineal yards of 21-in. by I4.in., 351 yards of24-in. by IG-in. and 108 yards
of 30-m. by 20-m. oval brick sewers.—Mr. M. J. Fleming, borough
surveyor.

TorTKNHAM.—April 26th.—Laying of a 9-ln. cast-iron pipe water main
in Philip-lane and West Green-road from Downhills-road to Stanmnre-
road, for the urban district council.—Mr. P. S. Murphy, engineer to the
council.

, Petworth.—April 26th.—Supply and erection of a compound tandem
pumping engine, 10 horse-power Corliss boiler, for the rural district

council.—Mr. Arthur F. Mant, clerk to the council.

Inverness.—April 26th.—Rebuilding uf a chimney stack at the gas-
works, for the gas commissioners.—Mr. Kenneth Macdonald, clerk to

the commissioners.

West Ham.—April 26th.—Supply oE ten slop carts.—Mr. Lewis
Angell, borough engineer.

West Ham.—April 26th.—Pitching works in Leyton-road, Major-road,
Cobham-road, Leytonstone-road and The Grove.—Mr, Lewis Angell,
borough engineer.

West Ham.—April 20th.—Making-up and paving of various roads.^
Mr. Lewis Angell, borough engineer.

Salford.—April 26th.—Extension of the masonry abutments and the
construction of a steel girder bridge over the river Irwelt at Peel Park,
—The Borough Engineer.

Hailsham.—April 27th.—Supply of road materials, for the rural di.'^-

trict council,—Mr. Kdmund Catt, junr., clerk to the council, Church-
street, Willingdon.

St. Luke.—April 27th.—Various wood and paving works, for the
vestry.—Mr. G. W. Preston, vestry clerk.

RoTBEEHiTHE.—April 28th.—Erection of refuse destructor buildings,
inclined roadways, engine house, disinfector buildings and other works
at the wharf premises, Rotherhithe-street.—Mr. Norman Scorgie, vestry
survej'or,

Carnarvow.—April 29th.—Construction of a light girder bridge over
the river Seiont.—Mr. J. H. Bodvel-Roberts, town clerk.

TsDDiNGTON.—April 29th.—Various works in connection with the
making-up of Holmesd ale-road, EUeray-road, Lindum-road, Coleshill-

road (south) and Coleshill-road (west), for the urban district council.

—

Mr. M. Hainsworth, surveyor to the council.

Enfield,—April 30th.—Supply of cast-iron water pipes and specials

for one year ending March 31, 1899.—Mr, T. W, Scott, clerk to the
council.

WiTHiNGTOH".-April 30th.—Erection of plant at the refuse destructor
for the manufacture of concrete flags, for the urban district council.

—

Mr. A. H. Mountain, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

Sheffield.-April 30th.—Erection of a steel bridge over the river
Don at Ball-street.—Mr. C. F. Wike, city surveyor.

AsHBY-DE-LA-ZoucH.—April 30th.—Supply of broken granite, road
stone, granite setta and randoms, for the urban district council.—Mr.
G. H. Lilley, survej'or to the council.

Wanstead.—May 6th.—The making-up of Addison-road, for the
urban district council.—Mr. WilUam Blewitt, clerk to the council.

BoLLiNGTON.—May 14th.—Construction of a brick service reservoir
and the laying of iron-pipe mains, &c., for the new waterworks, for the
urb.Hn district council.—Mr. W. H. Radford, engineer, Angel-row,
Nottingham,
BoLLiNQTON.—May 14th.—Supply and delivery of cast-iron pipes

(varying in si:'e trom 3-in. to 7-in. diameter), special castings and other
ironwork required for the new waterworks, for the urban district

council.-Mr. W. H. Radford, engineer, Angel-row, Nottingham.

T ENDER S.

•accepted.
ILKLEY.—For the supply of 390 tons of cast-iron socket pipes, varyin g
from 3 in. to 12 in. in diameter, for the urban district council.—Mr,
Frank Hall, clerk to the council :—

Cochrane & Co., Woodside Works, Dudley £2,118
E. & W. H. Haley, Bradford 2,05t
Stanton Ironworks Company, near Nottingham 2,026
Clay Cross Company, Clay Cross, near Chesterfield* 1,087

Staveley Coal and Iron Company, Staveley.near Chesterfield... 1,923
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LANCRESTER.—Accepted for the supply of 7,490 tons oflimestonei

7G0 tons of whinstone and -ioi) tons of slag, for the rural district

council.—Mr. Wm. Cumminj^, surveyor to the coun.cil :—

Limestone.—Weardale Iron and Coal Company, Limited, Tudhoe Iron-
works, Speniiymoor; Walton A Co., Frosterley, Darliuj>:ton.

Whinstone.—Coanwood Whinstone Company, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; R.
Summerson & Co., Cockfield, R.S.O., co. Durham.

Slag.—W. Barker & Co., West CornfortKFerryhin.

LEYTON.—For the extension of the electricity works, for the urban
district council.—Mr. H. Collins Bishop, electrical engineer to the

council, Cathall-road, Leytonstone:

—

Contract No. I.—Dynamos, &c.

T. Parker, Limited £931
'Electric Construction Company, Limited ... _ ; 854

Brush Engineering Company 827

Lawrence, Scott & Co 771

United Ordinance Company, Limited 761

India-Rubber and Gutta-Percha Company 738

Siemens Brothers & Co 737

Patterson & Cooper 736

Laing, Wharton & Down 732

Johnson & Phillips 716

General Electric Company ... _ 647

RoslLns & Appleby ... ... ... 578
Contract No. 2.—Gas Engines, &c.

Crossley Brothers
Stockport Gas Engines
Wells Brothers, Nottingham

Contract No. 3.—Buildings.
J. Havdon, Hackney '

F. J. Coxhead ^

Contract No. 4.—Switchboards.
Siemens Brothers & Co
J. White
J. Bertram
Laing, Wharton <& Down
Verity's, Limited
Lawrence, Scott & Co. ...

1,900

1,803

1,707

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.—For the supply of granite, slag and limestone,
for the county council.—Mr. E. Purnell Hooley, county surveyor,
Nottingham :

—

Granite.
Groby Granite Company, Limited, near Leicester £1,821
Croft Granite, Brick and Concrete Company, near Leicester ... 1,310

Forest Rock Granite Company.Limited, Whitwick, near Leicester 828
Chamwood Granite Company,near Loughborough (road delivery! 482
Charnwood Granite Company, near Loughborough (rail delivery) 84
Sommerfeld & Mead, Hull 198
Mountsorrel Granite Company, Limited, near Loughborough . .

.

130
Slag.

Sheepbridge Coal andiron Company, Limited, near Chesterfield 855
Stanton Ironworks Company, Limited, near Nottingham ... 791

Butterley Company, Limited, near Derby 502
Bestwood Coal and Iron ComT»any, Limited, near Nottingham ... 294
J. CUfton. Gringley-on-the-Hill, Notts 161

J. W. Clifton, Gringley-on-the-Hill, Notts 67

Limestrone.
J. G. Shields, Isley Walton, Derby 13

PLUMSTEAD.—For the construction of about 2,600 ft. of 15-in.. 1,100 ft.

of 12-in. and 450 ft. of 9-in. pijie sewer at Shooter's Hill.—Mr. W. C,
Gow, vestry surveyor :

—

-

F. Gilbert, Charlton, S.E - £2,321
T. Adams, Wood Green, N ' 2,286
J. T. Gloag, New Cross, S.E 2,166
W, Wadey, Carysford-road, N 2,120
J. Jackson, Plaistow, E. 2,003
EUis &Co., Maidstone 1,939
Bentham & Co.. Plumstead. S.E 1,774
Fry Brothers, Greenwich, S.E... 1,665
W. H. Wheeler, Southwark, S.E 1,703
D. Brewer, South Woodford, E 1,644
Thomas & Edge, Woolwich* 1,618

READING.—Accepted for the supply of various stores and materials
for the year ending the 31st March, 1899,—Mr. John Bowen, a.bi.i.c.e.,

borough engineer and surveyor :

—

Granite and other Stone for Macadam.—Clee Hill Granite Company and
Clee Hill Dhu Stone Company.

Granite Setts and Cubes.—Clee Hill Dhu Stone Company, A, & F.
Manuelle and B. Nowell & Co.

Wood Blocks for Street Paving.—Burt, Boulton & Haywood.
Gravel and Thames Ballast.—A. Hathway, G, W. Talbot & Son and E.

J. S. Jesse.
Lime and Cement.—Warmsley & Co., Reading.
Glazed Stoneware Pipes.-Warmsley A; Co. and T. Wragg & Sons,

Swadlincote.
Street Lamp Columns and Lanterns.—H. Fellows, Reading.
Sewer Manhole Covers, Ventilator Covers, Galleys, Gratings, &c.—F.

Bird & Co., London.
Coal.—C, & G. Ayres, Reading, and G. W. Talbot & Son, Reading.
Bass, Rotary and other Brooms.—J. Swain & Son, Reading.
Petroleum and other Oils, Paints, &.Q.—W. Archer and J. H. Fuller, of

Reading.

MEETINGS.

APRIL.
).—Institution of Civil Engineers : Visit by Students to the Grand

Junction waterworks at Hampton. 2.30 p.m.
i.—Sanitary Institute: Mr. George Reid, m.d., d. ph., on *' Sanitary

Appliances.'* 8 p.m.
).—Institution of Civil Engineers: Ordinary meeting; Discussion on

the paper entitled *' The Electricity Supply of London," read
by Mr. A. H. Preece, a.m.i.c.e., at the jirevious meeting. 8 p.m.

}.—Society of Arts; Mr. Edwin O. Sachs on " Scenic '^rt and Stage
Mechanism."

X—Sanitary Institute: Inspection and demonstration of disinfecting
apparatus and model steam laundry at St. John's Wharf, Fulham.
3.30 p.m.

> and 21.—Surveyors' Institution : Visit to Manchester.
..—Sanitary Institute : Mr. J. Wright Clarke on " Details of Plumbers*

Work." 8 p.m.
!.—Institution of Civil Engineers: Students' meeting ; Mr. M. W,

Henty on " New Cut Swing Bridge, Swansea.'*
-.-Institution of Civil Engineers : Annual general meeting. 8 p.m.

sLWAGL RAlb*.

FOR RAISING

PATENT
ADAMS' PATENT LIFT CO.,

EiNGiiif e:e:rs.

5 & 7y OLD QUEEN STREET,

WESTMINSTER, LONDON.

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY

SEWAGE LIFT.
SEWACE TO BE RAISED

and 'S'ORK.

Makers of

FLUSHING SYPHONS^

SLUICES, &c.

GREEN'S PATENT TRUINVERT PIPE.

AA—Holes for pouring in cement or com-
pUKitilPD.

BB—Strong LLeiicd am Lengthened Socket.

CC—Inner Socket and Rest.
EK—Chamber for cement or composition.

I new irasitiou.PF—Stanford Joint i

To put it shortly, this pipe sccuros true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

ihe socket, three gas and water-tight con-

iiections at every joint, and, while allowing

tor a sliylit suttieinenl when tirst laid, forms au

absolutely rigid joint directly the cement sets.

t.—Gas and Watcr-Tight Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Alignment of Invert.

3.—Socket the strongest part of the pIpOi
4.—No special junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., Halifax.
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ClaSgOW.—At a recent meeting of the Water Com-
mittee, it was agreed, in view of the arrangement decided

upon, to raise the level of Loch Katrine, and the consoqaent

necessity of taking down Invergyle Hoase, the property of the

Water Commissioners, to erect a smaller honse upon higher

ground, and as far as possible to use the material of Inver-

gyle.—The town council have decided to jiurchase, at a cost

Applications, stating age and vfages required, and accom-
panied by three testimonials, to be delivered at my office not

later than Thursday, 21st instant.

HERBERT H. HUMPHRIES,
Engineer and Surveyor.

Public Hall, Erdington, Birmingham.
April 6, 1898.

of £17,500, certain properties on the north side of Woodlands-
road required for purposes of improvement. TENDERS WANTED.

NOTICES. p^OUNTY BOROUGH OP WEST HAM.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer

may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith Sf Son's

boolc-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom.

Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows:

Twelve Si.t Tliree

Monttis. Months. Months,
United Kingdom 163. ... 7s. 6d. ... 3s. 9d.

Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, 4c 19s. ... 9s. 6d. ... 48. 9d.

The International Neivs Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street,

Neiv York City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and

The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

editorial, publishing and advertisement offices:

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

PRIVATE STREET WORKS.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Council hereby invite teudera for Making-Up and

Paving the following streets :—
Group I.

Nursery-lane.
Group 11.

Clianntler-road.

Devonshire-road.
Alnwick-road.

Group 111.

Chaplin-road.

Direleton-place.

Tennyson-road.
Bath-road.

Bristol-road.

Plans may be seen, specification, form of tender and further
particulars obtained, at the office of Mr. Lewis Angell, Borough
Engineer, Town Hall, Stratford, E., on payment of £1, which
will be returned on receipt of a bona-Jide tender.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Private Street Works," to
be sent to my office not later than 4 o'clock on Tuesday,

APPOINTMENTS OPEN. April 26, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

TT^RDINGTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
J^ STEAM ROLLER DRIVER.
The above Council require the services of a Steam Roller

Driver.

Applicants must have had experience in the driving and
management of steam engines and he competent to execute
any repairs.

or any tender. The contractor will bo required to enter into

a bond, with two sureties, for the due performance of the con-
tract, and no work will bo ordered under the contract until

such bond has been duly executed.
As regards all work to be done at the site or elsewhere

within a radius of 12 miles from Charing Cross, the con-
tractors will bo bound by the contract to pay to all workmen
(except a reasonable number of legally-bound apprentices)

PLACE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
Tlie compositioD being cast on the lower half of the

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessai-ily

follows that immediately the pipes are put together and

fastened with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

pipe is absolutely watertight and peif'ect alignment of

invert is secured.

POINTS:-
Easily and quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.

SANITARY TUBES

Z in. to 4x in. diam.

J.PUICE&SONS,
LIMITED,

DARWEN, LANGS.
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employed by them wages at rates not lees and to observe

hours of labour not greater than the rates and honrs set ont

in the Conncil's list, and snch rates of wages and honra of

labour will bo inserted in and form part of the contract by
way of schedule.

(By order of the Conncil)
FRED. E. HILLKARY,

Town Clerk.

Town Hall, West Ham, E.

6th Apri], 1898.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.
TO WHEELWRIGHTS.

The Council hereby invite tenders for the supply of Ten
Slop Carts.

Form of tender, specification and further particulars ob-

tained at the office of Mr. Lewis Angell, Borough Engineer,

Town Hall, Stratford, E., upon payment of £1, which will be

returned upon receipt of a hnna-fide tender.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Slop Carts," to be sent to

my office not later than 4 o'clock on Tuesday, April 26, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender. The contractor will be re([nired to enter into a

bond, with two sureties, for the due performance of the con-

tract, and no work will be ordered under the contract until

such bond has been duly executed.

As regards all work to be done at the site or elsewhere

within a radius of 12 miles from Charing Cross, the con-

tractors will be bound by the contract to pay all workmen
(except a reasonable number of legally-bound apprentices)

employed by them wages at rates not less and to observe

hours of labour not greater than the rates and hoars set out

in the Council's list, and such rates of wages and hours of

labour will be inserted in and form part of the contract by
way of schedule.

(By order of the Conncil)
FRED. E. HILLEARY,

Town Clerk.

Town Hall, West Ham, E.

8th April, 1898.

pOUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.^ TO CONTRACTORS.
The Council hereby invite tenders for :

—

(1) Pitching Loyton, Major and Chobham Roads.

(2) Pitching The Grove and Leytonstone-road.
The works comprise about 18,500 square yards of 6-in. by

3-in. Pitching, and about USOOff. run ot rharnel and Kerb.

Flans may be seen, and specification, form of tender and
further particulars obtained, at the office of Mr. Lewis Angell,

Borough Engineer, Town Hal', Stratford, E., upon payment
of £1, which will be returned upon receiptof a hoiia-fide tender.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Pitching Works," to be

sent to my office not later than 4 o'clock on Tuesday, April 26,

1898.

The Conncil do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender. The contractor will be required to enter into

a bond, with two sureties, for the dne performance of the

contract, and no work will be ordered under the contract

until such bond has been duly executed.

As regards all work to be done at the site or elsewhere

within a radius of 12 miles from Charing Cross, the con-

tractors will be bound by the contract to pay to all workmen
(except a reasonable number of legally-bound apprentices)

employed by them wages at rates not less and to observe

honrs of labour not greater than the rates and hours set out

in the Council's list, and such rates of wages and hours of

labour will be inserted in and form part of the contract by
way of schedule.

(By order of the Council)

FRED. E. HILLEARY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, West Ham, E.

6th April, 1898.

ASHPORD URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL,
KENT.

TO GRANITE MERCHANTS AND OTHERS.
The Council is prepared to receive tenders for the supply

of 1,000 cubic yards (more or less) of Broken Granite, as per

form of tender, to be obtained, with any other information,

from Mr. William Terrill, Town Surveyor, at his office, North-

street, Ashford, Kent.
Also tenders for the supply, at per foot run, of 2,400 ft.

(more or less) of 6-in. by 12-in. Norwegian Granite Edge
Kerb and 250ft. (more or less) of the same Kerb, but cir-

cular, the radius to be given.

Sealed tenders to reach the Surveyor not later than 5 p.m.

on Friday, April 22nd next, endorsed " Tender for Granite "

or " Norway Kerb," as the case may be.

The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted.

JOHN CREERY,
Clerk.

Ashford, Kent.
April 4, ISOK.

JANDUS PATENT ARC LAMP
The Hermetical Closing of the Outer Globe effectually Prevents

any Escape of the Inert Gases into the Room, Contains no

obsolete Clockwork or Racks,

White, Soft and Steady Light, No Hissing.

Can be Trimmed without Removing the Globe.

Cannot get Out of Order, as it has Only One Working Part.

The only Arc Lamp accepted by Insurance Companies at Ordinary Rates.

No other Carbons should be used in the Jandus Lamp except those su pplied

by the Firm, for which the Lamps sent out are adjusted.

NOTICE is Heroliy Given that the JA.NUUS ARC LAMP AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, Limited, in addifuii

to the patents by JANDUS & BARTON, control also the English Patents of THE ELEC'J'KIC ARC
• LKSHT COMPANY, of New York; and purchasers are warned against obtaining Arc Lamps made on the

principle of the above patt'uts by makers other than those mentioned in the following list :

—

Messrs. DRAKE & GORHAM.
Messrs. CRO.MPTON & CO., Ltd.

Messrs. KORTlN(i & MATHIESEN.
The BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENtilNEERlNG CO., Lid.

The GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.

J. D. F. ANDREWS, Esq.
Messrs. JOHNSON A PHILLIPS.
Messrs. GEIl'EL & LANGE.
Messrs. IIOYCE & CO.

The STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE. (The
Stewart Company's license is for their arrangement
alone to use th<' Double Enclosure, and applies only

to lamps identical in description to the sample lamp
in the possession of the licensors.)

The STANDARD THERMOMETER & ELECTRIC
CO., of Maes.— .•\gents : Mcfsrs. RicH>Ri) Pattek-
so;< & Co.. of lielfast.

Messrs. VERITVS, Ltd.

Messrs. FOXCROFT cSt DUNCAN.

Sole Aq.uts for fh,' Kmili.'<h ( 'nmpain/ : MESSRS.

DRAKE & GORHAM,
Head Offices: 66 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.

Branch Offices at MANCHESTER and GLASGOW.
W.
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ASHBY-DE-LA-ZOUCH URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

TO QUARRY OWNERS, STONE MERCHANTS, &c.

The Urban District Council of Ashby-de-la-Zoach invite

tenders for the supply and delivery of Broken Granite, Road
Stone, Gravel Setts and Randoms. Schedule of prices and
form of tender can be obtained on application to the under-
signed, to whom tenders must be sent not later than Satur-
day, the 30th day of April, 1898. The council docs not bind
itself to accept the lowest or any tender.

GEO. n. LILLET,
Surveyor.

Council Offices, Asliby-de-la-Zoncli.

April 12, 1898.

BOROUGH OF WATERPORD URBAN
SANITARY AUTHORITY.

MAIN DRAINAGE WORKS.—CONTRACT No. 1.

The Corporation of Waterford is prepared to receive
tenders for the Construction of certain Sewers and other
works in connection therewith.

The following are the approximate lengths of sewers to be
constructed :

—

9-iu. diameter pipe sewers 2,8.58 lineal yards
12 in. .5,41:5 „ „
15-in. 1,637 „ „
2I-in. by 14-in. oval brick 298 „ „
24-in. by 16-in. „ 3.51 „ „
30-in. by 20-in. „ 108 „ „

Total approximate lengths ... 10,665 „ „
Drawings may be seen, and copy of specilication with bill

of i|uantities and form of tender obtained, at the office of the
Borough Surveyor, Jlr. M. J. Fleming, on payment of 1 guinea,
returnable if a hoinUfirle tender be furnished.

Tenders, in the prescribed form, endorsed "Main Drainage
Works," addressed to me, to be delivered in my office on or
before the 25th April next.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

JAMES J. FBELY,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Waterford.
5th April, 1898.

BOROuan OF waterford urban
SANITARY AUTHORITY.

NEW SEWERS.

6-in.

12-in.

lO'in.

SEWER PIPES, Ac, REQUIRED.
Tenders are invited for the supply of Sewer Pipes, &o.

The following are the approximate lengtliS required

—

namely ;

—

ide diameter ... ... 3,000 lineal yards
3,000 „

5,.5(X) „

1,700 „

Any further quantities not exceeding 10 per cent, of

above quantities that may be required shall bo supplied at

quoted prices.

Forms of tender can be obtained personally, or by letter,

from the Borough Surveyor.
Tenders to be lodged with the undersigned not later than

11 a.m. on Monday, 25th April, 1898.

JAMES J. FEELY.
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Waterford.
5th April, 1898.

Beckenham urban district council.
TO CONTRACTORS.

The Beckenham Urb.an District Council invite tenders for

the supply of No. 240 Cast-Iron Sewer Ventilating Columns,
13 ft. 6 in. high, together with No. 100 Extension Pieces,

7 ft. 6 in. long.

Lithographed drawings and bills of quantities, specifications

and forms of tenders may be obtained on application to

Mr. John A. Angell, Surveyor, on or after March 28th, on
deposit of £2, which will be returned on the receipt of a honi)-

fide tender.

Tenders, duly sealed and endorsed " Tender for Ventilating

Columns," to reach the undersigned not later than 4 p.m.,

Monday April 18, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

(By order)

P. STEVENS,
Clerk to the Council.

24th March, 1898.

GALVANIZED IRON

FRED'^BRABY2(C?
FITZROY WORKS

352x0 3G4- EusTON R?

TONDQNj

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

GO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
'RAOe MARK FORE STREET. LONDON, E.G.. and Branches.

Telephone No. yi; Hi
Established
EiKMrra. Telejsrra

SANKEY Sl CO.,
]VC^Z>CSlx^XX-t!5,

J" Chief Oice: Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.
/V"^ Agent for HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

// " SANKEY'S IMPROVED (DEEP) INTERCEPTING
e' GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

Special LIMES supplied for the Disposal of SEWERAGE
Matter, also for Cas Purification, /'rui s „« ,4jjj./k»/,„h.

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND GEMENY
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Delivere(^ to all parts of the KiiiL^duin.

Offices : 1 St. Martin's, Leicester.

Works: Barrow-on-Scar, nr. Lougliliorou^i.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

TO LET.

The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! ImperishaMe!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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BERROW, BURNHAM, SOMERSET.

WATERWORKS.

TO IRON FOUNDERS AND OTHERS.
The Berrow Water Company, Limited, are prepared to re-

ceive tonders for tiie following contracts;

—

Ist. For supplying of about 2,666 yards of 4-iD. and 336

yards of 2-in. Cast-iron Socket Pipes (part turned and bored),

jvith all necessary special cnstings.

2nd. For supplying of about 1,270 yards of 3-in. Cast-iron

Socket Pipes (part turned and bored), with all necessary
special castings.

Plans and specilications may be seen, and bills of quantiiies

obtained, on application to the Engineer, Mr. W. J. Press,

Town Hall, Burnham, Somerset.
Sealed tenders, endorsed " Water Supply," must be de-

livered to me not later than Tuesday, 19th April, 1S9S.

The Directors do not bind themselves to accept the lowest
or any tender.

W. H. HAWKINGS,
Secretary.

Hurn Farm, Berrow, Bnrnh.im,
Somerset.

WANSTEAD URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO CONTR.''lCTORS AND OTHERS.

The Council invite tendei-s for Making-np Addison.road. •

Plans, sections and specifications may be seen, and printed
forms of tender obtained, at the offices of the Council (Sur-

veyor's Department), between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Tenders, on the forms issued by the Council, sealed and

endorsed " Tender for Road Making," and addressed to the
Chairman, Offices of the District Council, Wanstead, N.E.,
must be delivered before 7 o'clock p.m. on Friday, 6th May
next.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or
any tender.

(By order)

WILLIAM BLEWITT,
Clerk.

April .5, 1898.

WITHINGTON URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

TO ENGINEERS.
The above Authority intend erecting at their Refuse De-

structor suitable Hydraulic Plant for the Manufacture of

Concrete Flags, and is prepared to receive designs of such
plant and tenders for delivery and erection of the same.

Firms desirous of tendering will receive a plan of the
building proposed to be provided for the plant, and any
further information, on communicating with Mr. \. H.
Mountain, a.m.i.c.e , Survevor to the Council, on or after

April 4, 1898.

Tenders designs and speoificiitions (which must be supplied

free of charge) to be sent to nid at these offices on or before
April 30, 1898.

The Council does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any
tender.

ALBERT ROBERTS,
Clerk to the Council.

Town Hall, Withington, Manchester.
April 1, 18y8.

T3 0THWELL URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
J-V PRIVATE STREET WORKS ACT, 1892.
The Council invite tenders for the Sewering, Paving and

Making-upof Evison-road, Rothwell.
The drawings, specification and conditions of contract may

be .seen at the office of Mr. W. T. Pear.son, Surveyor to the
Council, Market House, Rothwell, and a copy of the bills of
qnantities of the work, with form of tender, obtained on pay-
ment of a deposit of 1 guinea, which will be returned on re-

ceipt of a hond-fide tender.

Sufficient security for the due performance of the work
must be given.

Tenders, sealed and endorsed, must be delivered at the
office of the Surveyor not later than Monday, the 18th prox.
The Council do not bitid themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

FREDK. WM. BULL,
Clerk.

Bank Chambers, Kettering.
AOih March, 1898.

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited,
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, S E.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices appl3r tc above address.

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINGS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, 2 »

40 by 27 „ 3 -

53 by 31 „ 4/-
Copies, inone sheetfiOhy tB,})]! arrangement

.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE
PROCESS,

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, 16
40 by 27 „ 2e
53by31 „ 3S
J. HALDEN & CO.,

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

.^^ * >^*FIRE
' LONDON & ^

^LANCASHIRE

\

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

ji5
I 73

DALE STREET, LIVERPOOL,

TO 76 XINQ WILLIAM STREET, LONDON.

:o£s.xoxai::s
OF ALL KINDS.

Snecial for Road /^^
Payjfag—Tested . / ^i^/
Roof Tiles, /.^tf/ **

Quarries, / <^ Jt
Co pi n R s , /^ "^Z YILESMalting /-X» y.
Tiles, /«^A,

• y^^/ Um SPECIALITIES.

''^ 'Vy' Mosaic, Faience, Ac, &o.

^* / CATALOOl ES and PRICES on
application.

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Office : 49 Queen Victoria St., E.C.
Glass of all kinds covered by the Policies of

MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS-
SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

Ten per cent, of li..- rrnir, n,.-. i
,•• •.n...-.l everj

61.'; vears in oases wlu-re no clnnn li«s arisen.

Applications for Agencies Invited.

Liberal Terms for Business Introduceo

NINETEEN MEDALS. CHICAGO EXHIBITION, HIGHEST AWARDS.

^HTIVI. MSIOOJ^TaAIMlS ^ CO.,
ORIGINAL MAKKRS OF

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
Free from Arsenic.

Sole Address 110 HIGH STREET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
fipecial Terms fur Kiport. Of all Kecorntors.

ijw

i

1
w 3

ini-r
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TEDDINGTON URBAN" DISTRICT COUNCIL.

TO ROAD CONTRACTORS AND TAR PAVIORS.

PRIVATE STREET WORKS ACT, 1892

The Urban District Council are desirous of receiving tenders

for the following works in connection with the Making-up of

Ilolmesdale-road, EUeray-road, Lindam-road, Coleshill-road

(south) and Coleshill-road (west)

—

viz.:—
9,135 super, yards of Roadway Forming and Metalling.

2,430 lineal yards of Kerbing and Channelling.

5,150 super, yards of Tar Paving.

750 lineal yards of Surface-Water Drainage and all other
works incident thereto.

Plans and specifications may be seen, bills of quantities and
forms of tender obtained (on payment of £2 2s., which will

be returned on receipt of a bonh-fide tender), on application

to Mr. M. Hainswoi'th, Surveyor, Elmfield House, Teddington,
on and after the 15th inst.

Tenders will not be accepted unless made out on the pre-

scribed form.
Sealed tenders, endorsed " Private Street Works," must be

delivered at the Council's offices not later than 12 o'clock on
Friday, April 29th.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

(By order)

G. H. SALMONS,
Clerk to the Council.

Elmneld House, Teddington.
12th April, 1898.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

T^OR SALE.—Good second-hand 1-ft. 5-in. Astro-
-*- nomical Civil or Mining Theodolite, two Levels with
legs aufl staves, Abney Level, Prism.itic Compass, Box Sex-
tant, Steel Tapes and one Half-Plate Camera with stand.

—

Apply, for further particulars, to Lrach & Wheeler, solioi-

tors, 10 Sergeant's Inn, Fleet-street.

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED accu-
rately and with despatch. METCIIIM & SON,

8 Princes-street, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.
" Sarveyor's Diary and Tables for 1898," price 6d., post 7d.;

in leather Is., post Is. Id.

MUNICIPAL AISTD COUNTY ENGINEERS'
EXAMINATION.—Mr. Richard Parry, a.m.i.c.e.,

F.S.I., &c., 27 Great George-street, Westminster, prepares
pupils by correspondence for this examination. The course
of work may be taken to extend over three, six or twelve
months, according to previous knowledge. At the examina-
tion of last April out of the fifteen successful candidates
twelve were prepared by Mr. Parry.

SANITARY INSPECTORS and other exams, of

the SANITARY INSTITUTE. Preparation by COR-
RESPONDENCE.—Terms, testimonials and all particulars of
" Inspector," Office of The Sdrveyok.

LEEDS FIRECLAY GOMPY-. LTD
SO :PJLI^IC TtO^W, LEEIDS

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA GOTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT.
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinh, Traps, Porcelain Baths, &c.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING RRICKS^

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoBship
Street, E.G. ; i6 Charterhouse Street. EC. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

THE "ADDISON" PATENT DRAIN STOPPER
For Testing Drains by means of Water, Smoke, &c.

The parts are non-corrosive. The disc of galvanised iron, the nipple of gun metal, the nut and cap of brass.

PERFECTLY SOUND JOINT.

EASILY APPLIED.

NO PINCHING OF THE RUBBER.

THE GREATER THE PRESSURE THE

MORE SECURE THE JOINT.

x>xcxc; je:s : -

s. d.

4-inch 7 each nett.

5-inch 9 6 >!

6-inch 10 6 Jl

8-inch 16 6 91

9-inch -in 6 51

10 inch 21 6 J»

BCroRE exPAN9lCN

NICHOLI-S & CLARKE, ShoreciitcH, LONDON, E,

IlVIl^ROYEO DRAIN CJL.IN0M:ETEI^.
THIS Drain Clinometer, which is a thoroughly well-made and reliable

instrument, is intended for the use of Builders, Medical Officers of
Health, Sanitary Inspectors and others. fostlWEftffig the slope of drain pipes.

The arc is fixed at the extreme end of the Clinometer so as to allow of a
close reading and distinct graduation, and is divided on one edge to degrees
and quarter degrees, and on the other edge to gradients of 1 in 20, 1 in 30, 1
in 40. I in 50, 1 in 60. 1 in 7o and 1 in 80.

The adjustment is by means of a nut and bolt, working against a spira/
spring. The " Bubble "is ground and divided.

The Clinometer is made of teak and nicely finished, and measure*
I2h

PRICE :-With Electrum Fittings. £1 7s. 6d.fi With Brass Fittings. "£1 2s. 6d.; With Magnetic Compass extra 23. 6d.
A Comph-U Illustrated Catalogue of fhaw^na and Survei/in-j Instrumentfi will he sent post frre on application.

W. H. HARL'*NG, Mathematical Drawing 4k purveying Instrument Manufacturer, 47 Fin&bury Pavement, London, E«Ci
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Position
of the

Municipal
Surveyor.

Agreat deal has from time to time

been written and said about the

duties and work of the municipal

surveyor, notably by Mr. Boulnois

in his well-known hand-book, Imt
very little has hitherto been mentioned as to his

social status, or as to this particular branch of the

engineering profession as a means of earning a
livelihood. Pliny, the celebrated historian, who
wrote early in the Christian era, tells us that the

Romans fully appreciated their road-makers, for he
says that the charge of the public roads was
entrusted only to men of the highest dignity.

Augustus CiPsar himself undertook the care of the
streets and roads in and about Rome, and appointed
two men of prretorian rank—in other words, of noble

birth—to pave the roads, each of whom was always
attended by two lictors, a sign of their great import-

ance. Other claRsical writers tell us of the high
esteem in which the Romans held the engineers

who constructed their magnificent waterworks and
other engineering matters akin to those now con-

structed and managed by municipal surveyors, and
everyone will admit that the Romans were a
most intellectual and highly-civilized race, who
not only thoroughly appreciated the efforts of

those who contributed to the well-being of the

citizens, but who also remunerated those services in

au adequate and even generous manner. In Conti-

nental cities and towns the town surveyor holds a

high position at the pi'esent day and is often " decor-

ated '" for his sei'vices, and the salaiy which he re-

ceives compares very favourably with those paid to

either civil or military officers. What do we find

in this country ? There are not half-a-dozen mu-
nicipal engineers receiving more than £1,000 per
annum, although the services which they render
involve the control of the expenditure of hundreds
of thousands of pounds, and their work and responsi-

bilities would in other directions deserve and re-

ceive a much higher remuneration. There are very
few municipal engineers or surveyors receiving more
than £300 or £400 a year, and there are hundreds
of municipal engineers and surveyors n ho are re-

ceiving salaries which an industrious and clever

ai'tisan would refuse to take ; and, worse than this,

mirabiJe dicfii, there are a large number of mu-
nicipal surveyors receiving salaries which are little

better than those paid as weekly wages to the work-
men they have to conti'ol ! What is the reason that

since the days of the Romans there should have
been such a decadence in the emoluments and posi-

tion of the municipal engineer ? Has the work for

which he is responsible declined in importance ?

We ventui-e to think, on the contrary, that it has in-

creased. Has the class of men capable of under-
taking these responsible duties deteriorated ? Again
we thin'c not, but, on the other hand, we hold that
even greater intelligence and more accurate know-
ledge is now necessary to carry out the multifarious

duties of such a position. In what direction, then,

may we look for an explanation of the present state

of affairs P We believe that it arises from a number
of conc(miitant causes, which we will endeavour to

enumerate.
It must not be forgotten that, so far as sanitary

civilisation is concerned, p]ngland is quite a young
country ; the dark ages were not so very long ago.
The importance of healthy commu.nities has onlj-

quite recently been impressed with any vigour upon
us. The pioneers of sanitation, such as Parkes,
Chadwick and others, have only recently passed
away, whilst Robert Rawlinson is still with us.

England is only just waking up to the fact that
health is of some importance, though it is still a long-

way off from realising that those who look after it

foi' them are to be treated as well as those who make
money for them. The engineer of a successful rail-

way or dock company, or the secretary of a sound
life insurance company, receives a salary which
would be a princely fortune to a municipal engineer
of even one of our largest towns. Municipal en-
gineering makes no profit for anyone except in-

directly ; there is nothing to show for it except
better health, better lighting, better streets, better
everything which makes life possible in large com-
mimities, but there are no fat dividends to be made
out of sewers or streets. On the contrary, the rate-

payers grumble because they are too .short-sighted

to see that the rates they are paying will bi'ing forth
their fruits in due season, yea, a hundredfold. Then,
again, those who control the purse-string.s—the
members of the council who are elected by the
grumbling ratepayers—cannot see that small salaries

are not likely to attract the best men, who will

naturally sell their brains in the best market, and
consequently, by the well-known law that action and
reaction are equal and opposite, if small salaries are
paid inferior work raaj' be done. The ratepayers
grumble and say something mti/it be cut down, and
the most convenient channel for economies is in

salaries. Another reason for the smallness of salaries

may be found in the fact that the cuncil often
prefer a sui'veyor to whom they can dictate

rather tliHn a professional adviser. The town clerk

is often a "dictator," the surveyor very rarely. It

is human nature to be nervous as to knowledge of

the law, but nearly everyone thinks he knows some-
thing of engineering, and the work of a sui'veyor is

often severely criticised, especially whilst it is in

progress. This public criticism of a municipal en-
gineer's work is often very harassing, and naturally
adds to the unpleasant nature of the office and
renders it unattractive. A great deal more might
be said on this subject, and possibly we may lefer

to it again, but the limits of these remarks prevent
our entering on the social position which a muni-
cipal engineer under such circumstances is able to
maintain. When we consider the disadvantages
under which he works, the small thanks he gets for

years of ceaseless toil, the responsibilities and
arduous nature of his \\ork, and the fact that he re-
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ceives no peiisson or reward in his old age, we can
only express oiu" surprise that this officer is as good
as he is and that we find all over the country at the

present day men who are devoting- themselves un-
ceasingly to their duties with inadequate remunera-
tion, with only a few days' holiday each year, with
adverse criticism, with no prospect should illness or

old age overtake them, and with many other disad-

vantages not met with in other professions. We
find that these men are quietly canning out their

work with a devotion, energy, zeal and whole
heartedness which deserve the thanks and proper
acknowledgment of their fellow-countrymen.

Exmouth
D istrict
Council.

The members of the Exmouth
Urban District Council have not
an enviable record in connection
with their administration of the

afFairs of the town. Matters intimately affecting

the public health have been grossly neglected and
mismanaged, until a severe blow has been inflicted

upon the reputation and prosperity of the place as a
health resort. Our readei-s will remember that last

summer we had occasion to di-aw attention to the
state of affaii's, and from time to time the subject
crops up in the London daily papers. Yet the Ex-
mouth councillors seem in no way abashed or in the
least inclined to mend their ways, but from the de-

tails we give in another column it would seem that,

in order to divert attention fi-om their own un-
righteousness, they have inaugurated a system of
perseciition against their officials. The medical
ofiicer of health, the sui'veyor and the sanitary in-

spector, all in tnrn have received attention, but only
the surveyor has come to grief. Why is this ? The
reason will at once be obvious to our readers. The
medical officer and the sanitary inspector receive a
cei-tain amount of protection from the Local Govern-
ment Board, whose sanction is necessary for their
dismissal. The surveyor has no such protection
and no security of tenure. He is, indeed, quite at

the mercy of any malevolent and unscrupulous
persons who may be members of the council. In
the case of Exmouth the trail of the jerry-builder

is perfectly obvious. The Local Government
Board protects the medical officer and the sanitary
inspector from the malice of such people, and thus
enables the officials in question to carry out without
fear or favour their work in furtherance of the
public health. But has not the surveyor the re-

sponsibility of seeing that the building by-laws are
complied with, and is he not thus equally exposed
to the enmity of a certain section of the community
—the small speculative builder to wit H As the
latter's capacity for vindictiveness is almost pro-
verbial, why is not the surveyor accorded the same
measure of protection as the medical officer and the
sanitary inspector ? It would be difficult to give a
satisfactory reason, but if the case of Mr. Beswick
at Exmouth is brought to notice in the proper
quarter a much-needed reform may be hastened.
Having failed in their attacks on the medical officer

and the sanitary inspector, the council apparently
lay in wait for the surveyor, and then saddled him
with a I'esponsibility which was directly their
own, inasmuch as they had refused to provide assist-

ance which was absolutely necessary. Seemingly
the surveyor to this council must possess the unique
qualification of being able to work both indoors and
outdoors at the same time. When the case was
heard, the judge in his summing up specially
exonerated the sui'veyor from blame, and at the last

meeting of the council Mr. Beswick presented a
report and made a statement on the subject, which
was not only quite unanswerable, but clearly
indicated the real motives at work. The sur-
veyor has incurred enmity because he has made
a manly and conscientious effort to do his duty in
pointing out and remedying the sanitary defects of
the town. It is probable that he will suffer only
tempoi'ary inconvenience and injury from the treat-

ment he has received from this body. It would be
a pity if it were otherwise. None the less we think
the case deserves the attention of the council of the
Incorporated Association of Municipal and County
Engineers, with a view to obtaining for municipal
engineers and surveyors to district councils a right

to appeal to the Local Government Board, so that
they may not be altoeether at the mercy of bodies
on which the jerry-building element is apt to be
undtily represented. If this is the result Mr. Bes-
wick's experience may result in advantage to the

profession at large. For our part, we shall probably
have occasion to devote some fiu-ther attention to

the Exmouth Urban Council, for we shall certainly

watch their futui-e proceedings with great interest,

with a view to bringing them under the notice of local

authorities all over the country. As unique ex-

amples of how not to do it, of what to a^ oid and
reprobate, these proceedings are too valuable fortheir

fame to be confined to Exmouth and the suiTound-
ina: district.

Mvinicipal corporations are not

,. hr ^'''a t
entitled to establish businesses for

^d Tradine ^^'^ ^^^® '^^ retail of lamps and such

Thereunder, other fittings as are required in

houses by persons who use the elec-

tric light. Such was the judgment given in the
Leicester County Court, on March 25th, by his

honour Judge Wightman Wood in a case in which
the Leicester Corporation sued a tradesman for

£4 19s., the price of lamps and other fittings sold

and delivered to him. The defendant was an en-

gineer who had a business similar to that estab-

lished by the corporation, and he admitted the pur-

chase, but said that it was itltra tires of the corpo-

ration to trade in siich articles, and that they could
not maintain an action for the amount in dispute.

Under the Electric Lighting Act, 1882, the corpora-

tion were licensed by the Board of Trade to supply
electricity for public and private purposes, and be-

sides laying wii"es, erecting the necessary machinery
and supplying electric energy to those householders

who cared to have it, they liad opened an emporium
for the sale of lamps and other fittings. No attempt
was made to confine the sale to householders who
took the electricity, nor was the defendant. Hill,

such a person. All the facts were admitted, and the

matter in dispute, as the judge pointed out, was en-

tirely a question of law. His honour decided that

the contention of the defendant that the corporation

had acted beyond their legal powers in selling the

articles in question was correct. Nevertheless the

defendant, having had the goods, could not be allowed

to refvise to pay foi' them, and he must pay the price,

notwithstanding the flaw to which he had rightly

called attention in the capacity of the corporation to

carry on this business. Judgment was therefoi'e en-

tered for the plaintiffs, but without costs. In the

course of his judgment the judge pointed out that a

corporate body could oidy do such things as it was
authorised to do by the charter. Act of Parliament

or memorandum of association which brought it

into being, or supplementai-y Acts or charters, in-

cluding all such things as were necessarily inci-

dental to the expressly authorised objects. All other

things it was prohibited from doing. This expres-

sion of legal opinion will, we believe, have the effect

to a considerable extent of restraining local authori-

ties from extending municipal ti-ading, which, we
believe, goes on more or less in all departments

of municipal work, and often to the convenience of

the public, as, for example, in connection with

matei'ials from the corporation stockyai-ds for the

use of small owners or tradesmen, the gas, water
and other municipal departments. Nor are we
aware that any of the Acts give further or special

powers foi' trading beyond those which were implied

as given by the Electric Lighting Acts. The
Leicester Corporation obtained judgment in their

favour, but we imagine that it will be advised to

limit its trading proclivities in order to anticipate any
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injunction which may be sought to restrain it from

continuing.

A Curious
Water
Dispute.

Tlie last act in the drama of the

dispute between the Tyldesley

Urban District Council and the

Leigh Rural District Council may
be said to have concluded with the decision of the

Court of Appeal confirming a rule absolute for a

mandamus to the latter authority to issue a precept

for a rate to raise the amount recovered against

them by the urban council. The quarrel was I'ather

a curious one, and ai-ose out of an agreement be-

tween the two authorities, whereby Tyldesley was
to supply Leigh with a fixed minimum supply of

water, Leigh being at liberty to take a greater

quantity on payment of an extra charge, and Tyl-

desley undertaking to provide a meter and keep it

in repair. A supply of water was provided by
Tyldesley to Leigh, in accoi-dance with this an-ange-

ment, from January, 1893, to May, 1895. At the

latter date it transpired that, owing to a defect in

the meter, that instrument had registered far le.ss

than the actual consumption of water. But when
Tyldesley asked for payment for the overplus Leigh
resisted on the ground that the wrong working of

the meter lay at Tyldesley's door. The aid of the

law being invoked, the urban council recovered

judgment for some £63 odd against the rural

council. But judgment is one thing, payment
another. The rural council, whether ingenuously
or otherwise, discovered a technical diflSculty in

complying with the judgment. How could they in

May, 1897 (the date of the judgment), legally issue

a precept foi' a rate to pay a debt incurred in 1895 ?

Neither the High Coui-t nor the Court of Appeal,
however, were able to appreciate this view of the

matter. Indeed, since the rural council were so

extremely punctilious, Lord Justice A. L. Smith
pointed out that a debt is not due till it is ascer-

tained, and that this debt was not ascertained until

the date of the judgment, to which reference has
been made

—

viz., May, 1897—although his lordship

was careful to add that there was no hard-and-fast
I'ule which would restrain the Court from compel-
ling the issue of a precept in a case where the rating

year had expired. The scruples of the rural council

on this point will therefore, it is to be hoped, be
removed. At all events, they are oveii'uled.

„ . i^-f f
-^ tirm of estate agents have sent

__jl
us the following details of an actual

Surveyor." occurrence,which certainly desei^ves

to be put upon record. Some time
ago they purchased about 20 acres of building land,

which was brought to their notice by an ingenious

person who described himself as an " architect and
surveyor," and stipulated that, as he would receive

no commission from the vendor, he should be allowed
to survey and take levels for a sum to be agi'eed

upon. This the firm consented to, and the " archi-

tect and surveyor " duly " surveyed " and submitted
a plan of the estate ; but as the result did not seem
to work out properly, the members of the lii-m went
to the spot and surveyed the land themselves, when
they discovered that their temporary assistant had
left out 66 ft. (a chain) in one of his measurements!
The mistake, however, was condoned, and he was
iusti'ucted to take the levels, but as he did not re-

joice in the possession of an instrument one was
hired for him. On returning it to the owners the
firm were surprised to find themselves charged
2s. 9d. for a hair. It subsequently transpired that
the " architect and surveyor " had pulled out the
hair, thinking it had found its way into the instru-

ment by accident, and had then calmly proceeded to

take his levels without its aid, roundly abusing the
people who had lent the instrument for sending it out
in such a condition. Needless to say, the firm have
not constructed their roads upon the basis of this

scientific gentleman's levels, and for the sake of the

amusement he has afforded them they have even

pardoned his gross incompetence.

* # *

Some time ago the council of the

Surveifors'
Surveyors' Institution decided to

Institution, hold meetings from time to time in

the chief provincial centi-es, an ob-

viously wise decision, especially since this powerful

body has been strengthened by the inclusion of

members of the profession in Scotland and Ireland.

The innovation will receive further justification in

the success which has attended the first of these

meetings, held at Manchester, a I'eport of which wiU
be found in another column. There was an excellent

programme of papers, which evidf-ntly excited con-

siderable interest and appreciation, to judge from
the discnssions elicited. The two papers of most

interest to our readers were those of ill'. Holden and
Mr. Blashill. In the former's paper there was, neces-

sarily considering the character of the audience he

was addressing, much of a purely professional

character, but there were also many facts which,

taken together, constituted a sketch of the municipal

development of the city during the past fifty years.

There was no attempt, however, to treat the subject

otherwise than in its material aspect. Mr. Blashill's

paper dealt with a question of vital importance and
was distinctly valuable, and we only regret that we
have been unable to give it at greater length.

« * *

We print below a luminous and

on*
^' instructive disquisition on .a sub-

Paving'. .1^*^'' of ^^^ closest intei'est to muni-
cipal engineers. It was not one of

the replies given at the recent examination held by
the Incorporated Association of Municipal and
County Engineers, but purports to be a schoolboy

essay on paving. We must say, however, that we have

been totally unable to discoverany juvenile character-

istics in connection with the handwriting. The
technical and scientific accuiacy of detail cannot

fail to apj)eal to our readers, and we have pleasui'e

in giving publicity to such a valuable contribution,

which is as follows :

—

Stones and things are used for pavement. I read some-
where that drink often paves the way to a certain place, but
when yon get there you find it paved with good intentions.

I should not think those were good things to pave such busy
places with. It must be better in London, where the streets

are paved with gold ; and Sandy, my chum, says tnat must
Mac-a-dam fine road. Flags are used sometimes for pave-

ments, which gives rise to the saying "trampling the colours

under foot," though why love passages often pave the way
to an engagement I don't understand, as they can't be good
things for soldiers, who want a bolder pavement. 1 heard of

a town once where there was some talk of a wooden pave-

ment, but the men who looked afier it settled all that by
laying their heads together, which made a very hard, thick

pavement. In Yorkshire towns cobblers are nsed for paving,

which must be a good thing for the boots. I don't know
much more about pavement, but you will find all about it in

a book called " The Stones of Venice," by an awfully clever

chap, Piof. Rankine, so I will conclude by putting what my
master calls a curb on my channels of knowledge.

# # *

ilore than fifteen months ago
The London the London County Council made a

''"and^House"
'^^la^"^ attempt to tU-aw up a set

Drainage. '^^ by-laws lelating to the coustruc-

tion of house drains, and foiwarded
to the vestries and district boards in the metro-
polis copies thereof. Most of those authorities com-
municated to the council their views on the pro-

posed by-laws, and there appeared to be no doubt
as to their inadequacy. Valuable suggestions were
made by the Association of ^Municipal and County
Engineers and by the Society of Engineers, aftei'

papers had been read and discussions had taken
place on the subject of the proposed by-laws. But,
notwithstanding the assistance which has thus been
given to the council, nothing more has been heard
of the matter, and members of local authorities are
wondering how much longer the council will be
occupied on the work.
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Comparative Reports
XXI. SEWAGE DISPOSAL

7. Biological Treatment fcovtinuedj.

Mr. Scott Moncrieff's experiments were made in 1892 on a

small scale, as the " Scott Moncrieff Cnltivation Filter-Bed,"

was only 3 ft. deep, 2ift. wide and 10 ft. long, and treated

the sewage and waste waters from a household of about ten

or twelve persons. The sewage flowed upwards through a

false bottom, and then came layers of flint, coke and gravel,

about 14 in. thick, up to the level of the overflow pipe. This

apparatus worked constantly for months, and the results

seemed to improve. The effluent from this filter passed into

channels 30 ft. long, made of half-pipes and tilled with coke,

called "nitrifying channels," the object of this being to

further pnrify by oxidation, &c. In course of time Mr.

Moncrieff found it necessary to duplicate the plant for the

purpose of giving the beds rest and aeration. After the beds

had been working some weeks the contents below the false

bottom were cleaned out, and it was found that the only solid

matter was the fsces and paper of the previous two or three

days. The conclusion arrived at was that by " the concentra-

tion of the crude sewage in the filter-bed the bacteria were
provided with an unlimited supply of nutritive material, and
so were capable of indefinite ninltiplication, while at the

same time their self-injurious products were constantly swept

away."

of General Practice.
OSWESTRY REPORT.- (8.)

loan. The present works consist of precipitation tanks, sludge
tanks, fiiters, pumping machinery, &c. , but the etttuent is, as Dr.

Reid, the medical officer of health for the county of Staffoi'd,

testifies, very unsatisfactory. The old filters have a total area
of 1,546 square yards and are 3 ft. deep, but are not worked on
biological lines The new filters are three in number

—

viz.,

one of coke breeze, another of sand and gravel, and the third

of sand and gravel aerated on Lowcock's principles, which
consists of artificially pumping air into the filter. The filters

commenced to work in September, 1896. Early in 1897 one
of the gravel filters was emptied atid filled with coal, under
Mr. Garfield's superintendence. The coke-breeze and coal

filters measure 12 ft. square. Lowcock's filter measures 24 ft.

by 12 ft. The depth is 3 ft. 9 in. The two smaller filters

were charged at the rate of 200 gallons per square yard per
twenty-four hours, whilst Lowcock's filter was charged at half

that rate. At first the coke-breeze filter was filled, allowed
to stand full, empty and to rest empty on the same lines as

those adopted by Mr. Dibdin at Barking and Sutton, but after

a while it was worked like the others, on the continuous-flow

system, with intervals of rest—twelve hoiu's' work and twelve
hours' rest. The analyses show the extent of purification

effected. The figures represent the average of a large number
of analyses made during the year ending September, 1897.

Sample.

o o

Parts per luo.ooo. Percentage of

Solids.

o
M

<!

li

Purification.

M 3

CO

il 1
oj ^ (ft

111
Mi
11^

^ a

Tank effluent

'Old large sand filter ...

\ Coke-bi-eeze filter

1 Lowcock's filter

.Garfield's coal filter ...

13
15
10
8

8

82-7

76-6

84-0

80-7

91-4

1-6

1-5

09
1-4

0-3

84-3

781
84-9

82-1

91-7

10-2

10-8

100
lO'O

10-6

125
119
090
0-27

019

0;i3

014
016
0-05

0-04

0-77

0-53

0-58

0-22

0-20

nil.

0-09

0-38

0-74

081

38-2

33-2

75-7

80-6

31-2

29-0

685
70-8

It is interesting to note what were the views of Dr.

Alexander C. Houston, m.sc, Edinburgh, who reported on
these experiments. He stated that " so far as the actual

facts are concerned, no difficulty is experienced in arriving at

a conclusion, either from a strictly scientific or a purely

practical point of view. It has already been shown that the

crude sewage and waste waters of the house can pass un-

interruptedly for months into a space so small that mechani-
cal filtration cannot possibly account for the resulting

disappearance of the solid matter and the quality of the

effluent. Consequently the belief is forced upon tia that the

only agency in Nature capable of producing this transforma-
tiou is the one which she herself is continually employing to

change effete matter, whether ot animal or vegetable origin,

into harmless inorganic substances, and that is by the bene-

ficial action of micro-organisms. Presuming that this result

can be obtained in larger installations, the problem of the

disposal of sludge is practically solved."

Mr. Scott Moncrieff claims that all that is required is : (1)

that no extensive fermentative changes should have pre-

viously occurred
; (2) that the products of liquefaction should

be constantly removed.
Tipton JB,rperi)ne?if.9.—Very interesting experiments have

been carried on at Tipton. It appears that the sewage of

that district is discharged into streams and canals. The
authority, having decided to construct sewers for a portion of

the district, applied to the Local Government Board for

powers to borrow £1,200 for such work. The inquiry was held

in October, 1894, and in due course the decision of the Local

The depths at which test lines were obscured are stated by
Dr. Reid to be as follows: Tank effluent, from l"5in. to

15'0in.; coko-breczo filter, from 4 in. to over 2 ft.; Lowcock's
filter, from 85 in. to over 2ft.; Garfield's coal filter, from
12'5 in. to over 2 ft.

Matichestcr Experiments.—The sewage of this city is of a
very complex nature, and has been for uuxny years a soiu-ce

of constant trouble. The volume of sewage delivered and
treated at the sewage purification works, Davyhulnie,
amounted in 1896 to 5,818,200,000 gallons. The estimated
population contributing to the sewage system is stated to be
400,360. The daily How averages about 16,000,000 gallons;

the sewage is treated with lime at the rate of about 64 grains

per gallon, and sulphate of iron or aluminoferric 6 grains per
gallon, costing (for chemicals and labour) about £1 2s. lid. per
1,000,CKX) gallons. The wet sludge produced averages about
22 tons per 1,000,000 gallons, yielding about 7 tons 18 cwt.

of pressed cake per 1,000,000 gallons, costing for labour,

chemicals and sundries, 14s. 4d. per 1,000,000 gallons. About
17,000 tons of sludge cake was removed by farmers in 1896
without cost to the committee, leaN-ing 29,000 tons to be
tipped into the old bed of the river Irwell. In future tlie

sludge will be conveyed to sea in a steamer built specially for

that purpose. The tank effluent was turned on to land

filters for some weeks. The quantity passed is stated to be
127,843,105 gallons in 134 days, equal to an average of

954,053 gallons per day on an area of 26:1 acres, or 36,345
gallons per acre per diem. This is equal to 71 gallons per

square yard per diem. The cost amounted to 16a. per

Oxygen absorbetl in Eour hours. Free and Saline Ammonia. Albuniiuoid Amroonia.

"1 IB
"a

Cinder Filter. Land Filter.

to

•3I |l 11
36. ^1 if

S a
5g

Land Filter.

2-70 1-58

41 -.50*

•73

72-97*

•64 -35

76-30* 87-04*
212 1-79

15-57*
128

39-62*

1-17

44-81*

-58

72-64*

•38 •24

36-84*

•125

67^1 1*
•112

70^52*
•059

84^48*

Government Board was made, and was to the effect that no
further expenditure would be sanctioned until a scheme was
presented for dealing with the sewage on land. The district

council having stated that land irrigation was out of the
question, the Local Government Board instructed one of their

inspectors to visit the district to ascertain if that was the
case. The inspector recommended three sites, but the dis-

trict council considered that each of them was out of the

question, on physical, financial and other grounds. The out-

come of this difficulty was the construction of experimental
filter-beds, on the recommendation of Dr. Reid, with the
view of ascertaining if it was possible to purify sewage with-

out land irrigation, and if, in that event, the Local Govern-
ment Board might be induced to reconsider their refusal of the

* Average percentage of purification.

1,000,000 gallons actually filtered, exclusive of cleaning, pre-

paring and sowing the bed, which alone amounted to

9s. 45d. per 1,000,000 gallons. The average of the analyses

made during three months in 1896, are as follows, expressed
in grains per gallon :

—

OXYGEN ABSORBED IN I'OUB HOURS.

Raw Sfewaye. Tank Effluent. Coke Filter. Crude Filter. Hand Filter.

4-76 1-83 -95 ^834 ^27

— 61^56* 80-04* 82-48* 94-33*

FREE AND SALINE AMMONIA.

Raw Sewage. Tank Effluent. Coke Filter. Crude Filter Hand Filter.

1-78 1-85 1-92 1'93 ^43

— — — — 75-85*

* Average percentage of purification effected.
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ALBUMI.MIIII AMMONIA.
Raw SevvnRC. Tank Effluent. Coke Filter. Cnule Filter. Hand Filler.

•45 -223 •n2 -107 -025

— .'50-45* 7512* 76-23* 94-45*

Burinp; tite lust si.f montlis of the year further analyses

werem.idesliowingconsidei-abledeterioratioi ] Sec Table p 412).

Kxperimental Hlters -were made of small coke and cinders,

under the advice of Sir Hetn-y Eoscoe, the results of the

analyses made havinjj been already stated. It appears that the

Iioldinfj capacity of the filters immediately after construction

.was 1,750 gallons each, whilst after continued -working the
holding capacity was reduced to 1,350 gallons each, or a re-

duction of 22-8 percent. The filters worked according (othe
table given below, which is an extract from the annual re-

port of the city surveyor on the works:

—

Total
a.m. a.ni. noon. p.m. p.m. p.m. honr.v.

Filling ... 8.0 to 8.30 12.0 to 12.30 4.0 to 4.30 =] J

p.m.
Resting full 8..30 to 10..30 12 30 to 2.30 4..30 to 6.30 =
Emptying... 10.30 to 11.0 2 30 to 3.0 G.30 to 7.0 = V.

noon.

Aerating ... 11.0 to 12.0 3.0 to 4.0 7.0 to S.O = 3

J2
Filters resting from S p.m. to S a.m., 12

Tof.al 24

The filters al.so rested during the whole of Sunday. Peat
filters were also tried, bnt proved to be useless for the pur-

pose. Coal filters, made -ivith engine co.al screened through
i-in. mesh and 3 ft. deep, were experimented on. The filtrate

-was " exceptionally bright and clear in appearance," but vari-

able in quality. The nitrites were found to bo of less amount
in this filter than in the coke or crude filters. The lest

odopted is a simple bnt a severe one. A bottfe filled with the
sample is placed in a lle.-irson's incubator .and maintained at

a constant temperature of SOdeg. Fahr., and the time which
elapses before Eocondary decomposition sets in is noted. Out
of thirty-seven samples of tank eftluent thirty-two were foul

in five days ; of twenty-one samples of coke filtrate two -were

fotil in the same time; and out of twenty cinder filtrate

samples three had a tendency to foulness in five days; whilst

of coal filtrate samples eighteen were tested in five days and
two were foul. During the same period .samples of the tank
efflnent kept in the shallow vessels in the conduit were found
to undergo no change The Manchester City Council have, it

is understood, decided to construct filter-beds on a large scale.

Considev.able attention will naturally be paid to these works
by all sanitary authorities, as the sewage of this city is a cor -

centrated one, with trade effluents of a specially difficult nature.

Settic Tank Sy.stem.

This system may be seen in operation at Exeter and
Yeovil. The object of iho " septic " tank is to dispense with
chemical treatment and to avoid the expense of dealing -with

the sludge. To attain this the patentees, Messns. Cameron,
Commins & M.irtin, claim that it is necessary to have a dark
and practically airtight chamber wherein micro-organisms of

the anaerobic series are cultivated to cause the solid matter
to ferment, liquefy and be reduced to a less complex nature.

In this t.ank anaerobic micru-nrganisms are cultivated, whilst

ExEiTR Works: Skftic Tank Svl-.tfm, lookinc ^A fst

in all the filters worked on biological principles aerobic

microbes are stated to be the series required to do the neces-

sary works of purification.

The anaerobic series are able to live without oxygen, or

with a minute quantity of it, whilst the aerobic microbe
requires an abundant supply. The form.er are among the

agents of decomposition, putrefaction and fermentation,

whilst the latter are agents of o.-iidation, &c.

The small works at Exeter are situated on the bank of the
river Exe, below the to-wn, and occupy a plot of land measur-
ing approximately about 120 ft. long and 70 ft. wide. They
consist cf one enclosed tank and five filters. The t.ank is

bttilt of concrete, is made practically airtisht and measures
65 ft. long, IS ft. wide, and about 7 ft. to 8 ft. to water level.

In the centre of this tank there is a circular ch,amber extend-
ing from the floor to the arch, provided with a number of

glass-covered inspection holes, through which the depth of

* Ayerage percentage of purification effected.

matter on the floor or on the w.ater surface can be seen. The
sewiige of a small residential district adjoining is conveyed to

the.se works. The volume varies from 35,000 to 82,00t>

gallons per diem. The capacity of the septic tank is about
53,800 gallons, and thus it will be seen the sewage takes from
fifteen to thirty-seven hours to flow through the tank.

During this slow p.assage the heavier matter held in suspen-
sion is deposited, leaving some of the lighter matter to be
dealt with in the filters, which will be referred to later on.

P.trt of the matter left in this tank settles to the bottom,
decomposes, and with the aid of the gases formed floats to the
water surface and there forms a thick leathery scum, which
Mr. Dibdin describes as "consisting of granular (ii'br?'.*, with
various organic remnants, such as the larva of an insect,

spiral vessels, vegetable hairs, decaying entozoa, worms
(AngiiiUuhi;), decaying confervae and muscular fibre, the
whole matted together into a gelatinous mass, and swarming
with bacteri.a of various kinds."' The anaerobic micro-
organisms are busy at work liquefying the matter directly it is

<lischarged in the tank. The present works liave been in

operation since .August, 189(5, and it is understood that no

Yeovit, Works: Septic Taxk Sv.^tem, looking East.

sludge has been removed during this period. The depth of

deposit was carefully measured by Mr. Dibdin, and found by

him to be 15 in.

The tank effluent flows over an iron trough for aeration,

and then on to the filter-beds. These filter-beds measure
80 square yards each and 5 ft. deep, made of coke breeze and
furnace clinker. The automatic contrivance which has been

devised is worthy of description. It consists of a shaft, fixed

between two beds, with arms connected to two outlet valves

and also to two inlet valves. At or near one end of the shaft

are fixed two arms, prpvided with specially-designed buckets,

which are made to rise and fall ahernately by the overflow

water from one of the filter-beds. This movement causes the

shaft to rock, and at the same time one of the outlet valves

is opened and the inh-t valve charged. This automatic

arrangement enables the filter-beds to be worked with the

minimum of manual attention, and is simple in construction.

The tank effluent, after fiowing over the aerator and the

measuring gauge, is conveyed to one of the filter-beds, and
continues to flow thereon until a certain height is reached,

when the water will overflow from the bed into one of the

buckets already referred to, causing the shaft to rock and
valves to charge. The tank eflluent is then directed to the

next bed, when a similar process is repeated. When the third

bed commences to fill the first bed empties. The filtrate is

discharged into the river Exe without any further treatment.

The works are within a short distance and in sight of .some

residential houses. The sewage is purely domestic, and the

number of persons contributing to the sewers connected to

these works is stated to be abont 1,.')00. No smell was per-

ceived, in fact, the e.^perimental works are very neat and
tidy, and have none of the smells, accumulation of" manure,"

&c., to be seen at moat other works. The septic tank has not

been cleaned out since it w.as started, but the quantity of

.sludge estimated by the patentees to be left for disposal will

be about one-eighth of tliat produced at other works, and is

composed of mineral matter only. The present works have

been in oper.ation since August, 1S96, but a previous smaller

installation was worked many months prior to this date. The
following is a summary of analyses made by various author-

ities:

—

CKUDE SEWAOK.

Grains per gallon.

Pearman
and
Moor.

Dibdm
and

Thudi-
chum.

Voelcker. Perkins.

Total solids

Mineral matter
Lo.«s on ignition

Chlorine
Hardness
Nitrites

Nitrates

Saline or free ammonia
Albuminoid ammonia
Oxygen absorbed

570
2s3
290
605
SO
none
truces
4-4

74
4-3

54 4
240
30-4

50

3-778

0-212

2028

29 bs

3-95

210
•08

106

420

6.02

406
•665

2247
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TANK EFFLUENT.

Grains per gallon.

Pearman
and
Moor.

Dibdiji
and

Thiuli-
chum.

Voelcker. Perkins.

Total solids 37-7 41-5 28-(J0 322
Mineral matter 24-5 19-6 —
Loss on ignition 132 22-4 — —
Chlorine 4 51 3-65 4-34

Hardness 90 — — —
Nitrites none — —

1 mere
Nitrates traces — —

> trace

Saline or free ammonia 2-82 2-763 230 1-54

Albnminoid ammonia 47 •175 •10 •245

Oiysen absorbed V4 1-405 97 1-0178

FILTRATE.

Grains per gallon.

Penr- UiBdm

and
and

Thudl-
Voelcker Perkins. E ideal.

Moor. chnm.

Total solids ... 3L-5 44-5 29-68 44-8 53-76

Jliner.al matter 25-0 20-3 — — 39-97

Loss on ignition 6 6 24-2 — 4-48 13-79

Chlorine 4-5 53 405 — 5075
Hardness 10-2 — — — —
Nitrites none 0-253 —

1
-3808

—
Nitrates -91 0-353 — 2604
Saline or free

ammonia ... 1-16 1-705 220 35 •00868

Al bnminoid
ammonia ... -11 0-078 -06 •07 •0308

.\ y g e n a b-

sorbed •33 0-388 •57 •2268 •2268

Septic Tank 8i/}item. at TenviL—These works are also on an
experimental scale; there are three filters and one tank. As
the trade -wastes are those of i:^Iove factories, breweries and
slanghter-honses, the sewage of Yeovil is a complex one, and
is noTv discharged in the river after receiving a dose of lime.

The qnantity treated daily is abont 15,000 gallons. The tank
measnres 44 ft. by 12 ft. by 6 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 9 in. deep. The
filter-beds are each 30 ft. by 16 ft. by 3ft., and are under-
drained -with 3-in. agricnltuial drain pipes, laid 2ft. apart,

with a 6in. main drain rnnning through the centre. The
automatic apparatus is to be seen here as well as at Exeter.

The population of Yeovil is abont 10,000, and the average

Y'eovil Works : Sei'Tic T.^xk Sv.stem, looking North.

daily flow of sewage abont 5.50,000 gallons. The small plant

referred to cost abont £.300, and has been working since

September, 1896. Tlie writer has no figures as to the quality

of the filtrate discharged into the brook. The works are

sitnale on a small plot of land adjoining dwelling-houses and
the railway. The tank effluent at both works has a dull grey
colour, whilst the filtrate at first discharged also has a faint

grey colour, which disappears as the flow slackens until it

is quite clear.

The patentees state that the cost of an installation of the
septic tank system in Oswestry, comprising two tanks, five

fillers, with alternating gear complete and royalty, would cost

abont £3,000, exclusive of land. The cost of the land will

be £1,000, and thus the total expenditure will be £4.000.
The annual repayment and interest on this sum -will be about
£240; labour and contingencies, £60: the total annual burden
being thus £300.

CardifT,—At a recent meeting of the Property and Mar-
kets Committee the borough engineer submitted plans of

the proposed fish and fruit markets in The Hayes, which he
estimated would cost £16,000. Several members questioned
whether such an expenditure would be remunerative. The
engineer was instructed to reconsider the matter, and report

at the ne-xt meeting whether the estimate could not be
redticed.

EXMOUTH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL

HOW THEIR OFFICIALS ARE TREATED.
At a recent meeting of the Exmouth Urban District Council

that enlightened body decided to dispense with the services

of their surveyor, an official who has .nerved them faithfully and
well for eight years. The reason assigned is that the council

were cast in damages in a recent action on account of de-

fective drainage, the responsibility for which, however,
evidently lies with the council, who have all along refused
to provide the surveyor with the assistance which is absolutely
necessary. He, himself, could not be both indoors and out-

doors at the same time. We quote the following remarks
from our contemporary, Ulie Dercn and Exeter Gn::ette, and
we have every reason to believe that not only are the facts

correctly- stated, but that the severity of the comments is

thoroughly justified. On a previous piige will be found some
further references to the subject, to which we shall probably
have occasion to return. Our contemporary says :

—

The E.xmonth Urban District Council have given notice of

dismissal to their surveyor. At the last meeting Mr.
Beswick stated his position, and defended himself from any
moral responsibility for the figure the council cut in the law
courts the other day. Without any discussion, however, the
council carried the resolution, moved by Mr. Tupman and
seconded by Mr. Blackmore, " That the surveyor be given a

month's notice to terminate hisengagoment with the council."

The minds of the majority of the members who put in an
appearance—sonie members hadn't courage enough to attend
—had evidently been made up beforehand. It was useless

for Mr. Beswick to seek to exonerate himself or reason with
tliem. The general im])roBsion in Exmouth is that the

surveyor has been very badly treated, and that he has been
made the scapegoat for the shortcomings of the council. An
attempt was made some time ago to treat the medical officer

in the same way. But the council could not dismiss him,

because he is appointed by the Local Government Board. So
they turned their attention to the surveyor. He is to be dis-

missed because the council were lauded in dam.ages on
account of a defective drain. The council now seek to

m.ake the surveyor responsible, but he points out that the
real responsibility is w-ith them, for they had ignored his

applications for assistance, and, as a consequence of office

work, it was impossible to give to outdoor duties the atten-

tion they demanded. The surveyor also suggests that, by
doing his duty in connection with certain matters brought
before the council, he has made enemies of some of the coun-

cillors. As to the action at law, although the judge who tried

the case exonerated the surveyor from blame, the council

have determined that he shall be dismissed. Why? The
surveyor has joined with tho medical officer in pointing out
the sanitary defects of the town. His reports have been
shelved because the council would not face the situation and
would not give him the assistance necessary to keep abreast

of the times. Then we have the fact that just one-third of

the members of the council are builders, and he seems to

have kept a sharp eye upon soiue of them. For sins unpardon-
able, therefore, in the eyes of the council, tho surveyor is to

be dismissed. People are now looking into matters for them-
selves. And at last Exinouthians seem to bo waking up to

the manner in which the best interests of the town have been
trifled with by tho council. An election has just taken place.

A member known to be hostile to the surveyor was left at

the bottom of the poll; a candidate who protested against

the council making the surveyor their scapegoat was at the

head of the poll. There is but little doubt that if the whole
council had had to seek re-election this week few of them, if

opposed, would have escaped defeat. People recognise that

the policy of concealment and procrastination has been pre-

judicial to the best interests of Ijxmouth. The surveyor, the

medical officer and the clerk have tried to keep the members
up to tlieir duty. But each and all have been snubbed,
and their advice either not sought, or, if given, generally

ignored. The surveyor when he has asked for help has been
invariably refused ; and the council have been so little

sensible of what was dne to themselves and their officer that

they have positively permitted him to pay out of his own
pocket for the assistance necessary to do their work. The
last meeting supplied a sample of the general feeling of

hostility towards the officers whose duty it is to call atten-

tion to sanitary defects. The surveyor, who reported months
since that not only were the sewers to which the medical
officer had drawn attention defective, but that many others

were equally bad, is to be dismissed. The medical officer,

who at this meeting expressed the belief that certain cases

of typhoid were due to the patients having to work in the

basement of the public hall, which had been contaminated
by the overflow from the sewers, was censured by the chair-

man for libelling the hall ! The sanitary inspector, who
reported that obstacles had bef n placed in the way of his

examining the foundations of houses which were being
erected on that old cess-pit—the Marsh—found himself

attacked by a member of the council speaking on the side of

the builders, instead of receiving unanimous support in the

execution of his duty. The clerk at the jirevions meeting
complained that when he gave an opinion upon matters he
was snubbed, so that he now felt it would be impertinent of

him to offer his advice unless specially asked.
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The Surveyors' Institution.

MANCHESTER MEETING. I.

Abont luO members of tliis inflaential body met at the

Town Hall, Manchester, on Wednesday morning;. Mr. John
Holden, chairman of the Reception Committee, welcomed the

_
members to Manchester, this being the Smt meeting in accord-

ance with the decision of the council to hold meetings from
time to time in the chief provincial centres.

Mr. Robert VitiERs (vice-president), who occupied the

chair in the absence of the president, then opened the meet-
ing by calling npon Mr. John Holden to read his paper on

MANCHESTER, 1847 TO 1897.

Mr. John Holden, f.r.i.fs.a., f.s.i., in the course of his

paper on " Manchester, 1847 to 1897," said that along with
Manchester must be considered the adjoining town of Salford,

the two being so closely connected that it would be impossible

to deal with the one without touching the other. Fifty j'ears

ago Manchester and Salford were contained within a circle

of about 1 mile radius, tiic centre being the present inlirmary

buildings. That circular patch covered Manchester proper,

but, of course, roads and streets radiated from it in all direc-

tions, giving access to the out districts and to the surround-

ing towns, and many districts, although not covered with
buildings, were projected or laid out, but building operations

had not seriously commenced. Many of the streets were
narrow and crooked, and the access from one sti'eet to another
was by no means convenient. The streets were generally'

paved with cobble stones, very imperfectly set and punned
with a rammer. Some of the principal streets were paved
with large square setts, laid in cinders and filled in at the

joints with the same material. Of course, the wet pas.sed

through and softened the bed, and the mud was something of

which the present generation iiad no idea. The footpaths,

where flagged, were very uneven, and in many places were
protected by iron posts at the corners of the streets. Build-

ings were beginning to be displaced by others more in accord-

ance with the times, but great numbers remained as they
existed at the end of the last century. Many of the houses,

at that time used for residential purposes, had the large room
on the top storey with a window extending along the front,

at which the old hand-looms used to be placed, and similar

rooms were still found in the out districts whei'e fustian

cutting was carried on. The old half-timbered houses
were also plentiful. Works occupied the site of the

town hall and Albort-scpiare, and the railway stations were
very small. The enormous expansi(m of business, how-
over, soon necessitated considerable alterations in the

town. Railways were exteudod and new lines constructed

in all directions ; and the successive alterations at the

Manchester Exchange would give some idea of the expan-
sion of trade, and consequently of Manchester. In 18.55

a town hall w.as erected in the out township of Cheet-

ham, and there were now town halls also in Chorlton-cum-
Medlock, Hulme and Ardwick, and public halls in Collyhurat,

Ancoats, Newton Heath, Longsight, Rusholme, Upenshaw
and Cheetham Hill. In 1877 the new town hall was opened,
after being about ten years in process of construction, the

scheme haviug included the formation of Albei't-square and
other alterations. In 1879 the Thirlmere Water Bill was
passed, and in 1882 the first Ship Canal Bill was deposited,

but was not passed till 1885, the canal being opened in 1894.

The rates in JIanchester, apart from Salford, had not increased

during the last fifty years to such an extent as might have
been expected, considering the large amount of money which
had been expended in improving the city. In 1847 tliey

were 48. 6d. in the £, excluding the highway and township
rate, which was collected separately. In subsequent years,

up to 1871, the figures ranged from 3s. to Os. Sd . After
1871 the highway and to^vnship rates were included in the

one collection of rates, and the total amount was 4s. 2d. in

the £. From 1879 to 1890 the range was from 3s. lOd. to

4a. 4d. in the £. After that tliey began to rise steadily, and
last year they reached (is. lOd. The rates in Salford were
high. Since 1882 they seemed never to have been less than
4s. 6d. in the £, varying up to 7s. 5d., and they were now
(is. 6d. in the £. The explanation of the comparatively small

increase in the rate would bo found, he thought, in the great

increase in the r.ateable value of the city since 1847. In that

year ic was £643,821, .and in 1887 it had risen steadily to

£1,503,246. Between 1867 an 1877 the increase was no less

than £500,a)0. Between 1887 and 1893 the rateable value

slightly decreased, but recovered itself in 1894. Last year it

had increased to £1,537,014. Practically Manchester was no
longerresidential, and the clearingof large insanitary areas had
also tended to force people outwards, while the railway com-
panies and the extension of the tram lines had given facilities for

many, even of the ordinary working classes, to reside a mile
or two out of town. The character of the buildings now-

erected was entirely different to rhat of the forties, more re-

gard being paid to air space, sanitary matters and to the
comfort of the residents. The old back-to-back houses were
being gradually swept away, and cellar dwellings had been
closed for many years past. The old low-storeyed and ill-

lighted warehouses were superseded by lofty buildings, with

as mueh window sp.ace as was consistent with safety. Power
hoists, both for goods and passengers, had brought into nse

upper storeys previously of little value. Electric light was
sujierseding gas ; hydr.aulie power and electric power, both

snpplied by the corporation, were superseding the nse of

engines and steam boilers. The sanitary arrangements and
conveniences had made gigantic strides. The old brick

sewers, with flag covers, the abode of armies of rats, had
been superseded by glazed and socketted tiles, although not

without a struggle, as many years since butt-jointed un-

socketted tiles of oval shape were introduced by one of the

surveyors to the corporation and used freely for several years.

These had been the cause of much mischief, as they were

against all ideas of sanitary engineering, but, being in power,

tile ofticial in question defied the ojiinions of others and used

them. For many years past they had been in course of re-

moval when found, and they were found when the street fell

in through their failure. Drains were more carefully watched,

and when inside buildings must be surrounded by concrete.

Tliey mu«ft in .all cases stand the water test, and must also be

disconnected from the street sewers by properly-constructed

intercepting chambers. Unfortunately, all that meant in-

creased cost of buildings, and he was sorry to say that, as

architects and surveyors were no longer engaged in building

small house property, the corporation had to keep a small

army of inspectors at the public expense, to act practically

as clerks of works, and, if possible, circumvent the jerry-

bnilders. The great question of the disjiosal of sewage was
still unsettled. That would, no doubt, come in time, but at

present everything was being done that could be done to

remove active danger from buildings and dwellings. Until a

few years ago, the building by-laws were conspicuous bj-

their absence, all the building regulations formerly avail-

able for the use of the public being contained in a

pamphlet of about six pages. Ultimately a proper code

was arranged, and the pamphlet now in nse contained 134

pages, giving full instructions on all subjects. That had,

no doubt, given great dissatisfaction to the aforesaid jerry-

builders, who complained that they could not build to pay,

and found difficulty in increasing rents, but the advantage to

the jrablic h.ad been very apparent. The streets, as now con-

structed, were very superior ; all efforts were made to form a

surface impervious to water, and to take away the water

without allowing any of it to drain away to the buildings.

The great difiiculty was found in the multiplicity of depart-

ments having rights in the streets, water, gas, sewers, tele-

graph wires, telephone wires, hydraulic power, electric light

and power, .all acting separately, with full power to take up
any part of the street for access and repairs, and to create as

great a nuisance as possible, and of course they never came
at the same time, but one body of men carefully waited until

the other had left, and then put in an appearance and lifted

the street again. As to markets, the estate, as now in the

hands of the corporation, covered a space of 27.V acres. In

speaking of the water supply, he would merely state that

the reservoirs, Longdendale, Deutou, Gorton and Prestwich

covered about 859 acres, with a gathering ground of about

19,300 acres. The Thirlmere estate, when completed, would
comprise a reservoir of nearly 800 acres in extent, with a

drainage or gathering ground of 11,(K)0 acres. The census

returns would give some idea of the development of the city.

In 1801 the population ot Manchester and Salford combined
was 89,755, and in 1881 it was 517,649. Between 1881 and
1891 the city was extended by bringing into it several out

townships, and in the latter year the total population was
703,507, that of Manchester being 505,368 and Salford 198,139.

The acreage of Manchester within the old area up to 1881

was 4,293 acres, which was extended in 1885 to 5,927 acres,

and further in 1890, by taking in out townships, to 12,911

acres. The remainder of the paper was devoted to illustrating

the increase in the value of property in the city.

Mr. John Cross (Manchester), who opened a discussion on

the paper, contended that the author's figures did not show
Manchester at its best, and went on to quote from a recent

assessment return figures showing that Manchester had
advanced in rateable value from £2,999,372 in 1891 to

£3,082,488 in 1897, and, including Salford, from £3,821,.526

to £3,982,326, an advance of £160,800. In the case of Salford

ho pointed out that the progress was no doubt to be attributed

to the JIanchester Ship Canal, and he further remarked that

the towns in the south-east of Lancashire had not shown so

much improvement in late years, but in the north-east the

advance had been in several cases remarkable, Colne, Nelson

and Accrington being quoted in snppoit of the contention.

Mr. E. .1. Bridgford (Manchester), who followed, con-

firmed the great rise in rateable value. He had kno\vn of

one case in which the land had changed hands several times

and the price had risen to the high figure of £150 per yard.

A vote ot thanks having been passed to the author for his

valuable paper, Mr. C.P. H.-vi.l (Woburn), Associate, followed

with a paper on " Some Difliculties met with in a Land
Agent's Practice." In the brief discussion that followed Mr.
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Bidwell (Ely), Mr. J. W. Fair (Wigan) and others took part.

In the coarse of his paper Mr. Hall condemned allotments,
on which more garden produce was grown than could be dis-

posed of. In their place he advocated the provision of good
gardens. The cliairman then called upon Mr. Thomas Bias-
hill, F.R.I. p.. A., F.S.I., architect to the London County Council,
to read his paper on

LESSONS FROM FIRE AND PANIC.
Mr. Thomas BLASHiLL,in the course of his paper, said that

the Paris Charity Baz.aar and the Cripplegate fires conveyed
no warning not already known, and were useless, for they
were now practically disregarded. After pointing out reasons
for tlie opinion that danger from fire was increasing in spite
of building acts, he said that the most they could do was to
diminish the chances of fire and to delay its progress, to pre-
vent its passage from room to room and from house to house,
to so arrange the construction that a fire might be more easily
put out, and, as regarded the'safoty of the inmates, to provide
the best means of escape. Tlie points which it was most use-
ful to notice were the following : The structure and arrange-
ment of buildings generally, legal and other provisions for
preventing loss of life in dwelling-honses, legal and other pro-
visions for preventing loss of life in factories, legal and other
provisions for preventing loss of life in public buildings
generally, and legal and other provisions for preventing loss of
life in theatres and music halls.

CONSTRUCTION.

Party walla were effectual if no illegal openings were made,
and he thought they should project above the roof. He was
quite unable to understand the slow jirogress of tlie fire-

resisting floor in this country. Formerly the weight of the
floors was great, the walls had to be thickened, and the cost
was excessive, but cheap steel and light substitutes for con-
crete had changed all that. Tiiere were even now available
fire-resisting floors in great variety, in which the iron was
more or less protected from the fire, but care must be taken
that no leakage of gas could accumulate in any hollow spaces.
In the great re-housing schemes of the London County
Council he had made every floor fire-resisting, by the use of
steel joists wide-spaced, and filled in solid with coke-breeze
concrete,upon which the floor-boards were nailed, the plastered
ceiling being done under the concrete direct. The cost was
no more than that of a good wooden floor, whilo the total
thickness was only Tin., which saved 2 in. or 3 in. in the
height of each storey. A cork covering to the boards under
the carpet would remedy noise. If it was neceas.ary to adopt
wooden construction for floors, the ordinary pugging should
at least be used. Joists of double the usual thickness, placed
2 ft. apart, and filled in solid with some form of concrete,
would offer great resistance to fire. As to the material for
pugging, coke-breeze and cement concrete, mixed four parts
to one, stood fire and water better than anything else. In
Switzerland they used coarse plaster stuff, into which long
wet shavings had been stirred, as hair is stirred into plaster for
ceilings; and that, though an imperfect substitute for con-
crete, would resist a fierce fire for a considerable time, but
more experience was required in the use of light solid
materials. He thought they had now arrived at a time when
architects should try to secure an incombustible roof. If the
space in the roof was wanted, pugging or concrete was some-
times put between wooden rafters. If a steep roof is neces-
sary, sheets of asbestos put in the roof boarding, in place of
felt, would afford some protection. In a buiUling professing
to any degree of fire resistance, the roof should be protected
by a ceiling of concrete put over the topmost storey. Ceiling
on perforated or expanded metal would give some protection
against a sm.all fire. As to partitions, lath and plaster should
be quite abandoned, and brick-nogging also, for a half-ljrick
wall in cement w.as as easily constructed. There were many
kinds of thin partitions from which to choose. He commonly
used coke-breeze cement concrete, 2 in. in thickne,«a, which
was light, tough and strong enougli for storeys of the ordinary
height. Old lath-and-plaster partitions might be filled in
with this material, or with brickwork, by removing tlie plaster
from one side only. If the structure was otherwise fire-

resisting, any wooden-panelled partitions might be considered
as fixtures and disregarded, particularly if in hard wood.
The great danger of a staircase arose from the cupboard
nndemeatli its lower flight, which would probably be stored
with incombustible materials. Certain precautions were
necessary in constrnction whether the materials were fire-

resisting or not. All hollow spaces that could contain gas or
transmit flame or inflammable vapour, or would even allow a
supply of air to pass towards a fire, were highly dangerous.
The lining of walls with matchboarding was the most ordi-
nary ease of that kind. Timber posts and girders, made in
large sizes, were safer than if made in iron. Solid floors, made
of deal joists set close together, withstood fire for a long time,
but were ultimately destroyed by great heat. Many attempts
had been made to render fir timber fire-resisting, or slow-
V)urning, by chemical treatment or by covering it with paint.
Some of these applications were useful when applied to textile
fabrics and to thin slips of wood, but he had been unable to
meet with any process that rendered the mass of a joist or
beam fire-resisting througheut. As to the public experiments
sometimes reported, those in which tar or mineral oils are
liberally used were untrustworthy, for these were light-
giving and smoke-producing liquids, and did not imitate

the conditions of an ordinary fire. An even more important
question for the present generation than rendering new
buildings satisfactorily fire-resisting, was the improvement
of the condition of old buildings. In an ordinary building,
purely domestic, if tha joists^ ere not strong enough to carry
a filling in of concrete they would carry ordinary pugging,
and if no more than a breadth of 3 ft. or *l ft. all round a
floor was well filled in on some fire-resisting system, every
hollow behind adjacent cornices, skirtings and partitions

being carefully stopped, a very considerable atnount of resist-

ance to fire would be afforded. If, besides, the points of con-

tact between chimney stacks and floors and roofs be examined
and timber cutaway, the condition of an old honse might be
made approxim.ately as good as that of a new building.

LEGAL AND OTHER PROVISION.S.

But even more important than details of construction was
the qnestion of the arrangement of buildings with the view of

preventing loss of life from fire. The London Building Act,

1894, provided by sec. 61 that every building over 30 ft. in

height, used wholly or in part as a dwelling-house or factory,

and having a 2'(^yi'P('t, should have a dormer window or

door opening on to the roof, or a trap door, with a fixed or

hinged step-l.adder, leading to the roof, or with other proper
means of escape. If there happened to be no parapet there

was no such provision. He ventured to think that it would
only be ordinary prudence to make that provision in any
house or factory where there was reasonable doubt as to the

means of escape by the ordinary route. Sec. 62 partially met
that view by requiring that any storey in the roof, the

floor of which was over 60 ft. above the street, should be
constructed of fire-resisting materials; and sec. 63 pro-

vided that every building over 60ft. high shotild have on
the storeys, where the Hoors were over 60 ft. above the

street, " such means of escape, in the case of fire, for the

persons dwelling or employed therein as could be reasonably
required in the circumstances of each case." No such storeys

could be occupied until the London County Council certified

that that had been done. That was new legislation, and it

had now become a very important part of the duty of the

council to say what could reasonably be required in such
cases. The height of 60ft. was fixed, because that was the
greatest height to which a movable fire escape would reach, and
without some special provision the only me.ans of escape from
these high storeys would be by descending, if that were
possible, to the lower storeys, and increasing the number of

persons there in peril. It seemed clear that the law, whicli

left the occupiers of floors up to 60ft, in height to take their

chance, intended that those on higher floors should escape.

They might have a galleiy, or an iron ladder or staircase, for

access to the roof of an adjoining building, or a series of

ladders might be contrived tiiat would conduct them clear of

the windows of the burning building down to the ground.
But 60 ft. was a great height from which to e.ipect women,
children and sick persons, scantily dressed, snddeidy alarmed
in the night, and for the first time in their lives, to descend
by an external ladder in any weather and probably in the

dark. Steep ladders with ordinary rounds were nseless.

They must be of tolerably good slope, have flat treads and
hand rails, and there must be suitable protection where neces-

sary against falling into areas or through skylights. The
escape door must have such fastenings only as can be easily

opened from within. It must be easily found by night, and
the bottom of the escape must be in some open space, quite

clear of danger. If a sejiarate staircase leading down to a
separate door of exit was provided in the building it would very
likely be allowed to go out of use, and would be turned into ,a

store place for lumber. On the other hand, if the construction
of dwelling-rooms above the 60 ft. limit was of very great conse-

quence, the owner might reasonably be required to make and
keep up such arrangements, however costly, as wonld bo really

efficient. By sec. 74 of the London Building Act, when a build-

ing over 10,000 ft, in area was u.sed in part for purposes of

tradeand manufacture, and in part as a dwelling-house, the two
parts must be separated by walls and Hoors of fire-resisting

materials, and all means of approach to the dweiling-honso
portion must be constructed throughout of fire-resisting

material. But the walls of staircases anil passages might
have openings, fitted with fire-resisting doors, to communicate
between the two portions, for which purijose hard wood 2 in.

thick was reckoned lire-resisting. For staircases hard wood
2 in. thick was also permitted, and good concrete when filled

in between the joists of floors was fire-resisting. It would be
observed that the term "fire-resisting" was nsed, and not
firepioof. The cons-tinction must not add fuel to the fire,

but re>nat it for at least a considerable time, during which
the inmates of a building might escape and fire appliances bo
brought to bear. If the contents of the room, or even of the
building, could not he saved, so much the woise for the

owner or the insurance company ; but the fire should rarely

extend to the adjoining apartment on either side or to a
storey above or below, and the smoke should be kept from
staircases and passages. That meant giving to adjoining
Sfctions of a house as nearly as practicable tlie same protec-

tion against each other as a good party wall afforded to the
inhabitants of an adjoining house. Mr. Blashill next pro-
ceeded to refer to the provisions in reference to factories and
workshops, as contained in the Factory .\cis of 1891 and
lS9,'i. Ho then went on to say that the construction

and arrangement of public buildings—that is, places of
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worship, schools, hospitals, workhouses, tlieatres, halls,

exhibition-rooms aud other public places of assembly—in

London, was in certain respects regulated by the London
Building Act, 1894. The general construction must be to the

approval of the district surveyor, subject to a tribunal of

appeal, but the Act required that the floors of lobbies,

corridors, passages and landings, and the flights of stairs

should be of fire-resisting material. Besides that, the

dimensions of passages, staircases and exits of new churches,

. chapels, meeting houses, public halls, lecture-rooms, exhibi-

tion-rooms, or places of assembly, were laid down in the Act.

Staircases must be carried and enclosed by 9-in. walls, and
with the corridors and passages must be not less than 4 ft.

H in. wide, but if not more than 200 persons were accommo-
dated that was reduced to ^i ft. Kin. If for more than 400
persons, an addition of liin. for every additional 100 was
to be made up to a maximum of 9ft., and when the width
was over 6 ft. there was to bo a dividing hand-rail. If

two staircases or passages were put instead of one, each
must bo of two-thirds the above dimensions, but not less than
3 ft. Gin. And if one portion of the public was accommodated
over another portion they must have a separate exit. All

doors and barriers must open outwards, and no outside locks

or bolts were to be fixed. As regarded public buildings in

general those were new provisions. They were a somewhat
mild adaptation of the much more stringent regulations that

had long been applied to theatres and music halls, and they
were very much required. Their theatre regulations w6re
made under the Metropolis Management Ameudtnent Act,

1878, and iiad been much strengthened in recent years,

largely through the advice of Sir E. M. Shaw, K.c.B., formerly
the chief officer of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, while the
application of the regulations had become more stringent as

their necessity had been more generally appreciated. They
were applicable to all places where the public were invited

for music, or dancing, or stage i>Iays, whether on payment, or

by ticket, or free. Manchester had taken a good load in

theatre architecture. In London the site for a new theatre
or music hall must abut for one-half of the boundary npon
public thorouchfares, one of which must bo not less than
40 ft. wide. That was exactly one-half of the requirement as

to site in most Continental cities, where, as in Manchester,
the theatre must be entirely isolated. Their regulations pro-

vided for the separation of dressing-rooms, and such sources
of danger as workshoj^s, stores, painting-rooms, jiroperty-

rooms, scene-docks, engine-rooms and gas-meter rooms, and
regulated the supply of gas, electric light, lime light and
water. They required a fire-resisting curtain and a high roof

with a lantern light over the stage. Tlieir greatest difliculties

aroje out of staircases, corridors and exits. The exits from a
public place must allow for panic as well as for fire. Two
exits, well lighted by some independent means, must be pro-

vided from every part of the building, and as one might be
blocked, each must be capable of taking the whole of that

part of the audience. They should deliver into diffei-ent

streets. One of those, which would also be an entrance, might
be connected with a vestibule that was common to three en-

trances, and the doorways of that vestibule must be one-third
wider than the combined widths of those throe separate en-

trances. The least width for an exit was 4 ft. 6 in. in tho
clear. All e.xit doors having fastenings must be fitted with
bolts yielding to pressure from within. Iq conclusion, he
thought they would all agree that there was a moral duty in

everyone charged with the erection or care of a building to

make it as secure against fire and panic as he could.

Mr. RirH.\Ki)s, M.f., who took part in the discussion that
followed, thought it was absolutely necessary that the sub-
ject should be dealt with stringently. He referred to the fire

in Tabernacle-street, where so-called fireproof floors fell in

three hours after the outbreak, and he thought all floors

should be constructed of non-inflammable materials. He was
glad to see that churches, chapels and other meeting halls

had been referred to. knowing that in many cases there was
great risk owir.g to insufficient exits. The London County
Council should see to that. Ho knew of workmen's dwell-

ings in which no disastrous firo had occurred, owing, he be-

lieved, to the manner in which they were constructed.

Mr. Cor.l.iN"s, in testifying to the value of Mr. Blashill's

paper, thought that tho London County Council often over-

rode Acts of Parliament, just as architects and othere wero
accused of doing.

Mr. John Holden refori'ed chiefly to the use of balconies

in the construction of lionses, and thought that these afforded

the best and quickest means of escape.

Mr. H.lP.TLKY supported the statements made in reference

to the condition of cliurches, stating that he knew of a church
which held 12,000 people but had only two narrow exit doors,

which must of necessity be the cause of great injury and
death should a panic occur.

Mr. HowARl'T. PavXE(Liverpool) thought the system adopted
on the American liners of keeping the crew well drilled in

fire-extinction work should be adopted by the Loudon County
Council in connection with the London theatres.

Mr. HowAKD Maetin said that, in connection with the
Cripplegate firo, in nine cases in which iron had been used
for the supports the walls had been forced out by the ex-

pansion and buckling of the metal, and had fallen : whereas
in the case of a wall for which wooden beams had been used

it had not shifted, but had remained standing. The danger to

firemen and the difficulty of removal was much less in the
latter case than in the former.

An interesting paper by Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke,

F.s. I., entitled " Kotes on the Construction of Town Build-

ings," was taken as read, and a vote of thanks to the chair-

man closed the proceedings. Yesterday, the second of the
two days devoted to the meeting, visits were paid to various

places of interest, including the sewage works. Next week
we expect to refer to these, and also to give a summary of Mr,
Chatfeild Clarke's paper.

LONDON WATER SUPFLY COMMISSION.

The eigbteenth meeting of the Royal Commission appointed
to inquire into the question of the London water supply was
held at the Westminster Town Hall on Monday, Lord L'.an-

dail presiding.

Mr. G. Priok Goldney, the City Remembrancer, who had
not concluded his evidence when the commission adjourned
for the Easter recess, was recalled. In reply to various ques-
tions, lie said that at a reasonable price, and subject to their

being sufficiently represented upon the purchasing and man-
aging authority, the corporation would prefer purchase to

public control, but if the price was in their view extravagant,
and the representation wliich they were to have was not suffi-

cient, they would prefer control. Ho did not favour any par-

ticular form of arbitration for arriving at the purchase price,

and, as representing tho City, he could not hope for special

arbitration terras. Tho time might come when, by reason of

additional expenditure to meet the wants of an increased

population, the value of the water companies' underta';ings

would be reduced. Turning to the question of control as

opposed to purchase, he pointed out that at the present
moment rather less than one half of London water was
supplied from the Thames, the other half being supplied

from the river Lea ami from other sources. The dividing

line ran from north-west to south-east, and tho area was
again bisected by the river Thames running from we.st to

east, so that the whole area was divided into four almost
equal quadrants—one supplied by the Kent company, the

second by the New River and East London, the third by the
Lambeth and Southwark aud Vauxhall,and the fourth by the
Chelsea, West Middlesex and Grand Junction companies. In
the first place, be would advocate au amalgamation, either

voluntary or by Act of rarliameut, of tho companies in each
of the three last-mentioned groups, leaving the Kent company
to act by itself, and then, assuming that control should be de-

cided upon, the .authority for each quadrant could be consti-

tuted by representation of the various local authorities within
that area, acting as a statutory committee, with the power of

levying a rate upon the basis of the county rate, the different

local authorities being represented in proportion to their

popidation and their rateable value combined, which would
be much fairer than basing the representation upon either

population or rateable value alone. Tho powers to be exer-

cised by the board of control would be—first of all, efficiency

and sufficiency of storage capacity, aud powers to ensure the
puritj- of the water and the supply of the same at sufficient

pressure, for which purpose it might be necessary that a
separate water examiner should bo appointed for each area.

Such a board of control would have opportnin'ties that a
central board could not enjoy— of knowing tho e.xact require-

ments of their district, and would be admirably constituted

for the purpose of purchasing the water company or com-
panies that supply that particular area if and when circum-
stances made it desirable so to do. That was not put forward
by the City as a definite cut-and.dried propos.il, but as a sug-

gestion as to how controlmight be exercised. The corporation
never understood that they were expected to come before
that commission pledged to a particular suggestion. They
considered tlie scheme worthy of the attention of the com-
mission, but they had not gone into it in detail. It was
suggested as being one which it wonld bo desirable to

adopt, but the proposal was not exactly in its final form.
He admitted that in 1S96 the corporation expressed them-
selves in favour of purchase in agreement witli the county
council, aud that, if the City felt reasonably assured that the
undertakings of the water companies could be ])urchased at

such a price as would justify tho purchasing authority in

charging the City no more than the present rates for their

water, the corporation wonld feel themselves bound to the
policy of purchase, but, in the light of more recent e.xpcri-

ence, they had come to the conclusion that, although it might
be possible to purchase the undertaking for such a sum as
would not involve any extra burden on the ratep.aycrs of tlie

metropolis as a whole, it must cost the City a very large sum
of money.
The inquiry was at this stage adjourned.

Hornsey.—Plans have been approved by the district council

for the drainage, fencing and laying-out of Churchyard Bottom
Wood, Highgate, which has just been secured for the use of

the public. Ic is proposed to interfere as little as possible with
tho present features of the wood, but a lodge will be erected
and a park-keeper eognged to reside there permanently.
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Manohester Main Drainage Contracts.
IMPORTANT ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS. III.

Sir Benjamin Baker, the arbitrator appointed to determiue
the amount of compensation to be paid by Messrs. Perkins,

Graham & Co. to the Manchester Corporation in connection
with certain works of sewerage, re-opened the proceedings at

the Westminster Palace Hotel on Thursday. On the con-

clusion of the evidence of Mr. Tatton, chief inspector of the

Mersey and Irwell Joint Committee, the case of the plaintiffs

had closed.

THE DEFENIUNTS' CASE.

Mr. PicKFORD, Q.C., said ho appeared for the defendant
company. Mr. SuttOTi, in opening the case for the plaintiffs,

had said he could not see that the company had any answer
to the action at all. Well, the company had an answer, and
that answer was very short. It was £1,900 paid into court,

and that sum they said was quite sufficient to cover any cost

of reconstruction which might be claimed if the work were
done economically. The contention of the defendants was
that the work of reconstruction had been very unnecessarily

expensive. The position of the company had always been
the same. They had stated from the first intervie^v with Mr.
Meade that they acknowledged the imperfections of the

work done, and they were ready to pnt right what was
wrong. They were prepared to pay for the work which was
done, but not for an extravagant way of doing it. The cor-

poration refused to allow a section to be reconstructed, and
finally said that they could not trust the contractors again to

do the work. The figures of the case were startling. The
original cost of the sewer, according to the contract, was
£3 6s. (3d. a yard, inclusive of everything, while the cost of

the work of reconstruction, apart altogether from the brick-

work, was £3 17s. 3d. per yard, an extra cost of over 10s. a
yard without touching the brickwork. Mr. Pickford com-
plained that if the plaintiffs desired to have the bad work
seen by the Rivera Committee and others they should pay
for it. The corporation, however, appeared to have made np
their minds on the subject, and tliey were determined to

bring this charge of fraud. Very likelj' they had had some
statements about the way work was done. There were those

wretched bricklayers and others who had been called to give

evidence. He ventiu-ed to s.ay that a charge of fraud was
never brought on more Himsy evidence. His case was that

Mr. Perkins knew nothing of these defects except where the
second ring of brickwork was dispensed with by the corpora-

tion, because the heading wan in solid rock. The way in

which the work of reconstruction was done was extravagant
and unnecessary. Experts' opinion had been taken, and the

sum paid into court was considerably in excess of what they
had said the work ought to be done for. He condemned the
means they had adopted, and declared that the doubling of

the shafts was something which ought not to have been done
and was not in the orginal contract.

Mr. Bradbury, on behalf of Mr. Perkins, said the latter

could only be held to be liable personally if he could be ju-oved

delinitely to have been guilty of fraud. He hud no responsi-

bility ])ersonally to tlie corporation. Whatever his position

in relation to the company, he was no servant of the corpora-
tion, and unless the charge of fraud was proved up to the

hilt he could not be held responsible. However negligent he
might have been Jlr. Perkins was only responsible to the
company. If Mr. Perkins by fraud induced the corporation
to pay money to the company then he was liable, but there
must be no doubt as to the proof. He should be sorry to

hang a dog on such evidence as had been brought np by the
corporation.

Mr. John Tomlinson, who stated that he acted for the con-

tractors in the work in question, said that he had himself
power to order all the material required for the work. Mr.
Perkins was generally away from the work while it was in

progress, and only \isited it at the most two or three times a
week. He very rarely, however, went down into the sewer
to inspect the brickwork. The witness then went on to speak
of certain details in connection with the brickwork. Some of

tlie blue bricks which had been sent according to order were
found to be bad, and were condemned and were returned.

The blue bricks had been put in behind his back in place of

red. It had been done by the bricklayers, and they (the con-
tractors) had been cheated as well as the corporation. Re-
garding the irregularity of line of the sewer in Quay-street,
the fact was that Mr. Cooper had given him the wrong line.

The eiigineers were responsible for the line, and they had
worked to his directions. When they came out of the tunnel
they had found that they were from 18 in. to 2 ft. out of line.

In the course of further evidence, witness said there would be
no advantage to Mr. Perkins in the way of wages owing to

scamping. They depended on the inspectors of the corpora-
tion. He had no idea the work was being scamped.
Mr. James Pf.rkins, managing director of Perkins, Graham

<t Co., said he had been contractor and manager for twenty-
five years, and had executed works in various parts of the
world. During the whole of this period this was the first

time that any imputation had been made on his reputation as

an honest man. He had a good deal of other work to do
while attending to this contract, some in Birmingham and

elsewhere. Mr. Tomlinson had full charge of the work, and
he knew nothing about the number of bricks supplied except
the list sent him by the brickmaker month by month. While
the bricks were being supplied he did not make any calcula-

tion as to how many were being used. The bricks were sent;

on as required, and it was impossible to make any calculation

as to how many were necessary for the completion of the
sewer. He went down half a dozen times to see the brick-

work. Blue bricks to the number of 51,000 were used instead

of red ones, and the cost would be equivalent to 150,000 red
bricks. In reference to the straightening of the tunnel, he
refused to make it straight without extra jjayment, because it

was the engineer's fault in not giving him the levels properly.

The corporation paid him on their own figures. Their
otBciala claimed that the contractor ought to be paid for the

cement and labour only, and not the bricks, and he objected

to that, claiming that they ought to be paid for the bricks as

well. There was a difference between the specifications and
the quantities, and the corporation took one as their Stan lard

and he the other.

The inquiry was resumed on Friday, when
Mr. Joseph Tertius Wood, of Rochdale, gave evidence as

to the inspection of the re-opened sewers. He said that he
had been fifty or sixty times to see the re-opening of the

sewers in addition to the joint inspections. The work gener-
ally was undoubtedly bad. That ^vas always admitted. The
way the corporation reconstructed the work was undoubtedly
wrong. The proper way to do it was to do it as it had been
done before from the inside. He thought it was far better

to do the work from the inside, because the two rings would
then set together, whereas only one ring being put on from
the outside it would never set with the other and would bear
no weight. The nett cost of the work of reconstruction if

done from the inside, he should think, could not have been
more than £500. There was a deficiency in bricks, but
nothing approaching the deficiency made out b}' the plain-

tiff's witnesses. They left out a large quantity. Only 40,000
would be required for the proper completion of the work.
The work for which he estimated could have been done for

£500, and the corporation's expenditure on part had been
£2,405, or, according to the increased statement made in

evidence, £2,800. As to the C sewer, the witness said that

he had no fault to find with it all. Reccmstruction of that

sewer was an unnecessary task. As to the other sewers, how-
ever, there was every necessity for rebuilding them, but he
thought that the so-called reconstruction had left the sewers
in a worse condition than they were before they were touched.

He had found that red and blue bricks had been used together,

and that blue bricks had been used instead of red. Blue bricks

had been used where red ought to have been used, to the loss

of the contractors of about £162. He had never seen one red
brick substituted for blue. In his opinion, what cost the cor-

poration over £7,000 ought to have been done for £5,000.

Mr. Baldwin Latham, who was the next witness, testified

to having on three occasions in July, 1896, examined the

works. On one of these occasions Mr. Meade was present.

He (the witness) made the suggestion that Mr. Perkins should

be allowed to remake the sewers. Mr. Meade told him he
was quite willing to allow that to be done, but must first take

the town clerk's opinion. The course adopted was a most
extravagant one. Whenever a sewer had to be re-done it was
the proper way to have it reconstructed in the same way as

it was done originally. In his opinion, it was a sheer waste
of public money to do the reconstruction in the way spoken
of ; it was a thing he would never have thought of doing
himself, and a thing ho had never seen done before. He had
noticed a very largo number of blue bricks which had been
placed in instead of red. Asked whether he knew that other

authorities did not agree with him, ho replied that they might
not, but he had had greater experience than any other en-

gineer living in sewer work. The sum of £1,900 paid into

court was more than ample to cover the whole cost of recon-

gtructioD, and he thought £1,850 would be an outside figure

for the whole of the work. He included everything in that

sum.
Mr. Ward, surveyor in the employ of Messrs. Bullivant &

Sons, contractors, of Manchester, said that 44,068 blue bricks

were taken out of the work which was reconstructed, and in

that length of the blue ring 32,618 blue bricks were used, a
difference of 11,450.

Mr. T. S. M'Callim, engineer, referred in his evidence to

the work on the sewer. He examined tlie works on behalf of

the defendants in January, 1896, before the work of recon-

struction was commenced. He found no substance except
where the work was not tunnelled. To the three sections he
made about thirty visits and about a couple of hundred in

sections of cuttings at the different points. When the work
was done in Water-street it was done very quickly, and a
large number of men were employed. He several times sug-

gested that the work should be done in tunnel. Mr. Meade
in the early part of the work, appeared willing that Messrs
Pei'kins & Graham should do a section of 40 ft., but after

wards he said his committee would not allow that to be done
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His estimate, he said, of the amonnt for which Messrs.

Perkins, Graham & Co. could have done the work would not

exceed £570. That Kgure, it was true, would only include

the arching, and if the side walls had been taken out it would
have cost more. Even in that case, however, he did not think

the total cost would have exceeded £935, and of that amount
the contractors' profit would have been equal to about £200.
Speaking as to the value of work done in tunnel and open cut

respectively, the witness said that when work was done m
tnnnel it could never be packed so tightly as if done in open
cut, and in other ways tunnel work would be inferior.

' Evidence was also given in corroboration of Mr. M'Callum,
and the inquiry was adjourned.

Mr. Bradbury opened S.aturday's proceedings with an
address on behalf of Mr. Perkins, who, he would first point

out, was a servant of the contracting company. The fact

that he was a shareholder, or that he was a chairman or

managing director, made no difference in the case. It was
simply the fact that the company made a contract with the

plaintiffs to do certain work, and Mr. Perkins was a servant

of the company. The question was whether he was liable

under a charge of fraud which had been brought against

him. To succeed in establishing this charge the corporation

would have to make out two points—first, they must establish

that Mr. Perkins was actually guilty of fraud, but that would
not be enough; they must also make out that by fraud he
had procured payments to the company. The charge really

was of obtaining money to be paid to the company by
fraudulent representations. Dealing with this second point
first he asked, had it l5cen proved that any money had been
paid to the defendant company in consequence of anything
Mr. Perkins did or said ? The corporation, he considered,

had adopted in this case an unprecedented course. Why did
they sue Mr. Perkins sep.arately from the company 'i He
could only suj^pose because they feared they could not re-

cover any money from the company, but tlioughtthey might
get it from Mr. Perkins. All along it had been sought to be
shown that Mr. Perkins had constantly assured the corpora-
tion officials that the work was being properly done, the
object being, jio doubt, to convey the ide.a that these officials

relied on statements made by Mr. Perkins. But here were a
number of officials— Mr. Olive, the engineer, Mr. Cooper, the
assistant engineer, and tliree inspectors—who were all em-
ployed for the very purpose of seeing that the corporation

got value in work for what they paid. The assistant engineer,
assisted by the inspectors and the clerks of works, measured
up the work each week or mouth, and prepared the certifi-

cate, which was signed by the engineer, and on that certificate

the money was paid. It was idle to say under these cii'cum-

stances that the money was paid on acts or statements of

Mr. Perkins. That being so, ho contended that that part of

the case fell to the ground and Mr. Perkins could not be
found guilty of fraud. It was sought to make out the charge
chiefly by the evidence of certain bricklayers. Now, he said

that these were men upon whose statements very little

reliance could ba placed, but, whatever they might have
stated to the corporation oflScials, when they came to give
their evidence on oath they stated distinctly that it was
entirely on their own account that they had scamped their

work, and that they had never been instructed to scamp it

by Mr. Perkins or any representative of the defendant com-
pany. It was said that Mr. Perkins must have known what
was going on, but lie thought the evidence showed that Mr.
Perkins was deceived by the bricklayers just as the inspectors

were, and that he had no idea that the outer ring of bricks

was being left out. Even if Mr. Perkins had been negligent
—which he did not admit— that was very different from
being guilty of actual fraud, and he maintained that there
was absolutely no evidence on which fraud could be estab-

lished. His client had already suffered serious damage by
the charge, and he asked the arbitrator to dismiss the case,

with costs against the corporation.

Mr. PiCKFoRD, in a speech on behalf of the defendant com-
pany, said the charge of fraud made against Mr. Perkins had
no bearing upon the company's case, e.xcept so far as it influ-

enced the unfair way in which the corporation had dealt with
the work of reconstruction and the unfair wav in which they
had treated the company throughout the whole business. The
only question that had to be decided against the company,
so far as he could sec, was what amount of money was neces-
sary to put the sewers iutu tlie condition in which they ought
to have been according to tlie contract. The corporation, he
admitted, were entitled to the amount that was necessary
to put the bad work into the condition required by the con-
tract—the least amount, he contended, that was consistent
with liaving a satisfactory job. equal to what it was originally

agreed they should have. The real question was what that
amount should be. His main point was that the corporation

had not taken the most economical course—h,id not taken a
reasonable course— in reconstructing the work, but had taken
a most e.xtravagant and most unnecessary course, and a
course which had involved an enormous expense to the cor-

poration themselves and to the company. lie argued that
no valid reason had been given why the work of reconstrui:-
tion could not have been done from the inside by means of
the manholes, as the work was originally done. Ht did nut
contend that the corporation was not entitled to call in

skilled assistance to advise them in the matter, and, if that
skilled assistance cotild not hare been obtained without open-

ing up the sewer from the outside, then it would have to be
opened up. But there was evidence of experts that the in-

spection could easily have been made from the inside, and if

that was so, and the corporation still insisted upon taking
the advice of experts who would not inspect the sewer from
the inside, he did not see why the defendants should pay for

it. His contention was that the £1,900 paid into court was
amply sufficient to pay the whole cost of making good the
work, especially when it was considered that there was a fur-

ther sum of £464 of the contract money still retained by the
corporation, and an additional £330 in their hands under
another contract.

Mr. SfiTON', replying for the corporation, said it was not
denied that in that case there had been a gross breach of

contract, for which not the slightest defence had been offered,

and for which Mr. Perkins was in a large measure responsible,

and it was for the arbitrator to decide whether that responsi-

bility was confined to mere neglect or amounted to something
much worse than that—as the corporation wei'e still of
opinion it did. There was no doubt the whole work was
fraudulent, though the defendants sought to throw the whole
responsibility for the fraud on the poor bricklayers, and posed
themselves as injured, ill-used persons. He maintained that
the corporation could do nothing else but open up the work
in the way they were advised, so as to prove the badness of

the work. They were perfectly justified in refusing to allow
the defendants again to do the work ; they had been cruelly

deceived by the defendants once, and if tliey had put them-
selves in a position to be deceived by them a second time
they would certainly have been betraying the interests of

their constituents, the ratepayers of Manchester. This was
not a case of mere scamping of work, as liad been stated by
able experts; it was a case of systematic, deliberate, whole-
sale omission to do the work which they undertook to do
under the contract. If, after discovering the real state of

things, the corporation had parleyed with the defendants at
all, or sought to come to terms with them, they would not
liave done their duty. With reference to Mr. Perkins and
the charge against him personally, he (the learned counsel)
still held that it was inconceivable that Mr. Perkins could
have watched the work going on and not have discovered the
flaws in it. In conclusion, he wished to add one word as to

the position of the corporation in the matter. The corpora-
tion were there in fulfilment of what they considered to be
a public duty. The work of sewerage was a matter of public
health, and was a matter, therefore, in which the citizens of

Manchester were largely interested. He felt assured the
arbitrator would agree that it was the duty of the corporation
to see that the sewers were properly made. In work of that
kind, which was to a great extent done underground and out
of sight, there was no doubt the corporation were liable to be
deceived and cheated, and he, therefore, thought it was their

bounden duty, when tliey did find out a case of the kind, to

take action. The corporation did not desire so much to recover
the money as to protect themselves from such fraudulent
work. These people had taken advantage of their oppor-
tunity to get money for work which they had not done, and
the corporation wished it to be clearly understood that if

theyfound they were being dealt within that manner they were
determined to take every means in their power to punish the
persons who were guilty of such conduct, and to obtain from
them nil the damages they could make them responsible for.

It was on these public grounds that the corporation had felt

it necessary to bring that action and to have their position
publicly vindicated.

The proceedings then concluded, the court having sat for

six days. Sir Benjamin Baker said he would give his de-
cision in due course.

WORCESTER NEW INFECTIOUS DISEASES

HOSPITAL.

FORM.^L OPEXlNt..
The new infectious diseases hospital which has been

erected by the Worcester City Council in the Newtown-road
was recently formally opened by Alderman A. Buck, mayor
of the city. For twenty-five years the only isolation hospital,

other than for small-pox, in the city has been a converted
dwelling-house at Barbournc, a house whicli is now in the
centre of a populous district, and which a Local Government
Board inspector had reported to be unsuitable and inadequate.
The new hospital, which has been built at a cost, apart from
site and furnitiu-e, of £10,000, is situated in a very healthy
position outside the city boundarj". The buildings consist of

an administration block, with residential accommodation for

the matron and staff, and separate block for scarlatina,

typhoid and diphtheria, a block containing wards for donbt-
ful cases, and wards for private patients, and another block
containing a disinfecting chamber, laundry, stores, &c.

Earl Beaiihamp, chairman of the Health Committee, in a
short speech at the conclusion of the ceremony, pointed out
the necessity for the building, and referred particularly to the
especial necessity in Worcester, owing to the large amount of
work done in poor homes in connection with the gloving
industry, and the interference with employment when
infections disease exists in siich homes.
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Sittings were resumed in the House of Commons on Mon-
day after the Easter holidays. The Hartlepool Gas and Water
Bill and the Southend-on-Sea Gas Bill were read a third time

and passed, while the Edmonton Urban District Council Bill,

the Ilkeston Corporation Bill .and the St. AnDes-on-the-Se<a

Gas Bill, ao amended, were considered and ordered to be read

a third time. The Drogheda Gas Bill, the Edinburgh and
District Water Bill, the Swansea Gas Bill, the Waterford City

Gas Bill, the Local Government Provisional Orders (No. 1)

Bill and the Local Government Provisional Orders (No. 2)

Bill were read a second time and committed.

Petitions have been deposited by certain private petitionei'S

against the Edinburgh and District Water Bill and against the

Liskeard Corporation (Water) Bill liy the Great Western
Railway. A number of local authorities and others are also

petitioning against the London United Tramways Bill, and the

London and South-Western Railway Company and the Earl of

Hchester have deposited petitions against the Yeovil Corpora-

tion Bill. Requisitions to withdraw petitions against the

Coventry Corporation Gas Bill, the Devonport, Plymouth and
Stoke Tramways Bill, and the Southampton Gas Bill have

been deposited by respectively the Foleshill Rur,al District

Council, the Plymouth Corporation and the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners for England. A petition for dispensing with

Standing Order ll.'9 has been deposited by the Hindley
Urban District Council in respect of the Wigan Corporation

Bill. The Urban District Council of Ealing and the Ham-
mersmith Vestry are also petitioning against the London
United Tramways Bill. Pembroke Township Commissioners,

who had deposited a petition against the Dublin Southern
District Tramways Bill, and the Eton Rural District Council,

who were petitioning against the Staines Reservoirs Joint

Committee Bill, have withdrawn their opposition.

On Tuesday, in the House of Commons, the following Bills

were read a second time: London United Tramways Bill,

Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (New Works) Bill, and
the Sheringham Gas and Water Bill. It was reported that

the standing orders had not been complied with in the case

of the Gainsborough Gas Bill and the Sheffield Corporation

Gas Bill
;
petitions relating to these Bill-i were referred to a

select committee. The Crawley and District Water Bill, as

amended, was considered and ordered to be read a third time,

while the following were read a second time and committed :

Edinburgh and Leith Corporations Gas Bill, Folkestone Gas
Bill, Morley Corporation (Gas) Bill, St. Matthew (Bethnal

Green) Bill, Tyne Improvement Bill and the Yeovil Corpora-

tion Bill. Tho Plymouth Corporation Bdl was ordered to be
read a second time on Tuesday. .V petition fi-om Haddington
in favour of the Private Bill Procedure (Scotland) Bill was
laid npnn the table.

The Hammersmith Vestry have deposited a petition in

favour of the London County Council (Aoton Sewage) Bill.

In the House of Commons, on Wednesday, the Enfield Gas
Bill, as amended, was considered ; amendments were made,
and it was ordered to be read a third time. The London
County Council (Money) Bill for the regulation of the expen-
ditui'e of money by the council on capital account during the

current financial period, and the raising of money to meet such
expenditure, was read a first time and referred to the
examiners of petitions for private Bills. A petition for

additional provision in connection with the Maldon Water
Bill was also referred to the examiners. Petitions in favour,

and for the alteration, of the Pi'ivate Bill Procedure (Scot-

land) Bill were received from various cities and towns in

Scotland, and ordered to lie upon the table.

The Liverpool General Brokers' Association have deposited

a petition in favour of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board
(New Works) Bill; while the Kensington Vestry and the
Estate Governors of Alleyn's College of God's Gift have sub-

mitted requisitions to withdraw their petitions relating res-

pectively to the London County Council (Acton Sewage) Bill

and the London County Council (General Powers) Bill.

PRIVATE BILLS I-X COMMITTEE.
East Bam Improvement Bill.—This Bill, which is pro-

moted by the urban council, was the first one dealt with in

committee after the recess. It is one of the group set

down for hearing before the Committee on Sanitary and
Police Recrulaiions, presided over by Sir Stafford Northcote,

whose sittings began on Wednesday. But like all the Bills

in this group, which includes the Blackburn Corporation
Tramways, the Burnley Corporation Tramways, the Keighley
Corporation, the Liverpool Corporatinji, the Nottingham Coi--

poration, the St. Helens Corporation, and the Middlesex
County Council Bills, it is watched with special interest by
the Local Goverument Board, who were represented by Mr.
Boyce. Mr. Claude Baggalay, (j.c, appeared for the East
Ham Council, who sought powers to purchase any tramway
in their district upon the terms and conditions set forth in

sec. 4.3 of the Tr.amways Act of IlSTO as if the period of years
therein stated el^ipsed on the day of tho passing of this Bill

;

to work the tramways by electrical or other mechanical
power : to levy tnl1s and charges in respect nf tliom

; tn form

new streets and construct new buildings, including a town
hall; to appoint building inspectors; to lay out a recrea-
tion ground ; to require the East London Water Com-
pany to provide a constant supply of water ; to pur-
chase land for the erection of the town hall, and to

borrow £60,000 for the construction of the town hall, and
i'8,000 for the purchase of the tr.amways. In support of,

the Bill, which contained many sanitary and other provisions,

it was set forth that there are estensive docks and chemical
works within the district and a large numJjer of factories and
workshops; that it was expedient that better provision should
be made with reference to the streets and buildings, and that

the powers of the council in respect of the public wealth of

the district should be enlarged. The district, it was stated,

was tecoming rapidly covered with buildings, by far the
larger proportion of which were erected for the occupation of

jiersons of the artizan class, and it was necessary, in order to

secure proper and adequate inspection of these, tliat the
council should have power to appoint building inspectors.

Mr. Savage, the surveyor to the district council, stated in res-

pect to this part of the Bill, which went through without
serious opposition, that cases had come under his notice of

houses having been occupied before the plaster on the walls

was dry, and of the inhabitants having taken up their abode
within three months of the foundations having been laid.

There was no by-law to prevent people occupying property
under such instances, but it was possible to take proceedings
under the Public Health Act. At present, through not having
building inspectors to collect- evidence, they were nnablo
to take action. It did not pay local authorities to have
small buildings of this description erected in the east end
of London. The tramway jirovisious were contested by
the London, Tilbnry .and Southend Railway Company, for

whom Mr. Littler, q.c, and Mr. Frerc appeared, and both
the Great Eastern and the Tottenham and Forest Gate
Railway Companies reserved the right to be represented
by counsel. Some slight opposition was also offered by
the National Telephone Company, on whose behalf Mr.
Forbes Lankester appeared; but this was soon settled

by the promoters consenting to an amendment of one
of the clauses giving the companj' greater protection as

I'egards interference with their wires. Touching the tram-
way question, Mr. Baggallay explained that at present the
North Metropolitan Tramway Company had tramways run-

ning out of London right through West Ham, and for a dis-

tance of over half-a-mile into East Ham, where the terminus
of their line was. Ten years would have to elapse before the
local authority could, under the Tramways Act of 1870, ex-

ercise their powers of purchasing the Norih Metropolitan
Company's line; but eight years hence the time limit

expired, so far as West Ham was concerned. There was
no doubt that at the expiration of that period, at the
latest, the tramway undertaking would be bought up by
the two corpor.ations. For the present, however, it had
been decided to drop the part rehating to compulsory pur-
chase. The council were this session promoting a provisional

order, which had already been approved by the Board of

Tr.ade, authorising them to construct tramways ranningboth
north and south from the present terminus of the North
Metropolitan Company, to be worked by animal, electrical or

other mechanical power, and to borrow £30,000 for this pur-

pose. What they now sought from the committee was really

the power to work these tramw.ays ; but they were anxious

to acquire the portion of the North Metropolitan tramways
within their district as soon as possible. The company had
inserted in their Bill what was known as the Model Bill

Clause, usually incorporated in cases where it was proposed
to work tramways by electricity. Mr. Littler did not think
that sufficient to provide for the safety of the public. The
railway company whom he represented were afraid that
their signalling arrangements would be interfered with, and
they desired to guard against this, for they did not want
to have accidents on their line and coroners' inquiries, with
possibly verdicts against them for killing passengers. Mr.
Baggallay thought the Model Bill clause was sufficient to

satisfy all reasonable requirements of the public. Mr.
Littler argued that the best proof that the clause was
required was the objection raised to it by his learned
friend. He drew tho attention of the committee to the
fact that tho London and North-Western and Lanca-
shire and Yorkshire companies had obtained such a
clause as he sought when the Bolton Corporation secured
powers to work the tramways in that town. Mr. Littler pnt
the question to Mr. Savage, the surveyor, " Have you any
objection to making the railw.ay company, who have many
bridges on tho route that the tramways will traverse, abso-
lately safe :•"' The reply was, " None whatever." The com-
mittee were inclined to think that the Model Bill clause gave
adequate provision for the protection of the public, but they
ordered that provision should be made that before the conned
did any work in the vicinity of the railway that was likely to

interfere in any way with the company's arrangements for

working the traffic they should give seven days' notice. The
comnuttee had tho other provisions of the Bill under con-
sidf-r.-ition when fhpy rose for the day.
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For Assistasits and Pupils,

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.-VI.

By WILLIAjM H. MAXWELL, Assistant Engineer and Sarvej-or, Leytou Urban District Council.

EA.RTHWOEK, EMBANKMENTS, CUTTINGS AND
THEIR DRAINAGE {continued).

The following is a table of the Lengths and Angles of

Slopes* —

Slope. Angle with Horizon.
Length

(Height taken as I'OO).

k to 1 75° 58' 1-0307

i to 1 63° 26' 1-118

^ to 1 53° 8' 1-25

1 to 1 45° 0' 1-4142

li to 1 38° 40' 1-6

H to 1 33° 42' 1-802

li to 1 29° 41' 2016
2 to 1 26° 34' 2236
3 to 1 18° 20' 3162
4 to 1 14° 2' 4-124

Fresli-tnade embankments always subside to an amount
depending upon the class of material of which they are formed,
the settlement usually varying from one-twelfth to one-fiftht
of the original height.

For economy of execution, the line oi formation level of a

Fig. 10.—E.MEANKixi; rpox "Sidelong" Grodnd.

yiroposed work requires to be so adjusted that the earth de-
rived from the cuttings shall be equal to that necessary for
making the embank iiients. With practice tliis line niay be
laid down by the eye, sufficiently accurate for practical pur-
poses, upon a section of the ground. Should there be a sur-
])las of cutting over embankment it has usually to be disposed
of in " spoil hanks," or if there should be an excess of embank-
ment over cutting the additional earth must be obtained by

the sarfaoe water descending from high ground A towards C,
and thus prevent damage which would otherwise be occasioned
to the slope of the cutting. The water from B is conveyed
by means of agricultural drain pipes to the catch-water trench
D, which may, according to circumstances, either have an
outfall into the nearest waterconrso available, or its contents
may bo discharged through pipes from D to G as in sketch,
the outlet G always being upon tlie natnral ground.

Catch-water drains should, of course, bo commenced at the
outfall, and may consist simply of an open ditch about 4 ft.

wide and 2 ft. or 3 ft. deep, or may be formed of earthenware
agricultural pipes, laid in a trench and covered with broken
stones, or brick or stone underground conduits may ba con-
structed.

The safest materials for earthwork are those which will

permit of water passing through them, such, for example, as
gravel, clean sand and shivers of rock. Clay, when dry, ia

also safe, but mixtures of sand and clay aro bad, the sand
admitting water but the clay retaining it.

Retaining Walls are frequently required in forming a road
through steep and hilly country. " If a retaining wall be
built of brick the thickness at top should be one brick, or
9 in., and it should increase in breadth by onsets of

half a brick at every eight courses to the level of the road,
below which the thickness for the stepping of the foundation
should increase half a brick at every four courses to the
bottom. All the walls of this description should batter in a
curve line on the face at the rate of 1 in. in every foot "* (see

Fig. 12).

Sir Benjamin Baker, " as a result of his ow-n experience,
makes the thickness of retaining walls in ground of an
average character equal to ooe-third of the lieight from the
top of tho footings." Also, "a wall quarter of the height in
thickness and battering 1 in. or 2 in. per foot on the face,

possesses sufficient stability when the backing and founda-
tion are b-Jth favourable." And " under no ordinary con-
ditions of surcharge or heavy backing is it necessary to make
a retaining wall on a solid foundation more than double the
above or half of the height in thickness." He further states,

as to the equivalent fluid pressure, that " experiment has
shown the actual lateral thrust of good filling to be equivalent
to that of a fluid 'weighing about 10 lb. 2^er cubic foot, and
allowing for variations in the ground, vibration and con-

" side cutting"; thus, in both cases, necessitating expense for

labour and land, but the distance of transmission of earth

from various points along the line will affect the question of

cost.

Embanking upon "Sidelong" Ground.—In " sidefcrming,"

or the making of embankments along the sides of hills, the

slope to be covered should be cut into " steps " or " benched
out," in order to ensure the stability of the superimposed
earth and prevent slipping {see Fig. lul. It is also important

to divert all land springs, and the e.arth should bo well com-
Tiressed. " The best position for the steps is perpendicular to

the axis of greatest pressure . . . , so that, if A D is inclined

at the angle of repose, the steps near A should be inclined to

the horizon in the opposite direction to A D ... , while the
steps near Q may be level."*

Catch- Water Drains.—In the aocompauying sketch (Fig. 11)
B is a " catch-water drain " cut on the nphill side of a roadway
made through " .sidelong "ground. Its object is to intercept

* Moleswoi th's " Engineers' Pocket-Eock."
t Rankine's •' OivlL Engineering."
5 Kankroe's "ri\i) 'EDjiiieerinj."

Fig. 11.—Ro.\»wAY upox "Sideloxg" Grooxd, showixg
"Catchwater Draixs" AM) Disposal of Surface Watf.k.

tingencies, a factor of safely of 2, the wall should be able
to sustain at least 201b. fluid pressiu-e, which will be the
case if quarter of the height in thickness."

'•The foundations of retaining walls are snbject to con-
siderable pressures, which, moreover, are not uniformly
distributed. They should, therefore, be of such a width thnt
the maximum intensity of pressure is not greater than tho
soil can safely bear, and the centre of pressure should not be
nearer tho outside edge than OTie-third the width of the founda-
tion."

"Ordinary tirni earth will safely bear a pressure of about
1 to 1^ ton per square foot, while moderately liard rock will

bear as much as !• tons."+

A road may be formed on the face of a precipice by build-

ing a heavy retaining wall, cutting into the rock and making
good the space behind the wall with tilling material. If

there is to bea footpath it should be upon ihe outer side next
the retaining wall, so that tho greater p.art of the weight of
tho heavy traffic will bo by this means carried by the natural
rock.
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Law Notes.
Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jetviy Chambers, B.C.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor will be pleased to answer any questions affecting

the practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities.

Queries (which should he ^uritten legibly ou foolscap paper, one
side only) should be addressed to " The Law Editor,'* at the Offices

o/Thb SnBVEYOB. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

Mandamcs for Precept to Levy Eatb to Pay a Judg-
ment Debt : Retrospective Bate.—The proceedings in the
recent case of Regina v. Leigh Hural District Council (Court
of Appeal, 29th Marcli) are interestinR both as deciding; a
technical point in connection with the law of rating, and also

as the sequel to a curious dispute between two local authori-

ties with respect to a question of water supply. Put briefly

the history of that dispute is as follows : In January, 1893, an
agreement was entered into between the Tyldesley Urban
District Council and the Leigh Rural District Council by
which the former council was to supply the latter council
with water at a fi.\ed minimum quantity per annum at a
Bpecitied rate of payment. The Leigh Council was to be at

liberty to take a greater quantity of water on paying an extra
charge, and the Tyldesley Council was to put up a water
meter and keep it in repair. A supply of water was provided
and was continued till May 6, 1895, when it was discovered
that, in consequence of some default in the working of the
meter, a very much larger quantity of water had been sup-
plied than had been registered. The Tyldesley Council de-

manded payment for the extra water, in excess of the ti.xed

minimum quantity, which liad been in fact passed through the
meter. The Leigh Council declining to make this payment, on
the ground that the mistake had arisen from the wrong work-
ing of the meter, which the Tyldesley Council was bound to

keep in repair, the latter brought an action .against the Leigh
Council, in which they received judgment for £63 13s. 5d.

The Tyldesley Council then obtained a rule nisi for a, man-
damus to the Leign Council commanding them to issue their

precepts to the overseers to levy a rato to pay the judgment
debt. The Leigh Council contended that they had no power
to levy a retrospective rate, but the Divisional Court made
the rule absolute, and the Court of Appeal have confirmed
this decision. Lord .lustice A. L. Smith said the question
was whether, where a just debt was due from a rural district

council and the council had no funds and woidd not levy a
rate to pay the debt justly due, it was necessary that a man-
damus should be moved for within the rating year, or other-

wise the creditor would have to go without his debt. It

seetted to him that it would be, he would not say monstrous,
but wrong, if the law was such tliat the answer to that ques-
tion must be yes. He thought that the true answer was no.

The appellants said that the mandamus called upon them
to make a retrospective rate for the purpose of paying a debt
which became due on May 6, 1895. But a debt was not due
till it was ascertained, and this debt was not ascertained till

May 15, 1807. The mandamus was moved for in October,

1897 ; it was therefore moved for well within the rating year.

But in his opinion there was no hard-and-fast rule preventing
the granting of a mandamus in a case where the rating year
had expired. He thought that in such a case excuses might
be given explaining the delay which had occurred, and in the
present case there was ample excuse for the delay which had
occurred before the action was brought. The mandamus,
therefore, had been rightly granted, and the appeal must be
dismissed.

Public Health Act, 1875, sec. 13: Sewer for Draining
Land under Local or Private Act of Parliament.—An
instance of the kind of sewers which are within exception (2)
of the above section occurs in the recent case of London and
North-Western Eailway Cnmpanij v. Runrorn Rural District

Council (Court of Appeal, 31st March). The sewers in ques-

tion consisted of certain land drainage pipes and ditches
which bad been constructed by the company, or their prede-
cessors in title, in their own lands, thus conforming to the
first clause of the exception. It was contended, nevertheless,

by the council that, not having been made under a local or
private Act, the sewers were not witliin the exception and
were therefore vested in them as the local authority. They
accordingly proposed to connect certain new sewers there-

with, whereupon the company in November last obtained from
Mr. Justice Stirling an injunction restraining the council from
making such connection and from permitting sewage or water
to flow from the new sewers into the old ones, that learned
judge being of opinion that the latter were in fact made
under a private Act of 1846, constituting a company through
whom the plaintiffs derived title. This decision the Court of

Appeal have confirmed. 1'he Master of the Rolls, in deliver-

ing judgment, said that he could not bring himself to doubt
that the judgment appealed from w.as riglit, and it appeared
to his lordship that the argument on behalf of the appellants
entirely failed. It was plain that the defendants had no right

to turn sewage into the land drains and ditches of the plaintiffs

unless the same were sewers vested in the defendants. That

ments referred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams
must be drawn and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents
who do not wish their names published should furnish a nom
de plume.

they were" sewers " within the definition clause of the Public
Health Act, 1875, was plain. Every drain was a sewer ex-

cept that which was plainly defined to be a "drain " within
the meaning of that Act. Here the drains and ditches did
not come within the definition of a " drain." They were
"sewers." Sec. 13 of the Public Health Act, 1875, contained
certain exceptions, the second of which, in his lordship's judg-
ment, applied to the present case. The question argued was
whether these drains and ditches did or did not come within
that second exception. (His lordship stated the history of

the drains and continued.) Were they made under any " local

or private Act of Parliament"? The appellants' counsel had
argued that the drains and ditches were made under a public

statute—namely, the Railways Clauses Act, 1845. (His
lordship referred to the material sections of that Act and
continued.) In his lordship's opinion the drains and ditches

were made under the local or private Act. If so, what be-

came of the defendants' contention ? It seemed to his lord-

ship perfectly plain that these particular sewers had not
vested in the defendants. The second exception in sec. 13
seemed to apply, turn it about as you would. The decision

of Mr. Justice Stirling was therefore right, and the appeal

must bo dismissed.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
What is a " Cow-Keeper ?

"—" Oxen " writes : What is a
" cow-keeper" under the Dairies, Cow-Sheds and Milk-Shops
Order of 1885 and 1886, and what cases or books refer to a
definition of cow-keeper ?

There does not appear to be any Icfjal definition of the term " cow-
keeper," and it must therefore pi'eBumably be taken in its ordinary
meaning, limited, however, by sec. vi., sub-sec. (6) of the Dairies, Cow-
Sheds and Milk-Shops Order of 1S85, which provides that a person who
sells milk of his own cows in email quantities to his workmen and
neighbours for their accommodation shall not, for the purposes of
registration, be deemed, by reason only of such selling, to be a person
carrying on the trade of cow-keeper or dairyman, and need not be
registered.

Cellar Gratings.— AV. J. P. writes: 1, Has a local

authority power under the Building in Streets Act, 1888, to

refuse the ajjproval of plans submitted in a private street (or a
street not as yet declared a public highway) for cellar gratings

and openings for the delivery of coals, &c., that project on
to the footpath i' If so, canyon quote any cases so decided
where builders have been refused permission to build cellar

openings ? 2, If a local authority has not power under the

above Act, is there any Act which would apply ?

1, In my opinion the Public Health (Building in Streets) Act, 18SS,
does not apply to openings for cellar gratings. It is no doubt arguable
that a cellar is " part of a building,'* and hence is within the letter of
sec. 3 of the Act. But it must be remembered that this section is a
re-enactment (in an improved form) of sec. 156 of the Public Health
Act, 1875, which (with the preceding section) appears to be directed to
securing uniformity in the "building line." 3, I do not think the
authority have any power to refuse to pass the plans on account of the
cellar gratings. Sec. 26 of the Public Health Act, 1876, prohibits the
construction of a cellar under the carriageway of a street %vithout the
consent of the authority, but this does not apply to the footpath. By
sec. 73 of the Towns Improvement Clauses Act, 1847 (incorporated by
sec. 160 of the Public Health Act, 1876), when any opening is made in
any footpath or pavement as an entrance to a cellar a door or covering
is to be made of iron, or such other materials, and in each manner as
the authority directs.

Private Street Works.—" H. K." writes : The sketch A
to B is a private street belonging to and maintained and
lighted by a railway company, who also further assert their

rights by closing this street once each year for one day. The
urban district council have now arranged byagreement under
seal with the railway company t(5 take over this street on con-

dition that the company pay the council a certain agi'oed sum for

several works of sewering, channelling and asphalting required
to be done. This agreed sum has been paid by the company,
aud the council are doing the necessary works under contract
in the usual way. The road is already kerbed, but the council

now wish to put down a more costly kerb in place of the
existing kerb, which is to be used on another public road. The
Private Street Works Acts, 1892, is adopted in the district.

Can the extra cost of this new kerb be legally inclnded in the

estimate of expenditure for current half year's rate and paid
for by the council out of the general district rate ? I may add
that the council are already paying for the gas used in light-

ing this ro.ad, and also water and clejinse the roadw.ay, but
the several works of sewering, channelling and asphalting are
in coui'se of construction.

I think the couucil can do so under sec. 15 of the Private Street
Works Act, 1893. which empowers an urban authority to pay the whole
or a portion of the expenses of any private street works out of the dis-
trict fund or general district rate, or other rate out of which the general
expenses incurred under the Public Health Act, IS7.5, are payable,
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Municipal Woric In Progress and Projected.

The London County Council is still en vacancp, and tliere

is no news of special importance in regard to construction

work in the metropolis, with the exception of paving works

at Hackney, at an estimated cost of £6,000. Turning to the

provinces, however, information as to big undertakings will be

found in connection with Bournemouth, Cai'lisle, Colchester,

Wrexham, Tuustall, Wallasey and Hovi'.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.

Battersea.— Tlio vestry Imvo resolved to support the

Westniiiistcr Bridge and Embankment Tramways Bill.

Chelsea.—Consideration was on Monday given to a report

of the surveyor, Mr. T. W. E. lliggens, concerning a sugges-

tion to use Haskiniied wood in the paving of certain of the

streets of the district. The rojiort was as follows ;
" The

wood must be freshly cut and then placed in cylinders

under very great air pressure, to prevent the sap from
exuding, and in an exceedingly high temperature to, as it

were, cook the juices in the wood without allowing them to

escape. The result claimed for the process is that the wood
supplies its own preservative, becomes tougher without

being brittle, will not become impregnated with urine from
horses, and will not rot out if the ti'aftic is light. I do not

suppose that it will last any longer than ordinary creosoted

wood. The cost of the Haskini/.ed wood will be about the

same as creosoted wood, if the vestry are desirous of giving

it a trial, they might re-lay Lower Sloaue-streot and Pindico-

road with it at ouce, and they would be in a position by the

autumn to judge, in some slight degree, of its behaviour

under traffic."

Clerkenwell.—On Thursday, at a meeting of the vestrj', a
letter was read from the Improvements Committee of the

London County Council, pointing out that the vestry had
power, under the Michael Angolo Taylor Act, to set back a
public-house, named " The Horse and Groom," in St. .lohn-

street, and that the widening of this portion of the street was
a very desirable improvement. The vestry decided to take
the necessary steps to have tlie public-house put back.

Greenwich.—At the last meeting of the district board of

works, a letter was read from the vestry clerk of Camberwell,
stating that, owing to the complaints that were continually
being received with regard to emanations from the road-sur-

face ventilators, the vestry had decided to convene a confer-

ence of representatives from the sanitary authorities of South
London on the subject of sewer ventilation, with a view to

combined action in reference to the matter, and stating that

the conference had been 6xed for Wednesday, May 4th.

Hackney.—The vestry have decided to pave Dalston-lane
from Pembnry-road to Graham-road, with wood, at a cost

of about £6,000.—A meeting of ratepayers was held on
Monday, at the town hall, to ascertain the opinion of the
inhabitants on the proposed selling of the electric lighting
ordei-. Mr. George Chambers, tlie chairman of the vestry,

presided. The following resolution was moved: "That this

meeting is of opinion that it would be detrimental to the best

interests of the ratepayers of Hackney to part with the elec-

tric lighting order, and therefore recommends the vestry to

keep the order in its own hands. This meeting further
hereby protests against tlie creation of an electric lighting

monopoly in Hackney." This was seconded, afier which Mr.
Henry Holland, tlie chairman of the Electric Lighting Com-
mittee, stated that tlie vestry could re-purchase the order at
the end of twelve years as a going concern, and, that if the
proposed scheme was carried out, the company would collect

the house refuse to be consumed at the generating station
and save the parish £5,fK)0. The prices to be charged by the
company in Hackney would lie considerably lower than in

other London districts. The chairm.an put the resolution, and
declared it carried by fifty votes to three.

Hampstead.—On Saturday afternoon an official inspection
was made by the vestry of the handsome new administrative
block of the public baths in the Finchley-road. The old
front of the baths was pulled down iu consciiuence of the
carrying out of the Great Central Railway works, and the
company paid the vestry £8,300, and gave them a larger
area of ground to rebuild upon by way of compensation.
The new block, which is an architectural ornament to the
road, is built in the English Kenaissance style of an early
type, and has cost nearly £9,000. The building is faced with
red brick, with dressings of Portland stone, and the plinth is

of grey granite from Aberdeen. Messrs. Spalding & Cross
were the architects, and Mr. Kingerlee the builder. The ac-
commodation of the baths has been largely added to, .ind

now includes four large swimming baths and a large number
of private or slipper baths.

Lambeth.—At a meeting of the veslry on Thursday the
Special Committee reported that they had fully considered
the expediency of purchasing, either as an open space or for
workmen's dwellings, the property in the rear of Lambeth-
walk, formerly known as Francis-court, Paved-court and
Foantain-cQurt, the houses in which hare been closed under

an order obtained by the vestry on the ground of their general

insanitary condition. The site has only two narrow means
of access

—

viz.^ from Lambeth-walk, and the area was stated

to be slightly over a quarter of an acre. The committee
recommended the vestry to approach the county council,

with a view to the council acting in co-operation with the

vestry in the purchase of the property as a site for the erection

of workmen's dwellings. The Rev. W. A. Morris, who moved
the adoption of the report, said the committee were of the
opiuiim that the site was too small to make a good open space.

After some discussion, the matter was referred back to the
committee for further consideration.

Paddington.—Last week the vestry decided, in reply to

the letter of the secretary to the Royal Commission on Water
Supply on .January ISth last, asking for an expression of the
views of the vestry upon the matters under their considera-

tion, to inform the commissioners that the vestry, while ex-

pressing no opinion as to the desirability of acquiring the
undertakings of the water companies, are of the opinion that

such undertakings, if acquired, should be managed by an
authority other than the London County Council ; that if

such undertakings are not so acquired, additional powers of

control should be exercised by the Local Government Board,

and that the vestry do not desire to lay evidence before the
commission.

Poplar.—At the last meeting of the district board of works
Mr. Bruce, L.c.c, wrote suggesting that the board should

communicate with the London County Council, advocating

the construction of a new road on the London side of Car-
penter'a-road bridge, to accommodate traffic from Dalston,

and pointing out that if the suggestion were carried out it

would facilitate the action of the council for securing the

opening of the bridge. The clerk was requested to send a
letter to this effect to the council, and stating that this

board would not be expected to contribute anything towards
the cost.

St. Ceorg-e, SOuthwark.—The vestry have decided to

spend £4,222 on a new drainage sclieme for the Friar-street

area.

St. Pancras.—At the last meeting of the vestry tenders
for the construction of the underground convenience at

Keutisli Town were opened, the tenders being: Messrs.

Gardiner <t Ha/.cll, Canonburv-road. £L987; Messrs. McCor-
mack & Sons, £1,969; and Mr. (ieo. .lennings, £2,200. In
reply to a question, the engineer stated that the original esti-

mate was for £1,750, but his estimate for the work in the
specifications was £1,997.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Derbyshire.—The county council, at their meeting last

week, resolved to obtain a loan of £5,000. to complete the
sum of £11,500 required for the purchase of Willington bridge
from the present shareholders.

East Sussex.—At last week's meeting of this authority a
circular letter was reported to have been received by the
Finance and General Purposes Committee from the New
Mutual Telephone Syndicate on the subject of the present
telephone service of the Kingdom. The following was agreed
to :

" That, in the interests of trade, industry and social con-
venience, it is essential that the fullest possible development
of the telephone service in this country should be promoted

;

that, in order to effect such development, the charge mnst be
consider.ably reduced ; and that as, the Treasury minute, dated
2:^rd May, 1892, provides, as a matter of general policy, that
'competition will not be excluded,' this council trusts that
the I'ostmaster-General will take steps, by granting licenses

to municipalities or companies which complj- with the re-

quirements of the Treasury minute, or otherwise, to promote
the necessary improvement in the telephone service."

Monmouthshire.— A Loc;il (Jovernment Board inquiry has
been held by Colonel W. K. Slacke, with reference to an appli-

cation of the county council for sanction to borrow £30,000
for asylum purposes.

Worcestershire.—in accordance with a recommendation
of the .shiie Hall Sub-Committee, the county council have
decided til expend a sum not exceeding £350 for the fitting

up of a labiiratory in the shire hall for tlie county analyst.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Bath.—The Local Government Board will shortly be asked

to sanction the borrowing of £]8,01X) for the execution of
various works of street imiirovemeiit in London-road.—It has
been derided to carry ont certain works of stone pitching in

Monmouth-stroot, at a cost of £164; the estimate for wood-
paving amounted to £818.

Beetle.—Local Government Board sanction has been re-

ceived by the council to the borrowing of the sum of £33,594
for the purposes of electric lighting and to the use of land in

Pine-grove for this purpose. With reference to the new fire
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station, Mr. C. J. Andersson, architect, had returned the plans

of the new fiz'e station, with riders showing the modifioations

proposed in order to meet the snfrgestions of the Fire Brigade

Committee, and requesting authority to consult with the

quantity surveyor in order to enable him to give an accurate

estimate of the cost of the proposed alterations. It has been

resolved that before definitely deciding to adopt the proposed

modifications in the plans the difference in cost necessitated

thereby be ascertained and reported to the committee, and
that for this purpose Mr. Andereson be authorised to cousult

with Mr. Reid, the quantity surveyor appointed by the cor-

poration.

Bournemouth.—An inspector of the Local Government
Board has lield an inquiry respecting an application of the

corporation for sanction to borrow £8,000 for sewerage, £500
for the continuation of Braidley-road, £1,050 for public walks
and pleasure grounds improvements, £980 for ])rivate street

improvements, £2, .500 for lighting the pier and lower pleasure

gardens with electricity, £260 for work on the Dean Park
Horse Shoe site, and £1,730 for the jiurposes of the Bourne-

mouth Corporation Act, 1897. Evidence in support of the

application was given b}- Mr. Lacey, the borough surveyor.

Bury St. Edmunds.— On Tuesday of last week the town
clerk reported the receipt of a letter from the Local Govern-

ment Board as to the application by tlie town council for

permission to borrow £600 for the improvement of the Corn
Exchange. It was requested that a resolution be passed,

under the 166th sec. of the Public Health Act, 1875, in general

terms so as to bring all the markets of the borough within

the provisions of that Act.

Carlisle.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned a
loan of £30,000 for the electric lighting scheme.

Colchester.—An inspector of the Local Government Board
held an inquiry last week respecting an application of the

town council for sanction to borrow £36,000 for the erection

of a new town hall. The application was opposed by the

members of the ratepayers' association.

Darwen.—At a recent meeting of the Finance Committee
a letter was road from the secretary to the (.General Post

Office in regard to the teleph(3ne trunk service at Darweu,
stating that ho was directed by the Postmaster-General to

acquaint the Corporation of Darvven that the department has

under consideration the question of improving trunk com-
munication in the district generally, and that steps are being

taken to remove any delay that may at present exist.

Durham.—The town council, at their last meeting, con-

sidered the question of electric lighting. The Gas Lighting

Committee recommended that specifications and estimates be

obtained of the cost of erecting plant, but an amendment
referring the matter back to the coinmittee to obtain terms
upon which electric lighting companies would supply the

council for street lighting and private consumers was adopted.

Exeter.—Last week the City Water Committee in a
report recommended that Lord Iddesleigh be offered the sum
of £1,000 for land and cottages at Pynes, and for permissioji

to absorb the water of his private leat, and to construct a new
iron conduit (in substitution of the present brick culvert) to

be laid through the leat, the council undertaking to supply
Pynes House and ground with filtered water from their works,

and that a provisional agreement be entered into with Lord
Iddesleigh accordingly on his agreeing with these terms. The
council bad already sanctioned an apjdication being made to

the Local Government Board for leave to borrow the sum of

£25,000 for extending the works, but as it. liad been found to

be essential that an iron pipe conduit should bo substituted

for the present brick culvei't at Pynes, the committee begsed
leave to recommend that the cost of this new iron conduit,

estimated at £4,900, be included in the sum to be borrowed,

and that application be made to the Local Government Board
for leave to borrow the sum of £30,000 for the purjiose of the

extension of their works. The report was adopted.

Harrogate.—A special meeting of the town council in

committee was recently held for the purpose of considering

the question of the loan for the purchase of the rights of the
Harrogate Waterworks Company. Two alternative schemes
were suggested for tlie borrov.-ing of tlio sum of £300,000
for the purchase, and a lengthy discussion took place on each.

It is understood that both were proposed, when the voting

for each was eight to eight, and the mayor gave the casting

vote. This will definitely settle the question of the loan, and
it is anticipated that there will be no further delay in the

corporation taking over the whole of the waterworks com-
pany's rights.

Hartlepool.— -A. special sub-committee of the Hartlepool
Corporation have made a report upon the proposnl to estab-

lish a refuse destructor in the town. The committee make
two recommendations, in the larger of which they estimate
the cost of the work at £-1,900 and in the smaller one at

£4,000. It is suggested that the destructor should be capable
of the complete demolition of 40 tons per twenty-four hours;-

the smaller scheme provides for a dynamo to electrically

light the works and the yard, and that the engine-power
should include a margin of 100 per cent, for fntnre extension.

The laraer scheme includes a set of boilers of the full power
of the destructor, and the fixing of cables and latDps in the
Btreet.

Hereford. —The Board of Trade have granted to the cor-
poration a provisional electric light order.

Hertford.—At a recent meeting the council adopted the
following recommendation of the Highways Committee

:

"Your committee recommend that the provisional order as
to electric lighting be leased or otherwise disposed of to any
public or private company or firm willing to take over the
same, providing satisfactory terms can be arranged, and that
a subcommittee be appointed to negotiate and report to the
general committee."—Theborough surveyor, Mr. J. H. Jevons,
was instructed to prepare the necessary plans, itc, for making-
up part of Mead-lane and for extending the sewer in Mill-road.

Lichfield.—On Wednesday last, at a meeting of the city
council, the General Purposes Committee reported that the
mtiyor had informed a Mr. A. 0. Worthington, in reference
to his offer to present a steam fire-engine to the city, that they
considered that a double-cylinder steam engine throwing IV
gallons of water per stroke, or from 300 to 350 gallons per
minute, would be a suitable engine for the city and neighbour-
hood. It was also reported that the Local Government
Board had sanctioned the amended scheme for sewerage
works in the Trent Valley-road.

Maidstone.—The directors of the Maidstone Waterworks
Company have decided to vote a sum of £3,000 to be divided
among those sufferers from the recent typhoid epidemic in

the borough wlio have received no pecuniary or other help

from the Belief Committee, and who had threatened to bring
a combined action against them. The claimants, whose total

ont-of-pocket expenses consequent upon the epidemicamoun ted
to upwards of £7,000, have accepted the offer of the directors,

and the money will be paid out to them next week. The
water company in making the grant acknowledge no liability,

and it is only through the generosity of the chairman of the
directors, Mr. Geo. Marsham, that the sum has been voted.

Newport, Mon.—A Local Governinent Board inquiry has
been lield concerning an application of the town council to

borrow money in order to acquire lands required for the con-

struction of a new road from Corporation-road to Liswerry. It

is estimated that the road will cost £3,950, and towards this

certain landowners have agreed to contribute £1,685.

Oldham.—The borough surveyor is preparing plans for the

erection of refuse destructors at Robin Hill and HoIIinwood.

Oswestry.—The town council have resolved that an infec-

tious diseases hospital be provided by the urban and rural dis-

trict councils, under the provisions of the Public Health Act,

and that the present ho.'pilal at Morda should be acquired,

jjrovided equitable arrangements could be made for its acqui-

sition. The hospital at pre.ient belongs to the guardians, but

it is proposed to accjuire the property and to detach it en-

tirely from the workhouse.

Penzance.—.\ committee of the town council have recom-
mended that an application be made to the Local Govern-
ment Board for sanction to borrow £2,363 for works of im-

provement.

Peterborough.—Tlie Local Government Board have re-

fused to comply with the council's application for sanction to

borrow £15,000 for the purpose of electric lighting. In their

letter they observed that, according to the statement of par-

ticulars which had been furnished, the margin of borrowing
power now remaining to the council was not more than
£26,160. It appeared that, although the estimated cost of

providing a supplementary supply of water to the city had
been reiluced from £42,000 to £15,000 or £16,000, the margin
of borrowing }^ower would not bo sufiicient to enable the

council to meet the urgent requirements of the city in that

respect if the proposed loan of £15,000 for electric lighting-

purposes were sanctioned.

Pontefract.—At a recent meeting of the council it was
stated that, on the suggestion of a deputation recently ap-

pointed to visit Exeter and other places, tlie Sanitary Com-
mittee recommended the adoption locally of the septic

system of sewage treatment, provided it could be introduced
at a reasonable cost compared with other systems, and
Messrs. Cameron & Co., the patentees, were instructed to

draw plans and prepare estimates, at a cost not exceeding
£10. The town clerk w.as instructed to report upon the

borrowing powers possessed by the council independent of

the Local Government Board.

Plymouth.—The corporation on Monday received a com-
munication from the Admiralty with reference to the pro-

posal to develop t'attewater harbour, at a cost of nearly
£700,000. The Admiralty consider the scheme would prove
prejudicial to the all-important naval interests of the port,

and state that the removal of one or two shoals in Plymouth
Sound, and certain conditions, notably with reference to the
regulation of iratlic in the Sound, would be indispensable to

the board's acquiescence. As these alterations in the scheme
would involve an expenditure of an additional £200,000, the
Bill now before Parliament will probably be withdrawn.

Richmond.— .in undergi'ound convenience which has been
erected by the corporation in George-street was rei-ently

opened for public use. Tlie estimate of the cost provided
for the outlay of a sum ut £1,600, and the contract was en-

trusted to Messrs. Soole i: Son, of Richmond, the work being
completed within the estimated price. It is divided into tvro
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parts, tine for ladles and tlie dtlier for pentleinen. The con-

venience was deisigiied by Jlr. Brierley, the borough surveyor,

and has been carried out undnr the supervision of Mr. F. B.

Drake, the chief assistant in the surveyor's deiiartmcnt.

Rochester.—Notice has been received from tlie Looal Gov-

cnimenf. lionvd of their intention to hohl an inquiry into an

application of the corporation for sanction to borrow £1,777

for works of street; impr-ovetuent.—Several resolutions sug-

RBSting the carrying ont of other street, works were approved

at the last monthly meeting of the city council.

SaSford.—At the last monthly meeting of the council it

was nnauiraously decided to make an application to the Local

tTOvornment Board for sanction to borrow £2,000 to cover

the cost of constructing storm-water ovorllows on tho main

intercepting sewer at Hough-lano bridge, Springtiehl-lano

bridge, Kegent-road bridge, and at the sewage works. Ic was
also moved and agreed that a sub-committee be authorised

to approve the plans of the jjroposed rxiension of the spin-

ning and weaving department of the Technical Institute, and

advertise for tenders ; also that the conimitteo be empowered
to accept a tender, at a sum not exceeding the amount sub-

scribed for the purpo.ie, in order that the building might be

proceeded with and completed for the next session. With-

out comment the council then agreed to make an application

to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow the

sum of f 1(3,000 to cover tie cost of widening Regent-road in

accordance with plans already prepared.—The tender of

Messrs. B. D. Thompson, Limited, for wiring the subways at

the Town Hall for electric lighting purposes was accepted at

£228, and that of Messrs. (>. Bi.shop for wiring liroughtou

Town Hall, at £181.— Certain land belonging to the Lanca-

shire and Yorkshire Railway Company and others, abutting

on Bedlam-lane, will shortly be pnrohasod as a site for a new
generating station. The Local Government Board will be

asked to sanction the borrowing of the necessary money.

Southport.—Sanction was last week given to the purchase,

at a cost of £18,0iJ0, of certain old property at llarkct Pass-

age-corner, Chapel-street.

Sudbury.—The borough eng;ner5r, llr. T. W. A. Hayw.ard,

in prcscuiing his report respecting the maintenance of the

iiiacadniiiised roads of the borough forlhe year ended March,

1S9S, shows, that while a considerably larger area had been

covered and tlie loads put into better shapes and condition

than heretofore, a saving in materials and labour to the ex-

tent of £130 had been effected as compared with the average

of three years prior to his appointment. He accounts for

this by stating that, whereas previously the metalling had

been put on somewhat indiscriminately and allowed to work
down to the sidcsof the road, tlins making them Hat and in many
cases concave, ho had been using the scarilior rather freely,

taking up the metalling in some places as much as Oin. deep.

This metalling, after screening, was practically as good as

new on the crown, and formed a true c.onve.^ surface. After

rolling slightly with a lO-ton steam roller, so as to produce an

even, face and covering wiih a thin coating of new metalling,

the whole was thoroughly consolidated, with the result that a

Rood road was made at a comparatively small cost. The
corporation expressed themselves highly pleaded with the re-

port, as well as with the scheme inaugurated by Mr. Hayward.

Taunton.—Messrs. Cameron & Co. havo arranged with the

council to undertake the preparation of plans and estimates

in connection with the proposed new sewage works.

Walsall.—The General Pnrposes Committee have directed

the sending of a petition to tho Local (fovcrnment Board in

favour of legislation being initiated whereby powers tnay be

conferred upon every sanitary .authority to authorise an officer

to enter, inspect, enquire and take samples at any part or

any part of any source or works of water supply or water

purification, at any time by day or night, and to compel a

water company to afford all reasonable facilities and informa-

tion for such inspection, enquiry and sampling.

Wrexham.— Colonel A. G. Durnford, an inspector of the

Looal Government Board, has held an intiuiiy with reference

loan application of the town council for sanction to borrow
the sum of £.'50,700 for the purchase of the Wrexham Market
Hall Company's property and undertaking, and the snni of

£340 to purchase the beast market, for the purpose of an open
space.

Yarmouth.—Last week, at a mcoling of tho town council,

it was decided to instruct the surveyor to bring up a report

upon the question of providing dwellings ftir the artisan

class.— After some discussion, the council also adopted a reso-

lution of the Lands Committee recommending them to issue

authority for an application to the Local Government Board
for sanction to the sale of a piece of land at the harbour's

mouih required by the Pott and Haveu Commissioners for

the Point Works, to which the Woods and Forest Department
had laid claim, upon tho uiider.»tanding that such sanction

shall not be deemed to be prejudicial to the claims put for-

ward on behalf of the Crown, and that, in the event of the

land between high and low water mark bfing found to be not

vested in this corporation, tho same shall not interfere with
the terms laid down in such sanction.

URBAN DISTRICT COUMCiLS.
Barking.—Mr. C. L. Boanl, J.i\, cliairniau of the district

council, on the 9th inst. performed the ceremony of opening

tho new recreation ground. The ground is nearly 80 acres in

extent, and contains a large artificial lake. It has cost the

town over £14,000.

Chesterton.—The district council have decided to approach

the rural district council to see if they are willing to consider

the question of providing jointly an iufectioas diseases

hospital.

East Crinstead.—Ther(^ was a long discussion at a recent

meeting of the district council respecting a proposal to apply

for an electric light provisional order as soon as the probable

cost to be incurred in carrying out a scheme is ascertained.

Tlie resolution, however, was eventually carried.

HestOnand Isleworth.—Upon the recommendation of tho

Works Committee tlio district council have decided to rent

17 acres of land at £12.5 per annum, with the option of pur-

chase in four years for £li,.'')lX), for the purpose of complying
with the orders of the Local Government Board to extend the

sew.age works .and lay down improved irrigation-beds.

Hove.—On Thursday, at a meeting of the council, a letter

from tho Local Government Board enclosing sanction to a
loan of £t),.500 for paving work.o, was read, and it was re-

solved that tenders be obtained for executing that portion of

the paving works proposed to be done this season. The coun-

cil also adopted a resolution of the Works Committee recom-
mending the acceptance of the tender of Messrs. Parsons &
Sons for providini< and laying wood paving in Western-road,

between Holland-road and Little Western-street, for the sum
of £3,262, and to supply and lay any additional concrete, in-

cluding excavations, at 13s. per cubic yard.

PeniStOne.—The council last week refused to accede to

an application of the Postal authorities for permission to

placH tolephene poles in the streets of the town.

Spennymoor.—The di-strict council are applying to the
Local Guveinrnent Board for sanction to a loan of £3,000 for

the erection of an isolation hospital. The plans for the build-

ing have been prepared by the council's surveyor.

Tunstall.—The district council have adopted plans and
estimates for a new sewerage and scwngo disposal scheme,
and havo decided to apply for sanction to a loan of £22,978
to carry out the scheme.

Wallasey.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held
on Thursday relative to an application of the district council

for sanction to borrow £20,795 for purposes of electric light

extension, £5,600 for new water mains and other purposes,
and £l,ls2 for certain street iniprjvcments.

VJantage.—The Local Government Boai-d have declined (o

sanction the scheme submitted for the sewer.age of Wantage,
on the grounds that it is incomplete and unsatisfactory in

many important suhjects. The site selected for the treatment
and disposal of the sewage is, they consider, quite unsuitable
for that purpose, owing to the nature of tho subsoil and to

the levels, which would not admit of the application of the
sewage effluent to the land, and also owing to the close
proximity of the site to dwellings and to the village of Grove.
Moreover, the proposal to use some of the existing sewers,
which are known to be defective, for the conveyance of
sewage in connection with the new scheme could not be
accepted by the board. The Local (iovernment Board there-
fore asked for an amended plan at an early date.

Periodicals Received.— In addition to the peiiodicals men-
tioned last week we have also to acknowledge " The Builders'
Merchant," "Aluminium," "Sanitary Inspectors' Journal"
and " The Journal of State Medicine." 1 lie last mentioned
contains an interesting article on " The Bacteriological
Survey of Surface-Water Supplies," by Sheridan Delepine,
M.B., H.SC.

ADVERTISEMENT
Received too late for ClaBsiflcatiou,

T7ESTRY OP CaMBERWELL.
—

—

» TO ROAD CONTRACTORS, MASONS AND OTHERS.
The Vestry being about to pave the folloxving new streets,

Trafalgar-square, Peckham Park-road, Peckham, tho General
Purposes Committee of this Vestry will meet at the Vestry
Hall, Pi^ckham-road, on Jlonday, the 2nd of May, 1898, at

7 p.m. precisely, to receive tenders for the same, when con-
tractors or their agents are required to be present. Speci-
tications can be obtained fioin the Surveyor's Office, Vestry
Hall, Cainberwell, on after .Monday, the 25th inst.

The Vestry does not bind itseii to accept the lowest or

any tender.

Approved securities will be reqiived for the due perform-
ance of this contract.

Persons tendering must comply with the conditions os re-

gards rates of wages and hours of labour as contained in the
form of contract and schedule annexed to the tender.

(,By order)

C. WILLIAM TAGG,
Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Camberwell.
April 20, 1898.
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Personal.

Mr. Teag'ne, bnrgh electrical engineer of Paisley, lias had
his salary raised by JEKXI per annum.

Mr. R. C. Cordon, surveyor to the Helper Rural Di.strict

Council, has received an increase of salary.

The salary of Mr. C. D. Taite, electrical engineer to the
Southport Town Council, has been increased to £280 per annum

An additional greneral assistant to the city engineer of Nor-
wich will shortly be appointed, at a salary of £100 annually,
by the council.

We are glad to inform our readers that Mr. J. T. Pilditch,

surveyor to the Battersea Vestry, has now recovered from
his somewhat severe illness.

J[r. Charles Minns, of Great Yarmouth, has been appointed
to the post of temporary assistant to the borough surveyor of

Southport, Mr. Richard P. Hirst.

Mr. William Benson, of the borou<;;h enfcineer'a department
of the Salford Corporation, has been elected an Associate
Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

The Gas Committee of the Dundee Corporation have de-

cided to recommend that the salary of Mr. Tittensor, the
electrical engineer, be advanced £50 per .annum.

Bournemouth Corporation have granted Mr. Keene, their

building inspector, an honorarium of £.50 for extra worl^ per-

formed out of office hoiirs during the jiast two years.

Mr. David Terrace, gas manager to the Middlesbrough
Corporation, has, on the recommendation of the Gaa Com-
mittee, had his salary increased by £5.5 per annum.

The council of the Sanitary Institute have transferred to the
class of Fellows Mr. Wm. Spinks, a m.i.c.e., of Leeds. Mr.
Spinks is a lecturer oii sanitary engineering at the Yorkshire
College.

Norwich City Council have appointed Mr. P. O. Fell as
chief assistant to the city engineer, in place of Mr. E. B.

Savage, resigned. Mr. Fell's salary will commence at £175
per annum.

Sir F. Bramwell, it is itnderstood, will shortly be asked by
the Chatham Town Council to act as engineer to the corpora-

tion and the Gillingham Urban District Council in connection
with a certain Bill.

Among the patents registered last week was one by Mr.
A. Comber, the borough engineer and surveyor of Kidder-

minster. Mr. Comber's invention consists of an improved
railway fog-signalling apparatus.

The St. Martin-in-the-Pields Vestry on Thursday decided

to present Mr. C. Mason, their surveyor and engineer, who
recently resigned his position, with a testimonial engrossed

and illuminated on vellum.

Mr. Alexander Geils, the late bnrgh surveyor of Peterhead,

was on Friday presented with a handsome gold chronometer
by a number of friends as a token of their esteem. The
watch bore an appropriate inscription.

Upon the recommendation of the General Purposes Com-
mittee, the Norwich City Council last week agreed to appoint

Mr. W. D. Wiles to the post of architectural assistant to the

city engineer, at a salary of £218 per annum.

The Town Council of Port Elizabeth, South Africa, have
selected Mr. J. H. Veasey, of Nuneaton, to fill the post of

assistant borougli engineer, at a commencing salarj' of £200
per annum. Mr. Veasey is twenty years of age.

On Wednesday of last week Mr. J. Chisholm, bnrgh sur-

veyor of Buckie, was, on the occasion of his leaving for Peter-

head, met in the Cluny Hotel and presented witli a marble
timepiece by the employees of the corporation and others.

The Town Council of Tewkesbury have unanimously ap-

pointed Mr. Riddler, of Stroud, as borough surveyor, at a
salary of £170 per annum. The other candidates present at

the final selection were: Messrs. Carter, of Gloucester; Hard-
ing, of Malvern; Jeffs, of Thames Diiton; and Ryman, of Bury.

The Gas Committee of the Colne Corporation have decided
to appoint Mr. Fred. Thorpe, assistant g.as manager to the
W^idnes Corporation, as gas manager for Colne in succession

to Mr. Symmonds. The salary attached to the post is £225
per annum, and there were sixty-two applications for the
vacancy.

Thefuneral of Mr. Henry Teague, whose death we announced
last week, took place at Canwick-road cemetery, Lincoln, on
Friday. The city council were represented by three of its

members, while Mr. R. A. MncBrair, the city surveyor ; Mr.
J. Carter, gas manager; and Mr. J. Thropp, county surveyor,

were also present.

Mr. S. H. Andrews, 26 Wyndham-street, Barry, Glamorgan-
shire, and Mr. A. S. Clarson, Laurel House, Norwood-street,
Scarborough, have been appointed building inspector and
temporary architectural draughtsman respectively in the
o9ice of Mr. Harry W. Smith, .\.M.I c.E,, borough engineer and
surveyor of Scarborough.

At a rpoent meeting of the Lewisham District Board of

Works a special committee presented a report with regard to

the re-arrangement of the staff in the office of Mr. J. Carline,

the surveyor. The committee recommended that Mr. Truslor
should be appointed first assistant, and that a second assistant

should also be engaged. The report was approved.

Some discussion ensued at last week's meeting of the
Itchen Urban District Council with reference to a proposal to

advertise for a competent man to fill the posts of sanitary
officer, road surveyor and building inspector, at a salary of

£100 per annum. It was eventually resolved to obtain a
" duly-qualified " man at a combined salary of £125 annually.

Recent minutes of the Gas Committee of the Darlington
Town Council stated that the members, who had he.ard of the
lamented death of Mr. J. S. Nichols, the gas manager, desired
to convey to the widow and the members of the late gentle-
man's family an assurance of sincere sympathy in their be-
reavement, and to place on record their high appreciation of

his faithful services and of the efficient manner in which he
discharged his duties.

On the occasion of his marriage Mr. A. Wilson, gas
manager, Perth, was made the recipient of a handsome
present, in the shape of an eight-day hall clock, from the
employees at the works. The presentation was made by ex-

Bailie Cuthbert, convener of the Gasworks Committee, who
took the opportunity of intimating that he had taken the
liberty of writing out a small cheque as a present to Mr.
Wilson's future wife. Mr. Wilson, in returning thanks, re-

ferred to the happy relations which had always existed

between him and the workmen.

j

Our readers will hear with regret of the death of Mr. Robert
Collier Driver, auctioneer and land agent, of Whitehall, in his

eighty-second year. The decea.sed, who was an ex-president
of the Surveyors' In.stitution, was engaged in all the great
metropolitan improvements. He purchased the land for the
London, Brighton and South Coast Railway main line, and a
large portion of that for the Great Western Railway. As an
auctioneer Mr. Driver was most successful, and he had at one
time one of the largest practices in the United Kingdom. In
the development of many important building estates in the
suburbs of London ho was also singularly successful.

At a meeting of the Douglas Town Council, held last week,
consideration was given to the appointment of a surveyor.
Out of ninety-four applicants three were chosen to submit
themselves for questioning before the council. These were
Messrs. Prescott, Luton; Weaver, Gloucester; and Lewis,
Bristol. On the first vote Mr. Prescott obtained fifteen, Mr.
Weaver twelve, and Mr. Lewis five votes. Mr. Lewis was
then dropped, and the next vote resulted in a tie of eleven
votes each, it was then resolved that the deputy mayor
shoulcl give the casting vote, which he did for Air. Prescott,

who was therefore called in and informed of his election.

Mr. Prescott's salary will commence at £200 per annum.

Mr. C. F. Marston, a.m.i.c.r., borough engineer and sur-

veyor of Sutton Coldfield, is, we learn, about to commence
private practice as a civil engineer, surveyor and architect in

the Midlands. He is entering into jjartnership with Mr. W.
E. Healey, who is now practising at Sutton Coldfield, and a
lettar giving notice of his intention to terminate his engage-
ment under the town council was read at a recent meeting of

that body and received with regret. The matter was, it may
be added, referred to the General Purposes Committee. Mr.
Marston h.is held his appointment under the corporation for
nearly nine years, having been formerly engineering assist-

ant and for a time, acting surveyor of the borough of Walsall,

where he was engaged upon the sewering of the borough and
the construction of the sewage outfall works among other
undertakings.

Mr. Kenneth F. Campbell, the late borough engineer of

Stockton, was on Monday the recipient of a very handsome
silver tea service and silver tray and two illuminated ad-

dresses. One of the latter was from the officials of the cor-

poration and personal friends of Mr. Campbell, while the

other came from the corporation workmen. The mayor, in

making the presentation, referred to the valuable and faith-

ful services rendered by Mr. Campbell during the past

eleven years, and said he thought that the considerable

amount of experience amassed by him during that period
would result in very great profit to the Huddersfield Corpo-
ration, under whom he would in future serve. In conclusion,

his worship expressed the hope that Mr. Campbell would
accept the presentation as a token of their esteem and as a
souvenir of the friends he had left behind. The proceedings
concluded with a response from Mr. Campbell and the passing
of the usual votes of thanks.

On Saturday, at the Cambridge Hall, Sheffield, about sixty

gentlemen entertained Mr. John Ward, who is retiring from
his position as deputy city surveyor of Sheffield, to dinner,

accompanying their congratulations to him on his appoint-

ment as borough engineer and surveyor of Derby by presents

indicative of their esteem. The city surveyor, Mr. C. F. Wike,
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occupied the chair, and among others present were Mr. H.
Mallyon, manager of the tramways; Mr. A. Llewellyn Tell,

resident electrical enjjineer; Mr. J. Jackson, Bnperinteadent
of the health department ; Mr. T. W. Nowbould, chief archi-

tectural assistant ; Mr. E. A Green, chief building inspector;

Mr. J. T. Hall, head of the sewers department; Mr. W. T.

Lanoasliire (Mr. Ward's successor) ; and Mr. G. E. Vint and
Mr. B. Powell, district surveyors. On the conclusion of the

dinner the city surveyor made the presentation, which was
accompanied by an ;iddrpss testifying to the snccessriil

character of Mr. Ward's past work, and expressing a hope
for the continuity of the blessings of good health and strength.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Water Finding.— Mr. Leicester Gataker, Bath, writes:

Certain statenionts with reference to myself liaving recently

appeared in your paper, I should feel obliged if you will

kindly favour me with the insertion of the enclosed in an
early issue. Tlic paragraph is tiiken from the Midland
Counties Herald of April 7tli, 1898, and is a gratuitous
testimony to my work in Bedfordshire.

[We would remind our correspondent that the remarks to

which he refers as having appeared in our paper were
simply a report of certain public proceedings in connec-
tion with the work of a local authority. The extract

which he encloses is as follows: "A good deal has been
written lately about tho failure of water finders, or
'diviners,' so that a rather striking cese from Bedford-
shire, showing the other side of the question, may not bo
uninteresting. A Bedfordshire gentleman, Mr. Plater,
wanted water for his house and stables, so got a firm to sink
a well 60 ft. deep, this being the depth at which it was ex-
pected water would be found. However, none was found, and
then sinking was continued to 100 ft. deep, but still without
success. A bore was then put down at the bottom of this well
a further 66 ft. deep, making a total depth of 166 ft., but still

no water. At Mr. Plater's request a w;iter export (Mr.
Gataker) visited the well, and said it was useless to continue
working at that spot, for no water would be found ; but he
felt absolutely confident that by sinking a well at a spot onlv
;!9 ft. from there there ought to be a plentifid supply of water
at about 100ft. or so. Mr. Plater acted on his advice, and at
116 ft. an abundant supply was found. Tho old well, :ilthough
so close, is said to be still as dry as a bone. The expert in

this instance had just returned from Egypt, where he had
been working for the Khedive and the Egyptian Government
in Upper and Lower Egypt."]

SEWAGE DISPOSAL IN MANCHESTER.

On Wednesday, at a meeting of the city council of Man-
chester, tho discussion upon tho following resolution was
resumed :

" That the two reports of the Rivers Committer,
dated the 18th and 31st March, 1898, now submitted, be
approved so far as they I'ecommend tho construction of

bacteria - beds upon 37 acres of land at the Davvhulme
sewage works. That h.nving regard to tho very large suras

of money which have been obtained from time to time,

with the consent of the Local Government Board, for the con-

struction of large ;ind important works, and the fact that such
works will inevitably in the future have to be enlarged
and additional powers obtained, and also looking at the good
understanding which has hitherto obtained between the
Local Government Board and the corporation, it is undesirable,

if possible, that that good understanding and harmonious
feeling should be disturbed, and the council therefore recom-
mend the Rivers Committee to conform to tlio reriuirements

of the Local Government Board by the purchase of the neces-

sary land for tho aeration of the effluent after it has passed
through the bacterial filter-beds." An amendment, recom-
mending the delay of the proposals contained in the report

until after tlie reception of the report of tho Parliamentary
Commission of lucjuiry on the Treatment and Disposal of

Sewage, was also discussed at length, but tho committee's
recommendations were eventually adopted by a majority of

thirty-one votes, twenty-nine members voting in opposition.

—

A recommendation that !in application be made to the Local
Government Board for sanction to borrow £200,000 for electric

lighting purposes was also agreed to.

INSTITUTION OF- CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Studicnts' Meetino.

A meeting of the students of the Institution will he held
to-night, when Mr. W. M. Henty, stud.ixst.c.e., will read a
paper on the "New Cut Swing Bridge, Swansea." Jlr. J. C.
Inglia (member of the council) will take ihe chair at 8 p.m.

A>"NU.\L GEXER.\r. Meeting.
Tho annual general meeting of corporate members of the

Institution only will be held on Tuesdaj', at 8 p.m., to re-

ceive the report of the council and to elect the council and
auditors for the ensuing year.

ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

Home Colntiks Ui^trk t Meeting .at Wi.MBi,Eno.\.

A meeting of the members of the Home Counties district

will be held on S.aturday, the .30th inst., at Wimbledon. The
following are the arrangements :

—

U a.m.—The members will, by the kind permission of the

Wimbledon Urb:iu District Council, meet rt the
Council Chamber, Council (Offices, Broadwaj', Wim-
bledon, close to Wimbledon railway station, when
the ordinary business of the association will be
transacted and the election of hon. district secretary

will take place.

11.15 a.m.—Papers by Mr. C. H. Cooper, engineer and sur-

veyor to the Wimbledon Urban District Council, on
" Municipal Work at Wimbledon," and by Mr.
Arthur Preece, electrical engineer to the council,

on " The Works to be carried out for the Supply of

Electrical Energy to the District," will be taken as

read, and diagrams, &c., explained by authors, and
discussion opened if time permits.

11.4.'j a.m.—Light refreshments will be provided in the Com-
mittee-room.

12.15 p.m.—Proceed to the depot, Queen's-road, to view
stables a7]d other buildings in course of erection.

12.45 p.m.—Proceed to Clarence-road, to see system of back
drainage adopted for terrace houses and the
methods of testing drains.

1.15 p.m.—Proceed in brakes (23. 6d.) to Drill Hall, St.

George's-road, when lunch will be provided at 2s. a
head.

2.30 p.m.—Proceed up Wimbledon Hill, where the effect of

the widening carried out in 1893 can be seen
;
pass

the fire station. High-street, to Lancaster-road, to

view house fitted with the insulation conduit for
electric wiring.

2.50 p.m.—Proceed to Cresar's Camp, past Eagle House—an
old Elizabethan house, now the residence of Mr. T.
G. Jackson, r.a.—and Wimbledon House, which
during the French Revolution belonged to the Prince
of Conde. At C;rsar's Camp an automatic flushing-

tank with a Field's syphon is to be seen.
.— Proceed to the sewage farm and works, through
Wimbledon Park—sold by Earl Spencer in 1846 for
£71 pel' acre. This park, which has had a succession
of splendid manor houses, belonged to Charles I.

The f:irm will be entered at the gate oft (Jap-road
bridge, where the site for the proposed isolation

hospital can be seen. The high-level tanks, where
upward filtration takes place, the sewage works,
cultivation and storm-water filters, and filters in
course of construction, will be visited.

4.15 p.m.—Inspect the Conduit and Isolation Company's works,
Summer's Town, where tea will be provided by the
directors, and a paper on "Electric Wiring Practice "

read by Mr. S. H. Bathurst, m.i.e.e.

4.45 p.m.—Discussion on papers.

Any member desirous ot introducing a visitor (other than
members of the public authority where the meeting is held)
to the meeting must submit tho name and address of such
visitor on the ticket supplied for that purpo.se. This ticket,

signed by the member introducing tho visitor, must bo sent;

to the district secretary at least four d.ays before the date of
the meeting, after which date no application can be enter-
tained.

Morning trains to VVimbledon—From Waterloo, South
Station, S.E., 10.28, 10.50 (four trains an hour after) ; Lud-
gate Hill, E.C., 9.47 (ono train in about two hours) ; London
Bridge, S.E. (London, Brighton and South Coast Railway),
10.30; Earl's Court, W." (Metropolitan District Railway),
10.25 (trains follow at intervals of thirty minutes) ; Willesden
Junction, 9.46 (chnnge at Earl's Court for Wimbledon);
Snrbiton, 10.20, 10.55; Leatherhead (London and South-
western Railway), 10.0.

Evening tr:iins from Wimbledon, Wimbledon Park and
Earlsfleld, &c.—Wimbledon to Waterloo, 5.24, 5 29, 5.33; to
Earl's Court, 5.6, 5.3S, 6.6; to Leatherhead, 5.48 ; to Snrbiton,
5 26,6.13; Wimbledon Park to Earl's Court, 5 8,5.24,5.40,
6.8 ; Earlsfield to Waterloo, 5.2, .5.32, 5.51, 6.8.

G. B. L.^FPAN, A.M.I.C.E., ThOS. CoLE, A.M.I.C.R.,

Hon. District Secretary, Secretary,
Twickenham. U Victoria-street, S.W.

3.15 p.i

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
red /oo lale for clamjicatic:i connof he
inanen until the JoUotcinj vtek.

SORTETOR AND INSPECTOR OF XuiSANCES.—April 26th.
Hayward's Heath Urban District Council. £110. — Mr.
Edward Waugh, clerk to the council.

Sewaor Works Manager.—.\pril 27th.—Leigh and Ather-
ton Joint Sewerage Board.— Mr. i^aniel Schofield, clerk to the
board, Athertou.

Clkrk of Works.—April 27th.—Corporation of Southamp-
ton. £3 3s.—Mr. George B. Nalder, town clerk.
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Inspector of Water Mains, &c.—April 27tli.—Monk Bret-

ton District Council.—Mr. G. W. Atkinson, clerk to the coun-

cil, 13 Regent-street, Barnsley.

Clerk of Works.—April 28th.—London County Council.

£i 4s.—The Clerk to the Council, County Hall, Spring,

gardens, London, S.W.

Assistants (Two) for Works Departmknt.—April 29th.

—Vestry of St. Mary, Islington. £90.—Mr. J. Patten Barber,

surveyor to tlie vestry.

Temporary Borough Kncineer's Assistant.—AprilSOth.
Corporation of Cardiff. £2 lOs.—Mr. J. L. Wheatley, town
clerk.

Clerk of Works.—April 30th.— Corporation of Barn-
staple.—Mr. James Bosson, town clerk.

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.—April 30th.— Cor-

poration of King's Lynn. £200.—Mr. T. G. Archer, town
clerk.

Insfkctor of Nuisances.—April 30tli.—^Strond Urban
District Council. £120.— Mr. Percy Witchell, clerk to the
council.

Surveyor.—May 2nd.—Exmonth Urban District Council.
£160.—Mr. H. C. Adams, clerk to the council.

Assistant Surveyor.—May 2ud.—Vestry of Paddington.
£300.—Mr. Frank Dethridge," vestry clerk.

Inspector op Nuisances, &c.—May 2nd.—Whitby Urban
District Council. £80.—Mr. W. S. Gray, clerk to the council.

Tracer fob City Engineer's Office.— May 2nd.—Hull
Corporation.—Mr. A. E. White, city engineer.

County Surveyor.—May 3rd.—County Council of Mid-
dlesex. £700.—The Clerk to the Council, Guildhall, West-
minster, London, S.W.

Engineer for Waterworks Extension Scheme.—
May 3rd.—Corporation of Londonderry.—Sir E. Newman
Chambers, town clerk.

Road Surveyor.—May 4th.—St. Dogmells (Cardigan)
Rural District Conpcil.—Mr. David Davies, clerk to the
council.

COMPETITIONS.
Adverfhemenfs which are received too late for clastijication cannot

included in these gummartee unfit the folloicing iceek.

Crickladk and Woottow Bassktt.—Apiil 30th.—Designs for a water
supply for the to-^vn of Cricklade, for the rural district council, £21 and
£10 10s.—Mr. Harry Bevir, clerk to the council.

Belpke.—ilay Ist.—Schemes for the disposal of the sewage of the
district, for Oie urban district council. £62 IDs. and £2tt o8.—Mr,
Joseph Pym, clerk to the council.

, Tipton.—May 2f)th.—Laying out of 33 acres of land for a public park
and recreation ground, at a cost of £4,000, for the urban district council.
—Mr. W. H. Jukes, surveyor to the council.

Salfoed.—June 7tti.—Erection of tliree chapels, offices, lodge,
entrance gates and boundary wall at the proposed cemetery, Lanprley-
road and Agecroft-road, Pendlebury. £50, £30 and £20.—Mr. Samuel
Brown, town clerk.

East Ham.—June 24thi.—Erection of public offices, library and tech-
nical institute, fire engine station, public baths and offices for sanitary
department, the whole to cost about £55,000, for the urban district

council. 100 guineas and 50 guineas.—Mr. W, H. Savage, surveyor to

the council.

"WaeRINGTON.—July 2nd.—Ercction of a police station, court house,
&c. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
surveyor.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
are received too late for claittfication cannot he

; these summariee until the folloicing week,

Sheffield.-April 22nd.—Erection of a new fire and police station at

the junction of Westbar and Westbar-green.-Mr. Henry Sayer, town
clerk.

AsHPORD.-April 22nd.—Supply of 1.000 cubic yards of broken
granite, for the urban district council.—Mr, William Terriil, surveyor to

the coancil.

Torquay.-April 22nd.—Alterations to shelters at the Princess Pier

Head.—Mr. H. A. Garrett, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor.

Herkfordsutee.—April 22nd.—Supply of about 10,000 tons of broken
granite and 1,500 tons of slag, for the county council.—Mr. Urban A.
Smith, county surveyor, 41 Parliament-street, London, S.W,

CoLNE.—April 23rd.—Supply of BOO yards of 14-in. cast-iron gas
mains, for the corporation.-Mr. H. Simmonds, engineer and general
manager, Gasworks, Colne.

TclGgrrams : ** WILKES, eSRMINGHAM.'

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBECK, Ld., Uverpool St., BIRMINGHAM.

SOLID DRAWN & BRAZED BRASS & COPPER TUBES.

BRASS ANQ COPPER WIRE. HIGH CONDUOTIVITY COPPER WIRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS. &C,

STANLEY BROS., LTD., EATON.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING. BRINDLED BRICKS.

WHITE AND COLOURED GLAZED BRICKS, &C., &c.
llluMvaled Lists (tnd tiamj^^e^ on (rpplication.

^
WHITE, COLOURED AND

SPECSAL SALT

GLAZED

BRIuKS
OF THE

HECHEST QUALITY.

OATES & GREEN,
LIMITED,

H A I. I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED ^

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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STRiTFOBD-rpoir-Ayoif.—April 23rd.—Supply of unbroken road metal

during the ensuing year.—Mr. Roden Dixon, a.m.i.c.e., borough sur-

ve.vor.

Br.iCKPOOL.-April 25th.—Construction of a brick and puddle gas-

holder tank, 152 ft. diameter, for the corporation.-Mr. John Chew, gas
engineer. Gas Office, Princess-street, Blackpool.

Bdey.-April 26th.—Supply and delivery of a steam Cornish boiler,

20-tt. by 6-ft. diameter, at the sewage disposal works, Livesey Fields.-
Mr. J. Cartwright, borough engineer.

WiTBKKOEn.-April 26th.—Construction of alMut 3,000 lineal yards of

6-in., 3,000 yard.s of 9-in., 6,600 yards of 12-in. and 1,700 yards of lo-in.

pipe sewers.—Mr. M. J. Fleming, borough surveyor.

WiTERFOttD.—April 25th.—Construction of about 2,858 lineal yards of

9-in., 5,413 yards of 12-in. and 1,637 yards of 16-in. pipe sewers, also 298

lineal yards of 21-iu. by 14-in., 361 yards of 21-in. by 16-in. and 108 yards
of 30-m. by 20-in. oval brick sewers.-Mr. M. J. Fleming, borough
surveyor.

TorTENHAM.-April 26th.—Laying ot a 9-in. cast-iron pipe water main
in Philip-lane and West Green-road from Downhills-road to Stanmore-
road, for the urban district oouncil.—Mr. P. S. Murphy, engineer to the

council.

Petwobth.—April 26th.—Supply and erection of a compound tandem
pumping engine, 10 horse-power Corliss boiler, for the rural district

council.—Mr. Arthur F. Mant, clerk to the council.

Inveenesb.—April 26th.—Rebuilding of a chimney stack at the gas-
works, for the gas commissioners.—Mr. Kenneth Macdonald, clerk to

the commissioners.

West Ham.—April 26th.—Supply of ten slop carts.-Mr. Lewis
AngcU, borough engineer.

West Ham.—April 26th.—Pitching works in Leyton-road, Major-road,
Cobham-road, Lcytonstone-road and The Grove.—Mr. Lewis Angell,
borough engineer.

West Ham.—April 26th.—Making-up and paving of various roads.

—

Mr. Lewis Angell, borough engineer.

Salford.—April 26th.—Extension of the masonry abutments and the

'

construction of a steel girder bridge over the river Irwell at Peel Park.
—The Borough Engineer.

ToTTENHAM.^April 26th.—Making-up of Antill-road and Woodlands
Park-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. P. E. Murphy, engineer
to the council.

ANKEFiEr.D Plain.-April 26th.—Laying of about 90 lineal yards ot
9-in. pipe sewer, for the urban district council.—Mr. T. J. Trowsdale,
surveyor to the council.

ORornoif.—April 2Gth.—Repair of Exeter, Rymer and a portion of
Streatham roads.—Mr. E. Mawdesley, town clerk.

Cheetset.—April 26th.—Certain works of granite kerbing, channel-
ling and crossings, for the urban district council.—Mr. Arthur W.
Smith, surveyor to the council.

Ckotdoit.—April 26th.—Supply of various materials. — Mr. E.
Mawdesley, town clerk.

Waterloo.—April 26th.—Supply of wiring and all fittings necessary
for an electric light installation at the town hall, for the urban district

council.—Mr. F. Spencer Yates, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

Bekjiohdset.—April 27th.—Supply of about 40,000 ft. of 2.; -in. rubbed
York paving, 1,200 tons of broken Guernsey granite and 500 tons o£

broken flints, for the vestry.—Mr. Frank Sumner, surveyor to the vestr.y.

Hailsham.—April 27th.—Supply ot road materials, tor the rural dis-

trict council.-Mr. Edmund Catt, junr., clerk to the council. Church-
street, Willingdon.

St. Luke.—April 27th.—Various wood and paving works, tor the

vestry.—Mr. G. W. Preston, vestry clerk.

Newddet.— .A.pril 27th.—Erection ot house, cartsheds, stables, &c.,

at the depot in Kings-road.—Mr. S. J.Lee Vincent, >i. i.e. e., borough
surveyor.

BiKKENHEAn.—April 27th.—Sewormgand making-up of Gerald-road,

from Wellington -road to Bidston-road, Oxen.—Mr. Charles Brownridge,
A.M.I.C.E., borough engineer and surveyor.

Felling.— April 27th. — Paving works in Joel and .Swinburne
terraces. Bill Quay, and a portion of Ridley-street, for the urban dis-

trict council.—ilr. H. Miller, surveyor to the council.

Geeenwicb.— April 27th.—Paving of the footways of Scawen-road,
Hicks-street, .Alloa-road, Kezia-street and portions of Crooke-road a*nd

Arbuthnot-road, for the district board of works.—Mr. J. Spencer, clerk

to the board.

Middlesbrough.-April 27th.—Supply of sanitary pipes and timber
as may be required during the ensuing twelve months.—Mr. Frank
Baker, borough engineer.

Crotdon.—April 28ih.—Supply ot various works and materials, tor

the rural district council.—Mr. James Wilson, clerk to the council.

Rotheehithe.—April 28th.—Erection ot refuse destructor buildings,

inchned roadways, engine house, disinfector buildings and other works
at the wharf premises, Rotherhithe-street.—Mr. Norman Scorgie, vestry
surveyor.

Easingwold.—.\pril 29th.—Supply of whinstone and slag, for the

rural district council.—Mr. F. J. H. Robinson, clerk to the council.

Carnarvon.—April 29th.—Construction of a light girder bridge over
the river Seiont.—Mr. J. H. Bodvel-Roberts, town clerk.

Tbddington.—April 29th.—Various works in connection with the
making-up ot Holmesdale-road, EUeray-road, Lindum-road, Colesbill-

road (south) anrl Coleshill-road (west), for the urban district council.

—

Mr. M. Hainsworth, surveyor to the council.

Sunderland.—April 29th.—Supply of a high-speed 225-kilowatt steam
d.ynamo and Lancashire or Galloway boilers.— Mr. J. F. C, Snoll,

borough electrical engineer.

Enfield.—April 30th.—Supply of cast-iron water pipes and specials

tor one year ending March 31, 1899.—Mr. T. W. Scott, clerk to the
council.

Withinoton.—April 30th.—Erection of plant at the refuse destructor
for tho manufacture of concrete flags, tor the urban district council.

—

Mr. A. H. Mountain, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

Sheffield.—April 30th.—Erection of a steel bridge over the river

Don at Ball-street.—Mr. C. F. Wike, city surveyor.

AsHBT-DE-LA-ZoucH.—April 30th.—Supply of broken granite, road
stone, granite setts and randoms, for the urban district council.—Mr.
G. H. Lilley, surveyor to the council.

Hatfield.—April 30th.—Construction of five flushing tanks with
automatic syphons, for the rural district council.—Mr. Henry Bancroft,
engineer, 88 Mosley-street, Manchester.

Maldon.—April 30th.—Suppl.y of granite, flints, gravel and picked
stones during the year ending '31st March, 1899, for the rural district

council.—Mr. H. G. Ke.ywood, surveyor to the council.

SANITARY TUBES

2 in. to 42 In. diam.

J. PLACE& SONS,
LIMITED,

DARWEN, uwcs.

PUCE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The composition heinu' cast on the lower half of the

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessarilj-

follows that immediately the pipes are put together and

fastened witli a wedge at tlie top the lower half of tlie

pipe is absolutely watertight and pei-fect alignment of

invert is secni'ed.

POINTS:-
Easily and quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the inarket.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.
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Bebwick-on-TWEED.—April 30th.—Renewing of the carriageway and
footpaths in Palace-street East and Oil Mill-lane—Mr. R. Dickinson,
borough surveyor.

Batlet.—April 30th.—Levelling, paving, flagging and channelling
works in Union-street.—Mr. O. J. Kirby, borough engineer.

Kast Dereham.—May 2nd.—Supply and delivery of about 250 tons
to 300 tons of ii-in. broken English granite, for the rural district
council.—Mr. Hedley G. Hinson, surveyor to the council.

Handsworth.—May 2nd.—Supply of \,0Q0 yards of vertical hurdle
fencing, for the urban district council.—Mr. K. Kenworthy, surveyor to
the council.

Hehton and Isleworth.—May 2nd.—Making-up and sewering of
New-road and Albion-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. W. A.
Davies, a.m.i.c.b., engineer and surveyor to the council.

Brentfokd.—May 3rd.—Making-up of Somerset-road, for the urban
district council.—Sir. Nowell Parr, surveyor to the council.

Sefton.—May 3rd.—Repair of the roadway of Alexandra-drive,
Orrell, for the rural district council.—Mr. Harris P. Cleaver, clerk to
the council.

Hampton".—May 3rd.—Making-up and paving of certain streets, for
the urban district council.—Mr. John Kemp, surveyor to the council.

Leicester.—May -ith.—Construction of detritus tanks and other
worksin connection therewith.—Mr. E. Geo.Mawbey, m.i.c.e., borough
surveyor.

King's Lynn.—May 4th.^Sapply of road materials during the
twelve months ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. E, J. Silcock, borough
surveyor.

GhASGow.—May oth.—Works required in the erection of a new
central fire station in Ingram-street.—Mr. John Lindsay, interim clerk,
City Chambers, Glasgow.

Gorton.—May 6th.—Erection and completion of three mortuary
chapels, entrances, &c., at the new cemetery, for the urban district
council.—The Clerk to the Council.

Hastings.—May 6th.—Laying-out of a portion of the cemetery at Ore,
—Mr. Phillip H. Palmer, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Abergatennt.—May 9th.—Supply of limestone and quarry stone,
for the rural district council.—Mr. John Gill, surveyor to the council.

Southampton.—May 13th.—Construction of new offices and cells at
the Bargate police station.—Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, borough engineer.

Bollington.—May lith.^Constraction of a brick service reservoir
anil the laying of iron-pipe mains, &c., for ths new waterworks, for the
urbiu district council.— Mr. W. H. Radford, engineer, Angel-row,
Nottingham.

Bollington.—May 14th.—Supply and delivery of cast-iron pipes
(varying in size from 3-in. to 7-in. diameter), special castings and other
ironwork required for the new waterworks, for the urban district
council.—Mr. W. H. Radford, engineer, Angel-row, Nottingham.

Birmingham.—May 16th.—Construction of about H\ miles of aque-
duct from Downton, in Herefordshire, to Cleobary Mortimer, in Salop,
for the corporation.—Mr. James Mansergh, 5 Victoria-street, London,
S.W.
SonTHAHPTON.-May 16th.—Erection of a municipal lodging-house on

the area abutting on St. Michael's-square and Simnel-street. — Mr.
George B. Nalder, town clerk.

TENDERS.

•accepted.

BRIGHTON.—For the construction of two covered service i

at Patcham waterworks pumping station.-Mr. Francis J. Tillstone,
town clerk :

—
Field & Co., Brighton £9,365
Holman & Co., Brighton 8,557
Sattin & Evershed, Brighton ... 8,254
Cooke & Co., Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.

*

7,410

CLAYTON-LE-MOORS.—Accepted for the supply of flags, channels,
kerbs, setts, broken granite, cob limestone, earthenware pipes, Ac,
from the 1st April, 189S, to the Slst March, 1899, for the urban dis-
trict council.—Mr. Arthur Dodgeon, surveyor to the council :—

Kerbs and Channels.—E. Rushton. Clayton -le-Moors.
Flags.-Brooks & Brooks, Cloughfold, Manchester.
Setts.— J. Crabtree, Wiswell, Whalley, near Blackburn; E. Rushton,

Clayton- le-Moors.
Limestone.—E. Briggs & Sons, Clitheroe.
Granite Macadam.—Threlkeld Granite Company, Keswick, Cumberland.
Earthenware Pipes.—G. Clark & Sons, Rishton, Blackburn.
Ironwork.—Stevenson Brothers, Clayton-le-Moors.
Team Labour.—T. Bradley, Clayton-le-Moors.

HUNSLET.—For the supply of about 110 tons of 3-in. cast-iron socket
pipes, for the rural district council.—Mr, W. B. Pindar, clerk to the
council :—

J. Lindley, Leeds £748
Stanton Ironworks Company 720
E. &W. H. Hal8y, Bradford' 691
Cochrane & Co., Dudley 689
R. D. Wood & Co., London 632
Clay Cross Company, Clay Cross* 620

BACUP.—For the supply of various materials required during the year
ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. Wilson, borough surveyor :—

Pipes, &c.—Hall & Rogers, Smithy Bridge.
Bricks.-R. Siddall, Stacksteade, Bacup.
Pitch and Oil.— J. J. Riley, Church Accringtou.
Castings.—J. Haworth & Sons, Waterfoot, Bacup.
Granite.—Brundrit &. Co., Runcorn.
Setts, Kerbs, &c.—T. Peel, Bacup.

BEOKENHAM.—For making-up and widening of Station-road, Short-
lands, for the urban district council.—Mr. F. Stevens, clerk to the
council :—

S. Hudson, Streatham HUl, S.W £1,597
Mowlem & Co., Westminster, S.W.* 1,417

GLASTONBURY.—For the laying of a 9-in. main sewer in George-
street, for the urban district council.—Mr, Stanley Austin, town
clerk :

—

Hasle Brothers, Bridgwater £110
R. T. Fisher, Glastonbury 80
R. T. Score, Glastonbury 79
D. R. Dunthom, Glastonbury 73

R. J. Stead, Glastonbury* 6o

««STEWART"
ENCIOSED ARC LAMP

(LONG HOUR BURNING).
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I
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Our SPECIAL Lamp Burns SINGLY
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Series Outdoor
Lamp.HIGHEST in Eliiclency,

LONGEST in Life, SHORTEST in Lengtii,

Write fof NEW PRICE US7 of
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THE STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE, Ltd.,
5 New Compton Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

DOUGLAS G. BATE, Assoc.M.lnst.CE., Manager.
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SHARDLOW.—Accepted for the supply of broken granite, limestone,

gravel and slag during the year ending 25th March, 1S99, for the

rural district council.—Mr. Walter G. Briggs, surveyor to the council,

Alvaston, near Derby :—

Granite.—Ellis & Everard, Bardon Hill, 2,000 tons ; Chamwood Granite
Company, near Loughborough, 2,000 tons; Mount Sorrel Granite
Company, near Loughborough, 400 tons.

Limestone.—W. K. Constable & Co., Matlock Bridge, 1,000 tons; J. G.
Shields, Breedon, 100 tons,

gl^g.—W. Prestwich, Dronfleld, 760 tons; Stanton Ironworks, near
Nottingham, 1,150 tons.

SUTTON.—Accepted for the supply of various materials for one year
ending 31st March, 1899.—Mr. C. Chambers Smith, engineer and
surveyor to the council :

—

Quenast Granite.—M. Manuelle, Lime-street, E.C., 126. 8d. per ton.

Gravel Plmts.— E. Smith, Edenbridge, Kent, 5s. 9d, per cubic yard;
Potter & Co., East Croydon, 4b. lOd. per cubic yard ; G. T. Hall,
Sutton, 5s. Id. per cubic yard.

Hand-picked Surface Fhnts.—W. Hudson, Brighton, 78. 4d. per cubic
yard.

Leicester Granite Cubes and Setts.—A. & F. Manuelle, Leadenhall-
street, E.C., £1 9s. per ton.

Jarrah Wood Blocks.—Improved Wood Pavement Company, Queen
Victoria-street. E.G., £9 78. Od. per 1.000.

Granite Kerb.—A. & F. Manuelle, Leadciihall-street, E.G., 12 in. by 8 in..

Is. 7id. ; 12 in. by 6 in.. Is. 4id. per foot.

Keinton Kerb.— 0. Chalker, Keinton Mandeville, 10 in. by 6 in., 9d. per
foot.

Chalk Lime.—L. G. Gower, Sutton, 7b. per cubic yard,
Portland Cement.—G. T. Hall, Sutton, £1 13s. per ton.
Stock Bricks.-G. T. Hall, Sutton, £1 18s. per 1,000.

Keinton Channelling.—O. Chalker, Keinton Mandeville, 9id. per foot, .

Manganate of Soda.—Middleton Brothers, St. George-street, K.,
178. 9d. per ton.

Sulphuric Acid.—Middleton Brothers, St. George-street, E., 48. lid. per
cwt.

Carbolic Acid.—Adcock, Euston & Co., Finsbury Park, N., is. pergallon.

MEETINGS.

APRIL.
-Institution of Civil Encrjneers: Students' meetinir ; Mr. M. W.

Henty on " New Cut Swing Bridge, Swansea.'*
-Sanitary Institute : Inspection and demonetration at Beddington

Bewago farm, Croydon. :\ p.m.
-Sanitary InBtitute : Inspection and demonstration at the St.

Pancraa destructor station, Georgiana-street, Great CoUege-
street, Camden Town. 3 p.m.

-Sanitary Institute : Prof. Henry Robinson, v.i.c.k., on '* Sewer-
age and Sewage Disposal." 8 p.m.

—Inetitution of Civil Engineers : Annual general meeting. 9 p.m.
-Sanitary Institute : Mr. Charles Junes, m.i.c.e., engineer and sur-

veyor to the uiban district council, Ealing, on "Scavenging,
Disposal of House Refuse." 8 p.m.

-Sanitary Institute : Inspection and demonstration at the sewage
oulfall works, Barking.

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer
Ttiay he ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith Sf Son's

book-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom.
Applications to the Offices for single copies hy post must in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three
Months. Months, Months.

United Kingdom 16s. ... 78. 6d. ... 38. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India.
United States, 4c 198. ... 9s. 6d. ... 4s. 9d.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street

,

Neiv Tork City; The Toronto Ne^us Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

editorial, publishing and advertisement offices :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

CITY OF LONDONDERRY.
The Corporation of Londonderry require the services

of a competent Engineer to carry oat the Killea Waterworks
Extension Scheme.
The fees to be 4 per cent, upon the actual outlay for carry-

ing out the works, and to include car hire and all expenses in

'onnection with arbitration, preparation of plans and printing
work necessary to be done by him, such percentage to be on
the actual cost of works, and are not to be reckoned on
engineering, law, cost of land, or the compensation to mill

owners or those who have ripnrian rights on the streams.
Applicants must have had experience in the making of

reservoirs and all engineering works connected therewith.
Applications, stating age, exjierience, and enclosing three

recent testimonials, to be addressed to me at my office in
the Guildhall, Londonderry, not later than Tuesday, the
3rd day of May next.

Dated this 15th day of April, 1898.

(By order of the Corporation)
R. NEWMAN CHAMBERS, KNT.,

To«n Clerk.

BAYLISS,JOHES&BAYLISS'

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, &c.
ALL AT VERY LOW PRICES.

IRON ^^^

FENCING,
HURDLES, GATES, &c.

Also Manufacturers of all klads of Wire

Fencing Material, Palisading, Wheelbarrows,

Wine Bins, Garden Seats, &c
CATALOGUES FREE.

VICTORIA WORKS,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
London Offices and Show-Rooms-

139 & 141 CANNON STREET, E.C.

Please mention this Journal.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

Se-vcra.s'e, Sl-uLdgre, "^^Ta-fcex-, &i€s.
As adopted for the Drainage of Eastbourne, Southampton,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe ami many

other pUces, both in this country and abroad.

For Pantphlels and Parliculars apply to-

HUGHES & LANCASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WAIjf SUPPLY WORKS.
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OUNTY BOROUGH OF SOUTHAMPTON.

ERECTION OF AN ISOLATION HOSPITAL.

APPOINTMENT OF CLERK OF THE WORKS.
Tlie Corporation of SoiitI)ampton invite applications for the

appointment of a Clerk of the Works to superintend the

erection of a new Isolation Hospital at Monseliole-lane,

Southampton, at a salary of £3 33. per week.
Applications, in writing, accompanied by copies of three

testimonials of recent date, endorsed " Clerk of Works," must

ba delivered at my office at or before noon on the 27th iust.

(By order)

GEORGE B. NALDER,
Town Clerk.

Municipal OfBces, Southampton.
15th April, 1898.

BOROUGH OF KING'g LYNK
APPOINTMENT OF BOROUGH SURVEYOR

AND ENGINEER.
Applications are invited for the appointment of Borough

Surveyor and Engineer.
The applicant must be competent to undertake all the

duties of surveyor and engineer to the Corporation, as well

generally as those appertaining to them as the urban sanitary

aiithority for the Borough.
To take the management of all the Corporation estates and

properties as respects the cultivation and repairs thereof.

To superintend the Borough waterworks and take charge
of such part of the Gaywood river as is vested in the Cor-

poration.

To take levels, make surveys and prepare maps, plans,

sections, specifications and estimates of the cost of all works
required by the Corporation to be done and to carry out same,
or when put out to contract to superintend the execution of

them.
To act as the Superintendent of the Fire Brigade.

The salary will be at the rate of £^00 a year, rising by
annual increments of £2.5 to a maximum of £850 a year, and
the person appointed will be allowed to reside in the Water-
works House, rent free, with rates and taxes paid, and coals,

water and gas found.

Offices, with one clerk, will also be provided, with coals,

gas and stationery found.

K No commission or extras of any kind will be paid or allowed.

Further particulars of the duties to be performed can be

obtained on written application to the Town Clerk, Town
Hall, King's Lynn, to whom applications, with testimonials,

for the appointment, endorsed "Application for the Appoint-
ment of Borough Surveyor and Engineer," to be sent post

free before or on the .3()th April instant.

(By order)

T, G. ARCHER,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, King's Lynn.
13th April, 1898.

AYWARD8 HEATH URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYOR AND INSPECTOR OF
NUISANCES.

The Council invite applications for the above appointment.
The person appointed will be required to devote his whole
time to the duties of his office.

The salaries will be £70 per annum as Surveyor and £40 as

Inspector of Nuisances.

The district contains an area of 936 acres, a population of

about 3,000, and a rateable value of £22,136.

Applications, in candidates' own handwriting, stating age
and qualifications, with three recent testimonials, must be
sent to mo on or before the 26th April instant, endorsed
" Application for Surveyor, &c."

(By order of the Council)

EDWARD WAUGH,
Clerk.

Hayw.ards Heath.
April 12th, 1898.

YESTRY OF ST. MARY, ISLINGTON.
Two Assistants wanted in the Works Dep.artment

;

must have had experience in an engineer and surveyor's office,

and be able to survey, level and prepare plans, specifications, (S'c.

Salary. £90 per annum, rising by annual increments of

£7 10s. up to £120.
A list of duties can be obtained on application to the Chief

Surveyor, Mr. J. Patten Barber.
Applications, in the handwriting of the candidates, accom-

panied by copies of not more than three testimonials, to be
delivered to the undersigned not later than 12 noon on Friday,

the 29th iust.

WM. F. DEWEY,
Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Upper. street, N.
April IK, 1898.

GALVANIZED IRON

FRED'^BRABY2(C?
v.. FITZROY WORKS

'J^r^ 352 TO 364 EusTON R?

. TONDQNi

BLACKMAN
VENTIATING

CO. LTD.
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roAOE MARK ^3 FORE STREET, LONDON. E.C.. a-^d Br-anches.
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" Sanket, Hammeesmith."

SANKEY & CO.,
Mef Office; Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.
A^ent for HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

SANKEY'S IMPROVED (DEEP) INTERCEPTING

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND GEMENl'
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT,

Delivered' to all parts of the King:dom.

Offices : 1 Stv Martin's, Leicester.

Works : Barrow-on-Soar, nr. LouErh')orou£rh,

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

TO LET.

The "STRATFORD"
LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

jroxziBflr siKCxaria:,GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

Special LIMES supplied for the Disposal of SEWERACeJ ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
Matter, also for Cas Purification. Prices on Apjiication. I STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Exit the
Syndicate.

Few disinterested jjeople, we
imagine, will regret the rejection

of the Victoria Embankment Ex-
tension and St. John's Improvement Bill in the

House of Commons, on Tuesday, by the immense
majority of 336 votes against 84. We have certainly

no yearning for the discomfiture of syndicates irre-

spective of the nature of their proposals, but in the

case of this Westminster scheme not only were the

details of the plan crude, inadequate and altogether

bad, but the principles on which the scheme was
based were so hopelessly wrong and out of keeping
with present-day ideas that it became almost super-

fluous to discuss details. The financial proposals,

moreover, were open to grave objections. To deal

first with the question of principle, a scheme of this

kind should be carried out by public authorities

directly responsible to the ratepayers. In this case

thei'B is the additional consideraticm that the area

concerned is absolutely unique in London, embracing
as it does the immediate vicinity of the Houses of

Parliament and of Westminster Abbey. Thenthei'e
is the qu.estion of the embankment. The good work
done by the Meti-opolitan Board of Works in con-

structing the Victoiia-embankment should natui'ally

be continued by their successors, the London County
Council. As for the displacement and re-housing
of the people inhabiting the present insanitary area,

surely the record of the London County Council in

connection with similar work in other parts of the

metropolis is a sufficient guai-antee that Westminster
will receive attention. The Bill, in short, proposed
to invest private individuals with compulsory and
other powers which should be vested only in local

authorities. Compulsory powers are granted to

railway companies, but there is no analogy between
these and the syndicate in question. If such a
scheme can be carried out profitably the benefit

should go to the ratepayers generally, and not into

the pockets of private individuals. We do not think
there will be any undue delay on the part of the
Loudon County Council in carrying out an improve-
ment scheme in this quarter, and after the I'ejection

of the syndicate's Bill they are praotically pledged to

undertake the work as soon as possible. In connec-
tion with the details of the scheme we need only refer

to one or two points. The most conspicuous blot

was the extraordinary proposal to erect a huge block
of buildings—flats and so forth—immediately to the
west of Victoria Tower Gaadens. That would, no
doubt, be essential for the earning of dividends, but
we do not know of any other argument in favour of
the proposal. In addition to seriously damaging
the effect of the Abbey and of the Houses of Parlia-
ment, the result would be to make the so-called

embankment a closed-in and contemptible thorough-
fare compared with that which extends fi-om Black-
friars bridge to Westminster bridge. Obviously
the area immediately west of Victoria Tower
Gai-dens should not be built upon, but planted, an
ai'rangement which would admit of a wide thorouo'h-

fare diverging from tlie new embankment at Lam-
beth bridge to join Abingdon-street. According to

the plan of the syndicate this continuation of Abing-
don-street would be the northern boundary of the

Chicago-like block of flats, and would end abruptly

at right angles with the narrow thoroughfare known
as Horsefei'ry-road. To have referi'ed this scheme to a

Parliamentary Committee would have been a waste
of time. There are some points worth noting in

connection with the opposition to the Bill. It was
opposed with equal vigour by the Westminster
Vestry and by the London County Council, while

the speeches in the coui'so of the debate, to say

nothing of the division, proved beyond question that

no considei-ations of party entered into the matter,

and that public interests are still the first considera-

tion with Enn'lisli leg-islators.

Manchester
Sewage

Disposal,

Last week we announced that

the Manchester City Council had
adopted the recommendation of the
Rivers Committee in favour of con-

structing bacteria-beds upon 37 acres of land at the

Davyhulme sewage works, and that in order not to

disturb the good understanding which has always
existed between the council and the Local Govern-
ment Board the committee were instructed to con-

form to the I'equirements of the board by the pui'-

chase of the necessary land for the aei'ation of the

effluent after it had passed thi'ough the filter-beds.

As our readers are aware, a good many critics of

the bacterial methods of purification consider that

theii' efficiency to deal with strong trade effluents

has not been sufficiently demonstrated. We say

methods, for there are several in the field, differing

on points of detail, however much they may agree

in principle. On the subject of trade effluents, the

following remarks have appeared in a Manchester
contemporary over the signature of a well-known
chemist :—

•

The Ki'eat object of the biological or bacterial sewagp
purification system is the prevention of the formation of
" sludsje," and consequently the abolition of the cost of its

daily conveyance in costly iron tank steamships to the
estuary of the Mersey. But apparently no such method,
with its corresponding economy, is contemplated by the

"Rivers Committtee in the scheme now before the council

—

truly another case of the great Shaksperean tragedy with
both ghost and Hamlet omitted. The modern bacteriological

system so ably worked out by Mr. Dibdin, mainly on the aerobic

and antierobic lines hiid down by the late Dr. Angns Smith,
is on the eve of a crisis of evolution. Coincidently with this

—the outcome of our recent recognition of the fact that our

present sewage treatment and river pollution legislation are

largely based on ancient or effete knowledge—a Parliamentary
Committee has been appointed to investigate the whole sub-

ject. All bacteriological systems of sewage purification de-

pend for their etKcienoy upon the action of conntless millions

of armies of microbes, aerobic and anaerobic. The process is

essentially a vital one. Yet it is proposed to adopt, without

delay or further investigation, tliis system in Manchester,
whose sewage, mixed largely w-ith the waste effluent of

various chemical and other works, is anti-microbic—that is,

I
tends to kill off the very agents on whoso vitality the system
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depends. Under present circnmatances, and until the Rivers

Committee iias proved to the satisfaction of a common-sense
community that at least on a moderate scale the bacterial

system has worked satisfaeterily on a chemical and manu-
facturers' waste-charfjed sewage such as that of Manchester,

will not its adoption lay the council, both in respect of its un-

certainty and its great cost, indicate a want of the moral

courage, caution and intellectual provision so essential to the

prosperity and well-being of the city and district ?

The Perennial ^® "^^^^ ^°* ^° sanguine as to

Brent. flatter ourselves that 1898 would
be allowed to pass without the

usual wordy warfare on the subject of this now
famous tributary of the Thames, but the inevitable

wrangle has come upon us so early in the season

as to constitute a genuine grievance. The respon-

sibility for this lies with Mr. W. L. Williams,

chairman of the Finance Committee of the Hanwell
Urban District Council, his ire having evidently

been aroused by the cheap humour of some Bank-
holiday makers. After the usual abuse of the

engineers to the urban district councils of Willesden

and Ealing, and a condemnation of the temporary
measure of relief adopted last year by clearing out

the vegetable matter in order to facilitate the flow

of the stream, Mr. Williams proceeded to propound
the following remedies : (1) The stoppage of pollu-

tion by crude sewage
; (2) enforcing in the higher

reaches that strict supervision with reference to the

effluents from sewage farms which is enforced in

the lower reaches
; (3) failing the above remedies,

to construct a sewer through the whole of the

Brent valley, the cost falling upon the authorities

abutting thereon, according to the assessable value.

Mr. Littler, Q.c, in his capacity of chairman of the

Middlesex County Council, joined issue with Mr.
Williams, defending the action taken last year, and
accusing his opponent of writing simply with the

object of prejudicing the Bill of the Middlesex
County Couaicil. There has also been a contribution

to the debate from that indignant and militant

prelate, the rector of Hanwell, but it cannot be said

to be very helpful. We regret to learn, however,
that the state of the river has constrained the

reverend gentleman to resign his benefice. If the

Hanwell arguments and representations have any
weight, there is no doubt they will receive due con-

sideration when the Bill is being dealt with in com-
mittee. Has Hanwell always done its own duty in

the past in regard to the Brent ?

ru„ iii:_ki<.ri«n -A- good attendance may reason-
The Wimbledon , , s ^ i j. -ixr- ui j

Meeting. ^"^Y be expected at Wimbledon
t«-morrow on the occasion of the

home counties district meeting of the Incorporated

Association of Municipal and County Engineers.

Two meetings have been held since Sir Alexander
Binnie was elected president—the visit to the Elan
Valley and the metropolitan district meeting in

February for the discussion of sewer ventilation and
other subjects. The former meeting, however, was
almost exclusively a visit of inspection, the interest

of which could not easily be exaggerated, and the

latter was a meeting confined to discussion pure and
simple. But the meetings generally combine the

reading and discussion of papers with visits to works
of professional interest, and from that point of view,

so far as 1898 goes, they may be said to begin to-

morrow, and there is every promise that they will

begin well, as a glance at the programme in another
column will show. Not only municipally, but in

many other respects, Wimbledon is one of the most
interesting of the metropolitan suburban districts.

The sewage works, with which the name of Mr.
Santo Crimp is associated, should attract special

attention. Details in regard to them have appeared
from time to time in our columns, and our readers

will remember that some account of them is incor-

porated in the report by Mr. Wynne Roberts which
we have been publishing from week to week. It

will be seen from the programme that electrical

matters will receive a good deal of attention to-

morrow. It is evident that both the district secre-

tary and the surveyor to the urban district council

have exerted themselves to make the meeting an
unqualified success, and thei'efore an auspicious

opening of a series of meetings from which much is

anticipated.
* « *

Disappointment still awaits
Land, Sewage those wlio have been memorial-

and ising, sending deputations to and

the L.C.B, otherwise agitating in order to

bring pressure upon the Local
Government Board for the purpose of obtaining
some relaxation of the requirement that in every
case land treatment should supplement any other
form of sewage purification that may be adopted.

A communication on the subject from the Local
Government Board to the West Riding Rivers
Board has recently been published. The board
" are advised that in the case of every scheme of

sewage disposal involving the discharge of the sew-
age effluent into non-tidal waters they should re-

quire that any chemical, mechanical or other mode
of treatment to which the sewage may be subjected
.should be supplemented by the treatment of the

effluent upon an adequate area of land properly pre-

pared for the purpose." Further, " the board are

not prepared to relax their requirements in this re-

spect at the present time, as their past experience
has been that the purification of sewage cannot be
eifected without the addition of such land treat-

ment." Whatever arguments, chemical or bacterial,

the Local Government Board may have on their

side, there can be no question as to the hardship
that the rule inflicts upon certain districts in

which, owing to prohibitive cost or some other cause,

it is difficult or even practically impossible to obtain

suitable land. The Local Government Board may
argue that the present state of knowledge in regard

to sewage purification calls for the requirement as

a reasonable precaution, but on the other hand a
good many authorities, whose opinions cannot be

ignoi'ed, maintain that the developments of recent

years would amply justify some relaxation of the
rule, at all events in exceptional cases.

The members of the Court of

Cltv^*
Common Council—or, to be more

" Scandals." precise, the members of the Streets

Committee of the Public Health
Department of that body—evidently do not mean to

conduct too precipitately their investigations into

the alleged scandals affecting certain officials and
contractors. Instead of the committee presenting a

report at Thursday's meeting of the Court, the

chairman simply announced that they wished to

complete their investigations and desired permission

to print their report when it was ready ; and the

same was graciously accorded in the usual way. An
inquisitive member, however, drew attention to the
reports which had appeared in various newspapers,
his theory apparently being that there had been
some breach of confidence on the part either of

members or of officials. So far as can be judged
from the report of his remarks, the chairman appears
to have given a fiat denial not only to the accuracy

of the reports but even to the existence of any ade-

quate basis for them, his reason seemingly being
that the reports had been " so varied in character."

It does not follow, however, that none of them are

true, or that some or all of them may not be partially

true. It is all very strange, especially when we find

the City's own chosen organ taking the chairman of

the committee to task for his statements. Only a

week ago the same paper announced, on the strength

of exceptional sources of information, that unex-
pected developments had widened the scope of the
inquiry to quite a serious and disquieting extent.

These contradictions and denials will cause the
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report to be awaited with the gi'eater interest, and
the sooner the committee do something to clear the

air the better.

Municipal
Trading.

In our last issue and in that of

the 25th of March some references

were made to the subject of muni-
cipal trading which were suggested by an action

brought against the Leicester Corporation by a local

'electrical engineer to test the validity of a corpora-

tion undertaking electric wiring and the sale of fit-

ting.s. As we pointed out last week, the matter has

now been decided by the county court judge, and
the result of that decision is totally against the

municipal authority. The unfortunate part about
it is that the action was so complicated that a final

appeal to a supreme court is out of the question on

the result of the present issues, but, as the county
court judge has distinctly stated that in his opinion

thei'e is nothing in the provisional electric lighting

order which was granted to the Leicester Corpora-
tion to warrant them undertaking the wiring or sale

of fittings, we may take it that in Leicester, at all

events, the municipality will have to consider what
course they will adopt in (he futui'e. There is

something to be said on behalf of the local wiring
contractor, who, in endeavouring to carry on his

business, has to meet with the competition of a
municipality which is also the supplier of electric

energy for lighting. At the same time one does
not care to see the operations of municipalities

limited, especially when those operations form a
practical part of some larger undertaking. It must
not be forgotten that a wiring contractor is, generally

.'^peaking, a very useful ally to any electric lighting

undertaking, because, as M'e have pointed out, he
vigorously canvasses the neighboui'hood in order to

obtain customers for wiling, with the result that
they become consumers of electricity.

Some discussion has recently
Electric Lighting arisen on the apparently favour-

and MuniciDal ^^^^ attitude of the Board of Trade

Competition, towards the proposal of the Mary-
lebone Vestry to undertake the

supply of electricity, a course which will bring the
vestry into direct competition with the local electric

supply company. It is probably the only case in

this country in wliich a local authoi'ity will have to

compete on a considerable scale with a private com-
pany, and consequently the opponents of municipal
undertakings are up in arms against this example
of what is termed " risking public money." No
doubt the local companj' in this particular case have
obtained a vei'y long start in the competition that is

likely to arise, but in spite of that fact it is doubtful
whether they would be able in the long run to svipply

electricity as cheaply as the vestry. The chief diifer-

ences between the two undertakings is that the aim
of one is to supply an improved means of lighting
to the ratepayers at the lowest possible price, while
that of the other is to supply light chiefly for the
purpose of earning dividends for shareholders. Per-
sonally we shoTild very much like to see a little

more competition of this natui'e, and we are quite
convinced that it is only by such means that many
of the companies could be induced to lower their

rates. If it could have been foreseen that electric

lighting companies were going to be as successful as

they have become there is very little doubt that
provisional orders would have given more considera-
tion to the interests of the consumer. In the case
of the Maryleboue Vestry we trust thej' will obtain
the powers they seek, and we are confident that the
result of the vestry's enterprise will be successful.

more particularly with the general administrative
work of the council. It would seem that the
council have the merit of possessing a big share of a
certain kind of stiff-necked consistency, but, un-
fortunately, it appears invariably to be consistency
in wrong-doing. In another column will be found a
couple of extracts which form an interesting com-
mentary on the administrative work of the council.

We observe that our contemporary Truth has been
directing attention not only to the administrative

•shortcomings of the council, but also to the ex-

tremely unjust treatment to which the survej-orhas
been subjected. The writer of the paragraph says :

—

I have had several letters from Exmouth suggesting that
the recent dismissal of the surveyor, though another reason
was assigned for it, was really dne to the fact that he has had
the courage to jioint ont the sanitary shortcomings of the
town and to do his duty without i-egard to the wishes or pre-

judices of councillors. The character of the council assuredly
renders it by no means imjirobable that this is the case, for

the members have before now shown themselves to be very
" arbitrary gents."

From the reports we ffive in
Mun cipa Work ., t -i n i

in
another column it will be seen

Parliament. that the consideration of private

Bills in committee is pi'oceeding

apace. These reports, we may mention, are given
as fully as the circumstances of each case seem to

demand, and are the outcome of special arrange-

ments into which we have entered, in the belief that

the information will be interesting and useful to

many of our readers who are anxious to follow closely

the work of local authorities. It is desirable, again,

that the members and officials of the various author-

ities should have easily-accessible means of acquaint-

ing themselves with the work of districts other than
their own, and thus obtain the benefits of a wider
experience. This want it is our aim to supply in

connection with Parliamentary woi'k, as we trust we
have succeeded in doing in other directions. The
reports will be continued from week to week while

the proceedings last.

We are constrained to return

c.^^.^ffu ag'ii" tli.is week to the Exmouth
Urban District Council. Last week
we directed attention to theii- treat-

ment of the oflicials ; this week we are concerned

Exmouth
Councillors.

Sewage
Disposal

This week we conclude the in-

teresting and valuable report on
sewage disposal which has been

prepared by ilr. Wynne Roberts, borough engineer

of Oswestry. It cannot fail to be useful as a sum-
mary of the various systems in operation as exempli-

fied b^' certain carefully-selected works. It will be
observed that in his concluding remarks Mr. Wynne
Roberts expresses himself strongly in favour of

bacterial methods, on the grounds that they do not

require " the extensive ai'ea of land which is now
necessary for effectual purification," that in certain

circumstances they cost less than other methods, and
that they can be adopted with special advantage
where land for irrigation is prohibitive in price. From
a letter to which we refer in a paragraph above it

will be gathered that there is no immediate prospect

of the Local Government Board being converted to

these views.

Electric Lifts.—The City and South London Railway Com-
pany have placed the order fi)r the whole of the electric lifts

required on their ntw Islington extension in the hands of the
United Ordnance and Engineering Company, Limited, of

London and Erith, with whom Easton, Anderson i Gooldeu,
Limited, are now incorporated. Each lift will be fitted with their

patent gear, and will be capable of carrying about seventy
passengers, and the average stroke will be 72 ft. The current
required for working will be supplied from the generating
station of the railway company. This firm have recently adapted
one of the hydraulic lifts on the Stockwell section of this

line, 80 that it is now worked by electricity. The United
Ordnance and Engineering Company, among other work of

this class, have in progress five electric lifts for the New
Brighton tower, three of them serving to the 80-ft. level and
two to the top of the structure, which is over 500 ft. high,

the speed of the latter lifts being 300ft. per minute, and each
carrying thirty passengers. They £ire also supplying a large
electric platform lift, to raise 2 tons for the Royal Agricul-
tural Uall.
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Comparative Reports
XXI. SEWAGE DISPOSAL

7. Biological Treatment (continued).

Wolverhampton Coal Filtcrii.—Mr. Garfield, the genial

manager of the Barnhnrst Sewage Disposal Works, Wolver-

hampton, has been experimenting on filters in which fine coal

is utilised as the filtering media with very gratifying results.

Having noticed the change wliich took place when polluted

water was passed through a bed of coal, he decided to extend
the operation. With this in view, he had filters made each

16 square yards in area and 3 ft. 6 in. deep. The coal was
screened through ^-in. meshes, and that which was rejected

Ijy iV-in. mesh was used. The under drains only are sur-

rounded with A-in. cube coal. The filters are worked con-

liuuously for twelve hours and rested for twelve hours. The
water to be purified is applied to the sui'faoe by means of

gutters placed level on the surface, and about 2 ft. apart.

of General Practice.
OSWESTRY REPORT.—(9.)

quantity applied was at the high rate of .500 gallons per
square yard per day, and even up to 1,400 gallons per square
yard in the same period. Filters made of various depths, and
in one, two, three and four storeys, were tried, and the water
was also applied by means of spray jets. The outcome of

these experiments was a scheme for the treatment of 12,000,000

gallons per day. The scheme propounded by Mr. Corbett,

and I believe adopted by the council, comprises the present

precipitating tanks but improved, sludge-removing apparatus
designed and patented by Mr. Corbett for the removal of

the sludge without disturbing the conteuts of the tank,

roughing filters for straining the particles of solid matter
which might escape the precipitating tanks, and, finally, largo

filters. The writer need not describe the tanks, which are of

the usual character. The sludge-removing apparatus is a

^ i^iS^^'^^i'V tt» «»>*« mft^i^^:^jgfmmi^n ftisi^

Town. Towns—Domestic
Sewage.

0-05 0-0175 0-0168
1-17 — 0-065
15-68 51 7-7

0-28 0-084 0-12

0,-WV:sTKY W

The water overflowing them percolates through the filter

and is discharged direct from under drains. The water is

never back-pounded in the filter. Mr. Garfield very kindly
supplied some figures, which are interesting analyses made of

the efiluent water.

GRAINS PER GALLON.
Mflnufacturing Non-mamifacturing

Organic ammonia
Nitric nitrogen
Combined chlorine

Oxygen absorbed in four hours
'
at 80 deg. Fahr.

The effluents are bright and clear, and are fit to be dis-

charged into any stream or river.

Lichfield Coal Filter.—The Lichfield authorities being un-
able to obtain a satisfactory effluent after chemical precipita-

tion and land irrigation, resolved to construct coal filters

under Jlr. Garfield's superintendence. These filters are 5 ft.

deep and underdrained. The bottom layer of coal is 6 in.

deep, with -J-in. cubes covering the drains. This is blended
with i-in. cubes. On this again lies a layer, 2 It. 6 in. deep,
of 5-in. cube coal, and then another layer, 2 ft. 6 in., of i\i-in.

cubes. On the lop is a layer. Gin. thick, of inr-in. coal dust.

The water is applied in the same manner as at Wolverhamp-
ton, at the rate of 1,000,000 gallons per acre per day, the
filters being worked continuously for twelve hours and then
allowed to rest for twelve hours.

Salford Ewperiments.—The Salford Corporation have cer-

tainly done yeoman service to the progress of the sanitary
problem of sewage purification by extended and valuable
experiments, carried on at great cost and enormous trouble.

I think it may be claimed that almost all schemes of sewage
purification have been tried at Salford and the results to a
great extent published. Mr. J. Corbett, the borough engineer,
since his appointment, and possibly before, has taken a very
lively interest in this question, and has carried out a large
number of experiments on the capabilities of coke filters in

purifying sewage. He constructed two filters of sand and
gravel, one of coke breeze and six of cinders, and after an
extended trial found the cinder filters to be the best. The

NSTRUCTION.

very ingenious contrivance, and consists of a travelling scoop
fixed to a pontoon containing pliable pipes, which are attached
to the scoop. When the pontoon is moved by ropes

scoop travelling on the fioor of the tank collects the sludget o

focus, and as the outlet in the pontoon is below top-water level

the sludge is forced up the pliable pipes and out to the sludge

tanks. The roughing filters are to be of gravel and sand, 3 ft.

deep and 2,040 square yards in area, dealing with the clarified

tank efiluent at the rate of 12,000 gallons per square yard per day.
These roughing filters are to be cleaned by reversing the

flow, raking, &c. The filters for final purification will be in

three sections, 44 yards clear width and averaging 164 yards
in length. The total area will be about 33,000 square yards,

providing for the filtering of 12,000,000 gallons per day, at

the rate of 364 gallons per square yard. The filtering

material will be sand, coke breeze, brick dust, crushed stone

or any othei hard granular durable material, and will be 5 ft.

in depth. The tank effluent will be applied to the filters by
means of spray jets. The estimated cost of constructing

these works is stated to be £50,718, and the estimated cost of

dealing with 12,000,000 gallons per day is given at £8,370 per

annum. The council decided to ajiply to the Local Govern-
ment Board for sanction to borrow £50,000. The usual in-

quiry was held, and the decision of the Board was to the

effect that the scheme proposed by Mr. Corbett was insuffi-

cient, owing to the fact that an additional area of laud was
required, the area indicated being 100 acres. To obtain this

quantity of land conduits would have to be constructed over
6 miles long, whilst the cost of the land, preparation, &c.,

with the necessary conduit, would be a prohibitive one. The
town clerk advised the council not to proceed further with
the application for a loan but to withdraw it ; to act under
clause 233 of the Public Health Act, 1875, and order the
works to be carried out.

Winsford Filters.—It appears that the authorities at Wius-
ford, Cheshire, some eighteen years ago, on the advice of one
of the Local Government Board engineering inspectors, con-
structed some filter-bads of clinker and ashes. Tlio walls are
made of clinker, &c.; the filtering material is composed of

ashes, about 5 ft. in depth, pi-odiuced at tho works in the
neighbourhood. The beds are worked for some days con-

tinuously and then rested. No effluent is to be found, and it
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is surmised that it disappears into the ground and mixes with

the waters of the river 'VVeaTer. No analyses made of the

water above and below the outlet of these beds indicate any
pollution.

OSWESTRY FILTERS.

After visiting over tifty different sewage disposal works,

which I think may be claimed to include all the various pro-

cesses in operation in this country, I reported, says Mr.

Wynne Roberts, to my council in favour of adopting the

septic tank system. This report was adopted by the council,

but it was decided to delay further consideration until the

Lofcal Government Board's local inquiry was held at Exeter,

which it was anticipated would be held shortly afterwards.

This inquiry was so long delayed, and riparian owners of the

stream polluted by Oswestry sewage were claiming so much
compensation for one loss and another, that the town council

became anxious that some steps should be t.aken to stop the

pollution. After the publication of my report Mr. W. J.

Dibdin had extended his experiments at Sutton and proved
that he was able to purify the sewage, without first separating

the sludge, by means of his bacteria-bed, which I have aiready

referred to. This new piece of information came to the notice

of my committee-men and induced them to order some ex-

periments to be made on Dibdin's lines. Having land adjoin-

ing the old sewage settling tanks, with ample f.all, and having
some thousands of tons of town refuse also adjoining the tank,

the committee directed the writer to see what could be done.

Four small filter-beds constructed of earth embankments were
made, with a centre chamber and a simple automatic contri-

vance to direct the flow and to empty the beds in rotation.

These beds are underdrained with old bricks from furnaces

in parallel rows of single bricks, 9-in. centres, laid flat on the

mother earth, with 2i-in. brick pavement on the top. The
filtering medium was obtained from the old refuse tip, where
all traces of everytliing excepting hard carbonaceous matter
liad disappeared. The refuse was screened through 1-in.

meshes to remove all coarse material, and through ^-in.

mesh hand-riddle to eliminate the dust as much as possible.

The intermediate material was used for the filter and laid

4 ft. 6 in. deep, all of one grade. One large bed was also

constructed in a similar manner at a lower level. The
sewage gravitates from the town to the sewage works,

and flows into one of two settling tanks measuring 70 ft.

long, 15 ft. wide and 4 ft. deep, where the heavier solids sub-

side mechanically. At top-water level a sm.all quantity flows

through an opening on to the centre chamber in the experi-

mental filter-beds, averaging from 10,000 gallons to 15,000
gallons per day. Over the centre chamber referred to there

is a basin provided witli portholes leading to the four beds,

through one of which the sewage flows, and then along a

shallow flat trough from which it overflows on to the filter-

beds are arranged in two series of nine, called for convenience
sake the primary and secondary. The primary filter-beds

will be 60 ft. by 60 ft. by 4 ft. 6 in. deep. The secondary
filters will measure 60 ft. by 50ft. by 4 ft. deep. All the
filters will be underdrained by 4-in. agricultural drain pipes,

laid in paralled lines 3 ft. apart, connecting to a centre

channel which leads to the centre valve. Both series will bo
governed by an automatic centre-valve arrangement, by which
means any eight out of the nine beds can be operated. The
filtering material is obtained from the old refuse heap already

mentioned. The refuse is conveyed to a screening machine
worked by steam power. The top screen has Is-in. meshes.
The bottom one is a steel plate having |-in. round holes.

This screened material costs about Is. 3d. per cube yard in

the Slter-bed, and is, 1 believe, already charged with the

nitrifying organisms. The experimental filters were started

.July 13, 1897, and the large new beds about March 21, 1898.

The experimental beds are worked as follows : Two hours
filling, two hours standing full, half hour emptying, five and
a half hours resting. The new beds will be filling for two
hom-e, standing full six hours, emptying two hours, resting

empty eight hours. Several authorities have taken an in-

terest in these works. Some have taken samples and very
kindly informed me of the results of the analyses, which I

have tabulated as follows :—

RAW SEWAGR.

Chlorine
Free ammonia
Albuminoid ammonia
Oxygen absorbed

1 2 3 4

11-67 9-8 8-00 —
2-74 9-1 2-59 —
0-44 1-96 0-28 —
4-32 8-0 4-95 —

5-48

0-77

7-78

EFFLUENT FROM PRIMARY FILTER.'!.

— 1 2 3 1 4 5

Chlorine ... 11-26 b-5 7-0 .5-3

Free ammonia 0-74 4-1 0-665 1-48

Albuminoid ammonia ... 0-14 0-4 0105 — 0-12

Oxygen absorbed 0-85 2-2 56 — 1-35

FILTRATK FROM .SECONDAKJ BED.

_ 1 2 3 4 5

Chlorine 901 — 70 5-0 5 5

Free ammonia 0-62 — 0-252 0-7 0-84

Albuminoid ammonia ... 0-10 — 0-7 0-14 0-07

Oxvgen absorbed 0-41 — 0-35 0-3 0-77

Suspended matter — — — 1-0 —

All samples were taken hourly, the aggregate of each kind

well shaken and a small sample taken. I am not at liberty

Oswestry Works, riio-wing Part of Settling Tank and Screening Apparatus.

bed. When this bed is full the porthole leading to it is closed

automatically and the next bed brought into operation, and
so on. When the third bed is beginning to fill the first is

emptied. The effluent from these beds is conveyed to the

large filter, which measures 25 ft. by 15 ft. by 4 ft. deep,

filled with similar material to that placed in the top filters.

This bed is allowed to fill up to 3 in. or4in. of its surface,

when the contents are discharged into a small ditch. These
experimental beds having proved satisfactory, the council

decided to construct largo filter-beds, which will eventually
deal with the whole of the daily flow of sewage. The laxge

to give the names of tho analysts referred to as Nos. 1, 2, 3,

4 and 5. The above analyses are, of course, incomplete in

detail, but as my committee have not seen their way to en-

gage a competent analyst to analyse the filtrate, &c., periodi-

cally, I am not able to supply a complete statement. In order

to keep a strict watch that tho filters are working satisfac-

torily, we have made a number of analyses ourselves, and, it

may suSice to say, that the settling tank effects about 5

per cent, purification, the primary filters about 70 per cent.,

and the secondary filters about 20 per cent., making a total

of about 95 per cent. Nitrites and nitrates are strongly in-
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dicateil by ilie naphthalamine teat. Abont one half of the

sludge settles in its passage thronph the tanUs, which is re-

moved weekly, and mixed with the dust screened ont of the

town refnso and sold as manure. The demand for the last

eight years ai'ernged about 150 loads per arnnm, at 2s. to

2s. 6d. per load. During the year ended March 31, 1898, the

number of loads sold was 2,8(X), and the prices obtained

ranged from 2s. 6d. to 6d. per load, according to the nnmber
of tickets purchased at one time. When the Inrge beds are

all completed, and the production of screened du^t out of the

refuse is discontinued, the question will no doubt, then be

decided what is to be done respecting the sludge. This will,

TWO METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.

Two alterations will shortly be effected in the Borough,
which will very considerably alter the appearance of the
neighbourhood. The first is the change necessitated by the
improvement which is being made at the Elephant and Castle.

A great portion nf the block of buildings has already disap-

peared, and the well-known hostel itself is now completely
hidden by an ugly hoarding. When the alterations are com-
pleted, the easy passage of traffic into the Walworth-road will

be much facilitated. It is strange that one of the finest

OswESTKY Works, showin

in all probability, depend on the demand. If the farmers do
not require it the sewage will flow direct on to the filter-beds,

or into a septic tank, without passing throu'^h the settling

tanks, but this will be decided later.

CONCLUSION'S.

After visiting the various kinds of works I have referred to

in this report, as well as many others, I am led to the con-

clusion that the biological filters and the septic tank system
are both improvements on the majority of them. There are

but few instances where it will be impossible to adopt either

of these two bacteriological methods with advantage. Where
land for irrigation purposes is prohibitive in price, or where,

as in many instances, land cannot be had without construct-

ing an extensive outfall conduit, or where it is unsuitable for

irrigation, these methods of sewage purification can be
adopted at less cost and without the extensive area of land

which is now necessary for effectual purification. The
bacteriological methods have simplified the process of sewage
purification, for, in whatever district they may be required,

the filters can be made of almost all kinds of materials, as in

coal districts coal filters might be used, in manufacturing
localities furnace cinders and clinker utilised, whilst in some
of the districts clay can be burnt and made use of as the

media. Consequently costly proprietary material can be
dispensed with entirely. If the authorities desire to dispense

with night men and Sunday labour, automatic arrangements
can be adopted with economy.

Chemical precipitation works will, in my opinion, be no
further necessary, except in very exceptional cases, and thus

the cost of chemicals will be avoided. Sludge-pressing

machinery will scarcely be required, because if Dibdin's

bacteria-beds or the septic tank is worked but little sludge is

left, and then it is of a character which will need no pressing.

Works on either of the systems mentioned will be under
better control, constructed more cheaply, more easily

managed and more economical to maintain than any of the

old methods. Of course, in some instances land inigation has

been a financial success, as at Merthyr Tydvil, Doncaster,

Cheltenham, &c. No town can expect to be able to dispose

of the daily flow of obnoxious sewage without incurring con-

siderable expense, but the question which lies near to the

hearts of most town councillors is how to dispose of it most
cheaply and most effectually. Before concluding I must
tender my warmest thanks to all the surveyors, engineers,

Ac, who have so kindly afforded nie every information
required respecting the works under their control.

IdinbUPgh.—The Streets and Buildings Committee have
recommended the city council to authorise the widening of

Stookbridge, at a probable cost of JE2,400.

L.\R(.E New Primary Beds

circuses in London should have, as one of its main outlets, a
thoroughfare so narrow as to be always congested. This has
hitherto been the case, however, with the Walworth-road,
but when once this improvement is made the constant stop-

pages and blocks for which this spot is noted should be things

of the past. The other change imminent is that which the

improvement of Long-lane and Tabard-street will involve.

Tabard-street (the notorious Kent-street of earlier days) is

to be widened and extended, and the narrow outlet by which
Long-lane debouches to the Borough at St. George's church
will also be improved. These altf'rations will involve the dis-

appearance of St. George's churchyard, while the church
itself, which projects into the Borough High-street, and is a

perpetual hindrance to traffic, will be isolated, becoming an
island surrounded by broad new streets. This should, and
doubtless will, facilitate traffic at another congested point.

This scheme, of course, necessitates the demolition of many
houses, but it is satisfactory to learn that the new thorough-

f.are3 will leave untouched the surviving portions of the old

Marshalsea prison. The churchyard will disappear, but it is

one of the conditions of the improvement that a new open

space of equal size shall be provided in its place. Lovers of

Dickens who are interested in the locale of " Little Dorrit
"

should visit this spot at once if they desire to see it before

the alterations are carried into effect.

MODEL DWELLINGS IN SHOREDITCH.

One more block of the county council's model dwellings on
the Boundary-street area in Shoreditch has just been opened,

and has filled up immediately. Two other very larcre blocks

are in hand, one of them nearly approaching its full height

and the other just getting in its foundations. There will

still remain a considerable piece of the land cleared of its

slums, but with the two blocks now in course of erection the

new housing scheme may be considered to be approaching
completion. It was the first undertaken under the new Act,

and no doubt some mistakes have been made, but it is a
splendid transformation that has been effected. The fine

broad road leading down from Shoreditch to a central raised

garden is flanked on one side by the ground around Shore-

ditch church, which is just now being laid out with turf and
gravel walks, shrubs and flowers. The road itself is lined with

young trees, and the now weights and measures ofiice re-

cently opened gives a striking architectural character to tha

thoroughfare, at the bottom of which, on the summit of the

elevated garden, preparations are being made for erecting a

band-Stan^. All this is on the site of what was one of tha

very worst slums in London.
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The Surveyors' Institution.

MANCHESTER MEETINC-II.

Last week we gave a report of the very anccessfal meeting
which had been arranged at Manchester by the Surveyors'

Institution, and which constitnted the beginning of the now
policy of holding meetings from time to time in the chief

prqvincial centres. Two days, Wednesday and Thursday of

last week, were devoted to the proceedings, the first day
being confined to papers and discussions. In oar last issue

we summarised the interesting and valuable papers read by
Mr. Holden and Mr. Blashill, and also gave notes of the dis-

cussions that followed. We were compelled to hold over a
summary of Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke's paper, entitled
" Notes on the Construction of Town Bnildings," but the

paper contained much useful matter and deserves attention.

Our readers will, no doubt, be glad to have the following

abstract :

—

CONSTRUCTION OF TOWN BUILDINGS.
Mr. H. Chatfeild Clarke (Fellow) dealt with his subject

from the points of view— (1) of construction, (2) of materials,

and (3) of cost. For dealing successfully with buildings like

city banks, offices, warehouses, show-rooms and schools,

regard must be had to— (1) ample lighting to all parts; (2)
simplicity of plan and arrangement; (3) good means of

ventilation and warming
; (4) good sanitary accommodation

and drainage
; (5) protection as much as possible from (ire

;

and (6) the employment of suitable materials for the pur-

poses for which the premises were intended.

THE LONDON BUILDING ACT.

Proceeding to speak of the London Building Act of 1894,

as it affected the construction of buildings, Mr. Chatfeild
Clarke said that buildings under that Act were classed under
four heads—dwelling-houses, domestic buildings, public build-

ings and buildings of the warehouse class. Among the regu-

lations set forth applying to " domestic buildings" erected

after the commencement of the Act, sec. 43 provided for

sites which had been occupied by a domestic building (at any
time within seven years previous to the commencement of

the Act) by giving power to erect a new building on as much
land as was previously occupied, if drawings of the previously

existing building had been duly submitted to and certified by
the district surTeyor. That section was of considerable ad-

vantage to building owners, as the district surveyor's certifi-

cate was taken as conclusive evidence of the correctness of

the plans and therefore of the old buildings existing upon
the site. Under sec. 47 no building was to be erected to a
greater height than 80 ft. without the consent of the council.

Looking to the great height of modern structures, he thought
that regulation was a reason.able one. High buildings in

towns created cold, draughty and sunless streets. One of

their finest improvements in London, Northumberland-avenue,
always appeared to him to be spoilt by the excessive height to

which buildings h.ad been carried up on each side of it. He
regretted he had not seen American cities, but the impression
given by photographs was th.at the extreme height of their

buildings did not help either their architectural beauty or
their convenience. He believed the wide streets and low
houses in East London andtho suburbs of the large provincial

towns, which allowed of the free circulation of air and sun-
light, added very materially to the general healthiness of the
inhabitants. The section of the Act relating to cubical e.vtent

of buildings and the uniting of buildings was interesting.

Buildings of the warehouse class were not to exceed 250,0(30

cubic feet unless divided by party walls, unless the sanction
of the London County Council be specially obtained, and even
then the area was not to exceed 4.50,000 cubic feet. If two or
more buildings in one occupation exceeded the cubical area
above named they could only be united by openings 7 ft. in

width and 8 ft. in height, such openings being fitted with two
wroughtiron doors, each one-fourth of an incli thick in the
panel at a distance from each other of the full thickness of

the wall. The Fire Offices Committee's regulations exceeded
the requirements of the Act by insisting on chambers at least

6 ft. in the clear being built in brickwork, with, of course,

solid roofs and floors and iron doors fitted to these. After a
careful survey of the recent great Cripplegate fire, he was
convinced that both the Act and the regulations above named
should be varied as regards these iron doors. If openings
were allowed to be made at all in a party or two external
walls (and it would be a great hardship if they were not) the
opening part when closed should be as solid as the wall itself,

and this would never be so with such thin doors as above de-
scribed. Over and over again fire has got through those doors,

and better fire chamber doors should, in his opinion, be always
specified. In the Manchester by-laws he had not found any
provisions regarding the size of warehouses. Sec. 78 of the
London Building Act dealt with the construction of public
buildings, which must be to the satisfaction of the district

surveyor, with powers of appeal in the event of disagreement
to the tribunal. The eighth part of the Act defining the
rights of building and adjoining owners was important.
Several new powers were given under that part in addition
to those in the 1855 Act, among others the power to deal with
party fence walls, the underpinning of adjacent preniisea

(within 10ft. of new buildings) upon terms, and these were,

in his judgment, distinct aids to the building owner. In the

second schedule to the ."Vet the materials were described

which, for the purposes of the Act, shall be deemed to be fire-

resisting, and among others tliey found that oak or teak, or

other hard timber, not less than 2 in. thick, was allowed for

doors and stairs with 2-in. risers, and concrete composed of

broken brick, stone chippings or ballast, and lime cement or

calcined gypsum, when used for filling in between joists and
floors.

SUGGESTED PROVI.SIONS.

The great fire in St. Mary Axo a few years ago, and the

still greater a few months ago in Cripplegate, proved that

there was still much to be done, and he thought the great

lesson to he learned was that ironwork, unless cased, was the
most destructive of all agents in times of great heat, for

columns and girders twisted, buckled and contorted them-
selves into every conceivable shape, and by so doing wrecked
the premises they were designed to support. If he were
correct in that statement, many of the warehouses and show-
rooms built within quite recent years would come under that

dangerous class. After the days of the old brick and timber

structures cast and wrought iron came to be largely used in

them, all exposed, and therefore forming a large element of

danger and risk from fire. After a heavy fire like the

Cripplegate one it was useless, in his opinion, to suggest

much wider streets in future and fewer and less crowded
buildings. The conditions of a town made that impossible,

but it was possible to decrease materially the risk of the

spread of fire by insisting— (1) That all party walls be
carried up say at least 4 ft. above the slope of the roofs ; (2)
that all iron doors in party walls be of a much better

description than now specified in the Act
; (3) that all iron-

work, both that exposed and all girders not exposed, be
cased with plaster at least 4 in. thick ; (4) that party walla

dividing skylights from adjoining buildings be carried up
considerably higher than at present ; and (5) that external

iron shutters be nsed in confined well-holes and areas

overlooked by premises in several occupations. As to fire-

proof floors, their name was legion, and although he did not

profess to have used a tithe of the various patents, he had
used many, and believed a floor filled with good clean coke
breeze to one of Portland cement made a very rigid, light and
fire-resisting floor.

SANITARY REQUIREMENTS.
His fourth requirement of good sanitary accommodation

and drainage was a most important one in the ''onstrnction

of a building, and he believed it had never received the at-

tention it was receiving to-day. The old fashion of laying

drains at the last moment anyhow, and practically with any
sized pipes that could be easil}' obtained, had given place to

drains properly laid, easily accessible, well ventilated, and
generally made of glazed stoneware. They owed a groat deal

to the late Sir Henry Doulton for inventing, certainly for

bringing to perfection, that simple but most useful material.

The result of the improvement in drainage was shown in the

health of the community, for, although our large towns in-

creased so rapidly year by year, the general liealth was good
and the death rates low. 'I'he use of iron pipes under dwell-

ing-houses had many advantages, the main one that the

number of joints, and therefore the number of causes for

trouble, were largely done away with. The great want of

public conveniences was at last receiving proper attention in

London, and large, airy and well-ventilated underground con-

veniences were now being erected by the London vestries,

fitted with automatic flushing tanks and the most cleanly of

all urinals, the " Stall " urinal. There was still in London
strong opposition on the part of some of the water companies
to allow water-waste preventers to discharge more than

2 gallons. He was convinced, from practical experience, that

that was not enough water to properly flnsh traps and drains,

especially with certain forms of hopper closets, and he felt

certain that 3-gallon tanks should be in universal use, and, in

his opinion, the water companies should be compelled to sup-

ply water by meter to all public buildings.

MATERIAL.S.

The last requirement was the use of suitable materials in

construction. In towns brick, stone and terra-cotta, with a

limited use of granite, were the main materials for external

walling, and he believed there was now a better selection of

any of these materials to choose from than ever before. In
town bnildings the use of glazed bricks was of immense ad-

vantage, not oidy on account of tlieir reflecting surfaces ex-

ternally, but their sanitary properties internally. The manu-
facture and use of faience was also one of the greatest

modern improvements, giving room for artistic treatment
both externally and internally, with a thoroughly practical

material as regards resistance to dirt and otherwise. The
decay of the stone used in the erection of buildings in towns
was a serious problem, and pointed to the necessity of pro-

tecting the material as much as possible from the atmo-
spheric influences which attacked it. That could partly be
done by carefully jointing and covering exposed cornices and
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strings with thin lead, but; the plain surfaces sliouUl be
covered with " fluate," or some similar solution, to further

protect them. He was sure they must all bo glad to see the

further introduction into this country of granite, the most
suitable material for many reasons for the erection of their

town buildings. In i-eferring at the close of his paper to the

housing of the working cla3.ses, Mr. Chatfeild Clarke said that

immense strides had been made iu London dnriug the last

thirty years, and many of the city companies, as well as the

large trasta, such as the Peabody .and Guinness, togotlior

with public companies, had done noble work iu erecting

healthy and woll-built and well-lighted premises. During
the last few years the London County Council had com-
menced to build th.at chass of property, and he was bonnd to

, say that their action in so doing had rather stifled and
strangled private enterprise. The council up to December
last had spent over JE3H7,(X)0 in erecting dwellings of that

description, providing accommodation for 6,6U0 persons, ex-

clusive of seventeen shops, 100 workshops, twelve stables

and twenty sheds. As, however, the council were content if

they saw a return for their outlay of 3 per cent., he felt they
would agree wiih him, that whether they were right or wrong
in so using the ratepayers' money they practically shut the

door to private enterprise upon the same basis.

THE BANQUET.
In the evening the members dined at the CJrand Hotel. Mr.

Robert Vigers, vice-president, occupied the chair, .and among
those present were the Lord Mayor of Manchester (Mr.
Alderman Gibson), Sir Joseph Leese, Q.c, M.p., Sir John E.L.
Rolleston, Vice-Chancellor Hall, the Dean of Manchester, Sir

Leader Williams, Colonel Bridgford, the Town Clerk (Mr. W.
H. Talbot), the City Surveyor (Mr. T. de Conroy Meade), Mr.
John Holden, Mr. J. W. Fair, Mr. Arthur Vernon, Mr. Julian

C. Rogers, Mr. H. H. Collins and others.

Sir JosKPH Lekse, q.c., m.p., having replied to the toast of

the Houses of Parliament, the Chairman next proposed the

toast of the Lord Mayor and the Corporation of Manchester,
where, he said, the members of his profession had always
experienced the greatest kindness. Up to the present time
that city had shone in the eyes of the world. All their great

undertakings, with one exception, had been 8ncce.ssful, and
in the case of the Ship Canal he was sure it was only a ques-

tion of time. It was one of the boldest undertakings .a cor-

poration could liave ventured oji, and as members of the
Surveyors' Institution it was their duty to give the corpora-

tion all the enconragement in their power. Manchester was
certainly the moat progressive city he knew; no other city

exhibited the same courage in dealing with large enterprises

for the general benefit of its citizens.

The LoRO Mayor having responded. Sir J. F. L. Rolleston
proposed the toast of the legal profession, to which ViCE-
Chancellor Hall responded, after which the Lord Mayor
proposed the to.ast of the Sur%'eyors' Institution.

The Chairman, in reply, said the members of the pro-

fession felt a great pride in the institution, which was the
one centre to which they could rally. One aim the council

had kept steadily in view was to give the rising generation of

surveyors the best opportunity for learning their profession

—opportunities which the older men had had to do without.

The institution began in a very small way some thirty years
ago, and had now a membership of about 3,000.

Mr. A. Vernon, in proposing the health of the local com-
mittee, said that great as Manchester was there was still

room for improvement; the streets were terribly noisy, and
Manchester people were terribly modest in their ideas as to

the architecture of churches and chapels.

Mr. John Holden responded .and also proposed the toast

of the guests, for whom the Dean of Manchester replied.

After a vote of thanks to the secretary, Mr. Julian C.

Rogers, who briefly replied, the proceedings terminated.

VISIT TO THE SEWAGE WORKS.
Thursday, the second day of the meeting, was devoted to

visits to various places of interest in the neighbourhood, in-

cluding .Chester and Eaton Ilall, the Ship Canal, the Crewe
works of the London and North-Western Railway, the
Egerton cotton mills and the sewage works at Davyhulme.
For the following facts in regard to the sewage works wo are
indebted to the courtesy of the city surveyor, Mr. T. de
Conrcy Meade.
The works are sitn.ated at D.avyhulme, on the Ship Canal,

and cover an area of nearly 150 acre.'i, including land for

future works of 92^ acres. The precipitation tanks occupy
74 acres and the filter-beds 2Ci acres. The system in opera-

tion is one of chemical precipitation. \Vhen the sewage enters

the works, which it does at a point .about 500 yards above
Barton Locks, it is passed through a fi.ved iron screen, which
removes the debris, such as sticks, stones, rags, &o. Milk of

lime is then added in a uniform stream, followed, after

mixing, by the addition of a solutionof protosulphateof iron,

after which there is a further mixing by the application of

exhaust air from the presses. The use of this proto-sulphate
of iron was suggested by Sir Henry Roscoe, f.r.s., in place of

sulphate of alumina. The proportions in which lime and the
sulphate of iron are employed ar«j 6V grains of the former to

. 6 of the latter, varying, of course, according to the composi-
tion of the sewage, whicli uaturally charges in its character.

The proto-sulphate of iron contains about 25'4 per cent, of

ferrous oxide.

The precijiitate having settled at the bottom of the tanks,
carrying with it a -Large proportion of the impurities, the
process occupying about an hour and a half, the effluent

flows over the sills into an open carrier, by which it passes
to the filters or to the Ship Canal. The precipitation tanks
are eleven in number, 300 ft. long, 100 ft. wide and (! ft. deep,
with a capacity of 1,250,000 gallons each. From these tanks
the effluent was to have been conveyed to a point on the
estuary of the Mersey, about IGJ miles away, at a cost of

£255,000, and although the scheme was passed by the city

council it was rejected by the ratepayers. At the present
time the quantity of sewage dealt with is about 20,000,000
gallons, representing a population of 5-10,000 ; while from a
population of 640,000 it is estimated that 20,000,000 gallons
of sewage a d.ay will have to be provided for. There is still

a good are.a of the city which is not served in this manner,
although the whole of the city's sewage will soon bo
de.alt with. With reference to the disposal of sludge
in Manchester, the precipitate is pumped into sludge-pits

and about 2 per cent, of fresh lime is added by hand as it

passes to these. This is done in order to break up the

glutinous matters contained in it and render it tit for pressing.

To perform this latter operation a valve at the bottom of the
pit is opened and the sludge falls into a vertical iron ram
under the press-house. Air, under a jjressnre of about 901b.
per square inch, then forces the contents into the filter-

presses. Each of these presses contains forty-four ribbed verti-

cal plates, 41 in. square, resting on a horizontal frame, upon
which they slide. These plates are covered on both sides

with coarse cloth, specially manufactured for the purpose.

Through these cloths the moisture passes out from the com-
pressed sludge into a covered tank, the solid portions remain-
ing between the cloths. The presses nsed are manipulated
by hydraulic power. The cake deposited between tlie plates

is about liin. in thickness, and forms in bulk about 27 per

cent, of the wet sludge. These cakes are then dropped from
the presses through a hopper into waggons and convej'ed to

a "tip" formed by a disused bed of the Mersey. A certain

proportion of this residue is used by local farmers for

manuring the land.

In a report given by the city surveyor, the total cost of

precipitation for the year 1896 is given as £6,66.5, including

lime, £1,587; other chemicals, £2,567 ; labour, £2,34S ; or an
average of £1 2s. lid. per 1,000,000 gallons per month ; lime
absorbing 5s. aid. of this amount, other chemicals Ha. lOd.

and labour Ss. Id. In addition to this the sludge pressing and
disposal is set down as £4,160 for the year, made up of lime,

£1,001 ; cloths, £399 ; oil and sundries, £199 ; and labour,

£2,560; or an average per 1,000,000 gallons of sewage, equal

to 21'84 tons of sludge, 143. 3d. per month, lime costing

33. 5d.; cloths. Is. 4d.; oil, &c., 8d.; and labour, 8s. 9.Vd.

It is possible that the precipitation process which has been
in use since 1894, and originally designed by the late Mr.

J. S. Lynde, then city surveyor, and which has cost over

£750,000, may be supei-seded by the bacterial process. iMr.

Lyude's scheme was subsequently modified by his successor,

Mr. John Allison, and an outfall sewer directed the sewage
into the Ship Canal, near Barton Lock. Previous to this the

old sewers discharged into the river and its tributaries through

about 100 outlets, which were, under the new ari'angement,

intercepted and diverted into the main system and conveyed
to Davyhulme. Tho storm water is admitted with the sewage
and the old outlets have been reconstructed as overflows in

times of flood.

THE PROPOSED NEW THAMES LOCK.

On Tuesday of last week an influential deputation, consist-

ing of delegates from the riparian parishes on each bank of

the Thames between Richmond and Battersea, waited upon
the Middlesex County Council, at the Guildhall, Westminster,
to lay before that body a scheme for the erection of a new
lock with sluices below Putney bridge. The deputation,

which was introduced by Mr. T. Chamberlain, of tho

Hammersmith Vestry, included deleg.ates representing Ful-

ham. Hammersmith, Chiswick, Brentford, Isleworth, Putney,
Barnes and Mortlake. The scheme was originally drawn
up by the Hammersmith Vestry in 189-1, and for the last

three years has been under the consideration of the

local authoritie.s. All these bodies aro now practically

agreed as to the details of the scheme, which provides

for the erection of a bridge, four locks, and sluices across

tho river, at a point slightly above the Belmont Candle and
Soap Works, between Wandsworth and Battersea bridges.

The chairman of the deputation explained the scheme, which
he said could be carried out for £220,000. Itwonld have the

advantage of providing a direct means of communication
between Fulham and Battersea, in addition to the enormous
improvement to tho water above Wandsworth bridge. Mr.

E. Pritchard, the engineer, and Mr. W. P. Cockburn having

also spoken, Mr. George Wright, the chairman of the coun-

cil, assured tho deputation that their proposal should receive

the most careful consideration of the council. Ho suggested

that the Thames Conservancy were the body more closely

affected by the scheme. The deputation, having thanked the

chairman for his reply, retired. The deputation will at a

later date wait upon the Surrey County Council and the

Thames Conservancy.

I
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More about Exmouth.
THE DISTRICT COUMCILLORS AS ADMINISTRATORS.

Last week we drew attention to the treatment which the

members of the Exmouth Urban District Council are accus-

tomed to accord to their ofticials, no matter how hard work-

ing and conscientious. In fact, the more meritorious they

are the worse they probably faro. In the general administra-

tive work of the district the councillors have no better record

than in connection with their treatment of olBcials, and in

this respect we again quote some remarks which recently

appeared in our contemporary. The Devon arid Exeter Gazette,

and give a significant indication of the conception of their

duties which seems to prevail among some of these en-

lightened councillors. Our contemporary says :

—

"No wonder Exmouth suffers. The new scheme for dealing

with the drainage is promised in a week or two. Two schemes
have already been before the council. Both have been shelved.

Is there a likelihood of the new scheme meeting with any
other fate ? The council have quarrelled with previous

advisers. Is Mr. Mansergh likely to have a happier time ?

Won't the council, if one may judge them by their previous

action, know much better than the expert, and will they not

make this an excuse for conCinued inaction ? The coaucil

have been warned over and over again what would be the

result of a 'stick-in-the-mud' policy. Sidmouth is full of

visitors. Salterton is flourishing. (Hher towns find them-
selves in equal favour. The Exmouth council knew eighteen

months ago how much was needed to be done. They had
their attention again called to this necessity by last summer's
e.Tperience. But they have let the past winter—when they
had a golden opportunity for putting matters straight—slip

by, and now, with little done to improve matters, they are

close upon another summer. Conscious of the mischief

wrought by their inactivity, they seem to be seeking to divert

public feeling from themselves by rnnning auiuck with the

oflScers charged with matters connected witli the health of

the town. And this because they presume to direct notice to

matters to which, in the interests of the public health and
the permanent welfare of Exmouth, it is of tlie first importance
prompt attention should be given and remedies applied, no
matter who the individuals affected may be. It would seem
that the policy now is to browbeat the ofticials, and endeavour
to make it as unpleasant as possible for them to do their

duty. The public are at last alive to this. They now
recognise that it is to those members of the council who
have pursued a policy of obstruction to comprehensive sani-

tary work that they are indebted for the reputation Exmouth
has gained. The movement which now seems to be on foot

to deter the officials from doing their duty will not be allowed

to divert attention from the fact that the really blameworthy
persons are the short. sighted and small-minded among the

members of the council. They have been warned over and
over again that Exmouth would suffer for this. Bat, under
the impression that they could smother np everything in

committee, they made light of the warnings. Attention was
drawn to sundry epidemics. ' But few people died,' was the

reply, and ' our death rate is low.' Last quarter the death
rate was 261 per 1,000! And this is the time chosen for

getting rid of a surveyor who has the knowledge of the sani-

tary defects at his fingers' ends, knows what needs to be done,

and has tried to persuade his employers to do their duty.

This, too, is the time to accuse tliu medical officer of libelling

the town hall because, the basement having been flooded and
persons working there having developed typhoid fever, he
suggests an e.xamination ! And even the unfortunate in-

spector of nuisances is blamed because he complains that

obstacles are placed in the way of his ascertaining whether
the by-laws passed in the interests of health have been com-
plied with in connection with buildings erected on the Marsh,
which was for years saturated with the sewage of the district!

Well may the electors in the recent contest have given the
intimation that at last they are waking to the fact that it is

high time to put the care of their town into the hands of

those who will show an intelligent appreciation of the import-
ance of sanitary matters in connection with a health resort."

WHAT " TROTH " SAY.S.

In last week's issue of Mr. Labouchere's organ we find the
following paragraph, from which it wonld appear that the
council are determined at all risks to maintain the enviable
reputation they have so diligently acquired :

—

" The Exmouth District Council continues to interpret its

duties as a sanitary authority in a very free and easy fashion.

Last week a discussion took place on the case of a firm of

builders who had admittedly contravened the building by-

laws in the construction of some houses. A majority of the
members were more concerned to excuse the builders than to

enforce the by-laws. It was affirmed that every builder in

the town had ' done the same thing time after time,' and the
inspector was charged with unfairness in presenting a report
against this firm. Building by-laws at Exmouth seem, in

fact, to have been made only to be broken, and it was decided
that no action should be taken in this case, though a sort of
pious opinion was expressed that in future all builders should
strictly comply witli the regulations. I should be more sur-
prised at tha conduct of the council did I not understand that

the question of the by-laws ia one which affects more or less

closely the private interests and enterprises of several of the

members."
WHAT AN URBAN DISTRICT COnNX'IL SBRVEYOR THINKS.^

" An Engineer and Surveyor to an Urban District Council,"

who encloses name and address, writes as follows :
—

" I have read and re-read your report of the Exmouth
Urban District Council and their treatment of their officials,

and am constrained to make through your columns an indig-

nant protest against the state of law the which renders such

things possible, and against the apathy of the Local Govern-

ment Board, who, in my opinion, are really responsible that

the law remains as it does.
" During seven years as engineer to an urban authority I

have studied and watched most carefully the working of the

municipal engineers' depai'tment in this country, and I think

it is high time that many things concerning the work of the

department should be put plainly before the public and in

this way compel to be done that which the Local Government

Board, who should know these things, neglect to do.

" First, it should be known that the state of things reported

to exist at Exmouth is by no means uncommon, and 1 can

fearlessly and honestly state that in not one or two cases

merely, but in many, the engineer stands in mortal fear of

receiving summary discharge for doing his duty ; and let it

not bo assumed that it is owing to an officious or overbearing

manner in carrying out his duty, for men of the utmost for-

bearance, resource and uprightness of character stand in pre-

cisely the same position.
" How comes it that relieving officers are specially favoured

in that they are duly protected against wrongful dismissal,

while the municipal engineer whose duties, be it remembered,

bring him more frequently than the relieving officer into con-

iiict with the men who can, and sometimes will, to suit their

own ends, ruin an official's professional career.
" Just for a moment let us analyse the surveyor's duties

and see wherein they are liable to bring him into disfavour

when doing his duty, although by neglecting that duty

—

perhaps to save the pocket of some influential person or

gratify his desires—the ratepayers may at any moment be

mulcted in heavy damages for defective work.
" Take the building by-laws first, which appear to me to

offer every opportunity to bring about the issues above

stated, and which, I think, not only require some distinct

statement upon from the Local Government Board, but

demand some inquiries from them in various parts of the

country.

"The application of by-lawa is a comprehensive and

difficult matter, requiring years of practical experience,

and even then fresh points crop up almost every week. As a

general rule, builders fight strongly against the by-laws,

inasmuch as the cost of building operations are considerably

enhanced thereby. To make things worse the public seem to

place great faith in builders, judging by the number returned

as members of councils, as though they were experts in

engineering. Of course, they often pose as such. With all

due respect to such men, my experience has been that they

cramp and hamper a competent official to a vexatious degree.

Their fitness for engineering, generally speaking, may be

indicated by Pope's familiar phrase, ' A little learning is a

dangerous thing.'
" These are the men who set themselves against the eu-

gineer and regard him as a natmal foe, and not these men
alone, but others who have interests in the building trades

seem by one consent to array themselves against any pro-

jiosal of the engineer intended to promote the public health.

Now, what is badly wanted from the Local Government Board

is a statement as to the duty of the engineer concerning the

application of the by-laws. Is he responsible for their appli-

cation, notwithstanding any instructions a council may give

him to ignore them either totally or partially ? The question

imperatively requires an answer, for if the Local Government

Board institute inquiries throughout the country they would

find that in some rapidly-increasing places the by-lawa are prac-

tically a dead letter, that drainage by-laws are almost entirely

ignored, and that one might build up to the clouds with walls

but 9 in. thick. Other districts, again, enforce the by-laws

strictly and impartially, and I ask. Is it fair that residents of

one district should be forced to go to so much more expense

than those in another, in order to obtain the same degree of

accommodation, though probably no difference is to be

seen, unless some fine day a body of ratepayers find them-

selves mulcted in damages as being responsible for the out-

break of some dire disease through neglect to carry out

the by-laws ?

" Then take the labour devolving upon the engineer in

supervising and controlling the works which will ultimately

vest in and be maintainei by the ratepayers, but which in

their original construction are being paid for by private

owners. Private streets and sewers on building estates are

examples of such work. What scope there is for a straight-

forward engineer to make enemies, when, in representing the

public interest, he is forced to take a different view to those
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ot the private owners, who may possibly be members of coun-

cil ! What inducements there are for a dishonest man to

give his approval to that which he knows to be wrong ! Yet,

though these tilings may be known to tlie Local Government
Board, no steps are taken to bring them before Parliament

;

nothing is done to ensure that authorities shall enijiloy only

competent and suitable men, and that such men shall bo safe

so long as they judicionsly and with skill carry out their many
and onerous obligations.

" It is all very well to say that men who have these interests

and who would ' oast ' the engineer are only individual and
would not carry the majority. But it is not so, for many
members are partially or totally ignorant of public works,

their own business often precluding their getting to the in-

side of tilings, and they are easily led by one man who can

talk glibly. 1 am well acquainted with one case of this kind.
" I have before stated that the Local Govorninent Board

take no measures to ensure authorities obtaining competent
men, and 1 repeat, and could, if necessary, jirove, tliat

many ratepayers have suffered most considerably from in-

competent men, men who arc a perfect disgrace to the pro-

fession and creep in under the present system of appointment.
" 1 have taken upon myself to write the surveyor to the

Exmonth District Council, and suggest to him that he
should prepare a faithful rejiort of his tenure of office, giving

full indication of the methods he has adopted in transacting

his business, the success or otherwise of his efforts to serve

the ratepayers and the reasons for any want of success ; and
should have this printed and sent to the chief members of the

Local (lovernmont Board, Cabinet Ministers and any mem-
bers of both Houses of Parliament who might be expected to

trouble themselves about it, to Truth and to the daily news-

papers.
" I suggest, in short, that the whole matter be placed

thoroughly before the Government, Parliament, the Press

and the public, showing what an absurdity it is to expect the

public health of this country to be projierly looked after so

long as repetitions of the Exmouth case may be the reward
of honest endeavours to promote that public health, and
pointing out that the only apparent means of ensuring good
work for the future is by legislation, which would provide

that only competent and suitable men be employed, and
would render their office safe so long as the duties are skil-

fully and judiciously discharged.
" If such a report were satisfactorily prepared by the sur-

veyor to the Exmouth Urban District Council I would under-

take to bear a share of the expense, feeling sure that the

profession as a whole would benefit greatly thereby, and
probably other engineers would also contribute. A Bill going

before Parliament might then be considered by members in-

stead of being thrown out off-hand.
" 1 can assure the community, as one who is well ac-

quainted with the inner workings of public works, who has
to design some of these and supervise those designed by
others for private owners, that their interests demand the

employment of careful, experienced, upright professional

men, and that their selection has much to do with the position

of the rates, a matter of direct interest to all."

Some additional information has reached us too late for

notice this week, but will be dealt with in our next issue.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

The Royal Commission on the London water supply held

their nineteenth sitting at the Westminster Town Hall on
Monday, under the presidency of Lord Llandaff.

Mr. G. Prior GoLnNBV, City Remembrancer, was again ex-

amined on behalf of the water companies, and said there had
been no application to Parliament by the City to purchase the

New River Company or any other of the water companies
within recent years. The only negotiations, or rather conversa-

tions, which had ever taken place were strictly of a private

nature—"feelers" they might be called. Asked whether, apart

from applications to Parliament, the City ever suggested

that if there were to be purchase it should be purchase other-

wise than under the Lands Clauses Act in the ordinary way,
he said the corporation had always contemplated that a
special court of arbitration would be necessary. Continuing,

he said the effect of all the reports of the corporation had
been, putting it broadly, that they never expected to get the

undertakings of the water companies upon other than fair

terms, or that Parliament would place a reduced value upon
the undertakings, but they never contemplated that the public

would have to pay a large sum like 10 per cent, for compul-
sory purchase ; nor had they contemplated using control for

the purpose of knocking down the value of the water com-
panies' shares. He reiterated the view that purchase under
the Lands Clauses Act would not be expedient, because it

would involve an enormous increase in the price paid for

water in the City if the charges were based upon rateable

value instead of being arrived at by agreement with the water
company, as at present.

Sir Abthcr Ar.nold, formerly chairman of the London
County Council, was next examined, and spoke of being
authorised by the council in January, 1896, to negotiate with
the water companies for the purchase of their undertakings.

In the course of -these negotiations, which were in the main
confidential, he met with no material discouragement from

the companies, and, although there was a difficulty in bring,

ing about a general agreement with all of them, he formed
the opinion that if each company could have acted inde-

pendently a scheme of purchase could have been arranged,

at any rate with some of them. He did not find any un-
willingness on the part of the companies to agree to purchase
on fair terms, but no basis of figures was arrived at. He
thought they might be bought on fair terms. He had noauthor-
ity from the county council to offer specific terms of purchase
to any of the companies. He heard the word " feeler" used
there that afternoon,,and he considered that his functions were
in the nature of feeling the extent to which the companies
might be prepared to go in regard to the question of purchase.

In conclusion, he said he was in favour of purchase by the
London County Council of the water companies' undertakings
on the ground, among others, that it would be the means of

securing greater purity of water in the interest of the public

health. If there were any statute in existence under which
the Local Government Board could exercise control over niii-

nicipiil authorities dealing with water he saw no objection to

its being applied in the case of the county council. Speaking
for himself he would rather like to see control over the coanty
council, so as to make assurance doubly sure and to secure

that the water should be better still. At the same time, he
thought control was not necessary, and that the county
council, being the representatives of the people, might be
thoroughly trusted to secure purity of supply. The chances

of obtaining purer water would be advanced by purchase,

because the consumers would be represented in a way in

which they were not and could not now be represented. If

turbidity were complained of, it would be sufficient to lay the

complaint before the county council. Having considered the

financial aspect of purchase, it appeared to him that there

was no risk of the pnrchase of the water undertakings turning

out unprofitable in view of the fact that the credit of the

council was worth at least half percent, more than the credit

of the companies, and also of the fact that there would be
unity of management.

PROPOSED SEWERAGE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL

SCHEME FOR FARNWORTH.

Colonel A. C. Smith, r.e., has held an inquiry, on behalf of

the Local Government Board, with reference to an applica-

tion of tlie Farnworth Urban District Council for sanction to

borrow £22,160 for works of sewerage and sewage disposal

and £8,000 for works of private street improvement. Mr.
B. Crossley, clerk to the council, gave evidence as to the
street improvements to be carried out, and Mr. W. J. Lomax,
of the firm of Lomax & Lomax, of Manchester, the council's

engineer, described the proposed works of sewerage and
sewage disposal, stating that the Mersey and Irwell Joint

Committee required the council to improve their effluent. In
order to accomplish this it was intended to considerably
alter the present precipitation tanks, to construct a range of
six roughing filters with an area of 1,800 square yards, and
a similar range of polarite filters, also 1,800 yards in extent,

which will be intermittently and automatically aerated by
Messrs. Lomax's system. The purified effiuent from the
filter tanks would be passed on to land to meet the require-

ments of the Local Government Board. T^ie population to

be dealt with at the proposed works is about 26,000. There
was no opposition to the scheme.

ARBITRATIONS AN D AWARDS.

Mr. G. E. Crowther, of Huddersfield, last week sat as um-
pire in an arbitration between the Hon. H. E. Butler and the
Bradford Corporation. Mr. Butler sought compensation for

easements in respect of a tunnel driven beneath Greenhow
Hill, Pateley Bridge, to accommodate a section of the water
conduit for the new Nidd Valley works to Bradford. In con-
nection therewith is involved the sinking of shafts and the
erection of observatory towers and bridges. Mr. J. W.
Waugh was arbitrator for the claimant and Mr. Charles Gott
for the corporation. Mr. W. J. Waugh appeared for the
claimant and Mr. G. McGuire, the town clerk, for the cor-

poration. Mr. W. J. Waugh stated that Mr. Butler's estate

was a sporting one, containing about 3,000 acres of the best
grouse shooting in the West Riding. The estate from the
owner's point of view was most conveniently situated. The
corporation, in addition to easements, claimed rights of ex-

amination and access to the pipe line. These were very wide
terms, and would constitute serious injury to the shooting
rights. The corporation would cross the line of drive up to

the shooting butts. For the past fifteen years, what with
surveys and the conatrnotion of works, there had been con-

tinued interference by the corporation. Mr. Butler's valuera
estimated the depreciation of the estate at £30 a year, repre-

senting, at thirty-three and a half years' pnrchase, £1,000.

This was three freehold properties, and the customary 10 per
cent, for compulsory purchase made the total claim £1,132.

Mr. W. B. Woodhead gave evidence as to the value of the
estate. The original claim, he admitted, was for £.500 and the
second for £750. Mr. Samuel Jackson, Mr. II. J. Hanson
and others gave evidence, and the case was adjourned.
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The Supply of Electricity.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE PROCEEDINGS.

Viscount Cross presided on Thursday at the first meeting
of the joint committee of both Houses of Parliament ap-

pointed to consider the subject of electrical energy (genera-

ting stations, supply, &c.).

. The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said that the

duty of the committee was to consider whether powers should

be given to various private companies to acquire land com-
pulsorily for generating stations, and, if so, under what con-

ditions as respected liability for nuisance ; whether such

compulsory jiowors, if proper to be given at all, should be

given where the proposed site was not within the area of

supply ; whether in case of a generating station, however
acquired, not within the area of supply power should be

given for the breaking-up of the streets between the station

and the boundary of the area of supply ; and whether powers
should be given in any case for the supply of electrical energy
over an area including districts under numerous local author-

ities involving plant of exceptional dimensions and high volt-

ages, and, if so, under what conditions.

Sir CoiRTENAY BoYLK, Permanent Secretary to the Board
of Trade, who was first examined, referred to the present

system, under which, he said, it was possible to get land by
private agreement only, and the neighbours of those conve}'-

ing the land had no warning whatever as to the purpose for

which it was being acquired. Eepresentations had been made
to tho Board of Trade that those who supplied electricity

should be subject only to the common law with respect to

nuisances. It was pointed out that, however carefully they
exercised their Parliamentary powers, it was very difficult

indeed to avoid a nuisance arising from vibration, moistiire,

smells or soot. They claimed, therefore, that they should be
freed from the present provision, which made them liable to

any indictment, action or other proceeding for a nuisance
caused or permitted by them. The committee would have
a great deal of expert evidence as to whether it was desirable

or not to multiply electrical generating stations. A great

deal was to bo said for their establishment in the outskirts

of large cities. They avoided the multiplication of inconve-

niences, and they got the energy supplied whole.sale instead

of retail. This was a considerable advantage ; but, on the

other hand, they increased the occasions for breaking-up the

streets. In the case of generating stations covering areas

under different local authorities there would be extreme
difficulty when they came to purchase. Some local authorities

would be in the position of purchasing generating stations

without the mains, while others would have the mains with-

out the generating stations.

The Earl ok Morley then gave evidence, and said that,

while he would not go so far as to say that compulsory
powers should not be granted to limited companies, the
present rule of granting them only to incorporated companies
should not be broken except on very clear necessity being
shown. It was, in his opinion, important that the com-
mittee should consider how far within reasonable limits of

expense it was possible that generating stations could be
worked without committing a nuisance.

At the second sitting of the committee, on Monday, in

accordance with an arrangement come to at the previous
sitting, evidence was called on behalf of the promoters of a
number of applications on the point whether compulsory
powers should be granted for the acquisition of land for

generating purposes and others.

Mr. Frank King, engineer in chief to tho Chelsea Electric

Supply Company, described the difficulties which his company
had met with in their endeavours to acquire a site for their

generating station. Asked whether ho saw any objection,

when a company proposed to get compulsory powers, to the
local authority having notice of their application and a
right to be heard upon it, he said he could understand such a
condition being imposed on a new company, but thought that
in the case of an existing company it might hamper their
operations. He saw no difference between generating power
and generating energy. The companies were under statutory
obligation to supply anybody who required the current,
whether for light en- motive power.

Mr. EusTAiK Balkocr, chairman of the St. James's and
Pall Mall Electric Lighting Company and tho Central Electric
Supply Company, spoke of the enormous demand for electrical

energy in London, and stated that at the present r.ite the
supply would have to be doubled in live years. For any
central supply scheme, sucli as was proposed, compulsory
powers for breaking-up the streets to lay mains would be
necessary. These powers must be independent of the local

authorities; but there would be no objection to reasonable
conditions, including a moderate rent, being imposed.

Mr. Kenneiit, chief engineer to the Westminster Electric
Supply Corporation, gave similar evidence, and the com-
mittee, after hearing evidence from Mr. Dobson, engineer to
the St. James's and Pall Mall Company, adjourned.

monicipalities and the committee.
On Monday, at the Westminster Palace Hotel, London, a

conference of municipal authorities ot England and Scot-
land, convened by the Municipal Electrical Association, was

held to ascertain their views as to what course should be
taken before the joint committee of the two Houses of Par-

liament who are now considering the question of electrical

energy, generating stations and supply within extensive areas.

Manchester, ^V'olverhampton and Glasgow have alreadj' agreed

to take common action, and the representatives of the other

municipalities on Monday agreed to support the course that

they had decided to take before the select committee, and
that their interests should be represented by Mr. Worsley-

Taylor, Q.c, Mr. Pritchard, Q.c, and Mr. Lewis Coward. After

debate, the conference unanimously decided that, notwithstand-

ing the provisions of the Electric Lighting Act, 1892, powers
should be given to municipalities for acquiring land compul-
sorily for generating stations, and that as to liability for

nuisance and notices to owners, they should be under the same
statutory powers as railway companies as to their liability

for compensation or damages for neglect; that compulsory
powers should be given for acquiring land for generating

purposes not within the area of supply ; that power should

be given for breaking-up streets between the generating

station and the boundary of the area of supply ; that powers
should be given for the supply of electrical energy over an
area including districts of numerous local authorities, with
the consent of such authorities ; and that powers ought to ba

conferred on promoters seeking to supply electrical energy
" to other undertakings, and not directly to consumers," with

the consent of the local authorities.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE COMPANY.

Mr. W. E. L. Gaine, general manager of the above company,
presided on Tuesday at the annual dinner of the staff, held in

the Trocadero Restaurant, London. After the usual loyal toasts

The Chairman, in proposing " Tlie National Telephone
Company," said they read a good deal in the newspapers ot

the company's misdoings, of what they might do, of what
they don't do, and of what they ought to do. What were the
facts ? Last year they had opened ninety new exchanges and
increased their subscribers by over 12,(J00. They now had
800 exchanges in working order, and during the year had done
a vast deal of underground work at great cost. Happily they had
in England municipalities that recognised the advantages of

the company to the public as agents of the State, and they
had with their assistance made great strides in bringing their

plant into tho most efficient state. He denied that their ser-

vice was not efficient, and to prove it he mentioned that last

year t hey had sent 430,000,000 effective messages as compared
with 73,000,000 telegraphic messages sent by the General
Post Office. He also gave statistics showing that in England
there were more subscribers and more messages than in any
important country in Europe in proportion to the population.

One thing was certain, in whatever hands the telephone was,

whether State or private company, it must be a monopoly, and
while that monopoly was in their bands they meant to make
it a successful and efficient service.

Lord Harris responded, and said that in every inquiry the

evidence of experts iiad been in favour of the company. It

was erroneous to suppose that the service could be made
cheap by an increase of subscribers. They were to have
another inquiry, and all they asked for was fair play in stating

their case, and he was certain that they would be able to

show that they had done the best that was possible in view

of the difficulties they had to contend with, and he felt cor.

tain that whatever happened the State would deal equitably

with tho shareholders.

STIRLING ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

A report on the water-power available at the Touch
reservoirs for the electric lighting of Stirling was recently

submitted by Mr. R. F. Tt'orke. Mr. Yorke finds that by
utilising the available water-power the commissioners may
obtain a constant gaaranteed output of .5-1 brake horse-

power from the turbines, which, after allowing for losses in

the dynamo, cable and electric storage, is capable of produc-

ing a supply of 618 units per day, which is sufficient for

supplying the extended ai-ea of the town with 8,000 lamps of

8 caudle-power connected, or one lamp for every two in-

habitants. If in the future additional power was required

it could be obtained from No. 4 reservoir, at present un-

tapped, to the extent of 4,000 more lamps. The capital out-

lay is estimated at £13,500, and allowing £675 per annum
for interest and sinking fund, which is 5 per cent, on the

capital outlay, makes the total annual cost on the undertaking

£1,325. Taking 100,000 units as the number to he sold per

annum, and charging at the rate of 4.Vd. per unit (which is

considered to be equivalent to gas at 2s. 6d. per 1,000 cubic

feet), the revenue produced would be £1,875 per annum,
thus leaving a clear profit of £550. This profit, however,

would not be realised until the full number of lamps had been

taken up.
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Weybridge and Oatlands.

HOW THE JOINT SEWERAGE SCHEME WORKS.

Early in 1895 a joint committee was appointed to superin-

tend the carrying ont of a drainage scheme for that pleasant

Thames-side district of Surrey, Weybridge, in conjunction

with the adjoining district of Oatlands. By the end of 1896

most of the houtes were connected with the sewers, and in

the beginning of the present year tlie committee thought

that 1897 might be looked upon as a fair working year, justi-

fying a report of the progress made, and that the time had
arrived when the ratepayers should be informed of the benefits

which the drainage scheme had conferred upon the district.

This report has recently been issued, and from it we quote

the following general OTtline of the scheme: "Not only is

there a system of sewers into which the house drains empty,
but this system differs from nearly all others in the exclusion

of surface water When the sewers were laid an independent

system of pipes was laid near them to carry the subsoil water
directly into the river. This has greatly lowered the subsoil

water of the district, and has rendered many of the houses

much drier, reducing, as is believed, the already low sickness

rate. Another series of iron pipes was also laid, through
which a Worthington pump forces n if r water to certain lai'ge

underground tanks. These, when full, automatically empty
themselves into the sewers, sending a great volume of water,

which drives before it any matter which the comparatively

sluggish stream of sewage may have deposited in the man-
holes or elsewhere. All this liquid matter gravitates to a

large tank capable of holding 80,000 gallons; and the foul

air in the tank is constantly sucked through the furnaces of

the pumping engines and eventually escapes at the top of

the tall chimney in Walton-lane. The contents of the tank
receive a preliminary chemical treatment, and, to prevent
checking the flow of sewage to the works, or the possibility of

its becoming stagnant in the sewers, have latterly been
pumped hfice daily by a rising main to the farm near New
Haw. There the sewage is mixed with lime and chemicals

and received into large subsidence tanks, whence the clear

liquid is distributed over the farm by channels to the crops

most requiring it ; while the deposited ' sludge ' is pressed

into * cake ' and sold to neighbouring farmers for manure.
'' The advantages of this system over the old one may be

thus summed up : (1) All offensive matter is at once removed
to a distance from the houses

; (2) the subsoil water is lowered
(presumably a great sanitary gain)

; (3) the separation of

the rain water from the sewage makes the amount of sewage
to be treated approximately a constant quantity

;
(-t) effects

a great saving in rainy seasons in the amount expended on
chemicals; and (.5) the automatic flushing of the sewers with
pure water keeps them clean and sweet, instead of their

being, as in some places, merely elongated cesspools."

It was found necessary to raise a loan of nearly £55,000,
involving an annual payment until 1928 of £2,793 14s., of

which Weybridge contributes £2,077 16s. 6d. The statement
of accounts appended to the report shows that the n-orhivg

expenses for one year are about £1,625, but it is pointed
out that from that amount should be deducted a sum of

£203, expended in manual, team labour, Ac, on the farm,

as not only was that repaid by the sale of hay, roots,

&c., but the farm accounts show a balance in the rate-

payers favour of £44, to which has to bs added a further

Bum of £44 produced by the sale of the pressed sludge
manure. The ratepayer is also reminded how heavily

he had previously to pay for the pumping of his cess-

pools and the removal of the most offensive matter. The
committee are anxious to keep the working expenses at the
lowest figure consistent with complete efficiency, but they
do not forget that tlie latter is of more importance in a
scheme of this kind than pecuniary saving. They natur.ally

pride themselves on the fact that the sewage farm, which in

so many cases is an additional burden on the rates, is a
source of profit, though it is remembered that a sewage farm
is worked mainly not for profit, but to purify decomposing
material. The engineer for the scheme was Mr. Radford,
Nottingham, and the contractor Mr. John Jackson.

The items of working expenses for the year are as follows:

—

£ «. d.

Wages 563 7 6
Repairs, machinery, tools, oil, press cloths, and

stores ... ' 190 9 10
Coals 295 V
Lime 54 10 9
Chemicals 185 3 6
Team labour, farm work and flushing ... ... 100 15 8
Salsiries and establishment charges ... ... 77 4 9
New works, levelling land, Ac. ... ... ... 73 8 10
Rates, taxes, and insurance ... ... ... 58 IS 9
Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... 25 14 1

Total ... 1,625 8
The committee are carefully watching the experiments

.now being made at Exeter, Sutton and elsewhere, in connec-

.tion with the baoteriolcgical treatment of sewage ; and they
•conetder that, though the system involves considerable initial

Ofltlay in the formfttion of tanks, the economy in cheraioals is

so great that, if proved to be permanently successful, the

method may eventually have to be adopted at Weybridge.

THE SURVEYOR'S REPORT.
Mr. John S. Crawshaw, surveyor to the Weybridge Urban

District Council, also presents a report on the subject, from
which WB may exti'act a few interesting details. In the early

part of the past year the river Thames several times over-

flowed its banks, and in the neighbourhood of the pumping
station the manhole covers were 12 in. under water. This
was the moat severe test to wliich the sewers were put since

the works were comyjleted, but no inconvenience was ex-

perienced beyond the difficulty of reaching the pumping
station and a slight addition to the amount of liquid pumped.
The total volume of sewage dealt with at the works during
the year amounts to 49,905,000 gallons, which equals 222,790

tons, as compared with 36,430,000 gallons, equalling 162,634

tons, for the year 1896. These volumes, spread over the whole
filtration areas at the disposal works, represent a depth of

67-76 in. for 1896 and 9283 in. for 1897j apart from the usual

rainfall, which averages 25 in. in the district. The sludge ob-

tained from precipitation amounted to upwards of 4,050 tons,

and when pressed into cake 450 loads were produced. This

has been sold to local farmers for manurial purposes, and has
realised £44 6a. for the year.

Additional ventilating columns have been erected on the
outfall sewers, with the object of preventing any accumula-
tion of foul air being forced to the higher levels of the dis-

trict, and further provision of the same kind is recommended.
In the flushing of the sewers 140,000 gallons of water has

been used weekly, a total of 7,280,000 gallons for the year.

The cost of the coal consumed for pumping the whole
of the sewage and flashing water was 658d. per 1,000

gallons, the cost of pumping the flushing water only
working out at £20. At 18d. per 1,000 gallons, the

minimum charge of the water company, the cost for

flushing would have been £242. . Thus, by having the

supply in their own hands, the district council make a con-

siderable saving, apart from the advantage of having a good
supply of clear water constantly discharging into the sewers
from the automatic flush chambers, which vary in size from
500 to 5,(X)0 gallons capacity. This power has been further

increased by the insertion of a valve on the pipe connecting

the river supply with the storage tank, thus permitting the
tank to be flushed out without the necessity of pumping, and
also serving to cleanse the rising main when required. The
sewers constructed during the year were of 7-in. stoneware
pipes, jointed in cement, surrounded with cement concrete,

and tested with water on completion. The storage tanks are

pumped out twice daily, with the exception of Sundays ; this

prevents any check to the flow of sewage to the works, and
avoids the possibility of the sewage becoming stagnant in

the sewers.

In connection with the chemical treatment, Mr. Crawshaw
has been making use of a small quantity of sulphate of iron,

in addition to the lime and aluminoferric, and he reports that

this has had a beneficial effect and has been attended by a
slight saving. The dense and objectionable character of the

sewage is explained by the absence of surface and subsoil

water in the sewers, and by the distance of the pumping
station from the works. In June, 1896, Dr. Rideal, after an
analysis of the tank efliluent previous to its being passed over

the land, stated that it was almost similar to the raw, crude
sewage at Yeovil. Mr. Crawshaw therefore concludes that

the land, after all chemical treatment and precipitation of

the sewage, has the final and most important work to perform,

the effectiveness of which is proved by the clearness and
good quality of the effluent, which is analysed from time to

time by the oflioialB of the Thames Conservancy.
The annual report of the medical officer of health also bears

favourable testimony to the benefits derived from proper

drainage. The death rate works ont at 82 per 1,000, and
no deaths were registered from the chief zymotic diseases.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

ORni.NART GeNKEAL MEETING.
The next ordinary general meeting of the Institution will be

held on Monday, when the adjourned discussion on the paper
read by Mr. 11. M. Grcllier (Fellow) at the meeting on March
2Ist, entitled " Tithe Rent Charge Recovery," will be resumed.
Should time permit, the discussion on the paper read by Mr.
Thomas Blashill (Fellow), at the last meeting, entitled

"Lessons from Fire and Panic," will also be continued. The
chair will be taken at 8 o'clock.

Junior Meeting.
The fourth and last meeting of examinees and students,

authorised (subject to certain conditions) by the council to

be held during the present session, will take place on Monday,
the 9th inst., when a paper will be read by Mr. H., M. Rogers
(Fellow), eatitled " Leasehold Enfranchisement,"

.

' The -OhRir

will be iakea aft 7- o'clocli,
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Parliamentary Memoranda.
The House of Lords assembled for the first time on Thurs-

day since the recess. The Bakewell Gaa Bill and the Stirling

Gas Bill were read a third time and passed.

In the House of Commons it was ordered that the Bristol

Tramw.iys (Electrical Power, ic.) Bill, the Bristol Tramways
(E.xtensions) Bill and the Liskeard Corporation Bill shonld

be fead a second time. The Edmonton Urban District Conn-
cil Bill and the Ilkeston Corporation Bill were read a third

time and passed ; and the Mid-Kent Water Bill was read a
second time. A petition relating to the Glasgow Corporation

(Sewage, &o.) Bill was referred to the examiners of petitions

for private Bills. Other petitions were received in respect of

the Local Authorities Officers' Superannuation Bill and the

Supei'annnation (Metropolis) Bill.

Petitions from the Liverpool Cotton Association and the

American Chamber of Commerce for the Port of Plymouth
have been deposited in respect of the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board (New Works) Bill, while requisitions to witli-

fli'aw petitions have been deposited in connection with the

Xondon County Council (General Powei's) Bill and the Maldon
Water Bill.

On Friday, in the House of Commons, it was ordered that

the Commons Regulation (Wolstanton Marsh) Provisional

Order Bill should be read a second time ; the Crawley and
District Water Bill, the St. Anne's-on-Sea (ias Bill and the

Local Government (Ireland) Provisional Order (No. 1) Bill

were read a third time and passed. A petition from Glasgow
against the Local Government (Scotland) Act (1894) Amend-
ment Bill, and others from various places in favour of the

Private Bill Procedure (Scotland) Bill and the Superannua-
tion (Metropolis) Bill were ordered to lie upon the table.

The Bakewell Gas Bill and the Stirling Gas Bill were read a
first time and referred to the uxaminers of petitions for private

Bills.

The Liverpool Provision Trade Association and the Liver-

pool Corn Trade Association have deposited petitions favour-

able to the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (New Works)
Bill.

On Monday, in the House of Lords, the Northam Urban
District Water Bill, tho North Warwickshire Water Bill and
the Norwich Cit_y Water Bill were read a second time.

In the House of Commons the Electric Lighting Provisional

Orders (No. 1) Bill and the London County Council (Money)
Bill were read a second time, while the Maldon Water Bill

and the Clacton-on-Sea Gas and Water Bill were ordered to

be referred to a select committee on standing orders. The
London United Tramways Bill, the Sheringhani Gas and
Water Bill and tho Commons Regulation (Wolstanton Marsh)
Provisional Order Bill were read a second time and committed,
and petitions from Camberwell in favour of tho Local Author-
ities Officers' Superannuation Bill and the Superannuation
Metropolis Bill were ordered to lie upon the table.

Requisitions to withdraw petitions have been deposited by
various petitioners in respect of the Blackburn Corporation
(Tramways, <tc.) Bill, the Glasgow Corporation (Sewage,

Ac.) Bill, the Great Orme Tramway and Trami'oad Bill, the

Mid-Kent Water Bill and the Wigan Corporation Bill.

On Tuesday, in the House of Lords, the Whitwick and
Coalville Gas Bill and the Thanct Gas Bill were read a second
time.

In the House of Commons the Wey Talley Water Bill, the

Bakewell Gas Bill and the Stirling Gas Bill were ordered to

be read a second time. The Liskeard Corporation (VVater)

Bill was read a second time, together with the Belfast Cor-

poration (Hospitals) Bill, the Great Orme Tramway and
Tramroad Bill, the Mei-scy Docks and ilarboar Board (New
Works) Bill and tho Electric Lighting Provisional Orders
(No. 1) Bill. Petitions relating to the Local Authorities

Officers' Superannuation Bill, tho Local Government (Ireland)

Bill and the Private Bill Procedure (Scotland) Bill were laid

upon tho table.

The Proposed 'Westminster Improvement.—The rejection

of tho Victoria Embankment Extension and St. John's Im-
provement Bill, which had been ordered for second read-

ing, was moved by Mr. Burdctt-Coutts, who said that it

should be remembered that whatever facilities it might appear
to afford for carrying out a long-delayed and much-wanted
public improvement, the genesis and ultimate object of the

Bill was a financial speculation. It proposad to deal with a
site which, from an architectnral and an historic point of

view, was the most valuable and interesting that remained
to be dealt with in London ; a site which afforded the only

opportunity to meet the future national requirements for

public offices ; a site peculiarly precious to the House, be-

cause it abutted on and partly surrounded it, and because it

stood in tho same relation to the most venerable monument
in England, the great Abbey of Westminster. Tho public

benefits jioasiblo under such a scheme were tho making of

the embankment and the making of the main thoroughfare

—

that was, the continuation of the river road which ran from
. Blaoklriars bridge to the Houses of Parliament, and which
began again at a point beyond Lambeth bridge opposite Lam-
beth Pajacc.bcing then continued to Battersea, bridge. There
were principles in the Bill, lie thought, which the House

ought itself to decide on and not leave to a committee. He
referred to the principle of the fundamental and inevitable

conflict between the interest of the public and the interest of

the shareholders, the principle of depriving public representa-
tive bodies of the functions which the House bad conferred
on them, and the principle involved in the great act of in-

justice to the poor population. Mr. T. H. Robertson seconded
the motion, while Sir J. Lubbock supported the Bill on the
ground that it would remove a very crowded and insanitary

locality. Mr. J. Burns assured the House that the London
Connty Council were desirous of completing the embankment,
and the Bill was eventually rejected by a majority of 252,

336 members voting for and 81 against tho motion.

A petition has been deposited in favour of the Dublin
Southern District Tramways Bill, and another has been de-
posited by the Llandudno Crban District Council in favour
of the Great Orme Tramway and Tramroad Bill. The in-

habitants of Llandudno are opposing the latter Bill. A peti-

tion has also been deposited against the Fishguard and
Rosslare Railways and Harbours Bill by the Waterford
Chamber of Commerce. The petition of the Hiudley Urban
District Council against the Wigan Corporation Bill has been
withdrawn.
On Wednesday, in the House of Commons, the Local

Government Provisional Orders (No. 1) Bill and the Local
Government Provisional Orders (No. 2) Bill were read a third
time and passed. The Sheffield Corporation Bill was read a
first time and ordered for second reading. Petitions against
the Local Authorities Officers' Superannuation Bill were re-

ceived from Gain.sborongh, Thornhill and Doncaster, while
others were received in respect of the Private Bill Procedure
(Scotland) Bill. A petition from St. Giles-in-the-Fiolds in

favour of the Superannuation (Metropolis) Bill was laid upon
the table. The consideration of the Local Government
(Ireland) Bill in tho committee stage was began on Tuesday
and continued on Wednesdaj-.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEE.
London County Council (Acton Sewage) Bill.—The Bill

promoted by the Loudon County Council for the purpose of
specifying the terms upon which the Acton Urban District
Council should be permitted to continue to avail themselves
of the main drainage system of London for the purpose of
disposing of their sewage was the subject of an interesting
fight on Thursday and Friday last before a House of Commons
Committee presided over by Mr. Johnson-Ferguson. The
question in dispute was whether the local authority should
be allowed to continue to avail themselves of the main drain-
age system of the metropolis for the disposal of their sew-
age without contributing to the cost and the maintenance
of the system. The counsel for the promoters were Mr.
Pope, Q.c, and Mr. C. J. Talbot ; and Mr. Littler, (j.c, Mr.
Macmorran, q.c, and Mr. C. Hutchinson represented the
Acton Urban Council, who opposed the Bill. The vestry of
Chelsea, who also figui-ed as jjetitioners against the measure,
were represented by Mr. Costello. It is necessary, in order
thoroughly to understand the question at issue, to go back to
the days when a distinct and definite boundary was settled
for London or the metropolis. In 1835 the Act was passed
which constituted the Metropolitan Board of Works, the main
object of the constitution of that body being to organise and
carry out the scheme of main drainage for the metropolis.
The boundary which was to be dealt mth by the main drain-
age system did not accurately follow in all cases the drainage
area. There were certain portions outside the boundary of
tho metropolis, though they drained into the metropolitan
system or into the area which then represented the metro-
polis, and one of these was Acton. The Acton district, or
rather a part of it, was drained into the main drainage
system of which Barking is the outlet into the Thames.
Acton, as a matter of fact, drains in two directions, a
portion towards the west and the remainder into Stamford
brook, which discharges into the Thames within the area
of London, and which was by the construction of the
low-level sower intercepted, so that any drainage into
Stamford brook, which is now covered and made use of as
a sewer and treated as such in the Act of 1855, must of
necessity be carried through the low-level sewer. As early
as 1877 the Metropolitan Board of Works felt that it was not
fair tipon the rest of London that they should convey sewage
from Acton unless Acton, then, of course, much less populous
than now, contributed something to the cost. Accordingly in
that year proceedings were initiated which culminated in 1882
ina judgmentof the Court of Chancery, which professed to de-
fine the rights of tho parties at that time. The Metropolitan
Board of Works applied for an injunction in two matters, the
first restraining from the user of Stamford brook so as to
poUnto it or cause a nuisance, the second restraining the
.\cton local authority from permitting, directing or autho-
rising any sewage to flow or bo discharged from Stamford
brook direotly or indirectly into the metropolitan drainage
system. The first claim was dismissed and the injunction
refused; but, as regards the second, the Acton local

authority were "perpetually restrained" from causing or
authorising any sewage from being discharjjed through tljg
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brook into the metropolitan sewers, but the local authority

continued to use the drainage system in respect of a portion

of their district. The judgment referred to was given in

18S2, and in 1888 the authority was clianged. The London
County Council took the place of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, and since 1888 the county council have been settling

the rights of parties upon similar questions around the

Metropolis, and, with the exception of West Ham, this was
the last district that remained to be dealt with. The authori-

ties of Hornsey, Tottenham and Willesden have been arranged

with, and an Act of Parliament passed last year by agree-

ment with the Willesden people was the foundation of the Bill

promoted now. The contention of the county council was
that so far as the district which drains into the London
sewers was concerned it should pay proportionately to its

rateable value for the use of the sewerage system—just as the

rest of Loudon had to do. The payment was proposed to be

the metropolitan main drainage rate, which came to about

SJd. in the f1, the proportion to which Acton was liable as

its share with the rest of London. The Acton Urban Dis-

trict Council strenuously objected to the claim of the London
County Council as being unfounded and unjust. They argued
that Stamford brook, both east and west brandies, had been
from time immemorial the drain and sewer by which the sur-

plus surface water from the parish of Acton passed to the

lower lands and into the Thames at ILimmersraith creek. The
Metropolitan Board of Works never disputed the right of the

local authority to drain into the Stamford brook east branch,

but as regards the west branch the Court of Chancery issued

an injunction, not interfering witli the existing sewers, but re-

straining the Acton authority from connecting with that system
any new or additional sewers or drains in the future. The
Acton local authority had since the judgment expended up-

wards of £120,000 of the money of the ratepayers of the

district in constructing a separate system of drainage ; they,

in fact, established a sewage farm to take the sewage of all

new buildings constructed since that date. The sew.igefrom
houses existing at that date, and the surface water from new
streets and buildings, had continued up to the present time to

be discharged into the main drainage system, and no claim

for payment, such as the Bill now formulated, had been made
either by the old board of works or the county council. Mr.
Littler maintained that the Acton local authority had an
established right to use the sewerage system in respect of

that portion of the district for which it formed the natural

BBwage and di-ainage outlets. The old Board of Works
diverted the sewage on the condition that the districts

within the metropolitan area, as it then stood, were to

pay for it, but nobody else. Acton was advisedly ex-

cluded. Acton never asked the Board of Works to intercept

Stamford brook, which carried their sewage— their sewer
was not a sewer carrying metropolitan sewage and Acton
had no voice in the outfall. The outfall Acton had a right to

use was in a district outside their control. There was no
authority in existence, contended Mr. Littler, that could pre-

vent a council like that of Acton from putting sewage into

the Thames, subject to its being so clarified as to meet the

views of the Thames conservators. Acton went to an
expense of nearly £160,000 in obeying the declaration of the

Court of Chancery. They set to work to drain 2,200 houses

by way of Counter's creek. Had the Acton authority known
that this claim was to be raised they would have abandoned
Stamford creek altogether and made the sewage farm large

enough for the whole district. A few words will suffice to

describe the objections of the Chelsea Vestry. According to

their view the true construction of the Chancery judgment
was that the Acton people should not be allowed, except by
arrangement, to go into the metropolitan sewerage system at

all. They were of opinion that the metropolitan main drain-

age sewers were insufficient for the London sewage and
drainage, and groat trouble, injury and inconvenience arose

in wet weather in the low-lying districts within the metro-

politan area. The Chelsea Vestry thought the Acton District

Council should discontinue the use of the metropolitan main
drainage system, and should be compelled to establish a
sewerage system for the needs of their own district, as

other districts similarly situated in the neighbourhood
of London had done. The Kensington Vestry had peti-

tioned in the same spirit, but the county council had
satisfied the Kensington Vestry by amending the Bill so

as to limit the use of the sewer by the Acton people to

the sewage already taken into it. Sir Alexander Binnie, the

chief engineer to the London County Council, stated in evi-

dence that it had not been found possible for the county
council to enforce the injunction of the Coui't of Chancery
restraining the Acton authority from causing or authorising

sewage or drain.age to flow through Stamford brook into the

sewers of the main drainage system, lie did nut see what
power the council had to prevent it. It would be a cause of

grave public danger to cut off existing sewers from existing

watercourses. Mr. G. L. Gomnie, the statistical oiKcer of the

London County Council, stated that the county council had
now power to levy charges upon outside districts, and, as a
matter of fact, in the case of Acton itself, which up to 1873
contribnted towards the rates of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, they had such power and put it into operation by the

default of Acton. The ratepayers of Acton were called upon
in 1865 to pay for past expenditure extending back as far as

1856, and these payments amounted to £S,000. The Acton

District Council called no witnesses, but in support of the
Chelsea case Mr. T. W. E. Higgens, surveyor to the vestry,
stated that after two discussions that body decided to oppose
the Bill. The sewage from the west of London, from the
boundaries of Cliiswick and Acton, he said, went through
Fulham and Hammersmith, and was pumped up at Grosvenor-
road pumping station and passed through Chelsea, where the
drainage system was fully charged. Mr. Pope, in repl}-, put
the case for the county council calmly and equitably, in order,

he said, that the decision of Parliament might be based on
equitable principles. The Acton Council ought, at any rate,

he maintained, to pay contributions towards the cost of the
main sewerage system in respect of that part of the district

which drained into Stamford brook. A 3d. rate would yield

a fair proportionate contribution, producing something like

£950 per annum on a rateable value of £78,000. Had the
Acton council not been allowed to use the main drainage
system they would have had to construct an additional system
of their own, which would have cost at least £17,000. The
committee, after twenty minutes' consultation in private,

decided to pass the i)reambl6 of the Bill, the chairman
announcing that they were unanimously of opinion that the

Acton local authority ought to make some contribution to the

county council in respect of that portion of their houses
which transmitted sewage into the London sewers, but they
thought a clause ought to be inserted in the Bill giving the
local authority power within two years to exercise the righ t

to disconnect their sewers from the London County Couno i

sewers, and that from the time that work was done their

payments to the London County Council should cease. The
committee postponed the adjustment of clauses till Thursday,
to give the parties the opportunity of agreeing to a clause

embodying the principle laid down by the committee and
fixing the amount of the contribution.

The London County Council (General Pov;ers) Bill.—This
Bill, in which the county council seek powers for the widen-
ing and variation of a number of public thoroughfares, was
on Thursday last removed from the group of ojiposed Bills

set down for hearing before the House of Commons Com-
mittee of which Mr. Johnson-Ferguson is chairman. The
opponents had withdrawn their petition, so the measure will

go through the Commons unopposed.

East Ham Impfovement Bill.—After the tramway question

had been disposed of in the manner described in last week's
issue, Sir Stafford Northcote's House of Commons Com-
mittee took u]) tlie other parts of the East Ham Improve-
ment Bill. The clauses providing for the appointment of

building inspectors were at the instance of the Local Gov-
ernment Board struck out. It was pointed out by Mr. Boyce,
who represented the board, that the council had already

powers under the Public Health Act to appoint officers to

inspect new buildings before they were occupied, and they
were now opposed to the principle of laying upon property
owners the obligation of paying fees to the inspectors. The
measure dragged its way slowly onward, and eventually it

emerged from the committee stage with a considerable number
of small amendments.

Wishdw Wafer Bill.—The Wisha%v Water Bill, under which
the commissioners of the burgh of Wishaw seek authority to

provide an additional supply of water by the construction of

new works on Portrenick barn, Portrail water and Poven
burn, in the parish of Crawford, Lanarkshire, came before a
committee of the House of Commons, presided over by Sir

William Coddington, on Thursday last. The Bill was opposed
by the Earl of Home and the Lanarkshire Middle Ward Dis-

trict Committee. It .appeared from the evidence given by
Mr. John Logan, clerk to the Wishaw Commissioners; the

Earl of Hopetown ; Lord Belhaven and Stenton, the proprietor

of the estate of AVi.shaw ; Mr. James Tait, f.E., burgh engineer,
Wishaw ; and Mr. W. R. Copland, c.E., Glasgow, that there was
the most urgent necessity for securing an additional sup-

ply of water for Wishaw, which had sometimes to fall

back upon old quarry workings and the generosity of

neighbouring burghs. Although the population had grown
rapidly in recent years, not more than -1(30,000 gallons a day
could be relied upon, whereas at the very lowest limit the
supply ought to be .535,000 gallons a day. The commissioners
were fortunate in getting land belonging to Lord Hopetown
on which to construct the necessary works. The catchment
area was 6,890 acres, which would give a supply of 10,000,000

or 15,(XIO,000 gallons a day. It was denied that any damage
would be done to Lord Home, whose residence at Bothwell
Castle was 60 miles away. As to the opposition of the Lanark
Middle Ward it was based upon an objection to the Wish.aw
Commissioners supplying places outside the burgh, because
they (the Middle Ward Histrict Committee) were authorised
to do so by .^ct of Parliament. It was elicited in the coui'so

of the evidence, however, that the Middle Ward Committee
had not a single water pipe in the district. The case for the
promoters was still beingproceeded with when the committee
adjourned till Monday. The case for the petitioners occupied
the greater part of Monday, and at the close the committee,
after deliberating half an hour, declared that the preamble
had been proved. They met on Tuesday for the adjustment
of clauses.

Staines Resei-voir Bill.— The committee of the House of
Commons presided over by Mr. Johnson Ferguson had under
consideration, on Monday, a Bill promoted by the Staines
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Eeservoirs Joint Committee to execute farther works, to stop

up footpat}is, to acquire lands and to increase the nominal

amount of the Staines reservoirs guaranteed debenture stock.

The joint committee, it may he exphiined, were constituted

out of the directorates of three water companies which
supply the western part of the raetropoUs to construct reser-

voirs which it is now proposed to enlarge, and to acquire

certain lands to enable them to carry the project into effect.

Part of the lands to be ac([uired for the enlargement of the

reservoir belonged to and were used by the Staines Urban
District Council for the purposes of a sewage farm, and it was
now found expedient that the joint committee should be

authorised to acquire other lands and additional capital. Mr.

Pope, Q.c, Mr. Littler, q.c, Mr. Pembei-, (J.c, and Mr. Claude

Baggallay, (J.c, appeared for the promoters. The Bill was
opposed by the Thames Conservancy, represented by Mr.

Fitzgerald, (j.f.; the Middlesex County Council, represented

by Lord Robert Cecil ; the West London School Board, re-

presented by Mr. Freeman, (j.c; and the Parish Council of

Stanwell, represented by Mr. Daly. From Mr. Pope's open-

ing statement it appeared that by the Act of 1896, over which

a memorable tight took place, the debenture stock of the

Staines reservoirs and the guaranteed debenture stock were
created to the nominal amount of £1,000,000, and to enable

the committee to carry out the exteusiona it was proposed to

increase these stocks by £250,000. It was also proposed to

close certain footpaths now existing over the sites of reser-

voirs of No. 1 and No. Ix. It appeared to be doubtful

whether the joint committee had power to stop up these

footpaths without going to Parliament for further powers.

Other footpaths would be substituted for those closed up,

and while these paths would not be so short as those for

which they were to be substituted they would be better

paths and sutBcient in every respect for the requirements of

the public. It was not proposed to interfere with any foot-

paths or public rights except those authorised by the Act of

1896. As to the additional lands required, Mr. Pope observed

that the sewage farm adjoined the reservoir, and although
the promoters had held, and successfully held, in 189(5 that

the sewage farm would be iuno way injurious to the reservoir,

it was recognised that it would be an advantage, out of regard
to public sentiment, to increase the distance between them
and the sewage farm. There was a report from the Local
Government Board which was well worth considering. It

referred to the restriction imposed upon the committee
against their supplying any of their water to other companies
in times of scarcity, the board suggesting that it would be
well if such restriction were removed. Mr. Pope did not,

however, feel inclined to back this up «c present, but he
admitted that it was a matter that might be considered after

the Select Committee who were now inquiring into the
whole question of the water supply of London had made
their report. The petitioners against the Bill had no very
strenuous opposition to oiler. It was focusscd mainly on the
question of the new footpaths, and some curiosity was ex-

pressed as to why the provisions of the Act of 1896 had been
departed from in this res]icct. Mr. Walter Hunter, the
well-known engineer for water supply, who has served
the public in many capacities, including that of chairman
of the Bridges Committee of the London County Council,

explained that the enlargement of the reservoirs rendered
the stopping up of the footpaths necessary. He stated that
the total estimated capacity of the reservoirs would, as the
result of the proposed enlargement, be increased by about
93,000,000 gallons. Without taking any more water from
the Thames than they did now—providing, in fact, an addi-

tional safeguard to the Thames^they would be able in times
of drought to obtain a greatly augmented supply, and it

would be bettor for the neighbourhood, better for the river

and certainly better for the London consumers. They would
get one-third more storage capacity for an increased cost of

only 12 per cent. The reservoir as it now stood cost £180 per
1,000,000 gallons, and after the additional supply was obtained

. the cost would work out at only £116 per 1,000,000 gallons.

It was considered judicious, having regard to all the circum-
stances, to acquire the additional lands they now proposed to

purchase. The joint committee were empowered by the Act
of 1896 to acquire .360 acres, and this area they now proposed
to increase by 62 acres. The committee, after carefully con-
sidering the represeutations made on all sides, decided to pass
the preamble of the Bill. They afterwards proceeded to adjust

, the clauses.

Kcw Bridge and Apprnaches Bill.—The Kew Bridge and
Approaches Bill, which is promoted by the County Councils of

Middlesex and Surrey, was under the consideration of the
House of Commons t'oiiiiullree presided over bj' Mr. .lohnsou-
I'erguson ou Tuesday. The Hdl ]inivided for the removal
of the existing Kew bridge, the construction of a uesv bridge
on the same site, and the construction of a temporary bridge
a little above the site of the existing structure. The two
county councils who are carrying out this much-needed public

. work were represented by Mr. Claude Baggallay, (J.c, and
Mr. Kussell Griffiths. The only opposition came from the
West Middlesex Watei-works Company, x-epresonted by Mr.
Pember, Q.c, and Mr. Rickards, who sought authority to lay
a main along the new bridge and protection against their
existing mains being interfered with ou certain thoroughfares
which the promoters propose to close. From the facts laid
before the committee it appeared that the new bridge has

been designed in compliance with the requirements of tho
Thames Conservancy. Everybody, of course, knows what
an enormous traffic passes over the bridge to the renowned
gardens at Kew, and how inadequate the structure is to ac-
commodate the thousands—the visitors to the gardens in the
summer months number from 10,000 to 100,000 on Sundays
and Bank holidays—who pass over the bridge. The bridge
is the joint property of the two councils. It was made
a free bridge in 1869. Originally there was a ferry across
the river at the point where it stands, but in 1770 the
first bridge was constructed, which was soon found insuffi-

cient for the traffic, and in 1788 the present stone bridge
was built, and it has thus stood 110 years. It is not only
inadequate for the traffic, the roadway being only 18 ft. wide
and the footpaths 3 ft., but it has a very dangerous gradient
on each side, that on the Middlesex side being 1 in 15 and
that on the Surrey side 1 in 70. Another objection to the
present bridge is that it is an impediment to the increased
river traffic on the Thames, as it has no less than seven arches
and half a dozen piers rising out of tho river. The improve-
ment of the bridge has long been a subject of discussion. It

has occupied the attention of the two councils and other
local authorities for eight or ten years, and in 1890 and 1891
the surveyors of the two counties reported in favour of some-
thing being done without delay. In 1892 the Brentford
Board of Guardians, the Brentford Local Board and the Rich-
mond Town Council reported in similar terms. The matter was
referred to Sir John Wolfe Barry, president of the Institution

of Civil Kngineers, and his partner, Mr. Brereton, ami they re-

commended that it would be far better to reconstruct the bridge
entirely than to attempt to improve and widen it, inasmuch as
the widening would be very difficult to effect, having regard
to the doubtful foundations of the i)resent structure. It waa
some time before the scheme was approved, but in 1897 the
two county councils arrived at a formal agreement to con-
struct the proposed bridge. The plans were submitted and
approved, as already said, bj' the Thames Conservancy, and
they were also approved by the local authorities. The land
owners affected had been settled with, and the gentlemen
who represent the interests of the Crown in the matter have
also expressed themselves in favour of the project. The
West Middlesex Water Company were quite alone in their

opposition to the measure. With regard to the petition of

that company, Mr. Baggallay contended that by clause 19 of
the Bill the water and gas companies were amply protected,
the clause being precisely similar in terms to that introduced
in the London County Council Bill for the construction of

Vauxhall bridge. The West Middlesex Water Company had
power by their Bill of 18.52 to sujiply water to the
south side of the Thames, but they had never yet exer-
cised that power, and there had been an understanding
with the Southwark and Vaushall Water Company that the
West Middlesex should supply the north andtho Southwarkand
Vauxhall the south side of the river. Since 18.")2 the West
Middlesex had never carried a pi])e across the Thames. Tho
two councils had very strong objections to any pipes being
laid on the new bridge, and they hoped the committee would
not empower the company to do so. If tho company wished
to supply the south side of the river with water they ought
to lay a main under the river bed. Mr. Littler, Q.c, C.B.,

chairman of the Middlesex County Council, who was the first

witness called, declared that the present county bridge at
Kew was quite an anomaly. It was so narrow that the traffic

was frequently blocked and .several accidents had occurred
from that cause. There was a good deal of heavy traffic,

and the danger arising from it wonld be understood when
he informed the committee that on several occasions the
parapets of the bridge had been knocked down. The
new bridge would really amount to a great national
improvement. Mr. Charles Burt, chairman of the Parlia-
mentary Committee of the Surrey County Council, also gave
evidence in support of the Bill. Mr. Cuthbcrt Brereton,
partner with Sir John Wolfe Barry, stated that he had pre-
pared the plans of the new bridge. The roadway of the new
structure would be .10 ft. wide, and there would be footiiaths

on each side 9 ft. wide. The total estimated cost of the new
bridge, including tho approaches and temporrtry bridge, would
be £148,.500. The plans had been prepared after the model
of tho Vauxhall bridge. There was no sjiace for a water
main on it. The only London bridge which carried a water
main across it was the Putney bridge, and that was a special

case, because a pipe existed before. The West Middlesex
Water Company had no need to pass over to the other side
of the river. They already had mains which crossed the
Thames twice, once at Richmond and once at Barnes. There
was no objection to water mains passing under the bed of

the river. Mr. HicUarda submitted that ihe West iMiddlesei
company were at least entitled to a guarantee that their pipes
would not be ir.terfered with by the stopping up of ihorough-
fares. In other cases a clause giving such protection had
been inserted in Bills. The company had no wish to pnt
obstacles in the way of what all must admit to be a great public
improvement, but they must protect their own interests. The
committee decided to pass the preamble of tho Bill, the
chairman declaring that they were convinced that it would
not be practicable to carry a water main across the new
bridge. A clause was inserted guaranteeing the water com-
pan,y against any loss thiough the stopping np of streets io

which their mains were laid.
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.-Vil.

By WILLIAM H. MAXWELL, Assistant Engineer and Smveyor, Leytou Urban District CounciL

Breast Walls.—When the earth behind a wall is sufficiently

consolidated to stand vertically alone the wall need only be
thick enough to resist its own weight, as it tlien acts simply

as a covering to the earth to prevent the degrading action of

the weather. Walls of this class are known as " breast walls."

THE COMPUTATION OF Q,nANTITIES OF EARTHWORK.
The quantities of earthwork may be accurately calculated

by dividing the various solid masses into definite geometrical

forma, such as pyramids, prismoids, wedges, Ac, the cubic

capacities of which are obtained by ordinary " mensuration."*

A more expeditious but less accurate mode is to divide any
given length of cutting or embankment into a number of

equi-distant perpendicular transverse sections, and then

calculate the cubic capacity between each pair by multiply-

ing the half sum of the pair of sectional .areas by the distance

between them, or, the area of a single middle section may bo
taken (assuming it to be a fair average section of the length

to be calculated), and multiplying by the distance as above.

The method of taking the average of the top and bottom
hreadtlis and average depths at various points, and multiply-

ing the product of these by the length of the work, is also

sometimes adopted, but is likely to lead to erroneous results.

The Prismoidal Formula is frequently used, and is as

follows :
" The area of each end added to four times the middle

area, and the sum m,u.ltiplied 6y the length divided by six, will

give the solid content."

Or—
I^Snm of areas of both ends -t- (middle area x 4) J

x length.

6

In practice all the above methods are generally superseded

A more accurate method is to find the areas of a number
of equi-distant perpendicular transverse sections,! and then

proceed with them as if they were so many equi-distant ordi-

natea, the result being the cubic capacity between the first

and last cross sections.

The rule for calculating irregular figures by means of equi-

distant ordinates is known as " Simpson's Rule," and is as

follows ;

—

Divide the given length into any even number of equal parts,

then " add together the first ordinate, the last ordinate, twice

Fig. 13. -Calculation of Irregular Figure by
" Simpson's Rule."

. he sum of all the other odd ordinates and four times the sum of

, U tlie even ordinates, multiply the result by one-third of the

f ommon distance betu-een txoo adjacent ordinates."

To put this in another form

—

Let A= SQm of areas of the first and last ordinates (i.e., of

cross sections Nos. 1 and 5, Fig. 13).

Let B = sum of all other odd ordinates (cross section No. 3).

Let C =anm of all the even ordinates (cross sections Nos. 2

and 4).

Let D = common distance between two adjacent ordinates.

Then—
(A + 2B + 4C) X iD = cubic contents.

The above method, though very fairly correct if the cross

sections are taken at sliort intervals, is a somewhat tedious

one, and in practice would involve too much time, as all the

sections require to be plotted to calculate their respective areas.

.See "Notes on Practical Sanitar.v Science," part ii., " On the

Calculation of Areas and Cubic Space," by William H. Maxwell, pub-

. lished by the Sanitary PublishinK Company, R Fetter-lane, E.C.

t The result will be' more accurate the greater the number of sections

taken, aud the sections ehould be tfeftrer together on uneven -ground

than on level.

Fig. 12.—Eoadway upon " Sidelong " Ground with
Retaining Wal-le.

by the more rapid means of arriving at the contents by the
use of Earthrrork Tables, such, for example, as those compiled
by Sir John Macneill,* which are based upon one form of the

Prismoidal Formula. The tables give at sight, for various
depths of cuttings or heights of embankments, the contents
of 1 chain in length for different widths of, say, from 1 ft. up
to 30 ft. or 40 ft., of the central portion of cutting, &c., in cubic
yards ; also the contents of 1 chain in length of both slopes in

cubic yards for various slopes of, say, j to 1 up to 2 to 1.

It may be noted that the cubic contents of the slopes in-

crease proportionately to the square of the depth of the
cuttings.

" To measure the solidity over large areas of irregular

depth divide the surface into triangles, and multiply the area
of each by one-third of the sum of the deptlis taken at the
angles, and the result will equal the solidity.

" The surfaces of the triangles must be true planes, or they
must be taken so small as to approximate to true planes.

J. W. Smith suggests the division of the ai'ea into parallelo-

grams ; then the cubic contents = i (sum of depths at the

angles) x (area of parallelogram)."t

In calculating the solid contents (of earthworks) allowance
must be made for the difference in bulk between the different

kinds of earth when occupying their natural bed and when
made into embankment. From some careful experiments on
this point made by Mr. Elwood Morris, published in The
Journal of the Franldin Institute, it appears that light sandy
earth occupies the same space both in excavation and embank-
ment ; clayey earth about one-tenth less in embankment than
in its natural bed

;
gravelly earth about one-twelfth less ; roch,

in large fragments, about five-twelfths more, and in small

fragments about six-tenths raore."J

Alnwick.—Attention was, at last week's meeting of the

council, drawn to the necessity of having a storage reservoir.

It was mentioned that everyone anticipated that unless there

was a change in the present dry season there was every
likelihood that the town's supply of water would bo greatly

limited. It was moved and agreed that the immediate atten-

tion of the Water Committee should bo directed to this im-

portant question. Tho following tenders for the laying of

new 4-in. and 3-in. water main hydrants and fittings in con-

nection with certain water main exten.siona were received

:

Messrs. Wilkin & Dickman, £111 ; Mr. J. N. Reavell, £122;
and Mr. John Young, £9-i. The last named was accepted.

•"TiiUeafor Calculatina the Cubio Quantity of Earthwork ii> the Cut-
thigaand Emhankmenit of'Canals, Bailwaye aud Turnpike Soa<ts,"hy Sir
John Macneill, C.E., p.B.i.e., &o.
t " Molesworth's Engineers' Pockefc-Book." (Hurst.).

t " The ConstrHOlion of Roads and Streets," by H. Law aiiiJ D. K«
Clark.
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Law Notes.
Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewi-y Chambers, E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

rhe Editor will be pleased to answer any questions affecting

the practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities.

Queries (ivhich should be written legibly on foolscap paper, one

'side only) should be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices

of The Surveyor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

NnisANCK : Small-Pox Hospital : "Aerial Convection"
Theory.—In the case of Harrop and Others v. Corporation of

Ossett the plaintiffs have been unsuccessful in their endeavour
to close a small-pox hospital of the corporation by injunction

(Chancery Division, Mr. Justice Romer, 17th, 19th and 22ncl

March). The hospital in question has only accommodation
for eight patients, and at present only one has been received

;

but the action was what is known as a quia timet one, the

principle of which is that prevention is better than cure.

The plaintiffs (who were the trustees of an estate and owners
of a factory, both situate at a short distance from the hospital)

brought forward a number of medical men who believe in the
" aerial convection " theory. For the corporation other

doctors were called who are sceptics as to the truth of this

theor}', and according to whom it is being generally discarded

in the profession. The plaintiffs, in their reply, submitted
that, whether the theory was sound or not, the evidence
showed that a small-pox hospital was in fact undoubtedly a
source of danger to its neighbourhood. Mr. Justice Romer
said that the principles applicable to claims for relief in (/via

timet actions were well known. In order to sustain such an
action the plaintiff must establish a strongly or extremely
probable case that the apprehended mischief must arise.

The evidence here was most conflicting, and he did not intend
to weigh one side against the other. He could only say that,

to his mind, the short result was that the plaintiffs had not
established a case entitling them to an injunction. He should
give no opinion about the point about which the experts
differed so much—namely, the aerial convection of small-pox.

All that he should say was that on the balance of testimony
a small-pox hospital might be a source of danger if badly
conducted, and, further, he thought that where a sniall-pox

hospital was established there was a tendency for cases

to arise in its immediate neighbourhood, especially when
the hospital was large and its neighbourhood crowded
and ill-ventilated. But ho was not satisfied that when such
a hospital was well-conducted it was such a substantial

source of danger as to constitute it a legal nuisance, anil it

was certainly not so when the hospital was one like the
present, a small one. Taking into consideration the small
size of this hospital, its situation and general nature, he was
not satisfied that it would be such a substantial source of

danger as would justify the granting of an injunction. More-
over, for several years previously there had actually been a
small-pox hospital in the immediate neighbourhood and no
ill result had ever flowed from it, either to the plaintiffs or

others. It was said that the hospital might prove a source of

danger when the plaintiffs' land was built upon. It was not
necessary to deal with that until the case arose. He was
satisfied that, to persons using the land in its present state,

there was no substantial source of danger. Ho also thought
there was no source of danger from drainage. All the
witnesses, moreover, agreed that vaccination offered complete
protection, and he thought that the Court sliould consider
that by taking such reasonable precautions the plaintiffs and
others in the neighbourhood could protect themselves. The
case, moreover, was not one of public nuisance but of private
nuisance. He therefore dismissed the action with costs, as
between solicitor and client, under the Public Authorities
Protection Act, 1893.

Sewer on Private Property : Right of Entry of Local
Authority.—By sec. 16 of the Public Health Act, 1875, it is

provided that a local authority may, after giving reasonable
notice in writing to the owner or occupier (if on the report
of the surveyor it appears necessary), carry any eewer into,

through or under any lands within their district. Sec. 18 of

the same Act empowers the authority from time to time to
enlarge, lessen, alter the course of, cover in or otherwise im-
prove any sewer belonging to them, and to discontinue, close

up or destroy any such sewer that has in their opinion be-
come unnecessary. Can a local authority, by virtue of these
sections or otherwise, enter upon private property (after
notice) for the purpose of re-laying an existing sewer ? This
was the question which arose in Ueaysman v. Bromley Urban
District Council (Queen's Bench IMvision, 19th March), which
was an action for damages for alleged trespass against the
council for having entered upon the plaintiff's property and
replaced an old and defective sewer thereon by a new one,
laid in a somewhat different ciuirso. It has been held that
there is an implied right of entry under the above sections
(as well as under sees. 1.5 and 19) for the purposes of the Aci<

(see Birkenhoad Corporation v. London and Nortli-Western
Railway Company, 15, Q.B:D. 572). But in the present case
the defendant contended that, at all eventg upon the notice

ments referred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagramt
must be drawn and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents
who do not wish their names published should furnish a nom
de plume.

which had been given by the council, the latter had no power
to enter his property, that notice stating an intention not to
construct a new sewer, but only to relay the old one. Another
point taken was that no written report had been made by
the council's surveyor th.at a new sewer was necessary. On
behalf of the council it was argued that, even admitting that
the notice was informal, the council had power under sec. 18
to alter the course of a sewer without giving any notice what-
ever to the owner of any land through which it might pass.
Mr. Justice Hawkins suggested that it was a case in which
it would be proper for the parties to come to some settlement.
He was of opinion that the defendants had the right to enter
on the land and do the work, and that if in doing so any
damage had been done to the premises the plaintiff was only
entitled to recover so much of it as was found to be damage
done to the reversion (the property being in the occupation
of tenants). Kventu.ally a i^tet processus was entered, it having
been arranged that the defendants should pay to the plaintiff

such damage as their surveyor should find to have been sus-
tained, and that if the plaintiff should not be satisfied with
the amount he should be at liberty to take proceedings under
sec. :i08 of the Public Health Act, 1875, to have the amount
settled by an arbitrator.

Rating of Waterworks Reservoir: Public Health
.^CT, 1875, SEC. 211, sub-sec. 1 (b).—The Hampton District
Council are going to the Court of Appeal in order to obtain
a review of the question whether a waterworks reservoir is
" land covered with water " within the meaning of the above
sub-section (and hence only rateable at one-fourth its annual
value), or whether it is an artificial construction rateable at
its full value (Southicark and Vauxhall Water Company v.

Hampton District Council, Queen's Bench Division, 19th
March). At present there are several cases in which it hag
been decided that the former is the correct view (see Reg. v.
Birmingham Waterworls, 1 B. and S., 84; Reg. v. Newport
Dock Company, 2 B. and S., 708; East London Waterworks
Company v. Lcyton Seu-er Authorities, L.fl. 6, Q.B. 669), but
these are decisions of the Court of Queen's Bench, not appealed
against, and the point has not at present been before the
Court of Appeal. Mr. Justice Wright, in giving judgment
said that no doubt the case raised an important question, and
it was one on which, if there was no authority, they might pos-
sibly take a different view from that taken by the Court of
Queen's Bench in the case of Ea.<t London Waterworks Com-
pany V. Lcyton Sewer Authority. Sir Edward Clarke, how-
ever (the defendant's counsel), admitted that the present case
could not be distinguished from that case. This Court must,
therefore, follow it, but there would be leave to appeal to the
Court of Appeal.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Breaking-Up Streets by (iAs and Water Companies:

Reinstatement.—"Constant Reader" writes: Hasan urban
district council any power under the Public Health Acts to
pass a resolution instructing their surveyor to give notice to
a private company to properly reinstate and make good the
damage to the road surface after laying down gas and water
maina ? In the event of their not properly executing the
work, can the council make good the damage and charge the
cost to the company ?

See the Gasworks Clauses Act, I8-I7, ssecs.Bto 12, ami the Waterworks
ClRuses Act, sees. 28 to 34. Gas aDd water companies are bound to re-
instate streets broken up by them "with all convenient speed," and in
the event of " any unnecessary delay " they forfeit to the local authority
£r, for every offence, with a continuing penalty of £5 a dav after notice.
The authurily are also cmpowoicd to do the work themselves and re-
cover the exjxinses from the company in default. The authority aro
not bound to give the company any notice, unless it is intended to re-
cover the " eontinumg penalties," but it would be desirable to do so in
any event.

Trade Effluents.—" .Vcme" writes: Some time ago yon
published in your paper a statement of a case where a local
authority were either being proceeded against, or about to be,
for taking into the sewers traders' effluents, thereby robbing
the stream of the .amount of the water which would other-
wise be put there. The riparian owners, of course, were the
parties aggrieved. I have searched all my Surveyors, but
cannot come ncrosc it, and perhaps you may be able to assist
mo in the matter; we have a similar caso on here.

I have no roeolleotion of any such case. A local authority is bound
to afford facilities for takinc traiie eiUuents into the sewers (See FeMn
v. QuralilaiitU Vitlrict Council, Tat Scevetok, vcl. xi., p. 116).

Dumfries.—The Provost's Committee of the town council
are considering the question of electric lightinjj.
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Municipal Woric in Progress and Projected.

Islington has an electric lighting scheme in hand, but as is

usually the case, the great majority of big projected under-

takings which we mention this week are provincial, the

most noteworty being found in connection with Liverpool,

Taunton, Stockport, Barking and Sheerness.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL

The first meeting of the above body siiirc the recess was

held on Thursday, at the Guildhall, under the presidency of tlie

lord mayor. A memorial was presented from several parish-

ioners of St. Bride, Fleet-street, urging that the alterations

and enlargement now being effected to the underground con-

venience at the north end of New Bridge-street might be so

modified as to provide accommodation for both sexes. The
petition, which was strongly supported, was eventually re-

ferred to the Streets Committee for consideration.—A large

deputation from the parish of St. Botolph, .\ldersgate, at-

tended and presented a memorial on the subject of the per-

manent acquisition as an open space ot a plot of land in

Little Britain, in the vicinity of the Post Office, locally known
as the " Postmen's Park." They reminded the court that

the trustees of the City Parochial Foundation had offered to

sell the land as an open space for £12,000, towards which
the Government and the Post Office bad made contributions.

The whole amount was forthcoming, but the project was
likely to fall through and the opportunity of acquiring the

site lost for ever by a new demand that a fund of £200 a

year should be set apart for the maintenance of the land.

Unless this fund could be raised by Tuesday next the site

would be devoted to building purposes. After a discussion

the petition was referred to the Finance Committee for con-

sideration and report, and the town clerk was instructed to

write to the City Parochial Foundation asking them not to

carry ont their resolution ponding the report of the conr-

mittee.—Authority was given the City Lands Committee to

enter into agreements with the Metropolitan Asylums Dis-

trict Board and the District Railway Company respectively,

arranging for some experiments in connection with the closing

ot the company's ventilator on the land on the Victoria-embank-

ment agreed to be sold to the board.—A recommendation of

the committee that the right of user of the subways under

the City of London School should be granted to tlie District

Railway Company as a means of assisting the ventilation ot

the tunnel was also agreed to.—A report recommending the

payment of a further sum of £600 to the contractors of the

new offices erected by the late Commission of Sewers was
presented.—Authority was given to the Bridge House Estates

Committee to sell to the Great Western Railway Company,
for the sum of £7,000, certain ])roperty belonging to the cor-

poration in the parish of West Ham ; and approval was also

given to a number of contracts for the re-paving of foot and
carriage ways in various portions of the City, the contractors

being the Limmer Asphalte Company, the French Asphalte

Company and the A^al de Travers Company.—The court then

approved an arrangement of the Finance and Improvement
Committee for acquiring the freehold of Nos. 1 to 4 Cheap-

side and lA Paternoster-row for the sum of £22,542.—A re-

port was received from the Sanitary Committee stating that

the attention ot the latter had been called to some conflict-

ing action between the street and sanitary inspectors in re-

gard to house drainage works, and recommended that in

future all new drainage works or alierations in drainage

under existing houses should be carried out under the super-

vision ot the sanitary inspectors, subject to the plans for such

works being first approved by the medical officer of health and
engineer, and also that copies of all such plans should be kept

by the engineer, the drainage of new buildings remaining, as

at present, under his direction. This course was approved.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.
An ordinary meeting of this board was held on Saturday,

Sir Edwin H. Galsworthy presiding. Communications were
received from the Local Government Board authorising the

expenditure of £919 upon the erection ot a small-po.v shelter

at South Wharf, £271 for works in connection with the train-

ing ship Ermoiitli, and £40,000 for the erection of offices on
the Victoria-embankment. Authority was also received to

the purchase from the St. Pancras Guardians of East Cliff

House, Margate, at a cost of £9,000, and a letter read frora

the Camberwell (inardians entering a jirote.st against certain

Iicirtiuns of the sclienie for the proposeii erection of an oplhal-

mic school at Brentwood and accusing the managers of i-eok-

less extravagance. It was resolved.to acknowledge the letter.

A discussion ensued upon the following motion, which was,
however, negatived :

" That, having regard to the fact that

the total amount paid by the managers to architects and
quantity surveyors during the four years ended at Lady Day,
1897, was £63,083 9s. 7d., the question of the appointment
of an architect to the board be referred to the General Pur-

poses Committee for consideration and report." Approval
was given to the erection of a destructor at the Gore Farm
Hospital, at a cost of £375, and also to an application to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow the necessary

money.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Bermondsey.—At last week's meeting of tlie vestry the

Sanitaiy and Public Iloalth Committee reported that they had
had before them a communication from the London County
Council in reply to tlie vestry's letter pointing out the diffi-

culty of preventing and abating overcrowding in Bermondsey,
and requesting the council to proceed with the least possible
delay to erect the artisans' dwellings in connection with the
displacements for the Tower bridge a]jproach, the land for

which dwellings they had acquired some time since in Tanner-
street. The council stated, in reply, that in June last the
Secretary of State released the council from the obligation
of making provision for re-housing the persons to be displaced,
inasmuch as there were in the neighbourhood ot the improve-
ment suitable dwellings and sufficient vacant accommodation
for such persons. The council further stated, with regard to

the displacement of parsons of the labouring class, that in

only thirty-one instances had tenants vacated houses within
the parish, and of that number seventeen were required to

leave in consequence of non-payment of rent, and three
others vacated without notice.

Fulham.—A joint deputation of residents of Fulham-road
and the Walham ward attended at the last vestry meeting
to urge the vestry to carry out the provisional order for

supplying the parish with the electric light, and r.ot to give

the work to a company. At a special meeting, held after-

wards, the Electric Lighting and Dust Destructor Committee
submitted the following alternative proposals : (1) That the
vestry carry out its provisional order, and at once proceed to

take steps for the erection of a suitable electric lighting

station, dust destructor and disinfector on the Townmead
site, at an estimated cost of £.50,000; and (2) that the solicitor

be instructed to forthwith enter into negotiations with the
Electrical Development and Finance Corporation on the basis

of their offer to carry out the scheme for the erection of an
electric lighting station, dust destructor and disinfector at a
cost ot £55,250. After discussion the first clause was adopted.

Islington.—A letter has been received from the London
County Council agreeing to the loan of £13,662 for electrio

lighting purposes.

ROtherhithe.— <.)n Tuesday of last week the Sanitary Com-
mittee reported having considered a letter from the Local
Government Board sanctioning the Fulford-street and Brad-
don-stroot improvement scheme. The Local Government
Board suggested that tenement houses should be erected on
the site, when cleared, to accommodate the 550 persons dis-

placed, or that an additional site should be ac(iuired elsewhere.
The committee recommended that, instead of obtaining addi-

tional land, the vestry should erect tenement dwellings, and
that the surveyor be instructed to prepare plans. The recom-
mendation was adopted without discussion.

ShoredltCh.—At the vestry meeting last week a deputa-
tion of Acton ward ratepayers drew attention to the incon-

venience and ill-health they had suffered from the detective

sewerage in Shrubland-road. In obedience to the commands of

the vestry, many residents had had their drains re-laid, but all

to no effect, tor the builder informed them that there was not
sufficient tall into the main sewer. In the summer it was a
common practice to cover the ventilator in the road with a
Back to keep back the noxious smell, and the residents were
greatly disappointed that the road was not included in the
scheme tor dealing with the Haggerston sewerage. It was
urged that the wishes of the deputation should be imme-
diately canned out, but it was resolved to refer the matter to

the Works Committee.

St. Ceorge-ln-the-East. — The Works Committee sub-
mitted a report at the last meeting of the vestry on the
public conveniences in the parish, and recommended that an
underground public convenience for men in Cable-street,

20 ft. west of Cannon Sireet-road, be provided, at an esti-

mated cost ot £5.50. The report was adopted.

Stoke NewingtOn.—Tlio vestry have granted permission
for the erection of certain kiosks in the district.

St. Pancras.—A commencenicnt has, it is understood, been
made at the destructor in generating electricity from dust.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
BreconShire.—A Local Government Board inquiry was

held by Colonel W. Slacke last week into an application of

tliis body to borrow £73,000 for lunatic asylum purposes.
There was no opposition to the application. It was stated
that the amount proposed to be raised by loan by Breconshire
was £72,655. The cost of the site for the asylum was about
£(5,000. Tlie acreage was 165 acres 1 rood 31 poles. The
price was slightly above agricultural value, but it was quite a
fair price for land for this purpose. It was situated about
half a mile from the village of Talgarth and 9J miles from
Brecon. It was in rail communication with all parts of the
proposed district (in both counties), and it was acknowledged
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by both counties to be a most suitable place. There was an

ample water supply.

East Ridingr.—The Loual Government Board having re-

fused to sanction the dismaining of certain roads in a part of

the count}', Colonel Legard proposes to move at the next

meeting of the county council ihat the Highways and Bridges

Committee be instructed to reconsider the whole question of

main roads, with a view to ascertain whether a general

system of main roads can be established throughout the

riding and the existing inequalities be thereby removed.

' Norfolk.—The council have adopted a proposal for the

building of a bridge over a ford in the parisli of Westacro.

The structure will coat £250.—At last week's meeting a

deputation from the King's Lynn Corporation attended in

reference to a proposed now bridge on the east side of the

south gates of the town, and expressed the opinion that the

present bridge was inadequate for the reqniremonta of the

town.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
BeCCleS.—The Sanitary Committee have been instructed

by the town council to consider the question of providing

more efficient public lavatory accommodation.

Bournemouth,—At the council meeting on Wednesday
a letter was read from Sir George Meyrick, owner of the

East Cliffe estate, stating that he considered it better that

the cliffs should not be leased to the town in perpetuity, but

that an undercliff drive built by private means was preferable

to one that would be a burden on the rates. He would, how-
ever, consent to no plans for a drive or for houses on the cliff

front that were not proved feasible on expert evidence, for

which purpose Sir Douglas Fox had been asked to prepare a
report. The letter was referred to a committee.

Bradford.—The Gas and Electricity Sub-Committee of the

corporation have decided to light the two new tr.am routes to

Great llorton and Bolton respectively by electricity. The
lamps are to be placed upon the alternate poles carrying the

wire to supply the motive power.

Brighton.—At last Thursday's meeting the council con-

firmed a resolution of the General Purposes Committee de-

claring that municipalities should be auihorised to establish

telephone undertakings within their respective boroughs, and
against the National Telephone Company having permission

to lay mains underneath the streets until the interests of the
public were secured by statute, as in the case of tramways
and electric light undertakings, and subject always to the

previous consent of the road authority.—it was also decided

to adopt a report of the Waterworks Committee stating that,

to keep pace witli the incre.asing demands on the w.ater supply,

they had arranged for the purchase of Mile Oak Farm, of

297 acres, at Portslade, for £5,000, for the purpose of an
additional pumping station.—The Home Othce, it was stated,

had notified that the Secretary of State had appointed a

Departmental Committee to inquire into the question of the
manufacture and supply of water gas and had inquired if the

corporation would furnisli any information in tlieir possession

on" the subject, and also whether they would send a repre-

sentative to appear before the committee and give evidence.

Burton.—It was explained at the monthly meeting of the

council that additional works, costing £1,000, would require

to be carried out at tlie sewage farm. GId mains would have
to be replaced or cleaned out, and altogether the expenditure

on the farm for the next twelve months would be £4,(X)0 more
than last year. The Estates and General Purposes Committee
reported that they had ascertained that the directors of the

South Staffordshire Waterworks Company were not willing

to sell their proprietary rights or powers in Burton, .and they
recommended that the further consideration of the business

be postponed. The recommendation was adopted.

Chard.—The town council have unanimously adopted a
rBsolution in favour of the corporation taking over the public

lighting of the town, .and have also resolved to proceed with
the erection of a public convenience in the market field. The
matter of the electric lighting was referred to the Roads and
Lighting Comndttee to report whether the proposal could be

carried into effect.

Chichester.—The town council have decided to proviile a
technical institute at an estim.ated cost of £3, .350.

Colne.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held on
Thursday respecting an a]iplication of the corporation for

sanction to borrow £10,000 for sewering and paving works in

Albert-road and Keighloy-road, and £1,200 for fitting up and
beautifying the inteiior of the town hall. There was no
opposition to the application.

LaunceStOn.—The following recommendation was adopted
last week :

" That this council adopt the Race-hill and Exeter-
street site, as recommended by the council in committee, pro-

vided it can be suitably laid out to meet the reouirements of

the cattle market, and that the necessary steps be at once
taken to ascertain the best method of arrangement."

Liverpool.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held respecting an application of the corporation for per-
mission to borrow £38,000 for the purchase of a site at B\iza-

kerley, npon which to erect an infectious diseases hospital.

LoweStOfti—At a recent meeting of the town council it

was agreed to adopt a resolution of the Eoads Committee re-

commending an application to the Local Government Board
for sanction to a loan of £2,200 for the purchase of the South
Beach.—The council also agreed that immediate action should

be taken to call a meeting of the authorities interested in the

foreshore affected by the recent gales, with a view of approach-

ing the Government for assistance in the construction of

defence works.—Letters were received from a London firm

asking to be allowed to erect kiosks in the town.

Manchester.—In their annual report to the city council

the Waterworks Committee state that the hydraulic power
supply continues to be highly appreciated, especially by users

of small power, and owing to the simplicity of its application
;

1,910 yards of hydraulic mains have been laid and agree-

ments entered into for the supply of forty-five additional

premises during the year. The total length of liydraulic mains
laid in the city is upwards of Hi miles, and 2t)4 premises,

containing 963 machines of various kinds, are supplied with
power. The arrangements for the erection of an additional

pumping station in Pott-street, Ancoats, have been com-
pleted, the contracts let, and the work is now in progress.

Mansfield.—Upon the recommendation of the Gas Com-
mittee it was on Friday decided to obtain two 12-in. Brad-
dock's station governors to replace the existing 8-in. and 6-in.

governors at the gasworks. The work, which also includes

the provision of the necessary valves and connections and the
erection of a building to contain the governors and the station

meter, is expected to cost £500.—In his last monthly report

the medical officer stated that the death rate for March was
22 i)er 1,000. The hospital, it was mentioned, was almost
empty.

Newcastle.—The Special Electricity Committee have
resolved to lay before the town council an important proposal

in favour of approaching the two local electric supply com-
panies with a view to jjurchase.

Newport, Mon.—The town council have decided to enlarge
the infectious diseases hospital at Alteryn, at an estimated
cost of £7,.50O.

Norwich.— Upon the recommendation of a committee the
council recently decided to accept the tender of Mr. Samuel
Warburton, of Miles Platting, Manchester, at £16,939, for

the erection of a technical institute. The council also decided
to purchase a pneumatic paititing machine, at a cost not ex-
ceeding £52.

Satford.—-A Local Government Board inquiry was held on
Tuesday respecting an application of the town council for
sanction to borrow £900 for the purpose of erecting park-
keepers' lodges in .\lbert-park, Broughton and fJrdsall-park,
Salford. It was stated that these were the only parks in the
borough which were not provided with lodges. The inspector
suggested that the expenditure shonid be increased to £1,000,
in order that concrete might be put under the floors, and it

was arranged that the Park's Committee should consider the
matter. There was no opposition to the application.

Scarborough, —A deputation of the town council recently
met Messrs. Walmsley, the proprietors of Wilson's wood anil
ravine, well-known to visitors, to confer as to the terms
upon which they would sell the wood and ravine and table-
land adjoining to the corporation for the purposes of a park
and recreation ground. Messrs. Walmsley expressed their
willingness to sell, and named a price, which the deputation
promised to submit to the corporation.—An inquiry regarding
the borrowing of £1,155 for purposes of street improvement,
£4.50 for the jirovision of an underground sanitary conveni-
ence in St. Helen's-sqnare, and £1,985 for works of sewerage
by the corporation, will be held by Mr. W. A. Ducat, inspector
to the Local Government Board, to-day.

South Shields.—A resolution of the Market-place and
Quay Committee recommending the construction of an under-
ground lavatory in M.arket-place, in accordance with plans
submitted by the borough surveyor, has been adopted by the
town council. The cost of the improvement is estimated at
£1,020, and an application for sanction to borrow this amount
will shortly be made to the Local Government Board.

Stockport.—Local Government Board sanction has been
received to a loan of £24,600 for purposes of electric lighting.

Swansea.—The corporation have decided to accept the
tender of Messrs. Patterson & Son, of Glasgow, at £255.747,
for the construction of the Cray waterworks and tunnel, and
to apply for a further loan of £I0O,(X)O towards the work.

Taunton.— .\ Local Government Board inquiry has been
held relative to .an application of the town council for power
to bt>rrow £31,500 for waterworks purposes.

Thetford,—A special meeting of the town council was held
recently to consider a report upon the present condition Of
that portion of the town hall comprising the county court
room and the old council chamber. The report prepared by
Mr. II. J. Green, of Norwich, stated that the whole of the
north gable end proved npon examination to be built npon
little or no foundation, and to be, in consequence, much
fractured and out of the perpendicular. It was practically
useless to underpin or in any way repair the structure, the
only .satisfactory method being to take down the endin ques-
tion and rebuild it on solid foundations. In connection with
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this work, other small repairs to portions of the building

would be necessary, but in any case the architect strongly

discountenanced the adoption of any teniproray methods in

dealing with the north gably end. The mayor expressed the

hope that whatever work might be undertaken the original

form of the building would be adhered to. It was decided

that the county court fittings should be transferred to the

large court room, and it was unanimonaly resolved that Mr.

Green be requested to prepare plans and specifications at

once, and that, until the work has been carried out the hall

be not let to the public for any purpose whatever.

Winchester.—An inquiry has been held on behalf of the

Local Government Board by Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, M.i.c.E.,

respecting an application of the town council for sanction to

a loan of £800 for the purchase of a site for the erection of

public baths.

Wolverhampton.—The town council have accepted the

tender of Messrs. Henry Willoook A Co., amounting to £3,374,

for the erection of a tirst-class swimming bath and its appur-

tenances on the north side of the existing bath buildings.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Alston.—A committee of the council have lately been con-

sidering the question of purchasing certain land for the pur-

pose of recreation grounds. They have been in communica-
tion with the Lords of the Admiralty on the subject, and the
latter have offered the field, which is about GJ acres in e.";-

tent, for the sum of £200. The question was fully considered

at a meeting, and on a vote being taken there was a large

majority in favour of the purchase. The money will be
raised by private subscription, the estimated cost being about
£400 for the purchase and putting the field in proper order.

Ashton.—At last week's meeting of the council the
General Purposes Committee were empowered to expend a
sum not exceeding £2.50 in the painting, decoration and re-

pair of the public buildings, and in furnishing a retiring-

room for the use of the members of the council.

Barking'.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held
on Thursday respecting an application of the district council

for sanction to borrow £15,000 for electric lighting purposes.

Bishop Stortford.—A Local Government Board inquiry
has been held relative to an application of the district couu-
cil, for sanction to borrow £450 for the erection of new
additional buildings at the depot in South-street.

Burgess Hill.—A Local Government Board inspector held
an inquiry last week relative to an application of the district

council for sanction to borrow £850 for street improvements,
£250 for sewage disposal works, and £1,250 for the purchase
of a building for the purposes of a technical school.

Colwyn Bay.—The surveyor recently produced plans and
specifications for the contract for lighting the Promenade
with electricity. He had every reason to believe that if

tenders were advertised for at once the scheme might be com-
pleted by August 1st. It was decided to advertise for tenders
forthwith.

East Crinstead.—An inquiry was recently held, on behalf

of the Local Goveritnient Board, by Mr. G. \V. Willcocks re-

lative to an application of the district council for permission
to borrow £540 for rebuilding Hurley bridge, widening
College-lane, and providing public urinals in London-road and
Catelupe-road.

Gainsborough,—A scheme for the reconstruction of the
streets of the town was before the council last week, and was
thoroughly discussed. A number of slight amendments to

the original suggestions were adopted, and, though several

members expressed themselves strongly opposed to the
general adoption of wood pavement, it was decided to lay a
portion of Lord-street with wood as an experiment. The
principal thoroughfares will be paved with granite setts, and
the claims of cyclists are to be considered where possible by
the use of tar macadam side-strips. In the broader streets,

where traffic is lighter and can be distributed over a wider
area, tar macadam will be the material used. The whole of

the market place and nine or ten of the principal streets will

be entirely reconstructed, and although much of the old

material will be useful for foundations, &c., it is estimated
that an expenditure of £4,000 or £5,000 will be involved.

Heanor.—The following report has been received by the
council from Mr. R. H. Robinson, engineer for the Smalley
water scheme : At the Smalley pumping station the shaft is

now sunk to a depth of 49^ yards, and the brickwork com-
pleted to a deptii of 47 yards 2 ft. 2 in. At the present time
they are in a light blue shale, and have passed through the
light grey sandstone, which contains a lot of water, and, I ex-

pect, shortly they will arrive at the two small seams of coal.

The measures seem to be more regular now than for some
time, and the strata in the pit seems to be about 12 ft. below
that in the borehole, while, according to the rise of the strata,

it should really be the reverse. The water is about 3,457
gallons per hour, and is IJin.on the gauge; but that quantity
can hardly be relied en, as the pump varies a lot at times.

This morning at one time, after a short stand, it rose to 2^ in.,

bat 1^ in. should be about right. Mr. Holbrook, snrve3'or,

supplemented the report by saying that the feeder would be
found at a depth of about 120 yards, when they anticipated

about 160,000 gallons per day of water.

Hornsey.—An inspector of the Local Government Board
held an inquiry on Thursday relative to an application of

the district council for permission to borrow a total sum of

£3,100, made up as follows : £1,000 for the erection of a

branch fire station at Mnswell Hill, £600 for works of surface-

water drainage at Fortis Green, £700 for asphalting the
footways in Mnswell Hill-road (from St. James' church to

Cratdey-gardens), and £800 for the purchase of a branch
public library for Stroud Green and Harringay.

HuytOn-with-Roby.— Local Government Board sanction

has been received to a loan of £1,000 for the purchase of a
steam roller, road-soarifier, &c.

Ilfracombe.—The surveyor to the council is preparing
plans for the erection of a new market, at an estimated cost

of £4,000.

Littlehampton.—The district council have decided to carry
out a new water supply-scheme, at an estimated cost of

£10,717.

Mablethorpe.—A proposal for the rescinding of a resolu-

tion, passed at the previous meeting of the council, approving
plans and deciding to apply to the Local Government Board
for power to effect a loan of £1,850, to carry out extensive

improvements by the construction of a concrete promenade
and the erection of a sea-wall, urinals, cab-stand, &c., was
brought up at the last monthly meeting of the council, but
rejected.

Newmarket.—The district council have approved condi-

tionally plans for the laying of a new 12-in. water main from
the water company's reservoir to the pumping station.

Norton.—The district council have decided to consider the
cost of lighting the town, with the view of adopting some
cheaper method.

Ramsbottom.—In reply to a ipiestion raised at the last

monthly meeting of the council, the clerk stated that the only
offer, in reply to the council's request, the Ramsbottom Gas
Company, Limited, had made for the sale of their undertaking
was as follows :

" That if the council were prepared to offer

a price sufficient to secure to the shareholders of the company
a maximum dividend in perpetuity, the directors would call a
meeting of the shareholders to consider the matter." In
reply to a further question, the clerk said the " maximum
dividend" was 10 per cent. Nothing further had been done
in the matter, and no further offer had been made on either

side.

Scunthorpe.—The Local Government Board have sanc-

tioned a loan of £5,000 to carry out boring operations for a
water supply.

SheernesS.— Colonel W. Langton Coke last week held an
inquiry, on behalf of the Local Government Board, with refer-

ence to an application of the district council for sanction to

borrow £13,StlO for the cotistruction of an iron pier to replace

the wooden structure which was partially destroyed in the

storm of the 29th November last. Drawing were submitted
for the proposed new pier, which is to be 1,300 ft. in length.

No opiiosition was offered to the application. '

Skipton.—At a recent meeting of the council a letter

respecting the Broughton-road sewerage scheme was read

from the Local Government Board. It stated that the board

were advised by their inspector. Colonel Hepper, that the

scheme should be amended by duplicating the engine and
pump, and by making the concrete floor of the tank 12 in.

thick instead of 6 in., and by making the pumping maiu to

discharge into the outfall sewer at a higher level. It was re-

solved that these suggestions of the Local Government Board

be adopted.

Swadlincote.—At a recent meeting of the district council

it was reported that the purchase of the gasworks at the

price of £34,200 had been completed.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Barton.—With regard to certain legal proceedings taken

by the Mersey and Irwell Joint Drainage Committee in re-

ference to the pollution of a brook, instructions were given

for a letter to be forwarded to that body stating that the

council had commenced the Davyhulme drainage works, for

which sanction had been obtained to borrow £16,000.

Bolper.—At a recent meeting a deputation from Dethick,

Lea and Holloway, attended with reference to the water
supply of the parish, and impressed on the council the neces-

sity of augmenting it. The chairman replied that the coun-

cil were conducting negotiations with that view.

Newton.—Colonel A. J. Hepper held an inquiry last Tues-
day, on behalf of the Local Government Board, concerning
the council's application for sanction to borrow £1,000 for

works of water supply. Originally, it was stated, the council

intended that the scheme of water supply should include the
adjoining hamlets of Brookfield and Wreyland, in the parish

of Bovey Tracey, but it was found that the water was not

available. They thereupon made arrangements to take the

water from a spring, and on this the present scheme was
baaed. The proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to the
inspector.

ShardlOW.—At a recent meeting of the council a com-
munication was received from the Local Government Board
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respecting the water anpplies of the various parishes in the

district and the statements made in the annxial report of the

medical oflicer of liealtU i'or tlio district regarding the water

supply. The letter reqtiestod the council to instruct the

medical officer of health to prepare a special report on the

water supply of the rural district, showing for each village in

the district the nature of the present supply, its sufficiency

and wholesomeneas, and whether a pablic snpply is needed,

or whether steps could be taken for the protection of the

existing sources where these are exposed to the risk of pollu-

tion. Xo steps were taken in the matter.

Thrapston (Northants).—On the 20th inst. a Local

Government Board inquiry was lield by Mr. Sandford

Pawcett in respect of an application made by the council to

borrow money to carry out a drainage and sewage-disposal

scheme prepared by Messrs. Shannon & Archer, Welling-

borough. The system of sewage disposal is that of the
" Universal " Company, Derby.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Ayr.—The town council have unanimously adopted a report

of Mr. Fuller, the burgh electrical engineer, recommending
the erection of twenty-three additional arc lamps in the

public streets. These will replace eighty-five gas lamps.

Belfast.—It is reported that the Electric Committee have
nnier consideration the public lighting of some of the

principal thoroughfares, to be carried out when the new
station is working, and have instructed the engineer to pre-

pare a statement of the comparative cost of gas and electric

light. The report for the tirat quarter's working of this year

shows that the output is 5.^ per cent, greater than for the

corresponding quarter of last year. The statement of accounts
for the year ended December 31, 1897, also shows the de-

partment to be in a prosperous condition, the lamps connected
being equivalent to 21,000 8 candle-power, whilst the average
price obtained per unit is 6035d., with a total of 201,832

units sold.

Clontarf,—Local Government Board sanction has been
received to a loan of £1,050 for the carrying out of various

works in the township.

Glasgow.—The new baths for Springbarn have been
erected by the corporation at the head of Kay-street. There
are two entrances to the building. The one on the right leads

to the swimming pond and hot baths for men, of which there

are fifteen first-class and thirteen second-class. The swim-
ming pond is 75 ft. by 85 ft. There are dresaing-bo.tes all

round it, foot baths, spray-rooms, and a gallery overhead.
The offices are in the centre, between the two vestibules. At
the left-hand entrance there is a rise of 1 1 ft. to the washing-
house, which me.asures 93 ft. by 38 ft. There are thirty-four

washing-stalls. A small private washing-house lies off the
larger public one. Here also are five hot baths for women.
The roof over the swimming pond is constructed of steel

principals. The plans were prepared under the superin-

tendence of Mr. A. B. Macdonald, city engineer.

Kirkcaldy.—At a meeting of the town council a long dis-

cussion took place in connection with a proposal to build a
new bridge, estimated to cost £14,340, between Pathhead and
Kirkcaldy. Eventually it was decided to proceed with the
carrying out of the scheme.

Perth.—The police commissioners have adopted the rejjort

of Messrs. BIythe & Westland on the offers for the new
bridge across the Tay, recommending the acceptance of esti-

mates for the erection of the bridge at a cost of nearly
£20,000. The estimates accepted are nearly double what was
anticipated when the idea of the bridge was first mooted,
but the bridge will be widened 10 ft. from that originally

proposed.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
ChioagO.— In future no building of over ten storeys in

height will be permitted in this city, an ordinance fixing the
limit at 130ft. havingbeen passed by the council.

Paris.—All the principal roadways of the Bois de Boulogne
will shortly bo lighted by electricity, the municipal council
having passed a resolution to that effect.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SHEFFIELD.

CLEARING IXSAN'ITARV AREAS.
The Corporation of Shetheld, although actively engaged in

widening leading thoroughfares, providing electric tramways,
and in laying-out and beautifying parks and woods and
recreation grounds, are also giving their best attention to the
improving out of existence of some of the worst slums and
alleys in the city. Some years ago, remarks Tlie Leed^
Merciiry, the whole of the property in the very heart of

Sheffield, and covering an area of 2,398 square yards, was
condemned as insanitary and unfit for people to dwell in. It

includes what are locally known as the " crofts," and the
houses are occupied by tho very poorest and most destitute of
the inhabitants. The average death rate of the city during
the last ten years has been 21 per l,OlX): in the condemned
area it has been in the same period 31 per 1,000. The
Local Government Board were appi-oached by the corporation

and sanction obtained to the clearing of the entire area and
the carrying through it of two wide streets. That arrange-

ment divides the area into three sections, and one section has

to be cleared and cottages rebuilt before another is touched.

The city surveyor estimated that the cost of the buildings

and land would be £72,42-t, and the formation of new streets,

&o., £8,498 ; total, £80,922. He estimated that the surplus

land, after laying-out the new streets, would be worth
£21,250, on which sufficient house accommodation has to be
provided for 750 people. The corporation had to come to

terms with sixty-two ditTereut owners, and they have done so

with the exception of four, at a cost of £86,814. The
estimate has therefore already been exceeded by £5,892, and
there are four more plots to buy. On one of these is a public-

house and on another a Roman Catholic church.

The work of clearing the fi rst section, on which there are about
250 houses, including three public-houses, will be commenced
almost immediately. Tlie difficulty now facing the corport-,-

tion is—What class of property they shall erect on the cleared

ground ? If built according to the requirements of the Local
Government Board it will not be possible to let them for less

rents than from 5s. 6d. to 6s. 6d. per week, an amount alto-

gether beyond the means of the poor tenants about to be dis-

possessed. The alternative is to erect flats ; but that means
an amount of supervision which that class of people do not

like. Some large premises erected during the last three years
in Pinstone-street are so arranged that the upper storeys are

let oft in (lata, and have been a marked 8ucce.ss. Indeed, the

landlords can command their own tenants. Different arrange-

ments and much lower rents must, however, prevail with re-

gard to the corporation property if the poor people, whose
benefit is ostensibly sought, are to occupy it.

DARLINGTON GASWORKS.

PROPOSED EXTENSIONS.
At the last monthly meeting of the Darlington Town

Council, Mr. J. Hepworth, m.i.c.e., of Edinburgh, in accord-

ance with instructions, reported upon the sufficiency or other-

wise of the storage accommodation of the gasworks, and
generally as to whether, in the event of it being considered
insufficient, he could suggest any means by the adoption of

which a proper supply of gas could be maintained, should
any accident occur which might interfere therewith, without
having to incur the expense of erecting a new gasholder.

Mr. Hepworth proceeded to go into the matter very fully,

giving an exhaustive report, with the frequent use of statistics.

Ho found that the maximum daily delivery of ga.^ from the
works in 1897 was 1,397,500 cubic feet, as against 815,500
cubic feet in 1887. This gave an increase of 71'36 per cent,

in that period, which was equivalent to 713 per cent, per
annum. His statistics as to tho annual production of gas
during the last five years showed an average annual increase

of 7'o5 per cent. In order to arrive at a decision upon the
question he had kept in mind the fact that the council

contemplated establishing an installation of electric light.

Although he did not anticipate that this would affect to any
appreciable degree the steady rate of increase in the demand
for gas so long as it could be sold at its present low price

—

viz., 2s. per 1,000 cubic feet nett—ho assumed that the annual
increase in tho consumption of gas might be reduced from
an average of 7'55 per cent, to an average of 5 per cent.

Proceeding on this estimate, Mr. Hepworth said he had no
difficulty in arriving at the conclusion that, whether as re-

gards the present demand for gas or the prospective increase

in the consumption during the next five years, the productive

capacity of the works (including the plant to be extended this

year) was all that was necessai'y for some time to come. It

would, however, be necessary before the expiration of the
five years to consider a further extension of retorts.

After dealing at length with statistics, ic, relative to the
storage capacity, Mr. Hepworth concluded by recommending
the erection of an additional gas-holder at the earliest oppor-

tunity aa being the only satisfactory way of enabling the

council to afford consumers a continuous and reliable gas
supply.

Disastrous FIro.—A fire broke out last week in Messrs.
Doidton's extensive pottery works at Bnrslem, and before it

was subdued damage to the extent of £10,000 had been
wrought. Tho fire is supposed to have originated in the
painting shop, where, unfortunately, nil the newest patterns

were kept. These, together with a great deal of valuable

stock, wore destroyed. About 100 people will be thrown onC
of employment.

Practical Geology.—We commend to the notice of sur-

veyors the current (thirteenth) year's prospectus of the
London Geological Field Class, organised by Prof. H. G.
Seeley. The excursions, which are arranged to illustrate tho
physical geography and geology of hills, valleys and rivers in

the basin of the Thames, commenced on Saturday last, and
are continued on ensuing Saturdays up to July 2Dd, Those
who care to avail themselves of these pleasant and instructive

visits can join at any time during the course. Details can
be obtained of Mr. R. Herbert Bentley, -43 Gloucester-road,

South Hornsev, N., the hon. secretarv.
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Personal.

About sixty apjilii'ationB for the post of electrical engineer

to the Dewsbnry Corporation have been received.

It is reported that the Shoreditch Vestry are asking their

neighbours to join in a protest against the proposal to pension
mnnicipal officers.

We much regret to state that Mr. Christopher Oakley,
president of the Surveyors' Institution, is lying seriously ill

at his residence at Chislehnrst.

Mr. Christopher J. Smith, of the town surveyor's office.

Hove, has been appointed temporary draughtsman to Mr.
James Lovegrove, surveyor to the Hackney Vestry.

Mr. William Fairley, engineer to the Richmond (Surrey)
Main Sewerage Board, has been granted permission by that
authority to practice in London as a consulting engineer.

Increases of salary have been granted to the following
gentlemen in the service of the VVolverhampton Corporation :

Mr. Joseph Garfield, Mr. W. S. Bissell and Mr. W. Moore.

Mr. J. D. Sharman, of the borough engineer's office Sunder-
land, has been appointed junior assistant in the office of Mr.
R. M. Gloyne, borough engineer and surveyor of Eastbourne.

Mr. R. Everall, of Shrewsbury, has been appointed to the
position of clerk of works in the department of Mr. J. W.
Bradley, the borough engineer and surveyor of Wolverhamp-
ton.

Mr. Walter Emden, president of the Society of architects,

occupied the chair at the annual dinner of that body, which
was held in the St. James's Restaurant, Piccadilly, on Thurs-
day.

Among those present at a dinner of the Liverpool Archi-
tectural Society, held recently, were Mr. Shelmerdine, the
city surveyor of Liverpool, and Mr. Turton, the deputy sur-

veyor.

A committee of the Ludlow Town Council last week re-

ported having examined ten schemes of electric lighting, and
subsequently awarded a first prize, of £20, to Mr. J. S. Enright,
of Kensington, W.

Mr. A. W. Cross, surveyor to the King's Norton Rural Dis-

trict Council, was present at a dinner given last week on the
occasion of the retirement of Mr. T. A. Bayliss, the chairman
of the latter body.

Mr. E. Bnckam, the borough surveyor of Ipswich, was
present at a luncheon given on the occasion of the inaugura-
tion of the new pumping machinery at the corporation's water-
works on Thursday last.

It was agreed, at a recent meeting of the Beverley Rural
District Council, to increase the salary of Mr. E. T. Felgate
from £200 to £250 per annum, in order that he might obtain
some clerical assistance in his office.

We regret to announce that Mr. William M. Watson, for

many years county surveyor of Bedfordshire, died on Tues-
day of last week, at his residence, Wren Park, Shefford, Beds.,

at the advanced age of eighty-eight years.

Mr. George Bryant, assistant at the Yarmouth Corporation
electricity supply works, has been appointed borough elec-

trical engineer of that town, in pUice of Mr. Ranker, resigned.

The salary for the first six months is to be at the rate of £175
per annum.

We understand that the water engineer and secretary to the
High Wycombe Water Company, Limited, Mr. J. Fred.
Wicks, has been appointed manager and secretary to the
High Wycombe Gas Light and Coke Company, Limited, and
will in future hold the dual appointments.

Last week, at a meeting of the Liverpool Engineering
Society, Mr. John A. Brodie, city surveyor, presiding, Mr.
Hugh Rogers, assistant to Mr. A. G. Lyster, the engineer-
in-chief to the Mersey Dock estate, read a paper, entitled
" Liverpool Landing-Stage Extension and Prince's Jetty."

At a meeting of the Civil and Mechanical Engineers'
Society, held on the 14th inst., under the chairmanship of Mr.
B. B. Dodley, vice-president of the body, a ])aper, entitled
" Pipes and Pipe Laying," was read by Mr. Alfred Hanssen.
A vote of thanks to the author terminated the proceedings.

Sir George Morris, the head of the Local Government
Board in Ireland, has retired from the post, owing to the ape
limit. The appointment of his successor, which has been
deeply engaging the attention of the Chief Secretary and all

who have a voice in it, will, it is expected, bs annoanced this

week.

An interesting and valuable paper, entitled " Some Public
Health Problems," was read on the 12th ult. before the
members of the North-Westem and Midland Sanitary In-

spectors' Association by the vice-chairman, Mr. Ernest
Worrall, surveyor to the Penmaenmawr Urban District

Council.

Mr. D. Mackintosh, c.t;., Inverness, has been appointed
borough road surveyor of Sunderland, Receiving his early

training with Mr. Mackenzie, burgh surveyor, itr. MackintosU
was surveyor of Elgin for hve years, and latterly he has been
employed by Mr. Duncan Cameron, architect, in connection
with his country contracts.

The following candidates were on Monday selected by the
Vestry of Stoke Xewington to attend the linal selection for

tho office of surveyor: Mr. Reginald Brown, assistant sur-

veyor to the Ealing Urban District Council ; Mr. W. F. Love-
day, assistant surveyor to the Mile End Vestry ; and Mr. J.

Gould Smith, assistant surveyor to tho Islington Vestry.
There were fifty-three applicants for the vacant post.

At the last meeting of the Ludlow Town Council the Public
Lighting Committee reported that, in answer to an advertise-

ment for the best and most economical schemes of electric

lighting for the borough, they received ten schemes from en-
gineers. They had considered these schemes, and were of

opinion that Mr. J. S. Enright, of 202 Holland-road, Kensing-
ton, was entitled to the premium of £20. The report was
adopted.

Mr. J. J. M'Donnell, water inspector to the township of

Bray, Ireland, has resigned his appointment. He had reduced
the consumption of water since his election so as to effect, he
believed, a saving of abont £700 a year, and although a pro-

posal to reduce 'nis salary might not be carried, he could not
look forward again to the promotion he expected, and there-

fore considered it due to himself to resign with the credit he
had earned.

On Thursday, at the meeting of the Court of Common
Council, the foUowinsr recommendations in regard to the pre-

cedence of certain offices were snbmitted by the General
Purposes Committee : That the medical officer of health and
public analyst should be placed on the official list after the
secondary and before the coroner; that the engineer and
surveyor should be placed after the city surveyor and before
the head master of the City school ; and that the principal

clerk and clerical staff of the public health department should
be placed in a separate category, after the hitherto staff of

the town clerk's office.

Thirty-seven designs were received in response to an
advertisement inviting competitive plans for the erection of

the proposed public library and large memorial hall at Port
Elizabeth, South Africa. The assessors, Messrs. J. W.
Hammersley-Heenan and Richard Wright, with the assist-

ance of Mr. W. T. Hollands, f.r.i.b.a., have accorded the

first premium, of 100 guineas, to design No. 1, which proved
to be by Mr. Henry A. Cheers, of Twickenham, London, and
the second premium to No. 36, by Messrs. Charles E. Bate-
man and Herbert Bartland, of 81 Edmund-street, Birmingham.
Mr. Cheers' design shows a building finely treated in the
Elizabethan style, the estimated cost of erection being £22,000.

Consideration was on Thursday given by the Marylebone
Vestry to the question of the assistant surveyorshij), a new
office created on the recommendation of a special committee
appointed to consider the reorganisation of the works depart-

ment. The names of Messrs. J. Forster (Salop County
Council), P. W. Watson (St. Saviour's Board of Works) and
E. R. Weaver (of Brixton) were submitted, but after a long
discussion, in which it was questioned whether the report had
been brought up in accordance with tho vestrj-'s resolution,

it was decided to refer tlie matter back, in order, it was under-

stood, that the name of the acting surveyor, Mr. Thompson,
might be included with the candidates already selected.

There were originally 135 applications.

The annual meeting of the Sheffield Society of Architects

and Surveyors was held on Tuesday, at the School of Art,

Arundel-street, Sheffield, Mr. R. IV. Fowler, F.s.i., in the chair.

Mr. C. J. Innocent, the hon. secretary, read the eleventh
annual report of the council. It stated that the society were
in all respects in a better position than at any previous period

of their history. After the reading of the report votes of thanks
were passed to the several officers of the council, especially

to Mr. Innocent, who had intimated that he wished to be
released of his duties. The ballot resulted in the following

elections for the ensuing year : President, Mr. R. W. Fowler

;

vice-president, Mr. J. Smith ; hon. treasurer, Mr. F. Fowler;
hon. secretary, Mr. W. C. Fenton ; council, Messrs. C. Had-
field, E. M. Gihbs, C. J. Innocent, T. Winder, A. Smith Denton,
J. R. Wigful and J. B. Mitchell-Withers.

On Tuesday, at a general meeting of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, Sir John Wolfe Barry, president, in the chair, the

result of the ballot for the election of officers was declared as

follows : President, Mr. W. H. Preece, c.B. ; vice-presidents.

Sir Douglas Fo.'!, Jlr. James Mansergh, Sir William Anderson
and Sir William White ; other members of council, Mr. James
Barton (Dundalk), Mr. Horace Bell, Sir Alexander Binnie,

Mr. Thomas Forster Brown (Cardiff), Mr. Henry Deane
(Sydney), Mr. W. R. Galbraith, Mr. George Gi.aham (Glas-

gow), Mr. J. C. Hawkshaw, Mr. Charles Hawksley, Mr. G. H.
Hill (Manchester), Dr. Hopkinson, Mr. J. C. Inglis, Mr. Alex-

ander Izat (India), Dr. Alexander B. W. Kennedy, Mr. John
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Kennedy (Montreal), Sir Jame8 Kitsnn, MP. (Leeds), Mr. A.

G. Lyster (Liverpool), Mr. William Matthews, Sir Guilford

Moleswortli, Sir Andrew Noble (Neweastle-on-Tyne), Mr.

Alexander Siemens, Mr. Thomas Stewart (Cape Town), Mr.

F. W. Webb (Crewe) and Sir Leader Williams (Manchester).

Mr. William Bate.=i, chief assistant engineer to Messrs.

tJrquhart & Small, electrical engineers, has been appointed

borongh electrical engineer of Birkenhead. A brief survey

of Mr. Bates' career will show, says our contemporary.

Lightning, that he is peculiarly well-equipped for undertaking

the development of electric lighting power and traction in

this populous Cheshire seaport. His engineering studies

began in 1880 at University College, London, where for three

years he sat at the feet of Prof. Kennedy. A year as pupil

in the Pimlioo engineering worka of Messrs. J. Simpson &
Co. followed ; then, in 1883, Mr. Bates joined the staff of Sir

Francis Bolton, and during the following three years helped

in the design, erection and running of the electric fountains

at the various exhibitions that were then annual fixtures in

South Kensington. At the " Colinderies," in 1886, he also

acted for Messrs. Galloways as eleotrician-in-charge of the

garden lighting. His connection with Sir Francis Bolton

was severed only by the death of the latter in 1887. Mr.

Bates then j >ined Mr. David Urqnhart, k.i.e.f.., who had been
chief engineer to Sir Francis, and while with him put down
an electric h'ghting installation at Blenheim Palace for the

late Duke of Marlborough. After attending the Barcelona

Exhibition for the Brush Company, Mr. Bates rejoined Mr.

tJrquhart, laying down various isolated plants in England
;

but 1890 found him in Spain again, as chief electrical engineer

of the Bilboa-Santurce Tramway Company. Two years later

he returned once more to Mr. Urquhart, or rather to the firm

of Urquhart & Small, as chief assistant engineer, a post that

he is now about to vacate to go to Birkenhead. During the

past five years he has carried out a good deal of important

work. He saw the Dundee Corporation electric supply works
put down, and was also in charge of the extensions there in

1895 ; and he was also engaged upon the Richmond Com-
pany's central station, his iirm acting as the consulting

•ngineers to the corporation, for whom they also put in a
flre alarm and telephone system. Among other installations

that he erected was one in Spain for utilising the waterfall of

Acebo for the generation of electric energy.

DEVELOPMENTS IN SEWAGE TREATMENT.

COMPLETION OF MANG0T3FIELD WORKS.
An interesting scheme of sewage disposal has just been

suoceasfnlly brought to completion by Mr. Walter Le Maitre,

C.E., of Staple Hill, Bristol, at the Mangotsfield sewage works,
which were publicly opened on the 6th inst. in the presenee
of a large number of visitors, who expressed much satisfaction

with the scheme and the excellent effluent resulting from the
rapid purification process. A noteworthy feature is the
method of construction, whereby complete purification works
are erected upon a limited area of ground that formerly would
have been considered impossible for the purpose. After
passing the detritus and screening chambers the sewage—of

a strong domestic character, with some manufacturers' and
slaughter-house refuse— is treated with ferozone,from 2 grains
to 3 grains per gallon being found suSicient. It then flows
through horizontal inlet pijjes to 15-in. vertical tubes in the
centre of the Candy circular upward-flow precipitation tanks
and falls within 2 ft. o' the bottom on to spreading plates.

There is an outer cylinder, 5 ft. in diameter, reacliing from
about Gin. above water level to 6 in. below the spreading
plates. By this means further contact with the ferozone is

given, and at the same time the precipitated solids overlying
the bottom of the tank are not disturbed by the incoming
sewage. A large volume is thus enabled to be rapidly dealt
with, a continuous flow is maintained and the effluent

delivered without loss of level, a matter of graat importance
where the fall is limited.

The tanks, two in number, are capable of dealing with a
flow of 1,000,000 gallons daily, and are fitted with Candy's
patent automatic sludge removal apparatus. Each tank is

24 ft. in diameter, with 15-ft. 6-in. depth of sewage, the total

area occupied by them being about 6-t square yards. After
leaving the tanks the effluent passes through clarifiers, of

which there are five, each 7 ft. in diameter by 8ft. high. "The
space occupied by these clarifiers, which are capable of deal-

ing with the same volume of sewage as the tanks, is about 63
square yards. The effluent from the clarifiers runs on to

concentrated polarite filters, which can deal with 1,500 to
2,000 gallons per square yard per twenty-four hours. It is

claimed, though the claim is not likely to be admitted by
those who advocate other forms of filter, that these are the
best and cheapest form of oxidising, or what are now
popularly called biological filters, and are the most rapid
means of obtaining nitrification. The superficial area' of the
polarite filters is about 480 square j-ards, so that the purifica-
tion installation, as designed bj' Mr. W. Le Maitre, for
purifying 1,IX)0,000 gallons per day is contained within a
tola! area of about one-sixth of au acre. The scheme, which
includes 18 miles of sewers, has been completed under Mr.
Le Maitre for less money tlian the contract price. The con-
tractor for the work was Mr. H. Roberts, of Birmingham,

and the purification process adopted is that known as the
" International."

WATER SUPPLY IN SOUTH AFRICA.

MUNICIPAL SCHEMES.
One of the pressing schemes of hydraulic engineering at

the moment, a colonial journal states, is that to furnish im-
proved water supplies to Durban. The town possesses a
supply, augmented by rain and well water, but it is not above
suspicion, is frequently muddy, and otherwise unfit. The
town engineer has reported in favour of a general scheme
on which upwards of £200,000 is to be expended. For the

moment the introduction of the polarite filtration system is,

however, most in vogue, but a larger scheme, involving the

building of a storage reservoir to hold twenty-one days' sup-

ply, is estimated to require about £30,000. The matter lias

been officially stated to be pressing, so that immediate steps

will shortly be taken to realise some one or other scheme.
The " Riviera of South Africa," as Muizenberg and Kalk

Bay are claimed to be by their inhabitants, are also bestirring

themselves to acquire an adequate water supply service, pre-

liminary to the introduction of an efficient drainage system.
It is proposed to erect a dam 20 ft. high, to be eventually
raised to 50 ft., across the valley of the .Silver Mine stream,

near Tokai, and to impound some 18,000,000 gallons of water,

amd eventually 150,000,000 g.illon3, which would be led to the
town, a distance of 4j miles, in 4-in. pipes. The total esti-

mated cost of the scheme is £18,670, and the town council

have formally notified their intention of borrowing £20,000
to prosecute the work. The plans and specifications have
already been prepared and tenders are called for.

Queenstown is also concerned to extend its present storage

conveniences by the building of a second reservoir, to hold

some 50,000,000 gallons, but the opinion of a Government ex-

pert is first to be taken. In Johannesburg the public dis-

satisfaction with the water supply from the private com-
pany has eventuated in the town council oi^ening negotiations

for the purchase of that undertaking. The company have now
something like 110 miles of mains laid in the town, and their

assets include not only the right of supply of Johannesburg
itself, but the outlying townships, st that the purchase price

will represent a considerable sum. It is said that the com-
pany are prepared to sell on the basis of the capitalisation of

the profits at about 4 per cent. The council are disposed to

acquire the undertaking, and as the alternative in the case

of the company is the setting up of a rival concern, it is

very probable an agreement will be come to. In this case

the future large extension of the water service, as fore-

shadowed in previous notices, will be realised at no distant

date.

EDINBURGH NEW FIRE STATION.

At a sitting of the Edinburgh Dean of Guild Conrt on the
7th inst. plans were passed for the erection of a new modern
fire station at the cattle market, Lauriston, the cost of which
it was estimated would be £23,000. The plans provide a
frontage to Lady Lawson-street and Lauriston-street extend-
ing to 270 ft. The fire station proper is next Lauriston-street.

The engine-house has four arched openings. There is stabling

accommodation behind each fire engine. Provision has been
made for dealing with the construction of fire apparatus on
the premises, and workshop accommodation will bo provided
for fitter;!, blacksmiths, joiners, painters and hose repairers.

The telephone-room adjoins the engine-house and a recreation-

room is also provided. The whole of the ground floor is de-

voted to the requirements of the department. The first floor

comprises the firemaster's residence, superintendent's resi-

dence, mess-room and dormitory for the single men, married
men's quarters, &c. The second floor is set apart as married
men's quarters. There are more quarters on the third floor

and a laundry quite apart from the dwellings. In the rear of

the building is a hose tower, finished with a wooden fleche.

Beyond the engine-room is an office for clerks and the fire-

master's private room. A gymnasium adjoins the recreation-

room. Behind the main building is a courtyard for fire-drilling

purposes, &c., and to the roar ag.iin is a secondary stable and
miscellaneous out-premises for storage and other purposes.
The architect is Mr. Morham, the city superintendent of worka.

Municipal Control In Germany.—Municipal ownership
of electric light and power is in operation in the following
cities of Germany : Bremen, Barmen, Cassel, Darmstadt,
Dusseldorf, Elberfiold, Hanover, Cologne, Konisberg, Lnbeck
and Pfoi-sheim. Except Hanover, all these cities also own
the gasworks. Aix-laChapelle, Chemnitz, Frankfort, Stras-

bnrg and Stuttgart have all built their own electric worka,
but lease them for operating to private corporjJtions; and with
the cxcejition of Chemnitz the gaswoi ks are also managed by
private couipanies. In the following cities pi-ivate corpora-
tions have built electric works, with the understanding that
the cities can purchase them unier certaia conditions:

Altooua, Dessau, Gera, Hagen, Heilbronn, Leipsic, Mulhausen,
Stettin and Zwichau. The gasworks are owned by private

companies in Dessau, Hagen, Mulhausen and Zwichau.
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

Home Counties District Mekting at Wimbledon.

A meeting of the members of the Home Counties district

will be held to-morrow at Wimbledon. The following are the

arranRementa :

—

11 a.m.—The members will, by the kind permission of the

Wimbledon Urban District Council, meet rt the

Council Chamber, Council Offices, Broadway, Wim-
bledon, close to Wimbledon railway station, when

the ordinary business of the association will be

transacted and the election of hon. district secretary

will take place.

11.15 a.m.—Papers bv Mr. C. H. Cooper, engineer and sur-

veyor to the' Wimbledon Urban District Council, on
" Municipal Work at Wimbledon," and by Mr.

Arthur Preece, electrical engineer to the council,

on " The Works to be carried out for the Supply of

Electrical Energy to the District," will be taken as

read, and diagi-ams, &c., explained by authors, and

discussion opened if time permits.

11.45 a.m.—Light refreshments will be provided in the Com-
mittee-room.

12.15 p.m.—Proceed to the depot, Quecn's-road, to view

stables and other buildings in course of erection.

12.45 p.m.—Proceed to Clarence-road, to see system of back

drainage adopted for terrace houses and the

methods of testing drains.

1.15 p.m.—Proceed in brakes (2s. 6d.) to Drill Hall, St.

Georgo's-road, where lunch will be provided at 2s. a

head.

2.30 p.m.—Proceed up Wimbledon Hill, where the effect of

the widening carried out in 1893 can be seen
;
pass

the fire station. High-street, to Lancaster-road, to

view house fitted with the insulation conduit for

electric wiring.

2.50 p.m.—Proceed to Ca?sar's Camp, past Eagle House—an

old Elizabethan house, now the residence of Mr. T.

G. Jackson, r.a.—and Wimbledon House, which

during the French Revolution belonged to the Prince

of Conde. At Ca3sar's Camp an automatic flushing-

tank with a Field's syphon is to be seen.

3.15 p.m.—Proceed to the sewage farm and works, through

Wimbledon Park—sold by Earl Spencer in 1846 for

£71 per acre. This park, which has had a succession

of splendid manor houses, belonged to Charles I.

The farm will be entered at the gate off Gap-road

bridge, where the site for the pi-oposed isolation

hospital can be seen. The high-level tanks, where

upward filtration takes place, the sewage works,

cultivation and storm-water filters, and filters in

course of construction, will be visited.

4.15 p.m.—Inspect the Conduit and Insulation Company's

works. Summer's Town, where tea will be provided

by the directors, and a paper on " Electric Wiring

Practice " read by Mr. S. H. Bathurst, m.i.e.e.

4.45 p.m.—Discussion on papers.

Morning trains to Wimbledon—From AVaterloo, South

Station, S.E., 10.28, 10.50 (four trains an honr after) ; Lnd-

gate Hill, E.G., 9.47 (one train in about two hours) ;
London

Bridge, S.B. (London, Brighton and South Coast Railway),

10.30; Earl's Court, W. (Metropolitan District Railway),

10.25 (trains follow at intervals of thirty minutes) ; Willesden

Junction, 9.46 (change at Earl's Court for Wimbledon)
;

Surbiton, 10.20, 10.55; Leatherhead (Loudon and South-

western Railway), 10.0.

Evening trains from Wimbledon, Wimbledon Park and

Earlsfleld, Ac-Wimbledon to Waterloo, 5.24, 5.29, 5.33 ; to

Earl's Court, 5.6, 5.38, 6.6; to Leatherhead, 5.48 ; to Surbiton,

5.26,6.13; Wimbledon Park to Earl's Court, 5.8,5.24,5.40,

6.8 ; Earlsfield to Waterloo, 5.2, 5.32, 5.51, 6.8.

Annual Meeting.
The annual meeting of the Association will be held in Edin-

burgh on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, the 30th June and

1st and 2nd July. Members who desire to contribute papers

for this meeting are requested to send the titles to the secre-

tary on or before the Ist of June.

New Members.
At a meeting of the Council held on Saturday the following

gentlemen were elected :

—

As Memiers—
Edwards, Thomas L., county surveyor, Glamorgan.

Jones, William P., surveyor. Urban District Council, Glyn-

corrwg.

Picker, Ernest, surveyor, Rural District Council, Beverley.

Rayner, Frederick J., surveyor, Urban District Council, New-
haven.

Thwaites, William, chief engineer. Metropolitan Board of

Works, Melbourne.
Tomlinson, Samuel, municipal engineer, Singapore.

Wood, William E., surveyor, Urban District Council, Church.

E. P. Morgan, borough road surveyor, Croydon.

Association's Certificate.

At the recent examination of candidates carried out by

this Association, the following gentlemen satisfied the ex-

aminers and will be granted the Association's certificate :

H. C. Adams, S. H. Andrews, S. P. Andrews, B. Bell, J. P.

Bennett, H. S. Best, E. H. Blake, D. J. Bowe, J. T. Briscoe,

A. Clews, T. 0. Cudbird, J. P. Dent, W. A. Farnham, E. E.

Pinch, R. W. Fr.asor, G. F. Hurst, E. R. Matthews, C. J. K.

Maurice, C. G. May, R. Oakden, P. H. Parr, A. H. Quick,

J. Spink, W. F. Sutton, H. Thomas, T. E. Tiffin, R. Tippets.

E. Willis, F. Wilson and E. Worral.
Thos. Cole, a.m.i.ce., Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, S.W.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
Advertiicmenfn which are received too late for classification

included in these summaries until the following week.

Clerk oe Works.—April 30th.—Corporation of Barn-

staple.—Mr. James Bosson, town clerk.

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.—April 30th.— Cor-

poration of King's Lynn. £200.—Mr. T. G. Archer, town
clerk.

Inspector oe Nuisances.—April 30th.— Stroud Urban
District Council. £120.— Mr. Percy Witchell, clerk to the

council.

SuKVEVOR.—May 2nd.—Exmouth Urban District Council.

£160.—Mr. H. C. Adams, clerk to the council.

Assistant Surveyor.—May 2nd.—Vestry of Paddington.

£300.—Mr. Frank Dethridge, vestry clerk.

Inspector of Nuisances, &c.—May 2nd.—Whitby Urban
District Council. £80.—Mr. W. S. Gray, clerk to the council.

Tracer for City Engineer's Office.— May 2nd.—Hull

Corporation.—Mr. A. E. White, city engineer.

County Surveyor.—May 3rd..—County Council of Mid-

dlesex. £700.—The Clerk to the Council, Guildhall, West-

minster, London, S.W.

Engineer for Waterworks Extension Scheme.—
May 3rd.—Cori)oration of Londonderry.—Sir R. Newman
Chambers, town clerk.

Surveyor's Assistant.—May 3rd.—Lewisham District

Board of Works. 30s.—The Clerk to the Board.

Road Surveyor.—May 4th.—St. Dogmells (Cardigan)

Rural District Council.—Mr. David Davies, clerk to the

council.

Inspector of Nuisances and Water Inspector.—
May 6th.—Cheshani (Bucks.) Urban District Council. £75.

—

Mr. Frederick How, clerk to the council.

Clerk of Works.—May 7th.—Corporation of Wolver-
hampton. £3 3s.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough surveyor.

Engineering Assistant.—May 7th.—Corporation of Wol-
verhampton. £2 Ss.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough surveyor.

Junior Clerk.—May 7th.—Corporation of Wolverhampton.
15s.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough surveyor.

Assistant to thf. Superintendent of the Gas Mains
AND Services Department.—May 7th.—Corporation of

Leeds. £125.—Mr. John Harrison, town clerk.

Surveyor's Assistant.—May 7th.—Padiham Urban Dis-

trict Council.^Mr. J. Gregson, engineer and surveyor to the

council.

Vestry Engineer and Surveyor.—May 9th.—Vestry of

Camberwell. £500.—Mr. C. William Tagg, vestry clerk.

General Surveyor's Assistant.—May 9th.—Corporation

of Norwich. £100.—Mr. Arthur E. Collins, a.m.i.ce., city

engineer.

In.spector of Noisanses.—May 14th.—Bromley (Kent)

Rural District Council. £150.—Mr. Robert Gordon Mullen,

clerk to the council.

Assistant Borough Surveyor.—May 14th.—Borough of

Luton. £110.—Mr. Geo. Sell, town clerk.

Working Bailiff for Sewage Works.—May 17th.

—

Gloucester Rural District Council. 25s.—Mr. L. G. H. Mayer,
clerk to the council.

COMPETITIONS.
Advert isemenfs which are received too late for clmsificatton eamiot be

included in these HLmmartes unfit the following week.

Belpeh.—-May lat.—SchoiuGS for the disposal of the sewage -of the

district, for the urban .listrict council. £53 lOs. and £26 55.—Mr.
Joseph Pyra, clerk to the council.

Tii'TON.—May 25th.—Laying out of 33 acres of laud for a public park
and recreation ground, at a cost of £4,1)00, for the urban district council.

—Mr. W. H. Jukes, surveyor to the council.

Salfoed.—June 7th.—Erection of three chapels, offices, lodge,

entrance gates and boundary wall at the proposed cemetery, Langley-
road and Agecroft-road, Pendlebury. £50, £30 and £20.—Mr. Samuel
Brown, town clerk.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Adverti»ements which are received too late for rhissification cannot be

included in theae summaries itntil the following week,

Enfield.—April 30th.—Supply of cast-iron water pipes and specials

for one year ending March 31, 18Q9.—Mr. T, W. Scott, clerk to the

council.

WiTHiNGTON.—April 30th.—Erection of plant at the refuse destructor

for the manufacture of concrete flags, for the urban district council,

—

Mr. A, H. Mountain, a.m.i.ce., surveyor to the council.
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Sheffield.—April 30th.~ErGctioi3 of a stoel bridge over the river

Don at Ball-street,—Mr. C. F. Wike, city sarveyor.

AsHBT-DE-LA-ZorcH.—April 30tli.—Supply of broken ffranite, road
stone, granite setts and randoms, for the urlDan district council.—Mr.
G. H. Lilley, surveyor to the council.

Hatfield.-April 30tli.—Construction of five fluahmE? tanks with
automatic syphons, for the rural district council.—Mr. Henry Bancroft,

engineer, 83 Mosley-street, Manchester.

Maldon.—April 30th.—Supply of gi-auite, flints, gravel and picked
stones during the year ending 31st March, 1899, for the rural district

council.—Mr. H. G. Keywood, surveyor to the council.

Bekwick-on-Tweed.—April 30tb.—Renewing of the carriageway and
footpaths in Palace-street East and Oil Mill-lane.—Mr. R. Dickinson,
bqroagh surveyor.

Batley.—April 30th.—Levelling, paving, flagging and channelling
works in Union-street.—Mr. O. J. Kirby, borough engineer.

East Dereham.—May 2nd.—Supply and delivery of about 250 tons

to 300 tons of l?-in. broken Knghsh granite, for the rural district

council.—Mr. Hedley G. Hinson, surveyor to the council.

HandsWORTH.—May 2ud.—Supply of 1,000 yards of vertical hurdle

fencing, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. Kenworthy, surveyor to

the council.

Heston and Isleworth.—May 2nd.—Making-up and sewering of

New-road and Albion-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. W, A.
Davies, a.m.i.c.e., engineer and sarveyor to the council.

Buewtford.—May 3rd.—Making-up of Somerset-road, for the urban
district council.—iir. Nowell Parr, surveyor to the council.

Septon.—May 3rd.—Repair of the roadway of Alexandra-drive,
Orrell, for the rural district couucil.-Mr. Harris P. Cleaver, clerk to

the council.

Hamptopt.—May 3rd.—Making-up and paving of certain streets, for

the urban district council.—Mr. John Kemp, surveyor to the council.

Brighton.—May 3rd.—Excavation and completion of two pumping
wells in the parish of Portslade.—Mr. Francis J. TilUtone, town clerk.

St. Thomas (near Exeter).—May 3rd.—Erection of an engine-house,,
stores, cottages, &c., at the sewage disposal works, Water-lane, for the
urban district council.—Mr. S. Churchward, surveyor to the council.

Waltham Abbet.—May 3rd.—Erection of ten cottages on the East-

brook-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. 0. W. Wiggs, surveyor
to the council.

Hampton.—May 4th.—Erection of a new fire station at Hampton Hill,

for the urban district council.—Mr. John Kemp, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to

the council.

[si,E OF Wight.—May Hh.—Supply of about 85 tons of 3-in. cast-iron
socket pipes, for the rural district council.—Messrs. Francis Newman
& Cocks, engineers, 5 St. Thomas-street, Ryde.

Bri-fast.—May -Ith.—Sewering, paving, &c., of new streets during
the next twelve mouths.—Sir Samuel Black, town clerk.

Leith.—May 4th.—Paving of part of Cornhill-terrace with whinatone
setts.—Mr. T, B. Laing, town clerk.

Si'ONE.—May 4th.—Street works in St. Dominic' '"-street, the cross-

rnad from Northesk-street to Tunley-street and the ack-road between
Northesk-street and Tunley-street, for the urban di ,rict council.—Mr.
A. R. Ridout, surveyor to the council.

Leicester.—May 4th.—Construction of detritus tanks and other
works in connection therewith,—Mir. E. Geo. Mawbey, m.i.c.e., borough
surveyor.

King's Lynn.—May 4th.—Supply of road materials during the
twelve months ending 31st March, 1^99.—Mr. E. J. Silcock, borough
surveyor.

Glasgow.—May oth.—Works required in the erection of a new
central fire station in Ingram-street.^Mr. John Lindsay, interim clerk
City Chambers, Glasgow.
Uckpield.—May 5th.—Supply of 550 tons of hand-picked surface

flints and 100 tons of Kent ragsLone, for the urban district council.

—

Mr. Charles Dawson, clerk to the council.

Carrtckfergus.—May 5th.—Widening and alteration of the entrance
gate to the public market m North-street, also for certain sanitary
works at the market, for th-3 municipal commissioners.—Mr. James
Boyd, town clerk.

Chatham.—May 5th.—Supply of 1,200 yards of 2^-iQ. surface-picked
flints, 1,200 tons of 2-in. Cherbourg granite, 1,100 tons of Guernsey
granite and GO yards of Guernsey granite chippings,—Mr. Charle;*
Day, borough surveyor.

Runcorn,—May 6th.—Extension of the sewerage works in the parish
of Frodeham Lordship, for the rural district council.—Mr. William
Diggle, surveyor to the council. Holly Bank, Prodsham.
Gorton.—May 6th.—Erection and completion of three mortuary

chapels, entrances, &c., at the new cemetery, for the urban district
council.—The Clerk to the Council.

Hastings.—May Cth.—Laying-out of a portion of the cemetery at Ore.
—Mr. Phillip H. Palmer, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

WiGAN.—May 7th.—Erection »f a retaining wall on laud adjoining
Library-street.—Mr. J. J, Charnock, town clerk.

Eastbourne.—May Oth.—Erection of a model common lodging-house.
—Mr. William Chapman Field, borough architect.

Ripley.—May 9th.—Construction of certain water mams in the dis-
trict, for the urban district council.— Mr. Geo. M. Capon, clerk to the
council.

Abergavenny.—May Oth.—Supply of limestone and quarry stone,
for the rural district council.—Mr. John Gill, surveyor to the council.

Chestee-le-Street.—May 10th.—Laying of about G.oao yards of 3-in.
casb-iron waterpipes in the townships of Cocken and Great Lumley, for
the rural district council.—Mr. H. Webb, surveyor to the council.

Lowestoft.—May 10th.—Alterations and additions to the town hall
and the erection of offices for the corporation otficials.—Mr. George H.
Hamby, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor.

Richmond.—May lOth.^Supply of various stores required at their
works, Mortlake, during the year ending 3 1st May, 1800, for the main
sewerage board.—Mr. William Fairley, engineer to the tfbard.

St. Helens.—May 11th.—Erection of an engine-house, boiler-house,
chimney stack and workshop at the Melling pumping station.—Mr, J.
J. Lackland, a.m.i.c.e., water engineer to the corporation.

London.—May 11th,—Erection of a block of isolation wards at the
Eastern Hospital, The Grove, Hom'?rton, E., for the Metropolitan
Asyiums Board.—Mr. T. Duncombe Mann, clerk to the board, Norfolk
House, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.

SE.WACE1 RAISfcu

FOR RAISING

PATENT
ADAMS' PATENT LIFT CO.J

EMTGIVTEiEZCS,

5 & 7, OLD QUEEN STREET^

WESTMINSTER, LONDON.

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY

SEWAGE LIFT
SEWAOE TO BE RAISED

A»a -SfORK.

Makers of

FLUSHING SYPHONS9

SLUICES, &c.

LTEMfT rwf'tm rr

AA—Holes for pourinj^ ui cement or Cvjn.-
position.

BB—Strenirthened am Lengthened Socket.

CO—Inner Socket and Rest,
EE—C}ianibGr for cement or composition.
FF—Stanloxd Joint in new position.

Ti) put it shortly, tliis pipe secures tru6

alignment of invert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, and, while allowing

for a slight settlement when first laid, forms an

absolutely rigid joint directly the cement sets

1i—Gas and Water-Tight Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Alignment of Invert.

3.—Socket the strongest part of the plpoi

4.—No special Junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., Halifax.
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Wokingham.—May lUh.—Reeewering of Finchampstead-road, Carey-
road and Wellinj^on-road.—The Borough Surveyor.
King8ton-dpon-Thame8.—May 11th.—Works of sewering, paving,

levelling, metnllmg, flagging, channelling and lighting in Alfred-road,
Glenthorne-road and Canbury-avenue.—The Borough Surveyor.
OswESTKY.—May 13th.—Conversion of the old British school into a

new science and art school.—Mr. R. O. Wynne Roberts, borough sur-
veyor.

SouTHAMProN.—May 13th.—Construction of new offices and cells at
the Bargate police station.-Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, borough engineer.

BoLLiNQTON.—May 14th.—Construction of a brick service re8ei*voir
and the laying of iron-pipe mains, &c., for the new waterworks, for the
urban district council.—Mr. W. H. Radford, engineer, Angel-
Nottinghara.

BoLLiNGTON.—May 14th.—Supply and delivery of cast-iron pipei
(varying in size from 3-in. to 7-in. diameter), special castings and other
ironwork required for the new waterworks, for the urban district
council.—Mr. W. H. Radford, engineer, Angel-row, Nottingham.
Birmingham.—May IGth.—Construction of about 14.^ miles of aque

duct from Downton,iu Herefordshire, to Cleobury Mortimer, in Salop,
for the corporation.—Mr. James Mansergh, 5 Victoria-street, London
S.W.

Southampton.—May 16th.—Erection of a municipal lodging-house on
the area abutting on St. Michael's-square and Simnel-street. — Mr
George B. Nalder, town clerk.

Wednesbuet.—May 16th.—Erection of a fire station and other build
ings on land in High Bullen.—Mr, E. Martin Scott, borough engineer
and surveyor.

Wimbledon.—May 16th.—Making-up of Cambridge-road (section 2),
Pepys-road (sections 2 and 3) and Worple-road West (section 2), for the
urban district council.—The Surveyor to the Council.

CooKHAM.—May 17th.—Supply of about 500 tons of Mendip limO'
stone, 500 tons of Enderby granite and 500 tons of Hartshill stone, for
the rural district council.—Mr. Frank Laurens, a.m. i.e. e., district
veyor, Chester Villa, Norfolk-road, Maidenhead.

St. Helens.—May 18th.—Erection of destructor shed, new pail shed,
electric light engine-house, chimney, weigh-house, offices, &c.—Mr.
Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

TENDERS.

ng, kerbiiig, Ac, works in
street, Avoca-place and
rough engineer :

—

^ACCEPTED.

CAKDIFF.—For forming, metalling, pavi
Alldworth-road, "Wedmore-road, North Cli'

Maitland-place.—Mr. W. Harpiir,

Alldworth-road.—J. Hich, Cardiff, £7-46 ; T. Eees, Cardiff, £720; E.
Osmond, Cardiff, £628.*

Maitland-place.—J. Rich, Cardiff, £104*; T. Rees. Cardiff, £126; C.
Dnvies & Son, Cardiff, £1U; B. Esmond, Cardiff, £116.

Avoca-place.—J. Rich, Cardiff, £78« ; T. Rees, Cardiff, £93 ; C. Davies
& Son, Cardiff, £82 ; E. Osmond, Cardiff, £86.

North Clive-street.—J. Rich, Carliff, £179* ; T. Rees, Cardiff, £218; C.
Davies & Son, Cardiff, £191 ; E. Osmond, Cardiff, £199.

Wedmore-road.— J. Rich, Cardiff, £4S7* ; T. Rees, Cardiff, £601 ; C.
Davies & Son, Cardiff, £520 ; E. Osmond, Cardiff, £545.

CLAYTON.—For the construction of settling tanks, filtration areas,
boundary walls, store-house and mixing-house, subsoil drainage, &c.,
for the urban district council.—Mr. J, Waugh, engineer, Sunbridge
Chambers, Bradford ;—

G. Bell, Manchester £4,749
Slinger & Son, Cleckheaton 4,700
M. Hall & Son, Bradford 4,466
U. Day, Clayton 4,454
W. Binns, Bradford 4,344
G. Read* Son 4,224
Broxup & Son, Bradford 4,027
Braithwaite & Co., Leeds 3,900
E. Kellett, Bradford 3,869
R. Wood, Bingley 3,778
J. Bentley, Wakefield 3,768
W. Brigg, FrizJnghall,* 3,619

DURHAM.—Accepted for the supply of road metal, &c., during the
year ending 31st March, 1809, for the rural district council.—Mr. Geo.
Gregson, surveyor to the council :

—

Whinstone.—Northumberland Wliinstone Company, Limited, New-
castle-on-Tyne, 432 tons ; Monkhouse & Peart,' Cows Hill, Wear-
dale, 368 tons ; Coanwood Whinstone Company, Limited, Newcastle-
on-Tyne, 261 tons ; R. Summerson & Co., Cockfleld, 120 tons ; Ord
& Maddison, Limited, Darlington, loi tons; Lunedale Whinstone
Company, York, 80 tons.

Blue Limestone.—Walton & Co., Frosterley, 2,128 tons ; Ord AMaddison,
Darlington, 200 tons.

Slag.—W. Barker & Co., West Cornforth, 1,440 tons ; J. P. Wake, Dar-
lington, 652 tons; G. Hodsman, York, 496 tons.

3f 12-in. stoneware
-Mr. Henry Card,

EAST SUSSEX.—For the laying of about 7.5 yards
pipe drain at Battle, for the county council.

-

county surveyor, County Hall, Lewes :

—

S. Park, Battle
W. Piper, Hastings
A. C. Soan, Streatham.S.W
W. Smith, Hastings
Creacy Brothers, Hastings 68

EXMOUTH.—For the making-up of Trinity-road, Point-road, Thistle-
street and Bury-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. W. H.
Beswick, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council :

—

Hooper & Stooke, Bxmouth £546
Grounds & Newton, Bournemouth 535

Surveyor's estimate, £520.

FULHAM.—For the laying of about .580ft. of 12-i

perial-road, for the vestrj'.—Mr. Charles Botteril

J. Mears, Crabtree-lane, Fulham
G. Wimpey & Co., The Grove, Hammersmith
W. Manders, Malta-road, Le.yton, Essex
E. Parry, Chesilton-road, Fulham

1. pipe sewer in Im-
, vestr.y surveyor :

—

£486

405

JARROW.—For the laying of about 350 yards of 9-in., 12-in. and 15-in.

pipe sewers to Back Wilb?rforce and Beaumont streets.—Mr. J.

Petree, borough surveyor ;

—

G. Maughan, .Tarrow £251
Oliver & Lee, Newcastle 212
T. Callaghan, Jarrow 207
Tough Brothers, Hutton-street, Sunderland* 103

PLACE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The composition being cast on the lower half of the

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessarily

follows that immediately the pipes are put together and

fastened with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

pipe is absolutely watertight and perfect alignment of

invert is secured.

POINTS:-
Easily and quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.

V «"::,"* '*^>

SANITARY TUBES

2 in. to 42 in. diam.
i

J.PUICE&SONS,
LIMITED,

DARWEN, LANGS.
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POKKSDOWN.—For the construction of a 21-m. cast-iron seaonttall,

600 yards in lenKth, and various outfall sewers, for the urban district

counpil.—Mr. E. Wembridge InRamellB, engineer and surveyor to the

council :

—

Contract No. 1.—The Construction of 9 miles of Sewers, Manholes,
Flushing Tanks, Ac.

Parflt & Monks, Newport, Monmouth £17,885

G. Bell, Tottenham 18,037

B. Cooke & Co., Westminster 15,647

W. Jones, Neath 15,576

G. Law, Kidderminster 15,'107

G. Troke, Bournemouth 13,960

W. H. Saunders & Co., Southampton* 13,273

Contract No. 2.—The Construction of a Cast-Iron Sea Outfall,

1,500 ft. m length.

G. Bell, Tottenham £6,630
W. Jones, Neath 6,616

W. Swales, Shoreham 0,100

W. H. Saunders & Co., Southampton 5,274

B. Cooke & Co., Westminster* 3,718

TORQUAY.—For the supply of 124 tons of 3-in., 4-in. and 6-in. cast-iron

water pipes and specials, for the corporation.—Mr. W. Ingham,
X.M.I.C.E., water engineer ;

—

Delivered at Delivered at

Stanton Ironworks Co., near Nottingham
Cochrane & Co., Dudley
Clay Cross Company, near Chesterfield ...

Jordan's E.xors., Newport, Mon
Wood & Co., Cannon-street, London
Abbot & Co., Gateshead*

Torquay Torre
Harbour. Station
£38i £290

MEETINGS.
APRIL.

30.—Sanitary Institute : Inspection and demonstration at the sewage
outfall works. Barking.

30.—London Geological Field Class: Excursion to Dunton Green and
Sevenoaks.

MAY.
2.—Society of Engineers : Conclusion of the discussion on the paper

entitled " The Protection of Underground Water Supplies," read
on the 4th ult. by Mr. John C Thresh, d.sc,, u.d.

NOTICES.
The Sdrveyor and Mdnicipal and County Engineer

may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith .^ Son's
book-stalls, or of any neivsagent in the United Kingdom,
Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all

cases be accompanied by stainps.

The Prepaid Subscription {including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three
Months. Months. Months.

United Kingdom 168. ... 7b. 6d. ... 3s. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United .States, Ac 10a. ... 9s. Od. .. 4». !l.t.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-streef,

New York City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and

The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

EDITORIAL, PUBLISHING AND ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES:

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STEEET,
LONDON, E.G.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

pAMBERWELL, LONDON.
yj APPOINTMENT OP SURVEYOR AND ENGINEER.
The Vestry of Camberwell invite applications for the ap-

pointment of Surveyor and Engineer to the Vestry, at a

commencing salary of £500 per annum, rising by annual

increments of £50 to a maximum of £700.

Candidates must not bo under thirty years of age nor over

fifty years, and should have fulfilled similar duties under a

local authority. The appointment will be subject to passing

a satisfactory medical examination.

Applications, to bo made on forms to be obtained from the

undersigned (if by post by forwarding a stamped addressed

envelope), must be delivered at the Vestry Hall not later than

Monday, 9th May, 1898, at 12 noon. Selected candidates will

have notice to attend.

(By order)

C. WILLIAM TAGG,
Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Camberwell.
28th April, 1898.

RCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT. — Wanted,
temporarily, in a Borough Surveyor's office in the

North of England, a good all-round Architectural Assistant,

able to make details and take out quantities.—Address, stating

experience and salary required, ISox 69, Office of The Sdr-

VEYOR, 24 Bride-lane, Fleet-street, E.C.

OURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT Wanted, a good
^ junior, competent to abstract and bill, for three

months' engagement.—State terms to F.S.I., 24 Bride-lane,

E.C.

WANTED, for three months' engagement, a good
Assistant, for taking out quantities and measuring

up. -fifnte tp.iii^ I.I F.SI,, 21 Hi l.lr.lniu-, E.C.

JANDUS PATENT ELECTRIC ARC LAMP,
It is claimed that the Master Patents held by the Jandus Arc
Lamp and Electric Company, control the arrangements which

are essential in every successful enclosed arc lamp.
Lamps made under these patents have carried all before them in 'America..

The Only Lamp that is trimmed without moving the Globe.

Cannot get Out of Order, as it has Only One Working Part.

The only Arc Lamp accepted by Insurance Companies at Ordinary Rates.

No other Carbons should be used in the Jandus Lamp except those supplied

by the Firm, for which the Lamps sent out are adjusted.

NOTICE is Hereby Given that the JANDUS ARC LAMP A\D ELECTRIC COMPANY, Limited, in adcUtion

to the patents by JANDUS & BARTON, control also the British Master Patents of THE ELECTRIC
ARC LIGHT COMPANY, of New Y'ork ; and purchasers are warned against obtaining Arc Lamps made
on the principle of the above patents by makers other than those licensees mentioned in the following list.

They should also see that the Lamps supplied to them carry the Jandus Royalty Plate.

Messrs. DRAKE & GORHAM.
Messrs. CROMPTON & CO., Ltd.

The STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE. (The
Stewart Company's license applies only to lamjis

identical in description to the original sample lamp in

the possession of the liceiiHurs.)

Messrs. KORTING & MATlllESRN.
The BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.
The GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.

WILLIAM A. WALTON.

J. D. F. ANDREWS.
Messrs. JOHNSON & PHILLIPS.
Messrs. GEIPEL & LANGE.
Messrs. ROYCE & CO.
The STANDARD THERMOMETER & ELECTRIC

CO., of Mass.—Agents : Messrs. Rich.vku Patter-
son & Co., of Belfast.

Messrs. VERITYS, Ltd.

Messrs. FOXCROFT & DUNCAN.
H. V. JAMES, MILLS & CO.

Sule Ayeiita for the EuqJlsh Vompamj :
—MESSRS.

DRAKE & GORHAM,
Head Offices: 66 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

Branch Offices at MANCHESTER and GLASGOW.
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pOUNTY BOROUGH of WOLVERHAMPTON.^ "Wanted: Clerk of Works (new b.itbs), £3 3s. per week;
Engineering Assi.<!tant, £2 5s. per week ; Junior Clerk, 15s.

per week.
Applications, stating age and previous experience, with

copies of three recent testimonials, to be sent to the under-

signed on or before 7th May, 1898.

J. W. BKADLE?,
Borough Surveyor.

Town Hall. Wolverhampton.

LOUCESTER RURAL"dISTRICT COUNCIL.
WORKING BAILIFF AT SEWAGE WORKS.

The Coimcil invite application for the above.

Persons applying must have had previous experience in the

purification of sewage, and be competent to undertake, under

the directions of the Engineer, the efficient treatment of the

sewage of the district by precipitation and land filtration

and the cultivation of land.

Wages, 35s. per week.
Preference will be given to persons having a knowledge of

farming.
Applications, in candidates' own handwriting, stating age

and experience, accompanied with copies of three recent

testimonials, to be sent to Mr. L. G. H. Mayer, Clerk to the

said Council, Gloucester, on or before the 17th day of May,
1898.

J. FLETCHER TREW,
Engineer to the North End Special

Drainage District.

Conntv Chambers. Glniicester.

BOROUGH OF LUTON.
ASSISTANT BOROUGH SURVETORSHIP.

The Town Council invite applications from qualified

gentlemen for the office of Assistant Surveyor, at a com-

mencing salary of £110 per annum. Particulars of duties

can be obtained on application to the Borough Engineer.

Applications, stating age and qualifications, and enclosing

three recent testimonials, to be sent to me by 12 o'clock noon

on Saturday, May 14, 1898, endorsed "Assistant Borough

Surveyor."
Canvassing strictly prohibited.

GEO. SELL,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Luton.
April 27, 1898.

ADIHAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.

Wanted, at once, an Assistant in the Surveyor's depart-

ment. Must be a good draughtsman, accurate leveller,

accustomed to the keeping of accounts and private street

works. Age, twenty to twenty-five. Persons applying must
do so in own handwriting, staling salary required, present

employment and experience, together with three recent testi-

monials, and forward same to the undersigned not later than

Saturday, the 7th day of May next.

J. 6EEGS0N,
Engineer and Surveyor.

Council Offices, Padiham.
April 27, 1S98.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY. LTD
SO -^Ji^lEtl^ :Ra>'W, LEEDS.

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT.
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinlis, Traps, Porcelain Batlis, &c.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKSi

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, Wonship
Street, E.G. ; i6 Charterhouse Street, E.C. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

SKoredi'tcH, E.onciosrB,

Plate and SH%et Glass.
Leaded Lights.
Sheet Lead and Pipe.

DEPARTMENTS.

The"DONNOL"Rei

Plumbers' Brass Work.
Oils and Colours-
Paper-hangings.

SANITARY
GOODS.

Pedestal Closet, with Outlet,
as appioved by che London County Council

The "PREMIER" Syphon Water-Waste-Praventer, Cast-Iron passed
by the following Water Companies :

—

New River. I Brighton. I Guildford
East London. Folkestone. Lambeth,
Bournemouth.

|
Kent.

J
MargiTc.

And mniiv othors.

IIVEIE^ROYED DRAIN CI-INOIVIETER.

i

THIS Drain Clinometer, which is a thoroiighlj well-made anii reliable
instrument, is intended for the use of Builders, Medical Officers of

Healtli, Sanitary Inspectors and others for testing the slope of drain pipes.
The arc is fixed at the extreme end of the Clinometer so as to allow of a

close reading and distinct graduation, and is divided on one edge to degrees
and quarter degrees, and on the other edge to gradients of 1 in I'O, 1 in 30, 1
in 40. I in .^0, 1 in 60, 1 in 70 and 1 in 80.

The adjustment is by means of a nut and bolt, working against a spiral
spring. The " Bubble "is ground and divided.

The Clinometer is made of teak and nicely finished, and measures

Sole .Vlaker

PRICE :-

W

W. H. HARL'

With Magnetic
U be sent post frt

Compass extr;

applicaiU
2s. 6d.

NG. Mathematical Drawing & Surveying Instrument Manufacturer, 47 Finftbury Pavement. London, E,C»
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Minutes of Proceedings.

The Private Street When tli is Act was passed it was,

Works Act, 1892 : wo believe, generally considered
Its Advantages that it would remove many of the
and Defects, objections which attached to the

procedure in making-up private streets under sees.

1.50-2 of the Public Health Act, 1875, and, as it was
an adoptive Act, a considei'able number of urban
authorities in the kingdom hastened to adopt it,

thus repealing sees. 150-2 of the Act of 1875. Saffi-

cient time has now elapsed to enable an opinion to

be formed as to the merits and demerits of its woi-k-

ing. It appears, however, from all the information

available that its adoption has been attended with
much less satisfactory results than were anticipated,

and in the experience of many authorities it is

counted a I'emarkable failure, so far as the lessening

of litigation and the interests of the I'atepayers at

large are concerned. The advantages which were
claimed for the adoption of the Act ai'e as follows :

That it (1) simplifies the mode of serving notices
;

(2) removes from the owners the option of doing the

work themselves and gives the local authority the

exclusive power to do it
; (3) enables the owners to

state theii' objections on a provisional apportionment
prior to the execution of the work, instead of after

completion as under sees. 150-2 of the Act of 1875
;

(i) empowers the local authority to apportion cost

on any premises deriving secondary benefit from the

street, such as houses, the approach to which is

through a passage from the street, and which houses

do not directly abut on the street
; (5) enables the

authority to include incidental works for bringing the

street or any part of it in conformity with any other

sti'eet as regards levels, sewerage or other matters
;

(6) pro\'ides for the construction of separate sewers
for sewage and sui-face water ; and (7) permits a
commission not exceeding £5 per cent, to be charged
for surveys. The disadvantages resulting from the

operation of the Act may be summed up as follows

:

(1) Litigation, which it was believed would be re-

duced by its adoption, has been largely increased,

inasmuch as it gives such numerous facilities for

appeal and for thwarting progress with the making-
up of private streets. An owner may appeal to a
court of summary jurisdiction both on the pro-

visional and final apportionment, and when the costs

are given against him these may be required to be
paid by the local authority in the first instance and the
repayment spread over a series of years. (2) It trans-

fers from the local authority the power of deciding
upon the suitability and sufficiency of matei'ials

and work, to a court of sunimary jurisdiction, wli,o

have no knowledge of the requirements of a
locality, or the sufficiency or otherwise of the
prnjiosed works. In other words, magistrates are
oiiiililod to act as a court of review in respect to

UKitters on which they are not qualified to decide,

but which are peculiarly within the cognisance of the
urban authority. As an example of one out of many
similar instances of this anomaly, a bench of magis-
trates decided that " boulder paving " was sufficient

for a street, while at the ensuing Local Government
Board inquii'y in regard to a loan for making-up tho
street that board informed the local authority that

they would not sanction a loan for a street made
with " boulder paving." This power of appeal to

a bench of magistrates is one of the most harm-
ful provisions in the Act, and we fancy that few
authorities who were fully aware of it would have
abi'ogated their prerogatives in such wise. (3)
The power given to a local authority to contribute
tlie whole or a portion of the cost of making-uj) a

private street out of the district fund opens a

channel for abuse to interested members of a local

authority. (4) Railways and canals abutting, on
but not directly communicating with streets to be
paved are not to be charged with the cost, but this

has unfairly to be borne by the rest of the abutting

owners. (5) The question of liability is not settled

pi'ior to the expense of making-up the street being
incurred, as has been alleged. (6) Streets are

being made-up under the new Act in a manner
much inferior to what was generally possible under
the Act of 1875. This is to the detriment of the
ratepayers at large, for on such streets becoming
highways the cost of maintenance and repair is

largely increased, owing to the inferiority of materials
permitted to be used. Altogether the Act has been
found most troublesome to administer, and local

authorities who have not yet adopted it would do
well to consider whether real progress will not be
better maintained under the old Act than under the
new, to the benefit of the many rather than to that
of the privileged few.

Tn another column we edve the
Manchester r • , • , ea- m • tj i >

Sewers
chiet points or feir Jienjamm Jsaker s

Arbitration, award as arbitrator in the action of

the Manchester Corporation against
a firm of contractors, ilessrs. Perkins, Graham &
Co., in respect to the defective construction—or more
bluntly, "scamping"—of certain sewers. The award,
like the evidence given dui-ing the hearing, is cer-

tainly melancholy reading. There is no question as

to the scamping-—gross, scandalous and inexcusable.

The defendants are exonerated from complicity in

the fraud—there is no other word for it—but except
to themselves it really makes precious little differ-

ence whether the mischief was due to instigation or

merely negligence on their part. There has been
considerable outcry about the tendency of local

authorities to dispense as much as possible with the

contractor, much has been said as to the unjustifi-

able injury thus done to the middleman in question,

and much ingenuity has been wantonly let loose in

order to demonstrate that such a municipal policy is

costly and otherwise detrimental to the ratepayers.

But how can either the ratepayers or tlieir muni-
cipal representatives be expected to place confidence

in contractors or their work if the contractors are

so much at the mercy of dishonest and unscrupulous
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employeefs that there is practically no pi'oper con-

trol over the woi'k ? This is a sei'ious question for

contractors, and if they are alive to their own in-

terests they will consider it fully and anxiously. It

should be quite feasible to take such precautions

that scamping would be j)ractically impossible. In
the case of these Manchester sewers supervision

in any proper sense of the term can scarcely be said

to have existed, a remark which in our opinion ap-

plies equally to the contractors and to the corpora-

tion officials, who were responsible at the time the

bad woi'k took place, when, of course, the present
city surveyor was not in office. On behalf of certain

prominent officials it was urged that the work was
too heavy to admit of thorough supervision and in-

spection, but it is scarcely conceivable that addi-

tional assistance wou^ld not have been granted if

representations had been made in the proper way
and in the right quarter. Close enough inspection

was subsequently found possible. The arbitrator

does not appear to say anything in regard to

corporation officials past or present, and possibly

the evidence given did not admit of it. We are

divulging no secret, however, in saying that a good
many sinister rumours have been abroad, but as the

arbitrator, naturally basing his conclusions on the
evidence presented, has expressly exonerated the
contractors from any complicity other than neg-
ligence, and has implicated no others except the
defaulting workmen, there the matter must he
allowed to drop. Much fuss was made over the
method adopted by the corporation in reconstructing

the defective work, but this is a mere detail. What
really concerns the public is that such reconstruc-

tion should ever have been necessary. Contractors
will do well to i-ecognise the permanent injury which
must be done to their interests by such an exposure,
irrespective of the question as to whether any
understanding has or has not existed between em-
ployers and those who actually perpetrated the fraud
or any others who might be concerned.

. . Now and again the observant

of*Mun?c^pal ^"'^ reflective reader sees in the

Enterprise. daily pi-ess attacks upon municipal
enterprise which for the most part

reveal a plentiful lack of knowledge as to the de-

tails of municipal life ; but, happily, it is not often

that even daily papers go so far as to denounce a
coi'poration for presuming to take over the responsi-

bility of supplying electricity. The Newcastle Daily
Chronicle recently made an acrimonious attack upon
the corporation because the latter decided to ap-

proach the electricity supply companies in the city

for the purpose of negotiating the transfer of the
undertakings. The chief argument advanced by our
contemporary was that the corporation know nothing
about electricity and therefoi'e are totally unfit to

act as pui-veyors of that agency. It is an obvious

answer to this argument that for the successful

working of municipal electrical undertakings the
administrators and organisers need know very little

about the actiial science underlying the generation

and distribution of electricity. Indeed, the less

scientific knowledge they have—unless it is full and
complete—the better for the undertaking, which
will have a sounder prospect of satisfac^ory results if

left entirely to the electrical engineer. We need
hardly at this time of day institute a comparison
between a municipal system of lighting and that
undertaken by a company. It has been demon-
strated over and over again that there is no fallacy

in assuming that if a supply company can make a
profit out of electric lighting a local authority can
do equally well if not better. It is on record that
municipal electric lighting imdertakings in this

country have been more beneficial to the consumer
than those of private companies have been. In
addition, moreover, to providing the consumer with
a good service, the former enterprises have been
able to show considerable profits, jaart of which can

be set aside for the relief of the general ratepayers.
It is absurd and contrary to experience to assert
that a transfer of the Newcastle electric lighting
works to the corporation would necessaiily mean
deax-er electricity and higher rates. Thei'e is no
element of experiment in the proposal, and it is

sincerely to be hoped that the Newcastle Corpora-
tion will bring itself in line with the public spirit

prevailing in the majority of large towns and pur-
chase the electric lighting works if they can possibly
do so at a fair price.

Electric
The advantages that arise from

Lielitine in
^ municipally controlled electric

Hacltney. lighting scheme have been urged
over and over again in these

columns, and we have at different times ventured to

criticise the action of local authorities who have
bartei-ed their rights away to an electric lighting

company. It is quite true that the inhabitants of

any town ought to have within their reach an
electric lighting system, and if the local authoiity
see fit to refuse to undertake such a scheme it is

only right and proper that permission should be

given to an electric lighting company to exploit

what has been proved to be in the majority of cases

an exceedingly sound business. The history of

electric lighting at Hackney is by no means a

gi-atifying one, for it is unquestioned that the vestry

have, in endeavouring to come to some decision in

the matter of a local supply, spent a good deal of the

ratepayers' money. Tliey have even gone to the

length of obtaining technical advice, and the

ai'rangenients with the engineer consulted have been
of so unfortunate a character that at the present

moment he is bringing an action against the vestry

for the i-ecovery of certain fees. And not only have
electric lighting matters been to a great extent

muddled, but the members of the vestry seem to

have laid themselves open to charges of a more
serious character, and our esteemed contemporary,
London, has not hesitated to assert roundly that

methods have been employed in connection with
electric lighting at Hackney that are discreditable

to all concerned, methods which, we are happy to

say, are not very conspicuous in the municipal life of

this country. Accusations have been made in vestry

meetings to the effect that members have been
unduly influenced by the syndicate who have nearly

completed the pui'chase of the Hackney provisional

order. Such incidents are always regrettable, but

coming on the top of the vestry's refusal to under-

take the electric lighting themselves we must con-

fess that the ratepayers of the district do not appeal'

to receive much consideration. London is to be

congratulated upon taking up so determined an
attitude towards the municipal vagaries—to put it

mildly—not only of Hackney but also of Fulham. J
# * * >

Bradford Corporation i-ecently
Braarora appointed a deputation charged
Municipal '.' ,

i ^ f • ,

Tramway. with the duty oi inquiring into

the subjects of electric lighting

and traction. An interesting report has now been

issued as the result of their labours. To assist

them in their investigations the deputation paid a

visit to the Continent and examined some of the

most prominent systems there. Those in vogue at

Brussels aft'orded the members an opportunity of

comparing the value of the overhead system with

the underground conduit system, and the conclusion

arrived at is that the overhead system does not

interfere with the streets or traffic in any way. The
company, moreover, while speaking highly of the

conduit system, give the prefei'ence to the ti'olley

system for reasons of economy in initial expendi-

ture and cheaper cost in maintenance. The com-

plete cost of equipping the Brussels overhead line

was £5,410 per mile, while the cost of the conduit

service came out at £9,800 per mile. It must be
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satisfactory to the engineers of this country, and

especially to the Bradford engineer, when the

deputation, with the experience gained by an in-

spection of some of the largest systems of the

Continent, should be able to declare that the

arrangements which have already been made at

the new electricity works at Bradford for running

ceitain tramways as well as for lighting a pait ot

,
the town are as complete as anything that the

deputation saw on the Continent. When one con-

siders the slowness which characterises many muni-

cipalities on the snbject of electric tramways it is

interesting to be able to quote the following remarks

from the report of the deputation :
" There can be

no question but that, instead of making undue haste

in the matter of electric traction or lighting, we are

in each of these instances considerably behind the

development which has already taken place in each

of the towns that we visited." Our readers may
remember that a i-eport on tramway traction pre-

pared by Mr. Cox, the borough engineer, appeared
in our issue of November 19, 1897, as one of our

series of comparative reports.

u> lii-fi^.i.. So long as the pollution of the
Mr. LIttler's „ . ". • nr r iii '

Retort. -Brent contmues Mr. Littler s posi-

tion as chairman of the Middlesex
County Council will be no .sinecui^e. He has again

been drawn, this time in reply to the letter from the

rector of Hanwell, to which we referred a week
ago. Mr. Littler made the following points, which
he carefully numbered : (1) As the Hanwell District

Council possess all the powers of the Middlesex
County Council and more, why have they done
nothing if the present law is inadequate ? (2) He
never suggested that merely clearing the vegetation

was sufficient, and under the temporary powers now
at an end every other means of purifying was adopted
last autumn. (3) The action of the Ealing and
South Harrow railway contractors in pumping
sewage into the Brent, and the still more disgrace-

ful action of some sanitary authority in surre^i-

titiously sending raw sewage into the stream, have
recently demonstrated the need for further powers.

(4) Every effort has been made to expedite the

Bill, but with no gi'eat success. If the Bill be not

mutilated the grievances will be things of the past.

(5) The Sunday before last Mr. Littler took a walk
along the banks from Brentford to Hanwell, and
just below Hanwell rectory he found the river

bright, clear and inodorous. (6) A ib'iver who did

not know Mr. Littler volunteered the information
that the i-iver had been much better since the
autumn. (7) At the spot vvhei'e the surreptitious

pollution above referred to recently took place Mr.
Littler on the day of his pilgrimage, found the stream
in good condition. (8) The rector of Perivale, who
lives within about 70 yards of the Brent, assui'ed

Mr. Littler that, except on a very few occasions, it

was much improved. Finallj^, it is admitted that
the river, though better than it was, is still bad, but
additional powers ai'e required not only to compel
its improvement, but also to enable the county
council themselves to spend money on the woi'k.

If gross acts of pollution, such as those referred to

by Mr. Littler, can be done with impunity the sooner
further powers are obtained the better.

„ ..^ , The question of what should be
Profits of 1 -ii J.1 L-L ,'

M u n i i n a I

t'one with the proiit accruing irom

Electricity Works. * niunicipal electricity supply sys-

tem is an interesting one. Should
it be applied to the relief of rates, or should it have
the effect of reducing the price of electricity to con-
sumers ? In towns that have been blessed with a
surplus from the electricity works the general prac-
tice has been to hand over a certain sum of money to

the relief of the rates and to reduce the cost of elec-

tricity to the consumers, and prol)ably this coui'se

will be generally followed for some time to come.

It is quite true that municipal electricity works
exist for the benefit of the i-atepayers, but it must
not be forgotten that a good many years must elapse

before a supply of electricity is brought within the

reach of a majority of the ratepayers. Thei'efore, as

the benefits of electric lighting may be said for the

present to be confined to the minority of the inhabit-

ants of a district, it is probably only fair that the

other inhabitants should obtain some advantages

and benefits from the municipal scheme by having

a certain amount of I'elief afforded in the shape of a

decreased rate. When electricity is at the disposal

of everybody it would probably not be very material

whether the surplus from electricity went to the

decrease of rates or to the lowering of the price of

electricity. Indeed, it would be very little more
than putting the money from one pocket into the

other. At the same time it must not be forgotten

that some ratepayers would even tlien obtain greater

advantages from electricity than others, especially

those who used it for business purposes.

From the paper on the Wimble-

Liehthie'' of
''°" electric lighting scheme, read

Wimbledon. o'^ Saturday at the meeting of the

Incorporated Association of Muni-
cipal and County Engineers by Mr. A. H. Preece,

the engineer for the scheme, it will be gathered that

the chief feature of intei-est will be found in the

lighting of the thoroughfares. Street lighting by
means of electi'ic glow lamps has not always been

considered satisfactory, but that state of affairs has

chiefly arisen from the employment of lamps of too

small a candle-power. At Wimbledon, however,

lamps of 32 candle-power are to be used, and it

may be taken for granted that as they will take the

place of oil lamps of 20 candle-power there will be

a distinct improvement in the lighting. If any fault

could be found with Mr. Preece's scheme it is that

which was pointed out by Mr. Lobley, of Hanley,

in the course of his remarks, that Mr. Preece in his

estimate takes too moderate a view of the results

likely to accrue from private lighting. It is true

that Wimbledon is a scattered district and chiefly

residential, but in spite of that fact there is every

I'eason to anticipate that the private lighting will

prove a lucrative source of income. As Mr. Preece

pointed out in the course of some incidental re-

marks, not only will the shopkeepers be in favoui' of

the light, bvit the majority of the householders, being

well-to-do men of business, would be accustomed to

the light at their offices and el§ewliere and would
naturally desire it in their homes.

The
Wimbledon
Meeting.

As we ventured to anticipate

last week, the 1898 series of dis-

trict meetings was, apart from the

weather—of which the less said

the better—opened very successfully. There was a

o-ood attendance, and those responsible for the

arrangements had exerted themselves to prepare a

thoroughly good, full and interesting programme.
It was, if anything, perhaps a little too comprehen-

sive, as it was ultimately found desirable practically

to dispense with the discussion, which had been

arranged to take place after the visits. This was,

perhaps, rather unfortunate, as the papers had
evidently been prepared with much care, and the

district presented many features of interest, espe-

cially as an illustration of the way in which the

requirements of a rapidly-growing metropolitan

district of recent gi'owth can be met so far as jjublic

work and administration are concenied. Wo would
suggest that those who might have taken part in

the discussion should forward their remarks to the

secretary, for incoi'poration in the " Proceedings,"

and we need scarcely I'eraind our readers that our
columns are open to them for the discussion of any
point which might with advantage be debated.
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Association of IVIunicipal and County Engineers.
DISTRICT MEETING AT WIMBLEDON.

Wimbledon Hill.

fHE Home Conntiea District Meeting at Wimbledon on
Saturday, which practically opened the series of 1898
visits, was remarkably successful in every respect except
weather, though even that unreliable factor distinctly im-

proved as the day wore on. For a district meeting there was an
unusually good attendance, both of ordinary members andmem-
bers of council, a fact which might be attributed to a variety
of causes. It was the opening visit of the season ; the district

is not only a metropolitan one which is acknowledged to be
one of the most attractive of all the London suburbs, but has
many points of interest for municipal engineers, especially

in connection with sewage disposal and electric lighting; and,
finally, a full and excellent progi'amme had been drawn up,
testifying to the care and thought which the district secre-

tary, Mr. Laffan, and the engineer to the Wimbledon Urban
District Council had bestowed on the arrangements.
Without trespassing upon the ground covered by Mr.

Cooper in his paper, one may briefly refer to the remarkable
growth and the general features of a district which among
other things is full of the most romantic historical associa-

tions. Wimbledon Common and Park are well known to

Londoners. Parts of the district are elevated and beautifully

wooded, and when we mention the fm-ther advantages of low
rates (including the death rate), an abundant train service

and a complete absence of slums, the majority of the
residents being people who are comfortably provided with
this world's goods, it will be seen that the district has good
recommendations. The parish is somewhat extensive and
scattered, stretching from Barnes, Roehampton, Putney and
Wandsworth on the north away toMerton and Cheara on the
south ; Kingston is on its western boundary, and the river
Wandle, one of its eastern boundaries, separates it from
Mitcliam and Wandsworth. We may pass briefly over the
associations and traditions of the district, which take us back
to Roman and Anglo-Saxon times, and the discussions which
antiquarians have waged in regard to the derivation oi the
name. The spot known as Caesar's Camp is supposed to con-
nect the district with Roman times, and Wimbledon is sup-
posed by some to have been the scene of a fierce battle, in
which Ethelbert, King of Kent, was defeated with great
slaughter by the King of Wessex in the year 568. In Anglo-
Saxon and in Norman times the manor was held by the
Ai'chbishops of Canterbury until 1398, when it reverted to

the Crown. In the reign of Henry VIII. it became the pro-

perty of Wolsey's protege, Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex,

and for a brief period Lord High Chamberlain of England.
On his fall Wimbledon once more became Crown property,

and was settled on Catherine Parr, the last of Henry's wives.

In 1576 the mansion house came into the possession of Sir

Thomas Cecil, son of the great Lord Burleigh, who himself

resided in the p.arish. The imperious Elizabeth herself

honoured Wimbledon with her presence on more than
one occasion, as did also her pusillanimous successor.

In 1838 her Majesty Queen Victoria honoured the district

with her presence as the guest of the Duke of Somerset, then
a resident at the manor house. The above-mentioned Sir

Thomas Cecil was the fii'st Earl of Exeter, and his youngest
son became Viscount Wimbledon. On the death of the latter

the manor was purchased by Queen Henrietta Maria, but was
sold by the Parliamentary Commissioners. In 1652 it came
into the possession of General Lambert, Cromwell's some-
what jealous ofiicer, and among the subsequent proprietors

after the Restoration were the Earl of Bristol and 'Thomas
Osborne, Earl of Danby, Lord High Treasurer of England,
and ultimately Duke of Leeds. On the death of the latter

it was sold to Sir Theodore Janssen, one of the South Sea
Company directors, and the next proprietor was the re-

doubtable Sarah, Duchess of Marlborougii, who left it to her
grandson, John Spencer, youngest son of Charles, Earl of

Sunderland. The son of this John Spencer became Earl

Spencer in 1765, and the property continued in the possession

of the family until 1846, when it was sold to Mr. J. A. Beau-
mont for £71 per acre, as mentioned in the programme of

Saturday's meeting. Successive manor houses were erected

by Janssen and by the Duchess of Marlborough twice. The
present house, which was completed in 1801, is a large stone-

built mansion, surrounded with about 12 acres of pleasure

grounds; and handsome villas of the Queen Anne type, each
in its own grounds, are now springing up on all sides around
it. Many accounts are extant of the splendour of the original

mansion erected by Sir Thomas Cecil. The Spencer family

made the park one of the finest in England. Here the late

Sir Joseph Paxton began life as under-gardener to his brother.

The total area of the estate when sold by Lord Spencer was
1,200 acres, and a largo portion of it has been sold and built

upon by wealthy residents. On this subject the late Mr.
EdwardWalford,theauthorof "Greater London," wrote: "The
whole park, when completed on the same principle, will form
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one of the most charming spots in England— a perfect arbor-

etum and garden within the very neighbourhood of London.
The situation and character of the district aro proverbially

healthy, owing to its high position, genial and bracing air,

and dry gravelly soil ; and the charming scenery of the park,

with its magnificent timber and luxuriant shrubs adorning
the rich pastures that encircle the latter, presents a com-
bination of greensward, wood and water, while the distant

views are unequalled in extent and surpassing interest. The
lake in the centre of the park is used as a private subacrip-

,tion water by the residents for fishing, boating and skating."

Earl Spencer is still lord of the manor.
After the disparking of the manor house estate the whole

aspect of the district began to change, especially on tie

south-east side between the railway and Mertoii, practically

a new town springing up. In 1851 the population was 2,700,

in 1871 it was just over 9,000, in 1881 it was close upon
16,000, and to-day it is considerably over 30,000. Thus, in

the course of half a century, Wimbledon has grown from a
country village into a largo and important London suburb.
The old village along the high ground to the west of the park
and the south-eastern side of the common extended in all

directions ; but with the growth of area its rural character

began to disappear, the old rod-brick mansions giving place

to modern villas and other dwelling houses. Apart from the

manor house, Wimbledon has many other interesting build-

ings and associations. In his house on Wimbledon common,
and near the spot where Canning and Castlereagh fought
their duel, the younger Pitt died on January 26, 1806, about
a month after the battle of Austerlitz, which undoubtedly
killed him. At Wimbledon Schopenhauer, the philosopher
of Pessimism, was at school for a few months in 1803. Here
also Home Tooke ended his d.iys in retirement, and here late

in life he gave political dinners and picnics. A mansion
known as Wimbledon House, which was built about the
middle of last century, was early in the present century the

residence of the Prince of Conde. It was afterwards pur-

chased by Mr. Joseph Marryat, for a time member of Parlia-

for Sandwich, eminent as a West Indian merchant, but perhaps
still more eminent as the father of the author of " Midship-
man Easy." Another building known as Gothic House was
at one time the residence of Lady Anne Barnard, the authoress
of " Auld Robin Gray," and afterwards became the abode of

Captain Marryat. A house on tho brow of Putney Hill was
the residence of the Countess of Guildford, granddaughter of

the celebrated Lord North, and there the painter Fuseli died

in April, 1825. Bristol House, on Putney Heath, overlooking
Roehampton, was named after a former owner, the Marquis
of Bristol. A house on the south side of the green was
formerly the residence of Sir Francis Burdett, and the next
house on the west side was long the residence of Wilberforce,

the philanthropist. John Murray, the friend of Byron and

Scott, the founder of T/ie Qtiarterly Revieiu and head of the

famous publishing liouse, lived for some years near the north-

east corner of the common ; Gifiard, the first editor of The
Quarterly, being one of his neighbours. Lord Melville (Henry
Dundas) and Lord Lyndhurst, thrice Lord Chancellor, occu-

pied houses in Wimbledon. Near the junction of High-street

and Church-street formerly stood a large house, which was
the country seat of tho Marquis of Rockingham, the political

opponent of Pitt. He did there in 1782, being then premier
at the head of a coalition ministry. After his death the

mansion was the abode of Charles James Fox, who lived

there while Secretary of State. At Cottenham Park lived

Lord Chancellor Cottenham, who held office first under Lord
Melbourne and afterwards under Lord John Russell. The
house was pulled down many years ago, and the grounds cut

up for building purposes. Eliza Cook, the poetess, resided

in a house on the southern slope of Wimbledon, and for many
years after her marriage Jenny Lind, the " Swedish Nightin-

gale " and prima donna, had her abode between the Park and
the common. Finally, at Wressil Lodge lived Sir Bartle

Prere, whose experience as High Commissioner in South Africa
was so unfortunate. Adjoining Wimbledon on tho south is

Merton, associated with the name of Nelson and Lady Hamil-
ton.

We can only refer briefly to the famous common and to the
annual volunteer encampment which for so many years con-

tributed more than anything else to make the district famous.
The annual meeting of the National Rifle Association wa«
held on the common for twenty-nine years. As tho popula-

tion increased and more dwellings sprang up in tho immedi-
ate vicinity of tho common the occupiers waxed nervous, and
the Duke of Cambridge was chiefly instrumental in moving
on the volunteers to Bisley in 1889. The common, which
joins Coombo Woods and extends nearly to Richmond Park,

has an area of many hundred acres, and forms one of the

finest sylvan haunts to be found for many miles round Lon-
don. In one respect it has rather a sanguinary reputation,

having been the scene of many famous duels. Hero took

place the encounter between the Duke of York, afterwards
William IV., and Colonel Lennox, afterwards Duke of Rich-

mond, and that between Pitt and Tierney in 1789. In 1809
an encounter took place on the neighbouring -Putney Heath
between Castlereagh and Canning, and in 1839 there was a
meeting between tho Marquis of Londonderry and Grattan.

A meeting between Louis Napoleon and Count Leon was
interrupted by the police and finished up at Bow-street,

where the parties wore bound over in the customary un-

romantic fashion. The celebrated dandy. Count D'Orsay was
the prince's second. A year or two later a linendraper's

assistant happened to be one of the principals in a
duel, when the custom forthwith went out of fashion, and
in England, at all events, soon came to be regarded as a

Wl.MBLEDON: TUK UlSTRKT CoUNCII. Ol'FICKS AND FlRE BRIGADE STATION".
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ludicrous anachronism. The people now most in evidence on

the common are the harmless and amiable devotees of the

"royal and ancient game of golf"—weary legislators, over-

worked jonrnalists and men of basiness, the corpulent, the

middle-aged and the elderly, who turn with zest to that mild

form of physical exercise which has been flippantly described

by some witty but sardonic Scot as
" Rinnin' aboot wi' a bag o* sticks

After a wee bit ba*."

AT THE COUNCIL OFFICES.
To this pleasant district many members of the association

found their way on Saturday morning, assembling at 11

o'clock in the council chamber at the district council oflices,

Broadway, close to the railway station. We give a view of

the council oflfices, which are pleasing enough in elevation, but

are inadequate to present requirements, and probably a
scheme of enlargement may be taken in hand at an early

date. Tlie following members and others wore present :

—

Past-Presidents: Messrs. J. T. Eayr.s, Birmingham; A.

M. Fowler, Manchester; J. Lobley, Hanley; and F. J. C.

May, Brighton.
Members of Cocn'Cil : Messrs. J. P. Barber, Islington; W.

Harpur, Cardiff; G. B. Laffan, Twickenham; W. Weaver,
Kensington; and T. Cole (secretary).

Members: Messrs. J. A. Angell, Beckenham ; J. Baker,

Slough ; R. E. W. Bei-ringlon, Wolverhampton ; W. N. Blair,

St. Pancras ; J. H. Bradford, Aylesbury; W. L. Bradlej',

Tonbridge; W. Butler, Fareham ; E. R. Capon, Epsom; T.

Charles, Harrow ; H. F. Coales, Sunbury-on-Tharaes; A. E.

Collins, Norwich ; W. Santo Crimp, Westminster ; J. Uew-
hurst, Guildford ; R. Dickinson, Berwick-on-Tweed ; P. Dodd,
W( ndsvvorth ; D. J. Ebbetts, Acton ; W. Fairley, Richmond

;

H. R. Felkin, Soutliall Norwood; T. C. Golder, Deal; W. C.

Gow, Plumstead ; A. D. Greatorex, West Broniwich; A. O.

Harpar, Caerphilly ; W. Harston, Dartford ; T. W. E. Higgens,
Chelsea ; W. H. Hopkinson, Keighley ; J. Kemp, Hampton ; R.

W. Knapp, Farnborough ; G. W. Lacey, Saffron Walden ; W. R.

Locke, Caversham ; J. Manley, Wokingham; J. Mann, Seven-
oaks ; J. P. Norrington, Lambeth ; J. Parker, Nottingham

;

J. Parker, Hereford; W. H. Prescott, Reigate ; E. J.Rey-
nolds, Friern Barnet; W. 11. Savage, East Ham; N. Scorgie,

Rotherhithe ; H. H. Scott, Hove ; R. S. Scott, Bishop Stort-

ford; E. J. Silcock, King's Lynn; C. C. Smith, Sutton,

Surrey; A. Southam, Clapham ; S. Stallard, Maidstone; W.
Stringfellow, Eastleigh ; and O. E. Winter, Southwark.
Graduates : Messrs. J. E. W. Birch, East Ham ; J. R.

Cartledge, East Sheen ; A. R. Finch, Kensington ; and F. T.

Grant, Maidstone.
Visitors : Messrs. E. L. Ager, Wimbledon ; O. Anstead,

East Ham ; 0. E. Apted, Reigate ; J. J. Barton, St. Helena

;

E. Berrington, Wolverhamjjton ; W. F. Bird, Midsomer
Norton; H. D. Bowver, Slough: T. G. Carey, j.r., Windsor;
R. Collins, Enfield ;' W. Erewell, Clapham ; VV. J. Ebbetts,

Twickenham; T. Edwards, Glamorgan ; A. J. Eldton, Epsom
;

W. Fennings, London; W. Gale, Carshaltou; H, A. Giles,

Westminster; K. Giles, Bunon-on-Trent ; A. W. Gray,
Lambeth; H. Hill, Walton; W. H. Hill, Kensington; T.

Huddlestone, Suiton, Surrey ; F. E. Loth, Bnrton-on-Trent

;

E. McSheehy, Wimbledon ; E. F. Morgan, Croydon ; T. Nellor,

Wimbledon ; E. L. Olley, Wimbledon ; J. Oranshaw, Wey-
bridge; F. H. Parr, Barnes; W. Baton, London; M. A. Piercy,

Richmond ; W. Pritchard, London ; G. Skinner, Burton-on-
Treut; G. H. Smith, New Maiden ; and F. B. Wells, Finchley.

Mr. Donaldson, chairman of the urban district council,

who had courteously granted the use of the council chamber
for the purposes of the meeting, heartily welcomed the mem-
bers on behalf of the council, and regretted that the weather
was not more favourable. He then proceeded to refer briefly

to the sanitary and other municipal work of the district.

Mr. J. Lobley (past-president) then took the chair in the

absence of Sir Alexander Binnie, aud a vote of thanks was
unanimously awarded to the chairman and the council.

The minutes of the last meeting liaving boon read and con-

fii-med, Mr. Laffan (Twickenham) was re-elected honorary
district secretary. In reference to a complaint of advance
copies of the papers not having been received, Mr. Laffan, in

returning thanks for hia re-election, expressed a hope that

members would be more prompt in intimating their intention

to be present.

It had been decided that the papers should be taken as

read and briefly summarised by the authors. They were
as follows :

—

MUNICIPAL WORK AT WIMBLEDON.
By C. H. Cooper, assoc.m.inst.c.e.,

Engineer and Sui-veyor t'o the Wimbledon Urban District Council.

[Mr. Cooper studied engineering at the Royal College of Science for
Ireland, aud was engaged bj the late Wm. Humljer, the author of
some well-known works on engineering, in connection with the main
drainage of Aston aud Handsworth, now iiicUided in the liiriumgliam
Reaand Tame dibtnct. lie was subsequently emjiloyed by the late Mr.
O. M. Ordish, bridge and roof engineer, and by Messrs. Young & Co.,
of Pimlico. For a number of years he acted as assistant surveyor to
the Wimbledon Local Board, now the Wimbledon Urban District
Council, and on the appointment of Mr. Sauto Crimp as one of the
district engineers under the London County Council in 1889, Mr. Cooper
was imanimously appointed engineer and surveyor. An account of

some of the works tor which he has since been responsible in the dis-

trict wUl be found in the paper which he read on Saturday, and which
we now reproduce. Mr. Cooper has i>reviously contributed useful
papers on various subjects to the "Proceedings" of the association.
We regret to inform our readers that he still meets with an austere

refusal any request for permission to perpetuate his features in these
or any other columns.]

INTRODUCTION.

The association has on one occasion, in September, 1889,
visited this district, when the author's iiredecessor, Mr.
William Santo Crimp, m.inst.c.b., gave a full description of

the district, the sewers and sewage treatment. Unfortunately,
members who have joined subsequent to 1889 have not this

most interesting paper before them ; the author maj- there-

fore be allowed to recapitulate much of the information it

contains.

DISTRICT.

Wimbledon lies south-west of Charing Cross, the centre of

the district being 7 miles distant; it contains 3,220 acres, and
extends about 3 miles from west to east and 2 miles from
north to south. The district is divided into two plateaux, the
west central portion somewhat in the shape of a horseshoe,

with the toe pointing south, is raised about 120 ft. above the
lower )]lateau, or 180 above ordnance datum. The gentle

slopes joining these plains afford attractive sites for villas,

whilst on the higiier ground, which contains a large expanse
of common, many large houses are situated, some of which
are of historic interest. On the west the district is bounded
by the Beverley brook, and on the east by the river Wandle;
these streams provide the natural outfalls for drainage.

Wimbledon Common contains 1,1-tO acres, of which 640 are

vfithiu the district, and almost joins Richmond Park and
Coonibe Woods, thus providing a lai'ge expanse of woodland
scenery. The south and south-west portions of the district

contain the largest proportion of the population, and to pro-

vide open space for their recreation three grounds of about
8 acres each have been laid out by the urban authority.

GEOLOGY.
Wimbledon is situated well within the London basin, and

until the Southwark and Vauxhall Water Company com-
menced pumping from their well at Streatham in 1889 the

lower parts of the district were principally supplied with
water from artesian wella sunk either to the Thanet sands or

chalk. At Paxton leather works a small mill was worked by
the flow from one of these wells. In the higher portions of

the district gravel overlying the Loudon clay comes to the

surface ; the remainder of the district is clay with patches of

Band and gravel.

WATER SUPPLY.

Tlie water supply for the portion of the district that is

100ft. above ordnance datum is obtained from the Southwark
and Vauxhall Water Company, that for the remainder of the

district is from the Lambeth waterworks.

LIGHTING.

The gas supply is in the hands of the Mitcham and Wim-
bledon Gas Company. As the company refused to lay mains
in certain new streets in 1880, the late local board lighted

these stieets with oil ; the experiment proved so successful

that the board—sooner than accede to the large demand of

£5 10s. per lamp per annum from sunset to sunrise—extended
the system to all street lamps, which were maintained at

£2 lis. 9d. per lamp per annum. For many years the light-

ing has been done by the .authoiity's own men ; in order to

prevent fire spreading, should the oil be ignited, it is stored

in cast-iron tanks placed beneath the surface. There are now
910 lamps for street lighting, the following being the average
cost per lamp for the year ended March 31, 1898 :

—

£ «. d.

Wages 17 9
Oil, 63 gallons at 4Sd 14 3

Glasses and wicks ... ... ... ... ... 16
Other materials ... ... ... ... ... 2 4

£2 15 10

As the system has its disadvantages, it is hoped that before

long these lamps will be supplied with electric light.

RAILWAY ACCOMMODATION.
Wimbledon station is on the main line of the London and

South-Western Railway. The Metropolitan, District and the

London, Brighton and South-Coast Railways also rnn into the

station.

VITAL STATISTICS.

Wimbledon appears to have been exceijtionally free from
epidemics. The outbreaks of cholera, which daring this

century proved so fatal in the metropolis, did not invade the

district. The annual zymotic death rate since 1880 has not

exceeded 2 3 per 1,000, the average being 1'54. The total

death rate during the same period did not exceed 149, the

average for the eighteen years being 12'37.

POPULATION.

lu 1861 the population of Wimbledon was 4,644, to-day it

is 38,000, having increased 2,000 in the last twelve months.
FINANCES.

The indobteiluess of the district is £138,000, the rateable

value £230,0tX). For some years back the general district

rate has kept at 3s. 2d. in the pound per annum.
DRAINAGE.

With few exceptions the roads coutain separate sewers for

sewage and rainfall, the latter being conveyed by a system of

outfall sewers to the natural watercourses. These sewers take
the drainage from the road gullies and the rainfall from the

fronts of the houses. It has not been thought desirable to

duplicate draius at the rear of honses. The foUoiring is a list

4
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of the intercepting sewers which take sewage to tlie sewage

farm and works. Branch sewers are not inclnded.

Name of Sewer.

Length in

yards, not
including
branch
sewers.

Size.
Population
Drained.

Daily Dry
Weather
Flow in
Gallons.

High-level

Middle-level ...

Low-level

Summers Town

4,900

6,053

G,060

1,160

f2'3"byl'6")
). to 12" j

3' by 2' to 12'

f 3' 9" by 2' 6" ^

\ to 15" )

9"

4,200

6,000

26,000

230

252,000

180,000

7oo,aio

5,200

Totals 18,173 36,430 1,137,200

PUMPING STATIONS.

The high-level and middle-level sewers gravitate to the

sewage works. The low-level and Summers Town sewage has

to be raised at the works. The low-level sewage is raised an

average of 22 ft. by two pumps having two 2-ft. diameter

plungers, single action, with 4-ft. 6-in. stroke, raising 166

gallons each stroke. Each pump is actuated by a 16.horso-

power horizontal engine, with 14-in. diameter steam cylinder,

3-ft. stroke, double-acting condensing, the power being trans-

mitted by cog gearing to the pumps. The steam for the

cnsrines is produced in one of two Lancashire boilers, 20 ft.

in length and 6 ft. in diameter, the pressure of steam gener-

ated being between 45 lb. to 50 lb. per square inch.

LOW-LEVEL .SEWER.

The low-level sewer as constructed was so defective that

the late board, under Mr. Crimp's advice, reconstructed the

greater part of it, and in order to provide self-cleansing

sewers in Cotteuham Park, and to take the sewage of Warren
Farm, the Raynes Park pumping station was erected. The
sewage is raised at this station 33 ft. There are two pumps,
each having one 12-in. diameter plunger with 24-in. stroke,

worked by one of two 34-horse-power Otto gas engines ; by
means of a loose shaft either pump can be coupled up with

either engine. The power is transmitted by cog gearing, the

wheel having wood cogs. The author carried out, in accord-

ance with plans prepared by Mr. Crimp, the enlargement of

the low-level sower in Pelham-road for a length of 2,050 ft.

The crown of this sewer was taken o)J, excavations were
made on either side 12 in. wide and 15 in. deep, and the ont-

side of the brickwork was scrubbed clean ; Portland cement
concrete was then filled in level with the top of the brick-

work, which formed foundations for concrete side blocks; a
42-brick arch was carried on these side blocks. By this

means the size of the sower was increased from 1ft. 6 in. by
2 ft. 3 in. to 2 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in., and its cai-rying capacity from
200 cubic feet per minute to 510, at a cost of £2 -is. 6d. per

jard, including 2s. per yard for timbering. The work was
carried out without interfering with the flow of sewage, and
only on two occasions of flooding did the sewage interfere

with the work. The Summers Town sewage is raised by two
50-gallon Shone's ejectors. These, together with similar

ejectors near the northern end of Dttrnsford-road, can be
divided by the exhaust air from the sludge rams.

ALTERATIONS TO PUMP WELL.
The pump well at the sewage works, as constructed, was

half under tlie engine-room floor ; the bottom had no fall, and
the suctions were both inside, so that the greater part of the

well became blocked with settlement which there was no
me!in.=i of removing. The authoi' in 1894 removed part of the

floor in the outer well and formed sumps to receive the suc-

tions, which were lengthened so as to reach the sumps ; the
gratings previously fixed round the suctions were dispensed
with, and the portion of the well under the engine-room
filled in to above the water-line and concreted. This im-
provement allows the well to be pumped dry, and prevents
sewer gas from the pump well escaping into the engine-room,
and further reduces the coal consumption by about 3 cwt. a
>lay.

SKWAUE TKEATMKNT.
Sewage Farm.—The following table gives the ai'ea devoted

to the various parts of the farm :

—

ACRES.

Tank and buildings ... ... ... ... ... 2'62

Roads and land not devoted to sewage ... ... 4'50

Storm-water filters ... ... ... ... ... 2'10

Cultivation filters ... ... . . ... ... 2'00

Irrigation ground for first run ... ... ... 32'75

Ditto, second run ... ... ... ... ... 24'50

Now occupied by temporary hospital ... ... 4'75

Total 73-22

The area under the various crops may bo given thns:

—

ACKK-..

Rye grass ... . .. .
34' 12

Osiers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15'

Mangel-wnrzels ')

Market gardening)

ceipts and expendi-

EXPENDITURE.
£ ». d.

834 7 2
690 8 5

702 3 4

793 10
993 5 9

897 2 1

811 4 3

833 1

830 6

... 1,134 5

... 1,011 3 4

... 1,244 4 9
926 12 11

919 8 8

812 18 3

1024

Total under crops 59-36

ture in connection with the farm since 1883 :

—

RECEIPTS.
£ I. (/.

1883 661 10 0*
1884 816 16 6*

1885 782 8 1*

1886 936 12 10*

1887 1,019 9 2*

1888 1,414 15 lot
1889 1,186 7 2t
1890 1,202 1 It
1891 1,026 9 It
1892 971 15 lot
1893 1,287 12 2t
1894 1,923 13 lOt
1895 1,067 12 9t
1896 1,403 1 Ot
1897 1,098 1 6t

High-Level Tank and Filten.—The sewage brought by the

high-level sewer enters the bottom of the receiving chamber
of the two high-level tanks. The sewage that flows into the

tanks is drawn from the top of the chamber by one of two

pipes, down which it flows and so enters one of two tanks

above the invert; each of these tanks has a floor of 2-in. by

2-in. battens placed 1 in. apart, carried on joists. On this

floor there is about 5 in. of broken brick about 2^-iu. gauge,

which forms a sci-een through which all sewage that enters

the tank must flow in an upward direction. If greater

depth or smaller material is used the sewage comes up only

in certain places, so that the flow is not evenly distributed

over the tank. This system arrests all the grosser matter

and almost all the suspended matter found in sewage with-

out the addition of chemicals. The tanks and filters are

cleansed once a week, the sludge, &c., gravitating to the

settling tanks at the sewage works. The effluent from these

tanks is run twice over land before passing into the river.

These tanks are each 30 ft. by 20 ft., with an average depth

of 7 ft. As constructed it was impossible to allow these

filters to aerate, nor was any provision made for emptying

the syphon which conveyed the sewage to the tanks. In

1894 the author altered the tanks so as to allow one tank to

remain empty whilst the other was working, and at the same
time lowered the syphon outlet as much as possible.

The remainder of the sewage flows direct to the sewage
works, where sufficient proto-sulphate of iron is added to the

low-level sewage before it is pumped to allow 4 grains per

gallon for all the sewage to be treated ; 12 grains of lime per

gallon is afterwards added to the sewage in bulk. The
sewage thus treated passes along a conduit into one of six

settling tanks, which communicate by weirs and are each

fitted w-ith a floating arm and sludge outlet so that they can

be used separately or in series. Each tank is 50 ft. by 49 ft.,

by 7 ft. 6 in. deep, and contains about 92,000 gallons of sewage,

or 552,000 in all. Every week-day one of these tanks is cleaned

out, the sludge being run into the sludge reservoir. The tank

efliuent, as a rule, passes off over a weir at the end of the

last tank, and into a series of cast-iron distributing mains

laid about 3 ft. beneath the surface, or it can be drawn off by
the floating arms which communicate with the same mains.

From these mains the tank effluent can be run either ou to

irrigation ground or cultivation filtei-s. The effluent from the

ground or filters is again run over land before passing into the

river.

Filters.—As there is no possibility of acquiring land to cope

with the increase in sewage due to the increase of population,

the nitrifying capacity of the land has to be increased by
converting it into filters. The first filter was constructed in

1S76 of burnt ballast 3 ft. deep, and is slill in use both for

storm water and at times as a cultivation filter. The author

in 1893 completed an extension of 2,900 yards super, to the

storm-water filter, and a cultivation filter of 5,300 yards

super. Both filters were constructed of the material exca-

vated on the site, the clay having been biu-nt to form the

ballast. The ballast was passed through sieves, the large

material being used to form the filtering material, which in

both filters was 3ft. deep; iu the storm filter this material

was left uncovered, whilst the cultivation filter was covered

with a layer of 9 in. of fiue burnt ballast and a layer of soil

7 in. thick. In the storm-water filter the subsoil drains were
placed 6 ft. apar-t, whereas in the cultivation filter the drains

were 10 ft. apart. As first constructed the subsoil di-ains from
the cultivation filter discharged over an open channel, but as

it was thought desirable to try the filter as a tank this channel

was abandoned and the drains connected with one main
drain discharging into a valve chamber. The filter, however,

did not give such good results as it did with the drain outlets

open for the passage of air. The authovias lately provided

ventilation by carrying np the drains afthc highest points.

A second cultivation filter, similar to that just described,

was completed this year, and ballast is now being burnt for

2 acres of cultivation filters, which will bo placed at such a
level as to take the efflaent from the existing cultivation

fillers. It ia proposed to construct a carrier, 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft.,

to take the effluent from the existing filters on to the proposed

filters on lower ground. A tramway of 2 ft. 6 in. gauge is to

• Xot inchulinp produce c-jusumed by the council's horses, amount*
ini; annually to about. i'aOO lu \'Blue.

t lucluduig value of produce coosiuued by the council's horsesi
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be carried on piers over this carrier, to take road debria and

other refuse on to the lower land which requires raising.

The inclination (1 in 202) is snflBcient to gravitate the truck,

which will bo brought back by an electric locomotive worked
from an overhead wire. The author would point out that,

with the exception of 6 acres near Earlsfield, the farm is on

stiif clay. When the present farm manager, Mr. J. Snook,

took charge in 1879 the effluent from this farm came off quite

as polluted as the raw sewage, which was due to no attempt

having been made to prevent the sewage soaking direct to

the drains. Mr. Snook soon obviated this among other de-

fects, and showed that sewage can be cleansed on clay ground.

House refuse and sludge cake have with the best results been

dug or trenched in from time to time, so that there is now
12 in. in depth of fair soil whore formerly none existed.

Sludge.—The sludge, as before mentioned, passes from the

settling tanks into the sludge reservoir, which has a capacity

of 6,700 cubic feet ; the top water is drawn off by a weir.

The sludge from the reservoir passes through a 6-in. pipe to

the rams in the press-honse. There are three of these rams,

two having a capacity of 40 cubic feet, and one, added by the

author, of 380 cubic feet; the latter is capable of charging all

four presses. Wliilst the sludge is passing through the 6-in.

pipe just mentioned hot ground grey chalk lime is added in

the proportion of I'l per cent, to the tank sludge. Air at a
pressure of SO lb. is supplied to the rams by a Goddard,
Massey & Warner's double-acting tandem air compressor
having a 12^-in. diameter steam cylinder and 8-in. air, with
16-in. stroke. A Johnsou double tandem compressor with
10-in. steam cylinder, 9-in. air, with 20-in. stroke, ia about to

be fixed ; both the compressors to be placed in the engine-

room at the pumping station. The waste air from a ram
when emptied can be used to do the mixing and first part of

the pressing in the other rams, and is also used to work the

ejectors to further facilitate the utilisation of waste air; two
air receivers are about to be erected. There are four sludge
presses—two of Johnson's, erected in 18S4, having twenty-
four 3-ft. diameter plates each ; one of Manlove's, erected in

1888, which has twenty-two plates 3 ft. square ; and a similar

press of Goddard, Massej' & Warner's, with Warner's buckle
plates, erected in 1893. About 100 tons of sludge cake is

prodnced weekly. As there is now no demand for such pro-

duct it is proposed to erect destrnctors in connection with
the electric light station, to consume both cake and house
refuse.

Cost of Pressing per ton of Cake.
d.

Lime
Cloth

New plates

Sundries ...

Coal
Oil and waste

7-15

2-35

•68

•12

3-53

59
9^84

2s. Oid.
SURFACE-WATER SEWERS.

A considerable portion of the main surface. water sewers
were constructed by Mr. William Santo Crimp, who, when
surveyor, laid down lines for extensions and for additional

outfalls. Tlie author in carrying out tliis work has used
circular concrete sewers with inverts of special bricks in blue
Staffordshire clay, which he designed. These inverts form a
modified egg-shape, so that with a small flow the water is

concentrated and not allowed to spread, as it otherwise would
over a segmental invert ; the hydraulic mean depth is thus
increased. In 1894 a 3-ft. diameter surface-water sewer was
constructed in concrete 6 in. thick, with blue brick invert as

described, for 7s. 5d. per foot run ; as difficulty was experi-

enced in removing the centres after the arch liad set, the

author, in sewers subsequently constructed, has adopted for

the arch a single ring of brickwork backed with concrete.

In 1895 the western surface-water outfall alongside Kingston-
road was extended in 3-ft. 6-in. and 4-ft. diameters, with
blue brick invert and arch as described ; the thickness of the
3-ft. 6-in. sewer was 7^ in., which cost 10s. 6d. per foot

run, and the thickness of the 4-ft., 9 in., which cost 13s. 8d.

per foot. Neither of the three surface-water sewers just

mentioned required much excavation, the crown being about
the same level as the surface of the ground.

Flood-prevention WorJis.—In consequence of i prions flooding

in the lower portion of Wimbledon Hill-road and the roads
adjoining, the author was instructed to prepare a scheme for

preventing as far as possible a recurrence of snch flooding.

The scheme proposed will convey storm water direct on to

the storm-water filters at the sewage farm, so that such water
will get a partial cleaning before passing into the stream.
The scheme embraces the construction of 4,16fift. of 3-ft.

diameter sewer wit;h a fall of 1 in 143, from the storm-water
filters through the farm, under the London and South-
western and District Railways, along Stratharn and Alex-
andra roads to Park-road. This sewer will be constructed
in 9-in. brickwork, with blue Staffordshire invert. The sewer
will be continued aloug AIexandr.a-road from Park-road to its

junction with Wimbledon-hill in 2-ft. 3-in. diameter sewer
with a fall of 1 in 533; a branch sewer will be laid from the
3-ft. sewer opposite Park-road, along Park-road and Wood-
side to AVimbledon-hill in 2-ft. 3-in. and 1-ft. 9-in. diameters,

to intercept water coming from the park. Belvedere and
Wimbledon-hill ; whilst the Alexandra-road sewer will relieve

flooding in the lower part of Hill-road. The 2-ft. 3-in. and
1-ft. 9-in. sewers will be constructed with concrete tubes sur-

rounded with conci'ete carried down to form a flat base.

STREET IMPROVEMENT WORKS.

WimHedofi-hill.—In the autumn of 1891 the author pre-

pared a scheme for widening Wimbledon-hill for a distance

of 1,500 ft. At that time no part of the hill was more than
40 ft. in width, and at one place it was only 27 ft. wide. In-

side the wall that divided the liill from the jiroperty on the

north were the forest and flowering trees you see to-day. One
great object of the scheme was to preserve these trees. The
chairman of the late local board, Mr. J. Townsend, J.P., se-

sured 1^ acres for £2,500, in order to carry out the scheme
and widen High-street, which was then only 27 ft. to 50 ft. in

width. The work was commenced early in 1892, and com-
pleted in July of that year by the board's staff, at a cost of

£3,000, without the assistance of a contractor.

The work as finished has on the south side a, path 10 ft.

wide, the hill portion is paved with Stuart's granolithic in

situ, while in High-street Stuart's slabs were used ; the

carriageway is channelled, and in the hill has a width of

33 ft., with borders 17 ft. in width placed between the carriage-

way and the path on the north side. These borders allowed

the trees before mentioned to be retained; a few shrubs have
been planted, which, with ivy-covered stumps, give a pleasant

appearance. The borders on the higher part of the hill are

some 3 ft. or 4 ft. above the carriageway, which necessitated

a dwarf retaining wall constructed of brick.

Wandle Bnnlt Improiteinent.— In carrying out this work a
retaining v.all was constructed alongside the river Wandle
for a length of 1,200 ft. The wall is constructed of Portland

cement concrete, one of cement to six parts Thames ballast,

and varies in thickness from 1 ft. 2 in. at top to 3 ft. at the

base, including 12 in. of toe ; there are counterforts, 14 in.

by 12 in., 12 ft. apart, carried to within 12 in. of the top on
the road side. The wall varies from 5 ft. 6 in. to 7 ft. 6 in. in

height, the height out of ground being from 4 ft. to 5 ft.; it

is coped with blue brick, and carries a 4-ft. unclimbable
fence. The ground on which this wall is built varies from
gravel almost as solid as concrete to the worst form of running
silt. Cracks were expected, but as yet none have appeared.

This work cost 14s. 2d. per foot run.

DEPOT.

The want of sufficient depot accommodation entailed con-

siderable expense and inconvenience, especially in the case

where the material for road repairs came by rail. The
author in 1894 advised the council to purchase 3 acres in

Queen's-road alongside a joint line of the London and South-
western Railway and London, Brighton and South Coast
Railway. The vendor insisted on most formidable restric-

tions, and although the author looks on sncli restrictions

merely as objects for skilful handling, others considered they
would detract from the utility of the site. However, after

much trouble, the site was ptirchased in 1895 at £2,250, or

£750 per acre. This year the land opposite sold at the rate

of £1,437 per acre.

So soon as the site was acquired a siding was laid in from
the railway in such a position as to allow materials to be
stored on either side. The author suggested to the vendor
to store material in the front portion of the site, which the

stipulations did not prevent. The vendor, however, con-

sidered it would be preferable to allow a row of buildings to

be erected, so as to exclude the store yard as much as pos-

sible ; he therefore waived the stipulation preventing stabling

on condition of his house next the yard being purchased at a
verv reasonable price. So much for formidable stipulations,

which, except that the elevation to Queen's-road is more
ornate than it might otherwise have been, had no detrimental
effect.

In designing these buildings the author took the width of

30 ft., which he found was usually adopted in the case of

stables for two rows of horses, and decided on a width of 7 ft.

—I.e., 6 ft. 6 in. in the clear—for the stalls. It was settled

that not more than thirteen horses should be housed together.

The stables and the buildings intended to be converted here-

inafter into stabling are divided by party walls into sectious,

haviug a dear length of 49 ft. 6 in.; for convenience and
superintendence an iron door has been placed in the party
walls.

Facing Queen's-road for a length of 505 ft., and having a
south by east aspect, is a continuous row of buildings with red
brick fronts, terra-cotta dressings, and green " Enreka" slate

roofs. The central portiou contains tlie archway which forms
the principal entrance to the depot, with the residences for a
store-keeper and horse-keeper. This portion has two storeys,

with a third in the central roof, and forms a well-marked
central block. On either side of this block arc buildings with
a ground floor only. The roof running parallel to the road has
the central portion carried up to form a lantern light 6 ft.

wide, with lights 2 ft. deep on either side m.ade to open.

On the west of the central block comes the harness-room,
20 ft. by 18 ft., with a repairing shop, 19 ft. by 11 ft. 6 in., in

front ; three stables for thirly-nine horses ; and a cart shed
42 ft. long. On the east side comes the foremen's mess-room,
12 ft. 10 in. by 18 ft. 3 in., with testing-room, lift. 9 in. by
lift., in front, and the workmen's mess-room, lift. 9 in. by
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30 ft., with a loft over both mess-rooms ; four cart sheds,

having a total length of 173 ft. ; two road-roller houses,

11 ft. 9 in. by 30 ft., with lienches at one end; tlie coal and
coke stores are placed next tlieae houses.

At a distance of 30 ft. from the front block, and on the east

side of the entrance, is a back block, containinf? in the end
nearest the entrance a timc-keopci's office, to he used also as

a pay office, a store-keeper's office with stores, 7 ft. 6 in. by
11 ft. G in. and 1.5 ft. by 30 ft., a fodder store, 30 ft., by 30 ft.,

with engine-room and room for food boiler. Over this por-

tion is the coi-n store, 27 ft. 3 in. by 30 ft., and tlie fodder loft,

41 ft. 1 in. by 30ft., both having a Fawcett's fireproof lloor.

Ne.vt is a carpenters' and a painters' workshops, 29ft. 7 in.

by 30 ft. and 30 ft. by 30 ft., both having doors that allow of

carts being taken inside. Next to the workshops is a cart

shed, 41ft. 4 in. by 30 ft., and then six loose boxes, eacli

14 ft. 7 in. by 14ft. 8 in., for the isolation of liorses. These
boxes are divided off by party walls, the roofs being carried

up to form lantern lights, and have a rolled joist from which
to sling horses if occasion reqnires. The contract [ rice for

erecting these buildings is £0,444.

ISOL.\TI0N nospiTAr..

When the sewage farm was laid out in 1870 an old mansion
that was on it, Dnrnsford Lodge, w.as converted into an isola-

tion hospital. This bnilding was never in good order, but as

years advanced it became still more dilapidated, so much so

that in 1894 it was abandoned. The present hospital is a
corrugated-iron building, capable of accommodating thirteen

beds. To provide for a greater number of patients two new
tents were erected last autumn, on the sites prepared for the
tents described by the author in Vol. xx. of the " Proceedings."
All this accommodation is situated on the sewage farm, and
although neither the old building nor the ]:)resent erections

could be considered suitable, yet the deaths which occurred
are only 405 per cent, of admissions, which included small-

pox and diphtheria.

Since 1891 the urban authority have considered the question

of erecting a suitable hospital. An inquiry was held in

October, 189(5, to convert the upper cemetery field into a site

for an isolation hospital. An injunction was applied for to

restrain the council from erecting a hospital on such site, but
as this injunction has been dismissed, it is hoped that before

long the proposed building may be commenced. The site

contains 475 acres, and is estimated to provide sufficient land
for 100 beds. The proposed buildings consist of a caretaker's

cottage with waiting-room alongside, close to the entrance of

Gap-road.

Receiving and Discharging Bloc!;.— A receiving and dis-

charging block, containing two similar divisions, the one for

patients admitted, the other for those discharged. E.ach

division is entered by a door leading into a receiving-room,

which communicates with a bath-room, on the far side of

which is a dressing-room.

Admin istrat ire Blocli.—The administrative block contains

three floors, with a kitchen aunex. Tlie ground floor contains

a doctor's-room, lift. Gin. by 12 ft. G in., off which is the

doctor's bath-room, water-closet and surgery; the surgery
has a window through which medicine can be supplied; there

B a matron's sitting-room, 13 ft. by 13 ft. in., an office

pantr}', nui-ses' and servants' sitting-rooms, each 18 ft. by
14ft. These rooms are all 11 fc. in height. The kitchen is

18 ft. by 13 ft., and will have a G-ft. range and gas stove;
there are two serving windows, one for food for the ward
barrows, the other for the administrative block. The scullery
is 13 ft. by 8 ft. Part of the roof over the kitchen and scullery

is carried up to form a lantern light, and so give as much
ventilation as possible. This annex also contains a larder and
two stores, and a coal and coke store.

The first floor contains two linen stores, two bath-rooms,
two water-closets, a housemaid's sink, a matron's bed-room,
two servant's and fonr nurse's bed-rooms. These i-ooms will

have a height of 9 ft. The second floor contains a house-
maid's slop sink, a servants' dormitory, 18ft. 9 in. by 14ft.
4.5- in., two bed-rooms for night nui'ses, and four rooms either

for nurses or servants. The minimum mean height will be
8ft. Gin. In the roof there will be two 5tX)-gallon cisterns.

The floors are approached on the cast by a staircase 3 ft. in.

wide, 7-in. rise and 9-in. tread, with an emergency staircase

2 ft. wide, 8-in. rise and 7-in. tread on the west. There will

be a lift for coal, &c., communicating with the three floors.

Laundry and. Disinfecting Bloci.—The laundry contains .a

wash-house, 20ft. by IS ft., with an ironing-room, 25 ft. by
18 ft., lighted on both sides and having a lantern light running
along the roof ; there is a six-horse dryer off the ironing-room.

The disinfecting station consists of a room for infected and
one for disinfected clothes, each 12ft. by 14ft. Gin., with a
Washington Lyon's disinfector placed so as to communicate
with botli rooms. The laundry is separated from the dis-

infecting station by an ambulance station, having houses for

the ambulance and infected linen cart, and one for the cart

for disinfected linen. These houses are divided by a two-
stalled stable.

ilortunry.—The mortuary is placed as far as possible from
the other buildings, and at a point convenient of access to

the cemetery. It is 14 ft. by 14 ft., with three shelves on the

south side and a window to view on the north side with insido

shutters ; there will be a post-mortem table in the centre and
a lantern light in the roof.

Pavilions.—There are three ward pavilions, the largest

containing in the female side a twelve-bedded ward, 72 ft. by
20 ft., with a one-bedded ward 13 ft. by 13 ft. The lavatory

annex, which is cut off by a vestibule, contains a bath-room,

three wash-basins, three water-closets (one for the nurses), a

slop sink and a dirty linen shoot. The male side is cut off

by the nurses' duty-room, hall .and small kitchen. The male
side has an eight-bedded ward, 48 ft. by 26 ft., with a one-

bedded ward 13 ft. by 13 ft., and lavatory annex similar to

that for the female side, except that one clojet is replaced by
a urinal. The female ward will be heated by two double

Shorthand stoves, and the eight-tol ward by one of such

stoves. In the lavatory annexes tl e -e will be radiators. The
second pavilion has eight beds in the female and four in the

male ward. The lavatory annexes sire similar to those of the

twenty-two bed pavilion, except that they are smaller. The
nurses' duty-room is fitted as a ward kitchen. The third

pavilion contains two two-bed wards, similar to the isolation-

rooms shown in the Local Government Board memorandum,
except that a closet annex is attached to e.'ich ward.
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THE WIMBLEDON ELECTRIC LIGHTING SCHEME.
By A. H. Prkeck, assoc.m.inst.c.e.,

Electrical Engineer.

[Mr. Arthur Henry Preece went through the engineerinR department
of King's College in 1885-7, and afterwards served in the works of

Messrs. Klwell-Parker at WolTerhampton. In 1889 and 1890 he acted

as assistant engineer at the erection and running of the Rathbone-
place electric light station of the Metropolitan Supply Company, and
subsequently in 1891 joined Mr. Kapp, m.i.c.e., at Westminster. Since

1893 Mr. Preece has been established in Victoria-street as a consulting

electrical engineer, and has carried out, in conjunction with his father,

Mr. W. H. I'reece, c.n., f.k.s., and also independently, many electric

light and power schemes for various corporations and other bodies, in-

cluding Bristol, Worcester, Dewsbury, Kingston, Yarmouth, Tuubndge
Wells, Great Northern Railway, Hammersmith, Llandudno, Wimbledon
and the Governments of Malta, Gibraltar, Lagos and many other.t;. He
recently read a paper on the *' Electricity Supply of London " for the

Institution of Civil Engineers, of which he is an Associate Member.
He is also a member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.]

Wimbledon was the scene of one of the earliest attempts in

the use of electricity for street lighting. In 188-1 a longseriea

of experiments were carried ont under the superintendence

of Mr. W. 11. Preece, f.r.s., for the local boai'd and the City

Commissioner of Sewers. M.-iny interesting results were ob-

tained. However, nothing more w.as done in the matter until

1890, when a license was obtained from the Board of Trade,

and a complete scheme was prepared by Mr. W. H. Preece

and Mr. K.app for the lighting of all the streets of Wimbledon
and for the supply of elecljricity to private houses. For
various reasons this scheme fell through, but finally, in 1896,

the author was instructed to prepare a new sclieme, which
was unanimously adopted by the district council. After
having obtained a piovisional order from Parliament in 1897,

instructions were given to obtain tenders, and within the last

two months contracts have been entered into for the carrying

ont of the scheme. There is every possibility of a supply for

public and private lighting being ready by March, 1899.

For reasons which it is nnnecefsary to enter into, the streets

have been lighted for many years by oil lamps which give, on
the average, 20 candle-power. It is generally considered

that the main streets, at any rate, require better illnmination.

Oil lamps are cheap, the average cost being about £2 10s.;

and thus it has been somewhat difficult to increase the street

lighting without increasing the annual cost. The author,

however, hopes to be able to show that there is little reason

to expect any great increased cost, though the total quantity

nf light will be more than doubled.
The present scheme provides for the lighting of the whole

nf the existing public lamps. There are at present about 800
fixed, and these will be replaced by the equivalent of 900
lamps of 32 candle-power. A certain number of the lamps,
in important positions, will be provided with two or more
lamps of .32 candle-power. Besides these public lamps, which
alone will take nearly 200 horse-power, provision is being made
for a demand of 6,0C0 lamps of 8 candle-power in private

houses.

in order to snpply electricity to all the public lamps, it is

necessary to lay mains in practically every street in the

parish ; and, as means will be taken to enable private con-

sumers to be supplied at the same time, it will be possible

for every house to obtain a supply if required. Of coarse,

special mains will not at present be laid everywhere for pri-

vate houses, but, by means of the system adopted, it will be
possible without great expense to supplement the mains any-
where, and to enable either public or private lights to be
supplied.

SYSTEM.

The system of generating and distributing electricity which
has been adopted is that known as the high-pressure alter-

nating-current system. The electrical energy is generated
by alternators at a pressure of 2,200 volts, and wherever it is

required for use in lighting public lamps or private houses it

is transformed down to the safe pressure of 200 volts. This
system is the only practical system which can be used in the
Wimbledon district, owing to the large area and the scattered
houses. By using high pressure it is possible to transmit
the energy everywhere with small copper cables, and thus
the expenditure is kept within I'easonable limits.

The transforming apparatns, which is stationary, and con-
sists of a mass of iron plates surrounded with two windings
of copper wire similar to an induction coil, is placed wherever
necessary to serve low-pressure circuits for public lamps or
distributing mains for private houses, and also in some cases
where a large installation has to be supplied. They will be
placed in underground chambers of varying sizes, according
to the quantity of electricity which has to be transformed.
When electricity is distributed by low pressure, the three-wire
system will be nsed with 400 volts across the outer, or 200
volts between each pair of wires. The disadvantage of the
alternating-current system is the necessity of having gener-
ating plant running all day and night, as it is not possible to
use a storage battery economically. But as the generating
works will be placed adjacent to the sewage pumping station,
and also in conjunction with dust destructors, this disadvan-
tage will not be so great as usual, as steam will be available
throughout the twenty-four hours.

SITE.

The site of the generating works has been fi.'sed on the
north-western side of the existing pumping station ; the ad-
vantage being not only the possible combination of the two
plants, bnt also the extent of the ground available and the
existence of repairing-shops, &c.

BUILDINGS.

The buildings will consist, in the first place, of an engine-

house, about 30 ft. wide and 45 ft. long, built alongside an
existing cottage which will be ntilised for offices. A tem-
porary w.all will be left at one end, to enable extensions to be
conveniently added. The first boiler-honse is being built

wide enough for a dust destructor as well as for the boilers,

and it will be 4.5 ft. wide anl 80ft. long. The existing coal

store will be ntilised as far as possible, but when the tipping

platform for the refuse is built a coal store will be arranged
beneath. The chimney will be 120 ft. high and 6 ft. in

diameter inside, and arr.aiigements are being made to have
two inlets, so that one line of flues may be cleaned as re-

quired, without interfering with the working of the plant.

ENGINE-ROOM.
The engines and alternators first installed will consist of

three Willans engines, coupled direct to three Crompton
alternators with exciters. The output of each set will be
120 kilowatts, or approximate 200 indicated liorse-power.

The Willans engines are high-speed engines running at 350
revolutions. They are closed in and lubricate themselves.

The alternators have revolving armatures of the disc type.

Wimbledon: A Leafy Spot.

The guaranteed combined efficiency of the plant is to be
SO per cent., and the steam consumption will be 28'5 lb. per
kilowatt.

boiler-house.

The first pl.ant installed in the boiler-house for the generat-
ing plant will consist of three Babcock & Wilcox boilers. They
are of the water-tube type. Each boiler is guaranteed to

evaporate .'),000 D). of steam per honr, and they each have a
heating surface of 1,700 square feet and a grate area of 35
square feet. To one of the three boilers a dust destructor
will be afterwards added, but the remaining two will be kept
for hand firing alone. A fourth boiler will be connected to

the second dust destructor, and both the destructor boilers

will be arranged so that hand firing can be used when re-

quired.

CONDENSING PLANT, PUMT.S, ETC.

It is not intended to fix a condensing plant at once, but
arrangements will be made for the addition of a surface con-
denser. The pumps and all steam and feed pipes will be
arranged in duplicate, so that the failure of any portion shall

not affect the working of the plant.

.SWITCHBOARD.
The switchboard, to which the electricity generated by the

alternators is taken and thence distributed to the various
circuits, will be fixed in the engine-room. It will contain all

the necessary regulating and recording instruments for the
alternators, exciters and circuits.

One pole will be earthed, so that only single-pole switches
and fuses are necessary. The regulating will be done entirely
by hand on the switchboard, and with the system adonted it

is anticipated that no difficulty will be experienced in pro-
viding an equal pressure over the whole district. A maximum
loss of 5 per cent, is being allowed, and this is arranged sg
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as to be equal in all feeders. For measuriug the energy pro-

duced, separate meters will bo provided in each of the main
feeders, so that a complete record will be kept of the output.

It is probable that separate meters will also be provided in

the main sub-stations, to record the amount of energy used
in the public lamps. Testing will be carried out by means of

standard instruments, which will be fixed in a special room in

the offices.

MAINS.

The mains are divided into twosctions—the high-pressure

and the low-pressure. The liigh-pressure mains consist of

the feeders or trunk mains, which conduct the energy for

• public and private lighting to the principal distributing points

in the district, and the sub-feeders, which are arranged
separately for the public and for the private lighting. Thus
at the distributing centres the public lights and the private

lights are separately controlled, and therefore independent of

each other. The whole of the high-pressure feeders and sub-

feeders are concentric lead-covered cables. They are drawn
into earthenware pipes, and tliey can thus be increased as

the demand in the different districts increases.

There are three distributing centres, and thus three trunk
mains. These trunk mains are interconnected in case of

accident to any one of them. They are of large area. The
sub-feeders are of small area, and each feeder supplies the
high-pressure energy along certain routes, and at fi.ted points

it is transformed in sub- stations as required. The sub-
stations for the public and for the private lights are kept
generally distinct from each other. It is intended that the
public lamps shall be turned on and off from the main dis-

tributing points, .and thus it will only be necessary to send a
man to the three points to light up all the streets.

The low-pressure mains are both concentric and three-cora
cable, and these are laid on two systems : (a) Wherever the
demand for private lighting is uncertain, and the pavement
is such that it will be somewhat difficult to cut and re-make,
pipes are to be laid so that the low-pressure for the private
lighting and the public lighting may be drawn into the pipe
as required, (b) Wherever the demand for private lighting

is certain to arise, both public and private lighting mains are
heavily armoured and laid direct in the ground. Where it is

doubtful as to the private lighting demand, and where only
gravel pathways exist, public lighting mains only are to be
laid, and these will be also armoured and laid direct in the
ground.

SUB-STATIONS.
The sub-stations, or transforming points, will be of such a

size as is consistent with the demand. In them the trans-
formers will be placed, and also fuses to control the different
public lighting circuits. The private lighting sub-stations
will be similarly arranged.

PnULIC LAMPS.
The public lamps will be arranged from five to ten in a

circuit, on the three-wire system. Each lamp will bo provided
with an accessible joint-box to facilitate testing and connec-
tions, but switches or fuses will not be provided to each lamp.
The lamps are generally 32 candle-power, but in the main
streets, such as Broadway, Hill-road, High-street, and part of
Merton-road and the Ridgway, two or more lamps will be
provided in each part. It is intended to utilise as far as

possible the existing oil-lamp posts, which are easily and
simply adapted for electric lamps. It will only be necessary
to remove the oil lamps and (ix a tripod carrying the glow
lamp. It is not intended at present to use arc lamps any-
where, but it is possible that a few enclosed ones may bo
experimented with. It is, however, generally found that the
mixing of arc .and glow lamps tends to reduce considerably
the effect of glow lamps, however large, owing to the different

colour in the light given.

EXPENniTURE.
The cost of the scheme will be as follows, exclusive of the

dust destructors :
—

Buildings £3,000
Machinery 8,500
Mains l.'"),000

Transformers ... ... ,., ... ... ,., 2,000
Public lamp connections ... ... ... ,,, 1,100
Private house connections ... ... ... ,,, 600
Engineering and contingencies ... ... .., 1,800

£32,000
From the tenders .already accepted it is not anticipated that

the above estimate will be exceeded. It will be observed that
the expenditui'e in mains is the most serious item. This is

due to the enormous area to bo covered. It has been neces-
sary to provide for about 40 miles of streets, involving no less

than 16 miles of high-pressure mains, 50 miles of low-pres-
sure mains and 20 miles of pipes.

INCOME ANIi EXPENDITURE.
The great advantage of starting an electricity supply works

with a large quantity of public lighting is that it ensures a com-
paratively even output. Tlie generating plant is kept working
at a high state of efficiency for many hours, instead of, as is

frequently the case in works without public lighting, for two
or three hours per day. In Wimbledon the works are certain
of using the plant for the first year or two at 50 per cent, of
its full output for an average of ten hours a day, and through-
out this time one engine and dynamo will be working at full

oad, that is, at the best efficiency. This makes a very large

difference in the cost of generating electricity. The author
has hopes of producing energy as low as, if not lower than,
many stations which have been at work for some years. The
undertaking also starts with an assnred income. The present
cost of public lighting is about £2,000 per annum, and tliis

income will belong to the electricity department.
It has not been expected that the adoption of electricity

will effect a. reduction in the cost of public lighting, in fact,

the anther sl.ated in his report in 1896 that the additional
cost will probably be £.5.50. It cannot bo considered an ex-

cessive increase when it is recollected that the quantity of
light is more than doubled. The revenue from the private
lighting is naturally uncertain, but from the applications and
inquiries which are already coming in, there is little doubb
that it will not be long before the fnll capacity of the plant is

reached. Assuming, however, that 5,000 lamps are connected,
then, with 6d. per unit, which has now been agreed upon aa
the price to be charged, it is a moderate estimate to take the
probable income as £1,7.50, or about 7s. 6d. per lamp. The
expenditure necessary for lighting the public lamps, and for
providing electricity for 3,500 private lamps, can be fairly

accurately estimated from results obtained from other under-
takings.

The quantity of electricity required to be produced ia

known, and there is no reason to doubt that it will be pos-
sible at Wimbledon to produce electricity as economically aa
in other works. At Hammersmith, where the author haa
erected works for the vestry, the result of the first nine
months' working shows that the cost per unit, when -10 per
cent, of the total output is for public lighting, is 2d. In
Wimbledon no less than 80 per cent, of the output will be for
public lighting; thns there is every possibility of the cost
being even less. If, however, the costs are taken at 2d. per
unit, the total annual expenditure to produce the quantity of

units required by the public and private lighting will not bo
less than £2,500. In addition to these costs there are the
charges for interest and the sinking fund. This will not be
less than £1,700 per annum. Thus the total annual expcndi-
tnre will be :

—
Generating costs ... ,., ... ,., ... £2,.500

Interest and sinking fund ... ... ... ... 1,700

£4,200
The revenue would be :

—

Present cost, pnblic lamps
Income from private lighting

Dedcit

£2,000
1,750

3,750
4.50

£4,200
That is to s.ay, the extra cost of the impi-oved public light-

ing will bo about £4.50. But this is likely to be reduced as

the demand for private lighting increases. If the private
lighting is not so great as anticipated above, then the deficit

will be slightly greater, and though this may happen in the
first twelve months, it will be exceedingly doubtful whether
the second complete year will not see a larger revenue than
is anticipated.

UTILIS.iTION OF HOUSE REFU.SE.

This is about to be tried in connection with the electricity

works, but it is impossible to bo able to state what results

will bo obtained by the generating plant. It depends greatly
on the calorific value of the refuse. In .any case, however, the
district council will be able to get rid of the refuse cheaply.
The destructor is necessary, and a combination of the elec-

tricity works and the destructor is therefore economical aa
regards capital expenditure, and likely to be of valne in tho
combination of two stoking staffs. There is little doubt that
a certain quantity of heat will be .available from the destruc-
tors, but during the evening it is not likely to be sufficient to

produce all the steam required for tho generating plant.

However, in the day-time, .and perhaps after midnight, tho
steam generated from the dust should bo sufficient to supply
both the pumping works and the electricity sup]ily works.
This alone should reduce the annual expenditure in coal.

Therefore, even if the question is looked at from an entirely

unbiassed point, it seems that there is every possibilit}-, if not
probability, of great advantages being obtained.

The author has no reason to doubt that it will be shown
that the streets of Wimbledon will be economically and well
lighted by electricity, that the private supply will be hu-gely
taken up, and that tho destruction of the refuse will enable
the ratepayers to get fall beuolit from the investment of the
moneys under their control in these commercial undertakings.

The remarks made by Mr. Cooper and Mr. Preece were
practically merely abbreviations of the paper without any
additional matter of importance. Mr. Cooper drew attention

to the diagrams which covered the wall, and which the mem.
bers evidently considered extremely well done, especially

those of the hospital and lodges. In speaking of the com«
bined scheme of electric lighting and refuse destruction, Mr.
Preece said that he held out no e.xtravagant hopes of light-

ing for notliing. It was necessary to get rid of the refuse
apart from any question of its value. They would burn tho
refuse, using tho same buildings as far as possible, and would
ntilise tho heat.

Mr. A. M. Fowler (past-president) inquired as to the
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Map of Wimbledon.

quality of lime ueecl, for in respect of quality there were great
differences. Chemists had experimented very extensively
in connection with limes. At Leeds and liiixton, for ex-

ample, different Times liad been used, and different results

obtained. At Leeds they were now using Cleveland lime. At
Buxton they did not use lime which could be had on the
estate on which the sewajife works were situated but got it

from a distance, on account of the difference in the qualities.

In Slime cases the results obtained had led to the lime pro-
cess being condemned. In Salford they had employed ex-

pert chemists, but most of them had reported against lime
;

but it was often acknowledged to be the best precipitant,
having regard to the cost. There were, perhaps, twenty dif-

ferent processes, but the question of cost was a serious one.
The ABC process, for example, was an effective one, but
the cost was prohibitive.

The Chairm.\n said the programme provided for the dis-

cussion on the papers being taken in the afternoon after tlio

outdoor visits had been made. He should like, however, in

proposing a vote of thanks to the readers of the papers, to

make a few observations in regard to the electric light

scheme. It was a gratifying coincidence that Mr. Preece had
taken the same view of public street lighting as he (Mr.
Lobley) had advocated for some years past. For a long time
experts had advocated street lighting by means of incan-
descent electric lamps in series. If one lamp failed a number
would be extinguished unless each lantern was provided with
a spare lamp and an elaborate cut-in arrangement. He had
seen the system in oiieration in America and also at Winder-
more. He was speaking of glow lamps and not of arc lamps.
He was glad to have the support of Mr. Prooce in regard to
the use of street glow lamps in parallel, switched on at a few
places only. If one lamp failed others were not affected.

Some advocated the use of a switch to each lamp, as at Brighton,
hut he (the speaker) had not found a necessity for them.
He was glad to find Mr. Preece in favour of having no switches
on the lamps, and he observed that in Wimbledon they would
be switched on at three different places. Ho could assure tho
people of Wimbledon that the effect of lighting up these lamps
would be exceedingly pretty. He had adopted a similar
system during the last; three years at Hauley, the lamps being
switched on at the works. The effect was quite different

from that of lighting arc lamps, examples of which could be
Eeen in Tottenham Court-road. These lamps did not light up
all at once, but flickered and hesitated for some seconds,
whereas incandescent lamps would light up all at once. In
Wimbledon they would have 32 candle-power lamps, the
effect of which would bo very good. In such a district they
could afford that, but at Hanley they had to be content with
16 and 25 candle-power lamps, and the effect was satisfactory.
The proposed charge of £3 per annum each was a very low one.
He quite agreed with Mr. Preece that to mix arc lamps and
glow lamps wpe not satisfactory, owing to the different colours.

Mr. Preece was very modest in estimating the inoomo from
private lighting at £1,750. Judging from the experience of

Harloy, the rateable value of which was less than that of

Wimbledon, ho was sure that in the latter district they would
soon double or treble Mr. Preece's estimate. In regard to the

burning of house refuse, he thought it was unlikely that they

could supply the evening load for electric lighting without
tlie use of coal, but it was probable that they could supply
the day load and the after-midnight load. He had very
great pleasure in proposing a hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
Cooper and to Mr. Preece for their interesting papers.

Mr. J. Patten Barber (Islington) formally seconded the
vote of thanks, which w.as unanimously accorded, Mr. Cooper
and Mr. Preece brieflj' replying, after which light refresh-

merta were provided in the committee-room. From the

council chamber the members made their way to Qneen's-
road to inspect the stables and other buildings in connection
with the depot in course of erection, afterwards proceeding
to Clarence-road to view the drainage system for terraces-

houses and the methods of testing drains. These pilgrimages,

unfortunately, were somewhat interfered with by rain and
mud. When they were over the members entered brakes, in

which they journeyed to the Drill-hall, St. George's-road,

wliere luncheon was provided, through the kindness of

Messrs. Santo Crimp, Cooper and Preece. Mr. Lobley, in

proposing the toast of prosperity to the Wimbledon Urban
District Council, coupled with the name of the chairman,
Mr. Donaldson, said he envied them their rateable value.

The rapid growth of the London suburbs was astonishing.
From some points of view it was, perhaps, a pity to Bco

these suburban districts being covered with buildings with
such rapidity, but there was no help for it. In the course
of his reply Mr. Donaldson spoke in high terms of Mr.
Cooper, whom he described as an "able, energetic and
admirable survpyo**," whitout whose skilled advice tho
members of the council would be very much at sea. On
the motion of Mr. F. J. C. M.ay, a hearty vote of thanks was
awarded to the three gentlemen who had provided the
luncheon.

Re-entering the brakes, the party drove up Wimbledon-
hill, so that they had an opportunity of observing the effect

of the admirable improvement carried out in 1893 and shown
in our illustration, which will enable our readers the better to

follow the description in Mr. Cooper's paper. The fire-station

in High-street was passed, and then a stoppage was made in

Lancaster-road for the purpose of inspecting a house fitted

with the insulation conduit for electric wiring. The system,
which is fully described in the paper by Mr. Bathurst, which
we shall give next week, was examined with obvious interest.

When the journey was resumed a number of interesting spots
were passed, including Eagle House, now the residence of Mr.
T. G. Jackson, r.a., and Wimbledon House, referred to in our
introductory remarks as at one time the residence of the
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Prince of Condo. When the common was reached a cursory

examination was made of tlie spot traditionally known as

C:L>sar's Camp, though the formation of the mound has been

attributed not only to the IJomana but to the ancient Britons,

and even the Saxons. Some heated remarks were elicited

by the temerity of one of the drivers, who committed the

unspeakable sacrilege of driving his vehicle on to one of the

golflng-lawns or " putting-greens," as the smooth sward
sacred to golfers is described. At Ca'sar's Camp an anto-

'matic Hushing tank and a Field's syphon were to be seen.

Re-entering the brakes, the party proceeded to the sewage
farm and works Ijy way of Wimbledon Park. A close in-

spection was made of the high-level tanks, the cultivation

and storm-water (liters, the filters in course of construction

and other parts of the works. Our readers may remember
that two views, ouo of the tanks and one of the filters, ap-

peared in onr issue of January 21st in connection with the

report on sewage disposal prepared by Mr. Wynne Roberts.

The map of tho district, which we have given, indicates the

location of the chief points of interest. It is reproduced
from a map prepared specially by Mr. Cooper for use on
Saturday, a distinctly good idea which might with advantage
be copied on similar occasions. Wo have also given an illus-

tration of the free library, a substantial building facing

Wimbledon Hill, and erected in 1886 at a cost of £2,600.

(Jn leaving the sewage works the party proceeded to the

works of the Conduit and Insulation Company, where.

a

paper w.as read by Mr. S. H. Bathurst, ji.i.e.e., on" Electric

Wiring Practice," wliicli we shall give in o\ir next issue.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

The twentieth sitting of the Royal Commission on the

Ijondon water supply was hold on Monday at the West-
minster Town Hall, under tho presidency of Lord Llandaff.

Sir Arthur Arnold, on resuming his evidence, expressed

the opinion that the statement of Mr. Whitmore, M.P., that it

would be unwise to entrust the county council with the con-

trol of the waterworks because they could not take a business

view in the matter of tho wages of the pjirks employees, had
no bearing upon tho question. With regard to the allegation

by Mr. Whitmore that the county council were unfit to lake
charge of the water supply of the metropolis because it was
overworked, he desired to say most distinctly that that was
entirely inaccurate. Another allegation as to tho political

and partisan character of the council was undoubtedly inter-

preted by some persons as implying that the council wasted
time iu political discussions. Having been a member of the

council from tho commencement, ho was in a position to

assert that they had never engaged in any discnssion which
was not germane to their administrative business. He thought
that any .arbitration upon the question of the acquisition of

the undertakings of the water companies should be full, free

and open ; nothing should be excluded from the consideration
of the arbitrator ; and he would not agree to arbitration under
the Lands Clauses Act, because it laid down technical rules

and imposed obligations wliicli an arbitrator should be free

from in such very complicated cases. There would be certain

advantages in an amalgamation of tho water companies, be-

cause such things as the Kast London water famine could be
avoided by having a community of supply ; but, having regard
to the internal affairs of the companies, it would be very diffi-

cult, if not imposssible, to compel them to amalgamate even
upon arbitration terms. Supposing that they did amalga-
mate, although undoubtedly it would be a great improvement
upon the existing state of things, the question of purchase
would become certainly not less, but more, urgent, because
there would be a single monopoly.

Dr. SiiiRt.EY Murphy, medical officer of health for the ad-
ministrative county of London, said ho considered that the

present system of examination of the water supply was in-

adequate, and that tho powers possessed by tho Local Gov-
ernment Board were insulllcient. Tho sauie authority ought
to be the water-owning authority and the disease-preventing
authority. There were sometimes known (o be parlicular
diseases extending over a largo area of London which drew
its water from one particular reservoir, and he did not see
how Loudon water could be altogether excluded from con-
sideration. He could not put it forward as a general conclu-
sion that those who drank water from the Thames were less

healthy than those who drank water from ihe chalk. Con-
tinuing, he mentioned thai the fact of having difl'ercnt reser-

voirs made it easier to trace I he sources from which any illness

might arise, and throwing nil the companies together would
nud;e it r.ather more difficult to trace and cut off the causes of
illness. I!ut ho did not think such an amalgamation would
render any examination quite futile and misleading.

Glasgow.—Tho minutes of the Water Committoo pre-
sented at the last meeting of the town council stated that it

had been decided to construct a new road on the north side
of Loch Katrine, at a total coat of £9,4.'57. In answer to a
question it was stated that tho construction of the I'oad was
a statutory obligation impose^ upon tliem, caused by the
raising of the level of Loch Katrine.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Bietchet accompanying Queries should be made separate on white paper
i 71 plain black-ink lines, lettering orjigures should be bold and plain.

174. Water Pipe Discharges : Effect of Swelling and
Contraction on.—" !•'. T." wiites : I submit sketch of a water
pipe, showing an enlargement and then a diminution in the

size of tho pii)0. Water is passing at V with a certain velocity,

and I sliould like to have your opinion as to what effect the

enlargement and diminution have respectively upon the
velocity of the water.

The querist does not make it clear whether the pipe

below the enlargement is less in diameter than tho one
immediately above the enlargement. For the purpose
of giving an example, we will assume that it is, and that

the diameter of the larger pipe is 6 in. and of the smaller

pipe 4 in., as we have indicated in the sketch by figures.

An enlargement or swelling in a pipe diminishes its dis-

charge, and consequently its velocity on account of the
eddies which it produces. The diminution in tho size

of the pipe will increase the velocity proportionately to the
areas of the two pipes. Suppose that water is passing tho

point A at a velocity of 40 ft. per minute, then the velocity

at B (omitting the decrease caused by the swelling) will be
as follows :

—
Area of pipe at B : area of pipe at A : : velocity at A :

velocity at B
= 4 X 4 X -7854 : 6 X 6 X "7854 : : 40 : vnlocitV at B
= 1 2-5664 : 28-2744 : : 40 : 90
.'. the velocity at B = 90ft. Jicr minute.

175. Deodorisatfon of Sewage : Method Recommended.—"J." writes: The seivngo of (i, which has to be pumped, ia

of a very concentrated character, the volume amounting only

to an average of 10 gallons per head per day. The discharge

of the sewage from the pumps into the carrier causes very

offensive smells at times, of wliich complaints are occasionally

received. 1 shall be obliged if you can suggest a remedy for

the nuisance, whether by the addition of deodorants or other-

wise. If the former, the chemical should be one that will

not interfere ivith the action of lime and alumina which are

used for the iirecipilation of the sludge.

In the absence of a knowledge of the local circumstances

it is somewhat difficult to advise. From the information,

given it is however evident that the sewage on arrival at

the outfall works is in a putrescent state, which may be
due to (a) its concentrated character, or (6) improper con-

struction of sewers, or (c) undue length of time in delivery

from town. If none of these three defects can be remedied
it ia advisable that tho sewage be deodorised by application

of chemicals in the manholes in the streets, or at the outfall

immediately before reaching the pumping station. Probably
one of the most convenient and effectual methods of deodor-

isation is by the Reeves system, which consists in the auto-

matic application by mcansof specially-arranged vessels con-

taining asolution of manganate of soda, to which, as it passes

over a splash-plate, is added strong sulphuric acid from
another vessel, the action of which not only converts the

cheap manganate of soda into the permanganate, but by
the heat set up by the acid evolves vapours of permanganic
acid, a double purpose being thus effected of deodorising the

sewage in transit and also tho sewer air before it passes

through the open grid of the manhole. This method would
not interefcre with the action of the lime and alumina
treatment for precipitation.

176. Specifications, Book on.—" Assistant " writes : I

have lately been ainioiiilcd a.-; chief assistant in a borough
engineer's ofiice. The priuci|)al part of my duties is to draw
up specifications for all kinds of municipal work. Can you
recommend me a relialile book on specification ?

Tho querist will find Rogers' "Specifications for IVacti-

cal .Vrchiteclure," i)rico 15s., Crosby Lockwood & Son, or

Macoy's " Specifications in Detail " (for architects), price

21s., E. & F. N. Spon, usefid books. An excellent publica-

tion, however, which will be found mostvaluabia is"' Speci-

fications, for tho Architect, Surveyor and Engineer when
Specifying," price 2g. 6d., published quarterly from the

ofiices of The Builders' Joiir)ml mid Architectural Record.

No. 1 was issued on January 1st last and contains "20 pages

of m-.itl;i-.

The County Boroughs and the Education Question.—

A

large and representative meeting of the County IJoronghs

Association was held la^t week at the Westminster Palace

Hotel. Resolutions were passed urging the Government to

introduce at once a Bill dealing -with the question of secondary

and technical education, and promising the active support of

the county boroughs in carrying such a measure. The meeting

was convened by Mr. U. E. Clare, the town clerk of Liver-

pool, and Sir James Woodhouse, :i.p., occupied the chair.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.
On Thursday, in the Honseof Lords, the Hartlepool Gas and

Water Bill was read a second time, and the Metropolitan
Common Scheme (Barnes) Provisional Order Bill passed
through committee.

In the House of Commons the Electric Lighting Provisional

Orders (No. 4) Bill was ordered iot second reading. Con-
sideration was given to the Aberystwyth Gas and the York
United Gas Bill, which were both ordered to be read a third

time.

On Friday, in the House of Lords, the Southend-on-Soa
Gas Bill, the Tottenham and Edmonton Gas Bill and the
Edmonton Urban District Council Bill were read a second time.

In the House of Commons the Tyne Impi-ovement Bill was
read a third time and passed. Consideration was given to

the Corporation of London (Foreign Cattle Market, Deptford)
Bill; clauses were added, and it was ordered to be read a
third time. The Bristol Tramways (Electrical Power, &c.)

Bill, the Bristol Tramways (Extensions) Bill, the Renfrew
Burgh and Harbour Extension Bill and the Electric Light-
ing Provisional Orders (No. 1) Bill were read a second time
and conmiitted. A petition for additional provision in con-
nection with the Cromer Gas Bill was referred to the examiners
of petitions for private BilLs, and it was ordered that the
minutes of evidence taken before the committee on the Rich-
mond Footbridge, Sluices, Lock and Slipway Bill of session
1S90 be referred to the committee on the Southwark and
Vauxhall Water Bill of this session. The Cor])oration of
Cardiff have deposited a petition in favour of the Windsor
Dock (Cardiff) Bill, while requisitions to withdraw petitions
have been deposited by various petitioners in respect of the
London Building Act (1894) Amendment Bill, and by the
Hollingboarne Rural District Council and the Mailing Rural
District Council in respect of the Mid-Kent Water Bill.

On Monday, in the House of Lords, the Ilkeston Corpora-
tion Bill was read a second time.

In the House of Commons the Local Government Pro-
visional Orders (No. 3) Bill was ordered for second reading,
and a report upon the London County Council (General
Powers) Bill was referred to tlic select committee on standing
orders. The Aberystwyth Gas Bill and the York Gas Bill

were both read a third time and passed, the former being
amended. Consideration was given to the Folkestone Gas
Bill, the Staines Reservoirs Joint Committee Bill and the
Swansea Gas Bill, and they were ordered for a third reading;
the Bakewoll Gas Bill, the London County Council (Money)
Bill, the Shefiield Corporation Bill, the Stirling Gas Bill and
the Wey Valley Water Bill were read a second time and com-
mitted. Petitions against the Stirling Gas Bill have been
received from the town council and against the Yeovil Cor-
poration Bill from the local gas company. The petitions of
the Maidstone Waterworks Company, the Corporation of
Tenterden and the Tenterden Rural District Council against
the Mid-Kent Water Bill have been withdrawn.

In the House of Lords on Tnesday the Crawley and Dis-
trict Water Bill was road a second time.

In the House of Commons it was ordered that a report
upon the Cromer Gas Bill should be referred to a select
committee on standing orders. The Corporation of London
(Foreign Cattle Market, Deptford) Bill was read a third time
and passed ; while the Wishaw Water Bill, as amended, was
considered and ordered to be read a third time. The Ply-
mouth Corporation Bill and the Local Government Provisional
Orders (No. 3) Bill were both read a second time and com-
mitted. A report upon the Southend Water Bill was laid
upon the table. A petition from the Hoo and Stroud Rural
District Councils in favour of the Higham and Hundred of
Hoo Water Bill has been received. Requisitions to withdraw
petitions have also been deposited in favour of the following
Bills: Glasgow Corporation (Sewage, &c.} Bill, Liverpool
Corporation Bill, Liskeard Corporation (Water) Bill, London
Building Act (1894) Amendment Bill and tho Middlesex
County Council Bill.

On Wednesday, in the House of Commons, the Edinburgh
and Leith Coriiorations Gas Bill, as amended, were considered
and ordered to be read the third time. The petition of the
Great Western Railway against the Devonport, Plymouth and
Stoke Tramways Bill, that of the London Tramways Com-
pany against the London County Council (Westminster Bridge
and Embankment Tramways) Bill, and that of the Great
Western and the Metropolitan Railway Companies against
the London United Tramways Bill have been withdrawn.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEE.
Southwark and Vauxhall Water Bill.—The Bill to authorise

the Southwark and Vauxhall Water Company to acquire
lands, construct additional works, take additional water from
the river Thames and raise additional capital was under the
consideration of tho House of Commons (-lommittoe presided
over by Mr. Johnson-Ferguson on Thursday and Friday. The
company sought powers to construct two additional storage
reservoirs at Walton-on-Thames, and in connection with the
reservoirs a pumping station and various aqueducts. They
also proposed to take from the. river Thames an additional
supply of water amounting to 20,500,000 gallons per day.
The Bill further provided for the payment of certain money

to the Thames conservators in consideration of the right to
take this extra amount of water from the river, such pay-
ment being for the purpose of enabling the conservators to
carry on works for the purification of the river and in con-
nection with the maintenance of the flov/ of the river. The
Bill also contained clauses providing that water should not
be taken from the river at certain times—at such times and
in such manner, in fact, as to unduly diminish the flow of

water in the lower reaches. Another object of the Bill waste
fix the point of gauging of the river for the purpose of deter-

mining when the company might or might not take water.
Finally, there was power to raise the sum of £6.50,000 for the
execution of the works, such money to be raised by the issue

of debenture stock, subject to the usual auction clauses and
the sinking fund. The counsel for the promoters were Mr.
Pope, Q.c, Mr. Clando Baggallay, (J c, and Mr. Du Cane. The
Bill was opposed by the conservators of the Thames, who
were represented by Mr. Littler, Q,.c., Mr. Fitzgerald, Q.c, and
Lord Robert Cecil ; the Vestry of St. Mary's, Battersea, repre-

sented by Mr. Fitzgerald, Q.c, and Mr. J. C. Earle; the Grand
Junction Waterworks Company, reprosonted by Mr. Pember,
Q.C.; the London County Council, represented by Mr. Balfour
Browne, (J.c, Mr. Worsley Tajdor, q.c, and Mr. Freemantle,

(J.C.; and the proprietors of the Lambeth waterworks, repre-

sented by Mr. Rigg. The Southwark and Vauxhall Water
Company, it may be well to explain, was a combination of

two companies, which originally in the earlier part of the

century supplied water to tho district on the south side of

the river, one being tho Southwark and the other the Vaux-
hall company. In 1852 a public Act and a number of private

Acts of companies were passed. Prior to that date the
intakes of nearly all the Thames companies were in the tide-

way below Teddington. By the public Bill of 1852 companies
were prohibited after tho lapse of a certain period from taking
any more water from below Teddington lock, and were sub-

jected to other restrictions, such as the covering of reservoirs

within a certain distance of tho metropolis. At the same
time the companies were authorised by their own Bills to

construct new waterworks above Teddington lock, and in

pursuance of the powers so conferred the Southwark and
Vauxhall Company removed their intake and constructed their

first works above the tideway at Hampton. A limitation

was then imposed upon the company that they should not
take from the river on any one day a greater quantity of

water than 20,000,000 gallons. As time went on and tho

population grew authority was^jiven to increase the amount
to 24,500,000 gallons. In 1874 the very important point was
raised, during the proceedings in connection with the Thames
Conservancy Consolidation Act, as to whether the companies
had not been acting ultra I'ires in making agreements by
which they restricted their powers of taking water should
tho requirements of the districts which they were under the
obligation to supply exceed the limits fixed. The Par-
liamentary Committee which passed the consolidation Act
determined that they would not specify by that Act
the quantities which any of the water companies might
take from the river, but they made this provision that no
company should take froui the river Thames a greater

quantity of water in any twenty-four hours unless authorised

by Parliament to do so. The Southwark and Vauxhall
company's district grew so I'apidly that they were soon
obliged to take in a qu.antity of water from the Thames in

e.'iccss of the 24,500,000 gallons, notwithstanding an addi-

tional yield of about 2,000,000 gallons which they obtained

from a well at Streatham. In 1890 the Thames Conservancy
commenced an action against the Southwark and Vauxhall
company for the purpose of having the question decided by a
court of law as to whether the agreements entered into

restrained them from taking any additional water. Mr.
Justice Mathew decided, having regard to the fact that the

agreements had been recognised by Parliament, that the

company was restricted to 24,500,000 gallons per day. An
injunction was accordingly granted restraining tho company
from using any excess of water, but the Thames conservators

met them fairly and did not enforce the injunction. They
agreed to allow tho judgment to lie in the office ofth)
Queen's Bench Division, provided the company at the earliest

date went to Parliament for the purpose of jiutting them-
selves right. A Bill was accordingly pre])ared by agreement
with the conservators, empowering the company to construct

reservoirs and draw water from the river Thames in excess

of their present powers, but not exceeding at any time

100,000,000 gallons on any particular day ; but the agreement
between the company and the conservators specified that the

company should not deliver to their consumers more than an
average daily quantity of 45,000,000 gallons—in other words,

20,500,000 gallons in addition to the amount previously au-

thorised. With regard to the limitation of the maximum intake

of 100,000,000 gallons provision was made that it should only
be taken when the river was at the full, the minimum being
fixed by the flow of the water at Penton Hook weir or Bell

weir. The Bill was very hotly contested by the London
County Council and the parish of Battersea, but eventually

the opposition was " closured " and the Bill went through; an
instruction, however, laid upon the company the obligation
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to promote a Bill this year to obtain powers to acquire lands,

construct storage reservoirs and raise capital. It was in pur-

suance of that instruction that the company were promoting
the present Bill. As it ia impossible to provide water from
day to da}', and it was most necessary to provide for times of

emergency and drought, the committee asked Parliament for

power to enable them to make storage reservoirs capable of

storing 1,070,000,000 gallons. The capacity of the authorised

reservoirs of the company is 463,000,000 gallons, and the

reservoirs proposed would give an additional 614,000,000

gallons. This, it was thought, would enable the company to

meet their probable requirements till the year 1921. The
present supply area contains a population of 812,875 persons.

As to the opposition to the Bill, the Lambeth company objected

to it because it provided for the acquisition of land which
they alleged was necessary for their works. The London
County Council petitioned against it on the ground that,

among others, the company wore supplying water to certain

parishes on the south side of the Thames which other com-
panies were empowered to supply. The county council raised

the further objection that the Bill would authorise the appro-

priation from the river of a very large additional quantity of

water, whereas the amoonts already authorised were greater

than could be relied upon without ultimate permanent injury

to the river where it flowed through London. They also de-

clared that the Bill was designed to legalise and perpetuate a

system of higher charges for water in the south of London
than were necessary. Underlying these objections wps, it

will readily be understood, the council's own project of supply-

ing London with water from Wales. Another allegation made
by the county council was that the scheme of the Bill was
to acquire from Parliament a new concession in order to con-

vert the company from its ])resent status of a company un-

able to fulfil its statutory obligations into one which, in the

event of a transfer to a public authority, might enable it to

obtain compensation on a different basis, and then came the

contention that the companies had combined to operate

under the powers conferred upon them separately with a view
to their own profit rather than to the advantage of the public.

The objections of St. Mary's (Battersca) Vestry were similar

in their general purport to those advanced by the London
County Council ; but they pointed out in addition that

St. Mary's was a riparian parish, and the vestry were conse-

quently very much interested in the flow of the river Thames,
and they declared that the abstraction of such a quantity of

water as that contemplated by the Bill in addition to the

large quantity taken by the other water companies would
steadily diminish the flow of water upon which the vestry

relied to sconr the bed of the river and prevent silt and
other accumulations which seriously interfered with naviga-

tion. The Thames conservators appeared in the roleoi oppo-

nents to the Bill on the ground that it neither fulfilled the

requirements of the Act passed last year nor carried out the

terms of the undertaking entered into, and that in its present

form it would be seriously injurious to the rights and interests

which the conservators were bound to protect. They main-
tained that the two storage reservoirs proposed wore insufli-

cient to effect the object in view, and that one of the essential

and most important reservations of sec. 55 of the Act of 1896
was the reservation of a minimum flow of 265,000,000 gallons

per day over the Bell weir, or of 300,000,000 gallons per day
over the Ponton Hook weir. Clause 11 of the Bill, however,
though following to some extent the terms of sec. 55 of the

Act of 1896, substituted a minimum daily flow of 180,000,000

gallons over the Molosey weirs for the minimum prescribed

by the Act. To this dejiartnre from the tenr.s of the under-

taking the conservators strongly objected. They were advised

that the proper point at which to measure the flow of water,

so as to secure the minimum, was the new weir at Penton
Hook, which was above the company's intake, not at Molesey
wiers, which were below it. The first witness called in sup-

port of the Bill was Sir Henry Knight, the chairman uf the

company, who gave a vast amount of detailed information with
regard to the company's supply. Here is the reason he gave
for fi.ving the point of gauging at Molesey weirs ;

" If you
have the gauging at the Penton Hook, which is 10 miles above
our intake, and you restrict the company from taking any
water out of the river at their intake unless there is 300,000,000
gallons coming over Ponton Hook weir, then, as the river

between Penton Hook and Toddington is augmented by in-

coming water to the extent we will say of 100,000,000 gallons,

it is evident that between Ponton Hook and our intake the flow

would be increased from 300,000,000 to 3SO,Oa),000 gallons.

If the gauging were at Penton Hook and we were bound not to

take any water unless 300,000,000 gallons wore coming over
Ponton Hook, this extra 80,000,000 gallons would flow by our
doors and wo should not be allowed to take a single drop of

it. It would flow down to Teddington weir, where it would
be further augmented by the increased quantity coming into

the river, and instead of 200,000,000 gallons flowing over
Teddington weir, which is acknowledged to be suflicicnt, you
would have 400,000,000 gallons flowing over it—that is to

say, there \vould bo 200,000,000 gallons going to waste and
we would not be permitted to take a drop of it because it

would be above our intake. If you had it at Teddington weir
the water companies would be able to deal fairly wiih the
public, and would bo able to get all the benefit of the flow of

the river." Sir Henry added that it was indicated to the
Thames Conservancy last year that Molesey might be fixed

as the point of gauging. The witness was still under exami
nation when the committee rose on Friday. The committee
was occupied on Monday with the examination of Mr. Eestler,

their engineer, who explained at great length the nature of

the works, and stated that it was impossible in the Bill of

last year to embody provisions relating to these, because the
plans could not be got ready in time. That was why the Bill

provided simply for tlie additional supply without reference

to the reservoirs necessary to store it. The evidence, which
was voluminous and interesting, brought out the facts already

set forth. The objections raised by the London County
Council were under investigation when the committee rose

on Wednesday.
Cardiff Corporation Bill.—A House of Commons Committee,

presided over by SirBovan Edwards, had under consideration

on Tuesday and Wednesday of last week an Omnibus Bill,

promoted by the Corporation of Cardiff, to obtain powers for

the purchase of Cathays Park from the Marquis of Bute to

be utilised as a site for new municipal buildings and law
courts, and for the acqiiisition of the tramways belonging to

the Cardiff Tramway Company and the construction of

additional lines. Mr. Pembroke Stephens, Q.c, Mr. B.

Francis Williams, q.c, and Mr. Ivor Bowen appeared
for the corporation. Mr. Pope, (J.c, Mr. JIacinnery, Q.C.,

and Mr. Wood Jefferson represented the Tramway Com-
pany, who were opposed to the manicipalisation of the

tramways, and Mr. C. J. Jackson represented tho Cardiff

Bill-posting Company, who objected to the acquisition

of Cathays Park for the purposes of a town hall. It ap-

peared that the purchase of the park was a matter of agree-

ment between the corporation and the Marquis of Bute. It

was a purchase of magnitude and importance, and the cor-

poration justified their jiroject by pointing to the rapid growth
of Cardiff, the population of which had trebled within the

last seventeen years and was now nearly 179,000. It had
the finest docks in the kingdom, and the shipment of

coal from them amounted in 1896 to 15,335,000 tons.

The result of the remarkable growth of the town was that

tho municipal buildings had fallen very much short of

whac was required. The matter had been for some time
under consideration, and there had been the usual difficulties

about the selection of a site. The intention of the corpora-

tion was to group together in a convenient and striking form
all the public buildings of the town, and as Cardiff had
always taken considerable care in providing wide streets and
handsome buildings, such an arrangement as that proposed
would be quite in keeping with the architectural features of

tho place. When Lord Bute was approached about the matter
he had a certain amount of reluctance to part with his old

family property. Nevertheless, in the long run he had met
the corporation fairly and liberally. He had agreed to sell

the park, which was 60 acres in extent, for £150,000. There
were originally two railway petitions against the Bill, but
one had been withdrawn and the other was in abeyance.
The only opposition to this part of the scheme, therefore,

was the bill-posting company, who valued a certain adver-

tising hoarding at the rate of £150 a year, and for which
they contended they were unable to get adequate com-
pensation. Theirs was an extraordinary petition. They
claimed that they had an interest in tho land, but, as a matter
of fact, they were liable to be called upon to give it up on
receiving seven days' notice at any time. The borough engi-

neer, Mr. William Harpur, tho Mayor of Cardiff (Alderman
Ramsdale), the town clerk (Mr. J. L. Wheatley), and other
witnesses testified strongly to the necessity for new municipal
buildings and the adaptability of the park for tlie purpose.

As to the acquisition of tho tramways, it was explained

that the systems were held on lease for various periods.

The first section for which the lease expired was that

constructed earliest, the date of its expiration being 1900.

The corporation had no desire to act with harshness to-

wards the company, but they proposed to act within
their rights in asking that certain lines should be sold to

them. There was no desire to say anything derogatory to

the company, but many complaints were made against them,
and it was a fact that for somo reason or other tho state of

the streets had been such as, in many cases, to create a
positive danger. On that ground the corporation deemed it

desirable to take over the control of tho tramways. The in-

convenience inseparable from a dual control of the streets was
becoming more and more manifest. Wore tho desires of the
corporation acceded to travelling by trams would be improved
and no injustice would be done to existing companies. A good
deal of evidence was heard on both sides. The tramwaj'
company wero naturally indisposed to part with their rights

before the year 1900, and there came then tho question of

settling the terms of purchase. In the hope that an amicable
arrangement might be arrived at with respect to this the
committee decided to postpone further consideration of the

Bill till Monday. On Monday tlie Bill was again before the
committee when the tramway clauses were further considered.

Tho committee passed last week the provisions relating to the

new town hall, and tho arrangements as to tho purchase of

the tramways by the corporation had been a matter of nego-
tiation between the corporation and the tramways company.
Tho coustitution of the tramways company of the borough
of Cardiff was explained by Mr. ^V. Harpur, the borough en-

gineer, who stated that while some of the lines were in a
fairly good condition others were positively dangerous. The
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lines were in a dilapidated and dangerous state in Bute-road,

Cowbridge-road, New Forest-road and Mill-lane. Constant

complaints had been made to the tramways company

by the corporation with regard to the state of the tram-

ways. The defective packing of the tramways, and the de-

fective and dangerous pitching and the necessity for re-

pairs had all been formally complained of. Apart from

the condition of the tramways, the service was not so satis-

factory as it might be. The corporation proposed in their

Bill to construct lines which were intended to serve certain

districts that were not at present served by any existing

tramways. The time within which power was sought to con-

struct these tramways was seven years. These tramways

were to be worked by electric power and he believed they

would be a profitable undertaking. It would be a great

advantage, he said, to the corporation to have the laying down
of the roads and rails in one hand and under one manage-

ment. The total estimated cost of these tramways, eight in

number, would be £261,500. The corporation were prepared

to purchase the whole of the lines in the year 1900, giving

the terms provided in the Tramways Act of 1870 for the

two-thirds of the system over which the company's powers

expired in the first year of the coming century. Clauses were

inserted in the Bill giving the corporation the purchase

powers they asked for, and providing that the remaining sec-

tions might be purchased at a later date under provisional

orders. The terms of purchase will be settled by an arbi-

trator, appointed by the Board of Trade, under the provisions

of the Tramways Act.

Swansea Gas Bi7?.—The Bill promoted by the Swansea Gas

Light Company for the purpose of obtaining powers, among
other things, to raise in addition to their present authorised

capital a sum sufficient to produce £120,000 by the creation

of new ordinary shares or stock or new preference shares, was
dealt with on Tuesday by the House of Commons Committee

on Unopposed Bills, presided over by Mr. J. W. Lowther,

chairman of ways and means. Mr. Thornton Andrews, the

manager of the gasworks, proved the preamble. It was ex-

plained that the Bill had been opposed in the House of Lords

by the corporation, but the company obtained an injunction

from the Court of Chancery to restrain the corporation from

being heard, on the ground that they had not obtained the

consent of the ratepayers. This opposition being thus brought

to an abrupt termination the clauses were approved and the

Bill was ordered to be reported for third reading.

Bromptnn, Challiam, OiUinriham and Fochostcr Water Bill.

—The Bill promoted by the Bromijton, Chatham, Gillingham

and Eochester Water Company for powers to construct

additional waterworks, to extend the limits of supply and to

to raise additional capital to the amount of £60,000 by shares

and £15,000 by loan came before a House of Commons Com-
mittee, presided over by Colonel Gunter, on Wednesday. The
promoters were represented by Mr. Pember, Q.c, Mr. Worsley

Taylor, Q.c, Mr. A. V. Frere, and Mr. G. V. Davis. The Bill

was opposed by Mr. David Batchelor, a property owner, repre-

sented by Mr. Erskine I'ollock, (j c, and Mr. Morton Smith,

on the ground that his interests would suffer and that ade-

quate provision liad not been made to supply him with water.

It was also objected to by the Chatham and Gillingham

Urban District Council, represented by Mr. Balfour Browne,

Q.c, Mr. M. W. Smith and Mr. Horatius Lloyd, on various

grounds. One of their objections was that the water supply

was not pure and wholesome, and that the new capital pro-

posed to be raised was unnecessariiy large and would not be

usefully and ecouomically expended, and a third that the

water rate was too high. The company, it appeared, had been

formed as far back as 1856, with a capital of £10,000,

for the purpose of supiilying water to Old and New Bromp-
ton and Gillingham, and, as it now stood, the company was
incorporated by Act of Parliament iu 1860, the limits of supply

being extended to include the boroughs of Rochester and
Chath.am ; the capital was then increased to £37,000, and
eight years later it was doubled. On the 31st September last

it stood at £80,532. The water rates ranged from 10s. a year

on houses rented at less than £10 a year to £2 10s. on houses

rented at £40. On houses rented at between £45 and £100
the charge was 7V per cent, on the nett rental but as a matter

of fact, the company had never really charged more than 5 per

cent, ou the latter and a rebate had been granted in all cases

of 12^ per cent. The present reservoir had a capacity of

3,500,C)00 gallons, and the supply was obtained from the same
source as the Kent Water Company— it was pumped from the

chalk wells. Additional pumping plant and contingent works
were absolutely essential, and to extend their works and re-

tain the purity of the supply it was nec-ssary to acquire a
portion of Mr. Batchelor's property. The case for the pro-

moters was not conclnded when the committee rose for the

day. Mr. Balfour Browne nrgeil very strongly that the local

authority were the proiier persons to supjily the water, and
he strongly objected to the extensive capital powers sought

bj- the company, lie also pointed out that the company did

not propose to offer the £15,OCX) debenture shares by auction,

a fact which was not without significance. Ilis argument
failed to impress the committee, however, for they passed the

Bill without any modifications. It was explained that it was
through an oversight that the auction clause had not been
inserted as regards the debenture, and the company ex-

pressed themselves perfectly willing to supply the omission.

Rhymney and Aber Valleys Gas and Water Bill.—The House

of Comtrons Committee, presided over by SirBevan Edwards,
had before them on Thursday and Friday the Rhymney and
Aber Valleys Gas and Water Bill, This measure provides for

the incorporation of a company, with power to acquire the

undertakings of the Rhymney Valley Gas and Water
Company, the new Tredegar Gas and Water Company and
the Caerphilly Gaslight, Coke and Water Company, Limited,

the gasworks of the Rhymney Gas Company, Limited, and
the waterworks of the Rhymney Iron Company, Limited, and
to construct new waterworks and supply gas and water
within the prescribed limits. The Bill was opposed by the

Merthyr T3-dfil District Council, who had already under-

taken the water supply of the locality. A considerable

number of witnesses were called to show that it was
essential for the district to have an adequate supply of

water and gas ; that the sites of the new reservoirs

which the company proposed to construct were satis-

factory and suitable ; and that the provisions made by
the company for the supply would be ample. It was
contended on behalf of the Merthyr Tydfil Council that

they had incurred considerable expense in the construc-

tion of works which would provide for an adequate supply of

water for tlie district. This had been done under Parliament-

ary powers, and a company ought not to be allowed to stop

in and obtain a monopoly. If the Act were passed, Mr. Fitz-

gerald, Q.c, argued on behalf of the council, a clause should

be inserted providing that nothing in the Act should take

away, alter or prejudice any existing right or power of the

council to enter iiito agreements for the supply of water to

local authorities. Mr. Baggallay, Q.c, who represented the

promoters, assented to a clause undertaking not to interfere

with the existing agreement between Merthyr Tydlil and
Gelligaer for the supply of water. With this proviso the Bill

was passed.

Tjondon Cnunfij Coiineil (Aclon Sewage) Bill.—The con-

clading stage of the London County Council (.\cton Sewage)
Bill was reached on Monday, when the House of Commons
Committee, presided over by Mr. Johnson-Ferguson, pro-

ceeded with the adjustment of clauses. The question in dis-

pute between the county council and the Acton Urban Dis-

trict Council, which was described in our last issue, had been
the subject of negotiation between the two authorities during

the past week, and a clause, based upon the decision of the

committee, was brought up in the morning, but it failed to

satisfy the views of the chairman, so the matter was allowed

to stand over until tho afternoon in order to give effect more
completely to the decision previously given. The amount of

the contribution to be made by the Acton Council in respect

of using the metropolitan drainage system as a sewage out-

fall was left for an axbitrator to decide, and the clause re.

ferring to the matter was so modified as to provide that if at

any time within the next two years the Acton Council should

notify tho London County Council in writing of their inten-

tion to sever the connection between their district and the

metropolitan drainage system the county council should carry

out such works as might be necesfsary to prevent the dis.

charge of any sewage mattei', other than laiul water, from
the Acton district into the metropolitan main drainage

system, the cost of such works to be paid by the Actou
council.

SANITARY INSPECTORS' ASSOCIATION.

Gknehal Meeting.

A general meeting of tho above association will be held at

Carpenters' Hall, London-wall, London, E.G., to-morrow, at

6 p.m., when a paper will be read by Mr. W. Wilkinson on
" Dangers to Health Arising from Defective Sanitation."

An election of members and associates will also take place.

Edinburgh.—The Works Committee of the (ias Commis-
sion last week reported a considerable increase in the con-
sumption of gas as compared with last year. Reference was
made to the jiroposed incandescent public lighting experi-

ments in Edinburgh, and the chairman intimated there was
an arrangement with the corporation to have it tested. This
form of lighting was much cheaper, and, they held, was much
more effective, and certainly less capital expenditure was re-

quired as compared with public lighting by electricity.—It

was reported that the Works Committee recommended an
extension of the gasworks to Portobello. The extension was
necessary in order to meet the enormous increase in the con-

sumption of gas iu PortobelUi. The proposal was to lay a new
main from New-sireet to the works, at a cost of £7,000—an
expenditure which would result in a saving of £220, as

against the cost of manufacturing the gas at Portobello

work.s. The ado|)tion of the repoit was moved and agreed to.

Some discussion ensued upon another recommendation of tho

committee—that a rate of 2s. 5d. per 1,000 ft. be adopted in

connection wish street lighting, but the motion was even-
tually aleo agreed to.—The Streets and Buildings Committee
have resolved to recommend general approval of plans of a
new bridge proposed to be erected over the Water of Leith at

Bonningtou, at a probable cost of £5,500, and to a^k a remit
to meet with Leith Corporation on the subject, a portion of

the bridge being in that burgh.
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS. VlSt.

Bv WILLIAM H. MAXWELL, Assistiiut Engiueor ami Surveyor, Leyhiu Urban DisirieL Couucil.

ROAD DRAINAGE.
Too much attention can scarcely be paid to the question of

drainage in connection with the construction of roads.

"Roads kept rfi-i/," says Sir Uenry I'aruell in liis important
" Treatise on Roads," " will bo maintained in a good state

with proportionally less expense. It has been well observed

that the statuary cannot saw his marble, nor the lapidarv cut

wide at top, their actual si/.n depending upon the nature of

the surrounding country. " In crossing marshy land they

should be made sufficiently deep and wide to obtain earth to

rai;o the bed of the road, from side to side, 3 ft. higher than

the natural surface, in order to compress tho subsoil and
reduce lY.s' e/(/s^ifi/j/."

In addition to ordinary drainage, in marshy ground it will

Fig. 1-1.— CROt.s Section of a 30-ft. Country Main Road.

Ills jewels, without the assistance of tho powder of the

specitic materials on which he is acting ; this, when combined

with water, produces sufficient attrition to accomplish his

purpose. A similar effect is produced on roads, since the

reduced particles of the materials, when wet, assist the

wheels in rapidly grinding down the snrfac?."

The contour of the transverse section of a road should be

BO formed that the whole of its surface drainage may be

-^7
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Fig. 15.— Stone Side Deain fok Surface Drainage.

speedily carried away to the side channels and from thence
into the side ditches, as illustrated in the cross section

(Fig. 14). If, in a 30-ft. roadway, the centre 10 ft. ot widih
be formed to a regular curve of 90 ft. radius, and tho two
sides or haunches with a maximum slope of 1 in 20 to tho
side channels, a self-draining cross section will then bo ob-

tained. For side slopes of 1 in 20, tho height of tho

be necessary to excavate the surface material to a depth of

2 ft. or 3 ft., according to circumstances, and to fill in with
clean sand or gravel and so form an artificial base for tho
road. In some cases a sort of raft is formed of brushwood
or dried peat, to carry the gravel or soil upon which the road
metal is placed. The brushwood consists of long straight

VA^/fV////////////////////}///////

Fig. 17.— Citus.s or Witke Drain.

twigs, 10 ft. to 20ft. in length, tied in bundles, called "/«sr-iHe.s,"

of from 9 in. to 12 in. in diameter. These are laid in alternate

layers lengthwise and crosswise, forming a bed 18 in. in

thickness, and are either fastened with pegs or the bound
fascines are cut to permit of a compact bed being formed

">)- V^
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Fii!, !().- Plan of Roau showing C'ros.s Drains from Ckxtke op Roau to Siuk Main Drain.

" crown " of the roadway above the level of the side channels
will bo 8 in.

In country roads an open main drain or ditch, discharging
into the nearest natural waterconrse, should be cut on the

field side of the fence. Tiiese are usually made of a depth
of about 3 ft. below the formation surface of the road, are

about 1 ft. 6 in. in width at the battom and about 4 ft. or 5 ft.

upon which the gravel is spread. The fascines, to prevent
decay, should be permanently wet.

In cases where an open side drain cannot be adopted, as in

passing through cuttings, near buildings, <tc., a stone, brick or
pipa covered drain must be in ide. These are frequently
formed with a flat stone bottom and top, and stone sides
built as shown in Fig. 15 without mortar.
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The water from the side channels of the roadway must be

conveyed into the main side drains by small drains, frequently

of agricnltnral pipes, formed at intervals of about 60 ft. under-

neath the footpaths. They should have an inclination to the

side drains of about 1 in 30.

If the subsoil is a soft wet clay, or otherwise elastic nature,

Section AB («<!o Fig. 19).

Fig. is.—Cross Section of "Inlet" to C.\rry Water
FROM Side Channel to Cross Drain.

some additional precautions to ensure the stability of the

foundation of the road will be necessary, such as tlie constrno-

tion of cross or mitre drains from the centre of the road to the

side main drain. When tlie " surface formation " has been
prepared for the road materials treiichoa are cut across the

Fig. 19.

—

Longitidinal Section of Cros.s Drain, showing
"Inlet" fro.m Sipe Channel.

road at an angle with its centre line at intervals, usually of

about 60 yards, but much closer if the subsoil is very wet.

The splay formed by these drains with the centre line will

depend upon the inclination of the road. If it is level they

may cross at right angles, bnt where there is an iuclination

Fig. 20.

—

Another Mode of Removal of Surface
Drainage from Koads.

they should form an angle of a flat V-shape, with the centre

line as shown in Fig. 16. The trenches should be excavated

to about 18 in. deep, 12 in. wide at the bottom and about

16 in. at the top. In the bottom an open channel, not less

than 6 in. by 4 in., should be formed, as shown in Fig. 17, in

brick or stone, with open joints and a covering of small

stones filled in to the level of the fm-mation surface, so as to

be in direct contact with the road materials to draw off any
water from them.

In lieu of the stone channel, shown in the figure, 4-iu. or

6-in. agricultural pipes, with an inclination of about 1 in 30,

may be used, the trench being filled in with small stones or

hardcore as before.

Cross drains are also sometimes required to convey water

from one side of the road to the other. For instance, "when
the road passes along the slope of a hill or mountain a great

number of these drains are necessary to carry off the water

that collects in the channel on the side nc.rt the hir/li ijround.

They should be placed at from 50 yards to 100 yards' distance

from each other, according to the declivity of the hill, so that the

sidecliannels may not be cut by carrying water too far. In

these situations inlets should be built of masonry, to carry the

water from the side channel into the cross drains."*

These inlets for country roads may be constructed in stone

MAfN enAtft

Fig. 21.

—

Removal of Surface Drainage from Roads,
Alternative Arrangement.

or brick, as shown in Figs. 18 and 19, and covered in with
large flat stones, flsed witli the upper face 6 in. above the
level of the side channels. The mouth of the inlet may be
provided with a cast-iron hinged grating, with bars \ in.

wide by 2 in. deep and 1 in. apart.

Where inlets of the above description are formed the small

agricultural pipe drains under the footpath from the side

channel to the ditch, as previously referred to, may, of course,

be then dispensed with.

Other arrangements for conveying away the drainage from
roads are ilhistrated in Figs. 20 and 21. Metliods similar to

these were adopted on the Highgate Arohway-road.f

MANCHESTER MAIN DRAINAGE CONTRACTS.

ARBITRATOR'S AWARD.
The Rivers Committee of the Manchester City Council on

Monday received the award of Sir Benjamin Baker, the arbi-

trator in the recent action of the corporation against Messrs.
Perkins, Graham & Co. Sir Benjamin Baker finds that the
defendant company committed breaches of the contract set

out in the statement of claim, and tliat such breaches con-
sisted in part in the fraudulent substitution by workmen em-
ployed by the defendant company of works not in accordance
with the terms of the said contract for the works which the
defendant company were bound to execute, and which the
said workmen were employed to execute. Although it was
the duty of the defendant company and the defendant James
Perkins to have prevented the fraud, and to have discovered
and remedied tlio improper substitution of works, the latter

was not aware of the fraudulent acts and therefore not con-
cerned in the fraud. In respect of the contract in the state-

ment of claim, the arbitrator finds that the plaintiffs were
entitled to retain the sum of £464 16s. 2d., and to receive out
of court the sum of £1,900 paid into court by the defendants,
and to receive from the defendant company a further sum of

£1,849. In respect of contract No. 11 in the counter claim,

the plaintiffs were entitled to retain the sum of £350 in satis-

faction of the breaches of that contract. The arbitrator

further finds that the defendants Godfrey Heathcote and
Richard Jessop Dearden are liable upon their bond as sureties

for the defeudant company to pay to the plaintiffs a sum
or sums not ctceeding £1,000 in discharge or part dis-

charge of such part of any of the said sum of £1,849 as the
defendant company shall fail to pay in pursuance of tho
award and judgment entered thereon. Accordingly lie directs

that the sum of £1,900 paid into court in the action, and any
interest which may have accrued thereon, be paid to the
plaintiffs, and that judgment be entered for the plaintiffs

against the defendant company for £1,849, and against the
defendants Godfrey Heathcote and Richard .Jessop Dearden
jointly and severally for £1,000, but that judgment be not

enforced against the last-named defendants except for such
part of the sum of £1,849 as the defendant company shall

have failed to pay. He orders that each of the parties shall

bear his and their own costs of the action .and counter-claim
and all proceedings thereon, including the trial, and that the
costs of the award, which are fixed at £296 153. 6d., shall be
paid, as to one moiety by the plaintiffs, aud as to the other
moiety by the defendant company.

• Sir H. Parnell.
t See " A Treatise on the Principles and Practice of Levelling," by F.

W, Simms, u.inst.c.e.

I
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Law Notes.

Edited bt J. B. REIGNIER OONDER, 11 Old Jewry Chambers, E.C,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor will he pleased to answer any quentiona affecting

the practice of engineei's and surveyors to local authorities.

Queries {which should be written legibly on foolscap paper, one

side only) should be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices

of The Sdrveyor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or docu-

ments referred to should, be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams
must be drawn and lettered in black inlc only. Correspondsnts
who do not luish their names published should furnish a uom
de plume.

Costs of Opposing Licensing Appeals : Borough Fi'nds

Act, 1872 : Municipal Corporations Act, 1882.—A discus-

sion of considerable importance with reference to licensing

matters is that of the Court of Appeal in Attorney-General r.

Tynemouth Corporation (12th March). The question in dis-

pute was as to the validity or otherwise of certain resolutions

of the corporation, which, if valid, would result in payment
out of the borough fund of some £130, being costs incurred

by the chief constable in opposing the .appeals of several pub-

licans whoso licenses the magistrates had refused to renew.

The watch committee, acting upon counsel's opinion, refused

to indemnify the constable; but the corporation, notwith-

standing this, passed a resolution authorising that officer to

appear by counsel as respondent on the licensing appeals,

and agreeing to indemnify him in respect of the costs so in-

curred ; and a new watch committee (repudiating their pre-

decessors* non jiossumus) subsequently passed a resolution

for the payment of the amount of costs incurred. Thereupon
the Newcastle Breweries, Limited (who are ratepayers in the

borough), took these proceedings, in which they asked for a
declaration that the twolast-mentioned resolutions were ultra

vires and void, and an injunction restraining the corporation

from acting upon them. The Divisional Court gave judg-

ment for the plaintiffs, and the Court of Appeal have con-

firmed that decision. The judgment delivered by Lord
Justice A. L. Smith is somewliat lengthy, and comprises a
minute examination of the various enactments bearing on the

subject. It will suffice to indicate the statutory clauses re-

lied on by the corporation, but held by the Court insufficient

to justify their aciion. The first of these is schedule 5 to the
Municipal Corporations Act, 1882, part ii. of which authorises

payments out of the borongli fund " in respect of the
borough police," including " all other charges which the

watch committee, subject to the approbation of the council,

direct to bo paid for the purposes of the borougli constabu-
lary force." The next clause relied on by the corporation is

sec. 2 of the Borough Funds Act, 1872, which authorises the
application of the borough fund or rates to the payment of

the costs of " any legal proceedings necessary for the pro-

motion or protection of the interests of the inhabitants of the

district." Again, it was contended tliat sec. 140, sub-sec. 3

(b), of the first-mentioned Act, taken in conjunction with sec.

141, sub-sec. 2, authorised a payment out of the borough fund
whenever there was " an order of the council," subject only

to the liability of the order being disallowed by the Court.

None of these contentions, however, satisfied the Court, and
the appeal was dismissed with costs.

What is a " Water Company " ?—This question is of con-
siderable importance, having regard to the statutory schedule
drawn up by the London County Council of the fees and
charges to be paid for the use o[ the subways under Queeii

Victoria-street and other thoroughfares. One table of this

schedule proscribes the chai'gcs to be made to gas and water
companies having power to break up streets, whilst another
table sets out a higher scale of charges applicable in the case
of other companies and private individuals. The defendant
company in London County Council v. London Hydraulic Com-
pany (Court of Appeal) was constituted under the Wharves
and Warehouses Steam Power and Hydraulic Pressure Com-
panies Act, 1874, for applying motive power by hydraulic
pressure to waterside and land cranes used for working lock

gates and other machinery. The company was empowered by
its constitution to take and u.se water for tlio purposes indi-

cated, but was bound, after using the water, to return it to

the river again ; in this latter respect differing from an ordi-

nary water com))any. The (Jueen'a Bench Divisional Court
held that the company was not a water company within the
meaning of the schedule, and the Court of Appeal have con-
firmed that decision. The result is that the defendant com-
pany has to p,ay £18.5, instead of £32 only, for the use of the
subways.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
New Drainage Scheme : Private Street Works.—" Gus "

writer! : This nrban council are carrying ont,i complete drain-
age scheme, which is ncaring completion. At present one
portion of the district is already served by an old sower, which
will be done away with and the house drains disconnected,
and connected up to the new system when completed. The
remaining portion of the district (which is the larger) liave

drains discharging into cesspools, but some have neither
drains nor cesspools. I shall be glad to have your valuable
opinion npon the follo\ving points : (1) When the drainage

sj'stem is complete .and the houso connections are to be made,
can the authority compel the owners of property to submit
plans of the mode in which they intend to drain their houses,
so as to have their approval ? What is the usual course taken ?

(2) Having regard to see. 23, Public Health Act, 189.5, and
where the sewer is within the prescribed distance of 100 ft. of

the curtilage of the houses, some of which are of a very low
rental, can the owners be compelled to connect if they will

be put to great expense in doing so, owing to having to exca-
vate and lay the pipes through rock which crops up to the
surface ? (3) Is there any limit as to depth of sewer to which
an owner can be called upon to excavate and connect his

house drains, the sewer in some places being 12 ft. deep in
rock ? (4) Having adopted tho Private Street Works Act,
1893, but not being in a position to put it in force for the
next two or three years, can the authority call upon the
owners to repair the existing road and footways of the private
streets where urgently required ? If so, upon whom should
the notice be served, the leaseholder or ground landlord ?

(1) Under sec. 21 of the Public Health Act, 1875, an owner can cau.se
his drains to empt.v into the Bewers of an authorit.v on condition of
giving such notice as mny be required by the authorit.vof his intention,
and of corapljing with tlieir rei?iiIations as to the mode in which com-
munications are to be made. In the notes to this section in Lumley's
" Public Health Acts " (fifth edition, p. 62), it is pointed outthaf'the
word used is * re^ilations ' not ' b,y-laws' ; therefore the regulations are
at the entire discretion of the local authority. The regalations con-
temploted appear to be treneral regulations, applicable to all cases in
the district." Presumably, therefore, the rej^uUtions mij:ht include
the submission of plans for approval, but only as to the mode of com-
munication betwefen the drains and tho sewer. (2) It is doubtfid
whether the word "site "in this section includes tho curtilage. " Tho
better opinion seems to be that it means that piece of land upon wliicli
the house itself stands. See Blashill v. Chambert, li Q.B.D., d"9 "

(Lumley's" Public Health Acts," fifth edition, p. 53). If the sewer is
within the prescribed distance from tho site an owner whose house is
" without a drain sufficient tor effectual drainage " can be compelled
to drain into the sewer, notwithstandinR the fact that the expense of
so doinc ma.y be very great. But it must bo remembered that this
section does not enable an authority to require an owner to alter his
system of drainage if it is sulBcient in itself (tbid p. 51). If tho
authority want to drain all the houses in the district into tho new sewer
thoy mast, so far as houses already possessing sufficient drains are
concerned, proceed under sec. 24. (3) Apparently there is no limit as
to depth of sewer. (4) By sec. 2 of the Act it is to apply to any urban
sanitary district in which it is adopted, and there appears to be no pro-
vision for the postponement of its operation after adoption. See sec. 8
as to the mode of procedure. The notices are to be served upon the
"owners." The term " owner " is defined in the PubUc Health Act,
1875 (with which this Act is to be construed as one), as the person
receiving the rack-rent or who would receive it if the premises were
let at a rack-rout. Therefore tho leaseholder, and not tho ground land-
lord, must bo served.

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897.—" Inquirer" writes^:

Does a waterworks pumping station come within the scope
of this Act? I am interested in a pumping station where the
water is in the Krst place filtered through sand and after-
wards inimped by steam pumps to supply the inhabitants.
Onl3' four men are usually employed at the works. Sec. 93
(3) C of the Factory Act, 1878, to which the above Act refers
as to the trades, &c., included in the Act, says :

" Any premises,
&c., in or incidental to the adapting for sale of any article,

and wherein steam, water, &c., is used in aid of the manufac-
turing process carried on there." I should mention that no
factory inspector has ever visited tho works.

The Act of 1807 applies only to a railway, factor.v, mine, quarry or
engineering work, or a building over ,30 ft. high in course of construc-
tion or repair by means of scaffolding, or being demolished, or on which
machinery driven by steam, water or other mechanical power is being
used for tho construction, repair or demolition thereof (sec. 7). The
only one of these categories which might possibly include a water-
works pumping station is that of a "factory." Turning to tho dcflni-
tion clause, instead of getting a substantive deflnition in the Act itself,
we get (as is too frequently the case with statutory definitious) a sort
of " jiillar-to-post " deflnition by reference to other Acts. From this
wo find that in this Act tho term " factory ": (<i) Has tho same mean-
ing as in the Factory and Workshops Acts, 1878 to 1801 ; (4) includes
any dock, wliart, quay, warehouse, machinery or jilant to which any
liiovision of the Factory Acts is applied by the Factory and Workshop
Act, isil.'i; (c) includes a laundry worked bv steam, water or other
mechanical power. We can eliminate (<) in this instance. As to (o),
tho sub-sec. of tho Act of 1878 qunteil by " Inquirer " seems to be tho
only ono which could possibly bo held to appl.v to a pumping station. In
my opinion, however, it does not apply, as the filtrntion and pumping
of water cannot be said to be a " manufacturing process " in the ordi-
nary acceptation of tho term. As to (4), by sec. 23 of the Act of 1895
certain provisions of the earlier Acts are applied to (1) ever.v dock,
wharf, t|uay anil warehouse, and machinery and plant used for loading
and unloading ; (2) premises on which machinery worked by steam,
water or other mechanical power is tempomril.v used for building piir-
po.ses ; (3) a building over 30 ft. high being constructed or repaired by a
scaffolding; (4) a building over 30 ft. high in which more than twent.v
persons (not domestic servants) are employed for wages. No. 3. it will
be observed, coincides with a portion of the substantive provisions of
sec. 7 of the 1S97 Act. The water pumping station in question, how-
ever, obviously does not fall within any of these clauses. X think,
therefore, it mny betaken that the Act of 1897 is not applicable, but it
is a great pit.v that the legislature should take pains to involve its defi-
nitions in so intricate a maze.
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Municipal Woric in Progress and Projected.

London's parliament lias resumed deliberations, but tlie

members have been able to do liitle but discuss the budget.

Some details of extensive nndertakinprs will be found in

connection with Bangor, Gloucester, Manelipster, Nelson,

St. Helens, Wakefield, West Ham and Taunton, electric

lighting works being still prominent.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCSL.
At Tuesday's meeting—the first since tlie Easter recess

—

Lord Welby, chairman of the Finance Committee, introduced

the annual estimates of receipts and expenditure as recom-

mended by his committee. The estimated nett expenditure

was put down at £2,79i,928, which represented a rate of

18 69d. Of this amount £517,701 was set aside as interest

on loans and £557,231 in redemption. Towards the total

estimated expenditure there was a balauce of £157,369 ; the

Exchequer contribution would yield £517,700 ; tramways,

£31,000; and grants under the Agrioultur.il Kating Act,

£941, leaving £2,087,928, which was equivalent to a rate of

Hd. to be provided for out of the rates. The conncil's gross

debt was now £39,378,000, of which £15,711,000 represented

loans to local authorities. The nett debt of the council was

£19,215,401 ; that of the London School Board, £8,877,414

;

that of the Metropolitan Asylums Board, £1,609,81)7 ; that of

the police, £305,093; and that of guardians, vcstrios and
other local authorities, £7,933,899, making a total nett debt

of £37,941,704 for all the public bodies of London. A long

discussion followed the j)reseutation of the estimates, in

which it was stated that the past year had been a prosper-

ous one. The estimates were afterwards considered in detail.

Loans Completed.—The Finance Committee reported that

the following loans had been completed : Fulham Vestry,

£2,500 for paving works ; Poplar District Board of Works,

£7,650 for paving and sewer works; St. Martin-in-the-Fields

Vestry, £1,705 for sewer works ; St. Pancras Veetry, £22,445

for electric light installation ; and Wandsworth District Board

of Works, £3,000 for paving works.

Loans for Public Works.— Upon the recommendation of the

Finance Committee, it was agreed to lend the Battersea

Vestry £1,500 for the extension of the library at Lavender-

hill; the Fulham Vestry jC4,305 for local inipiovements and
paving, and £7,252 towards the cost of extending Bishop's

Park ; the Greenwich District Board of Works £5,130 for the

purchase of land for a parish depot; the Hammersmith
Vestry £10,780 for the erection of a coroner's court and
mortuary, the furnishing and fitting-up of tho vestry office?,

the carrying out of the Brook Green-road itnprovemcnt and
the construction of a public convenience at Shepherd's Bush-

green ; tho Islington Vestry £3,180 for rolling stock ; and
the St. George's (Southwark) Vestry £3,900 for the con-

struction of public conveniences.

Open Space for Limehouse.—The Parks and Open Spaces

Committee recommended that it be referred to the Parlia-

mentary Committee to take steps to obtain compulsory power
to enable the council to acquire a piece of land at Limehouse,
locally known as the Brickfield, for use as an open space.

This was agreed to.

Telephone Service.—In accordance with the resolution of

the council of February 8th last, application was made, under
the Telegraph Act, 1892, to the Postmaster-General for a
license empowering the council to provide an independent
municipal telephone service in London, the object of the

application having been that an investigation might be made
with regard to tho telephone service in London similar to the

inquiry which was recently held with respect to that service

in Glasgow. The Highways Committee now reported that a
letter had been received from the Post Ullico stating that

the Postmaster-General was advised that it would not be
competent for the council, without express Parliamentary

sanction, to construct the necessary works and carry on tele-

phone business at the cost of any funds over which the council

had control ; and that he fek that he must await tho report

of the Select Committee to be appointed by the Government,
as announced in the House of Commons on February 1st, to

consider tlie question of empowering municipalities to carry

on telephone exchanges.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
A meeting of the Courl of Common ('uini' il, pre.^idod over

liy the lord mayor, was liidd on Thursday. 'J'hc Sanilaty
t^'ommittee brought up a report upon tho subject of the Batha
anil Wash-Honses Acts Amendment Bill now before Parlia-

ment, and rucommended that the Renieinbrnncor should be
instructed to endeavour to obtain tho insertion of a clause in

the Bill making the corporation the authority within the
City of Lotidon under the Baths and Wash-Mouses Act. The
committee's recommendation was approved.—The report of a
committee stating that they were unable to see their way to

recommend an annual grant by the corporation towards the
maintenance of the " Postmen's Park" was also adopted.

—

Mr. D. J. PvOBS, the engineer, replying to a member, said leave

had been given for the occupation of the footway in Lom-
bard-street, in front of the church of Bt. Mary Woolnoth, in

connection with tlie erection of a Eub-stiition of tho electric

I'ailway, but he hoped the inconvenience would soon be ab.ated.

Tho construction of the Central London Kailway and tho

subways in front of the Mansion House had neecssitated an
entire rearrangement of the gas, water, telegraph and other

l)ipos. Tho works had been completed in five out of the six

oponingj», and the remainder woidd be done without delay.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Clerkenwell.— Last week's meeting of this body was

brought to a teriuiuation by the sudden death of the llev.

J. H. Rose, the chairman, which took place shortly after tho

commencement of tho business.

Greenwich.—The district board of works havo decided to

oppose a jtrojjosal of the county council to construct a storm
relief sower in Park-road, East Greenwich, on account of its

discharging into the river Thames.

Hackney.—On Wednesday of last week, upon the recom-
mendation of tho Genor.il Purposes Committee, the follow-

ing tenders were accepted : Brooms, &c.—Messrs. C. Baker &
Son, Walworth ; artificial stone—Patent Victoria Stone Com-
pany, Limited ; concrete paving work and repairs—Messrs.

A. C. W. Hobman & Co., South Bermondsoy ; asphalte paving
work and repairs— Messrs. Bradshaw & Co., 52 Queen Vic-

toria-street, E.C. It was also decided that a stand for two
cabs be formed on the south side of Arnherst Park, opposite

the entrance to the Stamford Hill railway station. Tho esti-

mated cost of the work was £45.—The committee stated that

they had considered tho letter from tho London County
Council calling the attention of the council to the narrow-
ness of a portion of Mare-street, and that the matter would
ajipear to bo one for the consideration of the local authority.

The committee now recommended that they be empowered
to approach tho London County Council with the view of

secnring a general widening of this portion of Mare-street,

and to appear before the Improvements Committee of tlie

council as a deputation upon tho subject. Tho recommenda-
tion was adopted. It was decided to inform the National

Telephone Company, in reference to their application for au
extension of their lines in the parish, that until the agree-

ment already entered into with tho vestry was carried out

the vestry could not consent to any further extension. A
motion that tho General Purposes Committee be instructed

to ni.ako arrangements for tho carrying out of the wood
paving of Dalston-lane itself, without tho intervention of a
contractor, was referred to the committee mentioned.

Holborn.—At a meeting of the district board of works on
Monday a letter was received from Mr. H. C. Richards, m.f.,

stating that ho had asked a question of tho president of the

Board of Trade in the House of Commons relative to tho

diversion of traffic from High Holborn while the sower which
the London County Council were laying down from Gray's

Inn-road to Southampton-row was being constructed. The
answer was " very unsatisfactory and barely polite." A
vote of thanks was passed to the hon. gentleman for his

action. The tender of the French Asplialte Company, at;

£392 123., was accepted for asphalting Greville-street.

Mewing'ton.—At the last meeting of the vestry Mr.
Edwards, ou behalf of the Electric Light Committee, moved
that the tender of Mr. C. Gray Hill, tJoventry, be accepted

for the erection of the electric light station at a cost of

£12,790. Other tenders were : Messrs. Sharpington, Nun-
head, £12,928; Balaam Brothers, Old Kent-road, £13,600;

and J. Tyerman, Walworth-road, £14,170. Several members
commented severely on the fact that a station originally esti-

mated (o cost £5,000 was now to cost nearly £13,000. Mr.

Edwards e.xplained that the station proposed would give

four times tihe working power of the original design. A
long arid heated iliscu^sion followed, in the course of which
the whole question of electric lighting was discussed.

Eventually, however, the tender of Mr. Sharpington was
accepted, several members considering that the slight

difference in the cost did not justify tho vestry in bring-

ing country workmen iuto Loudon.

Strantl.— it; was resolved at the last meeting to aUc the

London County Council to include in their next General

Powers Bill a clause prohibiting advertising by means of

"search" or "flush" lights tlirown upon tho public high-

ways. Tho question of providing further latrine accommo-
dation ill the district was remitted to the Works Committee.

PROVIHCSAL AND CHEATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

f^UHICiPAL CORPORATIONS.
Bangor.—A special meeting of tho city council was held

last week to consider the report of a committee recommending
thj adoption of the report of a sub-committee on the lighting

question. This sub committee, composed of three representa-

tives of the electric light and three representatives of the gas

party, recommended the erection of anew two-lift g.asholder

(capable of holding 108,000 cubic feet of gas) in the tank of

the pie^f-nt single-lift holder, ind the erection of a scrnbber-
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washer capable of imrifying 1,000,000 cubic feet of gas in

tweiit3'-fonr hours. The total cost of these wag estimated at

£2,900. The sub-committee also recommended the erection

of electric lighting works, at a cost not to exceed £10,(X)0,

capable of supplying High-street and G.arth-road, the mains

to be of sufficient size to supply Upper Bangor also when re-

quired. In the event of these recommendations being

adopted the Lighting Committee suggested that three mem-
bers of the council should proceed to London to interview the

Local Government Board and press upon them the importance
of having the work of erecting the gasholder done before next
winter, and that therefore the inquiry should be held at the

earliest possible date. Kvcntually the minutes were adopted,

it being decided to apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £2,.500 for the new gasholder, £.500 for

the scrubber-washerand £10,000 for electric lighting purposes.

Birkenhead.—The tender of Messrs. Jenkins Brothers, of

Xeptane-street, Birkenhead, amounting to £14,785, has been
accepted by the corporation for the erection of an iron pier,

bridge and floating landini; stage in the river Mersey at Rock
Ferry.—A special sub-committee of the (ias, Water .and Elec-

trical Committee of the council appointed some months
ago to consider the subject of the manufacture and supply of

carburetted water-gas by the corporation have issued a
report, in which they state tliat tlie sub-committee were
formed in consequence of ,a petition from ratepayers alleging

that " the gas supply was causing serious injury to health,

badly-lighted streets and houses, and noxious smells, besides

being otherwise objectionable." The sub-committee point

out that if the mixture of coal-gas and carburetted water-gas
uow snpplied to the gas consumers in the town is distributed

and consumed with the same care and attention to pipes and
fittings <as has been given in the past, when coal-gas only was
supplied, there can be no reasonable or valid objection to the

supply and use of a mixture of carburetted water-gas and
coal-gas, which is equally suitable and effective for all

domestic and trade purposes as coal-gas alone.

Birmingham.— It was decided on Tuesday to purchase
some \,~bO square yards of land at the corner of Moseley-
road and Lime-grove, with three dwelling-houses thereon, at

a cost of £2,2o0, and to erect thereon a branch school of art,

at a further cost not exceeding £7,7-50.

Bradford.—The corporation have under consideration a
proposal to erect an art gallery over the market extensions.

Bury.—At the last monthly meeting of the town council

the Highways and Waterworks Committee recommended that

the entire work in connection with the erection of the new
storage reservoir and the extension of the waterworks be
cai'ried out under the supervision of the surve3"or, Mr. J.

Campbell Smith, and not put out to contract, and that the
surveyor be paid for his additional duties a sum of 200 guineas.

The recommendation was adopted. This, it is anticipated,

will effect a considerable saving in tlie total expenditure, as

the profits of a contractor, engineer's fees and the wages of

a clerk of the works will be avoided.

Cotne.—The monthly meeting of the council was held on
Monday evening, when it was refolved to erect a new refuse

destructor in Burnley-road. Tenders for the work, amount-
ing to £402, were accepted.

Croydon.—The town council on Monday resolved to erect

new fire brigade stations at Croydon, Tlinrnton Heath and
South Norwood, at a cost of nearly £.5,000.

Darwen.—At the town council meeting on Monday the

town clerk was instructed to give notice of the corporation's
intention to purchase that portion of the Blackburn and Over
Darwen tramways situated within the borough.

Derby.—The town council have decided to apply to the
Local Government Board i'cu' sanction to a loan of £iJ10 for

purposes of street widening.

Dorchester.—The town couuoil have accepted the tender
of Messrs. Macfarlane &. Co., of Glasgow, for the erection of

an ornamental band-stand—thegift of Colonel W. E. Brymor,
M.p.—in the Borough Garden', from designs prepared by Mr.
G. J. Hunt, the borough engineer and surveyor, for the sum
of £200. The contract for conitructing the base, including a
store under the floor of the bani-stand, has been secured by
Messrs. P. Ban-ett & Son, of Dorchester, for £79, and the
whole work is to be completed by the 2lth June next.—On
the 27th tdt. the mayor of Dorchester, W. Oenge, Esq., J.i'.,

laid the memorial-stoue of the band-stand to be erected in the
Borough Gardens, when he was presented with a silver trowel
Sttitably engraved as a memento of the occasion by the borough
engineer and surveyor. Aftar this ceremony had b3on com-
pleted the mayor proceeded to declare open ,an extension
which has recently been made to th3 g.irdens on the soutn-
oastorn side, and also to optui a range of public conveniences
for ladies and gentlemen, which have just been completed.
Those works have been carried out by and from the designs
of the borough engineer and surveyor, without the interven-
tion of a contractor.

Eccles.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned a
Ijau of £4,33G for private street improvement works.

ClOSSOp.—A special meeting of the town council was held
last week to consider the question of lighting the borough

with electricity. Dr. Whclan moved that an application be
made to the Local Government Board for a provisional order
under the Electric Liirhting Acts. An amendment was pro-

posed that a sub-committee of investigation be appointed,
with power to engage a consulting engineer, and this was
carried. The meeting was then adjourned to .lune .5th, when
the question of applying for the provisional order will be dealt
with.

Gloucester.—The corporation have decided to apply to the
Local Government Board for sanction to a loan of £15,000 for

the erection of the proposed new infectious diseases hospitals.

Harrograte.—An inquiry was held on Tuesday by Mr.
G. W. Willcocks, on behalf of the Local Crovernment IJoard,

with reference to the application of the corporation to borrow
the sum of £.30,500 for the purchase and laying-out of the
Harlow Moor estate as a recreation ground for the town.
There w.as no opposition to the application. It was stated
that the Earl of Harawood had agreed to accept £25,000 for

the area stipulated, and that tlie cost of constructing roads,
footpaths, &c., would be about £5,.50O.

Hastings.—A resolution applying to the Light Railways
Commissioners for an order authorising tho town council to
construct and work light railways in various parts of the
borough was adopted at a recent special meeting of the cor-

poration.

Hove.—The town council have accepted the lender of
Messrs. J. Parsons & Son, Hove, at £3,202, for the laying of
about 5,G02 yards of wood paving in Western-road.

Huddersfield.—The new free library and art gallery were
recently opened by the Marquis of Kipon. The premises,
whicli are in Church-street, have been granted by Sir J.

Piamsden for ten years at a nominal rental, and have been
fitted up at a cost of £900, while another £700 has been ex-
pended on books. Till now Huddersfield has been almost the
only corporate borough in the kingdom without a public
library.

Hull.—The Electric Light Committee of the corporation on
Thursday decided to recommend the extension of the electric
lighting installation to the eastern end of the city. The cost
of the scheme, wliich will complete the circuit of the city,

was estimated at £25,000.

IpSWiOh.—The Paving and Lighting Committee last week
reported that wood paving required to be re-laid as follows ;

Orwell-place and Tacket-street, £.501 ; Upper Brook-street,
£551; Upper Orwell-street, £603; Cornhill, £211 ; Carr-
street, £542; contingencies, £89; total, £2,50<J. The com-
mittee asked that they should be empowered to purchase the
wood blocks necessary to cairy out this woik forthwith and
to complete the same without delay. The report was adopted.

Leicester.—The town council have sanctioned a proposal
to obtain a provisional order to complete the widening of
High-street, at a cost of £100,000.

Loughborough.— Subject to the sanction of the corpora-
tion, tlie (General Purposes Committee have resolved to apply
for an electric light provisional order, and to spend £.50 for

professional assistance for the purjioso of the purposed ajipli-

cation.

Maidstone.—The town council have resolved to defer con-
sideration of the electric light question until the result of the
first year's operation of the Shoreditch electric light and dust
destructor scheme had been ascertained.

Manchester.—John Tetlow, managing director of a firm
of contractors at Littleborongh, and David Hallard, a clerk in
the emjjloy of the Manchester Corporation, were, at Man-
ciiester on Wednesdav, each sentenced to three years' penal
servitude for extensive frauds upon the corporation by collu-

sion. The prisoners succeeded in obtaining from the corpora-
tion several thousand pounds in excess of the amount due to

the prisoner Tetlow's firm for goods supplied.—The Rivers
Committee of the city council met on Thursday to decide
what Eum should be borrowed for treating the city sewage at
Davyhuimp on the bacterial .system. U was agreed to ask
the Local Government Board to sanction the borrowing of

£160,000. This sum, it is estimated, will be required for 37
acres of bacteria-beds and the purchase of the necessary land
for aeration purposes.

Margate.—The Lord Ma3or of Landon will visit this town
on June 1st for the purpose of opening a new park and recrea-
tion ground, the site of which has b?en presented to the town.
The ground, which is admirably situated for the purpose, is

33 acres in extent.

Middlesbrough.—The small-pox epidemic which broke
out in .Mid llosbroHgh about the end of la.styearis now practi-

cally suppressed. For the week ended the 25th April the total

number of cases notified was only twenty-six. The population
of the sanatorium is now rapidly declining, the staff of nurses
and of doctors is being correspondingly reduced, and in view
of the general good health of the town the sanitary author-
ities expect that the number of patients within the hospital
will fall to the normal average within the next week ortwo.

Middleton.—The town council have let the contract for
the supply of a steam fire engine to Messrs. Shand, Ma?on &
Co., of Blackfriars, London, S.W.
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Nelson.—The town oonncil have decided to apply to the

Local Government Board for borrowing powers for £20,000

for the execution of private street improvement works in

forty-eipclit streets.

Newcastle.—A meeting of the Electrical Committee of

the Newcastle Corporation was held recently to consider the

question of the further extension of the electric lighting of

the city. After some conversation it was decided to request

the corporation to give them power to approach the electric

light companies in the city, in order to ascert.iin the amount
required for the sale of the plant and general works to the

corporation.

Peterborough.—The Local Government Board have, upon

further consideration, agreed to sanction the borrowing by

the corporation of £15,000 for electric lighting.

Plymouth.— f)n the 21st ult. the mayor, Alderman J. T,

Bond, laid the foundation-stone of the new corporation

electricity works.

Sheffield.—The city council, at a special meeting last week,

unanimously confirmed the propriety of promoting a Bill in

Parliament for the purpose of acquiring the undertaking of

the electric light company.—A statutory meeting of rate-

payers last week refused the corporation powers to promote .a

BUI for the purchase of the electric light undertaking.

St. Helens.—Colonel .T. T. Jlarsh, R.E., an inspector of the

Local Government Board, conducted an inquiry on Thursd.ay

relative to an application of the (own council for power to

borrow £13,000 for the provision of refuse destructor works

at the Boundary-road depot. The destructor question has

attracted great attention in the town, several meetings of

ratepayers having been held and a petition presented to the

council against the proposal to erect a destructor at this par-

ticular place.

Stockport.— It was on Wednesday decided to apply to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £13,790 for

the construction of subsidiary sewers to the main intercept-

ing sewer just completed, £35,875 in respect of the recon-

struction of main roads, and £4,386 for the removal of a

well-known lodging-house and other old property at Higher

Hillgate for street improvements. Objection was taken to

the borrowing of money for main roads, which some members
urged should be maintained out of current rates ; but it was
stated that most of the principal towns in Lancashire were
raising loans for this jiurpose, and considered it economical

to do so.— Correspondence in the report of the General Pur-

poses Committee showed that £22,H)0 had been offered on

behalf of the corporation for the undertaking of the Stock-

port and Hazel Grove Carriage and Tramways Company,
Limited. The company asked £40,000. The mayor has

given notice that he will propose that the corporation should

seek Parliamentary powers for (among other objects) construct-

ing and working tramways in the borough by horse, gas or

electric traction, or other motive power.

Taunton.—The town council at a recent meeting adopted

a recommendation of the Electric Lighting Committee that

the sum of £11,500, instead of £10,000, as previously agreed

upon, should be applied for in order to provide for the renewal

of the electric liglit plant. Messrs. Kincaid, Waller & Man-
ville, electrical engineers, of Westminster, presented a long

report, which was explained by Mr. Manville, who attended

the meeting. He said the electric light installation in Taunton

was one of the tirst in the kingdom for public lighting pur-

poses, and they necessarily had to start with plant which

was usual in those days, and in fact the only plant that conid

be obtained, and in the extensions made by the Bill since

they took til e woiks over fiom the old company they had

proceeded on the lines originally laid down. Those lines did

not involve the greatest amount of f fficiency in the running

of the station, and his firm were anxious that the whole

system should be brought up from the present somewhat
antique design to the most modern lines, so that the station

might be as efficient as any existing. If his recommenda-
tions were carried out a gross saving of £539 a year would
be effected on the basis of the present output, and there

would he a nett saving of £373 a year after providing for

payment of capital and interest on the money required for

the proposed alterations, 'i he report was adopted.

Wakefield.—An inquiry was held on Tuesd.aj-, on behalf

of the Ijocal Government Bo.ard, by Colonel W. Langton Coke
respecting an application of the cily council for leave to

borrow £14,776 for purposes of street improvement and

£1,224 for sewerage works. It was explained that the £14,776
included £10,000 for the purchase of the Boy and Barrel inn

p.nd a boot and shoe shop adjoining, which are to be swept

away to improve the Bull Ring. No oppoEition was offered

to the application.

West Ham.—Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King held an inquiry on
Friday, on behalf of the Local Government Board, in reference

to the applications o' the corporation to borrow £2,841 for

purposes of electric lighting, £5,955 for the purchase of land

at Plaistow, £5,955 for purposes of street improvement and
£19,000 for the erection of public baths. Opposition was
offered to the first three schemes on behalf of a ratepayers'

association.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Auckland.—A Local Government Board inquiry is to be

held shortly respecting the district council's application for

power to borrow £4,000 for street improvements.

Bilston.—The district council last week decided to apply
to tlie Local Government Board for power to borrow £8,000,
instead of £7,000 as originally intended, for waterworks pur-
poses.

Dartford.—The district council have appointed a special

committee to consider the electric lighting question.

Darton.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held respecting an application of the district council for sanc-
tion to borrow £11,500 for the purpose of carrying out amain
drainage scheme for the township. It was explained that the

£11,.500 did not include the cost of the sewage disposal works
which it is proposed to construct on land near Swallow Hill,

to be bought from Mr. W. B. Beaumont, m.p.

Gainsborough.—At Monday evening's meeting of the

council the surveyor submitted an amended estimate of the
cost of the scheme of reconstructing the whole of the princi-

pal streets. Tar macadam, granite setts and wooil are to be
used, and after allowance for the using up of the old material

the total cost was estimated at £4,000. The Highways Com-
mittee recommended that the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board should be obtained for a loan to that amount, and
the recommendation was unanimously adopted.

Levenshulme.—A Local Government Board inquiry was
held, on Wednesday of last week, by Colonel C. H. Luard into

an application of the council for sanction to borrow £2,624
for private street improvements and £4.50 for the purchase
of land adjoining the council offices in Stockport-road to be
used as a site for a town's j-ard for storaga purposes.

Littlehampton.—The council propose to establish new
waterworks at Warningcamp, at acost of close upon £11,000.
The Duke of Norfolk has offered a site for the machinery at

the reservoir, and has met the council in a liberal fashion in

other ways

St. Anne'S-On-Sea.—A Local Government Board inquiry

has been held by (Colonel A. Smith with reference to an ap-

plication of the district council for power to borrow £7,340
for sewering the north-west portion of the district bordering
Blackpool.

Withington.—An intimation has been received from the
Local Government Board to the effect that they are prepared
to sanction the scheme of the council for the erection of an
infectious diseases hospital at Baguley. The board insist

upon two conditions, which the council are prepared to agree
to. One is that sufficient accommodation shall be provided
for the cases of the Bucklow Joint Hospital Board, and the

other is that cases of small-jiox shall not be treated at the

same time as other infectious diseases. It was stated at the

inquiry which the board held that arrangements had been
made for cases from Moss Side, Levenshulme, and Heaton
Norris being sent to the proposed hospital.

Worksop.—At a meeting of the council on Monday even-
ing the Sanitary Committee recommended that notice be
given to the Worksop Waterworks Company of the council's

intention to purcha.se the undertaking. It was decided to

refer the matter back to the committee for their further con-
sideration and report. The waterworks company have been
in existence about twenty-eight years, and pay a dividend of

5 per cent.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Received too late for Classification.

UNICIPAL INSPECTOR OF ROADS FOR
SHANGHAI.—The Council of the Foreign Com-

munity of Shanghai require an experienced, educated, single

man, as Inspector of Roads. Salary—At present rate of ex-

change about £220 per annum. Qualifications— Cleansing,

scavenging, macadamising roads. Age—Not over thirty-five

years. The selected candidate woidd have to pass medical
examination for residence abread. Three years' agreement,
and free passage (second class) to Shanghai provided.

—

Further particulars may be obtained fi-om Messrs. John
Pook & Co., 8 Jeffrey's-square, St. Mary-axe, London, to

whom all applications, with testimonials, &c., should be for-

warded before the 1st June, 1898.

TWO ASSISTANT SURVEYORS OF ROADS
required immediately for an appointment in Africa.

Candidates must be between the age of twenty-five and
forty, and have had previous experience in estimates of cost,

surveying, setting out and maintenance of roads and bridges.

Salary, £2.50 per annum, with free quarters, first-class pas-

sage out and home, and liberal leave allowance. A strict

medical examination will be required.—Applications, stating

age and experience, and accompanied with copies (not ori-

ginals) of testimonials as to personal character and qualifica-

tions, with names and addresses of references, to be marked
"Assistant Surveyor," and addressed to Box 71, OiEce of

The Surveyor, 24 Bride-lane, Fleet-street, E.G.
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Personal.

MeriJon Rural District Council have appointed Mr.

Bretherton to the post of survayor.

Mr. Medhurst has been engaged by the Bangor City Council

to prepare plans for a scheme of electric lighting.

Mr. G. W. Garside, of Brighou.se, has received the appoint-

ment of borough electrical engineer of that town.

Tiie newly-formed Urban District Council of Itohin are

aboat to appoint a surveyor at a salary of £125 per annum.

Mr. Christopher Oakley, the president 'of the Surveyor's

Institution, is now, we are glad to hear, recovering from his

illness.

Mr. Thomas Ingham, of the sewage farm, Colne, Lancashire

has been appointed manager of ilie sewage farm of the Leeds

Corporation.

Edinburgh Town Council have increased the salary of their

resident electrical engineer, Mr. Frank Ncwington, from J6.500

to £600 per annum.

Mr. H. A. Endsor, surveyor to the Potterspnry Rural

District Council, has been appointed surveyor of highways to

the St. Faith's (Norfolk) Rural District Council.

Sir Joseph Fayrer, Bart., K.c.s.i., M.n., i,i,,n., f.r.s., has ac-

cepted the presidency of tlie seventeeth congress of tho Sani-

tary Institute to be held at Birmingham in September next.

Burnley Town Council on Wednesday decided to authorise

tho Improvement and Highways and Sewage Committee to

appoint an assistant surveyor at a salary of £150 per annum.
This is a new office.

Mr. J. Atkinson, the borough surveyor of Stockport, was on

Wednesday granted an increase of £50 per annum, making
his salary £450. This amount will, at the end of twelve

months, be increased to £.500.

At the Kidderminster I'own Council meeting last week it

was decided to adopt a resolution of tho Drainage and Water-
works Committee recommending the increasing of the salary

of Mr. James, assistant in the borough surveyor's office.

Mr. Paul Goudie, tho burgh surveyor of Dalkeith, will

shortly, it is expected, resign his position. He has held tho

post for over two j'cara, during which time tho sanitary con-

dition of the town is said to have been greatly improved.

Mr. Gould Smith, assistant surveyor to the Milo End
Vestry, was last week appointed to the post of surveyor and
chief sanitary inspector to the vestry of St. Mary's, Stoke

Ncwington. The list of selected candidates will be found in

our last issue.

On Monday, at a meeting of the Work and Paving Com-
mittee of the Pertli Commissioners, a letter was read from
Mr. Brown, the assistant burgli surveyor, resigning his posi-

tion. It was ultimately agreed to recommend the acceptance
of the resignation.

On Thursday, at a meeting of the Lye and Wolloscoto

Urban District Council, a long discussion ensued relative to

the appointment of a surveyor. Two applications had been
received, and it was eventually decided to reappoint Mr.
Weaver, tho present official.

Tho Finance Committee of the Aberdeen Town Council last

week decided to increase the salaries of five of the assistants

in the burgh surveyor's office—three of them by £20, Messrs.

Byres, Bolton and Stewart, and two of (hem, Messrs. Leding-
ham and Proudfoot, by £30 per annum.

On Saturday of last week the staff of the King's-road
central station, St. Pancras, London, presented a testimonial

to Mr. H. R. Burnett (who is leaving the service to take up
the position of borough electrical engineer at Barrow in Fur-
ness), consisting of a silver stop-watch snitably inscribed.

Tho presentation was made by Mr. Sydney W. Baynes, the

chief electrical engineer.

In presenting a report of the Improvement Committee to

the Birmingham City Council, on Tuesday, Alderman Baker
expressed tlie opinion that tho appointment of Mr. James
Tart as manager of the Improvement Department in succes-

sion to Mr. Peter Addie would be satisfactory to both the
council and the committee, it would, he added, be an en-

couragement to every officer of the corporation.

A committee of the Birmingliam City Council last week
reported having invited six tiims of architects to submit
competitive plans for the erection of a new asylum at Holly-

moor. Mr. George T. Hine, of Westminster, the assessor,

had submitted a report on the various plans received, and the

committee were recommended to approve that of Messrs.

Martin & Chamberlain, which was marked " Forward."

Mr. N. A. Robinson, c.B., who has for many years been a
member of the Irish Local Government Board, has, it is

stated in well-informed circles, succeeded Sir George Morris,

K.C.B., in the post of vice-president of the board. Mr. Robin-

son, who is a very capable official, is a son of the late Sir

Henry Robinson, k.c.b., who was from 1879 till 1891 Vice-

President of the Irish Local Government Board, and a

nephew of the late Lord Rosmead.

At the Thornton-road gasworks of the Bradford Corpora-

tion a member of the latter body, on behalf of the employees

of the works, presented Mr. E. J. Sutcliffe, superintendent, with

a hand.some English art bra?s clock and ornaments. The
inscription on the clock was .as follows: " Presented to Mr.

E. J. Sutcliffe as a mark of esteem by the employees of

Thornton-road and Birkshall Gasworks, Bradford, April 22n.i,

1898." Mr. Sutcliffe having snitably responded, the proceed-

ings terminated.

On the 22nd nit. Mr. William Watson, assistant in the office

of the burgh surveyor of Arbroath, was made the recipient of

handsome testimonials on the occasion of his leaving Arbroath

to fill the appointment of burgh surveyor and sanitary

inspector for the burgh of Maybole. A member of the town
council, in making the presentation, congratulated Mr.

W.atson on his advancement in his profession, and wished

him every success in his new sphere. They all regretted that

ho was leaving Arbroath. He had proved himself a young

man of exceptional ability and of a most likeable disposition,

and he had always been obliging and courteous in his manner.

He had been a faithful servant of the commissioners, and

they had formed a high opinion of his abilities. He felt, no

doubt, that the commissioners of Maybole would finl in their

friend an able and trustworthy servant.

At tho monthly meeting of the Salford Town Council on

Wednesday a long discussion took place concerning a recom-

mendation of the Lighting and Scavenging Committee to ap-

point Mr. W. II. Ilamblett, a member of the council and de-

puty chairman of the committee, as superintendent of tho

Lighting .and Scavenging Department, at a salary of £225, in

the place of Mr. Hall, deceased. It was stated that Mr.

Hamblott had been a member of the committee for eight

years, and was intimately .acquainted with the duties of tho

post, which he had practically filled for some months during

Mr. Hall's illness; and the committee, being unanimously in

favour of his election, thought it was unnecessary to go

through the formality of advertising. The motion was pnt

and carried, few dissenting, and the resignation of Mr. Ham-
blott as a member of the council was then received and ac-

cepted.

DEPTFORD BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES.

SOME DETAILS OF THE BUILDING.
The lord mayor, accompanied by the lady mayoress, the

sheriffs and some of the aldermen, on the 20th April per-

formed the ceremony of opening the new baths and wash-

houses which have been erected in Laurie-grove by the

Deptford Bath Commissioners.

'The now building has a handsome elevation in red brick

and Portland stone. The first-class swimming bath has a

water area of 110ft. by 35 ft. and holds about 120,000 gallons

of water. A high diving-board has been placed in position,

to which a water chute is to be attached. A gallery, capable

of seating abont 4.50 visitors, runs round a portion of the bath

above the sixty-seven bathing boxes. In the second-class

swimming bath, which is 80 ft. long by 27 ft. wide, sixty-one

dresiiog boxes have been provided. There are tifteen first-

class men's slipper baths, thirty second-class ; and five first-

cla.ss women's slipper baths and ten second-class. The public

wash-house contains twenty-three separate cubicles and

twenty drying boxes, in the latter of which the clothes can

be dried in about fourteen minutes. There is a public ironing-

room, with mangles and a towel laundry, with twelve separate

drying horses. The walls of the swimming and slipper baths,

and of the laundries throughout, have been lined with glazed

bricks, with blue brick moulded cornices and dressings. All

the departments have open roofs, with wroughtiron princi-

pals, and .are lighted by central lanterns. Electric light has

been laid down, the current for which is supplied from the

engine-room in the basement. An independent water supply

has been secured—a well, 8 ft. in diameter, h.aving been sunk

to tho level of the chalk stratum, a total deptli of 250 ft.

Provision is made for .storing 8(),<X)0 gallons, so that the large

swimming bath can be filled in a few minutes. There is a

smaller tank with a capacity of 20,0(X) gallons, which will be

utilised for the slipper baths and for feeding the boilers. The
water for the swimming baihs will be hented by steam.

The building was designed by Mr. T. Dinwiddy, of Green-

wich and Whitehall-place. The builder was Mr. Holloway, of

Deptford, and the building contract sum was £32,950, in-

cluding the engineers' subcontracts, which were secured by
Messrs. Moorwood, Sons & Co., of Sheffield and London, and
which included the boilers, laundry machinery fittings and

engine and slipper baths, and water services throughout. The
well contract, with engine and pumps, amounted to £2,G45,

and v,a3 intrusted to Messrs. Tilley & Sons, of Walbrook.

The electric light installation, with engine, dynamos and
accumulators, was carried out by Messrs. Joel & Co., of South
Molton-street, at a contract sum of £1,897.
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

Annual Mketing.
The annua! meeting of the Association will be lieki in Edin-

bnrgh on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, the 30th June and
1st and 2nd July. Members who desire to contribute papers

for this meeting are requested to send the titles to the secre-

tary on or before the lat of June.

Tiios. Cole, a.m.i.t.e., Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, S.W.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

JrNuiR Mketing.
The fourth and last meeting of examinees and students,

anthori.sed (subject to certain conditions) by the council to

be held during the present session, will take place on Monday,
when a paper will be read by Mr. H. M. Rogers (Fellow),

entitled " Leasehold Enfranchisement." The chair will be
taken at 7 o'clock.

THE NEW STAINES RESERVOIRS.

COMMENCEMENT OP THE WORKS.
These reservoirs, the construction of which was formally in-

augurated on Saturday by Mr. Edmund Bouluois, .M.P., chairman
of the Staines Reservoirs Joint Committee, are situate a short

distance to the east of the town, and will form a lake abont
Ij miles in length by J of a mile in width at the northern end
and nearly 1 mile at the southern. Their capacity, as autho-

rised by the Act of 1896, was 2,500,000,000 gallons, but the

joint committee, seeing its way to increase their size at a
moderate cost and considering that an extension would be in

the interest of the consumer and an addilional safeguard to

the Thames in times of drought, is asking the permission of

Parliament to increase it to 3,300,000,000 gallons. The em-
bankments ^^ill be from 21ft. to 3.5 ft. high, the slopes being
3 to 1 inside, and 2 to 1 outside the reservoirs. They
will be formed entirely of material excavated from the in-

terior, and in the centre of each will be constructed a puddle
wall 6 ft. thick at the top, 7 ft. at the ground level and
tapering to 5 ft. at the point where it joins the London
clay, into which it will be securely toothed. In order to re-

sist the action of any waves that may arise on so large a
sheet of water, the inside slopes are to be lined with concrete
5 in. thick for a depth of 15 ft. The intake from the Thames
is to be 300 yards above Bell Weir lock. For the first 3.50

yards the aqueduct will be closed, but for the remainder of

its course open, the water passing in syphons under the
streams and railways it crosses on its way. The pumping
station is to be close to the reservoirs, whence the conduit,
following roughly the lino of the Staines and Kingston-
road, will run to a reservoir having a capacity of 30,000,000
gallons to the east of Kempton Park. The West Middlesex
and Grand Junction Companies will receive their share of

the water from this reservoir, but that of the New River
Company will be taken direct from the aqueduct a short dis-

tance above it.

The engineers of the works are Messrs. Hunter & Middle-
ton, and the general contract has been intrusted to Messrs.
John Aird & Sons.

NEW PUBLIC BATHS FOR LEEDS.

The third public bath erected by the Leeds Corporation
was opened on the 2nd inst. in Holbeck-lane. The buililing

has been built of pressed bricks, with stone dressings. The
central portion is three storeys high, with a one-storey wing
on each side. The floor of the building is raised abont 5 ft.

above the ground level, and the two entrances are approached
by stone steps. Over the olBces is the manager's house. The
second-class bath has a water area of 75 ft. by 30 ft., and the
first-class bath an area of 65 ft. by 21 ft. There is a spectators'

gallery on three sides of the second-class bath-room. Alto-
gether about 500 spectators can be accommodated. A score
of slipper baths, I'we of which are for ladies, are provided,
together with a waiting-room, store-room and attendanta'-
roora. The cost of the baths is alwut £8,500. Mr. Walter
Ilanstock, of Leeds and Katley, was the architect, and the
contracts were let as follows : For masons' and bricklayers'

work, Mr. J. T. Wright ; carpenters' and joiners' woi-k,

Messrs. G. Oakes & Sons; plumbers' work, Messrs. W. & C.
Barrand ; engineers' work, Messrs. IL Braithwaite & Co.;

fire-proofing, Mr. McFarlane ; ironfounders' work, Messrs. W.
Horsfall & Co.; plasterers' work, Messrs. F. Branton & Co.;

slating, Mr. W. Shevill
;
patent glazing, Messrs. VV. Holliwell

& Co.; and painting, Mr. Jonas Gaunt.

Highgate Woods.—Churchyard Bottom Wood, which has
JQst been acquired as an open space, will, it ia announced, be
known in the future as Queen's Wood,

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
•ivcd loo late for chisfifict

nmaries until the followinj i

Inspector op NtJisANCES and Water Inspector.—
May 6th.—Chesham (Bucks.) Urban District Council. £75.—
Mr. Frederick How, clerk to the council.

Clerk of Works.—May 7th.—Corporation of Wolver-
hampton. £3 3s.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough surveyor.

Engineering Assistant.—May 7th.—Corporation of Wol-
verhampton. £2 5s.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough surveyor.

Ji'NioR Clerk.—May 7th.—Corporation of Wolverhampton.
15s.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough surveyor.

Assistant to the Sdferintendent of the Gas Mains
AND Services Department.—May 7th.— Corporation of

Leeds. £125.—Mr. John Harrison, town clerk.

St^RVETOR's Assistant.—May 7th.—Padiham Urban Dis-

trict Council.—Mr. J. Gregsou, engineer and surveyor to the
council.

Vestry Engineer and Surveyor.—May 9th.—Vestry of

Camberwell. £500.—Mr. C. William Tagg, vestry clerk.

General Surveyor's Assistant.—Jlay 9th.—Corporation

of Norwich. £100.—Mr. Arthur E. Collins, a.m.i.c.e., city

engineer.

Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.—May llth.

—

Wivenhoe (near Colchester) Urban District Council. £40.

—

Mr. C. W. Denton, clerk to the council, Colchester.

Clerk of Works.—May llth.— Plumstead Vestry. £3 Ss.

—The Vestry Surveyor.

Inspector of Wf.ights and Measures.—May 12th.

—

Cornwall County Council. £120, with an allowance of £25
for railway fares, &o.—Mr. William Coode, clerk to the council,

St. Austell.

Temporary Surveyor's Assistant.—May 12th.—Penmaen-
mawr Urban District Council.—Mr. Ernest Worrall, surveyor
to the council.

Inspector of Nuisances.—May 14th.—Bromley (Kent)
Rural District Council. £150.—Mri Robert Gordon Mullen,

clerk to the council.

Assistant Borough Surveyor.—May 1-lth.—Borough of

Luton. £110.—Mr. Geo. Sell, town clerk.

Temporary Surveying Assistant.— May 16th.—Long
Eaton Urban District Council. £2 2s.—Mr. Fnank Worrall,

a.m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to the council.

Working Bailiff for Sewage Works.—May 17th.

—

Gloucester Rural District Council. 25s.—Mr. L. G. H. Mayer,
clerk to the council.

Deputy City Surveyor.—May 23rd.—Corporation of Car-

lisle. £150.—Mr. Henry C. Marks, a.m.i.c.e., city surveyor.

Engineer.—May 2oth.— Metropolitan Asylums Board.

£600.—Mr. T. Dunconibe Mann, clerk to the board, Norfolk

House, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.

City Engineer.—June 15th.—Corporation of the City of

Cape Town. £800.—Messrs. Davis & Sopor, 51 St. Mary-axe,

London, E.C.

Advertinf nfs Khieh an
uclttded in the.

COMPETITIONS.
d too lute for da
iries until the folio:

ufcaflon
'ing tceekt

wt he

TiPTOK.—May 25th.—Laying out of 33 acres of land for a public park
and recreation RrouDd, at a cost of £4,000, forthe urbandistrict council.

—Mr. W. H. Jukes, surveyor to the council.

Wallsend.—June Ist.—Layino:-3ut of a public park, containing about
13 acres, situated near the old villnge of Wallsend, for the urban district

council. £50 and £20.—Mr, W. S. DagUah, clerk to the council, 28 Saad-
hill, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Salfoed.—June 7th.—Erection of three chapels, offices, lodge,

entrance gates and boundary wall at the proposed cenieteiy, Lanpley-
rofld and Agecroft-road, Peiidiebury. £50, £30 and £20.—Mr. Samuel
Brown, town clerk.

E.\.ST Ham.—June 24th.—Erection of public offices, library and tech-

nical institute, fire engine station, public baths and offices for sanitary

department, the whole to cost about £55,000, for the urban district

council. 100 guineas and 50 guineas.—Mr. W. U, Savage, surveyor to

the council.

WARniKGTOiT.—July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,

&c. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
surveyor. ^^^_^___

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
ed too late for clmrification cannot he

uirieg until thefollou:ing week,

GoRTOx.—Jlay 6th.—Erection and completion of three mortuary
chapels, entrances, &c., at tlie new cemetery, for the urban district

council.—The Clerk to the Council.

Wanstead.—May Gth.—The makinjr-up of Acldison-road, for the
urban district council.—Mr. William Blewitt, clerk to the council.

Hastings.—May Gth.—Laying-out of a portion of the cemetery at Ore.

—Mr. Phillip H. Palmer, jl.i.c.E., borough engineer.

WiGAS.—May 7th.—Erection of a retaining wall on land adjoining
Library-street.'—Mr. J. J. Charnock, town clerk.

Eastbourne.—May 9tli.—Erection of aniodel common lodging-house,
—Mr. William Chapman Field, borough architect.

RipLET.—May 0th.—Construction oE certain water mams in the dis-

trict, for the urban district council.— Mr. Geo. M. Capon, clerk to the
council.

Abekgayennv.—May 0th.—Supply of limestone and qimrry atone,

for the rural district council.—Mr. John Gill, surveyor to the council.

(
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CoTTiiTGHAM.—May 9th.—Laying of about 855 yards of 3-in. water
mains, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. A. Witty, surveyor to the

council.

Cromer.—May 9th.—Erection of public conveniences for both eexes
on the sea front, for the urban district council.—Mr. A, F. Scott, sur-

veyor to the council.

MANCHEsrER.—May 10th.—Supply of about 2,000 Rteel tie bars for
tramrails aiid 1-^ tons of nuts and washers.-The City Surveyor.

SorTHAMPTON.—May 10th.—Erection of two additional limekilns at

the Otterboiirne waterworks, for the corporation.—The Water Engi-
neer, 123 High-street, Southampton.
Annpield Plais (Durham),—May 10th.— Forming, kerbinjj, chan-

nelling' and lighting' of Curry's-square and the adjacent streets at
Dipton, for the urban district council.—Mr. T. J. Trowsdale, surveyor to
the council.

Alford.—May 10th.—Supply of 000 tons of broken granite, 100 tons
of broken slag, and 50 tons of granite or slag chips, for the urban dis-

trict council.—Mr. J.K. H. Sergeant, clerk to the council.

Chester-t,e-Street.—May 10th.—Laying of about 6,030 yards of 3-in.

cast-iron water-pipes in the townships of Cocken and Great Lumley, for
the rural district council.—Mr. H. Webb, surveyor to the council.

Lowestoft.—May 10th.—Alterations and additions to the town hall
and the erection of oflftces for the corporation officials.—Mr. George H.
Haniby, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor.

Richmond.—May 10th.—Supply of various stores required at their
works, Mortlake, during the year ending 31st May, 1899, for the main
sewerage board.—Mr. William Fairley, engineer to the board.

St. Helens.—May llth.—Erection of an engine-house, boiler-house,
chimney stack and workshop at the Melling pumping station.—Mr. J.

J, Lackland, a.m.i.c.e., water engineer to the corporation.

London.—May llth.—Erection of a block of isolation wards at the
Eastern Hospital, The Grove, Homerton, E., for the Metropolitan
Asylums Boai'd.—Mr. T. Duncombe Mann, clerk to the board, Norfolk
House, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.
Wokingham.—May llth.—Resewering of Finchampstead-road, Carey-

road and Wellington-road.—The Borough Surveyor.

Kingston-upon-Thames.—May llth.—Works of sewering, paving,
levelling, metalling, flagpng, channelling and lighting in Alfred-road,
Glcnthoruo-road and Caubury-avenue,—The Borough Surveyor.

Deal.—May llth.—Supply of about ISO tons of cast-iron socket and
spigot pipes for water mains (sizes Gin. to 9 in.) and about 5 tons of
specials to suit, for the corporation.—Mr. J. F. CuUen, water engineer.

Clacton.—May llth.—Supply of 1,500 cubic yards of Kentish (lints,

for the urban district council.—Mr. A. R. Robinson, surveyor to the
council.

BiRKENnEAD.—May llth.—Flagging, paving, channelling and sewer-
ing of various passages in the borough.—Mr. Charles Brownridge,
A.M.I.C.E., borough engineer and surveyor.

Dartford.—May 12th.—Construction of a sewer In Fulwich-lane, for

the urban districtcouncil.—Mr. W- Harston, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the
council.

Oswestry.—May 13th.—Conversion of the old British school into a
new science and art school.—Mr. R. O. Wynne Roberts, borough sni'-

veyor.

Southampton.—May 13th.—Construction of new offices and cells at

the Bargate pohce station.-Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, borough engineer.

Benfieldside.-May l-Uh.—Laying of about 1,000 yards of cement
footpaths, for the urban district council.—Mr. John Dixon, surveyor.

Bollington.—May 1 tth.—Construction of a brick service reservoir

and the laying of iron-pipe mains, &c., for the new waterworks, for the

urban district council.—M:*. W. H. Radford, engineer. Angel-row,
Nottingham.
Bollington.—May Uth.—Supply and delivery of cast-iron pipes

(varying in size from 3-in. to 7-in. diameter), special castings and other
ironwork required for the new waterworks, for the urban district

council.—Mr. W. H. Radford, engineer, Angel-row, Nottingham.

Birmingham.—May 16th.—Construction of about l^ miles of aque-
duct from Downton, in Herefordshire, to Cleobury Mortimer, in Salop,
for the corporation.—Mr. James Maasergh, 6 Victoria-street, London,
S.W.
Southampton.—May 16th.—Erection of a municipal lodging-house on

the area abutting on St. Michael's-square and Simnel-street.— Mr.
George B. Nalder, town clerk.

Wednesbury.—May 16th.—Erection of a fire station and other build-

ings on land in High Bullen.—Mr. E. Martin Scott, borough engineer
and surveyor.

Wimbledon.—May Ifith.-Making-up of Cambridge-road (section 2),

Pepys-road (sections 2 and 3) and Worple-road West (section 2), for the

urban district council.—The Surveyor to the Council.

Islington.—May 16th.—Paving works m Rodney-place and certain

footways in the parish.—Mr. J. Patten Barber, vestry surveyor,

Hunstanton.—ifay 16th.—Construction of a gasholder tank, for the
urban district council.—Mr. J. S. B. Glasier, clerk to the council.

CooKHAM.—May 17th.—Supply of about 500 tons of Mendip lime-

stone, 500 tons of Enderby granite and 500 tons of Hartshill stone, for

the rural district council.—Mr. Frank Laurens, a.m.i.c.e., district sur-
veyor, Chester Villa, Norfolk-road, Maidenhead.

St. Helens.-May 18th.—Erection of destructor shed, new pail shed,
electric light engine-house, chimney, weigh-house, offices, &c.—Mr.
Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Croydon.—May 17th.—Erection of store and workshop buildings in

Factory-lane.—Mr. E. Mawdesley, town clerk.

London.—May 17th.—Construction of underground conveniences for

both sexes m West Smitbfield.—Sir J. Monckton, town clerk, Guild-
hall, E.C.

Telegrrams : "WILKES, BIRMINGHAM.'*

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBECK, Ld., Liverpool St., BIRMINGHAM.

SOLID DRAWN & BRAZED BRASS & COPPER TUBES.

BRASS AND COPPER WIRE. HIGH CONDUCTIVITY COPPER WIRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS^ &C.

STANLEY BROS., LTD., NUNEATO
MANUFACTURERS OF

BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING. BRINDLED BRICKS.

WHITE AND COLOURED GLAZED BRICKS, &c., &c.
Illusirated Lists and Sdmplcs on ap-plication.

WHITE, COLOURED AND
SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

BRICKS
OF THE

HIGHEST QUALITY.

DATES & GREEN,
LIMITED,

H ALI FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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Plumstead.—May 18th.—Paving- and mafeing-up of Bassant-road,
Benares-road, Heathfield-terrace, Tilire-road and Vanebery-road, for
the vestry.—Mr. W. C. Gow, surveyor to the vestry.

Newport, Mon.—May 19th.—Construction of tramways, layiner wood
and granite paving and other iacidontal works.—Mr." R. H. Haynes,
borough engineer.

Sutton Coldpield.—May 20th.—Various private street works.—
Mr. C. F. Marston, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.

Annan.—Mny 21st.—Erection of a pubhc slaughter-house on the Burgh
Merse.—Mr. A. Tweedie, burgh surveyor.

CiRKNCESTER.—May 38th.—Well-sinking works on the glebe land at
Coates, for the rural district council.—Mr. H. L. Cooke, clerk to the

Ramsqate.—Supply of about 540 ft. of Stourbridg-? or other approved
quality fire-clay retorts, 22 in. by 16 in., about 18,000 fire-bricks and
tiles, and about 10 tons of clny, for the corporation.—Mr. William A.
'"' '

5 engineer.Valon,

TENDERS.

"ACCEPTED.

DEVONPORT.—For the construction of a bathing platform at the
Morice Town bathing-place.—Mr. John Burns, borough surveyor :—

T. Jenkin & Sons, Devonport £324
H. E. Skinner, Plymouth 268

C. L. Duke, Plymouth* 160

HORNSEY.—For widening and improvement works at Tetherdown,
Muswell Hill, for the urban district councd.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove,
engineer and surveyor to the council :

—

J. A. Ounmore, Crouch End, N £1,104
Pedrette &Co., Finsbury Park, N
W. Griffiths, Bishopsgate-street Without, E.C
W. Walker, HoUoway, N
G. Bell, Tottenham, N
T. A-Jams, Wood Green, N.
F. A. Jackson & Sons, Limited, Finsbury Park» N
Williamson & Son, Limited, Green-lanes, N.'

ISLINGTON.—For the erection of a mortuary chapel at the cemetery
at East Finchley.—Mr. Wm. F. Dewey, vestry clerk :

—
McCormick & Sons, Northampton-street, N. £3,575
W. Wade, St. Neote, Hunts 3,195

Marchant & Hirst, Highgate-road. N.W 3,186

General Builders, Limited, Southnmpton-row, W.C. 3,100

Gough&Co., Hendon.N.W.* 3,054

NORWICH.—For the supply, delivery and erection of steam barring
apparatus to the three beam pumping engines at the sewage pumping
station, Trowse.—Mr. Arthur E. Collins, a.m.i.c.e., city engmeer and
surveyor:—

Pollock & Macnab, Hyde, Manchester £710
Hick, Hargreaves, Bolton 410
Galloways, Knott Mill, Manchester! 275

t Recommended for acceptance.

ROTHBURY.—For the laying of about 1,670 yards of 2-in. cast-iron
coated socketted pipes and 420 yards of l^in. cast-iron pipes, and
other works for the extension of the water supply at Long Framling-
ton.—Mr. J. Wake, surveyor to the district councd:—

Reeds' Foundry and Engineering Company, Limited, Howdon-
on-Tyne

E. Dobson, Morpeth
Wilkin & Dickman, Alnwick and Glanton*

£^38

ROTHWELL.—Accepted for the supply of about 5.000 tons of whin-
stone, granite, dross and limestone, also a quantity of flags, kerbw,
&.C., for the urban district council.—Mr. Wm. Tuley, surveyor to the
council :

—

1,000 tons Granite.—Threlkeld Granite Company, Keswick, Cumber-
land ; 500 tons Granite, Shap Granite Company, Shap, Westmore-
land.

1,000 tons Whinstone.—Ord & Maddison, Darlington; 500 tons Whin-
stone, G. Schofield, Grosmont, via York.

250 ions Limestone.—J. Green & Son, Silsden, via Keighley.
1,500 tons Dross.—West Yorks. Coal and Iron Company, Limited, Leeds.
600 yards 3-in. Flags.—L. Naylor, Northowram, York's.
Kerbs, Setts, &c.—W. Illingworth, Shipley, Yorks.

ROTHWELL.—For sewering, paving and making-up works in Evison-
road, for the urban district council.—Mr. W. T. PearBon, sur-
veyor to the council :—

J. Buckby, Rothwell £355
A. Barlow, Kettering 320
W. G. Wilmott, Rushden, R.3.O.* 303

SUDBURY.—For the supply of gmnito.—Mr. T. W. A. Haywanl,
borough engineer and surveyor :—

Stoney Stanton. Per Ton.

Broken. Unbroken.

Grimley & Son, Sutton Bridge
Narborou^h and Enderby Granite Co., Ltd.
T. Moy, Limited, Halsteail

Quenast.
L. Somerfield, King's Lynn

Mountsorrel.
Grimley & Son, Sutton Bridge*
Forest Rock Granite Company
Whitwick Granite,Company "

Ireland & Knight
Bardon Hill.

Ellis & Kverard
Whitwick.

13 9 11 3

S. Tricket & Sons ...

Guernsey.
13 1 — -

A. & P. Manuelle ... 14 i) llBii
W. Grimths 15 ICO 11 8

R. L. & J. Fennings 15 12?0
Fry Brothers 13 KO 131.3
Grimley & Son, Sutton Bridge 16 10

Penlee.
Grimley & Son, Sutto 1 Bridge 13 6

SANITARY TUBES

in. to 42 in. diam.

J. PLAGE& SONS,
LIMITED,

DABWEH, iMcs.

PATENT LOCK JOINT
The coDiposition Leiug cast on tlie lower lialf of the

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessai'ily

follows that immediately the j)ipes are put together and

fastened with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

pipe is absolutely watertight and peifect alignment of

invert is secui'ed.

POINTS:- ||

Easily aiid quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheape.st Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.
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WEST HAM.—For the supply of ten slop-carts.—Mr. Lewis Angell,

borouRh engineer :

—

J. & W. Rendall, Kingsland, N £iW
E. H. Bayley & Co., Limited, Newinprton-causeway, S.E. ... 220

W. Smith &' Sons, Barnard Castle 190

W. Glover & Sons, Limited, Warwick* 188

WEST HAM.—For the erection of the superstrneture of a lunatic

asylum, Chadwell Heath, Essex.—Mr. Lewis AnRell, architect to the

corporation :

—

Gregar & Son, Stratford, K £247,700

Patman & Fotheringham, Theobald's-road, W.C 235,000

Shillitoe & Sons, Bury St. KdmundK 226,964

Chessum & Son, Haggerston, N.B 224,483

Leslie & Co., Kensington, W 209,531

Pattinson & Sons, Rushington* 198,211

MEETINGS.

MAY.
7.—Sanitary Inspectors' Association t General ileeting; Mr. W.

Wilkinson, on " Dangers to Health arising from Defective Sani-

tation." 6 p.m.
7.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Greenwich Park and

Charlton.
14.—London Geological Field Class : E.tcursion to Aylesbury.
21.—London Geological Field Class: Excursion to Highgate and Hamp-

stead.
JUNE.

4.—London Geological Field Class ; Excursion to Hayward's Heath and
Cuckfield.

.—London Geological Field Class : E.wur8lon to Nutfield and Redhill.

.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Marden Park arid

Godstone.
26.—London Geological Field Class : E.'icursion to Axot and Bracknell.

JDLY.
2.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Sevenoaks.

NOTICES.

Thk Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer

may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith ^ Son's

book-stalls, or of any netusagent in the United Kingdom.

Applications to the Offices for single copi^ by post must in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription {inchiding postage) is as follows:

Twelve Six Three
Months. Months. Months

United Kingdom 16s. 7s. 6d. 3s. Qd.
Continent, the Colonies, India,

United States, &c 19s. 9s. 6d. 4s. 9d.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street,

Neiv York City ; The Toronto News Company, Toronto ; and

The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

editorial offices :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

OFFICE FOE ADVERTISEMENTS :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

publishing offices ;

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT. — Wanted,
temporarily, in a Borouffh Surveyor's office in the

North of Enf^lund, a good all-ronnd Architectural Assistant,

able to make details and take out quantities.—Address, stating

experience and salary required. Box 69, Office of The Sur-

veyor, 24 Bride-lane, Fleet-street, E.C.

G<
ENERAL ENGINEERING DRAUGHTSMAN.

' Wanted, in the Engineer's office of a large municipality

in the North of England, a temporary General Engineering

and Mechanical Draughtsman. Mast have had experience in

the works.—Address, stating age, experience and salary re-

quired, to Box 70, Office of The Surveyor, 24 Bride-lane,

Fleet-street, London, E.C.

PBNMAENMAWR URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

Wanted, a Temporary Assistant (for about tour months) in

the Surveyor's department. Applicants must have had good

experience in and be thoroughly competent to take levels,

make surveys and prepare plans, sections and details of

sewage schemes, and have a practical knowledge of the con-

struction of such works. -.»>—.

Applications, stating age, experience and salary reqnired,

together with copies of references, to be addressed, not later

than May 12th, to I ^^2
ERNEST WORRALL,

Surveyor. J

Council Officios, I'enmaenmawr.

TEWART 99

LAMP
(LONG HOUR BURNING).

Single Parallel

Indoor Lamp.

150 to 200 hours with ONE pair of
Carbons.

Singly on 90 to 120 Volts.

2 in. Series on fiSO to 240 Volts.

^ 5 in. Series on 450 to 600 Volts.
/

Our SPECIAL Lamp Burns SINGLY
on 180 to 240 Volts.

BEST in Quality, HIGHEST in Efficiency,

LOiMGEST in Life, SHORTEST

Series Outdoor
Lamp.

in

XaC^-'iTcress'fc ixr Write for NEW PRICE LtSJ of
all Patterns.

THE STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE, Ltd.,

5 New Compton Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
DOUGLAS C. BATE, Assoc.M.lnst.C.E., IVIanagerm
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TXT"ANTED, for tliree months' engagement, a good
' * Assistant, for taking out quantities and measuring

np.—State terms to F.S.I., 24 Bride-lane, E.G.

THE CORPORATIOlSr OF THE CITY OF
CAPE TOWN.

APPOINTMENT OF CITY ENGINEER.
The Corporation are prepared to roooive applications in

detail (stating age) for the appointment of City Engineer

from gentlemen qnalified and experienced in the duties re-

quired to be discharged in the like office under a British cor-

poration or local authority. The officer appointed will be

required to devote the whole of his time to the duties of the

office. Commencing salary, £800 per annum.
Application, accompanied by copies of not more than six

testimonials of recent date, mus' be deposited at the offices of

the London agents, Messrs. Davis & Soper, 54 St. Mary-axe,

London, E.C., not later than 4 o'clock p.m. on Wednesday,
the 15th June, 1898, endorsed on the outside " Application

for City Engineer."

Personal canvassing will disqualify any candidate.

(By order)

CHAS. J. BYWORTH,
Town Clerk.

GLOUCESTER RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
WORKING BAILIFF AT SEWAGE WORKS.

The Council invite application for the above.

Persons applying must have had previous experience in the

purifieatiou of sewage, and be competent to undertake, under
the directions of the Engineer, the efficient treatment of the

sewage of the district by precipitation and land filtration

and the cultivation of land.

Wages, 25s. per week.
Preference will be given to persons having a knowledge of

farming.
Applications, in candidates' own handwriting, stating age

a,nd experience, accompanied with copies of three recent

testimonials, to be sent to Mr. L. G. H. Mayer, Clerk to the

said Council, Gloucester, on or before the 17th day of Mav,
1898.

J. FLETCHER TREW,
Engineer to the North End Special

Drainage District.

County Chambers, Gloucester.

BAYLISS, JONES &
BAYLISS'

IRON <^
FENCING,
HURpi.ES,QATES,8cC.

WOLVERHAMPTON.
London Offices and Show-Rooms—

139 & 141 CANNON ST., E.G.
Please mcntioii this JoiLrnal.

OURVEYOR'S ASSLSTANT Wanted, a good
^ ' junior, competent to abstract and bill, for three
months' engagement.—State terms to F.S.I. , 24 Bride-lane,

E.G.

T ONG EATON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
-*-' The Urban District Council require the services of a
Temporary Surveying Assistant. Applicants must be capable
of making a frigonomctrical survey, accurate levellers and
good draughtsmen. Salary, £2 28. per week.

Applications, stating age and experience, with three original

testimonials, to be delivered to the undersigned by the 16th
instant.

FRANK WORRALL, Assoe.M.iNST.c.E.,

Engineer and Surveyor to the Council.

Council Offices, Long Eaton.
4th May, 1898.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.
APPOINTMENT OF ENGINEER.

The above Board are about to appoint an Engineer to the
Board, who will be required to devote his whole time to the
duties of his office, and who must be thoroughly competent
to .advise upon and superintend the various engineering,
machinery, drainage and other works (including gas, electric

lighting and water supplies) at the several imbecile asylums,
fever and small-pox hospitals, and other institutions under the
Board's control.

The salary will be £600 per annum (subject to statutory
reduction for superannuation), with ti'avelling expenses,
office accommodation and the necessary clerical assistance.

Candidates must not be less than thirty nor more than
forty-five years of age.

Printed forms (on which only applications will be received)
containing further and fuller particulars of the appointment
may be obtained from the undersigned, to whom such forms,
duly filled np, should be returned not later than 10 a.m. on
Wednesday, the 25th May, 1898.

Canvassing is strictly prohibited and will disqualify any
candidate.

(By order)

T. DUNCOMBE MANN,
Clerk to the Board.

Chief office : Norfolk House,
Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.

27th April, 1898.

RAILING No. 427R.

With Channel Steel Horizontals
and Wrought-lron Heads.

LOW PRICES ON APPLICATION. (^

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

SSe-^^v-a^S'e, SI.-u.ds;°@, TTITa.-fcea?, Sc^s.

As adopted for tlie Drainage of Eastbourne, Southamptor.
Warrington, Staines, Ipswicli, Norwich, Felixstowe and many

other places, both in this country and abroad.

for Pamphlets and Particulars apply to—

HUGHES & LANCASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WATf SUPPLY WORKS.
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CITY OF CARLISLE.
APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTY CITY SURVEYOR.

The Corporation are prepared to receive applications for the

appointment of Depaty City Surveyor, at a commencing
salary of £1.50 per annnra, rising by annual increments of

£10 to a maximum of £200 per annum.
The person appointed must be thoroughly qualified by

municipal experience to fulfil the duties of the oflBce, and
preference will be given to persons who are connected with
the Institution of Civil Engineers, or who have obtained the

certificate of the Association of Municipal and County En-
gineers. He must be an accurate and expeditious draughtsman,
surveyor and leveller, and possess a good knowledge of sewer-

age and drainage works, designing and building construction,

and capable of keeping books and preparing reports and esti-

mates.

Applications to be in candidate's own handwring, stating

age, present and previous occupation, together with experi-

ence, &c., and must be accompanied by copies of three recent
testimonials, which will not bo returned.

The appointment will be suVjject to one month's notice on
either side.

Applications to be addressed to Mr. Henry C. Marks,
A.M.I.C.E., City Surveyor, 36 Fisher-street, Carlisle, and must
be delivered on or before Monday, the 23rd instant.

Canvassing members of the Council, either directly or in-

directly, is prohibited, and any infringement of this condition
will immediately disqualify any candidate.

A. H. COLLINGWOOD,
Town Clerk.

Town Clerk's Office, Carlisle.

3rd May, 1898.

BOROUGH OF LUTOlSr.
ASSISTANT BOROUGH SURVEYORSHIP.

The Town Council invite applications from qualified gentle-
men for the oflice of Assistant Surveyor, at a commencing
salary of £110 per annum.

Particulars of duties can be obtained on application to the
Borongli Engineer.

Applications, stating age and qualifications, and enclosing
three recent testimonials, to be sent to me by 12 o'clock noon
on Saturday, May 14, 1898, endorsed "Assistant Borough
Surveyor."

Canvassing strictly prohibited.

GEO. SELL,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Luton.
April 27, 1898.

TENDERS WANTED.
BOROUGH OF SUTTON COLDFIELD.

PRIVATE STREET WORKS, &c.

The Corporation invito tenders for the following worka :

—

(I.) Surface-Water Drainage, Levelling, Metalling, Kerb-
ing. Channelling, Making Good and providing means of

Lighting Sheffield-lane in the said borough for a distance of

173 yards or thereabouts from Boldmero-road.

(11.) Sewering, Surface.Water Drainage, Levelling, Metal-

ling, Kerbing, Channelling, Making Good and providing means
of Lighting Sheffield-lane in the said borough for a further

distance of 138 yards or thereabouts.

(III.) Construction of 156 yards or thereabouts of Earthen-

ware Pipe Surface-Water Drain, with Catch Pit and Gullies

complete, in Boldmere-road.
Plans, sections, specifications and conditions of contract

may be inspected on application to the undersigned ac hia

oiBces, Town Hall, Sutton Coldfield. Copies of the specifica-

tions, forms of tender and other particulars may also be

obtained on payment of a sum of 2 guineas, which will be
remitted on receipt of a bond-fide tender and the return of all

such documents.
Sealed tenders, endorsed " Street Works, Sheffield-lane"

and " Boldmere-road Surface-Water Drainage," must be de-

posited with the Town Clerk, T. V. Halboche, Esq., at, his

offices in Coleshill-street, on or before Friday, 20th inst., at

noon.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to acoei^t the

lowest or any tender.

C. F. MiRSTON, AS.SOC.M.IXST.C.E., f.b M.S.,

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF NEWPORT.
CONSTRUCTION OP TRAMWAYS.

The Corp n-ation of Newport are prepared to receive tenders

for the Construction of Tramways, Laying Wood and Granite

Paving, and other incidental works in accordance with plana

and specifications prepared by the Borough Engineer.

Copies of the specification may bo obtained on application

to Mr. R. H. Haynes, Borough Engineer, Town ^all, Newport;,

Mon., upon payment of the sum of £-5, which sum will be

returned upon receipt of a honci-fide tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Construction of Tramways,"
must be sent to my office not later than 10 a.m. on Thursday,

the 19th May instant.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

GALVANIZED

FRED
FITZROY WORKS

352 TO 3G4- EusTON R?

TONDQNj

VENTILATING

GO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.

BLACKMAN

TRADEMARK O;^ FOR"R STREET. LONDON. E.G.. and Branches.

Established 1840.

Telephone No. 90 Hammkusmhu. Telepiams ;
" SiNKKT.H.oiMEK'^MirH."

SANKEY & CO.,
Chief Office; Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.

Agent for HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

SANKEY'S IMPROVED (DEEP) mTERCEPTING
GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

Special LIMES supplied for the Disposal of SEWERACE
Matter, also for Cas Purification. Prices on AppUcatiun.

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND GEMENt
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Delivered to all parts of the Kingdom.

Offices : 1 Stv . Martin'Si Leicester.

Works: Barrow-on-Soar, nr. Loughborough.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

TO LET.

The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

jrx^-^sa siKCXTF2a:,
ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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The person to whom the contract is let will be required to

enter into a covenant, subject to a penalty of £5 for every

breach thereof, that he will pay trade union rate of wages
and observe the recognised hours of labour prevailinff in the

district affected, the same to apply to sub-contracts, and also

to post up a copy of such covenant in every place where such
contract is being carried out.

ALBERT A. NEWMAN,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Newport.
3rd May, 1898.

YESTRY OF ST. MARY, ISLINGTON.
ASPHALTE PAVING.

The Works Committee of this Vestry are prepared to re-

ceive tenders for paving with foreign Mastic Asphalte the

carriageway of Rodney -place, at present macadamised, and
certain gravelled footways in the parish.

Tenders, specification and schedule of quantities can be
obtained upon application to the Chief Surveyor, Mr. J. Patten
Barber, at the Vestry Hall, Upper-street, Islington, N., be-

tween the hours of 10 and 12 noon, and the depohit of 2 guineas,

which amount will be returned upon the receipt of a bunil-

fidf tender, which is not withdrawn, and the return of the

whole of the documents issued.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Asphalte Paving," must be
delivered at the Vestry Hall not later than 4 p.m. on Monday,
the Kith inst.

The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

WM. F. DEWEY,
Yestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Upper-street, Islington, N.
2ud May, 1898.

>LUMSTEAD VESTRY.

PAVING NEW STREETS.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
The Plnmstead Vestry invite tenders for Paving and

Making-up the following new streets

—

viz., Bassant-road,

Benares-road, Heathfieldterrace, Tili[B-road and Vanebery-
road, comprising kerbiug, channelling, roadway and tar paving.

The person or firm whose tender ia accepted will, in the

case of all workmen to bo employed by him or them, be

required to pay wages at rates not less and to observe hours

of labour not greater than the rates and houi's set out in the

Vestry's list (such rate of wages and hours of labour will be

inserted in a schedule and form part of the contract), and
will also be required to enter into a formal contract and bond,

with two approved sureties, for the due performance of the

conti'act.

Plans may be seen, and form of tender, specification and
approximaite quantities, also lists of wages and hours of

labour, may be obtained on application to Mr. W. C. Gow,
C.E., Surveyor to the Vestry, on and after Monday, the 9th

May, 1898, on deposit of £2, which sum will be returned on

receipt of a boniX fide tender, provided such tender is not sub-

sequently withdrawn.
The Vestry does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any

tender, and reserves the right to let the tar paving separately.

Sealed tender's, properly filled in, must be sent to me at

the Vestry Hall, on or before Wednesday, the 18th May, 1898,

not later than 4 p.m., in envelope marked " Tender for Paving."

(By order)

EDWIN HUGHES,
Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Hall, Maxey-road, Plumstead.

28th April, 1898.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY. ltd

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIEKGE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT.
Fire Brichs, Furnace Linings, Sinl^s, Traps, Porcelain Baths, <&o.

THURSTONLAMD RED FACING BRBGKSi

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoHship
Street, E.G. ; i6 Charterhouse Street EC. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

GEORGE JENNINGS,
VITRIFIED SALT-GLAZED STONEWARE SOCKET DRAIN PIPES,

From 2in. to 24in. diameter, always kept in stock for immediate delivery.

Patent Double-Seal Jointed Pipes.

Patent Joint on Stoneware Pipes.

^,,ss„._=i--A:v,U:J,_

Tested Pipes In all sizes. Markid

''JENNINGS' TESTED."

STRUCTURAL and DECORATIYE

TERRACOTTA.mMMM
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED TO BE OF THE BEST aUALITY, and MADE FROM SELECTED DORSETSHIRE CLAYS

WORKS, SOUTH WESTERN POTTERY, PARKSTONE, DORSET. LONDON DEPOT, LAMBETH PALACE RO., LONDON, S.&

EASTWOOD & cdTLiMlTED, i
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, S E.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT.
In any Quantities. For Prices apply to above address.
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OFURBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL
DARTFORD.

TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
The Urban District. Cmmcil of Dartfonl invite tenders for

the construction of a Sewer in i'ulwich-lane, Darlford, in

accordance with plans, sectionH and specifications, which may
be seen at the office of the Town Snrveyor, Mr. W. Harston,

A.M.I.C.E., High-street, Dartford.

Sealed tenders, endoi-sed " Tender for Fulwich Sewer,"

mnst be delivered to me, the undersigned, at the address

named below not later than Thursday, 12th May inst.

Forma of tender may bo obtained of the said surveyor on
payment of 1 guinea, which will be returned on receipt of a

ionA-fde tender.

The person whose tender is accepted will be required to de-

posit a snm of £10 with the said surveyor on the acceptance

of his tender, which snm will be returned on execution of

such contract and bond for ensuring due execution of the

works as the Council may require and not otherwise.

He will also be required to provide proper sureties to the

bond to the satisfaction of the Council.

The contract will contain a clause providing that the wages
paid to workmen employed in the execution of the works
shall be those generally accepted as current for competent
workmen for similar work in the district.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

(By order)

J. C. HAYWARD,
Clerk.

Sessions House, Dartford.

2nd May, 1898.

OLACTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
R(JAD MATERIALS.

The above Council invite tenders for the supply of 1,500

cubic yards of Kentish Flints, delivered in barges alongside

Clacton Beach.
Endorsed tenders, with samples, to be sent to the under-

signed on or bofoi-e noon on Wednesday, 11th May next.

The council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

Any further particulars may be obtained from the Council's

Snrveyor, Mr. A. R. Robinson, Town Hall, Clacton-on-Sea.

A. R. CHAMBERLAYNE,
Clerk.

Town Hall Buildings, Clacton-on-Sea.

3(lth April, 1898.

TDURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OF CIREN-
-LV CESTER.

COA'FES WATER SUPPLY (EXPERIMENTAL WORKSJ.

TO WELL-SINKERS AND OTHERS.
The Rural District Council of Cirencester are prepared to

receive tenders for the execution of certain works of Well-

sinking and other works in connection therewith, on the

Glebe Land at Coates, near Cirencester.

Specification may be seen, forms of tender and other in-

formation obtained, on application to the Engineer, Air.

Frederic Redman, at his offices, Newport-street, Swindon.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender, and the person whose tender is accepted will bo

required to enter into a formal agreement, under seal, with

snflBcient sureties for the dne fulfilment of the contract.

Sealed tenders, on the form provided for the purpose

(which may be obtained from Mr. Redman), and endorsed
" Tender for Well," must reach me not later than 10 a.m. on

Saturday, tho 28th May next.

H. L. COOKE,
Clerk to the'Council.

Corn Hall Chambers, Cirencester.

2nd May, 1898.

pOOKHAM RURAI; DISTRICT COUNCIL.^ TO QUARRY OWNERS, STONE MERCHANTS, Ac.

Tenders are invited for the supply of about 500 tons (more

or less) Mendip Limestone, 500 tons (more or less) Enderby
Granite, and 500 tons (more or less) Harts' Hill Stone, all

broken to a 2-in. gauge and delivered free of charge at

Maidenhead station (6.W.R.) before September next. Fur-

ther particulars may be obtained on application to the under-

signed.

Sealed tenders must reach the Council's clerk, Mr. Wni.

Weed, Solicitor, Queen-street, Maidenhead, Berks., on or before

Tuesday, Ma}- 17th, endorsed " Tender for Materials."

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

FRANK LAURENS, a m.i.c.e..

District Surveyor.

Noifolk-road, Maidenhead.
April 2.i, 1898.

HAYWARD'S PATENT "SEMI-PRISM" PAVEMENT LIGHTS.

For Lightint' BaBements, Cellars, and Underground Apartments.

Universally acknowledged to be the BEST.

HAYWARD'S PATENT SAFETY

COAL PLATES.
SELF-LOCKING AND SKLF-FA.SrENING.

Used by all Local Boards and Vestiies.

Solid Iron, Ventilation or Illuminating.

Cross Section through Hayward's No. 2b "Semi-Prism" Pavement Light,

IRON STABLE FITTINGS. ,„om staircases. ''*T^!!f,T,„"?I?;*L'-*T"-

12 in., 14 in., IG in., IS in. Diameter.

METAL L
reprooiing Buildings.

21 MEDALS AWARDED.
GENERAL CASTINGS AND FOUNDRY WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ON SHORTEST NOTICE.

Catalogues and Estimates on receipt of Particulars, to

Hayward Brothers & Eckstein,
1 IMITFn

ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS,
187 to 193 raiOI STREET. BOROUaH, LOOON, S.E
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PADIHAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT.

Wanted, at once, an Assistant in the Surveyor's Depart-
ment. Must be a good draughtsman, accurate leveller,

accustomed to the keeping of accounts and private street

works. Age, twenty to twenty-five.

Persons applying must do so in own handwriting, stating

salary required, present employment and experience, together
with three recent testimonials, and forward same to the
undersigned not later than Saturday, the 7th day of iVIay next.

J. GREGSON,
Engineer and Surveyor.

Council Offices, Padiham.
April 27th, 1898.

pOUNTT BOROUGH OF ST. HELENS.^ TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
The Health Committee are prepared to receive tenders for

the erection of Destructor Shed, New Pail Shed, Electric
Light Engine-House, Chimney, Weigh-House, Offices, Ac, &c.

Plana may be seen, and specification, form of tender and
bills of quantities obtained, on and after the 13th of May next,
on application to Mr. Geo. J. C. Broom, m.inst.c.e., the
Borough Engineer, at his office, on payment of £1 Is., which
will be returned on receipt of bond fide tender.

Sealed tenders to be sent in not later than 12 o'clock noon
on the 25th of May, addressed to the Chairman of tlie Health
Committee, and endorsed " Tender for Destructor Shed, &o."
The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender.

W.J.JEEVES,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, St. Helens.
2Sth April, 1S9S.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION EXAMINA-
TIONS.—Complete courses of preparation, in class or

by correspondence, for the Professional Associateship and
Fellowship, in all sub-divisions. The twelve months' course
will commence on the 19th April. Mr. Parry's courses have
been conducted continuously for seven years with increasing

success. At the last thi-ee examinations of which the results

are known the following prizes were obtained :

—

1895. Institution Prize, Driver Prize and Penfold Silver

Medal.
1896. Institution Prize, Driver Prize and Penfold Silver

Medal.
1897. Institution Prize and Special Prize.

At each of the two last nearly one half of the total number
of successful candidates were prepared by Mr. Parry. All

pupils receive Mr. Parry's personal attention and teaching.

—

Apply to Mr. Richard Parry, F.s.i., a.m.i.c.e., &c., 27 Great
George-street, Westminster (immediately opposite the Sur-
veyors' Institution)

.

SANITARY INSPECTORS and other exams, of
the SANITARY INSTITUTE. Preparation by COR-

RESPONDENCE.—Terms, testimonials and all particulars of
" Inspectok," Office of The Sokveyor.

UNIOIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS'
EXAMINATION.—Mr. Richard Pabey, a.m.i.c.e.,

F.S.I. , &c., 27 Great George-street, Westminster, prepares
pupils by correspondence for this examination. "The course
of work may be taken to extend over tiiree, six or twelve
months, according to previous knowledge. At the examina-
tion of last April out of the fifteen successful candidates
twelve were prepared by Mr. Parry.

^^ACME" VENTILATING, HEATING AND SMOKE CURES.

Fio. 28m.
VENTILATOR. By Electricity, Water, Gas, Steam,

For Binldiiisjs. Drains, Ac. Hand or Horse Power.

,
"ACME"

(T EXHAUST

^ LOUVRES.

6 For Doors.

'i Walls, &c.

From 98.

VENETIAN WALL

INLETS.

From Is. 6d.

' Kktwokth, Livbrpool." Telephone No. 1877. Twenty-five Years' Experience. Illustrated Price ]

Contractors to H.M. Government Departments, Various Corporations, Railvjay Coiripanies, &c.
^j[:i.j

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINCS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, 2 -

40 by 27 „ 3/-
53 by 31 „ 4/-
Copies in one sheet,GOhy -4,0, by arrangement.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE
PROCESS,

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, l/e
40 by 27 „ 2 6
53 by 31 „ 3 6
J. HALDEN & CO.,

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

LONDON & ^
=tANCASHIRE/

% ^"

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

Head O^cea
( « DALE STREET, LIVERPOOL,

I 73 TO 75 X1N3 WILLIAM STREET, LONDON.

Liberal Commission allowed to SURVEYORS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for introduction of

Business,

OF ALL KINDS.

Sstecialfoi- Road /^*>
Pay/wg—Tested . /^^^
Roof Tiles, / ^jy/ T
Quarries, /4S ^/
Copings, /^ "YTILESMalting Xr^ j» X
Tilp« X rS> M X F*"" Floors,
1 lies, X ^ej ^X Walls, Hearths, &c.

cyi^; MANY SPECIALITIES.

Mosaic, Faience, &c., &c.

CATALOGUES and PRICES on
appSication.

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Office : 49 Queen Victoria St., E.C.
Glass of elII kinds covered by the Policies of

this Company.
MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS)

SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.
Ten per cent, of the Premiums returned ever?
8JS years in cases whore no claim has arisen.

Applications for Agencies Invited.
Liberal Terms for Business Introduced

NINETEEN Medals. Chicago exhibition, highest awards.

innvi;. Msaoj^j^iLML^ & CO.,
OBIGINAL MAtKBS OF

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
Free from Arsenic.

Sole Address 110 HIGH STREET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
Special Terms for Export. Of all Decorators.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

The Oyster
Pollution

Question.

Interesting and instructive, but

—from the nature of the subject

—

rather unpleasant reading is pro-

vided by a report recently made to

the Local Government Board by Dr. G. S. Buchanan
upon certain cases of enteric fever which occui'i'ed

in six sanitary districts of Essex and Suffolk, and

were attributed to the consumption of oysters con-

taminated by sewage matters. The cases occurred

in the urban districts of Clacton, Walton-on-the-

Naze, Havei'hill and Braintree, the rural districts

of Lexden and Winstree and that of Tendring.

Our columns being intended primarily for municipal

engineers and others who are intei'ested in the con-

structive side of municipal work, the aspect of this

question with which we ai'e chiefly concerned is, of

coui'se, in connection with sewage contamination.

We may, howevei', bi'iefly summarise the main
features of the case. As the result of his inquiries

the inspector found that of twenty-six persons who
had been attacked by enteric fever in October, 1897,

all had consumed oysters about a fortnight before

the onset of the disease, the fortnight practically

representing the period of incubation ; and the in-

spector evidently considered the coincidence remark-
able enough, especially in the light of subsequent
inquiries, to justify the establishment of a relation

of cause and effect between contaminated oysters

and the cases of enteric fever. The subsequent in-

quiries to which we have refewed related to the

afoi'esaid contaminated oysters, for the inspector

found that in at least twenty-five cases the impli-

cated oysters could be referred almost with certainty

to layings in Brightlingsea ci'eek, where, as a

rule, only " foreign "' oysters (" Portuguese " and
"American") are stored. The suspected layings

formed part of an oyster beach on the foieshore of

Brightlingsea creek, close to the outfalls of the three

main sewers of the town—a foreshore, the in.spector

tells us, which is conspicuously exposed to pollution

by sewage. Finally, thei'e was little doubt that in-

fectious matter derived from pers' ns suffering from
enteric fever at Hrightlingsea must have been
discharged from the sewer outfalls. It will be
understood, of course, that the sewage is discharged

into the tidal water of the creek without any pre-

liminary treatment. We may give a few more
details of the unsatisfactory state of affairs prevail-

ing, though we regret they should be of so unsavoury
a nature. In 1895 Dr. Bulstrode, another medical
inspector, had occasion to visit Brightlingsea, and in

his subsequent report he wrote as follows:

—

The sewage of Brightlingaea is discharged by three sepa-

rate outlets on to the foreshore. At the time of my viait

each of these outfalls was diach.arging offensive matter ; the

middle one .... being particularly offensive. Near to the

points of discharge on the fort-shore of the creek are nunier-

ons oyster layings, and at low tide the sewage may be s^en
emerging from the outfalls, and, after passing over the mud,
runningalongthebackof the o\ ster layings hi-rnabouts. Under
theaociroumstancesit is difficult to understand how the oysters

near can fail to be polluted thereby .... Brighilingsea is a

rapidly-increasing town, and danger of contamination of

oysters laid down here will be increased materially with the

addition of new houses, unless steps are taken for the proper

disposal of the sewage.

Dr. Buchanan now tells us that practically the

same expressions would have applied in the end of

1897. The description given of the oyster industry,

and especially of the methods of depositing, is cer-

tainly interesting, but does not touch our purpose

here. We may, however, say something further as to

the close connection that has been established between

the sewage and the oyster-beds. Opposite the sewer

outfalls the breadth of the creek is between 300 and

400 yards, and at high tide the whole of it is filled,

the oyster layings are completely submerged, and

naturally any sewage escaping from the outfalls is

gieatly diluted. At low tide, however, the condi-

tions are quite the reverse. The water narrows to

about 80 yards, and a strip of oyster beach, about

700 yards in length, can be seen along the northern

edge of the water. This beach is a hard bed made
up of tinibei", oyster shells and other materials. The
higher portion of its breadth is above low water,

while the lower is habitually submerged. Houghly

measured, the layings extend almost to mid-channel.

Between the firm oyster beach and the land there is,

at low lide, a foreshore of soft mud. Sewage from

the three outfalls " in part mingles with the mud
and for the rest finds its way by ever-shifting chan-

nels over the mud to the northern edge of the oyster

beach." The results are thus further described by
'

the inspector :

—

At a few points where this edge is no higher in level than

the mud sewage is liable to trickle on to the beach, and so

to come directly into contact with oysters there. In most

places, however, the edge of this beach is raised some few

inches above the level of the mud, and near such places the

sewage either accumulates in pools, or it flows along sundry

mud channels which fringe the northern edge of the beach

until it reaches some point or points at which it can traverse

the beach and so pour into the water of the creek.

In order to facilitate the necessary escape of the

sewage shallow troughs or " grips " have been made

across the oyster beach at two points. Through one

grip a considerable portion of the sewage from the

principal outfall finds its way, and at the time of

the inspector's visit sewage from all three outfalls

appeared to be making its way to the other grip,

it is pointed out that iluring the time between the

uncovering of the beach on the ebb tide and its

submerging by the flowing tide—the period diu'ing

which oysters are collected for market—oysters

lying on the beach are liable to contamination by

sewage which is not much diluted. At low water

sewage is conveyed across the uncovered part of the

beach by way of the "grips" or otherwise, and

mingles with the shallow water covering the section

of the oyster-beds still submerged, the consequence

being that this section can only be regarded as lying

in dilute sewage. Secondly, when the flowing tide

just covers the mud to the north of the oyster beach,

the sewage which during the ebb has accumulated

at the back of the beach is practically lifted on to
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the top of the oyster layings there. In concluding-

his report the inspector indicates alternative reme-
dies—and practically only two remedies present

themselves, for apparently nobody suggests that
the oyster layings should be removed. The alter-

native remedies are (1) that the sewage shonld be
satisfactorily treated, say by filtration through land ;

or (2) that it should be made to discharge outside

Brightlingsea creek altogether. That enteric fever

may be conveyed by means of contaminated oysters

is now regarded as thoroughly demonstrated, and it

is obvious that ujitil something is done at Bright-
lingsea the consumption of oysters from layings
there must be attended with danger. It is equally
obvious that that " something " must be done by the
authorities, for the oyster merchants will continue
their business with sublime indifference to any
amount of pollution. The Tendripg District Coun-
cil, in which up to 1896 Brightlingsea was
comprised, were repeatedly urged to cany out a
satisfactory scheme. It is gratifying, however, to

note that the recently-created Brightlingsea Urban
District Council have been giving serious attention to

the matter, with the object of providing an adequate
remedy.

Municipal
Electric

Tramways.

The most important addition to

the schemes of electric tramways
that have been promoted bj' muni-
cipal authorities in this country is

that of Nottingham, whei'e the town coiincil have
decided to undertake a system which will involve
an outlay of £200,CO0. It would be surprising if

such a scheme had met with no ojiposition, and
although the town council have taken the very best
advice on the matter, and have inspected most of the
prominent systems in this country and on the Con-
tinent, there are ratejsayers and others who have
sufficient temerity to rush into print and discuss ad
iiaiiseam the action of the council in deciding to
adopt the overhead tramw'ay system. If it could be
shoivn, however, that an overhead .system of electric

tramways imposed any disadvantages then we should
be the first to counsel hesitation on the [^art of any
local authority proposing to carry out a scheme open
to distinct objections. It is not, however, the prin-
ciple of municipalities undertaking such schemes
that has called forth bitter opposition in Notting-
ham, but a belief that the system is unsuitable and is

likely to do considerable damage to pi-operty in the
siuTOunding district. This question of depreciation
of propei-ty is a very important one from a municipal
point of view, and we certainly do not think that
any local authority would be justified in ad.'pting
any system whatever which had a depreciating
effect upon the property of the citizens. In this
matter, however, facts are better than any amount
of theory, and it is not difficult to ascertain
what has been the result of permitting electric
tramways to run through the principal streets
of various towns. There have been in this country
several systems existing for some years from
which distinct results are available, and quite
recently ^efforts have been made to collect the
opinions of town authorities upon the effect of
electric tramways upon surrounding property, but
the dii-ect opposite to what is alleged by the oppo-
nents of the Nottingham tramway scheme has been
found to be the case. The I own" clerk of Coventry,
in replying to an inquiry as to the effect upon the
streets, states distinctly that the thoroughfares
through which tramways run are among the most
progressive in the city ; and he adds that two years'
experience is veiy satisfactory on the score of safety,
health and economy. The town clerk of Dublin goes
further than that. He asserts that the ovei-head
trolley traction has increased the value of property
along the line from Dublin to Dalkey ; that in his
opinion it is not more dangerous than horse traction,
and that there has been only one accident within
nearly two years. The town clerk of Kingstown is

quite of the same opinion, and states that the value

of property along the line of tramways there has
much appreciated and not depreciated in value.

Like the town clerk of Dublin, he also considers that
electric traction is not more dangerous than horse
traction, while on sanitary grounds it is more ad-
vantageous. The South Staffoi-dshire tramways
have been running in that district for some five

years, and the town clerk of Wednesbury w^hen ap-

plied to for his opinion on the subject stated that
no depreciation of property followed the introduc-

tion of ovei-head tramways in that town. Moreover,
not one accident has happened since its introduction

some five years ago. The town clerk of Walsall re-

plied practically to the same effect. A very important
contribution, however, to the opinions from people
who have had experience in the use of electric

tramways is that of the clerk to the St. George's,

(Bristol) Urban Council, where the system has been
in use some two years. He remarks that the intio-

duction of electric tramways has distinctly improved
the district, that tliei-e are no longer empty build-

ings and houses, and that better-class houses have
been erected than previously existed, as a direct

result fi'om two years' running of the tramways.
He concludes by saying that he favours overhead
traction. The clerk to the Kingswood Urban Coun-
cil, in speaking of the same system, states that
since the introduction of electric tramways through
their district the rateable value has increased and
the district is becoming popular as a residence for

people engaged in the city. These opinions exactly

bear out the contention of electrical engineers,

and such results have been found from practice

to corroborate exactly the experiences obtained in

America. Although the conditions there are totally

different to the conditions prevailing in this countiy,

there is very little doubt that in the extension of

urban districts and in pioviding means to enable

people to get further away from the centi-es of in-

dustry, electric tramways offer almost unrivalled

facilities. They give greater speed, are more com-
fortable, can be worked more cheaply and are in

every respect more satisfactory from a public point
of view than other forms of traction. With all

these obvious advantages it is not surprising that

so many municipalities should have sought powers
to work electric tramway systems themselves.

A lengthy i-epoi-t of the district

UrblrSi'stHct 'Z'^^'ff
""'"icipal engineers at

Council. VVimhledon last week made con-

siderable demands on our space,

but the only reason we had to regret that fact was
that we were prevented tempoi'arily from bestowing
a little more attention upon the members of the

Exmouth Urban District Council, their remarkable
doings and sayings, and their equally remarkable
conception of their administrative duties andrespon-
•sibilities. Not only do the facts already published
supply sufficient justification for the attention we
have given to this matter, but it appeared to us to

be an imperative duty to do what we have done.

Elsewhere we give some details of the case in which
the council deliberately condoned a flagrant breach
of the building by-laws. These details will, no doubt,

be quite enough for our readers without any further

comments from us. We would simply ask, How is

it possible under such circumstances for officials to

do their duty fearlessly and concientiously in com-
pelling builders to conform to the by-laws ? It is

only one of many episodes in which this council have
completely stultified themselves. In their treatment
of the surveyor they have done more than stultify

themselves, for they have practically belied written

expressions of opinion which have been made not

only by individuals, but on behalf of the council

collectively. Let us indicate briefly the sort of dis-

trict for which the surveyor was responsible. When
he was appointed in 1889 the area was 460 acres,

the length of roads 15 miles, and the"rateable value

£27,000. The salary was £70 as surveyor and
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£70 as inspector of nuisances, the Local Government
Board, of coui'se, paying half of the latter amonnt.

On the passing of the Local Government Act of

1S94 the district was enlarged, and the figures are

now—area 5,500 acres, length of roads about (iO

miles, rateable value £54,000. When the local

board went out of office in .lauuary, 1895, the salaiy

of ,the surveyor was £175, at which figure it re-

mained. A separate inspector of nuisances was
appointed at £70 a year, snlisequently increased to

£80, when the occupant of the office was appointed

building inspector under the surveyor. The Private

Street Works Act, 1892, has been ado])t d, and we
understand that, as the disd-ict is rapidly growing,

there has been for years sufficient work of this kind to

employ one surveyor—first, under sec. 150 of the

Public Health Act, 1875, and latterly under the

Act of 1892. Yet it is abundantly cleai', even from
what has appeared in local papers, that all reqiiests

for assistance or increase of salary have been
ignored, not even an office-boy being allowed to copy
letters or run errands. It is interesting to note the

composition of this council. Five of the members
are builders carrying on business in the district,

three are house agents, auctioneers and builders,

one is a conveyancing clerk, and another is con-

cerned in the importation of building materials.

Thus it will be seen that out of eighteen members
no fewer than ten are interested in the building

trade, the only one of importance in the district.

Of the remainder three are small tradesmen—

a

plumber, a baker and a miller respectively ; one
is a farmer, one an insurance canvasser and
naval pensioner, two are of independent means
(one having just taken the place of a shoe-

maker and local preacher), and finally, there is

a lawyer, whose attendance, we believe, is like

unto the proverbial angels' visits. We have
thus put our readers in possession of some of the

interesting particulars we have gleaned as the result

of our inquiries. In concluding the statement

which we quote in another column, the surveyor
said he niust leave the members to take such action

as might commend itself to their conscience, .judg-

ment and sense of justice ! We are sadly afraid,

howevei", that so far as these qualities are concer'ued,

the majority of the members of the Exmouth Urban
District Council are the victims of arres.ed develop-

ment, but our readers will, no doiibt judge for

themselves.
* * *

It has been mentioned in our
Sheffield columns that the Sheffield Corpora-

Corporation fjQu a^j,Q seeking to obtain powers

Electric
^'-'* purchasing the electric lighting

Lighting. works from the present company,
and it has been pointed out that

the intention of the corporation is to combine
electric traction and lighting—that is to say, obtain
electrical energy from one source. The tramway
scheme is in process of construction, but the cor-

poiution have not yet gone quite so far in regard to

lighting, although a Bill is befoi'e Parliament which
will give the necessary powers to purchase the
whole of the electric light company's enterprise.

Last week, however, a ratepayers' meetinif was held
to discuss the action of the corporation in proposing
to purchase the undertaking from the company, and
eventually, after a somewhat stormy debate, the
voting was distinctly adverse to the municipality
supplying electric light. This is a very unusual
incident, but a slight examination of the facts shows
that the meeting can scarcely be considered a huiid-

fide gathering of ratepayers, for the agitation origi-

nated with local firms of electrical engineers, who
packed the assembly with the object of defeating the
corporation scheme, simply because it was assumed
that the municipality in taking over the under-
taking would also follow in the footsteps of the
company and carry out wiring work. As a matter
of fact, we do not think the question of wiring had
even been considered by the corporation ; and if

there was any adverse feeling on the subject of the

municipality doing wiring and fittings work we
shoiild hardly think the corporation would insist

upon including it, because, after all, this class of

work forms only a small part in the great scheme
which the Sheffield City Council have in hand.

However that may be, it is apparent h'um lecent

meetings of the corporation that the result of the

agitation is not likely to affect in the slightest

degree the scheme wliich has been plactd before

Parliament.
* * «

It is not unlikely that the com-
The Royal position of the Boj^al Commission

Z'^VZ °" on the Treatment and Disposal of

Disposal. oewage will excite some ciiticism.

It has been announced that the

following will constitute the commission : The Earl

of Iddesleigh (chairman), Sir Richard Tliorne

Thorne, k.c.h., Major-General C. P. Carey, Mr. C. P.

Cotton. M.t.e.E., Prof. Michael Foster (Cajnbridge),

Colonel T. W. Harding, Mr. T. W. Killick, Prof. W.
Ramsay (University College, London) and Dr. J. B.

Russell, the well-known medical officer of health at

Gla.sgow. Sir Richard Thorne is rightly present as

the distinguished head of the medical department
of the Local Government Board, and no exception

need be taken to the appointments of Major-General
Carey and Mr. Cotton, as the chief engineering in-

spectors, respectively, of the Local Government
Board in England and in Ireland, ilr. Cotton, indeed,

is the sole representative of the civil engineering

element. Of the others some maj- be eminent
enough in certain respects, but it may be doulited if

all of them have given special attention to the very
complex question of the treatment and disposal of

sewage. The reference to the commission is as

follows :

—

To inquire and report : 1. (u) What method or methods of

treating and di.tposing of sewage (including any liquid from
any factory or manufacturing process) may properly be
adopted, consistently with due regard for the requirements

of the existing law for the protection of the public health

and for the economical and efficient discharge of the duties

of local authorities; and (b), if more than one method may
be so adopted, by what rules in relation to the nature or

volume of sewage or the population to be served, or other

varying circumstances or requirements, should the particular

treatment and disposal to be adopted be determined ; and (2)

to make any recommendations which may be deemed desirable

with reference to the treatment and disposal of sewage.

In another column we give the

livfAJI.I.f„?,,. main features of the procramme of
waierworKs ,i < ,i i i.*

Engineers. *'"® forthcoming annual meeting

—

the third—of the British Associa-

tion of Waterworks Engineers. The meeting will

be at Southampton, and it will at once be seen that

those responsible have been successful in preparing

a most attractive jirogramme. They have wisely

avoided the mistake of arranging for the reading of

too many papers, for these, when too numerous,

prevent adeqitate discussion. The subjects to be

dealt with are interesting and will be in capable

hands, the most eminent name being that of Prof.

Frankland, who will deal with the chemical and

bacterial examination of water, a subject on which

he is an acknowledged authority, and which since

last year's typhoid epidemics has acquired greater

importance than ever. Not the least attractive

feature of the programme is the excellent series of

visits to important waterworks in the district.

The Plumbers' Registration Bill.—At a public meeting,

held under the auspices of the Dis'rict Council for Edinburgh

and the Kast of Scotland for the National llegistration of

Plumbers at Edinburgh on Tliursday. Sir James Russell said

with regard to the Plumbers' Kenistratiou Bill that every

effort would be made to have it passed through Parliament.

It was. however, an unfortunate thing for the public health,

not to speak of the plumbing craft, that its passage through

Parliament was so difficult. Nothing but the general educa-

tion of the public he supposed had ever led to the passing of

any Bill relating to public health.
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Association of Municipal and County Engineers.

DISTRICT MEETING AT WIMBLEDON.— II.

We now conclude our report of this successful meeting by
reprodacing the paper read by Mr. Fred. Bathuist, m.i.e.e.,

before the members at the works of the Condnit and Insula-

tion Company, whither the party proceeded on leaving the

sewage works. The paper was as follows :—
ELECTRIC WIRING PRACTICE.

By Fked. Bathurst, a.i.e.e.

[Mr. Fred. Bathursi is the urn of the late Lieut.-Colonel J. P.
Bathurst and grandson of the late General Sir James Bathurst, k.c.b.
He entered the electrical profession in 1883, being: articled to Profs,
Ayrton and Perry, afterwards entering the firm of Woodhouse &
Rawson, with whom he remained over four years. He Bubsequently
carried out wiring work in London for himself as a sub-contractor. In
1893 he left for the United States, where he obtained a position on the
engineering staff of the Edison General Electric Company. AVith this
firm he remained until 1893, returning to England in that year.]

There are to-day in England, either in operation or in

course of erection, over 200 central electricity stations, which
are capable of supplying upwards of 300,000 horse-power of
electrical energy, and which can be utilised for the purpose
of lighting, heating and motive power. The above figures
will show that every town of importance has now the means
of providing for the public a supply of electricity, and we
may take it that nearly 50 per cent, of these central stations

are directly under municipal control. Although the members
of the association we have to-day the pleasure of welcoming
may not be immediately directing these " depots of power,"
they must, nevertheless, by reason of the prominent directive
positions they hold in our towns and boroughs, find it neces-
sary to acquaint themselves with the general trend of the
practice connected with these latest adjuncts to town life.

Granted that electricity supply is available to every house-
holder living m an up-to-date town, the problem with which
we are now about to concern ourselves is how best to install

the conducting wires on the consumer's premises with due
regard to safety and convenience. In other words, we are to

inquire into the conditions affecting or governing the " in-

terior electrical wiring" by which the electricity supplied
from the street main is conveyed to its points of utilisation

within the house, be it for incandescing an electric glow lamp
for lighting, heating an electric radiator for warmth, or
driving an electric motor for power.
To day the greater part of the above 300,000 horse-power

is utilised for lighting purposes only ; and when we consider
that the 3,000,000 incandescent lamps already supplied from
central stations represent the accomplishment only of, per-
haps, 1 per cent, of the total lighting which is carried out in

towns, we gain an idea of the immense field still open to
electricity in this particular sphere of utilisation. Knowing,
further, the steady and continued progress electric lighting is

all the while makincr, we must recognise that the question as
to whether electric wiring in the nature of its installation is

good or bad, whether it is temporary or permanent, is a
matter of great and increasing importance. We may take it,

in fact, that the position of the art of wiring dominates the
progress of extending electrical application and affects the
immediate prosperity as well as the future of the whole elec-
trical industry.

CONDITIONS.

It is now generally understood that when electrical wires
are imperfectly in.stalled the electricity escaping from them
can under suitable (and too liable conditions) set fire to itssur-
roundings; and knowing that fires caused by electrical means
are so insidious in their character that their very mention
breathes danger and alarm, it will be instructive, before
directly considering the present practice of wiring, to review
briefly a few of the conditions which create or remove the
possibility of danger and gain some idea of the principles
which underlie effective construction. Conducting wires,
althoneh designed with the intention of carrying current
proportionate to their sectional area, will, if permitted, carry
any current that is passeil through them, becoming over-

heated in so doing and damaging any insulating covering
that may be upon them. This possibility of their being
able to set fire to their covering and the ultimate fusion
of the conductor itself can be readily shown by experi-

ment. (Experiment shown.) Having, therefore, an ordinary
insulated electric wire carrying current, we must face the
possibility of injury occurring to it from within itself, and
note that in this respect the condition of electric service is

very different to that we are accustomed to in gas practice.

As supporting the method of wiring the author will advocate,

we will here make the experiment of arranging the insulation

in the form of a tube which directly surrounds the conductor
but without being immediately attached to it. You will here
note that, although under the same conditions as before, the
conductor can now be burnt out inside the tube without its

destruotioh. (Experiment shown.)

Comparing our first case of an electric wire and its tight-

fitting insulating covering with a gas pipe, we see that the
copper conductor is equivalent to the orifice of a gas pipe,

whilst the frail insulating covering has to be compared with
the coating material forming tlie gas tube. As regards
mechanical considerations, therefore, a rubber insulated elec-

tric wire installed in a house without other protection com-
pares with a gas service furnished through rubber tubes, and
it is unnecessary to add that a gas supply of the latter nature,
although perhaps permissible for a temporary connection,
would not be countenanced in standard practice. Some might
here argue that so-called " safety fuses " are put in circuit

with electrical conductors in order to protect them from be-

coming overheated, but commercially these fuses generally

consist of a short length of easily fusible tin, or tin-lead alloy

wire, and they are found to have great limitations. In the
first place, no satisfactory form of fuse-holder has been
devised that prevents the enlargement of its capacity by care-

less or uninitiated persons, and it is common experience to find

that when a fuse is continually breaking the recurrence of

this trouble is prevented by replacing the tin wire by ono
of iron or copper, which will carry any excess of current. A
certain sized tin or alloy wire, which will act as a fuse for a

steady current of certain value, will momentarily allow a very
much larger current to pass (the fuse, acting with a steady
current of 10 amperes, may on "short circuit" permit a
momentary rush of 50 or more amperes), and this time-
integral further varies with the same sized fuse wire in fuse
terminals of different makers. Further, a fuse of fixed

capacity affords no protection against " leakage " current so

long as this current does not exceed that of the fuse capacity,

and a later experiment will show how an electrical fire can
result from a current which is not capable of breaking a small

fuse, although it is one in which the limit of physical strength
is very nearly approached.

Returning to our expeiiment, we see that it is the intact-

ness of the coating of insulating material which confines the
current to the conductors, and that the "insulation" of a
conducting wire must be correctly designed and proportioned
to the tendency to leakage. Electricity is supplied to the
wire at a certain pressure or voltage, and this factor also

determines the ability of the current to break through the
insulating environment, for just as " pressure " (the number
of lb. per square inch) in the case of steam or water can be
raised so as to burst a metallic pipe, so can the voltage of the
current on a conductor be increased until the insulating

covering is broken down. Here, still in comparison with gas
service, we find electricity again at a disadvantage, for although
the insulating material may be properly designed to with-

stand the voltage with the material in a perfectly dry state,

the sliphtest unfoieshadowed presence of moisture can act

disastrously and cause the insulating material to lose its

electrical value. This fact can be brought home to our bodily

senses by first of all touching the charged conductor, which
is protected by a coating of dry cotton, and then touching
the same conductor when the cotton has been wetted. This

fact can be determined by anyone desirous of testing it. (Ex-

periment shown.)

There is a further condition in electrical work, that when
the insulating covering of a wire becomes partially damaged,
the escaping cuirent not only chars and destroys its covering,

but creates an electrolytic effect on the conductor itself, which
results in its gradual corrosion and a corresponding decreased

carrying capacity, until ultimately a condition is arrived at

when the conductor is not large enough to carry the current

it was designed for. The very first requirement, therefore,

in providing for " insulation " is to exclude rigorously the

possibility of moisture reaching the conductors ; and in look-

ing for suitable materials for insulation (porcelain, mineral

wax, oils, rubber, dry silk and cotton are insulators, whilst

all metallic bodies are usually good conductors) we have not
only to find good non-conductors, but choose those materials

which are resistant and repellent to the effects of moisture.

We have now gained an idea of the importance of the con-

siderations underlying the question of insulating conductors,

and noted that the direct insulating covering of an electrical
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wire is exposed to possible injury both from within and with"

out, and that in providing perfect protection we have to

guard against certain electrical, chemical and mechanical

conditions.

India-rnbber, now the generally used standard material for

insulatin? light wires, whether applied in its pure and plastic

state or in its vulcanised condition, has, it must be allowed, a

certain limited life, but as to what time is the exact duration

of its life, under the varying conditions of wiring application,

is a matter too contentious to deal with here. But, sooner or

later, under the ordinary atmosphoric conditions, it deteri-

orates, becoming dry and brittle, so that cracks and air

checks appear and present the chance for any collection of

moisture in its vicinity to give rise to electrical faults. The
acids and alkalies of the cements and plasters used in con-

nection with building construction are also known to act

upon rubber and the fibrous material used in insulating

electric wires, so as to cause their deterioration and destruc-

tion. The rubber insulation should therefore be protected as

far as possible against deterioration, and failing absolute pro-

tection, arrangements should be made to prevent its deteriora-

tion through causing injury outside the electrical conductors

themselves. In this connection does not the experiment with

insulation in the form of a tube offer a feature of safety and
a supplementary possibility of increased durability that

deserves to be worked out commercially ?

.SYSTEMS OF DISTRIBUTION.

Dealing for a moment with the plans upon which the wires

may be installed before coming to the actual modes of erec-

tion, we have to note that the term " circuit" as applied to

electric light wiring implies the use of two distinct wires,

which are usually laid close together, one being used as the
" lead " and the other for the " return " of the current to the

point of generation. Comparing them still with the familiar

gas practice, which requires only the single pipe connection

to the individual gas jet, whore the gas is isrnited in contact

with the air, the idea of the construction required in electrical

work can best be grasped by imagining it necessary to pro-

vide a second and supplementary system of piping, just as if

an exhaust system of piping were necessary to collect the

products of combustion in order to return them to the gas-

ometer. Electric circuits can be installed either on a " tree
"

principle or on a " centre of distribution " principle. In the

former the current may be taken as circulating in the wiring

as the blood does in our bodies, passing from the larger

arteries to smaller ones (branches) and ramifying (in

circuits) throughout the system like the branches of a tree,

and, according to the direct needs of the parts, eventually

being returned towards the starting-point, the heart, by the

veins. By this method, as fuses are placed wherever a small

wire joins a larger one, in order that the current-carrying

capacity of the smaller wire may be protected, it often

happens that the fuse bo.xes are placed in unlikely and incon-

venient positions, and generally only on one pole, the positive

lead, the exigencies of space and appearance prohibiting large

and unsightly appliances. This principle was almost universal

in the early days of wiring, and in some few cases is still

adopted, but it is being, and should be, entirely superseded in

favour of the second principle, that of " centres of distribu-

tion."

Under this plan a number of main conductors pass off

towards the various parts where supply is required, termina-

ting at certain fixed and convenient points, from which as

many of the small branches as may be required are run off to

groups of, or even to each of, the individual outlet points. It

is obvious that this principle provides convenient centres for

the general assembly of safety fuses, which can be placed on
both poles, and definite positions from which faults on any
individual branch can be tested. In practice it permits the
use of the minimum number of fuses required, and reduces
the changes in the size of the conductors to the smallest

number. It greatly simplifies the calculations as to the sizes

of conductors required, besides making the work of installa-

tion easier of execution by lessening the number of joints

required to be made (every joint in a conductor being a

source of weakness), and reduces the possibility of inferior

workmanship. Further, it gives the most constant voltage at

the lamp terminals, with their corresponding advantage of

increased life, without regard to how the lamps in different

parts of the building may at different times be operated.
This is, in fact, the best principle of distribution and control

that can be adopted.
PRACTICE.

Leaving theoretical and coming to actual practice, if we
take the year 1889 as the date when central stations work
really began to be energetically undertaken, we see that
nearly ten years have elapsed since the possibility of central
electi'ical supply, and yet—shame to the electricians to have
to own it—we cannot yet point to a permanent and satisfac-

tory system of wiring that can be described as " standard," as
iron piping can be termed in respect to gas practice. Prof.
S. P. Thompson has, in his practical and epigrammatic way
(in a paper read before the Society of Arts), said that what
is wanted is a system of electrical conductors which will be
"electric-tight," "water-tight," "gas-tight," "air-tight,"
" oil-tight" and "rat-tight," and doubtless with these quali-

ties we shall attain that " tightness " which goes with
first-class electric work. The fulfilment of these conditions

would seem to indicate that the wires must be well-arranged
mechanically, and as in ordinary building construction they
have to be fastened on walls and ceilings, pass under floors

and through brick walls and other partitions, the author
would suggest that these " tight" requirements at once point

to the value of a "tube " or "conduit" system of wiring as

providing a means of inserting and readily withdrawing the

conducting wires, in addition to the protective value such a
system of piping affords, as preventing disturbances of and
injury to the conductors placed within it. A conduit system
furthermore lends itself perfectly to the "distributing centre"
method of installation.

Inasmuch as telegraphic experience preceded the applica-

tion of electricity to lighting, electricians naturally followed
the ideas prevalent in that class of work, and first employed
such wires as were commercially available, and which were,

comparatively to the requirements which had to be filled, but
lightly insulated. Wires covered with cotton soaked in

paraffin wax were used ; whilst in the absence of any definite

experience with the larger current units being handled, we
can now see that, in the then state of the art, it was only to

be expected that with these wires just tacked or stapled up
in position, and passing without method or order through
floors and along walls, " overheating " and "leakage" troubles

were likely to result. An experiment has been here arranged
by which it will be seen how easily two wires, connected
with a source of electrical supply, and which are but lightly

insulated, or in which the insulating covering has been
damaged, can, when lying on damp wood, cause a fire. (Ex-
periment shown.) You will thus see the quiet and insidious

way in which an electric fire is caused, and how the con-

ductors "eat out their vitals" and set fire to their surround-

ings in order to conceal their suicide.

The moisture has acted as a conducting bridge between the
two wires, with the result that what was at first a small leak-

age has rapidly become worse, resulting in the complete de-

struction, charring and ultimate firing of the inflammable
rubber or other insulating covering on the wire, and the

firing of the wood or other combustible material in its imme-
diate neighbourhood. Prom this experiment it is evident
thut all electrical conductors installed on this or similar lines

should be in sight, or, if concealed, readily " accessible " or

capable of easy removal for inspection or replacement. For
if they are in any way fixed and " inaccessible " the faults

which may arise on them are equally fixed and inaccessible.

You will note also that the above results are possible in spite

of the protection afforded by a 3-ampiere fuse, and, further,

that the leakage action could be taking place between the

wires without having any lamps alight on the circuit.

The action which was taken from 1889 to 1890 by the fire

oflices, if not directly based on experience, must, however, in

the light of present circumstances, be taken as effective.

Rules were drawn up, and for some considerable time con-

tractors felt the pleasures of what (if the author may bo
allowed to use tlie word) they now consider " stepmotherly "

solicitude and attention. Then came the palmy days of " wood
casing," and such insulated wires only as met with " ap-

proval " could be installed, whilst slate, asbestos and other

auxiliaries could not be employed too lavishly. Xew editions

of rules followed one another with startling rapidity, in order

to keep up with the state of the art, and even to-day we still

feel the effect of the many anomalies which exist from those

times.

Be it for want of authoritative encouragement and support,

or be it British conservatism and apathy to try anything
" new " when an apparently satisfactory method already

exists, the fact remains that in England wood-casing con-

struction still holds the general field. In the desire to obtain

low-cost wiring, prices of the material used have been forced

down to the lowest point, and in the keen competition exist-

ing the only hope of reducing the cost of the installation must
rest in lessening the cost of the workmanship. The boxing-

in of wires and joints can evidently tend to the existence of

slipshod and shoddy work, and work can be done that will

for the moment be able to pass all the standards required by
fire offices and central stations, because no method of testing

can determine how long such work will stand.

The unscrupulous wiring contractor knows the difficulty of

visual examination and how seldom it can be effectively

carried out, aud is thus, if he chooses, placed in the position

of competing with a reliable contractor by reducing the

quality of his material or workmanship ; and, considering the

inherent difficulty of exactly estimating the labour, the

author thinks that it is these conditions which are answer-

able for the immense variations we see to-day between the

tenders submitted for wiring work. In some cases the prices

tendered vary from 100 to 200 per cent, on either side of the

estimated figure.

Some advocates maintain that wood casing, although it can-

not be called " permanent," is under certain conditions suffi-

ciently satisfactory and, best of all, cheap. The author

believes that its extended use has caused the art of wiring

to so far turn off the right lines that further progress towards

low-cost wiring is now barred. He is inclined to think that

the future will produce a system of wiring in which far more
suitable, if at first more costly, material will be used, so as to

enable the end in view to be accomplished more directly and

with a simplified and reduced cost in labour. In Germany,
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for instauoe, wood oasinc: is now prohibited, and it is also

practically obsolete in the United States of America, where
an enlarged sphere of electrical application has provided ex-

tended experience. Preference has now been given in both
these countries to insulated conductors, which are run side

by side, at a predetermined distance, upon porcelain knobs or

cle.its, the principle being to treat the conductors as if they
wore bare wires. Providing; the wires are nowhere concealed,

and the conditions are such that they are not likely to be
touched or disturbed, tliis practice has been proved perfectly

satisfactory and less costly than wood-casing work.
The increasing demand in England for low-cost wiring has

recently brought into use a system which can be comiiared
with gas practice employing lead compo. piping. The two
conductors are insulated, laid side by side, and for mechanical
protection are provided with a lead covering. This lead cover,

it is advocated, provides a more effective protection than
wood casing, so that the wire may be fastened directly np to

walls and ceilings without further precautions. The flexi-

bility of the wire and the simplicity of this pr.actice may at

first sight seem to recommend it, and perhaps extended use

}nay be made of this material for surface work where condi-

tions allow of its use, for then it can be readily inspected,

and any change of the pro-supposed conditions that may be
likely to injuriously affect the lead covering can be noted.

The author's experience, however, with lead -covered electric

wires directly embedded in plaster has been a painful and
costly one. The lead covering usually employed is but a
fraction of the thickness of ordinary com])0. pipe, and when
utilised under electrical conditions seems to be liable to rapid

deterioration in the strong chemical cements and jilasters

now commonly employed in building construction. The thin

lead covering, further, presents but little opposition to pos-

sible mechanical damage, and once its integrity and water-
proof qualities are destroyed electrical faults soon follow.

Where it is placed between floors and ceilings it is not only
liable to trouble at the point of the carpenter's nail, but is

exposed to the capricious attention of the familiar house
rodent; for just as rats and mice occasionally pay attention

to lead-covered gas or water pipes, so they may exert their

energies upon lead-covered electric wires, and nothing short

of what may be a fateful experience to them and the property
owner will enable them to discriminate between destroying
the continuity of an electrical covering and that of a water
pipe. Some additional form of protecting shield would there-

fore appear desirable to the permanence of this class of wiring
work.
As affecting this question of surface wiring, however, and

outside the possibility of accidental damage which such work
must always present, is the rapidly-growing feeling that the

work of the present-day electrician is unsightly and perhaps
even fatal to any attempt at decorative effect. Know-
ing the uncertaiuty which mnst exist if his wires

have to be concealed, the electrician has hitherto

sought to gain carte hlanrhe in respect to his action

within the building he is wiring, and obtains per-

mission to carry out his plans after his fellow-woi'k-

men—the builder, plasterer, pipe- fitter and decorator

—have left ; this course, whilst naturally favourable

to him, does not always redound to the complete
satisfaction of his fellow-workmen. This experience
is simply a repetition of what occurred upon the in-

troduction of gas service, and was not satisfactorily

removed until the introduction of iron gas-piping

minimised the possible dangers arising from the

gasfitter's work and brought about the present stan-

dard of concealed work. To meet accidental injury

from the nails, chisels and saws of his fellow-work-

men, the electrician is driven to use iron to resist

irou, and to-day we note a considerable extension in

the more mechanical and more costly practice of

placing the electric wires within ordinary iron pipes.

The author does not question the fact that good
electrical work can be carried out with plain iron

pipes, but emphatically urges his belief that this is

only the intermediate stage we must pass through to

secure a standard method of electric wiring. .^

Iron piping is undoubtedly suited to gaswork, but

some of its characteristics must be modified to render

it completely suitable for electrical work. When ^'''- 1-"

wires are run in plain iron pipes the freedom of

the system from trouble and accident depends
entirely upon the perfection of the insulating coverings

surroundiiig each wire, conditions which, as we have alieady

seen, are by no means easily secured. It can be shown
that any internal roughness in the pipe itself, or the slightest

carelessness with the wire itself whilst it is being drawn
into the pipe, can result in danger to the insulation of the

wire. Every practical man knows that when an iron pijie

is severed by means of tlio pipe-cutter a jagged and shai'p

inwai"dly projecting " burr "is raised, and the inside diameter

of the pipe is slightly lessened. A short run of plain pipe

with one or two bends in it is here arranged, the lengths

having been cut uji and installed in the manner which would
be adopted for gaswork, and two wires will be pulled through

them. (Experiment shown.)

It is evident that the roughness of the edges within the

pipe is sufficient to seriously damage the insulating covering

of the wires ; and, unless this is found out at the time, the

wires will not have on them the perfect covering they were
intended to have. The erection of ]>lain iron piping for the
reception of wires therefore implies that whenever the work-
man cuts his lengths he must rigorously care for and ream
out the ends quite smooth. Here, then, is a condition which
must be squarely faced in order to counteract any careless-

ness ou the part of the workman.

Experience shows that iron pipes exposed to the presence
of moistm-e or changing atmospheric conditions are liable to

"sweat" inside, and when such internal condensation of

moisture occurs any defects in the insulating covering of the
wires will rapidly develop. Any tests that we can now apply
after completion of the wiring work will not indicate partial

deterioration of the insulation, so that although breakdowns
may not immediately result, " faults " can be left on the
wires or in the pipe until the occurrence of the further con-

ditions, which may cause them to show up. In fact the plain

iron, being a conductor, enables the pipe to act as a bridge by
which the fault occurring in the insulation of one wire is

transmitted throughout the system, to await the breaking
down of the opposite wire at some other point. A series of

experiments has been arranged to illustrate what may happen
when such faults occur. (Experiment shown.)

The wires taken are the sizes employed as electrical mains
for oi'dinary house supplies, and are protected by safety fuses

of 50 to 100 ampere capacity. Reproducing the conditions

which will result in connecting both conductors to the pipe,

we see that the effect of the " short circnit " caused may be
to burn out the pipe, in spite of Ihe protection supposed to

be afforded by the fuses. Although a better idea of the

result is gained from the practical experiment, the illustration

shown herewith (Fig. 1 ) indicates clearly the results attained.

You will note that the current which momentarily passed
the 50-ampere fuse before causing it to operate made the pipe

red hot, and nearly melted out a portion of the metal. By
the current passing the 75-ampere fuse yon will see that a
hole is completely burnt out of the pipe. In the case of the

100-ampere fuse the effect is still more marked, and with the

150-ampere fuse the limit of illustration with this pipe is

reached, inasmuch as the "short-circuit" effect of larger

currents would leave no pipe at all. It is unnecessary to

dwell upon the fact that the above possibilities may create a

very serious fire-risk in those buildings wherein such con-

struction might be found. This same state of affairs can bo
reproduced on the smaller branches of a plain iron pipe

system of wiring if the original fuses protecting the wires

have been accidentally enlarged through replacement by
careless or uninitiated persons.

In America some experiences of the above class led the fire

underwriters to entirely prohibit the use of plain iron pipe for

Plain iron pipe. Internally insulated iron pipe.

-Showing tiiE Effects ok " Shokt Circuits" in Plain Iron
AND Insulating Lined Iron Pipes.

electrical work ; but the author must, in fairness to the

advocates of the plain iron pipe system, adinit that the

representations of those demanding lower-cost wiring have,

at the time being, led to a modification of the above rule, so

as to admit the use of plain pipe, providing the wires are

always drawn in after the erection of the pipe, and that the

wires used are provided with a substantial additional fibrous

braiding -jV in. thick. This extra cotton braiding has to be

provided for the inirpose of enabling the insulation on the

conductors to resist abrasion. Whilst technically, therefore,

the use of plain irou pipe is allowed, the practical result of the

above stipulation is to force the contractors to prefer as the

alternative method the use of an insulated irou pipe.

Although an insulated iron pipe must necessarily cost more

than plain iiun pipe of equal size, if the wires used in con-

nection with the latter have to be specially treated in respect

to tlieii' covering, the extra cost involved iu this case is a set-
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off against that of the lined pipe, and the advantage of possible

competition is secured.

Bat the question of an insulating lining brings ns to the

matter which is nearest to ns. To prove the electrical value

and ntility of the "insulating lined conduit" which the mem-
bers of this association will sec manufactured at these works,

we will repeat the short-circuit experiment made with plain

iron pipe. In this case, however, instead of the 50 to 15U

ampere fuses, we will insert those of 250 amperes capacity.

(Experiment shown.) This time the result is nut pyro-

technical, and examination of the tube will show that the
" short-circuit effect " has been kept entirely within the tube.

The insulating lining has, it is true, suffered somewhat from

the inten.se internal heat, but has successfully resisted being
" burnt out." The tube when cut open longitudinally has the.

appearance, shown in Fig. 1, on the riglit-hand side of the

burnt out plain iron pipe. From an electrician's point of view

Fig. 2.— Showing the Appkar.^ncr of Plain Iron and
Insulating Iron Pipe when Cut.

the insulated pipe is therefore advantageous, for being " arc-

proof " it safely coufines within itself the dangerous fire

effects which may result in consequence upon the deteriora-

tion of the insulation of the electrical conductors. The
author explains the matter by stating that the insulating

lining employed is sufficiently fire-resistant to preserve the

insulation of the conductors intact from the metallic pipe,

so as to cause the short-circuit rush of current to take place

between the conductors themselves, until cither the molten

state of the conductors at the point of contact or the ruptuie

of the fuse itself serves to break the continuity of the circuit

and restore normal conditions.

Touching, further, upon the necessity of obtaining in any
electrical conduit a perfectly smooth interioi', an experiment
has been arranged to show the relative friction of lined and
unlined pipe, and which shows entirely in favour of the

former. (Experiment shown.) The possibility of cirelessMPss

on the part of the installing wireman is also provided against

by the choice of a sufficiently thick and suitable lining, for

upon examination of the samples before you it will be found

that, no matter how carelessly the lined pipe may have been

cut, the inner edge of its iron amouring only embeds itself

partly into the lining, and can in no instance cut through it

so as to present an internal roughness which would abrade
wires being drawn through the conduit. Fig. 2 shows the

respective sections of lined and unlined pipe when cut.

The insulating lining reduces to a minimum any condensa-

tion that can occur in an iron pipe, and as no rusting or

corroding effect takes place in consequence of whatever
moisture may get inside the conduit it is in this respect

superior to plain metallic pipe. The lined pijies are uon-

hygrosoopic, and after being soaked in water will be found to

give very high insulation resistance to any electrical con-

ductor placed within them, and the insulation can be classed

as permanent because it is everywhere under the protection

of a substantial iron armouring, and is therefore capable of

resisting mechanical damage.

CONCLDSKIN.

There are many other features of electric wiring practice

which could be referred to, but which hardly come within

the scope of this paper. The author hopes that he has

successfully pointed out that a complete system of electric

wiring which employs continuoas tubes or "conduits" of

armoured insulating material has many points to recommend
it ; that such " electrical " tubes can with complete confidence

be installed throughout a building in the same manner as gas

or water pipes, and the conducting wires can be drawn
through them afterwards. By this method the wires are

insulated electrically from the materials, such as wood,

plaster, stonework, gas and water pipes, employed in the

building itself, with certainty and security. Further, an in-

sulating conduit system of wiring either guards against or

makes satisfactory provision fur any sort of electri al acci-

dent which may arise, fully meeting all the conditions re-

quired for complete immunity from fire risk and for personal

safety. In fact, an insulating conduit system of wiring pro-

vides in the highest degree the cardinal points of good wiring,

"safety," "durability," "convenience," "accessibility" and
" economy."
The author has only to add that the material manufactured

by this company is now securing wide recognition in the

highest class of electrical installation work, and would thank

the Association of Municipal and County Kngineurs for having

had the privilege of bringing the question of electrical wiring

practice before them.

Mr. Bathurst's paper w.-is listened to with close attention

aud the experiments were followed with decided interest.

An inspection of the works followed, the ingenious method
employed for lining the tubes exciting a good deal of curiosity.

Tea was then served to the company by the directors, and
after they and Mr. Bathurst, on the motion of Mr. Lobley,

seconded by Mr. Nuriington, had been awarded a vote of

thanks, the company dispersed.

In the list published last week of those present at the

meeting we regret that the names of Mr. F. Beauchamp
Wells, of Finchley, and Mr. G. H. Smith, New Maiden, were
placed among the visitors instead of the graduates. Wo have
also to mention that we were indebted to our contemporary
London for the illustration of the district council offices and
fire brigade station.

THE DRAINAGE OF HOLMWOOD.

AN INTERESTING APPLICATION.
A Local Government Board inquiry was held recently con-

cerning an application of the Dorking Rural District Council

for the issue of a provisional order to empower them to

acquire compulsorily certain lands required for the sewerage

and sewage disposal of Ilolmwood. Mr. W. Rapley, junr.,

the surveyor to the council, was present.

Mr. W. J. Hodges, who appeared on behalf of the council,

stated that he had to apply for an adjournment. Continuing,

he said it had been admitted on all hands that some system

of sewage disposal was necessary for the district, and the

council, at the end of last year, had advice on the matter

from the best source from which it could be obtained—namely,

from Mr. Mansergh, who advised the adoption of the Dibdin

system. There was nothing in the nature of broad irrigation

attempted, and nothing in the nature of land filtration.

Hearing of the appointment of a Royal Commission on sewage
disposal, the council afterwards communicated with the

Local Goverument Board, informing them that the land which

they proposed to take over was only sufficient for the Dibdin

system and did not include any for the purification. The
board, in their reply, stated that they would require an ade-

quate area of suitable laud to be provided for the irrigation

of the sewage in addition to any system of bacterial treat-

ment which might be proposed. The council then retiuested

the board to receive a deputation on the question, but the

latter said they failed to see in what way it could be advanced

by personal conference, and asked that the application should

be either proceeded with or withdrawn by return of post. It

being impossible to summon the council at so short a notice

no decision could be arrived at, and the Local Government

Board issued their notice for the inquiry to take place.

The inspector, Mr. Robert H. Bickuell, said he was rather

surprised that the council should have settled upon a scheme

to which no land for purification was attached, because it had

been plainly stated that land would have to be provided

whatever process they might choose to subject the sewage to

at first. He did not know whether the board would consider

their reason a sufficient one. The system suggested was per-

fectly in embryo at the present time. He thought he was
correct in saying that there was absolutely no town that

treated the sewage by means of the Dibdin or bacterial

system, and, in conclusion, expressed the opinion that it was

very doubtful whether the board would permit an adjourn-

ment of the matter.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

The Royal Commission appointed tu ci>nsider the question

of the London water supply met on Monday at the West-

minster Town Hall. Mr. G. F. Deacon, M.i.c e., gave his esti-

mate of the probable cost of reservoirs at Staines with plant

to supply 11-|.,500,000 gallons daily as £8,661,330. The cost

for 121,000,000 gallons per day from Wales would be about

£8,867,900. In case the Welsh scheme was adopted the water

might either be mixed with the present supply or served

separately. Thames reservoirs would be very liable to con-

tamination by dead fish an<l other pollutiu'.; matter. Reser-

voirs of Welsh water would never require cleaning. The
water would be as pure as that of Loch Katrine. Mr. W. F.

Dewey, vestry clerk of the parish of St. Mary, Islington, gave

evidence that the parish was supplied with water by the New
River Company, and no complamt was made of quantity or

quality. Charges for water for public purposes wore extrava-

gant and irregular. The vesti-y had seriously thought of

getting a supply by artesian wells through the London clay

to the chalk. Mr. Hugh -Uexander, chief sanitary inspector

of the parish of St. Leonards, Shoreditch, supplied by the

East London and New River companies, complained of inter-

missions in the supply. The vestry was of opinion the water

supply should be under the authority of the London County

Council.

A Metropolitan Improvement.— It is reported that the

London County Council arc considering a proposal to carry

out the widening of Camber .veil New-road at its junction

with Camberwell Green, at an estimated cost of £31,.iOO.

The Camberwell Vestry have already voted £5,000 towards

the cost.
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Exmouth Urban District Council.

THE COUNCILLORS AS ADMINISTRATORS : THE CASE OF THE SURVEYOR.

A fortnight ago we quoted a paragraph from onr contem-
porary, Truth, referring to the methods of the Exmouth Urban
Disirict Council in dealing with a recent contravention of the
building by-laws, and stated that owing to further informa-
tion that had come into our possession we would find it neces-

sary to refer ag^in to the subject. This we were prevented
from doing in our last issue owing to the demands made
upon our space in reporting the Wimbledon meeting of the
Association of Municipal and County Engineers, but we now
hasten to repair the omission. The facts of the case we have
referred to are as follows :

—

Plans for four houses forming three-storey buildings were
submitted to the council, and the surveyor pointed out that

they did not comply with the by-laws as regards strength of

walls. The plans were returned to the builders, who struck
out the third storey and endorsed the plan with a statement
to the effect that this storey would not be constructed. On
this the plans were approved and the buildings proceeded
with. When they were erected it was noticed that iloor joists

were being used instead of ceiling joists, and the builders

explained that that was for the purpose of a box-room in the
roof. As the work proceeded, however, he put in a flue and
a fireplace, a vinndow in the gable and also a staircase. This
was duly reported to the authority by both the surveyor and
the building inspector, and notice was served on the builders

to show cause why the offending structure should not be
pulled down. At a meeting of the council last month an un-

satisfactory letter from the builders was read. They had no
really valid excuse to offer, but attempted to shelter them-
selves behind the lame pretext that other builders had previ-

ously been allowed to do the same. A discussion, which was
for the most part inept and which we wdl not inflict upon
our readers, followed the reading of the letter. Suffice it to

say that the intelligence of the majority of the niember.s did
not seem to get beyond the argument advanced by the builders

themselves—that as others had previously committed the same
fault no special action should be taken. Ultimately it was
moved that the council take no further action in the matter,

but that in future all builders be required to comply strictly

with the by-laws. The mover of this preposterous motion
asserted that the builders had not been cautioned, but our
readers will at once see that that statement does not agree
with the facts we have given above. An amendment was
moved to the effect that if rooms were formed in the roofs of

houses proceedings should be taken, but it was lost and the
proposition carried.

We are making a few comments upon this matter in another
column.

THE CASE OF THE SURVEYOR.
In order to give our readers an opportunity of learning

accurately what the surveyor had to say in his defence in

connection with the case which the council seized as a pretext

for dismissal, we may give the substance of a report on the

subject which he presented at a recent meeting of that body
and also a supplementary statement which he read on the

same occasion. In the coarse of his report he stated that it

could not be expected that he could remain on the works to

see every joint made, but he had a man whom he could trust

and who was well known to the practical members of the

council. He had every reason to believe that the work was
properly carried out in his absence, and he (Mr. Beswick) in

his visits never saw anything to find fault with. Neither he
nor the men under him had any interest to serve other than
doing the best work. He most emphatically stattd that

nothing was done by him in the work of picking up Miss
Taylor's drains which was inconsistent with the Public Health
Act or with the by-laws of the council. He had one cause for

regret, and that was, that owing to the council's smoke test

being in Bristol to be repaired, he did not test these drains

with it. He tried to borrow a machine to test them, but was
unable to do so. He informed the council that no test had
been applied previous to their decision to repudiate all liability

to the claim. He pointed out that the drain was not proved
to leak before it was opened up. It was the first time in his

experience that he had ever heard of a system of drains being
opened up before testing, and he most ejnphatically stated

that there was not a drain in Exmouth that would stand the

test after such treatment. He expressed his surprise at the

result of the trial, as he fully expected that the fact of having
no notice or opportunity of seeing the tests and remedying
the alleged defects would put the plaintiff out of court, and
more particularly he was disappointed at the decision for the

full amount, especially after the remark by the judge that it

was a case for an expert. It was only fair to himself to in-

form the council that the judge especially exonerated him
from blame in the course of his summing up. It remained
for him to express his regret that the council had lost their

case, but, at the same time, were he placed in the same set

of circumstances again he failed to see how he could act

otherwise. The whole of his actions were in the interest and
for the benefit of the council and the ratepayers. The only

thing he could have done differently would have been to have

applied the smoke test, and had that been done Miss Taylor
could not have possibly recovered any portion of her claim.

He pointed out that this was the first occasion in the whole
of his experience that a charge of allowing or doing bad work
had ever been preferred against him.
The surveyor afterwards read the following statement :

—

In asking permission to make a personal statement I am quite

conscious of the importance of the step the council are now
contemplating, and I had looked forward to a much different

finish to eight years' faithful service to the ratepayers and
eight years' hard work. It will be within the knowledge of

the council (some of them at all events) that the last act of

the late local board was to pass a resolution which is on the

minute-book, and which is practically a vote of confidence in

myself. The first three months of this council's existence

was one of very severe strain, and in March, 1895, I wrote a

letter to the council asking for an increased salary and assist-

ance, and I have subsequently on several occasions repeated

the request, on each occasion to be met with the same point

blank refusal ; not only have I done this, but I have re-

quested the council to appoint a committee to inquire into

the working of my department more than once with a view
to their defining the duties, &c. This has never been done,

and I have had to get on as best I could with a mass of work
utterly beyond the power of one man to cope with satis-

factorily, although I have at my own personal expense pro-

vided assistance at various times. In fact, for some time past

I have contemplated severing my connection with the

council because, without proper qualified assistance, it has
been impossible to carry out the duties of my department to

my own satisfaction. I now come to the particular issue on
which this matter has assumed an acute form, and in the

first place I should like to point out that at the time the work
was in hand at Miss Taylor's house I was employing in all

fifty-four to sixty men, or an excess of fourteen to twenty-
four men necessary for the ordinary working of the town.

With the necessary ofiice work, and attention to and attend-

ance at the numerous committee and council meetings and
the requisite reports on various subjects, it was quite impos-

sible to give more attention than I did to these works, and
the amount of work in hand precluded actual individual

attention on my part, and it is perfectly obvious that

I could not be present at the making of every joint, nor
could I be expected to exercise other than general super-

vision. Further, all the necessary engineering work has

been done by me for the past eight years in addition to

my duties as surveyor and without extra cost to the council.

The report prepared by me on this matter, and presented to

the council in committee, was in no way considered or even
discussed. At the committee meeting members attended
who had come prepared with resolutions already written out

in their pockets and with their minds made up ; in fact, my
report need never have been written. Without being per-

sonal to any member, 1 think if members will call their

minds back they will see what has caused the present crisis.

It has been most assiduously worked up to for eight years by
a certain individual, and during the last three years he has
been assisted by others whom he has influenced and who
entered the council prejudiced against myself. I would ask

how it could be possible for any official to properly carry out

onerous duties conscientiously with undividi d attention and
singleness of purpose under such conditions aa have obtained

for the past three years of my connection with the council.

However, I feel quite safe in leaving my vindication to the

judgment of the general body of ratepayers, as I feel sure

that the state of Exmouth in all ways, both underground and
on the surface, as compared with eight years ago, does now,
and will for some years to come, speak for itself as to whether
any charge of neglect is well founded. With reference to

the resolution of the special committee, confirmed by the

council, requesting me to send in my resignation, I feel that

to comply with that request would be practically admitting

that I had " wilfully " neglected my duties, and, as I am quite

confident that such has not been the case, I therefore with all

respect to" the council decline to comply with the same, and
must leave myself in their hands to take such action as com-
mends itself to their conscience, judgment and sense of

justice.

We may mention that the total amount involved by the

case, including the council's own costs, was £75 ! In another

column we make a few remarks on the subject generally, and
give some interesting details regarding the surveyor's duties

and responsibilities, the personnel of the council and other

matters.

i

Mersey Dock Improvements.—The Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board at their last meeting decided to construct a
passage of 90 ft. wide, with gates leading to the proposed

new branch dock, on the site of the southern portion of the

Sandou dock, at an estimated cost of £l2,000. It was also

decided to widen certain sheds at the Victoria dock, at an
estimated cost of £1,3.50.
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Protection of Underground Water Supplies.
ADJOURNED DISCUSSION.

The discussion ou the paper on " The Protection of Under-
ground Water Snpplies," read by Dr. John C. Thresh, m.d., at

a meeting of the Society of Engineers on the 4th ult., was
concluded at a meeting of tliat body held at the Royal United
Service In.stitntion, Whitehall. Mr. W. Worby Beanmont,
president, occupied the chair.

Prof. Wanklyn expressed his disagreement with several
statements of Dr. Thresh. The passage in regard to the dis-

semination of disease, which Dr. Angell had taken exception
to, was, he thought, contradicted in another part of the paper.

The introduction of poison into a water could not cause an
epidemic. Speaking of the Maidstone outbreak, he con-
sidered that was due to the unsatisfactory condition of the

sewerage of the town. The inquiry had thrown some light

on the subject, which he had dealt with in a professional

paper. In this journal he had shown beyond all doubt that
the Parleigh spring was not the cause of the epidemic.

Mr. SiLcocK said he could not quite follow the author's
calculations in his remarks on the cone of depression.

Mr. Barber thought all would agree that Dr. Thresh had
made out a sufBciently strong case. The rural districts

referred to by him, where the water was used for drinking
purposes regardless of its origin, should be more under
sanitary control and better protected. The shallow wells
from which the supplies were generally taken were often, as

the author had saitl, entirely unprotected, and, in his opinion,
some reform was necessary. Anyone who had had experience
with the well-sinkers knew how ditficidt it was to persuade
them to depart from their usual methods; they did not
attempt to prevent pollution from the adjoining ground, being
quite satisfied to line the sides of wells sufficiently to prevent
them from falling in. It was their habit to use dry bricks in

the work. Everyone, therefore, would agree that the danger
lay in the supplies which were drawn from the shallow wells
sunk by people without any control on the part of the
sanitary authorities. In reference to the matter of the cone
of depression, he would bo glad if Dr. Thresh would look
into that again ; his calculation for a radius was ."30 ft. He
quite agreed with what Mr. Baldwin Latham had said re-

garding the lamentable condition of tilings which at present
existed iti connection with the protection of water snpplies,

and lie thought they should urge the necessity of further
legislation in the matter. It vras only re.isonable that power
should be given to the various authorities to enforce the provi-

sion of proper snpplies. To his mind it should be impossible
for a man to sink a well without the approval of the properly-
authorised officials of the authority, and until it was made so

we could not hope for much to be done. Some legislative

measures were certainly necessary to protect those living in

country districts, while it was very essential that local

authorities should have larger powers given to them.
Dr. RiDF.Ar, considered tliat the paper could not fail to

interest engineers. The passage relating to the control of

house drainage upon a gathering ground was at the present
time of great importance, but, in his opinion, the tendency to

protect the grounds by preventing manuring, Ac, would not
answer. However great the protection given, it would not
protect the drinker. Steps should be taken to render water
free from pollution immediately before it was consumed and
not at its source. f)f course, that was objected to on the
ground of expense, which, however, was not so great as it

would appear. Six feet from the surface was a low limit of

the point at which water should be allowed to enter a well,

and he thought 10 ft. should be fixed as an irreducible mini-
mum. It was desirable, he thought, that the pumps used in
connection with wells should be kept at some distance from
the latter, in order to prevent any possible pollution. He
suggested that they should be fixed at the side, and that their
overflow should not be allowed to rnn back. There was
another great tendency, he said in conclusion, to have a well
near the house, and that was a practice which should be pro-
hibited by law.

Mr. Grifkitu was sure that the society would appreciate
very highly the paper contributed by Dr. Thresh, whose
views on the subject of watersupply were extremely valuable.
Regarding the pollution of wells by surface water, he would
be very much ashamed to have any well to which such water
gained access. There was a difference between public and
private supplies. A private individual did not consult an
engineer when he began to sink a deep well, as he wanted to
have the work done as cheaply as possible. He no doubt
would choose the cheaper scheme submitted by the well-
sinker. The difficulty of keeping wells watertight should not
be considered serious at all. At the end of his remarks Mr.
Griffith read a letter from Mr. C. E. de Ranee, f.g.s., who said
he cordially agreed with Dr. Thresh's view as to the necessity
of provision in the details of construction of private wells.
He thought that local authorities should intervene to secure
the safety of the tenants of dwellings so supplied, and exer-
cise more extensive supervision over the waterworks in their
districts.

Mr. Hennell disagreed with the author's figures in regard
to the yield of water from a sandy subsoil.

I'l'of. Simpson, who remarked that it had not been his

intention to take part in the discussion, said his experience h.ad

been in a land where nearly all the wells were polluted. It

wag impossible fjr him to enter into the discussion, as he had
not read the paper.

Mr. WiNSHip spoke of the difficulties he had experienced
with the Local Government Board in defining the protective
areas of water supply schemes which he had carried out.
He quite agreed with the first part of the paper, and thooglit
no one could object to the conclusions drawn.

Mr. Leks, who said he was pleased to have an opportunity
of adding his humble testimony, mentioned that some rnral
authorities were taking very energetic measures to obtain a
reasonable amount of water for the use of their respective
districts. The question of the zone of depression was an
important one, but common sense must be brought to bear
largely in order to decide as to the area required. Public
bodies were extending their powers, and there would soon be
very few wells which would not be under their protection.
Dr. Thresh, in bringing out the various items in his paper,
helped to make tliem consider what they should do to protect
their waters regardless of their source. In his own opinion,
if a little more care were taken in the construction of wells
pollution would be prevented.

Mr. Harman, in recognising the importance of the subject
under discussion, said that it had also occurred to him to bo
impressed with the importance of main laying, and of the
opportunities which defective service pipes and mains gave
for contamination. Re agreed with the author in his state-
ment concerning the well-sinker, who wouldj not listen to
theory.

Mr. R. St. Georre Moore added a few words, after which
Tlie Chairman observed that it was evident by the great

intei'est which had been displayed in the papar that it had
contained mucli useful information, and, after an allusion to
several of the more important points raised in the discussion
he called upon Dr. Thresh to m.ike his reply.

Dr. Thresh, in his closing remarks, referred to what he
styled a misapprehension which appeared to have arisen re-
garding the purity or otherwise of subsoil water. He then
went on to deal with the questions raised by the different
speakers, but declined to discuss the Maidstone epidemic, to
wliich Prof. Wanklyu had referred. Mention had been made
of the difficulties met with in defining an area, but he had
had to consider a number of cases in which it had been
necessary to specify this. It required a number of persons
who were acquainted with the character of the district, the
nature of the soil and the work to be cirried out. These
difficulties seemed to indicate that the Local Government
Board, who had been somewliat lax in the p.ast, were now
going to be too severe. He hoped that one of the results of
his paper would be that observers would take up the subject,
so that they would have no difficulty as to the parts of the
areas which needed protection. It wa.", he said in conclu-
sion, in the interests of the public generally that these areas
should be protected.

The usual votes of thanks then bronglit the proceedings to
an end.

SOUTHAMPTON JLECJRIC LIGHTING.

A committee of this authority recently recommended the
acceptance of a report of Mr. E.Manville as to arrangements
for public electric lighting of streets. He recommended, in
the first instance, that the public lighting should include the
whole of High-street, Above Bar-street, the Town Quay,
Bridge-street, Oxford-street, Terminus-terrace (as far as
Canute-road), East-street and St. Mary-street. This would
require sixty-two lamps, of about 2,000 nominal candle-power,
and each standard should carry two 32 candle-power incan-
descent lamps for the purpose of replacing the arc lamps after
midnight. The plant already ordered for the generating
station will enable the public lighting to bo extended from
sixty-two arc lamps to 100 arc lamps, without adding to the
plant in the generating station. He considered the possi-
bility of the corporation deciding at a future date to instal

a system of electric tramways with overhead conductors,
which could be mostly suspended from the same standards sup-
porting the public arc and incandescent lamps, with the ad-
dition of such further standards as might be necessary for
the complete supporting of the overhead conductors.

Vauxhall Temporary Bridge.—After long delay the
centre span, which had been lacking to complete thg London
County Council's temporary iron bridge over the Thames at
Vauxhall, has at length been placed in position and fixed.

Its span is 165 ft. and its weight about 130 tons. Although
the new structure is nominally temporary, it will in reality
have to do duty for probably ten or a do/.en years whilst the
condemned Vauxhall and Lambeth bridges are successively
undergoing demolition and reconstruction. It has been exe-
cuted by the Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding Company.
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Comparative Reports of General Praotice.

XXIII.—AMERICAN AND CANADIAN ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS : SHANGHAI REPORT.

Qneries on the inipoi-tatit subject of electric traction were

recently addressed to variona American and Canadian en-

gineers by Mr. Charles Mayne, engineer to the ninnicipal

conncil of Shanghai, China, and a useful report, which we
have reduced from its tabular form, was subsequently pre-

pared by him from the replies received. In the majority

of cases the number of years for which a franchise has been

granted to the tramway companies by the authorities is nn-

li mited, and only some half-dozen cities of those included in

the report are shown to place any limit upon the period of

control. Few, also, impose any tax for the privilege of run-

ning over the streets.
"

AT.BANV, N.V.

This city has a population of 94.,923. The company are

only expected to pave between the tracks and keep in repair

a width of 2ft. outside each rail, together with the area inside

the rails.

AUKHHENY, PA.

The population of this city is given as 105,287. For the

first five years of working tlie compiny pay 2 per cent, on all

dividends earned; during the second five years they pay 3 per

cent, and §20 for each passenger car in use ; 5 per cent, on

all dividends earned and S30 for each passenger is paid for

the next five years, after which the figures remain fixed at

respectively 5 per cent, on all dividends declared or earned

and §iO on each passenger car in use. Belgian block or

Ligonier block stone are recjuired to be laid between all the

rails of the tracks, and lengthwise and crosswise on the out-

side of the rails to a width of 1 ft. The work of cleaning and
repairing has to be carried out by the company.

BOSTON, MASS.

In this city, which has a population of 6J;0,000, the tram-

way company, when their tracks run over macadamised roads,

are required to pave and keep in repair the space between
the rails and 18 in. outside of them.

nROCKTOX, MASS.

The population here is 27,287, and the city council only

ask for the paving by the company of the portion of the

roadways between the rails and also that outside the rails

for a distance of 18 in. Granite block has to be used. Snow
is removed from the tracks by the company.

BUFFALO, N.V.

Over 250,000 people inhabit this city, in which 2 per cent,

is deilucted from the gross receipts of the tramway company
when they are less than Sl,.')0O,O0O, 2V per cent, is deducted
when the reci^pts are less than §2,000,000, and 3 per cent,

when they exceed that amount. The tramway company are

obliged to maintain the roadway between the rails of the
tracks and for a distance of 2 ft. outside of them.

CAMBRinGK, MASS.

Here there is a population of 70,028, and the tramway com-
pany have to pave aad keep in order the portions of the

streets occupied by their tracks.

rHELSEA, MASS.

Population, 27,850. The tramway company remove all the
snow and ice from one side of the street, and pave and keep
in repair all streets between rails and tracks .and also 18 in.

outside of outer rails.

ELMIRA, N.y.

Each company in this city, which is inhabited by some
28,070 people, pays $250 antl one-tenth of 1 per cent, of tlie

gross receipts yearly, and also the costs of all paving between
and for 1 ft. outside each rail. There are 15 miles of track.

ERIE, PA.

The authorities of this city, which lias a population of

40,63i, require the tramway company to pave between the
rails of their tr.acks and 1 ft. outside of each rail with the
same kind of pavement used in the balance of the street.

KITCHBUEG, MASS.

The population of this city is 22,007. Where the track is

in the centre of the street, and the street is not paved, the
tramway cempany are required to pave between the rails and
20 in. outside of each rail. They are also required to remove
snow from one side of the street where there is a single track,
and all the snow from curb to curb wliere there ia a double
track. The fare is limited to 5 cents.

fiLOrCESTER, MASS.
No works are carried out by the tramway companies in this

city, which has a population of 21,262.
FAVERHILI,, MASS.

The population here is 27,322. The tramway companies
are required to put streets in repair after laying tracks, and
in the compact part of the city to pave with granite blocks
between and 18 in. outside of their rails. They have also to
remove snow from a half of the street in winter time. In
this return it ia remarked tliat the authorities have the power
to withdraw the franchise at any time.

HOI.VOKE, MASS.
This town has a population of 35,528. The authorities

require the tramway company to keep their right of way
clean and to pave for a distance of 18 in. outside the rails. In
winter the company have to contribute one half of the cost

of removing the snow from the streets through which their

rails are laid. On the occasion of the franchise requiring

the erection of a new bridge, it is remarked in the report,

the company had to pay one half of the cost.

r.OWElL, MASS.

The population of this city is given as 77,696. The streets

between the rails of the tracks and 18 in. outside of each rail

where single tracks are used have to be repaired by the

company. Where double tracks are used the company gener-

ally keep the street between the rails and tracks paved with

granite blocks. They have also to keep the roadways of the

bridges in repair. The poles for carrying the wires are

located by the city authorities.

LYNN, MASS.

This city's population is 150,420. The authorities require

the tramway company to keep the space between and 18 in.

outside of their rails in repair and to .assist them to remove
the snow thrown aside by the ploughs.

MONTREAI^, CANADA.

In this case nothing is said in regard to population. The
tramway company pay annually 4 per cent, of gross earn-

ings up to 81,000,000, 6 per cent, of gross earnings from
§1,000,000 to §1,500,000, 8 per cent, of their gross earnings

from 81,500,000 to §2,000,000 to §2,500,000, 12 per cent,

from §2,500,000 to §3,000,000, and 15 per cent, above §3,000,000.

The company have nothing to do with the paving of the

streets after their tracks are laid, the city authorities

being compelled to keep the imving in order and safe for

public traffic. The first cost of paving the tracks has to be

borne by the tr.amway company.
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Population, 40,733. Paving between the tracks and for a
space cf 18 in. on each side of the track, is maintained by the

company.
NEWTOJS, MASS.

The population of this city is 24,375. The tramway com-
pany remove all snow in tlie winter from the full width of the

streets whei'e their tracks are laid, pave with granite between
the rails and 18 in. outside the rails, and keep the same in

repair.
PAWmCKteT, R.I.

The population here is 27,502. For the first five years half

of 1 per cent, per annum of the gross earnings is paid to the

city authorities by the tramway company, for the second

five years 1 per cent, per annum is paid, IJ per cent, is paid

in the third five years, and in the fourth 2 per cent. The
company maintain the portion of the highways occupied by
their railroad and 18 in. outside their rails. The fare for

continuous passage from one point to another within the citj'

is 5 cents.
PITTSBURG, PA.

The population of this city is 238,617. A payment of §50
\)ev annum is made for each car operated by the company,
who have to pave the streets, avenues, &c., between the tracks

and 1 ft. outside.

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

The population of this city is 132,146. For the first five

years the company pay 3 percent, of gross receipts every three
months. For remaining terms of five years not lees than
3 per cent, and not exceeding 5 per cent, of gross profits (as

decided by the city council) is paid. The company also pay
the cost of building and maintaining the roadways within their

rails and 1 ft. 6 in. outside.

POUGHKEKPSIE, N.T.

This city has a population of 22,836. The authorities re-

quire the tramway company to pave between the rails of their

tracks and 1ft. on each side of same.
QUEBEC, CANADA.

Nothing is said as to population. Under an agreement
dated July, 1895, the comijany liave agreed to pay 4 per cent,

of the total gross receipts for twenty-two years and 5 per
cent, during the five succeeding years. They will be required
to pave and keep in good order the streets between the rails

and for a distance of 2 ft. outside of each rail, and to remove
the snow and ice in winter.

ROCHESTF,R, N.f.

Population, 133,896. Here the tramway company pay §5
per car and 1 per cent, of gross receipts up to 1905, and from
that time 2 per cent, of gross receipts. They are required to
repair and maintain the pavement between the rails and 2 ft.

outside, but do not pay for new pavements.
SALEM, MASS.

In this city, which possesses a population of 30,735, the
tramway company neither make any payment to the authori-
ties nor carry out works for the latter.

SCRANTON, PA.

The authorities of this city, which has a population of
75,215, require the companies to pave between rails and
tracks.

SOMERVILLE, MASS.

There are 40,152 inhabitants in this town, in which the
companies have to pave the space between the rails and 18 in.
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outside of the rails where there ia a single track. On double

tracks the inner portion is paved as well. The above regula-

tions, it is remarked in the report, are applied to macadam-
ised roads only.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Population, 4-i,179. The companies pave between the

tracks and 18 in. outside of the rails.

SYRACUSE, N.T.

The population of this important city is 88,143. The
finthorities impose a tax of about $16 per mile on single track,

and require the tramway company to pave and maintain the

space occupied by them in the same manner and with the

same kind of pavement with which the remainder of the street

is paved. The railroad strip is 9 ft. wide for a single track

and 18 ft. wide for a double tnick.

TORONTO, CANADA.

As in the case of the other two Canadian cities contained

in the report, particulars as to popnlation are omitted. The
tramway company have to ])ay -SSOO per mile on single track

and .Sl,600 per mile on double track. They have also to pay
monthly, on all gross receipts up to SI,000,000 per annum, 8

per ceiit. Between .S1,000,000 and §1,500,000 10 per cent, is

paid, between §1,500,000 and §2,000,000 12 per cent, is paid,

between §2,000,000 and §3,000,000 the company pay 15 per

cent., and on all gross receipts over §3,000,000 20 per cent.

In the event of the company desiring to make any alterations

or repairs to existing tracks, Ac, on paved streets, they have

to repave the portion of the roadway they may happen to tear

up in carrying out tho work. This ia done at their own ex-

pense. The city construct, reconstruct and maintain in repair

the street railway portion of the roadways

—

vi::., for double

track 16 ft. 6 in. and for single track 8 ft. 3 in. on all streets

traversed by the railway system, bnt not the track and snper-

Btruoture required for tho tracks.

TROY, N.Y.

Population, 83,388. Paving is carried out by the tramway
company between the tracks and for a distance of 1 ft. 6 in.

on either side of them.
UTICA, N.v.

The population of this city is 44,007. Tlie tramway com-
pany have to keep in permanent repair the p.avement between
the rails of the tracks and for 2 ft. on either side of the latter.

WOONSOCKET, R.I.

The population of this city is given as 20,759 in the report,

which states that 1 per cent, and 2 per cent, are paid on re-

spectively tho first and second years' nett earnings of the

tramways. 3 per cent, is paid during the remainder of the

time the franchise exists. The company keep and maintain

in good order the portions of the streets occupied by their

rails.

WORCESTER, MASS.

The tramway company of this city, which has a population

of 84,655, pave and maintain the portion of the streets occu-

pied by their tracks.

THE SUPPLY OF ELECTRICITY.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE PROCEEDINGS.
The joint committee appointed to deal with the question of

electrical energy (generating stations and supply) met again

on the 2nd inst.. Lord Cross presiding.

Dr. HopKlNSON, r.R.s., past-president of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, after expressing his general agreement
with a memorandum put in by the Manchester Corporation,

said the same plant could be made applicable to the two pur-

poses of power and light. The great danger of overhead

wires was the possibility of other wires falling on them and
of the powerful current being diverted to some house or

station and so causing fire. But he would allow much greater

freedom in carrying wires overhead than at present. Sup-

posing he were desirous of supplying a great industrial

population in tho cheapest mode with electrical power and
lighting, he would have a number of central stations unless

local conditions made it undesirable. He would not have one

station for the whole of London—probably two or three.

Sir Ale.xander Binnik, chief engineer to the London
County Council, put in a map and tables relating to the exist-

ing condition of electric energy supply in London. There
were at present in London twenty-six bodies entitled to

supply energy, of which fourteen were companies and twelve

local authorities. The present position was very complicated,

both as to area and as to method of supply. He was strongly

of opinion that the central authority should be the controlling

authority for breaking-up the streets for electric lighting

purposes.

Mr. Vf. n. Preece, chief engineer to the Post Office, said

that a generating station might, but need not, be a nuisance.

Vibration could be wholly eliminated. Tho breaking-np of

streets might become a nuisance if repeated too frequently,

and it should be under the control of the local authority. The
multiplication of generating stations was an evil, and it

should be checked. For nil purposes the whole of London
could be served by four large central stations, two or three

of them oa the banks of tho Thames. Legislation to confer

compulsory powers was needed, and also to enable generating

stations to be situated beyond the area of supply. They were,

it was true, much behind in regard to electric tramways, bnt
that was duo to the too stringent clauses in the Acts ; and in

respect to electric lighting this country was well to the front,

and they were in advance of America in the use of the electric

light for domestic purposes. He did not think that the pur-

chase clause had prevented development ; but the old period

of purchase was much too short.

Another meeting of the Committee was held on Wednes-
day, when Mr. Swinburne maintained that long-distance

distribution of electrical energy from a central station was
not only desirable, but had long been waiting for nothing
but the removal of legal dilhculties and the application of

capital. A long-distance distribution system on a large scale

would make for cheapness, and would enable small towns,

which had not the capital for gasworks or a special genera-

ting station, to take the electric light. At first the supply of

energy for lighting purposes would be the backbone of the

system. Then would follow motors, tramways, light rail-

ways and electrolytic works. The system would also foster

the distribution of industries, and there were many ways in

which agricultural operations could be assisted.

The evidence of several other gentlemen having been heard,

the case on behalf of the promoters of Bills before Parlia-

ment closed, and evidence on behalf of various local author-

ities was then taken.

Mr. HiGGiNBOTTO.M, chairman of the Electricity Committee
of the Manchester Corporation, expressed the opinion that

local authorities ought to have power to acquire land com-
pulsorily, and compnnies should be in the same position.

Electrical undertakings sho\ild be exempt from proceedings

for nnisance where proper care was exercised. As far as

possible all stations should lie confined within the area of

supply; and in laying mains between an outside generating

station and the area of distribution the local authority shouUl

ha%'e tho right of determining the route of the mains, and of

of itself doing the work of laying down if it was so wished.

The consent of the local authority should be necessary to

any undertaking for the supply of electrical energy, and the

right of purchase given under the general Act should remain.

The case of London, he thought, was quite different from
that of the great provincial towns.

Major Cardew, electrical adviser to the Board of Trade, in

the course of his examination on Thursday stated that, in

his opinion, danger to tho public need not be apprehended
from high pressure in the case of underground wires, provided

they were properly laid and protected. On the other hand,

in regard to overhead wires for the conveyance of electric

power to consumers, the danger was increased as the electric

energy was increased. He was of opinion that interference

with telegraphs and telephones could be absolutely avoided

if a system were introduced for general electric supply.

The overhead system was not common in this country, and
he did not know that it would be cheaper for the purposes of

a general supply. The practice of tho Board of Trade had
rather been in the direction of discouraging the general adop-

tion of overhead wires, and he believed the trend Of opinion

in England was adverse to the overhead system.

Ayi".—The Earl of Eglington, who was accompanied by the

Countess of Eglington, last week opened the new Victoria

bridge at this town. The total length of the bridge is 220 ft.,

and the width between parapets 40 ft. It is formed of three

spans, and the piers and abntments are bedded in the solid

rock. Each span has four steel girders of arch form, with a

rise of 9 ft. at the centre. The girders are 70 ft. long over

all by 11 ft. deep at ends and 2 ft. at centre. The outside

girders are covered with ornamental cast-iron pannelling and

fa{^ia, and with bold cornice under the parapet and cope, and
give an elaborate appearance to the structure. The cost of

the bridge, Yvith its approaches and the other work executed

by the corporation at this place, will amount to about £8,000.

Business Announcements.—The accounts of the London
and Lancashire Fire Insurance Company for tho past year

have just been issued to the shareholders. The nett premiums
amounted to £839,970, and the underwriting surplus thereon

to £122,006, which, with interest on investments of £37,104,

makes a nett total profit on the year's operations of £159,110.

The directors propose to pay a dividend fur the year (including

the interim already distributed) of 123. per share, against

10a. per share for the previous year. Tho financial position

of the company will then be as follows : Capital paid up,

£212,750; rcservefunds, exclusive of capital, £973,245; reserve

capital, at call of directors, £1,914,750.—Messrs. Doulton, the

well-known potters and engineers of Lambeth, London, have,

we learn, removed their Manchester depot to Temple Cham-
bers, St. James-square, in that city, where they have opened
commodious show-rooms for the display of their manufac-
tures. This change in address has become necessary owing
to the increasing local demand for the firm's productions.

Prominent in the show-rooms is a fine display of glazed

faience fireplaces and mantels, showing a variety of beauti-

ful designs and colours, and among the sanitary fittings is a
fine display of baths of the most modern style of design.

Specially noticeable are the vitreous enamelled baths and the

lavatories and urinals, while the slop sinks are also a leading

feature. The whole of the manufactures displayed are of

the usual high standard, and architects and others connected

with the building trade will doubtless find an inspection

interesting^.
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Some Annual Municipal Engineering Records.
PEORIA, U.S.A.: HAMPSTEAD.

From the Inst nniinal rcimrt of the Departiiient of Pnblic

Works of Peoria it appears that it has at last become neces-

sary, in consequence of the continued R-rowtli of that bnsy
American city, to take steps for the provision of more com-
modious municipal Iniildinfis, the present ones having, iii the

opinion of the inhabitants, outlived their usefulness. The
corner stone of the new building?, which are now being
erected at a cost of £2i,655, was laid in November last by
the mayor of the city. Colonel Juhn Warner. That gentle-

man, when the contemplated erection of the buildings had
become a positive fact, decided to have the preliminary work
done by day labour, under the direction of the city authori-

ties, instead of by contract. This idea was put into effect,

and proved to bo a judicious and commendable move. While
the cost of executing the work might possibly have been lets

if it had been done by private individuals or contract, it was
fully justifiable and fair, for it gave employment for a time
to a number of men who had contribnted in the past their

tithe, humble though it might have been, to the growth and
advancement of the city.

Mr. M. W. Manning, the commissioner of public works,
thinks it proves true economy to discourage the use of wood
as a material for the construction of crossings. A wood
crossing soon decayed, and had often to te repaired or re-

placed, thus entailing an expense which practically ceased if

stone was substituted. A stone crossing, properly laid, would
last a life time and need no repair whatever. It is con-
sidered that the best manner of constructing such a crossing
would be to form two lines of stone, similar to kerbing,
parallel, 1 ft. apart, and slightly lower at the outer edges, so

as to give ease in crossing them. The space between these
lines should be neatly paved with small cobble stones, slightly

pitched from the centre to the inside edge. The difference in

cost between the two methods was slight, and, as the city in

paving its unimproved streets would always have more or
less old kerbing on h.and suitable for this kind of work, Mr.
Manning thinks it would be good policy to substitute the
sione for the wood crossings when and where convenient.
Asphalte, as a paving material, seems to have gromi into
disfavour in Peoria. The durability of this kind of pavement
there has been found to be from about three to hve years,
after which time the material begins to crack and show signs
of decay. Various reasons are ascribed for this condition.
Ilapid expansion and contraction, caused by sudden changes
in temperature, has a tendency to weaken the tensile strength
and cause the pavement to fill with cracks, and the edges of

these cracks rapidly chip off and the fissures enlarge. It is

also stated that the asphalte covering does not knit firmly to

the concrete base, so that in the course of a year or less the
asphaltum becomes detached, ard, with but 24 in. of sub-
stance subject to ordinary usage and climatic influences, will

crack, roll and finally disintegrate.

During the year 1897 some 11,573 ft. of old kerbing, in

addition to 5,175ft. of new limestone, was reset on unim-
proved streets. The cleansing of sewers and drains is at

present carried out in a faulty and ineffective way by attach-
ing a hose to the fire hydrants, and filling the flushing tanks
at stated periods or in cases of dire necessity ; and in the
report the adoption is recommended of some arrangement by
which the tanks could be autmiatically filled at least once in

every twenty-four hours. Filling tlie tanks from hydrants
Mr. Manning considers impracticable and unsatisfactory, and
.all substitutes for the automatic system had proved them-
selves costly and inadequate. The present mnke-shift system
was a menace to public health. In the report attention i^

also drawn to the pressing need for the adoption and execu-
tion of an effective plan for the sewerage of the upper end of
the city. About 2,000 ft. of the cement sidewalks laid during
the past year was to replace old brick walks. There has been
a considerable increase in the amount of cement walks laid

during the past two years, and there is a deserved growing
confidence in the utility, stability and beauty of this class of

walk, the department having provided rigorous specifications

governing tlie construction of the work. Tliese regulations
are enforced by the sidewalk inspector as closely as possible,

but it is not practicable to appoint an inspector for each con-
tract; and the extended territory necessarily covered by the
inspector prevents an inspection of any work oftener than
twice a day. It is an easy matter under this system for a
contractor to do poor work without detection, and a few w.alks

laid by irresponsible parties at ridiculously low prices during
the two past seasons have disintegrated and become broken.

Sewer constraclion has been confined to a few hundred
feet of 3-in. pipe, laid for storrn-watpr purposes. The que."^-

tion of ventilation has become a serious one in the city, and
the numerous complaints which have been received indicate
that the methods now in operation are not satisfactory. All

manholes and lampholes in the various systems .are provided
with perforated covers to assist the circulation of the air in

the sewers, and the inlets for storm water ate trapped in

some districts and untrapped in others. Complaints of a
disagreeable odour fiom sewers are more frequent from those
systems having untrapped inlets. Mr. A. D. Thompson, the

city surveyor, has, the report mentions, inaugnrated a system
of esperimeuts to deterniinc the limitation of the efficiency
of flushing tanks and the principles controlling the circu-

lation of air in sewers. These experiments had not been
completed at the time wheijL the report was published, but
f nflicient data had been gathered to indicate that the system
of untrapped storm-water inlets, allowing an unrestricted
circulation of air, was not applicable to sewers where the
difference in elevation vaiied from 50ft. to 100ft.

The last two pages of the report are devoted to the
analyses of various American and imported cements. Up to

the present time the specifications for all work where Port-
land cement was necessary had always required the use of

the imported material, thus prohibiting the cements manu-
factured in America. This restiiction had considerably in-

creased the cost of construction, but the poor quality of a
large number of the A meiican brands, andt heir inability to with-

stand the action of the elements in exposed work, rendered
such action advisable until the relative merits of imported
and American Portland cements could be determined by
personal investigation. Careful tests, extending over the
past three years, had now been concluded, and the evidence
obtained proved conclusively that certain brands of Portland
cement manufactured in America were equal, if not superior,

to best imported brands in fineness, strength and durability.

In accordance with the standing orders of the Vestry of

St. John, Hampftead, Mr. Charles H. Lowe, m.i.c.e., f.s.i
,

surveyor to the vestry, has submitted his twenty-sixth annual
report upon the estimated cost of executing the Metropolis
Local Management Acts in the parish from the 26th March,
1S9K, to the 25th March, 1899. The details of the estimates

are classified under the three following heads: (1) General
account, showing the cost of maintaining the roads and foot-

ways in good repair, the execution of the several special

woiks recommended, and of rr.ad watering, removal of slop,

house refuse, Jtc; (2) lighting account, showing the cost of

lighting the public lamps, electric light and contingent ex-

penses; and (3) sewers account, showing the cost of repair-

ing and maintaining local sewer'S, building new gullies, &c.

The total amounts charge able to these accounts, Mr. Lowe
estimates, are £103,120, £'8,074 and £7,72(5 respectively.

In connection with the general account, Mr. Lowe states

that from inquiries he finds that about 77 yards cf cork

pavement have been laid in Chestermews, Byde Park, for

the Paddington Vestry, at a cost of lis. per square yard, ex-

clusive of concrete. It has been down about fifteen months,
but the traffic is of a very light nature. The Kensington
Vestry have also laid down two lengths of this pavement, one
in Struttcn Ground, Victoria-street, and the other in Basil-

street, near Hari'od's Stores, Brompton. The latter has only

been down a few months, and the former, laid about three

years ago, shows considerable wear. How this material would
behave under heavy vehicular tisflic there has not been, in

Mr. Lowe's opinion, snflScient experience to show, and he
recommends that a trial of it should stand over until it has

come into more general use in ordinary thoroughfares. The
vestry are now using hard woods, such as jarrah or Jarrahdale,

and have up to the present time found it advisable to have
the supply as well as the laying of the wood open to pnblic

tender at per square yard. During the past year the old 15-ton

steam roller was exchanged for a new I2i-tcn roller, fitted

with a scarifier, and this, together with the purchase of a light

(i-ton roller-, has added much to the efficiency of the work of

repair, Ac, on macadamised roads.

A large portion of the report is devoted to particulars

relative to pi-oposed special paving works. Chief among
thise is the paving of Abbey-road, from Belsize-road to the

boundary of the parish near Springfield-road. The traffic in

this road has become far to heavy for it to remain longer as

a macadamised road, and Mr. Lowe recommends that some
more durable mateii.als should be substituted. The estimated

cost of paving the road with yellow deal is £3,519; with
jarrnh wood, £5,0-19 ; with asphalte, £5,202 ; and with 3-in.

by 0-in. granite setts, £4,437. The annual charge, if paved
with jarrah, would bo £841, provided thatthe Improved Wood
Paviiig Company undertook to execute the work on the same
terms as heretofore. Other paving works proposed to be

carried out include the following: The roadway of Kngland's-

lare from Eelsize Park-gardens to Antrim-street with jarrah

wood, at an estimated co.st of £1,.509; the footpath on the

east side of Avenue-road, at a cost of £389 ; the carriageway

of Finchley-road from College Villas-road to Arkwright-road,

at a cfist of £6,952 ; the footpaths of Finchley-road from
West End-lare to Cannon-hill, at a cost of £290 ; the carriage-

way of High-road, Kilburn, at a cost of £2,300; and the,

cai-riagtway of Lilhos-road, at a cost of £1,3C0. The total

estimated cost of the proposed fpecial paving works amounts
to £7,033.

Several other interesting matters are dealt with in the

report, but these we can only mention. They include road

watering, cleansing and sloping, house refuse removal, street

lighting, sewers and pnblic baths, libraries, &c.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.
On Thursday, in the House of Lords, the EnhelJ Gas Bill

was read a second time.

In the House of Commons the Folliestone Gas Bill, the

Siaines Reservoirs Joint Committee Bill and the Swansea Gas
Bill were read a third time ; consideration was given to the

Waterford City Gas Bill, which was ordered for third reading.

Tlie Pi-opoaed Embankment Tramways.—The second reading

of the London County Council (Westminster Bridge and Em-
bankment Tramways) Bill was moved, the motion, however,

being negatived by 218 vote.s tci 129. ilr. Stiuirt spoke of the

large number of foot passengers who daily crossed the bridge,

and contended that a case had been made out for submitting

the Bill to a select committee, but Mr. Bonlnois maintained

that there was no necessity for the proposed tramway, which,

in his opinion, would not confer any benefit on tlie general

public. Moreover, it would greatly disfigure the bridge and
the embankment. Captain Norton failed to perceive how a

couple of tramway lines laid flush with the roadway could

have any detrimental effect on the architectural beauty of

the bridge and the embankment. There were tramways on
the avenues in Paris, and last year the niunicipal council of

that city resolved to carry a tramway down the Champs
Elysees. It would be a great convenience to the working
classes of South London if they could come over Westminster
bridge in a tramoar instead of being obliged, as at present; to

cross it on foot in all weathers. Other msmbers spoke in

favour of and against the measure which was, as has been
stated, rejected.

In the House of Commons on Friday the Wishaw Water
Bill was read a third time, while the Local Government (Ire-

land) Provisional Orders (No. 2) Bill was read a second time.

On Monday, in the House of Lords, tlio Market Harborough
Gas Bill, the Dundee Corporation Tramways Bill, the Hartle-

pool Gas and Water Bill, and the Whitwick and Coalville Gas
Bill were read a third time.

In the House of Commons the Gainsborough Gas Bill and
the Electric Lighting Provisional Orders (N'o. 3) Bill were
ordered for second reading. The Edinburgh and Leith Cor-

porations Gas Bill, the St. Matthew (Bethnal Green) Bill

and the Waterford City Gm Bill were read a third time and
passed, while the following wei-e considered and ordered for

a third reading: Brompton, Chatham, Gilliujham and
Rochester Water Bill, Ipswich Dock Commission IJdl, London
County Council (Acton Sewage) Bill, and the Rhymney and
Aber Valleys Gas and Water Bill.

In the House of Lords on Tuesday the St. Anne's-on-the-

Sea Gas Bill was read a second time, wliile the Blackpool

and Fleetwood Tramroad (Tramway Extensions) Bill and
the Belfast Harbour Bill were read a third time and passed.

In the House of Commons the Buckie (Clnny) Harbour
Bill and the Pier and Harbour Provisional Orders (No. 1)

Bill were ordered for second reading. Consideration was
given to tlie Nottingham Corporation Bill, and it was subse-

quently ordered to be read a third time. The Electric Light-

ing Provisional Orders (No. 3) Bill was read a second time
;

the Market Harborough Gas Bill and the Dundee Corporation

Tramways Bill were read a first time and referred to the

examiners of petitions for private Bills.

On Wednesday, in the House of Commons, the Cardiff Cor-
poration Bill was ordered for secontl reading, while the Pier

and Harbour Pi'ovisional Orders (No. 1) Bill was read a

second time and committed. Ai)etition from Perth in favour

of the Private Bill Procedure (Scotland) Bill was laid upon
the table. A petition from the Burnley Property Owners'
Association and other petitioners against the Burnley Cor-

poration Bill has been withdrawn.

During the week further consideration was given to the

Local Government (Ireland) Bill, and clause 19 was under
discussion when the House adjourned on Wednesday.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEE.
Dublin Port nnd Docks Bills.—An important Bill, providing

for the alteration of the constitution of the Port and Docks
Board of Dublin, came before Sir Bevan E Iwards' House of

Commons Committee on Monday. It was promoted by the

Dublin Chamber of Commerce, as representing the commer-
cial interests of the port, and strongly opposed by the e.\isting

Port and Docks Board, the Corporation of Dublin, the London
and North-Western Railway Company and certain steamship
owners. The object of the Bill was of a twofold character.

First, it was proposed to so alter the constitution of the board
as to make it representative of the shipping interests of the
port; and, secondly, to raise additional capital in order to

carry out improvements which were urgently required to put
the port in a position to cope with the shipping and mercan-
tile requirements of the day. The reasons advanced by the

Chamber of Commerce for promoting the Bill were that the
affairs of the port had been shamefully mismanaged and
conducted solely in the interests of a section of the ship

owners, who had a predominating influence on the board. It

was proposed that the new board should consist of the lord

mayor of the city for the time being, six burgesses to be ap-
pointed by the corporation and tweniy-oue elected members,
whose qualification, as well as the qualiticatious of those

who were to elect them, were set oat at great length. The

new capital which it was proposed to raise was £100,000.

The maladministration and defects of the board as at present

constituted were exposed in scathing terms by Mr. Pember,

Q.c, the leading counsel for the promoters. The Bill had the

support of the most eminent commercial firms of Dublin, and
the corporation were only nominal opponents, all they wanted
being the modification of certain provisions to meet their

views. The Port and Docks Board opposed it because it

threatened their extinction, and the steamship owners who
had arranged themselves in opposition were mainly shipping

firms, of which an inijiortant section of the existing board

were members, who derived substantial advantages in the

matter of the berthing of their vessels. The only witness

examined on Monday was Sir Richard Martin, the chairman
of the Chamber of Commerce, who described in detail tho

injury resulting to the port from the present management
and explained the circumstances which had induced tho

chamber to take action in the matter. On Tuesday afternoon,

before the committee rose, the chairman threw out a hint

that, having regard to the tenor of the cross-examination of

the witnesses, there seemed to be rooui for a compromise be-

tween tlie parties. He had no wish to curtail the proceed-

ings, but he thought time might be saved were the promoters

and opponents to consult together. On Wedncsdaj' morning
Mr. Pember, q.c, suggested an adjournment, and after some
discussion it was decided to adjourn till half-past one o'clock.

A number of witnesses in support of the Bill were afterwards

examined, among them being Mr. Gooding, a member of the

board ; Mr. Andrew Jameson, a member of the firm of whisky
distillers of that name ; Mr, Maurice E. Dockrell, a member
of the board ; Mr. Marcus and others.

Southend WatcfWurks BiU.—A Bill promoted by the South-

end Waterworks Company to extend the limits of their

supph', to authorise the construction of additional works
and to raise additional capital to tho amount of £176,000 by
shares and £44,00<J by loan has occupied the attention of

Colonel Gunter's House of Commons Committee for several

days. The jiromoters wore represented by Mr. Balfour

Browne, q.c-., and Mr. Freeman, Q.c ; while interests of

the principal opponents, the Corporation of Southend, were
entrusted to Mr. Pope, Q.c, and Mr. Worsley Taylor.

Q.f. Several local authorities, representing the parishes of

Bowens (jifford, Vange and Pitsey, had at first opposed

the Bill, but they had been arranged with the understand-

ing being that they were to have the first draught on the

new reservoirs for the nso of their district, while the com-
pany were to have the remainder for their customers. It

was explained that the present water supply was quite in-

adequate for Southend, whose permanent population now
numbered about 23,500, which was increased in the summer
months to 60,000. It was proposed to increase the supply

by the erection of pumping machinery to pump the water
from chalk wells in the district, and to construct reservoirs,

the total cost of the works being estimated at £210,000. On
behalf of the corporation it was contended that the water

supply of the town ought to be in the hands of the local

authority ; that tho first consideration in supplying water

ought to be the purity and sulBciency of the supply, and
ample provision for the sanitary condition of the town ; that

were the waterworks in their hands there would be a reduction

in the amount of the charges; and that the additional capital

which it was proposed to raise was excessive and more than

sufficient for the reipiirements of the company. A large

number of witnesses were examined for and against the Bill,

the nature and extent of the proposed works being explained

by Mr. Hawkesley, the company's engineer. The company's
witnesses made a good deal of the point that the corporation

made no attempt to supply the town with water until thoy

saw that it was a remunerative investment. In the early

days, when the company were paying only 4 per cent., there

was no movement on the part of the council, but now that the

company were paying a dividend of 5.V per cent, they wanted
to take the waterworks out of their hands and thus deprive

them of the fruits of their enterprise. Further evidence for

the opponents was given on Friday, and after hearing the

counsel for and against the scheme the committee decided that

the Bill should go forward.

Dundee Corporation TramnMijs.—The Dundee Corporation

Tramways Bill, which was promoted for the purpose of con-

firming an agreement between the Dundee Corporation and
the Dundee and District Tramway Company, Limited, and to

empower the corporation to work their tramways and to use

electrical or any mechanical power, was under the considera-

tion of the House of Lords Committee, presided over by the

E'lrl of Jersey, on Tuesday. The Bill was opposed bj' the

Caledonian and the North British Railway Companies. The
counsel for the promoters were Mr. Pembroke Stephens, Q.c,

Mr. Erekine Pollock, q.c, and Mr. Bannerman. The North
British Railway Company were represented by Jlr. Pope, Q.c,

iMr. Balfour Browne, Q.c, and Mr. Forbes Lankester ; and the

Caledonian Company by Mr. Littler, Q.c. Mr. Pember, Q.c,

Mr. Worsley Taylor, Q.c, and Mr. Page. Lord Provost

McGrady, who explained the object of the Bill, referred to

the great expansion of Dundee in recent years, and mentioned

tha there were 76 miles of streets, which covered some 4,000
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acres. Being a manufacturing town, with a large popula-
tion employed at the juto works, it was necessary that there
should be a highly efficient tramway system to carry the
people to their homes and to their work. The tramways
were started in \ii7S and they had since been greatly

extended. It was thought that the tramways could be
worked to greater advantage were they in the hands of

the corporation entirely. They were leased by the council

for a period of fourteen years, and the lease expires in

1907. The arrangement was that all profits, after a dividend
of 7i per cent, had been paid on the share capital, was to be
divided between the corporation and the company. At the
jfresent time the tramways were worked partly by horse and
partly by steam, hut the corporation proposed to work them
in future by electric power alone. It was believed that under
direct corporation management that the service would be
greatly improved. Since the leasing of the lines to the com-
pany the number of passengers carried annually had increased
from 9,000,000 to 13,600,0C0, and the gross receipts from
£6,47S to £6,550. The capital of the company was £60,000.
The two railway companies opposed the Bill on the ground
that the tramways would compete unfairly with the railways
at certain points, more especially after certain contemplated
extensions were carried out. They objected, as large rate-
payers, to being assessed in the event of a deficiency arising
for tramways which would compete with their own systems.
The committee passed the Bill.

Belfast Harbour Bill.~A Bill promoted by the Harbour
Commissioners of Belfast for powers to deepen and widen the
Victoria channel ; to construct two new tidal docks, partly
npon the site of the present Clarence dock ; to construct a
new cut or canal with jetties, commencing at the north end
of the East Twin Island and terminating at a tidal deck to
be formed on an area south-east of Aboreoin dock; to re-

claim a tract of foreshore eastward of East Twin Island and
to construct a graving dock near the south-east end of the
island, with an entrance from the river through the south-
ern portion of the island, came before the Earl of
Jersey's House of Lords Committee on Wednesday. The
Bill was contested by the Corporation of Belfast, who
sought an alteration in the constitution of the board.
Mr. Pembroke Stephens. Q c, Mr. John Gordon, fj.c, of
the liish Bar, Mr. L. L. Macassy and Lord Basil Blackwood
were counsel for the promoters, and the corporation were
represented by Mr. Fitzgerald, q.c and Mr. Shaw. It was
shown that the port improvements were urgently required to
provide for the increasing traffic of the 1)0^, and that there
was a strong desire to have the additional dock accommoda-
tion and two new graving docks. At an early stage in the
proceedings Mr. Fitzgerald drew attention to the claims of
the corporation with respect to the constitution of the board,
their contention being that they ought lo have power to
nominate commissioners. The electorate consisted of ship
owners and ratepayers, with premises of over £20 in annual
value. Belfast being a manufacturing town, two-thirds of
tlie houses were under £20 valuation, and therefore two-
thirds had no representatives on the board. The corpoia-
tion, Mr. Fitzgerald contended, ought to have a coitain
number of members on a board which dealt with £750,000.
The chairman held that the Bill was not a measnre dealing
with the constitution of the board, and the committee woidd
not, therefore, consider the point raised by the corporation.
Sir James Musgrave, the chairman of the Harbour Board,
having given formal evidence with regard to the projected
improvements, the committee passed the Bill.

Soutliu-ark and VauiJiall Water Bill.—The Southwaik and
Vauxhall Water Bill, which, it will be remembered, provided
for the legalisation of an overdraft of water from the Thames
and the construction of a new reservoir, was passed on Friday
afcernoon under conditions which will be dealt with later on.
The two closing days of the proceedings, which occupied more
than a week, were occupied with the objections raised by the
London County Council, the Thames Conservancy and the
Vestry of St. Mary, Battcrsca. The position taken up by the
county council was explained on Thursday by Sir Alexander
Binuie, their chief engineer. Ho thought the London water
companies ought not in the future to be authorised to draw
more water from the Thames than was contemplated by the
present Bill, and in his opinion this was not a favourable time
for making a permanent arrangement for the Southwarfc and
yauxhall_ Company. That was owing to the fact that a Royal
Commission was sitting now dealing with almost every
feature of the water supply of London— the present and pro-
spective sujiply, the propo.s:il to supplement it from other
sources than the Thames valley, and the question of the cost
of both projects. The reason why it was not desirable that
the reservoirs- should not be put where now proposed was
that they were in a wrong position. The position taken
up by the co.uety council and himself was clear and distinct.
They had -Irheir own ideas about quantity, which that Royal
Commission -agwed with; their ideas about pnrity, with
which. that commission .did not entirely agree, but they had
so farugreed as to say that the scheme placed before ihem
for tlie Staines reservoirs was the one (hat met ivith their
approval, and one of the important advantages of that scheme
was that it placed the point of intake above Bell weir at
Stainas, thus avoiding any chance of contamination from
that towB or from the river Wey. The reservoirs would be
fill9d a,bpv9.the river level by. pumping, the depth of water

being arranged in accordance with the opinion of Dr. Frank-
land—that Thames water would be improved by storage in
deep reservoirs. Conduits would bo made to convey the
water by gravitation to Hampton, and storage reservoirs
would be formed in suitable positions. At Hampton water
would be delivered direct into the works of the Grand Junc-
tion, West Middlesex, and Soathwark and Vauxhall Water
Companies, while branch conduits would supply the East
London Waterworks Company at Hauworth and the Chelsea
and Lambeth Companies at Molesey. The proposal of the
present Bill was entirely inconsistent with that scheme. The
intake was considerably below the point where the Wey
joined the Thames—below Snnbury, Walton and Weybridge
—and the whole of the water brought down by the river Wey,
which was exceedingly polluted from Guildford and the manu-
facl;orieson the river. It was below Chertsey and below Staines
itself, and the council were well aware that at the present
time the Staines authorities were seeking power to make a
sewage farm for pouring the sewage into the river at Staines.
Under these circumstances the proposed site was not a good
one for reservoir purposes. At the present time the quantity
of water authorised to be drawn from the Thames by the
London water companies was 165,000,000 gallons; and under
the powers of the Thames Conservancy Act, 189-1, the com-
panies had power to sell among themselves up to 130,000,(XX)

gallons. Mr. G. F. Deacon, m.inst.i.e., who has been for

thirty-three years engaged in waterworks and river and
estuary engineering, declared that it was not desirable that
the Bill for permanent works for the Southwark and Vauxhall
Company should be sanctioned. Sir F. D. Dixon Hartland,
Bart., M.r., chairman of the Thames Conservancy Board,
stated that the conservancy objected to the Bill because the
point of gauging had been altered from Penton Hook to

Molesey. Penton Hook was a very secluded spot. It was
not run over by a great number of people as other parts were,
and there would be no difficulty in making the gauging there

of an accurate character. Mr. C. J. Moore, m.inst.c.k., en-

gineer to the conservators of the river Thames, declared that
in his view there was no better place in the whole course of

the river as a testing place than Penton Hook weir. He
selected it with that view, and also because there was to be
a weir placed there in any case for the purpose of upholding
the water between Penton Hook and Bell weir, which might
be affected by the pumping ojierations going on at the Staines

reservoirs. That weir was to be made specially adapted for

the purpose of accurately measuring the flow of water, and
the companies advanced £5,000 as the cost of making it. Mr.
C. E. Cassal, Fellow of the Institute of Chemistry and public

analyst for the parishes of Kensington, St. George's, Hanover-
square, and Battersea, stated that on behalf of the Vestry of

Battersea, who were greatly interested in the purity of the

water supply from the Thames, he made a quarterly analysis

of the water supplied by this company. He actually con-

demned the water on seven occasions, and samples were re-

ported as inferior on three occasions. In presenting the case

for the London County Council Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.c,

made much of the point that the large e.xpendituro of capital

proposed in the Bill would prejudice the purchase of the

undertaking by the London County Council when they came
to take the whole of the water supply of the metropolis into

their own hands. Wore the committee, he asked, by passing
the Bill, going to say that the ratepayers of London must pay
twice as much for this company's property as it was worth
to-day. The committee, in passing the preamble, intimated

that if the undertaking were purchased within ten years
otherwise than by agreement with any public body or trustees

no additional value should be given to the undertaking by
powers conferred by this Bill other than actual capital ex-

penditure; that the sinking fund was to date, so far as the capi-

tal expended onthe reservoirs was concerned, from the seventh
and tenth years respectively after the passing of the Bill, and
as to any other capital authorised under this Bill from three

years after the issue of such debenture stock; that the gang-
ing weir was to be at Penton Hook, and no water was to be
taken by the company beyond their authorised limit of

2-1,500,000 gallons unless the flow at Penton Hook was in

excess of 285,(X)O,000 gallons, and then only by such an
amount as the flow exceeded that figure, and that a clause

protecting the Lambeth Water Company in respect to their

mains and subways should be inserted. The committee
attached considerable weight to the evidence of the engineer
of the Thames Conservancy that i)0wer3 were required to

enable that body to control the pnmping in cases where the

flow of water was falling rapidly; but the committee con-

sidered it a matter which should be raised in the first

instance in respect to the Staines Bill now before the other

House. The committee did not deal with the question of

chargea for water, as they considered it to be a matter which
should not be dealt with in a Bill of this nature, but, if at all,

by a Bill dealing with the charges of the whole of the metro-
politan water companies, and only after the Royal Com-
mission now sitting had reported.

The Great North of Scotlaml Ruilvatj Bill and the Aberdeen
Corporation.—A House of Lords Committee, presided over by
the Earl of Jersey, had under consideration on Thursday and
Friday last the Bill promoted by the Great North of Scotland
Railway Company for the improvement of their line between
Keith and Elgin, and for the extension of Waterloo goods
station, Aberdeen. Tlis Bill was opposed by. the Aberdeen
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Corporation, who objected to the acqniBition of the property

that the company proposed to absorb in the neighbourhood

of Waterloo station. The company were represented by Mr.

Littler, Q.c, Mr. Worsley Taylor, Q.c, and Mr. Baggallay, Q.C;

and the counsel for the Aberdeen Corporation were Mr. Bal-

four Browne, Q.c, and Mr. Lloyd. The railway company
sought power to appropriate :i residential area, on which were

a number of streets of houses used as dwellings for working

people. They proposed to remove the present bridge over the

line and to substitute another of greater strength and of

.modern build, and to acquire 300 yards of property forming

part of the corporation gasworks. The corporation were

dissatisfied with the conipens.ition the company proposed to

give, and maintained that the gasworks would be greatly in-

jured by the company's proposals, and that they were entitled

to special compensation for loss of rates in respect of the

houses which it was proposed to destroy. The witnesses

called for the company stated that the scheme of station im-

provements could not be carried out without interfering with

the gasworks. They had, said Mr. P. M. Barnett, the engineer

to the company, to take the gasworks grounds in order to

get a good gradient, but they were willing to give the cor-

poration an equal area alongside Cotton-street which woxild

give them as great facility for shunting and stores as they

had on the present ground. Mr. Blyth, c.E., Edinburgh, de-

clared that it was absurd to say that the ground was an essen-

tial part of the gasworks. It was stated on behalf of the

corporation that rather than part with the piece of ground
proposed they would prefer that the company took the whole
factory. Mr. Dyaok, the burgh surveyor, and Mr. William
Crouch, C.E., Glasgow, insisted that the land which it was
proposed to acquire was most essential to the gasworks. The
committee passed the Bill, but decided that the railway com-
pany should be compelled to take -l-GO acres of the gasworks
grounds instead of the 300 acres proposed.

Gas Light and Col;c Company's BiU, the Corporation of

London and the London Countij Council. -^ Mr. Johnson-
Ferguson's House of Commons Committee took up on Mon-
day the consideration of the Bill promoted by the Gas Light
and Coke Company to authorise the consolidation and con-

version of the existing stock of the company into 4 per cent,

consolidated preference stock, 3^ per cent, maximum stock,

ordinary stock, with a standard rate of dividend of 4per cent.,

and 3 per cent, consolidated debenture stock. The Bill con-

tained a provision that the proposed masimum or stand.ard

price of gas per 1,000 cubic feet should be -Is. 2d. The
measure was opposed by the Corporation of London and the

London County Council, mainly on the ground that the com-
pany had no right to convert the capital for their own benefit

without giving a reduction in the price of gas to the consumer
The counsel for the promoters were Mr. Pope, Q.c, Mr. Balfour
Browne, q.c, Mr. Baggaliay, cj.c, and Mr. Danckwarts; and
there appeared for the Corporation of London, Mr. Littler, (j.r,,

and Mr. Rigg ; and for the London County Council, Mr.
Worsley Taylor, Q,.c., and Mr. Talbot. The Bill was a short

measure of only twenty-one clauses, with several schedules
attached. Clause -i provided for the conversion of their capital

and debenture stocks, and the conversion and consolidation of

the existing 4 per cent, preference stock ; clause 5, the con-

version of the H maximum stock iuto 3^ per cent, stock;

clause 6, the convei'sion of the A ordinary stock ; and clause

7, the conversion of D debenture stock into 3 per cent, con-

solidated debenture stock. Clanse 16 dealt with the sliding

scale as to dividend and ordinary stock. It provided that in

January, 1899, the standard rate of dividend upon the com-
pany's ordinary stock should be 4 per cent, per annum and such
standard rate should be decreased or increased in accordance
with the increase or decrease in the standard price of gas of

3s. 9d. per 1,000 cubic feet. That is to say, that for every penny
or part of a penny charged in any calendar year in excess or in

diminution of the standard jmce of gas the standard rate of

dividend should for such year bo reduced or increased by
2s. In the application of the sliding scale the maximum
price charged by the company to provide the consumers
during any calendar year w.as to be taken to be the price

charged in such calendar year ; and such maximum price was
under this Act to be called the authorised price, and the rate
of dividend on the company's ordinary stock for the time
being distributablo in accordance with tho above scale w.as on
this account called the authorised rate of dividend. The re-

maining clauses dealt witli the ajiplication of nett profits, nett
profits for dividends on preference stocks, qualifications of

directors and auditors, and provided niacliincry for carrying
out the material sections of the measure, jfr. J. W. Field,

manager of the Gas Light and Coke Comptiny, which has a
capital of upwards of £10,000,000, stated that the company
was formed out of eight original companies, which are
amalgamated for the purpose of supplying gas to the princi-

pal part of the metropolis. These included the City of

London Gas Company, the Western (las Light and Coke
Company, the Imperial Gas Company, the Great Central, the
Indepoiulent and the London Gas Company. Mr. Field
explained the nature of the stocks which it was proposed to

convert, and said it did not matter a bit to the consumer
whether he paid 5 per cent, on £20U or 10 per cent, on £100
worth of stock. It in no way increased the cost of gas to

him, but it greatly simplified the capital accounts of the
company. The consumer indeed got some slight benefit in

tJie way of premiums on the conversion, but the company

derived no pecuniary benefit at all. It was not a fact that

the conversion would enhance the price of gas to the con-

sumer. The public were in no way injured by the transaction.

The witness was still under examination when the committee

rose for the day.

CranhrooV, Higham and Hundred of Hoo, a)id Mid-Kent
Water BilU.—Three Kentish water companies, with schemes
overlapping each others' areas, are promoting Bills for the

extension of their supply. Tho three Bills have been simul-

taneously under tho consideration of a House of Commons
Committee, presided over by Colonel Gunter, for more than a

week. They have all been passed, the last of them on
Wednesday, but not in their entirety, for the committee in

each case taught the companies that they were not to covet

their neighbour's property, tho term in this case meaning
area of supply. Qidic a number of district couucils took

sides in the dispute. The measures in question were the

Cranbrook Water Bill, the Mid-Kent Water Bill and the

Higham and Hundred of Hoo Water Bill. The Cranbrook
Bill empowered the company to extend the limits of their

supply, to construct additional waterworks and to raise addi-

tional capital, and to repeal so much of the .South Kent Water

Act, 1889, as authorises the South Kent Water Company to

supply water to the proposed extended limits. The amount
of new capital which it was proposed to raise was £48,000.

The Mid-Kent are a larger and more ambitious company.

They sought powers to clissolve and re-incorporate as a

limited company, to extend their limits of supply, to construct

additional works and to raise additional capital ; to repeal the

provisions of tho South Kent Water Act, 1869, and the

Higham and Hundred of Hoo Water Act, 1890, so far as

they affected portions of the district. The original capital

of the company was £41,000, and this it was proposed to

increase to £127,000. The Higham and Hundred of Hoo
company proposed to ameiui the provisions of sec. 4 of

their Act of 1890, by which, in the event of non-supply

of water by the company within the prescribed limits, the

local authority is exempted from the restriction on the

constx-uctiou of waterworks which was imposed upon them
by sec. 52 of tho Public Health Act, 1S75. For the Cran-

brook Company there appeared Mr. Littler, Q.C., and Mr.

Balfour Browne, q.r., and Mr. Rickards; for the Mid-Kent,

Mr. Pembroke Stephens, Q.c, and Mr. Reg. C. Saunders ; and

for the Higham and Hundred of Hoo, Mr. Boyle. Nobody
described the position more clearly than did Sir Sidney

Waterlow in his evidence on Tuesday. The district within

tho sphere of the companies was badly in want of additional

water supply. There had been a great deal of sickness

amongst tho people, which had been rightly or -wi-ongly

attributed to the defective water supply. The people had no

pi-eference for one company more than another. What they

wanted was a plentiful supply of pure water. Mr. Cooper,

Parliamentary agent, in explaining the position of the three

companies, said tho Higham and Hundred of Hoo Bill was a

competing measure with the Mid-Kent for part of the pro-

posed district of supply, but was in no way competing with

the Cranbrook Bill, although the Mid-Kent Bill competed

with that one for a part of the supply. The Higham and

Hundred of Hoo was described as a little company that had

been fairly successful. They covered 3 per cent, upon their

capital last year and paid 2 per cent. They were willing and

able to provide the district with a far better supply than their

more ambitious rival. The district included the parishes of

Cuxton, Cobham, Luddesdowu and Meopham. Clause 4 of

this Bill set forth the parishes, and gave the company seven

years to complete the supply. Tho seven years had expired

since the passing of tho Act in 1890, and they had not

supplied the districts named. The company now sought to

have the original seven years extended to ten years. The

promoters of the Mid-Kent Bill contended that they were

prepared to prove that they were much better qualified

to serve the pai-ishes in question than the Higham com-

pany. It was admitted that tho parishes were without

any water supply, but the works which the Mid-Kent

company proposed to construct would afford an ample supply

by gravitation. A good deal was said during the pro-

gress of the Cranbrook Bill about no efforts having been

made to find water for liiddenham, High Holden, Tenterden

and so forth, but a considerable quantity of evidence was
given to show that very considerable efforts had been made,

but they had failed. They failed because they made the

mistake of taking water which, although not bad in itself, was

distrusted. That not only stopped them in respect of their

works, but stopped them from getting capital. The Mid-

Kent water was very good, and there was an enormous supply.

The South Kent companv could not supply the water and

then the Cranbrook company stepped into the breach. They

did the best they could, but the water is not there yet. The

supply for Cranbrook, Hawkhurst and Goodhnrst is also in-

adequate. Of the three Bills that promoted by the Higham
company passed through the committee with the fewest

alterations. They got practically all that they asked for.

The Mid-Kent Bill which had been considerably emasculated

as the result of the debate on the second reading, and the com-

mittee stripped it of a few more clauses. The Cranbrook

Bill went through with comparatively few emendations.

Haslcmcrc and Wen Water Bilh.—A brace of Bills, one

promoted by the Haslemere District Water and Gas Company
and the other by the Wey Valley Water Company, were takeij
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up by a House of Commons Committee on Wednesday. The

Haslemere Bill provided for the incorporation of a company,

with a capital of £45,000, tor the purpose of constructing

waterworks and supplying water in that district, and for the

repeal of so much of the Frith Hill, Godalming and Farn-

combe water order of 1886 as empowered the Frith Hill

company to supply water within a portion of the proposed

water limits. The Wey Valley Water Company came forward

with a scheme which was to some extent competitive. Their

Bill provided for the dissolution and re-incorporation of the

company, with power to construct waterworks and to snpply

water ; tor the joint conatiuction and ownership by the com-

pany and the Frimley and Farnborongh Water Company of

certain works, within the authorised limits of the latter ;
for

the extension of the limits of snpply of that company and

the raising of additional capital ; and for powers to enable

the company, the Frimley and Farnborough Water Company,

the Farnham Water Comjjany, Limited, the Aldershot Gas

and Water Company, the Woking AVater and Gas Company,

the Wokingham District Water Coi;;pany, Limited, and the

Frith Hill, Godalming and Farucombe Water Company to

enter into agreements for the snpply of water and construc-

tion of works. The Haslemere company was represented by

Mr. Pember, Q.c, Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.c, Mr. Wedderburn,

Q.c, and Mr. Hans Hamilton. The Bill was opposed by the

Hambledon Rural District Council, represented by Mr.

Blennerhussett, q.c, and Lord Robert Cecil ; by the Farn-

ham Rural District Council, represented by Mr. Castle, Q.c;

and the Wey Valley Water Company, represented by Mr.

Littler, Q.c, Mr. Horatius Iloyd and Mr. Evan Charteris. An
important witness in favour of the Haslemere project was

Dr. Jonathan Hutchinson, f.r.s., member of the Royal College

of Surveyors, who is the owner of various properties in the

neighbourhood. He said that generally speaking there was

no proper supply of water in Haslemere with the exception

of what had been provided by himself. He had himself con-

structed some waterworks and reservoirs upon his own estate.

A proper supply would be a great boon to the district. He
had entered into an arrangement with the Haslemere com-

pany as regards his own pumping machinery and reservoirs.

The Bills were still in progress when the committee rose on

Wednesday.

Carlisle Corporation Water Bill.—A House of Lords Com-

mittee, presided over by Lord Poltimore, had under con-

sideration on Wednesday a Bill promoted by the Corporation

of Carlisle for powers to obtain an additional supply of water

and to construct new waterworks ; discontinue the existing

works, and to raise £150,000 additional capital. The Bill was

opposed by the Earl of Carlisle and Lord Leconfield. The

counsel for the corporation were Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.c,

Mr. Horatius Lloyd and Mr. GtJly ; for the Earl of Carlisle

Mr. Pember, Q.c, Mr. Lewis Coward and the Hon. Herbert

Howard ; and Lord Leconfield by Mr. Freeman, Q.c, and Mr.

Gerald Fitzgerald. The Bill empowers the corporation to

obtain water from what are known as the old water and the

new water tributaries of the river Gelt. As far back as 1837

a committee of the inhabitants of the ancient city of Carlisle

were formed to consider the question of water supply, which

at that time was obtained only from local wells. A scheme

was propounded by Mr. Anderson, and in 1847 a fairly good

system was established at a cost of £22,000. In 1867 the

snpply became deteriorated, and negotiations for the transfer

of the undertaking into the hands of the corporation were

set about. The transfer was effected, the company having

paid £31,504 for the concern. In view of the increasing

population the present supply became inadequate, owing to

sewage and other organic contamination and was a source of

danger to the inhabitants. It was now proposed to increase

it by carrying out what was known as the Gelt scheme, which

would enable them to obtain water from a fine catchment

area in Geltsdale. The Earl of Carlisle, the owner of two-

thirds of the proposed gathering ground, opposed the scheme

on the ground that it would injure his Hawath Castle estate,

a considerable portion of which depended for water upon

the river Gelt and its tributary streams and springs. He
also alleged that the Bill contained no proper provision for

securing the rights of riparian owners. He advocated a rival

scheme for obtaining water from the river Eden. Lord

Leconfield objected to the Bill on the ground that, as part of

the supply was to be taken from his estate, he was entitled

to compensation. Evidence was given by Mr. Dixon, the

mayor of Carlisle, strongly in favour of the Bill which was
under consideration when the committee rose on Wednesday.

SEWER VENTILATION IN CAMBRIDGE.

REPORT FROM MR. MANSERGH.
The following is a report from Mr. Mansergh of an exami-

nation made, in company with Mr. E. W. Harry, the borough

surveyor, of the sewers and manholes of the town :

—

." At the farm the sewage as delivered is dilute, and does

not bear evidence of having been stagnating in the sewers.

There is, undoubtedly, offence caused by the escape of sewer

gases through the snrface ventilators, and I accept this as a

fact without further discussion, although out of a great

number which I tested on the 31st of March I detected a

smell only at one, and that very faint. It is not an unusual

thing in the early days of a new sewer system to have un-

pleasant smells from the ventilators, and this is due to several

causes. I think it is possible that the ofi^ence was aggra-

vated in the early months of the system by the house drains

and old sewers clearing tlicmselves of deposit, but during the

twenty-one mouths which have elapsed since the new sewers

were finished this process has probably completed itself.

SPECIAL CADSES.

" I do not propose to name the specific manholes examined

as being more offensive than the rest, but in some of them
there were special canses operating which partly accounted

for the offence. For instance, those in the neighbourhood of

college kitchens are undoubtedly influenced by the discharge

of water used for cooking purposes, especially for vegetables,

which is particularly foul smelling at times. Again, those

near the medical laboratory liave special cause of offence,

which I need not particularise. Others in the neighbourhood

of breweries, where the hot washings of casks are sent into

the sewers, are sure to give trouble. In the places where the

sewage races down the ramps from tha higher to the lower

sewers there is considerable agitation and splashing, and con-

sequently smells at times. As another contributing cause, I

must mention the fact that entrails of animals, presumably

from slanghter-honses, have been found in the sewers. Such

a means of getting rid of offal is altogether reprehensible, for

the sewers are not adapted to such a use, and the entrails lie

putrefying in the inverts until a rain storm sweeps them to

the screens at the pumping station.
" The fact that the sewage has to be pumped may, in cer-

tain circumstances, cause a slight addition to the smells.

During heavy rain, if the sewage is not lifted out of the

sewers with the same rapidity as it flows down them, it ponds

up. This has two drawbacks from the ventilation standpoint.

First, the air in the sewer is displaced by the ponded sewage

and consequently is forced out of the openings. Secondly, the

sides of the manholes are wetted with sewage, and when the

pumps clear the sewers there is evaporation from the sides

and benchings, and it is also possible that paper and solids

may be stranded above the line of general flow and left ex-

posed to the sewer air. If it be a fact that there is a con-

siderable discharge of warm water from the railway premises

due to the washing out of engine boilers, the admixture of

the heated water with the sewage would cause the latter to

part with offensive gases more readily than would otherwise

be the case.

St'GGESTEC HTS.MEDIES.

" I have now named the principal causes which operate to

render the sewer air offensive, and the question arises,

whether, if these were done away with altogether, would the

surface ventilators become wholly inoffensive ? I regret to

say that I confidently say ' yes.' My first recommendation
is that where a snrface ventilator is offensive a careful in-

spection should be made to ascertain if there is any special

reason for the offence, if any is discovered it should be
corrected if possible. If the investigation shows no special

cause, then a column or shaft should be erected and the

surface opening closed. I pause here to emphasise the neces-

sity of placing the columns or shafts with judgment and care.

They should not have their outlets near windows or chimney
heads. One cannot lay down a set of rules to meet every case,

but the exercise of common sense will generally be a sufficient

guide.
" Coming now to the special causes I named, I do not see

how the cooking water from the colleges can be kept out of

the sewers. The smell is an annoying one, but I do not know
that it is especially harmful. The washings from the medical

laboratories are in a different category, and ought to be kept

out as far as possible. How far you can secure this I am not

prepared to say. Similarly, the hot washings from breweries

and engine boilers are better out of the sewers until they
have been cooled, but there are questions of long user and
rights to be considered which may prevent such a remedy.
In those numerous cases where the ramps cause splashing

and agitation, opinions may differ as to the method of con-

veying sewage from high sewers to low-lying ones, but I do
not think the ramp method is especially offensive. In the

cases just mentioned 1 think the remedy is a column or shaft

and the closing of the surface ventilators. Wherever the

offence is caused by foul house drains (if any still exist), by
offal getting into the sewers, and by the backing-np of the

sewage, the remedy is in your own hands. The bad drains

should be put right, the offal kept out and the backing-up
prevented by sufficient pumping.

" In giving the advice to erect columns or shafts and then

to close surface openings, I have a slight misgiving that such

an easy remedy may lead to closing ventilators unnecessarily.

I therefore repeat that examination should be first made to

learn whether anything is wrong before an opening is closed,

as otherwise the cause may not be corrected by the remedy
adopted. In conclusion, I should like to say that, so far as I

am able to judge, there need be no alarm about the annoy-

ance created by the new sewecs. I have not made a critical

examination of the new sewers, but I may say that, except in

regard to the infiltration of subsoil water, I have not come
across anything in the investigations made for this report to

cause any misgivings as to the general efficieocy ot the

system."
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.IX.

By WILLIAM H. ^lAXWELL, Assistant Eugiueer and Surveyor, Leyton Urban District Council.

ROAD DRAINAGE (continued).

Road Drainage in Towns.—Town roads are drained into

underground sewers, either specially constructed for surface

water only or for the conveyance of sewage and surface water

combined.
Fig. 22 illnstrates a town road in cross section, showing a

general arrangement of sewers and connections therewith for

the removal of surface water.
Provision must here be made for the removal of a very

much larger proportion of the rainfall than is necesaary in

gular pits, built in stone or brick, sometimes with a circular

bottom, and oftentimes trapped either with a " dip-

stone " or by means of a stoneware siphon. Many have been
put in without pretence either of being watertisjht or
trapped, and have in this latter form been considered as

efficient ventilators to the sewers. Modern views, however,
on the question of sewer ventilation have, to a very largo

e.xtent, abandoned so doubtful a practice as the use of the

street gully as a ventilatoi', and the old nntrapped brick or
stone pits are giving place to a more sanitary arrangement.

Fig. 23.— Ckoss Section of a To\v.\ Road, .shuwing General Arrangement of Sewers and Connections
FOR Removal of SaHFACE Water.

the case of rural districts, and the dimensions and inclinations

of the sewers designed for its reception must, therefore, be

suited to the heaviest rainfall likely to occur in a short space

of time. In rural districts it is usual to estimate upon about
one-third of the rainfall directly entering the natural water-

courses, about two-thirds entering the sowers in country
towns, and as much as three-fourths in thickly-populated

cities with well-paved streets, courts, yards, &c.

In London as much as Gin. of rain have been known to fall

in one and a half hours, althou^jh this, happily, is very e.vcep-

tional ; however, other observations in England as to the ex-

tent and frequency of storms have led to the statement of the

following rule, that " when sewers are constructed to carry

off storm waters they should be of a capacity to discharge a
proportion of a 4-in. rainfall in twenty-four hours, varying
according to the character of the district."

But upon this point there seems to be considerable difference

of opinion. In connection with the main drainage of London
Sir Joseph Bazalgetto, in considering as to the amount of

rainfall to be estimated upon as influencing the determination
of the capacity of the sewers, "ascertained that there are

about 155 days in the year upon which rain falls ; of these

there are about twenty-five days on which the rainfall amounts
to i in. in twenty-four hours, or at the average rate of rJ^th
part of an inch per hour." In a report (1858) of Messrs.

Bidder, Hawksley & Bazalgette, the engineers appointed to

inquire into this subject, it is concluded " that the quantity

of rain which flowed off by the sewers was in all cases much
less than the quantity which fell on the ground ; and, although
the variations of atmospheric phenomena are far too great to

allow any philosophical proportions to be established between
the rainfall and sewer flow, yet we feel warranted in con-
cluding, as a rule of averages, that ', in. of rainfall will not
contribute more than J in. to the sewers; nor a fall of -,'•, in.

more than i in. Indeed, we have recently observed rainfalls

of very sensible amounts failing to contribute any distinguish-

able quantity to the sewers."
" To allow for exceptional cases of heavy and violent rain-

storms which have measured lin., and sometimes even 2 in.,

in an hour, overflow weirs, to act as safety valves, were con-
structed at the junction of the intercepting sewers with the
main valley sewers, over which the surplus waters, largely
diluted, flow through the original channels into the Thames.
The sewers have been made capable of carrying off a volume
equal to a rainfall of i in. per day during the sis hours* of
maximum flow."t

The surface water falling upon the street (Fig. 22) is con-
veyed by means of the side channels, which have a fall of
about 1 in 100, to street gullies fixed at intervals of from .50

yards to 60 yards apart, and which are connected with 6-in.

salt.glazed stoneware socket pipes to the surface-water maiu
sewer as shown.

Street gullies are variously formed, usually either of stone,
brick, stoneware or iron. A large number of old gullies at
present exist constructed in the form of square or rectaii-

* The metropolitan sewers receive both sewage and surface wnter,
and, as it is found in practice that asewasfe llow is not uniform throuqh-
out the trreitft/-rour hourg, therefore provision was made, in determin-
ing the capacity of the sewers, for one halt of the sewage to tlow off
within six hours of the tweut.y-four.
t" Drainage of Lands, ToNrasand Buildings," by G. D. Dempsey and

D. K. Clark.
~= • > f j

The essential points for a good street gully are^
1. The area of open grating must be sufficient to cope with

heavy and sudden rainfalls.

2. The grating must not admit of being easily choked on
its surface by road debris, paper, straw, leaves, &c.

3. The gully must bo of adequate capacity to retain sand,
mud and other road detritus, and so prevent the
entry of same into the sewers.

•1. It mast admit of being easibj cleared; also of the con-
nection to the sewer being conveniently rodded in
case of a stoppage. For these reasons the construc-
tion of the gully should be as simple as possible—

•

several movable parts may be looked upon as a defect,
in design

5. There should be a deep-water seal or trap to prevent

Ko/>o w Ay

Fig. 23.— Stoneware Circllar Street Gillv, showing
Fl.KING.

the escape of sewer gas. Shallow water seals soon
evaporate in dry weather.

6. The gnlly should afford no obstruction to the traffic,

and the outlet should be so placed as to be free from
danger of injury either by steam roller or heavy-
vehicles.

7. The gully must be of a material not easily damaged by
scoops or other tools used in clearing it.

Dv'illvn's improved street gully, or circular pot gaily (Fig.

23), is a good form, of simple construction, and is very
generally used. It is made of stoneware, in one piece, and is

fixed as shown in the accompanying sketch with two courses
of brickwork upon which rests the cast-iron grating. The
gully is also made with a valva trap combined with the ordi-
nary Byiihou, with a hole for inspection at the outlet.
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Law Notes.

Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewry Chambers, E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor U'ill be pleased to answer any questions affecting the

practice of engineers and surveyors to local attthorities. Queries

(which should be written legibly on foolscap paper, one side only)

should be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices of The

I Surveyor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or documents re-

ferred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams must be

drawn and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents who do not

I
wish their names published should furnish a nom de plume.

Sewage Disposal : Ci'Stomaky or Prescriptive Right.—
Several importnnt questions were involved in the case of The

Somersetshire Drainage Commissioners v. The Corporatinn of

Biidgewater (Court of Appeal, -Ith April), in which the Court

(reversing the decision of Mr. Justice Rouier) refused an in-

junction restraining the corporation from conveying sewage
into the river Parrett. This river is within the jurisdiction

of the plaintiffs under the Somersetshire Drainage Act, 1877,

and the decision reversed was based upon sec. 184 of that

statute, which provides as follows :
" No persons shall, with-

out the consent of the commissioners or district boards, open

any new drain or other work into any of the di'ainage works
of the commissioners or district boards, and no person shall

cause any filthy or unwholesome water or washings of manu-
factories or mines, or other foul or poisonous liqnid, to flow

into any watercourse within the jurisdiction of the commis-
sioners or district boards ; and any person offending against

this enactment shall incur a penalty not exceeding £5, and a

furtlier penalty of 40s. for every day during wliich the offence

is continued ; but this section shall not apply to any person

having a legal right to cause such water, washing or liquid

as aforesaid to flow into any existing river, stream or water-

course." One question that arose under this section is

whether the term " watercourse " includes an arm of the sea

such as the river Parrett is at Bridgewater. This point, how-
ever, it became unnecessary to decide. Another and a more
important question was whether the corporation had at the

time of the passing of the Act the legal right to cause un-

puriiied sewage to flow into the Parrett or any powers invol-

ving that right. This, again, involved questions as to how far

the corporation could rely upon prescription as conferring

such a right, and how far prescription would justify the con-

struction of sewers made within the last twenty years; also,

how far the defendants conld rely upon a customary right to

make such sewers as were necessary and to discharge them
into the river. The evidence on behalf of the defendants

showed (in the opinion of the Court) tiiat they had enjoyed
such right for a sufficient period to raise the presumption
that it had existed for the time of legal memory

—

viz., from
the reign of Richard I.—and they were therefore held to

have proved a customary right " from time immemorial " to

form such sewers as were in existence at the time of the pass-

ing of the special Act and to discharge sewage therefrom
into the river. With regard to sewers made subsequently to

that date the Court were also in favour of the corporation, on
the ground that the river did not come within the term
" drainage works" used in the section. It is to be observed
that the case was decided upon the section quoted, and that

there was no allegation of any nuisance having been caused
by the corporation, and had such existed it would have
materially altered the position, as there can be no prescriptive

right to cause a public nuisance (Per James, L.J., in Attorney-

General V. Barnsley Corporation, W.N., 1874, p. 37).

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Pkivate Street Works Act, 1892. : Apportionments.—

" J. G." writes : In this urban district a road which is coming
under the above is 27 ft. wide. It is proposed only to have
one footpath on the side where the land is already built upon.
On the other side is farm land divided from the road by a
hedge and a ditch. No benefit can be derived from the road
by this owner. Can the council apportion the expenses to the

owner of this land according to frontage or how ?

Under sec. 10 of the Act the authority may resolve that in settling
the apportionment regard shall be had to the less deface of benefit to be
derived by the land in question from the works.

Scrface-Water Sewers.—"Ebor" writes : Sec. 13, Public
Health Act, 187.5. Certain private streets in this town have
had top-water sewers put down, together with necessary
gullies and connections. The gullies have become full and re-

quire emptying. Who should do it—the private owners or

the council? The latter are, of course, the highway authority.

I think these sewers and gullies vest in the local authority under the
section refeiTed to, and are repairable by them under sec. 15. *' It will
be noticed that a sewer need not necessarily convey sewage matter in
order to constitute it a sewer. It would be none the'less a sewer within
the Act of 1875 if it conveyed rain or surface water " (Per A. L. Smith,
L.J., in Fcrrandv. HellasLaiid and Building Company [1893]2 Q.B., 135).

Laying-out a New Street.—"Kent" writes: 1 shall be
glad if yon will give me your opinion on the following: On
the enclosed rough tracing the houses coloured pink are pro-

posed to be built, and for them plans have been deposited.

Should you consider that it is forming a new street ? I also

append a copy of our by-laws relating to new streets. The
total length from A to B is under 100 ft., the width is 18 ft.,

the gardens having small forecourts. The whole of the

ground occupied by the houses, coloured pink and blue, was
up to two years ago a builder's yard, the entrance from the

main road being by means of a carriageway, 10 ft. wide, ex-

tending from C to D. About eighteen months ago the urban
district council passed plans for the eight cottages which are

coloured blue, and have since been erected. Did the fact of

building the eight cottages, coloured blue, constitute carrying

out a new street, or does the fact of the owner now proposing

to build the ten cottages, coloured pink, make the whole
length from D to B a new street, which will, of course, be
over 100 ft. in length ?

[The blocks referred to as coloured pink on the plan are

shaded on the accompanying illustration by continaons lines

and the blue ones by dotted lines.]

I think that from B toA would be held to be one new street and from
A to D another. But it would be a question of fact (not of law) in each
case for the magistrates to determine. See query and reply in vol. xii.,

Ijage 470, of The Suevbyor, and the Hackney Vestry case (Ibid), also
Birkenhead Corporation v, Maples (same vol., page 106),

Municipal Corporations Act, 1882, sec. 21.—" X." writes

:

Will you kindly say what late surveyors to boroughs are

bound to do under sec. 21 (1) of the Municipal Corporations

Act, 1882, or give this section in notes of the next issue of

The Surveyor? After duly resigning and giving up possession

to a mayor and finance committee, their town clerk keeps on
requiring information (he has sent six times in a fortnight)

which he and any capable officer ought to know all about.

The auditors duly certified all my books and gave me a cer-

tificate of them, the accounts being found correct. Can they
persist in having these services without paying ?

The following is a copy of sec. 21 of the Municipal Cor-
porations Act, 1882 (4.5 and 46 Vict., c. 50) :

" Every officer

appointed by the council shall at such times during the con-

tinuance of his office, or within three months after his ceasing

to hold it, and in such manner as the council direct, deliver

to the council, or as they direct, a true account in writing of

all matters committed to his charge, and of his receipts and
payments with vouchers, and a list of persons from whom
money is due for purposes of this Act in connection with his

oSice, showing the amount due from each. (2) Every sucli

oflicer shall pay all money due from him to the treasurer, or

as the council direct. (3) If any such officer (a) refuses

or wilfully neglects to deliver any account or list which he
ought to deliver, or any voucher relating thereto, or to

make any payment which he ought to make ; or (6) after

three days' notice in writing, signed by the town clerk or by
three members of the council, given or left at his usual

or last known place of abode, refuses or wilfully neglects to

deliver to the council, or as they direct, any book or document
which he ought so to deliver, or to gi%'e satisfaction respect-

ing it to the council or as they direct ; a court of summary
jurisdiction having jurisdiction where the officer is or resides

may by summary order require him to make such delivery

or p.\yment, or to give such satisfaction. (4) But nothing

in this section shall affect any remedy by action against any
such oflicer or his surety, except that the officer shall not be

both sued by action and proceeded against summarily for

the same cause."

This enactment seems so clear as hardly to require ai;y comment.
Within three months after ceasing to hold officer, the officer is bound
at such times and in such manner as the council direct to give a true

account of "all matters committed to his charge." There is no pro-

vision for payment to the oSScer for giving this information,
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Municipal Woric in Progress and Projected.

Morley and Halifax are evidently bent on carrying out

street improvements on a grand scale, and Harrogate is

spending a considerable sum on a recreation ground. Some
information as to other projected works of importance vrill

be found in connection with Aldeburgh, Farsley and Heanor.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

A report which will greatly affect the administrative work cf

the local authorities in tlis county of London was presented

by the Local Government and Taxation Committee at Tues-

day's meeting of the council. For over two years the com-

mittee have had under consideration the complex question of

what powers now possessed by the council could with advan-

tage be transferred to the local authorities. The committee
have thoroughly gone into the matter, and, as will bo seen

below, have come to the conclusion that it would be advan-

tageous to the council to transfer to the local authorities cer-

tain powers at present held by them. The committee recom-

mend the council to promote a Bill in Parliament toauthoi-ise

the carrying out of the transfer.

Proposed Enlarging of the Local Powers.—The Local Govern-

ment and Taxation Committee submitted an important report

with reference to the question of transferring certain powers,

now possessed by the council, to the local authorities. Some
time ago a conference between representatives of the council

and the vestries and district boards of the metropolis was held

to consider the question, and a large number of resolutions

recommending either that existing municipal powers possessed

by the council should be transferred to the local authorities

or that concurrent powers should in certain matters be vested

in the local authorities wore proposed. Certain questions in-

vjlving modifications of various kinds in the existing law
were also referred for consideration to the Local Government
and Taxation Committee of tlie council without any formal

expression of opinion by the conference itself. After having
thoroughly threshed out the subject with the aid of a sub-

committee, the committee now recommended the council to

transfer to the local authorities by the passing of an Act of

Parliament the following powers : (1) The removal of posts

and obstructions in the streets
; (2) the sanction or refusal

of formation of new streets, (ho council having the right of

veto; (3) the powers relating to wooden structures outside

houses; (4) the power to deal witli dangerous structures; (5)

the power to deal with unauthorised signs on securing a
magistrate's order—the council to act in default

; (6) the

prevention of the storage of wood and timber in dangerous
places, and the demolition of buildings which are contrary to

the Building Act ; (7) the maintenance of the Victoria, Albert

and Chelsea embankments—the council lighting only
; (8)

the maintenance of main roads; (9) the closing of streets;

(10) the carrying out of a purely local improvement, and
power to apply to Parliament for the purpose

; (11) inspec-

tion of slaughter-houses, the by-laws being made by the
council

; (12) the registration of all cow-sheds, dairies and
milk-shops, the council having power of making regulations

;

(13) power to apply to the Local Government Board to alter

the regulations of the water companies; (1-1) power to make
representations to the Railway Commissioners as to traffic,

stations, &c.; (15) power to erect common lodging-houses.
The committee rejected a number of proposals made by the
conference, and recommended others which were rejected by
it. The council decided to adjourn the consideration of the
report for a week, so that it might be thoroughly discussed.

Worlang or Leasing TrnJincaijs. — The Highways Com-
mittee reported that they thought it advisable, having regard
to the early date—Juno 30th next—on which the first portion
of tho London Tramways Company's system would come
into the council's possession, that the latter should be in a
position, should tho company not at once make such pro-
posals as tho committee should advise the council to accept,
to itself take over at the appointed time and proceed to

work that part of the system. The committee advised that
there would be no practical difficulty in the way of the coun-
cil taking that course, as the lines could be prohtabh' worked
independently of the other part of the system.

Waterloo Bridge Approarli.—The Bridges Committee re-

commended that the tops of the arches in the southern ap-
proach to Waterloo bridge should bo asphalted, for the pur-
pose of preventing leakage therein, at an estimated cost of

£10,780, and that the work shoukl be carried out by the
Works Department. After a few remarks the report was
withdrawn, to be brought up on a future occasion.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.
The usual meeting of the managers was held on Saturday

at the County Hall, Spring Gardens, Sir Edwin H. Gals-
worthy, .T.P., presiding. A letter was read from the Local
Government Board stating that the report of the Special
Committee on the Brook Hospital expenditure did not con-
tain specific replies to the several questions asked in their
letter of October 22. 1897; that the committee did not em-
ploy a competent surveyor as suggested by them and as
oj-dered by the managers; aud that thej- Tyere still of opinion

that the course suggested by them should be adopted. They
would, the latter continued, be glad to receive tho informa-

tion asked for in regard to each of the points referred to in

their letter. After some discussion it was decided to adjourn

the question until the next board day.—The Local Govern-
ment Board also wi'ote stating that they raised no objection

to the managers' proposals for the erection of new chief office

buildings, and that they would be prepared to consider an ap-

plication for authority to pay the costs of investment and re-

investment of the money paid for the site when they were in-

formed of the amount.—The tender of Leslie & Co., Limited,

of Kensington-square, W., for the excavations aud concrete

raft foundations of the new chief office, at a sum of £4,386,

was accepted.—On tho recommendation of the Finance Com-
mittee it was resolved to apply to tho London County Coun-
cil for various loans, amounting in the aggregate to £78,028
(including £40,000 in connection with the erection of the new
chief offices).

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Bermondsey.—At a meeting of tlie vestry on Monday the

Electric Light Committee reported that they had made con-

siderable progress with the preliminaries for securing the

electric lighting provisional order for the vestry. They had
attended before the Board of Trade to oppose the application

of certain electric lighting companies. The latter raised the

plea that the vestry conld not carry out the scheme except at

a loss to the rates. To this the deputation replied that they
had obtained the advice of exports, who were unanimous that

the vestry could carry out the scheme at a profit. After

some discussion it was decided to formally apply to the Board
of Trade for tho provisional order.

Hampstead,—On Thursday at a meeting of the vestry

twelve tenders for sewerage works in various parts of the

parish were received, and that of Messrs. Rogers accepted at

£1,2.53. Three tenders were also received for tho construc-

tion of a fire-proof floor and for the execution of sundry other

works at the central electric lighting station. That of

Messrs. Yerbury, at £573, was accepted.— It was agreed to

approve a resolution of the General Purposes Committee
which recommended that, with reference to the letter from
the Royal Commission on water supply within the limits of

the metropolitan water companies, inviting an expression of

the vestry's views on the subject, the commission be informed
that the vestry are of opinion that the undertakings of the
metropolitan water companies should be acquired on equitable

terms and placed under the management of a puVdic central

authority.—The question of widening Fleet-road, which is

considered to bo unfit to accommodate the increasing traffic,

was referred to the Works Committee for further considera-

tion.—Notice was given by a member of his intention to pro-

pose the construction of an underground convenience at South
End Green.

KensingrtOn.—The Works Committee reported at the last

meeting of the vestry that progress had been made in tho
negotiations connected with the projected street improve-
ment at Netting Hill, corner of High-street and Silver-street.

Tho Swan public-house had clianged h.ands, and the new
owners had intimated their willingness to accept the vestry's

offer of £1,0(X). The vestry agreed to communicate at once
with the owners of 37 High-street, Netting Hill, for the ac-

quisition of those premises and complete the agreement with

the " Swan " owners. This necessary improvement has been
contemplated for a long time, but property owners have de-

manded exorbitant prices.— It was also decided to apply to

the London County Council for tho loan of £18,0(X) to meet
expenditure to be incurred in connection with the purchase

of land which tho vestry have acquii-od in Wood-lane, Ham-
mersmith, for a depot and other purposes.

Mile End.—At the vestry meeting last week a report was
presented from a special committee with regard to the water
supply of the metropolis, recommending that the Royal Com-
mission be informed that the vestry are in favour of one
authority having the whole control. The report was unani-

mously adopted.

Paddington.—The tender of Mr. Peter Ward has been
accepted by the vestry for the construction of a public lava-

tory in Pickering-place, Westbonrne-grove, for the sum of

£1,348.

Rotherhithe.—The vestry at their last meeting accepted

the tender of the General Builders, Limited, for erecting the

uew refuse destructor at Bull Head wharf, for the sum of

£3,400.

ShoreditCh.—On Tuesday of last week the vestry decided

to accept the tender of Messrs. Killingback & Co, at £441, for

the ccTistrnction of a sewer in Earl-street.

St. Giles.— .Vt Tuesday's meeting of the board of works
the '.Vorks Committee reported that they had considered the
question of widening High Holborn between Southampton-
row and Southampton-street, and were of opinion that in

rebuilding the line of frontage should be set back 7 ft. It

was pointed out thatj various leases having fallen in, thg
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present was a good opportunity to eoonomioally carry out the

work. The surveyor, Mr. Wallace, Raid he was informed on
Saturday, at the Bedford estate office, that the London
County Council had been inquiring on what terms the street

conld be widened by 10 ft. After some di.'scussion the board

decided to ask the council to widen the street to this extent.

St. Luke.—The vestry have decided to repave the carriape-

way of Murton-street with jarrah wood, at a cost of £179.

They have also accepted the tender of Mr. William Giiihths,

of Kingsland-road ami Bishopsgate, for lepavirgwith granite

Lamb's-passago, I'ickiird-strect, Kingstioet and Red Lion-

market, at a total cost of £1,050.

St. OlaveS.—At the last meeting of the vestry the Works
and Finance Committee recommended that the clerk be in-

structed to write to the Board of Trade informing them tliat

the Board of Works would withdraw their opposition to the

application of the County of London and Brush Provincial

Electric Lighting Company if power was reserved to the

board of works to control the position of tho sub-transformer

statioti chambers, and if it was provided that the chambers
were to be moved at the company's expense it rendered

necessary by any alteration of sewers or drains, and also sub-

ject to the company providing at the consumer's terminal

pressure of 500 volts for continuous currents and 100 volts

for alternating currents. The committee's recommendation
was adopted. The tenders of Messrs. A. & F. Mannelle for the

supply and delivery of 405 ft. run of Guernsey granite blocks

and of the Imperial Wood Pavement Company, Limited, for

the supply and delivery of 10,000 black bntt wood-paving
blocks were accepted.

St. Pancras.—The London Connty Council have lent the

vestry a further £22,445 on the electric account.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Leicestershire.—The county council have acceded to an

application of the Cosby and Littlethorpe Parish Council for

sanction to borrow £900 for the layingout, &c., of a new
burial ground.

Lindsey.—At a recent meeting of tliis authority the connty
surveyor reported that in consequence of a portion of Kettleby
Beck bridge having fallen in he had accepted the tender of

Mr. Sutton, of Market Easen, to repair the work for £230.
Since the commencement of the work tho roadway had fallen

in badly, and it became necessary to stop tlie road entirely.

The surveyor's action was approved. It was decided that

the north approach to the railway station at KirLon-in-Lindeey,

which was low at the side and required raising, strengthen-

ing and widening, should be undertaken by the Brigg Rural

District Council, at a cost not exceeding £90.

Pembrokesllire.—The county council have decided to

erect a new police station and lock-up at Neyland.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Aideburgh.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held

on Thursday by Mr. E. A. Sandford Fawcett into an applica-

tion of the town council for sanction to borrow £11,000 for

the purposes of sewerage and sewage disposal. Tho scheme,

under which it is proposed to discharge the sewage after

treatment into the liver, was opposed by the Osford Town
Trust.

Batll.—The new reservoir for the corporation has been
finally completed, and now contains 31 ft. of water. It has

been constructed by Messrs. Neave & Sou, of Paddington,

under the direction of Jlr. W. Fox, m.i.c.k. An illustrated

description of the reservoir was published in The Sirvevor
of the 10th September, 1897.

Birkenhead.—A committee of the corporation have pre-

pared a report in favour of the purchase of the existing

tramway system in the borough and the re-equipment with

electrical traction. They advise the council to fix and deter-

mine upon routes and obtain all necessary Parliamentary

powers, sanctions and authorities, so as to be in a i)03ition to

commence work as soon as possible when the lines revert to

the corporation, either on the expiration of the existing leases

or earlier bj' arrangement. The cost of conversion and con-

struction of lines for the working of the scheme has been
estimated by Mr. C. Brownridge, a.m.i.c.e., the borough en-

gineer and surveyor, at £104,-lOO, and the cost for providing

and erecting electricity generating station, carriage sheds,

wires, poles, tramcars, &c., is set down at a further £77, .500.—
The corporation have adopted a recommendation of the

Works Committee to improve the ferry approach from Hamil-
ton-street, at a cost of £8,OCX).

BOOtle.—A Local Government Board inquiry lias been held

respecting an application of the corporation for permission

to borrow £2,734 for street improvements.

Bournemouth.—The town council on Thursday acquiesced

in the Public Library Committee's suggestion that a tempo-
rary building, costing £1,000. .should be erected for the library

on the horsehoe site, plans to be submitted to the council.

—

The Local Government Board wrote that they would not be
prepared to further consider the application to borrow £ 1,6(X)

for lighting the pier and lower pleaeuro gardens with the.

electric light until it was decided whether or not they would
generate their own electricity.—The borough surveyor has
been instructed to prepare plans for enlarging the refuse de-
structor.—Tenders are under consideration for the supply of

motor cars for the collection of refuse.

Brighton.—The Works Committee of the corporation,
having received complaints of the nuiEance caused by the
refuse destructor, have decided to letain Major Hector
TuUoch, R.K, of Victoria-street, Westminster (l.ate chief
engineering inspector of the Local Government Board), and
Mr. S. H. Terry, m.i.c.e., of Victoria-street, Westminster
(formerly an inspector of the Local Government Board), to

insjiect the destructor and report as to whether there are any
defects in its construction or working, and, if so, what are the
best-known means which can be adopted for preventing any
nuisance or annoyance from the works.—The Sanitary Com-
mittee have instructed the borough surveyor to prepare
amended plans and estimates for the artisans' dwellings
proposed to ba erected on the Lewis-road site.

Bury St. Edmunds.— < in Friday, Mr. E. A. Sandford
Fawcett opened an inquiry in the Guildhall. Bnry St.

Edmunds, the town council of the borough having applied
to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £4,650
for the purpttses of improving the water supply of the town.
Mr. J. Campbell Smith, the borough engineer and sui'veyor,

s;iid the supply of water was from deep wells on chalk
measures. lie described in detail the pumping plant, show-
ing it comprised an engine put down in 1881, and which was
supplemented by two 8 horse-power engines of obsolete

pattern. He believed they were put down about 1856. As
storage capacity, there were two elevated iron tanks, capable

of holding 70,000 gallons and 30,000 gallons respectively.

The larger was put down in 1851 and the smaller in 1856.

He proposed to retain as a reserve, in case of emergency, the
70,000-gaUon tank, which was in excellent condition. There
were a few private wells in the borough, but the town council

lost no opportunity of condemning them and urging owners
to take the town water.

Chard.—On Thursday at a meeting of the Chard Town
Council the Market Committee reported having obtained a
plan and specification of a proposed public convenience in the

market Held and tenders for its erection.—Messis. Gifford,

Fox & Co. wrote asking if the oouncil would sell them
a strip of land at the rear of the municipal buildings upon
which to erect a wall in connection with an extension of their

factory buildings. It waa decided to inspect the spot and
defer consideration on the question for a short time.

Colne.— In a paragraph in our last issue relating to the

erection of a refuse destructor in this town tho amount of the

contract was erroneously given as £402. Contracts have
already been let for £7,000. The work, wo may mention,
will shortly be commenced.

Derby.— Last week, on the conclusion of the usual business,

the council went into committee to consider the latest phase
of the sewage difficulty. There was further evidence of the

desire of tho Derbyshire County Council to avoid litigation

in the shape of a communication embodying certain condi-

tions under which they are prepared to stay their hand while

the corporation continue their investigations into an improved
method of sewage treatm.ent. These conditions were dis-

cussed in private, but it has transpired that the corporation

are prepared to accept them with one or two proposed slight

modifications. It now rests for the mayor to have a further

interview with the chairman of the Public Health Committee
of the county council, and when an arrangement mutually
agreeable has been arrived at the terms thereof will be in-

cluded in an order which will be binding on both parties.

Crimoby.—The corporation last week decided to apply to

the Post Office for a license empowering them to instal a

telephone service on behalf of the town.

Halifax.—Authority has been given for an application to

be made to the Local Government Board for sanction to

borrow a sum of £43,600 for purposes of street improvement.
— It has been decided to construct a fresh-water conduit

through laud known as the Birks Hall estate, at a cost of

£400.

Harrogate.—An inspector of the Local Government Board
held an inquiry last week with reference to an application of

the town council for sanction to borrow £30,.500 for the pur-

pose of purchasing and layingout Harlow Moor as a reci ca-

tion ground.

HeyWOOd.—At a special meeting of the council on Wednes-
day of last week a resolution was confiinied authorising the

corporation to obtain permission to introduce into the Hey-
wood Corporation Water Bill, now pending in the House of

Lords, additional piovision, providing for the constitution of

a joint water board, consisting of representatives from the

boroughs of Ileywood and Middleton, to manage the water
undertaking for the two boroughs.

Hull.—Mr. A. Barnard, the borougii electrical engineer,

has submitted a report on the proposal to extend the electric

supply to East Hull. The estimated cost is £25,000. A
special meeting of the Electric Lighting Committee will be
held to consider this report.
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Keighley.—The Gas Committee of the corporation are

making arrangements to apply for a provisional order em-
po^Yering them to supply the electric light.

Liverpool.—The Tramway Construction Committee have
decided, by seven votes to ihroe, to order for use on the ex-

perimental electric tramway fourteen German electric cars

—

seven of the Altona type and seven of the Ring-Bahn type—

•

with traileis to each. The cars, with their trailers, will ac-

commodate fifty persons each. The committee have also

jesolved to leave Sir Arthur Forwood to order fourteen other

ears from America.

Llanelly.—The corporation have purchased, for a little

over £2,000, certain lands at Ystradfai and I'andyfach re-

quired for the new waterworks.

Lowestoft.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held

last week into au application of the town council for sanction

to borrow £1,300 for sea defence works and £2,200 for the

the purchase of the South Beach. The proceedings, which
were conducted by Mr. E. A. Sandford Fawcett, lasted about
five hours.

Morley.—An inquiry has been held on behalf of the Local

Government Board relative to an application of the corpora-

tion for sanction to borrow £40,000 for purposes of street

improvement, £2,600 for the erection of artisans' dwellings
and £400 for sewerage works in Victoria-roid. Plans of the

various works were explained by Mr. M. H. Sykes, borough
surveyor of Stockton-on-Teea, formerly of Morley, undfer

whose supervision most of the works had been carried out.

—

At the last meeting of the town council Mr. Robert Hammond,
of London, consulting engineer, reported on the public

electric lighting scheme recently inaugurated. It appeared
that the amount sanctioned by the Local Government Board
was £22,500, and that up to the present the corporation had
committed themselves to an expenditure of £20,764, leaving

a balance of £1,735 lOs. 2d. of the original schema still

available for mains, extensions, &c.

Salford.—Replying to a question put to him at the last

meeting of the town council, Mr. Alderman Walmsley, the

chairman of the River Conservancy Committee of the cor-

poration, referred to the great difficulty created by the Local
Government Board insisting on the sewage being treated by
land filtration, and suggested that a, conference of the author-

ities in the watershed should be held in order to secure the
passing of an Act of Parliament on the Bubject, or to bring
pressure to bear on the Local Government Boaid to adopt a
more reasonable attitude. It is understood that action will

be taken in the direction indicated.

Southampton.—The Housing of the Working Classes

Committee presented a scheme at the last meeting of the
corporation for the erection of artisans' dwellings on part of

the cleared slum area in Simnel-street. The cost was esti-

mated at £.5,000. The scheme was adopted.—An explosion

of a somewhat serious character occurred on the 28th nit. at

the electricity works, but fortunately no one was injured.

Southend.—An inspector of the Local Government Board
held an inquiry last week with reference to the corporation's

application for sanction to borrow £1,648 for works of street

improvement ; £3,845 for improvements to the pier ; £2,689
for the construction of a sea wall, the improvement of the
esplanade, and the improvement of Darlow's-green ; and
£4,.50<_) for the purchaso of property at Castle-torraoe.

St. Helens.—Upon the recommendation of the Highways
and Sewering Committee it was last week decided by the
town council to proceed with the construction of a srorm-
water sewer in the Greenbank district, at a cost of £2,500.
The council afterwards went into committee to discuss the
proposal that a subway for the g.as, .and water mains, &c.., in

Church-street, the main thoroughfare of the town, be con-
structed. A report was received from the borough engineer,
the gas engineer and the water engineer giving the details of

the scheme, which was estimated to cost £6,750. After a
short discussion the scheme was unanimously approved.

Sudbury.—At a meeting of the Roads Committee on Mon-
day the borough engineer, Mr, T. W. A. llayward, submitted
estimates for jiaving several streets with tarred macadam
and asphalte. It was resolved to proceed with the work
forthwith.

Sutton Coldfield.— it was recently decided, upon the re-

commendation of the General Purposes Committee, that the
council refused consent to the Birmingham Instiillat ion Com-
pany making application to the Board of Trade for a licence
to snpjily electricity in Sutton Coldlield, it being considereil
desirable to keep the power to supply clectriciiy in the hands
of the council, and to apply for powers for themselves.

Tamworth.—At a quarterly meeting of the town council
held last week attention was drawn to the polluted condition
of the river Tame, which nuisance, it was suggested, should
be abated. A resolution proposing the appointment of a
committee to deal with the matter in conjunction with a
similar body elected by tlie rural authority was adopted.
According to a statement of the deputy mayor it appears
that twelve months ago an agreement was come to with the
Birmingham authorities, but now the pollution was worse
than ever. He was strongly in favour of applying to the
Court of Chancery for an injunction to restrain them from

polluting the river. He believed that Birmingham sewage
was being poured into the river wholesale. It was an intoler-

able nuisance to the whole neighbourhood and greatly

injurious to human beings and cattle.

Tenby.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held on
Tuesday with reference to an application of the town council

for power to borrow £201 for sewerage works.

Tonbridge.—The Local Government Board have sanc-

tioned loans for £ 1 ,250 for sewerage work and £700 for street

improvements, and the town council have instructed Mr.
Bradley, their engineer and surveyor, to carry out the work
with his own men.

Whitby.—On Tuesday of last week the question as to the
desirability of the completion of the sewerage system of the
town came up for consideration. A member gave an ex-

haustive li'svme of the different schemes which had come
before the town during the past twenty-three years, and
moved an abstract resolution to the effect that it was de-

sirable to complete the system. An amendment referring

the question to a committee for consideration was, however,
adojited.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Brentford.— .\t the last meeting of the district council a

special i-eport upon the continued foul state of the river

Brent was submitted by the sanitary officer, who detailed

discoveries lie made of sources of pollution, in company
with Mr. Kekewich, the inspector to the Jliddlesex County
Council. The clerk also reported that Mr. Littler, the chair-

man of the Middlesex County Council, visited the district on
the previous Saturday, and, after walking along the river, had
had an interview with him (the clerk), in the course of which
he stated that the Rivers Pollution Bill would not help the

case. The only remedy would he in the powers proposed to

be obtained by the county council by their Bill now before

Parliament. At the same time, riparian councils along the
course of the river were taking action whenever they found
pollution going on, which would, tentatively, give aid. As to

the Thames Conservators not putting into force the powers
of their Act to save Brentford from the foul smells it had to

suffer, the clerk replied they had no jurisdiction. The ques-

tion was left in the hands of the Sanitary Committee, with
instructions to closely watch the condition of the river.

BrOSeley.—\t the last meeting of the district council a
letter was read from the Local Government Board refusing

to sanction the loan of £2,750 for carrying out a water supply
scheme for the town, as they considered that 4 gallons per
head per day was not sufficient.

Parsley.— The Local CJovemment Board have sanctioned
the loan of £15,700, the estimated cost of carrying out a
sewerage and sewage disposal scheme for the district.

Heanor.—Last week at a meeting of the council a letter

was read from the Local Government Board with reference

to the proposed loan of £15,000 for sewage purposes, in which
they agreed to sanction the loan after the order had been
issued. They agreed to advance the council £1,100 for the
purchase of land at the northern outfall.

Haworth.—The district council have received an offer of
£.500 towards the erection of .a free library and reading-room,
provided that they «ill adopt the Free Libraries Act.

Hoyland Nether.—The tender of Mr. S. Hunter, Hoyland
Common, amounting to £1,100, has been accepted for laying

surface-water drains, kerbing, channelling and making-up
Chapel-street, Elm-street, and Cross-street at Hoyland
Common. The surveyor's estimate for the work was £1,118.

KnaresbOrOUg:h.—At a meeting of the district council

on Monday of last week the chairman said that the council

had received notice of a proposal for the construction of a
light railway, which would affect a portion of their streets,

and was to give communication between Knaresborough and
Harrogate. Personally, he was wholly opposed to the scheme,
for he did not think it would benefit the public, but would be
an unmitigated nuisance. They wonhi have to consider
whether they should oppose or support it. It was decided to

consider the matter at a special council meeting, in response
to communications from the solicitors for the promoters.

Mablethorpe.—On Tuesday of last week Jfajor-General
H. 1). Crozier, Local (iovernment Board inspector, held an
inquiry into the subject matter of the application of the
council to effect a loan for the purpose of constructing public

walks and promenade, and the erection of cab-stands, urinals,

&c. The plans, sections and estimates were produced bv the
surveyor, Mr. C. T. Dennis, and examined by the inspector,

who expressed himself of opinion tnat the foundations would
probr-bly have to be made safer than was proposed, though
the surveyor had doubtless been handicapped in having to

keep down the cost. The cost of the tunnel head works was
estimated at £1,321, the promenade behind the tunnel head
at £259, the cab-stands, urinals, &c., £483, and the promenade
from the tunnel head to the PuUwer at £603, making a total

of £2,711. After the inquiry the position of the proposed
improvements was visited by the inspector.

Machynlleth.—A Local Government Board inquiry is to be
held to-day respecting an application of the district council
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for sanction to borrov nn additional £1,200 for water snpply

pnrpoBcs.

West BHdgford.—A Local Govemmont Board inquiry is

to be held shortly with reference to the district council's ap-

plication for sanction to borrow £352 for street improvement
works and £-i,000 for sewerage works.

Worksop.—At the last meeting of the district council the

Sanitary Committee recommended that notice be given to

the Worksop Waterworks Company of the council's intention

to purchase the undertaking. It was decided to refer the

matter back to the committee for their further consideration

and report. The M-aterworks company have been in existence

about twenty-eight years, and pay a dividend of 5 per cent.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Halesowen.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held

on Thursday into an application of the council for sanction to

borrow £1,2.')0 for the purchase and adaptation of the police

buildings as public offices.

Llandaff and Dinas PowiS.—Mr. H. Percy Boulnois held

an inquiry last week, on behalf of the Local Government
Board, respecting an application of the council for sanction to

borrow £4-,500 for works of sewerage at Dinas Powis, in the

parish of St. Andrew's Maior.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Aberdeen.—The Gas and Electric Lighting Committee

at a recent meeting recently resnme<l the consideration of

Prof. Kennedy's report, and ultimately decided to recom-
mend that the extension of the supply to the west end should

be cari'ied out on the method suggested by him as most
suitable

—

liz., by supplying direct from 550-volt machines
and allowing a drop of 110 volts in the feeders. An exten-

sion of the supply mains to Dee-place has also been sauctisned.

Alloa.—New public baths and a gymnasium were opened
here on Friday. The new buildings, which are situated in

Primrose-street, in close proximity to the railway station, are

from plans by Messrs. J. Burnett, Sons & Campbell, archi-

tects, Glasgow. The departments will include billiard and
amusement rooms, swimming pond and accessories, first and
second class plunge baths, Turkish bath, Russian bath, and
gymnasium. The different departments are so placed that,

while each has an independent access, inter-communication

is easy. The swimming pond hall, which extends from the

corridor through a spacious vestibule, measures 98 ft. by
50 ft., having an open timber roof averaging 25 ft. high from
the floor. 'The pond is 75 ft. by 32 ft. and of varying depth,

the shallow end being specially prepared for children. The
gymnasium, measuring 76 ft. by 28 ft. with an open timber
roof and a spacious gallery at one end, occupies the whole of

the first floor of the front building over the billiard and
amusement rooms.

GAMBERWELL VESTRY.

APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYOH.
Mr. William Oxtoby, the chief surveyor to the Poplar Board

of Works, was on Wednesday selected by the Caniberwell

Vestry to fill the post of parish surveyor, which was recently

rendered vacant by the death of Mr. (). 8. Brown. It was at

first proposed that the appointment should be deferred until

the next meeting, on the ground that the special committee,

who had had charge of the selection of candidates had acted

with undue haste. In the opinion of several members Mr.

Slater, the acting surveyor, who was among the applicants,

should have been included in the list ; he was, they considered,

perfectly qualified to fill the post, and entitled, by reason of

his efficient services as acting surveyor, to have been called

up with the others. As it was mentioned, however, that Mr.

Slater had no wish to have his name submitted to the vestry,

the matter dropped and the voting was then proceeded with.

The first ^'ole resulted in Mr. Oxtoby being placed first with
thirty-seven votes against thirty-six for Mr. Frank Sumner,
chief engineer to the vestry of Bermondsey; and the final vote

giving him a majority of twenty. eight over Mr. Sumner, he
was declared duly elected. The other gentlemen selected for

interview, it might be interesting to mention, were : Messrs.

F. W. Allen, deputy horongh snrveyor of Leicester ; R. P.

Hirst, engineer and surveyor to the Southport Corporation
;

G. B. Laifan, engineer and surveyor to the Twickenham
Urban District Council ; J. P. Norrington, engineer and sur-

veyor to the A'estry of Lambeth ; and M. Petree, engineer

and surveyor to the Corporation of Great Grimsby. Mr.
Oxtoby, who is thirty-six years of age, was trained as a civil

engineer. He was articled in 1879 to the borough engineer

of Hull, and for seven years was et gaged in the engineering

department ef the Hull Corpoiation, the last four as chief

engineering assistant. For two years Mr. Oxtoby served the

Corporation of Beverley as surveyor, after which he accepted

a similar position under the Bamsgato Corporation, with
whom he remained for three years. He was subsequently
appointed to Poplar, where his duties, as had been the case

in hia previous positions, involved the supervision and control

of the various important schemes which usually come
within the province of a municipal engineer.

A Network of Tramways.—A scheme of no little interest

is being contemplated, one outcome of which will be the
establishment uf a road tramway from London to Oxford.
The service will, according to a London evening journal, be
completed sectionally, but when the scheme is ftdly worked
out it will be possible to travel from tram to tram between
London and the university. Th.at any considerable amount
of through trafiio will bo secured cannot be supposed, but
each section will connect important townships and is ex-

pected to find a profitable local traffic. The promoters are
already making arrangements quietly for this end, and there
is a wider dream still, the effect of which will be to cover the

interior of England with a network of tramways, which have
never been f.airly tried in this country for interurban com-
munication. Continental and American experience is being
utilised, and the experiment will doitbtless be keenly watched.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Received too late for Classification.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OP TRING.
SEWERAGE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 1898.

The Council invite tenders for the following works :

—

The Construction of abont 3,200 yards of 9-iD., 12-in. and
15-in. Pipo Sewers, with Manholes, Lampholes, Overflow
Weirs and Connections ; disconnections with existing sewers,

and re-connections with the now sewers and all sundry and
incidental works.

The Construction of Patent Precipitation Tanks and Works,
and the layingout of Disposal Works, including the prepara-
tion of land for filtiation, sundry embankments and carriers,

and the formation of an occupation roadway.
The contract drawings of the work may be seen at the

offices of Messrs. Thomas & Taylor, 1 Victoria-street, West-
minster, S.W., on and after the 19th inst., and copies of the

specification, bill of quantities and form of tender may be
there obtained on payment of the sum of 3 guineas, which
will be returned to the unsuccessfiil contractors who submit
a honti-fide tender and return all documents supplied.

A copy of the specification and bill of quantities may be
seen here on the same date.

The contractor whose tender is accepted will be required

to give approved security in the sum of £500, with two sure-

ties for the due performance of the contract.

Tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Sewerage Works," to be
delivered here before 12 noon on Monday, 0th June.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

(By order)

A. W. VAISEY,
Clerk.

Council Offices, Tring.

10th May, 1898.

TTRBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF TRING.
^ The Urban District Council of Tring, in the County of

Hertford, require the services of a competent Clerk of Works
for the supervision of Works of Sewerage and Sewage Disposal.

Salary, 3 guineas per week.
Applications, in writing, to be delivered to me, the under-

signed, ill envelope, endorsed " Clerk of Works," not later

than Saturday, June 4th. Unexceptional references will be
required.

Candidates may be required to attend upon the Council on
a day to be fixed. Canvassing prohibited. No travelling or

other expenses allowed.

(By order)

A. W. VAISEY,
Clerk to the Council.

Council Offices, Tring, Herts.

May 10, 1898.

pITY OF LIVERPOOL.
VV CITY ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT.
Wanted, Senior Assistant in the Drawing Office. Preference

will be eiven to candidates who have had a good theoretical

and practical training, and who have also had experience in

the organisation and control of a municipal engineer's draw-
ing office.

Salary to commence at £200 per annum, increasing £25
per annum to £250 per annum, subject to a contribution of

3 per cent, to the corporation superannuation fund ; and the
person appointed will be required to prove to the satisfaction

of the controller and auditor of accounts that he has effected

an insurance on his life to an amount, the premium of which
is equal to 2 per cent, of his salary.

Applications, in the candidates' own handwriting, stating

age, which must not exceed twenty-five years, and experience,

with copies of not more than three recent testimonials, and
endorsed '" Senior Assistant, Drawing Office," must be ad-

dressed to the City Engineer, and delivered at his office not
later than by first post on Tuesday, the 24th May, 1898.

Canvassing of members of the Council will be considered a
disqualification.

(By order)

HARCOURT E. CLARE,
Town Clerk.

Municipal Buildings, Liverpool,

May 12, 1898.
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Personal.

Mr. Stratliam was last week appointed surveyor to the

Haywards Heath Urban District Conncil.

Mr. R. H. Bnrnett, the new borongh electrical engineer of

Barrow, commenced his duties on the 2nd inst.

Mr. F. Warwick has been appointed bailiff of the sewage
farm of the Walthanistow Urban District Council.

Sutton Coldfiekl Town Council have fixed the salary of the

successor to the borough surveyor at £300 per annum.

Mr. Frederick Ball, of Southwold, has been appointed
borough surveyor and inspector of nuisances of that town.

After a service of over thirty-one years Mr. E. Winter, of

the Liverpool city surveyor's department, has retired into

private life.

On the recommendation of the Electric Lighting Committee
the Fulham Vestry have appointed Mr. F. H. Medhurst their

consulting engineer.

Mr. Thos. B. Simmons, of Ipswich, has been successful in

obtaining the appointment of water inspector to the Rugby
Urban District Council.

The Belper Rural District Council at a meeting on the 7th
inst. decided to increase the salary of Mr. R. C. Cordon, their

surveyor, to £230 per annum.

Mr. Wm. Taylor, of Worksop, has been appointed assist"

ant to Mr. C. H. Hopkins, district highway surveyor to the

Gloucestershire County Council.

Mr. J. J. S. Barnhill, of Londonderry, has been engaged by
the corporation of that town to carry out and complete tho
proposed Killea waterworks extension scheme.

Mr. W. H. Hill, who is at present building inspector under
the Belfast Corporation, has been appointed to the post of

superintendent of private street works, at a salary of £1 50
per annum.

Forty applications have been received for the appointment
of second assistant surveyor to the Lewisham District Board
of Works. These are now being considered by a special com-
mittee of the board.

Mr. Andrew H. Ooudie, assistant master of works at

Paisley, has been appointed master of works of the burgh of

Stirling in the place of Mr. F. C. Holmes, who has been ap-

pointed burgh surveyor of Govan.

At an ordinary meeting of the Paddington Vestry, held
last week, a discussion took place concerning the appointment
of an assistant surveyor. It was ultimately decided to entrust

the selection of a candidate to the Works Committee.

On Saturday, at a meeting of the Birmingham Association
of Mechanical Eng'neers, an illustrated lecture on " The
Welsh Water Scheme " was delivered by Mr. E. A. Lees,

whose e.xplanations of the enterprise were much appreciated
by the members.

Mr. Charles Edward Hines, assistant surveyor to the Tiver-

ton Urban District Council, has been appointed surveyor,

rate collector and inspector of nuisances to the Windermere
Urban District Council. The appointment will date from
the 25th June next.

Sixty-nine applicatioTis were received by the Dewsbury
Town Council for the position of electrician, and after con-

sideration were reduced to three by the Electricity Com-
mittee. The final selection will be made at an early date.

The salary is £250 per annum.

Mr. Thos. Kidd, of Worksop, has been appointed surveyor
to the Swadlincote Urban District Council. The five candi-

dates selected to appeal" before the council were Messrs. Kidd,
of Worksop ; Corry, of Droylsdeu ; Laccy, of Saffron Walden

;

Foster, of Hetton ; and Mason, of Burton-on-Trent.

At last week's meeting of the Dorchester Town Council it

was decided to engage tho services of Mr. Ryan, a well-known
engineer and expert in these matters, to make a valuation of

the borough waterworks with a view to a probable appeal
against the Assessment Committee's valuation, which is con-
sidered excessive.

Eastbourne Town Council have decided to consult Mr. A.
Wright, the borough electrical engineer of Brighton, as to

the advisability of combining the electric lighting works witli

the destructor. It is stated tliat Mr. Wright will be consulted
either alone or in conjunction with another expert who had
been approached by the committee.

Two interesting papers were read at a meeting of the In-

stitution of Electrical Engineers on the 2Sth ult. by Mr. H. P,
Parshall, and Major Cardew and Mr. A. P. Trotter. That
read by the first-named gentleman was entitled " Earth Re-
turns for Electric Ti'amways," and that presented jointly by
Messrs. Cardew and Trotter was entitled " Notes on Electric

Tramways."

Mr. Francis J. C. May, the borough engineer and surveyor
of Brighton, has been appointed an examiner in engineering,
building construction and sanitary science, in accordance

with tho constitution of the charter of the Incorporated
Association of Municipal and County Engineers, whereby
tho Association is authorised to grant certificates of com-
petency to students and other candidates for appointments as
surveyors and engineers to local authorities.

Messrs. E. W. Widnall, of Longhborough ; J. D. Sharman,
of Sunderland ; H. V. Dugdale, of Huddersfield ; and C. G.
Dudfield, of Eastbourne, the four selected candidates for the
appointment of junior assistant in the office of the borough
engineer of Eastbourne, recently attended before a committee
of the council. After balloting it was resolved unanimously
that Mr. J. D. Sharman, of Sunderland, be appointed in ac-

cordance with the terms of the advertisement.

Mr. T. Fenn, who for four years held the position of sur-

veyor and inspector of nuisances under the Soothill Upper
District Council, has secured an appointment as surveyor to

the Belper District Council. There were thirty-four appli-

cants for the vacant post, and these have been reduced to

six

—

viz., Arthur Asqnith, late of the borough survej'or's

office, Dewsbury ; -lohn Blackburn, assistant surveyor at

Dewsbury ; Thomas Collins, assistant to the W.akefield Rnral
District Conncil surveyor ; John W. Garbutt, surveyor to the

Barnsley Rnral District Council; I. Evans, Dudley Hill,

AVolverhampton ; and Arthur Smithies, of Leeds.

Mr. J. M. Bryden has published his award as assessor on
the competitive designs for the erection of the proposed new
public buildings at Southend, consisting of town h.all and
corporation offices, fire brigade station and technical and
science scliools, with provision for space for the subsequent
erection or provision for gymnasium, free library and police

station and couit-room. Tho successful competitor is Mr.

II. T. Hare, associated with Mr. Thomas Davidson, of London.
The assessor says that the estimated cost is rather low, but
there is little doubt it can be carried out within 10 per cent,

of the amount named by Mr. Hare, or about £45,000.

The post of surveyor to the Kingswood Urban District

Council, rendered vacant by the retirement of Mr. D. II. W.
Powell, who has been appointed surveyor to the Witney Dis-

trict Council, drew forth fifty -five applications, out of which
the following were recently selected by the council for con-

sideration : Mr. Rothera (York), Mr. Walton (London) and
Mr. Wm. Saisp, who was surveyor to the Stapleton authority

prior to its inclusion in the city. Tho appointment fell to

Mr. Saise, who is well known in the district, and who h.as

been the coach to the fire brigade since its formation. The
retiring surveyor has been the recipient of various presenta-

tions from the urb.an conncil employees and the fire brigade.

Mr. Saise is understood to have commenced his duties.

The death occurred on Thursday, at his residence in Ken-
sington, London, of Mr. Harrison Hayter, past-president of

the Institution of Civil Engineers. Mr. Hayter began his

professional training on tlie Stockton .and Darlington R.ail-

way, afterwards becoming chief assistaut to Sir John llawk-

shaw. This connection lasted without a break from 1870, as

a partnership, until the retirement of Sir John in 1888. Jlr,

Hayter attained the age of seventy-three. During his career

he was engaged upon a lavge number of important works,

among which might be meationed the Severn Tunnel Rail,

way, the south dock of the West India Docks, the Clifton

suspension bridge, the Amsterdam ship canal and the inner

circle of the London underground railway. Ho was repeatedly

selected as arbitrator in engineering ccises.

The result of the professional examinations of tho Sur-

veyors' Institution for 1898 has just been published. The
following are the winners of the prizes: Institution prize,

Mr. Donald Lloyd, 16 Hilda-road, Brixton, S.W.; Special prize,

Mr. R. G. G. Reid, "Glendevon," Addiscombe-road, Croydon;
Driver prize and Penfold silver medal, Mr. C. J. H. Thomas,
Mornington Villa, Hampstead-road, N.W.; Penfold gold medal,

Mr. F. S. A. Banks, 101 Bethune-road, Stamford Hill, X.; and
tho Crawter prize, Mr. C. G. Eve, 2 St. Paul's-square, Bedford,

and Mr. W. P. 'I'heakston, 25 Ermine-street, Huntingdon,
bracketted equal. We notice that Mr. E. B. B. Xewton, of

the borough surveyor's office, Rochdale, has passed the

fellowship examinaticui in Division IV., and Mr. A. P. I.

Cotterell, of Lonsdale Chambers, Baldwin-street, Bristol, the

direct fellowship examination in Division V.

Cleethorpes Urban District Council met in committee on
Wednesday of last week to consider the question of the sur-

veyorship. Mr. Rushton, tho present surveyor, wrote on the

13ih ult. intimating that he had received an offer which
would hold good until the 24-th prox,, and that he had deemed
it only fair to write to the conncil informing them of the

fact instead of at once sending in his resignation as he had at

first intended to do. The council, after a short debate, passed

a resolution agreeing to appoint Mr. Rushton as engineer and
surveyor at a salary slightly exceeding £200 per annum.
This offer was at once communicated to and accepted by Mr.
Rushton. Having regard to many important schemes in tho

near future. The Irrimsby Oazctte hopes that " Meg's Island "

will have the benefit of Jlr. Rushton's experience and his

practical knowledge and skill for a good many years to come.
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QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Sketches ticcontfinii/iiig Qiierifti should be matle nepanife ou uhite paper
in plain iluck-ink- U'liei. Lettering or./ii/urea shoahl be bold and plain.

177. Street Apportionments : Bookon.—"T. H." writes:

Will yon be good enongh to inform me of a good recent pnbli-

cation on principles of street apportionments and where the

same can be obtained. I should like the very best book ob-

tainable.

Probably the best book on the subject is " The Law and
Practice as to Paving and Making.fjood Private Streets

according to the Public Health Acts," with an appendix
containing reports, particulars and digebts of all cases

decided under the Public Health and Jletropolia Manage-
ment Acts, together witli " The Private Street Works Act,

1893," by \Vm. Spinks, assoc.m.inst.c.k., price 8s. 6d., and
obtainable from Mr. IS. T. Batsford, engineering and tech-

nical bookseller, 94 High Holborn, London, W.C. The book
contains ejamplea of the methods of street works apportion-

ments. The querist will also be able to find some useful

papeis on the subject iu the published volumes of the
" Proceedings of the Incorporated Association of Municipal
and County Engineers."

178. Hydrostatics : Pressure of Water : Rules for
Finding.—"Exam" writes: Can you give me the formula
for calculating the pressure of water on the bottom and sides

of a tank ?

The rule to find the pressure of water on the bottom of

a t.ank is as follows: Multiply together the area of the

bottom of the tank (in square feet), the depth of the water
(in feet) and 625 (the weight of a cubic foot of water in

Iba.). To calculate the pressure of water on the side of a

tank the rule is : Multiply together the area of the side

covered by the water (in square feet), half the depth of

the water (in feet) and 625. The above rules give the
total pressure on the bottom and side of a tank. If the

pressure per square foot is required, divide the total pres-

sure in lbs. by the number of square feet pressed, aiid the
result will be the pressure in lbs. per square foot.

179. Hydraulics : Discharge of Water through Grifice

:

Formula for.— " S. S. Darwen " writes : I should be glad if

you will solve the following question for me : How many
gallons of water will be discharge<l in twenty-four hours
through a rectangular orifice 6 in. by .S in. in a thin iron plate

with a head of 16| in. to the centre of the orifice ?

The formula to be used for obtaining the discharge of

water through orifices is as follows :
—

Q = m A \/2gli where
(^ = cubic feet discharged per second,

w= coefficient (625 where the orifice is in a thin plate),

A = area of orifice, in feet,

g "= coefficient of terrestrial acceleration,

)i = height from surface of water to centre of orifice, in

feet.

Taking the formula and substituting for the letters the

figures given in the query it becomes

Q = -625 X •125v/64x 1-4 and

Q = 078125 V'89 6 and

y = -078125x 9-465 and

Q = -739453125 cubic feet per second, or 399,304-6875
gallons per twenty-four hours.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF WATERWORKS
ENGINEERS.

ANNfAi, Meeting.

The third annual general meeting of the members of the

above association will be held at the Hartley College, South-
ampton, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, the

24th, 25th, 26th and 27th inst. The chair, after the prelimi-

nary proceedings, will be taken by the president-elect, Mr.
W. Matthews, F.G.s., m.i.c.e., waterworks engineer to the
Southampton Corporation. The following is the programme

:

Tuesday, 24Tn May.
10.80 a.m.—The proceedings will be opened by the mayor

welcoming the association to Southampton, confirma-
tion of minutes of the last general meeting, election

of scrutineers of ballot f(jr otficere, scrutineers' report
of ballot for oflicers, introduction of new president by
retiring president, election of scrutineers of ballot for

incoming members and associates, presidential address,

election of auditors, scrutineers' report of ballot for

incoming members and associates, adjournment for

luncheon.

1.30 p.m.—Members and visitors will be entertained at

luncheon by the mayor.
3 p.m.—Continuation of business at the Hartley College

;

reading and discussion of papers.

Wednesday, 25th May.
10 a.m.—Reading and discussion of papers ; adjournment for

luncheon.

. 1.45 p.m.—Visit to the works of the South Hants Water-

works Company, at Timsbnry (wells, headings, pump-
ing station and softening works on the subsiding

system).

7.30 p.m.—Annual dinner at the Dolphin Hotel.

Thursday, 26th May.
10 a.m.—Reading and discussion of papers; adjournment for

luncheon.

2 p.m.—Visit to the Southampton waterworks at Otterbourne
(wells, headings, pumping station, quarries and soften-

ing woi'ks with mechanical filtration).

Friday, 27th May.
9 a.m.—Visit to the Foxbury works of the Gosport Water-

works Company (pumping station, well, headings and
water tower), and to the Havant and Bedhampton
works of the Portsmouth Waterworks Company
(springs of extraordinary volume and pumping stations).

List of Papers to be Read.
The following is the list of papers and communications to

be submitted to the meeting :
" The Chemical and Bac-

terial Examination of Water," by Percy F. Frankland,
PH.D., B.sc.LOXD., F.R.s. ;" Extension of Filter Beds, &c.. Service

Reservoir and W.ater Tower, Cardiif," by C. H. Priestley,

a. M.I.C.E. ;
" The Sources of Town Water Supplies, and their

Bearings upon the Pnblic Health," by R. E. W. Berrington,

A. M.I.C.E. ;
" Gosport Water Supply," by E.T.Hildred,A.M.i.c.K.

Short descriptions of the Portsmouth, Southampton and
South Hants works have been prepared and will be circulated

at the meeting, but they will not be read or discussed.

Tickets for the visits and for the annual dinner must be ob-

tained in advance from the secretary, Mr. W. II. Brothers,

8 Holly-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

A USEFUL CAMERA FOR SURVEYORS,

ARCHITECTS, ETC.

No doubt many of our readers have occasion at times to

obtain an exact record of the progress of building or other
work they may be engaged in carrying out. E.\perience has
shown that hand-drawings are slow and almost impracticable,

the changing de-

tail rendering it

impossible for the

draughtsman to

keep pace with the
progress of the

work. We give an
illusti-ation of a
small but eBBcient

hand camera,
which is intended
chiefly for archi-

tects, surveyors and others connected with the building

trades, and which the makers claim will give faithful pictorial

records of every detail of work being carried out in the open.
Such photographs taken daily, or hourly, if need be, would
form a history of the creation of buildings, excavations,

drainage works, &c., of the very first importance as a refer-

ence in settling any cjnestiona or disputes that may subse-

quently arise. The camera in question is manufactured by
Messrs. Perken, Son & Rayment, 99 Hatton-garden, Holborn-
viaduct, London. Considering that there is no longer any
great difficulty in connection with photography, it is somewhat
fiurprising that so valuable an assistance to professional men is

not more generally adopted. The encumbrance of such a
camera is trifling, the outside dimensions being 41 in. by
5| in. by 9; in. over all. It may be worked on a portable

tripod stand or in the hand as desired. It possesses a high-

grade lens and a suitable shutter, exact focussing being

accomplished by a rack and pinion arrangement. It carries

six plates in dark slides, and includes the very important
features of swinging-back .and rising-front arrangement. We
may remind our readers th.at Messrs. Perken, Son & Rayment
publish a little book on photography, at the popular price of

6d., entitled " A Beginners' Guide to Photography." It is

quite an elementary manual, written with an absence of ab-

struse technicalities.

Jarrahdale Jarrah.—The West Anstralian .and Niola have
arrived in London with fiOl loads and 251 loads respectively

of Jarrahdale jarrah to the order of Messrs. McLean Brothers
and Rigg, Limited, of 1 Fenchurch-avenue, London, E.C.

Melbourne Working Men's College.—We have to acknow-
ledge the receipt of the prospectus of this institution for the

current year. The college, judging from the contents of the
publication, appears to be of a very useful character and
thoroughly well organised.

Building Materials.—Messrs. W. H. Murray & Co., 47 and
48 King William-street, E C, inform us that they will be
glad to answer inquiries and provide quotations for all kinds
of stone or granite, worked to plan or specification, for bridges,

docks, girder-beds, polished frontages, pilasters, &c. They
have also established a special branch dealing with all kinds
of road and path materials, and are prepared to quote for

macadam (broken to all sizes), paving setts, kerbing and
channelling, York stone, granolithic ant| concrete paving.
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Some Recent Publications.

SEWER VENTILATION.

Onr readers are well aware of the attention which the

problem of sewer ventilation has been receiving for sometime
past, especially on the part of metropolitan authorities and
their officials. The question is by no means a new one, for it

has long been a source of trouble to local anthorities and their

advisers. An interesting contribution to the discussion of the

problem has recently appeared under the title of The Sani-
tary Problem from the Sewfr-Gas Point of View, by
Mr. William Brown, author of various pamphlets on chemical

sanitation and kindred subjects. High-shaft ventilation is

unsparingly condemned by Mr. Brown as a sanitary fallacy,

and he lays down ten points about sewer ventilation, some of

which may be briefly summarised. The decomposition of

sewage being the cause of sewer gas, it is pointed out that

this gas can readily bo neutralised if a sufficient quantity of

fresh atmospheric air is allowed to mix with it as it forms

—

that is, sufficient to produce natural oxidation—and that a

system of gratings level with the street and fixed in the centre

of the street at intervals in their due proportion is the best

means of effecting natural oxidation. Sewer gas implies an
improperly-ventilated sewer, and in enforcing this point Mr.
Brown says: "So long as sufficient fresh air goes doicn by
these gratings the sewer air remains sweet. The essential

thing, therefore, in sewer ventilation is to get the fresh air

doivtiy not to get bad air np. In a 'properJy-ventilated sewer
there should be no bad air to come up." Natural oxidation,

however, is limited by certain atmospheric conditions, and
that statement brings Mr. Brown to the enunciation of what
may be called the pivot of the system he advocates, " free

natural oxidation to the utmost possible, with auxiliary arti-

ficial oxidatnon whenever necessary." Mr. Biown claims that
this result is achieved by the Reeves system, which is in

operation at Sutton, Epsom, Edinburgh, Fulham and else-

where. As we have said, the pamphlet is an interenting and
valuable contribution to a question of vital importance, and
should receive attention even from those who may not agree
with the views set forth. It is published by Hodgetts,
Limited, 13 Clifford's Inn, E.G.

COMPENSATION.
The Law and Practice og Compensation, by Mr. H. C.

Richards, M.P., of Gray's Inn aind the Middle Temple, and Mr.
John P. H. Soper, of Lincoln's Inn (Frank P. Wilson, Estates

Gazette office), is an important addition to existing text-books
on that special branch of legal procedure. The work com-
prises a clear and comprehensive survey of all leading matters
pertaining to the subject ; and the text of the chief statutes
relating to it, as well as all forms and precedents requisite

for practical purposes, are included. The style adopted is

clear and free from technicalities ; and thus the book should
not only afford valuable assistance to members of the legal

profession in dealing with the chief practical points which
may arise in the consideration of a compensation claim, but
also prove of considerable utility to surveyors, accountants
and other experts engaged in compensation work. In the

preparation of the volume the authors state that it has been
their object "to collect and explain the legal principles which
govern the law of compensation as shortly and concisely as

possible, so that busy people who are concerned in the practical

details of compensation cases may be enabled to find the
guiding principles without a long discussion of the various

steps by which they have been determined." The necessary
forms and precedents, the rules of the Supreme Court and the
principal statutes involved are inserted in the several appen-
dices, by which the main subject matter is supplemented.
The authors have also appended full details of a selected
number of the more important compensation cases and in-

quiries of recent years, for the purpose of illustrating the
various points arising in the consideration of the numerous
classes of claims.

SPECIFICATIONS.

Specifications in Detail, by Mr. Frank W. Macey (E. A
F. N. Spon), is an elaborate work, which affords evidence of

careful compilation and judicious arrangement. The book,
of course, is strictly technical in character, and the very brief

preface is to the following effect :
" This work is published

in the hope that it may be found useful as a reference-book
for architects." We observe further that in the explanatory
notes it is incidentally remarked that the " work is intended
to comprise as far as possible a 'model specification ' divided
into ' model clauses,' which may be applied generally to the
various details of recognised work, without referring speci-

ally to any one class of building ; but ecclesiastical work in

its special requirements is not intended to come within its

scope." The method adopted in the compilation of the work
is that of arranging all particulars under the headings of the
various trades, and to avoid repetition many cross references
are given to additional clauses inserted under a different

trade. Copious details regarding all necessary or desirable
items of a specification are supplied by the text, full explana-
tions are given where needed, and the numerous careful
sketches interspersed afford ample practical illustration of
the various matters described. The index, extended to nearly
100 pages, is, so far as we have tested it, exhaustive and ac-

curate, and materially enhances the value of the work for
purposes of reference. We may add that the good type, fine

paper and tasteful binding impart a handsome appearance to

the book.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

We have received from Mr. John Wolstenholme, of Albert
Iron and Brass Works, Eadcliffe, near Manchester, an illus-

trated catalogue of sewerage ironwork. The catalogue seems
to be more comprehensive than previous issues, and includes
various new designs and articles recently introduced. It is

profusely illustrated, and information is giver, in regard to
nearly all the ironwork whreh is used in connection with
sewerage and sewage disposal works.— Mr. A. P. Lundberg,
of Bradbury Electrical Works, Bradbury-street, Kingsland,
London, N., sends a catalogue of his electric light fittings.

Several new designs have been introduced into the catalogue,
including some which have been specially constructed to meet
the requirements occasioned by the extension of the high-volt-

age supply, of which there are illustrated switches, connections,
switch and distribution boards, cut-outs and ceiling roses.

—

We have also to acknowledge the receipt of an illustrated

catalogue from Messrs. Broad & Co., Limited, of South Wharf,
Paddington, London, S.W.,the well-known sanitary specialists.

The articles mentioned in the catalogue include a great variety
of sanitary appliances and drainage accessories, fireclay and
earthenware closets and fittings, manhole covers, chimney
pots, ridge and roofing tiles, red moulded bricks, adamantine
clinkers, blue bricks, granite paving, sinks, baths, white
enamelled ware, encaustic and health tiles, and white and
coloured glazed bricks. The catalogue Is extremely well got
up, all the goods being shown by coloured illustrations.

Paper and printing are also good.—An illustrated catalogue
of staircases, sashes, fireproof doors, &c., has also been re-

ceived from Messrs. Hayward Brothers & Ecksiein, Limited,
187 to 193 Union-street, London, S.E. The catalogue is

mainly taken up with descriptions and illustrations of the
various forms of iron staiicates manufactured by the firm,

but mention is also made of wrought and cast iron sashes,

casements and frames, and wrought-iron doors. The last

page of the catalogue, we may mention, contains several illus-

trations of ornamental ironwork carried out by Messrs. Hay-
ward Brothers & Eckstein and by Messrs. Cottani & Co.

—

Prom the Limmer Asphalte Paving Company, Limited, 2

Moorgate-streel, E.C., we have received a copy of an illus-

trated pamphlet giving an account of the work of the com-
pany since its formation in 1871, the nature of the materials
used, the method of laying and other matters. Among other
information it is stated that work has been executed for the
City Commission of Sewers, most of the metropolitan vestries

and district boards, and for provincial authorities. Those
who wish further information on the subject should peruse
the pamphlet.

A DOMESTIC REFUSE DESTRUCTOR.

It has often been remarked by municipal engineers that if

housekeepers would only destroy a part of their ordinary

domestic refuse sanitary authorities would naturally be con-

siderably relieved in the work of removing household refuse.

To aid housekeepers to accomplish this Mr. J. B. Better, of

Yeovil, has invented and patented an apparatus, which he calls

a domestic refuse destructor. The apparatus, combined with

a kitchen range, provides a means of destroying, day by day,

all house waste and refuse, such as potato peelings, cabbage
leaves, fish bones, i'C, thus doing away with the annoyance
caused by the accumulation of such rubbish in the dust-kin.

The ash-pit of any ordinary range is enclosed, making a

chamber into which the refuse is placed to be dried by the

heat of the fire (all greasy or fatty matter being effectually

absorbed by the ash falling through the fire bars), and when
everything is reduced to a combustible condition it is shovelled

into the fire. A constant in-draught is ensured by means of

holes in the door of the " destructor," whereby the fumes are

carried up through the fire and thence into the chimney.

This, with the close and accurate fitting of the door, prevents

the escape of any vapour or smell into the kitchen. Thus
use is made of the ordinary kitchen fire in the actual work
of destroying the refuse, and the slow combustion character

given to it by the closing of the ash-pit, while rendering it

hotter and more effective, at the same time lessens the con-

sumption of fuel. The " destructor " is sold by Messrs.

James B. Petter& Sons, 73 Queen Victoria-street, London, E.C.

PortObellO.—A special meeting of the town ojuncil was
held recently to consider the question of the purchase of the

tramways. The purchase had already been agreed upon, but

there was a statutory obligation on the council to hoM a

special meeting and vote on the question. Lord Provost

Mitchell Thomson formally moved that the council purchase

the tramways at the price of £40,000, as at 30th June, 1898.

This was carried unanimously.
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

Annual Mketini;.

The atimial meeting of the Association will be held in Ediu-

Irarfjli on ThnrsJay, Friday and Saturday, the 3Uth June and
1st and 2nd July. Members who desire to contribute papers
for this meeting are requested to send the titles to the secre-

tary on or before the 1st of June.

Tho.s. Cole, a.m.i.c.e.. Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, S.W.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Obdinary Meeting.

The next ordinary general meeting of the Institution will

be held on Monday, when a paper will be read by Mr. H. T.

Eve (Fellow), entitled "Compensation Values of Cattle

Foods—Ohemist versus Vainer." The chair will be taken at

8 o'clock.

British Fire Prevention Committee.—We have received

from the above comtnittee a ]^riuted copy of their provisional

rules and list of members. Among the list of members we
notice the names of SBveral well-known municipal engineers

and surveyors. Among the members of the council are : Sir

Alexander Binnie, engineer to the London County Council

;

Mr. A. B. MacDonald, city engineer of Glasgow ; Mr. John
Price, city surveyor of Birmingham ; and Mr. Spencer Harty,
city surveyor of Dublin. Wo also observe that the subscription

for the members of the committee is 1 guinea per anunm.
This subscription is optional, liowever, for such officials as

hold permanent appointments with municipalities, comity and
district councils and the Government.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

Inspector of Nuisances.—May 14th.—Bromley (Kent)
Rural District Council. £150.—Mr. Robert Gordon Mullen,
clerk to the council.

Assistant Borough Surveyor.—May 14th.—Borough of

Luton. £110.—Mr. Geo. Sell, town clerk.

Resident Electruai Engineer.—May 16th.—Poplar Dis-

trict Board of Works.—Mr. Leonard Potts, clerk to the board.

Temporary Surveying Assistant.— May 16th.—Long
Eaton Urban District Council. £2 2s.—Mr. Frank Worrall,
A.M.I.C.K., engineer and surveyor to the council.

Working Bailiff for Sewage Works.— May 17th.

—

Gloucester Rural District Council. 25s.—Mr. L. G. H. Mayer,
clerk to the council.

Gasworks Manager.—May 19th.—Corporation of Darling-
ton. £1.50.—The Chairman of the Gasworks Committee.

Surveyor and Inspbcior of Nuisances.—May 20tb.

—

Harjienden Urban District Council. £75. — Mr. Frederic
Eyies, clerk to the council.

Assistant Surveyor.—May 20th. —County Borough of

Burnley. £150.—Mr. Wm. T. Fullalove, town clerk.

Deputy City Surveyor.—May 23rd.—Corporation of Car-
lisle. £150.—Mr. Uenry C. Marks, a.m.i.c.e., city surveyor.

Surveyor of Highways. — May 24tli. — Haverfordwest
Rural District Council. £110.—Mr. John James, clerk to

the council.

Engineer and Secretary.—May 24th.—Hartlepool Port
and Harbour Commissioners. £400.—Mr. S. Herbert Belk,
law clerk to the commissioners.

E.xgineer.— May 25th.— Metropolitan Asylums Board.
£600.—Mr. T. Dnncombe Mann, clerk to the board, Norfolk
House, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.

Surveyor.—May 25th.—Bexley Urban District Council.
£200.—Mr. Thos. G. Baynes, clerk to the council.

Building Foreman.— May 27th.—Walthamstow Urban
District Council. £3 10s.—Mr. E. J. Goweu, clerk to the
council.

Water Inspector.—May 2Sth.—Llandudno Urban District

Council. 30s.—Mr. E. Paley Stephenson, a.m.i.c.e., engineer
to the council.

Sanitary Inspector.—June 2nd.— Vestry of Lambeth.
£120.—Mr. Henry J. Smith, clerk to the vestry.

Sanitary Inspkctor.—June 4tb.—Corporation of Warwick.
—Mr. Brabazon Campbell, town clerk.

City Engineer.—June 15th.—Corporation of the City of

Caprt Town. £SOU.—Messrs. Davis & Sjper, 54 St. Mary-axe,
London, B.C.

City Engineer.—August 31st.—Corporation of Welling-
ton, New Zealand. £800.—Agent-General for New Zealand,
London.

Assistant Surveyor.—Farnborough Urban District Coun-
cil.—Ml-. R. Walter Knapp, surveyor to the council.

COMPETITIONS.
too lute for classijicafii

til ikefollowing wee

TiPTON.—Slay 25th.—Lajing^ out of 33 acres of land for a public park
and recreation jjround, at a cost of £4,000, for the urban district council.
—Mr. W. H. Jukes, surveyor to the council.

Wallsend.—June Ist.—Laying-out of a public park, containing about
13 acres, situated near the old village of Wallsend, for the urban district
council. £50 and £20.—Mr. W. S. Daglish, clerk to the council, 29 Sand-
hill, Ne\vcasLle-ou-Tyne.

Salford.—June 7th.—Erection of three chapels, offices, lodge,
entrance gates and boundary wall at the proposed cemetery, Langley-
road and Agecroft-road, Pendlebury. £50, £30 and £20.—Mr. Samuel
Brown, town clerk.

East Ham.—June 24th.—Erection of public offices, library and tech-
nical institute, fire engine station, public baths and offices for sanitary
department, the whole to cost about £55,000, for the urban district
council. 100 guineas and 50 guineas.—Mr. W. H. Savage, surveyor to
the council.

Warrington.-July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,
&c. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
surveyor.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
too late for classification .

til the following week.

Benfieldhide.—May 14th.—Laying of about 1,000 yards of cement
footpaths, for the urban district council.—Mr. Jolm Dixon, surveyor.

BoLLiNGTON.—May 14th.—Construction of a brick service reservoir
and the laying of iron-pipe mains, &c., for the new waterworks, for the
urb:vn district council.—Mr. W. H. Radford, engineer. Angel-row,
Nottingham.

BoLLiNGTON.—May 14th.—Supply and delivery of cast-iron pipes
(varying in si/e from 3-in. to 7-in. diameter), special castings and other
ironwork required for the new waterworks, for the urban district
council.—Mr. \V. H. Radford, engineer, Angel-row, Nottingham.
Birmingham.-May 16th.—Construction of about 14^ miles of aque-

duct from Uownton, in Herefordshire, to Cleobury Mortimer, In Salop,
for the corporation.-Mr. James Mansergh, 5 Victoria-street, London,
S.W.
Southampton.—May 16th.—Erection of a municipal lodging-house on

the area abutting on St. Michaers-square and Simnel-street.— Mr.
George li, Nalder, town clerk.

WRDNESBUKy.-May 16th.—Erection of a fire station and other build-
ings on land in High Bullen.~Mi-. E. Martin Scott, borough engineer
and surveyor.

Wimbledon.—May 16th.—Making-up of Cambridge-road (sections),
Pepys-road {sections 2 and 3) and Worple-road West (section 2), for the
urban district council.—The Surveyor to the Council.

Islington.-May 16th.—PavingWorks in Rodney-place and certain
footways in the parish.—Mr. J. Patten Barber, vestry survej'or.

HcNsTANTON.—May 16th.—Construction of a gasholder tank, for the
urban district council.—Mr. J. S. B. Glasier, clerk to the council.

CooKHAM.—May 17th.—Supply of about 500 tons of Mendip lime-
stone, 500 tons of Enderby granite and 500 tons of Hartshill stone, for
the rural district council.—Mr. Frank Laureus, a.m.i.c.e., district sur-
veyor, Chester Villa, Noifolk-road, Maidenhead.
Ttnemouth.—May 17th.—Erection of a market shed upon the fish

quay. Low Lights, North Shields.—Mr. John F. Smillie, borough sur-
veyor.

Croydon.-May 17th.—Erection of store and workshop buildings in
Factory-lane.—Mr. E. Mawdesley, town clerk.

London.—May 17th.—Construction of underground conveniences for
both sexes in West Smithfield.—Sir J, Monckton, town clerk, Guild-
hall, E.G.

Nuneaton.—May 17th.—Supply of about 3,600 yards of 4-in. and 700
yards of 6-in. cast-iron water pipes, with specials, for the urban district
council.—Mr. J. S. Pickering, a.m.i.c.e., waterworks engineer to the
council.
BBiGHfON.—May 17th.—Supply of cast-iron pipes, for the corporation

waterworks.—Mr. Francis J. Tillstone, town clerk.

Enfield.—May 18th.—Supply of 3,100 tons of Clee Hill Dhu or best
blue Guernsey 'granite, and 1,600 tons of Leicesterbhire or other
approved granite, for the urban district couniil.—Mr. R. Collins, sur-
veyor to the council.

Manchester.—May 18th.—Supply of 63 tons of cast-ii'ou pipes, 9-in.

and 6-in. diameter, with about 2 tons of irregular castings,-The Water
Engineer to the Corporation.

Wakefield.—May 18th.—Erection of workshops, office, wash-house
and outbuildings at King-street.—Mr* Richard Porter, city surveyor.

Ayrshire,—May 18th.—Construction of the works necessary to pro-

vide an improved water supply to Catrine, for the county council.—Mr.
W. R. Copland, 146 West Regent-street, Glasgow.

St. Helens.—May 18th.—Erection of destructor shed, new pail shea,
electric light engine-huuse, chimney, weigh-house, offices, &c.—Mr.
Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Plumstead.—May 18th.—Pnvmg and makiug-up of Bassant-road,
Benares-road, Heathfield-terrace, Tdi^-ruad and Vanebery-road, for
the vestry.—Mr. W. C. Gow, surveyor to the vestry.

Newport, Mon.—May 19th.—Construction of tramways, laying wood
and granite paving and other incidental works.—Mr. R. H. Haynes,
bjiough engineer.

AsroN Manor.—May 19th.—Construction of certain urinals, for the
urban district council.—Mr. H. Richardson, engineer and surveyor.

Sutton Coldfield.—May 20th.—Various private street works.

—

Mr. C. F. Marston, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.

Newcastle-undee-Ltme.—May 20th.—Erection of a stone boundary
retaining wall, about 210 yards in length, at the cemetery grounds in
Clayton-road ; also works of paving and drainage in the borough of

Smithfield.—Mr. Jas. Pattison, borough surveyor.

Bia&HTON.—May 20th.—Supply of Portland cement for the year
endiug 30th June," ly99.—Mr. Francis J. C, May, m.i.c.e., borough en-
gineer and surveyor.

Annan.—M«y 21st.—Erection of a public slaughter-house on the Burgh
Merse.—Mr. A. Tweedie, burgh surveyor.

NtwroN-iK-MAKERFiELD.—May 2l8t.—Erection of a mortuary build-

ing in the yard of the town hall, Earlestown, for the urban district

councU.~Mr. W. W. Shirley, clerk to the council.

UxBEiDQE.—May 23rd.—Erection of a foreman's hoube at the sewage
works, Oxbridge Moor, and the ijainting and repair of the buildings at

the waterworks, fur the urban district council.—Mr. William L. Eves,
surveyor to the council.

Wakefield.—May 23rd.—Construction of a sewage well and the

erection of an engine-house, Ac., at Calder Vale.—Mr. Richard Porter,
city surveyor.
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Burt.—May 23rd.—Forming, paving and flagging works in various
streets.—The Borough Engineer.

HoRNSET. — May 23rd.— Sewering, levelliDg, paving, metalling,
channelling and making-good of Oakley-gardens and the construction
of about 336 ft. of new 9-in. pipe sewer in Muswell HiU-place, for the

urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

East Ham.—May 23rd.—Supply and fixing of a quantiiy of wrought-
iron railings, &c., for the urban district council.—Mr. W. H. Savage,
surveyor to the council.

Buxton.—May 23rd.—Supply of about 100 tons of best Portland
cement, for the urban district council.—Mr. William Hedley Grieves,
surveyor to the council.

Dublin.—May 23rd.—Supply of vanous electrical mains aud appa-
ratus, for the corixjration.-Dr. A. B. W. Kennedy, 17 Victoria-street,

London, S.W.
HuDDERsFiELD.—May 24th.—Construction of about 1,503 lineal yards

of brick culvert, 2 ft. 6 in. diameter, from a point in Wakefield-rnad,
near Fleming House-lane, to Fenay bridge.—The Borough Surveyor.

Southampton.—May 3ith.—Erection of a public convenience in

Chapel-road.—Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, borough engineer.

Bltrton-on-Tkent.—May 25th.—Supply and delivei-y of sludge carts,

water carts, sand carts, &c.—Mr. George T. Lynam, borough surveyor.

Sheffield.—May 25th.—Erection of foremen's houses, bath-rooms,
boundary walls, &c., at the destructor site, Lumley-street, AttercUffe.

—

Mr. Charles F. Wike, city surveyor.

Basingstoke.—May 25th.—Supply and delivery of a four-wheeled
water-van to hold 300 gallons.—Mr. George Fitton, borough surveyor.

SuHBUKr-ON-THAMEs.—May 26th.—Supply and delivery of various
road materials, for the urban district council.—Mr. Harold F. Coales,
surveyor to the council,

Dakwen.—May 26th.—Erectio
in the new electricity supply woi
tion with the refuse destructf
Borough Engineer.

CowEs,—May 28th.—Supply of deep-well pumping machinery, for the
urban district council.—Mr, J. W. Webster, engineer and surveyor to
the council.

Sandbach.—May 28th.—Construction of new brick depositing tanks
at the pumping station, for the urban district council.—Mr. A. E.
Stringer, clerk to the council.

SuEBiTON.—May 28th,—Erection of new council ottices, for the urban
district council.—Mr. James Ball, clerk to the council.

Cirencester.-May 28th.—Well-sinking
Coates, for the rural district council.—Mr
council.

Warrington.—May 31sl.—Erection of agreenhouse at the cemetery.—
Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough surveyor.

Buxton.—May Slst.—Supplj' of about 1,400 lineal yards of 4-in. Hud
600 Uneal yards of 3-in. cast-iron socket and spigot pipes, for the urban
district council.—Mr, William Hedley Grieves, surveyor to the council.

Mexborough.—May 31st.—Levelling, kerbing, flagging, channelling
and other works in Pitt-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. G,
Fenwick Carter, surveyor to the council.

of the various buildings comprised
B, and also for the chimney in conneo-
works in Robin Bank-road.—The

Blackburn.—June 8th.—Erection of an iron conservatory and palm-
house at the corporation park.—Mr. William Stubbs, a.m.i.c.e., borough
and water engineer.

Leicester.—Erection and completion of the superstructure of the
new buildings at the lunatic asylum at Humberstone.—Mr. James Bell,
clerk, town hall, Leicester.

Ramsgate.—Supplj' of about 540 ft. of Stourbridge or other approved
quality fire-clay retorts, 22 in. by 16 in., about 18,000 fire-bricks and
tiles, and about 10 tons of clny, for the corporation.—Mr. William A.
Valon, gas engineer.

TENDERS.

•accepted.

ANNEFIELD PLAIN.—For the laying of about 90 lineal yards of 9-m.
pipe sewer, for the urban district council.—Mr. T, J. Trowedale, sur-

veyor to the council :

—

Per lineal yard.
«. d.

T. A. TurnbuU, Annefield Plain 6 11

J. Lyons, Consett 6

Dort & Bennett, Annefield Plain*
J. Dum, Annefleld Plain 5 4,

BRIGHTON.—For the excavation and completion of two pumping
wellb in the parish of Portslade.—Mr. Francis J. Tillstone, town
clerk :

—

B. Cooke & Co., Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W £5,500

E. Timmuis & Sous, Limited, Kuncom 6,468

A. E. Nunn, Tenterden, Kent* 3,500

1 Dumbie-EDINBURGH.—For the erection of a public convenienc
dykes-road.—The Burgh Engineer :—

Crerar & Swanson, Edinburgh
D. Wishart, Edinburgh
R. Wallace, Edinburgh
J. Lownie, Edinburgh
A. Calder, Edinburgh* 705

NEATH.—For the constructiin of a concrete reservoir of 25,000 gallons

capacity, tor the rural district council.—Mr. W. E. Clason Thomas,
A.M.r.c.E., engineer to the councd ;

—

Bennett Brothers, Swansea £250
Beynon, Thomas & Rees, Skewen 245

E. B. Jones, Noath 243

G. Harris, Cilfruir, near Neath* 216

Engineer's estimate, £246.

PLUMSTEAD.— For the erection of an underground convenience in

High-street, for the vestry.—Mr. W. C. Gow, surveyor to the vestry :—

Doulton & Co., Lambeth, S.E £2,417

C. Foreman, Pluinstead, S.B 2,393

E. Proctor, Woolwich, S.E 2,383

Thomas & Edge, Woolwich, S.E.* 2,335

>E.WACE RAISku

FOR RAISING

PATENT
ADAMS' PATENT LIFT CO.,

5 & 7y OLD QUEEN STREET,

msmmsTER, london.

And YORK.

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY

SEWAGE LIFT
SEWACE TO Bt RAISED

^
Makers of

FLUSHING SYPHONS,

SLUICES, &c.

AA—Holes tor p,.

pot^itiou.

BB—Slreu^lheued

iring in cement

aai Leugtheued

3r corn-

Socket.

CC—inner Socket and Rest.
EE—Chamber for cement or com position.
FF—Staniotd Joint in new position.

To put it shortly, this pipe secures true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, and, while allowing

lor a slight tsettlemeut when first laid, forms an

absolutely rigid joint directly the cement sets.

I.—Gas and Water-Tlght Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Alignment of Invert.

3. Socket the strongest part of the pipe
4.— No special Junctions required.

OATES & GREEN, Ltd., Halifax.
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ROTHERHITHE.—For the erection of refuse destructor buildings, in-

clined roadways, engine-house, disinfector buildings and other works
at the wharf premises, Rotherhithe-street.—Mr. Norman Scorgie,
vestry surveyor:

—

J. E. Johnson & Son, Leicester f-l.OS-l

H. Knight & Son, Tottenham 3,933

General Builders, Limited, Southampton-row, W.C* 3,400

STAINES.—For the supply of 1,600 tons of hand-picked flints, for the
urban district council.—Mr. Barrett, surveyor to the council :

—

2-in. Chalk Flints, Per yard.
s. d.

E, Downs, Richmond 113
2-in. BroAvn Flints.

Wills & Packham, Sittingbourne 8 9
Tuff & Miskin, Rochester 7 3i
Farnham Flint and Gravel Company, Farnham 6 9
W. Noma, Farnham* 6 8

ST. THOMAS (near Exeter).—For the erection of an engine-house
stores, cottages, &c., at the sewage disposal works, Water-lane, for
the urban district council.— Mr. S. Churchward, surveyor to the
council :

—

W. Holmes, St. Thomas-the-Apostle ...

Ham & Passmore, Kxeter
General Builders, Limited, Exeter branch
G. Setter, St. Thomas-the-Apostle
Stephens & Sons, Limited, Exeter
J. Blatchford. St. Thomas-the-Apostle
J. Pomeroy, St. Thomas-the-Apostle ...

C. Brealy, St. Thomas-the-Apostle* ...

Surveyor's estimate, £1,830.

2,100
2,070
2,050
2,091
2,000

1,976
1,-40

WALTHAM ABBEY.—For the erection of ten cottases on the East-
brook-road, for the urban district council.—Mr. C. W. Wiggs, sur-
veyor to the council :

—

W. Lawrance, Waltham Abbey £2,570
Stewart, West Green-road, Tottenham, N 2,538
Scales & Robins, Cambridge 2,500
T. Pollit, Waltham Abbey 2,476

IViEETINGS.

MAY.
-London Geological Field Class ; Excursion to Aylesbury.
-Surveyors' Institution : General meeting; Mr. H. T. Eve on " Com-

pensation Values of Cattle Foods—Chemist r. Valuer." 8 p.m.
-London Geological Field Class: Excursion to Highgate and Harap-

stead.

15, 26 and 27.—British Association of Waterworks Engineers : Annual
meeting at Southampton.

JUNE.
-London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Hayward's Heath and

Cuckfleld.
-London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Nutfield and Redhill.
-London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Marden Park and

Godstone.
-London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Axot and Bracknell.

JULY.
-London Geological Field Class: Excursion to Sevenoaks.

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer
may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith ^ Son's

book-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom,,

Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscriptiort (including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three
Months. Mouths. Months.

United Kingdom 158. ... 7b. 6d. ... 3b. 9d.
Continent, the ColonieB, India,
United States, 4c 198. ... 93. 6d. ... 48. 9d.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street

,

New York City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and

The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor, A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

EDITORIAL OFFICES:

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

OFFICE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

publishing OFFICES :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

OUNTY BOROUGH OF BURNLEY.
Applications are invited for the appointment of Assist-

ant Surveyor in the Borough Surveyor's office, at a salary of

£150 per annum. Candidates must have had experience in

municipal work, and must be capable of taking charge of the

department in the absence of the Boroua;h Surveyor.
Applications, with copies of not more than three testi-

monials, must be sent to the Town Clerk's offics, endorsed
"Assistant Surveyor," not later than Friday, the 20th inst.

Canvassing members of the Council is strictly prohibited.

WM. T. FULLALOVE,
Town Clerk.

Town Hail, Burnley,
6th May, 1898.

PLACE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The composition being cast on the lower half of the

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessarily

follows that immediately the pipes are put together and
fastened with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

pipe is absolutely watertight and pei'fect alignment of

invert is secured.

POINTS:-
Easily and quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.

SANITARY TUBES

Z in. to ^Z in. diam.

J. PLAGE& SONS,
LIMITED, i

DARWEN, LANGS.
'
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EARNBOROUGH URBAN DISTRICT.
An Assistant Sarveyor is required for a few weeks.

Applications, stating age and weekly wagres required, and en-

closing testimonials, may be sent forthwith to

R. WALTER KNAPP,
Surveyor.

Town Hall, Farnborough, Hants.

BOROUGH OF SUTTON COLDFIELD.
APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYOR AND ENGINEER.

The Corporation of Sutton Coldfield invite applications for

the appointment of Surveyor and Engineer for the Borough
of Sutton Coldfield. Salary, £300 per annum.

Candidates must be at least thirty years of age, and the

person appointed will be required to enter upon his duties as

Boon as possible, to devote the whole of his time to the ser-

vice of the corporation, and discharge such duties as are, or

may hereafter, be prescribed by the regulations of the cor-

poration under the head of " Dntipgof the Surveyor."

Applications, in writine, marked '' Surveyor," must be sent

to me on or before the 23rd ins'ant, accompanied by not more
than four testimonials. Canvassing will be deemed a dis-

qualification. Copies of the regulations referred to can be
had on application.

THOS. V. HOLBECHE,
Town Clerk.

Town Clerk's Office, Sutton Coldfield.

5th May, 1898.

pITT OF CARLISLE.^ APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTY CITY SURVEYOR.
The Corporation are prepared to receive applications for the

appointment of Deputy City Surveyor, at a commencing
salary of £1.50 per annum, rising by annual increments of

£10 to a maximum of £200 per annum.
The person appointed must be thoroughly qualified by

municipal experience to fulfil the duties of the office, and
preference will be given to persons who are connected with
the Institution of Civil Engineers, or who have obtained the
certificate of the Association of Municipal and County En-
gineers. He must be an accurate and expeditious draughtsman,
surveyor and leveller, and possess a good knowledge of sewer-
age and drainnge works, designing and building construction,

and capable of keeping books and preparing reports and esti-

mates.
Applications to be in candidate's own handwring, s-tating

age, present and previous occupation, together with experi-

ence, &c., and must be accompanind by copies of three recent
testimonials, which will not be returned.

The appointment will be subject to one month's notice on
either side.

Applications to be addressed to Mr. Henry C. Marks,
A.M.I.C.E., City Surveyor, 36 Fisher-street, Carlisle, and must
be delivered on or before Monday, the 23rd instant.

Canvassing members of the Council, either directly or in-

directly, is prohibited, and any infringement of this condition
will immediately disqualify any candidate.

A. H. COLLINGWOOD,
Town Clerk.

Town Clerk's Office, Carlisle.

3rd May, 1898.

MUNICIPAL INSPECTOR OF ROADS FOR
SHANGHAI.—The Council of the Foreign Com-

munity of Shanghai require an experienced, educated, single
man, as Inspector of Roads. Salary—At present rate of ex-
change about £220 per annum. Qualifications— Cleansing,
scavenging, macadamising roads. Age—Not over thirty-five

years. The selected candidate would have to pass medical
examination for residence abroad. Three years' agreement,
and free passage (second class) to Shanghai provided.

—

Further particulars may be obtained from Messrs. John
Pook & Co., 8 Jeffrey's-square, St. Mary-axe, London, to
whom all applications, with testimonials, &c., should be for-

warded before the 1st June, 1898.

TENDERS WANTED.

SURBITON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO BUILDERS.

The Urban District Council of Surbiton invite tenders
from competent builders for the Erection of New District

Council Offices at Surbiton in accordance with the plans and
specifications prepared by Messrs. Forsyth & Maule, archi-

tects, 16 Great Marlborough-street, London, W.
Applications for bills of quantities and forms of tender to

be made to the architects, accompanied by a deposit of £3 3s.,

which will be returned on receipt of a bona-fide tender.

Tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the Council, and
marked "Tender for the Erection of District Council OBices,"
mnst be sent in on or before the 28th May next.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

JAMES BELL,
Clerk to the Council.

Council Offices, Victoria-road, Surbiton.
May 7, 1898.

JANDUS PATENT ELECTRIC ARC LAMP,
It is claimed that the Master Patents held by the Jandus Arc Lamp and Electric Company,

control the arrangements which are essential in every successful enclosed arc lamp.

Lamps made uuder these patents have carried all before them in America.

The Only Lamp that is trimmed without moving the Globe .

Cannot get Out of Order, as it has Only One Working Part .

The only Arc Lamp accepted by Insurance Companies at Ordinary Rates,

No other Carbons should be used in the Jandus Lamp except those supplied

by the Firm, for which the Lamps sent out are adjusted .

NOTICE is Herel.y Given that the JANDUS AliC LAMP AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY, Limited, in addition to the patents bv JANDUS & BARTON,
control also the British Master Patents of THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT
COMPANY, of New Y^ork ; and purchasers are warned apainsl obtniriirit?

Arc Lamps made nn the principle of the above pa'enta by makers other than
those licBMsees meiitionecl in the foll-iwine list. Th^-y should aUo see tliat the

'plied to them carry the Jandus Royalty Plate.

Mr. WILLIAM A. WALTON.
Mr. J. D. F. ANiiRKWS.
Mess\s. JOHNSON & PHILLIPS.
Messrs. 6KIPKL 4 LANGE.
Mi'ssrs. ROYCK & CO.
The STANDARD THERMOMETER &
ELECTRIC CO., of Mass.—Agents

:

Messrs. RicHip.D Pattebsoii & Co., of
Belfast.

Messrs. VERITYS. Ltd.
Messrs. FOXCROFT & DUNCAN.
Messrs. H. V. JAME^i, MILLS & CO.

Messrs. DRAKE & GORMAN.
Messrs. CROMPTON & CO., Ltd.
The STKWART ELB'JTRICAL SYN-
DICATE. {The Stewart Company's
license applies only to limps identical
in description to the orijiinal sample
lamp m the possession of the licen-
sors.)

M- ssrs. KORTING & MATHIESEN.
The BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEERING CO., Ltd.

The GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.

Sole Agents for the Eriglish Cumpav.y :
—MESSRS.

DRAKE S£ GORHAM,
Head Offices :-66 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

Branch Offices at Manchester and Glasgow,
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BOROUGH OF BURTON-ON-TRENT.
Tlio Corporation of tlu> above Borousih are jireparerl to

rpceive offers for tlie Supply and Deliveiy of Sladge-Carts,

Water-Carts, Sand-Carts, &c., particulars of which may be
obtained on application to Ivhe Borough Surveyor, to whom
offers must bo sent not later than 10 a.m. on Wednesday, the

25th inst.

GEORGE ,T. LYNAM,
Borough Surveyor.

Town Hall.

11th May, 1898.

ASTON MANOR URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

The Highways Committee axe prepared to receive tenders

for the Construction of certain Urinals. Plans and specifica-

tion may be seen and form of tender obtained at the Sur-

veyor's offices.

Sealed tenders, endorsed "Urinals," to be sent in on or

before Thursday, 19th inet., addressed to the Chairman of

the Highways Committee.
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

H. RICHARDSON, c.e.,

Engineer and Surveyor.

Council Offices, Aston Manor.
May 10, 1898.

EAST HAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SUPPLY OF WROUGHT-IRON RAILINGS

AND GATES.
The above-named Council invite tenders for Supplying and

Fixing a quantity of Wrought-Iron Railings, &c.

Particulars and form of tender may be obtained of Mr. W.
H. Savage, the surveyor to the Council, at the Public Offices,

East Ham. In the erection of the fencing trade union rates

of wages must be paid and hours of labour observed.

Tenders to be sent in on or before 2 o'clock p.m. Monday,
May 23rd.

The Council does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any
tender.

C. E. WILSON,.
Clerk of the Council.

East Ham, E.

May 11, 1898.

HORNSET URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO ROAD AND SEWER CONTRACTORS.

The Hornsey Urban District Council are prepared to re-

ceive tenders for :

—

1

.

Sewei'ing, Levelling, Paving, Metalling, Channelling and
Making-good Oakley-gardens.

2. The Conslrnction of about 336 ft. of new 9-in. Pipe
Sewers, with Manholes, &o., in Muswell Hill-place,

Muswell Hill, in the Urban District of Hornsey.

Plans and specifications may be seen, and forms of tender
and all information obtained, on application to Mr. E. J. Love-
grove, C.E., Engineer to the Council, at the offices mentioned
below on any morning between the hours of 10 and 12
o'clock, on a sum of £2 being deposited with the Clerk to the
Council, which sum will be retained by the Council and
deemed to be forfeited if a honci-fide tender is not made by
the depositor.

If a tender is made which is not accepted the sum de-

posited will be returned, and if a tender is accepted such snm
will be retained by the Council until the contract has been
executed by the depositor, and will be forfeited in the event
of his or his sureties failing or neglecting to execute such
contract or the bond accompanying same within seven days
after he or they respectively shall have been requested to

execute the same.

No tender will be considered except on the prescribed form.

Sealed and endorsed tenders are to be deposited in the tender-

box in my department not later than -t o'clock p.m. on Mon-
day, the 23rd instant.

The Council reserve to themselves the right to decline all

or any of the tenders so sent in.

(By order)

P. D. ASKEY,
Clerk to the District Council.

Offices; Southwood-lane, Highgate, N.
10th May, 1898.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF ENFIELD.
BROKEN GRANITE.

The Council are prepared to i-eceive tenders for the supply
of 3,100 tons (more or less) of Clee Hill Dhu or Best Blue
Guernsey Granite and 1,600 tons (more or less) of Leicester-

shire or other approved granite, broken to pass through a
li-in. square mesh, but not smaller than 1 in., to be delivered

free in sucli quantities and at such times prior to the 31st of

iRB£RZO»r

HOPE & SONS,

STOP
' Manhole Complaints

PYNERzoNE my^ :m^
BLOCKS. 0p-mm

Oak Lane Chemical Works, I N\/AL.LJXkRL.E! wholesale and Export Maaafacturers ot'^'''^"*^'^"-"""'~
all kimds of CARBOLIC FLUIDS and

LIMEfiOUSE, LONDON, E., ALSO FOR CREASOTES.
Sole Proprietors of CARBERZONE FLUID,

& LEICESTER. WATER-CARTS "^^ERZONE FUUIDa^dCARBOUC ACID

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPYTLm
GLAZED BRICKS. ARCmTECTU^ALFATEMCL SAN^

TERRA GOTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINL
Fire Bricks. Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Baths, <&c.

THURSTOMLAND RED FACING BRICKSi

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, Wouahip
Street. E.G.; i6 Charterhouse Street, E.G. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd.jN.W.
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March, 1899, as may be ordered by the Coiincil's Snrveyor,

at the following railway atatioiig in the distiict

—

riz :
—

Clee Hir.L Dun oB Guernsey.
SIX) tons at Ponders End Station, G.E.R.
600 „ Chnrdil.ury „
200 ,, Brinisdown ,, ,,

300 „ Enfield Lock „ „
1,500 „ Enfield Town „ „

Leicksteeshire.
400 tons at Enfield Lock Station, G.E.R.
400 ,, Brinisdown ,, ,,

800 „ Enfield „ G.X.R.
Tenders, on forms to bo obtained of Mr. R. Collins, the

Conncil's Siiryeyor, at this office, endorsed "Tender for

Granite," togetlier with samplca as to quality and size of the

granite proposed to be supplied (no tender will be considered
unless accompanied by samples), to be sent to me not later

than noon on Wednesday, the 18th day of May next.

The Conncil do not bind themselves to accept tlie lowest or

any tender.

(By order)

T. W. SCOTT,
Clerk.

Court House, Enfield.

5th M,ay, 1898.

pOUNTr BOROUGH OF BRIGHTON.^ TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
Notice is hereby given that the Council of the said County

Borough will receive tenders from such persons as may be
willing to enter inio a contract for the supply of Portland
Cement for the year ending 30lh .June, 1899, the same to be
delivered at any of the Brighton railway stations, as ordered,
in quantities of from 6 to 20 tons at one time.
The specification and forms of tender may be obtained on

application at the otBoe of the Borough Engineer and Sur-
veyor, Mr. Francis J. C. May, m.inst.c.e., at the Town Hall,
Brighton.

Sealed tenders, addressed to me, and endorsed "Tender for

Portland Cement," must be left at my office at the Town Hall
before 10 o'clock in the forenoon on Friday, the 20th day of
May, 1898.

Power is reserved to reject the lowest or any tender.

FRANCIS J. TILLSTONE,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Brighton.

5th May, 1898.

pOUNTT BOROUGH OF BURY.
^^ The Sewering, Paving and Streets Committee of the
Corporation of Bury are prepared to receive tenders for the
forming, paving, flagging and edging (labour only) of the
following streets or portions thereof ;

—

(1) Hamers-yard, Trimble-court, Back Hudcar-lane, &c.

(2) Delamere-street B.ack, Chesham-road Back, &c.

(3) Greenhalgh-row Back, Pump-street Back, High-street
Back.

(4) Rochdale-road Back, Beach-street, Willow-street.

(5) Wash-lane Back, Manor-street Back, Manor-street.

((5) Cork-street, Bond-street Back.

Plans, sections and specifications may be seen and forms of

tender obtained on application at the office of the Borough
Ensjineer, Bank-slreet, Bury.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Street Works," to be de-

livered to me, the undersigned, not later than Monday, the
23rd instant.

.TOHN HASLAM,
Town Clerk.

Corporation Offices, Bury.
May, 1898.

MEXBOROUGH URBAN
COUNCIL.

DISTRICT

PRIVATE STBEET WORKS.

PITT-STREET.
The Meitborougli Urban District Council invite tenders for

the Levelling, Kerbing, Flagging, Channelling, Making and
other works necessary for the Construction of the above-
named street.

Contractors will have to supply their own quantities and
to comply strictly with the specification and drawings pre-

pared by the Surveyor to the Council, which may be seen at

the Surveyor's office any morning between 9 and 10, or Viy

appointment with him.

Tenders must be sent in, under seal, on the form of tender

provided, before noon on Tuesday, the 31st May, addressed

to the Chairman of the Council, Council Offices, Mexborongh,
and endorsed " Pitt-street."

Dated this 6th day of May, 1898.

G. FENWICK CARTER, c.e.,

Survevor to the Council.

GALVANIZED IRON

FRED'^BRABY2(C?'^

TAN'K

FITZROY WORKS
352to 3G4 EusTON R?

TONDQNj

VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.

BLACKMAN

TRADEMARK (33 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G.. arid Bratiohes-

Established 1840.

Telephone No. 08 Hijun i.mh ii. lele-rams :

' Sankbt, Hammbksmith."

SANKEY & OO.,
Chief Office: Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.

Agent for HftSSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

SANKEY'S IMPROVED (OEEP) INTERCEPTING
GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

Special LIMES si!|it)lied for the Disposal of SEWERAGE
Matter, also for Cas Purification. Pnces on Application.

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND GEMENY
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Deli%'eref' to all parts of the Kinofdoiii.

OfRces : 1 Stv Martin's, Leicester.

Works: Barro\v-oij-Soar, nr. Loughliorouph.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

TO LET.

The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! ImperisliaMen

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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COUNTY BOROUGH OF BLACKBURlSr.
TO ART IRONFOUNDERS AND OTHERS.

The Parks Committee is prepared to receive tenders for an
Iron Conservatory and Palm-House for the Corporation Park.

Plans and sections, and all information relating thereto,

may be obtained on application to the undersigned.
Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Conservatory," to

be delivered at my office not later than 12 o'clock at noon on
Wednesday, the 8th June next.

(By order)

WILLIAM STUBBS, a.m.inst.c.e.,

Boi-ough and Water Engineer.

Municipal Offices, Blackburn.
May 10, 1898.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OF CIREN-
CESTER.

COATES WATER SUPPLY (EXPERIMENTAL WORKS).

TO WELL-SINKERS AND OTHERS.
The Rural District Council of Cirencester are prepared to

receive tenders for the execution of certain works of Well-

sinking and other works in connection therewith, on the

Glebe Land at Coates, near Cirencester.

Specification may be seen, forms of tender and other in-

formation obtained, on application to the Engineer, Mr.
Frederic Redman, at his offices, Newport-street, Swindon.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender, and the person whose tender is accepted will be

required to enter into a formal agreement, under seal, with
sufficient sureties for the due fulfilment of the contract.

Sealed tenders, on the form provided for the purpose

(which may be obtained from Mr. Redman), and endorsed
"Tender for Well," must reach me not later than 10 a.m. on
Satiirday, the 28th May next.

H. L. COOKE,
Clerk to the Council.

Corn Hall Chambers, Cirencester.

2n.l Mav, ISTO.

SUNBURT-ON-THAMES URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

ROAD MATERIALS, &c.

The Council invite tenders for the Supply and Delivery of

not less than 500 tons of Quenast or Guernsey Granite, and
not less than 1,000 cubic yards of Kentish Brown Flints;
also for 1,600 ft., more or less, of 6-in. by 12-in. Norway
Granite Edse Kerbing, with an alternative price for the same
length of Flat Kerbing.

Full particuliirs and forms of tender may be obtained from
Mr. Harold F. Coales, the Surveyor to the said Council.

Sealed tenders, accompanied by samples, and endorsed
" Tender for Road Material," must be delivered at the Coun-
cil offices aforesaid on or before Thursday, May 26th.
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

(By order)

CHARLES E. GODDARD,
Clerk.

Council Offices, Sunbnry-on-Thames.
May 6th, 1898.

pOUNTY BOROUGH OF ST. HELENS.
v^ TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
The Health Committee are prepared to receive tenders for

the erection of Destructor Shed, New Pail Shed, Electric

Light Engine-House, Chimney, Weigh-House, Offices, &c., &c.

Plans may be seen, and specification, form of tender and
bills of quantities obtained, on and after the 13th of May next,

on application to Mr. Geo. J. C. Broom, m.inst.c.e., the
Borough Engineer, at his office, on payment of £1 Is., which
will be returned on receipt of hond, fide tender.

Sealed tenders to be sent in not later than 12 o'clock noon
on the 25th of May, addressed to the Chairman of the Health
Committee, and endorsed " Tender for Destructor Shed, &c."
The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender.

W.J.JEEVES,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, St. Helens.
2Sth April, 1898.

EASTWOOD & CO., LsMiTEa
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices appl)' tc above address.

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINGS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, 2 «

40 by 27 „ 3>
53 by 31 „ 4/-
Copies inoneiheetfiObyifl, hy arrangement.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE
PHOCESS,

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, 1/6
40 by 27 „ 32/e
53 by 31 „ 3 6
J. HALDEN & CO.»

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

^
<^*

Ji* * '^^f*
fire:

LONDON & :

LANCASHIRE

<ki ^"

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

II rf «« / « DALE STREET, LIVERPOOL,
Bead Office,

^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ g^^^^^^ ^g^pg^^

Liberal Commission allowed to 8UBYBY0RS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for introduction of

Business.

OF ALL KINDS.

Special forRoad
Paving -rested . / *r^*'

For Floors,
Walls, Hearths, &0.

Roof Tiles,
Quarries, x ^Copings, /<^
Malting /cA* A"
Tiles. /^Jiy
'^^y MANY SPECIALITIES

''^ -^VMosaic, Faience, &c., &g.

^* /cATALOQLIES and PRICES on
application.

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Office : 49 Queen Victoria St., B.C.
Glass of all kinds covered by the Policies of

this Company.
MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS'

SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

Ten per cent, of the I>remiums returned eveij

SIX years in cases where no claim has arisen.

Applications for Agencies Invited.

Liberal Terms (or Business Introducea

NINETEEN IVIEDALS. CHICAGO Exhibition, highest awards.

VSIT/L. IHTOOILiX^AlMCS Sc CO.,
ORIQINAIi MAKERS 07

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
Free from Arsenic.

Sole Address : 110 HIGH STREET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
Special Terms for Export. Of alt Decorators.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

The City
' Scandal."

The Streets Committee of the

Court of Common Council have at

last presented their report on the

unpleasant discoveries which have been the subject

of so much discussion of late. As our readers are

aware, the trouble consists in the bribing of oflficials

by contractors—one of the very worst forms of cor-

ruption. True, the amounts are not excessively

large, but that circumstance does not really affect

the issues involved. The unexposed, and jserhaps

unknown, mischief which sach vicious proceedings

imply in connection with public work, and the taint

which is imparted to the purity of municipal admin-
istration, are the serious considerations. As so fi-e-

quentlyhappens in these cases, there seems to be practi-

cally no redeeming feature, the sordid element being
everywhere conspicuous. Briefly jaut, the matter is

this. A firm of contractors, obviously not burdened
with too lofty a conception of commercial honour,
tempt with bribes some subordinate ofiicials of a
municipal corporation. These officials, whose in-

comes are limited, though probably quite adequate
to the natui^e of their duties and responsibilities,

have not sufficient integrity or strength of mind to

refuse the bribes, and succumb. To-day both the
contractors and those whom they bribed are con-

fronted with that almost inevitable exposure which
may sometimes be indefinitely delayed, but generally

conies sooner or later. Even the immediate agency
and motive of the exposure had a sordid aspect, for

the information came, not through the vigilance

of council-men, committee-men, superior officials,

auditoi's or comptrollers—but from two discharged
and probably vindictive employees of the contractors,

rather a vitiated source. But the facts having been
brought to the notice of the aiithorities it was their

duty to investigate ; and the result is the discovery
that in the coiu'se of 1896-97 a sum of £375 in the
aggregate was paid to six of the implicated officials,

five of whom—four of them street inspectors—have
been dismissed. One who, besides being implicated
to a less extent, had not only refunded the money,
but had given the committee every assistance in their

inquiry, has been more leniently treated, as have
three others—an employee in the engineer's office,

an inspector of sewers and a clerk of works—against

whom the evidence was not considered to be con-

clusive. A peculiar feature of the affair is that
most of the men deny the receipt of the money, and
one has instracted his solicitors to bring an action

against the contractors for defamation of charater in

stating that payments were made to him. Another
remai-kable feature was that Messrs. J. F. Clarke &
Sons, who are the contractors for engineers' and
smiths' works, at first denied point blank that they
had made any such payments to officials, t^nbse-

quently, however, they made complete admissions
through their solicitor, who acknowledged that the
practicewas " amost reprehensible one."' Apparently
in mitigation of the offence, it was pointed out that
" the practice had been followed for many years ;"

and that as regards themselves " they only con-

tinued a cnstom which was in vogue at the time of

their entry into partnership." This, to say the

least, is a doubtful sort of palliation, and the same
may be said of the lame, but possibly well-meant,

attempt on the part of the contractors to exonerate

the officials to some extent. " The payments were
made voluntarily and not solicited in any way."
So far so good. It would have been a pity if they
had been solicited. None the less, the point is that

the officials are held to have accepted bribes. If

they had demanded them to begin with, it would
have been not only the acceptance of bribes but a

form of blackmail as well. Nor have we exhausted
all the remarkable features of a discreditable dis-

closure, for it appears that, apart altogether from
receiving money; some of the offenders would have
deserved dismissal on account of the loose and un-

business-like manner in which their books were
kept. Some of these, in fact, were found to have
been destroyed ; in another case the counterfoils

were not in the handwriting of the inspector, and
had the appearance of having been recently entered

up ; the order-books generally were very loosely

kept ; and " the method by which the work was
checked and certified for by the inspectors of pave-
ments was most unsatisfactory." As the chairman
of the committee remarked, this work " was done
mentally, and perhaps three or four days, or a week,
after the work was finished, and without the slightest

documentary evidence of any kind that would allow

the account to be passed." But surely there must
be very inadequate organisation where such things

are possible. Is there no regular system of check-

ing and auditing in force by means of which such
fast and loose proceedings could be detected before

they have gone so far ? The question at once sug-

gests itself. What was the object of these suspicious

practices 'r* Were they intended to conceal some-
thing done in the interests of the contractors ? And
what exactly was that something ? Contractors

—

or anybody else—don't pay bribes without a quid

pro quo. Truly, recent exposures have done
contractors no good, and their worst enemies are

those of their own household. The firm now
involved are to receive no more orders from the
Goiu't of Common Council, and for the money at

present due they are politely refoi'red to a coiu-t of

law. Of course, if they are convinced that they are

the victims of any injustice or misrepresentation

they need have no hesitation in resorting to that

alternative. The municipal ])ractice of accepting

the lowest tender has been cited as being in some way
responsible for the troubles, but the reasoning is

ne ther clear nor con^nncing. Here is a firm which
could afford not only to put in the lowest tender, but

to bi'ibe officials as well. How did they recoup

themselves ? The Streets Committee have requested

that the report should be referred back to them to

continue their inquiries, " with a view to the institu-

tion of such proceedings as circumstances may
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appear to justify.'' They liave certainly given us

some information, but there is a great deal more
they might give us—infoi'mation of the kind we
have indicated above in interrogative form. We
hope the committee will not only answer these ques-

tions, but will address themselves to their further in-

quirie.s with an undivided mind. What we mean is,

that they might concern themselves less about the

"respectability" and professional conduct of those

bold bad organs of the pre.ss in which repoi'ts and
discussions of this aifair have appeared before they

were authorised by the Court of Common Council.

Authorities
and Electric

Liglitingr.

We have frequently had occasion
Local Iq point out in these columns that

there is no valid reason for a mu-
nicipality or a local authority hesi-

tating to lay down an electric light-

ing scheme, irrespective of the size of the district to

be supplied ; and we consider that it has been con-

clusively proved that even in the poorest district

there is a possibility of an undertaking being com-
mercially successful. Having regard, therefore, to

public knowledge on these points, it is somewhat
surprising to iind so many towns that have obtained
powers for electric lighting but have failed to carry

out the schemes for which they have obtained the

sanction of the Board of Trade. There is probably a
larger number of towns that are delinquents in this

respect than most people would imagine, and prob-
ably the numbers do not fall far short of 100, while
in some of these cases the powers vested in the cor-

porations for electric lighting purposes have been
held for seven or eight years without being put into

execution. It is quite true that many towns have
obtained powers for purposes of generating and
supplying electricity rather with a view to prevent-
ing companies entering the district than to under-
taking any supply themselves. There is, however,
a limit to the period for which a local authority can
allow a provisional electric lighting order to remain
donnant, and there have been two or three cases in

which the Board of Trade have thought fit to revoke
such orders, but with a very laudable desire that
exists on all hands to promote municipal enterprise

this authority is somewhat reluctant to exercise its

powers. At the same time, it is a little unjust to the
inhabitants of a town if the municipal authority will

neither undertake the public supply of electricity

themselves nor permit a local company to do it for

them. There is probably some disposition on the
part of the Board of Trade to exercise a little more
active control over those local authorities that have
secured provisional electric lighting orders, and we
should not be soiTy to see these powers used within
a very limited period. It is quite true that pro-

visional orders usually include terms which set forth

distinctly that the scheme must be completed within
a certain definite period, but we are afraid this has
been observed on very few occasions. There is

another clause in a jjrovisional order which we
should be very glad to see eliminated, and that is

the one that enables a local authority to transfer their

provisional order to an electric lighting company if

they resolve not to undertake the supply of electricity

themselves. This ismost undesirable formanyreasons.
If a local authority transfer their powers to a local

company they generally charge a fairly high sum,
presumably to cover out-of-pocket expenses, with
the result that there would be a tendency to over-
capitalisation of the company, which would obviously
have the effect of keeping up the price of electricity

in that particular district. The Board of Trade in a
recent decision on a provisional order seem inclined
to this view of the matter, because, in considering
the question of granting a provisional order to the
Marylebone Vestry, they insist that the clause
authorising a transfer of the undertaking to private
firms or companies should be eliminated. We have
in our minds a case in which a local authority
secured a provisional order for lighting a district

but eventually transfei'red their power.s to a local

company, charging a fairly high B\im to cover legal

and other expenses incurred. The purchasers of

the provisional order, in forming a company to work
it, charged no less a sum than £40,000 foi- the pro-

visional order, thus securing a magnificent retui'n to

themselves and making it extremely probable that

the price of electricity in that particular district

would be maintained at high rates for a long time
to come.

" Questions
of

Fact."

We are trequently asked by cor-

respondents to express an opinion

in the " Law Notes " column as to

whether, in the case of certain

specified alterations and additions to existing build-

ings, by-laws applicable to new buildings can be

enforced. We are always glad to do so, while at the

same time pointing out that the amount of altera-

tion necessary to constitute a " new building " is a
question of fact in each particular case for the

determination of the tribunal having cognisance of

the matter. It must be confessed that thei'e are

certain disadvantages attaching to this state of

things. When a legal principle is once established

it can be used as a test for application to varying

circumstances and for the determination of the

questions to which they give rise. But with a

question of fact the case is different. One magis-

trate may decide that the addition of one room to

a given house makes it a new building. Well
and good ; but this decision forms no precedent.

Another magistrate in an adjoining district may
at the same moment decide that the addition of

two rooms to another house does not make it a

new building. In each case the law gravely

declines to interfere. The result, of course, is

that any opinion on such a matter can be of very
little practical value, as in the last resort the de-

cision depends upon the view a particular justice

may happen to take of the " fact." We are led to

make these remarks by the recent decision of the

Court of Queen's Bench in Woodham v. the Lon-
don County Council, whereby the meaning of the

expression " direct communication between two
streets " is relegated to this somewhat unsatisfac-

tory category of " questions of fact." The coun-

cil and the tribunal of ajspeal both considered that

"direct communication" must be taken to mean
communication in a straight line, and refused their

approval of a proposed new street running from
one road and after some distance turning at right

angles to communicate with another. The Court
was invited to treat the question as one of law and
to overrule the council's interpretation. But this,

as already intimated, they declined to do, Mr.
Justice Day adding that he saw no reason to differ

from the opinion of the council. It would, no doubt,

be extremely difficult both in these instances, and also

as to what constitutes " laying-out a new street

"

(another " question of fact "), to frame a legal de-

finition sufiiciently elastic and, at the same time,

sufficiently precise. Law is said (eiToneously, as

some may think) to be the perfection of common
sense. In this matter it certainly may be credited

with the wisdom of the serpent in virtually saying,
" I have enough to do to solve my own knotty
points ;

' questions of fact ' must be decided by
somebody else."

* « *

Municipal engineers who have

Welsbach el^ner *^^ superintendence of street light-

for Cas. i^g where gas is used would do
well to make themselves acquainted

with the new Welsbach burner of the Incandescent

Gas Light Company, Limited, which is expected to

be put on the market in June by this progressive

company. It was announced some months ago that

improvements had been effected over the existing

Welsbach burner which would nearly double its

power, and as the one in use was so much sujjerior

to the old flat-flame burner, and had claimed for it a
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maximum efficiency of 17 candles per cubic foot and

a consumption of 3| cubic feet of ^as per hour^n
increase or decrease from this consumption diminish-

ing its efficiency—the interest aroused by tlie an-

nouncement as to a new burner among gas engineers

was considerable. The company have already had

an exhibition of the new burner, to which the princi-

pal gas and municipal engineers in the country were

invited, and it is satisfactory to observe that the

claim of the manufacturers that the new is an im-

provement over the existing burner is acknowledged

on all hands to be well established. The new burner,

we may state, is asserted to give an efficiency of 30

caudles per cubic foot at all consumptions between

I cubic foot and 10 cubic feet per hour, that is to

say, that an efficiency of 25 or 30 candles is attained,

whether the consumption is 1 cubic foot only or

10 cubic feet, and, although the visitor to the ex-

hibition could not apply the photo-metric test,

the incandescence produced was seen to be much
superior to that of the old form. It is obtainable in

four sizes

—

viz., 1, H, 2'2 and 4| cubic feet per hour
—requires no chimney, although the same thoria-

ceria mantle is used, and will be sold, we understand,

at about the same price as the former burner. With
pressui-es from 6-lOths to S-lOths the burner gives

between 25 and 30 candles per foot, and from
18-lOths to 12 in. 35 candles per cubic foot, so that

the consumption of gas increases, it will be seen,

with the pressure, but at the same time there is in-

creased efficiency in light and complete combustion.

The principle of the burner is, as described by the

specification, " to i-aise the refractory mantle or

hood to a higher degree of incandescence than has
heretofore been accomplished with the same amount
of illuminating- gas and at the ordinary pressui'es at

which gas is usually supplied, and this without the

use of any artificial draught, such as is ordinainly

produced by glass chimneys and sometimes by
mechanical blowers, by constructing a burner in

which the admission of air to the gas is so adjusted

that in the mixture obtained the amounts of oxygen
and hydrocarbon gas ai'e practically in the propor-

tion of the chemical equivalents of these two gases."

The new light may prove a strong competitor with

the electric light, both for public and private light-

ing, and gas companies owe much to the Incan-

descent Gas Light Company for these developments
in increasing the efficiency of gas biumers. We may
add that tlie company have also brought out a

burner with mantle for petroleum oil lamps, which
gives better results, with the same consumption,

than any other oil lamp of which we know. Some
particulars of the oil lamps are given in another
column.

* m *

The attention of engineers and
surveyors to local authorities in

Street Cleaning, tliis country should be di'awn to a

lemarkable book which has re-

cently been published by Messrs. Doubleday &
McClure, New York. Its title is " Street Cleaning

:

The Effect upon Public Health, Public Morals and
Municipal Prosperity," and the author is Colnnel

George Wai-ing, v/\\o, until the recent triumph of

Tammany, was so well and favourably known as

the Commissioner of Street Cleaning in New York.

The volume not only deserves the most careful

perusal on the part of municipal engineers and sur-

veyors, but might do much to enlighten the members
of town councils, especially those who lay themselves

open to the charge of being sentimentalists and vote

catchers. When Colonel Waring took office he

found the street cleaning in a state of gross ineffi-

ciency and thoroiighly disorganised, owing to the

influence of Tammany, whose baneful forces are

again supreme. The now commissioner, howi ver,

backed up by Mayor Strong, quickly initiated a
revolution, and soon it became apparent that the
man who handled a broom was in the first place

to be a workman and not a voter. Even more con-

vincing than the written description are two photo-

graphs contrasting the state of a street in 1893 and
then in 1895 respectively. In the one case the street

seems to be literally blocked with filth, rubbish and

receptacles overflowing with house refuse ;
in the

other case the street, after the lapse of two years,

appears fit for the passage of self-respecting citizens.

Refuse dispo.sal and utilisation, snow removal and
" sti'eet railroad " tracks are also dealt with in the

book, and there is a chapter i n street cleaning in

foreign towns. High praise is given to Birming-

ham, Colonel Waring considering that it teaches

Americans the lesson of" non-political, non-shii-king

and non-poor-man-codding business management of

public affairs." It may be doubted, however, if the

lesson has been learned by all English municipal

authorities. To Englishmen probably the strangest

partofthe book will be the account of "juvenile street-

cleaning leagues," established on the band of hope

principle. In England .such leagues would be con-

demned as institutions for the creation and develop-

ment of prying young prigs. Two examples are

given of " street-cleaning songs," which are supposed

to add zest to the enthusiasm of such meetings of

juveniles, but their intellectual quality is not in-

spiring. Colonel Waring thus sums up the evil

features of American municipal politics :
" What-

ever be the difi'ei'ences of their membei's in avoca-

tion or attainments, when it is a question of the

government of the city by. the spoilsmen for the

party there is nothing to choose between political

organisations." In connection with the bribing
" scandal " in the City we remarked recently that

not a few people prophesied that as democratic con-

ditions developed in this country municipal adndnis-

tration would be attended with much the same de-

terioration and corruption that we find in the case

of America. The w'ords of Colonel Waring may be

commended to the notice of those who often hamper
officials by a tendency, especially at election times,

to distribute charity at the ratepayers' expense.

How to

doit.

How not to do it is .su often

exemplified by local authorities

in connection with, the appoint-

ment of their officials that it is a pleasure to re-

cord a notable instance of better methods. The
Vestry of Camberwell, when recently selecting

their suiTeyor, appointed a special committee to

fix his remuneration and decide upon his duties.

Advertisements were issued immediately, and fifty-

four applications were received. At a meeting of

the committee fourteen candidates were selected

tlie next day thirteen of them attended; and on

the next day seven of the thirteen were inter-

viewed by the full vestry and the final appoint-

ment was made. Practically the whole thing was

settled in a fortnight, a decidedly advantageous

limitation of time usually devoted to nothing but

wire-pulling and ear-wigging. A minor dttail is

also worthy of note and imitation. While the can-

didates were waiting the ordeal of interview refresh-

ments and " smokes " were provided for them ; and,

it may be added, their travelling expenses were re-

paid to them. Camberwell's businesslike and con-

siderate methods certainly compare favouiably with

the more usual course of treating gentlemen as if

they were a})plicants for admission to a night shelter

or a casual ward.

Sewage DicpOSai.—A conference has been convened by

the Manchester and Salford Sanitary Association for Monday
to discuss the opinion of experts on this question. There will

be two aieetings. At the fir.st, to be held in the afternoon,

Dr. Charles Porter, medical officer of health for Stockport,

will introduce for discussion " the public health aspect of the

question," und at the evening meeting Dr. D. B. Hewitt,

chairman of the Public Health Committee of the Clicshiro

County Council and a member of the Mersey and Irwell

Joint Committee, will open a discussion of the methods cf

treatment of sewage under the following heads: 1, Lard
treatment; 2. treatment by bacterial methods ; 3, treatment

by precipitation ; and 4, treatment by filters of varions inde.
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Sudbury Water Supply.

REPORT FROM THE BOROUCH SURVEYOR.

Mr. T. W. A. Hayward, borough surveyor and water en-

gineer to the Sudbury Corpomtion, lias recently presented a

detailed report on the water supply of the town dealing witli

the whole question from its various standpoints.

Sudbury is a municipal borough of the south or Sud-
bury division of West Suffolk (but partly in Essex), and is

situated on the river Stour. Speaking of the source of the

water supply, Mr. Hayward states that it is derived from a
depth of 375 ft. in the chalk, the well being 75 ft. deep,

circular on plan, and 7 ft. 6 in. in diameter at the bottom and
11 ft. at the top. From the well a 12-in. boring has been
driven 100 ft. deep, and a 9-in. boring to a further depth of

200 ft., the object being to make it practically impossible for

the source to become in any way contaminated. It is pointed

out, however, that the well itself is dirty and requires clean-

Mr. T. \V,

Surveyor and Water Engine

.. II.WWARD,
' to the Sudbury Corporation.

sing, the sediment, dirt, Ac, which has been accumulating

for years being several inches thick, and composed of various

forms of refuse which has been allowed to drop into the well

from time to time during the alterations and repairs to the

walls, pumps, &c.

.STORAGE CAPACITY AND SUFFICIENCY OF SDPPLY.

Ou the subject of storage capacity and sufficiency of supply

the surveyor writes as follows :

—

" The water at present stands about 131 ft. deep in the well

after one hour's rest, and does not at any time rise higher,

whereas I am informed that previous to the earthquake in

1883 it stood 221 ft. deep, so that you have practically only a
little over half as much water as formerly. This is a serious

consideration ; for, although there is an ample supply for

present needs, you are no doubt looking forward to an in-

crease of population and the erection of additional factories,

which would, of course, mean a larger demand for water. Also

in the deplorable event of a disastrous tire occurring in the

summer mouths, when the highest rate of consumption
exists, the reservoir would soon be emptied, and there would
not be sufficient water in the well to keep both pumps work-
ing for more than about ten minutes, so that for want of

water great damage may accrue to property. I mention this

to show you the necessity of providing additional storage

capacity in the well. The water at present will not rise

higher than 13i ft., so that the entire storage capacity of the

well is only about 5,000 gallons, whereas formerly— that is,

before the earthquake—there was storage capacity for about
100,000 gallons. The difference in the water level is, I pre-

sume, caused by a fault having been formed in the impervious
strata by the earthquake before referred to, whereby the

water is allowed to escape after it reaches a certain level.

This theory seems to be somewhat substantiated by the fact

that the wells at Colchester and other places have been bene-

fited to the same extent as you have lost—that is, the water
rises in these wells to a higher level than formerly, in about
the same proportion as tl-.e level of your water has been
lowered.

" From frequent gaugings I find that the water rises at

the rate of about 350 gallons per minute, till it reaches a
height of 8 ft.; after which it gradually diminishes in force

until 13i ft. is reached, beyond which it will not rise at all.

The last foot, 12^-13^, takes three minutes forty-five seconds
to rise, which is at the rate of about 90 gallons per minute

;

BO you will see that, in order to get the benefit of a good
supply, the water must be stored below the level of 8 ft. from
the bottom of the well, or the speed of the pumps must bo
reduced so as not to raise more than 300 gallons per minute.

" Now to consider the best means of storage in the well.

After having made a careful investigation, I recommend that

one of two things be done

—

viz., either sink the well another

20ft. or 25 ft. or drive a heading on one side of the present

well, say, of about 2,000 cubic feet capacity, which would
make provision for over 12,000 gallons additional storage.

The latter would be the more practicable of the two, as it

could be done by sinking a small shaft on the northern side

of the engine-house and the reservoir formed without inter-

fering with the present well until the additional reservoir

was practically complete. I should also suggest that this

storage reservoir be connected with the well by means of a

12-in. pipe, into which a sluice could be fitted, so that in the

case of repairs required in the well this amount of storage

water could be shut off whilst the repairs were being executed.

By doing this there would be a large quantity of water in

the well when the pumps were started each morning, and as

the speed of the pumps has been reduced more than 25 per

cent, the water would rise nearly as fast as it would be lifted;

therefore, by having this additional storage it is more than
probable the pumps would work on an average ten hours

without a stoppage for water, whereas previously they quite

emptied the well in about twenty minutes continuous pump-
ing."

PUMPS AND RESERVOIR.
The pumps were fixed in their present position before the

earthquake, and consequently befoi'e the lowering of the

water level, so that " the bottom clack-valve of the pump
attached to tlie smaller engine is 28 ft. above the normal
water level in the well, which is nearly the entire limit to

which water will rise in a vacuum. Mr. Hayward therefore

suggests that in order to facilitate the working and reduce

the strain on the engine the pumps be lowered at least 10 ft.

The lai-ger pump, being placed lower in the well, works more
satisfactorily.

The reservoir—the storage capacity of which is just over

300,000 gallons—was carefully examined. The walla and
floors appeared to be iu excellent condition, but the roof, iron

columns and girders are described as requiring attention. In

several places the rust has eaten into the ironwork badly, the

water from outside percolates through the roof, and the sur-

veyor fears that unless the matter is attended to there is some
daugerof the roof falling in. The reservoir has been thoroughly

cleansed. There was a sediment several inches thick on the

bottom, and the walls and roof were dirty. A portion of the

sediment having been analysed by the medical officer of

health, he reported that it was " absolutely free of organic

matter and consisted only of carbonate of lime and a little

sand." That was the first time the reservoir had been
cleansed since it was built some twenty-eight years ago.

Perhaps the most interesting part of the report is that

which deals with the subject of

DISTRIBUTION AND WASTE.
The question of waste is one of the most troublesome with

which water engineers have to deal, and Mr. Hayward's ex-

periences may therefore be referred to at some length. On
taking up his appointment he soon discovered that no ques-

tion was more pressing, as the amount of water wasted was
very much in excess of the amount actually consumed. He
accordingly received instructions to proceed with the detec-

tion of waste as suggested by him in a previous report. In
the town district there are about 8 miles of mains and
2,000 services, and the difficulty of detecting waste was
rendered all the greater by certain conditions mentioned by
the surveyor. The sluice valves were all so badly worn that

they only partially shut off the water, there were no stop-

cocks open to inspection, and in many instances there was
nothing to indicate where either mains or services existed.

Mr. Haywai'd continues:

—

" In the first instance one of Deacon's differentiating waste-

water meters was obtained and fixed upon the 9-in. main
which supplies the district, and after a series of tests it was
found that the amount of water wasted here amounted to

4,500 gallons an hour, or 108,000 gallons per day. This has

been reduced to 8U0 gallons an hour to-day. You will, of

course, realise that this has meant a vast amount of extra

work for my department, and personally I was engaged on

an average sixteen hours a day for four and a half months,

oftentimes being out for sixty hours together. Twelve new
sluices have been fixed, over 300 stop-cocks opened for in-

spection, and about 200 new stop-cook boxes fixed. The
number of leakages that have been located and stopped
amount to 148. These are made up as follows: Thirteen

were in the mains, being the property of the waterworks;
forty-five were in the service pipes, &c., on consumers'
premises; and the remainder were caused by defective taps

and fittings, also on consumers' premises. The amount of

waste in these leakages varied from 400 gallons an hour in

one instance to a mere dribble in another. I have been some-
what astonished at the amount of wilful waste met with in

different houses, and this is by no means confined to those of

the cottage class. As a means of illustration, I will give you
one or two instances. Waste was traced to a certain house
which I should think is rated at £40 a year, and accordingly

a visit was made to that house in the middle of the day, and
after making known the purpose of the visit all the taps and
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Kttings were examined, of which three were found defective.

In one case, that of the bath-room, the water was running

nearly full bore, to the tap was attached a length of rubber

pipe, and this was conducted into the waste pipe. The tap

was in very bad repair and could not be utilised to stop the

water, so it, is an open qncstion how long this had existed.

On the same premises there was another open permanent
leakage, and this time the water ran into a large wooden
vessel, which, of course, was kept continually full of water,

and in this vessel were a number of live fish, so that the

water from the waterworks has to supply private fish ponds.

It was esti-nated that the entire leakage on these premises

amounted to 200 or 2.50 gallons an hour.
" Another peculiar circumstance was in the case of a supply

to a garden. Here the collector told me the occupier refused

to pay the water rate because he had discovered a spring of

waier in a well in his garden which yielded more than suffi-

cient water for his requirements. My curiosity was some-
what aroused by this statement, as I knew the subsoil to be

quite impervious, so I made a visit to view the "spring " and
investigate its source, taking a man with me. The water
was certainly overflowing the sides of the well, and I noticed

that the greater force was on one side, so instructed the man
to search on that side, and it was found that the lead service

pipe to the house passed through the well, and a large hole in

the pipe revealed the source of the " spring," which, of course,

emanated from the storage reservoir. I could cite several

other instances of a similar nature in which consumers have,

wilfully and persistently wasted the water, probably for years,

and it is high time the practice was stopped.
" In other cases waste has been constantly occurring on

premises where the owners and occupiers have been quite

ignorant of the fact, and when told that a leakage existed

they have flatly denied it, and would not believe there was
one until they actually saw the water escaping from the de-

fective pipe. It is very difficult to convince these people,

especially when they commence to open the ground near the

place pointed out to them and cannot find any trace of water.

A remarkable instance occurred whei'o a leakage had been
located of between 300 and 400 gallons an hour. The owner
said :

' There can be no leakage here, for the service pipe is

only 18 in. deep, and it is all made ground, so that any escape
of water would soon show itself on the surface.' However,
after a good deal of talking, by which I tried to convince
him that there wn.s a leakage, he opened the gi'ound near the

point where I told him he would probably find it and laid the
pipe bare, continuing in a direction away from the house right

up to the main, and yet there was no sign of a leakage ; and
as there was but 1 ft. of earth uncovered before the pipe

passed through the wall of the dwelling and up the other

side of the wall, the man came to me in high spirits to think
that I had made a mistake, and wanted to know who would
pay him for the unnecessary trouble he had been put to. I

went with him to view the pipe and found, as he had told me,
that no leakage existed, at least in the pipe exposed. 1

sounded the pipe in several places and was still convinced
that there xoait a leakage somewhere, and asked the man to

remove that portion of earth that remained undisturbed, and
as he did so the long-sought leakage was discovered ; tliere

it was inider a 6-in. clay pipe sewer; the force of water
escaping from the service pipe had formed a kind of basin in

the clay, and there being a large hole on the hvttimi side of

the sewer the water had been running into it and thus escaped
detection.

" This has been the case in nearly all the unseen leakages,

quite nine out often have been found near drains and sewers,

while one was under a privy midden, another by the side of a
cesspool, another emptied itself into an unused well, while
one or two others sank away in a porous soil.

" Another instance of waste was in the case of overflow
pipes from cisterns being connected to soil pipes, drains,

flushing pipes, rain-water cistern heads, and even conducted
into closet pans, in fact, they were anywhere and everywhere
except where they ought to be

—

viz., made to discharge with
an open end, into the open air, in some conspicuous place.

" Again, some people have taps attached to their service

pipes which are made to discharge direct into the closet paa,

and these in many instances are continually running. Others
are in the habit of fastening the ' pnll ' of their flushing

cisterns so that the water is constantly running into the pan
;

these people have the erroneous idea that a constant dribble

of water through the drains will keep them clean, whereas
it does no such thing, and it is water wasted in every sense

of the word. 1 think I have said enough to convince you
that much wilful waste has been going on which is now in a

very groat measure stopped."

COST.

Dealing with the question of cost, Mr. Hayward says that

taking an average of three years it has been found that it

costs about 2d. per 1,000 galhms to put the water into the
storage reservoir, and that the actual cost of water wasted
amounted to more than £;!(X) per annum, but that figure

has now been reduced to one-fifth. In support of this state-

ment it is pointed out that the consumption of coal has been
reduced by 1^ tons per week, and t.hat there is a great saving
in wear and tear. Formerly £150 was spent in repairs at the
works, and this Mr. Hayward attributes to the engines being
driven at their utmost speed, the well being constantly

pumped out, and jerks and shakes to the machinery of common
occurrence. The result was that the engine began to show
signs of giving way, and Mr. Hayward is convinced that had
such a state of things continued there would have been a
serious breakdown. Now the pumps are worked five hours a

day less, and the engines are made to work more slowly, so

that whereas formerly the large pump worked at the rate of

fifteen strokes per minute it now only works at the rate of

eleven strokes per minute, and while the smaller pump
formerly did twenty strokes per minute it now only does

fourteen strokes per minute. " The pumping," says the sur-

veyor, '' is more regolar, because with tliis .slow rate of pump-
ing the water comes into the well nearly as fast as it is lifted

out, so that the stoppages for water are much less frequent
than formerly." It is also pointed out that it is no longer

necessary to put the district on intermittent supply during
the summer months. Thus not only will the conveitience of

the consumers be consulted, but in the event of an outbreak

of fire there will be greater safety for life and property.

CONTAMINATION IN THE MAINS.

The concluding part of the report deals with contamination

in the mains. Most of the leakages met with have been in

close proximity to drains, sewers and cesspools, and in com-
menting on this subject Mr. Hayward says :

—

" Strange to say, the service pipe in several instances has

been under the drain, and it is principally through the escape

of sewage and acids from the drains that the pipes have been
eaten through. The burst portion of the pipe, from which
the water issued, has in many cases been entirely bedded in

a mass of filth. Now, so long as a pressure of water existed

in the mains sufficient to keep up a. continual fiow of water

from this burst portion no harmful result would accrue, be-

cause the pressni-e from the inside would be gi'eater than

that from the outside ; but when the water was turned off,

as I believe was the case formerly for several hours every day,

you will at once see the result—the mains would soon be

emptied of water, and then the sewage would find its way
into the mains and the whole would become contaminated.

"In one instance where this state of things existed a

leakage in the service was under a sewer, and there was a

fall from this point for several hundred feet ; the service pipe

was 1 in. in diameter, so you can imagine what a large amount
of sewage matter could enter the mains when the water was
turned off ; and when the water was turned on again of

course this sewage matter would be mixed with the water,

and the whole supply of the district contaminated. Not very

far from this place was a soup kitchen, from which poor

people were supplied with soup. There is also a story attached

to this particular service. I am told that some two or three

years ago a report was brought to my predecessor that no

water could be obtained from this service, and after several

attempts to find out the cause the stop-cock was taken out,

and on taking it to pieces the skeleton of a frog or toad was
found attached to the valve, which, I should say, had doubt-

less got in through this hole in the pipe, and having got so

far into the stop-cock it could neither go forward or back-

ward, and therefore it remained as a strainer for the water."

Mr. Hayward remarks that many other illustrations might

be cited ot the extent to which hidden pollution might be a

source of danger. In conclusion he says :

—

" There are yet other improvements which might be made
so as to secure a thorough and continuous circulation of pure

water. I refer especially to the large number of dead ends

there are to the various mains. If these were only connected

to the other mains there would be less stagnant water. I

was surprised one day on being summoned to a house to

investigate the cause of alleged impure water to find that the

water was very discoloured and thick. The fact was that

some repairs to the iron main pipe had been executed in an

adjoining street some five or six days previous, and the main

from which this house was served branched from the one that

had been repaired. Some rust and dirt had by some means
got into the mnin and washed up the branch, and the house

in question being tlie last on this branch main it had to draw

off this discoloured water before any clear could be obtained.

I mention this to show how stagnant the water becomes in

these dead ends. It is always best to have a continuous

circulation where possible.
" Another improvement would be the insertion of more

sluices, so that in the event of repairs such large areas would

not have to be shut off as is now the case. The lead service

pipes should be much heavier, and the stop-cocks to every

service should be open for inspection. No taps or pipes

should be allowed to be connected direct to any water-closet,

soil or drain pipe, but in all cases separate flushing cisterns

should be provided."

The report, for which the surveyor was duly thanked, has

been referred to the Special Waterworks Committee. The

council will certainly be well advised if they lose no time in

carrying out the recommendations embodied in it.

Senior Assistant at Liverpool.—In the advertisement

which apjieared in our last issue for a senior assistant in

the drawing office of the Liverpool city engineer it was stated

that the limit of age is twenty-five years. As will be seen

from the repeat advertisement in the present issue, the limit

is thirty-five years.
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The Poffytlon of the River Brent— I.

THE MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL BILL.

What promises to be a very long :iiid, from a sanitary point

of view, certainly tlie most important inquiry of the session

—that relatinp; to the vexed question of the pollution of the

river Brent—is now in progress before the Select Committee
of the Honse of Commons on Sanitary and Police Regulations,

which is presided over by Sir Stafford Norihcote, Bart. This

committee differs in constitution from the other Parlia-

mentary tribunals that deal with private Bills. The members
are far more t)umeroua, the sitting's more protracted, and they

sit throughout the entire period of the session. The com-

mittee have, moreover, the benefit of the counsel of Mr.

Boyce, the legal representative of the Local Government
Board, upon matters remitted for investigation.

CHIEF PROVISIONS OF THE BILL.

The promoters of the Bill had arrayed against them an

opposition at once formidable and diversified. The measure

is promoted by the Middlesex County Council, and its object

is to make " more effectual provisiou for preventing the pollu-

tion and obstruction of the streams in the county of Middle-

sex, and to confer further powers on the county council for

that purpose ; to give to the council powers in relation to

making loans to local authorities, main roads and other

matters, and to enlarge in some respects the powers of dis-

trict councils in .the said county." The Bill itself consists of

fifty-three clauses. The fourth clause, which is the most im-

portant, provides that the council may, from time to time,

for the purpose of maintaining and improving and freeing

or keeping free from obstruction the flow of any stream,

(a) clean.se and scour any stream; (h) alter, deepen, re-

strict, enlarge, widen, diminish, lengthen, shorten, straighten

and improve the "bed and channel of any stream ;
(c)

reduce or remove any shoals, shelves, banks or other

accumulations in any streams
;

(d) abate or remove, or

cause to be abated or removed, all impediments, obstruc-

tions and annoyances, and all nuisances and abuses what-
soever in any stream or on the banks or shores thereof

;

(c) prohibit the discharge into any stream by any sluice,

weir, by-pass or other outfall of water in such volume or

manner as to injure the banks, bed or channel of such stream.

The fifth clause jsrovides that the council, for the purpose of

improving the flow of water, might from time to time re-

move, scour and take away any shoal, mudbank or other

accumulation in any stream, and also shorten any bend or

remove any angle in the course of any stream, and enter into

agreements with the owners of land adjoining or in or near
to any stream for the purchase of land. Another clause set

forth that the council might construct at proper places in

the non-canalised portion of the river Brent such weirs,

with or without bottom puddles, or sluices or such other ap-

paratus as might be necessary for maintaining therein a
sufficient volume of water for the use of riparian owners, and
enter into any agreements with riparian owners. It was
further provided that the North Metropolitan Railway and
Canal Company and the Grand Junction Canal Company
should disch.ai-ge out of the Brent reservoir at Hendon into the
portion of the river Brent immediately below that reservoir

regularly throughout every twenty-four hours a quantity of

water not exceeding 4,000,000 gallons and not less than
3,000,000 gallons for such twenty-four hours. There were
clauses empowering the district councils to contribute to the
expenditure of the council under the Act, directing sanitary
authorities to afford facilities for factories draining into

sewers, prohibiting new sources of pollution by sewage and
restraining the flow of liquid sewage and other offensive
matter into streams. It was these latter clauses that pro-
voked hostility.

The promoters were represented by Mr. Worsley Taylor,

(J.c, Lord Robert Cecil and Mr. Harold Squire. The Bill was
opposed by the Thames Conservancy, who were represented
by Mr. Claude Baggallay, Q.C; the Grand Junction Canal
Company, represented by Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.c, and Mr.
G. A. R. Fitzgerald ; the Hanwell Urban District Council,
represented by Mr. Blennerhassett, (J.c, and Mr. J. W. Greig

;

the London County Council by Mr. Pope, Q.c, and Mr. H. J.

Noble ; the North Metropolitan Railwaj' and Canal Company
by Mr. Pember, cj.c, and Mr. F. W. Pember; the Tottenham
Urban District Council by Mr. G. P. Talbot; and the Vestry
of St. Mary's, Islington, by Mr. Freeman, (j.c., and Mr. Arnold
Statham.

PROVING THE PREAMBLE.
The inquiry began last week and was continued this week.

Before taking up the thread of facts as presented to the com-
mittee it may be well to say that the preamble to the Bill set
forth, " whereas the waters of the river Brent and of other
streams in the county of Middlesex, or parts thereof, especially
in dry seasons, are so polluted by sew.age and otherwise as to
cause a nuisance and to endanger the health of residents in
the vicinity;" and "whereas the restrictions contained in the
Rivers Pollution Prevention Act are such as to preclude
effective action by the council for the improvement of the
condition of the s.aid river (the Brent) and streams or parts
thereof, and it would be of local and public advantage to con-
fer on the county council such further powers and to make

such provisions as in this Act contained with a view to such
improvement." It was the preamble that the promoters
were called upon in the first place to prove. It was ex-
plained that, although the preamble mentioned the Brent and
other streams, the stream occasioning the greatest amount of

the evil spoken of was the Brent. The Brent was the most
difficult to deal with, and it was typical of the other streams,

which were smaller and the evil was of less magnitude. With
regard to one of them the condition was described as being
just as bad as the Brent. The source of the Brent was
traced to the DoUis and Silk brooks, which united together in

the reservoir known as the Brent reservoir. That reservoir

was the property of the Grand Junction Canal Company and
what used to be the Regent's Canal Company. There was
another tributary running towards the Thames at Brentford.
The Brent stream ran through the urban districts of Willes-

den, Wembley, Ealing, Hanwell, Greenford, Southall, South-
all Norwood, Heston, Isleworlh and Brentford, and it dis-

charged into the Thames at Brentford. The population there
was large—somewhere about 200,000—and a great number of

people discharged sewage into the stream throughout the
whole of its course. The river was so polluted by this sewage
as to cause a nuisance which endangered the health of the

residents.

GENERAL CIRCUMSTANOEa OF THE RIVKE.

The committee had to consider the question in the light of

the circumstances connected with the river itself. The effect

of the existence of the Brent reservoir and the way in which
the two proprietary companies exercised their powers was,
aoonrding to the evidence, such that in dry times the whole
of the water which flowed down the Dollis brook. Silk stream
and their tributaries was impounded in this reservoir and
diverted from the river below it. Another thing happened
from the way in which the companies exercised their powers.

They impounded the water and kept it either for their owu
purpose, or in order to dispose of it, holding it as long as they
could, even when the streams were rising and the flood coming.
When the time came that they could impound no more with
safety to their embankments and their works generally, they'
pulled up their sluices, and instead of letting the flood water
escape gradually, and in a way that would be little harmful
to the river down below, they opened them all at once and
let them go in a torrent. The result was that there were
alternations of drought and flood in the bed of the stream.
When the flood came it broke down the banks and tore up
the bottom of the river, scooping out pools in one place and
depositing shoals in another. The effect of this action was
that for years the whole course of the stream from one end
to the other had been polluted. What with tlic sewage
which was deposited, the holes scooped out and the deposits
laid down, it was hardly to be wondered at that in the summer
months the stagnant pools were simply festering masses of

sewage. These were the evils which the county council con-

sidered ought to be dealt with.

PRESENT STATE OF THE LAW.
The Rivers Pollution Prevention Act enabled them to deal

with the present sewage pollution to a certain extent, but
there were great difticulties in the way of the enforcement of

the provisions of that Act, which were limited, as stated, to

the prevention of " present sewage pollution." Then the
process was tedious. There had to be, in the first place, two
months' notice given before any proceedings could be taken,
and the proceedings had, when taken, to be instituted in the
county court. These two things had thrown considerable
difficnlties in the way of local authorities and others enforcing
the provisions of that Act. By no possibility could the
county council, or anybody else, deal with pollution other
than the "present." For this reason the general law was
absolutely insufficient in the case of the Brent for the pur-
pose which the county council had in view as the sanitary

authority for the district. They were not before the com-
mittee because they had failed to utilise the powers which
Parliament had given them in the Rivers Pollution Prevention
Act. The council were not the first people who had found
that Act insufficient. In the populous manufacturing dis-

tricts of Lancashire and the West Riding of Yorkshire, and
to a certain extent in the districts of Cheshire bordering upon
Lancashire, the remedy provided by Parliament had been
found useless and special powers had to be obtained. The
condition of the Brent had occupied the attention of the
Middlesex County Council during the whole period of their ex-

istence, and had occupied the attention of the Local Govern-
ment Board and the Thames Conservancy and other authori-

ties. The council had come to the conclusion that this matter
deserved their earnest consideration ; and if they themselves
had been unmindful of their duty the Local Government
Board had put pressure upon them as well as the Thames
Conservancy, and hence they had come to I'arliament for

fresh legislation.

PAST EFFORTS.
Documents were submitted showing the various steps that

had been taken, and these included the report of Dr. S.

Monckton Copeman on the sanitary condition of the Brent in
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1893 and n, letter from the Tliames Conservancy to tlie clerk

of the Middlesex County Council, Mr. Richard Nicholson,

showing that the evil could not be dealt with except by
special legislation. Unfortunately, the local authorities,

when invited to co-operate, were unable to a^ree among
themselves or with the county council with a view to the

promotion of a joint Bill, sot lie burden was laid upon the

council alone. Jn July, 1W91-, the General Purposes Com-
mittee had formed a Rivers Committee specially to deal

with this matter, and they had decided that the course now
pursued was the only one practicable. The Thames Conser-

vancy had expi'essed the opinion that the present condition

of the Brent was due not so much to any recent discharge

into the stream as to the unsatisfactory condition of the bed
of the river. Various causes had contributed to this, among
others the existence in the bed of the stream of deposits of

foBcal matter, the result of pollution during a long series of

years. The conservancy also recognised that the uneven
nature of the river, which was caused by the offensive matter
accumulating in the pools, which in dry weather became ex-

posed and offensive, and that the present unsatisfactory con-

dition of the stream was largely due to the action of the
Regent's Canal Company, by which the natural flow of the
river was intercepted at Hendon reservoir. This, of course,

was an unsatisfactory state of things, but the conservators of

the Thames could do nothing more than watch the effluents

with a view to preventing any offensive discharge from the

works. Judging from the reports of recent examinations, the

eifluents were of a fairly satisfactory character. The con-

servancy were convinced that the only way to meet the diffi-

culty was to have the bed of the stream cleansed and levelled,

and provision made for a continuous flow of water along the

bed. That was the remedy that the conservators pressed

upon the county council, and that was the remedy which,

after encountering great difBculcy, the council had embodied
in the measure which they now asked Parliament to sanction.

The county council brought their influence to bear upon the

Regent's Canal Company, but they would do nothing. The
only remedy was to bring in a Bill to deal with this matter.

The question had been carefully considered by the special

Rivers Committee of the county council and by the council,

and further negotiations took place with tlie Local Govern-
ment Board in order to escape from the difficulty caused by
the want of power to cope with the matter. The opposition

of the conservancy to the present measure was mainly on
account of the large jurisdiction sought by the county council

;

the local authorities were hostile, because they thought the
council would override their jurisdiction, and the owners of

the reservoir sought compensation.
MR. littler's evidence.

The first witness called in support of the Bill was Mr.
Littler, c.b., q.c, chairman of the Middlesex County Council,

who referred in his evidence to the various steps taken in

connection with the pollution. He also alluded to the action

of the Thames Conservancy, stating that they had been very
good to the county council ; and before the divergence of

opinion took place between tlio two bodies the council ob-

tained the assistance of tlie engineer to the conservancy, and
he advised them, as other engineers had advised them, that

they must have some works and that they must get the bed
of the stream into better order. With regard to the duplica-

tion of the powers to which the conservancy laid claim, the
Rivers Pollution Prevention Act of 1888 was in itself an
illustration of the same thing, because up to that time the
district councils had powers, and when the Local Government
Act came into force these powers were not transferred to

county councils, but the latter were given co-ordinate powers.
Inasmuch as the Thames Conservancy themselves desired

that the council should take powers to execute works, it

seemed a rather unreasonable thing that the council, while
superintending the rivers and watching them, should not
have power to stop the pollution which was going on in the
river all the way right up to Greenford and at Ruislip-on-

the-Pinn and at Pinner. What the council wanted was not
only power to abate but to prevent the nuisances, some of

which were of a serious character. All sorts of pollution

oxygenated very rapidlj' and ought to be stopped at once.

He did not regard the powers sought by the council as over-

lapping those of the conservancy. The council had not the
slightest intention of infringing in any way the privileges of
that body, or to interfere with their doing anything. The
jurisdiction of the Thames Conservancy was very large, but
their attention was mainly given to the waters above the
intakes of the London water companies. He could not see
where the conservancy were injured. Referring to the com-
pensation sought by the water company, Mr. Littler character-
ised that as the most serious matter of all. Tlie company
intercepted the whole of the water at the reservoir and below
it. With the exception of the small amount which was
drained into the Brent the whole went to the reservoir, and
below that was simply a sewage effluent. A fairly good
effluent made a very bad stream if there was any water to
dilute at all.

Mr. Montague Sharp, deputy-lieutenant of Middlesex, Mr.
James Bigwood, M.P., and Mr. C. W. Bradshaw, a member of

of the county council, corroborated the testimony of Mr.
Littler as to the wretched condition of the river. Mr. G. 0.
Kekewich, who had been employed by the Middlesex County
Council to make a general inspection of the rivers in lisyf,

stated that the chief difficulty with regard to the Brent and
the other schemes was the foul character of the sewage
effluents.

MR. O. CLAUDE EOBSON'S EVIDENCE.

Mr. Oliver Claude Robson, m.inst.ce., who had also been
employed by the council to make an inspection of the Brent,

said the length of the river from its source to Brentford, in-

cluding the bends, was about 26 miles. Below the Welsh
Harp reservoir it was 16 miles long. For the greater part of

the year the Brent was not a streanr at all, as in the summer
months it was a series of foul pools, separated by drifts of

fallen timber and other obstacles. A great deal of rubbish

and garbage were thrown into the river part. He regarded

the catchment area as about 31 miles in extent, and the

whole of the Brent water he estimated roughly at about
5,0(X),000,000 g.allons, which would represent about 12,000,(XX)

gallons per day. He thought it would avoid tlie serious

floods complained of if the companies owning the reservoirs let

out info the Brent a regular flow during every day in the year.

If the waters were discharged contemporaneously with the

period of the rainfall that represented the flood waters they

would have little pumped down to the river. The mischief

was done by impounding the waters at the back of the sluice

gates. The same method ought to be adopted to get the water
into the old bed of the river as had been adopted by them for

the discharge into their own feeder. He had considered what
ought to lie the minimum flow of the Brent. It had been
tested with 2,000,000 gallons, but, inasmuch as the sewage
effluents discharged into the bed of the river about that quan-
tity, he thought they should have at least double that amount
of water—that was to say, about 4,000,000 gallons per day.

Mr. Walter Hunter, m.inst.ce., who had inspected the

stream at the request of the county council, described the river

bed as tortuous and uneven, and the Bill provided for the

straightening of the river, which was most desirable.

This closed the evidence so far as the preamble was con-

cerned, and the committee, after half an hour's consultation

on Tuesday afternoon, intimated that they would, at the

close of the inquiry, hold it to have been proved, and de-

cide that the rights of the riparian owners should be trftns-

ferred to the county council. They thought that the parties

owning the reservoir and the council should consult, with a
view to a compromise on the question of compensation. Mr.
Peraber intimated, with some warmth, that he would have no
compromise whatever. The opponents' side of the case was
then taken up, the first objections considered being those of

the Islington Vestry touching the pollution by drainsge from
the cemetery, which occupied the committee for the re-

mainder of the day.

opposition kvidence.

When the committee resume'] their sittings on Wednesday
it was evident that there had been some development since

the previous day. The Thames Conservancy were no longer

represented. This was due to the fact that the county coun-

cil had agreed to waive the proviso, which might have created

a conflict of authority between the two bodies. The case for

the Islington Vestry was continued, and the principal witness

upon which they relied had to admit in the course of his ex-

amination that crude sewage and drainage from the cemetery
were carried through the district, into the Strawbery Vale
creek. The opposition of the Ilanwell Rural District Council

next came up. The position they took up was that the
scheme of the county council would injuriously affect their

district, because sewage matter would be brought down more
rapidly through the straightening of the course of the river.

In support of the claim of the North Metropolitan Railway
and Canal Company for compensation for loss of water, the

manager stated that the water from the Brent reservoir was
used for the purposes of the Regent's and Grand Junction

canal, which formed part of a system of canals extending all

the way from Birmingham to the river Thames at Limehouse.
The total capacity of tlie reservoir, which was constructed in

1830 and enlarged in 1851, was 560,000,000 gallons. This

was up to what was called the Parliamentary level or level

authorised by Parliament. The construction of the reservoir

involved an outlay of about £80,000. The reservoir was the

principal source of the supply of water to the long level of

the Regent's canal, and a diversion of the water would
seriously impair the eSiciency of the canal. The case for the

company was still under consideration when the committee
rose on Wednesdav.

Private Bill Legislation,—A Parliamentary paper recently

issued states that during the years 1891-1897 the aggregate

number of petitions for ju-ivate Bills deposited in the Private

Bill Office was 1,106, or an average of 158 a year; of private

Bills read a first time in the House of Commons, 1,052, or an
average of 150 2-7 a year; of private Bills considered in the

House of Lords under Standing Order 79, 531, or an average

of 75 6-7; of private Bills first so considered in the House of

Lords brought from the Lords, 430, or an average of 61 3-7;

of private Bills (estate, ic.) originated in and brought from
the Lords, 11, or an average of 1 4-7 ; of private Bills decided

on by opposed committees, 347, or an average of 49 4-7; of

private Bills treated as unopposed and referred to the Chair-

man of Ways and Means, 592, or an average of 84 4-7; and
of private Bills that received the Royal Assent, 898, or an
average of 128 2-7 a year.
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Gortiparati¥@ Reports of General Fractioe.
XXIV.-TAR MACADAM CARRIAGEWAYS.

By A. C. TURLEY, a.m.i.c.e., Borough Engluew, Eccles.

In compliance with instrnctions from the Highways Com-
mittee of the Eccles Town Council, Mr. A. C. Turley, the
borough engineer, recently made inquiries in a number of

towns in diiierent parts of the country in regard to tar
macadam carriageways. The separate replies received are
set forth below. In the course, of some preliminary remarks
Mr. Tnrley says :

—

"The names of the towns to which I addressed my queries
were: Cheltenham, Coventry, Croydon, Derby, Eastbourne,
Harrogate, Heston, Kensington, Leanjiugton, Leicester, Lon-
don (County Council), Korwich, Nottingham, Soiithport,

Westminster and Windsor. The queries put were the follow-

ing: (1) Have yon any tar macadam carriageways in your
district? If so, when were they first adopted ? (2) What is

the maximum amount of trafhc passing over such carriage-
ways i^cr yard width of road per annum ? (3) What do yoa
estimate is tlie first cost of tar macadam for carriageways,
inclnding the foundation ? (i) Can you give me the annual
cost for maintaining and repairing such carriageways per
square yard per annum? (.'j) What do you consider to bo
the life of such pavement where the loads passing over the
same do not exceed 2 tons per vehicle ? (0) What age is

the oldest tar macadam carriageway in j-onr district ? (7)
Have you your own plant for preparing tar macadam ? (8)
Have you your own steam road-roller ? (9) Wliat is your
general opinion respecting this form of carriageway ?

"Coventry, Croydon, Eastbourne, Kensington, London
(County Council), Westminster and Windsor were unable to

give me any information, as there are no tar macadam
carriageways in those towns. I was unable to get any infor-

mation from any of the towns I have addressed with regard
to the amount of traffic passing over the roads. Southporii has
had the largest experience of these carriageways of any of
the towns 1 have inquired of. Their experience extends over
a period of from thirty to forty years. Nottingham has
adopted tar macadam roads fur a nearly equal period.
Harrogate adopted them about twenty years ago and
Leicester about fifteen years ago.

" The first cost of these roads, including foundations, varies
from 3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per square yard. I can get very little

information respecting the cost per square yard per annum
required to maintain these roads in good oi'der. Derby puts
down the cost at Is. Southport gives it at 4d., and these are
the only two towns giving any information upon that point.
The life of these roads is said to be about five or six years.
With the exception of Norwich, the whole of the towns possess
their own plant for the preparation of tar macadam. Norwich
obtains the material ready prepared. All the towns reply that
they have their own steam roller.

" After analysing the replies to my queries from the towns
addressed, I have come to the conclusion that tar macadam
for street carriageways is only considered to be suitable for
what maybe described as light trafEc. In conclusion, I should
like to qnote the opinions of two engineers who, in my opinion,
are eminently qualified to speak on the subject in question,
as they have for very long periods held important positions
as municipal engineers. Mr. Boulnois, until lately city en-
gineer of Liverpool, says in his ' Municipal and Sanitary
Engineers' Iland-Book ' that tar macadam roadways are
admirable for light traffic if care be taken in their construc-
tion. He puts the cost of these carriageways at from 2s. to
3s. per square yard, exclusive of the foundation.

" Mr. G. F. Deacon, a former Liverpool city engineer, in a
paper entitled ' Street Carriageway Pavements,' read before
the Institution of Civil Engineers in LS79, makes the follow-
ing statement respecting tar macadam carriageways :

' In
every town, whether great or small, there are many streets
of dwelling-houses through which only the local traffic passes,
and for such cases this pavement is admirably adapted.
Wheels make as little noise upon it as upon rock aspbalte,
and horses' shoes make less, whilst it is moderately easy to
cleanse.' The first cost gi^en by Mr. Deacon of putting down
tar macadam is Ss. 9d. per square yard, and maintenance cost
9d. per square yard per annum.

" The answers to my queries from the various towns ad-
dressed bear out my opinion that tar macadam is only suit-

* able for street carriageways where the traffic is very light. I
am satisfied that if this form of carriageway was adopted in
roads where the traffic is heavy the comniittee would have
to lay aside each year a very much larger sum for the up
keep of the roads within the borough than they would have to
do by followingthe policy of adopting tar macadam in streets
where the traffic can never be anything but of a light
character.

" I should like to emphasise an opinion I have expressed
many times previously that the committee ought to possess
their own plant for the making of tar macadamand their own
steam roller if this form of paving is to become popular in
the district, as I am certain that under the present system of
letting this work to outside contractors (which is not one to
be recommended for many reasons) first-class work cannot be

secured. It is ab.=iolutely essential that the metal used should
be thoroughly dry before it is coated with tar, that the tar

should be properly tempered before it is mixed with the
metal, and that a steam roller should be passed over each
layer immediately after it is laid in position. Under the
present system I cannot guarantee that any of these points

are strictly attended to, and I consider it therefore my duty
to inform the committee that unless they can see their way
to purchase a roller and erect the plant named I cannot re-

commend them to lay any more tar macadam carriageways."
In concluding his report Mr. Turley mentions that no reply

was received from Ilkeston, in which town he understands
that tar macadam has been laid, and ho wishes to thank the

borough engineers of the towns mentioned above for their

kindness in answering his queries.

The following are the detailed replies :—
CHKLTENHAM.

Macadam carriageways were first adopted in this town five

years ago. The original cost of the macadam ranges between
2s. and Ss. per squ.are yard according to the state of the
bottom, while the annual cost of maintaining and repairing it

since the time of laying has been as follows : For the first

three years, nothing; since. Is. per square yard. Concerning
the life of tar macadam, one street with heavy slow traffic

has lasted five years without repair, and appears to be good
for another five. In the High-street the tar macadam re-

quires, in addition to the usual small repairs, re-coating with
Clee Hill stone every two years. The age of the oldest

macadam is five years. The corporation possess a plant for

the preparation of the material ; they have also a steam road-

roUer, and are of opinion that when tar macadam is carefully

made by experienced workmen it is the best material for

ordinary carriageways on fairly level roads.

COVENTRY.
There are no tar macadam carriageways here.

CROVnOK.
This town has some f mile of tar macadam carriageways,

but there are no statistics relating to the annual cost of main-
tenance and repair available. The corporation possess three

steam rollers. It is considered that, while tar macadam
suits quiet side streets, it is very expensive to maintain where
traffic is heavy.

DERBY.
No information is given concerning the date of the adoji-

tion of tar macadam cariiageways or as to the amount of

traffic passing over the latter, but the first cost of the
material is stated to be about 43. per square yard and the
annual cost of maintenance Is. per square yard. The life of

the pavements on which the loads exceed 2 tons per vehicle

is estimated at five years, Irat figures as to the age of the
carriageways are not forthcoming. The corporation have their

own plant and steam road-roller. They think that the tar

macadam is certainly better than the ordinary macadam, but
that in streets with any considerable traffic its advantages
are not sufficiently great to warrant its use instead of wood
or granite sett paving.

EASTBOnENE.
Eastbourne has no tar macadam roadways.

HARROGATE.
Tar macadam carriageways were first adopted in this town

about twenty years ago, but no test has ever been made of

the amount of traffic passing over them. They cost about
4s. 3d. to lay down ; their life averages about five or six

years, the age of the oldest being ten years. The corporation
have their own plant and steam rollers. The tar macadam,
in their opinion, is very good for carriage traffic.

KENSINGTON.
The report contains no statistics from this par!.sh, but

mentions that the vestry possess three 10-ton steam rollers.

LEAMINGTON.
A tar macadam carriageway has been laid on a bridge in

this town as an experiment, but there are no other roads of

the kind.

LEICESTER.
Tar macadam has been used here in the construction of

roads for about fifteen years, but no record of the traffic has
been kept. The material costs about 3s. 6d. per yard super.,

but the cost of maintenance is not known. The life of the
tar macadam, says this return, depends upon the amount of

traffic, but it is practically the same as macadam. The re-

newals and repairs become due at less frequent intervals but
cost more. The material, which is manufactured by the
corporation themselves, ha'j in some instances lasted fifteen

years. The corporation have three steam rollers. They
think that the use of the tar macadam is not advisable ex-

cept in residential districts and where the truffle is very light.

LONDON (county COUNCIL).
The county council have no tar macadam carriageways

under their control.

NORWICH.
In addition to bridge rcada and crossings there are about
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500 yards of tar macadam carriageways in tliia towu. They
were adopted in 1893, bnt tlie maximum amonnt of traffic

passing over them has not been ascertained. The iirst cost
per yard was 4s.; and the age of the oldest material, which is

not prepared by the corporation, is four years. A steam
roller is in the possession of the authority, who think that
tar macadam is excellent for light traffic on easy grades.
Care, tliey mention, should be taken to have thick tar of

regular quality, as water or oil in the tar is fatal to success.

NOTTINGHAM.
Here the tar macadam carriageways were first laid about

thirty-five or forty years ago, but no statistics concerning
the traffic .are to bo had. The work cost about 4s. per square
yard, and was prepared by the corporation, who have their

own road roller. Tar macadam roads are considered to be
much cleaner than ordinary macadam roads, both in winter
and summer.

SOOTnPORT.
In Sonthport there are over 10 miles of tar macadam road-

ways. They have been in existence for more than thirty
years, and cost about 43. Gd. per super, yard to lay. No
figures concerning traffic are available, but, although at pre-
sent considerable, it is of a light character ; both the number
and weight of vehicles, however, are increasing. The ex-

jjenditnre for the year 1S90 in connection with tar macadam
roads was £211 per mile, the average for five years being
£165 6s. The cost per super, yard is not known, as the
officials of the corporation are unacquainted with the average
width of the various thoi-oughfares. This is explained by the
fact that some of the roads are paved on each side with setts

with asphalte centre, wliile others aie half paved and half
asphalted. The cost per super, yard for 189G, however, may
be assumed to have been 4d. The age of the oldest tar
macadam is certainly abovo thirty years—possibly forty.
The tar is obtained from the corporation gasworks, where it

is prepared ; it is warmed and tempered at the highway yard
and there mixed with macadam. Steam rolling is done with
the corporation's own roller. In the reply to the last query
it is stated that a fall of abont 6 in. from the crown of a road
to the channel is given in a 24-ft. carriageway.

Neither Westminster nor Windsor have yet adopted the tar

macadam.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

8Jrpfc?ir:i arcompn)ii/in(j Q;(pri

hi plain bUick;nk luiet'. J.elle

» Fhotdd be

ingorfgin:
ziie fff'tratt^ on white paper
houlii be laid and plain.

180. Baoteria Filter-Beds: Aeration of.—" Assistant

"

writes : 1 should be greatly obliged if you would give the
principles of .aeration in filter-beds to be worked after the
Dibdin system

—

viz., by atmospheric or natural aeration—(1)
What is the number of aerating tubes in side w.alls in relation

to working capacity of filter, and what diameter? (2) If side

tubes are conveyed down side walls to bottom of filter on each
of the four sides, is it necessary, in addition to this, to have
vertical drain pipes on the surface of the filter as recom-
mended by Colonel Waring in his aerators ? (3) Could you
inform mo the name and address of makers of automatic
arrangements for opening and shutting inlets to filter-beds ?

I understand tliere is such an arrangement working at several
of the filtration works in England.

The querist is evidently unacquainted with tho Dibdin
system of bacterial purification of sewage. In this system
there are no aei'ating or side tubes nor vertical drain pipes
used, the necessary aeration being effected on the natural
method, as is the case in ordinary soil. The filter usually
consists of material such as coke or burnt-clay ballast,

which is filled into a tank or bed, on the floor of which is

laid a main trunk drain—on which is a valve for closing

down the sewage—connected to which are tributary drains
about 6 ft. apart. The depth of material varies according
to local circumstances—from 1 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. we are in-

formed. Tho aeration is effected by the alternate filling

and dischai'ging of tho filter-bed. The querist should pro-
cure Dibdin's " Purification of Sewage and Water," price
21s. (Sanitary Publishing Company). Messrs. Cameron,
Commin & Martin, Exeter, are the patentees of the auto-
matic gear for filling and discharging filter-beds.

181. Steam-Rollingr Roads : Particulars required.—
" W. B." writes : My council think of adopting the system of
steam-rolling the whole of the roads in their district, and
are anxious to know the cost per mile if they adopt that
system as compared with the system in vogue, the whole of
the material at the present time being worked in by the
traffic. I should feel greatly obliged if you will inform me
the comparative cost per mile on ordinary country roads.

It would be of no practical value to the querist to furnish
him with the comparative cost of the upkeep of country
roads—where a steam roller is used to consolidate the
macadam—unless he was also furnished with numerous d.atn,

such as character of material used, amount of traffic over
road, width of road, gradients, &o.; for v.'hile some rural
roads may be maintained for £12 per mile, others cost £200.
The advantages and economy etl'ectedby steam road-rolling
are, we think, acquiesced in by all surveyors whose opinions
are worth having. It is, however, sometimes difficult to per-
suade the members of rural highway authorities that such is

the case except after tho introduction of the roller in to their
own district. The following opinion, as given by the county
surveyor of Bucks, in his last annual report, may perhaps
be helpful Mr. Thomas writes, as to steam road-rolling:
"Tho beneficial effect of rolling continues to make itself

more and more manifest, not only in the greater comfort
and facility for travelling provided, but also in the ])er-

manent firmness and solidity of surface produced. The
continued reduction in tho quantities of granite and flints

reipiired each succeeding year is also directly attributable
to the reduced proportion of stone crushed during consoli-
dation by the roller, when compared with the attrition
produced by three or four months' kicking and rolling about
under vehicular traffic, before the material is firmly bedded
and consolidated in the absence of rolling." The querist
will also find an excellent paper on " Steam-Rolling," given
by Mr. E. Pnrnell Hooley, county surveyor of Notts., which
appeared in our issue of July 17th, 1896, from which he will
be able to obtain some valuable information for his author-
ity. He might also communicate with the well-known
m.anufacturers of steam road-rollers, Messrs. Aveling &
Porter, Rochester, Kent, who will, we have no doubt, be
able to supply him with literature on the subject.

182. Waterworl<s Engineer: Qualifications.—"H. E. W."
writes : Many thanks for your reply to my query. No. 171,
in your issue of April loth on this subject. Respecting the
further particulars required, I beg to state that I am aged
twenty-eight. I have a thorough knowledge of main and
service laying in all its branches. I am at present holding
the office of superintendent of supplies and accountant in
waterworks company's office. I am desirous of becoming a
waterworks engineer, .and should be grateful for your advice
as to what steps you recommend to be taken to help me
towards obtaining such a post.

To become a successful waterworks engineer a man
should have a good, indeed, a liberal education, and should
serve his articles with a waterworks engineer who has an
extensive practice. As the querist has, ivc presume, not
had the advantage of the the latter he might considerably
improve his position if he were to undergo a course of
tuition, so as to enable him to qualify for the examination
of the Incorporated Association of Municipal and County
Engineers, and obtain the certificate of that body testify-
ing to his knowledge of engineering, Ac. Particuhars of
this examination may be obtained from the secretary, Mr.
Thomas Cole, 11 Victoria-street, London, S.W. There are
several gentlemen who " coach " students for this exami-
nation, as may bo seen on reference to our advertising
columns. After successfully passing this examination the
querist might with advantage endeavour to obtain a post
as assistant waterworks engineer, in order to obtain further
practical knowledge, and then eventually secure, if indus-
trious and observ.ant, a more lucrative appointment.

1S3. Discharge of Sewage into Tidal Estuaries : Con-
ditions.—"Subscriber" writes: Under what circumstances
does the Local Government Board usually allow sewage to
pass into a tidal estuary ? Suppose, for instance, a town of
10,000 inhabitants on the Ilumber wished to drain direct into
the estuary, would it be allowed ?

We are not aware of any general rule of the Local
Government Board on the subject, and, indeed, we think it

would be highly difficult to lay down such a rule, owing to
the varying circumstances of each particular town or
estuary. In the Local Government Board Blue-Book of
1876 one of the conclusions arrived at is as follows :

" That
towns situate on the seacoast or on tidal estuaries may be
allowed to turn sewage into the sea or estuary below the
line of low water, provided no nuisance is caused; and that
such mode of getting rid of sewage may be allowed and
justified on the score of economy." The Local Govern-
ment Board have not, however, indicated the conditions
which require to be complied with to prevent a nuisance,
and it will be found that in a great number, if not tho
majority, of cases the conditions do not exist. Local
authorities, it must bo observed, are also restricted from
discharging sewage into tidal estuaries by the Rivers Pollu-
tion Prevention Act, 1893, which prohibits sowago matter
being discharged into a stream, and by sec. 20 of tho
Rivers Pollution Prevention Act, 1876, the word " stream "

includes the sea to such extent and tidal waters to such
point as may after local inquiry and on sanitary grounds
bo determined by the Local Government Board by order
published in Tlie London Qazetfe. It is also necessary to
observe that the consent of the Board of Trade, or
Admiralty—whichever has control over tho site of the
outfall— will be necessai-y, and independently of the Local
Government Board, to any scheme before constructing any
sea or estuaiy outfall for sewage. As to the engineering
problems involved in the construction of sea outfalls we
know of no work which so ably treats of the subject as
Baldwin Latham's " Sanitary Engineering " (Spon's).
The book is, however, reported out of print by the pub-
lishers, but Batsford, 94 High Holborn, W.C", has, we
understand, two or three copies.

Dundee.—The Works Committee of the corporation have
resolved to construct new sewers in Gray-street, Wellbnrn.
street and Wcll-grovc, Lochee, at an estimated cost of £364.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.
On Thnrsclay, in tlie House of Lords, llio York United Gas

Bill and the Corporation of London (ForeiRn Cattle Market,

Deptford) Bill were read a second time, wliile tlie Milford

Docks Bill and tlic Blackpool Improvement Bill were read a
third time and passed.

In the Honso of Commons the Brompton, Chatham,
Gillingham and Rochester Water Bill, the Ipswich Dock
Commission Bill and the London County Council (Acton
Sewage) Bill were read a third time and passed. The South-

end Water Bill was considered and ordered to be read a third

time. A second reading was giren to the Blackpool and
Fleetwood Tramroad (Tramway E.xtensions) Bill, .and it was
then referred to the examiners of petitions for private Bills.

A petition of the various owners and occupiers of property in

Foleshill in respect of the Coventry Gas Bill has been with-

drawn.
In the House of Lords on Friday the Newhaven Harbour

and Ouse Lower Navigation Bill was read a third time and

In the House of Commons the Nottingham Corporation
Bill was read a third time and passed. Consideration was
given to the Dublin Sou'thorn District Tramway's Bill, the
Gloucester Gas Bill, the Great Orme Tramway and Tramroad
Bill, the Ilford Improvement Bill and the Mersey Docks
Bill, after which they were ordered for second reading. The
Electric Lighting Provisional Orders (No. 4) Bill and the

Local Government Provisional Orders (No. 3) Bill were read
a third time and passed. The Milford Docks Bill and the

Blackpool Improvement Bill were read a first time and
referred to the examiners of petitions for private Bills.

On Monday, in the House of Commons, the Belfast Harliour
Bill, the Dundee Corporation Tramways Bill, the Market
Harborough Gas Bill and the Local Government (Ireland)

Provisional Orders (No. 3) Bill were ordered forsecond reading.

The Cardiff Corporation Bill, the Norton and Halton Roads
Bill and the Southend Water Bill were each read a third time
and passed, while the Carmarthen Improvement Bill, the

Cranbrook District Water Bill, the Morley Corpoi-atiou (Gas)
Bill and the Wigan Corporation Bill were ordered for third

reading. A second reading was given to the Buckie (CInny)
Harbour Bill and the Gainsborough Gas Bill and the Electric

Lighting Provisional Orders (No. 1) Bill was read a third time
and passed.

On Tuesday, in the House of Lords, the Staines Reservoirs
Joint Committee Bill was read a second time.

In the House of Commons the Blackpool Improvement Bill

and the Milford Docks Bill were ordered for second reading.

The Gloucester Gas Bill, the Great Orme Tramway and Tram-
road Bill, the Ilford Improvement Bill, and the Rhymner and
Aber Valleys Gas and Water Bill were read a third time and
passed. The Edinburgh and District Water Bill was con-
sidered and ordered to be read a third time ; while the Local
Government (Ireland) Provisional Orders (No. 3) Bill was
read a second time and committed.

In the House of Commons on Wednesday the Dublin South-
ern District Tramways Bill and the Mersey Docks and Har-
bour Board (New Works) Bill woi-o each read a third time
and passed—tlio latter with amendments. Consideration was
given to the Bakewell Gas Bill and the Kew Bridge and Ap-
proaches Bill, which were then ordered fiu' second reading.

A petition of the Corporation of Drogheda against the Drog-
heda Gas Bill has been withdrawn. During the week the
Local Government (Ireland) Bill was again considered by the
House in committee.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEE.
The Ous Light and Coke Compn»iy's Bill, the Corporal ion of

Zondon and the London County Cou7ieil.—The House of Com-
mons committee presided over by Mr. Johnson-Ferguson passed
on Thursday the Bill promoted by the Gas Light and Coke
Company to authorise the consolidation and conversion of the
existing stock of the company into 4 per cent, consolidated
preference stock, 3V per cent, maximum stock and ordinai'y

stock, with a standard rate of dividend of 4 per cent, and
3 per cent, consolidated debenture stock. The measure, as

stated last week, was opposed by the Corporation of London
and the London County Council. The last day of the hear-

ing was devoted to the objections raised by the opposing
petitioners. It was contended that there were grievances of

considerable importance the consumers had against the com-
pany which ought to be redressed, and as the company came
to Parliament for concessions which would operate greatly to

their advantage the present was a favourable time for ob-
taining such redress. Parliament was asked to sanction a
conversion scheme, which was calculated to popularise the
stocks of the company for investment purposes and to en-
hance their value. Something ought to be given in return
for that. The conduct of the company in the past had not,

it was alleged, been satisfactory from a consumer's point of

view. Their price for gas, for example, was higher than that
of other companies supplying the metropolitan districts.

Every company in London had redaced the price of gas
except this one, notwithstanding the fact that its area of

supply was greater and wealthier and more compact than
any other. This company instead of decreasing was actually

raising th(^ price from 2a. lOd. to 3s. Parliament, it was
argued by the counsel representing the corporation and the

county council, ought to insist upon the standard price being

lowered, liaving regard to the fact that the company were
paying a dividend of 12j per cent., or 2| per cent, more than
the amount fixed by statute. The reply to these contentions

was that the conversion of the stocks, which was really con-

solidation, would not benefit the company in a pecuniary
sense, being really an alteration to simplify the methods of

accounting, and the standard price was the maximum price,

which need not necessarily be charged. The committee
passed the Bill without modifications in the sense desired by
the opponents.

Qlasgow Corporation Sewage Bill.—Tlie Bill promoted by
the Corporation of Glasgow to authorise an extension of their

sewage system was before a committee of the House of Com-
mons on Thursday last, when it was announced that a settle-

ment had been arrived at between the representatives of the

corporation and the Commissioners of Kinning Park, who had
petitioned against the Bill. The negotiations were conducted

partly in Glasgow and partly in London, with the result that

the Kinning Park Commissioners withdrew their opposition

and agreed to accept the same terms as were accepted by the

burgh of Rutherglen some weeks ago. The changes made in

the Bill were of an unimportant and technical character, and
as the Kinning Park Commissioners were the only opponents

the measure was allowed to go forward as practically unop-

posed.
Edinhiirgh and District Water Bill.—The Bill promoted by

the Edinburgh and District Water Trustees came before a
House of Commons Committee, presided over by Sir Henry
Fletcher, on Thursday. The Bill, which had previously passed
the House of Lords, was opposed by Major Gibsone, of Pent-

lands and the Clippins Oil Company, who were represented

by Mr. Pope, qc, Mr. Worsley Taylor, Q.c, and Mr. Coward.
The counsel for the trustees were Mr. Littler, Q.c, Mr. Pember,
Q.c, and Mr. Frank Cooper. The object of the Bill was to

increase the capacity of the water undertaking in Edinburgh
and the surrounding district. Last year, in consequence of'

the continuous drought, there was a serious condition of things

in Edinburgh and the surrounding district, especially in the

poorer districts, and the trustees had received more than

1,200 complaints as to the inadequacy of the supply. The
roads could not be watered and the dust became almost in-

tolerable. At last the trustees had to stop the water supply
except for the mere purposes of cooking and washing. They
had plenty of water at Minehouse and Gilliecubdean, but they
had only one line of pipes and the trustees required a second
line. Major Gibsone was the owner of the land through
which part of the aqueduct passed, but if the work did him
harm he whs, ic was submitted, amply protected b}' the Water-
works Clauses Acts. It was proposed by the Bill to include

the parishes of Lasswade, Newton and Cockpen in the area
of supply, but the aqueduct did not go through any field in

which minerals were worked. The Clippins f)il Company
had prevented the trustees from going on with the line of

pipes, which they proposed to laj' down without Parliamentary
authority. A portion of the line had actually been laid with-

out Parliamentary sanction. Proceedings had been instituted

in the Court of Session, and since then in the House of Lords,

where the matter was now pending. Lord Provost Mitchell

Thomson, Edinburgh, stated that when the existing water
scheme was carried out the trustees had contemplated laying

down two lines of pipes, and now the second line had become
absolutely necessary. There was, as a matter of fact, more
water in the Gladstone reservoir than the existing pipe could

take away. Ex-Baillie Archibald, of Leith, fixed the quantity
of the additional supply required at 2,000,000 gallons per day.

The undertaking of the trustees was very successful, and the

rate they charged was only 5d. in the £1, probably the

cheapest domestic water rent in the kingdom. Mr. William
Anderson, treasurer of the trust, and Sir Henry Littlejohn,

medical oHicer of health, gave evidence in support of the Bill,

the latter declaring that it was in the interests of the public

health of the Scottish capital, as well as of the reputation of

the city, that the facilities proposed in the Bill should be
granted. The parties who petitioned against the Bill con-

tended that they were entitled to further compensation than
was provided for in the Bill. The committee, however, were
not of this opinion, for they passed the Bill without imposing
any conditions of the kind desired.

'Hamilton Water Bill.—The Hamilton Water Bill was down
for hearing before a committee of the House of Lords on
Thursday. Its object was to authorise the Hamilton Water-
works Commissioners to construct and maintain additional

waterworks, and to raise additional capital to the amount
of i;i80,000. It was opposed by the Middle Ward Dis-

trict Committee of the County Council of Lanark, but the
promoters were able to come to terms with the District Com-
mittee, to whom they conceded protective clauses. The Bill

consequently went before the committee of the House of

Lords on unopposed Bills, to whom evidence in support of

the preamble was given by Mr. W. Pollock, town clerk, and
Mr. W. R. Copland, engineer to the scheme.

Baciip Corporation Waterwm-ks Bill-,—A House of Lords
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committee, presided over by Lord Poltimore, have passed the

Bill promoted by the Corporation of Bacnp to acquire landsand
construct additional waterworks, to borrow further money

—

a sum of £140,000—to enable them to carry out their exten-

sion project. The Bill was opposed by the Lancashire County
Council on the ground that it did not provide for the proper

tiltration of the water. It was admitted by the promoters
that the scheme would impose a very heavy burden upon the

ratepayers, the sum which it was proposed to spend repre-

sentinir something like Is. 7d. in the £1 upon the rateable

value of the borough of Bacnp ; but against that there would
be increased water rents and rents from the land. Taking
the revenue from these sources into account it was estimated

that for a considerable time the rate would be no more than 9d.

As to the lack of provision for proper filtration, the corpora-

tion resented altogether the interference of the county
conncll. That body had nothing whatever to do with the

sanitary arrangements of the district. Mr. James Uiggle, of

Heywood, engineer to the Bacnp Corporation, stated, in his

evidence in support of the Bill, that much of the water at

present was almost the colour of coffee, and at least one
quarter of it had to be run off because the people would not

use it. At present the water was supplied to 2,160 houses,

and that represented a population of 9,720, or about one-

third of the entire population in the supply area. This small

percentage was due to tlie bad quality of the water. The
district was largely dependent upon private supplies, which
were not satisfactory with respect either to quantity or

quality. The question of interference with mines was
raised, bnt Mr. Diggle maintained that the interference would
be no more than was customary, and as to the county council

there was no reason whatever why they should have special

rights. It was highly desirable that the corporation should
have power to make by-laws relating to the water supply.

Provision was made for acquiring land by agreement should
it become necessary to purchase jiart of tho watershed. It

was often found that purchase was cheaper by agreement
than by compulsion. After the facts had been laid before the

committee there was a consultation between the counsel re-

presenting the opponents and promoters, and it speedily

became m.^uifest that the Bill was not objected to on principle

and that the petitioners would be satislied with tho insertion

of protecting clauses. It was eventually intimated that the
county council would withdraw their opposition in the Lords
in order to see what the corporation would do for their pro-

tection. This was subject to their not Ijeing prejudiced in

the Commons when tho Bill reached that House. A clause

to satisfy the lord of the manor was agreed upon, and the

preamble having been passed the Bill was ordered to be
reported to the Ilouse.

Heywood Corpnralioib Wafer Bill.—Tho Heywood Corpora-

tion Water Bill, by which powers were sought to extend the

time for tho construction of waterworks authorised by the

Heywood Waterworks Act of 1877, and to enable the corpora-

tion to borrow £65,000 for the purpose of carrying out the

scheme, was very speedily disposed of iu the House of Lords.

When its turn came in committee it was intimated that the

opponents had been settled with, so the Bill was referred to

the Unopposed Bills Committee over which Lord Morley
presides.

DiMiii Port and Docks Bill.—The Bill promoted by the
Dublin Chamber of Commerce, which provided tor a radical

change in the constitution of the docks board and the author-

isation of additional capital, occupied the attention of the
House of Commons Conimittee presided over by Sir Bevan
Edwards for nearly a fortnight, and the result of this pro-

tracted inquiry was that the Bill was allowed to proceed.

That an outside body like the Docks Board should succeed in

obtaining the sanction of a committee of Parliament to a Bill

promoted with the object of setting somebody else's house in

order is a rare but not unique experience in these i-ooms. It

certainly indicates the opinion the committee have formed of

the competency of the governing body of the Port of Dublin.

The Corporation of Dublin, it will be remembered, appeared
as a sort of friendly opponent, and obtained some modifica-

tions in the clauses. The real opponents were the existing

board, who represent shipping firms and who have directed

the affairs iu a manner highly satisfactory to their own in-

terests for very many years. Witness after witness in sup-

port of the Bill testified that the management by the existing

board had been disastrons to the port, and that for that
reason Dablin compared most unfavourably with Belfast.

Tlie dredging was neglected, dock gates were dilapidated and
the quay walls were crumbling away— all in consequence of

the policy of avoiding an expenditure which the board had
not the courage to ask Parliament to sanction. The principal

witnesses called on behalf of the Dock Board described the
condition of the port as " fairly satisfactory," and they most
strongly objected to such an enlargement of the electorate

from whom the members were to obtain their suffrages as

was proposed by the Chamber of Commerce, whose dictation

iu the matter thoy strongly resented. Should the Lords
view the matter in the simo light as the Commons com-
mittee Dublin will witness the advent of a new port authority
early next year.

Folkcitono Corporution (Watcru-orks Trati^forJ iind Folko-

siuno Wtiter Bills.—The Folkestone Corporation and the
Folkestone Waterworks Company have been fighting before a
comnlittee of the Hoase of Ciimnlons for the right to supply

the people of the borough with water. The corporation pro-
moted a Bill by which they sought authority to purchase the
undertaking of the waterworks companj', to supply water
within the prescribed limits and to borrow money for the
purposes of the undertaking. The waterworks company
asked Parliament to give them powers to extend their limits
of supply, to authorise tlie construction of additional works
and to raise capital to tho amount of £2.50,000. The corpora-
tion Bill was opposed by the company, and the company's Bill

in the natural order of things had to face the opposition of

the corporation, and, in addition, tho hostility of the Corpora-
tion of Dover.whose source of supply was affected by the exten-
sion scheme. The corporation sought to acquire the water
works mainly on the ground that the mnnicipalisatiou of the
supply would be to the advantage of the ratepayers, whose
interest would be better studied by the council than by the
company. The case for the transfer was first heard, and it

became apparent from the evidence that both sides were
agreed as to the necessity for a larger and better supply, and
both proposed to obtain the additional supply from the same
source. The waterworks company, it appeared, was incor-

porated in 18-tS, and the company have been many times to

Parliament for further ca])ital powers, the last occasion being
1888. The total authorised share and loan capital is £125,000,
and the amount actually raised is £121,762. It would there-

fore look as if the company had £3,000 in hand, but this is

not the case. Although not actually raised, tho share capital

has been exhausted by reason of the overdrafts which have
been made at the bank. Tho company originally took their

water from the North Downs and from wells which they sunk.
As time went on they established pumping stations and pumped
the water into a high-level service tank, and at a still later

period they constructed a second storage reservoir. In the

course of their history the company found it necessary to

abandon twelve or thirteen of their wells, not because there

was no water iu them, but because the water was not worth
the trouble of pumping. The quantity of water available for

consumption is 605,000 gallons per day, and this has to

satisfy the requirements of a permanent population of about
31,000, with 10,000 additional in the summer months. The
domestic consumption is rather high, and it has gone on in-

creasing, amounting to an average of 3-1 gallons per head.

Under the present scheme it was proposed to sink wells

250 ft. through the chalk, and the quality of the water at that
depth was in every respect excellent. It was further pro-

posed to construct a now service tank at a higher level than
any existing tank. The new works would give a constant
supply of 1,000,0<X) gallons per day. The Corporation of

Dover contended, in opposition to the company's Bill, that
they required an additional supply from these chalk wells in

order to execute the works of sewerage and drainage which
Parliament had authorised ; but the reply to this was that

there was no proprietary right to the water from the chalk.

The committee decided to pass the company's Bill and re-

jected that promoted by the corporation for the transfer of

the waterworks, the chairman. Lord Kintore, announcing that

the decision was unanimous.
Halifax Corporation Bill.—The Bill promoted by the Corpo-

ration of Halifax, embracing waterworks, tramways and gas-

works extensions, has this week been passed by a committee
of the House of Commons. The gas clauses, which were un-
opposed, provided for tho construction of additional gasworks,
the manufacture and supply of carburetted water gas, and
the raising of £150,000 additional capital for the purposes of

their gas undertaking. The tramway clauses, also lucky
enough to encounter no opposition, empowered the corpora-

tion to construct new tramways, to api>ly certain proWsions
of their Act of 1897, and to raise by loan £77,200. The
council were less fortunate as regards their waterworks pro-

visions. These were opposed by various local institutions on
the question of rates. The corporation sought power to con-

struct additional waterworks and to borrow £157,000 for

water purposes. Among the opposing petitiouers wore the

guardians of the poor for the Halifax Union, represented by
Mr. Pembroke Stephens, fj.c., and Mr. Harper; the trustees of

Joseph Crossley's almshouses, and tho trustees of Sir Francis

Crosslcy's almshouses, represented by Mr. Reader Harris,

Q.c; the governors of the Eoyal Infirmary, represented by
Mr. Harris, Q.c, and the trustees of the Pelham-lane Baptist

Chapel, represented by Mr. Lewis Coward. The contention

was that these institutions ought not to be assessed for watei',

but Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.c, and Mr. Fitzgerald were able

to maintain Buecessfully that they ought to contribute their

just proportion for tho cost of the water they used.

The Hoslcincrc and. IIV;/ Vallcij U'li/er Bilh.—lhe inquiry

into the Bills promoted by the Haslemere District Water and
Gas Company and the Wcy Valley Water Company resulted

on Tuesday iu tho passing of the Wey Valley Bill and the

rejection of the Haslemei'e company's measure. The latter

Bill provided for powers to construct gasworks as well as

waterworks, and for the acquisition of the undertaking of the
Haslemere Gas Company and the repeal of so much of the

tiodalming Gas Order, 1878, as empowered the Godalming
Gas Company to snpply gas within the proposed gas limits.

Tho part of the Bill that dealt with this was very strongly

opposed by the district council of Hambledou, who intend

applying to the Local Government Board for perniiseion to

come to Parliament for powers to undertake the supply of gas.

With reference to the Haslemere water tcheme, a good ilea
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of evidence was given as to the necessity for the supply pro-

posed and the financial standing of the persons who were to

form the new company. The Wey Valley company, who
sought, as stated last week, dissolution and re-incorporation

and power to construct works to supply a larger district,

seemed to impress the committee more favourably. Mr.

Arthur Pain, m.inst.c.e., produced a plan showing with great

clearness the districts which it was proposed to supply and
the nature of the works. The committee at first decided

that the company should not have the right to supply the

districts of Shottermills, Ramshott and Greyshott, but after-

wards, upon its being stated in evidence that this would have

the effect of depriving a large number of people of an eflicient

supply uf water, they reconsidered the matter and decided to

allow the Bill to go through in its original form.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COWilVilSSION.

This body met again on Monday at the Westminster Town
Ilall. Lord Llindaff presided.

M. Gaston G.-iD0UX, an official of the municipal council of

Paris and administrative secretary of the Budget Committee,
attended and gave evidence respecting the water supply of

Paris. From his evidence it appeared that the circumstances

of Paris in regard to water supply were formerly very similar

to those now prevailing in London. The administration of

the supply was in the hands of a powerful commercial com-
pany—La Compagnie Generalc des Eaux—who drew water
from the Seine and the Marue, and lifted it with pumps into

reservoirs, from which it was supplied to the ground Hoor of

the houses, the pressure not being sufficient to reach the

upper storeys. When the communes outside the iuner walls

were included in the metropolis the river Seine was con-

sidered less suitable as a source of water supply for drinking

purposes, owing to the multiplication of works, the increase

of the population along the banks and the consequent increase

of pollution. It was therefore resolved to buy up the com-
pany, and a contract was entered into on July 11, 1860, by
virtue of which the city of Paris agreed to pay to the com-
pany fifty annuities of 1,160,003 francs each, making a total of

58,000,000 francs, for the lands, machinery, mains, reservoirs

and plant of every kind which the company possessed in the

department of the Seine, and in consideration of the for-

feiture of the contracts with the communes just included in

the city of Paris. In the opinion of the witness the system
resulting from the contract of 1860, which transferred the

ownership and management to the municipality of Paris, had
been much to the advantage of the city, and no one in Paris

would recommend a reversion to a system under which the

water supply would be administered by a company. Con-
cerning the purity of the Paris water, the spring water was
not mixed with the Seine water, as there were special reser-

voirs for each, although there were not special distribution

pipes in every case. Spring water was supplied as long as

there was spring water to supply, and the Seine water, which
was not always filtered, was only supplied in cases of absolute

necessity in times of extreme drought. When the Seine

water was being used, of which public notice was always
given in the newspapers and by means of placards, the

bacteriological condition of the pipes became very bad indeed,

and the object which the municipality had in view was to

dispense with even the occasional use of the Seine water and
to use spring water for all pui'poses. Filtration was neither

economical or effica<iious, and the results obtained were not

proportionate to the expenditure involved. The Seine water
was used for watering the streets and in the parks and
gardens, and for this purpose there was a double canalisation,

with no communication between the two sets of mains.

Sir Alex.vndek Ein'nie, chief engineer to the London
County Council, was recalled. He produced a series of tables

upon which he based the conclusion that, lookingto the future,

and to the probable condition of the tidal portion of the river

which passes through London between Teddington and Wool-
wich, the increased water supply, implying as it did an in-

creased population, would liavo the effect of about doubling
the present discharge of effluent sewage from the metropolis

as a whole into the river at Barking and Ci'ossness.

THE "ERA INCANDESCENT PETROLEUM
BURNER.

The introduction of the "Welsbach" incandescent gas
light system was described at the time as a revolution in gas
lighting. The system has now been so developed as to be

applicable to petroleum lamps, and the new application pro-

mises in turn to be a revolution in the oil lamp system. The
" Welsbach" incandescent gas light system is now so well-

known that there are very few people who are not familiar

with its principles, but, in order to explain how this system

is applied to oil lamps, it may be desirable to give a brief

desciiption of the whole system.

The principle of incandescent gas lighting is to obtain an
atmospheric or bunsen flame, over which the incandescent

body, technically termed the "mantle," is suspended; thus,

instead of getting the illumjnant properly froni the flame, it

is obtained from an outside body su.spended over the flame.
By obtaining a thoroughly perfect atmospheric flame, the
nearest approach to absolute combustion is obtained, thus
avoiding the smoky flame of the ordinary gas burner, where
the carbon is imperfectly consumed. The mantle itself is

made as follows : Cotton webbing is steeped in a solution of

the nitrates of certain rare earths and dried. The organic
cotton fabric is then burned out, leaving a residual skeleton
composed of the oxides of the rare earths, exactly similar in

form and texture to the original cotton fabric.

It is about ten years ago that the incandescent gas light

was introdnced into England, and during that time, and more
especially within the last three or four years, many attempts
have been made to apply the system to petroleum lamps. The
difficulties, however, which were experienced were, in the
first place, to obtain a perfect atmospheric flame ; and,
secondly, to devise a burner for use with a mantle which
would be as simple in operation as the ordinary petroleum
lamp. The '"Era" incandescent petroleum burner, the ex-

clusive patent rights for which h.ave been secured for Great
Britain by the Incandescent Gas Light Company, Limited, is

the first lamp of the kind to fulfil all the necessary conditions

of success as an incandescent oil lamp. The burner, in

appearance, is very similar to the ordinary duplex burner
with the exception that it has a circular instead of a double
horizontal wick.

It is evident that special attention has been paid to pro-

ducing a strong well-made and well-finished burner of the

best quality. The burner is constructed with a lifter, which
enables the wick to be lighted without removing the chimney
or mantle. There is also a patent and very clever contriv-

ance for lifting and lowering the wick. The method of

lighting the lamp is as follows; Having fixed the mantle and
chimney on the burner, the gallery carrying them is lifted

by turning the screw of the lifter. This exposes the wick,

which is lighted in the ordinary manner and gives the ordi-

nary flame of an oil lamp. The lifter is then lowered and the

flame is slowly turned down, and from being an illuminant

flame, as it is turned up, it becomes a perfect atmospheric

flame, causing the mantle to become brilliantly incandescent.

The full amount of incandescence is not obtained until the

lamp has been lighted for about throe minutes and is

thoroughly warmed.
The advantages of the " Welsbach " incandescent system

when applied to oil lamps are probably as great as when
applied to gas. In the first place, a brilliant light of about

50 candle-power is obtained, and, at the same time, only one-

third the amount of oil is used which would be consumed in

an ordinary oil lamp giving the same light. The heat pro-

duced is considerably less than that of any other oil lamp
giving the same candle-power ; there is perfect simplicity in

dealing with it, and, aided by the very explicit instructions

which are sent out with each lamp, anyone can, without the

slightest difficulty, manipulate it.

The most important feature of the burner is that it can be
fixed to any duplex lamp, the old burner mei'ely being un-
screwed and the " Era " burner being screwed in its place.

In one respect it has a very great advantage over the Incan-

descent gas light burner, and that is that, in the event of the

mantle being broken and another not being readily obtain-

able, it is only necessary to replace the cap of the burner by
a spare cap, which is supplied with each burner and by so

doing the flame of an ordinary oil lamp is obtained.

In another column will be found some reference to the new
Welsbach gas burner, which is about to be placed on the

nmrket.

HEATING OF SWIMMING BATHS.

Messrs. Messenger & Co., Limited, the well-known hot-

water and steam -heating engineers and contractors, of Lough-
borough and London, draw attention to an improved method
of heating swimming baths. They recently carried out altera-

tions and improvements in connection with the public baths

at Coventry, and Mr. William Lord, the superintendent there,

has tabulated the statistical results of two tests of the heat-

ing apparatus. These details can be obtained from the firm

by anyone interested in the subject. The first test was taken
with only 39,370 gallons of water in the bath, and the tem-
perature was raised to 70 deg. before filling up. The second

test was taken with 78,000 gallons of water in the bath. Thus
tlie steam jet appears to be capable of raising 98,-137 gallons

of water 17 deg. in nine and a half hours with one boiler at

work. It is also mentioned that in filling one of the baths

the jet was started at 7 o'clock ; there was a stoppage of one
hour for breakfast, and the water was raised from .52 dog. to

76 deg. by 5 o'clock, 98,000 gallons of water being raised

24 deg. in nine hours. That was with Ijoth boilers at about

40-lb. pressure, and Mr. Lord states that it was done without

condensing nearly so much steam as the steam spray was
accustomed to do. He also speaks in favourable terms of the

circulation, the figures having been taken all over the bath,

both top and bottom, and no complaints having been received

about differences in the temperature of tlie water.

Tring.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned a
loan of £5,000 for sewerage nnd sewage disposal works.
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.—X.

By WILLIAM H. iLAXWELL, Assistant Engineer and Surveyor, Leyton Urban District Council.

ROAD DRAINAGE (continued).

Sykes' X"! flint street gully isreataugalar in form, with rounded

'angles, and is made of " granitic stoneware." Ttie gully has

a deep seal so arranged th.it when the road detritus is taken

out it remains sealod. The outlet for connection to the sewer

is kept low with a view to avoiding danger of fracture by
steara rollers ; it is also taken down in a vertical direction to

avoid contact with gas and water mains, and a screw-plugged

inspection eye is provided over the outlet for cleansing.

Crosta's •patent surface-water gully is manufactured in cast

iron of various capacities, from about 7.^ gallons up to 57

gallons. The gully has been largely adopted in London,
Liverpool and other towns. It is provided with a double trap,

whereby the escape of sewer gas is prevented even when the

body of the gully is empty.
Wakefield's street gully is also a recent production possess-

ing a double water seal of from 2 ft. to 3 ft., according to the

depth of tlie gully. It is made of stoneware with capacities

of from 45 to 60 gallons.

The Patent Victoria Stone Company manufacture a "catqh-
pit gully " with cascade trap of their stone material.

FENCING.
If a road is drained by means of an open ditch a fence will

be necessary to prevent accidents between the road and the

ditch; but, as far as the durability of the road itself is con-

cerned, fences are best dispensed with. In all cases they
should be as far from the sides of the road as possible, and
should be kept low—the maximum height desirable, accord-

ing to Telford, being 5 ft. Higher fences, and trees especi-

ally, seriously intercept the beneficial influence of the sun
and wind, and therefore diminish their effect in producing
evaporation.

Where stone is plentiful walls make the best fences. They
may be built in dry rubble woi-k without mortar.
An open piost-and-rail fence, although very suitable as far

as the durability of the road is concerned, is very liable to

decay and damage and therefore expensive to maintain.
Through country districts the most common fence is the

quickset hedge, which, if properly planted and well attended
to in its earlier stages, is very suitable and economical. The
following specification as to the method of planting is given
in Sir H. Parnell's " Treatise on Roads "

: "A ditch is to be
cut and a bank raised, together occupying a space of 8 ft. in

breadth, the ditch is to be on the field side of the bank, to be
cut out of the natural ground, 4 ft. wide at top, 10 in. wide at

bottom and 2i ft. deep.* The bank is to be 4 ft. wide, and is

to bo raised by sods, with the green or swarded side out, to

the lieiglit of 14 in. above the side channels of the road.
" Two rows of quicks are to be planted on the ditch side of

the bank, a bed being first formed for them of good vegetable
mould, 15 in. deep and 18 in. wide. There are to be twelve
plants set in every lineal yard; they are to have good roots,

three years transplanted from the quick bed and of a strong
and healthy appearance.

" These quicksets are to be protected by two rows of posts

and rails, three rails in each row, the posts to be of good oak,

5 ft. long, 5 in. deep by 3 in. wide, with large buts sunk 2 ft.

in the ground.
" The rails are not to be more than 8 ft. long, to be 3i in.

wide by IV in. deep, of good elm, oak or ash timber.
" In each length of rails two centre posts at least 2 in.

wide by 1.^ in. thick are to bo driven into the ground and
fastened to the rails with strong nails."

Quickset hedges should be clipped yeai-ly in August or
September, and should be trimmed level and regular. The
planting should be done during the spring or autumn.

" No matter whether a road lies high or low, if it is over-

bung by trees it will bo found to be constantly damp ; this is

tnost noticeable in summer when the trees arc covered with
foliage. A neatly-cut lieilge, well set back from the travel-

ling-way of a road, is about the best form of fence that can be
devised ; but when overgrown they become not only an
obstruction to the traffic, but they shut out the sun and wind
from the road surface. Although provision is made by Act
of Parliamentf whereby owners who refuse to lop their trees

or cut their hedges, on being notified, can be compelled to do
BO, yet summoning such persons to petty sessions is one of

those unpleasant tasks which a county surveyor is anxious if

possible to avoid."J

TRACTION ON ROADS.
The theoretically perfect road would require to possess the

qualities of straightnoss, levelness, smoothness and hardness,

or inelasticity in absolute perfection, and would require no
tractive force to carry a load along it, for assuming the air

* Where the soil is clay the drain should be 4 ft. deep.
t Highway Act, 1835 (5 and 6 Will. IV., chap. 50, ss. 65, 66), and sec.

+3 and 49 Vict., chap. 13.

t " Proceedings of the Association of Municipal and County Engi-
neers," vol, xviij., paper on " Road Maintenance," by R, H. Dorman,

resistance and the friction of the wheels on the axles to be

nil, an impulse given at one end would convey the load to

the other by its inertia alone. This principle of science,

which was first laid down by Sir Isaac Newton, is known as

the " first law of motion," and may be stated as follows : A
body when once set in motion continues to move uniformly

forward in a straight line by its inertia until it is compelled

to change that state by the action of some external force.

The main external forces offering resistance to the motion

of carriages upon roads are :—
Friction.—" The resistance which friction occasions par-

takes of the nature of the resistance of fluids ; it consists of

the consumption of the moving force, or of the horses' labour,

occasioned by the soft sui-face of the road and the continual

depressing of the spongy and elastic substrata of the road."*'

There is also a resistance arising from the friction of the

axletrees of the vehicles.

Collision, as occasioned by hard substances, stones or other

inequalities of the road surface.

Gravity, when a road is not horizontal, ofilers considerable

resistance, proportionate to the steepness of the incline. Its

effect, however, when the road is level is immaterial, as it

acts in a direction perpeudicular to the plane of the horizon,

and neither accelerates ror retards the motion.

Air.—The resistance arising from the force of the wind will

vary with the velocity of the wind, with the velocity of tlie

vehicle, with the area of the surface acted upon, and also

with the angle of incidence of direction of the wind -with the

plane of the surface.

The following tablet gives the force per square foot for

various velocities :

—

-Velocity of

wind in miles
per hour.

Force in lb.

per square foot.
Description,

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

1-107

1-968)
3-075 j
4-428

1
6-027 3

7-872
^

9-963 3

12-300

Pleasant breeze

Brisk gale

High wind

Very high wind

Storm

To find the force of the ivind\—
Assuming

V = velocity of wind in feet per second,

t) = velocity in miles per hour,

P=pressuro in lb. per square foot,

,v = anglo of incidence of direction of the wind with the
plane of the surface when it is oblique,

Then
P = -002288 V'-',

P = -00492 1)2,

P = -0023 V-xsine x.

BACK ROADS IN EXMOUTH.i

A COMPLAINT AGAINST THE COUNCIL.]

A correspondent, who signs himself " Steam Roller," writes

as follows to Tlie Deeon Eecning Express :
—

" I should like to bring to notice, through the medium of

The Express, which circulates so freely in Exmouth, the dis-

graceful condition of the road at the b.ack of Marpool-terraco.

I may mention that the state of this road was well known
to the late surveyor, and that Mr. Councillor Ponsford has

—

so it is said—already brought it to the notice of the council,

in the hope that stops would be taken to compel the owners
to make the road. But nothing more has been done. If we
can believe only one-third of what we hear, and one-half of

what we see, this state of aff.airs is allowed to exist because
certain people interested in buildings on both sides of the

little brook are against making back roads, even when terraces

are finished, as it would incur expenses they are anxious to

avoid before the houses are sold, and so tenants and others

have to put up with discomfort, inconvenience and insani-

tarism, probably for years, to save a few builders' pockets.

This is not as it ought to be, nor would it; be tolerated by the

authorities in a well-regulated inland town, leave alone in a

seaside resort, and it is hoped the council will direct the

nowly-appointcd surveyor to servo notices on the o-wners

forthwith.

Nenagh.—The board of guardians have received a report

from Mr. H. Bertram Nichols, of Birmingham, in connection

with the improvement of the town's water supply.

* Prof. Leslie's" Elements of Natural Philosophy,"

t Molesworlh's "Engineers' Pocket-Book," _
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Law Notes.

Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewry Chambers, E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor will be pleased to ansioer any questions affecting the

practice of engineer's and surveyors to local authorities. Queries

{lohich should he written legibly on foolscap paper, one side only)

should he addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices of The

New Roah : "Direct Communication ": Loxdon Build-
ing .Act, 189i, sec. 9, sub-sec. 4.—What is "direct cominn-
nication " between two existing streets within the meaning
(if this section ? In the recent case of Woodham v. Londun
County Council (Queen's Bench Division, 6th April) the

council had refused to sanction a new road at Catford running
from Laleham-road, and after some distance turning at right

angles and communicating with Brownhill-road, on the ground
that it would not afford direct communication between two
existing streets. The tribunal of appeal upheld this decision,

and at the instance of the plaintiff a special case was stated

for the opinion of the Court. On behalf of the plaintiff it

was contended that the meaning of the words " direct com-
munication between two streets" was a question of law for

the interpretation of the Court, and that the proposed new
street was a direct communication, although not in a straight

line. On the other hand, it was argued for the council that
the question was essentially one of fact for their determina-
tion. This view was adopted by the Court, Mr. Justice Day
adding that he saw no reason to differ from the opinion of

the council.

Harbour Works: Statutory Powers : Rrmedy or Lessee
OF Harbour Board : Lands Clauses Act, 1845, sec. 68.—In
Cessford V. Dover Harhour Board (Queen's Bench Division,

Ist April) the plaintiff, a hotel-keeper, asked for damages
against the board, his landlords, for breach of covenant for

quiet enjoyment and derogation from their own grant arising

from the construction of the harbour under statutory powers.
The board contended that whatever damage the plaintiff

might have suffered his remedy was not by action, but by
proceedings for compensation under the above Act. The acts

complained of fall underseveral heads : (1) Noise, dust, smoke
created by the apparatus for mixing concrete on the quay,
by the apparatus called the " Goliath" by which the blocks of

concrete are moved from place to place, .and by the loco-

motives and steam-engioes and waggons employed
; (2) the

noise created by the landing, by means of a steam crane, of

materials for making concrete
; (.3) the destruction of an

attractive view
; (4) dust and noise made in the unloading,

storing and carting of cement at a large shed erected by the
defendants at the back of the hotel

; (.5) destruction of

amenities by the erection of the same slied. Mr. Justice
Wills, who tried the case, held that all these items c-scept

No. 4 were within the statutory powers of the board ; but
that with respect to that item the nuisance might have been
greatly mitigated by very obvious precautions, which might
possibly have involved trouble and e.vpense, but were not im-
practicable. Judgment was therefore given for the plaintiff

in respect of that item for £200, the other items being held
to be subjects for compensation under the Act. A stay of
execution was granted with a view to an appeal.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Clerk and Surveyor.—" Grievance " would like to know

(m) what is the status or position of an urban district council
clerk in regard to the siu-veyor ? (h) Has the clei-k any control

or supervision over the surveyor or his department ? (c) Has
the clerk right to take part or make comments to committees
with regard to buildiug plans ? (d) Has the clerk the right of
extracting papers from the surveyor's othce in his absence ?

(i) The clerk issues all orders for materials, &c., even to
sharpening two picks. Can he refuse the surveyor his requi-
sitions, or keep back orders for a time ? (f) With regard to
private parties' work, the enclosed forms have to be 6lled up.
Are they actually required ? Sometimes the clerk will refuse
to give the order. It appears to me that going through this

form the surveyor is in the hands of the clerk, and is in a
submissive position.

The clerk and the surveyor are both servants of the district council.
It is, no doubt, competent to the council to give the clerk authority over
the surveyor in particular matters, or generally, and to require the sur-
veyor to submit to the authority so given in the same way as a business
man may place a manager or foreman in authority over clerks or work-
meil. In the absence of such express authority there is nothing inherent

>;ifl the office of the clerk to give him control or supervision over the sur-
..veyor. -

Fencing Highways.—" W. J^ T." writes i A public high-
way crosses a smairPiooTc, {lie saidTjrook being the boundary
of two 'parisaes, one of which, the parish of R , is in a
rural uialrJct couuoi), the other parish of B being an
urban district oouQoil, bha road croeainjj the brook T(which
tfTarrieTi und?^ ,tbe road through a culvert) on the skew.
The road is repaired by east couuftilto ,the"o6uti;e of the

Surveyor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or documents re-

ferred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams must be
drawn and lettered in black inlc only. Correspondents who do not
wish their names published should furnish a nom de plume.

culvert shown by dotted lines on sketch. Complaints having
been made that the place on the sketch marked A is danger-
ous, whose duty is it to protect it therefore, say from A
to B ? The space from B to C being several yards from the
brook it is not considered necessary to erect a fence. The
space from C to D is protected by a wooden fence, which has
been repaired by the urban district council without question.

(1) Can the rural district council be compelled to be at part
of the expense of protecting the road from the brook (such

road being repaired by the urban district council) simply
because the land on the other side of the brook is private

land in the rural council's district ? (2) If the onus of protect-

ing the road falls on the urban district council, would the

rural district council be running the risk of having any
amount they expended on such work surcharged by the

auditor for expending money on protecting another authority's

road ?

By sec. 149 of the Public Health Act, 1875, an urban authority moy
place and keep m repair fences and posts for the safety of foot passen-
gers in all streets being or which at any time became highways repair-

able by the inhabitants at large wiibin their district. By the definition

clause'of the Act the term " street " includes any highway {not being a
turnpike road) and any road, Ac. The foregoing provision is permissive
only. No compulsion or duty is thereby cast upon an urban authority,
and in a case where a goit ran by the side of an ancient public footpath
it was held that the local board were not bound to fence the path from
the goit to prevent accidents. Wilson v. Hatifux Corporation, L.li. 3,

Ex. lU. (See Lumley's " Public Health Acts," fifth edition, page 174.)

Therefore, the replies to the questions asked will be: (1) Neither
council can be compelled to fence the road, but the urban district

council, assuming that the road is in their district, may fence it if they
think fit

; (2) yes. And even if the road were m their own district the
rural authority would run the same risk, unless they have urban powers.

House Drainage.—"Drains" writes: It has been the

custom in this town for many years for the local authority to

require a plan to be deposited and approved by it for all

modifications to the drainage of old houses, whether the woi'k

is done under notice served by the sanitary inspector or

otherwise, although there does not appear to be anything in

the Acts or by-laws governing this. Will you, therefore,

kindly give your opinion upon the following queries : (1) Can
the authority insist upon this requirement by stating that it

is one of their regulations ? (2) If the owner of a house
modifies the drainage without giving the authority any
notice or depositing any plan, or allowing auy inspection to

be made by its officers, can the owner be required to open the

drains for such inspection ? (3) If each iTispection can be re-

quired, and upon examination it is found that the work exe-

cuted does not comply with the regulations, can the owner be
made to comply ?

AVhere the Public Health Acts Amendment Act, 1890, has been
adopted by-laws as to drainage may be made applicable to old build-

ings. In the absence of such by-laws, however, the ]iosition seems to be
as follows : (1) By sec. 21 of the Public Health Act, 1875, an owner may
cause his drains to empty into the sewers of the authority on condi-
tion of giving such notice as retjuired by the authority of his intention
to do 60, and of complying with the regulations of the authority as to
the mode of communication and subject to the control of any person
appointed by the authority to superintend the making of the communi-
cations. The regulations are at the entire discretion of the authority
(Lumley's " Public Health Arts," third edition, p. 52). If the modifi-
cation of the drainage of an old house necessitates a modification in the
mode of communication with the sewer it would appear to fall within
this section, but not otherwise. (2) Any person acting in contravention
of the section is liable to a maximum penalty of £20, and the authority
may close any communication he has made with the sewer and recover
from hira the expenses incurred. The result of such a proceeding by
the authority would no doubt be that the drain thus cut off would be-

come a nuisance, on complaint whereof the authority could, under
see. 41 of the Act, authorise their surveyor to enter and open up the
drain and proceed in accordance with that section. (3) It would ajipear
that the ''regulations " authorised by sec. 21 must be confined to the
" mode of communication with the sewer," and the remedy for the
breach (as already stated) seoma to be Eot to ciuapel the owner to

observe thein but simply to cut off big drain. If the "mode of oom-
muuioatiou" is in accordance with the regulatione there does not seem
to be any power given to the authority to supervise the modiflcatioa ot
the draint themselves.
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Municipal Work In Progress and Projected.

No information as to specially extensive works contem-
plated in the metropolis is forthcoming this week. There is,

however, no cessation of activity in the provinces, as will be

seen from the paragraphs below relating to Leicester, Ilford,

Morecambe, Tring, Longton, Ryde and Warrington.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

Our readers will note that the tramways chiefly engaged
the attention of the council on Tuesday. The council, in

about si.'t weeks' time, eomo into the possession of that por-

tion of the London Tramway Company's line which extends

from St. George's Church, Borough, to " The Horns," Ken-
nington, and from the same spot to the " Bricklayers' Arms."
The larger section of the lines will also come into tlieir pos-

session in August, and the com2:)any, having been worsted in

their litigation, have intimated that they are willing to enter

into negotiations. In the event of the council being iiuable

to accept any of the company's proposals, the Highways Com-
mittee asked for authority to make arrangements for working
the lines. In the discussion which followed opinions differed

as to whether the tramways could be worked at a profit. Lord
Onslow said he was inclined to tliink that the result would
not be nearly so good for the ratep.ayers as that which followed

on the leasing arrangements made by the last council. Even-
tually the report was taken back by the chairman of the com-
mittee, so as to include the proposals already made by the
company and the reasons why the committee advise the

council to reject them. Other business transacted relating to

municipal matters will be found below.

Loans.—Upon the recoinmendation of the Finance Com-
mittee, it was agreed to lend the Hackney Vestry £6,270, for

additions to the veatry hall ; the Hampstcad Vestry £3,025,
for the construction of a public convenience and for wood
paving ; and the Metropolitan Asylums Board £78,023, for

the purchase of land at Brentwood, the erection of buifdings
at the Northern Hospital, the erection of new oflioes and other
work.

Tlie Tramways Question.—The Highways Committee again
submitted their report recommending that they should be
anthorised to make all the necessary arrangements for the
working of the portion of the London Tramways Company's
system after June 30th next, in the event of the company not
making such proposals as the council could accept. The
committee, of com'se, included in this request the powers to

purchase cars, horses and equipments. Mr. Benn moved the
adoption of the report, and a long discussion followed. Lord
Onslow moved an amendment to the eEfect that the com-
mittee should report to the council the nature of the proposals
made by the company and their reasons for advising the
council not to accept them. After further discussion the
council agreed to accept this amendment as a rider to the
recommendation, but not in substitution.

Tlie Xatioiial Telephone Conipanifs Underr/rouml Worlcf.—
Mr. Benn, on behalf of the Highways Committee, presented
a report with reference to the National Telephone Company's
underground works, and mentioned that when the company
applied for powers to break up the roads for the carrying
out of certain works the council promised its consent upon
certain conditions. The committee had, however, kei5t the
agreement back in the hope of getting better terms. Very
much better terms had been obtained in Liverpool, Man-
chester and some other provincial towns. It was monstrous
that subscribei's in London sliould have to pay £20 for the
use of the telephone when Manchester only paid £10. The
committee had proposed to the company that the London
terms should be £12 10s., but they had refused to consent to
that amount. What the committee now in substance recom-
mended was that there should be no further breaking up of
the roads unless the council secured from the company
reasonable terms. The report was adopted.

Uiin-icell. Asijliiui.—A report was submitted by the Asylums
Committee stating that the Hanwoll asylum had cost £26,300
more than was expected, or a total of £67,300. The con-
sideration of the report was postponed till the next meeting.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
A meeting of tlie court was held on Thursday, the Lord

Mayor presiding. The Finance and Improvement Committee
recommended, relntive to the improvement of the western
end of Cheapside, that the claim for the freehold interest in
4a Cheapside should be taken before a jury, and that a notice
should be served to acquire Messrs. Nicholson's leasehold
interest in the portion of 50 and 51 St. Paul's-churchyard.
The recommendations, together with an arrangement for
acquiring for the sum of £750 the leasehold interest in the
ground needed to widen a portion of the public way in
Basiughall-street, were adopted.—A long discussion ensued
upon the report of the committee denlinff with the charges of
bribery whicii had bce;i brought ajt'ainst several inspectors in
the employ of the corporation, and a recommendation to dis-

miss tlva of the men from their positions was adoptsd. The
report, it is understood, will be referred back to the com-

mittee, who will continue their inquiries with a view to the
institution of such proceedings as the circumstances may
apiiear to justify.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Greenwich,—The London County Council have granted

the district board of works a loan of £5,130 for the purchase
of a site for the construction of a parish yard in Blackwall-
lane.

Hackney.—At a meeting of the vestry last week the
General Purposes Committee reported that it had come to
their knowledge that a theatre was proposed to be erected on
the west side of Mare-street, northward from The Grove, and
that the plans for the building had already been passed by
the London County Council. Tliey were of opinion that un-
less arrangements were made for a considerable widening of

Mare-street at this point, a very serious obstruction would
arise. They, therefore, ask the vestry to empower them to
immediately approach the county council and to take such
other action as may be necessary to secure the improvement
at this spot. This was agreed to.

Hammersmith.—Attention has been drawn to the satia-

factory results which have attended the electric lighting
scheme. Up to the present time, according to a report of
the chief engineer, 4^d. per unit has been charged for current.

Islington.—A letter was read from the Metropolitan
Public Gardens Association at the last meeting of the vestry,
stating that it was their intention to place a drinking-foan-
tain in Barnsbury-square-gardens, providing that the vestry
took charge of the fountain and kept it in working order for
the public. The fountain would be substantially built of red
and grey granite, in part polished, fitted with two push stops
and cups. The bottom stand would be hard York stone. Th6
letter was refei'red to the Works Con)mittee.

Newington.—On the nth inst.,at a meeting of thisautho-
rity, the dork read a letter from the Local Government Board
stating that they had considered and inquired into the appli-

cation of the vestry for sanction to purchase land in Penrose-
street for the extension of the depot and the erection of an
electric light generating station. 'They had decided to comply
with the application, and forwarded their formal consent. It

was decided to put into force the regulations approved by
the Local Government Board for the registration of houses
let in lodgings.

Poplar.—Last week, at a meeting of the district board of
works, a letter was read from the Bromley Vestry asking the
board to acquire the land in Bow Common-lane, now used as
a gipsy encampment, for the purpose of constructing a
thoroughfare connecting Bole-street with Bow Common-lane.
The letter was referred to the Works Committee, who will

receive a deputation from the Bromley Vestry on the subject.

ShOreditCh.—On Tuesday, at a meeting of the vestry, the
Electric Lighting Committee presented a statement of accoimts
showing the work for the nine months ended March last.

Altogether 491,107 units had been generated, of which 80,791
had been used for lighting the streets, 203,504 by private con-
sumers, 156,725 used on the works and 50,087 unaccounted for.

The accounts showed a profit and balance of £1,701 17s. 9d.
The chairman of the committee said that certain items in-

cluded in the accounts belonged to the dust destructor proper,
and after allowing for these atid other sums there was a
profit of £4,264, which upon their capital outlay of £65,000
meant a dividend of 6} per cent. They had in the nine
months the most phenomenal result obtained by any muni-
cipal electric lighting uudertaking in the country. .Vfter
allowing for the proper repayment of principal and interest,
they had a nett balance of £2,072, and he thought the com-
mittee would repay the amount advanced to them oat of the
i-ates and even then would have a balance in hand of £700,
and that upon nine months working. It was subsequently
resolved by the vestry to borrow a further sum of £15,700
for the purposesof the committee.

Whitechapel.—At the last meeting of the district board of
works Mr. Collins asked the chairman of the board whether
lie could give any information with respect to the question of
the electric lighting of the district. The chairman said that
at the next meeting of the board the committee would prob-
ably bring up a repoit.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Durham.— It was rejiorted at the last meeting of the

county council that the architects of the new shire hall ex-
pected the building to be ready for the county officers by
May and the council chamber by July. It was decided that
the hull be formally opened by the chairman of the council on
27th July, On the reudjng of a Pirenlsr from ilis .New Mutual
Telephone Syndicate, Limited, with roforeiice to the telephone
monopoly, a resolution was adopted favouring competition hj
the telephone service.
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Kesteven.—The council have made an application to the

Local Government Board for sanction to expend a sum of

£12,513 upon the construction of a new asjlum. Sanction

to a expenditure of £1,600 upon a temporary asylum at

Grantham has been refused.

Monmouthshire.—The county council have sanctioned the

expenditure of £o,000 for carrying oat some temporary build-

ing works at the asylum at Abergavenny.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Barnsley.—A special meeting of the Streets, Building and

Improvement Committee is to be held to consider the appli-

cation of the British Insulated Wire Company, Limited, for a

provisional order to construct and work tramways in the

borough.

Bewclley.—A Local Government Board inspector held an
inquiry on the 7th inst. with respect to an ajiplication of the

corporation for permission to borrow £1,000 for reconstruct-

ing the wall on the south side of Bewdlej' bridge and for im-

provements to the quay. Mr. Stanley Hemingway, the town
clerk, explained what the corporation proposed to do if the

expenditure was sanctioned. Mr. R. E. W. Berrington, of

Wolverhampton, also gave evidence in support of the appli-

cation.

Bournemouth.—On Wednesday of last week, at the usual

meeting of the corporation, a committee reported the receipt

of various tenders for the supply of a motor-van for the

collection of honse refuse, but said they had deferred con-

sideration.—A letter was read from the Local Government
Board on the subject of contributions to local hospitals, to the

effect that if proposed contributions by the town council were
legal there was no need to apply for sanction, and if illegal

that the Local Government Board could not sanction them.
—The Koads Committee reported that they had declined per-

mission to the Provincial Street Syndicate, Limited, to erect

kiosks on sites named in the public roads.—A letter was read
from the Town Council of Stockport inviting other sanitary

anthorities to join in a deputation to the Local Government
Board to urge the necessity for legislation empowering the

authorised officers of local authorities to enter, inspect and
take samples at or in the grounds or works of water com-
panies, and enabling sanitary authorities to recover penalties

against companies supplying polluted water or knowingly
allowing pollution of their sources of supply. It was decided
that the town clerk should reply that the council are in

sympathy with the proposals of the Stockport Town Council,

but having already powers to take samples will not appoint
a delegate to represent them on the proposed deputation.

Bristol.—The corporation have decided to spend £2,.500 for

the provision of a new meeting-room at the rear of the council

house.

Burslem.—At last week's meeting of the town council the

Gas Committee reported a balance of profit on the year of

£1,051, and of this they recommended that £1,000 should be
applied to the i-eduction of the general district rate. The
recommendation was .adopted. The council decided to join

in a memorial to the Local Government Board with respect to

sanitary control and supervision of public water supplies.

Cheltenham.—Colonel W. R. Slacke has held an inquiry,

on behalf of the Local Government Board, with respect to the
corporation's application for sanction to borrow £550 for the
construction of public w.alks and pleasure grounds.

Darlington.—At the quarterly meeting of the town council

on the 5th inst. the Streets Committee recommended that

an 18-ft. road be formed from the Borough-road, at the

junction of Russell-street East, to opposite the north entrance
gates of the Haughton-road store yard, and that negotiations

be entered into with the owners of the land for the purchase
of the land required for the purpose. Tlie recommendation
was adopted.

Derby.—On Thursday, at the Guildhall, Derby, Colonel
Laugton-Coke, Local Government Board inspector, held an
inquiry into the application of the corporation for sanction to

borrow £1,656 for the purchase of land for the purpose of
widening London-road. Tlie town clerk said that it was
simply a matter of the acquisition of a piece of land—part of

a scheme for the widening of London-road. An agreement
had been entered into—subject, of course, to the approval of

the Local Government Board—and the price was £1,656,
about £9 a yard. There was no opposition to the application,

and the inspector having asked a number of formal questions,

the inquiry closed.

Devonport.—The Sanitary Committee have been requested
by the town council to consider and report upon an offer to

provide the town with one of Willoughby's refuse destructors,

capable of dealing with from 70 tons to 100 tons of refuse
daily. If the destructor is approved the corporation have
the option of purchase, for the sum of £2,000, at the end of
three months.

Dover.— It was recently resolved, after some discussion,

not to allow a company to construct underground lavatories

in the Market-square and Effingham-creseent, nor to let the
Granville Gardens lavatories to that company ; but the sur-

veyor was ordered to at once prepare plans for the erection
of an underground convenience of that sort in the Market-

place only. After that had been tried they might, if it seemed
desii'able, provide others.

Crimsby.—At a meeting of the Sanitary Committee last

week, the report of the sub-committee appointed to meet the
directors of the waterworks company with reference to the

town's water supply was considered. The report fully justified

the medical officer and the sanitary inspector in their methods
of obtaining water samples, and also expressed their con-

fidence in tlie analysis obtained by the committee. It recom-
mends that periodical bacteriological examinations should
still be made, and requested the company to examine old

mains carefully. It was acknowledged that the water supply

was excellent. The report was unanimously adoiited.

Hanley.—The town council last week decided that the
charge for electricity for motive power should be reduced to

2!i(\. per unit for four hours jjer day and Id. per hour after-

wards ; also that the engineer should be authorised to approach
the authorities of Stoke and Burslem with a view to ascer-

taining if they are willing to take electric euri'ent from
Hanley in lieu of erecting separate stations for themselves.

Harrogate.—The corporation last week declined to receive

a deputation from the promoters of the proposed light railway

to Knaresborough. They also confirmed the resolution of a
committee declaring that the corporation conld not entertain

tlie idea of any system of tramways in the borough.—The
transfer of the waterworks to the corporation was completed
on Friday in London, and on Saturday the offices were
handed over to the corjioration.

HelSton.—The incandescent system of gas lighting, with
which the corporation have lately been experimenting, is

shortly to be adopted here in connection with street lighting.

HeywOOd.—The town council have approved the borough
surveyor's plans, &c., for the sewering, levelling, paving,

metalling, flagging, channelling and kerbing of several streets;

and have also resolved to make an api^lication to the Local
Government Board for sanction to borrow a sum of £420 for

the purchase of a steam roller.

Hull.—The council intend to consider a scheme for the con-

struction of a subway for the reception of electric light mains.

The work is expected to cost £4,000, and a bore-hole has
already been sunk.

King's Lynn.—The town council have resolved to ascor-

tain the opinion of the ratepayers with respect to the adoption

of the Public Libraries Acts.

Leicester.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held

last week by Colonel W. Langton-Coke, M.r.c.E., respecting an
application of the corporation for sanction to borrow the sum
of £26,077 for the purposes of a cemetery at Gih-oes, the

granting of a building lease of a piece of land in High-street,

£6,525 for the erection of artisans' dwellings, £3,690 for the

purposes of street improvements, £1,825 for making a new
road adjoining the Spinney Hill Park, and £250 for the erec-

tion of a bridge over the Willow brook from Bridge-road.

Leeds.—The city council have decided to extend the over-

head electric system of traction to the Headingly, Chapel-
town, Unnslet and Uewsbury tramway routes.

Longton.—Local Government Board sanction has been i-e-

ceived by the council to a loan of £20,000 for gasworks pur-
poses.

Loughborough.—At the last meeting of the Water Com-
mittee it was resolved that the borough surveyor bo instructed

to prepare detailed plans and siJeoifications for the provision

of a new sand filter at Nanpautan, and that he advertise for

tenders for carrying out the necessary works. With regard
to the negotiations for the purchase of further land at Black-

brook, it was resolved that the chairman of the committee
and the mayor, with the advisers of the corporation, be re-

quested and empowered to meet the owner with a view to

expedite a settlement, and that such representatives of the

corporation be empowered to closo upon the terms already
offered, or such modification of the same as they may be able

to obtain. The borough surveyor reported as to further

interviews with tlie owners and occupiers of property within
the watershed, and of the action that had been taken as a re-

sult thereof to prevent the possible pollution of the sources of

water supply. The action of the surveyor was approved and
confii-med, and further instructions were given him in the

matter. The report of the committee has been adopted by
the council.

Manchester.—The council have decided to give their con-

sideration to the following resolution :
" That the council be

recommended to apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow the sum of £41,200 for the purpose of de-

fraying money paid by the corporation to the London and
North- Western Railway Company, under the provisions of

the London and North-Western (New Railways) Act, 1878,

for the approach road from Chapel-street, Salford, to the

Exchange Railway station of the company, leaving a balance

of £12,666 to be subsequently borrowed uuder powers to be
obtained by the cor])oration."

Ossett.—The corporation have resohed to visit and inspect

the electric light plant and refuse destructor at Shoreditch,

with a view to ascertaining the practicability of combining

the two works at Ossett.
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Richmond.—At a special Dieetiug of the town council last

week the proposal of the London United Tramways Company
to build a light railway over Richmond Hill was considered,

and it was recommended that tlio council shouhl dissent from
notices received and state that tlieir reasons would be given

when the plans were published, and that the granting of the

order by the Light Railway Commissioners be opposed. The
recommendation was carried unanimously. It was resolved

to petition the Surrey and Middlesex County Councils to

oppose any lines of tramway being laid over the new Kew
bridge.

RydO.—An inquiry, it is understood, will be held at an
early date with reference to an application of tlie council to

borrow £13, .5.50 for esplanade improvements.—A new water
main from Ashey to the town has been commenced.

Sheffield.—The following resolution appeared on recent

minutes of the Tramways Committee :
" That, acting on the

advice of the representative of the British Thomson-Houston
Company, the city surveyor bo authorised to obtain 10,000

yards of iron tubing, lined with cement, required in connec-
tion with the tramways extension to Walkley, at an estim.ated

cost of £725. That the tender of Messrs. Askham Brothers
& Wilson, Limited, for the necessary points and crossings in

connection with tho extension to Walkley from High-street,

amounting to £94(5 13s., be accepted. That an order be given
to Messrs. George F. Milnes & Co., of Birkenhead, for thirteen

double-deck car bodies at £200 each, exclusive of truck and
electrical equipment; and tJiat price and designs be obtained
from the same firm for twelve single-deck cars, all of which
are required for the Walkley extensions."—At a meeting of

the city council last week a letter was read from Messrs.

Bramley & Son announcing that Mrs. Barry, of O.'cted, Surrey,

had given a piece of ground in Jenkin-road as .a recreation

ground.

Southampton.— -'^u ordinary meeting of the council was
held last week, when it was decided to resgind a former
resolution sanctioning the removal of the fish market, and to

proceed with the work of adapting tho " Fish and Kettlo "

premises for office accommodation.

Stoke-on-Trent.—Last week, on the recommendation of the
General Purposes Committee, it was decided to memorialise
the Local Government Board asking for legislation to be
initiated whereby every sanitary authority supplied by a
water company could be empowered to authorise inspection
and the taking of samples at any part of any source or works
of water supply or water purification, and whereby also such
water company could be required to afford reasonable facilities

and information for such inspection and sampling.

Tonbridge.—Local Government Board sanction has been
received by the council to a loan of £1,2.50 for works of

sewerage and another of £700 for street improvements.

Tunbridge Wells.—The town council have been approached
by the Electric Extension Company with a view of establish-

ing an electric tramway in Tunbridge Wells, and the applica-
tion has been delegated to a committee to report upon tlio

matter.

Warrington.—A Local Government Board inquiry was
was hold on Wednesday by Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King con-
cerning an application by the Warrington Corporation for
sanction to borrow £31,933 for purposes of street improve-
ment, £10,000 for the purchase of slot and other meters, and
£700 for the purchase of a recreation ground.

West Hartlepool.—The corporation will shortly issue
tenders for tho erection of an electric lighting station. The
Bub-committoe, who were appointed to submit a report on
refuse destructors, has, after visiting Bradford, Leyton, Old-
ham, St. Luke and Shoreditch, recommended the provision of
a refuse destructor, at a cost of about £5,000 or £6,000.

Yarmouth.—The quarterly meeting of the council was
held last week, when the surveyor reported that he had called
in the inspector of nuisances to mako a complete investigation
of the sanitary condition of tho town hall. The inspector con-
demned tho whole of the sanitary fittings. IJefocts were dis-
covered, and to remedy them would cost £200 to £250. The
surveyor recommended tho erection of an isolated group of
lavatories, at a cost of £-100, in the central court to open to
the air. This was agreed to.—Mr. W. H. Preece, reporting
upon a breakdown at the electric lighting station, said he was
of opinion that the cause was an undue level of water in one
of the old single-drum boilers, and the main question was the
remedy for preventing a similar accident in fnture. The
addition of four high-level indicators would be of advantage
as a safeguard against future mistakes in gauging the water
level. He did not recommend the addition of separators, on
the ground of tho extremely heavy expenditure that would be
involved—£2.50—.and any omission on the part of the engine
driver to observe the level of water in the indicators would at
once lead to a probable accident, .and therefore introduce
further danger. Mr. Preece, however, suggested an improved
system of drainage, which he could conveniently include in
the new extensions. Mr. Preece's report closed with the
following paragraph :

" It is well to bear in mind that, what-
ever precautions are taken in arranging safely devices, such
precautions are rendered useless if carelessness is shown by
the workmen. It is impossible to design work which is en-
tirely independent of this contingency." The council adopted
the suggestions contained in Mr, Preece's report.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Auckland.—At the last meeting of the district council a

committee submitted a scheme for the widening of a portion
of South Church-road, near St. Anne's schools. After a long
discussion, in which a member expressed disappointment at
the road not being set still further back, the scheme was
adopted.

Bilston.—In returning thanks for his re-election, the chair-
man of this body, at a meeting held last week, referred to
the sewerage of tho town, and said that a scheme would be
prepared and brought before the council during tho year. No
doubt tho work would prove expensive, but the ratepayers
must take into consideration the improved sanitary condition
of the town that would result and that tho health of the
residents would benefit.—The General Purposes Committee
stated that a letter had been received from the solicitors to
the Birmingham Canal Company, giving notice of the inten-
tion of the company to stop the passage of water from tho
filter-beds at the Lunt into the canal.

Brightlingsea.—The district council are applying for
power to purchase the local waterworks for the sum of £-4,500.

Bromsgrove.—The district council, at their meeting on
Wednesday of. last week, adopted a scheme for demolishing
tho Roundabout and effecting a much-needed street im-
provement. The plans for the scheme, which have been pre-
pared by Mr. G. H. Gadd, architect to the council, show that
the Roundabout will be swept entirely away, and a bridge
will be erected across tho street in line with the fire-engine
house on the one side and tho present urinal on the other.
Footways will bo jjrovided on each side of the road. At tho
present time the narrowest portion of the street available for
vehicles is only about 11 ft., and the roadway will be increased
to 33 ft., the accommodation for vehicular and pedestrian
traffic being thus greatly improved. It is also proposed to
erect a new urinal of glazed white bricks at the south end of
the bridge, threo times as large as the present one.

Caerphilly.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held
last week concerning an application of the council for sanc-
tion to borrow £36,000 for the execution of a scheme of
drainage.

Chiswick.—The following resolution was last week passed
by the council :

" That a statement of the dealings of the late
district council with the Bourne and Grant Electricity Supply
Company, Limited, and a copy of the con-espondence between
the said parties, together with a copy of the agreement
originally entered into, be supplied by the clerk to each
member of the present council and also to the public press,
and that all necessary steps be at once taken to re-acquiro
the electric lighting power of tho parish."

Hampton.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held by Major-Genoral II. D. Crozier concerning an applica-
tion of the council for sanction to borrow £6,000 for works
of sewerage and sewage disposal.

Hebden Bridge.—The new offices which have been erected
for the USB of the council were opened on the 11th inst.
The members of the council met at tho old premises and
afterwards proceeded to the new ones, where a gold key was
presented by Mr. W. F. Horsfall, on behalf of tlie members
and officials, to Mr. E. J. Crossley, the chairman of the
council, who then formally opened the building. The cost of
the new premises has amounted to £2,8(X).

Ilford.—Mr. H. Percy Bonlnois, m.i.c.e., last week held an
inquiry on behalf of the Local Government Board with re-
ference to an application of the district council for sanction
to borrow £12,350for public street improvements and surface-
water drainage, £1,385 for private street improvements, and
£700 for the construction of an underground convenience iu
tho Broadway.

Little Crosby.—A Local Government Board inquiry has
been held witli respect to an application of tho district coun-
cil for power to borrow a sura of £3,000 for purposes of
street improvement. Mr. Thomas Dixon, sui-veyor to the
council, explained the proposals.

Mablethorpe.—A letter was last week received from the
Local Government Board pointing out that it would be
necessary to adopt Part 111 of the Public Health Act of
1890 to give the district council the requisite powers to effect
a loan for the purpose of carrying out the proposed improve-
ments, and stating that if the plans, as regarded tho Tunnel
Head piomenade, were amended so that the foundations of
the slopes would be carried down 12 in. in the clay along the
full length of the slope, and no concrete of less strength than
one part of cement to six parts of the aggregate would be
used in the foundations of other parts of the work, the board
would have no objection to them ; but before sanctioning any
loan in respect of the proposers' contribution they would re-
quire to be satisfied that the works were to be permanently
set apart as a public walk, whatever other purposes the
Commissioners of Sewers intended tho works to falfil, and to
be informed what the exact amount of the contribution woidd
be. They deferred the consideration of the application with
respect to the other improvements, requesting to be fm-nished
with revised plans, providing for the foundations being
carried down to the clay and an assurance that all the neces-
sary rights and consents had been obtained. The snrvevor
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was requested to prepare an eatimate of the cost of carrying

out the work at tlie tunnel head in accordance with tliese re-

quirements, and a special meeting was fixed to be held on
Saturday last to receive his report and come to a final

decision.

Moreoambei—The scheme of sewerage and sewage dis-

posal prepared by Mr. H. Bertram Nichols, of Birmingham,
was on the 11th inst. adopted by the district council. It was
also resolved to apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £60,000 to carry out the scheme.

PIPE GUPS.

We give an illustration uf a novelty in the shape of a new
form of pipe clip, which has been brought out by Messrs.

Charles Winn & Co., the proprietors of the well-known
St. Thomas Works, Birmingham, "to take the place of cum-
bersome and more expensive means of fixing lead and other

pipes." Made of wrought steel, bright-tinned, they combine
lightness with strength. Although inexpensive, these clips

seem good and well adapted for the purpose for which they
are designed. Samples, with particulars as to the sizes and
prices, can be obtained from the makers.

Channel Interceptor and Fixed Spirit Level.—Messrs.
J. H. Sankey & Sou, Canning Town, E., are now supply-
ing their channel interceptor with a fixed spirit level, the
object being to enable the right position of the intercepting

trap to be determined at once without trouble. The spirit

level is fitted into a bed in the bend of the interceptor, and
thus the makers claim it can at once be seen if the inter-

cepting trap is correctly laid and with the proper fall, which,
of course, is most important to ensure proper trapping and
easy flow.

Electrical Power at Bristol.—We understand that arrange-
ments have been made for driving and lighting by electricity

the works of the Bristol Waggon and Carriage Works Com-
pany, Limited, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. The generators and
motors will be on the Brown-Boveri system, and are to be
supplied by Messrs. T. Richardson & Sons, of Hartlepool,
who hold the concession for this country. The whole of the
contract has been placed in the hands of Messrs. Geipel &
Lange, 68 Victoria-street, Westminster, 8. VV., wlio are Messrs.
Bichardson's agents for the south of England and for Wales.

~~ ADVERTISEMENT
Received too late for Classification.

LOWER BEBINGTON URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYOR.
The Lower Bebiogton Urban District Council invite appli-

cations from candidates for the office of Surveyor to the dis-
trict, which falls vacant on the 30th day of June next.
Applicants will be expected to be proficient in Road-

making and Sewering, in Surveying, Levelling and Draughts-
manship, and in design and construction of work.s usually
carried out in an important urban district, including the pre-
paration of working drawings, specifications and accurate
bills of quantities.

Salary to commence at £170 per annum ; age not to exceed
thirty-five; and the selected candidate will be required to
devote his whole time and attention to the duties of his
office. Other conditions being equal, a preference would be
given to an A.M.I.C.K.

Applications, accompanied by testimonials, to be sent to
me, at the address named below, endorsed "Surveyor," on or
before the 10th day of June next.

Canvassing will be considered a disqualification,
(By order)

TfiOMAS SPBOAT,
Law Clerk.

5 Castle-street, Liverpool.

17th May, 1898.

ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AN D COUNTY ENGINEERS.

Syllabus of Examinations.
A revised syllabus of the voluntary pass examinations held

by the Association has just been issued. The examinations
occupy two days, and the arrangements are, as far as pos-

sible, as follows : First day, 10 to 1, engineering; 2 to 4, sani-

tary science ; 5 to 7, municipal and local government law.

Second day, 9 to 11.30, building construction; 12, vicd-voce

examination. The fee for each examination is 4 guineas. Two
or more examinations are held in each year, one, at least, in

April, in London, and one, at least, in some provincial town,
to be fixed on by the council. The next examination will be
held in Manchester in October. Thesyllabns is supplemented
by the examination papers set to the candidates at the
examination in April last, as examples of the questions set.

Annual Meeting,
The annual meeting of the Association will be held in Edin-

burgh on Thursday, Friday and Satm-day, the 30th June and
1st and 2nd July. Members who desire to contribute papers

for this meeting are requested to send the titles to the secre-

tary on or before the Ist of June.

Thos. Cole, a.m.i.c.e., Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, S.W.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF WATERWORKS
ENGINEERS.

Annual Meeting.
The third annual geueral meeting of the members of the

above association will be held at the Hartley College, South-

ampton, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. The
chair, after the preliminary proceedings, will be taken by the

president-elect, Mr. W. Matthews, f.g.s., m.i.c.e., waterworks
engineer to the Southampton Corporation. The following is

the programme:

—

Tuesday, 24th May.
10.30 a.m.—The proceedings will be opened by the mayor

welcoming the association to Southampton, confirma-

tion of minutes of the last general meeting, election

of scrutineers of ballot for officers, scrutineers' report

of ballot for officers, introduction of new president by
retiring president, election of scrutineers of ballot for

incoming members and associates, presidential address,

election of auditors, scrutineers' report of ballot for

incoming members and associates, adjournment for

luucheon.

1.30 p.m.—Members and visitors will be entertained at

luncheon by the mayor.

3 p.m.—Continuation of business at the Hartley College

;

reading and discussion of papers.

Wednesday, 25th Mat.
10 a.m.—Reading and discussion of papers; adjournment for

luncheon.

1.4.5 p.m.—Visit to the works of the South Hants Water-
works Company, at Timsbury (wells, headings, pump-
ing station and softening works on the subsiding
system).

7.30 p.m.—Annual dinner at the Dolphin Hotel.

TiruKsDAY, 26th May.
10 a.m.—Reading and discussion of papers; adjom-nment for

luncheon.

2 p.m.—A''isit to the Southampton waterworks atOtterboume
(wells, headings, pumping station, quarries and soften-

ing works with mechanical filtration).

Friday, 27th May.
9 a.m.—Visit to the Foxbury works of the Gosport Water-

works Company (pumping station, well, headings and
water tower), and to the Havant and Bedhampton
works of the Portsmouth Waterworks Company
(springsof extraordinary volume and pumping stations).

List of Papers to be Read.
The following is the list of papers and communications to

be submitted to the meeting :
" The Chemical and Bac-

terial Examination of Water," by Percy F. Frankland,
PH.D., B.sc.LOND., F.R.s. ;" Extension of Filter Beds, &c.. Service
Reservoir and Water Tower, Cardiff," by C. H. Priestley,
a.m.i.c.e. ;

" The Sources of Town Water Supplies, and their

Bearings upon the Public Health," by R. E. W. Berrington,
a.m.i.c.e. ;

" Gosport Water Supply," by E.T.Hildred, a.m.i.c.e.

Short descriptions of the Poitsmouth, Southampton and
South Hants works have been prepared and will be circulated

at the meeting, but they will not be read or discussed.
Tickets for the visits and for the annual dinner must be ob-
tained in advance from the secretary, Mr. W. H, Brothers,

8 Holly-road, Eigbaston, Birmingham'.

Sheffield Society of Architects and Surveyors. — We
have received from thii) society n copy of tlio report and
etateiuent of accounts to;- the year ended .4pril, 1898, which
was submitted at the reofrnt annual meeting of the society.

The president's address, the rules uf the society, the list ef
members and the library catalogue, are also iuoluded.
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Personal.

A resident electrical engineer will shortly be nppointed by
the Poplar Board of Works.

Prof. Henry Adams, m.i.c.e., i'.s.i., has been appointed a

member of the board of examinora of the Sanitary Institate.

The question of the appointment of a new gas manager to

the Teignmoutli Urban District Council has been referred to

a committee.

It was on Tuesday decided by the Loddon and Clavering

Rural District Council lo invite applicaiions for the post of

surveyor to tlio district.

The Corporation of Glasgow have selected Mr. John
Christie, electrical engineer to tlie Londonderry Corporation,

to fill the post of station engineer.

Mr. Edwin Johnson has been appointed assistant surveyor
and building inspector to the Litherland Urban District

Council, at a salary of £110 per annnm.

At the mimthly meeting of the Llandrindod Wells Urban
District Council, held on Saturday, seventeen applications for

the vacant post of surveyor were received.

Mr. Daniel Ledson, Liverpool Corporation sewage farm,
Walton, has been appointed manager of the sewage farm of

the LeigVi and Atherton Joint Sewerage Board.

Mr. J. C. A. Ward, of the mains department of the St. Pan-
eras Vestry, has been appointed to the post of electric

mains superintendent under the (ilasgow Corporation.

The Wallasay Urban District Council liavo accepted the
competitive designs of Messrs. Maxwell & Tuke, architects,

Manchester, for the erection of the new central hospital at

Liscard.

It is reported that Mr. Albert Massey, chemist at the Gay-
thorn station of the Manchester Corporation gasworks, has
been appointed to succeed Mr. Naylor .as manager of the

Droylsden station.

The Health Committee of tha Liverpool Corporation have
recommended that Mr. James Morgan, chief surveyor of roads,

whose present salary is £400 per annum, be appointed deputy
city engineer, at a salary of i.WO per annum.

On Monday, at the fortnightly meeting of the Worksop
Urban District Council, Mr. T. Kidd, the surveyor, tendered
his resignation, which was accepted with regret. Mr. Kidd
is leaving Worksop to take up similar duties at Swadlincote.

Mr. J. Gibson, g.as m.anager to the Beverley Corporation,

has been granted an increase of salary. It has also been de-

cided by the council to present Mr. Gibson with the sum of

£75 for extra work in connection with various improvements
and extensions.

Mr. D. M. F. Gaskin, m.inst.c.e., civil and consulting en-
gineer, Liverpool, has been appointed as the consulting engi-

neer to the Newton-in-Makertield Urban District Council.

Mr. Gaskin is an old Liverpool Corporation official, and served
under Mr. Thomas Duncanson and Mr. G. F. Deacon.

At the quarterly meeting of the Darlington Town Council
on the 5th inst. the Gas Committee recommended that a
works manager be advertised for, to act under the gasworks
engineer, at a salary of £150 per annum, with house, coal, Ac,
free. The recommendation was unanimously adopted.

At a recent meeting of the Winchester City Council the
Public Batlis Committee reported that twenty-four plans for

the proposed baths had been sent in, and they had secured
the services of Mr. Jones, of Ealing, as assessor, to advise the
committee upon the monetary awards for the best plans sub-

mitted.

Mr. Chisholm, the burgh surveyor of Peterhead, has been
appointed water inspector at an additional salary, and has
already taken over the duties of the post. Mr. Chisholm, it

is understood, has had a large and varied oxperieuco with
the work of water supply and is now well acquainted with
the supply of his own town.

The marriage of Mr. G. Herbert Bayley, A. m.inst.c.e., en-
gineer, arcliitect and survejor, of Temple Chambers, Man-
chester and Craybrow Lymm, Cheshire, with Alice, only
daughter of Mr. J. T. Tomlinson, M.R.c.s., of Woodcote,
Anerley, London, will take place on the 9th June at the
village chnrch of St. Oswald's, Lower Peover, Cheshire.

The Electric Light Committee recommended the Hamp-
Btead Vestry at their last meeting to engage a pupil wlio

should have had at least two years' electrical training, the
pupil to pay a premium of £U'0 for one year, of which £35
should go to the engineer and £15 to the assistant engineer.
An amendment that the (|uestiou be postponed for six months
was passed, however, witii only one dissentient.

At the last monthly meeting of the West Hartlepool Town
Council an application was read from Mr. J. ^V. Brown, the
borough surveyor, for an increase of salary. Ho pointed out
that there was a new sewerage scheme, which would cost

£711,000 or £100,000, being proceeded with. He suggested
that they pay him £250 per annum for the work so long as it

lasted, which would probably ba not more than seven years.
The matter was referred to .a committee.

Mr. Henry Augustus Robinson, c.B., has been appointed
vice-president of the Local Government Board in Ireland, in
the room of Sir George Morris, who has retired under the age
rule. Mr. Robinson was formerly one of the board's inspect-
ors, and more recently one of the members of the board.
Mr. William Lawson Micks and Mr. Thomas Joseph Stafford
have been appointed commissioners (m the board.

On Thursday, at a meeting of the Cardiff Public Works
Committee, a letter was read from Mr. Lewis W. Harpur
resigning his position of junior surveying assistant on the
borough engiueer's stail, on account of his appointment as
resident engineer of the Margam waterworks. The com-
mittee decided to promote Mr. Charles Harpur to the position
vacated by his brother. The position vacated by Mr. Charles
Harpur is th.at of articled pupil, to which, of course, no salary
is attached.

At a recent meeting of the Luton Town Council a letter

was read from Mr. A. E. Prescott, the assistant surveyor, re-

signing his position and asking to be allowed to cease work
on the 13tli of May, in order that he might be enabled to
take up his new duties as early as possible. Ho thanked
the council for the confidence they had shown him during his
term of office and sincerely regretted his severance from the
town and corporation. The resignation was accepted, it being
decided to adopt a testimonial jilacing on record the corpora-
tion's appreciation of the able, efficient and satisfactory manner
in which Mr. Prescott had discharged his important duties.

Last week, at a meeting of the East Sussex County Council,
it was decided to adopt the report of a committee who had
been appointed to consider and report as to the future
arrangements to be made for the performance of the duties
of county surveyor. The committee recommended the accept-
ance of the resignation of the iiresent official, Mr. Card, and
his appointment as consulting engineer for the county, at a
salary of £200 per annum. A member, in moving the adop-
tion of the committee's resolution, referred to Mr. Card's long
services (nearly fifty years), and said that no man could have
had the interest of the county more at heart or have served
it more efficiently. The appointment woulij be a grateful
recogiiition of his services, and, he hoped, satisfactory to tha
council at the same time.

Mr. John Anderson, of the Perth burgh surveyor's de-
partment, was recently presented with a handsome case
of mathematical instruments on the occasion of his leaving
Perth to fill the post of assistant to the burgh engineer
of Aberdeen. A member of the council, who made the
presentation, complimented Mr. Anderson on his success,
saying that he had formed a very high opinion of his abilities

and was sure that when he went to Aberdeen he would prove
himself to be a credit to the city to which he belonged. Mr.
M'Killop, the burgh surveyor, also spoke to Mr. Anderson's
qualifications, and said that he had been of great help to him iu

the largo amount of work that was going through his office,

especially during the last few months. Mr. Anderson replied
in suitable words, and thanked his friends for the useful gift

he had been presented with and for the kind wo<-ds expressed
for his future welfare.

Last week, at a meeting of the Exmouth Urban District

Council, it was reported that consideration had been given to

the seventy-three applications received for the post of sur-

veyor and the following gentlemen selected for interview :

Messrs. W. H. Harding (Malvern), W. H. G. Reiser (Torqu,ay),

H. Richardson (Scarborough) and R. H. Clucas (Douglas,
Isle of Man). Mr. Harding has since been appointed to tho
post. Some correspondence has appeared in a local paper to

the effect that the appointment was pre-arranged. A Tor-
quay paper has published the following paragraph in reference
to the matter : Mr. Keiser, the Torquay Corporation assistant

surveyor, was among the applicants for the post of surveyor
of Exmouth, but in consequence of a correspondence which
has taken place in the newspapers, which he considered
would be derogatory to him should he obtain the appoint-
ment, he withdrew his name from among tliose who were
selected to appear before tlie district council.

The Municip.al Buildings Committee of the Godalming
Corporation recommended the council at their last meeting
to pay the sum of £25 to Mr. S. Welman for his trouble iu

surveying and reporting upon the various sites suitable for

the proposed municipal buildings. They further recom-
mended that the following firms or architects be invited to

compete for the proposed buildings— i/;., Messrs. Ardrow &
Dawson, Westminster ; Mr. Charles Bell, London, K.C.

;

Messrs. Colson, Farrow & Nisbet, Winchester and London
;

Mr. John Jackson, London, E.C. ; Messrs. Lanchester Stewart
& Rickards, London, W.C. ; Mr. Henry Moon, Godalming;
Mr. E. R. Robson, Westminster ; Mr. J. W. Stevens, London,
E.C; Mr. A. II. Tiltman, London, W.C; Mr. A. H. Verstage,
Godalming; Mr. Samuel Welman, Godalming; and Messrs.
Woodhouse & Willoughby, Manchester ; and that Mr. E. W.
Mountford, f.r.i.b.a., be appointed assessor, at a fee not ex-

ceeding 25 guineas. The recommendations were adopted.
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APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
Mvertii too late for classljication cannot be

ies until the following week.

Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.—May 20th.

—

Harpenden Urban District Council. £75. — Mr. Frederic

Eyles, clerk to the council.

Assistant Surveyor.—May 20th.—Connty Borough of

Burnley. £150.—Mr. Wra. T. Pullalove, town clerk.

Deputy City Surveyor.—May 23rd.— Corporation of Car-

lisle. £150.—Mr. Henry C. Marks, a.m.i.c.e., city enrveyor.

StJRVEYOR OP Highways. — May 24th.— Haverfordwest
Rural District Council. £110.—Mr. John James, clerk to

the conncil.

Engineer and Secretary.—May 21th.— Hartlepool Port
and Harbour Commissioners. £400.— Mr. S. Herbert Belk,

law clerk to the commissioners.

Senior Asslstant.—May 24th.—City of Liverpool. £200.
—Mr. llarcourt E. Clare, town clerk.

Engineer.—May 25th.— Metropolitan Asylama Board.
£600.—Mr. T. Dnncombe Mann, clerk to the board, Norfolk
House, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.

Surveyor.—May 25th.—Bexley Urban District Conncil.
£200.—Mr. Thos. G. Baynea, clerk to the council.

Temporary Surveyor's Assistant.—May 26th.—Ashton-
npon-Mersey Urban District Council.—Mr. James Diggle,

surveyor to the conncil.

Assistant Engineer.—May 26th.—Corporation of Water-
ford. £4.—Mr. James J. Freely, town clerk.

Clerk ok Works.—May £6th.—Corporation of Waterford.
£3.—Mr. James J. Freely, town clerk.

Building Foreman.— May 27th.—Walthamstow Urban
District Conncil. £3 lOs.— Mr. E. J. Gowen, clerk to the
council.

Water Inspector.—May 2Sth.—Llandudno Urban District

Council. 30s.—Mr. E. Paley Stephenson, a.m.i.c.e., engineer
to the council.

Assistant Engineer and Surveyor.—June 1st.—Heston
and Isleworth Urban District Council. £140.—Mr. W. A.
Davies, a.m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to the council.

Surveyor.—June 1st.—Worksop Urban District Council.

£150.—Mr. Geo. H. Featherston, clerk to the council.

Sanitary Inspector.—June 2nd.— Vestry of Lambeth.
£120.—Mr. Henry J. Smith, clerk to the vestry.

Sanitary Inspector.—June 4th.—Corporation of Warwick.
—Mr. Brabazon Campbell, town clerk.

Clerk of Works.—June 4th.—Tring Urban District Coun-
cil. £3 33.—Mr. A. W. A'aisey, clerk to the council.

City Engineer.—Juno 15th.—Corporation of the City of

Cape Town. £800.—Messrs. Davis & Soper, 54 St. Mary-axe,
London, E.G.

City Engineer.—Aupruat 31st.—Corporation of Welling-

ton, New Zealand. £800.—Agent-General for New Zealand,

London.

Clerk of Works.—Nuneaton and Chilvers Colon Urban
District Council. £2 10s.— Mr. J. S. Pickering, a.m.i.c.k.,

waterworks engineer to the council.

COMPETITIONS.
ire received foo Uife for classification cannot be

hese eurnmartes until tke following iceek.

Tipton.—May 2fitb.—liaying out of 33 acres of land for a public park
and recreation ground, at a cost of £4,0l'0, for the urban district coiiueil,

—Mr. W. H. Jukes, surveyor to the council.

Wallsend.—June 1st.—Layincr-out of a public parV, containing about
13 acres, situated near the okl villig^e of Wallsend, for the urban district

council. £50 and t'M.—Mr, W. ti. Uagliah, clerk to the council, 28 Sand-
hill, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Salfokd.—June 7th.—Erection of three chnpels, offices, lodge,

entrance gates and boundary wall at the proposed cemetery, Langley-
road and Agecroft-road, I'elidlebury. £50, £ai» and £20.—Mr. Samuel
iirown,town clerk.
East Ham.—Juno 2-lth.—Erection of public offices, library and tech-

nical institute, fire engine station, public baths and offices lor sanitary
department, tue whole to cost about £55,000, for the urban district

council. 100 guineas and 50 guineas.—Mr. W. H. Savage, surveyor to

the council.

Waeeikgtoit.—July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,
&c. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
fcurveyor.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
AdveriitemenU which are received too late for clti$$ificafion cannot he

included in these summaries until the following week.

Sutton Colt>fiei.d.—May 20th,—Various private street vrorks.

—

Mr. C. F. Marston, a.m.i.c.e., boroughengmecr and surveyor.

BBiGnTON.—May 20ih.—tupply of Portland cement for the year
ending JOth June, 1899.—Mr. i'Vancia J, C, May, m.i.c.e., borough en-
gineer and surveyor.

AKNAif .—May 21st,—Erection of a public slaughter-house on the Eurgh
3Ierse.—Mr. A. Tweedie, burgh surveyor.

Newton-ik-Makeufield.—May 21st.—Erection of a mortuary build-

ing in the yard of the town hall, EarUatown, for iho urban district

council.—Mr. W. W. Shirley, clerk to thecouncd.

UsBBinoE.—May 23rd.—Erection of a foreman's house at the eewage
"works, Uxbiidge Moor, and the painting and repair of the buildingsat
the.waterworks, for the urban district council.—Mr. William L. Eves,
Buiveyor to the council^

Wakefiet.d,—May 23rd.—Construction of a sewage well and the
erection of an engine-house, &c., at Calder Vale.—Mr, Richard Porter,
city surveyor.

Burt.—May 23rd.—Forming, paving and flagging works in various
streets.—The Borough Engineer.

IIoRNMET.— May 23rd.— Sewering, levelling, paving, metalling,
channelling and making-good of Oakley-gardens and the construction
of about 336 ft, of new 0-in. pipe sewer in Muswell Hdl-place, for the
urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer to the council.

East Ham,—May 23rd.—Supply and fixing of a quantity of wrought-
iron railings, &c., for the urban district council,—Mr. SV. H. Savage,
surveyor to the council.

BcxTOM",—May 23rd.—Supply of about 100 tons of best Portland
cement, for tho urban district council.—Mr. William Hedley Grieves,
surveyor to the council.

Dublin.-May 23rd.—Supply of various electrical mains and appa-
ratus, for the corijoration.—Dr. A. B. W. Kennedy, 17 Victoria-street,
London, S.W.

HuDDEEt^FiEi-D.—May 24th.—Construction of about 1,593 lineal yards
of brick culvert, 2 ft. G in. diameter, from a point in Wakefield-road,

near Fleming House-lane, to Fenay bridge.—The Borough Surveyor.
Southampton,—May 2*ith.—Erection of a public convenience in

Chapel-road.—Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, borough engineer.

Buuton-on-Trent.—May 25th.—Supply and delivery of sludge carts,
water carts, sand carts, &c.—Mr. George T. Lynam, borough surveyor.

Sheffield.—May 25th.—Erection of foremen's houses, bath-rooms,
boundary walls, &c., at the destructor site, Lumlej'-street, Attercliffe.

—

Mr. Charles F. Wike, city surveyor.

Basingstoke,—Jlay 25th,—Supply and delivery of a four-wheeled
waLer-vau to hold 300 gallons.—Mr. George Fitton, borough surveyor.

Deal.—May 25th,—Laying of about 2,500 yards of new water mains.
—Mr. J. F. CuUen, water engineer to the corporation,

Falkirk.—May 25th.—Alterations at the town hall.—Mr. David
Ronald, burgh surveyor.

RiPON.—May 25th,—Supply of a set of four purifiers, 14. ft. square,
and the erection of a shed tor same at the gasworks.—Mr. M. Kirkley,
tuwn clerk.

RuQBT.—May 25th.—Erection and completion of an engine-house
and foundations for new engines at the Avon waterworks, for the urban
district council.—Mr. D. G. MacDonald, a.m.i.c.k., surveyor and water-
works engineer to the council.

SuNBuitT-ON-THAMEa.—May 2Cth.—Supply and delivery of various
road materials, for the urban district council.—Mr. Harold F. Coales,
surveyor to the council.

Daewen.—May 26th.—Erection of the various buildings comprised
in the new electricity supply works, and also for the chimney in connec-
tion with the refuse destructor works in Robin Bank-road.—The
Borough Engineer.

East Suffolk.—May 27th.—Erection of a police station at Sonth-
wold, for the county council.—Mr. H. Miller, m.i.c.e., county surveyor,
Ipswich.

Walthamstow.—May 27th.—Supply of various materials for the
erection of an isolation hospital, tor the urban district council.—Mr.
G. W. Holmes, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor to the council.

Hull.—May 27tli.—Alterations and additions to tho administrative
block at the sanatorium.—Mr. A. E. White, city engineer.

Hull.—May 27th.—Construction of a roof over the sale pens at the
cattle market.—Mr. A. E. White, city surveyor.

Siteuborne.— May 28th. — Erection of a water-wheel and the
supply of one 22 actual horse-power Crossley gas engine, for the urban
district council.—Mr. James Douglas, clerk to the council.

Epping.—May 28th,—Supply of 1,100 tons of granite, for the rural
district council,—Mr. R. D. Trotter, clerk to the conned.

CowES.—May 2Sth,—Supply of deep-well pumping machinery, for the
urban district council.—Mr. J, W. Webster, engineer and surveyor to
the council.

Sandbach.—May 28th.—Construction of new brick depositing tanks
at the pumping station, for the urban district couucU.-Mr. A. E.
Stringer, clerk to the council.

Cirencester.-May 28th.—Well-sinking works on the glebe land at
Coates, for the rui-al district council.—Mr. H. L. Cooke, clerk to the

Edinburgh.—May 30th.—Erection of public baths, for the Stock-
bridge district in the Glenogle-road.—Mr. Morham, city superintendent
of works.

Shrewsbury.—May 31st.—Supply of about 1,300 superficial yards of

2i-in. Yorkshire fiagging and 1,000 lineal yards of kerbing.—Mr. W,
Chappie Eddowes, borough surveyor.

Warrington.—May 31st.-^Erection of agrcenhouse at the cemetery.

—

Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough surveyor,

Buxton.—May 31st.—Supply of about 1,400 lineal yards of 4-in, and
GOO lineal yards of 3-in. cast-iron socket and spigot pipes, for the urban
district council,—Mr. Wilham Hedley Grieves, surveyor to the council.

Mexborough.-May 31st.—Levelling, kerbing, flagging, channelling
and other works in Pitt-strcet, for the urban district council.—Mr. G.
Fcnwick Carter, Eurvc3'or to the council.

Hertford.—June 1st.—Construction of a weir across the river Lea,
a buiding for pumping plant, reservoir and cast-iron mains for supply-
ing water to tnc parish of Bayford, for the rural district council.—Mr.
G. Chattortou, -10 Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster, London, S.W.
Buckinghamshire.—Jnno 1st.—Erection of a 22-ft. span brick and

steel girder bridge over the river Chess at Latimer Ford.—Mr. R. J.
Thomas, county surveyor, Aylesbury.

Leyland.—Juno 4th.—Construction of precipitation tanks, filters,

resen'oirs, engine and boiler house, conduits, subsoil drainage, »!tc., for
the urban district council.—Mr. William Wrennali, y Harrington-street,
Liverpool.

Leyland.—Jane 4th.—Construction of about 1,400 lineal yards of
15-in., 12-in. and 9-in. sewers, with manholes, &c., tor the urban district
council.—Mr. William Wrennali, Harrington-street, Liverpool.

Worcester.—June 4th.—Supply and erection at the waterworks of a
boiler, 25 tt. long by 7 ft. Gin. diameter.—Mr. Thomas Caink, a.m.i.c.e.,
city enguieer.

HoRNSEY.—June 6th.—Erection of a park-keeper's lodge in Queen's
Wood, Highgate, lor the urban district council.—Mr. E. J, Lovegrove,
surveyor to the council.

Bingham.—June 8th,—Erection of a culvert, 3 ft. in diameter and
about 70 yards long, for the rural district council.—Mr. K. H. Beau-
mont, clerk to the council.

Blackburn.—June 8th.—Erection of an iron conservatory and palm-
bouse at the corporation park,—Mr, William Stubbs, a,m.i.c,e., borough
and water engineer.

Slough.—June 11th.—Making-up of the streets knovra as Chalvey
Vale, unaer the Private Street Works Act, 1892, for the urban district
council.—Mr. G. H. Charsley, clerk to the council.

ToTNEs.—June 20th.—Construction of outfall «ewage purification
works.—Mr. W. F. ToUitt, borough surveyor.
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TENDERS.

•accepted,

ASIIBY-DE-LA-ZOUCH. — For tho suppb' of In-oken granite, road

stonG, granite setts and randoms, for the urban district council.—

Mr. G. H. Lilley, surveyor to tlie council :—

Broken Stone.—Ellis & Kverard,* x, Os., xx, 6s.. Od., xxx, 58. Cd.; Cliarn-

wood Granite Company,' x, Cs., xx, 68. 6d., xxx, 6s. M.: Whitwick
Granite Comnany, x, 6s. Id., xx, 6s. 4d., xxx, 6s. lOd.; NarborouKli

and Enderby Granite Company, x, 78. 9d., xx, 78. 9d., xxx, 7s. 9d.;

Forest Rock Granite Company, x, Oa. Id., xx, 6s. Id., xxx, 6s. Id.;

J. G. Shields (limestone), x, 3s. Ud., xx, 3s. Ud., xxx, Ss. lid.;

Mountsorrel Granite Company, x, 8s. 3d., xx, 8s. 9d., xxx, Gs.;

Mountsorrel Granite Company, Stoney Stanton, x, 7s. 9d., xx, 8s.,

xxx, 6s.; Salisbury & Woou, x, 8s., xx, 83. 3d., xxx, Gs. 3d.; Clifle

Hill Granite Company, x, fls., xx, 6s. 3d., xxx, 6s. 6d.

Screenings.-Ellis & Everard,* 3s. 6d.; Charnwood Granite Company,*
3s. 6d.; Whitwick Granite Company, 33. lid.; Forest Rock Granite
Company, 33. 6d.; J. G. Shields (limestone), 3s. lid.; Mountsorrel
Granite Company, 68.; Mountsorrel Granite Company, Stoney
Stanton, 6s.; Clifle Hill Granite Company, 38. Cd.

Gravel.—Ellis & Kverard,* i in., 3s.6d., Jin., 3s.6d., Jin. 3s.6d.; Charn-
wood Granite Company,* Jin., 3s. 6d., J in., 3s. 6d., Jin.,38. 6d.;

Whitwick Granite Company, Jin., 4s. 7d., j in., 38. lid., |in.,

4s. 3d.; Narborough and Enderby Granite Company, Jin., 53. 9d.,

^in., 5s. 6d., Jin., 6s. 6d.; Forest Rock Granite Company, }in.,

33. 7d., Jin., 3s. 4d., Jin., 3s. 6d.; J. G. Shields (limestone), Jin.,

3s. lld.,iin., 3s. lid., Jin., 38. lid.; Mountsorrel Granite Company,
Jin., 7s. 6d., -Jin., 7s.; Mountsorrel Granite Company, Stoney
Stanton, iin.,es. 6d., Jin. 6s. 6d.; Salisbury & Woon, J in., 63. 6d.,

iin., 68. 3d., J in., 6s.; ClifEeHill Granite Company, J in., 48. 6d., Jm.,
4s., Jin., 4s.

Setts (4 in. by 4 in.).—Ellis & Everard,* 22s. Gd.; Narhorough and
Enderby Granite Company, 26s. lOd.; Mountsorrel Granite Com-
pany. Stoney Stanton, 26s. 6d.; Salisbury & Woon, 28s. 6d.; Clifle

Hill cjranite Company, 233.

Randoms.-Elhs & Everard,* Us. Cd.; Mountsorrel Granite Company,
14b.; Salisbury & Woon, 13a. 3d.; Cliffe Hill Granite Company,
10s. 6d.

Dressed Randoms.—Ellis & Everard,* 158.; Mountsorrel Granite Com-
pany, 20s.; Mountsorrel Granite Company, Stoney Stanton, 198. Cd.;

Salisbury & Woon, I83. 3d.; Cliffe Hill Granite Company, 13s.

(All quotations per ton.)

BRENTFORD.—For the making-up of Somereet-road, for the urban
district council.—Mr. Nowell Parr, surveyor to the council :

—

W. Macklin, Hanwell £462
W. Parker, Brentford 435

W. Swaker, Chiswick 42S
J. Ball, Chi.swick* 353

COLWTN BAY.—For the supply of the plant for the proposed electric

lighting works, for the urban' district council.—Mr. William Jones,
A.5I.I.C.E., engineer and surveyor to the council :

—

Gas Plant. Steam Plant.

Efkevsley k Co., Jlauchester
1;. T' !

, \l,u, ^irr*

1; 1
I

' iiipany, Prescot ...

;-
' '.. Westminster

^!,i : \ 1 ij.i
i . \\\:Stmin8ter

II. J .1. 'I.., Salford
l.rM. ^ .:iA To,, Shrewsbury
Laiirg, Wharton & Down, London
Brook, Hirst & Co., Chester
Crompton & Co., Limited, London
Donnison, Barber, & Co., Mancliester ..

J. Maxwell & Sons, Dundee
J. Loraax, Kendall & Co., Manchester,.
G. Hill & Co., Manchester
Rhodes, Webster & Co., Bradford
Walsall Electric Company, Walsall
BeLshaw & Co., Chester
W. Lucy & Co., Oxford
Connisson, Berlyn 4 Co., Liverpool
Lightfoot Brothers, Manchester
J. Haynes & Co., Limited, Liverpool ..

CROMER.—For the erection of public conveniences for both sexes on
the sea front, for tho urban district council.—Mr. A. F. Scott, sur-

veyor to the council ;

—

r;:,: ',.;; -n, I'll, Cromer £1,6S4
.1 1: , ,1., Cromer 1,390

111: \ i;i
V Lb, Cromer 1,3^^4

liMi-, r.iilsham* 1,325

£1,971 £2,101
1,469 1,589
1,507 1,689
1,306 1,415

1,398 1,413

1,723 1,833

1,681 1,784
1,684 1,807
1,870 2,008

1,861 1,764
1,510 1,627

1,635 1,707

1,530 1,611

1,4!H) 1.681

1,769 1,861

1,522 1,654
1,431 1,691

1 ,545 1,648
1,9114 2,034
1,472 1.899
1.474 1,.599

1,-125 1,511

POCKLINGTON.—Accepted for the supply of best blue stone and
slag, for the rural district council.—Mr. Thomas Robson, clerk to the
council :

—

Whinstone.—H. Summeraon St. Co., Cockfleld, R.S.O., Durham, 1,000

tons.
Whinstone.—Bradley Brothers, Great Ayton, Durham, 1,000 tona.

Whinstone.-.T. N. Smith & Co., Leeds, 905 tons.

Whinstone.—Ord & Maddi.«on, Darlington, 1,096 tons.

Whinstone.—Kildale Whinstone Company, Kildale Qrosmont, 1,000

tons.
Granite.—Sommerfold & Mead, Hull, 1,410 tons.

Whinstone.—G. Hodsman, York, 495 tons.

Annealed Slag.—G. Hodsman, York, 834 tons.

Slag Chippings.—G. Hodsman, York, 314 tons.

Grt'cn Dross —.1. Hunt & Sons. Leeds, 650 tons.

Telegrrams : "WILKES, BIRMINGHAM."

JOHN WBLKES, SONS & IVEAPPLEBECK, Ld., Liverpool St., BIRIVIINGHASVI.

BRASS AND COPPER WIRE. HIGH CONDUCTIVITY COPPER WIRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS. &C,

STANLEY BROS., L N EATON.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING. BRINDLED BRICKS.

WHITE AND COLOURED GLAZED BRICKS, &c., &c.
lllnnlrnlcd 7.i.--/s and Samples on appUcati,>ii.

WHITg, COLOURED AHD
SPECIAL SALT

OF THE

HIGHEST QUALITY.

GATES & OREEN,
LIMITED,

H A L, I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED

PIPES A SPECIALITY,
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RIPLEY (Derby).—For the construction of certain water mains in the

district, for the urban district council.—Mr. George M Capor , clerk

to the council :

—

Contract No. 1.

W. Jones, Neath £1,780
Clay Cross Corapauy, Clay Cross 1,716

Cochrane & Co.. Dudley 1,699

Sheepbridcre Coal and Iron Conipanv... 1,538

Butterlcy Conijiany, Limited, Buttcrley* 1,511

Contracts Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5

No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 6.

R. Holmes, Chesterfield* £225 £300 £270 £360
Swindell & Moss. Loughborough 240 325 307 345

H. H. Barrv. Rntcliffe-on-Trent 202 345 313 395

J. Holmes, Clay Cross 292 383 344 410
W. Jowett, Hemsworth 337 460 427 615

W. Jones, Neath 384 527 459 590
Johnson & Beighton, Clay Cross — 427 — 499

J. Coupe, junr., Ripley — — 450 741

UCKFIELD.—For the supply of 550 tons of hand-picked surface flints

and 100 tons of Kent ragstone, for the urban district council.—Mr.
Charles Dawson, clerk to the council :

—

W. Hudson, Brighton.—Flints, 7s. per ton* ; ragstone—broken, 9s. 2d.

per ton* ; unbroken, Ss. per ton.

W. H. Bensted & Son, Mnidstone.—Ragstone—broken, 9s. 3d. per ton ;

unbroken, 8s. 3d. per ton.

Constaljle 4 Co., Kentish Town, N.W.—Ragstone, broken, 9.s. 9d. per ton.

Arnold & Sons, East Peckham, near Tonbridge.—Ragstone, unbroken,
Ss. per ton.

W. Hillman, Portslade-by-Sea.-Surface flints, 6s. lOd. per ton.

J. Groves, 32 Adnr-terrace, Southwick.—Flints, 7s. 4d. per ton.

W. Slanbridge, Broadwater.—Flints, 7s. 8d. per ton.

Whitwick Granite Company, Coalville, near Leicester.—2J in. broken
granite, 13s. 9d. per ton ; IJ-in. broken granite, 13s. IW.

WEDNESFIELD.—For the construction of about 8,420 yards of 15-in

12-in. and 9-in. earthenware pipe sewer, and about 870 yards of 15-in

12-in. and 9-iu. cast-iron pipes, for the urban district council

R. E. W. Berrington, ei! ' - •
-

J. Mackay, Hereford
CuiTall, Lewis & Martin, Bin
G. Law, Kidderminster ...

J. Biggs, Birmingham ...

H. Weldon, Birmingham,,.
J. Owens, Wnlverhampton
Ford & Hudson, Coalville

H. Holloway, Wolverhampto

Lichfield-street, Wolverhampton ;

—

£9,417
[ham 8.901

8,600

7,290
0,414
6,399

6,193
6,920

WOKINGHAM.—For the resewering of Finchampstead-road,- Carey-
road and Wellington-road.—The Borough Surveyor:—

J. B. Seward, Wokingham £676
S. Lewis, Wokingham 670

M. S. Kitteringham, Twyford ...- a. 647

F. Talhot, Reading ,...; ... 630

C. Hughes & Co., Wokingham* 490

MEETINGS.
MAY.

20.—Architectural Association : Mr. A. T. Walmisley on '* Foundations
as Applied to London Buildings and Riverside Foundations."
7.30 p.m.

21.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Highgate and Hanip-
stead.

24, 25, 20 aud 27.—British Association of Waterworks Engineers : Annual
meeting at Southampton.

JUNK.
4.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Hayward's Heath and

Cucklield.
11.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Nutfleld andRedhill.
18.—Loudon Geological Field Class : Excursion to Harden Park and

Godstone.
25.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Axot and Bracknell,

JDLY.
2.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Sevenoaks.

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer

may be ordered direct, ihroxigh, any of Messrs. Smith Sf Son's

book-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom.

Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all

cases be accotnpanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription {including postage) is as follows:

Twelve Six Three
Months. Months. Months.

United Kingdom 15s. ... 7s. 6d. ... 3s. gd.

Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, 4c 19s. ... 9s. 6d. ... 4s. 9d.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-streef,

New York City; The Toronto Neios Company, Toronto; and

The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

editorial offices :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

OFFICE FOR ADVERTISEMENT.S :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

PUBLISHINQ OFFICES :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

SANITARY TUBES

2 in. to 42 in. diam.

J. PLAGE& SONS,
LIMITED,

DARWEN, uKis.

PLAGE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The composition being ca.st on the lower half of the

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessarily

follows that immediately the pipes are put together and

fastened with a wedge at the toji the lower half of the

pipe is absolutely watertight and perfect alignment of

invert is secured.

POINTS:-
EasiS^^ and quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely waterti£fht.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Utd., Darwen.
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APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT.—A qualified

Architect wanted at once, well up in taking out Quan-
tities and preparing Specifications, &c.—Apply, by letter,

accompanied by recent testimonials, stating age, experience

and salary required, to Mr. G. Edward Jenkins, a.m.i.c.e..

Bank Chambers, Coventry.

IVrU N p] A T N AND CHILVERS COTON
JL^ URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.

CLERK OF WORKS.
Wanted at once, for about three months, to superintend

the Construction of a Covered Service Reservoir, and prob-
ably Filter-Beds.

Applicants must have had similar experience and possess a
thorough knowledge of brickwork, concrete work and main
laying, and must be able to take out quftititiea and measnre-
up work. Salary, 50s. weekly.

Apply, giving age and experience, enclosing copies of three
recent testimonials, and stating the earliest time duties could
be commenced.

J. S. PICKERING, Assoc.M.iNST.c.E.,

Waterworks Engineer.

Nuneaton.
May 18, 189S.

TX7"ANTl!;D, an As.sistant who can suryej, level
' ' and prepare working drawings. Salary, £2 2s. per

week.—Apply, with references, to Mr. G. B. Laffan, Surveyor,
Town Hall, Twickenham.

WORKSOP URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SURVEYOR.

Wanted, by the above council, a Surveyor.
Duties : To make surveys, prepare and approve plans, esti-

mates, tenders and schedules of prices; .supervise and carry
out the construction of works, keep accounts, pay wages and
bills, aud perform all the duties of a Surveyor required by
the Council, including the supervision and management of

sewage pumping station, sewage and di'aiuage systems, fire

brigade and engines, hydrants, public lighting, scavenging
and about 54 miles of highways.

Population, about 1.3,0U0. Acreage, 18,000.

Salary, £1.50 per annum (inclusive), office found, whole time
required, and no private practice or extras allowed. Appli-
cations, stating age and qualifications, accompanied by recent
testimonials and references, must be sent to the undersigned
on or before the 1st day of June.

(By order)

GEO. H. FEATHERSTON,
Clerk to the Council.

21 Potter-street, Worksop.
17th May, 1S9S.

HOPE & SONS,
Oak Lane Chemical Works,

LIMEHOUSE, LONDON, E.,

& LEICESTER.

STOP
Complaints of Manholes,

GULLIES, &c.,
BY USING

PYNERZONE
BLOCKS.

INVAL.UABLE
ALSO FOR

WATER-CARTS

Wholesale and Export . Maaufacturers'^of
all kinds of CARBOLICS FLUIDS land

CREASOTES.
Sole Proprietors of CARBERZONE FLUID,
PYNERZONE FLUID and CARBOLIC ACID

BLOCKS.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

Se-'vxra.^e, S5J.-u.d^e», "^S^Ta^-fcea*, Scg.
As adopted for tlio Drainage of Eastbourne, Southamptop,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe and many

other places, botli in tliis country and abroad.

For Pamphlets anil Particulars apply to—

HUGHES & LAIMOASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WATt' SUPPLY WORKS.

"ACME" VENTILATING, HEATING AND SMOKE CURES^

Pig. 28m.
By Electricity, Water, Gas, Steam,

Tifinfl or Horse Power.

,
"ACME"

^ EXHAUST
< LOUVRES.

W For Doors.
"^ Walls, Jtc.

From 9s.

VENETIAN WALL

INLETS.

From is. 6d.

Teleprams; " Ketwokth, Livbkpooi.." Telephone No. 1877. Twenty-live Years' Experience. Illuslratcd Price

.A.€sxxiL^ " 'Vexx'tiU.a.-fclaxs- Et.xi.cl XXea.-fcixa.sT Cc»xn.i»^x>.3r, X.i-vc
Contractors to H.M, Government Departments, Yarious Corporations, Railway CompanicE, &c.

Lists Free.

r.cndily

STvept

;

prevents
down-

dranpbt.

25s. to 3Sa
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HESTON" AND ISLEWORTH URBAN DIS-
TRICT COUNCIL.

Ajiplications are invited for the appointment of Assistant
in the Engineer and Surveyor's department. The gentleman
appointed must hare had training and experience, and be
competent in survej-ing, levelling, measiiring-up works, and
inspection of buildings and drainage, and be a good draughts-
man and well up in estimating, Public Health Acts, and en-
gineering and architectural work. Salary, £140 per annum.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, with copies
of not more than three recent testimonials, endorsed "Assist-
ant," to be sent in to me, the undersigned, on or before June 1,

1898.

W. AUGUSTUS DAVIES, assoc.m.inst.c.e.,

Engineer and Surveyor to the Council.

Town Hall, Hounslow, \V.

May 16, 1898.

A SHTON-UPON-MERSEY URBAN DIS-
-^^ TRICT COUNCIL.
Wanted, a Temporary Assistant in the Surveyor's o6Bce,

who must be competent to make surveys, level, prepare
plans, &c.

Age, from twenty-one to twenty-five years (preferred).

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age
and salary required, with particulars of present and previous
occniiation and experience, and enclosing recent testimonials,

to be addressed to me and delivered not later than Thursday
next, the 26th instant.

JAMES DIGGLE,
SurA-eyor.

Surveyor's Office

:

Ashton-npon-Mersey, Cheshire.

18th May, 1898.

yACANCY for Articled Pupil in Town Surveyor's
' OfHce, with private practice, within 15 miles from London.

Premium required. — Address Box 72, Office of TiiK Sdr-
VEYOR, 24 Bride-lane, Fleet-street, London, E.G.

L^AGOS, WEST COAST OF APRICZ
INSTRUCTORS FOR TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Required, by the Government of Lagos, West Coast of

Africa, two Instructors for Technical Schools of the Public
Works and Survey Departments of the colony. Engagement,
one to three years. Salary, £300 per annum. Free quarters
or an allowance. Travelling expenses if sent on duty from
station.

Free passage out and home again on expiration of engage-
ment. Leave of absence if engagement extends beyond one
year, six months on full salary, with free passage each way,
after every twelve months' continuous residential service if

exigencies of service permit.
Instructor in Public Works Department must have had

systematic training #n building construction and surveying
with practical experience. Instructor in Survey Department
must have good theoretical and practical knowledge.

Candidates must be from twenty-six to forty years old.

Chara'^ter for steadiness and sobriety must bear the strictest

investigation. Strict medical examination will be required.

Single men preferred ; and applicants must state whether they
are single or married.

Applications, stating age and experience, and accompanied
by copies (not originals) of testimonials as to personal

character and qualifications, with the names and addresses
of references of whom inquiry can be made, will be received
by the Crown Agents for the Colonies, Dswning- street,

London, S.W., up to May 28th. S ^ H
The Crown Agents possess no further particulars respecting

the above appointments, and cannot therefore undertake to

answer inquiries.

Illustrated Catalqgpes ^
.

•
' - Free bn Appltcatioh.

^FENC|NG,HURDLES,GATES&c

BAYUSS,JONESv*rBAYLISS.
WOLVERHAMPTON.

®/l39ik 141 CANNON ST LONDON. E.C.

i-

DON'T FAIL TO

ASK

IRON <^^

FENCING
HURDLES. GATES. &c.

JONES &

BAYLISS

FOR QUOTATIONS.

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON.
LONDON OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS, 139 & 141 CANNON STREET, E.C. I'le. ention thit PuUieatton.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY-. LTD

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.
GAS RETORTS. HASSALLS PATENT SAFETY JOINT.

Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sin/is, Traps, Porcelain Baths, dc.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRIGKSi
BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoBship

Street. E.C.
;
i6 Charterhouse Street. E.G. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd.,' N.W.

EASTWOOD & CO., LiMlTEa
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices appljr to above address.
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BEXLEY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
The above Council are prepared to receive applications

from competent and qualified gentlemen for the appointment
of a Surveyor for the Bexley urban district.

The distiict comprises about 34 miles of pnblic highways.
The Surveyor will be required to devote the whole of his

time to the duties, and to reside within the urban district of

Bexley.
Salary, £200 per annum, to include all travelling expenses,

but an office will be provided by the Council.

The person appointed will be required to enter upon his

duties about the 16th day of August next, and the appoint-

ment will be determinable by three calendar months' notice

on either side.

Applications, in the candidate's own handwriting, stating

previous experience in road-making and maintenance, and
keeping the accounts, &c., relating thereto, accompanied by
three recent testimonials as to character and practical know-
ledge of roadwork, to be sent to me on or before Wednesday,
the 25th day of M.iy instant.

The age of candidates should not be more than forty.

The person appointed must be prepared to give security in

the sum of £2.50, the premium in respect of which will be paid
by the Council.

Notice will be sent to any cartdidate who may be required
to attend before the Council.

Canvassing, directly or indirectly, is prohibited.

Any further particulars may be obtained on application to me.

THOS. G. BAYNES,
'

Clerk.

Council Offices, Bexley Heath.
May 2, 1898.

pITY Oi' LIVERPOOL.
V-^ CITY ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT.
Wanted, Senior Assistant in the Drawing Office. Preference

will be given to candidates who have had a good theoretical

and practical training, and who have also had experience in

the organisation and control of a municipal engineer's draw-
ing office.

Salary to commence at £200 per annum, increasing £25
per annum to £250 per annum, subject to a contribution of

3 per cent, to the corporation superannuation fund ; and the
person appointed will be required to prove to the satisfaction

of the controller and auditor of accounts that he has effected

an insurance on his life to an amount, the premium of which
is equal to 2 per cent, of his salary.

Applications, in the candidates' own handwriting, stating

age, which must not exceed thirty-five years, and experience,

with copies cf not more than three recent testimonials, and
endorsed " Senior Assistant, Drawing Office," must be ad.
dressed to the City Engineer, and delivered at his office not
later than by first post on Tuesday, the 24th May, 1898.

Canvassing of members of the Council will be considered a
disqualification.

(By order)

HARCOURT E. CLARE,
Town Clerk.

Municipal Buildings, Liverpool.

May 12, 1898.

TENDERS WANTED.
pOUNTY BOROUGH OP BLACKBURN.
V^ TO ART IRONFOUNDERS AND OTHERS.
The Parks Committee is prepared to receive tenders for an

Iron Conservatory and Palm-House for the Corporation Park.
Plans and sections, and all information relating thereto,

may be obtained on application to the undersigned.
Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Conservatory," to

be delivered at my office not later than 12 o'clock at noon on
Wednesday, the 8th June next.

(By order)

WILLIAM STDBBS, a.m.inst.c.e.,

Borough and Water Engineer.
Municipal Offices, Blackburn.

May 10, 1898
.

EPPING RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
GRANITE.

The Epping Rural District Council invite tenders for the
supply of 1,100 tons of Granite, broken so as to pass through
a gauge of IJ in. to 1^; in., and to be delivered free from time
to time in such quantities as required by their Surveyor at

the following stations, (>reat Eastern Railway— [/•..:

—

Woodford, 300 tons.

Buckhurst Hill, 50 tons.

Loughton, 400 tons.

Chigwell Lane, .50 tons.

Theydon Bois, 50 tons.

North Weald, 1.50 tons.

Harlow, liM tons.

Tenders, sealed and marked " Tender for Granite," with
samples, to be addressed to the undersigned and to reach him
on or before 28th May.

R. D. TROTTER,
Clerk to the Rural District Conncil.

EppiiiH', Essex.

C€STEWART 99

ENCLOSED ARC LAMP
(LONG HOUR BURNING).

Single Parallel
indoor Lamp.

BEST in

150 to 200 hours with ONE pair of
Carbons.

Singly on 90 to 120 Volts.

2 in. Series on ^80 to 240 Volts.

^ 5 in. Series on 450 to 600 Volts.

Our SPECIAL Lamp Burns SINGLY
on 180 to 240 Yolts.

Series Outdoor
Lamp.Quality, HIGHEST in Efficiency,

LONGEST in Life, SHORTEST in Length,

XaO''«^r6S»'t> ±X2. Write for NEW PRICE LIST of
all Patternsm

THE STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE, Ltd.,
5 New Compton Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

OQUGLAS G. BATE, Assoc.M.lnst.C.E., Manager.
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SLOUGH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
STREET WORKS.

The above Council are prepared to receive tenders for

Making-np the Streets known as ChalToy Vale (under the

Private Street Works Act, 1892), consistinc; of about 1,200

yards of Kerbing and Channelling, 2,299 super, yards Foot-

way and 4,400 super, yards of Flint Roadway, &c.

Plans, sections and specification may be seen, and schedule

of quantities obtained, at the oifice of the Surveyor to the

Council, No. 1 Mackenzie-street, Slough, between the hours

of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., upon payment of a deposit of 1 guinea,

which will be returned on the receipt of a loiul-Jhle tender on

tlie prescribed form.

Tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the Council, duly

sealed, to be delivered at the office of the Council, No. 1

Mackenzie-street, Slough, not later than Satiu-day, the 11th

day of June next, endorsed " Street Works."

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

G. H. CHABSLEY,
Clerk to the Council.

11 Mackenzie-street, Slough.

May, 1898.

AST HAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.^
SUPPLY OF WROUGHT-IRON RAILINGS

AND GATES.
The above.named Council invite tenders for Supplying and

Fixing a quantity of Wrought-Iron Railings, &o.

Particulars and form of tender may be obtained of Mr. W.
H. Savage, the surveyor to the Council, at the Public Offices,

East Hani. In the erection of the fencing trade union rates

of wages must be paid and hours of labour observed.

Tenders to be sent in on or before 2 o'clock p.m. Monday,

May 23rd.

The Council does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any

tender.

C. E. WILSON,
Clerk of the Council.

East Ham, E.

May 11, 1898.

T>OROUGH OF TOTNES.
-*-' The Totnes Corporation are prepared to receive tenders
for the construction of Outfall Sewage Purification Works,
consisting of Circular Precipitation Tanks, Filter-Beds,
Roughing Filters, Mi.xing- House, Pumping Station, &c., &c.;

5,366 lineal yards of 18-in., 15-in., 12-in. and 9-in. diameter
stoneware pipes, 524 lineal yards 18-in , 12-in. and 9-in.

diameter cast-iron pipes; also manholes, lampholes, &c.

Plans may be seen, and specifications and bills of quanti-
ties obtained, at the offices of Mr. W. F. Tollit, Borough Sur-
veyor, Gate House, Totnes; or Messrs. Lomax & Lomax,
Civil Engineers, Grosvenor Chambers, Deansgate, Man-
chester, on and after 28th May, 1898, on payment of a deposit
of two pounds (£2), which will be returned on receipt of a
hoiiA-fiile tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Sewage Outfall
Works and Sewering," to be returned to me not later than
20th June, 1898.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the
lowest or any tender.

EDWARD WINDEATT,
Town Clerk.

Totnes.

18th May, 1898.

BUCKS COUNTY COUNCIL.

HIGHWAYS, sJ-c, COMMITTEE.

BRIDGE AT LATIMER FORD, NEAR CHESHAM.
Tenders are invited for the erection of a 22-ft. Span Brick

and Steel Girder Bridge over the river Chess at Latimer Ford.

Schedule of quantities, forms of tender and all other par-

ticulars may be obtained from the undersigned upon a
deposit of £1 (returnable upon receipt of a honci-jide tender).

Tenders to be forwarded not later than Wednesday,
June 1st, to the undersigned. No guarantee is given for the

acceptance of the lowe'st or any tender.

"a. J. THOMAS,
County Surveyor.

County Hall, Aylesbury.

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINGS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, 2>
40 by 27 „ 3 -

53 by 31 „ 4/-
Copies in one sheet fiO b y 4-0, hy arra ngement.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, J./6
40 by 27 „ 2S
53 by 31 „ 3 6
J. HALDEN&CO.,

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

^
>?^

55^
& Uni,

^4o
fire: 4^

< LONDON &>
LANCASHIRE

''iiiSii.;'

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

if««^O^c«(« "ALE STREET. LIVERPOOL,

\ 73 TO 76 xma WILLIAM STREET, LONDON.

Liberal Commission allowed to SURVEYORS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for introduction of

Business.

.^'

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

GO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
rnftDE MARK FORE STREET. LONDON. E.G.. arid Branches.

Established 1840.
Telephone No. 96 HiMME Telegrams :

" Sanket, Hammersmith."

SANKEY & CO.,
Chief Office: Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.
Agent for H&SSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

SANKEY'S IMPROVED (DEEP) INTERCEPTING
GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

Special LIMES supplied for the Disposal of SEWERAGE
Matter, also for Cas Put-iflcation. Prices on Application.

BARROvV LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND GEMEN1
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Deliverer to all parts of the Kingdom.

Offices : 1 St. Martin*Sf Leicester.

Works: Barrow-on-Soar, nr. Lou^hborou^'h.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

OF ALL KINDS.

SpBcial fof Road X ^^
Pay/wfir -Tested . /^ ^^'y

Roof Tiles,
Quarries , / ^^
Copings, /J^
Malting /eV^y,
Tiles, XcN A/

CATALOGUES and PRICES on
application.

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Oftice : 49 Queen Victoria St., B.C.
Glass of all kinds covered by the Policies of

this Company.
MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS.

SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.
Ten per cent, of the Premiums returned everj

SIX years in cases where no claim has arisen.

Applications for Agencies Invited.
Liberal Terms for Business Introduced

THOMAS & TAYLOR,
LAUNDRY ENGINEERS,

FINSBURY PARK, N.
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MEXBOROthGH URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

PRIVATE STBEET WORKS.

PITT-STREET.
The Mexborough Urban District Council invite tenders for

the Levelling, Kerbing, Flagging, Channelling, Making and
otlier works necessary for the Constrnction of the above-

named street.
' Contractors will have to supply their own quantities and

to comply strictly with the specification and drawings pre-

pared by the Surveyor to the Council, which may be seen at

the Surveyor's office any morning between 9 and 10, or by
appointment with him.

Tenders must be sent in, under seal, on the form of tender

provided, before noon on Tuesday, the 31st May, addressed

to the Chairman of the Council, Council Offices, Mexborough,
and endorsed " Pitt-street."

Dated this 6th day of May, 1898.

G. FENWICK CARTER, c.e.,

Surveyor to the Council.

ORNSEY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

The Hornsey Urban District Council are prepared to receive

tenders for the Erection of a Park- Keeper's Lodge in Queen's
Wood, Ilighgate.

Plans and specifications may be seen, and forms of tender

and all information obtained, on application to Mr. E. J.

Lovegrove, Surveyor to the Council, at the offices mentioned
below, on any morning between the hours of 10 and 12 o'clock,

on a sum of £2 being deposited with the Clerk to the Council,

which sum will be retained by the Council and deemed to be

forfeited if a hond-fide tender is not made by the depositor.

If a tender is made which is not accepted the sum deposited

will be returned, and if a tender is accepted such sum will

be retained by the Council until the contract has been exe-

cuted by the depositor, and will be forfeited in the event of

his or his sureties failing or neglec'ing to execute such con-
tract or the bond accompanying same within seven days after

he or they respectively shall have been requested to execute
the same.
No tender will be considered except on the prescribed form.
Sealed and endorsed tenders are to be deposited in the

tender-box in my department not later than 4 o'clock p.m.
on Monday, the 6th day of June next.

The Council reserve to themselves the right to decline all

or any of the tenders so sent in.

(By order)

F. D. ASKEY,
Clerk to the District Council.

Offices : Sonthwood-lane, Highgate, N.
16th May. 1898.

SUNBURY-ON-THAMES URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

ROAD MATERIALS, &c.

The Council invite tenders for the Supply and Delivery of

not leas than 5(X) tons of Quenast or Guernsey Granite, and
not less than 1,000 cubic yards of Kentish Brown Flints;

also for 1,600ft., more or less, of 6-in. by 12in. Norway
Granite Edge Kerbing, with an alternative price for the same
length of Flat Kerbing.

Full particulars and forms of tender may be obtained from
Mr. Harold F. Coales, the Surveyor to the said Council.

Sealed tenders, accompanied by samples, and endorsed
" Tender for Road Material," must be delivered at the Coun-
cil offices aforesaid on or before Thursday, May 26th.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or
any tender.

(By order)

CHARLES E. GODDARD,
Clerk.

Council Offices, Sunbnry-on-Thames.
May 6th, 1898.

GALVANIZED IRON

FRED^ BRABY?(C?
FITZROY WORKS

y352To364 EusTON R?

TONDQNj

The "STRATFORD"
LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.

NINETEEN MEDALS. CHICAGO Exhibition, highest awards.

^nnvi. wooJuJ^iL^ifis & co..
OBIGINAL MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
Free from Arsenic.

Sole Address : 110 HIGH STREET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
Special Terms for Export. Of all Decorators.

GEORGE JENNINGS,
VITRIFIED SALT-GLAZED STONEWARE SOCKET DRAIN PIPES,

From 2iii. to 24in. diameter, always kept in stock for immediate delivery.

Patent Double-Seal Jointed Pipes.

Patent J<;int on Stoneware Pipes.

Tested Pipes in all sizes. Markii

"JENNINGS' TESTED."

STRUCTURAL and DECORATIYB

TERRA-COTTA.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED TO BE OF THE BEST QUALITY, and MADE FROM SELECTED DORSETSHIRE CLAYS

WORKS, SOUTH WESTERN POTTERY, PARKSTONE, DORSET. LONDON DEPOT. LAMBETH PALACE RO., LONDON, SS^^
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CITY OF WORCESTER.
STEAM BOILER FOR WATERWORKS.

The Worcester City Council invite tenders for the supply

and erection at the Worcester Watei'works of a Boiler,

25 ft. long by 7 ft. 6 in. diameter.

Specification may be seen and form of tender obtained on
application to the undersigned, to whom sealed tenders mnst
be sent, not later than the 4th June next, endorsed ' Tender
for Waterworks Boiler."

The Council does not pledge itself to accept the lowest or

any tender.
THOMAS CAINK, a.m.inst.c.b.,

City Engineer.

Guildhall, Worcester.
May 16, 1898.

RURAL DISTRICT COUXCIL OP CIREN-
CESTER.

COATES WATER SUPPLY (EXPERIMENTAL WORKS).

TO WELL-SINKERS AND OTHERS.
The Rural District Council of Cirencester are prepared to

receive tenders for the execution of certain works of Well-

siuking and other works in connection therewith, on the

Glebe Laud at Coates, near Cirencester.

Specification may be seen, forms of tender and other in-

formation obtained, on application to the Engineer, Mr.

Frederic Redman, at his offices, Newport-street, Swindon.
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender, and the person whose tender is accepted will be
required to enter into a formal agreement, under seal, with

sufficient sureties for the due fulfilment of the contract.

Sealed tenders, on the form provided for the pm'pose

(which may be obtained from Mr. Redman), and endorsed

"Tender for Well," must reach me not later than 10 a.m. on

Saturday, the 28th May next.

H. L. COOKE,
Clerk to the Council.

Corn Hall Chambers, Cirencester.

2nd May, 1898.

ADVBRTISBMBl^TS.

SANITARY INSPECTORS and other exams, of
the SANITARY INSTITUTE. Preparation by COR-

RESPONDENCE.—Terms, testimonials and all particulars of
" Inspector," Office of The Surveyor.

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED accu-
rately and with despatch. METCHIM & SON,

8 Prince's-street, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.
"Surveyor's Diary and Tables for 1898," price 6d., post 7d.;

in leather Is., post Is. Id.

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS'
EXAMINATION.—Mr. Richard Parry, a.m.i.c.e.,

F.S.I., &c., 27 Great George-street, Westminster, prepares
pupils by correspondence for this examination. The course
of work may be taken to extend over three, six or twelve
months, according to previous knowledge. At the examina-
tion of last April out of the fifteen successful candidates
twelve were prepared by Mr. Parry.

SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION EXAMINA-
TIONS.—Comjilete courses of preparation, in class or

by correspondence, in all divisions and sub-divisions. The
nine months' course will commence on June 9th. At the last

four examinations the following prizes were obtained by
Mr. Parry's pupils :

—

1895 and 1896. Institution Prize, Driver Prize and Penfold
Silver Medal.

1897. Institution Prize and Special Prize.

1898. Institution Prize, Special Prize, Driver Prize and
Penfold Silver Medal and Crawter Prize (one

of the two bracketted winners of the last).

At the examination of last March more than half of the

successful list were Mr. Parry's pupils.—Apply to Mr. Richard
Parry, F.s.i., a.m.i.c.e., &c., 27 Great George-street, West-
minster (immediately opposite the Surveyors' Institution).

HAYWARD'S PATENT SEMI-PRISM REFLEGTING-LENS LICHTS
PjVt LieHTINS SASEMENTS. CELLARS AKO UNDERGROUND APARTMENTS.

UNOERCROUNO CONVENIENCE, CHARINC CROSS-LICHTED BY HAYWARD'S PATENT LICHTS. ALSO AT OVER 160 OTHERS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.

Forty in London—at the Law Courts—Hyde Park—Oxford Circus—South Kensington, &c. And at Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Brighton, Hastings, St. Leonards, Eastbourne, Margate, Bournemouth, etc., etc.

HAYWARD BROTHERS & ECKSTEIN, Ld > Union St., Borough, London.
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Municipal
Telephones.

As we have pointed out in these

columns when discussing the pros

and cons of this subject, the recent

Treasury inquiry regarding municipal telephones

for Glasgow was watched by local authorities in all

parts of the country with considerable interest. It

will be remembered, no doubt, that Sheriff Jameson
held an exhaustive examination into the desirability

of improving the present system of telephony in

Glasgow, as well as the advisability of permitting

the corporation to carry out and work a system of

their own. The result of the inquiry has been looked

forward to for some time, and at last Sheriff Jame-
son's repoi't to the Treasury has been issued as a

Parliamentary paper. The conclusion that he draws
from the examination of witnesses whmn he heard

on behalf of the municipality and the National Tele-

phone Compan}- will probably not give very much
satisfaction either to the corporation or to the com-
pany. The service as it at present exists leaves

very much to be desired in the opinion of the

Treasury Commissioner. Its admitted inefficiency

was said to be due to the want of metallic circuit

;

but at the same time Sheriff Jameson considers the

price charged for the present sei'vice a reasonable

one, and he refers to the fact that comparisons
with Continental towns are of little use in this

country, a point which we have urged in these

columns on different occasions. When, however,
he states that the present system is an inefficient

one, he goes so far as to saj' that it is in a great

measure due not only to the opposition of the cor-

poration to tlie company genei'ally, but to the re-

fusal of facilities for the construction of an under-
ground metallic-circuit system. The commissioner
states, moreover, that such refusal is neither reason-

able nor justified on grounds of policy or otherwise,

unless it be that the corpoi-ation are justified in their

refusal because they de.sire to establish a telephone

system of their own and to place the National
Telephone Comjjany at an enormous disadvantage
in competing with them foi- the patronage of the

public. Sheriff Jameson then passes on to what is

really the crux of the whole niattei—and that is

whether it is expedient to graut the corpoi'ation a
license to work a telephone system of theii'own ; and
in this connection it is interesting to ipiote the con-

clusions of the commissioner, because in our opinion

they seem to sum up very clearly the difficulties

that at present exist in regard to a municipal
system. On various grounds he considers it in-

expedient to grant a license, one being that a tele-

phone service in this country does not exist for the

benefit of all classes of citizens, but for that of a
limited number. He also points out the inconveni-

ence that would arise to the public when two sys-

tems were employed in one town, for it would neces-

sitate subsci'ibers being connected to both systems,

or would involve considerable delay in transmitting
messages from one system to the other. It is' held
that the corporation have not produced satisfactory

evidence that they could successfully finance and
work a public system without the risk of putting a

new and serious burden on the ratepayers. As the

corporation, however, refuse absolutely to permit

the present telephone company to improve its sys-

tem, Sheriff Jameson, in a somewhat inconclusive

final recommendation, suggests that a license might

be granted to the corporation if they can .satisfy the

Postmaster-General that they are able to eari-y out

such a scheme.

The publication of this document, however, has

been followed up by a point-blank refusal from the

Postmaster-General to the corporation for a tele-

phone license ; but, as this refusal is based on the

ground that the corpoi'ation possess no powers at

the present moment under which they could conduct

such a system, it is more than likely that they will

carry on the campaign by applying to Parliament

for statutoiy powers to work a telephone scheme.

At all events, the po.sition in Glasgow at the present

time is this : The corporation refuse facilities to the

company to lay their lines underground in order to

wive a more efficient service ; the Postmaster-General

refu.ses a license to the corj)oration to conduct a

.system of their own ; and consequently the sub-

scribers, who are first of all ratepayers, must of

necessity put up for some time with the inconveni-

ences arising from a deficient sj'stem. It is not

difficult to anticipate what the result of the agita-

tion by the Glasgow Corporation will be. There is

no doubt that a battle royal will be fought out on

the floor of the House of Commons or in a Parliamen-

tary Committee, and we may then expect to arrive

at a solution of the matter. But while we have the

gi'eatest sympathj^ with municipalities in endeavour-

ing to retain in their own hands a service which

confers considerable benefits upon the commercial

classes of the community, we are forced to the cm-
clusion that a telephone business is practically out-

side their province, and that, we are inclined to

think, is the view that is taken by the present Gov-

ernment. Proliably the officers of municipalities, or

the members themselves, may be able one of these

days to realise the enormous difficulties that exist

in the proper conduct of a telephone service. The
obstacles are numerous, and wheu one considers thut

the value of a telephone sei-vice goes beyond a local

exchange of messages it is not difficult to see that

in extending such a service over a country where

thei'e are so many municipalities and local authori-

ties enormous difficulties must arise in adjusting the

interests of the different systems that would abound

under a municipal regime.

The declaration recently made by Mr. Hanbury ou

behalf of the Government on the question of the

telephone ser\'ice of the country cannot be considered

to be specially hopeful from a municipal point of

view. It is conceded by the Government that under

certain conditions municipal telephones might

achieve some measui-e of success, but the limits

assigned by Mr, Hanbury to the real utility of such
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a system are almost identical with those which have

been set forth in these columns. Nor can the mu-
nicipalities expect much from the sittings of the

committee which is now inquiring into the tele-

phone service, for they will be practically confined

to tbe consideration of legal points having reference

to the relations between the Post Office and the

National Telephone Company. It can scarcely be

denied that the telephone, however convenient in

saving time and trouble, is in a sense a luxury, and in

that respect is in quite a different category to water
supply, lighting, sewerage and sewage disposal.

These services are absolutely necessary, and apply
to the community as a whole—to.the poorest as well

as to the richest. The telephone, however, can
never be of utility to the poor man, because his

domestic life does not necessitate such a means of

communicating with his fellow-men as in the case c-f

a business house or in that of a private person with
somewhat expensive tastes and the means to indulge

them. For a long time it was claimed on behalf of

municipalities that by bringing the telephone within

reach of the poor man it would enable him to com-
municate with his butcher, baker, and other trades-

people ; but the conditions of life among the poor
are not very vividly realised when it is assumed
that there is any necessity for a means of telephony
between a shopkeeper and his poorer customers. It

does, however, seem a pity that municipalities

should be paying so much attention to the telephone
service, with its limited application, when there is

so much to be done in the way of improving the

present system of lighting and in obtaining powers
to work and construct electric tramways. These
are directions in which municipalities can use their

energies with unquestionable advantage to the
communities which they represent.

There is little doubt that the opposition to the

present telephone service received further strength-

ening from the fairly representative gatheiing of

mtinioipal representatives which took place on Mon-
day. We need hardly enlarge at much length upon
the views set forth on that occasion. We are quite

at one with the members of the conference in recog-

nising that the telephone is so much in the nature
of a monopoly that it ought not to be left in the

hands of a private company. But when that is ad-

mitted the question at once presents itself, Who
should undertake so prominent a public service as

the telephone ^ The effect of granting powers to

local authorities would be to split up the service

into so many different systems, with the result tliat

telephonic communication between difl'erent towns
might suffer. Then there arises another important
consideration. Suppose a town authority does not
care to undertake a local service, to whom shall the
duties be relegated ? It is obvious that a company
would not care to do it, and it is absolutely certain
that the Post Office would not undertake isolated

local services. It is well known that there are
numerous disti'icts provided with telephones which
cannot possibly be made to pay, and it would be use-
less to expect a local authority to accept the re-

sponsibility for a non-paying system. A telephone
monopoly can afford to put a service into an unre-
munerative district, because its profits are derived
from a much wider area. We are glad to note that
the town clerk of Liverpool had the courage to
oppose the views of the munioi(.al representatives
by urging what has often been said in these columns,
that a telephone service is for the few, and that in

the event of a municipal system working at a loss
the whole of the community would suffer. Increased
agitation will merely hasten State control, and
though that may bring a better service, due to the
powers of the Post Office to break up streets, it is

unlikely that there will be any marked decrease in
the charge to telephone iisers. In another column
will be found a report of the municipal conference
and of the evidence given in the opening proceedino's
before the Select Committee appointed to inquire
into this subject.

The Brent
Question.

Middlesex County Council are

to be congratulated upon having
succeeded in convincing the House

of Commons Committee on Police and Sanitary
Regulations of the necessity for urgent steps being-

taken to improve the condition of the river Brent
and other streams in the neighbourhood of the
metropolis, which are neither more nor less than
sewage effluents discharging their polluted waters
into the Thames. The very full accounts which we
have been publishing of the proceedings before the
committee mnst, we think, convince anyone who has
taken the trouble to peruse them that the condition

of the Brent is deplorably bad from a sanitary

point of view; that the stagnant pools, which in the

summer months are little better than hotbeds of

disease, are a constant source of danger to the health
of densely-populated districts of the metropolis ; and
that the only effectual remedy is a bold and com-
prehensive scheme which shall put an end, once and
for all, to the evils which are only too palpable
throughout a large area of Middlesex. The opposi-

tion which the county council had to face was of

two kinds. In the first place their project involves

a serious disturbance to vested interests which had
never been menaced for more than 100 years, and in

the second place it encroaches upon the rights and
jurisdictions of some of the smaller local author-

ities, who, although they have themselves done
little or nothing to abate the nuisances complained
of—and in some cases have indeed intensified and
accentuated them—viewed with a jealous and sus-

picious eye any scheme that was calculated to curtail

their powers or interfere with their prerogatives.

Nor was this all. A comprehensive scheme, such as

that propounded by the Middlesex County Council,

was likely to affect their pockets, for the Bill pro-

vides that the cost of whatever works are neces-

sary to impi'ove the state of the streams in the

various districts must be shared by the local author-

ities, and they strongly resent a proposal which
would make them pay the piper without giving
them the privilege of calling the tune. The objec-

tions raised by the canal companies were under the

circiimstances perfectly natural. Nobody would
like to be deprived of rights which have remained
undisturbed for 105 years by the unexpected dis-

covery of a flaw in the title, and this is just what
the two companies will have to fight out with the
Middlesex County Council in a court of law. We
have no intention or desire to anticipate the judg-
ment which will, no doubt, be arrived at in due
course by a competent tribunal after a careful

consideration of the facts, but it will be in-

tei'estinji- to observe how the Courts regard the

application of an antiquated Act to the con-

ditions of modern life. It is not surprising that

the committee should have declined to express

an opinion upon the subject, for the functions of

Parliament are to frame statutes and of the judges
to interpret them. It is not for us to rush in where
the angels of Parliament are treading gingerly,

but we feel sure that the interests affected, if they
have a solid basis, will be amply protected. Indeed,

the promoters themselves have no wish to lay ruth-

less hands upon the water of the reservoir unless

the Courts decide that it is fully theirs. In other

words, they are • willing to pay for the water they
require to keep the filthy stream sweet and pure,

should it be decided that they are not entitled to it

as compensation water under the Act of 1793, the

provisions of which, so far as this question is con-

cerned, were re-enacted in the subsequent statutes

of 1795 and I85I. We note with satisfaction that

the temjiorary estrangement of the Middlesex County
Council and the Thames Conservancy is at an end,

for had these two important public authorities re-

mained at loggerheads there would have been
grounds for fearing that the wholesome application

of the remedy proposed would be less complete than
will be possible under the new and more favourable

conditions. Mr. Littler, Q.c, the chairman of the
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Middlesex County Council, who, unlike most mem-
bei-s of the Parliamentavy bar, dees a vast amount

of unpaid work, has put his hand to the phmgh in

this instance with rare devotion and energy, and it

is to be hoped that his labours will not be in vain.

Waterworks
' Engineers.

As our readers are aware, tlie

third annual meeting of the British

Association of Waterworks En-

gineers is being held this week, the proceedings

closing to-day. Southampton certainly forms an

excellent venue for siich a meeting, and a'perusal of

the first instalment of our i-eport will disclose plenty

of evidence, not only of the interest which the pro-

ceedings possessed, but of tlie steady progress which
the association continues to make. The new presi-

dent, Mr. Matthews, inaugurated his year of office

by the delivery of a thoughtful address dealing

with the position, responsibilities and dixties of the

waterworks engineer. A pru-e water supply is ad-

mitted to be more essential for the health and general

well-being of the community than even a system of

drainage, and Mr. Matthews did not exaggerate the'

responsibility devolving upon those who are charged
with the construction and management of water-

works. Not the least interesting part of his address

was that in which he strongly insisted upon the

imperative necessity of the waterworks engineer, in

order to ensure efficiency, being a specialist and
provided with adequate training. Converselj', he
with equal emphasis condumned the S3'stem Avhich

sometimes allows the office of waterworks engineer

to be held in conjunction with other offices or by
those who have not the requisite training. So far

as the larger centres of population are concerned, it

is certainly desirable that, where possible, specially-

qualified oflicials should be appointed in connection

with water supply, as is now almost universall}' the

case in connection with municipal electric lighting.

In the smaller towns and disti'icts, however, such
an aiTangement is not always feasible, and the duties

are not always sufficiently heavy or the works suffi-

ciently extensive to justify the engagement of a sepa-

rate official. In such cases, if the local authority bo
fairly liberal, there should be no difficulty in secur-

ing a thoroughly good all-i'ound man, who can satis-

factorily combine the duties of waterworks engineei-

with those, say, of surveyor to the local authoiity. In

practice such arrangements are at present in opera-
tion in many cases with satisfactory results.

As will be .seen from the an-

- >. - 1!^.. i- nouncement in another column,

^f^ML^rin^y^ members of the Incorporated As-
or Municipal . , . . ,

.

^ , „
Engineers, sociation ot Municipal and County

Engineers will, on Saturday week,
have a welcome opportunity of supplementing the
interesting and instructive experience in the Elan
valley last year by a visit to the Gouthwaite com-
pensation resei'voir, which has been constructed by
the Bradford Corporation in connection with the
Nidd valley water scheme. With that scheme the
president of the association, Sir Alexander Binnie,
has been intimately associated, for onr readers will

remember that before his appointment as chief en-

gineer to the London County Council in 1890 he was
for fifteen years waterworks engineer to the Bi-ad-

ford Corporation, for whom he designed and con-
structed many extensive works, involving the ex-

penditure of large sums. Apart from the new Nidd
valley scheme, the expenditure on which is esti-

mated at about £1,400,000, coni?iderably over
£2,000,000 has been expended on the present su])-

ply, which is obtained from the high moorlands in

the valleys of the Wharfe, Aire and Worth. The
present waterworks engineer to the Bradford Cor-
poration is Mr. J. Watson, m.i.c.k. The general
features of the Nidd valley scheme may roughly be
said to consist of throwing a huge barrier of solid

masonry across the valley and thus damming-up the

water of the river and converting that part of the

valley above the structure into a lake 2} miles long

and half-a-mile wide, the dam being 110 ft. high and
74 ft. across. Above Gouthwaite the corporation

have power to construct three service reservoirs to

supply water to Bradford and the associated town-

ships, but the construction of these reservoirs will

probably not be undertaken for many years yet.

" The gods themselves cannot
Judicial recall their gifts," and it Sfems

^^^''u!?.?! °L tliat the House of Lords labour
tlie House of n ,, t t ^± -ii

Lords. under the same disabihty with re-

spect to their own judicial de-

cisions. However manifest it may become that this

august tribunal has, in some particular instance,

proved fallible and pronounced a judgment which

is subsequently seen to have been erroneous in'point

of law, they are wholly incompetent to relieve them-

selves of the incubus of the false precedent. This

doctrine has been recently illustrated and upheld in

connection with the appeal of the London Tramways
Company, Limited, as to the basis upon which their

undertaking is to be acquired by the county council.

The appellants were handicapped by the previous

decisions of the House in the Edinburgh street

tramways and the London street tramways cases,

and their advocates were therefore under the

necessity of inviting their lordships to overrule

themselves, which, however, the latter considered

they were precluded fi'om doing by reason of the

doctrine referred to. Wo do not suggest that in

this instance the decisions in question are open to

adverse criticism. We are merely calling attention

to the doctrine which, startling as it may appear

when thus baldly stated, seems to us, nevertheless,

to be based on sound principles. If there is to be

any finality at all in the settlement of disputed

points of law, it can only be achieved by the irre-

vocable character of the decisions of the supreme

tribunal of appeal. The constitution of that

tribunal is such as to reduce to a minimum the

theoretical possibility of an erroneous decision ; but,

even were it otherwise, the umpii'e who sticks to his

decisions, right or wrong, is always to be preferred

to the umpire who "wobbles."

One might with some reason
Sewage

virge that the recently-published

Electrozone. report of Prof. H. Robinson and
other experts on the sterilisation

of sewage effluents by electrozone is a little too

vao-ue for the average man. The process, which is

owned by the British Electi'ozone Corporation, and

has been in operation for some time at Maidenhead,

seems to be in principle very similar to the Hermite

system. It appears also to have achieved a fair

measure of sirccess, and, though the term " electro-

zone " is something of a misnomer, there is little

dou.bt that it has somewhat remarkable disinfecting

properties. Prof. Robinson states that he has ob-

tained generally over 3,000 grains of chloi-ine per

Board of Trade unit, and though this may be re-

markable, one really w«,nts to know how much a

pound of chlorine will cost. Nor is that the only

point on which information is required. It is im-

portant that we should learn how much chlorine is

necessary to treat a certain given quantity of sew-

age. No doubt there are numerous technical points

to be weighed in such a system, but the chief con-

sideration is. What will the system cost in ordinary

practice ?

Tunstall.—Colonel A. J. Hepper, R.E., recently held an in-

quiry, on bohalf of tlie;Looal GoTernment Board, witli reifer-

euco" to an application of the district council for sanction to

borrow £8.50 for the pnrch'ise of land for street improvements.

Mr. A. P. Llewellyn, the clerk to the council, and Mr. A. B.

Wood, the surveyor to the council, explained that, it was pro-

posed to acquire part of the site of the Globe pottery, at the

corner of High-street and Amicable-street, and to carry ont a

widening of those thoroughf.ares,
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British Association of Waterworl(s Engineers.

ANNUAL MEETING AT SOUTHAMPTON.-I.

For the third annual conference the British Association of

Waterworks Engineers, which has shown sach vigorous signs

of life since its inception about two years ago, selected the

important seaport town at the head of Southampton Water.

As our readers are aware, an excellent programme had been

drawn up, whether in regard to papers or in other respects.

The works in connection with the water supply of this pros-

perous connty borough are interesting and important, and

the same may be said of a number of similar works within

easy reach of Southampton. Naturally, this circumstance

was of material assistance to the council in strengthening

their programme so far as visits of professional interest are

concerned. The foui- days' preceediiigs conclude to-day.
_

At half-past ten on Tuesday the members assembled m
the large lecture-room of the Hartley College, a somewhat

sombre apartment, more suited to a larger gathering, and no

doubt more enlivening when illuminated at night. In the

chair was Mr. A. Ashton Hill (South Staffordshire Water

Companyt, who continued, until the installation of the new

president, to occupy the seat he has filled with such distinc-

tion dui-ing the past year. A goodly array of drawings of the

waterworks to be visited by the association invited atten-

tion ; and there were also displayed some curious relics of

old, in the shape of sections of tree trunks bored to be used

as water conveyors, and a leaden water pipe still plainly

exhibiting the date of its construction (1715). These were

sar\'ivals of the earlier Southampton supply.

The proceedings were opened by the mayor of Southampton

(Alderman ti. J." Tilling, J. P.), who w.as supported by Sheriff

C. H. Hardiman, the town clerk (Mr. G. B. Nalder), Alder-

man J. Lemon, J. P. (chairman of the Works Committee),

Alderman L. Button, J. P., and Alderman Bone, .i.P. (chairman

of the Electric Lighting Committee). Among the members

of the association and others also present were :

—

Messrs. \V. Matthew.-!, F.G.s.,.M.i.c.K., Southampton (president-

elect); C. H. Priestley, Cardiff; G. W. Greenslade, South-

ampton; Arthur F. Bowker, Sevenoaks; Cyril F. Willson,

Wimbledon; Thos. Bower, West Hartlepool ; W. Watts, Shef-

field ; R. W. Swindlehurst, Helton ; Dr. Kemna, Antwerp

;

G. D. Robertson, London; T. L. Hughes, Wigan ; H. Francis,

Devonport; F. Griflith, Leicester; J. White Lewis, Farnham ;

R.Macintyre, London; W.G.Peiree, Richmond (Surrey) ;;Geo.

Watson, London; H. Hewins, Grimshy; J. Shaw, Boston

(Lines.) ; J. H. J- Appleby, Wolverhampton ; F. G. Bancroft,

Hull; Aid. Richards, mayor of Wigan; W. A. Richardson,

Birkenhead; J. Chalk, South.-impton ; C. Gilby, Bath; W.

Whitaker, Croydon; A. Wells, Lewes ; A. J. Price, Worcester;

C. Sainty, Windsor and Eton ; G. Mitchell, Windsor Town
Council ; F. Hammond, Chepstow ; W. Millhouse, Scar- i

borough; W. G. Kent, London ; J. Hartley, Nelson ; D. M. F.

Gaskin, Liverpool ; H. W. Ware, Maidstone ; J. W. Way, New-
|

port, LW.; J. T. Harvey, Ryde, LW.; J. Brierley, Southamp-

ton;' W. Ingham, Torquay; and W. H. Brothers, Birmingham

(secretary).

The M.woR cordially welcomed the association to South-

ampton, remarking that he was glad that it had fallen to his

lot to receive in " the good old town " such a distinguished

body. In Southampton they were particularly fortunate in

having a good supply of water, and not only a good but a

sufficient one, and they could congratulate themselves on

having had the same carried ont at a moderate cost under the

superintendence of their esteemed waterworks engineer, Mr.

Matthews (hear, hear), whom they had lionoared by electing

as president of their association during the coming year. He
wished their association every prosperity and success, and he

hoped they would carry away with them very pleasant recol-

lections of their visit to Southampton.

The CiniRMAN then proposed, and Mr. Ga.skin seconded, a

vote of thanks to the mayor and corporation for the reception

which had been given to the visitors, a motion which was

approved by acclamation.
SOME GENERAL BD.SINESS.

The Secretary read letters of regret for absence from

Messrs. W. Terrey (Sheffield)—who, we are sorry to learn, has

been ill for some months—J. Lees (Tonbridge), T. Kennedy

(Kilmarnock), R. Porter (Fareham), J. Aird, m.p. (London),

and E. Lapthorne (Gnsport).

After the minutes of the last mcetiDg had been read, and

Messrs. C. Sainty and W. Millhouse had been appointed as

scrutineers,

Mr. Gaskin gave notice that at the next winter meeting he

would move for an alteration of Rules 30 and 31, so as to

provide that in future the president and other officials should

be then appointed, and they would enter upon their duties at

the annual meeting.

The annual balance sheet, as read by the secretary, showed

the association to be flourishing financially, there being a credit

balance of £185 to carry forward. A vote of thanks was
unanimously awarded to Mr. Kirby, who had audited the

accounts.

The Chairman then reported that the Water Boards Com-
mittee of the Association had had under their consideration

the question of the creation of water boards in connection

with the purification of rivers and similar questions affecting

water supply, but they had not seen their way to take any

aggressive action in the matter. They were ready to co-

operate with any other body that might take action.

Mr. Gaskin thought they could simply hold a watching

brief. He had been called in in Huntingdonshire, where he

found they had wells and cesspools at the same depth, an

instance which suggested that the committee might well be

reappointed.
This was agreed to, with the rider that the committee

should present a resume of their deliberations.

Subsequently Dr. Kemna, who spoke fluently in English,

remarked that in England Water Acts were drawn in such a

way as to be fair to all parties—corpoi-ation or water com-

pany as well as consumer. On the Continent they favoured

the consumer, and if you were a company—especially an

English one—everybody was against yon. Consequently it

was impossible to deal adequately with the waste of water,

which n'as enormous, the results being the impossibility of

securing proper filtration and the prevalence of zymotic

diseases. He suggested that this phase might be dealt with

by the committee.
" The Chairman explained that the County Councils Associa-

tion had the subject before them. They had much larger

powers than the Association of Waterworks Engineers, and

he believed they were now framing a Bill to deal with the

matter. But he agreed with Dr. Kemna that the associa-

tion ought, when the time came, to have its say on the ques-

tion. The members -vvero lamb-like at present, but they had

plenty of fight iu them.

It was suggested that Dr. Kemna should read' a paper to

the association, and, though he modestly disclaimed more
than a general knowledge of English w.ater supply legislation,

it may be hoped the suggestion may bear fruit. So eminent

an authority could contribute nothing that would not be of

interest and value.

On the motion of Mr. Gaskin, seconded by Mr. Griffiths,

Messrs. O. J. Kirby and F. J. Bancroft were elected as

auditors for the ensuing year.

By this time the scrutineers had ascertained the result of

the ballot for olliccrs for the next twelve months, and it was
announced that the result had been as follows: President,

Mr. W. Matthews, E.o.s., m.i.c.e. ; vice-presidents, Messrs. \V.

Watts and C. H. Priestley ; members of council—Messrs. F.

Griffiths, C. E. Jones, W. B. Leggatt, W. A. Richardson,

Hamlet Roberts, R. H. Swindlehurst, W. Terrey, E. A. B.

Woodward and J. A. Paskin ; hon. secretary and treasurer,

W. G. Peirce.

Solemnly the consent of the meeting was given to the im-

mediate and complete destruction of the ballot papers, and
the chairman then regretfully announced that the next

business was his getting out of the chair as quickly as

possible, an act which he signalised with a welcoming hand-
shake as Mr. Matthews, who was warmly applauded, pro-

ceeded to fill the seat of office. The maj'or and the other

representatives of the corporation then vacated their seats,

and members nerved themselves for the more solid features

of the first day's meeting— the reading of the presidential

address and the discussion of such papers as might be pre-

sented.

There was, however, one other vote to be accorded—that of

thanks to Mr. Ashton Hill, whose genial presidence during

the past year has done so much to increase both the popu-

larity of himself and the association. The retiring president

briefly acknowledged the warm applause which testified to

the regard felt for him. He had done his best, was the text

of his reply, and he was glad to hear they recognised that.

His chief work had been the making of speeches, anil he

noticed that engineers were gener.illy bad speakers. At a

gathering he recently attended at Birmingham the engineers

present h^d had to get a doctor to be their spokesman. Hut

he had done his best, and he hoped his successor would le-

ceire the same consideration and kindliness which he had

invariably received during his term of office.

The president's address was read to an accompaniment of

pelting rain and salvos of artillery which were loyally cele-

brating outside the birthday of the Queen. The president

himself was suffering from an affection of the throat, a com-
bination which made the address less easy to follow in de-

livery than it will be in print.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

POSITION, KKSPONSIBILITY AND DUTIES OF THE
WATERWORKS ENGINEER AND MANAGER.

The first difficulty which presents itself in preparing an
address is the choice of subject. So many have already been

given that a serious and increasing limitation is placed upon
those who are expected to furnish suitable matter for the

consideration of the societies of which they are temporarily

the head. The training, position and duties of engineers as

a whole and great class have upon many occasions furnished

the theme upon which the presidents of the several great

engineering societies have discoursed, but I am not aware
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that the special and, to some extent, peculiar position of such

as belong to this association has until now been made the

snbject-matter of a presidential address, and this fact

furnishes me with at least the semblance of an apoloyy for

selecting- as my subject " The Position, Responsibility and
Duties of the Waterworks Engineer and Manager."

It is only within recent years that the waterworks engineer

has had a separate professional existence, but, combined with

other and cognate offices, he has from an early date left his

indelible murk behind him in the shape of works which have

had.an important influence upon civilisation. Probably the

first recorded names of men wlui in these days would be

considered as eligible for membership in this association are

those of .\grippa, the curator of public works in the reign

of Augustus, and Sextus Fronlius, in tli.at of Nero. The
latter liad ch.'irge of the waterworks of Rome, then esti-

mated as supplynig 173,000,000 gallons of water per day, de-

livered through nine large conduits of the aggregate length

of 250 miles.

The constructive and mechanical skill exhibited by these

early engineers was of no mean order ; even as we now do,

they impounded the waters in valleys by erecting huge dams,

they built aqueducts and covered service reservoirs, tunnelled

mountains, constructed long linos of conduits, with syphons
at valley crossings— all, it must be borne in mind, without

the aid of iron or steel. They snnk wells and raised the water

by pumps which, as regards details, will compare favourably

with some made even in those advanced times. Upon the

decline of the Roman empire hydraulic engineering, as applied

to water supply, seems to have suffered a chock, except in the

East, where, especially in India, and .lapan, it had always re-

ceived much attention. In this country, apart from some
Roman and other work of a minor and little more than
domestic character, the earliest examples of public supplies

on an extensive scale appear to bo those of Plymouth and
London bridge, constructed towards the end of the sixteenth

century, after which and until the beginning of this century
little was accomplished.

QUAr.IFICATIONS OF T'-" WATERWORKS ENGINEER.
The present century iias, however, seen public supplies in-

troduced into every large town, as well as to many villages

and rural districts, and when we come to consider the enor-

mous value of the works furnishing these supplies, from the

hygienic as well as from the financial point of view, it becomes
obvious that the position of those who have the designing

and management of such undertakings is one of the gravest

responsibility. Upon the sufficiency and efficiency of the

water supply depends the health, the well-being and the

daily necessities of millions of people; they liave become so

accustomed to the enjoyment of a pure and plentiful supply

always to hand, and so resent any temporarj' failure or de-

rangement of the service, that the managing bodies having
the control of waterworks find it more and more incumbent
upon them to retain the exclusive services of engineers and
managers, always on the spot, to direct and maintain the

supply-

In the past it has not been uncommon to combine with
other offices the management of waterworks, engaging at

times the services of engineers of greater or loss eminence to

design for them new works or advise them in special cases.

In this way it has happened that surveyors, gas managers,
engine drivers, fitters, clerks and others have undertaken the

duties of waterworks managers in a very large number of

cases without possessing any proper qualifications fitting

them for such a post, and it is largely due to this indiscrim-

inate mixing up of duties that the water supplies of a number
of towns have drifted into so unsatisfactory a condition. If

the water supply to any considerable community is to receive

from its responsible manager the attention it should do, upon
points 1 propose to indicate shortly, then I ask you to con-

sider seriously whether it be possible for such a man to do
his duty except by giving his undivided time and attention to

this one subject, and by being regularly trained in those
special matters which appertain to hydraulic engineering as

applied to water supply. Take the case of combined gas and
water works companies, in practically every case the en-
gineer or manager h,is had his training in the lino of gas
supply, and it is a notorious fact that, with few exceptions,

such undertakings are, as regards the water supply, scan-
dalously badly managed or, perhaps, more properly speaking,
neglected.

Large communities have no alternative but to use the
public water supply, the old sources from private wells and
the catchment of rain water having fallen into disuse and
practically been abolished, so that it is incumbent that the
purity and abundance of these ])ublic supplies shall be pro-
[lerly maintained both as a sanitary safeguard and, seeing
that the people pay rates for stuIi supply, as a matter of
e<piity. The waterworks engineer and manager must there-
fore, if fully alive to the greatness of his responsibility, be
ever on the alert, and prepared to cope with nil the inevitable
difficulties and accidents attending the working and mainten-
ance of complex systems, extending over long lengtlis, and
involving the use of structures, machinery, fittings and
appliances, all of which are liable to failure through natural
decay, unusual strain or accident.

We fiud already gathered together for our use and instruc-
tion a large mass of valuable matter upon the subject of water
supply, the result of the investigatiou, observation and ex-

perience of those who have preceded us, and whose successes

and failures now help to guide us to right conclusions.

Where should we be without this knowledge, and at what
cost would local authorities and companies have to purchase

the experience which they have received as a gift from their

predecessors ? They observed and recorded, and 1 maintain

that as they did for our benefit so are we bound to be con-

tinually observing and recording for the benefit of our suc-

cessors. Put before them in this light, I should hesitate to

think that governing bodies, as a rule, would decline to aid in

such work both by encouraging their officers and providing

the necessary moans for keeping up and extending the re-

cords of facts and phenomena which are, or jiossibly may be,

of value in connection with questions of water supply. Tliey

may welcome snch information and reap its benefits in their

own day and generation for all they know to the contrary,

and I assert confidently that .already large sums of money
have been wasted on works which, in the lignt of the results

of systematic observation of the conditions and environments
of certain water supplies, would never have been constructed

at all, or only in much modified form.

It is essential that all holding responsible positions should

be acquainted with what others have done and are doing in

their particular walk of life, otherwise narrow views and un-

enlightened policy will result, and one ef the most beneficial

results 1 look for from the working of this association is the

breaking down of the barriers which keep some of our class

confined within the little world of their individual work and

office. The association welcomes all who aro in any way
associated with works of water supply, and the man in humble
position has given him the same opportunity of expressing

and recording his own viow.s and experiences as has his

fellow-worker in the most prominent position, and it would

be ill-fitting of me to omit paying a warm tribute to the

liberality and perspicuity of an increasing number of govern-

ing bodies who are granting permission and financial aid for

their officials to attend our meetings.

I am conscious of the great difficulty that lies in the way
of even touching upon the items which go to make up the

sum of the duties of the waterworks engineer or manager.

The positions and responsibilities necess.arily vary greatly,

and some may think that they will never be called upon to ex-

ercise either their skill or judgment in some of the directmns 1

propose to indicate ; to such, I would reply that they have

no business to so limit their future on their ambitions, but

that, should opportunities present themselves, they should be

ready to take up these duties and so advance themselves in

their profession ^nd office. It is difficult for men after a

certain age to apply themselves to anything like the element-

ary study of scientific subjects, but for the younger members
of our class there is no such excuse, especially in these days

of cheap technical edacation, such as can be obtained in the

college where we arc .assembled and in similar establishments

all over the kingdom. The essential subjects for study are

mathematics, mechanics, hydraulics, steam, building and
machine construction, and drawing, as a umtter of course

;

to which may be added, with great advantage, at least a
little chemistry and geology. Surveying and levelling aro

indispensable, but must generally be learnetl out of college.

THE WORK REQUIBEU.

Coming now to the actual work which may be required of

us, the design and construction of works occupies the first

position, and it seems desirable to w.arn those of limited ex-

perience to combat the natural temptation of undertaking too

much responsibility in propounding schemes whose soundness

have not been tested by the reports thereon of independent

engineers or other experts. There is no greater sign of weak-

ness than to object to such a course ; a confirmation of sug-

gested plaus at once places an official in a strong position,

and future hostility ou the part of an opposition is heavily

discounted, while, on the other hand, should such proposals

be proved faulty, his employers will be saved from useless

vexation, waste of money and possible f.ailure, alike disas-

trous to them and to the official's reputation.

The expenditure of large sums on public works must ever

be the subject of serious consideration at the hands of gov-

erning bodies, and we have no right to expect that they shall

commit themselves to any scheme of ours without giving it

the fullest consideration, and until it has been critically but

fairly discussed and its needs established. The fear of hos-

tility to a in-oposal to spend money should never deter an en-

gineer or manager from advocating strongly and persistently

the execution of works or measures which in his judgment ho

is convinced .are nocessai-y for the well-being of the uiidei-

taking he is connected with; the knowledge he possesses lif

the needs of the case is not his to keep, but is paid for l.y

those who employ him, theirs is the responsibility of deciding

whether or not to adopt his reports.

Works may, with equally false judgment and skill, bo

designed either too large or too small, and it is not always

easy" to arrive at the happy medium, so that, while the demand
npon the supply shall not too quickly outgrow itscapabilities,

there shall not be an unnecessarily large amount of capital

expended which must or may remain for a long time im-

reraunerative. Judgment must be exercised in making due

provision for future extensions, and matters must be so ar-

ranged that those can at any time be carried otit con\-cniently

without disturbance of the regular supply of water, ;uid so

as to render possible the economical working of thi whole
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system botli before and after extension. Work of a more or
less temporary character may, under exceptional circum-
stauces, be permissible, but, aa a rule, everything in the way
of works or plant upon which the supply of water to large
numbers of people depends should be of the most permanent
and thoroughly good character, avoiding all showy and useless
decoration, which is costly and often so out of place as to be
actually grotesque. An loiiya, vita hrevis, is an old Latin
adage, and may be aptly applied to the life of poor engines
placed in highly-decorated houses but on indifferent founda-
tions.

The selection of site is a question of prime importance, and
frequently necessitates appeal to the advice of the geologist,
especially where wells have to be sunk and underground
waters intercepted, or where the impervious character of
subsiirata have to be relied upon for ensuiing the retention
of water in storage reservoirs and behind embankments or
dams. It is, however, incumbent upon the engineer to collect
and deduct proper conclusions from information relating to
the rainfall, run-off, evaporation, subterranean water-levels,
and the general conditions prevailing around the proposed
works. The question of accessibility may be temporarily of
importance as regards the transport of materials for con-
struction, or permanently if coal has to be used for pumping.
Then, again, we must ^e that we do not design brick struc-
tures to be erected in a stone country, lest we be accused of
" taking coals to Newcastle."
An increasing amount of attention is, and must be given,

to the subject of the liability to pollution of the sources of
supply and in selecting sites'for works. A good deal more
attention must be paid to the presence and condition of in-
habited buildings, and to the operations of agriculture and
manufacture over considerable areas around proposed and ex-
isting works. A valuable paper on this subject has lately
been read before the Society of Engineers by Dr. Thresh, and
should be studied by all who are interested in water supplies,
il-om it the conclusion will certainly be drawn that unre-
laxing vigilance is necessary upon the part of the officials, no
matter how secure they may feel that pollution is an impos-
sibility ; the unexpected so often happens that the slightest
unusual symptons or variations in the character and quantity
of the supply must be noted and inquired into, changes which
can only become evident when regular and frequent observa-
tions and tests are made and recorded in such a manner that
abnormal conditions become immediately apparent.

Similarly it is the duty of the engineer or manager to watch
and record the seasonal variations in snpjily and the con-
current demand for and storage of water, so that timely
warning may be given that the demand is likely to exceed
the quantity available, or, in exceptional cases, that steps
may be taken to conserve water and tide over a temporary
period of difficulty. This necessitates the keeping of rainfall
and underground water-level records, which, together with
the observations before alluded to and others, should be kept
in diagram as well as tabulated form, as in the former case
abnormal features are so much more readily distinguished
and diicdvored, the massing of figures being apt to confuse
and conceal relative values. If kept in only tabulated form
the plan should, at least after a sufficiently lung time, be
adopted of expressing the results and ratios of the mean.

ECONOMY IN WOKKING.
In designing works, future economy in the method of work-

ing and maintaining them in a state of efficiency must be
kept steadily in view, and, where machinery is to be used, its

character must be determined with care. The pumping plant
in use in this country is probably necessitating the consump-
tion of at least double the quantity of coal really necessary
for the work, owing to the use of an immense number of
engines and pumps of unsuitable and badly-designed types.
At the present value of money the saving of £1U0 per annum
in coal justifies the expenditure of £2,000 upon new or im-
provement to old machinery, a fact which ought to be kept
clearly in mind.
To be in a position to grapple with this question the en-

gineer must know with certainty what work, for a given ex-
penditure, his plant is doing, not only when first put down,
but afterwards and when in daily use. He must, therefore,
make regular teats, assuming nothing, taking nothing for
gi-anted, but arriving at a conclusion from facta. To one
particular point I would draw special attention, on account
of its importance as bearing upon the whole question of the
available supply for any town where pumping is resorted to or
the water is not measm-ed before delivery into the distributing
mains. The quantity delivered is too often estimated from
the displacement of pumps, whose slip is not accurately
known, and is a quantity varying with the condition of the
working parts, which may not have been examined for a long
period

;
then, again, in the absence of counters or recording

gear, an estimate is also made of the number of strokes made
during working hours, assuming a fixed normal speed per
mmute of the engines. Could anything be more unsatisfac-
tory ." From these hypotheses the daily consumption per head
is worked out, and people are horrihed at the apparent ex-
travagant habits of the water consumer, or the mains and
fittings are condemned as leaky, whereas the fault is in the
pump work, which is probably not lifting anything like the
quantity represented, and the engine, in truth a very fire-
eater, has the specious credit of being economical in steam
consumption. Pump work should therefore be looked after

and means taken to measure the water lifted by them, other-

wise there may arise a seeming necessity for additional plant

which is in fact quite unwarranted.
These considerations lead me to point out the duty which

devolves upon the engineer or manager in connection with
the detection of waste or leakage. He must not incur waste
of money and time in hunting for what does not exist, and
where the total consumption appears too high the acttial dis-

charge of pumps and the leakage from reservoirs and other
receptacles for water must be first tested. Then he may well

adopt a regular system whereby the location of leaky pipes
and fittings can be fixed and subsequently repaired. He
must, however, use judgment as to how far such a system
shall be carried, and the relation between the cost of the
water wasted and of working the detecting system must be
carefully weighed. The last gallon or so per head of possible

saving may not be worth the cost ; on the other hand, it may
be the means of staving off for some time heavy expenditure
on additional filant and works.

To ensure a satisfactory supply at suitable pressure through-
out the whole of a largo and scattered district necessitates

more care than is frequently given to the subject of distri-

buting mains; the immediate needs of the case must not
alone be considered, but judgment exercised and provision

made for extensions and future development of growing dis-

tricts. Additional mains must not be laid so as to create

complex systems which are a complete puzzle to the turn-

cocks, and may give rise to serious complications in times of

fires or accidents. Our streets in busy towns are becoming
so crowded with pipes and conduits of all sorts that it is

necessary to reduce their number to the smallest conformable
with giving a satisfactory supply through them, and it must
be borne in mind that the single pipe conveying any given
volume of water occupies less space than a pair or more
giving only the same aggregate discharge.

Consideration must be given to the renewal of mains, and
it is desirable to let such work be done regularly rather than
allow it to accumulate and necessitate a large expenditure in

particular years, when it is apt to derange the linaucea of the

undertaking. Main laying and all other work which is buried
must be especially well looked after during construction, and
the demoralising suggestion that hidden work need not be so

carefully and well finished aa exposed work rauat be scoutetl.

Hidden work seldom gives warning of impending failure, and
poor work may hold together just long enough to create a

false sense of security, while tlie ultimate coat of repairing

bad work is far greater, directly and indirectly, than the first

cost of good work.
The engineer has to determine what character of fittings

are the most suitable for tiae both in connection with the
mains and services, and as regards the foi"nier some sort of

regularity should be established, and standard types of valves,

hydrants and the like adopted, otherwise the cost of repairs

is enormously increased, and duplicate parts cannot be very
well kept, where many patterns of similar but not identical

fittings exist. The subject of house fittings is always difficult

to deal with on account of the rooted hostility of the jerry-

builder and tinkering plumber to use any but the cheapest
and worst fittings procurable. Their opposition must be met.
It is intolerable that the great body of consumers shall be
called upon to pay for the water wasted through fittings not
their own and over which they have no control, and the en-

gineer or manager must see to this, and exercise the very
considerable power he has at his disposal to jiunish the evil-

doer.

The meter question is still a difficult one, and care has to

be exerciaed that only those are allowed to be used which,
owing to the character of the water, will not readily ceaae to

register accurately, or by undue wear cause great expense
for repair. He must carefully weigh the advantages of and
drawbacks to the use of each type submitted to him, and
determine what percentage of error is permissible after a
given period of working, the perfect meter not yet being to

hand.
The management of workmen gives no small amount of

anxiety to the waterworks engineer or manager. It is

essential that in case of breakdown or accident he shall have
at his command men upon whose loyally he can depend ; they
must be ready to turn out at any hour of the night—ready
and willing to make great sacrifices of strength and comfoit
by continuing at work, perhaps for a lengthened period, in

wet and cold, in order that consumers of water may not be
deprived of a supply which is essential to their comfort and
well-being. Such men must be jiroperly paid, well trained

and disciplined, treated as men should be when we consider

how much depends upon their co-oporation and willingness in

times of need.

Apart from the outdoor work of the engineer or manager,
there is the organisation of the office to be attended to, and
it must be so administered that plana and drawings shall be

kept up to date and all alterations and additions to work
shown upon them, while no opjiortunity should be lost of

locating and plotting underground works, such as mains,

whose precise positions are not already known. Registers

and diagrams each aa have already been referred to must bo
kept ; the cost of works recorded in considerable detail in

order that light may be thrown upon and reasonable explana-

tion given as to abnormal expenditure, and to facilitate the

making of estimates in the future ; in short, the fullest in-
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formation upon any matter connected with the undertaking
should be available, in such a creditable form that it may be
presented for the use and inspection of the governing body
or nsed as evidence before a court of inquiry.

In the event of Parliamentary proceedinRS, absolute accu-

racy must stamp the surveys, plans and evidence which the

engineer proposes to rely upon. Such work is often demanded
of him hastily, and while engaged in the ordinary business of

his office ; but he must not forget the hea\-y responsibilitj'

which is entailed upon him in work of this character—de-

fective and unsustainable evidence may ruin a case, disap-

point the promoters, who usually have to pay heavily, and
damage his own reputation. He may be called upon to name
suitable witnesses to be called in support of his scheme, and
no personal friendship must warp his judgment or preveut
the selection of those who are best calculated to do justice

to those who engage them. He must weigh well in his mind
the weak points in his case—and there are almost sure to be
some—consider each and every argument likely to be adduced
by his opponents, and having, if possible, discovered what
witnesses are likely to be chilled on the other side, he must
draw his conclusions as to the probable trend of the evidence
and be prepared to meet it.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.
Finally, there is the personal and official relationship of

the engineer and manager to his employers, the governing
body, and to the general public, between whom he stands,

and to both of whom he owes a duty—to the one allegiance

and faithful discharge of lawful commands while watching
over their interests as guardians of the public purse or of

money invested by shareholders in the faith of their integrity

and capability. Tlie public have a right to expect courtesy,

attention to all reasonable representations and complaints,

and protection from the abuse of power or from tlieir

ignorance being imposed upon to their detriment.

Such, then, are some of the manifold duties of the offices

we fill; perfection is here unattainable, and, erring in judg-

ment, at times we shall fail, those only who have done
nothing making no mistakes. To satisfy everybody is equally

unattainable, but we can and must follow fearlessly in those

paths which we feel and know to be right, and however much
we may be misunderstood for the moment, reliance must be
placed on the future to show that we have in spite of all

obstacles done our duty to our profession and to those who
honour us with their confidence.

1 have to thank those present for giving me such a patient

hearing, and to ask their indulgence for the many short-

comings in my remarks.

The customary vote of thanks to the president for his ad-

dross was moved by Mr. Hill and seconded by Mr. Watts,
Mr. Priestley and Mr. Gaskin also adding a few remarks. It

was suggested that the attendances of members of council

should iu future be published, a sinister proposal whicli it

was agreed should be favourably considered, and the meeting
then adjourned to luncheon. It should be noted that the
following new members were duly elected :

—

Members: W. A Palliser, Featherstone ; J. M. Mackenzie,
Chile; C. Maraede, Pernambuco ; W. H. Scholee, Buenos
Ayres ; T. W. A. Hayward, Sudbury ; H. Riley, Gainsborough

;

T. Hughes, Leighton Buzzard ; W. Eggie, Brechin.

Associates (Class " A ").—B. Berrington, Wolverhampton
;

H. Robinson, Bishop Auckland ; W. F. Sutton, Birming-
ham.

As.sociATEs (Class "B").—W. H. Presoott, Reigate; A. G.
Cloake, Loudon ; F. G. Ham, Westminster.
Luncheon, on a generous scale, which worthily upheld the

traditions of Southampton's civic hospitality and testified to

the generosity of its present mayor, was served in the hand-

some pavilion at the end of the pier. After the mayor had
proposed the usual loyal toast. Alderman Lemon, himself an
engineer of distinction, gave " The British Association of

Waterworks Engineers." It was true, he said, that it had
not been established many years, but it had already made its

mark. One groat advantage its members had was that they
could go about from town to town, and if they did not see

something to copy they would see something to avoid. It

would pay an authority or a company to send its engineer to

see the works of the country. They were constantly pro-

greasing ; they now had bacteriological examinations of water
supply, and were not satisfied with mere chemical tests, and
it behoved the water engineer to keep abreast of such ad-

vances. In Southampton they had works which supplied a
part of the borough— not, he was sorry to say, the whole—at

a lOd. water rate, and for trade purposes at 8d. per 1,000
gallons. The town could also congratulate itself on the elec-

tion of its water engineer, Mr. ilatthows, as the president of

the association. He took it as a very high coinjdiment.
Personally he knew Mr. Matthews' thoroughness and his

desire to do what was right.

The President, in acknowledging the toast, mentioned
that the association now numbered some 200 members, which
he thought was not bad for a three years' existence. More-
over, it was in a sound financial position. But it was im-
portant to see what those members represented. They repre-

sented the water supply to no less than 11,,')00,000 people,

and the care and management of works which had cost

£40,000,000. The main object of the association was that its

members could meet once or twice a year for the interchange

of ideas, which would not be useful only to them personally
but of value to the corporations or companies they served as

officials. He was happy to see a growing desire on the part
of such bodies to encourage their officials to attend such
meetings, and to visit works and to find the means to enable
them to attend.

The Retiring President proposed a vote of thanks to the

mayor for his generous hospitality, a suggestion so heartily

taken up that the familiar " three cheers " had to be supple-

mented by a " Lancashire whisper," and a happy response of

the mayor closed a further stage of tho proceedings.
When the conference was resumed in the afternoon the

following paper was read :

—

EXTENSION OP FILTER-BEDS, &c., SERVICE RESER-
VOIR AND WATER TOWER, CARDIFF.

By C. H. Priestley, a.m.i.c.e..

Waterworks Engineer to the County Borough of Cardiff.

[Mr. Charles Henry Tricstley wiis articled in 1870 to the old-estab-
lished firm of R. Ives ct Son, architects and engineers, Halifax, and in
1875 he became assistant to Mr. J. A. Paskin, waterworks engineer to

the Halifax Cor[)oratiou, with whom he remained for six vears. At
the end of that jjenod he was selected out of many apphcants as assist-

ant water engineer to the Cardiff Corporation under Mr. J. A. B.
Williame, then borough and waterworks engineer. In 1884Mr. 'Williams
resigned his office as borough engineer on the commencement of an
extensive scheme giving an entirely new water supply to the borough.
Mr. Priestley remained as his deputy in the waterworks department,
being chiefly engaged in administrative and local work. On the re-

tirement of Mr. Wiliimns in 1805 Mr. Priestley was appointed water-
works en^nii ' u .1 i. 'ii;i;_,^er on the strong recommendation of the
chairman n I

...
i

iti;.s Committee, Alderman David Jones, j.p.,

ex-mayor. .Mi. iii i^
,

is a member of the Technical Instruction
Committee ul Uiu L^uuui.v Borough, vice-president of the local district

council for the National Registration of Plumljers, and in the Cardiff
Exhibition of 1896 was vice-chairman of the health section.]

The author believes it would be greatly to .the advantage of

the British Association of Waterworks Engineers it members
would give more papers upon works which have been con-

structed recently by themselves, and on which they can speak
authoritatively, rather than the discussion of general princi-

ples, or of works constructed many years ago. With this idea

in view, he intends giving a description of some of the work
he has been engaged upon during the last eighteen months,
which, if not on a very large scale, he hopes may prove inter-

esting to the association, whose interests from the commence-
ment he has had much at heart.

In order that the nature of the works about to be described

may be the better understood, it will perhaps be advisable to

give a very brief outline of the Cardiff water snpply, which
it is hoped to amplify on some future occasion. Impound-
ing reservoirs have been constructed in the Taff Fawr valley,

in Breconshire, on the Old Red Sandstone formation 35 miles

from Cardiff. The water is conveyed from these reservoirs

by means of a cast-iron conduit, with the necessary balancing

reservoirs en route to storage reservoirs sitirate between 4 and
5 miles from the centre of the toT\ni. It is allowed to settle

at these reservoirs, which have a capacity of 400,000,000

gallons, and is convejed from there to the filter-beds and
into tho various service reservoirs, thence by the trunk and
distributing mains to the consumers throughout the borough
and district of supply, the population of which at the present

time is just under 200,000; with the exception of a small dis-

trict the supply is by gravitation.

On the ITth July, 1890, the anthor was instructed to re-

port on the question of " Additional Filter-Beds at the

Heath" and as to a "New High-Level Service Reservoir at

Penylan."

ADDITIONAL FILTER-BEDS, THE " HEATH."
At the time above-mentioned there were three filter-beds,

with pure-water service reservoir, inlet chambers, measuring
chamber, and sufficient land for very considerable extensions

;

these were part of a large scheme for an entirely new supply

to the borough (as previously sketched out), which was de-

signed and carried out by Mr. J. A. B. Williams, m.i.c.e., under
the powers of an Act of Parliament obtained in 1884 and
amplified in 1894. The existing area of 15,000 superficial

feet each, or a total of 45,000 superficial feet; but as it is

often necessary to keep one of the beds empty for cleaning,

the available area would be 30,000 superficial feet only.
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Each filter-bed was designed to deal with 1,000,000 gallons

of water per twenty-fonr hours, or at the rate of abont 2J
gallons per superficial foot per hour, the usual practice vary-

ing between 2 gallons and 3 gallons per superficial foot per

hour in the best-designed sand filter-beds. The normal con-

sumption of water had increased from 4,(JOO,000 gallons to
' 4,500,000 gallons per diem, so that to filter this quantity

efficiently on the above basis at least 60,000 superficial feet

of filtering area should be provided, or fonr beds of the same
size as the existing ones. As one bed would be usually out

of work for cleaning, to filter 4,000,0<_KI gallons of water per day
would require five beds at least, but the author strongly re-

ommended three additional beds to be proceeded with at

once, making six in all, which would then not leave much
margin for increase if the filteriug was to bo done in an
efficient manner, in accordance with woll-recogniscd rules,

especially having regard to the necessity of keeping the

rate of filtration as nearly constant as possible.

The author also recommended the erection of additional

sand-washing apparatus, foreman's cottage and office, large

tool shed, and mess-room.

HIGH-LEVEL SUTPLY.
One section of the "high-level service" is laken from a

balancing reservoir and small service reservoir at Bhabina,

4:f miles distant from the town hall. These reservoirs have
a capacity of about 800,000 gallons. When these works were
constructed it was not expected that this section of the

high-level supply (which was only cimmenced in 1892) would
be so rapidly developed. The total length of mains now de-

pending on the supply from Rhubinais over 2.5 miles, with a

scattered population of between 7,000 and 8,000 jiersons.

The author pointed out that it was very desirable, in the

event of anything happening to the Taff Fawr conduit (which
is the carrying main from the impounding reservoirs, 35
miles distant from Cardiff, and which passes tlirough a dis-

trict honeycombed with colliery workings, whei-eby the
supply might be discontinued for a length of time before the

repairs could be executed), that more storage should be avail-

able than that afforded at Rhubina, which would not last

over a week at the present rate of consumption ; and as the
population increases the consumption would be greater
and the danger of the snpply running out be consequently
increased.

The nature of tlie ground at Rhubina was not favourable
for building large service reservoirs; it would also be a de-

cided advantage to have an altogether independent reservoir

near a part of this district, which is likely to be largely built

upon in the future. A suitable site presented itself on
Penylan Hill, which has an elevation of 210 ft. above ord-

nance datum, and from which nearly the whole of this

section of the high-level district could be supplied.
The author proposed to build two service reservoirs, each

containing 3,000,000 gallons of water. It would not be neces-
sary at present to construct tlie second reservoir, but the
land should be acquired for both. The area to bo purchased
was 5 to 6 acres, being pait of the farm called Llwyn-y-
Grant uchaf.

For the supply of the houses in the immediate neighbour-
hood on the top of the hill a small water-tower would be re-

quired. It was also recommended that a caretaker's house
should be erected.

An approximate estimate accompanied this report :
—

The Ileal h.

Three filter-beds at £3,500 each £10,.500
Foreman's cottage ... ... ... ... ... 400
Xew sand-washing apparatus ... ... ... ... 400
Extension of cast-iron mains, &c. ... ... ... 850
Boundary wall and fences ... ... ... ... 750

Total

Penylan.
Six acres of land at £500 per acre
One reservoir, to be built now...

Portion of secx)nd reservoir

AVater-tower

Turncock's house
Cast-iron mains, Ac.

Boundary wall and fences

£12,900

£3,000
9,000

.500

750
400
500
750

Total £14,900
This report, a brief rp.<time of which the author has given,

was adopted by the Waterworks Committee after careful
consideration on the 7th August, 1896, and confirmed by the
council, and the work ordered to be proceeded with ; the ad-
ditional filters to be taken in hand first, and then the service
reservoir at Penylan.

NEW Fir,TER-BEPS.

As shown on the accompanying plan, it will be seen that
the new filter-beds are placed alongside the existing beds, in
accordance with the original design, and to a certain extent
it was necessary to carry out the new work on much the
same lines aa the existing beds; but the author was able to
introduce several improvements and modifications which the
experience of ten years' workingsuggested.
The size of each bed is 200 ft. by 75 ft. by 7 ft. 3 in. deep,

and Ihey are calculated to filter 1,000,000 of water per
twenty-four hours, allowing 2"S gallons per superficial foot
of filtering area per hour. The floors of the beds are con-

structed of concrete in two layers Sin. thick and 4 in. thick
respectively, the Sin. layer of 5 to 1 concrete and the 4 in.

top layer of 4 to 1 concrete, the surface being rendered and
trowel smoothed. The side, end and division walls are built

of brickwork and masonry, with concrete backing and heart-

ing (5 to 1), in very substantial manner; the width of the
division walls at the bottom is 5 ft. 2 in., and at the top

3 ft. 6 in., the side and end walls are 3 ft. 4 in. at the bottom
and 2ft. 6 in. at the top; the portion below the sand-level

is bnilt with the best Staffordshire blue and brindle bricks
(selected blue-brick facing), backed witli cement concrete
5 to 1 ; above the sand-lovel the walls are composed of ran-

dom-coursed masonry of Newbridge stone (a local sandstone),

with concrete backing as before ; the coping on the whole of

the walls is of Forest of Dean stone ashlar, dressed, drafted
and chamfered, and set and jointed in cement mortar.
A main drain with semi-circular invert was constructed in

the centre of each bed, lined with a single ring of radiated
brindle brick in cement, coped willi a course of Stafl'ordshire

bine brick set in cement (all headers), finished flush with the
floor. The main drain was specified to be covered with 4 in.

Newbridge paving, but, owing to some difficulty in obtaining
this stone of the size required, the author allowed the con-

tractor to use cement concrete paving, strengthened with a
sheet of expanded metal, made on the ground and tested to

bear a weight of not less than 5 cwt. per superficial foot. One
of these flags was tested to destruction, and bore a weight
equal to a distributed load of 10 cwt. per superficial foot be-

fore bi'eaking, the supporting points being 4 ft. apart. This
test was made when the flag was barely three months old

and had by no means attained its ultimate strength.

The whole of the floor in each filter was covered with
lateral drains of wire-cut red bricks, as per special sample
made, with two grooves on the underside of each, laid flat to

form continuous channels and close together; these bricks

were made locally. A longitudinal drain was formed on each
side of the filters, covered with blue Staffordshire tiles, and
made to communicate with 4-in. stoneware ventilating pipes

built in the walls of each bed.

The providing and laying in of the filtering material was
not included in the genera! contract, as the author believed it

would be much more sutisfactoi-y to procure the material and
(as all the necessary appliances were upon the ground) to

screen and wash it under the superintendence of the corpora-

tion foreman, thus insuringclean material to commence with,

as the men employed would have no inducement to hurry the

washing. The filtering medium was composed as follows :

Gin. of broken stone or Portsmouth shingle, 2 in. to Jin. in

gauge ; 3 in. of gravel, j in. to 5 in. ; 6 iu. of gravel, J in. to

about 5 in. ; 15 in. of sand and a top layer of 6 in. of fine sand

containing at least 10 per cent, that would )>»8s through a

sieve of 4,900 holes to the square inch. The broken stone

was obtained from a local qnarry and cost 5s. per cubic yard

delivered at the filters. With the exception of the Portsmouth
shingle, all the gravel and sand were obtained from Bideford

in Devonshire, and the price paid for that and the shingle

was 3s. per ton by sailing vessel and 3s. 6d. jjcr ton by

steamer delivered into railway trucks on the quays alongside

the Cardiff docks ; the material was then conveyed to the

filter-beds by the general contractor at 2s. per ton. Over
6,000 tons of filtering material was used, the cost of which
when placed in the beds, after thorough screening aud wash-
ing, worked out to an average price of about 10s. per cubic

yard.

The water is taken into the filters from a 36-in. cast-iron

main running alongside each bed to the inlet chambers,
which are built at the north end of each filter with brindle

brick faced inside with radiated blue brick. The chamber
wall is 18 in. thick set, and pointed with cement mortar, .and

coped with Forest stone, ashlar dressed with buUuose inside,

the top being flush with the top of filtering medium ; the floor

stones are of Newbridge stone setts 12 in. thick, dressed on
face, set in cement and grouted and pointed, laid to drain to a

sump 9 in. deep, with 4 in. emptying valve communicating
with the main drain.

The lower end of each main drain discharges into a small

semi-circular outlet well in each filter, into which the ends of

the cast-iron draw-off main and the scouring pipes are in-

serted. The outside face of the wall of each outlet well is

built in masonry of the same description as the uj^per part of

the walls of filters, and coped in a similar manner, the coping

being rebated to receive the cast-iron cover plates ; the inside

of the wall is faced with the best white eiiHmelled glazed

radiated bricks, set in cement, and backed witli brindle

bricks; the floor is also paved with white enamelled glazed

bricks, set in and jointed with cement mortar.

The valve and weir chambers are constructed with brindle

brick faced with blue brick, and arched over with radiated

blue bricks formed to the manhole boxes. Sillstones of Forest

of Dojn stone, ashlar dressed, are provided with wrought-iron

iiiid gun-metal weir plates attached thereto for measuring the

discharge from each filter. The author has designed the out-

lets of the filters so as to maintain an absolutely steady rate

of filtration combined with simplicity of working, the form of

the work permitting the older beds to be altered to match at

a minimum cost. In what is called the weir chamber is fixed

an overflow sill (or gauge plate) 3 ft. lOJ in. wide, with knife-

edge aiid a free overfall. To ensure the even working of the

filter, the discharge ov»r this till must be constant ; and to
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indicate if sucli is the case, a float ia provided and carried

above ground-level in n 3-in. cast-ii'on pipe.

The adjustment of the filtering head ia effected by causing

the filter to deliver into the ontlet chamber ; fron\ thence it

ia drawn off into the valve chamber through an 18-iu. valve.

On starting the filter, by gradually opening the valve, the

prescribed "level of water over tlie weir is readily obtained

and indicated by the Hoat, the excess of head being absorbed

in overcoming the friction through the aperture of the valve,

whilst the difference between the levels of the water in the

filter and the outlet chamber gives the filtration head re-

quired for the predetermined flow. As the deposit on the

sand takes place the resistance to the passage of the water

increases, and the filtering head must be increased by lower-

ing the surface of the water in the outlet chamber ; this ia

effected by slightly opening tlie sluice valve and thereby

maintaining the float at its predetermined level. Overflow

recesses were formed in the two division walls of dressed

masonry, set, grouted and jointed in cement. On the com-

pletion of each filter, and before the filtering material was

put in, it was thoroughly tested by being filled with water

up to the overflow level, and in each case the beds were found

to be perfectly watertight.

BOU.NHARY WALL, FKN'CING AND ROADS.

The existing boundary walls were extended on the north

and south sides of the ground, being built to an average

height of 7 ft. 6 in. of good random rubble Newbridge stone,

worked up to courses and formed to a fair face on both sides

;

the coping is red Forest stone. Entrance gates of red pine,

7 ft. high and 10ft. -tin. wide, werd provided on the north

side. Post and pale fencing were erected on the eastern

boundary adpining the Rhy mney railway. The several road-

ways were formed with material as follows: Foundation

Sin. thick, composed of broken stone covered with a coating

of gravel and 1 oiled, then covered with 4- in. of good limestone

broken to a :2-in. gauge, well rolled in with horse roller and

coated with 1 in. of limestone gravel, and the surface sanded

over. The necessary kerbs and channels were provided of

Newbridge stone, laid to the required falls. Surface-water

drains of stoneware socket pipes were laid as required, and

connected with the scouring drain from the filters.

LATIXG AND JOINTING MAINS AND VALVES.

Separate contracts were made for the supply of the caat-

iron mains, valves, &c., bat the general contractor had to lay,

fix and joint the same. The pipes, varying in size from 36 in.

to 6 in. diameter, were not allowed to be rolled into the

trenches, but all excepting the small sizes were lowered down

by pulley blocks from shear legs. The jointing was done in

the following manner : The joint in each size of pipe was

half filled with soft blue lead of round section, caulked in

cold ring by ring, and the remainder of the joint run with

pig lead, well staved and set up into the sockets. The flange

jointa were made with sheet wire rubber insertion, bolted np

and made perfectly watertight.

foreman's house, office and TOOL .'SHED.

A substantial and commodious houfc was built for the fore-

man in charge of the filter-beds, the whole of the walls being

of brickwork, with l.V-in. cavity, faced with Newbridge stone

in narrow courses, the angles, quoins, &c ,
being built in the

best pressed Cattybrook bnff bricks. A small office for the

use of the engineer was built adjoining the foreman's house,

similar in construction to the main building, and with an out-

look over the whole of the works. This is in addition to the

foreman's ofiice and workshop previously on the ground. A
large tool shed was also built for storing the plant, &c., on

the works
;
part of this is provided with movable sides and

ends, with fire-grate inside, so as to be used as a mess-room

by the men. Long lengths of Decauville narrow-gauge port-

able railway are used for removing and replacing sand and

gravel in the beds ; the trucks, ic, when not in use are

cleaned and placed in the shed.

EXCAVATIONS.

Tfearly 23,000 cubic yards of excavation was required for

the three filter-beds, and the contractor very wisely decided

to employ a steam navvy for this work. The filters adjoin

the Rhymney Railway, and a siding was put in which enabled

the contractor to bring his material on to the ground much
more economically than by horse haulage ; indeed, from the

commencement to finish hardly a single horse and cart was

used in the work. The surplus excavation was taken down

to form part of the embankment of a new dock now being

constructed in the port of Cardiff. Owing to the exceptional

facilities for the removal and disposal of the surplus excava-

tion, the author believed it would be advantageoua to com-

plete the excavation for two more filter-beds and another

service reservoir (which extensions will be required in two or

three years' time), and the Waterworks Committee accepted

the offer of the contractor to undertake this work at the lov?

price of Is. 2d. per cubic yard for over 30,000 additional cubic
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yai-ds of excavation. Tlie whole of this work has now been
completed.

qi'ALITIKS ANIl TESTS OK MATERIALS, &C.
The gtoue used tlirougliont the work was of the boat quality

of Pennant rock (known as " Newbridge ") and Forest of

Dean etone, laid on its natural bed and wetted before being
used. The several samples of bricks were all carefully tested

for absorption, &c., before being allowed, and were well soaked
and wetted before use. The whole of the gravel and sand
was obtained by the contractor from Bideford, and the broken
stone before being used for the concrete was screened to the
respective sizes specified, and well washed in sand-washing
machines. A considerable amount of stone was excavated
and broken by a atone-breaking machine on the works. The
lime used for building the boundary wall, house, office, shed,
&c,, was of the best quality blue lias, used only when fresh.

Clreat care was exercised with the cement, which was of

the following standard: weight 1121b. per bushel dry, when
lightly filled into the measure with not more than 1 ft. fall,

and capable of passing through a sieve of 2,500 meshes to

the square inch, without leaving a deposit of more than 6 per
cent. When mixed it was to set hard in water in seven days,
at the expiration of which time it must be capable of bearing
a tensile breaking strain of not less than 6501b. on a cross-

sectional area of 2:1 square inches. The apparatus for these
tests was provided by the contractor, and the tests carried
out under tlie direction of the engineer and his assistants.

All cement on coming on to the work was first placed and
cooled in a properly-constructed weather-proof wooden shed,
It was first carried to the upper floor and placed in bins,
with sides made to open on to the upper of six shelves, and
then lowered from one shelf to the next one below, everyone
or two days as directed, and so on to the floor, from where

-DIVISION WALL

SIDE WALL

CENTRE DR.MN
Details of Longitddinal Section.

only it was used after being tested as above. No layer of
cement on the shelves was allowed to exceed 6 in. in thick-
ness.

The cement mortar used in the masonry and brickwork
was compos 3d of one part of cement to one and a half parts
of screened and washed sand, carefully measured and gauged,
first dry and then with sufficient water only as to ensure a
good plastic mass. The cement concrete used in the work
was of two different classes, No. 1 and No. 2, as before men-
ticnjd. No. 1 class Portland cement concrete was composed
of the following proportions : one part of cement, one part of
sand, one part of stone screenings, and two parts of broken
stone (to a 2 in. gauge) or gravel, all by measure.
The whole of the sand, stone screenings, broken stone, and

gravel were first well washed in gravel-washing machines

then thoroughly mixed by turning over four times on a
wooden floor, twice dry and twice after being wetted with
clean water by a rose sprinkler; the concrete was then placed
in the work (not allowed to be tipped from a height) and
well levelled and punned. No. 2 class Portland cement con-
crete was composed of one part of cement, one part of sand,
one part of atone sereenings, and three parts of broken stone
(2 in. gauge), all by measure and the tame qu.alities, and pre-
pared in the same manner as No. 1 class.
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We shall give the remainder of Mr. Priestley's paper in our
next issue with discussion, and shall continue our report of
the proceedings generally.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT BARNSLEY

The Barnsley Town Council have adopted a scheme, pre-
pared by Mr. Millar, for lighting the town with electricity.

In his report Mr. Millar recommended the three-wire direct
current system, with 230 volts, at consumers' terminals. This
system, he mentions, would also be suitable for electric trac-
tion, if adopted. The plant proposed would supply current
to fi,000 Scandle-powerlamps, and will comprise three Lanca-
shire boilers 7 ft. 5 in. by 28 ft., working at a pressure of 160 lb.

per square inch, and one economiser having 192 pipes ; three
sets of 125 indicated horse-power steam engines, each coupled
to a shunt-wound dynamo of 75 kilowatt capacity. There
will be two batteries of accumulators, each consisting of 125
cells, and having a capacity of 500 ampere-hours; and there
will be two transformers to raise the pressure for charging
from the station 'bus bars. Two balancing transformers will

regulate the pressure on the two sides of the three-wire
system. The site for station is situated at the Town's Yard.
The total cost is estimated at £23,322. The capacity of the
plant could be doubled by the outlay of another £2,000 on
plant and £500 on buildings. For public lighting it is pro-
posed to employ lO-ampere arc lamps for lighting the main
streets, and incandesccnts for the smaller streets. There
wonld be thirty. five arc lamps, complete with cables, &o., to

cost £45 each, and 30 incandesccnts at £4 per lamp, the total

cost being £1,695. The maintenance and interest and re-

payment total out at £2,820 per annum. The revenue is

estimated at £3,000. Sevenpence per unit will be charged for

the first hour and 3d. after.

New Cas Meter Testing Station.—On the 13th inst. the
gas meter testing station erected in Rosebery-avenuo by the
county council, at a cost of £10,000, was formally opened by
Mr. Crooks,' chairman of the Public Control Committee of the
council.
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The Pollution of the River Brent—IB.

THE MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL BILL.

A NEW DEVELOPMENT.

There was another important development, well worthy of

attention, when Sir Stafford Northcote, Bart., took the chair

at the meeting of the Select Committee on Police and Sani-

tavy Regalationg on Thursday morning. It waa quite evident,

from the proceedings during the previous week that the

County Council of Middlesex and their very able clerk, Sir

Richard Nicholson, were devoting most careful consideration

to their po.sition, as well as to that of the canal companies, in

the matter of the pollution of the river Brent. One of the

frnits of the private deliberations was the arrangement with

the Thames Conservancy which we announced last week.

Lord Robert Cecil had now a further announcement to make.
It was in substance that the council were prepared at the

proper time to bring up clauses which would place the council

in the position and endow them with all the powers of riparian

0\viier3, which would give general powers to the canal com-
panies to agree with the council as to the sending of water

down tlie Brent, and which would provide that it the council

succeeded in establishing in a court of law the right of riparian

owners to compel the canal companies to send down compen-
sation water under sec. 37 of the Act of 1793, the amount
of compensation water should be fixed at 3,000,000 gallons'

per day, or such quantity as was required. This, Lord Robert
maintained, was not an unreasonable proposal, because if tlie

council were right in the construction of the statute named
the canal companies would be bound to send down the whole
flow of the Brent. The council would, therefore, be giving

up three-fourths of what tliey were entitled to. If in the

legal proceedings the council were not successful then they

would be entitled to so much water as they might require up
to 3,000,000 gallons a day at an agreed price, or, in the

case of difference, at a price to be settled by arbitration, and
there would have to be subsidiary clauses as to gauging the

flow and as to the powers of inspection which would follow.

This was the compromise the council were prepared to offer

to the canal companies, who declined absolutely to negotiate

outside the committee-room. The promoters were conse-

quently obliged to offer it in the face of the committee. It

might be, observed Lord Robert Cecil, that when the com-
panies came to consider the clauses they would he of opinion

that they conld not contest successfully in courts of law the

right of the council to the water and they might think it

better to agree, and for that reason powers were taken for

agreement.
In the course of the proceedings on the 17th inst. some

important evidence was given by Mr. Charles Jones, m.i.c.e.,

of Baling, who was the fii'st witness called on that day.

EVIDENCE OF MR. CHARLES JONES.

Mr. Jones said he had on more than one occasion during
the past five years carefully examined the condition of the

lower Brent from Hanwell to the Welsh Harp reservoir, and
from the Welsh Harp the upper Brent with the Silk stream
and other tributaries. The witness was taken through very
much of the evidence given by Mr. Robson with respect to

the polluted condition of the river both above and below, and
also with respect to the dangerous flooding of the river by
the opening of the sluices at the reservoir, citing jjarticularly

two cases—one in 1888 and another in December, 189C. In
both these cases fatal accidents occurred. Upon the .absolute

necessity for the works set forth in the Bill being carried out

Mr. Jones was particularly strong. Ealing, although no party

to the pollution, had suffered severely for the past seven years,

and in 1897 the conditions of things had become intolerable.

He felt that it was useless to attempt to deal with the diffi-

culty by co-operation among the various authorities. That
had been tried in 1893-4, and had failed, and from that time
to the present things had gone from bad to worse. Till

towards the middle of last year the Brent was nothing more
nor less than an elongated cesspool. He had, at the recjuest

and at the cost of the Middlesex County Council, cleaned the
portion of the river in Ealing and part of Hanwell. Ho con-
sidered that a great improvement, but, of course, it was only
temporary. He quite agreed that a daily flow of some
3,000,000 or 4,000,000 gallons of water from the Welsh Harp
reservoir during two-thirds of the year would bring about a
most satisfactory result—the diluting of the etllnent. The
latter having been properly treated would do away with all

difficulty. He had fully thought out the matter so far as

Hanwell was concerned, and felt assured that the proposal,

if carried out, would be an immense boon. He had proposed,
in a report to the council (Ealing) in 1895, to alter some
three or four of the bends in the river. Of course, this would
quicken the flow; so much the better. He said most distinctly

that the addition of 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 g.allons spread
over twenty-four hours could not possibly do any damage,
considering there was a river 65 ft. wide for it to pass over.

He had considered the proposal to construct an intercepting
sewer. That scheme might do twenty years hence, but it would
be a most expensive piece of work, would take years before
it could be in work, and, as a remedy for the present crying
evil, was perfectly useless. He maintained that what was
wanted was that which the Bill asked for

—

viz., power to

apply a simple and comparatively inexpensive remedy to the

present filthy and unhealty state of affairs.

THE CASE FOR THE COMPANIES.

The case in support of the opposition of the owners of

the reservoir was then proceeded with. Mr. David Matthews,

who had for some twenty-seven years been an employee of

the North Metropolitan Railway and Canal Company, gave

general confirmation to the evidence which had been given

on the preceding day by Mr. John Glass, the man.ager of the

company. He said that in wet weather a great quantity of

water flowed down the brooks that entered the river bek>w

the reservoir, and these largely contributed to the flooding

in rainy weather—in fact, they would cause a flood by them-

selves. Were there no reservoir at all there would be no

water coming down the brooks in times of draught. If a

reservoir were constructed below the present Brent reservoir

there would be no greater difficulty in filling it than there

was in filling the present one. This witness admitted that

he did not know much about the Brent after it passed Kinga-

bury-road. It was his duty to watch night and day to see

that the water in the reservoir never rose above high-water

level. When it reached that level he raised the planks, and

if the raising of the planks would not allow it to flow away
fast enough he raised the sluices.

Mr. Huljert Thomas, m.inst.c.e., the general manager of

the Grand Junction Canal Company, stated that under the

provisions of the Act of 1793, to which reference had been

made, the main line of canal was constructed from Braunston,

in Northampton, to Brentford on the Thames; and by the

Act of 1795 the Paddington arm, running from Norwood to

Paddington, was authorised. If the company were compelled

to draw off water regularly the object of the reservoir, which

was to store water for the drier part of the year, would be

defeated. The capacity of the reservoir would only be

sufficient for the supply of the canal and the county council

for seventy days, and at the end of that period the reservoir

and ditches, the Grand Junction canal and the Regeut's canal

would all be dry. The Brent below the reservoir was de-

scribed by this witness as a very small ditch. Probably it

was about 4 ft. wide, except at times when water was coming

down from the reservoir, and immediately below the reservoir

it was a very tortuous ditch and deep, all covered up with

bushes and brambles which prevented the water flowing

down from the reservoir getting away. In his opinion as

long as the present sewage pollution continued to be emptied

into that dry ditch an additional flow of 3,000,000 gallons

would simply dilute the sewage. No matter what they did

the pollution would bo carried down to Hanwell. When
carried past Hanwell it gets into the Grand Junction canal

and lies in the canalised portion of the river which has been

embanked and raised by means of locks and weirs.

Mr. Baldwin Latham, the well-known engineer, told the com-

mittee on Friday that he had been engaged pretty well on

all the inquiries that had taken place with regard to the

watershed of the Brent in recent years. The Brent was
subject to enoi'mous fluctuation in flow, and the condition of

the sewage effluents that discharged into it was bad. There

was no insuperable difficulty in pumping the sewage so as to

turn out an effluent which might be properly received into

the stream. There had been sewage works in operation at

Friern Barnet for a dozen years, with the result that the

effluent there was of a perfectly innocuous character. This

was done by natural and artificial filters, specially constructed

for the cultivation of nitrifying organisms and the purification

of sewage by oxidation. These works cost about £2,000 an

acre to make. In his opinion the real remedy for the pollu-

tion of the Brent was to have proper effluents turned into the

river.

counsels' addresses.

The addresses of counsel were long and vigorous, Mr.

Pember, Q.c, taking up with great energy the case for the

North Metropolitan Railway and Canal Company. Ho took

exception to several clauses of the Bill as unjust and

illogical, stigmatised the measure as having been hastily and

carelessly prepared, and declared even the preamble of the

Bill to bo illogical. Proceeding to more practical matters,

Mr. Pember dealt with the injury which the proposals of

the Bill if carried out would do the company, citing a re-

port which had been drawn up by Sir John Wolfe Barry ad-

verse to a scheme for displacing the water intercepted by

the county council from the reservoir by water from the

Thames. By sending the reservoir water down the Brent

stream nothing would be left for the canal, and the water

could not be pumped from the Thames owing to the

enormous outlay which would be involved. Why should the

company be put to the vast expense which would be neces-

sary in order to get water, vitiated and polluted as it was,

from the Thames ? To alter the condition of things as pro-

posed was extremely undesirable in everybody's interest and

fatal to the canal. If any obligation had been intended to be

imposed upon the company 1851 was the year in which it

ought to have been made ; to come half a century afterwards
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was absolutely imjaSt. If the Middlesex County Conucil
were made riparian owners as proposed the company would
liave two sets of riparian owners to deal with, the rightful

owner and the connty council. There might be fifty cases, for

every property owner in the event of a dispute arisinj? would
still be able to sue, and the county council might be sup-
porting in every case. Against the council's claim to the

position of riparian owners, Mr. Pember contended that in

the event of their failing to establi-sh their claim to .^,000,000

gallons of water a day—as they ouRht to fail—they would
have no right to the reservoir at all, because it would be
found to be the property of the company alone.

Mr. Balfour Browne, q.c, for the Grand Junction Company,
described the scheme as " crude and badly devised, unjust
and improper." The Bill, he said, had been floated upon
sec. 37 of the Act of 1793. The purport of it was that the
company were bound to turn out of the Brent reservoir every
drop of the water tliey got. "If that were so, why was it not
enforced to-day ?" " Oh," said the counsel for the promoters,
" but the riparian owners are too weak, and we want to put
the county council in their shoes." If the companv were
bound to send every drop of water down from the' Brent
reservoir it would be absolutely useless to them. As a matter
of fact, no such duty was imposed upon them at all. The
section in question read : "Be it further enacted that if .any
loss or diminution of water shall happen by the paid intended
canal, or any of the works thereof, to the riVer Brent, the said
company of proprietors shall, by reservoirs and aqueducts, or
other sufficient means.from time to time cause to be delivered
into t)ie said river surh quantity of water as shall be so lost
by means of the said intended canal." This simply referred
to the abstraction of water by the canal company; it did not
refer to the abstraction of water by a reservoir at all, be-
cause it said if you do abstract water' from the canal you are
to make it good from your reservoirs. Nobody in his senses
would ever say that they were to make a reservoir to take
water out of the Brent and at the same time turn the water
into the Brent. The reservoir would in that case be of no
use whatever.

Mr. Blennerhassett, Q.c, on the behalf of the Hanwell
Urban District Council, disclaimed any want of sympathy
with the desire to see the question dealt with. Nobody felt
more strongly impressed with the necessity of dealing with
the Brent than that local authority ; but when the Bill was
before the district council, and when they saw the estra-
ordinary and unprecedented conditions of the measure, they
came to the conclusion that they would be absolutely failing in
their duty to the district if they did not oppose the preamble.
The whole of the filth and pollution of the upper reaches of
the Brent flowed down to Hanwell, and there the lake existed,
which was full of dirt and filth. The unbounded powers
which the county council asked for in this Bill would be
deeply injurious to the welfare of Hanwell, and the limited
operations which were contemplated would inflict the
greatest danger and evil upon the district. If the powers
sought were given to the county council the mouth of Han-
well—" pig-headed Hanwell " it had been called—would be
totally closed, and everything the council detired that local
authority would have to do. Such powers had never been
entrusted to one body at the expense of another body whose
interests were vitally affected. The scheme now proposed
was neither efficient nor proper. The real practical way of
dealing with the difficulty was to construct a sewer to take
all poisonous matter down the Brentford creek, and if they did
that they would have a perfectly pure stream in the Brent—

a

stream without much water in it, but what there was would
be pure and wholesome.

Mr. Talbot, in presenting the case for the Urban District
Council of Tottenham, objected strongly to the machinery
sought under the Bill being applied to Tottenham, where the
local authority had done their duty with respect to the sewage
question. It would be a gross injustice to the ratepayers of
that district if they were saddled with the cost of administer-
ing this Act.

Mr. Baggallay, Q.c, explained the position of the Thames
Conservancy in the matter. The arrangement that had been
come to with the Thames Conservators was, he said, that
there should be no conflict of jurisdiction, the Middlesex
County Council having no priority over the conservators in
enforcing the provisions of the Bill, but simply concurrent
jurisdiction. At the close of Mr. Baggallay's address the
committee adjourned till Monday.

RF.PI,Y FOR THE PKOMOTEHS.
Mr. Worsley Taylor, Q.c, replying on behalf of t he promoters,

dealt with the objections raised one by one, expo.sing every
flaw .and scoring points all through. He commented"on the
significant fact that the London County Council, although
they were opposing another part of the Bill, had not a word
of opposition to raise against the proposal of Middlesex for
dealing with the pollution of the Brent. What stronger
argument, he asked, could they have a prion' than the posi-
tion taken by that body ? Then as to Hanwell, that district
council admitted that an intolerable evil existed which ought
to be remedied

;
but Hanwell themselves declined to take

any action. When the suggestion was mjide that there should
be a joint scheme carried out by the county council and local
authorities Hanwell refused to have anything to do with the
proposal. When Mr. Squire asked Mr. Law, their principal
witness, the other day if the looal authorities would take -

part in a scheme promoted jointly, the answer of that witness
was :

" No. I do not think you would get them to agree to it.

My suggestion is that Middlesex should promote a scheme in

the next session of Parliament," As to the opposition of the
Islington Vestr}^ they had .actually strengthened the case for

the promoters, for they .admitted that they turned excre-

mentitious matter and drainage from the cemetery into the
river. This was the very thing the Middlesex council intended
to stop. With reg.oi-d to Tottenham, that authority should be
made to contribute with the others, for in their district the
Mozelle urgently required purification. As to the canal com-
panies, it was quite clear that they were doing what Parlia-

ment never allowed any company or corporation to do—that
was, impounding the whole of the water in a dry time from
the catchment area, taking it <aw.ay .and giving no compensa-
tion. This was quite in violation of their statutory rights

and obligations. They were certainly not objects for com-
miseration, for one of the companies actually sold the water
they impounded, .and got no less than £4,000 a year for it.

The jjromoters did not ask the committee to interpret the
st.attite Law upon the question, but they showed that a prini6-

facie ca.se existed and that they should be allowed to contest

the matter as a question of law. His contention was that by
the Act of 1793 the canal companies were under an obligation

to give compensation water for wh.at they took away. By
the Acts of 1795 and 1851 the obligation w.as continued.

Then what could be more fair than the proposal of the pro-

moters if they were unsuccessful in establishing this ? They
would have the righi; to any quantity of water up to 3,000,000

gallons, to be paid for at a price to be fixed by arbitration.

UKCrSION A.S TO TREAMBLE.
At the close of Mr. Worsley T.aylor'a address the room was

cleared and the committee delibcr.ated for an hour in private.

When the public were reailmitted the chairman said they had
nnaniniuusly a,rrived at the decision that, although they could
not pronounce the preamble passed at that stage, they were
of opinion that a great portion of it was sufficiently proved
to enable them to say that the Bill so far as they were con-

cerned would pass. What he had now to say he wished
rather to be taken as the view of the committee than as the

actual decision upon matters which would have to be argued
upon the clauses. As regards the rights either of the Middle-
sex County Council or the canal compjinies under the .'\ct of

1793, the committee did not feel them.selvesto be in a position

to express any opinion, believing that the m.attor wonld bo

best tested in .a law court. The result wonld be that clauses

9, 10 and II of the Bill would be struck out. The committee
would be prepared to give the Middlesex County Council

concurrent rights with the riparian owners against the reser-

voir companies. The committee would further, if the Middle-

sex County Council so wished, consider a clause if brought in

empowering the council to agree with the reservoir com-
panies as to the terms to be arranged for the water required.

The question might arise <as to whether the cost shoidd come
out of the connty or district rates, but upon that the com-
mittee would express no opinion. Another question which
the committee were prepared to consider with an open mind
was any proposal the promoters might make as to the con-

struction of another reservoir lower down than the present
one. The committee would be prepared to insert the clause

agreed upon between the Middlesex County Council and the

Thames Conservancy as to jurisdiction, and they would be
prepared under the Bill to give powers to the county council

that they were entitled to under the Public Health Act. With
regard to Hanwell, the committee could do nothing for that
local authority. With regard to the canal companies, they
thought that when the schetne was carried out they should
have power to conduct their own dredging, but it should be
done to the satisfaction of the county council. With refer-

ence to Islington Vestry, the committee were satisfied that

the promoters had established the fact that they were per-

petuating >a nuisance, so they could do nothing for Islington.

The question of dealing with Tottenham would be left for

further consideration. It is obvious from this decision that

the county council have obtained nearly all they wanted.
The matter will not come up again until after the recess,

which began on Wednesday so far as committee work is con-

cerned. In the meantime there will be negotiations between
the parties as to the clauses to be drawn up embodying the
decision.

Scarborough,—The coiporation have resolved to acquire
additional property to the aminint of £fi,000 for the purposes
of the ilarcoiut-iilace improvement.

New London Park.—On Saturday the Banger's Park, at

Greenwich Park, some I u acres in extent, was formally thrown
open to the public. The grounds were, as long ago as 1800,

closed off from the rest of the park to form a private plea-

saunce for the Ranger's Lodge, at the time known as Chester
House, atone time tlie residence of Princess Augusta, Duchess
of Brunswick, sister of George III. Saturday's simple cere-

mony was attended by a I.Tj'ge number of the most influential

residents of Greenwich. Major Huasly, representing her
Majesty's Office of Works, read her Majesty's consent to the
grounds being thrown open to the public, and the thanks of

the parishioners of Greenwich and the public generally were
expressed by the vicar of Greenwich, the Rev. Brooke Lam-
bert.
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Telephone MuniGipalisation.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY.

Mr. Haubury, secretary to the Treasury, presided on Tues-

day of last M eek over the Select Committee of the House of

Commons appointed to inquire and report into tlie question

of the desirability of givinK powers to municipal and other

local authorities to undertake the mana^'ement of the tele-

phone sei'vico.

• Sir HoBERT Hunter, solicitor to the Post Office, gave evi-

dence on the historical part of the matter. By the Act of 1869

monopoly of communication by telegraph was conferred on

the Postmaster- General. Tn 1880, when telephones had be-

come a practical commercial convenience, it was decided by

the action Atlonieii-General v. Edixoii Telephone tUniipdiiii

that communication by electricity through wires orally came

within the Post Office monopoly as well as signalled and

written messages. Exceptions were allowed in cases where

messages were not paid for, as in communication between

office and residence or between imo branch office and another.

Granting of licenses in 1884 to empower the licensees to do

telephonic business on payment of 10 per cent, of the gross

receipts to the Post Office led to the establishment of the

National Telephone Company and the New Company, the

latter of which was subsequently absorbed by the former.

In 1896 the company ceded certain of their rights on receipt

of £459,114, and since then tlie company has been restricted

to business between particular e.^change areas, the Postmaster-

General having complete control of the trunk wires. In cer-

tain towns the Post Office has an exchangd of its own and the

company has an e.'ichange of its own, interchange of commu-
nication being a matter of arrangement. The licenses, except

for private wires, would expire in 1911. Assuming that year

reached, and that the Government had not bought out the

National Telephone Conipiny, as it had a right to do, the

license would lapse. The P(jst Office was under no obligation

to buy the plant. Witness described the arrangements with

the corporation of the City and with municipaliiies for the

placing of underground wires. He took it that the whole

telephone service would coiTie into the hands of the Post

Office. If the corporation wished to adopt the telephones

within their own area they would have to get a special Act

to apply money to that purpose.

Sir RoBKBT Hi'NTEB continued his evidence on Thursday,

when he stated that the committee liad been inciuiring into

an application from the National Teleplione Company and

another company called the District Telephone Company, to be

heard by counsel, but the committee were unanimously of

opinion that they could not accede to the application. Sir

R. Hunter, solicitor to the Post Office, gave supplementary

evidence. He stated that a committee sat in 1895 on the

question of the granting of municipal licences. On the 1st of

July they reported the evidence they had taken, but made

no report beyond recommending that the committee should

sit again. It did not sit again. Before Parliament passed the

Money Act in 1896 it was perfectly well known that there was

only one telephone company in existence, and when the Post

Office in 1884, Mr. Fawcett lieing then Postmastei-General,

threw open the telephones to competition, the public felt so

hampered by restrictions that public opinion was in favour of

giving the companies a free hand. Regulations were made

in the agreement between the National Company and the

Post Office to prevent preference in time being given to any

particular person or set of persons, but there was no regula-

tion as to preference in charges. In 1884, when there^ were

a great number of small companies, it was not considered

policy to place resti-ictions on the charges.

Mr. Lamk, second secretary of the Post Office, in cliarce of

the Telegraphs Department, stated that the Postmaster-

General always had in view the idea of competition betvfeen

telephone companies. In 1888-9 Mr. Raikes, Postmaster-

General, was opposed to the amalgamation of the telephone

companies, but in 1892 the then Postmaster-General, acting

for the Government, was in favour of promoting amalgama-

tion. That had not yet been completely carried out, because

there was one company besides the National still in existence,

though iu liquidation.

CONFERENCE OF MUNICIPAL REPRESENTATIVES.

A conference of representatives of the London County

Council and various municipal corporations was held at

Spring-gardens on Monday in connection with the telephone

question and the sittings of the Select Committee.

Mr. T. McKiNN'ON Woon, chairman of the London County

Council, who presided, insisted that combined action was

necessary, and condemned the practical monopoly wliicli had

been conferred upon the National Telephone Company.

Mr. J. W. Ben.n', l.c.c, moved tlie lir.st resolution, which

declared that the telephone service was calculated to become

a great general benefit, and was so much in tho nature of a

monopoly that it ought not to be left permanently in the

hands of a private company. He said his aim was to com-

bine the views of those who advocated purchase by tho State

and those who wished to see tho establishment of municipal

telephone areas. If the two views were combined tho Stato

would have an opportunity in 1011, when the lease to the

National Telephone Company expired, of buying the better

system, either that of the municipality or that of the

National Telephone Company.
Tlie resolution, having been duly seconded, was unani-

mously adopted.

Mr. Thornton, L.c.r., moved the following resolution

:

" That the evidence afforded by foreign towns and cities

shows that similar places in this country—especially London

—do not utilise the teleiihone for business and private pur-

poses to nearly the same extent as abroad, and that such

non-use arises mainly from excessive charges and inefficient

service."

Mr. Harcoukt E. Clark, town clerk of Liverpool, m
seconding the resolution, moved the addition of the follow-

ing words, the resolution being then unanimously adopted

—

" and from the failure of the Post Office Department to pro-

vide an adequate number of trunk lines to connect the local

exchanges."

The Lord Mayor of Bsilfast moved and Mr. J. Harrison,

town clerk of Leeds, seconded :
" That, iu the event of the

Post Office being unable forthwith to take over the whole

teleohone service of the country, it is practicable and advisable

that municipal authorities should be empowered to pro-

vide such service in their respective localities, on the under-

standing that every facility will be afforded fur close co-

operatioli between the local authorities and the Post Office."

Mr. F. C. IjLOYD, town clerk of Huddersfield, cousideriDg

that the resolution somewhat obscured the issue, and that it

was bettor for the conference to declare directly for munici-

palisation, moved the following amendment: "That, iu the

opinion of this conference, it is expedient for municipal and

other local authorities to undertako the telephone service

within areas composed of their own districts or aoonibination

of such districts."

The original motion was adopted after the resolution had

been rejected by a large majority.

Mr. Hakcourt E. Ci.are moved and Mr. J. Harrison

seconded, the following resolution, which was ultimately

withdrawn: "That the whole telephone system should be in

the hands of the Postmaster-General and worked iu conjunc-

tion with the telephone system."

Mr. Dickinson, l.c.c, moved and Alderman Green (Nor-

wich) seconded the following resolution, which was unani-

mously agreed to : "That, as tho National Telephone Com-

pany obtained its powers and raised its money upon the basis

of being subject to actual effective competition, it is just and

expedieiit thai steps should be taken to protect the public

against the practical monopoly that this company has ob-

tained for itself and against the inordinate charges that are

only leviable by the company by reason of such monopoly."

Mr. J. Bakeh, i,.c c, moved the following resolution, which

was also adopted unanimously after being seconded :
" That

as one of the causes of the excessive charges is the fact that

the companv's capital, upon which dividend is paid, has been

swelled bv the expenditure of large sums of money not re-

presented" by any works, it is inequitable that the public

should be forced into the position of having either to submit

to such charges permanently or to buy out the company on

the basis of such charges."

Two more resolutions were also agreed to, one being as fol-

lows : " That, seeing that the license of the National Telephone

Company will expire iu 1911, it is expedient (1) that Parlia-

ment should decide that no extension of the license should be

granted to the company ; (2) that, in the event of the various

municipalities being granted licences to establish and work

local telephone services prior to 1911, such licenses should

carry all trunk and other facilities and liberty to speak over

other lines, and that such licences shall only be terminable

on the payment by the State of the outlay upon the under-

takings." The final resolution was :
" That the power of tho

breaking-up of the streets which is claimed on behalf of the

National Telephone Company—acting through the Post-

master-General— is a grave interference with the rights of

municipal authorities."

It is imderstood that the views of the conference as em-

bodied in these resolutions will bo placed before the Select

Committee. ^__^____

The Future of Water Cas.— In the course of his lecture on

" Water Gas and its Application," before the Society of Arts

last week. Prof. Vivian B. Lewes estimated that 34,000 cubic

feet of this gas might be obtained from 1 ton of coke. He

also explained new processes by which the carbon was made

to "ivo 3-47 times as much heat as in previous experiments.

One scientist working on this method had produced the gas,

tho professor stated, at about 3d. per 1,000 cubic feet. If

corporations having control of the gasworks and the electric

lic-htiu" of a town adopted this system of working, it was

as"scrted that thev would be able nut only to give electrical

power at a price' far below that at which it was obtainable

by other means, biit to keep up the price oe coke.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.
In consequence of the death of Mr. Gladstone it was on

Thursday decided, npon the motion of Mr. Balfour, to adjourn
the day's business.

On Friday, in the House of Lords, the Hamilton Water Bill
and the Bacup Corporation Water Bill were read a third time.

In the House of Commons the Carmarthen Improvement
Bill, the Granbrook District Water Bill, the Edinburgh and
District Water Bill, the Morley Corporation (C4as) Bill and
theWigan Corporation Bill were read a third time and passed.
On Monday, in the House of Lords, the Bakewell Gas Bill

was read the third time and passed, with an amendment,
and the Blackpool Improvement Bill, the Dundee Corpora-
tion Tramways Bill and the Market Harborongh Gag Bill
were read a second time and committed. The Belfast Har-
bour Bill was ordered to be read the second time on Monday,
the 13th June, and the following Bills were read the first
time and referred to the examiners of petitions for private
Bills: The Kettering Water Bill, the Folkestone Water Bill,
the Hamilton Water Bill and the Bacup Corporation Water
Bill.

In the House of Commons the Local Government Pro-
visional Orders (No. 5) Bill, the Local Government Provisional
Orders (No. 6) Bill, the Local Government Provisional Orders
(Gas) Bill, the Land Drainage Provisional Order (Hacoonby
Fen) Bill, the Local Government Provisional Orders (No. 4)
Bill and the Local Government (Ireland) Provisional Orders
(No. 4) Bill were ordered for second reading. The Kew
Bridge and Approaches Bill was read a third time and passed,
while the East Ham Improvement Bill and the Southwark
and Vanxhall Water Bill, as amended, were considered and
ordered to be read the third time. The following Bills were
reported to have received the royal assent : The' Local Gov-
ernment Board (Ireland) Provisional Order Confirmation
(No. 1) Act, 1898; the Local Government Board's Pro-
visional Orders Confirmation (No. 1) Act, 1H98; the Local
Government Board's Provisional Orders Confirmation (No. 2)
Act, 1898; the Lancashire County Council (Bridges) Act, 1898;
the Mersey Docks (Various Powers) Act, 1898 ; the Tyne Im-
provement (Constitution and Works) Act, 1898; the Aberyst-
wyth Gas Act, 1898 ; the Folkestone Gas Act, 1898 ; the
Edinburgh and Leith Corporations Gas Act, 1898 ; the Swan-
sea Gas Act, 1898 ; the City of Waterford Gas Act, 1898- the
Hartlepool Gas and Water Act, 1898 ; the Norton and Halton
Roads Act, 1S98; the Edinburgh and District Waterworks
Act, 1898; and the Morley Corporation (Gas, i-c) Act, 1898
On Tuesday, in the House of Commons, the Lords amend-

ments to the Southend-on-Sea Gas Bill were considered and
agreed to. The Dublin Port and Docks Bill was read the
third time and passed

; while tho Land Drainage Provisional
Order (Hacconby Fen) Bill, the Local Government (Ireland)
Provisional Order (No. 4) Bill, the Local Government Pro-
visional Orders (No. 4) Bill, the Local Government Pro-
visional Orders (No. 5) Bill and the Local Government
Provisional Orders (Gas) Bill were read a second time and
committed. The Plymouth and Stonehouse Gas Bill and the
bouthamptou Gas Bill, as amended, were considered and
ordered to be read the third time. During the week the
Local Government (Ireland) Bill was considered in committee.
At the conclusion of the business on Tuesday the House of

Commons adjourned till Monday, the 6th June.

PRIVATE BILLS IX COMMITTEE.
Rochdale Corporation Water B,ll.~1ho Bill promoted by

the Corporation of Rochdale for the acquisition of the under-
taking of the Todmorden Waterworks Companv, for authority
to_con8trnct additional works and for power to borrow
£4o0,0a) for the purposes of the undertaking, was under the
consideration of a committee of the House of Lords pre-
sided over by Lord Hawkesbury, for the greater part of last
week This measure encountered a great deal of opposition,
and Its progress in committee was slow. The counsel for the
promoters were Mr. Pope, q.c, Mr. Baggallay, Q.c, and Mr
Harper. 'The Todmorden Waterworks Company, who peti-
tioned against alterations, were represented by Mr Worsley
Taylor, Q c, and Mr. Bairstol. The West Riding of York-
shire County Council, who opposed the Bill, were represented

^l *;f- Pembroke Stephens, q.c, and Mr. W. L.Williams;
the West Ridmg of Yorkshire Rivers Board, by Mr. Pembroke
Stephens, Q.c, Mr. Reader Harris, Q.c, and' Mr. Williams-
the Lancashire County Council by Mr. Worsley Taylor oc
and Mr. Gerald FitzGerald

; the proprietors of the Rochdale
canal by Mr. Hans Hamilton

; the Littleborough District Coun-
cil by Mr. Littler, q.c, and Mr. Ram ; the Corporation of Dews-
bury by Mr. E. Horatius Lloyd ; the Corporation of Tod-morden by Mr. Balfour Browne, q.c, and Mr. Duke ; Alex-
ander Molesworth and others by Mr. Wedderburn, q.c •

and Robert Henry Scott, Limited, by Mr. Nixon. The pro-'
posal to acquire the undertaking of the Todmorden companv it
appeared, was not compulsory, but the result of an agreem'ent

it^n^ *ii^<=°'"Pf'^y
""(i Rochdale Corporation. When, in

1882, the Todmorden company applied for their Bill they were
strongly opposed by the Todmorden local authority, but thecompany got their powers because the local authority had for
years done nothing to provide Todmorden with water, although
the Local Government Board had over and over again pointed

out the necessity for a water supply being provided. Par-
liament passed the Bill, but the local board had never ful-
filled the pledge they gave that they would carry out a
water scheme. In the latter part of 189G the Todmorden
Corporation opened negotiations with the Todmorden Water
Company for the purchase of the waterworks, but without
result, and the agreement to sell was eventually entered into
with the Rochdale Corporation. Subsequently the Todmorden
Corporation deposited two Bills, one for the purchase of the
undertaking of the company, and tho other proposing, as was
done by the Rochdale Corporation in the present Bill, to con-
struct a reservoir at Gorpley Clough, and thus block that area
against Rochdale enterprise. Tho Bill for purchase had
been withdrawn, but there still remained the one which would
block the Rochdale Corporation. The Rochdale Corporation,
in addition to acquiring the Todmorden waterworks, had in
view the construction of new reservoirs at Gorpley, Hey-
head, Ramsden and Wardlo, with the necessary connecting
lines of pipes and catchwaters. The Rochdale waterworks
date back as far as 1809. They were in the hands of a com-
pany until 1866, when they were transferred to the corpora-
tion, who pressed forward new works, which were so costly
that in the early history of the corporation as a water-
supplying authority the deficiency on the undertaking was
about £16,000 per annum. That deficiency had now been
reduced to about £3,800. Last year it was found that the
actual consumption had reached 1,952,000 gallons per day,
while the consuming population had increased to 107,00o!
The new works were a matter of urgency, for if a period of
severe drought arose it would be impossible to meet the
minimum requirements of the population. The Todmorden
Waterworks Company's reservoir, which was at Ramsden
Clough, had a storage capacity of 104,000,000 gallons, which
was equivalent to 4.50,000 gallons per day, for supplying the
needs of the district after allowing for compensation water.
The promoters sought by their Bill to utilise the remaining
watersheds, which would enable them to add to their storage
capacity 1,200,000 gallons. It had become very diiBoult in
South and East Lancashire to find watersheds, and it was
more and more important for corporations to look some dis-
tance ahead in making provision for the requirements of
their districts. The principal grounds upon which the
measure was opposed were that the Todmorden Corporation
were the proper authority to supply that town with water;
that existing rights would be interfered with by the measure;
and that there would be undue abstraction of water from
the Calder and tributary streams. The evidence in support
of the Bill was still in progress when the committee rose on
Wednesday of last week. Among the witnesses examined in
support of the Bill in the closing days of the week were Mr.
James Mansergh, civil engineer, who stated that the capacity
of the Rochdale reservoir was 2,000,000 gallons per day, which
would probably be equal to the demand for two or three years
but he estimated that by the year 1906 not less than 2,512,000
gallons would be required. In his opinion it was imperative
that immediate steps should be taken to increase the supply,
as a period of drought would leave the town in great straits.'
Were the Bill passed the works it authorised could not be
completed before 1904 or 1905. The Todmorden works would
supply 460,000 gallons per day, and, as 100,000 gallons only were
consumed, 360,000 gallons ran to waste in Ramsden Clough
every day. As the Todmorden Waterworks Company had
already entered into an agreement to sell their undertakino-
to the Rochdale Corporation, the 360,000 gallons would be
available for the Rochdale supply after allowing fully for
compensation water. The committee ruled during the evidence
of this witness that the West Riding County Council had
no locus y^tandi as a water authority, so that their council
retired from the case. Mr. J. E. Craven, solicitor to the
Todmorden Waterworks Company, described tho negotiations
with regard to the sale of the undertaking of that company.
After evidence had been given by Mr. Taylor, mayor of Tod-
morden, to the effect that as there was the probability of
much more water being required in Todmorden in the future
it was desirable that the borough should have tho supply and
control a suggestion was made for the settlement of theidispute
between the two corporations. Mr. Baggallay intimated that
if Rochdale got water from the Todmorden Waterworks
Company's reservoir at Ramsden it would meet their require-
ments for an immediate supplemental supply. Todmorden
having claims for some of the water, either from Ramsden
Clough or Gorpley, it was only the balance that Rochdale
could rely upon. He suggested that Rochdale should have
power to purchase the undertaking as proposed, and that the
Todmorden Corporation should have power to construct works
in the Gorpley watershed as proposed, with an obligation to
commence the works within three years and complete them
in seven years. Then if they did not proceed with the works
they should not oppose the Rochdale Corporation at the end
of seven years if they thought it necessary to take possession
of the Gorpley watershed. These terms were accepted on
behalf of the Todmorden Corporation without modification,
and the committee decided that both the Rochdale and Tod-'
morden Bills should proceed. The chairman (Lord Hawkes-
bury) stated that they felt very strongly the claim of the
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owners of the Gale and Town House mills to great considera-

tion in respect to compensation, whether as regarded water

or purchase.

Burn Corporation Water Bill.—Lord Poltimore'a House of

Lords Committee had under consideration on Monday, Tues-

day, Wednesday, Thui'sduy and Friday of last week, the

Bill promoted by the Corporation of Bury, in which powers
were sought to construct a reservoir and other works
in connection with the waterworks undertaking, to in-

crease the charges which tlie corporation were autliorised

to levy for the supply of water, to borrow £80,000 for

waterworks purposes, to authorise the corporation to work
their tramways (if and when they acquired the tramways in

the borough), and to construct electric works. The tramway
provisions were unopposed, but there were no loss than two
dozen petitions against the part of the Bill which related to

the waterworks. Among the opponents were the Lanca-
shire County Council ; the llaslingden Corporation, the Cor-

porations of Eawtenstall, Ratcliffe, Whitelield, Prestwich,

Ramsbottom, Doddington and Burnley. In addition to the

construction of the reservoir the promoters proposed to ac-

quire land which they intended to ntilise as a drainage area

for purposes of filtration. The corporation not only supplied

Bury with water, but the surrounding districts, which were
under tlie jurisdiction of the opposing corporations, wlio com-
plained of the impurity and scarcity of the water, and objected

to the increased charges. Mr. J. Cartwright, the engineer to

the corporation, who spoke as to the necessity for increasing

and purifying the water, said it was absolutely necessary, in

the opinion of the corporation, that they should be armed
with the means of protecting the sources of supply. Mr. G.

Deacon, i .e., declared that the question of an additional sup-

ply of water had become a serious one in view o( the in-

ci'easing population. At present it was dependent upon
surface sources. The only effective method of keeping the

water pure was tliat provided by the Bill. Another engineer,

Mr. Crowther, described the sources of pollution as being due
to the heavy manuring of the land and the town refuse. The
committee examined with evident curiosity and interest sam-
ples of water taken at various points in the district, and sub-

mitted in bottles. These bottles, when shaken, showed water
very dark coloured, some containing tadpoles and other
minute animalculse. This witness was distinctly of opinion

that filtration would improve the water. It was intimated
by Lord Poltimore, at an early stage of the inquiry, that

the promoters would have to make considerable alterations

before the committee coidd pass the Bill. These would relate

to the compensation for water taken, the safeguarding of the

mineral rights and the compliance with the requirements of

the Local Government Board. At the same time, they were
convinced that the water of Bury was so bad that steps to

improve it ought to be taken at once. Among the witnesses

examined on Wednesday were Mr. Diggle, civil engineer, and
Mr. Mitchell, a local manufacturer, who added to the volume
of testimony as to the impurity of the water and the insuffi-

ciency of the supply. Towards the end of the inquiry Mr.
Pope informed the committee that the corporation were pre-

pared, in accordance with the requirements of the Local
Goverment Board, to accept filtration as an additional means
of purifying the water. This would involve an additional

expenditure of some £30,000 or £-10,000. They were also

prepared, rather than incur the liability for compensation, to

abandon the projected reservoir, to make clear that they in-

tended to deal only with the lands and not take any addi-

tional power to that which now existed in resjiect to the

water. In reference to mineral rights, they would accept a

clause similar to that inserted in the Bacup Bill, giving them
power to provide against wilful pollution. It was further
proposed that if they took any they would take the whole of

Lord Abingdon's property. It was decided, after some dis-

cussion, to omit all lands not necessary for filtration, and it

was arranged by the surveyors on both sides that they should
confer as to which footpaths should bo kept open and which
closed. With respect to the case of the millowners, it was
agreed that a clause should be inserted in the Bill providing

that if the}' wei'e deprived of water they should receive com-
pensation either in water or money. VVith clauses providing
for these and various other conditions the Bill was allowed to

proceed.

Filey Gas and Water Bill.—The House of Lords Committee,
which is presided over by the Earl of Kintore, has passed
the Bill to enable the Filey Urban District Council to supply
water and gas in the district nnder their jurisdiction and to

acquire the undertaking of the Filey Water and Gas Com-
pany. It was explained that the company were only bound
to supply 10 candle-power gas, and tliat they were practically

unrestricted as to price, while as to water the supply was not
at present satisfactory, as that part of it which was of the best

quality could only bo delivered on week d.ays and in the day-
time. As Filey was a popular seaside resort it was highly
necessai-y that the water supply sliouhl be above suspicion.

It was not so at present, hence the desire of the district

conncil to get it under their own control.

Wath-iipoti-Dcanw Water Bill.—Lord Hawkesbury's House
of Lords Committee passed last week the Bill promoted by
the Wath-upon-Dearne Urban District Council for the trans-

fer of the undertaking of the V/est Melton Waterworks Com-
pany, Limited, and for tho authorisation of the council to

supply water within their district and to borrow money for

that purpose. Mr. Taylor, a.m.i.c.e., borough Buiweyor and
waterworks engineer to the Barnsley Corporation, who has
had considerable experience in coimection with waterworks
matters, was tho principal witness in support of the Bill. He
stated that the Dearue valley had a population of 35,680, and
in the district supplied by the West Melton Water Company
there was a population of 8,500. He had inspected the

Dearne valley company's works and filter-beds, and regarded

them as quite ample in power and capacity to the demands
for some time to come. The supply had been proved to be
sufficient in times of severe drought, even when other places

near had been suffering from scarcity. The committee
allowed the Bill to proceed and subsequently adjusted the

clauses.

Tlie Southampton Gas Bill.—A House of Commons Com-
mittee, presided over by Sir Henry Fletcher, passed last week
the Bill promoted by the Southampton Gas Light and Coke
Company providing for an extension of their supply, for power
to acquire additional lands and erect further waterworks, and
to provide for the conversion of the existing share capital of tho

company into stock bearing a uniform maximum dividend of

5 per cent., and the existing 5 per cent, debenture stock into

4 per cent, debenture stock. The Bill was threatened with

the opposition of the Southampton Corporation and the South
Stoneham Guardians, but the matter in dispute had been

arranged before the Bill came before committee. The only

elementof conflict wasprovided bythe Eastleigh District Coun-
cil, who asked that the company should be entitled only to a

maximum of 3s. 6d. in the P^astleigh district, instead of 4s. 6d.

as provided by one of the clauses. This was a small matter

to fight about, as it was very improbable that the company
would ever have charged the higher rate against which the

Eastleigh people sought the protection of Parliament. The
promoters did not keenly contest the point, so the Eastleigh

opposition was so far successful that they obtained a modifi-

cation of tho clause to which they took exception. The con-

tention of Mr. Reader Harris, q.c, who opposed for the dis-

trict council, was that Eastleigh ought to be placed in the

same position and have all the advantages that were accorded

to the borough of Southampton.
The Ti/nemouth Corporation Water Bill.—Lord Hawkes-

bury's House of Lords Committee have this week passed the

Bill promoted by the Corporation of Tynemouth for powers

to enable them to obtain a larger supply of water, to construct

additional works and to borrow £430,000. The principal

opponents to the Bill were the county council, who sought

to impose a restriction as to price. From the evidence of the

only witness in support of the Bill, Mr. George Henry Hill,

M.I.C.E., who h.ad made a very careful inquiry into the ques-

tion of the water supply of Tynemouth, it appeared that it

was both unsatisfactory and insufficient, and that some remedy
was most urgent. With respect to the charge for supplying

outside districts with water, it should be fixed by arbitration

if an agreement was not arrived at. It soon became evident

that there was no opposition to the scheme as a scheme, for

neither the necessity for water nor the source from which it

was proposed to obtain the water was called in question, so

further evidence was dispensed with, although Prof. Symons
was in the room to speak as to the amount of water in the

reservoir. The contention of the county council was that in

the selling of water the corporation should be restricted to

such a price as an arbitrator thought fair and reasonable.

The Bill went through without any additional clauses except

one for the protection of the North British Railway, providing

against damage to their system by the bursting of the Font
reservoir.

Cratrley a„d DiKfricf Water Bill.—A Bill, promoted with
the object of obtaining powers to incorporate a water com-
pany for Crawley and district, to construct works and supply
water, and to raise a capital of £37,500, was passed by the
Unopposed Bills Committee of the House of Lords, presided

over by Lord Morley, on Monday.
Matlock Urban District Council Bill.—A House of Commons

Committee, presided over by Sir William Houldsworth, had
under consideration on Friday last, and again on Monday
and Tuesday, a Bill promoted b}' the Matlock Urban District

Conncil for the purpose of securing powers to obtain the
undertaking of the Matlock Waterworks Company, Limited,

to construct additional waterworks, to carry out a scheme for

dealing with the sewage of Matlock and to raise capital to

the amount of £127,500. Both tho water supply and sewage
projects, which were dealt with separately, were opposed, the
opposition to the latter being of a very fierce character. The
counsel for the promoters were Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.c, Mr.
Freeman, (J.c, and Mr. Ram. The Derby County Council, who
opposed the Bill in its earlier stages, were represented by Mr.
Rickards and Mr. Hextall ; the Matlock B.aths Urban District

Council by Mr. Pope, Q.c, and Mr. Benson ; and Mr. T. C.

Arkwright, a property owner, who petitioned against the Bill,

by Mr. Hutchinson. The district council established a good
case for the acquisition of the waterworks ; but the Derby-
shire County Council insisted that further precautions ought
to be taken to ensure the purity of the water and to prevent

its contamination by contact with lead. It was pointed out

that in the case of Harrogate last year a provision was in-

sorted in the Bill promoted by the local autihority there with
the object of preser\ing the water from contamination. After

consultation between the parties the waterworks provisions

were passed, with the addition of a clause making it incumbent
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upon the promoters to take steps for preventing the water

acting upon the lead, so as to be dangerous to the health of

the people. Mr. Kickards, in intimating the withdrawal of

the petition of the county council, so far as both tlie water

and sewage were concerned, announced that, generally speak-

ing, they approved of the scheme ; more especially would they

be in favour of the sewage proposals if the Matlock Baths

Disti'ict Council could be indnced to join in the undertaking.

The parish of Matlock was divided into two urban districts.

The waterworks company was started in 1860, and their area

of supply extended over tlie whole of the old parish. The
Matlock District Council will now have all the rights and
privileges of the existing company. The agreement with the

county conncil left the way clear for the light over the sewage
question with the Matlock Baths Council and the owner of

the property which it was proposed to utilise as sewage works

—

Mr. Arkwright. From the evidence of Mr. A. M. Clarke, the

engineer to the council, Mr. treorge Chatterton, m.i.c.e., vice-

president of the Royal Meteorological Society, who has devoted
special attention to main drainage and other sewage works,

and Sir E. Franklin, it was clear that Matlock was much in

need of an effective system of sewage treatment. At the

present time the sewage of the place was discharged into the

river—a matter which had been the subject of frequent com-
plaintsfrom the Local Govennnent Board and the county conn-

cil. This was not only a most undesirable stateof things, but the

sewage was polluting the river ; and it was likely to militate

against the success of Matlock as a health resort. It was
proposed to carry the sewage to a point at Cromford, the
only available site in the borough. Owing to its elevated
situation it was exceedingly difficult to find fiat land at Mat-
look, and thus they were limited as to the choice of a site.

The new site was about 18 acres in extent, and it would serve
a population of .5,900 persons. The soil was alluvial, porous
and sandy, and there were absolutely no difficulties in dealing
with the sewage at the spot selected. The proposed works
would consist of a large tank bniltof Staffordshire blue bricks
faced with concrete. The sewage would pass through the
tank and the solid matter would be allowed to slide from it

inw) an underground chamber. The water would be separated
from the solid manure, filtered, and finally, when thoroughly
purified, discharged into the stream. The manure would be
removed from the underground chamber, and, after the usual
treatment, used as a fertiliser. The system was the same as
had found greatest favour in the populous districts of London.
The works would be underground, and there would be nothing
offensive and no smell. A chimney only would be visible.

The field would be greener than most of its neighbours, but
there would be nothing suggestive of a sewage farm about it.

Matlock Bath Council, it appeared, objected to the proposal
because they had a rival scheme of their own, for the purpose
of which they proposed to utilise the same piece of ground.
The owner of the ground objected on principle to his land
being used fur this purpose, and contended that he had not re-

ceived sufficient notification. An attempt was made to show
that the pleasure grounds would be spoiled, and the beauty
of the "Lovers' Walk" marred by the main sewer, but the
reply to this was that, as the sewer would be 6 ft. underground,
it could affect neither the landscape nor the trees and shrubs.
Various attempts were made on Monday to reconcile the two
conflicting Matlock authorities, and induce them to join in a
joint scheme, but without success, the Matlock Baths people
avowing their determination to fight the matter to the bitter
end. The evidence called by the opponents to the Bill showed
that they were very unfavourably disposed towards the scheme,
believing that a much better route for the proposed main
sewer could be obtained than was shown on the plan. Mr.
Arkwright, the owner of the site, was strongly opposed to
sewage works of any kind. Mr. Pope, Q.c, asked the com-
mittee to reject the sewage provisions of the Bill, pointing
out that this would really inflict no hardship upon the pro-
moters, because they would have to go to the Local Govern-
ment Board in any case to get an arbitrator to adjudicate on
the conditions upon which the two councils should join in
providing an adequate sewage system for Matlock. If the
Bill were referred back the same inquiry would serve a double
purpose—the arrangement of the details of the scheme and
the terms. He did not say the scheme was a bad one; all he
said was that it ought to be better considered than it had
been, and it ought to be brought before Parliament in the
form of a provieional order after the Local Government Board
inspector had held an inquiry on the spot, where he would
be likely to get at the facts much better than a committee of
Parliament could do upon such evidence as they had before
them. There was a great conflict of local opinion as to the
scheme, and it was unfair to ask the committee to come to a "•

definite conclusion with regard to it at the present time.
Mr. Balfour Browne, o c, on the other hand, asked the com-
mittee to say that the scheme was a good one and most neces-
sary for the district. The criticisms that had been passed
upon the .'scheme were of a most trivial character. Mr. Ark-
wright wanted no sewage scheme at all, he wanted to be left
alone; but the day for that had gone by. The committee
found that the preamble had not been proved so far as the
sewage works were concerned.
Plymouth Corporation Bill.—When originally depo.sited the

Plymouth Corporation Bill was a very important measure. It
provided for an extensive harbour scheme—the construction
of quay walls and erabaukments, with railways on the north

side of the Cattewater— (1) between tlie entrance to Sutton
pool and a point opposite the Plymouth chemical works

; (2)
between the Passage House inn and a point about 12
chains south of Laira bridge, the extension of Mount Batten
breakwater in a westerly and northerly direction for about
600 ft., the dredging and deepening of the Cattewater between
Mallard shoal and Laira bridge, and the construction of all

necessary landing-stages and moorings. The Admiralty ob-

jected to the harbour scheme, and, in consequence of their

action, the project was withdrawn and the Bill was left a mere
skeleton of its former self. There was, however, still left a
wharf wall and an embankment on the Cattewater, which
were opposed by Messrs. Burnard and Alger when the Bill

came up on Friday and Monday before the House of Commons
committee over which Sir Henry Fletcher presided. The
committee decided to allow the corporation to make a wharf
in front of the Prince Rock property, but on the condition
that they should not carry on, or let anyone else carry on,

there the business of wharfinger or warehouseman. No
power was given to the corporation to levy tolls at the wharf,
so that in effect its use will be confined to the business of the

corporation. The Bill represented the maximum which the

town clerk and the members of the corporation, who ('arae up
to London, found it possible to obtain. The wharf will prob-

ably be a very modest atT:iir, but it was all that could be
secured as a beginning. Extensions may come in time as

they are required.

Plijtnoutli and Stonehouse Gas Bill.—A committee of the

House of Commons has had under consideration the Bill pro-

moted by the Plymouth and Storehouse Gas Company to

acquire additional lauds and extend their gasworks and area
of supply, and to authorise the company to raise £100,000
additional capital. It was stated by Mr. Chandos Leigh, the
Speaker's counsel, that a report had been received from the
Local (lovernment Board in regard to the provisions for con-

solidating the existing capital of the company. He had had
several interviews with Mr. Cripps, the Parliamentary agent
for the promoters, on the subject, with the result that the

report had been complied witli, and all the portion having
reference to the conversion of stock had been struck out,

and also the clause giving power to create and issue deben-
ture stock. It was further stated that an agreement had been
come to with the Corporation of Devonport with regard to

the lighting of Pennycross and Compton Gifford, and that

addition to the proposed area of supply had been struck out.

With these modifications the Bill was allowed to pass through
committee.

Yroiil Corporation Bill.—The Bill promoted by the Cor-
poration of Yeovil, which had already passed the Lords, and
of which a resume has appeared in our columns, came before

the committee of the House of Commons, which is presided
over by Sir Henry Fletcher, this week. It authorises the cor-

poration to construct additional waterworks and to borrow
money to the amount of £r)0,000 for that purpose, and it em-
powers the conncil to purch.Tse the imdertaking of the Yeovil
Gas and Coke Company, Limited, to maintain existing and
construct additional works to supply gas within the pre-

scribed limits, and to raise additional capital. There was an
interesting little fight over the waterworks provisions, on ac-

count of Lord llchester having proposed an alternative

scheme for building reservoirs. The witnesses for the cor-

poration were unanimous in their declarations that to adopt
Lord Ilchester's suggestion would be ruinous. Mr. Pember,
q c, who appeared on behalf of Lord llchester, described the
project of the corporation as a perfectly needless interference

with private property. The corporation, he argued, must
have some 200,000 or 300,000 gallons of water running to

waste, and if they were to build a small reservoir the whole
difficult)' would be at an end. They would get all they re-

quired and more than they would need for the next twenty
years if they built the reservoir. Lord llchester stated that
some of the villages near his estate were not adcciuately sup-

plied with water. I'he quality of the water was good, but the
quantity was not sufficient. He had not opposed the Bill in

the House of Lords for the reason that his doctor had sent
him to Egypt to regain his health, and he was not back iu

time to send his petition into the House of Lords. Mr. Man-
sergh declared emphatically that Lord Ilcheeter's estate

would be detrimentally affected by the abstraction proposed
by the corporation. The council for the corporation, Mr.
jfoon, undertook to provide Lord llchester with an engine,

and so arrange matters that the promoters should have six-

sevenths of the water and Lord llchester the remaining one-
seventh. They would not deliver the water, but supply the
motive power. The chairman declared the preamble proved
on condition that a clause was introduced providing that

Lord llchester should take one-seventh of tlie water from
Stockwood by a ram, while the promoters would be allowed
to take six-sevenths and to supply the farms iu the neighbour-
hood capable of being supplied by gr.avitation. A clause

embodying the decision was incorporated in the Bill, with an
addition that nothing in the Act should prevent the owner
from taking water from the sprhig on Melbury estate. The
Bill went through committee, and was ordered to be reported

with amendments to the House.

Lancashire!—The county council are considering the ques-

tion of erecting a new sessions hall in the centre of Preston.
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.-XI.

By AVILLIAM H. MAXWELL, Assistant Engineer and Surveyor, Leyton Urban District CounciL

TRACTION ON ROADS (conliniiedj-

The steepest inclination prevailinp; generally throughout a

lijie of roadway is known as the " ruling gmdienf," and should

be exceeded only under exceptional circumstances, such, for

example, as where additional motive power or lighter loads are

obtainable. In fixing this gradient the amount of motive
power available in ascending and the avoidance of waste of

power in descending are two main considerations. Also,

there should be no waste of mechanical energy " through the

necessity of using brakes, or of backing the prime mover, in

order to prevent excessive acceleration of speed in descending
the ruling gradient .... AVhon the traffic is heavier in

one direction than in another the ruling gradient in the
direction of the ascent of the lighter traffic may be the steeper

.... The less the proportion of the resistance on a level to

the load the flatter must be the ruling gradient, and the

flatter the ruling gradient is the hearier are the works, and
the more difficult i.s it to lay out the line. Snch, for example,
is the case with railways as compared with roads."

" Telford estimated the average resistance of carriages on
a level part of a good broken stone road at one-thirtieth of

the gross load"; and, according to the following principle

—

viz., that the sine of the angle of inclination of the ascent xhould

{if possible) 7wt exceed the proportion of the resistance to tlie

load on a level—" he assigned 1 in 30 as the ruling gradient
which ought, as far as possible, to be adopted on a turnpike
road.

" If the tractive force which a horse can exert steadily and
continuously at a walk be estimated at 1201b., the adoption
of a ruling gradient of 1 in 30, the resistance on a level being
one-thirtieth of the load, ensures that each horse shall be able

to draw up the steepest declivity of the road a gross load of

lHOiL52= l,800 1b.

' A horse can e.vert for a short time an effort tn-o or three

times greater tlian that which ho can keep up steadily during

his day's work, and thus steeper ascents for short distances

may be surmounted.
" In the I'oads laid out by Telford the ruling gradient of

1 in 30 is adhered to wherever it is practicable to do so;

and sometimes considerable circuits are made for that pur-

pose. Occasionally, however, he found it necessary to intro-

duce steeper gradients for a short distance, such as 1 in 20 or

1 in 15."*'

The following observations by Mr. Tliomas Codrlugtun f
bearing upon this point will also be of interest :

—

" On a level macadamised road in ordinary repair the fores

which the horse has to put forth to draw a load may be taken
as one-thirtieth of the load. But in going uphill the horse

has also to lift the load, and the additional force to be put
forth on this account is very nearly equal to the load drawn
divided by the r.ite of gradient. Thus, on a gradient of 1 in

30 the force spetit in lifting is one-thirtieth of the load, and
in ascending a horse has to exert ticice the force rerpiired to

draw the load on a level. In descending, on the other hand,
on such a gradient the vehicle, when once started, would just

move of itself without pressing on the liorse. j\. horse can
without difficulty exert twice his usual force for a time, and
can therefore ascend gradients of 1 in 30 on a macadamised
surface without sensible diminution of speed and can trot

freely down them. These considerations have led to 1 in 30
being generally considered as the ruling gradient to bo aimed
at on first-class roads."

Another authority, M. Dumas, recommended^ 1 in 50 as

the maximum rate of inclination, stating, as the result of ex-

perience, that " on broken stouo roads in perfect condition
the resistance to traotion is one-fiftieth of the gross load, for

which the angle of repose is 1 in 50"; also " that for the
ascent of an incline of 1 in 50 the traction force required is

just double that which is required on the level."
" Sir John Macneill in 1836 maintained that no road was

perfect unless its gradients were equal to or less than 1 in 40.

In thus limiting the ruling gradient to 1 in 40, he justifies the
assertion by the much greater outlay for repair on roads of

steeper gradients. For instance, he adduces as a fact not
generally known, that if a road has no greater inclinations

than 1 iu 40 there is 20 per cent, less cost for maintenance
than for a road having an inclination of 1 iu 20. The addi-
tional cost is due not only to the greater injury by the action
of horses' feet on the steeper incline, but also to the greater
wear of the road by tho more frequent necessity for sledging
or braking the wheels of vehicles in' descending the steeper
portions."^

The following empirical formnIa?§ for calculating the re-

• See Prof. Eankine's " Manual of Civil Engineering " (19th edition),
from which the foregoinfj remarks are abstracted,
t '*EDCyclop£edia Bntannica."
J " Annates des Fonts el Ctinuliees," 1843.
«; Law and Clark on " Roads and Streets."
§ Sir Henry Painoll, " Treatise on Roads.''

sistance to traction on level roads have been given by Sir
John Macneil for a common stage waggon (goods traffic) :

—

W -I- w IV
1'= 1 + 4^_ +CV. (1)

For

93 40

!t<ige coach (passenger traffic)

-

W+
- + + CV (2)

100 40
where

P = the force in lb. required to move the carriage along
a horizontal road of given description at the given
velocity,

\V = the weight of the carriage or tare in lb.,

»-' = the weight of the load in lb.,

f = the velocity in feet per second,
c =a constant number depending upon the nature of the

surface over which the carriage is drawn.
The value of c for the following kinds of road surfaces is ;

—
(-)n a timber surface
On a paved road ...

On a well-made broken stone road in a
dry, clean state ...

On a well - made broken stone road
covered with dust

On a well-made broken stone road wet
and muddy

On a gravel or flint road iu a drj', clean
state

On a gravel or flint road in a wet and
muddy state

In going up an incline a horso, as already stated, has to
pxert an amount of additional force in lifting the load, which
must be added* to the resistance on the level, and the above
formuhc are therefore modified accordingly.
Tho accompanying diagram (Pig. 24) illustrates the case of

a vehicle sustained in equilibrium upon an inclined plane by

= 5

= 8

10

= 13

c = 32

Fig. 24.

the three forces acting at point A in directions as indicated

—

Force AW representing the weight of the carriage and load, or
the force of gravity acting vertically downwards.

J'orce A K sustaining the carriage upon the incline and acting
parallel to the road surface.

Force AD, the resistance of the road surface to the pressure
of the carriage, acting at right angles to the in-
clined plane.

These forces, being iu equilibrium, are proportionately re-

presented by the three sides of the triangle ABC, which are
parallel respectively to the forces named ; and, as the angle
ABO = angle formed by a and b (both being right angles),
and tho angle ACB = angle formed by a and c (Euclid I., 29),
. . angle CAB = angle c and h, and the triangles ABC and
a b c are " similar," the sides of the latter being, therefore,

also proportional, each to each as correspondingly numbered
iu tho diagram, to the three forces in question, from which
it is clear that

—

W (weig'iit of loaded carriage) ley. Force AE : «

Therefore (denoting the force AE by/, and 6 being a hori-

zoutal length of road of which the rise « = 1)—

that is—
/ = W "t.

:/.

W • sin. (p

W,

(3)

* Or subtracted if descending: a hill.

t a^_ height ^^ pprpendicular _ ^^^^ ^
e length hypotenuse
<^ = angle formed by ob (tee figure).
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Also, W : c : : Pressoi-e or resiBtance AD
Therefore (denoting pressure AD by p)

—

that is

—

h*
J,
= W X -T- = W • COS. (4)

Note,—p, it will be seen from formula (i), is a little less

than the actual weight of the loaded carriage, but, except ou

steep inclinations, may be neglected in the following formalae

and taken as being equal to the weight.

The resistance to traction in ascending or descending an in-

clined plane will, therefore, be P j|l/t; and, introducing the

value of/ (Formula 3) into formula (1), and allowing for the

reduction of pressure p (Formula 4) due to the incline, the

formula for resistance now becomes

—

For a common stage icaggon ascending or descending an

incline

—

93 40

For a stage coach—
/"W + ut

or a s

100 40

^j-coa.<p+ [(VV + ir) sin. <?>] +") (5)

J

• cos. <p +
[ (W + "') sin.

<f)
(fi)

Example.—Calculate the force required to move a stage

coach weighing 1 ton, and having a load of 2 tons, at a velocity

of 6 miles per hour along a broken stone road with its surface

wet and muddy, and which has an inclination of 1 in 40.

Gross load = 2240 lb. + 4480 lb. = 6720 lb.

528
Velocity of 6 miles per hour=— =88 ft. per second.

Value of c for broken stone road, wet and mnddy = 10.

For inclination of 1 in 40 the angle <p (see Fig. 25) is

1' 25' 57", the nat. sin. of wliich is '0247 + ; and the

nat. COS. -9996 + .

Therefore, when ascending the incline

—

p=(?5i^ + lM0) .9906 ^ |(2240 + 4480) -0247}

+ (10 X 8-8) = 17913 + 165-98 + 88= 43311 lb.

When descending—
17913 - 165-98 + 88 = 10115 lb.

Mr. D. K. Clark, m.i.c.e., in an analysis of the " Rolling or

Circumferential Resistance of Wheels,"! states it as being
" equal to the product of the load by the third of the semi-

chord (of the submerged arc of the wheel), divided by the

radius of the wheel.

That is—
_ , . . , W X semichord of submerged arc of wheel
Tractive torce = J —;—;

radius of wheel.
" This question is," he adds, " no doubt, applicable, with a

sufficient degree of accnracy, for any real needs for calculating

the resistance of gravel, loose stones, soft earth or clay."

Also, he deduces the following rule, that " the circum-

ferential or rolling resistance of wheels to traction on a level

road is inversely proportional to the cube root of the dia-

meter," so that "to reduce the rolling resistance of a wheel

to one-half, for instance, the diameter must be enlarged to

eight times the primary diameter." M. Morin, however, de-

duces from his experiments upon resistance to traction that

"the resistance varies simply in the inverse ratio of the dia-

meter of the wheel."

M. Dupuit, as a result of experiments carried out by him,

deduced that ou macadamised roads in good condition and
on uniform surfaces generally

—

1. " The resistance to traction is directly proiiortional to

the pressure.

2. " It is independent of the width of the tyre.

3. " It is inversely as the square root of the diameter,

4. " It is independent of the speed."
" M. Dupuit admits tliat on paved roads, which give rise to

constant concussion, the resistance increases with the speed,

whilst it is diminished by an enlargement of the tyre up to a
certain limit."§

There is also an occasional resistance produced hy collision

with loose stones or other hard substances, which give a

sudden check to the horses, depending upon the height of the

obstaele—the momentum destroyed being oftentimes very
considerable.

The pressure which is thus brought to bear upon a stone

or other obstacle in being siu-mounted is equal to the joint

action of the tractive potcer and uriglif of the loaded carriage.
" The injury which a road sustains by this pressure acting

on a small point (upon the obstacle) and in an oblique direc-

tion is very great ; but it is not alone in this that the road
gaffers ; the force with which the 'svhccl strikes the surface

in its descent from the top of the stone is considerable and
would soon wear a hole in the hardest road. But it must be

c hypotenuse
t +/ when the load is being drawn?/;? Me A (^/, and-/when deictnrUug

same.
X In the " Constniction of Roads and Streets," by L*w and Clark,

I The " Construction of Koads and Sli'eets," by Law and Clark,

observed that a carriage mounted on proper springs will ba
drawn over an obstacle of this kind with much less power
than if the carriage had no springs ; for the springs allow
the wheels to mount over the obstacle u-ithotit raising the

hody of the 'carriage and its load with it !to the same height.

Upon this principle alone it is that carriages mounted on
proper springs are easier moved than those without springs,

and, for the same reason, springs are more necessary on
rough and uneven roads than on smooth ones, and in propor-
tion to the roughness of the roads should the springs be free

and elastic."

"By enlarging the diameter of the wheel the power re-

quired to draw it over an obstacle would be diminished, and
should the weight of the wheel remain the same the power
will decrease nearly as the diameter of the wheel increases."

" If the power be applied to the axle in a direction not
parallel to the horizon, but inclining upwards, the resistance

will be diminished, or a less power will bo required ; for the
leverage by which the power acts is increased, while the
leverage by which gravity acts is decreased, until the line

of draught forms a right angle with the line drawn from the

centre of the axle to the point of contact, in which case the

power is a minimum. On the contrary, if the direction of the

line of draught be inclined downwards from the horizontal

the leverage by which it acts will be diminished, and conse-

sequently the power must he increased as the direction of the

line of draught falls below the horizontal."*

The general deductions to be drawn from the experiments
made by M. Morin upon the resistance to the traction ot

vehicles on common roads are :

—

1. " The resistance to traction is directly proportional to

the load, and inversely proportional to the diameter ot

the wheel (compiu'e with deduction by Mr. D. K. Clark
above).

2. " Upon a paved or a hard macadamised road the resist-

ance is independent of the width of the tyre when this

cjuantity exceeds from 3 in. to 4 in.

3. " At a walking pace the resistance to ti-action is the

same, under the same circumstances, for carriages with
springs and for carriages without springs.

4. " Upon hard macadamised roads and upon paved roads

the resistance to traction increases with the velocity

;

the increments of traction being directly proportional

to the increments of velocity above the velocity 3'28ft.

per second, or about 2| miles per hour. The equal

increments of traction thus due to equal increments of

velocity are less, as the road is smoother and as the

carriage is loss rigid or better hung.
5. " Upon soft roads of earth or sand, or turf, or roads

fresh and thickly gravelled, the resistance to trac-

tion is independent of the velocity.

6. "Upon a well-made and compact pavement of hewn
stones the resistance to traction at a walking pace is

not more than three-fourths of the resistance upon the

best macadamised roads under similar circumstances.
At a trotting pace the resistances are equal.

7. " The destruction of the road is in all cases greater aa

the diameters ot the wheels are less, and it is greater
in carriages without than with springs. "-j"

MARYCHURCH GASWORKS.

POSITION OF THE UNDERTAKING.
At the last monthly meeting ot the Marychurch District

Council Mr. Grant, chairman of the Gasworks Committee,
briefly reviewed the position ot the gasworks undertaking.
He said that during the past year 20,250,000 cubic feet of gas
had been manufactured, and 15,500,000 cubic feet sold. This
showed a waste of 20 per cent., which was largely due to con-
densation, owing to the short distance between the retorts

and the gasometer. The amount sold was made up as fol-

lows : Private lighting, 9,500,000 cubic feet
; public lighting,

1,500,000 cubic feet ; slot meters, 750,000 cubic feet; cooking
and heating, 3,250,000 cubic feet ; used on the works, 500,000
cubic feet. These figures clearly showed the wisdom of adopt-
ing the slot-meter system, and letting out cooking and heat-
ing appliances, the two bringing in over £600. The increase
in the consumption ot gas during the past year was 750,000
cubic feet, the total income from the gas rents, inde-

pendent of the slot meters, was £2,827, the revenue from slot

meters was £115, and from coke, tar, Ac, £515, bringing the
total receipts from the works to £3,457. The expenditure in

all departments had been £2,4.59, leaving a profit of £997.
There was a balance at the bank previously of £561, which
brought the total to £1,559. A sum of £400 had been paid
to sinking fund, and interest had absorbed £227, which left

the nett profit at £932. The sum originally borrowed for the
gasworks was £12,000. That amount was reduced to £0,908,
and placing the sinking fund, £1,006 against the debt it was
decreased to £5,902. It the works had belonged to a private

company it would have been able to pay 12i per cent, on its

capital. The public were taking very kindly to the slot-meter

system, and the committee hoped before long to be able to
make a fm-ther reduction in the price of gas.

* Sir Henry Parnell's " Treatiso on Roads."
t " The CODBtruction ot Roads and Streets," by Law and Clarkt
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The Editor will be pleased to answer any questions affecting the

practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities. Queries

(which should be writtenlegibly on foolscap paper, one side only)

•should be addressed to "The Law Editor," at the Offices of The

Can the House of Lords Reverse its ow.v Decisions?

—This was virtually the quGStion on which the appeal in

London Tramways Company, Limited., v. London County Council

was dismisseil (House of Lords, 25th April). The ostensible

object of the appeal was to obtain the reversal of the decision

of the Court of Appeal as to the basis of pnrchiise of the com-
pany's undertaking by the council. The company's counsel,

however, being confronted by the decisions of the House in

Edinburgli Street Tramimys Company v. Lord Provost, §'c., of

Edinburgh and London Strcrl Tramways Company v. London
County Council (1894, A.C, 456), had first of all to endeavour
to conrince their lordships that they were not bound in the

present case to follow their own construction of sec. 43 of the

Tramways Act, 1870, as adopted in these previous cases. Tiiis

task, however, the learned counsel did not succeed in achiev-

ing. The Lord Chancellor, in moving that the appeal should

be dismissed with costs, said he was prepared to adhere to

the language held upon this question by Lord Campbell and
assented to by Lord Wensleydale, Lord Cranworth, Lord
Chelmsford and others, to the effect that a decision of that

House once given upon a point of law was conclusive upon
the House itself, and that it was impossible to raise such
question again. There had been no real decision to the con-

trary of the practice which had now been settled for centuries.

It was not competent to rehear and reargue a question which
had already been decided. The only trace of authority in

favour of the appellants were certain dictnoi Lord St. Leonards,

and he entertained some doubt whether that noble and learned

lord was satisfied as to the logic of his own reasoning. It

would be absnrd to disregard the whole current of authority

and to permit each litigant in turn to reargue a question

already decided. He did not deny that cases of individual

hardship might arise ; there might be decisions contrary to

abstract justice, but the evil in such a case was not comparable
to the disastrous consequences which would arise in the deal-

ings of mankind if settled questions were always open to re-

view. There could bo no fini^ llllnm if such a practice were
. permitted. It had been ingeniously argued that the House
might have omitted to notice the existence or the repeal of a

particular Act of Parliament. But that would be a pure
question of fact, and had no relation to the proposition that

the same question of law might, after decision by the House
of Lords, be reopened and reargued. The long-established

principle, upon which their lordships would do well to act,

was that a decision of that House upon a question of law was
conclusive, and that nothing but an Act of Parliament could

set that right which it was alleged the House had decided

wrongly.

Sewage Disposal : Liability of Local Authority for
Flow of Gas Refuse : Thames Conservancy Act, 1894,

SEC. 92.—The 92nd section of the Thames Conservancy Act,

1894, provides that " if any person without lawful excuse

.... wilfully causes or sutlers any washing or other sub-

stance produced in making or supplying gas or any other

offensive matter, whether solid or fluid, to flow or pass into

the Thames or into any tributary .... he shall for every
such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding £20, and to

a daily penalty not exceeding JEIO." In the case of High
Wycombe Corporation v. Thames Conservators (Queen's Bench
Division, 23rd April) the question arose whether the corpora-

tion had been guilty of an offence within this enactment.
The prime offenders were undoubtedly the High Wycombe
Gas Company, from whose works a quantity of highly-off'ensive

liquid was turned into the corjioralion's sewers on the

morning of the 7th December last. The efiluent from these

sewers is treated on a sewage farm (under the control of the

corporation), which, for the purposes of filtration and culti-

vation is divided into nineteen portions, technically known as
" lands." Throngh the earth of these " lands " the effluent

percolates and ultimately passes into the Wye. The ordi-

nary course adopted is to use some five of these " lands " at

a time by turns, the others, meanwhile, being allowed to

rest. The gas company's sudden and unexpected contribu-

tion on the day in question was too much for the " lands " in

use at the time, and the result was the discharge into the

Wye of large quantities of unfiltored liquid. The conservators,

in the first instance, proceeded against the company, who
were duly convicted and fined. Not content with this, they
then summoned the corporation with a similar resnlt. The
latter body, however, have successfully appealed against the
magistrate's decision. Mr. Justice Grantham said the case
was anything but free from difficulty, and was very near the
line. That the offensive matter was not wilfully sent into

the stream by the appellants there could be no doubt. It

Surveyor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or documents re

ferred to should.be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams must be

drawn and lettered in black iiiJc only. Correspondents who do not
ivish their names published should furnish a nom de plume.

was wilfully sent by the gas company, who had been properly
convicted and fined. Ho thought the respondents had failed

to show that the appellants had "wilfully" suffered the
deleterious matter to pass into the Thames or any tributary.
What had happened was that unexpectedly the foreman in
charge of the sewage farm at 10 o'clock in the morning found
that the .sewage was more offensive th.an usual. He did not
know what caused it ; he might have suspected the reason,
but there was nothing to show that he knew. He at once
applied disinfectants to mitigate the smell. At that time
there were five " lands " in use for deodorising and filtering

the sewage water ; and it had been found by experience that
five "lands "in use at one time sufficed for the sewage of
the town. The Court must assume that the foreman sup-
posed that the five " lands " were sufficient to deodorise and
filter the whole of the sewage on the day in question, though
it was more offensive than usual. It did not appear that the
sewage was greater in quantity than usual ; there was
nothing to show that the foreman ought to have kn<jwn that
more " lands" ought to have been brought into use. The
magistrates had found that if the sewage water had been
distributed over more "lands" its offensive quality would
have been mitigated; therefore, all that would be suggested
against the appellants was that they might have mitigated
the evil. But, in his lordship's opinion, it did not follow
because the authority did not do what might have mitigated
the offensive qnality of the deleterious substance that they
were guilty of wilfully suffering that substance to pass into
the stream. Without questioning the anthority of Smith
V. Barnhum {L.E., 1 Ex. D., 419), though he would not be
disposed to go as far as Lord Justice Bramwell did in that
case, his Lordship thought that to establish a "wilful"
suffering more must be proved than one omission to do some-
thing which science showed might have mitigated the evil.

The appeal, therefore, must be allowed with costs, and the
conviction quashed.

By-Law : Public Health Act, 1875, secs. 4 and 13.—

A

case of considerable importance in connection with the sub-
ject of cesspools and by-laws relating thereto, and also bear-
ing upon the definition of a sewer, came before the Queen's
Bench Divisional Court on the 3rd May (Button v. Tottenham
Urban District Cnuneil). The appellant had been convicted
by magistrates of offences against a by-law in the form of
No. 88 of the Model By-Laws relating to new streets and
buildings under the following circumstances: The appellant
erected some thirty-five houses on the north side of Bailey's-
lane, Tottenham, and constructed on land belonging to him
at the rear of the houses a series of cesspools, there being no
.available sewer within 100 ft. of the premises. In order to
diminish the inconvenience and annoyance incident to empty-
ing so many separate cesspools he also laid down (in his own
land) a conduit of stoneware pipes passing close to, and
adapted to receive the overflow from, the cesspools and con-
duct it to a larger cesspool distant 500 ft. from the nearest
house. He then introduced outlets and overflow pipes from
the smaller cesspools into the conduit. The council con-
sidered that the conduit was a sewer, and the appellant had
proceeded with the works referred to in defiance of their dis-

approval of his plans. His contention was that the conduit
was not a sewer, )mt that it and the whole of the cesspools
together formed one cesspool or system of cesspools; also
that, even if the conduit were a sewer, it did not vest in the
council, being within the exceptions mentioned in sec. 13 of
the Public Health Act, 1875, and that the by-law was un-
reasonable .and ultra vires if it related to sewers other than
those vested in the local authority ; and, further, that in any
event the by-law was unreasonable and ultra vire.<, as being
against public policy on sanitary grounds, it beiug preferable
to empty cesspools as seldom and at as great a distance from
houses as possible. The Court held that the magistrates were
wrong in convicting, and that the appellant had not con-
strncted these cesspools contrary to the by-law. In this de-
cision the Conrt appears to have been guided by the authority
of Header v. West Cowcs Local Board. ([1892] 3 ch., 218),
where it was held that a cesspool formed no part of a sewer.
The present case, it will be seen, however, goes considerably
further, but as we have not j^et seen a full report of the
judgment we defer further comment.

Housing: of the Working Classes.—A conference on the
question of the overcrowding and housing of the working
classes will shortly take place at Bermondsey. All the
London vestries have been invited to send delegates.
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Municipal Woric in Progress and Projected.

Xo special works of any importance have been mootetl in

the metropolis this week. From the provinces, liowever, we
are able to piiiblish important items concerning Cardiff, Bir-

mingham, Brifchton, Deal, Southampton, Willesilpn anil Aston
Manor.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The council meeting on Tuesday was conspicuous by the

absence of those lonx and wordy discussions which, of late,

have cropped up and prevented any large amount of ad-

ministrative work being disposed of. The only discussion of

a contentious nature arose on the presentation of a report of

the General Purposes Committee recomraending the council

to increase the salary of Mr. Haward, the comptroller, from

£1,000 to £1,250 per annum. This matter wa», however,

soon settled, the council deciding to increase his salary by
£100 per annum until a maximum of £1,250 was reached.

Several important committee reports were considered, the

chief of which are given below, and the council adjourned

for the Whitsuntide holidays until Tuesday, the 21st June.

Loans.—On the recommendation of the Finance Com-
mittee, it was agreed to lend the Chelsea A'estry £5,800 for

paving works and for the construction of a river-wall ; the

Hammersmith Vestry, £17,575 for paving works and street

improvements; the Shoreditch Vestry, £10,000—being part

of a loan of £19,400—for the erection of working-class

dwellings; and the Strand District Board of Works, £2,400

for paving works.
Haincell Aayluin.—The Asylums Committee again brought

up their report, stating that the cost of cai-rying out certain

works and alterations at the Hanwell Asylum had exceeded

the estimate by £26,300. That was due, the committee

stated, to extra requirements of the Lunacy Commissioners,

and to the rise in wages and in the prices of materials. The
committee also stated that the commissioners' alterations

were wholly by way of improvement, and it could be safely

stated that the cost of the work already actually carried out

was not excessive, and that there was proper value for the

money expended. After a short discussion the extra expendi-

ture was sanctioned.

TJir Smol-e Xuisancc.—On the presentation of the report of

the Public Central Committee Sir H. B. Poland called atten-

tion to the nuisance caused by the dense volumes of smoke
emitted from the steamboats on the Thames, and moved that

the report be referred bac'k, in order that the council might
take steps itself to deal with the matter. The motion was
agreed to.

The ^Vlltll Supply Question.—'Vhe Water Committee pre-

sented a report, in which they stated that they had felt it, to

be their duty to carefully consider how far it would be practic-

able and advisable for thecouucil, in the session of 1899, to pro-

mote legislation dealing with the water supply of ihe metropolis.

It was possible that the council might be in possession of the

report of the Koyal Commissioners before having to decide

on its own course of action, and in the circumstances the

committee abstained from presenting their recommendations

for the present ; but they thought it was of the utmost im-

portance that the council should not be precluded by stand-

ing orders from discussing any recommendations that they

might make at a later date for promoting legislation in the

forthcoming session. They accordingly recommended that

the standing orders should be suspended so far as they would

affect proposals for legislation in the session of 1899 dealing

with the metropolitan water supply, and that the Water
Committee should be authorised, if they deemed it desirable,

to recommend application to Parliament on this subject at

any time not later than November 15, 1898. The recom-

mendation of the committee was unanimously agreed to.

The Tramways.—The Highways Committee reported that

negotiations were proceeding for the immediate transfer to

the council of the whole of the system of the London Tram-
ways Company, and recommended that the 2J miles of the

line which would by arrangement come into the possession

of the council on June 30tu next should remain in the com-
pany's hands until August lOtb, the date for giving notice

of the purchase of the portion of the undertaking authorised

in 1870. The recommendation was agreed to.

Additional Fire Alar}ii.\—The Fire Brigade Committee pre-

sented a long report, and recommended the council to author-

ise them to make preliminary arrangements for the provision

of 130 additional fire alarms in London. The report was
adopted.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.
The first meeting of the new board of managers was held

at tlie County Hall, Spring-gardens, S.W., on Saturday. The
Works Committee had come to the conclusion that it was
desirable that tenders for the erection of the proposed chief

ofEco should be obtained from selected builders, and that not

less than ten firms should be invited to compete. They re-

commended :
" That application be made to the Local Govern-

ment Board for their assent to the managers obtaining tenders

for l^e erection of a new chief office building from selected

builders." This was agreed to. The same committee also
recommended that the tender of Messrs. W. Johnson 4 Co.,
Limited, of Wandsworth-common, S.W., to erect, at a sum of
£2,061, an isolation pavilion at the Eastern Hospital, in ac-
cordance with the plans and specifications prepared by Messrs.
A. & C. Harston, arcliitects, should be accepted. The follow-
ing is a list of the tenders received : Messrs. W. Johnson &
Co , Limited, \Vandsvvorth-common, £2,061 ; Messrs. C. Miskin
& Sous, St. Albans, £2,090; Messrs. Spencer, Santa & Co.,

Limited, Earl-street, Westminster, £2,161 ; Messrs. McCor-
mick & Softs, Northampton-street, Essex-road, N., £2,172;
Messrs. J. Shillitoe & Sous, Bury St. Edmunds, £2,300;
Messrs. E. Lawrance & Sons, 14 to 16 Wharf-road, N., £2,566;
and Messrs. Leslie & Co., Limited, Kensington-square, W.,
£2,722. The architects' estimate was £1,571. The com-
mittee's recommendation was adopted. Messrs. Pennington
& Son, architects, were appointed to prepare plans for and to

carry out, in consultation vvith Messrs. Burstall & Monkhouse,
certain buildings comprised in the scheme for lighting the
Northern Hospital by electricity.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Islington.—The Cemetery Committee of the vestry have

accepted the tender of Messrs. Gough & Co , Hendon, for the
erection of the chapel for the nonconformist portion of the
cemetery for £3,054.

Kensington.—An important communication from the

London County Council is reported to have been received by
the vestry. It is with reference to the much-needed widen-
ing of Kensington High-street, east of Church-street, and it

states that the Improvements Committee of the county
council, after full and careful consideration, conclude that

the improvement should be carried out. The cost is esti-

mated at £81,000, and the committee have decided to re-

commend the county council to apply to Parliament for

powers to execute the work, provided the vestry are prepared

to adhere to their promise to contribute one-third of the nett

cost of the improvement. If the vestry cannot see their way
to carry out their promise, then tlie committee will not re-

commend the council to carry out the work.

Lewisham.—A letter has been received from the Bccken-
ham Urban District Council with reference to the proposed
light railway from Herne-hill to Farnborough—which just

touches the board's district in the neighbourhood of the

Crystal Palace—forwarding a copy of a x-esolulion passed by
them in opposition to the scheme, and suggesting that, if the

board concurred in their opiniim, they should authorise the

clerk to confer with the clerks of the other authorities with a
view to joint action. The matter was referred to the Works
Committee at the last meeting of the board.

St. Ceorge-in-the-EaSt.—At a meeting of the vestry on
Thursday, Mr. A. G. Crowther, J. P., referring to the question

of overcrowding, said it was the intention of the Sanitary
Committee, as soon as the houses had been registered—and
this entailed a great amour.t of detailed work—to instruct the

inspectors to visit at unusual hours, and also to test the

houses unregistered where suspicion of overcrowding existed.

This would be done once a week till a sufficient amount of

information had been obtained to enable the vestry to form
an opinion as to any additional oflicers who might be re-

quired.

St. Pancras.—The vestry clerk, in accordance with a
resolution of the vestry, has addressed a letter to Lady
Henry Somerset pointing out to her ladyship that, owing to

the insanitary condition of a certain part of her property in
Somers Town, it has been condemned as unfit for human
habitation, and tliat by order of the Local Government Board
the vestry were compelled to undertake the clearance of the
site, at a cost to the already overburdened ratepayers of
£30,000. The vestry asked her ladyship to contribute towards
the compulsory improvement of her estate from the revenue
she derives from St. Pancras.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
East Sussex.— .Vt the last meeting of the county council

a report was received from the Visiting Committee, asking
the council to authorise them to purchase the greater part of
the Hellingly Park farm and part of the Park wood, contain-
ing altogether about 400 acres, as a site for the px-oposed new
asylum, for the sum of £16,000, the timber and underwood
and tenant right to be paid for by valuation. The committee
also asked the council for a grant of £103 10s. lid. expenses
incurred, with a further sum of £1,000 to meet current ex-
penses. In a further report the committee stated that they
had appointed Mr. George T. Hine, of 35 Parliament-street,
S.W., to be their architect. The committee had succeeded
in finding an abundant supply of water on the proposed site
at Hellingly, at a depth of 176 ft. from the surface, which
had risen to the bottom of the shaft a height of more than
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100 ft., but thoy had not had time to obtain an analysis. The
committee; had decided to call the new asylum the Amber-
stone Asylum, if built on the proposed site at Ilellinf^ly. The
report was adopted with the exception of the last paragraph.

Considerable opposition was offered to the proposal to entitle

the bniklirg Amberstone Asylum, and by twenty-fonr votes

to seventeen it was decided to call it simply the " Kast Sussex

Asylum."

Wiltshire.— I'l.'ins have been prepared for lartje addiilons

to the council ofKi-es on the Parade at 'J'rowbridge, involving

an expenditure of ab^nt £'(i,i)O0.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Birmingham.—The city council having applied to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow various sums
of monej' for street improvements and for other purposes, Mr.

G. W. Willcocks, an inspector of tlie board, attended at the

council house recently and lield an inquiry into the applica-

tions. The councd ask for sanction to boi-row £27,200 for

street improvements, £-t,6]0 for sewer.age, £2,.500 for the

purchase of the leasehold interest in land for market pur-

poses, £(iOO for payment to the Great Western Railway in

respect of the widening of the company's bridges in 11 us-

grave-road and Bacchus-road, £600 for the diversion and
covering in of the Spark brook, near Golden Hillock-road,

£500 for the provision of additional stabling at Harborna
Wharf and £2,(JO0 for purposes in connection with the Har-

borne recreation ground. Mr. J. Price, the city surveyor, and
other ofticers were in attendance at the inquiry.— Itis repoi-ted

that the General Purposes Committee of the corporation and
the Birmingham Electric Supply Company have arranged

terms for the purchase of the company's plant and business.

Bradford.— It has been decided by the town council to

light the Bolton-road tramway i-oute from Poster-square to

Peel park gates, and the Ilorton route from the bottom of

Morley-street to Laisteridge-lane, by electricity, a total of

forty arc lamps being placed upon the poles to be erected for

carrying the electric cable for working the tramways, the

total estimated actual cost of this lighting being £.500 per

annum.

Brighton.—On Thursday, at a meeting of the council, it

was stated that the engineer having presented an estimate of

the further capital required for the electricity undertaking
up to December HI, 189D, the Lighting Committee h.ad re-

solved that application be made to the Ijocal Government
Board for sanction to borrow a further sum of £.5(),:1U0.— It

had been decided by the General Purposes Committee to

order the following extras in connection with the alteration

of the town hall : 'To hack otT and replaster the northern and
western porticos (£630), and the remaining portions of the

south elevation (£77) ; also to form the internal screens at the

north and west entrances of oak instead of deal (£70).—The
Recreation Grounds Committee of the corporation have re-

ceived a letter from Mr. T. Howard offering to present the

corporation with the toll-houses of the old chain pier for erec-

tion in one of the public pleasure grounds of the borough. It

was resolved that the offer bo accepted, and that the toll-

houses be utilised as park constables' shelters.

Burton.—At a recent meeting of the town council a letter

was read from the Derbyshire County Council with reference

to the sewage from Staperhill being allowed to pass into the
river Trent without first undergoing any treatment whatever.
The town clerk was instructed to reply stating that a scheme
was already in hand for dealing with the sewage.

Cardiff.—At the meeting of the Property and Markets
Committee on Wednesday of last week it wa.s decided to re-

commend the corporation to apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to a loan of £6,000 fm- additions and
alterations to Roath market.—The corporation have given
public notice that next month they intend to apply to the
Board of Trade for permission to alter the standard pressure
at which energy is supplied. No change will be made in tin-

supply to premises which have used cun-ent since March 4,

1896. without the consent of the consumer.

Chesterfield.—Mr. A.. E. Sandford Pawcett, a Local
Government Board inspector, held an inquiry last week re-

specting an application for permission to borrow £1,744, for

gas and £662 for water purposes. It was explained that the
capital was to cover the cost of providing new cooking stoves,

new automatic prepayment meters, now mains and new
lamps in the first ease, and a new pumping station and
mains extension in the second case. By aid of these new
developments (the money in both cases iiaving been already
expended) the Gas and Water Board had greatly increased
the gas consumption and materially husbanded the water
supply in the reservoirs. The draw upon the reservoirs had
been reduced from 1,100,000 gallons per diem to 650,000.
The district had been practically assured against the risk of
another water famine. Details having been furnished the
inquiry closed.

Deal.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been held
respecting an application of the town council for sanction to
borrow £36,350 for sewerage works.

Folkestone.—The Lighting Committee estimate that an
additional £1,500 will be required this year to pay for the
extra cost of lighting the streets with electric light.

Halifax.—The members of the Tramways Committee last

week made a trial trip on one of the electric cars from High-
road Well to a point just above Queen's-road. The car ran
smoothly and easily mounted the gradient on the return
journey. The full electrical power required for both the
King Cross and Highroad Well routes will be obtained as soon
as possible, in order that the cars may commence running on
the tlth June.

Hastings.—Acting upon the advice of the borough en-
gineer, the Roads Committee recently recommended the
council to sanction the laying down of wood paving in Have-
lock-road, and to make an application to the Local Govern-
ment Board for sanction to boiTow £1,700 for the execution
of the work. The recommendation was adopted by the council,

who left it to the committee to decide as to the description of

wood to be used. In his report on the matter the borough
engineer, after alluding to the great saving which the adop-
tion of wood paving effected, advised the laying of either

jarrah or karri.

Hereford.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held
last week respecting an application of the town council for

sanction to borrow £3,000 for the purpose of improving the
district known as St. Owen's. There was no opposition to

the application.

Heywood.—At a recent meeting of the town council, Mr.
Madilen, chairman of the Gas Committee, reported that the
quantity of gas sold during the past j'car had been 105,511,000
cubic feet, or an increase of 4,294,000 cubic feet over the
previous year. Comji.ared with nine years ago, the reduction
in the quantity of gas lost by leakage was equal to a sum of

£1,027 per year, at the present price of gas. The gross jjrofit

for twelve months was £6,389 IBs. lOd., or £516 ISs. 9d. more
than last year. The nett profit, after deductions for interest,

sinking fund, itc, amounted (o £1,4.36 17s. 7d. It was pro-

posed to hand over £1,IX)0 in relief of the rates, and to transfer

the balance to the reserve fund. Mr. Alderman Lawton
warmly congratulated the Gas Committee, and the manager,
Mr. W. Whatmough, on the escellenco of the results of the
year's working.

Huddersfield.—The tramways manager and the borough
electrical engineer have been instructed to prepare a report
as to the application of electric traction on one or more of the
sections of the tramways, having regard to the utilisation of

the present rolling-stock and capital expenditure.

Ipswich.—The corporation have adopted plans for the erec-
tion of a new fire station in Bond-street. Provision is made
for the superintendent, deputy-superintendent and watchman
to live on the premises, and there is also stabling for three
horses, with engine-room, yard and hose-drying tower. Mr.
E. Buckham, M.t.c.ic., the borough surveyor, prepared the
plans, and the tender of Messrs. T. Parkington & Son, of
Crown-street, Ipswich, has been accepted for carrying out
the work at £3,850. Tlie corporation have also adopted plans
by Mr. Buckham for providing a 30-in. storm-water overflow
sewer into the river, at an estimated cost of £4,0tii>.

Leeds.—The town clerk, last week, received from the
Local Government Board an intimation that the provisional
order enabling the corporation to issue stock, irredeemable or
otherwise, for the purchase of the undertaking of the York-
shire House-to-Honse Electricity Company had been made,
and would shortly be submitted to Parliament for confirma-
tion.

Llanelly.—At a special meeting of the council held last

week it was reported that the Local Government Board bad
sanctioned the boirowing of £5,000 for the raising of an em-
bankment. It was stated by the surveyor, Mr. George Wat-
keys, that the work would be proceeded with at once, the
weather being favonr.able.

Manchester.—The sewage ((uestion was again under the
consideration of the city council at the meeting last week.
The council were asked by Mr. Alderman Richards to revert,

to the culvert scheme, but after some discussion Mr. Richards
withdrew his motion, ar.d general approval was expressed of the
course whichthe Rivera Committee are about to take— namely,
to seek the opinion and advice of not less than three experts,
representing chemical, biological and engineering science,

npon the scheme approved by the council on the2Uthult.

—

in favour of bacterial treatment; and that "such experts
shall be requested and authorised to advise as to any alter-

native scheme which may be put before then), or which ihey
may themselTCS recommend."

Nelson.- 'I'he new gasworks erected by the corporation at
BriertieM have been completed, and were put in operation on
the 9th inst. It is said that the labour cost will be reduced
at these Avorks to one-half of what it was at the old works.
It is understood that the Gas Committee havedecided that for

some time to come all the gas needed will be made at Brier-

field. The formal opening of the new works will take place
shortly.

Newcastle-On-Tyne.—Since the defeat of the cable tram-
way scheme the lease of the lines to a private company is

rapidly running out. A new corporation committee has
again the subject under consideration, and last week agreed
to appoint Dr. Hopkinson, of Leeds, to report upon an elec-

tric system tor the city, including several new lines.
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Mr. Colamb, of Edinburgh, will be asked to report on cable

tramways for the town.

Newport, Mon.—On Friday, at a meeting of the corpora-

tion, tenders were opened for tlie extension of the tramways
in Caerleon-road and Skafteslmry-street, the doubling of the

line over Newport bridge, and the laying of wood pavement
from Charles-street to High-street, and from the railway

station approach to the bridge. Tlie tender recommended
for adoption was that of Jlessrs. A. S. Morgan & Co., of New-
port, at £14,230.

Ossett.—The corporation have refused to entertain a pro-

posal to call a statutory meeting to consider the purchase of

the undertaking of the gas company.

PoKsmOUth,— It is proposed by the Electric Lighting

Committee to borrow a sum of £5,000 for the purpose of

laying electric light mains.

ROtherhatn.—Last week Mr. E. A. Sandford Fawcett,

A.M.I.C.E., held an inquiry on behalf of the Local Government
Board respecting an application of the corporation for sanc-

tion to borrow £4,000 for purposes of public baths. Ten
years ago public baths were erected and a loan was obtained

amounting to £4,100. Of this there is still owing £3,654.

Practically ever since the opening ceremony took place

serious leakages have occurred, owing to tlie foundations

having given way, and in repairs and additions no less than

£3,345 have since been npent on the undertaking. One of

the swimming-baths has now been demolished, and, in order

to get sound foundations for the new strnctnre, steel tubes

4 ft. in diameter, filled with concrete, have been bored down to

a depth of over 20 ft.

Ryde>^—The mayor, in officially announcing at a meeting of

the council last week that the Board of Trade had refused an
application to form an electric light and power company in

the town, said that on consideration of what had transpired

at the public inquiry it was his intention to call a public

meeting to consider the matter and decide what steps should

be taken.

Satford.—Last week consideration was given by the coun-

cil to a resolution of the Electric Light Committee adopting

the plans of Mr. John Holt for the erection of a generating

station on land in Strawberry-road, at an estimated cost of

£28,101.

Southampton.—It is understood that tlie council have
resolved, upon the recommendation of the electrical engineer,

that when the total number of nnits consumed by one con-

sumer in any one year for lighting exceeds 30,000 the maxi-

mum charge be 5d. per unit instead of Cd. The engineer has

reported that the number of nnits metered at the works
daring April was 17,468, an increase of 6,780, or 63 per cent,

over the output for April, 1897.— Colonel Marsh, r.e., an in-

spector of the Local Government Board, held an inquiry last

week with reference to an application of the corporation for

sanction to borrow £28,428 for water supply works, £500 for

the provision of shed accommodation at the corporation

wharf, £380 for the construction of illter-beds at the cor-

poration baths and £125 for street improvements.

SOUthWOld.—The corporation recently resolved to enter

into negotiations for tlie purchase of the undertakings of the
gas and water company.

SundCfland.—At a recent meeting of the council a member
moved the rescinding of a minute recommendeil by the Tram-
ways Committee, and passed at the last meeting by the

council, appointing a deputation of six members and the elec-

trical engineer to visit a number of towns for the purpose of

gaining information with respect to electrical traction as

applied to tramways, for the benefit of the corporation, who
are considering a scheme for the application of electric trac-

tion to and for the acquisition of the tramways of the

borough. The member said he had learned that the deputa-
tion had drawn up a programme to visit the Continent as

well as towns of England. They were going to start at

Newcastle, and go from there to Hamburg, from Hamburg
to Berlin, from Berlin to Brussels and Brussels to Paris, and
from Paris to London and the English large towns. He
thought there was no need for seven gentlemen to go any
such distance and spend any such amount of the ratepayers'

money, and he hoped that the majority of the council would
come to that conclusion. There was no amendment, and the

motion was pat and carried.

Til/erton.—The town cotmcil have accepted the tender of

Messrs. Willey & Co., Exeter, for the erection of the new
gasholder.

Walsall.— On Thursday, Mr. G. Willcocks conducted an in-

qairy, on behalf of the Local Government Board, with refer-

ence to an application of the town council for sanction to

borrow £1,000 for the widening and improvement of George-
street, and £700 for additional works at the public baths.

The town clerk explained the necessity for a widening of

George-street, the thoroughfare being narrow and literally

thronged when the workpeople in the employment of Messrs.

J. Shannon & Sons, clothing manufacturers, were going to or

leafing the factory. By the proposed alterations the thorough-
fare opposite the factory would be widened from 18 ft. 10 in.

to 27 ft. 10 in., and in some parts 38 ft. The sum of £805
was required for the purchase of properties from various

owners and the balance for re-making the roads, law ex-

penses, &c. The money in respect of the baths was needed
for extras at the time of building, the laying of the approach
with asphalte, and steam appliances in the laundry, to meet the

demand of the bathers—45,392 last year—for towels. There
was no opposition, and after the inspector had been thanked
for his courtesy he left to see the resjiective properties.

Wednesbury,—The following tenders have been received
for the supply of lO-in. by 5-in. by 2i-in. blue chequered
paving bricks during the year ending olst March, 1899: The
Empire Brick and Tile Company, Limited, Aldridge ; Messrs.

J. ilamblett, West Bromwich ; Messrs. P. Wood, Limited,
West Bromwich ; Messrs. Doulton & Co., Rowley Regis ; and
Messrs. Wood & Ivery, Limited, West Bromwich. The first-

named tender has been accei)ted.

West Ham.—At the last meeting of the town council the

Committee of Visitors recommended the acceptance of the
tender of Messrs. Pattison & Son, of Kuskington, Lincolnshire,

at £198,211 for the erection of the borough lunatic asylum.
Coujicillor Thorne moved as an amendment that the report

be rejected. He said Messrs. Pattison were not p.aying trades

union rates by Jd. or Id. per hour. The next lowest tender

was £11,000 higher than Messrs. Pattison's. Eventually a
motion for adjourning the debate was agreed to.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Aston Manor.—Last week Mr. G. W. Willcocks conducted

an inquiry', on behalf of the Local Government Board, re-

specting an application of the council for sanction to borrow
£7,200 to acquire land in Cheston-road as a wharf for the

highway department, £2,500 for works of sewerage, £500 for

the purchase of another steam fire-engine, and £200 for the

extension of the public baths. After hearing the statement
of the clerk, and perusing plans submitted, the inspector

paid a visit to the several places for which loans were required.

Bognor.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the expenditure of £2,000 on the construction of a aea-wall

and esplanade.

Bromley.—Mr. W. A. Dickinson has written to the district

council on behalf of the r.atepayers and inhabitants of the

district, strenuously protesting against the proposed erection

of electricity works, with a chimney shaft 120 ft. high, in the

centre of the town.

Buxton.—A Local Government Board inspector held an
inquiry last week relative to an application of the district

council for power to borrow £1,020 for sewerage works and
£500 for contributing towards the cost of rebuilding Otterhole

bridge.

Edmonton.—The district council are making an effort to

secure Pymmes Park as a public open space. The council

have pledged themselves to provide £18,000, and the Middle-
sex County Council have voted £51,0(J0, and the City Paro-

chial Foundation £1,000. A petition will be forwarded to

tlie city corporation for a grant of money.

Comersal.—The Local Government Board have issued a

provisional order empowering the district council to purchase
compulsorily land situated in the township of Birstall for

sewage works.

HendOn.—The district council have received a communi-
cation from the Local Government Board in reference to the
application for sanction to borrow £2,550 for works of sewer-
age at Harrow Weald, which stated that, although the pro-

posed works were satisfactory, the outfall works were quite

inadequate to deal with the volume of sewage, and that ex-

tensions were contemplated. Until these works were carried

out the board defer giving a decision on the application.

Hornsey.—At a recent meeting of the district council the
Highways Committee recommended that the council's solicitor

be instructed to take the necessary steps to oppose the pro-

posed light railways from Highgate to Barnet, notices in

regard to which had been advertised. The recommendation
was adopted.

KeSWiCh.—The district council have decided to transfer
their 1896 electric lighting order to the Keswick Electric

Lighting Company, Limited, for a period of forty-two years.

Llandudno.—In connection with the proposed electric

ligliting of the town, at last week's meeting, the report of a
deputation from the council to the promoters of a light rail-

way was read, from which it appeared that the company
practically conceded all the points insisted upon by the coun-
cil, In connection with this matter the Electric Lighting
Committee submitted a report from Mr. Preece, in which the
latter recommended the adoption of the overhead system, or

the proposed light railway in the district under the control of

the council. The chairman moved the adoption of the report
of the deputation and the affixing of the council's seal thereto.

This was agreed to.

Mablethorpe.—The Commissioners of Sewers for the
wapentakes of Candleshoo and part of the wapentake of

Louth Eske met last week for the purpose of receiving the
definite reply of the council with respect to the necessary re-

pairs of the Tunnel Head. It may be mentioned that the
commissioners agreed to carry out the work witli concrete,

I
in accordance with the wish of the district council, providing
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they contribute one-third of the cost, which was not to ex-

ceed £1,200. The original estimate of the snrveyor was
£1,320, but he afterwards estimated that, to carry out the

work in accordance with the requirements of the Local Gov-

ernment Board, communicated in their reply based on the

report of the inspector holding the public inquiry, would
entail an extra expenditure of £295 ISs. A communication
was received from the district council stating that they re-

gretted they could not see their way to entail the additional

expenditure, it having been definitely stated by the clerk to

tlie commissioners at the inquiry that the commissioners

would 7iot go beyond the amount stated. The court sympa-
thised with Mablethorpe in having to abandon this section of

their improvement scheme, .and decided to proceed with the

work forthwith in accordance witli the plans of their sur-

veyors, presented at their January court. The estimated coat

was £748.

Mall/ern.^On the 13th inst. a Local Government Board
inquiry was held at the offices of the council, before Lieut.

-

Colonel Albert C. Smith, r.e., concerning an application of

the council for sanction to borrow £1,344 for work of sewer-

age and £1,0.50 for the purchase of steam road-i'oller, scarifier,

v.an, stone breaker and dust-carts. Estimates, &c., were pro-

duced by the snrveyor. There was no opposition, and the

sites of tlie proposed works were subsequently visited by tlie

inspector.

Matlock Bath.— A special meeting of the district coun-

cil was held on the 9th inst. for the purpose of taking steps .

to oppose in Pailiamcnt two Bills now approaching the com-
mittee stage, the first being the Bill dealing with water,

sewerage, Ac, and the second the General Power Distributing

Company's Bill, which deals with electric lighting in an area

28 miles from Warsop. The chairman explained the situa-

tion. Questioned as to the utility of a petition he said it

would only go to the House of Commons, and not before the

committee dealing with tlie Bill. He said the line of sewage
pipes would disfigure the Matlock Bath district and be detri-

mental. A resolution was adopted, with one dissentient,

that the Bill of the Matlock council be opposed by counsel,

and the same was done with regard to the electric lighting

scheme. Subsequently a meeting of the ratepayers and
owners was held, when the resolutions were confirmed.

Nuneaton and Chilvers Coton.—The district council at

their last meeting resolved to purchase some property for

£3,500 for the purpose of widening New Bridge-street.

Portishead.—A letter has been received from the Local
Government Board with reference to the district council's

application for power to borrow £3,000 for sewerage pur-

poses, stating that an inquiry will be held at the earliest

opportunity.

POrtsladS.—An application will shortly be made to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow a sum of

£19,500 for works of drainage.

' Rawmarsh.—At a meeting of the district council, on the
ISth inst., it was decided to adopt a recommendation of the
surveyor, Mr. W. J. Fetch, and purchase one of Messrs.
Aveling & Porter's 10-ton steam road rollers, with a Morri-
son's scarifier attached, iu lieu of the old engine purchased in

1889. It was also resolved to give tlie surveyor the full

supervision of the pninping station and sewage works, and
that he proceed forthwith with the construction of the
drain from the sewage works for conveying the eftluent to

the river Don, at an estimated cost of £150.

Romford.—Last week, at a meeting of the district council,
the clerk read the opinion of Mr. Macmorran, Q.c, as to
whether tlie council had power to remove trade refuse. He
said the expression " house refuse " meant the ordinary
refuse from dwelling-houses as contrasted with the refuse
from factories and trade businesses; and the advice given by
the clerk to the council was, in his opinion, correct. The
refuse, the removal of which was in question, seemed to fall

within the expression of " trade refuse." He did not think
it necessary for the council to draw a hard-and-fast line, and
he thought they would not be interfered with iu removing
small quantities of shop refuse with the house refuse. The
matter was referred to the Sanitary Committee.

TeignmOUth.— It was recently reported that the Local
Government Board had forwarded their form.al sanction to
the borrowing of £2,859 and £761 for gasworks purposes.
Sanction for a loan of £3,460 for the purchase of land and
the erection of a new gasholder and tank was withheld until
a site is secured. The board were not prepared to sanction
the boiTowing of money for the renewals to the present
exhauster or for the new grids for the purifiers. The loans
sanctioned comprised £1,545 for new mains and governors,
£150 for governor and house, £377 for retort-house extension,
£454 for tower scrubber and tank, £333 for contingencies,
£215 for engine exhauster and pump, £107 for purifier-house
extension, and £379 for retort benches. Specifications, Ac.,
are to be prepared for carrying out the work. The council
were recommended to take in a piece of ground on the river
side of the gasworks for the purpose of erecting the gasholder.
This was agreed to.

Tottenham.—A communication has been received from
the Local Government Board, stating that, owing to varying
opinions on the subject of the danger accruing from the

manufacture and supply of water gas, a departmental inquiry

was to be held, and this council was asked to send a repre-

sentative to afford any information on the subject possible.

The letter has been referred to a committee.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Barnstaple.—The Local Government Board having ad-

dressed a communication to the council asking what was
being done with regard to an application for sanction to

borrow £600 for flushing purposes at Braunton, it was re-

solved to reply that the scheme had been rejected by the

board's inspector, and that .another one, meeting a suggestion
made at the inquiry, would shortly be laid before them.

BarrOW-On-SOar.—An inquiry has been held, on behalf of

the Local Government Board, by Mr. R. II. Bicknell into an
application of the council for permission to borrow £5,000 for

the execution of works of sewage disposal at Syston.

Basford.—Colonel W. Langton Coke, recently conducted
an inquiry, on behalf of the Local Government Board, re-

specting an application of the council for sanction to a loan

of £2,.300 for the carrying out of a scheme for the sewerage
and sewage disposal of Cossall.

Brecon.—At the last monthly meeting of the council two
schemes for the supplying of water to the lower part of
Bwlch were produced. Que suggested the tapping of springs
on the Bwlch mountain, and the other of a spring near
Cathedine. In the latter case, however, the spring was
below the level of the village, and would have to be raised by
some means or other. Arrangements for a meeting of the
owners of the properties had been arranged for.

Croydon.—The district council have decided to take the
necessary steps for obtaining a certificate at the earliest

possible date from the Surrey County Council, authorising

the adoption of the Housing of the Working Classes Act,

1890, Part III., with respect to the parish of Mitcham.

Cuckfjeld.—It was announced, at last week's meeting of

the district council, that sanction had been received from the
Local Government Board to the following loans for the pur-

poses of water supply— i/.., Ardingly, £6,615; Balcombe,
£10,891; Bolney, £5,163; Cuckfield Rural, £10,7.58; Lind-
field, £17,209 ; Slaugham, £9,364 ; total, £60,000. Sanction
for the loan for the purchase of the waterworks was also

received.

Isle Of Thanet.—Major Cardew recently conducted an in-

quiry, on behalf of the Board of Trade, into an application of
the council for a provisional order for electric lighting within
Westgate-on-Sea. Opposition was received from a number of
ratepayers, some of whom were present at the proceedings.
The success of the scheme, it was stated, was practically en-
sured. The estimated cost was under £10,000.

Nantwich.—Colonel Ilepper has held an inquiry with re-

gard to an application of the council for sanction to borrow
sums of £1,700 and £1,5.50 for the execution of works of water
supply.

Newton,—At a meeting of the district council, on Friday, a
letter was read fi-om the Local Government Board sanction-
ing the expenditure of an extra £50 on the Bishopsteignton
waterv>'orks. A committee was appointed to take steps for
the purchase of a steam road-roller,

Weardale.—At the last meeting of the district council, the
tender of Mr, Thos, Egglestone, at £186, was accepted for

sewering the village of Westgate, The sewage will be run on
to land and treated by the Wolsingham system, bnt this part
of the works is not included in the contract, as the land has
not yet been conveyed,

WhistOn.—On Tuesday of last week, Mr, W, O, E, Meade-
King, an inspector of the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry with respect to an application of the council for sanc-
tion to borrow £580 for the purposes of extending the water
mains. It was explained that the present mains, which were
laid in 1875, were inadequate. Slight opposition was offered
to the scheme.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Belfast.—A deputation from the corporation, consisting of

Councillors Corr, F. C. Johnston, Mr. F. Robinson (assistant
clerk of markets), and Mr. Jas. Munce (assistant city sur-
veyor), have lately been visiting the principal towns of Eng-
land and Scotland, examining the various abattoirs in use.
They will shortly make a report to the city council, who are
coiitemphiting the erection of new buildings.

Drumcondra.—The township commissioners decided at a
recent meeting to charge the Dublin United Tramways
Company a wayleave for the right to run electric tram-
ways through the township. The amount payable is to be
fixed by arbitration, and the company is required to have the
extension lines completed within five years.

Dublin.—A Local Government Board inquiry was held on
the 28th ult. respecting an application of the corporation for

sanction to the following loans : £1,300 for converting the site

of the Green-street prison into an open space; £1,000 for re-

pairing Bachelor's-walk ; £3,000 for concreting footpaths
;

£1,900 for new paving ; £4,800 for repaving ; a further sum
of £2,700 for concreting footways ; and £364 for asphaltingv
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Dunoon.—The handsome new pier which has been erected

at Dunoon at a cost of something like £16,000, and which, in

point of artistic dcsisrn and general attractiveness, is con-

sidered to be unequalled on the West Coast, will be formally

opened in the beginning of June—probably Friday, the 3rd

—

by Lord and Lady Ufalcolm, of Poltalloch, who have accepted

the invitation of the Pier t:ommittee to perform tlie opening

ceremony.—The commiasioncra have nccepted the offer of a

former Parliamentary representative for tlie Ayr burghs to

contribute the sum of £250 towards the improvement of the

part of the shore opposite Broughallan, Kirn.

Edinburgh.—The Streets Committee have resolved to re-

commend the corporation to approve the plans of a new
bridge proimsed to be erected over the Water of Leith at

Bonnington, at an estimated cost of £.5, -500.

Ennisklllen.—The foundation stone of the new town hall

was laid on the 2nd inst. The building is being erected from
designs by Messrs. A. Scott & Son, selected in competition.

It will be faced with Carrick Creagh limestone, with designs

of Dungannon sandstone. Mr. James Harvey, of Enniskillen,

is the builder.

Glasgow.—At the l.ast monthly meeting of the corporation

the following resolution, contained in the minutes of the

Tramway Committee, was adopted :

" The committee agreed

to recommend that it be remitted to the sub-committee on

the Springburn route to make arrangements to have poles,

&c., put up on the High-street line, at present being con-

structed, and which has unusually steep gradients, so that it

might be worked by electric power in connection with the

Springburn line."—The Electricity Sub-Committee have
under consideration a gigantic scheme suggested by Mr. W.
A. Chamen, their i-ecently-appointed engineer, whereby
arrangements will be made for supplying the whole municipal

area with electric current. The present station at ^Vaterloo-

street is already taxed to its utmost, and some time ago large

sites were purchased at Port Dundas, on the north side of the

city, and in Shields-road, on the south side, for new and large

stations. As the number of lamps has increased 30 per cent,

per annum during the last five years, and as 100 lamps are

about to be erected on the Springburn tramway route, the

commissioners have decided to face the question of laying

down the frame work of a complete electric lighting system
for the whole city. This is estimated to cost half a million

sterling.—-The Bridges Committee have resolved to recom-

mend the erection of a new swing-bridge over the Clyde at

Uatlands ferry. The cost of the work would be £15,000.

COVan.—At the last monthly meeting of the Police Com-
missioners the minutes of a sub-committee on electric light-

ing were read and approved of. The committee recommended
the board that the necessary steps should be taken to put the

powers possessed by the burgh to provide electric lighting

and power in force, and that it be remitted to the sub-com-

mittee to consider the matter and come back with recom-

mendations as to the system to be adopted, the site to be
chosen for the works, and all other matters necessary for the

carrying out of the scheme.

Haddington.—The town council decided last week to in-

stmct Messrs. Belfrage & Carfrae, of Edinburgh, to pre-

pare working drawings and specifications for a new bridge

over the river at the end of Market-street.

Loith.—Approval has been given to a tender of the
British Insulateil Wire Company, Limited, for the supply,

trenching and laying of the cables throughout the compulsory
area, with reinstatement of the roads and pathways, and also

the supply and erection of tiie arc lamp-posts, amoitnting to

£7,917, in connection with the electric lighting scheme for

the burgh. Tlie following resolution of the town council, dated

the 5th ult., has been rescinded : "That, owing to the great

cost of carrying out the electric lighting scheme, and the

probability that, for a number of years at least, it will be a
serious burden npon the ratepayers, the Electric Lighting
Committee be instructed to use the utmost economy, con-

sistent with efficiency, in carrying out the work, and that no
new expenditure be incurred beyond that already sanctioned

without first reporting and obtaining the authority of the
town council."

Paisley.—At a recent special meeting of the police com-
missioners, it was unanimously agreed that the clerk be
instructed to give the necessary public notice of the inten-

tion of the commissioners to borrow £6,000 for the purchase
of properties in Causeyside in connection with the widening
and improvement of that street, £9,000 for the erection of

the new fire engine station nearing completion, and £3,000
to meet the cost of additional sewers in drainage district No. 1.

CORRESPONDENCE.

year, and the learned editor finished up his note and remarks
with the following: " We do not quite understand why this

case was defended at all." I have before me a copy of the

same journal for the 13th of this month, when the same
learned editor deals with the decision of the Court of Appeal,

which reversed the judgment of Mr. .Justice Romer. The
position which the corporation took np at the hearing in the

Court of Appeal was practically the same as before Mr. Jus-

tice Romer

—

vi:., an immemorial right to convey sewage
untreated into the river Parrett. Feeling that Mr. Justice

Romer took a wrong view of the case, 1 advised the corpora-

tion to appeal, and the result has been satisfactory. That
there was a good defence to the original action for an in-

junction is beyond all qnestion, and 1 consider that the con-

clusion of the note (the words before quoted) in The Sur-
veyor .\ND Municipal and County Engineer ought not to

have appeared. To my mind it is a reflection upon the legal

advisers of tlie Corporation of Bridgwater, which I can hardly

believe was intended.

[We need hardly say that no such reflection was intended. Our
original note of the case was based on what the report of the appeal
shows to have been a very meagre and inadefiuate account of the prt>.

ceedinps, containing no reference to the prescriptive or customary riglit

of the corporation, nor to the provisions of the special Act, the legiti-

mate inference being tliat the case was governed solely by the Public
Health Act, ITnder these circumstances onr comment was, we con-
sider, a natural one ; but at the same time we regret that it should,
through being founded on imperfect information, have appeared to

convey a false impression, and we are glad that the result of the ap-
peal has amply justified the legal advisers of the corporation in defend-
ing the action.—Law Editor.]

Somersetshire Drainage Commissioners v. Bridgwater
Corporation.—Mr. W. T. Baker, town clerk of Bridgwater,
writes: In the issue of The Surveyor and Municipai. and
County Enginekr of the 17th December last there appeared
under " Law Notes," edited by Mr. J. B. Reignier Conder, a
note npon the action bronght by the Somerset Drainage Com-
missioners against the Bridgwater Corporation, which was
tried before Mr, Justice Romer on the 9th November last

REGENT PUBLICATIONS.

SOME PERIODICALS.
The Arcliilcctirral Ileiieiv fov May is a double number this

month, the chief feature being a special supplement devoted
to architecture and design at the Royal Academy, and con-

sisting of sixteen pages of designs beautifully reproduced.
Among the other contents are illustrated articles dealing

with Abyssinian church architecture, Beverley Minster,

English iron railings of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, Welby Pugin, Warwick and Jean Cari'ies.

—

'Th r

Ainerii-im Revicir nf Eerie u:': is chiefly occupied with wars and
rumours of wars and international politics generally, but
abstracts are given of two articles on municipal topics, one
dealing with Philadelphia municipality and the gas supply
and the other with municipal corruption in Chicago.—An
interesting, well-written and well-illustrated article in

Caffoir.t Magazine gives a good idea of the progress made
municipally and otherwise in a new and swift-growing city

like Johannesburg. There is, in addition, the usual variety of

illustrated articles on engineering subjects and the discussion

of current topics of engineering interest.

—

The Journal of

State Medicine has an instrnclivo contribution on the bacteri-

ological survey of surface-water supplies, by Mr. Sheridan
Dell-pine, m.b., leading articles on slop-water closets and other
subjects, abstracts of a Local (rovernment Board report on
the Bury Corporation water supply and of a number of annual
reports of medical officers of health, the report of the council

of the Royal Institute of Public Health, abstracts from foreign

journals, a discussion of the forthcoming congress, reviews,

and other miscellaneous matter. Among the matters dealt

with in the abstracts from foreign journals are an improved
water-closet, the sewage farms of Preibnrg, and the Stuttgart

sewage and the river Neckar.—In onr American contempo-
rary, TIic Sanitarian, will be found a fnnd of information on
Washington's polluted water supply, garbage disposal, &r.

There are reviews of Sir John Simon's " English Sanitary
Institutions," and of other publications.

—

Bnilii\ Maga'.ine

continues Sir Walter (Jilbey's articles on animal painters and
Major Arthur Griffiths' sel'ial. This magazine remains con-

spicuous for its intelligent and appreciative treatment of

field sports.—From Messrs. Cassell & Co., Limited, we have
received Work and C/ikj/i.--. The former should have much of

interest to many of our readers. We observe articles on the
properties of acetylene gas, how to make a model water
motor and a j horse-power vertical steam engine, timber
seasoning, and appearance and selection of timber.

—

The
Reliqnnry and lllioftrated ArclieoUiyis'l, which is edited by
Mr. J. Romilly Allen, f.s.a., is conspicuous for its tasteful

get-up. There are well-informed and interesting articles on
archeological and kindred subjects, and the illustrations are

a feature.

—

Knowledge maintains the high standard it has
reached of imparting scientific information in an interesting

form.— 'JlieQnarrg seems to be growing in size, an indication,

no doubt, of increasing prosperity. There is, as usual, much
information on matters connected with the stone, marble,
slate, lime and cement trades.—We have also to acknowledge
Ahiminium, The Journal of the Societij of Estate Clerks of

Works, The Analyst, The Bookseller, The Journal of the Royal
Colonial Inttitnte, and The Indian and Eastern Engineer.

ADVERTISEMENT
_

Received too late for ClaBsificatiop.

/-BOUNTY BOROUGH OF ST. HELENS.
^—^ Wanted Clerk of Works for few months for Church-
street sewer and snbway ; man accustomed to concrete work
preferred. Salary, £2 per week.—Apply before June 5th to

Borough Engineer, St. Helens.
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Personal.

Mr. Bretherton has been appointed snrveynr to the Moridau
Rural District Conncil.

Mr. Hawkins, of Bristol, lias been appointed snrvcyor to

the Weobly Rural District Council.

Mr. R. W. Davios, borough surveyor of Newton, h.-is had

liis salary increased by £20 per annum.

Mr. G. W. Garside, of Brighouse, has been appointed

borough electrical engineer of that town.

Messrs. Lacey, Clirehugh & Sillar have beeu appointed cuii-

Bulting engineers to the Hove Corporation.

Mr. H. J. Weaver, of Gloucester, was on Monday appointed

borough surveyor and engineer of King's Lynn.

Mr. F. V. Bennett, consulting engineer, of Manchester,

has been instructed to advise the Radcliffc LTi-ban District

Council on the electric lighting of the town.

A committee of the Glasgow Town Council have dcciiled

to recommend the increasing of the salary of Mr. Clark,

engineer to the Tramway De|iartment, by £50 a year.

Mr. J. E. Willcox, of Birmingham, has been instructed by
the Uttoxeter Urban District Conncil to advise and report on

a scheme for augmenting the supply of water to the town.

Mr. Kdwin B. B. Newton, engineering assistant in the

borough surveyor's oflfice, Kochdale, has been appointed

assistant surveyor to the Vestry of Paddington, at a salary of

£300 per annum.

Romford Urban District Council have adopted the plans of

Mesirs. Harrington & Ley, of 108 Fenchurch-street, K.C.,

submitted in competition for the erection of public swimming-
baths in Mawney's-road.

A bonus of £250 has been presented to Mr. J. F. Bell, gas

engineer to the Stafford Corporation, for extra services

rendered by him in connection with the installation of the

electric light in the town.

The Soothill Nether Urban District Conncil are advertis-

ing for a surveyor and inspector of nuisances, at a total

salary of £100 per annum. Applications should reach the
clerk to the council by to-morrow.

Mr. Cassells, until recently superintendent of electric

mains to the Glasgow Corporation, who has now started u
private practice, was last week jiresented with a handsome
testing set by the officials of the electricity department.

Mr. Harry VV. Taylor, A.M.l.f.E., r.s.i., of Newcastlc-on-
Tyne and Birmingliam, has been engaged by the Castle Ward
(Nortliambcrland) Rural District Council as engineer for the

tidal outfall works of the parish of lleddon-on-the-Wall.

t)n Monday of last week, at a meeting of the Newcastle
City Conncil, it was agreed to appoint as specialists, to prc-

paie a full report. Dr. Hoi>kinsoa, to advise as to the electric

system; and Mr. Colamb, of Edinburgh, to do the same in

respect to cable tramways.

Mr. A. Bentley, an associate of the Institute of Electrical

Engineers, is reported to have been selected by the Johannes-
burg Town Council electric wiring engineer, at a salary of

£400. Mr. Bentley, who was formerly with Mr. Shoolbred,
went out to South Africa three years ago.

Mr. Thomas Brown, the assistant burgh surveyor of Dun-
dee, having resigned his position under the council, the
latter, at a recent week's meeting, resolved to rescind a
former resolution sanctioning the appointment of an assistant

burgh surveyor and to advertise for a foreman.

Mr. Ellis Marsland, district surveyor of CamberweD, has
joined the executive of the British Fire Prevention Com-
mittee. Mr. Gundry, f.r.i.b.a., district surveyor of Padding-
ton, has also accepted a seat on the council of that body as
pjresident of the District Surveyors' Association.

Mr. W. Alex. Millward, of Llandrindod Wells, has been
appointed, subject to the sanction of the Local Ciovernment
Board, surveyor, inspector of nuisances and collector of
rates to the urban district council of that town. There
were seventeen applications fiu' the appointment.

The death took place recently, at the advanced age of
eighiy-two years, of Mr. Fiiilay MacUillivray, who acted as
road surveyor for the county of Nairn for over forty yeai's.

He retired after the county council came into office. In his

professional work Mr. Mactlillivray enjoyed the highest
esteem and confidence of all classes in the county.

Mr. Percy N. Hooper, who has for some time past iicld the
position of joint resident engineer with Mr. H. R. Burnett at

the King's-road electricity works of the St. Paucras Vestry,
has, on the latter gentleman's translation to Barrow-in-Fiii-
ness, been appointed to the post of chief resident engineer
with an increased salary.

Tlie Tramway Committee of the (ilasgow Corporation at
their last week's meeting liad under consideration a proposal
to increase the salary of Blr. .John Young, manager of the
corporation tramways, by £2.50 a year, raising the amount

from £1,250 to £1,500. After con.siderablo discussion the
committee, with sever.al dissentients, agreed to make the
recommendation to the town conncil as proposed.

Mr. W. Hitchin-Kemp, who has been successful in obtain-
ing one of the two assistant surveyorships in the surveyor's
otlicB at Willesden, was articled to Mr. C. H. Cooper, engineer
and surveyor to the Wimbledon Urban District Council, and
afterwards appointed senior assistant by the council. Mr.
Kemp's late colleagues have presented him with a valuable
set of enginoering books.

At a meeting of the Belfast Harbour Board on Tuesday of

last week a letter was read from the family of the late Mr.
Harrison Hayter, acknowledging with thanks a resolution
)iassed by the board on the 10th inst. placing on record the
latter's deep regret at the death of Mr. Hayter, whose
services as consulting engineer had on several occasions beeu
of the utmost value. Nothing, it was stated in reply to a
question, had as yet been done with regard to the appoint-
ment of a successor.

At a recent meeting of the Teignmouth Urban District
Coimcil, the Gas Committee recommended that Mr. Jones,
the surveyor, who now has charge of the gasworks, should be
ajipointed to superintend the jiroposed extensions. Some
opposition was offered to this, and the matter was threshed
out in a long discussion, one party urging that an engineer
should be called in and the other that Mr. Jones was cjuite

competent to undertake the duty, and that by his doing so a
groat saving would be secured. In the end the committee's
recommendation was adopted.

At the last monthly meeting of the Wallsend Urban Dis-
trict Council a letter was read from Mr. Ilollings, the sur-
veyor, asking for a substantial increase of salary, as his salary
was £150 six years ago and ho had only got £20 increase in

that time, while the township had greatly increased. He de-
tailed the numerous large works, such as sewers, street im-
proTements, &c., for which he had prepared plans and esti-

mates, and pointed out that in nearly all these cases, when
many thousands were sometimes involved, his estimate had
come within a few pounds of the cost. The consideration of

the matter was adjourned for a month.

The Peterborough Town Council, at a recent meeting, had
a discussion respecting the appointment of an engineer in
connection with the electric light undertaking. There was a
a proposal that Mr. J. C. Gill, who seems to hold the positions
of waterworks engineer and superintendent of the fire

brigade, be paid an extra £.50 per annum to look after the
electric lighting undertaking until a profit is earned. This,
however, was not passed, a counter proposition, to the effect

that £100 per annum be the salary, being carried by ten
votes to five. The council some time ago retained Dr.
Fleming as consultant, and he is to continue in that capacity.

The Birmingham Gas Committee, subject to the sanction
of the city conncil, have revised the scale of salaries for the
superintendents of their several gasworks. The maximum
has been increased in all cases ; and Mr. J. W. Morrison,
superintendent of the Saltley works, who had reached the
former ma.'dnium, has, under the new scale, been granted an
advance of £50 per annum. The new maximums are £525
for the Saltley and the Windsor-street works, and £350 for

the Adderley-street and the Swan Village works. The salaries

include house rent and all other allowances, every kind of

extra having been abolished in all departments of the city

service to facilitate the working of the new superannuation
scheme.

BIRMINGHAM WATER SUPPLY.

PROGRESS OF THE WORKS.
It is reported that steady progress continues to be made

with the Welsh water supply scheme. The completion of
the Knighton tunnel was ainiounced on the 13th inst. Form-
ing portions of the conduit from the fJlan valley to Bii-ming-
hara will be two tunnels, about 8 ft. in diameter. One of

these, ^< miles in length, and nearest to the Elan valley, is

the Dolau tunnel. The other is the Knighton tunnel, extend-
ing from the town of Knighton to the Lugg valley, a distance
of 2i- miles. Headings for this tunnel were commenced at
either end, and at the time of the visit of the Birmingham
City Council last spring 1,700 yards had been driven from
Knighton and 1,600 yards from the other end, leaving about
1,000 yards still to pierce. The two sets of excavators have
now been able to join hands. The Dolau tunnel, owing to its

greater lengtli and the need for shafts to remove the exca-
\ated material, was commenced in two sections. The first

half was completed a month ago, and, although the calcula-
tions anil measurements had to bo made uiion the data
afforded by a base line of only 16ft. at the bottom of a 300-ft.

shaft, they were so accurately worked out that the centre
lines of the two headings met accurately as reyaids level and
with a horizontal divergence of no more than i in.
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AN D COUNTY ENGINEERS.

At a council meetius held on Satui'day tlie following gentle-

men were unanimously elected :

—

As Mcmhers—
John Cox, surveyor. Urban District Council, Margam, Port

Talbot.

James Dunn, surveyor. Rural District Council, Chesterton.

John Higgins, chief engineer, Grey County, New Zealand.

Edwai-d W. Ingamells, surveyor, Urban District Council,

Pokesdown.
William J. Petch, surveyor, Urban District Council, Rawmarsh.
Transferred from the Class of Graduates to (hat of Members—

James Saunders, city surveyor, Chichester.

YoRKSHiRK District Meeting.
The following are the arrangements for the Yorkshire

district meeting, to be held at Harrogate on Saturday, the

ith June :

—

9 a.m.—The members will meet at Harrogate station to pro-

ceed to Pateley Bridge by the 9.10 train.

9.47 a.m.—Arrive at Pateley Bridge station ; drive by brakes

to (lOutliwaite reservoir (3 miles).

10.20 a.m.—Inspect t)ie Gouthwaite compensation reservoir.

12 noon.—Light refreshments, kindly provided by the Water-
works Committee.

12.30 p.m.—Minutes of last district meeting (held at Ripon)

will be read ; election of district secretary.

12.50 p.m.—Leave in brakes for the contractor's railway, and
proceed by train of open trucks along the line of works

to How Stone beck ; walk about half a mile to meet
brakes and drive down the valley back to Pateley

Bridge, calling en rvntc at various points of interest.

5.30 p.m.—Dinner at King's Arms hotel, kindly provided by
the Waterworks Committee.

7.20 p.m.—Return by train to Harrogate.
Members—especially from a distance—should reach Harro-

gate on Friday evening. The hotels recommended are the
" Prospect," " Prince of Wales," " White Hart," " Queen " and
" George."

Trains to Harrogate.

From London, 5.45 p.m.; arrive at 10.55 p.m. (G.N.)

„ Birmingham, 5.45 „ ; „ 10.45 „ (Mid.)

„ Manchester, 6.55 „ ; „ 9.55 „ (L.&N.W.)

„ Newcastle, 7.8 „ ; „ 9.40 „ (N.E.)

„ Sheffield, 8.22 „ ; „ 10.55 „ (Mid.)

„ York, 7.55 „ ; „ 8.50 „ (N.E.)

The trains leaving Bradford at 7.28 and Leeds at 7.50 a.m.

arrive at Harrogate at 8.20 and 8.35 a.m. respectively.

Members who propose to be present are particularly re-

quested to so inform the hon. district secretary, not later than

to-morrow, in order that the necessary arrangements may
be made.
Any member desirous of introducing a visitor (other than

members of the public authority where the meeting is held)

to the meeting must submit the name and address of such

visitor on the ticket supplied for that purpose. This ticket,

signed by the member introducing the visitor, must be sent

to the hon. district seci'etary at least four days before the

date of the meeting, after which date no application can be

entertained.

T. W. Stainthorpe, a.m.i.c.e., Thos. Colb, a.m.i.c.e.,

Hon. District Secretary, Secretary,

Council Offices, Grangetoivn, 11 A'ictoria-street, Weat-
Yorks. miuster, S.W.

THE SURVEYORS INSTITUTION.

Aknoai, General Meeting.
The annual general meeting of the Institution, to receive

the report of the council and the announcement of tlie result

of the election of officers for the ensuing year, will be held

on Monday, the 6th June, at 3 o'clock. The prizes awarded
to successful candidates, in connection with the recent pre-

liminary and professional examinations, will be presented by
the president at this meeting.

THE CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS'

SOCIETY .

The lighting and ventilating arrangements of the Houses
of Parliament formed the object, on Saturday afternoon, the

14th inst., of a visit from the Civil and Mechanical Engineers'

Society. Under the able guidance of Mr. Palfrcemau, the

resident engineer, the most ample opportunity was afforded

for examination of the means by which our legislators are

supplied with fresh air and light during their arduous labours.

The appliances in question undoubtedly contribute mate-
rially to the remarkable powers of vit.ility exhibited during

protracted sittings by members of the House of Commons,
and they provide not only for the warming of air in the

winter season, but also for its artificial cooling during warm
weather. Arrangements of the most complete natm'e exist

for straining air admitted at all seasons of the year, for the

removal of London fog by filtration through thick layers of

cotton wool, and for imparting such a degree of humidity as

may be most conducive to comfort. The exploration of the

labyi-inthine vaults and passages, occupied considerably over
two hours, and after the inspection of the ingenious method by
which light is communicated to the Houses without contri-

buting to the vitiation of the atmosphere, the president (Mr.
H. Coward) tendered the thanks of the society to her Majesty's
Office of Works and to Mr. Palfreemau for the courtesy to

which they owe so interesting and instructive a visit.

Engineers are cordially invited to join this old-established

society (founded 1859). Applications should be made to the

office of the secretary, 11 Victoria-street, London, S.W.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
d too late for Haisifictition cannot he

until the following week.

Building Foreman.— May 27th.—Walthamstow Urban
District Council. £S 10s.—Mr. B. J. Gowen, clerk to the
council.

Water Inspector.—May 28th.—Llandudno Urban District

Council. 30s.—Mr. E. Paley Stephenson, a.m.i.c.e., engineer
to the council.

Electrical Engineer.—May 31st.— Londonderry Cor-
poration. £160.—Sir R. Newman Chambers, town clerk.

Temporary Sanitary Inspector.—May 31st.—Cambridge
Town Council. 35s.—Mr. J. E. L. Whitehead, town clerk.

District Surveyor, Inspector of Nuisances and Water-
works Manager.—May 31st.—Highbridge (Somerset) Urban
District Council. £75.—Mr. B. C. Board, clerk to the council.

Clerk of Works.— May 31st.— Bucklow Rural District

Council. £2.—Mr. George Leigh, clerk to the council. Union
Offices, Kuntsford.

Assistant Engineer and Sdrveyor.—June Ist.—Heston
and Isleworth Urban District Council. £140.—Mr. W. A.
Davies, a.m.i.c.e., engineer and surveyor to the council.

Sorvbyor.—June 1st.—Worksop Urban District Council.

£150.—Mr. Geo. H. Peatherston, clerk to the council.

Road Foreman.— June lat.—Wakefield Rural District

Council.—Mr. Frank Massie, surveyor to the council.

Inspector of Nuisances, Sanitary Surveyor, &o.—June
1st.—Upton-upon-Severn Rural District Council. £117.

—

Mr. Geo. Powell, clerk to the council.

Sanitary Inspector.—June 2nd.— Vestry of Lambeth.
£120.—Mr. Henry J. Smith, clerk to the vestry.

Sanitary Inspector.—June 4th.—Corporation of Warwick.
—Mr. Brabazon Campbell, town clerk.

Clerk of Works.—June 4th.—Tring Urban District Coun-
cil. £3 3s.—Mr. A. W. Vaisey, clerk to the council.

Road Foreman.—June 4th.— Surbiton Urban District

Council. £2 2a. — Mr. Samuel Mather, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor
to the council.

Building Inspector.—June 7th.—Swindon New Town
Urban District Council. £130.—Mr. Henry Kinneir, clerk to

the council.

Building Inspector.—June 11th.—Ealing Urban Distric

Council. £2 10s.—Mr. Wm. Ruaton, clerk to the council.

Clerk for City Surveyor's Office.—June 11th.—Cor-

poration of St. Albans. £80.—Mr. A. H. Debenhara, town
clerk.

Clerk of Works.—June 14th.—Croydon Town Council.

£4 4s.— Mr. E. Mawdesley, town clerk.

City Engineer.—June 15th.—Corporation of the City of

Cope Town. £800.—Messrs. Davis & Soper, 54 St. Mary-axe,

London, B.C.

County Survey'or.—June 24th.— East Sussex County
Council. £400.—Mr. P. Merrifield, county clerk, County
Hall, Lewea.

City Engineer.—August 31st.—Corporation of Welling-

ton, New Zealand. £800.—Agent-General for New Zealand,

London.

Clerk of Works.—Nuneaton and Chilvers Colon Urban
District Council. £2 10s.—Mr. J. S. Pickering, A.M.I.C.E.

waterworks engineer to the council.

COMPETITIONS.
vfd too late fur clagsificaHon cannot be

manes until thefvllowing week.

Wallsemt).—June Ist.—Layiii^-out of a public park, containinf? about
13 acres, situated near the old village of Wallscnd, for the urbau district

council. £50 and £20.—Mr. W. S. Daglish, clerk to the council, 28 Sand-
hill, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Salpoed.—June 7th.—Erection of three chapels, offices, lodge,

entrance gates and boundary wall at the proposed cemetery, Lan^ley-
road and Agecroft-road, Pendlebury, £50, £30 and £30.—Mr, Samuel
Brown, town clerk.

East Ham.—June 24th.—Erection of public offices, library and tech-
nical institute, tii'e engine station, public hatha and offices for sanitary
department, the whole to cost about £55,000, for the urban district

council. 100 guineas and 50 guineas.—Mr. W, H, Savage, surveyor to

the council.

WAaRiNGTON.—July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,
&c. £100, £60 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
surveyor.
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MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
too late tor clmsification cannot he

ies until the following weeJc^

East Suffolk.—May 27th.—Erection of a iJoUce station at South-
wold, for the county council.—Mr. H. Miller, m.i.c.e., county surveyor,
Ipswich.

Walthamstow.—May 27th.—Supply of various materials for the
erection of an isolation hospital, tor the urban district council,—Mr.
G. W. Holmes, a.m.i.c.e., sur^'eyor to the council.

Hull.—May 27th.—Alterations and. additions to the administrative
block at the sanatorium.—Mr. A. E. White, city engmeer.

' Hull.—May 27th.—Construction of a roof over the sale pens at the
cattle market.—Mr. A. E. White, city surveyor.

Sherbosnk.— May 2Sth. — Erection of a water-wheel and the
supply of one 22 actual horse-power Crossley pfas enR'ine, for the urban
district council.—Mr. James Douglas, clerk to the council.

Epping.—May 28th.—Supply of 1,100 tons of granite, for the rural
district council.—Mr. R. D. Trotter, clerk to the council.

CowEs.—May 2Sth.—Supply of deep-well pumping" machinery, for the
urban district council.—Mr. J. W. Webster, engineer and surveyor to

the council.
Saptdbach.-May 28th.—Construction of new brick depositing tanks

at the pumping station, for the urban district council.—Mr. A. E.
Stringer, clerk to the council.

SuKBiTOH.—May 28th.—Erection of new council offices, for the urban
district council.—Mi". James Ball, clerk to the council.

CiRKNCESTEK.—May 28th.—Well-sinking works on the glebe land at
Coates, for the rural district council.—Mr. H, L. Cooke, clerk to the
council.
EniiTBUiiGH.-May 30th.—Erection of public baths, for the Stock-

bridge district in the Glenogle-road.—Mr. Morham, city superintendent
of works.
Shrewsbury.—May 31st.—Supply of about 1,300 superficial yards of

2^-in. Yorkshire flaggij^g and 1,000 lineal yards of kerbing.—Mr. W.
Chappie Eddowes, borough surveyor.

Wakkington.-May 31st.—Erection of agreenhouse at the cemetery.

—

Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough surveyor.

Buxton.—May 3Ist.—Supply of about 1,400 lineal yards of i-in. and
GOO lineal yards of 3-in. cast-iron socket and spigot pipes, for the urban
district council.—Mr. William Hedley Grieves, surveyor to the council.

Mkxbobough.—May 31st.—Levelling, kerbing, flagging, channelling
and other works in Pitt-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. G.
Fenwick Carter, surveyor to the council.

Baensley.-May 31st.—Erection of a small-pox hospital in Lund-lane.
—Mr, J. Henry Taylor, borough surveyor.

Bedford.—May 3l8t.—Construction of an underground sub-station.—
Mr. T. S. Porter, town clerk,

Hertford.—June 1st.—Construction of a weir across the river Lea,
a building for pumping plant, reservoir and cast-iron mains for supply-
ing water to the parish of Bayford, for the rural district council.—Mr.
G. Cbatterton, 40 Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster, London, S.W.
Buckinghamshire,—June Ist.—Erection of a 22-ft. span brick and

steel girder bridge over the river Chess at Latimer ford.—Mr, R. J.
Thomas, county surveyor, Aylesbury.

LiTTLESAittPToif.—June 1st.—Erection of public conveniences and
lavatories on The Green, near the esplanade, for the urban district

council.—Mr. H. Howard, surveyor to the council.

HuDDEiiSFiELD.—Juue Ist.—Erectiou of a dwelling-house in Corpora-
tion-street.—Mr. K. F. Campbell, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and sur-

veyor.

Cardiff.—June 1st.—Alteration of the sanitary accommodation and
the reconstruction of a public urinal at the town hall.—Mr. W, Hai-pur,
M.I.C.E., borough engineer.

Falmouth.—June 1st.—Erection of new vegetable stalls and other
works at the market-house.—The Borough Surveyor.

Keighlet.—June 2nd.—Erection of twelve artisans' dwellings in

Lawkholme-lane.—Mr. W. H. Hopkinson, a. m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Leamington.—June 2nd.—Erection of an engine-house at the Lilling-

ton pumping station.—Mr. H. Consett Passman, town clerk,

HiwoRTn.-June 3rd.—Erection of a double-lift gasholder, for the
urban district council,—Mr. J. H. Whittell, gas manager.
LErL.vND.—June 4th.—Construction of precipitation tanks, filters,

reservoirs, engine and boiler house, conduits, subsoil drainage, &c., for
the urban district council.—Mr. William Wrennall, 9 Harrington-street,
Liverpool.

Letland.—June 4th.—Construction of about 1,400 lineal yards of

15-in., 12-in. and 9-in. sewers, with manholes, &c., for the urban district

council.—Mr. William Wrennall, 9 Harrington-street, Liverpool.

Worcester.—June 4th,—Supply and erection at the waterworks of a
boiler, 25 ft, long by 7 ft, 6 in, diameter.—Mr. Thomas Caink, a.m.i.c.e.,

city engineer.

HoRNSEV,—June 6th.—Erection of a park-keeper's lodge in Queen's
Wood, Highgate, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrrovc,
surveyor to the council.

Blackburn.—June 6th.—Widening of the bridge over the Leeds and
Liverpool canal in Bolton-road.—Mr. William Stubba, A.M.I.C.E., borough
and water engineer.

Leicester.—June 6th.—Erection of thirty-eight butchers' stalls at
the general market.-Mr. E. George Maw bey, borough surveyor.

Poplar.—June 7th.—Construction of an underground convenience iu
Bow-road, for the district board of works .—Mr. Leonard Potts, clerk to

the board.

Poplar.—June 7th.—Erection of a footbridge over the North London
Railway between Carmen-street and Railway-street, for the district

board of works.—Mr. Leonard Potts, clerk to the hoard.

Bingham.-June 8th.—Erection of a culvert, 3 ft. in diameter and
about 70 yards long, for the rural district council.—Mr. R. H. Beau-
mont, clerk to the council.

Blackbckn.—Jime 8th.—Erection of an iron conservatory and palm-
house at the corporation park.—Mr. Wilham Stubtas, a.m.i.c.e., borough
and water engineer.

Leeds.—June 8th.—Erection of an underground convenience in
Duncan-street, opposite the corn exchange. — Mr. Thos. Hewson,
m.i.c.e,, city engineer.

Watford.—June 8th.—Erection of an electric light station adjoining
the new sewage works, for the urban district council.—Mr, H. Morten
Turner, clerk to the council.

Hatiibld.—June Sth.—Erection of a mortuary, for the rural district

council.—Mr. Jas. B. Dunham, clerk to the council.

StWAGt RAISED

NO ENGINE. /^
NO MAINTENANCE

Cost in Operation.

COSTLESS.
NOISELESS.

FAULTLESS.
Saves all maintenance charges

and working expenses incidental
to other systems.

ADAMS' PATENT SEWAG
LIFT COMPANY,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,

5 & 7 OLD QUEEN STREET
Westminster, London

;

YORK, LEEDS, &c., &c.

To R£tise SovifSi^o wi±h

SEWAGE AUTOiVIATICALLY
USE

a3.^L3!KCS' Patent

SEWAGE LIFT
SEWAGE TO BE RAistD References

to Installations on
Application.

Flushing Syphons,

Sluices, &c.

AA

—

HoIgs for pouring in coment or com-
position.

BB—Strenrthened anl Lengthened Socket.

CC—Inner Socket and Rest.
EE—Cliamber for cement or composition.
FF—Stanfoid Joint in new position.

To put it shortly, this pipe secures true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, and, while allowing

for a slight settleuieiit when first laid, forms an

absolutely rigid joint directly the cement sets-

t.—Gas and Wator-Tigrht Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Alignment of Invert.

3.—Socket the strongest part of the pipo.

4.—No special JMnctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., Halifax
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Hamptom-.—June 8th.—Supply of various ironwork, fencing, &c., for
the urban district council.—Mr. John Kemp, enjjineer and surveyor to
the council.

Slough.—June 11th.—Makinjr-up of the streets known aa Chalvey
Vale, under the Private Street Works Act, 1893, for the urban district
council.—Mr. G. H. Char.sley, clerk to the council.

Tlford.—June 13th.—Supply of sludge-pressinfj machinery, oil cn-
pcines and other apparatus at the outfall works, T/oxford-lane, for the
urban district council.—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, 27
Great George-street, London, S.W.
SHEi-FiKLn.—Junel3th.—Construction and erection of buildings for an

electric power station at Kclham Island.—Mr. Charles F. Wike, city
surveyor.

North Riding.—June 14th.—Widenitiff of the Leven county bridge,
near Yarui, for the county council.—Mr. Walker Stead, m.i.c.e., county
surveyor, Northallerton.

ToiNEs.—Juno 20th.— ( -oiistruction of outfall sewage purification
works.—Mr. W. F. ToUitl. bor-m^di surveyor.

CROruoN.—June 2flLh.—Construction of foundations and sub-struc-
ture of a lunatic asylum at Warlingham.—Mr. E. Mawdcsley, town
clerk.

WiNCANTON.—June 22nd.~Laying of about 2\ miles of galvanised-
iron piping, with fittings, Ac, for the rural district council.—Mr. 4.. P.
1. Cotleretl, a.m.i.c.k., Lonsdale Chambers, 7 Baldwin-street, Bristol.

WiNCANTON.— June 22nd.—Laying of about SJ miles of mains, the
construction of a service reservoir, collecting and intake chambers, &c.,
for the rural district conucil.—Mr. A. P. 1. Cotterell, a.m.i.c.e., Lons-
dale Chambers, 7 Baldwin-street, Bristol.

TENDERS.

ANNFIELDPLA.IN (Durham).—For the forming, kerbing.channellinpr
and lighting of Curry's-Sfiuare and the adjacent streets at Dipton, for
the urban district council.—Mr. T. J. Trowsdale, surveyor to the
council :

—

T. Reynoldson, Dipton.R.S.O £521
J. Lyons, Cousett 472
Dort & Bennett, West Kyv, Aunfieid Plain 409

J. Dunn, West Kyv, Annfield Plain* 456
Surveyor's estimate, £4h9.

ASHFORP.—Accepted fa

granit
the supply of 1,000 cubic vards of broken

listrict council.—Mr. William Tcrrill, sur-
•tntlie council r

—
C. M. Manucllo, Lime-street, E.G.—l\-in. Broken Qwenast Granite,

13s. 9d. per cubic yard, South-Eastern Railway ; 14s. 9d. per cubic
vard, London, Chatham and Dover Hailwav.

Blishfeldt & Co., Water-lane. Great Tower-street, E.G.—Norway Edge
Kerb—straight, Is. 5Jd. per foot run ; circular. Is. 7Jd. per foot run.

Peters & Davis, Ashford, Kent.—Portland Cement, 34s. 5d. per ton de-
livered.

Reid & Mercer, Ashford, Kent.—Unbroken Ragslone, Is. lOd. per yard
in the int ; 2s. lOd. per yard delivered.

H. Chapman, Lonham Heath, Maidstone.—Pit Flints, 58. 4d. per yard
delivered.

Clarke-Maylam, Lenhara Heath, Maidstone.—Hand-Picked Surface
Flints, 5s. 5d. to 5s. 8d. delivered.

BERMONDSEY.—For the supply of about 40,000 ft. of 2;-in. rubbed
York paving, 1,200 tons of broken Guernsey granite and 500 tons of
broken flints, for the vestry.—Mr. Frank Sumner, surveyor to the
vestry

;

Rubbed York. Per 100 ft. super.
£ «. d.

W. H. Murray & Co. 4 7
S. Trickett & Son 13
W. Griffiths 4 2

J. Brook & Sons 4 1 6
A. & P. Manuelle 3 17 4
J. Farrar & Sons* 3 16 6

Broken Guernsey Gra lite.

2

1

n., per t(jn. 1 in., per ton
». il. !. d.

Mowlem & Co. 11 12
IS. & H. Beevers* .. 11 1 11 10
R. & .T. Fennings .. 11 11 13 3
W.Griffiths 11 10 12 4
A. & F. Manuelle .. 12 1 13 7

G. Le Maitre 12 7 13 1

Fry Brothers... 11 B 13 n

Flints. Per ton
s. rf.

5 6.A. E. Wood
MurroUft Co. 6
Fry Brothers 4 9
Smeed, Dean & Co.* 4 6

CHKSTKR-LK-STRKKT.—For layinR about B,030 yards of 3-in. cast-

iron water pipes in the townships of Cockcn and Great Lumley, for

the ruiul district council.—Mr. H. Webb, surve.ian" to the council :

—

T. Rowland, Northwich £1,376
Ruttor Jt Scms, Washincton 1,011

Hewitson & Henshaw, Sunderland 1,008

Hudson & Sons, Sunderland 090

.1. Archibald, Gateshead 98-5

.1. Manners, Cowndon 075

J. Carrick, Durham* 967

M. Thompson, Hetton-lc-Hole, Durham ... 916

COTTINGHAM.—For the laying of about 855 yards of 3-

raains, for the urban (listrict council.—Mr. E. A. Witty, sii

the council :

—

A. Brunton & Son,Hull
W. H. Elsom, Kirk Ella

W. Burrows, Thurnscoc
R. Bradley, Hull
,T. ,1. Thacker, Sutton-on-Hull
T. Bell. Market Weitrhton
W. L. Harrison, Hull
C. W. Ashton, Cottingham*
T. WriKhl, Cottingham

SnrvRVrir's pstnnnte, fl+i^.

n. water
rvcyor to

PLACE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The composition being caKt ou the lower half of tte

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessarily

follows that immediately the pipes are put togethei' and

fa.steiied with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

pipe is ab.solutely watertight and jiei'fect alignment of

invert is secured.

PO I N TS s-
Easily anti quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect. alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.

SAHITARY TUBES

£ in. to 42 in. diam.

il.PU^CE&SONS,
LIMITED,

DARWEN, LANGS.
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CROYDON.—Accepted for the supply of various works and materials,

for the rural district council.—Mr. James Wilson, clerk to the

council :

—

Guernsey Granite.—Mowlem & Co., London.
Kerbmg, Pitching and Channelling.—Free & Son, Wimbledon.
Tar Paving acd Re-topping.—lies, Edmund, Mitcham.
Portland Cement.—Hall & Co., Croydon.
Brooms, Shovels, Picks and Gully Gratings.—Bird & Co., London.
Gravel for Farm.—Bell & Co., Wimbledon.
Hand-picked Flints (Addingtou).—Chittenden, West Mailing ; H. Still,

Addington ; Chessell, Chetsham.
Hand-Picked Flints (Beddington).—W. Hudson, Brighton ; T. & D.

Scott, Warlingham ; J. Quittendon, Warlingham; Chessell, War-
lingham.

Hand-Picked Flints (Coulsdon).—J. Francis, Kenley; T. Brooke,

Smitham Bottom ; C. T. Mantell, Coulsdon.
Hand-Picked FliiitK (Merton).—W. Hudson, Brighton.

„ „ (Mitcham).—W.Hudson, Brighton; J. Quittenden,

Warlingham.
„ „ (Morden).—Hudson, Brighton.

(Sander8toad).—W. E. Chessell, ChoLsham.

„ (Wallington).—W. Hudson, lirighton; J. Quitten-

den, Warlingham.
(Woodmiinsterne).— .1. MuKgeridge, Woodman-

Sterne.
Dug Flints (Beddington).-Hall & Co., Mitcham.

,, (Merton).— II. Lake, Croydon.
(Mitehani).—Hall & Co., Miteliam.
(Morden).—H.Lake, Croyd(m.

„ (Wallington) '

liiigton.

Fine Gravel for Paths (Addington).—K. Price, Hayes.
(Beddington).— Hall & ('o., Mitcham.
(Merton).— Bell St. Co., Wimbledon.

„ „ (Mitcham).-Bell & Co., Wimbledon.
(Morden).—Bell & Co., Wimbledon.

„ „ (Sanderstead).—W. B. Chessell, Chelsham.

„ „ (Wanington).—H. Lake, Croydon.

„ „ (Woodmansterne).— ,1. Mnggeridge, Wood
Sterne.

-Hall & Co., Mitcham; .T. C. Forsdick, Wal-

EAST DEREHAM.—For the supply and delivery of about 2S0 tons to

:100 tons of l:,'-in. broken English granite, for the rural clistrict coun-
cil.—Mr. Hedle.v G. Himson, surveyor to the council :

—

Mancetter Granite.—Ireland & Knight, 13s. per ton.

Bardon Hill Granite.—Ellis & Everard, Bardon Hill,* 123. 9d. per ton.

Blue Cliff Granite.—W. Grimloy & Son, Sutton Bridge, 123. fid. per ton.

Whitwick Granite Company, 12s. 4d. per ton.

Leicestershire Granite.—J. Rhodes, Sheffield, 12a. 2d.

Mountsorrel Grarnte.—W. Grimley & Son,Sutton Bridge, 12s. Id. per ton.
Flnderby and Stoney Stiinton Company, 13s. per tim.

Forest Rock Granite Company, 12s. per ton,

Narborough and Enderby Company, Narborough, lis. lid. per ton.

Bolt's Hill Granite.—Ellis i Everard, Bardon Hill, lis. 9d. per ton.

HAMPTON.— For the erection of a new fire station at Hampton Hill, for
the urban district council.*—Mr. John Kemp, a.m.i.e. e., surveyor to
the council :

—

J. Singleton & Sons, Hampton Hdl £.510

J. Wright, Hampton 6U
W. M. Bailey, Hampton Hill* 3js

Surveyi: ate, i;:)20.

HAMPTON.—For the making-up and paving of certain streets, for the

urban district council.—Mr. John Kemp, surveyor to the council :—

W. Gritaths £3.627

S.Hudson 5,«8
T. Free & Sons o.3»S

S. Kavanagh =,016

Fry Brothers *.*81

Lawrence i Thacker, Clapham Common*...
Surveyor's estimate, .£4r,808.

3,97S

NEWPORT (Mon.).—For the construction of tramways, laying wood
and granite paving and other incidental works.—Mr. R. H. Haynes,
borough engineer :

—

Monks & Parfltt, Newport £19,400

A. Krauss, Bristol 15,299

W. Winnard, Wigan I'l.'lS

A. S. Morgan & Co., Newport* U,2S0
Borough engineer's estimate, £15,686.

RICHMOND.—Accepted for the supply of various stores reciuired at

their works, Mortlake, during the year ending 31st May, 1899, for the

main sewerage board.—Mr. WilUam Fairley, engineer to the board :—

f!wmaraan Steam Coal.—W. Cory & Son, 153. Ud. per ton.

Hou.«e Coal.—Hardy & Co., 16s. 3d. per ton.

Grey Lime.—Wiggins & Co., 19s. per ton.

Buxton Lime.—Buxton Lime Finn Company, 16s. 9il. per ton.

Sulphate of Alumina (Aluminoferric).—W. Caudery 4 Co., 479. fid. per

ton.
Sulphate of Alumina.—I. Gibbs & Co., 40s. per ton.

Filter Canvas.—Hoare, Marr & Co., 45d. per yard.

MEETINGS.
.lUXK.

4 —London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Hayward's Heath and
Cuckfield.

11.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Nutfield and Redhill.

IS.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Marden Park and
Godstone.

25.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Axot and Bracknell.

JULY.
2.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Sevenoaks.

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer

may he ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith 3/" Son's

bookstalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom

Applications to the Offices for single copies by post munt in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follotos :

Twelve Six Three
Months, Months, Months.

United Kingdom 168. ... 79. 6d. ... 38. 9d.

Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, 4c 19s. ... 9s. Cd. ... 4s. 9.1.

JANDUS PATENT ELECTRIC ARC LAMP.
It is claimed that the Master Patents held by the

Jandus Arc Lamp and Electric Company, control the

arrangements which are essential in every successful

enclosed arc lamp.

Lamps made under these patents have carried all before them in America.

The Only Lamp that is trimmed without moving the Globe.

Cannot get Out of Order, as it has Only One Working Part .

The only Arc Lamp accepted by Insurance Companies at Ordinary Rates.

Ho other Carbons should be used in the Jandiis Lamp except those supplied

by the Firm, for which the Lamps sent out are adjusted .

NOTICE is HereUy Given that the JANlllJS ARC LAMP AN'D ELECTRK^
COMPANY, Limited, in addition to the patents bv JANDUS & BARTON,
control also the British Master Patents of THE ELECTRIC ARC LlGH'l'
(jOMPANY, of New York ; and purchasers are warned against obtaining
Arc Lamps made on the principle of the above patents by makers other tha n
those licensees mentioned in the following list. They should also see that the
Lamps supplied to them carry the Jandus Royalty Plate.

Messrs. DRAKE & GORMAN.
Messrs. CROMPTON & CO., Ltd.
The STEWART ELBUTRICAL SYN-
DICATE. (The Stewart Company's
license applies only to hi nips identical
in description to the original 8ain]ile

lamp in the possession of the licensors.)
Messrs. KORTING & M.VTHIESEN.
The BRUSH ELEI^TRICAL ENGL
NEERING CO., Ltd.

The GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.
Mr. WILLIAM A. WALTON.

Mr. J. D. F. ANDREWS.
Mess.s. JOHNSON & PHILLIPS.
Messrs. CRIl'KL \ LANGE.
Mfssis. KliVCH \ I'd.

The STANHARll THERMOMETER &
ELECTRIC CO., of Mass.—Agents

:

Messrs, Richaku Patierson &Co., ol
Belfast.

Messrs. VERITYS, Ltd.
Messrs. FOXCRdFT & DUNCAN.
Messrs. 11. V. JAMES, MILLS X I'll.

Messrs. J. F. WAKELIN ,t CO.

Suir J.ieiils for the EnqJish Cumpan ij :-MESSRS.

DRAKE & GORHAM,
Head Offices :-66 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

Branch Offices at Manchester and Giasgowm
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The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-sfreef,

New Torh City; The Toronto Neivs Company, Toronto; and

The Montreal Neivs Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

EDITORIAL OFFICES :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

OFFICE FOB ADVERTISEMENTS :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

PUBLISHING OFFICES :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

VACANCY for Articled Pupil in Town Surveyor's
Office, with private practice, within 15 miles from London.

Premium required. — Addre.-s Box 72, Office of The Sur-

veyor, 24 Bride-lane, Fleet-street, London, E.C_^

SWINDON NEW TOWN URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

BUILDING INSPECTOR.
This Council is prepared toi-eceive applications for a quali-

fied Building Inspector and Chief Outside Assistant, under
the supervision of the Surveyor.

Applicants must have had a practical experience in bnild-

inp construction. Salary, jE130 per annum.
Applications, with two recent testimonials, stating age and

experience, must reach the undersigned on or before Tncsday,
the 7th day of June, 1898.

HENRY KINNEIR,
Clerk.

Public Offices, Swindon.
23rd May, 1898.

TTRBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF SURBITON.
^ ROAD FOREMAN.
The above Council require the services of a competent and

experienced read Foreman. Applicants must thoroughly
understand the repairs of roads, all kinds of paving, watering,

Bcavenoirg and dust collection. He will be required to set

out and measure up work and keep the time of the men
under his charge. Wages, £2 2s. per week. The engagement
will be subject to one month's notice 07i either side.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, with not more
than three recent testimonials, to be forwarded to me on or

before the 4th June next, endorsed "Road Foreman."

SAML. MATHER, assoc.m.inst.c.e..

District Surveyor.
Victoria-road, Snrbiton.

May, 1898.

EALING URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
BUILDING INSPECTOR.

The Urban District Council of Ealing require the services
of a thoroughly competent Building Inspector to superintend
the erection of all new buildings erected in the district under
the Building By-Laws.

Candidates must have a thorough knowledge of the build-

ing trade and be thoroughly conversant with the Model By-
Laws of the Local Government Board, from which the by-laws
in force in this district are adapted.

Salary, £2 10s. per week.
Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age

and previous experience, and accompanied by copies of three
recent testimonials, to be delivered to the undersigned on or
before the 11th June, 1898.

Canvassing of any kind will disqualify.

WM. RUSTON,
Clerk to the Council.

Public Buildings, Ealing, W.

TENDERS WANTED.
SLOUGH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.

STREET WORKS.
The above Council are prepared to receive tenders for

Making-up the Streets known as Chalvey Vale (under the

Private Street Works Act, 1892), consisting of about 1,200

yards of Kerbing and Channelling, 2,299 super, yards Foot-

way and 4,400 super, yards of Fhnt Roadway, &o.

Plans, sections and specification may be seen, and schedule

of quantities obtained, at the oiSce of the Surveyor to the

Council, No. 1 Mackenzie-street, S]ough, between the hours
of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., njion payment of a deposit of 1 guinea.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY-. LTD
SO ~BJL.Ttl^ I^O^W, LEEIDS

GLAZED BRICKS. ARGHiTECTURAL FAIENCeTsANITARY PIPES.

TERRA GOTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

GAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT.
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sin/^s, Traps, Porcelain Batfis, dc.

THURSTONLAND RED FAGENG BRIGKSi

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. VJ. Ry. Goods Yard, WoBship
Street, E.C. ; i6 Charterhouse Street, EC. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

Shored itch, LoncBon,
Plate and Sheet Glass
Leaded Lights.
Sheet Lead and Pipe.

DEPARTMENTS.
Plumbers* Brass Work.
Oils and Colours.
Paper-hangings.

SANITARY
GOODS.

The "DONNOL" Registered Wash-Down Pedestal Closet, with Outlet,
as approved by the London County Council.

No. 1.—Raised White. 1 No. 3.—Fireclay, White inside.
No. 2.—White or Ivory.

|
No. 4.—Blue Priatod on White.

No (!,—TIrown Printed on Ivory.

The "PREMIER" Syphon Water-Waste-Preventer, Cast-iron
by the following Water Companies:

—

New River. I Brighton. I Guildford
East London. Folkestone. Lambeth.
Bournemouth.

|
Kent. ( Margate.

An.l riy others.
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which will be rehirned on the receipt of a iona-fide tender on
the prescribed form.

Tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the Council, dnly
sealed, to be delivered at the office of the Council, No. 1

Mackenzie-street, Slough, not later than Saturday, the 11th

day of June next, endorsed " Street Works."
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

G. H. CHARSLEY,
Clerk to the Council.

11 Mackenzie-street, Slough.
May^898^

AMPTCWTURBAI^ DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO IRON FOUNDERS, MERCHANTS, &c.

The above-named Council invite tenders as follows :

—

(1) For about 2 tons of 15-in. Cast-iron Spigot and Socket
Pipee, delivered at Hampton ; 26 tons of 12-in. Cast-

iron Spigot and Socket Pipes, delivered at Hampton ;

and 40 tons of 9-in. Cast-Iron Spigot and Socket
Pipes, delivered at Hampton.

(2) For No. 1 Cast-iron Spiral Staircase, delivered and
fixed at Hampton.

(3) For 305 lineal yards Wrought-Iron Fencing, with Gates,
delivered and erected at Hampton.

Specification and conditions may be seen and form of tender
obtained at my office, where tenders, properly sealed and en-

dorsed, must be delivered on or before Wednesday, the Sth
day of Juue ue.xt, by 5 p.m.

(Jiy order)

JOHN KEMP,
Engineer and Surveyor.

Diatriot Council Offices, Park House, Hampton.
25th May, 1898.

MEXBOROUGH URBAN
COUNCIL.

DISTRICT

PRIVATE STREET WORKS.

PITT-STREET.
The Mexborough Urban District Council invite tenders for

the Levelling, Kerbing, Flagging, Channelling, Making and
other works necessary for the Construction of the above-
named street.

Contractors will have to supply their own quantities and
to comply strictly with the specification and drawings pre-

pared by the Surveyor to the Council, which may be seen at
the Surveyor's oflSce any morning between 9 and 10, or by
appointment with him.

Tenders must be sent in, under seal, on the form of tender
provided, before noon on Tnesday, the Slst May, addressed
to the Chairman of the Council, Council Offices, Mexborough,
and endorsed "Pitt-street."

Dated this 6th day of May, 1898.

G. FENWICK CARTER, c.e..

Surveyor to the Council.

T EYLAND SEWERAGE.
-1^ OUTFALL AND FILTRATION WORKS AND

SEWER EXTENSIONS.
The Leyland Urban District Council invite separate tenders

for the works comprised in either of the two following con-

tracts f

—

No. 1.—Construction of Precipitation Tanks, Filters, Reser-
voirs, Engine and Boiler House, Conduits, Subsoil

Drainage, &c.

No. 2.—About 1,400 lineal yards of 15-in,, 12-in. and 9-in.

Sewers, with Manholes, &c.

Drawings and specification of each contract may be seen,

and bill of quantities obtained (on payment of 2 guineas for

No. 1 Contract and 1 guinea for No. 2, which will be returned

on receipt of a hond-fide tender), at my office, Leyland, or at

the office of the Engineer, Mr. William Wrennall, 9 Harring-
ton-street, Liverpool.

Tenders, on forms supplied, sealed and endorsed, to be de-

livered at my office on or before Saturday, June 4, 1898.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

JOHN WESTLEY,
Clerk to the Council.

Leyland, near Preston, Lancashire.

May 16, 1898.

BOROUGH OF TOTNES.
The Totnes Corporation are prepared to receive tenders

for the Construction of Outfall Sewage Purification Works,
consisting of Circular Precipitation Tanks, Filter-Beds, Rough-
ing Filters, Mixing-House, Pumping Station, &c., &c.; 5,366

lineal yards of IS-in., 15-in., 12-in., and 9-in. diameter Stone-

ware Pipes; 524 lineal yards 18-in., 12-in., and 9-in. diameter

Cast-iron Pipes; also Manholes, Lampholes, &c.

Plans may be seen, and specifications and bills of quantities

obtained, at the offices of Mr. W. F. Tollit, Borough Surveyor,

RON

FRED'^BRABY2(C
FITZROY WORKS

352to3G4 Euston R?

. TONDONj

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
rRACE MARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND OEMENY
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT,

Delivered to all parts of the Kingdom.

Offices : 1 Stv . Martin's, Leicester.

Works: Barrow-on-Soar, nr. LouK'li>)orough.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

The^'STRATFORD''

LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

•TOPIS' SlVEXMTia,
ROYAL LABEL FACTORY.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.

IlV[f>ROV£:D I>RiLi:N CI^INOIVIETER.

PRICE :-W

-W. H. HARlI

THIS Drain Clinometer, which is a thoroughly well-made an.i reliable
instrument, is intended for the use o£ Builders, Medical Oflicers of

Health, Sanitary Inspectors and others for testing the slope of drain pipes.
The arc is fixed at the extreme end of the Clinometer bo as to allow of a

close reading and distinct graduation, and is divided on one edge to degrees
;uid quarter degrees, and on the other edge to gradients of 1 in 20, 1 in 30, 1
in 40. I in 50, 1 in 60. I in 70 and 1 in 80.

The adjustment is by means of a nut and bolt, working against a spiral
spring. The " Bubble " is ground and divided.

The Clinometer is made of teak and nicely finished, and measures
«* 13|x25xl-in8.

ith Electrum Fittings. £1 7s. 6i,% With Brass Fittings, £1 2s. 6d.; With Magnetic Compass extra 2s. 63.
nph-te /llustratat Cntahiriue of Drawinij and .'iurreying Instruments uill it sent ;mt free on application.
NG, Mathematical Drawing A iSurveying Instrument Manufacturer, 47 Fin»bury Pavement, London, EiGi
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Gate House, Totnea ; or Messrs. Lomax & Lomax, Civil Engi-
neers, Grosvenor Chambers, Deansgate, Manchester, on and
after 2Sth May, 1898, on payment of a deposit of two pounds
(£2), which will be retnrned on receipt of a bond-fide tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Sewage Outfall

Works and Sewering," to be returned to me not later than
20th June, 1S98.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the lowest
or any tender.

EDWARD WINDEATT,
Town Clerk.

Totnes.

18th May, 1898.

TNCAXTON RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILw
BRUTQN WATEIi SUPPLY (SOMERSET).

CONTRACT No. 1.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Wincanton Rural District Council invite tenders for

carrying out works of Water Supply, including about 5J miles

of Mains, Service Reservoir, Collecting and Intake Cham-
bers, &.C.

Drawings and specifications, prepared by the engineer, Mr.
A. P. I. Cottorell, assoc.m.inst.c.k., Lonsdale Chambers, 7
Baldwin-street, Bristol, may be seen, and bills of qu.antities

obtained, at his office from the 1st June to the 14th June
inclusive, during usual office hours, on payment of the sum of

3 guineas, which will be returned upon the receipt of a hond-

fide tender.

A general plan, showing the lines of mains, will be on view
.at the office of Messrs. T. O. Bennett & Co., Bruton, daring
the time above stated.

Sealed tenders, marked " Tender for Bruton Water Supply,"
to be delivered to me at my office on or before 12 noon on
Wednesday, the 22ud day of June, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowost or

any tender.

F. W. LANCASTER,
Clerk to the District Couiu'il.

District Council Offices, Wincanton.
2:!rd May, 1898.

TX/'INCANTON RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL

BRUTON WATER SUPPLY (SOMERSET).
CONTRACT No. 2.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Wincanton Rural District Council invite tenders for

carrying out about 2^ miles of Galvanised Wrought-Irou
Piping, with Fittings, &c., as compensation supplies to Sir

H. Hoare's farms, North and South Brewham, near Bruton.
Drawings and specification, prepared by the engineer, Mr.

A.P.I.Cotterell, assoc.m.inst.c.e., Lonsdale Chambers, 7 Bald-
win-street, Bristol, may be seen, and bills of quantities obtained,
at his offices from the 1st June to the 14th June inclusive,

during usual office hours on payment of the sum of 3 guineas,
which will bo returned upon the receipt of a bonA-fide tender.
A general plan, showing the lines of mains, will be on view

at the office of Messrs. T. 0. Bennett & Co., Bruton, dviring
the time above stated.

Sealed tenders, marked " Tender for Bruton Water Supply
Compensation Supplies," to be delivered to me at" my office,

on or before 12 noon on Wednesday, the 22nd day of June,
1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

P. W. LANCASTER,
Clerk to the Rural District Council.

District Council Offices, Wincanton.
'23rd May, 1898.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SANITARY INSPECTORS and other exams, of
the SANITARY INSTITUTE. Preparation by COR-

RESPONDENCE.—Terms, testimonials and all particulars of
" Inspkctor," Office of The Sdrveyor.

UANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED accu-
rately and with despatch. METCHIM & SON,

8 Princes-street, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.
" Surveyor's Diary and Tables for 1898," price 6d., post 7d.;

in leather Is., post Is. Id.

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, S E.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices appl3r tc above address.

PHOTO COPIES OF
TRACINGS.

BLACK LINE PRINTS.
30 by 22 per copy, Z-
40 by 27 „ 3/-
53 by 31 „ -i/-
Copies in one slieetfiObij-ii}, by afraiiyeiiicnt.

COPIES BY WHITE LINE
PROCESS,

Usually termed Blue Prints.

30 by 22 per copy, 1/6
40 by 27 „ 2e
53 by 31 „ 3 6
J. HALDEN & CO.,

8 ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER.

#̂
,^^ * ''"%.

FIRE

.LANCASHIRE-

•%

\.
- FIR

K^^
^'

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

Head Oficea
/ 46 DALE STREET, LIVERPOOL,

I 731) TO 76 XINfl WILLIAM STREET, LONDOH.

Liberal Commission allowed to SURVEYORS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for introdiietiuii of

XBxe,xoxc:s
OF ALL KINDS.

Sitecialtor Road / ^i
Paving Tested. / ^^

^:
Roof Tiles,
Quarries, / ^Copings, /f^
Malting /c7^ j
Tiles, /^A

c^/^/ MANY SPECIALITIES,

For Floors,
Walls, Hearths, &o.

Mosaic, Faience, &c., &c.

CATALOailES and PRICES on
application.

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Office : 40 Queen Victoria St., B.C.
Olliss of nil kui.l.^ envei-ed by the I'olicies of

tlnH('nl.,l»niy.

MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS.
SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

Ten per cent, of llie Preraiiuu9 retnrned everj

flix .vear.s in crtses where no claim lias arisen.

Appllcailoas for Agencies Invited.
Liberal Terms for Business Introduced

NINETEEN MEDALS. Chicago Exhibition, Highest awards.

lAT^VI. IW^OOX^LAIMCS Sc CO.,
ORIGINAL MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
Free from Arsenic.

Sole Address : 110 HIGH STREET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
Special Terms fur Jijjmrt. Of all IJecoiiitors.
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nUinutes of Proceedings.

In our last issue we referred
" Electrozone." briefly, from the point of view of

tlie electrical engineer, to the

claims put forward on behalf of electrozone. Some
further refei'ence, however, may be made to the sub-

ject simply from the sewage treatment point of view.

Those of our readers who have not yet had an op-

portunity of inquiring into the nature of the process

must understand that it is not put forward as an
independent system of treating sewage, but simply
as a pendant to some larger system, bacterial for

preference. In short, the claiiti put forward ap-

pears to be that electrozone is the one thing needful

as a finishing toiTch in connection with sewage dis-

posal, and that its function would be to supply the

place of that ultimate treatment of the effluent on

land, which is so rigorously insisted upon by the

Local Government Board, but often next to im-

possible for local authorities to secure. If an
effluent obtained, say, from bacterial filters, be

treated with electrozone to the extent of one-fifth of

a grain of chlorine, " the result will be an immense
advance on the best processes of sewage treatment

now in use." So we are assured by an eminent
expert who has reported on the subject. By
bacterial action the solids are liquefied " send the

putrescible organic matters are converted into

nitrates, which are harmless from a chemical point

of view, but are associated with innumerable
bacteria that can be then destroyed by the applica-

tion of electrozone." The following remarks may
also be quoted :

—

The effluent from these bacterial beds, charged as it i."*

with bacteria, has beeii brought into a state admirably suited

to irrigation purposes, but the necessary qualities and areas

of irrigation land are seldom met witih in practice. The
effluent from the bacterial beds can in all cases be sterilised

liy electrozone, and an effluent produced of a standard admit-

ting of being discharged not only into ordinary streams but

to those that contribute to sources of water snpply.

We are fuitber told that " a great feature in the

electrozone process is its perfect adaptability to

large fluctuations in the rate of discharge of sew-

age "
; that most processes are injuriously affected

by these fluctuations, this being the reason the Local

Government Board require the provision of a certain

amount of land as an adjunct; and, moreover, that
" the employment of the electrozone process is a

far superior safeguard and more satisfactory in

every way than the provision of suitable land to re-

ceive the effluent in times of flood." Finally, we are

told, that while none of the familiar processes, bac-

terial or otherwise, can be relied upon unaided to

counteract tlToroughly the malignant activity of

pathogenic germs, elect' ozone '"reduces the number
of bacteria to about one hundred-thousandth of that

usually found in sewage, and far below the number
found in many of the best samples of water sup-

plied to towns " ; and that the growth of micro-

organisms does not make appreciable progress for

some forty-eight hours after the application of

electrozone, thus giving " ample time for effluents

to become completely oxidised by natural agencies
in streams and rivers," without the creation of any
nuisance. The ap])licatiou of electrozone in the
proportion indicated above " may be relied upon to
reduce the number of bacteria to ten or fifty pei'

cubic centimetre from any number (even millions)
that may be in the sewage."

We have endeavoured to give the main points in

connection with the claims put forward on behalf
of electrozone. There are two quarters in which
its sponsors may find some difficulty in making
converts. We I'efei- to the bacteriologists and to

the Local Government Boai'd. We have always
understood that the former claim to produce an
effluent fit to be turned into a stream without -faps-

ing over land, and have endeavoured to induce the
Local Government Board to approve schemes on
such lines. The Local Government Board, how-
ever, have made it clear that they will insist on a
certain amount of land treatment for the effluent, no
matter what other system or systems are adopted.
We take it that, for the time being at all events,

this ajjplies to electrozone. Then there is the ques-
tion of cost. Accepting the figures of Prof. Henry
Robinson, the tagging of electrozone treatment on
to another system would mean, for a town of

100,000 inhabitants, an extra initial cost varying
from £7,500 to £10,000, and an annual cost some-
where between £1,500 and £2,000. Such expendi-
ture is not likely to be incurred without some
further demonstration than that supplied by the
fragmentary experments at ilaidenhead, even when
supported by reports from experts, however eminent
and impartial. Pei'haps the newly-appointed Royal
Commission will express an opinion on the mei'its of

electrozone, which, we may expect, will be duly
brought to the notice of the commissioners.

The third annual convention of

Ele^trTcar
*'"« association, which is to be held

Association. i" London on June 8, 9, 10 and 11,

will be ecjually as important as

previous meetings. In the fairly long list of papers
which are down for discussion one of the most
noticeable features is that chairmen of electricity

committees are contributing papers v>-hich are of con-

siderable interest to the managers of electi'ic lighting

works. Chief among them is " The ilanagement
of Electrical Undertakings," by Councillor Hesford,

chairman of the Electricity Committee of the t-'outh-

port Corporation. It need hardly be pointed out
that when so much depends upon the skilful manage-
ment of so important a department of municipal
enterprise as electric lighting, this subject ought
to evoke a good deal of discussion. We also note

that Bailie W. Maclay, convejier of the Electricity

Committee of the Glasgow Corporation, will intro-

duce a subject to which considerable attention has
been given in these columns from time to time, and
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tliat is the appropriation and repayment of loans.

The point was raised not long ago as to whether
profits made from a municipal electrical undertaking

should be devoted to reducing local rates, or whether

they should be applied to lowering the price of

electrical energy. The argument advanced by us

against any large reductions was tlie existence of

an obvious limit in this direction. Electric lighting

is at the present time confined to the minority of

the inhabitants of a district, and consequently re-

ductions to consumers would not benefit the rest of

the inhabitants, whose credit is equally pledged in

starting the electric lighting works. Beyond making
a moderate reduction in the price of electricity, it

would seem to be fairer to apply the accruing pi-ofits

to the reducing of local rates. When electric light-

ing has become as universal as gas this argument
will not then apply to the same extent, and it would

be the obvious duty of a municipality to lower the

price in accordance with the profits accruing from
year to year. It is to be hoped that this view of

the question will not be overlooked by the muni-

cipal electrical engineers, and from oiu" knowledge
of previous discussions it is not likely to be.

The remaining papers are a little more technical

but are full of interest to municipal engineers. Mr.

J. R. Blaikie, the chief assistant electrical engineer

of Bristol, is to contribute a paper on the subject of

switchboard apparatus, and this is of more than

average interest from the fact that switcliboards

have, as a rule, constituted the weakest portion of

an electricity supply system as regards danger from

fire. The subject of steam-using plant is to be

brought before the meeting by Mr. J. A. Jeckell,

borough electrical engineer of South Shields, and
this mav be almost taken in conjunction with a paper

by Mr. C. H. Wordingham, city electrical engineer

of Manche.ster, entitled " The Uniformity of Plant."

There still exists considerable difference of opinion

among electrical engineers in connection with steam-

using plant, not only as regards steam plant but also

purely electrical machinery, and there is little doubt

that if some unifoi-mity of opinion could be arrived

at by the members it would certainly have a mai-ked

effect in lowering the price of apparatus, as it would
enable manufacturers to make stock sizes of plant,

with a consequent reduction in labour charges. The
more modern aspect of municipal electrical enter-

prise—electric traction—is not neglected, for Mr.
R. C. Quin, borough electrical engineer of Black-

pool, in conjunction with Mr. J. E. Stewart, borough
electrical engineer of Derby, is contributing a paper
upon electric traction. The views of Mr. Quin will

be of considerable importance, because Blackpool

Corporation have for some years been running an
electric tramway on the conduit system. Of equal

importance is a paper on accumulators in connection

with lighting and ti'action, which will be i-ead by
Mr. J. H. Rider, borough electrical engineer of Ply-

mouth. There is a steadily-growing opinion with
regard to this subject that the proper function of

accumulators in electric tramways is not to place

them upon the cars but to arrange them at the cen-

tral power station, and thus enable the generating

machinery to meet in a more economical manner the

fluctuations of hxid that arise in the conduct of such
a system. In addition to conti-ibuting these papers
upon municipal electiical engineering, the members
of the conference are making arrangements to visit

some of the chief electrical engineering features in

London and the neighbourino- towns.

" I
• ht a -I

Under the above heading our

as*'
'"^'^ contemporary London, in a recent

Tramways." issue, has an article on an applica-

tion made, or about to be made,
under the Light Railwaj's Act of 1896, by the

Metropolitan Tramways and Omnibus Company,
Limited, for power to construct certain so-called
" light railways " in the northei'n suburban districts

of the metropolis. It appears that eight distinct

lines are proposed, affecting districts under the con-

trol of the county councils of London, Middlesex

and Herts, and the district councils of Willesden,

Hendon, Finchley, Hornsey, Barnet, Wood Green,

Southgate, Edmonton, Enfield and Tottenham. Our
contemporary argues that this is an attempt to

secure a gigantic ti'amway monopoly, free froni the

obligations attaching under the 'I'ramways Act, and
particularly without liability to compulsory sale of

the undertaking in the future. It is pointed out, in

support of this contention, that the proposed " light

railways " are to cross and recross (without junc-

tion) over or under four railway lines ; that junctions

with all the main existing tramway tracks are pro-

posed ; and that a proviso is inserted in the draft

order exonerating the company from the obligation

to carry goods, minerals or animals " unless they

think fit." Furtlier counts in the indictment are

that the company seek to obtain the right to lay

down new lines and crossings " with the consent of

the local authorities and the roaS authority, which

cunsenf shall not he inireasonabhj ifithhehl ;" that there

is no provision for keeping the liiie in repair or for

the speedy completion of road disturbances, or for

responsibility for accidents due to defective tracks
;

that power is asked for ei'ecting electric and
other machinery on roadside wastes ; that the pro-

posed charge of Id. a mile is excessive and that

there is hardly any provision for workmen's cars.

We think it is pretty evident that whatever may be

said for or against the scheme in itself, and what-

ever mode of traction is intended to be adopted (as

to which the company propose to reserve to them-

selves perfect freedom), this is in reality a tramway
scheme and nothing else. We share the view ex-

pressed by the writer of the article referred to that

the Light Railways Act was generally understood

at the time it was passed to be intended to benefit

agricultural and other country distiicts, at a dis-

tance from ordinary railways, by affording a cheaper

and more speedy means of transit for passengers,

cattle and produce, than that afforded by road, and
not as introducing a new method of providing tram-

ways in towns. The Act itself, however, contains

no definition of a light railway. In the first chapter

of " The Law relating to Light Railways," by
Messrs. Cyril Dodd, q.c, and C. E. Allan, the learned

authors express the opinion that the omission

is intentional, " in order that the powers of the com-
missioners may not be unduly restricted," and that

that is a light railway which the Board of Trade
allows to be so ; and they point out that under the

Light Railways (Ireland) Act, 1889, the term
includes a steam tramway. From a strictly legal

and technical point of view, thel'efore, it would seem
that there is no inherent obstacle to a tramway
scheme being sanctioned under the English Act. At
the same time, we are strongly of opinion that the

Act was never intended to enable tramway com-
panies to evade the provisions of the Tramways Act
of 1870, and more especially the provisions of sec.

43 as to future purchase by the local authority. It

is to be hoped that the local authorities whose
districts are affected by this proposal will use every

effort to ensure that, if sanctioned at all, the scheme
shall be accompanied by the same safeguards in the

public interest as if the proceedings were under the

Tramways Act.

Leeds Corporation electric tram-
Leeds way has excited considerable in-

Electric
" terest, not on ly becaijse it was one of

Tramway. tlie first lines operated by a muni-
cipality, but also because some al-

leged defects in the system have been held to reflect

somewhat upon municipal management. Whatever
the shortcomings of the system may be from a tech-

nical point of view-—and it is always easy to criti-

cise—thei'e can be no doubt that from the ratepayers'

point of view the electric tramway system has proved
to be a great boon, and, as a result, it is certain that
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extensions on a very liberal scale will shortly be

carried out. When these are effected probably a

great many of the errors that were made on the

initiation of the scheme will be remedied, oi-, at any

rate, avoided. Apart from technical questions, how-
ever, an account of the working expenses and re-

ceipts which have recently been published are inter-

esting. Although the accounts only cover a week,

it is probable that they represent average conditions

and expenses. The total receipts for this particular

week were £656 16s. 4d., the mileage covered being

14,777 miles; the receipts per mile thus working-

out at 10'66d. The working expenses, depreciation,

interest and sinking fund charges were 8'60d., thus

leaving a surplus of 206d. per mile, or a profit of

£6,.595 per annum. To many persons these results

may be disappointing, for it was affirmed at first

that the working expenses would not be more than
6d. per car mile. However, in estimating the cost

of operating an electric tramway, it is always neces-

sary to bear in mind the exact condin'ons. For
example, if a company had been working the Leeds
system it is quite probable that the total cost

of working would not have exceeded 6d. per car

mile ; but, as we have pointed out over and over

again in these columns, the great difference between
the undertaking of a company and that of a cor-

poration is that the latter must of necessity pro-

vide a certain sum for depreciation, it must pay
interest on the capital outlay, and, moreover, it

mnst put a goodly sum on one side as a sinking

fund. These are matters that do not press heavily

upon a company ; and consequently, in stating the

total cost per car mile, one has to I'emember the

different conditions prevailing in connection with a

tramway controlled by a corjMration and one con-

trolled by a company. But there is no reason why
the Leeds Corj oration should not eventnally woi'k

their tramway system at something less than 6d.

per car mile, including interest and sinking fund
charges ; and, when contem]ilated extensions liave

been realised and the establishment charges spread

over a larger system, it is quite probable that the

total expenses will be something under that figure.

In connection with municipal tramways in this

country and the cost of working there ought to be
no disappointment if it is found that the total run-

ning costs are a little heavier than what they appear
to be on the Continent, because it must not be for-

gotten that wages in this country are very much
higher than the rates found on the Continent. In
addition, the difference in speed is an important
factor, because it is clear that if one car travels over
a certain distance at a greater speed than another,

its running powers are very much greater, and its

working expenses are, of course, in a similar ratio.

_ ^ _ ^ ^ When so much intemperate
Dust Destructors ±i -i

and Electric
enthusiasm prevails among mum-

Lighting, cipalities on the subject of com-
bining dust destructors and elec-

tric lighting, the dispassionate views expressed in

a report by Mr. Lobley, boi'ongh electrical engineer
of Hanley, and partly reproduced in this issue, are
exceedingly oppoi'tune, and will prove of signal

service in setting foi'th the true functions of dust
destructors. We have not been slow to recognise
the advantages that arise in dealing with towns'
j'efuse by destructoi'S, nor do we seek to deny the
marked improvements that have been effected in

the apparatus for burning rubbish. But we have
emphatically expressed our innbility to share in

the roseate views set forth by the (mt-and-out
advocates of combined schemes. Mr. Lobley's views
may be summed up in a single question, Is it ex-

pedient to combine electric lighting and dust de-
struction r* In the case of Hanley the question is

soon solved, because there are no facilities for ei-ect-

ing the necessary buildings and appai-atus in prox-
imity to the existing electricity works. It must be

remembered that the cost of fuel in electricity works
is rapidly becoming one of the smallest items in

the generation of electricity, and Mr. Lobley urges
with considerable force that the saving obtained by
the substitution of dust for coal would be slight.

Few would deny that properly-erected destructors

could raise considerable quantities of steam, and the

suggestion to use this for driving the electric light-

ing plant during the day is a sound one. Such an
arrangement recognises the limitations of dust de-

structors, which we have so often insisted on. The
case of the combined scheme at St. Pancras, which,
as Mr. Lobley points out, gives no encouragement
to such an arrangement, should not be taken as a fair

example of what can be effected by dust destructors,

because it is generally felt that the conditions there

prevent the electricity works obtaining the whole
of the benefit they should derive from the destructors,

and what is of equal importance the boilers have
not been designed to obtain the full advantages of

coal fuel. The views put forward by Mr. Lobley,

as we have already remarked, are of great weight,

and the majority of engineers will not be inclined

to quai'rel with them.

The Surveyor
'^'^'t

^^'^^ T°;!f Commissioners

of Bray. seem to appoint their omcials in a
somewhat loose fashion. At all

events, they evidently did so in the case of the

borough surveyor to such an extent that the tangle

could only be unwound by the aid of counsel's

opinion. The commissioners were informed that

counsel was of opinion that the surveyor, under the

conditions of his appointment, was appointed for a

year, and that his tenure of office could be deter-

mined at the end of the year by one month's notice

on either side ; but that as the appointment had not

been terminated at the end of the first year, it could

not now be terminated before the end of the second

year, and then only by one month's notice, termi-

nating at the end of the second year, and so on from
year to year. Some supplementary questions were
put to counsel, and the replies may be of interest to

our readers. Counsel does not consider it necessai'y

that any resolution should now be adopted re-ap-

pointing the surveyor for the current year. His
appointment not having been terminated by notice

at the end of the first year, he retains the appoint-

ment for the second year without the necessity for

any resolution, and the commissioners are assured

that they will be quite safe in signing cheques for

the surveyor till the end of the second j'ear, his

appointment being quite valid for that period. It

also appears that the sni-veyor omitted to make the

declaration prescribed by sec. 8 of the Towns Im-
jsrovement Clauses Act, 1847 ; but counsel is of

opinion that this does not invalidate the appoint-

ment, and incidentally mentions that no penalty is

jji'esci'ibed for omitting to make this declaration, and
that the chairman may now safely accept it.

Sheffield

Electric

Scheme.

It will be remembered that in

LiS'htine
'^"^" issue of May 13th reference was

ipme. made in these columns to a packed
meeting of ratepayers in Sheffield

having protested against the decision of the local

authorities to purchase the undertaking of the local

electric light company. It was widely stated, how-
ever, that the meeting was not a disinterested one,

and that there is some truth in this is shown from
a recent poll that has been taken ou the electric

lighting question. On the papers being collected it

was found that 28,180 votes had been recorded in

favour of the corporation purchasing the under-
taking, while against were 1,965 votes, which gives

the colossal majority of 26,165 in favour of the

municipal scheme. This is a very interesting result,

and is useful in demonstrating that public feeling

on the subject of municipal electric lighting is

sound.
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British Association of Waterworlcs Engineers.
ANNUAL MEETING AT SOUTHAMPTON.— II.

Penylan Seevice Rkservoie and Water Tower.

We continae our report of the proceedings at this gather-

ing last week. It will be remembered that in our last issue we
gave part of Mr. Priestley's paper. The remainder of the

paper was as follows :

—

EXTENSION OP FILTER-BEDS, Ac, SERVICE RESER-
VOIR AND WATER TOWER, CARDIFF (contiiiuedj.

By C. H. Priestley, a.m.i.c.e..

Waterworks Engineer to the County Borough of Cardiff.

The contractors for the construction of the works were
Messrs. Thos. D. Ridley & Sons, of Cardiff and Middlesbrough.

The whole of the work under the general contract was com-
pleted within the specified time, which was on or before the

ist day of March, 1898, the contractor having commenced
putting his plant on the ground on 5th April, 1897. The
amount of the contract was £10,114 17s. 6d., which included

a sura of £250 for extra works ; this amount has not been
exceeded, so that the work was completed slightly under the

tendered price. The contractor has to maintain everything
in good order for six months after completion, and at the

time of writing part of the filling of the third bed with
filtering material is not quite completed, but the author has
calculated what remains to be done, which, together with all

the payments made, will amount to £13,750 against £12,900,

the amount of the preliminary estimate.

schedule ok leading PEICE.S AND COST OF M.iTERIALS.

Excavation and disposing of material. Is. 4d. per cubic yard.

Cement concrete. No. 2 class (5 to 1), in foundations and
walls, 24s. per cubic yard.

Cement concrete floor, No. 2 class, 8 in. thick, 5s. Od. per super.

yard.

Cement concrete floor. No. 1 class (4 to 1), 4 in. thick, to good
rendered face, 33. 3d. per super, yard.

Random coursed horizontal masonry walls, set in cement
mortar, beds and joints dressed and squared and close

punched on face, 50s. per cubic yard.

Cattybrook brindle brickwork in w.ills in cement mortar,

9-in. and 14-in. work, 303. per cubic yard.

Extra on above for facing with Staffordshire blue brick, thiee

courses stretchers to one of headers, 2s. per super, yard.

Ashlar chamfered coping, dowelled and set in cement (grey

Forest of Dean stone), 6s. per cubic foot.

Random rubble Newbridge walling in lime mortar, worked
up to courses with fair faces both sides and pointed,

248. per cubic yard.

Forming roads, 3s. 6d. per super, yard.

Rubble wall of Newbridge stone in cottage cavity walls (walls

measured solid), 18s. per cubic yard.

Extra on rubble walling for facing with Newbridge shoddies
in narrow courses, pointed as work proceeds, 4s. per

super, yard.

PENYLAN SERVICE RESERVOIR AND WATER
TOWER.

The author's estimate of the price at whicli land might be
available on Penylan Hill was much exceeded, the corpora-

tion having to pay £5,000 for the 6 acres required. The land
In the immediate neighbourhood has recently been built upon
to some extent with a superior class of residences, and the

value increased very much of late years.

The reservoir was designed to hold 3,000,000 gallons, being
315 ft. long by 1.30 ft. wide and 12ft. deep, suflicient land being
reserved for a reservoir of similar capacity to be constructed

alongside when necessity arose. At the time of writing little

more than the excavations have been proceeded with, delay
having arisen in letting the contract, so that the author will

only be able to give a description of the design, but he has
every reason to believe, from the nature of the foundations,

&c., that the work will be as satisfactorily completed as in

the case of the filter-beds.

The floor is to be constructed in Portland cement concrete,

12 in. thick, in two layers of 6 in. each, the concrete being
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Penylan Service Reservoir.

taken to greater depths wliero necessary for foundations of

walls and around the scour pipes, &c., as well as in any soft

places which may .appear. The concrete will be covered with

British asphalte in two i-in. layers; a skirting of asphalte is

to be formed around the reservoir 12 in. high and tucked into

the joints of the brickwoi'k in the walls.

Fbont Elevation

Penylan Service Reservoir : Water Tower.

The reservoir walls will be 6 ft. thick at the bottom and

2 ft. 3 in. thick at the top, constructed of brickwork in cement

mortar and concrete, the inner portion below top-water level

being built in brickwork 9 in. and 1-i in. thick alternately,

faced throughout with the best Staffordshire blue bricks (ex-

cept where covered with asphalte), the remainder of brindle

bricks, backed with cement concrete ; the top 2 ft. G in. of the

wall is to be wholly of brickwork faced on both sides with

Staffordshire blue bricks. The walls will be coped with Forest

stone 2 ft. 9 in. wide and 8 in. thick.

The reservoir will be tested under the superintendence of

Section at C C.

Penylan Service Reservoir; Water Tower.

the engineer and made absolutely watertight before a cer-

tificate of completion is given, the water in the first case

being provided by the corporation, but if not then satisfactory
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the contractor will bear the entire cost of any subsequent

tests that may be necessary.

BOUNDARY WALLS, BAILING AND ROADS.

Under the terms of the land purchase a fence was to bo
immediately placed around the fcround ; this was done by
erecting a wronght-iron fence on three sides 6 ft. 6 in. high

;

the remaining portion adjoining the public road will have a

dwarf wall built of Newbridge rubble stone in courses, copod

with Forest stone, surmounted by wronght-iron ornamental

railing, with gates at each entrance to the works. The road-

ways and footpaths, as shown on the plans, will be formed in

similar manner to those already described at the filter-beds,

with the necessary kerbs, channels and surface-water drains.

MAINS AND VALVKS.

The water mains and valves will be provided under separate

contract, but the contractor will do all the fixing, jointing,

&c., in a similar manner to what has been already described.

The inlet valve will be one of Messrs. Glenfield Company's,
Limited, Kilmarnock, patent balanced ball valves.

WATER TOWER.

The foundations for the water tower are carried down
12 ft. below the snrface of the ground ; the cement concrete

bed (of the proportion of one part of Portland cement to

Front Elevation

Ground Plan.
Penylan Service Eeservoib: Keeper's House.

seven parts of broken stone and sand) is 3 ft. thick, except
in the centre of the building, where the meter, valves and
pipes are situate. It is to be carried up to a height of 53 ft.

above ground level, the bottom of the tank being 40 ft. above
ground level, a sufficient height to supply all the surround-
ing buildings, which are above the level of the top water of
reservoir. The walls below ground level are to be 2 ft. 7^ in.
in width, built of good stock brickwork. From the grouud
level, where the wall.s are 2 ft. 3Jin. thick, they diminish to
14 in. at the top, the inside dimensions of the tower being
15 ft. 9 in. at. the ground level and 13 ft. 6 in. at the top below
the tank. The outside of the tower is to be faced throughout
with the best pressed Ruabon red bricks, with special bricks
for the mouldings, strings, plinths, &c. The embattled coping,
moulded coruice, plinth and window-sills are to be of rubbed

" Red Shawk " (Carlisle) stone, carefully cramped with copper
cramps where necessary and dowelled with slate dowels. The
floors are all to bo formed with wronght-iron joists covered
with 2^ in. red deal planking, the casements of wrought
iron. The water tank will be carried on steel girders, with
concrete arches, resting on padstones of the hardest New-
bridge stone. The tank will have a capacity of 14,000 gallons.

A door will open out of the top floor on to an iron landing,

from which a wrought-irou ladder will be carried to a plat-

form on the top of the tower to give admittance to the tank
for cleaning out, painting or repairs. The supply and out-

let pipes from the tank will all be carried through the interior

of the tower, and the regulating capstan wheel valves for the

reservoir will be on the ground floor.

RESERVOIR keeper's HOUSE.

A substantial house, with workshop adjoining, will be built

on the opposite side of the reservoir grounds to the water
tower, and will be near to the future reservoir. It is pro-

posed to allow tlie district turncock to reside in the house, as

there would not, of course, be sufficient work for a keeper
always at the reservoir. The walls of the house will be built

of similar materials to the tower, the outsides being of rod

Ruabon bricks, with stone dressings of " Red Shawk

"

(Carlisle) stone. The roofs of main building, bay windows
and porch will be covered with Broseley red tiles, with
Staffordshire ornamental ridge cresting and finials.

The whole of the qualities and tests of materials and work-
manship in the several parts of the reservoir, water tower,

keeper's house, &c., are similar in character to those already
described and carried out in the construction of tlie filter-

beds, with slight alterations, so tliat it will be unnecessary to

again go through them. At the conclusion of the work the

grounds adjoining the main road (which is a favourite walk
for people living on that side of the town) will be laid out so

as to present an agreeable appearance to passers-by.

The contractors for the work are Messrs. E. Turner & Sons,

of Cardiff, whose tender amounts to £9,730 17s. Id. The
author cannot, of course, in this case say what will be the

ultimate cost of the work, but he believes the total amount
will not exceed his preliminary estimate.

schedule of leading prices and cost of materials.

Excavation of material and depositing in embankments in 6-in.

layers and ramming. Is. 6d. per cubic yard.

Cement concrete in foundations and walls (5 to 1), 2s. per
cubic yard.

Cement concrete in floor 12 in. thick (in two 6-in. layers)

finished to an even surface, 7s. 4d. per super, yard.

Asphalte flooring in two .V-in layers, 23. 8d. per super, yard.

Catlybrook brindlo brickwork in walls set in cement mortar.
in 9-in. and 14-in. courses, 34s. per cubic yard.

Extra on above for facing with Staffordshire blue brick, three
courses stretchers to one of headers, 3a. per super, yard.

Ashlar coping chamfered, dowelled and set in cement mortar,
4s. 3d. per cubic foot.

Stock brickwork in walls of tower, 21s. per cubic yard.

Extra only to facing ditto with Ruabon red-pressed bricks

and pointing in black mortar, 3s. 9d. psr super, yard.

DISCUSSION.
Mr. W. Watts (SheSield), after complimenting the author

upon his creditable paper and alluding to the interesting

diagrams on the walls, said there were one or two points to

which he took exception. The first was the sentence in refer-

ence to the passing of sand through a sieve of 4,900 holes to

the square inch. It seemed to him that material as fine as that

was nothing more than dust, which would, in the process of

wasliing, be carried away. Referring to the information con-

cerning excavation by means of steam navvies, with which
he had had a large experience, he would mention that what-
ever he had done he could never manage to carry out this

class of work at a less cost than Is. Id. or Is. IJ-d. per cubic

yard. Of course, it was more difficult to excavate a reservoir

than to excavate a canal or railway cutting, in consequence
of the confined area. The running back of the steam navvy
was the occasion of additional expense. That always added
immensely to the cost of an undertaking. Personally, he
never could get one run back under £7 per 100 yards, so that

when the matter was properly considered there was not such
a great saving as appeared on the surface. But the results

chiefly depended on the chai-actor of the material dealt with.

Concerning the washing of stone, he asked why the latter,

when clean, was so treated, as he was unable to see the

necessity for sucli a course. He himself never had the stone

washed and never intended to; but he always took great care

to keep the material clean. He advised that it should be
left to Nature to do the cleansing, and, in the event of that

course failing, the adoption of other means. The introduc-

tion of dirty material into the concrete-waggons would thus

be prevented. He was opposed to the punning of concrete,

because if materia! was well selected, well mixed and well

handled that was unnecessary. " Punned " concrete was never

so good as the untreated material, and he never punned con-

crete which was intended to resist the action of water. In

regard to work being conducted by administration, he advised

them to make themselves wortli surviug and they would then
find that the men would serve them properly. Give them
a reasonable and a satisfactoiy price, and not try to squeeze

too much out of tliem. The work would then be carried out
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better than by a contractor. In conclusion, he said he was

sure that the a'ssociation were much indebted to Mr. Priestley

for his practical paper.

Mr. W. Peirce (Richmond), briefly referred to the differ-

ence in wages jiaid to workmen, and expressed surprise at the

prices paid to many classes. He quoted the amounts given

in Richmond.
Mr. Donald Gaskin (Nottingliam) also added a few words

to the discussion.

Mr. Francis Bancroft (Hull) thought the quantity of

•water passing through the filter-beds mentioned by the author

rather excessive ; it exceeded, he reminded tlie author, any

figure obtained by the London companies. But the question

was a highly impoi-tant one, because they found that water

during the last two or three years had become subject to

bacterial examination. The author had given a description

of his mode of making mains, and he would like to know his

idea in abandoning the use of yarn in the work of construc-

tion and the benefits which were hoped to bo derived from the

sole use of lead. He did not consider it safe to lay down any

hard-and-fast rule in connection with the question of munici-

pality I', contractor ; some work could be done better by a

public body, while other would be better carried out if it were

entrusted to a contractor. The reservoir referred to by Mr.

Priestley was, he presumed, an open one, and he hoped that

the latter would in his reply allude to the relative quali-

ties of each. He also wished to be informed as to the func-

tion of the water tower—how the capacity of the tank was
determined, and whether it was covered or open. If it w^re

covered, one would think that the attention of a turncock

would be obviated.

Mr. W. Jones (Pontypridd) said there were a few matters in

the paper to which he wished to refer. He was, in the first

place, very much struck witli the price paid for the land ac-

quired by the Cardiff Corporation, bat he thought the com-

pany which he served were in a worse position, for they had

had to deal with both the surface and undergi-ound owners.

That was in the coal fields. Possibly, the proximity of Cardiff

explained the matter. They had been compelled to take into

consideration some new method of filtering, and had laid down,

at a cost of £1,500, a plant which now enabled them to filter

1,500,000 gallons of water per hour. The result was con-

sidered most satisfactory.

Mr. John Shaw (Boston, Lines.) also agreed that the sand

which passed through a mesh of 4,900 to the square inch

must really be a fine dust. He adopted a rather different

method to Mr. Priestley of measuring the amount of water
passing through the filters. The question of the execution of

work by administration was a pretty old story.

Mr. A. J. Price (Worcester) made a few remarks concern-

ing gauging, and described the methods adopted by himself.

He himself only gauged the amouut of water as it went in.

In connection with filtering, lie generally used Leighton

Buzzard sand, which was very fine. He had tried other

sands, bat, finding that their washing was very wasteful, had
gone back to the Leighton Buzzard material.

Mr. AsHTON Hill (Birmingham) said the first thing that

had occurred to him was the watertightness of the filter-

beds ; but that depended upon the concrete. The question

was. At what depth did Mr. Priestley consider concrete would

be watertight ? It was true that at the depth of 11 ft. the

wall would be watertight. Some engineers said that they

did not know how to make concrete watertight. He asked

why Mr. Priestley had only made his reservoir 12 fo. deep.

The greater the depth, he thought, the better the quality of

the water. No doubt Is. 2d. was a low price for excavating.

There was another point, What was the cost of the water

tower ; also that of the keeper's house ? A turncock was not

required in the case of a covered reservoir.

Mr. Fred. Griffith (Leicester) thought the figures given

by the author in reference to the amount of filtration per

twenty-four hours rather excessive, and suggested that one-

half the quantity given would be a safer figui-e. The slower

the filtration, he remarked, the better opportunity the water

was given to cleanse itself ; but different waters, perhaps, re-

quired different treatment. Another matter which he had
intended to refer to h.id already been touched upon, but he

would mention that at his own works the level of the water

in the reservoir was electrically transmitted to the station,

thus obviating the engagement of a caretaker. They had a

reservoir keeper's lodge.

Mr. R. H. SwiNDLEHDRST (Bolton) at this stage put an
inquiry to the author, but the latter said he was afraid he

would be unable to reply to it.

Mr. W. Ingham (Torquay), after commenting upon the

practical nature of Mr. Priestley's contribution, and giving a

number of figures in regard to filtration, went on to criticise

the author's paragraph specifying the weight ot cement. He
suggested that the specific gravity should lae specified instead.

In reference to the author's remarks on the cooling of the

cement, he would say that he had had experience in that

direction, although he started without any previous know-
ledge. It had then struck him that the work could be done

much cheaper than by hand labour, and he had accordingly

adopted certain means by which the cement could be cooled

for from Is. to Is. 6d. per tou. His own method or carrying

the cement from floor to floor would also be to the advantage
of the association to know. He carried out the work in gal-

vanised iron sheds. Mr. Ingham next made a short reference

to several of tho other works spoken of in the paper, and con-

cluded with a compliment to Mr. Priestley on the valuable

character of the information he had supplied.

The Chairman agreed that the figures given by the author

respecting the amount of water passing through the filters

alluded to in the paper seemed to be large, and thought it

was probably due to the presence of peaty matter in the

water that filtration was necessary. He congratulated Mr.

Priestley on having departed from the old system of nsing

yarn in the jointing of water pipes. It was an old fashion,

and he again congratulated him for having broken away from

it. Speaking of the cost of excavating, they had not had

indication as to the character of the excavations. The infor-

mation given in regard to cement was useful. Concrete could

be made watertight, for he had examples which he could

show. If the material were worked down properly no water

could percolate. Concerning the rates of wages, one of the

most astonishing points was the fact that men wonid refuse

to work at piecework at a given price, but would take on the

work at a much lower price if it were in the hands of con-

tractors. They consented to be sweated by a contractor but.

on no account by a corporation. In conclusion, he proposed

a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Priestley for his valuable

paper, and expressed a hope that the latter would be able to

satisfy the gentlemen who had taken part in the discussion.

Mr. Priestley, in returning thanks, proceeded to deal

with the more important points raised. The question of the

sand, referred to by Mr. Watts, was one he would like to

explain ; it was not so fine as he had said, but, in answer to

other queries, he would say that all the beds were working

satisfactorily. The steam navvy, he agreed, was not always

as economical as manual labour. As to the atone being

washed, a great deal of it was dirty, and therefore, all would

agree, it required washing. The question of executing work

by administration was one which had been touched upon

before by the association. When one had entire control of

the men he believed work could be done better by adminis-

tration than through a contractor. Small works, however,

were better in the hands of a contractor. Authorities were

bound to pay a fair rate of wages, but it was different with

private firms. He was, unfortunately, unable to supply

particulars in regard to the wages paid at Cardiff, but the

prices varied greatly. The hours worked per week were

fifty-four ; in winter they were fifty-one. Reference had

been made to the cost of the reservoir given in the paper,

but that was only a preliminary estimate. It was done for

much less than he had estimated. The question of open or

covered reservoirs was interesting. The latter, in certain

positions, were better, but the former were often as good.

At this point Mr. Priestley read a letter received from a public

analyist in reference to certain complaints which had been

made against a water supply. The service reservoir which
the analyst was referring to was a covered one. Attention,

continued Mr. Priestley, had been drawn to the filtration of

water ; water should, whether river or not, be filtered before

being delivered to the consumers. He was very much sur-

prised to hear Mr. Bancroft's figures in regard to London
companies. He was among those who visited the Thames
reservoirs last year, and he was sure that the rate was much
greater. The next point had already been answered by the

president. He referred to the making of joints, and concurred

with the objections made. Pieces of yarn, lie knew, often found

their way into the water. As to the fnnciion of the tower,

he thought he stated before that the building was simply

used in cases of necessity, or to help in the supply of outside

districts. The oflice of caretaker, in his opinion, was not

altogether an unnecessary one, for when a man was living

near the works it was more likely that persons would not

attempt to commit any damage. Respecting the price of

land, that was not excessive, as the ground was within the

town. There was no doubt, as Mr. Shaw had said, that a

largo amount of the sand was lost iu washing. Mr. Hill and

Mr. Matthews had followed very much oh the lines of the

other speakers, and he did not think there was much in their

cases to reply to. The cost of the water tower was £850.

Mr. Ingham had given some interesting figures as to the latest

costs of service reservoirs, but he did not consider such in-

formation could be safely accepted, having regard to the

difference in the districts. Concerning the cost of concrete,

his own idea was that 24s. was rather below the price. Having

replied to several other less important questions, Mr. Priestley,

then concluded with an expression of thanks to these present

for their kind reception of his paper.

On the conclusion of the discussion on Mr. Priestley's paper

the conference adjourned for the day.

SECOND DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.
When the members reassembled the next morning (May

2oth) for the further reading and discussion of papers, the

first paper taken was :

—

THE SOURCES OP TOWN WATER SUPPLIES AND
TUEIR BEARING UPON THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

By R. E. W. Berrington, a.m.i.c.e., f.g.s,,

Wolverhampton.

[Mr. H. K. W. BeniiiKtou was trained under Mr. Lyons Wright, the

eiigineei- of the Wolverhampton waterworks, but also received a con-

siderable amount of private tuition in scieutiflc subjects and completed

this b.y a course of study at Mason's Science College. He subseiiuently

becanie engaged in the carrying out, under well-known engineers, of
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several water works and sanitary undertakings in different parts of

England and Wales. In 1881 he accepted the position of assistant to

Mr. G. Eastlake Thorns, and upon the resignation of that gentleman in

18S6 was elected borough engineer of Wolverhampton, which position he

resigned in 1895 to enter upon private practice. During Mr. Berring-

ton's municipal career in Wolverhampton he designed and carried out

extensive sewage disposal works, the Newbridge drainage, the separate

system of drainage tor the borough, the new pavilion and administra-

tive block for the infectious diseases hospital and many miles of new
streets. In 189-4 he was one of the selected candidates for the Manches-

ter city surveyorship. In 1S85 he passed the Sanitary Institute examina-

tion for surveyors. On that occasion only two out of eleven candidates
passed—Mr. Santo Crimp and Mr. Berringtou—and it may be noted that
both gentlemen are now in private practice and both make a speciality
of sanitary eugineeriug. Mr. Berrtngton*s offices are in Wolverhamp-
ton, and he has a large practice, being employed by many local authori-
ties in designing and carrying out works of sewerage and water supply,
refuse destructor and other works of a municipal character. He is an
Associate Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, a Fellow of the
Geological Society, a Member of the Association of Municipal and
County Engineers and a Fellow of the Sanitary Institute. As a mem-
ber of the Wolverhampton Town Council be gives up a good deal of time
to municipal work.]

At a congress where the social element very properly
enters into the programme it is desirable that papers should
not be too Ions, and the anther promises not to oJEend in this

particular. The sources of town water supplies are : Lakes,
rivers, springs and v,-ells, and I suppose one might say that
the source of all these is tlio rainfall. So soon as rain reaches
the earth it is exposed more or less to contamination, but this

is reduced to a minimum in most of the great natural water-
sheds of the country. Given a large gathering ground with
an impervious surface, and a suitable lake or reservoir for

impounding the water, one can hardly conceive anything
better adapted for supplying the wants of a large community
with one of the first necessities of life and civilisation. Even
such a unique storehouse as this, however, needs to be care-
fully watched and preserved from contamination from mines
and nianurial dressings, sheep-washing and sewage pollution.

Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool and Birmingham are singu-
larly fortunate in being able to acquire such splendid
water areas.

No one seriously doubts the economy that must result to

Birmingham from adopting its Elan Valley water scheme.
There was a tremendous outcry at first, but this is usually
the case everywhere when a large expenditure is proposed.
Tlie saving to Glasgow by reason of using the beautifully
soft Loch Katrine water is common knowledge. The advan-
tages to Liverpool and Manchester from their gravitation
supplies are apparent enough, but what concerns engineers
most at the present time is the future supply of towns other
than the few fortunate ones, and perhaps also the small
towns throughout the country which are not on the line of

the main conduits running from the few—very few and for
the most jiart already appropriated—natural gathering
grounds of the country. There is a little comfort in the fact
that by our large boroughs going a long distiince for their
water, the supplies left at home will be available for the less

ambitious local authorities in the immediate neighbourhood.
It may be said that water drawn from the vicinity of heavily
populated areas must necessarily be contaminated, bnt this

does not follow at all. It might have been urged with much
truth a few years ago, and it is not suggested now that
certain districts are above suspicion, bnt local authorities are
no longer found to tolerate cesspools and wholesale pollution
of underground water, and the carrying out of efficient drain-
age works will leave the water in and around towns in a very
different state to what it has been hitherto. Of course, one
is not contending for surface wells, but the depth to which a
subsoil saturated with filth can carry its impurities is not
measurable or capable of being followed in its ramifications
through mother earth. We owe a depth of gratitude to men
wlio have for so many years observed the rise and fall of
ground water and its effect upon the health or on specific

diseiises, and also to those who so faithfully record the rain-
fall of the country. In the immediate future ground air, as
well as underground water, about our large towns is going to
be purer, and therefore we may expect to see beneficial re-

sults. There is a growing demand for impervious roads and
footways, and those will assist the preservation of under-
ground water and air. The extent of actual pollution will be

influenced necessarily by the geological formation of the

district.

A11VANTAGES OF SOFT SUPPLIES.

For general trade purposes soft water is to be preferred,

and in a large town the saving effected by its use amounts to

a considerable sum. To persons accustomed to the daily use of

a hard water it becomes a real luxury to visit a town supplied

with soft water, and the inside and outside of one's body ap-

pears capable of appreciating the difference. With certain

soft waters the delicious flavour of tea leaves a lasting im-

pression and makes one long to visit the particular locality

again ; whether the water has tlie same power of enhancing

the virtues of those other drinks of man I ani not able to

say, but if so it is no wonder that some of these fortunate

towns increase at such a rate !

EFFECT ON IKON AND LEAD.

Soft waters are not altogether an unmixed blessing. Some
such waters appropriate from their gathering grounds certain

constituents which have an injurious effect upon lead, and in

this way may become dangerous. Others, though attacking

lead, do so for a very short period, and possess the power
in themselves of communicating to the pipe a sufficiently

protective coating as to render their use safe and reliable.

There are, however, a few very marked cases of lead poison-

ing resulting from the use of particular waters, and it is

probable that this evil exists to a larger extent than is gener-

ally imagined. Other soft waters contain an unusual amount
of free oxygen, and will attack unprotected iron with such

vigour as to fill up a 2-in. or even 3-in. main in a short space

of time. I do not know whether this oxygenation process

converts the water into a tonic, but I do know that a few of

these waters are some of the most palatable as well as the

very best in other respects. It is curious, perhaps, that

while water of this type has such an effect upon iron when
cold and unprotected, it is a model water for steam purposes,

and engine-drivers will use much ingenuity in order to fill at

stations which they know to be supplied with such water.

There are towns which can never procure soft-water supplies,

and, therefore, it is no nse dilating upon the virtues of soft

water too much. There are hard waters capable of being

economically softened and, therefore, it is not so much a

question of hardness as to how much of the hardness is re-

movable at a payable price. Some people prefer a moderately

hard water, and go as far as to say that in towns supplied

with very soft water the bone and sinew of the rising genera-

tion is not developed to the extent as in other towns having

a hard water. The same result is evidenced— so it is said—
in the wretched teeth found in the inhabitants of the former

towns. On the other hand, excessively hard waters do favour

certain diseases. There is ample evidence of the fact. It is

admitted that a mixed diet (taking food only at present) is

universally the best for man, why should not the same prove

best with regard to the water part of his diet ? Certain it is

that a change in the use of one water for another produces

wonderful benefit in many individuals. Of course, a town
cannot have two supplies, but the young may be best served

with an unboiled water (the bacteriologist would say always
because of its safety from germs, but I refer to getting rid

of the extra lime), and, perhaps, as one gets older the boiled

water is more suitable. The individual must have sufficient

regard for his health to look after this. The local authority

or company will provide him with pure water, but beyond

that it is not desirable to go. It is not proposed to discuss

the virtues of town supplies generally, nor is the author de-

sirous of mentioning that of any town in particular; much
less is it his intention to touch the really medical aspect of

the question. That there are towns supplies containing

specific ingredients said to have peculiar medicinal qualities

is admitted, and that the mineral waters of Harrogate,

Llandrindod Wells and other places have certain beneficial

effects is evidenced by the large number of individuals who
visit these towns not once merely but year after year. With
these questions, however, it is not necessary to deal.

RIVED s.

There are many important towns drawing their water

supplies from rivers, and great vigilance is in consequence

exercised by the river authorities. Everybody would desire

to see our rivers protected. Rivers are more liable to pollu-

tion perhaps than any other source of supply, but on the other

hand detection is often easier. Water from the head of a

river, where pollution is much easier prevented, forms an

excellent source of supply, and a favourite practice is to

construct a dam across the river valley and impound the

water, making due provision for the supply of a specific

quantity to the river in the way of compensation water. The
interception of the w.ater is not necessarily injurious to the

river, because a fairly uniform quantity of water can be poured

into the river, and this, in some cases at least, is better than

those periodical rushes and flooding which would otherwise

take place. For instance, some towns which used to flood

before the Vyrnwy was impounded do not flood now. When
rivers enter into populated districts they become suspicious

sources of supply. No doubt rrinning waters have wonderful

purifying powers. No one questions the efficacy of filters to

remove suspended and perhaps a few other matters, bnt there

is a decided opposition to a town supply being drawn from a

river which is the receptacle for the sewage of thousands of

people above the intake of such supply. People may call the
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objection a sentimental one, but it cannot be got rid of and
must be met. In water and sanitary matters generally senti-

ment is an element to be reckoned with. I do not say that

a local authority should be mulcted in heavy damages and
expenditure merely to satisfy sentiment. Cholera and typhoid
germs will travel long distances above ground and under-
ground in defined and undefined channels. Disease germs
are wonderfully prolific. The careless pollution of a water-

works well by one of the workmen has produced hundreds

of cases of disease.s, the accidental contamination of another
well sent typhoid broadcast through a town ; then there are the

Continental evidences of the spread of disease and death
through devious underground channels of pollution at con-

siderable distances ; then we have the recent epidemics in this

country ; indeed, the evidence is such as to warrant any autlior-

ity in hesitating to accept a supply which will not bear the

strictest investigation. Several river supplies would not

bear examination at the present time. Od the other hand
water is sometimes needlessly condemned, and people are

made to drink water of an inferior quality to that offered.

The water supplied to a town must have a direct bearing
upon the health of the people, but it does not follow that,

because the general death rate and the zymotic rate is low,

the water supply is necessarily of the best and purest quality.

A good many factors enter into the death-rate question.

Besides, it is not only the saving of life that we are concerned
with. We want the minimum amount of ill-health, we want
the very best that life can give us, the uninterrupted use of

body and mind, the power to enjoy Nature's gifts and the
opportunity of developing all our highest and best qualities,

and we cannot do this unless wo are maintained in health.

SPRINGS.

Some towns are so happily situated as to be supplied with
water direct from springs, and if snch springs are at a height

to supply gravitation so much the better. There arc several

small towns in this favourable position, and the quantity and
quality of the water are excellent. Springs are frequently
unreliable, and they may go on yielding water for years and
then suddenly fail almost entirely. This failure may be the
result of long periods of drought, but it is due sometimes to

other causes, and there are very peculiar examples of failure

in springs from hitherto unexplained causes. We read of

wells having been dug in very early times, and certainly

there is no lack of well sinking in the present day. Is it

possible to say anything new to specialists on this question ?

Well sinking and boring are operations familiar enough to

waterworks engineers, and successes as well as failures are

not unknown to them. The man who finds water becomes
the subject of praise and commendation, but when he happens
to bore in the wrong place it is otherwise. Xo work is, per-

haps, more precarious than well sinking. Even in the recog-

nised water-bearing formations failures are common, and
sometimes wells which are apparently good gradually de-

crease in yield. Deep artesian bore-holes draw the water
from miles around, and empty wells in the vicinity and cess-

pools too, if they still exist. Brewery and other companies
frequently bore in the centre of large towns, and find plenty
of water. The purifying effect of certain strata is most
marked. Water pumped in some districts must be largely

augmented by sewage, and it will bo some time before such
pollution is entirely stopped. Last year there were several

towns reduced to one hour's water supply per day.

When engineers go from home there is nothing they dis-

like so much as " shop." Therefore I shall be forgiven
readily for keeping away from sach technical subjects as
upland surface water, moorland and subsoil water, and the
analyses of these, or the mention of particular wells and their

yield and cost. My general conclusions would be : (1) That,
inasmuch as there is no Government control over the few ex-

ceptional and large gathering areas of this country, the local

authorities must look to local sources of supply. (2) That
where water cannot be impounded at a snfiicient altitude to

gravitate to a town it is generally possible to find water by
boring, and that pumping by modern machinery is much
more efficient and infinitely cheaper than it used to be. (3)
That it is importaiit to secure a water of good quality as well

a« one sufficient in quantity. (4) That soft water from
moorland districts attacks lead and produces lead poisoning
in numerous instances, and that the water ought to be
treated in some way, or some other material in place of lead
should be used. (5) That for domestic and trade purposes
soft water, other than the moorland water mentioned, is the
beat, thongh there may be no particular proved objection to

a moderately hard water. (6) That the provision of a good
and plentiful supply of water is a sound investment for any
town. It is an incentive to commercial development; but
best of all it saves life, reduces the illness rate, and contri-

butes in no small measure to the comfort, happiness and
general well-being of the community.
The importance of water supply works is too well known

to need much comment ; but few, perhaps, even in this latter

part of the nineteentli century, place upon health the value it

deserves. There is much yet to be done in our richest and
most enterprising towns. We have not yet realised to the
fall how important the health and sanitary laws of the
country are to its general well-being. Insanitary surround-
ings produce much 'ill-health and misery which never come
to light, because of the absence of specific and marked
disease. EfiBoient water supply and drainage are important

factors in public health. It is said that England spends a
great deal in sanitary work ; but, after all, how very small is the
amouut spent in preventive measures as compared with the
amount spent in tha cure of disease. There never was, per-
haps, a time when there existed such a unanimity of opinion
in favour of securingfor our people good and efficient water sup.

ply and drainage works, and may we not anticipate, as a result,

better health and brighter and happier homes ? The ex-

|ienso of tliese works often acts as a barrier to their imme-
diate construction ; but, after all, money is quite a secondary
matter compared with the saving of life and the prevention
of disease. So long as thousands die 3'early from preventible
causes so long must sanitarians struggle for a better state of

things. Much has already been done, and there is an evident
determination in all parts of the country to do more. It may
be said that towns now vie with each other as to who shall

provide the best bill of health, and that the town in which
the association now meets may be in the front rank for this

work is the best wish of the author.

DISCUSSION.
Mr. Wm. Whitaker (Croydon), rising upon the invitation

of the chairman, first made a reference to the question of

surface wells, and after an allusion to certain supplies of which
he had bad experience, said there was no reason why, if

proper precautions were taken against contamination, good
supplies should not be obtained from the surface. Surf.ace

water was generally used to supply villages, as usually there
were no other sources from which water could be taken.
The author had made a statement witli reference to hard
and soft water. Some people favoured and got to like soft

water and did not care to go back to the hard water. As a
matter of faet, it was wrong to make such a choice, as one
was as good as the other ; and everything depended upon the
way in which they were used. The healthiest of all the

great towns was Croydon, and that was supplied with hard
water ; but he would say that he lioped they would ultimately

soften it. He thought that hard water was the best for

drinking purposes, and did not consider that it f.avoured

disease. The ordinary Englishman could, in his opinion,

take what water he liked without injury. Tliere were places

in the South of England where only hard water was available.

Speaking of springs, he thought that the best in the
country were to be found at Portsmouth. In conclusion, he
said he was sure the association would do their best in com-
municating their knowledge on all occasions. They really

were only on the threshold of knowledge, and there was a
great deal to learn.

Mr. Francis J. Bancroft (Hull) expressed his regret at

the absence of Mr. Berrington, but said they could discuss

the matter to their benefit, although they could not ask ques-

tions. He was pleased to hear Mr. Whitaker speak about
hard and soft water. It was, he went on, a very questionable

proceeding to " doctor" water. As far .as foods and drugs

were concerned, local authorities had to see that people were
properly sujiplied, but water was excluded from the list. Of
course, magistrates could order water to be analysed in the

Government laboratory at Somerset House, but the officials

there, it had been stated, were not authorised to give a report;

and, further, went beyond their powers by giving an opinion.

Inspectors had no powers to inspect the supply of a private

company, and that seemed to him to be a peculiar position

for a local authority responsible for the health of the inhabit-

ants. The same remarks applied to Government control over

the sinking of wells in the chalk and also to the supplies ob-

tained from the surface. It appeared to him that more legis-

lation was needed on the subject. Mr. Bancroft proceeded

to remark that it had been contended that a water supply de-

rived from a stream which passed through an inhabited dis-

trict had, of necessity, to become polluted. It was, however,

exclusively a human infection. Fa-cal matter lost its power
in about fifteen days, and it required a high rate of tempera-

ture for its development. The chances of infection reaching

the public from those sources were therefore excessively

small.

Dr. Kemna (Antwerp) spoke of the difference of opinion

which existed in relation to hard and soft waters. Some, he
said, advocated hard water and others soft water. Mr. Ban-
croft had gone so far as to consider it a bad practice to

" doctor " water. He (the speaker) felt that that was a

stone in the garden of the gentleman occupying the chair,

and he hoped that the latter would be able to pick it up and

throw it out. It was a question of general use. What w.as

the use of lime ? It was certainly, from an industrial point

of view, a very costly ingredient and of no great value.

From the physiological point of view it had been contended

that the presence of lime in water had a baneful effect, but

if consideration was given to the small proportion of car-

bonate of lime which was contained in a quantity of water

consumed by a man it would be found to be so exceedingly

small as to be hardly worthy of notice. Ho thought the

carbonate of lime brought into the system through water

had no effect, and that, unless lead, arsenic or some other

toxic was found in water, nothing could be s.aid about the

action of the various elements contained in it. Therefore,

taking into consideration that a hard water was distinctly

costly, he considered tliat soft water was better for all pur-

poses. He would, if he had the choice, have the soft water,

but did not admit that one could wash any cleaner than
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the otlier. It seemed to him that the question of disease and
of the necessity of preventing pollution -was mentioned only

in connection Tv'ith river waters. Whenever those cases of

disease were found the town was generally supplied by well

water. In cases where the supplies were derived from springs

the people felt assured and safe.

Mr. Charles Priestley said he desired to say one word
in favour of soft water. He thought it would be generally

admitted that if it were not for soft water in Lincolnshire

and Yorkshire the industries of those counties could not be

carried on. The soft water was much preferred. Regarding

the bacterial examination of water, he thought that too much
prominence had been give to that method.

Mr. JoiiN Shaw (Boston, Lines.) said he favoured neither

hard nor soft water. Peojile did not drink nater nowadays,

conse(inently the qnestion of health was not of such great

importance as it was some years ago. It appeared that those

towns that were supplied with hard water were the freest

from disease. The Sunderland water, which was hard, had
always disagreed with him, but at the same time the inhabit-

ants were fairly healthy. There could be no donbt that hard

water had a tendency to increase such a disease as gout.

Mr. J. Bbierley (borough analyst of Sontliampton), in re-

ferring to the effect of water upon the death rate, said it

would be found that a good deal depended npon the character

of the town. In manufacturing towns they must not expect

to get as low a death rate as in the south. Soft water was
always preferable to hard. Washerwomen, he remarked, did

not like hard water; and in the weaving sheds of the manu-
facturing towns it would be found that there was generally a

free fight for any soft water that happened to be available.

In protecting wells a great deal also depended on their first

construction. Concerning bacteria, it was not a question of

how many bacteria there were in water, but what the kind

was. Certainly, for all domestic purposes, soft water w.as

decidedlv superior to hard. Continuing, he mentioned that

in the North of England soft-water supplies were not pro-

perly looked after. That fact, in his opinion, showed the

necessity for the appointment of water boards.

Mr. Wm. Jones (Pontypridd) said he would also like to

emphasise the necessity of placing water supplies more
directly under (xovernment control. Referring to the ques-

tion of obtaining water from Wales, he considered that unless

Government interfered in the matter London and other cities

would all want to carry out that plan. He was afraid that

it would be done without any thought for the people of

Wales themselves ; but a Welsh public body were taking

steps, not to prevent London getting a supply, but to obtain

a proper supply for their own inhabitants. For that reason

he thought that Government should assist authorities to keep

the water necessary for the life of each county.

Mr. Wm. Watts (Sheffield) said he was one of those indi-

viduals who would strongly oppose the centralisation of

waterworks. The control of wells was unnecessary. Nothing

more could be done than to purchase the watersheds.

Mr. AsuTON Hill (Birmingham) suggested that it was
very desirable that some speakers should touch ujion the

subject of sheep-washing, and inform the meeting whether

it would be possible to stop the practice as at present carried

out. He had noticed that it had been argued by members
of the association that there should be some control over it.

Continuing, he said he would point out that the Bill which

was being promoted by the Municipal Officers' Association

suggested that an official of a public body should have access

to any water company's premises. But he thought that the

Association of Waterworks Engineers should in the first place

have some voice in the matter. The duty should be confined

to some responsible officer of the authority, and unless that

was carried he thought it would be better to leave the super-

vision to the Imperial department. A short time ago he had

taken some trouble to attempt to discover whether any
difference in the death rate was noticeable between towns

nsing hard and soft waters, but he was unable to report any
definite conclusions.

Mr. W.y. iNcJiiAM (Torquay), in his opening remarks, made
a reference to the works which he had charge of, and

spoke of cert.ain bacteriological tests he had had made of

water in the principal reservoir. Mr. Bancroft has already

spoken of the ditiicnlties experienced by officers in getting

access to waterworks over wliich they had no control. One
town he believed, was taking action in that matter, and that,

he thought, was a step in the right direction. Respecting

hard and soft waters, he had heard that Mr. Hawksley had

made a report on that question, and that the report stated

that th3 death rates in towns using hard water was lower

than those supplied by soft water. As to filtration, it had

been proved that after water left filter-beds a considerable

increase took [ilace in the number of germs, so that he did

not think that filtration was altogether the best way of deal-

ing with water. In his own case, he went on, he was re-

commending the abolition of all farms in the district ; that

course, in his opinion, being a pro])er one. He had had some
difficulty in persuading his council to get rid of the care-

taker's house, the letting of which he had also objected to.

If any disease, he remarked, had taken place in the house

and the disease had got into the town Torquay would have

been ruined. After a reference to the practice of drinking

ice-water in Switzerland, Mr. Ingham said that he would be

glad to have some information concerning sheep-washing.

Sheep often suffered from the disease known as anthrax, and
he would like to know whether it was possible to have that
disease transmitted to the human sj'stem, and also what the
effect of such a transmission would bo.

Mr. Berrington, it was stated, would reply to the discus-

sion by communication, and a formal vote of thanks was
awarded to him.
We shall continue the report next week, beginning with

the paper on " The Water Supply of Gosport," read by Mr.
E. T. Ilildred, a.m.i.c.k.

EPSOM WATERWORKS.

THE NEW RESERVOIR.
After an inGnity of trouble, says The Ejitoin KcmUl, the

new waterworks scheme, which the district council are carry-
ing out at a cost of something like £12,000, is rapidly approach-
ing completion, and at tho present time the reservoir has
400,000 gallons of water in it, which represents half its total

capacity. The need for a more efficient supply has been felt

for a number of years, but recently it was rendered impera-
tive by the surprisingly quick extension of the town and the
consequent increase in the population. Although Epsom has
never had to resort to the exigencies forced upon the author-
ities in some places, a steadying hand had more than once to

be put upon the outlet, and other inconveniences were ex-

perienced which will not again be known for a long time to

come, providing the sources will bear the strain which it will

be in the power of the engineer to put npon them with his

improved machinery. In 1S!)4 two new boilers were put in,

and arrangements were made for erecting a direct-acting

triple-expansion service condensing Worthington engine, which
will be set at work very shortly, with the certain result of

affecting an appreciable saving.

The reservoir is some SOO yards from the old one, and is on
tho edge of tho Downs near the " Derby Arms." It stands

upon exactly 1 acre of ground, which cost the council £500,
and has a uniform depth of 1.5 ft. 6 in., the internal diameter
measuring 105 ft. The first work to be done was the laying

of a 12-in. main, having various outlets and connections with
the old main, from E.ast-stroet to the site. This was about
February of last year, and after the excavations were finished

a flooring was made of different materials, including cement
groutings and " puddle " to the depth of 1 ft., which is cal-

culated to prove an effectual bar to leakage. Stock bricks

were used principally, there being a facing to the whole of

the interior of blue bricks. Above the reservoir are arches
covered with chalk to a depth of 2 ft., while in the centre is

a valve-house, which serves the double purpose of allowing

for the manipulation of the valvos and acting as an entrance

to the interior of the reservoir. Round the roof are a number
of ventilators which, in addition to fulfilling the primary
object suggested by tlie name, will afford light when required.

One advantage which will be very acceptable to the officials

will be the possibility of watering the roads up to the Downs,
in future, without all the labour that has been required
hitherto, and as the water which is now in the reservoir is

not quite of tho quality which punctilious bacteriologists

would advise for domestic consumption, Mr. King—who, by
the way, as clerk of tho works fi-om the beginning, has been
unremitting in his endeavours to carry through the schenio
successfully—proposes next week to gladden the heart of the
surveyor with an offer to give the roads a thoroughly good
watering. Even though there is no mechanical process of

filtration, there is no occasion for alarm in the fact that the
water is as yet not quite pure, becanso some of it, at any rate,

has been drawn from a well that has been in disuse for some
little time. The suggestion was at one time made for the
water to be softened, but tho expense which would neces-

sarily attach to such an arrangement left no possibility of its

adoption—for the present, at all events.

Seeing that for forty-five years the old storage, which held
120,000 gallons, sufficed to meet at least the pressing wants
of Epsomians, there should be no dearth of aqua pura in our
midst for a score of years anyhow. Much depends, of course,

on the supply ; should that give way it is computed that what
will be stored up could be used in three days. That is an even-
tuality which is very remote, but to be still more safe on
this point operations are now going on to test the yield from
a new bore-hole which has been made. With water in plenty

the two engines will be .able to pnmp over 1,000,000 gallons

in twenty-four hours, so that by working ten hours a day the
requirements of the town will bo met. It may be mentioned
that in the engine-room are fixed two indicators, from which
it will be possible to ascertain what quantity of water there

is in either reservoir at any minute of the day.

Messrs. G. & F. W. Hodson, Loughborough, were the en-
gineers; Messrs. Galloway, Manchester, contractors for the
boilers ; Messrs. J. Simpson & Co., Pimlico, supplied the
engine ; and the remainder of the work was done by Messrs.

B. Cooke & Co., Westminster.

Perth.—A special meeting of the Water Commission was
held recently to consider the plans submitted by Mr. James
Smart, architect, for the provision of a building to accommo-
date certain new machinery. The plans were adopted.
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Proposed Refuse Destructor at Hanley.

REPORT BY THE BOROUCH ENGINEER.

Mr. Josejik Lobley has recently submitted to the Joint

Works and Sanitary Committees a preliminary report in re-

gard to a site for a refuse destructor. For the year ending

March 25th, 1.S97, 24,000 loads of ashes were removed to the

tips at an average cost of Is. 8d. per tim for cartapfe. The
average distance travelled by eacli cart-load is estimated at a
mile. The cost of consuming house refuse by burning, as

ascertained from the numerous destructors in different parts

of the country, is put by Mr. Lobley between 9d. and Is. 9d.

per ton, in addition to the cost of cartage, and he points out

that the cost of conveyance to one or even two places will

certainly e.^cceed the cost hitherto incurred, as convenient

spots have been found for the deposition of ashes and only a

certain proportion has been taken to the principal tips.

While not expressing approval of the present system, he

simply reminds his committees that the extra cost of con-

veyance, together with the wages and general expenses at the

depots and the interest and sinking fund on the capital outlay,

will make a considerable addition to the rates.

The report does not go into details as regards the different

kinds of destructors. As that is a work likely to occupy
much time and consideration on the part of the committee it

is proposed to go into it after the site for the erection of the

destructor has been obtained or decided upon, as plans and
estimates cannot properly be made until that is done. Tlia

different firms now making this class of work a speciality

may then be invited to submit schemes and tenders for the

consideration of the joint committees.

DUST DESTRUCTION AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Mr. Lobley then proceeds to refer to proposals for com-

bining dust destruction and electric lighting. As the subject

has been attracting considerable attention for some time past

we may quote in full the following pointed and interesting

commentary :

—

" It is now customary for town authorities considering the

introduction of electric lighting, to unite with that a scheme
for destruction of the town refuse, in the belief that a very
great economy would be the result of combining these two
operations in one place. For tho most part these matters
exist only on paper, and very few places have yet gained any
experience on tho svibject. Numerous schemes have been
put forward and advocated. Two have been fully carried

out and are now at work. The first is at St. Pancras, where
the second electric light station is combined with a de-

structor, and the result of last year's working shows tho fuel

cost at this station at l'33d. per unit, but at the first station

where there is no destructor it was "VBd. per unit generated.

This does not give great encouragement for a combined
arrangement.

THE SHOREDITCH EXPERIMENT. ^
" The other place, which has become celebrated from its

completeness, is Shoreditch. Those works have only been
started this year, and much attention is being given to the

results of the operations. They have undoubtedly been well

designed, and are most elaborately fitted up at very great

initial cost. Being a part of London and densely populated,

a magnificent field for electric lighting and power supply is

there before them, requiring only to be carefully worked to

bring about good results. Fuel in London is costly, and it is

probable that a combined destructor and electricity supply

scheme will answer well there, when it would not do so well

in those parts of tho country where fuel is cheaper.
" It has further to be noted that success at Shoreditch

means something more than the success of a combined scheme,
as the principle of heat storage is there introduced. Cylinders

are installed containing water which is raised to a high tem-
perature during the day by means of the boilers attached to

the destructor cells. This hot water, which is confined under
a pressure approaching 2001b. to the square inch, is available

in the evening for conversion into steam for the electric light

engines. This is an elaborate and costly arrangement, though
no doubt such a system has a groat future before it, whether
the steam is in the first instance jiroduced from destructors

or from ordinary boilers. Tho success of the Shoreditch

works may be the result of the adoption of the principle of

thermal storage rather than the result of the steam-raising

properties of house refuse. It will bo impossible to separate

these causes and results until more instances are in operation,

and particularly instances where one only of these two princi-

ples is adopted.
APPLICATION TO HANLET.

" If you will examine the Hanley electric lighting accounts
you will see that the cost of fuel for generating the elec-

tricity for the year 1896 is under Jd. per unit. As the con-
sumption of current increases your engineers hope to lower
this figure very considerably, having in mind the fact that
there are fourteen towns which have brought the cost of

fuel below kl. per unit. Now it must be further remembered
that the collection of house refuse goes on during the day-
light for tho most part, and on the other hand the generation
of electricity goes on principally during the dark hours of

the evening. Most of the destructors work to a greater

advantage by a steady and regular use of the furnaces or

cells, and the use of them could not be limited to the few
hours of heavy load at electric generating supply works.

" It is therefore reasonable to estimate that the whole of

our present coal bill would not be saved, and as 90 per cent,

of the electricity required is generated between sunset and
midnight a possible saving at the most of id. per unit could

be hoped for. Apart from a thermal storage scheme this is

really too high an estimate of probabilities, but it will suffice

to show the utmost that can be expected to compensate for

the interest and sinking fund charges on the extra capital

outlay. At least one-h.alf of tliis farthing will be required

for wages and maintenance and other annual expenses en-

tailed, extra to such charges properly belonging to the de-

struction of refuse on the one hand and the generation of

steam on the other. This leaves jd, per unit for interest and
repayment. Take double last year's output of electricity

—in order to put the best possible aspect on the matter,

as we hope in a few years to reach that amount—namely,
480,000 units. One-eighth of a penny on that output pro-

duces £250 per annum, representing the interest and sinking

fund on a capital outlay of £3,000, which amount would be
quite inadequate for tho purpose, and it must be again noted
that tho estimated saving is based on much too favourable data.

" It must not, however, be thought that I do not recognise

the value of destructors for steam-raising purposes for genera-

tion of electricity up to a certain point. There are several

instances of power to tho extent of 4 to 10 horse-power per
cell conveniently Obtained from destructor furnaces. Cer-

tainly I shall recommend suoli arrangements, no matter where
the destructor is placed, and I see no reason why the day-
load electric generator should not be placed there and the

current transmitted by high-pressure main to the distri-

buting arrangements at the electricity works. One steam
engine and dynamo could be removed to the destructor depot,

where a driver would be in attendance instead of being at

the electricity works.
" To a certain extent work could bo suspended at the elec-

tric light station for an average of twelve hours out of the
twenty-four during the year. Less than 100 horse-power
would be transferred, so that the cable needed would be a
very small one, and would be laid when the other mains were
being required or Joined up to the nearest existing high-

pressure main. Mr. Sutherland, joint manager and electrical

engineer, believes that any surplus jiowcr that may result

from tho generation of steam at the destructor depot over
and above that required for the day load could be profitably

utilised at the electricity works in directly heating water
ready for the evening load. The electric energy would be
reduced in pressure to 10 volts and passed through the water
contained in a cylinder or reservoir. It is not so much here
a question of high elficiency, but of using the surplus steam
that would otherwise be thrown away.

" That there is little to be hoped for as regards the general
production of steam for the generation of electricity by the
consumption of house refuse is apparent from the above
stated amount of 100 horse-power compared with the power
required at the electricity works, at present amounting to

1,150 horse-power and shortly to be much increased."

THE SELECTION OF A SITE.

Mr. Lobley next deals in succession with various sites

which have been proposed, and incidentally, of course, indi-

cates what the requirements of a suitable site are. It is first

of all pointed out that the arrangements at the electricity

works are not suitable for the establishment of a destructor
combination thei'e, as new works would have to be installed

adjoining with boilers, heat-storage arrangements and de-
structor cells, quite independent of the present boilers at the
works. " The levels of tho land are particularly unsuited to
the erection of destructors in the ordinary and most approved
manner, where two levels are very important—one for the
delivery of the refuse and charging of the cplls and a lower
level for the removal of clinker from the furnaces. There
should also be land in close proximity, where the clinker can
be deposited without a great outlay in transit."

Objections ai-e also pointed out in connection with a
proposal to find a site at the sewage works, but it is

admitted tliat some destructor process might be useful for re-

ducing the bulk of the pressed sludge, but that would be a
very much smaller matter than such a set of cells as would
be required to deal with tho house refuse at Hanley. When
he had occasion to report on sludge pressing arrangements,
Mr. Lobley suggested the possibility that a small destructor
might be erected at the works to deal with the sludge, together
with a limited quantity of house refuse, but that is as far

as he can recommend the committees to go. One objection is

the nearness to Stoke. As there is no other spot at which
the sewage could conveniently be treated, it is desirable to
avoid cause of complaint and not increase difiiculties by
adding possible sources of annoyance. Tho site, moreover,
in addition to being a long distance from the town, does not
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abat on either railway or canal, an objection which, with

others, applies also to a third site suggeetetl.

H Apart from the erection of a small destructor at tlie sewage
works, Mr. Lobley is not in favour of the selection of two
sites, which would imply two sets of furnaces in all details,

two chimney shafts, which are always costly, two managers
and two staffs of workmen, while the difficulty of finding two
sites in a populated district would naturally be doubled.

Twenty years ago Mr. Lobley argued strongly against a sug-

gestion for two sites for sewage works, and it can now be

easily seen that the arrangement would have been a mistake.

Naturally, the same arguments would apply with mnch
greater strength in regard to proposals for more than two
sites, and Mr. Lobley is not aware of any town that has more
than one destructor unless the rateable value, population and
area vastly exceed those of Hanley.

CONDITIONS OF SUCCESS.

Mr. Lobley thus sums up the conditions of success, both

generally and with reference to the special circumstances of

flanley :
—

" Unless the destructor ai'rangements are concentrated at

one depot there is great probability that each place would
not bo provided with all the best appliances. Many persons

have for tlie last twenty years been devoting their time and
money to perfecting the furnaces required, and it is only by
availing ourselves of the experience gained that success can

result, and particularly that no nuisance will be caused by the

operation of burning the refuse.
" Further, without the establishment of one large depot

such utilisation of steam power as I have described is out of

the question ; the power is little enough then, and, if divided,

it woidd not pay the cost of installation. The surveyor of

Ilornsey in a recent report, supported by Mr. B. Hammond,
electrical engineer, is not strongly in favour of a combined
scheme, notwithstanding that it is in the neighbourhood of

London and the electricity works not yet designed. They
have a destructor, and he states that the steam raised is at

times not sufficient to drive the mortar mill and a few other

machines of like nature at the depot.
" Though the generation of electricity by steam raised by

the burning of house refuse may have good economical re-

sults in certain places, I am inclined to think that the spare
heat evolved will be better utilised in the future by improve-
ments that may be brought about in the destruction, or pre-

paring for destruction, of the refuse itself. In other words,
this means that a given number of cells will do the work now
performed by a greater number.

" A site for the destructor should be accessible to the canal
or to a line of railway ; and having regard to the fact that
the former makes a contour line for three-fourths of a circle

round the borough, it should be an important factor in the

selection of a site. The advantages of being able to get rid

of the clinker or waste product from the ojjerations, no matter
to what extent it may accumulate, by canal are very great,

and, as will be seen later on, the conveyance sooner or later

of house refuse by canal boats from the more distant parts

of the borough to the depot is worthy of very careful atten-

tion."

CONCLUDING RECOMMENDATIONS.

Haying thus indicated the broad lines upon which they
should proceed, Mr. Lobley goes on to point out that the cor-

poration possess a site which fulfils the necessary conditions,

not being near densely-populated districts nor likely to be
soon encroached upon by buildings. Certain wards and por-

tions of others—representing five-eighths of the population

—

would be dealt with by cartage direct, and the average dis-

tance for each cart-load would not exceed 1 mile, as at present.

For the remainder of the borough Mr. Lobley recommends a
system of collection that would be of great utility under
existing circumstances. The corporation are the owners or

occupiers of various wharves on the canal. To these points

the house refuse could be carted, and then conveyed to the
depot by boats belonging to the corporation. No accumula-
tion would exist at the wharves, and they would only be in

use for this purpose when the particular district was being
cleared.

Instead of shovelling the ashes into the boats and out again,

Mr. Lobley proposes an arrangement of skips or boxes in the
following manner : Sheet-iron rectangular boxes, so made that

two or three could fit in an ordinary cart, would bo filled at

the houses being cleared, carted to the wharf and there lifted

out and placed in the boat and conveyed to the depot, at which
place they would be again lifted out. It is pointed out that
the work of lift ing these skips can be readily performed by an
electric motor, by no means an untried method or experiment,
as it can bo seen at the electricity works, where it is em-
ployed to lift slack out of the coal store or canal boats and
convey it on to the platform in front of the boilers. This
method of using skips in canal boats is adopted for the coal

supply from the collieries to the Manchester electricity works.
Another advantage of the site recommended is that, owing

to its distance from dwellings, no serious annoyance or nuis-

ance would be experienced by accumulating the ashes there

for the present without hurrying the selection of the best
system of destructor. The land would lend itself well to the
arrangements of a destructor. Tlie advantage indicated is, of

course, emphasised in connection with the facts that a depot
is retjnired and that the work of establishing a destructor

must take some time in the preparation of plans, acceptance
of tender and scheme, application to the Local Government
Boai'd for borrowing powers and subsequently in the erection
of the works. The conveyance by canal would not all be
additional expense, owing to a considerable shortening of the
average distance the refuse would have to be carted. Wharves
at various points would reduce the average distance for
each cart-load to less than a quarter of a mile ; and that, it is

pointed out, should be compared not with the present pro-
miscuous tipping, but with the distances to any other site that
might be sug;gested. The low cost of the land, as compared
with other sites, is also an extremely important factor, and
the saving in interest would form a set-off against the extra
cost, if any, in conveyance.
On this site comparatively inexpensive buildings would

suffice for many years, and a lofty and expensive chimney-
shaft may be avoided by the use of steam blast and forced
draught. Finallj', before any expenditure is incurred by
erecting the small destructor at the sewage works, it is re-

commended that the operation of burning the sludge cake
together with house ashes should be tried for a time at the
chief destructor works. It might be that the cost of con-
veyance of the sludge cake by canal to the sewage farm would
be le.ss than the expenses of a sepai'ate destructor.

THE METROPOLIS OF WEST AUSTRALIA.

ITS SAMTATKiX AND WATER SUPPLY.
A writer in a provincial contemporary, in the course of an

article entitled "Impressions of West Australia," writes:
Perth is a fast-extending, well-populated, and in some re-

spects a handsome city ; but here I feel impelled to fire off ray
first grumble. Despite the many millions of public money
which have within the last few years been expended on
public buildings, the opening up of communication with
distant townships by road and rail, en schools, harbour and
water works, there is no system of sewerage in the whole of
West Australia. The one thins; which stands by universal
consent in the very foreground as a guarantee of public
health, longevity and personal comfort is, even in this capital,
conspicuous by its absence. The police system seems an
admirable one. Fire brigades are being rapidly brought up
to the American pattern of efficiency, railway transit is fre-

quent, comfortable and fairly expeditious, municipalities vie
with each other in internal progress and in the interchange
of courteous hospitalities, and business generally is con-
ducted with an up-to-date shrewdness and enterprise which
can well afford in some things to give points to us in the old
country ; but of reasonably modern sanitation—and I may
add, too, of modern w.ater supply—there is none. This is

much to be deplored, for, as a consequence, although with
bated breath, Perth is credited with effluvia, and even more
pertinent reminders from which the capital of this go-ahead
colony should be exempt. I am informed by a gentleman
who has good grounds for knowing what he is talking about
that the percentage of typhoid and some other zymotic
diseases is a very high one. The Government is now spend-
ing £1,500,000 or more in taking water from a distant
mountain range to the Coolgardie district, and has made
numerous grants in aid of water service to provincial towns;
but, until potable water is available in quantity and the
horrible usage at present practised tlirough the absence of all

underground house drainage in inhabited areas is discontinued.
West Australia cannot be said to compare with other colonies
in this hemisphere in the matter of sanitation.

A COLLIMATION ADJUSTMENT.

A now form of collimation adjustment has recently been
brought out. The contrivance consists of a sliding plate, on
the face of which the cross-hairs are stretched. It is caused
to move in a groove in the diaphragm by a screw, pressed
against its support by a spring. The advantages claimed
over the ordinary method of adjustment are : (1) The uncer-
tainty in adjusting, inseparable from the usual two-screw
method, is entirely avoided. (2) In adjusting an instrument
fitted with this improvement, the movement of the cross-hair
is exactly proportional to the turn of the screw. (3) The
cross-hair can be adjusted without disturbing the horizontality
of the spirit-level, which allows the exact correction required
to be made at once without several trials. (4) The time re-
quired to put an instrument in adjustment is very much
shortened. (5) As it is impossible to strip the thread off the
screw, as often happens with the ordinary two- screw arrange-
ment, there is no tendency for the in.strument to shake out
of adjustment when moved about. (6) The frequencj' that
adjustment is required is considerably reduced. (7) By this
method the adjustment of the cross-hairs, instead of being
the result of trial and error, becomes, as it should be, the
most accurate in the instrument, having all the certainty
and exactitude of a fine tangent screw adjustment. (8) It

is not necessary to carry about any special pin for adjusting,
the point of the blade of a penknife being all that is necessary.
The makers are Messrs. Elliott Brothers, 101 and 102 St.

Martin's-lane, W.C.
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Public Work in a Crown Colony.

WHAT IS BEING DONE AT LAGOS.

Of late years a number of municipal engineers, especially

among the younger members of the profession, have obtained

appointments in the Public Works Departments of Crown
Colonies. It may, therefore, be useful and interesting to

many of our readers to know something of the kind of work
carried on in our scattered dependencies. Some details of

BRICKFIELn.

public work in Lagos have reached us, accompanied by some
interesting photos, three of which we reproduce.

HISTORY, CONSTITDTION, INDUSTRIES, &C.

Situated on the West Coast of Africa, between 2' and 6°

east longitude, and with a sphere of influence e.xtendiiig

practically as far north as the Niger, the town and colony of

Lagos is bounded on the west by tlie French state of Daho-
mey and on the east by the Niger Coast Protectorate. It was
ceded by King Docemo to the British in 1861, in 1866
became a part of the Government of the West African Settle.

of a 3-ft. 6-in. gauge railway through the interior to the
Niger, the erection of 200 miles of inland telegraph, the con-
struction of seven bridges and over 50 miles of roads, the
laying of 15 miles of telephone and the completion of one
section of the electric light. A new hospital was erected at

a coat of £6,000, an extension of the prison was carried out at

a cost of £5,000, and a marine parade was constructed at a
cost of £2,000. The works of the year also included the
building of a powder magazine, the extension of the public
piers and the construction of new streets.

Among the works projected for the current year are the
construction of 20 miles of railway, the laying of 150
miles of telegraph and telephone wires, and the following

schemes to which the estimated cost is ai)pended in each
case—a large Government factory and machine shops,

£8,000 ; works of water 3up]jly, £100,000 ; street improve-
ments, £100,000; public works wharf, £2,000; club-house,

£3,000; improvements to racecourse and recreation grounds,

£2,000 ; four interior hospitals, £2,000 ; and new schools,

buildings and extensions, amounting to about £25,000. The
authorities also propose to erect a model farm, improve the
lagoons and to remodel the markets at a cost of about
£15,000. It will thus be seen that the Public Works Depart-
ment should have a tolerably busy year.

The staff consists of a chief and a deputy director, an assist-

ant director and a sanitary engineer, fourteen Europeans as

draughtsmen, accountants and foremen of works, and about
forty natives. The deputy-director is Jlr. Isaac Thomas Haw-
kins, who was formerly engineer and surveyor to the Lang-
port (Somerset) Rural District Council. Last year we an-

L.\GOS: Public Works Staff and Employees.

men! s, and in 1 874 an in t egral part of the Gold Coast Colony. In
1886 it was separated from the Gold Coast and became a

separate colony, but it was not until the Jebu expedition of

1892 that the interior was opened up for trade.

The constitution consists of a eovernor, assisted by a legis-

lative and executive council. The weaving of native mats
and cloths, boat and canoe building and brick-making, are the

chief industries ; and tlie natural productions comprise palm
oil and kernels, cola nuts, india-rubber, timber, gums, cotton,

beniseod and numerous dyes. The colony is also rich in

minerals, as yet undeveloped. In a certain district there is an
enormous quantity of mica.

GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENTS.

The Government establishments consist of the secretariat,

the departments of the Queen's advocate and the registrar-

general, the treasur}', the customs, the supreme court, the

political department, the constabulary, the Hausa frontier

field force, the police force, the medical department, and the

sanitary and public works department. There are also a
harbour master, a master of Government vessels, an educa-

tion department and a botanic station.

It is only within the last six years that good substantial

houses have been erected, and now all the officials are fairly

well-housed. Government House is a largo wtll-bnilt struc-

ture. During the past few years tlio general improvements
have been very great, and life is undoubtedly now made very

much better and pleasanter than it had ever been since the

acquisition of the colony.

WORKS IN 1897 AND 1S9S.

The works carried out last year included the continuation

nounced that he had obtained an appointment as assistant-

director of public works under the Crown, out of 7-tO candi-

dates. Quite recently he assumed the duties of chief director

at Lagos during the absence of that official. Before leaving

England Mr. Hawkins had twenty-six years' experience in

Kailwav Department.

such work as water supply, drainage, large buildings, schools,

asylums, bridges, floods prevention, burial grounds and ceme-

teries, bridge-building, gasworks and street and road-makinft-

At Laugport he had charge of 279 miles of roads and 100

bridges.
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Points of Professional Practice.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Widnes Public Park Competition.—Mr. Thomas H. Maw-
Boii, of Windermere, writes : I wish to call the attention of

intending competitors to the many unfair conditions issued

by the committee who have this matter in hand. The most
objectionable conditions are as follows: (1) Only £4,000 is

allowed for laying-out 34 acres of land, fencing in, entrances

and all necessary architectural features, the formation of a

lake and planting. Anyone who has had to do with park
formation well knows that this is impossible. (2) The com-
mittee ask for drawings which would require at least four

donble-elephant sheets, and, in addition to these, six per-

spective views, which are to show the park as it will appear

in five years' time. All these drawings are to be in by
July 1st, showing clearly that the committee do not under-
stand what they are asking for. (3) No assessor is named.
(4) If twenty competitors enter the list the actual cost of

their work, including expenses, would amount to £400, or £20
each. For this expenditure the committee offer in premiums
£52 10s. (5) The committee do not undertake to employ
the suocessful competitor. As a warning to the younger
men, I might add that out of the large number of park com-
petitions which I have won, I have only in one instance been
asked to carry out my designs. Park competitions are mostly
frauds, and it soems to me that to spend money on preparing

a scheme for the Widnes competition would be more reckless

than an indulgence in the ordinary forms of gambling.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Sketches aecompajtyiug Queries ghoitld

in plain blact-ii:k liiiet. Letter
nade nepariife on vhii

figures ihoiild be bold andyl.
in vhffe paper

184. Storag:e of Water In Iron Cisterns : Objections.—
"Rural Inspector" writes: Can you kindly inform me
whether there is any reason, chemical or medical, against

tlie storage of water in iron cisterns ?

Beyond the objections inherent to domestic cisterns for

storage of water supplied on the intermittent systems

—

such as liability to pollution from being improperly covered
or from being placed where dust and other extraneous
matters maj' find an entrance to the water, and from over-

flow pipes being improperly connected to drains or soil

pipes, or the water-closet being directly flushed from the
domestic cistern without the intervention of a separate
cistern—the objections to the use of iron cisterns are small.

Rideal, in his " Water and Its Purification " (Crosby Lock-
wood & Co., 6s.), points out that certain vegetable growths
like Greiwthrii- huhniaiiu possess the property of imprison-
ing oxide of iron within their tissues, and of forming large
matted growths, which maj- completely block up a pipe or

communicate to the water a strong inky taste. Cladothrir
dichoto77ia also causes obstructions by absorbing calcium
salts from the water. Brggialoa reduces sulphates and gives

an odour of sulphuretted hydrogen, and fresh-water sponges
communicate a bad taste. Green algic cannot, of course,

grow in the dark, but are met with in cisterns which are
not kept covered. The presence of these organisms in the
service pipes indicates imperfect filtration or faulty storage,

as their spores should not have been allowed to penetrate.

185. Public Health Acts and Construction of Roads

:

Books on.—" Assistant " writes : (1) I should be very much
obliged if you would tell mo the best book on the Public
Health and Local Government Acts, 1875-92

; (2) also the
best one on the construction of roads and streets. I don't
mind what the price is so long as it is the best. (3) Do you
think it is worth my while paying £3 12s. 6d. for Baldwin
Latham's " Sanitary Engineering " ?

(1) Where there are a number of good books on one par-
ticular subject it becomes a matter of opinion as to which
is the best for tot Iiomines cpiot sei)tenti:c. Our view is that
Lnmley's " Public Health," in two volumes, price £3 7s. 6d.,

or for cash, carriage paid, £2 15s. 6d.(Shaw & Sons), is the
most complete work on the subject obtainable. (2) There
is no one book on the subject of road-making which can
be taken as ,a complete compendium relating thereto.
Byrne's " Highway Construction," 21s. (Chapman & Hall);
Boulnois' " Municipal and Sanitary Engineers' Hand-Book,"
1!58. (E. & P. N. Spon); Boulnois' " Construction of Car-
riageways and Footways," 5s. (Biggs & Co.); and Law and
Clark's "Construction of Roads and Streets," 4s. 6d.
(Crosby Lockwood & Co.), are probably the best of the
numerous books on the subject. The 'first-named is an
American publication. (3) We are nnable to advise
as to whether Baldwin Latham's " Sanitary Engineer-
ing " should be purchased by our correspondent, as so
much depends upon the kind of information which an in-
dividual requires. This work has not yet been excelled by

. . "any other on " Sanitary Engineering," although there are
many parts of the volume which would be enhanced by re-
vision, owing to the rapid progress which has been made in

the development of sanitary science since it was last pub-
lished,

186. Water Supply : Formula for Determining: Storage
Capacity of Reservoirs.— " A Student" writes: Would you
be good enough to give me a reliable formula for estimating

the number of days of storage necessary in open reservoirs

when the rainfall is known.
The following formula, devised by Sir John Hawksley

for determining the quantity of storage necessary when
the mean rainfall is known, has been found to apply with
approximate accuracy in England

—

viz.:—
1000

C =-

v/''

vhere

C=the capacity in terms of one day's average consump.
tion.

r = the average rainfall during three consecutive dry
years = '8 of the mean rainfall.

Example: The mean rainfall is 45 in., what number of

days' storage should be provided in the reservoirs ?

Now 45 X '8 = 36,

therefore C = 1000 1000

^/36

= 166-6, say 167.

That is to say, a storage capacity equal to an average

consumption for 167 days must be provided.

187. Apparatus for Sterilising Cholera Dejecta for

Hospitals.—" Hospital " writes : I am desirous of learning

the method generally adopted in infections diseases hospitals

for the disposal or destruction of the excreta, especially that

which contains the typhoid bacillus. As it would bo some-

what dangerous to .allow this excreta to enter the sewers, my
council have for some time past considered the question of

erecting a small destructor, but, as I cannot call to mind a
place that has adopted this system, I shall be greatly obliged

if I could obtain some information on the subject through
the medium of your valuable paper.'

The querist will find the " Newcastle Steriliser," as

manufactured by Messrs. Goddard, Massey & Warner,
Nottingham—which is an apparatus for sterilising cholera

dejecta—one of the most efficient for the purpose required.

In Vol. 20 of the "Proceedings of the Incorporated

Association of Municipal and County Engineers" will bo
found a paper by Mr. W. G. Laws, m.inst.c.e., entitled

"Arrangements for Sterilising Cholera Dejecta, adopted at

Newcastle-on-Tyne," which describes, with illustrations,

the construction and working of the apparatus, and which
will be found of especial interest to thequerist.

188. Horse-Power of Engines : Nominal and Indicated.—
" A Student " writes : Is 33,000 foot-pounds per minute a

nominal horse-power or an indicated horse-power ?

The term hor.-ie-potrer adopted by mechanical engineers,

which was proposed and used by Watt, is a standard of

power formulated from the estimate that the power of the

strongest London horses is about equal to that required to

raise 33,000 lb. 1 f t. high in one mimite. The estimate, how-
ever, is too high, 22,000 foot-pounds per minute being the aver-

age power of a horse. What is therefore technically spoken
of among engineers as a horse-power is the rate of doing
work corresponding to 33,000 foot-pounds per minute, and the

power of steam engines is always calculated on this basis.

Watt found that in his engines be usually obtained a mean
pressure of about 7 lb. per square inch in the cylinder, and
he estimated the power of his engines by assuming that

value for the mean pressure. The horse-power thus esti-

mated he termed the numinnl horse-power, and in practice

that power was actually obtained. When, however, in-

creased steam pressure came into general use, the mean
pressure of steam in the cylinders could no longer be cor-

rectly taken as 7 lb., and the nominal horse-power differed

largely from the actual horse-power. In common, the term
nominal horse-power had been so much used that commer-
cial men understood the size and therefore the value of an
engine much better when its nominal horse-power was
spoken of than its actual power, and therefore the term was
retained for a long time and even yet is still used for some
classes of engines. However, as unfair competition often

takes place between different manufacturers, owing to the

use of this term, it is fast falling into disuse and should be
abandoned. The actual power exerted in the cylinder of

an engine cannot be obtained until we know the actual

mean pressure of steam in the cylinder. In order to

ascertain this indicator diagrams should bo taken from the

cylinder. The horse-power obtained by this means is

termed the indieated horse-power, and when the horse-power
of engines is spoken of it is the iiulicated horse-power
(I.H.P.) M-hich is understood unless otherwise stated.

Liverpool.—An extension has been ordered by the Light-
ing Committee of the corporation of electric mains in Lodge-
lane, Earle-road, Smithdown-road, Aigburth-road, West
Derby-road, Sefton-drive and Manesty-lane.

r^
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.—XII.

By WILLIAM H. MAXWELL, Assistant Engineer and Surveyor, Leyton Urban District Council

TRACTION ON EOADS Ccontinued).

Sir John Macneill, in connection with his investigations as

to the beat plan to be adopted for improving that portion ot

the Holylioad-road through the Stowe Hill Valley, in order to

ascertain what sum of money should be laid out on the works

so as to prodaca the most advantageous result, and to decide

whether or not the same sum of money would produce an

equally beneficial improvement if laid out m raising the

valley without lowering the summits, or in lowering the

summits without raising the valley, states t that, to arrive

at an accurate result in this and similar investigations it is

necessary to know correctly the expense of horse labour

under the varying circumstances of velocity and force ot

traction on different inclined planes, and also the draught ot

carriages and the ratio ot the ^increase of draught m conse-

quence of increase of velocity."
_

These circumstances he ascertained from experiments made

on the Holyhead-road, from which formulae were deduced,

and a system of tables calculated therefrom, showing the

expense of drawing a given weight with a given velocity over

every rate of acclivity and declivity and length ot inclined

^
He'also further states that " by means of these tables the

expense of drawing a ton weight over any line of road may

be determined with great accuracy. Hence all that is neces-

sary in the present investigation is to calculate by tlie tables

the expense of transporting a ton weight over the existing

line of road, aud also over the proposed improvements, iho

difference will be the saving in expense of drawing 1 ton

with the given velocity over the proposed improvement.

This multiplied bv the number of tons that pass over the

road each day, and" by the number ot days m the year, will

Rive the annual saving, which, compared with the interest ot

the money necessary to be expended in making the improve-

ment will clearly show whether the saving in horse labour is

commensurate with the proposed expense. By applying the

same criterion to each of the proposed plans it will at once

be made evident which of them should be adopted, aa that

which would produce the most beneficial results at the

smallest expense." .. j ^i

Aa an example of the application of the above method the

following figures may be quoted :—
. , ^

From the tables the mean expense of drawing 1 ton over

an existing line of road between two given points, in both

directions, is 830G47d., but over the proposed improved line

it is 76-1724d., thus showing a saving in horse labour ot

5-8923d per ton; and, tor a daily traflic of 170 tons, tho

saving will be £i 3s. 6d. per diem, which, at 5 per cent., is

interest for £30,310 lOs. The estimato for making the pro-

the wheels and their friction upon the axles, and by tho force

of the wind.

The following* are the results of ex-periments on London

street surfaces made by Sir J. N. Bazalgette, with Eaaton &
Anderson's horse dynamometer—the gross load was 4 tons

and the speed 2 to 6 miles per hour :

—

Tractive force on the level.

Macadam surface 40-7 to 44-29 lb. per ton.

Asphaltet 390 „ 39-32 „

Wood 33-62 „ 36-63 „ „

Granite setts 26-2 „ 27-0 „ „

The following comparative statnmentj shows the traclion

unon level roads formed of different surfaces as described.

Asphalte is taken as the standard of excellence = 1 :—

Asphalted roadway
Paved roadway, dry and in good order

„ „ in fair order ...

„ „ but covered with mud...

Macadamised roadwaj^ dry and in good order..

,, ,,
in a wet state ...

„ in fair order

,,
but covered with rand.,

with the stones loose ..

10 —
1-5 to 2-0

20 „ 2-5

20
2-.5

33
4-5

5-5

5-0

2-7

3-0

8-2

WIDTH, CROSS-SECTION AND GRADIENT.

ir/rf//!.—Eoads shonld be made of adequate width, having

rcgai-d to the locality, the amount of traffic, nearness or other-

wi"se to large towns, and the coat of construction and main-

tenance. The first coat of a wide road, as compared with that

of a narrower one, will be approximately proportionate to its

width; the cost of maintenance, however, will depend not

only upon the superficial area, but also very largely upon the

nature and amount of the traffic accommodated ; so that,

whether the road be wide or narrow, the quantity of material

used will not v.ary much—the labour only being increased in

the case of a wide road.

To form a correct opinion as to the wearing effect of traffic

upon the roadway surface, traffic has been reduced by Mr.

Deacon to a standard expressed in terms of (oii.s weight of

traffic prr yiiril of iridih of roadiray per annum.\

The width of the carriageway of ordinary Engliah turnpike

or main roads is about 30 ft., which shonld be the minimum
width for all roads between largo towns ; also, an additional

6 ft. is required for a footpatli on one side. On approaching

large cities this breadth must oftentimes be increased to 40 ft.

or 'so ft., with footpaths 7 ft. or 8 ft. wide on each side, but

no general rule can be laid down.

Tho comparative widths of various classes ot roads will be

seen from the following statement :

—

Description,

Country land ... •••

Ordinary country road

Country road between large towns

Near large towns

Common city road

Suburban road

Chelsea, London
King William-street, London
Southwark-street, London

Hill roads in India

Beads in Central India

Grand Trunk road, Bengal

Belgium, type-section

French

,

Eue de Rivoli, Paris

Width of Roadway. Width of Footpaths. Total -Width.

12 ft. to 15 ft. None —
15 ft. to 20 ft. None —

30 ft. 6 ft. (one side only) 36 ft.

45 ft. 6 ft. (both sides) 57 ft.

40 ft. 10 ft. (both sides) 60 ft.

25 ft. 7 ft. 6 in. (both sides) 40 ft.

26 ft. 7 ft. (both sides) 40 ft.

33 ft. 8 ft. 9 in. (both sides) 50 ft. 6 in.

46 ft. 12 ft. (both sides) 70 ft.

20 ft.
— —

First class, 30 ft.; second class, 24 ft.;
— —

third class, 20 ft.

Standard width, 40 ft.; with the cen- —
tral 16 ft. metalled with broken

29 ft. 6 in., with an additional 5 ft. on —
each side for open ditch. The

central 9 ft. 10 in. of roadway ot

stone pavement on concrete.

32 ft. 10 in., with an additional 5 ft.
— '""

on each side for open ditch. Tho

central 19ft. Sin. of roadway

metalled with broken stone.

46 ft.
16 ft. 5 in. (both sides) 78 ft. 10 in.

posed improvement was £23,757. " The difference between

the amount of the estimate and the saving to the public

by the proposed improvement is therefore £6,553, which is

the actual sum the public would gain by this improvement,

supposing the present traffic to continue ; if the traffic m-
,

creased the saviug would be still more."

Draught. The draught of horses upon different road sur-

faces will be affected by the amount of resistance to traction

offered by the road surface, by the rate of inclination and

amount of foothold afforded, also by the speed, diameter of

t Sir Henry Parnell's " Treatise on Roads."

In England the requirements of different towns as to the

width oF streets varies considerably. In Birmingham the

minimnm is 50 ft., whilst in Manchester, Liverpool and Bristol

it is only 30 ft. .

The Parliamentary regulations prescribe the following

•From " Encyclopa>£lm Britannica," Art. "Roads and Streets," hy

Mr. T. CodrinRton.
t It is verj- eiirprising to find asphalte so ^gh.

t
" Municipal and Sanitary Engineers Hand-Book, by Mr. H. P.

Tpap'er by Mr. Deacon, " Proceedings of the Institution of Civil En-

gineers," vol. Iviii,
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widths, heightB, &c.* tov those portions of public roads in
Gfeafc Britain interfered with by the crossing of railways :

—

Dosoriptiou.

Clear width of under bridge )

or approach ... . . . )

Clear height of under bridge ^
for a width of 12ft... J

Ditto for a width of 10 ft....

Ditto for a width of 9ft. ...

Ditto at springing...

Over bridge : Height of
^

parapets ... ... )

Approaches: Inclination...

Ditto : Height of fencing

Feet.

35

1 in 30
3

Feet.

25

1 in 20
3

Feet.

12

1 in 16
3

The Public Health Act, 1875, sec. 1-14, vests urban authorities
in the powers of surveyors of highways under the Highway
Act, lS3o,t and sec. 80 of wliich latter enactment provides
that "the surveyor shall maintain every public caiitray lead-

ing to any market town 20ft. wide at least, every public horse-
vaij Sft. wide at least, and eYerj public fooiway hj the side
of any carriageway or' cartway 8ft. wide at least, if the
gi'ound between the fences will admit thereof."
At the present time in urban districts the actual details of

the construction of roadways are usually regulated by by-
laws made by the highway authority of the district, under
sec. 157 of the Public Health Act, 1875,J which provides that
" every urban authority may make by-laws with respect to
the h'cel, u-icltli and constructiou of new streets."

THE MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL BILL.

LOAXS TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES : OPEN SPACES.
The Middlesex County Council Bill, in addition to dealing

with the pollution of the river Brent and other streams in the
neighbourhood of London, raised several other questions of
considerable public importance. Powers are sought in clause
27 of the Bill to advance

LOANS TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
Mr. Cory Wright, an alderman of the county of Middlesex

and chairman of the Horneey District Council, stated that the
clause in question had been inserted in the Bill at the re.

quest of the majority of the local autlioritics of Middlesex.
The different local authorities had to borrow their money in

sums of from £3,000 to £10,000, and they had to pay a much
higher rate of interest than if the Middlesex County Council
had power to lend the money, for the Middlesex County
Council and the London County Council could borrow money
at a very much lower rate of interest than the district coun-
cils and other local .authorities. Mr. Wright had gone very
closely into the matter, and he thought he was within the
mark when he said that the difference in the rate of interest
between local authorities and authorities like the county
councils would be from 10s. to 123. 6d. per cent. The borrow-
ing powers of district councils were from £700,000 to

£800,000 a year. That included boards of guardians and
school boards, and if they were all in a position to borrow
money from the Middlesex County Council it would make a
difference of from £4,000 to £5,000 a year in interest alone.
Then the money argument was not the only argument in
favour of this proposal, because district councils now borrowed
from several different authorities. Take Hornsey, in which
this witness was interested ; they now borrowed money from
the Leicester Corporation, and they thought it rather hard
that the profit upon that transaction should go out of their
own county to the borough of Leicester. They could
borrow money at 2.V per cent., lend it to the district

council at 3 per cent., and thus make 10s. per cent, by
the transaction. This money should go to the bene-
fit of the district in which it was required. That was the
main object of bringing this matter to an issue. Nearly
every district council and most of the school boards and most
of the boards of guardians in the county of Middlesex had
petitioned the county council to take power at the first oppor-
tunity to be in a position to lend them money. The district

councils in Middlesex, which numbered thirty-three alto-

gether, had power to borrow up to nearly £8,000,000. The
school boards and boards of guardians were not limited.
They could borrow up to any amount, subject to the author-
ity of the Local Government Board. Some discussion took
place between the members of the committee and Mr. Littler
as to the effect which the borrowing powers would have upon
the credit of the county council. Mr. McKenna remarked,
that the county council could borrow at a much lower rate
than the district or parish councils, because they had much
larger security in proportion to the amount borrowed. If the
county council went on borrowing up to the full amount, in
order to supply what the parish councils or district councils
wanted to borrow ,the borrowing powers of the county coun-
cils would be reduced to the scale of that of the district or
parish coimcils. Mr. Littler replied that theoretically this

•Molesworth'a " Ensineers' Pocket-Book." Seenlso" Standinc Orders
of Lords and Commons" (Waterlow & Sons) and Hodges' "Treatise
on the Jjaw of Railways" (Sweet & Maxwell|.

might be so, but the moment that state of things arose the
borrowing would cease ; it was only because they could bor-
row cheaper that the local authorities would go to the county
council. The chairman, after a brief consultation with his
colleagues, announced that the majority of the committee
were in favour of giving the county council the clause in
principle.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO OPEN SPACES.
One otlier provision in the Bill was of sufficient import-

ance to demand notice. This was the power sought by clause
33 to enable the county council to contribute to open spaces.
Mr. Littler explained that the London County Council had
got this power, but not Middlesex. In Middlesex they were
so much crowded up that it was most desirable they should
have open spaces, and the local autliorities very often were
able to secure a sufficiently large space out of their own
funds. The county council had had twice already to get
special power to subscribe. Once the power had been given
by this committee in the case of Edmonton. They wanted a
general power to subscribe in other cases. They did the
same thing in the case of public roads. The great public
boon conferred in the case of London by the possession of this
power is obvious in all parts of the metropolis. But for this
power the populous district of Hammersmith, for example,
would not be in possession of that delightful resort, Eavens-
court Pai-k, whicli is now in perfect charm of foliage and
bloom and beautifully-trimmed lawns, and is visited daily
by thousands. The committee granted the clause. Mr.
Worsley Taylor, q.v., the leading counsel for the promoters,
deserves much credit for the ability he has displayed in
championing the Bill through committee up to this stage.

THE SANITARY CONDITIONS OF TOWNS AND
DWELLINGS.

The following resolutions relating to the sanitary conditions
of towns and dwellings, which were prepared by Prof. Cor-
field at the request of the Organising Committee of the Inter-
national Congress of Hygiene and Demography, held at Buda.
Pest in 1894, have been adopted by the international con-
gress at Madrid :

—

(1.) That the general health of the population is improved
and the spread of diseases prevented in towns and d^vell-

ings by the immediate removal of all foul matters, and by a
copious supply of pure water.

(2.) That the paving of streets should be smooth, and, as
far as practicable, impervious, to facilitate cleansing and also
to prevent contamination of the subsoil.

(3.) Special measures should be taken in the construction
of houses to prevent the access of ground-air and moisture to
the rtoors and walls.

(4.) House drains should be arranged so as to avoid stag-
nation of their contents and to secure a rapid flow to the
street sewer. They should be impervious to liquids and
gases, freely and continuously ventilated, and provided with
syphon traps to prevent the access of foul air to the houses.

(5.) The public sewers should be so constructed as to secure
the rapid and uninterrupted flow of the sewage to their out-
lets. They should always be freely ventilated.

(6.) The streets should be as wide as possible in proportion
to the height of the houses ; this proportion should be fixed in
each locality, regard being had to local circumstances and to
climate.

Every inhabited building should be well lighted through-
out its whole depth, and arranged so as to have an access of
air from at least two sides.

(7.) Special regulations should be made in each locality by
the public authorities, with the view of enforcing the practical
application of the principles herein laid down.
Governments and municipalities should resolutely and

energetically carry out the preceding recommendations,
especially those concerning the healthiness of dwellings.
The committee consisted of the following gentlemen: Prof.

Corfield, London ; Dr. Pistor, Berlin ; Herr Andreas Meijer,
chief engineer of Hamburg; M. G. Bechman, ingenieur en
chef des ponts et rhaufsccf, Paris; Prof. Fodor, Budapest; Mr.
Arthur Gates, architect, London ; Herr Berger, chief archi-
tect, "Vienna ; Herr Lindley, engineer, Frankfurt-on-Main

;

and Dr. A. J. Martin, member of the Consultative Committee
of Public Hygiene of France.

The Electric Lighting of Bermondsey and St. Maryle-
bone.—The Board of Trade have issued provisional orders to
the Vestry of Bermondsey and the Vestry of St. Marylebone
empowering those bodies to supply electricity " for all public
and private purposes" throughout the whole area of their re-
spective districts. The order sets forth a list of the streets
along which distributing mains must be laid within a period
of two years, and it is provided that in the event of the
surplus revenue exceeding 5 per cent, on the capital expended
on the works, the vestries " shall m.ake a rateable reduction
in the charge" for electricity. The surplus is to be devoted
to local improvements " or in reduction of the capital moneys
borrowed for electricity purposes." These orders will not
come into operation until they have been confirmed by Par-
liament.
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Law Notes,

Edited by J. B. RBIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jewry Chambers, E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor tvill be pleased to ansiver any questions affecting the

jpractice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities. Queries

\iuhich should be ivritten legibly on foolscap paper, one side only)

should be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices of The

Paving Charges : Turnpike Road : Huddehsfield Im-

provement Act, 1871, secs. 13, 14A^D 53: Turnpike Acts
Continuance Act, 1874: Highways and Locomotives
Amendment Act, 1878, sec. 13: Local Government Act,

1888, SEC. 32.—Although apparently complicated by reason

of the various enactments bearing upon the subject the ques-

tion for decision in Lodge v. Huddersjield Corporation (Court

of Appeal, 2t)th April) was in reality a very simple one. The
plaintiff was a frontager on an old turnpike road, the footway
whereof was, in 1870, asphalted and edged with stone by the

turnpike trustees. By the Huddorsfield Improvement Act
of 1871 the management of all their present and future high-

ways was given to the corporation. On November 1, 1875,

by virtue of the 187-4 Act, the road in question ceased to be a
turnpike road, and, subsequently, under sec. 13 of the 1878

Act, it became a main road. From this time until tlie pass-

ing of tlie 1888 Act (by which Huddersfield was made a
county borough) half the cost of maintaining the road was
borne by the county. At some period between 1875 and 1895

the corporation repaired the footway by placing ashes upon
it. In October of the latter year the corporation passed a

resolution for this footway to be made up by the frontagers,

and, after the usual notices and other formalities, eventually a
distress warrant was issued against the plaintiff for £65 for

his proportion of the expense. The plaintiff appealed to

quarter sessions and a case was stated. The Queen's Bench
Division having decided against the corporation they ap-

pealed, but the Court dismissed the appeal. In order that

the corporation should succeed it was necessary for them,
according to the true construction of sec. 53 of their private

Act, to show that the footpath was neither properly paved,

nor properly (lagged, nor properly asphalted. The case

showed that in 1870 the turnpike trustees had caused the
footpath to be asphalted and edged with stone. The corpo-

ration failed to satisfy the condition precedent imposed on
them by the statute, and therefore the judgment of the
Divisional Court was right.

Local Authorities and Private Bills : Costs or Oppo-
sition : Borough Funds Act, 1872.—The above Act enables

a corporation to apply its funds in opposing Bills in Parlia-

ment, provided the consent of the landowners and ratepayers
of the borough and that of the Local Government BoJird have
been obtained, with a reservation of their existing rights and
powers nnder the Municipal Corporations Act, 1835. In
Attorney-Gcvrral v. Swansea Corporal ion. (Chancery Division,

Mr. Justice North, 26th March) the corporation had, without
obtaining such consent, opposed a Bill promoted by the
Swansea Gas Company— the relators in the action—who sued
as ratepayers, and asked for an injunction restraining the cor-

poration from applying the borough funds in such opposition.

The decision turned upon the question whether the right of

opposition fell within the reservation in the Borough Funds
Act—in other words, whether, independently of that Act, the
expenses were such as the corporation were entitled to incur
under the Municipal Corporations Act. This depended npon
the further question whether the proposed Bill affected the
" rights, privileges or duties" of the corporation. The learned
judge, after examining the various enactments and authori-

ties, granted the injunction asked for. It seemed, his lord-

ship said, to him ridiculous to say that a Bill proposing to

alter the general scale of charges for gas, but leaving un'
touched the mode of ascertaining the special charge to the
corporation by reference to the charge made to all the con-
sumers alike, was one that affected the " rights, privileges or
duties ' of the corporation, and he granted the injunction.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
Water Supplv.— " Constant Reader " writes : Some houses

in a country village are supplied with water from a well in

the yard of one of the houses, each house having .a pump
drawing from this well. The w.ater has always been good up
to a recent date, when it has become bnd and is contaminated
by some sewage matter. The sanit.Try autliority have pro-

vided public pumps, but the nearest of these is some 80 yards
or so distant from the houses, and the drinking and cooking
water has to be carried this distance, as the landlord declines
to spend money on the well (which is in the vicinity of some
sewer and ash pits) that formerly supplied the water, and
states that tlie public supply is good and near enough. The
tenants had no agreement as to water supply when taking the
houses, as no question arose on the subject, the water in the
well then being good, and the houses were taken at yearly
rents (over and above all taxes, &c., except the landloi'd's

statutable proportion of poor rates). Can the tenants deduct

Surveyor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or documents re-

ferred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams must be
drawn and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents who do not
wish their names published should furnish a nom de plume.

from the landlord's rent (when paying it) the cost of carrying
the water from the jjublic pump above described ?

I do not think the tenants are entitled to make such a deduction.

Obstruction of Footp.wh : Boundary of Highway.—
" Country " writes ; (1) Whose duty is it to see that tradesmen
do not obstruct the public footways by exhibiting their goods
in front of their premises ? Is it the police nnder the Towns
Police Clauses Act, 1847, or is it tlie surveyor under the
Towns Improvement Clauses Act, 1847, or who is resjjonsible

for this work, and under what Act or Acts ? The police in

this town are county police, and they deny that it is their

duty. (2) Questions frequently arise in this town as to the
boundaries of public highways. In the accompanying cross-

sectional sketches which would be considered the boundaries
of the buildings ? Have the Courts definitely settled this

question, or is it settled by local custom ?

(1) In my opinion tliia is a matter for the police under sec. 28 of the
Towns Police Clauses Act;, 1817, and I do not think it is the duty of the
hif;h«ay authority to prosecute. It is, however, of course, open to
them to do so. (2) " The greensward by the side of the highway and
within the fences is in general part of the highway, as much as the
metalled portion, and any encroachment npon itiea public nuisance,
which may he prevented by indictment or injunction " (Lumley*8
*' Pubbc Health Acts," 5th edition, p. 725). *'The highway is presum-
ably the entire space between the fences, wliich has been dedicated to
the public and is capaljlo of being used for passage .... But the
highway does not include an open and unenclosed ditch by the side of
it , . . . nor any part of the unenclosed land adjoining a highway which
has never been dedicated as part of the highway, though within 15 ft. of
the centre of the rood" (Ibid pp. 491-2). In the illustrations accom-
panying the query, therefore, the presum])tion is that the ** waste "

i^orras part of the highway. This presumption, however, is capable of
being rebutted by evidence showing that the waste has not been dedi-
cated and used as part of tlio highway. The Courts determine each
case brought before them on the evidence, in which local custom may
he a factor in helping to determine thenntmi/s dedicandi or otherwise of
the owner of the soil, or his predecessors.

Combined Drains.—" Hygeia " writes : By the Public
Health Act, 1875, a drain taking drainage from two or more
houses is a " sewer " repairable by the local authority. By
the 1890 Amendment Act repairs of above drains from houses
belonging to different owners may be charged to owners.
Numerous lawsuits have arisen through the latter. Will you
please answer the following questions: (1) Does the Act of
1890 apply to combined drains constructed previous to 1890,
or only to drains constructed after the local authority have
adopted the 1890 Act .' (2) Does it still only apply to
drains of houses belonging to different owners ?

(1) This is a point involved in some doubt; and it is difficult to recon-
cile the reported decisions upon the subject IseeSelfv.Hova Commif
tioncri, The Sobtetor, vol. vii., p. 203; Hill v. Mair, lb. p. 293;
Mayor of Eastbourne V. Bradford, The Surtetok, vol. .\., p. 78; The
Queen V. Miyor of Ilastiiit/i, The Sobvetoe, vol. xi., p. 26"). In the
Eastbourne case Lord Huysell expressed the opinion that sec. 19 of the
Act of 1890 qualifies the general definition of a " sewer" by excepting
therefrom all drains for the drainage of two or more houses l)elonging
to different owners, whether constructed before or after the passing of
the Act; but he made this important qualification— r/r., that the ex-
ception is restricted to the purposes of the section and those purposes
only— t.c. proceedmgs in respect of nuisances under sec. -11 of the Act
of 1875. We have, therefore, this curious result, that a combined drain
for two or more houses belonging to diffeient owners is (so to speak)
amphibious ; that is to say, it is a sewer unless and imtil it becomes a
nuisance, whereupon it becomes a drain. But, being a sewer, the
authority are bound to repair it (sec. lo, Public Health .4 ct, 1875), so
that it they do their duty it will never become a nuisance and there-
fore never becomes a drain. In the Hastings case the authority were
held bnble to repair a combined drain which leaked into some drinking
wells, this apparently not being considered by the Court to be " an
actual nuisance." The nett result of the decisions seems to be to re-

duce th3 effect of sec. 19 to a minimum, if not to an abs'irdity. Legis-
lation is badly needed on this subject. (2) This is so.

Notice to Determine Appointment.—"Dacie" writes: A
resolution of a district council appointing a surveyor states

th.at " throe mouths' notice to bo given on either side to

terminate the appointment." Does this mean that it can be
given by the council at any date if this is not expressly

stated, or must it be given at the end of a quarter, when the
officer's stipend is due and paid ?

In my opinion the notice can be given at any time.
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Municipal Woric in Progress and Projected.

The Whitsuntide holidaTS have caused the London local

authorities to suspend active work for the present, so we
are able to give a few particulars respecting irSportant works

in the metropolis. From the provinces, however, comes in-

formation as to several large undertakings whicli are either

being considered or carried oat, notably at Blackpool, Burn-

ley, Devouport, Abertillery, Leigh and Morecambe.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.

The Lord Mayor presided at the usual fortnightly meeting

of the above body on Thursday.—Mr. Wallace presented a

report from the Improvements and Finance Comniittoe on

the reference as to the desirability of taking steps to eilect

improvements in tlie area devastated by the groat fire. The
committee, in tlieir report, stated that the rateable value of

the property affected was £20,000, and the area of the con-

flagration was 3^- acres. The committee, in the first instance,

suggested that a new east and west thoroughfare connecting

the Smithfield district with Cripplegate should be created,

and that another street should run in the direction of Falcou-

square right through the devastated area. Objection was,

however, raised to these and subsequent plans by the

Improvements Committee of the London County Council, on

the ground that they did not provide for a proper rearrange-

ment of the narrow streets in the fire area. Another plaji

was prepared by the engineer, Mr. D. J. Ross, giving details

of the widening of Jewin-street and the construction of a

new thoronghfare into Aldersgatc-street, at an estimated

cost of £606,500. The Improvements Committee of the

London County Council considered that the proposed

improvements in Cripplegate would benefit the owners of the

land, as they would have frontages on the new thoronghfare,

and, therefore, the least they could do would be to give up
free of cost their interest in the land. On other grounds the

council considered that it was not justified in contributing

towards the cost of the proposed new thoroughfares. The
committee were, therefore, constrained to abandon their

plans in that direction, and subsequently devoted their

attention to a scheme for the widening of Jewin-street by
45 ft., which it was estimated would cost £209,000, while the

estimated cost of the widening to the extent of 60ft. was set

down at £239,(XK). The committee, therefore, recommended
that no further steps should be taken to effect improvements

in the area devastated by the fire. After some discussion

the committee's report was adopted.—Mr. Morton moved :

" That, in the opinion of this court, the telephone service in

London should be under the nianageniont and control of a

public authority, and that, if necessary, such authority should

have power to undertake such service outside the area of its

own jurisdiction, but comprised wholly or partially in the

same telephone area, subject to suitable restrictions and

conditions." The motion was adopted, and it was further

resolved to send a copy of the resolution to the chairman of

the House of Commons Committee.—The court approved of

an arrangement for acquiring the leasehold and trade interest

in 9-i Fleet-street, for the sum of £7.50, for the widening of

that thoronghfare.—After transacting several unimportant

matters the court adjourned.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Hampstead.—On Thursday, at a meeting of the vestry,

the Electric Lighting Committee reported that a profit had
been made from the electric light works of £8,081, after de-

ducting interest and capital repaid to the extent of £3,905.

NewingtOn.—It was last week moved,on behalf of the Roads
and Depot Committee, that the School Board for London be

informed, in reply to their application for noiseless pavement
to be laid in front of all their schools in the parish, that the

roadways adjoining the schools named in their communica-
tion were at present macadam thoroughfares, but that the

vestry would bear in mind their application, if at a future

date they contemplated paving with a permanent material

any of the thoi-oughfares in which the schools were located.

The motion was adopted, it being stated that the school board

would cordially welcome this action on the part of the vestry.

St. PanoraS.—In a report of the Parliamentary Committee,

issued last week, a strong opinion is expressed that it would
a great public advantage if the metropolitan local authorities

had power to regulate the opening up of streets, as .at present

under the powers possessed by them, gas, water and other

companies are free to make such openings without any
system, and as often as they chose and when they chose.

Hence the frequency with wliich thoroughfares are disturbed

to the obstruction and inconvenience of the travelling public.

It is suggested that the London County Council should, in

one of their General Powers Bills, seek power to enable the

local authorities to regulate the opening up of streets other-

wise under their control.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Cardiganshire.—Owing to the lowest tender for the erec-

tion of anew stone arch bridge at Cwm, Lledrod, being much
in excess of the estimate, the county council have resolved

that the work be carried out under the direction of the county
survej-or.

Staffordshire.—At the last quarterly meeting of the
county council, the report of Mr. J. E. Willcox, of Birniing-

hani, with respect to the drainage of the county asylum, was
considered, and it was decided to carry out his scheme for an
entirely new system of sewerage and surface-water drainage
for the asylum, at an estimated cost of £6,000, the work being
necessitated by the present unsatisfactory sanitary arrange-
ments, and the fact that the Stafford Corporation refuse to

admit surface water into their new system of sewers.

MUNICIPAL C0RP0RATI0K3.
Blackpool.—A local contemporary states that Blackjiool

has added another to its list of successful municipal under-
takings. The corporation electricit}- works have prospered
exceedingly during the past year, and last week it was an-

nounced that the nett profit for the twelve months amounted
to £1,819. The tramways likewise show a nett profit of

£1,717, as compared with only £230 last year. Add to this a
profit on the gasworks of over £10,000, and surely Blackpool

is a town to be envied.—Mr. George W. Willcocks, m.i.c.e.,

conducted a Local Government Board inquiiy at the town
hall, Blackpool, on Tuesday, in connection with an applica-

tion made by the corporation for sanction to borrow £500 for

the provision of a fire-engine and fire-escape, £880 for the

purchase of land for the extension of the gasworks, and
£40,000 for the purposes of electric lighting. Mr. R. C. Qninn,
the chief electrical engineer, stated that it was absolutely

necessary that more plant should be laid down, as the de-

mands for electric light had more than doubled since last

year. All the available plant was in use, and they had
nothing to fall back upon should anything happen to the

machinery.

Bradford.—The " Dobson " steam fire-engine, wliich forms
the most recent addition to the equipment of the Bradford
Fire Bi-igade, was recently subjected to a number of tests

in the presence of members of the Fire Brigade Sub-
Committee of the city council and deputations from the
local authorities of Middloton (Lancashire), Skipton and
Clockheaton. The new engine is of the double vertical type,

with a pumping capacity of 500 gallons a minute. The steam-
gauge registered a pressure of 100 lb. in 8 min. 15 sec, and
after the machinery had been started by Mr. E. Dobson a
single jet of water was projected to a height of 225 ft. Vari-

ons combinations were then tried, and in each case the engine

was considered to have answered the test satisfactorily.

Burnley.— Last week, an inquiry was held by Major-
General Crozier, on behalf of the Local Government Board,
into an application of the corporation for sanction to borrow
£10,000 for purposes of sewerage and sewage disposal. In
the course of the proceedings Mr. Alderman Burrows said

the question of sewage treatment had caused the corporation

very serious trouble and extraordinary expense. They had
spent something like £150,000 on works of this character,

and were still far from being able to satisfy the Ribble Joint
Committee. They were almost locked fast so far as acquir-

ing additional land was concerned, and they would be in a
dilemma if the Local Government Board refused to sanction

money for artificial filters without land. A committee was
being appointed to go into this question of sewage treatment
thoroughly, and as a member of the Ribble Joint Committee
he could assure the inspector that the committee fully antici-

pated some relief from the Local Government Board so far

as their regiilation of not allowing artificial filters without
land was concerned.

Bury.—The tender of Messrs. Lord & Street, of Bury, has
been accepted for the supply and delivery of a steam Cornish
boiler, 20 ft. by 6 ft. diameter, at the sewage disposal works,

Livesey Fields. Messrs. J. K. & R. Lord, Bury, and Messrs.

Hutchinson Brothers, Bury, also submitted tenders.

Dewonport.— Mr. Walter A. Ducat, Local Government
Board inspector, hold an inquiry at Devonport, on Thursday,
respecting an application of the town council for leave to

borrow £9,250 for a site for municipal buildings. It was
stated that the site for the proposed buildings was admirably
adapted for the erection of snch buildings some time in the
future. It adjoined the London and South-Western railway
station, >vhich provided convenient railway access with
different parts of the town, and especially with the larger

of the outlying areas now about to be brought in. It was
bounded by main roads, along which it was hoped tram lines

would be laid within the ensuing twelve months, rnnning
from the suburbs into the principal business p.art of the

town. Adjoining this site was the site on which was now
being erected a large technical school, and fni'ther to the
west was tlie public park.

Faversham.—The town council have resolved to take np
the granite paving in Preston-street and substitute wood
blocks, at an estimated cost of £720.

Huddersfield.—The town council have accepted the tender
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of Mr. Wm. Waring, of Bow-stroet, Hnddersfield, for the con-

struction of about 1,593 lineal yards of brick culvert, 2 ft. 6 in.

diameter, from a point in Wakefield-road, near Fleming-

lane, to Fenay bridge,

Hull.—It was recently decided that application be made to

the Local Goyernment Board for their sanction to the borrow-

ing of the above sums of £1,900, £29,.';50 and £64,850, and

that the matter be referred to tho Finance Committee for

examination and report.

Lancaster.—At a meeting of the town council, on Wednes-
day of last week, it was reported that the gas profits had been

£1,080, the water profits £3,218 and tlio electricity profits

£598, which were handed over to the borough fund in relief of

the rates—equal to about 9d. in the £1. The gas profits were

less by £470 than last year, owing to decreased consumption,

due to the extension of electricity ; and the water profits were

£2,439 less than in the previoua year, owing to £897 183. 5d.

having to be paid in respect of the action brought against

them for polluting the Wyre, and by paying the interest and
redemption on the new debt incurred in the construction of

Blea Tarn reservoir. It was announced that about one-third

of the estimated amount had been spent on Blea Tarn, and
that so far as could be seen they were well within the esti-

mate, taking into account the work done.

Mansfield.—At the last monthly meeting of the council a
report of the borough surveyor on the public convoniencoa

was further considered, together with plans for providing

conveniences at the rear of Smith's Bank, at an estimated

cost of £400, or under the piece of land in front of the post

office at a cost of £600. The consideration of the matter was
adjourned in order that the surveyor might be enabled to

prepare a more detailed estimate of the cost of the last-men-

tioned conveniences.—Messrs. Merryweather have offered to

supply a second-hand steam fire-engine, which for all prac-

tical purposes was nearly equal to new.

Nelson.—The Local Government Board having sanctioned

an application for borrowing powers for a refuse destructor,

the Health Committee of the corporation on the 25th ult. in-

structed the borough surveyor to obtain tenders for the erec-

tion of the tall chimney, offices and boundary wall, which are

to be put in hand at once.

Norwich.—At the last quarterly meeting of the town
council the Watch Committee recommended that an additional

sum not exceeding £200 be expended in the extension of the

fii'e brigade station in I'ottergato-street and in providing a
hose-drying tower thei'e, thns raising tho total expenditure

upon this new undertaking to £1,310. They also recom-
mended that a 60-ft. fire-escape, fitted with a canvas shoot,

be purchased at a cost not exceeding £97. The recommenda-
tions were adopted. The Sewerage Committee recommended
that snrface-water and sewage sewers be constructed in the

private streets known as Gordon-road, Burnaby-road and the

portion of Holl's-lane lying between Burnaby-road and
Queen's-road, at a cost not exceeding £494. This was also

agreed to. The tender of Mr. R. Clarke, Norwich, to sewer,

level, metal, pave, &c., Home-street, Little Home-street and
Gordon-road tor £480 was accepted.

Nottingham.—On Thursday, near the north-west pier of

Trent bridge, was performed the ceremony of driving the first

pile in connection with the magnificent esplanade which it is

expected will in two or three years' time be handed over
complete for the pleasure and benefit of the residents of the

city. This, the fourth great woi-k of tho kind undertaken by
the corporation, and splendid as was the progress of improve-
ment marked by the successive openings of tho Gregory,
Lenton and Radford boulevards, the new Trent side embank-
ment is expected to eclipse in importance, as it will in size

and attractive features, the works just referred to.

Plymouth.—At a recent meeting of the town council the

Works Committee reported that tho Local Government Board
had sanctioned loans of £2,600 for resewering Cattledowu-
road, Connaught Avenue-lane and Clifton-place, and £2,586
for repaving Library-lane and flagging Old Laira-road, Hyde
Park-road, Thorn Park-road, Ford Park-road and Ermington-
terraoe.

Scarborough.—An evening contemporary says that the
council have just set an example which, in their opinion,

might be very advantageously followed by other municipal
bodies who undertake the water supply. Finding that the
water rate they levied yielded a substantial profit, they have
decided to forego for the future any additional charge for

domestic baths. Up to the present 10s. per annum for each
has been paid, a heavy tax on human cleanliness in the case
of householders in narrow circumstances.

Sheffield.—A poll of the inhabitants of Sheffield was taken
recently, on the proposal of the corporation to acquire the
electric light undertaking. At the public meeting previously
held there was a largo attendance of electrical engineers and
of plumbers, who objected to the corporation undertaking the
" wiring " of houses, and they carried a resolution against
purchase. The result of the poll was announced last week,
however, as follows ; For purchase by the corporation, 28,130

;

against purchase, 1,965.

Sudbury.—The borough engineer having reported to the
corporation that he considered the Croft bridge to be in such

a bad state of repair as to be unsafe and dangerous for traffic,

received instructiona to thoroughly examine it and report
thereon. Upon close examination the bridge was found to

be in a worse state than anticipated, and the mayor called a
sub-committee together to deal with the matter forthwith.

Two meetings have been held, but so far the committee have
been unable to arrive at a final decision. The engineer
strongly recommends a new steel bridge, with concrete
carriageway, which, ho asserts, would not cost but little more
than double the cost of repairing tho old structure, and would
probably last 100 years or more. The mayor and several

others take this view of the question, while other members
think tho old wooden structure should be repaired and
strengthened. The matter will now be brought before the
whole council for final decision.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Abertillery.—A Local Government Board inquiry has been

held respecting an application of the district council for

sanction to a loan of £16,000 for the construction of a new
road from Abertillery to Aberbeeg, and for widening tho
highway from Aberbeeg to Cwmlin. It was explained that
tho present road was extremely dangerous. The new road
would avoid steep gradients and become the main highway
of the valley.

Cannock.—On Tuesday of last week Mr. H. Percy Bonlnoia
conducted an inquiry into an application of the council for

permission to borrow £1,600 for the purposes of street im.
provoments at Five Ways. It was explained that tho works
consisted of kerbing, channelling and general repairs. There
was no opposition.

Leigh.—On Tuesday, at the usual monthly meeting of the
council, it was agreed to approve the plans of certain pro-
posed extensions at the gasworks, and to instruct tho clerk

to apply to the Local Government Board for sanction to bor-
row the sum of £25,000 for the purposes of such extensions.

The plans and estimates of the proposed electricity works for

the council were also approved and instructions given for

the institution of an application to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £15,000 for tho purposes of

the proposed works.

Maidstone.—At a recent meeting of the council the deputy
medical officer reported that the usual examination of the
water supply had been made. Tho Mid-Kent was found to
be remarkably pure ; the Cossington was not quite so bright
as it might be, the organic matter being a shade too high

;

while the Boarley water, except for nitrates, which were
rather high, was quite satisfactory. It was reported that the
Local Government Board had declined to sanction a proposed
loan of £1,053 for the carrying out of an extension of
St. Peter's-road and the permanent repair of Market Build-
ings carriageway. The board suggested that the council
should give further consideration to their proposal.

Morecambe.—Among the matters at present engaging
the attention of the district council is the scheme of making
a large bridge over the Midland Railw.ay crossings in Moss-
lane. The cost is estimated at £10,000. i'he railway
company are prepared to put a clause in their Bill next
session empowering them to undertake the whole cost of the
bridge, if the requisite land was given and an agreement
arrived at as to the roadway and approaches ; and also if the
district council would raise its amount of contribution to the
cost of erection to £1,550, instead of £500. The council,
however, have deferred the matter.

Wallasey.—The district council have decided to purchase
the Earlston estate at Liscard, containing a house and about
20 acres of land, from the trustees of the late Anthony Smith,
for the sura of £20,000, for the purpose of extending the
cemetery.

Wealdstone.—Mr. n. Percy Boulnois recently conducted
an inquiry, on behalf of the Local Government Board, into an
application of the council for sanction to borrow a sum of
£5,900 for the carrying out of works of drainage and of
sewage disposal.

Wellington.—On the 25th inst. Mr. H. Percy Boulnois,
Local Government Board inspector, attended at the office of
the district council to take evidence in respect to an applica-
tion of that body for sanction to borrow a sum of £500, the
cost of a strip of land which it is proposed to add to the
thoroughfare in the principal part of the town.

Willenhall.—The negotiations for the purchase of the pro-
perties required for the improvement and widening of Cross-
street have come to an abrupt conclusion, the prohibitory jirice

required for their acquisition by the council determining the
committee last week to abandon the project. It is under-
stood that the demands and conditions put forward by the
sover.al properly owners could not bo entertained.

Willesden.—The council last week adopted the following
recommendations of the Works Committee : (a) That the
wood paving of Canterbury-road (from Alpha-place to
Chichester-road be not proceeded with at present; (!;) that
advertisements be issued inviting alternative tenders for
paving with hard or soft woods Cauterbury-road (from
Chichester-r6ad) to the " Falcon "), Cambridge-avenue (from
High-road to Alpha-place), and Church-road (from the
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" White Horse " to Mayo-road) ;
(c) that a letter be written

to the Middlesex County Co::ncil to ascertain Trhether tliey

will be prepared to pay an annual sum of £8,500 in respect

of the maintenance of main roads for a period to be arranged

in the event of the council agreeing to lay certain sections

of wood paving in Willesden-lane and Harrow-road. It was

reported that a letter had been received from the secretary

to the Metropolitan Railway Surplus Lands Committee

agreeing to sell to the council a small field adjoining the

sewage outfall works for the sum of £1,400. The council

agreed that steps should be taken for the purchase of the

land in question, which is 3:^^ acres in extent, at the price

mentioned, subject to the approval of the Local Government

Board, to whom the usual application will be made.

Wimbledon.—At a recent meeting of the council Mr. A. H.

Preeee submitted his report and plans on the question of (he

combination of the refuse destructor in the boiler-house of

the electric light works. The total estimated expense was

£4,650. It was decided to make an application to the Local

Government Board for sanction to borrow £5,0C0. A number
of tenders were recently obtained by the surveyor from cer-

tain firms for the electric wiring of the depot buildings in

Queen's-road, but the council have resolved to return these

tenders and advertise generally for estimates. The cost is

about £150.—At the usual fortnightly meeting of the district

council last week, the Road Drainage and Farm Committee

reported having approved the plans of twenty-two dwellings

to be erected on part of the sewage farm, for conncil em-

ployees, and recommended that application be made to the

Local Government Board for sanction to a loan of £5,600 for

the erection of the dwellings. The recommendation was
adopted. The same committee also recommended that £200

per acre be offered for the purchase of the land for the pro-

posed Cottenham Park allotments, subject to the sanction of

the Local Government Board. This recommendation was also

adopted.

Withingrton.—At the last monthly meeting of the conncil

it was reported that the tender of Mr. J. Smith, at £266, in

connection with the Mersey road sewer, had been accepted

and the clerk instructed to apply to the Local Government

Board for sanction to borrow the necessary money. It was
pointed out that a cumber of applications in respect of works

of an nrgent character had been made by the council to the

Local Government Board, to which no sanction had as yet

been given. A comparatively recent application for £421 for

sewerage works was to ba inquired into on the 20th ult.,

and it was hoped that the other matters would then be

mentioned.—The sanction of the board to the borrowing of

£2,898 for public works and £3,405 for private street im-

provements has been received.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Keynsham.—On Friday the site of the Mangotsfield out-

fall works was inspected by Colonel A. G. Duruford, an in-

spector of the Local Government Board. The reason of the

inspector's visit was an application from the parochial com-

mittee for powers to let a portion of the outfall site (about

S acres) not immediately required for sewage purposes. Mr.

Walter L. le Maitre, engineer, of Westminster and Bristol,

Mr. H. Bennett, the surveyor, and several members of the

committee were present at the works. It was explained that

at present only a small portion of the site was needed for

drainage purposes, and that it was proposed to plant a por-

tion of the surplus land with osiers and let the remainder.

Colonel Durnford then proceeded to look over that portion of

tlie land proposed for letting.

Langport.—The district council have accepted the tender

of Messrs. Alfred Wills & Son, of Bath, for the construction

of a reservoir and other works for supplying water to West-

port, Hambridgo and Banington. The scheme has been de-

signed by Messrs. Bailey Denton, Son & Lawforil, of Palace

Chambers, Westminster, London, S.W.

Plympton.—The district council propose to spend £3,.500

on the drainage of the parishes of Egg Buckland and Compton.

SOUtham.—Acting on the report of Dr. G. Wilson, the

medical officer of health, wiih respect to the deficient water

supply for the township, the district council have called in

Mr. J. E. Willcox, of Birmingham, to prepare a scheme for

the supply of the district.

StratfOrd-on-Auon.— At the last monthly meeting of the

district council, Mr. J. E. Willcox, of Birmingham, attended

and reported with respect to the successful completion of the

deep bore-hole for the supply of water to the districts of

Alveston, Tiddirgton and Bridgetown. The bore-hole, which

is Hi in. in diameter and tubed throughout, has been taken

through keuper marls, the reck being pierced at a depth of

620 ft., and the bore-hole continued, 8 in. in diameter, to a

total depth of 753 ft. A copious supply of water of exceptional

purity has been obtained, and this overflows at the surface of

the ground at a height of 80ft. above the districts to be sup-

plied, the yield being about 80,000 gallons per day. The
artesian head is such that it will be possible to supply a few

high-lying houses some 30 ft. above the site of the bore-hole.

The works have been carried out by the well-known firm of

Messrs. Timmins, of Runcorn, under the personal direction

of Mr. A. Timmins.

Tutbury.—At the last monthly meeting of the district

conncil Mr. J. E. Willcox, of Birmingham, submitted a
scheme of sewerage and sewage disposal for the parish o
Branston and Branston-road, at a cost of £2,400. The scheme
was adopted and the plans oi'dered to be at once sent to the

Local Government Board for their approval. Mr. Willcox

was also instructed to report on the question of sewage dis-

posal at Barton-under-Needwood.

Warwick.—At the meeting of this council on the 21st ult.

Mr. 8. R. Lowcock, the engineer acting for the authority,

presented a report on the pollution of the river from Coventry
sewage. The filter-beds were totally inadequate. The river

above the sewage works was polluted, and frothed a good deal

for some distance. There was a collection of scum across the

river, and the effluent was dark in colour and discoloured the

river water. Black decomposing fungus and organic matter
rose from the bed of the stream and floateu down on the
surface. At the weir below the outfall tlie water and bed of

the river were very dirty, whilst the water smelted rather

badly and frothed a good deal. A member said that the un-

certainty which existed as to what was being done with the

sludge might be explained by the assumption that it was
allowed to float down the rirer and was got rid of in this way.
At the next meeting he would bo prepared to move a strong

resolution on the subject.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Aberdeen.—A meeting of the Works Committee of the

Harbour Board was held on Thursday to consider a report of

Mr. Nicol, the harbour engineer, on the reconstruction of

Regent bridge. It was considered that the plans submitted
showed decided improvements on those originally approved.

Mr. Wake, in his report, recommended a steel swing-bridge,

at an estimated cost of £13,411 ; but Mr. Nicol's estimate,

having regard to the present jirices of material, the increase

of wages, and temporary arrangements for the carrying on
of the traffic, brings the total cost of the whole works up to

£49,700. The committee unanimously approved of Mr. Nicol's

plans, and the only matter that now remains to bo settled is

whether the entrance to the bridge will be straight or on a
slant, in line with the south dock gate entrance to the har-

bour. It was agreed to defer consideration of the latter point

until Mr. Nicol has gone into the matter and submitted an
additional report.—At a recent meeting of the Gas Committee
of the conncil the tenders for the laying of electric cables for

the lighting of the harbour and west end were opened. The
tenders were : Western Lighting Company, £14,318; Glover

Company, £13,113 ; Callarfder Cable Company, £12,642

;

British Insulated Company, £12,405 ; Siemens Brothers,

£12,138. The tender of Jlessrs. Siemens, being the lowest,

was accepted. Authority was given for the borrowing of

£20,000.

BO'neSS.—At a recent special meeting of the town council

a report by the ujedical officer was read dealing with an in-

sanitary area, which inclutles a lot of old projjerties crowded
together between North and South streets, extending from
the west side of the post office to West Partings. The report

stated that many of the houses within the area were unfit

for human habitation. The doctor recommended the local

authority to deal with the area under the Housing of the

Working Classes ^ct. It was stated that the area extended
to about 1 acre, and on this ground 100 houses, two taverns,

twelve shops and several stables were planted, with a popu-
lation of 397 persons, a condition of matters one would ex-

pect to find only in the slums of a great city. To open up
the district two new streets miglit be formed and South-

street widened considerably. It was agreed to adjourn con-

sideration of the scheme for a month, to employ a valuator

to value the properties, and to instruct the surveyor to pre-

pare plans of the proposed new streets, so that the commis-
sioners could arrive at the value of the frontages and sites.

SIR ROBERT RAWLINSON.

DEATH OP A SANITARY VETERAN.
To none was Sir Robert Rawlinson better known than to

municipal engineers, with none was he more popular, and by
none will the news of his death cu Tuesday be received

with greater sympathy and regret. He was himself a

municipal engineer in early life. The son of a mason and
builder in business at Chorley, he was born in Bristol on
February 28, 1810, and began life as a working stonemason,

one of his first engagements being with Jesse Hartley, the

famous engineer of the Liverpool docks, whose office he
entered, at the age of twenty-one, as a measurer of masonry.

In 1836 he was in the service of Robert Stephenson as assist-

ant engineer on the Blisworih section of the London and
North-Western main line, where so much difficulty was ex-

perienced. In 1840 he returned to Liverpool, as assistant

surveyor to the corporation, and, as the writer of an appre.

ciative notice in The Times' remarks, it was doubtless in this

post that his attention was turned from civil engineering

proper to the subject to which he devoted the energies of his

long life— sanitary engineering and the pronrotionof healthy

conditions of existence, more especially among the dense

populations of our larger towns. He took an active and promi-
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nent part in the development of sanitary science, a develop-

ment which is practically confined to the last six or seven

decades. He was one of the first inspectors appointed on the

passing of the Public Health Act of 1848, which largely re-

sulted from Chadwick's inquiries into the sanitary condition

of the labouring populations. " In this capacity," says the

writer to whom we have already referred, " he visited and
inspected numbers of towns all over the country, and the re-

ports in which he exposed the overcrowding, the lack of

drains and sewers, the absence of a wholesome water supply,

and the general want of cleanliness, which he found in only

.too many places, were not pleasant reading fo/ the muni-
cipal authorities, whose resentment was sometimes shown by
forcible abuse of the man and active opposition to the remedies

he prescribed. However, the principles which then had to

be dinned into unwilling cars have since become common-
places of daily life, and are enforced by an army of sanifcary

inspectors and officers of health, backed by elaborate and
complicated Parliamentary enactments."
No episode of Sir Kobert Rawlinson's long life was more

remarkable than his experiences in the Crimean war, as a
member of the s.initary commission of three, who were sent

out by Palmerston after tho fall of the Aberdeen Ministry,

to inquire into the wretched condition of the troops. The
commissioners were invested with full powers to carry

out the works they considered necessary. The story of

the marvellous results achieved, generally by the simplest

sanitary means, may be read in the pages of Kinglake.

The widespread distress in Lancashire, in consequence of the

American civil war, gave Sir Rober Rawlinson another op-

portunity of distinguishing himself in the service of his

fellow-men, and of this, needless to say, he fully availed him-
self. As a result of his report after visiting over ninety places

nearly £2,000,000 were spent in works of " utility, profit and
ornament," in order to provide employment. The works con-

sisted chiefiy of permanent improvements of a beneficial

character, such as main sewerage, drainage, forming and
completing streets, making new water reservoirs, and laying-

out parks and recreation grounds. Thus, to a very large ex-

tent, the evil effects which result from a distribution of doles

were avoided. It w.as computed that if all tho streets and
roads that were at this time sewered, drained, paved and
generally improved were added end to end they would form
a roadway 400 miles long.

When the Local Government Board was constituted ho
became chief engineering inspector, and in 1888, upon re-

tiring from the post after holding it for sixteen years, he was
promoted to he K.C.B., having been knighted in 1883 and
made C.B. on the completion of his great work in Lancashire.

He was chairman of the Royal Commission on tho Pollution

of Rivers in 1860, and also served on the commission which
inquired into the sanitary condition of Dublin in 1879. He
became an associate member of the Institution of Civil En-
gineers in 1848, member in 1866, and president in 1894. At
the meetings of that body ho took a prominent part in con-

nection with discussions on drainage and water supply. As
far back as 1846 he proposed to supply Manchester and
Liverpool with water, brought by an aqueduct from Lake
Bala, but the scheme was in advance of tho times, and was re-

jected on the score of expense. Judging from some remarks
in his presidential address, he did not favour a Welsh source
of supply for London.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

At last week's meeting of the commission Sir .^lkxanper
BiNMR, cngineer-in-chief to the London County Council,
brought up in tabular form various estimates of tlie relative

cost of obtaining the water necessary for the supply of Lon-
don from the Thames by means of the Staines reservoir

scheme or by gravitation from Wales. From these tables it

appeared that the witness estimated at £10,703,570 the cost of

obtaining from the Thames by the Staines scheme 114,-500,000

gallons a d.ay, being the difference between the total of

300,000,000 gallons of the Staines scheme, if carried out in

its entirety, and the 185,.500,000 gallons which the water
companies are now authorised to take from the Thames,
allowing a minimum flow of 2.50,000,000 gallons over Ted-
dington weir. With a minimum fiow of 200,000,000 gallons
over Teddington weir, the estimated cost of obtaining the
same amount of water would be £10,884,805. On the other
hand, the cost of obtaining the 114,.500,000 gallons by the
Welsh gravitation scheme was estimated at £10,032,7.50

—

namely, £1,850,000 for the Yrfon reservoir and head works
;

£6,867,500 for the construction of an aqueduct 162 miles in
length, composed of 117 miles of covered conduit and tunnel,
to carry 200,000,000 g.allons a day, together with 45 miles of

pipe to carry the 114,500,000 gallons a day; and £1,314,750
for the construction of the terminal works at Elstree, exclu-
sive of filters. There was also an estimate of the cost of
bringing from Wales 147,000,000 gallons a day from the com-
bined sources of the Yrfon and the Towy, which, however,
could not be taken in comparison with the Staines schemes,
because the Thames could not be made to yield, at any
reasonable cost, 147,000,000 gallons per day in addition to
tho 185,500,000 gallons already s.anctioned. He had come to
the conclusion that, whether the water undertakings re-

mained in the hands of the existing companies or were trans-

ferred to some public body, that body or tho companies
would be ultimately driven to go outside the Thames valley

for an additional supply of water. In his view, this enforced

the necessity for purchase, because it was much better that

the large expenditure involved should be undertaken by a
public body than by eight separate companies, among whom
there were likely to be differences of opinion. In these cir-

cumstances it was highly desirable that the water supply of

London should be not; only uniform but unified.

The commission adjourned until the 6th inst.

THE WESTMINSTER BUILDING ACCIDENT.

A'ERDICT.
Mr. Troutbeck, the coroner for the Westminster district,

on Thursday commenced his summing-up of the evidence re-

ceived in the inquiry coiulncted by him into the circum-
stances attending the death of the seven workmen killed by
the collapse of a portion of the buildings known as Abbey
Mansions, in Orchard-street, Westminster. The accident oc-

curred on April 21st, and the incjuiry was commenced four
days later. The coroner, who spoke at great length, said
the immediate cause of death was undisputed. The real

difficulty of the jury was to ascertain and give their verdict

on the cause or causes of the collapse, and before they' pro-

ceeded to consider the question whether or not there was any
blame attaching to any person they must have absolutely
made up their minds as to what the cause of the collapse

was. After an absence of over an hour the jury brought in

the following verdict :
" The deceased met their deaths

through injuries received from the collapse of a portion of
the south block of Abbey Mansions. The cause of tlie col-

lapse was owing to tho faulty design and construction of the
jiier, duo to the culp.able negligence of the architect. The
jury are of opinion that some of the concrete in the roof was
was carelessly mixed and of inferior quality, but it was not
the initial cause of the collapse. In the opinion of the jury
greater public control should be exorcised over buildings."
This, the coroner said, constituted a verdict of manslaughter
against Mr. Pawley, the architect of the building, who was
thereupon formally committed to take his trial on that
charge. Mr. Pawley was admitted to bail in his own recog-
nisances in the sum of £200 and those of his solicitor in £100.

BIRMINGHAM ELECTR IC LIGHTING.

The proposed transfer of tlie business of the Birmingham
Electric Supply Company to the corporation has advanced an
important step nearer to realisation. Last week a special
meeting of the General Purposes Committee of the city
council was held, under the presidency of the lord mayor, to
consider the sub-committee's report on the subject of the pur-
chase. This embodied the result of the investigation as to
the position and capabilities of the works of the company,
which had been made by Mr. Graham Harris, of the engineer-
ing firm of Braniwell & Harris, of London, and it would appear
to have been so far satisfactory as to commend the idea of
purchase to the sub-committee charged with the considera-
tion of tho matter. After fully discussing the report pre-
sented to them, the General Purposes Committee determined
to recommend the purchase of the company's business to the
city council, the snggested terms of transfer, reckoned on the
basis of the Stock Exchange quotations, being £10 10s. per
£5 share. There are, of course, many matters of detail in-
volved in the negotiations yet to be settled, but those are
probably f minor importance to the shareholders and the
public generally. The recommendations of the General Pur-
poses Committee will be brought before the city council at a
special meeting on June 14th. A special meeting has been
deemed necessary, in view of the great importance of the
subject, and in view also of tho fact that the ordinary monthly
meeting of the conncil on June 7th will be fully occupied
with the report of the PubUc Works Committee.

London Cai-t Horse Parade.—One of the chief features of
the annual cart horse parade on Whit Monday, in Regent's
Park, was the splendid display made by the London munici-
pal authorities. During recent years "the heavy horses be-
longing to vestries have been placed in a special" class. This
year all the animals entered were in such splendid condition
that the judges awarded all but one of the ninety-seven a first
prize. The London County Conned and the City Corporation
•were well represented, while Islington with nearly a dozen
representatives, Lambeth and Shoreditch with eight and nino
each, the Strand and St. Luke's with seven, were in greatest
force. ITampstead, Westminster, St. George's, Hanover-
square, Marylebone, Paddington, Shoreditch, St. George-the-
Martyr, Cambcrwell, Battersea and Rotherhithe, were also
represented. One driver, who has been in the service of the
City Corporation for twenty-seven years, and two others who
have done twenty-five years' service with the fame body, re-
ceived the Cart Horse Parade Society's premiums for good
conduct and long service. In the Shire" Horse Society awards,
two prizes were allotted to the London County Council and
one to the Fulham Vestry,
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Personal.

Brighouse Town Conncil tave aolected Mr. H. Marsden to

fill the position of gas manager.

The deatli is announced of Mr. Adam Earl, the surveyor to

the Guissley Urban District Council.

Dalkeith Burgh Commissioners have appointed Mr. Robert
Dryden, of Edinburgh, as burgh surveyor.

Mr. J. E. Palmer, of Dublin, has been appointed assistant

engineer to the Corporation of Waterford.

Mr. Stolcer has been appointed surveyor and inspector of

nuisances to the Crook Urban District Council.

Mr. \V. C. Wildnian has been appointed ro.ad inspector for

the eastern main road district of the Bedfordshire Conncy
Council.

Bournemouth Town Conncil have decided to engage an
assistant, at 30s. per week, to assist Mr. F. C. Keene, the
building inspector.

Mr. A. E. Gayer has been appointed temporary assistant in

the office of Mr. Frank Worrall, engineer and surveyor to the
Eatoji Urban District Council.

On Monday, Mr. Edward A. Harman, engineer and manager
of the HuddersEeld Corporation gasworks, will read a paper
before the Society of Engineers, entitled " Gasworks Ma-
chinery."

Mr. C. G. Dadfield, second assistant in the borough
engineer's office, Eastbourne, has been appointed an assistant
engineer on the staff of the Works Department of the London
County Council, and will be leaving Eastbourne shortly to
take up his new appointment.

At a recent meeting of the Improvemcnls Committee of the
Belfast Corporation, the city surveyor reported that Mr.
A. M. Alexander, assistant engineer, having received an
appointment in England, had resigned his position. The
committee accepted his resignation with regret.

Mr. Alfred Blackman has resigned his position as electrical
engineer to the Corporation of Aberdeen, in consequence of
his having accepted an appointment at Poplar, under the
board of works, at a salary of £300 per annum. It has been
decided to advertise for a successor, at a commencing salary of
£225 a year.

In connection with the suggestion for establishing a phy-
sical laboratory in this country. Sir J. Wolfe Barry and Prof.
Roberts Austen, C.B., who are members of the committee ap-
pointed by the Government to consider the advisability of
such a scheme, have left London for the Continent to inspect
the Reichmstalt and other technical institutions in Berlin.

At a meeting of the Poplar District Board of Works last
week Mr. W. Oxtoby, the surveyor, wrote resigning his posi-
tion of surveyor to the board, as he had been appointed sur-
veyor to the Camberwell A'estry, and asking the board to
liberate him from his present duties at an early date. It was
resolved " that tlte resignation of the surveyor be accepted
with regret.

Mr. James Green, of the firm of Messrs. Weatherall & Green,
has been appointed by the Local Government Board to be the
valuer under the London County Council Improvement Act,
1897, for assessing the values of properties within the areas
of improvement in connection with the Strand and Totten-
ham Court-road wideniugs, where it is argued that " better-
ment " will te effected.

At a special meeting of the Perth Police Commission, on the
23rd ult., a recommendation was considered from the Work
nnd Paving Committee to appoint Mr. William A. H. Thyno,
of Motherwell, as an assistant in the burgh surveyor's depart-
ment, and to increase the salary of Mr. M'Laren, the senior
assistant. The recommendation, after a short discussion,
was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. J. P. Greenwood, of Barry, Glamorganshire, has been
appointed as deputy borough surveyor of Burnley. He was
formerly an assistant in the office of a private firm in the
town. Mr. Ernest A. Borg, who is at present in tlie office of
the city surveyor of Birmingham, was second in the voting,
and is, we understand, one of the applicants for the post of
deputy surveyor to the Corporation of Carlisle.

We regret to report that Mr. Edward Horrocks, of Rams-
bottom, was found dead in his room on the 24th ult.
Deceased was the local manager of tlie Bury Corporation
Waterworks. In the morning he was out inspecting water
meters and returned home to dinner. Afterwards he went
upstairs to his office, and as he did not answer a telephone
ring his daughter and nephew went to his room, where they
found him dead.

Mr. Hampden W. Pratt, the president of the Architectural
Association, presided on Thursday at the annual dinner of
that body, held at the llolborn Restaurant, London. In reply-
ing to the toast of "The Architectural Association," proposed
by Dr. Garnett, of the Technical Education Board, he men-

tioned that the association last year celebrated their jubilee,

and that to mark that event an effort was being made to

secure better premises.

At a committee meeting of the Munster Corporation, held
on Thursday, the appointment of an assistant engineer took
place. There were four applicants for the position— ii'z.,

Messrs. T. P. Palmer ; Joseph Mallagh, Armagh ; R. H.
King and David McGaw, Dublin. The committee decided to

appoint Mr. Palmer, who has been engaged up to the present
as engineer of the Dublin, Wicklow and Wexford extension
line to New Ross. He will act under the supervision of Mr.
Fleming, the borough surveyor.

A combined scheme of electric lighting and power, and
water and steam supply, ]irepared by Mr. F. J. Warden-
Stevens, of Connaugbt Mansions, 34 Victoria-street, London,
S.W., has been adopted by the Poplar Board of Guardians.
The scheme is to be carried out with the least possible delay,

and Mr. Stevens has been instructed to proceed with the pre-

paration of the necessary plans and specifications. We may
mention that Mr. Stevens was not long ago instructed to re-

port on the electric lighting of Port Louis, Mauritius.

Mr. William J. Fetch, who was recently appointed to the

office of surveyor to the Rawmarsh Urban District Council,

has been presented by the corporation officials with sixteen

volumes of professional books on subjects connected with the

office of a municipal engineer and apairof pocket-compasses,
in recognition of his sixteen years' work with the corporation.

Mr. Fetch was also the recipient of a testimonial from the
corporation, expressing their appreciation of the diligence

and ability with which he had carried out his duties during
the time which he had been in their service in tlie borough
engineer's department.

The thirty-ninth annual dinner of the Civil and Mechanical
Engineers' Society was held recently, the chair being taken by
the president, Mr. Herbert Coward. The toast of the evening,
" Prosperity to the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society,"

was proposed by Mr. C. E. Cassall, F.i.c, F.c.s., and responded
to by Mr. Baines-Dudley (the president-elect). Among other

toasts submitted were " Kindred Societies," by Mr. A. T.

Walmisley, and " American Engineering Institutions," by
Mr. W. Noble Twelvetrees. The last-named toast met with

an enthusiastic welcome, and was responded to by Mr.

Charles B. Goring, of New York.

Lord Playfair, we regret to announce, died on Sunday at

his residence in London. He was born at Merrut on May
21, 1819, being the second son of Dr. George Playfair, chief

Inspector- General of Hospitals in Bengal. His studies com-
menced at St. Andrew's, and continued at Glasgow and in

India. Eventually he returned to England, and was ap-

pointed professor of chemistry at the Royal Institution, Man-
chester. His reputation by this time had been firmly estab-

lished, and a year later ho was placed by Sir Robert Peel

upon a commission charged with an inquiry into the sanitary

condition of our Large towns. He took part in numerous
other inquiries during his career, none being reckoned quite

satisfactory without the aid of his services.

In the course of a luncheon on Thursday, following the

ceremony of driving the first pile of the new esplanade
which is being constructed by the Nottingham Corporation, a
member of the latter body said he had been requested to pro-

pose the health of the borough engineer. They were in-

debted to Mr. Brown for many great works which they had
had in hand during tho past few years, and he was quite sure

that the ornament which they had inaugurated that day would
not be one of the least of his achievements. Mr. Brown was
a very hard-working official, and he gave them very great

satisfaction in everything he undertook. All the work he did

was solid and good work, and such as they need not be
ashamed to show visitors from any part of the country. Mr.
Brown, in replying, said he need not say that he had taken
very great interest in the work they had commenced that

day for many years. He did so for one reason—that it was a
work which appealed to the public perhaps more than others

that they had to carry out. A groat many works, such as

sewering and subways, people did not appreciate, and when
carried out were sooner forgotten. The present work, how-
ever, would be seen by the 7)ublic, and when finished he
hoped they would enjoy it.

Business Announcement.—We are informed that Joseph
Hamblot's extensive blue brick business at West Bromwich
is, during the next week or two, to be floated as a company,
with a capital of £175,000. Tho directors are Major Tnlloch,

c.B. (late chief engineering inspector of tho Local Government
Board), Mr. J. Parker, of Nottingham, and Mr. Joseph Hamb-
let. The works are, of their kind, among the most extensive

in the country, and produce 500,000 bricks weekly in addition

to various other wares. Mr. Hamblet, who takes all the
ordinary shares, offers the public 4 per cent, debentures and
6 per cent, preference shares.
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ASSOCIATION OF -
'

MUNICIPAL AN D COUNTY ENGINEERS.

YORKSlIIllE DISTKICT MEETING.'
The following are the arrangements for the yorksliire

district meeting, to be hold at Harrogate to-morrow :

—

9 a.m.—The members will meet at Harrogate station to pro-

ceed to Patelcy Bridge by the 9.10 train.

9.47 a.m.—Arrive at Patelcy Bridge station ; drive by brakes

to (xouthwaite reservoir (3 miles).

10.20 a.m.—Inspect the Gouthwaite compensation reservoir.

12 noon.—Light refreshments, kindly provided by the Water-

works Committee.
12.30 p.m.—Minutes of last district meeting (held at Ripon)

will be read ; election of district secretary.

12.50 p.m.—Leave in brakes for the contractor's railw.ay, and

proceed by train of open trucks along the line of works

to How Stone beck ; walk about half a mile to meet

brakes and drive down the valley back to Pateley

Bridge, calling en. route at various points of interest.

5.30 p.m.—Dinner at King's Arms liotel, kindly provided by

the Waterworks Committee.

7.20 p.m.—Return by train to Harrogate.

Members—especially from a distance—should reach Harro-

gate on Friday evening. The hotels recommended are the
" Prospect," " Prince of Wales," " White Hart," " Qnecn " and
" George."

Trainn to Harrogate.

From London, 5.45 p.m.; arrive at 10.55p.m. (G.N.)

„ Birmingham, 5.45 „ ; „ 10.45 „ (Mid.)

„ Manchester, 6.55 „ ; „ 9..55 „ (L.&N.W.)

„ Newcastle, 7.8 „ ; „ 9.40 „ (N.E.)

„ Sheffield, 8.22 „ ; „ 10:55 „ (Mid.)

„ York, 7.55 „ ; „ 8.50 „ (N.E.)

The trains leaving Bradford at 7.28 and Leeds at 7.50 a.m.

arrive at Harrogate at 8.20 and 8.35 a.m. respectively.

EASTERN COUNTIES DISTRICT MEETING.
The following arc the arrangements for the Eastern Coun-

tiesdistrict meeting to be held at Norwich and Great Yarmouth
on Friday and Saturday, the 10th and 11th June ;

—

Friday, June IOtii.

2.15 p.m.—The members will, by kind permission of the Nor-
wich Corporation, meet in the ancient council chamber
(Elizabethan) at Guildhall.

2.20 p.m.—Short paper by Mr. Arthnr E. Collina, city engi-

neer of Norwich, dealing with some features of tho

works to bo visited, and discussion opened.

2 50 p.m.—Leave Guildhall in brakes (tickets 23. 6d. each)

and proceed to

3.5 p.m.—St. Andrew's Hall, where pneumatic painting

machine will be seen in use.

3.20 p.m.—Leave St. Andi'ew's Hall.

3.30 p.m.—Now Mills air-comprossing station, where are in-

stalled two " Victor " turbines driven by a fall in the

river Wensum, two pairs of compound engines, and
four air compressors so arranged as to provide alterna-

tive means of compressing air for use in connection

with the Shone system, recently introduced. Steam is

supplied from a Babcock Wilcox boiler, heated with
refuse burnt in two furnaces constructed by the Hors-
fall Refuse Furnace Syndicate. The space available

did not permit of the usual inclined roadways. The
largest ejector station yet constructed is at New Mills.

Members desirous of inspecting it will assemble under
the flag at 3.50 p.m. Light refreshments will be served
in the air-compressing station, at the invitation of
Messrs. B. Cooke & Co., Westminster.

4.10 p.m.—Leave New Mills. It is hoped that the electric

tramway works will have made sufficient progress to

enable tho cast weld jointing apparatus to be seen en
route.

4.25 p.m.—Reach Carrow works, where, by the kind permis-
sion of Messrs. J. & J. Coleman, the very interesting
machinery and processes of making' tins for mustard,
&o., will be shown. If time permits, the cask and
wood-bo.x making machinery will be inspected.

5.15 p.m.—Leave Carrow works.
5.25 p.m.—Trowse main outfall sewage pumping station.

5.45 p.m.—Leave Ti'owse.

6.0 p.m.—Castle museum. The corporation have thrown open
the battlements and dungeons of the Norman keep of
the Castle to tho association ; most extensive and inter-
esting views are to be obtained from the battlements.

6.50 p.m.—Leave Castle museum.
7.0 p.m.

—
" Maid's Head " hotel.

7.30 p.m.—Association dinner at " Maid's Head " hotel.
Tickets 4s. each.

Hotels in Norwich—" Maid's Head," " Royal," and " Living-
stone" (temperance).

S.VTrRDAT, JrxE Uth.
a.m.—Embark on steamboat .Jenny Lind (provided by

Messrs. Collins & Cockrill) at Foundry Bridge, adjoin-

ing Thorpe station, and proceed down the rivers

Wensum and Yaro to Brundall.

11.15 a.m.—Roach Brundall

11.27 a.m.—Train fr"m Brundall

12.8 p.m.—Reach Great Yarmonth.
12.30 p.m.—Meeting in the Tovm Hall, Great Yarmonth, by

kind permission of the mayor. Light refreshments,

kindly given by the mayor. Meeting for business.

Paper by Mr. J. W. Cockrill, borough surveyor. Great

Yarmouth, on some of the recent works carried out by

the Great Yarmouth Town Council. Paper by Mr. W.
H. Preece, c.n., f.r.s., on the "Abuse of Electric

Power-Houses."
3.0 p.m.—Leave Town Hall in brakes, to visit the works re-

ferred to in the paper, and including : Sinking

cylinders for foundations of destructor and chimney,

tho isolation hospital, in course of being considerably

extended, recreation grounds, beach gardens, sea water

pumping station, electric lighting station, new concrete

quay wall at fish wharf and sewage pumping station.

Morning trains to Norwich from London—Liverpool-street,

8.45, 9.10, 10.0, 11.55; St. Pancras, 7.15, 9.15,12.5; arrive

Norwich (Thorpe), 12.8, 12.58, 1.20, 3.50.

Morning trains to Norwich from Peterborough—Peter-

borough, 7.10, 9.30,12.52; arrive Norwich (Thorpe), 10.35,

12.8, 3..50.

Trains to London—4.0 p.m., due at Liverpool-street at 8.0

p.m. ; 5.43 p.m., due at Liverpool-street at 9.5 p.m.

Hotels on the Marine Parade—" Royal," " Victoria " and
" Queen's."

Hotels near the Parade— " The Granville."

Members who intend to be present are requested to so in-

form Mr. J. W. Cockrill, the hon. district secretary, on or

before 6th June.

Any member desirous of introducing a visitor (other than

members of the publio authority where the meeting is held)

to the meeting must submit the name and address of such

visitor on the ticket supplied for that purpose. This ticket,

signed by tho member introducing the visitor, must be sent

to the hon. district secretary at least four days before the

date of the meeting, after which date no application can bo

entertained.
Thos. Cole, .v.m.i.c.e., Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Annual Genkral Meeting.

The annual general meeting of the Institution, to receive

the rejiortof the council and the announcement of the result

of the election of officers for the ensuing year, will be held

on Monday at 3 o'clock. Tlie prizes awarded to successful

candidates, in connection with the recent preliminary and
professional examinations, will be presented by the pi-esident

at this meeting.

Edinburgh.—The town council have resolved to accept the

estimate of Messrs. Robert Bruce & Son for the erection of

the repairing shops and cart sheds at Shrub-hill cabling

depot, at a cost of £37,945.

Removal and Disposal of Town Refuse.—The Sanitary

Publishing Company, Limited, announce that they will publish

very shortly an important work entitled " The Removal and
Disposal of Town Refuse," by Mr. William H. Maxwell, assist-

ant engineer and surveyor to the Leyton Urban District

Council.

Dust Destructors in South Africa.—Wo le.arn that the

installation of a refuse destructor is being discussed at East

London, which ia rapidly growing in advance of the needful

measures for protection and safety, •h'hris being f.ir too promi-

nent on all sides. Durban has a Nottingham destructor in

full blast, combustion being sustained by a slight addition of

coal to rubbish from sewerage and sweepings, the works pro-

viding power for illumination. Johannesburg also will soon

erect similar apparatus of tho Manlovo typo, and Capo Town
urgently requires such a plant.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
AdccrtitemrnI' vhich are

included in tlie.

rd too late for rltmijicatioii cannot U
utrici until the JolloKing Keek.

Sanitary Inspector.—Juno 4th.— Corporation of Warwick.
—Mr. Brabazon Campbell, town clerk.

Road Foreman.—June 4th.— Surbiton Urban District

Council. £2 2g.— Mr. Samuel Mather, a.m.i.c.e., surveyor

to the council.

Clerk of Works.—Juno 6th.— Farsley Urban District

Council. 50s.—Mr. E.Wade, clerk to the council.

BuiLDiNa Inspector.—June 7th.—Swindon New Town
Urban District Council. £130.-^Mr. Henry Kinneir, clerk to

the council.

Chief Surveyor.—June 7th.—Poplar District Board of

Works. £500.—Mr. Leoniud Potts, clerk to the board.

Clerk of Works.—Jnne 7th.—Neath Rural District

Council. 363.—Mr. D. M. Davies, engineer and surveyor to

the council.
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Highway Scrveyor.—Jnne 7th.—Walsinphatn Unral Dis-

trict Council. £80.—Mr. R. S. Butcher, clerk to tho council.

SuEVKVOR.—June 7th.
—

\Vin3ford Urban District Council.

£130.— Mr. Jno. II. Cook, clerk to the council.

District Surveyors (Two).—June 9th.—London County
Conucil.—Mr. C. J. Stewart, county clerk, County Hall,

Spring-gardens, London, S.W.

Building Inspector.—June 11th.—Ealing Urban District

Council. £2 10s.—Mr. Wra. Ruston, clerk to the council.

Cr.ERK FOR City Surveyor's Office.—June 11th.—Cor-

poration of St. Albans. £80.—Mr. A. H. Debenham, town
clerk.

Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.—June 11th.

—

Farsley Urban District Council. £100.—Mr. E. Wade, clerk

to the council.

Chief Engineering Assistant.—June 13th.—Birmingham,
Tame and Rea District Drainage Board. £3 3s.—Mr. J.

Knight, engineer to the board, Council House, Birmingham.

Assistant SoRVEYOR.^June 13th.—Birmingham, Tame
and Rea District Drainage Board. £2 lOs.—Mr. J. Knight,

engineer to the board, Council House, Birmingham.

Inspectors of New Buildings and Drainage Work (Two).

—June 13th.—Hornsey Urban District Council.—Mr. E. J.

Lovegrove, engineer and surveyor to the council.

Clerk of Works.—June 14th.—Croydon Town Council.

£4 4s.—Mr. E. Mawdesley, town clerk.

City Engineer.—June 15th.—Corporation of the City of

Cape Town. £800.—Messrs. Davis & Soper, 54 St. Mary-axe,

London, E.C.

Electrical Engineer.—June 17th.—Aberdeen Town
Council. £225.—The Town Clerk.

County Surveyor.—June 24th.— East Sussex County
Council. £400.—Mr. F. Merrifield, county clerk, County
Hall, Lewes.

City Engineer.—August 31st.—Corporation of Welling-

ton, New Zealand. £800.—Agent-General for New Zealand,

London.

COMPETITIONS.
Aduerliiemenlt which are received too late for clauification cannot ie

included in these tummaries until the folloKing week.

SiiFOKD.—June 7tli.—Erection of three chapels, offices, lodge,

entrance gates and boundary wall at the proposed cemetery, Langley-

road and Agecrott-road, Pendlebury. £60, £30 and £20.—Mr. Samuel
Brown, town clerk.

EiST HiM.—June 24th.—Erection of public offices, library and tech-

nical institute, fire engine station, public baths and offices for 8aiiitar,y

department, the whole to cost about £55,000, tor the urban district

council. 100 guineas and 60 guineas.—Mr. W. H. Savage, surveyor to

the council,

BiiLDOir.—June 30th.—Scheme for the purification of the sewage of

Baildon Woodbottom, Baildon Green, Lower Holme and Low Mill, for

the urban district council.—Mr. H. R. Huggins, clerk to the council.

LiUBLADE.-July 1st.—Plans, specifications and estimates for the

sewage disposal and water supply of the district, for the urban district

council.—Mr. R. I. Flatten, clerk to the council.

WiDNEs.—July Ist.-Laying-out of a park and recreation grounds at

Appleton. £36 168., £10 lOs. and £6 63.—Mr. John S. Sinclair,

A.u.l.c.B., borough surveyor.

WiRKiNSTOif.-July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,

&c. £100, £60 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
surveyor,

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
Advertisements Khich are received too late for chiesification cannot he

included in these summaries until thefollowing Keek,

Lkthitd.—June 4th.—Construction of precipitation tanks, filters,

reservoirs, engine and boiler house, conduits, subsoil drainage, ic, for

the urban district council.—Mr. William Wrennall, 9 HarrinRton-atreet,

Liverpool.

LetLAND.—June 4th.—Construction of about 1,400 lineal yards of

15-in., 12-in. and 9-in. seWers, with manholes, &c., for the urban district

council.-Mr. William Wrennall, 9 Harrington-street, Liverpool.

WoECEBTER.—June 4th.—Supply and erection at the waterworks of a

boiler, 25 ft. long by 7 ft. G in. diameter.—Mr. Thomas Caink, a.m.i.c.e.,

city engineer.

HoRHSEr.—June 6th.—Erection of a park-keeper's lodge in Queen's

Wood, Highgate, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove,

surveyor to the council.

Bla-ckburn.—June 6th.—Widening of the bridge over the Leeds and
Liverpool canal in Bolton-road.—Mr. William Stubbs, a.m.i.c.e., borough
and water engineer.

Leicestee.—June 6th.—Erection of thirty-eight butchers' stalls at

the general market.—Mr. E. George Mawbey, borough surveyor.

Poplar.—June 7th.—Construction of an underground convenience in

Bow-road, for the district board of works.—Mr. Leonard Potts, clerk to

the board.

PoPLAE.-June 7th.—Erection of a footbridge over the North London
Railway between Carmeu-street and Railway-street, for the district

board of works.-Mr. Leonard Potts, clerk to the board.

Glasgow.-June 7th.—Supply of such gas meters as may bo required

for twelve months.—Mr. J. D. Marwick, town clerk.

Tottenham.—June 7tb.—Repair of the tar and asphalte paving
throughout the district, for the urban district council.—Mr. P. S.

Murphy, engineer to the council.

Brighton.—June 7th.—Supply of cast-iron pipes for the corporation

waterworks.-Mr. Francis J. Tillstone, town clerk.

Bingham.-June 8th.—Erection of a culvert, 3 ft. in diameter and
about 70 yards long, for the rural district council.—Mr. R. H, Beau-

mont, clerk to the council.

Blackburn.-June 8th.—Erection of an iron conservatory and palm-

house at the corporation park.—Mr, Wilham Stubbs, a.m.I.c.^., borough
and water engineer, •

,

tRTH.—June 8th.—Removal of house refuse and the cleansing
of ash-pits, &c., in the township of Ackworth, for twelve months, com-
mencing 1st July, for the rural district council.—Mr. Joshua Scholefield,
clerk to the council.

Leeds.—June 8th.—Erection of an undergrou nd convenience in
Duncan-street, opposite the corn exchange. — Mr. Thos. Hewson,
M.I.C.E., city engineer.

Watford.-June 8th.—Erection of an electric light station adjoining
the new sewage works, for the urban district council.—Mr. H, Morten
Turner, clerk to the council.

Hammersmith.—June ath.—Road making and paving worts in Addi-
son-gardens (Section 2), for the vestry.^Mr, H. Mair, surveyor to the
vestry.

Croydon.-June 8th.—Making-up, metalling, &c., of the road leading
from Lock's-lane to Greyhound-lane, Mitchnm, for the rural district

council.—Mr. James Wilson, clerk to the council.

Chestkr-i.e-Street.-June 8th.—Laying of about 1,300 yards of 9-in.

sanitary pipes near West Pelton, for the rural district council.—Mr. H.
Webb, surveyor to the council.

Hackney.—June 8th.—Supply of about 9,000 superficial yards of hard
wood paving at Dalston-lane, for the vestry.—M". James Lovegrove,
surveyor to the vestry.

Chiswick.—June 8th.—Supply of York stone, for the urban district

council.—Mr. Arthur Ramsden, surveyor to the council.

Hatfield.—June 8th.—Erection of a mortuary, for the rural district

council.—Mr. Jas. B. Dunham, clerk to the council.

Hampton.—June 8th.—Supply of various ironwork, fencing, &c.,for
the urban district council.—Mr. John Kemp, engineer and surveyor to

the council.

Grkktland (near Halifax).—June 9th.—Supply of 700 tons of 7-in.

Lancashire setts and 112 roods of local 7-in. setts, for the urban district

council.—Mr. J. Smith, surveyor to the council.

Cromer.—June 10th.—Construction of about 350 ft. of stoneware
pipe sewers in Jubilee-lane and Back-road, Sutfield Park, for the urbah
district council.—Mr, A. P. Scott, surveyor to the council.

Cromer.-June 10th.—Kerbing, surface draining, channelling, metal-
ling and making-up works in Station-road, Suffield Park, for the urbah
district council.—Mr. A. F. Scott, surveyor to the council.

Richmond (Surrey).—June 10th.—Construction of about 500 yards of

lo-in. stoneware pipe sewer from Sheen-road to Parkshot.—Mr. J. H,
Brierley, borough surveyor.

Lutterworth.—June 11th.—Construction of a main sewer from
opposite the Land Society's estate on the Bitteawell-road to the main
sewer, for the rural district council.—Mr. Joseph C. Coates, surveyor
to the council.

Slouqh.—June 11th.—Making-up of the streets known as Chalvey
Vale, under the Private Street Works Act, 1892, for the urban district

council.—Mr. G. H. Charsley, clerk to the council.

Ilford.—June 13th.—Supply of sludge-pressing machinery, oil en-

gines and other apparatus at the outfall works, Loxford-lane, for the
urban district council.—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, 27
Great George-street, London, S.W.
Church.-June 13th.—Paving, kerbing, Ac, works in Blackburn-

road, for the urban district council.—The Surveyor to the Council.

Melksham.—June 13th.—Construction of a footpath at Sandridge-
lane, for the rural district council.—Mr. F. W. Greenhill, district sur-

veyor.

Reigate.—June I3th.—Execution of certain paving works.—Mr. Clatr

J. Grece, town clerk.

Sheffield.—June 13th.—Construction and erection of buildings for an
electric power station at Kelham Island.—Mr. Charles F. Wike, city

surveyor.

North Riding,—June 14th.—Widening of the Leven county bridge,

near Yarm, for the county council.—Mr. Walker Stead, m.i.c.e., county
surveyor, Nurthallerton.

Kettering.-June 14th.—Completion of eighteen private streets and
parts of streets, comprising a total length of 2,600 yards, for the urban
district council.—Mr. Thos. R. Smith, surveyor to the council.

Edmonton.—June 14th.—Making-up of various private streets, for

the urban district council.—Mr. G. E. Kachus, m.i.c.b., surveyor to the
council.

Willesdkn.—June 14th.—Laying of about 17,048 superficial yards of

wood paving in certain streets in the district, for the urban district

council.—Mr. O. Claude Robson, engineer to the council.

WiLLESDEN.—June 14th.—Construction of an underground conveni-
ence in High-street, Harlesden, for the urban district council.—Mr. O.
Claude Robson, engineer to the council.

Southampton.—June 14th.—Construction of certain 30-in., 24-in. and
18-in. cast-iron pipe sewers, and an 18-in. pipe sewer.—Mr. W. B. G,
Bennett, borough engineer.

St. Hellns.—June 15th.—Construction of a subway in Church-street
and a storm-water sewer from Liverpool-road to Phythian-street.—Mr.
Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e., borough engineer,

Teignmouth.—June 16th.—Laying of about 1,700 yards of 14-in. gas
main, for the urban district council.—Mr. Chris. Jones, engineer to the
council.

Preston.—June 17th.—Levelliag, paving, flagging, channelling and
making-up works in Bence-road.—The Borough Engineer.

Bournemouth,— June 20th.— Supply of cables, arc lamps, incan-
descent lamps, wiring, switchboards, fittings, steam dynamo, &C.—Mr.
F, W. Lacey, borough engineer.

CaovDON.—June 20th.—Construction of foundations and sub-struc-
ture of a lunatic asylum at Warlingham,—Mr. E. Mawdesley, town
clerk.

ToTNEs.—June 20th.—Construction of outfall sewage purification
works.—Mr. W. F. Tollitt, borough surveyor.

WiNCANTON.—June 22nd.—Laying of about 2\ miles of galvanised-
iron piping, with fittings, Ac, for the rural district council.—Mr. A.. P.
I. Cotterell, a.m.i.c.e., Lonsdale Chambers, 7 Baldwin-street, Bristol,

WiNCANTON.— June 22nd.—Laying of about b\ miles of mains, the
construction of a service reservoir, collecting and intake chambers, Ac,
for the rural district council.—Mr. A. P. I. Cotterell, a.m.i.c.e., Loos-
dale Chambers, 7 Baldwin-street, Bristol.

Stowmarket.—June 22nd.—Laying of about 647 lineal yards of 9-in,

and 12-iii. stoneware pipe sewers and about 47 yards of 6-in., 17 yards
of 9-in., 1,016 yards of 12-in.and 307 yards of 24-in. cast-iron pipe sewers,
for the urban district council.—Messvs. Pollard & Tingle, 31 Old Queen-
street, Westminster, London, S.W.
Loughborough.—June 23rd.—Supply of broken granite, Ac, for the

repair of the highways in the borough during the ensuing twelve
months.—The Borough Surveyor.

Brierfield.—June 25th.—Supply of 2,000 tons of 5-in. by 3-in. granite
setts for paving main roads, for the urban district council.—Mr. Jas. T.
Landless, a.m.i.c.e., engineer to the council.

Ashbt-de-la-Zouch.—June 2Dth.—Construction of about 112 yards of
6-in., SlSi yards of 9-in., 195 yards of 12-in., 326 yards of 15-in., and 2,096
yards of IH-in. pipe sewers; also pipes, carriers, subsoil drains and
other works required in laying out a sewage farm of about 57 acres, for
the urban district council,—Mr. J, B. Everard, m.i.c.e., 6 Millstone-lahe,
Leicester,
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TENDERS.

BTTRY.—Acceiitcd for the supply of flags, kerbs and setts.—Mr. J.

Cartwrit^ht, m.i.c.e., borough en^neer:

—

C. Taylor & Co., Whitworth, near Roehdale.

HUNSTANTO>f.—For the construction of a gasholder tank, for the

urban di.strict council.—Mr. J. S. B. Glasier, clerk to the council :—

.T. & H. Robus, IJucklersbur.y £1,«3
E. Tempest, Oak Dene, Marple, Cheshire 8^11

• Wright & Son, Park-street, Lincoln* "01

NUNEATON.—For the supply of about .5,000 yards of 4-in. and 700

yards of 6-in. cast-iron water pipes, with specials, for the urban dis-

trict council.—Mr. J. S. Pickering, a. m.i.c.e., waterworks engineer to

the council :

—

Stanton Ironworks Company, Nottingham.—15-in. down to 3-in., £-5 to

£6 per ton ; sp3cials, £9 10s. par ton.

J. & S. Roberts, West Bromwich.—15-in. down to 3-in., £i 8s. 9d. to

£5 lis. 3d. per ton ; specials, £3 15s. per ton.

Corhrant & Co.. Dudley.—15-in. down to 3-in., Bi 12s. 6d. to £5 lOs. per
ton ; specials, £9 7s. 6d. per ton.

Parsons & Co., Dudley.—15-m. down to 3-in., £1 13s. to £5 Is. 3d. per
ton ; specials, £8 lOs. per ton. •

H. R. Merton & Co., London.—15-in. down to 3-in., £5 2s. (!d. to £-3 lis.

per ton ; specials, £9 os. per ton.

Clay Cross Iron Company, Chesterfield.—15-in. down to 3-in., £5 to

£5 lOs. per ton; specials, £8 12s. C<1. per ton.

Sheepbridge Iron Company, Chesterfield.—B-in. down to 3-in., £5 to

£5 5s. per ton ; specials, £8 lOs. to £3 15s. per ton.

(Tenders accepted : Clay Cross Company, 15-in. down to 12-in. cast-iron

pipes ; Parsons, remaining sizes and specials.)

PETWOUTH.—For the supply and erection of a compound tand'em
pumping engine, 10 horse-power Cornish boiler, for the rural district

council.—Mr. Arthur F. Mant, clerk to the council :—

Carter Brothers, Billingshnrst.—Diyision 1, £1,065; Division 2, £32;
Division 3, £2S0.

Hydraulic Engineering Company, Limited, Chester.—Division 1, £783

;

Division 2, £39 ; Division 3, £213.
Pulsometer Engineering Company, Limited, Nine Elms Ironworks,

London.—Division 1, £641* ; Division 2, £36*; Division 3, £321.

J. Bosall, TUlington, Petworth.-Division 3, £215.*

PLl'MSTEAD.—Accepted for the paving and making-up of Bassant-
road, Benares-road, Heathfield-terrace, Tilije-road and Vaiieber.y-

road, for the vestry.—Mr. W. C. Gow, surveyor to the vestry :

—

Benthain & Co, Plumstead (making-up road).—Bassant-road, £533;
Tilije-road, £221 ; Vanebery-road, £151.

Fry Brothers, Greenwich (making-up road).—Benares-roaS, £673

;

Heathfield-terrace, £316.
Hobman & Co., Bermondsey (tar paving only).—Bassant-road, £96;

Benares-road, £137; Hea'thfleld-terrace, £60 ; Tiliffi-road, £17 ; Vane-
bery-road, £83.

STROUD.—Accepted for the supply of Guernse.yand quartzite granite,

Kentish ragstone and surface-picked flints for the several parishes
in the district, for the rural district council.—Mr. Walter Brooke, sur-

veyor to the council :
—

Guernsey Granite.—S. Burford, junr., Rochester, 12s. 6d. per yard ;

Gravesend, 123. 4d. per yard.
Quartzite Granite.—The Cherbourg Quartzite Company, Rochester,

lis. 9d. per yard; Gravesend, lis. 9d. per yard.

Kentish Ragstone (jier yard)

.

W. n. Bensted Jt Son, Cuxton station, Os.; Hailing station, 5s. lOd.;

Higliam station, 6s. 9d.; Strood station, 6s. 6d.; Sole-street station,

7s. 5d.; Moopham station, 78. 4d.; Gravesend station (S.E.R.),
Os. lOd.

Chittenden & Simmons, Cobham parish, 8s.; Luddesdown parish,
7s. lid.; Meopham parish, 7s. lOd.; Nursted parish, 7s. lid.

W. E. Constable & Co., Limited, Cuxton wharf, Os. 6d.; Gravesend
wharf, 6s. 9d.; Hailing wharf, 6s. Gd.; Higham wharf, 7s.; Shomc
wharf, 6s. 9a.; Strood wharf, 6s. 6d.

Surface-picked Flints (per vard).
Chalk, C. Tuff, 6s.; Cobham, C. Tuff, 5s. 3d.
Cu.xton, W. Pye,3s. 9d.
Denton, C. Tuff, Os.

Hailing. H. Brigden, 5s.

Ifield, C. Tuff, +s. 9d.
Luddesdown sub-district A, .T. Beech, 3s. Sd.; sub-district

3s. lid.; sub-district C, C. Tuff. 3s. Ud.
Meopham sub-district A, C. Tuff, 3s. 8d.; sub-district B, E. Crowhurst,

3s. 8d.; sub-division C, C. Tuff, 3s. Sd.; sub-division D, E. Crow-
hurst, 3s. Sd.; sub-division E, C. Tuff, 4s. lid.; sub-division F, W.
Bowles, 5s. 3d.; sub-district G, W. Bowles, 5s. 3d.; sub-division H,
C. Tuff, 5s. 4d.

Nursted, C. Tuff, 5s. 2d.; Shome, C. Tuff, 6s.

Strood, Tuff & Miskin, Os. 5d.

Tuff,

WEST HAM.—For the carrying out of jjrivate street works in the follow-
ing streets : Group 1—Nur.sery-lane ; Group 2—Chauntler-road, Devon-
shire-road and Alnwick-road ; and Group 3—Chaplin-road, Dirle-
ton-pl^ce, Tennyson-road, Bath-road and Bristol-road.—Mr. Lewis
Angell, borough engineer :

—
Group I.—J. Jackson, £1,009 ; B. Nowcll i Co., £991 ; T. Adams, £995 ; R.

Jackson,£983 ; G. Bell, £1,032; W. Griffiths, £908* ; J. Jackson, £l,fHi.
Group 2.—B. Nowell & Co., £1,704; T. Adams, £1,688; R. .lark-m,,

£1,728; G. Bell, £1,517; W. Griffiths, £1,576; J. Jackson, £\.rm-.
Group 3.—B. Nowell & Co., £3,289; T. Adams, £3,223; R. Jackson,

£3,217; G. BeU, £3,004; W. Griffiths, £3,017; J. Jackson, £2,866*.

WIMBLEDON.—For the making-up of Cambridge-road (Section 2),

Pepys-road (Sections 2 and 3), and Worple-road West (Section 2), for
the urban district council.—The Surveyor to the Council :

—

lies.—As specified, £5,491 ; Block channel, £-5,777.

Mowlem.—Block channel, £6,560.
Parry.—As specified, £5,410.
Fry.—As specified, £6,205.t
tDoes not include Pepys-road sewer, for which the firm did not tender.

MEETINGS.

JUNK.
4.—London Geological PieUl Class ; Excursion to Haywanl's Healh and

Cuckfield.
6.—Society of Engineers : Ordinary meetiuj? ; Mr. Edward A. Hnrman,

on *' Gasworks Machinerv." 7.30 p.m.
11.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Nutfield audRedhiil.
18.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Harden Park and

Godstone.
25.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Axot and Bracknell.

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Municipai. akd County Enginkkr
may he ordered direct, through any of Messrs. 8tnith ^ Svn^s

hook-stallSy or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom
Applications to the Offices for single copies hy post must in all

cases he accompanied hy sfainps.

Telegrams : "WILKES, B!RMINGHA»i.'

JOHN WILKES, SONS & iVIAPPLEBEOK, Ld., Liverpool St., BIRMINGHAM.

BRASS ANO COPPER WIRE. HIC}! CONDUCTIVSTY COPPER WIRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS. &C,

WHITE, COLOURED AND
SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

RICK
OF THE

HIGHEST QUALITY.

OATES & OBEEN,
LIMITED,

H A i. I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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The Prepaid Suiscriplion (including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three
Months. Months. Months.

United Kingdom 16s. ... 7s. 6d. ... 3s. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, &c 19s. ... 9s. 6d. ... 4e. 9d.

The International Neivs Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street,

New Torlc City ; The Toronto Netvs Company, Toronto ; and

The Montreal Neios Company, Montreal, have been appointed

aijents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.

EDITORIAL OFFICES :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

OFFICE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

PUBLISHING OFFICES :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF CAPE
TOWN.

APPOINTMENT OF CITY ENGINEER.
The Corporatioa are prepared to receive applications in

detail (statiug age) for the appointment of City Engineer
from gentlemen qualified and experienced in the duties re-

quired to be discharged in the like ofiBce under a British

corporation or local authority.

The officer appointed will be required to devote the whole
of his time to the duties of the office.

Commencing salary, r£800 per annum.
Application, accompanied by copies of not more than six

testimonials of recent date, must be deposited at the offices

of the London agents, Messrs. Davis & Sopei-, 51 St. M^ry-
axe, London, E.G., not later than 4 o'clock p.m., on Wednesday,
the 15th June, 1898, endorsed on the outside " Application
for City Engineer."

Personal canvassing will disqualify any candidate.

(By order)

CHAS. J. BYWORTH,
Town Clerk.

ONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

LONDON BUILDING ACT, lS9i.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
The London County Council is about to appoint District

Surveyors under the London Building Act, 1894, for the dis-

tricts of North Fulham and South Pulham I'espectively, and
is pj'epared to receive applications from duly qualified per-
sons who may desire to become candidates for the appoint-
ments.

It is estimated that the fees from the former district will

amount to about £1,140 and from the latter district about
JE870 a year.

Applications, upon forms to be obtain^.d at this office, must
be addressed to " The Clerk of the London County Council,
County Hall, Spring-gardens, S.W.," and be delivered at this

office not later than 10 o'clock a.m. on Thursday, the Oih of

June. Any candidate who has not jn'eviously made applica-

tion for a similar .appointment must send with his applica-

tion the certificate of the Royal Institute of Britiali Architects,

required by section 140 of the London Building Act, 1S94,

that he is competent to perform the duties of District Sur-

veyor. The age of the applicant, which must not be less than
twenty-eight nor more than fifty years, must also be stated

;

and satisfactory evidence of age must accompany the appli-

catiou. Every candidate must also send with his application

a declaration, signed by him, that he is willing to accept the

office under the conditions laid down by the Council. Any
application which does not comply in every respect with the
terms of this advertisement will not be considered by the

Council.

The forms of application and of declaration above referred

lo, and any fui'thor information respecting the duties of the

office, may be obtained on personal application at the Super-
intending Architect's department at the County Hall.

Candidates are prohibited from personally canvassing the
members of the Council, and will be required to attend at the
County Hall, Spring-gardens, on a date of which notice will

be given to them.

C. J. STEWART,
Clei'k of the Council.

County Hall, Spring-gardens.

May 26, 1898.

SANITARY TUBES

2 in. to 42 In. diam.

J. PLAGE& SONS,
LIMITED,

DARWEN, LANGS.

PLACE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The composition being cast on the lower half of the

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessarily

follows that immediately the pipes are put together and

fastened with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

]ii]ie is absolutely watertight and perfect alignment of

invert is secured.

POINTS:-
Easily and quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely w^atertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.
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FARSLEY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
SEWERAGE AND OUTFALL WORKS.

The above Council require the servicea of an efficient Clerk

of Works.
Applicants must have had experience in the construction of

similar works, and be able to set out and measure up works.

Salary, 50s. weekly.

Applications, giving age and experience, with copies of two

recent testimonials, to be sent to j. Isles, Esq., J. P., Chairman
• of the Council, Parsley, near Leeds, on or before Monday,

June 6, 1898.
E. "WADE,

Clerk.

ARSLBY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
Wanted, a Suiveyor and Nuisance Inspector, to devote

the whole of his time to the duties of his office. Must be
thoroughly competent to take levels and jirepare plans and
estimates in connection with all work carried out undt'r his

charge, and to keep necessary books, to undertake the control

of all matters relating to highways, buildings, public lighting,

water supply, &c. Must bo under forty yc.irs of age, and
have had experience in regard to sowers and outfall works,

and bo qualified to advise the Council in all matters con-

nected therewith. Combined salary, £100.

Each candidate to send his application in his own hand-
writing, stating age and previous occupation, addressed .to

me, marked " Surveyor," on or before the 11th day of June
next, together with three testimonials of recent d.ate.

E. WADE,
Clerk.

District Council Office, Farsley, near Leeds.

HORNSEY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
APPOINTMENT OF INSPECTORS OP NEW BUILD-

INGS AND DRAINAGE WORKS.
The Urban District Council of Uornsey require the ser-

vices of two Inspectors of New Buildings and Dr,ainage Work
at salaries of £160 per annum, which will be paid monthly.

Candidates must bo between twenty-five and forty years of
age, and have had previous similar experience. Preference
will be given to candidates holding certificates of competency
from some recognised examining body, such as tho Sanitary
Institute. Written applications only, with particulars of past
and present employment, and copies of two recent testi-

monials as to character and competency, with copies of

certificates (if any), marked outside " Building and Drainage
Inspector," must be received not later than 4 p.m. on Mon-
day, the 13th day of June, 1898, and be addressed to Mr. E.J.

Lovegrove, Engineer and Surveyor, Council's Offices, South-

wood-lane, Highgate, from whom particulars of the duties to

be performed can be obtained. Original testimonials will not

be returned.

Canvassing of members of the Council will disqualify.

(By order)

F. D. ASKEY,
Clerk to the Council.

District Council Offices

:

No. 99 Southwood-lane, Highgate, N.
26th May, 1898.

POPLAR DISTRICT BOARD OP WORKS.
Notice is hoi-eby given that the board invite applica-

tions for the appointment of Chief of the Surveyors' Depart-

ment of the Board.
The officer appointed will hold his position during the

pleasure of the board, will be reciuircd to devote his whole
time to his duties and not be allowed to take any private

practice, to reside in the district, and have a thorough know-
ledge of the various Acts of Parliament governing nieti'opoli-

tan districts, and be capable of undertaking the performance
of all matters coiinected with and pertaining to his office, and
such other services connected with the department as may
from time to time be required by the board.

Commencing salary, £.500 per annum, with offices and
assistants.

Candidates must be under forty-five years of age, and
either members or associate members of the Institute of

Civil Engineers.

Canvassing is strictly prohibited and will disqualify.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, accompanied
by three testimonials of recent date, to be sent to the under-
signed, endorsed " Application for Appointment," on or before

Tuesday, June 7th next.

Candidates selected to attend before the Staff Committee
or Board will be so informed.

LEONARD POTTS,
Clerk to the Board.

Offices of the Board : 117 High-street, Poplar, E.

May 25, 1898.

HOPE & SONS,
Oak Lane Chemical Works,

LIMEHOUSE, LONDON, B.,

& LEICESTER.

STOP
Complaints of Manholes,

GULLIES, &c.,
BY USINO

PYNERZONE
BLOCKS.

INVALUABLE
ALSO lOR

WATER-CARTS

Wholesale aai Export Maaafacturers of

all kiads of CARBOLIC FLUIDS ani/

CREASOTES.
Sole Proprietors of CARBERZONE FLUID.
PYNERZONE FLUID and CARBOLIC ACIU

BLOCKS.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

SSe-«xra,S'e, SSX-u-dLsre, "^XTsi.-fceiB*, Ssg.
As ;i(lo])tod for the Drainage of Eastbourne, Southamptor,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe and uiany

other phices, botli ir. this coimtrY ami abroad.

For Pamphlets and Particulars apply to—

HUGHES 8l LANCASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WA-^ SUPPLY WORKS.
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qWINDON NEW TOWN URBAN DISTRICT
*^ COUNCIL.

BUILDING INSPECTOR.
This Council is prepared to receive applications for a quali-

Hed Bnilding Inspector and Chief Outside Assistant, under
the supervision of the Surveyor.

Applicants must have had a practical experience in build-

iiis; construction. Salary, £130 per annum.
Applications, with two recent testimonials, stating age and

experience, must reach the undersigned on or before Tuesday,
the 7th day of June, 1898.

HENRY KINNEIR,
Clerk.

Public Offices, Swindon.
23rd May, 1898.

BIRMINaHAM, TAJVIE AND REA DISTRICT
DRAINAGE BOARD. ;::::;

SsiWanted, a competent Engineer, as Chief Engineering As-
sistant. He must have had practical experience in the de-
signing and construction of works of sewerage and sewage
disposal on a large scale, be an accurate leveller, able to pre-

jiare working drawings, reports and estimates, and to take
charge of the office in the temporary absence of the engineer.
Age not to exceed forty years. Salary, £3 33. per week.
Also an Assistant Surveyor, who must be an accurate sur-

veyor and leveller and good draughtsman, and capable of
setting out and measuring up works.
Age not to exceed thirty-five years. Salary, £2 10s. per

week.
Applications, in'candidate's own handwriting, stating age

experience, present "employment, and 'accompanied by'copicg

of not more than four recent testimonials, to be sent to the
undersigned not later than 10 a.m. on Monday, June 13, 1898.

(By order)

J. KNIGHT,
Engineer to the Board.

Council House, Birmingham.
28th May, 1898.

EAST SUSSEX COUNTY COUNCIL.
APPOINTMENT OP COUNTY SURVEYOR.

The Roads and Bridges Committee of this County Council
are prepared to receive applications from candidates, not less

than thirty nor more tlian forty years of age, for the office of

County Surveyor for East Sussex.

Salary, £400 per annum, payable., quarterly, with actual
necessary travelling and office expenses.

Particulars of the duties to be performed, the tei'ms of ap-
pointment, Ac, can be obtained from the undersigned, at his

office, at Lewes, to whom applicatious, stating age, qualifica-

tions and references, accompanied by copies of not more than
three recent testimonials, are to be sent, so that the same
may be received not later than Friday, the 24th daj' of June,

1898.

Canvassing will disqualify, but any candidate will be at

liberty to send six extra copies of his application and testi-

monials to the clerk, for committee use, but copies must not
be sent to any members of the committee.
The person appointed will be required to enter upon his

duties immediately after the 29th September, 1898.

F.JMERRIPIELD,
Clerk of the County Council.

County Hall, Lawes.
May 13, 1898.

BAYLISS, JONES & BAYLISS' IRON ^^^
FENCING,
HURDLES, GATES,&C.

Also Maaufacturers of all kinds of Wire

Feaciag Material, Palisading, Wheelbarrows,

Wine Bins, Oardea Seats, &c.

CATALOGUES FREE.

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, &c.
ALL AT VERY LOW PRICES.

t i 'i'j

VICTORIA WORKS,

WOL¥ERHAIVSPTON.
London Offices and Show-Rooms—

139 & 141 CANNON STREET, E.G.

ricase mention this Journal.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY . LTD

QLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Baths, dc.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRBCKS.
BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoHship

Street, E.G.
;
i6 Charterhouse Street, E.G. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd-.N.W.

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited, ^

Head Office: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT.
In any Quantities. For Prices appljr to above address.
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COMPETITIONS.

BOROUGH OF WIDNES.
QUEEN'S DIAMOND JUBILEE COMMEMORATION.

The Commemoration Committee invite Competitive De-

signs for the Laying-Ont of a Park and Recreation Grounds

at Appleton, in the said Borough.

The following preminma will be paid to the respective

authors of the designs placed 6rst, second and third in order

of merit: First, £36 15s.; second, £10 10s.; third, £5 5s.

The conditions of the competition, with plan of the site,

may be obtained on application to Mr. John S. Sinclair,

A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Widnes, on payment of £1, which will

be returned on receipt of competitive di-awings, or on receipt

of the conditions and plan in ease the applicant does not

compete. Plans, &c., to be sent in, addressed under motto, to

the undersigned, by July 1, 1898.

H. S. OPPENHEIM,
Town Clerk, Hon. Sec.

Town Hall, Widnes.
May 12, 1898.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OP LINSLADE.
TO ENGINEEES.

The Urban Council of Linslade invito Plans, Specifications,

with Estimates for dealing with the Sewage Disposal and
Water Supply for the above-named district, such plans 'and

estimates to be sent to mo on or before Friday, July 1st,

marked with a motto or nom de plume, and endoi'sed "Lins-

lade Sewerage and Water Supply."

The Council proposes to place the plans in the hands of an
engineering expert to assist them in selecting the one most
suitable for the district, but will not pledge itself to accept

the lowest or any tender.

R. I. FLATTEN,
Clerk.

Linslade, Leighton Buzzard.

May 24, 1898.

TENDERS WANTED.
STOWMARKET SEWERAGE.

The Urban District Council of Stowmarket is prepared

to receive tenders for the laying of about 547 yards lineal of

9-in. and 12-in. Stoneware Pipe Sewers ; also about 47 yards

of 6-iD., 17 yards of 9-in., 1,016 yards of 12-in. and 307 yards
of 24-in. Cast-Iron Pipe Sewers, the Construction of M.an-

holes, Lampholes, Flushing and Intercepting Chambers, Cast-

iron Ventilators and other works in the town of Stowmarket,
Suffolk.

Drawings and specifications may be seen, and bills of

quantities obtained, on deposit of £2 2s., of the Engineers,

Messrs. Pollard & Tingle, 31 Old Queen-street, West-
minster, on or after Wednesday, June Isfc, between the hours
of 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Tenders, under seal and on forms supplied, endorsed
" Tender for Sewers," and addressed to me, are to be sent in

not later than 4 p.m. on Wednesday, the 22nd June, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

P. C. G. IIAYWARD,
Clerk to the Council.

Stowmarket.
June 1, 1898.

BOROUGH OF RICHMOND (SURREY).
TO CONTRACTORS.

Tenders are invited for the Construction of about 500 yards

of 15-in. Stoneware Pipe Sewer from Sheen-road along Lich-

field-gardens and tlirough the railway company's goods anil

passenger station yards to Parkshot, in Richmond.

Plans, specifications and a copy of the general conditions

of tender may be seen, and form of tender obtained, on appli-

cation to Mr. J. II. Briorley, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall,

Richmond, where also bills of quantities may be had on pay-

ment of a deposit of £2, which will be returned on receipt of

a bond-fide tender.

The Council do not hold themselves responsible for the

accuracy of the bills of quantities, which must be verified by
persons tendering, and a sealed priced copy of snch bills of

quantities will have to be deposited with the Borough Sur-

veyor by the person or persons whose tender is accepted.

No tender will bo recognised unless it is made on the pre-

scribed form, properly filled up in every respect, nor unless

it is received at the Town Clerk's office within the time

limited, and no expenses will be allowed or paid to any person

whether tendering or not.

The Council will require the contractor to give security, as

stipulated by the Public Health Act, 1875.

€6STEWART 55

ENCLOSED AM LAMP
(LONG HOUR BURNING).

Single Parallel

Indoor Lamp.

150 to 200 hours with ONE pair of
CarbonSr

Singly Qn 90 to 120 Volts.

I

2 in. Series on iSO to 240 Volts.

'- 5 in. Series on 450 to 600 Volts.

Our SPECIAL Lamp Burns SINGLY
on 180 to 240 Yolts.

BEST
Series Outdoor

Lamp.HIGHEST in Efficiency,

LOIMQEST in Life, SHORTEST in Length

XBO~«7V"©ssi:> ±3:2. !P3?±<3e. Write for NEW PRICE US7 of
all Patternsm

THE STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE, Ltd.,

5 New Compton Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C,
OOUCLAS C. BATE, Assoc.M.lnst.C.E., Manageer
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The contract and bond will be prepared by the Town Clerk,

at whose office particulars thereof may be obtained.

The contractor will be required to declare in his tender
that he pays snch rates of wages and observes snch hours of

labour as are generally accepted as fair in the respective
trades.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Lichfield-gardena Sewer," and
addressed to the Works Cotnmittee, Town Clerk's office, Rich-
mond, are to be delivered by 4 o'clock, on Frid.ay, the 10th
June, 1898.

FREDK. B. SENIOR,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Richmond, Surrey.
May 26, 1898.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF ST. HELENS.
TO SEWER CONTRACTORS.

The Highway Committee are prepared to receive tenders
(1) for the Construction of a Subway in Church-street, and
(2) for the Coustrnction of a Storm-W.ater Sewer from Liver-
pool-road to Phythian-street.

Plans may be seen, and specifications, forms of tender, and
bills of quantities obtained, for each contract on application
to Mr. Geo. J. C. Broom, m.inst.c.e., the Borough Engineer,
at his office, on payment of £1 Is., which will be returned on
receipt of a bo)id-fiile tender.

Sealed tenders to bo sent in not later than 12 o'clock
noou on the 15th instant, addressed to the " Chairman of the
Highway Committee," and endorsed " Tender for Subway, &c."
The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender.

W. J. JEEVES,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, St. Helens.
2nd Jnne, 1898.

T EIGNMOUTH URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

GASWORKS.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Teignmouth Urban District Council are pi-epared to

receive tenders for providing and laying about 1,700 yards of
H-in. Gas Main.
The drawings and form of contract may be seen and copies

of the specification, bill of quantities and form of tender ob-
tained, at the office of Mr. Chris. Jones, Engineer and Sur-
veyor to the Council, Town Hall Teignmouth, on depositing
£1, which will be returned after the receipt of a bon&-fide
tender with the bill of quantities fully priced out.

Sealed tenders, addressed to me and endorsed" Gas Main,"
are to be delivered at the Clerk's office. Town Hall, Teign-
mouth, at or before 10 o'clock a.m. on Thursday, 16th day of

Jnne, '1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest
or any tender.

W. R. HALL JORDAN,
Clerk.

Town Hall, Teignmouth, South Devon.
31st May, 1898.

pOUNTY BOROUGH OP SOUTHAMPTON.
y^ MAIN SEWERAGE WORKS, EASTERN AND

WESTERN DISTRICTS.

The Corporation invite tenders for the following contracts

1. Constructing certain Cast-iron Pipe Sewers, Stoneware
Pipe Sewers, with Manholes, Flushing Chambers and
other works.

GALVANIZED

FRED'^BRABY2(C?

RON The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

FITZROY WORKS
352to3G4 Euston R?

TONDQNj

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

joxmr STKCiTFxx,
ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.

w
Nineteen Medals. Chicago Exhibition, highest awards.

^WIVI. WGOI^I^RJMl^ <Ss CO.,
ORIGINAL MAK

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
Free from Arsenic.

Sole Address : 110 HIGH STREET, near Manchester Square. LONDON, W.
Special Terms for Export. Of all Pecorators'.

w

wr

GEORGE JENNINGS,
VITRIFIED SALT-GLAZED STONEWARE SOCKET DRAIN PIPES,

From 2in. to 34in. diameter, always kept in stock for immediate delivery.

Patent Double-Seal Jointed Pipes.

Patent Joint on Stoneware Pipes.

Tested Pipes in all sizes. MarkMl

"JENNINGS' TESTED."

STRUCTURAL and DECORATIVE

TERRA-COTTA.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED TO BE OF THE BEST qUALITY. and MADE FROM SELECTED DORSETSHIRE CLAYS

WORKS, SOUTH WESTERN POTTERY, PARK8T0NE, DORStT. LONDON DEPOtTlAMBETH PALACE RD., LONDON, 8.fr
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2. Constructing certain 30-in., 24-in. and 18-in. Cast-iron

Pipe Sewers and an 18-in. Stoneware Pipe Sewer, with
Manholes, Connections and other works in connection

therewith.

Plans, specifications and particulars can be seen upon ap-

plication to the Borough Engineer, Mr. W. B. G. Bennett,

and copies of bills of quantities obtained upon payment
to the Borough Accountant of a deposit of £2 2s. in respect

of each contract, which sum will be returned upon receipt of

a honA-fide tender.
• No pledge is given to accept the lowest or any tender or

tenders, and the conti'actor will bo required to pay not less

than the minimum local standard rate of wages in each branch
of the trade at the date of the contract.

Sealed tenders, properly endorsed, to be left at my ofBce

before 2 p.m. on the 14th June, 1898.

(By order)

GEOKGE B. NALDER,
Town Clerk.

Municipal Offices, Southampton.

27th May, 1898.

WILLESDEN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO CONTRACTORS.

The Willesden District Conncil are prepared to receive

tenders for the Construction of an Underground Convenience
at High-street, Harlesden.

Plans and specification may be seen and all further par-

ticulars obtained, on and after Monday the 6th inst., upon
application to Mr. 0. Claude Robson, Engineer to the Council,

Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilburn, N.W.
Tenders, upon printed forms, and endorsed " Underground

Convenience," to be delivered at the offices of the Council,
not later than 4 p.m., on Tuesday, June 14, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

(By order)

STANLEY W. BALL,
Clerk to the Council.

Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilburn, N.W.
June 1, 1898.

HESTON AND ISLEWORTH URBAN DIS-
TRICT COUNCIL.
TO CONTRACTORS.

The above-named Council are prepared to receive tenders

for Sewering Cromwell-road, situate in Hounslow, within the

district.

Plans, sections and specifications may be seen and forms of

tenderobtainedupon application to Mr. \V. A. Davies, a.m.i.c.e..

Engineer and Surveyor to the Council, at his offices. Town
Hall, Hounslow, upon payment of a deposit of 2 guineas,

which will be retarned upon receipt of a hond-fide tender.

Tenders, endorsed " Cromwell-road," to be sent in under
seal addressed to the Clerk to the Council on the proper

forms provided, before noon of Tuesday, June 7, 1898. No
other form of tender will be considered.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.
HUGH R. PEAKE,

Clerk to the Council.

Town Hall, Hounslow.
May 25, 1898.

WILLESDEN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO WOOD PAVING CONTRACTORS.

The Willesden District Council are prepared to receive

tenders for the laying of 17,048 yards super, or thereabouts

of Wood Paving in certain streets within their district.

Plans and specification may be seen and all further par-

ticulars obtained, on and after Mond.ay, the 6th inst., upon
application to Mr. O. Claude Robson, Engineer to the Council,

Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilburn, N.W.
Tenders, upon printed forms and endorsed " Wood Paving,"

to be delivered at the offices of the Council not later than

4 p.m. on Tuesday, June 14, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

(By order)

STANLEY W. BALL,
Clerk to the Council.

Pablic Offices, Dyne-road, Killmni, N.W.
.Inn.' 1, 1S9.S. ,"

FIRE ^^

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

Head Offices
f 45 DALE STREET, LIVERPOOL,

73 TO 76 XING WILLIAM STREET, LONDOH.

Liberal Commission .illowed to SURVEYORS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for introduction of

Business.

GLAZED SOCKET PIPES
BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING.

BRINDLED BRICKS. ROOFING TILES.

White and Coloured Glazed Bricks, &c., &c.

Illustrated Lists and Samples va application.

STANLEY BROS., Ltd.,
I«"XJ3V3E;..^^TCOie".

^SUSPENSION FOOTBRIDGES,
As erected at Hereford, Trentliam, lirim.sbv H A\nua.d.

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND GEMENY
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Dciivored to nil part.s of Uie Kingdom.

Offices : 1 St, . Ma.rtin's, Leicester.

Works; Barrow-oii-Soar, ur. LouKhbor(aiL;ii.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

\\"nlf Hi .Hire r.iV ls!)8 llluBtriili-.l ITir,^ Ijsl.

LOUIS HARPER, A.M.I.C.E., ABERDEEN, N.B.

CoiitrMclor to Her Jlajesty's CVilonial CJoveniiueiils.

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

,j/j VENTILATING AND WARMING.
TftAnT MARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

Established 1840.
Telephone No. 98 HiMMEiissiirH. Telegrams : "SiHUT.HiMMKEBMiTH,"

SANKEY & CO.,
Chief Office: Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.

Agent for HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

SANKEY'S IMPROVED (DEEP) INTERCEPTING
GULLY, for all kinds of Drainage.

special LEMES supplied for the Disposal of SEWERAGE
Matter, also for Gas Purification. Prices on Apidicativn.

LONDON PLATE -GLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Office : 49 Queen Victoria St., B.C.
Gla.ss of all kinds covered bv the Policies of

thisr,,ni|,;niv.

MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS
SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

Ten per cent, of the I'lvuiiiiiu . returned ever/

SIX yearn in ca.ses where imi clann has arisen.

Applications for Agencies Invited.

Liberal Terms for Business Introduced

OF ALL KINDS.

Special for Road y ^«,

PaWwg -Tested . /^^/
Roof Tiles, /.^xf/ *^
Quarries, /

^

Copings, /co
Malting /<.V v-> ,
Tiles, / C^ 4/ '''" ''"""^'

V CATALOaUES and PRICES on
application.

THE REEVES SYSTEM.

SEWER-AIR PURIFICATION.
"Certainly effectual."—rr..t. \Vj nter Bljth in

•• Maeual of I'uhlic Health."
" Marked success."—\V. .T. Dibdin, Esq., in

a.inilarn I!,,;,rii.

Four years unqualified success at Sutton.

SEWAGE PURIFICATION.
h\i,,hj „p, .],,.!. h,<..l.'y,'u,.i„,l M.,ri;t„hl, SIndj/e.

"Successful and economical."—Newspaper re-
port ot Heiilev I'i'Wii foinicil.

One year's practical success at Henley.
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BOROUGH OF TOTISTES.
The Totnes Corporation are prepared to receive tenders

for the Construction of Outfall Sewage Purification Works,

consisting of Circular Precipitation Tanks, Filter-Beds, Rough-
ing Filters, Mixing-House, Pumping Station, &c., &c.; 5,tS66

lineal yards of 18-in., 15-in., lli-in. and 9-in. diameter Stone-

ware Pipes; 524 lineal yards of 18-in., 12-in. and 9-in. diameter

Cast-iron Pipes ; also Manholes, Lampholes, Ac.

Plans may be seen, and specifications and bills of quantities

obtained, at the offices of Mr. W. F. Tollit, Borough Surveyor,

Gate House, Totnea ; or Messrs. Lomax & Lomax, Civil Engi-

neers, Grosvenor Chambers, Deansgate, Manchester, on and
after 2Sth May, 1898, on payment of a deposit of two pounds

(£2), which will be returned on receipt of a liotnl-fide tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Sewage Outfall

Works and Sewering," to be returned to me not later than

20th June, 1898.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accejjt the lowest

or any tender.

EDWARD WINDEATT,
Town Clerk.

Totnes.

18th j\Iay. 1898.

SLOUGH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
STREET WORKS.

The above Coxmcil are prepared to receive tenders for

Making-up the Streets known as Chalvey Vale (under the

Private Street Works Act, 1892), consisting of about 1,200

yards of Kerbing and Channelling, 2,299 super, yards Foot-

way and 4,400 super, yards of Flint Roadway, &c.

Plans, sections and specification may be seen, and schedule

of quantities obtained, at the office of the Surveyor to the

Council, No. 1 Mackenzie-street, Slough, between the hours

of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., upon payment of a deposit of 1 guinea,

which will be returned on the receipt of a boiia-fide tender on

the prescribed form.

Tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the Council, duly

sealed, to be delivered at the oflSce of the Council, No. 1

Mackenzie-street, Slough, not later than Saturday, the 11th

day of June next, endorsed " Street Works."
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

anv tender.

G. n. CHARSLEY,
Clerk to the Council.

1 Mackenzie-street, Slongh.
Mnv ISO'!.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SANITARY INSPECTORS and other exams, of
the SANITARY INSTITUTE. Preparation by COR-

RESPONDENCE.—Terms, testimonials and all particulars of
" Inspector," Office of Thk Surveyor.

pIVlL SERVICE COMMISSION.—Forfchcoming
^—^ Examination. Assistant Civil Engioeer (3ud grade),
in H.M. Naval Establishments (23-28), 28th June. The date
S]jecitied is the latest at which applications can be received.

They must be made on forms to .be obtained, with particulars,

from the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, London, S.W.

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED accu-
rately and with despatch. METCHIM & SON,

8 Princes-street, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.
" Surveyor's Diary and Tables for 1898," price 6d., post 7d.;

in leather Is., post Is. Id.

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS'
EXAMINATION.—Mr. Richard Parry, a.m.i.c.k.,

F.S.I. , &c., 27 Great George-street, Westminster, prepares
pupils by correspondence for this examination. The course
of work may be taken to extend over three, six or twelve
months, according to previous knowledge. At the examina-
tion of last April out of the fifteen successfal candidates
twelve were prepai-ed by Mr. Parry.

SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION EXAMINA-
TIONS.—Complete courses of preparation, in class or

by correspondence, iu all divisions and sub-divisions. The
mme months' course will commence on June 9th. At the last

four examinations the following prizes were obtained by
Mr. Pai'ry's pupils :

—

1895 and 1896. Institution Prize, Driver Prize and Penfold
Silver Medal.

1897. Institution Prize and Special Prize.

1898. Institution Prize, Special Prize, Driver Prize and
Penfold Silver Medal and Crawter Prize (one

of the two bracketted winners of the last).

At the examination of last March more than half of the

successful list were Mr. Parry's pupils.—Apply to Mr. Richard
Parry, F.s.i., a.m.i.c.e., &c., 27 Great George-street, West-
minster (immediatplv opiiosito the Snrrevors' In.'ititntioii).

HAYWARD'S PATENT "SEMI-PRISM" PAVEMENT LIGHTS.

For Lighting Basements, Cellars, and Underground Apartments.

Univeraally acknowledged to be the BEST.

HAYWARD'S PATENT SAFETY
COAL PLATES.

SELF-LOCKING AND SELF-FAS I'ENING.
Used by all Local Boards and Vestries.

Solid Iron, Ventilation or lUuminatiug.

Cross Section through Hayward's No. 2B "Semi-Prism" Pavement Light,

IRON STABLE FITTINGS.

12 in,, 14 in., 16 in., 18 in. Diameter.

IRON STAIRuASESi For FireprooUng BuUdlngs.

21 MEDALS AWARDED.
GENERAL CASTINGS AND FOUNDRY WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ON SHORTEST NOTICE.

Catalogues and Eatimatea on receipt of Particulars, to

Hayward Brothers & Eckstein,
ENGIi^EERS AND BRONFOUT^DERS,

"''"^°'

187 to 193 TinOI STEEET, BOHOU&H, LOOOIl S.E.

I
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Progress of
Lrght

Railways.

Among the few legislative pro-

ducts of that session of disap-

pointed liopes and unfulfilled ex-

pectations—1896—was the Light

Railways Act, a measure which was taken up with

little enthusiasm by the Government, but which
provoked no pai'ty strife. Tlie Bill, as originally

introduced, was short, but by the time it reached

the committee stage the few provisions it contained

were almost smothered under the sheaves of amend-
ments which were pitchforked upon it from all sides

of the House. These underwent a winnowing pro-

cess, and eventually the Bill emerged from Parlia-

ment a concise and workable piece of machinery,

which has stood the test of eighteen months' trial

with i-esults that must be pronounced satisfactory.

The Act was regarded by its framers in the light of

an experiment, but an experiment that might afford

to Parliament itself substantial relief from a class

of work which it is not particularly well adapted

to perform and which is a considerable tax upon
its enei'gies and time. That was hiirdly what those

who stimulated public opinion outside the walls of

Parliament in favour of the Bill had in view. It

was felt that the country was in many parts urgently

in need of light and inexpensive railways, which the

rigid interpretation of the Board of Trade regula-

tions, the imposition of onerous conditions upon
promoters with regard to permanent way and rolling

stock, and the heavy expenses inseparable from
private Bill procedure in Parliament, had practically

stifled. Capitalists, even those who would have
been willing to aid such enterprises in districts that

had some claim upon them, would have nothing to

do with such undertakings. The experience of the

last twentyyears had been anything but encouraging.
Whei'e such lines had been built they had been at

the mercy of the nearest great railway company,
whose territory they traversed, and their history

had been an unvarying course of struggle and
eventual absorption on anything but favourable
terms. No wonder, therefore, that people refused

to put their hands into their pockets to build short
standard-gauge lines, with expensive equipment, in

districts which were languishing for railway com-
munication, but which could only hold out hope of

limited traffic and a small, if any, return on the
capital spent. County councils and local author-
ities would give no assistance, for there was nothing
to justify an expenditure of money from the I'ates

under the circumstances that then existed. Since
the passing of the Light Railways Act the condi-
tions have been entirely changed. The stringent
regulations that were proper enough when applied
to trunk lines have been relaxed. New railways,
climbing up hill and running down valley, with few
restrictions as to fencing and crossings and station

buildings, are freely sanctioned. The county author-
ities are sympathetic, whereas before they were
generally hostile, the pui-se-striugs of capitalists

have been loosened, and landowners, recognising the

benefits the lines are likely to confer upon their

estates, are giving the land required, in some cases

absolutely fi'ee of charge, and in others as their con-

tribution towards the capital.

The Light Railway Commissioners have taken up
the work with determination and spirit. Parlia-

ment had given a free hand ; they were bound by
no precedents, and the nxles which were to guide

them would be of their own making. This was, so

far, good ; but, on the other hand, they were open-

ing up new ground, and they had to proceed with
care. Much anxious thought had to be given to the

form of order authorising the new lines. Too many
intei^ests were involved to warrant a mere do-as-

you-please instrument. A sort of model order form
has now been drawn up, not unlike the private Bills

under which new railways are sanctioned by Parlia-

ment. It is somewhat more elastic, but in principle

it is the same. The commissioners are men who
understand the nature of the work they have to do.

The Earl of Jersey, the chairman of the commis-
sioners, is an experienced and capable chaii'man of

select committees in the House of Lords. Colonel

Boughey, the engineering expert of the commission,

is an officer of the Royal Engineers, who has had
much experience in railway construction in India

;

and Mr. G. A. R. FitzGerald has had a fair practice

at the Parliamentary bar, and may be expected to

keep the other commissioners right on matters of

law, and to see that there shall be methodical struc-

ture and unifoi'mity of system in varying circum-

stances. The public have not been slow to avail

themselves of the advantages offered by the new Act.

The first batch of applications, deposited in December,
1896, numbered twenty-eight ; six months later, in

May, 1897, the number was the same ; in December
last, after another lapse of six months, the number
increased to thirty ; and the fourth list, which has
just been completed, indicates further progress, the

actual number on this occasion being thirty-four. The
commissioners, like the inspectoi's of the Local Gov-
ernment Board, hold their inquiries in local centres,

examine witnesses in public, and consider each ap-

plication upon its merits. Their decision is for-

warded to the Board of Trade, who ratify the orders

made, but allow objectors an opportunity of being
heard should they notify their objections within
three weeks after the Board of Trade has intimated
that an order authorising the construction of a par-

ticular line will be confirmed. Up to the present

time the commissioners have dealt with upwards of

eighty applications, of which considerably more
than half have been approved, about a third have
been rejected, and the remainder have either been
temporarily withdrawn or postponed until the pi-o-

posals can be submitted in a more complete form.

Only half-a-dozen orders have yet been confii-med

by the Board of Trade. These are the Basingstoke

and Alton, a line some 13 miles in length, promoted
by the London and South-Western Railway Com-
pany ; the East and West Yorkshire Union, 2 miles
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in length, rnnniiig from Robin Hood to Royds
Green ; the Potteries, an electric line 14 miles in

length, running through a populous district in Staf-

fordshire ; Hadlow, a standard-gauge line about 11

miles long, in the neighbouihood of Tonbridge
;

Wrington Vale, a line in Somersetshire, 7 miles long,

connecting Congresbury and Blagdon ; and the

Flamborough and Ridlington, an electric line, about

8 miles in length, traversing a part of Yorkshire.

Some eighteen lines are now awaiting confirmation

, by the Board of Trade. It is interesting to note

that of the lines promoted a considerable number
are to be worked by electricity. In the last batch

of applications fully one-half of the railways pro-

posed were to be worked by electric power. Among
the engineers who have taken a prominent part in

the promotion of these light railways ai-e Mr. S.

Sellon, Messrs. Graham, Hitchcox & Co., Messrs.

Kincaid, Waller & Manville, Messrs. G. Hopkins &
Sons, Mr. H. F. Stephens, Mr. F. Stillman, Sir

Douglas Fox and Mr. Fi'ancis Fox, Mr. S. G. Fraser,

Mr. H. L. Godden, Messrs. Mammatt & White, Mr.
W. R. Galbraith, Mr. J. Dickson, Mr. W. V. Pugh,
Mr. J. A. Thornton, Mr. W. T. Pressland, Mr. W.
Myers-Beswick, Mr. W. B. D. Cooper, Messrs. T.

Roberts & Son, Sir J. Szlumper and Mr. W. W.
Szlumper, and Messrs. Crouch & Hogg.

We are glad to know that county councils, district

councils and municipal councils take an active part

in nearly all the inquiries. They do not figure as

active promoters, but they are almost invariably re-

presented at the investigations that take place and
often render material assistance to the commissioners,

while in other cases they obtain important modifi-

cations in the schemes which are likely to prove of

considerable advantage to the ratepayers. Very
little fault has been found with the decisions of the

commissioners so far as they have gone, but occa-

sional murmurs have reached us about the delay in

getting out the orders. This, we understand, could

not be avoided owing to the commissioners having
to create, so to speak, the machinery by which the

Act has to be worked. Now that this has been done

the progress will be more rapid than was possible in

the first few months of their existence. The lines

when they have been constructed will be passed by
the inspecting officers of the Board of Trade befoie

they are opened. This passing of the lines will be

no mere formal matter, and that it is ^newed with
some amount of misgiving is evident from state-

ments which have been made by some of the engi-

neers who have had experience of the manner in

which the Board of Trade inspectors exercise the

powers confeiTed upon them by the old regulations.

There is a fear, which may or may not prove to be

groundless, that the officers, accustomed to a high
standard of quality in connection with railway con-

struction generally, will insist upon an equally high
standard in the case of these light lines. We do not

think they will be so foolish, for this would be the

surest way to make the Act a dead letter. We be-

lieve that as men of common sense they will recog-

nise at once that a light railway will have to be

judged by an entirely different standard from that

adopted in the case of <in ordinary railway. What
they will have to do will be to see that the light

railways fulfil the requirements of the Act under
which they are constructed. This is what the public

will expect of them and no more. It is expected

by those engaged in the administration of the Act
that the sphere of usefulness of the new department
will extend as time goes on ; that many of the larger

inquiries that Parliament, under the existing system
of private Bill procedure, has to conduct, at infinite

trouble and vast expense to promoters, will be I'ele-

gatedto this less costly and equally effective tribunal

;

and that it will make an important step in the

direction of decentralisation. This is a matter for

future rather than present consideration. There
can be no doubt that the system of private Bill

committees is open to many objections, but the
agitation in favour' of a change is more pronounced

in Scotland and Ireland than in England, where the

people seem pretty much inclined to let things con-

tinue as they are. Parliament, moreover, although
it would doubtless appreciate the relief which would
thus be given, is reluctant to part with any of its

powers, rights and privileges. Whether, even should
a change be decided upon as regards the genei'al

methods of private Bill procedure, the Light Rail-

ways Act will provide the fulcrum for the lever

which will break down the present cumbrous and
expensive system, is open to question. Railway
business is, after all, but a fraction of the private

Bill work with which Parliamentary committees
have to deal. There are corpoi'ation Bills, water
Bills, gas Bills, tramway Bills and so forth, and to

what body outside Parliament could these be rele-

gated H

We believe that there is among
Private Street local authoiities who have adopted

JuriX^n Of t'i«„
P^^^te Street Works Act of

Magistrates. 1°^'^
f

pretty general feeling of

dissatisfaction as to the actual

working in practice of the provisions of that statute

relating to frontagers' objections. We have on
several occasions had our attention called by corre-

spondents to cases in which an improvement scheme,
carefully considered and prepared by a local authoi'-

ity, has been frustrated—or, at all events, consider-

ably inif.aired—by the magisterial sanction given to

such objections ; and we have had occasion from
time to time to notice such cases in our " Law
Notes" column. It is undoubtedly somewhat of an
anomaly that local authorities, elected by the rate-

payers and acting in their interests on the advice of

technical experts, should be liable to be overruled

on matters so specially within their sphere by a

tribiinal which, however unimpeachable on the score

of judicial impartiality, cannot, as a genei'al rule, be
credited with a technical acquaintance with the sub-

ject in question. Any judicial decision, therefore,

tending to restrict the jurisdiction of the magistrates

and to enlarge and uphold the powers of local au-

thorities under this statute is to be welcomed. Such
a decision is that in Man.'field Coi-poration v. Butter-

worth, a note of which appears in another column.
In that case the magistrates held that the pi'oposed

works were " insufficient and, unreasonable," because

the scheme did not provide for the widening of the

street which was to be made up. But the High
Court have reversed that decision. The ground on
which this judgment is based should be carefully

noted, and, indeed, the whole judgment will repay
close study. But the pivot on which it turned, or,

perhaps, it weie better to say the extra feather-

weight which turned the scales was this : That the

magistrates had rejected the scheme not because

they considered that it was not required, but merely

by way of putting the screw on the coi'|,oration to

widen the street. It seems then, that although a

scheme may be curtailed under this Act, it cannot

be altogether quashed if in itself reasonable, because

the justices think that something more should be

done than is proposed. As Mr. Justice Wills put it

:

" The Act was not intended to interfere with the

jurisdiction of the local authority to adopt the

scheme as a whole, in the sense of determining when
the work was to be done, but merely to give the jus-

tices power to consider the sufficiency and reason-

ableness of the way in which the work was proposed

to be done." We congratulate the Mansfield Cor-

poration and local authorities generally upon this

result.
# * *

The judgment of the Court of Ap-
Tlie Conversion pg^l in Wood y.Gorporation of Widnes

into^^ will, it is to be feared, considerably

Water-Closets. hampei' local authorities, not only

in carrying out any general scheme
of conversion of privies into water-closets, but even

in securing this desii'able change in individual

cases. There is nothing new in the principle that
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no general rule can be laid down by the authority

proscribing the use of privies (that having been

decided long ago), and, although that principle

seems to us to have been somewhat severely applied

in this case, the condemned resolution undoubtedly

sailed very close to the wind, too close indeed, as the

result shows. But what we would specially call

attention to is that the Court of Appeal have (if

we may say so without disrespect) made matters

even worse for the corporation (and for local author-

ities generally) than they were before. Not con-

tent with dismissing the appeal on the ground that

the resolution infringed the " no general rule " prin-

ciple, they gratuitously condemned the notice itself,

because (as far as we can gather) it was too precise

in its requirements. It would seem, therefore, that

in future local authorities who desire to secure the

conversion of a privy into a water-closet will be in

this dilemma : Either they must specify in the

notice what they require to be done at the risk of

the notice being held to be bad, or they must, by a

vague notice requiring " a sufficient water-closet,

earth-closet or privy," leave the ownei' an option as

to which kind of accommodation he will provide.

This part of the judgment, indeed, is hardly recon-

cilable with previous decisions, in which the local

authority have been considered to have a discretion

as to the nature of the works to be executed, and to

be the judges (subject to an appeal to the Local

Government Board) of their sufficiency. The diffi-

culty which is thus suggested, however, may pos-

sibly turn out in practice to be one of form rathei-

than of substance. The Lord Chancellor is reported

to have said in the coui'se of his judgment that " if

there had been a note at the bottom "

—

i.e., of the

notice—" suggesting that a particular kind of work
would satisfy the corporation, that, perhaps, would
not have been improper." This is somewhat cold

comfort, but it i.s better than nothing. It is obvious,

however, that the usual form of notice adopted in

these cases will have to bo carefully revised.

Blackpool
Tramway
System.

In our last issue reference was
made to the contribution to be read

to-day before the Municipal Elec-

trical Association by the borough

electrical engineer of Blackpool on the subject of

municipal tramways. In connection with this it is

interesting to observe that a considerable profit has

accrued to the working of the Blackpool system

during the past twelve months. The line comprises

some 2 miles of track and is on the underground
conduit principle, the system having been taken over

from the local company some two or three years

ago. It is notorious that the system is extremely

inefficient, but, nevertheless, it has always contrived

to show veiy considerable profits. The actual re-

ceipts for the year were £15,496, which is nearly

£1,000 in excess of the sum expected to be realised.

The actual expenditure was £10,206, which leaves

a gross profit of £5,290. Of this sum £2,984 is de-

ducted as interest and sinking fund, which leaves a

nett profit of £2,306. A sum of £589 is put aside

for depreciation, and the nett result is £1,717 as the

available balance which can be devoted to the relief

of rates, this being equivalent to \\A. in the £1.

The popularity of the line is as marked as ever,

2,279,209 passengers having been carried, a great

increase on the previous year. The growth of the

line is shown by the following receipts: 1895-6,

£9,869; 1896-7, £13,223; 1897-8, £I5,-196. Last
year the profits showed a falling oif of some £360,
despite the fact that the receijits were considerably

higher than during the previous twelve months, but

the last year's work has proved so successful that

the nett profit has risen from £230 to £1,717. Alto-

gether the profits pier car mile are 5'8d. It is im-

portant to remember in connection with this system
that the corporation have decided to adopt the over-

head system, and in view of this practically no
repairs are carried out on the cmiduit, and the

probability is that there is less efficiency from this

cause.

The
Septic System.

In another column will be found

the text of the decision of the Local

Government Board in connection

with the application of the Exeter City Council foi'

sanction to bori'ow £40,000 for works of sewerage

and sewage disposal, the sewage to be treated on the
" septic " system in accordance with plans prepared

by Mr. Donald Cameron, city surveyor, the inventor

of that system. There will be no great disposition

to quarrel with the decision of the Local Govern-

ment Board to approve of the application, but it will

be noticed that conditions have been imposed which

entirely relieve the department from any responsi-

bility in the event of the system failing to come up

to expectations when applied to the treatment of the

sewage of the whole city. The usual provision of

land for the final treatment of the effluent is insisted

upon, and, indeed, the Local Government Board have

made it pretty clear all along that this condition

will in all cases be in,sisted upon, no matter what
system is adopted, though the suggestion has been

made that they should adopt " electrozone " for the

purpose of final treatment. The supporters of the

septic system claim that the effluent is sufficiently

pure to be passed into a stream without further treat-

ment, but the Local Government Board cannot be

blamed for the caution with which they are moving,

and can no doubt advance good reasons in support of it.

For one thing, bacteriological science is as yet vague

and uncertain in its conclusions. Nevertheless, the

condition as to the provision of land presses heavily

upon many local authorities, who find it next to im-

possible to obtain suitable land, and all who are in-

terested in the problem must look forward to the

time when it will be found possible to dispense with

land treatment. It will also be observed that the

city council are required to undertake that they

will provide works of chemical precipitation and

artificial filtration in the event of failure on the part

of the septic system.

So distressing an incident as
The District ti^^t, recorded in our report of the
Meetings

j j^ ^ ^j -^^^^ valley waterworks
of Municipal

c< ^ i u t i

Engineers. ^'^ baturday would of necessity

cast a sense of gloom and oppres-

sion over any proceedings of the kind. The sympathy

expressed on Saturday in regard to the deceased

centlemanwere general andheartfelt, and, needless to

say, it will not be confined to these who were present.

In other respects, with the exception of a brief spell

of bad weather, the gathering was a distinct success,

on which Mr. Stainthorpe, the district secretaiy, is to

be congi'atnlated. Tui-ujug next to the meetings

to be held this week at Norwich and Yarmouth on

successive days—to-day and to-morrow—there is

every reason to anticipate a good attendance. In

both places there is an unusually large and varied

amount of municipal engineering activity, and a

crlance at the programme is quite sufficient to

demonstrate that Mr. Collins and Mr. Cockrill are

determined to provide their visitors with plenty of

material for the exercise of their faculties of ob-

servation.

Leith.—A special meeting of the town council was held

recently for the purpose of conBidering the resolution of

14th April last, passed by the council, as local authority, for

the purchase of that portion of the tramways, works and

property which is situated within the burgh of Leith. The

town clerk read a copy of the correspondence which had

passed between him, the Edinburgh Corporation, the Edin-

burgh Street Tramways Company and the Edinburgh and

District Tramways Company. Bailie Waldie said the com-

mittee had hoped to lay before them to-day drafts of agree-

ment, but in view of the replies from the Edinburgh

Corporation and the tramways companies it had not been-

thought advisable to go further in the meantime. He moved

that the meeting be adjourned until the 14th June. This,

after some discussion, was agreed to.
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British Association of Waterworl(s Engineers.

ANNUAL MEETING AT SOUTHAMPTON. III.

Last week we carried our report of the second day's pro-

ceedings to the end of the discussion on Mr. Berrington's

paper. The following paper was then read :
—

THE WATER SUPPLY OP GOSPORT.
By Edward T. Hildred, .\.-\i.i.c.e.

The parish of Alverstoke, in the county of Southampton,
Hampshire, includes the towns of Gosport, Forton, Anglesea,

&c., and is supplied with water by the Gosport Waterworks
Company under the powers of the Gosport Waterworks Act,

1858, and provisional orders of 1872, 1883 and 1897. The diF-

trict supplied has an area of 3,837'7 acres and a computed
present population of 28,t00. Gosport, geologically, is situ-

ated upon the Bracklesham beds of the tertiary formation,

whilst at the northern end of the company's district the

London clay, and to a very limited extent the Reading beds,

are at the surface. Until recently the water was wholly drawn
from wells and borings at the Bury Cross pumping station

(Plate 1, Fig. 1), sunk into the sandy heds of the Bagshot
series. The original works, designed and completed in 1860
by the late Mr. James Pilbrow, m.i.c.e., f.g..<j., compribed :

—

1. A well, 7 ft. diameter, sunk 7Uft. deep, with an 18-in.

boring carried into the sand beds referred to a total depth of

330 ft., and yielding approximately 300,000 gallons per day.

2. A pumping station, containing a 13-iu. by 24-in. hori-

zontal high-pressure non-condensing engine, by J. I. Headley,
Cambridge, 1860, running at forty revolutions per minute,
and driving a 12-in. by 27-in. double-acting plunger pump,
worked oft" a rocking beam geared direct from the crankshaft,

at a speed of thirteen revolutions per minute. Steam at 301b.

pressure is supplied by No. 2 Cornish boilers, 5 ft. diameter
by 27 ft. 6 in. long.

3. A water tower and small covered wrought-iron storage

tank, holding 7,250 gallons, to furnish the necessary pressure
throughout the district.

In 1866 increased storage was, under the advice of the late

Mr. Thomas Hawkslcy, provided by the erection of a brick

water tower 44 ft. in height, supporting a covered cast-iron

tank 36 ft. square by 9 ft. in depth, and containing 71,670
gallons. In 1871 the No. 2 well and boring was sunk ; well,

5 ft. diameter, 70 ft. deep ; 18-in. boring continued to a total

depth of 220ft. In 1874 additional pumping plant was erected

in the existing engine-house— I'l;., a compound rotative be.am

engine, with jet condenser, by Messrs. J. & E. Hall, Dart-
ford ; cylinders, lljin. and 23 in. diameter, with 2-ft. 4-in.

and 3-ft. 4-in. strokes respectively ; speed, thirty revolutions
;

steam supplied from the Cornish boilers at 30 lb. pressure.

An 11-in. by 54-in. double-acting piston pump is driven by
gearing from the crankshaft, as in the case of the horizontal

engine.

In 1S77 the Nos. 3 and 4 wells were sunk 80 ft. deep and
13 ft. .and 10 ft. in diameter respectively, and an egg-shaped
brickwork culvert 6 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 6 in. built, connecting
wells Nos. 1, 3 and 4. In 1883-4 a second engine and boiler

house was erected over No. 3 well, containing a compound
beam surface-condensing engine, with single-acting plunger
pumps, also by Messrs. J. and E. Hall ; cylinders, 14 in. and
28|in. diameter, with 5-ft. 6-in. and 3.ft. 6-in. strokes re-

spectively; pumps, 1.5f in. diameter, 2-ft. 5-in. stroke ; speed,
ten revolutions; air pump, 14 in. diameter by 2-ft. 5-in. stroke.

The steam pressure, 35 lb. per square inch, is supplied from a
boiler of the " Elephant " or " French " type, 5 ft. by 24 ft.,

with No. 3 15 in. diameter tubes in the furnace. This engine
gives a duty of 32'13 million foot-pounds per hundredweight
of coal, or a coal consumption of 6'9 lb. per pump horse-power.

In 1886-7 a brickwork shaft (No. 5), 100 ft. deep and of the
exceptional diameter of 40 ft., was sunk, and two 24-in. bor-

ings carried to the total depths of 210 ft. and 330 ft., together
with a culvert built to connect the existing series of workings.
A set of auxiliary plunger pumps fixed in this well, worked
from a double bell-crank and driven through belt and spur
gear from the 1884 engine, raise the water from the well
bottom to the culvert level, or about 20 ft. From 1884 to

1892 three distinct borings were sunk in the No. 4 well, the — -

last mainly as a trial bore to ascertain the depth to tlie chalk™" ^

formation, which was found to be 774 ft. The tubes,
diminishing in diameter from 9 in. to 3 in., are carried to a
depth of 617 ft., and could not be forced further owing to the
stone beds met with in the London clay. The chalk, as was
to be expected from its position under so great a weight of
superimposed tertiary beds, gave little indication of a supply
of water therefrom.
Thus far is history. From information the author has been

enabled to obtain it would appear that, notwithstanding the
carrying out of the various costly well works enumerated,
almost from the very outset of the undertaking, and until the
installation of the new scheme, the supply has annually,
during successive summer months, been more or less
inadequate from the consumers' point of view, necessitating,
as far back as 1877, i-ecom-se to the intermittent system of
distribution, the supply at the most favourable period, in the
early sixties, never exceeding 14 gallons per head per day of

a steadily-iucrea.siug population. The elaborate system of

wells and borings, ail situated within the very limited area

of the Bury Cross site—about 2 acres—now give a total daily

yield of 320,000 gallons—in other words, the nett result of the

various additions to the first well and boring has been simply
to increase the underground storage. The latest of these

works were executed apparently with this object in view only,

so as to allow of the pumping machinery dealing with a
twenty-four hours' yield in a twelve hours' shift.

Whilst forming an interesting example of a water supply
derived from the terliary beds above the London clay, the

Bury Cross works conclusivel3' point to the improbability of

obtaining water supplies of any magnitude, with reasonable

outlay, from tliis formation. The need of increasing the

supply becoming year by year more urgent, the company in

1893, with that end in view, consulted Mr. Wm. Whitaker,
B.A., F.R.S., &c., &c. He reported strongly in favour of ob-

taining water from another geological formation than the

one already being drawn from, which, without going further

afield and outside the company's district, could not be counted

upon to give amy increase, the sand beds already being ex-

haustively pumped from; and he advoc.ited making a well

and headings in the chalk which, at Foxbury Point, the

northernmost limit of the company's district, could be

reached at a reasonable depth, the Loudon clay and the

Reading beds being there at the surface.

PiiATE 1.

—

Gosport Waterworks.

Acting upon this recommendation, a trial bore was at once

put down and the chalk found at a depth of 162 ft. The
boring proved that solid clay extended to a depth of 49 ft.,

immediately underneath was a bed of sand 29 ft. in thickness,

of more or less loamy character, and containing some water

veins, while between this bed and the chalk were the " Stam-
shaw " plastic clays of the Reading beds 84 ft. in depth. The
boring, whilst not yielding any great quantity of water from

the upper chalk, was thought sufficiently successful for the

purpose of deciding, after an analysis of the water had been

made, upon the most economical manner of sinking an ex-

perimental shaft, which, in the event of success, could in part

be adopted for the permanent pump well. Mr. Woodman
Hill (Messrs. W. Hill & Co., Gosport), advising the company
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at this time, advocated, in the fii-st instance, a brickwork in

cement steined shaft 9 ft. in diameter, carried down to a

depth of 82 ft., or 4 ft. into the Reading beds, from which a
temporary timbered excavation, .'> ft. 6 in. square, sliould be

continued 58 ft. into the chalk, a total depth of 220 ft. from
the surface, at which level trial headings were to be driven.

It will be seen from the methods adopted that little or no
difficulty was anticipated by the contractors in dealing with

the loamy sand bed located by the trial bore. The water
therefrom, although of inconsiderable quantity, rose to within

22 ft. of the surface. The brickwork lining, it was thought,

would effectually keep it back and prevent it following the

excavation down, only to be pumped up again. Subsequent
experience, and the failure in two separate attempts to get

through this particular strata, conclusively proved it to be an
obstacle of no mean order to combat. Sinking proceeded in

the first case with a circular .timbered shaft 12ft. diameter
in the clear, the intention being to excavate in this manner
into the Stamshaw clay or to the foot of the proposed brick

lining, and to withdraw all timbers as the work was built up.

The timbering consisted of a series of curbs, each built up in

segments bolted together, being formed of 4-in. by 1-in.

wrought-iron rings and 2|-in. poling boards. Work went on
satisfactorily until the sand bed was I'eaclied and penetrated

for a distance of 6 ft., when with the water it commenced to

run into the shaft, and all efforts to stop it were abortive.

Cavities were thus formed behind the timbering, taking away
the natural support to the overlying clay formation, M'liich,

slipping vertically, the whole collapsed. So convinced at the

time were the contractors that the failure could have been

vening sections built up, so completing the I'ing. Each suc-

cessive length of 3 ft. or 4ft. being similarly dealt with, the
completed ring above was at no time left without the support
of one-half its circumferential length resting upon undisturbed
ground.

The cast-iron cylinders, in lengths of 5 ft. 4f in., of Ij-in.

metal, each composed of five segments internally flanged,

give a clear internal diameter of 9 ft. The flanges, 3;{ in. in

width, strengthened with gusset brackets, have machined
facing sti-ips, and rust joints make the whole Watertight.

The bolts and nuts to all flange joints are f in. diameter, with
a 5Hn. pitch. The leading cylinder, as usual, is provided
with a cutting edge, whilst the top brickwork takes bearing
upon a heavy bracketed flange piece. Difficnlty was expe-

rienced in getting these cylinders down, the frictional resist-

ance offered by the shifting and unstable bed of sand naturally

being excessive. As many as four 50-ton hydraulic jacks

were used to force them forward from temporary timber
baulks built across the tvelL for the purpose, whilst more
ground was removed from beyond the backs of the cylinders

than would be done in ordinary cases. The after effect of

this was that the whole cylinder and the brick lining above
settled some inches, it quickly came to rest, and no further

settlement or trouble hus been occasioned thereby.

So soon as the cast-iron cylinders were in situ and the water
dammed back and prevented from following down the well

behind them, it assumed its normal level of 22 ft. from the

ground surface and filtered through the brick steining above.
The character of this water made it essential that it be elimi-

nated and prevented from mixing with the supply to be de-

V.

V
Plate 2, Fig. 2.— Gospo.it Waterworks.

avoided, and was mainly attributable to want of judgment
on the part of their foreman, that a second, but in this case

square shaft at no great distance from No. 1 shaft, was com-
menced, with practically no alteration in the mode of pro-

cedure. Nature once more asserted its superior power to

combat man's devices, and a second disaster followed, due to

the sand blowing in as before.

The timbering this time was 11 ft. 6 in. square in the clear,

of 12-in. by 6-in. half timber frame settings placed 3 ft. 9 in.

apart centre to centre, with close sheet poling boards. It

was now evident that to get thrortgh those wet beds, more or

less quicksand of a treacherous character, other means must
be devised, and to this tliird and final attempt success was
wedded by the adoption of the following means

—

i-lz.: A brick-

work shaft of the dimensions originally settled upon was
carried down 42ft. in the clay; from this level caat-iroii

cylinders sunk for a further distance of 40 ft. shut out the

top water and quicksunds. Below the cylinders, and extend-
ing to the full depth of 220 ft. from the surface, the excava-
tion is enlarged, giving a clear diameter of 11 ft.; so much as

passes through the Heading beds is lined with IS-in. brick-

work in cement, taking a bearing upon the solid chalk below.

With the exception of a short length at the top, the brickwork
steining was carried down without timbering as follows

—

viz.: The shaft on plan being divided into four, the excava-
tions for those parts of the brick lining occupying two oppo-
site sections was got out to a depth of from 3 ft. to 4 ft., and
after being levelled across the brickwork was pat in with the

ends toothed. These sections being completed, the remaining
earth dumpling was removed, and the two other and inter-

rived from the chalk. An inside lining of i-iu. riveted steel

plates, bolted together with angle irons iu 3-ft. lengths with
cement grout run in behind, was therefore fixed inside the
brickwork above the cylinders and proved successful. The
remaining portion of the work calls for no special mention,
and the well was finally bottomed on May 27, 1896. The ex-

cavation through the chalk disclosed one fissure running due
north and south, with an inclination from west to east, exactly

opposite to the dip of the chalk, which is east to west. The
yield from the well proper is 4,000 gallons per hour.

The company h.aving adopted a report with recommenda-
ticms by Mr. Wra. Matthews, m.i.c.e., Southampton, as to the

best means of dealing with and conveying into Gosport the
new water supply to be obtained from Foxbury, the author,

previous to the completion of the well in 1896, was appointed
engineer to design and carry out the new water scheme,
which comprises headings driven from the executed well,

pumping station complete, mechanics' cottages, roadway,
drainage, &c., water tower and tank, and main-laying. Taking
into consideration the very limited supply obtained from the
Bury Cross station and the naturally extravagant coal con-

sumption of the old type of engines, the Foxbury undertaking
has been designed with the view of ultimately closing the old

and pumping entirely from the new works. The buildings

and the foundations are arranged with every provision for

duplicating the machinery, which it is expected will be put
on order at an early dale.

The population of the parish of Alverstoke, as given by the

census returns, was in 1871, 22,638; 1881, 21,517; 1891,

25,438 ; and estimating the rate of increase to be 18 per cent.,
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thp same as dnrinc: the last decade, in 1911 the population

will be 35,400, and at 30 gallons per head per day there will

bo required 1,000,000 gallons per day. This allowance is

considered ample, assumin};; even that a constant service at

t'nll pressnre is fjiven and that the Gosport and Alverstoke

Urban District Conncil carry ont a much-needed sewerage

scheme, and forms the basis upon which the calculations for

the new supply are made. The experience gained in most

waterworks undertakings proves with little variation that

about one-half the whole day's supply is consumed in eight

hours, .and the sizes of the water mains were determined

accordingly for a maximum flow of 62,500 gallons per hour
and a velocity through the pipes of rather over 2 ft. per second.

The total water storage provided includes the incorporation

of the Bury Cross tank with the new scheme, and represents

approximately one-thii-d of a day's consumption, or 300,000

gallons. This, upon first consideration, may naturally appear

to water engineers an inadequate provision, even in a pump-
ing scheme, but is explained by the configuration of the dis-

trict, which affords absolutely no jiatural site, within a reason-

able radius of the works, for the construction of a service

reservoir, the surface levels throughout not varying more
th.an 10 ft. to 12 ft., and leaving no choice but to erect an
elevated storage tank, always a costly work, for maintaining

a steady pressnre in the delivery and service mains, and to

Ijrovide for the night consumption.

PDMPINR MACHINERY.

In settling the details of the machinery two very import-

ant factors had to be taken into .account :

—

] . It was desirable that, both from an economical and time
point of view, the arrangement be Buch that the pump work

bucket pumps, worked off double rocking beams (Plates 3 and

4, Figs. 4, 5, and 6). The cylinders, 12 in. and 24 in. diameter

each with a stroke of 24 in., jacketed and steel lagged, are

placed side by side, with an intermediate receiver having a

capacity of 4'25 cubic feet fixed across and above them. The
high and low pressure cylinders are fitted with Meyer's ex-

pansion slide valves, actuated from the crankshaft by eccen-

trics, giving a variable cut-off from one-eighth to five-eighths

of the stroke. The surface condenser is horizontal, 2 ft. Oi in.

diameter, fitted with gunmetal tubes and end plates. The
tubes, fitted with gunmetal screwed ferrules, are 1 J in. out-

side diameter and 6 ft. 9 in. long between the plates, and have

a total cooling surface of 245'5 square feet. The air-pumps,

12Jin. diameter and 10 in. stroke, and the air-vessel charging

pump are driven off the crankshaft end. The air-pump over-

flow, cylinder drains, .and donkey-pump exhaust are all run

to waste, and only the jacket drains empty into the feed tank.

The spur and pinion wheels, 8 in. wide, of cast-iron shrouded,

have a ratio of 4 to 1, and are keyed to the forged-steel

driving and crank shafts, which are 8 in. and 6i in. diameter

respectively. The shafts revolve in massive wide four-way

adjustable gunmetal beai'ings. The fly-wheel, of heavy sec-

tion, is 7 ft. 6 in. diameter and 12 in. wide.

Pvmpsi.—The two single-acting bucket pumps, each lljin.

diameter and 4 ft. 3 in. stroke, " working opposite " and at a

speed of twenty strokes per minute, are fixed with their pump-
heads above the nornuil water level in the well so as to be at

all times accessible for repairs and overhaul. The 13-in.

rising mains, and the working barrels, 11^ in. diameter, are

hung down the well and entirely supported from the pump-
head girders by IJ-in. wrought-iron hanging rods with gun-

metal screw couplings. The buckets, 8 in. in depth, are of
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Plate 3, Fig. 4.—GosroRT Waterworks.

could, in the first instance, bo erected independently of the

engine and set to work by the installation of temporary
driving power and intermediate|gear, so as to deal with the

great quantity of water expected to be found in driving the

headings.
2. That the type of engine adopted should not require

foundations of a very massive and weighty character to be
built immediately over or close to the well shaft, as the

ground thereabouts could not be trusted under such, condi-

tions.

Enninef.—The engine decided upon, therefore, is a hori-

zont.al compound surface-condensing engine of the receiver

type, ranniiig at eighty revolutions per minute, and driving,

through spur and pinion gear, two single-acting deep-wel

gunmetal, with No. 3 |-in. packing rings. The bucket and
suction valves, of the " double-beat type," are interchange-

able, have easy waterways and a lift of lA in. The wrought-

iron pump rods are 3 in. diameter, with solid flange couplings.

The flanges, 8i in. diameter and If in. thick, are faced and
jointed each with six gunmetal bolts and nuts. Passing

through the pump-head cover with bushed stuffing box and
gland, e.ach rod terminates in a cross-head with guide blocks,

working in a massive cast-iron vortical slipper guide, bolted

and fixed to cross girders in the well. Connecting rods, 2iin.

diameter and 6 ft. in length, couple up the pump work from

the cross-heads to the bell cranks. The bell cranks, built up
of .V-in. wrought-iron flitches 11 in. apart, work in massive

bearings braced together and bolted down to the masoniy
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Plate 4.—Gosport Waterworks.

fonndatlona. They are connected together by 31 -in. wrought-

iron link rods, tlie ends being bushed with hard steel work-

ing upon case-hardened gndgc-ons. Motion is transmitted

from the engine to the bell cranks and pump work by a

wooden " Pitman " or connecting rod 18 ft. 6 in. in length.

An air-vessel with a capacity of 12 cubic feet and a relief

valve are fixed at the pump-head level. The pnmps deliver

through the condenser and a 15-in. stop-back valve to the

rising main to the service tank.

Boi Jers.—Steam, at a pressure of 1201b. per square inch, is

supplied by two water-tube boilers of the Babcock & Wilcox

type, each having a heating surface of 73.5 ft. super, and a

fire-grate area of 16J ft. super. Each boiler is fitted with a
" Tnrnbull " dead-weight safety valve and the usual fittings.

The donkey pump of the " Worthington " pattern takes water

from a tank with a b.ill-valve inlet supplied direct from the

water mains.
MACHINERY TRIAL.

The contract performance of the plant was to raise and

deliver, through about 200 ft. of 15-in. pipes, at least 45,000

gallons per hour against a total head of 284 ft., witli a con-

sumption guaranteed not to exceed 2,800 lb. of best Welsh

steam coal in twelve hours. The water raised to be measured

by actual tank gaugings. At the date of the trial the specified

conditions were not possible, there being no tank to measure

the water into, and, as a reasoiiable alternative, calculations

were made and accepted, based upon the actual pump dis-

placement, less 2\ per cent, for shp, the pressure in the main

meanwhile being kept as near the stipulated head of 284 as

possible.
» Foxbury 'Engine Trial.

Date of trial July 10, 1897.

Duration of trial 12 hours.

Boiler pressure (average) 7.5 lb per sq. inch.

Vacuum in condenser below atmosphere 28jin.

Revolutions (total) 60,239 revs.

Speed of engine (average) 83-66 revs, per min.

Speed of pumps (average) 20 91 revs, per min.

Indicated horse-power (.average) ... 72'52 i.h.p.

Pump horse-power (average) 54'50 p.h.p.

Mechanical efficiency of engine ... 7.5'15 per cent.

Coal consumed, total during trial ... 1,528 lb.

„ „ per hour ... ... 127'31b.

„ „ per indicated horse-

power per hour ... l'741b.

„ „ per pump horse-power
per hour ... ... 2'33 lb.

Feed water, per hour 1,4421b.

Feed water per pump horse-power

calculated from 5 to 9.30 p.m. ... 23-8 lb.

Feed water per indicated horse-power

calculated from 5 to 9.30 p.m. ... 17-85 lb.

Jacket water, per hour... ... ... 1401b.

Jacket water, percentage of feed water 9-75 per cent.

Water pumped per hour 46,789 gallons.

Head of water against pumps 231ft.

Duty of engine per hundredweight of

coal ... ... ... ... • 95-1 mill, foot-lb.

The coal consumption of 1,5281b., with the pumps deliver-

ing their full complement of water, against an average head

of 231 ft., represents proportionately a total co.al consumption

of 1,878 lb. under contract conditions, or a saving in fuel of

33 per cent, npon the gu,arantee. At present, and until the

completion of the scheme, the machinery perforce is working

and will work under somewhat adverse conditions to those

for which it -n-as designed, the water now being delivered

through 3^ miles of what will ultimately be the gravitation

main from the storage tank, instead of through a rising main
only 200 yards in length.

I'UMl'ING STATION BUILDINGS, &C.

The engine and boiler houses and lean-to coal store, built

of brickwork in cement faced with " Fareliam reds," have

ganged arches, and the moulded work and gable copings of

Portland stone. The chimney shaft, slightly detached from

the main building, has a flue area of 7-67 ft. and is 70 ft. in

height. The engine and pump foundations are quite inde-

pendent of the engine-house walls, which are of comparatively

light section. Covered storage for 100 tons of coal has been

provided.

A very effective method of stopping the infiltration of the

sm-face water to the well-shaft was carried out. Surrounding

the buildings a 6-in. open-3ointed subsoil drain with outlet

main is laid immediately adjoining and below the concrete

footings of the external walls, the trench, 2 ft. 3 in. wide, being

filled up solid to the surface with ballast.

Two six-roomed semi-detached cottages are bnilt npon the

works for the engineer and stoker, and the site, having an

area of 2 acres, in enclosed by a boundary wall and entrance

gateway facing the roadway, and wire fencing.

WATER TOWBR.

The water tower is placed close to the pumping station, so

that the length of the pumping main is reduced to a mini-

mum. The covered tank, to be erected upon the brickwork

tower at an altitude of 57 ft. above ground surface, is circular

on plan, 54ft. 4 in. in diameter, has a spherical bottom and

a water depth at the centre of 27 ft., with a storage capacity,

when full, of 230 gallons. It is to be constructed entirely of

riveted steel plates. The design is novel, the principle of

which, so far as the author's knowledge goes, has been

adopted but twice before in this country, notably in the

Norton tank of the Liverpool-Vyrnwy scheme and a small

example at King's Lynn. The construction combines strength

with economy, dispenses with all internal tie-rods and sup-

porting girders, and allows of an even distribution of the

weight, in a direct manner, upon the supporting walls. The

bottom plates are always open to inspection and for painting,

which in the case of a flat-bottomed tank is much impeded

by the supporting girders. The side plates vary in thickness

from i in. to i in., and at the top are stiffened with a 4-in. by

4-iD. by i-in. L-iron ring, and also by 4i-in. by 3i-in. by i-in.

T stiffeners fixed under the roof shoes.

The spherical bottom, wholly in tension, of i-in. plates, is

attached to and slung from the compression member shown

in detail (C, Plate 6). All circumferential scams are lap-

jointed, and the radial and vertical joints are bntt-jointed

with double-cover plates. The joints and seams of the

bottom and the first row of plates above the compression

member are double riveted. The compression ring is built

' up of i-in. steel plates and members, and takes its bearing

npon a cast-iron sole-plate, 18 in. wide by 2^ in. thick, planed

npon the top and bottom surfaces, let into and bedded upon

the Portland stone tower coping. To allow for contraction

and expansion due to changes of temperature and of load,

and to secure the walls against undue stresses, the bottom

member of the compression ring is of cast steel of a " rocker "

or segmental form to facilitate movement upon the upper

planed face of the cast-iron solo-plate. No. 16 steel principals,

fixed to the side, and central shaft walls (Details A and B,

Plate 6), support the roof covering of No. 12 B. W. G. gal-

vanised riveted sheet iron, weather lapped .at the circnm-

ferential seams. The covering, in the shape of a multi-sided

cone, is fixed to the shaft alone by a 3-in. by 3-in. by J-in.

angle-iron ring, and simply rests upon the wooden purlins so

as to give it full play for expansion. The tr.nkwill be painted

externally, and internally receive a thick coating of cement

grout. Access to the tank is by ladders fi.xed in the central

]iipc shaft.

The 15-in. cast-iron flanged rising main, actmg also .as a

delivery main, is of the syphon standpipo type, with the short

leg carried down to the floor of the tank. A 15-in. branch

from the rising main, provided with a stop-back valve,

connects it to the t.ank bottom. This arrangement ensures

that, during pumping operations, whatever depth of water
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there may be in the tank, the gravitation main is under full
pressure. On ceasing pumping the pressure is governed by
the water level within the tank. A 4-iu. wash-out pipe with
valve is connected by an expansion pipe to the 9-in. overflow
main. The 1.5-in. outlet pipe and the overflow main are
provided with stafling boxes and glands to allow for any
movements of the tank.
The tower is of a plain but bold design, substantially built

of brickwork in cement, with concrete foundations, and the
facade is relieved by Portland stone plinth, string and coping
courses. The wall above the plinth line is lightened by eight
semicircular arched recesses with inverted bottoms. The
maximum pressure upon the brickwork is 8 tons and upon
the clay foundations 1'9 tons per square foot.

MAIN AND CONNECTIONS.

A line of 15-in. and 12-in. pipes delivers the Foxbnry water
into Gosport. This main, 3^ miles in length, has branch con-
nections to the old distributing system at points A, B and C
(Fig. 1, Plate 1), and terminates at a junction, D, with the
12in. trunk main from the Bury Cross station. Excepting a
length of about half-a-mile through private properties, for
which the company pay easement rights, the pipes are laid
along the side of the Fareham and Gosport turnpike road
and Ann's Hill-lane, with a covering throughout of 3ft.
Where they pass under the London and South-Western
Railway (Gosport branch) the sectional thickness of the
pipes is increased ;J^in. The usual main and wash-out sluice
valves, as well as air-valves, were fixed where necessary.
The pipe sockets, of special design, are jointed with lead

only in the following manner : A ring of solid-drawn |-in.
lead wire is inserted between the spigot and socket and well
caulked into the inner socket space, the remainder of the
joint being made with molten lead soundly caulked and
neatly trimmed off in the usual way. This joint admits of a
somewhat shallower socket, is of necessity uniformly true all

Total cost per
yard run.

13s. 3d.

15s. 6id.

MAIN-LAYING.—COST PER YARD RUN.

Size
I'aying, jointing, carting, hand-

Inches. "'P^'- ^^S, excavation, filling-in and
repairing trenches.

12 8s. lOid. 4s. 4Jd.
15 lis. 5d. 43. Ifd.

An apparent anomaly, shown in the table, in the items of
cost per ton and for laying and jointing, &c., as between the
15-in. and 12-in. pipes, is explained by the main having been
laid in two sections, the prices representing averages calcu-
lated from contracts let in 1886 and 1887. The first section
laid with the connections described was from Foxbury to
point C (Plate 1, Fig. 1).

HEADINGS.

In the early spring months of 1896 the drougl.t placed the
company in extremities, and a system of intermittent district
supplies had to be meted out to the consumers to ensure even
a moderate pressure being maintained in the mains, and there-
fore to get the 4,000 gallons per hour, the then yield from the
Foxbury well into Gosport, as an auxiliary supply, was a
matter of necessity. Losing no time in putting in hand the
contracts for main-laying (Section 1), the pump foundations
and the permanent pumps ; by the installation of temporary
driving power and intermediate gear, a supplementary supply
was delivered into the town from this source on August 23rd
that summer. The headings were commenced on September 4,
1896, and completed by March 25, 1897. During such time as
the water consumption continued heavy

—

i.e., to October 19,
1896—the work was carried out during an eleven and a half
hours' night shift only, the water meanwhile being pumped to
waste. A half-hour's pumping after ceasing work in the
adits was suSicient for the water to clear itself, and from
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day it was turned into the town mains
for distribution. The headings, camber-headed, 6 ft. high by
4 ft. wide, driven at a level of 9 ft. above the bottom of the
well, have a combined length of 1,086 ft. run, and yield, with

COSPPFT WATERWORKS COMPAHf the well, l,iai,000 gallons per day. They run east and west
at right angles to the dip of the chalk and also to the general
direction of the fissures. The chalk throughout the workings
is of a dense and extremely hard character, the walls and
roof needing no support. Few flints were found, and those
chiefly in thin layers in the bed planes. The joint fissures,
found at irregular and long distances apart (Plate 2, Fig. 2),
yield the bulk of the supply; the intervening chalk, being
so dense in texture, does not readily part with the water.
The works occupied twenty-nine weeks to complete. The

average rate of progress, driving at two faces in night and
day shifts, excluding stoppages due to ordinary causes, in-
separable from the use of temporary plant, &c., was 667 ft.
run per day, or 15i yards run per week. The workings re-
quired ventilating when they had reached a distance of
120 ft. from the shaft. A 6-in. fan, driven from off the
portable engine, supplied the necessary air current through
a 6-in. square wooden trunk to the bottom of the well, and
thence by 4-in. cast-iron pipes, clay jointed, as branch
carriers along the headings.

COST OF HEADINGS.
Cost per

STORAGE TANK

Excavation, hoisting, carting away
spoil, lighting, ventilating, in-

cluding all plant
Hire, maintenance, instaUatiou,
removal of 40 nominal horse-
power portable engine and tem-
porary intermediate pump gear,
also maintenance of permanent
pumps*

Coal*

foot
(average).

3 3 Hi

Total cost par
foot run
(average).

£4 8s., or
£4 19s. per
cube yard.

Half:

round, and eliminates the fouling of the water and trouble
with the service fittings arising from decomposed yarn.

TABLE OF PIPES AND PIPE-IAYING.
Vi-pes (Socketed).

. S . . Lead Joints.

SS Weight,

^^i Cwt. Qr. LI

Cost per Ton
Average.

Pipes

£4 14
£4 5 ]

£8 12 '6

The temporary plant, provided under the contracts for the
headings, comprised a " Marshall " portable engine of the
double-cylinder high-pressure type of 40 nominal horse-
power, a winding engine supplied with steam from a separate
boiler, ventilating fan and intermediate pump gear. The
latter, supplied by the engine contractors, was, for economy's
sake, specially designed so that the spur wheel and shaft
together with the massive plummer blocks could form parts
of the new engine. The temporary gear foundations, con-
structed of concrete and 12-in. by 12-in. pitch-pine baulks,
was placed so as to be at the opposite side of the pumps to
the permanent engine-bed when built and outside the range
of the proposed engine-house walls. By this arrangement a
great deal of time was saved, it being possible to carry on the
contracts for the headings and the pumping station together.
The required quantity of water was obtained by the time the
walls of the engine-house were 5 ft. above ground.
The various contracts have been executed by the following

firms: Pumping machinery, Messrs. James Simpson & Co.,
Loudon; pipes and castings, the Staveley Coal and Iron
Company, Chesterfield, and the Stanton Ironworks Company,
Nottingham; valves and fittings, Messrs. Hamilton Woods
& Co., Manchester; well and headings, main-laying, buildings
and tower, Mes-srs. W. Hill k Co., Gosport. The contract for
the tank is let to Messrs. Camper & Nicholsons, Gosport.
In conclusion, the author takes this opportunity of acknow-

• These items do not inchide cost o£ pumping auxiliary supply to
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Plate 6 GOSPORT Waterworks CoMPsnZi.
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ledgino; the great assistance he has received from Mr. Philip
Smith, the secretary and manager to the company, and Jlr.

Woodman Hill, Goaport, in plncing at his disposal the records
and particulars of the works carried out previous to his con-

nection with the company.

APPENDIX.
FoAnirij Wilier Schemn.

Cost of Works (legal, engineering and contingent expenses
omitted).

£ s. •!.

Land COO
Trial boring 173 5

Well, 9ft. and lift, diameter, 220ft. deep,

including lirickwork and cast-iron steining

and steel plate liniug 3,043 3

Headings 4,928 6 9
Pumping and gravitation mains and littings 4,660 12 6
Pumping machinery 3,86-3 7 6
Engine and boiler houses, chimaey shaft, coal

Store, two cottages, drainage, roadway and
boundary wall and fence ... ... ... *3,963 4 10

Tower *2,884 14 1

Tank *2,642 1 6

Total £26,758 15 2

We shall continue the report in our ne.xt issue. We may
mention that we have received copies of two ])hotographic

groups which were taken at the meeting—one of the council

and one of the members generally. They are extremely inter-

esting and would form excellent mementoes of the occasion.

The photographers are Messr.s. C'halkley, Gould & Co., 32
High-street, Southampton, from whom copies can no doubt
be obtained.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Lime and Sewage Disposal.— Mr. H. A. Hnbbersty,
general nian.iger of the Buxton Lime Firms Company,
Limited, writes: In your rcjxjrt of the proceedings of the
Association of Municipal and County Engineers at Wimble-
don, Mr. A. M. Fowler, in the discussion on Messrs. Cooper
and Preece's papers, seems to have been informed that Bu.xton

lime was not used at the Buxton sewage works; this, how-
ever, is a mistake, as this company have supplied all the lime
they use. Mr. Fowler also says that at Salford most of the
chemists had reported against lime, but we may say that they
have used during 1897 3,234 tons, and during the first five

months of this year the3' have used 1,291 tons of Buxton lime
from our patent kiln, from wliiih it would appear that a good
result is obtained by the use of lime.

[Our correapoudent should note tlint Mr. Fowler's contention wfts
tbal though chemists might report against the use ot lime in conipari-
eoii with other methods, when the f|uestion of cost came to be con-
sidered there was much to be said in favour of using it,—Ed. The Sur-
veyor.]

Widnes Park Competition. —"Arbor" wiites; I quite
agree with the remarks of Mr. Mawson in your last issue re-

specting this competition. The conditions are most unfair,

• Approximate; contracts not closed.

and I trust tli.at there will be no response to the invitation
for competitors to sppnd at least £.50 each in time and ex-
penses in the preparation of plans, detailed specifications and
estimates for the chance of getting a prize (!') of 35 guineas,
which is not 1 per cent, on the proposed expenditure. It is

quite evident from the particulars furnished th.at the success-
ful competitor will not carry out the work, and thus the com-
mittee would get the benefit of the ideas and experience of
all the competitors, with the absolute possession of three
sets of plans, specifications, Ac. (any of which they would be
at liberty to use), for the prize money amounting to 50 guineas

;

whereas if they commissioned au engineer, architect or land-
scape gardener to prepare the plans in the ordinary way the
cost would be at least £200 (2i per cent on £4,000)." Perhaps
tlie committee think that competitors should present their
services as a jubilee gift to the park. I also wish to call

attention to the requirement of six perspective sketches of
the principal features of the park as they will appear five

years hence. These are most unusual and must be entirely
misleading, and iu all probability the committee would be
carried away by the prettiest set of pictures and fail to realise
the merits of good planning, assitming there is no expeit
assessor whose decision would l)e accepted. If the committee
would appoint the successful competitor to carry out the
work on the usual terms, and nominate a competent assessor
to select the three setsof plans he considered best, and which
could, in his opinion, be carried out for the estimated sum,
and to one of these the committee should award the first pre-
mium, then there might be some inducement to compete,
otherwise the Committee of the Widnes Queen's Diamond
Jubilee Commemoration should be left severely alone.

TRAMWAY TRACTION.

Our provincial cities seem, says T/ie Daily Chronicle, to be
falling an easy prey to the seductive cheapness of overhead
electric tramway traction. The last town where it is recom-
mended for adoption is Nottingham, which is now working its

municipal tramways, and proposes to spend nearly £500,000
on extensions. The alternative systems considered were
underground conduits, accumulators and cable. Cable trac-

tion was at once rejected, on the ground of its expense. The
conduit electric system is also costly and uncertain. Ac-
cumulators are not making any progress, and cost three times
.as much .as the overhead system. The only possible objection

to the overhead .system has, says the Tramway Committee,
been greatly exaggerated. The poles can be made ornamental,
and the danger from the wires has been " greatly magnified."

It is pointed out that the system is working in Bristol and
Dover, and that the town councils of Manchester, Glasgow,
Liverpool, Leeds, ShetEeld, Hull and Bradfoi'd have adopted
the trolley, "after most exhaustive inquiries both on tho
Continent and in America." We would point out, however,
that these towns have been influenced chiefly by the fact

that the overhead system was the cheapest, which had been
proved an assured success. The conduit system has not yet
received a fair trial on an extended scale in this country, and
the snrface-contact method has not been tried. The Chronicle

thinks that some municipality should be bold enough to

undertake experiments.
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AssoGlatlon of Municipal and Oounty Engineers.
YORKSHIRE DISTRICT MEETING : VISIT TO THE NIDD VALLEY.
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GOUTHWAI llKSKl.VUlK .AS n :i\ FINISHED.

Last year a Yorkshire district meeting of an interesting
and exceedingly pleasurable character was held at Eipon.
Previous to that meeting considerable, and indeed quite
exceptional, difEcnlties had been experienced in organising a
meeting in the district. If the diHiculties were such as to

tax the resources of a, district secretary like Mr. T. \Y. Stain-
thorpe, their magnitude need not be further insisted on. This
year, however, the energy and determination of that gentle-
man again triumphed, and the result was the meeting held
on Saturday last, for the purpose of inspecting the extensive

water supply works which are being carried ont in the valley
of the Nidd by the Bradford Corporation. It was not, of

course, a meeting with the customary features of the reading
and discussion of jiapcrs. It was purely a visit of inspection
to the scene of a large undertaking of tlie same character as

the Birmingham Corporation are carrj-ing out in the Elan
valley, which municipal engineers had an opportunity of visit-

ing last year. As examples of engineering enterprises on a
large scale, carried ont for the pnrpo.«;c of supplying pure
water to the populations of great cities, such works must of

necessit}' have an exceptional interest for municipal engineers
in virtue of their professional and official duties and respoTisi-

bilities, and an occasional visit of the kind from time to time
provides an e.xceilent object lesson in bringing out the salient

features of a great scheme of water supply—the selection of

a watershed which satisfies the necessary conditions, and the
construction of reservoirs and aqueducts.
The district secretary has probably had this meeting in his

mind for some time past, waiting only for a favourable oppor-
tunity. The list ofthose who availed themselves of that oppor-
tunity when it came is a sufficient indication of the extent to

which it was appreciated. Apart from the professional aspect
the meeting was in other respects attractive. For one thing
there was an extremely beautiful stretch of country to be
traversed. As for the weather, it might be very conveniently
described as " so so," to emplu}' the intelligent phrase of

William in " As yoti like it." It was evidently struggling be-

tween a genial desire to be on its best behaviour and an
equally strong impulse to indulge in conduct that could

only be described as dissolute. The good impul.se, however,
ultimately prevailed. Wlicn the party set out from Harro-

gate in the morning and arrived at Pateley Bridge there was
a very general opinion that the prospect was somewhat
threatening, and that sooner or later rain would ensue. Only
atone point, however, was it found necessary" to seek shelter,

and at this particular time the rain certainly did come down
heavily and persistently, but ultimately the sky cleared and
the weather was all that could be desired. Mr. Stainthorpe
has qnite a reputation for obtaining good weather for his

meetings, and though his luck in that respect seemed on
Saturday to bo temporarily under a cloud it emerged trium-
phantly.

A SAD INCIDENT.
It is sad to reflect that a meeting in many respects so

pleasant and interesting should have been marred by an
event inexpressibly sad and distressing in its character and
circumstances, and that death should have cast his shadow
over the gathering. It is with deep regret that we find our-

selves burdened with the melancholy duty of recording that

such was the case. The members after inspecting the Gonth-
waite reservoir re-entered the brakes and were driven to

How Stone beck, where they alighted for the purpose of

walking up the beautiful glen, in which the stream has worn its

way through the solid rock. It was at this point that shelter

had to be songht from the rain under trees and elsewhere,
and when the party were able to proceed it was found neces-
sary to walk some distance, for the most part uphill and over
moorland wet and spongy with the recent rain. The object
of the walk was to reach the contractor's railway, by means
of which an excellent opportunity was afforded of viewing the
aqueduct, separating weirs, and syphons. For the purpose of

the visit seats of timber had been fixed on bogies, and under

lNT£KCEPTINQ WeIK ON RiVER NlDD,
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the circumstances the accommodation from a railway point

of view was necessarily of a primitive order. The speed,

however, was slow ; the trncks were no great ilistan<'e from
' the ground and practically no risk was involved so long as a
firm hold was maintained. The train had moved but a short

distance when, without the slightest warning, some one was
seen to fall from one of tlie trncks face downwards on the

side of the track, which at tliis part happened to be soft and
to a large extent free from stone. A cry being at once raised,

the engine was stopped and several members of tlie party

leaped down to the assistance of the gentleman on the ground,
who was recognised as Mr. ^Villiam Tuley, surveyor to the

Urban District Council of llothwell, near Leeds. He did not
seem to have stin-ed, and a vague foreboding that the matter
was serious passed over tlic gathering. Unhappily there was
no medical officer in the company, but restoratives were ap-

plied and earnest efforts made to restore animation, but
without avail. Indeed, there is every reason to believe that

Mr. Tuley expired instantaneously on falling to the ground,
and that even skilled professional assistance would have been
powerless.

The conviction that life was extinct was whispered rapidly

from one to another, and, needless to say, every member of

the party was profoundly affected by the sad event and the
circumstances in which it had taken place. In particular, the

terrible suddenness of the occurrence was such as to shock
the minds of those who were present. It subsequentlj' trans-

pired that Mr. Tuley had complained of feeling unwell, and

/n^r/^e/i/i^ta M'titr' -a/ .^^•rfza/ZiK^ati^ C-i/i-

Cross Seclton-^^^J
Cross JocfionMS

Intercepting and Overflow Weirs.

probably the fatiguing nature of the walking had affected

him injiu'ionsly. With the assistance of some labourers the
body was conveyed down the hill to Lofthouse, the nearest
village. As it was borne away the dead man's comrades
stood for some minutes on the spot amid absolute stillness,

and the whole scene was one of weird and pathetic solemnity
which those who witnessed it will not readily forget. The
effect npon the gathering was painfully obvious. A feeling
of depression and gloom was left behind by the occurrence,
and though it lessened as tlie day -wore on it could never
wholly disappear. The family of the deceased gentleman
will have the sympathy not only of those who wore present
on Saturday, but of every member of the association and of

the profession to which he belonged.

On Monday evening, at the Crown Hotel, Lofthouse, an in-

quest was held by Mr. Walton, coroner, of Northallerton.
Evidence of identification and as to seeing Mr. Tuley fall off

the bogie was given. " Death from natural causes " was the
verdict returned. Mr. Tuley was forty-eight years of age.

AT PATELEY BRIDGE.
Owing to the necessity of making an early start those who

proposed to attend the meeting were advised to reach Harro-
gate on Friday evening, especially if they had a long distance
to travel. Needless to say, the advice was followed where
necessary, and at 9 o'clock on the following morning quite a
large party assembled at Harrogate station, those who had

spent the night in the town being reinforced considerably by
others who were stationed within easy reach of the place of

meeting. On arriving at Pateley Bridge, shortly before 10
o'clock, the visitors were received by Alderman Hoidsworth,
chairman of the Bradford Corporation Waterworks Com-
mittee, and other members of the council, by Mr. James
Watson, M.I.C.E., waterworks engineer, Mr. Cox, borough en-

Plan.
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gineer, and others, by whom a very cordial welcome was ex-
tended. Brakes were in waiting, and these the members at
once entered in order to drive to the first part of the works
to be inspected—Gouthwaite compensation reservoir—a dis-

tance of 3 miles.

Sir Alexander Biunio, tho presideut of the aasoclation, was
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unable to be present. His presence on Saturday would, of

course, have been particularly appropriate, as the Xidd valley

scheme was initiated when Sir Alexander was waterworks
engineer to the Bradford Corporation. The work lias since

been carried on by his successor, Mr. Watson, and to a large

extent from his designs. In the absence of Sir Alexander
Binnie, presidential duties were tbroughont the day discharged

genially and effectively by Mr. C. H. Lowe, of Ilampstead,

one of the vice-presidents.

The following are the names of those who were present ;

—

Past-Presidext: Mr. J. Cartwright, Bury.

Vice-President: Mr. C. H. Lowe, Hampstead.

Members of Councii, : Messrs. J. Cook, Lancaster; J. II.

Cox, Bradford ; T. W. Stainthorpe, Eaton ; and C. F. Wike,

Sheffield.

Members: Messrs. R. Armistead, Bingley; W. Atkinson,

Kiveton Park; T. Biker, Barnoldswick ; A. H. Claypole,

Clifton, Bristol ; H. Dearden, Dewabury ; F. J. Dixon, Spilaby

W. Edson, Ripon ; F. Gordon, Halifax ; T. H. Hartley, Coine

T. W. E. Higgens, Chelsea; W. II. Hopkinson, Keighley; C
Land, Yeadon ; W. A. Palliser, Feathtrstone ; W. P. Robin

son, Skelton-in-Cleveland ; P. Ross, North Bierley ; J. A
Settle, Heywood ; J. E. Sharpe, Clitheroe; W. C. Sheard,

Heaton Norris ; E. .T. Silcock, King's Lynn ; J. F. Smillie,

Tynemoath; J. P. Spencer, Nevvcastle-on-Tyne ; S. Stead,

Harrogate ; and W. Tuley, Rothwell.

Graduates ; Messrs. G. P. Carter, Leeds ; E. B. Newton,

Service Ek-seevoir and Filters at Cheli.ow Heights :

Plan showing site and general outline of works.

Rochdale ; A. E. Nicholls, Leeds ; W. E. Pntman, Morley

;

H. Yarwood, Rochdale.
Visitors : Messrs. E. II. Bailey, Leamington ; W. Bailey,

Keighley; E. S. Barlow, Gonthwaite; J. Baynes, Ripon ; C.

H. W. Biggs, London ; W. J. E. Biker, Skipton ; R. B. Broster,

Keigliley ; P. Cartwright, Bury ; W. Iloldsworth, chairman
of tlie Corporation Waterworks Committee, Bradford ; E. W.
Di.xon, Harrogate; W. Fowlds, Keighley; B. Frankland,
Leeds; J. Gatecliffe, Bingley; J. Gunter, Leeds; H. Hard-
wicke, Leeds; T. Hewson, junr., Leeds; J. Hind, North
Bierley; J. S. Hodijson, Boston, U.S..V.; L. Horner, Bolton

;

M. Kirkley, Ripon ; W. Baton, London ; T. M. Riddell, Brad-
ford ; J. Settle, Blackpool ; E. Schofield, Leeds ; W. H. Scott,

Leeds ; T. F. Tucker, Manchester ; J. P. Wakeford, Harro-
gate; J. Watson, Bradford; and F. S. Whitten, Holmfirth.

Before referring further to the movements of the visitors

we may here give some account of the present water supply
of Bradford and of the new and practically independent
scheme in the Nidd valley, to which the attention of the
visitors was, of course, confined.

THE WATER SUPPLY OF BRADFORD.
the present sdpply.

Bradford is supplied with water by gravitation, the water
being collected at such levels that it can be conveyed directly

into the reservoirs for storage and snpply. The available

sources of supply are therefore more limited in extent; than
would be the case if the water were lifted from some lower

Valve Tower and SrPERSTRrcTURE Ciiellow Heights Service Reservoir.
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level ; but, on the other hand, the water is more free from

pollation, is softer and of better quality. Tbo district of

supply is not contiued to the city, but includes thirty-one of

the surrounding towns and places, the foUuwin.n- twenty-eight

of which are at present supplied : Addinghaui, Adwalton,

Apperley, Bingloy, Biratall, Burnsall, Calverley, Clayton,

Cleckheuton, Denholme, Draughton, Drighlington, Eccleshill,

Farsley, Gomersal, Hunsworth, Idle, Liversedge, Morton,

North Bierley, Pudsey, (Juecnsbury, Shelf, Siladen, Tliornton,

Tongue, Wilsden and Wyko, with an aggregate population at

(he present time of not less than 439,000. The levels of the

district of supply vary greatly

—

i:ii., from 200 ft. above the

sea at Apperley bridge to 1,200 ft. above the sea at Queens-

bury, making a difference of 1,000 ft. of elevation to be

covered by the distribution of the water.

The supply is given in two separate services, high-level and
low-level, the former being again divided and served by
separate mains. All the places at a lower elevation than

475 ft. above the sea are included in the low-level service, and
all the places above that lieight in the high-level service.

The pressure of water in some of the distributing mains

rises to upwards of 2001b. on the square inch. The two

services are connected together by a main pipe, and power is

provided to pump, when required, 2,000,000 gallons a day

from the low into the high level.

The sources of supply for the low-level service lie to the

north of Bradford, in the valleys of tlie rivers Aire and
Wharfe. Various streams—tributaries of these rivers— are

taken into the reservoirs and conduits. These streams re-

priated for the supply of the town, is 12,470 acres

—

vix., Low
level: Wharfe valley, 7,550 ; Aire valley, 2,220 ; total, 9,770

acres. High level: Denholme vallej', 900; Worth valley,

1,800; total, 2,700 acres. Old works : Many Wells Springs.

The water collected from these sources is conveyed to the

town by means of covered stone conduits and large iron pipes.

The length of the conduit from the Heaton service reservoir,

at Bradford, to the Bardeu reservoir is 18 miles, and from
the Bardeu reservoir to the Sandbed beck, at Burnsall, the

most distant stream taken to the north, 4 miles. The length

of tliR iron main from the Horton Bank reservoir to the

Stubden reservoir, at Denholme, is 5 miles, and of the con-

duits, from the Stubden and Thornton Moor reservoirs to the

Bond Clough, at llaworth, the most distant stream taken to

the west, about 9 miles. The whole of the works so far men-
tioned are exclusively for collecting and supplying water for

the use of the town. Other reservoirs, with separate drainage

areas, have beeii made for compensation water to the variou^

mills and streams which are affected by the taking of the

town supply— f-., the Grimwith reservoir, at HartlingtODj

for giving compensation water for that which is taken fronr-

the streams in the valley of the river Wharfe; the Silsden

reservoir, at Silsden, for the low-level works in the valley of

the river Aire ; the Ilewenden reservoir, at Hewonden, for

the old supply of the Many Wells Springs ; the Doe Park

reservoir, at Denholme, for the high-level works in the Den-

holme valley; and the Leeming and Leeshaw reservoirs, at

Oxenhope, for the streams taken in the valley of the river

Worth.
A few facts in the history of the Bradford water supply

may be added to the above details. An Act of 1842 .authorised

the formation of a joint stock company to supply the town
with water. This led to the formation of two storage reser-

voirs at Chellow Dean, to which water was conveyed from

the Hewenden valley and afterwards distributed from the

service reservoir at Whetley Hill. In 1845 an Act was passed

authorising the corporation not only to acquire the under-

taking of tlie company but to carry out a new scheme, for

which the company had already obtained powers, to draw a

supply from the watersheds of the Aire and Wharfe. The
works already in existence were purchased from the company
by the corporation tor the sum of £215,000. The watershed

of the new works constructed under the Act of 1845 extended

as far, and the scheme included the formation of Doe Park
compensation reservoir and the Brayshaw reservoir in connec-

tion with the high-level supply. Then at intervals came the

various compensation and service reservoirs—low level and
high level—mentioned in the table below. I'l-om first to last

a sum of nearly £2,330,000 has been expended on the provision

of the present supply, and to that sum the Nidd scheme will

add about £1,500,000, making a colossal total of nearly

£4,000,000. A large part of the works iu connection with

the existing supply was carried out by Mr. (lott, m.i.c.e., who
combined the offices of borough and water engineer. On his

resignation in 1874 the offices were separated. Sir (then Mr.)

Alexander Binnic becoming waterworks engineer, and he in

turn was succeeded by Mr. Watson, the present holder of the

office.

The extent, caiiacity, &c., of the several reservoii's are as

follows

—

vh.\—
SUPPLY RESKRVOIRS.

Inlet and Measuring Chamueb at Chellow Heights.

ceive the water from a drainage area of 9,770 acres, 7,550

acres being in the Wharfe valley and 2,220 acres in the Aire
valley. There is no storage reservoir in the valley of the

river Aire, so that that part of the gathering ground cannot
at present be fully utilised. Only the daily flow of the

streams can at any time be taken, and none of the winter
flow can be collected for summer use. In the valley of the

Wharfe there arc tlii'ee storage reservoirs

—

li:., the Upper
Birden, the Lower Bardeu and Chelker reservoirs.

The sources of supply for the high-level service lie to the

west of Bradford, in the valleys of the Denholme beck and
the river Worth, both tributaries of the river Aire. The
drainage area of these streams is 2,700 acres

—

viz., 900 acres

in the Denholme valley and 1,800 acres iu the Worth valley.

The average rainfall is about 42 in. per annum, and the lowest
level at which water is taken for supply is 1,030 ft. above the
sea. Nearly the whole of the gathering grounds from which
the water for supply is drawn are high moorlands, above the
reach of any pollution from populated districts. They range
in elevation from 600ft. to 1,475 ft. above the level of the sea.

The total acreage of the drainage areas, exclusively appro-

Name of

Eeservuir.

Capacity ^g
Gallons. £ >

Length

c

Embankm

Greatest

He

of

Embanki]

,f!

LOW LEVEL. '

Ft. Yds. Ft. Acres. Acres. Ft.

Barden, Upper... 464,687,000 62i 524 125 53i 1,570 1,170

„ Lower... 483,404,000 60 750 96 56 1,930 697

Chelker 228,583,000 37 333 45 57i 1,290 721

West ... . — 346 — — — —
Heaton (Service] 33,891,000 32 366 39 8i — 523

HIGH LEVEL.

Thornton Moor 175,000,000 27 1,340 47 46; 1,260 1,241

Stubden 93,184,000 53 190 S3 11 900 1,028

Horton Bank ... 160,000,000 60 530 100 16 — 910

Biayshaw 57,000,000 19 1,090 38 13 — 975

Idle Hill 5,-500,000 19J- 293 23i 1

—

750

Daisy Hill 2,201,000 12 322 16 0.3.a3i — V88

OLD WORKS.

Chellow Dean,)
Many

45,248,000 421 120 55 8 Wells 671
Upper i Spring

„ Lower... 31,061,000 37} 90 46 5i „ 640

Whetley Hill
( 4,551,000 16.V — 23 Ij — 523

(Service) 3

COMPENSATION RESERVOIRS.

Grimwith 634,000,000 69 233 86 102 .V 7,000 880

Silsden 230,000,000 78 187 94 25 2,000 580

Doe Park 110,000,000 52 170 60 20 1,000 850

Hewenden 70,000,000 35 230 48 14 1,000 6V7

Leeming 121,474,000 57 247 75 19i 515 836

Leeshaw ma,562,000 55i 367 7(i 21 i oog S50
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THE NIDD VALLEY SCHEME.
Tlie Nitlil valley scheme is not merely an extension of the

present water supply, it is practically a new and independent

scheme, and has many features in common with the great

schemes either completed or in progress in connection with

the water supplies of Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham and
Glasgow. It means in effect the ntilisation,at a cost of close

upon £1,.500,000, of the splendid gathering grounds to the

south-east of Little Whernside. The necessary Parliamentary

powers were obtained iu 1891-2, and the work is now well

;::!?:

'W'
:

m i

Sectional EuE-VATroN

Covered
Valve Chamber

DiSTRiEDTioN Canal and I.nlet to Filteks.

advanced. There will be three storage reservoirs, e.xtending

tor about 4 miles along the upper part of the river Nidd

some miles above Middlesmoor.

STOEAGE KESERVOIES AND DEAINAGE AREAS.

The Angram reservoir is situated at an altitude of 1187'50 ft.

above ordnance datum, having an area of 69-5 acres, an avail-

able depth of 112 ft. and a capacity of 810,000,000 gallons
;

Lodge reservoir, at an altitude of 1,098 ft., has a top-water

area of SH acres, .available depth 104ft., and a capacity of

1,088,000,000; and lastly. High Woodale reservoir, at an alti-

tude of 991ft., has a top-water area of 721 acres and an avail-

able depth of 2,-596,000,000. It will thus be seen that there is a

total storage capacity of 2,596,000,000 gallons, and the united

drainage area to the three reservoirj is 6,800 acres.

In addition to the drainage to the reservoirs there is a

drainage area of 11,400 acres, which drains to and is inter-

cepted by the main aqueduct, into which the waters of the

following streams are taken : Rnscoe beck, by 616 yards of

12-in. diameter i>ipe8; How Stone beck, by 900 yards of

24-in. diameter pipes ; Blayshaw Gill beck, by 217 yards of

18-in. diameter pipes; Ramsgill beck, by 1,328 yards of 24-in.

diameter pipes ; by Colthouse beck and a number of smaller

streams direct into the aqueduct.

THE AQHEIilTCT.

The main aqueduct is 32 miles in length, and consists of

.llj miles of aqueduct 5fL. iu. wide by 6 ft. 3 in. high in

cut and cover, constractcd in concrete; 6j miles of tunnel

lined with concrete, this section being also oft. 6 in. by
6 ft. 3 in. inside ; and about 14J miles of cast-iron and steel

pipes of 36 in. di.ameter, of which 5,281 yards, or 3 miles,

are steel pipes, weighing 1,800 tons, and the remaining

11^ miles cast iron, weighing 13,000 tons.

At a point 16 miles distant from its commencement, the

main aqueduct is joined by a branch pipe of 30 in. diameter

and 2'i miles in length, from which water can be drawn from
the Upper Barden reservoir and the Chellow Heights
reservoir in Bradford, or by which Nidd water can bo sent

into Lower Barden reservoir. .\t a distance of 18.t miles

from its commencement, a pipe of 18 in. diameter, 310 yards
long, is taken to Chclker reservoir, and at a distance of

2i miles the Doubter stones branch, of 6 in. diameter and
2;i36 yards long, is joined to the main aqueduct. The total

length of branch aqueducts is about 6 miles.

The main aqueduct delivers into two reservoirs at Chellow
Heights, at an altitude of 845 ft., having a capacity of

64,000,000 gallons. Five filter-beds are to be constructed at

each of these resevvoirs for tiltering the water before delivery

into the city. In the construction of the works seventeen
bridges have been erected for carrying pipes and aqueducts
over valleys, rivers and canals. There are live intake dams,
constructed of masonry, for damming back streams which
are brought into the maiu aqueduct by the branch aqueducts
mentioned. In each of these are placed separating weirs,

and the upper end of each syphon is controlled by automatio
valve apparatus to stop the flow in case of accident.

GOtJTHWAITE COMPENSATION RESERVOIR.

The Gonthwaite compensation reservoir, now in course of

construction, was the first section of the works to which the
attention of the visitors was directed on Saturday. On ap-

proaching the spot, the dam, now well towards completion, at

once .arrests the eye by its massive proportions and the fea-

tures embodied in its design. Long before reaching it the
solid wall of masonry can be seen stretching white across the

valley, the appearance of wliich will, of course, be largely

modified when the reservoir is completed and filled with water.

Pasture land and wooded slopes, through which now runs the

Nidd, being submerged by the formation of a lake some 2
miles. The reservoir, the site of which is abont 2i milesabove
Pateley Bridge, will have a top-water level of centre bays
446 ft. above ordnance datum and of side bays 447 ft. above
ordnance datum, a depth at tlie dam-face of 42 ft., and a
storage capacity up to 446ft. above ordnance datum of

l,564,00t),000 gallons. The dam is constructed of cyclopean

rubble in cement, the maximum depth from foundation to

top-water level being 105 ft. and the thickness at the base

being 70 ft. On the up-stream side the wall has a batter of 1

in 16, with a curved batter on the down -stream side, the face

and back of the dam being formed with large square pitch-

faced blocks of hard grit stone. The overflow is carried over

the crest of the dam through fourteen arches, each of 31 ft. 6 in.

span. Upon these arches a carriage road is formed 10 ft. in

width, the parapets of the road being of pierced and moulded
ashlar.

Two culverts, each 10 ft. in diameter, are constructed

through the wall of the dam, and are controlled by valves and
outlet pipes fitted up in two valve towers of masonry, lined

with cast-iron, erected on the inner side of the dam. The
drainage area to. this reservoir is 9,900 acres, which is set

apart as a compensation area for supply to those having mills,

riparian or other interests iu the stream below. The public

road on the western side of the reservoir has been diverted

for a length of 3,050 yards, and the occupation road on the

eastern side for a length of 983 yards. The quantity of

masonry and concrete in the dam is about 70,000 cubic

yards. The aqueduct and tunnel will carry 27,000,000 gal-

Details of Odtlbt Pipes from Filters.

Ions per day, but one line of 36-in. diameter pipe, which is

only now being laid, will carry 10,000,000 gallons per day.

The estimated cost of the entire works is £1,370,000.

The contractors for the aqueduct and tunnel works are

]\[es3rs. Morrison & Mason, Glasgow; for the Gouthwaite re-

servoir works, Mr. John Best, Edinburgh ; for cast-iron pipes,

Messrs. Cochrane, Grove & Co., Middlesbrough ; for steel

pipes, Messrs. Thomas Piggott & Co., Birmingham ; for

service reservoir, filter-beds, &c., Mr. Pbincas Drake, Brad-

ford ; and for valyeg ami other ironwork and appliances.
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We may now resume onr record of the movements of the

visitors on Saturday. On arrivincj at the Gonthwaite com-

pensation reservoir, after a pleasant drive of about 2; miles

through attractive scenery, a brief inspection was made of

the quarry from which the stone is obtained for the masonry

dam and of tho method of mixing the concrete. A carof iil

examination was made of the fi'ont of tlie structure, after

which the members viewed it from the rear, and then

ascended to tho top, where the carriage road ia in course of

construction. Needless to say, the visitors were duly

impressed by the massive nature of the work and the

thoroughness with which it is being carried out; but it is not

necessary that we should add anything to the technical do-

tails we have already given.

An examination was also made of the trench before ad-

journing to the house of the reservoir keepei-, where light

refreshments, kindly provided by the Waterworks Com-
mittee, were served. Advantage was abo taken of this op-
portunity to transact a little formal business. The minutes

of the last Yorkshire District meeting—that at Ripon—were

read and confirmed, and then, on the motion of Mr. Gox,

seconded by Mr. Gartwright, Mr. Stainthorpo was unani-

mously re-elected district secretary. Both mover and

seconder bore emphatic testimony, not only to the onerous

nature of the duties of district secretary, but to the

manner in which they were discharged by Mr. Stainthorpo,

who, in the course of a few words of acknowledgment,

said that in the future, as in tlie past, his best efforts would

be at the service of the association. After a few words from

Alderman Holdsworth and Mr. Watson a^ to the carrying out

of the day's programme, the brakes were again re-entered, in

order to drive to How Stone beck, which our readers will

have no dilficulty in finding on the map which we give as a
special supplement.

This drive was full of interest and charm, the first stage of

Measuring and Oveki'T.ow Chamber and Automatic
Gauue.

it being over ground which will ultimately be submerged.
The old-fashioned Gouthwaite Hall was passed, and then the
travellers had the privilege of gazing upon the house in which
Eugene Aram was born, or rather upon a house standing on the

same site. They were also shown where the river disappears

in order to flow underground for a distance of about 2 miles,

emerging again at Lofthonse. At How Stone beck it was
decided to leave the brakes, in order to walk tlirongh the

wild gorge, to which reference has already been made, whore
the stream had worn its way through rocky slopes i,f Whern-
side. Hero it was that the travellers were detained by a
heavy and persistent shower, which compelled them to seek

shelter, for the most part under trees, though a few secured

accommodation in a summer house, and one or two daring
spirits took forcible possession of a small tent which had been
pitched in an open grassy glade.

When, at length, it was found possible to make a move, it

was decided to walk over the moorland past Lofthouse and
Middlesmoor, so as to reach the contractor's railway, by
means of which the line of conduit was to be followed south-

wards for some distance, in order to inspect the intercepting

weirs, syphons, valve houses and other points of interest.

Here hiappcned the distressing incident to which reference

Inlet at GibSTEAo Filters
^Ui- /or' = /lin-cJ^

|^S3£i'°

Inlets at Lowbh Bahdon anb Chelker Eeseevoirs,

has already been made but to which it is not necessary to

refer further. Although the spirits of the company were

obviously somewhat affected, no small interest was evinced

in the various parts of tho works inspected. The railway was
left at a point near to which the brakes were waiting, and
another pleasant drive of a few miles brought the party

again to Pateley Bridge.

On arrival there an excellent dinner was served in the

King's Arms hotel, but, naturally, tho proceedings were less

festive than they might otherwise have been. A few necea-_

sary toasts, however, wore proposed. Mr. Cartwright, iu

proposing tho " Waterworks Committee," coupled with the

name of Alderman Holdsworth, the chairman, said it was not

the first time they had experienced tho hospitality of the

Bradford Corporation and had been instructed bj- their works.

Thev were one of the most progressive corporations iu the

country, especially in connection with waterworks. Their

spirit was worthy of admiration. An opportunity had been

provided that day of seeing the magnitude of their works, on

which millions had been spent. The ratepayers of Bradford

were well represented, and they had had the pleasure of

seeing some of them that day. He had much pleasure in

proposing the toast. Alderman Holdsworth, in reply, re-

ferred with feeling to the death of Mr. Tuley, and then

proceeded to express his acknowledgments of the toast and

of the terms in which it had been proposed. He justi-

fied the expenditure which had been iuciu-red by Bradford

in the construction of waterworks, and was confident that

they would receive the thanks of future generations. He
concluded by proposing the toast of "The Incorporated Asso-

ciation of Municipal and County Engineers," to which Mr.

Lowe responded. Other toasts then followed, and the visitors
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departed after experiencing a splendid example of Yorkshire
hospitality.

• Til'T^.'' *^« '=i°^'ie8s of Mr. Watson we are able to givem the body of the paper and as a special supplement, a large
Be ection of illustrations, whicli very largely explain them-
selves. '

LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It is understood that the Joint Committee of Lords andCommons upon Electrical Energy (Generating Stations and

bupply) haye arrived at the conclusion that the proved public
advantages of electrical energy in the generation of light andpower warrant the granting to undertakers of compulsory
powers for acquiring sites for generating stations and lands
or easements for pipes and mains therefrom. The committee,
says i/,f I n»e,«, recommend that provision be made for the
granting of these powers in the provisional orders of theBoard ot Trade, subject to confirmation by Piirliament it
being pointed out that such provision would facilitate a con-
tinuance of the existing p.-actice, according to which more or
less uniform conditions under which nndertakers are to work
are provs.oim ly settled by the Board of Trade. Procedureby private Bill should, the committee hold, be reserved as

=LfM?""' f""" f-^e<'P.";°"'''
<^^^es. As to the bodies which

should be entrusted with these powers, the committee su-gest
either local anthorities or incorporated companies (whither
the incorporation be by special Act of Parliament or provi-
siona order, or under the Companies' Acts). With respect
to liability for nuisance, the committee are of opinion thatwhere the site for a generating station is acquired undercompulsory powers, and is specified in the provisional order
or special Ac

,
the undertakers should not be subjected toany further liability than that which, according to LordBlackburn (G«;,?,.. v. Bann Resenoir, 3 App. Cas., 455), is im-posed by the common law in the case of persons exercisin..

statutory powers and duties. 0.i the other hand, where the
site for a generating station is acquired by agreement theythink the imdertakers ought to be subject to the liability ini-posed by the common law. The committee explain that theseveral Bdls now pending in Parliament, in which effect i»proposed to be given to new developments of the electrical
industry, have been brought to their notice, but they havenot considered them in detail nor taken any evidence upon
thet^i. They have treated them only incidentally as showin-he lines upon winch tho industry is likely to expand. Thevhave laid down the general principles which they suggestshould guide Parliament and the Board of Trade, but whetherthose principles should, in whole or in part, be applied, andwhe her any, and ,yhat, special conditions should be imposedmust of course be decided in each individual case accordin.:
to its merits. The committee express the view that comnufsory powers may properly be given even where the proposed
site IS not wuhin the area of supply, and in this connectionthey also agree that the laying of mains should be permittedfrom the generating station to the boundaries of the aiea ofsupply. ^a UL

TELEPHONE MUNICIPALISATION.

PARLIAMEXTAEi- INQUIRY.
The Select Committee appointed by tlie House of Commons

in connection with this subject met again on Tuesday MrHanbury, Secretary to the Treasury and representative of

the
^"^^'"^^'"'^^'''"^^ " the House of Commons, occupied

,^'j"^'. ^'^'»'"h, second secretary to the Post Office re-called, stated ,n the course of his evidence that the pe'riodbe ween the signing of the heads ot agreement in^T892

Invfn" '
%^°'S^"^'"

""^ '^' Xationaf Telephone Comtpany for the transference of the trunk-wire service and thesigning of the final agreement in 1896 was occiipfed in en'

ThiIim^''l?pH Th
"^"'' '°'1>«. policy of the late Government.

fhr!\ JT\ 7T^ negotiations, which more than oncethreatened to break down, and also the solution of a constantsuccession of practical difficulties. After a reference o the^xisting scale of charges for the use of telephones m" Lamb
should be two competitive systems of telephonic exchan-e inone and the same place. It was very undesirable that a p hatecompany shoulc, have a monopoly

: on the other hand,'^^,e was

tel^L™"""".'^
"'"' '" ''^"''^"^" '" °"« 1°^^" t^'° sys ems olelephonice.xchanges was not in the public interest. His belief

Officl Thl/
"'"'^ '*!:'," ^'^°""' ^''" "- '--'^°f the PosOffice. There was no obligation upon the National company tosupply telephonic facilities, and there was no restricUon as othe charges they could make. In principle that differed tVom

ra"e°ed't'hi"tiWad f
"''"""'' '-d hitherto granted 'a","

|

ofth^nnbi; rJ
'^^'^"very much to the disadvantage '

pL=t '^Kf 1,
^'!!'/«^^-<^<'°>P'»ny had au exchange in Man-Chester but he did not think that it constituted effecth-ecompetition in that city. It was, in his opinion very feeble

established very few exchanges during the la^t two years,'

but that was because there had been no demand upon thePost Office for them. Assuming that Parliament were ofopmion that It was not prudent to purchase the National

iZnTT- f ^'i-"?'
'^'""^ '^"'^ '^''^ ^"y ^'"'^^ "f -metingnan entirely satisfactory manner, the present difficulties ofthe virtual monopoly ot this great company. Ho believedhat in some cases in Holland the municipalities had under-

it, He f ?i
*'''«Pho°'« ^yBtem. The trunk wires were in thelands of the Government, and the municipalities were limited

to a service within their own towns or jurisdiction

THE DRAINAGE OF LA CONDAMINE.
ADOPTION OP THE SHONE SYSTEM.

A writer in a recent issue of Le Petit Kicnis .Wvp=! somn
interesting details relative to the drainage of La Condami,r

ftiar°-f M"'r''"P-n''\?,'
"°^'^'' ^^ ^^y«' '^ due to ZTn-

itiative of Mr. Gamille Blanc, and has rendered the beach ofThermes Aalentia" the rendezvous of numerous seabathers The sewers of La Condamine and the slope fromMonte Carlo, including the Avenue de la Costa, empty them-
selves at thc^end of the bay of Hercules, so that all the sew-age delivered by the sewers is discharged from the other side
ot the rock ot Monaco on to the beach of Fontvielle 50metres out at sea and in water L'O metres deep. All the sew-age converges towards the Boulevard de la Condamine to apoint situated below and opposite to the EodziwiU groundswhere a brickwork station has been built in which threeShone ejec ors have been placed for tho purpose of lifting
sewage._ Uie station, which has been built upon a steep
bank, o metres below sea-level, is 8 metres by 4 metres
interior measurement. The erection of this building was
carried out by Mr. Francis Long, contractor, of Marseilles.Ihe installation of the Shoue system has been carried out by
Messrs. Hughes & Lancaster, of London, and the works havebeen under the direction of Mr. Sisson, engineer, and Mr.
Crosthwaite, chief fitter.

In describing the Shone system, the writer says that the
ejector is a pump, the piston of which is compressed air The
air IS compressed to a pressure sufficient to raise the sewa^-e
trom the station on the Boulevard de la Condamine to the
highest point in the town-ris., on the Boulevard Charles III.
Ihe compressors, which are placed iu an old distillery
building, are four in number, and are driven by Crossley's
gas engines, each engine being of 45 horfe-power. The com-
pressed air is brought from this building to the ejector
station by a pipe, 10 centimetres in diameter. The discharge
of the sewage is effected through a pipe 300 millimetres in
diameter The laying of the rising main has been carried
out by the hrm of Veuve Charles Gibault, under the direc-
tien of Mr. Baulmont, engineer. That which especially
attracted the writer's attention was the mechanical installa-
tion. Ihe engines, compressors and ejectors work auto-
matically, and when the supply of compressed air is sufficient
tne compressors stop only to begin working afresh when the
ejectors, which are placed 300 metres away, have consumed
the air.

c Ti'®
^\°.'^ '^°'''' ''^' '"'^" carried out under the direction

of Mr. Cabiran.

I

MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.

I

ANNUAL MEETING IN LONDON.
The annual meeting of this association was opened onWednesday at the Uoyal United Service Institution, White-

hall. There was a good attendance. Mr, A. H. Gibbings the
electrical engineer for Bradford, delivered the presidential
address. He congratulated the members on the exceptionally
rapid progress which electricity had made within the last
two years Municipalities were taking up the municipalisa-
tion of telephones and tramways. The growth of the busi-
ness of e^ctricity was much more rapid than that of gas

i

supply. The electricity committees of municipalities werenow dealiii- with electric tramways, street lighting, methods
ct charging for current, and the extension of existing electri-
city works, with an eye to a greater future development thanwas dreamt of five years ago. He was in favour of the policy
of undertaking the supply of lamps and of selling and lettin-
out motors on hire by the municipal electricity supply. It was
important to observe that the public seemed more favourable
to independent companies than to municipalities having the
supply of electricity; and it was high time that the munici-
palities should wake up to a sense of their responsibilities to
their constituents. It was the duty of their association to
further the applications of electricity in every direction in
the interest of the public. The meeting then proceeded to
the discussion of papers. Councillor Hesford (ex-chairman
of the Electricity Committee of the Southport Corporation)
read a paper on " The Management of Electrical Undertakings
by Local Authorities," Mr. J. A. Jeckell (borough electrical
engineer. South Shields) on " Steam-using Plant," and Mr
J. R. Blaikie (the chief assistant electrical engineer, Bristol)
on^ switchboard App.aratus." The members afterwards
visited various electrical and other works in the vicinity of
the metropolis, '
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Parliamentary Memoranda.

The Housa of Commons assembled for the first time on

Monday since the Whitsuntide recess. A third reading was

given to the East Ham Improvement Bill, which was then

passed, while the London Building Act (1894) Amendment
Bill, as amended, was also considered. This measure was
ordered to be read a third time. The Local Government
(Ireland) Provisional Orders (Xo. 2) Bill and the Local

Government (Ireland) Provisional Orders (No. 3) Bill were

both read a third time and passed.

Rating i>] Reservoirs.—Tho president of the Local Govern-

ment Board was asked whether he was aware that where the

London water companies made new reservoirs by the per-

mission of the House they claimed the right to have the land

they had taken for such purpose rated at one-fourth of the

ordinary assessment, on the ground that it was land covered

by water, and therefore the parishes in which such reservoirs

were situated were in reality deprived of three-quarters of

their rates; and whelher he would insist that a clause should

in future be inserted in any other Bill preserving the rights

of the local authorities. Mr. Chaplin replied that he was
aware that land covered with water was liable, njider the

Public Health Act, 1875, to be assessed in the proportion of

one-fourth only of the rateable value in the case of certain

rates. If a reservoir of a water company was laid covered

with water within the meaning of the Act referred to, that

partial exemption was the effect of the general law and not

of any special provision in the Acts of water companies. He
was advised that the question was tlie subject of an appeal to

the Court of Ajipeal at present, and ho apprehended that it

might come under the consideration of the Royal Commission
on Local Taxation. Under those circumstances he could not

undertake to interpose with regard to tho Bills of the com-
panies as had been suggested.

On Tuesday, in the House of Commons, the following Bills

were ordered for second reading : Bacup Corporation Water
Bill, Folkestone Water Bill, Hamilton Water Bill, Kettering

Water Bill, Edinburgii Improvement Provisional Order Bill,

Electric Lighting Provisional Orders (No. 11) Bill, Electric

Lighting Provisional Orders (No. 14) Bill, Local Government
Provisional Orders (Housing of the Working Classes) Bill,

Local Government Provisional Orders (No. 8) Bill, Local

Government Provisional Orders (No. 7) Bill, Local Govern-
ment Provisional Orders (No. 9) Bill. The Plymouth and
Stoneliouse Gas Bill and the Southampton Gas Bill were read

a third time and passed.

In the House of Commons on Wednesday the Gainsborough
Gas Bill as amended was considered and ordered to be read

a third time. The following Bills were also read a second
time : Edinburgh Improvement Provisional Order Bill, Elec-

tric Lighting Provisional Orders (No. 11) Bill, Electric Light-

ing Provisional Orders (No. 14) Bill, Local Government Pro-
visional Orders (Housing of Working Classes) Bill, Local
Government Provisional Orders (No. 7) Bill, Local Govern-
ment Provisional Orders (No. 8) Bill, Local Government
Provisional Orders (No. 9) Bill.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEE.
The Middlesex. County Council B^/.—The Select Committee

of the House of Commons on Sanitary and Police Regula-
tions, on reassembling on Tuesday, after the Whitsuntide
recess, took up consideration of the clauses of the Middlesex
County Council Bill. The fight, which as regards the principle

embodied in the preamble relating to the question of the
pollution of the Brent, had been particularly keen, was con-
tinned on the clauses, but it was rather spiritless. The pro-

gress made was very slow. A number of small issues

occnpied a great deal of time. Mr. Blennerhassett, Q.c., on
behalf of tho Hanwell District Council, sought to obtain the
insertion of a clause in the Bill providing that before the
works were carried out plans should be submitted to the
Local Government Board so that an inquiry might be held at

which Hanwell would be represented. A member of the
committee pointed out that this was unnecessary, as the
county council must go to the Local Government Board for
power to spend the money rei|uired to carry out the works.
Mr. Blennerhassett admitted that they must go to the Local
Government Board if a considerable expenditure were in-

volved, bat nobody knew how much the council proposed to

lay out; they might not spend more than would be provided
out of the revenue for the current year, and in that case an
inquiry conld be dispensed with. It was most desirable in

this case that an obligation to go to the Local Government
Board should be imposed. Hanwell was more interested in
the river than any other local authority, and if the plans
showed that injury would be done to Hanwell the local

authority would be heard. Great injury might be done to
Hanwell by increasing the Hood waters. Mr, Littler had
said that only a few small cuts would bo made, but a few
years ago Mr. Littler, the chairman of the county council, had

_
said that they would require £50,000 to carry out the works.
Mr. Worsley Taylor, Q.c, the counsel for the promoters,
characterised the clause as an insidious attempt to take the
very life out of the Bill. He strongly objected to an inquiry

,of the nature indicated, maintaining that it would involve
only an expense which would be altogether unnecessary

The committee rejected the clause proposed by Mr. Blenner-

hassett. On clause S, which provided for the formation of

weirs in the canalised portion of the river, Mr. Barnes, Ji.i.c.E.,

the surveyor to the Hanwell District Council, declared that

the result of constructing the weirs would be to convert the

river into a series of settling tanks. The deposits higher up
would bo Hushed down to Hanwell and would settle in the
canal. He said it would be better to have the river as it

was than to have it in such a state. The committee passed
the clause. During the subsequent proceedings before the

committee it became evident that it would be an extremely
difficult matter to frame cut and dried regulations that would
be thoroughly effective. It was evident from the statements
made that there was, as the result of the negotiations that had
taken place daring the recess, a probability of an amicable
arrangement being arrived at between the county council and
the canal companies. A conference on tho subject took
place at the Westminster Guildhall on Wednesday afternoon,

jjnt the nature of the proceedings has not been disclosed. A
clause was inserted in the Bill No. 44b, which ran

—

" Nothing in this Act contained shall authorise the council

to exercise any of the powers conferred by the sections of

which the marginal notes are ' councils' powers as to dredging,

ballasting, &c.,' and ' powers to shorten bends with respect

to any canal belonging to or under the control of the canal

companies, or either of them,' and nothing in this Act con-

tained shall render the canal companies or either of them
liable to be proceeded against under the sections of this Act
of which the marginal notes are ' prohibition against dredging'

without license of council, and prohibition of injurious dis-

charge and abstraction of water with respect to any such
canal. Provided always that the canal companies shall, in

discharging water from the Brent reservoir', comply with
regulations to be agreed upon between the council and the

canal companies ; failing agreement, to be settled b}' an en-

gineer to be appointed by the president of the Institution of

Civil Engineers." There the matter rests for the present.

The remaining clauses of the Bill were adjusted, and the

measure was ordered to be reported to the House.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Sketches accompanying Queries should he made separate on white paper
n plain black-ink lines. Lettering orjigures should be bold and plain.

189. Institution of Civil Engineers : Admission to Asso-
Ciateship.—- " Forward " writes : I am desirous of becoming
an A.M. I.e. E. I have served niy articles (a period of six

years) under a surveyor to a local a.ithority, and have had
nearly four years' practice as assistant surveyor and sanitary

engineer to two local authorities. Can you inform me what
steps I must take to obtain this qualification ?

Candidates for admission to the Institution of Civil En»
giueers are now required, by recent regulations, to pass

examinations before being admitted. We furnished in our
reply to Query 154, in our issue of February 25th last, par-

ticulars of the subjects of these examinations, to which
reply the querist is directed to refer.

190. Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897.—" L. L. B.

"

writes : Can you inform me whether there is any action

generally on the part of municipal or urban district councils

to meet the responsibilities under the Employers' Liability

Act, which comes into force on July 1st; and if action has
been taken, what ?

We have not heard that any concerted action is being
taken by lo?al authorities, or by engineers to such authori-

ties, in respect to securing uniformity of procedure, or for

mutual assistance and guidance in regard to the working
of the Act. We referred in our " Minutes of Proceedings,"
on p. 357 in our issue of April 8th, to some of the main pro-

visions of the Act, a reference to which will probably be
found helpful.

Business Announcements.— Mr. Charles C. Lindsay, of

167 St. Vincem-street, Glasgow, has informed us that in

future his address will be 217 West George-street, Glasgow.
—t)wing to the development of his estate agency business,

Mr. Alfred J. Best, of 38 Sloane-street, S.W., has taken Mr.
Herbert Adams, p..i.s.i., into partnership. The business will

be carried on at the above-named address under the title of

Messrs. Alfred Best & Adams.

Funeral of Sir Robert Rawlinson.—The funeral of the
late Sir Robert Rawlinson took place on Saturd.ay at Bromp-
ton cemetery, and among those present were Dr. J. Irving
Stenzies, Sir John Wolfe Barry, Mr. J. F. Rolton, Q.c, Sir
Arthur Arnold, Mr. A. H. Preece, president of the Institution

of Civil Engineers, General Carey, k.e., chief engineering in-

spector of the Local Government Board, Sir Conrtenay Boyle
and Mr. Thomas Cole, seci'etary of the Incorporated Associa-
tion of Municipal and County Engineers, who attended on
behalf of that body.
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For Assistants and Pupils.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS.—Xill.

By WILLIAM H. MAXWELL, Assistant Engiueer ami Sui-voyor, Leytou Urlian District CouticiL

TRACTION ON EOADS (continued).

CROSS-SECTION AND GRADIENT.

Crvss-seclfoii.—The transverse section of a good country
road generally comprises a carriageway, a footpath on one or
both sides, fences and side ditches (see Fig. 14) ; the section
being, of course, necessarily modified when the road is in

embankment or cutting.

The best form of cross-section or contour to be given to a
roadway is asnbject upon which there is considerable diversity

of opinion, but, as pointed out* by Mr. Boulnois (city engi-
neer, Liverpool), " for all practical purposes evenness of sur-

face and regularity of section in a macadamised roadway are
of more importance than the slight difference between straight

lines and curves, which might only tend to confuse the work-
men." It is, however, of great importance, as regards the
durability of the road, that the form of cross-section shall be
such as will ensure all water falling upon the roadway surface
being immediately drained away to the side channels, and for

which purpose only the surface has to be made convex. The
evils, as formerly indulged in, of making roads with an ex-

cessive convexity—" hog-backed " or " barrelled " as it is

termed—have already been pointed out.

Mr. Macadam considered that " a road should be as fiat as
possible with regard to allowing the water to run off it at all,

because acarriage ought to s^nH<7 tipn'ijhf in troveUinq aamuch
as possible. He also says.t " I have generally made roads
3 in. higher in the centre than I have at the sides when they
are 18ft. wide; if the road be smooth and well made, the
water will run off very easily in such a slope.

Telford recommended that the convexity of the roadway
should be of the form of a very flat ellipse ; he prepared the
surface formation nearly level transversely and laid in a
pitched foundation or " bottoming," 7 in. deep in the centre

convexity of cross-section than when it has a longitudinal

inclination ; also, a new road should be moro convex than
the intended finished contour, as by rolling and traffic it will

soon spread towards the sides and flatten at the crown.
Mr. T. Codriugton remarks* that the arc of a circle is often

used and is good, but a curve more convex at the centre than
towards the sides is best. The " rise" in the curve from the
sides to the centre need not exceed one-fortieth of the width,

and one-sixtieth is generally enough on well-kept roads ; and
it seven-eighths of the total ri.=e are given at one-fourth of

the distance from the centre to the sides, and five-eights at

one-half the distance, a curve of suitable form will be ob-

tained. It is best to obtain the convexity by rounding the
" formation surface " and giving a uniform thickness of coat-

ing. When there is no curb there should be a " Khrmlilrring "

of sods and earth on each side to keep the road materials in

place and to form with the finished surface the water tables

or side channels in which the surface drainage is collected, to

be conveyed by outlets at frequent intervals to the side

ditches.

The whole width of a roadway should be formed uniformly

both as regards quality of materials and thickness of coating.

The practice of making the centre 12 ft. or so of some hard
material, such as granite, trap-rock or whinstone, and the side

slopes of a weaker substance, as gravel, is a bad one, as the

sides soon get out of repair and are quite unfit for the transit

of heavy traffic.

For a suburban macadamised roadway the accompanying
detailed transverse section (Fig. 25) illustrates a good form
which may be adopted with advantage in residential areas

where the traffic is not heavy. As regards the dimensions
and details of construction the figure speaks for itself ; the

formation surface is parallel with the finished surface of the

roadway, the " crown " of which is level with the heel of the

Fig. 25.

—

Cross-Section of Suburban Macadamised Roadway.

,of the roadway and 4 in. deep at tlio sides, thus obtaining

part of the convexity of the finished surface.

Mr. Walker preferred two straight lines inclined about 1 in

24 towards the sides for the haunches of the roadway and
joined at the crown by a short curve, but the objection to

this is that the flat sides very soon wear hollow. In respect

to the form of cross-section, Mr. Walker stated^ that "a
road much rounded is dangerous, particularly it the cross-

section approaches towards the segment of a circle, the slope

in that case not being uniform, but increasing ra)iidly from
the nature of the curve as we depart from the middle
or vertical line. The over-rounding of roads is also in-

jurious to them, by either confining the heavy carriages to

one. track in the crown of the road or, if they go upon the

sides, by the greater wear they produce from their constant
tendency to move down the inclined plane, owing to the angle
which the surface of the road and the line of gravity of the

load form with each other; and, as this tendency is per-

pendicular to the line of draught, the labour of the horse

and the wear of the carriage wheels are both much increased

by it." To facilitate drainage Mr. Walker also recommended
that every part of a road, wherever possible, should have a
longitudinal declivity of at least 1 in 80; and "when this

cannot be obtained, owing to the extreme flatness of the
country, an artificial inclination may generally be made.
When a road is so formed every wheel-track that is made,
being in the line of inclination, becomes a channel for carry-

ing off the water much more effectually than can be done by
a curvature in the cross-section or rise in the middle of the
road, without the danger or other disadvantages which neces-

sarily attend the rounding a road much in the middle."J
A cross-section of the form of a very flnt ellipse is, generally

speaking, undoubtedly the best, and has the advantage over
that consisting of a segment of a circle of giving somewhat
flatter side slopes, without, at the same time, having the
objection of liability to wearing hollow as when the haunches
are formed by straight lines as advised by Mr. Walker.
A road laid practically level obviously requires a greater

• *' The llunicipal and Sanitary Engineers' Hand-Book."
t Parliamentary Report on the Highways of the Kingdom, 1819.

X Parliamentary Report, 1819,

footpath. If tlie ground is naturally wet, or contaius springs,
3-in. or 4-in. agricultural drain pipes may be laid under the
" side channel," as shown in the figure, and discharged into
the street gullies.

The experience of county surveyors aa regards the cross-

section of modern macadamised roads cannot fail to be of
interest. Mr. R. II. Dorman, county surveyor, Armagh, Ire-

land, says,t "the cross-section of a road should vary with its

hardness and with its longitudinal slope. On level roads 1 in

24 is a suitable transverse alop, where limculone or gravel are
the materials used, 1 in 30 for shitcstonc and 1 in 3(3 for hard
ii-hinslonc roads. On hills the camber should be increased

—

for instance, on an incline of 1 in 30 with transverse slope of

1 in 30, if the surface is perfectly smooth, the water will flow
off the road into the side channels at an angle of 45°; but
as all roads tend to become tracked longitudinally, tlie trans-

verse slope on hills should be made greater than the longi-

tudinal slope. For the cross-section of a road a flat elliptical

curve for three-fourths of the width is preferable and the
shoulders well filled out."

The above experience is supported on many points by that
of Mr. B. B. Ellice-Clark, m.i.c.e., county surveyor for Sussex
(west), who remarks thatj " in some counties roads are ' hog-
backed ' to such an extent that vehicles cannot pass over
them with safety except in the centre ; the converse of this is

found in leaving a road with a level transverse section so

much out of repair that it becomes concave instead of being
convex. It is obvious that if the versed sine of the section is

too great vehicles will follow the same track

—

viz., tho crown
of the road, which soon becomes worn out, while, if water is

allowed to remain in the road, it will be destroyed by the
weather. The proper fall for roads repaired with flitit^i or

similar material is 1 in 24 from the centre, with broken granite

1 in 36. The intermediate gradients between these two are

those suitable for materials that are harder than flints and
softer than granite, as for instance, hard mountain limestone° '

[

»

* " Encyclopsedia Britannica," article " Roads and Streets."

t " Proceedintjs of the Association of Municipal and County Engi-
neers," vol. xviii.

t " Proceedings of the Aesociatioa ot Municipal ^nd County Engi«
neers," vol. sh. -,
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which will take its place at about 1 in 30. ' Barrelling ' a road

is a mere excuse for not keeping the surface in proper repair."

In sotting out .and forming the cross-section and also in re-

pairing roads it was formerly the practice to use a complicated

"plummet rule " or "working level," which consisted of a

long horizontal bar (equal in length to half the width of the

road), fitted with a plummet and four gauges moving perpen-

dicularly in dove-tailed grooves cat in the horizontal bar .and

fixed with thumbscrews for adjustment as required. These

are now dispensed with, .and three " bontiiry-roiis," together

'witb a long straight edge and a spirit level, are found suffi-

cient, with a good eye, to obtain a sightly section, both trans-

versely and longitudinally.

Gradient.— Certain general observations as to " rnlimj

gradients" and inclination versus length, curves, Ac, have

already been made when considering the question of route

for a proposed line of communication.
The maximum inclination which should be given to a road-

way ought not, if possible, to exceed the limiting angle of

resistance for the materials forming its surface, the safe

maximum gradient depending, therefore, upon the nature of

the road surface and also upon the force required to propel

a given load upon it.

By " limiting angle of resistance" is here meant that angle

or inclination of a road at which a carriage, when once set in

motion upon it, would just continue to roll down the incline

by the action of the force of gravity alone.

Should the inclination exceed this the carriage will niQve

at an accelerated rate, and, unless checked by the use of a
drag* or some other means, the horses will be unduly urged
forward by the load.

The force required to move a ton load on the roadway
surfaces stated, the corresponding limiting angles of resist-

ances and maximum inclination are embodied in the accom-
panying table,t the values of the resistances used in its

calculation being those given by Sir John Macneil.

Descriptiou ot the Road.

Force in lb.

required
to move one

ton.

Limiting
angle of

Resistance.

Maximum
Inclmation
which should
be given to
the Road.

Well-laid pavement...
Broken stone surface

on a bottom of rough
pavement or con-

crete

Broken stone surface

laid on an old flint

road
Gravel road ... "

31-4

44

62
140

0^ 48'

r 3.5'

3^ 35'

Iin7l

1 in 51

lin 36
1 in 16

To avoid considerable expense in maintenance a gradient
of 1 in 30 is the steepest that should bo adopted ; and on
inclines exceeding 1 in 20 vehicular traffic ascends only with
great difficulty, as shown by the horses oftentimes volnn-
tai'ily taking up a zigzag course in search of an easier gradient.

Inclines of 1 in 10 to 1 in 8, as on mountain passes or

patlts, are fit for beasts of burden only, but even steeper
gradients than these are to bo found in some towns in England,
as, for example, at Blackburn,J where the maximum gradient
of macadamised roads is 1 in 603 and of [laved roads 1 in

605. In Merthyr Tydfil a 15-ton steam roller was used in

making a road with a gradient of 1 in 9J, and, it is stated,

did the work well.§

The maximum gradients adopted for road in Central India]]

are :

—

For first-class roads ... ... ... ... 1 in 25
For second and third class roads ... ... 1 in 20
For fourth-class roads ... ... ... ... 1 in 18

DURHAM NEW COUNTY BUILDINGS.

PROGRESS OF THE WORKS.
The new county buildings now being erected by the Dur-

ham County Council at Old Elvet are approaching completion.
They are being built from designs by Messrs. Harry Barnes
and Frederick K. Coates, of Sunderland and Hartlepool,
selected in competition. The front elevation is of red terra-
cotta, and the sides and back are ot brick, with buff terra-

cotta dressings. The buildings have a frontage of about
^170 ft. and a depth ot about 150 ft. In the centre is a large
tower with dome, which is the chief feature of the elevation.
It is carried on plaster columns and covered with copper.
The building is roofed with green slates. A flight of steps,
some 40-ft. in width, leads up to the front entrance, which is

through an arched doorway, and minor entrances are placed
.at the sides. The ground floor is occupied by the council
chamber, the committee-rooms, offices of the clerk to the
county council and the reception-rooms. The chamber is ap-
proached through an anteroom of hexagonal form, 32 ft. wide

* The use o£ " drnss " is very detrimeu/,il to the surface of the road.
+ Law and Clark's " Roads and Streets."
t " Proc«ediiigs of the Association of Municipal and County En-

gineers," vol. xii., p. 19.

§" Proceedings of the Association of Municipal and County En-
gineers," vol. iv., p. 97.

ij " Roorkee Treatise," '
' '

by 33 ft. high. The council chamber, which is horseshoe in

shape in its lower half, makes the transition to the circular at

a height of about 12 ft. Tho diameter is 45 ft. and the

height 36 ft. It is crossed by four arches of 28 ft. span,

carrying the dome. The walls of tho chamber are pierced by
sever.al windows of stained glass, and polished marble columns
surround the chamber. The committee-room is 42 ft. by 21 ft.

From the groniid floor access to tho floor above is gained by
a flight of stairs. The steps, originally intended to bo of

tinted green slates, are being constructed of marble. On the

floor above are to be tho offices of the county surveyor, the

county accountant, the county medical officer and the county

education department. Above these again are a number of

spacious rooms for laboratories, libraries, &c. The basement
of the building, in addition to offices for the weights and
measures department, contains strong-rooms, store-rooms,

&c., and is entered from the street level ; along the corridor

of the ground floor runs a dado of faience work. The marble
work is being executed by Messrs. Lowes & Sons, Durham,
and Messrs. Burmantofts, of Leeds, have been doing the

faience work. Furniture is being supplied by Messrs. Robson
& Son, Newcastle. Messrs. Rule, Sunderland, have done the

plasterwork, and Messrs. McCulIoch, of Glasgow, have fur-

nished tho stained.glass windows. The heating apparatus is

supplied by Messrs. Ashwell & Nesbitt, of Leicester. Messrs.

Rankin & Son, Sunderland, are the sole contractors for build-

ing. The entire cost will be about £29,000, including the

purchase of land and furniture.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

Tho sittings of the commission were resumed on Monday
at the Westminster Town Hall, Lord LlandafI presiding as

before.

Sir Alexander Binnie was farther examined npon the

question of partition among the outside county authorities

of those portions of the water undertakings supplying within

their districts, but outside the administrative county of Lon-

don, and said that if partition were decided upon in the case of

Kent, after the purchase of the water undertakings by the

county council or other central authority, a certain quantity

of water in bulk would bo taken by London from the Kent
authorities. In the case of Hertfordshire the wells in the

Lea valley appe.ared to have reached their limit, and if it

met tho approval of the Hertfordshire authorities an agree-

ment could be come to that beyond a certain stipulated quan-

tity no more water should be taken from Ilertfordshii'e. How
far this would meet the objections of the Hertfordshire County
Council he could not say. Asked whether he proposed that

tho London County Council should keep the springs and wells

that supply the New River Company at present, he replied

that the county council would have to purchase them from
the New River Company ; i.nd they might stipulate that they

would not take any more water from Hertfordshire than is

now taken by the New River Company. Hertfordshire would
got their supplies, as at present, from wells of their own. The
financial and administrative advantages lay in the direction

of supply by the local authorities in bulk ; but if the outside

bodies and the central body desired partition it could un-

doubtedly be carried out aa a matter of engineering, lie

believed that in some cases partition would be found to work
best; in other cases supply iu bulk; and in other cases there

might be a prohibition .igainst taking more than acertain quan-

tity of water from acertain district. The solution of tho diffi-

culty must not be laid down on hard-and-fast lines. The out-

side authorities should liavo the option of choosing whether
they would adopt supply by the central authority, biyiug in

bulk and purchasing their own distributing mains, or parti-

tion. That having been decided, the details could be carried

oat by arbitration.

CHATHAM LIGHT RAILWAY.

The Light Railway Commissioners on Monday continued

their inquiry at Chatham into an application made by the

Chatham, Gillingham and District Electric Railways Com-
piiny for powers authorising them to construct a series of

light railways, or tramways, between Chatham and New
Brompton, and between the former borough and certain

])opulous suburbs. Tho Earl of Jersey presided over the

Court, which had held two previous sittings. The proposal

is to establish electric street tramways on the overhead trolly

wire principle, and the promoters have undertaken to con-

tribute aboat £10,000 towards the widenings required at

various points. The local authorities of both towns supported

the application, but had stipulated that they should have the

option of purchasing the undertaking at the expiration ot

forty-two years. The Earl of Jersey said the commissioners
were prepared to recommend that the order be granted.

Some argument arose with reference to the running of work-
men's cars from the dockyard gates. The promoters had
undertaken to issue workmen's weekly tickets at 9d. for

twenty-four journeys, but were not willing to bind them-
selves to the e.xtent proposed by the town councils. Eventu-
ally the parties agreed to leave it to the commissioners to

frame a clause as to tlie number of workmen's trains that

shoiiK be run.
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Law Notes.

Edited by J. B. REIGNIEB CONDBR, 11 Old Jewry Chambers, E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor will be pleased to answer any questions affecting the

practice of engineers atid surveyors to local authorities. Queries

(which should be written legibly on foolscap paper, one side only)

should be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices of The

SuBVEYOB. Where possible, copies of local Acts or documents re-

ferred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams tnust be

draiun and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents who do not

icish their names published should furnish a uom de plume.

Private Street Works Act, 1892, sec. 7 : When ake the

Proposed Works " Insufficient or Unreasonable " ?—An
important decision, and one which will be welcome to local

authorities, is that in Mansfield Corporation v. Buttericorth

(Queen's Bench Divisional Court, 19th May). This was a

special case stated by the justices of the Mansfield division

of Nottingham, who liad allowed certain objections made by

the respondent to works proposed to be dune by the corpora-

tion tmder this Act to part of a street called Quarry-lane.

The average width of the lane throughout the 677 yards pro-

posed to be made up is 1(3 ft., and for several yards opposite

the respondent's land the width is only 12 ft., including iS ft.

of rough footway. There is no made roadway or footpath,

and no foundation to the road, which is uneven, with very

deep ruts, but there is a footpath irregularly demarcated with

ronch stones. There are no sewers and no provision for

lighting the lane, wliich, in wet weather, is almost impass-

able, and it is frequently in a fonnderons condition and

dangerous. During the past twelve months traffic along the

lane has considerably increased, in consequence of the erec-

tion of additional houses. The respondent (who was a front-

ager to the extent of 200 ft.) objected to the provisional

apportionment on the ground specified in clause (d) of the

above section

—

vi-., "that the proposed works are insufficient

or unreasonable, or that the estimated expenses are exces-

sive." It was, however, admitted that the estimated expenses

were not excessive, but it was contended that the proposed

works were insnthcient and unreasonable because they did

not comprise the widening of the lane. The magistrates

adopted this view, but they have been o%-erruled by the High
Court. Having regard to the great importance of this cuse,

we make no apology for giving in crtensn the report of the

judgment. Mr. Justice Wills said the question arising was

one of some difficulty ; but he had come to a tolerably clear

conclusion, notwithstanding the apparent difficulty of the

language of the Act. The Act provided that where a street

was not in a state satisfactory to the local authority they

might resolve that certain works should be done, compre-

hending such works as had been ordered in the present case.

After that the surveyor was to prepare plans and specifica-

tions, Ac, and then the local authority were to pass a resolu-

tion approving the plans, i-c, prepared by the surveyor with

or without modification. Then, after that, opportunity was

to be given to the persons aft'ected by the proposals to object,

and the objections were to be heard before a court of sum-

mary jurisdiction. The objections that could be made were

specified in sec. 7. Certain of the objections—two of them
beyond all doubt—went to the root of the whole scheme, be-

cause, if they were valid in fact, they went to establish a

state of things in which the local authority had no jurisdic-

tion to pass the resolutions. That was much as it was under

sec. 150 of the Public Health Act, 187.5. Under that section

the local authority might pass resolutions, execute works and
apportion expenses. But if it turned out that the alleged

street was not a street the whole foundation of the proceed-

ings failed, and the person proceeded against escaped. The
Act of 1892 preserved objections of this class and provided

for objections of other kinds. Then the Act gave the justices

power, where an objection succeeded, to quash " the resolu-

tion." Looking at the whole scheme of the legislation, and
more particularly at the fact that under sec. 7 there was a

large class of objections relating to the plans and matters of

that kind, he thought it impossible to doubt that the juris-

diction of the magistrates was to quash the resolution ap-

proving the plans. That was just as effectual in the case of

a place wliich was not a street as if the original resolution

were quashed. In the present case the Court was specially

concerned with the objection, under clause (d) of the section,

" that the proposed works are insufficient or unreasonable."

At first sight that objection to proposed works might appear

to be an objection of the same class as the objection that the

place was not a street, going to the root of the whole scheme.

But the language of the clause was capable of another con-

struction—namely, as referring to the works as specified in

the plans and Rections. He tlionglit this was the true con-

struction of the clause ; and that the Act was not intended to

interfere with the jurisdiction of the local authority to adopt

the scheme as a whole, in the sense of determining when
the work was to be done, but merely to give the justices

power to consider the sufficiency .and reasonableness of the

wav in which tlie work was proposed to be done. The first

ground of the objection was the insufficiency of the works.

In his opinion the expression "insufficient" in the clause

pointed exclusively to a comparison between the thing

ordered to be done and the means of effecting it. It did not

mean insufficient having regard to some matter which might
make a better scheme for the neighbourhood in general. The
other ground of the objection was the unreasonableness of

the works. " Unreasonable " was a much wider word. It did

give power to the justices to consider whether or not the

thing proposed to be done was as a whole a reasonable thing

to be done. That followed from Sheffield Corporationv. Ander-

son (64 LJ., M.C. 41). v.here it was held under a local Act,

similar to the Act of 1S92, that the justices had power to say

that under these circumstances a sewer was not required for

a street. He thought there was no reason to quarrel with

that construction of the Act. And if the magistrates had

found iti this case that tlie works ought not to be done at all

—

that is to say, that the works were not required—and had held

that the scheme was unreasonable on that ground, they would
have had jurisdiction to disapprove of it and quash the reso-

lution approving the plans. But, upon a careful considera-

tion of what was said in the special case, it was plain to his

lordship's mind that the magistrates had not decided any-

thing of that kind. He thought the magistrates had thought

it would be a very good thing to have the street made wider,

and that they woidd put the screw on the corporation and get

the street widened by withholding their approval of the

scheme. It was clear from their deciding that the work was
insufficient that they were thinking of the insufficiency of

the general scheme for the good of the public ; a matter they

had no power to consider. And it appeared that they found

that the work was unreasonable because they thought that

the corporation ought to add te their- scheme a widening of

the street. He thought the magistrates had applied the

wrong principle in dealing with the case, and that there was
no ground to suppose that if they had applied the right jirin-

cipie they would not have dismissed the objection. The
magistrates' order must therefore be quashed and the appeal

allowed.

Sewerage: Liquids from Manufacturing Premises:
Public Hkai.th Act, 1875, se< s. 15, 17, 21, 27, 41 ano 299:

Rivers Pollution Prevention Act, 1876, secs. 4, 7, 10, 11

AND 13.—The decision of the Court of Appeal in the case of

Peebles v. Osinildlivisfle District Coinicil (noted in vol. xi., p.

403 and vol. xiii., p. 80) has been confirmed by the House of

Lords. It may be remembered that the case originally came
before Mr. Justice Charles {sec vol. xi., p. 116), who granted

a iiinndainus apaiust the council to make such sewers as were
necessary for effectually draining their district, and especially

the plaintiffs' premises; and that the Court of Appeal re-

versed that decision on the ground that the proper remedy
for the breach by the council of their statutory duty to pro-

vide sewers was an application to the Local (iovernment

Board under sec. 299 of the Public Health Act, 1875. The
Lord Chancellor, in moving that the appeal be dismissed, said

there was nothing in the Public Health Act which would
justify the issue of a numdamus. The whole purview of the

Act made impossible the application of such a remedy. It

was a principle very familiar to our law, that performance of

a statutory obligation could not be enforced in any other

mannerthan that prescribed by thestatute. The obligation was
created by this statute, and it was nothing to the purpose to

say that there were other statutes containing similar obliga-

tions which might be enforced otherwise. It would be ex-

ceedingly inconvenient if the jurisdiction placed in a Govern-
ment department, which is enabled to call upon a district to

reform its whole system of sewage and drainage, could be
taken out of the hands of that department by a private

person. He entirely concurred in the judgment of the Court
of Appeal, and thought the case should be decided according

to the familiar piinciple of law to which he had referred.

There was another point to which he would briefly advert,

though he should be sorry to rest his judgment upon it. The
insufficiency of drainage in this case only extended to a par-

ticular factory. It was therefore within the exact words of

the Rivers Pollution Prevention Act, 1876, sec. 7, which
provided for the grant of facilities for enabling manufactories

to get rid of refuse, but which contained the important pro-

viso that no sanitary authority should be required to give

such facilities where the sewers of such authority are only

sufficient for the requirements of the district. The duty lay

previously on the manufacturer to get rid of his own refuse,

and it would be unreasonable to permit a man to come to a
small district and to require the local authority to reconstruct

their system for his purpose. But he preferred to rest his

judgment ou the other point on which the Court of Appeal
had decided the case.
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Municipal Woric in Progress and Projected.

Tins week vei'}- little news is foithcomlnK with reapeet to

municipal work in the metropolis, though the majority of the

local authorities have recommenced work. From the provinces,

however, we have some information as to several large and
important works contemplated, notably at Blackpool, Bourne-

mouth, Bolton, Brighton, Llanidloes, Wivenhoe and South-

borough.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.

Sir Edwin 11. Galsworthy, .i.P., presided, on Saturday, at an

ordinary meeting of tlie Metropolitan Asylums -Board. A
letter was read from tl>e Local Government Board, enclosing

copies of an order authorising the managers to purchase

certain land at Swanley, at a cost not exceeding the sum of

£5,050, and to borrow the amounts. In regard to the matter
of the Brook hospital expenditure, it was .agreed, after some
discussion, that the report of the special committee and Mr.
White's letter should be forwarded to the Local Government
Board, with an intimation that, if the latter were not satisfied

with the same, the managers would assist in any further in-

quiry they might wish to make. On the recommendation of

the Eastern Hospital Committee, the board accepted the

tender of Messi'S. Barrett & Power, of 104 Qneen Victoria-

street, to erect, .at the sum of £550, a range of workshops at

the Eastern hospit.al, in accordance with plans and specifica-

tions prepared by Messrs. A. & C. Ilarston. The architects'

estimate was £-1*30. It was also agreed to accept the tender
of Mr. II. liurman, of Frankton-road, Hill-street, Pcckham,
S.E., for the supply and fixing, at the sum of £620, of fittings

in the steward's stores and in tlio dispensary at the Grove
hospital, in accordance with the drawings and specification

prepared by Mr. A. Hessell Tiltman, architect. The archi-

tect's estimate was £813. The following recommendation
was adopted :

" That the tender of Messrs. W. C. Reeder &
Co., of 1 Railway-place, Fenchurch-street, to repair the pontoon
and bridge of the pier at South Wharf, Rotherhithe, in accord-
ance with the sjiecilication prepared by Mr. C.Thomson, for

the snm of £504 10s., and to execute such other repairing
work as may be requisite at such prices set forth in the
schedule to thesaid specification, be accepted, and the common
seal affi.xed to the contract." The second tender received
was from Messrs. J. Stewart & Son, of 22 Billiter-street, who
offered to execute the specified work for £587 17s.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Fulham.—At a I'ecent meeting of the vestry a letter was

read from the London County Council with refei'ence to the
petition from the Fulham Vestry on the subject of the Crom-
well-road bridge, that the Improvements Committee would
be unable to deal fully with the proposal until after the
Whitsuntide recess. Mr. Oakey proposed that the vestry
take the necessary steps to provide a suitable open space and
recreation ground at South Fulham ; but an amendment
moved by Mr. Knight to refer the matter to the Open Spaces
Committee was adopted.

Lambeth.—The vestry, at their last meeting, resolved to

co-operate with the Beckenham Urban District Council in

opposing the light railway echeme from Heme Hill to

Bromley.

Limehouse.—At a recent meeting of the district board of

works a letter was read from the London County Council with
reference to the suggestion of the board that the council
should construct a bridge for vehicular traffic in place of the
present footbridge in Harnham-atreet, stating that in the
opinion of the council any improvement to the latter bridge
should be carried out by, and at the sole cost of, the local

authority. The communication was referred to the Works
Committee.

Paddingfton.—On Tuesday of last week, the Legal Com-
mittee, while recognising the advisability of steps being taken
to place the question of pensions to officers of local authori-
ties upon a more satisfactory footing, recommended the
vestry to affirm that they do not regard the Superannuation
(Metropolis) Bill or the Local Authorities' Officers' Super-
annuation Bill as dealing adequately with the question, but
believe that the best means of attaining that object is by
an Act enabling local authorities to draw up a regular scheme
of pensions for existing officers and servants, and to estab-
lish for existing and future officers and servants a provident
fund, to which contributions may be made by local author-
ities and their officers and servants in defined proportions.
The recommendation was adopted.

St. James.—The manner in which the orderly boys in the
neighbourhood of Piccadilly discharge their duties has been
under the consideration of the vestrj' for some time past, and
at their fortnightly meeting on Thursday the vestry resolved :

" That all the orderly boys now in the service of the vestry
be discharged, and that several additional men be employed to

carry out the work now performed liy the twenty-one orderly
boys." All kinds of accusations were brought against the
boys. It was stated that they neglected their work to have
a ramble in St. James's Park and elsewhere, and one member de-
Bfribed them as being on the whole " an intolerable nuisance."

St. Sauiours, Southwark.—At the last meeting of the

district board of works, Mr. Fry, on behalf of the Finance
Committee, recommended the board to concur with Camber-
well Vestry in the proposal to include workmen in the pro-

visions of the Officers' (Metropolitan) Superannuation Bill

now before Parliament. The recommendation was adopted.

Whitechapel.—At the last meeting of the district board of

works the chairman reported that Messr.-i. Dyson, the board's

Parliamentary agents, had written to the clerk informing him
th.at the Bo.ard of Trade had communicated to them the fact

that the Electric Light and Brush Company had withdrawn
their application for an order to light the district with elec-

tricity. The special committee reported having visited various

installations, and spoke very highly in favour of the system
at Brighton. It was resolved to request Mr. Wright, electrical

engineer to the Brighton Corporation, to report upon the best

method of supplying Whitechapel with the electric light.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

COUNTY COUNCILS.
Middlesex.—The council, at their last meeting, adopted

the report of the Asylnm Committee, recommending the
purchase of an estate of 414 acres at Napsbury, St. Albans,
at a cost of £50,000, for the erection of a new county asylum.
On the site are eight cottages, a modern farmhouse and farm
buildings, which it is proposed shall remain. The price first

asked was £60,000.

Nottinghamshire.—A Local Government Board inquiry
has been held relative to an application of the county council

for sanction to borrow £110,000 for the erection of a lunatic
asylum at Radcliffe. Mr. E. P. Hooley, the county surveyor,
from whose plans the building will be erected, explained the
proposals.

Staffordshire.—The council have given careful considera-
tion to a report of Mr. J. E. Willcox, of Birmingham, on the
drainage of the county asylum, and have decided to adopt his

scheme for the provision of a new system of sewerage and
surface-water drainage for the building. The work, which
is to cost £6,000, has become necessary in consequence of the
present unsatisfactory sanituiy arrangements.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Barnsley.—A committee of the council on Tuesd.iy recom-

mended that Mr. Miller, the electrical engineer, should be in-

structed to prepare a scheme and details of a system of
electric lighting for the borough. Also that the borough sur-
veyor be instructed to prepare plans and estimates of the pro-
posed buildings required, and that application be made to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £23,332 ISs.,

the estimated cost of the works.

Birmingham.—Mr. Tart, the manager of the improvement
scheme, has prcp.ared a set of seven sketch plans of labourers'
dwellings to he erected upon the Milk-street improvement
area. Sometime back several tenement dwellings proposed to
be erected were opposed by rhe Health Committee and re-
jected by the council. A conference h.is since been held be-
tween the Improvement Committee iind the Health Com-
mittee, formed of four representatives from each body. Mr.
Tart's drawings show buildings to be erected in two or three
storeys, the upper being entered in some of the designs froni
a balcony, and in others by a joint staircase to each pair of
houses. The aim of the designer has been to approach as
nearly as practicable to letting off two or three rooms, with
scullery and other conveniences, at the rate of Is. 6d. per
room per week. It will not be possible to realise this ideal
if anything like the full value is to he allowed for the land.
The suggestion is, however, entertained that the rates might
bear a portion of the cost of the land as a matter of sanitary
improvement. In all the designs 150 square feet is allowed
as the minimum fioor space for a living-room and 100 ft. for
•a bed-room.

Blacltpool.—A Local Government Board inquiry was last

week held into an application of the town council for sanction
to borrow £40,000 for purposes of electric lighting. At the
outset of the inquiry several objections were made by public
bodies to the inquiry proceeding, but the inspector said he
could do nothing except record their displeasure. Mr. Quinn,
borough electrical engineer, gave details of the proposals to
purchase additional plant, as the demand far exceeded what,
the corporation were able to supply at present. The hearing
of evidence and objections occupied nearly all d.ay.

Bolton.—The corporation recently adopted plans for the
erection of new public baths, at a cost of £5,250. This is the
first of a series to be placed in various parts of the borough.

Bournemouth.—Sir Douglas Fox last week visited Bourne-
mouth and made a survey of the cliffs, and examined the
elaborate scheme prepared for an under.cliff and mid-cliff

drive from Bournemouth to Boscombe. His report on the
scheme, which, it is stated, will cost over £1,000,000 to carry
out, and will include hotels, marine villas, electric tramway
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lifts, &c., will first be made to Mr. Beckett, the promoter,
and then to 8ir George Meyrick, the landlord. The whole
scheme, however, is dependent upon the latter's assent.

Brig^htOn.—At a meeting of the town conncil on Thursday
Councillor Galliera moved the adoption of the report of the
Lighting Committee, containing an estimate of fnrther capital

required for 1898-9, and recommending that application be
made to the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
the sum of £56,SOU for the purposes of the electricity under-
taking. After a long discussion the report was adopted.

—

The town council have accepted the tender of the Sussex
Porthmd Cenicnt Company, Heighton, Newhaven, at 34s. per
ton, for tlie supply of Portland cement for the year ending
30th June, 1898. This was the only tender received.

Bury.—The corporation have resolved that the price of gas
to consumers within the borough, except the added areas, be
2s. 3d. per 1,000 cubic feet, less Id. for prompt payment ; and
to consumers within the added areas and outside the limits

of the borough, 3s. per 1,000 cubic feel, less Id. for prompt
payment.

Croydon.—The following resolution was unanimously
adopted at the last general meeting- of the joint committee
for promoting tlie mnnicipalisation of the tramway systeni :

" That, in view of the great importance of a good, rapid and
cheap tram service, and I'egarding tlie success achieved by so

many towns in this direction, this meeting of delegates from
clubs, trade unions, ethical and political societies and other
associations is strongly of opinion that the Croydon tramways
should be taken over by the corporation so soon as the leases

fall in, and worked by the corporation in the interests of the
inhabitants ; and that this resolution be communicated to the
Press."

Eccles.—The Local Government Board have given their

sanction to the borrowing of a sum of £1,125 for works of

improvement in Trafford-road and Liverpool-road. The board
have also given the council power to borrow £350 for the
purchase of land for the improvement and widening of Liver-

pool-road, Patricroft. The Sewage Disposal Committee have
received sanction to borrow £650 for the erection of farm
buildings and a boundary wall at the sewage farm at Peel
Green.

Kingston. — On the application of the corporation the
First Commissioner of Works has decided to widen the local

entrance to Richmond Park, and the work is now in hand.
Hitherto the entrance has consisted of one carriageway and
two side-gates for pedestrians, and has long been totally in-

adequate for the requirements of the traffic. Situated at the

foot of a billy road, and the carriageway affording room for

only one vehicle, the entrance has been the scene of frequent
accidents, particularly to cyclists, of whom it is estimated
that quite (i.OOO pass through on Sundays. Owing to acci-

dents to cyclists in riding down other steep gradients in the

park, the First Commissioner has also caused danger-boards
to be erected on top of the hills. .

Kidderminster.—An electric tramway was opened here
on Monda)' of last week. The corporation have resolved to

sell to the British Electric Traction Company the power
possessed by them under the electric lighting order obtained
seven years since, the company undertaking to at once con-

struct works for supplying electric light for town purposes.

The corporation lay down conditions as to the re-purchase of

the power and works, if deemed necessarj-, at the end of a
stated period.

Leeds.—At last week's meeting a long discussion ensued
upon the following resolution, which was, however, event-
ually adopted :

" That the council authorise the Streets and
Sewerage Committee to extend the experiments on the
bacterial system of sewage pnritication at Knostrop, at an
estimated costjof £5,000."—The new lavatories, which have
been erected for both men and women in City-square, were
opened on the 28th ult. The whole of the fittings have been
prepared from special designs, and have been carried out in

glazed fireclay and earthenware by Messrs. Doulton, Twy-
ford and others. The whole of the works have been de-
signed and carried out under the superintendence of Mr.
W. Bakewell, f.r.i.e.a., for the Corporate Property Com-
mittee of the Corporation. Mr. Henry Whiteley has acted
as clerk of the works.

Llanidloes.—Mr. H. Percy Eoulnois, m.i.c.e., recently con-
ducted an inquiiy, on behalf of the Local Government
Board, respecting an application of the town council for
power to borrow £12,000 for the purpose of carrying out a
water supply scheme for the borough and also various other
improvements. The water supply scheme has been pre-
pared by Messrs. F. Beesley & Son.

Northampton.—A special meeting of the council was held
on Thursday week, when it was decided to adopt the motion
of the Highway, Lighting and Building Committee, recom-
mending that certain property at the corner of the Lower
Mounts and Overstone-road be purchased Ijy the corporation
for street improvement. The committee further reported
that they had received a further proposition offering a larger
piece of land at the corner of Monnt-street and the Upper
Mounts for £550, and £5 towards cost of altering plans.

Rochdale.—On Thursday, at a meeting of the town coun-
cil, the Paving, Sewering and Scavenging Committee, in their

minutes, stated that it was desirable that the corporation

should take steps to acquire and work so much at least of the

undertaking of the tramway company as was within the
borough. Further, that it was desirable to ascertain if suit-

able arrangements could be made with the surrounding local

authorities for acquiring and working the tramways of the
district. The minutes were passed unanimously.

Sudbury.—At a recent meeting of the corporation the
borough engineer, Mr. T. W. A. Hayward, submitted a report
and estimate for a new steel bridge over the river Stonr at
" The Croft." The report, after a lengthy discussion, was
adopted, and the engineer w.as instructed to execute certain
temporary repairs to the old structure so as to render it safe

for traffic until the new bridge could be substituted.

Truro.—Mr. W. A. Ducat recently held an inquiry, on be-

half of the Local Government Board, i-especting an applica-

tion of the town council for sanction to a loan of £1,250 for

paving works. Mr. W. C. Clemens, tlie borough surveyor,

gave details of the proposed expenditure.

West Bromwich.—The report of the Gas Committee for

the past year was snbmittetl at a meeting of the town conncil

last week. Mr. Alderman Farley, in moving the adoption of

the report, said the gross profit was practically 7 per cent, on
the capital, while the nett profit worked out to £4,330, an in-

crease of £1,195 over the previous year. The balance of the

depreciation fund was £0,771. As that fund had been created

by the slot meters and the connections to them, it was pro-

posed, instead of capitalising it, to pay it out of the revenue
as soon as possible, so that the capital outlay of the under-
taking might not be increased. The sum of £2, .TOO would be
transferred from that fund, thus leaving £4,271 in it.

Wigan.—At last week's meeting of the town council, on
the minutes of the Gas and Electric Lighting Committee
being presented, Mr. Worthington expressed the opinion that

the action of the council with reference to the proposal to

adopt the electric light w,a3 not creditable to the council or

useful to the town. Mr. Smith was afraid that unless active

steps were taken a syndicate might be formed and apply for

the powers which the corporation already possessed. After
a discussion of some length a committee was appointed to

deal with the question.

Wrexham.—The town council last week adopted a resolu-

tion recommending an application to the Publif AVorks Loan
Commissioners, requesting a loan of £50,420 for the purchase
of the properties and undertaking of the Wrexham Market
Hall Company, Limited.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Altrincham.—At the monthly meeting of this council, on

Tuesday, it was reported that the consulting engineer, Mr.
Hinnell, of Manchester, had had an interview with the council

in committee as to the disposal of the sewage of the district to

the satisfaction of the joint committee, and had ad\'ised that

additional land should, if possible, be purchased as the most
economical method of treating the sewage. He did not think

it would be advisable to postpone action until the septic sys-

tem had been further developed, or until the Royal Commis-
sion had closed its inquiry. Mr. Hinnell will, therefore, pre-

pare detailed plans and estimates of the approximate cost of

the scheme. In regard to the proposed new offices, certain

alterations in the plans were suggested, and Mr. Kindle, of

the firm of Hindle & Davenport, has been instructed to get

out quantities and estimates.

Barking.—On Whit-Monday, a special meeting of the dis-

trict council was held for the purpose of considering a formal
resolution requesting the Light Railway Commissioners to

grant an order for the construction of a light railway between
Barking and Beckton. The chairman moved a resolution in

favour of the application being made, and it was carried iie'in,

CO)l.

Barnes.—The Board of Trade have issued a provisional

order to the council of Barnes empowering them to supply
electricity throughout the whole of the area within their

jurisdiction, but excluding Hammersmith bridge. The order

contains the usual provisions limiting the profit to be made
by the council to 5 per cent., and for the application of the

surplus to the improvement of the district or to the reduction

of the capital moneys borrowed for electricity purposes. The
board reserves the right to revoke this order should the coun-
cil fail to lay distributing mains through certain specified

streets within two j'ears from its confirmation by Parliament.

Cleethorpes.—The district council have decided to widen
the Grimsby-road, and the surveyor has been instructed to

prepare plans and submit an estimate for the work.

Cockermouth,—Mr. H. Baker, gas manager, submitted a
report, at the last meeting of the council, with respect to the
j'ear's working at the gasworks. Though less gas had been
made the sales had increased, the leakage having been re-

duced from lis to 9'13 per cent. The chief feature, he said,

of the working results was the sulphate. When the previous
year's balance-sheet was presented the council requested that
particular attention should be paid to the sulphate plant.

After a year's working he was pleased to say that the returns
showed a decided profit. The plant, working at intervals,
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had produced loi tons, for which they had received an aver

age of £8 3s. 6d. per ton. Tlie netb profit was £48 on this

new departure.

COlwyn Bay.—Oq Thursday, an inspector of the Local Gov^

ernment Board lield an inquiry with reference to an applica-

tion of the district council for sanction to borrow_ £2,000 for

the purpose of lighting the promenade with electricity.

Enfield.—At a recent meeting of the district council, the

Roads Committee reported having considered the deposited

plans of the proposed light railway from Wood Green to

Edmonton terminus. The proposal was to construct a single

line, having a gauge of 4ft. Si in., with passing places at vari-

ous points, and the line has to bo constructed within five years.

The committee were of opinion that the proposal should be

objected to on the ground tliat the roads were too narrow and

entirely unsuited for such railways. The council agreed to

make this representation to the commissioners.

Gainsborough.—An inquiry was opened at the council

offices last week, by Mr. Robert II. Bicknell, on behalf of the

Local Government Board, into the application by the council

for loans of £1,600 for works of sewerage, £1,.')00 for the

piirchase of land for public streets improvement, and £170

for private streets improvement. The inspector, on the con-

clusion of the proceedings, visited the sites of the various

proposed improvements.

Gorton.—The tender of Mr. 0. Wallworth, Gorton Saw-

mills, Gorton, at £3,220, has been accepted by the district

council for the erection and completion of three mortuary

chapels, entrances, &c., at the new cemetery.

Heston and Isleworth.—At the last meeting of the di.9-

trict council, a letter was read from the Local Government
Board declining to sanction any further loans for road-making

and sewerage until the council had satisfactorily assured the

board that they would extend their sewage irrigation land. A
member protested against the action of the Government De-

partment. It was putting an experae of thousands of pounds

on the district, and neighbouring districts such as Brentford,

Acton and Chiswick were left unnoticed, and not reqixired to

extend their works. The chairman said he had had an inter-

view with the Local Government Board, who told him that

they were quite masters of tho situation, but their require-

ments were based on a new rule—that they were determined

to have sewage farms of the extent of 1 acre to every 1,000

inhabitants. The population of the council's area was about

30,000, and their farm was only 15 acres, which left a large

margin to make up. A resolution embodying the terms asked

for by the Local Government Board was approved.

Newport Pagnell.—The district council have accepted the

tender of Messrs. G. Waller & Song, of Stroud, for the supply

of the new engines and pumps designed by Messrs. D. Balfour

& Son, of London and Newcastle, i-equired at tho town water-

works, which, owing to their increased power, will enable the

supply to be delivered in six hours.

NortllWiCh.—Mr. Sandford Fawcett last week held an in-

quiry, on behalf of the Local Government Board, concerning

an application of the council for sanction to borrow £2,000 to

make eight private streets into such condition that they can

be taken over as public thoroughfares. Several of the roads

have been like quagmires for years. There was no opposition.

POkesdOWn.—The district council have completed arrange-

ments for the carrying out of a scheme of main drainage from
plans prepared by their surveyor, Mr. Engamells. The
scheme will include sewage and surface water, which will be

discharged into the sea nearly 1 mile be3'ond Southbourne

Pier. It provides for a future population of 20,000. The
tenders of Messrs. B. Cooke & Co. for the outfall works at

£3,708, and of Messrs. Saunders & Co. for tho sewers at

£13,412, have been accepted.

Sale.—The new sewage works, constructed at a cost of

some £26,000, which for their size are among the most com-
plete of their kind in the kingdom, were formally opened on
Wednesday. Satisfaction is felt that the scheme, which for

various reasons has met with considerable delay, has at length

been ])ut in operation, and there is no doubt that the works
will fully meet tho requirements of the Mersey and Irwell

Joint Committee.

SOUthbOrough.—A Local Government Board inquirj' was
held recently with respect to an application of the district

council for sanction to borrow £2,500 for sti'eet improvement
works and £2,000 for the erection of .a public liall.

Swinton.—A sub-committee of the council have arranged
with the solicitors to the Manchester Carriage Company that

the tramlines which are to be laid down in Pendlebury shall

be laid so that the cars may, if thought proper at some future

time, be run by mechanical power, without necessitating re-

construction when it is decided to adopt electricity.

Thurlstone.—The district council have decided to pur-

chase a steam roller from Messrs. Aveling & Porter, Rochester,
at a cost of £375, including water-lifter, water-cart and £15
towards a scarifier.

Twickenham.—The district council have under considera-

tion the desirability of purchasing for preservation as a public

park the riverside Peel estate at Marble Hill, which for eight

or nine years has been in the market. The estate comprises

63 acres of well-wooded land and a house.

Withington.—A Local Govei-nment Board inquiry has been

held respecting an application of the district council for

power to borrow £421 for sewerage works on the Fieldeu

Park estate. Mr. A. H. Mountain, surveyor to the council,

attended the inquiry.

Wivenhoe.—The district council, at a recent special meet-

ing, unanimously resolved to apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £6,000 for water supply works.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Bedale.— .\-t a moetiug li'^ld on lllst ult., the district coun-

cil had under consideration a scheme of water supply, pre-

pared by Messrs. Fairbauk & Son, of York. The scheme is to

collect the water arising from springs in " Keeper's Wood,"

about li miles from Bodalo, and to conduct the same to a

point close to Bedale, and to utilise the pressure thus gained

to force np a part of the water by two rams working in series

to a covered storage i-eservoir on high grounds about ^ mile

north of Bedale, from whence it will flow by gravitation

to supply the highest houses in the town. The usual valves,

hydrants and consumers' services will be provided, and tlie

cost of the whole scheme is estimated at £2,850. The annual

e-xpenditure. Including repayment of loan and interest, ia

est;imated at £179. The council approrod of the scheme and

authorised a special committee to carry out the work.

Bury.—An inspector of the Local Government Board held

an inquiry recently with reference to an application of the

district council for permissiou to borrow £1,200 for sewerage

works for the village of Walshaw, in the township of Totting-

ton-Lower-End. The scheme has been prepared by Mr. Joseph

Olive, surveyor to tlie conncil.

Easington.—The scheme of water supply submitted by the

district council for Castle Eden colliery has been approved

by tho Local Government Board. Tho water is pumped at

Wingate from the sand-feeder up into a reser^-oir and then ia

to be conveyed a distance of 3 miles in a cast-iron main, when
it will be distributed over the town. The scheme has been

designed by Messrs. L). Balfour & Son, of London and New-
castle.

CodStone.—The distiict council have instructed Messrs.

Bailey-Denton, Son & Lawford, of Palace Chambers, West-

minster, London, S.W., to report as to the best means of pro-

viding an efficient water supply for the parish of Tatsfield.

Hambleiion.—On Saturday, the district council were aum-
moned before the Guildford magistrates by the Thames Con-

servancy Board for allowing the pollution of the tributaries

of the Thames at Haslemere, Braraley, AVonersh and Shalford.

As steps are being taken to provide a drainage scheme, finea

of £5 only were inflicted in the first three cases. At Shalford

the matter has been dragging on for three years, and as there

is no scheme the council were fined £30.

Hexham.—The district council have engaged Mr. Harry
W. Taylor, of St. Nicholas Chambers, Newcastle-on-Tyne, to

prepare a scheme for the water supply for Heydon Bridge,

Northumberland.

Highworth and Swindon.—The district council have in-

structed Messr.=!. Fredk. Bessley & Son, of 11 Victoria-street,

London, S.W., to report as to the best means of dealing with

the sewage of the parish of Rodburne Cheney.

isle of Thanet.—The district council have at last decided

to provide Birchiugtou-on-Sea with an efficient system of

sewerage, and have instructed Messrs. Bailey-Denton, Son &
Lawford, of Westminster, to prepare a report with reference

to tho matter.

Wetherby.—The district council have instrncted Mr. Sil-

cock, the borough engineer and surveyor of King's Lynn,.

who will shortly commence private practice in Leeds, to pre-

pare a scheme of sewerage and sewage disposal for Hadwell.

Yardley.— Steps will shortly be taken to obtain plans andl

specifications for new^ council offices, &c., with a view to their

erection at an early date upon land purchased by the council

for that jnirpose. Seven sketch plans of laboui'ers' dwellings,

which are to be erected upon the Jlilk-street improvement
area, have been prepared.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Aberdeen. -~.\t a meeting of the Works Committee of the'

Harbour Board, held on Thursday, consideration was giveni

to a supplementary report of the harbour engineer with refer-

ence to the reconstruction of Regent bridge. The point was-

as to whether the new bridge should be on the " slew " or on
the sti'aight, as formerly agreed on— the additional cost by
the "slew" an-angement being £3,800, besides t'870 addi-

tional on the temporary roadways. The committee decided
that the scheme already approved be proceeded with. It was
mentioned that Mr. Wake's report on the graving dock scheme
had been received. Instructions were given to have the re-

port printed and issued to members of the Harbour Board.

Annan.—On the 4th inst., Mr. E. J. Brook, juur., of Hoddom
and Kinmount, opened the suspension bridge erected across

the Annan, near Blacketlies, in commemoration of the Queen's
diamond jubilee. The erection of the bridge has been carried
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out by Messrs. P. & E. Fleming, Glasgow. The cost is

slightly over £300, and of that snm £271 has been raised.

There was a large attendance at the ceremonv.

Dunoon.—The ceremony of opening the new pior at this

town was performed on Friday, by Lord .ind ijady Malcolm, of

Poltalloch. In addition to the pier there has been erected a

sea-wall abont 300 yards in length, formed of rnbble concrete,

and snrmounted by an iron railing of ornamental design. A
new road has also been constructed, at a cost of over £3,000,

through the hillock known as Tom-na-bhoid. Tlie new road

gives greatly improved access to the pier from the West Bay.

Mr. W. R. Copland, Glasgow, was the engineer of the under-

taking.

ClaSgrOW.—In his report on the electric lighting of St. An-
drew's Halls, Mr. Chamen, electrical engineer, says he is

strongly of opinion that arc lighting for a hall of this kind

will never be made pleasing to the pnblic. lie recommends
the use of incandescent light in the form of electroliers of

seventeen 16 candle-power lamps each, consuming double the

amount of electric energy at present used for arc lighting.

The cost would not be very great, as the arc lights would
probably be removed to other corporation buildings.

Helensburgh.—At a town council meeting on Saturday

a [report was submitted from a committee recommending
that the Helensburgh gasworts be purchased on the condi-

tion that the directors give a guarantee that the offer of

£29,061 be accepted, subject to the conditions as to stock, &c.,

in Mr. Gilchrist's valuation. The report was unanimously
approved.

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

GASWORKS MACHINERY.
At a meeting of the Society of Engineers, held at the

Koyal United Service Institution, Whitehall, on Monday
evening, Mr. W. Worby Beaumont, president, iu the chair, a
paper was read by Mr. Edward A. Harman, engineer and
manager of the Huddersfield Corporation Gasworks, entitled
" Gasworks Machinery."

The author first pointed out the close relationship of gas-

works machinery with other branches of engineering. Atten-

tion was then directed to the deteriorating intiucnces to

which gasworks machinery was subjected on account of

coal and coke dust and the presence of mi.'jcellaneons waste
gases. The author pointed out the severe conditions under
which some portions of the machinery had to be operated,

such as the handling of red-hot coke at a distance of 2 ft.

or 3 ft. from the face ot the machine ; he also referred to

the infinence of contraction and expansion on the various

parts of tlie machinery, due to working under variable

temperatures.
Attention was then drawn to the special objects of gaswoiks

machinery. Continuous carbonization was referred to as

having been experimented with, but which had not resulted

in being adopted. The erroneous impressions of the arduous
nature of retort-house work as now existing were referred to,

and it was stated that if a comparison could be made with
labour in other works a different idea would prevail. Atten-
tion was then called to the numerous novelties existing in

gasworks. The magnitude of the operations required to be
performed by gasworks machinery was shown by the car-

bonization of 12,250,000 tons of coal in the L'uited Kingdom
annually.

The exhausting plant used was explained at length, the
author combatting the common erroneous idea that atmos-
pheric air was drawn into the gas, and explaining the func-
tions of the exhausters for drawing the gas from the hydraulic
main, leaving the dip pipes always sealed ; and for forcing the
gas through the purifying apparatus ; and alto for raising the
gasholders. The difficult duty required from pumps was re-

ferred to—namely, that of having to raise substances ranging
from light spirits to almost thick solid matter, at various
temperatures from zero to nearly boiling point.

The coal and coke stacking operations were then reviewed,
attention being called to Mr. Mar.shall's extensive installation,

at one ot the Copenhagen gasworks, for the Danish Gas
Company, which is capable of unloading and stacking about
750,000 tons of coal in six months. The Temperley trans-

porters were also described. Coke conveyors were considered,
special reference being made to that designed by Mr. Henrv
Hack at one of the Birmingham gasworks, and to the design
ot M. de Bronwer, of Bruges. Coke-breakers with circular
steel sheets were stated to be most desirable, for cutting the
coke instead ot crushing it.

Gas engines and tramcar motors were also considered ; re-

generative furnaces were stated to be considerably reducing
the consumption of fuel on gasworks, while giving higher
heats and vastly better working results. Lifting and travel-

ling apparatus for purifier covers was stated to be generally
worked by hydraulic power. The recovery of the large
quantity of waste upon gasworks was mentioned as being
gradually coped with, such as the quantity of gas lost durin^
the operations of charging the retorts, the coke dust, spent
lime, waste hot water from various processes, and also the
unreeovered cyanides in the coal gas.

Stoking machinery was dealt with at length, Mr. West's
oompresaed-air system being first described, and afterwards

the Arrol-Foulis system. Coal-breakers, elevators and con-

veyors were also described. The depreciation of gasworks
machinery was regarded by the author as not being greater

than with other machinery, as the wear and tear of the

renewable portions had to bo made good as required. The
author, in conclusion, stated that ho considered that rule of

thumb methods were rapidly giving place to systematic

methods and design. The paper was very fully illustrated.

In the discussion which followed the chairman said he
thought that all would agree that the best thanks of the

meeting were due to Mr. Harman, who had in his paper

touched upon a great many interesting subjects. Mr. A. F.

Phillips considered the paper to have been carefully prepared,

and said he was satisfied that it would prove of great service

to students in gas engineering. After diifering slightly in

regard to the subject of exhausters, he concluded with a
reference to the other machinery spoken of by the author.

Mr. Hepworth, in the course of a few remarks, expressed the

opinion that many of the machines alluded to would not be
applicable in small gasworks, but thought it safe to say that

they might properly, and with great advantage, largely adopt

machinery in the place of hand labour. They should be in-

debted to persons who introduced machines to replace manual
labour in connection with the manufacture of gas, because

such changes made the work more agreeable to everyone and
had a satisfactory effect on their own duties. Mr. West,

a gentleman well known to gas engineers, also spoke of the

reduction which machinery made in the irksome work of

stokers, and said it was with that object in mind that he

first determined on the improvements he had since carried

oiU. A few words were added to the discussion by Mr. Chap-

man and several other sjieakers, and the proceedings subse-

quently closed with the usual vote of thanks to the author.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

A.XNUAL REPORT.
The annual meeting of the Survej'ors' Institution was held

on Monday afternoon, Mr. Christopher Oakley, the retiring

president, occupying the chair. The Institution, according

to the report, had now been in existence thirty years. The
position it now occupied in relation to the profession, and its

power for nsefulns'ss in connection with public interests of

great importance, were the best commentaries on its work.

Jlany matters of general interest to the profession had en-

gaged the attention of the council during the last twelve

months, among them might be mentioned the Bill introduced

this session by the London County Council for amending the

London Building Act, 1894. Some of the proposals of the

Bill were regarded by the council of the Institution as open

to the gravest objection, and with the advice and assistance

of the building committee, who were greatly aided, as on

previous occasions, by Mr. H. J. Steward and Mr. A. R. Sten-

ning, they prepared and lodged a petition against the Bill,

with the result that what was taken exception to had been
considerably modified. There had been great delay in the

execution of the contract for the new building in Great

George-street, but the council were doing their best to hurry

on the completion of the works. The establishment of an

employment registry li.ad met with general approval, and had

been the means in many instances of promoting the interests

of the younger members and of helping employers to obtain

suitable assistance. The prizes were distributed, and Mr.

Robert Vigors, of the firm ot Messrs. Vigors & Co., Old

Jewry, was installed as president of the Institution for the

ensuing year.

AD VE rYi S Em¥n T S
Received too late for Classification.

ITYAND COUNTY OF THE CITY OF
EXETER.

FOREMEN WANTED.
The Council of Exeter are about to appoint the following

Foremen :

—

(1) General Foreman ; salary, £2 5s per week.

(2) Road and Works Foreman j salary, £2 per week.

(3) Foreman of Scavenging and Cleansing ; salary, £1 10s.

per week, with residence.

(4) Working Foreman Gardener; salary, £1 10s per week,

with residence.

Applications must bo in accordance with instructions, to be

obtained on application to the Town Clerk, and on the form
which he will supply, and all applications must be received

at his office before 12 noon on Saturday, the 25th instant.

Personal canvassingof the members of the Council is strictly

prohibited and will disqualify any candidate.

(By order)

GEO. R. SHORTO,
Town Clerk,

Exeter.
June 8, 1898.

SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION EXAMINA-
TIONS.—P.A. S.I. (exam.) gives field lessons. Fee, 1

guinea. Distant pupils can have board and lodging, moderate
charge; use of office.—CoiNCRLL, 2 Queen Anne Buildings,

Baldtvin-street, Bristol.
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Personal.

Mr. F. P. Tarratfc, of Leicestei-, has becQ appointed gas-

works manager to the Darlington Corporation.

Mr. R. C. Quinn, electrical engineer to the Blackpool Town
Council, has had his salary increased from £300 to £400 per

annum.

Mr. William Oxtoby, the newly-appointed surveyor to the

Camberwell Vestry, will commence his duties nnder that

body on the 27th inst.

Mr. J. H. Lee, electrical engineer to the Southampton
Borough Council, was deputed to attend the convention of

electrical engineers in London.

The post of road surveyor to the Alford District Committee
of the Aberdeenshire County Council will shortly become
vacant. The present official is Mr. Gellie.

Mr. W. A. H. Clarry, who hag for some time hold the ap-

pointment of assistant borough surveyor of Derby, has been
selected to fill the position of borough surveyor of Sutton

Coldfield.

Messrs. J. and W. R. Evans have been appointed by the

Haverfordwest Rural District Council to the posts of sur-

veyors for respectively the north and south districts of the

town.

Mr. Benjamin Booth, of Godalming, has been selected by
the Guildford Town Couucil to act as quantity surveyor in

connection with certain surface-water drainage works which
they have in hand.

Mr. Charles J. Smith, assistant to Mr. Hooley, district

engineer, Urmaton, has received the appointment of tem-
porary assistant surveyor to Mr. Ernest Worrall, surveyor to

the Penmaenmawr Urban District Council.

At a recent meeting of the Gas and Electric Lighting Com-
mittee of the Aberdeen Town Council it was recommended
that the salary of Mr. Samuel Milne, principal assistant to

Mr. Smith at the corporation gasworks, be increased.

Mr. Wm. Foster, engineer and manager of the Nelson
Corporation gasworks, had his salary increas3d by £50, by
the unanioioui vote of the town council on Wednesday of

last week. This is the second advance of £.50 that Mr.

Foster has received within twelve months.

At the Wilmslow Council, on Monday night, applications for

the post of surveyor and sanitary inspector were considered,

about forty having been received from all parts. After a long

discussion the council appointed Mr. A. Cartwright, of Chel-

ford. Mr. Cartwright is at present surveyor to the Alderley
Edge Council.

Mr. Theophilus B. Fi-enoh, of Mnllaghmore, Omagh, who
acted for twenty-five years as county surveyor for the

northern division of county Tyrone, died on Thursday morn-
ing after a short illness. About three years ago he resigned

the position of county surveyor, when he was succeeded in

that office by Mr. Francis J. Lynam.

A wedding was solemnised on Satm-day between Mr.
Thomis Kidd, the surveyor to the Worksop Urban District

Council, and Miss Eliza Hollin, only daughter of Mr. J.

HoUin, of Worksop. The bridegroom, who, it might be
mentioned, will shortly take up the surveyorship of Swadlin-
cote, was attended by Mr. G. H. Featherstoue, clerk to the

council, as best man.

Dr. Edward Klein, f.k.s., has commenced a series of lectures

at the Royal Institution on " Modern Methods and their

Achievements in Bacteriology," which promises to be of great

interest. Among other things. Dr. Klein illustrated last

Thursday afternoon some of the essential points about bac-

teria, such as their extreme minuteness and rapidity of re-

production, and also some of the characteristics distinctive of

the various typas of pathogenic or disease microbes.

Mr. F. T. Aman has been appointed senior assistant in the

drawing office of Mr. John A. Brodie, city engineer of Liver-

pool. He has had a large experience on important electric

railway and water supply works, and for the past five years
has been in the office of Mr. Anthony G. Lyster, engineer-in-

chief of the Merdey Dock estate. Extensive dock, landing
stage, jetty and warehouse works chiefiy occupied his atten-

tion during tlie period of the latter appointment.

The death occurred, on Tuesday morning, of Mr. Robert
Towneud Martin, superintendent of the Liverpool Corpora-
tion waterworks, Rivington. He had been a sufferer from
influenza. Deceased, who was about sixty years of age,

leaves a widow and daughter. He had been in the service of

the corporation about thirty years, and was appointed superin-

tendent about six years ago. He was chairman of the

Rivington Parish Council, and did much useful public work.

The Corporate Property Committee of the Leeds Corpora-
tion had before Ihcui at their last meeting the designs sub-
mitted uuder ilie motto " White Rose " for the redecorating
and refurnishing of the lord mayor's rooms at the town-hall,

to which the first premium was awarded as the bust designs.

Messrs. Marsh, Jones & Cribb, of Leeds, were found to be

the successful competitors, and the committee pr^ipose to

use their designs as the basis for the work, which, it is ex-

pected, will cost about £1,500.

Mr. J. D. Ashworth, chief draughtsman and engineer's

assistant at the Manchester Corporation gasworks, has been

appointed assistant engineer of the Portsmouth gasworks.

On the 27th ult. Mr. Ashworth was presented by the officers

and foremen on the staff of the Rochdale-road works of the

Manchester Corporation with a handsome marble timepiece.

The presentation was made by Mr. G. E. Stevenson, the

chief engineer, who expressed the esteem and regard which
the staff felt towards Mr. Ashworth, who has been thirteen

years in the serfice of the corporation, and in recent years

has been responsible for the preparation of the drawings for

all the important extensions and improvements which have
been carried out nnder Mr. Stevenson at the different works
of the corporation.

On Friday evening, at a meeting of the Stoke Newington
Vestry, a letter was received from Mr. J. Gould Smith with-

drawing his acceptance of the office of surveyor and chief

sanitary inspector. A member proposed the appointment of

Mr. R. Brown, who, he said, was the only other candidate

competent to fill the joint posts. One of Mr. Brown's special

qualifications was that he possessed considerable knowledge
of the questions of dust destruction and electric lighting,

which, whatever might be done with them, would have to

come nnder the attention of the vestry shortly, and those

committees whose duty it was to bring them under the atten-

tion of the vestry would be greatly assisted if they had an
officer who was cognisant with the details of these affairs.

The only other coui'se open to the vestry would be to adver-

tise the appointment vacant. The motion was seconded and
agreed to.

Mr. H. J. Weaver, deputy city surveyor of Gloucester, who
has, as we have already announced, been appointed borough
engineer and surveyor of Lynn, commenced his professional

career with a Gloucester firm of architects and surveyors in

1885. In 1889 he was appointed deputy district surveyor for

the Gloucestershiro County Council under the county sur-

veyor, Mr. R. Phillii^s, and during the time he held this post he
had very great experience in road-making and the manage-
ment of workmen, and in the erection and repairs of bridges

and other county council property. In 1893 he was appointed

assistant to the city surveyor of Gloucester, Mr. R. Read, and,

owing to the great pressure of work and the ill-health of the

latter, he was in 189-1 appointed deputy city engineer and
surveyor, and from that date to the present he has taken an
active part in the numerous important works, costing over

£150,000, which have been carrried out for the authorities.

An evening contemporary says that Sir Robert Rawlinson
was probably the only man who has been knocked off his

horse by a cannon ball and lived to tell the tale. It was
during the Crimean war, on a Sunday morning in June, when
Sir Robert—then Mr. Rawlinson—was riding with some young
artillery officers down a ravine called " the Valley of the

Shadow of Death." The Russians opened fire, and Mr.
Rawlinson, raising his hat to salute the captain, said, " 1 am
not going any further

;
good morning." That moment a shot

whizzed past, cutting the reins, the pommel of the saddle and
driving a steel purse against the crest of the hip-bone, making
a large flesh wound and seriously wounding the bone. Mr.
Rawlinson attributed his escape to the fact that he had raised

his hat. " But for this," he said, " my right arm must have
been taken off, as the shot perforated my coat beneath the

arm and left a deep hole in my hip as a gentle reminder."

THE LIGHTING OF BANGOR.

A special meeting of the Bangor City Council was held
recently, when a member brought up the report of the
Electric Lighting Committee, the opinion of which was that
the area of the field adjoining the gasworks was too restricted

for the erection of electric light works, gasometer and offices

combined, and would not allow of any extension in the future
when found necessary. Under the circumstances, it was
thought highly advisable that the land adjoining the gas-

works should be devoted to gas purposes alone and that the
electric lighting works should be erected on the Dean-street
land. To effect this it was resolved " That the council be
recommended to rescind the resolutions passed at the last antl

previous council meetings, to apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow money for the purchase of this

land for the three different purposes mentioned, and that a
fresh application be made to borrow the full sum—namely,
£1.50—for gas purposes alone." It was further resolved by
the committee that the council piu'chase the yard and field

at the corner of Dean-street, at 5s. per square yard, for the
electric light works, and that application be at once made to

the Local Government Board for the necessary sanction to

borrow the capital sum required for that purpose. Eventually
the report was adopted by a large majority.
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EXMOUTH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL AND
THEI R OFFICIALS.

PRESENTATION TO THE LATE SURVEYOR.
On the 27th ult., Sir John Phear, on behalf of the sub-

scribers, presented Mr. W. H. Beswick, who, until lately, held
the office of surveyor to the Exnionth Urban District Coun-
cil, with a gold watch and chain, accompanied with an
illuminated address, on the occasion of his leaving the town.
Sir John Phear also presented Mrs. Beswick with a hand-
mirror.

The Chairman, Mr. C. J. Ross, in opening the proceedings,
said the idea of the presentation originated with Mr. Bes-
wick's own personal friends, and he was to be congratnlated
on having so many who felt that he should not leave Exnionth
without some token of their appreciation of his services. It

was also felt that there was a large number of residents who
would like to be included in the undertaking, and they were
accordingly invited, and that step had been fully justified.

In everything they had done the greatest care had been
taken that no reflection should be cast upon the district coun-
cil, or anything said which would reflect upon them in the
action they had taken with regard to Mr. Beswick.

Sir John Phear, in making the presentation, said they
were very sorry indeed that Mr. Beswick was leaving them.
He (Sir John) would be very careful not to inquire as to the
cause of his leaving. He was ill and away from Exmouth at
the time of Mr. Beswick's separation from the council, and
did not know whether there had been reports or anything
else to disclose the character of these events. In the best-
regulated families, as also coTincils, the unexpected occasion-
ally happened, and someone had to suffer. After that opera-
tion had been effected they very often found themselves
dreadfully wise and indignant. He did not say for one
moment that that had been the case there. He had a docu-
ment which was sent to him not so very long ago when the
election of surveyor to the county council was taking place.
In it the Exmouth Urban District Council certitied, with re-
gard to Mr. Beswick, that he had been surveyor to the council
and late local board of health for seven years, during most of
which time he was also inspector of nuisances, and the
council stated that they could confidently say that he was
quite capable of carrying out the duties which he might bo
called upon to perform as surveyor in a most satisfactory
manner. Mr. Beswick had the management of all the high-
ways, scavenging, road watering, lighting, sewers, pleasure
grounds and allotments, besides which he had prepared all

plans and estimates, bills of quantities, specifications for
public works, as well as under the Private Streets Act.
Further, he had had the payment of wages and kept the
necessary books. He had regularly reported to the council
at all their meetings, and attended the committee meetings
and generally assisted the council in the conduct of their
business, in all of which he had displayed conspicuous
ability. After reading this, the question in "his (Sir John's)
mind was, "'What had Mr. Beswick not done for Exmouth ?

"

Having this under the seal of the chairman and clerk to the
board, it seemed to him to be perfectly unnecessary to in-

quire why it was that Mr. Beswick now found it would be
fitting to seek a more satisfactory berth than he had there.
He (Sir John) was a participator in an inquiry held at Exeter
in which Mr. Beswick formed a very important figure, and
he thought he was warranted in saying that what Mr. Bes-
wick did on that occasion was a singular mark of his ability
and scientific knowledge. Ho could well believe from what
he saw then that his work in Exmouth had been distinguished
by conspicuous ability. He referred to the investigation held
at Exeter by a commissioner sent down by the Local Govern-
ment Board with regard to a scheme for the disposal of the
sewage of Exeter. He did not hesitate in saying that Mr.
Beswick's testimony on that occasion was the main cause
why the project was disallowed, and they at Exmouth had
been saved from being the recipients of the sewage of the
" Ever Faithful " city. He had rarely in his experience

—

and he had had considerable experience—heard expert evi-
dence better given than that Mr. Beswick gave on this
occasion. He was near enough to the commissioner at the
time to see the effect it had. He had had opportunities of
knowing in other matters outside that which might be said
to be strictly professional how Mr. Beswick had the power of
concentrating his attention upon, and thoroughly and entirely
exhausting, the question he had to deal with. He had shown
conspicuous professional ability, and his services had been
gi-eat to the town of Exmouth. He had proved himself to
be a very valuable member of the community in which he
had been placed. Sir John then made the presentation.

Mr. Beswick suitably acknowledged the compliment, and
in doing so said the only object ihe had had in view was
for the ultimate benefit of Exmouth. He had severed his
official connection with Exmouth, and was going to Hereford
shortly to carry out the work of erecting a bridga over the
river Wye, after which he should return to Exmouth, unless
some permanent position offered itself. If he returned to
Exmouth he should try to carry on privately work which
would benefit the town.

Mr. W. H. Di-NN proposed a vote of thanks to Sir John
Phear for making the presentation. He expressed his opinion
of Mr. Beswick's professional ability, and said he had been

the right man in the right place. They might get as good a
man, but they would not get a better. The vote was carried
with acclamation. Votes of thanks to the chairman and the
hon. secretary (Mr. Dalphin) concluded the proceedings.

EXETER SEWAGE DISPOSAL AND THE SEPTIC

SYSTEM .

DECISION OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD.
The Local Government Board have decided to give their

approval to the scheme submitted to the Exeter City Council

by Mr. Cameron, the city surveyor, for disposing of the

sewage of Exeter by the septic system, at an estimated ex-

peuditure of £40,000. In their letter to the Exeter City

Council the Local Government Board state :

—

The board have directed their inquiries with the view of

determining two questions. In the first place, they desired

to ascertain whether the final effluent obtained by the septic

process was uniformly of such a character as to permit of its

discharge into the river without further treatment on land.

If not, was the process a sufficient preliminary to the treat-

ment of the sewage on land ? And was the land possessed by
the Exeter City Council suitable in quantity and quality ?

The Local Government Board have come to the conclusion

that if the septic process be adopted a further treatment of

the sewage on land will still be required previous to the

effluent being discharged into the river. The board, how-
ever, are not unwilling to accept, by way of experiment, the

adoption of the process recommended by the city surveyor aa

a method of treatment preliminary to further treatment on
land. The Local Government Board will approve of the

scheme on the distinct understanding that the city council,

in adopting this system as an experimental substitute for the

ordinary process of chemical precijiitation, will accept the

entire responsibility for the experiment, and will give an
undertaking that, in the event of the process failing to give

satisfactory results when applied to the sewage of the entire

city, they will adopt in its place some process of treating the

sewage with chemicals combined with artificial filtration.

The board understand that the tanks can readily be made
available for use as part of such a system. With regard to

the quantity of land required, the board would point out that

the Exeter City Council must possess themselves of land for

treating the effluent equal to that which is required under
schemes in which chemical precipitation and artificial filtra-

tion are adopted—that is to say, 1 acre for each 2,000 of the

population. The board will further require the council to

protect themselves from floods, and must therefore stipulate

for flood banks at Duck's Marsli and Belle Isle.

THE CITY WATER SUPPLY.

A COSTLY EXPERIMENT.
Some few years ago the Corporation of London, with a view

of testing the asserted monopoly of the New River Company
to supply water to the City at prices reckoned on the rate-

able value of the premises without consideration as to the
amount consumed, sank an artesian well in Stoney-lane,

Houndsditch, to supply the artisans' dwellings there. The
quantity of water raised daily is about 33,000 gallons, or over
10,000,000 gallons a year. Of this quantity about 22,000
gallons a day, or 7,000,000 a year, are used for the purposes
of the dwellings, leaving an available daily surplus of 11,000
gallons. The average quantity of water used annually
for street watering and washing is 41,000,000 gallons, for

which the New River Company charge 9d. per 1,000 gallons.

The annual cost of pumping the water now supplied to the

artisans' dwellings is £180, or about H^d. per 1,000 gallons,

while the cost of the well has been £.5,601. The original

charge made by the New River Company for a constant sup-

ply to the dwellings was £84 per annum. Thus the corpora-

tion by their experiment have not only sunk nearly £6,000,

but are losing £100 a year in the expense of supplying the

water. There are no means, without great additional ex-

pense, of utilising the surphis daily supply for watering the

streets, and the corporation have decided not to attempt it.

New Hospital at Isleworth.—The Duke of Cambridge, on
Wednesday of last week, opened a new isolation hospital at

Isleworth, which has been erected for the joint use of the
boroughs of Richmond and Honnslow with Isleworth.

A Disappearing Kent Riuer.— Much interest is being taken
in the St. Mary Cray and Darcnth districts of Kent in a local

discussion of the causes which have led to the gradual drying
up during the last ten years of the river Cray. This was
once a clear running stream, but the springs which supplied

it have been falling lower and lower, and in some places the
course of the river is already dry. Committees have been
appointed by the Bromley and St. Mary Cray local councils

to inquire into the matter, and it is being urged that an
official inquiry ought to be hold to discover the cause or

causes of wliat has already become a great inconvenience, and
may, it is feared, result in a great nuisance and grave danger
to the public health.
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

EASTERN COUNTIES DISTRICT MEETING.

The following arc the arrangements for tho Eastern Coun-
ties district meeting to beheld at Norwich and Great Yarmouth
to-day and to-morrow :

—

Friday, June 10th.

2.15 p.m.—The members will, by kind permission of the Nor-
wich Corporation, meet in the ancient council chamber
(Elizabethan) at Guildhall.

2.20 p.m.—Short paper by Mr. Arthur E. Collins, city engi-

neer of Norwich, dealing with some features of the
works to be visited, and discussion opened.

2 50 p.m.—Leave Guildhall in brakes (tickets 2s. 6d. each)
and proceed to

3.5 p.m.—St. Andrew's Hall, where pneumatic painting
machine will be seen in use.

3.20 p.m.—Leave St. Andrew's Hall.

3.30 p.m.—New Mills air-compressing station, where are in-

stalled two " Victor " turbines driven by a fall in the
river Wensum, two pairs of compound engines, and
four air compressors so arranged as to provide alterna-

tive means of compressing air for use in connection
with the Shone system, recently introduced. Steam is

supplied from a Babcock Wilcox boiler, heated with
refuse burnt in two furnaces constructed by the Hors-
fall Refuse Furnace Syndicate. The space available

did not permit of the usual inclined roadways. The
largest ejector station j^et constructed is at New Mills.

Members desirous of inspecting it will assemble under
the flag at 3.50 p.m. Light refreshments will be served
in the air-compressing station, at the invitation of

Messrs. B. Cooke & Co., Westminster.

4.10 p.m.—Leave New Mills. It is hoped that the electric

tramway works will have made sufficient progress to

enable the cast weld jointing apparatus to be seen en
route.

4.25 p.m.—Reach Carrow works, where, by the kind permis-
sion of Messrs. J. & J. Colman, the very interesting

machinery and processes of making tins for mustard,
&c., will be shown. If time permits, the cask and
wood-box making machinery will also be inspected.

5.15 p.m.—Leave Carrow works.
5.25 p.m.—Trowse main outfall sewage pumping station.

5.45 p.m.—Leave Trowse.
6.0 p.m.—Castle museum. The corporation have thrown open

tho battlements and dungeons of the Norman keep of

the Castle to the association ; most extensive and inter-

esting views are to be obtained from the battlements.

6.50 p.m.—Leave Castle museum.
7.0 p.m.—" Maid's Head " hotel.

7.30 p.m.—Association dinner at " Maid's Head " hotel.

Tickets 4s. each.

Hotels in Norwich—" Maid's Head," " Royal," and " Living-

stone" (temperance),

Saturday, June 11th.

9 a.m.—Embark on steamboat Jenny hind, (provided by
Messrs. Collins & Cockrill) at Foundry Bridge, adjoin-

ing Thorpe station, and proceed down the rivers

Wensum and Yare to Brundall.

11.15 a.m.—Reach Brundall.

11.27 a.m.—Train from Brundall.

12.8 p.m.—Reach Great Yarmouth.
12.30 p.m.—Meeting in the Town Hall, Great Yarmouth, by

kind permission of the mayor. Light refreshments,
kindly given by the mayor. Meeting for business.

Paper by Mr. J. W. Cockrill, borough surveyor, Great
Yarmouth, on some of the recent works carried out by
the Great Yarmouth Town Council. Paper by Mr. W.
H. Preeco, c.B., f.r.s., ou the "Abuse of Electric

Power-Houses."

3.0 p.m.—Leave Town Hall in brakes, to visit the works re-

ferred to in the paper, and including: Sinking
cylinders for foundations of destructor and chimney,
the isolation hospital, in course of being considerably
extended, recreation grounds, beach gardens, sea water
pumping station, electric lighting station, new concrete

quay wall at fish wharf and sewage pumping station.

Morning trains to Norwich from London—Livcrpool-slroet,

R.45, 9.10, 10.0, 11.55 ; St. Pancrns, 7.15. 9.15, 12.5 ; arrive

Norwich (Thorpe), 12.8, 12.58, 1.20, 3.50.
'

Morning trains to Norwich from Peterborough—Peter-

borough, 7.10, 9.30, 12.52 ; arrive Norwich (Thorpe), 10.35,

12.8, 3.50.

Trains to London—4.0 p.m., due at Liverpool-street at 8.0

p.m. ; 5.43 p.m., due at Liverpool-street at 9.5 p.m.
Hotels on tho Marine Parade—" Royal," " Victoria " and

" Queen's."
Hotels near tho Parade—" Tho Granville."

Tnos. Cole, a.m.i.c.e.,

11 Victoria-street, Secrctanj.

Westminster, S.W.

FIRE PROTECTION IN THE CITY.

REPORT FROM THE CITY ENGINEER.
Mr. D. J. Ross, the city engineer, has reported to the cor-

]5oration on a variety of subjects arising out of the great fire

in Cripplegate, which were referred to him to consider.

Among other things he recommends a system of fire-hydrant

indicators, such as is in use outside the City. As for stop-

cocks for shutting off the gas supply, there was some doubt
as to whether it would bo an advantage in the case of fire that
either the fire brigade or the workmen of the gas company
should liave means of readily cutting off the gas without
having to enter the premises. It would be a source of danger
if stop-cocks were placed outside buildings, for evil-disposed

persons might turn off tho gas and extinguish all the lights,

and the turning on the gas again might lead to serious acci-

dents, either from explosion or the suffocation of the inhabit-

ants if done during the night. There are 27,827 houses in

the City, and it is a matter for consideration whether stop-

cocks on the footways might not in time become—by getting

slippery—a serious source of danger and inconvenience to

pedestrians.

Proposed Dock Improvements at Sunderland.— Tho
River Wear Commissioners are now considering two schemes
for the extension and deepening of the Sunderland docks,

one of which, it is estimated, will cost about £100,000 and
the other double that sum. The construction of a huge
graving dock or pontoon, capable of accommodating the

largest vessel afloat, is also under consideration.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
Adverfhement* which are received too late for classificafion cannot he

included in these gummarieg until the following Keek.

Building Inspector.—Juno 11th.—Ealing Urban District

Council. £2 lOs.—Mr. Wm. Ruston, clerk to the council.

Ct-erk for City Surveyor's Office.—June 11th.—Cor-
poration of St. Albans. £80.—Mr. A. H. Debeuham, town
clerk.

Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances.—June 11th.

—

Farsley Urban District Council. £100.—Mr. E. Wade, clerk

to the council.

Chief Engineering A.ssistant.—June 13th.—Birmingham,
Tame and Rea District Drainage Board. £3 3s.—Mr. J.

Knight, engineer to the board, Council House, Birmingham.

Assistant Surveyor.—June 13th.—Birmingham, Tamo
and Rea District Drainage Board. £2 lOs.—Mr. J. Knight,
engineer to the board. Council House, Birmingham.

Inspectors of New Buildings and Drainage Work (Two).

—June 13th.—Hornsey Urban District Council.—Mr. E. J.

Lovegrove, engineer and surveyor to the council.

Clerk of Works.—June 14th.—Croydon Town Council.

£4 4s.—Mr. E. Mawdesley, town clerk.

Building and Sanitary Inspector.—June 14th.—Bingley

Urban District Council.—Mr. R. Armistead, clerk to tho

council.

Sanitary Inspector.—June 14th.— Corporation of London.
£140.—The Town Clerk, Guildhall, London, B.C.

Inspector of Weights and Measures.—June 15th.

—

Devonport Corporation. £75.— Mr. A. B. Pilling, town clerk.

City Engineer.—June 15th.—Corporation of the City of

Cape Town. £800.—Messrs. Davis & Soper, 54 St. Mary-axe,

Loudon, E.C.

Surveyor, Inspector of Nuisances, &o.—June 15th.

—

Consett Urban District Council.—Mr. Thos. Wm. Welford,

clerk to the council.

Clerk or Works.—June 15th.— Rochester Corporation.

£3.—The City Surveyor.

Electrical Engineer.—June 17th.—Aberdeen Town
Council. £225.—The Town Clerk.

Fifth Assistant fob Borough Engineer's Sewerage
Department.—June 22nd.—Corporation of Leicester. £2 2s.

Mr. E. G. Mawbey, borough engineer and surveyor.

Surveying Assistant. — June 22nd. — Corporation of

Leicester. £2 5s.—Mr. K. G. Mawbey, borough engineer and
surveyor.

Assistant Draughtsman for W.aterworks Engineer's
Office.—June 23rd.—Corporation of Harrogate. 30s.— Mr.

E. W. Dixon, water engineer, town hall, Harrogate.

Building Inspector.—June 23rd.—Southend-on-Sea Cor-

poration. £1U4.—Mr. William H. Snow, town clerk.

County Surveyor.—June 24th.— East Sussex County

Council. £400.—Mr. F. Merrificid, county clerk, County
Hall, Lewes.

City Engineer.—August 31st.—Corporation of Welling,

ton. New Zealand. £800.—Agent-General for New Zealand,

London.

Temporary Assistant Surveyor ano Draughtsman.—
Harrow Urban District Council.—Mr. T. Charles, engineer

and surveyor to the council.
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COMPETITIONS.
I'iff for clnf8{fication cannot he

ntil thefoUoimng week.

EiST Ham.—June 2-Hh.—Erection of public offices, library and tech-

nical institute, fire engine station, public baths and offices for sanitary

department, the whole to cost about £55,000, tor the urban district

council. 100 guineas and 60 guineas.—Mr. W. H. Savage, surveyor to

the council.
B4ILDON.—.Tune 30th.—Scheme for the purification of the sewage of

Baildon Woodbottom, Baildon Green, Lower Holme and Low Mill, for

the urban district council.—Mr. H. R. Huggnis, clerk to the council.

LiHsiiDE.—July 1st.—Plans, specifications and estimates for the

sewage disposal and water supply of the district, for the urban district

council.—Mr. R. I. Flatten, clei'k to the council.

WiDNEs.—July 1st.—Laying-out of a park and recreation grounds at

Appleton. £36 15s., £10 10s. and £5 5s.—Mr. John S. Sinclair,

A.M.I.C.K., borough surveyor.

WiKniHGToif.—July 2ud.—Erection of a police station, court house,

&c. £100, £60 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, boroagh engineer and
surveyor.
East RiniNQ.—July 16th.—Extension of the county offices at Beverley

and the erection of a new register office, for the county council. £30,
£20 and £10. — Mr. John Bickersteth, county clerk. County Hall,

Beverley.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
'frf too lafe for chissification cannot be

taries until tkefollov^ing week,

Uromer.—June 10th.—Construction of about 350 ft. of stoneware
pipe sewers in Jubilee-lane and Back-road, Suffield Park, for the urb.m
district council,—Mr. A. F. Scott, surveyor to the council.

Ckomeu.—June 10th.—Kerbing, surface draining, channelling, metal-
ling and making-np works in Station-road, Suffield Park, for the urban
district council.—Mr. A. F. Scott, surveyor to the council.

Richmond (Surrey).—June 10th,—Construction of about 500 yards of

15-in. stoneware pipe sewer from Sheen-road to Parkshot.—Mr. J. II.

Brierley, borough surveyor.

Lutterworth.—June 11th.—Construction of a main sewer from
opposite the Land Society's estate on the Bitteswell-road to the main
sewer, for the rural district council.—Mr. Joseph C. Coates, surveyor
to the council.

Slough.—June 11th.—Making-up of the streets known as Ohalvey
Vale, under the Private Street Works Act, 1892, for the urban district
council.—Mr. G, H. Charsley, clerk to the council.

Ilford.—June 13th.—Supply of sludge-pressing machinery, oil en-
gines and other apparatus at the outfall works, Loxford-lane, for the
urban district council.—Messrs. John Taylor, Sons & Santo Crimp, 27
Great George-street, London, S.W.

Church.—June 13th.—Paving, kerbing, &c., works in Blackbarn-
road, for the urban district council.—The Surveyor to the Council.

Melksham.—June 13th.—Construction of a footpath at Sandridge-
lane, for the rural district council.—Mr. F. W. Greenhill, district sur-
veyor.

Reigate.—June 13th.—Execution of certain paving works.—Mr. Clair
J. Grece, town clerk.

Sheffield.—June 13th.—Construction and erection of buildings for an
electric power station at Kelham Island.—Mr. Charles F. Wike, city
surveyor.
North Riding.—June 14th.—Widening of the Leven county bridge,

near Yarm, for the county council.—Mr. Walker Stead, m.i.c.e., county
surveyor, Northallerton.

Kettering.-June 14th.—Completion of eighteen private streets and
parts of streets, comprising a total length of 2,600 yards, for the urban
district council.—Mr. Thos. R. Smith, surveyor to the council.

Etimonton.—June llth.—Making-up of various private streets, for
the urban district council.—Mr. G. E. Eachus, m.i.c.e., surveyor to the
council.

WiLLESDBN.—June Uth.—Laying of about 17,048 superficial yards of
wood paving in certain streets in the district, for the urban district
council.—Mr. O. Claude Robson, engineer to the council.

Willesden.—June 14th.—Construction of an underground conveni-
ence in High-street, Harlesden, for the urban district council.—Mr. O.
Claude Robson, engineer to the council.

Southampton.—June 14th.—Construction of certain 30-in., 24-in. and
18-in. cast-iron pipe sewers, and an 18-iu. pipe eewer.—Mr. W. B. G.
Bennett, borough engineer.

Wellington.—June 14th.—Various repairs to Spike Island cottage
and the sewage farm-house, Irthlingborough Grange, for the urban dis-
trict council.—Mr. Edward Sharman, surveyor to the council.

St. Pancras.—June llth.—Supply of condensing plant, steam pipes,
&c., for the Regent's Park generating station, for the vestry.—Mr. C.
H. F. Barrett, vestry clerk.

Bedford.-June 14th.—Extension of the building of the engine-
room at the electricity works.—Mr. T. S. Porter, town clerk.

St. Helens.—Jane 15th.—Construction of a subway in Church-street
and a storm-water sewer from Liverpool-road to Phythian-street.-Mr.
Geo. J. C. Broom, m.i.c.e., borough engineer.

Burt.—June 15th.—Erection of an art gallery and public library at
the junction of Moss-lane and Silver-street.—Mr. John Haslam, town
clerk.

HsrwooD.—June 15th.—ErecUon of a store-room and stables.-Mr.
J. H. Baldwick, town clerk.

Teignmouth.—June 16th.—ProviJing and laying of about 1,700
yards of 14-in. gas main, for the urban district "council.—Mr. Chris.
Jones, engineer and surveyor to the council.

High Wycombe.-June 16th.—Construction of new precipitation
tanks.—Mr. T. J. Rushbrooke, borough surveyor.
Hawarden.—June IGth.—Erection of a bridge over a stream at Llan-

fynydd, near Wrexham, for the rural district council.—Mr. W, Newton,
district surveyor, Drury Bank, Buckley.

Preston.—June 17th.—Levelling, paving, flagging, channelling and
making-up works in Bence-road.—The Borough Engineer.
Sunburt-on-Thames.—June 18th.—Construction of brickwork and

concrete tanks on land near Charlton-road, for the urban district conn-
ed.—Mr. H. F. Coales, surveyor to the council.

Bournemouth.— June 20th.— Supply of cables, arc lamps, incau
descent lamps, wiring, switchboards, fittings, steam dynamo, &c.—Mr
F. W. Lacey, borough engineer.

Leamington.—June 20th.—Erection of an engine-house at the Lilling-
ton pumping station. New Cubbington.-Mr. H. Consett Passman
town clerk.

CHOrDON.—June 20th.—Construction of foundations and sub-struc
ture of a lunatic asylum at Warlingham.—Mr, E. Mawdeeley, town

Totnes.—June 20Lh.—Consti'uction of outfall sewage purification

works.—Mr. W. F. ToUitt, borough surveyor.

Wolverhampton.— June 20th.—Construction of footways, &c., in

various parts of the borough.—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer
and surveyor.

Whitby.—June 20th.—Construction of a new bridge at Iburndale, for

the rural district council.—Mr. George Buchannan, clerk to the conn-
ed.

Beckenham.—June 20th.—Supply of 150 superficial yards of 3-in. by
5-in. axed Aberdeen or Guernsey pitching to the cab-rank in Southencl-
road and also of about 900 lineal feet of 6-in. by 12-in. Norwegian
granite kerb in Warwick-road, for the urban district council.—Mr.
John A, Angell, surveyor Lo the council.

London.—June 21st.— Erection and completion of the boundary-wall
and gates at the Aljbay Mills pumping station, West Ham, for the
county council.—The Engineer to the Council, County Hall, Spring-
gardens, London, S.W.
London.—June 21st.—Supply of engines, dynamos, accumulators,

switchboards, feeders, distributors, service mains and all accessories,
for the buildings at the Crossness outfall works, near Erith, Kent, for

the county council.—The Engineer to the County Council, County Hall,

Spring-gardens, London, S.W.
WiHCANTON.—June 22nd.—Laying of about 2^ miles of galvanised-

iron piping, withfittmgs, &c., for the rural district council.—Mr. k. P.

I.Cotterell, a.m.i.c.e,, Lonsdale Chambers, 7 Baldwin-street, Bristol.

WiNCANTON.— June 22nd.—Laying of about 5^ miles of mains, the

construction of a service reservoir, collecting and intake chambers, Ac,
for the rural district council.—Mr. A. P. I. Cotterell, a.m.i.c.e., Lons-
dale Chambers, 7 Baldwin-Street, Bristol.

Stowmarket.—June 22nd.—Laying of about 547 lineal yards of 9-in.

and 12-in. stoneware pipe sewers and about 47 yards of 6-in., 17 yards
of 9-in., 1,016 yards of i2-in. and 307 yards of 24-in. cast-iron pipe sewers,
for the urban district council.—Messrs. Pollard & Tingle, 31 Old Queen-
street, Westminster, London, S.W.
Loughborough.—June 23rd.—Supply of broken granite, &c., for the

repair of the highways in the borough during the ensuing twelve
months.—The Borough Surveyor.

Brierfikld.—June 25th.—Supply of 2,000 tons of 5-in. by 3-in. granite
setts for paving main roads, for the urban district council.—Mr. Jas. T.
Landless, a. m.i.c.e., engineer to the coiuicil.

Leeds.—June 26th.—Erection and completion of a new dead-meat
market and abattoir in New York-street and Harper-street.—Mr. Jno,
Harrison, town clerk.

Nelson.—June 25th.—Various works required in the erection of a re-

fuse destructor.-Mr. B. Ball, a.u.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor,

AsHBY-DE-LA-ZoDCH.—June 25th.—Construction of about 112 yards of

6-iii., 829 yards of 9-in., 495 yards of 12-in., 326 yards of 15-in., and 2,696

yards of 18-in. pipe sewers; also pipes, carriers, subsoil drains and
other works required in laying out a sewage farm of about 67 acres, for

the urban district council.—Mr. J. B. Bverard, m.i.c.e., C Millstone-lane,

Leicester.

York.—June 25th.—Erectionof an electric light station.—Mr. ACreer
city engineer.

London.—June 27th.—Erection of the superstructure of a lunatic

asylum for 2,000 patients and staff at Horton, near Spsom, Surrey, for

the county council.—Mr. G. T. Hine, 35 Parliament-street, London, S.W.

London.—June 28th.— Supply and erection of two sets of three-

cylinder compound pumping engines and accessories in the new en-

gine-house now being built at the Barking outfall works, near Beckton,
North Woolwich, for the county council.—The Engineer to the County
Council, County Hall, Spring-gardens, London, S.W.
Wolverhampton.—July 2nd.— Construction of pipe sewers, man-

holes, lampholes, &c., in Melbourne-street, Ash-street and Green-lane,
and about 200 manholes and lampholes in various parts of the borough.
—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer and surveyor.

Eton.—July 2nd.—Laying of a cast-iron outfall sewer, the provision
and erection of iron storage tanks, pumping station, boiler-house,
engines, boilers, pumps and other works in connection with the sewer-
age of the town, for the urban district council.—Messrs. Bailey, Denton,
Son &. Lawford, Palace Chambers, Westminster, London, S.W.
London.—July 6th.—Erection of the first section of the proposed

permanent North-Eastern Hospital, St. Anne*s-road, Tottenham, for

the Metropolitan Asylums Board.—Mr. T. Buncombe Mann, clerk to

the board.

St. Helens.—July 12th.—Supply of various pumping plant to raise

1,500,000 gallons of water per day, for the corporation.—Mr. J. J. Lack-
land, A. M.I.C.E., water engineer.

Lewe^,.-July 23rd.—Supply of 500 tons of 2-in. broken blue Guernsey,
Cherbourg or Belgian granite, 100 tons of coarse granite screenings,
660 tons of broken surface-picked flints and 150 tons of Piddinghoe,
gravel.—Mr. Montague S. Elaker, town clerk.

TENDERS.

LOWESTOFT.—For alterations and additions to the town hall and the
erection of offices for the corporation officials.—Mr. Geo. H. Hamby,
A. M.I.C.E., borough surveyor :

—

J. Ashby, Lowestoft £3,850
AUerton & Earl, Lowestoft 3,800
J. & B. Swatman, Lowestoft 3,600
C. E. Cole, Lowestoft 3,498
G. B. Hawes, Norwich* 3,305

1 Chapel-SO0THAMPTON.—For the erection of a public conv
road.—Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, bprough engineer :

—

Jenkins li Sons, Southampton
F. Osnian, Southampton* 187

SOUTHAMPTON.—For the erection of two additional lime kilns at the
Otterbonrne waterworks, for the corporation.—The Water Engineer,
123 High-street, Southampton ;—

Flood 4 Rabbets £440
P. Walter 410
F. Osman 394
H. Stevens & Co.* 392

UXBRIDGE.—For the erection of a foreman's house at the sewage
works, Uxbridge Moor, and the painting and repair of the buildings
at the waterworks, for the urban district council.—Mr. William. L.
Eves, surveyor to the council ;

—

Foreman's House, Sewage Works.
Westacott, Uxbridge £368
Ward & Sons, Uxbridge 3M
H. & B. Pratt, Uxbridge* 357

Work at the Waterworks.
C. R. Hall, Uxbridge £88
Westacott, Uxbridge 59
Ward & Sons, U.\bridge* 65
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MEETINGS.

JUNE.
11.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Nutfleld andRedhill.
18.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Harden Park and

Godstone.
25.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Axot and Bracknell.

JULY.
2.—London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Sevenoaka.

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Mdnicipal and County Engineer
may be ordered direct^ through any of Messrs. Smith ^ Son's

bookstalls, or of any newsagent in the Uiiited Kingdom
Applications to the Offices for single copies by post must in all

cases be accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (^including postage) is as follotos :

Twelve Six Three
Months. Months, Months.

United Kingdom I63. ... 78. 6d. ... 3s. 9d.
Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, 4c 19s, ... 98. Od. ... 4s. 9d.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street,

New Tork City; The Toronto Nexcs Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal Neics Company, Montreal, have been appointed
agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad,

EDITORIAL offices :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLBET-STREET,
LONDON, B.C.

OFFICE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS ;

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

publishing OFFICES :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, B.C.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND.
APPOINTMENT OF CITY ENGINEER.

The Corporation of Wellington, New Zealand, require the
services of a City Engineer, at a salary of fWX) per annum.

All particulars may be obtained at the office of the Agent-
General for New Zealand, London.

Applications, marked as such, are to be sent in so as to

reach the undersigned by Wednesday, the 31st August, 1898.

J. E. PAGE,
Town Clerk.

Wellington, New Zealand.
March, 1898.

EINGLEY URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
Applications are invited for the appointment of Build-

ing and Sanitary Inspector for the district of Bingley.

Candidates should have a knowledge of plumbing, drain-

ing and building construction.

Applications, in candidate's own writing, marked " In-

spector," must be sent to me on or before Tuesday, the 14th

Jane, with copies of not more than three recent testimonials.

Particulars aa to salary and duties may be obtained at my
office.

R. ARMISTEAD,
Clerk to the Council.

Town Hall, Bingley.

May 27, 1898.

BOROUGH OF SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.
BUILDING INSPECTOR.

The Corporation invite applications for the appointment of

a Building Inspector, at a salary of £104 per annum.
The person appointed will be required to supervise the

erection of new buildings, and to see that the by-laws in

force within the borough with respect to new streets and
buildings are complied with, and it is essential that he should

be practically acquainted with building construction, and
have a thorough knowledge of the Model By-Laws of the

Local Government Board under the Public Health Act, 187.5.

Applications, to bo made in writing, accompanied by copies

of not more than three recent testimonials (which will not be

returned), stating age, qualifications, experience and where
at present engaged, to be delivered at my office before

10 o'clock a.m. on Thursday, the i;3rd June instant.

Canvassing members of the Town Council will be a dis-

qualification.

(By order)

WILLIAM H. SNOW,
Town Clerk.

Southend-on-Sea.
June 8, 1898.

NO ENGINE, /f*

NO MAINTENANCE
Cost in Operation.

COSTLESS.
NOISELESS.

FAULTLESS.
Saves all maintenance charges

and working expenses incidental
to otiier systems.

ADAMS' PATENT SEWAGE
LIFT COMPANY,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,

5 & 7 OLD QUEEN STREET
Westminster, London ;

YORK, LEEDS, &c„ &c.

To Raise Sevira.gre with

SEWAGE AUTOMATICALLY
USE

Jk^Tyj^mOLfS' Patent

SEWAGE LIFT
to lns!allalions on

Application.

XKC-AJBUZSXCS OZ<

Flushing Syphons,

^ Sluices, &c.

AA—Holes for poi
positiun.

Bli^StreuiTtlieued

irin-,' in cement or com-

aui LengtUened Socket.

CC—Inner Socket and Rest.
KR—Chamber for cement or composition,
PP—Stanioid Joint in new position.

To put it sliortly, this pipe secures true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, :uid, wliile allowintr

i^T a sliglit .settlement when first laid, forms an

absolutely rigid joint directly the eemeut set:,

1,—Gas and Water-Tigrht Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Alig:nment of Invert,

3.—Socket the strongest part of the pipe.

4,—No special junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., HaUfax,
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CORPORATION OF LEICESTER.
SEWERAGE ASSISTANT.

Wanted, in the Borough Engineer's Sewerage Department,
a Fifth Assistant, thoroughly competent to make surveys,

take levels, prepare plans and sections, and experienced in

the use of the theodolite. Salary, £2 2s. per week.

SURVEYING ASSISTANT.
Wanted, also,a Surveying Assistant, thoroughly esperienced

in trigonometrical and chain town surveying, to make sur-

veys of new building estates, and to bring the 1-2300 and
1-500 ordnance plans up to date throughout the borough.
Salary, £2 5s. per week.

Applications, in own handwriting, endorsed " Sewerage
Assistant " or " Sui-veying Assistant," accompanied by copies

of three testimonials, to be delivered to the undersigned not

later than Wednesday, June 22, 1S98.

E. GEORGE MAWBEY, m.inst.ce..

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.

Town Hall, Leicester.

June 6, 1898.

EAST SUSSEX COUNTY COUNCIL.
APPOINTMENT OP COUNTY SURVEYOR.

The Roads and Bridges Committee of this County Council

are prepared to receive applications from candidates, not loss

than thirty nor more than forty years of age, for the office of

Counly Survej'or for East Sussex.

Salary, £400 per annum, payable quai'terly, with actual

necessary travelling and office expenses.

Particulars of the duties to be performed, the terms of ap-

pointment, &c., can be obtained from the undersigned, at his

office, at Lewes, to whom applications, stating age, qualifica-

tions and references, accompanied by copies of not more than
hroo recent testimonials, are to be sent, so that the same
mav be received not later than Friday, the 24th day of June,

1898.

Canvassing will disqualify, but any candidate will be at

iberty to send six extra copies of his application and testi-

monials to the clerk, for committee use, but copies must not

l)o sent to any members of the committee.
The person appointed will bo required to enter upon his

duties immediately after the 29th September, 1898.

F. MERRIFIELD,
Clerk of the County Council.

County Hall, Lewes.
May 13, 1898.

BOROUGH OP HARROGATE.
WATERWORKS ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT.

Wanted, at once, Assistant Draughtsman ; must be good
letterer and competent to finish up drawings. Salary, 30s. per
week.

Applications, accompanied by not more than three copies of

recent testimonials, and endorsed " Draughtsman," to be sent
to the Town Clerk, Mr. J. Turner Taylor, not later than
June 23rd next.

A COMPETENT SURVEYOR AND EXPEDI-
^^ TIOUS DRAUGHTSMAN wanted for a few weeks.
Must be able to get out complete plans and sections for

Street Improvements and similar works. Applications, stating

age, experience, and salary required, with copies. of three re-

cent testimonials, to be sent to Mr. T. Charles, Engineer and
Surveyor, Urban District Council, Harrow.

SURVEYOR'S CHIEF ASSISTANT.
Wanted, in the Surveyor's office of a District Council

in the western suburbs of London, a Chief Assistant. He
must be an accurate and expeditious draughtsman, surveyor
and leveller, and possess a good knowledge of drainage and
sewerage works, designing and building construction, be
capable of preparing estimates, and must be conversant with
the Model By-Laws of the Local Government Board relating

to buildings. Preference will be given to persons who have
obtained the certificate of the Association of Municipal and
County Engineers. Salary commencing at £150 per annum,
rising by annual increments of £10 to a maximum of £200
per annum.

Applications to be made in candidate's own handwriting,
stating age, present and previous occupation, together with
experience, &c., and must be accompanied by copies of three

recent testimonials, which will not be returned, to be for-

warded to the Office of The Surveyor, 24 Bride-lane, E.G.,

addressed A.B., on or before June 18, 1898.

TENDERS WANTED.
BECKENHAM URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.

TO CONTRACTORS.
The Beckenham Urban District Counail invito tenders for

150 super, yards of 3-in. by 5-in. axed Aberdeen or Guernsey
Pitching to the Cab-Rank, Southeud-road, and also for the

PLACE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The composition being cast on the lower half of the

pipe in the form of a ball and socket joint, it necessarily

follows that immediately the pipes are put together and

fastened with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

pipe is absolutely watertight and perfect alignment of

invert is secured.

P O I N T S s—
Easily and quickly laid by unskilled workmen.
Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.

ANITARY TUBES

£ in. to 4^ In. cilam.

. PLACE& SONS,

DARWEN
LIMITED,

LANGS.
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provision and fixing of about 900 lineal feet of 6-in. by 12-)n.

Norwegian Granite Kerb in Warwick -road.
Plans and sections may be seen, and bills of qnantilies,

specifications and forma of tenders obtained, on application to

Mr. John A. Angell, Surveyor, on or after tlie 9th inst.

A clause will be inserted in the contract providing that the

contractor shall pay to the workmen employed in the execu-

tion of the work the wages generally accepted as current for

workmen engaged on similar work in the district.

Tenders, duly sealed and endorsed "Tender for Cab-Rank,

&c.," to reach undersigned not later than 4 p.m., Monday,
June 20, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

(By order)

F. STEVENS,
Clerk to the Council.

OUNTY BOROUGH OP WOLVERHAMPTON
The Sewerage Committee is prepared to receive tenders

for the construction of Pipe Sewers, Manholes, Lampholes,

&c., in Melbourne-street, Ash-street and Green-lane, and 200
Manholes and Lampholes in various parts of the borough.

Plans, sections and specifications can bo seen, and copies of

bill of quantities and form of tender obtained, on application

at the lioroiigh Engineer's offico.

Sealed toiidcrs, endorsed " Tender for Sewers, Melbourne-
street, &c.," addressed to the Chairman of the Sewerage
Committee, to bo delivered at the Town Clerk's office' not
later than 12 o'clock noon on Saturday, July 2, 1898.

The contractor will be required to enter into an under-

taking to pay not le.ss than the minimum standard rate of

wages of the district and to observe certain hours of labour,

in accordance with the resolution of the Town Council.

The committee will not necessarily accept the lowest or

any tender.

J. W. BRADLEY, c.E.,

Borough Engineer and Snrveyor.

Town Hall, Wolrerhampton.
June, 1898.

PORPORATION OF NEWGASTLE-UPON-
V^* TYNE.
The Corporation are prepared to receive tenders for the

supply of five " Willacy " street watering vans of the most
modern type. The vans are to bo of steel, mounted on four

wheels, and fitted with springs. The capacity to be not less

than 400 gallons. The scattrn-ing gear ;uid valves to bo inde-

pendent on each side, and all controlled from the driver's seat.

The spread to be not less than 11 yards when travelling at

3 miles per hour.

Tenders, accompanied by a sketch showing chief dimen-
sions and a short specification, to be sent to City Engineer's

office. Town Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on or before the

18th day of June, 1898. ___

ILLESDEN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO WOOD PAVING CONTRACTORS.

The Willesden District Council are prepared to receive

tenders for the laying of 17,048 yards super, or thereabouts

of Wood Paving in certain streets within their district.

Plans and specification may be seen and all further par-

ticulars obtained, on and after Monday, the 6th inst., upon
application to Mr. O. Claude Robson, Engineer to the Council,

Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilbum, N.W.
Tenders, upon jirinted forms and endorsed " Wood Paving,"

to be delivered at the offices of the Council not later than
i p.m. on Tuesday, June 14, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

(By order)

STANLEY W. BALL,
Clerk to the Council.

Public Oliicos, Dyne-road, Kilburn, N.W.
Jiuie 1, 1898.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF WOLVERHAMPTON.
FOOTWAi^S, Ac, CONSTRUCTION.

The Public Works Committee invite tenders for the Con-
struction of Footways, &c., in various parts of the borough.

Plans may be seen, and specification with bill of quantitie

and form of tender obtained, on application at the Borough
Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Wolverhampton.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Footway, &c., Construction,"

and addressed to the Chairman of the Public Works Com-
mittee, to be delivered at the Town Clerk's office on or before
Monday, June 20, 1898.

The contractor will be required to enter into an undertaking
to pay not less than the minimum standard rate of wages of

the district and to observe certain hours of labonr, in accord-

ance with the resolution of the Town Council.

The lowest or any tender will not necessarily bo accepted.

J. W. BRADLEY, c.E.,

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.

Town Hall, Wolverhampton.
.luiic, 1S9.S.

JANDUS PATENT ELECTRIC ARC LAMP,
It is claimed that the Master Patents held by the

Jandus Arc Lamp and Electric Company, control the

arrangements which are essential in every successful

enclosed arc lamp.

Lamps made under these patents have carried all before them in America.

The Only Lamp that is trimmed without moving the Globe ,

Cannot get Out of Order, as it has Only One Working Part .

The only Arc Lamp accepted by Insurance Companies at Ordinary Rates.

No other Carbons should be used in the Jandus Lamp except those supplied

by the Firm, for which the Lamps sent out are adjusted ,

NOTICE is Hereby Given that the JANDU.S AUG LAMP AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY, Limited, in addition to tlio patents bv JANDUS & BARTON,
control also the British Master Patents of THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT
COMPANY, of New York; and purchasers are warned against obtaining
Arc Lamps made on the princijile of the above patents by makers other than
those licensees mentioned in the following list. They should al=o see that the
Lamps supplied to them carry the Jandus Royalty Plate.

Messrs. DRAKE & GORMAN.
Messrs. CROMPTON & CO., Ltd.
The STEWART ELECTRICAL SYN-
DICATE. (The Stewart Company's
license applies only to lamps identical

iu description to the original sample
lamp in the possession of the licensors.)

Messrs. KOERTING & MATHIBSHN.
The BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEERING CO., Ltd.

The GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.
Mr.WILLIAM A. WALTON.

Mr. J. D. F. ANDREWS.
Messrs. JOHNSON i PHILLIPS.
Messrs. GEIPEL & LANGE.
Messrs. ROYCE & CO.
The STANDARD THERMOMETER &
ELECTRIC CO., of Mass.—Agents

:

Messrs. Ricsakd PAiTERsoif & Co., of

Belfast.
Messrs. VERITYS, Ltd.
Messrs. FOXCROFT & DUNCAN.
Messrs. H. V. JAMES, MILLS & CO.
Messrs. J. F. WAKELIN &. CO.

«r'

Sole Agents for the English Gunipaivj :
—MESSRS.

DRAKE & GORHAM,
Head Offices:—66 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

Branch Offices at Manchesten and Glasgow.
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TTRBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF ETON,
V^ BUCKS.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
The Urban District Council of Eton invite tenders for the

laying within theii- district of a Cast-iron Outfall Sewer, with
Stoneware Branch Sewers, &c.; the provision and erection of

Iron Storage Tanks, Pumping Station, Boiler-Honse, Engines,
Boilers, Pumps and sundry other works in connection with
town sewerage.

Plans and specifications of the works can be seen at the

office of Messrs. Bailey, Denton, Son & Lawford, of Palace
Chambers, Westminster, the Engineers to the Council, on and
after Wednesday, the lotlx day of June, 1898, between the

hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Printed forms of tender, with bill of quantities, can be ob-

tained on the payment of three guineas (£3 3s.), which sum
will be returned in eaob case on receipt of a iond-fide tender
for the works.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Eton Sewerage," to be sent to

me, the undersigned, at my offices, 12 Park-street, Windsoi',

not later than 4 p.m. on Saturd.ay, the 2nd day of July, 1S98.

Tlie successful contractor must be prepared to commence
and complete the works with all despatch, and to enter into

the usual bond of £500 (five hundred pounds), himself and
two approved sureties, for the due performance of the works.

The Council in no way bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

F. M. DUENFORD,
Clerk.

Dated this second day of June, one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-eight.

BOROUGH OF LEWES.
TO STONE MERCHANTS, FARMERS, &c.

The Town Council of this Borough invite tenders for the
supply of 500 tons of 2-in. Broken Blue Guernsey, Cherbourg
or Belgian Granite, 100 tons of Coarse Granite Screenings
650 tons of Broken Surface-Picked Flints and 150 tons of
Piddinghoe Gravel.

Forms of tender and specification may be had, and any
further information obtained, at the Borough Surveyor's
office, Town Hall, Lewes.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for ," must be left

at my office on or before the 23rd July, 1898.

Power is reserved to reject the lowest or any tender.

(By order)

MONTAGUE S. BLAKER,
Town Clerk.

Town Clerk's Office, Lewes.
June 2, 1898.

ALUMiNOFERRIC
IS THE BEST

Sewage Precipitant.
SOLE M.\NUFACTURERS—

PETER SPENCE & SONS,
IVIanches±ei".

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY-. LTD

glazed bricks, architectural FAIENGl SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA GOTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT.
Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sinks, Traps, Porcelain Baths, do.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS^

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W^. Ry. Goods Yard, Wonship
Street, E.G. ; i6 Charterhouse Street, E.C. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.

THE "ADDISON" PATEHT DRAIN STOPPER
For Testing Drains by means of Water, Sntoke, &c.

The parts are non-corrosive. The disc of galvanised iron, the nipple of gun metal, the nut and cap of brass.

PERFECTLY SOUND JOINT.

EASILY APPLIED.

NO PINCHING OF THE RUBBER.

THE GREATER THE PRESSURE THE

MORE SECURE THE JOINT.

s. a.

4-inch 7 each nett.

5-inch 9 6 „

6-inch 10 6 „

8-inch 16 6 „

9-inch 17 6 ,,

10-inch 21 6 ,,

BSfOBi CXPAN9ICN

NICHOLUS & CLARKE, Shoreditch, LONDON. E.

THE ENDERBY AND STONEY STANTON GRANITE CO., LTD.
Chief Offices : NARBORO', near LEICESTER.

GRANITE MERCHANTS AND QUARRY OWNERS.
Prices promptly given for all sizes of Granite, Pitching for Streets, Tramways, Stables, Coiu'tyards, &c.;

also Kerbs and Broken Granite for Macadamising, &c., &c.

Quarries: ENDERBY, NARBORO', HUNCOTE, STONEY STANTON, GRANITETHORPE AND SAPCOTE.
MiiUanU Cuuntiea Agents to h. NOWKLL, Hi CO.'
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Minutes of Proceedings.

Municipal
Nottingham Corporation are pro-

Insurance. niotino- a very important Bill in

Parliament in connection with the
insuring- of municipal property. Some eighteen
months ago the question of municipal iusuranoe was
vei-y prominently raised in connection with elec-

trical plant and buildings, on account of the en-

hanced rates demanded by fire insurance companies.
There is very little doubt that, owing to two or three
severe fires in connection with electrical installations,

the fii'e insurance offices were rather badly hit, and
as a result of making somewhat hasty generalisa-
tions in regard to these fires they determined to

make a considerable advance in the rates on all

electric lighting works. Careful investigation in

the case of each of these accidents would have
revealed that in one case the fire originated not in

the electric lighting works, but in manufacturing
works that were carried on in the same building. In
the second case—that of Sardinia-street electric

lighting station—it was notorious that the risks by
fire were e.xceedingly great, on account of wooden
floorings and wood forming a veiy prominent part of

the switchboard. In many cases the insurance
companies demanded twice, and in some oases four
times, the rates which had previously been con-
sidered necessary. The lesult was that municipal
authorities resented the proposed increase, and in
some cases were courageous enough to dispense with
insurance. To show the illogical position taken uji

by tlie fire offices, it might be mentioned th'at in the
case of Brighton, when the municipality had a
wooden station 2s. 6d. per cent, was the premium,
but as the works were gradually made more fii-e-

resisting the premiums were raised until, when the
works were piuctically fireproof, the fire offices

asked 10s. 6d. per cent. It is quite true that
certain fire offices, which were comparatively un-
known and certainly lacked the stability of the
older comjianies, offered considerable abatement
upon this demand, and in some eases were able to
secure business. As an outcome of the agitation
that existed the Municipal Electrical Association
adopted resolutions to the effect that the action of
the insurance offices in ra'sing pi'emiums for in-

suring electrical stations was unwarranted, and that
in their opinion some joint action of municipalities
was called for in consequence. There is little doubt
that the conference of the Municipal Electrical
Association on this subject was fraught with most
important consequences to municipalities, for in
some cases a system of self-insurance has been
started, while in other cases extra precautions have
been taken to prevent fire, thus justifying a reduc-
tion in the total sum insured. For some time it

was thought that municipalities, at any rate as re-
gards electric lighting works, might" be able to
arrive at some scheme of mutual insurance, but it

was obvious fi-om the outset that there were in-
superable difficulties in the way. It was pointed out,
however, with some reason, that corporations did not

possess the necessary powers to join together and
. mutually guarantee each others' risks ; but what was
still moT-e important, a mutual scheme of insurance

would have had to take into considei'ation the very

varying risks of the buildings and undertakings in-

sured. Some towns undert:iku very considerable

trading responsibilities. For example, in the case

of Bristol there is a municipal dock undertaking

which has to be covei-ed by municipal insurance to

the extent of £300,000. In other towns there would
be practically nothing to insure but buildings and
estates. Consequently there would be great diffi-

culty in arriving at an adequate premium, because,

on account of the very different risks the premium
rate would have had to be modified in each case.

With regard to electric lighting plant and buildings,

while it might be best as an extreme precautionary

measui'e to insure in some way, it must be pointed

out emphatically that the risk of fire in an electrical

generating station is remote. It is quite true that

some few years ago electric lighting was carried on

in an exti'emely risky manner, and it was not un-

common to find generating plant placed in wooden
buildings, with the result that a conflagration was not

a difficult thing to set up. All that, however, has

passed away, and the buildings of to-day are con-

structed in accordance with the most modern ideas

of fireproof protection, the plant is of improved
construction, and very I'arely indeed is wood to be

found in connection with switching apparatos. If,

however, a municipality becomes its own insurer

there is the possibility of a fire occurring in the

early days of the fund, and consequently an absolute

loss by a big fire would prove a somewhat heavy
burden upon the ratepayer. But if a fairly adequate

sum were set aside from the profits of any given

year it might foi'm a nucleus of an insurance fund

and to some extent lessen the burden that might
fall upon the ratepayer in the event of fire ; or, per-

haps, a better means w'ould be to insure the electi-ic

lighting works for half the original sum and rely on

building up a fund from the yearly profits.

We may take it, however, that the Bill which is

being promoted by the Nottingham authorities will

contain an application for leave to establish a fire

insurance fund which shall be available, in the event

of a fire, for the purposes of rebuilding and restoring

all property belonging to, or on loan to, the corpora-

tion. If some such scheme as this receives the

sanction of the legislature it may prove a distinct

boon to municipalities, because, apart from the

electric lighting works, there are various buildings

under the control of corporations the insurance of

which shows the attitude of the fire offices to be

based upon anything but skilled assessment of risks.

It is interesting to record that in the case of Man-
chester the whole of the municipal buildings are in-

sured for a sum of £6G9,000, the average premium
being 2s. 9d.; but one of the most cui-ious feature.?

in this insurance is that where there is probably

more than ordinai-y risk of fire, notably in the case
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of tlie public libraries, the premium chai'ged is only

Is. 6d. It may constitute an argument in favour

of a municipal scheme when it is mentioned that in

twenty years the citj^ of Manchester has paid in

premiums the sum of £12,300 and has drawn out

£8,611. It must not be forgotten that, though a
town may continue paying considerably heavy pi'e-

minms for a good many years, a single conflagration

may cause siifficient damage to exhaust the funds
that could be accumulated in twenty years. At the

same time, the risks attaching to municipal property

are not to be gauged by the rates demanded by fii'e

offices. As a matter of fact, such propei'ty among
insurance companies is considered to be the safest in

the country ; and when the dividend paid by insur-

ance companies averages 25 per cent, it is clear that

in spite of risks insurance business is a very good
one. Whether Parliament grants the necessary
powers to the Nottingham Corporation or not, it is

very apparent that the power of the insurance com-
panies among municipal authorities has been very
materially weakened, and eventually municipal as-

surance must become a definite fact.

When the clauses of the Middle-
London County sex County Council Bill were under

Locaf"^
t^e consideration of Sir Stafford

Authorities. Northcote's committee of the House
of Commons, last week, a point of

considerable importance to local authorities was
raised by the Local Government Board. To this it

seems well to direct attention. The provision under
discussion was " Power to the County Council to

advance money to local authorities." With regard
to this the Local Government Board observed that
the clauses in the Bill widely extended the principle

of sec. 12 of the Local Government Act of 1894, under
which a county council might borrow money and lend
it to a parish council. From the form of the
clauses it appeared that the proposals were based
upon precedents which existed in certain boroughs,
the town councils of which had been authorised
to borrow money for the purpose of lending it

to other authorities in the boroughs. If, how-
ever, the county council were enabled to lend to

all, or any, of the authorities proposed here, a new
precedent would in effect be established. The
l)oard suggested that it would be well to frame a
sub-clause, so as to leave no doubt as to the mode
of raising and paying off loans contracted by the
county council under the clause. If the intention
was to enable the county council to raise money by
any of the methods specified in sec. 69 of the Act of

1888, and not merely by mortgages or stock, this

should be clearly stated, and the expressions " the
dividends fimd" and "the redemption fund" should
strictly be " the stock dividends fund of the county
council fund " and " the stock redemption fund of
the county council fund." It was jpointed out
that most of the authorities to whom it was
proposed to lend money had no power to raise a
rate, but obtained their funds by means of pre-
cepts addressed to other authorities. The same
thing miglit apply to other authorities not speci-
ally mentioned in the clause, and it would be ad-
visable, therefore, to extend the definition so as to
cover such cases. These observations raised the fur-
ther question as to whether the county council might
make loans to local authorities without the consent
of the Local Government Board. Clause 27 dis-
tinctly took away the assent of the Local Govern-
ment Board to the lending. It was urged on behalf
of the promcitors that there would be an inquiiy
when the local authority wanted to borrow, and
they failed to see the necessity for a second inquiry
as to whether the county council should have power
to lend the money. The answer of Mr. Boyce, the
representative of the Local Government Board, to
this contention was that when the local authority
applied to borrow money they might not know whora
they were going to borrow from ; therefore, the in-

quiry to give the local authority power to bon'ow was
an entirely different thing to an inquiry as to whether
the county council should have power to lend. The
Local Government Board, when they held their first

inquiry, would not necessarily ask the local authority
whether they intended to exercise their power of

borrowing from the county council. If it were
known at the time that they intended to borrow
from the county council probably only one inquiiy

would be necessary, but the local inquiry might be
held for the purpose of getting powers to borrow
months before they settled to take up the loan. It

was a verj' nice point, and we regret to say that in

the end \nctory lay with the Local Government
Board. The words authorising the council to lend
" without the consent of the Local Government
Board " were struck out, and this means that the
clause will be imperative except by a provisional

order. Still something has been gained, for a new
principle has been established which may be carried

a step fm-ther on some future day.

Hospitals
as

Nuisances.

The provision of hospital ac-

commodation by a local authority
is not compulsory—sec. 131 of

the Public Health Act, 1875, being
permissive only. That enactment, therefore, does
not afford any defence to an action against a local

authority for alleged nuisance in the erection of a
hospital for infectious diseases. Accordingly, there

are several reported cases in which injunctions have
been granted to prevent the erection of such hos-

pitals, or to restrict or restrain the vise of those in

existence. For instance, the sending of any more
small-pox patients to the Fulham hospital was thus

prohibited, and the Wortley Union small-pox hos-

pital was similarly closed. On the other hand, the

cases of unsuccessful attempts to close or prevent

the erection of hospitals are rather moi'e numerous.
Injunctions were refused in the cases of the Cold-

bath Fields small-pox hospital, a cholera hospital

in Scotland, a small-pox camp in the metropolitan

asylums district, and small-pox hospitals on White-
moor common {see The Surveyor, vol. ix., p. 76)
and at Manchester ; and as recently as March last in

the case of a small-pox hospital provided by the

Corporation of Ossett (see p. 449 ante). The
rule in such cases (according to that most useful

work, " Lumley's Public Health Acts ") is that

laid do^vn by Lord Bramwell

—

viz., " To gather

together in one spot patients suffering from in-

fectious disease is lawful, but it must be under such

guards as not to endanger the public health by
communicating this infectious disease

; and, as it

seems to me, so as not to produce injury to the

rights of owners of adjoining property by producing

a nuisance to it." In the Ossett case the hospital

was a very small one, having accommodation for not

more than eight patients, and at the time of the

action containing one only. The plaintiffs sought

to establish the " aerial convection " theory of con-

tagion, but, this being pre-eminently a subject on

which doctors disagree, there was the usual conflict

of medical testimony, and Mr. Justice Homer ex-

pressly declined to give an opinion on a point on

which experts so greatly differed. The injunction

was refused on the ground that although a small-

pox hospital might be a source of danger when
badly conducted, it was not when well conducted

such a substantial danger as to be a nuisance in the

eye of the law. The small size of the hospital was
also taken into consideration, as well as the fact that

for several years there had been a small-pox hos-

pital in the immediate neighbourhood without anj' of

the terrible results anticipated by the plaintiffs. It

was also hinted that the latter might render them-
selves immune from any possible contagion by the

simple expedient of vaccination. On the whole, we
think the tendency of the law is decidedly more
favourable to the erection and maintenance of hos-

i
pitals for infectious diseases, where accompanied by
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reasonable safeguards, than to the, perhaps, natural

repugnance of residents and landowners to have such

institutions in their immediate neighbourhood. With

that tendency we think few dispassionate members
of the public will be inclined to quarrel. Probably

no one would deliberately choose to live close to

such an institution, and it may even be admitted

that with the best conducted the element of risk of

contagion cannot be wholly eliminated. But if effect

were to be given to every possible objection that

might be raised, the result would be that there would

remain no locality in the land which would not be

open to some objection, and it would be impossible

to find a site for a hospital at all.

Combined
Drains and
By-Laws.

" What is sauce for the goose is

sauce for the gander." Who can

doubt, in perusing the report of

the recent case of Blimdell v. Price,

that had the question been who was liable to repair

the combined drain, the owner would have argued

that it was a sewer vested in the authority H Such,

indeed, is actually the fact. But inasmuch as the

question was whether a by-law could be evaded, we
find the owner in this instance raising the contrary

contention, though hapjiily without avail. The by-

law provided for the construction in new buildings

of a trap in every main drain or other drain com-
municating "with any sewer. Now, it is self-evident

that in the case of a combined system if the con-

duit which relieves the drainage of two or more
houses ig a sewer the drain of each separate house
must, under such a by-law, be trapped before enter-

ing that sewer ; whereas, if it is a di'ain, it is only

necessary to pi'ovide one trap in the conduit itself

before its connection with the main sewer in the

street. The owner in the case referi'ed to argued
(as we have intimated) that the combined system
was a " drain " and not a " sewer " within the

meaning of the by-law. We need hardly point out
that such an interpretation would render the by-law
futile in cases of combined drainage. It is, there-

fore, a matter on which the Birmingham Corj^ora-

tion and local authorities generally are to be con-

gratulated that the Court decided against this view
of the matter and upheld the decision of the justices

who had convicted the owner of non-compliance
with the by-law in question. If these combined
systems are vested, with all their liabilities, in local

authorities, it is only equitalile that they should be
" sewers " to all intents and purposes.

Aword may now be ojiportuuely

Electric iKng ^^^^^^^ °"
^^Y^ «/ ^\ electricity

Consumer. consumer, who, though prone to

grumble, is nevertheless long suf-

fering. It will be remembered that some two years

ago many electric lighting systems adopted a higher
voltage in the distribution of electricity, that is say,

it became the ciistom to supply electricity to a con-

sumer at a pressure of 220 volts instead of 110 volts.

There was adequate reason for the change. It en-

abled the direct-current stations to increase the area

over which they could economically distribute elec-

tricity and thus permit of possible reductions in the

price. To the central station engineer the prospect
was most gratifying, but after some two years' ex-

perience one cannot say that the higher voltage

supply has yielded much advantage to the con-

sumer. It cannot be denied that a larger consump-
tion of electricity would enable the managers of

central stations to lower their chai'ges ; and the
introduction of higher voltage undoubtedly has a
marked influence on the output, but the consumer,
whose supply of electricity has been changed from
110 volts to 220, suffers by reason of a 220-volt

lamp costing a good deal more than the 110-volt

type and being much less elKcient. As a direct con-

sequence of this, consTimers are finding their elec-

tricity accounts considerably increased without ob-

taining any more light than forme] ly. No doubt

improvements in manufacture will eventually result

in a cheaper and more perfect lamp, but in the

meantime electricity works managers would do well

to consider the question of lowering the price in

order to counteract the disadvantages of the higher

voltage supply.
* « *

Just as we are going to press we

*"„f"M'.J!'^f„*11^ l'"ve received the programme of
of Municipal ,, ,. ,1 .

'^
1 ,.

J.

EngineerQ. '"^ toi-tbcommg annual meeting ot

the Incorporated Association of

Municipal and County Engineers. This year the

members will go to the Scottish metropolis, and Mr.
O. Claude Robson will make an excellent president.

It will be seen that there are no fewer than nine

papers to be read, each dealing with some matter

of strong interest in connection with municipal en-

gineering, and they should not fail to elicit interest-

ing discussions. In another important resjject the

programme is equally strong—we mean in regard to

visiting various works of interest. It can easily be

understood that a city like Edinburgh has no lack

either of important municipal engineering works or

of places of general interest. No doubt a large number
of members will be attracted north a fortnight hence.

We may mention that the programme as now given

may be subject to correction, and it will be ob-

served that the name of the writer of one of the

papers has not been filled in.

We ai'e glad to note that in lay-

EfecUlo*' "^o down the plant for the muni-

Tramways. cipal electric tramways at Glasgow
considerable progress is being made

towards completion. Engines and dynamos are now
being delivered, the relaying of the track is almost

completed, and considerable progress has been made
in the erection of the overhead wires and posts. It

will be remembered that the work upon which the

corporation are now engaged constitutes practically

an experimental line, and if the working proves

satisfactory pi-obably the whole of the immense
sj'stem of tramways in Glasgow will be completely

equipped for electrical working, and will ultimately

form one of the lai'gest electric tnunway systems in

Europe.

NEW WATERWORKS AT BARMOUTH.

The ceremouy of opening the Barmouth new waterworks
was performed on Saturday by Mr. T. W. Russell, M.p., Par-
liamentary secretary to the Local Government Board. These
new works are situated among the Merionethshire mountains,
and the reservoir contains storage for 100,000,000 gallons

(of which 52,000,000 g.allons are for the supply of Barmouth),
and will supply a population of 20,000 for 104 days. The
works cost nearly £30,000. At a banquet held in the after-

noon Mr. T. W. Russell, in reply to the toast of " The Local
Governing Bodies of the United Kingdom," spoke of the
enormous and increasing work of the Local (rovernment
Board, and said that since its establishment it had sanctioned

the spending upon sauitai-y work of £162,760,000. Whereas
before the establishment of the central authority the expendi-

ture upon sanitary work in the kingdom during ten years was
only £2,956,000, the sum spent during the last ten years was
£16,000,000. With due deference to those in favour of de-

centralisation, he contended that there was no tribunal in the

United Kingdom where more fair play was shown than in

committees of the House of Commons and of the House of

Lords. Ho was in favour of the principle of loca! tribunals

to deal with local affairs, but the difficulty was to find the

best plan for devolution, and he did not look forward to a
speedy settlement of that problem.

Business Announcement.—The Johnson Sanitai-y Appli-

ances Company, Limited, whoso registered offices ai-e at 71

Temple-row, Birmingham, have been formed as a syndicate to aC"

quire and develop commercially several sanitary appliances for

which letters patent have been granted to Mr. Joseph .John-

son, of Bilston ; and also other inventions of Mr. Johnson and
of Mr. John Price, the engineer and surveyor to the city of

Birmingham, relating to an improved combined lifting and
locking apparatus for use in connection wit); manhole covers

and caps. The com]>any have for their directors Messrs.

Frederick H. Cartland, of King's Heath ; John Griffiths, of

Coventry ; and Joseph Johnson. The latter will join the

board after allotment.
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Association of IVIuniGipal and County Engineers.

MEETINGS AT NORWICH AND YARMOUTH.

^1

.-.At^Stm^

Norwich; The Gi'iLDnAr,L.

When Mr. Cockrill, tbc district secretary for the eastern
counties, read the minutes of the last eastern counties district
meeting on Saturday there was an involuntary start of sur-
prise when the members were reminded that the last meeting
in the district was that held at Bury St. Edmunds in June,
IS'J.3, that is to say five years ago. It should be remembered,
of course, that towns of importance are not very nnmcrous in
the eastern counties, and for obvious reasons it would not bo
advisable to hold meetings too frequently in the same places.
The object aimed at is to hold one meeling in each year in

each district, and if the object is not always realised it may
safely be assumed that the district secretary has had excep-
tional difficulties to cope with. In 1898, however, it has been
found possible to arrange not only one, but two district meet-
ings in the eastern counties, and as Norwich and Yarmouth
are no great distance from each other it was a distinctly good
idea to provide that meetings should be held on successive
days—Friday and Saturday of last week. This double meet-
ing was distinctly successful, whether in regard tj attend-
ance, weather, the hospitality evinced in the reception, or
the interest and information attaching to the papers to be
read and the works to be visited. From first to last there
were plenty of signs that the most strenuous efforts had been
put fortli by Mr. Collins and Mr. Cockrill to make the meet-
ings in every way successful by securing the most hospitable
of receptions, by the preparation of excellent and instructive
papers, and the drawing up of fall and excellent programmes.
All those who were present on Friday and Saturday will hope
that district meetings in the eastern counties will be arranged
as frequently as possible. The great majority attended on
both days, and among those present at one or both meetings
were the following :

—

. PAST-PRKsmENTs: Messr.s. J. Lobley, Hanley j and J. T.
Eayrs, Birmingham.

Membkrs of CouNcit : Messrs. J. W. Cockrill, Great Yar-
mouth ; J. P. Barber, Islington ; E. G. Mawbey, Leicester

;

J. S. Pickering, Nuneaton ; and W. Weaver, Kensington.
ME.MBRKS: Messra.F. Baker, Middlesbrough; W.L. Bradley.

Tonbridgp; E. Buckham, Ipswich; S. Churchward, St. Thomas,
Exeter ; T. Cockrill, Haverhill ; A. E. Collins, Norwich ; R.
M. Gloyno, Eastbourne; II. Goodyear, Colchester; A. D.
Greatorex, West Bromwich; G. H. Hamby, Lowestoft; T. W.
A. llayward, Sudbury; H. G. Himson, East Dereham ; G. S.
llorton, Felixstowe ; J. H. Jevons, Hertford ; H. Leete, Isle
of Ely; W. H. Leete, Bedford; J. Mann, Seveuoaks; J. W.
Metcalf, Newmarket ; E. F. Morgan, Croydon ; A. H. Moun-
tain, Withington ; H. Nettleton, Weston-super-Mare ; -J.

Parker, Nottingham; T. J. Peacock, Spalding; J. Price, Bir-
mingham

J
N. Scorgie, Eotherhithe ; A. F. Scott, Cromer ; E.

J. Silcock, King's Lynn ; C. Chambers Smith, Sutton, Surrey;

K. J. Thomas, Aylesbury ; and O. E. Winter, Southwark.

Visitors : Messrs. W. J. Allan, Carrow Works, Norwich

;

J. L. N. Barnard ; C. H. W. Biggs, London ; T. S. Breese

;

H. Buckham, Ipswich; R. Burton, London ; Editor, TiiK Sur-
veyor, London ; P. O. J'ell, Norwich ; G.Green; A. Hausun,
London ; W. C. C. Hawtayne, London; D. Havers, Norwich

;

G. T. Holmes ; A. B. Hopkins, London ; R. Johnston, Cardiff

;

C. Keep, Nottingham ; A. Morrell ; L. P. Marshall, Norwich ;

A. F. Oatley, Norwich ; A. H. Preece, London ; W. T. Plume,
London; W. Paton, London; R. S. Richards, Ealing; 0. H.
Rice ; J. Shone, London ; N. Sisson, London ; R. Spncey
E. Wintree, London ; T. Wilkinson, London ; and G. Watson
Leeds.

THE NORWICH MEETING.
First impressions of a town :ue nut always favourable, but

it may be said both of Norwich and of Yarmouth that no
matter at what time or at what point they are entered the

effect upon the visitor would probably be an agreeable one.

Possibly there are more points of contrast than of comparison
to be found in passing from the one town to the other, but

one feature at least tlioy have in coininon in no small degree.

Each town lakes us well back into the past, .and each retains

enough of the old-world aspect to remind us of the rapidity

and completeness with which the characteristics of a new age

are supplanting those of a former day. Placidly, and with

res'gnation, the past seems to submit to inevitable efface-

meut, but as if meant for silent protest, there are places in

which monuments of other days are still numerous. Such is

Norwich, though its interest for the visitors of last week
consists chiefly in the illustrations it provides in connection

with those works of municipal and sanitary engineering

which are essentially a growth of the last half century. Of

what has been done in Norwich of late years in regard to

municipal engiuoering plenty of information will be found in

the paper read by Mr. Collins, but a few words may be devoted

to tracing briefly the general history and present stage of

development of the city, especially from the municipal point

of view.

England is renowned for its representative instittltions,

both Pai-liamentary and municipal, and few, if any, better

examples could be found than Norwich of municipal insti-

tntions deep rooted in the past, of institutions in which
" freedom broadens slowly down, from precedent to prece-

dent." It has associations extending back not only to the

times of the Danes and the Anglo-Saxons, but to those of the

Romans. Municipally, however, its history practically began

in the reign of Henry II., who granted the first charter
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of incorporation. Subsequently this was renewed by other
monarchs, but until the passing of the Municipal Corporations
Act the governing charter was that granted by Charles II.

There w;is also a guild known as " The Aldermen, Masters,
Brethren and Sistei-s of the Fraternity and Guild of St.
George in Norwich," which was a civil institution and re-

cognised as part of the corporation of the city. In spite of
the city's municipal antiquity, neither the water supply nor

Mb. C. C. Rix Spesmam,
Mayor of Norwich.

the gasworks have been municipalised. The chief landmarks
of former days are the Castle, of which we shall liave auother
opportunity of speaking, and the Cathedral, which was begun
in 109() by Herbert de Losinga, completed in 1430, and
altered and considerably improved early in the present
century. Norwich is peculiarly rich in ecclesiastical archi-
tecture, for there are upwards of forty churches, the oldest
of which is tliat of St. Julian, built before the Conquest,
and the largest that of St. Peter, Maucroft, 212 ft. hmg.
This liberal supply of church architecture no doubt adds
largely to the picturesque appearance of the town, which
certainly seems to be in no danger of losing those " ameni-
ties, not omitting the flower gardens, in which all the inhabit-

ants excel," of which Evelj'n wrote. A writer of a later

day, George Borrow, wrote as follows of this antique city

:

" A flue old city truly, view it from whatever side you will ;

but it shows best from the east, where the ground, bold and
elevated, overlooks the fair fertile v.alley in which it stands.

At the foot of the heights flows the narrow and deep river,

with an antique bridge communicating with a long and
narrow suburb, flanked on either side by ricli meadows of
brightest green beyond which spreads the city—the fine old

city, perhaps the most curious specimen extant of the
gennine old English town."

Sonne reference may be made to the general mnnicipal
activities of the town. Norwich is an episcopal city, and one
of tlio few whicli has not only the status but the jurisdiction

of a county. The council have a real estate of which they re-

tain the freehold, the ground rents bringing in a revenue of

£2,424. Norwich Castle and gardens and the Castle Museum
are preserved by the corporation in the interests of the public

Norwich ; Intkriok oi' Norman Keep, Castle Museum.

and only add Id. to the rates. A similar rate, producing
£1,290, suffices to maintain the Free Library. St Andrew's
Hall, the nave of a conventual church, is one of the finest

Gothic edifices in England. In addition to a ruined chapel
called Kett's castle, several ancient churches, remains of
others, as well as of four priories and a nunnery, vestiges of
the town walls, the Devil's Tower—a picturesque ruin—the
dungeon, tower and the stranger's hall, a mansion of the time
of Henry VIIT. The other buildings include the post office,

theatre, assembly-rooms, corn exchange, chamber of com-
merce, county and city buildings, guildhall, agricultural hall,
county conrt, cavalry and infantry barracks. A large and
handsome bridge has been erected by the corporation to
facilitate the traflic to the passenger and goods stati<m
erected by the Great Eastern Railway Company.
A visitor to Norwich quickly observes the extent to which

wood paving is used, but granite setts are now being used
also. The corporation, as we have remarked, do not possess
the gas, electric and water supply serN-ices, but they possess
very profitable markets. They have provided allotments
and maintain a cemetery, the revenue received by the cor-
poration as burial board being sntKcient to meet all working
expenditure. Open spaces and recreation grounds are plenti-
ful. In addition to the castle gi-ounds, there is Monsehold
Heath, a large tract of land containing 183 acres; Chapel
Field Gardens, about 7 acres ; and Gildencroft recreation
ground, about 3 acres. Educational and charitable institu-
tions are numerous and important. From a very remote
period Norwich was a manufacturing town, and was long
famous for worsteds. It has now very large mustard aiid
stai-ch works, silk, worsted and woollen mills, with several
foundries. Large quantities of boots, shoes and clothes are
also manufactured in the city. The area of the city is

7,558 acres, the population 110,000, and the rateable v.alne

£346,553.

AT THE GUILDHALL.
According to the programme the meeting should have

begun at 2.15 p.m., but owing to an invitation to lunclicon
from the mayor and the chairmen of committees a start was
made half an hour earlier. The luncheon was served in the
Guildhall, and the company afterwards assembled} in the
council chamber, the chair being at first oooupied by the
mayor, Mr. C. C. Rix Spelman.
The Mayor offered a cordial welcome to the members, and

remarked that he dare say most of them had heard of Nm-

NoRwiCH : Exterior of Power House at the New Mills
Water and Steam Power Air Compressing Station.

wich, for during the past quarter of a century it h,ad been the
happy hunting ground of the civil engineer. (Laughter.)

Mr. Eavks, past-president, then took the chair and apolo-
gised for the absence of the president. Sir Alexander Kinnie.
He thanked the mayor for the kind welcome that had been
iccorded tlio .association, and remarked that he had no doubt
Norwich would continue to be the happy hunting ground of
ilie civil engineer for many years to come. He remembered
I lie time when Mr. Morant was the city engincei-, but his
work, of course, from lapse of time, had to a very great ex-
tent become out of date. In the past the death rate of Nor-
wich hiid been rather higher than might have been hoped for
and from its ancient surroundings there was no doubt a great
deal of sanitary work would remain to be done. He had not
the slightest doubt that the corporation had entered upon
sanitary improvements in the city which would bring Norwich
to the forefront of municipal boroughs in this kingdom.
From the reputation Mr. Collins had achieved in other towns,
he was sure that gentlcmsin would not be lacking in his work
in the city. The members of the association wished Mr.
Collins health and strength to carry out his duties to the
satisfaction of the corporation. He proposed a rote of thanks
to the mayor and corporation for their hospitality.
The Mayor having briefly replied, the following paper was

read :

—

SOME MUNICIPAL WORKS IN NORWICH.
By Arthur E. Collins, a.m.i.c.e..

City Engineer, Norwich.
[Mr. Arthur Kllison Collins was born at LostwithicI, Cornwnll, in

1856, and ed'icated at North Uill Grammar School, Plymouth. At the
age of sixteen be was articled to Mr. Robert Ilodge, formerlv an as.'iiat-
ant of Brunei, and then borough engineer and surveyor of Plymouth. .

Mr. Hodge was oue of the earliest members of the Incorporated Asso-
ciation of Municipal and County Engineers. During Mr. Collins' jnipil-
nge exten.iive municipal works were in progress in Plymouth, and of
these he had more experience than usually falls to the lot of a pupil.
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Whilst a pupil (in 1876) he wfts awarded the Queen's bronze medal for

buildmsr construction. On the expiration of his articles at Plymouth
Mr. Collins was articled to Messrs. Harvey & Co., hydraulic engineers,

Hayle, Cornwall, and afterwards entered the service of Messrs. Tangye
Brothers, Birmingham. Whilst with the former he was engaged for

some time on the construction of the important pumping machinery of

the Severn tunnel, and it is a curious coincidence that he was also

similarly occupied on temporary pumping machinery for the Mersey
tunnel whilst at Messrs. Tangye's. During the reljuilding of certain

of Brunei's high timber viaducts on the Cornwall railway Mr. Collins

was engaged as assistant to the engineer of the Hne. As engineering

:^*^^

assistant to the late firm of Messrs. Morewood & Co., Birmingham,
he prepared designs and sujierintendt d the carrying out of various
bridge and roof contracts, one of the latter of which was for a very ex-

tensive roof in Madras. In 1883 Mr. Collins was appointed chief en-

gineering assistant to Mr. Arthur Jacob, a. a., m.i.c.e., then borough
engineer of Salford. He held that appointment for six years, during
which time, among other important works, he prepared the designs and
superintended the works for the ccmpleticn of the extensive intercept-

ing sewers of that borough. With the sanction of Mr. Jacobs, he intro-

duced many impiovements in the designs for flood-preventing valves,

large sewer-flushing valves, leap wears, &c., in connection with the
intercepting system. In 1S88 Mr. Collins received the appointment of

town surveyor and water engineerof Weston-super-Mare. Here he re-

organised the work of his department, and designed and carried out
extensions and improvements to the drainage and water supply systems,
new buildings, the laying of new parks and pleasure grounds, ike. In
1691 Mr. Collins was appointed borough engineer and surveyor of Read-
ing, and in 1895 to the city surveyorship of Norwich, the position he
now holds. Mr. Collins was admitted as an associate member of the
Institution of Civil Engineers in December, 1887, and as a member of

the Association of Municipal and County Engineers in Febiniary, 1888.

Our portrait is from a photograph by Messrs. Maull 4 Pox, 187a Picca-
dilly, London, W.]

In conseqaence of difficulties arisinf; out of the train ser-

vices from London and from Peterborough, it has only been
practicable to arrange for a very short meeting of our asso-

ciation in Norwich, and consequently this paper will not deal

exhaustively with the public works of Norwich. It has been
written to show the reasons for and to facilitate the com-

Norwich : E.xtebior of St. Andrews and Blackfriabs
Halls. (Corporation Public Halls.)

prehension of some of the works to be visited by you this
afternoon.

The population of Norwich in 1821 was 50,288, in 1881 it

was 87,842, and in 1891 it was 100,970. In June, 1898, the
estimated population was 112,000. The average annual
death rate for the past five years has been 1859.

It comprises the city and the county of the city of Nor-
wich, its boundaries being defined in the charter of Philip
and Mary. The area is 7,472 acres. The rateable value is

£346,553, which is excessively low, havingregard to the popu-
lation and area; as a result the rates in the £1 are high.
Some portions of the drainage system still in use are centuries
old. During the past few years considerable lengths of large
ancient sewers have been put out of use. Generally they
were built with walls and flat bottoms constructed of flints in

lime mortar, and covered with brick arches. Some fifty

years since extensive sewerage works were constructed, th e

sewers then constructed discharging into the river, with the

result that the river got exceedingly foul. A main outfall

sewer with branches was constructed some thirty years since,

to intercept the old sewers and deliver the sewage to a main
outfall sewage pumping station constructed at the same time
at Trowse. From this point the sewage is pumped on to a

sewage farm having a total area of 503 acres, 268 of which
are available to receive sewage. The land is irrigated with
raw sewage, no precipitation, filtration or other process being

used. The farm is satisfactorily let. When the main outfall

sewer was brought into use, thirty years since, it was found
to be so leaky as to make it practically impossible for the

three powerful beam pumping engines at the outfall to keep
the sewer pumped down. This state of things was due to the

following facts.

1. In consequence of the extent of low-lying inhabited area

.\iiR« an : iNTKlilOK OK St. ANDREWS HALL
(Corporation Public Hall.)

to be dealt with, the main outfall sewer, having to deliver
outside the city, had to be kept very low through most of its

length. At its outfall the invert is 19 ft. below the line of

saturation; it continues below this line for about 2i miles.

2. The soil along most of the lino of sewer is so freely

pervious to water that it may almost be described as an
underground lake. The line of saturation being practically

river level, drainage of the subsoil except by pumping is im-
practicable.

3. Whilst the brickwork of the sewer, wherever the author
has examined it, is good, it is not watertight. In his opinion
it was scarcely practicable to make it watertight under the
conditions. Had iron construction been adopted at that time
the new scheme now in progress would not have been re-

quired excepting as regards the newer parts of the city.

The corporation, finding the state of things here named to

exist, consulted the best engineering talent of that day, with
the result that the most leaky portions of the sewer were
lined with iron. Whilst the lining itself was watertight, the

'

total amount of leakage was not materially decreased by it,

as when the water was dammed out at one place it found its

way in at others, more especially at the junctions of iron

Collins' Street CIulley and Scavenging Street Attach-

ment : Beginning to Lift Gullet Silt Box.

linings with the unlined brickwork, and whilst many devices

were tried to overcome this none were successful. As the

ultimate result the then city engineer (Mr. P. P. Marshall,

who took office after these difficulties had arisen) advised :—

1. Tlie construction of a new main outfall sewer at a

higher level than the old one, and the abandonment of the

old one.
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2. The adoption of the Shone system for raising the sewage

of the lovf.level districts into the new main outfall sewer.

3. The re-drainage of the whole of the city on the separate

system. The undertaking contemplated being of a very ex-

tensive character, the corporation obtained its Act of 1888,

giving them powers to do the necessary works, including the

construction of air mains beneath the streets and borrowing

powers to the extent of £80,000. The works were then put

in hand under Mr. Marshall's direction, and carried on by him
until his resignation of office ; they were continued by the

late Mr. Buchan until his resignation, and since by the author.

Throughout Messrs. Shone & Ault have been the consulting

engineers as regards the ejectors, air and sealed mains and

air compressors, which have cost about £25,000 out of a total

expenditure which at completion will reach about £164,000.

Until about two and a half years since the works were carried

on by men in the direct employ of the corporation ; since

then contracting has been resorted to, excepting in the cases of

CoLLiN.s' Street Gully and Scavenging Cart Attachment :

Lifting Gdlley Silt Box.

certain difficult works where the amounts contractors would o
necessity have to charge to cover risks would be large. In
these cases the works have been done by tlie corporation staff.

The corporation has been very fortunate in securing the
services of most competent contractors, they being Messrs.
Hughes & Lancaster, of Westminster, for the ejector stations,

air and sealed mains and air-compressing machinery ; Messrs.
Monk & Newell, of Liverpool, for the sewers in tlie western
low-level district; and Messrs. B. Cooke & Co., of London, for

one high-level and four low-level districts.

The new main outfall sewer is constructed of circular con-
crete pipes surrounded with cement concrete, commencing
with an internal diameter of 3 ft. 6 in. At the outfall its in-

vert is 5 ft. below the line of saturation. Otherwise, except-
ing in the case of pipes across the river, the whole of the
sewage sewers are constructed of circular stoneware pipes,

which are jointed on Parker & Hassall's system beneath or

near the line of saturation, and in all places where special

care is required. This joint was adopted after trials of various
systems of joints, including one devised by the author at the
suggestion of Mr. Ault. The trials consisted of laying lengths
of sower from manhole to manhole in the most waterlogged
ground available, and noting the leakage (if any) both before
and after the trenches were filled up. The results obtained
in laying long lengths of Parker & Hassall's pipes in water-
logged ground have, in the author's opinion, quite justified

his choice. The air mains are almost throughout of cast-iron,

socketed, lead-jointed pipes. Hero attention must be drawn
to the necessity for the greatest possible care to ensure air-

tightness. Leaks are easily located before the pipes are

covered by filling the pipes with air under pressure, and
painting all the joints, &c., with soapy water, when the most
minute leaks will reveal themselves by _ the formation of

bubbles.

The sealed mains consist in almost all cases of cast-iron,

socketed, lead-jointed pipes. They are for the purpose of

conveying sewage from the high levels on one side of the
valley through which the river runs to the new outfall sewer
on the other side of the valley ; they also receive the pnmpage
from the ejectors. Each of these sealed mains forms an in-

verted syphon, dipping, in the case of a 24-in. pipe crossing
the Wensum at Fye bridge, to the extent of 16-7.5 ft. below
the hydraulic gradient, and, in the case of the 12-in. pipe at
Carrow bridge, 14 ft. below the hydraulic gradient.

Toensure cleansing velocities, through these deeply inverted
syphons, almost the whole of the sewage passing through them
is delivered in concentrated flushes, that from the high levels

by the aid of automatic flush tanks, that from the low levels

by the ejectors. Two of these inverted syphons have been at
work for several months without any trouble arising, except
as regards the sufficient ventilation of the pipes between the
water level when not discharging and the flush tank or
ejector inlets. What he considered sufficient ventilation was
provided by the author, but he had to materially increase it

before obtaining sufficient velocity of discharge from the
automatic flush tank or ejector, as the case may be.

For the construction of the sewers across the river at five

points, comprising nine actual pipe crossings, various methods
were adopted as circumstances dictated. At Carrow bridge,

where the river is crossed by a 12-in. sealed main, a 7-in.

low-level gravitating sewer and a 3-in. air main, advantage
was taken of the old low-level branch sewer 30 in. in diameter
to receive the three new- pipes. The old sewer was too small

to admit of the joining of pipes within it ; moreover, it was
neither straight, horizontally nor vertically. The work was
done as follows : A trench about 12 ft. long was sunk down
to the old sewer on one bank of the river, and a working shaft

about 7 ft. square on the other bank, and the arch of the

sewer removed at each end. The pipes were lowered into

the trench and jointed at the bottom. The whole of the

pipes were of steel, lap-welded ; the joints of the 12-in. and
7-in. pipes were spherical, the sockets being of steel bored to

spherical shape, the male ends were faced, turned to a narrow
chamfer at the extreme end and provided with three grooves,

to hold the jointing lead. Two pipes having been put in

position for jointing and tightly forced together with a
screw-jack, the joint; was run with lead and caulked tightly

between the outside of the cylindrical male end and the

inside of the spherical socket. The joints of the 3-in. steel air

main used at this point were made with ordinary screwed
sockets, with back nuts and gaskets at each end of each socket

to ensure airtightness. The joints having been made on a

section, and the pipes bundled together in fagot fashion, they
were drawn into the old 30-in. iron sewer beneath the river

by means of a chain attached to the shoreward end of the
pipes, and passing from thence through the 30-in. pipe to a
crab fi.xed at the bottom of the working shaft at the oppo-
site side of the river. The bundle pipes having been drawn
a pipe length into the old 30-in. pipe, the cycle of operations
was i-epeated until the three pipe lines were completely laid

across the river. After this the pipes were tested, when it

was found that, notwithstanding the fact that at one-half of

the joints flexure had occurred in at least three directions

after the joints had been made, and that at all the joints

some flexure had taken place, all of the joints were quite free

from leakage, and the pipes throughout water or air tight as

the case might be. At times the force required to move the
pipes was so great that a hydraulic jack was required to push
whilst the crab pulled. At Foundry bridge advantage was
taken of the existence of the old low-level sewer crossing,

which consisted of an iron pipe 6 ft. internal diameter. The
size available made constructional work comparatively straight-

forward at this point.

At Fye bridge a 24-in. sealed main inclining from north
to south, and a 9-iu. gravitating sewage sewer from south to
north, had to be constructed beneath the bridge and below the
navigation dejjth of the river. This work had to be done with-
out stopping the bridge for traiiic or the river for navigation
excepting during a limited number of hours, and was effected

as follows; Steel pipes 30ft. long (the span of the bridge
being 33 ft.) were obtained ; at both ends of this pair of pipes

Collins' Street Gclly and Scayenginq Cart Attachment :

Tipping Gullet Silt Bo.x.

wooden yoke pieces were attached in such a manner as to

secure the pipes in their proper relative positions to each
other; the joints between the yoke pieces and the pipes were
caulked so as to be watertight, the sides of the yokes were
groved to receive the sheeting planks of a coffer dam, and to

their tops doors were hinged ; such doors afterwards formed
parts of the coffer dams. The pipes having been prepared in

this manner, they were flo.ited upon a pontoon beneath the

bridge and slung from the bridge, by means of proper tackle,

above a trench which had previously been dredged to receive

them. The pontoon was then floated away and the pipes
lowered on to the dredged bed. Up to this time the doors
above mentioned were lying horizontally upon the pipes, this

being necessitated by the limited head-room beneath the

bridge. When the pipes had been lowered the doors were
raised to the vertical position, the position of the pipes accu-

rately adjusted by the aid of marks previously' placed upon
the doors, and the pipes covered with concrete. Coffer dams
were then driveA in continuation of the small portions gf
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such dams formed liy the doors and yokes. Tlie drivinp; of
the piles had to be effected to a sjreat extent by means of
hydranlio y.icks which abntted against the under side of the
bridge. Shafts were then snulv at the landward end of both
abatnients, and headings driven beneath the abutments into

the coffer dams. This work had to be carried out at such a
depth as to be in parts below the points of the piles sui>port-

ing the bridge abutments. A manhole was built at each end
of the river length; through these manholes the pipes arc
carried in special castings provided with large access doors
to enable blockages to be dealt with should they occur. Blow-
outs and stop-valves are also arranged on the up-stream side

of each of the deei)est dips to enable the pipes to be to a
great extent emptied without pumping. These precautions
wore taken with the whole of the inverted syphons excepting
that from No. 5 ejector near New Mills, where the dip is

comparatively slight. Along many miles of route both sur-

face-water and sewage sewers have had to be provided, the
old combined sewers being from one cause or another un-
suitable for retention as surface-water sewers. Through
nearly the whole of this length the sewage sewers are re-

fpiired to be much deeper than the surface-water sowers

;

the former are invariably constructed of pipes, and the latter

partly of pipes, but to a great extent of brickwork in cement.
In all cases the trenches are excavated in such a w;iy as to

accommodate both sewers in one trench, the trenches being
got out wide enough for both sewers to the depths necessary;
for the shallower sewer a benching is then left and a nar-
rower trench carried down for the deejier sewer. In conse-
(pience of the nature of the soil and the precnutions taken,
no disturbance or settlement of either of the shallow sewers
has been noticed excepting in one short length, notwithstanding
the fact that the deep trench is not refilled with concrete,
but only with selected excavated material. The special pre-
cautions taken have been to select the most suitable exca-
vated material for refilling purposes, to have it well rammed,
and where the work is beneath the line of saturation (as it

mostly i^) to allow the water to rise before commencing to

lay the shallower sewer. Where the work is being carried
out above the line of saturation a plentiful supply of water
is used to assist consolidation. It was in consequence of a
neglect of this precaution that the only disturbance of one of
the shallower sewers above referred to occurred. The diffi-

culties arising from the attempt to carry out the separate
system in this ancient and irr(!gnlarly-built city were found
to be so great, and likely to lead to such an enormous outlay,
that the author soon after his appointment advised that ex-
cepting in the low-level districts drained by means of ejectors,

and in new bnildings and new building estates, the separate
system be not proceeded with for the time being, but that the
ben existing combined sewers be intercepted at suitable

points in such a manner that sewage and storm water up to

a sufficient dilution should pa.ss into the sewage sewerage
system, and after the pre-arranged amount of dilution had
been exceeded the whole flow should pass to the I'iver, which,
where any of the storm overflows exist, is tidal, and below
the New Mills weir, which in its turn is some distance below
any waterworks intake. The council accepted this proposi-

tion, and since that time the works have proceeded on the

lines recommended. Whilst the author upholds the separate
system of sewerage as the best one extant, yet the complica-

tions and expenses are so great in cases similar to that he is

dealing with in Norwich, that he feels he is perfectly justi-

fied in the departure from it he has made. At New Mills a
working model will be exhibited of a valve used for effecting

the required storm-water separation. It will be seen by
reference to the diagram that by altering the positions of

the adjusting nuts the point of cut-off as regards amount of

dilution can be varied.

BJKCTORS.

For the drainage of the districts lying below the levels

commanded by the new main outfall sewer, six ejector stations

have been constructed, each containing a pair of Shone's
ejectors, manufactured by Messrs. Hughes & Lancastei-. The
pair of ejectors at station No. 5, near New Mills, are the
largest yet constructed, and are notable as having double
inlet and outlet pipes, and valves to facilitate filling and dis-

charging. This pair of ejectors have lifted 1,500 gallons per

minute against a head of 14 ft. 8 in., through an 18-in. rising

main 375 yards long, discharging into the main outfall sewer
in St. Benedicts-street. The whole of the ejector stations

are for the greater part of their dt^pths below the liue of

saturation; large vohimos of water had to be dealt with in

sinking them ; in two cases pumping was of no avail, and air

pressure had to be used during the excavations.

Air under a nominal pressure of 15 lb. to the inch is dis-

tributed to the six ejector stations from the power station at

New Mills through 2s iriiles of cast-iron pipes having a maxi-
mum diameter of 9-iii. ajid a minimum of Sin. As the pipes

wei"e laid, and again after completion, they were tested with
air pressure at 40 lb. to the inch, and were not accepted unless

the losses from all causes amounted to less than 5 per cent,

of the absolute initial teat pressure in one hour. The installa-

tion completely satisfied this condition ; if it had not done so

the contractors would have been required to apply a hydraulic

test of 40 lb. to the inch to the pipes, and localise leaks by
the aid of Guest & Chrime's waste-water detector. This,

however, was not necess.ary in Norwich.

The air compressing machinery consists of two pairs of

horizontal compound non-condensing steam engines, having
cylinders O^-in. and 14i in. by IS in. stroke, actuating 15 in.
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by 18 iu. stroke aiv compresaorg, the valres of which are

doable lipped. Tlie inlet valves are mounted on the piston

rods in such a manner as to have a positive motion in assist-

ance of that duo to difference of air pressure on their oppo-

site sides ; the delivery valves are independent, and are opened

and closed by the variations of air pressure on opposite sides.

The initial steam pressure is 1201b. on the square inch;

steam will be supplied when required from a Baboock-Wilcox

water-tube boiler, heated by the products of combustion from

CITY OF NORWICH NEW DRAINAGE WORKS.

Power STATro.>i and Bridge, .Vew Mills.

Suction across MitL Pond and Engine Hoose

travels with it to the charging hole of a furnace, where the
truck bottom is opened and the refuse is deposited ; the
empty truck is then returned by the traveller to its wheels.

A sufficient length of rails has been provided to accommodate
twelve trucks, and storage for additional truck bodies is

being provided at the level of the furnace top. The six trucks

included in the experimental delivery do not give quite satis-

factory results, a.s, inconsequence of the local practice of col-

lecting every class of refuse, a large amount of iibrous

material, such as straw, &c., has to be dealt with which does
not fall through the openings in the truck bottoms freely. It

is intended to adopt a different arrangement for the re-

mainder of the trucks and to alter the six experimental ones.

The new trucks will be provided with trunnions to enable
them to be ti|:)ped and thus emptied.
The flow of the river W'ensum, which has an average fall

of 6 ft. C in. at Now Mill, offers an alternative to the steam
plant for actuating the air compressors. The water is used
through two 4S.in. " Victor" turbines, supplied by Mr. F.

Nell, of Queen Victoria. street, London; their construction

will be e-vplained at New Mills by the aid of a model of the

wheels, where also a model ejector has been fixed.

Each turbine drives one of the engine crank shafts through

CITY OF NORWICH NEW DRAINAGE WORKS.
Power Stattov and BRincE, Nkw Mills.

two Horsfall refuse furnaces, which have been constructed

within an old building .already provided with a chimney
100 ft. high, and situated about 40 yards from the ]iower-

house, and on the opposite side of an arm of the river. Steam
is conveyed to the engines through a .5-in. steel iiipe, which,
where outdoors, is covered with Leroy's non-conducting com-
position 3 in. thick, protected from tiie weather with galvan-

ised-iron sheeting. Whilst steam has not been required for

driving the air corapres.sors up to the present, the alternative

power to be hereafter described liaviug been sufficient, tests

of the furnaces and boilers have been made, when it has been
found that the two furnaces, each having a grate-bar area of

5 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft., are capable of burning about 90 cubic yards
or 30 tons of refuse per twenty-four hours, and of evapoi-ating

water at the rate of 2,400 lb. per hour, at a pressure of 125 lb.

The method adopted for raising the refuse is special, and was
due to the fact that sufficient space w.as not available for the
construction of a inclined road to the top of furnace setting,

which is higher than usual above ground level, because of the
liability of the site to floods and the desire to keep the flues,

&c., dry.

The method in qne.stion is as follows : A sunk rail pit has
been constructed in such a manner as to enable the house
scavenging vans to tip their contents into trucks running on
rails in the rail pit. The trucks are eacli of equal capacity
to that of a van. When refuse is required for the furnaces,
an overhead rope-driven traveller, which commands the rail

pit ami th9 furnace top, raises th? body only of a truck.

SFcTioNAr, Elevation of Bripge.

Plaii of Eincmt House, BuiDCe

a pair of bevel wheels. Whilst the turbines are doing the

driving, the piston rods of the engines are uncoupled between
the steam and air cylinders and the eccentric rods discon-

nected. When the engines are driving the turbines are un-

coupled from the crank shafts.

The old-fashioned small sluices which formerly existed at

New Mills caused river floods to be greater than they should

have been, due to a great extent to the tendency they had to
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become blocked with tlchns broughb down by the river, lu

coustructiug tlio new works advantage has been taken of the

late Mr. Stoney's invention, and a sluice on his principle,

14 ft. 3 in. wide by 8 ft. deep, has been provided. This sluice

was supplied by Messrs. Ransomes & Rapier, of Ipswich; it

can be raised or lowered with the full head of water against

it by one man. The diagrams explain its principles.

Footpath Gullet Covek axd Frame.

y^ kJ vJ \J v_y V^ V_^

The corporation contemplate removing some cottages ad-
joining New Mills and using the whole site available for the
pui'posea of stores, stables and workshops, with a railway
siding running into it from the Midland and Great Northern
joint railway.

ENGINE.S AT TROWSE MAIN OUTFAIT,.

In consequence of the new outfall sewer delivering at a
level of 14 ft. above that of the old one, and of the desire to

take advantage of this for reducing tho pumping head with

the least possible capital expenditure, the author designed

modifications to tho existing pumps of a very small and simple

character which enable the advantages aimed at to be ob-

tained. These alterations consist of tho coupling of the suc-

tion side of each pump direct to the new outfall penstock and

screening chamber in such a way as to render the pumpsself-

charging—that is to say, instead of its being necessary to

create a partial vacuum in the pump barrel before the sewage

will tlow into it, the sewage will flow into the pump to a

height of about 8 ft. 6 in. above the inlet (formerly suction)

valve bv gravity alone, provided air is not imprisoned in the

pump.
The only alteration to the pumps themselves consisted in

increasing the weights of the inlet valve to such an extent aa

CITY OF NORWICH PROPOSED BOILERS,
FURNACES, &c.

Details op Steam-Pipe Fixtuees, Snatch Blocks, &c.
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to ensure perfect closing immediately the bucket and ram
commence their down-stroke. If tho valves are too light

water is slipped and hammering takes place ; if too heavy
energy is wasted. A distinct sanitary advantage as regards

the engine-house staff arises from the alteration. Under tho

old arrangement the whole of the basement of the engine-

house formed a reservoir for the reception of sewage, the

stench from which has often been almost unbearable ; the

new arrangement when completed will obviate this.

In the screening chamber, screens with self-acting clean-

ing rakes and rotating rakes to clean tho cleaning rakes, have
been constructed by Messrs. Stott & Co., of Haslingden, who
constructed almost identical apparatus from the author's de-

sign in 1882. In the same chamber is a hand-wrought silt

dredger which travels on rails parallel with and in front of

the screen ; it dredges from a small silt pit constructed in

front of the foot of screen. The two sets of apparatus work
quite satisfactorily unless a plank of wood or similar obstruc-

tion finds its way into the sewer and happens to get between
one of the pitch chains and its wheel, in which case, where
the screen rakea are in question, usually the leather driving
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belt slips off its pulley, but now and again a chain or some

other part of the gear breaks. The author is quite aware of

the fact that large pieces of wood and such like things should

not be permitted to pass into a sewer ;
unfortunately, in Nor-

wich such articles do at times find their way into the sewers,

and up to the present the sources from which they come have

not been discovered.

The screening chamber is constructed of cement concrete

;

it is 27 ft. deep by 23 ft. by 17 ft. 6 in., and is divided into

two screening compartments. The foundations are carried

about 16 ft. below the line of saturation.

The method of construction adopted was as follows : An
excavation, somewhat larger than the length and breadth of

tho chamber outside walls, was sunk to a depth of 6 ft., at the

bottom of which a cast-iron curb provided with a cutting

edge, and enclosing a rectangle of the length and breadth of

chamber outside walls, was fixed. Four rough trusses were

then constructed, resting upon the ground at ordinai-y ground

level, and spanning the excavated area at distances apart of

about 5 ft. From these trusses concrete moulding boards

were slung in the proper positions to support both sides of the

concrete of the walls whilst setting. Concrete was then filled

in upon the cast-iron curb, and between the moulding boards,

to a depth of 6 ft. When this had set the wedges holding the

concrete moulding boards up to their work were slacked, and
the boards swung just clear of the concrete; the ground
within the site of chamber and its walls was excavated for a

further depth of 6 ft. This excavation "was done regularly all

CITY OF NORWICH PllOPOSED BOILBRS, '

FURNACES, &c.

Details of Steam-Pipe Fixtures, Snatch Blocks, &c.
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round, and as It proceeded the cast-iron curb, with its super-

incumbent load of concrete walls, settled down. When the

settlement amounted to 6 ft. tho moulding boards were again

wedged into position, and a further depth of 6 ft. of concrete

filled in upon them, and so on until the full depth of 27 ft.

had been reached. A V-groove was roughly formed along

the top of each concrete section to ensure good jointing

between the sections. The full depth having been obtained,

the ground below the sito of chamber bottom was covered

with rough flints, below which were laid drain pipes to con-

vey the large volumes of water met with into tho sump.
Upon these flints roofing felt was laid, to prevent injury to

the concrete bottom of chamber, which was formed upon this

roofing felt. As was expected with such a large practically

monolithic mass of concrete, cracks showed here and there,

but none of them were of any consequence. The chamber is

watertight. Holes to receive the inlets from main outfall

sewer, suctions, pipes of pumps, wall boxes for screen-clean-

ing gear, &o., were cored in the concrete by means of wooden
cores.

In addition to the sewerage works now approaching com-
pletion the Norwich Corporation have carried out a variety

of other works during the author's tenure of office, two of

these only, being somewhat special, will bo referred to. The
stonework of the exterior of tho free library (which, by the

way, is one ot the oldest bnildings in tho country erected

under tho Free Lil^i'arics Act) had become much defaced by

decay—so much so, in fact, that the mouldings, &c., were to

a great extent unrecognisable. The cost of restoring the

work in stone was found to be so great that a contract was
entered into with Messrs. A. Dreyfus & Co., 15 Featherstonc-

street. City-road, E.C., to cut away the whole ot the decayed

portions of the stonework and to make good the whole of the

work to the original features with Tabary's patent metallic

stone cement, or imperishable artificial stone. This work was

done by French workmen, the contractor having, he informed

the author, failed in his attempts to get English workmen to

learn the necessary operations. At the same time such of

the old stonework as had not crumbled away was coated with

Szerelmey stone liquid. Notwithstanding that the work has

been subjected to some sharp, if short, frost since then, no

defect of any sort has shown itself, whereas previously scarcely

a week passed without flakes or larger pieces of stone falling

from the building.

Adjoining the free library is the former palace of the Dnkea
of Norfolk, used in recent years as a museum, and now con-

CITY OF NORWICH PROPOSED BOILERS,
FURNACES, &c.
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verted, as to part, into public slipper and stand-up wash baths,

and, as to the remainder, into offices, &c., for the guardians.

The stand-up wash baths have been adopted with the view of

enabling the corporation to give a warm bath with cold shower

for Id. The arrangement of the stand-up baths is as follows

:

Cubicles, with wooden divisions enclosing spaces of 5 ft. 9 in.

by 4 ft., are constructed ; in the concrete floor of each of these

a glazed foot-bath is placed, the top of foot-bath being flush

with the surface of floor ; in front of the foot-bath and at a

suitable height above its bottom, a glazed lavatory basin is

fixed with hot and cold supplies. The foot-bath is filled

through the basin. Above the foot-bath is a glazed waste pre-

venter tank, depending from which is a double rose shower.

The whole installation has been made with tho object of

getting an eflicient and reasonably-comfortable bathing estab-

lishment for the use of persons whose houses do not contain
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baths, at the lowest practicable capital osst. The whole cost

of adapting the old buildings, which neccssitatod lowering
baaement, covering two open yards, one of which now con-
tains the ticket office, entrance corridor, towel store and
water-closet, and the other the second-class slipper baths,

and including the whole of the engineering, will not mnch
exceed £1,900. A technical institute is now being built near
St. Andrew's Hall ; the total cost is estimated at £22,000.
The contract for the buildings has recently been let to Mr.
Samuel Warburton, of Manchester.
The Ckairman said the paper contained mnch that was in-

teresting and novel. Some of the methods Mr. Collins had
employed in dealing with underground water were worthy of

very serious consideration, striking out as they did new lines

for some of the members. The paper was a revelation of diffi-

culties which might be met with in dealing with subsoil

water. He moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Collins for his

paper.

Mr. Mawbey seconded the motion, and said there was no
town that ho knew of that represented such difficulties in

sewerage works as Norwich.
The motion was adopted.

The Chairman moved a vote of thanks to the mayor for
the use of the Gnildhall.

Mr. Price seconded the motion, and it was carried.

The remainder of the day was devoted to visits to various
works, but to these and to the dinner which was held in the
evening we shall refer at greater length next week. Owing
to the number of illustrations reproduced it has been found
impossible to conclude our report of the meeting.

THE TELEPHONE SERVICE.

CONFERENCE IN LONDON.
On Tuesday, at the County Hall, Spring-gardens, a con-

ference on the subject of the telephone service was held
between representatives of the council and the London local

authorities. The chairman of the council, J[r. T. McKinnon
Wood, occupied the chair, and there was a large attendance.
The Chairman, after remarking upon tho representative

character of the conference, said there seemed to be an
almost unanimous opinion that the use of the telephone
under present conditions was grievously restricted, and that
if the cost could be materially lowered and the service im-
proved in efficiency a great development of the system was
to be expected. There was also a feeling that the claim of
the National Telephone Company, acting with the Post-
master-General, to override the rights of local authorities and
municipal corporations with regard to the opening-up of
streets was a claim that those authorities ought to protest
against. But London had a special grievance. It had the
most costly telephone system of all. They must all feel that
London was a place in which, instead of having the telephone
system developed in the smallest possible degree as compared
with other towns, from its very size it should be the centre
of amost active telephone system. At present the use of tho
telephone in London was restricted to a very small proportion
of the people, chiefly to large commercial houses, and there
was only a very small private use. Under those circumstances
it was thought eminently desirable that those who repre-
sented all the districts of Loiulo* should unite, if possible, in
placing their views before the important committee of Parlia-
ment which was now very thoroughly investigating the tele-

phone question.

The first resolution passed was as follows :
" That, in the

opinion of this conference, the present telephone service of
the London area, as supplied by the National Telephone
Company, is both inefficient and inadequate; that the charges,
as compared to those made by the same company in the pro-
vinces, are mnch too high ; and that these disadvantages to
London are largely due to the abandonment by the Post
Office of that principle of competition which was expressly
adopted prior to 1892 for the protection of telephone users."
This was followed by the following: "That this conference
views with alarm the action of the Post Office in using for
the benefit of the National Telephone Company its special
powers as to the breaking-up of streets, as instanced in the
recent case of the Commissioners of Sewers and the Post
Office, .and urges the Select Committee on Telephones, which
is uow sitting at the House of Common.s, to preserve intact
that control over the streets which h;is hitherto been vested
in the municipal authorities." Jt was then agreed : "That in
the opinion of this conference, the telephone service is of
such general public importance and calculated to become of
such general benefit that it ought no longer to remain exclu-
sively in the hands of a trading corporation, but to derive
from it the greatest good at the lowest cost it ought to he
worked by the Government as part of the postal service of
the country." The next resolution adopted was as follows :

" That, in the event of the Post Office not undertaking a tele-
phone service, it is desirable that the local and central
authorities of the London telephone district should at once
combine to secure an efficient and cheap ninnicipal telephone
service."

Having disposed of the resolutions on the teleplione service,
the conference, after deciding to lay their views before the

Select Committee of the House of Commons who are dealing"
with tho subject, proceeded briefly to consider the question
of generating st.ations for the supply of electricity in bulk,
and it was agreed :

" That this conference regards it as essen-
tial to the interests of London as a whole that the present
purchase clause of tho Electric Lighting Acts which applies
to defined areas should also be made to apply to such com-
panies as propose to supply electrical energy in bulk to the
whole of London without regard to area." It was further
agreed :

" That, while preserving intact the rights of the local

authorities with regard to electric lighting and energy, it is

desirable that the Lt^ndon County Council sliould be in a posi-

tion to undertake, if it so determine, and if so rc<|uested by
the local authorities, the supply of electrical energy in bulk
for the convenience of any districts desiring to be so supplied,
provided they do not become competitors of such local

authorities."

PABLIAMENTAHY INQUIRY.
Another meeting of the Select Committee of the House of

Commons dealing with the question of the municipalisation
of telephones was held on Tuesday, under the presidency of

Mr. Ilanbury, secretary to the Treasury.
Mr. A. K. Bennett, telephone engineer to the Corporation

of Glasgow, was the first witness examined, lu reply to the
chairman, he stated that his attention had been called to the

possibility of better telephonic communication at lower rates,

so as to bring the service within the reach of other clas.ses of

the community than those who enjoyed it at the present
moment. In his opinion good exchange communication,
tising the best instruments and material, could bo constructed

at a cost varying from £12 to £24 per subscriber, according
to the size of the district telephoned. That would be a Ser-

vice not purely local, as suggested by General Webber, but

in communication with the rest of the kingdom through the

trunk wires. The difference in the initial cost between fiist-

class apparatus and Socond-class apparatus was not very con-

sider.able. The capital outlay in a medium-sized town, where
one switch-room would suffice, was from £12 to £14 per sub-

scriber ; but in lai'ger towns, where several switch-rooms con-

nected by junction lines were required, the cost, in the absence
of special obstacles, should range from £10 to £24 per line.

An exception must be made in regard to London, where, he
estimated, the cost would be £30 per line. Tliis difference

arose from the increased cost of breaking up roadways con-

structed of wood and asphalte. He did not think there was
much use in a telephone exchange which restricted communi-
cation to certain localities, although there were instances in

which that had been done with advantage. But when we
looked abroad and found the very Large exchanges which
existed there— for instance, in Berlin, where they had 29,000
subscribers—it certainly was not time, when wo only had
10,000 subscribers in London, to talk about limits. The tele-

phone service could, in his opinion, be made use of very
largely in country districts, because the cost of construction

should be considerably below that in towns. In Switzerland,

Finland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and the Duchy of Luxem-
burg there were very extensive country services. In some of

those countries there was scarcely a village containing 300 or

400 inhabitants without its telephone exchange. He thought
that there should be no obstacle against the extension of the

system of call offices and a schema to enable persons who
were not subscribers to receive messages. He was greatly

in favour of making the best possible use of the telephone,

and he would very much like to see a system brought into

use by which telephone messages might be written down and
delivered as telegrams at a small additional cost. Such a
system might at least be tried experimentally. It would
certainly be a great convenience it a subscriber in London
could ring np the post office, say in Glasgow, and get a
message written down and delivered in that city as if it were
a telegram, the post office making a small charge for the de-

livery. This would greatly popularise the service.

THE WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the ques-

tion of London water supply held another meeting on ilon-

day. Lord Llandaff presided.

Mr. Littler, chairman of the Middlesex County Council,

said his authority had some i^eculLar difficulties of administra-

tion in consequence of their close proximity to London. The
population of their area was, in 1897, 740,000, as compared
witli 559,000 in 1891. They found it very necessary to exer-

cise economy in the administration of tho affairs of the county.

The population of Middlei3ex and the rateable value had in-

creased very rapidly in the last few years, .and were at present
probably increasing still more rapidly. In some parts of the
county there were, he believed, complaints with respect to

the water supply, but the county council was not the water
authority, and those who had complaints to make did not,

therefore, go to them. There were in tho county three

authorities and five water companies supplying water. He
had given a good deal of attention to the question of water
supply, having been a witness before Lord Balfour's commis-
sion and Sir M. White Ridley's committee. The view of the

Middlesex County Council was that purchase could do them
no good, and might do them harm.
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British Association of Waterworks Engineers : Some Members of the CorNciL.

We continue our report of this raeetiii}?. It 'will be re-

membered that in our last issue we gave, with illustrations,

the text of Mr. Hildred's paper on " The Water Supply of

(tosport." We now give the discussion elicited by the paper.

DISCUSSION ON Mr. HILDRED'S PAPER.

Mr. Wm. Whitakeb (Croydon), who, as is stated in Mr.
Hildred's paper, was connected with the geology of the

Gosport waterworks, said he considered the latter a most
singular set of works for collecting -water. Everything pos-

sible, in his opinion, had been done to get the water, and no
more could be obtained from the present source. Of course,

if they had gone further a field they could have got a better

Bupply, but apparently they would not require tlie whole of

the present supply for many years. They must take great

care not to overpump.
Mr. Wm. Watts (Sheffield) said he was much sui'prised to

find it had been necessary to introduce the artilioial means of

ventilating the tunnel which the author had described. In

ventilating headings a great deal depended on the rate in

which tlie material was jiushed ont and on the movement of

the men. That movement, besides being advantageous to the

ventilation, also had a good effect on the flow of water. lie

did not know whether explosive materials were used, but
when they were, ventilation, in his opinion, w.as much retarded.

Following a reference to his owu works he described some of

the methods employed by himself in connection with their

ventilation, and instanced the case of a vane which he had
placed in a tunnel exposed to a current of air. That part of

the tunnel heading, he observed, was the best ventilated of

any. Explosives were used, but not in a manner deleterious

to health. In concluding, Mr. Watts said he thought there

must have been some reason or other to compel Mr. Hildred

to adopt the mode of ventilation he had referred to.

Mr. Charles Priestley (Cardiff), after thanking the

author for the trouble he had takeu in preparing his paper,

said he had noticed that in the table dealing with pipes the

depths of the lead joints were given as Ijiu. for a I2.in.

pipe and 2 in. for a lo-in. pipe. Those figures seemed to him to

be very small indeed, and he would not have thought that

such joints would have served. He thonglit that the walls

of the water tower were rather weak.
Mr. Charles Hubbs (London) considered that the Gosport

Waterworks Company had been well advised in regard to

wells, and in a reference to the machinery mentioned that he
was not in favour of gearing. Gearing sometimes occasioned
a loss in power of 25 per cent , and, whenever practicable,

should be avoided. The jiositiou of the ]iumps and machinery
was important, and he questioned whetter it was desirable to

put them above the well. It stood to reason that if they had
a lot of machinery at the top of a well it was hard to get at

the latter when necessary ; therefore it was generally ad-

visable to keep the engines separate fi-om the pumps.
Mr. Ashton Hill (Birmingham) asked the author why,

in sinking his well, he did not put cylinders in at first instead

of having to deal with the work afterwards. He quite agreed
with the adoption of an elevated tank in the place of a ser-

vice reservoir, when the construction of the latter was im-
practicable. In some cases, of course, it was possible to dis-

pense with a reservoir altogether and to pump direct into

the town, but usually it was better to have a reservoir. The
question of pernianent pumps, ho remarked, had been dis-

cussed before. He did not see the use of subordinating the
pumps to suit the well sinking.

Mr. Wm. Peirce (Richmond) thought everyone was in-

debted to Mr. Hildred for the valuable information he had
supplied to the association. Snccesses, he continued, were
all very well, but descriptions of failures were more valuable,

as they enabled them to guard against failures in their own
cases. The practice of timbering in sand was a mistaken
one ; his experience in that direction had commenced twenty
years ago. Mr. Peirce next proceeded to refer to certain

serious difficulties which he had met with in conneotiou with
the sinking of a well. The cylinders had, by an error of

judgment, boon put in too soon, with the result that they
stuck Last. They were, however, of a wrong design, being
cast in one piece, and the difficulty consisted of getting them
through the sand under a tremendous pressure. The conse-

quence of adopting that proceeding was that before they
reached the chalk eleven of them ^vere broken. Subsequently,

when sinking another well, he took care to have the cylinders

made stronger. That undertaking was more successful. In
driving an adit in connection with certain of his own works
a contractor had assisted, but the arrangement was nofc

successful, and he eventually recommended his corporation to

take over the contractor's plant. Some steps were taken to

secure ventilation, and a fan was put down at a depth of

200 yards. He had also experienced some little trouble in

various other works.
Mr. Woodman Hill, in the course of his remarks, referred

to the attempts to take the shafts through the sand, and said

that the beds of sand spokeu of by the author generally, aa

they all knew, led to failure. He had himself tried. There
was nothing more, he remarked in conclusion, to be said

regarding wells, but he thought the advantage which was to

be derived from a knowledge of geology was plainly apparent
to all. He was not disposed to think that an engineer could
replace a geologist.

Mr. Francis Bancroft (Hull) thought Mr. Hildred had
been very unfortunate with the timber shafts he had auuk.

He himself had sunk very few^but had had no diSicultie*

whatever. Referring to an inside linins' of ^-in. riveted stesl
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plates used to prevent the water mixing' with that dGrivod

from the chalk, he considered that the adoption of cylinders

would have been preferable. Continuing, Mr. Bancroft said

that they understood that Mr. Peirce had done his work
cheaply at Richmond ; and, of course, it made all the difference

whether a supply of 5,000 or 5,000,000 gallons of water per

ilay was found. He took it from tlie paper that the Bury
Cross tank was not yet in work. With respect to the yield of

the wells he noticed that it was given iu gallons per hour,

but he would like to know whether it had been taken for any
length of time. That was a most important matter.

At this stage it was unanimously decided, upon the pro-

posal of the chairman, to adjourn the further discussion of

Mr. Hildred's paper until the following morning.

VISIT TO SOUTH HANTS WATERWORKS.
After luncheon the members entered brakes at the Dolphin

Hotel, and proceeded on a visit of inspection to the works of

the Sonth Hants Waterworks Company, at Timsbnry, where
the wells, headings, pumping station and softening works are

on the subsiding system. The following brief account of the

works had been prepared :

—

SOUTH HANTS WATERWORKS.
By J. G, Amos,

Director and Consulting Engineer,

The company's works have been constructed under the
powers conferred by the South Hants Water Acts of 1876,
1878 and 1894-. The company's principal pumping station

is situated in Timsbnry parish, about 3 miles north of Ronisey.
The buildings are substantially erected, brick built, with
slated or glazed roofs.

The two principal engines,* erected under the Act of 1876,

TKC soLinr

are compound Woolf beam engines, with variable-expansion
valves and jet condensers, a cooling pond supplying the con-

densing water. By means of spur gearing each engine drives

two sets of three-throw pumps ; one set raises the water from
the well into the softening reservoirs, while the other pumps
the water when settled, after softening, from these reservoirs

to the service reservoirs at Michelmersh. The arrangement
of both sets is precisely similar. An auxiliary vertical non-
condensing engine, driving by gearing a set of horizontal

three-throw pumps combined on the same bed-plate, serves

to replace either of the beam engines when tliey have to be
stopped for .any purpose. The arrangements are suoh that

any engine can take from all or any of the softening reser-

voirs and deliver either into the Michelmersh reservoirs or

direct into the mains, and, if need arise, water may be raised

from the wells and pumped direct into the reservoirs or mains
without softening. The two original boilers are of the Cornish
type, working at a steam pressure of 601b. to the square inch.

The third boiler is a Lancashire multitubular boiler, of larger

dimensions, designed for 100 lb. working pressure, Welsh
coal is usually burned. This machinery was built by Messrs.
Easton & Anderson, of Erith.

The softening process employed is " Clarke's," iu its un

is about the maximum quantity raised by the machinery above
described ; two additional reservoirs, erected under the Act of
1894 from the anthor'.s design, have been added to the north
sido of the works.
There are three lime tanks iu all, erected under the Acts of

1876 and 1878, each containing about 10,000 gallons, thus
giving a proportion of one part of lime water to six parts of
well water in the softening reservoirs. The mixing and
agitation of the lime water is effected by means of a system
of distributing pipes and compressed air, which, issuing from
numerous jetholes in the pipes, mixes with the surrounding
water and bubbles up to the surface. The air compression
is effected by two pumps, worked from the beams of the maiu
engines.

A similar device was for some time employed for the
mixing of the cream of lime. It was, however, found iu prac-
tice that it did not give sufficient agitation, and, by the ad-
vice of Mr. G. H. Ogston, F.c.s,, &c,, mechanical agitation was
resorted to in this case. The mixing mill, built to the author's
design, consists, shortly, of a circular cistern, containing a
screw propeller working near the bottom, and driven by a
vertical shaft and bevil gear from a turbine, the waste water
from which, after slacking the lime, mixes with it, and thus
forms the cream of lime, which is run continuously into the
lime-water tanks when the softening process is iu operation.
With one or two slight additions to the plant some very satis-

factory results have followed, though, doubtless, still further
improvements maybe effected.

'ihe original works were designed by the late Mr. W. Rusa,
C.E., at that time the company's engineer, but have since been
largely added to and increased under the author's directions.

There is a mechanics' shop, containing lathe, drilling machine,
steam engine and the usual repairing shop appliances, as well

as a smithy and stores, together with four cottages, on the
company's laud. A coal store and a pair of lime kilns on the
ordinary " flare" system have also been built.

The reservoirs are six in number— I'/c, The original reser-

voir at Bassett contains about 600,000 gallons, and is import-
ant as doflning the level, about 216 ft. above ordnance datum,
above which the company are not by their Act bound to

supply water. The high-service reservoir at Chilworth con-
Distrirc. . tains about 100,000 gallons. The Shirley reservoir at the—=— Shirley pumping station is a duplicate of the Chilworth

reservoir. The Michelmersh reservoirs, Nos. 1 and 2, designed
by the author, each contain about 670,000 gallons, "rhey

were originally intended to satisfy the requirements of East-
leigh, which grew rapidly in consequence of the construction
of the London and South-Western Railway Company's car-

riage and waggon building works there. Advantage, however,
h.as been taken of these reservoirs to lay a short pumping
main direct to and from them, and to thus supply the district

generally by gravitation therefrom. Prior to this the water
had to be pumped through the mains to Bassett reservoir,

about 12 miles distant. "The Bitterne reservoir is almost a
counterpart of one of the Michelmersh reservoirs; it was
erected mainly for the supply of the Netley district, the
Royal Victoria hospital and parts east of Itchen river.

The principal trunk mains arc : From the pumping station

and Michelmersh reservoirs, through Romsey and Cuperu-
ham, to Bassett reservoir; from the same, through Romsey,
to Eastloigh and Bishopstoke ; a connecting main from
Bassett reservoir to Eastleigh, through Burgess-street and
Swaythling, giving an alternative route; from Burgess-street,

"^""^ crossing the river Itchin at Woodmill to Woolstou, the
district east of the river, and thence on to Netley, passing
through the Bitterne reservoir en route ; from Brownhill
through Redbridgc, Totton and Eling to Lyndhurst; from
Chandlers Ford to ShaT\'ford and Twyford. The high-service

main extends from Chilworth reservoir to Bitterne through
Swaythling, crossing the river Itchen near Mansbridge. The
subsidiary and service mains have mostly been laid under the
direction of Mr. G, C4reensl.ade, the company's manager, who
has had to accommodate the varying conditions and circum-
stances which obtain in the case of undertakings such as this

company's.
The Shirley pumping station was constructed to meet the

requirements of the higher portion of the district which could
not be commanded by the Bassett reservoir ; in this case a
hydraulic engine on the AVorthington system, with certain

patent improvements made by Messrs. Easton & Anderson,
is worked by the head from Bassett driving the pumps, which
deliver into tlie high-service reservoir at Chilworth. The
waste water from the hydraulic engine passes into the Shirley

reservoir, and snpplies, by gravitation, those lower parts of

the district which can be commanded therefrom. A Worth-
ington steam pump is emploj'ed at times when the demand
is greater than the hydraulic pump can supply. In addition

to the jmmping station there is liere a foreman's house.

A new well has recently been sunk at Timsbnry by Messrs.

S. F. Baker & Son, of London, and furnished with a set of

three-throw pumps driven by suitable gearing from a com-
pomid-condensing Wuolf beam engine by Messrs. Bryan,

modified form. There are three softening reservoirs, erected
! Donkin &, Son, which also works two double-acting pumps of

under the Acts ot 1876 and 1878, each containing about
240,000 gallons, which, under ordinary conditions, would
serve for an output of aljout 1,125,000 gallons per day, which

:;
-.< : '

.

.

:.
' ^

'.

^.
" procfedings of the Institution o£ Ci^•il Engineers," vol. Iviii.,

the bucket-and-plunger type, driven direct. The well pumps
raise the water to the softening reservoirs, and the forcing

pumps deliver it thence to the Michelmersh reservoirs or

into the mains as required. The boiler, of Galloway's Lanca-
shire type, carries steam at 1001b. pressure. The general

designs and specifications for tliese works were prepared by
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the author, in consultation with Mr. Greenslade as to possiblo

future recuirenients, and, on their completion, the woik they

wiA be able to perform will be about 50 per cent in e^ccess

Tf' he cSabllit? of the present works, ^he arclntectural de-

sign of tlie buildings has been worked out by Mr. 0. M.

Burnett, of Southampton. ,,,.

The company's district extends from Compton, near Win-

chester rihe north, to Southampton water on the sou h ;

and from the eastern end of Titchfield near G-^l-;*. on lie

east to Lvndhurst on the west ; excluding only tl at port'on

of the borough of Southampton which is supplied by the cor-

poration from their works at Otterbourne.

THE ANNUAL DINNER

was held in the evening at the Dolphin Hotel After the

health of the Onecu had been drunk with enthusiasm, Mr.

WAr^fshffield proposed " The Mayor "-\ Co-poration of

Southampton." Mr. Watts gave cordial praise to the muni-

cipal arranc-emcnts of the town, dwelling especially on the

Juual number and extent of the public gardens -jd p^me-

nades with which it is beautified; and ho voiced the watei-

worksJni^nW hearty appreciation of the civic hospitality

wh ch had been accorded to them. The Mayok, >" respond-

S spoke of the extent to which Southampton had gone m
fo? inunicipalising various enterprises. They were now

aking oveVtlie tramways, they had good baths ami fine open

spaces, they had undertaken the important work of elec iic

li^htin-, which they were extending in every direction. They

won d endeavour, he humorously added, to take over ev rj^

Uiing they possibly could. To the Sheriff was entrusted

tie next toast,
" The British Association of Waterworks

Engineers," to ^hich reply was made by the
f
'=^'°«^,^' -»;°^

as on the previous day, dwelt upon the vast and imporfcant

interests which the association represented ^he Kel in

President," given by Mr. J. Shaw (B°ston) was buefly

acknowlodn-ed by Mr. Ashton Hill; and Mr. C. H. ^Esr-

Scardiff) t^ submitted the toast of " Kindred Societies."

Mr WuiTTAKER, F.R.s, Alderman Lemon, a past-president ot

the Association of Municipal and County Engineers, and Mr

T Walton, deputy-chairman of the Health Committee of

Southampton, responded. " The Visitors," proposed by Mr.

p J. BANCROFT (Hum was acknowledged by the Mayor of

WiGAN and (in the absence of Mr. J. Dixon J P.) by Alderman

CVNDY. A pleasing note in the speech of the genia visitor

from the " rough-and-tumble town," as he himself put it, was

the statement that ho was probably the first mayor ever sent

with the full knowledge of his corporation to a meeting ot

the Waterworks Engineers' Association. Mr. OtAskin then

proposed the health of the popular secretary, Mr. W H.

Brothers, who replied by giving some interesting particu-

lars of the association's organisation and work to date.

Although they had only been in existence some two years

and three montlis-not three years, as had been stated-they

had already nearly 200 members, .and these included rcpre-

sentatives in Australia, South Africa, China, Belgium, Chili,

Brazil, Buenos Ayres and other places abroad The Gas

Managers' Institute had some 700 members, but this was

after an existence of thirty years, so thero was a prospect of

the waterworks engineers, if their association went on pro-

CressiDg as it had done, ont-distancmg some of the older

societies They had now reached a stnge when by their

wo'ks they we7e known. Tlie value of their 'Transactions "

which included contributions by men of science likeM .

AVhitaker, Prof. Erankland and Mr. de Ranco, was recognised

Snch authorities as the Madras Government and the Board ot

Trade had applied for copies, and some additional fifty volumes

had already been sold to members. Other toasts were :
The

Ladies," of whom five were present, proposed by Mr- I

Griffith and responded to by Mr. Hoghes
;
and The

Press," given by Mr. W. Millhodse and acknowledged by

Mr. C. ii. W. Biggs.

the new engine, and this is also constructed on the latest and

most improved principles.

Those it is said, who Were at all acquainted with the old

pumping station will at once reali.se that to accommodate

the new plant much structural alteration and extension was

necessary. This portion of the work was entrusted to Mr.

G H Gibson, and the additions comprise engine-house, boiler-

house, smith's shop and suction well-room. Built of brick

and slate, and of inexpensive design, the new buildings are

quite palatial when compared with the original lean-to. ihe

interior of the engine-room has tiled walls and flooring

;

and the well-room is match-boarded, whilst thewell itself is

fitted and enclosed with white tiles a few feet m depth vthe

bend of the suction pipe being just obrervable), and sur-

rounded with some neat brass railings.
_

As to the source of supply, the original bore is still utihsed,

but the old suction pipes Iiave been dug up and drawn up

and replaced with a new steel suction pipe 9 in. m dianieter,

the necessary connections to the new and old plant being

effected by specially made castings. 'The mams, the pipes

for which were supplied by Messrs. Biggs Wall & Co., of

London, are ot 9-in. internal diameter, and have been laid

in a highly satisfactory manner.

THE RESERVOIR.

This consists of a substantial concrete chamber, lined with

cement renderings and brickwork, with the necessary valve

chambers. Composed of arching, also of brickwork, the

roofin- springs from "T" girders, supported by a series of

niers in the centre of reservoir only. This arrangement

obviates the necessity of having transverse arches and gives

m-acticallv the entire internal area for storage capacity,

^^'ch wilh the total area of 72ft.by 36 ft. in. by 10 ft is

of 167 000 gallons, including the storage m the pipes. Ihe

arrangements for ventilation had been carefully considered,

and economy with eSiciency produced. The entire work has

been executed with a view to permanent stability, and m
addition the reservoir is designed to allow for any futuro

development on available land owned by the company. The

whole scheme, which is expected to cost shghtly over

£3 900, is considered by the company to have been skilfully

engineered in every respect and to be a credit to those con-

cerned in its execution.

yiGH WYCOMBE WATER SUPPLY.

OPENING OF THE NEW WORKS.

Mr J G Peace, the chairman of the High Wycombe Water

Company recently performed the opening ceremony m con-

nection with the new high-level reservoir, pumping machinery

and mains which have just been completed undertho personal

supervision of Mr. J. P. Wicks, the engineer and secretary

to the company. A large and distinguished company was

iiresent during the proceedings, which were followed by a

luncheon held at the Red Lion Hotel. The new engine

which under ordinary circumstances will do all the work ot

pumpin", was selected with a view to transmitting an ade-

quate supply of water to the higher levels, is of the triple

expansion type, and was built by Messrs. Jas. Simpson & Co

of Grosvenor-road, S.W. It is capable ot raising 600,000

gallons of water in twenty-four hours to a vertical static

head of 1.50 ft., and from 400,000 to .".OO.OOO gallons to a

vertical head of 380 ft. to 400 ft. The air pumps are hori-

zontal double-acting water piston pumps, located behind the

main pumps, the valves themselves being sprmg-closed mdia-

rubber falling on gun-metal grid seats secreted in the pnmp

cases, and are accessible from suitably arranged hand-holes.

The condenser is a surface condenser, and is arranged on the

main pump delivery. A pew Cornish boiler accompanies

CORRESPONDENCE.

Niild Valley Waterworks : Visit of Municipal Englneei-s.

—Mr Tames Watson, ii.ixst.c.e., waterworks engineer to the

Bradto'rd Corporation, writes : In the 'lescription of the above

noted works, as set forth in your issue of the 10th inst., it is

stated that " the Nidd valley scheme was initiated when bir

Alexander Biiinie was waterworks engineer to the Bradford

Corporation," and that " the work has since been carried on

bv his successor, Mr. Watson, and to a large extent from his

designs" With reference to the foregoing, may 1 be per-

mittod to observe that the Parliamentary plans and sections

of the Nidd valley scheme wore made by mo in 1891 and

passed through Parliament in 1892; further, that tho whole

of the works, so far as completed or in the course of con-

struetion (many p.arts of which you have well and extensively

illustrated and described), are not only "to a large extent

but wholly " from my designs."

rwe have pleasure iu printing Mr. Watson's communication, and re-

Jemarthrou^h a misconception we should have assigned to hun less

SeS.tTlian he fs entitled to in connection with this large undertaking.

—Ed. The Sukvetoe.1

Apparatus for Sterilising Cholera Dejecta for Hos-

nitals —Messrs. AV. P. Mason, Limited, Longsight,JIauchester,

write
:" In reply to your correspondent, " Hospital," in your

issue of the 3rd inst., we beg to say that we have a special

apparatus for this purpose, which has been supplied to several

hospitals, and we shall be glad to give all information if your

correspondent will communicate with us.

Lahore.—The acpeai-ance of plague in Calcutta, and the

encroachments ma'de in the surrounding villages of the

Jullundur district, has set, says Ind,a,i Ejmeeuvg the

Lahore City Fathers by the ears a-thmking and a committee-

meeting to some purpose. They are bcgmmng to see that

they are immensely in arrears, and that the condition of the

native city is such as to be nothing short of a standing invita-

tion in raised characters, to the plague to come m and stay.

The discussion has taken the very practical turn whether

better-made conservancy carts shall not be introduced. At

present the old style of bullock hackery is being used and

helps to contaminate the atmosphere for hours daily, as it

creeps along the streets laden to the full with street garbage

and ni.'ht-soil. The second point of discussion was the

better cleansing of streets and drains by means of a second

delivery of unfiltered water from the waterworks. A thud

consideration was the many narrow thoroughfares and streets

on which the sun never shines, because of the very narrow

dimensions of the lanes and the height of the houses. The

fact must not be forgotten, i}'^^
''^'y-''Y'J^t-fTi.Z^^

Lahore have been plague-visited, and the probability is that it

will soon find a big centre.
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THE MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.

The meetings of this association, which were concluded in

London last week, have been in eveiy respect as successful

as the two previous annual gatherings. It is hardly neces-

sarv to say that the Municipal Electrical Association is in its

early youth, and its work ia marked with all the vigour that

one associates with a young institutiou. The aims of the

association are high, but when one considers the important

work that the municipal electrical engineer is doing, and the

possible developments in electrical applications, the objects

are not too ambitious. That the society has proved to be of

practical utility is shown by what has been accomplished in

the direction of improved engineering specitications and a

better control of electrical apparatus on the consumer's

premises. Compared with similar societies, it is, perhaps,

not numerically strong, but municipal electrical engineers

will obviously increase with the growth of municipal enter-

prise. Although essentially municipal in its character, the

prooeedings are usually participated in b_v electrical engineers

not connected with municipal supply, and doubtless this has

added much to the value of the discussions that have taken

place. Probably one of the wisest provisions in the rules of

the association is that which permits chairmen of electricity

committees or other specially-nominated repiesentatives of a

corporation to become members; this should not only do

much to foster good feelings between electricity committees

and their electrical engineer, but will also tend to avoid the

narrowness that is inseparably associated with the close com-
munion of any class. As the president of the association, Mr.

A. H. Gibbings, of Bradford, pointed out its influence was
daily becoming more powerful in the various municipal

electricity tindertakings throughout the country, and since

the inaugiiration greater goodfellowship and ready co-opera-

tion existed among municipal electrical engineers.

THE PRESIPEXI'S ADDRESS.

There were many points of importance raised in the presi-

dential address, and it goes without saying that many of them
are of a controversial nature. No one will deny for a moment
that in endeavouring to obtain a uniform and complete set

of wiring rules and regulations the association is deserving of

the strongest support. The difficulties of making such rules

retrospective, however, will be doubtless recognised, and prob-

ably few engineers would be dispo.sed to apply them to exist-

ing installations. In one respect the association is to be
congratulated, and nobody could quarrel with the president

for referring to it—that is the reform which has been insti-

tuted in keeping the statistical records of all municipal elec-

tricity works. The functions of electricity committees is one
of the topics that the president especially deals with, and the
question has assumed a very serious shape in many towns.
In most places the electricity committee is separate and
distinct, its function being to deal with each and every matter
appertaining to the department. It has been pointed out that

when municipal electricity works undertake to supply elec-

tricity for other purposes than lighting it becomes very
difficult for one committee to deal with the different depart-

ments with success. Mr. Gibbings suggests in eifect what
has been already proposed by Mr. Arthur Wright, of Brighton

—that electricity committees be divided as follows :

—

(1) A sub-committee on production, having charge of the

works and sub-stations

;

(2) A sub-committee on distribution, having charge of the

mains, feeders, connections and meters: and

(3) A sub-committee on finance, having to do with all

data, estimates, loans and accounts.

No doubt such an arrangement would materially aid a
general purposes committee, but it is likely that some con-

fusion might arise between the two first-named committees,
especially on the subject of sub-stations, which forms an
integral part of a distributing system rather than a gener-

ating system. Mr. Gibbings' view of municipal electric supply

is that they are bound to act in the interest of their clients

rather than to subserve the interests of the public generally.

No one wonld deny that much is duo to consumers, but it

must never be forgotten that the initiation of municipal
electricity works pledges the credit of the public, and during
the non-paying period of such works a rate is levied upon the
general public ; therefore the public should not be altogether

neglected when the works have reached the profit-earning

stage. There are many other points in the address that we
cannot deal with at the moment, but it may be necessary to
revert to them again.

STREET IMPROVEMENT AT HULL.

The Imprnvoment Committee of the Hull City Corpoi-a-

tion recently adopted a scheme for rccommentlation to the
town council for the improvement of Great Passage-street.

This thoroughfare ia short and very narrow, and is situated

in a very crowded district. The widening will have the effect

of opening up considerably the present means of communi-
cation, and when the whole scheme is completed it will form
the beginning of a thoroughfare 2 miles in extent, and run-

ning through many important streets of the city. The total

expenditure to be incurred is estimated at £21,850, towards
which £4,870 may be taken as a set-off foy the sale of ground

area. For ten years this question has been before the town,
and it was not until recently that the committee acquired the
property necessary for the improvement. Delay has also
arisen with reference to the scheme, the council at their last
meeting referring the matter back on account of doubt as to
the advisability of allowing so large an open space as had
been provided for. It was found impossible to make the
new street straight unless at greatly increased cost, and the
scheme now submitted allows a curved street, but not so
sharp as heretofore. It is expected that the council will pass
the plans at their ne.xt meeting.

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

VISIT TO FULHAJl.
An extremely interesting visit was paid by a party of the

members of the Society of Engineers on Tuesday to the
works of the Gas Light and Coke Company at Fulham and
the gigantic wheel at the Earl's Court Exhibition. Among
those present were : Mr. ^Y. Worby Beaumont, ))resident

;

Mr. II. Adams, past-president ; Messrs. J. Patten Barber, J.
Beruays, G. Burt, D. B. Butler, Percy Griffith, R. St. George
Moore, M. Wilson, members of council ; and Mr. G. A. Prjce
Cuxson, secretary.

DESCKIPTION OF THE GASWORKS.
The coal received, amounting to 130,000 tons per year, is

unloaded by Hone's patent single-chain grabs (capacity, 1 ton,
each lifting 45 tons per hour), and deposited into bunkers
from which it is distributed lo the several retort-houses by
small waggons.
When storing coal in the open it falls down shoots from

the bunkers into a conveyor of tho push-plate pattern and
is carried along to the storage ground, where it is dropped
from a shoot at the end of the conveyor into small waggons,
which are run and tipped so as to form a heap of an average
depth of 10 (t. to 12 ft. The total coal storage is 30,000 tons j

14,000 in retort-houses and 16,000 in the cpen.
The retort. houses, of which there are six, have a capacity

of 9,000,000 cubic feet per twenty-four hours. They contain
760 retorts 20 ft. long, and are heated by generator "furnaces,
which require about 20 per cent, of the total make of coke
for fuel, leaving 80 per cent, for sale. The heat of the re-
torts is about 2,100 deg. Fahr., and on the average 10,000
cubic feet of gas are distilled from 1 ton of coal, each retort
producing about 12,000 cubic feet of gas per twenty-four
hours.

The exhausters—rotary pumps—are used for the purpose
of exhausting the gas from the retorts, and forcing it through
the purifiers and other apparatus into tho gasholders.
The condensers—stacks of pipes through which the gas

flows up and down—are for the purpose of reducing the
temperature to about that of the atmosphere, and of removing
from the gas all tarry or solid particles.

The scrubbers— tall towers in which are placed beds of
tightly-packed coke or boards on grids, and down which am-
mouiacal liquor or water is sprayed— are for the removal of
the ammonia from the gas, which travels in an opposite direc-
tion to the water. A considerable proportion of sulphuretted
hydrogen and carbonic acid is also removed in the scrubbers.

The purifiers are rectangular boxes, with lids sealed by
water lutes, in which are placed the purifying materials in
layers, usually six, and of a depth of about 4 in. The impuri-
ties in the gas when it arrives at the purifiers are carbonic
acid, sulphur existing as carbon bisulphide, and sulphuretted
hydi-ogen, which are eliminated by slaked lime, oxide of iron
and Weldon mud, the last two materials, however, being only
used for the extraction of the sulphuretted hydrogen.
H The gas, after leaving the purifiers, passes through the
station meters, where it is registered, and thence into the gas-
holders.

MUNICIPAL WORKS IN BURMA.

It is tatihfaclory tu liiid that during the last year there
was an increase in exjienditure on municipal works by the
municipalities of Lower Burma of Ka.7,000, as compared
with the previous year. Unfortunately, says Indian Engineer-
ing, some of the smaller municijialities appear to have spent
their money rather carelessly. In Yandoon the work of con-
structing an embankment seems to have been carried out in
a curiously happy-go-lucky manner, the levels being taken
by eye only, a delightfully easy but hardly satisfactory
method of procedure. A very large proportion of the in-
come of the Ramree Mimicipality was expended on there-
construction of a bridge across the creek ; a fountain was
erected at Mergui in a garden bought by public subscription
in commemoration of the (Queen's jubilee; and at Pegu a
public recreation ground was levelled at a cost of Rs.2,927,
for the fencing of which a further sum of Rs.2,621 was ex-
pended. Some i)rogresa was made during the year in pro-
viding additional hospitals and dispensaries, a new hospital
having been built at Salin, and new works constructed and
other improvements carried out in other municipalities. In
Mandalay the cost of the hospital ia so small for the size of
the town as to suggest that more might be spent with ad-
vantage on nurses and attendants.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.

On Thursday, in the House of Lords, the Nottingham Cor-

poration Bill was read a second time, while the Wath-npon-
Dearne Urban District Council Bill, the Dover Harbour Bill,

the Paisley Corporation (Loans) Bill and the Loudon County
Council (Acton Sewage) Bill were read a third time.

In the House of Commons the Halifax Corporation Bill,

th,o Tynemouth Corporation Bill and the Local Government
Provisional Order (No. 10) Bill were ordered for second read-

ing, while the London Building Act (18Ui) Amendment
Bill was read a third time and passed. Consideration was
given to the Matlock Urban District Council Bill, which was
ordered for a tliird reading.

In the House of Lords on J'Viday the Felixtowe and Walton
Water Bill, the Newhaven and Scaford Water Bill, the Filey

Water and Gas Bill, the Newton U'ater Bill, the York United
Gas Bill and the St. Anue's-on-tlie-Sea Gas Bill were read a

third time and passed. The Corporation of London (Foreign

Cattle Market, Deptford) Bill was also, after a short discus-

sion, read a third time and passed.

In the House of Commons the Cromer Gas Bill, the Drog-
heda Gas Bill, the Norwich Electric Tramways Bill and the

Plymouth Corporation Bill were considered and ordered to be
read a third time. The consideration of the Higham and
Hundred of Hoo Water Bill and the Mid-Kent Water Bill was
deferred.

In the House of Lords on Monday the Wishaw Water Bill,

the Carmarthen Improvement Bill, the Cranbrook District

Water Bill, the Gloucester Gas Bill and the Ilford Improve-
ment Bill were read a second time. Third readings wore given

to the Carlisle Corporation Water Bill and the Enlield Gas Bill.

In the House of Commons the Gainsborough Gas Bill and
the Matlock Urban District Council Bill were road a third

time, while the following Bills were read a second time

;

Bacup Corporation Water Bill, Folkestone Water Bill, Hamil-
ton Water Bill, Kettering Water Bill and Belfast Harbour
Bill. The Belfast Corporation (Hospitals) Bill was also con-

sidered and ordered for third reading.

On Tuesday, in the House of Lords, the Dublin Southern
District Tramways Bill and the Wigan Corporation Bill were
read a second time. The Bury Corporation Bill and the
Brompton, Chatham, Gillingham and Rochester Water Bill

were read a third time and passed. The Canals Protection
(London) Bill piassed through committee and was reported,

without amendment, to the House.
In the House of Commons the Dover Harbour Bill and the

Paisley Corporation (Loans) Bill were ordered for second
reading. The following Bills were each read a third time and
passed : Cromer Gas Bill, Drogheda Gas Bill, Glasgow Cor-
poration (Sewage, &c.) Bill, Norwich Electric Tramways Bill

and the Plymouth Corporation Bill. The Bristol Tramways
(Electi-ical Power, &c.) Bill, the Bristol Tramways (Exten-
sions) Bill, the Clacton-on-Sea tras and Water Bill, the
Coventry Corporation Gas Bill and the Milford Docks Bill

were all considered and ordered to receive a third reading.

The Halifax Corporation Bill was read a second time and
committed.

In the Houses of Commons on Wednesday the Tyne-
mouth Corporation Water Bill was read a second time and
committed. The Locomotives on Highways Bill, as amended
by the Standing Committee, was considered. Several minor
amendments to various clauses were agreed to, and the Bill

was read a third time.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEE.
Blackburn Corporntion Bill.—The House of Commons Com-

mittee on Police and Sanitary Regulations, after disposing of

the Middlesex County Council Bill, took up consideration of

the Bill promoted by the Corporation of Blackburn, who
sought various powers relating to municipal matters, among
them being authority to acquire the undertaking of the
Blackburn Corporation Tramways Company, Limited, to con-
struct additional tramways, and to work tlie system by elec-

tricity oi" any mechanical power. It was jjroposed to con-
struct upwards of 4 miles of new line and to raise £187,000
by loan. There was no formal opposiiion to the Bill, but as
they were taken np one by one the provisions were subjected
to close scrutiuy on the part of Mr. Boyce, the representa-
tive of the Local (iovernment Boai-d. The counsel for the
promoters was Mr. Forbes Lankester. From the facts laid

before the committee it appeared that Blackburn has now a
population of 133,000 persons, and that the rateable value of
the town is £453,000. The total debt of the borough is

£2,3'19,000. The powers to construct tramways in Blackburn
were originally obtained by the corporation, who laid them
and afterwards leased them to the tramways company. The
corporation never exercised the powers they acquired in

1882 to borrow money for tramway purposes, because
a syudicate was formed which afterwards developed into
a company, who undertook to work the system. It was
proposed now, as the working of the tramways by the
company had not been altogether satisfactory, and as
there were exceptional means for substituting electricity
for horse-power, to bring the tramways under the direct
control of the corjooration. The larger part of the Bill
dealt with tliic question ol tramway pwchusc, and set forth

the terms of the agreement that had been entered into. The
lease under which the company held the tramways from the
corporation would have expired in 1908, but for the reasons
stated the council thonght it would be more advantageous to

the borough were the present arrangement brought to a
termination. An arrangement was accordingly entered into

with the company last year, by which tho latter agreed to

sell the undertaking for £77,210, the purchase to take effect

within a month of the passing of the Act. The corporation,
it may be explained, have in their hands the supply of elec-

tric power or energy in tho borough, and as they had the
motive power under their own direction they naturally
thought tho tramways offered a profitable field for its em-
l>loyment. The council sought further powers with refei-ence

to the consolidation of the redeemable debt and mortgages
of the corporation, the equation and consolidation of sinking
funds, except as regards the waterworks department, and the
repayment of loans, &c. It was also considered expedient
that the time limited by the Blackburn Improvement Act of

1877, and extended by the Blackburn Water Act of 1885, for

the construction of Brennaud and Whittendale reservoirs
should be further extended. Powers were also sought by
the corporation to construct additional sewers and new
streets, to carry out street improvements and to pave certain
streets with wood. As to the money which it was now pro-
posed to borrow, the sum of £12,000 was required for new
municipal offices and alterations to the town hall; £35,000
for new streets and street improvements, and alterations to
existing bridges; £87,000 for the purchase of the tramways
from the company; £10,000 for the construction of addi-
tional tramways and the electrical equipment ; £'jO,000 for

sewering and works of sewage disposal ; £12,000 for pur-
chasing and laying-out recreation grounds ; and £13,400 for
wood pavements. Touching the tramways, it may be noted
that the present directors are to continue to manage the
undertaking for a period of five years. These directors are,

on the completion of the purchase, to receive romuneration,
the chairman to the amount of £520 and the others to the
amount of £330 each. The principal tramway extensions
which it is proposed carry out are from Copy Nook to Queen's
Park; a line to form a junction between the present tram-
way in Mill-lane and that at Accrington-road ; aud a line

from High-street to Station-road, near the railway station.
The site of the electrical generating station is in George-
street and Bridge-street. A clause was inserted in the Bill

to ensure that the corporation should take all reasonable pre-
cautious in constructing, placing and maintaining their elec-

tric lines and circuits, and in working the tramways so as
not to affect injuriously, by fusion or electrolytic action, any
gas or water pipes, or other metallic pipes or structures, or
to interfere with tlie working of any wire, line or apparatus
used for the purpose of transmitting electric power. Any
surplus revenue arising from the tramways, after the payment
of expenses, is to be placed to the credit of the general dis-

trict fund. Powers were taken in the Bill to enable the dis-
trict councils of Church and Oswaldtwistle to purchase the
ti-amways within their jurisdiction constructed by the Black-
burn Corporation. With reference to the sewage provisions,
the principal object in view was the construction of a main
conduit 3 miles 977 yards in length, commencing in the
Preston New-road at Billinge End, and terminating by a
junction with the existing sewer of the corporation on their
sewage works at Samlesbury. The corporation and the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company are undertaking
the improvement of the bridges carrying the railway over
Gillgraves-street, Stanley-street and Albert-street. The Bill

was passed on Friday last and ordered to be reported to the
House, the witnesses examined in support of it being Mr. J. H.
C. Baillie, the borough treasurer, and Mr. Fo.v, the town clerk.

Bolton Etli-nxioii BiU.—A House of Commons committee,
under the presidency of Mr. Baldwin, dealt on Thursday and
Friday last with a Bill promoted by the Corporation of Bolton
and the urban district councils of Turton and West Houghton,
by which powers were sought to extend the administrative
area of each of these authorities. The extension in the case
of Bolton meant the addition of townships containing a com-
bined population of 35,718, which would have the effect of
increasing the number of inhabitants within the borough
area to 150,000. The Bill was opposed by the Lancashire
County Council, who contested the measure on some minor
details, but objected to it mainly on the ground that the three
authorities concerned had not proceeded by provisional order,
whicli would have involved local inquiries at which the county
council could have been represented, instead of bj- a Parlia-
mentary Bill. Mr. R. H. Hinnell, the town clerk of Bolton,
was the principal witness in support of the measure. He
stated that for the purpose of effective municipal government
it was most desirable that the districts within the respective
.areas should be dealt with in the manner proposed. The
matter had been the subject of a good deal of local agitation,
and a definite resolution to proceed by Bill was arrived at in
August of last year. He admitted, in answer to the couESel
for tho county council, that he did not know of any precedent
for Parliament sanctioning a corporation Bill which also em-
braced the schemes of outside authorities; but in thib case it
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was the most economical .is •well as the most convenient

course to adopt. Mr. T. Smith, architect and surveyor, and
a member of the town council, gave evidence with respect to

the circuDistances of tlio townships proposed to be incorporated,

stating that as regarded several of them the present boundary

line between them and Bolton was indistinguishable. Generally

speaking, and particularly from a sanitary point of view,

they would be gre.atly benefited by coming within tlie

borough. He stated, in the course of his cross-examination,

that Bolton was overflowing in certain directions. On being

asked on which side the growth was largest he replied,

" Oh, on every side—north, south, east and west." The
whole of Monday was devoted to the evidence of local wit-

nesses from the outlying townshijis bordering on Bolton,

but not at pi-esent within the borough radius—townships

which were all eager for absorption by the municipality.

They told practically the same story. Mr. Walker, the vice-

chairman of the Middlehulton Parish Council, stated that

meetings had been held in that township at which the ques-

tion had been discussed, and those of tlie inhabitants who
had taken the trouble to attend had doclai-ed themselves to

be unanimously in favour of the present scheme. Part of

this particular town.ship ic was proposed to include in the

borough, while another part was to be annexed bj' West
Houghton. Mr. Poole, the chairman of tlie Parish Council

of Deane, said his township was unanimously in favour of

casting their lot with the borough. The}- did not want one

portion to bo taken and another left. They had enough of

that in 1872, when there was a division of the district. The
township got their gas and water supply from the Corpora-

tion of Bolton, and that corporation, too, disposed of their

sewage. On being asked why he preferred coming to Parlia-

ment for a Bill to applying for a provisional order, this wit-

ness said he saw no reason, as the authorities wore all agreed

as to what should be done, why the question should not be

disposed of once and for all. Had they proceeded by pro-

visional order three local inquiries woxild have been necessary,

whereas in the present case one inquiry would, if they were
successful, bo sufficient. Mr. W. Hart, clerk and assistant

overseer for the parish of Lostock, declared public feeling in

that district to be in favour of the Bill, and so did a largo

number of other local witnesses. There was still more
evidence to be heard when the committee rose for the day.

The Lancashire County Council entirely failed to convince

the committee that the ratepayers in the districts proposed

to be annexed were not desirous of amalgamation with the

borough of Bolton and the two local authorities ; and they

were equally unsuccessful in their efforts to satisfy the com-
mittee that according to precedent the approval of the

county council was necessary for the proposed extension.

The committee on Tuesday declared the preamble of the Bill

to have been proved, holding that the promoters had a

perfect right to proceed by Bill instead of provisional orders

if they so desired. The clauses were adjusted on Wednesday
morning.

Lotulon Unifeil Tramteays Bill.—A Bill promoted by the

London United Tramways Company, in which powers were
sought to construct additional tramways, to acquire land and

to use electrical or any mechanical power, came before the

committee of the House of Commons on Thursday and Friday.

The extensions contemplated by tlie Bill amounted to up-

wards of 13 miles of double line. The series of new tram-

ways included one from Acton to Hanwell, 2 miles in length,

along the Uxbridge-road ; one from Hanwell to Brentford, 1

mile 1 furlong in length, along the Boston-road ; and one from

Kew bridge to Honnslow, 2/ miles in length. When the new
bridge which is to span the river at Kew is completed, it is

proposed to lay a tramway line over it, and the new lines will

pass through the districts of Acton, Ealing, Hanwell, Brent,

ford and Isleworth. They will be worked by electricity, the

current being applied on the " trolley " principle, with the

overhead wires fixed to high jjosts. Electricity is to be intro-

duced on the company's existing lines and the working of the

lines from TJxbridge-road station to the boundary of Acton,

and from that point to Kew bridge and from Hammersmitli-

broadway, will be greatly facilitated by the loop now pro-

posed. The districts through which the new lines would run

were, it was stated, thickly populated, and while there was a

service of omnibuses it was not sufficient. The principal

opponents of the Bill were the Ealing local authorities, the

London County Council, the Middlesex County Council and
the Vestry of Hammersmith. It was stated that the Ham-
mersmith Vestry, after having been consulted by the company,
sent a depntation to Havre to inspect the working of the

overhead system there, and so satisfied were they as to its

utility that they unanimously approved of its adoption.

They had, liowever, since changed their mind and now
opposed the Bill. The Ealing District Council had resolved

by a majority of one to oppose it. The company, it appeared,

had intended to use electric power on their line from Kew to

Richmond, but the clauses providing for that had Ijcen with-

drawn from the Bill. From the evidence of Mr. Clifton

Robinson, the managing director and engineer for the com-
pany, it appeared that S,.500,CI00 passengers were carried over

the existing tramway lines last year. His experience of other

tramways, which was considerable, had taught him that the

introduction of electric traction had resulted in doubling the

volume of traffic. He believed that if electric power were intro-

duced .and the proposed extensions to Hounslow and Hanwell

were carried out the company would carry annually 25,000,000

passengers. He was strongly in favour of a reduction of

fares with the advent of electricity, believing that excellent

results would be obtained were the charges lowered by at

least one-half. The fares on workmen's cars would be half

the ordinary rates. In answer to Mr. Pope, cj.c, the leading

counsel for the London County Council, Mr. Robinson stated

that the county council had at present the right to approve
or negative the use of electric traction within tho county of

London. Recognising this fact tho company had sent three

deputations to the London County Council, one of them sup-

ported by the Vestry of Hammersmith, but they were unable

to overcome the county council's ill-advised obstruction to a
popular mode of traction. That was why they resolved to

appeal to Parliament. The company thought it would be a
good thing to substitute the Board of Trade for tho county
council as the controlling authority in connection with such
matters in the City of London. The county council had the

right to purchase tho company's undertaking in eleven years

time. Tho county council, it appeared, were not opposed to

electric traction in principle, but they objected to overhead

wires. Questions were put to the witness with a view to

showing that an electric tramcar made as much noise in the

streets as a motor car, but this he denied, declaring that the

tramcar glided along liko a boat on ico. Sir John Kenna-
way's committee did not meet on Monday, but on Tuesday a

number of business people were examined in support of tho

Bill. Mr. Marnoch, who carried on business in Ealing Green,

stated that all the omnibuses plying in Uxbridge-road

stopped opposite his shop and the people who waited there for

" buses" were a considerable nuisance. Ho considered that

the proposed tramway in Ealing would be a great benefit to

the people there, and speaking as a property owner in Chis-

wick, the adoption of electric power would, in his opinion,

have a fa%'Ourable effect on property in that district. He
was no believer in the theory that seemed to be advanced by
the county council, that tramways depreciated the value of

property. Mr. George Gentry, coal merchant, carrying on
business in the Broadway, Ealing and in Chiswick, approved

of the adoption of electricity as motive power in the interest

of the public. He was opposed to tho construction of electric

light standards in tho middle of the road, stating that three

accidents h,ad been due to those standards being so placed.

He would like to see these standards, wliere they were now
in the centre of the road, removed. As to the effect that

tramways had upon property, ho had no hesitation in declar-

ing that they had improved the value of ifboth in Uxbridge-

road and on tho road from Hammersmith to Kew. The
railway communication between Ealing and the city was not

satisfactory. Ho had often found it quicker to walk than to

wait about for " buses " or trains. Then as to the mainten-

ance of the roads, he knew that the thoroughfares had been

better kept since the tramw.ays had been laid than they were

before. Several experts were called to testify as to the effi-

ciency of the overhead trolley system as compared with the

conduit system. Among tliem was Mr. Swinburn, consult-

ing engineer, Victoria-street, who spoke of the popularity

of the trolley system in America, and declared that the con.

dnit system had not been worked with satisfactory results.

Culverts constritcted for the electric currents had been found

injurious to the road and a considerable inconvenience to the

water and gas companies. The only place in this country

where culverts had been used was Blackpool, and there they

had been abandoned. In all other parts of the country tho

overhead trolley system had been adopted with success. Were
the overhead wires erected on the system of the London

United Tramways Company, they would in no way prejudice

the undertakers should the county council decide to take it

over when the lease expired in 1909.

LUMLEY RIVER BRIDGE.

The Earl of Scarborough, having decided to erect a bridge

across the river Wear, adjoining the existing ferry at Lumley
bridge, has instructcil Messrs. D. Balfour & Son, civil engi-

neers, of London and Newcastle, to prepare plans for a suit-

able structure, the contract for which has been let to Messrs.

Head, Wrightson & Co., of Stockton-on-Tees, who expect to

start the work this month. The structure consists of a

centr.al span of 120 ft. .and two side spans e.ach 37 ft. long.

The main and approach girders are to be of mild steel lattice

work, the bottom flanges being efficiently wind braced and

the top flanges supported with struts and overhead arches.

The flooring to consist of creosotcd timber with water boards

at each side. The piers to be each composed of four wrought-

iron piles properly braced, formed of four segments rivetted

together, having cast-iron pile points and to be driven 21 ft.

below river bed. Gates and turnstiles are to be fixed at end

of bridge and proper lighting arrangements to be provided.

The structure is calculated to stand a safe distributed live

load of 1 10-lb. to the square foot, with four times this amount

for the ultimate load.

Change of Address.—The offices of the Reeves Chemical

Sanitation Company, Limited, have, we are informed, been

removed to 17 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.
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Law Notes.

Edited by J. B. REIGNIER CONDER, 11 Old Jemy CliamberSj E.G.,

Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

The Editor will be pleased to ansxoer any questions affecting the

practice of engineers and surveyors to local authorities. Queries

(luhich should be written legibly on foolscap paper, one side only)

should be addressed to " The Law Editor," at the Offices of The

Highway REPAiEAnLE Ratione Tenurik : Local Govern-
ment Act, 1894, sec. 2.5, sub-sec. (2) :

" Person Liable to

Repair."— It is " as old as the hills" that the person liable to

repair a highway ratione tenura' is the occupier and not the

owner of the land in respect of which the liability attaches.

In the recent case of Cuckficld Rural District Council v. Goring

(Queen's Bench Division, 25th April) the council succeeded

in getting the jndge of the Worthing county court to give

judgment in their favour in an action against the owner of

two farms to which was attached a liability to repair two
footbridges. That judgment, however, has now been re-

versed by the High Court. On behalf of the council it was
argued that although an indictment for non-repair can only

be preferred against the occupier, still the ultimate liability

is upon the owner, who is liable to reimburse the occupier.

Mr. Justice Wills said he failed to understand the argument
for the respondents, and felt no doubt on the matter. At the

passing of the Local Government Act, 1894, it was well-estab-

lished law that the occupier of land subject to a,rafioiie tcniim

liability for the repair of highways is the only person who
can be made to perform the obligation. As Lord Coleridge

said in Reg. v. Barker (L.R. 25, Q.li.D., 213), that proposition

had been established from the time of Rolle's " Abridgment,"
whore (p. 783, Tit. Chimin, B. 2) it is laid down both in the

positive and negative that you must indict the occupier and
cannot indict the owner. The passage in Rolle's "Abridgment"
did not in terms refer to highways repairable ratione lentinr,

but in subsequent cases it had been pointed out that it was
intended to refer to such highways. There was, therefore, old

authority for the proposition that the occupier is the only
person against whom the liability can be enforced. As be-

tween the owner and the occupier, the occupier no doubt had
a right to be reimbursed ; but that was a matter as between
them with "which the public had no concern. It was sug-

gested, on the strength of the chance expression in Bal-cr v.

Greciihill (3 Q.B., 148)—"the owner who ought to have re-

paired"—that there was, what all the authorities had repu-
diated, a liability on the owner's part to repair, as distin-

guished from a liability to reimburse the occupier the expenses
incurred by him in repairing. But his lordship could not
uccept that suggestion. Then sec. 25 (2) of the Act of 1894
simply provided a new and less cumbrous means of getting

repairs done and paid for. And it was impossible to suppose,
on the strength of the one casual expression which had been
Toferred to, and in opposition to a long chain of authorities,

that when the Act spoke of " the person liable to repair" it

was intended to create a new liability and give a remedy
against a new person. That would be a most forced and
.strained construction. There was, so far as his lordship

could see, no intention to bring in a now person, but tho only
object was to give a simpler remedy. It was therefore quite
clear that the proceedings were misconceived, and tho appeal
must be allowed. Mr. Justice Kennedy concurred.

Waterworks ; Statutory Powers : Eights op Land-
owner.—In Fielden v. Morley Corporation (Chancery Division,

Mr. Justice Byrne, 28th April) tho plaintiff asked for an in-

junction to restrain the corporation from obstructing a cer-

tain catch-water, or allowing water to flow on to his land, or
trespassing thereon. T"he corporation wore authorised by a
special Act of 1890 to make additional waterworks, the Act
containing clauses for tho acquisition by the corporation of
land belonging to tho plaintiff, subject to the obligation of
keeping oatch-waters and other needful apparatus and making
good damage arising from leakage, overflow or failure of the
works. The catch-water in question was, for the greater part
of it, an open conduit, constructed on a narrow strip, 15 ft.

wide and 1,200 y.arda long, of tho plaintiff's land, which the
corporation had acquired for the purpose. The position of

the catch-water was this : It was on.the side of a steep moun-
tain mcwland, and its object was to catch the water from a
certain area, and utilise it for conveying tho water to those
'whom the corporation had to provide with water. It com-
menced at a point where there is a gully or natural w.ater-

course, and at that point there was constructed a sort of

diverting by-wash for i-egulating the amount of water passing
to the catch-water from the gully. From that point the open
catch-water proceeded to a point wbero the defendants had
erected another by-wash or weir, which was alleged by the
pJaintiS to be an unauthorised construction, inasmuch as it

prevented the catch-water from being watertight. Before
the works were quite complete an unusual r.ainfall occurred.
The water came down with great violence, flowed over the
by-wash and carried down some stones on to the site of an
old disused road. His lordship came to the conclusion that

•the by-wash did not offend against the provisions-of the Act

Surveyor. Where possible, copies of local Acts or documents re-

ferred to should be enclosed. All explanatory diagrams must be

drawn and lettered in black ink only. Correspondents xvho do not

wish their names published should furnish a nom de plume.

which required the catch-water to be watertight, that it was
properly constructed and in the proper place. Assuming
the injury to have been caused by the leaking, overflow or
failure of the works, tho statute provided for the remedy
under sec. 140 of the Railway Clauses Act, 1845, which
pointed out the method of determining the amount and of

enforcing payment. As to the blocking up of the catch-water

by stones and sand, it was only dono for a temporary purpose,

and as to the technical trespass committed in this regard, his

lordship said that no injury had been done to make it action-

able. The plaintiff's action therefore failed, and judgment
would bo for the defendants, with costs as between solicitor

and client.

Waterworks : Alleged Interference w-ith Rights of
Local Authority.—In Dover Corporation v. Folkestone

Wafcrioorks Cuiiipainj (Chancery Division, Mr. Justice Stirling,

6th May) the corporation asked for an injunction to restrain

the company from sinking and pumping water from a certain

well, or from otherwise diminishing or interfering with tho
water of any stream supplying the river Dour or the re-

servoirs and works of the corporation. The plaintiffs had
had tho control of the water supply to the borough of Dover
for upwards of forty years, the supply being drawn from
three wells about 220 ft. deep connected by .adits and having
other adits connected with them. These wells were capable
of yielding 1,300,000 gallons per day, and it appeared that

they were to a considerable extent .supplied by water drawn
from the chalk in the Dover water.shed, one of the greatest

feeders to which was the catchment area of the river Dour.
The defendants had recently introduced a Bill into Parlia-

ment, which was now pending before the House of Lords, for

the purpose of obtaining further powers. The plaintiffs

alleged that by the works described in their Bill the company
proposed to collect and to draw water which would otherwise
flow i^'om tho places ^vhence they proposed thus to obtain it

by well-defined channels to the wells of the plaintiffs and
to the river Dour, and that if such works were allowed to

be carried out the quantity of water available from the
plaintiffs' wells would be very much diminished. Tiie de-

fendants had commenced to sink a well in a field immediately
adjoining the property which they proposed to acquire under
the powers of their Bill at a place called Alkham, in close

proximity to, or on the line of, a nailbourne or underground
stream which rose periodically to the surface. This stream
was known as the Drclingore, and the plaintiffs alleged that

it added to the volume of the source of the Dour and prac-

tically formed part of the river itself. After the motion had
been opened and a portion of the evidence read, his lordship

suggested that the best course would be that the defendants

should be allowed to proceed with their works, in order to seo

whether they would practically affect the plaintiffs' source

of supply, and for that purpose lie directed that the motion

should stand over with liberty to the plaintiffs to bring it on
again upon notice if they should hereafter find it necessary

to do so.

Claim for Return of Wreckage re.moved by LocaIi

Authority from Foreshore : Lien : Counterclaim foe
Damage to Foreshore.—In JIayhurst v. Blackpool Corpora-

tion (Liverpool Assizes, 9th May) the plaintiff claimed the

return by the corporation of certain timber. The corporation

set up a lien for work done in removing the timber and a
counterclaim for damage to the foreshore. The timber in

question consisted of the fragments of the battleship Foud-
royiint. This vessel having boon driven ashore on the beach

in June last was purchased by the plaintiff and subsequently

broken up by a storm, doing considerable damage to the

foreshore. Tlie corporation had the fragments removed and
stored. The plaintiff before action tendered £-tO to cover any
damage, and the jury found that that sum was sufficient.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff both on the claim and
counterclaim, with £5 damages for the detention. In the

course of the case it transpired that there were between 200

and 300 tons of the timber, which was intended to be worked

up into furniture and mementoes of this fo.mous battleship.

Toronto.—Tho city council have adopted a report from
the Board of Control i-ecommending that tho city engineer,

Mr. C. H. Rust, be instructed to have specifications prepared

for a 200 horse-power plant for electrically lighting the streets

and the new city buildings ; also that tenders be invited for

constructing such a plant.
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Municipal Viork in Progress and Projected.

Only the London County Council among metropolitan

authorities now remains to commence work. In tlie provinces

considerable activity prevails, as will be seen by gluncing at

tlie paragraphs relating to Leeds, Ripon, Doucaster, York,

Stockton, Grange-over-Sands and Llandudno.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.

The Lord Mayor presided at a meeting of the Court of

Common Council, at the Guildhall, on Thursday.— The city

solicitor presented a report upon the negotiations which had

taken place between the corporation and the I'ust Office

authorities with reference to the acquisition of the piece of

vacant land adjoining the Postmen's Park. He reported the

receipt of the necessary assent of the postmaster-general,

with the concnrrence of the Treasury authorities, to the pay-

ment of £1,250 towards the completion of the purchase of a

portion of the land, a further sum of £1,250 to be jilaced on

deposit, available for use on the completion of the purchase

of the remaining half of the land.—The City Lands Com-
mittee submitted a report asking for authority to expend a

s\im not exceeding £2,500 in carrying out certain works at

the entrance to Guildhall from Basinghall-street

—

rh., a

new entrance gateway, asphalte paths and carriage-way, the

forming of a dry area at north end of the library ; finishing

the bay of the council chamber by building a new window
and buttresses, a new building on the site now occupied by

the chamberlain's old parlour, to contain offices; and a

corridor connecting the library with the council chamber.

—

Mr. Brooke-Hitching asked permission to adjourn the follow-

ing resolntion, which appeared on the ngenda in his name :

"That it be referred to the Streets Committee to consider

and report as to the desirability of approaching the City of

London Klectric Light Company, Limited, with a view to

the acquisition by purchase of so much of that company's

undertaking and plant as is situated within the City, to-

gether with the company's electric light generating station

in Sonthwark." The court agreed to this course being

adopted.—Mr. McCarthy moved the following resolution,

which stood on the agenda in his name :
" That it be referred

to the Improvements and Finance Committee to consider and

report as to the desirability of kanting the corner of Fore-

street, by Jewin-street, in connection with the proposed

widening of Fore-street, now under consideration." After

some discussion the motion was adopted.—The court adopted

a report from the Officers and Clerks' Committee recommend-

ing an increase in the salaries of the junior staff of the city

surveyor's office. The salaries of Mr. J. Leeson and Mr.

Owen Sharp, inspectors of slanghter-houges and meat, were

increased from £200 to £220.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Bermondsey.—The chairman of the Eltctric Lighting

Committee, at the last meeting of the vestry, reported that

the Board of Trade had granted the vestry an electric lighting

provisional order, subject to the approval of Parliament. }Ie

asked that the committee should be empowered to engage

counsel to support the order before the Parliamentary Com-
mittee, if it was opposed. This was agread to.

Hammersmith.—At a meeting of the vestry on Wednesday
of last week, seven tanders were received for road-making

and paving works in Addison-gardens, and the tender of Mr.

Harry Greenham, Hammersmith, at £925, was accepted.

Newing^On.—The vestry, on Wednesday week, agreed to

fidopt a recommendation of the Depot Committee, that ap-

plication be made to the London County Council for a loan of

£5,000, for the extension of the high-level dust sidings at the

Walworth depot, the construction of coal bunkers for the baths

establishment, and the erection of three residential flats for

the accommodation of the employes of the vestry disturbed

by the widening of the sidings and the erection of the elec-

tric lighting station; that the tender of Mr. H. B. Gammon,
amounting to £2,850, for the extension of the sidings and the

construction of coal bunkers be accepted ; and that the plan

and estimate prepared by Mr. K. Plumbe, amounting to

£1,897, for the erection of three residential flats adjoining

the coroner's court in Manor-place, be also accepted.

Paddington.—At Tuesday's meeting of the Paddington

Vestry, the tender of Messrs. Knight, Sou & Co., was ac-

cepted for the supply of about 504,000 creosoted Swedish
yellow deal blocks at £7 18s. 6d. per 1,0C0, and about 316,000

plain deal blocks at £6 lis. 6J. per 1,000.

Poplar.—The Board of Works have adopted the follow-

ing recommendation : That the jiortion of East India Dock-
road, Bromley, now paved with wood be repaved by the sur-

veyor with new hard wood blocks, on the existing founda-

tions, at an estimated cost of £420; and that the remaining
portion of the road be repaved where necessary.

ROtherhithe.—A sub-committee appointed to consider the

question of the ventilation of the council chamber and public

gallery—the latter of which has been the subject of numerous
complaints—last week presented their report, recommending
that additional fresh-air inlets be provided. The committee
also recommended :

" That upon the London Electric Supply
Corporation running their main to the town hall free of ex-

pense to the \estr3', the vestry agree to take the ctirrent on
the usual terms and light the town hall by electricity."

Some discussion ensued upon the recommendations, which,
however, were eventnally adopted.—A member informed the

vestry that the engineer to the London County Council was
about to be iustructed to prepare a report with reference to

Thames communication between Rotherhithe and the other

side of the river. He suggested that the vestry should join

Bcrmonsey 'Vestry and send a deputation to the council in

favour of the construction of a tunnel. The vestries on the
other side of the water were also moving in the matter. It

was agreed to appoint a deputation to net in tlm matter.—The
tender of Jlei^srs. Henry Knight & Son, of Tottenham, was
accepted at £3,933 for tho erection of dust destruclor build-

ings.

Wandsworth.—The district board of works have decided
to request the London County Council to sanction and grant

a loan of £3,000 for the purpose of carrying out street im-
provement works at Putney.

PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Barnsley.—At a meeting of the town council on the 7th

inst. the Streets, Building and Improvement Committee re-

ported that, having liad an interview with a representative of

the British Insulated Wire Company, Limited, they were of

opinion that it is desirable that tramways be worked by a

compan}' and not by the corporation. Therefore they re-

commended the council to invite companies to submit
schemes. Alderman Ilolden moved an amendment referring

the question of tramways back to the committee. He was in

favour of tramways, but he thought they should be under the

control of the corporation. The minutes, however, were con-

firmed.

Birmingham.—At a meeting of the city council, on Tues-

day, the lord mayor submitted the recommendation of the

General Purposes Committee as to the purchase by the coun-

cil of the undertaking of the Birmingham Electric Supply
Company, Limited, at the price of £420,000, and authorising

the committee to take the necessary steps for the promotion
of a Bill in Parliament to authorise the purchase. The re-

commendation of the committee was that thej- should pay
£10 10s. per share for the £5 shares of the company, and take

over the undertaking as a going concern with all its assets

and liabilities as from January 1, 1898. There was no oppo-
sition to the scheme, and the recommendation of the com-
mittee was unanimously adopted.

BlaoltpOOl.—At a meeting of the town council, on the

7th inst., the chairman of the Electric Lighting and Tram-
waj'S Committee submitted a report of the year's work. The
report showed that the trams had made a gross profit of

£5,290 on the year's working, and after the interest, Ac, had
been taken off there remained a nett profit of £2,306, as com-
pared with £230 last year. The gross receipts on the electric

lighting consumption wore £5,675. The interest on capital

and sinking fund claimed £3,856, so that the nett profit was
£1,819. The corporation are making one or two slight con-

cessions to consumers by doing away with meter rents and
by making a uniform charge of 5d. per unit to all places of

worship. It could not lie hoped that any reduction would be
made in the price to general consumers until the snspense

account of £13,700, due chiefly to the laying of new cables,

was cleared off.

Colne.—At the last monthly meeting of the town council,

it was resolved that the seal of the council be affixed to an
agreement for the purchase of 30 acres of land for the pur-

pose of erecting an infectious diseases hospital thereon at a

cost of £2,100.

DoncaSter.— Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, on behalf of the

Local Government Board, held an inquiry on the 7th inst.

respecting an application of the corporation for permission to

borrow £5,500 to defray a proportion of the cost of the re-

construction of the Mill bridge and improving the approaches,

and for consent to the sale of consolidated stock in order to

realise the sum of £5,500. The town clerk stated that the

cost of the reconstruction of the bridge will be borne equally

by the county council and the corporation, with certain ex-

ceptions. The bridge is to have two spans, each 46 ft., and
will have a total width of 36 ft. between the parapet walls.

The old bridge was only 20 ft. 8 in. wide, and had a footpath

on one side.

Douglas.—The corporation have decided to increase the

water sujiply by the construction of a reservoir at West
Baldwin, capable of containing 300,000,0(30 gallons. The
Uoldiug capacity will be six tituestbatof the Clypse reeervoir.
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On the 7th inst. tlie members of the Water Committee visited

the new watershed, with which they expressed satisfaction.

It will take five years to complete the new scheme, which will

place DouKlas, with regai-d to its water supply, in as good a

position as any borough of the same size in the L'ulted King-

dom.

Dovei*.— It is reported that the municipal electric trams

have been so successful during the six months they have been

running ihat the corporation have been, as a consequence,

able to reduce the town rates by 2c!. in the £i. There are

4 miles of tramway, and the f.'ire is Id. any distance. More
Dew cars are on order, and as soon as these arrive a five

minutes' regular service is to be established. The cars are

run on the overhead trolley system.

Halifax.—The oh.airman and members of the corporatioa

Tramways Committee ,on Tuesday of last week, made a snc-

cessful trial trip on one of the electric tramcars. For the

first time the whole of the route from Horton-street to King
Cross, and to Highroad Well a distance of nearly 4 miles, was
traversed.

HarrOg^ate.—At the last meeting of the district council

the minutes were confirmed approving of the scheme for a
light railway between Knaresborongh and Harrogate. The
decision was arrived at at a recent special meeting, thirteen

being in favour of the scheme and eight against. Mr. Sellers

said that with reference to the proposed light railway they
might not have considered the fact that if the promoters of

the light railway carried out their scheme they would prob-

ably apply for powers to light Knaresborongh by electricity.

If they did that Knaresborongh would lose £7,000 or £8,000
worth of g.as.

Keighley.—At a meeting of the town council on the 7th
inst. it was resolved to abandon the present depot in Cross-

lane, and to instruct the committee to procure a site in the
neighbourhood of the gasworks so Large and so situated as to

allow for the requirements of the department in dealing with
the whole of the refuse of the borough in the best manner.
Considerable discussion arose on the proposal to form a com-
mittee to consider and report as to the best site for municipal
oflficeB, and as to the propriety of erecting lock-up shops of a
temporary character around the town hall site. Some members
severely condemned the suggestion to erect lock-up shops,

others spoke strongly against the present unsatisfactory con-
dition of the site, and one or two suggested that the whole
of the present erections should be swept away, so that the
ground might be thrown open and made into a public square.

In the end a committee was formed with instructions to con-

sider the best means of temporarily utilising the site.

Leeds.—The corporation have decided to at once take
steps to extend the tramways in certain portions of the city

south of the river. As is generally known, the council in-

tend pushing the lines in sntKcicnt directions to cover nearly
every portion of the city not at present touched by the tram
service. At a meeting of the Highways Committee last week
it was decided to proceed with the construction of the Bees-
ton line from Lane End-place, Ilolbeck, to the police station

in Town-street, Beeston. The committee also resolved to

proceed with the tramway along IDUand-road Irom the junc-

tion of that thoroughfare with Beeston-road.

Bipon.—The mayor, on the 6th inst., formally opened an
exhibition of gas appliances in the Victoria Hall. The ex-

hibition had been ai'ranged by the corpor.ation for the pur-

pose of bringing before the public the advantages of modern
gas stoves for cooking, heating and other domestic purposes.

Two well-known firms undertook to show gas stoves

—

riz.,

Messrs. C. Wilson & Sons, Leeds ; and Messrs. Fletcher,

Bnssell & Co., of Warrington. As a further illustration of

the utility of gas in the kitchen, Mrs. H. M. Young, Chester,

gave practical lectures on cookery during the week the ex-

hibition was open. A model of gasworks and various gas
products was also shown. There has been a large increase

in the consumption of gas during the past year in Ripon, and
an additional dem.and for stoves, both for cooking and heat-

ing purposes. The corporation have found it necessary
under the circumstances to apply for a provisional order to

extend and improve their gasworks, at an estimated cost of

nearly £10,000, these additions and extensions being now in

progress.

Stockton.— Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, an inspector of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry, on Thursday, into

the application of the corporation for permission to borrow
money to establish an electric installation. Borrowing powers
to the extent of £TO,000 are asked for, but it is only proposed
to spend £22,000 at present.

West Hartlepool.—At the monthly meeting of the town
council, on the 7th inst., the Health Committee presented a
report urging that the erection of a refuse destructor be
promptly proceeded with, and that the borough surveyor be
asked to prepare the specifications preparatory to inviting
competitive plans. Alderman (Irainger moved the adoption
of the report. It was stated that the estimated cost was
£1,248 above the present system. An amendment that the
matter be adjourned for a month having been lost, the motion
was adopted.

York,—The Electric Lighting Committo? reported, at the

monthly meeting of the city council on the 6th inst., that the
Local Government Board had issued their s.anction to the
borrowing of £20,000 for electric lighting purposes, the money
to be repaid within a period not exceeding twenty-five years
from the date of borrowing. Prof. Kennedy reported that

Messrs. Crompton & Co. now found that they could not
recommend the lowest-priced engines accepted by the cor-

poration. The committee therefore had decided to instruct

Messrs. Crompton to obtain the better-class engines mentioned
in the tender, and the cost of the plant would therefore be
increased from £8,176 to £8,6.54.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Denholme.—It was reported at a meeting of the district

council, on the 7th inst., that Mr. E. Kellet, to whom the con-
tracts for works of sewerage and sewage disposal and the
construction of a culvert had been let, had declined to accept
the contracts, and the tenders of Messrs. J. Schofield & Son,
of Wyke, were accordingly adopted, as follows : Sewerage
works, £1,953 ; and culvert, £478.

Ecoleshill.—The district council have decided to apply for

sanction to a loan of £1,000 for street improvements.

Crange-OWer-SandS.—The district council have adopted
plans, and are making application to the Local Government
Board for powers to borrow £10,000, to carry out certain im-
provements which h.ave been under consideration for three
and a half years. It is proposed that the sewage which now
drains upon the foreshore at various points shall be collected

and carried beyond the town along the railway embank-
ment, outside which will be erected a promenade. The new
sea wall will recl.aim 5^ acres of land, which will probably be
used as a recreation ground.

Horbury.—At a meeting of the district council last week a
letter was read from the West Kiding solicitor asking the
opinion of the council as to the advisability of further oppo-
sing the Rochdale Corporation Water Bill in the House of

Lords, and stating that the action of the county council would
be largely determined by the views of local authorities in the
Calder valley. The letter was referred to a committee for

consideration.

Llandudno.—An inspector of the Local Government Board
recently held an inquiry respecting an application of the dis-

trict council for sanction to a loan of £16,000, the estimated
cost of erecting new municipal buildings on land in Lloyd-
street, valued at £4,500, and given to the town by Lord
Mostyn. The clerk said the scheme had been under con-
sideration four years, and that the plans of Mr. Silcock, of
Bath, were accepted as the result of a competition. The
present offices were utterly inadequate for the purposes of
the council. Lord Mostyn's agent, Mr. Pickering, had written
in terms of disapproval of the plans of the new buildings as
not being of a sufficiently imposing appearance, and stating
that the architect had evidently been limited in the matter of
funds.

Northwich.— Mr. Sandford Fawcett recently conducted an
inquiry, on behalf of the Local Government Board, regarding
an application of the district council for permission to borrow
£2,000 to make up eight private streets, so that they cau be
taken over as public thoroughfares. There was no opposition
to the application.

Weybridge.—Colonel Albert C. Smith, r.e., inspector of
the Local Government Board, recently conducted an inquiry
into an application of the council for sanction to borrow
£2,500 for works of surface-water drainage, and a similar
sum for the improvement of footpaths. Among those who
attended the proceedings was Mr. J. S. Crawshaw, surveyor,
who gave a detailed description of the surface-water scheme,
and produced elaborately-prepared drawings. Sykes' patent
street gulleys, it was stated, would be used in the carrying
out of the latter scheme, which is intended to overcome the
floods which frequently occur in the streets of the town at
the present time. Under the footpath improvement scheme
a number of pathways in the thoroughfares most used will

be kerbed,and made up with an improved limestone asphalte,
the surface of which is grey in appearance.

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Shifnal, Salop.—A Local Government Board inquiry was

held on the 7th inst., by Colonel W. R. Slacke, R.E., in
respect of an application made by the council to borrow a
sum of £3,300 to carry out a drainage and sewage dis-

posal scheme prepared by Edward W. Ives, c.E., of Derby,
and another, of £3,745, for a water scheme. The inquiry
was eventually adjourned.

Uckfield.—Colonel W. Langton Coke on Thursday con-
ducted an inquiry, on behalf of the Local Government Board,
with reference to an application of the district council for
leave to borrow £628 for works of sewerage in the village of
Fletching. Among those present were Mr. F. Holman, clerk
to the council, and Mr. John Taylor, surveyor to the council.
It was explained that four or five years ago there was an
agitation for a better system of sewerage in the village, it

being then thought that a partial scheme would suffice, but
ultimately a complete scheme for the whole of the village
was decided upon. Hence the Local Government Board in-

quiry, the district council asking that the repayment of the
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loan should be extended over a period of thirty years. Dr.

Stott, the medical officer of health, reported to the inspector

that in his opinion the scheme was necessary for tho health

of the village; and Mr. Taylor submitted various plans, &c.,

and was complimented by Colonel Coke on the admirable

manner in which these had been prepared. Mr. Taylor had
also preparad a statement, and this was accepted by the

inspector without bciiijj; read. There was no oj^position to

the application.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Larne.—At the monthly meetiiig of the Town Commis-

sioners, on the 6th inst., a letter was read from Mr. R. N.

Carson, secretary of the Larne Gas Company, who stated

that at a specially convened meeting of the shareholders, held

on the 13th ult., to consider the question of the proposed pur-

chase of the gasworks, it was agreed to uphold the action of

the directors in accepting the offer of the Larne Town Com-
missioners to purchase tho works at a sum of £4,350 as a
going concern, subject to the approval of the Local Govern-
ment Board.

Londonderry.—A special meeting of the corporation was
held, on Tuesday of last week, to consider an offer made on
behalf of the General Traction Company, London, to acquire

and take over the electric lighting station and plant, at

present owned and worked by the corporation. The proposal

made on behalf of the company was to take over the present
plant at a valuation ; to conduct the public lighting of the

city at a cost of £15 lOs. per lamp per annum ; to establish a
department for tho supply of private electric lighting at a
maximum cost to customers of 4d. per nnit, and for motive
power at 2id per nnit. The company also proposes to spend
from £100,000 to £150,000 in connection with the private

lighting establishment, and for the running of some miles of

electric railway in and around the city. It was held that this

offer would mean a saving to the corporation of £1,360 yearly.

No decision, however, w as arrived at.

Perth.—Lient.-Colonel Frederick Bailey, late of the Eoyal
Engineers, Edinburgh, held a local inquiry last week into tho

scheme of the Perth Police Commission, under the Perth Im-
provement Act, in regard to the honsing of the working
classes. The memorial presented to the Secretary for Scot-

land set forth that for the purpose of making certain new
streets and other works it was necessary to acquire 130
houses, occupied by persons of the labouring classes, whereof
fifty are situated between South-street and City Hall, and
eighty in tho Old High-street. The commissioners propose to

erect dwelling-houses for these who will be dispossessed, and
pray the Secretary for Scotland for his consent to tho scheme.
Evidence was given to the effect that the commissioners pro-

posed to demolish 139 houses and erect 104, while there were
ninety-two unoccupied houses within a radius of 1 mile. At
the close of the inquiry. Colonel Bailey said he should have
pleasure in reporting to the Secretary for Scotland that the
scheme seemed to him, in every respect, an excellent one.

He thought the Corporation of Perth ought to be compli-
mented on having devised it, and he lioped it would be very
speedily carried out.

Peterhead.—The working plans and specifications of the
new baths, along with a report by the burgh surveyor, were
recently considered by the B.iths Committee, when it was
resolved, on the suggestion of the burgh surveyor, to rearrange
the sanitary provisions and to lay cast-iron instead of fireclay

pipes for the outflow to the sea. On the architect indicating

approval of these suggestions it was agreed to advertise for

estimates. It was further agreed to appoint Mr. Chisholm,
burgh surveyor, as clerk of works.

F0RE9GN AND COLONIAL.
Berlin.—It is reported that a new municipal hospital has

been planned by the authorities of the city. The total ex-

penses have been calculated at above £050,000; the work is

to be finished by 1903. It will occujiy no less that 105 acres

of land, and is to consist of sixty-two buildings in all. There
will be twenty-six one-storey p.avilions of forty-six beds each

;

the lying-in department and the isolation department are to

be built more than one storey high. All arrangements for

hydropathic treatment, baths of all sorts, and " medico-
mechanical " treatment will be provided.

Colombo.—This Ceylon capital, says Indian Engineering,

is i-apidly endeavouring to make itself worthy of its unique
position as the half-way house between Great Britain and
Australia. It is caiTying out important harbour extension
works, and building a huge north-east breakwater, and it is

now about to adopt electricity as a street illuminant and to

introduce a system of electric tramways.

Key West.—The water problem is reported to be getting
serious here. The shallow wells are all more or less brackish
and under suspicion of surface drainage. Two companies at

various times have driven artesian wells 1,800 ft. and 2,300 ft.

deep, but they have never secured fresh water. The town lives

by cisterns and rain barrels, and the latter are only a shade less

insanitary than the wells. Those cisterns, lilled during the
rainy season, usually run very low by the close of the dry
season, which is due now. This year, in addition to the
rains coming very late, the town lias had its population

doubled by the presence of troops, ships and war-vessels,

and the army of newspaper correspondents and their tugs,

which vessels take water by the thousand gallons, not only
for their crews but for their boilers.

KImberley.— It is reported that a private Bill is to be
introduced during the next session of Parliament to empower
the borough council to supply electricity for the purpose of

lighting, heating or furnishing power to public buildings
and other places, and to borrow a sum of £25,000 for this

purpose.

Paris.—The municipality have resolved to experiment
with the Denayronze and St. Paul burners, and the gas com-
pany has requested permission, which has been granted, to

try experiments on Denayrouze lighting in direct competion
with the electric light. These latter experiments are to be
carried on for a year at the expense of the comi^any.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC HEALTH.

CONGRESS AT DUBLIN.
A hygienic congress will bo held by the Royal Institute of

Public Health in Dublin in Angust nest, and in connection
with it a Health E.xhibition will be held in the Royal Uni-
versity buildings and grounds. The congress will commence
on Thursday, the 18th of August, the Health l]xhibition open-
ing at the same time, and will terminate on the 27th August,
this being tho horse show week. The Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland is to be patron of the congress ; the lord mayor of

Dublin, honorary president ; Sir Charles Cameron, president

;

and Alderman Joseph Meade, chairman of the Reception
Committee. Prof. William R. Smith, M.D., president of the

Royal Institute of Public Health, is also expected to take part

in tho proceedings. The e.xhibition will bo of a very compre-
hensive character, tho exhibits being intended to illustrate

the following among other matters : Physiology, preventive

medicine, bacteriology, microscopy, physics, chemistry,

geology, meteoi'ology ; educational appliances, schools, ships

and steam vessels, naval and military establishments, hos-

pitals, prisons, workhouses, asylums, unhealthy trades,

artisans' dwellings, mortuaries, fire brigade appliances, acci-

dent prevention appliances, hygienic materials, cooking,

laundry and dairy appliances; water supply, sewage treat-

ment and disposal ; drainage and plumbing ; heating, light-

ing and ventilating; electrical installations and appliances;

disinfection and locomotion, including bicycles and tricycles,

motor cars and railway hygiene. Tho object of the exhibi-

tion and meetings which will be held in conjunction with it

is to educate the public opinion of Ireland in all branches of

hygiene ; and the visitors who are expected to flock to Dublin
during the horse show week will be afforded an opportunity

of seeing the latest advances in hygiene theory and practice.

The Health Exhibition Committee have already been ap-

pointed, and consists of Messrs. Wm. R. Maguire, J. P. (chair-

man), W. H. Beardwood, Maurice Brooks, F. W. Crossley,

Maurice E. Dockrell, Patrick Dowd, T. W. Little, Geo. L.

O'Connor, Chas. A. Owen, W. Kaye Parry, Howard Pentland,

Burton R. Phillipson, George JI. Ross, John L. Smallmaa,
J. C. Wilmot, Sir Charles Cameron and Prof. Edmund J.

M'Weeny. Mr. George M. Ross, of Dawson-street, Dublin, is

the hon. secretary of the committee.

At the first meeting of the committee Sir Charles Cameron
stated that on the opening day of the congress, the 18th

August, there would be a reception in Trinity College. The
board of that university had placed their lecture theatre,

examination hall and other rooms at the disjiosal of the com-
mittee. The business of the congress would bo conducted in

four sections—namely, pi-eventive medicine, chemistry and
meteorology, building and construction, and Parliamentary

and municipal matters. On the first day (Thursday) there

would be an address by the president, followed by the reading

of papers. On Friday there would bo sectional meetings.

We may mention that Mr. Charles P. Cotton, m.i.c.e., is

president of the section of the congress which will be devoted

to engineering and building construction.

A Siluer Wedding at Warwick.—The silver wedding of

the mayor and mayoress of Warwick, Councillor and Mrs. J.

W. Glover, w;,3 celebrated on Sunday, the 29th ult. The
recognition of this auspicious event, so far as those outside

the famdy circle were concerned, took place, however, on the

previous evening, when the whole of the employees of the

firm of Messrs. W. Glover & Sons, Limited, were entertained

to dinner at the Eagle Works in honour of thfe occasion.

During the dinner the opportunity was taken to present the

mayor and the mayoress with a two-handed bowl in commemo-
ration of their silver wedding. It had been subscribed for

by the whole of the employees and selected by the heads of

the various departments. It was composed of solid silver

and weighed about 50 nz. The following inscription was en-

graved upon the side :
" Presented to J. W. Glover, Esq., and

Mrs. Glover, mayor and mayoress of Warwick, in commemo-
ration of their silver wedding, by tho employees of Messra. W.
J. Glover & Sons, Limited, May 29, 1898."
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Personal.

Mr. J. Verrall, road surveyor to tlie Newhaven Enral Dis-

trict Conncil, has received an increase of salary.

East Ham Urban District Council have advanced the salary

of Mr. O. R. Anstead, assistant in the surveyor's department,

to £200 per aninim.

Mr. Norman Scorgie, surveyor of Rotherhithe, has prepared

an original map of the parish. This has jast been published,

and proves very complete and useful.

The resignation of Mr. Lister, surveyor and inspector of

nuisances to the Eccleshill Urban District Conncil, vras

accepted at the last meeting of the council.

Douglas Town Council have agreed, upon the recommenda-
tion of the Finance Committee, to increase the salary of the

assistant borough surveyor to £120 per annum.

Mr. John L. Redfern, assistant in the borough surveyor's

office, Hanley, has been appointed deputy city surveyor of

Carlisle. There were forty-five applicants for the post.

Last week, at the monthly meeting of the Coleraine Town
Commissioners, it was unanimously decided to grant an in-

crease of salary to Mr. Langlands, the gasworks manager.

Mr. Tom Tickers, surveyor to the Newark Rural District

Council, was, on Monday, appointed surveyor to the Be'xley

Urban District Council. There were 119 applicants for the

post.

Mr. M'Bean, a member of the staff of the city engineer of

Glasgow, last week, accompanied a deputation of the council

to Manchester to obtain information respecting the markets

of the latter city.

The borough surveyor of Cheltenham, Mr. J. Hall, accom-

panied the corporation employees on a visit to the metropolis

on Saturday, and was present in the evening at a dinner

given at the Ilolborn Restaurant by the mayor.

The General Purposes Committee of the Wolverhampton
Town Council have approved of a recommendation of the

Water Committee recommending the increasing of the salary

of Mr. Woodward, the water engineer, to £450 per annum.

The Rivers Committee of the Manchester Corporation have

selected the following three gentlemen to advise them in the

matter of sewage disposal : Mr. Baldwin Latham ; Dr. W. H.

Perkins, professor of organic chemistry at Owen's College;

and Dr. Percy Frankland, Birmingham.

It may be interesting to mention that Mr. David Murray
Macgregor, Narboi'ough, Leicestershire, formei'ly borough

surveyor to Berwick Corporation, recently headed the poll in

an election for Blaby Board of Guardians and Rural District

Council. There were five candidates for two seats.

Mr. F. Barnes has obtained an .appointment as assistant in

the oEBce of the chief surveyor of the Islington Vestry, Mr. J.

Patten Barber. Mr. Barnes was an articled pupil of Mr.

John Kemp, surveyor to the Hampton Urban District Coun-

cil, and has latterly been engaged ,as assistant under him.

Mr. C. Baillairgo, city engineer of Quebec, has addressed

an interesting letter to the editor of The Canadian Engineer

on "Fires and Fireproof Construction." The letter is a

review of the pamphlet recently published by the British

»Fire Prevention Committee on " The Paris Charity Bazaar

Fire."

The death occurred, on Tuesday of last week, of Mr.

Robert Townsend Martin, superintendent of the Liverpool

Coi-por.ation Waterworks, at Rivington. Deceased, who was
about sixty years of age, had been in the service of the cor-

poration for about thirty years, and was appointed superin-

tendent some six years ago.

The application of Mr. H. Silcock, surveyor to the Black-

well Em-al District Council, for an increase of salary was
. considered in committee at a meeting of the conncil on

Thursday, and it was unanimously resolved to increase his

salary from £180 to £250 per annum, inclnding travelling

expenses, but without commission.

At a meeting of the Drumcondr.a Commissioners on the

7th inst., Mr. Michael J. Buckley, who was last year elected

engineer and surveyor to the township for a period of one

year, and who has, in the opinion of tlie commissioners,

given every satisfaction in the discharge of his duties, was
permanently appointed to the position.

On Friday night, at a special meeting of tlie Wirsford Urban
District Conncil, Mr. Hnlse, of Winsford, was appointed sur-

veyor to the authority, at a salary of £KiO a year. There

were forty-five applicants for the post. A selection of four

was made, and Mr. Hulse, whose application was backed up

by a testimonial from the county surveyor, received five votes

out of nine.

The members and friends of the East of Scotland En-

gineering Association on Saturday visited the works in course

of construction in connection with the new reservoir at Talla.

The party, which numbered about forty, made their inspec-

tion cnder the guidance of Mr. James Young, of tho firm of

Young & Sons, the contractors, and Mr. Williamson, the

latter's engineer.

Sir John Taylor, k.c.b., surveyor to the OfBce of Works, has

been appointed consulting surveyor to the Office of Works in

the same position, long left vacant, which the late Sir Henry
Hunt held ; and Mr. J. B. Westcott, of the Office of Works,

has been appointed first class surveyor to the Office of Works
in the position lately held by Sir John Taylor. The latter re-

cently carried out all works in connection with Mr. Gladstone's

funeral.

At a meeting on tho 7ih inst. the Blackpool Town Conncil

decided, on the recommendation of the Electric Lighting and
Tramways Committee, to increase the salary of the borough

electrical engineer frpm £300 to £400 per annum. It was
stated that ho had important and valuable offers, but pre-

ferred to stay at Blackpool to carry out important prospec-

tive improvements, which include extensions to the value of

£40,000.

At last week's meeting of the Lambeth Yestry a letter was
road from Mr. J. P. Norrington resigning his appointment as

chief surveyor to the vestry. He staled that he could not

carry out his work satisfactorily with his present insufficient

staff. The vestry accepted the resignation and appointed a

committee to consider the filling up of the vacancy, which,

according to the terms of Mr. Norrington's resignation, will

not occur until the end of the present year.

At a recent meeting of tho Pembroke Township Com-
missioners, the competitive designs submitted by v.arious civil

engineers iu response to an invitation issued by the commis-

sioners for the improvement of Ball's bridge were considered.

After carefnl deliberation a resolution was jrassed adopting

the design of Mr. W. Kaye-Parry, of 35 Dame-street, Dublin.

The design provides for a very considerable extension of the

existing structure, and tho work will be of a substantial

character, executed in limestone and granite.

At a recent meeting of the Spilsby Rural District Council, a

letter was read from Mr. Fred. J. Dixon, highway surveyor,

tendering his resignation, on the ground that he proposed

entering into partnership with Mr. James Thropp, m.i.c.e.,

county surveyor of Lindsay (Lincolnshire), who has a

private practice in Lincoln as a civil engineer, architect

and surveyor. A discussion followed, during which Mr.

Dixon admitted that he was resigning for financial reasons.

The council thereupon decided to adopt a resolution of tho

chairman i-ecommending that the matter be referred to

the Highways Committee, so that they could confer with

Mr. Dixon as to the lowest terms upon which he could see

his way to stay with them, and then report to the council.

We have since been informed that, on Monday, Mr. Dixon sub-

mitted terms upon which he was prepared to remain with

the council, but the council could not agree to them. Jlr.

Dixon has therefore decided to stand by his resignation.

The Winchester Corporation, a ta recent meeting, had under

consideration the report of Mr. Jones, the assessor of the

designs for public baths, who had awarded the premiums

Toted by the council as under :
" Cleanliness," first premium,

£25; "Aqua No. 1," £15.; and the third jilace to " Comme
il Faut." The names of the premiated competitors were
respectively Messrs. Lonsdale & Harrison, Compton-terrace,

Highbury ; Messrs. Hall, Cooper & Davis, Scarborough and

21 Old Queen-street, Westminster; and Mr. H. A. Cheers,

Twickenham, London. The first premiated plan would, iu

its complete form, involve an outlay of £10,329; with modifi-

cations, either £8,691 or £7,181. "Aqua" was nearly tho

same, and " Comme il Faut " £6,000 for tho whole—two
swimming and a Tnrkish bath, and " slippers." The first

plan was adopted by the council, but subject to modifications

to reduce the entire outl.ay to £7,000. The matter was
referred .again to the committee on baths, who will com-

municate with the architects and report again to the council.

The premiums were ordered to be paid and all plans save the

adopted one returned. A curious item .arose in connection

with tho plans— r/:., that by some means the contents of

one of the bath documents had become know, and it w.as re-

commended prompt action should be taken to insure greater

secrecy. The town clerk said no person in his office had

communicated with the public on the matter and he should

take extra precautions in future with all private documents.

Thames Houseboats.—The Thames Conservancy have

issued a series of by-laws for the regulation of river traffic.

One of tho new by-laws provides that no sewage or any other

offensive or injurious m.atter shall be allowed to pass or be

put or thrown into the river from any vessel above Teddington

lock. Another requires that every houseboat and steam launch

used on the river above Teddington lock shall be supplied

with sanitary appliances approved by the conservators, and it

is stated that tho necessary certificate of registration will

be withheld from any owner of a houseboat or steam launch

who fails to prove the existence on his vessel of a satisfactory

method for disposing of sow.age and other refuse. Tlio con-

servators have also framed by-laws for the registration and

inspection of houseboats and other vessels.
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ASSOCIATION OF

MUNICIPAL AN D COUNTY ENGINEERS.

ANNUAL MEETING AT EDINBURGH.
The following are the arrangements for the annual meeting,

which is to be held in Edinburgh on Thursday, Friday and

Saturday, the 30th of June, and 1st and 2nd of July, 1898 :

—

The members will assemble at 10.30 a. in. on Thursday,

June 30th, in the council chamber. City Chambers, High-

street, Edinburgh, where they will be received by the Lord

Provost and members of the Corpor.ition of Edinburgh, after

which an adjournment will be made to the " Royal" hotel,

Princes-street, where the general meeting will be held.

TnuRSD.1T, June 30th.

10 a.m.—Meeting of the council at the " Royal "hotel. (Cabs

in waiting.)

10.30 a.m.—Reception at the City Chambers.
11.15 a.m.— General meeting, " Royal "hotel. Anunal report.

Mr. Weaver to move :
" That the resolution passed

at the annual meeting held at West Bromwich, 13th

Jnly, 1893, directing that the attendances of councillors

at council and committee meetings be placed on the

ballot lists, be rescinded."

Mr. Eayra to move :
" That By-Law IS be altered to

read as follows :

—

Examinations.

18. "Two (or more) examinations of candidates for

certificates of competency in municipal engineering,

surveying, building construction, sanitai-y science and

the Public Ilealtli Acta (Miiiilripnl Lan), shall be held

annnally at such places and at siich times ,as the

council shall appoint.

"The board of examiners shall be (not tes tlian)

twelve in number, and shall be elected by and be

members of the council, or such other members of the

association as shall be leading men in their particular

branch of the engineering profession. Four (or jjioj-p)

of such board shall be selected by the council to carry

out each examination, who, as 'acting examiners,'

shall report to the council the names of those candi-

dates who have satisHed them of their proficiency."

Presentation of jiremiums, re-election of honorai'}'

district secretaries, election of auditors and scrutineers,

presidential address, paper and discussion. (l)"Tar
Macadam," by A. H. Campbell.

1 p.m.—Adjournment for luncheon, at the invitation of the

Lord Provost and the Edinburgh Corporation, at
" Royal " hotel.

2 p.m.—Papers and discussions. (8) " Two hours' lest of a

steam ram pumping plant," by J. B. Wilson. (3)
" Conversion of Edinburgh, Leitli and Portobello horse

tramway system into cable tr.iction," by W. N. Colam.

(4) " Work of the cleansing department, Glasgow," by
U. McColl. (5) " Notes on sewer ventilation as applied

to Water of Leith intercepting sewer," by — .

(6) " Housing of the Working Classes Act, as worked .

out in Edinburgh," liy Wm. Bruce.

5 p.m.—Adjournment.

7 p.m.—Annual dinner at the 'Royal" hotel, Ediuburgh.

Tickets, 7s. Cd. each.

Friday, JrtY 1st.

10.30 a.m.—Papers and discussions. (7) " Notes on the bac-

terial treatment of sewage," by D. Cameron. (9)
" Electric lighting of Edinburgh : The system adopted:

Financial results," by Frank A. Newiiigton, resident

electrical engineer. (10) " Recent extensions of Leith

docks," by Peter Whyte, docks superintendent. (2)
" Experience of Edinburgh with refuse destructors,"

by John Young, c.E., engineer, burgh engineer's de-

partment.

1 p.m.—The members will be entertained to luncheon by Mr.

W. N. Colam, engineer for the Edinburgh cable tram-

ways.
2.50. p.m.—Brakes will be at the " Royal " hotel to convey

the members to visit the following works :

—

^'o. 1 Purty.—l, Artisans' dwellings ; 2, electriclight-

ing works ; 3, cable tramway power station, ToUcross
;

4, McEwen Hall (organ, by Hope-Jones, will be played

by Mr. J. H. Collinson, mus.bac, organist, St. Mary's
Cathedral); 5, free library.

No. 2 Party.— 1, Refuse destructor; 2, Chancelot

mills; 3, Leith docks.

A charge of 2s. will be made to each member for brakes, &c.

Saturday, July 2nd.

No. 1 Party.

Visit the Forth bridge. Leave the "Royal" hotel, 9.30 a.m.,

in brakes for Forth bridge, go on bridge and under; arriving

back at 1 p.m.
jYo. 5 Party.

10 a.m.—Brakes will be at the "Royal" hotel to convey
members to view the following places of interest :

Scott Monument (immediately opposite "Royal" hotel),

St. Giles' Cathedral, the Castle, Museum of Science

and Art, Holyrood Palace, Barns' Monument and
Calton Hill.

1 p.m.—Arrive back at " Royal " hotel.

A charge of 2s. will be made to each member for brakes.

Railway Arrangements.
Members will please ask in all cases for tourist tickets.

From London special accommodation will be reserved for

party leaving Kiug's Cross at 2.20 p.m. on Wednesday, the

29th inst., and from Euston at 2 p.m. on the same day.

It is particularly requested that members wishing to dine

or lunch will please notify same to the superintendent of the

re.ipective railw.ay.

TraiiNS to Edinrurrh.

\'u\ East Coast.

Leave London (King's Cross), 2.20p.m., 8.15 p.m., 11.30p.m.

„ Grantham, 4.27 p.m., 10.19 p.m., 1.34 a.m.

„ York, 0.15 p.m., 11.57 p.m., 3.12a.m.

„ Newcastle, 8.7 p.m., 1.37 a.m., 4.52 a.m.

Arrive Edinburgh, 10.45 p.m., 4 a.m., 7.15 a.m.

Vul West Coast.

Leave London (Euston), 2 p.m., 8.50p.m., 11.50 p.m.

,,
Liverpool (Lime-street), 4.5 p.m., 5.35 p.m., 1a.m.

„ Manchester (express), 4.15 p.m., 5.45 p.m., 1.15 a.m.

„ Preston, 6.30 p.m., 6.40 p.m., 2.28 a.m.

„ Carlisle, 8.20p.m., 8.37 p.m., 4.22 a.m., 5.50a.m.

Arrive Edinburgh, 10.30 p.m., 10.45 p.m., 6.40a.m., 7.50 a.m.

Till Midland Haitwny.

Leave London (St. Pancras), 2.10 p.m., 9.15 p.m.

Bristol, 12.20 p.m., 7..50 p.m.

„ Gloucester, 1.18 p.m., 8.52p.m.

,,
Birmingham (N.St.), 2.45 p.m., 10.30 p.m.

„ Sheffield, 5.40 p.m., 12.45 a.m.

„ Leeds, 6.33 p.m., 1.10 a.m.

„ Manchester, 5.45p.m., 12.45 a.m.

„ Carlisle, 8.55 p.m., 4.15 a.m.

Arrive Edinburgh, 11.25 iJ.m., 6.52 a.m.

Leave Aberdeen, 5.30 p.m., 7.45 p.m., 6.20a.m.

„ Perth, 7.55 p.m., 9.10p.m., 8.35 a.m.

„ Dundee, 7.30p.m., 9.35 p.m., 8.10a.m.

„ Kirkcaldy, 8.32 p.m., 10.22p.m., 8.57 a.m.

Arrive Edinburgh, 9.10 p.m., 11.2 p.m., 9.36 a.m.

Leave Glasgow, 7.45 a.m., 8.45 a.m., 6p.m., 8p.m., 10p.m.

Thomas Cole, a.m.i.c.e..

Secretary.

11 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.

The Blackpool to Fleetwood Tramway.—The electric

tramway connecting Fleetwood with Blackpool was opened
on the 8tli insfc. The length of the line is 10 miles, and it

now completes a chain along the Lancashire sea coast of fully

25 miles. It is proposed to extend the tramway along the

Kibble valley to Preston, which will make the line the longest

in the kingdom.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
ioo late for classification cannot he

les until thefolloving ireek.

Gas and Water Manacrr.—June 18th.—Birstall Urban
District Council. £120.—Mr. W. Middlebrook, clerk to the
council.

Highway and Bdildino Surveyor, Inspector of Nuis-
ances, &c.—June 20th.—Wealdstone Urban District Council.

£180.—Mr. R. J. Bryant, clerk to the council.

Electrical Engineers.—June 21st.—Belfast Town Coun-
cil. £2 5s.— Sir Samuel Black, town clerk.

Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisance.s.—Jane 22nd.

—

Guisley Urban District Council.—The Chairman of the Conti-

cil.

Fifth Assistant for Borough Engineer's Sewerage
Department.—June 22nd.— Corporation of Leicester. £2 2s.

Mr. E. G. Mawbey, borough engineer and surveyor.

Engineering Assistant for Surveyor's Office.—June
22nd.—Corporation of Rochdale. £120.—Mr. S. S. Piatt,

M.I.C.E., borough surveyor.

T: Surveying Assistant. — June 22nd. — Corporation of

Leicester. £2 5s.—Mr. E. G. Mawbey, borough engineer and
surveyor.

Assistant Draughtsman for Waterworks Engineer's
Office.—Jnne 23rd.—Corporation of Harrogate. 30s.—Mr.

E. W. Dixon, water engineer, town hall, Harrogate.

Building Inspector.—June 23rd.— Southend-on-Sea Cor-

poration. £104.—Mr. William H. Snow, town clerk.

Temporary Surveyor's Assistant.— June 24th.—Garston
Urban District Council. £2 2s.—Mr. F. W. Bowden, a.m.i.c.e.,

surveyor to the council.

County Surveyor.—June 24th.—^ East Sussex County
Council. £400.—Mr. F. Meirifield, county clerk. County
Hall, Lewes.

Surveyor, Inspector of Nuisances, &c.—Jane 25th.

—

Urban District Council of Short Heath.—Mr. Geo. Cross

Adams, clerk to the council, New Invention, near Wolver-
hampton.

Assistant Inspector.—July 2nd.—Weston-super-Mare
Urban District Council. £1.—Mr. Sydney C, Smith, clerk to

the council.
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Inspector of Nuisances.—July 4th.—St. Albans Rural

District Council. £100.—Mr. B. W. Brabant, clerk to the

council.

City Exgi.veek.—August 31st.—Corporation of Welling-

ton, New Zealand. £800.—Agent-General for New Zealand,

London.

Municipal Inspector of Uoaus.—Shanghai Municipality.

£220.—Messrs. J. Book & Co., 8 Jeffreys- square, St. Mary Axe,

London, E.G.

Building Inspector.—Lancaster Corporation. £2.—The
Borough Surveyor.

COMPETITIONS.
Adverfhemejifn which are rrcr

included in these sun
mi hite fur ehntijication .

» until thefollowing week.

East Ham.—June 34th.—Erection of public offices, library and tech-

nical instiitute, fire engine station, public baths and offices for sanitary

department, the whole to cost about £65,0<10, for the urban district

council. 100 guineas and 50 guineas.—Mr. W. H. Savage, surveyor to

the council.

Baildon.—.Tune 30th.—Scherae for the purification of the sewage of

naiUlon Woodbottom, Baildon CTreen, Lower Holme and Low Mill, for

the urban district council.—Mr. H. R. Huggins, clerk to the council.

LiNsLADE.—.Tuly 1st.—Plans, specifications and estimates for the

sewage disposal and water suppl.y of the district, for the urban district

council.—Mr. R. L Flatten, clerk to the council.

WiDNEs.—Jul.y lat.—La.ying-out of a park and roci'eation grounds at
Appleton. £36 15s., £10 10s. and_£.'i 58.—Mr. John S. Sinclair,

A.H.I.C.E., borough surveyor.

WAiiiiiifeToif.-.Tuly 2nd.—Erection of a police station, coui't house,
&o. £100, £60 and £26.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
surveyor.

East Ridihg.—.Tuly If.th.—Esteusion nf the cnnnty oflices at Beverley
and the erection of a new register otllce, for the county council. £30,
£20 and £10. — Mr. ,Iohn Hickorstcth, county clerk, (iouiity Hall,

Beverle.y.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
received too Uife tor cli/nnrficafii

• Hummuries until the following i*">t

pBEKTOif.—June 17th.—Levelling, iiavinjr, ilft^»in^, channollitis and
raaking-up work.s in Bence-roati.—The Korouj,'!! Engineer.

Sunbuht-on-Thames.—June iHth.—Construction «f brickwork and
concrete tanks on laud near Oharltou-road, for the urban district coun-
cil.—Mr. H. F, Coales, surveyor to the council,

BouKNEMouTu.— Juuo 2nth.— Supply of cables, arc lamps, incan-
depcent lamps, wirincr, switchboards, littings, steam dynamo, &c.—Mr.
F. W". Lacey, borongb cnj^ineer.

Leamington.—June 30th.—Erection of an en;:ci'in-honseat the LilUncr-
tou pumping: station, New CubbiTi;^ton.—Mr, H. Consott Passman,
town clerk.

Croydon.—June 20th.—Construction of foundations and sub-struc-
ture of a lunatic asyUim at Warlint^hara.—Mr. TO, Mawdesley, town
clerk.

ToTNEs.—June 20tli.—Construction of ouLfall sewajijo purification
works.—Mr. W. F. ToUitt, borouf^h surveyor.

WoLVEEHASiFroN.— Juue 30th.—Construction of footways, &c., iu
various parts nf the boroiigh.-Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer
and surveyor.

Whitbt-—June 20th.—Construction of a new bridfre at Ibumdale, for
the rural district council,—Mr, George Buchannan, clerk to the coun-
cil.

BECKENHA5I.—June 20th.—Supply of 150 superficial yards of 3-in. by
5-in. axed Aberdeen or Guernsey pitchingto the cab-rank in Southend-
road and also of about 900 lineal feet of 6-in. by 12-in. Norwegian
<iranite kerb in Warwick-road, for the urban district coancil.—Mr,
John A. Angell, surveyor to the council.

London.—June 31st.—Erection and completion of the boundary-wall
and gates at the Abbey Mills pumping station, West Ham, for the
county council.—The Engineer to the Council, County Hall, Spring-
gardens, London, S.W,
Ceotdon.—June 21st.—Rrection of sheds, boundary wall, Ac, at the

roads dejiot in Carmichael-road, South Norwood,—Mr. K. Mawdesley,
town clerk.

Banbury.—Juno 21st.—Repairing of the stonework of parapet, walls
and roof at the town ball.—Mr. N. H. Dawson, borough surveyor,

London.—June 21st.—Supply of engines, dynamos, accumulators,
switchboards, feeders, distributors, service mains and all accessories,
for the buildings at the Crossness outfall works, near Erith, Kent, for
the county council.—The Engineer to the County Council, Counij- Hall

,

Spring-gardens, London, S.W.

WiNCANTON.—June 23nd.—Laying of about 2^ miles of galvanised-
iron piping, with littmgs, &c., for the rural district council.—Mr. A.. P.
I.Cotterell, a.m.i.c.e., Lonsdale Chambers, 7 Baldwin-street, Bristol.

WiNCANTON.— June 22nd.—Laying of about 5^ miles of mains, the
construction of a service reservoir, collecting and intake chambers, &c.,
for the rural district council.—Mr. A. P, 1, Cotterell, a.m.i.c.e., Lons-
dale Chambers, 7 liald win-street, Bristol.

King's Lynn.—June 23ud.—Laying of a new pipe sewer in Wisbech-
road.—Mr. John It, Fayors, borough surveyor.

and 1 li 1 1

;

of U-iTi.. I

forthu K.

street, \V

-\Il
,
I'ulhira JtTi

dsof 9-in.

).. 17 yards
jpt; sewers,
Jld Queeu-

,tur, Luiidun, S.W,

East CkiNSTEAD.—June 23rd.—Supply of 200 tons of 1^-in, broken
granite, Itlo tons of Kentish ragstone and 840 yards of hand-picked
surlaco Hints, for the urban district council,—Mr. K. Wilds, surveyor to
the council.

STAFFoiiD.—June 23rd.— Su]>i)ly of granite and slag, for the rural
district council.—Mr. Williaia Morgan, clerk to the council.

IjOughbobough.—June 23rd.—Supply of broken granite, Ac, for the
re])air of the highways in the borough during the ensuing twelve
months.—The Borough Surveyor.

HEiiEPOKDSHiiiE.—Juuc 21th.—Ercctiou of new county police offices,

&c., on a site adjoining the shire hall, Hereford, for the county council.

—

Mr, Henry T, Wakelam, county surveyor. Shire Hall, Hereford.

ERiERKiKi.n.—June 25Lli.—Supi)ly of 2,000 tons of 5-in. by 3-in. gmnite
setts for paving main rouLls, for the urban district council.—Mr, Jas. T,
Landless, a.m.i.c.e., engineer tu the council,

Leeds.—June 35th.—pji'ection and completion of a new dead-meat
market and abattoir in New i'ork-street and Uarpec-street.—Mf , Jno,
Harrison, town clerk.

Nelson.—June 25th.—Various works required in the erection of a re-

fuse destructor,—Mr, B. Ball, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.

AsHBY-DE-T,A-Zoucn.—.Tune25th.—Construction of about 112 vanjs of

fi-in., 829 yards of 9-in„ 495 yards of 12-in., 32G yards of 15-in., and 2.(i'J(i

yards of 18-in, pipe sewers; also i)ipes, carriers, subsoil drains and
other works recpiired in laying out a sewage farm of about 57 acres, for

the urban district council.—Mr. J, I', Everai-d, m,i.c.e., 6 Millstone-lane,

Leicester.

YoKK.—June 25th.—Erectionof an electric light station.—Mr. A Creer,
city engineer.

Telegrams: "WILKES, BiRMlNGHAM.'

JOHN WILKES, SONS & MAPPLEBECK, Ld., Liverpool St., BIRMINGHAM,

SOLID DRAWN & BRAZED BRASS & COPPER TUBES.

RRASS AND COPPER WSRS, S5SGH COHnyCTIVITY COPPER l^iRE AND TAPE. TUBES. ROLLED METALS. Ac,

\li^Mj^^^^\i>y^\)^

WHITE, COLOURED ANO
SPECIAL SALT

GLAZED

BRICKS
OF TIIK

RICHEST QUALITY.

"lATES k GREEN,
LIMITED,

H A b. I FAX.
STANFORD JOINTED

PIPES A SPECIALITY.
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Nelsoit.—June 25th.—Various works in connection with the erection
of a refuse destructor.—Mr. B. Ball, a.u.i.c.e., borough en^neer and
surveyor.

LoNDOir.— Jiane 27th.—Erection of the superstructure of a lunatic
nsylum for 2,000 patients and staff at Horton, near Epsom, Surrey, for
the county council.—Mr. G. T. Hine, 35 Parliament-street, London.'S.W.

Lbicektek.—June 27th.—Erection and completion of a new isolation
hospital for the borough, consistinpr of administrative block, five fever
pavilions, two isolation blocks, discharging blocks, laundry, mortuary,
porter's lodge, &c.—Mr. James Bell, town clerk.

West Hartlepool.—July 27th.—Erection of a refuse destructor ad-
joining the electric lighting station, Burn-road.—Mr. J. W. Brown,
borough surveyor.

Caedipp.—June 28th.—Supply and delivery of two water-tube boilers
with superheaters, and one 300-kilowatt direct-driven steam alternator.
—Mr, Neville Appelbee, borough electrical engineer.

Neath.—June 2Sth.—Erection of a retort-house, boiler and exhauster-
houses, &c., at the gasworks, for the corporation.—Mr. Robert Alex-
ander Browning, A.M.I.C.E., Gasworks, Neath.

BooTLE.—June seth.-Erection of an electric light station on land in
Pine-giove.—Mr. J. A. Crowther, borough engineer.

London.—June 28th.— Supply and erection of two sets of three-
cylinder compound pumping engines and accessories in the new en-
gine-house now being built at the Barking outfall works, near Beokton,
North Woolwich, for the county council.—The Engineer to the County
Council. County Hall, Spring-gardens, London, S.W.
Cheistchuech.—June 29th.—Supply of 150 tons of Guernsey granite,

broken to li-in. gauge.—Mr. Edward J. Legg, borough surveyor.

Baebt.—June 30th.—Construction of a new high-level reservoir in
the parish of Merthyr Dovan, for the corporation.—Mr. E. W. Waite,
A.U.I.C.B., waterworks engineer.

RuiTCOKir.— June 30th.—Extension of the sewerage worts in the
parish of Frodsham Lordship, for the rural district council.—Mr.
William Diggle, surveyor to the council.

Bbistol.—June 30th.— Construction cf the foundations and timber
jetties required for the erection of Bedminster swing bridge, for the
townconncil.—Mr. John M. McCurrich, docks engineer, Cumberland
Basin. Bristol.

Chistbk-lb-Stheet.—July 2nd.—Erection of an administrative block
at the isolation hospital, for the rural district council.—Mr. W. T.
Jones, architect, 7a Is'orth Bailey, Durham.
WoLTEKHAMPTON.—July 2nd.— CoHstructioH of pipe sewers, man*

holes, lampholes, &.C., in Melbourne-street, Ash-street and Green-lane,
and about 2C0 manholes and lampholes in various parts of the borough.
— Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer and surveyor.

Eton.— July 2nd.— Laying of a cast-iion outfall sewer, the provision
and election cf iron storage tanks, pumping station, boiler-house,
engines, boilers, pumps and other works in connection with the sewer-
age of the to^\n, for the urbandistrJctcouncil.^Messis. Bailey, Denton,
Son & Lawford, Palace Chambers, Westminster, London, S.W.

Belfast.-July 4th.—Extension of the electric lighting station, Aber-
corn Basin, for the Harbour CommisBioners.-Mr. G. F. L. Giles, har-
bour engineer.

Walsall.—July 4th.— Construction of about 6,500 yards of9-in. and
12-in. stoneware pipe sewers and 1,500 yards of 8-in. cast-iron hydraulic
main in connection with the sewerage of the parish of Aldridge, for
the rural district council.— Mr. J. Edward WiUcox, Union Chambers,
63 Temple-row, Birmingham.

Caerphilly.-July -Ith.-Construction of about 8,.500 lineal yards of
15-in., IS-in. and 21-in. stoneware and iron pipe sewers from Teng-
henydd to Gwaun-y-bara sewage farm, for the urban district council.
—Mr. A. O. Harpur, surveyor to the council.

London.—July Gth.—Erection of the first section of the proposed
permanent North-Kastern Hospital, St. Anne's-road, Tottenham, for
the Metropolitan Asylums Board.—Mr. T. Duncombe Maun, clerk to
the board.

HoRNSET.—July 11th.—Erection of a Are engine station at Muswell
Hill, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, surveyor to
the council.

St. Helens.—July 12th.—Supply of various pumping plant to raise
1,500,000 gallons of water per day, for the corporation.—Mr. J. J. Lack-
land, A.M.I.C.E., water engineer.

Nelson.—July 16th.—Construction of two storage reservoirs in
Ogden and Black Moss valleys about 4 miles from the town, for the
corporation,—Messrs. Newton, 17 Cooper-street, Manchester.

Lewes.—July 23rd.—Supply of 500 tons of 2-in. broken blue Guernsey,
Cherbourg or Belgian granite, 100 tons of coarse granite screenings,
650 tons of broken surface-jncked flints and 150 tons of Piddinghoe,
gravel.—Mr. Montague S. Blaker, town clerk.

TENDERS.

BASINGSTOKE.—For the supply and dolivery of a four-wheoled water-
van to hold 300 {gallons.—Mr. George Fitton, borough aurvoyor ;

—

Gloucester Carriage aud Wheel Works, Gloucester £54
Bristol Waggon Company, Bristol 39
H. Wadsworth & Son, Hahtax 37
J. S. Stone & Son, Newport, Mon 37
W. Glover & Sons, Warwick 37
Barrows & Co., Limited, Banbury 36
R. Barnes, Basingstoke 35
E. H. Bayley & Co.. Southwark .,; 35
W. Smith & Sons, Barnard Castle 35
Coleman & Morton, Chelmsford S3

J. Smith & Sons, Limited, Wolverhampton* 30

HORNSEY.—For the supply of 160 east-iron tree gratings, for the m'ban
district council.—Mr. K, J. Lovegrove, engineer and surveyor to the
council :

—

100 pairs, 50 paii's,

3 ft. by 3 ft. 3 ft. by 3 ft.

(16-in. opening), (20-in. opening).

Wilkinson & Co., Cardiff
Macdowell, Stevens & Co.,Upper Thames-st,
J. C. & J. S. Ellis, Sheffield

Beldham Foundry Company, Brentford ...

Bayliss, Jones & Baylies, Cannon-street ...

E. "g. Harris, Stratford
Bird & Co., Great Castle-street

Gibb & Co., Fenchurch-street
Sharpe & Co., Lancaster
Pontifex & Co., Coleman-street
Hill & Smith, Queen Victoria-street

Mackintosh & Sons, Limited, Cambridge ...

J. Needham, Stockport*

31 6
13 6
12 9
12
U 8
11 10
10 9

SANITARY TUBES

2 in. to 42 in. diam.

J. PLAGE& SONS,
LIMITED,

DARWEN, uNGs.

SHONE PNEUMATIC

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS,
FOR RAISING

S&-%xr&>s^9 Slix.ds'e, "VITa^-fcex*, Sc<s.

As adopted for the Drainage of Eastbourne, Southampton,
Warrington, Staines, Ipswich, Norwich, Felixstowe aud many

otlier place.s, botli in this country and abroad.

For PamphlBis and Particulars apply to—

HUGHES & LANCASTER,
CONTRACTORS FOR DRAINAGE AND WAlf SUPPLY WORKS.
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wnRN'^PY -For sewering works in Uuswell Hill-plMe, for the i

''d,^tne?councih-M.- k^J. Lovegrove. engineer and surveyor I

council :

—

Pedrette & Co.. Finsbury Park_..••
W Griffiths, Bishopsgate-street Without

Killingback & Co., Camtleu Town
F.A. .Tackson & Sou, Fiusbury Park

T. Adams, Wood Green ... _• _- „

E &A.J.Nicholls(exors. of), Wood Green

W. T. Williamson & Sons, Finsbury Park

J. A. Danmore, Crouch End*

.-PAT MOUTH -For the erection of new vegetable stalls and other

works at the market-house.-The Borough Surveyor :-

Christophers & Mouustephen, Falmouth ^|59

G. Jennings, Falmouth

MEETINGS.

JUNE.

18.-London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Harden Park and

Godstone.

18 -London Architectui al Association : Visit to Paddock Wood, Sussex,

the residence of Sir Weetman Pearson, Bart.

18.-Nortbern Architectural Association: Visit to Durham Cathedral

and county council offices.

35.-London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Axot and Biacknell.

JULY.

2.-London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Sevenoaks.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.-For the erection of a 32.ft. span brick anl

steS girder bridge over the river Chess at Laluner ford.-Mr. R. J.

Thomas, county surveyor, Aylesbury :—

J. Honour & Son, Tring „3
H. Hill, Maidenhead ^gj

J. Mead, Chesham j,,

G. Darlington, Amersham' ... •• •
" ' Engineer 8 estimate, £450.

BUXTON -For the supply of about 100 tons of best Portland cement,

for™ urban district'^council.-Mr. William Hedley Grieves, surveyor

to the council :—
^ ^_

j'_

G & T Earle, Limited, WUmington. Hull ... ... ••. ^
10

GibbsBrothers.Charnwood Brickworks, Loughborough ... 2 4 9

H. Lockwood, Chapel Walks, Manchester
f li B

W. Chandley& Co., Market-street, Manchester... i ia b

Somerville. Dean & Co., Fenwick-street, Liverpool* 1 18 6

HORNSEY.—For the making-np of Oakley-gardens for the

district council.-Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, engineer and surveyor

council :

—

J. A. Dunmore, Crouch Bad
Killingback & Co., Camden Town ...

W T. Williamson & Sons, Finsbury Park

FA Jackson & Sons. Finsbury Park

Pedrette & Co., Finsbury Park ... ...

W Griffiths. Bishopsgate-street Without

E.'&A. J. NichoUslexors. of), WoodGreen
T. Adams, Wood Green*

urban
to the

466

HARTFORD —For the construction of asewer in Fulwich-lane, for the

urban district council.-Mr. W. Harston, a.m.i.o.k., surveyor to the

council ;

—

T. Adams, Wood Green, N ^J*
J. A. Trueman, Svvanley Junction "^

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer

may be ordered direct, through any of Messrs. Smith Sr Son's

book-stalls, or of any newsagent in the United Kingdom.

Applications to the Offices for single copies ly post must in all

cases he accompanied by stamps.

The Prepaid Sulscription (including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three

Months. Months. Months.

United Kingdom 15s. - ^s. 6d. ...
3s. 9d.

Continent, the Colonies, India,

United States, &o 198- - ««• M- - *^-^^-

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street
,

New York City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and

The Montreal News Company^ Montreal, have been appointed

agents in the United States and Canada for the sale of The

Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.
EDITORIAI, offices :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BKIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

OFFICE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

PUBLISHING OFFICES :

1.3 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

BLVe BRICKS.

HOPE & SONS,
Oak Lane Chemical Works,

UMEHOVSE, LONDON, E.,

& LEICESTER.

STOP
Complaints of Manholes,

GULLIES, &c.,

BY USING

PYNERZONE
BLOCKS.

INVALUABLE
ALSO FOR

WATER-CARTS

Wliolesale and Export Maautacturers of

all klads of CARBOLIC FLUIDS and
CREASOTES.

Sole Proprietors of CARBERZONE FLUID,

PYNERZONE FLUID and CARBOLIC ACID
BLOCKS.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPY .
LTD

GLAZED BRICKS. ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE. SANITARY PIPES.

TERRA COTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOCKS.

CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINT,

Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sin/^s, Traps, Porcelain Baths, &c.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING RRIGKS^

BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard, WoBship
Street, E.C. ; i6 Charterhouse Street, E.C. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.
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APPOINTMENTS OPEN.
"VrORTH-EASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY
-l-^ require a Quantity Surveyor, to take charge of the
Quantity Surveying Branch of the Architect's Department.
Salary, £400.
Applications to be addressed to the Secretary, North-

Eastern Railway Company, York.
York.

June 1.3, 1898.

CORPORATION OF LEICESTER.
^^

^

SEWERAGE ASSISTANT.
Wanted, in the Borougli Engineer's Sewerage Department,

a Fiftli Assistant, thoroughly competent to make surveys,
take levels, prepare plans and sections, and experienced in
the use of the theodolite. Salary, £2 2s. per week.

SURVEYING ASSISTANT.
Wanted, also, a Surveying Assistant, thoroughly experienced

in trigonometrical and chain town surveying, to make sur-
veys of new building estates, and to bring the 1-2.500 and
1-500 ordnance plans up to date throughout the borough.
Salary, £2 5s. per week.

Applications, in own handwriting, endorsed " Seweran-e
-Assistant " or " Surveying Assistant," accompanied by copies
of three testimonials, to be delivered to the undersigned not
later than Wednesday, June 22, 1898.

E. GEORGE MAWBEY, m.inst.c.e.,

Borough Engineer and Surveyor.
Town Hall, Leicester.

June 6, 1898.

•jV/TUNICIPAL INSPECTOR OF ROADS FOR
-'-"- SHANGHAI.
The Council for the Foreign Community of Shanghai re-

quire an experienced, educated, single man as Inspector of
Roads. Salary at present rate of exchange, about £220 to
£230 per annum. Qualifications : Cleansing, scavenging,
macadamising roads. Age, not over thirty-five years. Tl^e
selected candidate would have to pass medical examination
for residence abroad. Three years' agreement and free pass-
age (second class) provided.

Further particulars may be obtained from Messrs. John
Pook & Co., 8 Jeffreys-square, St. Mary Axe, London, to
whom all applictations, with testimonials, Ac, should be for-
warded as soon as possible.

T>OROUGH OF ROCHDALK^ Wanted, Engineering Assistant in the Surveyor's office
Salary, £120 per annum. Candidates must be good and ex-
peditions draughtsmen and surveyors, and have experience
in mech.anical work.

Applications, stating age, experience and qualifications, and
accompanied by not more than three recent testimonials en-
dorsed " Assistant," to be delivered at my office not later than
Wednesday, 22nd inst.

S. S. FLATT, M.INST.C.E.,

„ Borough Surveyor.
Town Hall, Rochdale.

June 15, 1898.

"WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND.
' ^ APPOINTMENT OF CITY ENGINEER.
The Corporation of Wellington, New Zealand, require the

services of a City Engineer, at a salary of £800 per annum
All particulars may be obtained at the office of the Agent-

General for New Zealand, London.
Applications, marked as such, are to be sent in so as to

reach the undersigned by Wednesdav, the 31st August 1898
"
J. E. PAGE,

Town Clerk.
Wellington, New Zealand.

^M.irch, 1898.

"PAST SUSSEX^COUNTY COUNCIL.
-»^ APPOINTMENT OP COUNTY SURVEYOR.
The Roads and Bridges Committee of this County Council

are prepared to receive applications from candidates, not less
than thirty nor more than forty years of age, for the office of
Cotinty Surveyor for East Sussex.

Salary, £400 per annum, payable quarterly, with actual
necessary travelling and office expenses.

Particulars of the duties to be performed, the terms of ap-
pointment, &c., can be obtained from the undersigned, at his
office, at Lewes, to whom applications, stating age, qu'alifica-
tions and references, accompanied by copies of not more than
three recent testimonials, are to be sent, so that the samemay be received not later than Friday, the 24th day of June,

Canvassing will disqualify, but any candidate will be at
liberty to send six extra copies of his application and testi-
monials to the clerk, for committee use, but copies must not
be sent to any members of the committee.
The person appointed will be required to enter upon his

duties immediately after the 29th September, 1898
F. MERRIPIELD,

Clerk of the County Council.
County Hall, Lewes.

May 1.% 1898.

niTY AND COUNTY OF THE CITY OF^^ EXETER.
FOREMEN WANTED.

The Conncil of Exeter are about to appoint the following
Foremen :

—

(1) General Foreman ; salary, £2 5s per week.
(2) Road and Works Foreman ; salary, £2 per week.
(3) Foreman of Scavenging and Cleansing ; salary, £1 10s.

per week, with residence.

(4) Working Foreman Gardener; salary, £1 10s per week,
with residence.

Applications must be in accordance with instructions, to be
obtained on application to the Town Clerk, and on the form
whieh he will supply, and all applications must be received
at his office before 12 noon on Saturday, the 25th instant.

Personal eanvas.singof the members of the Council is strictly
prohibited and will disqualify any candidate.

(By order)

GEO. R. SHORTO,
Town Clerk.

Exeter.

June 8, 1898.

BAYLISS, JONES &
RAILING No. 427R

IRON i^i

FENGING
HURDLES, GATES,&a

WOLVERHAMPTON.
London Offices and Sfiow-Rooms—

139 & 141 CANNON ST., E.C.
With Channel Steel Horizontals

and Wrought-lron Heads.
Please mention this Joiirmd. LOW PRICES ON APPLICATION.

EASTWOOD & CO., Limited.
Head Omce: BELVEDERE ROAD, LAMBETH, SE.

BRICKS. LIME. CEMENT
In any Quantities. For Prices appl3r to above address.
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BOROUGH OF SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.
BUILDING INSPECTOR.

TheCorpoi'.ition invite applications for the appointment of

a Buildinp; Inspector, at a salary of £104 per annum.
The person appointed will bo required to supervise the

erection of new buildings, and to see that the by-laws in

force within the borough with respect to new streets and
buildings are complied with, and it is essential that he should

be practically acquainted with building construction, and
have a thorough knowledge of the Model By-Laws of the

Local Government Board under the Public Health Act, 1875.

Applications, to be made in writing, accompanied by copies

of not more than th:-ee recent testimonials (wliich will not be
returned), stating age, qualifications, experience and where
at present engaged, to be delivered at my office before

10 o'clock a.m. on Thursday, the l'3rd June instant.

Canvassing members of the Town Council will be a dis-

, qualification.

(By order)

WILLIAM II. SNOW,
Town Clerk.

Southend-on-Sea.
June 8, 1898.

GARSTON URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
Required, immediately, a Temporary Assistant for at

least six months. Applicants mTist be thoroughly qualified

in sui-veying and levelling, and bo well up in building con-

struction, and be fully qualified to prepare plans and sections,

and must have had a thorough training in the routine of a

borough surveyor's office. Salary, £2 2s. per week, and the
engagement to bo terminated at any time by one month's
notice on either side.

Applications, in candidate's own handwriting, stating age,

present employment, qualifications and experience, together
with copies of not more than three recent testimonials, which
will not be returned, to be sent to Mr. F. W. Bowden, Gras-
sendale, Liverpool, not later than the 24th inst.

F. W. BOWDEN, Assou.M.iNST.c.E.,

Surveyor.

TT^NGINEER, well up in sewering, required to act
-*-* as London Agent (entirely on commission terms) for a
well-known system for dealing with sewage.—Box 75, Office

of Thk Si'HVEYoK, 24 Bride-lane, Fleet-street, E.G.

T
TENDERS WANTED.

HE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OP
RUNCORN.

SEWERAGE WORKS.
The Rural District Council of Runcorn invite tenders for

the Extension of the Sewerage Works in the parish of Frod-
sham Lordship.

Contractors are requested to give two tenders for the con-

struction of the works, one of such tenders to be based on
the assumption that the average depth of the sewer trench
will be 12 ft. and the other on the assumption that it will

be 8 ft.

The nature of the ground to be excavated has been ascer-

tained by trial borings, particulars of which, and plans,

specifications and quantities, may be seen on application to

Mr. William Diggle, Holly Bank, Frodsham, the Council's

surveyor, between the hours of 9 and 10 o'clock in the fore-

noon and 5 and 6 o'clock in the afternoon, from whom copies

of the quantities and forms of tender may be obtained on
deposit of 10s. 6d., which will be returned on receipt of a
buiiA-Jidc tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Sewerage Works,
Frodsham Lordship," to be delivered at my office not later

than Thursday, Juno 30, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest
or any tender.

(By order)

JOHN ASUTON,
Clerk to the Council.

Runcorn.
June 9, 1898.

TTRBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OP ETON,^ BUCKS.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACT(JRS AND OTHERS.
The Urban District Council of Eton invite tenders for tho

laying within their district of a Cast-Iron Outfall Sewer, with
Stoneware Branch Sewers, &c.; the provision and erection of

Iron Storage Tanks, Pumping Station, Boiler-Honse, Engines,

Boilers, Pumps and sundry other works in connection with
town sewerage.

Plans and specifications of the works can be seen at tho

office of Messrs. Bailey, Denton, Son & Lawford, of Palace

"STEWART"
ENCLOSED ARC LAMP

(LONG HOUR BURNING).

Single Parallel

Indoor Lamp.

BEST in

150 to 200 hours with ONE pair of
Carbons,

Singly on 90 to 120 Volts.

2 in. Series on a80 to 240 Volts.

^ 5 in. Series on 450 to 600 Volts.

Our SPECIAL Lamp Burns SINGLY
on 180 to 240 Volts.

Series Outdoor
Lamp,Quality, HIGHEST in Efficiency,

LOSMGEST in Life, SHORTEST in Length,

Xao~i7cres»'t> ixx IPa?3.o6. Write for NEW PRICE LiST of
all Patterns.

THE STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE, Ltd.,

5 New Compton Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
DOUGLAS G. BATE, Assoc.M.lnst.G.E., Managefm
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Chambers, Westminster, the Engineers to the Council, on and
after Wednesday, the 15tli day of June, 1898, between the

honrs of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Printed forms of tender, with bill of quantities, can be ob-

tained on the payment of three guineas (£3 Ss), which sum
will be returned in each case on receipt of a bovA-fide tender

for the works.
Sealed tenders, endorsed " Eton Sewerage," to be sent to

me, the undersigned, at my otHces, 12 Park-street, Windsor,

not later than 4 p.m. on Saturd.ay, the 2nd day of July, 1898.

The successful contractor must be prepared to commence
and complete the works with all despatch, and to enter into

the usual bond of £500 (five hundred pounds), himself and
two approved sureties, for the due performance of the works.

The Council in no way bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

F. M. DURNFORD,
Clerk.

Dated this second day of June, one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-eight.

ORNSET URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

The Ilornsey Urban District Council are prepared to re-

ceive tenders for the erection of a Fire Engine Station at

Muswell Hill, within the district of Hornse}', Middlesex.
Plans and specifications and bills of quantities may be

seen, and forms of tender and all information obtained, on
application to Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, Surveyor to the Council,

at the offices mentioned below, on any morning between the

hours of 10 and 12 o'clock, on a sum of £2 being deposited

with the Clerk to the Council, which sum will be retained by
the Council and deemed to be forfeited if a hond-fide tender
is not made by the depositor.

If a tender is made which is not accepted the sum deposited
will be returned, and if a tender is accepted such sum will be
retained by the Council until the contract has been executed
by the depositor, and will be forfeited in the erent of his or

his sureties failing or neglecting to execute such contract or

the bond accompanying same within seven days after he or

they respectively shall have been requested to execute the
same.
No tender will be considered except on the prescribed form.
Sealed and endorsed tenders are to bo deposited in the

tender-box in my department not later than 4 o'clock p.m.

on Monday, the 11th day of July prox.

The Council reserve to themselves the right to decline all

or any of the tenders so sent in.

(By order)

F. D. ASKEY,
Clerk to the District Council.

Offices: Southwood-lano, Highgate, N.
June 13 , 1898.

ALSALL RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL.
The above-named Council invite tenders for the con-

struction of about 6,500 yards of 9-in. and 12-in. Stoneware
Pipe Sewers and 1,500 yards of 9-in. Cast-Ii'on Hydraulic
Main, with Manholes, Lampholes, Flushing Chambers, Settling

Tanks and other works in connection with the sewerage of

the parish of Aldridge in their district.

Drawings and specification may be seen and bills of quanti-

ties obtained on and after Monday, the 20th day of June, 1898,

on payment of 5 guineas deposit (which will be returned on
receipt of a bond-fide tender and on return of all documents),
at the office of the Engineer, Mr. J. Edward Willcox, a.m.i.c.e.,

Union Chambers, 63 Temple-row, Birmingham.
Sealed tenders, marked " Aldridge Sewerage," to be de-

livered at my office not later than 12 noon on the 4th day of

Jaly.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.
A. H. LEWIS,

Clerk to the Council.

29 Leicester-street, Walsall.

June 13, 1898.

GALVANIZED IRON

FRED
riTZROY WORKS

352x0 364 EusTON R?

TONDQNj

The "STRATFORD
LABELS.

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free. ^

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.

Nineteen medals. CHICAGO EXHIBITION, HIGHEST AWARDS.

VSlTifL. WOOT^J^A^MLS & CO.,
ORIGINAL MAKERS <

ARTISTIC WALL PAPERS
Free from ArseniCi

Sole Address: 110 HIGH STREET, near Mauchfster Square, LONDON, W.
.Special Terms for Export. Of alt Decorators.

GEORGE JENNINGS,
VITRIFIED SALT-GLAZED STONEWARE SOCKET DRAIN PIPES,

From 2iii, to 24in, diameter, always kept in stock for immediate delivery.

Patent Double-Seal Jointed Pipes.

Patent Jaint on Stoneware Pipes.

% Tested Pipes in all sizes, Marldi

"JENNINGS' TESTED."

STRUCTURAL and DECORATIYa

TERBA-COTTA.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED TO BE OF THE BEST qiTALITY. and MADE FROM SELECTED DORSETSHIRE CLAYS

WORKS, SOUTH WESTERN POTTERY, PARKSTON£7dOR8ET. LONDON DEP0t7lAMBETH PALACE RO., LONDON, 8.^
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EAST GRINSTEAU URBAN DISTRICT
COUNCIL.

TENDERS FOR ROAD MATERIALS AND STEAM
ROLLING.

The above Council invito tenders for the following Mate-

rials, &c.—viz.:—
200 tons, more or less, of li-in. Broken Granite.

160 tons, more or less, of Kentish Ragstone.

S40 y.ards, more or loss, of Hand-Picked Surface Flints.

The Hire per day, for about fifty days, of a lU-ton Steam

Road-Roller, between September 1 and December 31,

1898.

Tenders, on the forms provided, which can be obtained at

this office, sealed and endorsed " Tender for ," as the

case may be, together with samples of materials, must be de-

livered at this office on or before Thursday, June 23, 1898.

R. WILDS,
Surveyor to the Council.

Surveyor's Office,

London-road, East Grinstead.

June 2, 1898.

BOROUGH OF LEWES.
TO STONE MERCHANTS, FARMERS, &c.

The Town Council of this Borough invite tenders for the

supply of 500 tons of 2-in. Broken Bine Guernsey, Cherbourg

or Belgian Granite, 100 tons of Coarse Granite Screenings,

650 tons of Broken Surface-Picked Flints and 150 tons of

Piddinghoe Gravel.

Forms of tender and specification may be had, and any

further information obtained, at the Borough Surveyor's

office. Town Hall, Lewes.
Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for ," must be left

at my office on or before the 23rd July, 1898.

Power is reserved to reject the lowest or any tender.

(By order)

MONTAGUE S. BLAKER,
Town Clerk.

Town Clerk's Office, Lewes.
June 2, 1898.

BOROUGH OF TOTNES.
The Totnes Corporation are prepared to receive tenders

for the Construction of Outfall Sewage Purification Works,
consisting of Cii-cular Precipitation Tanks, Filter-Beds, Rough-
ing Filters, Mixing-House, Pumping Station, &c., &c.; 5,366

lineal yards of IS-in., 15-in., 12-in. and 9-in. diameter Stone-

ware Pipes ; 524 lineal yards of 18-in., 12-in. and 9-in. diameter
Cast-iron Pipes; also Manholes, Lampholes, &c.

Plans may be seen, and specifications and bills of quantities

obtained, at the offices of Mr. W. F. Tollit, Borough Surveyor,

Gate House, Totnea ; or Messrs. Lomax & Loniax, civil engi-

neers, Grosvenor Chambers, Deansgate, Manchester, on and
after 28th May, 1898, on payment of a deposit of two pounds

(£2), which will be returned on receipt of a hona-fidc tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Sewage Outfall

Works and Sewering," to be returned to me not later than
20th June, 1898.

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

EDWARD WINDEATT,
Town Clerk.

Totnes.
May 18, 1898.

BOROUGH OP WEST HARTLEPOOL.
REFUSE DESTRUCTOR.

Competitive plans, designs and tenders are invited for the
Erection of Refuse Destrnctor, Boilers, &c., adjoining the
electric lighting station, Bum-road.

Site plan, conditions and any further information, can be
obtained upon application to the Borough Engineer.

Plans and tenders to be delivered to the Municipal Build-

ings, West Hartlepool, addressed to the Chairman of the
Health Committee, not later than 4 p.m., on Wednesday, the
27th July next, endorsed " Scheme and Tender for Refuse
Destructor."

(By order)

J. W. BROWN,
Borough Engineer.

Borough Engineer's Office.

June 13, 1898.

GLAZED SOCKET PIPES
BLUE BRICKS AND KERBING.

BRINDLED BRICKS. ROOFING TILES.

White and Coloured Glazed Bricks, &c., &c.

Illustrated Lists and Samples on application.

STANLEY BROS., Ltd.,

^SUSPENSION FOOTBRIDGES.
A& erected at Hereford, Trentham, Grimsby & Aliro

Write at once for ls!)8 Illustrated Price List.

LOUIS HARPER, A.M.I.C.E., ABERDEEN, N.B*

Contractor to Her Majesty's Culo nl Ciovernments

^
>?*

ft"^
"" ''"'%
FIRE

< LONDON &
^*.ANGASHIRE

Subscribed Capital - £2,127,500.

DALE STREET, LIVERPOOL,

TO 76 KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON.I 73

Liberal Commission allowed to SURVEYORS
BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS, for introduction of

Business.

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

GO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.
TRADE iv.ARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

Established 1840.
Telephone No. 98 Hammhrsmith. Teleprams :

" .SiSiST, IIjsiMKitsMiTH."

SANKEir & CO.,
Chief Office: Creek Wharf, Hammersmith, W.

Agent for HASSALL'S IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY PIPE JOINT.

' SANKEY'S IMPROVED (DEEP) INTERCEPTING
^\ GULLY, for a!! kinds of Drainage.
^ Special LIMES suupliecl for the Disposal of SEWERAGE

Matter, also for Gas Purification. Fnccs on Apj/licaHon,

BARROW LIME
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND GEMENt
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Deliverer to all parts of the Kingdom.

Offices : 1 St.9 Martin's, Leicester.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

LONDON PLATE -CLASS INSURANCE
COMPANY, Limited.

Head Office : 49 Queen Victoria St., E.C.
Glass of all kinds covered by the Policies of

this Company.
MODERATE RATES. PROMPT REPLACEMENTS.

SURVEYS AND ESTIMATES FREE.
Ten per cent, of the Premiums returned ever)

SIX years in cases where no claim has arisen.

Applications for Aqeacies Invited.

Liberal Terms for Business Introduced

^

OF ALL KINDS.

Special lor Road / ^«i

Pay/wgr -Tested . / ^^
Roof Tiles, / '^gfjQuarries, /^ iff /
Co pin g s , /^ y TILES
Malting X e^ Y-> / , „
Tiles /c>> A/ ^"^ '^'"o"'
"lies, /..^ ^~/ Walls, Hearths, &0.

^y/^Wi SPECIALITIES.

^ '^K^/Mosaic, Faience, &c., &c,

^* /catalogues and PRICES or
application.

THE REEVES SYSTEM.

SEWER-AIR PURiFiGATION.
"Certainly effectual. "—I'rof. Wvnter Blyth in

Manual of I'nl.lic H.nUh."
"Marked success."— \v. ,1. Dilnhn, Esq., in

Four years unqualified success at Sutton.

SEWAGE PURIFICATION.
K./.-i:7v npvVu-d. h>odor.-,i^n„d Mnrkefable Sludge.
" Successful and economical."—Newspaper re*

One year's practical success at Henley.

REE.VES CHEMICAL SANITATION, Ltd..

45 Leadcnhall Street, E.C.
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lyELSON CORPORATION.
^, ^ WATERWORKS.
SiLZ.v^"'^^'-''

'.""*^te"tl='™ for tl.o coustrnction oftvvc,

ISMTnZ :' ''''"'' ^"^' "'^^'^ '^^°- ^•^"'=>-- ''^»-

Plans may be seen, .antl sppoificatimis and bills of nuan-

of the e,tr '
''

'm
"l'"-" ^•^"- Nelson, and at the XZ

Chester, on payment of £.5, which will be repaid on rece ntof bo„a,f!.h- tcndei-s, with the qnantities fnlly pHced suetenders not be.ng snbseqnently withdrawn
' '

rnmmiTf ^"'^'^T'
^^^'''•«''««'l to the Chairman of the WaterCommittee, to be sent to me not Later than Jnly 16, 1898

Town Hall, Nelson.
Jnne 13, 1898.

R. M. I'RESCOTT,
Town Clerk.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

aluminoferrFc
IS THE BEST

Sewace^recipitant.
SOLE MANUPACTURERS—

PETER SPENCE & SONS,
Manchester.

QUANTITIES, Ac, LITHOGRAPH !-][) acca
S p,- ''"^•I'y

and with despatch. METCIUM & SON8 Pnnces-slreot, Great Geor^o-street, Westminster, S w'

u^^^^r^^^'il^''' '"• ''''•" ''"'^ ''' I'-' ^^;

OTOWMARKET SEWERAGE
y The Urban District Council of Stown.a.kct is prepared

9°inTn'rrM;;'"s,
""' ""

'T''^^''
''''""' '''' r-U'^. Lial of

of H"in 17 . ^'^n'^"™ ^ 'P" ^"^'^''^
• '^'S" »'«'"t 47 yards

hlr T
^ft;^™°P'P« Sewers, the Construction of Man-

TrirV Im''""'"'-
^^^hingand Interceptins Chan.bcrs, Gas -

SuZl'
'' '"°" °""'" ^^"'•'^^ "' the townof Stowm'arkot,

nu?nTiHp?nhf"''
?^'''"'';^tions may bo seen, and bills ofquantities obtained, on deposit of £2 2s., o( the EngineorsMessrs. Pollard & Tingle, 31 Old Queen-street West'

u"f if:'.;ra,:d:irn.'''-'""'^^'
^--^ '-'' '-'--'' '^'^^°-

not,ater than. p.m.^X:;^Z\t^^^^^^^^ - M^^S^^^^^^^^
P. C. G. IIAYAVARD,

Stowmarket.
^'""'' '° ""^ ^"""••'-

Juno 1, 1898.

8"SJ°?5;V?^TITUTION EXAMINA:
,„•

^^"£^.''-—^•A-=>-I- (exam.) gives iield lessons. Fee 1

inH.^^=tJabi^S^(SS)^i^^:;j^"^^':;!f

aCy mns^te^n'r ' 'T
-^-" fPP"-«on' can be retiv ,!

from he Ve'r^ "p-^T'^'
*" '^'' °''^"'^""'^' ^i"' Particulars,•iomJhe^ecrctory^jC^ Service Commission, London, S.w!

If S I fro OT n i.V,
.-.I. U.I .VI) ITAKUV A.M.r.c.K.,F.8.I., Ac, 27 Great George-street, Westminster nrenaiBflpupils by correspondence for this examination! The courseof work may be taken to extend over three, .ix or twevemonths, according to previous knowledge. At the exami ,ation of last April out of the fifteen successfulcandWatestwelve were prepared by Mr. P:

^^oooiui Ld,nuiuat,oa

HAYWARD'S PATENT SEMI-PRISM REFLEGTINC-LENS LIGHTS

VHOERCROiJNO OONVEhlENOE "HASINC CRr<;
Forty in Lendon at the La; Co'urts -HyarvZ"27o7Z[71 Tl"'

"'"' " """ '"" ""'="« -«»'«="''- THH^^iiii^i^
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Minutes of Prooeedlngs.

It is hardly necessary to say that
The Management such a question brought before the

of Municipal Municipal Electrical Association

would meet with a discussion at
Electrical

Undertakings.
the hands of those best qualified

by experience to advance opinions on the matter.

Councillor Hesford, ex-chairman of the electricity

committee of the Southport Corporation, in pre-

senting a paper on the subject, referred to the diffi-

culties surrounding a municipal authority in decid-

ing as to what is the best course to pvarsue in seek-

ing technical advice to carry out the initial work.

Should an engineer be at once engaged to design

and subsequently work the station, or would it be

better to call in the advice of some consulting en-

gineer to advise and prepare the necessary plana and
then seek the services of a resident engineer to cany
on the work when the plant is completed ? In the

early days of elective lighting there was not much
difficulty in coming to a decision on the subject,

because the men who had had experience of central

station work were comparatively few, and the usual

course was to call upon some engineer to act in a

consulting capacity. With the growth of mnnicipal

electricity works, however, thei'e were opportunities

for educating a new class of engineers, and hence it

has arisen that some of the later municipal works
have been carried out by an engineer who has eventu-

ally acted as resident. Councillor Hesford points

out that the difficulties of a municipality in regard

to a consulting engineer arise from the fact that it

is generally felt that consulting engineers are

divided into classes, each of which is wedded to a

particular system of electric lighting, and it might
happen that a system would be desig-ned for a par-

ticniar town which would be altogether inadequate

to meet future demands or even to meet existing

demands with efficiency. The matter, however, is

not so difficult to determine at the present moment
as it formerly was—the whole question, indeed, may
be decided upon the gi'ounds of £ s. d. In a town
of moderate size the initial undertaking in the sup-

ply of electi-icity would no doubt necessitate con-

siderable capital expenditure, and under such circum-

stances it would be possible to pay a sufficient salary

to a resident engineer who had the necessary ex-

perience to plan and design electric lighting works
and who would subsequently undertake the manage-
ment. In a small town, however, perhaps the

better course would be to employ at the outset a

consulting englneei-, who would lay down the

original plant and afterwai'ds engage a i-esident

engineer at a moderate salary for purposes of

management. One of the speakers in the discussion

on the paper laid considerable stress upon the fact

that it is always desirable when such a course is

adopted to engage a resident engineer who would
see the work carried out from the beginning, and
from the experience gained would no doubt be able

to carry on future extensions. The whole question,

however, is one that will speedily settle itself.

There are other points in the management of a

municipal electric lighting system that were raised

by Mr. Hesford, and which mei-it some attention. The
question of extending electric lighting works is an
important one, and municipalities will very shortly

be face to face with the problem as to how far they are

justified in carrying out extensions. It would, of

course, be a very desirable thing to lay electric

lighting mains in every street aud thoroughfare of

a town, but the question will have to be seriously

faced as to whether such an ari-angement will prove

remunei'ative and how far it will aifect the pro-

vision of the necessary plant to supply electrical

energy to the whole town. It is likely that this

position will be gradually arrived at, but a survey a
little beyond the present needs reveals a somewhat

,

startling development. As an electricity committee-
man, Councillor Hesford pointed out that the one

thing they desired was the cheapening of electricity,

and upon that depended in a great measure the

question of street lighting. It cannot be denied

that arc lighting for streets is expensive, and though
it certainly gives much more illumination than is

obtained from almost any arrangement of gas

bui'ners, the probability is that there is too much
brilliancy, and if we could readily obtain arc lamps
of a smaller size, which would be at the same time

efficient, a general impetus might be given to street

lighting. We are inclined to endorse the conclusion

of the councillor's paper in which he says that it

will be a great epoch in the popularity of electric

lighting when a greater portion of the capital,

energy and resources now expended by electi'icians

on the various schemes for improving steam engines

and boilers shall be spent on the cheapening and
perfecting of the means of distributing energy for

lighting purposes. The cost of connecting up small-

cottages and houses to electric lighting mains is a

matter of very serious import ; it costs, probably,

from £8 to £10 per connection, and, as is pointed

out, this is a very heavy capital charge, the interest

and sinking fund on this amount being pi-obably

equal to one-third the annual cost of light in cottage

houses. The points raised by Councillor Hesford in

his suggestive paper lead one to think how little has

really been done in the way of electric lighting com-

pared with its possible developments.

County councils and district local
Locomotiwes

auti,oi.ities are naturally keenly

Highways. interested in the Locomotives on
Highways Bill, which has passed

through the Standing Committee on Trade of the

House of Commons and been read a third time. The
ordinary locomotive or ti'action engine has never been

a popular medium of traffic, but there are unquestion-

ably many districts ill-pi'ovided with railway com-
munication and I'emote from large towns in which

it fulfils a useful purpose, and it seems a hardship

that it should be subjected to restrictions which
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sei'ionsl}' diminish its efficiency. It is a curious fact

that while all other forms of ti'action have developed

in a remarkable manner during the last half century

the road locomotive remains practically as it was.

This is probably to some extent due to the onerous

conditions which the legislature deemed prudent
many years ago to attach to its working. The
matter was brought befoi'e the public in a rather

striking way when Parliament passed the recent Act
authorising the use of motor carriages in thoi'ough-

fares, and it was then felt that something ought to

be done for the ti"action engine. The object of the

present Bill, whose principal champions are Mr.
Griffith Boscawen and Mr. Hobhouse, is to remove
vexatious restrictions on the use of traction engines,

while at the same time giving ample protection to

the ratepayers and others interested in the mainten-
ance and use of public highways. Heavy engines

only come within its scope, for the light locomotives

as defined in the Act of 1896 are governed by regii-

lations of another kind altogether. It was well, in

the interests of local authorities who have to main-
tain the public highways and bi-idges, that the Bill

should receive careful consideration, and this it cer-

tainly got, for although the clauses were few in

number they did not pass through committee with-

out a good deal of hewing and chiselling. The first

clause, providing that councils of boroughs and
county councils might, subject to by-laws in force,

permit locomotives to be driven through any city,

town or village at a speed not greater than 3 miles

an hour instead of 2 miles an hour, as fixed by the

Locomotives Act, 1865, was knocked out altogether.

There was considerable discussion in committee as

to the multiplication of by-law mnking authorities,

and an unsaccessful attempt was made by Mr. Hob-
house to limit the power to restrict locomotive traffic

by-laws to quarter sessions boroughs only. A pro-

viso was inserted in the Bill, at the instance of Mr.
Renshaw, to the effect that special authority should
not be given for the use of a locomotive on any
bridge except with the consent of the pei-son, if any,

liable to repair the bridge. This bridge question is

a very serious one, for many of the structures have
been built with little I'egard to the necessities of

traffic of such exceptional weight as heavily-loaded

locomotive waggons. There is no reason, however,
why railway companies should not erect bridges

strong enough to cari-y such ti'affic, and whei'e they
fail to do so they should be compelled to strengthen
them. It is a well-known fact that some of the

railway bridges are notoriously unsubstantial, and
others, again, passing under railways, are too low to

admit of traffic such as this. A clause was added
to the Bill making the owner or person in charge of

a locomotive who shall cause it to be driven over
a bridge which is notified as insufficient to carry
weights beyond oi'dinary traffic liable, on summary
conviction, to a fine not exceeding £5 for each
offence. This will make locomotive owners careful,

but many people will think that the sooner such
bridges are replaced with others of a more substantial

character the better.

Electricity works accounts have
Some recently been presented in consider-

Electricity '^^'^ profusion, and it may be in-

Aocounts. teresting to summarise some of the
results that have been attained

during the year ended March Slst. One of the
most notable of the returns that have been pre-
sented is that of the Vestry of St. Pancras, where
the gross revenue for the year has amounted to no
less a sum than £33,347, being an increase over the
previous year of £6,228. After paying interest on
boiTOwed capital and providing an adequate con-
tribution towards a sinking fund the nett profit

amounts to £6,517, which, after writing off a pre-
vious deficit of £800, leaves a sum of £6,717. There
is every reason to consider this a very gratifying
result, but what is of still greater importance in

reference to these works is that the vestry have re-

solved to adopt the sound policy of building up a

reserve fund, and out of this balance of £6,717 it

has been decided to put aside £4,000 to form the
nucleus of siich a fund. For a long time it had
been held by members of the St. Pancras Vestry
that it was not necessary to put anything aside for

depreciation, as it was considered that a contribution

to the sinking fund was practically equivalent to the

former. To an ordinary man tliis reasoning was
difficult to follow, because it seemed obvious that
when the time expired for returning the whole of

the loan borrowed for electric ligliting purposes the

vestry's electric lighting plant might be practically

worn out, and they would not stand in any better

position than when they first started. It is satis-

factory to think that this view has been now
adopted at St. Pancras. In spite of the growth in

profits of the undertaking, it is interesting to observe
that constant reductions are being made in the rates

charged for electricity, and the adoption of the

demand-indicator system, which has been ah'eady

announced, will bring the benefits of electric light-

ing before the poorer classes of the community.
The results of the year's working of the Brighton
municipal electric light system are equally as sati--

factory as those achieved in St. Pancras, for after

paying interest on redeemable stock and providing
an adet[uate sum for sinking fund there is, with the

balance carried forwai'd from the previous account, a

sufficient sum left to apply £2,000 to the relief of

the district rates, to transfer £3,000 to the resei^e

fund, and to carry forward a sum of £2,864 to next
year's account. When it is remembered that the

charge for electricity in the case of Brighton does

not exceed 4d. per unit the results must be con-

sidered highly satisfactory. It is thought in some
quarters that the Worcester municipal electricity

works have been a little unfortunate, especially

with regard to their water-power plant, but the

recently-issued report of the borough electi'ical en-

gineer shows that of the total number of units

generated during the year 44 per cent, were gener-

ated by water-power. Considering that the works
were first put down with the idea of obtaining water-

power sufficient to woi-k the day-load plant only

there should be very little reason to grumble. There
has been a satisfactory inci-ease in the consumption
of electiicity in Worcester during the past year, the

increase being 23 per cent, over last year. We note

that the municipal authorities have adopted free

wiring in connection with their system, and no
doubt some considerable advantages will be felt by
the municipality in adopting this system. The
gross profit on the year's working was practically

£2,195, which represents about 3| per cent, on the

capital employed throughout the year, and is moie
than sufficient to pay interest on loans. Although
the success of the Worcester works is not yet very

conspicuous—with the works and total costs com-
pai-ing favourably with other high-tension stations

—

there is no reason why the next two or three years'

working should not see the system in a very flourish-

ing condition.

Water
Supplies.

It is not always an easy matter to

provide a town or a district with a

sufficient supply of good and whole-

some water. Water may be found within reason-

able distance, but the expense of utilising it for

consumption may be too great for local enterprise,

and thus the health of a community may be en-

dangered and the comforts of life seriously curtailed

—to say nothing of the misery of a water famine,

which sometimes arises—by the failure of public

authorities, companies or private individuals to do

their duty. During the proceedings in connection

with the promotion in Parliament of the Bills of

the Higham and Hundred of Hoo and Mid-Kent
Water Companies witness after witness repeated

the sad story of the lamentable results of an insuffi-

cient service of water. Several Kentish companies
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had obtained powers from Parliament and had

undertaken to construct works to give an efficient

supply, but they had done little more than tinker

with chalk wells. Some had done a little better

than others, but none had fulfilled the expectations

formed of them when Parliament entrusted them

with powers. Witnesses were called by local au-

thorities and others, when the Bills were before a

House of Commons committee a few weeks ago,

showing that the people in the affected district

cared little what company the water supply came
from provided only that it did come and that they were

no longer deceived by falsified promises and disap-

pointed by unredeemed pledges. Upon the strength

of their failures, apparently, the companies came to

Parliament for further powers, and the committee

sympathised with their difficulties and gave them
some of the new powers they asked for ; but there

was no guarantee that the companies would do any

better in the future than they have done in the

past. That there is abundance of water in the

chalk hills we have evei-y reason to believe, but it

needs enterprise, engineering skill and expenditure

of money to get it. There is really no reason why
all these should not be forthcoming. The committee

reported in favour of the Bills, but it is satisfactory

to observe that public opinion in Kent has been

thoroughly aroused, and the Bills are not likely to

be passed by the House without something more
than a mere promise that the companies will carry

out the obligations they have undertaken. Mr.
Chaplin, on behalf of the Government, proposes to

move the insertion of important clauses rendering

the companies liable to penalties for failure to sup-

ply pure and wholesome water and empowering
local authorities to take samples for purposes of in-

dependent analysis. Should the House approve of

the clauses which Mr. Chaplin has drawn up they
will become model clauses for insertion in all future

water Bills. This new departure will be cordially

welcomed, for local authorities may be trusted to

put the machinery in motion when companies fail to

do their duty. The clauses were to have been sub-

mitted to Parliament last week, but apparently
there has been some delay. We fear that the
attempt to deal with the difficulty in the way pro-

posed, will be slow and ineffectual, and that a short
Bill amending the Waterworks Clauses Act would
have been the speediest as well as the best remedy.

n ki- lu I,
Among the annual reports for

Publw work 1896.97 ^\^^^y^ ^^^^^ ^een presented

Cyprus. t° both Houses of Parliament and
issued as Parliamentary papers is

that for the island of Cyprus. One of the depart-
mental reports, of course, is that of the public works
department, the director of which is Mr. Frank
Cartwright, son of the well-known and popular
borough engineer of Bury, and himself formerly a
member of the municipal engineering profession. The
High Commissioner, Sir W. J. Sendall, expresses
satisfaction that Mr. Cartwright has found the
roads in good condition, notwithstanding the diffi-

culties that beset the island in this respect, and he
remarks that, owing to the more libei'al sum voted
last year, some important and pressing works were
carried out, chieHy in connection with roads and
bridges. Over £8,000 was expended on bridge work
alone, no fewer than thirty-six bridges having been
erected in various parts of the island and several
repaired. In his departmental report Mr. Cart-
wright states that he assumed office on Novembei' 25,
1896, and that this is con.sequently his first annual
report. He at once proceeded on a tour of inspection,
and found the roads, as we have mentioned above, in
uniformly good condition in spite of such difficulties

as scanty votes of money, and scarcity of ballast and
water. On the other hand, the urban streets and
roads under municipal control were found inmai-ked
contrast to the rural I'oads and conspicuous by their
filthiness. Mr. Cartwright, we may mention, com-

pleted within the limits of the vote the whole of

the works provided for in the estimates, with one
exception. The exception referred to consisted of

timber superstructures on masonry piers at certain

bridges. Owing to delay in obtaining tenders and
failure on the part of contractors to fulfil their con-

ditions of delivery, the money could not be spent on
its appropriated purpose within the financial year.

The balance in hand was devoted to the construction

of a plant and material store and to other purposes.

Mr. Cartwright's opinion having been sought in

connection with the water supply system of the

town of Nicosia, he remarks that undoubtedly the

present carriage, by means of masonry aqueducts
of doubtful construction, is highly unsatisfactory,

and he considers that an entirely new system of

distribution, either through iron or earthenware
pipes, should be adopted. About 370 miles of roads

were repaii-ed during the year.

* * «

In the present issue we continue
Association our report of the very successful

Of Municipal and eastei-n counties district meetings

Engineers- ''^''^ "'' fortnight ago at Norwich

Tlie Annual ^^^^ Yarmouth. We are confident

Meetingr, that the comprehensive manner in

which we have illustrated the most
important municipal works of both places will, as

in the case of the recent Nidd valley gathering, Le
acceptable not only to members of the association

who were present at the respective meetings, but

to those who were not and to our readers generally.

In the meantime, however, district meetings have
to give way to the chief function of the year,

which takes place on Thuisday, Friday and Satur-

day of next week, at Edinburgh. What that meet-
ing is likely to prove our readers can judge for

themselves by a perusal of the programme which
we published last week and reproduce in the present
issue with one or two minor corrections. We have
omitted the particulars as to trains, which remain
exactly as given last week. The Scottish capital

has many remarkable municipal features, but apart
altogether from municipal work, it has attractions

and associations—architectural, liteiary and histori-

cal—which will no doubt exercise considerable in-

fluence in securing a remarkably good attendance,

though our experience of annual meetings in former
years has convinced us that a good attendance can
always be relied upon at these gatherings on purely
professional grounds and from loyalty to the asso-

ciation. In another column we give some notes on
the works and other places of interest to be visited,

and possibly they may be serviceable to those who
intend to be present by giving some idea of what
will be seen and of the character of the programme
that has been prepared for them. As an indication

of the care and forethought which have been ex-

pended on the preparations by those who have them
in hand, we may mention that a plan of Edinburgh
has been reproduced and will be distributed to those

who attend. On it the places to be specially visited

will be clearly indicated in red. Everything points

to an unusually successful meeting.

* « «

Some interesting particulars of
Sewage^Disposal

the sewage disposal of the city of

Freiburg. Freiburg, in Baden, have been given
by The Journal of State Medicuie.

As the river is not large enough to receive crude
sewage, a precipitation process was tried and dis-

carded on economical grounds. In 1891 and the

three succeeding years sewage farms came into use.

The soil of these varies. Some fields are on dry
sand and gravel, with deep-ground water ; some on
gravel and clay, with high-ground water ; some on
gravel and clay covered with peat, and with high-
ground water ; and some on gravel, alternating with
more or less clay and high-ground water ; all being
situated so as to allow the sewage to be delivered

by gravitation without pumping. The pui-ification

is regarded as satisfactory.
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Association of [municipal and Oounty Engineers,

iVIEETINGS AT NORWICH AND YARMQUTH.-lh

NoEwicH: Part of Cattle Market, with Norman Keep of Castle Museum in Background.

Last week we were compelled, owing to the mass of illus-

trations reproduced, to hold over the balance of our report of
the very successful meetings ut Norwich and Yarmouth on
Friday and Saturday, the 10th and 11th iust. The rest of
Friday was devoted to carrying through

A BOUND OF VISITS.

At 3 o'clock the visitors left the Guildhall in brakes, in
order to make a round of visits in accordance with the full
and interesting programme which had been drawn up. The
first point visited was St. Andrew's Hall, where a pneumatic
painting machine was seen in use. This ingenious contrivance,
which is manufactured by Messrs. A. C. Wells & Co., 102,
103 and 104 Midland-road, St. Pancras, is a comparatively
new invention, many of those present on Friday seeing it then
for the lirst time. The machine comprises a strong tank,
capable of withstanding the necessary air pressure. This
tank is provided with a movable screw-down cover, and
inside is a separate pot, in which the paint or other material
to be used is placed. The pot is removable, and forms an
important feature of the invention. More paintor paint of a
different colour (in a fresh pot) can be quickly put in. The
air, which is supplied from a compressor, either driven by belt,
engine-power or by an electric motor at a pressure of, say,
25 lb., is first allowed to pass into the closed tank, where it is

imprisoned and exerts pressure on the surface of the paint to
drive it along the hose to the spraying nozzles, the principle
being the same a-j in the Wells light. If the material has to
be forced up to a height above the level of the paint tank, a
greater pressure of air is imprisoned therein than that em-
ployed to break up the paint at the nozzles. A continuous
supply of compressed air of about 20 lb. to 25 lb. per square
inch, according to the speed of the work required, is then
supplied direct to the nozzles, where, meeting the paint forced
up under pressure from the tank, it is broken into a fine
spray. We are informed that from 20 to 30 square feet of
surface can easily be covered in one minute with an ordinary
paint. It is certainly a remarkable example of labour-
saying machinery, and the feelings it must inspire in the
mind of the ordinary working painter can be more easily
imagined than described. To a very large extent it will prob-
ably supplant hand painting in connection with large under-
takings. At Norwich an electric motor is used, but any
Other cap be employed. The long lines of rubber piping

attached to the motor and to the paint tank terminate in a
brass nozzle, which is held about 8 in. from the surface to be
painted ; the volume of paint discharged is regulated by a
lever. The paint can be laid on with remarkable evenness as

thickly or as thinly as may be required. About twenty
minutes were spent on Friday in examining the machine and
observing the various tests to which it was subjected. Our
illustration shows the machine driven by a vertical steam
engine and air compressor combined, with boiler on wheel
base. Of course, size and arrangements can be modified to

suit less powerful methods of propulsion. For example, it

may be attached to a single air compressor driven by belt

power. If, again, the arrangement is wanted on a still smaller
scale, say for stencilling letters, ornamental designs, decora-

tive work or any class of painting in which the work is not
very heavy, a combined hand compressor, paint holder and
sprayer may be used.

NEW MILLS PUMPING STATION.

On leaving St. Andrew's Hall the members of the party
drove to the New Mills air-compressing station, in which are
installed two " Victor " turbines driven by a fall in the rivei

Wensum, two pairs of compound engines and four air com-
pressors, so arranged as to provide alternative means of com-
pressing air for use in connection with the Shone system,
recently introduced. Steam is supplied from a Babcock-
Wilcox boiler, heated with refuse burnt in two furnaces con-
structed by the Horsfall Refuse Furnace Syndicate. In our
last issue will be found a number of illustrations referring to

the power station, the chief features of which were described
by Mr. Collins in his paper. Only a passing reference was
made to the two 48-in. "Victor" turbines, which have been
supplied by Mr. P. Nell, of Queen Victoria-stieet, E.C. At
New Mills, however, where a model ejector has also been
fixed, the construction of the turbines was explained by the
aid of a model of the wheels. We may, therefore, here give
some description of the different parts of the turbine. We
also give an illustration of the type of turbine used at New
Mills station.

Our readers are familiar with the principle on which these
well-known water-wheels are based. In the case of the "Victor"
turbine there is the outer cliute-case and cylinder, with the
bridge-tree and wood step which suppcat the wheel in posi-

tion. This cylinder is oi e catling, and after leceiving the
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bridge-tree and chute-oase^whioh ia secured by set screws

—

it is placed upon a horizontal boring mill and the chute-case

is bored out to receive the register-gate, which revolves

within it. The cylinder has a projecting flange, which rests

upon the floor of the flnnie, and this Mange is faced off true

at a right angle with the wheel-shaft, so as to ensure the

wheels setting plnmb, provided the floor of the flnnie—or

water channel in which the turbine is placed—is level. The
register-gate is cast in one piece with fixed waterways, cor-

responding with the chutes in the outer case—the two com-
bjned forming one duplex chute. The gate is bored out to

receive the wheel and is turned off to fit the outer case

within which it revolves, and is moved—for the purpose of

Pneumatic Painting Machine, with Vertical Stbam
Engine and Air Compressor combined with

Boiler on Wheel Base.

admitting and shutting off the water—by means of a segment
and pinion. The object of the register-gate is to regulate

by its movement the amount of water supplied to the wheel,
and secure an equal and uniform delivery on all parts of the
wheel without changing the direction of the current or the
relative angle of the stream and the face of the bucket, or in

any degree checking the velocity of the water admitted to

the wheel. A four-armed spider is attached to the gate, the
hub of which is bored out to fit accurately upon the lower
end of the pedestal, which projects beneath the top of the
wheel-case and forms a journal-bearing. The object of this

is to enable the gate to be fitted so closely that it cannot leak,

but will yet work easily ; to strengthen the gate, holding it

rigidly to shape and reducing the friction. The gate is com-
posed of a single casting. The wheel-case has a top or crown
plate, and attached to this is the pedestal through which the

wheel-shaft passes. The projection of the pedestal under-
neath the top and its passing through the hub of the gate
spider is a new feature. The top, which is composed of a
single casting of great strength, extends over the register-

gate, and is fastened by set-sci'ews to the outer chute-case,

the object of the arrangement being to protect the gate from
the vertical pressure of the column of water, render its

movements easy, facilitate the erection of wheels, or obtain

access to them in case of accident, the top becoming de-

tached by removing the set-screws. The pinion and segment
by which the gate is operated are completely housed so as to

be protected from breakage by foreign substances getting in

between the teeth. The c.ip of the housing may be detached
by removing two sot-screws, and set-screws are also used to

fasten the pedestal surmounting the wheel-case to the top or

crown plate. The wheel receives the water on the outside

and discharges it downward and outward, the lines of dis-

charge occupying the entire diameter of the lower portion of

the wheel with the exception of the space filled by the lower
end of the shaft.

THE HOBSFALL DESTRUCTOR FURNACES.

We may .here add to the brief reference made by Mr.
Collins in his paper some further particulars of the two-
cell refuse destructor erected here by the Horsfall Furnace
Syndicate, Limited. It may be remembered that some illus-

trations appeared in one of the special supplements published

in our last issue, As has already been explained the river at

this point is dammed, and turbines ai'e provided in connection
with the air-compressing machinery for the sewage-lifting

plant on the Shone system, but as the flow of the Wensum at

some periods of the j'ear is not sufficient to provide the neces-

sary power it was considered desirable to erect a steam boiler

to supplement the power of the river when required. The
problem of disposing of the refuse, which was then done by
carrying it out of the town, was being considered, and it was
decided to raise steam by means of the heat from the com-
bustion of the city refuse. It was decided to utilise the ex-

isting mill buildings on the estate, to erect refuse furnaces

and a boiler, and to carry the steam in a main across the

river to tlie power-house, the contract for the works being

eventually given to the Horsfall Furnace Syndicate, Limited.

The existing building was re-roofed and adapted to the

housing of tiie furnaces and boiler and two of the most recent

types of Horsfall furnaces, together with a Babcock & Wil-

cox boiler, were installed. As mentioned above, the existing

conditions, osijecially the small size of the site, rendered it

impossible to have an inclined road for raising the refuse to

the top of the furnaces, and it was therefore decided to em-
ploy an overhead travelling crane for the purpose. The work-

ing of the system was clearly described by Mr. Collins in the

paper printed in our last issue. To put it briefly, a large

dock was constructed partly underground at the end of the

building with rails let into the bottom of it, and specially-de-

signed hopper waggons are kept in the dock and filled by

turns from the collecting carts which shoot directly into them
from the level road. The body of the hopper waggon is then

lifted off the wheels by the travelling crane, taken to any

portion of the tipping space at the top of the furnaces that

may be desired, and there emptied by releasing a flap door

forming the bottom of the hopper. It is then fed into the

furnaces from the top in the usual way.

The refuse being fed into the back of the furnaces is raked

on to the grate as required from the front of the furnaces

in the usual way. The grate bars have fire spaces, and the

clinkering doors in front are of the " improved " Horsfall

pattern with direct-acting balance weight and lined with fire

bricks so as to keep them cool, and the whole of the front of

the furnace is open for clinkering, while at the same tiihe the

stoker's face is not exposed to undue heat, as is the case with

the revolving doors, by which the hot baflle is turned

upwards so as to reflect the heat directly upon the stoker.

The draught is forced by means of a steam jet apparatus in

vertical brick tunnel drawing its air from the back of the

furnaces, thereby assisting in the ventilation of the receiving-

house. The steam jets are embedded in brickwork with the

object of muffling the noise, which is often advanced as an

objection against the use of the steam jet. The draught ia

forced into the cast-iron sides which form linings of the fur-

naces for some distance above the grate bars, thus preventing

the clinker from adhering to the sides and undermining the

"Victor" Wheel and Cask.

arch. The cast-iron side boxes arc kept cool by the air for

combustion being forced through them, while at the same

time the air is warmed before it enters the ash-pits. Only a

moderate blast is employed—about i in. of water—the aim

being to ensure that no dust is blown into the flues and so up

the chimney. A by-pass is provided direct to the chimney,

and dampers are provided to give control over the furnace

gas. The boiler is rated at 100 horse-power for coal firing,

but, as appears from tests made by the city engineer, it has

given even higher results with hot gases from the destructor.

The steam pressure is 1-40 lb. The plant is in a central part

of the town, is close to houses on all sides, so we may assume

that if nuisances arose complaints would at once be heard.

We understand, however, that no complaints have been re>
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ceived since the plant has been in operation. This is accounted

for by the efiicient bnrning of the smoke, the explanation

being that the main fine is constantly ataglowingheat, and that

this, combined with the front exhanst of the furnaces, draws
the gases over the hottest part of the fire, thus cremating
them before they escape. It is interesting to note that 15

tons per cell per twenty-four hours has been regularly burnt
with a blast pressure of only half an inch of water. The
Horsfall Syndicate have received the following communica-
tion from the city engineer; "You may be pleased to know
that I have made a working test of the refuse-consuming and
water-evaporating power of the two refuse furnace cells and
boiler plant recently constructed by you for the Norwich
Corporation. We can consume about 90 cubic yards, or say,

30 tons (more rather than less) refuse in twenty-four hours,

."*

::t^::^

Norwich : Interior of Power-House at the New Mills
Water and Steam-Power Aie-Compressing Station.

and that this rate of combustion can evaporate at the rate of

2,409 lb. of water per hour of cold river water."
The resident engineer under whom the works were erected

was Mr. L. P. Marshall.

When the various points in connection with the New
Mills station had been inspected the company assembled in

a marquee on the premises for some light refreshment hos-
pitably offered them by Messrs. B. Cooke & Co., of West-
minster, the contractors. Mr. T. Wilkinson, of that firm,

suitably acknowledged a vote of thanks proposed to Messrs.
Cooke by Mr. Eayrs.

a cast-wkld joint.

During the visit to Norwich mention was made, in con-
nection with the electric tramways, of a now method of joint-

ing, the object of which is practically to provide a pair of
continuous rails. Briefly put, the Palk cast-welded joiut is a
process of casting a mass of metal around the joint at a
temperature sufficiently high (2,600 deg.) to unite with the
steel rail, thus, as we have said, constituting practically a
continuous rail. The ultimate object, of course, is to strengthen
the rails throughout, particularly at the weak spot, the joint,

and thus prevent the dropping of the ends, on the principle
that the life of the ends is the life of the rail. Unfortanately
matters were not sufficiently advanced at Norwich to admit
of the process being shown in actual operation, but the fol-

lowing details will be of interest to our readers.
The process is thus described : A cupola and furnace is

built upon trucks and may be drawn by horses wheresoever
required, and in this furnace the metal (pig iron) is melted
and run out at 2,600 deg. The abutting ends of the rail are
enclosed in a flask or mould, which snugly fits the upper and
and lower flange, the web and the foot of the rail, each pattern
of rail being provided for and combination moulds being
made for junctions at which two types of rails meet. When
the mould is in place the men bring a ladle of white-hot metal
from the cupola and pour it into the mould through a gate,

a vent being provided for the escape of air and gas. The
metal in the cupola is heated to 2,600 deg., and the moulds
are almost red hot when clamped upon the rails. As a con-
sequence the molten iron meets the steel of the rails at almost
2,000 deg., or so near the welding point that the two metals
are so united as to form substantially a continuous rail. It is

not considered necessary to lay new rails to use the cast-

welded jiiint, which is claimed to be equally applicable to
rails previously laid on another system.
The following more detailed account of the process was

given by Mr. Richard McCulloch, electrical engineer of the
National Railway of St. Louis, in a paper read before the
Engineers' Club of that city:

—

" The apparatus for casting tlie joints consists of a cupola
furnace monnted on a heavy truck. The cupola is 30 in. in

diameter, brick-lined, and the blast is furnished by a No. .5

Sturtevant blower, driven at 1,800 revolutions per minute,
and is operated as is usual in a foundry. The furnace works
very rapidly, and in twenty minutes after the blast is turned

on the iron is ready to pour. It may then be tapped as long

as the charging is continued at the top. As the machine has
been operated on the Citizens' Railway, about 1,200 ft. of

track has been prepared and all the joints moulded in one
heat. As many as seventy-two joints have been poured at

one melting, and it is probable that ninety or 100 could be
made before shutting down the furnace to renew the lining.

"The preparation of the joint for casting is as follows:

The fish-plates are first taken off and the rail ends for about
8 in. back polished with garnet paper. If there is any open-

ing between the rails it is closed by shims. The moulds,
consisting of two castings made to fit the rail, are then placed

about the joint and clamped in jiosition. A heavy clamp is

placed on the top of the rail and screwed up as tightly as

possible to hold a joint immovable while being poured. This

clamp is left on the rail until the casting has cooled. Pre-

paratory to the pouring the moulds are lined with a mixture
of linseed oil and plumbago, and are heated to drive out any
moisture in them or on the rail. The pouring operation is

very simple. The melted iron is run from the cupola into a

ladle and then poured slowly into the mould. This final

operation is very quickly performed, as it usually takes only

about three hours to pour forty joints. The casting weighs
137 lb. and extends back on the rail Tin., t.aking in two of the

bolt holes in the ends of the rails. In this way four bolts are

cast through the rail. It is undoubtedly the case that a sort

of welding action takes place between the iron and the steel

rail, as on examination of a joint sawed in two it will be
difficult to tell the exact junction of the iron and the steel."

The same writer cited a case in which only three joints out

of 74-t, or 0'43 per cent., broke, and he adds :
" It seems diffi-

cult to those accustomed to steam railroad tracks to reconcile

themselves to the use of a continuous track. They instinct-

ively call to mind certain experiences they have had with rails

creeping and getting out of place an account of temperature
vibrations. It must be remembered, however, that short railway
tracks differ in one very important pai-ticular from those of the

steam railways, and that is in having a road-bed firmly packed
about the rail. The perimeter of a 7-in. rail is 29 in., of which
only 6 J or 22'4 per cent, is exposed to the air, while the remain-
ing 676 per cent, is covered up and firmly gripped by the road-

bed. No one can understand how firm this grip is who has
not seen a rail which has lain in a macadam street several

years taken up, when the whole buried surface of the rail is

found to be covered with a hard cement composed of stones

and mud, requiring considerable work with a pick to remove.
There is a great tendency on the part of the rail to change
its length with the temperature variations, but there is also

the ability of the road-bed to hold it in place."

The welding action between the rail and the casting takes

place around the base and about two-thirds of the way up the

web of the rail, but not around the head and upper part of

the web. Thus, if the joint is defective and breaks, the head
of the rail remains intact, and not having been heated the

conditions of the steel remain unchanged. Instituting a

Norwich : Interior of Power-Housb at the New Mills
Water and Stkam-Powkr Air-Compressing Station.

contrast with the conditions prevailing with the ordinary

method of jointing, Mr. Robert McCulloch, of the Consolidated

Street Railways, St. Louis, has said :

—

" The interest of the public is only a requirement that we
shall have comfortable cars ; that they shall run on short

intervals ; that the speed shall be as great as is compatible

with safety, and that the track over which they pass shall be
smooth and noiseless. The car-builders can provide for the

first requirement and the number of cars may control the

intervals between them, and electricity has given us speed

without limit, but bolts and plates will not hold the ends of

rails BO firmly together that our car, weighing 23,0001b. with

its load of human freight added, and travelling at a speed

from 10 to 15 miles per hour, will not in a short time begin

to loosen the joint, and once started to loosen it can never
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again be securely fastened so that there is no jolt in paesinp;

from one rail to another. The force of the blow rendered

by this jolt increases, and the ends of the rail are injured, so

that whilst the other parts are good a new rail is the only

remedy."
CARROW WORKS.

On leaving New Mills the members and visitors drove to

the well-known Carrow Works, where, by the kind permission

of Messrs. J. & J. Cnlman, tliey were conducted over those

portions of the works devoted to the msinufaoture of tins and

casks for the packing of mustard. In the shops devoted to

the purpose tins are made ranging from the si/.e holding one

pennyworth to those holding.50 lb. The visitorsevinced great in-

terest when shown the various processes in tin-making, com-

prising the cutting of the tin as received fresh from the South

Wales works into strips, the punching of the lids and bottoms

by machinery, the machines for turning n\) the edges and

interlocking the strips to form the bodies of tins, and presses

to press the parts together and to produce the vai-ious shapes

required—oval, square, round, oblong and octagon. The
artistically-decorated class of kinds were also seen in pro-

cess of manufacture. The designs for these are printed at

the firm's printing works and transferred to the tin plates

prior to the process of making. In the cask-making shops

the visitors were shown the machinery for making casks of

various capacities ranging from 9 lb. to 1501b., the processes

consisting of the splitting, planing and sawing to shape of

the sections which go to make up a cask and the squeezing

of these sections into shape by hydraulic presses, the turning,

of the lids and bottoms by lathes and the hooping of the

parts together by willow withes to form a complete cask.

The visit was certainly an instructive and pleasurable ex-

perience, which, though outside the domain of municipal

engineering, was interesting on account of the intricate

mechanical processes involved, the wonderful precision of the

A Cast-Weld Joint: Portable Cupola for Jointing.

machinery, the dexterity of the workers and the extent to

which division of labour is carried.

The next point to be visited was the Trowse main out-

fall sewage pumping station, but as the engines, pumps
and screening chamber have been adequately described by
Mr. Collins in his paper no further reference requires to be
made to these beyond saying that special interest was shown
in the screening chamber, containing the "screens with self-

acting cleaning rakes and rotating lakes to clean the clean-

ing rakes."

THE CASTLE MUSEUM, &c.

A move was then made to the Castle Museum. Norwich
Castle was built by Roger Bigod, whom the Conqueror created

Earl of Norfolk. In the reign of Henry III. it ceased to be
a fortress and became a State prison. In Edward Ill's, time
the semicircular enclosures outside the moat were given up
by the Crown to the citizens, who had then completed theii'

walls and gates. Coming down to a comparatively recent
reign—that of George III.—we find that the Crown handed
over the castle itself to the county magistrates, and during
the present reign the castle has become the property of the

citizens. The work of converting the keep and pi'ison build-

ings into galleries suitable for a museum was completed in

1893, at a cost of £16,0CI0, exclusive of the interior fittings.

The original castle was the great square Norman keep
The remainder of the buildings are the modern prison build

ings, api)ended to the keep by the county magistrates seventy
four years ago and now converted into the museum galleries.

The conversion was effected from the designs of Mr. E. Board
man, f.r.i.b.a., of Norwich. The museum buildings consist

of six main blocks, connected by corridors and arranged in

the form of a hexagon, the keep being at the south-west corner.

The keep, round which runs a spacious gallery, is about 70 ft.

square, with basement cellars which are of considerable
archaeological intereBt,C[aud contain remains of the ancient

prison and of the old castle well which in former times

supplied the castle. The museum is a very excellent collec-

tion indeed, and the ornithological section—comprising birds,

including the Great Auk, birds eggs, nests and skins, and
insects— is probably one of the best in the country. The
other collections comprise shells, fishes, reptilia, geology, pre-

historic and other antiquities, and general archaeology and
ethnology.

The buildings also house a library with some rare books;

a corporation muniment-room with municipal documents,

formerly in the Guildhall, dating back to 1240; and a picture

gallery, in which the works are exclusively those of East

Anglian artists. Norwich, indeed, has its " Norwich school

A Cast-Weld Joint: The Joint Prepared for Casting

of painters," and mention may be made of the picture en-

titled " Mary kept all these things and pondered them in her

heart," by Alice Havers, a Norfolk artist. The approach to

the castle is over a fine old Sa.xon arch which spans the dry
moat surrounding the hill on which the keep stands.

By the courtesy of the corporation the battlements and
dungeons were thrown open to the association. To say that

the view from the battlements is "extensive and interest-

ing" does but scant justice to a spreading panorama—houses,

gardens, churches, cathedral, river, and encircling arable and
wooded land—which drew enthusiastic words from George
Bonow.

Of one important building of which we gave an illustratio

last week, but of which we omitted to speak, we may give

few facts before concludini;. The Guildhall, which is a flin

building dating from the fifteenth century, has a curiously

chequered front surmounted by a modern clock turret. Here
in the fine old council chamber is displayed the sword of the
Spanish admiral, taken by Nelson at the battle of Cape
St. Vincent and presented by him to the capital of his native

county. Here, too, is shown the dungeon from which Bilnoy
passed to his death in the Lollatd's Pit. Nelson was at the
Grammar School at Norwich, and his statue now faces the
school from the enclosure of the Upper Close. Part of the
Lollard's Pit, in which Bilney and other martyrs of the

A Cast-Welu Joint: The Finished Joint.

Reformation suffered at the stake, is now occupied by a gas-

ometer.
It was 7 o'clock when the Castle Musenm was quitted, but

one other function remained before a busy and eventful day
was closed.

DINNER AT NORWICH.
Not the least successful of tlie incidents of the Norwich

meeting was the dinner, which was held in the evening at

the " Maid's Head " hotel, an ancient hostelry which has existed

for four or five centuries. In the cellars are relics of Norman
masonry, possibly relics of the time when the foundations sus-

tained a palace of the bishops of the ancient diocese. Queen
Elizabeth is said to have slept iu the house,which, indeed, prob-

ably took its name from that notable event. It would seem that
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the imperions spinster was well pleased with her visit to the
metropolis of East Aiifrlia, for it is recorded that when she
left the old city she exclaimed, "I have laid np in my breast
snch goodwill as I shall never forget Norwich." In this old
house then, with its remarkable associations, an excellent
dinner was excellently served, and the whole circumstances
and surronndings seemed to conspire to make the occasion an
unqnalificd snccess. From first to last there was a feeling of

animation and cordiality, which was sedulously fostered by a
spirited vocal entertainment, the chief contributors to which
were Mr. J. Parker, Mr. Vernon Parker—of whose paternity
no one had a moment's doubt—and Mr. R. J. Thomas. Mr.
Kayrs occnpied the chair with as much acceptance as at the
more serious functions earlier in the day. The toasts were such

.'cji. \

Councillor G. T. Holme.s.

Chairman of the Sewerage Committee, Norwich.

as the occasion demanded, proposed and replied to in appro-
priate terms, not too long, too short or too numerous.
The CitAiRMAN, in proposing " The Health of Mr. Collins,"

said that from the way in which that gentleman's name had
been greeted it needed no words of his to commend it to
those present, but he could not sit down without expressing
the thanks of the association for the admirable meeting
which had been organised, for the arrangements made
for their comfort, for the paper prepared by Mr. Collins and
for the explanations he had given during the progress of the
visits. The city of Norwich should be prond to have a gentle-
man with the engineering ability of Mr. Collins to assist them
in overcoming the difficulties to be encountered, and his
name would be remembered in the city long after he had
ceased to be connected with it. The work which they had
seen had been carried out in the face of exceptional diffi-

culties. Ho (Mr. Eayrs) recalled with pleasure that he had had
the honour of presiding at the Reading meeting, which was
held in April, 1894, when Mr. Collins was borough engineer of
that town. They had then had an opportunity of seeing his
work in that town, and he remembered how interesting the
meeting was and in what high esteem Mr. Collins was held
by the Reading Corporation. They would also remember that
Mr. Collins then read a very valuable paper, which had ex-
ercised great influence in bringing the important question of
scarifiers into prominence.

Mr. Collins expressed his acknowledgments in brief and
modest terms. He had simply done what every member of
the association would do, and he was prond of the way in
which the toast had been received. A great deal of the
credit, however, for the success of the meeting and the hos-
pitable reception which had been accorded was due to the
mayor and corporation. He did not wish to have the
credit for everything that had been done at Norwich since
he had come to the city. He wished Messrs. Shone & Ault,
the consulting engineers, to have dne credit for what they
had done. They had always been ready to assist even in
matters in connection with which they were not remuner-
ated for their advice and assistance. In concluding, he wished
to propose the health of Messrs. Shone & Ault, the consulting
engineers.

Mr. Shone said he could heartily confirm the remarks made
by the chairman in regard to Mr. Collins, and pointed out the
advantage which that gentleman had derived from having
been trained as a mechanical engineer and from going through
the workshops. He had shown himself to be an able and
courteous man, and had proved a treasure to Norwich.

Mr. J. Patten Bakber, in the course of an exceedingly
happy speech, admirable alike in delivery and phrasing, said
ho rose to propose a toast which would appeal to all members
of the association. Wherever they went to hold their meet-
ings they were always received very cordially by the corpora-
tions and made themselves at home. They in turn made
visitors welcome to their meetings, and the association left
behind it a very good name. Tliey were always honoured by
the presence not only of members of the aulihority whose
gnests they were, but of the surrounding authorities as well.

It was the duty of members of their association to study the
difficulties of local government. They were not merely in-

terested in local government from the fact of drawing their

salaries, but were genuinely interested in the public health.

They were honoured that evening by the presence of mem-
bers of the Norwich Corporation, and they could assure their

visitors that their city was not behind the times. Municipal
engineers had no secrets in their profession, for it was abso-

lutely necessary that their work should be understood by
members of their authorities. They had with them that

evening Councillor Holmes, chairman of the Sewerage Com-
mittee of the Norwich Corporation, who had held that position

for fifteen or sixteen years, and had filled it in the most capable
manner. True, tho ratepayers had not very much to see, for

the work was for the most part underground and the average
ratepayer did not appreciate the necessity for good under-
ground work. Mr. Holmes had discovered the defects of the
old system and had supported those who advised the change.
He was himself an engineer, a fact which municipal engineers
could appreciate, for they preferred one of two classes of men
as members of authorities—either a man who knew a great

deal or eno who knew absolutely nothing. They knew the

valne of a chairman who could understand, assist and support
them in their work. They had also with them Mr. Bassett

Hopkins. As a metropolitan engineer he (Mr. Barber) could

appreciate tho groat loss experienced through Mr. Hopkins not

being at present on the London County Council. When a
member of that body he had specially interested himself in

the metropolitan water question. He had much pleasure in

proposing the to.ast of "The Visitors," coupling with it tho

names of Councillor Holmes and Mr. Bassett Hopkins.

Councillor Holmes said he did not deserve the terms in

which the last speaker had referred to him, but he had done
his best in connection with the working out of the sewerage
system of the city. Ho had been twenty-nine years a member
of tho corporation, and half of that time on the Sewerago
Committee. Their former engineer, Mr. Morant, was an able,

zealous and energetic officer, but the sewerage system was
faulty. The district was one of a peculiar character, and the

water from the chalk hills made it impossible to construct a
brick sewer with anj' degree of certainty. At one point they

had been using 1,000 horse-power engines for pumping. The
old sewers were of so flat a gradient that he had recommended
a new system. At Eastbourne he had seen the Shone system
in operation, and he had no longer any doubt that it was the

right system for Norwich. He had tried to help Mr. Collins,

who did not, however, stand much in need of helj). It was
in the power of a chairman to make things much easier for

an engineer. As to Norwich being the happy hunting ground
for engineers, he could only say that they might have spent

much more than they had done. He hoped their visit would
be both jjleasurable and profitable. Theirs was a very able

body, and he thanked them for their invitation to be present

that evening.

Mr. Bassett Hopkins, who also responded to the toast

said that ever since he had taken part in municipal life the

Mb. G. B. Kennett,

Town Clerk, Norwich.

opinion had grown upon him that those who administered

municipal affairs were gradually becoming educated to the

value and necessity of tho expert opinions they received from
gentlemen such as the members of that association. A
generation ago that feeling hardly existed. It was not tho

first time he had been among them, for he had been their

guest at various places, not only when he was acting in a
representative capacity but at other times, and had made
many friends among the members of their body. The feeling

was growing that they were something more than mere pro-

fessional men in the ordinary sense of the word, that,

they were scientists, men of technical and expert attainments,

who felt a pride in their work. That was shown in the

history of the association, in the papers that had been oon.

tributed and the researches that had been made, simply for
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the pride and glory o£ the thing and from a strong sense of

dnt V. They exchanged ideas with one another, and the various

public authorities were indebted to them for the manner in

which municipal work was carried out. They had heard of

Norwich and they knew something of the metropolis. If

municipal institutions had existed in the metrojiolis in the

sense in which they had existed in Norwich they would have
been able to look back upon a more satisfactory state of

affairs than they could do now. Take the drainage for

.example. Mr. Barber and other metropolitnn engineers pre-

sent could bear him out when ho said tliat whenever tliey

had over ^ in. of rainfall crude sewage flowed into the

Thames. Had municipal institutions e.visted a generation

ago that state of affdirs would have been remedied. In re-

gard to water supply, again, London lagged behind in many
respects. Four or five millions of people were supplied by
eight different administrations. Under the present state of

affairs a person living in a house on one side of a street

might be paying one rate and a person on the other side a
different rate. He thanked them for the manner in which
the toast had been received.

At 11 o'clock the festivities ended, so far as concerned
those who were not staying in the hotel, and thus also ended
the Norwich meeting of 1898, a meeting full of interest and
instruction. Mr. Collins earned much credit in connection

with the Reading meeting, to which Mr. Eayrs referred, but
he evidently does not believe in resting upon his laurels.

There was only one misadventure in the course of the day,
and that not of a particularly serious character. The victims
were some of the London contingent who proposed to journey
to Norwich on the morning of the meeting in time to be in

at the start, but they were not. It happened thus. The
programme of the meeting had been drawn up and printed in

May, whou a train for Norwich started at 10 a.m. On the
Ist of June, however, the Great Eastern Railway Company
had seen fit to alter the time to 9.43, and nobody had hap-
pened to detect the change. Thus it came that certain dis-

appointed travellers found themselves about 10 a.m. stranded
on the platform at Liverpool-street station. They were
seven. After many strange vicissitudes, however, and many
devious wanderings, to say nothing of much patient and
pathetic study of maps and time-tables, they ultimately
reached tlieir destination, rid Yarmouth, about 4 o'clock, and
joined the party at New Mills. They were the recipients of

much commisseration and attention, which no doubt con-
soled them somewhat for what they had missed. Both Mr.
Collins and Mr. Cockrill were evidently much annoyed at the
mishap, which, after all, as we have observed, was not of a
particniarly serious character.

THE YARMOUTH MEETING.
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Yar.moith : Skktch Design for I'iek, Baths, Tavilicx, &a

From Norwich to Yarmouth is by no means " a far cry."

In fact it is a matter of bat 20 miles. The principal seaport

and second largest town in Norfolk, Yarmouth stands at

the mouth of the Yare, from which it takes its name. A
Parliamentary and municipal borough and a county borough
under the Local Government Act of 1888, it is at once a sea-

port, a fishing town, a watering place and a market town. In

it are found the terminal stations of the Norfolk and of the
Colchester and Ipswich branches of the Great Kastern Rail-

way, and of the Midland and Great Northern Joint Railway
Company. By sea Yarmouth has communication with
London (from which it is distant about 120 miles) and the
coast, and by the river Yare with inland Norfolk. The ai'ea

of the municipal and Parliamentary borough is 4,018 acres,

the population at the last census was 49,334, the number of

inhabited houses 10,997, and the rateable value £181,139.
The history of Yarmouth, both written and unwritten, goes

far back into the past, for it seems to have risen upon the
decay of a Roman station, called " Gariannonum," about
2 miles distant. It was a landing place of the S.axon in-

vaders of our island, especially of one Cerdick, the place of

whose disembarkation is still known as " Cerdicksand."
Probably its real beginnings were in the time of Alfred the
Great. Before the Conquest it had become a considerable
fishing station, fishermen coming hither in the season, from
Michaelmas to Martinmas, and leaving for the rest of the
year in consequence of the unhealthiness of the spot. The
town was formerly entrenched and fortified, and even now is

partly encompassed by remains of its old wall, but all its ten
gates and most of its sixteen towers have been removed. The
fortifications were demolished during the civil war in the
reign of Charles I. At an early period the Cinque Ports ex-
ercised the right of sending bailiffs or a portreeve to govern
the town during the herring fishing and the time of the
herring fair, to " execute justice and keep the king's peace."
Edward the Confessor granted a charter to the barons of the
Cinque Ports; he asked them to be careful of the privileges
of Yarmouth. In 1348 the town was visited by the plague,
which carried off 7,000 persons in twelve months.

Yarmonth has certainly been rich in the matter of charters,
having no fewer than twenty-four, the governing one, prior
to the Municipal Corporations Act, being that of Queen Anne,
the corporation then consisting of a mayor, steward, eighteen

aldermen and ten officials. Henry I. authorised the town to

choose a provost, and relieved it from the rule of the Cinque
Ports. Both the gas and water supplies are controlled by
companies, but the town is partly lighted by electricity under
powers granted to the corporation. Situated at the point

where the river Y'are and Bare meet, over the former there

is an iron drawbridge, and over the latter two other bridges.

Among the chief public buildings are the town hall, custom
house, corn exchange, assembly-rooms, theatre, aquarium,
libraries and reading-rooms, and on the Denes a column,

COu^NCILLOR E. DE M. LACON,
Mayor of Great Yarmouth.

144 ft. high, erected to the memory of Nelson. The muni-
cipal interests of the town are at present presided over by
Mr. Ernest de M. Lacon. Previous to his mayorality he was
resident in Loudon, but has since taken an active part in

local affairs. He has been a popular mayor, doing all he can
to promote town improvements alike in business and in

recreation. In the local life of Yarmouth an admirable lead

is also given by the mayoress. The family have beeu con-
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nected with Tarmonth for many generations, and have been

well known as brewers, the fame of "Yarmouth prime"
beincr by no means confined to Norfolk. Mr? Kdward Lacon,

who was mayor io 1792, was first knighted, and afterwards,

in 1818, created a baronet. His eldest son was Sir Edmnnd
Knowles Lacon, vTho also became mayor. He Wiis the father

of ,Sir Edmund Henry Knowles Lacou, whose yonngest son

is the present mayor of Yarmouth.
Some thonsands of people are employed in the herring and

mackerel fisheries and in curing fish for the markets, bat

there is also an extensive trade in coal and timber. A great

featureof the townis its Front, which extends for over S miles,

the gardens haviiii; been laid ont by the present borouph en-

gineer. We may conclude these preliminary remarks by
qnotinK the following humorous testimonial which Charles

llickens paid to Yarraonth; "If yon owe a grudge to any
life insurance office, purchase from tlicm an annnit)', go and
live at Yarmouth, and draw your money till they ask in

despair whether you are Old Parr or Methuselah."

AT YARMOUTH TOWN HALL.
At 9 o'clock on the morning of Saturday, June 11th, the

great majority of those who had been present at the meet-
ing of the previous day made their way to the river at

Foundry bridge, where they went on board the steamer
.Tennij L!nd, which had kindly been provided by Messrs.

Collins & Cockrill, and proceeded down the rivers Wensum
and Yare as far as Brundall, w'hich was reached shortly

after 11. The remainder of the journey to Yarmonlh was
made by rail, the destination being reached shortly after

noon, and the members at once proceeded to the Town Hall,

where the meeting was to be held at 12.30. We may men-
tion in passing that the municipal buildings were opened in

1882 by the Prince of Wales, and cost, with fitting.-!, £40,000.

The architect was Mr. J. B. Pearce, of Norwich, and the

contractors, Messrs. J. W. & H. Lacey. For some time after

the building was erected there was a general subsidence, and
fears were entertained that it would eventually fall; bnt the

defects were remedied after considerable difficulties and out-

lay, and the building is now }>crfectly secure.

Before the meeting began the visitors were entertained to

an excellent luncheon, provided by the mayor, whose un-

avoidable absence was generally regretted. His place was
taken by Conncillor Burton, chairman of the Sanitary Com-
mittee, who took the chair after luncheon. When the

meeting began
The Ch.\irman said ho had much pleasure in welcoming

them to their ancient town. The visit was an acknowledg-
ment of the useful woik done by their borough engineer, Mr.
Cockrill. They could see what ho had done. Municipal
engineers did a most impoitant work in connection with the

sanitation of cities and towns, and life was prolonged by the
able way in which the work was done. In Yarmouth they
had done a great deal, but a great deal still remained to be
done. The most important piece of work nnder considera-

tion was the dust destructor, a subject which was engaging
the atteuti' n of sanitary reformers all over the conntry. He

Mf. a. H. MiLr.EK,

Town Clerk o£ Great Yarmouth.

heartily welcomed them to the town, and hejied they would
enjoy their few honrs' visit. He regretted that the mayor was
unable to be present, and hoped it would not be their last

vi^it.

Mr. J. T. Eaves, who now took the chair, on behalf of the
association thanked Councillor Burton for his kind welcome.
Some of them had not visited Yarmouth before, but there
were m iny features of interest which had not presented
themselves in other places, and he was sure the visit

would be of a pleasurable and profitable character. Be-
fore beginning the proceedings of the day lie had to an-

nounce that the mayor had written to Mr. Cockrill saying

that an engagement in London prevented his being present
and expressing his great regret at being absent from that

interesting gathering. Before sitting down he would lise to

jnove that the best thanks of the association be given to hi

worship the mayor for his hospitality. Reference had been
made to their efforts in the promotion of sanitation. They
obtained information by visiting the various towns and seeing
the works in progress. They not only gained information,
but imparted it. By these visits more information was to be
gained than by written matter, and they obtained informa-
tion on questions of which they would otherwise be ignorant.
The various authorities derived advantage from these meet-
ings and saw their benefit.

Mr. J. Patten Barbkr briefly Ecconded the vote of thanks,
which was carried nnanimonsily.

Mr. Cockrill having read the minutes of the last Eastern
Connties district meeting, held at Bury St. Edmunds in 1893,
Mr. Collins moved and Mr. Silcook seconded the re-election
of Mr. Cockrill as district fccretary, which was unanimously
agreed to. On the motion of Mr. Eayrs, seconded by Mr.
Mawbey, a vote of thanks was given to the m.ayor and
corporation for the use of tlie town hall.

The following paper was then read :

—

SOME OF THE RECENT WORKS CARRIED OUT BY
THE GREAT YARMOUTH TOWN COUNCIL.

By J. W. COCKRILI., A.K.I. B.A., A.M.I. C.E.,

Borough Erpuicer and Sm-ve.yor, Great Yarmouth.

[Mr. J. WilliRm Cockrill was appoiuteil borough surveyor of Great
yoiraouth in February, 1882. llo hail previously been in private
practice as an nrchitect in the town, also actinp as surveyor for the
dititricts of Gorleston anrl Southtown— a portion of the municipal
borough of Great Yartnouth~liis appointment dating from 1869 under
a loctil l)onrd, whoso career was terminated by the Sanitary Acts of
1672 making the town councilsof a borough rosponsible for the sanitary
government of the whole area inside their uninicipftl boundary. His
services were retained liy the Yarmouth I'oi-poration for the district

then under his charge, and he has thus had about thirty years service
in one district. The entire drainage of the Gorleston and Southtown
districts was carried out by him, and various works of street improve-
ments, paving, laying-out of tho Gorleston cemetery, Ac, for the local

board or town council previous to 1882, while a fair private practice
was carried on in the town and neighbourhood. Immediatel,v after his
appointment as borougli survej-or he overhauled and laid before the
town council a report of the drainage of the town portion of the
borough, which resulted in the pulling out of about l-l miles of old
brick sewers and imperfect pipe sewers, and the relaying with pipes
properly laid and jointed. Nearl.y 3,000 private house connections were
re-made, and the whole system wos provided with ventilation and flush-

ing arrangements, the cost of the work being about £10,000, but since
this time a sum of upwards of £15,000 has been expended in providing
flood-prevention works, extensions and other improvements. The
flushing of the sewers was carried out by means of automatic flushing
tanks and a movable iron tank of 3,000 gallons, which was taken
about the town to various manholes, the whole arrangement answering
the purposes for which they were designed, but the cost of the water

—

Is. per 1,000 gallons— and the diiliculties of obtaining from tho local

water company the water at such times and in convenieni manner for
the purpose, led to Mr. Cockrill designing a scheme for drawing a
supply from the sea for flushing and street watering, and in 1886 this
work was earned out after great opposition. As at first completed the
scheme comprised a pair of direct-driven pumps from a Crossley'a
" Otto " gas engine, raising 25,000 gallons of water per hour to a heiglit

of 45 ft., a cast-iron tank on a water tower, and about 6 miles of cast-
iron pipes of Sin. to Sin. diameter. The works have given much
satisfaction and have been added to so that the mains are now quite 13

miles in length. The water raised is about 100,000,000 gallons per
annum, and its cost was very little in excess of 1-^d.per 1 ,000 gallons,
including capital charges and working expenses. Tho effect of the sea
water on the roads has been beneficial, and tho large amount of flush-

ing provided, combined with the improved ventilation, has made the
working of the Yarmouth sewers extremely satisfactory. Upwards of

40 miles of concrete footway has been laid in the borough b.y Mr. Cock-
rill, the cost of which has been very small, averaging about Is. 9d. per
yard super., its life being estimated at overf:ft.y years ; some which has
been laid since 1871 shows now, after twenty-five years, no signs of
wear. The other works carried out by him have been considerable ex-
tensions of the marine parade ; recreation grounds, more than 30 acres
in extent, with complete appliances, such as grand-stands, &c.; gardens
on the beach ; ond a concrete quay wall, of a cost of £26,000, for which"
Messrs. Kinippio & Jaffre.y, of London, were consulting ougineers. The
work now in progress or under consideration includes a destructor, at
an estimate'd cost of £10,500; the construction of a pier and pavilions
£60,000,for which Parliamentary powers have been obtained, though the,

scheme is in abe.yance ; and the provision of electric tramways. The
corporation are the owners of a very large estate, nearly all the land
outside the old town walls lieiug ttioir property uiidcr rt charter from King
John, and it is Mr. Cockrill's desire to develop this laud in such a way
as to make the town more attractive as a watering place. Mr. Cockrill

is an Associate of the Royal Institute of British Architects, having
passed the (lualifying examination in If^SS. He is also an Associate
Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, and his paper on " Sea
Water for Municipal Purposes *' is to be found in the "Proceedings " of

that bod.v. The photograph from which our illustration is taken is b.y

Messrs. Boughton & Sons, of Great Yarmouth. Further details of the
works with which Mr. Cockrill has been so closely associated in Great
Yarmouth will bo found in the accompanying paper.

|
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Yarmouth : Sketch Design fur .Shp;i,tbr Hali,

It is now twelve years since the author had the pleasure of

welcoming the members of the association to this town. The
meeting then held is reported in our " Proceedings," vol. xii.,

pages 119 to 154.

SEWERS.

The work of relaying the whole system referred to in the

former paper has stood well, and the purpose for which the

work was imdertaken has been fully realised, for out of

nearly 100 miles of sewer under the author's charge there

is not 1 mile but which is absolutely self-cleansinf,', and in a

town so flat as Yarmouth this may be considered satisfac-

tory. The works of flushing, to be spoken of hereafter, have
much to do with this. Since 1886 many extensions have

been made to the sewei-age works. New pumping stations

on the main sewer outfalls, to prevent the tide-locking of

the sewers, have been erected, and flood-prevention works
have been carried out, the cost of which in the aggregate has

been about £25,'X)0. Those works comprise about 1 mile of

.5-ft. egg-shaped and 1\ mile of 3-ft. egg-shaped sewer, built

in concrete with a salt-glazed tile facing—the cost was re-

markably low ; a sample piece has been set up for your in-

spection at the depot. The 5-ft. sewer cost 33s. per yard run,

and the 3-ft. sewer 20s. per yard run without digging. The
glazed surface keeps itself clean, and can very easily be

swept down. The low coat is due to the very great facilities

we have for making concrete, the clean shingle being de-

livered on the works, ready tor use, at Is. 3d. per yai-d cube.

These sewers were put in to prevent the flooding of some
of the low-lying districts, which wore found to be flooded in

very heavy rains and thunderstorms. The pumping stations

which have been erected are placed across the two largest

sewers we have near the outfalls, and the man in charge

pumps whenever the acciimulation of sewerage reaches the

height which would mean tide-locking the connections into

the main sewer. The pumps at the larger station to be in-

spected are Gwynne's centrifugal 15-in. and 24-in., driven by
Otto gas engines of 14 and 20 horse-power. They are capable,

with their lift averaging 6 ft., of raising quite 1,000,000

gallons per hour. At the second station two 12-in. centri-

fugal pumps are put in ; the benefit derived from these in-

stallations is very great, as not only is the tide-locking of the

sewers prevented throughout the year, but in the winter

time, when a strong north-west wind is blowing, the tide

holds up in the river three and four days at a time to such a

height that no sewerage can pass out by gravitation.

SEA-WATER WORKS.

These were completed on the lines which were described

in the former paper ; but the success of the undertaking on
all points was so marked that the committee determined very

soon to extend the works, and instead of the £4,500, which

the original works cost, more than £10,000 has now been
spent. The saving to the corporation is very great, as the

following figures will show.
The cost, including repayments of capital, interest and all

working expenses, has been about £t)00 per annum during

the last few years since the extensions, .and for this quite

100,<X)0,000 gallons of water has been raised to a height of

45 ft. and distributed over the town, at a cost of loss than

IJd. per 1,000 gallons. The street watering takes about

7,000,000 gallons, and sewer flushing the remainder. The
water is supplied free to most of the elementary and board

schools in the town for flushing closets, urinals, drains, &c. ;

some fourteen houses also have it laid in for baths and drain

flashing.

Flushing is carried out by Bometwenty-five automatic flush-

ing tanks, varying in capacity fi-om 3,000 to 1,000 gallons

and with outfalls of from. 9 in. to 15 in. diameter, besides

about 2.50 flushing valves, varying from 6 in. to 3 in. diameter,

according to the size of the sewer to be flushed ; but 1 have

found that 3-in. and 4-in. pipes with delivery direct into the

sewers will provide suflScient flush for 9-in. pipes, and that

sewers up to 15 in. diameter can be kept clean with the larger-

sized valves.

The save in the roadwork is very considerable; the sea

water has a most beneficial effect on light roads made with

gravel or flint. No damage is done on the heavier granite

macadam, but a greater amount of cleaning is required in

the autumn. The saving on the light roads by the use of

sea water, in my opinion, is quite £.500 per annum, spread

over about 25 miles. In addition to the saving caused by the

water costing only IJd. per 1,000 gallons instead of Is., there

is from 2,000,000 to' 3,000,000 gallons less uised than there

would be if fresh water were employed. The save in horse

hire in distributing is quite £250 per annum, and the work is

much more effectually done. A less number of complaints

are received at the author's oflice now in a whole season than

in a week during the time fresh water was used.

Previous to its introduction the chemists emplo3'ed by the

water company prophesied all sorts of evils as the result of

using it for sewer flushing, which have not come to pass.

Its use has been most effectual in preventing nuisances from

sewer gas, as not only is there the mechanical action of the

flush, which scours the sewers ont, but there is the change

of air in the sewers caused by the large rush of water, and as

there are few sewers in the town but are flushed every other

day this is a very important factor in ventilating and changing

the air in them. In the sewerage of the Old Rows, of which

there are 145, averaging abont 150 yards in length and less

than 2 yards wide, which h.ave been recently sewered, each

sewer has its own flushing valve at its head, and is by this

means kept perfectly clean.

The length of water mains laid in the streets is now 13 miles,

of sizes varying from 8 in. to 3 in. diameter. All members of

this association will appreciate the advantage of having com-
plete works of water supply for sewer flushing under their

own control, and the convenience of being able to flush with-

out fear of interfering with the domestic supply of the town.

The author has in his case the sea to draw from, which is

salt, and there are many advantages in using salt water;

but there are few towns in which a supply of water exists of

not sufficient purity for drinking purposes, yet clean enough

for street watering or sewer flushing, which could be made
available.

CONCRETE FOOTWAYS.

These have been considerably extended since the last visit

of the association. During the sixteen years which the author

has been responsible for the work of this town he has laid

some 40 to 50 miles. The facilities for obtaining materials

are very great, and shingle ready for the work, entirely free of

sand, is delivered in the streets at Is. 3d. and Is. 6d. per yard

cube. This permits the path, 3 in. thick, to be laid at a cost

of 2s. to 2s. 2d. per yard superficial by the corporation staff.

Contracts, however, h.avo been let and completed at from

Is. 8d. to Is. 9d. per yard superficial. The author considers

this too cheap, and, as the life may be estimated at fifty years,

the price of from 2s. to 23. 2d. per yard will not be considered

extravagant. As a proof of its durability some laid in 1869

hardly shows any signs of wear to-day.

So far the author has treated of the principal subjects re-

ferred to in the paper read before the association in 1886,

and he has now to describe the works carried out since ths^
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date. This will be done not in chronological order, but in tho
order in which it is proposed to visit them.

DKSTRUCTOR.
The growing difficulty of disposing of town rubbish has

for some years been apparent in this town, and although
recreation and pleasure grounds have been formed with this

material daring the last ten years—the author has laid down
32 acres of this class of ground on sandy waste land, similar
to and partly on our bench— the cost and upkeep of thfse
grounds prevents too great an extension, and the town council
have reached a point beyond which they cannot go at present.
It thus became necessary to decide on some other course,
(ireat difficulty lias been experienced for years in getting the
farmers of the neighbonrliood to take it, and when they did
the sorting and selection created great nuisances ; and, as
these farmers would only cart it away at times convenient to

themselres, it caused an accumulation on the quay, used for
fleposit about 1 mile out of tlie town, of a heap frequently of

5 to 10,000 tons. The author was instructed to consider the
question of the desirability of conveying and tipping out at

sea or of burning. On the first point he found that the cost
of plant, with it attendant items of interest and sinking fund,
the cost of upkeep and towage, with the certainty that in

the most favourable winter there would be times when for
three or four days it would be impossible to take the hopper
barges over the bar, made it as costly as any mode of burning,
and the uncertainty was a great drawback, as it involved
keeping plant which would depreciate quickly and for which
the quay space was very limited.

The next poiut raising any controversy was the site. At
the present depot the town council had a splendid site with
good foundations, a, railway close by, the engineer for which
was prepared to take the whole of the clinker and pay for it,

but as the site adjoined the i.solation hospital and was within
100 yards of the workhouse the Local Government Board re-

fused its consent. The remainder of the land in the neigh-
bourhood being corporation estate, which is fast being de-
veloped for better-class dwellings, it was felt desirable not
to do anything which, if only in a sentimental sense, might
depreciate this estate. It was determined to erect the de-
structor on its present site, the foundations of which are very
bad; the river Bure adjoins it on the west, and the mean level
of the water in the same is above the level of the marsh ; the
soil is for the first foot or two vegetable mould, then there is

about 2 ft. of sand which is full of water, and then for nearly
20ft. a soft alluvial deposit, locally known as ooze. Tlie
utmost bearing capabilities of the soil about 6 in. from the
top after removing the sod was, by experiment, found to be
10 cwt. per foot superficial, the bearing capabilities of the
ooze not being more than half this. At the depth of 22 ft. is

found a bed of good sand and gravel, and borings on the site
show this to be at least 15 ft. thick. The author's previous
experience in this soil has shown that a large quantity of
water is to be met with at a point about 5 ft. above the sand
level, and the knowledge of this has led to the method of
carrying ont the foundation work hereinafter described. The
very poor quality of the refuse of the town, which contains a
large percentage of sand with the contents of some 3,000
privies, will give poor calorific results; and the present instal-
lation only provides for fixing an 80 horse-power boiler, the
steam from which will be used for fans for forced draught, a
dynamo from which light will be obtained for the works, and
motors for sewerage liftingata station nearby. The number
of cells to be fixed at first is ten of Manlove, Alliott & Co.'s
latest type, but the building provides for four additional cellu,
making fourteen in all ; or two cells can be put in with Bab-
cock & Willcox boilers between them and the end of the
present ten cells, so that each boiler could be heated by two
cells should any work be found for the steam. The colls are
to be fitted witli Boulnois' patent charging apparatus and the
furnaces with Messrs. Manlove's clinker furnace.
The ebimney is to be 200 ft. high, staits squareat the base,

is octagonal for .50 ft. and then goes up circular; inside it is
a parallel tube 6 ft. in diameter with fire-brick lining the
whole height, and kept at least 4 in. from the ontside shaft;
for half its height it is 13,^ in. thick and for the remainder
9 in. thick. The chimney stands in a very exposed position,
and the top is kept plain with very little overhang. TJie ex-
posed position of this bnilding and the rather unusual iiraclice
of having a tipping platform on botli sides of the cells, which
involved a very w ide span for the roof, led the author to form
a lerel roof in concrete ; the cost working ont less than it
would have done if covered with a slate roof with the usual
pitch, beside which the weight is more equally distributed,
and the wind forces exerted upon it are very small. The'
tipping floor and roof of the engine-room, which forms the
summit of the inclined approach, are formed with trough
flooring covered with granite setts, paved on concrete wilh
asphalte joints and bed. The foundations which are now in
progress for the chimney and main buildings are to be on
cylinders. The chimney weighs 2,3TO Ions, is to stand on
sixteen cylinders, each 6 ft. 6 in. diameter, and gives a weight,
including the cylinder, of -1 tons 6J cwt. per foot superficial
on the bed of sand and gravel.
The main building is to stand on twenty-six cylinders of

5 ft. 6 in. diameter, and give an average of aboutS tons .5 cwt.
per foot superficial on the soil. The cylinders are constructed
of concrete blocks 9 in. thick, bnilt in the ordinary way. .Vfc
first it was intended to have built them in brick, but the

author found that he conldmake the concrete blocks cheaper
and build the cylinders quicker with them than with brick,
which would have had to be specially made. The blocks are
9 in. thick, 9 in. high, 15 in. long on the face; the lower 4ft.
is encased in a wooden drum with a cutting edge, and sunk
into the gravel and sand about 2 ft.

Until the main spring of wafer is met with the cjlinders
will be sunk by men filling buckets in the ordinary way, but
rather than pump large quantities of water— which would
have the effect of distnrbing the adjoiningcylinder— the work
of sinking will be carried on by a circular g.-ab now being
made by Messrs. Priestman, of Hull. For the work of levelling

the soil at the bottom and placing tho two courses of con-
crete blocks a diver will be employed. The joints of the
concrete blocks are to bo grouted up with liquid cement,
which will be passed into the joints through a 3-in. pipe ;this

will be allowed to stand three or four days to set, when the
cylinders may be expected to be watertight; the water will

then be pumppd out and the cylinders filled with concrete.

Such is the method in which the author is proposing to form
the foundations, but as the work is being carried out without
the aid of a contractor, it is subject to such alterations as

maj' be found expedient and likely to give a satisfactory re-

sult. It is hoped that before tlie members meet, a cylinder
or two may be sunk to the required depth ; at the time of

writing the only thing likely to hinder this is the delivery of

the plant. The foundations of the engine-room, which is

only one stsrey high, are spread, so that no portion has a
greater weight than half a ton per foot superficial on the
same.

DEPOT.
The depot is by no means complete, or what tho author

hopes to see it. Previous to its erection the corporation con-

tracted for all its horse hire, the scavenging and dust collect-

ing being put out to contract, with the usual result, that the

plant employed was of the meanest and filthiest, and tho

work so badly done that the contractor was continually being
fined and his work always under review by the sanitary in-

specters. This went on for a considerable time, the eco-

nomical section expecting a great difference in the cost of

the work. After five years the author is pleased to say that

the cost is not greater than the difference in the wages jiaid

to tho men, that the work is much better done, and that

nearly everyone is satisfied with the result. The corporation

has now twenty-four horses.

ISOLATION HOSPITAL.
The town is well provided in this respect. The cholera

scare of some few years ago led to the provision of a rouKli

temporary building near the harbour's month, and its being

kept permanently ready for such an emergency. In addition,

about 1^ miles into the country a group of wooden and corru-

gated-iron buildings have been erected for tmall-pox ; these

are somewhat extensive, and although they have now been
erected some five )'ears they have not been used. They con-

sist of two pavilions, capable of accommodating fourteen beds
each, a receiving ward for three beds, with nurses'-room and
kitchen, an administrative block and a laundry block. It

stands on a good open high site in the country, and if it

should be unfortunately needed will serve effectually to

isolate, without any addition, at least thirty patients, while

temporary provision could be made inside the ground for

twice as many more.
The isolation hospital for fever cases is a permanent erec-

tion, the nucleus being erected four years ago, consisting of

an administrative block, two small blocks, with male and
female wards on each side of a nurses' duty room. A large

double-ward block similar in plan, and a block for laundry

and disinfecting purposes, which also include ambulance
store, mortuary and receiving and discharging rooms for

patients, with stori; for their clothing. The success of this

institution and the good work done by it has led tho council

very soon to make additions to it, as laid ont in the author's

first plan. The extensions now being made consist of eight

bed-rooms to the administrative block, a large double-ward

block of the usual plan, and, what is perhaps a rather unusual

feature, a convalescent block for scarlet fever patients; this

consists of a day. room, two dormitories, two nurses'-rooms,

bath-room and usual offices. The whole of the ward blocks

are erected in concrete, the walls ontside being faced with

pebble pancl.^, brick quoins and drefsings and inside with

glazed tile. The Local Government Board recommending a

glazed surface internally, led to this method of construction,

being the cheapest way a glazed surface can be obtained, the

cost being less than the erection of plain brick walls with

ordinary plaster, and some 30 per cent, less than the work
could be done for in glazed bricks.

RFCREATIO.N GROUNDS A N P BFACH OAFDKNS.

The first of these to be seen is not quite complete, it is 18

acres in extent, about 1 j acres have been taken from it, which
has been laid out as a nursery for the acclimatising of plants,

trees, shrubs and garden material generally—a gardener's

cottage and greenhouse being erected on it. The second

ground to be seen, which is 8^ acres in extent, has been com-
pleted some eight years, has a large grand stand with dressing

and refreshment rooms under it, and a tennis pavilion and
tea-room; the cycle track is one-third o' a mile in length.

These grounds are managed by a Eecreatiou Committee of

tlje town council, and have done much to encourage healthy

[ sport in the town. The gardens along the sea front having
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been laid out at various times durinsf the last ei^lit years,

much opposition was raised to tlie first one, but since its com-
wletion they have been appreciated. The wall protecting

them from the sea is about 12 it. hish from foundation to

coping, and has stood some very severe storms. The cost of

the recreation grounds and gardens seen by the members to-

day has been about £12,000, the land being corporation pro-

perty.

THE OLD .TETTV.

An addition, 130ft. in length, was made to this structure

in 1890. The old portion has historic associations connected
with the naval wars in the early part of the present century.

The additions were made on cast-iron screw piles 10 in. in-

ternal diameter, wiih a thickness of metal of Ij in., the deck
resting on boxed girders, 12 in. deep, while the roller joists

having a span of iiO ft., are 18 in. in depth. Tlie deck is in

pitch pine. The total amount spent on this improvement,
which includes the widening of the western portion, was
about £1,700 and the shelters £500 more.

RIFLK BUTTS, .AND .\tCO.MM0DATI0N FOR VOLUNTEER
ENCAMPMENTS.

The South Denes, like all the land outside the town, is cor-

poration property, granted under a charter of King John.

During the summer months volunteer encampments are held
on it, and tlie council, for the convenience of tliese encamp-
ments, have laid a complete service of water mains over the

ground, and have provided permanent latrines for officers and
men sufficient for a brigade of 4,000.

They have also constructed on the North Deans a 1,000-yard

rifle range, with twelve targets working on tlie pit system,

room being left in front of the butt for four more ; the cost

of these items lias been about £4,000. These volunteer en-

campments are a source of great attraction to the town, and
the military authorities appreciate the work done by the town
council.

FISH WHARF QUAY WALL.
The fish wharf is corporation property, and was constructed

by them nearly thirty years ago, at a cost of about £30,000. A
wooden quay was put in on the river front, which, owing to

improvements in deepening the harbour, w.as soon found in-

suliiciont, and had to be replaced. This last quay also soon
required considerable repair, and in 1888 the author recom-
mended the council to put in a concrete quay wall. Messrs.

Kinipple & Jaffery, of Westminster, were called in as con-

sulting engineers. A provisional order was obtained giving

power to borrow £26,000, the estimated cost of the work.
The wall as designed and executed was composed of con-

crete blocks, the five lower courses 3 ft. 4 in. and the top

two were 3 ft. 6 in. high. Each block was 3 ft. wide on the

face; the top three courses were faced with granite rough
dressed, and the thickness of the wall is represented by the
length of the blocks below.

Course 5 = 5 f t. 3 in.

Course 6 = 4ft. 9 in.

Course 7 = 4 ft. 7i in.

Course 1 = 9ft.

Conr.se 2 = 8 ft.

Course 3 = 6 ft.

Course 4 = 5 f t. 10 in.

The wall was built by removing the wood quay, dredging
out a trench to the requii-ed depth and width, the soil being
allowed to take its natural inclination of repose ; this was
found to be such that one trolley, carrying the framework of

the steam travelling derrick crane used, would just run on
the shore side, while the other two ran along on the top of

the wall. The crane had a jib 70 ft. in length, with a radius

of 56 ft., and was one of those employed in building Putney
bridge; it was bought for £500. The wall was divided into

lengths of 18 ft., or of the width of si-x blocks, the sixth block

of each tier, being longer than the rest, formed a counter-

fort. At first a great difficulty w.as experienced in proceed-
ing with the work, in conse<|U('nce of not being able to get a
sufficiently level bed for the blocks. This was overcome by
designing a skeleton shield or cofferdam, which was dropped
into place and sunk by removing the soil from the inside by
grabs ; this prevented the loose sand from running in, and
permitted the divers, when levelling the soil at the bottom,
to set out their work more accnrately. The wall is built

VjlocTc over block with perpendicular joints, so that any
irregularity of the foundation does not throw the blocks on
to uneven beds. As soon as two courses in a section 18 ft.

long was completed the joints were carefully caulked by the
divers, and thick cement grout was poured down a 3-in. tube
through the lewis holes ; this was found to make perfect
joints. In consequence of a desire not to interfere with the
fishing season at the covered market (from September to

December), the works had to be pressed on very rapidly. The
best week's work done amounted to a length of 90ft., or five

sections of 18 ft. The a',-tual wall bnilding was commenced
in August, 1890, but during the first few months progress
was very slow ; tlie work was coi:".pleted in September, 1891.

The works having been pusheil on much more rapidly than
was expected, towards the completion blocks were laid faster
than they were made, and it frequently occurred that blocks
weighing as much as 7 tons were made and laid in the same
week. This led to an accident, about a point 300 ft. from the
end, just after the large crane was moved forward, and while
a smaller crane was at work on the wall raising soil from
barges to fill up behind. A piece about 50 ft. long gave way,
which, on inspection afterwards, was found to bo due to the
crushing of the blocks in the third course from the bottom.
The works were completed £],(X)0 inside the estimate,

under the author's supervision, without the intervention of a

contractor, the ]ilant for the purpose being purchased second
h.'uid and sold at the completion, with the result that less

than £500 represented the difference between purchase and
sale prices of all the plant needed. The length of the wall
is 2,100 ft., and its height from foundation to coping is about
27 ft., 17 ft. of this is below low-water mark. The wall itself

was completed at a cost of about £9 per foot run, the re-

mainder of the money being expended in paving a width of
about 40 ft. .along the quay front.

ELKCTKIC LIGHTING.
As early as 1886 the author had been instructed to and he

had reported upon the desirability of inti-oducing the electric

light into the borough, and in 1890 the town council obtained
a provi.'jional order, which they commenced to carry out in

1894; Mr. W. 11. Preece, c.B., k.r.s., being appointed con-
sulting- engineer.

The cost of the first portion of the installation was
£15,000, but the demand for the light has been so great that
at the present time the capital expended amounts to£33,(XX),
and leave for fresh loans is asked from the Local Government
Board, which will make the capital expenditure £40,00(J. The
increase of the demand is shown in the fact that the lamps
installed on April 1, 1895, were 1,600; in 1896,5,900; in

1897, 8,600; and in 1898, 11,000.

Up to the present the works have not paid full charges of
interest and sinking fund, there being about £700 deficienoy
during each of the first two years and £400 deficiency last

year. The rate of progress in connecting additional lights

shows that a profit may soon be expected. Last year the
earnings on the capital expended was 4 j per cent., and if the
Local Government Board would allow longer periods for the
repayment of the loans these works would have paid their

way from the first.

'The arc lights in the town number sixty (with eleven at

the fish wharf, which are only used when those on the Beach
Gardens are not alight) and are continuous current 1,.500

volts, thirty lamps in series. The private lighting is high-
tension alternate current 2,000 volts, with some twenty trans-

former sub-stations. The charge made to private consumers
is 6d. per unit ; to churches, chapels and public elementary
schools, 4d. per unit : and to motors, a sliding scale varying
from l.kl. to 34d. per unit.

The plant in the station at present is two 150 horse-power
and two 200 horse-power Babcock & VVillcox boilers, with a
Green's economiser. Four arc lighting machines, each for
thirty lamps, are driven by cotton ropes from two Willans
engines. Three 75 kilowatt alternators are driven direct

from Willans engines and one 150 kilowatt alternator driven
direct from a Peach engine made by Messrs. Davy, Paxman &
Co., of Colchester. The condensing plant was made by Messrs.
Allen, of Bedford.
The whole installation has been put in by Messrs. Cromp-

toii, of Chelmsford. The mains are armoured cables made
by the British Insulated Wire Company, of Prescot. Since
their commencement the works have been under the able
management of Mr. A. W. Ranken, a.m.i.c.e.

WORK UNDER CON.SIDERATION.

The author has recently reported on a question of the pro-

vision of a system of electric tramways, a portion of which is

extremely necessary to develop the corporation estate at the
north end of the town. Tho system recommended was the
overhead trolley system, and the estimate for the work was
£36,000, but it was not necessary that the whole should be
carried out at once ; about £29,(X)0 would have formed a
complete scheme suitable for the town, but this matter is

placed in abe3'ance for a short time. The principal item,

however, liefore this town council during the last nine months
has been tho question of providing a pier and pavilions, for

which the corporation obtained power in the last session of

Parliament; the site selected was that occupied by the
old jetty. The author prepared a considerable number of

plans and designs, one set being approved by the committee
entrusted with working out the details of the scheme. The
estimated cost was £70,000, with tho possibility of reducing
to £60,000 without marring the design loo much.
The scheme as approved by the committee comprised a pier

660 ft. in length with large T end, a landing stage 900 ft. long
surrounding the T end, a large quantity of shelter accommo-
dation and band-stand. The area of the Uoor space of pier

being 67,500ft., the pier was to bo constructed with c:ist-iroa

screw piles and wrought-iron girders, the landing stage and
deck throughout was to be in jarrali. At the west end a large

piece of ground, semicircular in shape, was to be enclosed, on
which was to bo erected a pavilion containing arcade, a large

hall 83 ft. by 30 ft., with requisite appurtenances and large

galleries, and capable of sealing 3,000 persons. Also a large

number of refreshment-rooms and tea-rooms, with I'ooms

suitable for small entertainments, a swimming bath 35 ft. by
120 ft., and small baths, with room for extension, so that
Turkish and other baths could bo added.
The first floor contained a small hall for seating 600 persons,

a large reading-room and some 550 ft. run of covered balcony.

The intention was to have constructed the whole building in

brick aud terra-cotta in a permanent manner, so that the up-

keep should be as small as possible. A combination of vested
interests and the sentiment that the present old jetty was free

to the public prevented anything being done. Some of the

plans and models prepared are on view, representing several

months' work, without any result. In this matter the author
feels he has the sympathy of his professional brethren.
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British Association of Waterworl(s Engineers.

ANNUAL MEETING AT SOUTHAMPTON.V.

Last week we carried oni- report of this meeting to tliu end
of tlie second day's proceedings.

THIRD DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.
On Thursday moniint;, the secretary having read a letter

from Dr. Thresh regretting- his inability to attend the
discussion on Mr. llildred's paper was resumed by

Mr. Peirce (Richmond), who asked the author if he could
supply any information concerning the rates of wages paid to

the workmen employed on his (the author's) works, and
whether the driving of two headings was done at the same
time.

Mr. Percy Griffith (London) said he desired to add a
few words to the discussion and also to personally thank the
author for giving snoh a valuable account of his experiences of

the work in which they were interested. They were gl.ad to

hear of the methods he had adopted in obtaining water and
of the various diHiculties he had met with. But there was
one point he would like to refer to. There h.ad been, he went
on, some trouble in consequence of the ground water finding
its way into the well which the author had first spoken of.

The water liad come through the surface brickwork, which,
in his opinion, woiild have prevented the percolation if it

had been of a thickness of 44 in., finished off with cement and
another ring of brickwork. Jt was quite possible to have
constructed the well in that way, and he wished to ask why
it had not been so executed. Also, what was the opinion of
of the contractor in the matter. He had nothing more to add
to his remarks, except to thank the author for supplying them
with the details of a method of tank construction which was
quite novel. To construct a, comparatively speaking, small
tank on such lines was a bold proceeding, and one particu-
larly interesting to water engineers, who generally hesitated
to adopt such changes. They were disposed to be nervous in

those matters, so that when any gentleman took a new line

they should thank him in suitable terms.

The Chairman nest formally proposed the accordance of a
hearty vote of thanks to Mr. llildred for his interesting con-
tribution. It gave a large amount of information, and he was
sure that such papers were viiluable in many ways. They
enabled, for one thing, the making of some sort of comparison
of works carried out by various engineers.

Mr. HiLDRED, having briefly returned thanks, then pro-
ceeded to reply to the several questions which had been
raised in the course of the discussion. Mr. Watts had ex-
pressed some surprise that ventilation had to be resorted to
in the tunnel he (the speaker) had described, but they had,
he explained, been greatly troubled with foul air and the in-

vasion of foul water. As the work went on the air became
worse. The chalk being of a hard character, progress was
slow ; explosives, he would mention, were not used. Refer-
ring to Mr. Priestley's question in regard to the depths of
lead joints, those joints were employed because the pressure
was so low, and since their .adoption had given every satis-

faction, none having collapsed. Attention had been drawn
to the thickness of the watier tower, which he would mention,
had cost £2,280, but the pressure on the brickwork was not
great. He agreed with Mr. Griffith in his methods of con-
structing wells, but he would say that the only diHiculty he
had met with had been owing to the surface water, a good
deal of which filtered into the wells. It had been suggested
by Dr. Thresh that the well should be lined up to the surface
with steel cylinders, but that course, as could be seen from
liis paper, had not been .adopted. Mr. Peirce appeared to
have been nnlucky in the cost of his headings. As Mr. Ban-
croft had surmised, the Bury Cross tank was not yet in work,
it being uncompleted. He had hoped to h.ave had an oppor-
tunity of furnishing some results of it, but, of course, he had
been unable to carry out any tests. In concluding, he thanked
them heartily for the kind manner in which they had re-
ceived his paper.

Only one paper now remained to be read and discussed, but,
as will be seen, it was one of considerable importance. It was
as follows:

—

THE CHEMICAL AND BACTERIAL EXAMINATION
OF WATER.

By Percy F. Franki.and, ph.d., b.sc.lokd., f.r.s.,

Professor of Chemistry in Mason University CoIleRe, Birmingbam.
[Dr. Percy Faiadny Fraukland, jh.d,, b.bc, a.e.s.m., f.e.s., has

been professor of chemistiy at Mason College, Bii mingham, since 1894
He was born in London nn October 3, 1868, being the second son of Sir
Edward Frankland, k.c.b., p.r.s. He received his education at Uni-
versity College School, Loudon, the Royal School ot Mines and Wur-/,-
burg University. In 18-0 he was appointed demcnsti-ator and lecturer
of chemistry at the Royal School of Mines, and acted in that capacity
until 1888, when he accepted the post of professor of chemistry at the
Usiversity College of Uundee, where he remained until 18W. Dr
Frankland, it is interesting to rsmembcr, inaugurated the monthly
systematic bacteriological examinations of london water for the Local
Government Board in 1885, and his works include over sixty original
memoirs dealing with the chemical aspects of fermentation, molecular
chemistry and the application of bacteriology to air, water and th"

sand filtration of water. The following are the title.s of the i

portaut of these works :
" Agricultural Chemical Analysis,

Secret Friends and Foes," "Micro-Organisms in Water," '

' f

Pasteur," " Articles on Fermentation and Water in Thorpe's Dictionary
of Technical Chemistry " and " Recent Contributions to the Chemistry
and Bacteriology of the Fermentation Industries."]

The duties of the water engineer show no sign of becom-
ing lighter with the march of time, but on the contrary those
who undertake these duties to-day are confronted with prob-
lems and are loaded with responsibilities to which their pre-

decessors were fortunate in being strangers. Whilst formerly
it was sufficient to provide a moderate quantity of water,
which was generally not repulsive either to the eye or the
palate, the public now demands not only a greatly increased
quantity, but also insists that what ia supplied shall comply
with certain chemical and latterly even with bacteriological

standards, which, but a generation ago, were only beginning
to be dreamt ot by the most advanced sanitarians, whose
views were regarded as chimerical and unworthy of serious

consideration by priictical men.

This increased fastidiousness of the public is the more
harassing to the modern water engineer as the sources of

supply from which water of the quality and in the quantity
demanded can be obtained are annually becoming more
difHcult to find, and it requires but little imagination to

realise that should this public fastidiousness continue to in-

crease in the future as it lias done in the past the position of

the water engineer will become unenviable in the extreme.

For some years past water engineers must frequently have
been confronted with the problem as to what assistance they
can hope to obtain from the chemical and bacteriological ex-

amination of water respectively, .and it will be my endeavoirr
to-day to indicate briefly what, in my opinion, are the pro-

vinces of each of these methods of water examin.ation.

The chemical examination of water, which has already been
before the public in its present form for thirty years, enables
the skilled analyst to ascertain not only the amount of each
mineral ingredient present in a sample of water, but also to

determine the amonnt of carbon and nitrogen contained in

the organic matter which the water holds in solution or sus-

pension. From these data the analyst, if he possess the re-

quisite experience and judgment, and only if he possesses
these qualifications, can make a diagnosis with more or less

accur.acy as to whether and in what degree the watM- has
been contaminated with animal or vegetable substances, and
from this diagnosis he will be able to advise whether the
water is of good, bad or indifferent quality for the sup-
ply of a community. The value of this opinion will be
very greatly increased, if he takes into consideration, and
has been enabled^ to carefully examine the source of the
water in question. I wish particularly to emphasise this

latter point, for it is not uncommon to find those who submit
a water for chemical examination deliberately withholding
from the analyst, whose opinion they seek, all information as
to the source of the sample. I can perhaps best indicate by
a comparison the absurdity of this practice, which is sup-
posed to show great shrewdness and sagacity. What advan-
tage, I should like to aak, would such an individual expect to

gain, if he were consulting a physician about his health, by
Bupprfssing any information about his previous history, or
refusing to answer a question put to him by the doctor ? That
a wrong diagnosis m<ay under such circumstances be arrived
at after an interview with even the most distinguished con-
sultant is surely obvious to all, and it will be conceded that
for this the " shrewd " person's folly would alone be respon-
sible.

It is hardly necessary for me to remind you that the
danger of contaminated drinking water depends, accord-
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ing to modern scientific opinion, upon the presence of

specific micro-organisms or bacteria capable of setting np
particular diseases in tlie water-drinker, and tbnt hitherto

the only maladies which have irrefntablj' been shown to be
commnuicated by tainted water are typhoid fever and Asiatic

cholera. Tlie real danger of drinking water, therefore, con-

sists, according to modern ideas, npon the presence of the

specific bacteria of these diseases, and it has been nrged that

inasmuch as chemical analysis takes no cognisaTice of these

or any other bacteria its value falls to the ground. It is

difficult to understand how such an argument could have
, been advanced even by half-educated men, yet it is fre-

quently in the mouths of those from whom something better

might reasonably be expected.
For the purpose of determining whether a given water is

suitable for the supply of a community, the important ques-

tion is not wliether a particukar quart or gallon of it sub-

mitted to au expert is capable of communicating cholera or

typhoid, but whether the water is exposed to sucli influences

as mny at maj time lead to its acquiring these properties.

Now, we know that a water acquires these properties by be-

coming contaminated witli the excreta of persons suffering

from cholera and typhoid tlirough such excreta containing

the specific bacteria of tliese diseases. But inasmuch as

these diseases, or, at any rate, typhoid, may at any time be
present among us, it is obvious that a water which can be
shown to have received human excreta at all must from this

point of view be m'oscribed without waiting for the particular

moment when some of these excreta are .actually derived from
persons suffering from typhoid. It follows, therefore, that the
method of examination which reveals the presence of excretory

products with the greatest degree of certainty will be the most
valuable, and that method of examination which best fulfils this

requirement at the present time is undoubtedly still the chemi-
cal method, which has in the past done such signal service in

improving our w.ater supplies, which improvement has been
so conspicuously reliccted in the diminished mortality from
typhoid and cholera in tliis country.

There are, however, many waters often available in very
large quantities, wliich, although undoubtedly contaminated
with sewage matters, are still contaminated to such a sliglit

extent that they differ but very little in chemical com-
position from waters obtained from uninijieachable sources ;

and the question has early forced itself upon practical

men whether such waters must bo wholly avoided or

whether they cannot be rendered suitable for domestic
purposes by submitting them to some sim|)le process of puri-

fication, such as storage in large reservoirs or filtration through
fine sand. Water engineers wore, moreover, encouraged in

the belief tliat many moderately polluted waters might in

this way be I'endered reasonably safe and wholesome by the

circumstance that such treatment suBiced to make these
waters satisfy the popular demands of clearness and palata-

bility. This view was, however, at the time a decidedly
optimistic one, and devoid of any scientific foundation.

Indeed, chemical analysis showed that these processes of

storage and filtration did not bring about such a profound
change in the composition of the water aa to justify the

idea that by such treatment a water which had received

dangerous contamination would be deprived of its power of

doing mischief to the consumer.

To show how comparatively slight is the eifect of sand
filtration on the chemical composition of water, I may cite

the following analyses of the York water supply—before and
after filtration—which I made a number of years ago:

—

Composition of Water snjypHed to York before and after

Filtration.

Total solid residue ...

Organic carbon ...

Organic nitrogen...

Ammonia ...

Nitrogen as nitrates and nitrites

Total combined nitrogen
Chlorine
Temporary hardness
Permanent h.ardness

Total hardness
Remarks ...

I fertility in so many different directions, appeared at last to

j

furnish the necessarj- machinery for prosecuting this investi-

j

gation. In this country, where modern sand filtration was
j

invented, although it is not improbable that some similar

j

process was aU'eady known to your great predecessors in

I

water engineering—tlie Romans—there appeared to be the
most magnificent oiiportunity of investigating the value of

this process by the light of Koch's ingenious method, for our
metropolis is, as you know, almost exclusively supplied with
water which has been submitted to sand filtration.

It is now more than thirteen years ago since 1 first applied
this then new bacteriological method to the London water
supply, with the result thai the purification processes there

practised were exhibited in an entirely new light, for whilst

hitherto the most distinguished experts had only been able

to vary the monotony of their reports by such phrases as
" the waters supplied to the metropolis " were more or lees

"cle.ar"' or "turbid," or contained more or less "organic
matter," as the case might be, it was now possible to actually

compare the number of bacteria present in a given volume of

w.ater before and after filtration. The investigation brought
out the reassuring fact, as you know, that the purification

processes employed were often successful in achieving the
removal of upwards of 98 per cent, of the bacteria present in

the original water, as the following figures show :—

Average Numier of Bacteria found in 1 Cuhic Centimetre of

Thames Water supplied to London hefore ontd after Filtration.

Moiith. River Thames. Filtered. Redaction ner cent.

Before
Filtration.

After
Filtration.

Results of A
in parts

lal.ysis expressed
per 100,000.

28-40 26-20
•123 •119

•025 •022

•077 •089

•102 •111

1-0 - 1-6

1 1-.'-) 10-9

7-1 71
180 18-0

Slightly

turbid.

A'erj' slightly

turbid.

Number of bacteria contained in

1 cubic centimetre of water 31,200 122

It is obvious that the resources of chemical science coukl
not be expected to throw any decisive light on this import-
ant question as to the possibility, by purification processes,

of rendering such waters reasonably safe for consumption,
and this was fully admitted by the highest chemical author-
ities, who were, indeed, eagerly watching for such de\elop-
ments in biological science as would admit of this important
question being investigated from a vitalistic point of view.
The new methods of bacteriological study, which were

brought to a high state of perfection .about fifteen years ago
by Robert Koch, and which have iiroved of such extraordinary

Jlonth. ^iver Thames. Filtered. Reduction p
January- . 92,000 129 99-9

February . 40,000 447 98-9

March . 66,000 428 99-4

April , 13,000 91 99-3

May... , 1,900 60 96-8

June.., . .i,500 fi.5 98-1

July ... 1,070 34 96-8

August 3,000 21 99-3

September . . 1,740 r,Q 968
October . 1,1.30 2.T 97-8

November . . 11,700 86 99-3

December . . 10,600 no 98-9

These figures reveal the fact, which no chemical analyses
however numerous and however carefully performed, could
have ever discovered, that the risk attending the consumption
of the filtered w.ater is incomparably less than that which
would be incurred in consuming the same water prior to puri-

fication.

But more than this, these results showed the possibility of
placing this and other purification processes on a sound
scientific basis, and already in 1886 I was able to show in a
p.aper which I read before the Institution of Civil Engineers
that among the several London companies dealing with the
same unfiltered water those companies achieved the best
average result in respect of the removal of bacteria by whom
this water was stored for the longest period of time, filtered

at the slowest rate -and through the greatest depth of fine

sand.

Again, the same bactenological method of examination has
enabled us to explore in detail the mysteries of these purifi-

cation pi'ocesses, and has permitted us to discover the precise
points at which the removal of bacteria takes place.

Thus, the bacterial purification which takes place in storage
reservoirs I was able to show for the first time in 1892 by
means of the following experiments which 1 made at some
of the London waterworks. Samples of water were collected of
the Thames water coming directly from Hampton; secondly,
of the water after having passed thnmgh one storage reser-
voir only; and thirdly, of the water after having passed
through two stor.age reservoirs.

Number of bacteria
obtained from 1 cubic
centimetre of water.

(1) Thames water from Hampton ... 1,437

(2) Tiiames water after pas.sing tlirough

one stoi ago reservoir ... ... 318
(3) Tlianies water after passing through

two storage reservoirs ... ... 177

Another series of experiments on the effect of storage was
carried out at the Stoke Nowington works of the New River
Company. At these works the water of the river Lea,
mixed with a certain proportion of spring water.'is brought
along an artificial cutting and is mado to pass through two
large reservoirs befiu-e going on to tlio filter-beds. Samples
were taken at the cutting Just above tho reservoirs, at the
outlet of the first reservoir, and at the outlet of the second
reservoir, with the following results :

—

Xumbei' of bacteria

(1) Cutting above reservoir 677
(2) Outlet of first reservoir 560
(3) Outlet of second reservoir ... „• 183

I have obtained similar resolts in studying the ppocesa of
sedimentation in natural lakes, as is seen in the case of the
Loch of Lintrathen, at the foot of the Grampians, from which
the city of Dundee is supplied with water:-=- •

-'
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Number of bacteria
obtained from 1 cubic

^ . centimetre of water.
Jnziou Burn, jnst above where it enters

Lintrathen, June 10, 1893 1,700
Melffnm bnrn, jnst above where it

enters Lintrathen, June 10, 1893 ... 780
Water issuing from Lintrathen 30

The bacterial purification which takes place in the different
layers of the sand is perhaps most instrnctively exhibited in
the following results which were obtained by Reinsch at the
Altona waterworks :

—

the number of bacteria present in the miKed filtrate, was
good, yet it is practically certain that No. 2 bed, which had
only been in operation a single day, must have been working
with very indifferent efficiency.

Just as the bacteriological examination has enabled us to
ascertain the real value of artificial purification processes, so
also by its means we can discover whether natural purifica-
tion processes are operating with efficiency or not. Thus the
safety of deep-well water depends upon the exhaustive
filtration to which it has been subjected in the porous state
of the earth, and if the water gaining access to such a well
has really been thus filtered it should be almost entirely free

June 16th
June 2 1st

J une 2Ctli

July 2nd
July 5th

July 17thJ
July 20th
July 24th

Ku

28,881

52,328

60,310
36,320

36,810
13,824

34,224

11,840

iiler of Micro-Oi-ganisms found in 1 Cubic Centimetre of Water.

No. 1

pipe, 30
milli-

raetrefl

below
layer of
slime.

3,596

1,860

1,994

1,876

¥
si

No.
pipe, 60
milli-

metres
below

la.yer of
8lime.

2,976

752
216
446

1,148

2,946

4,960

3,472

No. 3

pipe, 100
milli-

metres
below

la.ver of
slime.

824
321
163
176
281
386
242
102

No. 4 No. 5 No. 8 No. 7
pipe,m pipe, 600 pipe, 790 pipe,* 930

Another important fact connected with waterworks filtra-
tion which has been revealed by the bacteriological method
of examination is that a new sand-filter, or agnnd-filter which
las just been scraped, possesses but very little power of re-
moving bacteria. In this connection I may refer to the
following results which have been obtained in the laboratory
of the ilassachnsetts Board of Health :—

Percentage removal
of bacteria.

First three days 25
Second three days 70
Second week 96
Third week Qy

_
A particularly striking example of the comparative ineffi-

ciency of a sand-filter which had just been started after
scraping came under my personal notice in connection with
the waterworks of a large city only a few weeks ago, and is
exhibited by the following figures:

—

Filtration Works
at X.

Unfiltered Filtered
Water. Water.
Number of bacteria in

1 cubic centimetre.

639 78
3,042 57
221 t,d

1 ,300 528

36 in.

4-9 in.

5-3 in.

31 in.

36 days
17 days
IS days
1 day

January, 1898
February, 189S
March, 1898
April, 1898

It will be observed that in April, when the bed had only
just been started, the efficiency of the filtration was much
less than on any of the other occasions, although the rate was
the slowest.

This comparative inefliiciency of a new sand-filter revealed
by bacteriological examination shows how necessary it is
that the practice should be adopted of running to waste the
filtrate until the s,and has acquired the power of retaining
the micro-organisms in the water, a practice which ia at
present, I regret to say, but little adopted by waterworks en-
gineers.

From the facts which I have brought before you it ia ob-
vious that the only available method of ascertaining whether
filtration is being cSiciently carried out is by submitting the
water before and after filtration to bacteriological examination.
It IS, moreover, essential that the performance of each indi-
vidual filter-bed should be submitted to this bacteriological
control. Unfortunately, it is only too frequently the case,
especially at old waterworks, that separate samples cannot be
obtained of the filtered water from each separate bed, but
only an average sample from the general filter-well of a group
of bads, and it is evident that the examination of snch average
samples is of very much less value, as it does not enable the
delinquencies of a particular filter-bed to be detected. It will
however, be generally found that existing works can be modi-
fied by some simple and inexpensive contrivance so as to per-
mit of samples from each bed being obtained, whihst in all new
works ample provision for this purpose ehould be made.

_

As an example of the unsatisfactory nature of an examina-
tion made of the mixed water from several beds I may cite
the following instance, in which I wag only able to examine
the water coming from no less than six beds :

—

TJnfiltered Water Filtered Water
supplying Beds, from Beds.

Filter-Beds . , _ ,

Yielding Mixed Water. ^^^ "' ^^'^

No. 1 3 days
"

No. 2 1 „
I

No. 3 15 „ I

Mo. 4 14 ,"
I

i-2.30 66

No. 5 10 „
No. 6 7 „ J

Thus the average efficiency of the six beds, as measured by

metres
below

la.yer of
slime,

446
244
40
44
56
102
124

metres
below
layer of
slime.

314
152

metres metres
below below
layer of layer of
slime. slime.

No. 8
pipe,tl,050 Tlie water

milii- was drawn
metres from the
below delivery pipe

layer of of the whole
slime. filter.

306
140
48
48
28
108

304
160
62
44
28
116

1,280

592
143
86
80

208
60
11

2,212

624
16

1

98
96

236
58
12

frpm bacteria, and this, in the case of properly-constracteJ
wells, is found actually to be the case. It is desirable, there-
fore, that wells should be frequently submitted to the control of
bacterial examination, and this control is especially necessary
after heavy rains, as it is at such times that there is the
greatest possibility of the ingresa of surface water taking
place.

In the following table are recorded the results which I
have obtained in the bacteriological examination of a number
of deep-well waters, some of which I have had under
periodical observation since 1886—
Series of Deep Wells in the Chalk mider Periodical Observation.

Number of Bacteria in 1 cubic centimetre of Water.
Works at

r No. 1 well .

A ] No. 2 well .

(No. 3 well .

Well
( No. 1 well .

(.No. 2 well .

(No. 1 well .

1 No. 2 well .,

CNo. 1 well .,

^No. 2 well ..

(No. 1 well ..

^No. 2 well ..

1893. 1890. 1897.

16 _ 14
13 — 129,5
4 — 24
76 — 43,46
11 13 75
21 10 31
21 — 115,9

44 8,30
54 — 10
18 —

9, 18, 7
74 — 80,20

It is unnecessary for me to further enlarge upon the great
advantages which are to be derived froin the use of the
bacteriological method for ascertaining the efficiency of puri-
fication processes, whether natural or artificial, but it is very
necessary that I should point out that the results obtained in
such .an investigation will only be of value if the samples have
been collected in the proper manner and with the exercise
of sufficient judgment. Indeed, there are a number of details
which, unless rigidly adhered to, may lead to the most erro-
neous results being arrived at. The water must invariably
be collected in sterilised bottles and submitted to examination
with the greatest possible despatch, whilst during any un-
avoidable delay the samples should be packed in ice to pre-
vent multiplication of the bacteria. Much discredit has
already been brought upon the method through inattention
to such details by persons who might have been expected to
be better informed. Thus it was only the other day that I
heard of a medical officer of health who, after collecting some
samples for bacteriological examination, submitted them to a
prolonged sojourn in the tropical climate of his trouser pockets

;

whilst I could, if I would, cite other instances of profe-ssional
gentlemen of high repute distinguishing themselves by pro-
ceedings of an almost equally remarkable character.

Considerable judgment and circumspection are required
even for the collection of samples of water for chemical
analysis, but in the case of those for bacteriological examina-
tion a much greater demand is made upon the intelligence of
the collector.

Whilst the bacteriological method of water examination
has already done so much in throwing light upon the value

• This pipe was placed at the boundary between the sand and Rravel
la.vers.

"

t This pipe was placed in the layer of stones of about the size of
walnut.

t The filter was cleansed on the 12th July, in which operation 30 milli-
metres of sand were removed from the surface, so that no further
samples were obtainable from No. 1 pipe, whilst No. 2 pipe, instead of
being 60 millimetres beneath the surface slime was now only 30 milli-
metres below. Kven when samples were taken Bve days later (on the
)7th July), altLoufjh the number of micro-organisms in the raw water
was considerably smaller than on the previous occasion, the disturb-
ance is reflected in all the samples collected on that day by an increase
in the number of bacteria present.
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which can be set on pui'ification proeessea of different kinda,

and has become altogetlier indispensable for tlie control of

these processes, there is another direction in which it has

hitherto disappointed expectations. There is a class of per-

sons, mostly belonging to tlie medical profession, who have all

along held it to be the great object of water examination to

determine whethei or not any particular sample of water is

capable of communicating typhoid, cholera or some other

specific disease, and these persons ha%-e always decried the

chemical analysis as worthless, because this problem con-

fessedly does not come within its scope at all ; but with the

introduction of bacteriological methods they began to cherish

the idea that the realisation of their dream was at hand, and

that the examination of water would now resolve itself into

looking for the specific bacteria of these diseases. The
realisation of this hope is, however, apparently as far distant

as ever, for it is becoming daily more evident that the recog-

nition of specific bacteria is a matter of much greater tlifli-

culty than was at first supposed, and the bacteria which are

associated with typhoid and cholera are among those which
offer the greatest obstacles to complete identificatioD.

That the bacteriological examination of water has hitherto

disappointed the expectations of these persons is, in my
opinion, of very little consequence, for the importance attri-

buted by them to the possibility of discovering the specific

germs of disease in any particular sample of water shows
that they do not in the least realise the perspective of the

many points ivhich have to be taken into account in the

practical selection of water supplies. I do not think it prob-

able either that the waterworks engineer is likely to take

this distorted view of the primary object of water examina-
tion, for he knows full well that in providing a supply of

water it is not only necessary that a particular sample of it

submitted to an expert shall be free from danger, but that it

shall be derived from a source which is capable of continuously

yielding, year in year out, a safe and wholesome product, and
in order to secure this end he will have to make use of all the

independent evidence which is available; firstly, that which
is obtainable from careful inspection of the source; secondly,

that which can be furnished by chemical analysis ; and thirdly,

that which is afforded by the bacteriological examination of the

water. And the special value of the bacteriological evidence
will consist in the power possessed by this method of exam-
ination alone of revealing whether and to what extent any
purification processes, natural or artificial, are able to remove
disease-producing bacteria, should they at anij finiv be present,

from the water.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

Sketches accompavyiiig Querie» should he made feparafe on uhite paper
in phiin Uack-iiik luiea. Zetteriiig orfgurea alwiild be bold avdplain.

191. Building By-Laws : Bressummers.—" T. W." writes

:

In submitting plans for some shops to the urban district

council I propose placing two stanchions in chases on either

side of parly wall to carry iron girder supporting front wall,

as shown in sketch. This the council refuse to pass, on the

ground that it does not comply with their by-laws, but they
say that it must be constructed as shown in sketch B— n's.,

4-in. projection on either side. T fail to see this, as 1 con-

sider that A is a mncli better and stronger job than B. I

/ )

. .J

enclose copy of by-laws, and shall be glad to have your views
on the matter.

The by-law governing the point raised by the querist is

as follows : Every person who shall erect a new building
shall cause every bressummer to have a bearing in tlie

direction of its length of 4 in. at least at each end, on a
sufficient pier of brick or stone, or on a storey post of
timber or iron fixed on a solid foundation, in addition to iis

bearing on any party wall ; and he shall also, if necessary,
cause such bressummer to have such other storey posts,
iron columns, stanchions, or piers of brick or stone on a
solid foundation under the same as may be sufficient to

carry the superstructure. The sketch A submitted does
not comply with this by-law, inasmuch as it is not shown
to have any bearing on the party wall as required. It is

not, however, necessary, it appears to us, that the wall
should be caused to project 4 in. as suggested by the urban
authority, as a bearing of 4 in. can be obtained as required
without such a projection If the stanchion be erected
against the face of.the wall to receive the bressummer and

the latter be also given a bearing of 4 in. on the wall, ths
by-law will, in our opinion, be complied with.

192. Powers Of Borrowing: Money by Local Authorities

:

Regulations.—"Subscriber" writes: What is the maximum
amount of money the Local Government Board will lend on
the rates for the purposes of public works, as set forth in the
Public Health Acts P

The regulations as to the exercise of borrowing powers
are prescribed by sec. 234 of the Public Health Act, 1875,
and clause 2 of this section provides that "the sums
borrowed shall not at any time exceed, with the balances
of all the outstanding loans contracted by the local author-
ity under the Sanitary Acts and this Act, in the whole the
assessable value for two years of the premises assessable
within the district in respect of which such money may be
borrowed."

193. Lead-Lined Iron Pipe: Name of Manufacturer
Required.—"N. & C." writes: Can yon oblige us with the
name and address of the makers pf Brighton ar.d Venning's
galvanised iron pipes lead-lined F

We have endeavoured, but without success, to obtain the
particulars desired by the querist. Perhaps some of our
correspondents may be able to assist us if there is such a
pipe manufactured, although we think it would have a very
limited use.

194. FlushingPenStOOkS.—" Assistant" writes: Will you
please inform me of the beat flushing penstocks for 9-in. and
12-in. sewers •'

This query is too indefinite for us to properly advise.

We do not understand whether it is directed to ascertain
the best class of penstock or the best makers, nor whether
they are intended for flushing by ponding up the sewage
in the sewer or for flushing chambers wherein clear water
is to be used. If the querist will write us more fully we
will endeavour to assist him.

195. Road Scarifiers. — " Borough Engineer " writes : I

shall be glad if you will inform me if there are any other
makers of road scarifiers besides Morrison's, Rntty's and
Jackson's ; and, if so, the name and address of the maker.

There are several other road scarifiers patented and
manufactured in addition to those named. The querist ia

advised to refer to the excellent paper " Machinery as
Applied to the Breaking-up of Macadam," by Mr. Arthur
E. Collins, borough engineer, Norwich, which is published
in Vol. 20 of the " Proceedings of the Incorporated Asso-
ciation of Municipal and County Engineers," wherein ho
will find the principal varieties of scarifiers ably described
and illustrated.

196. Testing Portland Cement.—" Subscriber" writes:
Would you oblige a young official with a few hints as to the
most reliable means of testing the quality of Portland cement.

The querist is recommended to obtain " Testing of Port-
land Cement for Smaller Municipal Works," by H. H.
Humphreys, a.m.i.c.e., price Is., from the St. Bride's Press,
Limited, 13 New Sireet-hill, Fleet-street, London, E.C.

197. Cement-Testing Machines : Makers of.— ' M. W "

writes : My council has instructed me to inquire for a cement-
testing machine. I do not believe they would vote a large
amount to procure a very elaborate tester. Would you kindly
oblige me with the names of two or three of the leading
makers and their addresses.

Well-known makers of cement-testing apparatus are
I, Bowes, Scott & Western, Limited, London, who are manu-
facturers of Paija's apparatus, and 2, George Salter & Co.,

Weit Bromwich, manufacturers of Kuhlmann's apparatus.

SEWAGE PURIFICATION AT WEARDALE.

At the fortnightly meeting of the Weardale Rural District
Council, on Friday, Mr. W. M. Egglestone, the surveyor to the
council, presented an analysis of the eflluent taken from the
Wolsinaham sewage farm, which he had received from Mr.
W. F. Keating Stock, county analyst, as follows: "Total
solids, 32 90 grains per gallons; oxygen absorption, 006; free
and saline ammonia, 012 ; albuminoid ammonia, 01 ; nitric
nitrogen, 012. The sample is practically free from suspended
matter. It gives ofl: no unpleasant odour after standing for
seven days, and it is, in my opinion, a very satisfactory sample
of sewage etfiuent."

We may mention that the W'olsiiigliam sewage farm was
laid out by Mr. Egglestone over twenty years ago, £1,800
being borrowed for the purpose. .Since that time 5 acres of
land have treated the whole of the crude sewage of the town,
which has a population of 2,000, without any application of
chemicals, intercepting or other tanks or appliances. The
field consists of river gravel, and about twelve years ago it

was underdraiued. Since that time the effluent is said to
have never %-aricd, but has always been bright and clear. The
whole cost of fencing, draining, Ac, the field was covered by
£100, and the present annual cost, which, includes the rent
of the field and attendance, is only £'G, or the very small cost
of £3 per 1,0U0 inhabitants.

Hull.—The mayor and corporation were present on the 9th
iust. at the proceedings connected with the laying of the first

rail of the electric tramways.
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Parliamentary Memoranda.
On Monday, in tlie Honse of Lords, the Floods Prevention

Bill passed throagh committee, and the Metropolis Manage-
ment Acts Amendment (By-Laws) Bill, after a brief dis-

cussion, was read a second time.

In the House of Commons, the Bury Corporation Bill and
the Carlisle Corporation ^Vater Bill were ordered for second
reading-. Tlie Middlesbrough Corporation (Gas) Bill was
read a third time and passed ; while the Blackburn Corpora-
tion (Tramways, &c.) Bill was ordered for third reading.

Tlie Dover Harbour Bill ar.d the Paisley Corporation (Loans)
Bill were each read a second time and committed.

On Thursday, in the House of Lords, the Dublin Port and
Docks Bill, the East Ham Improvement Bill, the Kew Bridge
and Approaches Bill and the Sonthampton Gas Bill were read
a second time. The Edmonton Urban District Council Bill

was read a third time and passed.

In the Honse of Commons, the Belfast Corporation (Hos-
pitals) Bill was read a third time.

In the House of Lords, on Friday, the Plymouth and Stoue-
liouseGas Bill, and the London Building Act (1894) Amend-
ment Bill were read a second time.

In the House of Commons, the third reading of the following
Bills was agreed to : Bristol Tramways (Electrical Power,
&c.) Bill, Bristol Tramway (E.xtensions) Bill, Clacton-on-Sea
Gas and Water Bill, Coventry Corporation Gas Bill and the
Milford Docks Bill.

In the House of Lords, on Tuesday, the Xewhaven Harbour
Bill, the Nottingham Corporation Bill and the Gloucester
Gas Bill were read a third time and passed.

In the House of Commons, the Burnley Corporation (Tram-
ways, &c.) Bill was read a third time and passed. The
Market Harborough Gas Bill and the Windsor Dock, Cardiff,

Bill were both considered and ordered for third reading.

On Wednesday, in the House of Commons, the promoters'
amendment to the London County Council (General Powers)
Bill were considered and agreed to, and the Bill ordered fur

third reading. The Newhaven and Soaford Water Bill and the

Wath-npon-Dearno X^rban District Council Bill were each
read a second time.

PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEE.
Liverpool Corjiorution Bill.—The Bill promoted by the Cor-

poration of the City of Liverpool to acquire powers to e.xecute

street improvements, to acquire and appropriate permanently
as open places certain burial grounds within the citj-, and to

obtain further powers in relation to children trading in the
streets and other matters, came before the Honse of Commons
Committee on Police and Sanitary Regulations on Tuesday.
Mr. Pope, Q.C., and Mr. Gerald FitzGerald appeared for the
promoters. It was explained that it was found to be de-

sirable in connection with the recent purchase by the cor-

poration of the tramways within the city to widen a number
of the streets. The corporation were working the tramways
themselves and carrying out a large scheme of extension in

varions directions. To enable them to double the lines in

Christian-sti'eet, for example, it had been found necessary to

utilise the old churchj'ard of St. Anne's, which had been nsed
as a sort of open space since the year 1887. Arrangements
had been made with the Home Office, and to satisfy their re-

quirements a special clause had been inserted in the Bill.

Other intermural burial grounds, which "were not now used
as places of interment, it was proposed to dedicate as open
spaces or ornamental pleasure grounds. The Bdl contained a
provision relating to tombstones, which it was proposed in cer-

tain cases to reconstruct at the expense of the corporation at

such places as the bishop of the diocese might sanction. The
Bill also contained clauses authorising the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board to sell and the corporation to purchase
St. George's dock and the lands adjoining, which it was pro-
posed to convert into thoronghfsres and open spaces. With
a view to the prevention of glanders or farcy, farther powers
were sought for the regulation of stables and the isolation of

infected animals. With regard to this proposal Dr. Hope,
the medical oflicer, stated that certain stables had been
erected, which from their situation and general condition
did not meet the requirements of the Public Health Act. The
object of the corporation was to apply the same regulations

to stables as had already been applied to cowsheds. Legis-
lation of this kind was necessary by reason of the fact that
Liverpool was probably the most densely populated town in

the country. Estimates were submitted to show that the
corporation required to borrow under the Bill the sum of

£400,000 for the purchase of lands for the execution of street

improvements and £200,000 for electrical purposes. One or

two novel propositions were incorporated in the Bill, which
were interesting in thems3lve3 and instructive to other
municipalities as showing fields for legislative ingenuity.

One of the.se was a clause for the regulation of the manu-
facture and sale of ices and ice creams, which the committee
were not inclined to view with favour. Another was set forth
in a series of clauses providing for the licensing of children
who sold newspapers and matches in the streets. This sub-
ject was gone into very exhaustively. The chief constable,
Captain Knott Bower, stated that in Liverpool there was a

much larger iiumbcr tf children employed in this way than
in most towns. Their ages rose from five years to fifteen or
sixteen, and girls as well as 1)03-3 were employed in this

manner. In 1896, they Iiad no less than 654 children dealt
with as neglected, .as against 376 in the London metropolitan
police district, 157 in Manchester and barely fifty in any
other town in England. Many of the children employed in

the sale of papers and matches were insufficiently clad, and
their insnflicient clothing was a means need for the ]iurposo

of soliciting sympathy. They had in Liverpool a society for

distributing clothing among destitute persons, and these
children refused the ofl'ers of the society to sujjply them
with proper garments. In fact, the carrying on of this trade
was simply a veil for soliciting alms. The corporation had
no desire to stop the trade, but they asked for powers which
would enable them to frame such by-laws as would ensure
tiiat it was so conducted that it would not be detrimental to

the health, education or morals of those engaged in it.

Should the children not comply with the by-laws they pro-

posed to send them to homes where they would be properly

looked after. The Industrial Schools Act did not enable
them to deal with children of this class unless they were
neglected or committed some crime. The committee were
not satisfied with the clauses as framed in the Bill, so they
postponed the question with a view to their modification,

the chairman stating that they did not think it wise to so

legislate as to multiply the number of offences against

children. The Bill was still under consideration when the

committee rose for the day, but it was passed with
various amendments on the following day. The wording
of the clauses relating to children trading in the streets

was slightly altered, so as to enable the corporation to frame
the regulations relating to offences with more preciseness.

The clause relating to the manufacture and sale of ice cream
was reconstructed and penalties were imposed against the

dealers and others who may sell ice cream of snch quality as

to be injurious to health. The clause relating to the regula-

tion of stables was struck out. The provisions with respect

to borrowing, to street improvements for tramway purposes
and to utilisation of burial grounds as open spaces were passed
without modification.

London United Tramways.—Very strong evidence against

this Bill, which was before a House of Commons committee
on the 9tli and 10th inst., was submitted by the frontagers

along the route of the tram lines and by the Ealing District

Council. A good deal of emphasis was laid upon the fact that

frontagers on a tramway route were not like owners of pro-

perty affected by a railway. They could claim no compensa-
tion for injuries that might be done to them. Tramways
might seriously affect their rights, but they had no remedy
against the company. Witnesses were called who testified

that since there had boeu a prospect of the tramway being
extended to Ealing persons who had made applications for

residences had, as the result of inquiries into the matter,

broken off negotiations. These witnesses stated that where
the tramways had been introduced property bad been
diminished in value. There was, however, no evidence forth-

coming to show that frontagers were more likely to be injured

by electric than by horse tramways. There was a class of

property which would be depreciated in value by the mere
existence of a tramway, and that was the higher class of

residential property which was injuriously affected by the

mere fact of the tramway bringing a number of people into

the neighbourhood who interfered with the amenities of the

houses. The old order disappeared and the works of the

jerry-builder took its place. Although the people might get

accustomed to posts and interlacing wires there was a preju-

tlice in the public mind against living where this state of

things existed. At such places as Leeds, Liverpool and
Coventry, where the tramways ran through the business

part of the town, this grievance would not be felt, but in a
suburban neighbourhood, such as this, the case was different.

The Ealing Urban District Council were decidedly hostile to

the scheme, and that was partly owing to the fact that the

facilities for travel in the district were extremely good. They
had both the District Railway and Great Western Railway at

Ealing-broadway, the stations being side by side. There was
an excellent service of through trains to London. There were
forty-six trains daily to Paddington, eight trains to Moorgate-
street, fifteeu trains to Broad-street, eight trains to the Loudon,
Chatham and Dover station, fifty-six trains belonging to the

District Railway Company running to the Mansion House,
making altogether from 120 to 130 trains going from Ealing

to London. In addition to this there was a splendid omnibus
service. For these reasons the people of Ealing were opposed
to the tramway. The tramways might benefit the working
population by the introduction of cheap fares, but the working
population there was not large. The evidence in opposition

to the scheme was not concluded when tlie committee rose

on Wednetiday. Mr. Charles Jones, ji.i.c.e., surveyor to the

Ealing District Council, and Sir Edward Montague Nelson
stated that the majority of the inhabitants of the Ealing dis-

trict were opposed to the tramway scheme, and that feeling

had been shown in the recent election for the district council,

in which the tramway company had taken a prominent part.
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Both the late and the present council had passed resolutions

against the scheme. The influx of large numbers of people
on Saturdays and Sundays would interfere with the amenities
of the place. With respect to the electric system, very
weighty testimony was given by Mr. Alexander Siemens,
electrical engineer, and Dr. Hopkinson, past-president of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, on the relative merits of

the trolley and conduit systems. Mr. Siemens stated that

the overhead wires had been know)i to fall during very heavy
snowstorms in Canada and in lioslon, U.S.A., but no such
occurrence had ever taken place in this country. Electric

traction was successfully carried on in much busier places

than Ealing. In Hamburg, an extremely busy town, the

overhead wire system of electric traction was largely in use,

and trams were run at the rate of 10 or 12 miles an hour.

He thought the conduit system was as good as the overhead
system, but a tramway on that principle was more expensive

to carry out. In Blackpool the conduit was being given up
in favour of the overhead tramway, but the reason was that

the tramway was laid on the sea front and sand got into the

conduit. The conduit sj'steni was in nse in Budapest, and
also to some extent in Berlin. Dr. Hopkinson informed the
committee that there were in the United States many thou-
sands of miles of electric tramways on the trolley system,
and there were also very considerable lengths on the Con-
tinent, in this conntry and in the British colonies. In Leeds
the people regarded the overhead wires as rather a decora-
tion than otherwise, and certainly he did not think that such
wires had the slightest tendency to depreciate the value of

property. He agreed with Mr. Siemens that the conduit
system was as good as the overhead sy.stem, but thought it

would be too costly for adoption in West London. One ob-

jection to it was that a small boy might put a piece of metal
in the slot, establish a short circuit and thns stop the cars

as well as give himself a shook. Ho suggested that the ob-

jection of the London County Council might be met by the

tramway company arranging with the county council that in

the event of the latter body constructing a conduit tramway
having connection wilh the company's system they should
themselves introduce the conduit system as far as the county
boundary. The Middlesex County Council, it appeared, did
not adopt a purely obstructive attitude towards the project,

becanse they felt that the extension of the tramways would
in many parts be an .advantage, but they objected to the

proviso in the Bill that the tramways should be worked by
electricity "or any mechanical power," because they were
opposed to steam power being used upon the tramways at all.

They regarded the introduction of electricity as an important
experiment in the immediate neighbourhood of London, but
thought it should not be tried at first on so large a scale.

They suggested that powers might be given to test it, say,

on the lines from U.xbridge-road station to Kew and from
Hammersmith-broadway to Kew, but not over the whole of

the company's lines, which were some HO miles in extent.

Mr. Benn, the chairman of the Highways Committee of the
London County Council, stated that while the council dis-

liked the overhead system, they were perfectly willing that

it should be tested side by side, so to speak, with the conduit
system, which they proposed to introduce within the London
area. The council approved of the introduction of electric

tramways in North London, but not on the overhead prin-

ciple. On no account whatever would the council be willing

to give up the power of veto or the substitution of the juris-

diction of the Board of Trade for their own. They objected

to the trolley because they believed it would be prejudicial

to certain crowded thoroughfares within the couuty of Lon-
don. The committee found the preamble of the Bill proved
as regards all the tramways proposed with the exception of

the line to Ealing, which they struck out. They did not
specify what system of electric power should be adopted

;

but the chairman expressed the hope that an arrangement
would be made whereby one system or the other would be
secured by the public at the earliest possible date. The
committee refused to disturb the power with respect to veto

which Parliament had vested in the county council, and the
clause relating to that was consequently struck out.

Portsmouth Corponilion Traiiiwaye Bi'll — The Bill promoted
by the Corporation of Portsmouth for power to enable them
to acquire the undertaking of the tramways company in that

town has been passed by Lord Morle}''s House of Lords com-
mittee. Mr. George Ellis, chairman of the Tramways Com-
mittee of the town council, produced the agreement for pur-
chase between the corporation and the company, and the

preamble having been proved the Bill was ordered to be re-

ported to the House.
Ciiniiaittien Iiupravemenf Bill.—The Bill promoted by the

Corporation of Carmarthen to obtain authority for the con-

struction of additional waterworks and for an extension of

their powers in relation to the water supply has been passed
by a committee of the House of Lords, presided over -by the
Earl of Morley. The corporation were also empowered to

raise £2.5,000 for this purpose. Mr. R. M. Thomas, the town
clerk of Carmarthen, and Mr. J. H. Barnes, the borough sur-

veyor, proved the preamble. The report to the House was
suspended pending communication with the Local ' Govern-
ment Board on points dealing with the inclusion of the added
area in the parish of St. Peter's and general clauses as to the
prevention of pollution, which are dealt with in oureditoiial

columns.

THE TELEPHONE SERVICE.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY.
The Select Committee appointed by the House of Commons

to conduct an inquiry into the working of the telephone
system sat again on Monday. Jlr. Hanbury, secretary to the
Treasury, presided as before.

Sir James Fergusson, m.p., in the course of his evidence,
expressed the opinion that communication by telephone was
bettor .and more efficient than telegraphy. If it were extended
there would be no loss to the general public, though there
would be a loss to the public revenue if the telephones re-
mained in tlie hands of tlie company. If, however, the State
took them over that loss would not be incurred. One of the
objects of the agreement he conducted was that the State
should not lose money, but that the more money the company
made the more should come to the State. As to the advan-
tage to be gained from the State working local areas from the
point of view of affording facilities, he was inclined to think
that a commercial company was more sympathetic than the
Post OIHco. He thought that if the telephones were taken
out of the hands of the company they should be worked by
the Post Office rather than by local bodies. He did not
see any middle course. It would be very unfortunate to have
a number of different systems over the country. He did not
think that in 1S92 there was any verbal promise or under-
standing tliat the Post Office would discourage competition
in any way. His own idea was that competition should not
be encouraged if the company did their duty, seeing that they,
would become delegates of the Post Office ; but he liad no
recollection of anything being said on that subject.
The committee held another sitting on Tuesday.
Mr. J. W. Benn, re-examined, contended that, failing the

Post Office, the London County Council would do very much
better with regard both to pi ice and efficiency than the pre-
sent service. They could do it without any risk of a charge
on the rates. He believed the council could render such a
service for London at a charge of £10 per subscriber during
the first five years, with a reduced charge of £9, or possibly
a smaller sum, afterwards. London was unfortunately
situated in respect tli.at it had two road authorities— the
vestries and the county council—but there was a great desire
on the part of all the local authorities that London should be
properly telephoned—that was to say, supposing the Post
Office were to enter into the same agreement with the
county council that it did with the National Telephone Com-
pany with regard to the laying of wires between exchange
and exchange, no fresh legislation would be required. The
purchase price of the thirteen companies now represented by
the National company was, roughly, upwards of £3,000,000.
The outlay on construction was £1,800,000, leaving paper
capital represented by £1,400,000. He had gone carefully
into the matter, and estimated that the dividend to meet the
paper capital had been almost entirely raised from London.
The buying up of the subsidiary companies was clearly iu
order to avoid competition. There would be no idea of work-
ing the service for the purpose of relieving rates generally.
They would give the same service at the same rates to people
outside the area as to those inside. He could not say whether
the county council or their committee had formed any defi-

nite opinion as to whether they preferred to limit the work
of telephone service to their own area or to go outside.

Sir Alexanher Binnie, chief engineer to the London
County Council, was next examined, and gave evidence as to
the cost of establishing a municipal telephone serrice forthe
area of the county council. A municipal telephone service in
London could be established at a capital charge of £38 per
subscriber. During the first two years his opinion was there
would be no remuneration whatever, as subscribers would
only come in gradually. He anticipated that the service
could be lu-oduced at a charge of £10 per subscriber to com-
mence with, and afterwards at £9. This was based on the
assumption that the licence would be for a comparatively
long term ; if the licence was only to be until 1911, the muni-
cipality could not recoup themselves at these rates ; they
would require to be £15 or £10. The rates then would be
very little different from those of the N.ational Telephone
Company, but at the end of 1911 the council would have re-

couped themselves the whole expenditure, while the whole
plant would rem.ain intact.

The committee again adjourned.

Helensburgh.—At a recent meeting of the council a com-
mittee—appointeil on February 6, 1897, to inquire of the gas
company as to the terms at which they would be willing to

sell the works, and other relative matter, and also t<y-inquire

as to the more economical lighting of the burgh— submitted a
lengthy report, in the course of which it was stated that the
committee had engaged the services of Mr. Andrew Gillespie.

C.E., who had made a careful investigation into the condition
and capacity of the works generally, and an examination also
of the books and accounts. The report, in concluding, stated
that the committee were convinced that it was desirable that
the burgh should acquire the gas undertaking, and they re-

commend that the commission should offer to the directors
of the gas company to take the necessary steps to acquire the
undertaking. Approval was given to the report.
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Municipal Woric in Progress and Projected.

The Loiulou County Council have at last i-esumed work

and naturally find themselves with rather a large agenda.

This week, it, will be seen, we have some information as to

extensive undertakings at Cambervvell, Bacup, Boutneniouth,

Coventry, Leamington, XewoastU-, Cambri.lge and Taunton.

METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

When the niemViers of the council mot, on Tuesday, after

tlieir Whitsuntide rest, they found themselves confronted

with an agenda containing several important matters which

required to be considered. Chief among these was the report

of the Local Government and/l'axation Committee, which was
submitted before the holidays, but its consideration was ad-

journed. This report occasioned some spirited discussion,

but eventually certain recommendations of the committee

were agreed to, while the remaining ones were adjourned till

next week. Another important matter which came up for

consideration was the question of the purchase of the tram-

ways. This was, however, soon disposed of after the meeting

had become special so that the statutory resolutions might

be passed. iSelow we give some of the chief business

transacted.

Loaiits to Local Aulhorities.—On the recommendation of

the Finance Committee it was agreed to lend the Wands-
worth District Board of Works £5,000 for paving works ; the

Clerkenwell Vestry £9,2-i6 for the purchase of land and the

erection of buildings for offices ; the Greenwich District

Board of Works £2,.550 for street improvements ; the Isling-

ton Vestry £2,950 for the purchase of premises in which to

extend their electric lighting station ; the Kensington Vestry

£17,o(X) for the purchase of land for a parish depot ; the

St. George's (llanover-sqnare)Vestry £14,000 for wood paving

woi-ks ; the St. Luke's Vestry £11,S60 for similar works ; and
the Lambeth Libraries Commissioners £1,275 for the pur-

chase of land at Gipsy-hill as a site for a library.

Propvsed Tmnisfer of Pourrs.—Mr. Costello presented the

report of the Local Government and Taxation Committee,
embracing recommendations for the transfer to the local

authorities of certain powers now possessed and exercised by

the council. The details of this report were published in

our issue of May 13th. After some considerable discussion

the following recommendations of the committee were agreed

to: (1) That the powers of the council to remove posts and
obstructions under sec. 199 of the London Building Act, 1894,

be transferred to the local authorities. (2) That the power
of sanctioning or of refusing sanction to the formation of

new streets rest in the tirst instance with the local author-

ities, it being left to the council to confirm or reject the

decision. (3) That only the powers nnder sec. 84 of the

London Building Act, 1894, relatingto the erection of wooden
structures outside the City of London be transferred to local

authorities. (4) That the powers of the council relating to

the appointment of district surveyors be not transferred to

the local authorities, (o) That the powers of the council to

refuse to sanction plans of working.class dwellings where
sufficient open space is not provided about such buildings be

not transferred to the local authorities. (6) That the powers
of the council to consent to balconies, Ac, and other projec-

tions beyond the specified distance be not transferred to the

local authorities. The consideration of the other recom-
mendations contained in the report was adjourned.

Cambcnrell Vfstnj iii Default.—'The Public Health Com-
mittee, at the conclusion of a long report, recommended that

application should be made to the Local Government Board
for sanction to the council taking proceedings against the

Vestry of Camberwell, nnder the Public Health (London)
Act, 1891, for not securing the due removal at proper periods

of house refuse from premises in the parish, and that, in the

event of the sanction of the Local Government Board being
obtained, the solicitor should be instructed to take jiroceed-

ings against the vestry under that Act. This was agreed to.

MitnicipaJ Opera House.—Mr. H. L. W. Lawson presented

a petition asking the council to consider the advisability of

obtaining powers to devote some portion of their funds to

assist in the maintenance of an opera house for the pro-

motion of the highest fornr of musical art. The petition,

which bore the names of many distinguished persons, in-

cluding members of the Government and both Houses of

Parliament and representatives of the musical and dramatic
professions, was referred to the General Purposes Committee.

The Purchase of the Tramiraijs.—At about half-past four
o'clock the meeting became special, in order that the question
of the purchase of the tramways might be considered. Da
the motion of Mr. Benn, chairman of the Highways Com-
mittee, the following resolutions were unanimously adopted :

"(a) That a notice in writing, under the seal of the council,

be served upon the London Tramway Company, Limited, re-

quiring the company to sell to the London County Council,

under the conditions and in the manner provided by sec. 37
of the Metropolitan Street Tramways Act, 1870, and sec. 48
of the Pimlico, Peckham and Greenwich Street Tramways
(Exteneions) Act, 1670, the whole of the tramways, works

and undertakings authoiised by the Metropolitan Street

Tramways Act, 18ti9, the Metropolitan Street Tramways Act,

1870, the Pimlico, Peckham and Greenwich Street Tramways
Act, 1869, the Pimlico, Peckham and Greenwich Street Tram-
ways Act, 1870, and the Pimlico, Peckham and Greenwich
Street Tramways (Extensions) Act, 1870. (b) That the clerk

be instructed to apply to the Board of Trade for its approval
to the terms of the foregoing resolution, and to serve the

notice therein referred to so soon as the Board of Trade shall

have signified its approval, (c) That it be referred to the
Finance Committee to take the necessary steps to obtain the
insertion in the conncil's Money Bill of the year 1899 of a
clause empowering the council to raise the money required
for the purpose of purchasing the Baid tramways, works and
undertakings." J\lr. Benn explained that the notice embraced
18j miles of the undertaking, and he trusted the council would
secure these lines on the terms of the Bramwell award.

Tenders.—The chairman opened the following tenders: For
the supply of engines, dynamos, Ac, in connection with the

installation of the electric light at the Crossness outfall

works : W. K. Renshaw & Co., Stokeon-Trent, £4,497 ; Cal-

vert & Co., Manchester, £4,600 ; Scott, Anderson & Beit, Shef-

field, £4,750 ; Safety Concentric Wiring Company, Limited,

Victoria-street, £4,990; Laing, Wharton & Down, Limited,
New Bond-street, £5,455 ; Edmundsons' Electricity Corpora-
tion, Limited, Westminster, £5,530; and J. Fowler & Co.,

Limited, Leeds (for two dynamos and accessories only), £860.
For the supply of cables, wires, Ac, in connection with the
installation of the electric light at the Crossness outfall

works : Fowler-Lancaster, Limited, Birmingham, £1,560

;

National Electric Free Wiring Company, Limited, £2,630
;

J. H. Pickup A Co., Limited, (^hieen Victoria-street, E.G.,

£2,713; Scott, Anderson A Beit, Sheffield, £2,780; Calvert A
Co., £2,8(X) ; British Insulated Wire Company, Limited,

Prescot, £2,893; AUingham A Tennell, Levtonstone, E.,

£2,943 i
H. J. Rogers A Co., Blomfield-street, 'E.C, £2,950 ;

Safety Concentric Wiring Company, Limited, £3,250 ; Laing,

Wharton A Down, Limited, £3,4s4 ; A. H. Wood, Victoria-

street, S.W., £4,880; J. Jenkins A Sons, Camberwell road,

S.E., £5,050; T. H. Taylor, West Kensington, £5,800; G.

Stegmann, Clapham Junction, S.W., £6,225; Sax, Slatter A
Co., Limited, Sloane-street, W., £6,500 ; and the Walsall

Electrical Company, Limited, Walsall, £6,912. For the supply
of gas engines for Lots-road pumping station : Campbell Gas
Engine Company, £10,000; J. E. H. Andrews A Co., £10,837;
Fielding A Piatt, £11,350; and Crossley Brothers, £11,650.

For the erection of a boundary wall and gates at the Abbey
Mills pumping station : J. Jackson, Plaistow, £518; G. Mun-
day A Sons, Trinity-squaro, £566 ; and A. E. Symes, Strat-

ford, £625.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.
An ordinary meeting of this board was held on Saturday,

under the presidency of Sir E. II. Galsworthy. It was decided

to refer to the Works Committee a letter from the Local
Government Board stating that they had given consideration

to the managers' proposal to obtain tenders for the erection

of new chief offices without advertising for sealed tenders,

and did not consider " the reasons at present assigned as

sufficient to justify them in consenting to the proposed de-

parture from regulations." The General Purposes Committee
jiresented a report upon a letter from the Local Government
Board having reference to the administration of the managers'
institutions. It was decided to approve the report, which
advised the managers to offer no objection to the proposals of

the board to issue an order conferring upon them the duty
of appointing two central committees for dealing with tlie

work connected with the asylums and hospitals. On the

recommendation of the Works Committee it was resolved

that the following estimates of the cost of (1) the erection of

an isolation pavilion and (2) the erection of a range of work-
shops at the Eastern Hospital be approved and adopted, and
forwarded to the Local Government Board with a request

that they would issue an order sanctioning the expenditure

and authorising the raising of the amount on loan

—

viz., (I)

Erection of isolation pavilion, £2,316; (2) erection of work-
shops, £609.

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS.
Camberwell.— On Wednesday of last week, at the usual

meeting of the vestiy, it was reported by the General Pur-
poses Committee that the widening of Camberwell New-road
at Camberwell CJreen could be carried out at an estimated
nett cost of £31, .500 by the London County Council. The
committee recommended that the vestry contribute £5,000
towards the improvement. It was agreed to pave Havil-

street from Peckham-road to Brnnswick-road, at an estimated
cost of £1,400.

Padding'ton.—At a meeting of the Paddington Vestry, on
Tuesday, a letter was read from the solicitor to the vestry to

the effect that a faculty had been obtained and the plans ap-
proved for the erection of a new town hall. The new hall

will be built on the ground covered by and at the rear of the
present vestry hall in Harrow-road, the accommodation in

which is found to be quite inadequate to present requirements.
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PROVINCIAL AND GREATER LONDON
AUTHORITIES.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Bacup.— iMr. li. W. Willcocks, an iuspoctor of the Local

Government Board, recently lield an inquiry respecting an
application of the town coniicil for eanction to borrow
£7,100 for sewerage works.

Birmingham.—The lord mayor laid the foundation-stone

of a new wing of the Midland Counties Hospital for In-

cnraliles at Leamington,llast week, to Ijb erected in commem-
oration of the Diamond Jubilee. The extension is part of a
scheme involving an outlay of £17,000. Miss Izod, of Bir-

mingham, has contributed £3,000 to tlie institution, one of

the wards of which is to be named the Izod ward.

Bournemouth.—Colonel A. C. Smith, E.E., on the Othinst.,

conducted an inquiry, on behalf of the Local Government
Board, relative to an application of the town council for

sanction to borrow £480 for private street works, £822 for

the old Christchurch-road sewer, and £9,300 for a new sewer
in the Bourne V,alley. Mr. F. VV. Lacey, borough surveyor,

explained the schemes.—Tho town council have received from
the secretary of the Light Railway Commissioners a copy of

a letter which has been sent to the three companies who have
applied for power to construct tramways in the borough.
The letter states that the commissioners will not favourably

consider such part of their schemes as relate to tho borough
so long as the town council maintain their objection.

Cambridgre.—Mr. Herbert H. Law, Local Government
Board inspector, held an inquiry at the Guildhall on Tuesday
of last week respecting the application of the corporation to

the Local Government Board to borrow £16,000 for works of

street improvements and for approval of tho sale of 10
Emmanuel-street.

Coventry.—A Local Government Board inqniry has been
held with respect to a loan of £30,000 for extensions to the
electricity works. Mr. R. Hammond, the consulting en-

gineer, who was present at the inquiry, entered into a lengthy
explanation of the work required to be carried out. It was
proposed, he said, to have nine sub-stations, and there were
three at work ; that it was suggested to connect the sub-
stations by telephone; that they would be able to supply
accumulators for motors ; that for the street lighting there
would be thirty ornamental posts and ten brackets, all of

which would be a great credit to the city, and that at no
distant date they would require accumulators in the works.
No objections were raised to the propos.als. After the inquiry
the inspector visited the works and tho existing sub-stations.

Doncaster,—The Local Government Board have held an
inquiry concerning an application of the council for sanction
to borrow a sum of £.5,500 to defray the cost of the recon-
struction of the Mill Hill bridge.

Dover.—The ironwork portion of the East Pier of the har-
bour extension works has now been entirely completed. The
stonework has attained a length of over 1,600 ft. out of the
1,950 it is to measure.

ClOSSOp.—Last week, at a special meeting of the town
council, consideration was given to a scheme fur lighting the
borough with electricity. The scheme submitted comprised
an electric station and works on a site adjacent to the Glos-
sop Iron Foundry, from which centre electric light would be
supplied to the whole borough. The cost of working, main-
tenance, rent of site and the redemption and interest of the
capital would amount to about £1,975 per annum, and the
income would be about £2,000, which would give a clear
margin of £25 profit. Tho capital estimated to bo expended
is about £15,000.

Leamington.— Mr. G. W. Willcocks, an inspector of the
Local Government Board, attended at the town hall yester-
day, to hold an inquiry in reference to the application "of the
corporation for permission to borrow £5,500 for works of
water supply, and £5,010 for purposes of public walks and
pleasure grounds.

Liverpool.—Mr. George W. Willcocks, on behalf of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry recently with
respect to an application of the corporation "for permission to
sell c rtain corporate land in Seacombe. It was explained
that the land the corporation desired to sell was 6,900 yards
in extent, and was situated on the north side of the Birken-
headroad, Seacombe. lu the year 1892 a piece of land ad-
joining this was sold, and two years afterwards an agreement
was entered into with Messrs. Buchanan A- Co., giving them
the option of purchasing the plot of laud now' menUoned.
The corporation were simply seeking powers to enable them
to carry out the terms of that agreement. The purchase
money would be by way of a perpetual annual ground rent at
the rate of 4 per cent, per annum. Evidence as to the area
of the |and, the population and the character of the surround-
ing neighbourhood, and other matters, having been given by
the corporation otfieials, the inspector crossed over to Sea-
combo and viewed the site.

Newcastle.-On Thursday Mr. F. II. Tuliouch, .m.i.c.k..
Local Government Board inspector, held an inquiry' into the
city couucirs application for sanction to borrow £6,.500 for

works of sewerage and £833 for works of refuse disposal. It
%vas explained that the £6,500 was required for the con-
struction of sewers on the east and west sides of the Ouse-
burn, to carry to the river the sewage now discharged from
several large sewers into the open burn. It was proposed to
lay two sewers on the east side and two on the west side of
the burn. The Ouseburn had really been an open sewer;
and, in the interests of public health, it was necessary to
divert the sewage from the bnrn into common sewers. If the
inpector visited the place there was no doubt that he would
be satisfied that such works as the corporation proposed to
carry out were absolutely necetsary in the interests of the
health of the city. The item of £fc'33 was in respect to the
balance remaining on the cost of the land and the jetty at
the foot of Mitford-street, Elswick, which were required and
constructed for the purpose having certain sewage taken to sea

Stalybridge.— On Monday the corporation paid an officia

visit to Oldham and Rochdale for the purpose of inspecting
the refuse destructors at work in those boroughs. Staly-
bridge contemplates an expenditure of £4,000 or £5,0IX) on a
destructor, to supersede the system of tipping now in exist-

ence, of which great complaints are made.

Sunderland.— Several meetings of representatives of the
Highways Committee and the Bridge and Ferries Committee
of the Corporation and of the Southwick Urban District
Council have taken place to consider the question of the
erection of another bridge over the Wear. Further meetings
will, however, be necessary before a final selection of the site

can bo made. The estimated cost of the two schemes at pre-
sent before the authorities are £114,354 and £110,196.

Taunton.—An inquiry was recently held, on behalf of the
Local Government Board, by Colonel C. U. Luard, with re-
ference to an application of the town council for sanction to
the borrowing of £1,500 for the purpose of erecting a
technical institute on a site adjoining the municipal buildings
in Corporation -street and £7,500 for the construction of a
sewer for the relief of the Rowbarton district from flooding
through the accumulation of surface-water which the present
sewers are insufficient to discharge. Among those who
attended the inquiry were Mr. G. H. Kite, the town clerk;

Mr. J. II. Smith, the borough surveyor ; and Mr. Santo
Crimp, consulting engineer to the corporation. There was
no opposition to the application.

WednOQbury,—At the last meeting of the town council the
General Purposes Committee recommended the council to

withdraw their opposition to the application of the Midland
Electric Corporation upon the terms— (n) that the corpora-
tion supply eleclricitj' to the town council for lighting and
power purposes within an area agreed upon upon the same
terms and conditions (if any) as may be hereafter agreed
upon with the local authorities of West BroTuwich, Oldbury
and Smethwick

; (6) that the corporation will not oppose the
application of the town council for an electric lighting order
at .-iny future date; (c) that the corporation are not to com-
mence operations within the area of the borough of Wednea-
bury until a provisional order has been obtained by the
town council

;
(d) if no terms are arrived at with the before,

named local authorities, the town council are to proceed with
their application for a provisional order as if this agreement
had not been entered into with the corporation.

Worthing.—A report was recently snbmitted from Messrs.
Bnrstall & Monkhouse, electrical engineers, upon the three
schemes for the proposed electric lighting of the borough

—

from Messrs. Siemens i Co., Edmnndson's Electricity Cor-
poration, Limited, and the Municipal Electric Supply Com-
(lany. It was resolved " that it is expedient to undertake
the construction of electric lighting works on the same or
similar terms to those contained in tho proposal of Messrs.

Siemens & Co., keeping the same in their own hands, and
requiring the contractors to work tlie undertaking at a
stipulated rental for five or seven years.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS.

AlderShOt.— iiy the exertion of the chairmen of the coun-
cil and Roads Committee and the surveyor, arrangements
have been made to take the workmen (about fifty in number)
to Portsmouth for a day's outing. This being the first excur-
sion of the kind, the individual members of the council have
agreed among themselves to bear the expense, an example
which might be followed by other authorities.—The council

have decided to make alleiations to their offices, at a cost of

about £2(X).—They are at present constructing bacteria beds,

lie, from plans prepared by their siuveyor, Mr. Dennis, for

the purpose of dealing with tlie sewage on the Dibdin
sj'stem. It has been decided to adopt Washington Lyons'
disinfoctor in connection with the isolation hospital now
being erected.

Blaenavon.—An inquiry has been held by the Local
Government Board concerning an application of the council

for sanction to borrow £17,250 for the purpose of taking over

the existing water arrarpemer.ts of the local gas and water
company.

Easington.—The water supply scheme snbmitted by the
district council for Wingate Mill, Wingate-lane and High
Wheatley Hill, has been officially approved by the Local
Government Board. It is proposed to obtain the water from
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the Kelloe Winning pumping station of Messrs. W. Scott &
Co., Limited, where it is obtained from the sand feeder

underlying the limestone, and will be pumped into a tank by
a set of pnmps attached to the main pumping engine. After

reaching the first tank the water will again be pumped into

an elevated storage tank, to be erected on the highest point

in the district at Wingate Mill, with capacity equal to

several days' supply, from whence it will be distributed in

cast-iron mains over the district. The engineers are Messrs.

D. Balfour & Sod, of London and Nevccastle.

Hornsey.—At last week's meeting of the council the

Works Committee presented a report, giving in detail the

scheme for the provision of swimming baths. It proposed

that buildings should be erected in Tottenham-lane, with a

frontage of 177 ft., the centre to contain the superintendent's

residence, the boxes to be on either side, the women's on the

right and men's on the left ; the slipper baths, to the number
of seventy-six, to be arranged round the swimming baths, of

which there are to be two—one for ladies, 100 ft. by.35 ft.,

from 3 ft. to 6 ft. deep, and the men's 132 ft. by 45 ft., 3 ft. to

7 ft. deep. The seating accommodation for the women's
would be 350 and standing 200, or 540 in all, and the men's

would be a total accommodation for sightseers of 660. The,

whole of the machinery plant is to be driven with electric

motors, including plant for electric light and power. The
annual consumption of water would be 20,000,000 gallons,

which at 7id. per 1,000 gallons would cost £625. To avoid

that cost it is proposed to make borings, and thus obtain the

water for nothing. The committee recommended the adop-

tion of the scheme and that application bo made to the

Local Government Board for permission to borrow £45,000.

Moss Side.—At a meeting of the council, on Monday, the

following resolution of the General Purposes Committee was
approved :

" That the council be recommended, through the

Tramway Sub-Committee, to negotiate with the Manchester

Corporation for the leasing to the corporation of the existing

and all authorised and subsequently acquired lines of the

council, on the expiration of the present lease to the Man-
chester Carriage and Tramways Company, for a term of years

upon the basis of a fixed rental per mile.

Ruskingrton.—At the last monthly meeting of the district

council plans were submitted by Mr. J. Clare for the erection

of a tower pumping station, &c., at an estimated cost of

£1,709. The plans were adopted.

Surbiton.— Prior to the commencement of the ordinary

business of their last meeting the conncil sat for a long time

in committee to consider tenders for the erection of the new
conncil offices and also a report as to the duties and salaries

of officers. Tho tenders for the new buildings were as

follows : Docwra * Sons, £6,866 2s. ; Brooking, £6,754;

Jarvis, £6,831 ; Potter Brothers, £6,.385 ; J. Tri, £6,541 ; F.

Gough & Co., Ilendon, £6,334. The last named, the lowest,

was accepted.

Swinton and Pendlebury.—At an ordinary meeting of

the council, held on Monday, it was resolved :
" That the

clerk be directed to forward a copy of the Carriage Com-
pany's letter to the Local Government Board with an appli-

cation for their sanction to this council borrowing the sum
of £2,.526, such sum being the reduced amount required for

the paving of Station-road now that the Carriage Company
propose to proceed with the work of laying their tramways."

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS.
Chester-le-Street.—The district council have instructed

Messrs. 1). Balfour & Son, of London and Newcastle, to report

on a sewerage scheme for Chow Dene, Wrekenton, Eighton

Banks and Team Colliery, in the township of Lamesley, to be

connected with the western sewer of the Corporation of Gates-

head.

East Westmoreland.—Last week, at a meeting of the

council, a letter was read from the Local Government Board

regarding the Milburn water supply. The board said that as

it was doubtful if Marble Scar was a deep spring independent

of the beck, it would be better to test the matter, the medical

officer to be present when the tests were made. They also

considered it necessary to provide for a reservoir to hold

12,000 gallons and to be fitted out with a wash-out and float-

ing arm. A small catch-pit was also necessary.

Halesowen.—Colonel Slacke, R.E., conducted an inquiry, on

Wednesday of last week, into an application of the council to

the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow £750

for widening Coombs HoUoway-road. The surveyor, Mr. B.

Perrins, was present at the proceedings, at the conclusion of

which the inspector paid a visit to the site of the proposed

works.

KeSSingland.—A Local Government Board inquiry has

been held relative to an application of the district council for

sanction to borrow £1,200 for the purposes of sewerage and

sewage disposal works.

Neath.—The new offices of the council, which, including

the site, have cost £2,500, were opened last week. They
comprise a spacious conncil chamber, offices, caretaker's

apartments and stores. The architect was Mr. D. M. Davies,

of Neath, and the contractors, Messrs. Thomas & Watkins,

pf Swansea.

SCOTLAND AND IREUND.
Dumbarton.—At a recent special meeting of the town

council a resolution was adopted agreeing to erect municipal
and police buildings on a site provided by Lord Overtoun,
and approving plans prepared and submitted by Mr. Thomson
as a generiil design for the buildings.

Port ClaSg^OW.—The annual inspection by the town coun-
cil and the officials of the burgh of the gas and waterworks
under the control of the council took place recently. The
first place of inspection was tho gasworks, where, to meet
tho growing requirements of the burgh, the large gasometer
is being telescoped. At Parkhill extensive additions are being
made to the waterworks, comprising a large new pure water
tank and additional filters. The ground for this purpose has
been secured in close proximity to the present works, which
have become totally inadequate to meet the requirements of

the burgh. The dams at Auehendores and Leperstone were
next visited, and here, too, an increase in the storage capacity
is contemplated. The Dougliehill reservoir, about 2 miles to

the west, which has recently been enlarged, has also been
found insufficient for the growing requirements of the dis-

trict supplied from this source. Here there is an excellent

drainage area, the reservoir usually being filled to overflow
witli two daj's' rain. The council have also under considera-
tion the propriety of increasing the storage capacity at this

place. There is sufficient ground, and it is calculated that

tho requirements could be fully met at an outlay of £1,500.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
Belem, Portugal.—The Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs has been informed by the acting British consul at

Pani that the municipality of Belem 'invite tenders for the
construction of a slaughter-house and yard, two market
places and two avenues. Tenders will be received by the
Intendente Municipal of Belem up to the 24th July. A copy
of the specification may be inspected on application at the
commercial department of the Foreign Office between the
hours of 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Melbourne.—A meeting of mayors of cities and boroughs
of the metropolitan district was held in the Melbourne town
hall recently to consider the proposal of the city council to

buy out the electric lighting companies, and the mayors
agreed unanimously that the proposal should be carried out.

It was explained by the mayor of Melbourne that if the pur-
chase is made it will be at the option of the suburban
municipalities to acquire that portion of lighting in the re-

spective districts for themselves, to enter into partnership

with the city conncil as to the whole lighting, or to leave the

whole work to the city council.

Hamblet's Blue Brick Company, Limited.—As we have
already announced, the well-known and old-established busi-

ness of Mr. Joseph Hamblet is to be turned into a limited

liability company, with a capital of £180,000. The works are

known to be among the most extensive in the country, and
the directorate of the new company should inspire confidence.

ADVERTISEMENT
Received too late for Classification.

WANDSWORTH DISTRICT BOARD OP
WORKS.

The District Board of Works are prepared to receive
applications for the appointment of Sanitary Inspector to

procure in the district (comprising the parishes of Clapham,
Putney, Streatham, Tooting and Wandsworth) samples for

analysis under the Sale of Food, &c., Acts, and to perform
such other duties as may bo required by the Board.

Also for the appointment of Assistant Sanitary Inspector

in the parishes of Streatha'm and Tooting, to perform the
ordinary duties of a sanitary inspector under the Sanitary

Officers' (London) Order, 1891.

Candidates must be between twenty-five and thirty-five

years of age and must possess the qualifications prescribed

by the Public Health (London) Act, 1891. The appointment
of Sanitary Inspector will be subject to the approval of the

Local Government Board.

Salary of the Sanitary Inspector £109 43. per annum (pay-

able monthly), rising by annual increments of £6 lOs. to

£169 per annum. Salary of tho Assistant Inspector £2 2s.

per week, rising by annual increments of 23. 6d. per week to

a maximum of £3 5s. per week, with uniform.

Applications are to be delivered here not later than 10 a.m.

on Monday, tho 11th of July next. No application will be
received unless it is made upon one of the printed, forms to

be obtained at these offices.

The Board will make the appointments on Wednesday, the

20th day of July next.

Canvassing members will disqualify candidates.

Applications for forms must be accompanied by a stamped
directed envelope.

HENRY GEORGE HILLS,
Clerk to the Board,

East-hill, Wandsworth, S.W.
June 22, 1898,
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Personal.

Lincoln Town Conncil have been recommended to appoint

a waterworks engineer at a salary of £250.

Jlr. E. Clarke has been appointed waterworks engineer to

the East Westmoreland Rural District Council.

Chesterfield Rural District Council have raised the salaries

of their surveyors, Messrs. Bnsbridge and Robinson.

Messrs. William Barron & Son, of Borrowash, have been
awarded a first premium of £2.5 in the public competition for

the best plan for laying out the now Victoria Park at Tipton.

Mr. F. Alan Wilkinson, superintendent of electric lightinpr

mains at Bournemouth, has been appointed inspector of

works under the St. Pancras Vestry out of forty-seven appli-

cants.

Leith Town Council have granted permission to Mr. Bryson,

their electrical engineer, to act as consulting engineer to

residents in the wiring and fitling-upof their premises for the

electric light.

The General Works Committee of the Coventry City Council

have recommended the appointment of Mr. H. B. LongJey as

general assistant in the city onginoor's deparmont, at a salary

of £140 per annum.

Llandudno Urban District Conncil have decided, upon the
recommondatiou of a committee, to increase the salary of

Mr. E.P. Stephenson, the surveyor, by £50 per annum. Further
advances will also be made until a ma.ximum of £400 is reached.

The Corporation of Londonderry have appointed Mr. R. V.
Macrory, of Limavady, co. Londonderry, as their chief elec-

trical engineer in place of Mr. J. R. Christie, who has resigned
in order to take up his appointment with the Glasgow Cor-
poration.

The plans, &c., prepared by Mr. T. V. II. Davison, of New
Maiden, for the erection of the proposed now public offices,

central fire station, stabling, mortuary and poft-tnorteinroom,

have been adopted b}' the Establishment Committee of the
Maiden and Coombe Urban District Council.

At Saturday's meeting of the Metropolitan Asylums Board
it was resolved, on the recommendation of the General Pur-
poses Committee, to retain during the year the services of

Dr. Sims Woodhead as bacteriologist for the purpose of ex-

amining and reporting upon such cases as might be submitted
to him.

For the post of surveyor to the Consett Urban District

Council, at a salary of £180 per annum, there are between
sixty and seventy applications. The appointment is to be
made at the next meeting of the council. The vacancy is

caused by the retirement of Mr. William Eipon through ill-

health.

Mr. E. S. Truman, who has been acting as deputy sni'veyor

to the Potterspury Rural District Council, has been unani-
mously appointed to the permanent post. It may be men-
tioned that Mr. Truman received his training from Mr. W. F.
Y. Molineux, engineer and surveyor to the Winchester Dis-

trict council.

The Wimbledon Urban District Council have decided to
invite the following architects to submit competitive plans
for the erection of the proposed public baths: Mr. W. E.
Hewitt, Mr. R. J. Thomson, Mr. R. A. Hinds, Mr. A. Ardron,
Messrs. G. Elkington & Sons, Messrs. F. J. Smith and Maurice
B. Adams. The total cost is not to exceed £7,000.

The outcome of the public competition for the erection of a
clock tower at Penang (Strait Settlements) has been that the
municipal engineer's design was chosen by the municipal
commissioners, and he was awarded the prize for the best de-
sign. Mr. Barnett, a private engineer practising in the
island, has been appointed to supervise the building of the
tower.

A deputation from the Corpor.ition of London last week
arrived in Glasgow, and on the 14th inspected the landing
stages for cattle at the harbour and also the meat market.
At the close of the inspection the visitors wore entertained to
luncheon in the municipal buildings. The deputation in-

cluded Mr. F. Williams, of the surveyor's department, and
Mr. G. Thilcox, superintendent of the foreign cattle market.

An interesting ceremony was performed at Bristol, on
Saturday the 11th inst., when Mr. T. H. Yabbicom, the city

engineer, on behalf of the officers in the city engineer's de-
partment, made a presentation of a handsome polished oak
pedestal writing-desk to Mr. W. S. Skinner on his resigning
his appointment as architect under the corporation to engage
in private practice in the city.

Warwick Town Council last week decided to discontinue
the practice of paying the surveyor extra sums for special

work and to substitute a U.xed salary of £200 a year, with a
house, rent and rate free, and £20 for superintending tha fire

^rigade. It was pointed out that it did not involve any in-

"crease of salary, as the sum is based upon the average pay-
ments of the last three years.

The death occurred on the 19th inst., at his residence at
Bonchurch, Isle of Wight, of Sir James Nicholas Douglas,
i-.R.s., M.i.c'.E., M.I.M.E., M.i.E.R. Sir .James Douglas, who was
in his seventy-second year, was at one time engineer-in-rhief
to the Corporation of Trinity House. During his tenure of
the post he carried out many important engineering works
both at home and abroad, such as the Wolf, Longships, Great
and Little Basses, Eddystone and Muricoy lighthouses, and
he effected numerous technical improvements connected with
lighthouses and their illuminating apparatus, as well as in
buoys and beacons.

The Urban District Council of Worksop held a special
meeting, on Thursday, for the purpose of electing a surveyor
in succession to Mr. T. Kidd, who recently resigned in favour
of similar duties under the Swadlincote Council. There
were about thirty-two applications for the vacancy, and of
these three of the candidates were chosen to attend the
meeting

—

viz., Mr. Edwin Earjj, assistant surveyor to the
W^allasey Urban District Council, Cheshire; Mr. Calvert
Wheeler, of the Newcastle Estate Offices, Worksop; and Mr.
F. S. Whittell, surveyor to the Holmfirth Urban District
Council. The last named was eventually elected by the cast-

ing vote of the chairman, Mr. Wheeler being second.

The rjueslion of the appointment of an assistant surveyor
has lately been occupying the attention of the Marylebone
Vestry. In accordance with a resolution of the vestry, a
special committee recently submitted the names of throe
candidates for tho post, which is a new one, but these did not
include the name of Mr. Thompson, an assistant in the sur-

veyor's office, who acted as surveyor for some months prior

to the appointment of the now surveyor, who is now in office.

There is said to bo a strong feeling on the vestry that Mr.
Thompson should be offered the post, and, on Thursday, the
matter was .adjourned for six months in order that the new
surveyor might have an opportunity of deciding whether Mr.
Thompson would be eligible to carry out the duties of the
position.

On Monday night, at the closing ordinary meeting of the
present session of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
the Royal gold medal for 1898 was presented to Prof. Aitchison,
R.A. Mr. F. C. Penrose (president of the Institution 1894-96)
made the presentation. Prof. Aitchison, in accepting the
medal, said that, in proposing him for this gracious gift of

the Queen, they had conferred upon him as an architect the
greatest honour that England could bestow. The most
cherished desire he had was to see English architecture come
to the forefront, and erect masterpieces in England which
could epitomise the grand thoughts of the day and give them
a character which would attract mankind. They had got
into a wrong groove, and they must get out of it before
architecture could ever again become a progressive art and
could equal or surpass the glorious masterpieces of tliB past.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board, on Saturday, received a
report from the Works Committee stating that they had
invited fifteen firms of architects to submit plans for certain
portions of the new Southern hospital. As the result of their

examination of the plans sent in, in which they had had the
able assistance of the assessor, Mr. Henry Currey, f.r.i.b..\.,

they had selected three as most worthy, and recommended :

" That premia of £150, £100 and £50 be awarded respect-

ively to the authors of the designs marked A, I and J, this

being the order of merit in which such plans have been
placed." The recommendation of the committee having been
adopted, it was stated that the following were the names of

the respective architects :
" A," Messrs. I'readwell & Martin,

2 Waterloo-place, Pall Mall ;
" I," Messrs. ,1. Pennington &

Son, Hastings House, Norfolk-street; and " J," Messrs. New-
man & Newman, 31 Tooley-street, London bridge.

At their last week's meeting, the Huddersfield Town
Council resolved : (1) That the resolution of February 28,

1896, appointing Mr. Hartley Sutcliffe deputy borough sur-

veyor, be rescinded, and that all prior resolutions of the
conncil affecting this department and the officials thereof Vie

rescinded or varied so far as is necessary for the purpose of

the foregoing, and the following resolutions

—

vi:. : (2) That
a chief engineering and surveying assistant be appointed at a
salary of £180 per annum. (3) That an assistant building
and drainage inspector be appointed at a salary of £120 per
annum (vice Mr. Clayton, resigned). (4) that the present
staff be appointed to the positions following

—

vi:. : Mr. H.
Sutcliffe, architectural assistant and chief building inspector,

sa'ary, £200; Mr. J. W. .Vrmitage, improvement surveyor,

salary £125. It was also decided to appoint Mr. C. Adkin-
son to assist in tho preparation of the sewerage and other
works, at a salary of £160 per annum.

Business Announcement.—Messrs Joseph Place & Sons,

Limited, iiiform us that, having removed from Halifax to

Darwen, all communications should now be addressed to X§
5ank-street, Darweu.
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Association of IVIunicipal and County Engineers.
ANNUAL MEETING AT EDINBURGH.

It may be convenient to the members and otliers attending
the Edinbnrgli meeting to have some preliminary knowledge
of the various ]iointa of interest covered by the programme,
and to bear in their minds an eafily-remembered snmmary
of the main features of the places to be visited. With this

view we give the following short memoranda :
—

The High-street, in which is situated the City Chambers
where the members will be received by the Lord Provost and
members of the corporation, runs from the Castle to Holyrood
Palace, though its sections are known as Castle-hill, Lawn-
market, High-street, Netherbow and Canongate. In the
High-street proper—opposite the Market Cross (restored at
the cost of the late Mr. Gladstone) which marks the site of

an earlier one— an approach by an archway leads to the
Royal G.^change, a square which includes the Municipal
Buildings, with their uinseutn of civic curiosities and relics.

The CouM tL Ch.^mbee in which the reception will be held
contains a fine bronze statue which has an amusing history.

On its way from France, whore it was cast, it fell, while being
unloaded, into Leith harbour. On its recovery, long after, it

was presented to the city, the donor not daring to inform the
magistrates that it represented the Young Pretender, albeit
disguised in Roman costnme.
The " KovAL " HoTFi,, w here the general meeting and

annual dinner will be held, is quite near, in Princes-street,
and immediately opposite to it is the Scott Monument, which
has a gothic spire designed by George M. Kemp. Its prin-
cipal niches are filled with figures of Scott's creations, under
the marble canopy is the great writer's statue, and from the
top of the monument there are fine views over the oity.

M'EwAN Hall, where there is to be an organ recital to
be given by Mr. J. H. Collinson, the organist of St. Mary's
Cathedral, is a short distance sontli of the municipal buildings,
close to the Medical College. The hall, erected at a cost of
£115,000,wasrecently presented to the University of Edinburgh
to serve as a theatre for academical and other functions. The
Frkk Library, which is included in the same visit, owes its

existence largely to Mr. A. Carnegie, who gave £50,000
towards the cost of founding it.

St. Giles Cathepral, the ancient parish church of Edin-
burgh, is of the highest interest. At once it recalls the scene
when in 1636 Jenny Geddes threw her cntty-stool at the
Dean, but one cannot here plunge iuto history. Its crown
and spire and its east window will attract the architect ; its

monuments are as varied as they are numerous. The historic
castle stands npon a virecipitons greenstone rock, and is a
favourite view-point in the city. Its main use now is for
barracks. Behind Mons Meg, a monster piece of artillery

preserved on its upper battery, is St. Margaret's Chapel, a
relic of Norman architecture, probably the oldest building in

Edinburgh. In the castle apartments are numerous objects
of interest—the Scottish regalia, for instance. Here is the
room where James VI. was born, and here also is the old
banqueting hall in which the Scottish Parliament sometimes
met.
The MosEUM of Science and Art, with its fine " Great

Hall," contains an excellent collection illnstiative of the chief
manufactures of Britain and many foreign countries.
Holyrood Palace, the " house of many memories," was

originally a convent, is imperishably associated with the resi-

dence therein of Queen Mary and with the romantic story
of the murder of her favourite, Rizzio. The present building
was erected by Charles II., and among its later noted occu-
pants may be mentioned James 11. of England, Charles
Edward Stuart, Charles X. of France, George IV., Queen
Victoria, the Prince of Wales and the IJnke of Edinburgh.
No doabt the visitors of ne.xt week will find more of interest
than ihey will have time to see in its historic I'ooms and its

Picture Gallery.

Bi-RNs' Moxumkxt, in the style of a Greek peripteral
temple, was originally designed as a shrine for Flaxman's
marble statue of the poet, bnt as this has been removed to
the Edinburgh National Gallery the monument is now nsed
as a repository for objects of interest connected with the poet.
The Calton Hill, some 50ft. higher than the Castle rock,

is one of the most striking features of Edinburgh, with fine
views in every direction. Upon its summit is Nelson's Monu-
ment, from the top of which the surrounding country can be
seen to great advantage. Here also is the National Monument,
a partial reproduction of the Parthenon at Athens.

Of the more technical portion of the programme we need
at the moment say little in anticipation of the papers to be
l-ead and of our usnal report of them. On July 1st visits
will be paid by one party to the Artisans' Dwellings,
situated in a crowded part of the city, and built on the
balcony principle to give an entrance direct to the outside
air; the Electric Light Station, in Torphichenstreet, a
handsome building designed by Mr. Cooper, the burgh en-
gineer ; the Tollckoss Cable Tramway Power Station, now
in course of completion ; and the M'Ewan Hall and Edinburgh
Public Libr.avy already referred to. A second party will visit
the Powderhall Refl-se Disposal Works, in the northern
district of the city, where will be seen the ten-ceH destructor

recently constructed on the Horsfall principle, with the boiler

and engine for the electric lighting plant; the Chan'celor
Roller Flour Mills, one of the largest of its kind in Scot-

land ; the Shrubshill Cable Tramway Power Station in

Leith Walk, the most notable feature of which is the provi-

sion which is being made in it for the storage of 150 cars
;

and the Leith Docks, where a large new dock is being con-

structed, and tidal locks are to be formed connecting the new
dock with the Albert Dock and the Harbour.
The remaining item to be noticed—the Forth Bridge—is

to be visited by those who wish on the last day of the meet-
ing. It is an interesting drive of 9 miles from Princes-street

to the bridge, one attraction, by the way, being Lord Rose-
bery's park of Dalmeny, which borders the road for some 3

miles. The bridge itself, designed by Sir John Fowler and
Sir Benjamin Baker, took seven years in construction by
4,000 men (excluding the railway approaches), cost nearly
£2,500,iX)O, and was opened for traffic in 1890. Its total

length, including the approach viaducts, is 2,765 yards. The
Tay Bridge is longer, bat does not rival the Forth Bridge in

height or in the width of the single spans, in wliich respect

the latter may claim to be the greatest bridge in the world.

THE PROGRAMME.
The following are the arrangements for the annual meeting,

which is to be held in Edinburgh en Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.
The members will assemble at 10.30 a.m., on Thursday,

in the council chamber. City Chambers, High-street, Edin-
burgh, where they will be leceived by the Lord Provost and
members of the Curporation of Edinbnrgh, after which an
adjournment will be made to the "Royal" hotel, Princes-

street, where the general meeting will be held.

TnUKSIPAY.

10a.m.—Meeting of the council at the" Royal "hotel. (Cabs
in waiting.)

10.30 a.m.—Reception at the City Chambers.
11.15 a.m.— General meeting, " Royal " hotel. Annual report.

Mr. Weaver to move: "That the lesolution passed
at the annual meeting held at West Bromwich, 13th
July, 1893, directing that the attendances of councillors

at council and committee meetings be placed on the
ballot lists, be rescinded."

Mr. Eayrs to move :
" That By-Law 18 bo altered to

read as follows :
—

18. "Two (in- iiwie) examinations of candidates for

certificates of competency in municipal engineering,
surveying, building construction, sanitary science and
municipal law, shall be held annually at such places
and at such times as the council shall appoint.

"The board of examiners shall be {not less fhayi)

twelve in number, and shall bo elected by and be
members of the council, or such other members of the
association as shall be leading men in their particular

branch of the engineeiing profession. Four (or more)
of such board shall be telected by the council to carry
out each examination, who, as 'acting examiners,'

shall report to the council the names of those candi-

dates who have satielied them of their proficiency."

Presentation of premiums, re-election of honorary
district secretaries, election of auditors and Ecrutiueers,

jiresidenlial addrets, paper and discufsion. (l)"Tar
Macadam," by A. II. Campbell, Canterbury.

1 p.m.—Adjournment for luncheon, at the invitation of the
Lord Provost and the Edinburgh Corporation, at
" Royal " hotel.

2 p.m.— Papers and discussions. (2) " Esperience of Edin-
burgh with refuse destructors," by John Young, e.g.,

Edinbnrgh. (3) " Conversion of Edinburgh, Leith and
I'urtobello hoise tramway sj-stem into cable traction,"

by W. N. Colani, c.e., Edinburgh. (5) " Notes on sewer
ventilation as applied to Water of Leith iiitprcepting

sewer," by Alex. Stewart, c.e., Edinburgh. (6) "Hous-
ing of the Working Classes Act, as worked out in

Edinburgh," by \Vm. Brnce, Edinburgh.
5 p.m.—Adjournment.
7 p.m.—Annual dinner at the "Royal" hotel, Edinburgh.

Tickets, 7s. 6d. each.

FRinAV.

10.30 a.m.—Papers and discussions. (7) " Notes on the bac-

terial treatment of sewage," by D. Cameron. (8)
" Two hours' test of a steam ram pumping plant," by
J. B. Wilson, Cockermouth. (9) " Electric lighting of

Edinburgh : The system adopted : Financial results,"

by Frank A. Newington, resident electrical engineer.

(10) "Recent extensions of Leith docks," by Peter
Whyte, docks superintendent.

1 p.m.—The members will be entertained to luncheon by MrJ
W. N. Colam, engineer for the Edinburgh cable tram-
ways.
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2.50. p.m.—Brakes will be at the " Royal " hotel to convey
the members to visit the following works :

—

No. 1 Party.—1, Artisans' dwellings ; 2, electric light-

ing works; 3, cable tramway power station, Tollcross
;

4, McEwen Hall (organ, by Hope-Jones, will be played
^A\/ Vjf ^

by Jlr. J. H. CoUinson, Jins.BAC, organist, St. Mary's

Cathedral) ; .5, free library.

No. 2 Party.—1, Refuse destructor; 2, Chancelot

mills; 3, cable tramway power station, Shrnbhill ; 4,

Leith docks.

A charge of 2s. will be made to each member for brakes, &c.

Saturday.

No. 1 Party.

Visit the Forth bridge. Leave the "Royal" hotel, 9.30 a.m.,

in brakes for Forth bridge, go on bridge and under ; arriving

back at 1 p.m.

No. 2 Party.

10 a.m.—Brakes will be at the " Royal " hotel to convey
•members to view the following places of interest

:

Scott Monument (immediately opposite "Royal" hotel),

St. Giles' Cathedral, the Castle, Museum of Science

and Art, Holyi-ood Palace, Burns' Monument and
Calton Hill.

1 p.m.—Arrive back at " Royal " hotel.

A charge of 2s. will be made to each member for brakes.

Railway Akrangements.

Members will please ask in all cases for tourist tickets.

From London special accommodation will bo reserved for

party leaving King's Cross at 2.20 p.m. on Wednesday, and
from Euston at 2 p.m. on the same day.

It is particularly requested that members wishing to dine

or lunch will please notify same to the superintendent of the
respective railway.

Members who pi'opose to be present are particularly re-

quested to so inform the secretary by Monday, in order that

the necessary arrangements may be made. •

Hotels—-" The Royal," " The Palace," " The Waterloo,"
" The Waverley " (temperance).

6. Jones, m.i.c.e., Thomas Cole,a.m.i.c.e., Serre^nry,

Hon. General Secretary. 11 Victoria-street,

Westminster, S.W.
(Full details of trains were given in our last issue.)

LONDON WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.

Lord Llandaff presided, on Monday, at a meeting of the
above commission.

Mr. Littler, chairman of the Middlesex County Council,

before resuming his evidence, mentioned that he had received
a letter from the Willesden Urban District Council stating

that they were not in agreement with the views expressed by
him, but were in favour of the undertakings of the water
companies being vested in one central authority or trust.

Continuing, he said he was not opposed to control in the
same way that everybody must be in favour of a trading
company being controlled in certain particulars, but he did

not approve of the system of control suggested by Sir John
Lubbock. He could not suggest any method of control that
would be of value to the commission, upon which there was
an lion, and gallant member who knew much moi-o about the
question than he did. He was in favour of as much water
being taken from the Thames as could be taken without
injuring the navigation or the river, so long .as it was made
perfectly clear that sufficient water would be left for the
county of Middlesex, who were entitled to "first drink"
before it was used for the supply of counties below. He ob-
jected to any more wells being sunk in Middlesex for the
supply of other districts, becauie he contended that the water
to be obtained from such wells was the property of tho county.
He did not believe that any one of the water companies, not
even the Southwark and Vauxhall, could be bought for
twenty-eight and a half years' purchase. If purchase did' not
take place and it became necessary to spend money in obtain-
ing a new source of supply the companies would nndoubtedly
spend it rather than risk the loss of valuable privileges ; but
ho did not believe that it would be necessary to spend money
in that way. His idea was that in the event of purchase by
the London County Council the water companies would get
10 per cent, for compulsory purchase in addition to the value
of their undertakings.

Mr. W. Chambers Leete, clerk to the Kensington Vestry,
stated that the latter body had on more than one occasion
expressed their disapproval of the proposed purchase of the
water companies' undertakings by the London County
Council, and had favoured rather, as an alternative policy,
the promotion of legislation by which a central body, repre-
senting the ratep.ayers of the whole of the area of supply of

tho companies, should be vested on behalf of the water con-
sumers with powers of control and supervision of the under-
takings of the companies. The main object of the vestry
was to obtain for the i-epresentatives of the water consumers
such control over tlio water supply of the metropolis as would,
without necessitating the pnrch.ase of the water undertakings,
give to the water consumers a directing influence over the
policy of the companies under which the vestry would have

power to urge upon Parliament the desirability—if it was
considered desirable—of extending the water supply of the

metropolis, whether from Wales or from any other source.

Evidence having been given by Mr. John Collins, a member
of the Whitechapel District Board of Works, the commission
then adjourned.

NEW GLASGOW BATHS.

OPKXIXG CEREMONY.
The new corporation baths for Maryhill, which have been

in course of erection fully eighteen months, were recently

formally opened to the public. There was a crowded attend-

ance, and Mr. J. W. Dick, the chairman of the Baths and
Wash-Houses Committee, performed the ceremony.
The baths have been erected from the plans prepared by

Mr. M'Donald, the city engineer, on a corner site with a

frontage of 117 ft. to Gairbraid-avenue and 119 ft. 3 in. to

Hutcheson-street. The entrances, owing to the fall in the

ground, have been made in Hutcheson-street. There are

two separate entrances—one to swimming baths and hot

baths for males, and one to females' hot baths and public

washing-house. The ticket office is situated between the

two entrances, so that the attendant commands both doors.

The swimming pond is 75 ft. long by 35 ft. broad, and

is lined with enamelled brick with coloured lines. There arc

seventy-two dressing-boxes, shower and footbaths, and
ample lavatory accommodation, also committee-room oS
pond-room, with lavatory. The gallery runs all round, and
is used by S2:)ectators at comjietitions, and seats about 300.

The roofs are built of steel girders, which give height and a

light appearance to the pond. The walla are all lined with

enamelled bricks, having coloured bands to make it more
pleasing to the eye. "There are sixteen first-class and ten

seco7id-class liot baths for males, with ample lavatory accom-

modation ; six hot baths for females, with lavatory. All the

baths are porcelain enamelled inside and outside, sitting clear

of walls, no woodwork being used except on doors. There is a

private wash-house for washing towels for baths, with washing

machine, hydro-extractor and drying stove complete. The public

wash-house has thirty-five washing stalls, with drying stoves.

Three water-driven hydro-extractors, made by Watson, Laid-

law & Co., are placed conveniently in the centre of wash-

house. The boilers are placed at back, and enter from Wynd-
ford-street. The outside walls are built with stone from
GifEnock quarries—the front to Gairbread-avenue having a

colonnade with windows to the pond-room, which are filled

with coloured glass.

The cost of the buildings will be about £13,500. The con-

tractors were: Masons, Thaw & Campbell; joiner, John
Ross

;
plumber, James Raeside

;
gasfitter, James Telfer

;

slaters, P. Whyte & Co.
;
painter, Charles Paton ; heating,

Bryden & Middleton ; boilers, Benman & Co.

PRIVATE WATER SUPPLIES.

CONDITIONS IMPOSED AT R.\WTENSTALL.
The following conditions have been decided upon by the

Rawtenstall Corporation in order to ensure an improvement
in private water supplies :

—

(1) Pipes to be of iron, securely protected by galvanising
or other means.

(2) No stone drains or earthenware pipes (whether socketted
or not) shall be used.

(3) Fine copper mesh screens to be fixed at inlets of tanks,

wells or reservoirs.

(4) S.and or other mode of filtration may be required,

whether the water is for domestic purposes or for cattle.

(5) Supplies for cattle must be entirely cut off from domestic
supplies.

(6) The sides of tanks or wells to be carried at least 2 ft.

above the surrounding ground level, and watertight covers to

bo placed above tanks and wells for domestic use.

(7) All reservoirs to be securely fenced round with un-
climbable fencing at least 7 ft. high.

(8) Existing tanks, wells or reservoirs intended to be re-used

shall be properly- reconstructed and thoroughly cleaned out.

(9) The sides and bottom of all kinds of reserves to be
formed with concrete having a smooth cement surface, unless

such reserves are constructed of iron or other materials ap-
proved by the corporation.

(10) The whole of the arrangements and quality of work
shall be subject to the approval of the medical officer of

health and borough surveyor.

The Power of Compressed Air.—A pneumatic gun throws
a shell full of dynamite, weighing over half a ton, a distance
of 3 miles.

The Paris Exhibition of 1900.—The Royal Commission
are now prepared to circulate information respecting the
above exhibition. The classification and rules for exhibitors,

together with forms of application for space, can be obtained
by applying to the secretary of tho Ro3'al ComraLssion, Paris
Exhibition, 1900, St. Stephen's House, Westminster, S.W.
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HAMBLET'S BLUE BRICK CO., Limited,

WEST BROMWICH.

The welI =known and old=estabIished business of Mr. Joseph Hamblet has

been converted into a Limited Liability Company with a

GsLj^±t,SL± of - - ^BJ.80,
CONSISTING OF

60,000 Ordinary Shares,

60,000 6 per cent. Preference Shares, both at £1 each, and
600 4^ per cent. Debentures of £100 each.

Mr. Hamblet takes all the Ordinary Shares and 10,000 of the Preference

Shares.

The Directors are—

MR. HAMBLET.

MAJOR TULLOCH, C.B.,
Late Chief Engineering Inspector to the Local Government Board.

MR. JOHN PARKER, A.M.I.C.E., Nottingham.

The Property consists of 140 acres of Freehold Land, together with the Works,

Machinery, Plant, Stock in Hand, &c., valued by Messrs. Wheatley, Kirk, Price & Goulty

at £133,000. There is a further asset of about £10,000, consisting of cash in hand and

balance of book debts, &c.

Mr. Johnson, F.G.S., states that the clay bed is 120 feet thick, and that there is

sufficient to last 100 years at the present rate of output.

Messrs. Deloitte, Dever & Griffith certify the profits to be as under :

—

£ s. d.

For the year to 31st March, 1896 = 10,624 7 10

„ 1897 11,793 13 11

„ 1898 = 15,526 6

Prospectuses may be obtained from Lloyd's Bank and any of its branches.
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APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
ircil ino Inte for rhimificafion cannot he

'

K until the following week.
Adcertisement* which tire

included in thei

Surveyor, Inspector of Nuisances, &c.—June 25th.

—

Urban District Council of Short Heath.—Mr. Geo. Cross

Adams, clerk to the coancil, New Invention, near Wolver-

hampton.

Temporary Surveyor's Assistant.—Jnne 27th.—Ardsley

East and West Urban District Council. 268.—Mr. R.

Borrough Hopkins, clerk to the council, Prudential Build-

ings, Leeds.

Inspector of Nuisances.—June 27th.—Swansea Corpora-

tion. 25s.—Mr. Jno. Thomas, town clerk.

Surveyor, Waterworks JFanager and Inspector of

Nuisances.-Jnne 27th.—Eccleshill Urban District Council,

f130.—Mr. Jos. Kichardson, clerk to the council.

Assistant for Works Department.—June 27th.—London

County Council. £3 10s.—Manager of the Works Depart-

ment, Belvedere-road, Lambeth, S.E.

Surveyor, Inspector of Nuisances.— June 28th.—Itchen

Urban District Council. £125.—Mr. Wm. Henry Bell, clerk

to the council, Woolston, near Southampton.

Assistants to County Surveyor.—June .30th.—London-

derry County Council. £80.—The County Surveyor.

Assistant Inspector.—July 2nd.—Weston-super-Mare

Urban District Council. £1.— Mr. Sydney C. Smith, clerk to

the council.

Inspector of Nuisances.—July 4th.— St. Albans Rural

District Council. £100.— Mr. R. W. Brabant, clerk to the

council.

Borough Surveyor.—July 6th.—Bacup Town Council,

f200.—Mr. Robert Hyde, town clerk.

Surveyor.—July 7th.—St. Mary Church (Devon) Urban

District Council.—Mr. J. W. G. WoUen, clerk to the council.

Sanitary Inspector. — July 11th.— Plumstead Vestry.

£104.—Mr. Edwin Hughes, vestry clerk.

Road Foremen (Two).—July 12th.—County Borough of

Huddersfield. £100.—Mr. K. F. Campbell, A.M.I.C.K., borough

engineer and surveyor.

Chief Engineering and Surveying Assistant.—July

12th.—County Borough of Huddersfield. £180.—Mr. K. F.

Campbell, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.

Assistant Building and Drainage Inspector.—July 12th.

—County Borough of Huddersfield. £120.— Mr. K. F. Camp-
bell, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor.

Waterworks Engineer.—July 16th.—Lincoln Corpora-

tion. £250.—Mr. H. K. Helb, deputy town clerk.

Borough Engineer. — July 22nd. — Corporation of

Pietermaritzburg, Natal, South Africa. £800.—Messrs. Ford

Brothers, 14 Southampton-street, Fitzroy-square, London, W.

City Engineer.—August 31st.—Corporation of Welling-

ton, New Zealand. £800.—Agent-General for New Zealand,

London.

Temporary Surveying Assistant.—Couuty Borough of

Huddersfield. £120.—Mr. K. F. Campbell, a.m.i.c.e., borough

engineer and surveyor.

COMPETITIONS.
Adverfiitemenff which are received too lafe for clansification cannot be

included in these $ummartes until the following week^

Baildon.—June 30th.—Scheme for the purification of the sewage of

Baildon Woodbottom, Baildou Green, Lower Holme and Low Mill, for

the urban district council.—Mr. H. R. Hugpns, clerk to the council.

LiNSLAnE.—July 1st.—Plans, specifications and estimates for the

sewage disposal and water supply of the district, for the urban district

council.—Mr. R. I. Flatten, clerk" to the council.

WiDNEs.—July 1st.—Laying-out of a park and recreation grounds at

Appleton. £36 15s., £1*0 10s. and £5 Ss.—Mr. John S. Sinclair,

A.M.I.C.E,, borough surveyor.

Warrington.—July 2nd.—Erection of a police station, court house,

Ac. £100, £50 and £25.—Mr. Thomas Longdin, borough engineer and
surveyor.

East Riding.-July 16th.—Extension of the county offices at Beverley
and the erection of a new register office, for the county council. £30,
£20 and £10, — Mr. John Bickersteth, county clerk. County Hall,

Beverley.

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS OPEN.
irrf too iiile tsr ,l„s>,ficalion cannot be

mries until the folioKing veek.

Nelson.—June 25th.—Various works in connection with the erection

of a refuse ctestructor.—Mr. B. Ball, a.si.i.c.b., borough engineer and
surveyor.

AsHBT-DE-Li-ZoucH.—June 2.ith.—Construction of about 112 yards of

6-in., 839 yards of 9-iu., -196 yards of 13-in., 320 yarils of 16-in., and 2,696

yards of 18-ia. pipe sewers; also pipes, carriers, subsoil drains and
other works required in laying out a sewage farm of about 67 acres, for

the urban district council.—Mr. J. B. Everard, M.t.c.E., 6 Millstone-lane,

Leicester.

London.—Jnne 27th.—Erection nf the superstructure of a lunatic

asylum for 2,000 patients and staff at Horton, near Bjisom, Surrey, for

the county council.—Mr. (i. T. Mine, :i5 rnvliamurit-.street, London, S.W.

Greasbokoiqu.— .June 27th.—Layiug-out of a new rometeiy, in-

cluding orecti'm of chapels, caretaker's house, road-making and drain-

age works, for the urban district council.—Mi-. J. Platts, Old Bank
Buildinga, Rotherham,

Leicester.—June 27th.—Erection and completion of a new isolation

hospital for the borough, consisting of administrative block, five fever

pavilions, two isolation blocks, discharging blocks, laundry, mortuary,
porter's lodge, &c.—Mr. James Bell, town clerk.

Ashton-under-Ltne.— June 27th.— Construction of a nibble wall

along the bank of the river Tame for a length of about 368 lineal yards.

—Mr. J. T. Earnshaw, a.m.i.c.e., borough surveyor.

West HiRtLErooi..-July 27th.—Erection of a refuse destructor ad-

joining the electric lighting station. Burn-road.—Mr. J. W. Brown,
borough surveyor.

Dewsbbb-t.-June 37th.—Supply of 700 tons of granite setts.-Mr.
H. Dearden, borough surveyor.

Cardiff.—June 28th.—Supply and delivery of two water-tube boilers

with superheaters, and one 300-kilowatt direct-driven steam alternator.

—Mr. Neville Appelbee, borough electrical engineer.

Neath.—June 28th.—Erection of a retort-house, boiler and exhauster-

houses, &c., at the gasworks, for the- corporation.—ilr. Robert Alex-

ander Browning, a.m.i.c.e.. Gasworks, Neath.

BooTLE.—June 38th.—Erection of an electric light station on land in

Pine-grove.—Mr. J. A. Crowther, borough engineer.

CHEisTCHnKCH.—June 29th.—Supply of 1.50 tons of Guernsey granite.

—Mr. Edward J. Legg, borough sui-veyor.

FDI.HAM.—June 29th.—Making-up and paving of Marlborough-street.

—Mr. Charles Botterill, vestry surveyor.

St. George-the-Marttr, Southwark.—June 2Sth.—Construction of

an underground convenience in St. George's-circus, Borough-road.—
Mr. Oliver B. Winter, vestry surveyor.

London.—June 28th.— Supply and erection of two sets of three-

cylinder compound pumping engines and a^^cessories in the new en-

gine-house now being built at the Barking outfall works, near Beckton,
North Woolwich, for the county council.—The Engineer to the county
council. County Hall, Spring-gardens, London, S.W.

Limerick.—June 29th.—Construction of offices in the large room on
the ground floor in the town hall.—Mr. William E. Corbett, city

surveyor.

Liverpool.—June 38th.—Construction of a swimming bath, offices,

&o., on land at the Green-lane pumping station.—Mr. Joseph Parry,

M.I.C.B., water engineer, Municipal Buildings, Liverpool.

Rochester.—June 29th.—Supply of 116 lineal yards of concrete pipes,

36 in. in internal diameter.—Mr. Apsley Kennette, town clerk.

BooTLE.—June 20ih.—Erection of a lodge in Derby Park.—Mr. J.

Fanuer, town clerk.

Caversham.—June 39th.—Making-up of Champion-road, for the urban
district council.—Mr. W. R. Locke, surveyor to the council.

Christchurch.—June 39th.—Supply of 150 tons of Guernsey granite,

broken to U-in. gauge.—Mr. Edward J. Legg, borough surveyor.

Baert.—June 30th.—Construction of a new high-level reservoir in

the parish of Merthyr Dovan, for the corporation.—Mr. E. W. Waite,

A.M.I.C.E., waterworks engineer.

Andover.—June 30th.—Alterations at the free library and school of

art.—Mr. Thos. E. Longman, town clerk.

Worcester.-June 30th.—Supply and erection of about 215 yards of

wrought-iron fencing with ornamental cast-iron tops in Croft-road.

—

Mr. T. Caink, a.m.i.c.e., city engineer.

Runcorn.-June 30th.—Extension of the sewerage works in the

parish of Frodsham Lordship, for the rural district council.—Mr.
William Diggle, surveyor to the counoU.

Bristol.—June 30th.—Construction of the foundations and timbar
jetties required for the erection of Bedmiuster swing bridge, for the

towucouucil.—Mr. John M. McCurrich, docks engineer, Cumborland
Basin, Bristol.

Chestbr-le-Street.-July 3n(l.—Erection of an administrative block
at the isolation hospital, for the rural district council.-Mr. W. T.

Jones, architect, 7a North Bailey, Durham.
Wolverhampton.—July 2nd.— Construttion of pipe sewers, man-

holes, lampholes, ic, in 'Melbourne-street, Ash-street and Green-lane,

and about '200 manholes and lampholes in various parts of the borough.
—Mr. J. W. Bradley, borough engineer and surveyor.

Eton.—July 2nd.—Laj'ing of a cast-iron outfall sewer, the provision
and erection of ii^n storage tanks, pumping station, boiler-house,

engines, boilers, pumps and other works in connection with the sewer-
age of the town, for the urban district council.^Messrs. Bailey, Denlon,
Son & Lawford, Palace Chambers, Westminster, London, S.W.

Harrow.—July -Ith.—Supply of about 1,600 tons of li-in. or 2-in. hand-
broken granite and J in. granite chippiugs, for the urban district coan-
cil.—Mr. T. Charles, surveyor to the council.

Belfast.-July -Ith.-Extension of the electric lighting station, Aber-
corn Basin, for the Harbour Commissioners.—Mr. G. F. L. Giles, har-
bour engineer.

Walsall.-July 4th.—Construction of about 6,500 yards of 9-in. and
12-in. stoneware pipe sewers and 1,500 yards of 8-in. cast-iron hydraulic
main in connection with the sewerage of the parish of Aldridge, for

the rural district council.—Mr. J. Edward WiUcox, Union Chambers,
63 Temple-row, Birmingham.
Gloucester.—July 4th.^Erection of a public library and other build-

ings in connection with the technical schools in Brunswick-road, for the
corporation.^Messrs. Waller & Son, 17 College-green, Gloucester.

Caerphilly.—July 4th.—Construction of about 8,500 lineal yards of
15-iu., IS-in. and 21-in. stoneware and iron pipe sewers from Teng-
henydd to Gwaun-y-bara sewage farm, for the urban district counoil.
—Mr. A. O. Harpur, surveyor to the council.

Bekmondsev.—July 4th.—Supply of 40,000 bricks.—Mr. Frank
Sumner, vestry surveyor.

London.—July Ith.—Construction of the superstructure of a lunatic
asylum for 2,000 patients and staff at Horton, near Epsom, Surrey, for
the county council.—The Clerk of the -\sylum Committee of the County
Council, 21 Whitehall-place, London, S.W.

Southampton.—July 5th.—Erection of a cart-shed at the wharf at
Chapel.—Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, borough engiueer.

Huddersfield.—July 6th.—Supply of 6 miles of cast-iron socket
pipes of 13-iu. diameter.—Mr. F. C. Lloyd, town clerk.

London.—July 6th.—Erection of the first section of the proposed
permanent North-Bastern Hosi^ital, St. Anne's-road, Tottenham, for
the Metropolitan Asylums Board.—Mr. T. Dancombe Mann, clerk to
the boai'd.

Carbiarthen.—July 7th.—Supply of 530 yardsof 6-in. cast-iron pipes,
8ix2i-in. fire hydrants and ten dunged and socketted junction pipes.

—

Mr. F. J. Finglah, borough surveyor.

Kingston-upon-Thames.— July 7th. — Construction of an under-
ground concrete chamber for au electricity sub-station under the foot-
way in Coombo-road.—Mr. Harold A. Winser, town clerk.

UoKNsEY.-July 11th.—Erection of a fire engine station at Muswell
Hill, for the urban district council.—Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, surveyor to
the council.

St. Helens.—July 12th.—Supply of various pumping plant to raise
1,500,0110 gallons of water per day, for the corporation.

—

iir, J. J. Lack-
laud, A..M.1.C.B., water eugiuoer.
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Nelson.—July 16th.—Construction of two storaKO reservoirs in
OErden and Black Moss valleys about 4- miles from the town, for the
corporation.^Messrs. Newton, 17 Cooper-street, Manchester.

Lbwes.—July 23rd.—Supply of 500 tons of 2-in. broken blue Guernsey,
Cherbourg: or Belgian granite, 100 tons of coarse granite screenings,
(350 tons of broken surface-picked flints and 150 tons of Piddinghoe,
gravel.—Mr. Montague S. Blaker, to-\vn clerk.

TENDERS.

*ACCEPTKn.

HALESOWEN.—For various fencing works, for the rural district coun-
cil.—Mr. B. Perrin, engineer and surveyor to the council :—

Cakemore. Halesowen.
Per yard.

Hill & Smith, Bricrley Hill Ironworks
H. Byng, Halesowen
Biiyliss, Jones & Bayliss, Wolverhampton ..

J. Klwell, Birmingham
E. J. Raybould & Co., Limited, Workington..

HAMPTON.—For the supply of various ironwork, fencing, &c., for the
urban district council.—Mr. John Kemp, engineer and surveyor to
the council;—

Wrought-Iron Fencing, &c.—Bavliss, Jones & Bayliss, Cannon-street,
E.C., £131.

Iron Staircase.—McDowall, Steven & Co., Upper Thames-street, E.C.,
£17 5s.

Cast-Iron Pipes.—S. Pontifex & Co., Coleman-street, E.G., 15-in. pipes,
£5 5s. per ton ; 12-in. pipes, £5 2s. per ton ; S-in. pipes, £5 Is. 6d.
per ton.

MEXBOROUGH.—-For levelling, kerbing, flagging, channelling and
other works in Pitt-street, for the urban district council.—Mr. G.
Fenwick Carter, surveyor to the council :—

G. F. Brown, Barnsley £750
G. Eyre, Sheffield 714
J. Rothery, Mexborough* 610
W. Hobson, Shelheld 593

SUTTON COLDFIELD.—For various private street works.—Mr.
Marston, a.m.i.c.e., borough engineer and surveyor :

—

Sheffield-lane.—Contract 11.

J. Biggs, Hockley, Bjimingham
Lowe & Son, Burton-on-Trent
J. Mackay, Smethwick
J. C. Trueman, Swanley, Kent*

Sheffield-lano,—Contract 12.

J. Biggs, Hockley, Birmingham
Lowe & Sons, Burton-on-Trent
J. Mackay, Smethwick
J. C. Trueman, Swanley, Kent*

Boldmere-road Surface-Water Drain.
Lowe & Sons, Burton-on-Trent
J. Biggs, Hockley, Birmingham
J. Mackay, Smethwick
J. C. Trueman, Swanley, Kent*

C.F.

MEETINGS.

JUNE.
-London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Axot and Bracknell.

JULY.
-London Geological Field Class : Excursion to Sevenoaks.

NOTICES.

The Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer
may be ordered direct^ through any of Messrs. S^nith ^ Son's

book-stalls^ or of any netosagent in the United Eingdo7n.

Applications to the Offices for single copies bj/ post imist in all

cases be accompanied iy stamps.

The Prepaid Subscription (including postage) is as follows :

Twelve Six Three
Months. Months. Months.

United Kingdom 16s. ... 78. 6d. ... 3s. 9d.

Continent, the Colonies, India,
United States, &c 198. ... Os. 6d. ... 4s. 9d.

The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane-street,

Wew York City; The Toronto News Company, Toronto; and
The Montreal News Company, Montreal, have been appointed

agents in, the United States and Canada for the sale of The
Surveyor. A thin paper edition is printed for circulation

abroad.
EDITORIAL OFFICES :

ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, 24 BRIDE-LANE, FLEET-STREET,
LONDON, E.C.

OFFICE FOR ADVERTI.SEMENTS :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

PUBLISHING OFFICES :

13 NEW STREET HILL, FLEET STREET, LONDON, B.C.

APPOINTMENTS OPEN.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OP ST. MART
CHURCH, DEVON.

APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYOR.
Wanted, .1 qualified Surveyor to undertake all the duties

of the office, inolnding the preparation of plana, specifications,

and the charge of all roads, sewera, &o., also to keep the

accounts required by the Local Government Board. Duties

to commence at the end of August.

ADAMS' PATENT SEWAGE LIFT CO.
ENGINEERS, YORK

And Old Queen St., Westminster, London,

ABSOLUTELY AUTOMATIC SEWAGE LIFTING

(i.e., 3M'0 ENGINE is required and no attention),

The FIRST COST o-F Installation being: the ONLV Cost.
AS USED AT

Grimsby, Glasgow, Ebchester, Hoylake, Johnstone, &c., &c., and many other

towns in England, on the Continent, and the United States.

WRITE FOR TESTIMONIALS.

AA—Holes for pouring m cement or com-
position.

BB—Strentahened ani Lengthened Socket.

CC—Inner Socket and Rest.
EE—Chamber for cement or compoBition.
FF—Stanford Joint in new positioQ.

To put it .sliortly, this pipe secures true

alignment of invert, increased strength in

the socket, three gas and water-tight con-

nections at every joint, and, while allowing

fur a slight settlement when first laid, forms an

absolutely rigid joint directly the cement set.s

1-—Gas and Watcr-Tieht Joints easily made
under water.

2.—True Alignment of Invert.

3.—Socket the strongest part of the pipe.

4.—No special junctions required.

GATES & GREEN, Ltd., HaUfax.
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Applications, in candidate's handwritinpf, stating age, ex.

perience and salary required, accompanied by not more than
three testimonials of recent date, mnst be sent on or before

July 7th, addressed Chairman of Urban District Council,

Town Hall, St. Mary Church (endorsed "Surveyor").

No cavassing allowed.

J. W. G. WOLLEN,
Clerk.

Town Hall, St. Mary Chnroh.
June 17, 1898.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF HUDDERSFIELD.
APPOINTMENT OP ASSISTANT BUILDING AND

DRAINAGE INSPECTOR.
The Corporation invite applications for the appointment

of Assistant Building; and Drainage Inspector, at a salary of

£120 per annum. Candidates must be between twenty-seven
and forty years of age, and have had previous similar expe-
rience. Statement of duties may be obtained on application

to the Borough Engineer.

Written applications only, in candidate's handwriting, with
particulars of present employment, experience, &c., and
copies of not more thau four recent testimonials, to be ad-

dressed to Mr. K. P. Campbell, a.m.in.st.c.k., Borough Engi-
neer and Surveyor, Hnddersfield, on or before the 12th day
of July, endorsed " Building Inspector."

Canvassing will disqualify.

(By order)

P. C. LLOYD,
Town Clerk,

^own Hall, Hnddersfield.

Jane 22, 1898.

pORPORATION OF PIETERMARITZBURG.
vy BOROUGH ENGINEER.
Applications are invited for the appointment of Borough

Engineer for the City and Borough of Pietermaritzburg, in

the Colony of Natal, South Africa.

The gentleman appointed will be required to devote his

whole time to the duties of his office. He mnst be a thoroughly
competent engineer and surveyor, and must have had prac-

tical experience in a similar position.

The salary will be £800 per annum, without extras or
allowances, and will bo payable monthly. Offices, assistants,
instruments and stationery will be provided by the corpora-
tion.

The city contains an area of 1,000 acres and the borough
27,000 acres. The population is 24,000 and the rateable
value £2,250,000. There are 33 miles of streets in the city.

Sewerage works, macadamising of roads, paving of footpaths,
surface-drainage works, and additional water supply are
either in progress or in immediate contemplation. The light-
ing of the city by electricity is now being proceeded with
under the Borough Electrical Engineer.

Applications, stating the age and particulars as to ex-
perience of the applicant, &c., witli original testimoniala
(which will be retnrned), must reach the undersigned not
later than Wednesday, the Slst August, 1898, and be endorsed
" Borough Engineer."

The appointment will be subject to passing an examina-
tion by a medical officer appointed by tlie corporation.

The appointment will be for three years, and thereafter be
terminable by three months' notice on either side.

The successful applicant will be required to take office as
soon as possible after receipt of an intimation that the ap-
pointment has been conferred upon him.

Applicants residing in the United Kingdom are requii-ed to
send their applications in duplicate to the London agents of
the Corporation (Messrs. Ford Brotliers, 14 Southampton-street,
Fitzroy-square, London, W.) not later than 22nd July, 1898.
A copy of the testimonials will be required iu addition to the
originals.

In the event of an applicant residing in the United King-
dom being selected the agent will be advised by cable, and
will communicate with the gentleman appointed, who will bo
required to immediately proceed to Maritzburg; £.50 will be
allowed for passage from London ; salary to commence from
date of taking office in Maiitzbnrg.

(By order)

STEPHEN STRANACK,
Town Clerk.

Town Office, Pietermaritzburg,

May 26, 1898.

PLACE'S PATENT LOCK JOINT
The composition being cast on the lower half of tht

pipe in the form of a ball and .socket joint, it necessaril}

follows that immediately the pipes are put together and

fastened with a wedge at the top the lower half of the

23ipe is absolutely watertight and perfect alignment ol

invert is secured.

POINTS:-
Easily and quickly laid by unskilled w^orkmen.

Perfect alignment of invert secured.

Joint readily made absolutely watertight.

Cheapest Patent Joint in the market.

Prices and further particulars on application to J. PLACE & SONS, Ltd., Darwen.

LEEDS FIRECLAY COMPV . LTD

GLAZED BRICKS. TrCHITECTURALFAIENCE. SANIt^^^^^ PIPES.

TERRA GOTTA. GLASSHOUSE TANK BLOGKS.
CAS RETORTS. HASSALL'S PATENT SAFETY JOINL

Fire Bricks, Furnace Linings, Sin/is, Traps, Porcelain Baths, &c.

THURSTONLAND RED FACING BRICKS^
BALTIC WHARF, WATERLOO BRIDGE, London, S.E. ; L. & N. W. Ry. Goods Yard Wosshio

btreet, E.G.
;
i6 Charterhouse Street, E.C. ; and Somers Town Goods Station, Euston Rd., N.W.
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COUNTY BOROUGH OF HUDDERS FIELD.
TEMPORARY SURVEYING ASSISTANT.

Wanted, in the Borongh Engineer's office, an experienced
Assistant, qnalified to undertake tiie revision of the 1/2500
and 1 500 ordnance maps of the town.
He mnst have a thoroughly practical knowledge of

trigonometry, levelling, surveying, and be a good draughts-
man.

Salary at the rate of £120 per annum.
For further particulars please apply to Mr. K. F. Campbell,

A.M.iNST.c.E., Borongh Engineer and Sui-veyor.
Canvassing will disqualify.

(By order)

F. C. LLOYD,
Hnddersfield. Town Clerk.

June 22, 1898.

pOUXTY BOROUGH OF HUDDERSFIELD.
^^ ROAD FOREMEN.
The Corporation require the services of Two Road Foremen.

Applicants mnst have had previous experience in the repairand
maintenance of macadamised roads and be thoroughly con-
versant with all kinds of paving, and must also be competent
to set out and measure up works, and keep daily accounts of
all labour and materials used.
The persons appointed must be prepared to reside within

their respective districts.

Salary after the rate of £100 per annum.
Applications, in the handwriting of candidates, giving full

particulars of present and previous occupation, age, &c., ac-
companied by three testimonials, endorsed "Road Foreman,"
to be addressed to Mr. K. F. Campbell, a.m.inst.c.e.. Borough
Engineer and Surveyor, Huddersfield, not later than Tuesday,
the 12th day of July.

Canvassing will disqualify.

(By order)

F. C. LLOYD,
Town Clerk.

Jnne 22, 1898.

pOUNTlTBOROUGH OP HUDDERSFIELD.
V^* APPOINTMENT OP CHIEF ENGINEERING AND

SURVEYING ASSISTANT.
The Corporation invite applications for the appointment

of Chief Engineering and Surveying Assistant, at a salary of
£180 per annum.
The person appointed must be thoroughly qualified to fulfil

the duties of the office, particulars of which may be obtained
on application to the Borongh Engineer.

Application, in candidate's own handwriting, giving full
particulars as to experience, age, &o., and accompanied by
not more than four recent testimonials, to be addressed to
Mr. K. F. Campbell, a.m.inst.c.e., Borough Engineer and Sur-
veyor, not later than Tuesday, the 12th day of July, endorsed
" Engineering Assistant."

Canvassing members of the Council is strictly prohibited,
and will immediately disqualify any candidate.

(By order)

F. C. LLOYD,
Town Clerk.

Hnddersfield.

June 22, 1898.

TENDERS WANTED.
lyriDDLETON CORPORATION.

The Middleton Corporation are prepared to receive
tenders for Sewering, Draining, Paving, Curbing and Flag-
ging Brewster-street from Rochdale-road to Church-street, and
Church.street from Cheapside to Dawson-street. Quantities:
About 157 yards of 9-in., 6-in. and 4-in. drains ; 1,120 yards
paving, 530 yards flagging and 330 yards curbing.

Plans, sections, details and specifications may be seen, and
quantities obtained, on application to Mr. Welburn, Borough
Surveyor, at his otKce, Town Hall, Middleton, any morning
between 9 and 10 o'clock.

Sealed tenders, on forms supplied, fully priced out, must
be delivered at my office, addressed to the Chairman of the
Health and Surveyor's Committee, and endorsed " Street
Works," not later than the 6lh July, 1898.
The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender.

FREDERICK ENTWISTLE,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Middleton.
June 22, 1898.

ESTON AND ISLEWORTH URBAN
DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO CONTRACTORS.

The above-named Council are prepared to receive tenders
for Channelling at Brentford End within the district.

Plan and specification may be seen, and forms of tender
obtained, upon application to Mr. W. A. Davis, a.m.i.c.e.,

engineer and surveyor to the Council, at his oflices, Town
Hall, Houiislow, during office hours.

JANDDS PATENT ELECTRIC ARC LAMP.
It is claimed that the Master Patents held by the Jandus Arc Lamp and Electric Company

arrangements which are essential in every successful enclosed arc lamp.

The Only Lamp that is trimmed without moving the Globe.
Cannot get Out of Order, as it has Only One Working Part.No other Carbons should be used in the Jandus Lamp except those suppliedby the Firm, -for wh ich the Lamps sent out are adjusted.

JANDUS ENCLOSED ARC LAMP.
Burns 150 to 200 Hours without re^trimming.

No hissing. No danger from falling particles of Carbon.
No skilled labor required. A steady light. A great saving in cost of Carbons
Gives the same useful light as the open arc lamp for the same expenditure

of power.
Burns singly on 100 volt circuit, or 2 in series on 200 volts. When more than 200 volts exist eachlamp must be supplied with automatic cutout, price £2 5s., subject to trade discount.
NOTICE is Hereby Given that the JANDUS ARC LAMP^AND El'eCTRIC COMPANY Limited in addition

^K^^^^'^^ir^^l^
''^' '^^'°^*^ * BARTON, control also the British Master Patents of THE ELECTRICARC LltrHT COMPANY, of New York; and purchasers are warned against obtaining Arc Lampsmade on the principle of the above patents by makers other than those liccn.^rcs mentioned in the

following list They should also see that the Lamps supplied to them carry the Jandus Royalty Plate
Messrs. DRAKE & GORHAM. " ^^ t, „ .„— „.•"... .' j

Messrs. CROMPTON & CO., Ltd.
The STEWART ELECTRICAL SYNDICATE. (The

Stewart Company's license applies only to lamps
identical in description to the original sample lamp in
the possession of the licensors.)

Messrs. KOERTING & MATHIESEN.
The BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO Ltd
The GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.
Mr. WILLIAM A. WALTON.

control the

Messrs. J. F. WAKELIN & CO.

Mr. J. D. F. ANDREWS.
Messrs. JOHNSON & PHILLIPS.
Messrs. GEIPEL & LANGE.
Messrs. ROYCE & CO.
The STANDARD TBERMOMETER & ELEC-
TRIC CO., of Mass.—Agents : Messrs. Richard
Patterson & Co., of Belfast.

Messrs. VERITYS, Ltd.
Messrs. POXCROFT & DUNCAN.
Messrs. H. V. JAMES, MILLS & CO.

>'../e Agents for the Enqlish CoiyijjrtHy/

;

—MESSRS.

Head Offices: 66 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.
Branch Offices at MANCHESTER and GLASGOW.
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Tenders, endorsed " Brentford End Channelling," to be

sent in under seal addressed to the Clerk to the Council, on

the proper form provided, before noon of Tuesday, July 5,

1898.

No other form of tender will be considered.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.
HUGH E. PEAKE,

Clerk to the Council.

Town Hall, Honnslow.
June 22, 1898.

OHESHUNT URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
The above Council is prepared to receive tenders for

the supply of a Hand Hose Reel for Fire Brigade work, con-

structed to hold 300 ft. of Canvas Hose, &c., together with
300ft. of best Canvas Hose with G.M. screw couplings, two
BuU's-Eye Lanterns, one single outlet standpipe 4 ft. long, one

London Pattern Leather Branch with Nozzle and spare Fan
Spreader, Hydrant Key and Van, and two Hose Branches.

Tenders to be sent, addressed :

—

The Chairman,
Cheshunt Urban District Council,

St. Mary's Hall,

Cheshunt.
Marked " Tender for Hose Reel," by Monday, June 27th

next.

The Council are not bound to accept the lowest or any
tender.

S. TOWLSON, A.M.I.C.E.,

Surveyor.
Cheshunt.

June 22, 1898.

~ARROW URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.
TO GRANITE MERCHANTS.

The Harrow Urban District Council invite tenders for the

supply of about 1,600 tons of Ivin. or 2-in. Hand-Broken
Granite and J-in. Granite Chippings, deliveied free at either

of the Harrow railway stations— London and North-Western
and Metropolitan—in such quantities as the surveyor may
direct. Samples of granite to bo sent to the Surveyor's
office, carriage paid, before the date of the delivery of

tenders. Any further information cau be obtained from the
undersigned.

Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Granite," together with
references to highway authorities as to durability, to be sent
to Mr. R . E. H. Fisher, clerk to the council, Harrow, not later

than Jul5 4, 1898.

The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest
or any tender.

(By Older)

T. CHARLES,
Surveyor to the Council.

Harrow

.

June 16, 1898.

H'

ORPORATION OF CARMARTHEN.

NEW WATER MAINS.

TO IRONFOUNDERS.
The Corporation of Carmarthen are prepared to receive

tenders for supplying and delivering, carriage free, at Car-
marthen (L. & N.-W,R., G.W.R., or by boat to Carmarthen
quay), the following castings : .530 yards of 6-in. cast-iron

pipes; six 2^-in. fire-hydrants; ten flanged and socketted

junction pipes, sluice valves and other castings.

Specification may be seen, and form of tender obtained,

upon application to Mr. F. J. Finglah, Borough Surveyor,
Carmarthen, on and after Monday next, the -7th inst.

Sealed tenders, on the proper forms supplied, must be sent

in, addressed to the undersigned, not later than Thursday,
the 7th July next, endorsed " Tender for Cast-Iron Pipes."

The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender.

R. M. THOMAS,
Town Clerk.

Carmarthen.
June 20, 1898.

pITy OF WORCESTER.
y^ WROUGHT-IRON FENCING.
The Corporation of Worcester invite tenders for the Supply

and Erection along Croft-road of about 215 yards of VVrought-

Iron Fencing, with ornamental cast-iron tops.

Drawings may be seen and form of tender obtained at the

office of the undersigned.

The contract to be entered into by the person whose tender

is accepted will contain the clause adopted by the council as

to the standard rate of wages.

A copy of this clause can be seen at the City Engineer's

office.

Sealed tenders to be delivered at the office of the under-

signed on or before the 30th instant, endorsed " Tender for

Fencing."
The Corporation does not pledge itself to accept the lowest

or any tender.

T. CAINK, ASSOC.M.INST.C.E.,

City Engineer.

Guildhall, Worcester.
June 16, 1898.

pOUNTY BOROUGH OF HUDDERSFIELD.
V^ TO PIPE B'OUNDERS.
The Waterworks Committee of the Corporation of Hudders-

field are prepared to receive tenders for making and deliver-

ing about 6 miles of Cast-Iron Socket Pipes of 12 in. diameter
and for other Pipe Castings.

Specifications and forms of tender may be had, and any
information required may be obtained (on payment of 2
guineas, returnable if a boni-fide tender bo made), at the

3X. X-S ^c
Shored i-tch, ' London, E.

Plate and Sheet Glass.
Leaded Lights.
Sheet Lead and Pipe.

DEPARTMENTS.
Plumbers' Brass Work.
Oils and Colours.
Paper-hangings.

SANITARY
GOODS.

The "DONHOL" Registered Wash-Down Pedestal Closet, with Outlet,
as approved by the London County Council.

No. 1.—Eaised White. I Nu. :).— Firerlay \Vliiic iw\e
No. 2.—While or Ivory.

| No. •*.—Blue ri-Uu il vn Wii.te
No. 6.—Brown Printed on Ivory.

The "PREMIER" Syphon Water-Waste-Preventer, Cast-iron passed
by the following Water Companies:—

New River.
j

Brighton. I Gulldfor
East I ondon. Folkestone. I Lambetl
Bournemouth.

I Kent. I Margate
Ami i,„iMv otl.ors.

IlVI^ROVf^D DRAIN < CLINOIVIETJER.

PRICE:- With Kli-ctrum FittinKs. £1 7s. 6d.5 Vl'iih Bi
vJ ro„i/ilete l/lus!r„l,;/ C(il,ih - '

THIS Drain Clinometer, whicli is n tLnronglilv well-made an.i reliatt
instrument, is intended for the use of Builders, Medical Officers o

Health. Sanitary Inspectors and others for testingthe slope of drain pipes
The arc is fi.\ed at the extreme end of the Clinometer so as to allow of i

close reading and distinct graduation, and is divided on one edge to degree
iuid quarter degrees, and on the other edge to gradients of I in 20, I in 30.
in 40. I in .W, 1 in tin, 1 in ;o and 1 in SO.

The adjiistnient is by means of a out and Iwlt, working against a spira
' Uublile " is ground and divided.
meter is made of teak and nicely finished, and measurei

Fittings. £1 2s. 6d.; With Magnetic Compass extra 2s. 6d.

Sole Maker W. H. HARL^NG, Mathematical Drawing * Surveying Instrument Manufaolturer, 47 "FIniifc'ury Pavement. London, E.Ci
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office of Messrs. T. & C. Hawksley, civil engineers, No. SO
Great George-street, Westminster, S.W., or at the office of
Messrs. G. & G. H. Crowther, No. 38 New.street, Hudders-
field.

^

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Pipes," must be de-
livered, free of oliarge, addressed in the handwriting of the
tenderer or his agent, to the Town Clerk, Town Hall,
Huddersfield, not later than 10 o'clock in the forenoon on
Wednesday, the 6th day of July, 1S98.
The Corporation do not pledge themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender.

(By order)

F. C. LLOYD,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Huddersfield.
June 18, 1898.

"DOROUGH OF DEWSBURY.
-*-' The Corporation are prepared to receive tenders for the
supply and delivery at Dewsbury of 700 tons of Granite Setts.

Specification and form of tender may be obtained of Mr,
H. Deardeh, a.r.i.b.a., Borough Surveyor, at the Town Hall
Dewsbnry. '

Tenders, under sealed cover, endorsed " Tender for Granite
Setts," mast be in my hands, not later than 6 p.m., on Mon-
day, the 27th instant.

G. TRKVELYAN LEE,
Town Clerk.

Town Clerk's Office, Dewsbnry.
June 17, 1898.

THE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL OF
-*- RUXCORN.

SEWERAGE WORKS.
The Rural District Council of Runcorn invite tenders for

the Extension of the Sewerage Works in the parish of Frod-
sham Lordship.

Contraotors are requested to give two tenders for the con-
struction of the works, one of such tenders to be based on
the assumption that the average depth of the sewer trench
will be 12 ft. and the other ou the assumption that it will
be 8 ft.

The nature of the ground to be excavated has been ascer-
tained by trial borings, particul.-irs of which, and plane,
specifications and quantities, may be seen on application to
Mr. William Diggle, Holly Bank, Frodsham, the Council's
surveyor, between the hours of 9 and 10 o'clock in the fore-
noon and 5 and 6 o'clock in the afternoon, from whom copies
of the quantities and forms of tender may be obtained on
deposit of 10s. 6d., which will be returned on receipt of a
bo7ia-jide tender.

Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tender for Sewerage Works,
Frodsham Lordship," to be delivered at my office not later
than Thursday, Juno 30, 1898.
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

(I!y order)

JOHN ASHTON,
Clerk to the Council.

Runcorn.
June 9, 1898.

DOROUGH OF LEWES.
^ TO STONE MERCHANTS, FARMERS, &c.
The Town Council of this Borough invite tenders for the

supply of 500 tons of 2-in. Broken Blue Guernsey, Cherbourg
or Belgian Granite, 100 tons of Coarse Granite Screenings
650 tons of Broken Surface-Picked Flints and 150 tons of
Piddinghoe Gravel.
Forms of tender and specification may be had, and any

further information obtained, at the Borough Surveyor's
office. Town Hall, Lewes.

Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for ," must be left
at my office on or before the 23rd July, 1898.
Power is reserved to reject the lowest or any tender.

(By order)

MONTAGUE S. BLAKBR,
„ Town Clerk.
Town Clerk's Office, Lewes.

June 2, 1898.

THOROUGH OP WEST HARTLEPOOL.
-*-' REFUSE DESTRUCTOR.
Competitive plans, designs and tenders are invited for the

Erection of Refuse Destructor, Boilers, &o., adjoining the
electric lighting station, Burn-road.

Site plan, conditions and any further information, can be
obtained upon application to the Borough Engineer.

Plans and tenders to be delivered to the Municipal Build-
ings, West Hartlepool, addressed to the Chairman of the
Health Committee, not later than 4 p.m., on Wednesday, the
27th July ne.^t, endorsed " Scheme and Tender for Refuge
Destructor."

(By order)

J. W. BROWN,
Boi'ough Engineer.

Borough Engineer's Office. ) i

June 13, 1898. * j

IVTELSON CORPORATION.
"

-*-* WATERWORKS.
The Corporation invite tenders for the construction of two

Storage Reservoirs in Ogden and Black Moss Valleys, about
4 miles from Nelson.

Plans may be seen, and specifications and bills of quan-
tities obtained, at the Town Hall, Nelson, and at the offices
of the engineers, Messrs. Newton, 17 Cooper-street, Man-
Chester, on payment of £5, which will be repaid on receipt
of bona-fido tenders, with the quantities fully priced, such
tenders not being subsequently withdrawn.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the Water
Committee, to bo sent to mo not later than July 16, 1898.

R. M. PRESCOTT,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Nelson.
June 13, 1898.

TTRBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF ETON^ BUCKS.
TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.

The Urban District Council of Eton invito tenders for the
laying within their district of a Cast-iron Outfall Sewer, with
Stoneware Branch Sewers, &c.; the provision and erection of
Iron Stoiago Tanka, Pumping Station, Boiler-llonse, Engines,

GALVANIZED IRON

FRED'^BRABY2(C?^
FITZROY WORKS

352 TO 364 EusTON R?

TONDQNj

BLACKMAN
VENTILATING

CO. LTD.
Specialists in

VENTILATING AND WARMING.

BARROW LIIVIE
(Blue Lias Hydraulic)

PORTLAND CEMENT
And PATENT SELENITIC CEMENT.

Deliveretl to all parts of the Kingdom.
Offices: 1 St.3 Martin's, Leicester.
Works: Barrow-on-Soar, nr. Loughborough.

JOHN ELLIS & SONS, Ld.

The "STRATFORD"
LABELS.

rftADE MARK 63 FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G., and Branches.

Cheap! Legible!! Imperishable!!!

Illustrated Catalogue Free. ^

ROYAL LABEL FACTORY,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
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